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PREFACE TO VOL. VIII.

This volume has been executed without any retrenchment or material modi-

fication in plan, although, for the sake of uniformity in this respect, its size

has been considerably increased beyond the amount promised; for it is the pur-

pose of the editor to complete the alphabet within the compass of ten vol-

umes. A Supplement will follow, containing the necrology and other items

that have accrued during the progress of the work. Circumstances not likely

to recur have required a somewhat longer time than usual for the preparation

of the present volume; but this will cause no postponement in the eventual

completion of the work, as about one half of Vol. IX is already in type, and the

tenth volume may therefore be looked for in two years from the present issue.

Useful, accurate, and full information, rather than novelty or an affectation of

originality, has constantly been the aim of the editor. It has accordingly been

repeatedly avowed in the several prefaces that the present work is intended to

embrace the substance of all the best books of the kind hitherto produced. It

is believed that nothing of value to American readers contained in any of them

will be found to have been omitted. This is especially true with regard to two

of the latest, and in many respects most important, works— namely, Smith's Dic-

tionary of the Bible and Herzog's Real-Encyklopddie, which have constantly been

consulted in the preparation of the articles. At the same time, no servile system

of copying from them or from any other source of information has been adopted.

In the extracts used, the habitual redundancies have been eliminated, the occa-

sional errors and extravagances have been corrected, and the frequent omissions

have been supplied ; in short, their whole form, bearing, and contents have largely

been modified, and their language and conclusions for the most part recast. So

numerous and extensive have these changes usually been, even where one or the

other of the great works named has substantially been the basis of an article,

that in many cases nothing more than this general acknowledgment ought, or

could, be made. The present work contains at least twice as many distinct ar-

ticles as both those dictionaries put together, and includes thousands of subjects

not mentioned in either of them. Many of these additional topics are of the

gravest importance and the highest interest in religious literature.

Occasional corrections have kindly been furnished by readers of the Cyclopaedia.

Notice of any errors or omissions will be thankfully received, if sent either through

the publishers or directly to the editor, Dr. Strong, at Madison, New Jersey.
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Petach. See Pethach.

Petachia(s), Moses bex-Jacob, a learned rabbi

who flourished towards the latter half of the 12th cen-

tury (Regensburg), is the author of the C?lSf1 2^30,

also called CPnrS "? -*!2D, in which he relates his

travels, made between 1075 and 1090 through Poland,

Russia, Tartary, Syria, Mesopotamia, ancient Syria,

Persia, etc., and wherein he describes the manners and
usages of his co-religionists. It was first printed at

Prague (1595), and reprinted by Wagenseil, entitled

Itincrarium cum versione Wagcnseilil. in his Sex exerci-

tationes varii arguments (Altorf, 1G87; Zolkiew, 1792).

It has been translated into French, with notes, by E. Car-

moly, Tour de Monde de Petachia de Ratisbonne, traduit

en Francais et accompagne du texte et des notes historiques,

geographiques, et litteraires (Paris, 1831); into German
by D. Ottensosser, with a Hebrew commentary (Fiirth,

1814) ; into English by Dr. A. Benisch. See Fiirst,

Blbl. Jud. iii, 79 sq. ; Wolf, Bill. Hebr. i, 888 ; iii, 95G
;

Basnage, Histoire ds Juifs, p. G55 (Taylor's English

transl.); Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, vi, 259, 424 ; Zunz,

Zur Geschichte u. Literatur, p. 166 ; the same author in

Asher's edition of Tudela's Itinerary, vol. ii, No. 40,

43, 44, 47 ; Etheridge, Introd. to Hebr. Lit. p. 214 ; Da
Costa, Israel and the Gentiles, p. 187. (B. P.)

Petani, a sort of cakes used anciently in Athens in

making libations to the gods. They were substituted

for animal sacrifices by the command of Cecrops.—Gard-

ner, Faiths of the World, ii, 642.

Petavel, Alfred F., a Swiss Protestant clergy-

man of note, was born near the close of the last century.

He studied at the university in Berlin, and was the

first recipient from that high school of the doctorate in

philosophy. He was greatly instrumental in the es-

tablishment of the Swiss Missionary Society, and sub-

sequently took no inconsiderable share in the doings

of the Evangelical Alliance. The principal work, how-
ever, to which he devoted his best time, his talents, his

energies, and his whole heart, was to bring the Jewish
people into a more intimate personal contact with the

Christians, and it is especially in this respect that his

influence has extended beyond his little country. He
was a zealous member of the Universal Israelitish Al-

liance and of the Evangelical Alliance. He did not, at

first, impress one as a pastor, a missionary, an apostle, a

father of the Church, but rather as one of those individ-

uals described in the book of Genesis, who walked with

God, who communed with him, like a patriarch or a

seer. He died at the age of eighty. The addresses

which he delivered were collected under the title of

Discourses on Fducntion. His Daughter of Zion, his

Letter to the Synagogues of France, and many other

writings, will always remain as imperishable records

of the zeal which animated him for the re-establish-

ment of the Jews as a people.

Petavius, Dionysius (also called Dexis Petau),

one of the most celebrated of French scholars, and in-

fluential in the councils of the Jesuits, to whose order

he belonged, was born at Orleans Aug. 21, 1583. His
father, who was a man of learning, seeing strong parts

and a genius for letters in his son, took all possible

means to improve them to the utmost. He used to

tell his son that he ought to qualify himself so as to be

able to attack and confound "the giant of the Allo-

phylae;" meaning the redoubtable Joseph Scaliger,

whose abilities and learning were supposed to have
done such service to the Reformed. Young Petavius

seems to have entered into his father's views ; for he

studied very intensely, and afterwards levelled much
of his erudition against Scaliger. He joined the study

of mathematics with that of belles-lettres ; and then

applied himself to a course in philosophy, which he

began in the College of Orleans, and finished at

Paris. After this he maintained theses in Greek
and in Latin, which he is said to have understood as

well as his native language, the French. In ma-
turer years he had free access to the king's library,

which he often visited in order to consult Latin and
Greek manuscripts. Among other advantages which
accompanied his literary pursuits was the friendship

of Isaac Casaubon, whom Henry IV called to Paris

in 1600. It was at his instigation that Petavius,

young as he was, undertook an edition of The Works
rfSyneshts ; that is, to correct the Greek from the man-
uscripts, to translate that part which j*et remained to

be translated into Latin, and to write notes upon the

whole. He was but nineteen when he was made pro-

fessor of philosophy in the University of Bourges ; and
spent the two following ye#-s in studying the ancient

philosophers and mathematK ians. In 1604, when Morel,

professor of Greek at Paris, published The Works of
Chrysostom, some part of Petavius's labors on Synesius

was added to them. (From the title of this work we
learn that he then Latinized his name Pwtus, which he

afterwards changed into Petavius. His own edition of

The Works of Synedus did not appear till 1612.) He
entered the Society of the Jesuits in 1605, and did

great honor to it afterwards by his vast and profound

erudition. He became zealous for the Roman Catholic

Church ; and there was no way of serving it more
agreeable to his humor than by criticising and abus-

ing its adversaries. Scaliger was the person he was

most bitter against; but he did not spare his friend

Casaubon whenever he came in his way. There is

no occasion to enter into detail about a man whose

whole life was spent in reading and writing books,

and in performing the several offices of his order.

The history of a learned man is the history of his

works; and by far the greater part of Petavius's

writings were to support popish doctrines and disci-

pline. But it must be confessed that in order to per-

form his task well he made himself a universal scholar.

He died at Paris Dec. 11, 1652. In 1633 he published

an excellent work entitled Rationale Temjwrum ; it is
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an abridgment of universal history, from the earliest

.1 order,

and supported all the w • to proper au-

thorities. It went through several editions; many

additions and improvements have been made to it. both

in- himself, and by Perisoniua and others

after bis death; and Le Clerc published an abridg-

.1 as far down as to 800, under the title of

•

vins'a chef-d'oeuvre i- I

inc primum septem voluminibus comprchen-

riiin. in meliorera ordinem redactum, auctoris ipsius

% it i. a.- libris quibusdam numquam in hoc opera editis

itum, Francisci Antonii Zacharia i

itensium prim tpum Bibliotheca Prse-

isertationibus, ac notis uberrimia illustratum"

;.. fol. |. It is full of choice erudition,

but unfortunately lii- death cut it short, and it lacks

other services, Petavins de-

i be acknowledged as the first theologian

who brought into proper relations history and dog-

M ri regards him as the restorer of dog-

ology. In the opinion of Gassendus (Vit.

P ivius was the most consummate Bcholar

the Jesuits ever had; and indeed we cannot suppose

him tn have been inferior to the first Bcholai

order, -\% 1 1 i
I.

- we consider him waging war. a- he did

frequently with unsl Scaliger, Salmasius,

and other like chiefs in the republic of letters. His

judgment, as m ly easily be c leived, was inferior to

his learning; and his controversial writings are full

of that Boumess and Bpleen which appears bo manifest

in all the print- of li i- countenance. Bayle has ob-

served that Petavius did the Socinians great service,

though unawares and against his intentions. The
original design, in the second volume of liis

- to represent ingenuously the

of the iir-t three centuries. Having no par-

Btem i" defend, he • I i « I not carefully state the

i. pinion- of the fathers, but only gave a general account

of them. By tlii- means he unawares Led the public to

rtaii :

I ilse and absurd no-

tions concerning the mystery of the Three Persons;

insl lii- int. -mi. .)!-. furnished arguments and
authorities t.i the Antitrinitarians. When made aware
of this, and being willing to prevent the evil conse-

whicfa he had not foreseen, he wrote his Pref-

ace, in which he labored Bolely to assert tl rthodoxy
of the fathers, and thus was forced to contradict what

idvanced in the Dogmata. (Comp. Bull, On
ner, Gesch. a\ r apol

;/ I m. lit. vol. iv; idem, Gesch. der lcaihol. Th.nl.

(Munich, 1866); Dupin, Nouvt '.
.

I
»-

. \. : Simon, Hist, crit, des /

1

. Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii, 435 ; Christian
I -'.. (J.H.W.)

Pe'tci t the Aram. N"i
i

•

Inally 8i . the leader amon : I

onal disciples of Christ, and afterwards thi

11 treat tliis important

finite information from
nt and early < Ihnrch historians (using

in this portion largely the article in Smith'- Diction-

i subse-
quent hi Winer, ii,

' i

., / l/e. The
& riptnn w, but not nnim-

ible ii- to form le estimate of the
circumstances under which the apostle's i haracter was

i.d how he was prepared for his great work,
man named Jon .- M itt. ta i.

17; John i, 48; xxl, 16), and was brought up in his fa-

il, a fisherman on the w a of I

I tn humble one, hut not.

mod, mean or servile, or Lncompatil le
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with some degr< f mental culture. His family -were

probably in easy circumstances (see below). He and
his brother Andrew wen- partners of .John and James,

the sons of Zebedee, who had hired servants : and from

carious indications in the sacred narrative we are led

to the conclusion that their social position brought

them into contact with men of education. In fact the

trade of fishermen, supplying some of the important

ities on the coasts of that inland lake, may have bei

tolerably remi rative, w hile all the necessaries of life

were cheap and abundant in the singularly rich and
fertile district where the apostle resided. He did not

live, as a mere laboring man, in a hut by the sea-side,

but first at Bethsaida, and afterwards in a house ;.t

< lapernaum belonging to himself or his mother-in-law,

« hich must have been ratlin- a large one. since be re-

< lived in it not only our Lord and his fellow-disciples,

but multitudes who were attracted by the miracles and
preaching of Jesus. It i> certain that when he left

all to follow Christ, he made what he regarded, and
what seems to have been admitted by his .Master, as

being a considerable sacrifice (Matt, xix, 27). I he

habits of -mil a life were by no mean- unfavorable to

the development of a vigorous, earnest, and practical

character, such as he displayed in after-years. The
labors, t lie privations, and the perils of an existence

passed in great part upon the waters of that beautiful

but stormy lake, the long and anxious watching through
the nights, were calculated to test and increase his

natural powers, his fortitude, energy, and persever-

ance. In tin- city he mii-t have been brought into

contact with men engaged in traffic, with Boldiers and

foreigners, and may have thus acquired somewhat of

the flexibility and geniality oftemperament all but in-

dispensable to the attainment of such personal influ-

ence as lie exercised in after-life. It is not probable

that he and his brother were wholly uneducated. The
.lews regarded instruction as a necessity, and legal en-

actments enforced the attendance of youths in .-.lion];.

maintained by the community. See Education. The
statement in Acts iv. 13, that "the council perceived

they (i. e. Peter and John) were unlearned and igno-

rant men." is not incompatible with this assumption.

The translation of the passage in the A. V. is rather

exaggerated, the word rendered " unlearned"
| iiiwrai)

being nearly equivalent to •laymen." i. e. men of or-

dinary education, as contrasted with those who were
specially trained in the schools of the rabbins. A man
might be thoroughly conversant with the Scriptures,

and yet be considered ignorant and unlearned by the

rabbins, among whom the opinion was already preva-

lent that ''the letter of Scripture was the mere shell,

an earthen vessel containing heavenly treasures, which
could only be discovered by those who had been taught
t search for the hidden cabalistic meaning." Peter
and his kin-men were probably taught to read the

Scripture- in childhood. The history of their country,

especially of the great event- of early days, must have
been familiar to them as attendants at the synagogue,
and their attention was there directed to tho-e portions

of Holy Writ from which the Jews derived their an-

ticipation- of the Messiah.

The language of the apostles was of course the form
of Aramaic spoken in Northern Palestine, a sort i f

patois, partly Hebrew, but more nearly allied to the

Hebrew, even in its debased form, was then
Bpoken only by men of learning, the leaders of the

Pharisees and Scribes. 'I lu- men of Galilee were,

however, noted for rough and inaccurate language,
and especially for vulgarities of pronunciation (Matt,
sxvi, 78). It i- .Ion I it ful whether our apostle was ac-

quainted «',th Greek in early life. It is certain, how-
ever, that there wa- more intercourse with foreigners
in Galilee than in any district of Palestine, and Greek
appears to have been a common, if not the principal,
me,bum of communication. Within a few years aftei

his call Peter Beemsto haveci nversed fluently in Greek
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with Cornelius, at least there is no intimation that an

interpreter was employed, while it is highly improbable

that Cornelius, a Roman soldier, should have used the

language of Palestine. The style of both of Peter's epis-

tles indicates a considerable knowledge of Greek ; it is

pure and accurate, and in grammatical structure equal

to that of Paul. That ma}', however, be accounted

for by the fact, for which there is very ancient author-

it}', that Peter employed an interpreter in the compo-

sition of his epistles, if not in his ordinary intercourse

with foreigners. There are no traces of acquaintance

with Greek authors, or of the influence of Greek lit-

erature upon his mind, such as we find in Paul, nor

could we expect it in a person of his station, even had
Greek been his mother-tongue. It is on the whole

probable that he had some rudimental knowledge of

Greek in early life, which may have afterwards been

extended when the need was felt, but not more than

would enable him to discourse intelligibly on practical

and devotional subjects. That he was an affectionate

husband, married in early life to a wife who accom-
panied him in his apostolic journej's, are facts inferred

from Scripture, while very ancient traditions, recorded

hy Clement of Alexandria (whose connection with the

Church founded by Mark gives a peculiar value to his

testimony), and by other early but less trustworthy

writers, inform us that her name was Perpetua, that

she bore a daughter, and perhaps other children, and
suffered martyrdom. (See below.)

2. As a Disciple merely.—It is uncertain at what age

Peter was called by our Lord. The general impression

of the fathers is that he was an old man at the date of

his death, A.D. 61, but this need not imply that he was
much older than our Lord. He was probably between
thirty and forty years of age at the date of his first call,

A.D. 2G. That call was preceded by a special prep-

aration. He and his brother Andrew, together with

their partners, James and John, the sons of Zebedee,

were disciples ofJohn the Baptist (John i, 35). They
were in attendance upon him when they were first

called to the service of Christ. From the circum-

stances of that call, which are recorded with graphic

minuteness by St. John, we learn some important facts

touching their state of mind and the personal character

of our apostle. Two disciples, one named by the evan-

gelist Andrew, the other in all probability St. John
himself, were standing with the Baptist at Bethany on

the Jordan, when he pointed out Jesus as he walked,

and said, Behold the Lamb of God ! that is, the anti-

type of the victims whose blood (as all true Israelites,

and they more distinctly under the teaching of John,

believed) prefigured the atonement for sin. The two
at once followed Jesus, and upon his invitation abode
with him that day. Andrew then went to his brother

Simon, and said to him, We have found the Messias,

the Anointed One, ofwhom they had read in the proph-

ets. Simon went at once, and when Jesus looked on
him he said, "Thou art Simon the son of Jona; thou

Shalt be called Cephas.'" The change of name is of

course deeply significant. As son of Jona (a name of

doubtful meaning, according to Lampe equivalent to

Joh'inan or John, i. e. grace of the Lord; according to

Lange, who has some striking but fanciful observa-

tions, signifying dove) he bore as a disciple the name
Simon, i.e. hearer; but as an apostle, one of the twelve
on whom the Church was to be erected, he was here-

after ((c\»/3-)'/(T{/) to be called Rock or Stone. It seems
a natural impression that the words refer primarily to

the original character of Simon : that our Lord saw in

him a man firm, steadfast, not to be overthrown, though
severely tried ; and such was generally the view taken
by the fathers. But it is perhaps a deeper and truer in-

ference that Jesus thus describes Simon, not as what
he was, but as wh;it he would become under his influ-

ence—a man with predispositions and capabilities not

unfitted for the office he was to hold, but one whose
permanence and stability would depend upon union
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with the living Rock. Thus we may expect to find
Simon, as the natural man, at once rough, stubborn,
and mutable, whereas Peter, identified with the Rock,
will remain firm and immovable to the end. (See
below.)

This first call led to no immediate change in Peter's
external position. He and his fellow-disciples looked
henceforth upon our Lord as their teacher, but were
not commanded to follow him as regular disciples.

There were several grades of disciples among the Jews, -

from the occasional hearer to the follower who gave up
all other pursuits in order to serve a master. At the
time a recognition of his Person and office sufficed.

They returned to Capernaum, where they pursued
their usual business, waiting for a further intimation
of his will.

The second call is recorded by the other three evan-
gelists. It took place on the Sea of Galilee near Caper-
naum, where the four disciples, Peter and Andrew, James
and John, were fishing. A.D. 27. Peter and Andrew
were first called. Our Lord then entered Simon Peter's

boat, and addressed the multitude on the shore ; after

the conclusion of the discourse he wrought the miracle

by which he foreshadowed the success of the apostles

in the new but analogous occupation which was to be
theirs—that of fishers of men. The call of James and
John followed. From that time the four were certainly

enrolled formally among his disciples, and although as

yet invested with no official character, accompanied him
in his journeys, those especially in the north of Pales-

tine.

Immediately after that call our Lord went to the

house of Peter, where he wrought the miracle of heal-

ing on Peter's wife's mother, a miracle succeeded by
other manifestations of divine power which produced a

deep impression upon the people. Some time was passed

afterwards in attendance upon our Lord's public minis-

trations in Galilee, Decapolis, Peraja,and Judsa—though

at intervals the disciples returned to their own city,

and were witnesses of many miracles, of the call of Levi,

and of their Master's reception of outcasts, whom they

in common with their zealous but prejudiced country-

men had despised and shunned. It was a period of

training, of mental and spiritual discipline preparatory

to their admission to the higher office to which they

were destined. Even then Peter received some marks
of distinction. He was selected, together with the two
sons of Zebedee, to witness the raising of Jarius's daugh-

ter.

The special designation of Peter and his eleven fel-

low-disciples took place some time afterwards, when they

were set apart as our Lord's immediate attendants, and

as his delegates to go forth wherever he might send

them, as apostles, announcers of his kingdom, gifted

witli supernatural powers as credentials of their super-

natural mission (see Matt, x, 2-4; Mark iii, 13-19, the

most detailed account; Luke vi, 13). They appear

then first to have formally received the name of Apos-

tles, and from that time Simon bore publicly, aud as it

would seem all but exclusively, the name Peter, which

had hitherto been used rather as a characteristic appel-

lation than as a proper name.

From this time there can be no doubt that Peter held

the first place among the apostles, to whatever cause his

precedence is to be attributed. There was certainly

much in his character which marked him as a repre-

sentative man; both in his strength and in his weak-

ness, in his excellences and his defects he exemplified

the changes which the natural man undergoes in the

gradual transformation into the spiritual man under the

personal influence of the Saviour. The precedence did

not depend upon priority of call, or it would have de-

volved upon his brother Andrew, or that other disciple

who first followed Jesus. It seems scarcely probable

that it depended upon seniority, even supposing, which

is a mere conjecture, that he was older than his fellow-

disciples. The special designation by Christ alone ac-
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a satisfactory way for the facta that lie is

ret in every list of the apostles, i- generally ad-

bj our Lord as t In ir representative, and on the

Bpeaks in their name. Thus

when the t i
r - 1 great secession took place in consequence

of the offence given by <>ur Lord'* mystic discourse al

Capernaum (see John vi, 66 69 , "Jesus said nnto the

u ill ye also go away? rben Simon Peter an-

swered him, Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou hasl

the words of eternal life: and we believe and are Bure

thai thou art that Christ, the Son of the H

Thus again at CsBsarea Philippi, soon after the return

twelve from i In ir tir-t missionary tour, Peter

(speaking as before in the name of the twelve, though,

its from our Lord's won!-, with a peculiar dis-

..i personal conviction) repeated thai declara-

tion, "Tbon an tin' Christ, the Son ..ft he living God."

The confirmation of our apostle in his Bpecial position

in the Church, bis identification with the rock on which

thai Church i- founded, the ratification of the powers

ami duties attached to the apostolic office, and the prom-

ise of permanence to the Church, followed as a reward

of thai confession. The early Church regarded Peter

generally, and mosl especially on this occasion, as the

tative "t the apostolic bodj a very distinct

theory from thai which makes him their head or gov-

ernor in Christ's Btead. Even in the time- of Cyprian,

nnection with the bishop of Ri mi as Pi ter's

r r.r the first time was held to be indispensable,

era of jurisdiction «r supremacy were supposed

t.. be attached i" the admitted precedency of rank.

/ Pi ter held no distinct office, and

certainly never claimed any powers which did nol be-

long equally to all his fellow-apostli -. (See below.)

'I his great triumph <>f Peter, however, brought other

bis character into Btrong relief. The distinc-

tion which he then received, and it may be his con-

sciousness of ability, energy, zeal, and absolute devo-

tion t.. Christ's , ped a natu-

ral tendency to rashness and forwardness bordering upon

presumption. < in this occasion the < xhibition of such

brought n|'"ii him the strongest reproof ever

addressed i" a disciple by our Lord, [n his affection

and self-confidence Peter ventured to reject as impos-

sible the am ncemenl of the Buffi rings and humilia-

tion w hich Jesus predicted : and he heard the sharp words
i .. i thee behind me, Satan, tl art an offence unto

thou savorest not the things that be of God,
but those that be of men." That was Peter's first fall;

minousone: ii"j a rock, but a stumbling-stone;

fender, but an antagonist and deadly enemj oi

the faith, when the spiritual Bhould u;i \ <• place to the

lower nature in dealing with the things of God. It i-

il |e that on other occasions when Peter signal-

t iiih and devotion he displayed at the time, or

itely afterwards, a more than usual deficiency

l and consistency. Thus a few

t that fall hi . ill, r with John
and Jan the transfiguration of Christ, but
the word-, which he then uttered prove that he was
compli tc lv bewildered, and unable at the time to com-
prehend the meaning ol the transaction. Thus again,
when his zeal and courage prompted him to have the

1 walk on the Mall. xiv.

idden failure of faith withdrew the sustaining

il once r<-

•
li h trait-, which

I unfrequently, prepare ua for his last

the resurri ction, when
bis natural gil

I and hia defii ii

plied bj "the power ti- n nigh." \\ '•• find a mix-
luct whin called

upon to pay tribute-money for himself and his Lord.
i h had the upper hand, and was rewarded by a

significant miracle (Matt xvii, 24 27). The question
which about the same lime ivt-r asked our I

the > st< m to whii h I
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ried, indicated a great advance in spirituality from the

Jewish standpoint, while it showed how far as yet he

and his fellow -disciples were from understanding the

true principle of Christian love (Matt, xviii, •_'!
|. u '.

find a similar blending of opposite qualities in the dec-

laration recorded by the synoptical evangelists (Matt,

six, 27; Mark x,28; Luke xviii, 28)," Lo, we have left

all and followed thee." It certainly bespeaks a con-

sciousness of sincerity, a spirit of self-devotion and Belf-

sacrifice, though it conveys an impression of something

like ambition; but in that instance the good undoubt-

edly predominated, a- is shown by our Lord'.- answer,

not reprove Peter, who Bpoke, as usual, in the

name of the twelve, but takes the opportunity of ut-

tering the strongest prediction touching the future dig-

nity and paramount authority of the apostles,a fin-dic-

tion recorded by Matthew only.

Towards the clo.-c of our Lord's mini-try (A.D.29)

Peter's characteristics become especially prominent
Together with hi- brother and the two son- of Zebedi e

he listened to the last awful predictions and warnings
di livered to the disciples in reference to the second ad-

enl
i
tfatt. sxiv, 3; Mark xiii, 3, who alone mentions

these nanus; Luke xxi, 7). At the last supper Peter

ei ii is i" have been particularly earnest in the request

that the traitor might be pointed out, expressing of

course a general feeling, to which some inward con-

sciousness of infirmity may have added force After

the supper bis words drew out the meaning of the sig-

nificant, almost sacramental acl of our Lord in washing
in- disciples' feet—an occasion on which we find the

same mixture of goodness and frailty, humility and
deep affection, with a certain taint of self-will, which
was al once hushed into submissive reverence by the

Voice Of JeSUS. Then tOO it Was that he made those re-

peated protestations of unalterable fidelity, so soon to be

falsified by his miserable fall. That event is, however,

of such critical import in its bearings upon the charac-

ter ami position of the apo-tle. that it cannot be dis-

without a careful, if nol an exhaustive discus-

sion. Judas had hft the guest-chamber when Peter

put the question, Lord, whither goes! thou? words

which modern theologians generally represent as savor-

ing of idle curiosity or presumption, but in which the

early fathers i as < Ihrj sostom and Augustine I recognised

the utterance of love and devotion. The answer h aa a

promise thai Peter should follow his Master, but accom-
panied with an intimation of present unfitness in the

disciple Then came the first protestation, which < licit, d

the sharp and stem rebuke, and distinct prediction of

Peter's denial (John xiii, 36-38). From comparing this

account with those of the other evangelists (Matt xxvi,
:;:; 35; Mark xiv. 29 31; Luke xxii. 33, 34), ii sen-
ex idem that with some diversity of circumstances both
the protestation and warning were thrice repeated.

The tempter was to -ili all the disciples, our apostle's

faith waa to be preserved from failing by the special in-

tercession of ( ihrist, he being thus singled out either as

the n presentative of the whole body, or, as seems more
probable, because hi- character was one which had spe-

cial m < i of supernatural aid. Mark, as usual, records

two points which enhance the force of the warning and
the guill of Titer, viz. that the cock would crow twice,

and ili.it afur -nch warning he repeated his protesta-

tion with greater vehemence. Chrysostom, who judges
the apo-tle with faiinc-s and candor, al Irihutes this ve-

hemence to his gn at love, and more particularly to the

delight which he fell when assured that he was nol the
traitor, yet not without a certain admixture of forward-
ness and ambition such as had previously been shown
in the dispute for pre-eminence. The fiery trial soon

came. Mter the agony ofGethsemane,when the three,

mi -. and John, w,re. as on former occasions, se-

lected lo he with our Lord, the only witnesses of his

passion, when also all three had alike failed to prepare
themselves by prayer and watching, the arrest of Jesus

Pi i,i did not shrink from the danger. In
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the same spirit which had dictated his promise he drew

his sword, alone against the armed throng, and wounded
the servant (jbv SovXov, not a servant) of the high-

priest, probably the leader of the band. When this

bold but unauthorized attempt at rescue was reproved,

he did not yet forsake his Master, but followed him
with John into the focus of danger, the house of the high-

priest. There he sat in the outer hall. He must have

been in a state of utter confusion : his faith, which from

first to last was bound up with hope, his special charac-

teristic, was for the time powerless against temptation.

The danger found him unarmed. Thrice, each time

with greater vehemence, the last time with blasphemous

asseveration, he denied his Master. The triumph of

Satan seemed complete. Yet it is evident that it was
an obscuration of faith, not an extinction. It needed

but a glance of his Lord's eye to bring him to himself.

His repentance was instantaneous and effectual. The
light in which he himself regarded his conduct is clear-

ly shown by the terms in which it is related by Mark,

who in some sense may be regarded as his reporter.

The inferences are weighty as regards his personal

character, which represents more completely perhaps

than any in the New Testament the weakness of the

natural and the strength of the spiritual man—still

more weighty as bearing upon his relations to the apos-

tolic body, and the claims resting upon the assumption

that he stood to them in the place of Christ.

On the morning of the resurrection we have proof

that Peter, though humbled, was not crushed by his

fall. He and John were the first to visit the sepulchre

;

he was the first who entered it. We are told by Luke
(in words still used by the Eastern Church as the first

salutation on Easter Sunday) and by Paul that Christ

appeared to him first among the apostles—he who most
needed the comfort was the first who received it, and
with it, as may be assumed, an assurance of forgiveness.

It is observable, however, that on that occasion he is

called by his original name, Simon, not Peter; the high-

er designation was not restored until he had been pub-

licly reinstituted, so to speak, by his Master. That re-

institution took place at the Sea of Galilee (John xxi),

an event of the very highest import. We have there

indications of his best natural qualities, practical good-

sense, promptness, and energy ; slower than John to

recognise their Lord, Peter was the first to reach him

:

he brought the net to land. The thrice-repeated ques-

tion of Christ, referring doubtless to the three protesta-

tions and denials, was thrice met by answers full of

love and faith, and utterly devoid of his hitherto charac-

teristic failing, presumption, of which not a trace is to

be discerned in his later history. He then received the

formal commission to feed Christ's sheep ; not certainly

as one endued with exclusive or paramount authority,

or as distinguished from his fellow-disciples, whose fall

had been marked by far less aggravating circumstances;

rather as one who had forfeited his place, and could not

resume it without such an authorization. Then followed

the prediction of his martyrdom, in which he was to find

the fulfilment of his request to be permitted to follow

the Lord.

With this event closes the first part of Peter's history.

It was a period of transition, during which the fish-

erman of Galilee had been trained, first by the Baptist,

then by our Lord, for the great work of his life. He
had learned to know the person and appreciate the
offices of Christ; while his own character had been
chastened and elevated by special privileges and hu-
miliations, both reaching their climax in the last re-

corded transactions. Henceforth he with his colleagues

were to establish and govern the Church founded by
their Lord, without the support of his presence.

3. Apostolical Career.—The first part of the Acts of

the Apostles is occupied by the record of transactions

in nearly all of which Peter stands forth as the recog-

nised leader of the apostles; it being, however, equally

clear that he neither exercises nor claims anv authoritv
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apart from them, much less over them. In the first

chapter it is Peter who points out to the disciples (as

in all his discourses and writings drawing his arguments
from prophecy) the necessity of supplying the place of
Judas. He states the qualifications of an apostle, but
takes no special part in the election. The candidates
are selected by the disciples, while the decision is left

to the searcher of hearts. The extent and limits of
Peter's primacy might be inferred with tolerable ac-
curacy from this transaction alone. To have one
spokesman, or foreman, seems to accord with the spirit

of order and humility which ruled the Church, while
the assumption of power or supremacy would be incom-
patible with the express command of Christ (see Matt,
xxiii, 10). In the second chapter again, Peter is the
most prominent person in the greatest event after the
resurrection, when on the day of Pentecost the Church
was first invested with the plentitude of gifts and pow-
ers. Then Peter, not speaking in his own name, but
with the eleven (see ver. 14), explained the meaning
of the miraculous gifts, and showed the fulfilment of
prophecies (accepted at that time by all Hebrews as

Messianic) both in the outpouring of the Holy Ghost
and in the resurrection and death of our Lord. This
discourse, which bears all the marks of Peter's individu-

ality, both of character and doctrinal views, ends with
an appeal of remarkable boldness. It is the model upon
which the apologetic discourses of the primitive Chris-

tians were generally constructed. The conversion and
baptism of three thousand persons, who continued stead-

fast in the apostle's doctrine and fellowship, attested

the power of the Spirit which spake by Peter on that

occasion.

The first miracle after Pentecost was wrought by
Peter (Acts iii) ; and John was joined with him in that,

as in most important acts of his ministry; but it was
Peter who took the cripple by the hand, and bade him
" in the name of Jesus of Nazareth rise up and walk,"

and when the people ran together to Solomon's porch,

where the apostles, following their Master's example,

were wont to teach, Peter was the speaker : he convinces

the people of their sin, warns them of their danger,

points out the fulfilment of prophecy, and the special

objects for which God sent his Son first to the children

of the old covenant. This speech is at once strikingly

characteristic of Peter and a proof of the fundamental

harmony between his teaching and the more developed

and systematic doctrines of Paul ; differing in form, to

an extent utterly incompatible with the theory of Baur
and Schwegler touching the object of the writer of the

Acts ; identical in spirit, as issuing from the same source.

The boldness of the two apostles, of Peter more espe-

cially as the spokesman, when "filled with the Holy
Ghost" he confronted the full assembly headed by An-
nas and Caiaphas, produced a deep impression upon
those cruel and unscrupulous hypocrites : an impression

enhanced by the fact that the words came from com-
paratively ignorant and unlearned men. The words

spoken by both apostles, when commanded not to speak

at all nor teach in the name of Jesus, have ever since

been the watchwords of martyrs (iv, 19, 20).

This first miracle of healing was soon followed by the

first miracle of judgment. The first open and deliber-

ate sin against the Holy Ghosts—a sin combining ambi-

tion, fraud, hypocrisy, and blasphemy—was visited by

death, sudden and awful as under the old dispensation.

Peter was the minister in that transaction. As he had

first opened the gate to penitents (Acts ii, 37, 38), he

now closed it to hypocrites. The act stands alone, with-

out a precedent or parallel in the Gospel; but Peter

acted simply as an instrument, not pronouncing the sen-

tence, but denouncing the sin, and that in the name of

his fellow-apostles and of the Holy Ghost. Penalties

similar in kind, though far different in degree, were in-

flicted or commanded on various occasions by Paul.

Peter appears, perhaps in consequence of that act. to

have become the object of a reverence bordering, as it
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would seem, on superstition (Arts v. 15), while the nn-

merous miracles of healing wrought about the same

time, showing the true character of the power dwelling

in the apostles, gave occasion to the second persecution.

Peter then came in contact with the nobles! and most

interesting character among the Jews, the learned and

liberal tutor "i Paul, Gamaliel, whose caution, gentle-

ness, and dispassionate candor standout in Btrong relief

contrasted with his colleagues, but make a faint im-

pression compared with the steadfast and uncompromis-

ing principles of the apostles, who, after undergoing an

illegal scourging, went f. >rt 1l rejoicing that they were

counted worthy to sutler shame for the name of Jesus.

Peter is not specially named in connection with the ap-

pointment of deacons, an important step in the organi-

zation of the Church; but when the Gospel was Bret

preached beyond the precincts of Judaea, he and John

were at once Bent by the apostles to confirm the eon-

verts at Samaria, a very important statement at tliis

critical point, proving clearly his subordination to the

whole body, of which he was the most active and able

member.
Dp to this time it may be said that the apostles had

one great work. viz. to convince the Jews that Jesus

was the Messiah; in that work Peter was the master

builder, the whole structure rested upon the doctrines

of which he was the principal teacher; hitherto no

words but his are specially recorded by the writer of the

Acts. Henceforth he remains prominent, hut not ex-

clusively prominent, anion-- the propagators ofthe Gos-

pel. At Samaria he and John established the precedent

for the most important rite not expressly enjoined in

Holy Writ, viz. confirmation, which theWestern Church

has always held to belong exclusively to the functions

of bishops as successors to the ordinary powers of the

apostolate. Then also l'eter was confronted with Simon

MagUS, the first teacher of heresy. Sec Simon M iGUS.

As in the case of Ananias ho had denounced the lirst

sin against holiness, so in ibis case he lir^t declared the

penalty due to the sin called after Simon's name. About

time year- later (comp. Acts ix. 26 and Gal. i. 17. 18)

we have two accounts of the lirst meeting of Peter ami

Paul In the Aits it is stated generally that Said was

at first districted by the disciples, ami received by the

apostles upon the recommendation of Barnabas. Prom
the Galatians we learn that Paul went to Jerusalem

especially to see l'eter; that he abode with him fifteen

days, and that .lames was the only Other apostle present

at the time. It is important to note that this account,

which, while it establishes the independence of Paul,

marks the position of Peter as the most eminent of the

apostles, rests not on the authority of the writer of the

Acts, but on that of Paul as if it were intended to ob-

viate all possible misconceptions touching the mutual
relation- of the apostles ol the Hebrews and the Gentiles.

This interview was preceded by other events marking
Peter's position- a general apostolical tour of visitation

to the churches hitherto established (Supxo/ievov Sid

iravrwv, A. is ix,32), in the course of which two gnat
miracle, were wrought on /Eneas and Tabitha, and in

connection with which the most signal transaction after

the day ol' Pentecost is n rded, the baptism of < lorne-

lius. A.D.32. That was the crown and consummation
of Peter's ministry, l'eter. who had first preached the

resurrection to the dews, baptized the first converts,

Confirmed the first Samaritans, now. without the advice

or CO-OpeTation of any of his colleagues, under direct

communication from heaven, lirst threw down the bar-

rier which separated proselytes of the gate from Israel-

ites, thus establishing principles which in their gradual

application ami full development issued in the complete

fusion of the Gentile and Hebrew elements in the

Church. The narrative of this event, which stands

alone in minute cireunist am iaiit y ol incidents and ac-

cumulation of supernatural agency, is mice recorded by

Luke. The chief points to he noted are. lir-t. the pe-

culiar fitness of Cornelius, both as a representative of
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Roman force and nationality, and as a devout and liber-

al worshipper, to be a recipient of such privileges; and.

secondly, the state of the apostle's own mind. What-
ever may have been bis hope- or fears touching the
heathen, the idea had certainly not yet crossed him that
they could become Christians without lirst becoming
dens. As a loyal and believing Hebrew, he could not
contemplate the removal of Gentile disqualifications

without a distinct assurance that the enactments of the
law which concerned them were abrogated by the divine
Legislator. The vision could not therefore have been
the product of a subjective impression. It was, strictly

speaking, objective, presented to his mind by an external

influence. Yet the will of the apostle was not controlled,

it was simply enlightened. Tin' intimation in the state

of trance did not at once overcome his reluctance. It

was not until his consciousness was fully restored, and
he had well considered the meaning of the vision, that

he learned that the distinction of cleanness and unclean-

ness in outward things belonged to a temporary dispen-

sation. It was no mere acquiescence in a positive com-
mand, but the development of a spirit full of generous

impulses, which found utterance in the words spoken by
l'eter on that Occasion—both in the presence of Corne-

lius, and afterwards at Jerusalem. His conduct gave
great offence to all his countrymen (Acts xi, 2), and
it needed all his authority, corroborated by a special

manifestation of the Holy Chost, to induce his fellow-

apostles to recognise the propriety of this great act. in

which both he and they saw an earnest of the admis-
' sion of Gentiles into the < lunch on the single condition

of spiritual repentance. The establishment of a Church,
in great part of Gentile origin, at Antioch, and the mis-

sion of Barnabas, between whose family and l'eter

there were the bonds of near intimacy, set the seal

upon the work thus inaugurated by P< t r.

This transaction was followed, after an interval of

several years, by the imprisonment of our apostle. A.D.
44. Herod Agrippa, having first tested the state of feel-

ing at Jerusalem by the execution of .lames, one of the

most eminent apostles, arrested Peter. The hatred
which at that time lirst showed itself as a popular feel-

ing may most probably be attributed chiefly to the

offence given by Peter's conduct towards Cornelius.

His miraculous deliverance marks the close of this

second great period of his ministry. 'I he special work
assigned to him was completed. He had founded the

Church, opened its gates to .lews and Gentiles, and
distinctly laid down the conditions ofadmission. Prom
that time we have no continuous history of Peter.

It i- quite clear that he retained his rank as the

chief apostle, equally so that he neither exercised nor

claimed any right to control their proceedings. At

Jerusalem the government of the Church devolved
upon .lame- the I rother of our Lord. In other places

peter seem- to have confmcd his ministrations to his

countrymen— as apostle of the circumcision. He left

Jerusalem, but it is not said where he went. I

ly not to Koine, where there are no traces of his pres-

ence before the last years of his life; he probably re-

mained in Judaea, visiting and confirming the churches;

some old but not trustworthy traditions re] n •

as preaching in Caesarea and other cities on the western

.oid of Palestine ; three years later we find him once

more at Jerusalem when tin- apostles and elders came
together to consider the question whether converts

should be 'in umcised. l'eter took the had in that

discussion, and urged with remarkable cogency the

principles settled in the case of Cornelius. Purifying

faith ami saving grace ( \v. 9 and 11) remove all dis-

tinctions between believer-. Hi- arguments, adopted

and enforced by .lame-, decided that question at < n.v

ami forever. It is, however, to be remarked that on

that occasion he exercised no one power which Roman-
ists hold to be inalienably attached to the (hair of l'e-

ter. He did not preside at the meeting; he neither

summoned nor dismissed it ; he neither collected, the
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suffrages nor pronounced the decision. It is a dis-

puted point whether the meeting between Paul and

Peter of which we have an account in the Galatians

(ii, 1-10) took place at this time. The great major-

ity of critics believe that it did, but this hypothesis

has serious difficulties. L-ange (Das apostolische Zeit-

alter, ii, 378) fixes the date about three years after

the council. Wieseler has a long excursus to show
that it must have occurred after Paul's second apos-

tolic journey. He gives some weighty reasons, but

•wholly fails in the attempt to account for the presence

of Barnabas, a fatal objection to his theory. (See

Der Brief an die Galater, Excursus, p. 579.) On the

other side are Theodoret, Pearson, Eichhorn, Olshausen,

Meyer, Neander, Howson, Schaff, etc. The only point

of real importance was certainly determined before the

apostles separated, the work of converting the Gentiles

being henceforth specially intrusted to Paul and Bar-

nabas, while the charge of preaching to the circumcis-

ion was assigned to the elder apostles, and more par-

ticularly to Peter (Gal. ii, 7-9). This arrangement can-

not, however, have been an exclusive one. Paul al-

ways addressed himself first to the Jews in every city;

Peter and his colleagues undoubtedly admitted and
sought to make converts among the Gentiles. It may
have been in full force only when the old and new
apostles resided in the same city. Such at least was
the case at Antioch, where Peter went soon afterwards.

There the painful collision took place between the two
apostles ; the most remarkable, and, in its bearings

upon controversies at critical periods, one of the most

important events in the history of the Church. Peter

at first applied the principles which he had lately de-

fended, carrying with him the whole apostolic body,

and on his arrival at Antioch ate with the Gentiles,

thus showing that he believed all ceremonial distinc-

tions to be abolished by the Gospel—in that he went
far beyond the strict letter of the injunctions issued by
the council. That step was marked and condemned
by certain members of the Church of Jerusalem sent

by James. It appeared to them one thing to recognise

Gentiles as fellow-Christians, another to admit them
to social intercourse, whereby ceremonial defilement

would be contracted under the law to which all the

apostles, Barnabas and Paul included, acknowledged
allegiance. Peter, as the apostle of the circumcision,

fearing to give offence to those who were his special

charge, at once gave up the point, suppressed or dis-

guised his feelings, and separated himself not from com-
munion, but from social intercourse with the Gentiles.

Paul, as the apostle of the Gentiles, saw clearly the

consequences likely to ensue, and could ill brook the

misapplication of a rule often laid down in his own
writings concerning compliance with the prejudices of

weak brethren. He held that Peter was infringing a

great principle, withstood him to the face, and. using

the same arguments which Peter had urged at the

council, pronounced his conduct to be indefensible.

The statement that Peter compelled the Gentiles to

Judaize probably means, not that he enjoined circum-
cision, but that his conduct, if persevered in, would
have that effoet, since they would naturally take any
steps which might remove the barriers to familiar in-

tercourse with the first apostles of Christ. Peter was
wrong, but it was an error of judgment: an act con-

trary to his own feelings and wishes, in deference to

those whom he looked upon as representing the mind
of the Church ; that he was actuated by selfishness,

national pride, or an}' remains of superstition, is nei-

ther asserted nor implied in the strong censure of Paul.

Nor, much as we must admire the earnestness and wis-

dom of Paul, whose clear and vigorous intellect was
in this case stimulated by anxiety for his own special

charge, the Gentile Church, should we overlook Peter's

singular humility in submitting to public reproof from
one so much his junior, or his magnanimity both in

adopting Paul's conclusions (as we must infer that he
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did from the absence of all trace of continued resist-

ance) and in remaining on terms of brotherly com-
munion (as is testified by his own written words) to

the end of his life (1 Pet. v, 10 ; 2 Pet. iii, 15, 16). See
Paul.
From this time until the date of his Epistles we have

no distinct notices in Scripture of Peter's abode or work.
The silence may be accounted for by the fact that from
that time the great work of propagating the Gospel was
committed to the marvellous energies of Paul. Peter
was probably employed for the most part in building

up and completing the organization of Christian com-
munities in Palestine and the adjoining districts. There
is, however, strong reason to believe that he visited Cor-

inth at an early period ; this seems to be implied in sev-

eral passages of Paul's first epistle to that Church, and
it is a natural inference from the statements of Clem-
ent of Rome (First Epistle to the Corinthians, c. 4). The
fact is positively asserted by Dionysius, bishop of Cor-

inth (A.D. 180 at the latest), a man of excellent judg-

ment, who was not likely to be misinformed, nor to

make such an assertion lightly in an epistle addressed

to the bishop and Church of Rome. The reference to

collision between parties who claimed Peter, Apollos,

Paul, and even Christ for their chiefs, involves no op-

position between the apostles themselves, such as the

fabulous Clementines and modern infidelity assume.

The name of Peter as founder, or joint founder, is not

associated with any local Church save those of Corinth,

Antioch, and Rome, by early ecclesiastical tradition.

That of Alexandria may have been established by
Mark after Peter's death. That Peter preached the

Gospel in the countries of Asia mentioned in his First

Epistle appears from Origen's own words (jctmjpvictvai

totKtv) to be a mere conjecture (Origen, ap. Euseb. iii, 1,

adopted by Epiphanius, Har. xxvii, and Jerome, Catal.

c. 1), not in itself improbable, but of little weight in the

absence of all positive evidence, and of all personal rem-

iniscences in the Epistle itself. From that Epistle, how-
ever, it is to be inferred that towards the end of his life

Peter either visited or resided for some time at Baby-

lon, which at that time, and for some hundreds of years

afterwards, was a chief seat of Jewish culture. This

of course depends upon the assumption, which on the

whole seems most probable, that the word Babylon is

not used as a mystic designation of Rome, but as a

proper name, and that not of an obscure city in Egypt,

but of the ancient capital of the East. There were

manj' inducements for such a choice of abode. The
Jewish families formed there a separate community;

they were rich, prosperous, and had established settle-

ments in many districts of Asia Minor. Their lan-

guage, probably a mixture of Hebrew and Nabathae-

an, must have borne a near affinity to the Galilsean

dialect. They were on far more familiar terms with

their heathen neighbors than in other countries, while

their intercourse with Judaea was carried on without

intermission. Christianity certainly made considera-

ble progress at an early time in that and the adjoining

districts; the great Christian schools at Edessa and

Nisibis probably owed their origin to the influence of

Peter ; the general tone of the writers of that school is

what is now commonly designated as Potrine. It is

no unreasonable supposition that the establishment of

Christianity in those districts may have been specially

connected with the residence of Peter at Babylon. At

that time there must have been some communication

between the two great apostles, Peter and Paul, thus

stationed at the two extremities of the Christian world.

Mark, who was certainly employed about that time by

Paul, was with Peter when he wrote the Epistle. Sil-

vanus, Paul's chosen companion, was the bearer, prob-

ably the amanuensis of Peter's Epistle—not improbably

sent to Peter from Rome, and charged by him to deliver

that epistle, written to support Paul's authority, to the

churches founded by that apostle on his return. See

Peter, Epistles of.
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More important in its bearings upon later contro-

versies is the question of Peter's connection with Rome.

It may he considered as a settled point that he did not

visit Rome hefore the last year of his life. Too much

Btress may perhaps be laid on the fact that there is

no notice of Peter's labors or presence in that city in

the Epistle to the Romans; hut that negative evidence

Apostolus, they mean Paul, not Peter—a very weighty
fact.

The lime and manner of the apostle's martyrdom art-

less certain. The early writers imply, or distinctly state,

that he suffered at or about the same time (Dionysius,

Kara riv ai)Tuv icaipui>) with Paul, and in the Keroni-
an persecution. All agree that he was crucified, a point

not counterbalanced by any statement of undoubted sufficiently determined by our Lord's prophecy. < hrigen

antiquity. The date given by Eusebius rests npon a (ap. Euseb. iii, 1),who could easilyascertain the fact, and,

miscalculation, and is irreconcilable with the notices of though fanciful in speculation, is not inaccurate in his-

Peter in the Acts of the Apostles. He gives A.D. 42 in torica] mailers, says thai at his own request he was cru-

the Chronicon | i. e. in the Armenian text), and Bays that

Peter remained at Lome twenty year-. In this he is

followed by Jerome, Catal. c. 1 (who gives twenty-five

year-i, and by most Roman Catholic writers. Protes-

tant critics, with scarcely one exception, are unani-

mous upon this point, and Roman controversialist- are

cified Kara pcf0dAije; probably meaning by the heady

and not, as generally understood, with his head down-
wards. (See below.) This statement was generally

received by Christian antiquity; nor does it seem in-

consistent with the fervent temperament and deep hu-
mility of the apostle to have chosen Buch a death—one,

far from being agreed in their attempts to remove the • moreover, not unlikely to have been inflicted in mockery

difficulty. The most ingenious effort is that of Win- by the instruments of Nero's wanton and ingenious cru-

dischmann |
Vindicia Petrifies, p. 112 si[.). He assumes elty. The legend found in St. Ambrose is interesting.

that Peter went to Rome immediately after his deliv- and may have some foundation in fact. When the

erance from prison (Acts xii), i. e. A.I). 44, and left in persecution began, the Christians at Rome, anxious to

consequence of the Claudian persecution between A.D. preserve their great teacher, persuaded him to flee, a

49 and 51. (See below.) course which they had scriptural warrant to recommend
and he to follow; but at the gate he met our Lord.

"Lord, whither goesl thou?" asked the apostle. "I go
to Rome," was the answer. " there once more to be cru-

The fact, however, of Peter's martyrdom at Rome
rests upon very different grounds. The evidence for

it is complete, while there is a total absence of any

contrary statement in the writings of the early fathers.

We have in the first place the certainty of his martyr-

dom in our Lord's own prediction (John xxi, 18, 19).

Clement of Kome, writing hefore the end of the first

century, speaks of it, but does not mention the place,

that being of course well known to his readers. Igna-

tius, in the undoubtedly genuine Epistle to the Romans

cified." Peter well understood the meaning of those

words, returned at once and was crucified. See Tille-

mont, Menu i. 187,555. He shows that the account ot

Ambrose (which is not to be found in the Bened. edit.)

is contrary to the apocryphal legend. Later writers

rather value it as reflecting upon Peter's want of cour-

age or constancy. That Peter, like all good men. val-

(ch.iv), speaks of Peter in terms which imply a special ued his life and Buffered reluctantly, may be inferred

connection with their Church. Other early notices of [from our Lord's words (John xxi); but his flight is

less weight coincide with this, as that ofPapias (Euseb. more in harmony with the principles of a Christian

ii, 15), and the apocryphal Pradicatio Petri, quoted by than wilful exposure to persecution. Origen n fers to

Cyprian. In the second century, Dionysius of Corinth, the words then said to have been spoken by our Lord,

in the Epistle to Soter, bishop of Rome (ap. Euseb. //. but quotes an apocryphal work (On SU John, torn. ii).

/;. ii. 25), states, as a fact universally known, and ac- Thus closes the apostle's life. Some additional facta,

counting for the intimate relations between Corinth not perhaps unimportant, may be accepted on early tes-

and Lome, that Peter and Paul both taught in Italy, timony. From Raid's words it may be inferred with

and suffered martyrdom about the same time. Irense- certainly that he did not give ap the ties ot family life

us, who was connected with the apostle John, being a when lie forsook his temporal calling. His wife ac-

disciple of Polycarp, a hearer of that apostle, and thor- companied him in his wanderings. Clement ofAIex-

oughly conversant with Roman matters, bears distinct andria, a writer well informed in matters of ecclesiasti-

witness to Peter's presence at Lome (Adv. Ear. iii, 1 cal interest, and thoroughly trustworthy, Bays

and 3). It i- incredible that he should have been mis- iii, p. 148) that " Peter and Philip had children, and

informed. In the next century there is the testimony that both took about their wives, who acini as their CO-

of Caius, the liberal and learned Roman presbyter adjutors in ministering to women at their own homes;

(who speaks of Peter's tomb in the Vatican), that of
]

by their means the doctrine ofthe Lord penetrated with-

Origen, Tertullian, ami of the ante- and post-Nicene out scandal into the privacy of women's apartments."

fathers, without a single exception. In short, the Peter's wife is believed, on the same authority, to have

churches most nearly connected with Rome, and those Buffered martyrdom, and to have been supported in the

least affected by its influence, which was as yet but in- hour of trial by her husband's exhortation. Some crit-

considerable in the East, concur in the statement that ics believe that she is referred to in the salutation at

Peter was a joint founder of that Church, and Buffered the end of the First Epistle of Peter. The apostle is

death in thai city. What the early fathers do not as- said to have employed interpreters. La-Hide-, an early

Bert, and indeed implicitly deny, is that. Peter was the Gnostic, professed to have derived his system fromGlau-

sole founder or resident head of that Church, or that cia-. one of these interpreters. This show- al least the

the See of Lome derived from him any claim to su- impression that the apostle did not understand Greek,

premacy: at the utmost they place him on a footing of or did not speak it with fluency. Of far more impor-

equality with Paul. That fact is sufficient for all pur- tance is the statement thai Si. Mark wrote hi- Gospel

poses of fair controversy. The denial of the state- under the teaching of Peter, or that lie embodied in

incut- resting on Buch evidence seems almost to in- thai Gospel the Bubstance of our apostle's oral instruc-

dicate an uneasy consciousness, truly remarkable in tions. This statement rests upon such an amount of

those who believe that they have, and who in fact real- external evidence, and is corroborated by so many in-

ly have, irrefragable grounds for rejecting the preten- ternal indications, that they would scarcely be ques-

aions of the papacy. Coteler has collected a large tioned in the absence of a strong theological bias. (Pa-

number of passages from the early fathers in which pias and Gem. Alex., referred to bj Eusebius, //. /•'. ii.

the name of Paul precede* thai of Peter I Pat. \post. i. 16; Tertullian, <. Marc iv, <\ 6; [renseus, iii. l
:

iv, 9.

•Ill; Bee also Valesius, Euseb. H.E. iii, 21). Fabricius Petavius [on Epiphanius, p. 428] observes that Papias

observes that this is the general usage of the Creek derived his information from John the Presbyter. For

father-. It is al-.. to be remarked that when the fa- Other passages, sec Fabricius
[

liihl. Gr. iii. 182 ]. The

thers of the i tli and 5th centuries- -for instance, Chry- slight discrepancy between Eusebius and Papias indi-

sostom and Augustine—use the words 6 'AttootoXoc,, or cates independent source- of information.) Th< fact
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is doubly important, in its bearings upon the Gospel,

and upon the character of our apostle. Chrysostora,

who is followed by the most judicious commentators,

seems first to have drawn attention to the fact that in

Mark's Gospel every defect in Peter's character and con-

duct is brought out clearly, without the slighest extenu-

ation, while many noble acts and peculiar marks 01 fa-

vor are either omitted or stated with far less force than

by any other evangelist. Indications of Peter's influ-

ence, even in Mark's style, much less pure than that of

Luke, are traced by modern criticism (Gieseler, quoted

by Davidson).

II. Discussion of Particular Points.—We subjoin a

closer examination of certain special questions touched

upon in the above history.

1. Peter's Name.— His original appellation Cephas

(Kjj</>(<c) occurs in the following passages: John i, 42;

1 Cor. i, 12; iii, 22; ix, 5; xv, 5; Gal. ii, 9; i, 18 ; ii,

10, 14 (the last three according to the text of Lachmann

and Tischendorf). Cephas is the Chaldee word Keyphd,

NS^S, itself a corruption of or derivation from the He-

brew Keph, w|3, "a rock," a rare word, found only in

Job xxx, 6 and Jer. iv, 29. It must have been the

word actually pronounced by our Lord in Matt, xvi, 18,

and on subsequent occasions when the apostle was ad-

dressed by him or other Hebrews by his new name.
By it he was known to the Corinthian Christians. In

the ancient Syriac version of the N. T. (Peshito), it is

uniformly found where the Greek has Uirpog. When
we consider that our Lord and the apostles spoke Chal-

dee, and that therefore (as already remarked) the apos-

tle must always have been addressed as Cephas, it is

certainly remarkable that throughout the Gospels, no

less than ninety-seven times, with one exception only,

the name should be given in the Greek form, which
was of later introduction, and unintelligible to Hebrews,
though intelligible to the far wider Gentile world among
which the Gospel was about to begin its course. Even
in Mark, where more Chaldee words and phrases are re-

tained than in all the other Gospels put together, this

is the case. It is as if in our English Bibles the name
were uniformly given, not Peter, but Rock ; and it sug-

gests that the meaning contained in the appellation is

of more vital importance, and intended to be more care-

fully seized at each recurrence, than we are apt to recol-

lect. The commencement of the change from the Chal-

dee name to its Greek synonym is well marked in the

interchange of the two in Gal. ii, 7, 8, 9 (Stanley. Apos-
tolic Age, p. 116). The apostle in his companionship
with Christ, and up to the time of the Lord's ascension,

seems to have borne the name of Simon ; at least he is

always so called by Jesus himself (Matt, xvii, 25 ; Mark
xiv, 37 ; Luke xxii, 31 ; John xxi, 15), and apparently

also by the disciples (Luke xxiv, 34 ; Acts xv, 14). But
after the extension of the apostolic circle and its rela-

tions (comp. Acts x,5, 18), the apostle began to be known,
in order to distinguish him from others called Simon, as

Simon Peter; the name of Pete?; which had at first been
given him as a special mark of esteem, being added, as

that of a father often was in other cases ; and, in the

course of time, it seems that the latter name supersed-

ed the former. Hence the evangelists call the apostle

Peter oftener than Simon Peter. As to the epistles of

Paul, he is always called Cephas in 1 Cor., but in the

other epistles often Peter. As above suggested, the
appellation thus bestowed seems to have had reference

to the disciple individually and personally. Attaching
himself to Christ, he would partake of that blessed

t
spir-

itual influence whereby he would be enabled, in spite of

the vacillations of his naturally impulsive character, to

hold with persevering grasp the faith he now embraced.
He would become rooted and grounded in the truth,

and not be carried away to destruction by the various

winds of false doctrine and the crafty assaults of Satan.

The name imposed was continually to remind him of

what he ought to be as a follower of Christ. Compare
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Wieseler, Chronolorjie des Apostoliscken Zcitalters, p.

581.

% Peter's Domestic Circumstances.— Of the family
and connections of our apostle we know but little. His
father is named in the Gospel history, and his mother's
name seems to have been Joanna (see Coteler, A d Const.

Apostol. ii, G3). It appears from John xxi that he did
not entirely give up his occupation as a fisherman on
his entrance into the body of Christ's disciples. Luke
iv, 38 and 1 Cor. ix, 5 seem to show that he was mar-
ried, and so the Church fathers often affirm (comp. Co-
teler. ad Clem. Recogn.xn, 25; Grabe, Ad Spirit. Patr.

§ i, p. 330). But the tradition of the name of his wife

varies between Concordia and Perpetua (see Meyer, De
Pi tri < 'onjugio, Yiteb. 1684). It is said that she suffered

martyrdom before Peter (Clem. Alex. Strom, vii, p. 312).

Some affirm that he left children {ibid, iii, p. 192 ; Euseb.
iii, 30), among whom a daughter, Petronilla, is named
(comp. A eta Sanct. 30 ; Mai, vii, 420 sq.). More recent-

ly Ranch {Neues krit. Journ.f. Theol. viii, 401) strives

to find a son of Peter mentioned in 1 Pet. v, 13, and
Neander (Pflanz. ii, 520) follows him, supposing that

the "elected together with you" (the word church in

the English version is not in the original) refers to

the wife of the apostle. The personal appearance of

Peter at the time of his martyrdom is described in Ma-
laise Chronogr. x, p. 256, in an absurd passage, of which
the sense appears to be this: He was an old man, two
thirds of a century old; bald in front, knob -haired

(? KovSoSpiZ,), with gray hair and beard ; of clear com-
plexion, somewhat pale, with dark eyes, a large beard,

long nose, joined eyebrows, upright in posture ; intelli-

gent, impulsive, and timid. Comp. the description in

Niceph. //. E. ii, 37, p. 165; and Faggini, De Rom. P.

Itin. Exerc. xx, p. 453 sq.

3. Peter's Prominence as a/i Apostle.—From such pas-

sages as Matt, xvii, 1 ; Mark ix, 1 ; xiv, 33, there can be
no doubt that Feter was among the most beloved of

Christ's disciples ; and his eminence among the apostles

depended partly on the fact that he had been one of the

first of them, and partly on his own peculiar traits.

Sometimes he speaks in the name of the twelve (Matt.

xix, 27; Luke xii, 41). Sometimes he answers when
questions are addressed to them all (Matt, xvi, 10 ; Mark
viii, 29); sometimes Jesus addresses him in the place

of all (Matt, xxvi 40). But that he passed, out of the

circle of the apostles, as their representative, cannot be

certainly inferred from Matt, xvii, 24, even if it be sup-

posable in itself. This position of Peter becomes more

decided after the ascension of Jesus, and perhaps in con-

sequence of the saying in John xxi, 15 sq. Peter now
becomes the organ of the company of apostles (Acts ii,

15; ii, 14 sq. ; iv, 8 sq. ; v, 27 sq.), his word is decisive

(Acts xv, 7 sq.), and he is named with " the other apos-

tles" (Acts ii, 37 ; v, 29. Comp. Chrysost. on John, Horn.

Ixxxviii, p. 525). The early Protestant polemic divines

should not have blinded themselves to this observation.

(See Baumgarten, Polem. iii, 370 sq.) The case is a

natural one, when we compare Peter's character with

that of the other apostles, and contributes nothing at all

to fixing the primacy in him, after the view of the Ro-

man Church. It may even be granted that the custom

of looking upon Peter as the chief of the apostles was

the cause of his always having the first place in the

company of apostles in the Church traditions. The
old account that Peter alone of the apostles was bap-

tized by Jesus himself agrees well with this view.

(Comp. Coteler, Ad llerm. Past, iii, 16.)

As to the meaning of the passage Matt, xvi, 18,

there is much dispute. The accounts which have

been given of the precise import of this declaration

may be summed up under these heads : 1. That our

Lord spoke of himself, and not of Peter, as the rock

on which the Church was to be founded. This inter-

pretation expresses a great truth, but it is irreconcil-

able with the context, and could scarcely have oc-

curred to an unbiassed reader, and certainly does not
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give the primary and literal meaning of our Lord's

words. It has been defended, however, by candid and

learned critics, as Glass and Dathe. 2. Thai our Lord

addresses Peter as the type or representative of the

Church, in his capacity of chief disciple. This is An-

gUStine'8 view, and it was widely adopted in the early

Church. It is hardly borne out by the context, and

seems to involve a false metaphor. The Church would

in that case be founded on itself in its type. 3. That

the rock "as not the person of Peter, but his confession

of faith. This rests mi much better authority, and is

supported by stronger arguments. Our Lord's ques-

tion was put to tin- disciples generally. Although the

answer came through the mouth of Peter, always ready

spokesman, it did not the less express the be-

lief of the whole body. So in other passages (noted

below) the apostles generally, not Peter by himself,

are spoken of as foundations of the Church. Every

one will acknowledge that Christ, as before suggested,

is pre-eminently the first foundation. THE Pock, on

which every true disciple. on which Peter himself,

musl be built. It was by his faithful confession that

be showed he was upon the rock. He was then Peter

indeed, exhibiting that personal characteristic in the

view of which Christ had long before given lum the

name. Such an interpretation may seem to accord

best with our Lord's address, " Thou art Peter"—the

firm maintainor of essential truth, a truth by the faith-

ful grasping of which men become Christ's real disci-

ples, living stones of his Church (John xvii, 3; Rom.
x, 9 ; 1 Cor. iii, 11). Thus it was not the personal

rock Peter, but the material rock of Gospel truth, the

adherence to which was the test of diseipleship. This

view, that it was Peter's confession on which Christ

would build his Church, has been held by many able

expositors. Fur instance, Hilary says, "Super banc

igitur confession is petram ecclesise sedificatio est" (Z)e

Trin. lib. vi, 3(5, Op. [Par. 1693], col. 903 ; comp. lib. ii,

23, C 1. -<^l. See also Cyril of Alexandria (De Sanct.

Tr'n'. dial. iv. (>]>. [Lut. 1638], torn, v, pars i, p. 507);

Chrysostom |
/» M^tt. hom. liv. Op. [Par. 1718- 38 |. vii,

548); and the writer under the name of Nyssen {Test,

de .\<ln nt. Dom. adv. J ml. in Greg. Nyssen. Op. [Par.

1638 |,
ii, 162). Yet it seems to have been originally

Suggested as an explanation, rather than an interpre-

tation, which it certainly is not in a literal sense. 4.

Thai Peter himself was the rock on which the Church
would be built, as the representative of the apo-tles.

as professing in their name the true faith, and as

intrusted specially with the duty of preaching it,

and thereby laying the foundation of the Church.

Many learned and candid Protestant divines have ac-

quiesced in this view (e.g. Pearson, Hammond, Ben-

gel, Rosenmuller, Schleusner, Kuinol, Bloomfield,

etc.). It is borne out by the facts thai Peter on the

day of Pentecost, and during the whole period of the

establishment of the Church, was the chief agent in

all the work of the ministry, in preaching, in admit-

ting both .lews and Gentiles, and laying down the

terms of communion. Ibis view is wholly incompat-

ible with the Roman theory, which makes him the

representative of Christ, not personally, but in virtue

nf an office essential to the permanent existence and

authority of the Church. Passaglia, the latest and

ablest controversialist, takes more pain- to refute this

than am other view; but wholly without BUCCeSS: il

is clear that Peter did not retain, even admitting

that he did at first hold, any primacy of rank after

completing his own Special work
j that hi' never ex-

ercised any authority over or independently of the

other apostles; that he certainly did not transmit

whatever position he ever held to any of his col-

leagues after his decease. At Jerusalem, even dur-

ing hi- p sidence there, the chief authority rested with

St.. lames; nor is there any trace of a central power
or jurisdiction for centuries after the foundation of the

church. The same arguments, mutatis mutandis, ap-

I ply to the keys. The promise was literally fulfilled

j

when Peter preached at Pentecost, admitted tin- first

converts to baptism, confirmed the Samaritan-, and
received Cornelius, the representative of the (untiles,

into the Church. 'Whatever privileges may have be-

longed to him personally died with him. The author-

ity required for the permanent government of the
Church was believed by the fathers to be deposited

in the episcopate, as representing the apostolic body,

and succeeding to its claims. See Eo< C
The passage is connected with another in the claims

of the papacy, namely, "Unto thee will I give tin- keys

of the kingdom of heaven,'' etc. ( Matt, xvi, 19). The
force of both these passages is greatly impaired for the

purpose for which Catholic- produce them, by the cir-

cumstance that whatever ol power or authority they

may be supposed to confer upon Peter must be re-

garded as -bared by him with the other apo-tles, inas-

much as to them al-o an' a-eribed in other passages
the same qualities ami powers which are promised to

Peter in those under consideration. If by the former
of these passages we are to understand that the Church
is built upon Peter, the apostle Paul informs us that

it is not on him alone that ii is built, but upon all the

apostles (Ephes. ii, 20); and in the book of Revelation

we are told that on the twelve foundations of the New
Jerusalem (the Christian Church) are inscribed "the
names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb" (xxi, 14).

As for the declaration in the latter of these passages,

it was in all its essential parts repeated by our Lord
to the other disciples immediately before his passion,

as announcing a privilege which, as his apostles, they

were to possess in common (.Matt, xviii, 18 ; John xx,

23). It is, moreover, uncertain in what sense our

Lord used the language in question. In both cases

his words are metaphorical : and nothing can be
more unsafe than to build a theological dogma upon
language of which the meaning is not clear, and to

which, from the earliest ages, different interpretations

have been affixed. Finally, even granting the cor-

rectness of the interpretation which Catholics put

upon these verses, it will not bear out the conclusion

they would deduce from them, inasmuch as the judi-

cial supremacy of Peter over the other apostles does

not necessarily follow from his possessing authority

over the Church. ( hi the other side, it is certain that

there is no instance on record of the apostle's having

ever claimed or exercised this supposed power; but,

on the contrary, he is more than once represented

as submitting to an exercise of power upon the part of

others, as wdien, for in-tance. he went forth a- a mes-

senger from the apostles assembled in Jerusalem to

the Christians in Samaria (Acts viii. 14), and when
he received a rebuke from Paul, as already noticed.

This circumstance is so fatal, indeed, to the preten-

sions which have been urged in favor of his suprem-

acy over the other apostles, that from a very early age

attempts have been made to set aside its force hy the

hypothesis that it is not of Peter the apostle, but of

another perSOO of the same name, that Paul -peak- in

the p t-sage referred to (Euseb. Hist. Eecks. i. 18).

This hypothesis, however, is so plainly contradicted

by the words of Paul, who explicitly ascribes ap08tl( -

Ship to the Peter of whom he write-, that it is aston-

ishing bow it could have been admitted even by the

mosl blinded zealot (vers. 8, 9). While, however, it

is pretty well established that Peter enjoyed no judi-

cial supremacy over the other apo-tles. it would, per-

haps be going too far to affirm that no dignity or

primacy whatsoever was conceded to him on the part

of his brethren. His superiority in point of age, his

distinguished personal excellence, his reputation ami

SUCCeSB as a teacher of Christianity, and the prominent

part which he had ever taken in his Master's affairs,

both before his death and after hi- a-ceii-ioii. furnished

sufficient grounds for his being raised to a position

of !• Bpect and of moral influence in the Church and
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among his brother apostles. To this some counte-

nance is given by the circumstances that he is called

" the first" (7rpcurot) by Matthew (x, 2), and this ap-

parently not merely as a numerical, but as an honora-

ry distinction ; that when the apostles are mentioned

as a body, it is frequently by the phrase " Peter and
the eleven," or "Peter and the rest of the apostles,"

or something similar; and that when Paul went up
to Jerusalem hy divine revelation, it was to Peter par-

ticularly that the visit was paid. These circumstances,

taken in connection with the prevalent voice of Chris-

tian antiquity, would seem to authorize the opinion

that Peter occupied some such position as that of 77-00-

«orwc, or president in the apostolical college, but with-

out any power or authority of a judicial kind over his

brother apostles (Campbell, Eccles. Hist. lect. v and
xii; Barrow, ubi sup., etc. ; Eichhorn, Einleit. iii, 599

;

Hug, Introd. p. 635, Fordick's transl. ; Home, Introd.

iv, 432 ; Lardner, Works, vol. iv, v, vi, ed. 1788 ; Cave,

Antiquitates Apostolicce, etc.). See Primacy.
4. Peter's Character.—However difficult it might be

to present a complete sketch of the apostle's temper

of mind, there is no dispute as to some of the leading

features ; devotion to his Master's person (John xiii,

37), which even led him into extravagance (John xiii,

9), and an energetic disposition, which showed itself

sometimes as resolution, sometimes as boldness (Matt.

xiv, 29), and temper (John xviii, 10). His tempera-

ment was choleric, and he easily passed from one ex-

treme to another (John xiii, 8. For a parallel be-

tween Peter and John, see Chrysost. in Johan. horn,

lxvii, 522). But how could such a man fall into a re-

peated denial of his Lord ? This will always remain a

difficult psychological problem ; but it is not necessary

on this account to refer to Satan's power (Olshausen,

Bibl. Comment, ii, 482 sq.). Whsn Jesus predicted to

Peter his coming fall, the apostle may have thought

only of a formal inquiry; and the arrest of Christ

drove from his mind all recollection of Christ's warn-
ing words. The first denial was the hasty repulse of

a troublesome and curious question. Peter thought

it not worth while to converse with a girl at such a

moment, when all his thoughts were taken up with the

fate of his Master ; and his repulse would be the more
resolute, the more he wished to avoid being driven by
the curious and pressing crowd out of the vicinity of

the beloved Saviour. The second and third questions

compelled him still to deny, unless he would confess

or leave the place ; but the nearness of the Lord held

him fast. Besides they are the questions only of 1

curious servants, and he is in danger, if he acknowl-
edges his Lord, of becoming himself the butt of ridi-

cule to the coarse multitude, and thus of failing in his

purpose. Thus again and again, with increasing hesi-

tation, he utters his denial. Now the cock-crowing

reminds him of his Master's warning, and now at length

he reflects that a denial, even before such unauthorized

inquiries, is yet really a denial. In this view some
think that Peter's thoughts were continually on his

Master, and that possibly the fear of personal clanger

had no part in influencing his course. The expression

fall of Peter, often used, is in any case rather strong.

For various views of this occurrence, see Luther, on

John xviii; Niemeyer, Charakter, i, 586 sq.; Rau, Pra-
tt rita nd narration. Evang. de summa P. temeritate (Er-

langen, 1781) ; Paulus, Comment, iii, 647 sq. ; Henne-
berg, Leidensgesch. p. 159 sq. ; Miseellen eines Land-
predigers (Glogau, 1799), p. 3 sq. ; Greiling, Leben Jesu,

p. 381 sq. ; Rudolph, in Winer's Zeitschr. f. wissensch.

Theol. i, 109 sq. ; and Bellarmine, Controv. de Benit. ii,

16 ; Martin, Diss, de Petri Denegatione (Monaster, 1835).

5. PauVs Dispute with Peter.—With reference to the

occurrence mentioned in Gal. ii, 11, from which some
have inferred that Peter was not wholly free from the

servile fear of men, we may remark that the case is

altogether different from the preceding, and has much
to do with the apostle's dogmatic convictions. It is

known that the admission of the heathen to the Church
was strange to Peter at first, and that he could only be
induced to preach to them by a miraculous vision
(Acts x, 10 ; xi, 4 sq.). Then he was the first to bap-
tize heathen, and announced in unmistakable language
that the yoke of the Mosaic law must not be placed
on the Gentile converts (Acts xv, 7 sq.). But it is

quite supposable that he was still anxious for Chris-
tianity to be first firmly rooted among the Jews, and
thus he seems after this occurrence to have turned his"

preaching exclusively to the Jews (comp. Gal. ii, 7),

his first epistle also being intended only for Jewish
readers. The affair at Antioch (Gal. ii, 12) seems to
show that he still wavered somewhat in the conviction
expressed in Acts xv, 7 sq. ; if, indeed, as appears to
be the case, it was later than the latter. For even if

Peter found it necessary to respect the prejudices of
the party of James, still the necessity of firmness and
consistency cannot be denied ; although, on the other
hand, we must not confound Peter's position with that

of Paul. It is known (comp. Euseb. i, 12, 1) that in

the early Church many referred the entire statement
to another Cephas, one of the seventy disciples, who
afterwards became bishop of Iconium, and nearly all

the Catholic interpreters adopt this expedient. See
Molkenbuhr, Quod Cephas Gal. ii, 11 non sit Pctrus

Ap. (Monaster, 1803). See against this view Deyling,

Observatt. ii, 520 sq. On another view of the church
fathers, see Neander, Pjlanz. i, 292, note. It appears
from the fact that at Corinth a party of Judaizing

Christians called themselves by his name, that Peter

was afterwards recognised as head of this class, in dis-

tinction from the Pauline Christians.

6. As to the time of Peter's journey to Rome, the

Church fathers do not quite agree. Eusebius says in

his Chron. (i, 42) that Peter went to Rome in the

second year of Claudius Caasar, after founding the first

Church in Antioch ; and Jerome, in his version, adds

that he remained there twenty-five years, preaching
the Gospel, and acting as bishop of the city (comp. also

Jerome, Script. Eccl. p. 1). Yet this statement ap-

pears very doubtful, for three reasons : (1) Because,

although we learn from Acts xii, 17 that Peter left

Jerusalem for a time after the death of James the el-

der, yet he certainly cannot have left Palestine before

the events recorded in Acts xv. (2) Because the

mention of the origin of the Church in Antioch, con-

nected by the fathers with Peter's journey to Rome,
cannot easily be reconciled with Acts xi, 19 sq. (3)

Because, if Peter had been bishop in Rome when Paul
wrote his Epistle to the Romans, and afterwards when
he was prisoner in Rome, we should expect the former

to contain words of greeting to Peter, and the epistles

written from Rome similar messages from Peter ; the

more as these epistles are very rich in such messages

;

but nothing of the kind appears. We may well doubt,

too, whether, if Peter had been bishop or even founder

of the Roman Church, Paul's principles and method (see

Rom. xv, 20, 23 sq. ; xxviii, 2 ; 2 Cor. x, 16) would
have allowed him to write this epistle to Rome at all.

Eusebius seems to have drawn his account from Clem-
ens Alexandrinus and Eusebius (Euseb. //. E. ii, 15),

the former of whom quoted from a remark of Justin

Martyr (Apol. ii, 69), which rests upon an accidental

error of language; this father referring to Simon the

Magician an inscription which belonged to the Sabine-

Romish deity Semo (Hug, Einleit. ii, 69 sq. ; Credner,

Einleit. i, 529 sq. Comp. Schulrich, De Simonis Af.fa-

tis Roman. Misen. 1844). Now Peter had once pub-

licly rebuked this Simon (Acts viii, 18 sq.) ; this fact,

connected with the inscription, gave rise to the story

of Peter's residence in Rome under Claudius, in whose

reign the inscription originated. After this detection

of the occasion which produced the record in Eusebius,

it is truly wonderful that Bertholdt (Einleit. v, 2685)

should defend the account, and found a critical con-

jecture upon it. Further, the Armenian Chronicle of
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Eusebius refers this statement to the third year of I

Caius Caligula.

But the account found in Irenaus (liar, iii, 1) dif-

fers materially from thai above noticed. He tells us

tli.it Pel r and Paul were in Rome, and there founded

a Church in company; and Eusebiua (ii, 25, in a quota-

tion from Dionysius, bishop of < lorintb) adds that they

Buffered martyrdom together
i
Peter being crucified,

according to Origen, in Euseb. iii, 1 ; Niceph. ii, 36).

Eusebius in bis Chronicle places their martyrdom, ac-

cording to his reckoning of twenty-five years for Pe-

ter's episcopacy, in the fourteenth j ear ofNero's reign,

which extended from the middle of October, A.l>. 67,

to the same time in A.D.68. This joint martyrdom
of Paul and Peter (without however any special men-
tion of the manner of Peter's crucifixion, comp. Mean-

der, Pflanz. ii, 514) is also mentioned by Tertullian

(Prascript. Hunt. 36) and Lactantius {Mori. Persec.

2; Tnstitut. Div. iv, 21). The graves of both apostles

were pointed out in Koine as early as the close of the

second century (Euseb. ii. 25). Yet the whole story

iv-t- ultimately on the testimony of Dionysius alone,

who must have died about A.l). 17G. (The passages

in Clemens Romanus, 1 to Cor. v, and Ignatius, to the

Romans, v, settle nothing.) Thus, on the one hand, we
are not at liberty to reject all doubt as to the truth of

this account with Bertholdt (loc.cit.~) as hypercritical,

<>r with Gieseler (Ch. Hist, i, 92 sq. 3d ed.) as partisan

polemics; nor, on the other, can we suppose it to have
sprung from the interpretation <>f 1 Pel sr v, 13, where

at an early day Babylon was understood to stand for

Rome (Euseb. xv, 2; Niceph. //. E. ii, 15. Comp.
Baur, ]). 215). The genetic development of the whole

story attempted by Baur (in the Tubingen Zeitschrift.

f. Theol. 1831, iv, 162 sq. Comp. his Paulus, p. 214

sq., 671 sq.) deserves close attention. But c< mpare
Neander, Pflanz. ii, 519 sq. ; and further against any
visit to Rome by Peter, see M. Velenus, Lib. ouo /'<-

trum Romam non venire asserUur (1520); Vedelius,

De tempore Ulriusque Episcopatus Petri (Geneva, 162 I )

:

Spanheim, De ficta prqfectione Petri Ap. in urbem

Rom. (Lug. Bat, 1679; also in his Opera, ii. 331 Bq.);

also an anonymous writer in the Bibliotk. fur theol.

Schriftkunde, vol. iv, No. 1 (extract in the Leip , Lit.-

Zi it. 1808, No. 130); Maj erhoff, Einl. in d.Pi trin. Schrif-

ten, p. 73 sq. ; Reiche, Erlclar. des Briefes an d. Rotm r,

i, 39 sq. ; Von Amnion. Fortbild. iv, 322 sq. ; Ellen-

dorf, IstPetrus in Rom. u. Bischofd. Rom. Kirche gewe-

sen? (Darmstadt, 1841; translated in the Bibliutheca

Sun, i. July. 1858; Jan. 1859; answered by Binterim,

Dusseldorf, 1842). On the other side of the question,

the older writings are enumerated by Fabricius, Lux
Evang. p. '.'7 sq. The usual arguments of the Catho-

lics are given by Bellarmine, Conirov.d Rom. Pontif.

lib. ii. But the chief work on that Bide is still that

of Cortesius, De Romano itinere gestisqui princip. Apos-

tol. lib. ii (Venice, 1573; revised by Constantinus,

Rom. 1770). Comp. es|i. Foggini, De Romano Petri

it in: n , etc. 1 1 lor. 1741). On the same side in general,

though with many modifications, are the following

later writers: Mynster, Kltine theol. Schriflen, p. 141

sq., who holds thai Peter was in Rome twice. See

contra, Baur, tip. < it. p. isi si|.
; Berbst, in the Tubing r

Kutlioi. -thiol. Quartalschr. ls -

_'(>, iv, 1, who places Pe

ter in Roi it least during the hist years of Nero's

reign, though bul tor a short time. See, however,Baur,

Op. '-it. p. 161 Bq. ; < llshausen, Studi n » Krit. 1838, p.

940 jq., in hi wer to Baur; Stenglein, in the Tubingt r

Quartalschr. 1840, 2d and 3d parts, who make Peter

to have visited Koine in the second year of Claudius;
to have been driven away In- the well-known edict of

that emperor; and at length to have retained under
Nero. Comp. al-o llaiden, Di itinert /'. Romano
(Prag. 47*. 1 i, and Windischmann, ['indicia Petri

(Ratisb. 1836). It is not in the Least necessary for

those who oppose the Bomiafa Church, which makes
Peter first bishop of Rome (see Van Til, lie Ptbn

Roma martyre non pontifice [Lug. Bat. 1710]), and
grounds on this the primacy of the pope (Matthaeucci,

Opusdognuit. adtH reus //< therodox [sic !], p. 212 sq. ; Bel-

larmine, Conirov. de Rom. Pontif. ii, 3, and elsew here
>,

to he influenced in the question of Peter's journey by

these views, inasmuch as this primacy, when all the

historical evidences claimed are allowed, remains, in

spite of every effort to defend it, without foundation

rig, Untersuch.der Vorzuge des Ap. I'.
[
Hand .

1788]; Baumgarten, Polem. iii, 370 sq. ; Paulus, in

Sophroniz. iii, 131 sq.). The first intimation that

Peter hail a share in founding the Roman Church,
and that he spent twenty-five years there as bishop,

appears in Eusebius (Chron. ad secund. aim. Claud.)

and Jerome (Script. Peel, i) ; while Eusebius (II. E.

iii, 2) tells us that after the martyrdom of Peter and
Paul, Linus was made the first bishop of the Church
of the Romans; a most remarkable statement, if Peter

had been bishop before him (comp. iii. 4). Epiphanius
(xxvii, 6) even calls Paul the bishop (i7r«'<7K07roc) of

Christianity in Rome.
7. Mode of Peter's Death. — The tradition of this

apostle's being crucified with his head downwards is

probably to be relegated to the regions of the fabulous.

Tertullian, who is the first to mention Peter's cruci-

fixion, says simply (De Prceser. Harts. S6), " Petrus

passioni Dominica; adsequatur;" which would rather

lead to the conclusion that he was crucified in the.

usual way, as our Lord was. The next witness is

Origen, whose words are, dveoKoXoirioSn Kara KHpu-

Xijc o'i'Twe avroQ dZiwoac, vaBuv (ap. Euseb. //. E.

iii, 1); and these are generally cited as intimating the

peculiarity traditionally ascribed to the mode of Peter's

crucifixion. Bul do the words really intimate this?

Allowing that the verb may mean "was crucified,"

can Kara Kt<pd\t)Q mean "with the head downwards?"
No instance, we believe, can be adduced which would

justify such a translation. The combination Kara
K£^dXnc occurs both in classical and Biblical Greek
(see Plato, Rep. iii, 308; Pint. Apoph. de Scipione Jun.

13; Mark xiv, 3; 1 Cor. xi, 4), but in every case it

means "upon the head" (comp. Kara Koppnc, irard^ai,

Lucian, GaU. c. 30, and Kara Kuppnc. waittv, Cutapl. c.

12). According to analogy, therefore, Origen's words
should mean that the apostle was impaled, or fastened

to the cross upon, i. e. by, the head. When Eusebius

has to mention the crucifying of martyrs with the

head downwards, he says distinctly oi ii arn—a\ir

KarutKctpa irpoffn\w$tvrtQ (II. E. viii, 8). It is proba-

bly to a misunderstanding of Origen's words that this

story is to be traced and it is curious to see how it

grows as it advances. First, we have Origen's vague
and doubtful statement above quoted; then we have

EuBebius's more precise statement : Wirpoc, Kara Ktipd-

,\j;c oravpovrat (Dem. Ev. iii. 116, c); and at length,

in the hands of Jerome, it expands into " Ailixus cruci

martyrio coronatus est capite ad terrain verso et in

sul.lime pedibus elevatis, asserens se tndignum qui sic

crucifigeretur nt Dominus buus" (Caial. •*<.,«

i). See Ckucify.
8. Spnrio,,.< Writings attributed to Peter.- Some apoc-

ryphal works of very early date obtained currency in

the church as containing the Bubstance of the apostle's

teaching. The fragments which remain are not ol much

importance, bin they demand a brie!' not ice. See APOC-
i;l ill \.

(1.) The Preaching (Ktipvyud)m /'or/rim (iiiaxn) of
Piti r. probably identical with a work called the Preach-

ing of Paul, or of Paul ami /'</' r. quoted hy Lactantius,

may have contained some traces of the apostle's teat h-

ing, if, as Grabe, Ziegler, and other- supposed, it was

published b after Ids death. The passagi b, howei er,

.pi, .nil by Clement ol Ah zandria arc for the most part

wholly unlike Peter's mode ol'treating doelrinal or prac-

tical subjects. Rufinua Bud Jerome allude to a work

which they call "Judicium Petri;" for which Cave ac-

counts by a happy conjecture, adopted by Nil/.scho,
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Mayerhoff, Reuss, and Schliemann, that Rufinus found

Kp/la for nrjpvyfia, and read npi/ia. Epiphaniua also

names TlepioSoi Ylirpov as a book among the Ebionites

(Hcei-es. xxx, 15). It is probably only a different name

for the foregoing (Schwegler, Nach-apost. Zeitalt. ii, 30).

See Gospels, Spurious.

(2.) Another work, called the Revelation of Peter

(airoKiiXvtyic. Ylirpov'), was held in much esteem for

centuries. It was commented on by Clement of Alex-

andria, quoted by Theodotus in the Eclogce, named to-

gether with the Revelation of John in the Fragment on

the Canon published by Muratori (but with the remark,

" Quam quidam ex nostris legi in Ecclesia nolunt"), and

according to Sozomen {Hist. Eccles. vii, 19) was read

once a year in some churches of Palestine. It is said,

but not on good authority, to have been preserved among
the Coptic Christians. Eusebius looked on it as spuri-

ous, but not of heretical origin. From the fragments and

notices it appears to have consisted chiefly of denuncia-

tions against the Jews, and predictions of the fall of

Jerusalem, and to have been of a wild, fanatical charac-

ter. The most complete account of this curious work

is given by Lttcke in his general introduction to the

Revelation of John, p. 47. See Revelations, Spuri-

ous.

There are traces in ancient writers of a few other

writings attributed to the apostle Peter, but they seem

to have wholly perished (see Smith, Diet, of Class. Biog.

iii, 221 sq.). See Acts, Spurious.

The legends of the Clementines are wholly devoid

of historical worth ; but from those fictions, originating

with an obscure and heretical sect, have been derived

some of the most mischievous speculations of modern

rationalists, especially as regards the assumed antago-

nism between St. Paul and the earlier apostles. It is im-

portant to observe, however, that in none of these spu-

rious documents, which belong undoubtedly to the first

two centuries, are there any indications that our apostle

was regarded as in any peculiar sense connected with

the Church or see of Rome, or that he exercised or

claimed any authority over the apostolic body of which

he was the recognised leader or representative (Schlie-

mann, Die Clementinen nebst den verwandten Schriften,

1814). See Clementines.
Among other legends which have come down to us

concerning Peter is that relating to his contention at

Rome with Simon Magus. This seems to have no better

foundation than a misunderstanding of an inscription on

the part of Justin Martyr (Apol. i, 26). See Simon
Magus.

III. Literature.—In addition to the works copiously

cited above, we may here name the following on this

apostle personally, reserving for the following articles

those on his writings specially. Blunt, Lectures <>it the

Hist, of Peter (Lond. 1833, I860, 2 vols. 12mo) ; Thomp-
son, Life-Work of Peter the Apostle (ibid. 1870, 8vo)

;

Green, Peter's Life and Letters (ibid. 1873, 8vo) ; Morich,

Leben und Lehre Petri (Braunsch. 1873, 8vo). Among
the old monographs we may name Meyer, Num Christus

Petrum baptizaverit (Leips. 1672); Waleh, Be Claudo

a Petro sanato (Jen. 1755) ; and on his denials of his

Master, those cited by Volbeding, Index Programmatum.
p. 58; and in Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 202; also the Jour,

of Sac. Lit. July, 1862; on his dispute with Paul, Vol-

beding, p. 85. See Apostle.
PETER, First Epistle of, the first of the seven

Catholic Epistles of the N. T. In the following account

of both epistles of Peter, we chiefly depend upon the

articles in Kitto's Cyclopedia, with large additions from
other sources. See Peter.

I. Genuineness and Canonicity.—This epistle found an
early place in the canon by universal consent, ranking

among the opoXoyovptva, or those generally received.

The other epistle, by calling itself dtvripa, refers to it

as an earlier document (2 Pet. iii, 1). Polycarp, in his

Epistle to the Philippians, often uses it, quoting many
clauses, and some whole verses, as 1 Peter i, 13, 21, in

chap, ii ; iii, 9, in chap, v; ii, 11, in chap, vi; iv, 7, in

chap, vi ; and ii, 21-24, in chap, viii, etc. It is to be ob-
served, however, that in no case does this father refer

to Peter by name, but he simply cites the places as from
some document of acknowledged authority ; so that

Eusebius notes it as characteristic of his epistle that

Polycarp used those citations from the First Fpistle of

Peter as paprvpiai (Hist. Eccles. iv, 14). The same
historian relates of Papias that in his AoyiW Kvpiaxwv
t£//y//(T£tc he in a similar way used paprupiai from this

epistle (Hist. Eccles. iii, 39). Irenseus quotes it express-

ly and by name, with the common formula, "Et Petrus

ait" (Hceres. iv, 9, 2), citing 1 Pet. i, 8 ; using the same
quotation similarly introduced in ibid, v, 7, 2 ; and again,
" Et propter hoc Petrus ait," citing 1 Pet. ii, 16 ; ibid.

iv, 16, 5. Other quotations, without mention of the

apostle's name, may be found, ibid, iii, 16, 9, and iv. 20,

2, etc. Quotations abound in Clement of Alexandria,

headed with o Ilirpog X'tyti or ^jjcriv 6 Ylirpoc. These
occur both in his Stromata and Pcedag., and need not be

specified. Quotations are abundant also in Origen, cer-

tifying the authorship by the words izapa Tip YliTp<i>;

and, according to Eusebius, he calls this epistle piav

tirioTo\))v opoXoyovpiv^v (Euseb. Hist. Eccles. vi, 25).

The quotations in Origen's works need not be dwelt

upon. In the letter of the churches of Yienne and Ly-

ons, A.D. 177, there is distinct use made of 1 Pet. v, 6.

Theophilus of Antioch, A.D. 181,' quotes these terms of

1 Pet. iv, 3

—

ciSipiraic tldioXoXarptiaiz. Tertullian's

testimony is quite as distinct. In the short tract Scor-

piace this epistle is quoted nine times, the preface in

one place being " Petrus quidem ad Ponticos" (Scorp. c.

xii), quoting 1 Pet. ii, 20. Eusebius himself says of it,

Ukrpov . . . aviopo\oyr}Tai (Hist. Eccles. iii, 25). It is

also found in the Peshito, which admitted only three of

the catholic epistles. See Mayerhoff, Einleitung in die

Petrin. Schriften, p. 139, etc.

In the canon published by Muratori this epistle is not

found. In this fragment occurs the clause, "Apoca-

lypses etiam Johannis et Petri tantum recipimus."

Wieseler, laying stress on etiam, would bring out this

meaning—in addition to the epistles of Peter and John,

we also receive their Revelations; or also of Peter we
receive as much as of John, two epistles and an apoca-

lypse. But the interpretation is not admissible. Rath-

er with Bleek may the omission be ascribed to the frag-

mentary character of the document (Einleit. in </<(.-' X. T.

p. 613; Hilgenfeld, Der Canon und die Kritik des X. T.

[Halle, 1833], p. 43). Other modes of reading and ex-

plaining the obscure sentence have been proposed.

Hug alters the punctuation, " Apocalypsis etiam Johan-

nis. Et Petri tantum recipimus;" certainly the tantum

gives some plausibility to the emendation. Believing

that the barbarous Latin is but a version from the Greek,

he thus restores the original, Kai Ylirpov fiovov rrapact-

Xopt&cr, and then asks povov to be changed into \iovinv

—an alteration which of course brings out the conclusion

wanted (Einleit. § 19). Guericke's effort is not more sat-

isfactory. Thiersch, with more violence, changes tantum

into unam epistolam, and quam quidem in the following

clause into alteram quidem. This document, so imper-

fect in form and barbarous in style, is probably indeed a

translation from the Greek, and it can have no authority

against decided and general testimony (see the canon in

Routh's Reliquice Sacrcr, i, 396, edited with notes from

Freindaller's Commentatio [Lond. 1862]). Nor is it of

any importance whether the words of Leontius imply

that this epistle was repudiated by Theodore of Mop-

suestia, and if the Paulicians rejected it, Petrus Siculua

gives the true reason—they were "pessime adversus ilium

affect?—personal prejudice being implied in their very

name (Hist. Munich, p. 17).

The internal evidence is equally complete. The au-

thor calls himself the apostle Peter (i, 1 ), and the whole

character of the epistle shows that it proceeds from a

writer who possessed great authority among those whom
he addresses. The writer describes himself as " an el-
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der." and ' :

a witness of Christ's sufferings" (v. 1). The
vehemence and energy of the style are altogether appro-

priate i" the warmth and zeal of Peter's character, and

every succeeding critic, who has entered into its spirit,

has fell impressed with the truth of the observation of

, "thai this epistle is lull of apostolical dignity

ami authority, and worthy of the prince of tin- apostles."

[n later times the genuineness of the epistle has been

impugned, as by Cludius in his Uransichten des Chris-

tentkums, p. 296 (Altona, 1808). He imagined the au-

thor to ha\ e been a Jewish Christian of Asia Minor, and

his general objection was thai the similarity in doctrine

and style to Paul was too great to warrant the belie! of

independent authorship. His objections were exposed

and answered by Augusti (in a program, Jena, 1808)

and by Bertholdt (Einkit. vol. vi, § 667). Eichhorn,

however, took up the theory of Cludius so tar as to

maintain that as to material Peter is the author, but

that Mark is the actual writer. I )e Wette also throws

out similar objections, hinting that the author may
have been a follower of Paul who had been brought

into close attendance upon Peter. The question has

been thoroughly discussed by Hug, Ewald, Bertholdt,

id oih.r critics. The most striking resem-

blances are perhaps 1 Pet. i. 3 with Eph. i. 3 ; ii. 18 with

Eph. vi. <: iii. 1 with Eph. v. 22; and v. 5 with Eph.

v. 21 : hul allusions nearly as distinct are found to the

other Pauline epistles (comp. especially l Pet. ii, 13 with

1 Tim. ii. •_' I: 1 Pet i. 1 with Eph.i, 1 7
;

i. 11 with

Bom. xii. 2; ii, 1 with Col. iii. * and Rom. xii, 1; ii,

(i 10 with Rom.ix, 32; ii. 13 with Pom. xiii. 1-4; ii, 16

with Gal v, 13; iii. '.' with Rom. xii, 17; iv, 9 with

Phil. ii. 11: iv, 1" with Rom. xii. 6, etc.; v, 1 with

Rom. viii, 18; v. 8 with 1 Thess.v, 6; v. 14 with 1 Cor.

xvi. -_'o i. While, however, there is a similarity between

the thoughts and style of Peter and Paul, there is at the

same lime a marked individuality, and there are also

many special characteristics in this first epistle.

First, .'is proof of ils genuineness, there is a peculiar

and natural similarity between this epistle and the

speeches of Peter as given in the Acts of the Apostles.

Not lo mention similarity in mould of doctrine and ar-

ray of fact-, there i> resemblance in style. Thus Acts

v. 30, \. 39, 1 I'd. ii. 24, in the allusion to the cruci-

fixion and the use of %v\ov, the tree or cross; Acts ii,

."--'. iii. 15, 1 Pet v, 1, in tin' peculiar use of ftapTvg;

Aeis iii. 18, \. 13, 1 Pet i. 10, in the special connection

of tic old prophets with Christ and his work; Acts x,

•1'.'. 1 Pet iv, 5, in the striking phrase "judge quick and

dead;" Acts iii. Id. 1 Pet. i. 21, in the clauses t) irianc

i; 6i avrov ruir <Y ai>TOV 7rirrrorr; and in tin mode
of quotation (Acts iv. •_'; 1 Pet ii. 7i. Certain favorite

term- occur also

—

avaorpotpr), and ayaStoiroiuv with ils

cognates and opposites. There are over fifty words pe-

culiar to Peter in this brief document, nearly all of them

compounds, as if in his profound anxiety in express his

thoughts a- he fell them, he had employed the lirst, anil

to him at ill'' moment the fittest terms which occurred.

He lias Midi phrases a- JA-ic .'iiniu. i. I'. ; ffVVti5t]Ol£

itov, ii. L9; .'i't.,/m Stavoiag, i. Id: 0/Xn/ia dyaTrnc, v,
II. flu' nouns ("i'c'i/i, i, 11. and dptrai, ii, 9, occur in

the plural. He uses iir before a personal accusative ii"

Less than four times in tic firsl chapter. The article is

often separated from ils noun, iii, 2, 3, 1'.'; iv. 2,5,8, 1 J.

Peter bas also a greater proneness than Paul t" rept ti-

tion to reproduce the same idea in somewhat similar

terms—as ii he had felt ii needless to search for a mere

change of words when a similar thought was waiting
for immediate utterance (comp. i. 6 9 with iv, 12, Id:

ii, 12 with iii, Id. iv. I: iv. 7 with v. 8). There are

also in the epistle distinct and original thoughts special

exhibitions of the great facts and truths of the Gospel

w be 1
1 the apostle looked at from his own point of view,

and applied as he deemed best to a practical purpose.

Thus the \ is'u of Christ "to the spirits in prison" l iii.

!'.i);
i he typical connection of the Deluge with baptism

;

the desire of the old prophets to .study and know the

times and the blessings of the Gospel—are not only re-
trine in form, hut .are solitary statements in Scripture.

Thus, too, the apostle brings out into peculiar relief re-

generation by the -Word of God," the "royal priest-

hood" of believers, and the qualities of the future -in-

heritance," < tc.

Again, in phrases and ideas which in the main are

similar to those of Paul, there is in Peter usually some
mark of difference. Where then- might have hen
sameness, the result of imitation, there i- only simi-

larity, the token of original thought, for example,

Paul says (Rom. vi. lit. 1 1 i. *.7/r re; ";«
;
i ; P( ter says (ii,

24 . _//r ti) CiKcuoavvy. The former writes (Rom. vi,

2), anodvrjffKtlV ry iipapritf ; the latter iii. '_'
! I, 7<ur

apapriatc aTToyirtnzai. Besides, as BrUcklU r remarks,

the representation in these last clauses is different

—

death to .-in in the passage from Romans being the re-

sult of union with the sufferings and death of Christ,

while in Peter it is the result of Christ's doing away
sin (De Wciie. Erklarung, ed. Brnchner, p. 9). So. too,

the common contrast in Paul is aap'i and -inpo, but

in Peter irvtvpa and 4- r\'l\ ^\oyi) is connected in

Paul with \apir. or it stands absolutely; hut in Peter

it is joined to Trpoyvwcic
;
government is with the lirst

rofi.jfof1 Siarayi) (Rom. xiii. •_') ; hut with tin

i- avBpiDirlvrj Kriatr (ii. 13); the expression with the

one is Kaivbt; avSputirog (Eph. iv, 24); hut with the

other o Kpv--uc ar'zpwTroc (>») 4); what i- called

CKpoppi) in Gal. v, 13 is named ImKakvfifia in 1 I'd. ii,

It'., etc. Now. not to insist longer on this similarity

with variance, it may hi' remarked that for many of

the terms employed by them, doth apostles had a com-
mon source in the Septuagint The words found there

and already hallowed by religious use were free to both

of them, and their acquaintance with the .'sept, must

have tended to produce some resemblance in their own
style. Among such terms are uyvwaia, aawria, tv-

(TTrXayxvog, KciT((\a\t(i, birtpi\itv,^povptiv
1 \pptiy£iv

(comp. Mayerhoff, Bistor.-Krit. Eirdeitung in d. Petrm.

Schriften, p. 107 sq.). That two apostles, in teaching

the same system of divine truth, should agree in many
of their representations, and even in their words, is not

to be wondered at, since the terminology must soon have

acquired a definite form, and certain expressions must

have become current through constant usage, lint in

cases where such similarity between Peter and Paul

occurs, there is ever a difference of view or of connec-

tion; and though both may refer to ideas BO common
as are named by vrraKnt), d6£a, or icXtipovopia, then is

always something to show Peter's independent use of

the terms. One with his "beloved brothel Paul" in

the general view of the truth, he has something pecul-

iar to himself in the introduction and illustration of

it. The Petrine type is as distinct as the Pauline—it
bears its own unmistakable style and character. The
Galilean fisherman has an individuality quite a- recog-

nizable as the pupil of Gamaliel
(»ncc more, to show how baseless is the objection

drawn from Peter's supposed dependence on Paul, it

may be added that similarity in some cases may he

i raced between Peter and John. In many respects

Paul ami John .are utterly unlike, yet Peter occasion-

ally resembles both, though it is not surmised that he

was an imitator of the beloved disciple. Such acci-

dental resemblance to two styles of thought so unlike

in themselves is surely proof of his independence of

both, for he stands midway, as it were, between the ob-

jectivity of Paul and the subjectivity of John; inclin-

ing sometimes to the one side and sone linns lo the

other, and occasionally combining both peculiarities of

thought ThUBOne may compare 1 Pet. i. 22 w ilh l John

iii, 3 in the use of ayviZia ; 1 Peti, 23with 1 John iii,

'.) in the similar use of airopac and tnrtppa, denoting

the \ital germ out of Which regeneration v
Pet V, - with .loli n x. 16 ill the use of -eniz/i- ; 1 Pet
iii. 18 and l John iii. 7 in the application of the epithet

diicaioc t« Christ; 1 Pet. iii, L8, John i. '-".'. in calling
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him aiivoQ. Such similarities only prove independent

authorship. In the resemblances to James, which are

sometimes adduced, the chief similarity consists in the

use of Old-Test, quotations. Thus compare 1 Pet. i, G,

7 with James i, 2, 3; i, 24 with James i, 10; ii, 1 with

James i, "21
; ii, 5 with James iv, 6, 10 ; iv, 8 with James

v, 20 ; and v, 5 with James iv, 0. What, then, do these

more frequent resemblances to Paul, and the fewer to

John and James, prove ? not, with De Wette, the de-

pendence of Peter on Paul ; nor, with Weiss, the depend-

ence of Paul on Peter (De?- Petrin. Lehrbegriff, p. 374) ;

but that Peter, in teaching similar truths, occasionally

employs similar terms; while the surrounding illustra-

tion is so various and significant that such similarity can

be called neither tame reiteration nor unconscious rem-

iniscence. With much that is common in creed, there

is more that is distinctive in utterance, originating in

difference of spiritual temperament, or moulded by the

adaptation of truth to the inner or outer condition of

the churches for whom this epistle was designed.

On the other hand, the harmony of such teaching

with that of Paul is sufficiently obvious. Peter, indeed,

dwells more frequently than Paul upon the future man-
ifestation of Christ, upon which he bases nearly all his

exhortations to patience, self-control, and the discharge

of all Christian duties. Yet there is not a shadow of

opposition here; the topic is not neglected by Paul, nor

does Peter omit the Pauline argument from Christ's

sufferings; still what the Germans call the eschato-

logical element predominates over all others. The
apostle's mind is full of one thought, the realization of

Messianic hopes. While Paid dwells with most earnest-

ness upon justification by our Lord's death and merits,

and concentrates his energies upon the Christian's pres-

ent struggles, Peter fixes his eye constantly upon the

future coming of Christ, the fulfilment of prophecy, the

manifestation of the promised kingdom. In this he is

the true representative of Israel, moved by those feel-

ings which were best calculated to enable him to do

his work as the apostle of the circumcision. Of the

three Christian graces, hope is his special theme. He
dwells much on good works, but not so much because

he sees in them necessary results of faith, or the com-
plement of faith, or outward manifestations of the spirit

of love, aspects most prominent in Paul, James, and

John, as because he holds them to be tests of the sound-

ness and stability of a faith which rests on the fact of

the resurrection, and is directed to the future in the

developed form of hope.

But while Peter thus shows himself a genuine Israel-

ite, his teaching, like that of Paul, is directly opposed

to Judaizing tendencies. He belongs to the school, or,

to speak more correctly, is the leader of the school, which
at once vindicates the unity of the Law and the Gos-
pel, and puts the superiority of the latter on its true

basis, that of spiritual development. All his practical

injunctions are drawn from Christian, not Jewish prin-

ciples, from the precepts, example, life, death, resurrec-

tion, and future coming of Christ. The apostle of the

circumcision says not a word in this epistle of the per-

petual obligation, the dignity, or even the bearings of

the Mosaic law. He is full of the Old Testament; his

style and thoughts are charged with its imagery, but

he contemplates and applies its teaching in the light

of the Gospel ; he regards the privileges and glory of

the ancient people of God entirely in their spiritual de-

velopment in the Church of Christ. Only one who
had been brought up as a Jew could have had his spirit

so impregnated with these thoughts; only one who
had been thoroughly emancipated by the Spirit of

Christ could have risen so completely above the preju-

dices of his age and country. This is a point of great

importance, showing how utterly opposed the teaching

of the original apostles, whom Peter certainly repre-

sents, was to that Judaistic narrowness which specula-

tive rationalism has imputed to all the early followers

of Christ, with the exception of Paul. There are in

VIII.—

B

fact more traces of what are called Judaizing views,

more of sympathy with national hopes, not to say prej-

udices, in the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians,

than in this work. In this we see the Jew who has
been born again, and exchanged what Peter himself

calls the unbearable yoke of the law for the liberty

which is in Christ. At the same time it must be ad-
mitted that our apostle is far from tracing his principles

to their origin, and from drawing out their consequences
with the vigor, spiritual discernment, internal sequence

of reasoning, and systematic completeness which are

characteristic of Paul. A few great facts, broad solid

principles on which faith and hope may rest securely,

with a spirit, of patience, confidence, and love, suffice for

his unspeculative mind. To him objective truth was
the main thing; subjective struggles between the in-

tellect and spiritual consciousness, such as we find in

Paul, and the intuitions of a spirit absorbed in contem-
plation like that of John, though not by any means
alien to Peter, were in him wholly subordinated to the

practical tendencies of a simple and energetic charac-

ter. It has been observed with truth that both in tone

and in form the teaching of Peter bears a peculiarly

strong resemblance to that of our Lord, in discourses

bearing directly upon practical duties. The great value

of the epistle to believers consists in this resemblance;

they feel themselves in the hands of a safe guide, of

one who will help them to trace the hand of their Mas-
ter in both dispensations, and to confirm and expand
their faith.

But apart from the style and language of the epistle,

objections have been brought against it by Schwegler,

who alleges the want of special occasion for writing it,

and the consequent generality of the contents (Das
Nach-aposlol. Zeitalt. ii, 7). The reply is that the epistle

bears upon its front such a purpose as well suits the vo-

cation of an apostle. Nor is there in it, as we have

seen, that want of individuality which Schwegler next

alleges. It bears upon it the stamp of its author's fer-

vent spirit; nor does its use of Old-Test, imagery and

allusions belie his functions as the apostle of the cir-

cumcision (Wiesinger, EM. p. 21). If there be the

want of close connection of thought, as Schwegler also

asserts, is not this want of logical sequence and sym-
metry quite in keeping with the antecedents of him
who had been trained in no school of human learning?

Nor is it any real difficulty to say that Peter in the

East could not have become acquainted with the later

epistles of Paul. For in various ways Peter might

have known Paul's epistles; and granting that there is

a resemblance to some of the earlier of them, there is

little or none to the latest of them. Schwegler holds

that the epistle alludes to the persecution under Nero,

during which Peter suffered, and that therefore his

writing it at Babylon is inconsistent with his martyr-

dom at the same period at Rome. The objection, how-

ever, takes for granted what is denied. It is a sufficient

reply to say that the persecution referred to was not, or

may not have been, the Neronian persecution, and that

the apostle was not put to death at the supposed period

of Nero's reign. There is not in the epistle any direct

allusion to actual persecution; the airoXoyia (iii, 15) is

not a formal answer to a public accusation, for it is to

lie given to every one asking it (Huther. Kiitisch-ex-

egetisches Handbuch liber den 1. Briefdes Petrus, Einl it.

p. 27). The epistle in all its leading features is in uni-

son with what it professes to be— an earnest and prac-

tical letter from one whose heart was set on the well-

being of the churches, one who may have read many
of Paul's letters and thanked God for them, ami who,

in addressing the churches himself, clothes his thoughts

in language the readiest and most natural to him. with-

out any timid selection or refusal of words and phrases

which others may have used before him.

1 1. Place and Time.—The place is indicated in v. 13, in

the clause aaixaZ,iTai vfiat; >/ tv B«/3u\wi'i avi'tuXiKTi).

Babvlon is named as the place where the apostle was
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when lie wrote the epistle, as he sends this salutation

from it. mi the part of a woman, as Mayerhoff, Neander,

Alford, and others suppose; or on the pan of a Church,

a- is ili«' opinion of the majority. !t i- remarkable, how-

ever, thai from early limi - Babj Ion has here !>< rj taken

t<> signify Rome. This opinion i< ascribed by Eusebius

on report to Papias ami Clemen! of Alexandria {Hist.

Eccles. ii. 15). Jerome ami CEcumenius also held it.

In later times it has been espoused by Grotius, Cave,

Lardner, Hengstenberg,Windischmann,Wiesinger, Baur,

Thiersch, Schotl (/'/ I. Brief Pet. erHart, p. 346, Er-

langeu, L861 |, and Hofmann (Schi-ifib. i. 201 I. lint

why discover a mystical sense in a name set down a.s

the place of writing an epistle? There is no more rea-

son for doing this than lor assigning a like significance

to the geographical names iii i. 1. How could his reail-

ers discover the Church at Rome to he meant by t)

ffvvtic\tKr!i in Babylon? Ami if Babylon do signify a

hostile spiritual power, as in the Apocalypse (xviii. -.'P,.

linn ii i- strange that Catholic critics as a bodj should

adopl such a meaning here, and admit by implication

the ascription of this character to their spiritual me-

tropolis Dr. Brown, of Edinburgh, puts a somewhat

parallel case - "< lurown city is sometimes called Athens

from its situation, and from its being a seal of learning;

a quiet and blameless life might escape it, though cer-

tainly trials for righteousness' sake are implied and virtu-

ally predicted. About the year •'•" the dark > l< ments of

Nero's character began to develop themselvt -. and after

this epoch the epistle was written. The churches ad-

dressed in it wire mostly planted by Paul, and it is

therefore thoughl by some that Paul must have been
deceased ere I'eter would find it hi> duty to address

them. Paul was pnl to death abonl A.D.64; but such
a date would he too late for our epistle, as time would
not. on Buch a h\ pothesis, 1m- ]< ii for the apostle's going
to Rome, according to old tradition, and for hi- martyr-
dom in that city. It may be admitted that Peter

would not have intruded into Paul's sphere had Paul

been free to write to or labor in the pro\ inct s spe< ified.

Still it may lie supposed that Paul may have withdrawn
to some more distant Held of labor, 01 may ha

suffering imprisonment at Home. Davidson places the

dale iii 63; Alford between 63 and 07. If the Mark of

v, 13 be lie of whom Paul speaks a- being with him in

Rome (Col. iv. in
|, then we know that he was purposing

an immediate journey to Asia Minor: and we learn

from 2 Tim.iv, 11 that he had not returned when this

last of Paul's epistlo was written. It i- surely not im-

possible for him lo have -one j n t hi> interval to Peter

hut it would not do to argue that a letter came from at P.ahylon : and as he must have personally known the

Edinburgh because it is dated from Athens"
I Esrposi-

tory Discourses on \-<t Peter, t, 548).

Some, again, think that Babylon may mean a place

of that name in Egypt Of this opinion are Le Clerc,

Mill. Pearson, Pott, Burton, Greswell, and Hug. Strabo

{Geog. svii, 1. 30) calls it not a town, hut a strong for-

tress huih by refugees from Babylon, and a garrison for

one of the three legions guarding Egypt, The opinion

that this small encampment is the Babylon of our epis-

tle has certainly little plausibility. It is equally strange

to suppose it to he Ctesiphon or Seleucis; ami stranger

still to imagine that Babylon represents Jerusalem, as

is maintained by CappeUus, Spanheim, Hardouin, and

Si mler. The natural interpretation is to take Babylon

as the name of the well-known city. We have indeed

no record of any missionary journey of Peter into Clial-

daea, lor bul little of Peter's later life is given us in the

New Test. But we know that many .lews inhabited

Babylon -oil yap dXiyoi iivptdStg, according to Jose-

phus ami was not such a spot, to a greal extent a

Jewish colony or settlement, likely to attract the apos-

tle of the circumcision? Lardner's principal argument,

that the terms of the injunction to loyal obedience (ii.

13, 1 1) imply that Peter was within the hounds of the

Roman empire, proves nothing; for as Davidson re-

marks—'•The phrase 'the king,' in a letter written by

a pei-ou in one country to a person in another, may
mean the kin-' either of the person writing, or of him
to whom the letter is written." Granting that the

Parthian empire had its own government, lie is writing

to person- in other provinces under Roman jurisdiction,

and he enjoins them to obey the emperor as supreme.

and the various governors sen! by him for purposes of nol an irrational ferocity peculiar to Trajan's times that

local administration. Moreover, as has often heen oh- in the provinces Christians were always exposed to pop-

served, the countries of the persons addressed in the ular fury and irregular magisterial condemnation ; that

epistle (i. I) are enumerated in the order in which a

person writing from Babylon would naturally arrange

them, beginning with those lying nearest to him. and

passing in circuit to those in the wesl and the south,

at the greatest di tance from him. The natural mean-
ing of the designation Babylon is held by Erasmus,

Calvin, Beza, Lightfoot, Wieseler, Mayerhoff, Bengel,

De Welt.-, r.lii!.. and perhaps the majority of modern

critic-.

Bnl it Peter wrote from Babylon on the Euphrates,

at what period was the epistle written? The epistle to toleration in theory, i- yet swayed by strong preju-

itself contains no raati rial- for fixing a precise date. [| dices, and prone, from position and policy, t" lav or and

does nol by it^ allusions clearly point to the Neronian protect the dominant superstition.

churches addressed by Peter, his salutation was natu-

rally included by the apostle. Nilvanus, by whom
the epistle was sent- if the same with the SilvanUS

mentioned in the greetings 1 Thess. i. I : 2 Thess. i, !

seems to have left Paul before the epistles to Corinth

were written. He may have in some waj become con-

nected with Peter, and, as the Silas of the Act-, he was

acquainted with many of the churches to whom this

epistle was Miit. The terms "a faithful brother as I

suppose" (the faithful brother as 1 reckori)do not im-

ply any doubt of hi- characti r, hut are only an addi-

tional recommendation to one whose companionship
with Paul must have been known in the provinces

enumerated by Peter.

But Schwegler ascribes the epistle to a lati r period

—

to the age of Trajan: and of course denies ii- apostolic

authorship (Nack-ajwstol. Zeitalter, ii,22). The argu-

ments, however, for so late a date an- v en inconclusive.

lie tii-t of all assumes that its language does not tally

with the facts of the Neronian persecution, and that the

tone i- unimpassioned- that Christians were charged

with definite crime under Nero—thai hi.- persecution

did not extend beyond Pome— that it was tumultuary,

and not. as this epistle supposes, conducted by regular

processes, and that the general condition of believers in

Asia Minor, as depicted in the epistle, suit* the age of

Trajan better than that of Nero. The reply is obvious

— that the tranquillity of tone in this epistle would he

remarkable under any persecution, lor ii is that of calm.

heroic endurance, which trusts in an unseen arm. anil

ha- hope- undimmed by death : that the pcr.-i cution of

Christians simply for the name which thev hole w as

there i- no allusion to judicial trial in the epistle, for

the word airoXoyia does not imply it: and that the

sufferings of Christians in Asia Minor as rc> rred to or

predicted do imt agree with the recorded facts in Pliny's

letter, for according to it they were by a formal inv.s-

tigation and sentence doomed to death (Huther,

p. 28). The per-ccu ii.. ii- referred to in this epistle are

rather such a- Christians have always t" encounter in

heathen countries from an ignorant mob easily tirrcd

to violence, and where the civil power, though inclined

persecution; it rather speaks of evil ami danger suffer-

ed now, but with more in prospect. Suffering was en-

dured and wa- also impending, and yet those who lived

Supposing this epistle t" hav e he. n written at P.ahy-

lon. it is a probable conjecture that Silvanus. by whom
it wa- transmitted to those churches, had joined Peter
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after a tour of visitation, either in pursuance of instruc-

tions from Paul, then a prisoner at Rome, or in the ca-

pacity of a minister of high authority in the Church,

and that his account of the condition of the Christians

in those districts determined the apostle to write the

epistle. From the absence of personal salutations, and

other indications, it may perhaps be inferred that Peter

had not hitherto visited the churches; but it is certain

that he was thoroughly acquainted both with their ex-

ternal circumstances and spiritual state. It is clear

that Silvanus is not regarded by Peter as one of his own
coadjutors, but as one whose personal character he had

sufficient opportunity of appreciating (v, 12). Such a

testimonial as the apostle gives to the soundness of his

faith would of course have the greatest weight with

the Asiatic Christians, to whom the epistle appears to

have been specially, though not exclusively addressed.

The assumption that Silvanus was employed in the

composition of the epistle is not borne out by the ex-

pression "by Silvanus I have written unto you," such

words, according to ancient usage, applying rather to

the bearer than to the writer or amanuensis. Still it is

highly probable that Silvanus, considering his rank,

character, and special connection with those churches,

and with their great apostle and founder, would be con-

sulted by Peter throughout, and that they would to-

gether read the epistles of Paul, especially those ad-

dressed to the churches in those districts : thus, partly

with direct intention, partly it may be unconsciously, a

Pauline coloring, amounting in passages to something

like a studied imitation of Paul's representations of

Christian truth, may have been introduced into the

epistle. It has been observed above [see Peter] that

there is good reason to suppose that Peter was in the

habit of employing an interpreter; nor is there any-

thing inconsistent with his position or character in the

supposition that Silvanus, perhaps also Mark, may have
assisted him in giving expression to the thoughts sug-

gested to him by the Holy Spirit. We have thus, at

any rate, a not unsatisfactory solution of the difficulty

arising from correspondences both of style and modes
of thought in the writings of two apostles who differed

so widely in gifts and acquirements.

III. Persons for whom the Epistle was intended.—
It was addressed to the churches of Asia Minor, which
had for the most part been founded by Paul and his

companions. From some expressions in the epistle

many have thought that it was meant for Jewish Chris-

tians. The words of the salutation arc— i/c/WroTc

TraptniSi'ifioic ciaoTtopaq Ilovrov, etc.— "to the elect

strangers of the dispersion," etc. Viewed by themselves

the words seem to refer to Jews

—

Siao-n-opd being often

employed to designate Jews living out of Palestine.

This opinion is held by many of the fathers, as Euse-
bius, Jerome, and Theophylact, and by Erasmus, Cal-

vin, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Hug, and Pott. A modifica-

tion of this extreme view is maintained by Gerhard,

Wolf, Jachmann, and Weiss, viz. that Jewish converts

were chiefly regarded in the mass of Gentile believers.

The arguments of Weiss need not be repeated, and they

are well met by Huther (Eiuleit. p. 21). But there are

many things in the epistle quite irreconcilable with the

idea of its being meant either solely or principally for

Jewish believers. He tells his readers that "sufficient

was the past for them to have wrought out the will of

the Gentiles—as indeed ye walked in lasciviousness,

wine-bibbing, revellings, drinking-bouts, and forbidden

idolatries"—sins all of them, and the last particularly,

which specially characterized the heathen world. Sim-
ilarly does he speak (i, 14) of " former lusts in your ig-

norance;" (iii, G), of Sarah, "whose daughters ye have
become"

—

iyevlftiirE—they being not so by birth or

blood. In ii, 9, 10, they are said to be " called out of

darkness," to have been " in time past not a people, but

now the people of God." The last words, referring orig-

inally to Israel, had already been applied by Paul to

Gentile believers in Rom. ix, 25. The term ciaoizopa

may be used in a spiritual sense, and such a use is war-
ranted by other clauses of the epistle— i, 17, " the time
of your sojourning;" ii, 11, "strangers and pilgrims."

Peter, whose prepossessions had been so Jewish, and
whose soul moved so much in the sphere of Jewish
ideas from his very function as the apostle of the cir-

cumcision, instinctively employs national terms in that

new and enlarged spiritual meaning which, through
their connection with Christianity, they had come to

bear. Besides, the history of the origin of these churches

'

in Asia Minor shows that they were composed to a large

extent of Gentile believers. Many of them may have
been proselytes, though, as Wieseler has shown, it is

wrong in Michaelis, Credner, and Neudecker to apply
to such exclusively the terms in the address of this epis-

tle. Nor is it at all a likely thing that Peter should

have selected one portion of these churches and written

alone or mainly to them. The provinces (i, 1) included

the churches in Galatia which are not named in Acts,

as Ancyra and Pessinus, and the other communities in

Iconium, Lystra, the Pisidian Antioch, Miletus, Colos-

si, Laodicea, Philadelphia, Thyatira, Ephesus, Smyrna,
Pergamus, Troas, etc. (Steiger, Einleit. sec. C). That

the persons addressed in the epistle were Gentiles is the

view of Augustine, Luther, Wetstein, Steiger, Bruckner,

Mayerhoff, Wiesinger, Neander, Reuss, SchafT, and Hu-
ther. Reuss (p. 133) takes Trdpoucoi and TraptTricnfiei

as^D^lS, Israelites by faith, not by ceremonial observ-

ance. See also Weiss, Der Petrinische Lehrbegriff, p.

28, n. 2.

IV. Design, Contents, ami Characteristics.— The ob-

jects of the epistle, as deduced from its contents, coin-

cide with the above assumptions. They were: 1. To
comfort and strengthen the Christians in a season of

severe trial. 2. To enforce the practical and spiritual

duties involved in their calling. 3. To warn them
against special temptations attached to their position.

4. To remove all doubt as to the soundness and com-

pleteness of the religious system which they had already

received. Such an attestation was especially needed

by the Hebrew Christians, who were wont to appeal

from Paul's authority to that of the elder apostles, and

above all to that of Peter. The last, which is perhaps

the very principal object, is kept in view throughout

the epistle, and is distinctly stated (v. 12).

These objects may come out more clearhr in a brief

analysis. The epistle begins with salutations and a

general description of Christians (i, 1, 2), followed by a

statement of their present privileges and future inherit-

ance (ver. 3-5) ; the bearings of that statement upon

their conduct under persecution (ver. 6-9) ; reference,

according to the apostle's wont, to prophecies concern-

ing both the sufferings of Christ and the salvation of his

people (ver. 10-12); and exhortations based upon those

promises to earnestness, sobriety, hope, obedience, and

holiness, as results of knowledge of redemption, of atone-

ment by the blood of Jesus, and of the resurrection, and

as proofs of spiritual regeneration by the Word of God.

Peculiar stress is laid upon the cardinal graces of faith,

hope, and brotherly love, each connected with and rest-

ing upon the fundamental doctrines of the Gospel (xw.

13-25). Abstinence from the spiritual sins most directly

opposed to those graces is then enforced (ii, 1) ; spirit-

ual growth is represented as dependent upon the nour-

ishment supplied by the same Word which was the in-

strument of regeneration (ver. 2, 3); and then, by a

change of metaphor, Christians are represented as a

spiritual house, collectively and individually as living

stones, and royal priests, elect, and brought out of dark-

ness into light (ver. 4-10). This portion of the epistle

is singularly rich in thought and expression, and bears

the peculiar impress of the apostle's mind, in which Ju-

daism is spiritualized, and finds its full development in

Christ. From this condition of Christians, and more

directly from the fact that they are thus separated from

the world, pilgrims and sojourners, Peter deduces an en-
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tire system of practical and relative duties, self-control,

care ol reputation, especially for the sake of Gentiles;

submission to all constituted authorities; obligations of

slaves, urged with remarkable earnestness, and founded

upon the example of < Jhrisl and his atoning death | ver.

11-25); and duties of wives and husbands fiii, 1-7).

Then generally all Christian graces are commended,
those which pertain to Christian brotherhood, and those

which arc especially needed in times of persecution,

gentleness, forbearance, and submission to injury (ver.

8-17): all the precepts being based on imitation of

Christ, with warnings from the history of the deluge,

and with special reference to the baptismal covenant
[n the following chapter (iv, 1, 2) the analogy between
the death ol Christ and spiritual mortification, a topic

much dwell upon by Paul, is urged with special refer-

ence to the sins committed by Christians before conver-

sion, and habitual to the Gentiles, The doctrine of a

lut ure judgment is inculcated, both \\ it li reference to

their heathen persecutors as a motive for endurance,

and to their own conduct as an incentive to sobriety,

watchfulness, fervent charity, liberality in all external

acts of kindness, anil diligent discharge of all spiritual

duties, with a view to the glory of God through Jesus

Christ (ver. 3-11). This epistle appears at the first

draught to have terminated here with the doxology,

bul the thoughl of the fiery trial to which the Chris-

tians were exposed stirs the apostle's heart, and sug-

gests additional exhortations. Christians are taughl to

rejoice in partaking of Christ's sufferings, being thereby
assured of sharing hi> glory, which even in this life

rests uj hem, and is especially manifested in their

innocence and endurance of persecution : judgment
must come first, to cleanse the house of Cod, then to

reach the disobedient: suffering according to the will

of Cod. they may commit their souls to him in'well-

doing as unto a faithful Creator. Faith and hope are

equally conspicuous in these exhortations. The apostle

then (v. 1-1) addresses the preshyters of the churches,

warning them a- one of their own body, as a witness

(jxapTVs) of Christ's sufferings, and partaker of future

glory, against negligence, eovetousuess. and love of

power; the v ger members lie exhorts to submission

and humility, and concludes this part with a warning
againsl their spiritual enemy, and a solemn ami most

beautiful prayer to the God of all grace. Lastly, he

mentions Silvanus with special commendation, and

states very distinctly what we have seen reason to be-

lieve was a principal object of the epistle, vi/. that the

principles inculcated by their former teachers were

sound, the true grace of Cod. to which they are ex-

horted to adhere. A salutation from the Church in

Babylon and from Mark, with a parting benediction,
closes the epistle.

A few characteristic features may he more distinctly

looked at. The churches addressed were in trials

such trials as the spirit of that age must necessarily

have brought upon them iiii. 17: iv, 12 19). Those
trials originated to some extent in their separation from
tin- heathen amusements and dissoluteness in which
they had mingled prior to their conversion (iv. I. ol.

I hej •in' exhorted to bear suffering patiently, a ml ever
to remember the example, and endure in the spirit, of

the Suffering One the Righteous One who had Buf-

fered for them. While affliction would come upon them
in the present time, they are ever encouraged to look

with joyous anticipation to (lie future. Peter indeed

might be called the apostle ol hope. Doctrine and con-

solation alike assume this form. The "inheritance" is

future, hut its heirs are begotten to a "living hope" i i.

3, 1 1. Their tried faith is found unto glory "at tin ap-

pearance of .lesus Christ" (i. 7). The "end" of their

faith is "salvation" i i. 9), and they are to "hope to the

end for the grace to he brought at the revelation of Je-

ans Christ" i i, i:',i. Their ruling emotion is therefore

"the hope that is in them" i iii. I >
|

: so much lying

over in reserve for them in the future, their time here

is only a "sojourning" ii. 17
1 : they wire merely

••strangers and pilgrims" (ii. 11); nay.""' the end of all

things is at hand" i iv. 7). Suffering was now. but joy-

was to come when his "-lory shall he revealed" i v. 1 |.

In ( 'hrist's own experience as Prototype Buffering led to

-lory ti. 11 ; iv, 13); the same connection the apostle

applies |,, bimself, and to faithful ministers i v. 1 I).

There are also allusions to Christ's words, or, rather, r< m-
iniscences of them mingle with the apostle's thoughts.
Coin]., i. I with Matt, xxv, 34; i, 8 with John xx, 29;
i. Hi with Luke x. 24; i. 13 with Luke *ii. 35; ii. [2

with Matt. v. It'.: iii. 13 15 with Malt. v. 16, X,28; v,6
with Matt xxxiii. 12, etc.

There were apparently some tendencies in those

churches that required reproof some temptations

against which they needed to he warned, as "former
lusts," •• fleshly lusts" ii. 1 1. 1 1 1 : dark and envious fe< 1-

ings (ii, 1; iii, 8, 9); love of adornment on tin pan of

women (iii, 3); and ambition and worldliness on the

part oft Indian teachers (v. lli. God's gracious and
tender relationship to Ids people was a special feature

of tie- old covenant, and Peter reproduces it under the

new in its closer and more spiritual aspects (ii. p. 10;

iv. 17; v, "-). The old economy is neither eulogized

nor disparaged, and no remark is made on its abolition,

the reasons ol' it. or the good to the world springing out

of it. The disturbing question of its relation to Gentile

believers is not even glanced at. In the apostle's \ iew

it had passed away by its development into another and
-lander system, on,' with it in spirit, and at the same
time the realization ol its oracles and types. His mind
is saturated with ().-'!'. imagery .and allusions, hut they

are freely applied to the spiritual Israel, which, having
always existed within the theocracy, had now hurst the

national barriers, and was to he found in all the believ-

ing communities, whatever their lineage or country. To
him the Jewish economy was neither Supplanted by a

rival faith nor superseded by a sudden revolution : Israel

had only put off its ceremonial, the badge of its imma-
turity and servitude, and now njniced in freedom and

predicted blessing. What was said of the typical Israel

may now he asserted with deeper truth of the spiritual

Israel, lint the change is neither argued from premises

laid down no, vindicated against dews or .Imlai/ers. and

the results of the new condition are not held up as mat-

ter of formal congratulation; they are only seized and

pui forward as recognised grounds of joy, patience, .ami

hope. The Redeemer stood out to Jewish hope as the

Messiah: so Peter rejoices in that appellation, calling

him usually Jesus I Ihrist, and often simply Christ n. 1 1 ;

ii. 21; iii, 16 L8; iv, 1. 13, II): and it is remarkable

that in nearly all those places the simple name Christ

is used in connection with his sufferings, to tht

which the Jewish mind had been so hostile. The C< li-

tre of ihe apostle'- theology is the Redeemer, tin 1 me-

dium of all spiritual blessing. The relation of his ex-

piatory work to sinners is described by Virkp (ii, 12; iii.

18); of it is said he hole our sins r.'ir a/tannac d>ir
vtyKtv; or died iripi apapnwv. "The sprinkling of

blood" ami the "Lamb without spot" were the fulfil-

ment of ihe old economy, and the -race and salvation

now enjoyed were familiar to the prophets ii. 10).

Christ who suffered is now in -lory, and is still keeping

and blessing his p< ,,pl, .

In line, the object, as told by the author (v. 12). is

essentially twofold. "
I have written briefly , exhorting"

(irapaKaXutv) ;
and ihe epistle is hortatory not didac-

tic or polemical; -ami testifying (iirtfiaprvpiZv) that

this is ihe true -race of God wherein ye stand." The
true mace Of God ,i\lj':r, -lool, could not he doc-

trine imparted through the apostle's personal teaching.

Some of tin- fathers, indeed, allirm that Peter visited

the provinces specified in this epistle. Origen gives it

a- a probable conjecture; and Eusebius says that the

countries in which Peter preached the doctrine of Christ

appear from his own writings, and tna_\ he Been ti-m

this epistle. The assertion has thus no hasis, save in
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the idea that Peter must have preached in the churches

to which he sent an epistle. Jerome repeats the state-

ment, and Epiphanius, as his wont is, intensifies it; but

it. lias no foundation. Nay, the apostle, by a change of

person, distinguishes himself from "them that have

preached the Gospel unto you" (i, 12). So that the

"true grace" in which those churches stood was the

Gospel which they had heard from others, and espe-

cially' from Paul, by whom so many of them had been

founded. The epistle, then, becomes a voucher for the

genuineness of the Gospel preached in Asia Minor by

the apostle of the uncircumcision. Not that, as Schweg-

ler supposes, it attempts to mediate between James and

Paul; for it proclaims the same truths, touching the

peculiar aspects common to the two, without any dilu-

tion of Paul's distinctive forms, or any modification of

Peter's as given in his oral addresses—both being in

inner harmony, and differing only in mode of presenta-

tion, caused by mental diversity, or suggested by t he-

peculiar circumstances, tendencies, or dangers of the

churches which were warned or addressed.

V. Style.—The epistle is characterized by its fervor.

The soul of the writer stamped its image on his thoughts

and words—6 iravraxov Sipfiac. is the eulogy of Chry-

sostom. The epistle bears his living impress in his pro-

found emotions, earnest convictions, and zealous thor-

oughness. He was never languid or half-hearted in

what he said or did, though the old impulsiveness is

chastened; and the fire which often flashed up so sud-

denly is more equable and tranquil in its glow. He is

vivid without vehemence, and hurries on without im-

petuosity or abruptness. The epistle is throughout

hortative, doctrine and quotation being introduced as

forming the basis or warrant, or as showing the neces-

sity and value of practical counsel or warning. There

is in it little that is local or temporary; it is suited to

the Church of all lands and ages; for believers are al-

ways in the present time "strangers and sojourners,"

with their gaze fixed on the future, exposed to trial and

borne through by hope. The apostle infuses himself

into the epistle, portrays the emotions which swayed
and cheered him, as he reveals his own experience,

which had been shaped by his past and present fellow-

ship with a suffering and glorified Lord. What he un-

folds or describes never stands apart as a theme by itself

to be wrought out and argued ; nor is it lifted as if to a

lofty eminence that it may be admired from afar: but

all is kept within familiar grasp, and inwrought into

the relations, duties, and dangers of everyday Christian

existence. The truths brought forward are treated not

in themselves, but in their immediate bearing on duty,

trial, and hope; are handled quite in the way which
one would describe air and food in their essential con-

nection with life.

The language, though not rugged, is not without

embarrassment. Ideas are often linked together by a

relative pronoun. There is no formal development of

thought, though the order is lucid and logical. Some
word employed in the previous sentence so dwells in the

writer's mind that it suggests the sentiment of the fol-

lowing one. The logical formulas are wanting

—

ovv not

preceding an inference, but introducing a practical im-

perative, and on and yap not rendering a reason, but

prefacing a motive conveyed in some fact or quotation

from Scripture. Thoughts are reintroduced, and in

terms not dissimilar. What the apostle has to say, he

must say in words that come the soonest to an unprac-

ticed pen. In short, we may well suppose that he wrote

under the pressure of the injunction long ago given to

him—" When thou art converted, strengthen thy breth-

ren ;" and this divine mandate might be prefixed to the

epistle as its motto.

V. Commentaries.—The following are special exeget-

ical helps on both epistles: Didymus Alexandrinus, In

Ep. Petri (in Bibl. Max Pair, v; and Galland. Bill.

Pair, vi) ; Bede, Expositio (in Opp. v) ; Luther, A usle-

(juntj (1st Ep., Vitemb. 1523, 4to ; with 2d Ep., ibid. 1524,

4to and 8vo, and later ; also in Lat. and Germ. eds. of his

works; in English, Lond. 1581, 4to) ; Bibliander, Com-
mentarii ^Basil. 1530, 8vo) ; Laurence, Scholia (Amst.

1540; Genev. 1609, 4to) ; Foleng, Commentaria [includ.

James and 1 John] (Lugd. 1555, 8vo); Weller, Enar-
ratio (Leips. 1557, 8vo) ; Selnecker, Commentaria (Jen.

1567, 8vo); Feuardent, Commentarius (Par. 1600, 8vo);

Winckelmann, Commentarius (Giess. 1608, 8vo) ; Tur-
nemann, Meditationes (Frankf. 1625. 4to) ; Ames, Expli-

cate (Amst. 1635, 1643, 8vo; in English. Lond. 1641,

8vo); Byfield, Sermons [on i-iii] (Lond. 1637, fol.) ; tier-

hard, Commentarius (ed. til. Jen. 1641, 4to, and later);

Nisbet, Exposition (Edinb. 1658, 8vo); Goltz, Verkla-

ringe (Amst. 1689, 1690, 1721,2 vols.4to) ; Antonio, Ver-

klaringe (Amst. 1693-7. 2 vols. 4to ; also in Germ., Brem.
1700, fol.); Anon, Untersuchung (Amsterd. 1702. Svo);

Langc, Exegesis (Halle, 1712, 4to, and later); Streso,

.!/ ditationes (Amst. 1717, 4to) ; Boyson, Erklar. (Halle,

1775, 8vo); Schirmer, Erklar. (Bresl. and Leips. 177s.

4to); Sender, Paraphrasis [includ. Jude] (Hal. 17*:; 1.

2 vols. 8vo); Baumgartel, Anmerk. (Leips. 1788, 8vo);

Morus, Prulectioms
\
includ. James], ed. Douat (Leips.

1794, 8vo) ; Hottinger, Cummentaria [includ. 1 Pet.]

(Leips. 1815, 8vo) ; Eisenschmid, Erlaut. ( Ronneb. 182 1,

Svo); Mayerhoff, Einleitung (Hamb. 1835. .s v ..); Win-
dischmann (Rom. Cath.i, Vmdiciee (Ratisb. 1836, Svo);

Schlichthorst, Entwickelvmg (Stuttg. 1836 sq., 2 pts.

8vo) ; Demarest, Exposition (N. Y. 1851 65, 2 vols. 8vo
I

;

Wiesinger, Erklar. [includ. Jude] (Ki.inigsh. 1*56 02.

2 vols. 8vo) ; Besser, .4 usleg. (2d ed. Halle. 1857, 12mo)

;

Schott, Erklar. [includ. Jude] (Erlang. 1861-3, 2 vols.

8vo); Lillie, Lectures (Lond. and New York. 1869, 8vo).

There are also articles on the authorship of the two

epistles by Rauch, in Winer's Krit. Journ. 1828, p. 3*5

sq. ; by Sevier, in the Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1832. p. 44

sq. ; by Bleek, ibid. 1836, p. 1021 sq. ; by J. Q., in Kitto's

Journ. of Sac. Lit., Jan. and July, 1861 ; by Baur, in the

Theol. Jahrb. 1856, p. 193 sq.; "by Weiss^ ibid. 1865, p.

619 ; and 1865, p. 255. See Epistle.

The following are on the first epistle exclusively:

Hessels, Commentarius (Lovan. 1568, 8vo); Schotan,

Commentarius (Franek. 1644, 4to); Rogers, Exposition

(Lond. 1650, fol.) ; Leighton, Commentary (Lond. 1003.

2 vols. 8vo, and later); Van Alphen, Verklar. (Utr.

17.; 1. Ito); Klemm, Anacrisis (Tub. 1748, 4to): Wal-

ther, Erklar. (Hanov. 1750, 4to); Moldenhauer, Ei-klar.

Hamb. n. d. 8vo) ; Hensler, Commentar (Sulzb. 1813,

8vo); Steiger, Ausleg. (Berlin, 1832, 8vo; in English,

Edinb. 1836, 2 vols. Svo); Lecoultre, Prem. Ep. dt P.

(Genev. 1839, Svo); Brown, Discourses (2d ed. Edinb.

1849, 2 vols. Svo, ibid. 1866, 3 vols. Svo, N. Y. 1850,

8vo) ; Kohlbrligge, Predigten [on ch. ii and iii
]

(Leips.

1850, 8vo; in English, Lond. 1854, Svo). See Com-
mentary.
PETER, Second Epistle of. follows immediately

the other, but it presents questions of far greater diffi-

culty than the former. See Antilegomena.

I. Canonical A uthority.—The genuineness of this sec-

ond epistle has long been disputed, though its author

calls himself "Simon Peter," SoitXog k«i utzootoXoc,

"a servant and an apostle of Jesus Christ.''

1. History of Opinion.—It is hard to say whether the

alleged quotations from it by the fathers are really quo-

tations, or are. only, on the one hand, allusions to the

O. T., or, on the other, the employment of such phrases

as had grown into familiar Christian commonplaces.

Thus Clement of Rome, in his First Epistle to the Co-

rinthians (ch. vii), says of Noah, iKrjpvZt ptravoiar, and

of those who obeyed him, iaioStjaav, language not un-

like 2 Pet. ii, 5 ; but the words can scarcely be called a

quotation. The allusion in the same epistle to Lot (ch.

xi) is of a similar nature, and cannot warrant the alle-

gation of any proof from it. A third instance is usually

taken from ch. xxiii, in which Clement, says, " Miserable

are the double-minded," a seeming reminiscence of Jas.

i, 5; but, he adds. " We are grown old. and none ofthose

things have happened to us" (yey//pa/c«/<ti' k«i ovdiv
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Tjftlv tovtwv avfi/3i 3rjKcv),&s if in allusion to 2 Pet iii,

•1. The appeal to Hennas i- a- doubtful; in lib. i. Vis.

iii, 7. the words reliqueruni viam veram have a Blight

resemblance to 2 Pet. ii. I"*; in anothi r place | F. iv, ">
i

ise qui ejfugistis sceculum hoc is no( a citation

oi diroipvyovTiQ n't /udupaTa rov Koa/iov, "_' Pet ii, 20.

,lu -lin Martyr saj -. " A day ^\ i 1 1 1 the Lord is as a thou-

sand years" (Dialog, cum Tryph. cap. 81 : Opt ra, ii. 278,

ed. Otto, Jense, L843), but the clause maj as well be

taken from Psa. sc, l as from 2 Pet iii. 8. Similar

statements occur twice in [renseus, and have probably

:i similar origin, as citatii ns from the «
'. T. The epistle

is 1 1< >t quoted by Tertullian, the Alexandrian Clement,

nor Cyprian, w ho speaks only of one epistle. A passage

in Hippolytus (De Artiichristo, ii). in asserting of the

prophets that they did not speak •• by ilicir own power"

(££ iSias Svvd/jiiwe), lmt uttered things which < ; < .«

I

had revealed, appears to be a paraphrase of 2 Pet i. 21.

Another statement made by Theophilus (Ad Autoly-

rinu. lib. ii. p. 87), in which he describes the prophets
as 7n>£V(taTO<p6poi iri'tvfiaToq ayiov, is not unlike 2

Pet. i. 20, virb irvivparoc, ayiov (pepojisvot. Theophilus

again describes the word shining as a lamp in a house

tpaivuiv uHTTrip \v\i'0(; iv oiKt'ipari ; but the figure

is different from that in '-' Pet i. 19, wc \r\i'oj Qalvovn
iv avxfii]p<t> ru-<

;
>
-• as a light shining in a dark place."

Clement of Alexandria commented, we arc told by Eu-
sebius and Cassiodorus, on all the canonical Scriptures,

Eusebius specifying among them "Jude and the other

Catholic epistles" icai rdc Xoiirac. ica&oXtiedc imoro-
Xdc I Hist. Eccles. vi, 1 h. But a second statement fit"

i iassiodorus mentions expressly the first epistle of Peter,

as if the second bad been excluded, and adds. ••
i and 2

John and .lames." thereby also excluding Jude, which
Eusebius, however, had distinctly named (/'< Tnstitut.

cap. viii i. The testimony of < >rigen is no less liable to

doubt, for it seems to vary. In the translation of Ru-
finus, who certainly was not a literal versionist, we find

the epistle at least three times referred to, one of them
being the assertion. "Petrus enim duabus epistolarura

Btiarum personat tubis" (Horn. iv, on Joshua). In Horn,

iv on Leviticus, 2 Pet i. 1 is quoted, and in Horn, xiii

on Numbers, 2 Pet ii, H'> is quoted. Somewhat in op-

position to this, Origen, in bis extant works in Greek,

speaks of the tirst epistle as iv n) KoStoklKy iir. ; nay.

as quoted by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. vi. 25), he adds
that "Peter left one acknowledged epistle," adding-

tffro) Si rati SivripaV d(i<ptj3d\\ETat yap. This is not

a formal denial of its genuineness, but is tantamount to

it. Nor can the word- of Firinilian be trusted in their

Latin version. Vet in his letter to Cyprian le seems
to allude to •_' Peter, and the warnings in it against her-

etics K'ypriani Opera, p. 126, ed. Paris. 1836). Iii a

Latin translation of a commentary of Didymua on the

epistle it is called falsata, mm in canone. Now falsare,

according to Du Fresne in his Glossar.med.et ivfim.

Latinitat., does not mean to interpolate, lmt to pro-

nounce spurious. Eusebius has placed this epistle

among the dvrikeyoptva (Hist. Eccles. iii. 25), and

more fully he declares, "That called his second epistle

we have been toll has not been received, ovk IvStdSfr
7ci' ; hut yet appearing to many to be useful it has been

diligently studied with the other Scriptures." Jerome
says explicitly, "Scripsil dmrs epistolas . . . quarum
Becunda a plerisque ejus esse negatur;" adding a- the

reason, "propter Btyli cum priore dissonantiam," and as-

cribing this difference to a change of amanuensis, divi r-

retibus </> Script. Eccles. cap. i, epist exx, ad
Hedib. cap. \i ). .Methodius of T\ re make- two di-linot

allusions to a peculiar portion of the epistle (iii, 6, 7,

12, 13), the conflagration and purification of the world
(Epiphan. Hares. Ixiv, 31, torn, i, pars post p. 298, id.

odder. I860). Westcotl (On tfo Canon, p. 57) points

out a i. fl reiiee iii the mart] rdom of I-natiiis. in w hich
(cap. ii i the father i- oompared to •• a ili\ ine lamp illu-

minating the hearts of the faithful by his exposition of

the Holy Scriptures" (2 Pet i, 19). The epistle is not
.

found in the Peshito, though the Pbiloxenian
ha- it. and Ephrem Syrua accepted it. Tin- canon of

Muratori has it not. and Theodore ofMopsuestia reject-

ed it. Iiut it was received by Athanasius, Pbilastrius,

Cyril, Rufinus, and Augustine. Gregory ofNazianzum,
in his Carmen ''•'''. refer.- to the seven catholic epistles.

It was adopted by the Council of Laodicea, 367, and by
the Council of Carthage, 397; From that period till the

Reformation it was acknowledged by the Church. Not
to refer to other quotations often given, it may suliice

to say that, though the epistle was doubted, it usually

had a place in the canon: that the objections against
it were not historical, lmt critical in nature, and had
their origin apparently anion- the Alexandrian schol-

ars; and that in one case at least, that of O -ma- frl-

dicoph ustes. doctrinal prepossessions led to ii- rep ction.

Gregory, at the end of the 6th century, sums to allude

to others whose hostility to it had a similar origin, add-
in-. • Si ejusdem epistolse verba pensare voluissi nt, lon-

ge aliter sentire potuerant" (Sec Olshausen, Opttscu-
l,i. where the citations are given at length.) The old

doubts about the epistle were revived at the time of

the Reformation, and not a few modern critics question
or deny its genuineness. In earlier times strong dis-

belief was expressed by Calvin. Erasmus, Grotius, and

Salmasius. Scaliger, Semler, Credner, De Wette, Ne-

ander, and Mayerhoff deny its Petrine origin. Pott,

Wiudischmann, Dahl, Gaussen, ami Bonn* t. on the oili-

er hand, make light of many objections to it. But the

proofs adduced on its behalf by Dietlein (Lit 2. Ep.
I', in. 1851 i are many of them unsatisfactory, the re-

sult of a dextrous and unscrupulous ingenuity on b< half

of a foregone conclusion. Yet amid early doubts and
modern objections we are inclined to accept this epistle,

and to agree with the verdict of the early churches,

which were not without the means of ample investiga-

tion, and to whom satisfactory credentials must have

been presented.

The objections, as Jerome remarks, w< re based on dif-

ference of style, and we admit that there is -round for

suspicion on the point. Still no doubter or impugner
who placed the epistle anion-' the dvTiktybpeva gives

any historical -round tor his hostility. No one of old

is ever brought forward as having denied it in his own
name, or in the name of any early Church, to he Peter's.

If the apostolic fathers do not quote it. it can only he

inferred either that it was not in universal circulation,

or that they had no occasion to make any use of it. We
observe that it was not likely to lie quoted frequently;

it was addressed to a portion of the Church not at that

time much in intercourse with the rest ot ( Ihristendom i

the documents of the primitive Church arc far too .-can-

ty to give weight to the argument (generally a ques-

tionable one) from omission. Their silence 'would not

warrant the assertion that the epistle was net in the

canon during their period, and for half a century after-

wards. The earliest impugners never speak of it as a

hook recently admitted into the canon, or admitted on

insufficient evidence or authority. ( toe objection of this

nature would have been palpable and decisive. The -i-

lence ><\' the fathers is accounted for more easily than

its admission into the canon after the question a- to its

genuineness had been raised. It is not conceivable that

it should have been received without positive attesta-

tion from the churches to which it wa- tirst addressed.

We know that the autographs ofapostolic writings w< re

preserved with care. It may he added that there ap-

pears to he no probable motive for a forgery. Neither

persona] ambition nor ecclesiastical pretensions are in

any way forwarded by the epistle. There is nothing

in ii that an apo-ih- might not have written, nothing

that comes into direct conflict with Peter's modes of

thought, either a- recorded in the Act- or as found in

the first epi-tle. No little circumstantial evidence can

he adduced in its favor, and it- earlj appearance in the

canon is an element of proof which cannot easily be

turned a-ide.
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The doubts as to its genuineness appear to have orig- '

inated with the critics ofAlexandria, where, nevertheless,

the epistle itself was formally recognised at a very ear-

ly period. Those doubts, however, -were not quite so

strong as they are now generally represented. The
three greatest names of that school may be quoted on

either side. On the one hand there were evidently ex-

ternal credentials, without which it could never have

obtained circulation ; on the other, strong subjective im-

pressions, to which these critics attached scarcely less

weight than some modern inquirers. They rested en-

tirely, so far as can be ascertained, on the difference of

style. The opinions of modern commentators may be

summed up under three heads. Many, as we have seen,

reject the epistle altogether as spurious, supposing it to

have been directed against forms of Gnosticism preva-

lent in the early part of the 2d century. A few consider

that the first and last chapters were written by Peter

or under his dictation, but that the second chapter was
interpolated So far. however, is either of these views

from representing the general results of the latest in-

vestigations, that a majority of names, including nearly

all the writers of Germany opposed to Rationalism, who
in point of learning and ability are at least upon a par

with their opponents, may be quoted in support of the

genuineness and authenticity of this epistle. The state-

ment that all critics of eminence and impartiality con-

cur in rejecting it is simply untrue, unless it be admit-

ted that a belief in the reality of objective revelation is

incompatible with critical impartiality, that belief be-

ing the only common point between the numerous de-

fenders of the canonicity of this document. If it were

a question now to be decided for the first time upon the

external or internal evidences still accessible, it may be

admitted that it would be far more difficult to maintain

this than any other document in the New Testament

;

but the judgment of the early Church is not to be re-

versed without far stronger arguments than have been

adduced, more especially as the epistle is entirely free

from objections which might be brought, with more
show of reason, against others now all but universally

received : it inculcates no new doctrine, bears on no

controversies of post - apostolical origin, supports no
hierarchical innovations, but is simple, earnest, devout,

and eminently practical, full of the characteristic graces

of the apostle, who, as we believe, bequeathed this last

proof of faith and hope to the Church. Olshausen's de-

liberate conclusion is
—" 1. That our epistle, as far as we

can ascertain from history, was used by the Church, and

was generally read, along with the other catholic epis-

tles; 2. There were those who denied that Peter was
the author of this epistle, but they were influenced par-

ticularly by critical and, perhaps, by doctrinal reasons

;

3. That there were historical considerations which led

them to assail our epistle is not probable ; certainly it

cannot be demonstrated. History, then, avails scarcely

anything in overthrowing the authority of our epistle"

( Integr. and Authent. of Second Epistle of Peter, transl.

in Amer.Bibl. Repos. July, 1836, p. 123-131).

2. Internal Evidence.—There are points of similarity

in style between it and the first epistle. The salutation

in both epistles is the same, and there are peculiar words
common to both, though found also in other parts of

the N. T. Both epistles refer to ancient prophecy (1

ret. i, 16 ; 2 Pet. i, 20, 21) ; both use dptn) as applicable

to God (1 Pet. ii, 9 ; 2 Pet. i, 3), and both have dire&t-

atc (1 Pet. iii, 21 ; 2 Pet. i, 14), which occurs nowhere
else in the N. T. ; dvaarpocpii is a favorite term (1 Pet.

i, 15, 17, 18; ii, 12; iii, 1,2, 16; 2 Pet. ii. 7-18 ; iii, 11);

the verb iiroirTtviiv in 1 Pet. ii, 12; iii, 20, corresponds

to the noun fc7ro7r-);c (2 Pet. i, 16) ; the peculiar colloca-

tion dairikoq icai cipw/wc (1 Pet. i, 19) has an echo of

itself (2 Pet. ii, 13 ; iii, 14) ; Triiravrai aftap-iaq (1 Pet.

iv, 1) is not unlike dKarcnzaiiaroix a/iapriac, etc. (2

Pet. ii, 14). We have also, as in the first epistle, the

intervention of several words between the article and

its substantive (2 Tet. i, 4 ; ii, 7 ; iii, 2). The frequent

use of Iv in a qualifying clause is common to both epis-

tles (2 Pet. i, 4; ii, 3; iii, 10). The recurrence of sim-
ilar terms marks the second epistle, but it is not without
all parallel in the first. Thus 2 Pet. i, 3, 4, ctcwpijpt-

vilQ, Stcwpqrat; ii, 7, 8, diicaioc, three times; ii, 12,

(pzopc'iv, iv ry (pSopa Kara(p%ap>)(T0VTat. So. too, in 1

Pet. iii, 1, 2, dvaaTpo<pi)c,, dvaarporpi]
; and ii, 17, n/o'j-

aari , ripd-e, etc. Then too, as in the first epistle, there

are resemblances to the speeches of Peter as given in
the Acts. Com p. yptpa Kvpiov (iii, 10) with Acts ii,

20—the phrase occurring elsewhere only in 1 Thess. v.

24; Xaxovciv (i, 1) with tXaxe (Acts i, 17) ; tvoffiiiav
(i, 6) with Acts iii, 12; and tvoefiiiQ (ii, 9) with Acts
x, 2-7: KoXaZofJtvovc, (ib.) with Acts iv, 21—an account
which Peter probably furnished. We have likewise an
apparent characteristic in the double genitives (2 Pet.
iii, 2 ; Acts v, 32).

It is also to be borne in mind that the epistle asserts

itself to have been written by the apostle Peter, and
distinctly identifies its writer with the author of the
first epistle—-This epistle now, a second, I write unto
you, in both which I stir up"—averring also to some
extent identity of purpose. It is not anonymous, like

the epistle to the Hebrews, but definitely claims as its

author Peter the apostle. Nay, the writer affirms that

he was an eye-witness of the transfiguration, and heard
" the voice from the excellent glory." He uses, more-
over, two terms in speaking of that event which belong

to the account of it in the Gospels; comp. i, 13, gkijvw-

fiari, with his own words <TK7iva£ rpuc, ; also in 15, t£o-

Sov, in reference to his own death— the same word
being employed to denote Christ's death, rr)v i£,a<:ov

ai/Tov, this being the theme of conversation on the part

of Moses and Elias (Luke ix, 31). Ullmann supposes

the reference in the words Siicaiov ci tjyovfiai Citytiptiv

(i, 13) to be to Mark's Gospel said to have been com-

posed on Peter's authority; but the allusion seems to

be to the paragraph immediately under his hand. It

would have been a profane and daring imposture for any
one to personate an apostle, and deliver to the churches

a letter in his name, with so marked a reference to one

of the most memorable circumstances and glories in the

apostle's life. A forgery so glaring could make no pre-

tence to inspiration—to be a product of the Spirit of

Truth. The inspiration of the epistle is thus bound up
with the question of its authorship, so that if it is not

the work of Peter it must be rejected altogether from

the canon. The opinion of critics of what is called the

liberal school, including all shades from Liicke to Baur,

has been decidedly unfavorable, and that opinion has

been adopted by some able writers in England. There

are, however, very strong reasons why this verdict should

be reconsidered. No one ground on which it rests is un-

assailable. The rejection of this book affects the au-

thority of the whole canon, which, in the opinion of one

of the keenest and least scrupulous critics (Eeuss) of

modern Germany, is free from any other error. It is

not a question as to the possible authorship of a work

like that of the Hebrews, which does not bear the writ-

er's name. The Church, which for more than fourteen

centuries has received it, has either been imposed upon

by what must in that case be regarded as a satanic de-

vice, or derived from it spiritual instruction of the high-

est importance. If received, it bears attestation to some

of the most important facts in our Lord's history, casts

light upon the feelings of the apostolic body in relation

to the elder Church and to each other, and, while it

confirms many doctrines generally inculcated, is the

chief, if not the only, voucher for eschatological views

touching the destruction of the framework of creation,

which from an early period have been prevalent in the

Church.

3. Objections.—There are serious difficulties, however,

in the way of its reception ; and these are usually said

to be difference of style, difference of doctrine, and the

marked correspondence of portions of the epistle with

that of Jude. Yet Gausscn makes the astounding state-
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ment—"The two epistles when carefully compared re-

veal more points of agreement than difference," bul he

has ii"i taken the trouble of noting thi m (Ontkt Canon,

p. 359). The employmenl of wc is differenl in the sec-

ond epistle from the first There, though it occurs

otherwise, ii is generally employed in comparisons, and
its frequency makes it a characteristic of the style; bul

it occurs much mure rarely in the second epistle, and
usually, though not always, with a differenl meaning
and purpose. The use ofdWd after a negative clause

and introducing a positive one is common in the first

epistle, and bul rare in the second. There are many
ii-a'i Xeyofttva in the second epistle. The first and
second epistles differ also in the use of Xpioroc. In

tin- Brsl epistle V stand- in the majority of instances

without the article and by itself, either simply I. \. or

X.I.; lint in the set 1 epistle it has usually seme
predicate attached to it ti. 1. •_'. *: ii. II L6). The
name BtoC occurs nearly forty time- in the first epi.-tle.

but only seven times in the se< 1. Again, Kvptoc is

applied to Christ only ..nee in the firsl epistle i i. 3 I, bul

in the second epistle it is a common adjunct to other
names of the Saviour. In the first epistle it means the

Father in all ca-es hut die (ii, 3), DUl in the second
epistle it denotes the Son. ill harmony \\ ith Peter's own
declaration (Actsii,36; x,36). The epithet autrrip,so
often applied to Christ in the second epistle, is not found

in the first. The second coming of our Lord is also ex-
pressed differently in the two epistles, diroKdXvtyic, or
it- verb, being used in the first epistle (i, 5, 7. 13; iv.

13; v, 1); or ir is called to reXoc irdvrutv (v, 7); or

Xl>i>voi taxaroi (i, 20). But in the second epistle ii i-

called I'ljiipa icpiotwc (ii. 9), irapovoia ( iii. 4), 7}p,tpa
Kvpiov (iii, 10), i'/iihiu r.'or (iii, 12). These are cer-

tainly marked diversities, and it is difficult to offer a sat-

isfactory explanation of them. It may. however, he re-

plied that with the sacred writers the divine names are

as with ii-. without any prominent or distinc-

tive application. In the lirst epistle the Redeemer's
names are his common ones, the familiar ones in the

mouths of all believers for the writer brings into prom-
inence the oneness of believers with him in suffering and
glory; with him still as Jesus wearing his human name
and hi- human nature with all its sympathies; or as the

Christ who, as the Father's servant, obeyed, suffered,

and was crowned, the Spirit that anointed him still be-
in- -the unction from the Holy One" to all his people.

In the second epistle the writer has in view persons
who are heretics, rebellious, dissolute, false teachers;
and in warning them his mind naturally looks to the
authority and lordship of the Saviour, which it was so

awful to contemn and so vain to oppose. If the last

day he set in different colors in the two epistles, the

difference may he accounted for on the same principle;

for to those Buffering under trial it shines alar as the
hope thai sustains them, hut to those who are perverse
it present-, it-elf .as the time of reckoning which should
alarm them into believing submission.

The aspects under which the Gospel is represented in
this second epi-tle differ from those in the first The
writer lay- stre-s on liriyvuoic, or yvwoic { i. 2, 3, .'. 8;
ii. 20, I 1 ;

iii. L8). In this epistle the Gospel is gi tier-

ally Xoirrroe i' rrnpir Kui TTCtpOVoia M. 16), oS6c -,)r

8iicaioffvvns (ii. '-'I ). ay«a IvroXri, etc. ; whereas the lirst

epistle throws into prominence IXnig, otDTTjpia, pctvTi-

o/it
i
aifiaroi 1. V. %apn - i, i

1

(ii, 8), mans, etc. The reason may he ventured that
the persons addressed in the second epistle were in

danger of being tempted into error; and that a definite

and progressive knowledge of Christianity was the safe-

guard against those loose speculations which u

ing around them. On this account, too, we have ad-
monition suggested and pointed by their perilous cir-

cumstances, "to make their calling and election sure"

(i, 10; iii, 14); nay, the purpose of the epistli seems to
he given in iii, 17: "Ye therefore, beloved, knowing
beforehand, take heed lest, being led away with the er-

ror of the lawless, ye fall away from your own steadfast-

ness ; hut grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ" The iiriyvwaic i- the

ur.-md theme of counsel and the nal prophylactic pre-

sented, for it embodies itself in that Sucaiooivn on the
i of which so much depends, as is seen in the

allusions to Noah and Lot. and to the want of which are

trace, i in contrast the judgment of the flood and the fate

of Sodom, the selfish character of Balaam, and the dark
anil deceitful way- and works of the false teachers.

There i- also a characteristic difference in the mode
of quotation from the ( >. T. Quotations are abundant
in the first epi-tle. either formally introduced hy Ston
yiypairrat i i. lt'> >. or by Sioti -toiJ \m lv ry ypaQy (ii,

6), or are woven into the discourse without any prefa-

tory statement, as if writer and readers were equally

familiar with them ii. '.'
1 : ii. :;. 1. 5, 7. 9, in. 22, 24,

•-'.'.';

iii. 9, lo. 11. 15). Hut in the second epistle quotations

are unfrequent, though we have Psa. xc, I in iii. 8, and
Isa. lxv, 17 in iii, 13. Of a differenl kind are the allu-

sions to Noah and the flood, to Lot and Sodom, and to

Balaam. Lot we may -till explain that the modes of

handling ami applying the 1 1. 'l'. may differ according
to the purpose which any writer has in view. In a

longer and fuller epistle there may he quotations at

length, hut in a shorter one only apposite allusions to

facts and incidents. The objection would have been

stronger if in an epistle ascribing itself to Peter there

had been no use made of the 0. T. at all: hut a third

of this epistle consists of references to the O.T. or to

warnings drawn from it.

The peculiar similarity of a large portion of this

epistle to that of dude ha- often been commented on.

The second chapter and a portion of the third are SO like

dude that the resemblance cannot he accidental, for it is

found in words as well as in thoughts. It ha- been con-

jectured by some that both borrowed from a common
source. Bishop Sherhx k supposed that t his source was
some ancient Hebrew author who hail portrayed the

false teachers, dude having used the epistle of Peter as

well a- thi- old authority (Use and Intuit of Prophecy,
Dissert i. 200, Lond. L725). Herder and Ilasse. hold-

ing this theory, conjecture the document common to

both writers to he the /endavesta. This opinion has

no foundation, and relieves us of no difficulty, < Ithers

imagine that dude followed Peter, and several reasons

have been alleged in favor of this opinion DJ -Milk

Michaelis, Storr. Dahl, Wordsworth, Thiersch, Heydcn-
reich, Hengstenberg, and Gaussen. Their general ar-

gumenl is that Peter predicts whaf dude describes as

actually existing (Jude L8), and that dude refers to

prophecies which are found only in Peter. Put it is

really doubtful if both epistles refer to the same cla-s of

errorists. Those described by Peter .are rather -pecu-

lators, though their immoral practices are also noted.

while those hranded hy dude are specially marked as

libertines and sensualists, whose life has pervert. d and

undermined their creed. Others again hold that Peter

took From dude; such is the view of 1 1 Ug, Lich horn.

Credner, Neander, Mayerhoff, De Wette, Guericke, and
Pick. ( me argument of no small lore.' is that the style

of dude is the simpler and hriefer. and Peter's the more
ornate and amplified; that dude'.- is more pointed and

Peter's more indefinite ; and that some allusions iii Peter

are -o vague that they can be under-t 1 only hy a com-

pari-oii with Jude (comp.2 Pet. ii. 1 with d u.lc C ; 'J Pet.

ii. 1 1 with dude '.i
i. I bus Peter saj -. generally .

" Angels

bring not railing accusations;" Jude gives the special in-

stance. Michael and Satan. Peter speaks oftbe " angels

that sinned ;" dude says more precisely, they " kept not

their lirst estate, hut left their ovv n habitation." < Mshau-

-,ii and AugUSti in part think that the similarity may-

he account,!! for by a previous correspondence between

the writer-; that dude may have described \~> Peter

the character and practices of the false teach,!-, and

that Peter, relying on the truthfulness of the statement
made hi- own use of it without hesitation when he had
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occasion to refer to the same or a similar class of perni-

cious subverters of truth and purity. This hypothesis

is scarcely probable, aiul it is more likely that Peter had

read the epistle of Jude, and reproduced in his own
epistle and in his own way its distinctive clauses, which

must have deeply impressed him, but with such differ-

ences at the same time as show that he was no mere

copyist. Is it unworthy of an apostle to use another

writing divinely authorized, and can Peter's appropria-

tion of so much of Jude's language be stigmatized, as by
Keuss, as " a palpable plagiarism V" Thus Jude uses the

phrase " clouds without water," but Peter l: wells with-

out water," this figure being more suited to his imme-
diate purpose. The (nriXdcte; of Jude 12 was from rem-

iniscence of sound before Peter's mind, but it is changed

of purpose into amXoi; and Jude's phrase iv tcuq ayd-

ttcuq i>fiwi> becomes in the same connection in Peter iv

Talc; ciirciTaiQ avrwv. 2 Pet. ii, 17 shows a like similar-

ity and difference compared with Jude 13. The claim

of originality thus lies on the side of Jude. while original

thinking characterizes Peter's use of Jude's terser and

minuter diction. There is no ground for Bertholdt's

suggestion to reject the second chapter as spurious; or

for Ullmann's, to refer both second and third chapters

to a post-apostolic period; or for Lange to brand as spu-

rious the whole of the second chapter with the last two
verses of the first chapter, and the first ten verses of the

third— that is, from the first tovto irpwrov yivwffKovrtt;

to the other; or for Bunsen to receive only the first

twelve verses and the concluding doxology (Bertholdt,

Einh it. in </. N. T. vol. vi ; Ullmann, Der zweite Brief
Petri; Lange, Apostol. Zeitalter, i, 152 ; and in Herzog's

Encyklop. s. v. ; Bunsen, Ignatius vonAiit'wehhn. p. 17.">t.

Other more specific objections against the epistle may
be briefly alluded to. According to Mayerhoff (Einleit.

p. 187), the writer in iii, 2 separates himself from the

apostles; Bleek (Einleit. p. 570) and others supposing

that he intended to characterize himself as an apostle,

and having before him the somewhat parallel expression

of Jude, he so far altered it, but in the alteration has

failed to give lucid utterance to his purpose. The
phrase, with the double genitive Kai r/}c ™» «7ro<r-o-

Xoiv ifiwv si'ro\i/c rov Kvpioi', naturally means, "and
the commandment of the Lord given by your apostles."

The pronoun vfidv is the best-sustained reading, and
the English version does violence to the position of the

words. As Olshausen and Windischmann have shown,

the use of ifiujv does not exclude Peter, even though it

be rendered "the commandments of your apostles of the

Lord Jesus." In fact, it neither denies nor affirms his

apostleship; though if t)fiaiv had been employed, and
the phrase rendered " our apostles," the conclusion

against its genuineness would certainly have some
weight. But this objection that the writer excludes

himself from the apostles neutralizes another, to wit,

that the writer betrays too great anxiety to show him-
self as the apostle Peter. He could not certainly do

both in the same document without stultifying himself.

Does not the apostle Paul when it serves his object use

pointedly the first person singular, refer to himself, and

assert his apostolic office as Peter does in i, 12, 13, 14,

15? The use of the name ~2vf.itwv in i, 1 can neither

tell for the genuinenesses Dietlein supposes, nor against

it, as Mayerhoff argues. The reference in iii, 1 to a

former epistle is not for the purpose of identifying him-

self with the author of that epistle, but naturally comes

in as a proof of his anxiety for his readers that they

should bear in memory the lessons already imparted t<>

them.

It is said that the first epistle was addressed to a par-

ticular circle of churches (1 Pet. i, 1), while the second

was to Christians in general (2 Pet, i, 1), yet it assumed
(iii, 1) that the readers were in both cases the same, the

confusion being increased by the fact that in ch. i, 1G

the writer speaks as if he had been their personal in-

structor, whereas in iii, 15 he treats them as the disci-

ples of Paul. But we may well suppose that the first

epistle, directed to a large enough circle at first, must
soon have taken its place as a general epistle. The in-
spired penmen knew well that, though there was a par-
ticular occasion for their writing and special counsels to
be given, yet their teachings were to be for the guidance
of the whole Church. Hence we sometimes find them
directing that their letters should be read beyond the
first community to which they came (Col. iv, 10; 1

Thess. v, 27). Peter might therefore properly write a .

second time to Christians without express limitation of
country, and still regard his readers as those whom he
had admonished before. It is not necessary to sup-
pose that by his expression in i, 10 he means personal
instruction: the reference was to what he had said in

his former letter. We must consider too the circum-
stances under which he wrote at all. There was a spu-
rious kind of wisdom corrupting the Church (Col. ii, 8,

10-23). Jewish traditions had their influence ; and sen-
sual indulgence was sure to follow. Paul, who had care-

fully watched the churches he had planted, had been
long a prisoner, and was thus withdrawn from active

superintendence of them. Very fitting therefore it was
that Peter, the apostle of the circumcision, should write

as he did at first, to confirm the doctrine learned of

Paul, and to inculcate the holy principles and unblem-
ished conduct which coidd alone fortify believers against
impending persecution. Yet he anticipates in the first

letter a further declension, and a greater necessity for

faithful resistance of error (1 Pet, iv, 1-4). Now we
know that the evil did increase; and Taul in the pas-

toral epistles speaks of serious depravation of doctrine,

and more open lawlessness of conduct (1 Tim. i, 19, 20

;

iv, 1 : 2 Tim. ii, 17, 18 ; iii, 1-7). The second epistle of

Peter was called for, then, to check the progress of false

teaching and of unbecoming conduct: it takes up the

matter at a point historically later than the first; but it

handles the same topics, and so is a proper supplement
to it. Thus, as Schott says (p. 102), " That which pre-

sented itself in the first epistle we see also in the second

;

the same uncertainty respecting the gospel -standing
of Gentile Christians, and the gospel-teaching of Paul
(i, 1, 10, 12; iii, 2, 15, etc.) ; the same questionings about

the revelation of Christ, the resurrection of the body,

and the final judgment (i, 4, etc., 11, 12, etc., 10. etc. ; ii,

9 ; iii, 2, 8, etc., 10, etc., 18) ; the same tendency to relax

in the work of Christian sanctification (i, 5-12, etc.;

iii, 11, etc., 14, 17)." Other noteworthy traces he be-

lieves lie can detect of a relationship between the two.

Some of these are a debased state of religious knowledge
grounded on Jewish writings alien from the true teach-

ing of Scripture, and an affected spirituality which fos-

tered sensual indulgence. Evidence that such evils ex-

isted at the time of writing may be found more clearly

in the second, more faintly, but yet noticeably, in the

first epistle.

Three arguments have been adduced to prove that

the epistle must belong to post-apostolic times. 1. It is

alleged that the doubts about Christ's second coming,

referred to in iii. 3. 4, could not have arisen in apostolic

times, when the belief in it was so firm and glowing ; and

a period of some length must have elapsed ere it could

be said that the "fathers had fallen asleep." But the

scoffers referred to were probably Gnostics who never

believed that event, or at all events spiritualized the

truth of it away; and after one generation had passed

they might use the language imputed to them
;
or " the

fathers" may denote the Jewish patriarchs, since whose

decease uniformity had characterized all the processes

and laws of nature. The Gnostic spiritualism which

treated the resurrection as past early troubled the

Church, and its disciples might cast ridicule on the

faith and hopes of others in the challenge which Peter

quotes. 2. It is said that the allusion to Paul's epistles

indicates a late date, as it supposes them to be collected

in part at least, and calls them by the sacred name of

ypatpai (iii, 15, 10). But surely it may be granted that

towards the close of Peter's life several epistles of Paid
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may have l>een brought together and placed in point

of authority on the Bame level as the O.T.; and that

other documents also— rdc Xonrag ypafdg already

occupied a similar place. Whatever exegesis be adopt-

ed, this is the general result. The writings of Paul, bo

will known to the readers of this i pistle, arc mentioned

completed whole; the phrase iv iraoaiQ, etc, i-

nol i" be taken absolutely, but relatively, as if denoting

••in all his epistles which he writ<s." The "things"

rcl'i rr.il to as discussed in these epistles (tthi'i tovtiov)

are n<>i t In ir general contents, but the coming of our

Lord and the end of the world, and in these discussions

-arc some things hard in he understood." The allusion

certainlj presupposes a late age, and the writer, as he

informs us, was very mar his death. The date < if Peter's

deal h is not precisely known, and the common traditions

concerning it may therefore be modified. As Alford

say-, a later date than the usual one may be assigned

to it. 3. Again, it is, held, as by Neander, thai the epi-

thet holy mount," as applied to the bill of transfigura-

tion, indicate - a late period, fur Zion only was so desig-

nated; and Mayerhoff affirms that the epithet suits

Mount Zion alone. But the scene on which the glory

of Jesus had been so displayed might many years after-

wards be well called "holy" by one who was an eye-

witness, when In- referred to it as a proof and symbol of

"the power and coming of the Lord Jesus."

Still, while a partial reply may he given to objec-

ti. ns based on difference of style and of doctrinal rep-

resentation, it must in honesty be added that these dif-

ferences are not all of them wholly accounted for. The
style and matter, as a whole, are so unlike the first

epistle, that one has considerable difficulty in ascrib-

ing In t!i epistles to the same author. While there is

similarity in some words or phrases, the spirit, tone,

and manner of the whole epistle are widely diverse.

Minute criticism may discover ii-a'i Xeyofieva, and ar-

range them in proof parallel to similar usage in the

first epistle : hut such minutiae do not hide the general

dissimilitude. It may lie argued, and the argument

IS not without weight, that a forger would have imi-

tated the salient peculiarities of the first epistle. No
one of ordinary critical discernment would have failed

to attempt tin' reproduction of its characteristic feat-

urea of style and thought. But the absence of such

studied likeness is surely in favor of the genuineness.

It may be added also that, as there are in the first

epistle statements so peculiar to it as to be found no-

where else, the same specialty in what seems to be

undesigned coincidence marks the second epistle in

the declarations of its third chapter. It would have

been difficult in the second century to impose on the

churches a second epistle forged in Peter's name, and
so unlike in many points to his first. A direct imi-

tation of his style might have deceived some of the

Churches by it - obvious features of similitude, but the

case i- widely different when a writing so obviously
unlike the first epistle won its way into circulation

unchallenged in its origin and history, and was not

doubted Bare at length by scholars and mainly on crit-

ical '_'round-. Why did not Origen and other- tell us

of the time of its first appearance, and how and by
whom it wis placed in the canon? Possibly on such

points the, were ignorant, or at least they knew noth-

ing thai warranted suspicion. Still the diff

manner between the two epistl !8 remain-, and perhaps
• me might account for it. as Jerome has hinted and
Calvin has supposed, by the supposition that Peter
dictated the epistle in Aramaic, and that the amanu-
ensis w.i- loft to express the thoughts in his own forms
and phrases. Difference of condition and purpose may
account for difference of topic, and the change of style

may be ascribed to the Greek copyist and translator.

If. moreover, we admit that Borne time intervened i>e-

tween the composition of the two works; that in writ-

ing the first the apostl • was aided by Silvanus, and in

the second by another, perhaps Mark; that the circum-

stances of the churches addressed by him were eonsid-

erably changed, and that the second was written iu

greater baste, not to speak of a jn.--ii.le decay of facul-

ties, the differences may he regarded as Insufficient to

justify more than hesitation in admitting it- genuine-
ness. The authenticity of the epistle ha- been main-
tained more or less decidedly by Michaeli-, Nit/.-che,

Flatt, Angusti, Storr, Dahl, Hug, rleydenreich, Lard-

ner, Wlndischmann, Guericke, Thiersch, Stier, Diet-

lein, Hofmann, Luthardt, Bruckner, and Olshausen.

Feilmoser and Davidson incline to the same side.

These are great names: yet. though we agree with
their opinion, we cannot venture to -ay. with Bonnet,

that " of all the books of the N. T. which have been
controverted at certain times, there is not on whose
authenticity is so certain as that of the second epistle

of Peter" (Now. Test., Introd., ii. 701, Geneve, 1852).

II. Time, Place, Design, and Persons addressed. —
When anil where the epistle was written cannot be

definitely known. The place was Rome in all proba-

bility ; for Peter, after coming to B \ did not. so far

as we know, leave that city till his death. Hi- death

is usually placed in CI, but it may have been later,

and this epistle was written just before it. Mayerhoff
a-cribes it to a .Jewish Christian of Alexandria about

the middle of the second century. Iluther places it in

the last quarter of the first century or the beginning
of the second.

The persons for whom the epistle is intended are

"those who have obtained like precious faith with

us;" and iii, 1 identifies them with those addressed in

the first epistle. It is objected that this epistle as-

serts that Peter had taught them in person—such not

being the case with those addressed in the first epistle.

But the phrase adduced

—

lyVU)pi<TCtfltV VfUV fj,16),"we
made known unto you"—seems to refer not to oral dis-

course, but to various portions of the first epistle in

which the coming and glory of Christ are dwelt on.

The object of the epistle is to warn against "false

teachers," '•bringing in damnable heresies," "deny-
ing the Lord that bought them," holding a peculiar

ihemonology—covetous, sensual, and imperious apos-

t ites, the victims and propagators of Antinomian delu-

sion. Probably they taught some early form of Gnos-
tic error, which, denying the Lord's humanity and
atoning death, ridiculed his second advent in man's

nature, set aside the authority of law, and by this ef-

frontery justified itself in licentious impurity. The
false teachers were like the "false prophets," perhaps

claiming di\ ine basis for their teachings, and therefore

the more aide to shake the faith of others, and -educe

them into perilous apostasy. Thus, in brief, as the

writer himself describes it (iii, 17). his object i-. first,

warning, or to caution his readers against seduction :

ll.vi arc lest ye also, being led away with the error of

the wicked, fall from your own steadfastness"

—

-poyi-

yvwoKovric—"as ye know those things beforehand,"

that is, from his descriptive account-: ami, B mdly.

counsel, or to urge on them, as the best of all antidot s

to apostasy, to '-grow in grace, and iu the knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus < Jhrist." For this xapig
and yvwoiQ would fortify them and make them invin-

cible against those assaults which so often succeeded

with the unwary who fell in their heedlessness, the

who trusted in their own strength, and the

ignorant or half-informed, so liable from theii parti. .1

knowledge to be imposed upon by any system that

dealt in novel speculations, professed to unfold inv>-

teri --.or give license and warrant for lawless practices.

The supposition ofGrotius, that it was written in the

reign of Traj in against the Carpocratians, and by Sim-

eon, bishop of Jerusalem, i- without any probability,

a- I ".tit li.-l.lt hi- more than sufficiently shown. The
arguments of Schwegler for its place a- Borne, it- d ite

the end of the second century, and its purpose a- an

ell, ut to conciliate l'ctrine and Pauline theological dif-

ferences, are answered conclusively by Iluther.
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III. The contents of the epistle seem quite in accord-

ance with its asserted origin. The customary opening

salutation is followed by an enumeration of Christian

blessings and exhortation to Christian duties, with

special reference to the maintenance of the truth

which had already been communicated to the Church
(i, 1-13). Referring then to his approaching death,

the apostle assigns as grounds of assurance for believ-

ers his own personal testimony as an eye-witness of the

transfiguration, and the sure word of prophecy, that is

the testimony of the Holy Ghost (14-21). The danger

of being misled by false prophets is dwelt upon with

great earnestness throughout the second chapter ; their

covetousness and gross sensuality, combined with pre-

tences to spiritualism, in short all the permanent and
fundamental characteristics of Antinomianism, are de-

scribed; while the overthrow of all opponents of Chris-

tian truth is predicted (ii, 1-29) in connection with

prophecies touching the second advent of Christ, the

destruction of the world by fire, and the promise of

new heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth right-

eousness. After an exhortation to attend to Paul's

teaching, in accordance with the less explicit admoni-

tion in the previous epistle, and an emphatic warning,

the epistle closes with the customary ascription of glo-

ry to our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

IV. Commentaries.—Exegetical helps on the whole

of this epistle exclusively are the following: Simson,

Commentary (Lond. 1632, 4to); Adams, Commentary
(ibid. 1633, fol.) ; Smith, Commentaries (ibid. 1690, 4to)

;

Deurhof, Erklaringe (Amst. 1713, 4to); Nitzsche, Vin-

dicatio (Lips. 1785, 8vo) ; Flatt, Defensio (Tub. 1806,

8vo); Dahl, Be ai^ti'Tia, etc. [includ. Jude] (Eost.

1807, ltd); Richter, Be Origine, etc. [includ. Jude]

(Tit. 1810, 8vo) ; Ullmann, ,4 uslegung (Lips. 1322, 8vo)

;

Olshausen, Be Integ. et A uthent. etc. (Regiom. 1822-3,

4to ; in English in the Bibl. Repos. July and Oct. 1863)

;

Picot, Recherches, etc. (Genev. 1829, 8vo) ; Moutier, .4 u-

thentie, etc. [includ. Jude] (Strasb. 1829, 8vo) ; Delille,

.1 uthentie, etc. (ibid. 1835, 8vo) ; Magnus, id. (ibid. 1835,

8vo); Heydenreich, Aechtlteit, etc. (Herb. 1837, 8vo);

Audemars, La 2d Ep. de P. (Genev. 1838, 8vo) ; Dau-
mas, Introduction critique (Strasb. 1845, 8vo) ; Brown,
Biscourses [on ch. i] (Edinb. 1856, 8vo) ; Smith, Lectures

(Loud. 1878, 8vo). See Peter, First Epistle of.

Peter of Alcantara, St., was born in the place

after which he is surnamed in 1499, studied at the uni-

versity in Salamanca, and when sixteen years old be-

came a Franciscan monk. In 1519 he became prior at

Badajoz, and in 1524 priest. For several years he lived

in retirement, but in 1538 he was made general-superior

of his order in Estremadura. In 1555 he founded, with

the consent of pope Julius III, a separate reformed con-

gregation, called the Observeintists (q. v.), and assisted

St. Theresa in her reforms of the Carmelites. He died

in 1562, and was canonized in 1569. His work Be ora-

tione et meditatione was long and widely circulated. The
De animi pace seu tranquillitate is not genuine. Ac-
cording to the legend, Peter walked on the sea by faith.

In a picture in the Munich gallery, he not only walks

himself, but a lay brother goes with him, whom Peter

seems to encourage by pointing to heaven. See Acta
Sanctorum, vol. viii.

Peter of Alexandria (1), the first of that name
in the list of bishops, and noted for the part he took

against the Meletian schism, was born in the 3d cen-

tury. He was placed over the see of Alexandria after

the death of Theonas, which occurred April 9, 300. Pe-
ter had not occupied the position quite three years when
the persecution commenced by the emperor Diocletian,

and continued by his successors, broke out in 304. Peter

was obliged to hide himself, and tied from one place to

another, as we learn from a discourse said to have been
delivered by him in prison, in which he states that

be found shelter at different times in Mesopotamia, in

Phoenicia, in Palestine, and in various islands. Cave
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conjectures that he was imprisoned during the reign of
Diocletian or Maximian Galerius, but, if so, Peter must
have obtained his rdease before the schism in the
Egyptian churches. In 306 he assembled a council,
which passed upon the misdemeanors of Meletius, bish-

op of Lycopolis. This prelate, in publishing calum-
nies against Peter and his council, finally created a
schism in the Church of Alexandria, which lasted 150
years. Peter was obliged to seek his safety in flight..

In the ninth year of the persecution he was, suddenly
and contrary to all expectation, again arrested by order
of Maximin Daza, and. without any distinct charge be-
ing brought against him, was beheaded Nov. 25, 311.

Eusebius speaks with the highest admiration of his pi-

ety and his attainments in sacred literature, and he is

revered as a saint and martyr both in the Eastern and
Western churches. His memory is now celebrated by
the Latin and Greek churches on the 26th, except in

Russia, where the more ancient computation, which
placed it on the 25th, is still followed. Peter wrote
several works, of which there are very scanty remains :

(1.) Sermo de Pcenitentia

:

— (2.) Se?-?no in Sanctum Pas-
cha. These discourses are not extant in their original

form, but fifteen canons relating to the lapsi, or those

who in time of persecution had fallen away—fourteen

of them from the Sermo de Pcenitentia (Aoyoc inpi p.i-

Tavoiac), the fifteenth from the Sermo in Sanctum
Pascha—are contained in all the Canonum Collecttones.

They were published in a Latin version in the Micro-
presbyticon (Basle, 1550); in the Orthodnxograplia of

Heroldus (ibid. 1555), and of Grynanis (ibid. 1569); in

the first and second editions of De la Bigne's Bibliotheca

Patrum (Paris, 1575 and 1589), and in the Cologne edi-

tion (1618). They are given also in the Concilia. It

is only in some MSS. and editions that the separate

source of the fifteenth canon is pointed out:—(3.) Liber

de Divinitate s. Beitate. There is a citation from this

treatise in the Acta Concilii Ephesini; it occurs in the

Actio prima, and a part of it is again cited in the Be-
fensio Cyrilli, which is given in the sequel of the A eta

:

— (4.) Homilia de Adventu Salvatoris s. Christ/. A
short citation from this occurs in the Latin version of

the work of Leontius of Byzantium, Contra Nestorianos

et Eutychianos, lib. i:—(5, 6.) Two fragments, one de-

scribed, Ex prima Sermone, de eo quod nee praexistit

A nima, nee cum peccasset j>ropterea in Corpus missa est,

the other as Ex Mystagogia. quam fecit ad Ecclesiam

cum Martyrii Coronam suscepturus esset, are cited by
the emperor Justinian in his Epistola ad Mennam
CPolitanum adversus Origenem, given in the Acta Con-

cilia CPolitani II s. CEcwnenici V (Concilia, vol. v,

col. 652, ed. Labbe ; vol. iii, col. 256, 257, ed. Hardouin).

Another fragment of the same discourse is contained in

the compilation Leontii et Joannis Rei-um Sacrarum
lib. ii, published by Mai in the above-cited Collectio,

vii, 85:—(7.) Epistola S. Petri Ejnscopi ad Ecclesiam

Alexandrinam. noticing some irregular proceedings of

the schismatic Meletius. This letter, which is very

short, was published in a Latin version by Scipio Mafifei

in the third volume of his Obsei-vazione Letterarii (Ve-

rona?, 1737-40, 6 vols. 12mo):—(8.) Doctrina. A frag-

ment of this work is cited by Leontius and Joannes, and

was published by Mai (ibid. p. 96). The published

fragments of Peter's works, with few exceptions, aro

given in the fourth volume of Galland's Bibliotheca I'n-

trum, p. 91, etc. See Eusebius. Hist. Eccles. vii. 32;

viii, 13; ix, 6. cum notis Valesii; Athanasius. Apolog,

contra Arianos, c. 59: Epiphanius, /. c. ; Co?icili<i. 1. c.

:

Cave, Hist. Lift, ad aim. 301, i, 160 (Oxford ed. 1740-43)

;

Tillemont, Memoires, v. 436. etc.; Fabricius, Bibliotk.

Grac. ix, 316, etc.; Ceillier, Hist, des Auteurs sun-is et

ecclesiastiques, iv, 17 sq.; Dupin, Bibliotheque des Au-
teurs eccles.; Galland, Bibliotk. Patrum. proleg. ad vol.

iv, c. 6.—Smith, Diet, ofGr. and Rom. Ring, and Mythol.

iii, 219. Comp. Hoefer. Nouv. />'/<//. Ci'nera/e. xl, 138;

Dorner, Christologh. i. 810; Hefele, Conciliengesch. i,

327 sq. ; Schaff, Church Hist. vol. i.
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Peter of Alexandria (2), another patriarch of

thai - e, was born near the beginning of the Ith cen-

tury, during the life of Athanasius, whom he for many
years accompanied, sharing his variable fortunes, as

presbyter of the Church al Alexandria. He was des-

ignated by Athanasius as his successor, and upon the

death of thai celebrated Church father (A.D. 373) was

appointed to the place, to the greal satisfaction of the

orthodox among the people, and with the approval of

the neighboring bishops. The Arians, however, who
had, tit lur from fear or reverence, c «ded quiel pos-

session i" Athanasius, were by no means disposed to

acquiesce in the appointment of an orthodox successor;

and Peter was al once deposed and imprisoned. Mak-
ing his escape, he fled to Rome, where he was kindly

received by pope Damasus I. leaving his Arian compet-

itor, Lucius, in possession of the Church of Alexan-

dria. After five years' absence, Peter returned with

letters from the pope confirming his title to the see, and

regained possession of the church by favor of the peo-

ple n ho deposed Lucius, and forced him to flee to < !on-

stantinople. I'eter enjoyed the highest esteem of his

contemporaries, but survived ids restoration only a

short time. He died Feb. 14,381, and was succeeded

by his brother Timothy. Valesius speaks of him as the

abettor of Maximus the Cynic in his usurpation of the

nstantinople in place of St. Gregory (Nazian-

zen), bul this is scarcely probable, since Gregory him-

self eulogizes him. Theodorel ascribes this act to Tim-
othy. Of the writings of Peter, pans of two letters

i preserved to us by Theodorel and Facundus;

the firsl giving an account of the persecutions and acts

of violence perpetrated by Lucius and the Ariaus; the

second. Epistola ad Episcoposet Presbyteros atqiu Dia-

conos pro vera Fid* in exsilio constitutes, s. ad Episcopos
:

Presbyteros, atque Diaconos qui sub Valente Tmperatore

Dioca tar< amfut rantexules missi. SeeCeillier, Hist, des

Auteurs sacres it eccles. viii. 164 sq.; Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generale, \1. 138; Smith. Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Biog. awl Mythol iii, 220.

Peter of Amiens. See Peter the Hermit.

Peter (Pierre) of St. Andre
1

(known also as Jean-

Antoint RampaUe), a French ecclesiastic, was horn in

1624 al L'lsle (comt^ Venaissin). After having taken

in 1640 the garb ol the barefool Carmelites under the

name of Pierre de St. Andre, he taught philosophy and

theology; became about 1667 general definitor of his

order, and dh d at Rome, in the exercise of these duties,

Nov. 29, L671. Although he left only some odes in

praise of St. Theresa, father Cosmo de Villiers claims
thai he had so much facility in Latin poetry that he

irded as a second Baptiste Mantouan. We
have of his works. Bistoria generalis Fratrum Dis-

nord.di Monte-Carmelo (Rome, 1668-1671,
2 vols, t'ol.i; this history is the continuation of that

undertaken by lather Isidore de St. Joseph, who died

in 1666: Le Religieux dans la Soliludt (Lyons, 1668,

12mo): La IV. duB.Jeand* laCroix{ Ux,1675,8vo).
He has translated into French the Voyagt a VOrient

(1659j 8vo), and the I7< du Pen Dominique <h Jesus-

Marte, two works of Esprit Julien,as well as the Made-
ie, and the Alexis of lather Brig-

nol-s.dc. A Traitedi laPhysionomu naturelL and two
sacred tragedies are also attributed to him, which, in all

probability . are by an homonymous poet, Antoine Ram-
paUe, known by a verse from the A rt Poetiqut ofBoileau

(ch. iv, ver. 35). See De Villiers, Bibliotk. Carmelitana,
ii, 645; Achard, Diet. Hist, </. la Provence; Barjavel,

Biog. <hi Vancluse, ii, 295. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene-
rale, si, 198.

Peter of Anolo, a Swiss theologian of the 15th

century, flourished al Basle as doctor and pi

canon law. He wrote about 1460, Libelhis rf< Casarum
Monorchia ad Fridericum, etc (under ih • title Dt Im-
perio Romano, edited by Faber, Strasburg, L603 Nu
remb. 1657 I, The work takes the -round that the Ger-

man empire i- the continuance of the Roman imperium
a view in very recent times espoused by Freeman in his

Comparativt Politit . All princes arc subordinate to

the emperor: the emperor is the suhordiuate ofthe pope,

who lias received his authority from God.

Peter ok Antioch (1). See Pi ri r Fi iao.

Peter <>i Antioch (2), the third patriarch of that

name in the current tables of the occupants of that Bee,

which commence with the apostle Peter, was horn near

the beginning of the llih century. Contemporary

with Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Constai

ami Leo of Achridia, he united with them in hostility

to i he Latin Church. According to Cave, Peter bitterly

inveighed against the lives and doctrines ot the Latin

clergy, and especially against the addition of the word

filioqui to the creed; while, according to LeQuien,he
preserved a more impartial tone, and showed every-

where "a disposition averse to schism." I'eter obtained

the patriarchate in the year 1053, and in the same year

he sent synodical letters to the patriarchs of Alexan-

dria, Jerusalem, ami Constantinople, and to pope Leo
l\. signifying his accession. Cave states that he Bent

to i he pope "a profession of his faith." hut it is probable

that he has applied this term to the synodical letter.

of which a Latin version appears anion- the letters of

Leo IX. Le Quien, who had in his possession the

Greek text of these synodical Letters, complains of the

great discrepancy between the Creek text and the

Latin version. Two letters of I'eter appear in Greek,

with a Latin version, in the Monumenta Ecclesia t,n<><i

oft iotelerius
I
ii. 1 12. 1 15 I. The first is entitled Epistola

ad Dominicum Gradensem, anil is an answer to Domin-
ions i iradensis s. Venetus, patriarch of Venice or Aqui-

leia, whose letter, in the collection of Cotelerius. pre-

cedes that of I'eter; the scroll, 1 is addressed to Michael

Cerularius {Epistola ml Michaelem Cerularium), and
is preceded by a letter of Michael lo Peter, low Inch it

is the answer. A considerable part of this letter had

previously been published by Leo Allatius, in his /»,

Consensu Ecclesiarum Orient, et Occident, lib. iii, c. 12,

§ 4. There is extant in MS. at Vienna another letter

of I'eter. Petri Epistola adJoannem Tranensem in Apu-
lia Episcopum, relating to the matters in dispute be-

tween the Eastern and Western churches. Sic Cave,

Hist. I.itt. ad aim. 1040, ii. 132; Oudin. Comment, de

Scriptorib. 1 1 Scriptis !'.<-<-!i s. ii. 605; Lambec, t 'ommi ut.

de Bibliotk. Ccesarcea; Le Quien, thi<K.< Christian, ii.

754.—Smith, Diet, of Class. /ii<>:/ . awl Mythol. iii. 221.

Peter (Pierre) of Baume (Lat Petrus <!< Palma),
general of the Dominicans, was horn at Baume i county
of Bourgogne) in the latter part of the 13th century.

Having early embraced the rule of St. Dominic he uas
sent in 1321 to l'aris. and there gave public lessons

upon the Lin-, des Sentences of Pierre Lombard. In

1343 he was elected general of his order by a unanimity
of votes. He died iii l'aris March 1. 1345. He wrote

Postillee in quatuor Evangelia, some copies of which are

preserved at Basle and at Tours, ami two Lettres Ency-

cliques, which have not been printed. Sei QueTif e(

Kchard. Script. ord, Pradic. i,61 I. — Hoefer. Nouv. Biog.

Generale, xl, 198.

Peter | Pi ri,
\,

s,>x oi Bi ( hin, was a French histo-

rian, who died in the 12th century. It is supposed that

he was canon of St, .Martin of lours. He left a Chro-

nique, which begins with the creation of the world and

ends with 1137. For ancient times, it is a compilation

from Eusebius. from St. Jerome, Isidore ot Se\ ill.-, i In g-

ory of Tours; for modern times, from Fredegaire, St.

( »don, etc. However, some passages from this Chro-

nique, relative to St, Martin of Tours, to the abbej of

< Winery, and lo the counts of Anjou. arc not without

interest Ii has never been published entire. Short

fragments of it may be found in the l:. nail of Duchesne

(iii, 365 372), and in thai of Bouquet (iii, v, vi, viii, x,

xi, xii); hut M. Salmon has recently published the best

part of it in his Chroniques dt Tourathuif after three
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MSS., one from the Imperial Library, two from the Vat-
ican. See Hist. Litt. de la France, xii. 80; xiii, 57;

Andre Salmon, Notices sur les Chroniques de Touraine.

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 191.

Peter Bernardinus, an Italian reformer, the in-

timate companion of Savonarola, was a Florentine by
birth and of humble descent. He was attracted by the

teaching of the great Italian reformer, and after the

execution of Savonarola frequently met his followers

secretly, and encouraged them in steadfastness to the

faith. He finally became a leader among the Italian

reformed, and as such forbade all participation in the

sacraments of the Church of Rome, favored communistic
life, diligence in prayer, and simplicity in dress. Pur-

sued by the Church and by the State, he tied with all

his family to the home of count Picus de Mirandola,

but on the way he was captured and, after a hasty trial,

was condemned to be burned.

Peter of Blois {Petrus Blesensis), so called from

the place of his birth, a learned ecclesiastical writer,

flourished in the 12th century. He studied at Paris,

Bologna, and Oxford, and there was so interested in

scholastic pursuits that he became a student of John of

Salisbury. In 1167 he was appointed the teacher and
secretary of young king William II of Sicily. Fear of

assassination, prompted by jealousy of his success, made
him leave Italy, and he remained for a while in France.

In 1168 he was invited to England by Henry II; was
nominated archdeacon of Bath, and afterwards became
chancellor of Canterbury and archdeacon of London.
For the space of fourteen years he was one of the most
influential men in England, both as a politician and a
churchman. He died in 1200. He is said to have first

used the word transubstantiation. His letters are ven-
interesting; they are admired for their elegance and
perspicuity of language. Besides, Peter of Blois de-

serves to be pointed out as one of those ecclesiastics of

the Middle Ages who dared to speak out against the

abuses in school, Church, and State. He complains

bitterly of the superficial ways of the clergy, who were

then the educators of the world. He reproaches those

who moot questions respecting time and space, and the

nature of universals (unin rsalin ), before they had learned

the elements of science. These charlatans strove after

high things, and neglected the doctrines of salvation.

Peter of Blois's writings have been collected under the

title, Opera omnia, nunc primum in Anglia ope codicum

manuscriptorum editionumque oplimarum, edidit J. A.

Giles, LL.D. (4 vols. 8vo). See Wright, Biog. Brit.

Litter, ii. 366 sq. ; Darling, Cyclop. Bibliogr. vol. ii, s. v.

;

Baur, Dogmengesch. ; Ilardwick, Ch. Hist. of the Middle
Ages; Neander, Hist, of Christian Dogmas. (J. H.W.)

Peter of Bruys (Pierre de Brois). a French eccle-

siastic of the 12th century, is noted as the representa-

tive of those anti-hierarchical tendencies which so gen-

erally prevailed in Southern France. He was a priest,

but resigned his orders, preferring to become a leader

of the people against the corruptions of the Church,

about 110-1. Peter of Clugny, whose pastoral epistles

to the bishops of the south of France are the principal

source of information concerning Peter of Bruys, re-

proaches him with heretical opinions; and. although

the account of an enemy is always to be read with sus-

picion, the high and disinterested character of the abbot

of Clugny gives more than ordinary value to his narra-

tive. The time of the composition of the preface to the

refutation (the body of which was of earl}- date) was
shortly after the death of De Bruys, which took place

about A.D. 1125. At this time, the author tells us, the

heresy had been flourishing for twenty years. Peter of

Bruys seems to have rejected infant baptism, because

he felt that baptism without faith was of no avail, and

with Abelard he rebaptized adults. He also rejected

all public divine service, for God, he argued, "ante

altare vel ante stabulum invocatus"— is heard as well

in the inn as in the church. The crosses he would

burn, and not honor, for that is a reproach to the suffer-

ings of the Saviour. Peter of Bruys even maintained
that the Supper was not instituted by Christ as a rite

of perpetual observation; that he only once distributed
his body and blood among his disciples. This expres-
sion is obscure: perhaps he meant to say that Christ
had observed this rite once for all. He also rejected
the mass and sacrifices for the dead. He found many
followers, known as the Petrobrusians (q. v.). Peter of
Bruys was burned at St. Gilles on Still Friday, in 1124,
in the Arelatensia diocese, by a mob, in an emeute
caused by his preaching, and probably instigated by the
Romish ecclesiastics. See Cieselcr," Kin -h, )<;;,.<, -h. vol.

ii. pt. ii, p. 536; Engelhardi. Dogmengesch. vol. ii. ch. iii,

p. 51 sq.; Miinscher, Dogmengesch. (edit, by Conn), p.

209,210. (J. H.W.)

Peter or Cei.i..k (Petrus Cellensis), a French prel-

ate of some note, flourished in the second half of the
12th century. He was abbot at Moutier la Celle from
1150; in 1162 he filled a like office at St. Remis, near
Rheims; and in 1181 was made bishop of Chartres.
He died in 1183. Peter of Cellre left mystical inter-

pretations of the Scriptures, and letters to the popes
and bishops and many princes, who highly esteemed
him. He had reformatory ideas, and did not hesitate

to express them. His works have been collected and
published several times. One edition is by Sirmond
(Par. 1613; Yen. 1728).

Peter (Pierre') of Chartres, a French ecclesiastic

who flourished in the first half of the 10th century, died

about 1039. The authors of the Histoire Littera ire de

la France attribute to him several works. We men-
tion only Manuale Ecclesiasticum, Manuale de Myste-
riis Ecclesice, and Speculum Ecclesice. This last treat-

ise, which offers us curious details upon the origin or

meaning of liturgical usages, is unpublished ; but we
indicate three manuscript copies in the Imperial Li-

brary of Saint -Victor, under the numbers 513, 724, 923.

Number 923 has one chapter more than the other two.

Jean Garet, canon of Louvain, Gesner, Possevin, and

after them the authors of the Histoire Littirain. del-in-

nate also among the works of our chancellor a Para-
phrase of the Psalms, likewise unpublished. There is,

finally, in the library of Mont-Saint-Michel, Glossce in

Job, secundum Petrum, caneellanum Carnutensem. See

Gesner, Bib/. Universalis, p. 669; Possevin, Apparatus,

ii, 24i>; Hist. Litt. de la France, vii. 341.— Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, xl, 184.

Peter Chrysolaxus, an Italian prelate, was born in

the latter part of the 11th century. He was raised to

the archbishopric of Milan in 1110, having previously

heid some less important see. He was sent by pope

Paschal II on a mission to the emperor Alexius I Com-
nenus, and engaged eagerly in the controversy on the

procession of the Holy Spirit. His principal work is,

Ad Imperatorem Dominion A lexium Comnenum Oratio,

etc., designed to prove the procession of the Holy Spirit

from the Son as well as from the Father, published in

the Grcecia Orlhodoxa of Allatius, i, 379, etc. (Rome,

1652. 4to), and given in a Latin version by Baronius,

Anual. Eccles. ad ami. 1116, vol. viii, etc.—Smith, Diet,

of Or. and Rom. Diog. and Mythol. iii. 222.

Peter Chrysologus, St., an Italian prelate, was

born at Imola, in the northern part of Italy, towards the

close of the 4th century. He was educated by Corne-

lius, a bishop, and received ordination as deacon from

the same prelate. In 433 he was consecrated archbishop

of Ravenna by pope Sixtus III. who knew all bis merit.

He labored to reform several abuses which had been

introduced into his diocese, and to extirpate the rem-

nants of pagan superstition. In A.D. 448 St. Germain

d'Auxerre having come to Ravenna, Peter received him

with marks of the most profound veneration. Shortly

afterwards the hercsiarch Eutyches wrote to him com-

plaining of the condemnation passed on him by Flavi-

anus of Constantinople, and Peter replied to him in
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Juno, 110, expressing Ms grief to sec that the disputes

upon the mystery of the incarnation wen- not ended.

He died Dec. 2, 150. His zeal for the instruction of his

flock i> shown by one hundred and seventy-six Sermo-

nes, collected in 7ns by Felix, archbishop of Ravenna,

under the title, Divi Petri Chrysologi archiepiscopi Ra-
vennatis, viri eruditissimi tiique sanctissimi,

'

pervelustum opus Homiliarum nunc primum in lucem

Par. L544, L2mo), which have frequently been

reprinted. They appear in the seventh volume of the

Lyons edit! I the Biblwtheca Patrum i 1677, foL):

Epistola Petri Ravennatis Episcopi ad Eutychem Abba-

tern. This letter was published by Gerard Vossius in

lal Greek, with a Latin version, at the end of

the works of Gregory Thaumaturgus (Mayence, 1604,

Ito). 1 1 is reprinted in the Concilia | vol. iv, coL 36, ed.

Labbe; vol. ii,coL 21,ed. Hardouin). See Smith, Diet,

of Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii, 222; Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, si, 138.

Peter Colliva< im si also called Motto), an ecclesi-

astical character of the 13th century, flourished as teach-

er n!' canonical law at Bologna; was then secretary to

Innocent III. by whose order he collected the decretals

of thai pope during the first eleven years of his reign,

and published them in 1210 by the help of the so-called

.
. Romano, of Bernhard of Compostella. This

collection was approved by the University of Bologna,
and received the name CompUatio tertia. (The so-

called Compilatio secunda is younger, but contains older

material. See Richter, Kirchenreckt, §74.) Later. Pe-

ter was cardinal legate, and as such labored to restore

order to the Church of South France, in his day so

greatly broken up by the wars of the Albigenses (q.v.).

Peter THE Deacon (1) flourished near the begin-

ning of the 6th century. In the controversy excited

by the monks whom ecclesiastical writers call Scythes,

who came from the diocese of Torn i, on the south hank

of the Danube, Peter took a prominent part. He had
accompanied the delegates sent to Pome by the monks,
and while in the Eternal City united with his colleagues

in addressing to Fulgentius, and the other African bish-

ops who were then in exile in Sardinia, a work entitled

//. Tncarnatione et Gratia Domini nostri Jesu Christi

Libt r. To this Fulgentius and his companions replied

in another treatise on the same subject The work of

Peter, which is in Latin, was published in the Monu-
menta SS. Patrum Ortkodoxographa of Grynseusi Basle,

1569), and has been reprinted in various editions of
the Bibliotheca Patrum. It is in the ninth volume of

the Lyons edition ofGalland (Yen. 1776. foL). Smith,
Diet. ofGr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii, -223.

Peter the Deacon (2), a learned Benedictine of

Monte-Cassino, of a Roman patrician family, was horn

about the close of the 11th century, in the reign of
Alexins I Comnenus. In the Jus Grceco-Romanum of

Leunclavius (lib. vi, 395 397) are given Tnterrogationes

quas solvit reverendissimus Chartularius, Dominus Pe-
trus, i l< mque Diaconus Majoris Ecclesia \±v. of St. So-
phia al Constantinople), A.M. 6600 A. I). 1092. We
learn from this title when the author lived, and that he

offices described. He seems to have b< en a I-

mitted into the Benedictine < >rder al the very early age
In a control ersy of bis convenl with pope

[nnocenl II. he di fended the monastic interests to greal
advanl ige bi fore the emperor Lothaire in 1 138, while he
was in South Italy. So well plea ed was the emperor
with Peter thai he was made chartularius and chaplain
of the Roman realm. Later he was intrusted by pope
Alexander with the management of the convent of
Monte-Cassino, where he died alter the middle of the
L2th cenmry. The following of his writings are in-

structive for the contemporaneous history of the Church.
J), vita et obitu Justorum Ccenobii Casinensis: lil>,

Ulustrium virorum Casinensis Archisterii: Lib, <l<

ictis: and Di Norissimis temporibus. Tin re

are, or were, extant in MS. in the king's librarv at

Paris, Petrus Diaconus et Philosophus dt Cycle et /«-

.nd Petri Diaconi el PhUosophi Trai

Sole, Luna, et Sideribus (Codd. CMXXIX, No. 7. and
MMMLXXXV), but whether this Petrus Diaconus is

the canonist is not char.— Smith. Diet. ofGr. and Rom.
Biog. and Mythol. iii. 223; Pottbast, BibL Med. Mvi,
p. 490; Fabricius, Bib. Greeca, si, 334 sq.; Cave, Hist.

I.iit. ii. 161.

Peter the Dominican. See Peteb Martyr,

Peter (JPieri Dresden, a German reformer,

was horn at Dresden in the latter part of the Nth cen-
tury. Driven from that city for having spread the doc-

trines of the Vaudois, Pierre Bought retime in Prague,
where, in order to subsist, he opened a small scl 1 foi

children. Some time alter he attracted to himself one
of his friends called Jacobel, with whom be published
his opinions. Pierre inveighed especially against the

communion in one kind. " To his influence," saj - Gil-

lett, •• i- to be attributed in large measure the origin of

that discussion in respect to the communion of the cup
which almost revolutionized Bohemia, and brought
down upon it the energies of crusading Christendom."
He was evidently a man of superior talent, and one

who possessed ureal power over the minds of others.

At Prague, among the thousands congregated at its

university, he had large opportunity for insinuating his

peculiar views. The very fact that he was instrumen-

tal in shaping the enlarged views of Jacobel suffices to

rescue his name and memory from oblivion. He after-

wards united with the Hussites againsl the primacy of

the pope, and propagated their ideas upon the nature of

the ( Ihurch. To establish his doctrines he wrote several

works now completely forgotten. He died at Prague in

1 1 in. See Eneas Sylvius, Bohem.ch.5; Bonfinius, Hist.

fin/,.; Moreri, Diet. Hist. : Jocher, Allg. Gelehi

Gillett, Huss and tfo Hussites, i, 38, 183,519. (J.H.W.)

Peter of Edessa, a Syrian by birth, and a presby-

ter of the Church at Edessa, and an eminent preacher.

wrote Tractatus variorum Causarum, treatises on vari-

ous subjects, and composed Psalms in metre like those

of Ephrem the Syrian. Trithemius ascribes to him
Commentani in Psalmos, and says that he wrote in

Syriac. All his works have pnrished.- Smith. Diet, of
c,r. anil Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii. 224.

Peter <J3t.~) Exorcista and MARCELLINTJS Tt.

SS. Piefro e Mareellino), two Romish saints always rep-

resented together, flourished during the lasl persecutions

under Diocletian, about the opening of the Ith century.

Their religious convictions, openly avowed, brought

them to jail, and it so happened that even there they
were sorely tried. Their jailer. Artemius. had a daugh-
ter, Paulina, who was sick. Peter promised to restore

her to health if Artemius would believe in tied. Then
the jailer ridiculed him. saying, " It' 1 put thee into the

deepest dungeon, and load thee w ith heavier chains, -will

thy (hid t lien deliver thee?" To this Peter replied that

it mattered little to God whether he believed or not. but

that Christ might be glorified he desired that it should

be done. And it wa- so; and in the night Peter and

Marcelliuus. dressed in shining white garments, Came to

Artemius in his own chamber. Then he believed, and
was baptized with all his family, and three hundred
others. When they were toiiie.it was ordered that the

executioner should take them to a forest three miles

from Rome, in order that the Christians should not

know of their burial-place. So when they vvere come
to a solitary place, and the executioner pointed it out

as the spot where they were to die. tbey themselves

cleared a space and dug their grave, and died encour-

aging each other. In the paintings of the churches

they are represented in priestly habits bearing palms.

They are commemorated by the Romish Church on

June 2.

Peter Fi it" (also called Cnnpheus, i. e. the Puller),

a patriarch of Antiocb, was born mar the commence-
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ment of the 5th century. He was ahbot of a monastery

at or near Constantinople, but various accusations (in-

chiding heresy) being made against him, he fled to An-

tioch, accompanying Zeno, son-in-law of the emperor

Leo I, who was sent thither. Peter appears to have

held the doctrine of the Monophysites, the controversy

concerning which was at that time agitating the entire

Eastern Church. On his arrival at Antioch, the patri-

archate of which city was held by Martyrius, a support-

er of the Council of Chalcedon, he determined to attempt

the usurpation of that office, engaging Zeno and a num-
ber of those who favored the Monophysite doctrine in

the enterprise. Great tumult and confusion ensued, one

cause of which was that Peter added to the sacred hymn
called the Trisagion the words " who wast crucified for

us"—which constituted one of the tests of the Monophy-

sites—and anathematized all who did not sanction the

alteration. Martyrius, unable to maintain order, went

to Constantinople, where he was kindly received by

Leo I, through whose influence he hoped to be able, on

his return to Antioch, to quell the disturbance. Failing

in this, and disgusted with his failure, he abdicated the

patriarchate, which was immediately assumed by Peter.

Leo, however, at the instigation of Gennadius, patri-

arch of Constantinople, promptly expelled the intruder,

in whose place Julian was elected, with general ap-

proval. Peter was banished to Upper Egypt, but, con-

triving to escape from his exile, he returned to Con-

stantinople and obtained refuge in a monastery, where

he remained until the revolt of Basiliscus against Zeno,

having bound himself by oath to abstain from exciting

further troubles. The revolt succeeding, and Zeno being

driven from Constantinople, Basiliscus exerted himself

to gain the Monophysites, and issued an encyclical let-

ter to the various prelates of the Church, anathematiz-

ing the decrees of the Synod of Chalcedon. Peter gave

formal assent to this letter, and was immediately re-

stored to the patriarchate of Antioch (A.D. 476). Jul-

ian soon after died of grief, and Peter, resuming au-

thority, restored the obnoxious clause " who wast cru-

cified for us;" and by repeating his anathemas excited

fresh tumults, which resulted in plunder and murder.

Zeno, however, recovering the imperial power, a synod

was assembled and Peter was deposed, chiefly through

the agency of one of his own partisans, John Codonatus,

whom he had made a bishop. He was banished to

Pityus.from whence he escaped, and, going to Euchai'ta,

obtained refuge in the church of St. Theodore. After

a period of nine years, during which time numerous

changes had been made in the patriarchate, the Mon-
ophysites, again in the ascendant, persuaded Zeno to

consent to the restoration of Peter upon his signing the

emperor's " Henoticon," or decree for the unity of the

Church. This event is placed by Theophanes in A.D.

485. The Western Church, which had maintained its

allegiance to the Council of Chalcedon, assembled in

council at Rome, and hurled its anathemas at Peter, but

to no purpose. Protected by Zeno and the strength of

his party, he retained the patriarchate during the re-

mainder of his life. Theophanes charges him with

various offences against ecclesiastical rule, and with

many acts of oppression after his restoration; which

charges are, unfortunately, corroborated by the previ-

ous character of the man. One of the latest manifesta-

tions of his ambition was the attempt to add the island

of Cyprus to his patriarchate. He was succeeded by
Palladius, a presbyter of Seleucia. His death is vari-

ously stated to have occurred in A.D. 488, 490, 491. See

Smith, Diet, of Or. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii, 224.

Peter the Hermit, an ecclesiastical character of

the 11th century, is of very little significance except as

the monks of the Church of Rome have given him im-

portance by crediting him with the movement of the

Christian Church against the Saracens, known as the

First Crusade, for which the credit is by most compe-

tent critics awarded to pope Urban II. Von Sybel, in

his Geschichie des ernten Kreuzzuges (Diisseldorf, 1841),

examines the history of the first crusaders, and in con-
sequence of a most searching review of all the records

pronounces Peter of Amiens an apocryphal character,

and his reputed efforts for the first crusade the inven-
tion of Greek legendaries of the 12th century. Even
William of Tyre, who is the principal source of the his-

tory of the Crusades of all the Middle-Age historians,

knows (in his Belli sacri historim about 1188) of Peter

of Amiens only that he is a jxrsona contemptWilis, whose
fate was that of the other crusaders. The Jesuit G21-

treman has made the life of Peter of Amiens the subject

of a sacred romance, which is often mistaken for history.

The whole scheme is intended to wrest the honor of the

first Crusade from the papacy and to give it to the

monks.

According to these questionable sources, Peter the

Hermit was a native of Amiens, where he was born

about the middle of the 11th century. He was edu-

cated first at Paris, and afterwards in Italy, and then

became a soldier. After serving in Flanders without

much distinction, he retired from the army, married,

and had several children; but on the death of his wife

he became religious, and exhausted, without satisfying

the cravings of his religious zeal, all the ordinary excite-

ments—the studies, the austerities and mortifications,

the fasts and prayers—of a devout life. Still yearning

for more powerful emotions, he retired into the solitude

of the strictest and severest cloister. Not even content

with this life of a recluse, he ultimately became a her-

mit. But even this failed to satisfy him, and he would

not rest contented with himself until he had projected

a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. For this he set out

about 1093. On his visit to the East he saw with a

bleeding heart that the Holy Sepulchre was in the

hands of the infidel, and beheld the oppressed condition

of the Christian residents or pilgrims under the Moslem
rule :

" his blood turned to fire," and the hermit made his

vow that with the help of God these things should

cease. In an interview with the patriarch Simeon he de-

clared that the natives of the West should take up arms

in the Christian cause. On his return to the West he

spoke so earnestly on the subject to pope Urban II that

the pontiff warmly adopted his views, and, however

selfish may have been the promptings of his zeal in the

cause—he foreseeing probably that, whatever might be

the result to the warriors of the cross, his own power

would thenceforth rest on more solid foundations

—

Urban eagerly bestowed his blessing on the fervent

enthusiast, and commissioned him to preach through-

out the West an armed confederation of Christians for

the deliverance of the Holy City. Mean in figure

and diminutive in stature, and gifted only with an el-

oquence that was as rude as it was ready, his deficien-

cies were more than made up by the earnestness which

gave even to the glance of his eye a force more pow-

erful than speech. His enthusiasm lent him a power

which no external advantages of form could have com-

manded. He was filled with a fire which would not

stay, and the horrors which were burnt in upon his s<ud

were those which would most surely stir the conscience

and rouse the wrath of his hearers. His fiery appeals

carried everything before them. " He traversed Italy,"

writes the historian of Latin Christianity, "crossed the

Alps, from province to province, from city to city. lie

rode on a mule, with a crucifix in his hand, his head

and feet bare: his dress was a long robe, girt with a

cord, and a hermit's cloak of the coarsest stuff. He
preached in the pulpits, on the roads, in the market-

places. His eloquence was that which stirs the heart

of the people, for it came from his own—brief, figura-

tive, full of bold apostrophes ; it was mingled with his

own tears, with his own groans; he beat his breast : the

contagion spread throughout his audience. His preach-

ing appealed to every passion— to valor and shame, to

indignation and pity, to the pride of the warrior, to the

compassion of the man, the religion of the Christian, to

the love of the brethren, to the hatred of the unbeliever
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aggravated by his insulting tyranny, to reverence for

i hi K dei mi r and i he saints, to the desire of expiating

sin, to the hope of eternal life." The results arc well

known as among those moral marvels of enthusiasm

of which history presents occasional examples. All

France especially was stirred from its very depths;

and just al the time when the enthusiasm of that coun-

try had been enkindled to its full fervor, it received

a sacredness and an authority from the decree of a

council held at Clermont, in which Urban himself was

present, and in which his celebrated harangue was

but the signal for the outpouring, through all Western

Christen lorn, of the same chivalrous emotions by which

France had been borne away under the rude eloquence

of the Hermit. To understand this success, we musl
take into account the poverty of the masses, and the

alluring prospect of a residence in Eastern lands, the

sceiM- of which were painted in glowing colors by the

apostle of the holy war. Thousands of outcasts had

always been ready to follow the princes in their maraud-
ing expeditions or political wars, and how much more
in a war which enlisted the highest sympathies of their

nature in its behalf, which received the sanction of the

ministers of religion, and was regarded as the will of

God! For the details of the expedition, we must refer

to the article Cri sadi 9, our sole present concern being

with the persona] history of Peter. Of the enormous
but undisciplined army which assembled from all parts

of Europe, one portion was committed to his conduct;

the other being under the command ofa far more skilful

leader. Walter (q. v.) the Penniless. Peter, moimted
upon an ass, with his coarse woollen mantle and his

rude sandals, placed himself at the head of his followers.

On the march through Hungary they became involved

in hostilities with the Hungarians, and suffered a severe

defeat at Semlin, whence they proceeded with much dif-

ficulty to Constantinople. There the emperor Alexius,

filled with dismay al the want of discipline which they

exhibited, was but too happy to give them supplies for

their onward march; and near Nice they encountered
the army of the sultan Soliman, from whom they suf-

fered a terrible defeat. Peter accompanied the subse-

quent expedition under Godfrey; but worn out by the

delays and difficulties of the siege of Antioch, he was
about to withdraw from the expedition, and was only

retained in it by the influence of the other leaders, who
foresaw the worst results from his departure. Accord-
ingly he had a share, although not marked by any sig-

nal distinction, in the siege and capture of the Holy ( ity

in 1099, and the closing incident of his history a- a cru-

sader was an .address to the victorious army delivered

on the Mount of Olives. He returned to Europe, and
founded a monastery at liny, in the diocese of Liege,
where lie died, July 7. 1 1 15. The movement which had
been inaugurated continued to agitate Europe for nearly

two centuries, and its general effect upon the march of
civilization may well he pronounced incalculable. See
Milmau, Hist. ofLat. Christianity, iv. •-'.'> sq, ; I !ox, Thi

Crusades (N. V. 1874, is,u,,>. p.26 sq.; Gibbon, Declim

and Fallofth Ionium Empire, eh. xx.xiii.

Peter the Lombard. See Lombard, Peter,

Peter | Pierri i oi Maillezais, a French chronicler

of the Mtli century, was, according to I>om Rivet, a man
of talent, of merit, and learning. He- embraced the mo-
nastic rule in the early part of the llth century, and
flourished under Goderanne, abbe of Maillezais, in Baa-
I'oiiou. We have an interesting article of his upon the
history of his time, particularly that of the c. ts de
Poitiers and the abl f Maillezais. Father Labbe"

has c prised it
i Halleacensi Chronicori)'m the monu-

ments that he collected for the history of Aquitaine.
What concerns the translation of Saint Rigomer has

been detached from it and published again bj Mabillon
and the BoHandista See Hist. I. in., I, hi France, \. 599.

- Hoefer, Vouv. Bioa. Generate, xl, 187.

Peter [St.) Martyr i i I, a Roman Catholic saint

of the Dominican order, is greatly beloved in the Rom-
ish fold, and in his own order ranks next to the found-

er himself. He was horn at Verona about 1205. His

parents were Catharists, hut Peter early became ortho-

dox in sentiment, and Bought his education at the
conventual schools of tin' Church. At the age of

fifteen he united with the order by the persuasion of

Dominic. He soon became a public character by reason

of his piety ami oratorical power. He turned against

his own sect, and so severely persecuted the Catharists

that he was universally regarded as intolerant. When
the Inquisition needed an uncompromising head. Peter

was made its general by approval of pope Honorius HI.

His high-handed disposal of the lives and property of

people under him made him a general object of hatred.

Two Veroniai blemen whom he had accused, and

whose property was confiscated, resolved to be revenged
on him. They hired assassins, who watched that they

might kill him in a forest where they knew hi- would

pass unaccompanied save by a single monk. When he

appeared one of the murderers struck him down with

an axe. They then pursued and killed his attendant.

When they returned to Peter he was reciting the Apos-
tles' Creed, or. as others say, was writing it on the

ground with his blood, when the assassins completed
their cruel work. This event occurred <>n April 28,A.D.

1252. In the various paintings of this saint he is rep-

resented in the habit of his order, and hears the crucifix

and palm. His more peculiar attribute is either the

axe stuck in his head or a gash from which the blood

trickles. Fra Bartolomeo painted the head of his be-

loved Jerome Savonarola .as St. Peter Martyr, lie is

al-o known as St. Peter of Verona. (J. II. \V.

)

Jerome Savon

Peter (St.") Martyr (2), a Romish saint of the

15th century, was bom at Arona in 1 155, and was prob-

ably educated at tin- university in Salamanca, w here he

taught for many years with great success. lie bad a

part in the wars against the Moors, and in 1

holy orders. As prior of Granada he w.as frequently

employed in very important missions by queen Isabella

the Catholic. His travels in diplomatic interests be

described in lh legation* Babylonica. He died in 1525.

His Epistola 'I' rebus ffispanicis was published at Al-

cala in 1530, anil at Amsterdam in 1670.

Peter, Mauritius. See Peter the Venerable.

Peter Moqilas. See Moon \-.

Peter Mosoi 9, a Monophyaite, flourished as patri-

arch of Alexandria in the 5th centurv. Liberatus crives
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him also the surname of the Stammerer. He was or-

dained deacon by Dioscorus, successor of Cyril, who held

the patriarchate for seven years (A.D. 444-451). Peter

was the ready participator in the violences of Dioscorus,

and earnestly embraced his cause when he was deposed

by the Council of Chalcedon, withdrawing from the

communion of the successor of Dioscorus, Proterius, who
supported the cause of the council, and uniting in the

opposition raised by Timothy yElurus and others. Peter

was consequently sentenced, apparently by Proterius, to

deposition and excommunication. Whether he was

banished, as well as Timothy /Elurus, is not clear, but

he seems to have accompanied Timothy to Alexandria,

and to have been his chief supporter when, after the

death of the emperor Marcian, he returned, and either

murdered Proterius or excited the tumults that led to

his death, A.D. 457. Timothy ^Elurus was immediately

raised to the patriarchate by his partisans, but was short-

ly after banished by the emperor Leo I, the Thracian,

who had succeeded Mareian. Peter also was. obliged to

flee. Another Timothy, surnamed Salofaciolus, a sup-

porter of the Council of Chalcedon, was appointed to

succeed Proterius in the patriarchate. When, in the fol-

lowing reign of Zeno, or rather during the short usurpa-

tion of Basiliscus, Timothy iElurus Mas recalled from

exile (A.D. 475), and was sent from Constantinople to

Alexandria to re-occupy that see, he wasjoined by Pe-

ter and his party, and with their support drove out his

competitor Salofaciolus, who took refuge in a monastery

at Canopus. On the downfall of Basiliscus and the res-

toration of Zeno, Timothy ^Elurus was allowed, through

the emperor's compassion for his great age, to retain his

see ; but when on his death (A.D. 477) the Monophysite

bishops of Egypt, without waiting for the emperor's di-

rections, elected Peter (who had previously obtained the

rank of archdeacon) as his successor, the emperor's in-

dignation was so far aroused that he determined to put

the new prelate to death. His anger, however, some-

what abated, and Peter was allowed to live, but was de-

prived of the patriarchate, to which Timothy Salofaci-

olus was restored. On the death of Salofaciolus, which

occurred soon after, John of Tabenna, surnamed Talaia,

was appointed to succeed him ; but he was very shortly

deposed by order of Zeno, on some account not clearly

ascertained, and Peter Mongus was unexpectedly re-

called from Eucha'ita in Pontus, whither he had been

banished, and was (A.D. 482) restored to his see. His

restoration appears to have been part of the policy of

Zeno to unite, if possible, all parties; a policy which

Peter, whose age and misfortunes appear to have abated

the fierceness of his party spirit, was ready to adopt. He
consequently subscribed the Henoticon of the emperor,

and readmitted the Proterian party to communion on

their doing the same. John of Tabenna had meanwhile

fled to Rome, where the pope, Simplicius, who, with the

Western Church, steadily supported the Council of

Chalcedon, embraced his cause, and wrote to the emper-

or in his behalf. Felix II or III, who succeeded Sim-

plicius (A.D. 483), was equally zealous on the same side.

Peter had some difficulty in maintaining his position.

In order to recover the favor of his Monophysite friends,

whom his subservience to Zeno's policy had alienated,

he anathematized the Council of Chalcedon ; and then,

to avert the displeasure of Acacius of Constantinople

and of the court, to whose temporizing course this de-

cisive step was adverse, he denied that he had done so.

Evagrius has preserved the letter he wrote to Acacius

on this occasion, which is the only writing of Peter now
extant. By this tergiversation he preserved his see,

and was enabled to brave the repeated anathemas of

the Western Church. When, however, to recover the

attachment of the Monophysites, he again anathema-

tized the Council of Chalcedon, and Euphemius, the

newly elected patriarch of Constantinople, forsaking the

policy of his predecessors, took part with the Western

Church against him, his difficulties became more seri-

ous. What result this combination against him might
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have produced cannot now be known ; death removed
him from the scene of strife A.D. 490, shortly before
the death of Zeno. He was succeeded in the see of
Alexandria by another Monophysite, Athanasius II.

See Cave, Hist. Lift, i, 455; Fabricius, Bill, Graca, xi,

336 ; Le Quien, Oriens Christianvs, vol. ii, col. 416, etc.;

Tillemont, Mhnoires Ecclesiastiques,v(A. xvi.— Smith,
Diet, of Gr. and Bom. Biog. and Mythol. iii, 225.

Peter {Pierre}, archbishop of Narbonne, the son
of Ameli, was born in the last half of the 12th century,
lie was at first clerk of Saint-Nazaire of Beziers; canon,
chamberlain, grand archdeacon of Narbonne ; then elect-

ed archbishop in the month of March, 122G. The ex-
termination of the Albigenses having ended the war so

long prosecuted against these people, Peter used all his
efforts to pacify his diocese. But observing the method
practiced in his time, he seized, according to that cus-
tom, all the goods which had belonged to the heretics,

made all the inhabitants of Narbonne take oath to

massacre any one who should dare in the future to

separate himself from the Roman orthodoxy, and in or-

der to watch over, discover, and point out all the dis-

senters, introduced in 1231 into the city of Narbonne
the St. Dominican friars. But the Albigenses were
conquered, not subdued. An occasion having offered

in 1234, the inhabitants rose in insurrection, and drove
out their archbishop. Vainly he excommunicated them.
In order to return to his metropolis, after about a year's

exile, Peter was obliged to descend to conditions." The
insurgents imposed upon him, among others, that of ex-
pelling from their city the Brother Preachers, and un-
der his eyes, for greater safety, they invaded the convent
of these brothers and put them (to flight. Peter dared
not recall them. Yet he was a prelate energetic in his

designs, courageous in his conduct, who had the tem-
perament of a man of arms, and who oftener faced perils

than turned his back upon them. In 1238 he made a
campaign against the Moors with Jayme I, king ofAra-
gon. and. according to the Chronique of Alberic, he took

an active part in the battles fought under the walls of

Valence. The following year he raised other troops,

and at their head went to drive from Carcassonne Ray-
mond de Tancarvel and some other lords in revolt

against the king of France. He was less fortunate in

his attempt against Aimeric ; the latter drove him from
Narbonne in 1242. Finally, in 1243, we see the arch-

bishop Peter making the siege of the chateau of Mont-
segur, and taking it from the heretics. This was the

last exploit of this belligerent prelate. He died at Nar-

bonne May 20, 1245. See Gallia Christiana, vol. vi, col.

65; Hist. Litt. de la France, xviii, 331; Vaissetto, Hist.

du Languedoc, iii, 352 ; Alberic, Chronicon, ad aim. 123!)

;

Gulielmus de Podio, Hist, bellor. adversus Albigenses, c.

39, 40 sq.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, xl, 195.

Peter of Nicomedia, an Eastern ecclesiastic, was
born in the early part of the 7th century. He was one

of the prelates who, with certain deacons and monks, had
to clear themselves in the third Constantinopolitan, or

sixth oecumenical, council (A.D. 680), from the suspicion

of holding the Monothelite heresy, by oath and solemn

written confessions of their belief in the orthodox doc-

trine of two wills in Christ. The confessions were of

considerable length, and all exactly alike, and are given

in the original Greek with a considerable hiatus but

completely in a Latin version in the A eta Concilii ( 'Poli-

tani Hi. Actio x ; or, according to one of the Latin ver-

sions of the Acta given by Hardouin, in Actio ix. See

Concilia, vol. vi, col. 784, 842, ed. Labbe ; vol. iii. col.

L202, 1248, 1537, 1561, ed. Hardouin; Cave. Hist. Litt. ad

aim. 680, i, 595.—Smith, Diet. o/Gr. and Rom. Bivy. and

Mythol. iii. 226.

Peter {St.) Nolasco (Sp. San Pedro Xolasco), a

Romish saint, noted as the founder of "the Order of

Our Lady of Mercy," flourished in the rir-t half of the

13th century. He was the son of a noble of Languedoc.

and became a convert of St. John de Matha. He was
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much cultivated, and greatly esteemed for his learning

ami application, and was made a tutor of the young
king .lames of Aragon. As the needa of the crusaders

called for help from various directions, Peter brought

about the formation ofthe order above referred i". At

first ii was military, and consisted of knights and gentle-

men. The king himselfwas placed at the head, and his

arms served as a device or badge. Soon, however, the

the orders of Justinian, demanded reparation f.>r it, and
(Inland war against Theodotus. The latiir. terrified,

commissioned him to convey to Justinian the most hum-
ble propositions of peace, and even, ii necessary, the

offer of his abdication. The last offer only was accept-

ed; but when Peter returned to communicate the will

ofthe « mperorto Theodotus, the latter was not

to aci epl it. The king ofthe ( tstrogoths even violated

order became very popular, and extended itself on all the law of nations by imprisoning the Byzantine am-
sides. Peter Nolasco was the superior, and spent his

life in expeditions to the provinces under the Moors,

from which he brought hark hundreds of redeemed

captives. In time the order changed its character from

that of a military In that of a religious institution, and

as such exerted a wide influence. Peter himself, when
he was old, was taken from his cell by angels, so the

legend goes, and borne to and from the altar, where he

received the holy Eucharist. In the paintings ofthe

saints he is represented as old, with a white habit, and

the shield of king .lames on his breast. His death is

said i" have occurred Jan. 15, 1258. (J. II. W.)

bassadors. Peter and his colleague remained in cap-

tivity until Belisarius, by detaining Bome Ostrogothic

compelled Vitiges,

Peter Nolasco (by Claude de Mellan).

Peter the Patrician (1) was a Byzantine histo-

rian ofthe 6th century, lie was born at Thessalonica,

iu the province of Macedonia, then included in the pre-

fecture of Ulyricum. He settled at Constantinople,
where he acquired distinction as a rhetor or advocate,
a profession for which his cultivated mind, agreeable

address, .and natural powers of persuasion were admira-
bly adapted. These qualifications pointed hii it to

the discernment ofthe emperor Justinian I as suited for

diplomatic life, and he was sent by him (A.D. 534 i
as

ambassador to Amalasuntha, regent ofthe kingdom of
the Ostrogoths. Before arriving in Italy Peter learned
the death ofthe young king Athalaric, the marriage of

Amalasuntha and Theodotus, one of the principal (duel's

ol the Ostrogoths, their exaltation to the throne of

Italy, and of their subsequent dissensions and the ira-

pris hi of Amalasuntha. Peter then received in-

structions to vindicate the cause ol the imprisoned
queen; but his arrival at Ravenna was Bpeedily fol-

lowed by the murder of Amalasuntha. Procopius
charges Peter with instigating Theodotus to commit
the murder, being secretly < imissioned to do so by the
jealousj of Tl lora, Justinian's w ife, who held out to

him as an inducement to comply with her de-ire the

hope of ureal advancement. Whether he was an
abetter lo the crime or not. Peter, iu conformity to

ambassadors, compelled Vitiges, who had succeeded

Theodotus, to release him about the end of A.D. 538.

On his return Peter received, as Procopius intimates, by
Theodora's interest, and as a reward lor his participa-

tion in procuring Amalasuntha's death, the high ap-

pointment of magister officiorum, hut incurred general

odium by the part he had acted. He exercised his au-

thority with the most unbridled rapacity ; for although
he was, according to Procopius, naturally of a mild tem-

per, and by no mean- insolent, he was at the same time

the most dishonest of all mankind. k\cit-

rinraTor ci av-jpw—nn uiruvriov. Sev-

eral years afterwards (about A.D. 550)

Peter, who retained hi- post of magister

officiorum, and had in addition acquired

the dignity of patrician, was sent by JllS-

tinian to negotiate a peace with Chosroes

I. king (if Persia. Some negotiations

with pope Vi-ilius i .">.">_' i. and a n< w mis-

sion into Persia I
562 |,

an- t he last i vents

known of the career of Peter the Patri-

cian. He died soon after his return from

Persia, leaving one son, who succeeded

him in his office of magister
ojfi

According to Suidas, Peter composed t w o

works. Ili.<tmii< and Ih Statu Rfipubli-

cce. The TJistorice began with Augustus,

or rather with the second triumvirate,

and continued to a period a little later

than the time of Constantine the Great
Considerable portions of it tire preserved

in the Excerpta </< tegationibus, made by
order of the emperor ( 'oiistanl ine l'or-

phyrogenitus. The treatise D< Statu Re-
ipublicce is lost, although Mai thinks lie

recognises it in /'. Republica, from which
he has deciphered and published long

passages in his Scriptorum Veterum Nova
Collectio. Authentic fragments from the

tnati-e of Peter are found in the /'. < " -

remoniis Aula Byzantina of Constantine Porphyrogen-

itns. Peter the Patrician has given a relation of his

negotiations with Chosroes, which is quoted by Menan-

der. All the remain- of this historian are given in the

Bonn edition ofthe Excerpta dt Legaiionibus. See

Fahrieius. Biblu itk< ca Graca,v'\, 135; vii, 538; viii, 33

;

l.'eiske. Prmfatio, c ii. to the hi Catremoniis of Con-

stantine Porphyrogenitus; Niebuhr, D< Historicis quo-

rum Reliquiae hoc Volumim continentur, in the Excerpta

ilt Legat. ed. of Bonn ; Mai. I>> Fragmentis Politicis Pe-

tri Magistri, in the Script. Veterum Nova CoUec. ii..">71

s(|. : Smith, Diet. ofGr. and A'"//'. Biog. <in<l MythoU iti,

226; lloefer. Nouv. Biog. Genhale,xl, 182.

Peter rm Patrician (2) was a Greek saint who
lived early in the 9th century. He had fought in the

battle tA.D. Ml) against the Bulgarians in which the

emperor Nicephorus I was defeated and slain. A life

of Peter, laken from the Menaa of the Creek-, i- given

in the original Greek, with a Latin version, and a Com-

mentariolus Pratvius by Joannes Pinius, in the Acta

Sanctorum (July), i. --'.v. '.".hi.

Peter the Patrh un t.". }, a Greek, different from

the foregoing, and belonging to a somewhat later pe-

riod. He presented to the emperor 1 eo \ 1
-

who began to reign A.D. **('., a copy of Theodoret's
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Curatio Grcecarum Adfectionum, to which he prefixed

an Epigramma, which is printed at length by Lam-
becius in his Commentarius de Biblioth. Ccesarcea.

Peter (Pierre) of Poitieks, was a modern Latin

poet, who died after 1141. All that we learn of his life

is that, having made a profession of the rule of St.

Benedict in a monastery of Aquitaine, he was chosen

by Peter the Venerable as secretary, and accompanied

him first to Clugny, in 1134, then to Spain in 1141. His
principal works are poems in elegiac verse, which, for

verses of the 12th century, lack neither fluency nor ele-

gance. Yet Peter the Venerable surpasses even the

limit of hyperbole when he compares these verses with

those of Horace and Virgil. The poems of Peter of

Poitiers have been collected by the editors of the Bib-

lioth. de Cluni. We find in the same collection, among
the letters of Peter the Venerable, three letters written

to this abbe by his secretary. A fourth letter from

Peter of Poitiers to Peter the Venerable, published by

Martene in his Amplissiina Collectio (ii, 11), contains

this curious information, that Peter of Poitiers, being

in Spain, contributed some part to the translation of

the Koran demanded by the abbe of Clugny. See Hist.

Lilt, de la France, xii, 349.—Hoefer, Nouv.Biog. Gene-

rale, xl, 187.

Peter Ef.gui.ato (St.), a mediaeval saint, appears

in the later Italian and Spanish paintings of the Fran-

ciscans, to whose order he belonged. He is noted in

ecclesiastical annals for his '-sublime gift of prayer."

He died March 30, 1456.

Peter of Remigius, also known as Petrus Cellensis,

flourished in the fourth quarter of the 12th century as

abbot of St. Remigius, and afterwards as bishop of Char-

tres. He published his Opera, containing Sermones,

Liber de panibus, Mosaici tabernaculi mystica et moralis

expositio, Ik- conscientia, De disciplina claustrali, Epis-

tolarum libri ix (in Bibl. Max. Patr. xxiii. 636), Trac-
talns (A dinciplina claustrali (D'Achery, Spicil. i, 452),

Epislolarum libri ix (Sirmondi Opera Varia, iii, 659).

Peter of Sebaste, an Eastern prelate, was born at

Caesarea, in Cappadocia, before A.D. 349. He was the

youngest of the ten children of Basil and Emmelia, who
numbered among their children those eminent fathers

of the Church, Basil the Great and Gregory of Nyssa.

Peter's early education was conducted by his sister, St.

Macrina, who, in the emphatic phrase of Gregory of

Nyssa, " was everything to him—father, teacher, at-

tendant, and mother." The quickness of the boy en-

abled him readily to acquire anything to which his at-

tention was directed; but his education appears to have

been conducted on a very narrow system, profane learn-

ing being disregarded. If, however, his literary culture

was thus narrowed, his morals were preserved pure ; and

if he fell short of his more eminent brothers in variety

of attainments, he equalled them in holiness of life.

The place of his education appears to have been a nun-

nery at Annesi, or Annesa, on the river Iris, in Pont us,

established by his mother and sister; and with them, or

in the monastery which his brother Basil had estab-

lished on the other side of the river, much of his life

was passed. In a season of scarcity (A.D. 367, 368 ?),

such was his benevolent exertion to provide for the

destitute, that they flocked to him from all parts, and
gave to the thinly peopled neighborhood in which he

resided the appearance of a populous town. His moth-
er's death appears to have occurred about the time of

Basil's elevation to the bishopric of the Cappadocian

Caesarea, about A.D. 370; soon after which, apparently,

Peter received from Basil ordination to the office of

presbyter, probably of the Church of Cfesarea ; for Basil

appears to have employed his brother as his confidential

agent in some affairs. A passage of Theodoret (//. E.

iv, 30) shows that he took an active part in the struggle

carried on during the reign of Valens by the bishops of

the orthodox party against Arianism. It was probably

after the death both of Basil and Macrina, about the year

380, as Tillemont judges, that Peter was raised to the
bishopric of Sebaste (now Siwas), in the Lesser Armenia.
His elevation preceded the second general council, that
of Constantinople, A.D. 380-381, in which he took part.

In what year he died is not known, but it was probably
after A.D. 391, and certainly before the death of his
brother, Gregory of Nyssa (who survived till A.D. 394,
or later), for Gregory was present at Sebaste at the first

celebration of his brother's memory, i. e. the anniversary
of his death, which occurred in hot weather, and there-
fore could not have been in January or March, where
the martyrologies place it. The only extant writing of
Peter is a letter prefixed to the Contra Eunomium Libri
of Gregory of Nyssa, and published with the works of

that father. It is entitled Sancti Patris nostri Petri

Episcopi Sebasteni ad S. Gregorimn Nyssenum suum
Epistola. Peter does not appear to have been ambi-
tious of authorship, and probably felt the disqualification

arising from his restricted education. Some of the works
of his brother Gregory were, however, written at his de-

sire, such as the above-mentioned treatises against Eu-
nomius and the Expliealio Apologetica in Hexaemeron.
The De Hominis Opificio is also addressed to him by
Gregory, who, both in this treatise and in the Explica-
tio in Hexaemeron, speaks of him in the highest terms.

See Greg. Xyssen. In Vila S. Macrince; Basil, Marir
timis Episcopis Epistola, cciii, ed. Bened. ; Tillemont,

Memoires, ix, 572 ; Le Quien, Oriens Christianvs, vol. i,

col. 424; Cave, Hist. Lilt, ad aim. 370. i, 246.—Smith,
Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii, 227.

Peter (Pierre),prior of St. John of Sens, was bom
in the latter part of the 11th century. In 1111, Stephen,

provost of the church of Sens, having resolved to restore

the ancient monastery of Saint-Jean, called to it some
regular canons, and confided the government of this

house to our Peter. The authors of the Gallia Chris-

tiana give the highest praise to the knowledge and pi-

ety of this prior. He died after 1144. We have several

of his Letters, published by Du Saussay in his Annates

de VEglise ^Orleans, and by Severt, in his Chronigve

des Archeveques de Lyon. Peter is, besides, considered

the author of several letters of kings, princes, and bish-

ops, who had required, in delicate affairs, the aid of his

experienced pen. See Gallia Christ, xii, col. 195; Hist.

Litt. de la France, xii, 230.—Hoefer. None. Biog. Cine-

rale, xl, 188.

Peter the Sicilian, an Italian prelate, was born in

Sicily near the beginning of the 9th century. In order

to escape the persecution of the Saracens, who rtded in

Sicily, he went to Byzantium in 830, and there spent a

large part of his life. He gained the friendship of the

emperor Basil, and the princes Constantine and Leo, his

sons, who provided him with ecclesiastical benefices.

He was sent by the emperor to Tabrica. in the district

or on the frontier of Melitene, near the Euphrates, to

negotiate an exchange of Christian prisoners, apparently

with the chiefs of the Paulicians, a purpose which, after

a residence of nine months, he effected. We have of his

works, Petri Siculi, humillimi Argivorum Episcopi, Fu-

nebris Oratio in B. Athunasinm, Methanes Episcopum.

It is given in the Latin version of the Jesuit Franciscus

Blanditius, in the Acta Sanctorum of the Bollandists

(January), ii, 1125, etc.:

—

Petri Siculi Historia di vana

et stolida Manichasorum Hceresi tanquam Archiepiscopo

Bulgarorum nuncupata. This account of the Paulicians

was translated into Latin, and published by Matthaeus

Raderus (Ingoldstadt, 1604, 4to), and has been reprinted

ill various editions of the Bibliotheca Palrum.

There was another bishop of Argos of the name of

Peter, author of Eulogium Cosmce et Damiana SS. Au-

argyrorum in Asia s. Oratio in sanctos et gloriosos An-

argyros et Thaumaturgos Cosmum et Damianum, which

has never been printed.—Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom.

Bioq. and Mythol. iii, 222; Hoefer, Nouv. Bit

rale, xl, 183.

Peter the Singer (Pierre le Chanteui), a French
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theologian, was born in Beauvoisia near the beginning
of the 12th century. The place of his birth is Btrongly

controverted, and certain authors assert that he was
born in Paris or Rheims. Ii is probable that, educated

by the care of Henry of France, brother of the king

Louis le Jeune, and bishop of Beaurais in II 19, he fol-

lowed him to Rheims when he was raised to that seat in

1 Hii'. Peter went afterwards to Paris, where he taughl

theology, and became grand chorister of the cathedral,

a dignity which gained him the surname under which
he was known (1184). Elected in 1191 bishop of Tour-

nay, be saw his election broken for want of form, and

was in 1196 called to the episcopal seal of Paris, bul

without being more fortunate this time. He was sup-

planted by Eudea de Sully. The pope charged him to

preach the crusade in France; but Peter, weakened by
disease, confided ibis care to Foulques, cure of Neuilly-

sur-Marne, his disciple, and died in the garb of a monk
at Longpont, Sept. 22, 1197, when he had jusl been

elected dean of Rheims. Of bis numerous writings a

single 'me has been published under the title of Vi rbum
abbreviatum, because it commences with these words

(Mons, 1039, 4 to). See Hist Litt. xv. 283-303; Mul-
drac. Hist. dt /'.

1 56. de Longpont ; I tupin, .1 uU urs Eccles.

treizii me Steele. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gen. xl, 192.

Peter nil'. Stammerer. See Peter Mongi s.

Peter (St.) of Tarentaise, a French prelate, was
l> Tii in 1 102 at Saint-Maurier de I'Exile, diocese ol Vi-

enne. He was one of the first monks of the abbey
founded in 1117 at Bonnevaux by <lui de Bourgogne,
archbishop of Vienne. The abbe .lean, his superior,

sent him in 1 132 to found in Savoy the abbey of Tamie,
which he governed lor ten years, at the end of which
he was called, by the advice of St. Bernard, to the bish-

opric of Tarentaise, now Moutiers (1 1 12). After having
worked thirteen years to repress grave disorders in this

diocese, Peter went in 1 155 to conceal himself in a mon-
astery of bis order in Germany, where he hoped to live

unknown; but he was soon discovered, and constrained

to return to his Church. He employed himself fortu-

nately in extinguishing lire war which bad arisen be-

tween Humbert HI, count of Savoy, and Alphonse Tail-

lefer, son of Alphonse Jourdain, count of Toulouse; and.

although a vassal "t the emperor Frederick, lie sustained

the part of pope Alexander II 1 without quarrelling with
that prince. This pope brought him to Italy, where be

acquired great influence, and employed him to nego-
tiate peace between the young Henry, crowned king of

England, and king Henry his father. Peter died May
•"», 1171. at Belleveaux, diocese of Besancon. The Church
b rs hi- memory May 8, Celestin III having canon-
ized him in 1 191. See Fontenay, Hist. dt I'Eglist Gallic.

vol. ix; Acta Sanctorum, May; Baillet, Vies des Saints,
•s Mai; Lenain, Hist, de Citeaux, ii, 83. Hoefer, Nouv.
Hi"!/. Gem rale, xl, 139.

Peter {Piern iTi debode, a French chronicler, was
bom at Civray (Poitou) near the beginning of the llth

century. Like so many other priests who engaged in

the first crusade, he departed in L096 with Hugues de

Lusignan, lord of Civray; his two brothers, Herve* and
Irnaud, chevaliers (pptimi milites), took the cross at the

same time with himself, and wen- both killed in the East.
Peter was present at the siege of Nice, and followed

ond when the crusaders were divided into three

different bodies, lie shared equally the fatigues that

lie long Biege ofAntioch cost the Christians, and as-

the taking of Jerusalem. After thai period

no more mention i- made ,,i him. lie did at the close

of tie- year 1099. "1110 history of the iir-i crusadi

which he has left," says Dom Rivet, " carries with it

all the characteristics of an authentic, true, and Bincere

writing, lie had been proem at almost all that be re-

lates, and seems t" have written il upon the spot. . . .

Raimond d'Agiles has ma le use of it. There is found
so much conformity between these two historians that

one can scarcely believe that they did not communi-

cate their productions to each other." This narrative is

given in a Bimple but rude Btyle; it is divided into live

196 1"'.''.''. and is entitled Historia ,1. Hieroso-

lymitano itinere; the most correct edition is that by Du-
chesne, in voL iv ofthe Historiens •!• France. See Hist.

Lin. ,i, /,, France, viii, 629 640.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

. \1. 187.

Peter the Venerable, also called Mauritius, a

mediaeval character of note, was born in 1092 or 1094.

lie was educated at the (Mercian abbey at Souci-

langes, .and soon after the completion of bis theologi-

cal training was made prior of the convent at Vez< lay,

then at Domeine, and in 1122 abbot of Clugny. Pe-

trus Venerabilis was more or less mixed with all the

important ecclesiastical transactions ofthe 12th century.

He took in the schism of 1 130 the side of pope Inno-

cent XI: and especially played a great part ill the dis-

cussions between Bernard of Clairvaux and Abelard.

His works, written with re ease than talent, have not

yet been published in a collected form. He died, at

i hristmas, in 1157 (see Bibl. Pair. Despont, vol. xxii).

His publications are. Sermones (in Martene et Durand,

Thesaur, Nov. 5, 1419) :

—

Nucleus </ sacrificio missa

(Hittorpius, 1091):

—

Libri ii adversus nefaria

Saracenorum (in Martene et Durand. CoUectio, ix,

1 120). His life was writ leu by the monk Rudolph, his

disciple: Vita Petri Venerabilis, abbatis Cluniacei

vi, 1187). See Hook. Eccles. Biog. viii. 59; Schfbckb,

Kirchengesch. vol xxvii; Wilkin*. l'<t<r ././ Ehrwur-
digt i Leipsic, 1857). (.1. II. W.)

Peterffi, Charles, a Hungarian Jesuit,

towards the close of the 17th century. He was de-

scended from a noble family. Admitted among the

Jesuits in 1715, he taughl belles-lettres at Tyrnau and

philosophy at Vienna, lie died Aug. 1". 1746. lb-

made himself known by a valuable collection. Sacra

concilia in regno Hungarice celebrata, ab a. 1016 usqui

ad a. 171.} (Vienna, 17-12, fob), in which a good method
ami the variety of research are to be admired. S e

Feller, Diet. Hist. — Hoefer. Nouv. Biog. Generate,

xxxix, 691.

Peter-Low, Christian, a convert from Judaism,

flourished in the first half of the 1Mb century tor sev-

eral years as professor of < oriental languages at the Uni-

versity of LJpsala. He wrote, in the Swedish language,

Speculum religionis Judaica, which, in fifty-eight chap-

ters, treats of the Jewish festivals, rites, circumcision,

dogmas, resurrection, etc. Fllrst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 80;

Wolf. Bibl. Hebr. iv, 966 ; Niedersachsisch Nachrichten

(Hamburg, 1731), p. 666 Bq.; and Leipziger Gelehrte

Zeitung
I Leips. I7;;i i, p. 884, where a full index to all

the chapters is given. (B. P.)

Peter-pence is the annual tribute of one penny
from every Roman Catholic family, paid at Rome at a

festival of the apOStle Peter. It is oil', red to the b'oiiian

pontiff in reverence ofthe memory of St Peter, of whom
that bishop is believed to be the successor. From an

early period the Roman Bee bad been richly endowed:

and although its first endowments were chiefly local,

yet as early as the days ,,f <;,-, ,_.,, rN the Great large es-

tates were held by the Roman bishops in Campania, in

Calabria, and even in the island of Sicily. The first

idea, however, of an annual tribute appears to have
com.' from England, ami is by some ascribed to Ina

(A.I). 721>. king of the West Saxons, who went as a

pilgrim to Rome, and there founded a he-pice for Anglo-

Saxon pilgrims, to in- maintained by an annual contribu-

tion from England; by others, to < Ufa and Ethelwulf,

at least in i he -ei i s.' ei' i heir having extended it to the

whole ofthe Saxon territory. Put i hi- seems very un-

certain : and although the usage was certainly long an-

terior to the Norman conquest, Dr. Lingard i- disposed

not to place il earlier than the time of Allied. The
tribute consisted in tin payment of a silver penny by
every family posses-in-; land or cattle of i he yearly value

of thirty pence, and wa- collected in the live weeks be-
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tween St. Peter's and St. Paul's Day and Aug. 1. In

the time of king John, the total annual payment was
£199 8s., contributed by the several dioceses in propor-

tion, an account of which will be found in Lingard's

History of England, ii, 330. The tax called Romescot,

with some variation, continued to be paid till the reign

of Henry VIII, when it was abolished. Pope Gregory

VII sought to establish the Peter-pence for France; and
other partial or transient tributes are recorded from Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, and Poland. This tribute, how-
ever, is quite different from the payments made annu-
ally to Koine by the kingdoms which were held to be

feudatory to the Roman see—as Naples, Aragon, Eng-
land under the reign of John, and several other king-

doms, at least for a time."—Chambers. The pope having

suffered a considerable diminution of his own revenue

since the revolution of 1848, an effort has been made in

several parts of Europe to revive this practice. In some
countries it has been very successfully carried out, and
the proceeds have been among the chief of the resources

of Pius IX, as he has steadfastly refused to accept any
support from the new kingdom of Italy, since his tem-
poralities were merged in it. See Thompson, Papal
Power (N. Y. 1877, 12mo) ; Kiddle, Hist, of the Papacy;
Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. v; Kanke, Hist, of the Pa-
pacy in the Wh and 17th Centuries, i, 21, 37, 230; Inett,

Ch. Hist, of England (see Index).

Peter's (St.) Day (June 29) is a festival observed

in the Roman Catholic Church. Its origin has been
traced back to the 3d century. In 348 Prudentius men-
tions that the pope celebrated the Holy Communion in

both St. Peter's and St. Paul's churches at Rome on this

festival, which in the 6th century was observed at Con-
stantinople, and was kept, until the Reformation, asso-

ciated with the name of St. Paul, whose conversion was
not generally commemorated on Jan. 25 until the 12th

century. Cathedra Sancti Petri is a commemoration
virtually of SS. Peter and Paul, but its title is the Chair

of St. Peter, wherein he first sat at Rome, Jan. 18. On
Feb. 22 his chair at Antioch is commemorated.

Peters, Absalom, D.D., a Congregational minis-

ter, was born at Wentworth, N. H., Sept. 19, 1793, and
was educated at Dartmouth College, class of INK), and

for the ministry at Princeton Seminary, class of 1819.

He was the son of general Absalom Peters, a descendant

of William, of Boston, brother of the noted Hugh Peters.

In 1819 he was made a missionary in Northern New York,

but in the following year became pastor of the First

Church, Bennington, Vt., where he remained until Dec.

14, 1825. After this he was successively secretary of

the Home Missionary Society until 1837, and editor of

the Home Missionary and Pastor's Journal; and in

1838 began to edit the American Biblical Repository.

He was professor of pastoral theology and homiletics in

the Union Theological Seminary, New York, from 1842

to 1844, and pastor of the First Church, Williamstown,

Mass., from 1844 to 1857. Here he originated and ed-

ited the American Eclectic and the American Journal

of Education, which was afterwards merged in that of

Dr. Henry Barnard. When past seventy he published

a volume of poems. He died at New York May 18,

18G9. During his long life he was never ill. He is the

author of A Plea for Voluntary Societies:—Sprinkling

the only Mode of Baptism, etc. :

—

Sermon against Horse-

racing (1822):—Sacred Music (1823) -.—Colleges, Relig-

ious Institutions (1851).—Drake, Diet, of Amer. Biog.

s. v.

Peters, Charles, a learned English divine, was
born in Cornwall near the close of the 17th century, and
was educated at Exeter College, Oxford. On entering

into orders he obtained the living of Boconoc. In 1727

he was made rector of St. Mabyn, Cornwall, where he

died, at a very advanced age, in 1777. In his disserta-

tion on the book of Job he displayed a deep knowledge
of Hebrew, and great power of argument against War-
burton. The work, which is valuable, is entitled A

critical Dissertation on the Bool- of Job, wherein the Ac-
count given of that Book by the A uthor of the Divim I., -

gation of Moses demonstrated [Warburton] is particu-
larly considered, the Antiquity of the Book vindicated,
tin gnat Text {six, lb) explained, and a future Stat,

shown to have ban tin popular B< liefof the ancii ni d, ws
(2d ed. corrected, Lond. 1757, 8vo) :—An Appendix /<>

the critical Dissertation on the Book of Job, giving a
further Account of the Book of Ecclesiastes ; to which
is add, J n Reply to some Notes of the late D—n ofB—l,
in his new Edition of the Divine Legation, vol. ii, pt. ii,

by the Author of the Critical Dissertation (Lond. 1760).
There are also extant Sermons, published from hisMSS.
by his nephew. Jon. Peters, M.A., vicar of St. Clement's,
near Truro, Cornwall (Lond. 177G, 8vo). (J. H.W.)

Peters, Hugh, an English divine, who came to

this country in the colonial days, and is noted both as a
preacher and politician, was born at Fowey, Cornwall,
Eng., in 1599. He was educated at Trinity College,

Cambridge, wdiere he graduated in 1022; then entered
the ministry, and preached successfully at St. Sepul-
chre's, London, until he was silenced for nonconformity,

and imprisoned. As soon as liberated he went to Rot-
terdam, and became pastor of the Independent Church
in that place. In 1635 he resigned and sailed for New
England, where he arrived Oct. 0, and was installed

Dec. 21. 1030, pastor of the First Church, Salem, as suc-

cessor to Roger Williams, whose doctrines he disclaimed

and whose adherents he excommunicated. He was
also active in civil and mercantile affairs, suggesting

coasting and foreign voyages, and the plan of the fish-

eries. In March, 1638, he was appointed by the Gen-
eral Court to assist in collecting and revising the colo-

nial laws, and having been chosen to "represent the

sense of the colony upon the laws of excise and trade,"

he sailed for England Aug. 3, 1041. He became in

104.3 a preacher in the Parliamentary army, in which
capacity he was present at the siege of Lynn and the

capture of Bridgewater. For his services he was largely

rewarded, and in 1653 was one of the committee of

legal reform appointed by Parliament. In 1658 he was
chaplain to the garrison at Dunkirk. After the Res-

toration Peters, being suspected of some complicity

with the death of the king, was committed to the Tow-
er, and indicted for high -treason Oct. 13, 1600. He
was convicted and executed Oct. 10, 1660. During his

imprisonment he wrote several letters of advice to his

daughter, subsequently (1717) published under the title

of .1 dying Father's last Legacy to an only Child. His

private character has been the subject of much discus-

sion both in England and America. He was charged

by his enemies witli gross immorality, and the most

bitter epithets were applied to him by bishops Burnet,

Kennet, and others; but of late years he has been es-

timated more favorably. He published also God's Do-
ings and Maris Duty, opened in a Sermon preached be-

fore the House of Commons, the Lord Mayor, and the

Assembly ofDivines 1 1646) -.—Peters's last Report of the

English Wars, occasioned by the Importunity ofa Frit ml

pressing an Answer to some Queries (1046):

—

A Word

for the A rmy and Tiro Wordsfor the Kingdom, to Clear

the One and Cure the Other, forced in much Plainness

and Brevity from their faithful Servant, Hugh Peters

(1047):— .4 Good Work for a Good Magistrate, or a

Short Cut to a tin at (tuiet (1051) :—Some Xotes of a

Sermon preached on the 11th of October, 1660, in the

Prison of Neicgate, after his Condemnation (1000). See

Sprague, .4 nnals of the A mer. Pulpit, i, 70 ; Drake, Diet.

ofA mer. Biogr. s. v. (J. II . W.)

Peters, Richard, D.D., a Protestant Episcopal

clergyman of colonial days, was born at Liverpool. Eng-

land, where he was educated as a clergyman of the

Church of England, and came to Philadelphia in 1735.

His services were soon engaged at Christ's Church, for

which he was licensed by the bishop of London. He
shortly resigned, and then held an important Church
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agency, and also became secretary to a succession of gov-

ernors. In May. L749, lie became a member of the pro-

vincial council, but in 1762 he resigned all civil offices and

was made one of the ministers of the United Church;

was afterwards chosen their rector, and in 17UI went to

England to receive bis license in due form. On bis

return he resumed his duties. He resigned in 177.\ and

died July 10, 177(1. He published a Sermon on Educa-

tion i 1751 '. See Sprague, Annals qftke Amer. Pulpit',

v. 88; Dorr, Hist, o/tht Christ. Church, vol. i. (J. H.W.)

Peters, Samuel Andrew, D.D., LL.D., an ec-

centric Protestant Episcopal clergyman, was born at

Hi bron, Conn., Nov. 20, 1735, and passed A.B. in Vale,

17o7. when he went to England for ordination. He re-

turned in 1759, and in 1762 took charge of the Church
at Hebron, where he continued for many years. Dur-

ing tin' Revolution, being a Tory, be retired iir.-t to

Boston, and soon sailed to England, as bis imprudence

and loyalty to the English cause' made him very ob-

noxious. ( If course his ro\ al master rewarded his fidel-

ity by a pension and a grant of confiscated lands. In

17*1 he published a general history of Connecticut,

which has been called "the most unscrupulous and ma-
in Lous of lying narratives." Its narrations are inde-

pendent of time, place, and probability. In I7'.H he

was chosen bishop of Vermont, but he was never con-

secrated. Alter being struck off the pension roll by

William Pitt, he returned borne in 1805, and spent bis

years in useless petition-- to Congress for lands granted

to Jonathan Carver, the Indian traveller. In 1*17 he

journeyed westward, and in 1818 returned to New
York, where he lived in obscurity and poverty until his

death, April 19, 1826. He is the "Parson Peter" of

Trumbull's M'Fingal. l'cters published, -I General

History of Connecticut, by a Gentleman oft/u Province

I I.ond. 1781): 1 Letter on the Possibility of Eternal

Punishnu nts, etc i ibid. 1785 ) :—and Tin History <>/ 1!< <•.

////v// Peti /.-. etc. (ibid. bs|| 7 i. See Sprague, Annals of
the Amer. Pulpit, v, 191. (J. H.W.)

Peters, William, an English clergyman, who
flourished in the latter part of the 18th century, dis-

tinguished himself especially as a painter. He was a

man of w it. and possessed a lively imagination and great

conversational powers, which made him a favorite.

Having a passion tor painting, be practiced it first as

an amusement, and, by associating much with the em-
inent artists of the time.be greatly improved bis man-
ner, and produced many beautiful works which were
-really admired. lie painted for the Shakespeare Gal-

lery seems from that author's dramatic works; also sev-

eral pictures for Macklin's Gallery, as the Resurrection of
a Pious Family; tin Guardian Angels and the Spirit of
a Child; the Cherubs, etc., all of which were very pop-

ular, lie executed many fancy Subjects from bis own
imagination, which are pleasingly sentimental, lie

was much patronized by the nobility, and be sometimes
painted subjects not strictly in accordance with just

notions of propriety. His pictures are well c posed,

and his coloring neb and harmonious, with an admira-
ble impasto, in which be imitated Reynolds. Many of

bis works were engraved by Bartolozzi, Thew, Simon".

Smith, Marcuard, and others. He is generally called

the Rev. W. Peters. The duke ,,f Rutland was his

chief patron, and presented him with a valuable living.

Ilie bishop id' Lincoln gave him a prebendal stall in bis

cathedral, lie died in 1814. See Spooner, Biog. Hist
ofHu Fine Arts, ii, 684.

Petersen, Johann Wilhelm, a German writer

liuied for bis theological studies, and bis heresies in

certain brandies of Christian doctrine, was ln.ru duly 1.

1649, at < »suai.ni, k. was educated at Lubeck in the pre-

paratorj branches, ami studied theology at the univer-

sities of Giessen, Rostock, Leipsic, Wittenberg, and Jena.
He then lectured for awhile at Giessen, preached al Lu-
beck, ami finally accepted a professorship at the univer-

sity in Rostock, lb- bad written a poem satirizing the

.Te-uits; they in turn bad made it so uncomfortable for

him at Lubeck that be went to Rostock, but also here,

and at Hanover later, they followed him witb their op-

position and invectives, and in 1678 be gladly accept-

ed the superintendency of the churches at Eutin. In

1088 he became superintendent at LUneburg, but did
not remain long, as differences sprang up between him
and the pastes. In 1692 be wa- deposed, on the ground
I bat be espoused chiliastic ideas. He now pun base. 1 a

farm near Zerbst, and died in retirement, Jan. 31, 17-J7.

His last years were spent in the advocacy ofebifiastico-

pietistic opinions, and be wrote much for that purpose.

A list of all his writings is given in bis autobiography

(1717). 'Ibis I k is valuable, as it indicates the

sources whence the pietism of Spener and Francke drew
its strength. We must not be undent I. however, to

say that spener's pietism depended on Petersen, but

simply that Petersen and Spener bad mucb in common,
and that the former, by bis influence and acceptance

of pietistic views, strengthened Spener's bands. Peter-

sen seems to have misapprehended spener. and to have
gone farther than be. Thus, for example. Petersen.

misunderstanding .-spener's doctrine concerning " better

times to come" [see Esi HATOLOGY; SPKNKR ]. and tbe

realization of God's kingdom on earth, announced tbe

speedy approach of tbe millennia] reign, and. for tbe

sake of ace,on lation, even adopted tbe tinal resto-

ration theories of ( trigen i q. \\ i, w itb w hich be beeame
acquainted, as be tells us. in tbe writings of tbe English

fanatic .lane l.eade (q. v.). His wife adopted these

views also, and beeame a propagator of ibis heresy and

the notion of a universal apocatastasis. Put tbe doc-

nine, though it pl,as,d many by limiting tbe eternity

of punishment, and some who bad almost strayed from

the Church beyond hope of regaining their former bold

on Christ and bis Church, yet met with almost univer-

sal rejection, because it obliged its advocates to em-
brace a physical process of redemption, or at bast one

which was net brought about by tbe Word of Christ.

A train of thought which was fbe germ of tbe Termi-

nistic controversy of 1698-1710 might well lead farther.

It bad been usual so to identify tbe day ofgrace witb tbe

duration ofearthly life as to allow no hope beyond it. and
also to regard tbe term of grace as unexpired while life

lasted. Though tbe original foundation of this opinion

w as a serious view ofthe importance of earl lily life, it w as

yet capable of being made the basis of that levity w hich

would delay repentance till tbe approach of death. To
put a si.,p to tbis imtio n. Bose, witb whom Rechenberg

(q.v.) agreed, upheld the tenet that there is. even in

this life, a peremptory termination of grace. This can-

not depend upon so external a matter as time, but upon

the inward maturity of tbe decision for or against < Ihrist,

Grace is taken from tln.se who have repeatedly refused

it, and the justification formerly pronounced is with-

drawn. See. however, the an. Gra< e. To Petersen's

adoption of a millennium ami a universal restoration, be

added, thirdly, faith in the continuation ,,f supernatural

inspiration, lie was led to this step by a Miss Rosa-

inumla Juliana Von Arnburg, who professed, after her

seventh year, to see miraculous \ isimis. especially dur-

ing prayer, and to experience extraordinary divine rev-

elations. Petersi was acquainted with her after 1691.

He boasts that his house bad been 1.1, sseil by her pres-

ence as the house of ( (bed - Kdnin. lie then busied

himself with the matter, and composed a work in favor

id' the lady, in w hich he Bought to establish the divine

character ol her revelations against all doubt. Besides,

Petersen ami bis wife also claimed to in- themselves fa-

vored with such illuminations ami revelations, and they

not unfrequently entertained their superstitious age with

extraordinary experiences of a disorganized ami infatu-

ated brain. Put notwithstanding all his peculiar views,

and hi- too ready credulity. Petersen must be pronounced

a noble and pious man. He wrote many hymns. BOme
of w hich are (.reserved in German collections to this day.

Dippel (q.v.) and Edelmannjoined Petersen, though they
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differed from him much on doctrinal point?. See IItirst*s

Hagenbach, Ch. Hist. 18th and mhCent. i. 159 sq.; Ha-
genbach, Hist, of Doctrines, ii. 370 ; Domer, Hist, of
Protestant Theology, ii, 154; Lebensbeschreihung (1719).

(J.H.W.)

Peterzano (or Preterazzano), Simone, an Ital-

ian painter, was, according to Lomazzo, a pupil of Titian,

and flourished at Milan in 1591, where he executed some
works for the churches, both in oil and fresco. Lanzi

says: "On his Pietq in S. Fidela he inscribed himself

'Titiani Discipulus;' and his close imitation seems to

confirm the truth. He produced several works in fresco,

particularly several histories of St. Paul in S. Barnaba.

He there seems to have aimed at uniting the expres-

sion, the foreshortening, and the perspective of the Mi-

lanese to the rich coloring of Venetian artists, noble

works if they were thoroughly correct, and if the author

had been as excellent in fresco as in oil painting."

There is a fine picture by this master of the Assumption

of the Virgin in the Chiesa di Brera. See Spooner,

Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 684.

Pethach Debakay ("^SH rWE) is the title of

an excellent Hebrew grammar written in rabbinic char-

acters by an anonymous Spanish author, the first edition

of which appeared at Naples in 1492, and not, as is

generally believed, at Pesaro in 1507. Another edition,

with additions, appeared at Constantinople in 1515, and
the same, with corrections byr Elias Levita (q. v.), at

Venice in 1545. Of the first edition of this valuable

grammar only two copies, one at the Vatican Library,

and one at Parma, are extant. The Pethach Debaray
has been edited with Ibn- Ezra's Moynaim (Venice,

1546), and together with Haja ben-Sherira's work on

dreams, m^.sn "TitlS (Constantinople, 1515, and

often) ; and, lastly, with Moses Kimchi's (q. v.) gram-

matical work, The Journey on the Paths of Knowledge,

T'J'T* ib-a^ -brra. See De Rossi, Dizionario sto-

rico degli autori Ebrei, p. 262 (Germ, transl. by Ham-
burger) ; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. ii, 1412 sq. ; Steinschneider,

Bibliographisches Handbuch, p. 8, No. 75 sq. (Berlin,

1859). (B. P.)

Pethahi'ah (Heb. Pethachyah', il^ltns, freed of
Jehovah; Sept. <biSurt, Ezra x, 23; <Ptrrrri«c, Neh. ix,

5; (baSata, xi, 24; QtStiac, 1 Chron. xxiv, 16). The
name of three men.

1. The head of the nineteenth course in David's di-

vision of the priests (1 Chron. xxiv, 16). B.C. cir. 1020.

2. A Levite, who put away an idolatrous wife at the

injunction of Ezra (Ezra x, 23), and joined in the hymn
of praise and the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. ix,

5). B.C. cir. 458.

3. A Hebrew, son of Meshezabeel, of the tribe of Ju-
dah, who acted as counsellor of Artaxerxes in matters

concerning the Jews (Neh. xi, 24). B.C. cir. 446.

Pe'tlicr (Heb. Pethor', -ilDS, opened,- Sept. $n-

Bovpa ; but in Dent, xxiii, 6 Sept. omits), the name of

a place in Mesopotamia, on the Euphrates, the native

country of Balaam, to which Balak sent for him to

come and curse Israel (Numb, xxii, 5; Deut. xxiii. 5).

It is supposed to have been near Tiphsah, on the Eu-
phrates, but this is altogether uncertain. See Balaam.
The name occurs in the cuneiform inscriptions (q. v.).

Pethu'el (Heb. Pethuel', bxiirs, stamp or engrav-

ing of God; but according to others, i. q. bx'T", Me-

thuel', i. e.folk of God; Sept. BaSrovijX), the father of

the prophet Joel (Joel i, 1). B.C. ante 800.

Petillianists, those who adhered to the party of

PetiMian, the Donatist bishop of Carthage, in his con-

troversy with St. Augustine.

Petit, Samuel, a celebrated French scholar, was
born at Nismes in 1594. He studied at Geneva with
such success that at the age of seventeen he was ad-

mitted to the sacred ministry. Soon after he was
raised to the professorship of theology, and of Greek
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and Hebrew, in that city. He died in 1645. He was
a man of vast and profound erudition. He published
Varice kctiones in S. Scripturam ( in the Critici Sac.
vol. viii). His other works are, Miscellaneorum libri

ix:—Eclogce Chronological :—Diatribe de Jure, Princi-
pvm Edictis, etc. :— Diatribe de Dissidwrum Causis,
Effectis et Remediis.

Petit-Didier, Matthew, a learned French prel-

ate of note, was born in Lorraine in 1659. He very
early in life entered the Order of the Benedictines, and
later became abbot of Seuones, and finally bishop of
Macra {in partibus infidelium). He died in 1728. He
is the author of several valuable works, among them,
Traiti theologique sur Vauturit,' < t I'itfaUibilite des Papes
(Avign. 1726, sm. 8vo). This work, asserting the infal-

libility of the pope, has been attacked by various writ-

ers, Komanist as well as Protestant, especially by Len-
fant at the end of his Hist, of the Council of Constance.
He also published several critical, historical, and chro-
nological dissertations on the Scriptures (1689-1728).
His brother, Jean Joseph, who was a Jesuit, flourished

from 1664 to 1756. See Darling. Cyclop. Bibliogr. s. v.;

Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Auth. s. v. (J. H. W.

)

Petition, according to Dr. Watts, is the fourth part

of prayer, and includes a desire of deliverance from evil,

and a request of good things to be bestowed. On both
these accounts petitions are to be offered up to God, not

only for ourselves, but for our fellow -creatures also.

This part of prayer is frequently called intercession.

See Peayeb.

Petitot, Jean, an eminent French painter in en-

amel, is noted especially as a Huguenot who spurned

all efforts for his conversion, and, notwithstanding the

personal intercession for his recall to Romanism on the

part of king Louis XIV, died as he lived, a pious Prot-

estant. Petitot was the son of a sculptor and architect,

and was born at Geneva in 1607. Being designed for

the trade of a jeweller, he was placed under the direc-

tion of Bordier, and in this occupation was engaged in

the preparation of enamels for the jewelry business.

He was so successful in the production of colors that he
was advised by Bordier to attempt portraits. They
conjointly made several trials, and though they still

wanted many colors which they knew not how to pre-

pare for the fire, their attempts had great success. After

some time they went to Italy, where they consulted the

most eminent chemists, and made considerable progress

in their art, but it was in England, whither they re-

moved after a few years, that they perfected it. In

London they became acquainted with Sir Theodore
Mayern, first physician to Charles I, and an intelligent

chemist, who had by his experiments discovered the

principal colors proper to be used in enamel, and the

means of vitrifying them, so that they surpassed the

boasted enamelling of Venice and Limoges. Petitot

was introduced by Mayern to the king, who retained

him in his service and gave him apartments in White-

hall. He painted the portraits of Charles and the royal

family several times, and copied many pictures, after

Vandyck, which are considered his finest works. That
painter greatly assisted him by his advice, and the

king frequently went to see him paint. On the death

of Charles, Petitot retired to France with the exiled

family. He was greatly noticed by Charles II. who in-

troduced him to Louis XIV. Louis appointed him his

painter in enamel, and granted him a pension and apart-

ments in the Louvre. He painted the French king

many times, and, among a vast number of portraits,

those of the queens Anne of Austria and Maria Theresa.

He also occupied himself in making copies from the

most celebrated pictures of Mignard and Lebrun. Pe-

titot, dreading the effects of the revocation of the Edict

of Nantes, solicited leave, but for a long time in vain,

to return to Geneva. Finally the king, determined to

save his painter, employed Bossuet to endeavor t c
. con-

vert him to Romanism ; in this effort, however, that elo-
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qucnt prolate was wholly unsuccessful. At length Louis

permitted him to depart, and, leai ing hia w ife and chil-

dren in Paris, Petitot proceeded to his native place,where
he was soon after joined by his family. Arrived now
at eighty years of age, he was sought by such numbers

of friends and admirers thai he was forced to remove

from Geneva, and retire to Vevay, a small town in the

canton of Vaud, where he continued to labor till L691,

in which year, while painting a portrait of his wife, he

was suddenly attacked by apoplexy, of which he died, -

English Cyclop, a. v. For his works of art, s< i

Biog. Hist. •>///< Fine Arts, s. v.

Petit-Pied, Nicolas (1), a French canonist, was

born in Paris Dec. 24, L627. Ho was made doctor of

the Sorbonne in 1658, and counsellor-clerk in the Cha-
telet in 1662. lie was provided shortly alter with the

curacy of Saint-Martial in Paris, united later to that of

Saiut-1'ierrc-des-Areis. and tinally became under-choris-

tcr and canon of the metropolitan church. In 1678, hav-

ing wished, as dean of the counsellors, to preside in the

Chatelet in the absence of the lieutenants, he found a

violent opposition among the lay-counsellors, who pre-

tended that the clergy had not the right to preside and

r. I'pon the complaint of Petit-Pied, March
17. 1682, the authorities interposed a decree which

gained for him the cause. The researches which he

was obliged to make for the pursuit of this affair fur-

nished him the occasion for composing an excellent

Traill da limit it </,,< ]iri mr/atives des ecclesitisti'/nt.*

diin.-i I'mi <li la justice seculiere (Paris, 1705,

it.. . See Journ. des Savans, 1705; Moreri, Diet. Hist .•

Descript. Hist, de VEglise de Paris.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, xxxix, 719.

Petit-Pied, Nicolas (2), a French theologian,

nephew of the preceding, was born in Paris Aug. 1, 1665.

After having finished with distinction his ecclesiastical

studies, he was received doctor of the Sorbonne in 1G92,

and his reputation caused him to be chosen in 1701 to

teach the Holy Scriptures in that celebrated school.

Having signed, July 20, 1702, with thirty-nine other

doctor-, the famous Cos de conscience, which was con-

demned at Rome Feb. 15, 1703, he would not retract,

and was therefore exiled to Beaune and deprived of

his pulpit. Mr hastened to join in Holland his friend

Quesnel, and remained in that country until 171s, pro-

ducing each year, for the support of Jansenism, new
articles upon the formulary, upon respectful .silence, and
upon other analogous matters now forgotten. The bull

Unigenitus found in him a formidable adversary: he

fought it, in pamphlets, in memoirs, and in more ex-

tended works. On his return to France, Petit-Pied

passed some time at Troves, and afterwards went to

Paris, where, Juno 1 and (i, 1719, the faculty of theology
and the Sorbonne established him again in his rights as

doctor. On the loth of the same month he was again

exiled, and on the 21st a lettre de car/at ordered the

cancelling of the conclusion of the faculty in his favor.

Petit-Pied had established his home and a new kind ol

Protestant I Ihurch in the village of Asnieres, near Paris.

There he made a trial of the regulations ami all the lit-

urgy practiced by the Jansenists in Holland. Renown
published astonishing things of him: people hastened
there in crowds from the capital, and Asnieres s, be-

came another Charentou. Petit-Pied showed himself

from thai time a more obstinate appellant. M. de Lor-

raine, bishop of Bayeux, selected him shortly after for

his theologian, hut on the death of that prelate, June 9,

1728, Ic retired again to Holland, whence he returned

only in L734. Hi- zeal !..r Jansenism and the fertility

of his pen were not inconsistent in this new exile; hut

from his return to Paris he led a more tranquil life, and
contented himself with composing several work, |.. de-

fend the missal given to his diocese by Bossuct, bishop
of Tr..ycs. Petit-Pied died in Paris Jan. 7, 1747. The
list of all his works would be too long; .Moreri mentions
eighty-one, We quote of his works, Examen theolo-

gique de Vvnstructim pastorale apprquvie dans Vassem-
I.J., .In clerge . . . pour Vacceptation de la bull* Pari-.

1713, 3 vols. l2mo) :- -Examen desfaussetes n
parl> P. .1 mil-, in i) (ibid. 1714, 12mo)

:

-a. id Lettres touchant In matien de Vusure,par rap-

port mix contrats des rentes rachetabl

(Lille, 1731, It. . Ik- also labored upon the work of

Legros, Dogma Ecclesia circa usuram expositum it vin-

dicatum (Utrecht, L7S1, 4to). Sarcastic in his works,

Petit-Pied was of a mild, sociable character. See Diet,

hist, des Auteurs Eccles. vol. iii: Journal di I

Calendrier ecclesiastiqut (ibid. 17."»7. 12mo); Nouv. eccles.

passim ;
Moreri. Diet. Hist.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. (Jent-

rale, xxxix, 71'.'.

Petosiris (litTooipic), an Egyptian priest and as-

trologer, who is generally named along with Nochepsos,

an Egyptian king. The two are said to he the found-

ers oi astrology, and of the art of casting nativities.

Suidas states that Petosiris wrote on the righl mode
of worshipping the gods, astrological maxims, Ik twv
itpiov fiijSXitov (which are often referred to in con-

nection with astrology), and a work on the Egyptian
Put we may infer from a statement made

by Vetius Valens, of which the substance is given by
Marshain (Canon Ckronicus [ed. Lips. Hoi'. 1

, p. 479),

that Suidas assigns to Petosiris what others attributed

partly to him and partly to Nechepsos. For hi- Opya-
vov 'Aorpovo/iacov, or tyrjpot; otXrjviaicfj, containing

astrological principles tor predicting the event of dis-

eases, and for his other writings, Fabricius | Bibl. Graze.

iv. ICO) may be consulted. To the list given by him
maybe added a translation into Latin bj Bede of the

astrological letter of Petosiris to Nechepsos, entitled

Di Divinatione Mortis et Vita (Led. Opera I

Agripp. 1612], ii, 233. 234). His name, as connected

with astrology, was in high repute early in Greece, and

in Rome in her degenerate days. This we learn from

the praises bestowed on him by Manetho (v, 10), who,

indeed, in the prologue to the lirst and fifth hook- of

his Apotelesmatica, professes only to expand in (ireek

the prose rules of Petosiris and Nechepsos ("divini i 11 i

viri atque omni admiratione digni"), ami from the refer-

ences of Pliny (Hist. Nat. i, 23 ; vii. 19). Bui the host

proof is the fact that, like our own Lilly. Petosiris b< came
i he common name for an astrologer, as we find in Aris-

tophanes, quoted by Athenseus (iii. 1 1 1. c) in the forty-

sixth epigram of Lucilius (Jacobs, Anthol. Grate, iii.

38), whence we learn the quantity, and in Juvenal (vi,

580). Marsham has a full dissertation on Nechepsos

and Petosiris in the work above quoted i p. 17 1 181). -

Smith, Diet. ofGr. mill Rom. Biog. and Mythol. iii. 21:'..

Petra (in the earlier (ireek writers Ukrpa or t) \\i-

roa, but hi the later a'i nirpai) was the capital of the

Nabathsean Arabs in the land of Edom, .'11111 seems to

have given name to the kingdom and region of .1 rnhia

A- there i- mention in the < »ld Testament of

a stronghold which successively belonged to the Amor-
ites (Judg. i. 36), the Edomites (2 Kings xiv, 7), and
ih. iloabiti -

1 l-.i. x\i. 1 : comp. ill lleh. eh. xlii. 11),

and bore in Hebrew the name of S?D, Sela, which has

the same meaning as Petra in Greek, viz. "a rock,"

thai circumstance has led to the conjecture that the

P. Ira of the Nahallkcans had been the Sela of Edom.
See Si. 1.ah. This latter name seem-, however, to have

passed away with the Hebrew rule over Edom, for no

further trace of it is to he found; although it is slill

called Si la by I-aiah 1 x\ i. 1 1. These are all the certain

10 - ot 1 he pia.e in Scripture. Arc* is said by Jose-

phus to have been a name of Petra ( .1 nt. iv. I. 7] : hut

probably we should read 'Apiriip for Wok// (yet see

Amu: Bib. 11,/'. for 1833, p. 536, not.). See A.RK1TE.

1. History. The earliest notice of this place under

the name Petra by the (ireek writers is connected with

the i.'iei that Antigonus, one of Alexander's successors,

sent two expeditions againsl the Nabathssans in Petra

1 1 hod. sic. xix, 'j
I 98). The tirst of these, commanded
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by Athenaeus, ami the second by Demetrius, changed the

habits of the Nabathaeans, who had hitherto been essen-

tially nomadic, and led them to engage in commerce.

In this way, during the following centuries, they grew up

into the kingdom of Arabia Petrsea, occupying very

nearly the same territory which was comprised within the

limits of ancient Edom. In the first expedition, Athe-

nffiua took the city by surprise while the men were absent

at a neighboring mart or fair, and carried offa large booty

of silver and merchandise. But the Nabathaeans quickly

pursued him to the number of 8000 men, and, falling

upon his camp by night, destroyed the greater part of

his army. Of the second expedition, under the com-

mand of Demetrius, the Nabathaeans had previous in-

telligence; end prepared themselves for an attack by
driving their flocks into the deserts, and placing their

wealth under the protection of a strong garrison in Pe-

tra; to which, according to Diodorus, there was but a

single approach, and that made by hand. In this way
they succeeded in baffling the whole design of Deme-
trius. For points of history not immediately connected

with the city, see Edomites ; Nabathaeans. Strabo,

writing of the Nabathaeans in the time of Augustus,

thus describes their capital: "The metropolis of the

Nabathaeans is Petra, so called ; for it lies in a place in

other respects plain and level, but shut in by rocks

round about, yet within having copious fountains for

the supply of water and the irrigation of gardens. Be-

yond the enclosure the region is mostly a desert, espe-

cially towards Judsea" {Geoff, xvi, p. 90*5). At this

time the town had become a place of transit for the pro-

ductions of the East, and was much resorted to by for-

eigners (Diod. Sic. xix, 95; Strabo, /. c). Pliny more

definitely describes Petra as situated in a valley less

than two miles (Roman) in amplitude, surrounded by

inaccessible mountains, with a stream flowing through

it {Hist. Nat. vi, 28). About the same period it is often

named by Joseph us as the capital of Arabia Petraea

{War, i, (>, 2; 13, 8; etc.). Petra was situated in the

eastern part of Arabia Petraea, in the district called un-

der the Christian emperors of Rome Palrestina Tertia

( Vet. Rom. Itin. p. 74, ed. Wessel ; Malala, Chronogr. xvi,

400, ed. Bonn). According to the division of the an-

cient geographers, it lay in the northern district, Geba-

lene; while the modern ones place it in the southern

portion, Esh-Sherah, the Mount Seir of the Bible. Pe-

tra was subdued by A. Cornelius Palma, a lieutenant of

Trajan (Dion Cass, lxviii, 14). Hadrian seems to have

bestowed on it some advantage, which led the inhabit-

ants to give his name to the city upon coins; several

of these are still extant (Mionnet, M< </. A ntiques, v, 587

;

Eckhel, Doetr. Num. ii, 503). It remained under the

Roman dominion a considerable period, as we hear of the

province of Arabia being enlarged by Septimius Seve-

rus, A.D. 195 (ibid. Ixxv, 1, 2 ; Eutrop. viii, 18). It must

have been during this period that those temples and

mausoleums were made, the remains of which still arrest

the attention of the traveller: for, though the predomi-
nant style of architecture is Egyptian, it is mixed with
florid and overloaded Roman-Greek specimens, which
are but slightly modified by the native artists. In the

4th century Petra is several times mentioned by Euse-
bius and Jerome ; and in the Greek ecclesiastical Xotitirc

of the 5th and Gth centuries it appears as the metropoli-

tan see of the third Palestine (Reland, Palcest. p. 215,

217) ; the last named of the bishops is Theodorus, who
was present at the Council of Jerusalem in A.D. 536

{Oi-iens Christ, iii, 725). From that time not the slight-

est notice of Petra is to be found in any quarter; and as

no trace of it as an inhabited site is to be met with in the

Arabian writers, the probability seems to be that it was
destroyed in some unrecorded incursion of the desert

hordes, and was afterwards left unpeopled. It is true

that Petra occurs in the writers of the aera of the Cru-

sades; but they applied this name to Kerak. and thus

introduced a confusion as to the true Petra which is not

even now entirely removed. It was not until the re-

ports concerning the wonderful remains in Wady Musa
had been verified by Burckhardt that the latter travel-

ler first ventured to assume the identity of the site with

that of the ancient capital of Arabia Petraea. He ex-

\
presses this opinion in a letter dated at Cairo, Sept. 12,

, 1812, published in 1819, in the preface to his Travels in

' Nubia ; but. before its appearance the eminent geogra-
' pher Carl Ritter had suggested the same conclusion on

|
the strength of Seetzen's intimations {Erdkunde, ii, 217).

Burckhardt's view was more amply developed in his

Tram Is in Syria, p. 431, published in 1822. and received

the high sanction of his editor, Col. Leake, who pro-

duces in support of it all the arguments which have

since been relied upon, namely, the agreement of the

ancient descriptions with this site, and their inapplica-

bility to Kerak ; the coincidence of the ancient specifi-

cations of the distances of Petra from the Elanitic gulf

and from the Dead Sea, which all point to Wady Musa,

and not to Kerak ; that Josephus, Eusebius, and Jerome

testify that the Mount Hor where Aaron died was in

the vicinity of Petra; and that to this day the moun-
tain which tradition and circumstances point out as the

same still rears its lonely head above the vale of Wady
Musa, while in all the district of Kerak there is not a

single mountain which could in itself be regarded as

Mount Hor; and even if there were, its position would

be incompatible with the recorded journeying* of the

Israelites (Leake's Preface to Burckhardt's Travels in

Syria, p. vii-ix; Robinson's Palestine, ii, 57G-579,

G53-659).

2. Description of the present Site.—-The ruined city

lies in a narrow valley, surrounded by lofty and. for

the most part, perfectly precipitous mountains. Those

which form its southern limit are not so steep as to be

impassable; and it is over these, or rather through

j&Z
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them, along an abrupt and difficult ravine, that

travellers from Sinai or Egypt usually wind

their laborious way into the Bee t' magnifi-

cent desolation. The ancient and mm-.- inter-

esting entrance i- on the eastern Bide, through

the deep narrow gorge called (he Sik, It is not

easy to determine the precise limits ,.i the an-

cient city, though the precipitous mountains

by which the Bite is encompassed mark with

perfect distinctness the boundaries beyond

which ii never could have extended. I hese

natural barriers seem to have constituted the

real limits of the citj : and they give an extent

of more than a mile in length, nearly from

north to south, by a variable breadth of about

half a mile. Several spurs from the surround-

ing mountains encroach upon this aria: but,

with inconsiderable exceptions, the « hole is tit

for building on. The sides of the valley are

walled ii|> by perpendicular rocks from lour

hundred to six nr seven hundred feet high.

The northern and southern harriers are neither

bo lofty nor so steep, and they both admit
the passage of camels. A great mans small

recesses or side valleys open into the principal

one. thus enlarging as well as varying almost

infinitely the outline. With only o r two
exceptions, however, they have no outlet, but

come to a spei dy and abrupt termination among
the overhanging dill'-, as precipitous as the

natural bulwark that bounds the principal val-

ley, including these irregularities, the whole
circumference of Petra may he lour miles or

more. The length of this irregular outline.

though it gives no idea of tie- extent of the

area within its embrace, is perhaps the Inst

mens: ir.' of the extent of the excavations.

The valley of Wady Musa, which lea. I- to the
ruins, in a general westerly direction, is about
one hundred ami fifty feet broad at its entrance.

ami is shut in by cliffs i f red sandstone, « hich

gradually increase from a height of forty or

fifty feet to two hundred or two hundred an

fifty feet The valley gradually contracts tin at one
spot it becomes only twelve feet broad, ami is so over-

lapped by the perpendicular cliffs that the light of day
is almost excluded. This is the ravine or Sik of Wady
Musa, which extends, with many windings, tor a good
English mile. This valley contains a wonderful necrop-

olis hewn in the rocky walls. The tombs, which adjoin
or surmount one another, exhibit now a front with' six

Ionic columns, now with four slender pyramids, and by
their mixture ol Creek. Roman, and < Iriental architect-

ure remind the spectator of the remains found in the
valley of Jehoshaphal near Jerusalem. The entrance
of the ravine is Spanned by a bold arch, perhaps a tri-

umphal one. with finely sculptured niches evidently in-

tend d lor statue,-. This, like th her remains of
this extraordinary spot, is ascribed by the natives either
to the Pharaohs or to the din-, i. e. e\ il genii. Along
tie' botl en of the valley, in which it almost vanisbt -.

winds the Stream. In ancient limes its lied seem- to

have been paved: and it appears to have been, in many
places at least, covered in. so that the street passed
above it. In other wider portions of the ravine, espe-

cially where it opens out into the city, it u .-.- -panned
by frequent bridges, its Bides strengthened with stone
wall- or quays, ami numerous small canal- derived from
it supplied the inhabitants with water. But now its

banks are overspread with hyacinths, oleander-, ami
other shrubs, ami the upper portions of ii are overshad-
owed by lofty trees.

Opposite the termination of the Sik. or narrow part

of the ravine, just when' it turns at its junction with a

second ravine-like hut broader valley, stands the chief
attraction of the- whole place, th.' finest monument in

fact in all Syria. This is the Kkusneh well pi

iph by the •

considering its age and site, and still exhibiting its del-

icate chiselled work, ami all the freshness ami beauty of

its coloring. Like all the other wonders ofthe place, it

is carved out ofthe face ofthe perpi ndicular cliff, which

here rises about 150 feet high. It has two rows of six

columns over one another (one of the lower ones has

fallen i. with staiiies between, surmounted by capitals

and a sculptured pediment, the latter divide d by a little-

round temple crowned with an urn. The Arabs imagine

that this urn contained treasure I khuzm h. hence the name
of the entire structure), which they ascribe to Pharaoh.

I he inh rior does not correspond with the magnificence

ofthe facade, being a plain, lofty hall, with a chamber
adjoining each of its three side's. It was either a mau-
soleum or. more probably, a temple.

from this spot the cliffs em both shies ofthe' valley

an' pure. ,1 with numerous exca\ at ion-, tie chambers

of which are usually small, though the' fronts an' eieva-

sioually of some size and magnificence: scarcely two,

however, an' exactly alike'. After a gentle curve the

valley expands still more', and here on it- left side lies

the' theatre', entirely hewn out ofthe rock. It- diame-

ter at the bottom i- one hundred and twenty feet, and it

has thirty-three rows of seats, capable of accommodat-

ing three' thousand spectators. Strangely enough, it is

entirely surrounded by teunhs. ( hie of the' more' north-

i tly of these- is inscribed » itb the name' ot Q. Praefectus

riorentinuB, probably the' governor of Arabia Petraea

tinder Hadrian e.r Antoninus Pius. Another has a

Greek inscription not yet deciphered. Travellers are

agreed that these excavations, some' ofthe most strik-

ing of which are in the' cliff directly opposite the thea-

tre, were mostly tombs, though Bome think they may
originally have served as dwellings. Indeed several
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of them have loculi sunk in the floor as if for burial-

places. A few were doubtless temples for the worship

of Baal, but subsequently converted into Christian

churches. They extend all along the eastern cliffs.

^:f

^ ma/

The Theatre at Petra.

Proceeding still down the stream, at about one hun-
dred and fifty paces from the theatre the cliffs expand
rapidly, and soon recede so far as to give place to a

plain about a mile square, surrounded by gentle emi-

nences. The brook, which now turns again to the west.

traverses the middle of this plain till it reaches a ledge

of sandstone cliffs, through which it pierces, and is lost

in the sands of the Arabah. This little plain was the

site of the city of Petra, and it is still covered with heaps

of hewn stones, traces of paved streets, and foundations

of houses.

The chief public buildings occupied the banks of the

river and the high ground, especially on the south, as

their ruins sufficiently show. One sumptuous edifice

remains standing, though in an imperfect and dilapi-

dated state. It is on the south side of the river, near

the western side of the valley, and seems to have been

a palace rather than a temple. It is called Kasr Farun,
or Pharaoh's palace, and is thirty-four paces square.

The walls are nearly entire, and on the eastern side

they are still surmounted by a handsome cornice. The
front, which looks towards the north, was ornamented
with a row of columns, four of which are standing. An
open piazza behind the colonnade extended the whole
length of the building. In the rear of this piazza are

three apartments, the principal ofwhich is entered under

a noble arch, apparently thirty-five or forty feet high.

It is an imposing ruin, though not of the purest style of

architecture, and is the more striking as being the only

proper edifice now standing in Petra.

A little east of this, and in a range with some of the

most beautiful excavations in the mountain on the east

side of the valley, are the remains of what appears to

have been another triumphal arch. Under it were

three passages, and a number of pedestals of columns,

as well as other fragments, would lead to the belief that

a magnificent colonnade was connected with it. In the

same vicinity are the abutments of a massive bridge.

On an eminence south of this is a single column
(ol scenely called Zab Farun, i. e. hasta virilis Phara-

onis) connected with the foundation walls of a temple,

whose pillars lie scattered around in broken fragments,

some of them five feet in diameter. Twelve of these,

whose pedestals still remain in their places, adorned

either side of this stately edifice. 'I here were also

four columns in front and six in the rear of the tem-

ple. They are prostrate on the ground, and Dr. Olin

counted thirty-seven massive frusta of which one of

them was composed.
Still farther south are other piles of ruins—columns

and hewn stones—parts, no doubt, of impoitant public

buildings. The same traveller counted not less than

fourteen similar heaps of ruins, having columns and
fragments of columns intermingled with blocks of

stone, in this part of the site of ancient Petra. They
indicate the great wealth and magnificence of this an-

cient capital, as well as its unparalleled calamities.
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These sumptuous edifices occupied what may be called
the central parts of Petra. A large surface on the
north side of the river is covered with substructions,
which prohably belonged to private habitations. An
extensive region still farther north retains no vestiges
of the buildings which once covered it. Public wealth
was lavished on palaces and temples, while the houses
of the common people were slightly and meanly built,

of such materials as a few }
rears, or at most a few cen-

turies, were sufficient to dissolve.

The acropolis is thought to have occupied an iso-

lated hill on the west. The whole ascent of the hills

on the south, up which the toilsome passage-way out of
this museum of wonders winds, is elaborately pierced
with tombs, temples, or dwellings. At the north-west
extremity of the cliff surrounding the plain is the Deir
or cloister, the second most remarkable sculpture of
the entire place, hewn likewise out of the face of the

rock. A ravine somewhat like the Sik, with many
windings, leads to the base, and the approach up to it

is in places by a path five or six feet broad, cut with
immense labor in the precipitous rock. Its facade is

larger than that of the Khuzneh ; but, as in that build-

ing (if such we may call it), the interior does not cor-

respond, being merely a large square chamber, with a
recess resembling the niche for the altar in Greek ec-

clesiastical architecture, and bearing evident signs of

having been converted from a heathen into a Christian
temple. The cliffs on the north-east side of the basin,

which here extends up a considerable valley, are in

like manner cut into temples, tombs, or other archi-

tectural forms of great variety.

Laborde and Linant also thought that they traced
the outline of a naumachia or theatre for sea-fights,

which would be flooded from cisterns in which the

water of the torrents in the wet season had been re-

served—a remarkable proof, if the hypothesis be cor-

rect, of the copiousness of the water-supply, if properly

husbanded, and a confirmation of what we are told of

the exuberant fertility of the region, and its contrast

to the barren Arabah on its immediate west (Robinson,

ii, 109). Stanley {Syr. and Pal. p. 95) leaves little

doubt that Petra was the seat of a primeval sanctuary,

which he fixes at the spot now called the " Deir" or

"Convent," and with which fact the choice of the site

of Aaron's tomb may, he thinks, have been connected

(p. 90). As regards the question of its identity with

Kadesh, see Kadesh; and, for the general subject,

see Eitter, xiv, 69, 997 sq.

Rock-hewn Temple at Petra.

The. mountain torrents which at times sweep over

the lower parts of the ancient site have undermined

many foundations, and carried away many a chiselled

stono, and -worn many a finished specimen of sculpt-

ure into unshapely masses. The soft texture of the

rock seconds the destructive agencies of the elements.
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Even the accumulations of rubbish which mark the

site of all other decked cities have mostly disap-

peared; and the extent which was covered with hu-

man habitations can only be determined by the broken

pottery scattered over the surface or mingled with the

sand—the universal, and, it would seem, an imperish-

able memorial of populous cities that exist no longer.

These vestiges, the extent of which Dr. Olio took

great pains to trace, cover an area one third as large

as thai of I lairo, exi Luding its large gardens from the

estimate, and verj sufficient, he thinks, to i tain the

who! population of Athens in its prosperous days.

The attention of travellers has, however, been chief-

ly engaged by the above-noted excavations, which,

having more successfully resisted the ravages of time,

constitute at present the great and peculiar attraction

of the place. These excavations, whether formed for

temples, tombs, or the dwellings of living men, sur-

prise the visitor by their incredible number and ex-

tent. They ii,, i only occupy the front of the entire

mountain by which the valley is encompassed, but of

the numerous ravines and recesses which radiate on
all Bides from this enclosed area. The}' exist, too, in

great numbers in the precipitous rocks which shoot

out from the principal mountains into the southern,

and still more into the northern part of the site, and
they art n along all the approaches to the place,

which, in the days of its prosperity, were perhaps the

suburbs of the overpeopled valley. Some of the most
peculiar are found in the valley above the entrance of

the Sik. Were these excavations, instead of follow-

ing all the sinuosities of the mountain and its numer-
ous gorges, ranged in regular order, they probably
would form a street not less than live or six miles in

length. They are often seen rising one above another
in the face of the cliff, and convenient steps, now much
worn, cut in the rock, lead in all directions through

the fissures and along the sides of the mountains, to

the various tombs that occupy these lofty positions.

Sum- of them are apparently not less than from two
hundred to three or four hundred feet above the level

of the valley. Conspicuous situations, visible, from be-

low, were generally chosen ; hut sometimes the oppo-
site t ISte prevailed, and the most secluded cliffs, front-

ing toward- some dark ravine, and quite hidden from
the gaz of the multitude, were preferred. The Mights
of steps, all cut in the solid rock, are almost innumer-
able, and they ascend to great heights, as well as in

all directions. Sometimes the connection with the
city is interrupted, ami one sees in a gorge, or upon
the face of a (lit)', fifty or a hundred feet above him, a

long > iries of steps rising from the edge of an inacces-

sible precipice. The action of winter torrents ami
other agencies have worn the easy ascent into a chan-
nel f,,r the waters, ami thus interrupted the communi-
cation.

I be situations of these excavations are not more
various I b ID their forms and dimensions. Mere niches
are sometimes cut in the face of the rock, of little depth
and of various Bizes and forms, of which it is difficult

to conjecture the object, unless they had some connec-
tion with votive offerings and religious rites. Bj far

the largest number of excavations were manifestly de-

signed as places for the interment of the dead; and
thus exhibit a variety in form and size, of interior ar-

rangement and external decoration-, adapted to the
different fortunes of their occupants, and conformable
to the prevailing tastes of the times in which they

ide. There are many tombs consisting of a

aingle chamber, ten, fifteen, or twenty feet square by
ten or twelve in height, containing a n ss in the wail

large enough to receive on a few deposits; some-
times on ;, level with the floor, at other- one of two
feet above it, and not unficpiently near the ceiling,
at the height of eight or ten feet. Occasionally, as

above menti td, oblong pit- or graves are sunk in

tl es, or in the floor of the primip ,l apartment.
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Some ,,f these are of considerable depth, but they are

mostly choked with sloiies and rubbish, so that it is

impossible to ascertain it. In these plebeian tombs
there is commonly a door of small dimensions, and an

absence of all architectural decorations; in some of
larger dimensions there are several recesses occupy-
ing two or three sides of the apartment. These seem
to have been formed for family tombs. Besides these

unadorned habitations of the humble dead, there i- a

vast number of excavations enriched with various ar-

chitectural ornaments. To these unique and sumptu-

;
ous monuments of the taste of one of the most ancient

races of men with w hom history has made us acquaint-

ed, l'etra is indebted for it- great and peculiar attrac-

tions. Tins ornamental architecture is whollj confined

to the front, while the interior is quite plain and des-

titute of all decoration. Pass the threshold, and noth-

ing is seen but perpendicular walls, bearing the marks
of the chisel, w ithout mouldings, column-, i r any .-pe-

des of ornament. But the exteriors of these primitive

and even rude apartments exhibit some of the most
beautiful ami imposing results of ancient taste and
skill which have remained to our times. The front

of the mountain is wrought into facades of splendid

temples, rivalling in their aspect and symmetry the

most celebrated monument- of Grecian art. Columns
of various orders, graceful pediments, broad, rich en-

tablatures, and Bometimes statuary, all hewn out of

the solid rock, and still forming part of the native

mass, transform the base of the mountain into a \ ast

splendid pile of architecture, while the overhanging
(dill'-, towering above in shapes as rugged and wild as

any on which the eye ever rested, form the most strik-

ing and curious of contrasts. In most instances it is

impossible to assign these beautiful facades to any
particular style of architecture. Many of the columns
resemble those of the Corinthian order; but tiny de-

viate so far, both in their forms and ornament-, from
this elegant model, that it would he impossible to rank

them in the class. A few are Doric, which are pre-

cisely those that have suffered most from the ravages
of time, aiel are probably very ancient.

But nothing contributes so much to the almost mag-
ical effect of Some of these monument- a- the rich and
various colors of the rock out of which, or more prop-

erly in which, they are formed. The mountains that

encompass the vale of l'etra are of sand- tone, of which

red is the predominant hue. Their surface i- a good
deal burned and faded by the (dements, and is of a dull

brick color, and most of the -aud.-tone formation- in

this vicinity, a- well as a number of the excavations
of Petra, exhibit nothing remarkable in their coloring

which does not belong to the Bame Bpecies of rock

throughout a considerable region of Arabia Petrasa.

Many of them, however, are adorned with such a pro-

fusion of the most lovely and brilliant colors as it i-

Bcarcely possible to describe. Red, purple, yellow,

azure "i- sky-blue, black and white, are .-ecu in the

-ami- mas- distinctly in successive layers, or blended

90 as to form cv rv -h.cle aid l:u of which they are
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capable— as brilliant and as soft as they ever appear

in flowers, or in the plumage of birds, or in the sky
when illuminated by the most glorious sunset. The
red perpetually shades into pale, or deep rose or flesh

color, and again approaches the hue of the lilac or vio-

let. The white, which is often as pure as snow, is oc-

casionally just dashed with blue or red. The blue is

usually the pale azure of the clear sky or of the ocean,

but sometimes has the deep and peculiar shade of the

clouds in summer when agitated by a tempest. Yel-

low is an epithet often applied to sand and sandstone.

The yellow of the rocks of Petra is as bright as that

of saffron. It is more easy to imagine than to describe

the effect of tall, graceful columns exhibiting these

exquisite colors in their succession of regular horizon-

tal strata. They are displayed to still greater advan-
tage in the walls and ceilings of some of the excava-
tions where there is a slight dip in the strata.

See Irby and Mangles, Travels, ch. viii; Robinson,

Bib!. Research, ii, 512 sq. ; Laborde, Voyage (Par. 1830-

33), p. 55 sq. (this work is chiefly valued for its engrav-

ings) ; Bartlett, Forty Days in the Desert, p. 126 sq.

;

Roberts, Sketches (Lond. 1842-48), vol. iii ; Olin, Trav-

els, ii, 1 sq. ; Palmer, Desert of the Ex< dns, p. 366 sq.

;

Ridgaway, The Lord's Land, p. 139 sq. ; Porter, in Hur-
ray's Handbook for Sinai and Pal. p. 81 sq. ; Biidecker,

Palastina und Syrien, p. 304 sq. See Idum.ea.

Petra, Vicenzo, an Italian cardinal, was born at

Naples Nov. 13, 1662. He occupied at the court of

Rome several considerable positions, and was created

cardinal in 1724, then bishop of Prasneste. He enjoyed

great influence with popes Innocent XII and Benedict

XIII, who often consulted him upon grave affairs. He
died at Rome March 24, 1747. He published De sacra

Pcenitentiara Apostolica (Kome, 1712, 4to), and Com-
mentaria ad Const itutiones Apostolicas (Yen. 1729, 4

vols. fol.). See Nomini illustri del Regno di Napoli.—
Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 730.

Petrarch (Ital. Peirarca), Francesco, one of the

most celebrated of Italian writers of prose and poetry,

deserves a place here because he was for many years a

devout and consistent ecclesiastic, and exerted a far-

reaching influence on the classical culture of Italy in

the later mediaeval period known as the Renaissance

(q. v.). Petrarch was born at Arezzo, in Tuscany, in

1304. His father, a Florentine notary, had been exiled

two years before, in the same disturbance which drove

out the poet Dante ; and he soon left Italy for Avignon,

where the papal court then resided. The son was ed-

ucated in this French city washed by the Rhone, and
at Montpellier, and then sent to study law at Bologna.

Though Petrarch certainly loved the iEneid more than

the Pandects, and copied ancient manuscripts more will-

ingly than law papers, yet the subsequent course of his

public life proves that he did not neglect professional

pursuits, and that he prepared himself for being a use-

ful man of business. Returning to Avignon soon after

he became of age, he found himself in possession of a

small inheritance, and indulged for some years in an al-

ternation of classical studies and political composition.

with such gayety (sombre, perhaps, but not the more
pure on that account) as the clerical court offered. In

the year 1327 he conceived an attachment to an Avig-
nonese lady, young but already married. Some slight

obscurity still hangs over his relation to this lady, but

it is almost certain that she was no less a paragon of

virtue than of loveliness. He met her on April 6, 1327,

in the church of St. Clara in Avignon, and at once and
forever fell deeply in love with her. The lady was

]

then nineteen, and had been married for two years to a

gentleman of Avignon, named Hugues de Sade. For
ten years Petrarch lived near her in the papal city, and
frequently met her at church, in society, at festivities,

etc. He sang her beauty and his love, under the name
of his " Laura," in those sonnets whose mellifluous con-

ceits ravished the ears of his contemporaries, and have

not yet ceased to charm. The lady, whoever she was,
knew how to keep Petrarch at a respectful distance, and
for using the only opportunity he had of avowing his
love in her presence she so severely reproved him that
he never repeated the offence. About 1338 he retired fur
two or three years to dwell in the beautiful valley of
Vaucluse, near Avignon. He himself said that his with-
drawal to the retreat which he immortalized was caused
by no reason more sentimental or poetic than his dis-
gust with the licentiousness of the papal court, and the
disappointment of the hopes of preferment which the
pope had held out to him. Long before this time Pe-
trarch's talents and accomplishments had procured for
him not only distinguished patronage, but frequent and
active employment. A most brilliant honor awaited
him at Rome in 1341, where, on Easter-day, he was
crowned in the Capitol with the laurel-wreath of the
poet. The ceremonies which marked this coronation
were a grotesque medley of pagan and Christian repro
sentations. Petrarch was, however, as ardent a scholai
as he was a poet; and throughout his whole life lie was
occupied in the collection of Latin MSS., even copving
some with his own hand. To obtain these, he trav-
elled frequently throughout France, Germany, Italy
and Spain. In 1353 Petrarch returned to Italy, and
soon became the trusted counsellor and diplomatic agent
of several of his country's rulers. He was sent on mis-
sions at home and abroad. He finally settled at Milan,
where he spent ten years, and lived for a season also at
Parma, Mantua, Padua, Verona, Venice, and Rome.
Though he had never entered holy orders, he was re-

warded for his faithful services to the state by ecclesias-

tic benefices in the north of Italy. He might have risen

to positions of great influence and rich returns if he had
chosen, but he preferred the quiet life of a recluse. In
1370 Petrarch removed to Arqua, a little village prettily

situated among the Euganean hills, where he spent bis

closing years in hard scholarly work, much annoyed by
visitors, troubled with epileptic fits, not over rich, but
serene in heart, and displaying in his life and corre-

spondence a rational and beautiful piety. He died July

18, 1374. Petrarch was not only far beyond his age in

learning, but had risen above many of its prejudices and
superstitions. He despised astrology, and the childish

medicine of his times; but, on the other hand, he had
no liking for the conceited scepticism of the mediaeval
savans; and in his De sui ipsius et multorum aliorum
Tgnorantia he sharply attacked the irreligious specula-

tions of those who had acquired a shallow, free- think-

ing habit from the study of the Arabico- Aristotelian

school of writers, such as Averroes. Petrarch's Latin

works were the first in modern times in which the lan-

guage was classically written. The principal are his

Epistolee, consisting of letters to his numerous friends

and acquaintances, and which rank as the best of his

prose works: De Yitis Virorum Ulustrium:—De Reme-
diis utriusque Fortunes:—De Vita Solitaria:—Rerum
Memorandarum libri iv :— De Contewptu Mundi, etc.

Besides his prose epistles, he wrote numerous epistles in

Latin verse, eclogues, and an epic poem called Africa,

on the subject of the Second Punic War. It was this last

production which obtained for him the laurel-wreath at

Home. Petrarch, whose life was thus active, is immor-
tal in history by reason of more claims than one. He
is placed as one of the most celebrated of poets in right

of his "Rime," that is, verses in the modern Italian

tongue, of which he was one of the earliest cultivators

and refiners. Celebrating in these his visionary love,

he modelled the Italian sonnet, and gave to it. and to

other forms of lyrical poetry, not only an admirable pol-

ish of diction and melody, but a delicacy of poetic feel-

ing which has hardly ever been equalled, and a play

of rich fancy which, if it often degenerates into false

wit, is as often delightfully and purely beautiful. But
though Petrarch's sonnets and canzoni and " triumphs"
could all be forgotten, he would still be honored as one

of the benefactors of European civilization. No one but
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Boccaccio Bharea with him the glory of having been

the chief restorer of classical learning. His greatest

merit lay in his having recalled attention to the higher

and more correct classical authors; in his having been

an enthusiastic and successful agenl in reviving the

study of the Greek tongue, and in his having been, in

his travels and otherw ise, an indefatigable collector and

preserver of ancient manuscripts. T" his can- we owe
copies of several classical works which, but lor him,

would, in all likelifa 1. have perished. Collective edi-

tions of his whole works have been repeatedly pub-

lished (Basle, 1495, 1564, and 1581 sq.)< (lis life has em-
ployed many writers, among whom may In- mentioned
Bellutello, Beccadelli, Tomasini, I >t* la Bastie, De Sades,

Tiraboschi, Baldelli, [Jgo Foscolo, < amphell. ami Geiger.

In July, 1874, a Petrarch festival was held ai Padua,
ami a statue of the great poet by Ceccon was erected.

The eulogy on this occasion was pronounced by Alcardi,

in the aula magna of the university. Sec. besides the

complete biographies, Longfellow, Pot fs and Poetry <;/'

Eurojx : Gibbon, Declini and Fall oftin Roman Empire,
eh. lxx; Prescotr, Miscellanies, p. 616; For. Qu. Rev.

July. L843; Contemp. Rev. July, 1874; /:,„, ,/,, Deux
July 1."'. 1874 : Ueberweg, Hist, ofPhil ii. 7. 8,

462; Revw Chrilieme, L869, p. 1 I.;.

Tomb of Petrarch.

Petrazzi, Ast , a painter of Siena, was born
about 1590. lie studied successively under Francesco
Vanni, the younger Salimbeni, and Pietro Somi. He
acquired distinction, and executed many work- lor the

churches and public edifices of his native city, a- well

as for the private collections. Ho also opened an acad-
emy there, which was much frequented by the artists

of Siena, and honored by the attendance of Borgognone,
who stopped some months with Petrazzi before he pro-

cceded to Rome. Lanzi says that Petrazzi seemed to

have adhered more to the manner of Vanni than any
other master. He frequently aims at pleasing, and not
unfrequently chose his lels from the schools of Upper
1 1 ah. His Marriagi Feast <>t Cana brings Paul the

strongly to our recollection. Petrazzi's Com*
mwion ofSt. Jerome, at the Agostinianhis painted much
after the manner of Caracci. Petrazzi excelled in paint-
ing children, and his pictures are generally adorned with
choirs of angels. His cabinet pictures are ingeniously
composed, and have a lively and pleasing effect. His
pi. •tuns of the Four Seasons, a\ Volte, a seat of the no-
ble family of ( ihigi, are admired for the playfulness ami
elegance of the -roups of Cupids introduced. He died in

1663. See Spooner, Biog. Hist.ofth I'm, Arts, ii, 685.

Petreius (Lai. for Peelers), Tin ki s, a learned

Dutchman, was born April 17. 1567, at Kemp
[ssel i. Alter having been received as master of arts in

Cologne, he entered the Carthusian eon vol it of that city

(1587), and was prior of Dnhneii. in the bishopric of

Minister; iii this capacity he twice assisted at the gen-
eral chapter of his order. His taste for study led him

lo employ the time left him from the duties Of his
,

,

ro-

fession in composing or translating different works for

the d< fence oft ho Catholic faith. He died at Cologne
April -Jo, L640. Wo quote from him. Confe.
goriana (Cologne, 1596 or 1605, l2mo); in the same
manner he made similar Compilations for the collec-

tion of passages extracted from Tertullian and St Cyp-
rian (1603), from l.oo the Great (1614), and from St.

Bernard (IG07) :—Bibliotheca Cartusiana til. id. L609,

l2mo i; Moroti greatly profited from this in preparing his

i!i, aimm s. i 'artusu nsis <>r<L ( ibid. 1680, fol.): < 'hrono-

logia, turn Romanorum pontiftcum quam imperatorum,
historica

| ibid. 1626, tto): —Catahgushaereticorum i ibid.

L629, 4to); not wry exact He translated into Latin

two theological works from fathers Coster and .loan 1 Li-

vid, and he edited tie- Opt m omnia of St. Bruno ( ibid.

1640, 3 vols. fol.). See Niceron, Mimoires, vol. \1: I'a-

quot, Mimoires, vol. ii.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

xxxix, 752.

Petreolo, Andrea, a painter of Venzone, who. ac-

cording to Renaldis, was employed in the cathedral of
his native city about 1586, whore he "decorated the

panels of the organ with very beautiful histories of s.

Geronimo ami S. Eustachio, together with tin- parable
of the wise and foolish virgins, surrounded with line ar-

chitecture." See Spooner, Biog. Bist. of thi Fine Arts,

ii. 685.

Petri (Lat. for /'-. U rs), Barthelemi, a Belgian

theologian, was born about 1547 at Op-Linter, nearTirle-

mont After having taught philosophy for ten years at

Louvain, in order to escape the miseries of war he was
obljged to retire to Douai i 1580), where he was provid-

ed with a ca licate and a theological chair. A zeal-

ous Thomist. he bequeathed all his wealth to the Do-
miuicans. lie died at Douai Feb. 26, 1630. Hi- works

are mostly Scholastic, With some eeelesiastieal hi-torv

borrowed from Baronius; the most carefully written are

a commentary upon the Acts of the Apostles (Douai,
lii-'J. 1 1<> '. and some Praceptiones /';/;<;> (ibid. 1625,

12mo). He prepared a good edition of the Sutnma of

St. Thomas (ibid. Hill, fol.), and published the com-
mentaries of Estius upon, the epistles of St. Paul and St.

John (ibid. 161 H616, -J vols. fol.). See Foppeus, Bibl.

Belgica : Paquot, Mimoires, vol. viii. — Hoefi i

Biog, Generate, xxxix. 7.">7.

Petri, Laurent, one of the three principal Swed-
ish Reformers, a brother of the following, was horn at

CErebro in 1499. After having followed at Wittenberg
the teaching of Luther and Melancthon, on his return to

Sweden he spread the principles of Reform in that coun-
try. Appointed by Gustavus Vasa professor of theology
in the University of Upsala, of which he became rector

in 1527, he was elevated in 1531 to the archiepiscopal

chair of that city. He then undertook, witli the aid of

his brother Olails and of Laurent Andrea, a Swedish
translation of the Bible, based principally upon Luther's

version, which was printed in 1541 i it is known under
the name of Gustavus's Bible, and it lias contributed

greatly to the development of the Swedish language.
Scut in 1534 a- ambassador to the czar of Russia, he

held, in the presence of that prince, a conference upon
religion with the patriarch of the Russian church: the

discussion took place in Greek; hut the interpreter em-
ployed by the czar to translate into Russian the words
of the interloc rs often did not understand the ab-

stract terms used by Petri, and then told what passed

through his head, until oi fthe assistants, who un-

derstood Russian and Greek, disclosed the fraud by
bursts of laughter. Petri, during the rest of his life,

was occupied in consolidating Lutheranism in hi- own
country, ami in organizing the new Church, of which
he was one ofthe principal founders. He was \ ei v be-

neficent and distinguished himselfadvantageous!} over
hi- brother by Ids conciliatory spirit which did not pre-

vent him from addressing to Eric X I V. in 1567, a severe

reprimand on the subject of the murder ofthe Sture,
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Petri died in 1573. We have of his works. Vera: ac
justce rationes quare regnum Suecice Ckrislierno cuptiro,

DaniiE olim regi uc ejus heredibus nihil debeat (Stock-

holm, 1547, 4fo) :

—

Postille sur les Evangiles (ibid. 1555,

1041, 8vo) :

—

Refutatio D. Beurei perlinens ad articulum

de Cana Domini (Upsala, 1503) :

—

Discipline de VEglise

Suedoise (Stockholm, 1571, 4to); a work which, by a de-

cision of the Diet of 1572, obtained the force of law :

—

Sermons sur la Passion (ibid. 1573, 8vo) : — several

other Sermons, and liturgic, polemical, and dogmatical

works. See Schinmeier, Lebensbeschreibung der drei

Si-hn-i dischen Reformatoren, Andrea, Olaiis und Laurent
Petri (Lubeck, 1783, 4to) ; Hallman, Lefvernes beskri-

fing ofver Olaiis och Lars Petri; Biographisk-Lexikon

;

Alaux, La Suede sous Gustave Wasa (Paris, 1801).

—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 755. Comp.
Fisher, Hist, of the Ref. p. 176 sq. ; Gieseler, Eccles.

Hist, iv, 276.

Petri, Olaiis-Phase, a Swedish theologian, was
born at CErebro, in 1497: the son of a blacksmith, he

received his early education among the Carmelites of

his native town, together with his brother Laurent,

with whom he attended the University of Wittenberg,

where they embraced the doctrines of Luther. On
their return to Sweden, in 1519, they began, after hav-

ing as by a miracle escaped from the executioners of

Christian II, to propagate the ideas of the Reformer.

Appointed in 1523 rector of the school of Strengniis,

Olaiis won to his opinions the archdeacon Laurent. An-
drea, and, through the mediation of the latter, Gusta-

vus Vasa appointed Peter preacher at Stockholm. In

his sermons and in divers conferences he attacked the

old religion with an increasing ardor. The first among
all Protestant ecclesiastics in Sweden, he was publicly

married in 1525. After having assisted at the Diet of

Vesterixs in 1527, where he had a dispute upon religion

with the professor of Upsala, Pierre Galle, whom Gus-

tavus declared to have been conquered, he entered more
and more into the favor of the king, who consulted him
upon the most important affairs, and finally appointed

him his chancellor. In 1539 Petri, tired of business,

exchanged his duties for those of first pastor of the cap-

ital. The following year he was condemned to death

for not having revealed, in 1536, the conspiracy formed

against the life of the king by some citizens of the Han-
seatic villages, one of whom had confessed to him. He
purchased his pardon for a large sum. Three years

after the king reinstated him in his office of pastor, and

he kept it until his death, which occurred at Stockholm

in 1552. He joined to quite extensive and varied learn-

ing great activity and a captivating eloquence, but he

never spared his adversary, and often degenerated into

abuse of a bold and rash character. He may be called

the Luther of Sweden, while his brother Laurent, milder

and more moderate, was the Melancthon. We have of

Petri's works, in Swedish, treatises on Marriage of Ec-

clesiastics (Stockholm, 1524, 1528, 4to) :—the Difference

between the Eoangelical Faith and the Roman (ibid.

1527, 1605, 4to) :—on the Duties of the Clergy and the

Laity (ibid. 1528, 4to) :—on the Inconveniences of the

Monastic Life (ibid. 1528, 4to) :— Postills on all the

Evangelists (ibid. 1530):

—

Introduction to Sacred Scrip-

ture (ibid. 1538, 4to) :—some Sermons, Odes that are still

sung in Sweden, and several other theological writings.

Petri has left in manuscript some Memoirs upon the

history of his country, which remained unpublished

because Gustavus found them written with too much
independence ; one copy of which, preserved in the Royal

Library of Paris, has been analyzed by Keralio in the

Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits, vol. i.—Hoefer. Nouv.

Biog. Generale, xxxix, 754. See also the references

under the preceding article.

Petri, Pietro de', an Italian painter, was born in

Premia, a district of Novara, in 1071. He studied under

Carlo Maratti at Rome, and painted some works for the

churches in that metropolis. Lanzi says he formed a

style of his own by engrafting on that of Maratti a por-
tion of the manner of Cortona. He did not. however,
obtain the reputation which his merits deserved, on ac-
count of his infirm health and extreme modesty. His
best works are a picture of The Crucifixion, in the* church
of SS. Vincento e Anastasio, and some frescos in the
tribune of S. Clemente. He was called at Rome rfe'

Pietri. Orlandi calls him a Roman, others a Spaniard;
but Lanzi says he was a native of Premia. He died at
Rome in 1710, in the prime of life. There are a few
etchings heretofore attributed to him, but Bartsch gives
them to another artist of the same name. See Spooner,
Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 080.

Petrobrusians. The sect of the Petrobrusians,
or, as they are commonly but less correctly called, Pe-
trobussians, was the earliest of the anti-sacerdotal com-
munities which the profound discontent inspired by the
tyranny of Rome called into existence at the beginning
of the 12th century. They were the followers of the
eloquent Peter of Bruys, who about the year 1100 be-
gan to declaim against the corruptions of the Church
and the vices of the clergy. He continued the battlti

for twenty years most successfully, especially in Lan-
guedoc and Provence, and made many converts to his

own opinions. What these really were it is difficult to

state here, as there is no record among his friends.

From Peter of Clugny, who replied to Peter of Bruys,
we gather that his principal doctrines—which, with
one exception (his repugnance to the cross), were more
ably extended by his more powerful successor, Henry
the Deacon—were, though somewhat rationalistic, yet
upon the whole rather evangelical. At first the preach-
ing of Peter seems to have been confined to the inculca-

tion of a system of general morality; but time and im-
punity so favored him that he attacked the seeds of dog-
matic errors "per xx fere annos sata et aucta quinque
pracipue et venenata virgulta." The capital charges
upon which he is arraigned are: (1) He rejected infant

baptism, alleging that no miraculous gifts were possible

in that ceremony, which he declared to be wholly void
when performed on the person of an irresponsible infant.

(2) He .denied that any special sanctity resided in con-

secrated buildings; forbidding the erection of churches,

and directing that such churches as did exist should be
pulled down. (3) In particular he objected to the

worship of the cross, alleging that the accursed tree

should be held in horror by all Christians as the instru-

ment of the torture and death of the Redeemer. (4) He
denied all sort of real presence in the Eucharist. Wheth-
er or not he retained the office of the communion as a

memorial rite is not known. (5) He was bitterly op-

posed to prayers, oblations, alms, and other good deeds

done on behalf of the dead. To these five capital

tenets, which form the subject of the Clugniac abbot's

refutation, must be added a total prohibition of chant-

ing and all use of sacred music. Puritanical as some
of these tenets seem, Peter of Bruys was no lover of

asceticism. He inculcated marriage, even of priests, as

a high religious usage. The deleterious effects which
the Romanists claim to have come from his teachings

are thus summed up by Peter of Clugny: "The people

are rebaptized, churches profaned, altars overturned,

crosses are burned, meat eaten openly on the day of

the Lord's passion, priests scourged, monks cast into

dungeons, and by terror or torture constrained to marry.''

His followers continued until the end of the 13th cen-

tury.— Blunt, Diet, of Sects, s. v. See Milman, Hist, "f
Lot. Christianity, v. 412

;
Hardwick, Ch. Hist, of the Si.

A.; ISaur, Dogmt nyesch. vol. ii ; Piper, Monumental Thi-

ol. % 140: Jortin, Eccles. Rev. iii, 823 ; Alzog, Kirchen-

gesch. ii, 72; Hagenbach, Hist, of Doctr. (see Index).

See Peter of Bkuys.

Petrccorius, Paulinus, sometimes confounded

with Paulinos of Xola (q.v.), was an Eastern < '.1< el-

astic, and, according to his own reports, flourished in the

Western empire in the 5th century. IK' was intimate
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with Perpetuus, who was bishop of Tours from A.I). 161

to 191, and whom he calls his patron. Ii was at the

desire of Perpetuus that he put into verse the life of

St. ."Mart in of Tours; and in an epistle addressed to thai

pr< late he humbly tells him, with an amusing reference

to the history of Balaam, that, in giving him confidence

to speak, he had repeated the miracle of opening the

mi nail of the ass. He aftt rwards supplied, al the desire

of the bishop, some verses to be inscribed on t lie walls

of the new church which Perpetuus finished about A. I).

17.". (or,a irding toOudin, A.D. 182), and to which the

St. Martin was transferred. He sent with them
some verses, De Visitatione Nepotuli sui, on occasion of

the cure, supposed to be miraculous, which his grand-

son, and the young lady to whom he was married or be-

trothed, had experienced through the efficacy of a doc-

ument, apparently the account of the miracles of St.

Martin, written by the hand of the bishop. We gather

that this poem was written when the author was old,

from the circumstance of his having a grandson ofmar-

riageable age. Of the death of Paulinus we have no

account. The works of Paulinus Petrocorius arc In

Vita S. Martini, a poem in hexameter verse, divided

into six 1 ks. It has not much poetical or other merit.

The firsl three books are little else than a versified

abridgment of the D< Beati Martini Vita Liber of Sul-

picius Severus; and the fourth and tilth comprehend
the incidents mentioned in the Dialogi II et III dt Vir-

tutibus Beati Martini of the same author. The sixth

book comprises a description of the miracles which had

been wrought at the tomb of St. Martin under the eyes

of Perpetuus, who had sent an account of them to Pau-

linus:—2)< Visitation Nepotuli sui, a description of the

miraculous cure of his grandson already mentioned, also

written in hexameter verse: /'• Orantibus (an inap-

propriate title, which should rather he Orantibus simply,

or Ad Orantes), apparently a portion of the hexameter
verses designed to be inscribed on the walls of the new
church built by Perpetuus: Perpetuo Episcopo Epistola.

This letter was sent to Perpetuus with the verses D<

Visitation* and h< Orantibus. The works of Paulinus

Petrocorius .were lirst printed by Franciseus Juretus

(Par. 1585). After the firsl publication of the works
they were inserted in several collections of the Chris-

tian poets, and in some, editions of the Bibliotheca Pa-
triun, generally, however, under the name of Paulinus

of Nola. In the Lyons edition of the Bibliotheca Pa-
trum (1677, fol.), \i. 297, etc., they are ascribed to their

righl author. They were again published by Cbristi-

anus Dauraius
I
Leips. 1686, 8vo), with ample notes of

Juretus, Barthius, Gronovius, and Daumius. To the

works of our Paulinus were subjoined in this edition

the Eucharisticon of Paulinus the Penitent, or Paulinus

of Pella, and the poem on donah and the Ninevites, as-

cribed to Tertullian. See Hist. Litterain </< la France,
ii. 169, etc.; Cave, Uist. Lift, ad ann. 161 (Oxon. 17 In

1743, fol.), i. 149; Fabricius, Biblioth. .I/.-/, et Tnf. La-
Unitat. v. 206, ed. Mansi ; Tillemont, Memoires, x\ i, I

11
1

:

Oudin, hi Scriptoribus et Scriptis Eccles.Yoi i, col. I-**.

1289. Smith, Diet. o/Gr. and Rom, Biog. and Mythol.

iii, 214.

Petro-Johannites, a name given to the parti-

sans of Peter John Olivi |
\.l>. 1279 1297), a nk of

Bezieres, the founder of the Fraticelli schism among
the Franciscans, and a disciple ol the abbot Joachim.
He followed in the Bteps oi his master, and wrote a

commentary on the Revelation, containing interpreta-

tions of a similar character to the prophecies of Joa-

chim. From his birthplace he is called Peter ofSerig-
I from his monastery Petrus Bilerrensis. When

pope Nicholas III issued a new interpretati f the
rule of St, Francis I \.l'. 1279), with the view of sup-

pressing the fanaticism which was rising a ng the
" spirituals" of that order, a partj was formed to resist

it under the leadership of Olivi, and this party of Petro-

Johannites, or strict Franciscans, bt came after bis c'.e tl h

the party out of which the /'ratio Hi took their rise.

Sec Wadding, Annul. Min. Frafr.; Oudin, /> Scriptor.

Eccl. iii. 584; Baluze, MisceUan. i, 213. Plum. Did. of
Sects, s. v.

Petronilla, 8t.,a Romish saint. ; s reputed to have
been the daughter of the apostle Peter, and to have
been at Koine with him. As the presence of t lie apos-
tle himself at the Eternal <ity is Mill questioned, we
need hardly discuss the presence of his daughter in that

,
place. She is reputed to have become depr'n ed of the

use of her limbs by sickness. < me day when some of

his disciples sat at dinner with the apostle, they asked
why it was thai when he healed others hi< own child

remained helpless. Peter replied thai it was good for

Inr to be ill. but, that his power might be shown, he
commanded her to rise and serve them. This Bhe did.

and when the dinner was over lay down helpless as be-

fore, rears alter, when she had become perfected by
suffering, she was made well in answer to her earnest

prayers. Now Petronilla was very beautiful, and a

young noble, Valerius Flaccus, desired to marry her.

She was afraid to refuse him, and promised that if he

returned in three days he should then carry her home.
She then earnestly prayed to be delivered from this

marriage, and when the lover came with hi> friends to

celebrate the marriage he found her dead. Flaccus la-

mented sorely. The attendant nohles hore her to her

grave, in which they placed her crowned with roses.

j

She is commemorated in the Roman Church May 31.

Petronius, the name of two Romans somewhat in-

volved in Jewish history.

1. (.'.mis Petbonu s succeeded Aulius Gallus in the

government of Egypt, and carried on a war in B.C. 22

agairtst the Ethiopians, who had invaded Egypl under

their queen ( landace (q. v. I. He was a friend of Herod,

and si ni corn to Judaea during a famine (Josephus. Ant.

xv, 9, 2).

2. Pi iu.ii s Petronius was sent by Caligula to Syria

as the successor of Yitellius (A.D. itii, in the capacity of

governor, with orders to erect the emperor's statue in the

Temple at Jerusalem ; hut at the intercession of the Jews
he was prevailed upon to disobey the imperial command,
and escaped punishment by the opportune death of the

emperor (Josephus, Ant. xviii. 'J. J : War, ii, 10).

Petronius (St.) o* Bologna, a Roman Catholic

prelate sainted for his piety, flourished in the firsl half

of the 5th century, lie was a Roman by birth, and de-

scended of a noble family, lie early entered the ser-

vice of the Church, and soon rose to positions of influ-

ence and distinction. He finally became bishop of

Bologna, and distinguished himself by banishing the

Arians from that city. He died A.D. 430. In the

paintings of the Romish saints he is represented in

episcopal robes, with mitre and crosier. He has a thick

black heard in an ancient representation, hut generally

is without it. His attribute is a model of Bologna,

which he holds in his hand. His pictures arc confined

to Bologna ; and there is in that city a beautiful church

dedicated to his memory. (J. II.W.)

PetlUS. See Pi ii K.

Petrus Hispanus. See John XX.
Fettengill, Ebasti s, a minister of the ^h thodisl

Episcopal Church, was horn in Newport. \'.!l.. July 7.

1805; was converted in Orford in 1824, and was bap-

tized by Rev. Nathan Howe and joined the Methodist

Episcopal Church. He received license to preach in

1835, and labored that year on the Bethlehem charge

umler the direction of the presiding elder. He joined

lie \,w Hampshire Conference in 1836, and was sta-

tioned ai Bristol. His subsequent appointments were
as follows: in 1837, Androscoggin Mission; ^.Strat-
ford: 1839, Bethlehem; 1840 ll,Lunenburgh,Vt.; 1842

hi. St. Johiishur\ ; 1844 15, Barton; 1846, Newbury

;

1847 18, Londonderry; 1849 50, Hartland; 1851-52,

East Barnard; 1853 54, Norwich and Hartford; 1855,

Union Village; 1856, Bellows Falls; 1857 58, Hardwick;
1859 60, Irasbunrh ; 1861, Corinth; 1662-63, Williams-
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town; 1864-GG, Union Village; 1867-08, Barnaul. While
laboring faithfully and with great acceptance on this

last appointment he was stricken with a fatal disease,

and after weeks of suffering, borne with great patience

and Christian fortitude, he died March 8, 1869, relying

upon the divine promise and trusting solely to the mer-

its of Christ. See Minutes ofA nn. Conf. 1870. (J. II.W.)

Pettibone, Roswkll, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Orwell, Vt., Aug. 26, 179G. He had limited fa-

cilities for an early education, entered Middlebury Col-

lege in 1817, graduated in 1820, taught in the academy
there in 1821, studied divinity with Dr. Hopkins, and
was licensed by the Addison County Association in

1822. He commenced preaching in Hopkinton, St.

Lawrence County, N. Y., in 1823, and was ordained

July 22, 1824; here he labored with great acceptability

and success till poor healtb induced him to seek a milder

climate, and in September, 1830, he went West, and
preached at Ann Harbor, Mich., through the winter,

and in the spring received a unanimous call to take

charge of the Church, but ill-health prevented his do-

ing so. During 1831 he was invited to the Church in

Evans' Mills, Jefferson County, N. Y., which he served

with great fidelity and success until, in November, 1837,

he was called to Canton, St. Lawrence County, N. Y.,

and installed Feb. 14. 1838. Here he labored until

April 1, 1854, when he became chaplain of Clinton State

Prison, where he died, Aug. 15, 1854. Mr. Pettibone

was pre-eminent in every relation and in the discharge

of every duty; in spirit and conduct a progressive con-

servative, and strongly attached to the Calvinistic doc-

trines of grace; very active in organizing different

benevolent societies and churches in his own and sister

counties. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Almanac, 18G4, p.

310. (J. L. S.)

Pettigrew, Ciiakles, a prelate of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, was born about 1755, in Ireland,

whence his father immigrated about 1770. The family

was of Scottish origin, and possessed those marked char-

acteristics of Scotch genius which have distinguished

so many of the Presbyterian brethren who have come
to this country from Scotland. In 1773 Pettigrew be-

came a teacher at Edenton, but two years later he took

holy orders, and was ordained pastor of the Protestant

Episcopal Church at Loudon. In May, 1794, at a con-

vention held at Tarborough, he was elected bishop. He
died at Bonaron, Lake Scuppernong, where he settled in

1774. Pettigrew took a leading part in founding the

University of North Carolina. (J. H. W.)

Petto (or Pepto), Samuel, an English Noncon-
formist divine, the date of whose birth is not known,
nourished near the close of the 17th century. He was
educated for the Church Establishment at Catharine

Hall, Cambridge, and afterwards became rector of

Sancroft, in Suffolk. When the Act of Uniformity was
passed in 1GG2 he was ejected from his living as a Non-
conformist. Afterwards he became pastor in a Dissent-

ing Church at Sudbury, where he passed the remainder

of his life. He died probably about 1708, at an advanced

age. His work entitled The Revelation Unveiled (1693)

dealt with Scripture prophecies. The plan of the work

was to inquire : 1. When many Scripture prophecies had
their accomplishment. 2. What are now in process of

fulfilment. 3. What are still to be fulfilled. His other

works were, The Difference between the Old and the New
Covenant (the preface of this work was written by Dr.

Owen):

—

The Voice of the Spirit:— Infant Baptism
A ppointed % < 'h rist : — Scriptu re < 'atech ism : — Narra-
tive qftht Wonderful and Extraordinary Fits of Thorn.

Ipatchel under the Influence of Witchcraft.

Petty, John, an eminent minister of the Primitive

Methodist Connection in England, was born in L807,

and died in 1868. His ability, piety, and devotedness

won for him some of the most important and responsi-

ble positions in the connection. For seven years he
was editor of the Primitive Methodist magazines, "and

VIII.—

D

did good service in sustaining the efficiency and useful-

ness of these periodicals throughout the connection.''

He was the author of several works having a large cir-

culation, of which the most important was The History

of the Primitive Methodist Connection, a work performed
by request of the Conference, and with great thorough-
ness and ability. During the last three years of his
life he was governor of Elmfield School, the principal

educational establishment among the Primitive Meth-
odists. In that position he was especially useful in
moulding the character and promoting the scholarship
of the students for the ministry. As a Christian, Mr.
Petty aimed with strong faith and blessed success at
eminent personal holiness. As a scholar, " his learning
was varied, accurate, profound, sanctified." As a preach-
er, he evinced a deep insight into Christian life and
experience, and his style combined elegant simplicity

with intense earnestness. Among his last words were,
" ( ) ! what boundless stores of fulness there are in Jesus."

(G. C. J.)

Petursson, Hallgrimur, a noted psalmist, was
born in Iceland in 1614. While Hallgrimur was yet a

boy, his father was appointed chorister at the cathedral

in Hole (the old northern episcopal residence in Iceland),

having been called thither by bishop Gudbrand Thor-
laksson, who is known as the first translator of the Bible

into Icelandic, and as the real founder of Protestantism

in Iceland. Hallgrimur got his elementary education

in the school at Hole; but for some unknown reason he

was expelled from this school, whereupon he, aided by
some of his friends, went abroad, first to Gluckstad, in

Sleswick, and later to Copenhagen. In Copenhagen he
worked for a blacksmith until Brynjolf Sveinsson (af-

terwards bishop of Skalholt, in Iceland), about the year

1632, got him a place in the school of Our Virgin. Here
Hallgrimur made rapid progress, and in 1636 we find

him studying the so-called " master's lesson." In t he year

1G27 Iceland was visited by Mohammedan pirates from

Algeria, in the northern part of Africa, who at that time

extended their tyrannical ride of the sea from the shores

of the Mediterranean to the most western and northern

islands of the Atlantic. A number of Icelanders were
slain by them, while others were carried away as slaves.

By the interference of the Danish king, Christian IV,

some of the prisoners who had not already perished in

the land of the barbarians were ransomed, and in 1636

thirty-eight Icelanders were brought from Algeria to

Copenhagen, where they had to remain a few months
until merchant-ships in the spring of 1G37 could take

them back to Iceland. While prisoners in Algeria they

had imbibed various Mohammedan ideas, and hence it

was thought necessary during their stay in Copenha-

gen to instruct them in the principles of Christianity

;

but, not understanding Danish, an Icelandic teacher had
to be found for them. Hallgrimur Petursson was se-

lected. Among those set free was a woman by name
Gudrid, who had formerly been the wife of an Icelander

in the Westmann Isles. Hallgrimur fell in love with this

woman so much that when the people were sent back

to Iceland in the spring, he left the school and returned

home with his beloved. The ship which carried them
landed at Keflavik, in the southern part of Iceland, and

lure Hallgrimur remained through the summer, doing

the work of a common laborer for the Danes. Gudrid

got a place to work on the farm Njardvik, not far from

Keflavik, and here she gave birth to a son, whose father

was Hallgrimur. Soon afterwards he married Gudrid,

and lived for some time in the most abject poverty in a

lonely cottage at Sudemess, until the above-mentioned

Brynjolf Sveinsson, who meanwhile had become bishop

of Skalholt, persuaded him to enter the service of the

Church, ordained him for the ministry, and gave him

the poor parish of Hvalness, in Guldbringe Syssel. He
entered the ministry in 1G44, and remained in Hvalness

until 1651, when he was removed to SaurbaT, in Bor-

garfjord. At Saurbser he found some relief from his

poverty until Aug. 15, 1662, when the parsonage and all
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nts were consumed by lire. The people were

nil saved, however, excepting an old stranger, who had
found his lodgings there for the ruin. I'hough Hall-

grimur heretofore had suffered much abuse and ridicule,

he now found thai he also had some friends, who assisted

him in rebuilding the parsonage and furnishing him
with the necessaries of life A few years later i 1665)

Hallgrimur firsl noticed the symptoms oi the disease

i leprosy i which finally laid him on bis death-bed. He
performed his ministerial duties alone until 1667, when
his illness made it necessary to gel an assistant. He
was compelled to resign his position in 1669, moved to

a neighboring farm, Kalastad, where he remained two
years, and then moved to another farm close by, Fer-

Btikla, where, amid constantly increasing sufferings, he

at last found a welcome death. ( >ct. '-'7, 1071. not having
left his bed the last year of his life. He was buried

near the entrance of the church at Saurbser. In 182] a

small monument was raised on the spot beneath which

his bones rest By his wife, who died in L679, be had
several children, bul t he most of them died very young.

We have given this detailed account of this man's life

because of the prominent position he holds in the relig-

ion, history of Iceland, lie was an eloquent preacher,

a thoroughly classical writer, and one of the most gifted

psalmists that ever lived. His religious poems give

evidence of a Christian courage that reminds one of the

martyrs during the first century after Christ. Hallgri-

lnnr Petursson'a works are the following : (a) in prose

—

I. Diarium Chrislianum, consisting of religious me. Illa-

tions for every day in the week: -2. .1 Christian's So-
liloquy every Morning and Evening: 3. .1 Collection of
Prayers: 1. Commentaries on sonu of tin Songs in tin

Sagas, especially in Olaf Tryggvesm's Saga, (b) In po-

etry 1. Psalterium Passionate, fifty psalms on the suf-

ferings of Christ for singing at family devotions during
Lent, an unsurpassed masterpiece, whether we regard it

from a poetical or Christian standpoint. This work has

passed through twenty-seven large editions in Iceland,

and is found in every Icelander's house. The funeral

psalm found in this collection, and beginning " Alh ein-

sog blomstrid eina," has found its way into many of the

Continental languages, .and the whole collection has

twice been translated into Latin: 2. A poetical treat-

ment of the first and second books of Samuel, which he

left unfinished, bul which was completed by the minis-

ters Sigurd Gislesson and Jon Eyulfsson :—3. Some epic-

romantic
i

ms (the so-called rimur), of which all ages

ol tci I indie literature have furnished a large number:
—

-1. Finally, we have from Hallgrimur Petursson a col-

lection of all his psalms and poems that are not found

in the above-named works, and of which the majority
wen- not published until long after his death. This
last collection is almost as great a favorite with the Ice-

landic people as the I \«i//, riu m Passionate. In it is

found a cycle of Bible poems, morning and evening
li\ inn . and other songs. but the best portion of it is a

number of psalms, in which the poet has expressed his

thoughts upon death and eternity. Some of them were
composed on his death-bed. They hear testimony to

the fervent love of the Saviour wherein he lived and
died. His beautiful funeral hymn, which he closes hv
greeting the angel ol death welcome, cheerful in the

consciousness that his Saviour lives, has i t -, heathen
prototype in Ragnar Lodbrok'a dying words: "The
hours of life have glided hv : I fall, bul smiling shall 1

die." In Petursson'a religious poetry the old heathen
i- regenerated into Christian life, and the pa-

gan coldness has yielded to the genial warmth ol a ce-

lt si i ii fail h. No man has exercisi rl a greater influence

upon the Christian character of the Icelandic people
than Hallgrimur Petursson.—Jon Bjarnason, Ilusbiblio-

link, ii. 98 103. 1 1:. Ik A.i

Petzelians or Posschelians, a modern Beet ol

a politico-religious character, who derived their name
from a priest of Brennan, called Petzel or Pceschel.

They held the natural and legal equality of all human

beings, and maintained that they had a continual and
inalienable property in the earth and its natural produc-
tions. Their enemies charged them with offering hu-
man sacrifices, particularly on Good Friday. They ap-

pear to have adopted the political principles of the

Spenceans, and probably their infidelity. Congrega-
tions belonging to this sect are said to have existed in

Upper Austria, bul by the interference ol the public au-

thorities they have been dispersed. A similar sect

seems to have taken start and spread Somewhat ill

Switzerland, who are charged with the like enormities.

See Gardner, Faiths ofth World, ii. 651, 652.

Peucer, Haspar, a German theologian of the Ref-

ormation period, was born Jan. 6, 1525, at Bautzen, and
studied at the school in Goldberg and the University of

Wittenberg, where he was the table and house com-
panion of the Reformer Melancthon, who afterwards be-

came his father-in-law. Well ed icatedand remarkably
talented, he became in 1545 a magister, in i">"'i ordinary

professor of mathematics, in 1560 professor of medicine.

Some time after this he was introduced to the personal

attention of the elector Augustus ofSaxony, who was bo

pleased with Peucer that he put him in charge of the

Sa\on high school Peucer, greatly interested in the

theological control ersies of his day, avowed Philippism

(q. v.), and used his influence for its propagation in

Saxony, and thus arrayed the strongly Lutheran elector

against him. Peucer was imprisoned from 1575 until

1586. lie died Sept25, 1602. He left a large number
of medical, mathematical, historical, theological, and
philological writings. See Heriks,Kaspar Peucer u.Nie.
Krell (Marb. 1865); Calinich, Kampfu. Untergang des

Melanchthonismus in Kursachsen i Leips. 1866) ; also the

art. CRYPTO-< 'ai.vinisti< Com i:i>\ erSI .

Peul'thai (Heb. Peiillethatf, '~'~y~. my wages;

Sept. <1'oX.\ojm. - f Obed-ed the last named of

eight (1 Chron. xxvi. 5); he belonged to the family of

Asa.ph of the tribe of Levi, and was one of the porters

ofthe tabernacle in the reign of David. 11.
(

'. cir. i<>-i>.

Peutinger, Konrat>, a German writer noted for

his antiquarian labors, was horn at Augsburg in 1 165;

studied in German and Italian universities, and was em-
ployed iii hi> native city by the authorities of the place

and by the emperor as counsellor. He was a many-
sided, educated man. and is celebrated not only as a writ-

er, hut also as a humanist, and was greatly interested in

Luther when he first appeared against the Romanists.

See Hagen, Deutsckland's literarische Zustand* im Zeit-

alter der Reformation, vol. i. (J. II. W.)

Pevernage, Axi>t:i'. a Belgian writer, was horn

in 1.M1 at Courtray. At firsl music teacher in the

collegiate church at Courtray. he abandoned this place

to settle in Antwerp, where he passed the last ten or

twelve years of his life in the capacity of simple mu-
sician of the cathedral, lie established in his house

weekly concerts, and there was heard the most beauti-

ful music of the composers then in repute. He died at

Antwerp duly 30, 1589. We have of his woks. Can-
Hones sacra (Antwerp. 1574 1591, 5 pts. Ito); some

masses, religious fragments, .and a collection compiled

from different authors under the title of Da
lesU (ibid. 1583, 1593, 4to). See Paquot, M
Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 776.

Pew (anciently put .-<>ld Ft.puy; Datch,puyi ; Lat.

podium, " anything on which to lean;" s'app

enclosed seat in churches. The old French word puit

meant a balcony, a gallery built on hulks or posts • •(

timber; .and it has been unnecessarily suggested that

pew may only he a form ofpodium, a book-desk, or the

crutch used by monks before sitting was permitted. In

I he early da\ S oft he Anglo-Saxon and Some of I he Nor-

man churches, a stone bench afforded the only Bitting

accommodation for members or visitors. In the year

1319 the ] pie arc spoken of as Bitting on the ground

or Branding. Al a later period the people introduced
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low, three-legged stools, and they were placed in no or-

der in the church. Directly after the Norman conquest

seats came in fashion. Church-seats were in use in Eng-

land some time before the Reformation, as is proved by
numerous examples still extant, the carving on some of

which is as early as the Decorated Period, i. e. before

A.D. 1400, and records as old as 1450 speak of such seats

by the name of pues. They were originally plain fixed

benches, all facing east, with partitions of wainscoting

about three feet high.

Headington, Oxfordshire.

After the Reformation seats were more appropriated,

a crowbar guarded the entrance, bearing the initial of

the owner. It was in 1508 that galleries were thought

of. As early as 1G14 pews were arranged to afford com-
fort by being baized or cushioned, while the sides around

were so high as to hide the occupants; probably under

the influence of the Puritans, who, objecting to some
parts of the service which they were compelled to attend,

sought means to conceal their nonconformity. An early

specimen of a pew of this kind exists in Cuxton Church,

Kent. Up to a period some time after the Reformation

the naves of churches, which were occupied by the con-

gregation, were usually fitted with fixed seats, as they

had been from the 14th century downwards, at the least

:

these seats varied in height from about two feet and a

half to three feet, and were partially enclosed at the

ends next the passages, sometimes with what are called

bench-ends: sometimes these rose considerably above

the wainscoting, and were terminated with carved fin-

ials or poppies, but they are more frequently ranged

Steeple Aston, c. 1510.

with the rest of the work, and were often straight at
the top and finished with the same capping-moulding

:

these end enclosures occupied about the width of the
seat, and the remainder of the space was left entirely
open. The partitions sometimes reached down to the
floor, and sometimes only to a little below the seats:
they were usually perfectly plain, but the wainscoting
next the cross passages was generally ornamented with
panellings, tracery, small buttresses, etc.: opposite to

the seat at the back of each division or pew a board
was frequently fixed, considerably narrower, intended
to support the arms when kneeling. This mode of
fitting the naves of churches was certainly very general,

but it is difficult to ascertain when it was first introduced,
the great majority of specimens that exist being of the
Perpendicular style. See Standard.

In England pews were assigned at first only to the
patrons of churches. A canon made at Exeter, in 1287,

rebukes quarrelling for a seat in church, and decrees
that none shall claim a seat as his own except noblemen
and the patrons. Gradually, however, the system of

appropriation was extended to other inhabitants of the

parish, to the injury of the poor, and the multiplication

of disputes. The law of pews in England is briefly this

:

All church-seats are at the disposal of the bishop, and
may be assigned by him either (1) directly by faculty

to the holders of any property in the parish ; or (2)

through the churchwardens, whose duty it is, as officers

under the bishop, to " seat the parishioners according to

their degree." In the former case the right descends

with the property, if the faculty can be shown, or im-
memorial occupation proved. In the latter, the right

can at any time be recalled, and lapses on the party

ceasing to be a regular occupant of the seat. It ap-

pears that by common law every parishioner has a right

to a seat in the church, and the churchwardens are

bound to place each one as best they can. The prac-

tice of letting pews, except under the church-building

acts, or special local acts of Parliament, and, much more,

of selling them, has been declared illegal, except for the

chapels of the Dissenters, who need the income of the

pews for the payment of the pastor's salary. In Scot-

land pews in the parish churches are assigned by
the heritors to the parishioners, who have accord-

ingly the preferable claim on them ; but when not so

occupied they are legally open to all. As is well

known, pews in dissenting churches are rented as a

means of revenue to sustain general charges. In some
parts of the United States pews in churches are a mat-

ter of annual competition, and bring large sums. Lat-

terly in England there has been some discussion as to

the injuriously exclusive character of the " pew system,"

and a disposition has been manifested to abolish pews
altogether, and substitute movable seats available by all

indiscriminately. Several pamphlets have appeared on

the subject. The Times remarks that in dealing with

this subject the first question is not the letting of

pews, but the appropriation of seats. In most country

churches the seats are more or less appropriated, but

the pews are seldom rented. When we consider the

matter from this point of view, does it not seem reason-

able, as a matter of mere order and decency, that those

who regularly attend a church should have their appro-

priated places within it? If the churches are thrown

completely open, they are thrown open not only to the

parish, but to the whole world. In one of the best

known of the London churches the incumbent lately

complained from the pulpit that his parishioners could

not obtain seats in the church which had been expressly

built for them, and he announced his intention of alter-

ing the system. Another church, in Wells Street, which

was especially built for the accommodation of a poor

district, and in which all the seats are free, is usurped

every Sunday by an aesthetic congregation of well-

dressed people, who come to enjoy the excellent per-

formance of the choir. Such a result would always

take place where the preacher was popular or the ser-
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vice attractive. Again, the existing churches would

not hold more than a certain number of persons, and

they are filled as it is. [f more were invited to come, it

would be only driving out the rich to make waj for the

poor, and then we should want another national associa-

tion for preaching the Gospel to the rich, or, rather, we
should see the rich building proprietary chapels for

themselves, in which the scats would be appropriated

as before. Bui does any one suppose thai the poor

would thus force their way into the churches, and dis-

possess their present occupants? Whether the seats are

in r not, the result would be much the same. When
the question of the appropriation of scats is decided,

thai of pew rents is comparatively simple. It' the rich

are to have a certain number of seats appropriated to

them, what can be more natural and convenient than

thai they should pay a certain sum in respect of them ?

In the Roman I latholic churches on the Continent pews
are seldom to be seen.

The reading pue, first mentioned in the rubric of

L662, was the reader'.-- stall in the chancel. It had two
desks— one on the wesl for the Holy Bible, and the

ni her for the Prayer-book facing eastwards, as in Hook-
er's Church at Drayton Beauchamp. In 157] Grindel

called ii "the pulpit, where prayers are said." Calamy
applie-, the word te designate an open-air pulpit.

George Herbert made his pulpit and reading pue of

equal height, so as to be of equal honor and estimation,

and agree Like brethren. See Walcott, Sacred Archceol.

s. v.; Chambers, Cyclop, s. v. ; Parker, Glossary ofAr-
r/n/t r/nn . 9. V.

Peyrere, Lsaac, a French Protestant writer, was
born at Bordeaux in 1592. He fitted himself for mili-

tary and diplomatic service, and at one time served the

prince of Conde, whom he pleased by the singularity of
his humor. Peyrere finally turned pious. He was at

the ti a Protestant He claimed that it had been re-

vealed to him by St. Paul that Adam was not the first

man created, and he undertook to prove his theory by
publishing in Holland, in L655, a hook entitled Prcead-

amita . sia exi rcitaiio supi r vi rsibus 12, 13, 1 1, capitis xv
Epistola Pauli ad Romanos, which work was consigned

to the names, and he himself imprisoned at Brussels.

CTpon recantation and the interference of the prince of

Conde he was released, and went to Rome in 1655,
wlcre In published the reasons for his recantation, and
abjured Calvinism and Prseadamitism before pop. Alex-

ander VII. He was not believed sincere by the people,

and doubtless public opinion was just. The pontiff en-

deavored to detain him at Rome, but he finally returned

to Paris, and again entered the service of the prince of

Conde, acting as his librarian, lie was not though! to

be attaehci to any particular church, notwithstanding
that he had joined the Romanists, lie. however, sub-

mitted to receive the sacrament Some time after bis

return to Paris he retired to the " Seminaire des Vertus,"
where he died in L676. He wrote, besides the above-
mentioned articles, works upon Greenland and Iceland;
also one upon the Restoration oftfo .A ws, etc

Peyton, Vi t.\ i.um.n T., a minister of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, was born in Stafford County, Va..

1797; was converted in 1815; entered the Baltimore
Conference in L818; and after filling some of the most
important stations in the Conference, died in Baltimore
Jan. 15, 1831. lie was a devoted pastor, a faithful min-
ister, and a very useful preacher. See Minutes ofAnn.
i 'ni', rences, ii, 1 18.

Pez, Bernard, a learned German Benedictine, was
horn in Ids:; at Ips. Me earh entered the monastery
ofMolk. For Beveral years be, with his brother Jerome,
collected chronicles, charters, and other documents of
the Middle Ages, in Austria, Bavaria, and othei pari

of Germany. After having spent some time in France,
where he w a- associated with count Zinzendorf, in- re-

turned to his convent, u hose library was confided to his

care He died March 27, 1735. We have of his works

.'-./ WiBmrgis virginis cum notis (Augsb. 1715,

4to) :

—

Bibliotheca Benediclino-Mauriana, seu <l< vitis

i scripiis Patrum < congregation) S. Mauri (ibid. 1716,

8vo) :

—

Thesaurus anecdotiinun it<iri.<.<iiitns. .« u Veterum

monumeniorumpracipui ecclesiasticorum collectio 1 1721 -

1723, ."> vols. t'ol. i : - - liihliu il,,r,i ascetica antiquo-nova

(Ratisb. 17i':: -1740, 12 vols.8vo):- Acta S. Trupeiii

martyris{ Vienna, 1731, Ito) :—some Notesa V I

Mi ITin nsis ili scriptoribus ecdesiasticis, published bj Fa-

briciu8; several articles in different collections. etc. See

Jocher, AUgemeines Gelehrten-Lexikon ; Kropf, Biblioth.

Mi lliri nsl<.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 789.

Pez, HieronymuB, a learned German Benedictine,

brother of the preceding, was bom at Ips in 1685. Alter

having taken the Benedictine habit in the monastery
of Molk, he began, with his brother, the search for un-

published historical documents concealed in the archives

and libraries of Austria and Bavaria. Placed later at

the head of the library of his convent, he passed the

last fifteen years of his 1 i IV- in the most profound retreat.

He died Oct 1 I. 1762. We have of his works. Acta S.

Colomani, Scotice regis (Krems, 1713, 4to) :

—

Scriptores

rerum Austriacarum veteres,cum notis et observaiionibus

(Leips. 1720 1725, 2 vols, fol.), followed by a third vol-

ume, published in I745at Ratisbon; a very precious col-

Lection: Historia 8. Leopoldi, Austria marchionis, id

in mi iui* ir. ex diplomaiibus adornata i Vienna, 1717. fol. I.

See Meusel, Lexikon; Schrockh, Leben r. Pez (in the

Leipziger GelehrU Zeitung for 1762, p. 737).— Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 789,

Pezel, Christoph, a German theologian, was born

March 5, 1539, at Plauen; studied at Wittenberg; was
then three years cantor in Ids native place, and in 1567

became court-preacher and professor of theology at Wit-

tenberg. An ardent advocate of Philippism (q.v.), he

was deposed after the condemnation ofCrypto-t lalvinisra

in 1574; in L576 was sent out of the country: in l.">77

went to Siegen, when- he taught for a while, and then

became pastor at Herborn. In 1580 he was called to

Bremen as pastor, and in 1584 was made professor of

theology at the newly founded Gymnasium illustre. In

1589 he again assumed the pastorate, and became also

superintendent, and as such contributed to the strength-

ening and development of Lutheranism. He died Feb.

25, 1604. Besides theological controversial writings, and

j

the so-called Wittenberg Catechism entitled Catechesis

continens explicationem decalogi, symboli, oraiionis domi-

nicae, doctrines dt pcenitentia et sacramentis (Wittenberg,

|

1571), he wrote also MeUificium Historicum, a much-
used handbook of history, and edited Melancthon's let-

ters to Hardenberg. (J.H.W.)

Pezron. Paul, a Roman Catholic monastic of much
celebrity, was i M , rn at Hennebon, in Bretagne, in 1639.

He embraced the monastic life in the Cistercian abbey
de Prieres in 1661 ;

was appointed master of the no\ ices

and sub-prior in 1672; sub-prior of the college of the

Bernardinsat Paris in 1(177 •. vicar-general ofhis order in

1690, and obtained the abbey ofChar ye in lc.c. He
resigned it finally to give himself entirely to his studies,

and became a doctor of the Sorbonne. He died in L706.

His nil , si important publication is Uantiquite des temps

ri/n/i/ii 1 1 dejendue, contrt lesJuifs et les nouveavx chro-

nologistes
I
Amst 1 •"<

T"
. l2mo). In this work the author

maintains the authority ol the Septuagint chronology

against that of the Hebrew Bible. Pezron's book was
extremely admired for the ingenuity and learning of it

;

yet created, as was natural, no small alarm among the

religious. Martianay, a Benedictine, and Le Quien, a

Dominican, wrote against this new system, and under-

took the defence of the Hebrew text; Martianay with

great zeal and heat. Le Quien with more judgment and

knowledge. Pezron published Defenst d( Vantiquiti des

temps in 1691 | Lto), which, like the work itself, abounded
with curious and learned researches, Le Quien replied,

bill Martianay brought the affair into another court;

an I. in 1693, laid the hooks and principles of Pezron
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before M. de Harlai, archbishop of Paris. Harlai com-

municated the representation of this adversary to Pez-

ron, who, finding no difficulty in supporting an opinion

common to all the fathers before Jerome, rendered the

accusation of no effect. Other works of his are, Es-

sai d'un Coinnieutaire Littered et Historique stir Its Pn>-

phetes (1693, 12mo) :

—

EHistoire Eraiigelitpn ( 'mijinuet

par la Judaique et la Romaine (1696,2 vols. 12mo):

—

Anliquite de la Nation et de la Langue des Celtes (1703,

12mo, etc.). See Niceron, Memoires, vol. i; Diet. Hist,

des A uteiirs Eccles. s. v. ; Darling, Cyclop. Bibliogr. s. v.

;

Hoefer, Noitv. Bio;/. Gene rale. s. v.

Pfaff, Christoph Matthaus, D.D., a German
Protestant theologian, son of Johann Christoph Pfaff

(q. v.), was born Dec. 25, 1686. at Stuttgard. At the

age of thirteen he was admitted to the university, and

after having finished his theological studies, he re-

ceived the means from the duke of Wiirtemberg, in

1706, to go to other universities to perfect himself in

the knowledge of the Oriental tongues. He visited

with this design several universities of Germany, Hol-

land, and England. Upon his return to Stuttgard in

1709, he was employed to accompany the hereditary

prince Charles-Alexandre to Italy, with whom he re-

mained three years in Turin, occupied especially in cop-

ying from the libraries the unpublished fragments of

ancient ecclesiastical authors. He afterwards went with

the prince to Holland, where he spent two years, and

to Paris, continuing his researches in the libraries, and

placing himself in connection with the most renowned

learned men. Appointed in 1716 professor cf theology

at Tubingen, he became in 1720 dean of the faculty and

chancellor of the university; he also received several

high ecclesiastical positions, and became among others,

in 1727, abbe of Loch, which gave him the entree to the

states of Wiirtemberg. In 1724 he was gratified with

the title of count-palatine, and was elected in 1731 mem-
ber of the Academy of Berlin. In 1756 he became chan-

cellor of the University of Giessen, dean of the faculty

of theology, and general superintendent of the churches.

Possessing extensive and varied knowledge, he care-

fully avoided the bitter tone of the theologians of his

confession, and he even made, but without the least suc-

cess, several attempts to unite the Lutheran and Cal-

vinistic churches. He died at Giessen Nov. 19, 1760.

Pfaffs erudition was immense, and his works so numer-

ous that they fill a whole sheet of the German bibliogra-

phies. Among his numerous works and dissertations

we mention, De genuinis Librorum Novi Testamenti lec-

tionibus (Amst. 1709, 8vo) :

—

Demonstrations solides de

In r.'ritr th' In Religion Protestaute rontre la Rtligimi

pretendue Catholique (Tub. 1713, 1719):—De Evangeliis

sub Anastatio imperatore non corruptis (Tubing. 1717,

4to) : reprinted, with several other dissertations of Pfaff,

in his Prinistim Tubingenses (ibid. 1718, 4to) :

—

De litur-

giis, missalibus, agendis et libris t celt siasticis Kcclesice ori-

entalis et Occidentulis ceteris et moderna: (ibid. 1718, 4to) :

—De origine juris ecclesiastici veraque ejus imhile (ibid.

1719, 1720, 1756, 4to) :— Dissertations Anti-Bceliance

tres (ibid. 1719, 1720, 4to):

—

Institutiones theologies dog-

matical et moralis (ibid. 1719, 8vo; Frankf. 1721, 8vo)

;

one of the first theological works written in Germany in

which the rationalistic tendency is recognised:

—

Iniro-

ductio in historiam theologies litterariam (ibid. 1720, 8vo

;

ibid. 1724-1726, 3 vols. 4to) :

—

De variationibus ecclesia-

rum Protestantin in. adversus Bossuetum (ibid. 1720, 4to) :

—Gesammelte Schriften so zur Vereinigung der protesti-

renden Kirchen abzielen (Halle, 1723, 2 vols. 4to) ; a col-

lection of writings tending to the reunion of the Protes-

tant churches:

—

De titulopatriarchce a?cunienici(Tubwg.

1735, 4to) :— De ecclesia sanguinem non sitiente (ibid.

1740, 4to) :— De, sterconanistis medii cevi (ibid. 1750,

4to) :

—

De aureolis virginum, doctorum et martyrum (ibid.

1753, 4to). As an editor, Pfaff published Epitome In-

stitutionum dirinarum Lactantii (Paris, 1712, 8vo), first

edition complete:

—

S. Irentni fragmenta anecdota (La

Have, 1715, 8vo) ; a publication followed by a dispute

with Scip. Maffei, who had cast some doubt upon the
authenticity of these fragments:

—

Ecclesice evangelicce

libri symboiici ( Tubingen, 1730, 8vo). Finally, Pfaff di-

rected the publication of the new German translation

of the Bible, which appeared at Tubingen (1729, fob), a
work on which, in connection with others, he actively

labored. Pfaff was a learned man of the very first rank,

but of doubtful moral character. He is the real found-

er of the so-called collegial system, which regards the

Church as a collegium: as a corporation possessing cor-

porate rights, the Church can make her own statutes

and laws, and can insist upon their observance. The
attitude of the state towards her is but incidental, or

similar to the position it occupies with respect to any
other association. The magistratus politicus does not

belong to her; the Church consisting solely of teachers

and taught. It is only by transference, by virtue of

silent or express compact, that the magistracy can re-

ceive rights originally inherent in the Church. Results

were, however, at first, and till after the commencement
of the 19th century, in favor of the territorial system.

The Bible known among the German Protestants as

" the Bible of Tubingen" was published under Pfaff's di-

rection in one folio volume in 1727. See Strieder, Hes-

sische Gelehrtengesch. ; Rathlef, Gesch. jetztlebendt/ <:<-

lehrten, pt. i; Schrb'ckh, Unparteiiscke Kirchengesch. iv.

787 ; Sax, Gliomastitrm, vi, 138, 648 ; Bauer, Ga'lh ri, , vol.

v; Doring, Die Gelehrten Theologen Deutschlands, vol.

iii, s. v. ; Ilirsehing, Handbuch ; Meusel, Lexikon, s. v.

—

Hoefer, Now. Biog. Generate, xxxix. 794 ; comp. Hurst's

Hagenbacb, Ch. Hist. \xth and 19th. Centuries,!, llu sq.,

410 ; Ebrard, Kirchen- u. Dogmengesch. iv, 131. (J. II. W.)

Pfaff, Johann Christoph, a German Lutheran

theologian, was born at Pfullingcn in 1631, and was ed-

ucated at the university in Tubingen, where he after-

wards flourished as professor of theology. He was also

for a time pastor at St. Leonhard's Church in Stuttgard.

He died in 1720. He was the author of about forty

works and exegetical and dogmatical dissertations, but

none of them are of much value in our day. A list of

them may be found in Winer's T/teol. Lite.ratur, s. v.

See also Bijckh, Gesch. der Unlet isiliit Ttibingiu; Le-

poin, Leben der Gelehrten, and Bibliolheca Bremensis

(1720). (J. H.W.)

Pfauser (Phauser), Johann Sebastian, a Ger-

man Roman Catholic divine, was born at Constance in

1520. He came by recommendation of the bishop of

Trent to Vienna as court-preacher of emperor Ferdi-

nand I, but was obliged to quit that place on account of

his anti-Roman tendency. He was thereafter employed

as confessor and preacher by the emperor's son, Maxi-
milian, and all efforts to supplant him here were unsuc-

cessful until the Bohemian crown question arose, and it

became necessary for the court to have the favor of all

Ultramontane prelates. In 1560 Pfauser became pastor

at Lauingen. He died in 1569. To the last Maximil-

ian kept up a friendly correspondence with this good

man. (J. H. W.)

Pfefferkorn, Johann (originally Joseph), a noted

Jewish convert to Christianity, was born in Moravia in

1469. He embraced Christianity, and was publicly bap-

tized at Cologne with his wife and children in 1506,

when thirty-six years old. All the efforts of this man,

who, with many faults, was certainly not wanting in

merit, were early directed to the conversion of his breth-

ren according to the flesh. The means he first made

use of were highly laudable; for he treated them with

gentleness, and even defended his former co-religionists

against the calumny of their enemies. But fanatical

and misguided, his zeal afterwards was less well ad-

vised when he began to forbid and condemn the read-

ing of any Hebrew book excepting the Old Testament.

With the aid of the Dominican monks, he prevailed on

the emperor Maximilian to adopt bis views, and in 1509

an edict was published which enjoined that all writings

emanating from the Jews against the Christian religion
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should bo suppressed and condemned to the flames; this

edict was Boon succeeded by another, July 6, L510, en-

joining the destruction of every Hebrew I k with the

sole exception of the Old Testament, The execution

of this edicl wa-. however, suspended until the opinion

of the electoral archbishop Oriel of Mayence had been

obtained. By reason of this delaj . Prof. John Reuchlin,

whose opinion in iliis matter was sought for, was en-

abled i" publish a voluminous treatise, in which he di-

vided the Jewish work* into .seven different classes, and

afti rwards proved which of these classes might be con-

sidered dangerous or injurious to the < hristian religion.

Among the books which he thinks in part harmless and

in part useful, and even valuable to theology . and which

he would in consequence preserve, were not only the

i ommentaries of Rashi, the Kimchis, [bn-Ezra, Gerson-

ides, Nachmanides, etc., bul the Talmud and the cab-

alistic book Si.har (q. v.). On the other hand, Reuch-

lin maintained that those only should be destroyed

which contained blasphemies against Christ, such as

the Nizzachon and Toledoth Jeshu. He further pointed

out the impossibility ol suppressing books by an imperi-

al decree which were dispersed in all parts of the world,

and might easily be reprinted in other placi -. I he

contest so. .11 grew warm between the adversaries of the

1 ks and their defenders ; the former consisting of the

Dominicans and their partisans, and the latter of all

moderate and enlightened theologians. The affair was

finally left by an appeal to pope Leo \. Hochstraaten,

an inquisitor, and a man fully qualified for that cruel

office, repaired to Rome, supported with remonstrances

from several princes to bias, with money to bribe, and

menaces to intimidate. He even threatened the pope

with rejecting Ins authority and separating from the

Church, unless Reuchlin, and the .lews whom he defend-

ed, were condemned. But all his efforts were in vain,

and he was obliged to return, mortified and disgraced.

The victory which his opponent had gained exposed

him to the enmity of the monkish party. But he in-

formed them "he was persuaded that Martin Luther,

who then began to make a figure in Germany, would

find them so much employment that they would permit

him to end his days in peace" (Villers on the Refor-

mation, p. 107). Soon, indeed (by reason apparently

of the Reformation movement ), an end was put to the

whole dispute. When and where Pfefferkom died is

difficult to say. <lf his works, which obtained Mich

unenviable notoriety, we mention, Der Judenspiegel, or

Speculum adkortationis Judaica ad Christum (Nilrnb.

1507 i: Du Judenbeichte, or Libellus de Judaica confes-

sion* sivi Sabbate afflictionis cumfiguris (Colog. L508) :

—Das OsterbuchfOi Narratio deration* Pascha cele-

brandi inter Judceos recepta (Colog. and Augsb. 1509):

Der Judenfeind, or Hostis Judceorum (ibid. L509):—
h, Lob >ii"/ 1 In < a •!> hi Kaiser Maximilian, or In laudem

et honorem illiistrissimi imperatoris Maximiliani, etc.

(Colog. 1510): I in Brief an Geistlich und Weltlickt

in Betreffdes Kaiserlichen Mandate dit jiidischen Schrif-

ertUgen: Der Uandspiegel, against Reuchlin

t
Mayence, 1511): Der Brandspiegel (ibid. 1513):

///. Sturmghcke, against Reuchlin (Cologne, 1514^t

—

Streitbiichlein wider Reuchlin u. s. Junger, or Defen-

sio contra famosas et criminates obscurorum verorum
epistolas, dedicated to the pope and the college of

cardinals (Cologne, 1516) : Eim mitleidigt Clag1

gegen

ih a unglaubigen Reuchlin (1521). .Where the Latin

title is given, the work was also translated into Latin.)

C p. burst, /,7V. Jml. iii. 82; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. i. 985

sq.; iii, 940 sq. ; iv,956sq.; Meiners, Lebensbeschreibung
'li r Miiiim r mis iii ii /.i iii ii li r Wit '!• i In i sit llungdt r W'is-

senschafien i Zurich, 1795), i. 99 sq. ; Meyerhoff, Reuch-

lin u.s. /.iii; Erhard, Geschichtt des Wiederaufblu-
hi ns il. ,- trissi nschaftl. Bildung, vol. ii

; Lamey, Rt uchlin

u.s. /.til; Strauss, Ulrich v. Hutten, vol. i ; Griitz, Gesch.

tl.Jttli,,. ,x. 98, L01 sq., 103, 110 sq., L15 jq., 130 sq., 1 L0,

L42, L58 sq., 168 sq., 209, 211, 218, and Appendix, note 2,

p. vii sq.; L. Geiger, Das Studium der liebr. -\

T>. iiisfltliiml. p. 38 sq. i Breslau, 1870) ; Kalkar, Israel u.

tl. Kirche, p. 90 sq.; Basnage, Uistoire des Juifs, p. 730
(Taylor's transL); H.Adams, Hist, of tht Jews, ii, 47
sq. (Boston, 1812 : Da Costa, Israel and tlu Gentiles,

p. 464 sip: .Illiniums Pfefferkom, in Geiger's Zeitschrift

fur Wissenschajl u. Leben | 1869), p. 293 -309; Akten-
siiich .in- Confiscation derjiidischen Schrifien in Frank-
furt a. M. unter Kaiser Maximilian durch Pfefferkorris

A ngeberei, in Frankel-Gratz's Monatsschr. (July, 1875),

p. 289 sq.; Weyden, Gesch. </. J mini in Koln a

(Cologne, 1867), p. 259 Bq.; Palmer, Hist, ofth
Nation (L I. 1874 i, p. 288. (B. 1'.)

Pfefferkom, S. Michael M. a German theolo-

gian, was born in the year 1646 at Iffta, near Eisenach,

and was the son of a minister. Having received his

preparatory education at Creutzburg and Gotha, he went.

to Jena, when- in 1666 he was en ated magister. From
Jena he went to Leipsic, and alter having completed his

stu. lies, he was appointed professor at the Altenburg
gymnasium. Having occupied several stations as an

educator, he was called in 1676 to the pastorate of Frie-

mar, near Gotha. Lor fifty years he faithfully dis-

charged his ministerial functions. lie died March .">,

L732. Besides other works, he is the author of some
very fine hymns, which found their ua\ in iirlniiin-

books, as -Was frag' ich nach der Well und alien ihren

Schatzen" i Engl. transl. by Mills, "Can I this world es-

teem," in Hymnsfrom the < it main. p. 101 1. See Briick-

ner, Kirchen- und Schulensfaat im Herzogthum Gotha

(Gotha, 1760,3 pts.), iv,80 82; Koch, Gesch. d.deutschen

Kin in ii/ii des, iv, 63 sq. (B. P.)

Pfeiffer, Augustus, D.D., a learned German Lu-
theran divine, noted as an < Orientalist, was born at Lau-

enburg Oct. 30, L640, and was educated at Wittenberg.

In lt'.7:; he entered the ministry, and thereafter held

several important pastorates. In 1681 he became arch-

deacon to the church of St. Thomas at Leipsic, in « hich

city he also held a chair in theology at the university.

In L689 he was made superintendent of the church - al

Lubeck, and died there .ban. 11. 1698. Pfeiffer was one

of the most skilful philologists of his time. He is said

to have known seventy languages. His library was

rich in Hebrew, Arabic, Coptic, Armenian, Persian, and

Chinese Mss„ and he left manj learned writings. Hi-

philological works w ere all collected under the title 0} < ra

omnia philologica (Utrecht, 1704,2 vols.4to). 1 1 is other

publications were. Theologia Judaica atqtu Mohamme-
tlifti (Lips. 1687. L2mo): -Anliguitates selecta, ab Ugo-

li/m notis illustrata I in Dgolino, iv, 1 17;'.
\ \ in /•< italio

tit Theraphim (ibid, xxiii, 549):— Diatribt tit poesx

Hebr. recognita (ibid, xxxi, 899; transl. into Engl, by

I). A. Taylor, with addition-., in the Bibl. RepOS. vols.

vi-ix):— Miiini'liii tin nova etfacilis ad accentuationem,

etc. (UgoL xxxi. 927): Specimen tit monialibus Vet.

Test. (ibid, xxxii, 657) : Specimen d\ voct i'«rafa S"l-0

(ibid, xxxii, 743) ; Specimen dt Psalmis Gradpum (ibid,

xxxii, 675). See Darling, Cyclop. Bibliog. s. v. ; Roter-

mund's Suppl. to Jocher, Gelehrten-Lexikon. s. \. Pip-

ping; Memoria theologorvm, 8. v. (J.H.W.)

Pfeiffer, Christoph, a German divine, i

hymnologist, was born al Oels in the year 1689. For

two years he was assistant-preacher al Lirs.iorf.wl.cn

he was called, March 28, 1719, by the duke lb * or, von

Landskron to the pastorate al Dittmansdorf, mar Fran-

kenstein, in the principality of Munsterburg. Having

occupied this position for twenty-seven years, he was

called to Stolz, where he spent the remainder of his life,

and died Dec. 23, 1758. Mis picture in the church there

has the motto, "Mea Christus Portio," and the fol-

lowing epigraph: -Mors tua vita mea est, tuaque, O
dulcissime Jesu, vulnera sunt animee Pharmaca certa

Pfeiffer is the author of many hymn.-, several

of which are found in our modern hymn-books. See

We/el. Hymnop. (Herrastadt, 1728), iv, 397 sq.; Koch,

Gesch. 'I. devtschen Kirchmliedes, v, 742 Bq. {I',. I'.j
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Pfeiffer, Madame Ida, .1 German lady, whose maid-

en name was Reige, is noted as a traveller in the East,

and as a valuable contributor to Palestinian topogra-

phy. She was born in Vienna about the year 1795.

From her very childhood she longed to see the world,

and ever read with delight books of travel. In her

girlbood she travelled to some extent with her parents,

and subsequently with her husband. After the death

of her husband and the maturity of her sons she deter-

mined to undertake a journey to Palestine, that she

might have the ineffable delight of treading those spots

which our Saviour had hallowed by his presence. With
the accumulated wealth of twenty years, she left Vienna
in March, 1842. Her journey included Constantinople,

Broussa, Beirut. .Tafia, Jerusalem, the river Jordan and

the Dead Sea, Nazareth, Damascus, Balbec, the Liba-

nus, Alexandria, Cairo, and the Desert to the Red Sea

;

then back by Malta, Sicily, Naples, Rome, etc., to Vienna,

where she arrived in December of the same year. Upon
her return she published anonymously the diary she had

kept during her trip, under the title of lieise eiiier Wie-

nerin in das Heilige Land (Journey of a Vienna Woman
in the Holy Land). In 1845 Madame Pfeiffer visited

Sweden, Norway, and Iceland. In 1816 she made her

first journey round the world. In 1851 she made a sec-

ond expedition, visiting the United States, and upon

her return published an account of all her travels. But
of all her descriptions those of the Holy Land are far

more interesting than any of the others; owing doubt-

less to having been less hurried then than while making
her trips round the world. Throughout the whole of

her arduous journeys Madame Pfeiffer displayed great

courage, perseverance, and womanly tact. The mere

fact of her having accomplished what no male traveller

ever has done is conclusive evidence that she was pos-

sessed of great endurance and fortitude. She died in

1858.

Pfeil, Ciiristoph Carl Ludwig von, a descendant

of an old knightly family, was born Jan. 20, 1712, at

Griinstadt, not far from Worms. When ten years of

age he was left an orphan, and his uncle, the Rev. Jus-

tus S. von Pfeil, of Magdeburg, took him into his house.

Here he remained for six years, when, at the age of six-

teen, he entered the University of Halle for the study

of jurisprudence. In the year 1729 he went to Tubin-
gen to continue there his studies, where he became a

faithful follower of Christ. In 1732, at the age of

twenty, he was appointed secretary of legation of the

Wlirtemberg government at Regensburg, and in 1737

he was appointed counsellor of law at Stuttgard. For
thirty years he held the highest honors in Wlirtemberg,

until, in the year 1703, he removed to Prussia, when
Frederick the Great awarded to him new honors. Pfeil

died Feb. II, 1781. He was a very pious man, ami the

different stages of his life are best marked in his poeti-

cal productions and hymns, which number about 940.

Not all of his hymns have found their waj into hymn-
books, especially as most of them are influenced by
Zinzendorf and Bengel, whose ideas are more or less

reproduced in them. Those, however, which are found

in our hymn-books are really jewels of German hym-
nology. A collection of his hymns has been published

by the Rev. G. Knack, of Berlin (1850, 1853), under the

title Evangel. Herzensgesange. Besides his hymns, Pfeil

1A1 in MS. a rhymed translation of Job, Proverbs, Ec-
ciesiastes, Song of Songs, the Lord's Prayer, the apos-

tolic epistles, etc. See Teichmann's biography in the

preface to his Christl. Hausschatz (Stuttgard, 1*52):

Merz, Das Leben des christlichm Dichters und Ministt r$

C. C. L. von Pfeil (ibid. 1863); Koch, Geschichte des

deutschen Kirchenliedes, v, 170 sq. (B. P.)

Pfenninger, Joiiann Conrad, a German theolo-

gian, was born at Zurich, Switzerland, in 1747; studied

theology at the university of his native place; in 177."

was made dean of the Orphans' Church, and later was
appointed the successor of his friend Lavatcr (q. v.) ii.

the pastorate, and was also made the dean of St. Peter's

Church. He died in 1792. Pfenninger was a volumi-
nous writer and much involved in controversy with the

Rationalists, who then so very generally abounded in

Germany. He was in close harmony with the theolog-

ical views of Lavater, and with him attempted to give

to his period a secure Christian impress, so as to lift

Christianity from its Oriental vestments, and place it

upon the ground of universal humanity. While the

sceptics, and even Spalding among them, regarded

modern Christianity rather as a purely comprehensible

and abstract, fact, and excluded every contribution of

the imagination, Lavater and Pfenninger, like Klop-
stock (q. v.), thought it best to render aid by the West-
ern imagination. They made Christianity not only ac-

cessible to the modern understanding, but to the modern
feeling. Most valuable of all of Pfenninger's publica-

tions are his Judische Briefe aus der Zeit Jesu v. Naza-
reth (1783-92), which have been freely used by Stier in

his Words of Jesus (transl. by Strong and Smith, X. V.

3 vols. 8vo). These Jewish letters furnish a sort of

Christian romance, in which the men and women of the

time of Jesus write letters to each other, just as senti-

mental men and women of the last century would have
written, and Christianity was thus modernized to make
it attractive and plain to the masses, and relieve it of

the Oriental garb it wears in the Bible. (J. II. W.)

Pflug, Julius, a German theologian, noted in the

Reformation history of his country's Church, was born

at Merseburg near the opening of the 16th century. He
was the son of a nobleman, and a favorite of the em-
peror Charles V, who sent him in 1541 as one of the col-

locutors to the synod at Regensburg (q. v.), which re-

sulted in the adoption of the Augsburg Interim (q. v.).

Pflug was selected by the emperor as president of the

approaching synod at Regensburg. About that time

the chapter of the cathedral at Xaumburg-Zeitz elected

him bishop, but he was unable to assume his episcopal

duties until after the battle at Miihlberg. In 1557 he

presided at the Synod of Worms, and died in 1504.

Pflug was a moderate Romanist, and though associated

with Eck, shared none of his extravagant and extreme

ideas. He earnestly desired peace, and though he may
here and there have consented to measures rather equiv-

ocal and questionable, he probably sought only the peace

and union of the Church. See Ranke, Hist, of the Pa-
pacy, i, 117 sq. ; Planck, Gesch. der protest. Theol. vol.

vi; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii, 309 sq. (J. II. W.)

Pha'ath-Mo'ab (4>aaS Mam/3 v. r. <fr$a\ii Mw-
o/3f('c), a Gra?cized form (1 Esdr. v, 11) of the Heb. name
(Ezra ii, G; Neh. vii, 11) Pahatii-Moab (q. v.).

Phac'areth (QaicaptS v. r. <&axapi$), a corrupt

Grnecized form (1 Esdr. v, 34) of the Heb. name (Ezra

ii, 57 ; Neh. vii, 59) Pocheretii (q. v.).

Phcedo(n) of Elis, a noted ancient Grecian phi-

losopher, was a native of Elis, and of high birth. He
was taken prisoner in his youth, and passed into the

hands of an Athenian slave-dealer ; and being of con-

siderable personal beauty was compelled to prostitute

himself. It was in the summer of B.C. 400 that Phaedo

was brought to Athens. A year would thus remain for

his acquaintance with Socrates, to whom he attached

himself. According to Diogenes Laertius he ran away

from his master to Socrates, and was ransomed by one

of the friends of the latter. Suidas says that he was

accidentally present at a conversation with Socrates,

and besought him to effect his liberation. Various ac-

counts mentioned Alcibiades, Crito, or Cebes as the

person who ransomed him. Cebes is stated to have

been on terms of intimate friendship with Phaedo, and

to have instructed him in philosophy. Phaedo was

present at the death of Socrates, while he was still quite

a youth. From the mention of his long hair it would

-inn that he was not eighteen years of age at the time,

as at that age it was customary to cease wearing the

hail long (Becker, ChnriLh .-. ii, 382). That Phaedo was
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on terms of friendship with Plato appears likely from

in whicb he is introduced in the dialogue

which takes its name from him. Other stories thai were

current in the schools Bpoke of their relation as heing

thai of enmity rather than friendship. Several philos-

ophers were ungenerous enough to reproach Phaedo

with his previous condition, bul £schines named one

of his dialogues after Phaedo. Phaedo appears to have

lived in AiImus some time after the death of Socra-

tes. He then returned to Elis, where he became the

founder of a scl 1 of philosophy, which appears to

have resembled in tendency and character the Me-

garic school. Anchipylus and Moschus are mentioned

,- disciples. He was succeeded by Pleistanus,

after whom the Elean school was merged in the Ere-

trian.

( »f the doctrines of Phaedo nothing is known, except

as they made their appearance in the philosophy of

Menedemus. Nothing can safely be inferred respecting

them from the Phaedo of Plato. None of Phaedo's writ-

ings have come down to us. They were in the form of

dialogues. 'Mure was Bome doubt in antiquity as to

which were genuine, and which were not. l'aiuetius

attempted a critical separation of the two classes, and

the Zwirvpoc and the- "2'tp.wv were acknowledged to be

genuine. Besides these, Diogenes Laertius (ii, 105)

mentions as of doubtful authenticity the Nuciac, M»j-

&or, 'Avripaxos h irpt<T(3irai, and EkvSucoi \uyoi.

In addition to these Suidas mentions the St/t/uac, AX-

Kijiiaii/r. and KpiroXaog. It was probably from the

Zopyrus thai the incident alluded to by Cicero (De

Fain. 5 : Tusc. Disp. iv. 37, § 80), Maximus Tyr. (xxxi,

3), and others, was derived. Seneca (Ep. 94, 11 i has a

translation of a short passage from one of his pieces.

See Eabricius, Bibl. Grec. ii. 717; Scholl, Gesch. der

Grieck, Lit. i. 175; Preller,in Ersch andGruber's Encg-

Jdop. s. v. Smith, Diet. qf( 'lass. Biog. s. v. ; comp. Prel-

ler, Phcedon's Lebensschicksah ». Schriften in the Rhein.

Museum/. Philos. 1846, p. 391 sq., now in his Kleint

Schriften, ed. by B, Kbhler.

Phaedrus, an Epicurean philosopher! and contem-

porary of Cicero, became acquainted with the greal or-

ator in his youth at Rome, and during his residence in

Allien- i B.C. 80) Cicero renewed his acquaintance with

him. Phaedrus was at that time an old man. and was

presidenl of the Epicurean school. He was also on

term- of friendship witli Velleius, whom Cicero intro-

duces as tic defender of the Epicurean tenets in tin' De

Nat. Deor. (i, 21, 5; 58). He occupied the position of

head oi the Epicurean scln.nl till B.C. 70, and was suc-

ceeded by Patron. Cicero (AdAtt. \iii..".'.'i mentions.

according to the common reading, two treatises by

Phaedrus, $aiSpov —uxanwv et 'EXXaSoq. The first

title i- corrected on MS. authority to flepi Jiwr. Some
critic- fa- Petersen) suppose that only one treatise is

of, [Ifpi Ztwv teal IlaXXadoc. < ttbers (among

whom is Orelli, Omni. '/'»/!. s. v. Phaedrus) adopl the

reading et 'EXXaBoc, or, at least, suppose thai two treat-

ies are spoken of. An interesting fragment of the

former work was discovered at Herculaneum in 1806,

and was tir.-t published, though not. recognised a- thf

work ol Phaedrus, in a work entitled Herculanensia, or

Archaeological and Philological Dissertations; contain-

ing a Manuscriptfound among tht Ruins ofHerculane-

um (Lond. 1810). A better edition was published by

Petersen (Phedri Epicurei, vulgo Anonymi Herculanm-

sis, <h Nat. /''I'/: Fragtn, Hamb. 1833). Cicero was

largely indebted i" this work oi Phaedrus for the mate-

rials of the tir-t hook of his />: Natura Deoru Not

only is the development of the Epicurean doctrine (c. 16,

etc) taken from it, but the erudite account of the doc-

trines "I earlier philosophers put in the mi.nth of Vel-

leius is a mere translation from Phaedrus. See Fabri-

cius, /"'./. Grate, iii. 608; Krische, Forschungen aufdem
Chi,!, der alien PhiL i, 27, etc ; Preller, in Ersch and

Gruber'e EncykL—Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom, Biog.

and Myth"!, a. \

.

Phasnolium (>\hhvo\iov). See Chasuble.

Phenomenon (<paivoutvov, from tpaivopai, /•< nji-

/,,-, i i- that which ha- appeared. It is generally ap-

plied t" some sensible appearance, some occurrence in

the course of nature. lint in mental philosophy it is

applied to the various and changing states et mind.
•• How pitiful and ridiculous are the grounds upon which
such men pretend to account li.r the very lowest and
commonest phenomena of nature without recurring to a

(,od and Providence!" "Among the various phenomena
which the human mind presents t" our view, there i.-

lionc more calculated to excite our curiosity and our

wonder than the communication which i- carried on

between the sentient, thinking, and active principle

within us and the material objects -with which we are

surrounded" (Stewart, Elements, ch. i. sect. 1 ). In the

philosophy of riant, phenomenon means an object such

as we represent it to ourselves or conceive of it, in op-

position to nt, a n,, hi, a. or a thing as ii i- in itself. "Ac-
cording to Kant, the facts of consciousness, in iluir sub-

jective character, are produced partly from the nature

of the things of which it is conscious; and hence, in

their objective character, they axe phamomena, or objects

as they appear in relation to us, nol things in them-
-, hi -. /,- milt i,,i. or realities in their absolute nature, a-

they may be out of relation to the mind. The subjec-

tive elements which the mind itself contributes to the

consciousness of every object are to be found, as regards

intuition, in the forms of space and time: and 8£

thought, in the categories, unity, plurality, and

To perceive a thing in itself would he to perceive it

neither in space nor in lime; for these arc furnished by
the constitution of our perceptive faculties, and consti-

tute an element of the phenomenal object of it, tuition

only. To think of a thing in itself would he to think

of it neither as one nor as many, nor under any other

category; for these, again, depend upon the constitute n

of our understanding, and constitute an clement of the

phenomenal object ol thought. The phenomenal is t he-

product of the inherent laws of our own mental consti-

tution, and. as such, is the sum and limit of all the

knowledge to which we can attain" (Mansel

l'hil. of Kant, p. 21, 22). The definition ofpka
is. -that which can he known only along with son , thing

else" (Ferrier, Inst, ofMetaphys. p. 319). Si e Mi I osh,

J/i/niiiitii .- Jour. Sjifiil. Pkilos.xol. ii. No. -'.art. iii and

iv: vol. iii, No. •_', art. iv ; dune, IoTl', art. v. See \'<
t
-

MKNON.

Phaenos, the capital of Trachonitis, in the i orth-

ca-t of Palestine; the JEnos of the Peutinger Table;

one of the episcopal cities of Arabia (S. Paulo, Geogr.

Sacr. p. 297), twenty-seven Roman miles from Damas-

cus, thirty-seven from Kenath. It i- now the village

of Musmeih,aa the northern edge of the Lejah, as was

proved by an inscription ( l'.urckhardt. Travels, p. 117

sip: rotter. Damascus, ii. 112 sq.).—Van de Velde, M<-

Phagiphania. The name by which the Epij hang

(q. v.i was Bometimi a called in the ancient ( lie

it arose from connecting our Saviour's miracle oi feeding

five thousand men with the tir.-t miracle at ('ana. as a

m.uiiie-t.-iii f divine power to be celebrated on this

day. See Kiddle. Christian Antiquities; Siegel, ChristL

Alterthiimer.

Phagophania. Sec Phagiphania.

Phagor. See l'i oe.

Phai'sur [rather Phasur] (Qaioovp v. r. *nwoi''),

a corrupt Graecized form (I Esdr. ix. Hi of the I hi..

name
i
Ezra x. 22) Pashi r up v.).

Phalaeus. Sec Phaleus.

Phaldai'us |
rather rimltlti us] (QaXSalod), n cor-

rupt Greek form il Esdr.ix, II i of the Beb. name (Neh.

\ Ml. I ' l'i I. At Ml (q. V.).

Phale'as [rather Phal •
I toaXdioc), an incorrect
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Grseoisra (1 Esdr. v, 29) of the Heb. name (Ezra ii, 44

;

Neh. vii, 47) Padon (q. v.).

Pha'lec (4>«\«k), a Grajcized form (Luke iii, 35) of

the name of the patriarch Peleg (q. v.).

Phallicism, or Phallic Worship. See Phal-
lus.

Phal'lu (Gen. xlvi, 9). See Pallu.

Phallus QpaXK6e,membrum virile), a representation

of the male generative organ, as the symbol of the fer-

tility of nature, was carried among the ancient Greeks

in the processions of the Dionysia, and men disguised as

women, called Ithyphalloi, followed immediately behind

it. The phallus, which was called among the Romans
fascinum, was often used by that people as an amulet

hung around the necks of children to avert evil influ-

ences. The Satyrica signa of Pliny probably referred to

the phallus, and he says that these were placed in gardens

and on hearths to protect against the fascinations of the

envious. From Pollux, also, we learn that smiths were

accustomed to place figures of the phallus before their

forges for the same purpose. This symbol, which dis-

gusts us by its indecency, conveyed to the ancient

heathens, as the Linga (q. v.) does to the modern Hin-

dus, a profound and sacred meaning. Diodorus Siculus.

referring to the veneration in which the phallus was
held among the Greeks, tells us that by this they would

signify their gratitude to God for the populousness of

their country. "It was an object of common worship

throughout the nature-religion of the East, and was
called by manifold names, such as Linga, Joni, Pollear,

etc. Originally it had no other meaning than the alle-

gorical one of that mysterious union between the male

and female which throughout nature seems to be the

sole condition of the continuation of the existence of

animated beings ; but at a later period, more particular-

ly when ancient Rome had become the hot-bed of all

natural and unnatural vices, its worship became an in-

tolerable nuisance, and was put down by the senate on

account of the more than usual immorality to which it

gave rise. Its origin has caused much speculation,

but no certainty has been arrived at by investiga-

tors. The Phoenicians traced its introduction into their

worship to Adonis, the Egyptians to Osiris, the Phry-

gians to Attys, the Greeks to Dionysus. The common
myth concerning it was the story of some god deprived

of his powers of generation— an allusion to the sun,

which in autumn loses its fructifying influence. The
procession in which it was carried about was called

Phallagogia, or Periphallia, and a certain hymn was
sung on that occasion, called the (paWacov fis\o<;. The
bearers of the phallus, which generally consisted of red

leather, and was attached to an enormous pole, were the

Phallophoroi. Phalli were on those occasions worn as

ornaments around the neck, or attached to the body.

Aristotle traces the origin of comedy to the ribaldry

and the improvised jokes customary on these festivals.

Phalli were often attached to statues, and of a prodig-

ious size ; sometimes they were even movable. At a

procession of Ptolemy Philadelphus a phallus was car-

ried about made of gold, and one hundred and twenty
yards long. Before the temple of Venus at Hierapolis

there stood two phalli, one hundred and eighty feet

high, upon which a priest mounted annually, and re-

mained there in prayer for seven days. The phallus

was an attribute of Pan, Priapus, and to a certain extent

also of Hermes" (Chambers). The believers in the de-

velopment theory of course have a way of their own in

accounting for the origin and progress of phallic wor-

ship. They teach that it is the most ancient and uni-

versal of the beliefs of the human race, and that it has

prevailed among all known nations of antiquity, and
has been handed down in both dead and living forms

to the present day. They claim to see evidences of its

existence, not only in Egypt, Greece, and Rome, but

also in Syria, Persia, Asia Minor, Italy, Spain, Ger-

manv, France, Ireland, and Scandinavia, amontr the

mound-builders of North America, in Mexico, Central

America, Peru, and Hayti, and in the islands of the

Pacific Ocean, and in Africa. They even see its traces

among the Jews, and in the use of certain symbols in

Christianity. Thus, e. g., Westropp teaches: " The or-

igin of the idea is coeval among primitive nations with
that of the family, and rests in part upon the natural

veneration of the father as the generator, the priest, and

the ruler. Marriage derived much of its importance

from a veneration of the principles at the foundation of

the phallic worship. Its ceremony was attended with

rites which marked their significance, and one of its

symbols, the wedding-ring, is employed at the present

day. Circumcision was in its inception a purely phallic

ordinance. Although the O.-T. narrative relates that

it was instituted as a covenant between Jehovah and
Abraham, the rite had been practiced by the Egyptians

and Phoenicians long before the birth of the Hebrew
patriarch. Serpent symbolism was associated with the

phallic emblems, but that there was an identity in their

signification has not been clearly established. The ser-

pent was used among most archaic nations as a symbol

of wisdom and health, and yet its meaning often includ-

ed the notion of life and an embodiment of the spirit."

Mr. Wake, another essayist of the same school, treats

the Mosaic account of the fall of man as a phallic le-

gend, which was borrowed by the compiler of the Pen-

tateuch from some foreign source, probably from the

mysteries of Mithra, a Persian deity. The tree of the

knowledge of good and evil he identifies with the fig-

tree, which was highly venerated by many primitive

peoples. Its leaves, it will be remembered, were sewed

into aprons by Adam and Eve after their transgression.

The kerub which guarded the tree of life is interpreted

as a symbol of the Deity himself, in the form of the sa-

cred bull of antiquity—a form under which the kerub is

described by Ezekiel (ch. i and x). The story of the

Deluge is also regarded as a myth, with decided evi-

dences of a phallic character. In many of the incidents

interwoven into the history of the Hebrews, and in

many of their religious observances, Mr. Wake discov-

ers testimony of the influence of the phallic superstition.

Abraham was a Chaldrean, and by tradition declared to

have been learned in astronomy, and to have taught the

science to the Phoenicians. " He had higher notions of

the relation of man to the Divine than his ancestors,"

says the writer, but there was no fundamental differ-

ence between his religious faith and that of his Syrian

neighbors. The Jewish patriarchs erected pillars and

planted groves, both of which were customs connected

with phallic worship. Throughout the rule of the

judges, and especially after the establishment of the

monarchy, the Hebrews were given to derelictions from

the purer religion of their nation to the idolatrous prac-

tices of their neighbors, which involved worship of phal-

lic statues and omphalic emblems in " high places." The

religion of F.aal. openly denounced by the prophets, was

a sort of phallism, and was conducted with lewd ami

abominable ceremonies, which the Jews too often im-

itated. Mr. Wake even holds that the basis of Chris-

tianity is more purely phallic than that of any other

religion. " In the recognition of God as the universal

Father, the great Parent of mankind, there is a devel-

opment of the fundamental idea of phallism. In the

position assigned to Mary as the mother of God the

paramount principle of the primitive belief is again

predominant. The nimbus, the aureole, the cross, the

fish, and even the spires of churches, are symbols re-

tained from the old phallic worship." The May-pole

festival is cited as having a phallic origin, and, in the

beginning, a reference to some event connected with

the occurrences in the Garden of Eden. In fact, says

Dr. Wilder, also of this class of writers. '-There is not a

fast or festival, procession or sacrament, social custom or

religious symbol, existing at the present day which has

not been taken bodily from phallism, or from some suc-

cessive system of paganism" (comp. .1 tich ul Symbol Wor-
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ship: Infill in-' ofthe Phallic /"' a in ih /.' lit ions ofAn-
i Westropp and Wake; with [utrod., etc., by
\. 'i . 1871, 8vo i. I bese theorists lose sight

altogether of the possibility thai in the retrogression to

which the nations cited became subjeci they ratisi nec-

essarily have manifested sensual tendencies "I the verj

nature of phallicism, and i li.it only in tht ir lowest estate

Buch worship was extensively indulged in. Absurd ii

is to poinl to circumcision as in anywise connected with

phallic worship. The Jew practiced it as a rite of ad-

mission i" the fold t" distinguish him. and also as a

sanitary precaution which physicians approve of in our

day. We do nol wonder that such ridiculous and ex-

travagant hypotheses lead to the proposition recently

made by "if "I the same school of thinkers as those

quoted, thai "th< re would also now appear good ground

for believing thai the ark of the covenant, held so sacn d

by the Jews, contained nothing more nor less than a

phallus, the ark being the type of the Argha or IToni

(Linga worship) of India" (Sellon, in Anthropol. Society

ofLondon, 1863 I. p. 327 sq., 12th paper). (J. II. W.)'

Phal'ti (Heb. Palti', *~^~~- my deliverana ; Sept.

<J>«X-i), the - fLaish of Gallim,to whom Saul gave

Michal in marriage after his mad jealousy had driven

David forth as an outlaw (1 Sam. xxv, 11). B.C. cir.

1061. [n 2 Sam. iii, 15 he is called Phaltiel. Ewald
(Gesch.i^, 1 _'!•) siiLi'^csts tliat this forced marriage was

a piece of policy on the part of Saul i" attach Phalti to

his bouse. With the exception of this brief mention

of his name, and the touching little episode in 2 Sam.

iii. 16, nothing more is heard ofPhalti. Michal is there

restored to David. " Her husband wenl with her along

weeping behind her to Bahurira," and there, in obe-

dience to Abner'sabrupt command. -Mid, return." he turns

and disappears from the scene. Smith. See David.

There was another person of the same Heb. name

(Numb. xiii,9, A. V." Palti" [q. v.]).

Phal'tiel (Heb. Paltiel', sx-jbs. deliverana of

God; Sept. <t>«.\,i/y.\ l. Saul's son-in-law (2 Sam. iii.

L5) : i Isewhere called Phalti (q. v.).

Phannias (Rawing)', son-of Samuel, "of the vil-

lage of Aphtha," raised by lot to the Jewish high-priest-

hood bj the faction of John during the final siege by

the Romans, A.D. 70. He was totally unfit for the po-

sition, and was compelled to go through its duties (Jo-

sephus, War, iv. :;. 8). He doubtless perished in the

sack of the Temple.

Phantasiacts is a name given to the Doceta

(q. v.), and of the same import with thai term.

Phantasiodocetae is a term used by Theophylacl

in his commentary on the 4th chapter of John. See

l'll.Wl Asl Wis.

Phanton of Phlius, a Pythagorean philosopher,

one of the last of thai school, was a disciple of Pbilolaus

and Eurytus, and probably in his old age contemporary

with Aristoxenus the Peripatetic. B.C.320.

Fhami'el (&avovi]\, probably a Grsecized form of

the same Heb. name with Penuel,fact of God), a de-

scendant of the tribe of Asher, and father of the proph-

etess Anna (Luke ii, 36). B.C.cir.80.

Phar'acim (papaicifi v. r. (banaictlp ), a name men-
ti id in the Apocrypha (I Esdr. v. 31) as that of a

Hebrew whose "sons" returned an ur the servants of

the Temple from the captivity with Zerubbabel ; bul it

does in i occur in the parallel lists of Ezra and NTehe-

miah.

Pha'raoh [vulgarly pron. Phar'oli] (Heb.Parok',

WIS, Sept., New Test., and Josephus toapaw, bul Bi l-

dom in i lassical writers), the comn title of the an-

cient kings of I :\ pi. as I'tol. my of its later kings, and

Caesar ol the emperors of Rome. (The following ac-

count is based upon thai in Fairbairn's Dictionary, uith

modifications and additions from other sources.)

The name is derived from the Egyptian word Pire,
or //a,', signifying the sun | Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians,
i, 43). This identification, respecting which there can
be no doubt, is due to the duke of Northumbi rland and
general Felix (Rawlinson's Herod. ii, 293). Ii has been
supposed that the original was the same as tl

Ouro, "the king," with the article, Pi-ovro, P-ouro ,

bul this word appear- nol to have been written, judg-
ing from the evidence oi the Egyptian inscriptions and
writings, in the tines to which the Scriptures refer,

rhe conjecture arose from the idea thai Pharaoh must
signify, instead of merely implying, "king," a mistake
occasi id by a too implicit confidence in t he exactm ss

of ancient writers (Joseph. Ant. viii, 6, 2; Euscb. ed.

Seal. p. 20, v. 1 1. Bunsen approves of this derivation

of Josephus {Egypt's Place,\, 191,1 1. 1848), bul Wil-
kinson in the passage above quoted shows reasons for

rejecting it. The name -was probably given in the
earliest times to the Egyptian kings as being the chief

on earth, as the sun was the chit I among the heavenly

bodies, and afterwards, when this luminary became the

objeel of idolatrous worship, as the representation or

incarnation of their sun-god, I'hra or Be" (W
Inc. Egypt, iv, 267; Rosellini, i. 115; Trevor, Egypt, p.

124 136). Regarding the sun at firs! as the greatest

of the divine works ami a main element in the produc-

tion of Egypt's marvellous fertility, they readily used
ii as significant of their monarchs, to whose wise laws

in the infancy of their state Egypt is supposed to be

greatly indebted fur the permanence and prosperity of

her institutions. "Son of l lie sun" was the title of

every l'haraoh. and the usual comparison made by the

priesthood of their monarchs when returning from a

successful war was that his power was exalted in the

world as the sun was in the heavens i Wilkinson, i. 100;

iv. •_'**>. In the hieroglyphics the hawk was the em-
blem of the king as Pharaoh (id. iii, 287), and ii is per-

haps of consequence to note that in the representations

of, apparently, two different kings ruling contempora-

neously over Upper and Lower Egypt, the hawk occurs

only in connect ion with one of them (id. iii. 282).

Readers of Scripture will remark that l'haraoh often

stands simply like a proper name (Gen.xii, 1">; xxxvii,
:'>ii: xl. -J sip; xliv, 1 sip; and so generally thrpughoul
the Pentateuch, and also in Cant. i. 9; [sa. xix. II;

\xx. •_'». "King of Egypt" i> sometimes subjoined to

it i I Kings iii. 1 : 2 Kings xvii.7; xviii, 21 | : and some-
times aN., the more specific designation, or real proper

name of the monarch is indicate, 1, as l'haraoh Necho
(•_' Kind's xxiii, 33), l'haraoh Hophra (Jer. xliv, 30).

Josephus I
I /'/. viii. 6, 2) says that while every king of

Egypt from Menes to the time of Solomon took this

title.no king of Egypl used it afterwards, and affirms

the latter fact to he apparent from the sacred writings.

This, however, is nol quite comet. Several Egyptian
kind's were after the period in question called by for-
eigners l'haraoh. sometimes simply, sometimes in con-

nection with a second name (2 Kings xviii. 21; xxiii,

29); hut the alteration from the time of Solomon which
undoubtedly took place is remarkable, and probably
points to an important change in the dynastic history

ol' Egypt,
Some writers suppose Pharaoh to have been the name

given in the Bible to the nativt kings of Egj pi. I here
were, however, probably liefore Solomon's tim,' several

introductions ol foreign dynasties, and some of them, if

we accept the usual period ascribed to the rule ol the

Shepherds, of long duration: yet Scripture oj V cs the

title to all alike before this period, and Josephus states

that all without exception assumed it. Wilkinson sup-

poses thai it was the title of such kings as had the sole

direction of affairs while Egypl was an independent
stair, and thai the title of • melek." or king, marked
such as ruled conjointly with other kin^s of Egypt, or
who governed as viceroys under a foreign ruler, as was
the case after the Persian c rues! (i, 148, 179). This
is very probably a satisfactory explanation for the long
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period down to the reign of Solomon. Most likely

throughout it " Pharaoh" marks the monarch who ruled

alone in Egypt, or over its inferior and tributary kings

when there were such. This may seem intimated in

the speech of one of them to Joseph: "I am Pharaoh,

and without thee shall no man lift up his hand or foot

in all the land of Egypt" (Gen. xli, 44). Wilkinson's

explanation, however, scarcely accounts for the period

subsequent to the Pharaoh who gave his daughter to

Solomon. Shishak, who seems to have succeeded him,

was evidently the supreme ruler of Egypt, and not only

independent of foreigners, but able to extend Egyptian

power far beyond the limits of Egypt. A change of

dynasty seems here to have caused the change of title,

and was probably more or less connected witli such

changes in after periods. The Persian monarchs finally,

administering the affairs of Egypt through tributary

native kings, took the title of Pharaoh as indicative of

their sovereignty (Trevor, Egypt, p. 331). With them

this ancient name of royalty passed away forever.

The political position of the Pharaohs in Egypt is of

great moment in understanding the history of that

country. If it were the exclusive title of the supreme

ruler, it marks the general unity of Egypt under a

single monarch. If it were given indifferently to every

king of Egypt at those times, which seem unques-

tionably to have recurred, and may have been of long

duration and early date, when several kings ruled over

various divisions of the country, the occurrence of the

title does not necessarily mark the political unity of

the land. According to the first view, for instance,

the Pharaoh of Abraham or Joseph would be the su-

preme ruler of the whole of Egypt, with, it might hap-

pen, various dynasties of subordinate kings under him;
according to the latter, he might be only king of a por-

tion of Egypt, witli other dynasties of equal rank ruling

contemporaneously elsewhere. To us the former view-

appears the preferable one for many reasons. The
unity of Egypt under a single supreme monarch is, we
think, unquestionably the view according to which the

Scriptures lead us to think that foreigners regarded that

country. Whatever may have been the internal ad-

ministration of the government, into which Scripture

does not enter at all, the general view given us of Egypt
in the Bible is that of a country united under one mon-
arch. The earliest apparent reference to a different

state of things occurs in 2 Kings vii, 6, where we read

of "kings of Egypt," apparently of equal authority.

Isaiah predicts great troubles arising probably from a

similar dissolution of any central authority (ch. xix, 3
;

Wilkinson, Egypt, i, 178; Kawlinson's Herodotus, i, 51,

note 1. and 391 ). All ancient history with which we
are acquainted (Herodotus, Diodorus, and Manetho) as-

sumes the political unity of Egypt. The titles of the

Pharaohs seem to establish it. They are always called

on the monuments " Lords of Upper and Lower Egypt"
(Wilkinson, ii, 73 ; 2d ser. i, 2G1). This unity of Egypt
from the earliest times is now generally acknowledged
(Hengstenberg, Egypt, p. 84). The power and great-

ness of Egypt from the remotest times point to such a

unity. Its high civilization and peaceful internal con-

dition are a similar indication. If divided into several

independent kingdoms Egypt would have exhibited the

same condition which all the petty states of antiquity

did, in which every man was of necessity a soldier

(Hume, Essays, ii, xi). Whereas in Egypt soldiers

formed a different class from the rest of the community,
never wore arms except in actual service, while private

citizens at no time carried offensive weapons (Wilkin-
son, i, 402). Indeed, it is impossible to imagine any
country less suited by geographical configuration for

divided rule than Egypt from the Cataracts to the sea.

One level valle\r , only divided east and west by its river,

shut in from the rest of the world by the Libyan and
Arabian mountains and the Syrian deserts, it must of

necessity form a single state.

This view of the political position of the rharaohs is

not inconsistent with the theory, for which there is

very strong proof from Manetho and elsewhere, that for

long periods of Egyptian history there may have been
subordinate dynasties of kings ruling throughout Egypt.
There may also have been, but probably for much short-

er periods, a total overthrow of the central power, or a

practical disregard of it even while acknowledging its

nominal authority. There is a passage of Manetho pre-

served by Josephus which seems to point strongly to

the view that the ancient internal constitution of Egypt
was its government by subordinate kings under a su-

preme ruler (Josephus, Con. Ap, i, 14 i. Such, he ex-

pressly tells us, was its state during the oppression of

the Shepherds: "These tyrannized over the kings of

Thebais and of the other parts of Egypt." The gen-
eral idea of ancient government was that of a supreme
monarch over tributary kings

; and the great probability

is that the Shepherds followed this analogy, ami. merely

deposing the ruling Pharaoh, left the minor dynasties

undisturbed. The Pharaohs are supposed to have been

at all times invested with the highest sacerdotal dig-

nity (Hengstenberg, Egypt, p. 35; Wilkinson, i. 245).

From the circumstance that in the earliest names en-

closed in ovals the title priest precedes that of king,

and for other reasons, Wilkinson argues, as we think

inconclusively, that Egypt was originally governed by

hierarchical and not regal power (i. 16 I. See Egypt.

1. The Pharaoh ofAbraham.—The first mention of

a Pharaoh in the Bible is on the occasion of Abram's

visit to Egypt during a famine in Canaan (Gen. xii. 10).

Which of the ancient kings of Egypt is to be under-

stood by this Pharaoh it is perhaps impossible to de-

termine with certainty. Wilkinson supposes him to

have bein Apappus; Africauus calls him Ramesseme-

ues; and some have taken him to be one of the Shep-

herd kings. We have, in truth, no materials in Scrip-

ture or elsewhere for fixing the name and place of this

king in the dynasties of Egypt. In regard to the date

also of Abraham's intercourse with him there is great

uncertainty. But as the investigation of the point

would involve us in a discussion on the somewhat per-

plexed chronology of the earlier parts of Old-Test, his-

tory, and the still more perplexed chronology of ancient

Egypt, we can here only touch upon it; but see for the

refutation of extreme views on the part of the Egyptol-

ogists, Hengstenberg's Egypt and th» Books of Jloses,

and Sir C. Lewis's Astronomy of the Anchnts. At the

time at which the patriarch went into Egypt, according

to Hales's as well as Usher's chronology, it is generally

held that the country, or at least Lower Egypt, was

ruled by the Shepherd kings, of whom the first and

most powerful line was the fifteenth dynasty, the un-

doubted territories of which would be first entered by

one coming from the east. Manetho relates that Sala-

tis, the head of this line, established at Avaris, perhaps

the Zoan of the Bible, on the eastern frontier, what ap-

pears to have been a great permanent camp, at which

he resided for part of each year. See Zoan. It is

noticeable that Sarah seems to have been taken to

Pharaoh's house immediately after the coming of Abra-

ham ; and if this were not so, yet, on account of his

flocks and herds, the patriarch could scarcely have gone

beyond the part of the country which was always more

or less occupied by nomad tribes. It is also possible

that Pharaoh gave Abraham camels, for we read that

Pharaoh " entreated Abram well for Sarah's sake : and

he had sheep, and oxen, and he-asses, and men-servants,

and maid-servants, and she-asses, and camels" (Gen. xii,

16), where it appears that this property was the gift of

Pharaoh, and the circumstance that the patriarch after-

wards held an Egyptian bondwoman. Hagar, confirms

the inference. If so, the present of camels would argue

that this Pharaoh was a Shepherd king, for no evidence

has been found in the sculptures, paintings, and inscrip-

tions of Egypt that in the Pharaonic ages the camel

was used, or even known there, and this omission can

be best explained by the supposition that the animal
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was hateful to the Egyptians as of greal value to their

enemies the Shepherds. On the other hand, Abraham's

possessions, especiallj the camels, may have been pur-

chased by liim from the nomad tribes with the proceeds

of Pharaoh's liberality, and the facl thai Hagar was of

this Aral) race hardly consists with her having been

reduced to bondage while they were in the ascendant

Indeed.il appears thai the Shepherd kings (q.v.) were

iod terms with the Hebrews, as their interests

were rival. The date al which Abraham visited Egypt

(according to t he chronology which we hold most prob-

able) was about B.C. 2081, which would not accord

with the time of Salatis, the head of the fifteenth dy-

nasty, B.C. 2006, according to our reckoning, but rather

with thai of Biuothris of the second (Thinitic) dynasty,

ami that of Othoe*s of the Bixth (Memphitic) dynasty,

as well as with thai of Tancheres of the fifth ( Ilk—

phantinitic) dynasty, bul anterior to all the other dy-

nasties.

2. Tin Pharach of Joseph.—'Between the Pharaoh
of Abraham and the Pharaoh of Joseph there was an

interval of two hundred years. During this period

there maj have been various changes of dynasty, art,

and religion in Egypt of which we derive no informa-

tion from Scripture; while the notice of the former

king and of the state of the country in his time is so

brief thai we cannot by comparison arrive at any con-

clusion upon this point. < if the political position and
character of the latter, and the condition of Egypt in

bis time, Scripture gives us very important informa-

tion from his intimate connection with Joseph anil the

chosen | eople of God.

Wilkinson identifies this Pharaoh with Osirtesen I.

one of the kings of his sixteenth dynasty of Tanites,

whose reign he supposes to have exceeded forty-three

years {Egypt, i, 42, 43). Bunsen prefers to identify

him with Osirte en 111. of the seventeenth dynast)' of

Memphites, who is. according to him, the Sesostris of

classical writers (Trevor, Egypt, p. 254). Osburn
thinks him to have heen Apophi* t/W. p. •Jim. as Ku-

sebius states, changing the date so as to tit. The
identification obviously depends simply upon a com-
parison of the Hebrew and Egyptian chronologies.

Whether he was of one of the dynasties of the Shepherd

kings is a question on which authorities differ, accord-

ing to their view* of the date of the Shepherd rule, and
their interpretation of the scriptural account of this

king. Wilkinson is decidedly of opinion thai he was
not a shepherd king, an opinion with which Trevor

agrees. Josephus says that he was a Shepherd. We
are decidedly of opinion from the incidental notices of

Scripture that he was not of a Shepherd dynasty. If

we are to accept Manetho's account, we must suppose

that these shepherds conquered the most of Egypt,

ruled with the greatest tyranny and cruelty over the

Egyptians, disregarded the old laws of the country,

and demolished its temples (Josephus, Ap. i, 14).

Their rule was not one of policy and conciliation, but

of I rute force and tenor, an idea strongly corrol orated

by the abomination in which the Bible tells us all

shepherds were held in Egypt, and by the testimony

which the monuments hear to the detestation and
scorn iii which they were universally held (Wilkin-

son, ii. 16; iv. 126). The Shepherds being such, it

seems to us quite inconsistent with the Biblical narra-

tive to Buppose that Joseph's Pharaoh was a she], herd

king. Thus we find thai the Egyptian prejudice

against shepherds was carefully and jealously respect-

ed I iy this kine;. The Israelites on coming into Egypt
were by him located in the herder-land (Hengsten-

berg, Egypt, p. 12) of Goshen, where they would Ferve

as a barrier against the Bhepherd-hating Egyptians

(Gen. \1\ i. 34 I. We cannot Buppose a shepherd king
to act thus. He would not thus consult a natn e | rej-

Udice hostile to his own dynasty, while his own Shep-

herd garrisons occupied the strongholds of Egypt.

Again, Pharaoh's court and household, bo far as w<

know them, were composed of native Egy] tians.

Such was Potiphar, the captain of the king's b< dy-

gnard, probably the most trusted officer of Pharaoh
(Gen. xxxix, 1 i ; while the < bief butler and I aki r of

\\\< court an- the well-known officers of the native

court of the Pharaohs (Trevor, p. 256). The officials

of Pharaoh's prime minister, Joseph, are also native

Egyptians, whose feelings of caste towards foreigners

were can fully consulted (Gen. xliii. 32; see Rawlin-
son's Hero 'otus, bk. ii. c. H, note 9). In the midst of

universal destitution, when all ethers were reduced to

serfdi m. and the lands of Egypt passed into the pi s-

Bession of Pharaoh, the property of the native Egyp-
tian priests alone was religiously respected, and they

received, without any return, an ample maintenance
from Pharaoh's stores for themselves and their fam-

ilies (Gen. xlvii, 22). When Pharaoh Bought to be-

stow upon Joseph marks of the highest honor for his

preservation of the country, one of these marks was
the bestowal on him in marriage of Asenatb, the

daughter of Potipherah, priest of < In or Heliopolis,

who is thus distinguished as one of the highest and

most honored personages in the land (Gen. xli. 45).

These considerations lead us to conclude that this

Pharaoh was a native Egyptian, not a Shepherd king,

and that lie ruled after the expulsion of the Shepherd?,

or during their supremacy, while the memory of their

tyranny was still vivid in the national mind. Raw-
linson (Herod. Lk. ii. c. 108, note 2) seems to think

that horses were unknown in Egypt till the time of

Amosis i I!.( '. I'll!) i. and would thus give a low date for

this monarch, in whose time horses were in use for

ordinary purposes as well as for war (Gen. xlvii. 17).

The testimony of Herodotus on which he comments
seems, however, opposed to this view. According to

1

the chronology which we adopt, the period of Jose] h's

deliverance from prison was B.C. 1883, which will fall,

according to our view of the Egyptian dynasties, under
the reign of Aphobis, the fourth king of the fifteenth

(Shepherd) dynasty. But as the Shepherd kings do
not seem to have heen friendly to the lick ws. and
for the other reasons enumerated above, we presume
that these foreigners were not at this time (if indeed

I they ever were) in possession of the whole of Egypt.
We therefore incline to identify the Pharaoh in ques-

tion with one of the eighth) Memphitic) dynasty. whose
names are unrecorded, hut who were contemporaneous
with the twelfth (Diospolitic) as well as with the

fifteenth (Shepherd) dynasty. There is one indica-

tion in Scripture which seems to attribute a very con-

siderable antiquity to this period. In Joseph's time

the territory allocated to the Israelites was called

Goshen (Gen. xlv, 10). In the time of Moses this

ancient name appears to have heen almost forgi tten,

and to have yielded to that of the land of Ramcses

(Gen. xlvii. n .

I he religion of Egypt during the reign of this Pha-

raoh appear- to have heen far less corrupt than it sub-

sequently presents itself in the time of Moses. The

Scriptures give us several indications of this; and

these "f no indistinct kind. Thus Joseph speaks to

his master's wife as if she recognised the same (iod

that he did i Gen. xxxix, 9). His language to the chief

butler and baker in the prison conveys a similar idea

I
\1. 8), as doe- his address to Pharaoh when called he-

fore him i xli. 16 32). Pharaoh in his speech to his

servants and to Joseph speaks of God precisely as

Joseph had done, and as if he recognised hut cne

Cod i xli. 88,39). Joseph, without any fear of inju-

rious consequent es to himself, and as if it were no ex-

traordinary thing, allow- the identity of his religion

with that of the sons of Jacob ixlii, 18). Joseph's

steward, probably a native Egyptian, evidently recog-

nises their (iod i xliii, 23). No doubt corruption had

now he, •!! introduced into the pure religion derived

from Noah. In the magicians and wise men t xli, 8)

of Egypt we see probably a caste who had .dicey
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given a superstitious coloring to religion, introduced

new rites of worship, and paved the way for a total de-

clension from theism to gross polytheism. But this

latter condition does not appear to have been reached

in the time of Joseph. Symbolic worship, if now, as

is most likely, in common use, had still to a very great

extent left undestroyed the notion of one supreme God
ruling over all the nations ; nor have we reason to

suppose that Potipherah, the father-in-law of Joseph,

and priest of On, was an upholder of the idolatry of a

later time. The sun, now introduced into Egyptian

worship, was by him in all likelihood explained as the

sign and symbol of deity, but not as partaking of deity

itself. No doubt we see from this the danger of any
alteration by man of the worship ordained by God, but

at the same time the religion of Egypt may have been

comparatively true and pure, though it had now intro-

duced that symbolism which quickly degenerated into

the grossest idolatry the world has ever seen. Sym-
bolic worship was now probably regarded as a high

proof of religious wisdom (Rom. i, 22) ; a short time

proved it to be utter folly.

The government of Pharaoh seems to have been of

an absolute kind (Gen. xli, 40-43; see Wilkinson, i,

45). The supposition that at this time Egypt was
governed by several independent dynasties seems in-

consistent with the language and conduct of Pharaoh
in making by his own mere will Joseph to be ruler
" over all the land of Egypt," only inferior to himself

throughout its whole extent. But this language is

evidently that of courtly assumption, and may very
naturally be applied only to that region over which he

ruled. The evidence is very strong from the monu-
ments and other sources that even under the Shepherd

rule there were kings in other parts of Egypt largely

if not wholly independent of them. The appointment

of coregents decorated with royal titles is thought to

have been characteristic of this dynasty (Trevor, Egypt,

p. 258). This Pharaoh's personal character seems to

have been that of a wise and prudent monarch, anxious

for the welfare of his people, and superior to popular

prejudice against strangers. Wilkinson thinks he

was pacific in his policy, and his conduct in receiving a

blessing from the aged Jacob shows a humility of mind
and a respect for worth which contrasts very favor-

ably with the conduct of other despotic kings. The
situation of his capital was near the land of Goshen
(Gen. xlv, 10), and the civilization and flourishing

condition of Egypt during his reign were very great

(AVilkinson, i, 43). Whether he were the same mon-
arch whom we And ruling Egypt at the time of Jacob's

death, seventeen years subsequently to his removal
into Goshen, has been differently viewed (Gen. 1, 4).

It has been thought by some that Joseph's using the

intercession of Pharaoh's household to procure a favor

from the king indicates a less intimate acquaintance

than we should expect between him and that king who
ruled at the time of the famine. But local customs,

probably connected with the habits of Egyptian mourn-
ing, may account for this, without supposing a different

king (Hengstenberg, Egypt, p. 71).

3. The Pharaoh of th - First Persecution of the Israel-

ites.—The interval which elapsed between the Pharaoh
of Joseph's time and the Pharaoh who commenced the

persecution of Israel is much affected by opinion as to

the length of the sojourn in Egypt. See Chronol-
ogy. According to our view, the interval between
Jacob's removal into Egypt and the birth of Moses
was a little over one hundred and thirty-five years.

The unknown quantity is the period from the com-
mencement of the persecution to the birth of Moses.
It was the same Pharaoh that began to afflict Israel

who reigned when Moses was born (Acts vii, 20), and
the persecution must have continued a considerable

time previous to allow for the events mentioned in

the first chapter of Exodus. These included the build-
j

ing of two considerable cities and other labor, for which
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a period of several years seems to be required. The
name and dynasty of this king have been differently

given (Jour, of Sac. Lit. [new ser.] i, 491). Wilkinson
supposes him to have been Amosis or Ames, the first

of the eighteenth dynasty of Theban or Diospolitan
kings, and supports his view of the change of dynasty
at this time, and the accession of kings from the distant

province of Thebes, from the scriptural account of him
as " a new king that knew not Joseph"( i, 47, 7G). Lord
Prudhoe, in an able paper given by Wilkinson (i, 78),
argues that the new king was Barneses J, who was also,

according to him, the head of a new dynasty, and as

such ignorant of the history of Joseph, while it was
for Barneses II that the Israelites built the treasure

cities. According to the fragment of Manetho pre-

served by Theophilus, the new king was T<thmosis

(Bunsen, Egypt, i, G55). He is very commonly sup-
posed to have been the king who crushed the power
of the Shepherds in Egypt. From a picture on the

walls of a very interesting tomb of Roshere, " super-

intendent of the great buildings" to king Thothmes
III, Trevor (Egypt, p. 72) thinks it likely that it was
during his dynasty, the eighteenth, that the oppression

of Israel occurred, and that most likely Amosis, the

first king, was the originator of it (p. 275). Josephus
{Ant. ii, 9, 1) considers him to have been of a new
family called to the throne; but Hengstenberg (Egypt,

p. 252) argues that the appellation of " new king," in

the Bible, which is very often referred to in proof of a

change of dynasty, indicates only a disregard of the

services of Joseph, and a forgetfulness of the old affec-

tion that used to be entertained in Egypt and by its

kings for the great preserver of their country. Ac-
cording to Manetho's story of the Exodus—a story so

contradictor}' to historical truth as scarcely to be wor-

th}' of mention—the Israelites left Egypt in the reign

of Meneptah, who was great-grandson of the first Ra-

meses, and son and successor of the second. This king

is held by some Egyptologists to have reigned about

the time of the rabbinical date of the Exodus, which
is virtually the same as that which has been supposed

to be obtainable from the genealogies. There is, how-
ever, good reason to place these kings much later ; in

which case Rameses I would be the oppressor; but

then the building of Rameses could not be placed in

his reign without a disregard of Hebrew' chronology.

But the argument that there is no earlier known king

Rameses loses much of its weight when we bear in

mind that one of the sons of Aahmes, head of the eight-

eenth dynasty, who r-eigned about two hundred years

before Rameses I, bore the same name, besides that

very many names of kings of the Shepherd period, per-

haps of two whole dynasties, are unknown. Against

this one fact, which is certainly not to be disregarded,

we must weigh the general evidence of the history,

which shows us a king apparently governing a part

of Egypt, with subjects inferior to the Israelites, and

fearing' a war in the country. Like the Pharaoh of

the Exodus, he seems to have dwelt in Lower Egypt,

probably at Avaris. (When Moses went to see his

people, and slew the Egyptian, he does not seem to

have made any journey, and the burying in sand

shows that the place was in a part of Egypt, like

Goshen, encompassed by sandy deserts.) Compare
this condition with the power of the kings of the latter

part of the eighteenth and of the nineteenth dynasties :

rulers of an empire, governing a united country from

which the head of their line had driven the Shepherds.

The view that this Pharaoh was of the beginning or

middle of the eighteenth dynasty seems at first sight

extremely probable, especially if it be supposed that

the Pharaoh of Joseph was a Shepherd king. The ex-

pulsion of the Shepherds at the commencement of this

dynasty would have naturally caused an immediate or

gradual oppression of the Israelites. But it must be

remembered that what we have just said of the power

of some kings of this dynasty is almost as true of their
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predecessors. The silence of the historical monuments
is also to I e weighed, when we bear in mind how nu-

merous the gaps i re,and that we might expect many of

the events of the oppression to be re< orded even it the

exodus were not noticed. If we assign this Pharaoh to

the age before the eighteenth dynasty, which our view

of I lebrew i bronologj would probably oblige us to do,

we have -till to determine whether he wen- a Shepherd
or an Egyptian. If a shepherd, he must have been of

• '.'.i or the seventeenth dynasty; and that

1 Egyptianized does not afford any argument
against this supposition, since it appears that foreign

kings, who can only be assigned to one of these two
lines, had Egyptian names. In corroboration of this

view we quote a remarkable passage that does not

Beem otherwise explicable: "My people went down
aforetime into Eg] pi to sojourn there and the Assj r-

ian oppressed them without cause" (Isa. lii, 4) : which
may be compared with the allusions to the exodus in

a prediction of the same prophet respecting Assyria

(x. 24,26). Our inference is strengthened by the dis-

covery that kings bearing a name almost certainly an

Egyptian translation of an Assyrian or Babylonian re-

gal title an- among those apparently of the Shepherd

age in the Turin Papyrus (Lepsius, Kunigsbuch, Tafel

xviii, xix. 275, 285). According to our view of the

Hebrew chronology, the birth of Moses occurred B.C.

1738. 'I he scheme of Egyptian chronology which we
have adopted places the beginning of the sixteenth

(Shepherd i dynasty in B.C. 1755, and it would there-

fore be under the reign ot one of the firsl kings of this

dynasty,whose names art: unknown, that the persecution

of the Israelites began.

4. The Pharaoh of Moses's Exile.—It is often sup-

posed that the Pharaoh who ruled Egypt at the birth

of Moses i- the same Pharaoh who ruled it when Mo-
ses fled into Midian ( I'.xod. ii, 15). There is nothing
in the narrative of Scripture to lead us to this conclu-

sion, though it may possibly have been the case. The
probabilities, however, seem to point Ihe other way.
"We have allowed about eight years of his reign to

have elapsed prior to the birth of Moses, who at the

period of Bight was forty years of age (Acts vii,23).

'I he monarch, therefore, if the same, must have reigned

forty-eight years, which is an unusual length. (The
entire 16th dynasty of thirty-two kings seems to have
lasted Put H2 years.) The jealousy also with which
Moses was regarded by this Pharaoh seems to indicate

that he did not stand towards him in the relation of

his grandfather by adoption. The view is further

confirmed by the intimation in I'.xod. iv. 19, which
seems to tell us that the Pharaoh who SOllght Moses's

life lived nearly to the time of his return into Egypt,
a period <if forty years. If this were so. it is impossi-

ble for this king to have been the monarch who began
the persecution of Israel. We prefer, therefore, to re-

gard him as different, and as probably chosen by adop-
tion, to continue the succession of a childless family.

We would make the year during his reign at the flight

of Moses to have been P..< '. Kins, and his att< mpt upon
the life of the great lawgiver is the only event of bis

reign recorded in Scripture.

5. The Pharaoh of the Exode.—The Pharaoh in

whose reign the deliverance of the Israelites was
achieved would appear to have succeeded to the throne
not very long lief,, re the return of Moses to Egypt af-

ter his forty yen--' sojourn in M'clian (Exod. iv, 19).

His relationship to his predecessor is not told us. but
he was probably of the same dynasty, and carried on
the traditional policy of a grinding oppression of the

isr telites. We do not read ot am effort of his to re-

duce the numbers of that nation . he seems rather to

have looked on their numbers as an additional source

of grandeur and power to Egypt by an enforced sys-

tem of 1., I,or. The name of this Pharaoh is very vari-

ously related. Wilkinson supposes him to have been
///. the fourth or fifth monarch, aco rding

to him, of the eighteenth dynasty of Theban or Dios-
politan kings; while Manetho, according to Africanus,
makes him to have been . I >«•;•. the first of that line of
monarch-: and lord Prudhoe would have him to have
been Pthahmen, the last of that dynasty (Wilkinson,
Egypt, i. 31,41, 81 I. Ptolemy, the priest of Mendis,
agrees in opinion with Manetho

| Bunsen, Egypt, i, 90).
Various reasons an- given in the Journal oj Sacred
Literatun (new ser. i,490) for supposing him to have
been Sethoa II. Respecting the time of this king, we
can only be sure that he was reigningfor about a year
or more before the exodus, which we place B.t '. 1658.

His acts -how u> a man at once impious and super-
stitious, alternately rebelling and submitting. At lirst

he seems to have thought that hi- magicians could
work the same wonders as Moses and Aaron, yet even
then he begged that the frogs might he taki n away,
and to the end he prayed that a plague might I e re-

moved, promising a concession to the Israelites, and
as soon as he was respited failed to keep bis word.
This is not strange in a character principally influ-

enced by fear, and history abounds in parallels to Pha-
raoh. His vacillation only ended when he lost his

army in the Red Sea, and the Israelites were finally

delivered out of his hand. Whether he himself was
di'ow tied has I e, n consider! d matter of uncertainty, as

it is not so stated in the account of the exodus. An-
other passage, however, appears to affirm it | l'-a.

exxxvi, 15). It seems to be too great a latitude of

criticism either to argue that the expression in this

passage indicates the overthrow, hut t ot the death of

the king, especially as the Hebrew expression "shook
Off" or 'threw in" is very literal, or that it is only
a strong Slumitie expression. Besides, throughout
the preceding history his end is foreshadowed, and is.

perhaps, positively foretold in Exod. ix, 15; though
this passage may In- rendered. "For now I might have
stretched out my hand, and might have .-mitten tl ee

and thy people with pestilence; and thou wouldest
have been cut off from the earth." as I y Kalisch {Com-
mentary, ad loc. |, instead of as in the A. A".

Although we have already stated cur reasons for

abandoning the theory that places the exodus under
the nineteenth dynasty, it may he well to notice an
additional and conclusive argument for rejecting as

unhistorical the tale preserved by Manetho, which
make- Meneptah, the son of Rameses II. the Pharaoh
in whose reign the Israelites left Egypt. This tale

was commonly current in Egypt, hut it must I e re-

marked that the historian gives it i nly on the author-

ity of tradition. M. Marictto's recent discoveries have
added to the evidence we already hail on the subject.

In this story the secret of the success ofthe rebels was
that they had allotted to them by An enophis. or

Meneptah, the city of Avaris, formerly held by the

Shepherds, hut then in nuns. That the pei
| le to

whom this place was given were working in the <|iu.r-

ries east of the Nile i- enough of it-elf to throti a doubt
on the narrative, for there appear to have been no quar-

ries north of those opp, site Memphis, fr< m w hi, h A\ a-

ris was distant nearly the whole length ofthe Helta:

hut when it is found that this very king, as well as his

father, adorned the gnat temple of Avaris, the story

i- -cell to he e--i ntiallx false. Yet it i- Hot ill;) r, I a-

ble that some i nlamity occurred about this time, w ith

which the Egyptians wilfully or ignorantly confounded
the exodus : if they did so ignorantly, there would be

an argument that this event took place during the

I period, which was probably in after-times

an obscure part ofthe annals of Egypt. 'I he charac-

ter of this Pharaoh finds its parallel among the Assyr-

ians rather than the Egyptians. The impiety ofthe

oppressor and that of Sennacherib are remarkably
similar, though Sennacherib seem- to have been more
resolute in his resistance than Pharaoh. 'I his rest m-
1,lance is not to I verlookc.l. especially as it -coins

to indicate an idiosyncrasy <.<( the Assyrians and kin-
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dred nations, for national character was more marked

in antiquity than it is now in most peoples, doubtless

because isolation was then general and is now special.

Thus, the Egyptian monuments show us a people

highly reverencing their gods, and even those of other !

nations, the most powerful kings appearing as suppli-

ants in the representations of the temples and tombs.

In the Assyrian sculptures, on the contrary, the kings

are seen rather as protected by the gods than as wor-

shipping them ; so that we understand how in such a

country the famous decree of Darius, which Daniel

disobeyed, could be enacted. Again, the Egyptians

do not seem to have supposed that their enemies were

supported by gods hostile to those of Egypt, whereas

the Assyrians considered their gods as more powerful

than those of the nations they subdued. This is im-

portant in connection with the idea that at least one

of the Pharaohs of the oppression was an Assyrian.

The idolatry of Egypt appears to have arrived at its

height in the time of this monarch. We see evidences

of a great difference between the religious system of

this period and of the time of Joseph's Pharaoh.

At both periods indeed we read of the "magician

and wise men of Egypt," but it by no means follows

that because the names are the same the part dis-

charged by them was identical in the two periods.

Besides, we read in the later period (Exod. vii, 11) of

an order of men (sorcerers, C1 S 1i'? ,w) apparently un-

known in the earlier. These men supported their au-

thority and doctrine by claims to miraculous power

(ver. 11), whether we suppose them to have executed

their feats merely by a skilful system of jugglery

and sleight of hand, or, as many think, by diabolical

aid. The authority of the God of Israel, acknowl-

edged by the earlier Pharaoh, is by this king scorn-

fully renounced, and a vast system of polytheism, em-
bracing the famous worship of sacred animals, is firmly

established as the religion of Egypt (v, 2 ; xii, 12

;

viii, 2G). This was the suitable time chosen by God,

when a great monarch ruled over the greatest empire

of its time, which had brought to full development the

idolatry by it widely propagated, to read a lesson to

the Gentile world on the feebleness of idols as com-

pared to him.

Before speaking of the later Pharaohs we may men-
tion a point of weight in reference to the identification

of these earlier ones. The accounts of the campaigns

of the Pharaohs of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
twentieth dynasties have not been found to contain

any reference to the Israelites. Hence it might be

supposed that in their days, or at least during the

greater part of the time, the Israelites were not yet in

the Promised Land. There is, however, an almost

equal silence as to the Canaanitish nations. The land

itself, Kanana or Kanaan, is indeed mentioned as in-

vaded, as well as those of Kheta and Amar, referring

to the Hittites and Amorites ; but the latter two must

have been branches of those nations seated in the val-

ley of the Orontes. A recently discovered record of

'1 hotlimes III, published by M. de Rouge in the Revue

Archeologique (Nov. 1861, p. 344 sq), contains many
names of Canaanitish towns conquered by that king,

but not one recognised as Israelitish. These Canaan-
itish names are, moreover, on the Israelitish borders,

not in the heart of the country. It is interesting that

a great battle is shown to have been won by this king

at Megiddo. It seems probable that the Egyptians

either abstained from attacking the Israelites from a

recollection of the calamities of the exodus, or that

they were on friendly terms. It is very remarkable

that the Egyptians were granted privileges in the law

(Deut. xxiii, 7), and that Shishak, the first king of

Egypt after the exodus whom we know to have in-

vaded the Hebrew territories, was of foreign extrac-

tion, if not actually a foreigner.

6. Pharaoh, (he Father-in-hw of Mered. — In the

genealogies of the tribe of Judah, mention is made of

the daughter of a Pharaoh married to an Israelite

:

" Bithiah, the daughter of Pharaoh, which Mered took"

(1 Chron. iv, 18). That the name Pharaoh here prob-

ably designates an Egyptian king we have already

shown, and observed that the date of Mered is doubt-

ful, although it is likely that he lived before, or not

much after, the exodus. See Bithiah. It may be

added that the name, Miriam, of one of the family of

Mered (ver. 17), apparently his sister, or perhaps a

daughter by Bithiah, suggests that this part of the

genealogies may refer to about the time of the exodus.

This marriage may tend to aid us in determining the

age of the sojourn in Egypt. It is perhaps less probable

that an Egyptian Pharaoh would have given his daugh-
ter in marriage to an Israelite, than that a Shepherd
king would have done so, before the oppression. But
Bithiah may have been taken in war after the exodus,

by the surprise of a caravan, or in a foray. Others,

however, bring down this event to the times of or near

those of David. It was then the policy of the Pha-
raohs to ally themselves with the great families whose
power lay between Egypt and Assyria, as we know
from the intermarriages of Hadad and Solomon with

the Egyptian dynasty. The most interesting feature

connected with this transaction is the name, Bithiah

(daughter of Jehovah), given to the daughter of Pha-

raoh. It exhibits the true faith of Israel as exerting

its influence abroad, and gaining proselytes even in

the royal house of idolatrous Egypt. See Mered.
7. Pharaoh, the Protector of Hadad.—With the ex-

ception of the preceding Pharaoh, whose date is doubt-

ful, there is a long silence in Jewish history as to the

kings of Egypt. During the period of the judges, and

throughout the reigns of Saul and David, they had

apparently neither entered into alliance nor made war
with the Israelites. If such an event had happened, it

is probable that some mention would have been made
of it. It does not follow from this that during this pe-

riod they had made no wars nor effected any conquests

to the east of Egypt, for the seaboard of Canaan, which

Israel did not during this time occupy, seems to have

been a usual passage for the Egyptian armies in their

eastern wars. But the silence of Scripture points to

the probability that for this long period Egypt did not

occupy the commanding position of the earlier or the

later Pharaohs. Intestine divisions and dynastic quar-

rels may during a great portion of it have retained the

Egyptians within their proper borders, satisfied if they

were not assailed by foreign nations. In the reign of

David we incidentally find notice of a Pharaoh who
received with distinction Hadad the Edomite fleeing

from Joab, and gave him his sister-in-law for wife (1

Kings xi, 15-22). We find this Pharaoh ruling from

about the twentieth year of David's reign to its close,

i. e. from about B.C."i033 to B.C. 1013. His reign per-

haps came to an end soon after David's death, as Sol-

omon's father-in-law is thought to have been another

Pharaoh. His treatment of Hadad, a bitter enemy

of David, and with strong reason so, was certainly an

unfriendly act towards the latter, but it does not seem

to have been attended by any ulterior consequences.

No war ensued between Egypt and Israel, and Pha-

raoh made no attempt to restore Hadad to the throne

of Edom. When this latter, upon David's death,

sought to return home, evidently with the intention of

disturbing the reign of Solomon in its commencement,

Pharaoh was apparently opposed to his return, very

probably from a disinclination to favor any step which

might involve him in unpleasant relations with the

powerful kingdom of Israel, then at the height of its

greatness. Probably in the first part of this account

the fugitives took refuge in an Egyptian mining-sta-

tion in the peninsula of Sinai, and so obtained guides

to conduct them into Egypt. There they were re-

ceived in accordance with the Egyptian policy, but

with the especial favor that saems to have been shown
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about this time towards the eastern neighbors of the

Pharaohs, which may reasonably be supposed to have

led to the establishment of the twenty-second dynasty

of foreign extraction. For the identification of this

Pharaoh we have chronological indications, and the

name of his wife. Unfortunately, however, the his-

tory of Egypt at this time is extremely obscure, nei-

ther the monuments nor Manetho giving us clear in-

formation as to the kings. It appears that towards

the latter part of the twentieth dynasty the high-

priests of Amen, the god of Thebes, gained great pow-

er, and at last supplanted the Rameses family, at least

in Upper E :\ pt. At the same time a line of Tanitic

kings, Manetho's twenty-first dynasty, sterns to have

ruled in Lower Egypt. The feeble twentieth dynasty

was probably soon extinguished, but the priest-rulers

and theTanites appear to have reigned contemporane-

ously, until they were both succeeded by the Bubastites

of the twenty-second dynasty, of whom Sheshonk I, the

Shiskak of the Bible, was the first. The monuments
have preserved the names of several of the high-

priests, perhaps all, and probably of some of the Ta-

nites; but it is a question whether Manetho's Tanitic

line docs not include some of the former, and we have

no means of testing the accuracy of its numbers. It

ma}r be reasonably supposed thai the Pharaoh or Pha-

raohs spoken of in the Bible as ruling in the time of

David and Solomon were Tanites, as Tanis was near-

est to the [sraelitish territory. We have therefore to

compare the chronological indications of Scripture

with the list of this dynasty. Shishak must have be-

gun to reign in the twenty-fifth year of Solomon (B.C.

989). The conquest of Edom probably took place

some fifty years earlier. It may therefore be inferred

that Uadad tied to a king of Egypt who may have

ruled at least twenty-five years, probably ceasing to

govern before Solomon married the daughter of a Pha-

raoh early in his reign ; for it seems unlikely that the

protector of David's enemy would have given his

daughter to Solomon, unless he were a powerless king,

which it appears was not the case with Solomon's fa-

ther-in-law . 'Ibis would give a reign of twenty-five

years, or 25 +z separated from the close of the d\ nasty

by a period of twenty-four or twenty-live years. Ac-

cording to African us. the list ofthe twenty-first dynasty

is as follows: Smendes, 26 years ; Psusennes, 46; Neph-

elcheres, I
;
Amenothis, 9; Osochor, 6; Psinaches, 9;

Psusennes, 14 ; but Eusebius gives the second king 41,

and the last 35 years, and his numbers make up the

sum of lijO years, which Africanus and he agree in as-

signing to the dynasty, although the true sum seems

to be 109 years. If we take the numbers of Eusebius,

Osochor would probably be the Pharaoh to whom Ua-
dad led, and Psusennes II the father-in-law of Solo-

mon; but the numbers of Africanus would substitute

Psusennes I, and probably Psinaches. We cannot,

i be sure that the reigns did not overlap, or

were not separated by intervals, and the numbers are

not to be considered trustworthy until tested by the

monuments. The royal names of the period have

been searched in vain for any one resembling Tahpa-

nes. If the Egyptian equivalent to the similar geo-

graphical name Tahpanhes, etc., were known, we
might have some clew to that of this queen. See
1 .\'ir win.- ; 1 \iii-i \i>.

8. Pharaoh,thi Father-in-law of Solomon.— In the

narrative of the beginning of Soli n's reign, after the

account of the deaths of Adonijah, Joab, and Shimi i.

and the deprivation of Abiathar, we read: "And the

kingdom was established in the hand of Solomon. And
Soloi made affinity with Pharaoh king of Egypt,
and took Pharaoh's daughter, and brought her into the

city of I 'avid, nui il he bad made an end of building his

own house, and the house of the Lord, and the wall of

Jerusalem round about" (1 Bongs ii, 46; iii. 1 i. The
even is mentioned before the marriage belong altogether

to the verj commencement of Solomon's reign

ling the matter of Shimei. which, extending through
three years, is carried mi to ii- completion. 1 he men-
tion thai the queen was brought into the city of David
while Solomon's house, and the Temple, and the city-

wall were building, shows thai the marriage took place

not later than the eleventh year of the kin";, when the

Temple was finished, having been commenced in the

fourth year (vi. 1,87, 38). It is also evident that this

alliance was before Solomon's falling away into idolatry

(iii, 3), of which the Egyptian queen does not seem to

have been one of the causes. From this chronological

indication ii appears that the marriage must have taken

place between about twenty-four and eleven years be-

fore Shishak's accession. It must be recollected that it

seems certain that Solomon's father-in-law was not the

Pharaoh who was reigning when Uadad left Egypt
Both Pharaohs, as already shown, cannot yet be identi-

fied in M anetho's list See Pharaoh's Daughter,
'Ibis Pharaoh led an expedition into Palestine, which

is thus incidentally mentioned, where the building of

Gezer by Solomon is recorded :
" Pharaoh king of Egypt

had gone up, and taken Gezer, and burnt it with tire,

and slain the Cauaaniles that dwelt in the city, and

given ii [for] a present unto bis daughter, Solomon's

(

wife" (ix, 1G). This is a very curious historical cir-

cumstance, for it shows thai in the reign of David or

Solomon, more probably the latter, an Egyptian king,

apparently on terms of friendship with the [sraelitish

monarch, conducted an expedition into Palestine, and
besieged and captured a Canaanitish city. This oc-

currence warns us against the supposition that similar

expeditions could not have occurred in earlier times

without a war with the Israelites, lis incidental men-
tion also shows the danger of interring, from the sil( nee

of Scripture as to any such earlier expedition, that noth-

ing of the kind took place.

This Pharaoh we suppose to have reigned over all

Egypt, but he does not appear to have had any posses-

sions in Asia. The kingdom of Israel, we are told,

stretched to the land of the Philistines and the border

ol Egypt ii Kings iv, 21 i,so that Egypt seems to have
been strictly confined on the eastward by Philistia and
Canaan. His expedition to and capture of Gezer was
the capture of a city hitherto independent both of him
and Solomon, and over which he retained no authority

(l Kings ix. 15, 16). The kingdom of Israel was at ibis

time "(greater extent and power than that of Egypt,
so that the alliance with Solomon would be courted by
Pharaoh, and seems to have been productive ol great

commercial advantages both to Egypt and Israel 1

1

Kin sx,28,29; 2 Chron. i, 16, 17). It is the first direct

intercourse of which we are with certainty inform* d be-

tween these two kingdoms since the time ol the exodus.

It is most likely that Pharaoh's daughter, married to

Solomon in the opening of his reign, and when his zeal

for Jehovah and his worship was at ii- height, was her-

self a convert io the faith of Solomon t 1 Kings iii. l :;i.

lie would scarcely at this period of bis life have mar-
iit. 1 an idolatress, and in the Bithiah of an uncertain

date we have already seen some evidence of the influ-

ence of true religion on the royal house of Pharaoh.

Nor can we readily suppose thai the Song of Solomon,
ei nl de matic of the union of Christ ami his Church, was
founded on any other than the marriage ol Solomon

with a daughter of the true faith. To what extent this

good influence may have spread in the family of Pha-

raoh can be only matter of conjecture, [fit had pre-

vailed to any great extent it may have partly led to

the change of dynasty which we have reason to believe

took place ill Egypt during the reign of Solomon. Any
ti ndt ncy towards truth, ii ii existed in the roj al house,

was not shared by the priesthood or people of Egypt,
v i,.> were firmly wedded to their debased system of

idolatrj

.

This Egyptian alliance i- the first indication, how-
e\ er, after the days of Moses, of that leaning to Egypt
ivhi li was distinctly forbidden in the law, and produced
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the most disastrous consequences in later times. The
native kings of Egypt and the Ethiopians readily sup-

ported the Hebrews, and were unwilling to make war

upon them, but they rendered them mere tributaries, and

exposed them to the enmity of the kings of Assyria. If

the Hebrews did not incur a direct punishment for their

leaning to Egypt, still this act must have weakened their

trust in the divine favor, and paralyzed their efforts to

defend the country against the Assyrians and their party.

The next kings of Egypt mentioned in the ]?ible are

Shishak, probably Zerah, and So. The first and second

of these were of the twenty-second dynasty, if the iden-

tification of Zerah with Userken be accepted, and the

third was doubtless one of the two Shebeks of the twen-

ty-fifth dynasty, which was of Ethiopians. The twen-

ty-second dynasty was a line of kings of foreign ori-

gin, who retained foreign names, and it is noticeable

that Zerah is called a Gushite in the Bible (2 Chron.

xiv, 9 ; comp. xvi, 8). Shebek was probably also a for-

eign name. The title '• Pharaoh" is probably not once

given to these kings in the Bible, because they were

not Egyptians, and did not bear Egyptian names. The
Shepherd kings, it must be remarked, adopted Egyp-
tian names, and therefore some of the earlier sovereigns

called Pharaohs in the Bible may be conjectured to have

been Shepherds notwithstanding that they bear this ti-

tle. See Shishak; So; Zkrah.
9. Pharaoh, the Opponent of Sennacherib.—It is not

at all certain that the name used for so many centuries

for the supreme ruler of Egypt was ever again correct-

ly used by itself'to designate a particular king of Egypt.

The Pharaoh of whom we read in the reign of Heze-

kiah as the rival of the Assyrian Sennacherib (2 Kings
xviii, 21 ; Isa. xxxvi, 9), is, indeed, simply called Pha-
raoh, but this title is not given him by the sacred his-

torian, but by the Assyrian general Rabshakeb. Pha-
raoh is still, indeed, used as the generic title of Egyp-
tian royalty (Isa. xix, 11), when no individual king-

is intended, but when particular kings are meant the

Scriptures join to Pharaoh a second title, as Pharaoh-

Necho, Pharaoh-Hophra. This may have been Jose-

phus's reason for his statement (Ant. viii, 6, 2) that

after the father-in-law of Solomon no king of Egypt
used this name. The Jewish historian was too well

acquainted with Scripture not to have known of the

title in connection with a second name, and he therefore

meant probably that it was never again used by itself

as the title of Egyptian royalty. The king of whom
we are now speaking reigned in the fourteenth year of

Hezekiah, i. e. about B.C. 713, and was the contempo-

rary of Tirhakah king of Ethiopia, and of Sennacherib

king of Assyria. This latter synchronism depends,

however, on the correctness of the present Hebrew
text, which some suppose to have been corrupted, and

that it was Sargon and not Sennacherib who invaded

Judtea in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah (Joum. <>f

Sacr. Lit. Oct. 1858; Jan." 1863). The comparison of

Pharaoh in the above passages to a broken reed is re-

markable, as the common hieroglyphics for "king," re-

stricted to Egyptian sovereigns, Su-ten, strictly a title

of the ruler of Upper Egypt, commence with a bent

reed, which is an ideographic symbolical sign proper to

this word, and is sometimes used alone without any
phonetic complement. This Pharaoh can only be the

Sethos whom Herodotus mentions as the opponent of

Sennacherib, and who may reasonably be supposed to

be the Zet of Manetho, the last king of his twenty-third

dynasty. Tirhakah, as an Ethiopian, whether then

ruling in Egypt or not, is, like So, apparently not called

Pharaoh. See Tirhakah.
10. Pharaoh-Necho.—He was king of Egypt during

the reigns of Josiah, Jehoahaz, and Jehoiakim, kings

of Judah (2 Kings xxiii, 29-34). We do not read of

him in Scripture until the last year of Josiah's reign,

B.C. 609. How long before this he may have been king

of Egypt the Bible gives us no help in ascertaining.

It mentions him as still reigning in the fourth year of

VIII.—

E

king Jehoiakim, i. e. B.C. 606 (Jer. xlvi, 2), and from 2

Kings xxiv, 7 it seems probable that he continued to

reign for a considerable time after this. In the Bible

his name is written Neko, 133, and Nekoh, !"I35, and

in hieroglyphics Neku. This king was of the Sa'itic

twenty-sixth dynasty, of which Manetho makes him
either the fifth ruler (Africanus) or the sixth (Eusebi-

us). Herodotus calls him Nekus, and assigns to him a

reign of sixteen years, which is confirmed by the mon-
uments. According to this historian, he was the son of

1'samnietichus I; this the monuments do not corrobo-

rate. Dr. Brugsch says that he married Xit-Akcrt,

Nitocris, daughter of Psammetichus I and queen She-
puntepet, who appears, like her mother, to have been
the heiress of an Egyptian royal line, and supposes that

he was the son of Psammetichus by another wife (see

Hist. (VEyypte. p. 252 ; comp. 248). If he married Nito-

cris, he may have been called by Herodotus by mistake

the son of Psammetichus.

The father of Necho had already distinguished him-
self by the siege and capture from the Assyrians of the

strong town of Ashdod, which had been taken from the

Egyptians in the reign of Sargon (Herod, ii, 157; Isa.

xx, 1). In the decline of the Assyrian empire Egypt
ventured once more beyond her eastern confines, and
indulged in the hope of universal domination. Necho
in the commencement of his reign prepared to carry out

to completion his father's ambitious designs, and it was
in this endeavor that he came into contact with the

kingdom of Judah, and so finds a place in Scripture

history. Claiming an oracle from the true God, he ad-

vanced an Egyptian army against the town of Carche-

mish on the Euphrates, then apparently under the do-

minion of the king of Assyria (2 Chron. xxxv, 21; 2

Kings xxiii, 29). There seems to be no doubt that

Necho's claim to this oracle was sincere, and that he real-

ly thought himself commissioned to go to war with Assy-

ria. How far this may indicate a true knowledge of God
on Necho's part it is difficult to determine. Yet it can

scarcely be understood as more than a conviction that the

war was predestined, for it ended in the destruction of

Necho's army and the curtailment of his empire. Jo-

siah, however, influenced perhaps by an alliance with

Assyria, or dreading the rising ambition of Egypt, dis-

puted the march of Pharaoh's army. In vain the lat-

ter, evidently most unwilling to come into collision with

Josiah, entreated him not to oppose him, and pleaded

the oracle of him whom he would appear, in common
with Josiah, to have recognised as the true God. At
Megiddo (now Lejjiin). a town not far from the coast-line

of Palestine, so frequently the passage of great armies in

the old wars of Asia, Josiah encountered the armies of

Egypt, and his death on this occasion formed the sub-

ject of lamentations among his people long after it took

place. Without pausing upon his march, or returning

back to attack Jerusalem, Pharaoh seems to have passed

on with all haste to accomplish his original design of

capturing Carchemish, which commanded one of the

ordinary fords of the Euphrates, and thus of meeting

and conquering the king of Assyria in his own domin-

ions. In this great expedition he was entirely success-

ful. He took Carchemish, and retained possession of

the countries between Egypt and the Euphrates until

the rising power of Babylon under the great Nebuchad-

nezzar met and overthrew the Egyptian army four

years afterwards at Carchemish, and forced them back

into their own land. Returning from the Euphrates,

he treated Judsea as a conquered country, and exercised

over it the same absolute authority which the Babylo-

nians ilid immediately after him. Sending for Jehoa-

haz to Riblah in the land of Hamath, on the Orontes,a

favorite camping-ground for the great armies of that

period (Robinson, hit,!. Res. iii. 545\ he placed him there

in bonds for a time after a brief reign of three months.

This he seems to have done because he was not con-

sulted in the choice of a king. On his farther march
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homeward. Necho entered aa a conqueror into Jerusa-

lem, placed the brother of Jehoahaz on the throne, and

put the land to tribute. He then seems to have re-

turned i" Egypt, carrying with him the dethroned king

of Judah, who died in the land of Ids captivity. The
expedition of Necho, which Scripture describes as hav-

ing been made against tin- king of Assyria, Josephus

Bays was directed against the Medes and Babylonians,

who had at this time, according to him, captured Nin-

eveh ( int. \. 5; see Rawlinson's Herod, i, 118. He-

rodotus mentions this battle, relating that Necho made
war against the Syrians, ami defeated them at Magdo-

lus, after which he k Cadytis,"a large city of Syria"'

(ii. 159 i. There can be no reasonable doubt that Mag-

dolus is Megiddo, and not the Egyptian town of thai

name [see Migdol], but the identification of Cadytis is

difficult. It has been conjectured to be Jerusalem, and

its name has been supposed to correspond to the ancient

title, "the Holy," m""n. but it is elsewhere men-

tinned by Herodotus as a great coast-town of Palestine

near Egypt (iii, 5), and ii has therefore been supposed

to be Gaza. The difficulty that Gaza is not beyond

Megiddo would perhaps be removed if Herodotus be

thought to have confounded Megiddo with the Egyp-

tian Magdolus, or we may understand the term "coast"

here used in a wide sense. (See Sir Gardner Wilkin-

son's note to Herod, ii. 159, ed. Rawlinson.) It seems

possible that Cadytis is the Hittite city Ketesh, on the

((routes, which was the chief stronghold in Syria of

those captured by the kings of the eighteenth and nine-

teenth dynasties. The Greek historian adds that Ne-

cho dedicated the dress he wore on these occasions to

Apollo at the temple of Branchidse (I. <:).

The power Of Egypt tinder Necbo at this period of

bis reign was very great From the composition of the

army which he led tot iarchemish and left there in gar-

rison (Jer. xlvi. 9), we gather that Ethiopia and Libya

were at this time a part of his dominions. Eastward

of Egypt his power extended to the (ireat River, and

the Lydians. if not his subjects, were in strict lea-tie

with him. This was the period of the fall of Assyria,

and Egypt for a time succeeded to its rule on the west

of the Euphrates (Wilkinson, i, 157). 'Ibis was ihat

time of boasting in its military successes which Jere-

miah describes in eh. xlvi. and he lakes occasion from it

to predict the approaching overthrow of Egypt When
this laud • rose up like a flood, and he .-aid, I will go

up, and will cover the earth," the prophet in plain words

spoke of approaching defeat in battle and utter humilia-

tion as a nation. The power of Necho to the east of

Egypt only lasted about four years. In the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, Nebuchadnezzar, having conquered

Nineveh, had leisure to turn his arms against Egypt
Ai Oarchemish, which Necho had wrested from the As-

syrians, the Babylonian army conquered that of Egypt
Whether Necho was present at this contest does not

appear. It- issue was that he was driven out of Asia

and came into il no more (2 Kings xxiv. 7). It would

seem to have been at a later period, however, that the

uller humiliation of Egypt described by Jeremiah took

place, ii _i, the battle of Carchemish was one of those

decisive conflicts which changed for a period the his-

tory of the world. The strength of Necho'- armies

seems not to have lain in the native Egyptians, but in

foreigners, whether subjects, allies, or mi rcenaries. They
were Ethiopians, Libyans, and Lydians who fought « ith

Nebuchadnezzar. Wilkinson place- the death of Necho
shortly before the captivity of Jehoiakim (i. 167). It

i- not certain, however, that Jehoiakim was carried

away captive by Nebuchadnezzar. The book ••( Kings
makes no mention of Buch an occurrence'. Josephus
state- that he was put to death at Jerusalem < l»'. x. 6,

3). The second book of Chronicles only says (xx.wi,

Co that he was put into fetters for the purpose of being

brought to Babylon, [f Josephus's account is true, this

purpose was not put into execution. Necho js famous

in history for other besides bis military exploits. The
celebrated canal of Sue/, according to Herodotus (ii,

158 : Bee Wilkinson, i. 70 I, was ci mpletcd by this king.

He is also stand by this historian to have circumnavi-

gated Africa, a performance the credibility of which is

disputed by him for the very reason that makes it to

modem readers all but certainly true (Herod, iv, 62;
see Wilkinson, i. 160; Sir (

'. Lewi-. Astronomy of the

l orients, p. 317). Si e Necho.
11. Pharaoh-Hophra.—1bia i- the last of the Pha-

raohs of whom mention i, made in the Bible. He is

introduced to our notice in connection with the i Ii sing

period of the Jewish monarchy, as attempting to ward
off from ( rod's people thejudgments brought upon them
for their sins at the hand of Nebuchadm :zar (Jer.

xxxvii, 7). He was on the throne of Egypt in the

ninth year of the reign of Zedekiah (2 Kings xxv, I),

i. e. about !'..<
'. 590, continued to reign when Ji rnsali m

had been taken by the Babylonians, B.C. 588, and was
to continue reigning until a signal destruction should

fall upon him. ami In- was to sutler the loss of life at the

hand of his enemii - (Jer. xliv, 30), a prediction fulfilled

about five years subsequently in the invasion of Egypt
by Nebuchaduezzar.alH.iii B.C. 582 (Josephus, \i>t. \.

'.'. 7). He ascended the throne about B.C.

reigned for a period of nineteen years; bm Eusebius,

according to Syncellus. makes his reign to have lasted

twenty-five years (Bunsen, Egypt, i. 640 .

This Pharaoh is generally considered to have been

the Apries or Vaphres tin hieroglyphic [Vak-lp^ra-
hiih) of whom an account is given in Herodotus ami

Diodorus (Wilkinson, i. 168; Lewis. Astronomy of ike

. I in-'it ni.-: p. 317). He was, according to thi

historian, the son of Psammis, .and the grandson of

Pharaoh-Necho, and enjoyed a fortunate reign of twen-

ty-five years (ii, clxi). Wilkinson (i, 179) is doubtful

whether he is the same person as Psammetichus III.

Bunsen considers him to have been the fourth king of

the twenty-sixth dynasty | Egypt, i. 16 1 1. < >f Pharaoh-

Necho we are told that alter hi- defeat by Nebuchad-
nezzar be came forth out of Egypt no more: but Pha-
raoh-Hophra had recovered strength sufficient to enable

him to meet the armies of Babylon out of hi- own coun-

try. At the time we read of him in Scripture he was

in intimate alliance with Zedekiah. and il w as doubtll SS

in -real part owing to hi- reliance upon Egypt that the

infatuated king of Judah ventured to enter upon that

contest with Nebuchadnezzar which terminated in the

famous captivity of seventy years in Babylon. The
pride of this Pharaoh wa- excessive. Ezekiel ixxix.

3) compares him to a great dragon lying in the midst

of bis rivers, and saying. "My river i- mine own. and 1

have made il for myself." much as his successful antag-

onist Nebuchadnezzar gloried in the contemplation of

Babylon. Influenced by an opinion of Pharaoh's pow< r.

and stimulated in all likelihood by promises of aid, Zed-

ekiah rebelled against i he Babylonians, and drew on that

siege of Jerusalem which after two years resulted in its

capture i

•_' Kings xxv. 1 3). The narrative of ibis

event in Kings is very concise, but the fuller accounts

In Jeremiah bring before us a temporary suspension of

the siege caused by the advance of Pharaoh-Hophra
with an Egyptian army to relieve Zedekiah (Jer.

xxxvii, 5 12). It is quite plain from Jeremiah that

the siege wa- abandoned for a time and the Babylonian

army withdraw n from Jerusalem, so as to allow free in-

tercourse between the city ami the surrounding coun-

try: hut whether the Chaldsean army withdrew before

i he advancing army of Egypt or advanced against it is

not agreed on. Josephus i.l»/. x. 7. .".
> expressly stales

that Nebuchadnezzar on hearing of the march of the

Egyptians broke up from before Jerusalem, met the

Egyptians on their advance, conquered them in battle,

drove them out of Syria, and then returned to I he siege

of Jerusalem. Some, however, think that the Baby-

lonians retreated from before the Egyptians, who on

this occasion look Gaza, Sidon, and Tyre (Trevor,
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Egypt, p. 321). Looking simply to the scriptural ac-

count, the case appears to stand thus: On hearing of the

rebellion of Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar despatched a

force against Jerusalem, but without accompanying it

himself. This force was sufficient to shut up Zedekiah

within the city, but was not able to meet the Egyptian

army in the field. This is the partial siege which is

spoken of in Jer. xxxvii, 5-11, in which nothing is said

of Nebuchadnezzar's presence. On the approach of

Pharaoh- Hophra the Chaldaean army, unequal to the

conflict, retired before him, and he advanced unopposed.

This was probably in the eighth year of Zedekiah.

That Pharaoh came to Jerusalem we are not told.

Probably on hearing of the raising of the siege he

judged it unnecessary, and took the easier coast-line

towards Syria (Jer. xlvii, 1). Nebuchadnezzar, made
aware of the retreat of his army, now advanced with

his entire force (Jer. xxxix. 1). laid siege to Jerusalem

in the ninth year of Zedekiah, and took it in the elev-

enth year. That the Egyptians and Babylonians met
on this occasion in battle is not stated in the Bible.

We think it probable from Jer. xxxvii, 7, that on hear-

ing of Nebuchadnezzar's approach with the entire army
of Babylon, the Egyptians retired without a contest and

left Jerusalem to its fate (see Rawlinson's Herodotus, i,

423). Pharaoh-IIophra continued to be king of Egypt
after the overthrow of Zedekiah (Jer. xliv, 30), and he

and his land were the refuge of those Jews who, con-

trary to God's command to remain in their own land

after the general captivity, preferred a course of their

own. They expected peace beneath the shadow of

Egypt, trusting in the power of Pharaoh, who seems

till then to have enjoyed great prosperity. But in this

they were to be disappointed. Pharaoh was himself to

be delivered "into the hands of those who sought his

life," of which Herodotus gives an account (ii, 169)

;

at the very entry of Pharaoh's palace in Taphanes the

Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar was to set his throne and
spread his pavilion (Jer. xliii, 10) j and henceforth

Egypt was to descend in the scale of nations, and to

become the meanest among kingdoms. Herodotus re-

lates how he attacked Sidon, and fought a battle at sea

with the king of Tyre, until at length an army which
he had despatched to conquer Cyrene was routed, and
the Egyptians, thinking he had purposely caused its

overthrow to gain entire power, no doubt by substi-

tuting mercenaries for native troops, revolted, and set

up Amasis as king. Apries, only supported by the Ca-
rian and Ionian mercenaries, was routed in a pitched

battle. Herodotus remarks in narrating this, li It is

said that Apries believed that there was not a god who
could cast him down from his eminence, so firmly did

he think that he had established himself in his king-

dom." He was taken prisoner, and Amasis for a while

treated him with kindness, but when the Egyptians
blamed him, " he gave Apries over into the hands of his

former subjects, to deal with as they chose. Then the

Egyptians ttiokhim and strangled him" (Herod, ii, 161-

109). The Scripture passages, which entirely agree

with the account Herodotus gives of the death ofApries,

make it not improbable that the invasion of Nebuchad-
nezzar was the cause of that disaffection of his subjects

which ended in the overthrow and death of this Pha-
raoh. The invasion is not spoken of by any trustworthy

profane historian excepting Berosus (Con', Anc. Frag.
2d ed. p. 37, 38), but the silence of Herodotus and others

can no longer be a matter of surprise, as we now know
from the Assyrian records in cuneiform of conquests of

Egypt either unrecorded elsewhere or only mentioned
by second-rate annalists. See Hophra.

Pharaoh-Hophra was succeeded by two independent
monarchs, the first of whom, Amasis, had a very pros-

perous reign ; but in the reign of his son, Psammetichus,
or Psammenitus, according to the Greeks, the Persian

invasion took place, when Egypt was reduced to insig-

nificance, and the ancient title of Pharaoh was transferred

from the kings of Egypt to their conquerors (Trevor,

Egypt, P- 331 ; Wilkinson, Egypt i, 169-198). No sub-
sequent Pharaoh is mentioned in Scripture, but there
are predictions doubtless referring to the misfortunes of
later princes until the second Persian conquest, when the
prophecy ' There shall be no more a prince of the land
of Egypt" (Ezek. xxx, 13) was fulfilled. See Egypt.

Pharaoh's Daughter. Three Egyptian prin-

cesses, daughters of Pharaohs, are mentioned in the Bi-

ble. (Our account of them is taken from Smith's Diet,

of the Bible.)

1. The preserver of Moses, daughter of the Pharaoh
who first oppressed the Israelites. She appears from
her conduct towards Moses to have been heiress to the

throne, something more than ordinary adoption seem-
ing to be expressed in the passage in Hebrews respect-

ing the faith of Moses (xi, 23-26), and the designation

•'Pharaoh's daughter" perhaps here indicating that she

was the only daughter. She probably lived for at least

forty years after she saved Moses, for it seems to be im-
plied in the above passage of Hebrews that she was liv-

ing when he tied to Midian. Artapanus, or Artabanus,

a historian of uncertain date, who appears to have pre-

served traditions current among the Egyptian Jews,

calls this princess Merrhis, and her father, the oppressor,

Palmanothes, and relates that she was married to Che-
nephres, who ruled in the country above Memphis, for

that at that time there were many kings of Egypt, but

that this one, as it seems, became sovereign of the

whole country {Frag. Hist. Grcec. iii, 220 sq.). Palma-

nothes may be supposed to be a corruption of Ameno-
phis, the equivalent of Amen-hept, the Egyptian name
of four kings of the eighteenth dynasty, and also, but

incorrectly, applied to one of the nineteenth, whose

Egyptian name, Meneptah, is wholly different from that

of the others. No one of these, however, had, as far as

we know, a daughter with a name resembling Merrhis,

nor is there any king with a name like Chenephres of

this time. These kings Amenophis, moreover, do not

belong to the period of contemporary dynasties. The
tradition is apparently of little value, excepting as

showing that one quite different from that given by
Manetho and others was anciently current. See Pha-
raoh, 4.

2. Bithiali, wife of Mered, an Israelite, daughter of a

Pharaoh of an uncertain age, probably about the time

of the exodus. See Bithiah ; Pharaoh, 6.

3. A wife of Solomon, most probably daughter of a

king of the twenty-first dynasty. She was married to

Solomon early in his reign, and apparently treated with

distinction. It has been supposed that the Song of Sol-

omon was written on the occasion of this marriage; and

the idea is, we think, sustained by sound criticism.

She was at first brought into the city of David (1 Kings

iii, 1), and afterwards a house was built for her (vii, 8;

ix, 24), because Solomon would not have her dwell in

the house of David, which had been rendered holy by

the ark having been there (2 Chron. vii, 11). See Pha-
raoh, 8.

Pharaoh's Wife. The wife of one Pharaoh, the

king who received H,adad the Edomite, is mentioned in

Scripture. She is called i( queen," and her name, Tah-

penes, is given. Her husband was most probably of the

twenty-first dynasty. See Pharaoh, 7, Taiipexks.

Pharatho'ni (<PcipaScovi v. r. $?apa$wv; Jose-

phus, <frapa$iu , Peshito, Pherath ; Vulg. Phara), one

of the cities of Judrea fortified by Bacchides during his

contests with Jonathan Maccabseus (1 Mace, ix, 50). In

both MSS. of the Sept. the name is joined to the pre-

ceding— Thamnatha-Pharathon ; but in Josephus, the

Syriac, and Vulgate, the two are separated. Ewald

{Geschichte, iv, 373) adheres to the former. Pharathon

doubtless represents an ancient Pirathon, though hardly

that of the Judges, since that was in Mount Ephraim,

probably at Ferata, a few miles west of Nablus. too far

north t'o be included in Judaea properly so called.—

Smith.
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Pha'res ($aplc), a Gnecized form (Matt 1,3; Luke

iii, 33) of the name ofPHABi /- (q. v. |, the bod of Judah.

Fka'rez, the name of two persons.

1. (Heb. Pe'retz, """ :1 breach, as explained Gen.

xxxviii. 29; Sept and X. T. &apkc; A.V. "Perez," 1

Chron. xxvii, 3; "Phares," Man. i, 3; Luke iii. :'.:i: I

Esdr. v, 5), twin son with Zarah, or Zerah, of Judah

by Tamar his daughter-in-law. B.C. cir. L890. The
circumstances of his birth are detailed in Gen. xxxviii.

Pharez seems to have kept the righl of primogeniture

over his brother. a>. in the genealogical lists, his name
comes first The house also which he founded was far

more numerous ami illustrious than thai of the Zar-

bites. lis remarkable fertility is alluded to in Ruth iv.

12: "Let thy house be like the house of Pharez, whom
Tamar bare unto Judah." < >f Pharez's personal history

or character nothing is known. We can only speak of

him therefore us a demarch, and exhibit his genealogi-

cal relations. At the time ol the sojourn in the wilder-

ness "the families of the tribe ofJudah were: of Shelah,

the family of the Shelaniles. or Shilonites; of 1 'hare/..

the family of the Pharzites; of /(rah. the family of the

Zarhites. And the sons of Pharez were, of Hezron, the

family of the Hezronites; of Ilamul. the family of the

Hamulites" (Numb, xxvi, 20, 21). After the death,

therefore, of Er and Onan without children, Pharez oc-

cupied the rank of Judah's second son. and. moreover,

from two of his sons sprang two new chief houses, those

of the Hezronites and Hamulites. From Eezron's sec-

ond sou Ram, or Aram, sprang David and the kings of

Judah, and eventually Jesus Christ See Gi sealogi
i 'i Jesus Christ. The house of Caleb was also incor-

porated into the house of lle/.ron
|

see Cai.ki;], and so

were reckoned among the descendants of Pharez. An-
other line of Pharez's descendants were reckoned as sons

of Manasseh by the second marriage of lle/.ron with

the daughter of Machir il Chron. ii, 21, 22). In the

census ol the house of Judah contained in 1 < !hron. iv,

drawn up apparently in the reign of Hezekiah (iv, 11 i.

the houses enumerated in ver. 1 are Pharez, Hezron,

Carmi, Ilur. and Shobal. Of these all bul Carmi (who

was a Zarhite. Josh. \ ii. 1
I
were descendants of Pharez.

Hence it. is not unlikely that, as is suggested in the

margin of the A. Y.. "Carmi" is an error for " Chelubai."

Some of the sons of Shelah are mentioned separately at

ver. 21, 22. See Pahath-Moab. [n the' reign of Da-

vid the house of Pharez seems to have been eminently

distinguished. The chief of all the captains of the host

tor the first nth, Jashobeam, the son of Zabdiel (1

Chron. xxvii, 2, 3), SO famous tor his prowess (xi, 11),

and called "the chief among the captains" i ibid, and '_'

Sam. xxiii, 8), was of the sons of Perez, or Pharez. A
considerable number of the other mighty men seem
also, from their patronymic or gentile names, to have

been of the same house, those, namely, who are called

Bethlehemites, Paltites (1 Cbron. ii, 33, 17), Tekoites,

Netophathites, and [tbrites (ii. 53; iv, 7). Zabad,

the son of Ahlai, and Joab and his brothers. Abishai

and Asahel. we know wen- Pharzites (ii, 31, 36, 54 ; si,

41). The royal house itself was the head of the family.

We have no means of as-igning to their respective fam-

ilies those members of the tribe of Judah who are inci-

dentally mentioned after David's reign, as Adnah. the

chief captain of Judah in Jehoshaphat's reign, and Je-

hohanan and Amasiah, his companions (2 Chron. xvii.

ll 16); hut that the family of Pharez continued to

thrive and multiply we mas conclude from the num-
bers who returned from captivity. At Jerusalem alone

468 of the sons of Perez, with Athaiah, or I'thai. at

their head, were dwelling in the days of Zerubbabel (1

Chron. i\. I: Neb. \i. I 6), Zerubbabel himself ol

course being of the family
|

I Esdr. v, 5). Oflhe lists

of returned captives in Ezra ii. Neh. vii, in Nehemiah's

time, the following seem to have been of the sons ol

Pharez, judging as before from the nanus of their an-

cestors, or the towns to which they belonged: the chil-

dren of Bani (Ezra ii. 10; comp. 1 Chron. ix, 4); of

Bigvai (ii. 14; comp. Ezra \iii. 14); of Ater (ii, 16;
comp. 1 Chron. ii, 26, 54) ; of Jorab, or Hariph
Neh. vii. -J l : comp. 1 Chron. ii, 51 ; ol Bethlehem and
Netophah (ii, 21,22; comp. 1 Chron. ii, 54) ; ofKirjafl'-

arim (ii, 25; com].. 1 Chron. ii. 50,53); of llarim (ii,

:;•_': comp. 1 Chron. iv, 8); and, judging from their po-

sition, many of the intermediate ones also (comp. also

the lists in Ezra x, 25-43; Neh. \. 1! 27). Of the

builders of the wall named in Neh. iii the following

were of the house of Than/.: Zaccur, the son ol Imn
(ver. _'. by comparison with i Chron. ix. 4, and Ezra
viii, 11, where we ought, with many MSS., to read

"Zaccur" for " Zabbud") ; Zadok, the sun of Baana (ver.

I. by comparison with 2 Sam. xxiii. 29, where we find

thai Baanah was a Netophathite, which agrees with

Zadok's place here next to the Tekoites, since Beth-

lehem, Netophah, and Tekoa are often in close juxta-

position, comp. 1 Chron. ii. 54; iv. I. 5; Ezra ii. 21, 22;

Neh. Nii. 26, and the situation of the Netophathites

close to Jerusalem, among the Benjamites, Neh. xii, 28,

29, compared with the mixture of Benjamites with

Pharzites and Zarhites in Neh. iii, 2 7); the Tekoites

(ver. 5 and 27, comp. with 1 Chron. ii, 24; iv. 5); Je-

hoiada, the son of Paseah (ver. «'>. comp. with 1 Chron.

iv, 12, where Paseah, a Chelubite, is apparently de-

scended from Ashur, the father of Tekoa i : Rephaiah,

the son of Ilur (ver. 9, comp. with 1 Chron. ii, 20, 50;

iv, I. Ii'. Beth-Raphab) ; Hanun (ver. 13 and 30), with

the inhabitants of Zanoah (comp. with 1 ( hron. i\ . 18);

perhaps Malchiah. the son of Rechah (ver. 11. comp.

with 1 Chron. ii. 55); Nehemiah, sou of Azbuk, rider

of Beth-zur (ver. Hi. comp. with 1 chron. ii. 15); and

perh. Baruch, son of Zabba, or Zaccai (ver. 20), if for

Zaccai we read Zaccur as the mention ol ••the other, or

second, piece," makes probable, as wall as his proximity
to Meremoth in this second piece, as Zaccur «,is to Me-
remoth in their tirst pii ces I ver. 2, 4).- Smith.

2. (Sept Qapic v. r. <I><I«oc.) A Grsecized form (1

Esdr. viii, 30) for the Parosb (q.y.)ofthe Heb. text

(Ezra viii, 3).

Phari'ra {Qapipa v. r. $aotoa), a corrupt form i 1

Esdr. \. 33) Of tin name l'l i:Il>.\ dp V.) of the Heb.
text (Neh. vii, 57).

Phar'isee. a designation (in the N. T. and Jose-

phus) of oh" Of the three sec!- Or order- of .ludaisll) ill

the time of Christ, the other two i„ fog the /

the Sadducees. (The follow ing account of them i- based

upon that of Ginsburg, in Kitto's Cyclopaedia, with

modifications and additions.)

I. Nam oftin Sect, and its Signification.- The name
$apioa7oc Phariset is the Greek form of the Hebrew
'-'"

i parish, passive participle of 123*^53, to separate,

plur. D|,EJ !HQ, Aramaic "puJSHB \, and properly denotes

orn who is separated, i. e. by special practices ; or. as the

dictionary called -I ruch (s. v.) defines it " one who sep-

arated himself from Levitical impurity and Levitically

impure food" (comp. also Talmud. Chagigah, 18 J; Sab-

bath, 13 a). The derivation of it from '-". in the

sense of unfolding, explaining, and the assertion that the

followers of this sect were called Pharisees interpreters

qfthi Biblt . in contradistinction to the Sadduc< t s, w ho

adhered to the letter of the Scriptures, as well as the

more generally received notion that they were so called

because they separatedfrom tin rest ofth
\

lieving themselves to be more holy, are at

with the most ancient and most trustwortl y authorities

upon this subject Beside8, to lake C>HB as meaning

interpreter is contrary to its grammatical form, which,

if transitive, ought to be HJIBO. Of course the separa-

tion from that which was Levitically impun
rily implied separation from those who were defiled by

Levitically impure objects. It musl be observed that

the name Pharisees is given to them in tin Mishna

(Jebatnoth, iv, 6, etc.) by their opponent- the Sadducees,
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and that the names by which they were designated

among themselves are D^HDH, sages, or, more modestly

D^-PI l,'3*,oit!' disciples of the sages, but more gen-

erally CH^n, associates. By the term Pharisees,

0"1 12J !H3, or its equivalent Chaberim, Q*1-t^iri, i. e. asso-

ciates, is therefore meant all those Jews who separated

themselves from every kind of Levitical impurity, and

united together to keep the Mosaic laws of purity. As

it was natural that all the students of the law would, as

a matter of course, be the first to join this association,

the appellation Chaber, "CPI, member, associate, or li*HB,

Pharisee, became synonymous with student, disciple,

lawyer, scribe, while those who refused to unite to keep

the laws were regarded as "j'^Xlrj 05, country people,

common people, illiterates, irreligious.

II. The Qualificationsfor Membership ofthe Pharisaic

Association.—The most essential conditions which were

enacted from every one who wished to become a Chaber

or member of the Pharisaic association were two. Each
candidate was required to promise in the presence of

three members that

—

(i) He would set apart all the sa-

cred tithes on the produce of the land, and refrain from

eating anything which had not been tithed, or about

the tithing of which there was any doubt ; and (ii) He
would scrupulously observe the most essential laws of

purity which so materially affected the eating of food

and all family affairs.

To understand these laws, which may seem trivial

and arbitrary, as well as to see the extraordinary influ-

ence which they exercised upon the whole religious and
social life of the Jewish nation in all its ramifications,

the following facts must be borne in mind : The Mosaic

law enjoins that besides the priestly heave - offering

(fTCnn) every Israelite is annually to give to the

Levites a tithe of all the produce (Numb, xviii, 21-24),

which the Jewish canons call the first tithe ("liU5B

ji'JJSO) ; that a second tithe ("^la ^?."?)> as ifc is

termed in the same canons, is to be taken annually from

the produce to Jerusalem, either in kind or specie, and
consumed by the owner in the metropolis in festive cel-

ebration (Deut. xii, 5-18), and that every third year

this second tithe is to be given to the poor (Ueut. xiv,

28, 29), whence it is denominated the poor tithe ("1125513

^S) in the ancient canons. Moreover, as each seventh

year was a Sabbatic or fallow year, which yielded no

harvest, it was tixed that in the first, second, fourth,

and fifth years of the septennial cycle the second tithe

is to be eaten by the owner in Jerusalem, while in the

third and sixth years it is to be distributed among the

poor, and be the poor tithe. When it is remembered
that these tithal laws, which were originally enacted
for Palestine, were in the post-exilian period extended
to Egypt, Amnion, Moab, and to every land in which
the Jews had possessions, that they had more of a relig-

ious than civil import, that the portion of produce re-

served as tithes was holy, that the eating of holy things

was a deadly sin, and that the non- separation of the

tithes rendered the whole produce unlawful, thus affect-

ing every article of food, the paramount importance of

the first condition which the Pharisees, who were the

conservators of the divine law, exacted from the candi-

dates for fellowship will readily be understood (comp.

Mishna, Bekoroth, 30 b).

Of equal importance, and equally affecting the whole
fabric of social and religious life, are the Mosaic laws
upon the strength of which the second condition was
exacted. These laws, which so rigidly enforce the

eschewing of unclean food and defiling objects, even
without the amplifications and expansion which ob-

tained in the course of time, extend to and affect almost

every action in public life and even' movement in fam-
ily intercourse. Thus not only are numbers of animals

proscribed as food, but their very carcasses are branded

as unclean, and he who touches them is temporarily de-
filed, and pollutes every one and everything wherewith
he comes in contact (Lev. v, 2; xi). A man that has
an issue not only defiles everything upon which he lies,

sits, or which he touches, but his very spittle is pollut-

ing (xv, 1-13). The same is the case with a man who
comes in contact with a corpse (Numb, xix, 14-22),

with a woman in menstruum and childbirth (Lev. xii,

1-8; xv, 19-31), and with a husband after conjugal in-

tercourse (xv, 18). Individuals thus defiled were for-

bidden to come into the sanctuary (Numb, xix, 20), and
were visited with the severe punishment of excision if

they ate the flesh of peace-offering (Lev. vii, 20, 21).

Now the slightest reflection upon the workings of these

laws will show that thousands upon thousands were
daily unclean according to the Mosaic institutions, that

these thousands of unclean men and women legally de-

filed myriads of people and things by contact with them,
either wittingly or unwittingly, and that it therefore

became absolutely necessary for those who were con-
scientiously desirous of discharging their religious du-
ties in a state of legal purity to adopt such precaution-

ary measures as would preclude the possibility of vio-

lating these laws. Hence the Jewish canons ordained

that since one does not know whether he has been de-

filed by contact with any unclean person or thing, every
Chaber or member of the Pharisaic association is "to
wash his hands before eating his ordinary food, second

tithes, or the heave -offering ; to immerse his whole
bod\r before he eats the portions of holy sacrifices; and
to bathe his whole body before touching the water ab-

solving from sin, even if it is only his hands which are

unclean. If one immersed himself lor ordinary food;

and designed it only for ordinary food, he could not eat

second tithes; if he immersed for second tithes, and
meant it only for second tithes, he could not eat of the

heave-offering; if he immersed for the heave-offering,

and meant by it. the heave-offering, he was not allowed

to eat the portions of the holy sacrifice ; if he immersed
for the holy sacrifice, and meant it for the holy sacri-

fice, he could not as yet touch the water absolving from

sin ; but he who immersed for the more important could

share in the less important" (Mishna, ( 'hagigah, ii. 5, <'> ).

This gave rise to four degrees of purity, and to four

divisions in the Pharisaic associations, so that every

Chaber or member belonged to that rank whose pre-

scriptions of purity he practiced. Each degree of purity

required a greater separation from the above-named
Mosaic defilements. The impure subjects themselves

were termed the fathers of impurity, that which was

touched by them was designated the first gem ration of
impurity, what was touched by this again was called

the second generation of impurity, and so on. Now or-

dinary food, the first degree of holiness, became impure

when touched by the second generation; heave-offer-

ing, the second degree of holiness, became defiled when
touched by the third generation; the flesh of sacrifices,

the third degree of holiness, when coming in contact

with the fourth generation, and so on. These degrees

of purity had even to be separated from each other, as

the lower degree was impure in respect to the higher

one. The same removal, both from defilement without

and the different gradations within, was required of

each member of the Pharisaic order corresponding to

the degree to which he belonged. Hence " the gar-

ments of an y^i? 05, Am ha-Aretz ['man of earth,'

or a publican, n shun r, as he is termed in the N. T.,

who neglected to pay the tithes and observe the laws

of Mosaic purity], defile the Pharisee [i. e. him who

lived according to the first degree of purity], the gar-

ments of a Pharisee defile those who eat of the heave-

offering [i. e. the second degree], the garments of those

who eat the heave-offering defile those who eat the sa-

cred sacrifices [i. e. the third degree], and the garments

of those who eat the sacred sacrifices defile those who

touch the water absolving from sin [i. e. the fourth de-
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gree]" (comp. Mishna, Ckagigah, ii. 7. with Takaroth,

vii, .">>.

The above-mentioned two conditions exacted from

candidates for membership of the Pharisaic association

are thus expressed in the Mishna: " He who takes upon

himself to lie conscientious, tithes whatever he eats,

and whatever he Bells, and whatever he buys, and does

not become the guesl of an Am ha-Aretz [i. e. n non-

Pharisee : . . . and he who takes upon himself to be-

come a member of the Pharisaic association musl nei-

ther sell to an Amha-Aretz moist or dry fruit, nor buy

of him moist t'rnit, nor become the guesl of an Am ha-

; receive him as guest, in his garments, into

h^ house" ( hi in, ii. ii. 2,3; comp. Matt xxiii. •_':): Luke

xvii. 12). It is in accordance with this regulation that

Christ enjoins that an offender is to lie regarded "as a

heathen man and publican" (Matt, xviii. 17). that the

apostle Paul commands -not to eat" with a sinner (1

Cor. v. 1 1 1. ami it is for this reason that Christ was up-

braided by the Pharisees for associating and eatingwith

publicans and sinners (Matt. ix. 9 11 ; xi. 19; Mark ii.

16; Luke v. :!(•: vii. 34), with the neglecters of tithes

and tli" transgressors of the laws of purity, which was

not only in violation of the then prevailing Pharisaic

and national law. hut contrary to the .Mosaic enact-

ments. Bui he came to teach that -not that which

goeth into the mouth
[
i. e. untithed food or edibles

handled by Levitically unclean persons
|
delileth a man.

hut that which Cometh oul of the mouth, this delileth a

man" i Matt, xv, 11 ); and that it is nut outward wash-

ing hui inward purity which is acceptable. For this

reason "he s :i | down to meal with a Pharisee, and did

not first wash before dinner" (Luke xi. 37-40); which.

as we have seen, was in contravention of the very first

degree of purity among the association. It must, how-

ever, he remarked that the .lews were not peculiar in

their laws of purity and defilement. Other nations of

antiquity had similar statutes. Thus, among the an-

cient Indians, one who had an issue was obliged I" hat he

and pray to the sun (Mann, ii, 181 ): among the Hiera-

polytans in Syria every inmate of the house in which a

death took place was thirty days unclean, and could not

go lo the temple during that time
|
l.ucian. I n Syr. 'hd.

53); the Greeks, too, were defiled by contact with a

corpse, and could not resort to the temple (Tbeophrast.

Charact. 16; Eurip. Tpkig. Taur. 367; Diog. Laer.viii,

33); both the Parsees and the Greeks regarded a woman
in childbirth as unclean ( Kleuker, Zend-Avesta, hi. 222,

•-'•_':'i : Eurip. Tpkig. Taur. 367 ) : and - no Egyptian would

salute a Creek with a kiss, nor use a Creek knife, spits,

caldrons, nor taste the meat of an ox which had been

cul by a (.reek knife. They drank out of bronze ves-

sels, rinsing them perpetually. And if any one acci-

dentally touched a pig he would plunge into the Nile

without stopping to undress" i Herodot. ii. 37, II. 17 i.

III. The Tunis inn! Practices of th Pharisees. To
state the doctrines and statutes of the Pharisees is t"

give a history of orthodox Judaism ; since Pharisaism

was after the return from the Babylonian captivity, and

is :., i i,c presenl day. the national faith of i lie orthodox

Jews, developing itself with and adapting itself to the

ever-shifting circumstances ,,\ the nation. See l; vr.-

binism. Of the oiher two sects, viz. the Essenes and

the Sadducees, the former represented simply an inten-

sified form of Pharisaism
|

see L>m m s
|, wink' I hi' kil-

ter were a very small minority. See Sunn t kks. The
Pharisees, as the erudite Ceiger has conclusively shown.

were the democratic party, the true representatives of

the people, whose high vocation they endeavored to

develop by making them realize, both in their prac-

tices and lives, thai "Cod has given to all alike the

kingdom, priesthood, ami holiness" (2 Mace, ii, 17 i; in

opposition to the small caste of the priestly aristocracy

of Sadducees. w Im set I he highest \ alue upon I In ir spir-

itual office, and who. by virtue .if their hereditary

rights, tried to arrogate everything to themselves, and

manifested little sympathy with the people at large.

Hence the Pharisaic enactments were such as to make
the people realize that they were " peopl I'/jn n sts, a

holy nation; that by becoming a diligent student of the

law. and by preparing one's self for the office of a rabbi

or teacher, every such person, though not literally of

th<' priestly caste, may lie a priest in spirit, and occupy

quite as important and useful a position as if he were

actually of the Aaronic order, and even arrange his

1 le of life according to the example of those w ho

minister in holy things. Thus the very name ~".
iraipia, which in olden times denotes a priestlyfrater-

nity i
Hos. iv. 17: v i. !'i. and was so used by the Jews

on i he Maccabsean coins (C"~"n"n "—H), was adopted

by the Pharisees for their lay association. Tin ir social

meals were invested with a solemn character i" resem-

ble i lie social meals of the priests, made up from the

Sacrifices in the Temple. If the piies| s I cara thai

the sacrifices which they offered up, and portions of

which constituted their social meal, especially on the

Sabbath and festivals, should he clean and without

blemish, the Pharisees also took the utmost precaution

that their meals should he free from the different de-

grees of defilement: they washed before partaking

thereof, recited prayers b< fore and after the repast, had

a cup of blessing, and offered incense. It is only from
this point of view that some of the differences hi t ween
the Pharisees and the Sadducees can Ik explained: as.

for instance, tki ideal connection of places for Sabbatic

purposes, called -'"'". mixture, adopted by the former

and rejected by the latter. In consequence of the rig-

orous laws about the observance of the Sabbath (Exod.

xvi, 29; Jer. .xvii. 21, with Neh. xiii. 1.".. etc.), it was
enacted that no Israelite is to walk on the Sabbath he-

yond a certain distance, called a Sabbath-day's journey,
nor carry anything from one house t" .another. The
Sadducees. nr priestly parly, who celebrated their meals

on the Sabbath in different places, could go from one

place to another, and carry to and fro anything they

liked, because they regarded these meals as constituting

part of their priestly and sacrificial service, which set,

aside the sanctity of the Sabbath. Put the Pharisees,

who made their Safliatic repast resemble the priestly

social meals, had to encounter difficulties arising from
the rigorous Sabbatic laws. The distance which they

had sometimes to walk to join a company in the social

meal was more than a Sabbath-day's journey; the carry-

ing from one place to another of the things requisite for

the solemnities was contrary to the enactments about

the sanctity of the day. Hence tiny contrived the

ideal connection of places (STPS i, which was effected

as follows: Before the Sabbath commenced ii. e. Friday

afternoon), an article of food was deposited by each

member in the court selected lor the social gathering.

so that it might thereby become the common place foi

all; the streets «,,, made to form one large dwelling-

place with different gates, by means of beams laid across

on the lops of the houses, and doors or gates put in the

front ; and meals wire (Hit in a house at the .aid of the

distance permitted to walk, in older to constitute it a

domicile, and thus another Sabbath-day's jniirnev could

he undertaken from the lirsi terminus. By this means
the Pharisees could evade the law. and. like the priests,

null together in any place to celebrate their social

meals on the Sabbath, and carry anything that was

wanted for its sacred festival, as they had three common

nieaC on the Sabbath (milSC -"-). On the Fri-

day eve the entrance of the Sabbath was greeted with

a cup of wine, or the cup of blessing, over which i very

member recited benedictions (UJVT'p . i ^pressing the

holiness of the day as well as the holiness of Israel,

whom Cod sanetilie.l to himself and made a people of

priests, a royal nation; and thtit the sacred and social

u,i al was eaten. The Bccond meal was eaten on noon

..I the Sabbath, and the third began with the setting

sun, and in the middle of it the Sabbath departed
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When lights were kindled a blessing was again pro-

nounced over a cup of wine (rbizn), and burning in-

cense was offered up to accompany the exit of the holy

day, which was regarded as a departing friend. The

paschal meal was the model for these social and sacred

repasts. But the light in which this very model sacri-

fice is to be viewed was a point of dispute between the

priestly party or the Sadducees and the Pharisees. Be-

cause the paschal lamb formed the social meal of the

laity, the priestly party maintained that it is not to be

regarded as a sacrifice for the congregation, urging in

support of their notion the fact that the lambs were not

numerically fixed like the other sacrifices in the Tem-
ple, but were regulated according to the number of

families, and that they must therefore be viewed simply

us family sacrifices, to be eaten by the respective own-

ers, and must not set aside the sanctity of the Sabbath,

i. e. ought not to be offered on the 14th of Nisan. if the

first day of the Passover falls on the Sabbath. Hillel,

however, or the Pharisaic party whom he represented,

succeeded in carrying their point, and in putting the

sacred but private offerings of the Passover on an equal-

ity with the Temple sacrifices, and it was ordained, in op-

position to the priestly party, that they are to set aside

the sanctity of the Sabbath ; thus making the social

family meal of the laity, which the Passover constituted,

as sacred as the fraternal meal of the priests, consisting

of the sacred sacrifices offered in the Temple (Jerusah m
Pesachim, cap. vi ; Babylon Pesachim, C>t> a ; Geiger, Jii-

discke Zeitschrift [Breslau, 18G3], ii, 42 sq.). Having

carried this point, the Pharisees also gave to their meals

of the Sabbath and other holy days a sacrificial charac-

ter after the model of the Passover.

As a people of priests and kings, the Pharisees con-

sidered themselves the guardians of the divine law and

the ancestral customs, trusting implicitly that he who
selected them to be his peculiar people would protect

and shield them and theirs from all outward dangers

which threatened the state. They were firmly pene-

trated by the conviction that as long as they were

faithful to their God no power on earth, however for-

midable, would be permitted successfully to ravish his

holy heritage. Hence they repudiated the time-serving

policy of the aristocratic Sadducees, who maintained

that a man's destiny was in his own hands, and that

human ingenuity and state-craft ought to be resorted to

in political matters.

Practically, Josephus represents the Pharisees as lead-

ing a temperate life, renouncing both excessive riches

and immoderate pleasure, and striving above all to ac-

quire a knowledge of that law and to practice those

precepts which would fit them for the life to come (Ant.

xviii, 1, 3); the same may be seen from the following

declaration of the Talmud: "The more flesh on the

body the more worms [when it is dead], the more riches

the more cares, the more wives the more witches, the

more handmaids the more unchastity, the more man-
servants the more robbery; but the more meditation in

the divine law the better the life, the more schooling

the more knowledge, the more counsel the more intel-

ligence, the more benevolence the more satisfaction ; he

who acquires a good name acquires it for himself in

this world, but he who acquires a knowledge of the di-

vine law acquires for himself life in the world to come"
(Aboth, ii, 17). In aiding the people to realize their

high vocation, and to prepare themselves for the king-

dom of heaven by obedience to the divine law, the

Pharisees endeavored to facilitate that obedience by
putting a mild interpretation upon some of the rigorous

Mosaic enactments, and to adapt them to ever-changing

circumstances. Thus they explain the expression H^DD,

carcass, in Lev. vii, 24, literally, and maintain that the

statute in the verse in question only declares the flesh

of an animal which was torn and died a natural deatli

to be defiling by contact, but not the skin, bones, etc.

;

and that, except the human corpse and the dead bodies

of a few reptiles in which the skin and flesh are to a

certain extent identical, the skin and bones of all ani-

mals, whether clean and legally slaughtered for meat, or

unclean and dying accidentally, do not defile, but may
be made up into parchment, different utensils, etc. The
haughty and aristocratic Sadducees, on the other hand,

who stood on their priestly dignity, and cared little for

the comforts of the people, took the term !"I332 in the

unnatural sense of an animal approaching tin- condition

of becoming a carcass, i. e. being so weak that it must

soon expire, and maintained that an animal in such a

condition may be slaughtered before it breathes its last

;

that its flesh must then be considered as a carcass, and is

defiling, while the fat, skin, bones, etc., may be used for

divers purposes (Jerusalem Megilla, i, 9; Babylon Sab-

bath, 108 a). It requires but little reflection to perceive

how materially and divergently these different views

must have affected the whole state of society, when it

is remembered that according to the Sadducees the

touching of any book written upon the parchment made
from the skin of an unclean animal, or contact with one

of the numerous utensils made from the leather, hones,

veins, etc., of animals not Levitically clean and not

legally slaughtered, imparted defilement. Again, the

Pharisees, with a due regard for the interests of the

people, and following the requirements of the time, ex-

plained //„ right of retaliation, "eye for eye, tooth for

tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot," etc. (Exod. xxi, 23,

etc.), as requiring pecuniary compensation, while the.

Sadducees took it literally (Baba Kama. 83 l> : 84 a. b;

Megillath Taanith, cap. iv, Tosephta). The same con-

sideration for the spiritual and temporal well-being of

the people led the Pharisees to enact that in cases of

danger, when the prescribed prayers cannot be offered,

they are to offer a short prayer as follows: "Do thy

will in heaven above, and give peace of mind to those

who fear thee on earth, and whatsoever pleaseth thee

do. Blessed art thou, Lord, who nearest prayer!"

(Beraioth, 29 b). What a striking resemblance be-

tween this and some parts of the Lords prayer ! It was

this humane and pious care for the interests of the peo-

ple that' made the Pharisees so popular and beloved, and

accounts for the remark of Josephus that they had such

influence with the multitude that if they said anything

against a king or a high-priest they were at once be-

lieved (Ant. xiii, 10, 5).

On a few leading theological points the Pharisees

were decidedly pronounced, and to these we particularly

call attention, as they were largely influential under the

Christian economy.

a. In regard to afuture slate. Josephus presents the

ideas of the Pharisees in such a light to his Greek read-

ers that, whatever interpretation his ambiguous lan-

guage might possibly admit, lie obviously would have

produced the impression on Greeks that the Pharisees

believed in the transmigration of souls. Thus his state-

ment respecting them is, "They say that every soul is

imperishable, but that the souls of good men only pass

over (or transmigrate) into another body—jxt-afiaivuv
tit: 'trtpov aiopia—while the souls of bad men are chas-

tised I iy eternal punishment" ( War, ii, 8, 14; comp. iii, 8,

5; Ant. xviii. 1,3; and Bbttchcr. A- Inferis, p. 519, 552).

There are two passages in the Gospels which might

countenance this idea : one in Matt, xiv, 2, where Herod

the tetrareh is represented as thinking that Jesus was

J.dm the B\ptist risen from the dead (though a differ-

ent color is given to Herod's thoughts in the corre-

sponding passage, Luke ix, 7-9); and another in John

ix. 2, where the question is put to Jesus whether the

blind man himself had sinned, or his parents, that he

was bom blind V Notwithstanding these passages, how-

ever, there does not appear to lie sufficient reason for

doubting that the Pharisees believed in a resurrection

of the dead very much in the same sense as the early

Christians. This is most in accordance with Paul's

statement to the chief priests and council (Acts xxiii,
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6) that he was a Pharisee, the bod of a Pharisee, and

that be was called in question for the hope and resur-

rection of the dead a statement which would have

been peculiarly disingenuous if the Pharisees had merely

believed in the transmigration of souls; and it is like-

wise almost implied in Christ's teaching, which does not

insist "ii the doctrine of a future life as anything new.

but assumes it as already adopted liy his hearers, ex-

cept by the Sadducees, although he condemns some un-

spiritual conceptions of its nature as erroneous
i
Man.

xxii. 30; .Mark xii. 25; Luke xx, 34 36). On this

head the Mishna is an illustration of the ideas in the

Gospels, as distinguished from any mere transmigration

of souls : and the peculiar phrase "the world to come,"

of which (') aith}' 6 tpxofttvos was undoubtedly only

the translation, frequently occurs in it iNzn DPIS!"!,

Aboth,u,7; iv,16; comp. Mark x, 30 ; Luke xviii, 30).

This phrase of Christians, which is anterior to Chris-

tianity, but which di»s not occur in the O.T., though

fully justified by certain passages to be found in some

of its latest books, is essentially different from Greek

conceptions on the same subject; and generally, in con-

tradistinction to the purely temporal blessings of the

Mosaic legislation, the Christian ideas that this world

is a stale of probation, and that every one after death

will have to render a strict account of his actions, were

expressed by Pharisees in language which it is impos-

sible to misunderstand: -This world may he likened to

a court-yard in comparison of the world to come ; there-

fore prepare thyself in the antechamber that thou may-
cst enter into the dining-room" (A both, iv. 16). "Ev-
erything i> given to man on security, and a net is

spread over every living creature; the shop is open,

and the merchant, credits; the hook is open, and the

hand records: and whosoever chooses to borrow may
<•< • and borrow: for the collectors are continually go-

ing around daily, and obtain payment of man, whether

with his consent or without it; and the judgment is

true justice; and all are prepared lor the fast" tiii. L6).

"Those who are horn are doomed Lo die, the dead to

live, and the quick to be judged; to make us know,

understand, and he informed that he is Cod: lie is the

Former, Creator, Intelligent Being, Judge, Witness, and

suing parly, and will judge thee hereafter. Blessed he

lie: lor in his presence there is no unrighteousness, for-

getfulness, respect of persons, nor acceptance of a bribe;

for everything is his. Know also that, everything is

done according to the account, and let not thine evil

imagination persuade thee that the grave is a place of

refugi forthee: for against thy will wast thou formed.

and against thy will wast thou horn: and against thy

will dost thou live, .and against thy will wilt thou die:

and against thy will must thou hereafter render an ac-

count, and receive judgment in the presence of the Su-

preme King of kings, the Holy God, blessed is he" (iv,

22 i. Siill it must he borne in mind that the actions "I

Which such a Strict aCCOUnl Was to he rendered were

not merely those referred to by the spiritual prophets

Isaiah and Micah (Isa. i. If', 17; Mic. vi. 8). nor even

those enjoined in the Pentateuch, hut included those

fabulously supposed to have been orally transmitted by
Mount Sinai, and the whole body of the tra-

ditions of the elders. They included, in fact, all those

cere tial "works." against the efficacy of which, in

the deliverance of the human soul, Paul so emphatically
protested. See Ki si rri > i ion.

h. In reference to the opinion- of the Pharisees con-

cerning thefreedom of the "-HI. a difficulty arises from

the \eiy prominent position which they occupy in the

accounts of Josephus, whereas nothing vitally essential

to the peculiar doctrines of the Pharisees seems to de-

pend on those opinions, .-mil some ol lo- expressions are

Greek, rather than Hebrew. "There were three secis

of the Jews," he says. •• which had dill', rent conceptions

respecting human affairs, of which one was called Phar-

second Sadducees, and the third Essenes. The

Pharisees say that some things, and not all things, are

tin- work of fate: hut that some things are in our own
power to he and not to he. But the Essenes declare

that fate- rules all things, and that nothing happens to

man except by iis decree. The Sadducees, on the other

hand, take away fate, holding thai it is a thing of

naught, and that human affairs do not depend upon it ;

hm in their estimate all things .are in the power of OUT-
- 1\

.
-. as being ourselvi s the causes of our good things,

and meeting with evils through our own inconsiderate-

f. xviii, 1, 3j comp. War, ii, 8, 14). On read-

ing this passage, and the others which bear on the

same subject in Josephus's work-, the suspicion natu-

rally arises that he was hia—ed by a de-ire to make the

Greeks believe that, like the Greeks, the Jews had phil-

osophical sects among themselves. At .any rate ids

words do not represent the opinions as they were really

held by the three religious parties. We may feel cer-

tain thai the influence of faU wa- not the point on

which discussions respecting free-will turned, though
there may have been differences as to the way in which
the interposition of God in human affairs was to be

regarded. Thus the ideas of the Essenes are likely

to have been expressed in language approaching the

words of Christ (Matt. x. 29, 30; \ i. 25, 34 I, and it is

very difficult to believe that the Sadducees, who .ac-

cept,,! the authority of the Pentateuch and other 1 ks

of the ( ). '1'.. excluded ( hid. in their conception, ti'otn all

influence on human actions. On the whole, in reference

to this point, the opinion of Gratz {<,<s.-h !,/,/, derjuden,
iii. 509) seems not improbable, that the real difference

between the Pharisees and Sadducees was at first prac-

tical and political, lie conjectures that the wealthy

and aristocrati, -al Sadducees iii their wars and negotia-

tions with the Syrians entered into mallei- ,,1 policy

and calculations of prudence, while the zealous Phari-

sees, disdaining worldly wisdom, laid stress on doing

what seemed right, and on leaving the event to God;
and that this led lo difference- in formal theories and
metaphysical statements. The precise nature of those

differences we do not certainly know, as no writing of a

Sadducee on the subject has been preserved by the .lews.

and on matters of this kind it is unsafe to trust unre-

servedly the statements of an adversary.

c. In reference to the spirit ofproselytism among the

Pharisees, there is indisputable authority for the state-

ment that it prevailed to a very great extent at the

lime of Christ i Matt, xxiii. 15); and attention i- now
called to it on .account of its probable importai in

having paved the way for the early diffusion of Chris-

tianity. The district of Palestine, which was long in

proportion to its breadth, and which yet, from Dan to

Beersheba, was only 160 Koman miles, or not quite 148

English miles long, and which is represented as having

been civilized, wealthy, and populous 1000 years before

Christ, would under any circumstances have been too

-mill lo continue maintaining the whole growing popu-

lation of its children. But, through kidnapping (Joel

iii. 6), through leading into captivity by military in-

cursions and \ ictorious enemies (2 Kings xvii, 6; xviii,

11: xxiv. 15; Amos i. 6, 9), through (light pier, xliii.

1 -7), through commerce (Josephus, Ant. xx, 2, :>). and

probably through ordinary emigration, Jews al the time

of Chri.-i had become scattered over the fairest portions

of the civilized world. < >n the day of Pentecost, that

ureal festival on which the Jews suppose M s to have

brought the perfect law down from heaven (Festival

Prayersfor Pentecost, p. 6), .lews .are said to have bet n

assembled with one accord in one place iii Jerusalem,

••from every region under heaven." Admitting that

this was :m Oriental hyperbole (comp. John xxi. 25),

there must have been some foundation for ii in fact:

and the enumeration of the various count rie- from w hich

.lews are said to have heen present gives a \ ivid idea

Of the widely-spread existence ol Jewish communities.

Now it i- not unlikely, though it cannot be proved from

Josephus (.1"/. xx, _>.
:>,), that missions and organized
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attempts to produce conversions, although unknown to

Greek philosophers, existed among the Pharisees (De

Wette, Exee/etisches llandbueh, Matt, xxiii, 15). But,

at any rate, the then existing regulations or customs of

synagogues afforded facilities which do not exist now
either in synagogues or Christian churches for present-

ing new views to a congregation (Acts xvii, 2; Luke

iv, 1G). Under such auspices the proselytizing spirit

of the Pharisees inevitably stimulated a thirst for in-

quiry, and accustomed the Jews to theological contro-

versies. Thus there existed precedents and favoring

circumstances for efforts to make proselytes, when the

greatest of all missionaries, a Jew by race, a Pharisee by

education, a Greek by language, and a Roman citizen

by birth, preaching the resurrection of Jesus to those

who for the most part already believed in the resurrec-

tion of the dead, confronted the elaborate ritual-system

of the written and oral law by a pure spiritual religion

;

and thus obtained the co-operation of many Jews them-

selves in breaking down every barrier between Jew,

Pharisee, Greek, and Roman, and in endeavoring to

unite all mankind by the brotherhood of a common
Christianity. See Proselyte.

IV. Oriyin, Development, Classes, and general char-

acter of the Pharisees.—The name does not occur either

in the O. T. or in the Apocrypha ; but it is usually con-

sidered that the Pharisees were essentially the same
with the Assidaeans (i. e. chasidim= godly men, saints)

mentioned in 1 Mace, ii, 42; vii, 13-17; and in 2 Mace,

xiv, 6. Those who admit the existence of Maccabiean

Psalms find allusion to the Assidneans in Psa. lxxix, 2

;

xcvii, 10; exxxii, 9, 16; cxlix, 9, where ehasidim is

translated "saints" in the A. V. (see Fiirst, Handworter-

buch, i, 420 6). After the return from the Babylonian

captivity the priesthood formed the centre of the new
religious life, and the pious in Israel who were anxious

to practice the commandments of the Lord naturally

attached themselves to the divinely -appointed and
time-honored tribe of Levi. Besides the keeping pure

from intermarriage with heathen, great and vital im-

portance was attached to the setting aside of the soil

and Temple taxes (Neh. x, 33, 36, etc.; Ecclus. vii, 31

;

xlv, 20; Tobit i, 6; v, 13; Judith xi, 13; 1 Mace, i ii,

49), to the due observance of the Sabbath (Neh. x, 31;

xiii, 19), the three pilgrim festivals, viz. the Passover

(2 Chron. xxx; xxxv; Ezra vi, 19-22), Pentecost (To-

bit ii, 1), and Tabernacles (Neh. viii, 14), as well as the

Sabbatic year (Neh. x, 31 ; 1 Mace, vi, 49, 53), and to the

abstinence from unclean food. He who allied himself

to the national party with the solemn resolve to keep

those ancestral laws divinely given to the nation was
called "one who had separated himself unto them from

the impurity of the country people" (Ezra vi, 21), or

"one who had separated himself for the law of the Lord

from the country people" (ix. 1; x, 1 1 ; Neh. ix, 2; x,

28). Hence the phrase "73 ^23, "separated from,"

obtained during this period apart;/ signification. This

name became the standing appellation for those who
had thus separated themselves for the service of God,

and continued to be the conservators of their ancestral

religion, as may be seen from the taunt of the anti-

national party, who warned them to join the Greek
party, telling them in the days of the Maccabees that

"since we have separated from them (txwpirrSi]iJtv aw
avruJv, the translation of ^SS) many evils have come

upon us" (1 Maec. i, 11). Those who yielded to the

temptation, and. relinquishing the national party, joined

the antinational portion, were denominated CZ~]V~f\)

the mixed (Ezra ix, 1), or (2 j3>) the mixture (Neh. xiii,

3). Hence the period before Alcimus was afterwards

regarded as the non-mixture (dfji'£ia), while his own
was looked upon as the mixture (t7rt/<i£, 2 Mace, xiv, 3,

38). Afterwards, when the priestly party, or the Sad-

ducees, who were at first the centre of the national

movement, assumed a haughty position, stood upon
their sacerdotal dignity, cared little for the real spirit-

ual and temporal wants of the people, but only sought

their own aggrandizement and preservation, allying

themselves for this purpose with foreign nations, and

espousing antinational sentiments, the real national

portion of the people united themselves more firmly

than ever, independently of the priests, to keep the law,

and to practice their ancestral customs; and it is this

party whom the opposite section called by the Aramaic

name "puJ^IS — 4>«pic7«to(, instead of its original He-
brew equivalent DTS'TCS, the separated (Ezra vi. 2] ; i\.

1; x, 11: Neh. ix, 2 ;' x, 28).

In the time of queen Alexandra (q. v.) the Pharisees

attained almost supreme power. By the appearance of

piety and thorough knowledge of the law, which they
well knew how to affect (so as even to pass for prophets,

Josephus, Ant. xvii, 2, 4), the Pharisees at an early day
secured the popular favor (Josephus, Ant. xiii, 10, 5;

xiii, 15, 5; xviii, 1,3; War, i, 5, 2; comp. Luke xi, 43),

and that of the women (Josephus. .1 nf. xvii, 2, 1, where,

however, only the wives of king Herod are spoken of;

but comp. Lightfoot. Hor. Ilebr. p. 230 sq. ). ami thereby

acquired considerable political influence, which became
very manifest even during the history of the Jewish

dynasty (Josephus, Ant. xiii, 10, 6; xiii, 16, 2; War, i,

5, 2). This influence became greatly increased by the

extension of the Pharisees over the whole land ( Luke v,

17), and the majority which they composed in the San-

hedrim (comp. Acts v, 34; xxiii. 6 sq.). In political

conflicts they generally followed democratic principles,

and sometimes carried them to an extreme, trusting to

their combined influence for success. (Their number
reached more than six thousand under the llerods, Jo-

sephus. Ant. xvii, 2.4.) Many of them must have suf-

fered death for political agitation (Josephus, Ant. xvii,

2, 4). Iu the time of Christ they were divided doctri-

nally into several schools, among which those of Hillel

and Shammai were most noted, the former being more

moderate, the latter more strict, in their observances.

Of the history of the Pharisees alter the resurrection of

Christ and the foundation of the Christian Church little

need be said. Their opposition to the Gospel continued

as eager as before, and, though they are seldom men-

tioned by name in the Acts of the Apostles, that opposi-

tion is frequently brought before us when "the council''

is spoken of (Acts iv, 15 ; v, 27 ; vi. 12; xxii, 30; comp.

xxiii, 6). That "council" is the Sanhedrim, and of the

seventy-two doctors of which it was composed, the more

influential part appears to have consisted of Pharisees.

We see then the same spirit of enmity to Christian truth

manifested by it as had been displayed during the life

of the liedeemer; and the history of Paul before Ids con-

version is only a more marked illustration than ordinary

of the manner in which the whole body would have

"persecuted the Church of God and wasted it." It is

not to be imagined that this enmity would abate as the

infant Church grew stronger. Everything that we
know of human nature and religious bigotry leads to

the opposite conclusion; and in the terrible fanaticism

with which, when Titus besieged Jerusalem, the Jewish

people rushed upon their fate, in the unflinching zeal

which they displayed, in the desperate efforts which

they made to avert the destruction which was "the

wrath come upon them to the uttermost," and in the

awful frenzy with which they sacrificed themselves amid

their falling palaces and burning Temple, it is impossi-

ble not to recognise the last convulsive outburst of Phar-

isaic heroism and despair.

With the definitions and explanations of such an ex-

tensive and gorgeous ritual as that of the .Mosaic law.

with the application and adaptation thereof to all the

vicissitudes of the commonwealth, with the different

degrees of holiness and uncleanness attached to the per-

formance or neglect of each precept and rite, with the

diverse dispositions and idiosyncrasies of the multitude

about the respective merits of outward observances and

a corresponding inward feeling, the Pharisees would
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have been superhuman if they had escaped the ex-

travagances which in the course of time have more or

eloped themselves in the established religions

based u] a more spiritual code and ;i less formal rit-

ual. Thus the enactmenl thai "the flesh of quadru-

peds musl nol I oked or in any way mixed with

milk for food," deduced from injunctions in Exod. xxiii,

19; xxxiv. 26; Dent. xiv. 21 ; <>r the enactment about

"the compulson recitation of the Skema twice a day."

i. e. the declaration about the unity of the Deitj (Deut

v i. i 9 . al a stated time; or the discussion on "the

lighting of candles on the eve of the Sabbath," which is

the duty of every Jew ; or "the interdict to eat an egg

which had been laid on any feast-day, whether such

daj was or was nol the day after the Sabbath," has its

parallel in other and later systems. The Christian

Church, without any basis for it in the N. T., has at

times employed a casuistry which may fairly compete

with that of the Pharisees, who had to define an in-

spired code of minute rites and ceremonies. From Pe-

ter Lombard to Gabriel Biel the question was warmly

discussed among all the Christian casuists, What is to

be done with a mouse which has eaten of the conse-

crated wafer? The Established Church of England has

deduced from the words "Let all things be done de-

cently and according to order" 1 1 Cor. xv, 40) the pettj

regulation that "no man shall cover his head in the

church or chapel in the time of divine service, except

he have some infirmity, in which case let him wear a

nightcap or coif" (Constitutions and Canons Ecclesiasti-

cal, xviii i
: has enacted I hat " no minister, when he cel-

ebrateth the communion, shall wittingly administer the

same to any but to such as kneel, under pain ofsuspen-

P.xxvii); that "upon Wednesdays and Fridays

weekly, though they be not holy-days, the minister, al

the accust ed hours of service, shall resort to the

church or chapel, and, warning being given to the peo-

ple by tolling of a bell, shall say the litany prescribed

in the Bool? of Com n Prayer: whereunto we wish

every householder dioelling within half a mile of th

cliurch to come or send om at th least of his household

fit to join with the minister in prayers" (xv); and that

"no ecclesiastical person shall wear any coif or wrought

nightcap, but only plain nightcaps of Mack silk, satin,

i : ... in private houses and in their studies

the said persons ecclesiastical may use any comely and

scholar-like apparel, provided that it lie not cut or

pinkt; and that in public they go not in their doublet

and hose, without coats or cassocks; and that they wear

not any Light-colored stockings" (lxxiv). This, how-

ever, only shows the tendency of all ritualism to degrade

the human intellect by minute requisitions. That the

multitudinous and detailed rites and ceremonies imposed

by the Mosaic law. .and amplified by the requirements

of time, should have given rise among many l'har-

formalism, outward religiousness, self-compla-

tentation, superstition, and hypocrisy, was to

he expected, judging from the general tendency of gor-

tualism in more modern days. A learned Jew
:iu i -I them rather the holiness of works than

hypocritical holiness (" Werkheiligkeit, nichl Scheiu-

heiligkeit," Herzfeld, Geschichtt des Volfces Tsrael, iii.

B59). \i any rate they must he regarded as having

been Bome of the most intense formalists whom the

world ha- ever seen ;
and. looking at the average stand-

ard of excellence among mankind, it is nearly certain

that men whose lives were -pent in the ceremonial ob-

servances of the Mishna would cherish feelings of self-

complacencj and spiritual pride not jiM died by intrinsic

ral e\ic Hence. The supercilious contempt towards

the poor publican, and towards the tender penitential love

that bathed I hrist's fei I with tears, would he the natu-

ral result ol Buch a system of life. We are therefore

not surprised that our Saviour saw these pernicious

features in the rank- of Pharisaism, and that he found

occasion to expose and to reprove most unsparingly

their externalism (Matt, xxiii, ".'7; I,tike \ii. ."''.'i and

hypocrisy
I
Matt, xxiii. 13). But to conclude from this

that all the Phariset - were either si Lf-rigbb on- and su-

perstitious, or a set of hypocrites, is as unjust a- it

would he to brand every section in modern churches
with the infirmities and extravagances of -which indi-

vidual members are guilty, and which are cither de-

nounced bj their own more enlightened and spirituallv-

minded brethren, or exposed by the opposing sections.

The language which the Pharisees themselves em-
ployed to denounce the proud, the formalists, the self-

righteous, and the hypocrites in their own sect. is, to

say the least, quite as Btrong a- that which our Sav-
iour used. In confirmation of this, we need only give

the poignant Talmudic classification of the Pharisees.

-There an- seven kinds of Pharisees," says the Talmud :

••1. Tfu sin, -In mill Phariset pOZUJ GJ1")fi I, who sim-

ply keeps the law for what he can profit thereby, jusl

as Shechcm submitted to the rite of circumcision that

he might thereby obtain Dinah, the daughter of Jacob

(Gen. xxxiv. 19); 2. Tfu Tumbling Pharisee pTiS
""I '. who, in order to appear humble before men,

always hangs down his head, and scarcely lifts up his

feel when he walks, so that he constantly tumbles:

3. The Bleeding Pharisee ('^"~ OTIS), who. in

order not to look at a woman, walks about with Ins

eyes closed, and hence injures his head frequently,

so that he has bleeding wounds; 1. The Mortar

Phariset (X""~i~ b'PB), who wears a cap in the

form of a mortar to cover his eyes, thai he may nol see

any impurities and indecencies; 5. Th* What-am-I-yet-

to-do Pharisee (""- ni n"~X OT"lB), who, not

knowing much about the law. as soon as he has done
one thing, asks. -What is my duly now? and I will do it

'

[

(comp. Mark x, 17-22); 6. The Phariset /nun Fear

(flS^a -"^£), who keeps the law because he is afraid

of a future judgment: and 7. Tfu Phariset from Love

i"nx" CHS), who obeys the Lord because he loves

him with all his heart" t Babylon Sofa, 22 b; comp. Je-

rusalem Berachoth, cap. ix). It must also be admitted

that it was among the Pharisees the glorious ideas were

developed aboul the Messiah, the kingdom of heaven.

the immortality of the soul, the world to come. etc. It

was the Pharisees who. to some extent at least, trained

such men as the immortal Ilillel. " the just and devout

Sinn. hi. who w aihd for the consolation of Israel." and
who. taking up the infant Saviour into his arms, offered

up thanks to Cod (Luke ii. 25 35); Zacharias, " who
was righteous before God" (i, 6); Gamaliel, the teach-

er of Saul of Tarsus; Paul, the gnat apostle of the

Gentiles, etc. <>nr Saviour himself occupied Pharisaic

ground, and used the arguments of the Pharisees in

vindication of his conduct and doctrines. Thus, when
Jesus was charged by the Pharisees with allowing his

disciples to break the Sabbath by plucking ears of corn

in the held on this holy day. he quofa d the \ cry maxim
of the Pharisees thai "the Sabbath is made for man.

and not man for the Sabbath" (Mark ii. 27: comp.

Juma, 85 b) : and his proof i> deduced according to the

Pharisaic exegetical rule denominated iTIO i"HT3,anaf-

ogy. When David was hungry, he ate of the priestly

bread, and also gave some to those who were with him.

Accordingly one who is hungry may satisfy his hunger

with thai which is otherwise ly allowed to the priest-.

Now the priests perforin all manner of work on the

Sabbath without incurring the guilt of transgression

;

why. then, should one who is hungry not be allowed to

do the same? (Matt. \ii. 1 7). We only add that the

apostle Paul, who must have known all the denuncia-

tions of Christ .against the Pharisees, never uttered a

disrespectful word against this sect. hut. on the contra-

ry . made it a mailer of boast thai he belonged to them

Vets xxiii, 6; \\\i. ">: Phil, iii, 5). Vet candor must
acknowledge that great moral derelictions in practice

'often coexist with much that is beautiful in theorv;
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and the uncontradicted rebukes of our Saviour against

the Pharisees of his time prove an enormous depravity

on their part. He denounced them in the bitterest lan-

guage; and in the sweeping charges of hypocrisy which

he made against them as a class, he might even, at first

sight, seem to have departed from that spirit of meek-

ness, of gentleness in judging others, and of abstinence

from the imputation of improper motives, which is one

of the most characteristic and original charms of his

own precepts. See Matt, xv, 7, 8; xxiii, 5, 13-15, 23;

Mark vii, 6; Luke xi, 42-44; and comp. Matt, vii, 1-5;

xi, 29; xii, 19, 20; Luke vi, 28, 37-42. Indeed, it is

difficult to avoid the conclusion that his repeated de-

nunciations of the Pharisees mainly exasperated them

into taking measures for causing his death ; so that in

one sense he may be said to have shed his blood, and to

have laid down his life in protesting against their prac-

tice and spirit. (See especially verses 53 and 54 in the

11th chapter of Luke, which follow immediately upon

the narration of what he said while dining with a Phar-

isee.) Hence to understand the Pharisees is, by con-

trast, an aid towards understanding the spirit of uncor-

rupted Christianity. This divergence is so wide and

fundamental that we shall best apprehend the genius of

J'/imisi i ism by developing the contrast somewhat in de-

tail (see Delitzsch, Jesus und Hilkl [Erlangen, 1866]).

(1.) In relation to the O.-T. dispensation, it was the

Saviour's great effort to unfold the principles which

had lain at the bottom of that dispensation, and, carry-

ing them out to their legitimate conclusions, to "fulfil

the law" (Tr\r)puj(jai, Matt, v, 17, to "fulfil," not, as too

often supposed to mean, to "confirm"). But, in con-

trast to this, the Pharisees taught such a servile ad-

herence to the letter of the law, that its remarkable

character as a pointing forward to something higher

than its letter was completely overlooked, and that its

moral precepts, intended to elevate men, and to lead

them on to the thought of a moral stage more glorious

than that at which they then stood, were made, rather

the instruments of contracting and debasing their ideas

of morality. Thus, strictly adhering to the letter, "Thou
Shalt not kill,"they regarded anger and all hasty passion

as legitimate (Matt, v, 21, 22). Adhering witli ecpial

strictness to the words '• Thou shalt not commit adul-

tery,'' all impure thoughts and deeds which fell short

of this were considered by them to be allowable (Matt.

v, 27, 28). And, once more, acquiescing in the letter,

"Whosoever shall put away his wife, let him give her

a letter of divorcement," they so interpreted the precept

that, if only a letter of divorcement were given, a wife

might be put away for any cause however trifling

(Matt, v, 31, 32). Thus, the whole spirit of the O.-T.

dispensation was misunderstood by them. They did

not see that it was adapted to a particular stage in the

history of man ; that its merit consisted, not in being

perfect, but in being better than what wotdd have
existed without it; and that it contained in itself the

pledge that it must one day yield, as a system, to the

full evolution of those principles at which it aimed, and
to which, from time to time, it gave expression. When
accordingly lie came, whose great effort it was to break

through the letter, in order that lie might set free the

spirit, which the circumstances of men had rendered it

necessary to enclose and confine for a season, their

hearts were steeled from the first against him, and they

attacked him as a blasphemer against the God of Israel

and his law.

(2.) While it was the aim of Jesus to call men to the

law of God itself as the supreme guide of life, the Phar-

isees multiplied minute precepts and distinctions to

such an extent, upon the pretence of maintaining it in-

tact, that the whole life of the Israelite was hemmed in

and burdened on every side by instructions so numer-
ous and trifling that the law was almost, if not whol-
ly, lost sight of. These " traditions," as they were
called, had long been gradually accumulating. Their
object may in the first instance have been a good one.

The law had been given under circumstances very dif-

ferent from those in which the Jewish people found
themselves more and more placed as the Christian tera

approached. The relations oflife had been far simpler;

the influence exerted over Israel by neighboring nations

less refined; while the national authorities, except in

times when the worship of the true God was altogether

thrown aside, had united in keeping all admixture of

foreign elements at a distance. That was no longer

possible, and it became almost necessary therefore to

explain the application of the law to the changed and
ever-changing condition of the people (comp. I ollinger,

Christmthum und Judenthum, p. 750). Commenting
upon the law therefore was unavoidable: and many of

the comments given were no doubt really what they

were designed to be, " a fence to the law." But these

"fences" too soon assumed, as indeed it was natural

that they should, an importance superior to that of the

law itself, while at the same time they were continually

increasing in number, till at last a complete system of

casuistry was formed, in which the most minute inci-

dents of life were embraced, and which rendered the

very conception of broad and general principles of duty

an impossibility. Of the trifling character of these

regulations innumerable instances are to be found in

the Mishna, but, as it is not quite clear that the Tal-

mudical was the same as the Pharisaic theology, we
omit these, and remind our readers only of some of

those mentioned in the N. T. Such, then, were their

washings before they would eat bread, and the special

minuteness with which the forms of this washing were

prescribed; their bathing when they returned from the

market , their washing of cups and pots, brazen vessels,

and couches (Mark vii, 2-4); such were their fastings

not only at the seasons which the law prescribed, but

twice in the week (Luke xviii, 12)—on Thursday, when,

according to their tradition, Moses had ascended Mount
Sinai, and on Monday, when he had come down from it

(Eisenmenger, Enfdecktes Judenthum, i, 311); such were

their tithings, not only of the property which the law

provided should be tithed, but even of the most insig-

nificant herbs— mint and anise and cummin (Matt,

xxiii, 23;' comp. Luke xviii, 12); and such, finally,

were those minute and vexatious extensions of the law

of the Sabbath, which must have converted God's gra-

cious ordinance of the Sabbath's rest into a burden and

a pain (Matt, xii, 1-13, Mark iii, 1-6; Luke xiii, 10-17,

etc.).

(3.) It was a leading aim of I lie Redeemer to teach

men that true piety consisted not in forms, but in sub-

stance ; not in outward observances, but in an inward

spirit; not in small details, but in great rules of lite.

The whole system of Pharisaic piety led to exactly op-

posite conclusions. Under its influence "the weightier

matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and faith," were

undervalued and neglected (Matt, xxiii. 23; Luke xi,

42), the idea of religion as that which should have its

seat in the heart disappeared i Luke xi, 3.S-41 ); the most

sacred obligations were evaded ( Mark vii, 11); vain and

trifling questions took the place of serious inquiry into

the great principles of duty i Matt, xix, 3, etc.) ; and even

the most, solemn truths were handled as mere matters

of curious speculation or means to entrap an adversary

(Matt, xxii, 35, etc., Luke xvii, 20, etc.).

(4.) The lowliness of piety was, according to the

teaching of Jesus, an inseparable concomitant of its re-

ality, but the Pharisees sought mainly to attract the

attention and to excite the admiration of men. They

gave alms in the most ostentatious manner; they often

prayed standing at the corners of the streets; they dis-

figured their faces when they fasted (Matt. vi. 2. 0, 16).

To draw attention to their religious zeal they made

broad their phylacteries and enlarged the borders of

their garments" (Matt, xxiii, 5). Blind to the true

glory of ministering to others rather than being minis-

tered to, they sought their glory in obtaining the chief

seats in the synagogues, the tirsl places at the tables to
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which they were invited, greetings of bonoi in the mar-

kets and the title of Rabbi, Rabbi (Matt xxiii, 6; Luke

xiv, 7,i. indeed, the whole spirit of their religion was

summed up, nol in confession of sin and humility, bul in

a proud self- righteousness al variance with any true

conception of man's relation either to God or his fellow-

creatures "God, 1 thank thee thai I am no! as other

men are. extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this

publican" (Luke xviii, 1 1 .

(."..i It was a natural consequence of all this, thai

with Bucb views of the principles and spirit of religion

its practical graces should be overthrown, and it was so.

Christ inculcated compassion tor the degraded, helpful-

ness to the friendless, liberality to the | r. holiness of

heart, universal love, a mind open to the t ruth. The
Pharisees regarded the degraded classes of society as

classes to be shunned, not to be won over to the right

(Luke vii. 39; xv. 2; xviii, 11), and frowned from

them such as the Redeemer would fain have gathered

within his fold (John vii. 19). [nstead of having com-
passion on the friendless, they made them a prey (Matt.

xxiii. 13), With all their pretences to piety, they were

in reality avaricious, sensual, and dissolute (Matt, xxiii.

25; John viii. 7). They looked with contempt upon

every nation but their own (Luke x, 29). Finally, in-

stead of endeavoring to fulfil the unai end of the dis-

pensation whose truths they professed to teach, and

tints bringing men to the Hope of Israel, they devoted

their energies to making converts to their own narrow
views, who, with all the zeal of proselytes, were more
exclusive and more bitterly opposed to the truth than

they were themselves (.Malt. wii. 15).

Ill view of these facts, while acknowledging much
I hat w a- just and commendable in their doctrines (Matt,

xxiii. •_'. 3), we are compelled to acquiesce in that gen-

eral judgment which has made the name of " Pharisee"

a proverb of ecclesiastical reproach— a character too

often reproduced under Christianity itself.

V. L Hi rafun . Besides the Mishna, the Talmud, and
the Midrashim, which embody the sentiments of the

Pharisees, we refer to Brucker, Hist. Crit. Pkilosopkice,

ii. 711 759; Milman, Hist, of the Jews, ii. 71; Ewald,

Geschichtt des Volhes Israel, iv, 415 H9; Biedermann,

Pharisaer und Sadducaer (Zur. 1854 i; Wellhausen, Die

Pharisaer und die Sadducaer (Greifsw. 1874); and the

Jahrhundert des Heils, p. 5, etc., of Gfrflrer, who has in-

sisted strongly on the importance of the Mishna. and
has made ureal use of the Talmud generally. GrOSS-

mann has endeavored to present, a harmony of the Jew-
ish-Alt sandrine doctrines with those of the Palestine

Pharisees in his work. De Pharis. Jud, Alexand. (Hal.

L846), ii. I , but it is very improbable that the Phari-

sees of Palestine agreed with the Jewish philosophers

of Alexandria in their principles, whin the latter were

adherents of Plato, and diligent students of Homer and
Hesiod I (rossmann, De Pkilos. Sadduc. iii. 8). See also

the following works by modern learned .lews: Iler/.-

Uckti des Volkes Israel (Nordhausen, 1857), ii.

'_'.">*. etc.; Jost, Geschichte des Judenthums in<<i seiner

Set I.' ipsic, 1857), i. 197, etc.; Gratz, Geschichte der

Juden (2d cd. ibid. 1863), iii. 72, etc, 154, etc: and.

above all, Geiger, Ursckrift und Uebersetzungen der Bi-

lau, 1857), p. 103. etc.; also in the Zeitschrifl

der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft (Leipsic,

1862), xvi, 714, etc ; and in his Jitdischt Zeitschriflfur
Wissenschaft und Leben (Breslau, L863), ii. 11. etc; and
reprinted separately (Kre-lau. 1863). See SECTS, JEW-
ISH.

Pharmacy, a name applied to the arts of the magi-
cian and enchanter in the early ages of the Christian

Church. The Council of Ancyra forbade pharmacy,
that is. the magical art of inventing and preparing

medicaments to do mischief; and appointed five years'

for any one that receives a magician into his

house f"i- thai purpose. Basil's canons condemn Buch

arts under the same character of pharmacy and witch-

craft, and assigns thirty years' penance to them. Ter-

3 PIIARPAR
tullian plainly asserts that never did a magician or en-
chain, r escape unpunished in the Church. Tho» WHO
practiced the magical art were sometimi - ti run d phar-
iii, i, i. and their magical potions

,
See Gard-

ner. Faiths of the World, ii. 654.

Pha'rosh t Kzra viii. :; |. See Parosh.

Phar'par (Heb. Parpar', "". swift .• Sept. *np-
<pap v. r. <Papfapa, '.\(pap<pu ; Yulg. Pkarpai
the two rivers of Damascus mentioned in the well-

known exclamation of Xaaman. "Are not Ahana and
Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters
of [srael?" (2 Kings v. 12). The name does not occur
elsewhere in Scripture, nor is it f< l in ancient classic

authors. Busebius and Jerome merely Mate that it i- a

river of Damascus (Onomast. p. v. Farfar). Pliny says
that "Damascus wits a place fertilized by the river

Chrysorrhoas, which i- drawn oil' into its meadows anil

eagerly imbibed" (v, 16); and Strabo says of this river

that --it commences from the city and territory of Da-
mascus, and is almost entirely drained by watercourses;

for it supplies with water a large tract of country" (xvi,

755). But none of these writers speak of any second

river. Various opinions have been euti rtained regard-

ing the Pharpar. Benjamin of Tudela states that, while
the Ahana runs through the city, the Pharpar runs be-

tween the gardens ami the orchards in the outskirts

(Early Travels, Bohn, p. '.km. lie evidently refers to

the two branches of the same river. The river Barada
takes its rise in the upland plain id' Zebdany, ai the

base of the loftiest peak of Anti-Lebanon, its principal

source i- a fountain called Ain Barada. It cuts through

i he central chain in a sublime gorge, .and flows in a

deep wild glen down the eastern declivities. Its vol-

ume is more than doubled bj a large fountain called

Fljeh, winch gushes from a cave in the side of the glen.

The river leaves the mountains and enters l lie great,

plain of Damascus about three miles west of the city.

The main stream flows though the city: hut no fewer

than seven large canals are taken from it at different

elevations to irrigate the surrounding orchards and gar-

dens. The largest of these is called Ntthr Taura, "the
river Taura." and is probably that which Benjamin of

Tudela identified with the Pharpar <l. c). The Arabic

version of the -Bible reads Taura for Pharpar in _'

Kings v. 12: hut the words of Xaaman manifestly im-

ply the existence of two distinct rivers. Some have

supposed that because the Barada ha- two -real foun-

tains. Xaaman alluded to these; and Dr. Wilson would

identify the Barada with the Pharpar, and Ain Fljeh

with the Ahana | Lands <>/ (In Bible, ii. 371, 373); hut

in reply we say that Xaaman speaks of two "rivers,"

and not •• fountains." See Af.ANA.

A short distance south of the city id' Damascus flows

the river Awaj, [I has two principal sourer- one high

it]) on the eastern side of Hermon,jusl beneath the cen-

tral peak: the other iii a wild glen a tew miles south-

ward, near the romantic village of licit Jann. The
streams unite mar Sasa, and the river flows eastward

in a dep rocky channel, and fall- into a lake, or rather

large mar-h. called Uahrot Hij&neb, about four miles

south ofthe lake into which tin' Barada falls. Although
the Awaj i- eight mihs distant from the city, yet it

(lows across the whole plain of Damascus: and large

ancient canals drawn from it irrigate the fields aid gar-

dens almost up to the wall-. The total length ofthe
Awaj is neatly forty miles; and in volume it i- about

one fourth that ofthe Barada. The Barada and Awaj
are the only rivers of any importance in the district of

Damascus; and there can he little doubt that the for-

mer is the Ahana. and the latter the l'harpar. The
identity of the Awaj and Pharpar was suggested hy

Miuiro in 1838 (Summer Ramble, ii, 54 I, and confirmed

by Dr. Robinson (Bibliotheca Sacra, May. 1849

hut its sources, course, and the lake into which n falls,

were first explored by Dr.Porter in the year i

v

dan. 1854, and April, 1854, p. 329). lie then heard, for
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the first time, the name Barbar applied to a glen on

the east side of Hermon, which sends a small tributary

to the Awaj; and it seems highly probable that we
have in this name a relic of the ancient Pharpar. The
Arabic may be regarded as equivalent to the Hebrew
(see Five Years in Damascus, i, 299; Biblioth. Sac. I.e.

p. 54). The mountain region round the sources of the

river was occupied in a remote age by the warlike Ma-
achathites (1 Chron. xix, G, 7; Josh. xii, 5). Subse-

quently it formed part of the tetrarchy of Abilene (Luke

iii, 1; Josephus, Ant. xix, 5, 1). Farther down, the

river Pharpar divided the territory of Damascus from

Ituriea (q. v.). The whole district through which the

river flows is now called Wady el-Ajam, " the valley of

the Persians;" the scenery is bare and mountainous. I nit

some parts of it are extremely fertile, and it contains

upwards of fifty villages, with a population of 18,000

souls (see Jour, of Sac. Li/. 1853; Hitter, Pal. und Syr.

iv. 132 sq.).—Kitto. See Damascus.
. The tradition of the Jews of Damascus, as reported

by Schwarz (Palest, p. 54, also p. "20, 27), is curiously

subversive of our ordinary ideas regarding these streams.

They call the river Fijeh (that is, the Barada ) the Phar-

par, and give the name Amana or Karmion (an old Tal-

mudic name) to a stream which Schwarz describes as

running from a fountain called el-Barady, a mile and a

half from Peth Djana (Beit Jenn), in a north-east di-

rection, to Damascus (see also the reference to the Nu-
bian geograph.er by Gesenius, Tkesaur. p. 1132 a).

—

Smith.

Pliarr, Waltek Smiley, a Presbyterian minister,

was born in Cabarras County, N. C, April 28, 1790. He
was educated at Hampden Sidney College, Prince Ed-
ward (

'<>.. Va.; studied theology under the care of Moses

Hoge, D.D.; was licensed by Hanover Presbytery, and

ordained by Concord Presbytery Nov. 18, 1820. His
first charge was Waxhaw Church, S. C. and he subse-

quently preached for Prospect, Kama, and Mall ird Creek

churches, in North Carolina, all within the bounds of

Concord Presbytery. He died Dec. 27, 18G6. Mr.
Pharr was a sound theologian, a plain and successful

preacher and pastor, much beloved and confided in by
all who knew him. See Wilson, Presb, Hist. A Imanac,

1867, p. 450. (J. L. S.)

Phar'zits (Heb. with the art. Jiap-Partsi'', ''S'nSft ;

Sept. (I $>apiai v. r. $npi r), the patronymic of a family

among the Hebrews (Numb, xxvi, 20), the descendants

of Pharez (q. v.).

Pliasaelis (<i>aaa)]\ic, Josephus, <I>«it?/\i'c, Ptole-

my, v, 16, 7; Phaselis, Pliny, xiii, 4, 111; xxi, 5, 11), a

city in the plain of the Jordan, built by Herod the Great
in honor of his brother Phasaelus (Josephus, Ant. xvi, 5.

2; xvii. 8, 1; xviii, 3, 2; 11"-//'. ii. 9, 1). It is now Tell

Fusail, a small hill with ruins at its base. The site is

inhabited by a few people who cultivate their gardens.

These are irrigated by a brook, the fountain of which
is an hour more to the west, hidden as it were under the

high cliffs below Daumeh,and under the shade of a dense

jungle (see Robinson, Researches, ii, 305). Brocardus

and Mar. Samedo (Seer. Fide!. Cruc. Ill, xiv, 3) identify

this little stream, now called Ain Fusail, with the brook

Cherith (see Reland, Palcest. p. 953 ; Bachiene, /A il.

Geof/r. I, i, 126-130).—Van de Yeklc, Memoir, p. 339.

Phase'all [some Pha'seah~] (Neh. vii, 51). See
Paseah.

Phase'lis (<I>a<T>)\ic), a town on the coast of Asia
Minor, on the confines of Lycia and Pamphylia. and
consequently ascribed by the ancient writers sometimes
to one and sometimes to the other. It was one of the

towns to which the Romans wrote commanding all

Jewish exiles who had taken refuge there to be given

up to Simon the high -priest (1 Mace, xv, 23). Its

commerce was considerable in the 6th century B.C., for

in the reign of Amasis it was one of a number of Greek
towns which carried on trade somewhat in the manner

of the Hanseatic confederacy in the Middle Ages. They
had a common temple, the Hellenium, at Naucratis, in

Egypt, and nominated irpooTaTai for the regulation of

commercial questions and the decision ofdisputes arising

out of contracts, like the preud'kommes of the Middle
Ages, who presided over the courts ofpiepoudi
imihlris, pedlers) at the different staples. In later times
Phaselis was distinguished as a resort ofthe Pampbylian
and Cilician pirates. Its port was a convenient one to

make, for the lofty mountain of Solyma ( now Takhtalu),
which backed it at a distance of only five miles, is nearly

eight thousand feet in height, and constitutes an admi-
rable landmark for a great distance. Phaselis itself

stood on a rock of fifty or one hundred feet elevation

above the sea, and was joined to the mainland by a low
isthmus, in the middle of which was a lake, now a pes-

tiferous marsh. On the eastern side of this wi i

port and a roadstead, and on the western a larger artifi-

cial harbor, formed by a mole run out into i he sea. The
remains of this may still be traced to a considerable ex-
tent below the surface of the water. The masi urv of

the pier which protected the small eastern port is nearly

perfect. In this sheltered position the pirates could lie

safely while they sold their booty, and also refit, the
whole region having been anciently so thiekh

with wood as to give the name of Pifyusa to the town.

For a time the Phaselites confined their relations with
the Pamphylians to the purposes just mentioned; but

they subsequently joined the piratical league, and suf-

fered in consequence the loss of their independence and
their town lands in the war which was waged by the

Roman consul Publius Servilius Isauricus in tie- years

B.C. 77-75. But at the outset the Romans had to a
great extent fostered the pirates, by the demand which
sprang up for domestic slaves upon the change of man-
ners brought about by the spoliation of Carthage and
Corinth. It is said that at this time many thousand

slaves were passed through Delos—which was the mart

between Asia and Europe— in a single day, and the

proverb grew up there, "E^nropi, KctTcnr\ivooi>- t'£i\ov'

iravra TTtTrparai. But when the Cilicians had acquired

such power and audacity as to sweep the st as as far as

the Italian coast, and interrupt the supplies of corn, it

became time to interfere, and the expedition of Senilius

commenced the work which was afterwards completed

by Pompey the Great (see Smith, Diet, of Cla

S.V.).

It is in the interval between the growth of the Cili-

cian piracy and the Servilian expedition that the inci-

dents related in the First Book of Maccabees occurred.

After naming Ptolemy, Demetrius (king of Syria), At-

tains (king of Pergamus). Ariarathes (of Pontus), and

Arsaces (of Parthia) as recipients of these missives, the

author adds that the consul also wrote: tie -artac rue

%wpnc Kai ^.apxpdpy ((irolius conjectures \a/idaKi;>,

and one MS. has Nltaaviaay) Kai EiretpTiaraic, Kai tie

AijXov KCii tie Mvvdov Kai tie ~Eucvwva Kai tie rrjv k<(-

piav Kai tic, £«/to)> Kai eig rijv IlafHpuXlav Kai tie ri\v

\vKiav Kai tie 'AXlKapvaOVOV, Kai tie Podov Kill liij

fyarrijXiia Kai tic kw Kai tic, Scoqv Kai eig'ApaSov Kai

lit; VopTWaV Kai KviSov, Kai Kvirpov Ktii Krupiir

I
1 Mace xv, 23 I. It will be observed that all the places

named, with the exception ofCyprus and Cyrene, Ii'
1 on

the highway of marine trallic between Syria and Italy.

The Jewish slaves, whether kidnapped by their own
countrymen (ExocL xxi. 16), or obtained by raids (2

Kings v, 2). appear in early times to have been trans-

mitted to the west coast of Asia Minor by this route

j

(see Ezek. xxvii. 13 ; Joel iii, 6).

The existence of the mountain Solyma. and a town

of the same name, in the immediate neighborhood of

Phaselis. renders it probable that the descendants of

some of these Israelites formed a population i

importance in the time of Strabo I Herod, ii. 178; Sirab.

xiv, c. 3; Livy, xxxvii. 23: Mela, i. 14; see Beaufort,

Karamania, p. 53-56).—Smith.

j
Phas'iron (<&aatpwv ; Vulg. Phaseron v. r. /'asi-
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roii), the name of the head "fan Arab tribe, "the chil-

dren of Phasiron" i l Mace. i.\. 66). defeated by Jona-

than, but of whom nothing more is known.—Smith.

Phas'saron (fbaooapov, v. r. &aoaovpoc and >lx'tn-

oopoc-, Vulg. Phasurius~), a Graecized form (I Esdr. v,

25) of the Heb. name Pashi r (q. v. I.

Phe'be. See Pho be.

Phelan, \\'i i.i.i \m. D.D., a somewhat noted Irish

divine of the Protestant establishment, was bom at

Clonmel in 1789, and was educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, where he was admitted sizar in lxiMi. In 1*11

he was made second master of the endowed school of

Deny; in 1*17 he was elected fellow of his college, and
in 1819 Donellan lecturer. In 1824 he became rector

of Killyniaii. Armagh, and in 1825 of Ardtrea. lie died

in 1830. His Remains were published, with a biograph-

ical memoir, by the bishop of Limerick (2d ed. I !.

1832, 2 vols. 8vo). See Darling, Cyclop. Bibliogr. a, v.

Phelet. See Beth-phfxet.

Phelipeaux, Jean, a French theologian, was born

Ell \ i rs in the L7th century. He studied iii Paris,

and there took his degrees in theology even t<> die doc-

torship. Bossuet. having heard him dispute in the Sor-

bonne. formed so favorable an opinion of him that lie

placed him in the position of preceptor to his nephew,
the abbe Bossuet, the future bishop ofTroyes. Both

were in Rome in L697, when the affair of Quietism was
agitated; they fell. .wed it with singular ardor, and with

a kind of passion the expression of which Bossuel was
more than once obliged to moderate. Phelipeaux wrote,

June •_'
!. 1698, •• No better and more persuasive piece of

news can lie sent us than that of the disgrace of the rel-

atives and friends df M.i le ( 'amhray." His pupil showed
no less animosity. "He is a wild beast," said he, Nov.
•_'.">. in speaking ofFenelon—"he is a wild beast, thai must

he pursued until he is overthrown and unable to do any
harm." Phelipeaux, entirely occupied with this affair,

wmte numerous . memoirs, and besieged the courl of

Hume with solicitations, at the same time carrying on a

secret correspondence with M. de Noailles, archbishop
of Paris. On his return to Franco (1699) he became
canon, official, and grand-vicar of Meaux. He died at

Meaux .inly ::. 1708. After his death was published

the Relation d< I'origim du progres it dt In condamna-
tion du Quietismt repandu <n France, avec plusieurs an-

ecdotes curieuses (s. 1. 17:12 17:!:;. _' pt 12mo). All that

is said in it against the manners of Madame Guyon is

corroborated by no proof, .and was refuted in 1733 by the

ahhe of La Bletterie. As fur Fdnelon, one cannot doubt

that the design of the author was to injure his reputa-

tion; "his work," says De Bausset, "reveals tic mosl
marked partiality and the most odious rage." Besides.

it was suppressed by a decree of the council. See

Moreri, Grand Diet. Flist.; He Bausset, Hist. d< Fene-

lon . Barbier, Dict.des Anonymes, 2d edit.. No. 16,089.

Vouv. Biog. Generate, xxxix, 821.

Phelcnium (jpeXovtov), a cloak, which in the

Greek Church corresponds t.. the chasuble in the Latin

Church. This ecclesiastical vestment is worn by the

priests, and that worn by the patriarch is embellished
with triangles and crosses. This is supposed to have

-hi of garment which Paul left at Troas, and
his anxiety for it- restoration i- to be attributed, we are

told, to its sanctity as an ecclesiastical robe. St i I lard-

ner, Faiths oftht World, ii. 654.

Phelps, Elizabeth Stuart, an American lady,

noted as i be ant hor of a number of moral and religious

Btory-books, was born at Andover, Mass., in 1815. She

was the daughter of Dr. Moses Stuart, the celebrated

professor ol O.-T. exegesis at the Andover divinity

feci 1. and wife of Dr. Austen Phelps, she dud at

Boston Nov. 30, L852. We have not space here for a

list of her writings, hut those interested will find it in

Allihone. Diet, ofBrit, and Amer. Author*, .-. \.

Phelps, Joseph T., a minister of th,' Methodist
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Episcopal Church, was horn in Anne Arundel County.
Md.. Sept. 21, 1818; was converted at sixteen, and in

1840 became a member of the Baltimore Co
and tor eighteen years travelled in Maryland, Virginia,

and Pennsylvania. Hi- last appointment in the Balti-

more Conference was Harper's Perry. In 1858 he took

a supernumerary relation, and moved to Ohio. At the

ensuing Conference he was, at hi- own request, located.

In I860 til he was employ t d by the pn siding elder on

Clarksfield Circuit, and in 1863 he was admitted into

the North < »hio < inference, and tm\ 1 11' d the following

circuits: Sullivan, one year; Republic, two years ; Per-

kins, two years; and Centerton, one year. His last ap-

pointment was Republic, "lie was a man of general

intelligence, of goodly presence, and unassuming man-
ners, lie was a very good and acceptable preacher, a

true Christian gentleman, and success attended his min-
isterial labors." He died near Ri public, Si m ca County.

Ohio, April •_':>. 1870. See General Minutes oftfo Ann.
(

'i>t< ft r< nces.

Phelps, Servis W., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was born in 1846. After completing

his studies at Lowville Academy, where he was con-

verted, he joined the New York Conference in 1868. He
was lir.-l appointed to New Bremen, and tie u to ll.iruc -'s

Corners, where, under his ministrations, more than fifty

persons w ere added to the Church. His health suddenly

failed him. and at the Conference of 1870 he was com-
pelled to take a supernumerary relation. He did in

Martinsburgh, N.Y., Feb. 28, 1871. Phelps was natu-

rally kind and benevolent, and possessed many excel-

lent qualities as a minister. He hail high opinions of

the ministerial office, and aimed to exemplify them in

iii- entire life ami influence. See minutes ofth Aim.

< 'onfi ri uri s.

Phelps, Thomas, a Wesleyan preacher and mis-

sionary, was born at Rudford, Gloucestershire, England,

in 1817. He was of humble parentage, and did not en-

joy more than the usual advantages of a common-school
education. In 1849 he was selected as a laborer in the

Jamaica mission. He promptly accepted the work, and
though more or less disabled by severe attacks of trop-

ical fever, he yet continued faithful in the discharge <•(

his duties. He died peacefully at Port Morant,Aug. 13,

1852. - I'lulps's amiable disposition, and his habits of

industry and punctuality, secured lor him the love and

esteem of the brethren with whom he was associated,

and his brief ministry was not without fruit. His pulpit

labors were acceptable; and his diligent attention to

other pastoral duties obtained for him the love of the

people among whom he was stationed." So- H

Magazim (Sept 1853), p. 869.

Phelypeaux, Georges Lot t-. a French prelate,

was horn in 1729 in the chateau d'Herbaut, diocese of

Orleans. He entiled holy orders, became commenda-
tory abbe* of the royal abbey of Thouronel, and was ap-

pointed in 17.">7 archbishop of Bourges, and in 177D

chancellor of the < Irder of the Holy Ghost, He distin-

guished himself as much by the activity of his pastoral

zeal as by his inexhaustible beneficence. He founded

several colleges in the principal cities of his diocese, in-

stituted bureaus of charity, and succeeded in •

ably diminishing mendicity. See Blin de Sainmore,

Elogt HisLdt G.-L. Phelypeaux (1778, 8vo) ; Fauchet,

Oraison Funebn il< G.-L. Phelypeaux, Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, xxxix. MM.

Pheni'ce
;

Bome Phi nia |: a.t Vets wi ii,

Phoenix. 6. (Acts xi, 19 ; xv, 3). See Phoenicia.

Pheni'cia. See Pho sn< t \.

Phenolion. See Lit rxm.iiM.

Phenomenon. See Ph i komi noj .

Pherecydes (Qtpticvdni I, an ancient Greek phi-

losopher, was a native of the island of Sj ros e of the

Cyclades, and flourished in the 6th century B.C. He
i- said by Diogenes Laertius to have been a rival of
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Thales, and to have learned his wisdom from the sacred

books of the Phoenicians, or from the Egyptians and

Chaldseans. He is also reputed to have been a disciple

of Pittacus, and to have taught Pythagoras. He wrote

a cosmogony in a kind of prose much resembling poe-

try, under the title 'ETrrd/xuxot:, the meaning of which

bdoubtful. In a manner rather poetic than philosophic, !

he endeavored in this work to show the origin of all

things from three eternal principles: Time, or Kronos

;

Earth, as the formless and passive mass; and JEiher,

cr Zeus, as the formative principle. He taught the

doctrine of the existence of the human soul after death

;

but it is uncertain whether he held the doctrine of the

transmigration of souls, afterwards promulgated by his

disciplePythagoras. Of his work only fragments are

extant, which have been collected and elucidated by

Stiirtz (Gera, 1798; 2d ed. Leips. 1824).—Chambers.

See Smith, Diet, of Gr. and limn. Bioff. and Mythol,

s. v.; Butler, Hist, of Anc. Phil. vol. ii; Cudwortb, In-

tell. System of the Universe (see Index in vol. iii).

Pher'esite (1 Esdr. viii. G9) or Pher'ezite (Ju-

dith v. 19; 2 Esdr. i, 21), different modes of rendering

($fpt^a7or) the name Peuizite (q. v.).

Phiala ($ia\j;), Lake, a small body of water de-

scribed by Josephus, and believed by him to supply the

fountain at Banias (War, iii, 10, 7). It is the present

Birket er-Rdm, east of Banias; tirst examined by Irby

and Mangles (1818, Travels, p. 287); identified by

Thomson (BMioth. Sacra, iii, 189-192). See also Bit-

ter, Erdkunde, xv, 154 sq., 174 sq. ; Wilson, Lands ofthe

Bible, ii, 180; Lynch, Official Report, p. 110; Kobinson,

Later Bibl. Res. p. 399.—Van de Velde, Memoir, p. 340.

Phibionitae is a local name of the Gnostics (q. v.).

and is probably a corruption of I'lireh'umikr. which was

acquired from Valentinus, the founder of the sect, who
was a native of Phrebonitis, on the coast of Egypt (see

Epiphanius, Hceres. xxvi, 3; xxxi, 2).

Phi'chol (Heb. PikoV, 5b"iQ, of doubtful meaning

[see below]; Sept. <Pt\(o\ v. r. <l>i/criA; Josephus <PiKw-

Xoc), the proper, or, more probably, the titular name of

the commander of the troops of Abimelech, the Philis-

tine king of Gerar in the patriarchal period. See Abim-
elech. If the Abimelech of the time of Isaac was
the son of the Abimelech of the time of Abraham, we
may conclude that the Phichol who attended on the

second Abimelech (Gen. xxi, 22) was the successor of

the one who was present with the tirst at the interview

with Abraham (Gen. xxvi, 26). Josephus mentions

him on the second occasion only. On the other hand
the Sept. introduces Ahuzzath, Abimelech's other com-
panion, on the first also. By Gesenius the name is

treated as Hebrew, and as meaning the ' ; mouth of all."

By Fiirst (Heb. Lex. s. v.) it is derived from a root ^33,

to be strong. But Hitzig (Philisfuer, § 57) refers it to

the Sanscrit pitshula, a tamarisk, pointing out that

Abraham had planted a tamarisk in Beersheba, and
comparing the name with Elah, Berosus, Tappuach,
and other names of persons and places signifying differ-

ent kinds of trees; and with the name <Piya\og, a vil-

lage of Palestine (Josephus, Ant. xii, 4, 2), and <t>tya\ia

in Greece. Stark (Gaza, etc. p. 96) more cautiously

avoids such speculations. The natural conclusion from

these mere conjectures is that Phichol is a Philistine

name, the derivation and meaning of which are lost to

us.—Smith.

Philadelphia [strictly Philadelphia] (#(Wf\-
0»«, brother!// love), one of the seven cities of Asia Mi-
nor to which the admonitions in the Apocalypse were
addressed (Rev. i, 11; ii, 7). The town stood about
twenty-live miles south-east from Sardis, in N. lat. 32 3

28', E. long. 28 D 30', in the plain of Hermus, about
midway between the river of that name and the termi-

nation of Mount Tmolus. It was the second in Lydia
(Ptolemy, v. 2; Pliny, Hist. Xat. v, 30), and was built

by king Attains Philadelphia, from whom it took its

name. In B.C. 133 the [dace passed, with the dominion

in which it lay, to the Romans. The soil was ex-

tremely favorable to the growth of vines, celebrated by
Virgil (Georg. ii, 98) for the soundness of the wine they

produced ; and in all probability Philadelphia was built

by Attains as a mart for the great wine-producing re-

gion, extending for 500 stadia in length by 400 in

breadth. Its coins have on them the head of Bacchus

or a female Bacchant. Strabo compares the soil with

that in the neighborhood of Catana, in Sicily ; and mod-
ern travellers describe the appearance of the country as

resembling a billowy sea of disintegrated lava, with here

and there vast trap-dikes protruding. The original

population of Philadelphia seems to have been Macedo-
nian, and the national character to have been retained

even in the time of Pliny. There was, however, as ap-

pears from Rev. iii, 9, a synagogue of Hellenizing Jews

there, as well as a Christian Church—a circumstance to

be expected when we recollect that Antioehus the Great

introduced into Phrygia 2000 families of Jews, remov-

ing them from Babylon and Mesopotamia, for the pur-

pose of counteracting the seditious temper of the Phryg-

ians; and that he gave them lands and provisions, and

exempted them from taxes (Josephus, Ant. xii, 3, 4).

The locality continued to be subject to constant earth-

quakes, which in the time of Strabp (xiii. 628) rendered

even the town-walls of Philadelphia unsafe ; but its in-

habitants held pertinaciously to the spot, perhaps from

the profit which naturally accrued to them from their

city being the staple of the great wine-district. But

the expense of reparation was constant, and hence per-

haps the poverty of the members of the Christian

Church (o7<j« . . . brt fiatpav t'xfif Svvafiiv, Rev. iii,

8), who no doubt were a portion of the urban popula-

tion, and heavily taxed for public purposes, as well as

subject to private loss by the destruction of their own
property. Philadelphia was not of sufficient importance

in the Roman times to have law-courts of its own, but

belonged to a jurisdiction of which Sardis was the cen-

tre. It continued to be a place of importance and of

strength down to the Byzantine age ; and of all the

towns in Asia Minor it withstood the Turks the longest.

It was taken by Bajazet I in A.D. 1392. Furious at the

resistance which he had met with, Bajazet put to death

the defenders of the city, and many of the inhabitants

besides (see G. Pachym. p. 290 ; Mich. Due. p. 70 ; Chal-

cond. p. 33).

Philadelphia still exists as a Turkish town, under

the name of Allah-shehr, "city of God," i. e. High-

town. The region around is highly volcanic, and, geo-

logically speaking, belongs to the district of Phrygia

Catacecaumene, on the western edge of which it lies.

The situation of Philadelphia is highly picturesque, es-

pecially when viewed from the north-east, for it is prin-

cipally built on four or live hills, extremely regular in

figure, and having the appearance of truncated pyra-

mids. At the back of these, which are all of nearly the

same height, rise the lofty ridges of Tmolus; and

though the country around is barren and desolate, the

city itself is wanting neither in wood nor verdure. The
climate of Philadelphia is pleasant and healthy. It is

elevated 952 feet above the level of the sea, and is open

to the salutary breezes from the Catacecaumene— a

wild desert tract of highly volcanic country extending

as far to the east as Pelta?. This district is even yet fa-

mous for the growth of the vine, which delights in a

light sandy soil ; and. though incapable of extensive

cultivation, has a few fertile oases. Close to Philadel-

phia the soil is rich, and fruits as well as cotn are abun-

dant. The Cogamos abounds in fresh- water turtle,

which are considered delicacies, and highly prized ac-

cordingly. The revenues of the city depend on its

corn, cotton, and tobacco. The cotton grows in small

pods about the size of a medlar, and not unlike it in

form. The town itself, although spacious, is miserably

built and kept, the dwellings being remarkably mean,

and the streets exceedinglv filthy. Across the summits
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Philadelphia.

of the bill behind tbc town and the small valleys be-

tween them runs the town-wall, strengthened by circu-

lar and square towers, and forming also an extensive

and long quadrangle in the plain below. The ancient

walls arc partly Standing and partly in ruins; lint il i-

easy to trace the circuit which they oner enclosed, and
within which arc to be found innumerable fragments of

pillars and other remains of antiquity. The missiona-

ries Fisk and Parsons, in 1822, were informed by the

Greek bishop thai the town contained 3000 houses, of

which he assigned 250 to the Greeks, and the rest to

the Turks. On the same authority it is stated that

there are five churches in the town, besides twenty
others which were t >ld or too small for use. Six

minarets, indicating as many mosques, are seen in the

town; and one 61 these mosques is believed by the na-

tive Christian- to have been the church in which as-

sembled the primitive Christians addn ssed in the Apoc-
alypse. There are few ruins; but in one part tin re arc

still found four strong marble pillars, which supported

the dome of a church. The done it-. If has fallen down.

but its remains may be observed, and it is seen that the

arch was of brick. On the sides of the pillars are in-

scriptions, and some architectural ornaments in the form

of the figures ol saint-. One solitary pillar of high an-

tiquity has often been noticed as reminding beholders

ol the remarkable words in the Apocalyptic message to

the Philadelphia Church : "Him that overcometh will

I make a pillar in the temple of my God; and he shall

go no i v out" i Rev. iii, 12 I. It is believed that the

Christian inhabitants of Philadelphia are on the in-

crease, 'flic city i- th<' seat of a Creek bishop, and the

last incumbi nl of the see did much to spread among his

clergy a desire lor theological learning; but education
is in a very low state, and Mr. Arundel] -tale- that the

children had been allowed to tear up s e ancient cop-

iesoi the Gospels. See Smith, Sept. Ecc/esiarum Asia,

es; Richter, Wahlfahr-
ten, p. 513; Schubert, Morgenland, i. 353 357; Mis-
sionary Herald, 1821, p. J.".;;; 1839, p. 210 212; < hand-
ler, Travels, p. .".1".

It fa- been supposed by some that Philadelphia oc-

cupied the Bite of another town named Callatebus, of

which Herodotus -peak-, in his account of Xerxes's
march; Imi the position and fertility of that -pot do

pond. At the -an..' Hue i ho Persian king, in

hi- two days' march from Cydrara to Sardis, must have
passed very mar the site of the future Philadelphia

(Strabo, \ii. c. 8; Herod, vii, 31). See Asm Minou.
Philadelphians, or //« Pkiladelphian Society,"

i- the name ofa Beet which was founded in 1695, and
claimed to have for its object "the advancement ol pi-

ety and divine philosophy."

It originated with Jane
Leade (q.v.) and John Pord-

age (q. v. i. Another of the

Philadelphians was the learn-

ed physician Francis Lie. who
edited the "Theosophical
Transactions" of the socie-

ty. Another eminent mem-
ber wa- I ir. Lot Fisher, who
caused all the works of .lane

Leade and lo r associate - to

ho tran-lali d into Dutch. A
fourth principal coadjutor was
'1 homas Bromley, author of

Th Sabbath of Rest, and of

some work- on Biblical sub-

jects. The Philadelphian So-

ciety contributed largely to

the spread of that mystical

piety w hili i- so cons] icuous

in the Works of the good and
loaned William Law. and
which affected in no small

degree the early stages of

Methodism. Mrs. Leade herself, however, combined
much fanaticism with her pietism, professing dike Swc-

denborg in a later generation) to hold intercourse with

spirits. This fanaticism imparted itself to many mem-
bers of the Philadelphian Society, and imaginary appa-

ritions of good ami evil angels became for a time a

prominent feature of their religious life. In other re-

spects i heir mysticism was that of the ordinary charac-

ter, making the contemplative life the basis of religious

knowledge and practice. A small work entitled The
Principles of the Philadelphians, published in 1697,

gives a curious exposition of their mysticism. See Eb-
rard. Kirch n- n. Dogmengesch. iv, 163 : Moshi in

Hist. vol. iii: Meth. Rev. April. 1865, p. 305; Illgen,

Zeitsch. fur hist. Tkeol. 1865, ii. 171 : Amer. 7 '/.A ff< v.

Jan. 1866, p. 191. (J. II. W.)

Philalethes. or lovers of truth, as their name im-
plies, won

• a sect of infidels which arose at Kiel, in Ger-

many, about I s 17. and who wished to ignore Chris-

tianity altogether, and to use only the general forms of

piety. See Rationalists.

Philanthropy (<pi\av&pwria,a term compounded
of (piXoc. loving, and avdpwiroc, man), signifies tin love

of mankind. It differs from benevolence only in this

—

that benevolence extends to every being that has life

and sense, and i- of eour-e suscepl ible of pain and pleas-

ure; whereas philanthropy cannot comprehend more
than the human race. It differs from friendship, as this

affection subsists only between a few individuals, while

philanthropy comprehends the whole human species,

h is a calm sentiment, « hich pi rhaps hardly e\ . r rist -

to the warmth of affection, and certainly not to the heat

of passion.

Christian philanthropy is universally admitted to he

superior to thai of any other ethical or religious system ;

and it wo inquire what are the causes of this superior

pr inence given to active benevolence in the Christian

scheme ol ethics, we shall find, a- in other instances,

that the peculiar character of the ethical fruit depends
on the root of religion by which tin' plant is nourished.

and the theological soil in which it was planted. For
surely it requires very little thought to perceive that

1 all that surpassing love of the human broth-

erhooii lies iii the well-known opening words of the

most catholic of prayers "Our Father, which an in

heaven;" the aspect also of sin a- a contumacy, and a

rebellion, and a guilt, drawing down a curse, necessarily

leads to a more aggressive philanthropy, with the view
of achieving deliverance from that curse; hut. above
all. the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, and the

terrible consequences necessarily involved in the idea
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of an eternal banishment from the sunshine of the di-

vine presence, has created an amount of social benevo-

lence and missionary zeal which under any less potent

stimulus would have been impossible. The miseries of

the more neglected and outcast part of humanity pre-

sent an entirely different aspect to the calm Epicurean

and to the zealous Christian. To the Christian the soul

of the meanest savage and of the most degraded crimi-

nal is still an immortal soul. Christian ethics requires

us to love our enemies without betraying our rights,

and this will become more and more practicable in the

degree that international recognition becomes more

common, and a large Christian philanthropy more dif-

fused.

In the history of education philanthropy has ac-

quired a special meaning. The influence exercised by

Rousseau was not less great on education than on poli-

tics, and was as visible in the pedagogues of Germany

and Switzerland as in the men of the French Revolu-

tion. It is to the brilliant and one-sided advocacy, by

the author of Emile, of a return to nature in social life

and in the training of the young, that Basedow owed
his novel and enthusiastic educationalism, which he put

to the practical test in the institution which was opened

under his auspices at Dessau in 1774, and which was
called Philanthropina. Other establishments of the

same kind were founded in different parts of Germany,

but the only one which still survives is Salzmann's Insti-

tute at Schnepfenthal, near Gotha, opened in 1784. These

philanthropina are of interest to us because they sought

the religious and moral training of the young on an en-

tirely original plan. Until the days of these Philan-

thropists the Church had had the sole educational

care of the rising generation, but these came forward to

assume this responsibility, and to treat the child in a

peculiar and altogether novel manner. The religious

fervor was to be developed like love for any given

study, and, instead of influencing the heart, religion be-

came an intellectual acquisition. As philanthropism

agreed no less with the absolutism of Russia than with

the liberty of Switzerland, so, in the general private de-

votional exercises, nothing should be done which would
nut be approved of by every worshipper of God, whether
he were a Christian, Jew, Mohammedan, or a deist.

" In the temple of the Father of all, crowds of dissenting

fellow-citizens will worship as brethren, and afterwards

they will, with the same fraternal disposition, go, one

to hear the holy mass, the other to pray with real

brethren, 'Our Father,' the third to pray with real

brethren, 'Father of us.' While the former education

had viewed the minds of children as vessels into which
a certain amount of knowledge and faith was to be

infused, whether it was easy or difficult, philanthro-

pism viewed these vessels as the chief thing, and the

amount of knowledge as only secondary. In other

words, knowledge was regarded merely as a means of

training the human mind; and the aim was the nat-

ural development of all man's powers and faculties"

(Kahnis, Hist, of Genu. Prof. p. 47). See the Quart.

Rev.JsLii. 1875, art. vi; Blackie, Hist. ofEurop. Moral.-:.

p. "23G, 263; Wuttke, Christian Ethics (see Index in vol.

vii). (J.H.W.)

Philar'ches. This word occurs as a proper name
in the A. V. at 2 Mace, viii. 32, where it is really the

name of an office, phylarch (7> (f)v\apx>K= <!>v\apxoc,
" the commander of the cavalry"). The Greek text

seems to be decisive as to the true rendering; but the

Latin version (" et Philarchen qui cum Timotheo crat

. . .") might easily give rise to the error, which is very
strangely supported by Grimm, ad loc—Smith.

Philaret of Moscow, a modern Russian prelate

of much celebrity, was born of pious parentage at

Kolomna in 1782. Kis lay name was Vasilj Drosdotc.

He received his education in the Theological Seminary
nt' Muscowr

. He commenced his public career as tutor

of the Greek and Latin languages. His oratorical gifts

VIIL—
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being soon observed, he was appointed preacher in 180G

at the Sergian monastery of Troizka, and after having

removed to St. Petersburg, entered the monastic life,

in order to open to himself the higher avenues of the

Church, which only the white clergy can enter. In

1810 he was translated to the Academy of Alexander
Newskj as bachelor of theological science ; in 181 1 he was
made archimandrite, and in 1812 became rector of the

St. Petersburg Theological Academy. In 1817 he was
raised to the bishopric, and was appointed successively

bishop of Twer, Iaroslaw, and Moscow. In the episco-

pal see of Moscow, to which he was appointed in 1821,

he remained until his death, Nov. 19, 18(57. As the sen-

ior Russian prelate, the eminent orator and professor,

the theologian justly renowned in the Christ ian world,

the strict supporter of the Church, and the true states-

man, Philaret, from his tenderest youth until the last

day of his prolonged life, was animated by a burning

ami constant love for Russia. In the fulfilment of the

mission which fell to his lot, he elevated himself by his

spirit above the time, and did not allow himself to be

captivated by any narrowness of mind. All that knew
him know likewise that in the height of his intelligence

he considered the relative importance of all the mani-

festations in the Christian world, whether within or

without the orthodox Church. He would not permit

the appellation of heretics to such of the Christian dis-

senters as had come into existence since the oecumeni-

cal councils, and consequently had not been condemned

by them. He was exempt from fanaticism in his ad-

ministrations, and yet he knew the limits and measures

of that which stood below. His inexhaustible intellect,

sound counsels, and thorough acquaintance with the re-

ligious and social life of the people made him the friend

of the crowned heads of Russia; and he was by them

selected as confidential adviser in all important ques-

tions concerning the good of the empire. Alexander

I even told him who was to be the successor to his

throne before the future emperor knew of it. In the

late Crimean war his words and sacrificing example re-

vived a patriotic feeling throughout the land; and to

him is ascribed the manifesto which led to the abolish-

ment of the anti-Christian serfdom. For over twenty-

five years he was not present at the Holy Synod, yet all

important documents concerning spiritual affairs were

submitted to him; and his vivid words called out sym-

pathy with the poor co-religionists in the island of

Crete. In 1813 Philaret received a decoration from the

emperor Alexander I for his oratory. Sermons, lect-

ures, etc., of his have been printed in large numbers

and translated into foreign languages. The synodial

printing establishment at Moscow alone printed 360 of

his compositions to the number of 2,0(1(1.22:5 copies.

Metropolitan Philaret was really one of the greatest

scholars of his Church. Almost all the now living

communicants of the orthodox Russo- Greek Church

have learned its doctrines from the Catechism arranged

by him. His greatest work is his History qftfa Rus-

sian i hurrh, of which a German translation was brought

out in 1872. This history was really the first work of

importance in Russian ecclesiastical annals. It was

published from 1850 to 1859, and, by order of the Holy

Synod, was introduced into the ecclesiastical seminaries

(institutions ranking between the ecclesiastical schools

and ecclesiastical academies). Within ten years four

editions were published. The author divides the his-

tory of the. Russian Church into five periods: the first

closes with the inroads of the Mongolians in 1237; the

second embraces the time of the subjection of Russia by

the Mongolians, 1238 to 1409; the third extends to the

establishment of a patriarchate, 1587; the fourth to the

abolition of the patriarchate in 1719: the fifth com-

prises the administration of the Church of the Holy

Synod. (The value of the German translation is con-

siderably enhanced by an appendix containing l'hila-

rct's treatise on the Liturgy ofthe Oriental Grt i
/.' ( lunch

and the Catechism of the Orthodox Christian Doctrine.)
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Philarel published, besides this history of the Russian

Church, the following works: .1 System of Christian

Doctrines (2 vols.): I Work on tin Saints of Russia:
- Cyril and Methodius, the Apostles of tht Slavi: !/>

Liturgy ofth Russian Church before the Invasion of the

Mongolians: - .1 Work on >/<> Church Fathers (3 vols.,

and ;ni extract from it as a text-1 k) : .1 Commen-

tary to tin Epistlt in tin Galatians: AnOutlim of tin

Theological Literaturt of Russia (2 vols.): Sermons,

Homilies, and Addresses |
l vols.), of which a detailed ac-

count is given bj ' M to in his Russian I. it* raturt . I M his

persona] appearance and kindness of heart dean Stanley

makes mention in his East. Ch. Lectures, p. 525. \- a

preacher, the dean describes Philarel as one of the first

of the present Cluireli of Russia, "whose striking man-
ner renders bis sermons impressive even to those who
cannot follow the language." See Meth. Qu. Rev. July,

1873, p. 498 sq.; Union Rev. .March. L869; Appleton's

Annual Cyclop. 1867, art. Moscow :
'/'/>< <>/,,</;.„//,.< I it, m-

turblatt (Bonn, 1873, Jan. and April); Ziorts Herald

\pril 2, 1868; Otto, Russian Literature, p.

324 sq.: Dixon, /',,, Russia, p. 29 sq. (J.H.W.)

Philaret, Theodori s Romanoff, third patriarch

of Russia, a near relative by his mother of the last czar

of the blood of Rurik, was born in the 16th century.

This relationship caused him, in 1599, to be made a

monk by Boris Godounof. Elevated in 1605 to the

episcopal chair of Rostof by Dmitri, he was in 1610 sent

on an embassy to Poland, where he was retained, agaiusl

the law of nations, a prisoner for nine years. ( )n his re-

turn to .Moscow, in 1619, he found his son czar, who ap-

pointed him, June 24, of this year, patriarch, and shared

with him his sovereignty, so that all the ukases were

given in their name, and in all solemnities each had a

throne, one as high as the other, This interference of

the patriarch in political affairs was fatal to Russia.

Michael Romanoff had been called to the throne on the

express conditi f reigning with the concurrence of

the chamber of the boyards and of the states-general,

which, from 1613 to L619, had come to be regarded as

a legislative assembly. Philarel exiled the most dis-

tinguished boyards, and reduced the states-general to a

merely consultative relation. Into spiritual affairs he

carried the same retrograde spirit. Without caring lor

the advice of Oriental patriarchs, he ordained, in 1620,

that every member ofa Christian confession who should

embrace the Russian religion must be baptized again, a

regulation which is still in force. He died at Mo-cow

Oct. I. 1633. His pastoral epistles have keen collected

in the Incienm Bibliotheqm Russe, vol. xvi. SeeCAro-
ni,jti, ,/, Nikon; Hist. ofth Patriarch Philareh (in Rus-

sian) (Moscow, 1802, 8vo); Satiehtchefel Solovief, His-

tory of Russia; Eugene, Diet. Hist. s.v.; Philarete,

archb.'of Kharkof. Hist. ,/, VEglist Rum ; Dolgoroukow,

La Virile sur In Russie, ch. \ i. Hoefer, Nouv. biog.

. x sxix, 838.

Philaster (Phii vsi rii s), a noted hseresiologist of

the ancient Latin church, flourished in the tirst quar-

ter of the hh century. He was probably a native of

[taly, and cam< the stage of theological activity

when tli'- Aiiau controversy was waxing hoi. and he

was soon interested in it a- a most ardent orthodox

presbyter seeking the convers'u f strayed sheep of

the Hock, lie travelled far ami mar. seeking every-

where the conversion of the Arians, both high and low.

Thus, I . g., he went to Milan to convince bishop \ii\en-

tius of the error of his ways. lie was so well liked by

tin- clergj thai he was finally elected bishop of Brescia

(Brixia), ami a- such took pari in tic Council of Aqui-
leia in 361. He died July 18, •">*7. Philaster's great-

est work i- In- / Hi, r /, haresibus (in 156 chapters) (ed-

ited bj Fabricius, Hamb. 1728; by Galland. Bibliothe-

,,/. vii, Eo 521 : and by Odder m vol i of his Corpus
/in,,. log. p. 5 185). I Inre i- an affinity of Philas-

ter with Kpiphanius, but it is iisualW accounted for on

i he ground of the dependence of ike former on the lat-

ter. This seems to have been the opinion of Augustine
(Epistola 222 ml Quodvultdeum). Bui Lipsius derives

both from a common older source, viz, the work of llip-

polytus against thirty-two heresies, and explains the
silence of Epiphanius (who mentions Hippolytus only
once i by the unscrupulousness of the authorship of the

age, which had no hesitation in decking itself with bor-

rowed plumes. Philaster was very liberal with the

name of heresy, extending it to 156 systems. 28 before

Christ, and 128 after. He includes peculiar opinions
on all sorts of subjects: "Hseresis de si. Hi- coelo af-

tixis. haeresis de peccato Cain, hseresis de Psalterii in-

equalitate, hseresis de animalibus quatuor in prophetis,

hseresis de Septuaginta interpretibus, hseresis de Mel-
chisedech sacerdote. hseresis de uxoribus el concubinis

Salomonis!" Philaster's writings first appeared in print

at Basle in 1528, edited by Sichardus; they were rc-

printed in 1539 at Basle, and at ..tier places, in K',77

iley were inserted in the Bibliotheca Pati-um Maxima,
v. 7oi sq. Bui the best edition is by Fabricius 1 Hamb.
1721), with a Vita PhUastri. Sic Schrbckh, Kirchen-

gesch. ix,363 0*2: Schaff, Ch. Hist, iii, 931 sq.; Alzog,

Patrohgie, § 63. (J.H.W.)

Fhileas of Tiumitk. an Eastern prelate, flour-

i-hed in the 3d century as bishop of Thumitse, in Egypfc
He was of noble family, and in his native place Idled the

highest offices, and was distinguished for liis piety and
learning. On a unit of his faith, lie was persecuted

at Alexandria, and died as a martyr about 307 or 311.

He left a work in praise of martyrdom. See Fabricius,

Ribl. Grasca, vii. 306; Mohler, "Patrohgie, 1. 678 sq.;

Routh, A'./. Sac. iii. 381 sq.

Philc'mon (QiXtiuuv, affectionate), a Christian to

w bom Paul addressed his epistle in behalf of ( mesimus.

A.D. ."'7. He was a native probably of Colossse, or at

all events lived in that city when the apostle wrote to

him : first, because Onesimus was a Colossian (Col. iv,

9); and. secondly, because Archippus was a Colossian

(ver. 17), whom Paul associates with Philemon at the

beginning of his letter < Philem. 1. 2 1. Wieseler (Chro-

nologie, p. 152) argues, indeed, from Col. iv. 17. that Ar-

chippus was a Laodicean; bul the tlirart in that pas-

sage on which the point turns refers evidently to the

Colossians (of whom Archippus was cue then 1

not to the ( 'liurch at Laodicea spoken of in the previous

verse, as Wieseler inadvertently supposes. Theodoret

(/ 'inoiii.ii/ Epist.ad Phil.) states the ancient opinion in

saying thai Philemon was a citizen of c.il.>ssa\ and that.

his house was pointed out there a- late as the 5th cen-

tury. The legendary history supplies nothing on which
we can rely. It is related that Philemon became bishop

..1 < lolossse (( 'onstit. Apost. \ ii. 16), and died as a mart] r

under Nero. From the title of" fellow-workman" (avv-

epyoi 1 given him in the firs! verse, some (Michaelis,

Einleit. ii. 1274) make him a deacon, but without proof.

But, according to Pseudo-Dorotheus, he had been bishop

in Gaza (see Witsius, Miseel. Leidens. p. 193 Bq.). The
\pphia mentioned in the epistle was nearly connected

with Philemon, but whether or Hot she was hi- wife

there are no means of determining icoiup. esp. Itof-

111:11111. Jntrod. in Epist. ml Colos. \>. 52 sq.; Bertholdt,

Einleit. vi. 3631 sq.). It is appaienl from the letter to

him that Philemon was a man of property ami influence,

since he is represented as the head of a numerous
household, and as exercising an expensive liberality to-

wards his friends and the poor in general. He was in-

debted to the apostle Paid as the medium of Ins per-

sonal participation in the Gospel. All interpreter- agn C

in assigning thai significance to atavrt'v inn r.

\nr in Philem. I'd. It is not certain under what <ir-

cumstanci s 1 hex became known to each other. It Paul

visited Colossse when he passed through Phrygiaon his

second missionary journey (Acts svi, 6), ii wa- un-

doubtedly there, and al that time, thai Philemon heard

the ( iospel and attached himself to the Cbrislian parly.

]
On the contrary, if Paul never visited that city in per
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son, as many critics infer from Col. ii, 1, then the best

view is that he was converted during Paul's protracted

stay at Ephesus (Acts xix, 10), A.D. 51-54. That city

was the religious and commercial capital of Western

Asia Minor. The apostle labored there with such suc-

cess that " all they who dwelt in Asia heard the word

of the Lord Jesus." Phrygia was a neighboring prov-

ince, and among the strangers who repaired to Ephesus,

and had an opportunity to hear the preaching of Paul,

may have been the Colossian Philemon. It is evident

that on becoming a disciple, he gave no common proof

of the sincerity and power of his faith. His character,

as shadowed forth in the epistle to him, is one of the

noblest which the sacred record makes known to us.

lie was full of faith and good works, was docile, confid-

ing, grateful, was forgiving, sympathizing, charitable,

and a man who on a question of simple justice needed

only a hint of his duty to prompt him to go even be-

yond it (v7rkp o Asyw Troujatic). An}' one who studies

the epistle will perceive that it ascribes to him these

varied qualities; it bestows on him a measure of com-

mendation which forms a striking contrast with the or-

dinary reserve of the sacred writers. It was through

such believers that the primitive Christianity evinced

its divine origin, and spread so rapidly among the na-

tions.—Smith ; Wilier. See Paul.

PHILEMON, Epistle to. This is the shortest and

(with the exception of Hebrews) the last of Paul's let-

ters as arranged in most editions of the N. T. (In the

following treatment of it we rely chiefly upon the state-

ments in Kitto's and Smith's Dictionaries.)

I. Authorship.—That this epistle was written by the

apostle Paul is the constant tradition of the ancient

Church. It is expressly cited as such by Origen

(Homil. 19 in Jerem. i, 185, ed. Huet.) ; it is referred to

as such by Tertullian (Nov. Marc, v, 21); and both

Eusebius {Hist Eccles. iii, 25) and Jerome (Promm. in

Ep. ad Philem. iv, 442) attest its universal reception as

such in the Christian world. The latter, indeed, in-

forms us that some in his day deemed it unworthy of

a place in the canon, in consequence of its being occu-

pied with subjects which, in their estimation, it did not

become an apostle to write about, save as a mere private

individual ; but this he, at the same time, shows to be a

mistake, and repudiates the legitimacy of such a stand-

ard for estimating the genuineness or authority of any
book. That this epistle should not have been quoted

by several of the fathers who have quoted largely from

the other Pauline epistles (e. g. Irenreus, Clement of Al-

exandria, and Cyprian), may be accounted for partly by
the brevity of the epistle, and partly by their not hav-

ing occasion to refer to the subjects of which it treats.

We need not urge the expressions in Ignatius, cited as

evidence of that apostolic father's knowledge and use

of the epistle ; though it is difficult to regard the simi-

larity between them and the language in v, 20 as alto-

gether accidental (see Kirchhofer, Qiiellensammlunq, p.

205). The Canon of Muratori, which comes to us from

the 2d century (Credner, Geschichte des Kanons, p. G6),

enumerates this as one of Paul's epistles. Tertullian says

that Marcion admitted it into his collection. Sinope, in

Pontus, the birthplace of Marcion, was not far from Co-
lossae where Philemon lived, and the letter would find

its way to the neighboring churches at an early period.

It is so well attested historically, that, as Dc Wette says

(Einli itting ins Neue Testament^, its genuineness on that

ground is beyond doubt.

Nor does the epistle itself offer anything to conflict

with this decision. It is impossible to conceive of a
composition more strongly marked within the same
limits by those unstudied assonances of thought, senti-

ment, and expression, which indicate an author's hand,
than this short epistle as compared with Paul's other

productions. Paley has adduced the undesigned coin-

cidences between this epistle and that to the Colossians
with great force, as evincing the authenticity of both
(Horce Paulince, c. 14) ; and Eichhorn has ingeniously

shown how a person attempting, with the Epistle to the

Colossians before him, to forge such an epistle as this in

the name of Paul, would have been naturally led to a
very different arrangement of the historical circum-

stances and persons from what we find in the epistle

which is extant (Kin/, it. ins X. T. iii, 302).

Baur (Pauhis, p. 475) would divest the epistle of its

historical character, and make it the personified illus-

tration from some later writer of the idea that Chris-

tianity unites and equalizes in a higher sense those

whom outward circumstances have separated. He does

not impugn the external evidence. But, not to leave

his theory wholly unsupported, he suggests some lin-

guistic objections to Paul's authorship of the letter,

which must be pronounced unfounded and frivolous.

He finds, for example, certain words in the epistle

which are alleged to be not Pauline ; but, to justify that

assertion, he must denyr the genuineness of such other

letters of Paul as happen to contain these words. He
admits that the apostle could have said mrXdyxva
twice, but thinks it suspicious that he should say it

three times. A few terms he adduces which are not

used elsewhere in the epistles ; but to argue from these

that they disprove the apostolic origin of the epistle

is to assume the absurd- principle that a writer, after

having produced two or three compositions, must for

the future confine himself to an unvarying circle of

words, whatever may be the subject he discusses, or

whatever the interval of time between his different

writings. The arbitrary and purely subjective charac-

ter of such criticisms can have no weight against the

varied testimony admitted as decisive by Christian

scholars for so many ages, upon which the canonical

authority of the Epistle to Philemon is founded. They
are worth repeating only as illustrating Bain's own re-

mark that modern criticism in assailing this particular

book runs a greater risk of exposing itself to the impu-

tation of an excessive distrust, a morbid sensibility to

doubt and denial, than in questioning the claims of any

other epistle ascribed to Paul. Sec Pail.

II. Person Addressed.— The epistle is inscribed to

Philemon; and with him are joined Apphia (probably

his wife). Archippus (his son or brother), and the Church

which is in their house, though throughout the epistle

it is Philemon alone who is addressed. Philemon was a

personal friend and apparently a convert of the apostle

(ver. 13, 19) ; one who had exerted himself for the cause

of the Gospel and the comfort of those who had em-
braced it (ver. 2-7). His residence was probably at Co-

lossi (comp. Col. iv, 9, 17); but whether he held any

office in the Church there remains uncertain. In the

Apostolical Constitutions (vii, 40) he is said to have

been ordained bishop of the Church, but this is not sus-

tained by any other testimony, and is expressly denied

by the author of the commentary on St. Paul's epistles

ascribed to Hilary. See Philemon.
Wieseler is of opinion that Philemon was a Laodi-

cean ; and that this epistle is that mentioned (Col. iv,

16) as sent by the apostle to the Church in Laodicea.

His ground for this is that the epistle is addressed to

Archippus as well as Philemon, and he assumes that

Archippus was bishop of the Church at Laodicea : partly

on the authority of Theodoret, who says he resided at

Laodicea; partly on that of the Apostolical Constitutions

(vii, 40), which say he was bishop of the Church there

;

and partly on the connection in which the reference to

him in Col. iv, 17 stands with the reference to the Church

at Laodicea, and the injunction given to the Colossians

to convey a message to him concerning fidelity to his

office, which it is argued would have been sent to him-

self had he been at Colossae. But the authorities cited

have no weight in a matter of this sort: nor can the

mere juxtaposition of the reference to Archippus with

the reference to the Church at Laodicea prove anything

as to the residence of the former; and as for the injunc-

tion to counsel Archippus, it is more likely that it would

|
be given by the apostle in a letter to the Church to
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which he belonged than to another Church. On the
'

other hand, supposing Philemon to have been al Laodi-

cea, ii is not credible that the apostle would have re-

quested the Colossians to Bend to Laodicea for a letter

addressed so exclusively to him personally, and relating

to matters in which they bad no immediate interest,

without al leasl giving Philemon some hinl that he

intended the letter to be so used. The letter to the

Church at Laodicea was doubtless one of inure general

character and interest than this. See Laodickans,

Epistli to.

III. Tinu andPlaa ofWriting. This is generally held

to b( e of the letters i the others are Ephesians, ( lolos-

sians, Philippians, and Hebrews)which the apostle wrote

during his first captivity al Rome. The arguments which
Bhow that he « rote the Epistle to the I lolossians in that

city and ai thai period involve the same conclusion in

regard to this; for ii is evident from Col. iv, 7. 9, as

compared with the contents of this epistle, that Paul

wrote the two letters at the same time, and forwarded

i in in to their destination by the hands of Tycliicus and

Onesimus. who accompanied each other to Colossae. A I

few modern critics, as Schulz, Schott, BSttger, Meyer,

maintain that this letter and the others assigned usually

to the first Roman captivity were written during the

two years that Paul was imprisoned at Csesarea (Acts

xxiii. :;.">; xxiv. 27). But this opinion, though sup-

ported by some plausible arguments, can be demonstra-

ted with reasonable certainty to be incorrect. Se< I r>

lossians, Epistle to the.
The Hun when Paul wrote may be fixed with much

precision. 'The apostle at the close of the letter ex-

presses a hope of his Bpeedy liberation. He speaks in

like manner of his approaching deliverance in his Epis-

tle to the Philippians (ii, 23, 24), which was written

during the same imprisonment. Presuming, therefore,

that he had good reasons for such an expectation, and

thai he was not disappointed in the result, we may con-

dude that this letter was written by him early in the

year A.D. 58.

IV. Design and Effect— Our knowledge respecting

the occasion and object of the letter we must derive from

declarations or inferences furnished by the letter itself.

For the relation of Philemon and Onesimus to each

other, the reader will see the articles on those names.

Paul, so intimately connected with the master and the

servant, was anxious naturally to effect a reconciliation

between them. He wished also (waiving the dvijicov,

the matter of duty or right i to give Philemon an oppor-

tunity of manifesting his < ihristian love in the treatment

of Onesimus, and his regard, at the same time, for the

persona] convenience and wishes, not to say official au-

thority, of his spiritual teacher and guide. Paul used

his influence with Onesimus (avkmu-ylsa, in ver. 12) to

induct- him to return to ( loloSSK, and place himselfagain

at the disposal "I his master. Whether Onesimus as-

Beilted merely to the proposal of the apostle, or had a

desire at the same time to revisit his former home, the

epistle does not enable us to determine. < >n his depart-

ure Paul put into his hand this letter as evidence thai

Onesimus was a true and approved disciple of Christ,

and entitled as Mich to he received, in it as a servant, but

above a servant, as a brother in the faith, as the repre-

sentative and equal in that respect of the apostle him-

self, and worthy of the same consideration and love. It

is instructive to observe how entirely Paul identifies

himself with Onesimus, and pleads his cause as if it

were his own. He interci des for him as his own child,

promises reparation if he had done any wrong, demands
for him not only a remission of all penalties, but the re-

ception of sympathy, affeetion, Christian brother! I;

and. W hile he solieils I heSC lav 0TS for allot lor. consents

to receive them with the same gratitude and sense of

obligation as if they were bestowed on himself. See
( )MSIMI s.

The result of the appeal cannot DC doubted. Il iii-iv

be assumed from the character of Philemon that the
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apostle's intercession for Onesimus was not unavailing.
There can he no doubt that, agreeably to the express
instructions of the letter, the past was forgiven; the
master and the servant were reconciled to each other;
and if the liberty which Onesimus hail asserted in a
spirit of independence was not conceded as a boon or

right, it was enjoyed at all event- under a li'im of < r-

vitude which henceforth was such in name only. So
much must he regarded as certain: or it follows that the
•apostle was mistaken in his opinion of Philemon's char-

acter, and his efforts for the welfare of Onesimus were
frustrated. Chrysostom declares, in hi- impassioned

style, that Philemon must have been less than a man,
must have hroii alike destitute of Bensibility and reason

(iraiioc, \&oc, Troloi' dqptov), not to he moved by the

arguments and spirit of such a letter to fulfil every wish
and intimation of the apostle. Surely no fitting response

to his pleadings for Onesimus could involve less than a

cessation of everything oppressive and harsh in his civil

condition, as far a- ii dep< nded on Philemon to mitigate
or neutralize the e\ ils of a legalized system of bondage,
as well as a cessation of everything violative of his

rights as a Christian. How much farther than this an

impartial explanation of the epistle obliges ns or author-

izes us to go has n"i yet been settled by any very gen-
eral consent of interpreters. Many of the best critics

construe certain expressions (to ayaSov in ver. It. and
inr'tp o \iyui in ver. 21 I as conveying a distinct expec-

tation on the part of Paul that Phile n would liberate

( Inesimus. Nearly all agree that he could hardly have
failed to confer mi him that favor, even if it was not re-

quested in so many words, .after such an appeal to ids

sentiments of humanity and justice. Thus it was, as

Dr. Wordsworth remarks (Sf. PauFs Epistles, p. 328),

"by Christianizing the master that the Gospel enfran-

chised the slave. It did not legislate about mere nanus
and forms, hut it went to the root oftheevil.it spoke to

the heart of man. When the heart of the master was

tilled with divine grace, and was warmed will, the love

of Christ, the rest would soon follow. The lips would

speak hind words, the hands would do liberal things.

Every onesimus would he treated by every Philemon
as a beloved brother in Christ." See Slavery.

V. Conteti . I lie
I pistle commences with the apos-

tle's usual salutation to thus,- t,, whom he wrote; after

which he affectionately alludes to the good reputation

which Philemon, as a Christian, enjoyed, and to the joy

which the knowledge of this afforded him (ver. 1 7).

He then gently and gracefully introduces the main sub-

ject of his epistle hy a reference to the Spiritual obliga-

tions under which Philemon lay to him. and on the

ground of which he might utter as a command what ho

preferred urging as a request. Onesimus is then intro-

duced; the change of mind and character he had expe-

rienced is slated; his offence in deserting his master is

not palliated; his increased worth and usefulness are

dwelt upon, and his former master is entreated to re-

ceive him hack, not only without severity, but with the

feeling due from one I Indian to another (ver. 8-16).

The apostle then delicately refers to the mat I er of com-

pensation for any loss which Philemon might have sns-

laiued. either through the dishonesty of Onesimus or

simply through the want of his service: and though he

reminds his friend that he might justly hold the latter

his debtor for a much larger a tint (seeing he owed to

the apostle his nun silt i. he pledges himself, under his

own hand, to make good that loss (ver. 17 19). The
epistle concludes with some additional expressions of

friendly solicitude; a request that Philemon would pre-

pare the apostle a lodging, as he trusted soon to visit

him: and the salutations of the apostle and some of

the Christians by whom he was surrounded at the time

(ver. --'n 25).

VI. Character. The Epistle to Philemon has one pe-

culiar feature its oathelical character il may he termed
- which distinguishes it from all the other i pistles. and

demands a Special notice at our hands. It has heeli de-
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servedly admired as a model of delicacy and skill in the

department of composition to which it belongs. The

writer had peculiar difficulties to overcome. He was

the common friend of the parties at variance. He must

conciliate a man who supposed that he had good reason

to be offended. He must commend the offender, and

yet neither deny nor aggravate the imputed fault He
must assert the new ideas of Christian equality in the

face of a system which hardly recognised the humanity

of the enslaved. He could have placed the question on

the ground of his own personal lights, and yet must

waive them in order to secure an act of spontaneous

kindness. His success must be a triumph of love, and

nothing be demanded for the sake of the justice which

could have claimed everything. He limits his request

to a forgiveness of the alleged wrong, and a restoration

to favor and the enjoyment of future sympathy and af-

fection, and yet would so guard his words as to leave

scope for all the generosity which benevolence might

prompt towards one. whose condition admitted of so

much alleviation. These are contrarieties not easy to

harmonize; but Paul, it is confessed, has shown a degree

of self-denial and a tact in dealing with them which, in

being equal to the occasion, could hardly be greater.

This letter, says Eichhorn. is a voucher for the apostle's

urbanity, politeness, and knowledge of the world. His

advocacy of Onesimus is of the most insinuating and

persuasive character, and yet without the slightest per-

version or concealment of any fact. The errors of Ones-

imus are admitted, as was necessary, lest the just indig-

nation of his master against him should be roused anew

;

but they are alluded to in the most admirable manner

:

the good side of Onesimus is brought to view, but in

such a way as to facilitate the friendly reception of him
by his master, as a consequence of Christianity, to which
he had, during his absence, been converted; and his fut-

ure fidelityis vouched for by the noble principles of Chris-

tianity to which he had been converted. The apostle

addresses Philemon on the softest side : who would wil-

fully refuse to an aged, a suffering, and an unjustly im-

prisoned friend a request? And such was he who thus

pleaded for Onesimus. The person recommended is a

Christian, a dear friend of the apostle's, and one who
had personally served him : if Philemon will receive

him kindly, it will afford the apostle a proof of his love,

and yield him joy. What need, then, for long urgency?
The apostle is certain that Philemon will, of his own
accord, do even more than he is asked. More cogently

and more courteously no man cuuld plead (Einleil. ins

X. T. iii, 30.0),

There is a letter extant of the younger Pliny (Epist.

ix, 21) which he wrote to a friend whose servant had
deserted him. in which he intercedes for the fugitive,

who was anxious to return to his master, but dreaded

the effects of his anger. Thus the occasion of the cor-

respondence was similar to that between the apostle and
Philemon. It has occurred to scholars to compare this

celebrated letter with that of Paul in behalf of Ones-
imus; and as the result they hesitate not to say that,

not only in the spirit of Christian love, of which Pliny

was ignorant, but in dignity of thought, argument, pa-

thos, beauty of style, eloquence, the communication of

the apostle is vastly superior to that of the polished Ro-
man writer.

VII. Commentaries.—The following are the special

exegetical helps on this epistle: Jerome, Commentarii
(in Opp. vii, 741); also rseudo-Hieron. id. (ibid, xi);

Chrysostom, llomilim (in Opp. xi, 838; also ed. Raphe-
lius, in the latter's Annotationes, ii); Alcuin, Explanalio
(in Opp. I, ii); Calvin, Commentarius (in Opp. ; also in

English, by Pringle. in the latter's Comment, on Tim.;
and by Edwards, in the llib. Urn,,*. 1836) : P.rentz, Corn-

ells (Ka-
bani Mauri, Opp. v); Major, Enarratio (Vitemb. 1565,
8vo); Danaeus, Commentarius (Genev. 1579, 8vo); Hy-
perius, Commentarius [includ. Tim. and Tit.] (Tigiir.

1582, fol.)
; Feuardent (P. C), Commentarius (Paris,
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1588, 8vo); Eollock, Commentarius (Genev. 1602, 8vo)

;

Attersoll, Commentary (Lond. 1612, 1633, fol.); Genti-

j

lis, Commentarius (Norib. 1618, 4to); Dyke, Exposition

(Lond. 1618, 4to; also in Dutch, in his Wercke, Amst.

J

1670, p. 793); Rapine (R. C), Exjwsition [French]
(Par. 1632, 8vo); Jones, Commentarii [includ. Heb.]

;

(Lond. 1635, fol.); Himmel, Commentarius (Jen. 1611,

4to) ; Vincent (R. C), Explicatio (Par. 1647, 8vo) ; Cru-

,
cius, Verklaaring (Harlem, 1649, 8vo) ; Habert (P. C),
Expositio [includ. Tim. and Tit.] (Par. 1656, 8vo);

Franckenstein, Observationes (Hal. 1657, 4to; Lips. 1665,

12mo) ; Taylor. ( 'ouniu atarius ( Lond. 1659, fol.) ; Hum-
mel, Explanaiio (Tigur. 1670, fol.); Fecht, Expositio

(Rost. 1696, 4to); Schmid, Paraphrasis (Hamb. 1704,

I

4to, and later); Smalridge, Sermon (in Sermons, Oxf.
1721. fol.); Lavater, Predigt. (St. Gall, 1785 sq., 2 vols.

1
8vo) ; Klotzsch, De occasione, etc. (Viteb. 1792, 4to) ; Nie-

I meyer, Program. (Hal. 1802, 4to) ; Wildschut, De dic-

tione, etc. (Tr. ad Ph. 1809, 8vo); Buckminster, Si rmon
(in Sermons, Bost. 1815) ; Hagenbach, Interpretatio

|

(Basil. 1829, 4to) ; Parry. Exposition (Lond. 1834, 12mo);

Pot he, Interpretatio (Brem. 1844, 8vo) ; Koch, Commen-
tar (Ziir. 1846, 8vo) ; Ktihne. Auslegung (Leips. 1856,

8vo) ; Ellicott, Commentary (Lond. 1857, 8vo) ; Hackett,

Revised Translation (Amer. Bible Union, 1860, 12mo)

;

Bleek, Vorlesungen [includ. Ephes. and Coloss.] (Berl.

1865, 8vo); Lightfoot, Notes [includ. Coloss.] (Lond.

1875, 8vo). See Epistle.

Phile'tus ($i\nrog, beloved), an apostate Chris-

tian, possibly a disciple of Hymena?us, with whom he is

associated in 2 Tim. ii. 17, and who is named without

him in an earlier epistle (1 Tim. i, 20). A.D. 58-64.

Waterland (Importance ofthe Doctrine of the Holy Trin-

ity, ch. iv, in his Works, iii, 459) condenses in a few

lines the substance of many dissertations which have

been written concerning their opinions, and the sen-

tence which was inflicted upon at least one of them.

"They appear to have been persons who believed the

Scriptures of the O. T., but misinterpreted them, alle-

gorizing away the doctrine of the resurrection, and re-

solving it all into figure and metaphor. The delivering

over unto Satan seems to have been a form of excom-
munication declaring the person reduced to the state of

a heat hen; and in the apostolical age it was accompa-

nied with supernatural or miraculous effects upon the

bodies of the persons so delivered." Walch is of opin-

ion that they were of Jewish origin ; Hammond con-

nects them with the Gnostics; Vitringa (with less prob-

ability) with the Sadducees. They understood the res-

urrection to signify the knowledge and profession of

the Christian religion, or regeneration and conversion,

according to Walch, whose dissertation, De ITymenoso

et Phileto, in his Miscellanea Sacra, 1744, p. 81-121,

seems to exhaust the subject. Among writers who
preceded him may be named Vitringa, Observ. Sacr.

iv, 9, p. 922-930; Buddoeus, Ecclesia Apostolica, v. 297-

305. See also, on the heresy, Burton, Bampton /.< cturt s,

and dean Ellicott's notes on the pastoral epistles; and

Potter on Church Government, ch. v, with reference to

the sentence. The names of Philetus and Hymenaeus

occur separately among those of Caesar's household

whose relics have been found in the Columbaria at

Pome.—Smith. See Hymenveus.

Phil'ip (QiXiTnrog, lover of horses), the name of

several men mentioned in the Apocrypha and Josephus.

Those named in the N. T. will be noticed separately below.

1. The father of Alexander the Great (1 Mace, i, 1

;

vi, 2), king of Macedonia, B.C. 359-336. See Alexan-
der {the Great).

2. A Phrygian, left by Antiochus Epiphanes as gov-

ernor at Jerusalem (B.C. cir. 170), where he behaved

with great cruelty (2 Mace. v. 22), burning the fugitive

Jews in caves (vi. 11), and taking the earliest measures

to check the growing power of Judas Maccabseus (viii,

8). He is commonly (but it would seem incorrectly)

identified with,
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3. Tin- foster-brother (avvrpofoc, ix, 29) (if Antio-

chus Epiphanes, whom the king upon his death-bed

appointed regenl of Syria and guardian of his son Anti-

ochus 7, to the exclusion of Lysias
|
B.( '. 164 ;

l Mace.

vi. l I. 15, 55). He returned with the royal forces from

Persia i \ i. 56 i to assume 1 1 1
«

- government, and occupied

Antioch. Bui Lysias, who was at the time besieging

"the Sanctuary" at Jerusalem, hastily made terms with

Judas, and marched against him. Lysias stormed An-

tioch, and, according to Josephus |
\nt. xii, 9, 7), put

Philip i" death. In 2 Mace. Philip is >a i < I to have tied

to Ptol. Philometor on the death of Antiochus i 2 Mace.

i\. 29), though the book contains traces of the other

account (xiii, 23). See Astiochus {Epiphanies).

4. PhUip \'. king of Macedonia, B.C. 220 L79. Bis

wide and successful endeavors to strengthen and enlarge

the Macedonian dominion brought him into conflict

with the Romans when they were engaged in the crit-

ical war with Carthage. Desultory warfare followed by

hollow peace lasted till the victory of Zama left the

Romans free for more vigorous measures. Meanwhile

Philip had consolidated Ids power, though he had de-

generated into an unscrupulous tyrant. The tirst cam-
paigns of the Romans on the declaration of war (B.C.

200) were not attended by any decisive result, but the

arrival of Flamininus (B.C. 198) changed the aspect of

affairs. Philip was driven from his commanding posi-

tion, and made unsuccessful overtures for peace. In

the next year he lost the fatal battle of Cynoscephalse,

and was obliged to accede to the terms dictated by his

conquerors. The remainder of his life was spent in

vain endeavors to regain something of his former

power, and was imliittered by cruelly .and remorse.

In I Mace, viii, 5 the defeat of Philip is coupled with

that of PerseilS as one of the noblest triumphs of the

Romans.—Smith.

sia. and defeated them. In J 17 Philip was airain con-

sul, with his son of the same name a- himself, and lluir

consulship was continued to the following year, when
Philip celebrated with great splendor the thousandth

anniversary of the building of Rome. An immi nsc

number of wild beasts were brought forth and slaugh-

tered in the amphitheatre and circus. In the next J I ar,

under the consulship of ZEmilianus and Aquilinus. a re-

volt broke out ai igthe legions on the Danube,who pro-

claimed emperor a centurion named Carvilius Marinus,
w hum. however, the soldiers killed shortly after. Phil-

ip, alarmed at the state of these provinces, sent thither

Decius as commander, l>ut Decius had no sooner arrive d

at hi- post than the soldiers proclaimed him emperor.

Philip marched against Decius, leaving his son at

Home. The two armies met near Verona, where Philip

was defeated and killed, as some say by his own troop-.

On the news reaching Koine, the praetorians killed his

-on also, and Decius was acknowledged emperor in 249.

Eutropius states thai both Philips, father and son. were

numbered among the nods. It is doubtful whether

Philip was really a Christian, but it seems certain, as

stated hy Eusebius and Dionysius of Alexandria, that

under his reign the Christians enjoyed full toleration,

and were allowed to preach publicly. Gregory ofNyssa
states that during that period all the inhabitants of Neo-

( ;e-aiea.'m Pontus,embraced Christianity, overthrew the

idols, and raised temples to the God of the Christians.

Ii appears that Philip during his live years' reign gov-

erned with mildness and justice, and was generally popu-

lar.

—

English ( 'yctop. s. v.

Philip v of Macedon.

Dldrnchm of Philip V i Attic talent). Obv.: Head of king:, bound «itli

611et. Rev.: BAZ1ABOZ •iahiuot; club of Hercules: all ivitu.n

Philip (M. Julius Philippus), emperor of Rome,
a native of Bostra, in Trachonitis, according to some au-

thorities, alter serving with distinction in the Roman
armies, was promoted by the later Gordian to the com-
mand of the imperial guards after the death of Mi-
siiheus, A.I). 243. Iii the following year he accompa-
nied Gordian in his expedition into Persia, where he

contrived to excite a mutiny among the soldiers by
complaining thai the emperor was too young to lead an

army in such a difficult undertaking. The mutineers

obliged Gordian to acknowledge Philip as his colleague;

•and in a short time Philip, wishing to reign alone,

caused Gordian to lie murdered. In a letter to the

senate hi' ascribed the death of Gordian to illness, and
the senate acknowledged him as emperor. Having
made peace willi the Persians, he led Hie army back
into Syria, and arrived at Antioch lor I he Easter solem-

nities. Kiisehiiis. who with other Christian writers

maintains thai Philip was a Christian, states as a re-

port thai he ueiH with in- wife to attend the Christian

worship at Antioch. hut that Babila, bishop of that city,

refused to permit him lo enter the church, as being

guilty of murder, u| which Philip acknowledged his

guilt, ami placed himself iii the rank- of the penitents.

This circumstance i^ also Btated by John Cbrysostom.

From Antioch Philip came to Home, and the following

year, 245, assumed the consulship with T. F. Titianus,

and marched against the Carpi, who had invaded Mce-

Coin of Philip.

Phil'ip the Aposi ii i >lt\i--uc 6 airoaroKoi I, one
of the twelve originally appointed by Jesus. St e Apos-
tle.

1. Authentic History. The Gospels contain compara-
tively scanty notices of this disciple. A.Ik 25-28. He
is mentioned a- being of Bethsaida, the city of Andrew
and Peter (John i. 44), and apparently was among the

Galilaean peasants of that district who flocked to hear

the preaching of the Baptist. The manner in which
John speaks of him. the repetition by him of the self-

same words with which Andrew had brought to Peter

i he good news thai the Christ had at last appeared, all

indicate a previous friendship with the sons of Jonah
and ofZebedee, and a consequent participation in their

Messianic hopes. The .lost' union of the two in John
vi and xii suggests thai he may have owed to Andrew
the first tidings that the hope had keen fulfilled. The
statement thai Jesusjrbwnd him (John i. 13) implies a

previous seeking. To him first in the whole circle of

the disciples were spoken the words so full of meaning,
-follow me" (ibid.). Philip was thus the fourth of the

apostles who attached themselves to the person of Je-

sus o| those who "left all and followed him." \- - on

as he has 1. allied to know hi- Master, he is eager to

communicate his discovery to another who had also

shared the same expectations. He speaks to N'alhan-

ael. probably on his arrival in (ana (see John xxi. '.';

comp. Ewald, Gesch. v. 251), as if tiny had not sel-

dom communed together of the intimations of a better

time, of a divine kingdom, which they found in their

sacred I ks. We may well believe thai he. like his

friend, was an "Israelite indeed in whom there was no

guile." In the lists of the twelve apostles in the sy-
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noptic Gospels, his name is as uniformly at the head of

the second group of four as the name of Peter is at that

of the first (Matt, x, 3 ; Mark iii, 18 ; Luke vi, 14); and

the facts recorded by John give the reason of this pri-

oritv. In those lists again we find hi.s name uniformly

coupled with that of Bartholomew, and this has led to

the hypothesis that the latter is identical with the Na-

thanael of John i, 45, the one heing the personal name,

the other, like Barjonah or Bartima?us, a patronymic.

Donaldson (Jashar, p. 9) looks on the two as brothers,

but the precise mention of tov idiov dctXcpor in v, 41,

and its omission here, is, as Alford remarks (on Matt, x,

3), against this hypothesis.

Philip apparently was among the first company of

disciples who were with the Lord at the commencement
of his ministry, at the marriage of Cana, on his first

appearance as a prophet in Jerusalem (John ii ). When
John was cast into prison, and the work of declaring

the glad tidings of the kingdom required a new com-

pany of preachers, we may believe that he, like his

companions and friends, received a new call to a more
constant diseipleship (Matt, iv, 18-22). When the

Twelve were specially set apart to their office, he was

numbered among them. The first three Gospels tell us

nothing more of him individually. John, with his

characteristic fulness of personal reminiscences, records

a few significant utterances. The earnest, simple-hearted

faith which showed itself in his first conversion, required,

it would seem, an education; one stage of this may be

traced, according to Clement of Alexandria (Strom, iii,

25), in the history of Matt, viii, 21. That Church fa-

ther assumes that Philip was the disciple who urged

the plea, " Suffer me first to go and bury my father,"

and who was reminded of a higher duty by the com-
mand, " Let the dead bury their dead; follow thou me."

When the Galilsean crowds had halted on their way to

Jerusalem to hear the preaching of Jesus (John vi, 5-9),

and were faint with hunger, it. was to Philip that the

question was put, " Whence shall we buy bread that

these may eat?" "And this he said," John adds, "to

prove him, for he himself knew what he would do."

The answer, "Two hundred pennyworth of bread is not

sufficient for them that, every one may take a little,"

shows how little he was prepared for the work of divine

power that followed. If, is noticeable that here, as in

John i, he appears in close connection with Andrew.
Bengel and others suppose that this was because the

charge of providing food had been committed to Philip,

while Chrysostom and Theodore of Mopsuestia rather

suppose it was because this apostle was weak in faith.

Another incident is brought before us in John xii,

20-22. Among the pilgrims who had come to keep the

Passover at Jerusalem were some Gentile proselytes

(Hellenes) who had heard of Jesus, and desired to see

him. The Greek name of Philip may have attracted

them. The zealous love which he had shown in the

Gase of Xathanael may have made him prompt to offer

himself as their guide. But it is characteristic of him
that he does not take them at once to the presence of

his Master. "Philip cometh and telleth Andrew, and
again Andrew and Philip tell Jesus." The friend and
fellow-townsman to whom probably he owed his own
introduction to Jesus of Nazareth is to introduce these

strangers also.

There is a connection not difficult to be traced be-

tween this fact and that which follows on the last re-

currence of Philip's name in the history of the Gospels.

The desire to see Jesus gave occasion to the utterance

of words in which the Lord spoke more distinctly than
ever of the presence of his Father with him, in the voice

from heaven which manifested the Father's will (ver.

28). The words appear to have sunk into the heart of
at least one of the disciples, and he brooded over them.
The strong cravings of a passionate but unenlightened
faith led him to feel that one thing was yet wanting.
They heard their Lord speak of his Father ami their

Father. He was going to his Father's house. They
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were to follow him there. But why should they not

have even now a vision of the divine glory? It was
part of the childlike simplicity of his nature that no
reserve should hinder the expression of the craving.
" Lord, show us the Father, and it sufficeth us" (xiv, 8 i.

And the answer to that desire belonged also specially

to him. He had all along been eager to lead others to

see Jesus. He had been with him, looking on him from
the very commencement of his ministry, and yet he had
not known him. He had thought of the glory of the

Father as consisting in something else than the Truth,

Righteousness, Love that he had witnessed in the Son.
" Have I been so long time with you, and yet hast thou
not known me, Philip? He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father ; and how say est thou, then, Show us the

Father?" (John xiv, 9). No other fact connected with
the name of Philip is recorded in the Gospels. The
close relation in which we have seen him standing to

the sons of Zebedee and Xathanael might lead us to

think of him as one of the two unnamed disciples in the

list of fishermen on the Sea of Tiberias who meet us in

John xxi. He is among the company of disciples at

Jerusalem after the ascension (Acts i, 13) and on the

day of Pentecost.

2. Traditionary Notices.— Besides the above all is

uncertain and apocryphal. Philip is mentioned by Clem-
ent of Alexandria as having had a wife and children,

and as having sanctioned the marriage of his daughters

instead of binding them to vows of chastity (Strom, iii,

52; Euseb. //. E. iii, 30) ; and he is included in the list

of those who had borne witness of Christ in their lives,

but had not died what was commonly looked on as a

martyr's death {Strom, iv, 73). There is nothing im-

probable in the statement that he preached the Gospel

in Phrygia (Theodoret, in Psct. cxvi ; Niceph. //. E. ii,

36). Polycrates (in Euseb. //. E. iii, 31), bishop of

Ephesus, speaks of him as having fallen asleep in the

Phrygian Hierapolis, as having had two daughters who
had grown old unmarried, and a third, witli special gifts

of inspiration (tv'Ayioj RvtvpaTi Tvo\iTivacifiii'7]).\\ho

had died at Ephesus. There seems, however, in this

mention of the daughters of Philip, to be some confu-

sion between the apostle and the evangelist. Eusebius

in the same chapter quotes a passage from Cains, in

which the four daughters of Philip, prophetesses, are

mentioned as living with their father at Hierapolis, and

as buried there with him, and himself connects this fact

with Acts xxi, 8, as if they referred to one and the same

person. Polycrates in like manner refers to him in the

Easter Controversy, as an authority for the Quartodeci-

man practice (Euseb. //. E. v, 24). It is noticeable that

even Augustine (Serm. 2GG) speaks with some uncer-

tainty as to the distinctness of the two Philips.

Epiphanius (xxvi, 13) mentions a Gospel of Philip

as in use among the Gnostics. See Gospels, Spuri-

ous. The apocryphal "Acta PkilippF are utterly wild

and fantastic, and if there is any grain of truth in them,

it is probably the bare fact that the apostle or the evan-

gelist labored in Phrygia, and died at Hierapolis. He
arrives in that city with his sister Mariamne and his

friend Bartholomew. The wife of the proconsul is con-

verted. The people are drawn away from the worship

of a great serpent. The priests and the proconsul seize

on the apostles and put them to the torture. John

suddenly appears with words of counsel and encourage-

ment. Philip, in spite of the warning of the Apostle of

Love reminding him that he should return good for

evil, curses the city, and the earth opens and swallows

it up. Then his Lord appears and reproves him for his

vindictive anger, and those who had descended to the

abyss are raised out of it again. The tortures which

Philip had suffered end in his death, but, as a punish-

ment for his offence, he is to remain for forty days ex-

cluded from Paradise. After his death a vine springs

up on the spot where his blond had fallen, and the juice

of the grapes is used for the Fucharistic cup (Tischen-

dorf, Acta Apocrypha, p. 7c-94). The book which con-
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t.-iins this narrative is apparently only the last chapter to take to flight, and Philip was among them. The
of a larger history, and ii fixes the journey and the cessation of one form of activity, however, only threw
death a- after the eighth year of Trajan. It i- uncer- him forward into another. It is noticeable that the <

- i t v

tain whether the other apocryphal fragment professing of Samaria is the first Bcene of his activity (Acts \iii>.

to give an account of his labors in Greece is pari of the He i- the precursor of Paul in hi- work, as Stephen had

same work, bul it is al least equally legendary. He ar- been in his teaching. It falls to hi- lot, rather than to

rives in Allien- eh. tin. I. like ilie other apostles, as Christ that of an apostle, to take that lir-t step in the victory

had commanded, in an outer cloak and a linen tunic, over Jewish prejudice and the expansion of the Church,

Three hundred philosophers dispute with him. They according to it- Lord's command. As a preparation for

find themselves baffled, and send h>r assistance to Ana- thai work there may have been the Messianic hopes

nias, the high-priest at Jerusalem. He puis on his which were cherished by the Samaritans no less than

pontifical robes, ami goes to Athens at the head of tive I >y the Jews (John iv, 25), the recollection of the two
hundred warriors. They attempt to seize on theapos- days which had witnessed the presence there of Christ

tie. and are all smitten with hlindness. The heavens and hi- disciples (ver. 40), even perhaps the craving
open: the form of the Son of Man appears, and all the lor spiritual power- which had been roused by the

idols of Athens fall to the ground; and so on through strange influence of Simon the Sorcerer. The scene

a succession of marvels, ending with his remaining two which brings the two into contact with each other, in

years in the city, establishing a Church there, and then which the magician has to acknowledge a power over

going to preach the Gospel in I 'an Ida
i
ibid, p. 95 104 I. nam re greater than his own. is interesting rath< t as be-

Another tradition represents Scythia as the scene of longing to the life of the heresiarch than to thai of the

his labors (Abdias, Hist. Apost. in Fabricius, Cod. Ajioc. evangelist See Simon Magus. It suggests the in-

AT. '/'.
i. 739), and throw- the guill of his death upon quiry whether.we can trace through the distortions and

the l-'.liioniit - 1 icta Sanctorum, May 1 |.—Smith. perversions of the "hero of the romance of heresy," the

In pictorial art Philip is represented as a man of influence of thai phase of Christian truth which was
middle age, scanty heard, and benevolent face. His likely to he presented by the preaching o| the Ildle-

attribute i- a cross which varies in form -sometimes a nisiie evangelist

small cross in hi- hand ; again, a high cross in the form
of a T, or a stall' with a small cross at the top. It has

three significations: it may represent the power of the

cross which he held before the dragon; or his martyr-
dom : or his mis-ion a- preacher of the cross of ( ihrist

He is the patron—aim of Brabant and Luxembourg.
His anniversary is .May I.

Phil'ip tiii: Evangelist (<t>i\nnroc !> i!>ayytX

This step is follow.-, l by another. He is directed by
an angel of the Lord to take the road that led down
from Jerusalem to Gaza on the way to Egypt. See

Gaza. A chariot passes by in which there is a man of

another race, whose complexion or whose die— showed
him to he a native ofEthiopia. From the time of Psam-

metichus there had been a large body ofJews settled in

i hat region, and the eunuch or chamberlain at the court

errfe), one of the original seven deacons in the Christian of Candace might easily have come across them and
Church. A.D.29. The first mention ofthis name occurs their sacred books, might have embraced their faith,

in the account of the dispute between the Hebrew and and become by circumcision a proselyte ofrighteousness.

Hellenistic disciples in Acts vi. He was one of the seven He had been on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. He may
appointed to superintend the daily distribution of food have heard there of the new sect. The history that

ami alms, and so to remove all suspicion of partiality, follows is interesting as one of the few records in the

The fact that, all the seven names are Greek, makes it X. T. of the process of individual conversion, and one
at lea-i very probable that they were chosen as belong- which we may believe Luke obtained, during Ids resi-

ing to the Hellenistic section of the Church, represent- dence at Csesarea, from the evangelist himself. The
atives of the class which had appeared before the apos- devout proselyte reciting the prophecy which he does
ties in the attitude of complaint. The name of Philip not understand—the evangelist-preacher running al full

stands next to that of Stephen ; ami this, together with speed till he overtakes the chariot the abrupt question

—the simple-hearied answer— the unfolding, from the

starting-point of the prophecy, of the -lad tidings of

the fact that these are the only two name-
i
unless Nic-

olas he an exception; comp. Nicolas) of which we
hear again, tends to the conclusion that he was among
the ino-t prominent of those so chosen. He was, at any

Jesus—the craving for the means of admission to the

blessing ol fellow -hip with the new society the simple

rate, well reported of as •• full of the Holy Ghost, and baptism in the firsl stream or spring the instantaneoi

wisdom," and had so won the affections of the great abrupt, departure of the mis-i.mary-preacher, as of one
body of believers as to he among the objects of their carried away by a divine impulse these help us to rep-

free election, possibly (assuming the votes of the eon- resent to ourselves much of the life and work of that

gregation to have been taken for the different candi- remote past. On the hypothesis which has jusl been
dale-

1

-a'ming all hut the highest number of suffrages, suggested, we may think of it as being the incident to

Whether the office to which he was thus appointed whieh the mind of Philip himself recurred will -i

gave him I he position and the title of a deacon of the satisfaction. A brief sentence tells us thai he continued
Church, or was special and extraordinary in ils eharac- bis work as a preacher al Azotus ( Ashdod), and among
ter. mu-i remain uncertain (Goulbum, Acts ofthi J><n-

kmw, I,on, i. 1866 1. See Deacon.
The after-history of Philip warrants the belief, in any

Case, that his Office was not simply that of the later I»i-

aconate. ll is no gnat presumption to think of him as

contributing hardly less than Stephen to the great in-

crease Ol disciples which followed on litis- fresh organi-
zation, as sharing in that wider, more expansive leach-

ing which -how- itself for the first time iu the oration

the other cities w hich had formerly belonged to the Phi

li-li lies, and. following the coast-line, came to (a -an a.

Here tor a long period we lose sight of him. He may
have been i here when tin 1 new convert Saul passed

through on his way to Tarsus (Acts ix, 80). He may
have contributed by hi- labor- to the eager desire to be

guided farther into the Truth which led to the coiiver-

-
I

I lomelius. \\ e can hardly think of him as giv-

ing' up all at once the missionary habits of his life. I .< -

of the protomartyr, and in which he was the forerunner sarea, however, appears to have been the centre of his
of Paul. Wo should expect the man w ho had been his activity. The la-l glimpse of him in the N. T. i- in I he

companion and fellow-worker to g i with the work account of Paul'.- journey to Jerusalem. Ii i- to his

which he had bit unfinished, and to break through the house, a- to one well known to them, that Paul and
barriers of a -imply national Judaism. So according- his companions turn for sh.lt. r. He is still known as

ly we find him in the next stage of his history. The "one of the Seven." His-work has gained for him the

persecution of which Saul was the leader must have \et higher title of Evangelist. See Evangelist. He
stopped tin " daily ministrations" of the Church. The has four .laughters, who possess the gift of prophetic

teaohi i- who had been most prominent were compelled utterance, and who apparently give themselves to the
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work ofteaching instead of entering on the life of home
(xxi, 8, 9). He is visited by the prophets and elders

of Jerusalem. At such a place as Cassarea the work

of such a man must have helped to bridge over the ever-

widening gap which threatened to separate the Jewish

and the Gentile churches. One who had preached

Christ to the hated Samaritan, the swarthy African, the

despised Philistine, the men of all nations who passed

through the seaport of Palestine, might well welcome

the arrival of the apostle of the Gentiles. A.U. 55.

The traditions in which the evangelist and the apos-

tle who bore the same name are more or less confounded

have been given under Philip the Apostle. Accord-

ing to another, relating more distinctly to him. he died

bishop of Tralles (Acta Sand. June 6). The house in

which he and his daughters had lived was pointed out

to travellers in the time of Jerome (Epit. Paula, § 8).

(Comp. Ewald, Geschichte, vi, 175, 208-214: Baumgar-
ten, Apostelgesehichte, § 15, 1G.) — Smith. The later

martyrologies, on the contrary, make him end his days

in Caesarea (A eta Sand. June (5).

Phil'ip Herod (4>(X(7T7roc 'H»ypa>e>/e), a son of Her-

od the Great by Mariamne, the daughter of Simon the

high-priest. He was the first husband of Herodias,

wdio was taken from him by his brother Herod Antipas

(Matt, xiv, 3; Mark, vi, 17; Luke iii, 19). A.U. ante

25. Having been disinherited by his father, Philip ap-

pears to have lived a private life. He is called Herod
by Josephus (Ant. xvii, 1, 2 ; 4, 2; xviii, 5, 1 ; War. i,

28,4; 30,7). See Herod.

Phil'ip the Tetrakch (<J>i'At7r7roc <J Tirpapxne),
tetrarch of Batansea, Trachonitis, and Auranitis (Luke
iii, 1); the two latter appear to have been regarded by
Luke as included in Itursea. Philip was the son of Her-
od the Great by his wife Cleopatra, and own brother of

Herod Antipas; at his death his tetrarchy was annexed
to Syria. From him the city Caesarea Philippi took its

name (Josephus, Ant. xvii, 1,3; xi, 4; xviii, 4, 6; War,
i, 28, 4; ii, 6, 3). Philip ruled from B.C. 4 to A.D. 34.

See Herod.

Coin of Herod Philip the Tetrarch.

Philip (St.) Benozzi (San FUippo Beniti, or JJe-

nizzi) stands at the head of the Order of the Servi, or

Serviti. at Florence. He was not the founder of the

order, having joined it fifteen years after its establish-

ment, but he is their principal saint. See Serviti.

Philip of C.esarea is a pseudo-name of one The-
ophilus of Csesarea, who flourished in the second half of

the 2d century, and kept the account of the council held

in the city after which he is named in A.U. 19G. See
Tiieopiiilus.

Philip of Gortyna, a Christian writer of the 2d
century, flourished as bishop of the Church at Gortyna,
in Crete, and was spoken of in the highest terms by
Uionysius of Corinth in a letter to the Church at Gor-
tyna and the other churches in Crete (apiid Euseb.
Hist. Ecclcs. iv, 23), as having inspired his flock with
manly courage, apparently during the persecutions of

Marcus Aurelius. Philip wrote a book against Mar-
cion (q. v.), which was highly esteemed by the ancients,

but is now lost; Trithemius speaks of it as extant in his

day, but his exactness as to whether books were in ex-
istence or not is not great. He also states that Philip

wrote A d Dicersos Epistolai and Varii Tractatus, but
these are not mentioned by the ancients. See Eusebius,
Hist. Eceles. iv, 21, 23, 25; Jerome, De Viris Itlustr. c.

30; Trithemius, De Scriptor. Eecles. c. 19; Cave, Hist.

Lilt, ad ami. 172 (ed. Oxford, 1740-1743), i, 74 ; Lardner,

Works (see Index).— Smith, Diet, of Or. and Rom.
fiiOff. S. V.

Philip of Moscow, a Russian prelate of much dis-
tinction, nourished in the second half of the 16th cen-
tury. ( )(' his early history we know scarcely anything.
He held several of the most important ecclesiastical
trusts of Russia to the satisfaction of both clergy and
government, and was finally, during the reign of Ivan
the Terrible, made primate of the Russo-Greek Church.
Philip soon came into collision with bis royal master
because of the personal cruelties in which the czar in-

dulged, and for his honesty of purpose and frankness of
declaration, Philip suffered martyrdom. "It is a true
glory of the Russian Church, and an example to the
hierarchy of all churches, that its one martyred prelate
should have suffered, not for any high ecclesiastical pre-
tensions, but in the simple cause of justice and mercy.
' Silence,' he said, as he rebuked the czar, 'lays sin upon
the soul, and brings death to the whole people. ... I

am a stranger and a pilgrim upon earth, as all my fa-

thers were, and / am ready to sufferfor the truth. Where
would my faith be if I kept silence? . . . Here we are
offering up the bloodless sacrifice to the Lord; while
behind the altar flows the innocent blood of Christian
men.' As he was dragged away from the cathedral, his

one word was ' Pray.' As he received his executioner
in the narrow cell of his prison in the convent of Luer,
he only said, 'Perform thy mission.'" See Stanley,

Hist, of the Eastern Church, p. 437. (J. II. W.)

Philip (St.) of Neri. See Neri, Filirpo.

Philip of Opus. Suidas (s. v. $>i\ooo(poc) has this

remarkable passage: "-
, a philosopher who divided

the Leges (s. De Legibus) of Plato into twelve books (for

he is said to have added the thirteenth himself), and
was a hearer of Socrates and of Plato himself; devoting
himself to the contemplation of the heavens (erxoXaaac.

role fitTiwpoie). He lived in the days of Philip ofMac-
edon." Suidas then gives a long list of works written

by Philip. It is evident that the passage as it stands in

Suidas is imperfect, and that the name of the author of
the numerous works which he mentions has been lost

from the commencement of the passage. It appears,

j

however, from the extract occupying its proper place in

I the Lexicon according to its present heading, that the

I defect existed in the source from which Suidas bor-

I

rowed. Kuster, the editor of Suidas (not. in foe), after

long investigation, was enabled to supply the omission

by comparing a passage in Diogenes Laertius (iii, 37),

and to identify "the philosopher" of Suidas with Philip

of the Locrian town of Opus, near the channel which
separates Eubrea from the mainland. The passage in

Laertius is as follows :
" Some say that Philip the Opun-

tian transcribed his (Plato's) work, De Legibus, which
was written in wax ( i. e, on wooden tablets covered with

a coat of wax). They say also that the 'Eirtvopte, (the

thirteenth book of the De Legibus) is his," i. e. Philip's.

The Epinomis, whether written by Philip or by Plato,

is usually included among the works of the latter. Di-

ogenes Laertius elsewhere (iii, 4G) enumerates Philip

among the disciples of Plato. See Fabricius, Bibl. O'rcec.

iii. 104.—Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Eiog. s. v.

Philip the Presbyter, an Eastern ecclesiastic of

the 5th century, was, according to Gennadius (De Viris

Ittustr. c. G2), a disciple of Jerome, and died in the

reign of Marcian and Avitus over the Eastern and
Western empires respectively, i. e. A.I). 45G. Philip

wrote, 1. Commentarius in Jobum ; 2. Faiuiliares Epis-

tolce, of which Gennadius, who had read them, speaks

highly. These Epistola have perished : hut a Commen-
tarins in Jobum addressed to Nectarius has been several

times printed, sometimes separately under the name of

Philip (Basle, 1527. two edit. fol. and 4to), and some-

times under the name and among the works of the Ven-
erable Bede and ofJerome. Vallarsi and the Benedictine

editors of Jerome give the Commentarius in their edi-

tions of that father (v, G78, etc., cd. Benedict. ; vol. xi,
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, etc., ed.Vallarsi), bul not as his. ThePrologua
or Prcefalio ad Nectarium are omitted, and the texl

differs very widely from thai given in the Cologne edi-

tion of Bede | L612, fol. iv. 1 17. etc.), in which the work
is given as Bede's, w ithout any intimati >f its doubt-

ful authorship. Cave, Oudin, and Vallarsi agree in as-

cribing the work to Philip, though Vallarsi is not so

decided in liis opinion as the other two. Sei Gen-

nadius, /. c. ; Cave, Hist. Lift, ad ann. MO, i, 134; Oudin,
/>, Scriptor. Eccles. voL i. coL llh">: Vallarsi, Opera
llii mn. vol. iii. col. 825, etc.; vol. xi. coL 565, 566; Fa-

bricius, Biblioth. M,,l. ,i liij'nu. Lull,,, v. 295, ed. Hat h.

—Smith, hiri. ofGr. and Rom. Biotj. iii. 290.

Philip hi Side (o Ei&rijCi '"' " ^iSirnt; or u am
2/i r]\ i. a Christian writer of the lirsi half of the 5th

century, was born probably in the latter pari oi the tth

century. Be was a native of Side, in Pamphylia, and
according to his own account in the fragmen I published

by Dpdwell (see below I, when Rhodon, ^\ i t<
> succeeded

Didymus in charge of the catechetical school of Al-

exandria, transferred that school to Side, Philip be-

cami e of his pupils. Ifwe suppose Didymus to have

retained the charge of the school till his death, A.l>.

396, .-M the advanced age of eighty-six, the removal oi

the school cannot have taken place lono,- hel'ore the close

of the century, ami we may infer thai Philip's birth

could scarcely have been earlier than A.I). 380. He
was a kinsman of Troilus of Side, the rhetorician, who
was tutor to Socrates the ecclesiastical historian, and
was indi ed so eminent thai Philip regarded his relation-

ship to him as a subjecl of exultation (Socrates, Hist.

Eccles. vii. 27). Having entered the Church, he was
ordained deacon, and had much intercourse with ('hry-

sostom; in the titles of some MSS. he is styled his Syn-
eellus. or personal attendant, which makes ii probable

that lie was. from the early part of his ecclesiastical

career, connected with the Church at Constantinople.

Liberatus i Breviar. c. 7) says he was ordained deacon

by ( lir> sostom ; bul Socrates, when speaking of his in-

timacy with thai eminent man. dors not say he was or-

dained by him. Philip devoted himself to literary pur-

suits, and collected a large library, lie cultivated the

Asiatic or diffuse style of composil ion. and became a

voluminous writer. At what period of his life his

different work, were produced is not known. His Ec-
clesiastical History was. as we shall see. written after

his disappointment in obtaining the patriarchate; bul

;ts his being a candidate for that high office seems to

imply some previous celebrity, ii may he inferred that

his work or works in reply to the emperor Julian's at-

tacks on Christianity were written at an earlier period.

<)u the death of Aniens, patriarch of Constantinople,

A.!>. 125, Philip, then a presbyter, apparently of the

great Church of Constantinople, and Proclus, another

presbyter, ware proposed, each by his own partisans, as

candidates for the vacant see ; but the whole people were
bent u] the election of Sisinnius, also a presbyter,

though not of Constantinople, hut of a Church in Elsea,

one of the suburbs (Socrates, Hist. Eccles.vii, 26). The
statement of So. rales as to the unanimity of the popular
w i-i. l< ads to the inference that the supporters of Philip
and Proclus were at g the clergy. Sisinnius was the

| candidate; and Philip, mortified at his defeat,

made in hi- Eci lesiastical History such severe strictures
on the electi f his more fortunate rival that Socrates
could not venture to transcribe his remarks: and has ex-
pressed hi- strong disapproval ofhis headstrong temper.
<)n the death of Sisinnius (A.D. 128 i the sup| s oi

Philip wire again desirous of his appointment, hut the
emperor, to prevent disturbances, determined that no
ecclesiastic oft onstantinople should succeed to the va-

cancy
;
and the ill-fated heresiarch Nestorius, from An-

tioch, was consequently chosen. After the deposition

of Nestorius at the Council of Ephesus
i LD. 131),

Philip was a third lime candidate for the patriarchate,
hut was again unsuccessful. Nothing is known of him
after this. It has been conjectured that he was dead

before the next vacancy in the patriarchate, A.D. 134,

when his old competitor Proclus was chosen. < 'erlainly

there i- no notice that Philip was again a candidate;

hut the prompt decision of the emperor Theodosiua in

favor presented all com) ii-i it ion. so that no in-

ference can he drawn from Philip's quiescence.

Philip wrote. Malta volumma contra Imperatorem
Jii/iiiiiiiin Apostatam (Liberatus, I'm rim-, c. 7: comp.
Socrat. //. /.'. \ ii. 27 l. It is not clear from the , xpres-

sion of Liberatus, which we have given as the title,

whether Philip wrote many works, or, as i- more likely,

one work in many parts, in reply to Julian: 'lorupia

X.pwTiaviKt], //istmiii Christiana. The work was very

Large, consisting of thirty-six Bif3\oi or BifiXia, Libri,

each subdivided int.. twenty-four ropot or ,\..-. /. L e.

sections. This voluminous work seems to have com-
prehended both sacred and ecclesiastical history, begin-

ning from the creation, and coming down to Philip's

own day, as appears by his record of the election id'

Sisinnius. already noticed. It appears to have been
finished not very long after that event. Theophanes
places its completion in A.M. 5922, Alex. sera \.1>. 130;

Which, according to him. was the year before tin- death

of Sisinnius. That the work was completed before the

death of Sisinnius is probable from the apparent silence

of Philip tis to his subsequent disappointments in ob-

taining the patriarchate: hut as Sisinnius, according to

a more exact chronology, died A. Ik 128, we may con-

clude that the work was finished in or before thai year,

and. consequently, that the date assigned by Theophanes
is nither too late. The style was verbose and weari-

some, neither polished nor agreeable; and the matter

such as to display ostentatiously the knowledge of the

writer rather than to conduce to the improvement of

the reader. It was. in fact, crammed with matter of

every kind, relevant ami irrelevant : questions of geom-
etry, astronomy, arithmetic, and music; descriptions of

islands, mountains, and trees, rendered it cumbersome
and unreadable. Chronological arrangement was disre-

garded. The Work is lost, with the exception o| three

fragments. One of these, D< Sckola Catecketica Alex-

uiuli urn Sum ssiont . on t he Succession "I' teachers in the

catechetical school of Alexandria, was published from

a .MS. in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, by Dodwell,

with his Dissertutiones in Trenaum (< >xf. 1689, 8vo). and
has been repeatedly reprinted. It is given in the ninth

volume of the BMiotheca Patrum of Gajland, p. 401.

Another fragment in the same M>../». Constantino Max-
imiano,et lAcinio Augustis, was prepared for publication

by Cnisius. hut has never, we believe, been actually pub-
lished. The third fragment, I'd ytvoptva iv TltpoiSi

fitrn^i KpiOTiavuiv EWip'uiV rt icoi lovSaiwv, Acta

Disputationis ./. Christo, in Perside, inter Christianos,

Gentiles, et Judceos habita, is (or was) h, the Imperial

Library at Vienna. Philip was present at the disputa-

tion. See Socrates, //. E. vii. 26. 27, 29, 35 : Liberatus,

be; Phot. Bibl. ed. 35; Theophan. Chronoff. p. 7.'.. ed.

Paris: p. do. ed. Venice'; i. 135, ed. Bonn ; Tillemont, Hist.

i/i ,i Empereurs, \ i. 130; Cave, Hist. Lin. ad ann. 418, i.

395; Oudin, /'• Scriptor. Eccles. vol. i. col. 'd'.'7: l'a-

hrieius. Bibl. Grcec. vi, 739, 717. 749; vii. 118; x,691;

Galland, Biblioth. Patrum, vol. ix. Prol. c 11; Lambe-
ci us. Commentar, ./. Biblioth. Catsaraa, lib. s. vol v. col,

289; vol. vi. pars ii. col. 406, ed. Kollar. Smith, Diet.

ofGr. iiiul Rom. Bio//, s. v.

Philip the Sui.t y.\i:v. a Greek monk, flourished in

the time of the emperor Alexius I. Comneniis. Nothing
further seems to he known than what may 1..- gleaned

from the title- and introductions 0fhi8 extant works.

He wrote. Ao'-roo. Dioptra, s. Amussis Fidei </ Vita

Christiana, written in the kind of measure called "ver-

sus politick 'and in i he form of a dialogue between the

soul and the body. It is addressed to another monk,

Callinicus, and begins with these two lines:

llwi k.i--|J. r.7.* .'.....iMiiet ;
-• UOU

J

<
) \.. i ..; irov ireir\i;pa>Tcu
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The work, in its complete state, consisted of five books:

but most of the MSS. are mutilated or otherwise defec-

tive, and want the first book. Some of them have been

interpolated by a later hand. Michael Psellus, not the

older writer of that name, who died about A.D. 1078,

but one of later date, wrote a preface and notes to the

Dioptra of Philip. A Latin prose translation of the

Dioptra by the Jesuit Jacobus Pontanus, with notes by

another Jesuit, Jacobus Gretserus, was published (In-

golstadt, 1G04, 4to) ; but it was made from a mutilated

copv. and consisted of only four books, and these, as the

translator admits in his Prcefaiio ad Lectorem, interpo-

lated and transposed ad libitum. Philip wrote also, Tip

Kara JTVtvfia vi(p icai iiptl Kwi'dravTivip irtpi Ttpto-

fliiag icai npooTaaiac cnroXoyoc, Epistola Apologetica

ad Constantinum Filium Spiritualern et Sacerdotem, de

Differentia inter Intercessianem <t Auxilium Sanctorum:
— Versus Politici, in the beginning of which he states

with great exactness the time of his finishing the Di-

optra, 12th May, A.M. 6603, a?ra Constantinop. in the

third indiction. in the tenth year of the lunar cycle =
A.D. 1095, not 1105, as has been incorrectly stated.

Cave has, without sufficient authority, ascribed to our

Philip two other works, which are indeed given in a

Vienna MS. (Codex 213, apud Lambec.) as Appendices

to the Dioptra. One of these works (Appendix secun-

da),"On ovk tepaye to vopiKvv Ti'aa\a 6 Xpiorbc tv nfj

SttT7V([j, d\\a to d\ri$iv6v, Demonstraiio quod ( 'hristus

in Sacra Cana non legale sed verum comederit Pascka,

may have been written by Philip. Its arguments are

derived from Scripture and Epiphanius. The other

work, consisting of five chapters, De Fide et Co rt rnoniis

Armenwrum, Jacobitarum, Chalzitzariorum <t Eoma-
norum seu Francorum, was published, with a Latin ver-

sion, but without an author's name, in the A uctarium

Norma of Combefis (Par. 1648, vol. ii, col. 261, etc.),

but was, on the authority of MSS., assigned by Combe-
fis, in a note, to Demetrius of Cyzicus, to whom it ap-

pears rightly to belong (comp. Cave, Hist. Lilt. Disser-

tatio I, p. G ; Fabricius, Bibl. Graze, xi, 414 ). The ( hai-

zitzarii (Xaj%(7%<ip(0() were a sect who paid religious

homage to the image of the cross, but employed no

other images in their worship. The work of Demetrius

appears under the name of Philip in the fourteenth

(posthumous) volume of the Bibliotheca Patrum of Gal-

land; but the editors, in their Prolegomena to the vol-

ume, c. 15, observe that they knew not on what author-

ity Galland had assigned it to Philip. Among the

pieces given as Appendices to the Dioptra. are some
verses in praise of the work and its author, by one Con-
stantine, perhaps the person addressed in No. 2, and by
Bestirs, or Vestus, a grammarian. l'r<\ot icroiou Kwi'-

OTavrivov kci'i Bi-aruv too ypapfiariKOV, Versus Do-
mini Cnnstantini it ]'isti Crammatid. See Lambecius,

Commentor. de Biblioth. Ccesarcea, lib. s. vol. v. col. 76-

07, and 141, ci idd. 2 1 3. 2 1 4, 215, and 232, ed. Kollar ; Cave,

Hist. Litt. ad ann. 1005, ii, 163; Oudin, De Scriptor.

Eccles. vol. ii, col. 851.—Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Biog. s. v.

Philip of the (Most Holy) Tiunity, a famous

missionary to Persia and the Indies, was born at Avig-
non in 1603, and died in 1671.

Philip, John. D.D., a missionary to Africa, was born

at Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire, Scotland. April 14, 1775. His
father, who was teacher of an English school, gave him
his elementary education; and his mother, who is de-

scribed as "a woman of earnest and devoted piety." en-

deavored, with all the powerful insinuating influence of

maternal persuasion, to imbue his infant mind with the

fearofGod and a reverence for his Word. Circumstances

occasioned his removal while yet a boy to reside in the

house of an uncle at Leven ; and there his character

rapidly developed itself in the leading features of intel-

lectual and mural individuality that distinguished him
through life. In his nineteenth year he removed to

Dundee, where, having completed his term of appren-

ticeship to a linen-manufacturer, he relinquished that
trade for the office of clerk in a factory, an office which,
without regard to salary, he preferred, from the greater

opportunities it afforded him for mental improvement.
The Congregational minister with whose Church lie

connected himself conceived a strong attachment for

him, and through his influence Philip was introduced

to the theological college at Hoxton. After having
completed the regular term of three years' study, he
was licensed as a preacher and ordained in 1804. In
the course of Providence he was led to visit Aberdeen,
where his pulpit ministrations proved so useful that he
received an invitation, which he accepted, to undertake
the pastoral charge of a Congregational Church recently

formed in that town. His heart had for many years

been strongly set on the missionary work, when the

London Missionary Society proposed to him to under-

take the superintendence of their numerous missions in

South Africa. The proposal, though at first strenuously

opposed by his attached congregation, to whom he had
then ministered for fourteen years, was at length ac-

cepted by both as the will of God, and in 1820 Dr.

Philip sailed for Africa. He there assumed charge of

the Church in Union Chapel, Cape Town, and for thirty

years besides held the office of superintendent of the

society's missions. By his labors in this field he is

principally known. But besides these direct evangeli-

cal labors. Dr. Philip made most persevering and success-

fid efforts on behalf of the down-trodden tribes of South
Africa. By his intercourse with the natives he obtained

evidence of the disastrous effects of the prevailing sys-

tem, and ere long the strong arm of British power was
stretched out for the defence of those who had so long

been the white man's prey. These labors gained for

him the title of " Liberator of Africa." Dr. Philip died

in 1850, as became a missionary, amid the people to

whose spiritual and temporal welfare the energies of

his life had been devoted. He published a work en-

titled Researches in Africa, which was received with

great interest by the English government. See Jamie-

son's Cyclop. ofRelig. Biog. s.y.

Philip, Robert, D.D., an English dissenting divine,

was born in 1791, and was educated at Owen College,

Manchester, and after ordination preached to several In-

dependent congregations, until at last he was called to

the pastorate of Maberley Chapel, London, where he

died in 1858. He wrote. Christian Experience, Guide to

the Perplexed:—Communion with God, Guide to the De-

votional:—Eternity Realized, Guidt to the Thoughtful:
— The God of Glory, Guide to the Doubting:—On Pleas-

ing God, Guide to the Conscientious

:

—Redemption, or the

Nt ir Song in Heaven. Rev. Albert Barnes wrote an in-

troduction to these six works, and they were published

under the title of Devotional Guides ( N. Y. 1867, 2 vols.

12mo). Dr. Philip also published, Sacramental Expe-

rience, a Guide to Communicants (new ed. Lond. 1844,

18mo):

—

The Marys, or Beauty of Female Holiness

(1840, roy. 18mo) :

—

The J/ a //has. or Varieties of Fe-

male Piety (1840, sm. 18mo) :

—

The Lydias, or It, velop-

ment of Female Character (1841, roy. 18mo):

—

The

Hannahs, or Maternal Influence on Sons ( 1841, l2mo).

These were published collectively as the " Lady's Closet

Library" (4 vols. 18mo) :

—

Maul;/ Piety in its Principles

(1837, 18mo):—Manly Piety in its Realizations (1837,

18mo), were published in 1 vol. 12mo. under the title

of the " Young Man's Closet Library :"

—

The Comforter,

or the Lore <>f the Spirit (Lond. 1836, 18mo) :—The Eter-

nal, or the Attributes ofJehovah, etc. ( 1846, fcp.8vo) :—

The Elijah of South Africa (1852, fcp. 8vo) :— Life,

Times, etc., of John Bunyan (1838, l2mo) : -Bunyan's

Pilgrim's Progress (Lond. 1843, roy. 18mo):

—

TJfe ami

Times of the Rev. Samuel Wkitefield (1838, 8vo):—
Lift ami Opinions of the II, r. William Millie. (1839,

post 8vo):

—

Life and Times of tin Rev. John Camp-
In II

i Lond. 1841, 8vo) :

—

Introductory Essay to the Prac-

tical Works oftheRev. Richard Baxter (1838,4 vols.).

(J.H.W.)
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Philipoftschins <>r Pbiliponiar.s. s. Phi-
LIPPLN8.

Philip'pi chrWi-TTni. plur. of PkUip . a celebrated

city of Macedonia, visited by the apostle Paul, and the

earliest < Christian ( Ihurch formally established

in Europe. The double miracle wrought i lure ami the

fan thai "to the -aim- in Philippi" the great apostle

of the < lentiles addressed one of his epistles, must e\ ei

make this city holy ground. (The following account

pi it i- based upon that of l»r. Porter in Kitto's Cyclo-

paedia, with large additions from other sources.)

1. Apostolic Associations. —St. Paul, when, on bis first

visit i" Macedonia in company with Silas, he embarked
at Troas, made- a straight run to Samothrace, and from

thence to Neapolis, which he reached on the second day
< Acts \>i. 1 1 1. The Philippi of rani'.- day was situated

in a plain, on the banks ofadeepand rapid stream called

m.w Angista i. The ancient walls followed the

course of the stream for some distance; and in this sec-

tion of the wall the site ofa gate is seen, with the ruins

of a bridge marly opposite, in the narrative of Paul's

visit it is said: "On the Sabbath w< went out qftfo gaU
by tin river (tZqXSoutv r»}c nv\nc irapa Korauav),
where a meeting lor prayer was accustomed to be"
(ver. 13). It was doubtless by this gate they wont
(/in, ami by the side of this river the prayer- meeting
was Inld. As Philippi was a military colony, it is prob-
able Hi it the Jews had no synagogue, and were not

permitted to hold their worship within the walls. Be-
hind the city, on the north-east, rose lofty mountains;
but on the opposite side a vast and rich plain stretched

out, reaching on the south-west to the sea. and on the
north-west far away among the ranges of Macedonia.
On the south-east a rocky ridge, some sixteen hundred
feet in height, separated the plain from the bay and
town of Neapolis. Over it ran a paved road icting

Philippi with Neapolis. Though the distance between
the two wa- nine miles, yel Neapolis was to Philippi

what the Piraeus was to Athens: and hence Paul is said,

when journeying from Greece to Syria, to have -sailed

away from Philippi;" that is, from Neapolis, its port

(xx, 6).

Philippi was in the province of Macedonia, while
Neapolis was in Thrace. Paul, on his first journey,
landed at the latter, and proceeded across the mountain-
road to the former, which Luke calls "the first city of
the division of Macedonia''

| -iH.iri) rije. uepiSoc. ti)<

MaKtSoviag ttoXic, Acts \vi. 12). The word -n-pwrij

as represented in the A. V., signify "chief."
Thessalonica was the chief city of all Macedonia, and
Araphipolis of that division (jitplc) of it in which Phi-
lippi was situated (see Wieseler, Chron, des Apost. Zeit.

Upwri] Bimply means that Philippi was the
"first" citj of Macedonia to which Paul came

i AIford,ad
toe; Conybeare and Howsou, Lift of St. Paul, i. 311,
noti [n descending the mountain-path towards Phi-
lippi the apostle had before him a vast and beautiful
panorama. The wholt plain, with its green meadows.
ami clumps of trees, and wide reaches of marsh, .-md

winding his fe< i

;
and away beyond i<

the dark ridges of Macedonia.

The missionary visit of Paul and Silas to Philippi
essful. They found an eager audience in the

few Jews and proselytes who frequented the prayer-
the hank- of the Gangites. Lydia, a trader

from Thyatira, was the first convert. Her « hole house
followed het example. Ii was when going and return-
ing from Lydia's house that " the dam-el possessed with
a spirit of divination" met the apostles, Paul cast out
the -pint, and then those who had made a trade of the
poor girl's misfortune rose against them, and took them
before the magistrates, who, with all thehasteand rough-
ness of martial law, ordered them to be Bcourged and
thrown into prison. Even this gross act of injustice

redounded in the end to the glorj of God; for the jailer

and his whole house were converted, and the very mag-;
i-irate- were compelled to make a public apology to the

philippi

apostli -. and to set them at liberty, thus declaring their

i .
The scene in the prison of Philippi was one

of the most cheering, as it was one of the most remark-
able incidents in the history of the apostolic Church.

Paul visited Philippi twice more, once immediately
after the disturbances which arose at Ephesus out of the

jealousy ofthe manufacturers of silver shriues for Arte-
mis. By this time the hostile relation in which the

Christian doctrine necessarily stood to all purely cere-

i ial religions was perfectly manifest; and wherever
ii- teachers appeared, popular tumults were to be ex-
pected, and the jealousy of the Human authorities, who
dreaded civil disorder above everything else, to be
feared. Ii seems not unlikely that the second visit of

the apostle to Philippi was made specially with the
view of counteracting this particular danger. He ap-
pears to have remained in the city ami surrounding
country a considerable time i Acts \\. i. ".'

i.

When Paul passed through Philippi a third time lie

.Iocs not appear to have made any considerable stay

there (ver. 6). He and his companion arc somewhat
loosely -poken of a- sailing from Philippi; but this is

because in the common apprehension of travellers the

city and it- port ueiv regarded a- one. Whoever em-
barked ai the Piraeus might in the same way be said to

set out on a voyage from Allien-. On this occasion

the voyage to Troas took the apostle five days, the ves-

sel being probably obliged to coast in order to avoid the

contrary wind, until coming off the headland of Sarpe-

don, w hence -he would be able to stand across to I roas

with an E. or E.N.E. breeze, \\ hich at that time of 1 1 ar

( after Easter) might be looked for.

The Christian community at Philippi distinguished

itself in liberality. On the apostle's first \ i-il be was
hospitably entertained by Lydia, and when he aft< r-

wards went to Thessalonica, « here hi- reception appears

to have been of a very mixed character, the Philippiaus

sent him supplies more than once, anil were the only

Christian community that did so (Phil. iv. 1.".'. They
also contributed readily to the collection made for the

relief of the poor at Jerusalem, which Paul conveyed
to them at his last visit (2 Cor. viii. 1 6). Ii would
seem as if I hey sent further supplies to the apostle after

hi- arrival al Rome. The necessity for these appear- t.i

have been urgent, and some delay to have taken place

in collecting the requisite fond-: so that Epaphroditus,
who carried them, risked hi- life in the endeavor to

make up for lost lime (fikxpi SavaTOV ijyyiatv Tzapa-

QovKtvoapiroQ n) vc\/y. 'ivn avairXnpwoy rb vfiiLv

varipnua rtjg -ni.r ui Xurovpyiac, Phil. ii. 30). The
delay, however, seems to have somewhat stung the

.apostle at the lime, who fancied hi- beloved flock had
forgotten him (see i\. 10 17'. Epaphroditus fill ill

wiib fever from hi- efforts, ami nearly died. On recov-

ering he became home-ick. and wandering in mind
(aSnuovwv) from the weakness which is the sequel of

fever; and Paul, although intending soon to scud Tim-
othy t<> the Philippian Church, thought ii desirable to

lei Epaphroditus go without delay tO them, who had

already heard of bis sickness, and carry with him the

letter which is included in the canon one which was
written afreT the apostle's imprisonment at Rome had
lasted a considerable lime. Some domestic troubles

connected with religion had already broken out in the

c nity. Eupdias and Syntyche, who appear to be

husband and wife, are exhorted to agree with one an-

other in i he mailer of their common faith; ami the for-

mer is implored to extend hi- sympathy to certain fe-

male- (obvioush familiar both to Paul and to him) who
did good sen ice to the apostle in hi- trial- at Philippi,

and who in some waj or other appear to be the occasion
oi the disagreement between the pair. Possiblj a claim
on the pan of these females to superior insight in spir-

itual matters maj have caused some irritation: for the

apostle i lediately got'- on to remind hi- reader- thai

the peace ot (oid i- something superior to the highest

iut< Uigence
I i p tp v aa rrai ra i i i.
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It would seem, as Alford says, that the cruel treat-

ment of the apostle at. Philippi had combined with the

charm of his personal fervor of affection to knit up a

bond of more than ordinary love between him and the

Philippian Church. They alone, of all churches, sent

subsidies to relieve his temporal necessities" (Phil, iv,

10, 15, 18: 2 Cor. xi, 9; 1 Thess.ii, 2; Alford, Greek

Test, Prol. iii, 29). The apostle felt their kindness;

and during his imprisonment at Rome wrote to them
that epistle which is still in our canon. This epistle

indicates that at that time some of the Christians there

were in the custody of the military authorities as sedi-

tious persons, through some proceedings or other con-

nected with their faith (Jifiiv t\apin$i] to virip Xpiarov,

ov fiuvov to tig a'vTbv iriortveiv aWa Kai to VTrlp av-

tov iraaxuv tov avrbv aywva ixovrtc olov uotrt h>

ifxoi icaivvv cckovsti ti> tfioi, Phil, i, 29). The reports

of the provincial magistrates to Rome would of course

describe Paul's first visit to Philippi as the origin of the

troubles there; and if this were believed, it would be

put together with the charge against him by the Jews

at Jerusalem which induced him to appeal to Caesar, and

with the disturbances at Ephesus and elsewhere; and

the general conclusion at which the government would

arrive might not improbably be that he was a danger-

ous person and should be got rid of. This will explain

the strong exhortation of the first eighteen verses of

chapter ii, and the peculiar way in which it winds up.

The Philippian Christians, who are at the same time

suffering for their profession, are exhorted in the most
earnest manner, not to firmness (as one might have ex-

pected), but to moderation, to abstinence from all prov-

ocation and ostentation of their own sentiments (/iijdiv

Kara ipiSdav fiTjSs Kei'odo$iai>, ver. 3), to humility, and

consideration for the interests of others. They are to

achieve their salvation with fear and trembling, and

without quarrelling and disputing, in order to escape all

blame—from such charges, that is, as the Roman colo-

nists would bring against them. If with all this pru-

dence and temperance in the profession of their faith,

their religion is still made a penal offence, the apostle is

well content to take the consequence—to precede them
in martyrdom for it— to be the libation poured out upon

them the victims (a Kai (nrevdofiai iiri tij Svcsia Kai

XeiTovpyia ri)c "itTTiuic, Vfiuv, xa 'Pa' Kai avy\aipio

ttckjiv vfuv, ver. 17). Of course the Jewish formalists

in Philippi were the parties most likely to misrepresent

the conduct of the new converts; and hence (after a di-

gression on the subject of Epaphroditus) the apostle re-

verts to cautions against them, such precisely as he had
given before—consequently by word of mouth : " Beware
of those dogs"—(for they will not be children at the ta-

ble, but eat the crumbs underneath)—" those doers (and

bad doers too) of the law— those flesh -manglers (for

circumcised I won't call them, we being the true circum-

cision, etc.") (iii, 2, 3). Some of these enemies Paul

found at Rome, who" told the stori/ of Christ insincerely"

(KarriyyuXav oi>x ayvwc, i, 17) in the hope ofincreasing

the severity of his imprisonment by exciting thejealousy

of the court. These he opposes to such as "preached
Christ" (iKi]pv%,ar) loyally, and consoles himself with

•the reflection that, at all events, the story circulated,

whatever the motives of those who circulated it. See

Walch, Acta Paiili Philippensia (Jen. 1726); Todd. Tht

Church at Philippi (Loud. 1864). See Philitpians,

Epistle to.

2. Ancient History.—Strabo tells us that the old name
of Philippi was Krenides (vii, 331); and Appian adds

that it was so called from the number of "little fountains"

{Kpi]victc) around the site. He also says that it had
another name, Datus ; but that Philip of Maeedon, hav-
ing taken it from the Thracians. made it a frontier for-

tress, and gave it his own name (De Bell. Civ. iv, 105).

Philip's city stood upon a hill, probably that seen a little

to the south of the present ruins, which may have al-

ways formed the citadel, but was in all probability in its

origin a factory of the Phoenicians, who were the lirst

that worked the gold-mines in the mountains here, as

in the neighboring Thasos. Appian says that those

were in a hill (Xdipoc) not far from Philippi, that the

hill was sacred to Dionysus, and that the mines went
by the name of " the sanctuary" (r« aov\a). But he
shows himself quite ignorant of the locality, to the ex-
tent of believing the plain of Philippi to be open to the

river Strymon, whereas the massive wall of Pangseus is

really interposed between them. In all probability the

"hill of Dionysus" and the "sanctuary" are the temple

of Dionysus high up the mountains among the Satra?,

who preserved their independence against all invaders

down to the time of Herodotus at least. It is more
likely that the gold-mines coveted by Philip were the

same as those at Scapte HyU, which was certainly in

this immediate neighborhood. Before the great expe-
dition of Xerxes, the Thasians had a number of settle-

ments on the main, and this among the number, which
produced them eighty talents a year as rent to the state.

In the year B.C. 463 they ceded their possessions on the

continent to the Athenians: but the colonists, 10.000 in

number, who had settled on the Strymon and pushed
their encroachments eastward as far as this point, were
crushed by a simultaneous effort of the Thracian tribes

(Thucydides, i. 100; iv. 102; Herodotus, ix, 75; Pausa-

nias, i, 29, 4). From that time until the rise of the

Macedonian power, the mines seem to have remained
in the hands of native chiefs ; but when the affairs of

Southern Creece became thoroughly embroiled by the

policy of Philip, the Thasians made an attempt to re-

possess themselves of this valuable territory, and sent a

colony to the site, then going by the name of " the

Springs" (KpnviStc). Philip, however, aware of the

importance of the position, expelled them and founded

Philippi, the last of all his creations. The mines at

that time, as was not wonderful under the circumstances,

had become almost insignificant in their produce; but

their new owner contrived to extract more than a

thousand talents a year from them, with which he
minted the gold coinage called by his name. The
proximity ofthe gold-mines was of course the origin of

so large a city as Philippi, but the plain in which it lies

is one of extraordinary fertility. The position too was
on the main road from Rome to Asia, the Via Egnatia,

which from Thessalonica to Constantinople followed the

same course as the existing post-road. The usual course

was to take ship at Brundisium and land at Dyrrachium,
from whence a route led across Epirus to Thessalonica.

Ignatius was carried to Italy by this route, when sent to

Rome to be cast to wild beasts. See Strabo, Fi-agnu nt.

lib. vii : Thucyd. i. 100; iv. 102; Herod, ix, 75; Diod.

Sic. xvi, 3 sq.; Appian, Bell. Civ. iv, 101 sq. ; Pausan.

i, 28, 4.

The famous battle of Philippi. in which the Roman
republic was overthrown, was fought on this plain in

the year B.C. 42 (Dio. Cass, xlvi; Appian, /. c). In

honor, and as a memorial of his great victory, Augustus

made Philippi a Roman " colony," and its coins bear the

legend Colonia Avgusta Jul. Philippensis (Conybcare

and Houson, i, 312). The emperor appears to have
founded the new quarter in the plain along the banks
ofthe Gangites. As a colony (icoXbivia, Acts xvi. 12)

it enjoyed peculiar privileges. Its inhabitants were

Coin of Philippi.

Vreeru : Hend i f Aneustns, with the lejrend •' Cres. Aug. P. M. Tr. P." [i.e.

Caesar Augustus, IV ntilex Ma.xiinus, Trilninitin P..resta»l. /.'

ures of .lu'.ius C'a-siir and Augustus, with the legend "Col. Aug-. [Jul.]

L'hHir."
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Roman citizens, most (if them being the families and

i i- of veteran soldiers, who had originally set-

tled in the place to guard the city and province. They
mi a by their own magistrates, called Duum-

viri or Praetors i in Greek orpaTnyoi ; ver. 20), n bo ex-

ercised a kind of military authority, and were indepen-

dent of the provincial governor.

:;. Present Site. -Philippi (now called by the Turks

Felibejik) is cul off from the interior by a Bteep line of

hills, anciently called Symbolum, connected inwards the

N.E. with the western extremity of Hsemus, and to-

wards the s.W.. less continuously, with the eastern ex-

tremity of Pangaeus. Between tl" fool of Symbolum
and the site of Philippi two Tiu.ush cemeteries are

passed, the gravestones of which are all derived from

the ruins of the ancient city, and in the immediate

neighborh 1 of th< e lirst reached is the modern

Turkish village Bereketli. This is the nearest village

to the ancient ruins. Near the second cemetery are

some ruins on a slight eminence, and also a khan, kept

by a Greek family. Hero is a large monumental block

of marble, twelve feet high and seven feel square, ap-

parently the pedestal of a statue, as on the top a hole

exists which was obviously intended for its reception.

This hole is pointed out By local tradition as the crib

out of which Alexander's horse. Bucephalus, was accus-

tomed to eat his oats. < in two sides of the block is a

mutilated Latin inscription, in which the names ofCaius

Yihius and Cornelius Quartus may lie deciphered. A
stream employed in turning a mill bursts out from a

sedgy | 1 in the neighborhood, and probably finds ii-

way to the marshy ground mentioned as existing in the

S.W. portion of the plain. Alter about twenty min-

utes' ride from the khan, over ground thickly strewed

with fragments ol marble columns, and slahs that have

been employed in building, a river-bed sixty-six feel

wide is crossed, through which the stream rushes with

great force, and immediately on the other side the walls

of the ancient Philippi may he traced. Their direction

is adjusted to the course of the stream; and at only

three hundred and fifty feet from its margin there ap-

pears a -ip in their circuit, indicating the former exist-

ence of a gate. This is. no doubt, as above seen, the

gate out of which the apostle and his companion passed

to the • prayer-meeting" on the hanks of a ri\ er, « here

tbej made the acquaintance of Lydia, the Thyatiran
seller of purple. The locality, just outside the walls,

and with a plentiful supply of water for their animals.

is exactly the one which would he appropriated as a

market for itinerant traders. •• quorum COphinus fo-iium-

que supellex." as will appear from the parallel case ol

the Egerian fountain near Rome, of whose desecration

Juvenal complains <Sni. iii. 13). Lydia had an estab-

lishment in Philippi lor the reception of the dyed goods

which were imported from Thyatira and the neighbor-

ing towns of Asia, and were dispersed by means ofpack-

animals an g the mountain clans of the ll;i-iiiii- and

Pangaeus, the agents being doubtless in many instances

her own coreligionists. High up in Haemus lay the

tribe of the Same, where was the oracle of Dionysus -

not the rustic deity of the Attic vinedressers, hut the

prophet-god of the Thracians (o 0pp£i fiavrii; Eurip.

Uecub. 1267). The -damsel with the spirit of divi-

uaiion" {-(iii'mKi) f\nro-,i TD'tvfia TTvdwva) may prob-

ably be regarded as one of the hierodules of this estab-

lishment, hired by Philippian citizens, and frequenting

the country-market to practice her art upon the vil-

lagers who brought produce for the consumption ol the

town. The fierce character of the mountaineers would

render it imprudent to admit them within the walls of

the city: just as in some of the towns of North Africa

the Kahyles are not allowed to enter, but have a market

allotted to them outside the walls for the sale of the

produce they bring. Over such an assemblage only a

summary jurisdiction can he exercised: and hence the

proprietors of the slave, when they considered them-

selves injured, and hurried Paul and Silas into the

town, to the agora the civic market where the magis-

trates
I apxovrt{ i sat were at once turned over to the

military authorities (oToarjjyoi), and these, naturally

assuming that a stranger frequenting the extra-mural

market must he a Thracian mountaineer or an itinerant

trader, proceeded to inflict upon the ostensible cause of

a rim (the merits of which they would not attempt to

understand.) the usual treatment in such cases. The
idea of the apostle possessing the Roman franchise, and
i sequently an exemption from corporal outrage, m \ i r

occurred to the rough soldier who ordered him to he

scourged; and the whole transaction seems to have
passed s, P rapidh that he had no time to plead his citi-

zenship, of which the military authorities lirst heard

the next day. Hut the illegal treatment (i'/3pie) obvi-

ously made a deep impression on the mind of its victim,

as is evident not only from his refusal to take his dis-

charge from prison the next morning t Acts xvi,37), but

from a passage in the Epistle to the Church at Thessa-

Plan of Philippi and its Vicinity.
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lonica (1 Thess. ii, 2), in which he reminds them of the

circumstances under which he first preached the Gospel

to them (irpoiraSrovTtQ Kai vl3pi<T$svTtQ, ea&wg o'idari,

iv QiXiiziioic). Subsequently at Jerusalem, under par-

allel circumstances of tumult, he warns the officer (to

the great surprise of the latter) of his privilege (Acts

xxii, 55).

Philippi is now an uninhabited ruin. The remains

are very extensive, but present no striking feature ex-

cept two gateways, which are considered to belong to

the time of Claudius. The foundations of a theatre can

be traced; also the walls, gates, some tombs, and nu-

merous broken columns and heaps of rubbish. The ru-

ins of private dwellings are visible on every part of the

site; and at one place is a mound covered with columns

and broken fragments of white marble, where a palace,

temple, or perhaps a forum once stood. Inscriptions

both in the Latin and Greek languages, but more gen-

erally in the former, are found. See Clarke, Travels,

vol. iii; Leake, Northern Greece, vol. iii; Cousinery,

Voyage dans la Maced. : and especially Hacket, Journey

to J'/i/7ij>j)i in the Bible Union Quarterly, August, 1860;

Smith, Diet, of Class. Geog. s. v.; Lewin, St. Paul, i,

206 sq. See Macedonia.

Philip'pian ($i\nn7i]moc,'), the patrial title of an

inhabitant of Philippi (Phil, iv, 15).

PHILIPPIANS, Epistle to the, the sixth in order

of the Pauline letters in the N. T. (The following ar-

ticle is chiefly based upon that in Smith's Dictionary

of the Bible.)
'

I. The canonical authority, Pauline authorship, and
integrity of this epistle were unanimously acknowledged

up to the end of the 18th century. Marcion (A.D. 140).

in the earliest known canon, held common ground with

the Church touching the authority of this epistle (Ter-

tullian, A dv. Marcion, iv, 5 ; v, 20) : it appears in the

Muratorian Fragment (Kouth. 1,'eliquia Sacra, i, 395);

among the "acknowledged" books in Eusebius (//. E.

iii, 25); in the lists of the Council of Laodicea, A.D.

365, and the Synod of Hippo, 393 ; and in all subse-

quent lists, as well as in the Peshito and later versions.

Even contemporary evidence may be claimed for it.

Philippian Christians who had contributed to the col-

lections for Paul's support at Pome, who had been eye

and ear witnesses of the return of Epaphroditus and the

first reading of Paul's epistle, may have been still alive

at Philippi when Polycarp wrote (A.D. 107) his letter

to them, in which (ch. ii, iii) he refers to Paul's epistle

as a well-known distinction belonging to the Philippian

Church. It is quoted as Paul's by several of the early

Church fathers (Irena?us, iv, 18, § 4; Clem. Alex. Pa-
dag. i, 6, § 52, and elsewhere; Tertullian. Adv. Mar. v,

2<(. J/, Res. Cam. ch. xxiii). A quotation from it (Phil.

ii, 6) is found in (he Epistle of the Churches of Lvons
and Vienne, A.D. 177 (Eusebius, //. K. v, 2). The" tes-

timonies of later writers are innumerable. See Caxon.
It is only in very recent times that any doubt has

been suggested as to the genuineness of this epistle.

Schrader (Der Ap. Paulus, v. 233) first insinuated that

the passage iii, 1-iv, 9 is an interpolation; but he ad-

duces no reason for this but the purely gratuitous one

that i he connection between ii, 30 and iv, 10 is disturbed

by this intervening section, and that by the excision of

this the epistle becomes "more rounded off, and more a

genuine occasional letter"—as if any sound critic would
reject a passage from an ancient author because in his

opinion the author's composition would be improved
thereby! Baur goes farther than this, and would re-

ject the whole epistle as a Gnostic composition of a

later age (Paulus, p. 458 sq.). But when he comes to

point out " the Gnostic ideas and expressions" by which
the epistle is marked, they will be found to exist only
in his own imagination, and can only by a perverse in-

genuity be forced upon the words of the apostle. Thus,
in the statement that Christ iv pop<py Sriov iiirdpx^v
ov% apTraypiv iiyijcraro to ilvai 'iau Scqi (ii, 5, 6),

Baur rinds an allusion to the Gnostic ason Sophia, in

which "existed the outgoing desire with all power to

penetrate into the essence of the supreme Father." But
not only is this to give the apostle's words a meaning
which they do not bear (for however we translate ap-

rraypov >)y('j<Trtro, it evidently expresses an act in the

past, not an aim for the future), but it is manifest that the

entire drift of the passage is not to set forth any specu-

lative doctrine, but to adduce a moral inference. This

is so manifest that even Baur himself admits it, and by
so doing overturns his own position ; for it is only on
the supposition that what the apostle refers to is a fact,

and not a mere speculative fancy, that any moral con-

clusion can be drawn from it. Equally futile is the at-

tempt to find Docetism in the use of the term pop(pij—
a term used by the apostle in reference to the divine

nature—or of the terms opoiiopa, ax>~ipa, and evp&rj-
vai, all of which occur elsewhere in Paul's writings, and
are here used to denote simply that Jesus Christ pre-

sented himself to the view of men actually as one of

themselves (Liinemann, Pauli ad Phil. Ep. cant. Bau-
rium defensa, Gott. 1847 ; Bruckner, Ep. ad Phil. Paulo
auctori rindicata cont. Baur. Lips. 1848). Baur was
followed by Schwegler (1846), who argued from the

phraseology of the epistle and other internal marks that

it is the work not of Paul, but of some Gnostic forger in

the 2d century. He too has been answered by Liinemann

(1847), Bruckner (1848), and Resch (1850). "Even if his

inference were a fair consequence from Baur's premises,

it would still be neutralized by the strong evidence in

favor of Pauline authorship, which Paley (flora Pau-
lina, ch. vii) has drawn from the epistle as it stands.

The arguments of the Tubingen school are briefly stated

in Keuss (Gesch. d. A'. T. § 130-133), and at greater length

in Wiesinger's Commentary. Most persons who read

them will be disposed to concur in the opinion of dean
Alford (X. T. iii, 27, ed. 1856), who regards them as an
instance of the insanity of hypercriticism. The ca-

nonical authority and the authorship of the epistle may
be considered as unshaken.

A question has been raised as to whether the extant

Epistle to the Philippians is the only one addressed by
Paid to that Church. What has given rise to this

question is the expression used by the apostle (iii. 1),

to. ai)Tu ypatynv ifilv, k.t.X., where the writing of the

same, things to them is supposed to refer to the identity

of what he is now writing with what he had written in

a previous letter. It has also been supposed that Poly-

carp knew of more than one epistle addressed by the

apostle to the Philippians, from his using the plural (oe,

airiav i<pii' typa^iv tTriaroXc'ic) in reference to what he

had written to them. To this, however, much weight
cannot be attached, for there can be no doubt that the

Greeks used i—inToXai for a single letter, as the Lat-

ins used litera (see a multitude of examples in Ste-

phans's Thesaurus, s. v.). That Polycarp knew of only

one epistle of Paul to the Philippians has been supposed

by some to be proved by the passage in the 11th chap-

ter of his letter, preserved in the Latin version, where
he says. " Ego autem nihil tale sensi in vobis vel au-

divi. in quibus laboravit beatus Paulus qui estis in prin-

cipio epistolae ejus," etc. But, as Meyer points out,

"epistote" here is not the genitive singular, but the

nominative plural; and the meaning is not "who arc

in the beginning of his epistle," which is hardly sense,

but (with allusion to 2 Cor. iii, 1) "who are in the be-

ginning [i. e. from the beginning of his preaching the

Gospel among you—a common use of iv ap\>~/, which

was the expression probably used by Polycarp] his

epistle." It is going too far, however, to say that this

passage has no bearing on this question ; for if Meyer's
construction be correct, it shows that Polycarp did use

i~larvXai for a single epistle. Meyer, indeed, trans-

lates "who are his epistles;" but if the allusion is to 2

Cor. iii, 1, we must translate in the singular, the whole

Church collectively being the epistle, and not each

member an epistle. But though the testimony of Ioly-
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carp for a plurality of epi itles maj be sel aside, it ia less

easy to Bel aside the testimony of the extanl epistle it-

sell in the passage cited. To refer rd avrn to the pre-

ceding yuiiiTf in Kvpitfi seems a what difficult, for

nowhere previously in this epistle has the apostle ex-

pressly enjoined on his readers %aipfiv iv Kvpitp, and one

does nol si e w bal on this hypothesis is the propriety of

such expressions as oicvnpov and aa^>a\iq\ and to lay the

Btress "ii the ypaQuv, as Wieseler proposes (Chronolo-

<i'i< des i/'. Zeit. p. 158), so a- to make the apostle refer

to some verbal message previously senl to the Philip-

pians, the Bubstance of which he was now aboul to pul

into writing, seems no less .s<>; for not only docs the

epistle contain no allusion to any oral message, bul in

ihi> case the writer would have said Km ypcaptiv. A
large number of critics follow Pelagius in the explana-

tion, "eadem repetere qua prasens dixeram;" bul ii

may be doubted if so important a clause may he legiti-

mately dragged in to complete the apostle's meaning,

without any authority from the context. Hence many
have concluded that the apostle alludes to some written

communication previously sent by him to the Philip-

pians
l bo Hahnlein, Flatb, Meyer, Bleek, Schenkel, etc).

lint, besides the lack of all evidence of such lost epistles

in general, the assumption here must be pronounced in

a high degree doubtful and precarious. Hence we con-

clude thai ra avrd refers to the %alpuv, which is the

pervading though) of the epistle (i. 1. 18; ii. 17. etc).

and which seems to have been the more dwell upon as

the actual circumstances of the case might very natu-

rally have suggested the contrary feeling (hence 6*1/77-

pov). See Ellicott, ad loc. Ewald (Sendsckreiben des

Ap. Paulus. 1 1. 131) is of opinion that Paul senl several

epistles to the Philippians; and he refers to the texts

ii. 12 and iii. 18 as partly proving this. But some ad-

ditional confirmation or explanation of this conjecture

is requisite before it can be admitted as either probable

or necessary.

There i- a break in the sense at the end of the second

Chapter of the epistle, which every careful reader noilSl

have observed. It is indeed quite natural that an epis-

tle written amid exciting circumstances, personal dan-

gers, and various distraction.- should hear in one place

at leasl a mark of interruption, Le Moyne (1685)

thought ii was anciently divided into two parts. Hein-

richs L810), followed by Paulus (1817), has conjectured

from this abrupt recommencement thai the two parts

are two distinct epistles, of which the first, together

with the conclusion of the epistle (iv, 21 23), was in-

tended for public use in the Church, and the second ex-

clusively for the apostle's special friends in Philippi. It is

noi easy to see what sufficient foundation exists for this

theory, or what illustration of the meaning of the epistle

could be derived from it. It has met with a distinct

reply from Krau-e (1811 and L818 1 : and the integrity of
the epistle has nol been questioned by recent critics.

II. Finn and Place of Writing.—The constant tradi-

tion that this epistle was written at Rome by Paul in

his captivitj «* impugned tir>i by Oeder (1732), who,
disregarding the facl thai the apostle was in prison (i.

7. 13, I 1 1 whin he wrote, imagined that lie was al < 'or-

inth (see Wolfs Curat PkUologicce, i\ . 168, 270); and
then by Paulus (1799), Schulz (1829), Bbttger (1837),
and [iilliel (1841), In whose opinion the epistle was
written during the apostle's confinement at Cssarea
1 Vets \\i\. 23). Bul the references to the "palace"
(pnetorium, i, 13), and to "Caesar's household" 1 iv, '.'_'

1.

seem to poinl to Borne rather than to Csesarea; and
there is no reason w halever lor Supposing thai I he apOS-
ile felt in ( tesarea that extreme uncertainty of life con-
nected with the approaching decision of his cause which
he must have fell towards tin- end of his captivity at

Koine, and which he expresses in this epistle ii. 19, 20;
ii. 17; in. 10); and. fun her. the dissemination of the

Gospel described in Phil. i. 12 18 is 1 .yen hinted al

in Luke's account of the Ctesarean captii iiy. hut is de-
scnh. d by him as taking place ai 1; :(comp.Actsxxi\'|

23 with xxviii, 30, 31). Even Reuss [Gesck. d. X. T.

I860), who assigns to Csesarea three of Paul's epistles,

which are generally considered to have been written at

Rome, is decided in his conviction that the Epistle to

the Philippians was written at Rome.
Assuming then that the epistle was written ai Rome

during the imprisonment mentioned in the last chapter
of the Acts, ii may he shown from a single fact thai it

could not have been written long before the end of the
two years. The disiress of the Philippians 011 account

of Epaphroditus's sickness was known al Rome when
the epistle was written ; this implies four journeys, sep-

arated by some indefinite intervals, to or from Philippi

and Pome, between the commencement of Paul's cap-

tivity and the writing of the epistle. The Philippians

were informed of his imprisonment, and sent Lpaphro-
ditus: they were informed of their messenger's sickness,

and sent their message of condolence. Further, the ab-

sence of Luke's name from the salutations to a Church
where he was well known implies thai he was absent

from Pome w hen the epistle was written : so dues Paul's

declaration (ii. 20) that no one who remained with him
fell an equal interest with Timothy in the welfare of the

Philippians. By comparing the mention of Luke in ( ol.

iv. 14 and Philem. 24 with the abrupt conclusion ol his

narrative in the Acts, we are led to the inference thai

he left Pome after those two epistles were written and
before the cud of the two years' captivity. Lastly, it is

obvious from Phil. i. "_'ii that Paul, when he wrote, tilt

his position to be very critical, and we know thai ii he-

came more precarious as the two years drew to a close.

Assuming that Paul's acquittal and release took place

in 58, we may date the Epistle to the Philippians early

in that year.

III. Personal Circumstances ofth Writer at th Time.

I. Paul's connection with Philippi was of a peculiar

character, which gave rise to the writing of this 1 pisl le.

Thai city, important as a mart for the produce of the

neighboring gold-mines, and as a Roman stronghold

to check the rude Thraeiaii mountaineers, was distin-

guished as the scene of the great battle fatal to BrutUS

and Gassius, B.C. 42. Mure than ninety \ cars after-

wards Paul entered its walls, accompanied by Silas,

who had been with him since he started from Antioch,

and by Timothy and Luke, whom lie afterwards at-

tached to himself; the former at Derbe. the latter quite

recently at Troas. Il may well he imagined that the

patience of the zealous aposlle had been tried by his

mysterious repulse, first from Asia, then from Pilhynia

and Mysia, and that his expectations had been Stirred

up by the vision which hastened his departure with his

new-found associate, Luke, from Troas. A swifl pa~-

saue brought him to the European shore at Neapolis,

whence he look the road, about ten miles long, across

the mountain ridge called Symbolum to Philippi (Acts

wi. 12). There at a greater distance from Jerusalem

than any apostle had yel penetrated, the long-restrained

energy of Paul was again employed in laying the foun-

dation of a Christian Church. Seeking first the lost

sheep of the house of Israel, he went on a Sabbath-da;

with the few .lews who resided in Philippi to their

small Proseucha on the hank of the river Gangites.

The missionaries sat down and spoke to the assembled

women. One of them, Lydia, nol horn of the seed "i

Abraham, hut a proselyte, whose name and occupation,

as well as her birth, connect her with Asia, gave heed

unto Paul, and she and her household were baptized,

perhaps on the same Sabbath-day. Her house became
the residence oi i he missii maries. Many days they re-

Borted to the Proseucha. and the result of their short

sojourn in Philippi was 1 he conversion of man} persons

iwi. 10), including al last their jailer and his house-

hold. Philippi was endeared to Paul, not only by the

hospitality of Lydia. 1 he deep Byrapathj of the com erts,

and the remarkable miracle which Bel a seal on his

preaching, bul also by the successful exercise of his

missionary activity after a Ion-- Buspense, and by the
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happy consequences of his undaunted endurance of ig-

nominies which remained in his memory (Phil, i, 30)

after a long interval. Leaving Timothy and Luke to

watch over the infant Church, Paul and Silas went to

Thessalonica (1 Thess. ii, 2), whither they were followed

by the alms of the Philippians (Phil, iv, 16), and thence

southwards. Timothy, having probably carried out sim-

ilar directions to those which were given to Titus (i, 5)

in Crete, soon rejoined Paul. We know not whether

Luke remained at Philippi. The next six years of his

life are a blank in our records. At the end of that pe-

riod he is found again (Acts xx, G) at Philippi.

After the lapse of five years, spent chiefly at Corinth

and Ephesus, Paul, escaping from the incensed worship-

pers of the Ephesian Diana, passed through Macedonia,

A.D. 54, on his way to Greece, accompanied by the

Ephesians Tychicus and Trophimus, and probably vis-

ited Philippi for the second time, and was there joined

by Timothy. His beloved Philippians, free, it seems,

from the controversies which agitated other Christian

churches, became still dearer to Paul on account of the

solace which they afforded him when, emerging from a

season of dejection (2 Cor. vii, 5), oppressed by weak

bodily health, and anxious for the steadfastness of the

churches which he had planted in Asia and Achaia, he

wrote at Philippi his second Epistle to the Corinthians.

On returning from Greece, unable to take ship there

on account of the Jewish plots against his life, he went

through Macedonia, seeking a favorable port for em-

barking. After parting from his companions (Acts xx,

4), he again found a refuge among his faithful Philippi-

ans, where he spent some days at Easter, A.D. 55, with

Luke, who accompanied him when he sailed from Ne-

apolis.

Finally, in his Roman captivity (A.D. 57), their

care of him revived again. They sent Epaphroditus,

bearing their alms for the apostle's support, and ready

also to tender his personal service (Phil, ii, 25). He
stayed some time at Rome, and while employed as the

organ of communication between the imprisoned apos-

tle and the Christians, and inquirers in and about Rome,

he fell dangerously ill. When he was sufficiently recov-

ered, Paul sent him back to the Philippians, to whom
he was very dear, and with him our epistle. See Phi-

lippi.

2. The state of the Church at Rome should be consid-

ered before entering on the study of the Epistle to the

Philippians. Something is to be learned of its condi-

tion about A.D. 55 from the Epistle to the Romans,

and more about A.D. 58 from Acts xxviii. Possibly the

Gospel was planted there by some who themselves re-

ceived the seed on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii, 10).

The converts were drawn chiefly from Gentile proselytes

to Judaism, partly also from Jews who were such by birth,

with possibly a few converts direct from heathenism.

In A.D. 55 this Church was already eminent for its

faith and obedience: it was exposed to the machina-

tions of schismatical teachers; and it included two con-

flicting parties, the one insisting more or less on observ-

ing the Jewish law in addition to faith in Christ as

necessary to salvation, the other repudiating outward

observances even to the extent of depriving their weak
brethren of such as to them might be really edifying.

We cannot gather from the Acts whether the whole

Church of Rome had then accepted the teaching of

Paul as conveyed in his epistle to them. But it is cer-

tain that when he had been two years in Rome, his

oral teaching was partly rejected by a party which per-

haps may have been connected with the former of those

above mentioned. Paul's presence in Rome, the free-

dom of speech allowed to him, and the personal freedom

of his fellow-laborers were the means of infusing fresh

missionary activity into the Church (Phil, i, 12-14).

It was in the work of Christ that Epaphroditus was
worn out (ii, 30). Messages and letters passed between
the apostle and distant churches ; and doubtless church-

es near to Rome, and both members of the Church and
VIII.—

G

inquirers into the new faith at Rome addressed them-
selves to the apostle, and to those who were known to

be in constant personal communication with him. Thus
in his bondage he was a cause of the advancement of

the Gospel. From his prison, as from a centre, light

streamed into Ca?sar's household and far beyond (iv, 22

;

i, 12-19). See Rome.
IV. Effect of the Epistle.—We have no account of the

reception of this epistle by the Philippians. Except 1

..

doubtful traditions that Erastus was their first bishop,

and that he with Lydia and Parmenas was martyred in

their city, nothing is recorded of them for the next forty-

nine years. But about A.D. 107 Philippi was visited

by Ignatius, who was conducted through Neapolis and
Philippi, and across Macedonia, on his way to martyr-

dom at Rome. His visit was speedily fallowed by the

arrival of a letter from Polycarp of Smyrna, which ac-

companied, in compliance with a characteristic request

of the warm-hearted Philippians, a copy of all the let-

ters of Ignatius that were in the possession of the

Church of Smyrna. It is interesting to compare the

Philippians of A.D. 58, as drawn by Paul, with their

successors in A.D. 107 as drawn by the disciple of John.

Steadfastness in the faith, and a joyful sympathy with
sufferers for Christ's sake, seem to have distinguished

them at both periods (Phil, i, 5, and Polyc. Ep. i). The
character of their religion was the same throughout,

practical and emotional rather than speculative : in both

epistles there are many practical suggestions, much in-

terchange of feeling, and an absence of doctrinal discus-

sion. The < >ld Testament is scarcely, if at all, quoted;

as if the Philippian Christians had been gathered for

the most part directly from the heathen. At each pe-

riod false teachers were seeking, apparently in vain, an

entrance into the Philippian Church, first Judaizing

Christians, seemingly putting out of sight the resurrec-

tion and the judgment which afterwards the Gnosticiz-

ing Christians openly denied (Phil, iii, and Polyc. vi,

vii). At both periods the same tendency to petty in-

ternal quarrels seems to prevail (Phil, i, 27; ii, 14; iv,2;

and Polyc. ii, iv, v, xii). The student of ecclesiastical

history will observe the faintly marked organization of

bishops, deacons, and female coadjutors to which Paul re-

fers (Phil, i, 1 ; iv, 3), developed afterwards into broad-

ly distinguished priests, deacons, widows, and virgins

(Polyc. iv, v, vi). Though the Macedonian churches

in general were poor, at least as compared with com-
mercial Corinth (2 Cor. viii, 2), yet their gold-mines

probably exempted the Philippians from the common
lot of their neighbors, and at first enabled them to be

conspicuously liberal in alms-giving, and afterwards laid

them open to strong warnings against the love of money
(Phil, iv, 15: 2 Cor. viii, 3 ; and Polyc. iv, vi, xi).

Now though we cannot trace the immediate effect of

Paul's epistle on the Philippians, yet no one can doubt

that it contributed to form the character of their Church,

as it was in the time of Polycarp. It is evident from

Polycarp's epistle that the Church, by the grace of God
and the guidance of the apostle, had passed through those

trials of which Paul warned it, and had not gone back

from the high degree of Christian attainments which

it reached under Paul's oral and written teaching (Polyc.

i, iii, ix, xi). If it had made no great advance in knowl-

edge, still unsound teachers were kept at a distance from

its members. Their sympathy with martyrs and con-

fessors glowed with as warm a flame as ever, whether

it was claimed by Ignatius or by Paul. They maintained

their ground with meek firmness among the heathen,

and still held forth the light of an exemplary though

not a perfect Christian life.

V. Scope and Contents of the Epistle.—Paul's aim in

writing is plainly this: while acknowledging the alms

of the Philippians and the personal services of their

messenger, to give them some information respecting

his own condition, and some advice respecting theirs.

Perhaps the intensity of his feelings and the distraction

of his prison prevented the following out his plan with
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undeviating closeness. For the preparations for the de-

parture of Epaphroditus, and the thought thai he would
soon arrive among the warm-hearted Philippians, filled

Paul with recollections of them, and revived bis old

feelings towards those fellow-heirs of bis hope of glory

v, ho were so di ep in his hearl (i,7) and bo often iu bis

prayers (i, 1).

Full of gratitude for this work of friendly remem-
brance and regard, Paul addressed to the Church in

Philippi 1 1 * i — epistle, in which, besides expressing his

thanks for their kindness, lie pours out a flood of elo-

quence and pathetic exhortation, suggested partly by his

own circumstances, and partly by whal he had learned

of their state as a Church. That state appears to have
I-, in "ii the whole very prosperous, as there is much
commendation of the Philippians in the epistle, and no

censure is expressed in any part of it either of the

Church as a whole, nr of any individuals connected with
it. At the same time the apostle deemed it necessary

t« put them on ihcir guard againsl the evil influences

to which they were exposed from Judaizing teachers

and faNe professors of Christianity. These cautions he

interposes between the exhortations suggested by his

own siate. and by the news he had received concerning
the Philippians, with which his epistle commences and
with which it closes. We may thus divide the epistle

into thret pari-. In thejirsi of these (i, ii), alter the
usual salutation and an outpouring of warm-hearted af-

fection towards the Philippian Church (i, 1-11), the
apostle refers to his own condition as a prisoner at

liome; and. lest they should be cast down at the thought
of the unmerited indignities he had been called upon to

suffer, he assures them thai these had turned out rather

to the furtherance of that great cause on which his heart

uas set, and for which lie was willing to live and labor,

though, as respected Ids personal feelings, he would rath-

er depart and lie with Christ, which he deemed to be
"far heiier"

i 12 24 ). He then passes by an easy tran-

sition to a hortatory address to the Philippians, calling

upon them to maintain steadfastly their profession, to

cultivate humanity and brotherly love; to work oul

their own salvation with fear and trembling, and con-
cluding by an appeal to their regard for his reputation

as an apostle, which could not hut he affected by their

conduct, and a reference to his reason for sending to them
Epaphroditus instead of Timothy, as he had originally

(i, •-'">; ii. 30). In pari second he strenuously

cautious them, as already observed, againsl Judaizing
teachers, whom lie stigmatizes as "dogs" (in reference.

probably, to their impudent, snarling, and quarrelsome
habits), " evil-workers," and " the concision ;" by which
latter term lie means to intimate, as Theophylacl re-

marks i ad loc. i. i hat l he circumcision in which the.lews
so much gloried had now ceased to possess any spiritual

significance, and was therefore no better than a useless

mutilation of the person. On this theme lie enlarges,
making refen nee to his own Btanding as a .lew. and in-

timating that, if under the Christian dispensation Jew-
nl an. I Jewish privileges wen' to go for any-

thing, no one could have stronger claims on this ground
than he: hut at the same time declaring thai however
he had c ,• valued these, he now c ited them -all
hut loss lor i he excellency of the knowledge of Christ"
(iii. 1 12). A reference to his own sanctified ambition
t.. advance in the service of Chrisl leads him to exhorl
the Philippians to a similar spirit; from this he passes
to caution them againsl unnecessary contention, and
againsl those who walk disorderly, concluding by re-

minding i hem of the glorious hopes which, as Chris-
tians, they entertained (ver. 13 21). [n the third pari
we have a series ol admonitions to indi\ idual members
of the Church at Philippi (iv, I 3), followed b} some
general exhortations tocheerfulm bs, moderation,"prayer,
and good conduct (ver. I 9); after which come a series

of allusions to tbe apostle's circumstances and feelings,

his thanks i o i he Philippians for their seasonable aid. nil

his < oncluding benedictions and Balutationa
I ver. 10 28).

VI. Characteristic Features ofthe Epistle.—Strangely
full of joy and thanksgiving amid adversity, like the

apostle's midnight hymn from the depth ol ids Philip-

pian dungeon, this epistle went forth from his prison at

Rome. In moBt other epistles he writes with a sus-

tained effort to instruct, or with sorrow, or with indig-

nation •. In- i- Btri\ ing to supply imperfect, or to com cl

erroneous teaching, to put down scandalous impurity,

or to lieal schism in the Church which lie addresses.

Hut in this epistle, though he knew the Philippians

intimately, and was not blind to the faults ami tenden-

cies lo fault of some Of them, yet he mention- no evil

so characteristic of the whole Church as to call for gen-

j

eral censure on his part or amendment on their-. ( n all

Id- epistles i" churches, none has so little of an official

character as this, lie withholds his title of "apostle"

in the inscription. We lose Bight ol hi- high authority.

and of the subordinate positi ifthe worshippers by the

river-side: and we are admitted to Bee the free action of

a heart glowing with inspired Christian love, and to

hear the utterance of the highest friendship addressed
lo equal friends conscious of a connection which is not

earthly ami temporal, hut in Christ, for eternity. Who
that hears iu mind the condition of Paul in his Roman
prison can read unmoved of his continual prayers for

his distant friends, his constant sense of their fellowship

with him. his joyful remembrance of their past chris-

tian course, his confidence in their future. Ids tender

yearning after them all in Christ, hi- eagerness to com-
municate to them his own circumstances .and feelings,

his carefulness to prepare them to repel any evil from

within or from without which might dim the hiiuht-

ness of their spiritual graces? Love, at once lender and
watchful— that love which "is of God" is the key-note
of this epistle; and in this epistle only we hear no un-
dertone of any different feeling, dust enough, and no

more, is shown of his own harassing trial- to lei us see

imw deep in his 'marl was the -priii": of that feeling,

and how he was refreshed by its sweet and soothing
lloW.

VII. t 'omnu ntaries. —The following are the exegetical

helps specially on this entire epistle : a few of the most

important are indicated by an asterisk (*) prefixed : Vic-

loriuus. /// Ep. ml I'h. (in Mai. Script. Vet. III. i. 5] :

Pseudo-Hieronymus, Commentarii (in "/'/'
!
Suppos. I.

xi,1011); Chrysostom, Homilia (Gr.el Latin Opp.xi,

208; also in Erasmi Opp. viii, 319 ; in Engl, [including
other epistles

!
in Lib. •;/' Fathers, xiv. Oxf. 1843, 8vo);

Zwingli,/4 tmotationes (Tigur. 1531, Ito; also in Opp. iv.

on 1
1 : Hoffmann, Cotnmentarius | Basil. 1541, 8vo); Brenz,

Explicatio (Franc 1548, 8vo; also in Opp. vii) ; Cal-

\in. Commentarii (in Opp. often; separately in Engl. by
Becket, Lond. 1584, fol.; by Johnston [includ. Col.],

Edinb. 1842, l2mo; by Pringle
|
includ. Col. and Thess.

j,

Edinb. LB51, 8vo); Major. Enarratio [includ. Col. and
Thess.

|
(Yitemh. 1554, 1561, 8vo); Ridley, Exposition

(in Richmond's Fathers, ii); Weller, Cotnmentarius
|

in-

clud. Thess.
|

i N'oiih. 1561, 8vo) : Salbont, Commentarii
includ. other epistles

! I
Antw. 1561, 8vo; also in Opp.

Col. Aer. 1568, fol.) ; Musculus, Commentarius [includ.

C»k. Thess.. and 1 Tim. I « Basil. 1565, 1578, L595, fol.);

Aretius, Commentarii
[

includ. Col. and This-. M n .

1580, 8vo); Olevian, Nota [includ. Col.
I

(Gen. 1580,

8vo); Steuart (Roman Cath.), Commentarius (Ingolst.

1595, Ito); Zanchius. Commentarius [includ. CoL ami

Thess.] iXeo-i. 1595, fol.; also in Opp. \ i > : Weinrich,

Explicatioi Lips. 1615, Ito) : Airay, Lectures (Lond. 1618,

lie i

: Battus, Commentarius (Rost.1627, 4to) ; Velasquez

i Rom. Cath.), Commentarii (Lugd. 1628 32; Antw. 1637,

1651; Ven. 1646, 2 vol-, fol.). Schotan, Commentaria
(Franeck. 1 1 ;;> T. 4to); Crell, Commentarius (in Opp. i.

501); M> elfuhr. CommenUltiones ( Allorf. H'.l I. In-

: I
>

. i i 1 1
. . Exposition (2d

ed. Gen. 1659 60,2 vols.8vo; in English by Sherman.

Lond. 1841, 8vo); Scheid, Disputationes | Vrgent. Mom.

Ito); P.n ithaupt,4ntma<fcer«oii« (Hoi. 1693, 1703, 4to);

Hazevoet, Verklaaring (Leyd. 1718, 4ro) ; Van Til, I'./--
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Mooring ([incliul. Rom.] Harlem, 1721, 4to; in Lat. [in-

clud. 1 Cor., Epta., and Col.] Amst. 1720, 4to) ; Busching.

Introductio (Hal. 1740, 4to) ; Storr, Diss, exegetica (Tub.

1783, 4to; also in Opusc i, 301-67) ; Am Ende, A nnota-

tiones (fasc. i, ii, Torg. 1789 -92 ; Viteb. 1798-1803, 8vo)

;

Paalus, De tempore, etc. (Jen. 1799, 4to) ; Lang, Bearbeit.

(Nuremb. and Alt. 1800, 8vo) ; Kranse, A n dicersis horn,

script., etc. (Regiom. 1811, 4 to ; also in Opusc. p. 1-22) ;

Hoog, De Philip, condiiione (L. B. 1825, 8vo) ; *Rhein-

wald, Commentar (Berl. 1827, 8vo); Acaster. Lectures

(Loud. 1827, 8vo) ; Rettig, Qucestiones (Giess. 1831, 8vo)

;

Schinz, I). Christ!. Genieine zu Phil. (Zur. 1833, 8vo)

;

East burn, Lectures (N. Y. 1833, 8vo) ; Passavant, A usle-

gung (Basle, 1834, 8vo) ; Baynes, Commentary (Lond.

1834, 12mo); Matthies, Erklar. (Greifsw. 1835, 8vo);

*Steiger, Exegese [includ. Col.] (Par. 1837, 8vo) ; *Van
Hengel, Commentarius (L. B. 1838, 8vo); Hblemann,
Commentarii (Lips. 1839, 8vo) ; Anon., Erklar. (Hanov.

1839, 8vo) ; Neat, Discourses (Lond. 1841, 8vo) ; Rilliet,

Commentaire (Gen. and Par. 1841, 8vo) ; Hall, Exposi-

tion (Lond. 1843, 8vo) ; Neander, Erlaut. (Berl. 1849, 8vo

;

in Engl, by Mrs. Conant, N. Y. 1851, 12mo) ; Robertson,

Lectures (Lond. 1849, 12mo); B. Crusius, Commentar
(Jen. 1849, 8vo) ; Kohler, A uslegung (Kiel, 1855, 8vo)

;

Toller, Discourses (Lond. 1855, 12mo); *Weiss, Ausle-

gung (Berl. 1858, 8vo) ; *Ellicott, Commentary [includ.

Col. and Philem.] (Lond. 1858, 8vo) ; Jatbo, Erklar.

(Hildesh. 1858, 8vo); *Eadie, Commentary (Lond. 1858,

1861, 8vo); Shulte, Commentary (Lond. 1861, 8vo)

;

Schenkel, Eddut. [includ. Eph. and Col.] (Leipz. 1862,

8vo); Newland, Catena (Lond. 18G2, 8vo) ; Vaughan,
Lectures (2d ed. Lond. 1864, 8vo); Todd, Exposition

(Lond. 1864, 8vo) ; *Lightfoot, Commentary (Lond. 1868,

1870, 8vo) ; Johnstone, Lectures (Lond. 1875, 8vo). See

Epistle.

Philippine Islands, situated in 5° 30'-19° 42'

N. lat.. and 117° 14'-126° 4' E. long., in the great In-

dian Archipelago, to the north of Borneo and Celebes,

are more than twelve hundred in number, and have

an area of about 150,000 square miles. The popula-

tion is over 6,000,000, three fourths of whom are sub-

ject to Spain. The remainder are governed, according

to their own laws and customs, by independent native

princes. Luzon, in the north, has an area of 51,300

square miles, and Mindanao, or Magindanao, in the

south, fully 25,000. The islands lying between Luzon
and Mindanao are called the Bisayas, the largest of

which are: Samar, area 13,020 square miles; Miudoro,

12,600; Panay, 11,340; Leyte, 10,080; Negros, 6300;

Masbate, 4200; and Zebu, 2352. There are upwards of

a thousand lesser islands of which little is known. To
the south-west of the Bisayas lies the long, narrow isl-

and of Paragoa or Palawan, formed of a mountain-chain

with low coast-lines, cut with numerous streams, and
exceedingly fertile. The foiests abound in ebony, log-

wood, gum-trees, and bamboos. To the north of Luzon
lie the Batanen, Bashee, and Babuyan islands, the first

two groups having about 8000 inhabitants, the last un-

peopled. The Sooloo Islands form a long chain from

Mindanao to Borneo, having the same mountainous and
volcanic structure as the Philippine Islands, and all are

probably fragments of a submerged continent. Many
active volcanoes are scattered through the islands;

Mayon, in Luzon, and Buhayan, in Mindanao, often

causing great devastation. The mountain-chains run
north and south, and never attain a greater elevation

than 7000 feet. The islands have many rivers, the

coasts are indented with deep bays, and there are many
lakes in the interior. Earthquakes are frequent and
destructive. The soil is extremely fertile, except where
extensive marshes occur. In Mindanao are numerous
lakes, which expand during the rainy season into in-

land seas. Rain may be expected from May to Decem-
ber, and from June to November the land is flooded.

Violent hurricanes are experienced in the north of Lu-
zon and west coast of Mindanao. Especially during the

changes of the monsoons, storms of wind, rain, thunder

and lightning prevail. The weather is very fine, and
heat moderate, from December to May, when the tem-
perature rapidly rises and becomes oppressive, except
for a short time after a fall of rain. The fertility of t he
soil and the humid atmosphere produce a richness of veg-
etation which is nowhere surpassed. Blossoms and fruit

hang together on the trees, and the cultivated fields

yield a constant succession of crops. Immense forests

spread over the Philippine Islands, clothing the moun-
tains to their summits; ebony, iron-wood, cedar, sapan-
wood, gum-trees, etc., being laced together and gar-
landed by the bush-rope or palasan, which attains a
length of several hundred feet. The variety of fruit-

trees is great, including the orange, citron, bread-fruit,

mango, cocoa-nut, guava, tamarind, rose-apple, etc.;

other important products of the vegetable kingdom be-
ing the banana, plantain, pine-apple, sugar-cane, cot-

ton, tobacco, indigo, coffee, cocoa, cinnamon, vanilla,

cassia, the areca-nut, ginger, pepper, etc., with rice,

wheat, maize, and various other cereals. Gold is found
in river-beds and detrital deposits, being used, in the form
of dust, as the medium of exchange in Mindanao. Iron

is plentiful, and fine coal-beds, from one to four feet

thick, have been found. Copper has long been worked
in Luzon. There are also limestone, a fine variegated

marble, sulphur in unlimited quantity, quicksilver, ver-

milion, and saltpetre— the sulphur being found both

native and in combination with copper, arsenic, and
iron. Except the wild-cat, beasts of prey are unknown.
There are oxen, buffaloes, sheep, goats, swine, harts,

squirrels, and a great variety of monkeys. The jun-

gles swarm with lizards, snakes, and other reptiles; the

rivers and lakes with crocodiles. Huge spiders, taran-

tulas, white ants, mosquitoes, and locusts are plagues

which form a set-off to the beautiful fireflies, the brill-

iant queen -beetle (Elater noctilucus), the melody of

myriads of birds, the turtle-doves, pheasants, birds-of-

paradise, and many lovely species of paroquets, with

which the forests are alive. " Hives of wild bees hang
from the branches, and alongside of them are the nests

of humming-birds dangling in the wind." The caverns

along the shores are frequented by the swallow, whose

edible nest is esteemed by the Chinese a rich delicacy.

Some of them are also tenanted by multitudes of bats

of immense size. Buffaloes are used for tillage and
draught; a small horse for riding. Fowls are plentiful,

and incredible numbers of ducks are artificially hatched.

Fish is in great abundance and variety. Mother-of-

pearl, coral, amber, and tortoise-shell are important ar-

ticles of commerce. The principal exports are sugar,

tobacco, cigars, indigo, Manilla hemp, coffee, rice, dye-

woods, hides, gold-dust, and beeswax.

Native Population.—The Tagals and Bisayans are the

most numerous native races. They dwell in the cities

and cultivated lowlands; 2,500,000 being converts to

Roman Catholicism, and a considerable number, espe-

cially of the Bisayans, Mohammedan. The mountain
districts are inhabited by a negro race, who, in features,

stature, and savage mode of living, closely resemble the

Alfoors of the interior of Papua, and are probably the

aborigines driven back before the inroads of the Ma-
lays. A few of the negroes are Christian, but they are

chiefly idolaters, or without any manifest form of relig-

ion, and roaming about in families, without fixed dwell-

ing. The Mestizos form an influential part of the pop-

ulation ; by their activity engrossing the greatest share

of the trade. These are mostly of Chinese fathers and
native mothers.

The leading mercantile houses are English and Amer-
ican. British and American merchants enjoy the lar-

gest share of the business, the exports to Great Britain

being upwards of £1,500,000 sterling yearly, and the

imports thence nearly of the same value. There are

seven British houses established at Manilla, and one at

Iloilo, in the populous and productive island of Panay,

which is the centre of an increasing trade. The total

exports and imports of the Philippine Islands have a
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value of about £0,000,000 yearly. The t Jbinese exercise

various trades and callings, remaining only for a time.

and never bringing their wives with them. The prin-

cipal languages are the Tagalese and Bisayan. Rice,

sweet potatoes, Gsh, flesh, and fruits form the food of

the Tagals and Bisayans, who usually <lriuk only water.

though sometimes indulging in cocoa-wine. Tobacco

is used by all. They are gentle, hospitable, fond of

dancing and cock-fighting. Education is Tar behind;

it is similar to what it was iii Europe during the Middle

Ages. Ii is entirely under tlie control of the Romish

priesthood, who are governed by an archbishop (of Ma-
nilla), and the bishops of New Segovia, Nueva Caceres,

and Zebu. Religious processions are the pride of the

people, and are formed with great parade, thousands of

persons carrying wax-candles, etc.

I be Sooloo Inlands have a population of 150,000; are

governed by a sultan, whose capital is Sung, in 6 V
X. lat., and L20 55' 51" E. long., who also rules over

the greatest part of Paragoa, the northern corner only

being subject to Spain. Luzon has a population of

J. .'pi in.nun, one tilth part being independent; the Risaya

Islands, 2,000,000, of whom three fourths are under

Spanish rule. The population of Panay amounts to

750,000, and thai of Zebu to 150,000. Of the numbers
in Mindanao nothing is known

; the districts of Zambo-
anga, Misamis, and Caragan, with 100,000 inhabitants,

being all that is subject to Spain. The greater part (>f

the island is under the sultan of Mindanao, resident at

Selanga, in 7 9' X. hit., ami 124 38' E. long., who,
with his feudatory chiefs, can bring together an army
ol 100,000 men. lie is on friendly terms with the Span-
iards. Besides Manilla, there are very many large and
important cities, especially in Luzon. Panay, and Zebu.
The ureal centres of trade are Manilla, in Luzon, and
lloilo, in Panay. The Philippine Islands wen' discov-

ered in 1521 by Magellan, who, after visiting Mindanao,
sailed to Zebu, where, taking part with the king in a

war. he was wounded, and died at Mactau April 26,

1521. So years later the Spanish court sent /in ex-

pedition under Yillabus. who named the islands in honor

of the prince of Asturias, afterwards Philip II. For
some lime the chief Spanish settlement was on /elm;
but in 1581 Manilla was built, and has since continued
to he the seat of government.—Chambers. See Sem-
per, /"'< PhUippinen u.ihre liewohner (Wiir/.b. lsr,!h :

and his lleinvn 'mi .1 rrhipel der PhUippinen (Leips. 1867
7:;. 8 \ois. nviii; Earl, Papuans, ch. vii ; Academy, Aug.
15, 1873, p. 311.

Philippins, a small Russian sect, so called from the

founder, Philip Pustosu iat, under whose leadership they

emigrated from Russia to Livonia near the beginning
of the 18th century, are a branch of the Raskolniks

(q. v.). They call themselves Slarowerski, or "Old-
I .-lit

)
i Men," because they cling with the utmost tenacity

to the old service-books, the old version of the Bible,

and the old hymn and prayer books of the Russo-Greek
Church, in the exact form in which those books stood

" revision which they underwent at the hands
of l he patriarch Nikon (q. v. i near the middle of the 17th
century. There are two classes of the Raskolniks—one
which recognises popes (or priests); the other, which
admits „0 priest or oiler .lineal functionary. The
Philippins are of the latter class; and they not only

themselves refuse all priestly ministrations, but thej re-

gard all such ministrations baptism, marriage, sacra-

ments as invalid ; and thev rel..tpli/e all who join their

sect from other Russian communities. All then own
ministerial offices arc discharged by the Starik, or parish

elder, who lor the time takes the title of pope, and is re-

quired to observe celibacy. Bui the preaching is per-

mitted to any one who feels himself "called bj the
spirit" to undertake it. Among the Philippins the spirit

of fanaticism at tines has run to the wildest excesses.

They refuse oaths, and decline to enter mililai
)

and it was on this account and like in< ipatihilit iea

that tin j w, re forced to emigrate, under the leadc rship

of Philip Piistnswiiit, •• the saint of tin- I ir-i rt." They
are now settled partly in Polish Lithuania, partly in

East Prussia, where they have .several small .settlements

with churches of their own rite. They are reported to

be a peaceable and orderly race. Their principal pursuit

is agriculture; and their thrifty and industrious habits

have secured for them the good-will of the land-propri-

etors as wi 11 a- of the government
They are sometimes called Bruleurs, or Tuetirs, from

their tendency to suicide, which they consider merito-

rious, and which they accordingly court, sometimes bury-
ing themselves alive, sometimes starving themselves

to death. Accusations of laxity of morals have been

brought against them, of renouncing marriage, and liv-

ing in spiritual brotherhood and sisterhood, the truth of

which has never been clearly established; for when the

empress Anne (A.D. 17:m 1740) senl commissioners to

inquire into the state of their monasteries, they shut

themselves up. and burned theniselv is alive within their

own walls, rather than give any evidence Oil the subject.

See Piaton, GreehChurch (see Index). (J.H.W.)

Philippists is thename of thai Bed or party among
the Lutherans w ho were t he followers of Philip Melanc-

tbon. He had strenuously opposed the Ubiquists, who
arose in bis time; and the dispute growing still hotter

after his death, the University of Wittenberg, who es-

poused Melanet lion's opinion, were called by the I la-

cians. who attacked it. Philippists. They were strongest

in that university, the opposite party controlling the

University of Jena. The Philippists were in the end
accused of being CalvinistS at heart, and were much
persecuted by the ultra-Lutheran party. See the differ-

ent works on the Reformation (q. v.), and the long trea-

t ise in Herzog, /.'< al-EncyMopddu . xi, 537 5 16. See also

Adiaphoristic Controversy ;
Mi i ujcthon.

Pllilipps, Dirk, one of the most eminent co-labor-

ers of Simon Menno (q. v.), was born in 1504 at Len-
w anleii, the capital of Friesland, of Romish parentage.

lie was carefully and piously reared, and had unusual

educational facilities in his time. When the Anabap-
tists came to Friesland, Philipps, who was then a de-

voted Romanist, soon became interested in the new
doctrines; and alter his brother Ubbo, a common me-
chanic, bad embraced the modern teachings and become
a preacher, Dirk also found pleasure in them; forsook

l he t hiirch of Rome. and was rebapti/ed. As a pnacher

of the new- doctrines he was stationed at Appine.ad.im

i Groningen), and contented himsell in that position until

i li«' Anabaptists advocated the extreme socialistic views.

About the year 1534 or 1535 these tWO brothers came
out boldly against the Minister ideas of the Anabaptists,

and thus prepared the way for the revolution which

Menno shortly after effected. After 1536 the brothers

Philipps disappear, and are but little heard of. At

the conference of the different Anabapl ists held at Buck-

holt, in Westphalia, they do not seem to have been pres-

ent. In 1543 we find them at Lindi n. After (hat we
only meet Dirk now and then, but always in closes! inti-

macy with Menno. Ubbo finally .separated from both

Dirk and Menno. and took a i dilatory posiii,,n be-

tween the Protestants and Romanists. Rut Dirk re-

mained true to Menno. and ever alter is warmly C -

mi nded by I he great Dutch Reformer and founder of the

Quakers uf II, il land. After the death of Simon Menno.

Dirk was more or less involved, and that unhappily, in

the controv ersies « hich agitated the Dutch Anabaptists.

In 1568 he was at Danrzic,bu< was so much sought after

at home that the sixt \ -four-ycars-old man consented to

return to Emden. lie died there in 1568 or L570. His

many pamphleteering publications have been collected

in bis Enchiridion, oi - Hand-book." among which there

is an Apology or Defend of the Anabaptists; a treatise

on Christian Marriage, etc. It is the universal testi-

mony of Protestants and Romanists that Dirk Philipps

was a vi tv learned man. well versed in the classical

-.and a pulpit orator ol' the very highest order.
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See Gent, An/any u. Fortgavg der Streitigkeiten unter

den Taufgesinnfen ; Blaup. Ten Cate, Gesch. der Tavf-

gesinnten. See also Mennonttes, and the literature

thereto appended. (J. H.W.)

Philipps, Ubbo. See PuiLirrs, Diuk.

Philippsohn, Moses, a noted Hebraist, was born

May 9. 1775, in Sandersleben, a small town on the Wip-

per, and was destined for a rabbinate by his parents,

who began to initiate him into Hebrew when he was

scarcely four years of age. In 1787 he was sent to a

rabbinic school at Halberstadt, where he was instructed

in the Talmud and other branches of rabbinic litera-

ture. He then went to Brunswick, where he devoted

himself to the study of the sciences generally, and in

particular Hebrew philology, acquiring a most classical

and charming style in Hebrew composition. In 1799,

when only four-and -twenty, he was appointed master

of the noted Jewish school at Dessau, where the cel-

ebrated historian Jost and the philosopher Mendels-

sohn, were educated. Here Philippsohn prosecuted more

zealously than ever the study of Hebrew and the Hebrew

Scriptures, and determined to continue, with the aid of

his three colleagues, the great Bible work commenced

by Mendelssohn (q. v.), selecting the minor prophets for

their conjoint- labor. Philippsohn undertook to trans-

late and expound Hosea and Joel, being the two most

difficult books of the twelve minor prophets ; his col-

league Wolf the translation and exposition of Obadiah,

Micah, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah; his colleague Sol-

omon undertook Haggai and Zechariah ; while Neuman
undertook Amos, Nahum, and Malachi; Jonah having

already been published by Lowe (q. v.) ; and the whole

was published under the title fVTliTIH TXmQ, a Pure

Offering, at Dessau, in 1805. Three years later Philipp-

sohn published a Hebrew Grammar and Chrestomathy,

entitled ftm ^b STlTO, Friend of Students (Dessau,

1808 ; 2d improved ed. ibid. 1823) ; and a Hebrew Com-
mentary on the Book of Daniel, with a translation by

Wolf (ibid. 1808). He also wrote essays on various

subjects connected with Hebrew literature in the He-

brew periodical called tlDX^n. The Gatherer, and died

April 20, 1814. See Steinschneider, Catalogue Lib?:

Hebr.in Bibliotheca Bodleiana, col. 2099, and the inter-

esting biographical sketch by Dr. Ph. Philippson, in his

Biographisvhe Skizzen (Leips. 1864) ; Jost, Gesch. der

Juden. u. s. Sekten (see Index in vol. iii).—Kitto, Cyclop.

Bib. Lit. s. v.

Philips, Edward, M.A., an English divine, was
born near the middle of the 16th century. He was en-

tered a student in Broadgate's Hall, now Pembroke Col-

lege, in 1574; became preacher at St. Saviour's, South-

wark, London, and died about 1603. He was a Calvinist,

and esteemed " a person zealous of the truth of God,

earnest in his calling, faithful in his message, powerful

in his speech, careful of his flock, peaceable and blame-

less in his life, and comfortable and constant in his

death." His published sermons are entitled, Certaine

Godly and Learned Sermons, Preached by that worthy

Servant of Christ in St. Saviour's, in Southwark; and

were taken by the pen ofII. Yelcerton, of Gray's Inn, Gen-

tleman (Lond. 1607, 4to).—Darling, Cyclop. Bibliog. s. v.

Philips, Thomas, a Roman Catholic divine, was

born ofl'rotestant parentage at Ickford, in Buckingham-
shire; received his education at St. Omer's, and there

became a zealous Romanist. He entered into orders,

and became a Jesuit, but quitted that society, and ob-

tained a prebend in the collegiate church of Tongres,

with a dispensation to reside in England. He was the

author of The Study of Sacred Literature Stated ami
Considered (Lond. 1758, 8vo); and The Life of Cardinal
Pole (Oxf. 1764-67, 2 vols.). He died at'Liege in 1774.

Philips was a man of eminent piety, and a writer of

considerable ability.

Philip's (St.) and James's (St.) Day, a festival

observed in memory of the apostles Philip and James

the Less, on the 1st of May. In the Greek Church the

festival of St. Philip is kept on the 14th of November.

Philis'tia (Heb. Pele'sheth, Flttfts, signif. doubt-

ful [see below] ; Sept. c'i\\6<pv\oi), the land of the Phi-
listines, as it is usually styled in prose (Gen. xxi, 32,

33; Exod. xiii, 17; 1 Sam. xxvii, 1, 7; xxix, 11; 1

Kings iv, 21 ; 2 Kings viii, 2, 3). This term is ren-

dered in our version sometimes " Palestina," as in Exod.
xv, 14, and Isa. xiv, 29, 31 ; and " Palestine" in Joel iii,

4; but "Philistia" in Psa. lx, 8; lxxxvii, 4; and cviii,

9; and "Philistines" in Psa. lxxxiii, 7. "Palestine"

originally meant nothing but the district inhabited by
the "Philistines," who are called by Josephus n«Aai-
arh'oi, " Pakestines" (Ant. v, 1, 8). In fact the two
words are the same, and the difference in their present

form is but the result of gradual corruption. The form

Philistia does not occur anywhere in the Sept. or Vul-

gate. In Exod. xv, 14 this word (Peleshetli) is used

along with Canaan, and as distinct from it; in Joel iii,

4 its " coasts" are referred to (for it was a littoral terri-

tory), and are coupled with Tyre and Sidon as having

sold into slavery the children of Judah and Jerusalem,

and carried off silver and gold from the Temple ; and
in Isa. xiv, 29-31 it is told not to congratulate itself on

the death of Ahaz, who had smitten it. In Psa. lx, 8;

lxxxiii, 7; lxxxvii, 4; cviii, 9, it is classed among
countries hostile to Israel. The word therefore uni-

formly in Scripture denotes the territory of the Philis-

tines—though it came at length to signify in common
speech the entire country—the Holy Land. Philistia

is probably the country vaguely referred to by Herodo-

tus as Ivph) YlaXainriva—for he describes it as lying

on the sea-coast (vii, 89). The name is specially at-

tached to Southern Syria by Strabo (xvi), Pomp. Mela
(i, 11), and Pliny (Hist. Nat. v, 12). The broader sig-

nification of the term arose by degrees. Josephus ap-

parently uses it in both meanings (Ant. i, 6, 2, 4; viii,

10, 3). Philo says of Palestine, ?'/ tots irpo<n]yopivtTo

Xavavaiwi', and Jerome says, "Terra Judasa quaa nunc

appellator Pala?stina" (see Reland, Palcest. chap, i, vii,

viii). In the Talmud and the Arabic it likewise de-

notes the whole land of the Jews. See Palestine.

The name itself has given rise to various conjectures.

Hitzig identities the Philistines with IleXaayoi, and

supposes the word, after the Sanscrit Valaksha, to de-

note the white races, as opposed to the Phoenician or

dusky races (see Kenrick, Phoin. p. 50, 52). Redslob

makes it a transposition of the name of their country,

nb£d, Shephelah, the low country (A. V. "valley" or

" plain"). Knobel, Gesenius, Movers, and Roth take it

from the root UJbs, " to emigrate"—of which 'AAAo^i;-

Aoi is supposed to be a translation. Fiirst substantially

agrees with this etymology, from the same Heb. root,

in the sense of breaking through, i. e. "wandering."

Stark regards this Greek term as opposed to opofvXog,

"of the same race" (Gaza, p. 67); and Von Lengerke

looks upon it as a playful transposition of ®v\t<jTttip.

'AWvcpvXoi seems, in "later Greek, to denote a foreign

race living in a country among its natives. Thus Po-

lybius gives the name to the forces of Hannibal located

in Gaul and Italy (iii, 61). The Sept. has in this way
given it to a race that lived in a country which God
had conferred in promise on the Hebrew people. The
same name is for a like reason given to the population

of Galilee (1 Mace, v, 15).

Philistia proper was a long and somewhat broad strip

of land lying on the sea-coast, west of the hills of

Ephraim and Judah, and stretching generally from

Egypt to Phoenicia. The northern portion of this ter-

ritory, from Joppa nearly as far as Ashkelon, was allotted

to Dan; and the southern portion, from Ashkelon to the

wilderness of Tih, and extending east to Beersheba,

was assigned to Judah. In short, it comprised the

southern coast and plain of Canaan, along the Mediter-

ranean, hence called " the sea of the Philistines" (Exod.

xxiii, 31), from Ekron to the border of Egypt; though
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at certain times the Philistines had also in possession

large portions of the interior (Psa. be, 7; lxxxvii, 4;

cviiijlO; 1 Sam. xxxi, 8; 1 Kings xv, 27; I'-a. lxxxiii.

7 i. I 'he land of the Philistines partakes of the general

desolation common to it with Judaea and other neigh-

boring state-. According to Volney, except the imme-

diate environs of a few villages, the whole country is a

desert abandoned to the Bedawln Arabs, who feed their

flocks on it (Zeph. ii, 4-7). See Philistine.

Philis'tim (Gen. x, 1 i>. See Philistine.

Philis'tine (Heb. PelUhti', ~~-~z. gentile from

r:'". Philistia; Sept. aXX6<pvXoc, but Bometiraes $w-

Xinnti/i for the plur.. which is the usual form; A. V.

once "Philistim," Gen. x, 14; Josephus, fJaXaiortvoi,

A i,i. v, 1,18), a race of aboriginal Canaanites inhabiting

the land of Philistia (q. v.). (The following article is

mainly based upon thai in Smith's Diet, oftfo Bible.)

I. Early History.—1. Tki origin of the Philistines is

nowhere expressly stated in the Bible; bul since the

prophets describe them as -the Philistines from Caphtor"

(Amos ix. 7 i. and "
i lie remnant of the maritime district

of Caphtor" (Jer. xlvii, 4), it is prima facie probable

thai they were the "Caphtorims which came out of

Caphtor" who expelled the Avion from their territory

and occupied it in their place (Dent. ii. 23), and thai

these attain were the Caphtorim mentioned in the Mo-
saic genealogical table among the descendants ofMiz-
raiui (Gen. x. 14). But in establishing this conclusion

certain difficulties present themselves : in the first place.

it is observable that in Gen. x, 14 the Philistines are

connected with the Casluhim rather than the Caphto-

rim. It has generally been assumed thai the text has

suffered a transposition, and that the parenthetical

clause "out of whom came Philistim" ought to follow

the words -and Caphtorim." This explanation is.

however, inadmissible; for (1 ) there is no external evi-

dence whatever of any variation in the text, either here

or in the parallel passage in 1 Chron. i. L2; and (2) if

the transposition were effected, the desired sense would
not be gained : for the words rendered in the A. V. "out

of whom" (D19H "-">*> really mean "whence." and de-

note a local movement rather than a genealogical de-

scent, so that, as applied to the Caphtorim, they would

merely indicate a sojourn of the Philistines in their

land, and not the identity of the two races. The clause

seems to have an appropriate meaning in its present po-

sition: it looks like an interpolation into the original

document with the view of explaining when and where

the name Philistine was first applied to the people

whose proper appellation was Caphtorim. It is an ety-

mological as well as a historical memorandum; for ii is

based on the meaning of the name Philistine (from the

rool IZ33S the ZBthiopic falasa, "to migrate;" a term

which is said to be still current in Abyssinia
|
Knobel.

Volkert. p. 281 ]. and which on the Egyptian monu-
ments appears under the form of Pulost

[
BrugSch.

Hist. cCEgypt, p. 1*7
|), viz. "emigrant," and is designed

nl for the application oi thai name. Bul a sec-

ond and more Berious difficulty arises out of the lan-

guage of the Philistines; for while the Caphtorim were

Hamitic, the Philistine language is held to have been

Shemitic. (Hitzig, in his Urgeschichte </. Phil., how-
ever, maintains thai the language is Indo-European,
with a view to prove the Philistines to be Pelasgi. He
i-. we believe, singular in his \ iew.) It has hence been

inferred that the Philistines were in reality a Shemitic

race, and that they derived the title of Caphtorim sim-

ply from a residence in Caphtor (Ewald, i,331 ;
\lo\ers.

Phoniz. iii, 258), and it has been noticed in confirmation

Of this that their land is termed Canaan (Zeph. ii, 5).

Bul this seems to be inconsistent with the expn ss as-

sertion of the Bible thai they were Caphtorim
i
Di ut. ii,

23), and not simply that they came from Caphtor; and

the ti i in t lanaan is applied to their country, not < thno-

logically bul etyroologically, to describe the trading

habits of the Philistines. The difficulty arising out of

the question of language has been met by assuming
either thai the Caphtorim adopted the language of the

conquered Avim (a not unusual circumstance where the

conquered form the bulk of the population), or that

they diverged from the Hamitic stock at a period when
the distinctive features of Hamitism and Sbemitism
were yet in embryo. (See below.) A third objection

to their Egyptian origin is raised from the application

of the term " uncircumcised" to them (1 Sam. xvii, 26;
•_' Sam. i. 20), whereas the Egyptians were circumcised

i
Herod, ii. 36). But ibis objection is answered by Jer.

ix, 25, 26, " here the same term is in Bome sense applied

to the Egyptians, however it may be reconciled with

the statement of Herodotus. See c iphtoe.

There is additional evidence to the above that the

Philistines belonged to the Shemitic family. The
names of their cities and their proper names are of She-

mitic origin. In their intercourse with the- Israelites

there are many intimations that the two used a com-

mon language. How is this, if they were immigrants

in Palestine? This difficulty is removed by supposing

that originally they were in Palestine, being a pari ol

the greal shemitic family, went westward, under press-

ure from the wave of population which came down
from the higher country to the sea-coast, but after-

wards returned eastward, back from Crete to Palestine;

so that in Amos ix, 7 it is to be understood that Cod
brought them up to Palestine, as he brought the Israel-

ites "in of Egypt back to their home. This view the

passage undoubtedly admits: but we cannot agree with

Movers in holding that it gives direct evidence in its

favor, though his general position is probably correct,

that the Philistines lirst quitted the mainland for the

neighboring islands of the .Mediterranean sea. and then,

after a nine, returned to their original home
i Movers,

1 1. 19. 29, 35). Creek writers, however, give evidence

of a wide diffusion of the Shemitic race over the islands

of the Mediterranean. Thucydides says i, 8) thai most

of the islands were inhabited by Carians and Phoeni-

cians. Of Crete. Herodotus (i. 173) declares that bar-

barians had. before Minos, formed the population of the

island. There is evidence in Homer to the same effect

{Ud. ix. 171 ; comp. Strabo, p. 475). Many proofs offer

themselves that, before the spread of the Hellenes, these

islands were inhabited by Shemitic race-. The wor-

ship observed in them at this time shows a shemitic

origin. The Shemitics gave place to the Hellenics—

a

change which dates from the time of Minos, who drove

t hem out of the islands, giving the dominion to his son.

The expelled population settled on the Asiatic COaSt,

This evidence, derived from heathen source-, gives a

representation which agrees with the scriptural account

of the origin, the westerly wandering, and eastward

return 61 the Philistines. But chronology creates a dif-

ficulty. Minos probably lived about the year B.C. 1300.

According to the « ». T. the Philistines were found in

Palestine at an earlier period. In Gen. xx. 2; xxvi, 1.

we find a Philistine kingofGerar. But this king (and

Others) may have been so termed, HOI because he was

of Philistine blood, but because he dwelt in the land

which was afterwards called Philistia. There are other

considerations which seem to show that Philistines did

not occupy this country in tin- days of Abraham (con-

sult Bertheau, p. 196). It is, however, certain that the

Philistines existed in Palestine in the time of M
a brave and warlike people- (Exod. xiii. 17)— a fact

which places them on the Asiatic continent long before

Minoa This difficulty does not appear considerable to

us. There may have been a return eastwards before

the time of MillOS, a- will a- one iii hi- lime: or lie

may have merely put the finishing stroke to a return

commenced, from some cause or otb< r w ar, over-popu-
lali etc. at a h earlier period. I he informa-

tion found in the Bible is ca-ilv under-l I on the

showing that in the earliest ages tribes of the Shemitic

race Bpread themselves over the West, and, becoming
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inhabitants of the islands, gave themselves to naviga-

tion. To these tribes the Philistines appear to have

belonged, who, for what reason we know not, left Crete,

and settled on the coast of Palestine.

2. The next question therefore that arises relates to

the early movements of the Philistines. It has been

very generally assumed of late years that Caphtor rep-

resents Crete, and that the Philistines migrated from

that island, either directly or through Egypt, into Pal-

estine. This hypothesis presupposes the Shemitic or-

igin of the Philistines; for we believe that there are no

traces of Hamitic settlements in Crete, and consequently

the Biblical statement that Caphtorim was descended

from Mizraim forms an a priori objection to the view.

Moreover, the name Caphtor can only be identified with

the Egyptian Coptos. But the Cretan origin of the

Philistines has been deduced, not so much from the

name Caphtor, as from that of the Cherethites. This

name in its Hebrew form (irn3) bears a close resem-

blance to Crete, and is rendered Cretans in the Sept.

A further link between the two terms has apparently

been discovered in the term "n3, tori, which is applied

to the royal guard (2 Kings

xi, 4, 19), and which sounds

like Carians. The latter of

these arguments assumes that

the Cherethites of David's

guard were identical with the

Cherethites of the Philistine

plain, which appears in the

highest degree improbable.

See Chei!etihte. With re-

gard to the former argument,

the mere coincidence of the

names cannot pass for much
without some corroborative

testimony. The Bible fur-

nishes none, for the name oc-

curs but thrice (1 Sam. xxx,

14; Ezek. xxv, 1G; Zeph. ii,

5), and apparently applies to

the occupants of the southern

district; the testimony of the

Sept. is invalidated by the fact

that it is based upon the mere sound of the word (see

Zeph. ii, G, where keroth is also rendered Crete) ; and,

lastly, we have to account for the introduction of the

classical name of the island side by side with the He-
brew term Caphtor. A certain amount of testimony is

indeed adduced in favor of a connection between Crete

and Philistia ; but, with the exception of the vague ru-

mor, recorded but not adopted by Tacitus (Hist, v, .">),

the evidence is confined to the town of Gaza, and even
in this case is not wholly satisfactory. The town, ac-

cording to Stephanus Byzantinus (s. v. Ta^a), was
termed Minoa, as having been founded by Minos, and

this tradition may be traced back to, and was perhaps
founded on, an inscription on the coins of that city, con-

taining the letters MEINQ; but these coins are of no
higher date than the 1st century B.C., and belong to a
period when (iaza bad attained a decided Greek char-

acter (Josephus, Wiir, ii, 6, 3). Again, the worship of

the god Mania, and its identity with the Cretan Jove,

arc frequently mentioned by early writers (Movers,

Phoniz. i, 662); but the name is Phoenician, being the

maran, " lord,'' of 1 Cor. xvi, 22, and it seems more prob-

able that Gaza and Crete derived the worship from a

common source, Phoenicia. Without therefore asserting

that migrations may not have taken place from Crete

to Philistia, we hold that the evidence adduced to prove
that they did is not altogether sufficient. What is re-

markable, and as if two distinct and unallied peoples

bore the same appellation, on a tablet of Rameses III at

Medinet Habii is sculptured a naval victory over the

Sharutana, perhaps the Cherethites of Crete; while an-

other nation of the same name, perhaps the Cherethites

of the mainland, form a portion of the Egyptian army.

We find also the name Pulusata in close connection with

this Sharutana. See Crete.

Philistine Ship attacked by Egyptians.

On the other hand, it has been held by Ewald (i, 330)

and others that the Cherethites and Pelethites (2 Sam.

xx, 23) were Cherethites and Philistines. The objec-

tions to this view are : (1) that it is highly improbable

that David would select his officers from the hereditary

foes of his country, particularly so immediately after he

had enforced their submission
; (2) that there appears

no reason why an undue prominence should have been

given to the Cherethites by placing that name first, and

altering Philistines into Pelethites, so as to produce a

paronomasia
; (3) that the names subsequently applied

to the same body (2 Kings xi, 19) are appellatives; and
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1 4) thai the term- admil of a probable explanation from

Hebrew roots. See Pklb hiitk.

3. A still more importanl poinl to be decided in con-

nection with the early history of the Philistines is th

tunc when they settled in tin land of Canaan, [fwe were

to re8tric( ourselves to the statements of the Bible, we
should conclude that this took place before the time of

Abraham; for they are noticed in his day as a pastoral

tribe in the neighborhood of Gerar (Gen. xxi. 32, :il

;

xxvi. 1,8); and this position accords well with the

Btatemenl in Deut ii, 23 thai the Avira dwelt in Ha-
zerim, i. o. in nomad encampments ; for Gerar lay in the

south country, which was just adapted to such a life.

At the time of the exodus they were still in the same

neighborhood, but grown sufficiently powerful to inspire

the Israelites with fear (Exod. xiii, 17: w, 11). When
the [sraelites arrived, they were in full possession of the

Shephelah from the "river of Egypt" (el-Arish) in the

smith to Ekron in the north (Josh, xv, -1. 47), and had

formed a confederacy of five powerful cities Gaza, Ash-

dod, Ashkelon, < rath, and Ekron (Josh. xiii. 3). At what

period these cities were originally founded we know not,

Imt there arc good grounds for believing that they were

of Canaanitish origin, and had previously been occupied

by the Avim. The name Gath is certainly Canaanitish
;

so mo.-t probably are Gaza, Ashdod, and Ekron. Ash-

kelon is doubtful ; and the terminations both of this and

Ekron may be Philistine. Gaza is mentioned as early

as in Gen. x, 19 as a city of the < tanaanites; and this as

well as Ashdod and Ekron was in Joshua's time the

asylum of the Canaanitish Anakim (Josh, xi, 22). The
interval thai elapsed between Abraham and the exodus
seems sufficient to allow for the alteration that took

place in the position of the Philistines, and their trans-

formation from a pastoral tribe to a settled and powerful

nation. Bui such a view has not met with acceptance

among modern critics, partly because it leaves the mi-

grations of the Philistines wholly unconnected with any
known historical event, and partly because it does not

serve to explain the great increase of their power in the

time of the Judges. To meet these two requirements

a double migration on the part of the Philistines, or of

the two branches of that nation, has been suggested.

Knobel, for instance, regards the Philistines proper as a

branch of the same stock .as that to which the llyksos

belonged, and he discovers the name Philistine in the

Opprobrious name I'hililim or I'hilili.<. heslowed on the

Shepherd kings | lleroil. ii. L28); their tirst entrance into

Canaan from the Casluhim would thus be subsequent,

to the patriarchal age, and coincident with the expul-
sion of the llyksos. The < 'herethites he identities with

the Caphtorim Who displaced the Avim; and these he

regards as Cretans, who did not enter Canaan before the

period of the Judges. The former part of his theory is

inconsistent with the notices of the Philistines in the
1 k of! lenesis; these, therefore, he regards as additions

of a later .late
i VdUcert. p. 218 sq.). The view adopted

by Movers i-. thai the Philistines were carried west-

ward from Palestine int.! Lower Egypl by the stream
oft he 1

1 \ ksos movement al a period subsequent to Ahra-
ham : from Egypl thej passed to Crete, and returned
to Palestine in the early period of the Judges

I
Phoniz,

iii,238), This is inconsistent with the notices in Joshua.
Ewald, in the second edition of his Gesckichte, propounds
the hypothesis of a double immigration from Crete, the

lirst of which took place in the- ante-patriarchal period,

as a consequence either of the < lanaanitish - ttl< menl
or of the Hyk80S movement, the second in the time of

the Judges ( Gesch. i. 329 '''•\
I. We cannot regard the

above views in any other light than as speculations, built

up on very Blight data, .and unsatisfactory, inasmuch as

they fail to reconcile the statements of Scripture. For
they all imply (1) thai t he not ice of the ( 'aphloiim in

Gen. \, 1 1 applies t .
. an entirely distinct tribe from the

Philistines, as Ewald (i, 331, note) himself allows
; (2)

that either the notices in Cell. \\. xxvi, or those in

Josh, sv, 15 17. or perchance both, .are interpola is;

and (3) that the notice in Deut. ii. 23, which certainly

hears marks of high antiquity, belongs to a late date,

and relets solely to the ( 'herethites. Uut. Levond these

inconsistencies, there are two points which appear i i

militate against the theory of the second immigration

in the time of the Judges : ill thai the national title of

the nation always remained Philistine, whereas, accord-

ing to these theories, it was the Cretan or Cherelhile

element which hd to the great development of power in

tic tune ..I the Judges; and (2) that it remains to he

shown why a seafaring race like the Cretans, coming
direct from Caphtor in their ships (as Knobel, p. 224, un-

derstands ••Caphtorim from Caphtor" to implj I, would
seek to occupy the quarters of a nad race living in

encampments, in the wilderness region of the south.

We he-it ate. therefore, to endorse any of the proffered ex-

planations, and. while we allow that the Biblical state-

ments are remarkable for their fragmentary and paren-

thetical nature, we are not prepared to fill up the gaps.

If those statements cannot he received as they stand, it

is questionable whether any amount of criticism will

supply the connecting links. < me poinl can. we think,

he Satisfactorily shown. \ i/. that the hypothesis of a

second immigration is not needed in order to account

for the growth of the Philistine power. Then geo-

graphical position and their relations to neighboring

nations will account for it. Between the times of Ahra-

ham and Joshua the Philistines had changed their quar-

ters, and had advanced northwards into the Shephelah

or plain of Philistia. This plain has been in all ages

remarkable for the extreme richness of it- -oil : it- fields

of standing com. its vineyards and olive-yards, are in-

cidentally mentioned in Scripture (Judg.xv,5); and in

time of famine the land of the Philistines was the hope

of Palestine (2 Kings viii. 2 1. We should, however, fail

to form a just, idea of its capacities from the scanty no-

tices in the Bible. The emps which it yielded were
alone sufficient to insure national wealth. It was .also

adapted to the growth of military power: for while the

plain itself permitted the use of war - chariots, which
were the chief arm of offence, the occasional elevations

which rise out of it offered secure sites for towns .and

strongholds. It was, moreover, a commercial country;

from its position it must have been at all times the meat
thoroughfare between Phoenicia and Syria in the north,

and Egypt .and Arabia in the south. Ashdod and Gaza
were the keys of Egypt, and commanded the transit

trade; and the stores of frankincense and myrrh which

Alexander captured in the latter place prove it to have

been a depot of Arabian produce I Plutarch, Alex. cap.

25). We have evidence in the Bible that the Philis-

tines traded in slaves with Edom and Southern Arabia

(Amosi, 6; Joel iii, 3, 5),and their commercial character

is indicated by the application of the name Canaan to

their land (/.ph. ii. .">). They probably possessed a

navy: for they had ports attached to Gaza .and Ashke-
lon ; the Sept. speak- of i heir -hips in its verei I Na.

xi. 1 Land they are represented as attacking the Egyp-
tians out of ships. The Philistines had at an early

period .attained proficiency in the art- of peace: they

were skilful as smiihs (1 Sam. xiii. 20), as armorers

(xvii, 5, 6), and as builders, if we may judge from the

prolonged sieges which several of their tow os sustained.

Their images and i he golden mice and emerods
i

\ i. 1 1 t

imply an acquaintance with the founder's and gold-

smith's arts. Their wealth was abundant (Judg. x\i.

.">. LSt. and they appear in all respects to have been a

prosperous people.

I. Subsequent Extension. Possessed of such elements

of power, the Philistines had attained in the time of the

Judges an importanl position anion-- Eastern nations.

I'heir history is, indeed, .almost a blank; \et the few

particulars preserved to us are suggestive. About B.C.

1209 we find them engaged in successful war with the

si.iuiiiaiis. the effect of which was so serious to the lat-

ter power thai it involved the transference of the capital

of Phoenicia to a more secure position on the island of
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Tyre (Justin, xviii, 3). About the same period, or a

little after, they were engaged in a naval war with Ba-

rneses III of Egypt, ill conjunction with other Mediter-

ranean nations; in these wars they were unsuccessful

(Brugsch, Hist. dPEgypie, p. 185, 187), but the notice of

them proves their importance, and we cannot therefore

be surprised that they were able to extend their author-

ity over the Israelites, devoid as these were of internal

union, and harassed by external foes. With regard to

their tactics and the objects that they had in view in

their attacks on the Israelites, we may form a fair idea

from the scattered notices in the books of Judges and

Samuel. The warfare was of a guerilla character, and

consisted of a series of raids into the enemy's country.

Sometimes these extended only just over the border,

with the view of plundering the threshing-floors of the

agricultural produce (1 Sam. xxiii, 1) ; but more gen-

erally they penetrated into the heart of the country

and seized a commanding position on the edge of the

Jordan valley, whence they could secure themselves

against a combination of the trans- and cis-Jordanic

divisions of the Israelites, or prevent a return of the

fugitives who had hurried across the river on the alarm

of their approach. Tims at one time we find them
crossing the central district of Benjamin and posting

themselves on Michmash (xiii, 1G), at another time

following the coast - road to the plain of Esdraelon

and reaching the edge of the Jordan valley by Jezreel

(xxix, 11). From such posts as their headquarters

they sent out detached bands to plunder the sur-

rounding country (xiii, 17), and, having obtained all

they could, they established some military mark (-",^3,

A. V. " garrison," but perhaps meaning only a column,

as in Gen. xix, 26) as a token of their supremacy

(1 Sam. x, 5; xiii, 3), and retreated to their own
country. This system of incursions kept the Israelites

in a state of perpetual disquietude: all commerce was
suspended, from the insecurity of the roads (Judg. v. 6)

;

and at the approach of the foe the people either betook

themselves to the natural hiding-places of the country,

or fled across the Jordan (1 Sam. xiii, 6, 7). By degrees

the ascendency became complete, and a virtual disar-

mament of the population was effected by the sup-

pression of the smiths (xiii, 19). The profits of the Phi-

listines were not confined to the goods and chattels they

carried off with them. They seized the persons of the

Israelites and sold them for slaves; the earliest notice

of this occurs in 1 Sam. xiv, 21, where, according to the

probably correct reading (C"1"Q?'.> and not D"1"^") fol-

lowed by the Sept., we find that there were numerous

slaves in the camp at Michmash : at a later period the

prophets inveigh against them for their traffic in human
flesh (Joel iii, 6 ; Amos i, 6) : at a still later period we
hear that "the merchants of the country" followed the

army of Gorgias into Judaea for the purpose of buying
the children of Israel for slaves (1 Mace, iii, 41), and
that these merchants were Philistines is a fair inference

from the subsequent notice that Nicanor sold the cap-

tive Jews to the "cities upon the sea-coast" (2 Mace,

viii, 11). There can be little doubt, too, that tribute

was exacted from the Israelites, but the notices of it are

confined to passages of questionable authority, such as

the rendering of 1 Sam. xiii, 21 in the Sept., which

Heads of Philistine Prisoners. (From the Egyptian
Mouumeuts.)

represents the Philistines as making a charge of three

shekels a tool for sharpening them ; and again the ex-

pression "Metheg-ammah" in 2 Sam. viii, 1, which is

rendered in the Vulg.frenum tributi, and by Symma-
chus Tt)v i^ovaiav roii tj>6pov (the true text may have

been iTTSrt, instead of ilEXfi). In each of the pas-

sages quoted the versions presuppose a text which
yields a better sense than the existing one.

II. Connection of the Philistines with Israelitish His-

tory.—Here we recur to the Biblical narrative.

1. Under Joshua and the Judges.—The territory of
the Philistines, having been once occupied by the Ca-
naanites, formed a portion of the Promised Land, and
was assigned to the tribe of Judah ( Josh, xv, 2, 12, 45-

47). No part, however, of it was conquered in the

lifetime of Joshua (xiii, 2), and even after his death no
permanent conquest was effected (Judg. iii, 3), though,
on the authority of a somewhat doubtful passage, we
are informed that the three cities of Gaza, Ashkelon,
and Ekron were taken (Judg. i, 18). The Philistines,

at all events, soon recovered these, and commenced an
aggressive policy against the Israelites, by which they
gained a complete ascendency over them. We are un-
able to say at what intervals their incursions took place,

as nothing is recorded of them in the early period of

the Judges. But they must have been frequent, inas-

much as the national spirit of the Israelites was so en-

tirely broken that they even reprobated any attempt at

deliverance (xv, 12). Individual heroes were raised

up from time to time whose achievements might well

kindle patriotism, such as Shamgar the son of Anath
(iii, 31), and still more Samson (xiii-xvi); but neither

of these men succeeded in permanently throwing off

the yoke. Of the former only a single daring feat is

recorded, the effect of which appears, from Judg. v, 6, 7,

to have been very shortlived. The true series of de-

liverances commenced with the latter, of whom it was
predicted that " he shall begin to deliver" (xiii. 5), and
were carried on by Samuel, Saul, and David. A brief

notice occurs in Judg. x, 7 of invasions by the Philistines

and Ammonites, followed by particulars which apply
exclusively to the latter people. It has hence been
supposed that the brief reference to the Philistines is in

anticipation of Samson's history.

The history of Samson furnishes us with some idea

of the relations which existed between the two nations.

As a " borderer" of the tribe of Dan, he was thrown into

frequent contact with the Philistines, whose supremacy
was so established that no bar appears to have been placed

to free intercourse with their country. His early life

was spent on the verge of the Shepheiah between Zorah
and Eshtaol, but when his actions had aroused the ac-

tive hostility of the Philistines he withdrew into the

central district, and found a secure post on the rock of

Etam, to the south-west of Bethlehem. Thither the
Philistines followed him without opposition from the

inhabitants. His achievements belong to his personal

history : it is clear that the}- were the isolated acts of

an individual, and altogether unconnected with any na-
tional movement ; for the revenge of the Philistines was
throughout directed against Samson personally. Under
Eli there was-an organized but unsuccessful resistance

to the encroachments of the Philistines, who had pene-
trated into the central district and were met at Aphek
(1 Sam. iv, 1). The production of the ark on this occa-

sion demonstrates the greatness of the emergency, and
its loss marked the lowest depth of Israel's degradation.

The next action took place under Samuel's leader-

ship, and the tide of success turned in Israel's favor : the

Philistines had again penetrated into the mountainous
country near Jerusalem ; at Mizpeh they met the cowed
host of the Israelites, who, encouraged by the signs of

divine favor, and availing themselves of the panic pro-

duced by a thunderstorm, inflicted on them a total de-

feat. For the first time the Israelites erected their pillar

or stele at Ebcn-ezer as the token of victory. The re-
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suits wore the recovery of the border-towns and their

territories "from Ekron even unto Gath," i. <•. in the

northern district. The success of Israel may be partly

ascribed to their peaceful relations al this time with

the Amorites i

I Sam. vii. 0-14).

2. Under the lhhr.it- Monarchy.—The Israelites now
attributed tbeir past weakness to their wanl of unity,

and they desired a king, with the special object of

leading them against the foe (1 Sam. viii. 20). It is

nil facl that Saul tirst fell inspiration in the

of a pillar (A. V. "garrison") erected by the

Philistines in commemoration of a victory in.-"'. 10).

As soon as he was prepared to throw off the yoke

pied with his army a position at Michmash,

commanding the defiles leading to the Jordan valley,

and his heroic general Jonathan gave the signal for a

rising by overthrowing the pillar which the Philistines

had placed there. The challenge was accepted; the

Philistines invaded the central district with an im-

mense force i a copyist's clerical exaggeration [see

N'i mber]), and, having dislodged Saul from Michmash,

occupied ii themselves, and sent forth predatory bands

into the surrounding country. The Israelites shortly

after took up a position on the other side of the ravine

at Geba, and availing themselves of the confusion con-

sequent upon Jonathan's daring feat, inflicted a tre-

mendous slaughter upon the enemy (ch. xiii, xiv).

N" am ni|. i was made by the Philistines to regain their

supremacy for about twenty-five years, and the scene

of the next contest shows the altered strength of the

two parties: ii was no longer in the central country,

but in a ravine leading down to the Philistine plain,

the valley of Blah, the position of which is about four-

teen miles south-west of Jerusalem; on this occasion

the prowess of young David secured success to Israel,

and the foe was pursued to the gates of Gath and Ekron
(ch. xviii. The power of the Philistines was, how-
ever, still intact "ii iheir nun territory, as is proved by

the flight of David to the court of Achish (xxi, 10 15),

and his subsequent abode at Ziklag (ch. xxvii), where

he was secured from the attacks of Saul. The border

warfare was continued; captures and reprisals, such

as are described as occurring at Keilah (xxiii, 1 5),

being probably frequent. The scene of the next con-

flict was far to the north, in the valley of Esdraelon,

whither the Philistines may have made a plundering

incur ion similar to that of the Midianites in the days
of Gideon. The battle on this occasion proved disas-

trous i" the Israelites: Saul himself perished, and the

Philistines penetrated across the Jordan, and occupied

the forsaken cities
I
\\\i. 1 7 i. The dissensions which

followed ih'' death of Saul were naturally favorable to

the Philistini 3; ami no s er were these brought to a

close by the appointment of David to he king over the

united tribes than the Philistines attempted to counter-

balance the advantage by an attack on the person of

the king; they tier, tore penetrated into the valley of

Rephaira, south-west of Jerusalem, and even pushed tor-

ward an advanced post as far as Bethlehem (1 Chron.
xi. 16). 1 >a\ id i n ice attacked them al the former Bpot,

and on eaeli occasion with signal success, in the first

case capturing their images, in the second pursuing
them •• from Geba until thou come to < lazer"

I
2 Sam. v.

17 25; l Chron. xiv, 8 16). About seven year- after

the defeat al Rephaim, David, who had now , Boli-

dated his power, attacked them on their own soil, and

took Gath, with its dependencies 1 1 Chron. wiii. I i, and
thus (according to one interpretation of the obscure ex-

pression " Metheg-ammah" in 2 Sam. \iii. Ii -he took

tie arm-bridle out of the hand of the Philis (Ber-

theau, Comm. on l Chron.), or (according to another)
'• he took the bridle of the metropolis out ol the hand

of the Philistines" (Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 113) mean-
ing in either case that their ascendency was utterly

broken. This indeed was the case; for the minor en-

gagements in David's lifetime probably all took place

within the borders of Philistia; I lob, which is given as

the scone of the second and third combats, being proba-

blj identical with Gath, where the fourth took place (2

Sam. xxi, 15 22; comp. the Sept., some of the co

which read l',.V in-lead ol I

The whole of Philistia was included in Solomon's

empire, the extent of which i- described a- being "from

the river unto the land of the Philistines, unto ihe hor-

der o| Egypt" i 1 Kings iv, 21: 2 Chron. ix. 26 . and

again, " from Tiphsah unto Gaza" il Kings iv, 24; A.V.

"Azzah"). The several town- probably remained un-

der their former governors, as in the case of Gath (1

Kings ii, 39), and the sovereignty of Solomon was ac-

knowledged by the payment of tribute (iv, 21 i. There

are indication-, however, that Id- hold on the Philis-

tine country was by no means established; for we find

him securing the passes thai led up from tic plain to

the central district by the fortification of Gezer ami

Betbhoron (ix, 17), m bile no mention is made either of

Gaza or Asbdod, which fully commanded the coast-

road. Indeed the expedition of Pharaoh against Gezer,

which siood at ihe head of the Philistine plain, and

which was quite independent of Solomon until tie- time

of his marriage with Pharaoh's daughter, would lead to

the inference that Egyptian influence was paramount

in Philistia at this period (ver. 16).

Under the later Jewish kings these signs of aggres-

sion on the part of the Philistines increase. The divi-

sion of the empire at Solomon's death was favorable to

the Philistine cause: Rehoboam secured himself against

them by fortifying Gath and other cities bordering on

the plain (2 < Ihron. xi,8) : the Israelitish monarchs were

either not so prudent or not so powerful, for they al-

lowed the Philistines to get hold of Gibbethon, com-

manding one of the defiles leading up from the plain of

Sharon to Samaria, the' recovery of which involved

them in a protracted struggle in the reigns of Xadali

and Zimri ( 1 Kings XV, 27 : xvi. 1 I. Judah meanwhile

had lost the tribute; for it is recorded, as an occurrence

that marked Jehoshaphat's success, that "somi of the

Philistines brought presents" (2 Chron. xvii, ID. But

this subjection was ol brief duration : in the reign of

hi- son Jehoram they avenged themselves by invading

Judah in conjunction with the Arabians, and sacking

the royal palace (xxi, 16, 17). The increasing weak-

ness of ihe Jewish monarchy under tie' attack- of I la-

zael led to the recovery of Gath, which had been cap-

tured by that monarch in his advance on Jerusalem

from the western plain in the reign of Jehoash i 2 Kings

xii. 17). and was probably occupied by the Philistines

after his depart urc as an advanced post against Judah:

at all event- il was in their hands ill the time of Uzziah,

who dismantled (2 Chron. xxvi. 6) and probably de-

stroyed it ; for it is adduced by Amos : i- an example of

divine vengeance i
\mo- \i. 2), and then disappears

from history. Uzziah at the same time dismantled

Jabneh (Jamnia), in the northern part of the plain, and

JLshdod, and further erected forts in different parts of

the country to intimidate the inhabitants (2 Chron.

xxvi. (il. The prophecies of .loci and A - prove that

these measures were provoked by the :i:-n -ion- of the

Philistines, who appear to have formed leagues both

with the Edomites and Phoenicians, ami had reduced

many of the Jews to slavery (Joel iii, I 6; Amos i. 6

10). How far the means adopted by Uzziah were ef-

fectual we are not informed: but we have reason to

suppose that the Philistines were kept in subjection un-

til the time of Ahaz, when, relying upon the difficulties

produced bj the Sj rian invasions, they attacked ihe bor-

der-cities in the Shephelah, and "the south" of.ludah

(2 Chron. xviii. IS i.

From this time the notices of the Philistines are

largely involved in the movements of the great powers

surrounding Palestine. Isaiah'- declarations (xiv, 29-

32) throw fight upon these subsequent events: from

them we leam that tin' Assyrian-, whom Ahaz sum-

moned to hi- aid. proved themselves to lie tic "COCk-

latrice that should come out ol the scrpeiu's (Judah's)
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root," by ravaging the Philistine plain. A few years

later the Philistines, in conjunction with the Syrians

and Assyrians (" the adversaries of Kezin"), and per-

haps as the subject-allies of the latter, carried on a se-

ries of attacks on the kingdom of Israel (Isa. ix, 11, 12).

Hezekiah's reign inaugurated a new policy, in which

the Philistines were deeply interested: that monarch

formed an alliance with the Egyptians, as a counter-

poise to the Assyrians, and the possession of Philistia

became henceforth the turning-point of the struggle

between the two great empires of the East. Hezekiah,

in the early part of his reign, re-established his author-

ity over the whole of it, "even unto Gaza" (2 Kings

xviii, 8). This movement was evidently connected

with his rebellion against the king of Assyria, and was
undertaken in conjunction with the Egyptians; for we
rind the latter people shortly after in possession of the

live Philistine cities, to which alone are we able to refer

the prediction in Isa. xix, 18, when coupled with the

fact that both Gaza and Ashkelon are termed Egyptian

chies in the annals of Sargon (Bunsen, Egypt, iv, 603).

The Assyrians under Tartan, the general of Sargon,

made an expedition against Egypt, and took Ashdod,

as the key of that country (Isa. xx, 1, 4, 5). Under
Sennacherib Philistia was again the scene of important

operations: in his lirst campaign against Egypt Ash-
kelon was taken and its dependencies were plundered

;

Ashdod, Ekron, and Gaza submitted, and received as a

reward a portion of Hezekiah's territory (Rawlinson,

Herod, i, 477) : in his second campaign (on the view

that the two were different) other towns on the verge

of the plain, such as Libnah and Lachish, were also

taken (2 Kings xviii, 14; xix, 8). The Assyrian su-

premacy, though shaken by the failure of this latter

expedition, was restored by Esar-haddon, who claims to

have conquered Egypt (Rawlinson, i, 481) ; and it seems

probable that the Assyrians retained their hold on Ash-

dod until its capture, after a long siege, by the Egyptian

monarch Psammetichus (Herod, ii, 157), the effect of

which was to reduce the population of that important

place to a mere " remnant" (Jer. xxv, 20). It was about

this time, and possibly while Psammetichus was en-

gaged in the siege of Ashdod, that Philistia was trav-

ersed by a vast Scythian horde on their way to Egypt

:

they were, however, diverted from their purpose by the

king, and retraced their steps, plundering on their re-

treat the rich temple of Venus at Ashkelon (Herod, i,

105). The description of Zephaniah (ii, 4-7), who was

contemporary with this event, may well apply to this

terrible scourge, though more generally referred to a

Chaldsean invasion. The Egyptian ascendency was not

as yet re-established, for we find the next king, Necho,

compelled to besiege Gaza (if the Cadytis of Herodotus,

ii, 159) on his return from the battle of Megiddo. After

the death of Necho, the contest was renewed between

the Egyptians and the Chakheans under Nebuchadnez-

zar, and the result was specially disastrous to the Phi-

listines : Gaza was again taken by the former, and the

population of the whole plain was reduced to a mere

"remnant" by the invading armies (Jer. xlvii). The
" old hatred" that the Philistines bore to the Jews was

exhibited in acts of hostility at the time of the Baby-

lonian captivity (Ezek. xxv, 15-17); but on the return

this was somewhat abated, for some of the Jews married

Philistine women, to the great scandal of their rulers

(Neh. xiii, 23, 24).

3. Post-exilian History.—Erom this time the history

of Philistia is absorbed in the struggles of the neighbor-

ing kingdoms. In B.C. 332, Alexander the Great trav-

ersed it on his way to Egypt, and captured Gaza, then

held by the Persians under Betis, after a two month's

siege. In 312 the armies of Demetrius Poliorcetes and

Ptolemy fought in the neighborhood of Gaza. In 198

Antiochus the Great, in his war against Ptolemy Epiph-
anes, invaded Philistia and took Gaza. In 1GG the

Philistines joined the Syrian army under Gorgias in its

attack on Judaja (1 Mace, iii, 41). In 148 the adherents

of the rival kings Demetrius II and Alexander Balas,

under Apollonius and Jonathan respectively, contended

in the Philistine plain : Jonathan took Ashdod, tri-

umphantly entered Ashkelon, and received Ekron as

his reward (1 Mace, x, 09-89). A few years later Jon-
athan again descended into the plain in the interests

of Antiochus VI, and captured Gaza (1 Mace, xi, 60-G2).

No further notice of the country occurs until the capture .

of Gaza in 97 by the Jewish king Alexander Jannseus,

in his contest with Lathyrus (Joseph. A nt. xiii, 13, 3

;

War, i, 4, 2). In 63 Pompey annexed Philistia to the

province of Syria {Ant. xiv, 4, 4), with the exception

of Gaza, which was assigned to Herod (xv, 7, 3), to-

gether with Jamnia, Ashdod, and Ashkelon, as appears

from xvii, 11, 5. The last three fell to Salome after

Herod's death, but Gaza was re-annexed to Syria (xvii,

11,4, 5). The latest notices of the Philistines as a na-

tion, under their title of a\\6(}>v\oi, occur in 1 Mace,
iii-v. The extension of the name from the district oc-

cupied by them to the whole country, under the familiar

form of Palestine, has already been noticed under that

head.

III. Usages, etc.—With regard to the institutions of

the Philistines our information is very scanty. Their

military tactics have been noticed above. The country

in which they settled is remarkably productive (2 Kings
viii, 2). Thomson exclaims on entering it, "Beautiful

but monotonous—wheat, wheat, a very ocean of wheat"

{Land and Bool; ii, 32 sq.). The country, he adds,

greatly resembles some of the prairies in Western Amer-
ica. "Isaac sowed in that land, and received in the

same year a hundredfold" (Gen. xxvi, 12). Not only

was agriculture most remunerative, but Philistia was the

highway for caravans between Egypt and the north, and
commerce must have added to its wealth. Harbors were

attached to Gaza and Ashkelon, and a lucrative naviga-

tion may have been carried on. The greatness of the

cities was mainly owing to commerce, for the coast of

Palestine was in the earliest ages exclusively in posses-

sion of the traflie which was carried on between Europe

and Asia. Besides a great transit trade, they had inter-

nal sources of wealth, being given to agriculture (Judg.

xv, 5). In the time of Saul they were evidently supe-

rior in the arts of life to the Israelites; for we read (1

Sam. xiii, 20) that the latter were indebted to the former

for the utensils of ordinary life.

The five chief cities had, as early as the days of Josh-

ua, constituted themselves into a confederacy, restricted,

however, in all probability, to matters of offence and de-

fence. Each was under the government of a prince

whose official title was seren, ","10 (Josh, xiii, 3; Judg.

iii, 3, etc.), and occasionally sdr, "lb (1 Sam. xviii, 30;

xxix, 6). Gaza may be regarded as having exercised

a hegemony over the others, for in the list of the towns

it is mentioned the first (Josh, xiii, 3 ; Amos i, 7, 8), ex-

cept where there is an especial ground for giving prom-

inence to another, as in the case of Ashdod (1 Sam. vi,

17). Ekron always stands last, while Ashdod, Ashkelon,

and Gath interchange places. Each town possessed its

own territory, as instanced in the case of Gath (1 Chron.

xviii, 1), Ashdod (1 Sam. v, 6), and others, and each pos-

sessed its dependent towns or "daughters" (Josh, xv, 45-

47 ; 1 Chron. xviii, 1 ; 2 Sam. i, 20 ; Ezek. xvi, 27, 57),

and its villages (Josh. I. c). In later times Gaza had a

senate of five hundred (Joseph. A nt. xiii, 13, 3).

The Philistines appear to have been deeply imbued

with superstition : they carried their idols with them

on their campaigns (2 Sam. v, 21), and proclaimed their

victories in their presence (1 Sam. xxxi, 9). They also

carried about their persons charms of some kind that

had been presented before the idols (2 Mace, xii, 40).

The gods whom they chierly worshipped were Dagon,

who possessed temples both at Gaza (Judg. xvi, 23) and

at Ashdod (1 Sam. v, 3-5 ; 1 Chron. x, 10 ; 1 Mace, x, 83);

Ashtoreth, whose temple at Ashkelon was far-famed (1

Sam. xxxi, 10; Herod, i, 105) ; Baal-zebub, whose fane
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at Ekron was consulted by Ahaziab c2 Kings i, 2-6); and
Derceto, who was honored al Ashkelon | DiodSic. Li, 4 I,

though unnoticed in the Bible. Priests and diviners

(1 Sam. vi. 2) were attached to the various seats of
worship; and the Philistine magicians were in repute
(Isa. ii. 6).

The special authorities for the history of the Philis-

tines are Stark, Ga a und du phUistiiische KusU (Jena,

1852); Knobel, Volkei-tafel der Genesis (Giess. 1850);
Movers, Phonizien (Bonn, 1841 I; Hitzig, Urgeseh. und
Mytkologit der Pkilistder (Leips. 1845); and Kneucker,
in Schenki I's BibeULex. s. v. Philistaer. See also Jour.
Sac. Lit. .Inly. 1n.v_>. p. ;;•_':; sq.; .Ian. 1856, p. 299 sq.;

Frisch, h, Oriffine, diis < terra Palatstinorum (Tubing.
1696 *

:
W'nll'. Apparatus Philistatorum bellicorum < \ iteb.

1711 i; Hannecker, Du Philistaer (Eichstadt, 1872).

Phillipps, George, a Congregational minister, was
born at Rondham, in the county of Norfolk, England,
near the opening of the 17th century. Having given
early indications of a remarkably vigorous mind, a
Btrong love of knowledge, ami a deep sense of religion,
lie w:h sent to the University of Cambridge, where he
received his education, and distinguished himself as a
scholar. Theology was his favorite study: and. while
yet a young man. he had made himself familiar with the
mosl celebrated of the lathers of the Christian Church.
Not long after his ordination he began to entertain scru-
ples with regard to certain requirements of the Estab-
lished Church. This dissatisfaction became so strong
that at last he determined to emigrate to this country
wiih a company of Puritans, among whom was John
Winthrop. lie arrived at Salem in 1630. Having
founded with a number of others the settlement ofWa-
tertown, Mass., Phillipps became the first pastor of the
Church, and as such lie continued Ins labors till near
the time ,.!' his death, which occurred duly l. 1644.
Phillipps possessed no small degree of intellectual acu-
men, and was an able controversial writer, lie was a
man of greal independence of mind, and adhered with
unyielding tenacity to his conscientious convictions.
He seems in have been in advance of nearly all his con-
temporaries in regard to the principles ofstricl I longre-
gationalism; insomuch that bis views were, for a time,
regarded as novel and extreme. His ministry was
marked by great diligence and fervor, and attended
with rich blessings. His publications arc. Reply to the
< 'onfutalim ofsome Grounds of Infant Baptism ; </.< also
Concerning the Form .,/' ,, Church, putforth against me
by on* Thomas Lamb (Lund. 1645, lint. See' .Mather.
Magnolia, iii, 82-84, 162 ; Winthrop, Journal; Sprague,
Annalsofth Amer. Pulpit, i, 15 17. (J.H.W.)

Phillips, James, D.D., an eminent Presbyterian
divine, was born at Newendon, Essex < lounty, England,
April 22, 1792. His father was a minister of the Estab-
lished Church of England, and attached to the Evan-
gelical party in that Church. His early education was
acquired mostly while he was engaged in private studj
and teaching in the service of the English navy. His
tastes and habits Beem to have been fixed early, and to
the impressions which he there received. and the scenes
he witnessed al the great military and naval stations,
may be traced many of his later habits and interests.
lb- came in America in 1818, and engaged in the busi-
ness nl teaching al Harlem. X. V.. where he soon had a
flourishing school. There were at that time in New
Fork and the neighbor] I a iber of American and
Uriiish mathematicians who had organized a mathe-
matical club, Of Which he beci a member. Ti. the
mathi rnaticaJ journals published at that time he was a
regular contributor, oral leas) to two ofthem the .)/,,//,-

ematicul Repository and Wash's Diary. In 1826 he was
'in- vacant mathematical chair in the Univer-

sity ol North Carolina, and entered upon the duties of
his professorship in .Inly of the same year. In this posi-
tion he continued to labor for forty-one years, devoting
hims, ii With unremitting care and attention to his du-

ties. The amount of work he went through with is

amazing. He projected a complete course of mathe-
matical works, and published in 1828 a work on ionic

sections, which was afterwards adopted as a text-book
in Columbia College, New York. He prepared also trea-

tises on algebra, geometry, trigoni try, differential and
integral calculus, and natural philosophy, besides mak-
ing for his own use translations of many of the French
mathematicians—which works, however, he never made
any attempt to publish. He also joined the other mem-
bers of the faculty in contributing his quota to the

Harbinger, a new-paper published at chapel Hill, in

1832, under the direction of Dr. Caldwell. Up to the
time of his coming to North Carolina, and for many
years after, he seems to have devoted himself exclu-
sively to scientific studies. Although he had been lor

years a consistent member of the Church, yet now he
began to experience a change, winch he regarded as the

true beginning of his Christian life. Henceforth he
ceased to he the mere teacher of science; he added to

his other duties the diligent study of theology and un-
wearied activity in all Christian duties, and in Septem-
ber, 1833, was licensed by the Presbytery of < (range, at

New Hope, and in April, 1835, was ordained to the fall

work of the ministry. He was never installed as pastor,

but he preached as a supply for sometime at. Pittsboro',

and afterwards, tor the greater part of his ministerial

life, at New Hope Church. He was in the full discharge
of his professional duties when he died suddenly Man b

14,1867. Dr. I'hillips was a man of remarkable literary,

theological, and professional attainments. He was an

inexorable mathematician, but well and thoroughly read

in all departments. Many books in his library had
this simple comment. "Perlegi." His chief religious

reading was among the old Nonconformist divines; his

favorite authors were the old English classics; the book

that was oftenest in his hand was the Bible, lb' was a

great preacher; his sermons wen' complete structures;

there was nothing oratorical about him -it was the pure

"weight of metal." Asa man he was uncompromising-
ly conscientious, remarkably modest, free from all arro-

gance and presumption, and yet most genial as a com-
panion and friend. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Almanac,
1868, p. 349. (J.L.S.)

Phillips, John, LI..D.. an American philanthropist
of some noie. was born in Andover, Mass., D< •<•. '-'7. 1719;
was educated at Harvard College (class of 1735); and
having preached for some time, al length engaged in

mercantile pursuits, and was for several years a numb, r

of the ( ouucil of New Hampshire. In 177S he and his

brother. Samuel I'hillips. of Andover. founded and liber-

ally endowed the academy in that town, which was in-

corporated in 1780. In 1789 he further gave to this

institution $20,000. The academy called I'hillips 1.x-

eter Academy, of which he was the sole founder, was
incorporated in 1781, with a fund which was eventually

increased to $134,000. He endowed a professorship in

Dartmouth College, and he contributed liberally to

Princeton College. He died in April, 17:i."p. bequeath-
ing to his academy two thirds of all his estate, and one
third of the residue to the seminary at Andover. par-

ticularly for the benefit of pious youth.

Phillips, Morgan, Bometimes called PMBipMor-
gan, a Roman Catholic divine, was horn probably during
the latter part of the loth century. He received his

education al Oxford, graduating in the class of 1537.

He was made principal of St. Mary's Hall in 1546, and

was one ofthe founders ofthe English College al Douay,
where hedied in 1570. His powers as a disputant were

so greal that he was called • Morgan the Sophister," and
hi' was one of the three selected to dispute wilh 1'iier

Martyr on the Eucharist, and published on that occasion

Disputatio du Sacramento Eucharistia in Univ. Oxon,

kabita contra /'. Peter Martyr, L8 Mai, 1549. He also

published I Treatist showing tht Regiment of Women is

conformable to tin Lava ofGod and Natun (Liege, 1671)
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8vo), written in answer to John Knox's work, The First

Blast of the Trumpet, etc. See Wood, A then. Oxon.

;

Dodd, Ch. Hist. vol. iii ; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and

Amer. Auth.s. v.

Phillips, Richard, an English Wesleyan preach-

er, was born in 1777. In early life he was brought to

Christ through Methodist influence, and, feeling called

of God to the work of the ministry, entered the itinerant

ranks in 1804, and continued in the active labors of the

ministry until 1844, when debility constrained him to

accept an assistant, and to preach only occasionally.

'"Blessed with a good understanding and a retentive

memory, patient and prudent, enjoying the life of God
in his soul, and warmly attached to the doctrines and
discipline of Methodism, he preached those doctrines

and administered that discipline to the profit of the

Wesleyan body." See Wesleyan Magazine, 1840, p. 916.

Phillips, Samuel (1), a Congregational minister,

was born Feb. 17, 1690 (6. S.), at Salem, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard College in 1708, and was ordained,

Oct. 17, 1711, pastor of the South Parish, Andover,

where he remained until his death, June 5, 1771. Sam-
uel Phillips was a devoted orthodox preacher, and not

only refused to be affected by the heretical tendencies

of his times, but combated all Arian influences, and be-

came a most decided opponent of the Unitarians. "As
a preacher, he was highly respectable, was zealous, and
endeavored not only to indoctrinate his people in senti-

ments which he deemed correct and important, but to

lead them to the practice of all Christian duties." He
published, Elegy upon the Death of Nicholas Noyes and
George Curiven (1718) :

—

A Word in Season, or Duty

of a People to take the Oath of Allegiance to a Glorious

God (1727):—Advice to a Child (17'29) -.—The History

of the Saviour (1738):

—

The Orthodox Christian, or a

Child well Instructed (1738) :

—

A Minister's A ddress to

his People, (1739) :

—

A Sermon on Living Water to he

hadfor Asking (1750) :

—

A Sermon on the Si?mer's Re-
fusal to Come to Christ (1753) :

—

A Sermon on the Ne-
cessity of God's Drawing in Order to Men's Coming unto

Christ (1753):— Seasonable. Advice to a Neighbor, in a

Dialogue (1761) :

—

Address to Young People, in a Dia-
logue (1763); and several occasional sermons. See

Sprague, Annals, i, 273.

Phillips, Samuel (2), LL.D., an American philan-

thropist, noted for his service to the state, deserves a place

here for the interest which he took in educational mat-
ters. He was born at Andover m 1751, and graduated
at Harvard College in 1771. He was a member of the

Provincial Congress in 1775, and of the House of Repre-

sentatives till the year 1780, when he assisted in framing
the constitution of Massachusetts. On its adoption he
was elected a member of the Senate, and was its presi-

dent from 1785 to 1802. Being appointed justice of the

Court of Common Pleas for Essex in 1781, he held his

office till 1797, when his declining health induced his

resignation. He was commissioner of the state in

Scharp's insurrection, and in 1801 was chosen lieuten-

ant-governor. He died Feb. 10, 1802. Although so

greatly honored with public eminence, he remained a

faithful son of the Church of Christ, and was not only

regular in his own observances, but ministered fre-

quently to those unable to go to church. He appeared
to be continually governed by love to the Supreme
Being, and by the desire of imitating his benevolence
and doing good. Phillips's deep views of evangelical

doctrine and duty, of human depravity and mediatorial

mercy, formed his heart to humility, condescension, and
kindness, and led him continually to depend on the

grace of God through the atonement of his Son. He
was one of the projectors of the academy at Andover,
and was much concerned in establishing that, as well

as the academy at Exeter, which were founded by his

father and uncle. To these institutions he was a dis-

tinguished benefactor. He was also a founder of the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences of Boston. At

his death he left to the town of Andover $5000, the in-

come to be applied to the cause of education. After his
death his widow, Phoebe Phillips, and his son, John Phil-
lips, of Andover, evinced the same attachment to the in-

terests of learning and religion, by uniting with Samuel
Abbot, and three others of a most liberal and benevolent
spirit, in founding the theological seminary at Andover,
which was opened in September, 1808. See Allen. Diet.

of Amer. Biog. s. v. ; Brown, Eel. Cyclop, s. v. ; Drake,
Diet, ofA iiier. Biog. s. v.

Phillips, Thomas, an English Roman Catholic
priest, was born in Buckinghamshire in 1708. He re-

ceived his education at St. Omer's College, and became
a most zealous worker in the Church. He obtained a
prebend in the collegiate church of Tongres, and resided
for many years in the family of the earl of Shrews-
bury. Towards the end of his life he retired to the
English college at Liege, where he died in 1774. He pub-
lished. The Study of Sacred Literature fully Stated and
< 'onsidt n ,1

1 1 .mid. 1756, 8vo ; 2d ed. 1758 ; 3d ed. 1765) :—
Philemon (1761, 8vo). This autobiographical pamphlet
was privately printed, and suppressed:

—

The Bistort/ of
the Life ofReginald Pole (Oxford, 1764-1767, 2 pts. in 1

vol.4to; Lond.l767,2vols. 8vo). This work elicited six

answers, by Richard Lillard,T.liidley,T.NeVe, E.. Stone,

B. Pye, and J. Jones (see Chalmers, Biog. Diet, xxvi,
460-461), and Phillips responded in an appendix to the

Life (1767. 4to) ; see also end of his 3d ed. of Study of
Sacred Literature

:

—Reasonsfor the Repeal of the Law
against the Papists:— Translation in Metre of the Hymn
Lauda Sion Salvatorem:— Censura Commentarioiiim
Cornelii a Lapide, in Latin, on a single sheet. He also

addressed some poetry to his sister Elizabeth, abbess of

the Benedictine nuns at Ghent. See Cole's MS. . I tfa it.

in the British Museum; European Magazine, for Sep-
tember, 1796; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Auth.
s. v.

Phillips, William (1). a Christian philanthropist,

was born in Boston April 10, 1750. Owing to feeble

health, he was prevented from receivingmany education-

al advantages. He entered upon mercantile pursuits with
his father, from whom he received a large fortune at his

death. In 1772 he made a profession of religion ; in

1794 he was made a deacon of Old South Church, Bos-
ton, where he officiated until his death, May 26, 1817.

He was highly respected by the community at large,

and was influential in all the affairs of State and Church.
He was at one time the lieutenant-governor of his na-

tive state. He was also actively engaged in philan-

thropic labors, and was at his death president of the

Massachusetts Bible Society. His charities were very
extensive, and during a scries of vears amounted to from
$8000 to $11,000. He bequeathed $15,000 to Phillips

Academy; $10,000 to the theological institution at

Andover; to the Society for Propagating the Gospel
among the Indians, the Massachusetts Bible Society,

the Foreign Mission Board, the Congregational Society,

the Educational Society, and the Massachusetts General
Hospital, each $5000 ; to the Medical Dispensary $3000

;

to the Female Asylum, and the Asylum for Boys, each
$2000. See Allen. Diet, ofA mer. Biog. s. v.

Phillips, William (2), a minister of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, was born in Jessamine County,
Ky., May 7, 1797. Even as a youth he exhibited tal-

ents of a superior order. He received a carefid and pious

training, but he did not as a young man make any out-

ward profession of religion ; and after entering political

life, and while engaged for several years as a successful

teacher, he became even less considerate of his higher
and immortal interests, and sought refuge from the

accusations of conscience in the dark and cheerless

regions of infidelity. His early impressions of relig-

ious truth were, however, strong and abiding, and he
was finally converted, and deeply impressed with the

idea that he was called of God to enter the Christian

ministry. Dec. 27, 1828, he was licensed as a local
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preacher. In the fall of 1831 lie was received into the

Kentucky ( ionference. He was appointed consecutively

t.i the Winchester • lircuit, Lexington < lircuit, and New-
port ami Covington stations. He was also assistant

editor of the Western Christian Advocate, serving for

cue year by appointment of the Hook Committee, and

then by vote of the I leneral Conference <>t 1836. Among
his numerous contributions i<> thai journal was a series

of articles on the peculiar tenets of Alexander Camp-
hell, which excited very considerable attention. These
were republished, by request of the Ohio Conference.

after Mr. Phillips's death, which occurred June 22, 1836,

onlv a few weeks after his election bv the General Con-
ference. (J.H.W.)

Phillips, William Wirt, D.D., a Preshyterian

divine, was born in Montgomery < Jounty, N. Y.. Sept 23,

1796. lie graduated at Union College, Schenectady,

N.Y.,in 1812; completed a three years' course in the

Associate Reformed Theological Seminary. New York.

and afterwards spenl a year in the theological semina-

ry at New Brunswick, X..I.. under the instruction of

Eev. Dr. Livingston; was licensed by the New Bruns-

wick Classis of the Reformed Dutch Church, and in

April. 1818, was ordained and installed pastor of Pearl

Street Presbyterian ( !hurch, New York ( !ity. From this

church he was called to the First Presbyterian Church,
New York. The congregation having disposed of their

building and ground in Wall Street, in .May. 1844,

the corner-stone of the building on Fifth Avenue, near

Twelfth Street, was laid in the following autumn, and
soon after completed. Dr. Phillips was their beloved
pastor for a period of nearly forty years; he was active-

ly engaged in the discharge of his ministerial duties

until ah 'lit four weeks before his death, which occurred

March 20, I860. Dr. Phillips was a man of the utmost
simplicity of character; a sound and able preacher of

the Gospel, whose aim in the pulpit was to hold forth

the Word of Life in all its purity, and to impress it with

solemnity U] the hearts of all his hearers. He was
moderator of the General Assembly which met at Pitts-

burgh in 1835, and for many years previous to his death
he was the presiding officer of the Hoard of Foreign

Missions. IK- was also president of the Board of Pub-
lication; a trustee of Princeton College ami Seminary;
a director of the Sailors' Snug Harbor, and several other

benevolent institutions. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Alma-
nac, L866,p. 160; Congreg. Quar. 1859, p. L33. (J. LS.)

Philfl ipotts, Henry, D.D., an English prelate of

much note, was the son of a respectable hotel-keeper of

Gloucester, and was horn in that city in 1777. At the

age of fifteen he was elected to a scholarship at Corpus
< Ihristi » lollege, < Oxford, and having taken the degree of

B.A., gained the chancellor's prize for an English essay
in 17!».*>. He was elected in the following year to a fel-

lowship at Magdalen College, which he vacated on his

marriage in 1804 with Miss Surtees, a niece of the late

lord chancellor Eldon. In 1806 he became chaplain to

Dr. Barrington, bishop of Durham, and in that capacity
distinguished himself by a controversy which he main-
tained against the learned |; an Catholic historian of

England, Dr. Lingard (q. v. 1. and subsequently by the
publication ol some pamphlets, vindicating the estab-

lished clergy in the North from the attacks of lords

Grey and Durham. For these services he was reward-
ed with the rich living of Stanhope. In 1825 he again
entered the lists ol controversy as the opponent of Mr.
Charles Butler's Book oftk Catholic Church. In 1827
he published bis celebrated Letter on Catholic Emanci-
pation addressed to Mr. Canning, s 1 alter which he
was promoted 1 in 1828) tothedeant ry of Chester, which
he exchanged in < tctober, 1830, for the bishopric of Ex-
eter. As a member of the House of Lords, bishop l'hill-

potts proved the zealous champion of Tory principles,

and consequently opposed the Reform Bill, the Irish

Church Temporalities Bill, the Poor-law Hill, the l>-

clesiastical Commission, the National Education Hill.

and <very measure of a liberal tendency. Dr. Phillpotta

was tor many years in that assembly the recognised

episcopal head and representative ofthe extrerm Hi| -

Church party, and by his writings and speeches warmly
advocated the revival of Convocation, ami of other in-

novation- on the established Bystem of ecclesiastical af-

fairs. In 1849 he rejected .Mr. Gorham, who was nom-
inated by the crown to a living in Devonshire, on the

-round that he held erroiieoii - opinion- as to the ett'ects

of infant baptism; ami though he was supported by the

ecclesiastical courts, their judgment was sit aside on*
appeal by a decisi if the judicial committee of the

privy council in 1850. < >u this Dr. Phillpotts published

a /.«//(/• in which he formally excommunicated the

archbishop of Canterbury, who had been a party to the

decision (see J-.'ili.ih. />'< r. Xcv. 59 65). Set GORHAM
Cask. In the following year he held a synod of his

clergy at Exeter, which was pronounced illegal by the

officers of the crown, and has never -ince been sum-
moned. He died ill 1869. The list of Dr. 1'liillpot t -\s

controversial pamphlets occupies no less than twelve

pages in the new catalogue of the British Museum. His
best-known publications are given in Allibone, Dict.pf
Hr'ii. inn]

.

I mi i . . \ uthors, s. v. See English * 'yclop. s. v.

;

Mm of ih< Tin i,. s. v.; Blackwood's Mag. xxiv, 1;

xxix. 157; Dublin University Mag. xx, 223; Eraser's

Ma;/, ii. 687 ; Lond. A then. 1861, i, 151.

Philo (surnamed in Latin Jip.f.is, i. e. the Jew;

in Hebrew, """""- Y~'Z : in Creek, <Pi\wv [o] 'iou-

Caloc), the greatest of ancient Jewish philosophers,

flourished in the 1st century of the Christian sera. We
give a somewhat lengthy exposition of his philosophic

and religious opinions.

l.i/<. Philo was a native and throughout life a resi-

dent of Alexandria. The precise time of his birth is

unknown, hut he represents himself as of advanced age

ahout A.D. in. when he was sent as chief of an embassy
from the Jews of Alexandria to the emperor Caligula,

for the purpose of pleading their cause against Apion,

who charged them with refusing to pay due honors to

Caesar (Josephus, Ant. xviii, 8, 1: comp. De Legat. ml
I 'ilium, xxviii). lie was probably ahout sixty years

old; if so, he was born ahout V,A\ 20, ami was contem-
porary with all the important events of the New Testa-

ment. He went again to Rome in the reign ofClaudius,

hut after this nothing is known with certainty of his

whereabouts. Philo had a brother employed in the

affairs of government at Alexandria, named Alexander

Lysimachus, who is supposed to lie the Alexander men-
tioned in Ads i\. G as a man "of the kindred of the higb-

priest." That Philo was a member of the sacerdotal

family is asserted by JosephUS ( . I nt. xviii. X. 1 ). and also

by Eusebius, Jerome, and others, and his own writings

indirectly testify that such was the fact. There i- also

reason to believe that he belonged to the sect of the

Pharisees. Philo was eminent for his learning ami elo-

quence. To the attainments usually secured by Jews

of his social condition
I
Eusebius, Prtep. Evang. viii, 13)

he added an extensive knowledge of the Greek philoso-

phy, especially the I 'la tonic for the acquisition of which
the most favorable opportunities would occur in Alex-

andria, at that time the very metropolis of the learned

World and the home of revived Hellenism. He ha- heen

represented by Scaliger and Cudworth a- ignorant of

Jewish literature ami customs, but Fabricius and Man-
gey have clearly shown that such a view is entirely

groundless. The supposition of his ignorance of He-
brew must have arisen from the fact that the Jews of

Alexandria at that time wire so little acquainted with

i he original of t he t lid-Test. Scriptures that they had to

he supplied with the Sept. ami other Greek versions.

Hut even Geiger, who says that Philo had but a scl 1-

boy knowledge of the Hebrew language, concede- that

when the translati f the Bible w a- undertaken for

t lie Alexandrian .lew-, -they had not yet been alto-

gether estranged from the Hebrew language;" hut that
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"they were no longer so much at home and versed in it

that "they could have fully mastered the Book which

was to offer them the bread and water of life ; it was

the Grecian language that must bring it home to them"

(p. 146; comp. also p. 148). As absurd as is this

charge of Philo's ignorance of Hebrew is the charge

that Fhilo's Greek is unclassical, and this because he

was a Jew. As well might we say of the Jewish literati

of Germany that their style is Jewish - German, and

not the pure tongue of Lessing and Gervinus. Philo's

Greek was of course not that of Plato, nor the pure At-

tic of Demosthenes. No one at Alexandria wrote so

purely, but Philo wrote as did his contemporaries, and

as wrote the best of them. In his treatise De Con-

gressu, xiv, Philo refers himself to his own attainments

in grammar, philosophy, geometry, music, and poetry

;

and his accomplished character was thus gracefully at-

tested by his wife, who, when once asked why she

alone of all her sex did not wear any golden ornaments,

replied : " The virtue of a husband is a sufficient orna-

ment for his wife" (Fragments, ed. Richter, vi, 236).

The circumstance that Philo was contemporary with

New-Test, events, coupled with his high intelligence

and interest in sacred learning, as well as with the fact

that he once visited Jerusalem " to offer up prayers and

sacrifices in the Temple" (although only one such visit

is referred to by him [Richter's ed. of Fragments, vi,

200], his piety and devotion probably led to occasional

repetitions of this pilgrimage, which were less likely to

be mentioned because of his modesty and reserve in per-

sonal matters), led ancient writers to connect Philo in-

timately with Christianity. Photius (Bill. Cod. 15)

makes him a friend of the apostle Peter ; as do also Eu-
sebius (Hist. Eccles. ii, 17), Jerome (Catal. Scriptor. Fc-

cles.), and Suidas. Photius goes so far as to say that

Philo was admitted into the Christian Church, from

which he afterwards fell. But while we have no direct

means of testing the truth of such statements, they cer-

tainly do not bear the evidence on their face. A man
of such decided characteristics as Philo could no more

have remained quiet after conversion than did Saul of

Tarsus, and, because we have no utterances from him as

a Christian, we have reason to reject the story as fabu-

lous from first to last. Besides, Philo's own extant writ-

ings do not give the slightest reference to any such im-

portant step, and this fact tells even more strongly, if

possible, against the report.

His Theology and Philosophy.—In the article Neo-
Platonism (q. v.) it has been shown that this eclectic

philosophy, though it developed in the 3d century after

Christ, is not only to be regarded in its origin as co-

eval with Christianity, but must acknowledge as its

father and founder Philo the Jew (see Kingsley, Alex-

andria and her Schools, p. 79). Alexandria, from its

very foundation by Alexander the Great in B.C. 332,

had sought to establish Greek civilization within its

borders, and to produce an intellect that might be the

rival of Athens in her proudest day. Mind was the

secret of Greek power, and for that the great conqueror

would work in this African city, which he designed to

be the point of union of two, or, rather, of three worlds.

For in this place, named after himself, Europe, Asia,

and Africa were to meet and to hold communion. Un-
der the Ptolemies this desire was strengthened still

more, and yet the outcome of all the Ptolemrean appli-

ances was of little or no account if we except the great

collection of MSS. and art treasures. The wisest men,

though gathered from the most learned centres of the

world, failed to produce anything that was really worth
preserving. In physics they did little. In art nothing.

In metaphysics less than nothing. Says Kingsley, " You
must not suppose that the philosophers whom the Ptol-

emies collected (as they would any other marketable

article) by liberal offers of pay and patronage, were such

men as the old Seven Sages of Greece, or as Socrates,

Plato, and Aristotle. In these three last indeed, Greek
thought reached not merely its greatest height, but the

edge of a precipice, down which it rolled headlong aftel

their decease. . . . When the Romans destroyed Greece,

God was just and merciful. The eagles were gathered

together only because the carrion needed to be removed
from the face of God's earth. And at the time of which
I now speak the signs of approaching death were fear-

fully apparent. Hapless and hopeless enough were the

clique of men out of whom the first two Ptolemies hoped
to form a school of philosophy ; men certainly clever

enough, and amusing withal, who might give the kings

of Egypt many a shrewd lesson in kingcraft and the

crafts of this world, and the art of profiting by the folly

of fools and the selfishness of the selfish ; or who might
amuse them, in default of fighting-cocks, by puns and
repartees, and battles of logic; 'how one thing cannot

be predicated of another,' or ' how the wise man is not

only to overcome every misfortune, but not even to feel

it,' and other such weighty questions, which in those

days hid that deep unbelief in any truth whatsoever

which was spreading fast over the minds of men . . .

during those frightful centuries which immediately pre-

ceded the Christian wra, when was fast approaching

that dark chaos of unbelief and unrighteousness which

Saul of Tarsus so analyzes and describes in the first

chapter of his Epistle to the Romans; when the old

light was lost, the old faiths extinct, the old reverence

for the laws of family and national life destroyed, yea,

even the natural instincts themselves perverted; that

chaos whose darkness Juvenal and Petronius and Taci-

tus have proved in their fearful pages not to have been

exaggerated by the more compassionate though more
righteous Jew" (p. 55-63).

Fortunately for the Macedonians, another Eastern

nation had closely intermingled with them, and from

this mixture of two races came that superior product

which gave to Alexandrian thought not only a new im-

pulse, but a superior life. When Hellenism was trans-

ferred to Alexandria, the Grecian spirit, as we have seen,

was in an exhausted and faded condition. But together

with Hellenism had come Judaism also. True, the lat-

ter was not sought for and imported at the bidding of

the mighty conqueror of three worlds, but he had suf-

fered the Jews to find a home in Alexandria, and thus

Judaism found its establishment then and there. The
Ptolemies also pursued the same conciliatory policy;

and Judaism gained strength and developed so much at

Alexandria that it became a centre of Jewish thought

and learning for several centuries, and its rabbins were

called " the light of Israel."

Now it is to be expected that whenever two spiritual

powers meet, such as Hellenism and Judaism, such as

Grecian culture and Jewish religion—when two such

spiritual world-reforming powers come into conflict with

each other—that conflict must necessarily result in new
formations; something new will always grow out of it,

be it by their antagonism or by their spiritual interpen-

etration ; new creations will be evolved' either bearing

the character of both, or pre-eminently that of one of

them, yet impregnated, in a certain measure, by that of

the other. The conflict between Hellenism and Juda-

ism was principally a spiritual struggle, and its result a

radical change in the thought and belief of both Jew
and Macedonian, which led to the formation of what

came to be known as Neo-Platonism, a philosophy of

syncretism, whose elements are partly Oriental (Alex-

andrian-Jewish in particular) and partly Hellenic; but

whose form is strictly Hellenic, and whose peculiarity

of doctrine is that it is distinguished from Plato's own
by the principle of revelation contained in the new phi-

losophy.

The great representative of this syncretism, which

also reappeared afterwards in manifold shapes in Gnos-

ticism, is our spirited and prolific theologian, Philo of

Alexandria. He held to the divine character of the

Old Test., had very strict views of inspiration, and

thought that the Mosaic law and the Temple worship

were destined to be perpetual. He ascribed to the Jews
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a mission for all nations, boasted of their cosmopolitism,

and called them priests and prophets, who offered sac-

rifice and invoked the blessing of God for all man-
kind. With him tli*- expounding of the books of the

Old Test, is synonymous with the philosophy of his na-

limi: bul in bis own exposition he allegorically intro-

duces into those documents philosophical ideas, partly

derived from the natural internal development of Jew-
ish notions, and partly obtained from Hellenic philoso-

phy, and t li us. the theology of Philo lias been aptly

called a blending of Platonism and Judaism.

The allegorical method of interpreting the sacred

Scriptures, which had long prevailed among the more

cultivated of the Alexandrian Jews, was adopted by
Philo without restriction. His principle thai the proph-

ets were only involuntary instruments of the Spiril

which spoke through them was favorable to the frees!

use of this mode of exegesis. He pronounced those

who would merely tol< rate a literal interpretation of the

Scriptures as low, unworthy, ami superstitious: and

while he was thus led astray frequently to the introduc-

tion of foreign heathen elements into the store id" divine

revelation, ami to the refusal of all elements which, like

the anthropomorphisms tor instance, seemed offensive

to the culture of the time. Philo. like Origen (q. v.)

in later times, far from rejecting the literal sense in

every case, often, especially in the case of historical

events in the Old Test., assumed both this and the alle-

gorical sense as equally true. Bul Philo, besides this.

regarded as higher that conception of Scripture which
penetrated beneath the shell of the letter to what, lie

thought to he the kernel ofphilosophical truth; beneath'

the anthropomorphic and anthropopathic representations

of i;<m1. to that idealistic view oi God which, in fact, di-

vests him in the end of all concrete attributes. In this

way. in spite of his opposition to Hellenic mysteries,

I'hilu set up a radical distinction of initiated and un-

initiated, a mode of interpretation which leads very

easily to the contempt of the letter, and thus to an un-

historical, abstractly spiritualistic tendency. See [n-

terpkktation. As a devoted, believing .leu. Philo

accepted Judaism as a truth requiring no proof. But
in him. as probably in others of the Aloxandro-Jewish
seh. h.i of philosophers before him. the desire was awak-
ened to blend the Jewish inheritance with the newly
acquired Grecian knowledge; to heighten the truths of

Judaism by the addition of Hellenic culture; to recon-

cile both treasures with each other, so that each should

make the lustre of t lie other shine the more clearly ami
brightly. Directly antagonistic as they were ti. each

other, a compromise nui.-t needs he effected between
them. Judaism is the fruil of self-evidence, inner ex-
perience of a \i\id conviction, for which no proof is

required. Hellenism, on the contrary, proceeded from

ition, from human research, starting from the

physical, to reach, by combination and analysis, the

itwo processes not only diverging

in their progress, hut even in their whole conception, aim
these two directly antagonistic views clashed against

each other. But there was also in Hellenism a tendency
which, although grown from the Grecian spirit, never-

theless endeavored to conceive, by a certain prophetic

flight oi poesy, the higher, thence to descend to the

lower, and thus to make the former descend into lower

degrees, li desired likewise directly to conceive the

divine, the ideal, by intuition, by higher perception.

"\^' i 1 1 1 such a hold flight Plato conceived the everlast-

ing < 1. the everlasting Beautiful, whence individual

ideals evolve themselves, which as archetypes—we are
not told whether they have a distinct existence, or must

rded a-- mere fictions of the >pirit an .

in real objects, perfect in themselves, while the several

visible Objects represent them in a limited degtt . . I hi

was a system which especially suited the philosophizing

Jews; it afforded them a bridge between the purely spir-

itual and the physical objects, Mow does the Highest
.Spirit, thi' eternally Perfect One, enter into the finite!

world? He creates ideals from himself, says riato. Ho
introspects himself, and thus perfection i- produced; but
this perfection impresses itself upon more subordinate

existences, and thus it descends from immediate causes
to intermediate causes, until the real objects spring into

existence, and creation becomes manifest to us; God,
the eternal existence, the eternally perfect, is the

highest cause, hut the eternally Pure One does not im-
mediately come into contact with the impure—only by
means of manifold emanations and concatenation.-., the

earthly grows into existence. Such views afforded the

philosophic Jews a happy means of preserving the the-

ory of the infallibility and inconceivableness of God, and
yel ol accepting the different figurative expressions con-

cerning God in the Bible, because they could refer to the

subordinate beings. Hellenism of that time. Btifl and
soher as it was. was unlit to conceive naive, poetical im-

ageries, and to admit poetical expression without fear-

ing that thereby the sublimity of thought might he vio-

lated. The latter was tenaciously adhered to, and when-
ever it expressed entities too direi tly. it had to yield to

forced interpretations. To such also the Bible was fre-

quently subjected. Narratives and commands were
forcibly driven from their natural simplicity into arti-

ficial philosophemes, in the belief that their value would
thus be enhanced. The figurative expressions and
events in connection with (.ml were referred to such

subordinate spirits as had evolved themselves from

God. In the writings of Philo that intermediate agency
is comprised in the Logos.

As with Plato and the elder Greeks, so with Philo,

theology was the ultimate object of all metaphysical

science. But there arose a puzzle in the mind of the

Jewish philosopher, as in reality it had already arisen

in the minds of Socrates ami Plato. How could he rec-

oncile the idea of that absolute and eternal one Being,

that Zeus, father of -oils ami men. self-perfect, self-

contained, without change or motion, in whom, as a

Jew. he believed even more firmly than the Platonists,

with the Daemon of Socrates, the divine teacher whom
both Plato and Solomon confessed? Or how-, again,

could he reconcile the idea of him with the creative and

providential energy, working in space and time, work-
ing in matter, and apparently affected and limited, if

not baffled, by the imperfection of the matter which be

moulded? Philo offered a solution in that idea of a

Logos, or Word of (iod. divinity articulate, speaking
ami acting in time and space, and therefore by succes-

sive acts, and so doing in time and space the will of

the timeless and spaceless Father, the abysmal and
eternal Being, of whom he was the perfect likeness.

In calling this person the Logos, and making him the

source of all human reason, ami knowledge of eternal

laws, he only translated from Hebrew into Greek the

name which he found in his sacred books. "The Word
of (iod." Of God himself. Philo teaches that he is in-

corporeal, invisible, ami cognizable only through the rea-

son; that he is the most universal of beings, the Being
to whom alone being, as such, truly pertains; that lit-

is more excellent than virtue, than science, or even
than the good /»' s< ami the beautiful per s.. lie is

one and simple, imperishable ami eternal; his existence

is absolute and separate from tin- world; the world is

his work. Thus w hile Philo contends that ( Sod i> to be

worshipped as a personal being, be yet conceives him
at the same time as the most general of existences : ro

yevualrraTov iartv 6 --fee (Legis AUeg. ii). God is

the only truly existent being, r.'. or i /
!

. Somn. 1,655,

ed.Mang.). Bul Philo, similarly to the Neo-Platonists

of a later epoch, advances upon the Platonic doctrine by

representing God as exalted not only above all human
knowledge ami virtue— .as Plato had done—but as above

the idea of the Good—KpUTTOtV Jc i) dpeH], Kill Kiiht-

rtjv i) Imorfifin, Kai Kpeirrwv // abrb rayc&bv Kai

ai'To to koXov i
/'' J/'""// Officio, i. '.'. ed. Mang.)

—

with which Plato identities him and bj teaching that

we do not arrive at the absolute by scientific demon-
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stration (Xuywv airofielZei), but by an intermediate sub-

jective certainty (tvapyeia, De post Caini, 48, p. 258,

ed. Mang.). Still a certain kind of knowledge of God,

which, however, is only second in rank, results from

the aesthetic and teleological view of the world, as

founded on the Socratic principle that "no work of skill

makes itself" (oiicti' rwv tc%i>ik6jv ipywv airavrofiari-

Ztrai). God is one and simple: 6 Jtbg fibvog tori Kai

ev, ov avyKpipa, (pixrtg dirXi) . . . TtrciKrai ovv b

Secic kutu to 'iv Kai ti)v f.iovdca, /.idXXov de Kai r) /.w-

vdg Kara rbv tva Stov (Legis Alleg. ii, i, 66 sq. ed.

Mang.). God is the only free nature (i) \ibvr] iXtvSipa

(pumg. De Somn. ii), full of himself and sufficient to

himself (avrb tavrov irXiiptg Kai tavrip iKavbv, De
Norn. Mutat. i, 582) ; everything finite is involved in

necessity. God is not in contact with matter; if he

were he would be defiled. He who holds the world it-

self to be God the Lord has fallen into error and sacri-

lege. In his essence God is incomprehensible ; we can

only know that he is, not what be is. All names which

are intended to express the separate attributes of God
are appropriate only in a figurative sense, since God is

in truth an unqualified and pure being. Notwithstand-

ing the pantheistically sounding neuters which Plato

applies to God, Philo ascribes to him the purest blessed-

ness: "He is without grief or fear, not subject to evils,

unyielding, painless, never wearied, tilled with unmixed
happiness" (De Cherubim, i, 151). God is everywhere

by his power {rag dvvdfieig uvtov Sid yijg Kai vCarog,

depog te Kai ovpavov Ttivag), but in no place with his

essence, since space and place were first given to the

material world by him (De Linguamm Con/, i, 425).

Speaking figuratively, Philo describes God as enthroned

on the outermost border of the heavens, in an extra-

mundane place (ro7roc, ptTaKoa/.nog), as in a sacred cit-

adel (Genes. 28, 15; De Vit. Mos. ii, 164, etc.). God is

the place of the world, for it is he that contains and en-

compasses all things (De Somniis, i). In creating the

world, God employed as instruments incorporeal poten-

cies or ideas, since he could not come in contact with
polluting matter (i£, iKiivr]g \_ti)q ovaiag] ttcivt iytv-

rnotv b Sfeog, oi>K i<pa-KTOfitvog auTog ' oh yap yv Sripig

airtipijQ Kai Trt(pvpf.ih>t]g vXijg \paieiv rbv iSfiova Kai

[laKc'tpioV dXXd rait' dmopdroig cvvdfitirii>,wv trvfiov

Svofia at iceai K-arexp/jcraro npbg to yivog fKOorov Trjv

dpfioTTOvaaav XapeTv ftoptpijv, De Sacrificantibus, ii,

261). These potencies surround God as ministering

spirits, just as a monarch is surrounded by the members
of his court. The highest of the divine potencies, the

creative (7roMjrurij), bears also, according to Philo, in

Scripture the name of God (Scog) ; the second or ruling

(/3«(ti\[/c/() potency is called the Lord (Kvpiog) (De
Vita Mosis, ii, 150, et al.). These are followed by the

foreseeing potency, the law-giving, and many others.

They are all conceived by Philo, not only in the nature

of divine qualities, but also as relatively independent,

personal beings, who can appear to men, and who have
favored some of them with their most intimate inter-

course (De Vita Abrah. ii, 17 sq.).

From all that has been said of the Philonic doctrine

of the Logos, it is clearly apparent that Philo recognised

it as the highest of all the divine forces ; and yet many
of his descriptions of it were in no essential like those

of the apostle John, but rather belonged to Jewish ideas

which he found already existing. The distinction of a

concealed God and a revelation of him was connected

with the Old-Test, idea of theophany. But by tracing

back all theophanies to the one principle of revelation

lying at their basis, and by making it their objective,

the idea of the Logos was attained. The apocryphal
book of The Wisdom of Solomon had already interposed

wisdom between God and the world as the reflection of

the eternal light; the fountain of all knowledge, virtue,

and skill; the moulder of all things; the medium of all

the Old-Test, revelations (ch. vii-x). This idea Philo
also conceived, but he modified it according as the Pla-

tonic influence was more or less strongly felt. Says
VIII.—

H

Neander, " In proportion as he occupied the stand-
point which divested the Divine Being of human qual-
ities, or that which favored anthropomorphism, the
ideal or the symbolical, might not the Xoyoc, appear as

a power of God or as a hypostatic being?" Philo de-
scribes the Xoyoc, therefore, as the first-born before all

existence, the irpioToyovog vibg rov Sfou, as the per-

fect reflection of God, as the dpyayytKog among the
angels, as the original power of the divine powers. Al-
luding to the vorjrbv irapaCEiyfia of Plato, he describes

him as the world-constructing reason; he compares the
world to the £wov of Plato, and the Xoyoc to the soul of

the world ; he calls him God's vicegerent in the world
(virapxog) ; he gives him the office of mediator between
God and the universe, since the connection of phenom-
ena with God is effected through the reason revealed in

the world. Hence he is the high-priest of the world,

the advocate (-rrapdKXrjrog) for the defects of men with
God, and generally the revealer of the divine nature to

the universe. The Logos is the archetype of the rea-

son, which is formed not after the Absolute himself, the

"Ov, but after the Logos. He, as the revelation of the

Absolute in the reason, is the image of God, after which
man, according to Genesis, was created. In this con-

nection he calls the Logos the ideal man ; and alluding

to a Jewish mystical idea, the original man. In the

Logos is the unity of the collected revelations of the

Divine Being which is individualized in man. In gen-
eral, everything is traced back to the distinction be-

tween the Divine Being as he is in himself and his rev-

elation in the Logos, or the eivai and the Xtyeo-Sai.

The revelation of God in creation—in all positive reve-

lation—in the communication of separate ideas by pe-

culiar dogmas—all this forms part of the knowledge of

the revealed God in the phenomenal world, and of the

symbolical knowledge from the standpoint of the vioi

too Xoyov, over which the standpoint of the vioi tov

"Ovrog is raised. But this Logos by Philo is only a
sort of intermediate being between God, who is in his

nature hidden, simple, without attributes, and the eternal,

shapeless, chaotic matter- (the Platonic vXi]). It is the

reflection, the first-born Son of God; the second God;
the sum of the ideas, which are the original types of all

existence; the ideal world itself (Kvufiog vorjToc); the

medium through which the actual, sensible world (koo-

pog aia^rjToc) is created and upheld; the interpreter

and revealer of God; the archangel, who destroyed

Sodom and Gomorrah, spoke to Jacob and to Moses in

the burning bush, and led the people of Israel through

the wilderness; the high-priest (dpxnpebc), and advo-

cate (-a-apaKXriTog) , who pleads the cause of sinful hu-

manity before God, and procures for it the pardon of its

guilt. "We see an apparent affinity of this view with

the christology of St. Paul and St. John, and thus it

probably came to exert no small influence with the

early Church fathers in the evolution of their doctrine

of the Logos. But at the same time we must not over-

look the very essential difference. Philo's doctrine

would not itself suggest the application of the idea of

the Logos to any historical appearance whatever; for

the revelation of the Logos refers not exclusively to any
single fact, but to everything relating to the revelation

of God in nature and history. If, according to John's

Gospel, the appearance of the Logos is the highest and
only medium of communication with God, then commun-
ion with the Logos in Philo's sense can only be a subor-

dinate standpoint ; for not even the highest man immedi-
ately apprehends the Absolute. Yet out of this religious

idealism a preparation and a medium might be formed

for Christian realism, when what was here taken in a

merely ideal sense showed itself as realized in human-
ity. Christianity refers the Logos to the perfect rev-

elation of God in human nature, to the one revelation

in Christ ; and substitutes for the immediate apprehen-

sion of the Absolute the historically founded communion
with God revealed in Christ. The symbolical meaning
of Philo's Paraclete was elevated bv the reference to the
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historical Christ as the only high-priest. Thus the

Alexandrian i»l«as formed a bridge to Christianity, lint

we cannot regard the doctrine of a union of the Logos

with humanity, in all the forma under which ii ap-

peared, as a reflection in tin- tir-t place of Christianity,

but must doubtless presuppose a tendency of this kind

before the Christian sera. A yearning of the spiril goes

real events an unconscious longing for that

which i-- to come. This inn-r especially have been the

case in thai greatest revolution which the- religious de-

velopment of humanity experienced. It was preceded

by an unconscious feeling of a revelation of the spiritual

world to humanity—a longing which hastened to meet

tin' new communications from God. It «as not difficult

for those who regarded the Logos as the medium of

revelation, by which God made himself cognizable to

pious souls, and. on the other hand, who held the Mes-
siah to be the highest of God's messengers, to suppose a

particular connection between him and tic Logos. But,

after all. this Jewish idea of the Logos is quite eclipsed

by the ( Ihristian idea of the Messiah : with the Jews it is

simply the hope of their miraculous restoration from all

parts of the world to Palestine, through the agency of a

superhuman appearance (o\f/ig) ; and even this super-

natural phenomenon lias no legitimate place in Philo's

system; it means nothing. Put again, his dualistic

and idealistic view of the world absolutely excludes an

incarnation, which is tin' central truth of Christianity

(comp. Dorner, Person of Christ). His Christ, if he

needed any. could have been at best hut a gnostic, do-

Cetistic, fantastic Christ ; his redemption, hut ideal and
intellectual He attained only an artificial harmony
between God ami the world, between Judaism and hea-
thenism; which hovered, like a "spectral illusion," an

"evanescent fata morgana," on the horizon of dawning
Christianity. Says SchatV. •It is a question not yet

entirely settled whether Philo's Logos was a personal

hypostasis or merely a personification, a divine attri-

bute. While Gfrorer, Grossmann, Da hue. Llicke, Hitter,

ami Semisch maintain the former view, Dorner (Ent-

louMungsgeschichtt der Lehn von der Person Ckristi, 2d
ed. i. •_'.'! sip) has latterly attempted to re-establish the

other. To me, I'hilo himself seems to vibrate between
the two views; and this obscurity accounts for the dif-

ference among so distinguished scholars on this point"

(Hist, of the Apostolic Church, p. 180). The eternal

atonement, which I'hilo imagined already made and
eternally being madt by his ideal Logos, could be • Efected

onl\ by a creative act of the condescending love of

God; and il is a remarkable instance of divine wisdom
in history thai this redeeming act was really performed
about the same time that the greatest Jewish philoso-

pher and theologian of his age was dreaming of and an-
nouncing to the world a ghostlike shadow of it.

Of his other philosophic speculations we have space
only r <

. refer to some of his ethical views. With him
knowledge .and virtue are gifts of (..,.1. to he obtained
only by self-abnegation on the part of man. A life of

contemplation is superior to one of practical, political

occupation, in other words, the business of man is to

follow and imitate God (De Caritate, ii. 404, et pass.).

The soul must si r i V( . ,,, become the dwelling-place of
Cod. his holy temple, and so to become strong, w hereas
it was before weak, and wise, whereas before it was
foolish ( //, Smnu. i. 23). The highest blessedness is to

abide in God i rrepai tbSaipovlac re AkXivwc. cat aftpt-
Troir lv finv<;i trrrjvcu). The various minor sciences
serve as a preparatory training for the knowledge of
God. Of the philosophical disciplines, logic and phys-
ics are of little, worth. The highest Btep in philosophy
is the intuition of God, to which the sage attains

through divine illumination when, completely renounc-
ing himself and leaving behind his finite self-conscious-

Bess, he resigns himself unresistingly to the divine in-

fluence.

It remains for us to notice the use that has l.een made
of Philo's writings within the domain of New- Test, in-

terpretation. There are some Christian i xegetists who
in their rationalistic tendency have gone so far as to

account tor the character and style of some of the New-
Test. Scriptures by referring their origin to Philo's writ-

ings. (We here qi • largely from Kitto's Biblical <-,,.

clopadia.) Mr.Grinfield. in his Hellenistic Greek Testa-

rm hi. and the accompanying Scholia, has derived many
of his notes from the works of Philo; in the applica-

tion, however, of such illustrations, it must he home in

mind that Philo's style was hardly a natural one; it is

very elaborate, and avoids Alexandrian provincialisms,

and on that account often fails to elucidate the simple

diction of the New Test., even where there is similarity

in tin aubject-matter (comp. Carpzovii Exer.Sacr.'w
Ep.ad Hebr.p. 140). Put recent critics of the ration-

alistic school are not content with finding in Philo such
illustration of the New Test, as might he expected to

occur in a contemporary, and in some respects kindred,

Greek writer: they go so far as to assert that some of

the prominent doctrines of the sacred writers are little

else than accommodations from the opinions of I'hilo,

mediate or immediate. Thus Crossmann i QlUBSt. Philon,

sub init.) does not scruple to say that Christianity is

the product of the allegories of the Jewish synagogue
and of Philo. Other writers, more measured in their

terms, trace isolated truths to a like source. For in-

stance, the well-disposed Ernesti (Institutes), and after

him Lilcke, who says, "It is impossible to mistake as

to the immediate historical council ion of John's doc-

trine of the Logos with the Alexandrian in its more
perfect form, as it occurs in Philo." Similarly. Strauss,

De Wette, and others; while others again apply the

like criticism to St. Paul. Among tins,- we must es-

pecially notice Gfrorer, whose work. Philo unddu jii-

disch-alexandrinische Theologie, has been made acces-

sible to English readers, in an abridged form, by Prof.

Jowett, in his dissertation St. Paul and Philo, contained

in his commentary on St. Paul's Epp. i, 363 117. No
criticism, however, is to he tolerated by the believer in

Revelation which does not start from the principle that

the characteristic truths of Christianity are self-evolved,

i.e. it., use Dorner's wonC) "have not emerged from

without Christianity, hut wholly from within it
"

i/'./--

son of Christ [Clark], voL i, Introduction.].. 15). In-

stead of making I'hilo. in any sense, a fountain-head of

Christian doctrine, it would In- more correct to regard

him as the unconscious source of antichrist ian opinion

—unconscious, we say. for with all his knowledge and
skill in style. Philo possessed not those energetic qual-

ities which characterize founders of schools of opinion.

To say nothing of Philo's influence upon the theoso-

phizing fathers of the Church, (lenient of Alexandria

and Origen, who borrowed largely from their Jewish

predecessor and fellow-citizen, some ol the salient her-

esies of the early centuries had almost their spring in

the Philoiiian writings (for the affinity of the opposite

opinions ,,f . \rius and Sahellius to certain opinions of

I'hilo. see .Moslu im's Notes on (udvvorth cited In low );

while that paean philosophy, the Neo-Platonism of

Alexandria, which derived much of its strength and ob-

tained its ultimate defeat from the Christianity which
it hot h aped and hated, is mainly traceable to our Philo.

For a popular but sufficiently exact statement of (1)
Philo's relation to Neo-Platonism, and (2) of the antag-

onism of this Neo- plat on i sin to Christianity, the reader

is referred to Lewis's Hist, of Philosophy, p. 260 278.

Although we cannot therefore allow that the inspired

volume of the Christian religion owes in its origin any-
thing to Philo. we do not deny to his writings a certain

utility in the interpretation of the New Test. See Phi-

losophy, Greek. Besides the explanation ofwords and
phrases above referred to (a service which is the more
valuable because of Philo's profound acquaintam e with

the Septuagiut version, in which the writers of the New-
Test, show themselves to haw l.een well versed also),

the works of Phil., sometimes contribute interesting

elucidation of scriptural facts and statements. We may
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instance his delineation of the character of Pontius

Pilate (De Legat. ad Caium, xxxviii, Kichter, vi, 134;

Bohn, iv, 164). This well-drawn sketch of such a man,

from the masterly hand of a contemporary, throws con-

siderable light on more than one point, such as the

relations of Herod and Pilate, which are but lightly

touched in the Gospels (comp. Hale's Analysis, iii, 216-

218). As a second instance, may we not regard the re-

markable passage of St. Paul as receiving light from

Philo's view of the twofold creation, first of the heavenly

(oipdviog) or ideal man, and then of the earthly (yrfivog)

man ? (Comp. 1 Cor. xv, 46, 47, with Philo, De Allegor.

Legis, i, 12, 13 [Richter, i, 68 : Bohn, i. 60], and />, Mundi

Opific. p. 46 [Kichter, i, 43; Bohn, i, 39] ; and see Stanley

on Corintkians, i, 331.) But then such illustration is

rather an example of how Philo is corrected by St.

Paul, than of how St, Paul borrowed from Philo. Re-

specting the allegorical method of interpreting the Old

Test, of which the apostle is alleged to have derived

the idea from our author, it should be remembered that

St. Paul, guided by the Divine Spirit, who had indited

the ancient Scriptures, was directed to apply Old-Test,

facts to New-Test, doctrines, as correlative portions of

one great scheme of providential dispensation; whereas

Philo's adaptations of the same facts were only the prod-

uct of an arbitrary and extremely fanciful imagination
;

so that in the case of the former we have an authorita-

tive and sure method of interpreting ancient events

without ever impairing their historical and original

truth, whereas the latter affords us nothing besides the

conjectures of a mind of great vivacity indeed, but often

capricious and inconsistent, which always postpones the

truth of history to its allegorical sense, and oftentimes

wholly reduces it to a simple myth. Readers of Philo

are well aware of the extravagance and weakness of

many of his allegories ; of these some are inoffensive, no

doubt, and some others are even neat and interesting,

but none carry with them the simple dignity and ex-

pressiveness of the allegorical types of the New Test.

St. Paul and Philo, it is well known, have both treated

the history of Hagar and Sarah allegorically (comp.

Gal. iv, 22-31 with Philo, De Congressu, p. 1-5 [Rich-

ter, iii, 71-76 ; Bohn, ii, 157-162] ; and see Lightfoot,

Epist. to Gal. p. 189-191; and Howson's Hagar and

A rabia, p. 20, 36, 37) ; but although we have here one

of the best specimens of Philo's favorite method, how
infinitely does it fall short of St. Paul's! To say noth-

ing of authority, it fails in terseness and point, and all

the features of proper allegory. The reader will at once

perceive this who examines both.

Literature.—For an account of Philo's philosophical

and theological system in general, the reader is referred

to Mosheim's notes on Cudworth, p. 640-649 [transl. by
Harrison, ii, 320-333], where Philo's influence on Pa-

tristic divinity and early heresy, especially the Sabel-

lian, is clearly traced ; to Ritter, Hist, of Phil, [transl.

by Morrison]", iv, 407-478 ; and to Dbllinger, The Gen-

tile and the Jew [transl. by Darnell], ii, 398-408 ; Nean-
der, Hist, of Christ. Dogmas, xi, 135 sq.; id. Ck. Hist.

p. 58 sq. ; Ueberweg. Hist, of Philos. i, 222 sq.; Schaff,

Hist, of the Aposf. Ck. p. 176 sq. ; Tennemann, Hist, if

Phil. p. 170 sq. ; Fabricius, Bis. de Platimismo Philonis

(Leips. 1693, 4to) ; id. Sylloge Bissertat. (Hamb. 1738,

4to) ; Stahl, A ttempt at a Systematic Statement of the

Boctlines of Philo of Alexandria, in the Allgem. Bibl.

der Bibl. Literatur of Eichhom, torn, iv, fasc. v ; Schrei-

ter, Ideas of Philo respecting the Immortality of the

Soul, the Resurrection, and Future Retribution, in the

Analecten of Keil and Tzchimer, vol. i, sec. 2; see also

vol. iii, sec. 2 ; Scheffcr, Qucestiones, pt. i, ii, 1829-31

;

Grossmann, Queestiones Philonianw, pt. i, Be theologies

Philonis fontibus et auc/oritate (1829); Gfrbrer, Philo

itnd die A lexandrinische Theosophie (1831, 1835, 2 vols.)

;

Diihne, Geschichtliche Darstellung <I< r jiidisch-ali xan-

drinischen Religionsphilosopkie (1831). pt. i; id. in the

Theol Studien und Kritiken, 1833, p. 984; Bucher, Phi-
lonische Studien (1848) ; Creuzer, Kritik der Schriften

des Juden Philon, in Theol. Studien und Kritiken, Janu-
ary, 1832. Philo's opinions about the divine Logos have
been warmly discussed. The ancients, as we have seen,

were fond of identifying them with Christian doctrine;

Mangey, in the middle of the last century, accompanied
his splendid edition of Philo's works (2 vols, fol.) with
a dissertation, in which he made our author attribute,

in the Christian sense, a distinct personality to the

Logos; bishop Bull had stated a similar opinion (Bef.

Fid. Nic. [transl. by the Rev. Peter Holmes for the

Anglo. Cath. Lib.], i. 31-33); and, more recently, Bry-
ant {Sentiments of Philo Jud. concerning the Xoyoc)

;

and, very lately, Pye Smith (Messiah, i, 573-600).

But the conclusions of these writers, however learnedly

asserted, have been abundantly refuted in many works;

the chief of which are Carpzovii Disput. de Xoyw Phi-
lonis, non Johannis, adversus Mangey (1749) : Caesar Mor-
gan's Investigation of the Trinity of Pluto and ofPhilo
Jud. ; Burton's Hampton Lectu?-es, note 93, p. 550-560

;

and Dorner's Person of Christ [Clarke], i, 22-41. (See

also the able articles of professors H. B. Smith and Moses
Stuart, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, vi, 156-185, and vii,

696-732.) An interesting review of Philo's writings

and their relation to Judaism, from the Jewish point of

view, occurs in Jost's Geschichte des Judenthums, i, 379—

393 (the chapter is designated Die Gnosis im Juden-

thume); Griitz, Gesch. der. Juden, iii, 298 sq. ; Schultz,

Die jiidische Religionsphilosophie in Gelzer's Prot. Mo-
natsblatt, vol. xxiv. No. 4 (Oct. 1864); Clemens, Die
'Tin rapeuten (Kbnigsb. 1809) ; Georgius, Ueber die neu-

esten Gegensdtze in A nji'assiuig di-r Alexandria. R>-li-

gionsphilosophie in Illgen's Zeitschr. f. hist. Theol.

(1839), Nos. 3 and 4 ; Keferstein, Philos Lehre v. d. Mit-

telwesen (Leips. 1846) ; Wolff, Die Philonische Philoso-

phie (ibid. 1849; 2d'ed. Gothenb. 1858); Frankel, Zur
Ethik des Philo, in Mmtatschrift f. Gesch. u. Wissensch.

d. Judenthums, July, 1867; Delaney, Philon d'Alexan-

drie (Paris, 1867).

We ought not to close this article without noticing

the old opinion which made Philo the author of the

beautiful Book of Wisdom in the Apocrypha. This

opinion, which was at one time very prevalent, has not

stood its ground before recent critical examination.

For the literature of the question we can only refer our

readers to Prof. C. L. W. Grimm's Das Buch der Weis-

heit, Einleitung, sec. 6, where the authorities on both

sides are given. Corn, a Lapide, in Librum Sapientias,

also discusses Philo's claims to the distinguished honor

which tradition had conferred on him, but decides against

him [new edition by Vives, viii, 264].

Besides Mangey's edition of Philo, above referred

to, we mention Turnebus's edition (Paris, 1552, fol.),

emended by Hoeschelius (Colon. Allobrog. 1613; Paris,

1640; Francof. 1691) ; Pfeiffer's edition, incomplete (Er-

langen, 1785-92, 5 vols. 8vo), and the convenient edition

by Richter (Leips. 1828-30J 8 vols. 12mo). This last

contains not only a reprint of Mangey, in the first six

volumes, but two supplementary volumes of Philo's

writings, discovered by Angelo Mai in a Florentine MS.,

and by Bapt. Aucher in an Armenian version, and trans-

lated by him into Latin. What an edition of Philo

ought to be to deserve the approbation of the critical

student has been pointed out by different German
theologians, most recently by Creuzer, in Theol. Stu-

dien u. Kritiken, 1832, p. 1-43. A popular and cheap

edition was published at Leipsic (1851-53); also Phi-

lonea, ed. Tischendorf (Leips. 1868). A fuller account

of these editions, with a list of the various versions of

Philo's writings, which have been made from time to

time into Latin, Hebrew, German, French, Italian, Span-

ish, and English, is contained in Fiirst's Bibl. Jud.

Filrst adds a catalogue of all'the leading works in which

Philo and his writings have been treated. To his list

of versions we must here add the useful one published

by Mr. Bohn, in four vols, of his Eccl. Library, by Mr.

Yonge.
For a complete, and withal succinct examination of
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tin- entire field of Philo's opinions, we refer to Berzog's

Real-Encyklop. xi, 578 603. Shorter and more accessi-

ble, bu( inevitably imperfect, notices occur in Smith's

Diet, of Gr. and Rom, Biog. and Mythol. iii, 309 sq.;

Schaff's Ipostotic Church [Clarke ,p.2U 214; Home's
Introduction by Eyre . p. 277, 278; [by Davidson],

165; Davidson's Hermeneutics [Clarke, L843 ,p.

63 •''•">: Fairbairn's HermeneuU Man. p. 47. A temper-

ate review of Jowett's Dissertation on Philo and St.

J'mil may be found, written by Dr. .1. I!. Lightfoot. in

f Philology, iii. 119 121; and for sound

views respecting Philo's doctrine of the Xoyoc, as bear-

ing n|i(iii the writings of the New Test., Bee Meander's

Planting of the Christian Church
\
Bonn], ii, 13-15

;

Westcott's Introduction, p. 138-143, and Tholuck's St.

John
|

Clarke], p. 62-67. The interest of Jews in the

writings "I' their philosophic countryman is curiously

exhibited in the Hebrew version of certain of them.

These are enumerated by Furst, Bibl.Judaica,ii,90. As.
(!«' Rossi, one of the translators, lias revived Philo's syn-

onym Jedidiah,by which he was anciently designated
in Rabbinical literature (sec Bartolocci, ut sup., and
Steinschneider's Bodl. I 'atal. s. v. Philon). (.1. II. W.)

Philo Carpathius (from Carpathus, an island

north-east of Crete), or, rather. Carpasii - (from Car-
pasia, a town in the north of Cyprus), an Eastern ec-

clesiastic, flourished about the opening of the 5th cen-
tury. His birthplace is unknown, but he derived this

cognomen from his having been ordained bishop of

Carpasia by Epiphanius, the well-known bishop of Con-
stantia. Accordingto the statements ofJoannes ami Po-

lybius, bishop of Rhinoscuri, in their life of Epiphanius

( Vita /yiiji/m/,. eh. xlix), Philo, at that time a deacon,
was sent, alone; with some others, by the sister of the
emperors Arcadius ami Honorius, to bring Epiphanius
to Rome, that through his prayers ami the laying on of

hands she might he saved from a dangerous disease
under which she was laboring. Pleased with Philo,

Epiphanius not only ordained him bishop of Carpasia.

bul gave him charge of his own diocese during his ah-

sence. This was about the beginning of the 5th cen-
tury (Cave, Hist. Litt. p. 240, ed. Genev.). Philo Car-
pasius is principally known from his commentary on
the Canticles, which he treats allegoricafly. A Latin
translation, or. rather, paraphrase of this commentary,
with ill-assorted interpolations from the commentary
i.f Gregorius [, by Salutatus, was published (Paris, 1537,
and reprinted in the Biblioth. Put. Lugdun. vol. v).

Fragments pf Philo's < mentary are inserted in that
on the Canticles, which is falsely ascribed !<• EusebiuS,
edited by Meursius (Lugd. Batav. 1617). In these he
is simply named Philo, without the surname. Bandu-
rins. a Benedictine monk, promised in 1705 a genuine
edition, which he never fulfilled. An edition, however,
was published from a Vatican Ms. in 1750, under the

Epiphanius, and edited by Fogginius. The
most important edition, however, is that of ( iiacomelhts

(K 1772), from two MSS. This has the original
Greek, a Latin translation, with notes, and is accom-
panied by tin entire (.nek text ,,)' the Canticles, prin-
cipalis from the Alexandrian recension. This i- r<

-

printed in (. allaml. A'. Bibl. //'. ix.7i:; : Ernesti i NeuesU
Theolog. Bibl, vol. iii. pi. \i i.

j n a review of this edition,
of whhi, he thinks highly, i> of opinion that the com-
mentary, as we now have it. is DU ( ..,,, abridgment of

the original. Besides this commentary, Philo wrote on
various parts both ol the Did ami New Test., fragments
of which are contained in the various Catena, See
Snidas. s. v.: Cave. /.<•.,• Fabricius, Bibl. Grac vii, 398,
611; viii,645; \. 179. Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom.
Biog, s. v. C p. Herzog, Real-Encyklopddie, s. v.

Philo i in hi \ w. Sec Philo mi Mi -

GARl \n.

Philo "I L.ARIS8A, an academic philosopher of
Athens, flourished in the century preceding the Chris-
tian sera. He quitted the Greek capital on the success

of the army of Mithridates, and went to Home, where
be had I icem tor a disciple. He gained renown by his

services to philosophic science. lie furnished a more
complete and systematic division ofthe different branches
of philosophy, and was more methodic in hi- ti rins. He
is also often spoken of as the founder of the third acad-

emy. See Tennemann, Manual ofHist, ofPhilosophy

;

Ceberweg, Hist, ofPhilosophy (see Index in vol. ii i.

Philo THE MeGARIAN, or Di \ii i in Ian. was a dis-

ciple of Diodorus Cronus, and a friend of Zeno, though
older than the latter, if the reading in Diogenes Laer-

tius (vii. Ii'm is correct. In ids Menexenus he men-
tioned the five daughters of Ids teacher (Clem. Alex.

Strom, iv, 528, e"d. Potter), and disputed with him re-

specting the idea of the possible, and the criteria of the

truth of hypothetical propositions. With reference to

the first point, Philo approximated to Aristotle, as he
recognised that not only what is, or will be, is possible

- as Diodorus maintained), but also what is in itself con-
formable to the particular purpose of the object in ques-

tion, as of chaff to hum (kcitu tyiXrjv Xeyousvov i—i-i]-

dewrnra; Alex. Aphrod. Nat. Qual. i, 14; comp. on
the whole question Harris, in Dpton's Arriani Dis-

sertat. Epict, ii. 19, ap. Schweighauser, ii. 515, etc.).

Diodorus had .allowed the validity of hypothetical prop-

ositions only when the antecedent clause could never

lead to an untrue conclusion, whereas Philo regarded
those only as false which with a correct antecedent had
an incorrect conclusion (Sext. Kmpir. C/r. Math, viii,

113, etc.; Hypotyp.i\,ll0; comp. Cicero, Acad.n,47; De
Fain, 6). Both accordingly had sought for criteria for

cornet sequence in the members of hypothetical propo-

sitions, and each of them in a manner corresponding to

what he maintained respecting the idea of the possible.

Chrysippus attacked the assumption of each of them.

The Philo who is spoken of as an Athenian and a

disciple of Pyrrhon, though ridiculed by Timon as a

sophist, can hardh be different from Philo the dialecti-

cian (Diog. Laert ix. 67, 69). Jerome (Jov. 1 1 speaks

of Philo the dialectician and the author of the Mi next -

nus as the instructor of Carne.ades. in contradiction to

chronology, perhaps in order to indicate the sceptical

direction of his doctrines.— Smith. Did. of Class. Biog.

S. V.

Philo THE Monk. An ascetic treatise, bearing the

name of Philo Monachus, w hum t !ave
I
Hist. Litt. p. 17ti>

deems to he much later than the other ecclesiastical

writers of the same name, is preserved in the library of

Vienna [Cod. Theol.S2b, No. 15). It is entitled Contra

Pulchritudinem Feminarum. -Smith. Diet, of Class.

Biog. s. v.

Philo THE l'v rHAGOREAN. ( !1( mens Alcxandrinus

(Strom, i. 305) and So/omen (i, 12) mention Philo 6

tlvSayvpeiog. It is probable from their language that

they both mean bj tin- person so designated PhiloJu-
i>-i;is. .loiisius (ibid, iii. c iv. p. 17) is Btronglj of

opinion that Philo the elder and this l'hilo mentioned

by Clemens are the same. Fabricius, who once held

this opinion, was led to change his views | Bibl. i. 862),

and taciih assumes (iv, 738) that So/omen indicated

Philo Jucueus by this epithet,—Smith, Diet, of Class.

Biog. s. v.

Philo iim: Rhetorician \ni> Philosopher. Cave,

Giacomellu8, and Ernesti are of opinion that this is no

oi her than Philo Carpathius (q. v.). His sera agrees with

this, for the philosopher is quoted bj Athanasius Sinaita,

who flourished about A.D. 561. We need nut he star-

tle, I at the term philosopher as applied to an ecclesiastic.

This was not uncommon, Michael Psellus was t. rmed
the prince of philosophers, and Nicetas «:i- surnamed,
in the same way as l'hilo. pnrotp Kai piXocoi og Be-

sides, Polybius, in the life of Epiphanius, expressly

calls Philo of Carpal Ilia KXnpucup airb pnropuiv, which
Tillemonl and others erroneously understand to mean a

man who has changed from the profession of the law to

that of the Church. Ca\e shows that the 6fjT(Op held
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an office in the Church itself, somewhat analogous to our

professorship of ecclesiastical history. Our only knowl-

edge of Philo, under this name, whether it be Philo Car-

pathius or not, is from an inedited work of Anastasius

Sinaita, preserved in the library of Vienna and the Bod-

leian. Glycas {A nnal. p. 283, etc.), it is true, quotes as

if from Philo, but he has only borrowed verbatim, and

without acknowledgment, from Anastasius. The work

of Anastasius referred to is entitled by Cave Demon-
strate Historica de Magna et Angelica summi Sacerdo-

tis Dignitate. Pbilo's work therein quoted is styled a

Church history, but, if we may judge from the only

specimen of it we have, we need hardly regret its loss.

It consists of a tale regarding a monk, that, being ex-

communicated by his bishop, and having afterwards

suffered martyrdom, he was brought in his coffin to the

church, but could not rest till the bishop, warned in a

dream, had formally absolved him. See Cave, Hist.

L it/, p. 176 (ed. Geneva, 1720); Fabricius, Bill. Grcec.

vii, 420.—Smith, Diet, of Class. Biog. s. v.

Philo Senior. Josephus (Apion, i, 23), when enu-

merating tbe heathen writers who had treated of Jew-

ish history, mentions together Demetrius Phalereus,

Philo, and Eupolemon. Philo he calls the elder (6

TrptnjiuTipoc), probably to distinguish him from Philo

Judanis, and he cannot mean Herennius Philo, who
lived after his time. Clemens Alexandrinus (Stromat.

i, 146) also couples together the names of Philo the

elder and Demetrius, stating that their lists of Jewish

kings differed. Hence Vossius thinks that both authors

refer to the same person {De Hist. Grcec. p. 486, ed.

Westermann). In this Jonsius agrees with him, while

he notices the error of Josephus, in giving Demetrius

the surname of Phalereus (De Script. Hist. Phil, iii, 4,

p. 17). As Huetius (Demonstrat. Evangel, p. 62) was
of opinion that the apocryphal Book of Wisdom was
written by this Philo, he was necessitated to consider

him as a Hellenistic Jew, who, unskilled in the origi-

nal Hebrew, had it translated, and then expanded it, in

language peculiar to his class {ibid. p. 62, 246, etc.).

Fabricius thinks that the Philo mentioned by Josephus

ma)r have been a Gentile, and that a Philo different

from either Philo Judanis or senior was the author of

the Book of Wisdom. Eusebius (Prwp. Evangel, ix,

20, 24) quotes fifteen obscure hexameters from Philo,

without giving hint of who he is, and merely citing

them as from Alexander Polyhistor. These evidently

form part of a history of the Jews in verse, and were

written either by a Jew, in the character of a heathen,

as Fabricius hints is possible, or by a heathen acquaint-

ed with the Jewish Scriptures. This is, in all proba-

bility, the work referred to by Josephus and Clemens
Alexandrinus. Of course the author must have lived

before the time of Alexander Polyhistor, who came to

Rome B.C. 83. It is doubtful whether he is the same
as the geographer of the same name.—Smith, Diet, of
Class. Biog. s. v.

Philo of Tahsus, a deacon. He was a companion
of Ignatius of Antioch, and accompanied the martyr
from the East to Rome, A.D. 107. He is twice men-
tioned in the epistles of Ignatius (Ad Philadelph. c. xi

;

Ad Smynxeos, c. xiii). He is supposed to have writ-

ten, along with Rheus Agathopus, the Martyrium Tg-

natii, for which see Ignatius. See Cave, Hist. Litt.]). 28

(ed. Geneva, 1720) Smith, Diet, of Class. Biog. s. v.

Philolaus, a Pythagorean philosopher, was born at

Crotona, or Tarentum, towards the close of the 5th cen-

tury B.C. Aresas, a probable disciple of Pythagoras,

was his master; so that we receive the Pythagorean
doctrine from Philolaus, only as it appeared to the third

generation, and an account of it is therefore more prop-

erly in place in a general examination of the philosophy
of Pythagoras (q. v.). It has been repeated once and
again that Philolaus divined the true theory of the
universe, and was the virtual predecessor of Copernicus.

Nothing can be more false. In his scheme indeed, not

the earth, but fire, is placed in the centre of the uni-

verse; that fire, however, is not the svn, which, on the
contrary, he makes revolve around the central -nvp.

The scheme, in so far as it can be understood, is alto-

gether fantastic, based on no observation or comparison
of phenomena, but on vague and now unintelligible

metaphysical considerations. The only predecessor of

Copernicus in antiquity was Aristarchus of Samos,
whose remarkable conjectures appeared first in the

editio princeps of Archimedes—published after Coper-
nicus wrote. Of Philolaus's three works, written in the
Doric dialect, only fragments now remain. See Biickh,

Leben, nebst den Bruchstiichen seiner Werke (Berl. 1819);
Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. s. v.;

Uebenveg, Hist, of Philos. (see Index in vol. ii) ; But-
ler, Hist, of Ancient Philos. vol ii. (J. H. W.)

Philol'ogus (<pi\u\oyoc,fond of talk), one of the

Christians at Rome to whom Paul sent his salutations

(Rom. xvi, 15). A.D. 55. Origen conjectures that he
was the head of a Christian household which included

the other persons named with him. Dorotheus makes
him one of the seventy disciples, and alleges that he
was placed by the apostle Andrew as bishop of Sinope,

in Pontus (see Epiphanins, Mon. p. 68, ed. Dressel).

Pseudo-Hippolytus {De LXX Apostolis) substantially

repeats the same improbable tradition. His name is

found in the Columbarium "of the freedmen of Livia

x\ugusta" at Rome; which shows that there was a Phi-

lologus connected with the imperial household at the

time when it included many Julias. The name Plii-

lologus was a common one at Rome (Lewin, Life and
Ephtles of St. Paul, ii, 71).

Philology, Comparative. The importance which
this subject has assumed in modern science as a key to

the history of national origin justifies its admission and
brief discussion here, with special reference to the two
Biblical tongues.

The ethnographical table contained in the tenth

chapter of Genesis has derived no little corroboration

and illustration from the researches of modern philol-

ogy. It has thus been clearly established that all the

languages which have furnished a polished literature

are reducible to two great families, corresponding, with
a few sporadic variations, to the lineage of the two older

sons of Noah respectively, namely, Shem and Japheth.

The former of these, which is in fact usually designated

as the Shemitic, is emphatically Oriental, and embraces
the Hebrew and Arabic, with their cognates, the Samar-
itan, the eastern and western Aramaean, or Chaldee and
Syriac, and the Ethiopia The latter, which is conven-

iently styled the Jndo- Germanic group, includes the

Sanscrit, with its sister the Zend, and their offshoots,

the Greek, the Latin, the Gallic, the Saxon—in a word,

the stock of the Occidental or European languages. The
analogies and coincidences subsisting between the mem-
bers of the Shemitic family have been pretty fully ex-

hibited by Castell, Gesenius, and Fiirst in their lexicons,

and by Ewald and Nordheimer in their grammars;
while the relationship existing among the Indo-Ger-

manic group has been extensively traced by Bopp in

his Comparative Grammar, by Pott in his Etymolo-

gische Eorschungen, and by Benfey in his Wnrzel-Lex-

icon. Other philologists, among whom De Sacy, Bour-

nouf. Max Miiller, and Be'nan may be especially men-
tioned, have somewhat extended the range of these

comparisons, and occasional resemblances have been
pointed out in particular forms between the Shemitic

and Indo-Germanic branches ; but no systematic colla-

tion of these latter coincidences, so far as we are aware,

has been instituted, unless we accept such fanciful at-

tempts as those of Parkhurst, who derives most of the

Greek primitives from Hebrew roots! Yet notwith-

standing the confusion at Babel and many a later lin-

guistic misadventure, the common Noachian parentage

ought to be capable of vindication by some distinct traces,

at least of analogy if not of identity, in early forms of
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speech existing among both these great branches of

the human family as represented by t ln-ir written rec-

<>rd-. We propose in thi- article briefly to exhibit a

few of these resemblances which have presented them-

selves in our own investigations as arguing a common
origin, although a remote one, between the Shemitic

and the [ndc-Germanic tongues; the most of them are

certainly too striking to have been accidental Lesl we
should venture beyond our own or our readers' depth,

and make our pages bristle with an unnecessary display

of foreign characters, we shall confine our illustrations to

the Hebrew, on the one hand, and to the Greek, Latin.

French. German, and English, on the other, as sufficient

representatives of the two lingual families which we
are comparing.

1. Identity of Roots.—The following is a table, com-
piled from notes made in the course of our own reading,

of such Hebrew roots as recur among the European dia-

lects so strikingly similar in form and signification as to

have iii most cases little doubt of their original identity.

We have carefully excluded all those that betray evi-

dences of later or artificial introduction from one lan-

guage to the other, such as commercial, mechanical, or

scientific terms, mere technicals, obvious onomatopoet-

ics, names of animals, plants, minerals, official titles, etc.,

and we have selected words representing families as far

divergent as possible, rather than those exhibiting the

most striking resemblance. It will be interesting to

observe how a root has sometimes slipped out of one or

more of the cognate dialects, in the line of descent, and
reappears in another representative; a few only are found
in all the columns. In some of them again the signifi-

cation or form has become disguised in one or another
of the affiliated languages, bul becomes clear again in a

later representative. We have restored the digamma
wherever ii was necessary in order to bring out the re-

lationship in the Greek roots. Those marked with an

asterisk arc- Chaldee. A few oul of their proper column
are included in brackets.

FRENCH. I GERMAN. English.

n~3

P£3 to empty

X~2 to mat*

rrz tobou

rps tubhu

~~z

Zl the hack

7X<i>

i kid

-r X<VTor

t ? /cAfpor

— "

t_V • to hi smoothn ?? xaJUm

tbS to fold

-.-.. tOWulptUT,
- '.

', \mpio

_

.

alx>

- KOIVOt

-.-

HEBREW
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o bind

KvXiu)

to h'tStfH

to look

HEBREW. GREEl

ann

ban

win
ntn

pjn

rnn

abn

bbn

pbn

en

ban

pan

t]on

ppn

ipn

a^n

"i^n

batuo

to jmfl

to smooth

'yXvKtJr

father-in-lau

to s//are

to throttle

FB*]

Kpudtiw

Kpi!>

battre

ble

pair

? cueillir

hate

j- 3u7TTU

•

n
_ to carve

nian «>4««f

^ - t plunge

ttVtonni

isia

tola

^B

**:

aa;

**:

an;

*=:

-V:

^:

S>2

is

^a

F6s

V- all33
F6\or

Kipi

top/ease

/joiAopu

to flow

Folda

?eoVu>

FoIi/or

to 6f oWe

to bring forth

FtCojuui

vis

? vivo

lippus

coelum

laxus

glaber

geminus

mel

scabo

? acies

qusero

areo

scribo

[hist!]

[dive]

l>55]

tundo

stipes

rudo

[abate]

Kabel

Paar

> forth

Kudo/
a brand

volo

bos

video

viuum

calleo

[? lewd]

ululo

edeo

heres

est

cadns

? siccus

qui

ullus

glisser

creux

[lose]

glace

a-mollir

hacher

ac-querir

graver

[dabb:e]

tour

stamper

,'ouloir

schliipfeu

hohl

gliiuzeu

ild

pat

cable

peer

f coil

haste

gaze

vigor

? save

glib

hole

loose

sleek

? groom

mellow

schaben scrape

hackeii

[question]

cradle

creak

dent

scratch

hush

dip

liurler

as-seoir

htriter

issue

est

? seche

que

Herd

graben

husch

taufeu

[turn]

Stoss

tappen

streifeu

wollen

walleu

weissen

geben

Wein

hculeu

setzeu

Herr

seul

ier

toss

step

thrust

strip

will

well

wit

if

vine

could

lad

walk

yell

sit

heir

? ooze

is

? caddy

how

whole

prca

'?.

br ?

r;S3

-IBS

nns

*na

nna

nnb

mb
-^b

sti

**\

asb

ppb

-,-itob

^
aw
p*ra

nw

ia

xba

bba

ybi

naa

ppa

"^
btoa

cda

b "=

T

ana

nsia

baa

naa

to doubli

[fold]

Kp.iCu,

anaipm
to beat

? Kvdoijuor

to faint

a taMei

to ro^e

to dmrfe

to MM*
yeXdta

to devour

aflame
\afl7ru>

tl,, tongut

"'.,'.,",,"

/atTpoi/

tomeZ<

.'ipi'xw

[mutiny]

to <«e

JlOpTck

UTTO-fiUO-CTUJ

to fill

;s3£.
to talk

\a\<i(D

jUO.Ao.KD9

to afferf

7 p.lKpoC

to 6e Wer
[moero]

to rule

(3u(Ti\evt

to touch

to wilt

(pai'KoS

to lead

hiiofxat

to uaudt r

ciiiifes.

? copula

cavus

crocto

curro

cudo

laxus

lux

lateo

ludo

glutio

lam pas

ligurio

magnui

meta

mingo

moveo

cauif

genou
coin

couple

caverue

couvrir

carrcr

«.
|

kueipeu

Knie
knicken

Koppcl

kippen

mors

macto

e-mungo

quis ?

mnltus
plus

lallo

mulceo

numerus

misceo

musso

maceo

amarus

ago

nuto

char

anguir

? claudo]

i-luder

glouton

lampe

langue

mesure

[? muck]

mouvoir

nioquer

mort

mille
plouvoir

[loll]

? meler

maigre

morne

kreischen

L
kanen

leuchteu

lachen

leckeu

? Menge

messen

[? mucus]

[muto]

Mord

wer ?

viel

voll

lalleu

Milch

mischen

mit

mager

mill-risen

couple

cup

? cover

quarry

shriek

tuli

tueri

neco

nicken
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good lexicons of the respective languages, he will soon

satisfy himself how widely these radices have ramified

and how intimately they are connected. A comparison

with their Arabic and Sanscrit parallels woidd still fur-

ther verify the foregoing results.

II. Monosyllabic Roots.—It is well settled that the so-

called weak radicals in Hebrew verbs, technically de-

nominated Pe-Aleph, Pe-Nun, Pe-Yod, Lamed-He, etc.,

which drop away in the course of inflection, were not in

reality originally triliteral at all, but that these letters

were only added in those forms in which they appear

for the sake of uniformity with regular verbs. But
these constitute in the aggregate a very large part, we
apprehend a decided majority, of all the verbs most fre-

quently employed in the language. Besides these, there

is another very large class of roots of kindred or anal-

ogous signification with each other, and having two

radicals in common. All these, as Gesenius has ingen-

iously shown in his Lexicon, are likewise to be regarded

as essentially identical, the idea clinging in the two
letters possessed by them in common. Thus we have

reduced nearly the other moiety of Hebrew verbs, and
these it must be remembered are the ground or stock

of the entire vocabulary, to biliterals. The presumption

is not an unwarrantable one that all the roots might
etymologically be similarly retrenched. The few quad-

riliterals that occur are unceremoniously treated in this

manner, being regarded as formed from ordinary roots

by reduplication or interpolation.

Now it is a remarkable coincidence that the ultimate

theme of the primitive Greek verb has been ascertained,

in like manner, by modern philologists to be a monosyl-

lable, consisting of two consonants vocalized, in precise

conformity with the Hebrew system of vowel points.

by a single mutable vowel. Thus the basis of such
protracted forms even as XavSc'tvw, pavBchxo, cuVitrYw,

becomes \a$, pa$, fax- Indeed, Noah Webster has

applied the same principle to all the roots of English
words ; and in his Dictionary (we speak of the quarto

edition, originally published at New Haven in two vol-

umes) he has indicated them as " class Dg, No. 28," etc.,

although he seems never to have published the key or

list of this classification.

III. Primitive Tenses.—In nothing perhaps does the

disparity between the Greek and the Hebrew verb strike

the student at first more obviously than the multiplicity

and variety of tense-forms in the former, compared with

the meagre and vague array of tenses in the latter. A
little further examination, however, shows that by means
of the various so-called conjugations (Niphal. Hiphil, etc.)

the Hebrews managed to extend their paradigm to pret-

ty considerable dimensions. Here the Heb. Piel and
other dageshed conjugations evidently correspond with

the reduplication of the Greek perfect and pluperfect

tenses, while the prefixed syllable of Hiphil, etc., af-

fords a clew to the device of the simple augment in

Greek. These, however, are comparatively unimpor-
tant, although interesting analogies.

The root of the Hebrew verb is found in its least dis-

guised form in the prieter Kal. The future is but a
modification of this, as is especially evident from the

facility with which it resumes the preterit import with
"vav conversive." The past is naturally the first and
most frequent tense in use, because it is historical. In
all these respects the prreter answers to the Greek second

aorist. The augment of this tense was a secondary or

subsequent invention, and, accordingly, Homer habitual-

ly disregards it. The "Attic reduplication" (for exam-
ple, 7/ynyoj') had a still later origin. The second aorist

gives the root in its simplest if not purest form. It is

further remarkable that none but primitive verbs have
this tense, and no Greek verbs are primitive but those which
exhibit a monosyllabic root as found in the stem of the
second aorist. We invite the attention of scholars es-

pecially to these last enunciated principles. They show-
that this tense was originally the ground-form of the
verb.

No tense in Greek exhibits greater modifications of
the root than the present. This argues that the tense
itself was of comparatively late date. Accordingly the
derivative verbs most usually have it, although defect-
ive in many other parts; and the variety of forms under
which it appears occasions most of the so-called irregu-
larities set down in tables of Greek verbs. Now the
Hebrew has properly no present tense. Present time
can only be expressed by means of the participle, with
the substantive verb (regularly understood) like our
" periphrastic present" (" I am doing," etc.). True to

the analogy which we have indicated, the junior mem-
bers of the Hebraistic family, especially the Chaldee and
Syriac, have constructed a present tense out of the par-
ticiple by annexing the inflective terminations appro-
priate to the different numbers and persons. This proc-
ess illustrates the formation of

IV. Verb Inflections.—In Greek, as in Hebrew, the
personal endings are obviously but fragments of the
personal pronouns, appended to the verbal root or tense-
stem. This is so generally recognised to be the fact

with respect to both these languages that we need dwell
upon it only for the purpose of explaining, by its means,
some of the peculiarities of the Greek verbs in -pi. This
termination, which reappears in the optative of other
verbs, was doubtless the original and proper sign of the
first person, rather than the ending in -w. The former
is the basis of the oblique cases of the pronoun of the
first person, /<f, me; as the latter is the last, but non-
radical, syllable of the nominative, tyio, /. It is in

keeping with this that the verbs in -pi are some of the
oldest in the language, for example, the substantive
verb, tlfil. The passive terminal -pai is doubtless but
a modification of the same. Now the principle or fact

to which we wish to call particular attention in this

connection is this : Every primitive "pure" verb in Greek
is a verb in -pt. By this rule the student may always
know them, as there are no others, except the few fac-

titious verbs in -vpi, and very rare exceptions like piw,
ritt), mvu), which are attributable to disguises of the
true root. Let it now be further noted, in confirmation

of what we have stated above concerning the Greek
primal tense, that verbs in -jui have substantially the same
inflection as the second aorist, and they have only those

tenses tvith which these inflections are compatible. Neither
of these last-named principles, it is true, is carried out
with exactness, for the aorists passive of other verbs
seem to have usurped these active terminations; but
we are persuaded they are in general the real clew to

the defectiveness and peculiar inflection of the forms in

-pi. We therefore look upon the verbs in question as

interesting links in the descent from the older Hebrew
type.

V. Declensional Endings.—In the absence of any real

declensions whatever in the Hebrew, or any proper

cases— unless the "construct state" be entitled to be
regarded as a genitive— there is little ground of com-
parison with the copious series of modifications of the

Greek noun and adjective. Yet Webster has noted the

resemblance of the plural S"1 and Chaldee "p to the Eng-
lish oxen (archaic housen, etc.). The v " ephelcustic"

has its analogue in the " paragogic" ", and is strikingly

generalized in the " nunnation" of the Arabic.

VI. Vowel Changes.—To the learner the Hebrew lan-

guage seems very complicated in this respect ; but the

whole process of vocalization is wrought out under the

following simple law : that " without the tone, a long

vowel cannot stand in a closed syllable, nor a short

vowel in an open syllable." From this results practi-

cally the alternative of a long vowel'or an additional con-

sonant (or dagesh forte) in every unaccented syllable.

In the Greek the following fundamental principle pre-

vails: that a long vowel (or diphthong) indicates the

omission of a consonant, except where it represents two
short vowels; and this latter is tantamount to the other,

for there is one letter less. Thus the systems of sylla-
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btcation in both languages essentially coincide in this:

i hat / ngth in ili< vowel is i quivah ni to another consonant.

We might take room to exemplify these rules, but the

modern Bcholai will readily Bee t In i r truth. In none

of iIh' later cognate languages i> this principle regarded

with mucb uniformity, although from the nature of the

vocal organs themselves, it follows, even in bo arbitrary

a tongue (or rather bo historical^ spelling) as the Eng-

lish, thai a vowel is naturally long when it ends the

syllable, and Bhorl when a consonant closes the Bound.

But in the Greek and Hebrew the law we have pro-

pounded is consistently carried out in a complete system

of euphonic changes which lie at the very threshold of

either language.

v irdingly, in exactness of phonetic representation

these two languages have no rival, not even in the Ger-

man, Italian, or Spanish. Though the original sounds

are now somewhat uncertain, yet it is evident (unless we
take the degenerate modern Greek, and the discrepant

modern Rabbinical pronunciations as perfect guides i thai

each Letter and vowel in both had its own peculiar pow-
er. The two alphabets, we know, were identical in or-

igin; for if we distrust the story of the importation of

the Phoenician characters by Cadmus into Creece, we
have hut to ci m

1

1 'are (he names, order, and forms of the

written signs (reversing them, as the two languages

were read in opposite directions), in order to satisfy

ourselves thai they are essentially the same. Even the

unappreciable N has iis equivalent in the spiritus /mis

(as the " may lie visually represented by the spiritus

asper), and the old <lii/<iiiiui<i (far) reappears in the

consonantal 1- Perhaps the reason why ) initial al-

ways has i he rough breathing is owing to its affinity

to both these lasl named. See Ai.ru vbkt.

We trusl \\c have said enough to illustrate our propo-

sition thai these two lingual families, and especially

i heir i wo chiefly interesting representatives— which,

widely variant as they are in age, culture, flexibility,

and genius, yel by a remarkable Providence have been

brought together in the only revelation written for man
—have no ordinary or casual points of resemblance. We
WOuld he glad to see t he suhjeel extended by some com-
petenl hand. esj,,.,i a ]iy by a comparison of the vener-

able and rich Sanscrit and Arabic. See Shkmitk Lan-
guages.

Philome'tor
I fctAou^rwp, moth r-lovwg), the sur-

name of Ptolemseua VI of Egypt (2 .Mace, iv, 21). See
Ptoli mi.

Philon. See l'tlll.o.

Philopatris is the name of a dialogue found among
the writings of Lucian (q.v.). It is quoted in Church
history as .a contribution to the heathen satires against

Christianity. It is a frivolous derision of the character

and doctrines of the christians in the firm ofa dialogue
hit we. ii Critias, a professed heathen, and Triephon, an

Epicurean, personating a christian. It represents the
Christians as disaffected to the government, dangerous
to civil socii ty. and delighting in public calamities. It

calls St. Paul a half-bald, long-nosed < ralilsean,who trav-
elled through the air to the third heaven (2 Cor. sii,

ii. Ii combats the Church doctrine of the Trinity,

and of the procession of the Spirit from the Father,
though not by argument, bul only by ridicule. Not
its intrinsic value, but its historic ref( n nces, make it a

valuable production. The authenticity of the work has
been called in question by Gessner, in his D< ,,t,it, ,t

an,/,,,-, dialogi Lucianei, qui Philop. inscribitur (Jen.
1711: Leips. 1730; Gbtting. 1741 ; el in tom.ix,ed. Kip. ).

who ascribes i,, ii a post-Nicsean age. < >f like opinion
are Neander (Church Hist. ii. 90) and Tzschirner (FaU
des Heidenthums, p. 312). Niebuhr (Kleim histor. ».

philoloff. Schriften, ii, 73) dates it from the reign of
Nicephorus Phocas

I
963 969 i, hut this date i~ :

. rn ral-

ly regarded as t,„, recent. Compare Beruhardy, Berl.

Jahrb. 1832, ii. 131; Ehrmann, in Stein's Studien der

evangel. Geistlichkeii Wurtembergs, 1839, p. 47; Schmid,
De Pkilopatridi Lucianeo dialogo u'<<-<i dissert. (Leips.

1830); Wet/lar. I>< tetate, vita scriptisqut Luciani Sa-
ntos |

Marh. 1834) : Schaff, Ch, Hist. ii. 79. (J. II. W.)

Philoponists, a sect ofTritheists in the 6th cen-

tury, named after a famous Alexandrian grammarian.
Nature and hypostasis, he affirmed, wi re id< ntical, unity
nut being something real, hut only a generic term, ac-

cording to the Aristotelian logic. See Philoponus.

Philoponus, Joannes (^liaawnc. <J <t>i\c'<7rovoc),

or Joannes Grammaticds (.'> rpafiuanKoc), an Alex-

andrian theologian and philosopher of great renown, hut

which he little deserved on aCCOUnl "I his exl re me dul-

ness and want of good-sense, was called $i\6Voi/0£ be-

cause he was one of the must laborious and studious men
of his age. He lived in the 7th century of our sera;

one of his writings, Physica, is dated .May L0, 617.

lie calls himself ypafifiarucoc,, undoubtedly because he

taught grammar in his native town. Alexandria, and
woidd in earlier times have been called rhetor, lie was
a disciple of the philosopher Ammonius. Although
his celebrity is inure based upon the number of his

varied productions and the estimation in which they

were held by his contemporaries than upon the in-

trinsic value of those works, he is yet so strangely

connected with one of the most important events of his

timet though only through subsequent tradition) that his

name is sure to he handed down to future generations,

We refer to the capture of Alexandria by Amru in AD.
039, and the pretended conflagration of the famous Al-

exandrian library. It is in the first instance said that

Philoponus adopted the Mohammedan religion on the

city being taken by Amru, whence he may justly he

called the- last of the pure Alexandrian grammarians.

Upon this, so the story goes, he requested Amru to grant

him the possession of the celebrated library of Alexan-
dria. Having informed the absent caliph Omarol the

philosopher's wishes. Amru received lor answer that if

t he honks were in conformity with the Koran, tie y were

useless, and if they did not agree with it, they were to

he condemned, and ought in both cases to he destroyed.

Thus the library was burned. Bul we now know that

this story is most likely only an invention of Ahul-

faraj, the great Arabic writer of the 13th century, who
was. however, a Christian, and who. at any rait, was
the first that ever mentioned such a thing as the burn-

ing of the Alexandrian library. We consequently dis-

miss the matter, referring the reader to the 51st chapter

of Gibbon's Declim and FaU. It is extremely doubtful

that Philoponus became a Mohammedan. His favorite

authors were Plato and Aristotle, whence his tendency
to heresy: and he was one of the first and principal pro-

moters of the sect of the Trithcists. which was con-

demned by the Council of Constantinople of 681. Start-

ing with Monophysite principles, taking ipvoic. in a con-

crete instead of an abstract sense, and identifying it

with i'Tri' nrarnr, Philoponus distinguished in Cod three

individuals, and so became involved in Tritheism. This
view he Bought to justify by the Aristotelian categories

of genus, species, and individuum. His followers were

called Philoponiaci and Tritheistse. Philoponus, it may
be remarked, was not the first promulgator of this error;

bul (as appears from Assem. Bibl Orient, ii, 327 ; comp.
Hefele, ii, 555) the Monophysite John Ascusnages, who
as, nil. ti to Christ onh on* nature, bul to each person

in the Godhead a separate nature, and on this account

was banished by the emperor and excommunicated by
the patriarch of Constantinople. The time of the death

of Philoponus is not known. flic following is a list of

his works: |,„r ,/<• n)r Man/ff6b>£ KOO/lOyOviav fiT/'C
tikCiv \6yoi -". (i'iiiii.i iiiuiii in Mosaicam Cosmogoniam,

lib. viii, dedicated to Sergius, patriarch of Constanti-

nople, "ho held that see from hin to 639, and perhaps
till. Edit Gnece et Latine by Balthasai Corderius

(Vienna, 1630, Ito). The editor was deficient in schol-

arship, and LambecillS promised a heller edition, w hich,
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however, never appeared. Photius (Biblioth. cod. 75)

compares the Cosmogonia with its author, and forms no

good opinion of either :

—

Disputatio de Paschale, " ad

calcem Cosmogonia;," by the same editor:

—

Kara Ilpo-

kXov irepl aiSiorrjTOQ Kofffiov Xuatig, Xoyoi vq, Adversus

Prodi de JEternitate Mundi Argumenta XVIII Solu-

tiones, commonly called De sEtemitate Mundi. The end

is mutilated. Edit. : the text by Victor Trincavellus

(Venice, 1535, fol.) ; Latin versions, by Joannes Mahotius

(Lyons, 1557, fol.), and by Casparus Marcellus (Venice,

1551, fol.) :—De quinque Dialectis Grcecce Linguae Liber.

Edit. Grace, together with the writings of some other

grammarians, and the Thesaurus of Varinus Camertes*

(Venice, 1476, fol. ; 1504, fol. ; ad calcem Lexici Graco-

Latini, Venice, 1524, fol. ; another, ibid. 1524, fol. ; Basle,

1532, fol. ; Paris, 1521, fol.) :

—

Svvayioyi) twv irpbc. Cia-

(popov ai]paaiav cicapopmg Toi'ovfitvwv XeIeiov, Collec-

tio Vocum quae pro diversu significatione Accentum di-

versum accipiunt, in alphabetical order. It has often

been published at the end of Greek dictionaries. The
only separate edition is by Erasmus Schmid (Wittenb.

1615, 8vo), under the title of Cyrilli, vel, vt alii volunt,

Joanni Philoponi Opusculum utilissimum de Differenliis

Vocum Grcecarum, quod Tonum, Spiritum, Genus, etc.,

to which is added the editor's Dissertatio de Pronunci-

atione Grcsca Antiqua. Schmid appended to the dic-

tionary of Philoponus about, five times as much of his

own, but he separated his additions from the text:

—

Commentarii in Aristotelem.xiz. (1) In Analytica Pri-

ora. Edit.: the text, Venice, 1536, fol. ; Latin versions,

bv Gulielmus Dorotheus (Venice, 1541, fol.), Lucillus

Philaltheus ( ibid. 1544. 1548, 1553, 1555, fol.), Alexander

Justinianus (ibid. 1560, fol.). (2) In A nalytica Posteriora.

Edit. : Venice, 1504, fol., together with Anonymi Graci

Commentarii on the same work (ibid. 1534, fol.), revised

and with additions, together with Eustratii, episcopi

Nica;ani (who lived about 1117) Commentarii on the

same work. A Greek edition of 1534 is said to exist.

Latin versions by Andreas Grateolus (Venice, 1542, fol.

;

Paris, 1543, fol.) and by Martianus Rota (Venice, 1559,

1568, fol.). (3) In quatuor jjriores Libros Physicorum.

Edit. : the text, cum Prafatione Victoris Trincavelli ad

Casparum Contarenum Cardinalem (Venice, 1535, fol.)

;

Latin version, by Gulielmus Dorotheus (ibid. 1539 and

1541, fol.); a better one by Baptista Kasarius (ibid.

1558, 1569, 1581, fol.). Philoponus speaks of his Scholia

to the sixth book, whence we may infer that he com-
mented upon the last four books also. (4) In Librum

unicum Meteorum. The text ad calcem Olympiodori

In Meteora (Venice, 1551, fol.) ; Latine, by Joannes Bap-

tistus Camotius (ibid. 1551, 1567, fol.). (5) In Libros

III de Anima. Edit. Grace, cum Trincavelli Epistola

ad Nicolaum Rudolphum Cardinalem (Venice, 1553,

fol.); Latine, by Gentianus Hervetus (Lyons, 1544,

1548 ; Venice, 1554, 1568) and by Matthreus a Bove (Ven-

ice, 1544, 1581), all in folio. (6) In Libros V De Gene-

ratione et Interitu. Grace, cum Prafatione Asalani

(Venice, 1527, fol.), together with Alexander Aphrodi-

seus's Meteorologia. (7) In Libros V De Generatione

A nimalium, probably by Philoponus. Edit. Grace cum
Petri Corcyrai Epistola Graeca ad Andream Matthseum
Aquavivam (Venice, 1526, fol.); Latine, by the same,

ibid, eodem anno. Black letter. (8) In Libros XIV
Metaphysicorum. Latine by Franciscus Patricius (Fer-

rara, 1583, fol.). The text was never published. Phi-

loponus wrote many other works, some of which are lost,

and others have never been published. Fabricius gives

an " Index Scriptorum in Philop. De Mundi yEtemitate

memoratorum," and an " Index Scriptorum in universis

Philoponi ad Aristotelem Commentariis memoratorum,''
both of great length. See Fabricius, Bib!. Grcec x, 639,

etc. ; Cave, Hist. Litt. vol. i.—Smith, Diet, ofClass. Biog-
raphy, s. v. See Schaff, Church History, iii, 674, 767 ;

Hilgenfeld, Patristik, p. 288 ; Ueberweg, History of
Philosophy, i, 255, 259, 347-9, 402; Alzog, Kirchen-
neschichte, i, 313 ; Stillingfleet, Works, vol. i ; Gieseler,

Ecclesiastical History (see Index) ; llagenbach, History

of Doctrines ; Cudworth, Intellectual System of the Uni-

verse (see Index).

Philosarcee (Gr. <pi\eu>, to love, and aap'l, flesh), a

term of reproach used by the Origenists in reference to

the orthodox as believers in the resurrection of the

body.

Philosopher (<pi\6ao<poc). Of the Greek sects of

philosophers existing in the time of the apostles, the

Stoics and Epicureans are mentioned in Acts xvii, 18,

some of whom disputed witli Paul at Athens. In Col.

ii, 8 a warning is given against philosophy itself, as a

departure from the knowledge of Christ; and it has

been noticed that Paul, who had been a Pharisee, acted

in this respect in harmony with the sect in which he

had been educated (Grossmann, De Pharisaismo Ju-
dceor. Alex, i, 8). At least the rabbins set the divine

law above all human wisdom
;
yet they do not appear

to have given the name of philosophy to their exposi-

tions of the law (see Josephus, Ap. ii, 4; 1 Mace, i and

v). Paul is speaking in the passage alluded to of the-

osophic speculations, which had found an entrance

among Christians (v, 16 sq.), and on which Khein-

wald (De pseudo doctor. Colos. Bonn, 1834), Neander
(Gesch. d. Pflanz. i, 438 sq.), and others have made in-

vestigations (see, in brief, De Wette, Br. a. d. Kolos. p.

1 sq.). It is plain from Paul's letters that he denied all

worth to human wisdom and philosophy in comparison

with that eternal salvation which is only to be obtained

through the divine revelation in the Gospel; but it is

not necessary to suppose that he was a despiser of sober

philosophic investigation, either on the ground of his

pharisaic training or of his apostolic principles. For

monographs, see Volbeding, Index Programmutum, p.

89 sq. See Philosophy.

Philosophists. a name given to a class of French

writers who entered into a combination to overturn the

religion of Jesus, and eradicate from the human heart

every religious sentiment. The man more particularly

to whom this idea first occurred was Voltaire, who, be-

ing weary (as he said himself) of hearing people repeat

that twelve men were sufficient to establish Christianity,

resolved to prove that one might be sufficient to over-

turn it. Full of this project, he swore, before the year

1730, to dedicate his life to its accomplishment; and

for some time he flattered himself that he should enjoy

alone the glory of destroying the Christian religion.

He found, however, that associates would be necessary;

and, from the numerous tribe of his admirers and disci-

ples, he chose D'Alembert and Diderot as the most proper

persons to co-operate with him in his designs. But
Voltaire was not satisfied with their aid alone. He
contrived to embark in the same cause Frederick II,

king of Prussia. This royal adept was one of the most

zealous of Voltaire's coadjutors, till he discovered that

the philosophists were waging war with the throne as

well as with the altar. This, indeed, was not originally

Voltaire's intention. He was vain; he loved to be ca-

ressed by the great; and, in one word, he was from

natural disposition an aristocrat, and an admirer of roy-

alty. But when he found that almost every sovereign

but Frederick disapproved of his impious projects be-

cause they perceived the issue, he determined to op-

pose all the governments on earth rather than forfeit

the glory, with which he had flattered himself, of van-

quishing Christ and his apostles in the field of contro-

versy. He now set himself, with D'Alembert and Dide-

rot, to excite universal discontent with the established

order of things. For this purpose they formed secret

societies, assumed new names, and employed an enig-

matical language. Thus Frederick was called Luc;

D'Alembert, Protagoras, and sometimes Bertrand; Vol-

taire, Raton ; and Diderot, Platon, or its anagram, Ton-

pla; while the generaljerm for the conspirators was

Cacoucc. In their secret meetings they professed to

celebrate the mysteries of Mythra ; and their great ob-

ject, as they professed to one another, was to confound
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the wretch, meaniDg Jesus Christ Hence their secret the distant province*, and instituted an office to supply
watchword was Ecrasez Vlnfdme, "Crush the Wretch." all schools with teachers; and thus did they acquire nu-
ll" wo look into Bome of the I ks expressly written for precedented dominion over every Bpecies ol literature,

general circulation, we shall there find the following over the minds of all ranks of people, and over the
doctrines; some of them standing alone in all their na- education of youth, without giving any alarm to the
ked horrors, others surrounded by sophistry and mere- world. The "lovers of wit and polite literature were
tricious ornaments, to entice the mind into their nel caught by Voltaire ; them f science were perverted,
before ii perceives their nature: "The Universal Cause, and children corrupted in the tirst rudiment- oflearning,
thai God of the philosophers, of the Jews, and of the by D'Alembert and Diderot: Btronger appetites were
Christians, is bul a chimera and a phantom. The phe- fed by the secret club of baron Holbach; the imagina-
nomena of nature only prove the existence of God to a tions of the higher orders were set dangerously afloat

few prepossessed men: so far from bespeaking a God, by Montesquieu; and the multitude of all ranks were
they are hut the necessary effects of matter prodigiously surprised, confounded, and hurried away by Rousseau,
diversified. It is more reasonable to admit, with Main-. Thus was the public mind in France completely eor-
a twofold God, than the God of Christianity. We rupted, and this, no doubt, greatly accelerated those
cannot know whether a God really exists, or whether dreadful events which afterwards transpired in that
there is the smallest difference hetween " t and evil, country.— Henderson's I'.uck. s. v.

or vice and virtue. Nothing can be more absurd than
to believe the soul a spiritual being. The immortality

of the -oul, so far from stimulating man to the practice

of virtue, is nothing hut a barbarous, desperate, fatal

tenet, and contrary to all legislation. All ideas of jus-

tice and injustice, of virtue and vice, of glory and in-

famy, are purely arbitrary, and dependent on custom.
Conscience and remorse are nothing hut the foresight
of those physical penalties to which crimes expose us.

The man who is above the law can commit without re-
'"

morse the dishonest act that may serve his purpose.

The fear of God, so far from being the beginning of

wisdom, should he the beginning of tolly. The com

Philosophoumena. See Hippolytus.

Philosophy i- the highest department of human
speculation, the most abstract knowledge of which the

human mind is capable.

Importance •/tin Subject.—The character of the in-

vestigations with which philosophy is concerned, ami
still more the superabundance during the last century
of what has professed itself to be philosophy, render it

difficult either to define this branch of in-

quiry, or to determine what may be legitimately includ-

ed under the wide designation. Sir William Hamilton
devoted -even lectures of his course of metaphysics to

mand to love one's parents is more the work of educa- the discussion of this single topic. The vagueness of

tion than of nature. Modestv is only an invention of
the ,(

'

r '"' ""' '"stability and indistinctness of the boun-

refined voluptuousness. Thelawwhich condemns mar- daries o( this department of knowledge, and the dissen-

ried people to live to-other becomes barbarous and cruel
sl " ,ls '" reSard •" all ils detail-, have led many quick

on the day they cease to love ..no another." These and ingenious minds ro repudiate the study altogether,

extracts from the secret correspondence and the public
aud '" denv l " u a "-v val "' existence. Nevertheless it

Writings of these men will suffice to shou us the nature
ls llf'

,
'

t
' ss:' ry t( < recognise its reality, in spite of the inl-

and tendency of the dreadful system they had formed, certainty of its nature, of the confusion thus produced,

The philosophists were diligently employed in attempt-
;"" 1 "n1 "' pretensions sheltered under its honorable

ing to propagate their sentiments. Their -rand En-
namt '- U Was a Prof9und and k,( ' n reply, which was

- 'da was converted into an engine to serve this
Baid '" nave been made ''.v Aristotle to the assailants

purpose. See En< n tof.KDisTs. Voltaire proposed to
''""' abnegators of philosophy, that " whether we ought

a colony of philosophists at Cleves, who, pro
tected by the king of Prussia, might publish their opin
ions without dread or danger; and Frederick was dis

to philosophize or ought not to philosophize, we are com-
pelled to philosophize" («rt <pi\o<ro<pnriov <pi\oao^>i)-

rtov, tin «;) <pi\orro(pi)THir <piXo<ro<t>T)TEOv, iravrtac.xviio niuivui uicau oi u.ui^ii , ami rieueiicK was ins- ' i ' t~ r» r ~r-i -

posed to take them under his protection, till he discovered $&°oo$nTiov, David. Prolegom. Phil.. wp.Schol.Aris

that their opinions were anarchical as well as impious,
when he threw them off, and even wrote against them.
They contrived, however, to engage the ministers of
the court of France in their favor, by pretending to

have nothing in view but the enlargement of sciei

in works which spoke, indeed, respectfully of rovelat ion.

while every discovery which they brought forward was
meant to undermine ils very foundation. When the

i"i. p. l.i. ed. Acad. Berol.), for philosophy is required to

demonstrate the inanity and nugatoriness of philoso-

phy: "Ihit the mother of demonstrations is philosophy."
The -aine deep sense of the irrecusable obligation is

manifested by Plotinus, when, in a rare access of hu-
mor, be utters the paradoxical declaration that all

things, rational and irrational -animals, plants, and
even minerals, air and water too alike yearn lor theo-

throne was to be attacked, and even when barefaced
nli '' al perfection (or the philosophical completion of

their nature. Emiead. iii, viii. 1 i : and that nature alb, it

devoid of imagination and reason, has its philosophy

within itself, ami achieves whatever it effects bj the-

atheism was to be promulgated, a number of hnpii
and licentious pamphlets were dispersed

|
|,, r some time

none knew bow) from a Becrel society formed at the
Hotel d Holbach. at Paris, of which Voltaire was elected
1' rary and perpetual president. To conceal their

design, which was the diffusion of their infidel senti-

ments,th(
j called themselves Encyclopedists. SeeHoL-

llA
< " The books, however, thai were issued Iron, this

club wne calculated to impair and overturn religion,

ory, or the philosophy which it docs not itself possess.

"There is reason in roasting eggs," and philosophy in

all things, if we can only get al it :

"the meanest Bower that blows can give
Thoughts thai do Often lie tOO deep lor teals."

Philosophy is, like death, one of the few things that we
moral-, aid

j
ovi rnm< in

: and the-e. indeed, spreading can by no* means avoid, whether we welcome or reject
overall |. pe

,
imperceptibly took possession of public it: whether we regard the irresistible tendencies of our

"I '"• A * >n" n ;,s the sale was sufficient to pay the intellectual constitution to speculative inquiry, or the
expenses, inferior editions were printedand givenaway, latent regularity, order, and law controlling all things
or sold at a very low price circulating libraries of them that fall under 'our notice, when they develop then-
were formed, and reading societies instituted. While -elves in accordance with their intrinsic nature (see ^ir
they constantly disowned these productions before the W. Hamilton. Metaphysics, lect iv, p. !•'•: Ueberweg,
world, they contrived to give them a false celebrity Hist, ofPhilosophy, vol. i, § 1, p
through i hen- confidential agents and correspondents, There is no longer reason to dread the rariu ol phi-
wnpwere themselves always trusted with the entire losophy; thee ha- been , scasion for Buch alarm for
sccni. By degrees they got possession of most of the more than two thousand years; the terror has been
reviews and periodical publications; established a gen- produced by the r indance ol what .lain.- this name.
eral intercourse, by means of hawkers and pedlers,with ["here are philosophers of all -on-, who deal with all
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varieties of subjects. There is mental, moral, political,

economical, and natural philosophy; there is the phi-

losophy of religion, the philosophy of enthusiasm, and

the philosophy of insanity; the philosophy of logic, the

philosophy of rhetoric, the philosophy of language,

and the philosophy of grammar; there is the philoso-

phy of history, the philosophy of law, the philosophy

of the inductive sciences; there is the philosophy of

colors, the philosophy of music, the philosophy of

dress, the philosophy of manners, the philosophy of

cookery, the philosophy of building, etc. All imag-

inable topics reveal an aptitude for philosophic treat-

ment, and pretend to furnish a basis for some special

philosophy. It would occasion no surprise to encounter

a philosophy of jack-straws, and other infantile amuse-
ments. There must be some legitimacy, however slight,

in these numerous pretensions, some semblance of truth

in such easy assumption, or such professions would not

continue to be repeated and tolerated. There must be

some common element, some cord of similitude, uniting

together under one category these multitudinous forms

of inquiry, and the unnumbered inquiries which are left

unnamed.
Scope ofthe Term.—The word philosophy first appears

in the Father of History. It is applied by Croesus to

Solon, in his travels in search of knowledge and in-

formation, and is used as almost equivalent to theory,

which in the context means scarcely anything more
than sight-seeing or observation (Herodot. i, 30). It

next appears in Thucydides. Pericles speaks of the

Athenians as "philosophizing without effeminacy,"

where the term seems to denote the acquisition of in-

formation and culture (Thuc. ii, 40). The origination

of the word is ascribed to Pythagoras in a familiar an-

ecdote, which reports that, being asked by Leon, the

chief of Phlius, " What were philosophers?" he replied,

with a happy allusion to the concourse at the Olympic
Games, that " they were those who diligently observed

the nature of things," calling themselves "students, or

lovers of wisdom," and occupied with •' the contemplation

and knowledge of things" (Cicero, Tusc. Qn. v, 3, 9). He
is supposed to have thus repudiated the designation of
" wise man," or " sophister," previously in vogue, and to

have modestly proposed in its stead the appellation of
" philosopher," a lover of wisdom. The authenticity of

the anecdote has been gravely questioned ; and the des-

ignation, alleged to have been rejected in this manner,

continued in habitual use, with no invidious sense, and

was applied to Socrates and the chiefs of the Socratic

schools (Grote, Hist, of Greece, pt. ii, vol. viii, ch. lxvii,

p. 350). To the numerous passages cited by Grote may
lie adilcd Androtion, Fr. 39 ; Phan. Eretrius, Fr. 21; and
Synesii Dio, apud Dion Chrysostom,ii,329,ed. Teubner).

The censures of the Sophists by Plato and Aristotle, the

character of the Socratic teaching, and the almost ex-

clusively inquisitive and indeterminate complexion of

the Platonic speculation, appear to have given currency

to the designation of philosophy, as a more modest and
inconclusive appellative than " sophia," or wisdom.

Originally, then, philosophy imported only the loving

pursuit of knowledge, without any implication of actual

attainment; but it soon acquired a more positive and
distinct acceptation. In the Republic Plato defines phi-

losophy as " the circuit, or beating about, of the soul in

its ascending progress towards real existence ;" and de-

clares those to be philosophers "who embrace the really

existent," and " who are able to apprehend the eternal

and unchanging." In the Euthydemus he goes farther,

and describes philosophy as " the acquisition of true

knowledge." In the definitions ascribed to Plato, which,

though not his, may preserve the tradition of his teach-

ing, it is only " the desire of the knowledge of eternal

existences." Xenophon rarely employs the term, but
applies "sophia" to the Socratic knowledge. In one
passage where he uses it it signifies the knowledge and
practice of the duties of life {Mem. iv, 2, p. 23).

A great step towards the definite restriction of the

meaning of philosophy was made by the Platonic writ-
ings, though the name continued, and has always con-
tinued, to be employed with great latitude. Aristotle,

who gave a sharp, scientific character to nearly every-
thing which he touched, first confined the term to spe-
cial significations, and gave to it a limited and, in some
cases, a purely technical meaning. He calls philosophy
"the knowledge of truth ;" and he endeavored to dis-

cover a "first philosophy," or body of principles com-
mon to all departments of speculative inquiry, and deal-
ing solely with the primary elements and affections of
being (Met. i, 1, p. 993; Pfys. i, 9, p. 5; Simplicii
Schol. p. 345). This first philosophy, or "knowledge
of the philosopher," corresponds to metaphysics in its

stricter sense—a division of speculative science receiv-
ing its name from the remains of Aristotle, and. in great
measure, constituted by his labors. It is the science of
being as being (to iv >) ov, Met. vi, 1, p. 1026; xi, 3,

p. 10G0 ; iv, p. 1061). Thus, with the Peripatetics, phi-
losophy included all science, but especially theoretical

science, and was peculiarly attached to metaphysical
science. With this accords the definition of Cicero,

which is evidently derived from Peripatetic sources
(De Off. ii, 2, 5).

This historical deduction is not unnecessary. Many
words grow in meaning with the growth of civilization.

Many gradually lose witli the advancement of knowl-
edge their original vague amplitude, and acquire a defi-

nite and precise significance. The real import of either

class of words can be ascertained only by tracing their

development through their successive changes. The
history of the term philosophy enables us to understand
the still subsisting vacillation in its employment, and to

detect the common principle which runs through all its

various and apparently incongruous applications. It

brings us, at the same time, to the recognition of the

mode and measure of its most rigorous employment.
Philosophy is the earnest investigation of the princi-

ples of knowledge, and most appropriately of the first

principles, or principles of abstract being. It is not

science, but search (Kant, Program. 1765-66; Sir Will-
iam Hamilton, Metaph. lect. i, iii ; Discussions, p. 787). It

is distinctively zetetic, or inquisitive, rather than dog-
matic. Its chief value consists in the zeal, perspicacity,

simplicity, and unselfishness of the persevering desire for

the highest truth, not in its attainment ; for the highest

truth is, in its nature, unattainable by the finite intelli-

gence of man. It has not, or ought not to have, the
pretension or confident assurance of knowledge, though
this claim has frequently been made (?'/ (pi\oo-o<pia yvu)-

mc tan iravTwv twv ovraiv. David. Interpr. .*. Categ.

Schol. A ristot. p. 29, ed. Acad. Pcrol.). It is only a sys-

tematic craving and continuous effort to reach the high-

est knowledge.

'For man loves kne
More welcome tor

Than nil the blanc
Than all of taste 1

<1lm and the benmR of truth
nderstanding's eye

ngue" (Akeneide).

Philosophy was called by the schoolmen "the science

of sciences ;" and wherever the recondite principles of
knowledge are sought, there is philosophy, in a faint

and rudimentary, or in a clear and instructive form.

Hence it admits of being predicated of investigations

far remote from those higher exercises of abstract con-

templation to which it is most properly applied.

What is man ? What are his faculties and powers ?

Whence is he? Whither is he going? How shall he
guide himself? What is this vast and varied universe

around him ? How did it arise ? How is it ordered

and sustained? What is man's relation to it, and to

the great Power behind the veil, manifested by its won-
drous movements and changes? What is the nature

of this power? What are man's duties to it, to him-
self, and to his fellow-men ? What knowledge of these

things can he acquire? What are his destinies, and his

aids for their achievement? These questions, and ques-

tions like these, constitute the province of philosophy
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proper. They present themselves dimly 01 distinctly to

every reflecting mind; and they will ool l»

Our intellectual constitution compels us i<> think of

them : and to think of them, however weakly and spas-

modically, i- the beginning of philosophy. They all

adroit of partial solution—of an answer at least, which

stimulates further investigation. None of them can re-

ceive a full and complete reply from the human reason

—

they stretch beyond its compass. All of them, in every

age, have met with some response, either in the poetic

and bewildering fancies of the prevalent mythology, or

in the wild guesses of popular credulity; either in the

aphorisms of the prudent, <>r in the conclusions of those

who have sedulously devoted themselves to the unrav-

elling of these enigmas. This latter class have been

the philosophers of each generation, from the com-

mencement of rational inquiry to the current day. as

such schools, the development or perversion of the sev-

eral successive or contemporani ous schemes of specula-

tion in the bosom of the schools themselves, either in

consequence of their own internal activity, or of the

necessities suggested or enforced by external attack.

In this manner, and from these motives of change,

philosophy exhibits unceasing activity and frequent

noveltj of form, notwithstanding the substantial iden-

tity of the questions debated, and t hi- sameness ot the

ground surveyed. In these vicissitudes of opinion

then- is, however, an element which ought never to be

overlooked, and which gives an immediate and urgent

interest to all the variations. The philosophy of

an age or seel is largely influenced by recent experi-

ences, and by the present demands of the society or circle

to which it is addressed ;
and. in turn, it exercises a most

potent influence in determining the views of the rising

of time; for of philosophy there is no end. of theoretical inquiry, but also in government, social

This constant disappointment and continual renewal organization, manners, habits of thought, arts, and in

of effort are strange phenomena, and have often proved

utterly disheartening. Hence has pr «ded the objec-

tion so frequently urged that philosophy is ever in

restless and fretful activity, but does not advance. The
allegation of an entire failure of progress is unjust : but

the same questions constantly reappear with changed

everything which concerns the daily life of the people.

The condition of Athenian polities and morals directly

engendered the Socratic inquiries and the Socratic

schools. The personal degradation and servilitj ofthe

Romans under the empire provoked the revival and
ardent advocacy of stoicism. The repugnance to [slam-

aspects, and the same solutions are offered under altered ism, and the dialectical needs of Christendom, gave
forms. But the change in the aspects and the altera- birth to mediaeval scholasticism. The antagonism which
tion in the forms are themselves an advancement. The issued in the English commonwealth furnished the hoi-

true source of encouragement is, however, to be derived bed in which germinated the philosophy of Hobbes.
less iv,

,

m the progress which can never pass the boun- Locke and the encyclopaedists were the prophets and
daries imposed by the same old questions than from guides of the French revolutionary spirit ; and the ma-
the knowledge that the pursuit is more than the im- terialism ofthe current years has received form ;i- well

practicable attainment- the race more important than

the arrival at the goal could he— at least in this finite

life, with our finite powers. From this habitual disap-

pointment, and tin* apparent failures which bring the

disappointment, have arisen, too, this variety of solu-

tions which have been proposed for the numerous rid-

dles that philosophy propounds to man. Varro enu-

merated two hundred and eighty-eight possible sects,

apparently on the basis of ethics alone i August Di ' 'iv.

Dei, xix. ]
i

: and the number of distinguishable schemes

of philosophy, to say nothing of diversities of opinion

in regard to details, is countless. Vet each ofthese has

contributed something to our knowledge : in the more

precise statement ofthe problems to be solved, in the

clearer determination of their conditions, in the refuta-

tion of former errors, in the exposure of previous mis-

apprehensions, in presenting the inquiries under new
and brighter lights, or in adding to our positive infor-

mation in regard to these dark and difficult subjects.

The gratitude which Aristotle expresses, in a remark-

able passage [Met, i), towards his predecessors, who
had gone astray, or who had failed to see the truth, is

due to all philosophical inquirers. They have contrib-

uted s imething towards the result, however incomplete
that result may remain (Kat yip OVTOt ovvifiakovTO
ti ' -•/;• ydp siftv Trpor\OK7\oaV t]fuav\ and see Alexan-
der Aphrodis. Sckol. ArUtot. ad loc. // y&p rutv ifara-

>->\o\V//// : i'e,r SoZtoV EVTTOpia EVpETIXlDTfpOVQ ////or -f/c

aXrjBtiac irapaaKtvaou I.

History ofthe Subject. The hopelessness of satisfac-

tory attainment, with the inevitable persistency ofthe
search, and the gradual approximation, or appearance
of approximation, to a goal which i- never reached, hut

is ever receding, eventuate in changes, expansions.

fluctuations, and revolutions in opinion, which are re-

corded and appreciated in the history of philosophy.
This history chronicles the origins and original phases

of philosophical inquiry, its mutations, progresses, and
recessions, and the causes of them ; it notes the intro-

duction of new doctrines, new methods of procedure.

new modes ofexposition ;
the dissensions and control er-

nes which spring up and minister I iw developments

;

the reduction of kindred views to a coherent body, and

the constitution of sects and schools; the fortunes of

as vitality from the predominance and achievements of

the physical sciences, and the enormous fascinations of

material interests and gratifications. Thus the alter-

nations of philosophy explain and are explained by the

concurrent, modifications of society.

The history id' philosophy admits of two distinct

principles of division, both of which are simultaneously

employed. It may be divided either with reference to

its special subject-matter, as a part of the general do-

main of philosophy, or with reference to its chronolog-

ical successions. Each ofthese distributions of course

permits further subdivision.

Plato practically, though not expressly, divided phi-

losophy into dialectics, physics, and ethics, including

theologj and much of metaphysics, along with natural

philosophy, under the head of physics. See Piatonh
Philosophy. The division of Aristotle is indistinct

and apparently variable. But he did not complete his

system. His metaphysics,which corresponds nearly with

his tirsl philosophy, or with philosophy in its strictest

sens,., uas an incomplete collection of unfinished papers,

gathered and arranged after his death. Science, or

knowledge, he distributes l» tween practice production,

and theory (Metaph. vi, 1. Frag. 137, p. 94, ed. Didot).

[Jcberweg mistakes this for a formal division of phi-

losophy, but the third head is the only one to which
Wist,, Mr would have assigned the name of philosophy.

lie elsewhere distinguishes theory into physical, mathe-

matical, and theological the last corresponding with

philosophy proper (Metaph.xi,7). In one of his frag-

ments, philosophical problems arc declared to be of

five kinds: political, dialectical, physical. <i Ideal, and

rhetorical I Aristot Frag. 137, p. 108). This division

excludes tii,. greater part of philosophy. The uncer-

tainty and contusion which these Several di\ isions are

calculated to produce may be accounted tor and excused

by the loose acceptation id' the term physics in the So-

cratic schools; ami by the fad that metaphysics. or phi-

losophy, in Aristotle's estimation, lay beyond the domain

ofphysics. Dividing philosophy into metaphysics, phys-

ics, and ethics, we now habitually exclude physics, or

natural philosophy, and Bel it apart as the realm of ex-

act science. The other two are assigned to philosophy.

Hut metaphysics and ethics may be united as together
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constituting philosophy, or they may be kept distinct

and variously subdivided. Sir William Hamilton, who,

in deference to the narrowness of the Scotch school, at

times almost identities psychology with philosophy,

enumerates, by a strained construction, five brandies of

the former: logic, ethics, politics, aesthetics, and the-

ology (Metaph. lect. iii, p. 44). Re'musat incidentally

distributes philosophy under the live heads of psychol-

ogy, logic, metaphysics, theodicy (or the philosophy of

religion= theology), and morals (Vie cPAbelard, liv. ii,

ch. iii, vol. i, p. 351 sq.). Ampere, in his ingenious and
fantastic classification of human knowledge, by a sep-

tuple series of violent dichotomies, manufactures eighty-

four distinct departments of philosophical inquiry. For

the present purpose, the sufficiency or the insufficiency,

the validity or the invalidity, of these various divisions

and subdivisions is unimportant. The history of phi-

losophy includes them all, either as definite members or

as subordinate parts. Each may be treated separately,

or all may be embraced in one treatment, or a distinct

discussion may be bestowed upon several of them com-
bined in one view. Thus there may be a history of

mental philosophy, and a history of ethics, like the sup-

plements of Dugald Stewart and Sir James Mackintosh

to the Encyclopaedia Britannica ; or a history of logic,

like Mr. Biakey's very feeble treatise on that subject

;

or a history of heretical opinions, like those so common
in the earlier ages of the Christian Church ; or a general

history of philosophy, like Brucken's or Tennemann's or

Ueberweg's. This is the mode in which the history of

philosophy may be divided.

The other process of division regards primarily the

succession of philosophical systems, or of philosophical

schools, where the systems are identified with particular

schools. A very loose and general distribution of this

kind is into ancient, mediaeval, and modern, each of

which has often been handled separately. The distinc-

tion between these divisions is mainly the difference of

time. They frequently run into each other. In many
characteristics, both of doctrine and method, they re-

peat each other. The scholastic procedure is discern-

ible in Plotinus and Joannes Damascenus, while John
Scotus Erigena approached more nearly to the Neo-

Platonists than to the schoolmen. Occam and Gerson

exhibit many modern features; and among the mod-
erns there are many wide differences, not only in doc-

trine, but in character. Hence other divisions, more
precise than are attainable by these indistinct chrono-

logical periods, have latterly won more favor. The fol-

lowing may be offered as an example of such distribu-

tion :

I. The commencements of philosophy, chiefly among the
Orientals, with whom philosophy, mythology, and the-
ology were inseparably intertwined.

II. The philosophy of the Greeks, which comprehends of
course the philosophy of the Romans, as it was essen-
tially Greek from Cicero to Boi-thius.

III. The philosophy of the Schoolmen, which in part over-
laps modern systems. To this the philosophy of the
Jews and Saracens may be joined as an appendix, since
it affords the transition to it from the Greeks.

IV. The philosophy of the Renaissance, or Transition Age,
commencing with Gemistus Pletho and the Medicean
Academy, and ending with Pascal and Gasseudi.

V. The philosophy of Modern Times—from Francis Bacon
and Descartes.

Each of these periods has many subdivisions, which
have been variously constituted by different historians,

and necessarily vary with the variation of the aspects

under which philosophy is contemplated by the several

chroniclers of its fluctuations.

Literature.—The fullest repertory of works on the

several schemes of philosophy, on its general and special

history, and on the history of the philosophers them-
selves, and of particular doctrines, may be found in

Ueberweg, History of Philosophy, translated by George
S. Morris (N. Y. 1875, 2 vols. 8vo). Up to the date of

that work the fullest treatise on the subject was H.
Eitter's Geschichte der Philosophic (Gotha, 1854, 12

vols. 8vo). A convenient summary is Maurice's Moral

and Metaphysical Philosophy (Lond. 1850-56, and later,

4 vols. 8vo), which gives a historical review of the
whole subject. (G. F. H.)

Philosophy, Chald.ean. See Magi; Philoso-
phy, Hebrew.

Philosophy, Greek. It is not in accordance with
the scope of this Cyclopaedia to give a full account of

the various philosophical systems of the ancient Greeks.
These are sufficiently discussed under the names of

their respective founders. Our purpose here is only to

give so much as will serve to show their relations to

Christianity. (In doing this, as well as in the follow-

ing article on Hebrew Philosophy, we avail ourselves

largely of the statements in Kitto's and Smith's Dic-
tionaries.)

I. The Development of Greek Philosophy.—The com-
plete fitness of Greek philosophy to perform a propae-

deutic office for Christianity, as an exhaustive effort of

reason to solve the great problems of being, must be ap-

parent after a detailed study of its progress and con-

summation ; and even the simplest outline of its history

cannot fail to preserve the leading traits of the natural

(or even necessary) law by which its development was
governed.

The various attempts which have been made to de-

rive Western philosophy from Eastern sources have
signally failed. The external evidence in favor of this

opinion is wholly insufficient to establish it (Ritter,

>,, sch. ,1. Phil, i, 159, etc. ; Thirlwall, Hist, of Gr. ii, 130

;

Zeller, Gesch. d. Phil. d. Griechen, i, 18-34; *Max Midler,

On Language, 84 note), and on internal grounds it is

most improbable. It is true that in some degree the

character of Greek speculation may have been influ-

enced, at least in its earliest stages, by religious ideas

which were originally introduced from the East; but
this indirect influence does not affect the real original-

it}' of the great Greek teachers. The spirit of pure

philosophy, distinct from theology, is wholly alien from
Eastern thought; and it was comparatively late when
even a Greek ventured to separate philosophy from re-

ligion. But in Greece the separation, when it was once

effected, remained essentially complete. The opinions

of the ancient philosophers might or might not be out-

wardly reconcilable with the popular faith ; but philos-

ophy and faith were independent. The very value of

Greek teaching lies in the fact that it was, as far as is

possible, a result of simple reason, or, if faith asserts its

prerogative, the distinction is sharply marked. In this

we have a record of the power and weakness of the hu-

man mind written at once on the grandest scale and in

the fairest characters.

Of the various classifications of the Greek schools

which have been proposed, the simplest and truest seems
to be that which divides the history of philosophy into

three great periods, the first reaching to the «ra of the

Sophists, the next to the death of Aristotle, the third

to the Christian sera:. In the first period the world ob-

jectively is the great centre of inquiry; in the second,

the "ideas" of things, truth, and being; in the third,

the chief interest of philosophy falls back upon the

practical conduct of life. Successive systems overlap

each other, both in time and subjects of speculation, but

broadly the sequence which has been indicated will

hold good (Zeller, Die Philosophic d< r Griechen, i, 111,

etc.). After the Christian »ra philosophy ceased to

have any true vitality in Greece, but it made fresh ef-

forts to meet the changed conditions of life at Alexan-
dria and Rome. At Alexandria Platonism was vivified

by the spirit of Oriental mysticism, and afterwards of

Christianity; at Rome Stoicism was united with the

vigorous virtues of active life. Each of these great

divisions must be passed in rapid review.

1. The pre-Socratic Schools.—The first Greek philos-

ophy was little more than an attempt to follow out in

thought the mythic cosmogonies of earlier poets. Grad-

ually the depth and variety of the problems included in
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the idea of a cosmogony became apparent, ami, after

each clew had been followed out, the period ended in tlie

teaching of the Sophists. The questions of

creation, of the immediate relation of mind ami matter,

were pn nounced in fact, if not in word, insoluble, and

speculation was turned into a new direction.

What is the one permanent element which underlies

tin- changing forms of things ?—this was the primary

inquiry t" which the Ionic school endeavored to find an

answer. Thales (B.C. fir. 625 610), following, as it

Beems, the genealogy of Hesiod, pointed to moisture

(water) astheom source and supporter of life. Anax-
imenes (B.C. cir. 520 180) substituted air for water, as

the more subtle and all-pervading element : but equally

with Thales he neglected all consideration of the force

w Inch might be supposed to modify the one primal sub-

stance. At a much later date (B.C. cir. 150) Diogenes

of Apollonia, i<> meet this difficulty, represented this el-

ementary --air" as endowed with intelligence (vorjmc),

luii even la 1 makes n<> distinction between the material

and tin' intelligent. The atomic theory of Democritus

(B.C. cir, 160 357), which stands in cloa nection

with this form of [onic teaching, offered another and

more plausible solution. The motion of Ids atoms in-

cluded the action of force, but he wholly omitted i<> ac-

count fur its source. Meanwhile another mode of spec-

ulation had arisen in tin' same scl 1. In place of one

definite element, Anaximandert B.C. 610 ."»
1 7

| suggi sted

the unlimited (to aireipov) as the adequate origin of

ial existences. Somewhat more than a century

later Anaxagoras summed up tin- result of such a line

nf speculation: "All things were together; then mind
mil' and disposed them in order" (Diog. Laert

ii. 6). Thus we are left face to face with an ultimate

dualism.

I hi i 'eatic school started from an opposite point of

view, rhales saw moisture present in material things,

and pronounced this t<> be their fundamental principle;

Xenophanes i B.C.cir. 550 530 |

" looked up i,, the whole
ind -aid thai the < me is God" | Arist Met. i.

'>.

rb ev tlvcu i;njTt rbv l-i.'ii'i. "Thales -aw gods ill all

things; Xenophanes saw all things in God" (Thirlwall,

Hist.ofGr. ii. 136). That which w, according to Xen-
ophanes. must he one. eternal, infinite, immovable, mi-

le. Parmenides ofElea (B.C. 500) substituted

abstract "being" lor "God" in the system of Xeno-
phanes, and distinguished with precision the functions

u:>\ reason. Sense teaches us of -the many."
the false (phenomena); Reason of -the one." the true

(the absolute). Zeno of Elea (B.C. cir. 450) developed
wiili logical ingenuity the contradictions involved in

our pi rceptions ol things (in the idea of mot in,,, for in-

stauce), and thus formally prepared the waj for Bcep-

[f the One alone is, the phenomenal world is

an illusion. The sublime aspiration of Xenophanes.
when followed out Legitimately to its consequences, end-
ed in blank negation.

The teaching ol Heraclitus i B.C. 500) oilers a com-
plete contrast to that of the Eleatics, and stands far in

advance of the earlier [onic school, with which he is

historically connected. So far from contrasting the
existent an 1 the phenomenal, he boldly identified being
with change. "There ever was, and is, and shall be,

iving fire,unceasingly kindled and extinguished
in dm- measure" (uirTOfuvov pro" ko\ airo(r(3tvvvfu-
vov fiirpa, < lem. Alex. Strom, v, 1 1. g 105 . Rest and
continuance is death, 'that which is is the instantane-
ous balance of contending powers (Diog. Laert. ix, 7,
ii i n)r ivavTiorpoirrjc fipfiooBat r,, ovra). Creation
is the play of the Creator. Everywhere, a- far as bis

opinions can be grasped, Heraclitus makes noble "guesses
at truth;" yet he leaves "fate" (upapuivri) a- the su-

preme n ator
i Stob. Eel. i. p. 59, ap. Kilter and Preller,

>
;

12). rile Cycles of life and death run on by its law.

It, may have been by a natural reaction that from these

wider speculations he turned his thoughts inwards.

'•I investigated myself," he say-, with conscious pride

(Plutarch, adv. Col. 1118, c); and in this respect he
foreshadows the teaching of Socrates, a- Zeno did that

of the Sophists.

The philosophy of Pythagoras (B.C.cir.540 510) is

subordinate in interest to hi- social and political the-

ories, though it supplies a link in the course of specula-

tion : other- had Labored to trace a unity in the world

in the presence of one underlying element or in tin-

idea of a whole; in- Bought to combine tin separate

harmony of parts with total unity. Numerical unity

^

includes the finite and the infinite; and in the relations

of number there i- a perfect -\ mmetry, a- all Bpring out

of the fundamental unit. Thus numbers seemed to

Pythagoras to be not only "patterns" of things i rHv
ovtwv), but causes of their I" ing 'T n v ovoiag). How
he connected numbers with concn te Lv ing it is impos-

sible to determine; but it may not be wholly fanciful

to see in the doctrine of the transmigration of souls an
attempt to traee in the sueeessive forms of life an out-

ward expression of a harmonious Law in the moral as

well as in the physical world. (The remains of the

pre-Socratic philosophers have been collected in a very
convenient form by F.Mullach in Didot's Biblioth.Gr,

Paris. 1860.)

The first cycle of philosophy was thus completed.

All the great primary problems of thought had been

stated, and typical answers rendered. The relation of

spirit and matter was still unsolved. Speculation is-

sued in dualism (Anaxagoras), materialism (De <ri-

tus), or pantheism (Xenophanes). < »n one side reason

was made the sole criterion of truth (Parmeni

the other, experience (Heraclitus). As yet there was

no rest, and the Sophists prepared the way for a new
method. Whatever may be the moral estimate which
is formed of the Sophists, there can be Little doubt as to

the importance of their teaching as preparatory to that

of Socrates. All attempts to arrive at certainty by a

study of the world had failed: might it not seem. I hen.

that truth is subjective? "Man is the measure of all

things." Sensations are modified by the individual;

and may not this hold good universally'.-' The conclu-

sion was applied to morals and politics with tearless

skill. The belief in absolute truth and right was wcll-

nigh banished; but meanwhile the Sophists were per-

fecting the instrument which was to be turned against

them. Language, in their hands, acquired a precision

unknown before, when words assumed the place of

things. Plato might ridicule the pedantry of Protag-

oras, but Soerates reaped a rich harvest from it.

J. The Socralic Schools.— In the second period of

Greek philosophy the scene and subject were both

changed. Athens became the centre of speculations

which had hitherto chiefly found a home among the

more mixed populations of the colonies. At the same

time inquiry was turned from the outward world to the

inward, from theories of the origin and relation of things

to theories of our knowledge of them. A philosophy

Of ideas, using the term ill its widest sen-e. succeeded 8

philosophy of nature. In three generations Greek spec-

ulation reached its greatest glory in the teaching of

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. When the sovereignty

,.i Greece ceased, all higher philosophy ceased with it.

In the hopeless turmoil of civil disturbances which fol-

lowed, men's thoughts Were Chiefly directed to questions

of personal duty.

The famous sentence in which Aristotle i .1/./. xiii. I i

characterizes the teaching of Socrates (B.C L68 399)

places hi- scientific position in the clearest light There

an- two things, he Bays, which we may rightly attrib-

ute to Socrates, inductive reasoning and general defini-

tion roi c r' iiraKTiKovc, \6yovc, k<u ri opiZea&ai rodci-

\,.r . Ia the first he endeavored to discover the per-

manent element which underlies the changing forms of

appearance- and the varieties of opinion ; by the si c-

1 he fixed i lie truth w hich he had thus gained. Hut.

besides this, Socrab - rendered another service to truth,

lie changed not only the method, hut also the subject
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of philosophy (Cicero, Acad. Post, i, 4). Ethics occu-

pied in his investigations the primary place which had

hitherto been held by physics. The great aim of his

induction was to establish the sovereignty of virtue;

and, before entering on other speculations, he determined

to obey the Delphian maxim and "know himself"

(Plato, Pluedr. p. 229). It was a necessary consequence

of a first effort in this direction that Socrates regarded

all the results which he derived as like in kind. Knowl-
edge (fc7ri0T»jjU?/) was equally absolute and authorita-

tive, whether it referred to the laws of intellectual oper-

ations or to questions of morality. A conclusion in

geometry and a conclusion on conduct were set forth as

true in the same sense. Thus vice was only another

name for ignorance (Xenoph. Mem. iii, 9, 4; Arist. Eth.

Eud. i, 5). Every one was supposed to have within him

a faculty absolutely leading to right action, just as the

mind necessarily decides rightly as to relations of space

and number, when each step in the proposition is clearly

stated. Socrates practically neglected the determina-

tive power of the will. His great glory was, however,

clearly connected with this fundamental error in his

system. He affirmed the existence of a universal law

of right and wrong. He connected philosophy with

action, both in detail and in general. On the one side

he upheld the supremacy of conscience, on the other

the working of Providence. Not the least fruitful char-

acteristic of his teaching was what may be called its

desultoriness. *He formed no complete system. He
wrote nothing. He attracted and impressed his follow-

ers by his many-sided nature. He helped others to

give birth to thoughts, to use his favorite image, but he

was barren himself (Plato, Thecet. p. 150). As a result

of this, the most conflicting opinions were maintained

by some of his professed followers, who carried out iso-

lated fragments of his teaching to extreme conclusions.

Some adopted his method (Euclides, B.C. cir. 400, the

Meyarians), others his subject. Of the latter, one

section, following out his proposition of the identity of

self-command (tyKpdriui) with virtue, professed an ut-

ter disregard of everything material (Antisthenes, B.C.

cir. 366, the Cynics), while the other (Aristippus, B.C.

cir. 306, the Cyrenaics), inverting the maxim that vir-

tue is necessarily accompanied by pleasure, took imme-
diate pleasure as the rule of action.

These " minor Socratic schools" were, however, pre-

mature and imperfect developments. The truths which
they distorted were embodied at a later time in more
reasonable forms. Plato alone (B.C. 430-347), by the

breadth and nobleness of his teaching, was the true suc-

cessor of Socrates; with fuller detail and greater elab-

orateness of parts, his philosophy was as many-sided as

that of his master. Thus it is impossible to construct a

consistent Platonic system, though many Platonic doc-

trines are sufficiently marked. Plato, indeed, possessed

two commanding powers, which, though apparently in-

compatible, are in the highest sense complementary : a

matchless destructive dialectic, and a creative imagina-

tion. By the first he refuted the great fallacies of the

Sophists on the uncertainty of knowledge and right,

carrying out in this the attacks of Socrates ; by the

other he endeavored to bridge over the interval between

appearance and reality, and gain an approach to the

eternal. His famous doctrines of Ideas and Recollection

(ava/ivrimg) are a solution by imagination of a logical

difficulty. Socrates had shown the existence of general

notions; Plato felt constrained to attribute to them a

substantive existence (Arist. Met. xiii, 4). A glorious

vision gave completeness to his view. The unembodied
spirits were exhibited in immediate presence of the
" ideas" of things (Phcedr. p. 247) ; the law of their em-
bodiment was sensibly portrayed ; and the more or less

vivid remembrance of supramundane realities in this

life was traced to antecedent facts. All men were thus

supposed to have been face to face with truth : the ob-

ject of teaching was to bring back impressions latent

but uneffaced.

VIII.-I

The ' ; myths" of Plato, to one of the most famous of
which reference has just been made, play a most impor-
tant part in his system. They answer in the philosopher
to faith in the Christian. In dealing with immortality
and judgment he leaves the way of reason, and ventures,

as he says, on a rude raft to brave the dangers of the
ocean (PAcedr. p. 85, D ; Gory. p. 523, A). ;

' The peril and
the prize are noble and the hope is great" (Phadr. p. 114,

C, D). Such tales, he admits, may seem puerile and
ridiculous; and if there were other surer and clearer

means of gaining the desired end, the judgment would
be just (Gory. p. 527, A). But, as it is. thus only can he
connect the seen and the unseen. The myths, then,

mark the limit of his dialectics. They are not merely
a poetical picture of truth already gained, or a popular
illustration of his teaching, but real efforts to penetrate
beyond the. depths of argument. They show that his

method was not commensurate with his instinctive de-
sires; and point out in intelligible outlines the subjects

on which man looks for revelation. Such are the rela-

tions of the human mind to truth (P/tcedr. p. 246-49)

;

the pre-existence and immortality of the soul (Meno, p.

81-3; Pha-dr. p. 110-12; :THH.p.41); the state of future

retribution (Gory. p. 523-25; Pep. p. 614-16); the rev-

olutions of the world (Polit. p. 269. Comp. also Si/mpos.

p. 189-91, 203-5; Zeller, Philos. d. Griech. p. 361-63,

who gives the literature of the subject).

The great difference between Plato and Aristotle (B.C.

384-322) lies in the use which Plato thus made of im-
agination as the exponent of instinct. The dialectics

of Plato is not inferior to that of Aristotle, and Aristotle

exhibits traces of poetic power not unworthy of Plato;

but Aristotle never allows imagination to influence his

final decision. He elaborated a perfect method, and
he used it with perfect fairness. His writings con-

tain the highest utterance of pure reason. Looking
back on all the earlier efforts of philosophy, he pro-

nounced a calm and final judgment. For him many of

the conclusions which others had maintained were val-

ueless, because he showed that they rested on feeling,

and not on argument. This stern severity of logic gives
an indescribable pathos to those passages in which he
touches on the highest hopes of men ; and perhaps there

is no more truly affecting chapter in ancient literature

than that in which he states in a few unimpassioned

sentences the issue of his inquiry into the immortality

of the soul. Part of it may be immortal, but that part

is impersonal (Be An. iii, 5). This was the sentence of

reason, and he gives expression to it without a word of

protest, and yet as one who knew the extent of the sac-

rifice which it involved. The conclusion is, as it were,

the epitaph of free speculation. Laws of observation

and argument, rules of action, principles of government
remain, but there is no hope beyond the grave.

It follows necessarily that the Platonic doctrine of

ideas was emphatically rejected by Aristotle, who gave,

however, the final development to the original concep-

tion of Socrates. With Socrates " ideas" (general defi-

nitions) were mere abstractions; with Plato they had
an absolute existence; with Aristotle they had no exist-

ence separate from things in which they were realized,

though the form (fiop<p>i), which answers to the Platonic

idea, was held to be the essence of the thing itself (comp.
Zeller, Philos. d. Griech. i, 119, 120).

There is one feature common in essence to the sys-

tems of Plato and Aristotle which has not yet been no-

ticed. In both, ethics is a part of politics. The citizen

is prior to the man. In Plato this doctrine finds its

most extravagant development in theory, though his

life, and, in some places, his teaching, were directly op-

posed to it (e. g. Gory. p. 527, D). This practical in-

consequence was due, it may be supposed, to the con-

dition of Athens at the time, for the idea was in complete

harmony with the national feeling; and, in fact, the

absolute subordination of the individual to the body
includes one of the chief lessons of the ancient world.

In Aristotle the " political" character of man is defined
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with greater precision, and broughl within narrower

limits. The breaking up of the small Greek Btates had

prepared the way for more comprehensive views of

human fellowship, without destroying the fundamental

truth of the necessitj of social union lor perfect life.

But in the next generation this was lost. The wars of

jsion obliterated the idea of society, and phi-

losophy was content with aiming at individual happi-

ness.

The coming change was indicated by the rise of a

school of sceptics. The scepticism of the Sophists

marked the close of the first period, and in like manner

i In scepticism of the Pyrrhonists marks the close of the

s, nd (Stilpo, B.C.cir.290; Pyrrho, B.C. cir. 290). Bui

the Pyrrhonists rendered no positive Bervice to the cause

of philosophy, as the Sophists did by the refinement of

language. Their immediate influence was limited in

its range, and it is only as a symptom that t lie rise of

the school is important. But in this respect ii fore-

shows the character of after-philosophy by denying the

foundation of all higher speculations. Thus all interest

was turned to questions of practical morality. Hitherto

morality had been based as a science upon mental an-

alysis, but by the Pyrrhonists it was made subservient

to law and custom. Immediate experience was held to

be the rule of life (comp. Hitter and Preller, § 350).

.",. Thi post-Socratic Schools. -After Aristotle, phi-

losophy, as has already been noticed, took a new direc-

tion. The S.ieratie schools were, as has been shown.

connected by a common pursuit of the permanent ele-

ment which underlies phenomena. Socrates placed vir-

tue in action, truth in a knowledge of the ideas of things.

Plato went farther, anil maintained thai these ideas are

alone truly existent. Aristotle, though differing in

term-, yet only followed in the same direction when he

attributed to form, uot an independent existence, but a

fashioning, vivifying power in all individual objects.

But from this point speculation took a mainly personal

direction. Philosophy, in the strict sense of the word,

ceased to exist. This was due both to the circumstan-

ces of the time and to the exhaustion consequent on the

failure of the Socratio method to solve the deep myster-

ies oi being. Aristotle had. indeed, laid the wide foun-

dation- of an inductive system of physics, hut few were

inclined to continue his work. The physical theories

which were brought forward were merely adaptations

from earlier philosophers.

In dealing with moral questions two opposite systems

are possible, and have found advocates in all ages. I hi

the one side n may be said that the character ofactions

is to be judged by their results; on the other, thai it is

to he sought only in the actions themselves. Pleasure

is the tesl of right in one case: an assumed or discovered

law of our nature in the other. If the world were per-

fect and tic- balance of human faculties undisturbed, ii

is evident that both systems would give identical results.

As it i-. there is a tendency to error on each Bide, which
is (dearly seen in the rival schools of the Epicureans and
Stoic-. \\ lei practically divided the Suffrages of the maSS
of educated men in the centuries before and after the

Christian asra.

Epicurus (B.C. 352 270) defined the object of phi-

losophy to l.e the attainment of a happy life. The

pursuit >'\' truth for its own sake he regarded as super-

fluous. He rejected dialects as a useless study, and
accepted the Benses, in the widest acceptation of the

term, a- the criterion of truth. Physics he subordinated

entirely to ethics (Cicero, De Fin. i. 7 i. I.ut he differed

widelj from thi' Cvrenaics in his view of happiness.

The happine88 at which the wise man aim- i- to lie

found, he said, not in momentary gratification, but in

lifelong pleasure. It does not i -i-t necessarily in ex-

citement or tion. hut often in absolute tranquillity

lor. oi-. oil "The wise man is happy even on the

rack" (Diog. Laert \. 118), for "virtue alone is insep-

arable from pleasure" (id. p. 138). I" live happily

and to live wisely, nohly, and justly, are Convertible

phrases (id. p. 140). But it followed as a corollary

from his view of happiness that the gods, who were

assumed to he supremely happy and eternal, were abso-

lutely free from the distractions and emotion- conse-

quent on any care for the world or man (id. p. 139;

comp. Lucr. ii. 645 17). All thin-- were Bupposed to

come into being by chance, and so pass away: and the

study of nature was chiefly useful as dispelling the su-

perstition- fear- of the god- and death by which the

multitude are tormented. It i- obvious how BUCh teach-

ing would degenerate in practice. The individual was

hit master of his own life, free from all regard to any

higher law than a refined selfishness.

While Epicurus asserted in thi- manner the claims

of one part of man's nature in the conduit of life, Zeno
of (ilium ( B.C. cir. 280), with equal partiality, advo-

cated a purely spiritual (intellectual) morality. The
opposition between the two was complete. The infinite,

chance-formed worlds of the one stand over against the

one harmonious world of the other. On the one side

are gods regardless of material things, on the other a

Being permeating and vivifying all creation. This dif-

ference necessarily found its chief expression in ethics.

For when the Stoics taught that there were only two

principles of things, matter (rd iraa\ov), and God, fate,

reason—for the names were many by which it was fash-

ioned and quickened (rti jroioiiv) - it followed that the

active principle in man is of divine origin, and that his

duty is to live conformably to nature (to opoXoyov/iE-

jiwi,- [-{7 tpvaei] Zrjv). By -nature" some understood

the nature of man, others the nature of the universe;

hut both agreed in regarding it as a general law of the

whole, .and not particular pas-ion- or impulses, (iood.

therefore, was hut one. All external things were in-

different. Reason was the absolute sovereign of man.

Thus the doctrine of the Stoies. like that ol EpicurUS,

practically left man to himself. But it was worse in its

final results than Epicurism, for it made him hi- own

god.

In one point the Epicureans and Stoies were agreed

They both regarded the happiness and culture of the

individual as the highest good. Both systems belonged

to a period of corruption and decay. They were the

efforts of the man to support himself in the ruin of the

state. But at the same time this assertion of individual

independence and breaking down of local connections

performed an important work in preparation for Chris-

tianity. It was for the Gentile world an influence cor-

responding to the Dispersion for the .lews. Men. as

men, owned their fellowship as they had not done he-

fore. Isolating superstitions were -haltered by the ar-

guments of the Epicureans. The unity of the human
conscience was vigorously affirmed by the Stoics (comp.

Antoninus, iv. 1,33, with Gataker's notes).

Meanwhile in the New Academy Platoiiism degen-

erated into scepticism. Epicurus found an authorita-

tive rule in the senses. The Stoies took refuge in what

,
seems to answer to the modern doctrine of ••common-

sense," and maintained that the Benses give a direct

knowledge of the object. Carneades (B.C. 213 129)

combated these views, and showed that sensation can-

not he proved tO declare the real nature, but only some

of the effects, of things. Thus the Blight philosophical

ha-isof the later schools was undermined. Scepticism

remained as the last i— uo of speculation J
and. if we

may believe the declaration of Seneca i Qumtt. Nat. vii.

32), scepticism itsell Boon ceased to be taughl as a sys-

tem. The -nat teacher- had Bought rest, and in the

end they found min-i. No sciena of life could he es-

tablished. The reason of the few failed to en ate an

esoteric rule of virtue and happiness. For in this they

all agreed, that the blessings of philosophy were not

for the mass. A "gospel pleached to the poor" was as

yet unknown.
I'.i it though the tireek philosophers fell shon of their

highest aim. it needs no words to show the work which

they did a- pioneers of a universal Church. They re-
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vealed the wants and the instincts of men with a clear-

ness and vigor elsewhere unattainable, for their sight

was dazzled by no reflections from a purer faith. Step

by step great questions were proposed— fate, provi-

dence— conscience, law— the state, the man; and an-

swers were given which are the more instructive be-

cause they are generally one-sided. The discussions

which were primarily restricted to a few, in time influ-

enced the opinions of the many. The preacher who
spoke of " an unknown God" had an audience who could

understand him, not at Athens only or Rome, but

throughout the civilized world.

The complete course of philosophy was run before

the Christian sera, but there were yet two mixed sys-

tems afterwards which offered some novel features. At

Alexandria Platonism was united with various elements

of Eastern speculation, and for several centuries exer-

cised an important influence on Christian doctrine. At
Rome Stoicism was vivified by the spirit of the old re-

public, and exhibited the extreme Western type of phi-

losophy. Of the first nothing can be said here. It

arose only when Christianity was a recognised spiritual

power, and was influenced both positively and negative-

ly by the Gospel. The same remark applies to the ef-

forts to quicken afresh the forms of paganism, which

found their climax in the reign of Julian. These have

no independent value as an expression of original

thought; but the Roman Stoicism calls for brief notice

from its supposed connection with Christian morality

(Seneca, f A.D. 65 ; Epictetus, f A.D. cir. 115; M. Au-
relius Antoninus, 121-180). The belief in this connec-

tion found a singular expression in the apocryphal corre-

spondence of Paul and Seneca, which was widely received

in the early Church (Jerome, De Yir. III. xii). And late-

ly a distinguished writer (Mill, On Liberty, p. 58, quoted

by Stanley, Eastern Ch. lect. vi, apparently with ap-

probation) has speculated on the " tragical fact" that

Constantine, and not Marcus Aurelius, was the first

Christian emperor. The superficial coincidences of

Stoicism with the New Test, are certainly numerous.

Coincidences of thought, and even of language, might

easily be multiplied (Gataker, .1 ntoninus, Praaf. p. xi,

etc.), and in considering these it is impossible not to

remember that Shemitic thought and phraseology must
have exercised great influence on Stoic teaching (Grant,

Oxford Essays, 1858, p. 82). But beneath this external

resemblance of Stoicism to Christianity, the later Stoics

were fundamentally opposed to it. For good and for

evil they were the Pharisees of the Gentile world.

Their highest aspirations are mixed with the thanks-

giving " that they were not as other men are" (comp.

A nton. i). Their worship was a sublime egotism. The
conduct of life was regarded as an art, guided in indi-

vidual actions by a conscious reference to reason {An-
ion, iv, 2, 3 ; v, 32). and not a spontaneous process rising

naturally out of one vital principle. The wise man,
"wrapt in himself" (vii, 28), was supposed to look with

perfect indifference on the changes of time (iv, 49) ; and

yet beneath this show of independence he was a prey

to a hopeless sadness. In words he appealed to the

great law of fate, which rapidly sweeps all things into

oblivion, as a source of consolation (iv, 2. 14; vi. 15)
;

but there is no confidence in any future retribution. In

a certain sense the elements of which we are composed
are eternal (v, 13), for they are incorporated in other

parts of the universe, but we shall cease to exist (iv, 14,

21; vi, 24; vii, 10). Not only is there no recognition

of communion between an immortal man and a personal

God, but the idea is excluded. Man is but an atom in

avast universe, and his actions and sufferings are meas-
ured solelv bv their relation to the whole {A nton. x, 5,

6, 20; xii", 26; vi, 45; v, 22; vii, 9). God is but an-

other name for "the mind of the universe" (o tov b\ov
vovc, v, 30), "the soul of the world" (iv, 40), " the reason

that ordereth matter" (vi. 1). " universal nature" (»'/ t&v
uXwv (pvaic, vii, 33; ix, 1 ; comp. x, 1), and is even iden-

tified with the world itself (rov ytvi^aavroi; Koafiov,

xii, 1; comp. Gataker on iv, 23). Thus the stoicism

of M. Aurelius gives many of the moral precepts of the

Gospel (Gataker, p. xviii), but without their founda-

tion, which can find no place in his system. It is im-
possible to read his reflections without emotion, but
they have no creative energy. They are the last strain

of a dying creed, and in themselves have no special af-

finity to the new faith. Christianity necessarily in-

cludes whatever is noblest in them, but they affect to

supply the place of Christianity, and do not lead to it.

The real elements of greatness in M. Aurelius are many,
and truly Roman; but the study of his Meditations by
the side of the New Test, can leave little doubt that he
coidd not have helped to give a national standing-place

to a catholic Church.

The history of ancient philosophy in its religious as-

pect has been strangely neglected. Nothing, so far as

we are aware, has been written on the pre-Christian sera

answering to the clear and elegant essay of Matter on
post -Christian philosophy (Ilistoire de la Philosophic

dans ses rapports avec la Religion depuis V'erc Chreti-

cnne, Paris, 1854). There are useful hints in Carove's

Yorhalle des Christenthums (Jena, 1851), and Acker-
mann's Das Christliche in Plato (Hamb. 1835). The
treatise of Denis, Histoire des Theories et des Idees mo-
rales dans VAntiquite (Paris, 1856), is limited in range
and hardly satisfactory. Dollinger's Yorhalle zur Gesck.

d. Christenthums (Kegensb. 1857; transl. Lond. 1862) is

comprehensive, but covers too large a field. The brief

surveys in De Pressense's Hist, des Trois Premiers Si'ecles

deVEylise Chretienne (Paris, 1858; transl. Edinb. 1862),

and in Cocker, Christianity and Greek Philosojihy (N. Y.

1870), are much more vigorous, and on the whole just.

But no one seems to have apprehended the real char-

acter and growth of Greek philosophy so well as Zeller

(though with no special attention to its relations to re-

ligion) in his history (Die Philosophic der Griechen, 2d
ed. Tub. 1856), which for subtlety and completeness is

unrivalled. See (in addition to works named in the ad-

joining articles) Brandis, Handb. d.yr.-rom. Philosojihie

(Berl. 1835 sq.) ; Maury, Hist, de la Religion de la. Grece

(Paris, 1857 sq., 3 vols.); Butler, Hist, of Anc. Philos.

(Lond. 1866, 2 vols.).

II. Connection of Greek with Hebrew Philosophy.—
The literature of Greece and Juda?a came in contact at

Alexandria; and the first known attempt to accom-
plish their fusion is that ascribed to the Jewish Peri-

patetic Aristobulus, in the reign of Ptolemy Philometor

(B.C. 180-146) ; but the principal extant specimens are

to be found in the writings of the Jewish Platonist

Philo, the date of whose birth may be placed about B.C.

20. (Aristobulus is said to have been a Peripatetic;

but of his exact relations to this philosophy nothing is

known. From the few fragments which remain of his

writings, he seems to have anticipated Philo in the em-
ployment of an allegorical interpretation of Scripture.

His name, however, is more known in connection with

forgeries of the Greek poets in support of his theory

that the wisdom of the Greeks was borrowed from

Moses. See Valckenser, Diatribe de A ristobvlo, Lugd.

Bat. 1806, reprinted in Gaisford's edition of Eusebii

Pr&p. Evang. ; Diihne, ii, 73 ; Vacherot, Histoiie de

VEcole cTA lexandrie, i, HO.) Philo's system may be de-

scribed as the result of a contact between the Hellenic

theory of the absolute and the Jewish belief in God as

represented in the Old Test. (See Dorner, Person of
Christ, vol. i, note A [p. 330, Eng. transl.]. For some of

the details of this contact, see Diihne, i, 31 sq.) In his

religion Philo was a Jew, with all a Jew's reverence for

the oracles of God committed to the charge of his peo-

ple; but his philosophical studies attached themselves

to those doctrines of the Platonic philosophy which,

while dealing with the same great question, approached

it from an opposite point of view. (For Philo's testi-

mony to the divine authority of the Scriptures, see Vii.

Mos. lib. iii, c. 23 [p. 163, Mangey]
; Quis rer. div. hoer.

c. 52, 53, p. 510, 511. Other passages to the same effect
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are cited by Gfrorer, i, 54. l'liilo even maintains the

divine inspiration of the Septuaginl version, Vit. Mos.
ii, c. 6, 7, p. 139, 1 K). > The result in his writings was an

attempted combination of the two—the Greek philos-

ophy supplying the fundamental idea, while the Jewish
Scriptures, through the Septuaginl translation, contrib-

uted, by means of an extravagant licfii.se of allegorical

interpretation, much of the language and illustration

of the system, besides imparting to ii the apparent sanc-

tion of a di\ ine authority. The leading idea of Philo's

teaching is the expansion of thai thought of Plato's

which forms the connecting link between the philoso-

phy of Greece and the pantheism <>f the East— that

thought which represents the supreme principle of

things as absolutely cue and simple, beyond personality

ami beyond definite existence, and as Mich immutable
and incapable of relation to temporal things. (Comp.
Plato, Rep.vi, 509; ii, 381. Gfrdrer,i, 134, and Franck,

Diet. des Sciences Philosophiques, art. Philon, regard

this l'eai ore ol Philo's theology as of oriental origin.

But his Greek studies might suggest the same idea, and
much of his language seems to point to tins origin. See

Did, lie. i, 31, U.)

In place of the God of the Hebrew Scriptures, who.
even in his most hidden and mysterious nature, is never
r- yarded as other than a person, Philo is led to substi-

tute the I Ireek abstraction of an ideal good or absolute
unity, as the first principle of a system in which philos-

ophy and theology are to be reconciled and united:

and though he is unable entirely to abandon the lan-

guage of personality which the Scriptures at every
page force u] heir readers, he is at the same time
unable, consistently with his philosophical assumptions,

to admit an immediate personal relation between the

Supreme Being and the creature. (See De Mut. Sum.
c.-l.p. 582; Gfrorer, i, 144; Dahne, ii. 154. The vari-

ous passages inconsistent with this, in which Philo
sec ins to speak of a direct action of God in the world.

may perhaps be explained by supposing this action to

be exerted through the medium of the Logos. Comp.
Quod />< us sit imtnut. c. 12. p. 2*1 ; Cfrbrer, i. IH'.i. 2!»;j. i

The medium of reconciliation is sought in a develop-

ment of the scriptural manifestation of the Wisdom and
the Word of God, which take the place of the soul of
the world as it appears in the Timaus, being represent-

ed as a second God—the connecting link between the

first principle and the world: in whom are concentrated

those personal attributes which are indispensable to

religious belief, and which are so conspicuously present

in the Scripture theology (Fragm. p. <i2">, ex Euseb.

Prop. Eoang. vii. 13: Aid ri wc rctpi tripov Qiov (pi)o-i

-o iv eikovi Btov iiroiriat tov dvSrpiorov, «,\,V owyi
ry eavrov ; UayKaXuig Kai <ro0wc tovt'i Kt^prjcfialSij-

t,ii. Ovtjtov yap oiSiv diriucovioSrjvai 7rp<Jc tov
dvurarw K<ti Tlarspa rwi» o\wv idvvaro, d\\d irpiic,

tov Stvrepov Qebv oc. iariv mtivov Aoyoc;). The fol-

lowing short summary of Philo's system will serve to
exhibit those of its features which are most nearly re-

lated to our present inquiry (in this summary use has
l»en made chiefly of that ol Hegel Gesch.derPhilos-.ia
his Werke, \\. 18 23, and of that of Zeller. Philos. der
Griechen, I he highest aim of philosophy,
and the most perfect happiness, according to Philo, is

the knowledge of God in his absolute nature (Z>< Vita
Contempl. c. 2, p. 17::. Comp. />, Conf. Ling. c. 20, p.

U9; De Vict.Offerent.fi. 16, p. 264; Di Monarch, i, 3,

4, p. 216), in which he is exalted above all affinity to

finite things, without qualities, and not to be i spressed
in speech (Legis Alleg. i, c 13, p. 50: diroioc a &tt •

,

Ibid. c. l.i. p. 53: 6ii yap rjyiloSai Kai airoiov avruv
that, Kai &<p$aprov Kai drpnrrov. !> Sornn, i. 89, p.

TtlpVKl V, ./Weir UOVOV thin To
<")•. Comp. /'. Vit. Cont. c 1, p. 172; Quod Deus im-
mut.c. 11, p. 28] ). Such l wledge, though not fully

attainable b\ any man, is nevertheless to be earnestly
sought after, that ii may be attained at least in that

second degree in which we apprehend dirccth lie ex-

istence of God, though falling short of a comprehension
of his essence (De Pram. <t Pan. c. 7. p. Ho. Comp.
Gfrorer, i. 135, 199. By this hypothesis of a primary
and secondary knowledge, Gfrorer reconciles those pas-

sages in which the knowledge of God is spoken of as

unattainable with others apparently of an opposite im-
port : e. g. //. Post. ',,;„;. c. 18, p. 258; /> Monarch.
i. 6, p. 218). Even this amount, however, of direct

knowledge is net to be gained by any effort of human
thought, but only by Cod's revelation of himself; ami
such a revelation is only possible in tie' form oi an ec-

static intuition, in which the seer, himself pa-si-.,-. i,

elevated by divine inspiration above the conditions of

finite consciousness, and becomes one with the God
whom he contemplates

i
De Poster. Cam. c 5, p. 229;

Legis Alleg. iii, 83, p. 107; A A br. c. 24, p. 19; 1>>

Migr. A br. c 31, p. 163; Fragm.Ta.6M; Quis rer.div.

har. c. 13, 1 1. p. 182; comp. Neander, < '/.. Hist. i. 79, ed.

Bohn. This ecstatic intuition is insisted upon also by
PlotinilS and the later l'lalonists. as in modern times by
ScheUing). But this ecstatic vision is possible only to

a chosen few: for the many, who are incapable of it,

there remains only that inferior and improper appre-

hension of God which can be gained through the means
of derived and created existences, especially of his Word
or Wisdom, w ho is the medium bj which Cod is re-

lated to the world, the God of imperfect men. as the

Supreme Heine is the Cod of the wise and perfect (Le-

gis Ml*;/, iii. 32, p. 107; iii. 7;;. p. 128; l>< M,,-. ,-. 21.

p. I'.': /' 3r%r.4&r.c31,p.463; l>< Conf. Ling. c. 28,

p. 127). This Word, or Logos, is described in various

ways, some more naturally denoting an impersonal, oth-

ers a persona] being. (Whether the Logos of Philo is

to be regarded as a distinct person or not is main r of

controversy. The negative is maintained by Burton

[
Bampton Lectures, note 93] and by Dorner

(
Person </

Christ, i, 27. EngL transL and note A ], against Gfrorer,

Dahne. Liicke, and the majority of recent critics. An
intermediate view is taken by Zeller, iii. 626, and to

some extent by Prof. Jowett, Epistles ofSt.Paul, i. 484,

2d ed.) He is the intelligible world, the archetypal

pattern, the idea of ideas yh, Mundi <>/{/'. c. 6, p. •'>;

elsewhere the Aoyoc is distinguished from the Ttapd-

Cliypa. See 1 >< Conf. Lin;!, c. 1 I. p. 414), the wisdom
of Cod {Legis Alleg.i, 19, p. 56), the shadow of God, by
which, as by an instrument, lie made the world [Legis.

Alleg. iii. 31, p. 106; c p. /', Monarch, ii. 5, p. 225;

De Cherub, c. 35, p. 162): he is tin eternal image of

God {De Conf. Ling, c 28, p. 427. The contradiction

between this representation and the concrete attributes

ascribed to the Logos is pointed out by Hegel, II'. /7,v,

xv, 20), the eldest and most general of created things

{Legis AUeg. iii, 61, p. 121): he is the first-born ol I,

the eldest angel or archangel | Di Conf, Ling. c. 28, p.

•127; Quis rer. div. har. c 42, p. 501 '.the high-priest ot

the world ( De Scum. i. .'.7. p. 653; comp. I >< Gig. c 1 1,

p. 269; /'< Migr. Abr. v. 18, p. 152 i, the interpret* r oi

God (Legis AUeg. iii. 73, p. 128), the mediator between
the I i' ai or and his creatures, the suppliant in be-half

of mortals, the' ambassador from the- ruler to his subjects

(Quis rer.div. Inn. c. 12, p. 50J I. IN- is moreover the

Cod in whose likeness man was made; for the- supreme

God cannot have any likeness to a mortal nature

(Fragm. p. 625) : he' is the angel who appeared to lla-

gar (Di Soma, i, 41, p. 656 ; /'. Prof.-c i, p. 547), the

God of Jacob's dream and the- angel with whom he-

wrestled i /'. Somn. i. ">:». p. 655; 1>< Mut. Norn. e-. 13,

p. 59] i, the image ol < iod " bo appeared to Moses ,-u the

bush i Vit. Mos. i. 12. p. 91 : c p. Gfrorer, i, p. 288,284 .

the- guide ol the Israelites in the wilderness
I D

Abr. c 31, p. 463). This interposition of the Logos thus
serves to combine- tin- theology ot contemplation with
that of worship and obedience; it endeavors to provide

one God for those whose philosophical meditations aspire

to an intuition of the absolute, ami another for those
whose- religious feelings demand a personal e.bjert;

while at the same time- it attempts to preserve the unity
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of God by limiting the attribution of proper and su-

preme deity to the first principle only.

In addition to this, which may be regarded as the

central point of Philo's system, some have endeavored

to elicit from his writings a closer approximation to

Christian doctrine, in the recognition of a third divine

being, distinct both from the supreme God and from

the Logos. (See Allix, Judgment of the Jewish Church,

p. 118, ed. 1821 ; Kidder, Demonstration of the Messias,

pt. iii, ch. 5.) A remarkable passage sometimes cited for

this purpose occurs in his allegorizing commentary on

the cherubim and the flaming sword placed in Eden.
" With the one truly existent God," he says, '• there are

two first and highest powers, goodness and authority

:

by goodness he has produced everything, and by au-

thority he rules over that which he has produced ; and

a third, which brings both together as a medium, is

reason; for by reason God is both a ruler and good.

Of these two powers— authority and goodness— the

cherubim are the symbol; and of reason, the flaming

sword" (De Cherub, c. 9, p. 143). In like manner he

comments on the threefold appearance to Abraham in

the plains of Mamre :
" The middle appearance repre-

sents the Father of the universe, who in the sacred writ-

ings is called by his proper name, the Existent (o "Qv),

and those on each side are the most ancient powers and
nearest to the Existent; one of which is called the

creative and the other the kingly power. The creative

power is God, for by this power he made and arranged

the universe; and the kingly power is Lord, for it is

meet that the Creator should rule over and govern the

creature" (De Abr. c. 24, p. 19; comp. Be Sacr. Ab. et

Cain. c. 15, p. 173). The inference, however, which has

been drawn from these and similar passages rests on a

very precarious foundation. There is no consistency

in Philo's exposition, either as regards the number or

the nature of these divine powers. Even granting the

disputed opinion that the powers represent distinct per-

sonal beings, we find in one of the above passages the

three beings all distinguished from the supreme God

;

while in the other he seems to be identified with one

of them ; and the confusion is increased if we compare
other passages in which additional powers are men-
tioned with further distinctions. (Comp. De Mut. Nom.
c. 4, p. 582, where a depyEriKi) Svvafiig is mentioned as

distinct from the (3a<n\uc)) and tzohjtik)), and all three

are distinguished from the supreme God.) The truth

seems to be that Philo indulged his allegorizing fancy

in the invention of divine powers ad libitum, in any
number and with any signification which the text on
which he was commenting for the moment might hap-
pen to suggest; and he has no more difficulty in find-

ing six divine powers to be represented by the six cities

of refuge (De Prof c. 18, 19, p. 560, 561. In this pas-

sage, again, the three higher powers, represented by the

three cities beyond Jordan, are clearly distinguished

from the supreme God) than he has in finding three, to

suit the two cherubim and the flaming sword. In this

kind of desultory playing with the language of Scrip-

ture it is idle to look for any definite doctrine, philo-

sophical or theological.

It must not be supposed that the doctrines here at-

tributed to Philo are clearly and unambiguously enun-
ciated in his writings. Many passages might be quoted
apparently indicating different views; and probably no
consecutive summary of doctrines could be drawn up
against which similar objections might not be urged.

This difficulty is unavoidable in the case of a writer
like Philo, who attempts to combine together two an-
tagonistic systems, of whose antagonism he is himself
but imperfectly, if at all, conscious. Philo's system has
been called an eclecticism ; but it was not so much an
eclecticism founded on definite principles of selection as

an accumulation of speculations which he was unable
to combine into a consistent whole, though persuaded
of the existence of a common principle of truth concealed
under them. There is a perpetual struggle between the

Jewish and the heathen, the religious and the philo-
sophical elements of his system, if system it can be
called, which cannot be set at rest by all the latitude of
interpretation which he so freely indulges in. Hence
his religious convictions perpetually manifest themselves
in language inconsistent with his philosophical theories ;

and the utmost that can be attempted in a short analysis

of his teaching is to give an outline of the system as it

probably would have been had it been logically carried
out, not as it actually appears in his own very illogical

attempt to carry it out.

In the language as well as in the doctrines of Philo
we may trace the influence of Greek philosophy in con-
junction wkh the literature of his own nation. The
theory, indeed, which would trace the term Auyog to
the few and unimportant passages in which it is em-
ployed by Plato is too fanciful and far-fetched to be
tenable; but the appearance in Philo of the Stoical dis-

tinction between \6yog IvSiaStToc and Xoyoc -npotyopi-

koc, as well as his general use of the term, seems to in-

dicate that in the employment of this word he was in-

fluenced by the language of the Greek philosophy,

though perhaps in conjunction with that of the Sept.

(On the Xoyoc of the Stoics and its relation to Philo,

see Zeller, Philos. der Giiecken, iii, 630. Comp. Wyt-
tenbach on Plutarch, ii, 44, A. The distinction between
h'CiaSeTog and 7rpo<popiKog Xoyoc, though acknowl-
edged by Philo, is not applied by him directly to the

divine reason [see Gfrorer, i, 177]. On other affinities

between Philo and the Stoics, see Valckenar, Diair.

de A ristobulo, sec. xxxii.) In the use of the cognate
term So^iw, as nearly, if not quite equivalent to Ad-
yoc, he was probably more directly influenced by
writers of his own nation, by the Sept. version of the

Proverbs, and by the books of Ecclesiasticus and Wis-
dom. (On the identity of Adyoc and So^i'a in Philo,

see Gfrorer, i, 213 sq.) Thus his language, no less than
his matter, indicates the compound character of his

writings ; the twofold origin of his opinions being par-

alleled by a similar twofold source of the terms in which
they are expressed.

It is necessary to dwell to some extent upon the
writings of Philo, because it is through them, if at all,

that the influence of the Greek philosophy on the Chris-

tian Scriptures is to be traced. Whether we admit the

conjecture that St. John, during his residence at Eph-
esus, might have become acquainted with Philo's writ-

ings; or whether we regard these writings as the extant
representatives of a widely diffused doctrine, which
might have reached the apostle through other channels

(see, for the one supposition, dean Milman, in a note on
Gibbon, ch. xxi; and for the other, Gfrorer, i, 307; ii,

4), it is to the asserted coincidences between this evan-
gelist and the Alexandrian philosopher that we must
look for the chief evidence for or against the theory

which asserts an influence of Greek speculations on
Christian doctrine. The amount of that influence,

however, has been very differently estimated by differ-

ent critics ; one of whom, as has been before observed,

ascribes to it nearly all the distinctive doctrines of the

Christian Church ; while another considers that the

whole resemblance between St. John and Philo may be

accounted for by their common use of certain passages

of the O. T., especially those concerning the angel of

the Lord, and the distinction between the hidden and
the revealed God (see Tholuck on the Gospel ofSt. John,

p. 65, Engl, transl.). The truth may perhaps be found

in an intermediate view, if we distinguish between the

Christian doctrine itself and the language in which it

is expressed. Notwithstanding the verbal parallels

which may be adduced between the language of Philo

and that of some portions of the N. T., the relation be-

tween the Alexandrian and the Christian doctrine is

one rather of contrast than of resemblance. The distin-

guishing doctrine of the Christian revelation—that of

the Word made flesh—not only does not appear in Philo,

but could not possibly appear, consistently with the lead-
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lag principles of his philosophy, according to which the

Beab, and matter in general, is condemned as the source

(if all evil. The development of Philo's doctrine, if ap-

plied i" the person ofCbrist, will lead, as has been point-

ed "nt. not to Christianity, but to docetiam (see Dorner

on the Person ofChrist, i. 17. Engl. transL) ; and in the

distinction, which he constantly makes, between the ab-

Bolute God and ilie secondary deity, who alone is capa-

ble of relation to finite things, we may trace the germ

of a theory which afterwards, in various forms, became

conspicuous in the different developments of gnosti-

cism.

In fact, the method ofPhilo, both in his philosophical

theories and in his interpretations of Scripture, is so far

from being, either in substance or in spirit, an anticipa-

tion of the Christian revelation, that it may rather be

taken as a representative of the opposite spirit of ration-

alism, the tendency of which is to remove all distinction

between natural and revealed religion, by striving to

bring all religious doctrines alike within the compass

of human reason. It is not the recepti (divine truth

as a fact, resting on the authority of an inspired teacher,

telling us t/mt these things are so: it is rather an inqui-

ry into causes and grounds, framing theories to explain

how they are so. The doctrine of the Logos, as it ap-

pears in Philo, is a hypothesis assumed in order to ex-

plain how it is possible that the God whom his philoso-

phy taught him to regard as above all relation to finite

existence, could nevertheless, as his religion taught him
to believe, be actually manifested in relation to t he world.

To explain this difficulty, he has recourse to the suppo-

sition of an intermediate being between God and the

world: standing, as it were, midway between the ab-

stract and impersonal on the one side, and the definite

and personal on the other: and described in language

which wavers between the two conceptions, without

succeeding in combining them. In this respect tin

theory reminds us not only of those forms of gnosticism

which subsequently emanated from the Alexandrian phi-

losophy under the influence of Christianity, as Philo's

'system emanated from the same philosophy under the
' influence of Judaism, but also, to some extent, of later

speculations, which, in the endeavor to transfer the

Catholic faith from a historical to a metaphysical foun-

dation, have regarded the do.tr'me of (be iucarnat ion

of the divine Word, not as the literal Btatcmenl of a fact

which took place at an appointed time, but as the figu-

rative representation of an eternal process in the divine

nature, i See Fichte, Amceisung zwm seligen I. 'Inn.

II'- /•/.•'. v. 182; Scbelling, Vorlesungen iioer Acad. Stud.

p. 192; Hegel. Philosophic </• r Geschichte, Werke, ix,

388; Baur, Christlich Gnosis, p. 715.)

On the Other hand, the Christian revelation, while dis-

tinctly proclaiming as a fact the reconciliation ofman to

God by One who is both God and man. yet announces

this gnat truth as a mystery to be received by faith,

' not as a theory to be comprehended by reason. The
mystery of the union between God's nature and man's

docs not cease to be mysterious because we an

that it is real. No intermediate hypothesis is advanced

to facilitate the union of the two natures by removing

the distinctive attributes of either ; no attempt is made
to overcome the philosophical difficulties ofthe doctrine

by deifying the humanity of Christ or humanizing his

divinity. 1 lis divine nature is not less divine than that

of his Father; bis human nature is not Less human than

that of his brethren. The Intellectual difficult) of com-

prehending how this can be remains still: but the au-

thority of a divine revelation is given to enable us to

believe notwithstanding.

lint while we acknowledge the wide and fundamental

differences which exist between the doctrines of the Al-

exandrian Judaism and those of the ( Christian Scriptures,

we must also acknowledge the existence of some strik-

ing similarities of language between the writings of

Philo and some parts of the X. T. The following in-

stances exhibit some of the most remarkable parallels

of this kind:

N.T.
John i, 1. T.i upxjj >c o Aoyo

Beon, Kai qi - \.--, • •

AolO? I|V 7Tp(>9

John i, 3. IttiiTa di' ainov hyiveio, Kai xwP< ? avrov eyivcro
i

.

John i, 4. Kai i'i £wi; lit to <pu><; tot avSpwiruv. 9. 171 to

0WS TO uAnJIl'fH' (pltlTlf.Cl 7T<ilTU ul~pa>7TOL'.

John i, IS. Ot6i> ot'oei? tiiuaw TrwiroTe " 6 juoio-ji 1 n\ u

uii e'ti roi KoXiroi tou varpn , .'mo... .'

,,-, ijiruro. (The par-
allels sometimes adduced from John iv, 10 and vi, 32, ns
compared with De Prof, is, p. 560, and Legis Alleg. ii, 21

;

iii, 50, 59, are very questionable. In both cases the allu-
sion seems to arise naturally from the conversation, and
not from any reference to Philo.)

1 John i, .'.. ><r; 6 H,,u <)>u,s tart, Kai oKozia iv ainw ova

1 John ii, 1. Kui iav tic ujuupTi;, 7rapaKAi|TOi' txop-t 11 Wpur
TOI Trail ua. lljOuilV XpiOTOl oikuioV.

Rom. IV, 17. Ocofj toc KaAouifTOff t« pi] bvra u>r una.

1 Cor. Ell, 1, 2. an vqirioii hi \,>i.tt(~.' ya\a i'uut inoTiaa,
Kai oil fiptbtna ; COmp. Ilel). V, 12, 13.

'

. 1 Cor. iv, 1. i«c Inrqp^rac Xoio-toc Kai oikovojuout pvo-rnpiuv

1 Cor. X, t. •-,,.. - ip Ik -ri . i'u.itik.".. ,niA,.r;-„i«ni, n4rpat

'

l| Ot fl>7|».i >ji 6 \

1 Cor. xiii, 18. (3\iironev yap apri At' itroirrpov it aviyfiart.
2 Cor. Iii, 1 ,,iru,irij) xi/v

da o Ki/piou Ka roirrpi^u/Lil . 01.

2 ( '»!]'. iii, I'i. .'-i.t;,.\,j XpttTTOV i»iiii.<i1I|:iC,i <tr j

"tpap.pi 1 ' ui Kavt, a\\a im \,c ,

Ktbii an . < n V' ti irXafi 11

2 Cor. iv, 4. tuv Xihgtov, of torn €.kuiv tuv ucoTi; como.
Co!, i, 15.

Philo.

De Con/. Ling. 2S, p. 427. iiir itiiiov t'tKovot ainov, \i>yov

tov lepurarou. De Somn, i, 39, p. 665. *a\eT <

. p. 625. TtpOl TOV
devTepov &ebv iic iariv t'KCivov Au-yor.

De Monarch, ii, r>, p. 225. Aoyo* &i w™ e'.Kwv oeoe, 01' o5
avptrai it m'xtuov hSnptovpyeiTO.

I>, Mini, Ii Opif. 8, p. 6. Kai Tai'-7>]f E.Ki

eKeiio, o ~< tat' \6yov yeyovev eiKwy rov dtepprivevaavros rtjv

yiveatv avrov.

LegtS Allcg. iii, 73, p. 12S. oi> irepi -7s <P<>oqui<; ainoii 61a-

yvcovat diifarat, aAA iiyairnTOVf edy tov uionaTor aiiTuii dvvtj-

^U'lLLl
, OTTep >M. TUC tLlUfJLfcUJV \o-;Ot'.

De Somn. i, 13, p. 632. ixabi) irpunov piv 6 Gear tjiwt ia-ri.

Dc ViU Mos. iii, 14, p. 155. \i .

-

T>/1 \>'ui 1tpb\ - uan]ir:n<ii .'in i,.Tt?ie( T.)i , K.T. A.

[The Son of God here - represented by the
vestments of the high-priest]

_De Crcat. Princ. 7, p. 367. tu y<\p p't] 6it,i i^„\.

/»• Agrieult. 2, \>. 301. 'i.-ei <v vqir/oit pit

u/lara, Kai '.'< i\.

8< e m . ai < o 1 7 pai, k.t. A.

/' PrO l: lit. lei", K^afi-.,T, >,.,, uuoTqn
... -. \. 7(7.1'.

Legis Alleg. ii. 21, p. B2 1 11 oo<pia
\ ..... ,.1 .'.i \ . .

De I'' 'ill. 21, J).
19S. <li< - uTioPTai ci

K. T. A.

Quod Otnn. prob. lib. T. p. i'.j. s, uo

\ V i t' hSavdrov

!> Monarch, ii. .'.. p. 228 • /•

inn/. Ling, '.'s, p. 427. 8eai -• v einaii \6yoi 6 wptafiurarot.
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Col. i, 15. TrptoToTOKO? wacrrir KTccrea>9 ; comp. Heb. i, C.
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1 Tim. il, 5. Ec9 7<ip 9eo9, ei? Kai p.eo-iT»i9 Geoii Kai uv^pw-

fc7TOfr](r€V TOU9

Heb. i, 3.

f;7rO<7T«CTea>9 c

rairyairpa Tri9 66fr]9 Kai XaP aKT'lP T 'i ?

Heb. iii, 1. KaTacoijiraTi: tob uwoo'ToXoi' Kac upxtepea tTs

u.oXoyia<; ('.jUttic Xpio-Toy 'Iqirovv.

Heb. iii, 4. 7rc'<r -jap 01K09 KaTa<TKeuci£eTac i/7ro Tii/09 * 6 6e

i 7rai/Ta KaTaiXK€i/aaa9 ©tor.

Heb. iv, 12. £<"" 7«p 6 X6709

Top.wTepo9 i/7rtp 7rucrai< fia%atpav

axpi pepiap-ov *l>vx ;S Te Kai n-Keiip.!

i'ep7»jr, K

c.Ki/oi/jiei/

Heb. iv, 14, 15. "ExoKTe9 ovv upx«6p<r'a piyav, dteXnXvSura
TOU9 0l)pul'Ol'9, 'infTOUV TOf l/(Of Tor; Beoc, KpaTlTipef tT,9 6fJLO\w

71'ar. Ou 7"p exofiev upxiepea pi; Oi'itipeioc ovixnaShoai TaiV

utr^ecec'acc i,p.u>v, 7re7reipapec'OV de Kara irana kuj' opocoTrjTa

Xi*>pi ? apapria?.

Heb. vi, 13. Tip 7c'<p A/Spaap eirayyetXdpevn? 6 Geo?, tJrei

Kax' oMecik ec'xe pei£oi/o9 opoerac, iopoae KaSr' eatnov.

Heb. vii, 25. TracTOTe £iuc ei9 to ei<Tii7X«i'eiv i>7rtp aurwv.

(It may be questioned whether the allegorical commentary
onMelchisedek[L^vif,

<Y</.iii,20,p.l03j is a fair parallel to

Heb. vii. The latter seems more likely to have been taken
directly from Psa. ex, without the intervention of Philo.)

Heb. si, 4. Kai 6c' alin? airoiavwv en XaXecYac.

An examination of these passages will, we believe,

confirm the view which has been above taken of the

doctrinal differences between them ; while, at the same

time, it will enable us to discern a purpose to be served

by the verbal resemblances which they undoubtedly ex-

hibit. If we except instances of merely accidental sim-

ilarity in language, without any affinity in thought; or

quotations by way of illustration, such as St. Paul occa-

sionally borrows from heathen writers ; or thoughts and

expressions derived from the O. T., and therefore com-

mon to Philo and the apostles, as alike acknowledging

and making use of the Jewish Scriptures ; they may be

reduced, for the most part, to two heads: first, the use of

the name 6 Aoyoc, by St. John, as a title of Christ, and

the application to him, both by St. John and St. Paul,

of various attributes and offices ascribed by Philo to

the divine Word, and to the various philosophical rep-

resentations with which the Word is identified ; and,

secondly, the recognition, chiefly in the acknowledged

writings of St. Paul and in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

of a spiritual sense, in parts of Scripture, distinct from

the literal interpretation; though this is employed far

more cautiously and sparingly than in Philo, and as an
addition to, rather than, as Philo for the most part em-
ploys it, as a substitute for the literal sense. The apos-

tles, it would appear from these passages, availed them-

selves, in some degree, of the language already estab-

lished in the current speculations of their countrymen,

in order to correct the errors with which that language

was associated, and to lead men's minds to a recognition

of the truth of which these errors were the counterfeit.

This is only what might naturally be expected from men
desirous of adapting the truths which they had to teach

to the circumstances of those to whom they had to teach

them. There was an earlier gnosticism founded in part

on the perversion of the Law, as there was a later gnos-

ticism founded in part on the perversion of the Gospel;
and it is probable that, at least at the time when St. John
wrote, the influence of both had begun to be felt in the

Legis Alley, iii, 61, p. 121. 6 X6709 tov eeoT, . . . irpeafiiWa-

Tor Kui 7CKKwTaTo9 tiuc i era yiyove. De Agricnlt. 12, p. 808.
tov bpSov av-rov Xoyov, 7rpwT<i7oi/ov vlov. be Prof'. 20, p. 502.

6 piv 7rpttr/3uTaT05 tub 6kto9 A6709. De Sovin. i, 37, p. 653.

upxcepei'9 o TTptoToyovos aurov $eco9 X6709.

Qvis rer. div. hcer. 42, p. 501. Tip de apxayyeXui Kai 7rpeo-

fiurdru) Xoyto 6u>peac t^aiperov edwuev o ru o\a yewi]<ra?
waTi'/p, I'l/a pe5opio9 oris to yei'Ofievoi/ diaKpivr] tou 7rt7ro<nKo-

T09, K. T. X.

De Cherub. 35, p. 102. a'trtov piv aurov tov eeov . . . opya-
vov 6c' X070C (Jeov, 6c' oi' KaTea-Kei'ciu^ri.

De Mundi Opif. 51, p. 35. ttu9 ui<Spto7ro9 koto. fxiv t)v
Bu'tvoiav wKEcWac Sec'eg \uyw, r : s panapias (comp. .Sap. Sol.

vii, 20). De Plant. Noe, 5, p. 332. ^.(Tew9 Unayeiov n ini-
<r7ruirpa h uTTaoyaapa ytyoviios <r<ppu.yldi Beov is 6 xapaKTi;p
taitv uiotor X0709.

De Sown, i, 38, p. 654. 6 piv 6); piyat upxiepti"? t!}S ofioXo-
7.'a9,K.T.\.

De Cherub. 35, p. 102. oim'ajiai wo\c9 Traera Vca KcnaaKev-
aa~i], Tcca ffi'veccreA^ctc 6ei; tip' ov dtiptovpyvv, K. t. X. . . .

MeTeXSrov oiv uttu twv iv pt'pec KaTacrKei/uJi/, i6e ti;k i-ityiarriv

o'iKiav rj ttoXiv, Toc6e tov K6ap.ov' ei'p/;crei9 7<ip a'tTiov ntv
avTov tov Seoc, k. t. X.

Qim rer. div. hcer. 2G, p. 401. Tip Tope: twv avinrcivTan

avrov Xoyw, 69 e.9 t'/jv ufvT«Tt|V oKoi'ti^reit uKpijv diaipwv ou6t-'-

7TOT6 Xf|7tc Ta a oStiTti TrtivTa. 27, p. 402. OyT<09 6 6eo9
uKoct]iTiipev'09 toc Tope'a twv ovfnrch'Twv aurov Xoyov, dtatpet

t>\v Te iipop<pov Kai a7rococ tcoii oXwi/ ovaiav.

De Prof. 20, p. 562. Aiyopiev yap tov upxcept'a ouk ai-5pco-

ttov uXXi'c Xo7ov SeTov eivai, ttuvtuv oi>x f-Kovaiav /xovov, liXXcl

Kai aKovaiuiv a6iK>ipaTWw uptTOXOc. De VictAO, p. 246. otc 6

wpo9 aXi]^eiav upxi€p£i'9 Kai pt/ <|/ei/6«jn'po9 aptToxo9 apapTn-

Legis Alleg.m, 72, p. 127. 'Opu9 7tip otc ov naSr
1 irfpov

opciiec Geo9, ovoiv yap aurov Kpcnrov, uXXti Ka*' tavTOv, C9

eiTTc naiTuyv apto-ros.

Qui.s rer. div. hcer. 42, p. 501. 6 6' aiT09 iKeTFK p.iv ta-Tc tov
S-HlTot K»pacl'OC'T09 ait 7rpU9 to ci^S-apToc

Quod deter, -potiori insid. 14, p. 200. MapTi/p>';<7ei &£ to
XprioSiv Xoytov, ev u> tjttovg xp»''Pf co9 Kai (3ouiv a iriirov^tv into

KaKou avvStTov TiiXavyw 1,- evptOKtTal. Hit)? yap 6 p»)KtT' u>v

diaXiyeaSai &vvo.t6s
;

Christian Church, and had modified to some extent the

language of its theology (see Burton, Bampton Lectures,

p. 218). If so, the adoption of that language, as a ve-

hicle of Christian doctrine, would furnish the natural

means both of correcting the errors which had actually

crept into the Church, and of counteracting the influ-

ence of the source from which they sprang. If the phil-

osophical Jews of Alexandria, striving, as speculative

minds in every age have striven, to lay the foundations

of their philosophy in an apprehension of the one and
the absolute, were driven by the natural current of such

speculations to think of the supreme God as a being

remote and solitary, having no relation to finite things,

and no attributes out of which such a relation can arise,

it is natural that the inspired Christian teacher should

have been directed to provide, by means of their own
language, the antidote to their error; to point, in the

revelation of God and man united in one Christ, to the

truth, and to the manner of attaining the truth; to turn

the mind of the wandering seeker from theory to fact,

from speculation to belief; to bid him look, with the

eye of faith, to that great mystery of godliness in which
the union of the infinite and the finite is realized in fact,

though remaining still incomprehensible in theory. If

the same philosophers, again, seeking to bridge over

the chasm which their speculations had interposed be-

tween God and man, distorted the partial revelation of

the Angel of the Covenant, which their Scriptures sup-

plied, into the likeness of the ideal universe of the Pla-

tonist, or of the half- personified world -reason of the

Stoic, it was surely no unworthy object of the apostolic

teaching to lead them, by means of the same language,

to the true import of that revelation, as made known, in

its later and fuller manifestation, by the advent of the

Word made flesh. If the Platonizing expositor of the

Jewish Scriptures, eager to find the foreign philosophy

which he adopted in the oracles of God committed to

his own people, explained away their literal import by

a system of allegory and metaphor, it was natural that
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the inspired writers of the New Covenant should poinl

out the true meaning ofthose marks which the Jewish

history and religion bo clearly bear of a spiritual signifi-

cance beyond themselves, by showing how the institu-

tions of the I.aw ami the record of God's dealings wiih

his chosen people arc not an allegory contrived lor the

teaching of a present philosophy, but an anticipation,

d by the divine Author of the whole :h a prep-

aration, directly and indirectly, by teaching and train-

ing, by ritual and prophecy, by type and symbol, t>>

make ready the way for him that was t me.

The attempts made by Grossmann. Gfrorer, and oth-

ers, to explain the origin of Christianity as an offshoot

of the Jewish philosophy of Alexandria rest mainly on

these occasional coincidences of language, while over-

looking fundamental differences of doctrine. The ideal

Logos, the distinguishing feature of the Alexandrian

philosophy, has no place in the teaching of the X.T.

The belief in one Christ, very God and very man, has
not onl\ no place in. hut is diametrically opposed to the

philosophical speculations of l'liilo. For his personal

relations to Christianity, see l'mi.o. Christianity came
into the world at a time when the ( Ineco-.lew [sh modes
of thought, of which Philo is the representative, were

prevalent ; and the earliest Christian teachers, so far as

they had to deal with those to whom that philosophy

was familiar, could do so most effectually by means of

its language and associations. These considerations

seem naturally to explain the resemblance and the dif-

ference between the two systems resemblance as re-

gards the language employed: difference as regards the

doctrine which that language conveys.

See Keferstein, Philo's Lehn v. </. gottl. Mittelwesen

(Leips. 1846) : Niednef, /'< \i>-,i
;
> <ij>ii<I Philonem (in the

Zeitschr.f. hist. Theol. L849);( ilarke's Coram, ad Ioc.Joh.;

Bryant, PhUo Judceus (Cambr. L797,8vo). SeeLooos.
III. Christianity in Contact with Ancient Philosophy.

—The only direct trace of the contact of Christianity

with Western philosophy in the N. T. is in the account

of Paul's visit to Athens, where "certain philosophers

of the Epicureans and of the Stoics" (Acts xvii, 18)

the representatives, that is. of the two great moral
schools which divided the West

—

(i encountered him;''

and there is nothing in the apostolic writings to show
that it exercised any important influence upon the early

Church (comp. 1 Cor. i. 22 24). lint it was otherwise

with Eastern speculation, which, as it was less scientific

in form, penetrated more deeply through the mass of

the people. The -philosophy" against which the Co-
lossians were warned (Col. ii. 8) seems undoubtedly to

have been of Eastern origin, containing elements simi-

lar to those which were afterwards embodied in various

Shapes of gnosticism, as a sellish asceticism and a su-

perstitious reverence lor angels (ver. 16 23), and in the
Epistles to Timothy, addressed to Ephesus, in which
city Paul anticipated the rise of false teaching (Acts

-\x, .'Hi), two distinct forms of error may be traccl. in

addition to Judaism, due more or less to t he same influ-

ence. < in' ,,| these was a vain spiritualism, insisting
on ascetic observances, and interpreting the resurrection

as a moral change (1 Tim. iv, 1 7: 2 Tim. ii, 16-18) ; the
other a materialism allied to sorcery el Tim. iii. 13, yo-

I in I, 'liner i- that which is peculiarly •• false-

styled gnosis" 1
1 Tim. vi, 20), abounding in "profane

and old wives' fables" (iv, 7i and empty discussions (i.

6; vi, 20) ; the latter has a close connection with ear-
lier tendencies at Ephesus(Acts \i\. 19), and with the
traditional accounts of Simon Magus (comp. viii, 9),

whose working on the early Church, however obscure,
was unquestionably most important. Thesi

nistic and yet complementary forms of heresy found a
wide development in later times: but it is remarkable
that no trace of dualism, of the distinction of the Crea-
tor and the Redeemer, the Demiurge and the true Cod.
which formed bo essential a tenet of the Gnostic schools.

occurs in the N. T. ( comp. Thiersch. VtrSUch 'Mr Her-
steUung </. hist. Standpunktes, etc.. p. 281 804).

The writings of the Bub-apostolic age, with the ex-

ception of the famous anecdote of Justin Martyr
| Dial.

J 4), throw little light upon the relations of Christian-

ity and philosophy. The heretical systems again are

too "Ic urc and complicated t" illustrate' more than the
general admixture of foreign (especially Eastern I

tenets

with the apostolic teaching. One book, however, has

been preserved in various shapes, which, though -till

unaccountably neglected in Church histories, contains

a vivid delineation of the .speculative struggle which
Christianity had to maintain with Judaism and hea-

thenism, flie Clementine llnmilli .< ted. Dressel, 1853)
and Recognitions (ed. < iersdorf, 1838 | are a kind of phi-

losophy of religion, and in subtlety and richness of

thought yield to no early Christian writings, flic pict-

ure which I he supposed author draws of hi- early relig-

ion- doubts is evidently taken from life (Clem. Recogn.
i. l 3; Xeauder. i'h. Ili.<t. i. 1.;. EngL transl.); and in

tin- discussions which follow there are clear traces "I

|

Western as well a- Eastern philosophy (Uhlhorn,Die
Horn. a. Recogn. -/. Clem. limn. p. 104, etc.).

At the close of the 2d century, when the Church of

Alexandria came into marked intellectual pre-eminence,

the mutual influence of Christianity and Neo-Platonism
opened a new field of speculation, or. rather, the two
systems were presented in forms designed to meet the

acknowledged wants of the time. According to the

commonly received report. Origen was the scholar of

Ammonius Sacra-, who first gave consistency to the

I later Platonism, and for a long time he was the c tem-
porary of Plotinus (A.D. 205 'J7in. who was it- noblest

expositor. Neo-Platonisra was. in fad. an attempt to

seize the spirit of Christianity, apart from its historic

basis and human elements. The separation between
the two was absolute; and yet the splendor of the one-
sided spiritualism of the Neo-Platonists attracted in

some cases the admiration of the Christian fathers (Ba-
sil. Theodoret I, and the wide circulation of the writings

of the pseudo-Dionysius the Areopai;ite served to prop-

agate many of their doctrines under an orthodox name
among the schoolmen and mystics of the Middle Ages
i Vogt, A'. u-Platonismus u. < lirisU nthum, 1836 ; Herzog,

Encyklop. s. v. Neu-Platonismus). See Neo-Plato-
M-M.
The want which the Alexandrian fathers endeavored

to satisfy is in a great measure the want of our own
time. If Christianity be truth, it must have points of

special connection with all nations and all periods. The
difference of character in the constituent writings of the

X. T. are e\ idenily typical, and present the Gospel in a

form (if technical language may be used) now ethical,

now logical, now mystical. 'flic varieties of aspect

thus indicated combine to give the idea of a harmonious

whole. Clement rightly maintained that there is a
••gnosis" in Christianity distinct from the errors of

gnosticism. The latter was a premature attempt to

connect the Gospel with earlier systems; the former a

result of conflict grounded on faith (Mbhler, Patrologie,

p. 424, etc.). Christian philosophy may be in one sense

a contradiction in terms, for Christianity < le—idly

derives its first principles from revelation, and not from

simple reason; but there is no less a true philosophy of

Christianity, which aim- to -how how completely these,

by their form, their substance, and their consequences,

meet the instincts and aspirations of all ages. The ex-
position of such a philosophy would be the work of a

modern < trigen.

See llainT. Philosophic der Kirchenvater (Munch.
1869); Mock!. PhUos. d, patristischen Zeit (Wuraburg,
1859); Moller, Kosmologu in d. griech. Kirch (Halle.

1868).

IN'. Patristic Recognition ofthe Propaedeutic Offia •</

Greek Philosophy*—The divine discipline of the Jews
was in nature essentially moral. See PHILOSOPHY,
Hi bbew. The lessons which it was designed to teach

were embodied in tin- family and the nation. i , t this

was not in itself a complete discipline of our nature.
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The reason, no less than the will and the affections, had

an office to discharge in preparing man for the incarna-

tion. The process and the issue in the two cases were

widely different, but they were in some sense comple-

mentary. Even in time this relation holds good. The
divine kingdom of the Jews was just overthrown when
free speculation arose in the Ionian colonies of Asia.

The teaching of the last prophet nearly synchronized

with the death of Socrates. All other differences be-

tween the discipline of reason and that of revelation are

implicitly included in their fundamental difference of

method. In the one, man boldly aspired at once to

God; in the other, God disclosed himself gradually to

man. Philosophy failed as a religious teacher practi-

cally (Rom. i, 21, 22), but it bore noble witness to an

inward law (ii, 14, 15). It laid open instinctive wants

which it could not satisfy. It cleared away error,

when it could not found truth. It swayed the foremost

minds of a nation, when it left the mass without hope.

In its purest and grandest forms it was " a schoolmaster

to bring men to Christ" (Clem. Alex. Strom, i, § 28).

This function of ancient philosophy is distinctly rec-

ognised by many of the greatest of the fathers. The
principle which is involved in the doctrine of Justin

Martyr on " the Seminal Word" finds a clear and sys-

tematic expression in Clement of Alexandria (comp. Re-

depenning, Origenes, i, 437-439). " Every race of men
participated in the Word. And they who lived with

the Word were Christians, even if they were held to be

godless (dStoi), as, for example, among the Greeks,

Socrates and Heraclitus, and those like them" (Just.

Mart. Ap. i, 46 ; comp. i, 5, 28, and ii, 10, 13). " Phi-

losophy," says Clement, "before the coming of the

Lord, was necessary to Greeks for righteousness; and
now it proves useful for godliness, being in some sort a

preliminary discipline (trpo—aihia tiq ovna) for those

who reap the fruits of the faith through demonstration.

. . . Perhaps we may say that it was given to the

Greeks with this special object (7rpo»jyo?>/tH'ujc), for it

brought (i/raiCaywyu) the Greek nation to Christ, as

the law brought the Hebrews" (Clem. Alex. Strom, i,

5, § 28 ; comp. 9, § 43, and 16, § 80). In this sense he

does not scruple to say that " Philosophy was given as

a peculiar testament (SiaBi]Kt]v) to the Greeks, as form-

ing the basis of the Christian philosophy" (ibid, vi, 8,

§ 67 ; comp. 5, § 41). Origen, himself a pupil of Ammo-
nius Saccas, speaks with less precision as to the educa-

tional power of philosophy, but his whole works bear

witness to its influence. The truths which the philos-

ophers taught, he says, referring to the words of Paul,

were from God, for "God manifested these to them,

and all things that have been nobly said" (c. Cels. vi, 3
;

Philoc. 15). Augustine, while depreciating the claims

of the great Gentile teachers, allows that "some of

them made great discoveries, so far as they received

help from heaven, while they erred so far as they were

hindered by human frailty" (August. Be Civ. ii, 7

;

comp. Be Boctr. Chr. ii, 18). They had, as he else-

where says, a distant vision of the truth, and learned

from the teaching of nature what prophets learned from

the Spirit (Serm. lxviii, 3 ; cxl, etc.).

But while many thus recognised in philosophy the

free witness of the Word speaking among men, the

same writers in other places sought to explain the par-

tial harmony of philosophy and revelation by an orig-

inal connection of the two. This attempt, which in the

light of a clearer criticism is seen to be essentially fruit-

less and even suicidal, was at least more plausible in

the first centuries. A multitude of writings were then

current bearing the names of the Sibyl or Hystaspes,

which were obviously based on the O.-T. Scriptures,

and as long as they were received as genuine it was
impossible to doubt that Jewish doctrines were spread
in the West before the rise of philosophy. On the

other hand, when the fathers ridicule with the bitterest

scorn the contradictions and errors of philosophers, it

must be remembered that they spoke often fresh from

a conflict with degenerate professors of systems which
had long lost all real life. Some indeed there were,
chiefly among the Latins, who consistently inveighed
against philosophy. But even Tertullian, who is among
its fiercest adversaries, allows that at times the philoso-

phers hit upon truth by a happy chance or blind good-
fortune, and yet more by that " general feeling with
which God was pleased to endow the soul" (Tertull. Be
An. 2). The use which was made of heathen specula-

tion by heretical writers was one great cause of its dis-

paragement by their catholic antagonists. Irenseus en-

deavors to reduce the Gnostic teachers to a dilemma

:

either the philosophers with whom they argued knew
the truth or they did not; if they did, the incarnation

was superfluous; if they did not, whence comes the

agreement of the true and the false? (Adv. Hair, ii, 14,

7). Hippolytus follows out the connection of different

sects with earlier teachers in elaborate detail. Tertul-

lian, with characteristic energy, declares that " Philoso-

ophy furnishes the arms and the subjects of heresy.

What (he asks) has Athens in common with Jerusa-

lem? the Academy with the Church? heretics with
Christians? Our training is from the Porch of Solo-

mon. . . . Let those look to it who bring forward a

Stoic, a Platonic, a dialectic Christianity. We have no
need of curious inquiries after the coming of Christ Je-

sus, nor of investigation after the Gospel" (Tertull. Be
Prtescr. liter. 7).

This variety of judgment in the heat of controversy

was inevitable. The full importance of the history of

ancient philosophy was then first seen when all rivalry

was over, and it became possible to contemplate it as a
whole, animated by a great law, often trembling on the

verge of truth, and sometimes by a "bold venture"

claiming the heritage of faith. Yet even now the rela-

tions of the " two old covenants"—philosophy and the

Hebrew Scriptures—to use the language of Clement

—

have been traced only imperfectly. What has been

done may encourage labor, but it does not supersede it.

In the porticos of Eastern churches Pythagoras and
Plato are pictured among those who prepared the way
for Christianity (Stanley, p. 41) ; but in the West, sib-

yls, and not philosophers, are the chosen representatives

of the divine element in Gentile teaching.

Philosophy, Hebrew. The term philosophy, as

seen above, may be properly used in a wider and in a more
restricted sense. In the former it is nearly synonymous
with science, and embraces all departments of human
knowledge capable of being scientifically classified—that

is, where the facts are presented in their causes, where
phenomena are referred to principles, and arranged un-

der laws. In the latter it is confined to speculative

knowledge, that which the mind has of its own opera-

tions and laws, or which it acquires by reasoning from

its own thoughts. We have no evidence that philoso-

phy in the stricter sense was cultivated by the ancient

Hebrews ; nor have we much reason to believe that sci-

entific study, even as regards external phenomena, was
much followed by them. Forming our estimate from

what of their literature has been preserved to us in the

Bible, we must conclude that the ancient Hebrew mind
was not specially characterized by those tendencies, nor

largely endowed with those faculties which give birth

to speculative research. The analytical and the logical

are but slightly perceptible in their mental products,

while the imaginative, the synthetic, and the histori-

cal largely predominate. AVe should be led to infer

that they delighted rather in putting things together

according to their analogies than in distributing them

according to their differences. They were careful ob-

servers of phenomena, and their minds sought scope in

bold flights of imagination, or reposed in calm, pro-

tracted, and profound reflection ; but it was as histori-

ans and poets rather than as philosophers that they

looked on the world both of being and event.

It thus appears that philosophy, if we limit the word

strictly to describe the free pursuit of knowledge of
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which truth is the one complete end, is essentially of

Western growth. In the East the .-<.•ir.li after wisdom
has always been connected with practice: it has re-

mained then-, what it was iii Greece al iir-t. a pan of

religion. The history ol the Jews offers no exception

to this remark : there is no Jewish philosophy properly

SO railed. Vet ..n the other hand speculation and ac-

tion inert in truth: and perhaps the mosl obvious les-

son of the < >. T. lies in the gradual construction of a

di\ ine philosophy by fact, and not by speculation. The
method of Greece was to proceed from life to God; the

method of Israel (so to speak) was to proceed from God
to life. The axioms of one system are the conclusions

of the other. The one led to the successive abandon-

ment of the noblest domains of science which man had
claimed originally as his own. till it left bare systems

of morality: the other, in the fulness of time, prepared

many to welcome the < Ihrist— the Truth.

From whal has been said, it follows that the philoso-

phy of the Jeys, using the word in a large sense, is to

be sought lor rather in the progress of the national life

than in special books. These, indeed, furnish impor-

tant illustrations of the growth of speculation, but the

history is written more in acts than in thoughts. Step

by step the idea of the family was raised into that of

tb«' people; and the kingdom furnished the basis of

those wider promises which included .all nations in one

kingdom of heaven. The social, the political, the cos-

mica] relations of man were traced out gradually in re-

lation to God. See Jews; Judaism.
I. The Philosophy of Nature.—1. Primitive Period.—

With the Hebrews the original theory of the world was
so simple that little occasion was given to them for spec-

ulation on the mysteries of existence. Their conception

of it was essentially and wholly monotheistic. They
held the existence of one God, besides whom there was
no other: and as the world had come into being by his

simple fiat, so it wa> kept in being by his will, gov-
erned by his immediate agency, and subordinated to

the fulfilment of his designs. No trace is discoverable

in the Bible of those pantheistic notions in which the

think.rs and writers of other ancient nations seem so

generally to have taken refuge from the perplexities

arising out of the relations of the finite to the infinite,

and which at a later period took such hold of the

Jewish mind, as is attested by their cabalistic books

(Freystadt, Philosophia Cabbulistica <t Pantkeismus,

1832). The world and the things in the world were
regarded bj them not a- emanations from God, nor as

in anj sense God; they .are all the work ol' his hands,

proceeding from him. but as distinct from him .as the

work is distinct from the workman. By the word of

Jehovah all things were created, and by his word they
are upheld. They till belong lo him .as his properly, and
he does with them as he wills. They are his. inn nol in

am sens,, he. As little do the Hebrews Beem to have
the i.l.a of an order of nature distinct from the

Will and power of God. The phenomena of I, cine, and
event they referred alike to the immediate agencj ol

the Almighty. Causation was with them simply <o..l

acting. They thus removed the distinction between
the natural and the supernatural, not. a- some modern
specula! i-:- propose, by reducing till phenomena under
natural laws, but by the reverse process, resolving all

int.. the immediate operation of (...d. Man. as part of

God's creation, i- equally Bubjecl with the rest to his

control. Hi- lime- ami ways tire all in God's hand.
Bj God'e power .and wisdom he ha- been fashioned; by
God's g loe- he is upheld and guided; by God's law
his entire activity is to be regulated; at God's com-
mand b. retires from ibis active Bphere and passes i

the unseen world, where his spun returns to him who
gave ii.

Km though this simple and childlike theory of the
uni\.rse gave little scope tor speculative thinking and
inquiry, and though the Bible presents us with but

little that indicates the existence of philosophic study

among the ancient Hebrews, we are not entitled to con-
clude from these data that such pursuits had no exist-

ence among them. It is to be borne in mind that it

was foreign to the design and pretensions of the sacred

writers t.. .lis.-iiss speculatively points on which they
were commissioned to speak authoritatively in the

name of (bid: nor must it be forgotten that we have
not in the Bible the entire literature of the Hebrew
people, and that, as philosophic writings would, because
not addressed to the popular mind, be precisely those

most likely to be allowed to perish, it is possible that

much may have been lost which, had it been presen i d,

would have shown how and to what extent scientific

research flourished among the Hebrews. This sugges-

tion acquires force, nol only from the fact that we know-

that certain utterances by Solomon of a scientific kind,

probably committed to writing, have perished (1 Kings

iv, 33), but also from the statement in Kccles. xii. 12,

which, besides indicating that the literature of the He-
brew s -.\ as more copious than whal we now possess, leads,

from its connection, to the conclusion thai part of it at

least was devoted to philosophic inquiry. The book of

Ecclesiastes itself, as well as that of Job, may be held

as proving that the Hebrew mind .lid not acquiesce

wholly in simple faith, hut had. like mind elsewhere,

its seasons of doubt, question, and speculation on mat-
ters relating to man's condition and destiny. We may
also point to Psa. xlix, lxxiii, and to many passages in

the book of Proverbs, as indicating the same thing.

Nor must we overlook the fact that the Hebrew is rich

in terms which are appropriate to philosophic inquiry.

and indicate habits of analytic research among those by

whom they were used. Of these may be mentioned

nirn. wisdom, often used as we use philosophy (comp.

Holes, i. 13, where n~;n2 Tin might almost be ren-

dered to philosophize) ;
"j'2, from

"

(

"2. between, to sepa-

rate, to discern, to understand, i. e. to analyze percep-

tions into their component elements, so as to arrive at

just notions of them, whence n:". insight, ini

judgment; 'CjT and "l~ri_ to investigate, to examiiu ;

n;.n. to think, to reflect; ""S. to ponder; V~\ to know,

whence TV~. knowledge. To these may be added their

names for the mental pari of man. H*~. irvevpa ; U3S3,

4>i'Xn »
~

r ^' anima ; Z~. icapdia, <ppi]v.

It is further to be observed that though the Bible

does not present philosophic truth in a speculative form,

it presents abundantly the materials out of which phi-

losophies may be constructed. Philosophy thus exists

in it as it exists in nature, not (to use the scholastic

phraseology) in a manifest and evolute, but in a con-

crete and involute slat.: and il needs only a patient

collection of its statements, and the arrangement of

these according to I heir meaning and relations, to I lia-

ble us to construct systematic developments of them.

We may thus form not onlj a theology from the Bible,

but an anthropology, including physiology .and a Bys-

ie f ethics. See Poos, Fundamenta Psych

Sac. Script. < 'oUecta (1769 i ; Beck, I mriss ,1. biblischen

Seelenlehrt (1843); Haussmann, /'/< bSA. Lehre con

Menschen (1848); Von Schubert, Gesch. der Seelt (4th

ed. 1850); Hclii/.sch. System der WW. Psycfio

..I. 1861); Taylor, linn,,,- Dubitantium (1660); Bud-

dffius, Tnstit. il« log. Moralis (1715); Staudlin, Lehr-

buch der Moralfur T/ieologen (2d ed. 1817); Schleier-

macher, Die Christlichi Sittt (1843); Harless, Christ-

lich Ethik (4th ed. 1849); W'uttke. Uandb. der Christ!.

Sittenlehn (2 vols. i. Set Biblk u Theology.
For the natural science of the Hebn « -. see Astron-

omy, Botamy, Medicine, Zoology, and the articles

on subjects of natural history in this work, for the

exact Beit n.cs. see the articles CHRONOLOGY and Nt M-

r.i R.

2. Exilian Period. This is of great interest to the

sin. hnt of the Bible, in consequence of the influence

which the Babylonian philosophy exerted on the opiu-
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ions and manner of thinking of the Israelites during

their captivity in Babylon—an influence of a general

and decided character, which the rabbins themselves

admit, in alleging that the names of the angels and of

the months were derived by the house of Israel from

Babylon (Rosh Uashanah, p. 56). The system of opin-

ion and manner of thinking which the captives met
with in Babylon cannot be characterized exclusively as

Ghaldsean, but was made up of elements whose birth-

place was in various parts of the East, and which ap-

pear to have found in Babylon a not uncongenial soil,

where they grew and produced fruit which coalesced

into one general sYstem. Of these elements the two

principal were the Ghaldsean and the Medo-Persian or

Zoroastrian. It is to the first that the reader's atten-

tion is invited in this article.

The Chaldseans, who lived in a climate where the

rays of the sun are never darkened, and the night is al-

ways clear and bright by means of the light of the

moon and stars, were led to believe that light was the

soul of nature. Accordingly it was by the light of the

sun and stars that the universal spirit brought forth all

things; and therefore the Chaldseans offered their hom-
age to the Supreme Being in the heavenly bodies,

where he appeared to them in a special manner to

dwell. As the stars form separate bodies, imagination

represented them as distinct existences, which had

each their peculiar functions, and exerted a separate

influence in bringing forth the productions of nature.

The idea of a universal spirit disappeared, as being too

abstract for the people, and not without difficulty for

cultivated minds; and worship was offered to the stars

as so many powers that governed the world. It is easy

to see how the Chaldseans passed from this early cor-

ruption of the primitive religion of the Bible to a low

and degrading polytheism.

As light was regarded as the only moving power of

nature, and every star had its own influence, so natural

phenomena appeared the result of the particular influ-

ence of that heavenly body which at any given time

was above the horizon; and the Chaldaean philosophers

believed that they found the cause of events in its po-

sition, and the means of foretelling events in its move-
ments. These views, and perhap.-. the extraordinary

heat and the pestilential winds which in certain months
prevail in the country, and against which there is no
protection except in the hills, led the Chaldseans to the

mountains which gird the land. On these observato-

ries, which nature seems to have expressly formed for

the purpose, they studied the positions and movements
of the heavenly host. They thought they saw that

similar phenomena were constantly accompanied by the

same conjunction of the stars, which seemed to observe

regular movements and a similar course. On this the

Ghaldsean priests came to the conviction that natural

events are bound together, and that sacrifices do not

interrupt their course; that they all have a common
origin, which works according to unknown principles

and laws, whose discovery is so important as to deserve

their best attention. The heavenly bodies themselves

are obedient to these laws; their formation, position,

and influence are consequences of these universal laws,

by which nature was controlled. This determined the

Chaldseans to seek in the heavens the knowledge of the

original cause which created the world, and of the lav/s

which that cause followed in the formation of things

and in the production of phenomena, since in the heav-
ens dwelt the power which brings all things forth.

The stars were masses of light; the space which held

them were filled with light ; no other power appeared

to operate therein: accordingly the Chaldseans held

light to be the moving power which had produced the

stars. It could not be doubted that this power pos-

sessed intelligence, and the operations of the mind ap-

pear to have so much resemblance to the subtlety and
fleetness of light that men who had only imagination
for their guide had no hesitation to represent intelli-

gence as a property of light, and the universal spirit of

highest intelligence as light itself. The observations
of the Chaldaeans had taught them that the distances

of the stars from the earth are unequal, and that light

decreases in its approach to the earth, on which they
concluded that light streams forth from an endless foun-

tain far removed from the earth, in doing which it fills

space with its beams, and forms the heavenly bodies in

different positions and of different magnitudes. The
creative spirit was therefore set forth by them under
the image of an eternal, inexhaustible fountain of light;

they thought this fountain was to the universe what
the sun is to the regions lighted and warmed by his

beams.

As light becomes less in propagating itself, its foun-

tain must be of an inconceivable subtlety and purity,

and, accordingly, in its loftiest condition, intelligent.

As its beams are removed from their source they lose

their activity, and by the gradual waning of their influ-

ence sink from their original perfection ; they therefore

produced different existences and intelligences, in pro-

portion as they became more distant from the fountain

of light ; at last, passing from one element into another,

they lost their lightness, were pressed together, and
made dense, till they became corporeal, and produced
chaos. There accordingly was between the Supreme
Being and the earth a chain of intermediate existences,

whose perfections decreased as they were more remote
from the First Great Cause. This Supreme Being had
communicated in a distinguished degree his primary
radiations, intelligence, power, productiveness ; all other

emanations had, in proportion to their distance from the

highest intelligence, a less and less share in these per-

fections; and thus were the different regions of light,

from the moon to the dwelling-place of the Supreme,

filled with various orders of spirits.

The space which contained the First Cause, or Foun-
tain of radiations, was filled with pure and happy in-

telligences. Immediately beneath this region began the

corporeal world, or the empyreum, which was a bound-

less space, lighted by the pure light which flowed im-
mediately from the Great Source; this empyreum was
tilled with an infinitely less pure fire than the original

light, but immeasurably finer than all bodies. Below
this was the ether, or grosser region, filled with still

grosser fire. Next came the fixed stars, spread over a
wide region where the thickest parts of the ethereal fire

had come together and formed the stars. The world
of planets succeeded, which contained the sun, moon,
and the wandering stars. Then came the last order of

beings—the rude elements which are deprived of all ac-

tivity, and withstand the motions and influence of light.

The different parts of the world are in contact, and the

spirits of the upper regions can influence the lower, as

well as descend and enter into them. As the chaotic

elements were without shape and motion, the spirits of

the higher regions must have formed the earth, and hu-

man souls are spirits sprung from them. To these spir-

its from above the system of the Chaldseans ascribed all

the productions, appearances, and movements upon the

earth. The formation of the human body, the growth
of the fruits, all the gifts of nature, were attributed to

beneficent spirits. In the space below the moon, in the

midst of night, tempests arose, lightnings threaded the

dark clouds, thunder broke forth and laid waste the

earth ; there were found spirits of darkness, corporeal

daemons spread through the air. Often, too, were flames

of fire seen to rise out of the bosom of the earth, and the

mountains were shaken. Earthly powers or daemons

were supposed to dwell in the centre of the earth ; and
since matter was held to be without activity, all move-
ments were attributed to spirits. Storms, volcanoes,

tempests, appeared to have no other object than to de-

stroy human happiness; and these daemons were held

to be wicked spirits who produced these evils ; to them
every unfortunate event was ascribed, and a sort of hi-

erarchy was formed of these evil beings, as had been
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done in the case of the good spirits. But why <li<l not

the Supreme .Mind put down, by an exertion of his pow-
er, this awarm of wicked spirits? S e though! it was

beneath the dignity of the Primary Essence to contend

with these daemons; others were of opinion thai these

bad spirits were naturally indestructible, and as the Su-

pn- lould neither destroy nor improve them, lie had

banished them to the centre of the earth and to the re-

gion beneath the moon, where they indulged in their

and exercised their dominion: in order, how-
ever, to protect the human race againel fiends so nu-

merous and fearful, he commissioned good spirit-, n hose

office it was to defend men against these corporeal dae-

mons. As the g 1 and the bad spirits had various

degrees of power and different offices, so they had names
given to them which described their functions. As the

good spirits were under an obligation to protect men
and furnish succor in their need, they were compelled

to learn human language; accordingly, it was believed

that a guardian angel against every evil was possessed

by everj our who bore Ids mysterious name—a name
which was to be pronounced only when 3uccor was need-

ed. All manner of names were therefore devised, by

which the good spirits were conjured or informed of

human necessities; and all the combinations of the al-

phabet were exhausted in order to bring about a com-
merce between men and angels. Here is the origin of

the Cabala, which gave strange names to these spirits

in order to bring them into connection with men, and

by this means to do wonderful things (Matt, xii, 24 --'7
>.

The-" names also sometimes served to drive had spirits

away : they were a kind of exorcism. For since it was

believed that these daemons had been banished to the

centre of the earth, and that they could do evil only in

consequence of having baffled the vigilance of the guar-

dian spirits and escaped to the outer world, so. it was
held, they were compelled to flee as soon as they heard
the name of the good angels whose business it. was to

mi shut up in subterranean caverns, and to pun-
ish them if they ventured from their prison-house. A
power, too. was ascribed to the name of the spirit, or to

the image which marked his office— a power which
forced the spirit to come on being called; and, accord-

ingly, it was held that this name carved on a stone kept
the spirit near the person who wore the stone—a no-
tion in which is probably found the origin of talismans,

formed i ithei by words or symbolical figures.

:;. < 'abvdistic /'. riod. -It is uncertain at what date the
earliest Cabala ( i. e. Tradition) received a definite form;

but there can he no doubt that the two great divisions of

which it ISCOmpOSed, " the Chariot" (.!/< rcabdh, t'./rk. i ).

ami -the Creation" (BereshUh, Gen. i), found a wide de-

velopment before the < 'hristian sera. The first dealt with
the manifestation ofGod in himself; the second with his

manifestation in Nature; and as the doctrine was hand-
ed down orally, it received naturally, both from its ex-
tent and form, great additions from foreign sources. On
the one shir ii was open to the Persian doctrine of
emanation, on the other to the Christian doctrine of

the Incarnation ; and the tradition was deeply impressed
by both In for,, h was first committed to writing in the

7th or Nth century. At present, the original sources
for the teaching of the Cabala are the Sepher Jezirah,
or Hook of Creation, and the s, ^h. r Hazohar, or Book
of Splendor. The former of these dates, in its present
form, from the Mb. and the latter from the l:; t h century
(Zunz, Gottesd. Vortr. d. Juden, p. 165; Jellinek, Moses
ben-Schemtob c/< Leon, Leips. 1851). Both are based
upon a system of pantheism. In the Hook of Creation
the cabalistic ideas are given in their simplest form,

and offer some points of comparison with the system of

the Pythagoreans, 'the i k begins with an enume-
rate f the thirty-two ways of wisdom seen in tl„.

constitution of the world : and the analysis of this num-
ber is supposed to contain the key to the mysteries of

Nature, The primary division is into in j-22. The
number in represents the ten Sephiroth (figures) which

answer to the ideal world: 22, on the other hand, the

number of the Hebrew alphabet, answers to the world
of objects; the object being related to tie- idea as a

word, formed of letters, to a number. Twenty-two
again i- equal to 3+7+12; and each of these numbers,

which constantly recur in the O.-T. Scriptures, is in-

vested with a peculiar meaning. Generally the funda-

onceptions ofthe I k may be thus represented:

The ultimate Being is Divine Wisdom (Ckokmah, ao-

<pia). The universe is originally a harmonious thought

of Wisdom (Number, BephiraJi); ami the thought is

afterwards expressed in letters, which form, as words,

the germ of things. Man. with his twofold nature, thus

represents in some sense the whole universe, lie i- the

microcosm in which the body clothes and veils the soul,

as the phenomenal world veils the spirit of God. It is

impossible to follow out here the details of this system,

and its development in Zohar; but it is obvious how
great an influence it must have exercised on the inter-

pretation of Scripture. The calculation of the numer-
ical worth of words (comp. Rev. xiii, 18; Gematria,

Buxtorf, Lex. Rabb. p. 446), the resolution of words into

initial letters of new words i Notaricon, Buxtorf, p. 1339),

and the transposition or interchange of letters

rah), were used to obtain the inner meaning ofthe text

:

and these practices have continued to affect modern Jew-
ish exegesis.

The fragments of Berosus. preserved by Eusebius and

Joseph us, and to be found in Scaliger i h> Eyiendat.

Temp.),&aa more fully in Fabricius (Bib!. Gr. xiv, 175),

afford some information on the subject of Chakkean

philosophy. Berosus was a priest of the god Baal, at

Babylon, in the time of Alexander the Great. On the

naturalistic philosophy of the .lews in general, the

Talmud and other works of the Jewish rabbins may
also be advantageously consulted, together with the fol-

lowing authorities: Euseb. Prop. Evang.ix, 1": Philo,

De Mig. Mun.; Selden, 1>> Dm Syris, Proleg.3; Stan-

ley. Hist, of Oriental Philosophy; Kleuker. /'-'«; die

Natur "nil iii a Ursprung der Emanationslehrt hex </' n

Kabbalisten | Riga, 1786); Molitor, Pkilos.der Geschichte

(1827 28); llartmaun. hi, enot Verbindung des A. T.

mil il. hi N. | L831); Knzer. Lexicon von I'. Fritz (1838);

Bracken, Hist.-Crit. Phil.; Ritter, Geschichtt dt r PhiL;

Nork, VergleichencU Mythologii (1836); Lutterbeck,

Neu-test. Lehrbegriff, i. 223-254; Reuss, Kabbala, in

Her/.og's Encyklop. ; Joel, Die Religtonsphilos. <l. Zohar
(1849); Westcott,/nrrod.foGr<Mpe&,p.l3J -134; Franck,

f.n Kabbah (1843). See Cabala.
II. The Philosophy of History.—The philosophy of

the Jews is, as has hern seen from the above oiuline of

its naturalist ic relations, essentially a moral philosophy,

resting on a definite connection with God. The doc-

trines of Creation and Providence, of an infinite Divine

Person and of a responsible human will, which v\-v-

Where form the ultimate limits of speculation, are here

assnmed at the outset. The difficulties which they in-

volve are but rarely noticed. Even when tiny are

canvassed most deeply, a moral answer drawn from the

great duties of life is that in which the questioner finds

repose. The earlier chapters of Genesis contain an in-

troduction to the direct training of the people which

follows. Premature and partial developments, king-

doms based on endless might, stand in contrast with

the slow foundation of the divine polity. To distin-

guish rightly the moral principles which were succes-

sively called out in this latter work would be to write

a history of Israel; but the philosophical significance

of the great crises through which the people passed

lies upon the surface. The call of Abraham set forth

at once the central lesson of faith in the I'nseeu. on

which all others were raised. The father of the nation

was tirst isolated from all natural ties before he received

the promise; his heir was the son of hi- extreme age;

his inheritance was to him "a- a strange land." The
history of the patriarchs brought out into yet clearer

light the sovereignty of God; the younger "a- pre-
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ferred before the elder ; suffering prepared the way for

safety and triumph. God was seen to make a cov-

enant with man, and his action was written in the rec-

ords of a chosen family. A new aera followed. A na-

tion grew up in the presence of Egyptian culture. Per-

secution united elements which seem otherwise to have

been on the point of being absorbed by foreign powers.

God revealed himself now to the people in the wider

relations of Lawgiver and Judge. The solitary disci-

pline of the desert familiarized them with his majesty

and his mercy. The wisdom of Egypt was hallowed

to new uses." The promised land was gained by the

open working of a divine Sovereign. The outlines of

national faith were written in defeat and victory ; and

the work of the theocracy closed. Human passion then

claimed a dominant influence. The people required a

king. A fixed Temple was substituted for the shifting

Tabernacle. Times of disruption and disaster followed

;

and the voice of prophets declared the spiritual mean-

ing of the kingdom. In the midst of sorrow and de-

feat and desolation the horizon of hope was extended.

The kingdom which man had prematurely founded was

seen to be the image of a nobler " kingdom of God."

The nation learned its connection with "all the kin-

dred of the earth." The Captivity confirmed the les-

son, and after it the Dispersion. The moral effects of

these, and the influence which Persian, Greek, and Ro-

man, the inheritors of all the wisdom of the East and

West, exercised upon the Jews, have been elsewhere

noticed. See Cyrus; Dispersed. The divine disci-

pline closed before the special human discipline began.

The personal relations of God to the individual, the

family, the nation, mankind, were established in inef-

faceable history, and then other truths were brought

into harmony with these in the long period of silence

which separates the two Testaments. But the har-

mony was not always perfect. Two partial forms of

religious philosophy arose. On the one side the pre-

dominance of the Chaldean or Persian element gave

rise to the Cabala; on the other the predominance of

the Greek element issued in Alexandrian theosophy.

Before these one-sided developments of the truth

were made the fundamental ideas of the divine gov-

ernment found expression in words as well as in life.

The Psalms, which, among the other infinite lessons

that they convey, give a deep insight into the need of

a personal apprehension of truth, everywhere declare

the absolute sovereignty of God over the material and

moral worlds. The classical scholar cannot fail to be

struck with the frequency of natural imagery, and with

the close connection which is assumed to exist between

man and nature as parts of one vast order. The con-

trol of all the elements by one All-wise Governor, stand-

ing out in clear contrast with the deification of isolated

objects, is no less essentially characteristic of Hebrew
as distinguished from Greek thought. In the world of

action Providence stands over against fate, the univer-

sal kingdom against the individual state, the true and

the right against the beautiful. Pure speculation may
find little scope, but speculation guided by these great

laws will never cease to affect most deeply the intel-

lectual culture of men. (Comp. especially Psa. viii,

xix, xxix, 1, lxv, lxviii, lxxvii, lxxviii, lxxxix, xcv,

xcvii, civ, cvi, cxxxvi, cxlvii, etc. It will be seen that

the same character is found in Psalms of every date.)

For a late and very remarkable development of this

philosophy of Nature, see Dillmann, Das B. Henoch, xiv,

xv.

One man above all is distinguished among the Jews
as " the wise man." The description which is given

of his writings serves as a commentary on the national

view of philosophy. " And Solomon's wisdom excelled

the wisdom of all the children of the east country, and
all the wisdom of Egypt. . . . And he spake three thou-

sand proverbs ; and his songs were a thousand and five.

And he spake of trees, from the cedar that is in Leba-

non even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the

wall : he spake also of beasts, and of fowl, and of creep-
ing things, and of fishes" (1 Kings iv, 30-33). The les-

son of practical duty, the full utterance of "a large

heart" (ver. 29), the careful study of God's creatures

—

this is the sum of wisdom. Yet in fact the very prac-
tical aim of this philosophy leads to the revelation of

the most sublime truth. Wisdom was gradually felt

to be a person, throned by God, and holding converse
with men (Prov. viii). She was seen to stand in open
enmity with " the strange woman," who sought to draw
them aside by sensuous attractions; and thus a new
step was made towards the central doctrine of Chris-

tianity—the Incarnation of the Word.
Two books of the Bible—Job and Ecclesiastes—of

which the latter, at any rate, belongs to the period of

the close of the kingdom, approach more nearly than
any others to the type of philosophical discussions. But
in both the problem is mural and not metaphysical.

The one deals with the evils which afflict "the perfect

and upright;" the other with the vanity of all the pur-

suits and pleasures of earth. In the one we are led for

an answer to a vision of " the enemy" to whom a par-

tial and temporary power over man is conceded (Job
i, 6-12) ; in the other to that great future when "God
shall bring every work to judgment" (Eccl. xii, 14).

The method of inquiry is in both cases abrupt and ir-

regular. One clew after another is followed out, and
at length abandoned ; and the final solution is obtained,

not by a consecutive process of reason, but by an au-

thoritative utterance, welcomed by faith as the truth,

towards which all partial efforts had tended. (Comp.

Maurice, Monti and Metaphysical Philosophy. 1st ed.)

The Captivity necessarily exercised a profound in-

fluence upon Jewish thought. The teaching of Persia

seems to have been designed to supply important ele-

ments in the education of the chosen people. But it

did yet more than this. The imagery of Ezekiel (ch.

i) gave an apparent sanction to a new form of mystical

speculation. The contact of the Jews with Persia thus

gave rise to a traditional mysticism. Their contact

with Greece was marked by the rise of distinct sects.

In the 3d century B.C. the great doctor Antigonus of

Socho bears a Greek name, and popular belief pointed

to him as the teacher of Sadoc and Boethus, the sup-

posed founders of Jewish rationalism. At any rate, we
may date from this time the twofold division of Jewish
speculation which corresponds to the chief tendencies

of practical philosophy. The Sadducees appear as the

supporters of human freedom in its widest scope; the

Pharisees of a religious Stoicism. At a later time the

cycle of doctrine was completed, when by a natural re-

action the Essenes established a mystic asceticism.

The characteristics of these sects are noticed elsewhere,

It is enough now to point out the position which they

occupy in the history of Judaism (comp. Westcott, In-

trod. to Gospels, p. 60-GG). At a later period the Fourth
Book of Maccabees (q. v.) is a very interesting example
of Jewish moral (Stoic) teaching. See Sects, Jewish.

The conception of wisdom which appears in the

book of Proverbs was elaborated with greater detail af-

terwards [see Wisdom of Solomon], both in Palestine

[see Ecclesiasticts] and in Egypt; but the doctrine

of the Word is of greater speculative interest. Both
doctrines, indeed, sprang from the same cause, and indi-

cate the desire to find some mediating power between

God and the world, and to remove the direct appear-

ance and action of God from a material sphere. The
personification of Wisdom represents only a secondary

power in relation to God; the Logos, in the double

sense of Reason (\6yoc tvhaStToc.') and Word (Xoyog

Trpo<t)optKue.), both in relation to God and in relation to

the universe. The first use of the term Word (Memra),

based upon the common formula of the prophets, is in

the Targum of Onkelos (1st century B.C.), in which
" the Word of God" is commonly substituted for God in

his immediate, personal relations with man (Westcott,

Jntrod. to Gospels, p. 137) ; and it is probable that round
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this traditional rendering a fuller doctrine grew up,

But there is a clear difference between the idea of tin

Reading, Ex eccksiasticU PhUostorgii historiis epitome,

etfragmenta (Cantabr. 1720). There is also a French
Word then prevalent in Palestine and that current af version: Ahregk dt PHistoin >/> VEglut dt Philostorge
Alexandria. In Palestine the Word appears as the out- (Paris, 1676). See Fabricius, Bibl. Gr. vii, 420, etc.;
ward mediator between < lod and man. like the Angel of

the Covenant; at Alexandria it appears as the spiritual

connection which opens the way to revelation. The pref-

ace to John's Gospel includes the element of truth in

both. In the •reck apocryphal books there is no men-
tion of the Word (j'et comp. Wisd. xviii, 15). For the

Alexandrian teaching it is necessary to look :il to

Philo(cir. B.C. 20-AD. 50); and the ambiguity in the

meaning ol the Greek term, which has already been no-

ticed, produces the greatest confusion in his treatment of

Vossius, De Hist. Gr. p. 313, etc; Scholl, Gesch, der
Grieck. £t7.iii,313. Smith, Dict.ofGr.and I:

s. v. See Dowling, Tntrod. to Church Hist.; Book,
Eccles. Biog. viii, 72; Hagenbacb, Hist, ofDoctrines, i.

328; Jortin, Remarks, ii. 121 : Stanley. Hist of East.
<'h. p. 168 : Staudlin, Gesch.d. Kirchengesch, p. 72.

Philostratus, Flavius, a famous Greek Sophist,

was a native of the island of Lemnos, and was burn in

the second hall' of the 2d century ofour aera. lie taught
rhetoric first at Athens, and Eusebius therefore calls

the subject. In Philo language domineers over thought, him an Athenian, hut Eunapiusand Suidas always -peak
He ha- mi one clear and consistent view of the |.o-os. of him a> a I.emnian. and he himself hints in his Life
At times he assigns to it divine attributes and personal of Apollonius that he used to beat Lemnos when he was
action; and then again he affirms decidedly the abso-

lute indivisibility of the divine nature. The tendency

of his teaching is to lead to the conception of a twofold

personality in the Godhead, though he shrinks from the

recognition of such a doctrine (Z>e Monarch.% 5; De
Somn. § 37; Quod. det. pot. ins. § 24; Dt Somn. § 39,

etc.). Above all, his idea of the Logos was wholly dis-

connected from all Messianic hope-, and was rather the

philosophic substitute forthem. (See Wesfcott, Tntrod.

to Gospels, p. 138-141; Dahne, Jud.- ilex. Religions-

philos. [
IK) 1

]
; (ifrorer. I'hilo, etc. [1835]; Dorner. hh

Lehre v. d. Person Christi, i, 23 sq.; LUcke, Comm. i.

207, who gives an account of the earlier literature.)

See Philosophy, Greek.
On the general subject, see Buch, WeisheUslekre der

Hebrder (Strasb. 1851); Nicolas, Les doctrines reli-

gieuses des Juifs (Par. I860).

Philostorgius ('InXoanJpyioc), an Eastern eccle-

siastical historian of some note, was a native ofBorissus,

in Cappadocia. He was the son ofCarteriusand Eulara-
pia.aud was bom in the reign ofValentinian and Valens,
in A.D. 358, according to Gothofredus (Proleg.ad Philost.

p. 5, etc.), about A.l>. 367, a rding to Vossius (J)e

Ilist, ffr.p.314). He was twenty years old when Euno-
mius up v.) was expelled from Ctcsarea. He was edu-

cated at Constantinople, and, together with his father.

warmly embraced the doctrines of Eunomius. Philos-

torgius wrote an ecclesiastical history, from the heresy

of Arius, in A.D. 300, to the period when Theodosiu's
the Younger conferred the empire of the West on Valen-
tinian the Younger ( A.D. 125). The work, composed
in twelve books, began respectively with the twelve
letters of his name, so as to form a sort of acrostic.

In this history he lost no opportunity of extolling the
Ariansand Eunomians, while he overwhelmed the ortho-
dox party u iih abuse, with the single exception of Greg-
ory ofNazianzum. Photius charges Philostorgius with
introducing gross misrepresentations and unfounded
statements, ami says that the work is not a historv. but

a panegyric upon the heretics. Philostorgius, never-
theless, was a man of learning, and was possessed of
considerable geographical and astronomical knowledge.
Being a heretic, it is not to be wondered at that his

work has not come down to us. An abstract of it. how-
ever, was made by Photius in a Separate work, which
has been preserved. Photius characterizes him as br-

ing elegant in his style, making use of figurative ex-
pressions, though not in excess. His figures were, bow-
ever, sometimes harsh and far-fetched, and his narrative
involved and indistinct (Phot. BibU cod. 10). Pho-
tius's abstract was published at Geneva in 1643 by
.lac. Godefroi.or Gothofredus, entitled Ecclesiastica his-

to) i"
. a i 'onstantino M. . I / iiqw initiis ad sua usqut U m-

pora, libri xii ii Photio in epitomen contracH; nunc
primum ediii a Jacobo Gothofredo, Gr.et Lot. cum svp-
plementis nomuUis, indtcequt accurato, ex prolixioribus

dissertationibus (Lugd. 1643, Ito), and in a somewhat
corrected form, with a new Latin translation, by II. Vale-
rias (Paris, 1673), together with the ecclesiastical his-

tory of Theodoritus, Evagrius, and Theodoras; also by

young. He frequented the schools of the Sophists, and
mentions having heard Damianus ol Ephesus, Proclus

Naucratitas, and Hippodromua of Larissa. This shows
that he lived in the reign of the emperor Severus (193-

212). He also taught at Rome, where he became known
and was patronized by the empress Julia, the wife of

Septimius Severus, who was partial to the learned, and
was surnamed "the philosophic." because she gathered
about herself sueh a brilliant circle of scholars. She
commissioned him to compile the biography of Apollo-

nius ofTyana from some memoirs written by a certain

Damis of Nineveh, who had accompanied Philostratus

in his peregrinations, and which had come into her pos-

session. Philostratus professes also to have used in his

compilation a collection of letters of Apollonius. which
were at one time in the possession of Hadrian, and were
placed by that emperor in his palace at Antium, togeth-

er with certain responses of the Oracle of Trophonius,
which Apollonius had also collected. The biographer

availed himself also, according to bis own statement, of

the narrative of a certain Maximus who had known
Apollonius. The book of Philostratus displays great

credulity in the compiler, and a great want of critical

discrimination; it also contains many anachronisms and
geographical errors. Hue! and others have imagined
that the object of Philostratus was to write a parody of

the life of Christ, but this seems doubtful: the parody,

if intended as such, is too gross; besides which, it ap-

pears from the testimony of Lampridius {Lift of Alt v.

Severus), that Christ was really worshipped by some of
tie' later heathen emperors, together with Abraham,
Orpheus, and Apollonius, these being all looked upon
as holy men and tutelary genii. That Apollonius of

Tyana was a real character, a philosopher, and a travel-

ler appears from various passages of ancient authors;

but it is remarkable that no one mentions him until

nearly a century after the time assigned for his death.

The empress Julia, a Syrian by birth, was probablj fond

of the marvellous ; and Philostratus, intending to enter*

tain her, inserted in his book all the wonderful stories

he could collect relative to his hero. It seems, h

that iii the time of the great straggle between the hea-

then and ( 'hristian religions under Diocletian and his im-

mediate successors, some of tin- heathen writers thought
of availing themselves of the Lift of Apollonius as a

kind of counterpoise to the Gospel narrative. 1 1 i< r...b >.

prefect of Alexandria, and an enemy of the Christians,

wrote a book with that object, in the ~h:i] la com-
parison between the life of Apollonius by Philostratus

ami that of Christ, of which book Eusebius wrote a refu-

tation : Eusebii Pamphili . I nimadct «i'i» s in Philostrati

ill Apollonio Tganensi Commentaries ob institutam cum
ilia ab HierocU Christi comparationem, adomatce, Lac-
taniius t Divin. lnstit.v,8) also combats the same notion

as absurd. Augustine
I
Epist. I

| refers to Apollonius

as a magician whom the heathens compared with Christ,

i See Til lemon t. //is/. </. $ I'ihjh n 1/ r.< I/mini ins. vol. ii. ami
Bayle's article Apollonius / Tgane.) The othi r works

of Philostratus arc. /'//, Lives oftht Sophists, m two
l ks ted. by BLayser, Heidelberg 1838):—/?<
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comments on the lives of some of the heroes of Homer,

in the shape of a dialogue (ed. by Boissonade, Paris,

180G, 8vo) :

—

Icones, or descriptions of sixty-four paint-

ings which were in a portico near Neapolis by the sea-

shore (these descriptions contain valuable information

concerning the state of ancient art) (ed. by F. Jacobs

and F. G. Welcker, Leips. 1825, 8vo) -.—Epistles, mostly

erotic, excepting a few on matters of literature; one,

which is inscribed to Julia Augusta, is an apology for

the Sophists. Philostratus wrote also many other works,

such as a Lexicon Rhetoricum, orations, etc., but they

are lost. Different editions of all the existing works

of Philostratus have been published. Those by Morel-

lius (Paris, 1G08) and Olearius (Leips. 1709, fol.) are

good, but a better one, far more critical and correct, is

that by Kayser (Zurich, 18-14, 4 to), with a valuable body

of notes on each work. There are separate editions of

the lives of the Sophists. See Neander, Christian Dog-

mas, i, 192 sq. ; Baur, Apollonius v. Tyana u. Chi-istus

(Tiib. 1832) ; Alzog, Kirchengesch. i, 149 ; Bitter, Hist,

of Philos. ; Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. s. v.

;

Butler, Hist, of Ancient Philosophy, vol. ii; Lardner,

Works (see Index).

Philotheia (<pi\o$re!a, i. e. the love of GocT), is a

term which was sometimes applied by ancient Christian

writers to the monastic life, because those who embraced

that life professed to renounce all for the love of God.

Hence Theodoret entitles one of his books Philotheus

(q.v.).

Philotheos Historia (<pi\aSEoe iaropia, God-

loving histo>-y), the name given by Theodoret, the well-

known commentator, bishop of Cyrus, to his lives of

thirty ascetics or Eastern monks. "Their virtues," he

confesses, "cannot be adequately described," and he re-

lates the most astounding prodigies of them. The tract

is in the third folio of Sirmond's edition of his works.

See Philotheia.

Philotheus ($t\o^£Oc) (1), an Eastern prelate,

nourished as patriarch of Alexandria about A.D. 995.

He was a man of luxurious habits and a most scandal-

ous course of life. Philotheus wrote four works, the

titles of which, as translated from the Arabic, are, De-

clarator:—Rara Commentatorum, et Depravationes Haz-

reticorum : — Detectio A rcanorum : — A utobiographia.

All of these works are lost, and it does not appear

whether the author wrote in Arabic or in Greek. A
sermon, De Mandatis Domini nostri Jesu Christi (ed.

Greek and Latin by P. Possinus in his Ascetica), is as-

cribed to one S. Pilotheus, perhaps the same person.

See Cave, Hist. Litt. ad an. 995.—Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Philotheus (2) Coccixus, also an Eastern eccle-

siastic, flourished as patriarch of Constantinople. He
was probably born in the beginning of the 14th century,

and early took the monastic habit. After living for a

considerable time as a monk in, and afterwards as su-

perior of, the convent of St. Laura on Mount Sinai, he

was appointed archbishop of Heracleia (before 1354).

In 1355 he was employed by the emperor John Canta-

cuzenus in bringing about a reconciliation between

Michael, the son, and John Pakeologus, the son-in-law

of the emperor; and in the same year he was chosen

patriarch of Constantinople, in the place of Callistus,

who, however, recovered his see after John Palaeologus

had taken possession of Constantinople. Callistus, how-
ever, died soon afterwards, and now Philotheus was
once more placed in the patriarchal chair, which post

he occupied with great dignity till his death, which oc-

curred in 1371, according to Cave, or in 137(5 according

to the Chronologia reformata of J. B. Riccioli quoted

by Fabricius. We append the titles of the most im-
portant of the numerous works of Philotheus, very few

of which have been published : Liturgia et Ordo insti-

tuendi Diaconvm, printed in Latin in the 26th vol. of

Bill. Pat. Max.:—Libri xv Antirrhetici, a defence of

his friend the celebrated Palama, extant in different li-

braries :

—

Sermo Encomiasticus in tres Hierarchas, Ba-
silium, Gregorium Theologum,et Joannem Chrysostomum,
Latin, in the 26th vol. of Bibl. Pat. Max., Gr. and Lat.

by Jac. Pontanus, together with Philippi Solitarii Di-
optra (Ingolstadt, 1G04, 8vo) ; by Fronto Ducams, in the

2d vol. of .4 uctuar. Patr. (Paris, 1G24) :

—

Oratio de Cruce,

Gr. and Lat. apud Gretser. De Cruce (Ingolstadt, 1616,

fol. vol. ii) ; there is another Oratio de Cruce, in the

same volume, which is attributed by some to our Phi-
lotheus:

—

Oratio in tertiam J
e
juniorum Dominican), Gr.

and Lat. (ibid.) :

—

Refuiatio A nathematismorum abHar-
menopulo scriptorum. Gr. and Lat. apud Leunclav. Jus.

Gr. Rom. lib. iv :

—

Confutatio Capitum xiv Acindymi
et Barlaami, extant in MS.:

—

Homilia:— Compendium
de (Economia Christi, etc. Wharton, in Cave, and Fa-
bricius give a catalogue of the numerous works of Phi-
lotheus. See Fabricius, Bibl. Graze, xi, 513, etc. ; Cave,

Hist. Litt. ad an. 1362.—Smith, Diet. Gr. and Rom. Biog.

s. v. ; Neale, Hist, of the East. Ch. (Patriarchate of Con-
stantinople).

Philotheus (3) Monachus or Sanctus, an un-

known monk, wrote De Mandatis Domini nostri Jesu

Christi, ed. Gr. and Lat. in P. Possinus's Ascetica (Paris,

1684). Although this work bears the same title as

the one quoted above under the head Philotheus No. 1,

the works are apparently by different authors. See

Fabricius, Bibl. Graze, xi, 519; Cave, Hist. Lift. Dissert.

i, p. 17, ed. Oxon Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog.

s. v.

Philotheus (4), archbishop of Selymbria, of un-

known age, wrote Oratio in T. Agothonicum, which is

still extant in MS.

Philoxenian Version. See Syriac Versions.

Philoxenus of Bagdad, an Eastern prelate of

some distinction as an author, also known as Lazarus
Bar-Sapta, flourished in the early part of the 9th cen-

tury as bishop of Bagdad. This episcopate was founded

in 762, but Philoxenus is the first incumbent of whom
we have any notice. His character seems to have been

a questionable one, for in the year 829 he was deposed,

on which he appealed to Alaumeon, the caliph, by whom
the sentence was confirmed. Philoxenus is the author

of a Syro-Jacobite liturgy, which is in nowise remarka-

ble. See Neale, Hist, of the East. Ch. (Introd.), i, 329.

Philoxenus of Mabug or Hierapolis, an East-

ern prelate of some note, flourished in the second half

of the 5th century. He was a devoted Jacobite, and

for his zeal in the propagation of their doctrines is reck-

oned among the saints of that branch of the Syrian

Church. He was bishop of Mabug, to which see he

was consecrated by Peter the Fuller, after A.D. 485,

though he is said not to have been baptized. He is the

author of two Jacobite liturgies, of which only one is

authenticated. The other is, according to Neale, "a
sadly inflated specimen of mediaeval taste in the East."

He is also noted as the translator of certain portions of

the sacred Scriptures into Syrian, and as the supervisor

of a general and complete version. Besides, he was the

head of the Monophysites about 500, when they fought

with Nestorianism at the Council of Chalcedon. See

Neale, Hist, of the East. Ch. (Introd.), i, 333; Assemani,

Bibl. Orient, ii, 10; Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, ii,

928 ; Renaudot, Lit. Orient, ii, 300 ; Petavius, De theol.

dogmat. lib. i, cap. xviii; Walch, Gesch. der Ketzereien,

vi, 955 sq. ; vii, 10 sq. ; Dorner, Enticickelungsgeseh. etc.,

ii, 23-46, 152, 168. (J. H. W.)

Philpot, John, an English divine of the Refor-

mation period, noted for his learning and his devotion

to the Protestant cause, for which he paid his life,

was born near Winchester about the close of the 15th

century. He was educated at New College, Oxford,

which he entered in 1534, and of which he finally

became a fellow. After leaving Oxford he travelled

through Italy, where, on account of his religion, he was

brought into danger. On returning to England he re-
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eared the preferment of the archdeaconry of Winches-

ter. During the time of Edward hi> labors were abun-

dant ami successful. He was well furnished both by

nature ami grace for his calling, and he devoted him-

Belf with an uncompromising zeal to the advancement,

of pure and undefined religion. After the accession of

.Mary. Philpol distinguished himself by his bold stand

for the Protestanl cause. In a convocation of bishops

and dignitaries, held for the purpose of changing the

established religion from Protestantism to popery, the

learned archdeacon, and a few others, bore a noble tes-

timony against the design. For his exertions, notwith-

standing the promised freedom of debate, he was called

before the bishop of Winchester (Stephen Gardiner),

and was by his order imprisoned a year and a half. He
was then senl to bishop Bonner, and other commission-

ers, who confined him in the bishop's coal-house. He
here met with every insult: was once confined from

morning lill night in the stocks; was examined some

fifteen or sixteen times: and. though he firmly and

unanswerably defended his cause, was met only with

taunts and abusive epithets. Fel in all this persecu-

tion the consolations of the Holy Spirit were abun-

dantly administered to him; insomuch that on one oc-

casion Bonner said to him, "1 marvel that you are so

merry in prison, singing in your naughtiness," etc.

Philpot, proving a most uncompromising devotee to the

new religion, and a mosl ingenious exponent of the law

of the land, was regarded by the Papists as a dangerous

man to be abroad, and he was therefore condemned as a

heretic. After his condemnation he suffered many in-

dignities in Newgate. Bui he was soon brought to the

stake. He kissed the wood, and said, "Shall 1 disdain

to sutler at this stake, when my Lord and Saviour re-

fused not to sutler a most vile death on the cross for

me?" When he was bound to it, he repeated the L06th,

107th, and L08th Psalms, and prayed most fervently;

till at length, in the midst of the flames, with great

meekness and joy, he gave up his spirit to God. This

occurred at Smithfield, Dec. 18, 1555. For both learning

and piety he was esteemed as only next to Ridley among
the English Reformers. They had sound and clear

views of thai Gospel which thej sealed with their blood.

Philpot's writings have been collected and published

under the title, Examinations and Writings, edited for

the Parker Society by the Rev. R. Eden (Camb. 1842,

8vo). They contain besides a Biographical Notice of
J'/ii/jn>t ; Notices of the Bishops and other Clergy, etc..

who examined Philpot in 1555; tin Process and History

of.Mash r John Philpot, examim d, condt mm </. and mar-
tyred} Disputation in the Convocation House, October,

1553; Letters; Apology far Spitting upon an Arian;
Defena ofth Trut and Old Authority ofChrist's Church,
by Coelius Secundus Curio, translated by John Philpot.

See also Richmond's Fathers, i\. 335; British Reform-
ers, vol. iii; Fox, Acts awl Monuments, anno 1555;

Strype, Memorials, and his Cranmer; Fuller, Al></ Re-

divivus; Wood, Uhena Oxon.; Bickersteth, Christian

Student, y. 328; Middleton, Evangel. Biogr. i, 428 sq.;

Burnet, Hist, of the. English Ref; Soames, //i.-i. >/' //,,

Ref; Hardwick, Hist.ofthe Ref p. 216; Froude. Hist,

ofEngland (see Index in vol. viii); Hook. EccU s. Biog.

viii, 71. (J.H.W.)

PhilpOttS. See PHILUPOTT&

Philter, Philtre (Gr. QiXrpov, love-charm, love-

potion). A superstitious belief in the efficacy of certain
artificial means of inspiring and securing love seems to

have been generally prevalent from very earl} times;
and among tin Greeks and R ans (among the latter

in the later days of the republic, and undi r the emp r-

ora) love-charms, and especially love-potions, were in

continual use. Ii i- nol certainly known of what these

love-potions were composed nor can we rely entirely

on the details ;iven us on this Bubjecl by classic writ-

ers, and their i ommentators in later time but then' is

no doubt that certain poisonous or deleterious herbs

and drugs were among their chief ingredients, to which
other Bubstances, animal as well as vegetable, are said

to have been added, coupled with the employment of

magic rites. Thessaly had the credit of producing the

most potent herbs, and her people wire notorious as the

most skilful practicers of magic arts, whence the well-

known "Thessala philtra" of Juvenal (vi, 610). These
potions were violent and dangerous in operation, and
their use resulted often in the weakening of the menial

,
powers, madness, and death, instead of Lhe purpose for

which they were intended. Lucretius is said to have
been driven mad by a love-potion, and to have died by
hi.^ own baud in consequence—though the Btory does

nol perhaps res! on sufficient authority; and the mad-
; ness of the emperor Caligula was attributed by some
persons to love-potions given him by his wife Caesonia

—by which also she is said to have preserved his at-

tachment till the end of his life. In the corrupt anil

licentious days of the Roman empire the manufacture
of love-charms of all kinds seem lo have been carried

on as a regular trade: the purchasers, Lfnol the makers
of them, being chiefly women. The use of philters

seems to have been not unknown during the Middle
Ages; and in the Last, the nurse of superstition of all

kinds, belief in the power of love-potions lingers proba-

bly down to the present day.—Chambers, Cyclop. b.y.

Philumena, one of the youngest, and in Italy one
of the most revered of saints, especially as the protec-

tress of the imprisoned, deserves to be mentioned here

as one of the most extravagant examples of Romish
credulity and superstition. Her remains were reported

to have been exhumed in 1802 from the catacomb of

St. Priscilla (q. v.) at Rome. Her history is claimed

to have been revealed at the time to three different

persons, and according to this she was the descendant

of a Greek prince, and in her thirteenth year was
brought to Rome as a Christian devotee, and came under
the notice of the emperor Diocletian, who desired her

for wife—an honor which she refused on the ground
that she had two years previously wedded herself to

her Lord in her virginity. For this refusal the emperor
condemned her to death by martyrdom. In 1805 her

remains were removed to her supposed birthplace

—

—Mugnano, twenty miles from Naples. The wonders
wrought at her tomb were related far and near, and
soon her resting-place became the object of many pil-

grimages, and she is now known as the "wonder-
worker of the 19th century." Pope Gregory XVI put

her in the calendar of saints, anil she is commemorated
Aug. 11. See sintzel. Verehrung der keil Pkilomena

(Munich, 1844) : YVet/cr u.Weltc. A' irch n-Li xikon, xii,

'.»*! sip: Abel. I>i> /.<</<m/r mm lull, .h !t,inn r. A"</«»-

muck d'.erl. 1855), p. 6. (J. H.W.)

Phin'ees (QHvtec), the Graecized form of the Heb.

name Pimm m is (q, v.
| : a. The son of Eleazar, son of

Aaron, the great hero of the Jewish priesthood (1 Esdr.

v, 5; viii, 2, 29; 2 Esdr. i, 2 b; Ecclus. xlv. 23; 1 Mac.
ii. 26); 6. The son of Eli (2 Esdr.i,2a): bul i he inser-

tion of the name in the genealogy of F./.ra ( in this place

only) i^ evidently an error, since Ezra belonged to the

line of Eleazar. and Eli to thai of Ithamar; <-. A priest

or Levite of the time of Ezra, father of Eleazar |
l Esdr.

viii, 63).

chires.) In 1 E8dr.v,31 ii stands for Pasi \h (q.v.)

ofthi lb b. texl (Ezra ii, 19).

Phin'ehas (Heb. Pinechas', OfiSPB, mouth ofbrass

[Gesen.], or of utterance \
Fursl |; Sept. fttvccg v. r.

bliVlSQ ; Josephus, •I'li.-.T,., i, the name of two or three

Hebrews.

1. Son of Idea, a, and grandson of Aaron ( Lxod. vi,

25). Mi mother is recorded as one of the daughters

of 1'iuiei. an unknown person, who 18 identified by the

rabbins with JethrO the Midiaur lojon. on

Exod. vi, 26; Wagenseil, Soto, \iii. 6). Phinehas is

memorable for having while quite a youth, by bis zeal

and energy at the critical moment of the licentious idol-
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atry of Shittim, appeased the divine wrath and put a stop

to the plague which was destroying the nation ( Numb,
xxv, 7). B.C. 1019. For this he was rewarded by the

special approbation of Jehovah, and by a promise that

the priesthood should remain in his family forever (ver.

10-13). This seems to have raised him at once to a

very high position in the nation, and he was appointed

to accompany as priest the expedition by which the

Midianites were destroyed (xxxi, 6). Seven years later

he also headed the party who were despatched from

Shiloh to remonstrate against the altar which the trans-

jordanic tribes were reported to have built near Jordan

(Josh, xxii, 13-32). In the partition of the country he

received an allotment of his own— a hill on Mount
Ephraim which bore his name— Gibeath-Pinechas.

Here his father was buried (xxiv. 32).

During the life of Phinehas he appears to have been

the chief of the great family of the Korahites or Kor-

hites who guarded the entrances to the sacred tent and
the whole of the sacred camp (1 Chron. ix, 20). After

Eleazar's death he became high-priest— the third of

the series. B.C. cir. 1580-1523. In this capacity he is

introduced as giving the oracle to the nation during the

struggle with the Benjamites in the matter of Gibeah
(Judg. xx, 28). Where the ark and tabernacle were
stationed at that time is not clear. From ver. 1 we
should infer that they were at Mizpeh, while from ver.

18, 20 it seems equally probable that they were at

Bethel (which is also the statement of Josephus, Ant.

v, 2, 11). Or the Hebrew words in these latter verses

may mean, not Bethel the town, but, as they are ren-

dered in the A. V., " house of God," and refer to the

tabernacle at Shiloh. But wherever the ark may have
been, there was the aged priest "standing before it,"

and the oracle which he delivered was one which must
have been fully in accordance with his own vehement
temper, "Shall we go out to battle ... or shall we
cease?" The answer was, "Go up: for to-morrow I

will deliver them into your hand."

The memory of this champion of Jehovah was very
dear to the Jews. The narrative of the Pentateuch
presents him as the type of an ardent and devoted

priest. The numerous references to him in the later

literature all adopt the same tone. He is commemo-
rated in one of the Psalms (cvi, 30, 31) in the identical

phrase which is consecrated forever by its use in refer-

ence to the great act of faith of Abraham ; a phrase

which perhaps more than any other in the Bible binds

together the old and new dispensations— "that was
counted to himfor righteousness unto all generations for

evermore" (comp. Gen. xv, 6 ; Rom. iv, 3). The " cov-

enant" made with him is put into the same rank for

dignity and certainty with that by which the throne

was assured to king David (Ecclus. xlv, 25). The zeal

of Mattathias the Maccabee is sufficiently praised by a

comparison with that of " Phinees against Zambri, the

son of Salom" (1 Mace, ii, 26). The priests who re-

turned from the captivity are enrolled in the official

lists as the 'sons of Phinehas (Ezra viii, 2 ; 1 Esdr. v, 5).

In the Seder Olam. (ch. xx) he is identified with " the

prophet" of Judg. vi, 8.

Josephus (Ant. iv, 6, 12), out of the traditions which
he frequently introduces, adds to the narrative of the

Pentateuch a statement that " so great was his courage

and so remarkable his bodily strength that he would
never relinquish any undertaking, however difficult and

dangerous, without gaining a complete victory." The
later Jews are fond of comparing him to Elijah, if in-

deed they do not regard them as one and the same in-

dividual (see the quotations in Meyer, Chron. Hebr. p.

845; Fabricius, Codex Pseudepir/. p. 894, note). In the

Targum Pseudojonathan of Numb, xxv the slaughter

of Zimri and Cozbi is accompanied by twelve miracles,

and the covenant made with Phinehas is expanded into

a promise that he shall be " the angel of the covenant,

shall live forever, and shall proclaim redemption at the

end of the world." His Midianitish origin (alrcadv no-

VIII.—

K

ticed) is brought forward as adding greater lustre to his

zeal against Midian, and enhancing his glorious destiny.

The verse which closes the book of Joshua is ascribed

to Phinehas, as the description of the death of Moses at

the end of Deuteronomy is to Joshua (Baba Bathra, in

Fabricius, p. 893). He is also reported to be the author
of a work on sacred names (ibid.), which, however, is so
rare that Fabricius had never seen it.

The succession of the posterity of Phinehas in the

high-priesthood was interrupted when Eli, of the race

of Ithamar, was priest ; but it was resumed in the per-

son of Zadok. and continued in the same line to the de-

struction of Jerusalem. See High-priest. One of the

members of the family—Manasseh, son of Johanan, and
brother of Jaddua—went over to the Samaritans, and
they still boast, that they preserve the succession (see

their letter to Scaliger, in Eichhorn's Repertorium, xiii,

262).

The tomb of Phinehas, i place of great resort to both

Jews and Samaritans, is shown at Awertah, four miles

south-east of Nablus. It stands in the centre of the

village, enclosed within a little area or compound, which
is overshadowed by the thickly trellised foliage of an

ancient vine. A small mosque joins the wall of the

compound. Outside the village, on the next hill, is a

larger enclosure, containing the tomb of Eleazar, and a

cave ascribed to Elijah, overshadowed by two venerable

terebinth-trees, surrounded by arcades, and forming a

retired and truly charming spot. The local tradition

asserts that Awertah and its neighborhood are the "Hill

of Phinehas."—Smith.

2. Second son of Eli (1 Sam. i,3; ii, 34; iv, 4, 11,17,

19; xiv, 3). He was not of the same line as his illus-

trious and devoted namesake, but of the family of Itha-

mar. See Eli. Phinehas was killed with his brother

by the Philistines when the ark was captured. B.C.

1 125. He had two sons, Ahitub, the eldest—whose sons

Ahijah and Ahimelech were high-priests at Shiloh and
Nob in the time of Saul (xiv, 3)—and Ichabod. He is

introduced, apparently by mistake, in the genealogy of

Ezra in 2 Esdr. i, 2 a.

3. A Levite, mentioned* in Ezra viii, 33 as the father

of the Eleazar who aided Meremoth to weigh the ves-

sels of the sanctuary. B.C. ante 458. The meaning,

however, may be that Eleazar was of the family of the

great Phinehas.

Phinney, Clf.ment. an American Free-will Baptist

preacher, noted especially as an evangelist, was born in

Gorham, Me., Aug. 1(5, 1780. He possessed a good phys-

ical constitution, a large share of good-nature and cheer-

fulness, as well as strong common-sense. His love of

music was remarkable. When a youth his talent of

song made him a favorite with both old and young. In

1800 he was converted, and after his talents had been

consecrated to God his gift of song became instrumen-

tal in awakening in the human heart responses to the

calls of the divine Word. He sang with the Spirit and

with power, which at times produced wonderful effect.

He received ordination in 1816, and feeling called of

God to labor as an evangelist, declined the work of the

pastorate. He seemed to be. specially qualified by nat-

ure and grace for the work of winning souls to Christ,

and God gave him many as seals of his ministry—thou-

sands were awakened by his earnest and affectionate

ministrations. Though his advantages for an education

were limited, yet college professors and other learned

men were frequently found among his delighted audi-

tors. He was a devoted friend of the slave, and, with

the leaders of his denomination, early espoused the anti-

slavery cause. His amiability, integrity, wisdom, and

purity of character won for him universal confidence

and esteem. He died at Portland, Me., where he had
rerformed the most of his public labors, full of years

and abounding in faith.

Fhipps, Joseph, a noted member of the Society of

Friend-*, flourished in the second half i f last century.
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He is distinguished as the writer of eight important

theological treatises (Lond. 1767 96 I, of which we men-

tion here. Brief Remarks on tht Common Arguments

now used in Support ofdivers Ecclesiastical Impositions

m this Nation I 1769, 8vo): Tht Original and Present

Slati •/Mini briefly considered, wherein is shown the

Natun of his Fall, and tht Necessity, Means, and Man-
ner of his Restoration; to which are added som Re-

marks on tin Arguments oj Samuel Newton, ofNorwich
i 177::. 8vo): -I Reply to a latt Publication of S. Nt to-

iled An Appendix, etc. j in Answer to which it

($ plainly shown that the Quakers are not Calvinists, that

pel comprehends mon than Words, and that tin

Spirit of Truth is to l» expericurnl ami si nsihlij J\ It in

tin Minds urn/ t'liit.n-iaires of Men (1771. 8vo): — An
Address to the Youth of Norwich (1776, 12mo): Dis-

sertations on tin- Naturi and Effect of Christian Bap-

tism, Christian Communion, and Religious Waiting upon

God; to which are added a few Reflections on tin Ob-

servanct of Public Fasts and Festivals (1781, 8vo).

Phi'son (»t'irri.))' i. a Graecized form (Ecclus. xxiv,

25) of the name of the river Pison (q. v.).

Phlegethon, a river in the infernal regions, ac-

cording to the system of aneient heathenism. It was
one of the four rivers which the dead must cross before

finding admission to the realms ol Orcus, See Gard-
ner. / aiths of tht World, ii, 655.

Phle'gon ('I>\fvojr. burning'), one of the Christians

of Koine to whom Paul sent his salutations (Rom. xvi,

14). A.l>. 55. The legend (amid Dorotheus) makes

him to have been one of the seventy disciples, and

bishop of Marathon. So likewise Pseudo-Hippolytus

(D< /..V.V \postolis). He is said to have suffered mar-

tyrdom on April 8 (Martyrologium Romanum, apud Es-

tium i. on which day lie is commemorated in the calen-

dar ol the Byzantine Church.

Phlegon (<I>,\f'>(ur). surnamed Tbaixianus, from
Tralles. a city of Lydia, where he was horn, flourished

in the reign of the emperor Hadrian. Nothing is known
Of the events Of his life, and the date ol his death is un-

certain: however, as one of his chronological works,

which is no longer extant, carried the history down to

01. 229.2=A.D. Ill (Suidas), he probably lived to the

middle ol the 2d century A.D. Phlegon's name is fa-

miliar among the moderns because, though a heathen,

he bore witness to the accomplishment of Christian

prophecies (Origen, Contra Cels, lib. ii. § 1 1. p. 69, ed.

.spencer. Cantab. U'.77; but see Lardner's Credibility,

pt. ii. Heathen Testimonies, ch. xiii, who conclude:; that

"upon the whole this citation is of no great moment").
There is also n, Phlegon's writings a passage which
may lie reckoned still more material, as n is supposed
to i' I. He lo the miraculous darkness which prevailed at

the time of Christ's crucifixion. In St, Jerome's Latin

version of the Chronich of Eusebius (p. 155, ed. Pont..

Burdig. 1604), tie1 passage occurs as follows: '-And so

writes Phlegon, an excellent compiler ol the < llympiads,
in his thirteenth hook, saying. • [n the fourth year of
the two hundred and second Olympiad there was a

greal and extraordinary eclipse of the sun. distinguished
anion- all thai had happe 1 lief,, re. Ai the sixth hour
the daj was turned into dark night, so that the stars in

the heavens were seen, and there was an earthquake in

Bithynia which overthrew many houses in the city of

Nice' (comp. Origen, Contra Cels. lib. ii. ;; 33, p. 80;
vj 69, p. '.'i'.- and other authorities quoted by Lardner).
Tin-

1
assage was the origin of a controversy in England

in the early part of the last a ntury between .Mr. YVhis-
ton, l>r. Sykes, Mr. Chapman, and others, a long and
complete account of which may he found in the English
translation "f Bayle's Dictionnaire Uistorique, s. \ .. ami
m Chauffepie"s "Supplement" to it. lie immediate
caii-e of the controversy u:h the omission of the pas-

sage in the eighth edition ol Dr. S. Clarke's Boylt Lect-

ures, published soon after his death in 1732, although it

had been inserted in the first edition, which cai Ill

in 1706. This was done at tin- persuasion of Dr. Sykes,
who had suggested to Clarke that an undue sire" had
been laid upon the passage. Whiston,who informs us

of'this affair, expresses great displeasure against Sykes.

and calls "the suggestion gi lless." Upon this Sykes
published -1 Dissertation on tic Eclipst mentioned In/

Phlegon, or an Inquiry whether that Eclipse had any
Relation to tin Darkness which happened at >>nr Sav-
iour's Passion (1732, 8vo). Sykes concludes it to be
most probable that Phlegon had in view a natural

eclipse, which happened Nov. 24, in the first year of the

two hundred and second < Olympiad, and not m the fourth

year of the Olympiad in which Christ was crucified.

Many pieces were written against Sykes. who replied

to some of them, hut it. may well he i sidered as a

controversy still unsettled. The principal objections

against the authority ol the passage in cpiesiion are

thus briefly summed up by Dr. Adam Clarke (Comment,
on Matt, xxvii, 45); l. All the authors who quote Phle-

gon differ, and often very materially, in what they say

was found in him. 2. lie says nothing of "Judaea^"

what he says is that in such an Olympiad (some say

the one hundred and second, others the two hundred
and second) there was "an eclipse in l'iiliynia." and

••an earthquake at Nice." '). lie does not say that the

earthquake happened at tin' time of the eclipse, i. He
does not intimate that this "darkness" was "extraordi-

nary," or that the eclipse happened at the "lull ol the

moon," or thai it lasted • three hours;" all of which cir-

cumstances could not have been omitted by him if he

had known them. .".. He speaks merely ol an ordinary

though perhaps total eclipse of the sun. and cannot

mean the darkness mentioned by the evangelists. And,

6, lie speaks of an eclipse that happened in some >ear

ol the one hundred and second or two hundred and Sec-

ond Olympiad, ami therefore, upon the whole, little

stress can he laid on what he says as applying to this

event. Some fragments of his works are all that re-

main, the longest belongs to a treatise. Ilfui §av\xaa't-

(.<)', De Mirabilibus. It is a curious work. di\ ided into

thirty-live chapters (some of which are very short i. and

containing (as might he expected from the title) a great

many absurd fables. The same may he said of a shorter

fragment of four chapters, [Tepi uaKpofiiwv, /> Longcs-

vis. The third fragment that remains is a chapter,

Ilfoi twv 'OAumtti'wj', /'' Olympus, which is supposed

by Salmasius (Ad Spart'um. p. 13) to he the preface to

a lost work. /'< Olympionicis. These fragments were

first published in 1568 (Basil. 8vo. Greek and Latin), by
\"\ lander, together with Antonini Liberalis, Transform,

Conger., Apollonii Tlist. Mirab.; Antigoni Carystii

Hist. Mirab.; and M. Antoninus, />< Vita sua. An
improved edition, with notes by Meursius, appeared m
1620 (Lugd. Bat. 4to, Greek and Latin), which is re-

printed by Gronovius in his Thesaur, Antiqv.it. Grox.

viii. 2690 sip. ami •_'7'.'7. .and ix. 1289 sip; and also in-

serted among the works of Meursius, vii, 77 aq. The
host edition is by Westermann, in his Scriptores /arum
Mirabilium Greed (Bruns. 1839). See. besides the ref-

erences already given, Engl. Cyclop, a. v., Gen. Biog.

/>iii. s. v.. Smith. Diet. <<f Gr, and Rom. Biog. and

Mythol. s. v.

Phobetor (tf>o iqTiup.frightener'), an attendant <>n

Somnus, the god of sleep, in the ancient heathen my-
thology. It was his office to suggest to the mind im-

ages of animated beings, and in this capacity he is men-
tioned by Ovid in his Metamorphoses,

Phobus t <f>d/3oc), 'he personification of /', ar among
the ancient Greeks, lie is said to have been the son

of Ires and Cythereia, and a constant attendant upon

his father, lie was worshipped by the Romans under

the equivalent name ol Mi tus,

Phobus is the name of a number of Jews who dis-

tingiiished themselves in Hebrew literature. We men-
tion the following as most important:

1. s ami ii, of Warcislaw, flourished in the last quar
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ter of the 17th century, was rabbi at Fiirth and

Schidlow, and wrote, biMaTIJ 11*3, a commentary on

the codex Eben-Eeer, making use of other commentaries

on the same, as the 3itT 1T13 of Chajim Kohen, etc.

(Dyrhenfurt, 1689; corrected edition, Fiirth, 1694; Wil-

na-Grodno, 1819) :—a commentary on the codex Orach

Chajim:—a commentary on Jore Dea:—Discourses on

the Pentateuch, which have not been printed.

2. Samuel ben-Joseph ha-Kohen Falk, of Vienna, died

in Palestine, where he went after the Jews had been ex-

pelled from Vienna in 1670. He wrote, bxird u2£^,

a kind of haggadistic dictionary of proper names, where-

in he speaks in alphabetical order of E^X, max, "pHX,

etc., collected from different sources (Venice, 1694) :

—

bx !n3»3 ^"H, discourses on the Pentateuch (ibid.

1714).
:

See Wolf, Bibl. Ihbr. iii. 1122 sq.

3. Uri ben-Aharon ha-Levi, a typographer at Am-
sterdam, was born in 1623, and was still living in 1713.

He published the Hebrew Old Testament, with many
additions of Jacob Blitz, and a Preface in Judseo-Ger-

man by the editor (Amsterd. 1679). He also published

Neuer Abendsegen, a prayer-book, in Judaeo- German
(ibid. 1677). See Gratz, Gesch. d. Juden, x, 329 sq.

4. Uri ben-David, flourished in the middle of the 17th

century, was rabbi at Polnow, in Lithuania, and wrote

!l"nS1 "HX, an exegetical and allegorical commentary

on the Pentateuch, with additions of Sam. El. Edeler

(Lublin, 1672). See Wolf, Bibl Hebr. i, 131 , iii, 84.

5. Uri ha-Kohen, rabbi at Metz, wrote halachic dis-

cussions, haggadic dissertations, and discourses, under

the title of rnsi-Q nrbn (Metz, 1793).

6. Uri ben-A . Lou; of Breslau, is the author of, 0^i"I"2

D'£ -,a Hebrew-German Dictionary (Dyrhenfurt, 1773)

:

—H'TIX "^pb, in two parts, the first gives the six

hundred and thirteen precepts according to the Penta-

teuch
,
the second, under the title T^Etl DS!"IS, con-

tains these precepts in a metrical form (ibid. 1812).

7. Uri ben-Simeon, of Beelen, who lived in the middle

of the 16th century, published m3X!l DW, remark-

able epitaphs of pious and distinguished Israelites in

Palestine, written for pilgrims. After it had been pub-

lished by an anonymous author in 1537, Uri Phobus
recast the whole, and published it in 1564 at Safed,

after having visited and seen himself the different places.

It was then published again in Venice in 1599, and often.

It was translated into Latin by Hottinger, in his Cippi

Hebraici (Heidelberg, 1659-1662) , into French by Car-

moly (in Revue Orient. [Brussels, 1843-1844] iii, 85-99)

:

—ni?, a Calendarium, which has been translated into

Latin by Jac. Christmann, under the title Calendarium
Palestinorum et universorum Judmorum ad annos 40 sup-

puiatum, auctore Uri fil. Sim. Judcco Paldstino, nunc

primum ex sermone Hebrcco in Latinum conversum,

ac scholiis utilibus maximeque necessariis illustratum

(Frankf. a. M. 1594). See Wolf. Bibl. Ihbr. i, 133 sq.

,

iii, 84 sq. , Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 95 sq. (B. P.)

Phocas, a Christian martyr of the early Church,

flourished as bishop of Pontus in the 3d century. He
was condemned to death for his refusal to sacrifice to

Neptune, and was put to death by being first cast into

a hot limekiln, and afterwards thrown into a scalding

bath (Fox, p. 16).

Another martyr of the same name flourished near

the opening of the 4th century. He was put to death
in A.D. 303. He was inserted in the list of martyrs in

the days of the emperor Constantine. This Phocas is

to the Greek Christians the Castor and Pollux of an-

cient Greece, and mariners revere his memory and pray
for his intercession. He is commemorated by the Ro-
manists July 14.

Phocas, Jonx, a noted Eastern monastic, flour-
|

ished at Crete near the middle of the 12th centurv. !

He is especially distinguished by his description of a
visit to Palestine, which work is entitled "E.x<ppaaic
tv (tvi'uxJsh tujv cnr' 'Avrioyf<«c juf voi 'lepooXvfitov koo-
rpiuv Kai \wpiov 2i;pi«c, ^oiviki]c Kai twv Kara Ua-
Xaiorivriv ayiatv tottwv (ed. Gr. et Lat. Leo Allatius,

Colon. 1653). This is a most important contribution to

the department of Biblical geography, and is prized even
in our day. See Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Pom. Biog. ii,

601.

Phcebadius, an eminent prelate of the 4th cen-
tury, flourished as bishop of Agen, in Gaul. He was
living in 392, when Jerome wrote his Catalogue, but was
then in extreme old age. He is noted as the author of
Liber contra Arianos (published in Bibl. Mux. Pair,
iv, 300; Bibl. Pair. Gall, v, 250; Athanasii Dialogi, v,

1570, 8 vo).

Phce'be (<t>oi/3);, radiant), a deaconess of the
Church at Cenchreae, recommended to the kind atten-

tion of the Church of Rome by Paul, who had received
hospitable treatment from her (Rom. xvi, 1"). A.D. 55.

Her name occurs first in the long list of Christian men
and women of whom express mention is there made.
For the most part these were persons who had been pre-
viously known to Paul, and had some connection with
him in his apostolic labors, but were at the time resid-

ing in Rome. Phoebe, however, was in the neighbor-
hood of the apostle, probably still in Cenchrese, and was
on the eve of setting out for Rome—on what business

it is not said ; but that she had something of impor-
tance in hand is evident from the request of the apostle,

that the Christians at Rome would "receive her in the
Lord, and assist her in whatever business she had need
of them" (ver. 2). See Pail. It is probable that she
was the bearer of the Epistle to the Romans. See Ro-
mans, Epistle to. " What is said of her is worthy of

especial notice, because of its bearing on the question
of the deaconesses of the Apostolic Church. On this

point we have to observe, (1) that the term diaicoroQ,

here applied to her, though not in itself necessarily an
official term, is the term which would be applied to her
if it were meant to be official; (2) that this term is ap-
plied in the Apostolical Constitutions to women who
ministered officially, the deaconess being called t) Si-

ukoi>oq, as the deacon is called 6 Sidicovog; (3) that it

is now generally admitted that in 1 Tim. iii, 11 Paul
applies it so himself; (4) that in the passage before us
Phoebe is called the Su'ikovoc of a particular Church,
which seems to imply a specific employment; (5) that

the Church of Cenchrea?, to which she belonged, could
only have been a small Church : whence we may draw
a fair conclusion as to what was customary, in the mat-
ter of such female ministration, in the larger churches

;

(6) that, whatever her errand to Rome might be, the

independent manner of her going there seems to imply
(especially when we consider the secluded habits of

Greek women) not only that she was a widow or a
woman of mature age, but that she was acting officially ;

(7) that she had already been of great service to Paul
and others (Trpoardric noXXwv, Kai tp,oi) avroii), either

by her wealth or her energy, or both ; a statement which
closely corresponds with the description of the qualifi-

cations of the enrolled widows in 1 Tim. v, 10
; (8) that

the duty which we here see Phoebe discharging implies

a personal character worthy of confidence and respect"

(Smith). See Deaconess.

Phoebus (<l>o7/3or, bright), a title, and subsequent-
ly a name, of Apollo. It had reference both to the

youthful beauty of the god, and to the radiance of the

sun, when, latterly, Apollo became identified with He-
lios, the sun-god.

Phoebus, William, a Methodist Episcopal min-
ister, was born in Somerset County, Md., August, 1754.

In 1783 he was admitted to the Conference, and preach-

ed in various places until 1798, when he located in the

city of New York, entering upon the practice of medi-

cine. In 1806 he was readmitted into the New York
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Conference, laboring effectively till 1821, after which

time lie was cither supernumerary or superannuated.

II.- died in New JTork Nor. 9, 1831. He was a Bound

preacher and an excellent man. -Minute* of Confer-

ences, ii, 162 ; Sprague, A tax. of tin . I m r. Pulpit, vii. 87.

Phoeni'ce (some Phe'nice'], ><r, rather, Phcenls

(*oii'i5, a palm-tree [q. v.], which Theophrastus Bays

was indigenous there), a town and harbor in the island

of Crete, which the vessel in which the apostle Paul

Bailed was attempting to reach when driven away by

the euroclydon and wrecked (Acts xxvii, 12). The
harbor or "haven" {Xiurjv) is described by Luke as

/3\eirovTa Kara \«j8« *<" Kara \wpov, which the A. V.

renders "lieth towards the Bouth-wesl and north-west."

Bui Mr. Smith contends that Kara in connection with

winds means "in the same direction as." Thus 8\i-

kovtci Kara \ifia would not mean, a* is generally sup-

posed, that the haven looked to the point from which

the libs blows, but to the point towards which it blows.

Consequent^ the haven Looked towards th north-east

andthi south-east (Smith, Voyagt and Shipwreck of St.

Paul, p. 86 sq., 2d ed.). In this rendering Mr. Smith

is sustained by ancient authorities, and also l>\ some of

the best modern critics (Alford, ad loc; Conybeare and

Howson, Life of St. Paul, ii. 334, note; see, however,

for the contrary opinion, Hacket <>n Acts, ad loc). It

i~ certain that one meaning of Kara with the accusative

is "opposite," or "over against," as it is correctly trans-

lated in ver. 7 of this very chapter. Schweigh.iuser. in

his Lexicon Herodoteum, has pointed out some very in-

structive instances of this in Herod, ix. 31, where Kara

is used indiscriminately with ovt'iov and avria. In

this sense, (3\iirovra Kara Ai'/3a, etc., would be equiv-

alent to (3\iirovra irpbc.Ai(3a, etc; a phrase as to the

meaning of which there could be no doubt (Xenophon,

M> in. iii, 8, 9). Kara with an accusative also often

signifies "down." But the objection to translating it

so in thi- passage is that it would thus, with extreme

awkwardness, inferentially mean the exact contrary of

what it directly means in its other acknowledged sense,

as marking the local relation between two objects.

Both Ptolemy and Strabo mention a town >\>oiii; ;

while Ptolemy alone mentions a haven, of a similar

name, which he calls in the accusative tooiviKovvra.

Strabo locates it on the southern coast, at the narrowest

part of the island x, I. p. 17.">i. Hierocles identifies it

with Anvli mi. and seems to place it opposite the island

ot Clauda | Vet. Hum. Itin. ed. Weasel, p. 650, 651); and

Stephen of Byzantium identifies Aradena and Acropolis

(a. v.). On the south coast of Crete, at the narrowest

part of the island, and opposite the island of Clauda. is

the harbor of Lutro. It i- open to the east; but, as a

little island lies almost in trout of it, it has two en-

trances, one looking to the north-east, and the other to

the south-east. It is thus described by captain Sprat! :

•Having iu 1853 examined generally the south coast

of Crete. I was fully convinced that Lutro was the I'he-

nice of St. Paul, tor it is the only bay to the westward
of Fair Havens in which a vessel of any size could find

any shelter during the winter months. By hauling in-

side the island, and securing to the south .-bore of the

bay, a vessel is nearly land-locked. South-east and

east wind- only could endanger her; but with the for-

mer, where the fetch is greatest, the wind would not

blow home against such a mountain as the White

Mountains, so immediately over the bay, and rising to

an elevation of 9000 feet" (Smith, p. 89). Mr. Brown,

who since visited it, adds: "It is the only secure har-

bor, in all winds, on the south coast of Crete" {Id. p.

256). This identification is confirmed by the researches

of Mr. Pashley {Travels in Crete, ii. 257), who discov-

ered, a short distance above Lutro, a village called

Acropolis i" upper city" i. and .another near it called

Aradhena. Captain Speke also
I
Researches in tut', ii.

249) asserts that the name Phineka is still currently ap-

plied to Lutro. and that a Latin inscription found there.

dating from the emperor Nerva, shows that ships from

Alexandria resorted to this harbor. Lechler, on the

other band {Die Apostelgesch. 1869, p. 400), maintain-

ing the usual interpretation of Kara here {towards),

suggests that Luke is only reporting a popular opinion

as to the situation of Phoenix, which Paul's company
did not reach; ami that hence we are not to look for

the usual accuracv of the writer. See Sniru in i K 1 1
>i

Paul).

Phceni'cia (Goiviien),*. country whose inhabitants

necessarily held important and intimate relation-, not

only to the Hebrews, but to all antiquity. (The follow-

ing account of it is founded on that contained in Kilto's

Cyclopaedia, with large additions from other sources.)

I. The Land. 1. Name. "Phoenlce" was uot the

name by w hich its native inhabitants called it. but was
given to it by the Greeks, who called those merchants
who came from thai coasl of the Mediterranean Sea
which runs parallel with Mount Lebanon tpoivueeg. In

Cicero i lh rin. iv. 20) there occurs the doubtful read-

ing Phoenicia I comp. the Vulgate in Numb, .xxxiii. 51 ).

However, this latter form of the name has come into

m

ANAPOLIS
i..v, .,,;.' .."Skaria

. „ Ann. "•''" 55

;a..V '^.v,,,, b •: Marit
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Map of Coast near Lutro.
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general use (comp. Gesenii Monumenta Phoenicia [Leips.

1837], p. 338; Forbiger, llandbuch der alien Geographic

[ibid. 1842-1844], p. 659 sq.). This name has been

variously derived. It is possibly from Phoenix the son

ofAgenor and the brother of Cadmus. It perhaps arose

from the circumstance that the chief article of the com-

merce of these merchants was (pot voc, purple. The word

<pot vuc means blood-red, and is probably related to (povoc,

murder. This derivation of the name is alluded to by

Strabo (i, 42). Others imagine as naturally that the

color does not give name to the people, but is named
after them: as our damask, from Damascus; or our

"calico," from Calicut. The term, as an epithet of

color, may also apply, as Kenrick supposes, to the sun-

burnt complexion of the people. But after all, in the

opinion of others, a Greek derivation may not be admis-

sible, for the name may be original or Shemitic—though

it is ridiculous in Scaliger, Fuller, and Glassius to iden-

tify it with 53C, " to live luxuriously," in allusion to the

results of Phoenician wealth and merchandise. Strabo,

however, maintains that the Phoenicians were called

QoiviKtv, because they resided originally on the coasts

of the Red Sea. Bochart, in his Canaan (i, 1), derives

the name from the Hebrew p33J "Ca, sons of Anal:

.

Reland, in his Palosslina ex Monumentis Yeteribus II-

lustrata, derives it from <poivit„ palm-tree; and this is

the etymology now generally acquiesced in. The palm-

tree is seen, as an emblem, on some coins of Aradus, Tyre,

and Sidon ; and there are now several palm-trees within

the circuit of modern Tyre, and along the coast at vari-

ous points ; but the tree is not at the present day one of

the characteristic features of the country. The native

name of Phoenicia was Kendan (Canaan) or Kna, signi-

fying Lowland, so named in contrast to the adjoining

Aram, i. e. Highland, the Hebrew name of Syria. The
name Kenaan is preserved on a coin of Laodicea of the

time of Antiochus Epiphanes, whereon Laodicea is styled

"a mother city in Canaan," "J5332 CX X-lxbb. Knd
or Chnd (Xva) is mentioned distinctly by Herodian the

grammarian as the old name of Phoenicia. Hence, as

Phoenicians or Canaanites were the most powerful of all

tribes in Palestine at the time of its invasion by Joshua,

the Israelites, in speaking of their own territory as it

was before the conquest, called it " the land of Canaan."

See Canaan.
In the O. T. the word Phoenicia does not occur, as

might be expected from its being a Greek name. In

the Apocrypha it is not defined, though spoken of as

being, with Coele-Syria, under one military commander
(2 Mace, iii, 5, 8; viii, 8; x, 11; 3 Mace, iii, 15). In

the N. T. the word occurs only in three passages, Acts
xi, 19 ; xv, 3 ; xxi, 2 ; and not one of these affords a

clew as to how far the writer deemed Phoenicia to ex-

tend. On the other hand, Josephus possibly agreed with

Strabo ; for he expressly says that Caesarea is situated in

Phoenicia (Ant. xv, 9, 6) ; and although he never makes
a similar statement respecting Joppa, yet he speaks, in

one passage, of the coast of Syria, Phoenicia, and Egypt,
as if Syria and Phoenicia exhausted the line of coast on

the Mediterranean Sea to the north of Egvpt
(
War, iii,

9, 2).

The Phoenicians in general are sometimes called

Sidonians (comp. Gesenii Monumenta Phoenicia, ii, 267

sq. ; Thesaurus Linguae Hebraicee, under the word '("IT'S).

Justinus (xviii, 3) alludes to the etymology of this name

:

" A city being built which they called Sidon, from the

abundance of fishes ; for the Phoenicians call a fish sidon."

This statement is not quite correct. But the root T1S,

which in Hebrew means only to catch beasts and birds,

can also be employed in Arabic when the catching of

fishes is spoken of. This root occurs also in the Ara-
maic, in the signification of both hunting and fishing

(comp. the art. Zidon).

2. Extent.—Phoenicia in general is the name applied

to a country on the coast of Syria, bounded by the Med-

iterranean Sea on the west and Lebanon on the east;

Syria and Judaea forming its northern and southern
limits respectively, situated between about 34- to 36c

K. lat., and 45° to 36° E. long. Yet the extent of its

territory varied so considerably at different times that
the geographical definitions of the ancient writers differ

in a very remarkable manner. Thus, while in Gen. x,

19 Canaan does not reach northwards beyond Sidon—

a

place which in early times gave the name to the whole

people (a^a^iS, "JIT'S "GOV, Dent., Judg.)—and Byb-
lus and Berytus are considered as lying beyond it (Gen.

x, 15 sq. ; Josh, xiii, 5), it comprised in the Persian

period (Herod, iii, 91) Posidium, as high as 35° 52'.

Later still (Pliny, Strabo, Ptolemy) the Eleutherus (34°

60'), and subsequently (Mela, Stephanus) the island of
Aradus (34° 70'), were considered its utmost northern
limits. To the south it was at times Gaza (Gen. x. 19

;

Zeph. ii, 5; Herod., Philo, Eustath.), at others Egypt
(Numb, xxiv, 5 ; Josh, xv, 4, 47 ; Strabo, Procop., etc.

)

;

and, from the Macedonian period chiefly, Caesarea is

mentioned as its extreme point. Eastward the coun-

try sometimes comprised parts of Syria and Palestine,

beyond the mountain-ridges of the former and the hill-

chains of the latter.

It will thus be seen that the length of coast to which
the name Phoenicia was applied varied at different times,

and may be regarded under different aspects before and
after the loss of its independence. (1.) What may be
termed Phoenicia proper was a narrow undulating plain,

extending from the pass of Ras el-Beyad or Abyad, the
" Promontorium Album" of the ancients, about six miles

south of Tyre, to the Nahr el-Auly. the ancient Bos-
trenus, two miles north of Sidon (Robinson, Bib. Pes.

ii, 473). The plain is only twenty-eight miles in

length, and, considering the great importance of Phoe-

nicia in the world's history, this may well be added to

other instances in Greece, Italy, and Palestine, which
show how little the intellectual influence of a city or

state has depended on the extent of its territory. Its

average breadth is about a mile (Porter, Handbookfor
Syria, ii, 396) ; but near Sidon the mountains retreat to

a distance of two miles, and near Tyre to a distance of

five miles (Kenrick, Phoenicia, p. 19). The whole of

Phoenicia, thus understood, is called by Josephus (Ant.

v, 3, 1) the great plain of the city of Sidon (to piya
mciov Siddh'oc iroXtwc). In it, near its northern ex-
tremity, was situated Sidon, in the north latitude of 33°
34' 05"; and scarcely more than seventeen geograph-
ical miles to the south was Tyre, in the latitude of 33°
17' (admiral Smyth's Mediterranean, p. 469): so that

in a straight line those two renowned cities were less

than twenty English miles distant from each other.

Zarephath, the Sarepta of the N. T., was situated be-

tween them, eight miles south of Sidon, to which it be-

longed (1 Kings xvii, 9 ; Obad. 20 ; Luke iv, 26). (2.)

A still longer district, which afterwards became fairly

entitled to the name of Phoenicia, extended up the coast

to a point marked by the island of Aradus, and by
Antaradus towards the north ; the southern boundary
remaining the same as in Phoenicia proper. Phoenicia,

thus defined, is estimated by Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece,

iii, 354) to have been about one hundred and twenty
miles in length ; while its breadth, between Lebanon
and the sea, never exceeded twenty miles, and was gen-
erally much less. This estimate is most reasonable, al-

lowing for the bends of the coast ; as the direct differ-

ence in latitude between Tyre and Antaradus (Tortosa)

is equivalent to one hundred and six English miles;

and six miles to the south of Tyre, as already men-
tioned, intervene before the beginning of the pass of

Ras el-Abyad. The claim of this entire district to

the name of Phoenicia rests on the probable fact that

the whole of it, to the north of the great plain of Sidon,

was occupied by Phoenician colonists; not to mention

that there seems to have been some kind of political

connection, however loose, between all the inhabitants
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(Diodortis, xvi. 41). Scarcely Bixteen geographical

miles farther north than Sidon was Berytus; with a

roadstead bo well Baited for the purposes of modern

navigation that, under the modern name of Beirut, il

has eclipsed both Sidon and Tyre as an emporium t"«>r

Syria. Whether this Berytus was identical with the

Berothah and Berothai of Ezek. xlvii, 16, and of 2 Sam.

viii. 8, is a disputed point. Still farther north was Byb-

lus, the Gebal of the Bible (Ezek. xxvii, 9), inhabited

In - amen and calkers. 1 1 ^ inhabitants are supposed

to be alluded to in the word Giblim, translated "stone-

Bquarers" in the A. V. of 1 Kings v. is (32). It still

retains in Arabic the kindred name of Jebeil. Then
came Tripolis ( now Tarabulus I, said to have been found-

ed by colonists from 'lyre. Sidon, and Aradus, with three

distinct towns, each a furlong apart from one another,

each with its own walls, and each named from the city

which supplied its colonists. General meetings of the

Phoenicians seem to have been held at Tripolis I Diod.

xvi, 11 ). as if a certain local jealousy had prevented the

selection for this purpose of Tyre. Sidon, or Aradus.

Lastly, towards the extreme point north was Aradus it-

self, the Arvad of <ien. x, 18 and Ezek. xxvii. 8, situ-

ated, like- Tyre a small island near the mainland,

and founded by exiles from Sidon.

During the period of the conquest of Canaan by the

Israelites, the Phoenicians possessed the following towns.

which we will enumerate successively in the direction

from smith to north: Dora ("111, Josh, xi, 2; xvii. 11

sq. i; Ptolemais (135, Judg. i, 33); Ecdippa p"'T=S,

Josb.xix,29);Tyre(-llS,Josh.xix,29);Sarepta(P£r.S,

1 Kings xvii. 9 sip; Luke iv, 2G); Sidon ("JIT'S, Gen.

.x. 15)5 Berytus (nnina, Ezek. xlvii. Id; 2 Sam. viii.

8 I:, blus (Saa, Josh.xiii, 5); Tripolis, SimyraC-iasn,

Gen. x. 18); Arka ppiyfl, Gen. x, 17); Simna ("^DP,

Gen. x. Id); Aradus pTl-iSP, Gen. x, 18). Comp. the

respective articles on these towns. Sidon is the only

Phoenician town mentioned in Homer (see Iliad, \i.

239; xxiii. 743; Odyss. xv, 415; xvii, 124).

3. Geographical Features.—The whole of Phoenicia

proper is well watered by various streams from the ad-

joining hills: of these the two largest are the Khasiml-
yeh. a few miles north of Tyre—the ancient name of

which, strange to say. is nol certain, though it is con-

jectured to have been the Leontes—and the Bostrenus,

already mentioned, north of Sidon. The soil is fertile.

although now generally ill-cultivated ; bul in the neigh-

borhood of Sidon there are rich gardens and orchards.

The havens of Tyre and sidon afforded water of suffi-

cient depth for all the requirements of ancient naviga-

tion, and the neighboring range of the Lebanon, in its

extensive forests, furnished what then seemed a nearly

inexhaustible supply of timber for Bhip-building. To
the north of Bostrenus, between that river and Beirut,

Lies the only desolate and barren part of Phoenicia. It is

crossed by the ancient Tamyras or Damuras. the mod-
ern Nahr ed-Damur. From Beirut the plains are .-main

fertile. The principal streams are the Lycus, now the

Nahr el-Kelb t far north from Beirut; the Adonis,
now the Nahr Ibrahim, about five miles south of Gebal;
and the Eleutherus, now the Nahr el-Keblr, in the bend
between Tripolis and Antaradus.
The climate of Phoenicia an item of immense mo-

ment in the history of a nation varies very consider-

ably. Near the coast, and in the lower plains, the heat

in summer is at times tropical, while the more m i-

tainous regions enjoy a moderate temperature, and in

winter even heavy tails of snow are not uncommon. In

the southern parts the early rains begin in « ictoher. and
are, after an interval of dry weather, followed by the
winter rains, which last till March, the time of the

'.'latter" rains, from May till October the skj remains

cloudless. The rare difference ot temperature found in

so small a compass is thus happily described by Vblnej :

•• If the heal o! July [a oppressive, a six hours' journey

to the neighboring mountains transports you into the

coolness ofMarch ; and if, on the contrary, the hoar-frost

troubles you at Besharrai, a day's travel will bring you

into the midst of blooming May;" or. as an Arabic poet,

has it. • Lebanon hears winter on its head, spring on its

shoulders, autumn on its lap. and summer at its foot,"

The dense population assembled in the great mercantile

towns greatly contributed to augment by artificial means

the natural fertility of the soil. The population ol the

country is at present very much reduced, hut there are

still found aqueducts and artificial vineyards formed of

mould carried up to the terraces of the native rock.

Ammianus Marcellinus says (xiv, 8), "Phoenicia is a

charming ami beautiful country, adorned with large

and elegant cities." Even now this country is among
the most fertile in Western Asia. It produces wheat)

rye. and barley, and, besides the more ordinary fruits,

also apricots, peaches, pomegranates, almonds, citrons,

oranges, figs, dates, sugar-cane, and grapes, which

furnish an excellent wine. In addition to these prod-

ucts, it yields cotton, silk, and tobacco. The country

is also adorned by the variegated flowers of oleander

and cactus. The higher regions are distinguished from

the bare mountains of Palestine by being covered with

oaks, pines, cypress-trees, acacias, and tamarisks ; and

above all by majestic cedars, of which there are still a

few very old trees, whose stems measure from thirty to

forty feet in circumference. The inhabitants ofSur still

carry on a profitable traffic with the produce of Mount

Lebanon, namely, in wood and charcoal. Phoenicia pro-

duces also flocks of sheep and goats; and innumerable

swarms of bees supply excellent honey. In the forests

there arc hears, woh l S, panthers, and jackals. The sea

furnishes great quantities offish, bo that Sidon, the most

ancient anion-- the Phoenician towns, derived its name
from fishing.

II. Tfu People. 1. Respecting the ethnography of

the Phoenicians, we have only to observe that the opin-

ions are as much divided on the subject as ever. Ac-

cording to Gen. x, 15, Canaan had eleven -sons'' ("Ca-

naan begat Sidon his first-born, and Qeth, and the Jebu-

site, and the Amorite,and the Girgasite, and the Unite.

and the Arkite, and the Sinite, and the Arvadite, and

the Zemarite. and the Hamathite; and afterwards were

the families of the Canaanites spread abroad"), six of

whom had settled in the north of rale-tine: and al-

though all his descendants are sometimes included, both

by classical writers and the Sept. (e. g. in Josh. v. 1, 12),

in the name of 4>ot'vtKfc, yet in general the term chiefly

applies to i he inhabitants of the north. Scripture speaks

ofthem as descendants ofprimeval giants i
Autochthons)

who had inhabited Canaan since the flood that is, from

times immemorial. Considering the careful attention

paid by the Biblical writers to the early history ol Pal-

estine, and the close contact between the Phoenicians

and lsraehtcs.it would appear as it all traditions of a

nine anterior to their sojourn in that land had been long

lost Gen. x. 6, on the other hand, calls Canaan a de-

scendant oi Ham a statement which, unless explained

to icier to their darker skins, would seem to war against

their being indigenous inhabitants of Palestine, or a

Shemitic population, an assumption much favored by

their language. Herodotus, however, makes them, both

On their own statements and hy accounts preserved in

Persian historians, immigrants from "the Erythraean

Sea;" and Justin hacks the notion of immigration by

recording that the Tyrian nation was founded by the

Phoenicians, and that these, being force. 1 by an earth-

quake to leave their native land, first s, tiled on the

Assyrian lake (Dead Sea or lake of ( icnnesarci h i. and

subsequently on a shore near the sea, where they found-

ed a city called Sidon. The locality of the " Erj thraaan

Sea." however, is a moot point still. It is taken hy dif-

ferent investigators to stand either lor the Arabian or

Persian Gulf; the latter view being apparently favored

l>v the occurrence of Phoenician names home bj Bome

of Us islands i Straho)—though these may have been
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given them by late Phoenician colonists. Some have

&een in them the Hyksos driven to Syria. Without en-

teriug any further into these most difficult, and, in the

absence of all trustworthy information, more than vague

speculations, so much appears certain, that many immi-

grations of Shemitic branches into Phoenicia, at differ-

ent periods and from different parts, must have taken

place, and that these gradually settled into the highly

civilized nationality which we find constituted as early

as the time of Abraham (Gen. xii, 6, tX=then, already;

comp. Aben-Ezra, ad loc, and Spinoza, Tract. Theol.-

Pol. ch. viii). It would be extremely vain to venture

an opinion on the individuality of the different tribes

that, wave-like, rushed into the country from various

sides, at probably widely distant dates. The only ap-

parently valuable tradition on the subject seems con-

tained in the above-quoted passage of Gen. x, 15-18.

But there is one point which can be proved to be in the

highest degree probable, and which has peculiar interest

as bearing on the Jews, viz. that the Phoenicians were

of the same race as the Canaanites. This remarkable

fact, which, taken in connection with the language of

the Phoenicians, leads to some interesting results, is ren-

dered probable by the following circumstances : 1st. The
native name of Phoenicia, as already pointed out, was

Canaan, a name signifying "lowland." This was well

given to the narrow slip of plain between the Lebanon

and the Mediterranean Sea, in contrast to the elevated

mountain range adjoining; but it would have been in-

appropriate to that part of Palestine conquered by the

Israelites, which was undoubtedly a hill-country (see

Movers, Das Phonizische A Uerthum, i, 5) ; so that, when
it is known that the Israelites at the time of their inva-

sion found in Palestine a powerful tribe called the Ca-

naanites, and from them called Palestine, the land of

Canaan, it is obviously suggested that the Canaanites

came originally from the neighboring plain, called Ca-

naan, along the sea-coast. 2d. This is further confirmed

through the name in Africa whereby the Carthaginian

Phoenicians called themselves, as attested by Augustine,

who states that the peasants in his part of Africa, if

asked of what race they were, would answer, in Punic

or Phoenician, "Canaanites" {Opera Omnia, iv, 1235;

K.rposit. Epist. ad Rom. § 13). 3d. The conclusion thus

suggested is strongly supported by the tradition that

the names of persons and places in the land of Canaan
—not only when the Israelites invaded it, but likewise

previously, when "there were yet but a few of them,"

and Abraham is said to have visited it—were Phoenician

or Hebrew : such, for example, as Abimelek, " father of

the king" (Gen. xx, 2) ; Melchizedek, " king of right-

eousness" (xiv, 18); Kirjath-sepher, "city of the book"

(Josh, xv, 15). As above observed, in Greek writers

also occurs the name \ vcl f°r Phoenicia (comp. Gesenii

Thesaurus Lingua, Hebraicaz [Leips. 1839], ii, 696, and

Gesenii Monumenta Phoenicia, p. 570 sq.). The dialect

of the Israelites perhaps resembled more the Aramaean,

and that of the Phoenicians more the Arabic ; but this

difference was nearly effaced when both nations resided

in the same country, and had frequent intercourse with

each other. Concerning the original country of the

Phoenicians and their immigration into Canaan, comp.

especially Bertheau, Zur Gesck.ich.t6 <1< r Israeliten (Got-

tingen, 1840), p. 152-186, and Lengerke, Kanaan,
\'<dks- und Religionsgeschichle Israels (Kbnigsberg,

184-1). i, 182 sq.

2. Government.—Two principal divisions existed an-

ciently among these Canaanites: these were those of

the interior of Palestine, and the tribes inhabiting the

sea-coast, Phoenicia proper. By degrees three special

tribes, more powerful than the rest, formed, as it were,

the nucleus around which the multitude of minor ones

gathered and became one nationality, viz. the inhabi-

tants of Sidon, of Tyre, and of Aradus. Three principal

elements are to be distinguished, according to classical

evidence (Cato, comp. Sen: adjEn. iv. 082), in the con-

stitution of Phoenician states: 1. The aristocracy, con-
sisting of certain families of noble lineage, which were

divided into tribes (13323), families (iin£;L"}3, Phcen.

"1311), and ge?ites (~12X n"1 -), the last generally of

the number of 300 in each state or colony. Out of the

"tribes" were elected thirty jirincipes (Phcen. ^1), who
formed a supreme senate ; besides which there existed

another larger representative assembly of 300 members,

chosen from the gentes. 2. The lower estates of the

people, or " plebs" itself, who do not seem to have had
their recognised special representatives, but by constant

opposition, which sometimes broke out in open violence,

held the nobles in check. 3. The kingdom, at first he-
reditary, afterwards became elective. Nor must the
priesthood be forgotten ; one of the most powerful ele-

ments in the Phoenician commonwealth, and which in

some provinces even assumed, in the person of the high-
priest, the supreme rule. There wras a kind of federal

union between the different states, which, according to

their importance, sent either their kings or their judges,

at the head of a large number of their senators, to the

general councils of the nation, held at stated periods

either at Sidon or Tyre. The colonies were governed

much as the home-country, except that local affairs and

the executive were intrusted to two (annual, as it would

seem) judges (D^^SV^J, suffetes) elected by the senate

—an institution which for some time also replaced the

monarchical form in Tyre. When Tripolis was founded

by Tyre, Sidon, and Aradus, as a place of joint meet-

ing for their hegemony, every one of these cities sent

100 senators to watch her special interests at the com-
mon meeting; and the senate of Sidon seems, in the 4th

century B.C., at least, to have consisted of 500 to 600

elders, some of whom were probably selected more for

their wealth than for their noble lineage. The king

sometimes combined in his person the office of high-

priest. The turbulent seething mass of the people,

consisting of the poorer families of Phoenician descent,

the immigrants of neighboring tribes, the strangers,

and the whole incongruous mass of workmen, trades-

people, sailors, that must have abounded in a commer-
cial and maritime nation like the Phoenicians, and out

of whose midst must have arisen at times influential

men enough—was governed, as far as we can learn, as

"constitutionally" as possible. The unruly spirits were

got rid of in Roman fashion somehow in the colonies,

or were made silent by important places being intrusted

to their care, under strict supervision from home. Only
once or twice do we hear of violent popular outbreaks,

in consequence of one of which it was mockingly said

that Phoenicia had lost all her aristocracy, and what
existed of Phoenicians was of the lowest birth, the off-

spring of slaves. As the wealth of all the world accu-

mulated more and more in the Phoenician ports, luxury,

and too great a desire to rest and enjoy their wealth in

peace, induced the dauntless old pirates to intrust the

guard of their cities to the mariners and mercenary sol-

diers, to Libyans and Lydians—" they of Persia and of

Lud and of Phut," as Ezekiel has it; although the wild

resistance which this small territory offered in her sin-

gle towns to the enormous armies of Assyria, Babylo-

nia and Greece shows that the old spirit had not died

out. The smaller states were sometimes so much op-

pressed by Tyre that they preferred rather to submit to

external enemies (comp. Heeren, Ideen, etc., p. 15 sq.

;

Beck, Anleitung zur genaueren Kenntniss der Welt- und

Volkergeschichte, p. 252 sq., and 581 sq.).

3. History.—One of the most powerful and important

nations of antiquity, Phoenicia has yet left but poor in-

formation regarding her history. According to Jose-

phus, every city in Phoenicia had its collection of regis-

ters and public documents (comp. Targum to Kirjath-

Jearim, Judg. i, 11, 15). Out of these, Menander of

Ephesus, and Dias, a Phoenician, compiled two histories

of Tyre, a few fragments of which have survived (comp.
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Josephus, Contra Ap. i. 17. 18; Ant. viii, •">. :'>: xiii. 1

si|. ; ix. 14, 2; TheophiL Ad Autol. iii. 22; Syncellus,

Chron. p. L82). Sanchoniatho is said to have written

a history of Phoenicia and Egypt, which was recasl bj

Philo of Byblas, under the reign of Hadrian, and from

his work Porphyrins (4th century A. I).) took some cos-

mogonical quotations, which found their way into Eu-

sebius [Prop. Evang. i. 10). Later Phoenician histori-

ans' works (Theodotus, Hesycrates, Moschos, mentioned

as authors on Phoenicia by Tatianus. Omtnt Cm <>,.<.$ .17 i

are liken ise lost. < Sesenius mentions, in his Monunu nia

Phoenicia (p. 363 sq.), some later Phoenician authors,

w ho do ii"i touch upon historical subjects. Thus noth-

Ni- l .in a few casual notices in the Bible, some
of the Church fathers, and classical writers (Josephus,

Syncellus, Herodotus, Diodorus. Justin), which happen

to throw some light upon the history of thai long-lost

commonwealth. A greal part of this history, however,

being identical with that of the cities mentioned, in

which by turns the hegemony was vested, fuller infor-

mation « ill be found under their special headings. The
names of the kings from Hiram to Pygmalion arc pre-

served by Josephus (Apion, i, 18) in a fragment from

the history of Tyre by Menander of Ephesus. We give

them, with the computations of the reigns by Movers (ut

sup. II. i. L40, 11.".. 1 19), Duncken Gesch. des Altertkums

[3d ed. Berl. 1863 7
J.

i. 526 sq.), and Hitzig
i

I rgesch.

und Mythol. der Pkftistder, p. L91). See also Herzog,

Encyklop. xi. 620 sq.

Name.
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change they brought not only their own raw produce

and manufactures, but gums and resins lor embalming,

also wine and spices. From Mesopotamia and Syria

came I he emeralds and corals of the Red Sea ; from Baby-

lon the manifold embroideries; wine and line wool from

Aleppo and the Mesopotamian plains; from Judaea the

finest wheat, grape-honey, oil, and balm. Another re-

mote region, Armenia, furnished troops of riding and

chariot horses and mules; and this same country, or,

rather, the south-eastern coast of the Euxine, further

furnished the Phoenician emporiums with slaves of a

superior market-value—for pirating and slave-dealing

went hand in hand with their maritime calling—with

copper, lead, brass (or ichalcum), and tunnies, which

they also fetched, together with conger-eels, from the

Atlantic coast. Their extensive early commerce with

Greece is frequently alluded to in Homer, and is further

shown by the remarkable fact of the abundance of She-

mitic or Phoenician words in Greek for such things as

precious stones, fine garments, vessels, spices, and East-

ern plants in general, musical instruments, weights and

measures, etc. (comp. ^vppa, ""IE; Kivvafiov, 'lEip;

Kavva, f!3p; Xifiavoc, !"ID2!3
; x«A/3a?'>;, galbanum,

flSIlbn ; 1'dpSog, TO ; aa/xipiipoQ, "PB1ZJ ; 'iamrtc,

nS'iJ^ ; f3vcraoQ,
]
71™

; xdpiraaoe, 0513 ; vafiXa, 5-5
;

Tvp-xavov, "T; oafifivKt], X~-D; KLnrpoc, "1B3; v<j-

ffiowoc, STTX; Kifiiopvov, TB2 ; ci'ikkoq, pi"; X«p~i]e,

U"1H ; St\rog, n?1; appaftwv, "|12~l>
; (iva, (13*2; kc'i-

j3uc, ~P; Spaxfiy, *|1533T7; Kopoc, "O. etc.). Beyond

the Strait, along the north and west coast of Africa,

they received skins of deer, lions, panthers, domestic

cattle, elephants' skins and teeth, Egyptian alabaster.

castrated swine, Attic pottery and cups, probably also

gold. Yet the most fabulously rich mines of metals

—

such as silver, iron, lead, tin—they found in Tartessus.

So extensive and proverbial was this commerce that we
enumerate its elements in detail.

The position of Phoenicia, as we have seen, was most

favorable for the exchange of the produce of the East and

West. Persians, Lydians, and Lycians frequently served

as mercenaries in the Phoenician armies (Ezek. xxvii,

10, 11). Phoenicia exported wine to Egypt (Herod, iii,

5, G). Purple garments were best manufactured in Tyre

(Amati, l)e Eestitu/ione Purpurarum, 3d ed. Casena?,

1784). Glass was made in Sidon and Sarepta (comp.

Heeren, p. 86 sq. ; Beck, p. 593 sq.). In Phoenicia was
exchanged the produce of all known countries. After

David had vanquished the Edomites and conquered the

coasts of the Red Sea, king Hiram of Tyre entered into

a confederacy with Solomon, by which he insured for

his people the right of navigation to India. The com-
bined fleet of the Israelites and Phoenicians sailed from

the seaports of Ezion-geber and Elath. These ports

were situated on the eastern branch of the Red Sea, the

Sinus Elaniticus, or Gulf of Akabah. Israelitish-Phoeni-

cian mercantile expeditions proceeded to Ophir, perhaps

Abhira, situated at the mouth of the Indus (comp. Las-

sen, Indische Alterthumskunde [Bonn, 1814], i, 537 sq.).

It seems, however, that the Indian coasts in general

were also called Ophir. Three years were required in

order to accomplish a mercantile expedition to Ophir

and to return with cargoes of gold, algum-wood, ivory,

silver, monkeys, peacocks, and other Indian produce.

Some names of these products are Indian transferred

into Hebrew, as D^SBPSt, almuggim, Sanscr. valgu,

or, according to the Decanic pronunciation, valgum;

n^arT'i'i', shen-habbim (ivory), Sanscr. ibha ; Cjlp

koph (ape), Sanscr. hapi; T^~[2'W,tukkiyim (peacock),

Sanscr. cikhi, according to the Decanic pronunciation

(comp. 1 Kings ix, 27; x, 11, 22). See Ophir. It

seems, however, that these mercantile expeditions to

India were soon given up, probably on account of the

great difficulty of navigating the Red Sea. King Je-

hushaphat endeavored to recommence these expeditions,

but his fleet was wrecked at Ezion-geber (1 Kings xxii,

48). The names of mercantile establishments on the
coasts of Arabia along the Persian Gulf have partly been
preserved to the present day. In these places the Phoe-

nicians exchanged the produce of the West for that of

India, Arabia, and Ethiopia. Arabia especially fur-

nished incense, gold, and precious stones. The Midian-
ites (Gen. xxxvii, 28) and the Edomites (Ezek. xxvii,

16) effected the transit by their caravans. The forti-

fied Idumsean town Petra probably contained the store-

houses in which the produce of southern countries was
collected. From Egypt, the Phoenicians exported espe-

cially byssus (ver. 7) for wine. According to an an-

cient tradition, the tyrant of Thebes, Busiris, having
soiled his hands with the blood of all foreigners, was
killed by the Tyrian Hercules. This indicates that

Phoenician colonists established themselves and their

civilization successfully in Upper Egypt, where all

strangers had usually been persecuted. At a later pe-

riod Memphis was the place where most of the Phoeni-

cians in Egypt were established. Phoenician inscrip-

tions found in Egypt prove that even under the Ptole-

mies the intimate connection between Phoenicia and
Egypt still existed (comp. Gesenii Monumenta Phoeni-

cia, xiii, 224 sq.). From Palestine the Phoenicians im-

ported, besides wheat, especially from Judasa, ivory, oil,

and balm ; also wool, principally from the neighboring

nomadic Arabs. Damascus furnished wine (Ezek. xxvii,

5, 6, 17, 18, 21), and the mountains of Syria wood. The
tribes about the shores of the Caspian Sea furnished

slaves and iron ; for instance, the Tibancans (52TT,

Tubal) and Moschi (~ - -, Meshech). Horsemen, horses,

and mules came from the Armenians (fTSlSr, Togar-

mah) (see Heeren. p. 86-130). The treasures of the

East were exported from Phoenicia by ships which
sailed first to Cyprus, the mountains of which are visi-

ble from the Phoenician coast. Citium was a Phoenician

colony in Cyprus, the name of which was transferred to

the whole of Cyprus, and even to some neighboring isl-

ands and coasts called CV3 (Gen. x, 4; Isa. xxiii, 1,

12). Hence also C'rn, the name of a Canaanitish or

Phoenician tribe (Gesenii Monumenta Phoenicia, p.

153). Cyprus was subject to Tyre up to the time of

Alexander the Great. There are still found Phoenician

inscriptions which prove the connection of Cyprus with

Tyre. At Rhodes (L*3T"i) also are found vestiges of

Phoenician influence. From Rhodes the mountains of

Crete are visible. This was of great importance for the

direction of navigators, before the discovery of the com-
pass. In Crete, and also in the Cycladic and Sporadic

Isles, are the vestiges of Phoenician settlements. On
the Isle of Thasos, on the southern coast of Thrace, the

Phoenicians had gold-mines; and even on the southern

shores of the Black Sea they had factories. However,

when the Greeks became more powerful, the Phoeni-

cians sailed more in other directions. They occupied

also Sicily and the neighboring islands, but were, after

the Greek colonization, confined to a few towns, Motya,

Soloes. Panormus (Thucydides, vi, 2). The Phoenician

mercantile establishments in Sardinia and the Balearic

Isles could scarcely bg called colonies. Carthage was a

Phoenician colony, which probably soon became impor-

tant by commerce with the interior of Africa, and re-

mained connected with Tyre by means of a common
sanctuary. After Phoenicia had been vanquished by

the Assyrians. Babylonians, and Persians, the settle-

ments in Sicily, Sardinia, and Spain came into the

power of Carthage. The Phoenicians had for a long

period exported from Spain gold, silver, tin, iron, lead

(Ezek. xxxviii, 13), fruit, wine, oil, wax, fish, and wool.

Their chief settlement was Tarshish, 'd~-d>~T, subjec-

tion, from the root dd"l, he vanquished, subjected. The

Aramreans pronounced it BJVPirv; hence the Greek

Tentessos. This was probably the name of a town sit-

uated to the west of the Pillars of Hercules (Calpe
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and Abyla, now Gibraltar and Ceuta), and even more
west than Gades, at the mouth ol the Bsetis | Herod. iv,

ti-.': Scymnua Chius, v, 16J sq.). This river was also

called Tartessus (Arise, M,t,,, r . i. [3; Pausan. vi, 19, :; :

Strabo, iii. p. l 18). At a later period the town of I ar-

obtained likewise the Phoenician name- Carteja,

from ~~~- town (Strabo, iii. p. 151). There arc other

hames of towns in Spain which have a Phoenician der-

ivation: Gades, "1*13, septum, fena (comp. Gesenii

i Phoenicia, p. 304 sq., 349); Malaga (nbl2),

on account of much sail fish thence exported; or, ac-

cording to Gesenius (id. p. .'!Il' sq., and 353), from

ri::";"n:x3". ojjicinafabrorum, iron-works, or man-

ufactory of other metals, on account of the mines to be

found there; Belon, ~~'JZ. civitas, city (id. p. 311 sq.,

and 348). The voyage to Tarshish was the most im-

portant of those undertaken by the Phoenicians. Hence
ii h.i- that their largest vessels were all called skips of
Tarshish, although they Bailed in other directions il

Kings x, 22). Ii appears also that the Phoenicians ex-

ported tin from the British Isles, and amber from the

eoasts of Prussia. Their voyages on the western coasts

of Africa seem to have been merely voyages of discov-

ery, without permanent results. The Spanish colonies

were probably the principal sources of Phoenician wealth,

and wore founded at a very remote period. The migra-
tion of the Phoenician, Cadmus, into Boeotia likewise

belongs to the earlier period of Phoenician colonization.

I lom< t seems to know little of the Sidouian commerce;
which fact may be explained by supposing that the

Phoenicians avoided all collision and competition with

the increasing power of the Greeks, and preferred to

direct their voyages into countries where such compe-
tition seemed to he improbable.

Herodotus describes the Phoenicians as beginning
Soon after their settlement to occupy themselves ill dis-

tant voyages (i, I). From the construction of rude
ratts. they must -pee, lily have reached to a style of

substantial ship-building. Their commercial vessels

are represented either as long in shape, and fitted both

for sailing and being rowed with fifty oars— ••ship- of

Tarshish;" or as rounder in form, and more capacious

in stowage, but slower in speed—tubs or coasting-ves-

sels—bearers of cargo on short voyages. Kenophon
(Economics, viii) passes a high eulogy on a Phoeni-

cian ship -the greatest quantity of tackling was dis-

posed separately in the smallest stowage." Their mer-
chantmen also carried arm- for defence, and had fig-

ures on their prows, which the Greeks named iraraucoi.

Tie \ steered U the Cynosure, or the last star in Ursa
.Minor; and they could cast reckonings, from the com-
bined application of astr my and arithmetic (Strabo,

xvi, 2, 24). This nautical applicatil I astronomy is

ascribed by Callimachus to L'hales, a Phoenician by de-
••'. ed. Blomfield, p. 213; Diog. Laert. Thales).

Lebanon supplied them with abundance of timber, ami
Cyprus gave them all necessary equipments, from the
keel to the topsails - "a fundamento ipso carina .-el bu-

premos ipsos carbasos" (A i. Marcell. xiv, 8 14).
I iring Phoenician navigators in the reign of

Pharaoh - Necho circ avigated Africa departing
from the lied Sea and returning by the Strait ol Gib-
raltar. lle\ reported thai in sailing round Libya they
had tie- sun on their right hand- a Story of which II.--

rodotus Bays, "I, for my pari, do not believe them."
and yet ii is tie- positive proof th.-n they had gone
round the < ape

i
Herod, iv, 12). Diodorus speaks also

of Phoenician mariners being driven westwards beyond
the Pillars of Hercules into the ocean, ami reaching at

length a verj fertile and beautiful island "a dwelling
itherthan of men" one probablj ol the Azores

or Canarj Islands. The Phoenicians furnished to Xerxes
800 -hip-. Km they wire defeated al Salami-. Ii i-

said thai of all the nation- employed in digging the fa-

mous canal across ll.e i-thmiis ol AthOB, tie _\ alone had

sufficient engineering skill to begin ii- hanks on their

-eel ion al a -lope, and tlm- prevent Caving in ivii. _':!).

The remote period- of Phoenician commerce and colon-

ization tire wrapped in myths. Phoenician -hips may
have tir-t carried the produce of Assyria and Egypt—
Inn their own ware- and manufactures wen- Boon largely

exported by them (Ezek. xxviii). The commerce of

Tyre reached through the world (Strabo, iii. 5, 11).

There was also a ureal trade in tin- tunny li-lu lie-, and
i he Tyrians -old fish in Jerusalem i Neh. xiii, l'i i. Phoe-

nicia excelled in the manufacture of the purple 'Uv ex-
tracted fr the shell-fish murex, so abundant on parts

of ii- coasts. This color in its richest line was at length

appropriated to imperial n-e. and the -ilk SO dyed was
of extraordinary value. The glass of Sidon was no less

ii i- than He- Tyrian dye tin- tine white -and used

for tin' process being very abundant near Mount ( arm. 1.

Glass has been found in Nineveh, and glass-blowing is

figured al Beni-Hassan in Egypt. The an might have
come from Egypt, but the discovery in Phoenicia is rep-

resented as accidental. The pillar of emerald shining

brightly in the night, which Herodotus speaks of as

hem- in the temple of I lerciile-. w as probably a hollow-

cylinder of glass with a lamp within it (Keiirick, Pkce-

nicia, p. 249). Phoenicia produced also drinking-cups

of silver and gold. Homer describes sidon as abound-
ing in works of brass. Its building-stone was not of

very good quality, hut cedar-" I was largely em-
ployed. When -tone was used the joints were bevelled

a practice which af-o characterizes Hebrew architect-

ure, and eives ii a panelled appearance. The mining
operations of the Phoenicians were also celebrated.

Herodotus says they turned a mountain over iv ry -V
;
n/o~£(—in the search for gold. Mines were wrought in

the various colonies — in the Grecian island- and in

Spain by processes much lie- same as those employed
in more modern times. The marine knowledge and
experience of Phoenicia led to the plantation of nu-

merous colonies in Cyprus. Rhodes, Cilicia, and the isl-

ands of the iEgean—the Cyclades and Sporades (Thu-
Cyd. i. *

) in Sicily, in Sardinia, tie- Balearic l-lauds.

and iii Spain. Strabo says that the Phoenicians pos-

sessed the best pans of Iberia before the days of Homer
iii. 22, 111. ( )ne principal colony was in Northern Af-

rica, and Strabo asserts that they occupied the middle

part of Africa soon after the Trojan war. The story of

Dido and the foundation of Carthage i- well known, the

event being placed by some in B.C. 813. Byrsa, the
n a of the hill on which the city was built, denotes a

fortress, being n~^2 (Bozrah), the name al-o of the

Idumsean capital: though its Greek form. Bvpaa, gave

rise to the story aboul the purchase of as much land as

a hide would measure. Carthage means "new town"

(Flttnn Hip), and Punici is only another spelling of

Pkoenici. Intercourse with many Btrange and untutored

race- led i he Phoenicians to indulge in fictions; and love

• •i .nil taught them mercantile deceits and stratagems.
" Phoenician figment" \ptvapa Qmvuukov oratravel-
ler'stale, was proverbial in former times, likefides Punica
at a later period i Strabo, xii. p. 55). The / fi

Magnum bluntly defines foivixiKov by rd lftvdoc, tin-

lie. In the Odyssey they are described as "crafty" vav-
oiicXvTot (Odyss.x'ii'i, 115), or as "crafty and wicked."

A- a trading nation they w< re ready sometime- to lake

ad\ antage of the ignorant and ravage trihes with which
they hail. red. and they cared nothing lor law or right

on the high sea-, w here no power could control or pun-
ish; so that I lysses uses the phrase 4>oiVi£ aviip aira-
7/;\or liSwc, TpuiKrqc, "a I 'Imi li.ian man knowing
d. ceii iid things crafty" (id. xiv. 285). lie term
"Canaan," "Canaanite," or ••man of Canaan." the na-
tive name of the Phoenician, i- sometimes rendered
" merchant" in tin- English version ( l-a. xxiii, 8 ; Zepb.
i. 1 I ; Job xli. 6; l'rov. xxxi. J I : Zecb. xiv. 21 : lies.

xii. 7; Ezek. xvii, l>. "Phoenician" and "merchant"
were thus interchangeable terms; so that 'Ivn/. yiVo-
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jua; means, " I become a trader." But the phrase seems

to have sunk in moral meaning, and trader was but an-

other name for a huckslerer, or a pedler going from

house to house, as in Prov. xxxi, 24. Nay, the prophet

Hosea (xii, 7) says, "He is a Canaanite," or "Phoeni-

cian," or " as for Canaan, the balances of deceit are in

his hand: he loveth to oppress. And Ephraim said,

Yet am I become rich, I have found me out substance."

A common proverb expressive of fraud matching fraud

was 2i»po( npoQ QoiviKat;. No coined money of Phoe-

nicia is extant prior to its subjugation by the Greeks.

The standard seems to have been the same as the Jew-

ish; the shekel being equal to the Attic tetradrachm
;

and the zuz, which occurs on the tablet of Marseilles,

being of the value of a denarius. On the same tablet

keseph (silver) occurs, with the probable ellipse of

" shekel," as in Hebrew. Foreign silver money ("17) is

also there referred to. Among
the antiquities dug up in Nin-

eveh are several bronze weights

in the form of lions ; having

both cuneiform legends with

the name of Sennacherib, and

also Phoenician or cursive She-

mitic inscriptions (Layard, Nin.

and Bub. p. 601). The cor was
a Phoenician measure, the same
as the Hebrew chomer, and
holding ten Attic metret£e,each

metretes being equal to about ten and a half gallons.

The arithmetical notation was carried out by making
simple strokes for the units; 10 was a horizontal stroke

or a semicircle, and 100 was a special sign, the unit

strokes added to it denoting additional hundreds (Ge-

senii Monumenta Phoenicia, p. 85).

It appears almost incredible how, with the compara-

tively small knowledge of natural science which we must

at tribute to them, the Phoenicians could t h us on their frail

rafts traverse the wide seas almost from one end of the

globe to the other, with apparently no more difficulty

than their inland caravans, their chapmen and dealers,

found in traversing the neighboring countries. Yet it

must not, on the other hand, be forgotten that theirs

appears to have been an uncommon knowledge of as-

tronomy and physical geography—witness their almost

scientifically planned voyage of discovery under Hiram
—and that, above all, an extraordinary amount of prac-

tical sense, of boldness, shrewdness, unscrupulousness,

untiring energy, and happy genius, went far to replace

some of the safe contrivances with which modern dis-

coveries have made our mariners familiar. These qual-

ities also made and kept them the unrivalled masters

of ancient commerce and navigation. They were,

moreover, known rather to destroy their own ships and
endanger their lives than let others see their secret way
and enterprise ; and it would be very surprising if theirs

had not been also the greatest discoveries, the greatest

riches and splendor and power for many a long century,

though they owned but a small strip of country at

home. Well might Tyre once say, "I am of perfect

beauty" ( Kzek. xxvii. 3), and the prophet address Si-

don, " Behold, thou art wiser than Daniel, there is no
secret they can hide from thee : with thy wisdom and
thine understanding thou hast gotten thee riches, and
hast gotten gold and silver into thy treasures : by tin-

great wisdom and by thy traffic hast thou increased thy
riches, and thine heart is lifted up because of thy riches"

(xxviii, 3-5). There can, indeed, not be fancied a

fuller and more graphic account of the state of Phoeni-

cia, especially as regards her commercial relations, than
the two chapters of Ezekiel (xxvii and xxviii) contain-

ing the lamentation on Tyre : which, indeed, form our

chief information on this point.

In regard to Phoenician trade, as connected with the

Israelites, the following points are worthy of notice.

(1.) Up to the time of David, not one of the twelve

tribes seems to have possessed a single harbor on the

sea-coast: it was impossible, therefore, that they could
become a commercial people. It is true that according
to Judg. i. 31, combined with Josh, xix, 20, Accho or

Acre, with its excellent harbor, had been assigned to the

tribe of Asher : but from the same passage in Judges it

seems certain that the tribe of Asher did not really ob-

tain the possession of Acre, which continued to be held

by the Canaanites. However wistfully, therefore, the

Israelites might regard the wealth accruing to their

neighbors the Phoenicians from trade, to vie with them
in this respect was out of the question. But from the

time that David had conquered Edom, an opening for

trade was afforded to the Israelites. The command of

Ezion-geber, near Elath, in the land of Edom, enabled

them to engage in the navigation of the Bed Sea. As
they were novices, however, at sailing, as the naviga-

j

tion of the Red Sea, owing to its currents, winds, and
rocks, is dangerous even to modern sailors, and as the

Phoenicians, during the period of the independence of

Edom, were probably allowed to trade from Ezion-ge-

ber, it was politic in Solomon to permit the Phoenicians

of Tyre to have docks and build ships at Ezion-geber

on condition that his sailors and vessels might have the

benefit of their experience. The results seem to have
been strikingly successful. The Jews and Phoenicians

made profitable voyages to Ophir in Arabia or India,

whence gold was imported into Juda?a in large quantities;

and once in three years still longer voyages were made,
by vessels which may possibly have touched at Ophir,

though their imports were not only gold, but likewise

silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks (1 Kings x, 22). See

Tarshish. There seems at the same time to have been

a great direct trade with the Phoenicians for cedar-wood

(ver. 27), and generally the wealth of the kingdom
reached an unprecedented point. If the union of the

tribes had been maintained, the whole sea-coast of Pal-

estine would have afforded additional sources of revenue

through trade; and perhaps even ultimately the "great

plain of Sidou" itself might have formed part of the

united empire. But if any possibilities of this kind

existed, they were destroyed by the disastrous secession

of the ten tribes ; a heavy blow from which the Hebrew
race has never yet recovered during a period of nearly

3000 years.

(2.) After the division into two kingdoms, the curtain

falls on any commercial relation between the Israelites

and Phoenicians until a relation is brought to notice, by
no means brotherly, as in the fleets which navigated

the Bed Sea, nor friendly, as between buyers and sellers,

but humiliating and exasperating, as between the buy-

ers and the bought. The relation is meant which ex-

isted between the two nations when Israelites were sold

as slaves by Phoenicians. It was a custom in antiquity,

when one nation went to war against another, for mer-
chants to be present in one or other of the hostile camps,

in order to purchase prisoners of war as slaves. Thus
at the time of the Maccabees, when a large army was
sent by Lysias to invade and subdue the land of Judah,

it is related that " the merchants of the country, hear-

ing the fame of them, took silver and gold very much
with servants, and came into the camp to buy the chil-

dren of Israel for slaves" (1 Mace. iii,41); and when it

is related that at the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus

Epiphanes, the enormous number of 40,000 men were

slain in battle, it is added that there were "no fewer

sold than slain" (2 Mace, v, 14; Credner's Joel, p. 240).

Now this practice, which is thus illustrated by details

at a much later period, undoubtedly prevailed in earlier

times {Odyssey, xv, 427; Herod, i, 1), and is alluded to

in a threatening manner against the Phoenicians by the

prophets (Joel iii, 4, and Amos i, 9, 10), about B.C. 800.

The circumstances which led to this state of things

may be thus explained. After the division of the two

kingdoms there is no trace of any friendly relations be-

tween the kingdom of Judah and the Phoenicians: the

interest of the latter rather led them to cultivate the
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friendship of the kingdom of Israel ; and the rsraelitisfa

king, Ahab, had a Sidonian princess as his wife | 1 Kings

xvi, 31 i. Now, uol improbably in consequence of these

relations, n hen Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, endeavored

to restore the trade of the Jews in the Red Sen. and for

this purpose built large ships at Ezion-geber t" go to

Ophir for gold, he did nol admil the Phoenicians t<> any

participation in the venture, and when kiwj, Ahaziah,

Ahab's son, asked to have ;i share in it, his request was

distinctly refused (xxii, 48, 49). That attempt to re-

new ili" trade of the Jews in the Red Sea failed, and in

the reign ofJehpram,Jehoshaphat's son, Edom revolted

from Judah and established its independence; so that

if the Phoenicians wished to despatch trading-vessels

fr Ezion-geber, Edom was the power which it was
mainly their interest to conciliate, and nol Judah. Un-
der these circumstances the Phoenicians seem, nol only

in have purchased and to have sold again a- slaves, and
probably in some instances to have kidnapped inhabi-

tants of Judah, l>ur even to have sold them to their en-

emies the Edomites (Joel, Amos, as above). This was

regarded with reason as a departure from the old broth-

erly covenant, when Hiram was a gVeal lover of David,

and subsequently had the must friendly commercial

relations h ith l>a\ id's son ;
and this may be considered

as the original foundation of the hostility of the 1 1 >
-

brew prophets towards Phoenician Tyre (Isa. xxiii:

Ezek. xxviii).

(3. i The only other notice in the < Hd Testament of

trade between the Phoenicians and the Israelites is in

the accounl given by the prophet Ezekiel of the trade

<>f Tyre i xxvii, 1"
). While this account supplies vain-

able information respecting t he various commercial deal-

in-.- ..I thai most illustrious of Phoenician cities [see

Tyre], it likewise makes direct mention of the exports

in it from Palestine. The.sc were wheat, honey (i.e.

sirup ol grapes), oil, and balm. The export of wheat

deserves attention [concerning the other exports, see

Balm; Honey; Oil], because it shows how important it

must have been to the Phoenicians to maintain friendly

relations with their Hebrew neighbors, and especially

with the adjoining kingdom of Israel. The wheal is

called wheat of Minnith (q. v.), which was a town of

the Ammonites, on the other Bide of the Jordan, only

once mentioned elsewhere in the Bible: and it is nol

certain whether Minnith was a great inland emporium,
where large purchases of corn were made, or whether
t he u heat in its neighborl 1 was peculiarly good, and
gave its name to all wheat of a certain fineness in qual-

ity. Still, whatever may he the correct explanation

ig .Minnith, the only countries specified for ex-

ports of wheal arc Judah and Israel. and it was through
thcterritorj of Israel that the wheat would be imported

into Phoenicia. It is surest cd l>\ lleeren (in his His-

torical Researches, ii. 1 17 i that the fad of Palestine be-

ing thus, as it were, the granary of Phoenicia, explain-

in the clearest manner the lasting peace thai prevailed

between the two countries. He observes thai with
many of the other adjoining nations the .lews lived in

a state oi almost continual warfare: but thai they never
'once engaged in hostilities with t heir nearest neighbors

the Phoenicians. The fad itself is certainly worthy of
special notice; and is the more remarkable, as there
wen- uol wanting tempting occasions lor the interfer-

ence of the Phoenicians in Palestine if they desired it.

Winn Elijah al the brook Kishon, at the distance of

not more than thirty miles in a straight line from Tyre.

put h. death 150 prophets of Baal i I Kings xviii, 40),

we can well conceive the agitation and anger which
such a died must have produced al I > r. . Al Sidon,

more especially, which «,> onlj twentj miles farther

distant from khe Bee t slaughter, the first impulse of

the inhabitants must have been to march forth at once

in battle .'nay to strengthen the hands ol Jezebel, their

own princess, in behali ol Baal, their Phoenii

When again afterwards, bj means of falsehood and

treachery, Jehu was enabled to massacre the worship-

pers of Baal in the land of Israel, we cannot doubt that

the intelligence was received in Tyre, Sidon, and the

other cities of Phoenicia, with a similar burst of horror

and indignation to that with which the news of the

massacr i St. Bartholomew's day was received in all

Protestant countries; and there must have been an in-

tense de-ire in the Phoenicians, if they had the power,

to invade the territories ol Israel without delay and in-

dict signal chastisement on Jehu f2 Kings \. 18 28 .

The fact that Israel was their granary would undoubt-
edly have been an element in restraining the Phoeni-

cians, even on occasions bui h as these; but probably

Still deeper mOtivCS were likewi-e at Work. Il -..in-

, to have been part of the settled policy of the Phoeni-

cian cities to avoid attempts to make conquests on the

continent of Asia. For this there were excellent reasons

in the position of their small territory, which, with t lie

range of Lebam ne side a- a barrier, and the Bea

mi the other, was easily defensible by a wealthy power

having command of the sea, against second or third rate

powers, but for the same reason was not well situated

for offensive war on the laud side. It may be added

I

that a pacific policy was their manifest interest as a

commercial nation, unless by war they were morally

certain to obtain an important accession of territory, or

unless a warlike policy was an absolute necessity to

prevent the formidable pre] derance of any one great

neighbor. At last, indeed, they even carried their sys-

tem of non-intervention in continental wars too far. if

it would have been possible for them by any alliances

in Syria and dele-Syria to prevent the establishment

mi the oilier side of the Lebanon of one great empire,

for from thai moment their ultimate doom was c< rtain,

and it was merely a question of time as to the arrival

of the fatal hour when they would lose their indepen-

dence. But too little i- known of the details of their

bistor} lo warrant an opinion as to whether they might
at any time by any course of policy have raised up a

barrier against the empire of the Assyrians or Chaldees.

See I OMMEKCE.
The impulse given to industry and the art.- by this al-

most unparalleled extension of the commercial sphere of

the Phoenicians was enormous. < (riginally exporters or

traders only tor the wares of Egypl and Assyria, they
soon began to manufacture these wares themselves, and
drew the whole world into their circle of commerce. As
to the early and most extensive commercial intercourse

between Phoenicia ami < Sreece and her colonies, nothing

can be more striking than the circumstance of nearly all

the (.nek name- for the principal objects of Oriental

commerce being Phoenician, or rather Shi mine ; identi-

cal, almost, with the terms found in l he ( Hd T« -lament.

The descriptions of the abundance of precious metals

verge on the fabulous. Thus, the Phoenicians are -op-

posed to have made even their anchors of silver, when
liny tii-i discovered the mines, not knowing how to

.-tow away all the silver in their vessel. What must

have been the state of these mines is clear from the fact

that even in the Roman time 40,000 men were constant-

ly employed a- miners, and the stale received a clear

revenue of 20,500 drachms dai|v. The "Fortunate

Islands," which, according to Diodorus, they discovered

after many days' Bailing along the coast of Africa, be-

yond the Pillars of Hercules, and which, to judge from

the name l'urpuraria- given to some islands off the coast

of Mauritania, would seem to have been die Canaries,

yielded them I he shell-li-h purpura, so useful for their

dyeing manufactories, Besides their wholesale cora-

iii' i.. .allied on by fleets and caravans, they also ap-

pear to have gone about the interior of Syria .-mil Pal-

estine, retailing their home or foreign produce. What
degree of perfection they had reached in metallurgy
may be seen iii the minute description of i he mining
process contained in Job (xxviii, l 1 1 I, probably derived

from mines H hich they worked in the Lebanon. Cj pro-,

Thasos, Iberia, larii s-u-. and w herever a trace of metal

was found. That they had acquired a high Btanding
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in what we should call the fine arts may be gathered

from the fact that not only architects, but skilful work-

ers of all kinds, for the adornment and embellishment

of the Temple, were sent for by Solomon when he in-

tended to fulfil the task his father David had set him-

self, in all the magnificence and splendor worthy of Ins

golden reign. Their sculptures—what there has been

found of them—do not, it is true, give us a very high

notion of their artistic perfection ; but, for all we know,

these may be only the archaic beginnings, or the rem-

nants of a corrupt age or unskilful hands. Better things

may come to light any day. There certainly exist

some exceedingly skilful engravings of theirs on gems
among the Assyrian remnants. We further know (comp.

the gold-edged silver bowl, for instance, given to Telem-

achus by Menelaos, which had been previously given

to Hephsestos by the king of the Sidonians; the silver

vase offered by Achilles as a prize at the funeral games
for Patroclus; the columns and the magnificent vessels

cast for the Temple of Jerusalem by Tyrian artists, and

the like) that they manufactured all kinds of beautiful

vessels and ornaments in gold, silver, and ivory, and

knew how to extract perfumes from the lily and cy-

press; but, as in every other respect, they must in this

province also be declared to have been only the skilful

appropriators of the knowledge of others, of which, how-

ever, they made use with a diligence and perseverance

entirely unparalleled.

In broadly recapitulating the routes their vessels took

around the earth, we have indicated the line of their

colonization. We cannot do more in this place than

hint at the wanderings of Baal (q. v.), Astarte (q. v.),

and Melkarth (q. v.), as the principal allegories in which

the myth couched the primitive traditions of their set-

tlements abroad. The whole of the Mediterranean, with

its islands and coast, had been made theirs by rapid

strides. Commencing with neighboring Cyprus, they

proceeded to Cythium, to Rhodes, Crete, the Cycladic

and Sporadic Isles, Cilicia, Lycia, and Caria, Chios, Sa-

mos, Tenedos, Bithynia, the Euxine, Samothrace, Lem-
nos, Thasos (whither they had come "in search of Eu-
ropa"), Bceotia, and Eubcea. More difficult was the

occupation of Sicily and the neighboring islands, where

Motya, Machanetti, Panormus, and other cities, testify

to their successful settlements. Thence also, by way
of Malta, they sailed to Africa, and founded Carthage,

which afterwards possessed herself of all the colonies in

Sicily, Sardinia, and Spain. In Sardinia and the Ba-

learic Islands they had commercial establishments at

Caralis (Cagliari), Minorca, Iviza, Elba. Spain was one

of their earliest and principal settlements, where they

founded Cadiz, Malago, Belon, Abdarach, and other cit-

ies. It is also more than probable, although we have
mi distinct evidence on the point, that they had colonies

in the tin districts of Cornwall and the Scilly Isles, as

also on the Baltic. They settled, further, both on the

north-west coast of Africa (Mauritania, Cerne), and on

its north coast (Hippo, Utiea, Leptis, Hadrumetum).
How far Phoenicians may have had a more than tem-

porary sojourn in India (Ophir=? Abhira), whither

they went by way of the Red Sea, we are unable to

determine at present.

5. Reliyion.—The same lack of genuine and authentic

information, of which we have spoken before, baffles our

endeavors to arrive at anything like a proper under-

standing of the real character of the religion of the

Phoenicians. The mutilated scraps contained in classi-

cal writers can be of as little use for its full reconstruc-

tion as the uncertain allusions of the Bible. As to

Sanchoniatho. extracts of whose Phoenician writings

(in Philo of Byblus's Greek version) are, as has been

mentioned above, supposed to have survived in Euse-

bius, all that can be said regarding them is that we have
more than ample reasons to suspect both the author,

the translator, and the Church father, not of wilful mis-

interpretation, but of a certain want of candor in doing

that full and fair justice to both sides which we expect

from a historian of our day. A few broken votive and
sacrificial stones, a few coins and unshapely images,
make up the rest of our sources of information for the
present. A few years hence, however, we may, if our
excavations are carried on with unflagging zeal, and
are as successful as they have been of late years, have
as ample a supply to work upon as we have now respect-

ing the once—hardly fifteen years ago—much more un-
known land of Nebuchadnezzar and Sennacherib, if not
with respect even to Greece and Rome. It will be suf-

ficient here to indicate that Phoenician, like Canaanitic
religion, in general consisted in a worship of the pow-
ers of nature under their favorable or creative ( = fe-

male), and unfavorable or destroying, yet also begetting
( -male) aspects. Still more concretely were these rep-

resented in the different phases of life, as child (Adonis),
youth (Esmun), man (Baal-Hercules), or old man (Be-
litan) ; again, as kings (Moloch) or queens (Astarte),

and other characters most fitting to the idea symbolized
in them. Their chief (visible) representatives— the
sun, the moon, the planets, and the elements—were re-

vered as supreme deities, who, at the same time, were
also the special Numina of particular tribes, places, and
seasons, and some of their general designations, such as

King (-jbE), Lord CjllX), Almighty (£s<), etc., are also

found in the Bible. To the supreme class of deities

(niJT^Sl S^T^S) belong Baal and Astarte, with

their different attributes and ramifications, e. g. Baal-

samim, D^a b"n = Zfi'c 'OXv^ttioc, Optimus Max-
imus, Baalitan, Baal Ram, Baal Mon ; Baal Melkarth,

Xn-.p -yfQ, king of the city (Tyre) ; Astarte= Tanith,

~1^, generally with the epithet H2"), the great one,

who appears identical with the Egypto-Persian war-

and moon-goddess Tanaith. Corresponding to this triad

in the Syro-Sidonian worship, we meet in Northern

Phoenicia with the two Sidonian tribes: El (^X) or

Kronos, the founder of Byblus and Berytus; Baaltis

(T6™3. my lady) — Aphrodite (Astronoe, Beruth)
;

and Adonis (Gauas, Eljun, Esmun, etc.). Besides oth-

er well-known deities, such as Moloch and Dagon (Der-

keto,Atergatis)—for all of which we refer to the special

articles treating of them—we find a certain mysterious

number of minor gods, variously denominated the strong

ones (Kabiri), or the children of the Just One (Zadik,

p"1"^, "PSD), the principal patrons of the seafarers,

worshipped alike by all the Phoenician tribes (Dioscuri.

Paitaci: Chusor-Phtha [Chusartis], Astarte, Cadmus
[Clp] or Taaut, Adod, and principally Esmun ["jECX

=iEsculapius]). These, together with the infernal or

Chthonic deities, Muth (ME= death), further a god-

dess known only to us as " Persephone" (daughter of

Jephta with the Samaritan Sichemites), or Dido

(rYTi*U=the wandering one), or generally Elothi=

my lady, my goddess, etc., are, as far as we know at

present, the chief representatives of the Phoenician

Pantheon, which, be it observed by the way, appears to

have been almost as catholic in the reception of foreign

deities as that of imperial Rome. Like the Greeks, and
after them the Romans, the Phoenicians also deified

certain natural phenomena and "elements" (sun, moon,
stars, water, lire, earth, air), personal attributes, abstract

ideas, allegories, the seasons of life, of the year, of the

day, trades and professions, and even animals: prob-

ably as symbols only at first. The serpent (Agatho-

diemon, Esmun, Typhon), the bull (Ashteroth-Karna-

im), the lion, the ass (symbol of Shemitic Baal-worship)
f

the dog, fishes, doves, goats, etc., are found either repre-

senting divinities, or merely sacred to them. Anything
like an investigation into the various phases of Phoeni-

cian mythology, which, stretching from the remotest

prehistoric days far into the first Christian centuries,

must needs contain the most contradictory, apparently

irreconcilable, elements and data, lies beyond the scope
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of this article. We -ball only mention tli.it Sanehoni-
atho distinguishes—a sure sign of the consciousness on

the part of native writers of the hopeless confusion in

the n Ligious notions and traditions of their time—three

periods or .era-, with distinct circles of deities of special

classes and families. The first period contains twelve

families of gods. In the second three dynasties follow

each other, and there are twenty-two supreme deities

(according to the letters of the Phoenician alphabet),

at the head of whom stands El or Kronos, etc., as fol-

lows :

X, El, Kronos.

2, Baityl. B, Astarte. ", Apollo.

i, Dagon. *\ Rhea. £, Pontos.

% Atlas. a, Baaltis. 2, Typhon.

n, Persephone. b, Eeimarmene. p, Nereus.

1, Athene. », Bora. "1, Sido.

t, Zens Demarns. I, Kronos. 1L\ Poseidon.

H, Sadid. 6, Zeus Belus. n, Hadod.

Of the third period only fragments of Sanchoniatho
have come down, hut it would appear as if Zeus Belus

had in this assumed the chief rank, equal to Kronos of

the second period. These gods and goddesses were
propitiated in various ways, but chiefly by sacrifices,

which consisted on certain occasions of first-born male

children (~il»^ *P2yn). Prostitution QDlp) in

honor of Astarte was considered another praiseworthy

act Among the rites of sacrifice and expiation must
also be enumerated circumcision, which was not prac-

ticed with all the Phoenician tribes, but seems to hare
l»

i
i! a ceremony peculiar to the worshippers of El, the

special deity of Berytus and Bybhis. Whether, bow-
ever, as has been held, it is to be considered analogous
to this prostitution of virgins in the service of Astarte,

We shall not here investigate. The country abounded
with place- ofworship, for every grove and every height,
every river and every well, were adapted for the pur-

pose, if it could be fancied a dwelling-place for some
deity. See Idolatry. Nor were special buildings
(sanctuaries, temples i, with all their accessories of arks
and priests, wells and fires, wanting; as indeed the Phoe-
nicians are supposed to have been the first who creeled

such permanent sanctuaries. Their construction was
in accordance with their destination, which was not to

be houses of prayer, but the seat of honor of the special

deity. They were divided into two parts, the first of

which contained I lie statues ami symbols which were
the objects of public worship. The second, the Adj ton,

on the other hand, contained such symbols which w. re

nol to I"- seen constantly, but were reserved for certain
>pe,iai festive occasions; besides the holy arks with
their mystical contents, and the holy vehicles upon
which these sacred objects were carried about. The
walls were covered with the symbolical representations
of the deities; and in this place also the priests kept
their archives. Something of the abhorrence of all vis-

ible representations of the Deity which seems in the
- oi their existence to have filled the minds

of all Shemitic nations — an abhorrence erroneously
taken of late to indicate their monotheistic propensity
(comp. Renan's and Munk's Inaugural Lectures)— is

also noticeable with the Phoenicians, whose gods were
Legion. No paintings, statues, or other likenesses of

deities are recorded as found in the ancient temples of
Gades, Tyre, Samaria, Paphos, etc. There were, how-
ever, certain symbolical columns of wood, —©8 (for

the female Numen, Vstarte i,ol stone, r - -^-; for Baal)

ofgold or ennr.ild (S^an . togi thi r with phallic rep-

resentations, found in and before the Phoenician sanctu-

aries. Another kind of divine mementos, as it were,

were the Betylia irx SYO), probably meteors, for which
a fetich-like reverence was shown, and which wen

called by the names of Father. Mighty Father (ZX ^X
(St), and at the time of Augustine there were -till a

number ofpriests engaged in Funic' Africa to wait upon

these idols and to elicit oracles from them | Eucaddire).

Anion- the principal festivals, with some of which, as

with those of the Hebrews, were connected pilg

—from the farthest colonies even—are the "awaken-
ing" and the '•self-destruction by tire" of Hercules, a
certain festival of "staves," a vintage-feast in honor of
the Tyrian Bacchus, and certain others in honor of

Astarte, celebrating her disappearance, flight, and wan-
derings, the Adonia. etc. Aii account of the different

Phoenician gods named in the Bible will be found else-

where (see Asherah; Ashtaroth; Baal, etc.), but it

will be proper here to point out certain effects which
the circumstance of their being worshipped in Phoenicia

produced upon the Hebrews.

(1.) In the first place, their worship was a constant

temptation to polytheism and idolatry. It i- the gen-
eral tendency of trade, by making merchants acquainted

with different countries and various modes of thought,
to enlarge the mind, to promote the increase of knowl-

edge, and. in addition, by the wealth which it diffuses,

to afford opportunities in various ways for intellectual

culture. It can scarcely be doubted that, owing to

these circumstances, the Phoenicians, as a great com-
mercial people, were more generally intelligent, and as

we should now say civilized, than the inland agricultu-

ral population of Palestine. When the Bimple-minded
dews, therefore, came in contact with a people more

versatile and. apparently, more enlightened than them-
selves, but who nevertheless, either in a philosophical

or in a popular form, admitted a system of polytheism,

an influence would be exerted on Jewish minds, tending

to make them regard their exclusive devotion to their

own one God, Jehovah, however transcendent bis attri-

butes, as unsocial and morose. It is in some such way
that we must account for the astonishing fact that Sol-

omon himself, the wisest of the Hebrew race, to whom
Jehovah is expressly stated to have appeared twice—
once, not long after his marriage with an Egyptian
princess, on the night after his sacrificing 1000 burnt-

offerings on the high place of Gibeon, and the si 1

time after the eon-ecrat ion of the Temple—should have
been so far beguiled by his wives in his old age a- to

become a Polyt heist, worshipping, among other deities.

the Phoenician or Sidonian goddess Ashtoreth | l Kings
iii. 1 .

r
>; ix.'.';xi. 1-5). This is not for a moment to be

so interpreted as if he ever ceased to worship Jehovah,

to whom lie had erected the magnificent Temple, which
in history is so generally connected with Solon 'a

name. Probably, according to his own erroneous con-

ceptions, he never ceased to regard himself as a loyal

wor-hippcr ofJehovah, but he at the same time deemed
this not incompatible with sacrificing at the altars of

other gods likewise. Still the fact remain- that Solo-

mon, who by his Temple in its ultimate results did so

much for establishing the doctrine of one only Godj
became himself a practical Polytheist. If this was the

case with him. polytheism in other sovereigns ol infe-

rior excellence can excite no surprise. With such an

example before him. it is no wonder that Ahab, an es-

sentially bad man. .-liould after his marriage with a Si-

donian princess nut only openly tolerate but encourage
the worship of Baal; though it is to be remembered
even in him that he did not disavow the authority of

Jehovah, but. when rebuked by his ^u:\l ant

Elijah, he rent his clothes and put sackcloth on his

flesh, and showed other signs of contrition evidently

deemed sincere ( l Kings xvi.:ii
; xxi, 27-29). Finally,

ii i- to be observed generally that although, before the

reformation of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii), polytheism pre-

vailed in Judah as well a- Israel, yet it seem- to have

been more intense and universal in Israel, as might have
been expected from it- greater proximity to Phoenicia;

and I-racl is BOmetimee spoken of a- it it had set lie- bad
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example to Judah (2 Kings xvii, 19; Jer. iii, 8) ; though,

considering the example of Solomon, this cannot be ac-

cepted as a strict historical statement.

(2.) The Phoenician religion was likewise in other

respects deleterious to the inhabitants of Palestine, be-

ing in some points essentially demoralizing. For ex-

ample, it sanctioned the dreadful superstition of burn-

ing children as sacrifices to a Phoenician god. " They
have built also," says Jeremiah, in the name of Jehovah

(xix, 5), " the high places of Baal, to burn their sons

with fire for burnt-offerings unto Baal, which I com-

manded not, nor spake it, neither came it into my mind''

(comp. Jer. xxxii, 35). This horrible custom was prob-

ably in its origin founded on the idea of sacrificing to a

god what was most valuable in the eyes of the suppliant

;

but it could not exist without having a tendency to stifle

natural feelings of affection, and to harden the heart.

It could scarcely have been first adopted otherwise than

in the infancy of the Phoenician race ; but grown-up men
and grown-up nations, with their moral feelings in oth-

er respects cultivated, are often the slaves in particular

points of an early implanted superstition, and it is wor-

thy of note that, more than two hundred and fifty years

after the death of Jeremiah, the Carthaginians, when
their city was besieged by Agathocles, offered as burnt-

sacrifices to the planet Saturn, at the public expense,

two hundred boys of the highest aristocracy; and, sub-

sequently, when they had obtained a victory, sacrificed

the most beautiful captives in the like manner (Diod.

xx, 14, Go). If such things were possible among the

Carthaginians at a period so much later, it is easily con-

ceivable how common the practice of sacrificing children

may have been at the time of Jeremiah among the

Phoenicians generally; and if this were so, it would have

been certain to prevail among the Israelites who wor-

shipped the same Phoenician gods ; especially as, owing

to the intermarriages of their forefathers with Canaan-

ites, there were probably few Israelites who may not

have had some Phoenician blood in their veins (Judg.

iii, 5). Again, parts of the Phoenician religion, espe-

cially the worship of Astarte, tended to encourage dis-

soluteness in the relations of the sexes, and even to

sanctify impurities of the most abominable description.

Connected with her temples and images there were male

and female prostitutes, whose polluted gains formed part

of the sacred fund appropriated to the service of the

goddess ; and, to complete the deification of immorality,

they were even known by the name of the " consecrat-

ed." Nothing can show more clearly how deeply this

baneful example had eaten into the hearts and habits

of the people, notwithstanding positive prohibitions and

the repeated denunciations of the Hebrew prophets, than

the almost incredible fact that, previous to the reforma-

tion of Josiah, this class of persons was allowed to have

houses or tents close to the temple of Jehovah, whose

treasury was perhaps even replenished by their gains

(2 Kings xxiii, 7 ; Deut. xxiii, 17, 18 ; 1 Kings xiv, 24

;

xv, 12: xxii, 46; Hos. iv, 14; Job xxxvi, 14; comp.

Lucian, Lucius, c. 35 ; De Bed Syrd, c. 27, 51 ; Gese-

nius, Thesaurus, s. v. Xfryg, p. 1196; Movers, Phon. i,

678, etc.; Spencer, De Legibus Hebrceorum, i, 561).

A few words may be added here on Phoenician the-

ogony and cosmogony, which, as far as they are known

to us, give evidence of the enormous amount of thought

bestowed by the thinkers of that people on the enigma

of creation. The Deity was, in accordance with the an-

tique mind, presupposed. Speculation never questioned

its eternal existence, the original quality of each of its

two principal—male and female—sides, and the way in

which, out of their union, sprang the universe. Accord-

ing to the system of Eudemus, Time, Desire, and Mist

formed the first triad of existence; and from the embrace

of the last two sprang air and " motion of air," out of

which again was produced the mundane egg. The cos-

mogony, according to Sanchoniatho on the other hand,

assumes, in the beginning of all things, a gloomy and

agitated air, and a turbid chaos of thickest darkness,

which for a long course of ages was without limits. The
wind becoming enamoured with its own essence, Mot
sprang into being, as a kind of thick, putrid fluid, which
contained all germs. The first beings created from this

were without intellect; and from them, again, came in-

tellectual beings, Zopha-Semin (D^HIB hS1^), watch-

men, or beholders of the heavens. "And it began to

shine Mot, also the sun and the moon, the stars and the

great planets. The glowing sun, heating sea and earth,

raised vapors, which produced clouds and winds, light-

ning and thunder, and at their crash the beings began
to awake in terror, and male and female moved on land

and sea." The wind Kolpia further produced with Baau

(1H3 of Genesis) Aion and Protogonos, the first mor-

tals. Aion first discovered the art of nutriment from

fruit-trees; and their children, Genos and Genea, who
dwelt in Phoenicia, first worshipped Baalsamin, or the

sun. Genos begat Light, Fire, and Flame, out ofwhom
came giants, Cassius, Libanus, Antilibanus, and Brathys.

Their sons invented the art of constructing huts of

reeds and meshes and the papyrus, and the art of mak-
ing coverings for the body out of the skins of wild

beasts. After them came the inventors of hunting and

fishing, the discoverers of iron, of the art of navigation,

etc. One of their descendants was Elyon (probably the

God whose priest was Melchisedec, Gen. xiv, 18, etc.;

Abraham, in his reply to the king of Sodom, emphati-

cally adds "Jehovah" to El-Elyon), who with his wife

Beruth begat an Autochthon, afterwards called Uranos

(heaven), and his sister Ge (earth). They had issue four

sons, Ibis, Betylus, Dagon, and Atlas ; and three daugh-

ters, Astarte, Iihea, and Dione. Chronos deposed his

father, subsequently killed him, and travelled about in

the world. He then assigned the whole of Phoenicia to

Astarte, to Athene he gave Attica, and to Taut Egypt.

The country being involved in war, he offered up his

two sons, Jeud and Muth (rHO, Pluto), in expiation.

He afterwards bestowed the city of Byblus upon the

goddess Baaltis (Dione), and Berytus upon Poseidon

and the Kabiri. Taut made the first images of the

countenances of the gods Chronos and Dagon, and formed

the sacred characters of the other elements; and the

Kabiri, the seven sons of Sydyc, and their eighth brother

Asklepios, first set them down in memory. "Thabion,"

Eusebius (Pr. Ev. i, 10) continues, " the first hierophant,

allegorized these things subsequently, and, mixing the

facts with physical and mundane phenomena, he deliv-

ered them down to those that celebrated orgia, and to

the prophets who presided over the mysteries, and to

their successors, one of whom was Isiris, the inventor

of three letters, the brother of Chna, the first Phoeni-

cian."

6. Language.—The most important intellectual in-

vention of man, that of letters, was universally asserted

by the Greeks and Romans to have been communicated

by the Phoenicians to the Greeks. The earliest written

statement on the subject is in Herodotus (v, 57, 58),

who incidentally, in giving an account of Harmodius

and Aristogeiton, says that they were by race Gephy-

rasans; and that he had ascertained by inquiry that the

Gephyrreans were Phoenicians, among those Phoenicians

who came over with Cadmus into Boeotia, and instruct-

ing the Greeks in many other arts and sciences, taught

them likewise letters. It was an easy step from this to

believe, as many of the ancients believed, that the

Phoenicians invented letters (Lucan, Pharsal. iii, 220,

221). This belief, however, was not universal; and

Pliny the Elder expresses his own opinion that they

were of Assyrian origin, while he relates the opinion of

Gellius that they were invented by the Egyptians, and

of others that they were invented by the Syrians {Nat.

Hist, vii, 57). Now, as Phoenician has been shown to

be nearly the same language as Hebrew, the question

arises whether Hebrew throws any light on the time

or the mode of the invention of letters, on the question
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of wIki Invented them, or on the universal belief of an-

tiquity thai the knowledge of them was communicated
i" the Greeks by the Phoenicians. I'he answer is a<

follows: Hebrew Literature i- as silent as Greek litera-

ture respecting the precise date ol the invention of let-

ters, and the name of the inventor <>r inventors; bnl

the names of the letters in the Hebrew alphabet are in

accordance with the belief thai the Phoenicians commu-
nicated the knowledge of letters to the •neks: tor

many of the names of letters in the Greek alphabet,

though without meaning in the Greek, have a meaning
in the corresponding letters of Hebrew. For example:
the first four letters of the Greek alphabet, Alpha, Beta,

Gamma, Delta, are nol to be explained through the

Greek language; but the corresponding tirst four letters

of the Hebrew alphabet, viz. Alepb, Beth, Gimel, Da-
leth, being essentially the same words, are to be ex-
plained in Hebrew. Tims in Hebrew Aleph or Eleph
means an ox; Beth or Bayith a house ; Gamal, a camel

;

and Deletb a door. The same is essentially, though n< >t

always so clearly, the case with almost all the sixteen

earliest Greek letters said to have been brought over from

Phoenicia b3 Cadmus, \ B FA E FIKAMNOIIPST;
and called on this account Phoenician or Cadmeian let-

ters (Herodot, /. c; Pliny. Hist. Nat. vii. .".7: .1. li.

GreekGram. i, p. 2). The sixth letter, afterwards dis-

used, and now generally known by the name of l>i-

gamma (from Dionysius, i. 20), was unquestionably the

same as the Hebrew letter Yav (a hook). Moreover,
as to writing, the ancient Hebrew letters, substantially

the same as Phoenician, agree closely with ancient

Greek letters—a fact which, taken by itself, would not

prove that the Greeks received them from the Phoeni-

cians, as the Phoenicians might possibly have received
them from the Greeks; but which, viewed in connec-
tion with Greek traditions on the subject, and with the
significance of the letters in Hebrew, seems reasonably

conclusive that the letters were transported from Phoe-

nicia into Greece. It is true thai modern Ilelirew writ-

ing and the later Greek writing <<( antiquity have not

much resemblance to each other: hut this is owing
partly to gradual changes in the writing of Greek let-

ters, ami partly to the fact that the character in which
Hebrew Bibles are now printed, called the Assyrian or

square character, was not the one originally in use

anion- i he .u w -. but seems to have been learned in the

Babylonian captivity; and afterwards gradually adopted

by them on their return to Palestine (Gesenius, Ge&ch.

der Hebraischen Sprach* und Schrift, p. 150). See Al-
ph \l.i I.

As to the mode in which letters were invented, some
clew is afforded by some of the early Hebrew and the

Phoenician characters, which evidently aimed, although
very rudely, like the drawing of very young children,
to represent the object which the name of the letter

signified. Thus the earliest Alpha has some vague re-

semblance to an ox's head, Gimel to a camel'-, back,
Daleth to the door of a tent. Vav to a hook or peg.
Again, tie- written letters, called respectively, Lamed
(an ox-goad), Ayin (an eye), Qoph (the back of the
head!. Resb or Rosh (the head), and Tav (a cross),

are all efforts, more or less successful, to portray the

things signified by the name-. [| is >.ii,i that this is

equally true of Egyptian phonetic hieroglyphics; hut.

however tin- may be, there is no difficulty in under-
standing in this way the formation of an alphabet;
when the idea of representing the component sounds or

half-sounds of a word by tiuures was once conceived.
But the original idea of thus representing Bounds,
though peculiarly felicitous, was by no means obv n
and millions of men have lived and died w tthoul its oc-

curring to any one of them.

It may not be unimportant to observe that, although
so many letters of the Greek alphabet have a auing
in Ilelirew or Phoenician, yel their (.reek names are

not in the liehrew or Phoenician, bul in the Aramaic
form. There is a peculiar form of the noun in Aramaic

called by grammarians the status emphaticus, in which

the termination a (X
t
) is added to a noun, modifying it

according to certain laws. Originally this termination

was probably identical with the definite article "ha;"
which, instead of being prefixed, was subjoined to the
noun, as is the case now with the definite article in the
Scandinavian languages. '1'his form in ;'i is found to

exist in the oldest specimen of Aramaic in the Bible,

Yegar sahaduthd, in Gen. xxxi. 17. where sahaduth,
testimony. i- used by I.ahan in the status emphaticus.
Now it is worthy of note that the names of a considera-

ble proportion of the "Cadmeian letters" in the Greek
alphabet are in this Aramaic form, such as Alpha. Beta,

Gamma, Delta, Eta, Theta, [ota, Kappa. Lambda; and
although this fact by itself is not sufficient to support

an elaborate theory on the subject, it seem- in favor, as

far a- it -.h-. of the conjecture that when the Greeks

originally received the knowledge of letters, tic names
by which the Several letters were taught to them were
Aramaic. It has been suggested, indeed, by Gesenius,

that the Greeks themselves made the addition in all

these cases, in order to give the words a Greek termi-

nation, as •they did with other Phoenician words, as

mekt, pa\5a, mini, |/a/3Xa." If. however, a list is ex-
amined of Phoenician words naturalized in Greek, it will

not he found that the ending in a has been the favorite

mode of accommodating them to the Greek language.
For example, of the words specified by Bleek

tuny in das .1. T. p. 69) as having been communicated
through the Phoenicians to tie Greeks (see above), it

is remarkable that only four end in a in Greek which
have not a similar termination in Hebrew; and of these

four one is a late Alexandrian translation, and two ate

names of musical instruments, which, very probably.

may first have been communicated to Greeks, through
Syrians, in Asia Minor. Under any circumstances, the

proportion of the Phoenician words which end in <r in

Greek is too small to warrant the inference that any
common practice of the Greeks in this respect will ac-

count for the seeming fact that nine out of the sixteen

Cadmeian letters arc in the Aramaic status emphaticus.

The inference, then fore, from their endings in a re-

mains unshaken. Still this must not he regarded in

any way as proving that the alphabet was invented by
those who spoke the Aramaic language. This is a

wholly distinct question, and far more obscure; though

much dl ference on the point is due to the opinion of

Gesenius, who, from the internal evidence of the names

ol the Shemitic letters, has arrived at the conclusion

that they were invented by the Phoenicians (Palao-

t/raphie, p. .".»! i. The strongest argument of Gesenius

against the Aramaic invention of the letters is that, al-

though doubtless many of the names arc both Aramaic

and liehrew. some of them are not Aramaic a t least

not in the liehrew signification; while the Syrians use

other words to express the same ideas. Thus rrx in

Aramaic means only 1000, and not an ox: the word for

•door'' in Aramaic is not DPI, but "" : while the six

following names of Cadmeian letters are not Aramaic:
". v^. =-•;. xs (Syr. mb), r-- in.

As this obviously leads to the conclusion thai the

Hebrews adopted Phoenician as their own language, or,

in other words, that what i- called the Hebrew lan-

guage was in fact •the language of Canaan," as a

prophet called it i Isa. xix. 18), and this not merely po-

etically, hut literally and in philological truth; and as

this is repugnant to some preconceived notions respi ct-

ing the peculiar people, the question arises whether the

Israelites might not have translated Canaanitish names
into Hebrew. On this hypothesis the names nou ex-

isting in the Bible for persons and places in the laud of

Canaan would not he the original names, hut merely
the translations of those name-. The answer to this

question is, 1. That there i~ not the -1,-1,1,
, direct

mention, nor auv indirect trace, ia the Bible, of anv
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such translation. 2. That it is contrary to the analogy

of the ordinary Hebrew practice in other cases: as, for

example, in reference to the names of the Assyrian

monarchs (perhaps of a foreign dynasty) Pul, Tiglath-

Pileser, Sennacherib, or of the Persian monarchs Darius,

Ahasuerus, Artaxerxes, which remain unintelligible in

Hebrew, and can only be understood through other Ori-

ental languages. 3. That there is an absolute silence in

the Bible as to there having been any difference what-

ever in language between the. Israelites and the Ca-

naanites, although in other cases where a difference

existed that difference is somewhere alluded to, as in

the case of the Egyptians (Psa. Ixxxi, 5; cxiv, 1), the

Assyrians (Isa. xxxvi, 11), and the Chaldees (Jer. v, 15),

Yet in the case of the Canaanites there was stronger

reason for alluding to it; and without some allusion to

it, if it had existed, the narration of the conquest of

Canaan under the leadership of Joshua would have been

singularly imperfect.

The Phoenician language, however, certainly be-

longed to that family of languages which, by a name
not altogether free from objection, but now generally

adopted, is called "Shemitic." Under this name are

included three distinct branches : a. Arabic, t$ which

belongs iEthiopic as an offshoot of the Southern Arabic

or Himvaritie. b. Aramaic, the vernacular language

of Palestine at the time of Christ, in which the few

original words of Christ which have been preserved in

writing appear to have been spoken (Matt, xxvii, 40

;

Mark v, 41; and mark especially Matt. xvi. 18, which
is not fully significant either in Greek or Hebrew).

Aramaic, as used in Christian literature, is called Syriac,

and as used in the writings of the Jews has been very

generally called Chaldee. c. Hebrew, in which by far

the greater part of the Old Testament was composed.

Now one of the most interesting points to the Biblical

student connected with Phoenician, is, that it does not

belong to either of the first two branches, but to the

third; and that it is in fact so closely allied to Hebrew
that Phoenician and Hebrew, though different dialects,

may practically be regarded as the same language.

This may be shown in the following way: (1.) In pas-

sages which have been frequently quoted (see especially

Gesenii Monumenta Scriptures Lingucecpu Pkaemcice, p.

231), testimony is borne to the kinship of the two lan-

guages by Augustine and Jerome, in whose time Phoe-

nician or Carthaginian was still a living language.

Jerome, who was a good Hebrew scholar, after men-
tioning, in his Commentaries on Jeremiah (lib. v, c. 25)

that Carthage was a Phoenician colony, proceeds to

state, "Unde et Pceni sermone corrupto quasi Phoeni

appellantur, quorum lingua Hebra?a; lingua; magna ex

parte confinis est." Augustine, who was a native of

Africa, and a bishop there of Hippo, a Tyrian colony,

has left on record a similar statement several times. In

one passage he says of the two languages, "Ista; lingua;

non multum inter se differunt" (Qucesliunes in Ilepta-

teuchum, vii, 16). In another passage he says. "Cog-
natse sunt ista; lingiue et vicinse, Hebraea, et Punica, et

Syra" (In Joann. Tract. 15). Again, on Gen. xviii, 9,

he says of a certain mode of speaking (Gen. viii, 9),

"Locutio est, quarn propterea Hebraam puto, quia et

Punica; lingua; familiarissima est. in qua multa inveni-

mus Hebraeis verbis consonantia" (lib. i, cap. 24). On
another occasion, remarking on the word Messias, he

says, "Quod verbum Punica; linguae consonum est, sicvt

iilin Hebrcea multa et pane omnia' {Contra literas Peti-

liani, ii, c. 104). (2.) These statements are fully con-

firmed by a passage of Carthaginian preserved in the

Pcmulus of Plautus (act v, scene 1), and accompanied
by a Latin translation as part of the play. There is no

doubt that the Carthaginians and the Phcenicians were
the same race; and the Carthaginian extract is undeni-

ably intelligible through Hebrew to Hebrew scholars

(see Bochart's Canaan; and especially (Jcstnii Monu-
menta Plmniriee, p. 357-382, where the passage is trans-

lated with notes, and fidl justice is done to the previous

YIII.-L

translation of Bochart). (3.) The close kinship of the
two languages is, moreover, strikingly confirmed by
very many Phoenician and Carthaginian names of places

and persons, which, destitute of meaning in Greek and
Latin, through which languages they have become
widely known, and having sometimes in those lan-

guages occasioned false etymologies, become really sig-

nificant in Hebrew. Thus through Hebrew it is known
that Tyre, as Tsar, signifies " a rock," referring doubt-
less to the rocky island on which the city was situated :

that Sidon, as Tsidon, means "Fishing" or "Fishery,"

which was probably the occupation of its first settlers:

that Carthage, or, as it was originally called. " Cartha-
da," means "New Towmi," or "Newton:" and that Byr-
sa, which, as a Greek name, suggested the mythological
mythus of the Bull's Hide (JEneid, i. 36(£ 367), was
simply the citadel of Carthage—"Carthaginis arcem,"

as Virgil accurately termed it: the Carthaginian name
of it, softened by the Greeks into Bvpaa, being merely
the Hebrew word Botsrah, "citadel;" identical with the

word called Bozrah in the English Version of Isa. lxiii,

1. Again, through Hebrew, the names of celebrated

Carthaginians, though sometimes disfigured by Greek
and Roman writers, acquire a meaning. Thus Dido is

found to belong to the same root as David, ••beloved;"

meaning "his love" or "delight;" i. e. the love or de-

light either of Baal or of her husband: Hasdrubal is

the man "whose help Baal is:" Hamilcar the man
whom the god •• Jlilcar graciously granted" (comp. Ha-
naneel; 66o6*wpo£) : and, with the substitution of Baal
for El or God. the name of the renowned Hannibal is

found to be identical in form and meaning with the

name of Hanniel, who is mentioned in Numb, xxxiv,
23 as the prince of the tribe of Manasseh : Hanniel
meaning the grace of God, and Hannibal the grace of

Baal. (4.) The same conclusion arises from the exami-
nation of Phoenician inscriptions, preserved to the pres-

ent day; all of which can be interpreted, with more or

less certainty, through Hebrew. Some of these will be

more particularly noticed below.

III. Literature.— 1. Orii/iiial I!< mains.—With the ex-

ception of Greek and Latin, no language was so widely

known and spoken throughout antiquity as the Phoeni-

cian ; and monuments of it have been found, and con-

tinue to be found, almost all over the ancient world.

We can only vaguely speculate on its early history and
its various phases, so long as our materials yield so little

information on that point. Its decline seems to date

from the 8th century B.C., when Aramaisms crept in

in overwhelming numbers. Finally, the close contact

with, and the everywhere preponderating influence of

the Greeks, superseded—chiefly after Alexander's time

—the ancient language almost completely; and even

coins with Phcenician legends occur not later than the

2d century B.C.

An important Phcenician literature seems to have
been extant as late as the 1st century A.D., but it has

disappeared from the face of the earth. After the sec-

ond half of the 3d century the language had vanished

entirely in the country itself, and Jerome, who lived in

Palestine, mentions the Punic, but never the Phoenician.

In the West it survived to a much later period. In

Mauritania and Numidia it remained, in a corrupted

form, the reigning tongue as late as the 4th century

A.D.; and Augustine draws his explanations of Scrip-

ture from the Punic current in the 5th century. There
was a translation of the whole Bible into Punic made
for the use of the Punic churches; and in and near

Tripolis it was the language of the common people up

to a late period. From the 6th century, however, it

rapidly died out, chiefly in consequence of the Vandals,

Goths, Moors, and other foreign tribes overrunning the

country, and ingrafting their own idioms upon it.

The literature of Phoenicia, in its original form, has,

as we have said, perished entirely. What traces and
fragments we have of it have survived in Greek trans-

lations. But from even these small remnants we can
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easily imagine the extreme antiquity, and the high

importance and vast extent ofthese productions, which,

at Bret, seem to have been chiefly of a theological or

theogonical nature. Their authors are the gods them-

selves, and the writings are only accessible to the

priests, and to those initiated in the mysteries. Prom

nral explanations of these exalted personages

Bprang a new branch ofsacred literature, ofwhich those

- of cosmogony mentioned ahove are derived.

To the linrarv age ofTaaut, Cadmus, Ophion, Esmun,

etc.. succeeded 'llialii.ni. I>iris. Sanchoniatho, and Mo-

chus, who founded the schools of priests and prophets.

These cultivated the sciences, chiefly the occult cues.

magic, and the like. Nearest to the sacred literature

stands didactic poetry, somewhat related to the Orphic,

whose chief representatives are Sido, Jopas, etc. I he

erotic poetry is characterized a- of a very sensuous nat-

ure, both in Phoenicia and the colonies. Of historians

are mentioned Mochus, Hypsikrates (Sanchoniatho?)

Theodotus, Philostratus, Menander, and others; but

these arc mere Greek versions of their Phoenician

names, and absolutely nothing has been preserved of

their writings. Punic literature is .also frequently men-

ti d ii\ Greek and Roman writers. Geography, his-

tory, agriculture, were the fields chiefly cultivated by

tin lonists of Carthage and the West generally.

The monuments that have come down to us. and

which not only have enabled us to judge for ourselves

of the religion, the language, and the manners of the

Phoenicians, are either original, as legends on coins and

lapidary inscriptions, or at second hand, as Phoenician

proper nouns and texts imbedded in the works of an-

eieui classical or sacred writers. The principal and

ever-growing source for our information, however, is

the monumental inscriptions, of whose existence, till

the mi Idle of the 18th century, nothing was known.

The most numerous Phoenician remnants have been

disco\ ered in the colonies. Richard Pococke first found,

on the site of ancient < !itium i Larnaka of to-day I, thir-

tv-one i noi thirty-three, as generally stated) Phoenician

inscriptions, which he deposited at Oxford (published

by Swinton, 17.">n). Malta. Sardinia. Carthage, Algiers,

Tripoli-. Athens. Marseilles, have each yielded a consid-

erable number, so that altogether we are now in the

possession of about one hundred and twenty monu-
ments, either votive tablets or tomb inscriptions. The
latest and most remarkable are ihose now in the British

Museum, discovered at Carthage a few years ago by X.

D insisting of votive' tablet-, a (doubtful) tomb-

stone, and a sacrificial tariff, which completes another

stone found some years ago at Marseilles of the same
nature: both setting forth the an nt oftaxes, or rath-

er the proportionate share the priest was entitled to re-

ceive for each sacrifice. An-
other exceedingly valuable

(trilingual) inscription, refer-

ring to the gift of an altar

vowed to Eshmun-Asklepios,
has lately been discovered ill

Sardinia (see below I. ( hie of

the most important historical

monuments i> the sarcophagus

of Eshmanasar II. king of Si-

don i ~on ofTennes? I, found at

'lyre in 1855, the age of which
has variously been conjectured

between the I lth century B.C.
i l'.« aid |

a most incongruous
indeed the 7th ( llit-

zig i, the 6th |
due I >e Luj nes |,

and the lth i bevy 1. of which
we shall add the commence-
ment, literally translated :

"In the month of Bui, in the fourteenth year that I

reigne I, kim.' Eshmanasar, king of the Sidomnns, son of
king Teboith, king of the Sldouiune spoke king Esh-
manasar, king of the sidoniaiis, sayh

Ian Sar-

cophn

before my time, in the flood of days— in dumbness ceases
the BOU ofgods. Head do I lie ill this toinh. in The grave,
.in the place w hich I have built, l myself ordain that all

the noiiles and all the people shall not open this place of

rest ; they shall not seek for treasures and not carry away
the sarcophagus of my resting-place, and not disturb me
by mounting the couch of my slumbers. If people should
!>peak to th'-e [and persuade thee to the contrary], do not
listen to them, for all the nobles and all the people who
shall open this sarcophagus of the place of rest, or carry
away the sarcophagus ofmy couch, or disturb me upon
this resting-place, may they flud no rest with the depart-
ed; may they not he buried in a tomb, and ma]
and successor live after them in their place," etc. (see

Thomson, Lund ami. Book, i, 198 -

The votive tablets beat the same character through-

out, differing only with respect to the name of the man
or woman who placed it

iii a certain sanctuary in

accordance w it h his or

her vow. Their material

is mostly limestone or

tine sandstone, rarely

marble, and they vary

from 5 to 15 inches in

height, from 1 to 7 in

width, anil from 1 \ to 1

in thickness. Beginning

in most cases with the

dedication to the god or

goddess, or both, thus

;

"[Sacred] To the god

. . . [this tablet
|
which

vowed N'.son (daughter)

of N. When he (she)

heard my voice ami

blessed," or ''hear my
voice and bless;" etc.

The sepulchral tablets

generally run somewhat
in this manner: "Stone

erected i who Lerabbath Letanith Pen-Baal

lived . . . years." Much Uleaddan Lebaal Chfemmon A]

vet remains to be .lone. [Sb]NadarChanbaal[Ben Abd]
",. .,

,
. , Ashman . . . [sdietna]

Even the palajographical [Ko]1[aBarcha .

To the Lady Tanith, the Face
of Baal, and to the Lord Baal
Chammon [is dedicated this]

which hasvowed Hanbaal [the

son of Abd] Ashman . . .

[When he (or she. hears his

voice, may he (or she) bless."]

side litis, notwithstand-

ing all the ready mate-

rial, not been settled gat-

i -tact orily yet. ( (tie

point, however, is indis-

putable even now. There

are at least two kinds of

Phoenician writing to be distinguished most clearly.

The older, purer, more orthographical, and more neatly

executed, is found in the inscriptions of Phoenicia her-

self, ofMalta, Athens, Citiura, and Carthage; the younger,

corrupted not only with respect to the grammarand lan-

guage, but also with respect to the form oi the letters,

w hich are less carefully executed, .and even exhibit some

strange, probably degenerate characters, is found chiefly

on the monuments of Cyprus. Cilicia, Sardinia. Africa.

Spain, Nuniidia. and the adjacent parts.

Besides these monumental sources for the language,

there .are a few remnants ot il embedded, as we said, ill

ancient non-Phoenician writings. The Old Testament

.alone, however, has preserved its words—proper nouns

chiefly—unmutilated. Later eastern writers even, not

to mention the Greeks and Romans, have corrupted the

spelling to such a degree that it is often most puzzling

to trace the original Shemitic words. Phoenician names

occur in Suidas. Dioscorides, Apuleius. in martyrologies,

calendariums, icts of Councils, in Church fathers Vu-

gustine, Priscianus, Servus), etc. The only really impor-

tant remnant, however, is found preserved albeit fear-

fully mutilated and Latinized in PlautUS's Pa j.ii/iis,

act \. scene 1 of which contains, in sixteen lines, the

Phoenician translation of the Latin text, with more

tb.au one hundred Phoenician words. Several other

phrases and words arc embodied in ad v. seems 2 and

d ot the satin- play. 'let. although there is very little
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doubt among scholars about the greater portion of these

texts, the corruption and mutilation which they had to

undergo, first at the hands of Plautus, who probably

only wrote them by the ear, then at the hands of gen-

erations of ignorant scribes, have made more than one

word or passage an insoluble puzzle. The first of the

two specimens" of Phoenician [Punic] writing subjoined

is taken from one of those Carthaginian votive tablets

^ Ik

2 £ |g ^ e^
•=* X r jt^ ^
o= © y jp^-^

with which the British Museum (now the wealthiest in

Phoenician monuments) has lately been enriched, as

mentioned before. The emblems on it are symbolical,

and refer to the deities invoked. The lower part is

mutilated, but easily supplied. The date is uncertain,

perhaps the 2d or 3d century B.C. The second is a tri-

lingual inscription from abase of an altar recently found

at Pauli Gerrei, in Sardinia, and has been fully explained .

by Deutsch (see Transactions of the Royal Society of

Literature, 1864). Its contents are briefly this : A cer-

tain Cleon, Phoenician by religion, Greek by name, Ro-

man by nationality, a salt-farmer, vows an altar—mate-

rial and weight of which are only given in Phoenician

:

viz. copper, a hundred pounds in weight—to Eshmun-
Asklepios " the Healer" (the Phoenician Mearrach,

clumsily transcribed Merre in Latin, and Mirre in

Greek), in consideration for a cure to be performed.

The date, given in Phoenician, viz. the year of two, ap-

parently annual, entirely unknown judges, gives no clew

to the time. Palatographical reasons, however, would

place it in about the 1st century B.C.

2. Modern A uthorities.—Among those who have more

or less successfully occupied themselves with Phoenician

antiquities, language, and literature, and who have also,

in some instances, deciphered inscriptions, we mention

Scaliger, Bochart, Pococke, Bartbelemy, Swinton, Bayer,

Dutens, Hamaker, Gesenius, Movers, Munck, Judas,

Barges, De Saulcy, Ewald, Levy, Vaux, Renan, De
Luynes, De Vogue, Deutsch, and others; to whose writ-

ings, contained either in special works or scattered in

Transactions of learned societies, we refer for further

information on the subject of our article.

In English, see Kenrick's Phoenicia (Lond. 1855) ; in

Latin, the second part of Bochart's Geographia Sacra,

under the title "Canaan," and Gesenius's work, Scrip-

tures Linguceqne Phcenicice Monumenta quotquot s>iper-

sunt (Leips. 1837) ; in German, the exhaustive work of

Movers, Die Phonizier und das Phonizische Alterthum

(Berlin, 1841-1856, 5 vols.); Gerhard, Kunst der Pho-

nizier (ibid. 1848) ; an article on the same subject by

Movers, in Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopadie, and an ar-

ticle in the same work by Gesenius on Paldographie.

See likewise Gesenius, Gesch. der Hebraischen Sprache

und Schrift (Leips. 1815) ; Bleek, Eirdeitung in das Alte

Testament (Berl. 1860). Phoenician inscriptions discov-

ered since the time of Gesenius have been published by
Judas, Etude demonstrative de la langue Phenicienne etde

la langue Libyque (Paris, 1847), and forty-five other in-

scriptions have been published by the abbe Bourgade

(ibid. 1852, fob). In 1845 a votive tablet was discov-

ered at Marseilles, respecting which see Movers, Phoni-

zische Texte (1847), and Judas, Analyse (Par. 1857), and

Etudes (ibid. 1857). On the sarcophagus of Eshman-

asar, see Dietrich, Zwei Sidonische Inschriften, und eine

alte Phonizische Kbnigsinsckrift (Marburg, 1855), and

Ewald, ErUarung der grossen Phunizischen Inschrift von

Sidon (Gottingen, 1856, 4to; from the seventh volume

of the A bhandltingen der Kdnigl. geograph. Gesellschajl

zu Gottingen). Information respecting these works, and

others on Phoenician inscriptions, is given by Bleek,

p. 64, 65. See also Barthelemy, Monumens Phceniciens

(Paris, 1795) ; Hamaker, I)e Monumentis Punicis (Leips.

1822) ; Raoul - Pochette, Monumenta Phoenicia (Paris,

1828) ; Davis, Carthage (Lond. 1861) ; Wilkins, Phanicia

and Israel (Lond. 1871); Renan, Mission de Phenicie

(Paris, 1864).

Phoenix, the name of a mythical Egyptian bird,

supposed by some to be a kind of plover, like the kibitz,

often depicted with human arms, and called in hiero-

glyphs rehh. Others consider it to be the bennu, or

nycticorax, a bird sacred to Osiris, and represented

watching in the tamarisk over his coffin. The first of

these representations has sometimes a star upon the

head, supposed to indicate the astronomical period of its

appearance. It visited P>gypt after the death of its fa-

ther, and entered the shrine particularly dedicated to it

at Heliopolis, and there buried its parent, putting the
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- - < 1 1 : ; 1 1 i < n i < of the Phoenix.

1, Silting ( i rood pile

;

ii phoenh
tr:ivelling-»taff, and

body into an egg or ease made of myrrh, and then clos-

ing up the egg. Another account is thai 1 1 1
«

- Phoenix,

when about to die, made a nesl for itself in Arabia, from

which a new Phoenix sprang of itself. This bird pro-

ceeded i" Heliopolis, and there burned and buried its

father. Bui the more popularly known version is thai

the Phoenix burned itself, and a new and young Phoenix

sprang from the ashes. A less received version is that

a worm crawled oul of the body of the dead Phoenix,

and became the future one. The Phoenix was, accord-

in:; to the most authentic accounts, supposed to visit

I every five hundred years; the precise period.

however, was not known at rleliopolis, and was a sub-

ject of contention till its appearance. The connection

of the Phoenix period with thai of the Sothiac cycle,

appears to be generally received by chronologists, aswell

as the statement of Horapollo, thai it designated the

sonl and the inundation of the Nile. A greal differem e

of opinion lias prevailed aboul the Phoenix period: ac-

cording to /Elian, it was a cycle of 500 years; Tacitus

seems to make il one of 250 years: Lepsius, a cycle of

1500 years. The Phoenix was fabled to have four times

appeared in Egypl : I. under Sesostris; 2, under Amasis,

569 525 B.C.; 3, under Ptolemy Philadelphus, 284

246 B.C.; and lastly. 34 or 36 A.D., jusl prior to the

death of Tiberius. The Phoenix also appears upon the

coins of Constantine. 334 A.D, viz. 300 years after the

death of Christ, who was considered the Phoenix by the

monastic writers. It is supposed by the rabbins to be

mentioned in the Bible (Job \\i\. 18; Psa. ciii, 5). Sec
Id irodotus. ii. 73 : Achilles 'latins. iii,25; Tacitus, An.

vi, 28; Tsel/cs. chil. v. 397; Lepsius, Einleit. p. 183;

Arr/itrolof/iti.-xxx.-jMi. Chambers. The Kast is full

ol fables resembling the phoenix. Thus the Simorg of

the ancient Persians is said to have witnessed twelve

catastrophes, and may yet see many more. It has built

its in i "ii .Mount K(ij'. and perched upon the branches
ol the Yogard, or tree of life; it predicts good or evil to

mortals, similar legends are to be found <• lected

with the Rokh of the Arabians and Semenda of the Hin-
dus. The .lews also have their sacred bird Tsits. See

Gardner, Faiths oftfo World, ii. 655, 05G.

Phonascus {fymvaoKoc, a singing-master'); a name
given in the ancient Christian church to the individual

who acted as precentor (q. v.), or led the psalmody in

divine service. This appellation seems to have been

used first in the lib century, and is slill employed in

the I Ireeb I Lurch.

Phoicus or Phorcys, a Homeric sea-god, to whom
a harbor in Ithaca was dedicated. He i- said to have
been the son of Pontus and Ge, and to have been the
fail H r, bj bis sister Ceto, of the Gorgons, the Hi perian

dragon, and the H< speridi 3. Bi Hecate he was the

father of Scj lla.

Pho'ros |
'I'ooiii i. an incorrect Creek form il Esdr.

v. 19; i\. -_'«:
> of the Heb. name (Ezra ii. 3; viii, 3)

PAROSri i.|. v. i.

Phos (<f>Gtc, light), and ii- allied term Photisma
(illumination), are generalh applied in the ancienl

Christian Church to baptism, from the greal blessings

supposed to arise from it. Hence baptized < bristians

were sometimes called tpo)Ti£6[ttvot, fA< enlightened, and
the baptistery t/>tirriori]piov, place of'enlightenment. The
same terms were also applied to the Lord's Supper.

Riddle, Christian Antiquities, p. 184,485, 551. See also

Baptism i Names of, 5.).

Phosphorus (<paje<p6poc, light-oringer), a surname
of Artemis, Eos, and Hecate. This was also the name
uiven by the C reek poets to the plane! I . 1,11.1 when ii

appeared in the morning before sunrise.

Phota Hagia (fuira ilyia, holy lights), a term an-

ciently used io denote the festival of Epiphany, as be-

ing commemorative of Christ's baptism. See Epiph-
\N1.

Photinians is the name of those Christian here-

tics who denied Christ's divinity. They dl rived their

views from Phoiinus of Sirmium (q, v.). They flour-

ished in the lib and part of the 5th century.

Photinus of Sirmium, an Eastern ecclesiastic, noted
as the founder of a heretical body, flourished mar the

middle of the lib century. Of his origin and earliest

history we know nothing, lie was a pupil of Marcellus

of Ancyra, and was for a time deacon under him. Later

Photinus was made bishop of Sirmium. in l'annonia.

He was a person of unusual accomplishments, and was
generally respected for his learning. Even while yet

connected with Marcellus, heretical tendencies were
manifest in Photinus. ( hue advanced to the bishopric,

he soon fell away from all restraint, gradually aban-

doned orthodox associations, and suddenly changed, af-

ter having taughl the people the knowledge of the true

( iod. to those pernicious Sabellian notions for which his

teacher had been condemned. According to Vineentius

Xirinensis, he went even further than Macarius, and
added to the impieties of Sabellius, Paulus Samosate-
inis. Cerinthus, and Ebion, ibis distinctive formula, that

"Chrisl was nol only mere man, but began to be the

Christ when the Holy Ghosl descended upon him in

.Ionian." In other words. " that Jesus Chrisl was born

of the Holy (.host and the Virgin Mary; thai a certain

divine emanation, which he called the Word, descended

upon him ; and that, because of the union of the divine

Word with his human nature, he was called the Son of

<iod. and even God himself: and that the Holy Ghost

was nol a person, bul merelj a celestial virtue proceed-

ing from the Deity." Hence, while the Oriental Church
could suffer Marcellus to remain within the fold, ii could

not tolerate the man who would teach such extreme
heresy. At a s\ I held al Milan in 345, the doctrine

was also rejected and condemned: and while thus dis-

carded by both the Easl and the West, he yet managed
to retain his episcopal office until A.D. 351, when a

Semi-Arian council at Sirmium removed him. For a

time restored under the emperor Julian, he was soon

again deposed, and died in.exile, probably mar 1 he close

of the lib century. His writings arc lost. His doc-

trines we learn from the anathemas of those synods
which sai in judgment o\cr them. Sir. besides the

literature quoted in the article M ueu ellus lb fi .

t.vol.i. (.MI.W.)

Photisma. See Phos.

Photisterion (<pu>Ti<jrfipiov), a place of illumina-

tion, being a term frequently used in the ancient Chris-

tian Church to denote the baptistery, or the place of

baptism, thai ordinance being supposed to be attended

with a divine illumination of the soul. Sec Phos. This

name might also be used for another reason, namely,

because baptisteries were the places in which instruction
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was communicated previous to baptism, the catechu-

mens being there taught the creed and instructed in the

first rudiments of the Christian faith.

Photius of Constantinople (1), an Eastern ec-

clesiastic, flourished in the 4th century. In the Acta

Sanctorum, Junii, i, 274, etc., is given an account of the

martyrdom of St. Lucillianus, and several others who
are said to have suffered at Byzantium, in the perse-

cution under Aurelian. The account bears this title:

i>ix)Tiov rod paKapaordrov <TKEuo<pu\aKoc tuiv 'Ayiwv

'A-rroGToXiov Kai XoyoStrou tyKiopiov eic rlv ilyiov

iepo/iapTvpa AovKiWiavuv ; Sancti Martyris Lucilliani

Encomium, auctore beatissimo Pkotio, Sanctorum Aposto-

lorum Sceuop/iylace ac Logotheta. Of the writer Pho-

tius, nothing further appears to be known than is con-

tained in the title, namely, that he was keeper of the

sacred vessels in the great church of the Apostles at

Constantinople, which was second in importance only

to that of St. Sophia; and that he must be placed after

the time of Constantine, by whom the church was built.

The Encomium is given in the Acta Sanctorum in the

original Greek, with a Commentarius prcevius, a Latin

version, and notes by Conradus Janningus. See Fa-

bricius, Bibl. Grcec. x, 271, 678.— Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Photius of Constantinople (2), also an Eastern

ecclesiastic, flourished in the 5th century as presbyter

of the Church at Constantinople, and was one of the

most decided and active supporters of the unfortunate

heresiarch Nestorius (q. v.). When Antonius and

Jacobus were sent, some time before the Council of

Ephesus, A.D. 431, to convert, by persecution, the Quar-

tadecimans and Novatians of Asia Minor, they presented

to some of their converts at Philadelphia, not the Nicene

Creed, but one that contained a passage deemed heret-

ical on the subject of the Incarnation, which excited

against them Charisius, who was ceconomus of the

Church at Philadelphia. In these proceedings Antonius

and Jacobus were supported by Photius, who not only

gave them letters at the commencement of their mission,

attesting their orthodoxy, but procured the deposition

of their opponent Charisius, who thereupon presented a

complaint to the Council of Ephesus (Concilia, vol. iii, col.

673, etc., ed. Labbe). Tillcmont is disposed to ascribe to

Photius the answer which was drawn up to the Epistola

ad Solitarios of Cyril of Alexandria. A certain Photius,

a supporter of Nestorius, was banished to Petra, about

A.D. 436 (Lupus, Ad Ephcsin L'oncil. rarior. J']'. Ejiis-

tolm, cap. clxxxviii), whom, notwithstanding the ob-

jections of Lupus (not. in loc), we agree with Tillemont

in identifying with the presbyter of Constantinople

(Tillemont, Memoires, xiv, 30O, 332, 494, 607, 787).—
Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Photius of Constantinople (3), one of the most
eminent men whose names occur in the long series of

the Byzantine annals, flourished in the 9th century. In

the preparation of this article we depend very largely

upon Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Life.—The year and place of his birth, and the name
of his father, appear to be unknown. His mother's

name was Irene : her brother married one of the sisters

of Theodora, wife of the emperor Theophilus (Theoph.

Continuat. lib. iv, 22) ; so that Photius was connected

by affinity with the imperial family. We have the

testimony of Nicetas David, the Paphlagonian. that his

lineage was illustrious. He had at least four brothers

(Mountagu, Not. ad Epistol. Pkotii, p. 138), one of whom,
the eldest, enjoyed the dignity of patrician. Photius

himself, in speaking of his father and mother, celebrates

their crown of martyrdom, and the patient spirit by
which they were adorned, during the reign of Theoph-
ilus or some other of the iconoclastic emperors. This is

the more likely, as Photius elsewhere (Epistol. 2. Encycl.

§ 42, and Epistol. ad Nieol. Papam) claims as his rela-

tive Tarasius (probably great-uncle), partriarch of Con-
stantinople, who was one of the great champions of im-

age worship, which shows the side taken by his fam-
ily in the controversy. The ability of Photius would
have adorned any lineage, and his capacious mind was
cultivated, as the testimony even of his opponents and
his extant works show, with great diligence. "He
was accounted," says Nicetas David, the biographer and
panegyrist of his competitor Ignatius, " to be of all men
most eminent for his secular acquirements, and his un- -

derstanding of political affairs. For so superior were
his attainments in grammar and poetry, in rhetoric and
philosophy, yea, even in medicine, and in almost all the
branches of knowledge beyond th*e limits of theology,

that he not only appeared to excel all the men of his

own day, but even to bear comparison with the ancients.

For all things combined in his favor: natural adapta-
tion, diligence, wealth, which enabled him to form a
comprehensive library; and more than all these, the
love of glory, which induced him to pass whole nights

without sleep, that he might have time for reading.

And when the time came (which ought never to have
arrived) for him to intrude himself into the Church, lie

became a most diligent reader of theological works"

(
Vita Ignatii apud Concil. vol. viii, ed. Labbe). It must

not, however, be supposed that Photius had wholly
neglected the study of theology before his entrance

on an ecclesiastical life : so far was this from being
the case, that he had read and carefully analyzed, as

his Bibliotheca attests, the chief works of the Greek
ecclesiastical writers of all ages, so that his attainments

in sacred literature might have shamed many a profes-

sional divine. Thus highly connected, and with a mind
so richly endowed and highly cultivated, Photius ob-

tained high advancement at the Byzantine court. He
held the dignity of a p7-oto-a-secretis, or chief-justice

(Codin. De Officiis CP. p. 36. ed. Bonn) ; and, if we trust

the statement of Nicetas David (I.e.), of protospatha-

rius, a name originally denoting the chief sword-bearer

or captain of the guards, but which became, in later

times, a merely nominal office (Codin. ibid. p. 33). To
these dignities may be added, on the authority of An-
astasius Bibliothecarius (Concil. Octavi Hist, apud Con-

cil. vol. viii, col. 962, ed. Labbe), that of senator; but

this is, perhaps, only another title for the office ofp?-oto-

a-secretis (Gretser. et Goar. Not. in Codin. p. 242). Be-

sides these official duties at the capital, he was also occa-

sionally employed on missions abroad ; and it was during

an embassy " to the Assyrians" (a vague and unsuitable

term, denoting apparently the court of the caliphs, or of

some of the other powers of Upper Asia) that he read

the works enumerated in his Bibliotheca, and wrote the

critical notices of them which that work contains—

a

striking instance of the energy and diligence with which
he continued to cultivate literature in the midst of his

secular duties and when away from home. Of the date

of this embassy, while engaged in which he must have

resided several years at the Assyrian court, as well of

the other incidents of his life before his elevation to the

patriarchate of Constantinople, we have no knowledge.

He could hardly have been a young man at the time

he became patriarch.

The patriarchal throne of Constantinople was occu-

pied in the middle of the 9th century by Ignatius (s. v.),

who had the misfortune to incur the enmity of some

few bishops and monks, and also of Bardas, who was all-

powerful at the court of his nephew Michael, then a

minor. Ignatius had excommunicated Bardas on a

charge of incest, and Bardas, in retaliation, caused the

patriarch's deposition, and the election of Photius in his

place. Though a layman, and, according to some state-

ments, under excommunication for supporting Gregory,

less than a week sufficed, according to Nicetas David

(ibid.), for the rapid passage of Photius through all the

needful subordinate gradations : the first day witnessed

his conversion from a layman to a monk; the second

day he was made reader; the third day subdeacon;

the fourth, deacon; the fifth, presbyter; and the sixth

(Christmas-day, A.D. 858) beheld his promotion to the
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patriarchate, the highest ecclesiastical dignity in the

empire. Nicetas {ibid.) states that his office was irreg-

ularly committed to him by secular hands. Photius

himself, however, in bis apologetic epistle to pope Nich-

olas I (apud Baron. Amal. ad ann. 859, § l\i. etc.), states

that the patriarchate was pressed upon his acceptance

by a numerous assembly of the metropolitans, and of

the other clergy of his patriarchate; nor is it likely

thai tin- Byzantine court would fail to Becure a suffi-

cient number of subservient bishops to give to the ap-

pointment (very possible appearance of regularity. A
consciousness thai the whole transaction was violent

and indefensible, whatever care might be taken to give

it the appearance of regularity, made il desirable for

the victorious party to obtain from the deposed patri-

arch a resignation of his office: but Ignatius was a man
of too lofty a spirit to consent to ln> own degradation.

Photius, however, retained his high dignity: the Becu-

lar power was on his side; the clergy of the patriarch-

ate, in successive councils (A.D. 858, 859 I, confirmed his

appointment, though we are told by Nicetas David that

the metropolitans exacted from him a written engage-

ment that lie would treat his deposed rival with filial

reverence, and follow his advice; and even the legates

of the Holy See were induced to side with him, a sub-

serviency lor which they were afterwards deposed by
pope Nicholas 1. The engagement to treat Ignatius

with kindness was not kept; in such a struggle its ob-

servance could hardly he expected; but how far the

severities inflicted on him arc to be ascribed to Photius

cannot now be determined. The critical position of

the latter would be likely to aggravate any disposition

which he might feel to treat his rival harshly: for

Nicholas, in a council at Rome t A.D. 862 ), embraced the

aide of Ignatius, and anathematized Photius and his

adherents; various enemies rose up against him among
the civil officers as well as the clergy of the empire:

and the minds of many, including, if we may trust Ni-

cetas (ibidJ), the kindred and friends of Photius him-

self, were shocked by the treatment of the unhappy Ig-

natius. To adil to Photius's troubles, the Caesar Bardas

appears to have had disputes with him. either influ-

enced by the natural jealousy between the secular and
ecclesiastical power-, or. perhaps, disappointed at not

finding in Photius the subserviency he had anticipated.

The letters of I'hotius addressed to ISardas (Epistolce,

3, 6, 8) contain abundant complaints of the diminution

of his authority, of the ill-treatment of those for whom
lie was interested, and of the inefficacy of his own in-

tercessions and complaints. However, the opposition

at ig his own clergy was gradually weakened, until

only five bishops remained who supported the cause of

Ignatius. Yet, notwithstanding these defections from

the deposed patriarch. Photius labored zealously for a

restoration of friendly feelings between himself and the

Western patriarch. Nicholas, however, spurned all ad-

vances, and in A.D. 863 anathematized and deposed

Photius anew. ( it course the Roman patriarchate, fail-

ing to seme the aid of the Eastern emperor, could not

give practical effect to the deposition, ami Photius re-

mained in his place. In order 1.. retaliate on Rome, he
now assembled a council of the Eastern clergy at Con-
stantinople (A.D. 867), in which the question was re-

moved from the region of a personal dispute between
the bishop8 to a controversy of doctrine and discipline

between the churches of the Past and West themselves.

in this council Photius first brought forward distinctly

certain grounds of difference between the churches.

which, although considerably modified, afterwards led

to their final separation. In all these doctrinal differ-

ence-, the conned condemned tin Western Church, ex-
communicated Nicholas and his abettors, and withdrew
from the communion of the see of Rome. The charge
of heresy against the church of Rome in genera] was
embrai ed in the following articles: l. That the Church
of Home kepi the Sabbath as a fast; 2. That il permit-

ted milk anil cheese in the first week ol Lent ; .;. I bat

it prohibited the marriage of priests; 1. That it con-

lined the rite of anointing persons baptized to the bish-

ops alone; 5. That it bad corrupted tie- Nicene Creed
by the addition of the wordsJUioque. A- neither party

bad the secular power wherewith to carry its sentence

into effect, the separation of the Eastern and Western
churches became simply a schism, and a- such lasted

until the actual deposition of Photius, LD, !

Of the conduct which controlled Photius as patri-

arch, in matters not connected with the Btruggle to

maintain his position, it is not easy to judge. That
he aided Bardas, who was elevated to the dignity of

Caesar, in his efforts for the revival of learning, per-

je-hd those efforts to him. U highly proba-

ble from his indisputable love of literature (Theoph.

Contin. I>< Mir/,, Theophili FUio,c. 26 . That In- pos-

sessed many kindly dispositions is indicated by his

letters. The charges of the forgery of letters, and of

cruelty in his struggles with the party of Ignatius, are,

there i- reason to believe, too true; but a- almost all

the original sources of information respecting his char-

acter and conduct arc from parties hostile to his claims,

we cannot confidently receive their charges as true in

all their extent. The murder of Caesar Bardas (A.D.

866 or 867), by the emperor's order, was speedily fol-

lowed by the assassination of .Michael himself (A.M.

867), and the accession of his colleague and murderer.

Basil I (the Macedonian). Photius bad consecrated

Basil as the colleague of Michael : but alter the murder
of the latter he refused to admit him to the commun-
ion, reproaching him as a robber and a murderer, ami

unworthy to partake of the sacred elements. Photius

was for this offence immediately banished to a mon-
astery, and Ignatius restored : various papers which the

servants of Photius were about to conceal in a neigh-

boring reed-bed were seized, and afterwards produced

against Photius, first in the senate of Constantinople,

and afterwards at the council held against him. I In-

hasty change in the occupants of the patriarchate had

been too obviously the result of the change of the im-

perial dynasty to be sufficient of itself. Put the im-

perial power had now the same interest a- t In W( -lent

Church in the deposition of I'hotius. A council (recog-

nised by the Romish Church as the eighth oecumenical

or fourth Constantinopolitan) was therefore summoned,
A.D. St'i'.t. at which the deposition of I'hotius and the

restoration of Ignatius were confirmed. The cause was

in fact prejudged by the circumstance that Ignatius

took his place as patriarch al the commencement of the

council. Photius. who appeared before the council, and

bis partisans were anathematized and stigmatized with

the mosl opprobrious epithets. He subsequently ac-

quired the favor of Basil, but by what means is uncer-

tain; for we can hardly give credence to the Strange

tale related by Nicetas (ibid.'), who ascribes it to the

forgery and interpretation by Photius of a certain ge-

nealogical document containing a prophecy of Basil's

exaltation. It is certain, however, not only that he

-aiued the favor of the emperor, but that he soon ac-

quired a complete ascendency over him: he was ap-

pointed tutor to the sons of Basil, had apartments in

the palace assigned to him; and on the death of [gna-

tius, about A.D. 877, was immediately restored to the

patriarchal throne. With writers of the Ignatian party

and of the Romish church this restoration i-. of course.

nothing less than a new irruption of the wolf into the

sheepfold. According to Nicetas. he commenced his

patriarchate by beating, banishing, and in \ arioUS ways

afflicting the servants and household of his defunct

rival, and by using ten thousand ails against those who
objected to his restoration as uncanonical and irregular.

Some he bribed by gifts and hi --.and bj translation

tO w call bier or more eligible sees I ban those thev occu-

pied ; others he terrified by reproaches and accusations,

which, on their embracing his party, were speedily and
.altogether dropped. That, in the corrupt stale of the

Byzantine empire and Church, something of this must
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have happened at such a crisis, there can be little doubt

;

though there can be as little doubt that these state-

ments are much exaggerated. It is probable that one

great purpose of Basil in restoring Photius to the patri-

archate was to do away with divisions in the Church,

for it is not to be supposed that Photius was without

his partisans. But to effect this purpose he had to gain

over the Western Church. Nicholas had been suc-

ceeded by Hadrian II, and he by John VIII (some reck-

on him to be John IX), who now occupied the papal

chair. John was more pliant than Nicholas, and Basil

was a more energetic prince than the dissolute Michael

;

the pope therefore yielded to the urgent entreaties of a

prince whom it would have been dangerous to diso-

blige; recognised Photius as lawful patriarch, and ex-

communicated those who refused to hold communion
with him. Pope John's yielding attitude in this case

betrayed so much womanly weakness that it is, in the

opinion of some, thought to have been the origin of that

fable about popess Joan (q. v.), in that it obtained for

him the feminine sobriquet Joanna. But the recogni-

tion was on condition that he should resign his claim

to the ecclesiastical superiority of the Bulgarians, whose
archbishops and bishops were claimed as subordinates

by both Pome and Constantinople ; and is said to have
been accompanied by strong assertions of the superi-

ority of the Roman see. The copy of the letter in which
John's consent was given is a re-translation from the

Greek, and is asserted by Romish writers to have been

falsified by Photius and his party. It is obvious, how-
ever, that this charge remains to be proved ; and that

we have no more security that the truth lies on the side

of Rome than on that of Constantinople. The ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction of Bulgaria was no new cause of dis-

sension : it had been asserted as strongly by the pious

Ignatius as by his successor (comp. Joan. VIII Papse

Epistol. 78, apud Concil. p. 63, etc.). Letters from the

pope to the clergy of Constantinople and to Photius

himself were also sent, but the extant copies of these

are said to have been equally corrupted by Photius.

Legates were sent by the pope, and even the copies of

their Commonitorium, or letter of instruction, are also

said to be falsified ; but these charges need to be care-

fully sifted. Among the asserted additions is one in

which the legates are instructed to declare the council

of A.D. 869 (reputed by the Romish Church to be the

eighth oecumenical or fourth Constantinopolitan), at

which Photius had been deposed, to be null and void.

Another council, which the Greeks assert to be the

eighth oecumenical one, but which the Romanists reject,

was held at Constantinople A.D. 879. The papal leg-

ates were present, but Photius presided, and had every-

thing his own way. The restoration of Photius and the

nullity of the council of A.D. 869 were affirmed : the

words " filioque" (q. v.), which formed one of the stand-

ing subjects of contention between the two churches,

were ordered to be omitted from the creed, and the ju-

risdiction of the Bulgarian Church was referred to the

emperor as a question affecting the boundaries of the

empire. The pope refused to recognise the acts of the

council, with the exception of the restoration of Photius,

though they had been assented to by his legates, whom
on their return he condemned, and then anathematized

Photius afresh (Baron. Annal. Eccles. ad ami. 880, vols.

xi, xiii). The schism and rivalry of the churches became
greater than ever, and has never since been really healed.

See Greek. Church. Photius, according to Nicetas

(thill.), had been assisted in regaining the favor of Basil

by the monk Theodore or Santabaren ; but other writers

reverse the process, and ascribe to Photius the introduc-

tion of Santabaren to Basil. Photius certainly made
him archbishop of Eucha'ita, in Pontus; and he enjoyed,

during Photius's patriarchate, considerable influence

with Basil. By an accusation, true or false, made by
this man against Leo, the emperors eldest surviving son
and destined successor, of conspiring his father's death,

Basil had been excited to imprison his son. So far, how-

ever, was Photius from joining in the designs of Santa-
baren, that it was chiefly upon his urgent entreaties the
emperor spared the eyes of Leo, which he had intended
to put out. Basil died A.D. 886, and Leo VI succeeded
to the throne. He immediately set about the ruin of
Santabaren; and, forgetful ofPhotius's intercession, scru-
pled not to involve the patriarch in his fall. Andrew and
Stephen, two officers of the court, whom .Santabaren had.
formerly accused of some offence, now charged Photius
and Santabaren with conspiring to depose the emperor,
and to place a kinsman of Photius on the throne. The
charge appears to have been utterly unfounded, but it

answered the purpose. An officer of the court was sent
to the church of St. Sophia, who ascended the ambo, or

pulpit, and read to the assembled people articles of accu-
sation against the patriarch. Photius was immediately
led into confinement, first in a monastery, afterwards in

the palace of Pegae ; and Santabaren was brought in
custody from Eucha'ita and confronted with him; the
two accusers, with three other persons, were appointed
to conduct the examination, a circumstance sufficient to

show the nature and spirit of the whole transaction.

The firmness of the prisoners, and the impossibility of

proving the charge against them, provoked the emper-
or's rage. Santabaren was cruelly beaten, deprived of
his eyes, and banished; but was afterwards recalled, and
survived till the reign of Constantine Porphyrogenitus,

the successor of Leo. Photius was banished to the mon-
astery of Bordi, in Armenia (or rather in the Thema Ar-
meniacum), where he seems to have remained till his

death. He was buried in the church of a nunnery at

Merdosagares. The year in which his death occurred

is not ascertained. Pagi. Fabricius, and Mosheim fix

it in A.D. 891 ; but the evidence on which their state-

ment rests is not conclusive. He must have been an
aged man when he died, for he must have been in mid-
dle age when first chosen patriarch, and he lived after

that event thirty years, and probably more. He was
succeeded in the patriarchate by the emperor's brother

Stephen, first his pupil, then his syncellus, and one of

his clergy. (Theoph. Continual, lib. v, c. 100; lib. vi,

c. 1-5; Symcon j\lagister, Be Basil. Maced. c. 21; Be
Leone Basil,fil. c. 1 ; Georg. Monach. Be Basil, c. 2-4 ; Be
Lame, c. 1-7.)

The character of Photius is by no means worthy of

much respect. He was an able man of the world, but

not influenced by the high principles which befitted his

sacred office. Yet he was probably not below the aver-

age of the statesmen and prelates of his day ; and cer-

tainly was not the monster that the historians and other

writers of the Romish Church, whose representations

have been too readily adopted by some moderns, would
make him. A writer in the Edinburgh Review, xxi, 329,

says, "He seems to have been very learned and very
wicked—a great scholar and a consummate hypocrite

—

not only neglecting occasions of doing good, but pervert-

ing the finest talents to the worst purposes." This is

unjust ; he lived in a corrupt age, and was placed in a

trying position; and, without hiding or extenuating his

crimes, it must be remembered that his private charac-

ter remains unimpeached; the very story of his being

a eunuch, which, though not having the appearance

of truth, shows at least that he was not open to the

charge of licentiousness ; his firmness is attested by his

repulse of Basil from the communion of the Church, and

his mercifulness by his intercession for the ungrateful

Leo. It must be borne in mind also that his history

has come down to us chiefly in the representations of

his enemies. The principal ancient authorities have

been referred to in the course of this narrative, though

we have by no means cited all the places. We may
add, Leo Grammaticus, Chronographta, p. 403-476, ed.

Paris; Zonar. xvi, 4, 8, 11, 12; Cedren. Compend. p. 551,

569, 573, 593, ed. Paris; ii, 172, 205, 213, 248, ed. Bonn;

Ghj i as. Annal. pars iv, p. 293. 294, 297, etc., ed. Paris;

p. *226, 228, 230, etc., ed. Venice
; p. 544, 547, 552, ed.

Bonn ; Genesius, fteges, lib. iv, p. 48, ed. Venice ; p. 100,
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ed. Bonn; Constantin. Manass. Compend. Chron. vers.

5133 5163, 5233, etc, 5309, etc.; Joel, Chronog. Compend.

|i. 17'.'. ed. Paris; p. 55, 56, i d. Bonn ; Ephrai m. Di Pa-

triarchis CP. ver. 10,012 10,025, ed. Bonn.

Various notices and documents relating to his history

generally, bul especially to his conduct in reference to

the schism of the churches, may be found in thi I

vols. viii. i\. ed. Labbe : vols. v, vi, ed. Hardouin; vols.

xv. xvi. \\ ii. ed. MansL Of modern writers, Baronius

(Amtal. Eccks. A.I). 858-886) is probably the fullest, bul

at the same time one of the most unjust. Hankius (De

. Reriftn Scriptoribus, pars i. c. 18) has a very

ample memoir of Photius, which may be advantageous-

ly compared with that of Baronius, as it- bias is in the

opposite direction. See also Dupin, Nouvell< Biblio-

tkequt des Auteurs Ecclesiastiques, Steel* ix, p. 270, 2d

1. 1698. An essay by Francesco Fontani, />< Pkotio

Bibliotk.) that wo have no just reason for suspecting

that the Bibliotheca i- imperfect; and that the fuller

analysis of Philostorgius probably nev< r formed part of

ii. hut was made at a later period. The two hundred
and eighty divisions of the Bibliotheca must l»- under-

stood io . xpress the numbi r h volun i
r

manuscripts, and not of writers or of works : the works

writers, e. g. of Philo Judseus (codd. 103 !"•"".

occupy several divisions; and. on the other hand, one

di\ i-i g. cod. 1
-•">. Justim Ufartyi is Scripta I aria \

sometimes comprehends a notice of several different

works written in one codex. The writers examined
are (if all classes: the greater number, however, are

theologians, writers of ecclesiastical history, and of the

biography of eminent churchmen; bul several are m e-

ular historians, philosophers, and orators, heathen or

Christian, of remote or recent times, lexicographers;

Vova Roma Episcopo ejusqui Scriptis Dissertatio, pre- and medical writer-: only one or two are poets, and

fixed to the Erst volume ofhis Nova ErudUorum /></i

da i Florence, 17*."/. l2mo), is far more eandid than most

oi the other works by mem hers of the Romish Church;
and is in this respect far beyond the Memoir* surlePa-
triarch Photius, by M. Weguelin, in the .1/.

VAcademit Royal (de Prusse) des Sciences et Belles-

Letlres, annexe 1777 (Berlin, 177!>, 4to), p. 440, etc.

Shorter accounts may he found in Mosheim (Eccles.

Hist, by Murdock, bk. iii. cent ix. pt ii. c. iii. ^ 27 32)',

and in the works cited at the close of this article. I'a-

hricius has given a 1 i — t of the councils held to determine

those on religious subjects, and there are also one or two

writers of romances or love tales. There i- no formal

classification of these various writers; though a series

of writers or writings of the same class frequently <<•-

curs, e. g. the Acta of various council- id. 15 20);

the writers on the Resurrection (codd. 21 23); and the

secular historians of the- Byzantine empire (codd. 62-

t>7). In fact, the works appear to be arranged in the

order in which they were read. The notices of the

writers vary much in length: those in the earlier part

are very briefly noticed, the latt r ones more fullv : their

questions arising out of the struggle of Ignatius and recent perusal apparently enabling the writer to give a

Photius for the patriarchate, or out of the contests of fuller account of them; so that this circumstance con-

the Eastern and Western churches with regard to Pho- linns our observation as to the arrangement of the

tins, lie has also given a list of writers respecting worl<. Several valuable works, now Lost, arc known to

Photius, divided into- 1. Those hostile to Photius; and us chiefly bv the analyses or extracts which Photius
'.'. Those more favorable to him. (if the historians of

the loner empire, Le Beau (Bas Empire, li\. Ixx, 38,

lxxii, 1-3) is out raucously partial, inflaming

has given of them; among them are the Persica and

Tndica of Ctesias (q. v.), in cod. 72 ; the /> Rebus post

\lexandrum Magnum gestis, and the Parthica ami the

Bithynica of Arrian, in codd. .".:;. 92, and '.':'.; the Histo-

ria of Olympiodorus (q. v.), in cod. 80; the Narratio-

nes of Conon, in cod. 186; the Nova Bistoria of Ptol-

emy Hephsestion, in cod. 190; the /'• Eeraclet

/,'. bus of Memnon, in cod. 224 ; the Vita rsidori by Da-

mascius, in cod. 242; the lost Declamationes of llimc-

rius, in cod. 243; the Lost books of the Bibli

Diodorus Siculus, in cod. 244; the D< Erythrmo s. /,'<>-

bro) Mari of Agatharchides, in cod. 250; the anony-
us \",i,i Pauli CPolitani and Vita Atkanasii, in codd.

257 and 258; the Lost Orationes, genuine or spurious, of

Antiphon, Isocrates, Lysias, Lsseus, Demosthenes, lly-

perides, Deinarchus, and Lycurgus, in codd. 259 268;

and of the Chrestomatheia of Helladius of Antinoopolis,

in cod. 279; besides several theological and ecclesiasti-

The above enumeration

the crimes of Photius, and rejecting as untrue, or passing

over without ice, the record of those incidents which
are honorable to him. Gibbon {Decline and Fall, c. 53,

60), more favorable, has two separate, bul brief and un-

satisfactory, notices of the patriarch.

Writings.—The published works of Photius are the

following: I. \lvpt6($ifi\ov ij Bii3\wSr)ien, Myriobib-
Imi sin Bibliotheca. This is the most important and
valuable ol the works of Photius. It may be described

as an extensive review of ancient Greek literature by a

scholar of immense erudition and sound judgment. Ii

is an extraordinary monument of literary energy, for it

was written while the author was engaged iii bis em-
bassy to Assyria, at the request of Photius's brother

Tarasius, « ho was much grieved at the separation, and
desired an account ofthe hook- which Photius had read cal and some medical works
in his absence. Ii thus conveys a pleasing impression, will suffice to show the inestimable value ofthe Bibli-

not only of the literary acquirements and extraordinary otheca of Photius, especially when we reflect how much
industry, I mi ofthe fraternal affection of the writer. It i lie value of his notices is enhanced by the soundness

opens with a prefatory address to Tarasius, recapitulat- of his judgment. The first edition ofthe Bibliotheca

ing the circumstances in which it was composed, and was published by David Hceschelius, under the title of

Btating thai ii contained a notice of two hundred and B(/3Xto&r/(c?j ror Qioriou, Librorum quos legit Photius

seventy-nine volume-. The extant copies contain a Patriarcha Excerpta et Censura (Augsburg, 1601, foL).

notice of two hundred ami eighty: the discrepancy. Some of the Epistola of Photius were subjoined. Tlie

which is of little moment, may ha\ i- 'mated either text of the Bibliotheca was formed on a collation of four

in the mistake of Photius himself, or in some alteration MSS., and was accompanied with nous by the editor;

of the divisions by some transcriber. It has been hut there was no Latin version. A I. at in version and
doubted whether we have the work entire. An extant scholia, by Andreas Schottus of Antwerp, wen- pub-
analysis, by Photius, of the f/isforia Ecclesiastica of lished (ibid. L606, fol.); bul the version is inaccurate.

Philostorgius (q. v.), by which alone some knowledge and has been severely criticised. It was. however, re-

of the contents of thai important work has been pre- printed, with the Greek text, under the title of $<i>riou

Berved to us, is so much fuller than the brief analysis of Mvp(o/3t/3\ov f) Bt/3\iodi)Kn, Photii Myriobiblon sive

that work contained in the present text of the Bibli- Bibliotheca (Geneva, 1612, fol., and Rouen, 1653, fol.).

<>t In ni, as i o lead to i he supposition that the tatter is im- This last edition is a splendid one, but inconvenient from
perfect, "Ii is to be lamented," Bays Valesius (A its size. An edition, with a revised text, formed on a col-

Critica, i, 29), " that many such abridgments and col- lation of four MSS. (whether any ofthem were the same
lections of extracts are now lost. If these were extant as those employed by Hceschelius is not mentioned . was
in the state in which they were completed by Photius, published by Emmanuel Bekker |

Berlin, 1824 25, 2 thin

we should grieve less at the Loss of so many ancient vols.4to): it is convenient from its size and the copious-

writers." But Leiche has shown {Diatribt in Phot, ness of its index, but has neither version nor notes.
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2. 'ETriTOfil) IK TWV tKK\7](TUtGTIKWV 'iffTOptWV $l\o-

(TTopyiov otto (pwvijc, <&wtwv Trarputpxov, Compendium

Histories Ecclesiastics L'hilostorgii quod dictavil Pho-

tius patriarcha. Cave regards this as a fragment of

another work similar to the Bibliotheca, but his con-

jecture rests on no solid foundation. The Compendium

is of great importance as preserving to us, though very

imperfectly, an Arian statement of the ecclesiastical

transactions of the busy period of the Arian controversy

in the 4th century. It was first published, with a Latin

version and copious notes, by Jacobus Gothofredus (Go-

defroi) (Geneva, 1643, 4to) ; and was reprinted with the

other ancient Greek ecclesiastical historians by Henri-

cus Valesius (Henri Yalois) (Paris, 1G73, fol.) and by
Reading (Cambridge, 1720, fob).

3. ~No[ioKavwv or ~Ho[ioicavovov, Xomocanon, s. No-
mocanonon, s. Nomocanonus, s. Canonum Ecclesiastico-

rum et Legum Imperialium de Ecclesictstica Disciplina

Conciliatio s. Harmonia. This work-, which bears am-
ple testimony to the extraordinary legal attainments

of its author, is arranged under fourteen tit\oi, Tituli,

and was prefixed to a ^vvraypa twv kgvovwv, Cano-

num Syntagma, or collection of the Canones of the apos-

tles and of the ecclesiastical councils recognised by the

Greek Church, compiled by Photius; from which cir-

cumstance it is sometimes called UpoKarwv, Procanon.

It has been repeatedly published, with the commenta-
ries of Theodore Balsamon, who strongly recommended
it, in preference to similar works of an earlier date : it

appeared in the Latin version of Gentianus Hervetus

(Paris. 1561, fol.), and in another Latin version of Hen-
ricus Agylanis (Basle, 1561, fol.), and in the original

Greek text with the version of Agylseus, edited by
Christophorus Justellus (Paris, 1615, 4to). It was re-

printed, with the version of Agylseus, in the Bibliotkeca

Juris Canonici, published by Guillelmus Yoellus and

Henricus Justellus (Paris, 1661, fol.), ii, 785, etc. The
Nomocanon of Photius was epitomized in the kind of

verses called politici by Michael Psellus, whose work
was published, with one or two other of his pieces, by
Franciscus Bosquetus (Paris, 1632, 8vo).

4. Ylipi twv C otKovptviKwv ffvv6So)v, De Septem

Conci/iis (Ecumenicis. This piece subjoined, with a

Latin version, to the Nomocanon in the Paris editions

of 1615 and 1661, and often published elsewhere, is

really part of one of the Epislolce of Photius, and is no-

ticed in our account of them.

5. 'EnnTToXai, Epistola?. There are extant a con-

siderable number of the letters of Photius. The MSS.
containing them are enumerated by Fabricius (Bibl.

Graec. xi, 1 1). It is much to be regretted that no com-
plete collection of them has been published. David
Hoeschelius subjoined to his edition of the Bibliotheca

(Augsburg, 1601, fob), mentioned above, thirty-five let-

ters selected from a MS. collection which had belonged

to Maximus Margunius, bishop of Cerigo, who lived

about the end of the 16th century. One consolatory

letter to the nun Eusebia on her sister's death was pub-

lished by Conrad Rittershausius. with a Latin version,

with some other pieces (Niirnberg, 1601, 8vo). But
the largest collection is that prepared with a Latin ver-

sion and notes by Kichard Mountagu (Latinized Mon-
tacutius), bishop of Norwich, and published after his

death ( Loud. 1651, fob). The Greek text was from a MS.
in the Bodleian Library. The collection comprehends

two hundred and forty-eight letters translated by the

bishop, and a supplement of five letters brought from

the East by Christianus Eavius, of which also a Latin

version by another person is given. The first letter in

Mountagu's collection is addressed to Michael, prince

of the Bulgarians, on the question Tt iariv tpyov cip-

X°vTog, De Officio Principis: it is very long, and con-

tains the account of the seven general councils already

mentioned (No. 4), as subjoined to the printed editions

of the Nomocanon. This letter to prince Michael was
translated into French verse by Bernard, a Theatin
monk, dedicated to Louis XV, and published (Paris,

1718, 4to). The second letter, also of considerable

length, is an encyclical letter on various disputed topics,

especially on that of the procession of the Holy Spirit,

the leading theological question in dispute between the

Eastern and Western churches. Mountagu's version

has been severely criticised by Combefis (Fabricius,

Bibl. Grccc. i, 701 , note f f f). Several important letters

are not included in the collection, especially two to pope
Nicholas I, and one to the archbishop or patriarch of

Aquileia, on the procession of the Holy Spirit, of all of

which Baronius had given a Latin version in his An-
nates Ecclesiastici (ad arm. 859, lxi, etc.; 861, xxxiv,
etc.; and 883, v, etc.). Fragments of the Greek text

of the letters to pope Nicholas were cited by Allatius in

different parts of his works; the original of the letter to

the archbishop of Aquileia was published in the -I uctd-

rium Novissimum of Combefis, pt. i, p. 527. etc. (Paris,

1672, fob), with a new Latin version and notes by tin-

editor; and the original of all the three letters, together

with a previously unpublished letter, Ad (Economum
Ecclesia A ntiochice, and the encyclical letter on the pro-

cession of the Holy Spirit (included in Mountagu's col-

lection), the Acta of the eighth oecumenical council

(that held in 879, at which the second appointment of

Photius to the patriarchate was ratified!, and some
other pieces, with notes by Dositheus, patriarch of Jeru-

salem, were published by Anthimus ' Episcopus Rem-
nicus," i. e. bishop of Rimnik, in Wallachia, in his

To/ioc xai°«C (Rimnik, 1705, fob). A letter. Ad Tke-

ophanem Monachum, i. e. to Theophanes Cerameus,

with a Latin version by Sirmond, was published by the

Jesuit Franciscus Scorsus, in his Prommium Secundum,

§ 3, to the Homilice of Cerameus (Paris, 1644, fob), and
another letter, Stauracio Spatharo-candidato, Prafecto
insula Ct/pri, was included in the Ecclesue Grace M6-
numenta of Cotelerius (ii, 104), together with a short

piece, Htpi tov pi) duv 7rpoc rd tv toj fiiy Xv-rjpd

t7Ti(TTpi<pt(TSrai, Quod non oporfeat ad p?-a;sentis vitce mo-
lestias attendere, which, though not bearing the form of

a letter (perhaps it is a fragment of one), is in the MS.
classed with the Epistolce. A Latin version, from the

Armenian, of some fragments of an Epistola Photii ad
Zachariam Armenia Patriarcham, in support of the

doctrine of the Council of Chalcedon, is given in the

Conciliatio Ecclesice Armenia: cum Romano, of Galanus

(Rom. 1650, fob). To all these we may add the Epistola

Tarasio Fratri, usually subjoined to the Bibliotheca.

The Epistola ad Zachariam, just mentioned, and an-

other letter, Ad Principem Armenium Asutium, are ex-

tant in MS. in an Armenian version (comp. Mai, Sci-ip-

tor. Yeterum Nov. Collectio, Prolog, in vol. i, Rom. 1825,

4to).

6. AiZewv ovvaywyi] s. AtZucov, Lexicon. Marquar-
dusGudius, of Hamburg, had an anonymous MS. lexicon,

which he believed and asserted to be that of Photius;

but the correctness of his opinion was first doubted by
some, and is now given up by most scholars; and an-

other lexicon, much shorter, and which is in the MSS.
ascribed to Photius, is now admitted to be the genuine

work of that eminent man. Of this Lexicon there ex-

ist several MSS., but that known as the Codex Galeanus,

because given by Thomas Gale to the library of Trinity

College, Cambridge, is considered to be the archetype

from which the others have been transcribed; but this

MS. is in itself very imperfect, containing in fact not

much more than half the original work. Nearly the

whole of the lexicon known as the Lexicon Sanger-

manense, a portion of which was published in the Anec-

dota Grceca of Immanuel Bekker (Berlin, 1814, 8vo), i,

319, etc., appears to have been incorporated in the Lex-

icon of Photius, of which, when entire, it is estimated

to have formed a third part (Prcefat. to Person's edi-

tion). The Lexicon of Photius was first published, from

Continental MSS., by Gothofredus Hermannus (Leips.

1808, 4to). It formed the third volume of a set, of

which the first two volumes contained the Lexicon as-

cribed to Joannes Zonaras. The publication of the Lex'
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icon was followed by that ofa L3n Uus Ammadversionum
adPhotii Lexicon (Leips. L810, lto),and Cura NovissU

mm sivc Appendix Notarum et EmendaHomim in Pkotii

. Leips. 1812, Lto), both by Jo. Fried. Schleusner.

Bui the edition of Hermann having failed to satisfy the

wants of the learned, an edition from a transcript ofthe

Galeanus, madt bj Porson, was published after

the death ol thai eminent scholar | Lond. L822, lto and

I iomp. Edinb. Rev. xxi, 329, etc., No. 12, July,

L813, and t 'lass. Journ. I.e.)

7. 'A^oi\<\u(. Amphilochia. This work, which Al-

latius,not a friendly censor, declared to be "aworfc filled

with vast and varied learning, and very needful for theo-

logians and expositors of Scripture," is in the form of

answers to certain questions, and is addressed toAm-
philochius, archbishop of Cyzicus. The ansvt ers are Baid

in one MS. (apud Fabricius, BibL Grac. \i. 26) to be

two hundred and ninety-seven in number; but Mont-

faucon (/. c.) published an index of three hundred and

eight, and a Vatican MS., according to Mai [Script. Vet,

Nova Collectio, vol. i, Proleg. p. sxxix i, contains three

hundred and thirteen. Of these more than two hundred
and twenty have been published, but in various frag-

mentary portions < Mai, I. c). The first portion which

appeared in print was in the Lectiones Anliqua ofCani-

sius I
[ngolstadt, 1604, etc., 4to), v. 188, etc., who gave

a Latin version, by Franciscus Turrianus, of six of the

QucBStiones; but the work to which they belonged was

not mentioned. In the subsequent edition oftheZec-

tiones by Basnage (Amsterd. 1725, lto, vol. ii, pt. ii, p.

240, etc.). the Greek text of five ofthe six was added

(the original ofthe sixth seems never to have been dis-

covered), as well as the (.reek text of a seventh Quass-

tio, - />' < 'hristi I oluntatibus Gnomicis" ofwhich a Latin

version by Turrianus had been published in the^wria-
riiini Antiquarian Canisii Lectionum of the Jesuit Petrus

Stewartius (Ingolstadt, 1616, 4to); also without notice

that it was from the Amphilochia. Further additions

wen- made by Combefis, in his SS. Pati-um Amphi-

lochii, etc., Opera i Paris, 1644,2 vols, fol.) (by a Btrange

error he ascribed the work not to Photius, but to Ain-

pbilochius of [conium, a much older writer, from \\ hose

works he supposed Photius had made a selection), and

in his Novum Auctarium (Pari-. 1648), 2 vols, fol.; by

Montfaucon, in hi- Bibliotheca Coisliuiana (Paris, 1715,

fol.); and by Jo. Justus Spier, in Wittenbergischi l«-

merkungen ubt r theologische, philosophische, histo?ische,

philologische, und kritische Materien (Wittenberg, 1738,

8vo), pt i (Harles, Introd. in- Ilistoriam Lingua Grac.

Suppkm.ii, 17). But the principal addition was made
by Jo. < lir. Wolff, of forty-six Quastlones, published,

with a Latin versi in his Cura Philological (Hamb.
17:;.'). Iio). vol. v ad fin.; these were reprinted in the

Bibliotheca Palrum ofGalland (Venice, 177:>, fol.), vol.

xiii. A further portion of eighteen Quastiones, under

the title 'Etc t&v Qumov 'AfiipiKo^iwv riva, Ex Photii

Amphilochiis quoedam, was published, with a Latin ver-

sion, bj Angelus Antonius Schottus | Naples, l >• 1 7 . lto);

and Bome further portions, one of twenty Quastiones,

with a Latin version by .Mai. in his Scriptorum Vete-

riini Nova Collectio, i. 193, etc., and another of a hun-
dred and thirty Quaestiones, in i\. 1. etc. As many of

the Quastiones were mere extracts from the Epistola

and other published works of Photius, Mai considers

that with these and with the portions published by
him, ih< whole ofthe Amphilochia has now been pub-
lished. He thinks (Scriptor. Vet. Nova Collect, vol. i,

Proleg. p. xl
I
that tin- patriarch, towards the (dose of his

life, < piled the work from his own letters, homilies.

commentaries, etc., and addressed it to his friend Am-
philochiuS, as a mark of repel, and not becaU8e the

questions which were solved had actually been proposed
to him by that prelate; and he thus accounts tor the

identity of man\ passages with those in the author's

other works.

8. Adversus Manichwos s. Paulicianos Libri Quatuor.
No Greek title of the whole work occurs, hut the lour

books arc respectively thus described : 1. A<//y/j<r<c iripi

rrjc yiavi\aiii)v avafSKaoTtimioQ, Narraiio de Manir
chmis recins npullulantibus. 2. 'Airopiat Kai XvotlC,

t&v Miifiytifif. I'nl, i, t ,/ Solutiones Afanichoiorum.
.'!. Toii 'Vfiriui' \6yoQ r. Photii Sermo III. I. Kan)
rrjc 7(7))' Mavixaimv aprubvovc, irXavrjc, ipoeviif toi

ayuitTartp uovaxv irptapurkpip Kai f/yovpivip Tuii

repair, Contra repullulantem Manichaorum Errorem ad
Arsenium Monachum Sanciissimum Presbyterum el Prce-

fectum Sacrorum, The title of the set I hook is con-

sidered by Wolff to apply to the second, third, and fourth

books, which formed the argumentative part ofthe
work, and to which the first hook formed a historical

introduction. The second book is intended to show
that the same God who created spiritual intelligences

also created the holies with which they are united, ami
the material world generally; the third vindicates the

divine origin of the (Hd Testament ;
ami the fourth

reiterates some points of the second ami third hooks,

and answers the objections ofthe Paulicians. The first

hook has several points in common with the historical

work of PetrUS Siculus on the same subject, so as to

make it probable that one writer u-ed the Work ofthe

other, and it is most likely Photius availed himself of

that of Petrus. This important work of Photius was

designed lor publication by several scholars (see Wolff,

I'mfat. In Anecdot. time. vol. i; and Fabricius, Bibl.

Graze, vii. :('-".»: xi. 18), but thej were prevented by
death from fulfilling their purpose. Montfaucon pub-

lished the first book, with a Latin version, in hi- Bib-

liotheca Coisliniana (p. 349, etc.) ; ami the whole work

was given by Jo. Christoph. Wolff, with a Latin version

ami notes, in his Anecdota drum (Hamb. 1722, 12mo),

vols. i. ii. from which it was reprinted in vol. xiii of the

Bibliotheca Patrvm ofGalland (Venice, 177'.'. fol.). A
sort of epitome of this work of Photius i- found in the

Panoplia of Euthymius Zigabenus. Oudin contended

that the work of Metrophanes of Smyrna, on the Ma-
iiichaans and on the Holy Spirit, was identical with

this work of Photius; but this opinion is erroneous.

!». Kara tS>v rijc jraXaiac 'Pwujjc on Ik Xlarplc

p,6vov hKirophifrai to Ylvevpa to ilyiov dXX' o«x' Kul

ik tov riot/, Adversus Latinos de Procession* Spiritus

Sancti. This work is incorporated in the Greek text of

the Panoplia of Euthymius Zigabenus |
f/ergovist 1710.

fol., p. 112, 113), of which it constitutes the thirteenth

rirkog or section. It is omitted in the Latin versions

of Euthymius. The work of Photius contains several

syllogistic propositions, which are quoted and answered

seriatim in the Dt I noun Eoclesiarum Gratia T, of Jo-

annes Veccus, published in the Grmcia Orthodoxa of

Allatius (Koine. 1652, lioi.i. 154, etc. It is apparently

the work entitled by Cave Disputatio Compen

Procession* Spiritus Sancti a solo Patre.

10. '<>/!i\«n. Homilice. Several of these have been

published: i I.) "EKfypamc, rrjc iv role (iaoiXtioic. via£

liacXnaiac, rrjc, virepayiac Qbotokov inro BaoiXelov row

MaKeduvoQ olKodopnStione., Descriptio Nova Sanctissi-

i,i,i Dei Genitrids Ecclesia,in Palatio a Basilio Mace-

dont exstructa : a discourse delivered on the day of the

dedication of the church described. It was first printed

by Lambecius, in his now- to the work of Georgius

Codinus, l<< Originibus CPolUams (Paris, 1655, fol.), p.

187, and is contaiued, with a Latin version, in the Bonn
reprint of Codinus ( 1839. 8vo). It is also contained in

the Originum CPolitanarum Manipulus of Combefis

(Pari-. 1664, Lto), p. 296, with a Latin version and notes;

and in the Tmpenum Oriental* of Bandurius (Paris,

1711. fol.), pats iii. p. 117. (2.) Ei'c re yevioiov rij£

VTrtpayiac, Oeotvkov, Homilia in Sanctissima !><i Ge-

nitrids Natalem Diem, published by Combefis in his

Auctarium Vi (Paris, 1648, fol"), vol. i. col. 1583,

and in a Latin version, in his Bibliotheca Patrum con-

cionatoria (Paris, 1662, fol. etc.). Both text and ver-

sion are reprinted in the Bibliotheca Patrum ofGalland.

(3.) //' SepuUuram Domini; a fragment, probably from

this, is given by Mai (Scriptor. Vet. Nova Collect. Pro-
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leg. in vol. i, p. xli). (4.) ITfpi tov m?) oiiv irpbc, ra Iv

toj /Si(,t> Xvwnpa i-jriGTpicptaSai, Quod -non oporteat ad

jim s< litis Vita- Molestias attendere. This piece, which

is perhaps not a homily, but the fragment of a letter,

was published in the Ecclesia Greece Monumenta of

Cotelerius, and has already been noticed in speaking of

the Epistolm of Photius.

11. 'Ep(i)T))pciTa SsKa avv XaaiQ rale airoKpiffem, In-

terrogations decern cum totidem Responsionibus, s. ~2vva-

ywyai Kai diroSei^eiQ ateptfiue. o-vvaXtyp'tvai iiz twv
OVVoSlKWV Kai IffTOpiKWV ypafiLv 7T£pi ITnGKUTTWV Kai

pi]rpoTro\tTwv Kai Xonrwv iripwv avayKaiwv Zi)T)]pa-

twv, Collectiones accuratceque Demonstration's de Epis-

cojris et Metropolitis et reliquis aliis necessariis Quces-

tionibus ex Synodicis et Historicis Monumentis excerptce.

This piece was published, with a Latin version and

notes, by Francesco Fontani, in the first volume of his

Norte Eruditorum Deliciai (Florence, 1785, 12mo). The
notes were such as to give considerable offence to the

stricter Romanists. (Mai, Scriptor. Veter. Nov. Collect.

Proleg. ad vol. i, p. xliv.)

L2. E(£ tov Aovkuv eppnveiai, In Lucam Expositi-

ones. Some brief Scholia on the Gospel of Luke from

MSS. Catenas, are given, with a Latin version, in vol. i

of the Scriptorum Veterum Nova Collectio of Mai, p.

189, etc., but from which of Photius's works they are

taken does not appear.

13. Canonica Responsa, addressed to Leo, archbishop

of Calabria; also published, with a Latin version, by
Mai {ibid. p. 362), from a Palimpsest in the Vatican Li-

brary.

Many works of this great writer still remain in MS.

:

1. ( 'ommentarius in I). Pauti Epistolas, a mutilated copy

of which is (or was, according to Cave) in the public

library at Cambridge. It is largely cited by CEcume-

nius. 2. Catena in Psalmos, formerly in the Coislinian

library, of which, according to Montfaucon (Bibl. Coislin.

p. 58, 59), Photius appears to have been the compiler.

But the Commentary on the Prophets. Piophetarum

Liber, ascribed to him by Cave, Fabricius, and others,

appears to have no real existence ; the supposition of

its existence was founded on the misapprehension of

a passage in Possevino's Ajiparatus Sacer (Mai, Pro-

let/, ut sup. p. 1). 3. Homilue Nil', extant in MS. at

Moscow, of the subjects of which a list is given in the

Auctarium. Novissimum (ad calc. vol. i) of Comberis,

in the De Scripioribiis Ecch siasticis of Oudin (col. 210,

etc.), and in the Bibl. Grcecei (xi, 30, etc.) of Fabricius.

To these may be added two other homilies, De Ascen-

sione,ai\d In Festo Epiphanice,«a& an Encomium Proto-

Martyris Theclce (Fabricius, ibid.). 4. Odm. Nine are

or were extant in a MS. former!}' belonging to the col-

lege <it' < 'lermont, at Paris ; and three in an ancient Bar-

beriui MS. at Pome. The latter are described by Mai
{Proleg. p. xliv) as of moderate length, and written in

pleasing verse. Some Epigrammata of Photius are

said to be extant (Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin. p. 520);

but the ^rixnpov, In Methodium CW.,said to lie i;iven

in the Acta Sanctorum, Junii, ii, 960, is not to be found

there. 5. 'YjiriTopu) twv TrpaKTtKwv twv tirra oikov-

uevikwv ffvvuCioi; Epitome A ctorum Coiicilinriim siptem

Generalium. This is described by Cave and Fabricius

as a different work from the published piece (No. 4,

above). Some critics have doubted whether it is dif-

ferent from the similar work ascribed to Photius of

Tyre; but as this prelate lived in the time of the third

or fourth councils, he could not have epitomized the

A eta of the fifth, sixth, and seventh. Thus the Epitome

cannot be by Photius of Tyre, whatever doubt there

may be as to its being the work of our Photius. 6.

The Syntagma Canonum has already been mentioned
in speaking of the Nomocanon. 7. Tiipi Tijg tov ayiov

TlvtvpaTog nvdTaywyiaQ, De Spirit us Sancti Disci-

plina Arcana, s. Htpi tov ayiov Kai Zwottoiov Kai

7rpouKvvi]Tov YlvtvpaTOQ, Liber de Spiritu Sancto, ad-

dressed to a bishop Bedas, and different from the pub-
lished work (No. 9). It is described by Mai, who has

given some extracts {Proleg. p. xlv), as "liber lucu-

lentus, varius, atque prolixus." It is ascribed in one
MS., but by an obvious error, to Metrophanes of Smyr-
na. 8. Td 7rapd rijc tKK\i]aia£ twv Aarivwv airiw-

para pipiKi't, Adversus Latinorum Ecelesiam Crimina-
tiones Particulares. 9. Contra Francos et Latinos {ibid.

p. xlviii); a very short piece. Various other pieces

are mentioned by Cave, Lambecius, Fabricius, and Mai,
as extant in MS. ; but some of these are only fragments
of the published writings (ibid. p. 1) enumerated by
mistake as separate works. The work hi Categorias

A ristotelis, now or formerly extant in Vienna and Paris,

is apparently a part of the .1 mphilochia (ibid. p. xxxvi).
The works De Episcopis it Mttrtijuilitis. and the Anno-
tatio de Patriarch is suit sua iujuste pulsis, mentioned by
Cave and Fabricius, appear to be either the Interroga-

tiones decern published by Fontani, or a part of that

work. (See No. 11 of the published works.) The Sym-
bolum Fidei mentioned by Lambecius, Cave, and Harles

(Fabricius, Bibl. Graze, xi, 30), is part of one of the let-

ters to pope Nicholas; and the Liber de Pulsioin Tgnatii

ac Restitutione mentioned by Montfaucon (Bibl. Bibli-

othecarum, p. 123), is also part of a letter of pope Nich-
olas; and the fragment De decern Oratoribus, mentioned
by Vossius and others, and extant in MS. in the King's

Library at Paris, is probably from the Bibliotheca (Mai,

Proleg. p. 1). Some works have perished, as that

against the heretic Leontius of Antioch, mentioned by
Suidas (s. v. Keovtioq). Photius wrote also against the

emperor Julian (Phot. Epist. 187, ed. Montac), and in

defence of the use of images. Some writings, or frag-

ments of writings, of his on this subject (A drersus Icono-

machos et Paulicianos, and De Differentia inter sacras

Imagines atque Idold) are extant in the Imperial Li-

brary at Vienna, but whether in distinct works, or

under what title, does not appear to be known.
In the Synodicon of bishop Beveridge (vol. ii, ad fin.

pt. i) a short piece is given, of which the running title

is Bcdsamon in Photii Interrogations quorinndam Mo-
nachorum; but the insertion of the name of Photius is

altogether incorrect; the work belongs to the time of

the emperor Alexius I Comnenus. The Exegesis, or

Commentary of Elias Cretensis on the Scala Paradisi

of Joannes Climacus, is, in a MS. of the Coislinian library

(Montfaucon, Bibl. Coislin. p. 141), improperly ascribed

to Photius.

Two learned Romanists, Joannes Andresius and Ja-

cobus Morellius, have in recent times contemplated the

publication of a complete edition of the works of Pho-
tius; the latter proceeded so far as to draw up a Con-

spectus of his proposed edition (Mai, Proleg. p. xliv). But
unfortunately the design has never been completed.

Migne has published an edition in 4 vols. roy. 8vo,

which he claims to be complete, but it is hardly as critical

as the works of the greatest genius of his age deserves.

This edition is entitled Photii. Constantinopolitanipatri-

archce, opera omnia in classes quinqut distributa: exe-

getica, dogmatica, paraenetica, historica canonica, etc.,

accurante J. P. Migne (tomes i et iv, in grand-8 a deux
colonnes, 1416 p., Paris, impr. et libr. J. P. Migne, 1860.

Veneunt 4 vol. 42 frauds gallicis). See Cave, Hist. Lift.

ii, 47, etc. (ed. Oxford, 1740-1743) ; Fabricius, Biblioih.

Grcec. i, 701 ; vi, 603 ; vii, 803 ; x, 670 to xi, 37 ; xii, 185,

210, 216, 348 ; Oudin, Comment, de Scriptorib. et Scriptis

Keel s. vol. ii, col. 200, etc. ; Hankius, De Rerum Byzan-
tiit. Scriptorib. pars i, c. 18; Dupin, Nouvelle Bibliotheque

tics A iihurs Eccles. IXme Siecle, p. 346 (2me ed. 1698);

Ceillier, ,4 uteurs Sacres, xix, 426, etc. ; Ittigius, De Bib-

liothecis Patrum, passim ; Gallandius, Biblioih. Patrum,

Proleg. in vol. xiii ; Fontani, De Pholio Norm Romm
Episcopo ejusque Scriptis Disst rtatio, prefixed to vol. i

of the Norm Eruditorum Delicice; Mai, Scriptor. Yet.

Nova Collectio, Proleg. in vol. i; Assemani, Bibliotheca

Juris Orientalis, lib. i, c. 2, 7, 8, 9 ; Vossius, De Histori-

cis Greeds, lib. ii, c. 25 ; Donaldson's Literature (see In-

dex in vol. ii); Lea, Sacerdotal Celibacy (see Index) -

,

Ffoulkes, Divisions of Christendom, vo\. ii, ch. i; Fleury,
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Hist. EccUsiaslioue; Maimbourg, Schisme d

Dbllinger, Lehrbuch der Kirckengesch. vol. i: Jager,

Hist, de Photius, dapres les monuments o

(Paris, 1845).

Pliotius of T\i:i. another Eastern ecclesiastic,

flourished near the middle of Lhe 5th century. < >n the

deposition of [renaeus, bishop of Tyre, in A.l>. 1 18, Pho-

tius was appointed his mii rosnr. Evagriua ( Hist. I.<-

Cles. i. 10) makes the deposition of tremens (Hie of lhe

acts of the notorious < louncil of Ephesus, hekl in A.D.

449, and known a> the "Concilium Latrocinale ;" bul

Tillemonl more correctly considers that the council only

confirmed the previous deposil
I

'/ itoires, \\. 268).

Photius ofTyre was one of the judges appointed by the

emperor Theodosius II. in conjunction with Eustathius,

bishop of Berytus, and Uranius, bishop of Himera in

Osrhoe'ne, to hear the charges againsl (has, bishop of

Edessa. Photius, Eustathius, and Uranias mel al Be-

rytus, and Photius and Eustathius again met al Tyro.

in the year 148 or 149, heard the charges, acquitted

Ibas, and brought about a reconciliation between him

and his accusers, who were presbyters ofhis own < ihurch

al Edi a (ConciL vol. iv, col. 627, etc., ed. Labbe ; vol.

ii. col. 503, etc., cil. Hardouin). There is a considera-

ble difficulty as to the chronology of these meetings,

which is discussed by Tillemonl in two of his careful

notes
i

'/ m. \\ . 897, etc.). Photius was present at the

Council of Ephesus, known as the "Concilium Latroci-

nale," where he joined in acquitting the archimandrite

Eutyches, and restoring him to his ecclesiastical rank

from w hich he had been dep ised
I

' 'oncil. vol. iv. coi. 260,

ed. Labbe; vol. ii, col. 220, ed. Hardouin). Al the

same time Photius had a contest with Eustathius,

bishop of Berytus, who had obtained an edicl of the

emperor Theodosius II. erecting Berytus into a metro-

politan see. as to the extent of their respective jurisdic-

tions. Tille n judges thai the dignity accorded to

the Bee of Berytus was designed to be merely titular,

and that the stru^-de was occasioned 1 >y the attempt of

Eustathius to assume metropolitan jurisdiction over

some bishoprics previously under the jurisdiction of

Tyre. In this attempt, being supported by the patri-

archs Anatolius of Constantinople and Maximus of An-
tioch, lie effected his purpose; and Photius, after a

Btruggle, was constrained, nol bo much by an excom-
munication, which was speedily recalled, .as by a threat

of deposition, to submit. The jurisdiction of the dio-

tracted was, however, restored to Photius by
the Council ofChalcedon, A.I>. 151 <<',,,,,;'. voL iv, col.

539, ed. Labbe; vol ii. col. 135, etc., ed, Hardouin).

Photius was among those who at the same council vol eel

that Theodorel was orthodox, and should be restored to

his Bee (jConcU. col. 619, ed. Labbe; col. 195, ed. Har-
douin). He als k pan in some of the other trans-

actions of the assembly. Nothing further is known of

him. There i~ extant one piece of Photius, entitled

&tr\oue, Preces b. Supplex Libellus, addressed to the em-
perora Valentinian III and Marcian, respecting the dis-

pute with Eustathius of Berytus. It is given in the
Actio Quarta of the Council ofChalcedon [ConcU. vol.

iv, col. 542, etc., ed. Labbe; voL ii, col. 436, eta, ed.

lie tlin).

Conciliis, extant in MS., is ascribed to

Photius oi ryre: this cannol i.e. a- -ohm- have supposed,
i work as the Epitonu Aclorum Conciliorum,

i in MS., and ascribed to the more celebrated
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople. See Tillemont,
Mem, I.e.-. Cave, Hist. Lift, ad ann. 151, i. 143; Fa-
bricius, Biblioth. Grose. \. 678; \ii. 358. Smith, Diet.

d Roto. Biog. and Mythol. s. v.

Photizomenoi irtZouEvot, enlightened), a term
frequently used anion- the early Christians to denote
the baptized ^- being instructed in the mysteries of the
Christian religion. See Phos.

Fhrat. See El phr \ 1 1 3.

Phrenology (from (ppi]v, tJn mind, and \oyor, a

discourse), an empirical science, which claims to read

the mental peculiarities of individuals by means of the

exterior developments of the skulL It had its origin

with Franz Joseph Gall, a physician of Germany, and
was greath extended by Dr. Spurzheim, of the same
country, and by George and Andrew Combe, of Scot-

land. In this country ii has I,ecu chiefly popularized

by the late L. X. and < >. S. Fowler. There is a Bprightly

periodical, called the Phrenological Journal, published
in New York, devoted to us advocacy. In accordance
with its theory of the special functions of particular por-

tions of the brain, it has mapped OUl tie- cranium into

various "organs," as araativeness, pbiloprogenitiveness,

etc., in the animal order: ideality, veneration, etc, in

the aesthetic and moral: figure, time, tune, etc., in the

perceptive, and so on. It has largely been used by
itinerant lecturers as a method of indicating the char-

acter of unknown persons, somewhat after the fashion

ol fortune-telling, [ts claims to scientific value are not

generally admitted by sound physiologists and mental

philosophers, as neither its crauiological nor its psycho-
logical theory and analysis agree with the besl settled

principles of either of those departments ol self-knowl-

edge. Its theological bearings are decidedly material-

istic. For a fuller exposition the reader is referred to the
works of the writers above cited. See also PSYCHOLOGY.

Phrontisterion (QpovTioiiipiov, <i place ofmeav-
tation), a name anciently applied to denote monasteries

as being places of education and schools of learning.

Baptisteries were also occasionally called !>y this name,
the catechumens being there educated in religious truth.

Phryg'ia (<Sfpvyia. perhaps from <ppvyio, hence

parched), an inland province of Asia Minor, hounded

on the north by Bithynia and Galatia. on the east by
Cappadocia and Lycaonia, on the south by Lycia, l'i-

sidia. and lsauria. and on the west by (aria. Lydia, and

Mysia. Perhaps then' is no geographical term in the

Xew Testament which is less capable of an exact defi-

nition. Many maps convey the impression that it was
co-ordinate with such terms as Bithynia, Cilicia, or

Galatia. But in facl there was no Roman province of

Phrygia till considerably after the first establishment
ol Christianity in the peninsula of Asia Minor. The
word was rather ethnological than political. and denoted.

in a vague manner, the western part of the central n-
gion of that peninsula. Accordingly, in two of the

three places where it is used, it is mentioned in a man-
ner not intended to he precise I i"if.\>n|Ttr rij V i!)nr; iav

Kai n)r VaXaTiKrjv \wpav, Acts xvi, 6; Bupx^pevoQ
*'«:i;^ rrjv raXarixfjv x<*>Pav K"> Qpvyiav, Acts xviii,

23 I, t he former having reference to I he second mission-

ary journey of Si. I'aul. the latter to the third. Nor is

lie- remaining passage (Acts ii. l") inconsistent with

this view, tin' enumeration of those foreign Jews who
came to Jerusalem al Pentecost itl gh ii does follow,

in some degree,a geographical order) having no refer-

ence to political boundaries. By Phrygia we must un-

derstand an extensive district, which contributed por-

tions to several Roman provinces, and varying portions

at different times. In early times Phrygia seems to

ha\e comprehended the greater pari of the peninsula

of Asia Minor. Ii was subsequently divided into Phryg-
ia Major on the south, and Phrygia Minor or EpictetUS

(acquired) on tin- north-west lhe Romans divided

the province into three districts: Phrygia Salmans on

Phrygia Pacatiana on the west, and Phrygia
Katakekaumeiie (thi burnt) ill the middle. The i i-

try. .as defined by the specified limits. is for the al

pan level, and very abundant in corn, fruit, and wine.

It had a peculiar and celebrated breed of cattle, and the

line raven-black wool of the sheep around Laodicca on

lhe Lycus was in high repute. The Marauder and the

llermus were its chief rivers. The Phrygians »iti' a

very ancient people, and are supposed to have formed.

along '.vnii ihe Pelasgi, the aborigines of Asia Minor,

.lews from Phrygia were present in .Jerusalem at the
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Feast of Pentecost (Acts ii, 10). All over this district

the Jews were probably numerous. They were first in-

troduced there by Antiochus the Great (Josephus, A nt.

xii, 3, 4) ; and we have abundant proof of their pres-

ence there from Acts xiii, 14; xiv, 1, 19, as well as from

Acts ii, 10. The cities of Laodicea, Hierapolis, and Co-

lossal, mentioned in the New Testament, belonged to

Phrygia, and Antioch in Pisidia was also within its lim-

its (see the names). See Rosenmiiller, Bill. Geoff, iii,

43-4."); Leake, Geoff, of Asia Minor; Smith, Diet, of
Class. Geoff, s. v. See Asia Minor.

Phrygians or Cataphrygians (q. v.), a sect in

the 2d century, so called as being of the country of

Phrygia. They were orthodox in everything, setting

aside this, that they took Montanus for a prophet, and

Priscilla and Maximilla for true prophetesses, to be con-

sulted in everything relating to religion ; as supposing

that the Holy Spirit had abandoned the Church. See

MoNTANlSTS.

Phtha or Ptah, the supreme god of the ancient

Egyptians, in the first four dynasties or successions of

kings, extending about 321 years. This god seems,

however, in later times to have been degraded from his

high position and become a secondary god. No image

of this, nor indeed of any other god or goddess, is found

upon the most ancient Egyptian monuments. The
worship of Phtha passed from Egypt into Greece, and

was altered into Hepka>stus. " When, in later times,"

says Mr. Osburn, in his Religions of (lie World, •• pictures

and images of the gods made their appearance on the

ruins of ancient Egypt, Ptah was represented as a tall

youth, with handsome features, and a green complexion,

denoting the swarthy, sallow hue which the burning

sun of Africa had already impressed upon the skins of

Phut and his descendants. He was swathed in white

linen like a mummy to denote that he had been dead,

but his hands had burst through the cerements, and

grasped many symbols, to denote that he has risen again.

This god is made the son of many divine parents, accord-

ing tn the laterfables, both of the monuments and of the

Greek authors, most of them prompted by political mo-
tives; but not on the monuments of all epochs. The im-

age of Ptah of Memphis is enclosed in a shrine, to denote

that he claimed affinity with no other god, and that his

real parentage was unknown or forgotten."

Phthai todocetae (from (pSaproc, destructible, and

cokUo, to seem). One of the numerous Monophysite

sects. They were so called because they maintained

that the body of Christ was truly corruptible before his

resurrection. They were opposed to another sect which
affirmed that the body of Jesus was rendered incor-

ruptible in consequence of the divine nature blended

with it: these were called Aphthartodocetae, Phanta-

siasts, etc., and were likewise divided into parties, some
of which debated whether the body of Christ was

Created or uncreated. See Aphthartodocetae ; Mo-
NOPHYSITES.

Phthartolatrae ((praproQ, destructible, and \a-

rpevw, to worship), a term of reproach applied to the

Severians (q. v.) in the 6th century, who maintained

that Christ's body was corruptible of itself, but by reason

of the Godhead dwelling in it was never corrupted.

Phud (*oi''0. an incorrect Greek form (Jud. ii, 23)

of the Heb. name (Ezek. xxvii, 10) Phut (q. v.).

Phu'rall (Heb. Purak', iTnQ, bough; Sept. ®apa),

the servant of Gideon, who went with him by night to

spy the camp of the Midianites (Judg. vii, 10, 1 1 ). B.C.

13(32.

Phu'i'im (Esth. xi, 1). See Pi-rim.

Phut (Heb. Put, B*IB ; Sept. $ovS or $ovt, but usu-

ally A(/3jifc, and so Josephus, A nt. i, 6, 2), the name of a

people mentioned in connection with Mizraim and Cush
as third among the descendants of Ham (Gen. x. 0;

'•Put," 1 Chron. i, 8), elsewhere applied to an African

country or people (Jer. xlvi, ; Ezek. xxvii, 40 ; xxx,
5; xxxviii, 5; "Put," Nah. iii, 9. Comp. also Jud. ii,

23, in the Greek and Syriac). In all of these passages

Phut or Put is named with Cush, Ludim, and Lubim.
Putites served in the Egyptian army (Jer. I. c; comp.
Ezek. xxx, 5), and the Tyrian navy (Ezek. xxvii, 20),

and are numbered in the army of Gog (Ezek. xxxviii,

5). Josephus (Ant. i, 0,2) understands here the Mau-
ritanians. He also mentions a river bearing the same
name, in the territory of the Mauri, which is called Fut
by Pliny (p. 242, ed. Hard.), and flows into the At-
lantic. Ptolemy (iv, 1, 3) calls it Phihoulh (long. 7\ ,

la't. 30i°), in Mauritania Tingitana (comp. Michael. Spi-

ed, i, 160 sq.). These traces of the name, however, are

not needed. That it is a name of Libya is sufficiently

obvious from the Sept. in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and
from the fact that Faiat is a Coptic name for Libya in

Egypt—that is, for that part of Lower Egypt which lies

west of the Canopic mouth of the Nile, so called (see

Gesen. Thesaur. ii, 1093). More recently Hitzig would

identify with Put the tribe of Fuiiiju, mentioned in the

inscriptions at the tomb of Darius, and refers to Putea

(Uovrta), a city on the west bank of the river Triton

in Northern Africa (Ptol. iv, 3, 39). But no weight can

be given to his remark that a people which served in

the Egyptian army in foreign expeditions must not be

sought in Western Africa.—Winer, ii, 229. See Libya.

"In the above genealogical lists Phut follows Cush
and Mizraim, and precedes Canaan. The settlements

of Cush extended from Babylonia to Ethiopia above

Egypt, those of Mizraim stretched from the Philistine

territory through Egypt and along the northern coast

of Africa to the west; and the Canaanites were estab-

lished at first in the land of Canaan, but afterwards

were spread abroad. The order seems to be ascending

towards the north : the Cushite chain of settlements

being the most southern, the Mizraite chain extending

above them, though perhaps through a smaller region,

at least at the first, and the Canaanites holding the

most northern position. We cannot place the tract of

Phut out of Africa, and it would seem that it was al-

most parallel to that of the Mizraites, as it could not be

farther to the north: this position would well agree

with Libya. But it must be recollected that the or-

der of the nations or tribes of the stocks of Cush. Miz-

raim, and Canaan is not the same as that we have in-

ferred to be that of the principal names, and that it is

also possible that Phut may be mentioned in a supple-

mentary manner, perhaps as a nation or country de-

pendent on Egypt. The few mentions of Phut in the

Bible clearly indicate, as already remarked, a country

or people of Africa, and, it must be added, probably not

far from Egypt. It is noticeable that they occur only

in the list of Noah's descendants and in the prophetical

Scriptures. Isaiah probably makes mention of Phut as

a remote nation or country, where the A. V. has Pul,

as in the Masoretic text (Isa. lxvi, 19). Nahum, warn-

ing Nineveh by the fall of No-Amon, speaks of Cush
and Mizraim as the strength of the Egyptian city, and

Phut and Lubim as its helpers (iii, 9). Jeremiah tells

of Phut in Necho's army with Cush and the Ludim
(xlvi, 9). Ezekiel speaks of Phut with Persia and Lud
as supplying mercenaries to Tyre (xxvii, 10), and as

sharing with Cush, Lud, and other helpers of Egypt, in

her fall (xxx, 5); and again, with Persia, and Cush,

perhaps in the sense of mercenaries, as warriors of the

army of Gog (xxxviii, 5). From these passages we
cannot infer anything as to the exact position of this

country or people; unless indeed in Nahum, Cush and

Phut, Mizraim and Lubim, are respectively connected,

j

which might indicate a position south of Egypt. The
serving in the Egyptian army, and importance of Phut
to Egypt, make it reasonable to suppose that its posi-

tion was very near.

"In the ancient Egyptian inscriptions we find two

names that may be compared to the Biblical Phut.

The tribes or peoples called the Nine Bows, IX Petu or
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IX Na-Petu, might partly or wholly represent Phut
Their situation is doubtful, and they arc never found in

a geographies li-i, bul only in the general statements

of the power and prowess of the kings, [f cue people

be indicated by them, we may compare the Naphtuhim
of the Mihle. See N'aimiti him. It seems unlikely

that the Nine Bows should correspond to Phut, as their

name does not occur as a geographical term in use in

the directly historical inscriptions, though it may be

supposed thai several well-known names there take its

place as those of Individual trihes; but this is an im-
probable explanation. The second name is that of Nu-
bia, To-pet, "the region of the Bow," also called T6-

meru-pet, "the region, the island of the Bow," whence
we conjecture the name of Meroe to come. In the geo-

graphical lists the latter form occurs in that of a
\

pie,

Anu-meru-pet, found, unlike all others, in the lists of
the southern peoples and countries as well as the north-

em. The character we read Pet is an unstrung how,

which until lately was read Kens, as a strung how is

found following, as if a determinative, the latter word,
which is a name of Nubia, perhaps, however, not in-

cluding so large a territory as the names before men-
tioned. The reading Kens is extremely doubtful, he-

cause the word does not signify how in Egyptian, so far

as we are aware, and still more because the how is used
as the determinative of its name Pet, which from the

Egyptian usage as to determinatives makes it almost
impossible that it should be employed as a determina-
tive of Kens. The name A"i».s would therefore be fol-

lowed by the how to indicate that it was a part of Nu-
bia. This subject may he illustrated by a passage of
Herodotus, explained by .Mr. Harris, of Alexandria, if

we may premise that the unstrung how is the common
sign. and. like the strung how, is so used as to be the

symbol of Nubia. The historian relates that the king
of tin- Ethiopians unstrung a how, and gave it to the
messengers of Carobyses, telling them to say that when
the king of the Persians could pull so strong a bow so

easily he might come against the Ethiopians with an
army stronger than their forces (iii, 21, 'J-.', ed. Rawlin-
son: Sir G. Wilkinson's note). For the hieroglyphic
names, see Brugsch, Geogr, Inschr.

lie Coptic Piphaiat must also be compared with
Phut. The first syllable being the article, the word
nearly resembles the Hebrew name. It is applied to

the western part of Lower Egypt beyond the Delta;
and Champollion conjectures it to mean the Libyan
part of Egypt, so called by the Greeks, comparing the

Coptic name of the similar eastern portion, PkapaMa
or Tapabia, the older Arabian part of Egypt and Ara-
hiau Nome

i UEgypU sous U s Pharaons, ii, 28-31, 243).
lie this as it may. the name seems nearer to Naphtuhim
than to Phut To take a broad view of the question,
all tin- names which we have mentioned may rcason-

ably be i icted with the Hebrew Phut; and it may
be Supposed that the Naphtuhim were Mi/.raites in the
territory of Phut, perhaps intermixed with | pies ol

the Latter stock. It is. however, reasonable to suppose
that tie' Pet of the ancient Egyptians, as a geographical
designation, corres) Is to the Phut ofthe Bible, which
would therefore denote Nubia or the Nubians, tie for-

mer, if we are strictly to follow the Egyptian usage.
This identification would account for the position of

Phut .alter Mi/raim m the list in Genesis, notwith-
standing the order ofthe other names: lor Nubia has
been from remote times a dependency of Egypt, except-
ing in the short period of Ethiopian supremacy, and
the longer iii f Ethiopian independence. The Egyp-
tian name of Cu8h, Kesh, i- apple d to a wider region
well corresponding to Ethiopia. The governor of Nu-
bia in the time of the I'haraohs was called Prince o|

AV.s-//, perhaps because his authority extended hevond
Nubia. The identification of Phut with Nubia is not

repugnant to the mention in the prophets; on the con-

trary, the great importance of Nubia in their tune,
which comprehended that ofthe Ethiopian supremacy,

would account for their speaking of Phut as a support
of Egypt, and as furnishing it with warriors. The
identification with Libya has given rise to attempts to

find the name in African geography, which we shall not

h( re examine, as such mere similarity of sound is a

mosl unsafe guide" (Smith ).

The name of Pktha, the chief deity of Memphis, ha3
been considered by some Egyptologists to he the hiero-

glyphic transcription of Phut, the son of Ham. whose
descendants settled in the oases of the Libyan desert, as

is demonstrated by the circumstance that tie untry

named alter Phut, in the Hebrew, is translated Libya

by the Sept. i gee I leseniua, Lexicon, >. \ .
-""

i.
" The

name Phut, in its change to Pktha" says Osburn, " has
undergone an extraordinary process, highly character-

istic of the modes of thought that prevailed in very an-
cient limes. Written with tin- final h, which may he

addeil to a Hebrew word without altering the si nse, it

represents the consonants ofthe verb 'to reveal,' which
in the Coptic sense is -to write hieroglyphics.' A still

stranger use has been made of this pun upon the name
of Phut His animal representative lias been named
after the action in direct antagonism with that ofthe
human original. The hieroglyphic name of the bull

Apis, hp, is the Coptic verb i»K 'to hide,' which is a

mere transcription ofthe ancient verb TTI. "n, with

the same meaning. The comparison ofthe two groups

renders this contrast very apparent. It will be seen

that one group is as nearly as possible an inversion of

the other. The meanings are in like manner in antith-

esis. In the hull Apis, therefore, were concealed the

aitriliuies which were revealed iii l'lnha" {Man. Hist.

°fEgypt, (di. v).

Some late Egyptologists, however, regard Put as a
merely Egyptian pronunciation for Punt (Bunsen, Egypt,

ii, 304), which was the name of an Arabian tribe east

of Egypt (Brugsch, Gtogr. Inschr. ii, 15). See Eth-
nography.

Phu'vah (Ileh. Puvvah', illB, mouth ; Sept. <l>oi>«),

the second named of four sons of [ssachar (Gen. xlvi,

13). B.C. 1900. This name is also written " l'ua" in the

A. V. (Numb. xxvi. •.'In. and "I'liah." margin • l'liu-

vah" (1 Chron. vii, 1). His descendants are called

"Punites" (Numb. xxvi. 23).

Phygel'lus (Gr. *uye\Xoe, perh. a fugitivi >, a

( 'hrislian ol' Asia, who being at Lome during Paul's im-

prisonment, deserted him in his necessity (2 Tim. i. 15).

A. D. di. "It is open to question whether tliis- repu-

diation ofthe apostle was joined with a declension from

the faith (see Buddaeus, Eccl. Apostol. ii. 310), and

whether tin' open display of the feeling of Asia took

place—at least so far as Phygellus and Hermogenea
were concerned—at Lome. It was at Uome thai One-
siphorus, named in the next verse, showed the kindness

for which the aposlle invokes a blessing on hi- house-

hold iii Asia: so perhaps ii w a- at Rome that Phygel-

lus displayed that change of feeling towards Paul w hich

the apostle's former followers in Asia avowed. It seems

unlikely that Paul would write so forcibly ii Phygellus

had merely neglected to visit him in his captivity at

Lome. He ma\ have forsaken (see _' Tim. iv, 16) the

apostle at some critical time when his support was ex-

lii cled: or he may have been a leader of some party

of nominal Christians at Lome, such as the apostle de-

scribesal an earlier period (Phil, i, 15, 16) opposing him
there. Dean Ellicott, on '_' Tim. i. 15, who is al vari-

ance with the ancient Greek commentators a- to the

exact force of the phrase 'they which are in Asia,'

states various opinions concerning their aversion to

Paul. The apostle himself seems to have foreseen it

(Acts zx, 80) ; and there is nothing in the fact incon-

sistent with the general picture of the slate of Asia at a

later period which we have in the first three chapters

of the Revelation." Smith.

Phylactery (<pv\axrriptov, a receptacle for safe*
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keeping), a small square box, made either of parchment

or black calf-skin, in which are enclosed slips of parch-

ment or vellum with Exod. xiii, 2-20, 11-17 ; Deut. vi,

4-9, 13-22, written on them, and which are worn on the

head and left arm by every strict Jew on week-day
mornings during the time of prayer.

1. Name and its Signification.—The Greek term <pv-

XaKTl]piov~phylactery,\sa\ater expression used in the

N. T. for the 0. T. word nS^IU, plur. PEa'ia, "front-

lets," which is rendered "pib^SPl, prayer-fillets, by the

Chaldee paraphrases of Onkelos and Jonathan b.-Uzziel,

as well as by the unanimous voice of Jewish tradition.

It is now generally agreed by lexicographers that, ac-

cording to the analogy of ^33, which stands for 23^3,
and 3312, which stands for 2222, and which are

formed by the reduplication of the chief two radical let-

ters, PBOia stands for PS^Ea, from C]1t3, to bind

round (Ewald, Lehrbuch der Hebrdischen Sprache, § 158,

c), and that it denotes a tie, a band, a frontlet. The
Sept. in all the three instances in which "p2 PEZJiab
"p35> occurs (Exod. xiii, 1G ; Deut. vi, 8 ; xi, 18), ren-

ders it by daaXevTOv irpo 6<pBa\piov aov, a fixture be-

fore thine eyes, with which Symmachus and Theodo-
tion agree. The rendering of Aquila, ait,- anVa/cra,

for an immovable (comp. Montfaucon, Hexapla, nota ad
vers.), is to the same effect. Philo (ii, 358), however,
translates it <reiopeva irpo otySakpiov, and afterwards

adds that it is to be a constant pendulum (<t«\oi' t%srw
ravra Kirovptvoi>) to summon the sight by its motion
to a very clear inspection. Herzfeld (Geschichte des

Volkes Israel, ii, 224) infers from this that Philo must
either have read GaXtvrov in the Sept., or taken the a

before it as intensit ire, and assigns to C]TL2 the sense of to

move backwards andforwards, vindicating for niEI3lH

the meaning ofpendulum, pendent ornament. Herzfeld,

moreover, maintains that this rendering is more in har-

mony with the little houses, or square, boxes, constituting

the phylacteries, and that it escapes the following ob-

jections to the current rendering of it by binding round:

(1) In the phylacteries the box in the front is the prin-

cipal part, and not the strap round the head which holds

it; and (2) the PEEia is to be "between the eyes,"

which does not tally with forehead tie (Stimbinde).

The name "b^EP, prayer-fillets, by which the Chaldee

paraphrases and the Syriac version render niE^1I2, and

which is the common appellation for the phylacteries

among the Jews to the present day, owes its origin to

the fact that the phylacteries are worn during prayer-

time. Hence the plural "pb^ED has the masculine ter-

mination to distinguish it from the feminine FVlP^Sn,

which denotes prayers, just as the plural masculine

D^bnP, denotes fjsalms, in contradistinction to the fem-

inine plural rnpnri, praise.

2. The Manner in which the Phylacteries are Made and

Used.—As the Mosaic law (Exod. xiii, 1G ; Deut. vi, 8

;

xi, 18) gives no specific directions how the phylacteries

are to be made, but simply says that they are to be of

a double nature, viz. for the hand and between the eyes,

the Jewish canons have enacted minute regulations

about the arrangement and use of them. A piece of

leather is soaked, stretched on a square block cut for the

purpose, sewed together with gut-strings while wet, and
left on the block till it is dried and stiffened, so that

when it is taken off it forms a (""HE) square leather

box {Jerusalem Megilla, iv, 9). As the Mosaic code

enjoins one for the hand and another for the head, two

such boxes (DT3) are requisite for making the phy-

lacteries. The box of which the phylactery for the

hand (*T* 5^3 FlPBn) is made has no inscription out-

side, and only one cell inside, wherein is deposited a

parchment strip with the four following sections writ-

ten thereon in four columns, each column having seven
lines. On column i is written Exod. xiii, 1-10, treating

on the sanctification of the first-born, and containing
the injunction about the phylacteries; on col. ii, Exod.
xiii, 11-1G, which also treats on the sanctification of the
first-born, and repeats the injunction about the phylac-
teries ; on col. iii, Deut. vi, 4-9, enjoining that the law
and the command about the phylacteries should be in-

culcated into the minds of the rising generation ; and
on col. iv is written Deut. xi, 13-21, describing the bless-

ing attached to the keeping of the law, and to the ob-
servance of the command about the phylacteries. The
order, therefore, of the passages of Scripture is as fol-

lows :

Deut. xi, 13-5 Deut. i, 1-10

The slip is rolled up, put inside, tied with white and
well-washed hairs of a calf or cow, generally obtained

from the tail, and put into the box; a flap connected

with the brim is then drawn over the open part and
sewed firmly down to the thick leather brim, in such a

manner as to form a loop on one side, through which

passes a very long leather strap (!~t"1^~i), wherewith

Phylactery for the Ann.

the phylactery is fastened to the arm. The box of

which the phylactery for the head (CS1 3113 tl^EH)

is made has on the outside to the right the regular

three-pronged letter Shin, being an abbreviation for

1*1113, the Almighty, and on the left side a four-pronged

letter Shin (Sabbath, 28 b). In the inside are four cells,

in which are deposited four slips of parchment, whereon

are written the same four passages of Scripture as on

the one slip in the phylactery for the hand. The box is

closed in the same manner, and a thong passes through

the loop with which it is fastened to the head.

The phylacteries, like the Mezuzah, i. e. the scrolls

on the door-posts, must be written in Hebrew charac-

ters, while the law may be written in Greek (Mishna,

Megilla, i, 8). Every Jew, from the time that he is

thirteen years of age, when he is considered a member
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Phylactery for the Head.

of the congregation i itlSia "-
I, i- obliged to wear the

phylacteries during the time of morning prayer, every

daj excepl on Sabbath and festivals. Before commenc-
ing his devotions he firs) puts on one on the left arm
through ilif sling formed by the long strap. Having
fastened it just above the elbow, on the inner pari of the

naked arm. in such a manner that whim the arm is bent

the phylactery may toucb the fiesh and be near the

heart, to fulfil the precept, "Ye shall lay up these words

in your heart," he first twists the long strap three times

close to the phylactery, forming a Skin, whicb stands

for "Ti". pronouncing the following bene-

diction :
- Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the

universe, who nasi sanctified us with thy command-
ments and enjoined us to put on the phylacteries." He
then twists the long leather strap seven times around

the arm (in the form of two Skins, one with three

prongs and the other with four), and puts on the phy-
lactery "ii the head, placing it exactly in the centre

between the eyes, so as to touch the spot « here the hair

grow, and in fore he secures it pronounces the

following benediction: "Blessed art thou. <) Lord our

God, King of the universe, who hasl sanctified us with

thy commandments, and enjoined upon us the command
about the phylacteries;" and immediately alter adjust-

ing it say-. •• Blessed be the name of the glory of his

kingdom foreveT and ever" (Maimonides, Tad ITa-Che-

zaha, HUckoth Tephillin, iv,5). He then winds the end

afrk

Phylactery on the A
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of the long leather strap three times around his middle

finger, and the remainder around the hand, saying, "I
will betroth thee unto me forever, yea. I will betroth

thee unto me in righteousness and in judgment, and in

loving-kindness, and in mercy, and thou .-halt know the

Lord" i Hos. ii. 19).

There is no special canon about the biz< of the boxes

(DTO) which contain the slips and thus constitute

the phylacteries. They are generally made an inch

and a half square, and are wom during morning prayer.

excepl mi Sabbath and festii als, because th< se daj - be-

ing themselves a sign (T'X) require no other sign or

pledge (Maimonides, ibid.iv, 10). The pious Jews who
i
id in the study of the law. and in meditations,

also wear them during these hallowed engagements;
they make the phylacteries a little larger than the

ordinary ones to give more space, and hence mure dis-

tinctness to every letter and wind composing the writ-

ing inside, and walk with the phylacteries on from one
place to another. The hypocrites among the Pharisees

imitated this, and made their phylacteries more than

ordinarily large, so as to make them conspicuous and
visible to any one at a distance, thereby to indicate that

they were praying or in holy meditation, which our

Saviour rebuked (Matt xxiii. 5). If the phylacteries

are written by an infidel they must be burned; and if

written by a Samaritan, an informer, a slave, a woman,
or a minor, they are unlawful and must be shut up

(Maimonides, ibid. i. 13). The Sadducees wore the

phylacteries on the forehead or brow, and on the palm
of the hand ( Maimonides, ibid. iv, 3).

3. Origin and Design of the Phylacteries.—It is the

unanimous voice of Jewish tradition that the phylac-

teries are enjoined in Exod. xiii. 9, 16; I>cut. vi. 8; xi,

18. It is true that Rashbara and Aben-Ezra (on Exod.

xiii, 9), who are followed by De Lyra. Calvin, bishop

Patrick, 11. Michaelis, Keil, etc.. take the pas

question in a figurative sense, lint against this the ad-

vocates of the usage urge that—(1.) It is inconceivable

that the same declaration should he used four times

figuratively, there being no parallel for Buch a usage

throughout the whole Pentateuch. (2.) In two cases

out of the tour (Deut.vi,9; xi, 20), the injunction is

immediately followed by the command about tht Mezu-
zah, whicb is generally admitb d to he literal

[ see Mezu-
zaii

|,
and ii i> against all sound rules of exegesis to

take one command in a figurative and the other in a

literal sense. (3.) In every one of the four instances

wherein the injunction is given, the expression FAX is

used, W hich in all other passages of Scripture iu\ ariahly

denotes a visiblt sign, given either to attesl an event or

doctrine staled in the foregoing pas-age. or to serve as a

remembrance. Now. on the supposition that the whole

commandment is to he taken figuratively, it would he

no sign whatever, and the term
*

(

"~;t; could not have

been substituted for the technical expression Tt-"-'.

a- it is in Exod. siii, 9. i 1.
1 The end of the external

action enjoined in the first clause of Exod. xiii. 9 i- im-

mediately introduced in the second clause by *""2.

"thai the law of the Lord may be in thy mouth ;" where-

as, as Philippsohn rightly remarks, the simple conjunc-

tion " would be required if the preceding word.- had the

same internal figurative meaning. (5.) It was a com-

mon custom in ancient days for those who engaged in

military service, or devoted themselves to the worship

of a special deity, to lie marked either on the forehead

or on the hand, or on both ( Yogel.f/< Mil it. ii,5; Herod.

ii, 113 ; Lucian, /> Sgr.Dea,59\ Asia*. Res. rli, 28?sq.).

Thus the high-priest, as being especially consecrated to

the service of Jehovah, had inscribed in the plate on

the fr.mt of his head "Holiness to the Lord" (Exod,

Kxviii,36), the ordinary servants of Jehovah were com-

manded to have a mark i Ezek. ix. 1. ii
: and al the in-

gathering of Israel we are told that even the horses

shall have written upon their bells "Holiness to the
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Lord" (Zech. xiv, 20) ; while the worshippers of the

beast are represented as bearing his inscription on their

foreheads and arms (Rev. vii, 3 ; xiii, 1G-18 ; xiv, 9-11

;

xvi, 2; xix, 20; xx, 4). The Moslems, Nusairieh and

Bedawln Arabs, to the present day, either tie, or have

tattooed, on their hands and foreheads select passages

of the Koran. It was therefore natural that the Mosaic

law, which forbids tattooing (Lev. xix, 28), should ap-

propriate, for the service of the Most High, the innocent

and generally prevailing custom, which the lawgiver

could not eradicate, of wearing ornaments and tokens,

with inscriptions declaring that they belonged to Jeho-

vah, and that the Lord is their Redeemer. This uni-

versal custom would of itself be sufficient argument for

taking the injunction in its literal sense, even if we had
not the support of the ancient versions and the undevi-

ating practice of the synagogue; and be it remembered
that even the Sadducees, who rejected tradition and
adhered to the simple meaning of the law, also wore

phylacteries. As to the phrase "33 nib ?3 03PO
(Prov. iii, 3, etc.), which is frequently quoted in support

of the spiritual meaning, it must be observed that it too

is to be taken literally, inasmuch as nib does not de-

note the externalfront of the breast, but the tablet which

the ancients wore on their hearts. It is the same as

Dp22, which so frequently occurs in the Mishna (comp.

Kelim, xxiv, 7), and which the Greeks called IL'va?,

and the Romans Pugillares. This tablet, when made of

wood, was called nib (Isa. xxx, 8 ; Habak. ii. 2) ; when

of metal, it was termed "(Tbs (Isa. viii, 1), and when it

was of stone it was denominated C^ZX. The argu-

ment of Spencer, that because the Sept. renders niBBlB
by aaaXtvra, and not (pvXaicriipia, therefore this ver-

sion did not understand it literally, " inter eos (qui le-

gem illam sensu tantum metaphorico exponendam cen-

suerunt) LXX cum primis notandi veniunt, qui quod

in Moisi est FfiSHlE ipsi non <piXaKTi)pia sed aadXevra

transtulerunt" (De Leg. Hebrceor. ritual, lib. iv, c. 2), ig-

nores the fact that (pvXaKrijpia is a term which obtained

at a much later period as an equivalent for "pbsn. Jo-

sephus, too, who like all the ancient and modern Jews

takes the injunction literally, does not render MB212
by (pv\aKT>)pia (Ant. iv, 8, 13). The fact is, that in

very early days there was no fixed and technical term

for those frontlets. Hence Herzfeld (Gesch. des Volkes

Israel, ii, 223) has pointed out that the phylacteries are

meant in 2 Kings xi, 12, where the high-priest is said

to have put upon Joash "the crown and the nil";"

and Duschak (Josephus unci die Tradition, p. 85) sup-

poses that the Tephillin are meant by FHIi'n "113 (Isa.

viii, 1G). The injunction about the phylacteries was so

generally observed among the Jews after the Babylo-

nian captivity, that the writers of them found it a most
lucrative business. Hence we are told that "twenty-

four fast days were ordained by the Great Synagogue,

in order that the writers of the scrolls of the law, the

phylacteries, and the mezuzahs, might not grow rich,

inasmuch as they were not allowed to write them on

these days" (Pesachim, 50 b). In harmony with the

design of the phylacteries, Maimonides propounds their

utility, when he remarks: "The sacred influence of the

phylacteries is very great ; for as long as one wears them
on his head and arm he is obliged to be meek, God-
fearing, must not suffer himself to be carried away by
laughter or idle talk, nor indulge in evil thoughts; but

must turn his attention to the words of truth and up-

rightness" (Kitto). Nevertheless, the fact that these

appendages, being regarded more or less in the light of

amulets, engender superstition, has led interpreters gen-
erally to view the sacred injunction as a spiritual or

figurative precept. This is the opinion of the Karaites,

Grotius, Schottgen (Her. Heb. i, 194), Rosenmuller,

Hengstenberg (Pent, i, 458 sq.), and most others. In

VIII.—

M
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Matt, xxiii, 5 only they are called <pvXaKTr)pm, either
because they tended to promote observance of the law
(del pi'np>)v tYfii' rov Btov, Just. Mart, Dial. c. Tryph.
p. 205, for which reason Luther happily renders the
word by DenkzetteV), or from the use of them as amu-
lets (Lat. prcebia, Gr. -xtpiaTrTa, Grotius ad Matt, xxiii,

5). $>v\aKT>]piov is the ordinary Greek word for an am-
ulet (Plutarch, ii, 378, B, where 0iA. = the Roman bulla),

and is used apparently with this meaning by a Greek
translator (Ezek. xiii, 18) for n'ir.03, cushions (Rosen-

muller, Schol. ad loc. i; Schleusner, Lex. in N. T.).

Jerome (on Matt, xxiii, 5) says they were thus used in

his day by the Babylonians, Persians, and Indians, and
condemns certain Christian "muliereula-" for similarly
using the Gospels ("parvula evangelia," fitfiXta fiixpA,

Chrys.) as iripidppara. especially the Procem. to St.

John (comp. Chrysost. Horn, in Matt 73). The Koran
and other sacred books are applied to the same purpose
to this day (Hottinger, Hist. Orient, i, 8, p. 301 ; De nu-
minis Orient, xvii sq. ;

" The most esteemed of all Che-
gabs is a Mfishaf, or copy of the Koran," Lane, Mod.
Egypt, i, 338). Scaliger even supposes that phylacter-

ies were designed to supersede those amulets, the use of

which had been already learned by the Israelites in

Egypt. See Amulet. There was a spurious book
called Phylact. Angelorum, where pope Gelasius evi-

dently understood the word to mean "amulets," for he
remarks that Phylacteria ought rather to be ascribed

to devils. In this sense they were expressly forbidden

by pope Gregory (
" Si quis . . . phylacteriis usus fuerit,

anathema sit," Sixt. Senensis, Bibl. Sand. p. 92; comp.
Can. 3G, Concil. Laod.).

The expression " they make broad their phylacteries"

(wXarvvovai tu <pv\. aurwv, Matt, xxiii, 5) refers not

so much to the phylactery itself, which seems to have

been of a prescribed breadth, as to the case (nsiSp) in

which the parchment was kept, which the Pharisees

(among their other pretentious customs, Mark vii, 3, 4 ;

Luke v, 33, etc.) made as conspicuous as they could

(Eeland, Antiq.u, 9, 15). Misled probably by the term

irXarvvovai, and by the mention of the ri3",3, or fiinge

(Numb, xv, 38, Sept. tcXuer/ia iaidvBivov iiri ra Kpda-
TrtSa tHjv TTTepvyiiov) in connection with them, Epi-

phanius says that they were TrXdrsa aii/iaTa iroptpvpaq,

like the Roman laticlave, or the stripes on a Dalmatic

cloak (rd et G>)para ri)c iroptyvpac, (pi>XaK~>)pta etwSaaiv

ol )']Kpil3it)^tvoL fiETOvdpateiv, c. Hcer. i, 33; Sixt. Sen.

I. a). He says that these purple stripes were worn by
the Pharisees with fringes, and four pomegranates, that

no one might touch them, and hence he derives their

name (Reland, Antiq. ii, 9, 15). But that this is an error

is clearly shown by Scaliger (Elench. Trihcer. viii, 66

sq.). It is said that the Pharisees wore them always,

whereas the common people only used them at prayers,

because they were considered to be even holier than the

Y*'£,
or golden plate, on the priest's tiara (Exod. xxviii,

36), since that had the sacred name once engraved, but

in each of the Tephillin the tetragrammaton recurred

twenty-three times (Carpzov, App. Critic. 19G). Again
the Pharisees wore the tephillah above the elbow, but

the Sadducees on the palm of the hand (Goodwyn, I. a).

The modern Jews only wear them at morning prayers,

and sometimes at noon (Leo of Modena, /. a). In our

Lord's time they were worn by all Jews, except the

Karaites, women, and slaves. Boys, when (at the age

of thirteen years and a day) they become ni3£ "03

(sons of the commandments), were bound to wear them
(Baba Berac. fol. 22, 1, in Glossa), and therefore they

may have been used even by our Lord, as he merely

discountenanced their abuse. The suggestion was made
by Scaliger (I. a), and led to a somewhat idle contro-

versy. Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad Matt, xxiii, 5) and

Otho (Lex. Rab. p. G5G) agree with Scaliger, but Carp-

zov (I. a) and others strongly deny it, from a belief

that the entire use of phylacteries arose from an error.
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The rabbins even declared that < ;<><I wore them, arguing

from Isa. Ixii, 8; Dent, xxxiii, 2; Isa. xlix, 16. Per-

haps this was a pious fraud to inculcate ilieir use; or it

may have had some mystic meaning (Zohar, pt ii, fol.

2; Carpzov, /. c.)j but the rabbins disapproved the ap-

plication of them to charm wounds or to lull children

to sleep (Id, Leg. 263; Maimonides, De IdoL ii). II.

•

who wore them was supposed to prolong his days (Isa.

xx.wiii. 16), but he who did not was doomed to per-

dition, since he thereby broke eight affirmative precepts

(Maimonides, TephU. iv. 26). We have a specimen of

this style of interpretation in the curious literalism of

Kimchi's comment on Psa. i. 2. Starting the objection

thai ii is impossible to meditate in God's law day and
night, because of sleep, domestic cares, etc., he answers

thai for the fulfilment of the text it is sufficient to wear

tephillin! In spite of these considerations, Justin i Dial.

<: Tryph. 1. c. ). Chrysostom, Euthymius, Theophylact,

and many modems (Baumgarten, Coram, i, 479; Winer.

s. v. Phylact.), prefer the literal meaning. It rests, there-

fore, with them to account for the entire absence of all

allusion to phylacteries in the O.T. The passages in

Proverbs (ul sup.) contain no such reference, and in

Ezek. xxiv. 17. 1KB means not a phylactery (as Jarchi

says i. bul a turban (Gesen. Tltesaur. p. 1089).—Smith.

•1. Literature.—Besides the authors already quoted

(Sixt. Senensis, Reland, Lightfoot, Schbttgen, Carpzov,

Hottinger, Goodwyn, RosenmUller, etc.), see the follow-

ing, to whom theyrefer: Surenhusius, Mishna ad Tract.

Berachoth, p. 8, 9; Beck, De Judeeorum ligamentis pre-

cativis, and De usu Phylact. (1679); Basilage, Hist, des

Juifs, V, \ii. 12 sq.; Braunius, Di Vest. Sacerd, p.7 sq.;

Buxtorf, Synag. Jud. p. 17o sq.; Maimonides, Tad Ha-
cask. p. 2, :'-: Ugolino, De Phylacter, Hebraeoi: in The-

saur. torn, xxi; Townley, Reasons for tin Laws ofMo-
ses, p. 350; Bodenschatz, Gottesdienstl. Verfassung d.

Juden, iv. 15 sq.; Gropp, l>< Phylact. (Leips. 1708);
ot ho. Lex. Rabbin, p. 756; Wagenseil, Sota, c. ii. p. 397

sq.; Spencer, D< Leg.Hebr.IV,'} \ii: Herzfeld, Gesch. d.

Jud ii, 223 sq.; the Derech ha-Chayim (Vienna, 1859),

p.L'l sq.; Iloclimuth. in Ben Chananya,p.2lb; and the

monographs cited by Vblbeding, Index Programmatum,
p. 130. Sec Frontlet.

Phyllobolia (from QuWov, a leaf, and fiaWto,
to i'i>- '. a custom which existed among the ancient

heathen nations of throwing tlowers and leaves on the

tombs of the dead. The Greek was placed on his fu-

neral bed as if asleep, wearing a white robe and gar-

land, the purple pall half hidden by numerous chaplets,

and bo was carried out to his burial before the dawn of

day. The Romans, deriving the custom from t he I Ireeks,

covered the hier and the funeral pile with leaves and
flowers. Ii is nol an unfrequenl custom in different

pan- ol England in our day to spread flowers on and
around the body when committing it to the coffin. In

o, when the body is interred, females hasten

mous for their medicines (Odyss. iv. 220). Their aid

was at first made use of. as among common people at

all times for surgery and in extraordinary cases, and

medicines (Exod. i, 15: the "stools," ":~X. there

spoken of were, according to Gesenius, Thes. Heb. p. 17.

benches or Beats on which the parturient females were
Mated; hut the word, see Slmlnn ". Kit!. 1834, p. 8J,

626,641 : 1842, p. mix. will scarcely hear this significa-

tion, see Ewald, Gesch. fsr. i, 481, and Lengerke, Kenan,

p.387) were regularly employed
| see Kail, l>< obstetricib.

matrum Hebr.in .En. Hamb. 1746). In later times He-
brew prescriptions obtained, which the prophets some-
times applied (2 Kings iv. -_'l ; v. 10; viii. 7; xx,7; Isa.

xxxviii; which cases, although miraculous, evince the

custom of seeking relict from that class of persons);

mostly for external injuries or complaints ilsa. i. <i

;

Ezek. xxx. 21 ; 2 Bangs \ iii, 29 ; ix, 15), but sometimes
for internal maladies rl Chron. xvi, 12), and even for

mental diseases (1 Sam. xvi, 16; comp. Josephus, Ant.

viii, 2, 5) ; but these never reached any extensive degree

of science (see Buxtorf, Lex. < 'hald. s. v. XE1). The re-

sort, to physicians was very general before and especially

alter the exile (2 Chron. xvi, 12; Jer. viii, 22; Mr.

xxxviii, 1 ; Mark v, 26; comp. Luke iv, 23 ; v,31; viii,

43; see Josephus, War, ii. 8, 6; Doughtaei Analect. ii.

35), and eventually medical practitioners could he found
even in the smaller cities of the land (Josephus, Life,

72; comp. Ant. xiv. 13, 10). Their remedies i

mostly in salves (especially balsam, Jer. viii, 22; xlvi,

11 : li. 8; comp. Prosp. Alpin. Med. JEg. 118 sq.; or oil,

Luke x, 34; Mishna, Sabb. xiv. 4; including the oil-

bath, Josephus, War. i. oil. .">
: Mishna. li> rmlmth. i, -J).

leaves (Ezek. xlvii, 12), plasters (e. g. of Jigs, 2 Kings
xx. 7: comp. Pliny, xxiii, 63; Strabo, xv, 713), and

bathing in mineral springs (Josephus, Ant. xvii, 6, 5;

Life, 16; War, i. 33, 5; ii. 21, 6; comp. John v, 2), or

in flowing si reams (2 Kings v. 10). Internal nostrums
are again and again recommended in the Talmud (see

the Mishna, Sabb. xiv, 3; xxii, 6; Joma, viii, 6); in

the Old Test, honey only is mentioned (Prov. xvi. 24),

which still holds a conspicuous place among medical

compounds in the East Specimens of the Jewish pre-

scriptions may he Been in Lightfoot on Mark v. 26 (the

formula or •• Recipe^ is ~T~~~). Surgical operations are

mentioned in the Mishna (Sabb. xxii, 6; Chelim, xii.-l;

comp. Sabb. vi, 5). Great curative virtue was attrib-

uted to amulets (Mishna, Sabb. vi, 2, 10), incantations,

charm-, the touch of certain individuals, and other su-

perstitions of a like character (2 Kings V, 11 [comp.

RosenmUller, Morgi /./. iii. 227
]

; Josephus, Ant viii, 5);

especially in cases of hypochondria or supposed dsemo-
niacal possession. See AMULET; D.EMONIAC. The
prii sts ' I. uke xvii. ] 1

1 were appointed by the law
|
Lev.

xii-xv) the civil health-wardens, nol so much tor the

cure as for the inspection of the sick, or of persons sus-

with their aprons full of tlowers to plant them Oil the pected of Certain maladies, and the instructions given
grave. The practice of connecting flowers with the ] to them, especially respecting endemic diseases, exhibit
dead seems to have been of great antiquity,
for an Egyptian of high rank was wont to •*. O
be carried to his sepulchre in a Barcophagus ^^
ador I with lotus, had his tomb decked with
wreaths, and his mummy-case painted with
acacia leaves and tlowers. The use of I he
flowers on such occasions was no doubl con-
nected with the idi a ol life after death.

Physician i X-p. raphe, a curi r
;

Anion; the Hebrews, as a g the ancients
generally, medical remedies (Exod. xxi. 19)
wereearh (comp. Pliny, xxix, 5) dispensed by
a special class, who probably derived their skill

from the Egyptians (Gen. 1,1; comp. Herod, ii,

84; iii, 1,129; Diod. Sic. i, 82 ; Diog.LaerUiii,

8; Pliny, xxvi,3; xxix, 30; Bee Sprengel, Ge-
schichte, i, 62; Wilkinson, iii, 390), who were fa- Ancient Egyptian Doctors (or Barbers?) aud Patients,
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a very careful observation, and afford apt and accurate

symptoms. See Leprosy; Plaguk. For the priests

themselves, who, in consequence of being obliged to per-

form their services barefoot, were often liable to catch

cold (see Kail, De morbis sacerdotum V. T. Hafn. 1745),

a special physician (medicus visceruni) was (in later

times) appointed at the Temple (Lightfoot, p. 781).

The priests must have obtained considerable anatomical

knowledge (comp. the Talmudic abstract on osteology

in the Mishna, Oholoth, i, 8) from the daily slaughter

of the animal sacrifices. On the subject generally, see

Bonier, Diss, de statu medicines ap. vet. Ebr. (Viteb.

1755); Lindlinger, De Hebr. vet. arte medica (1774);

Sprengel, De niedicina Ebrceor. diss. (Hal. 1789) ; comp.

Schmidt's Bibl. Medicus (Tiill. 1743) ; also Norberg, De
niedicina Arabum (in his Opusc. acad. iii, 404 sq.);

Wundcrbar, Biblisch-talmudische Medicin (Riga, 1859).

—Winer, i, 91. See Medicine.

The superstitious credulity of modern Orientals as to

curative means is proverbial, and has been noticed by
all travellers. The Arabs are ready to put faith in al-

most any Frank as a professional "medicine man" or

hakim (literally "wise man"), as they term all physi-

cians. Prescriptions of all sorts are at once taken by
them, however absurd ; but they are generally unwill-

ing to exercise the patience, care, self-restraint, and es-

pecially the cleanliness necessary to a real cure. They
expect sudden and immediate restoration, and invaria-

bly prefer extraordinary to simple remedies. All this is

in keeping with the supernatural character of the nos-

trums ordinarily employed by them. Indeed, fatalism

being the basis of Mohammedanism, a resort to direct

divine power might naturally be expected. See Su-
perstition.

"It is a very prevalent notion among the Christians

of Europe that the Muslims are enemies to almost every

branch of knowledge. This is an erroneous idea; but it

is true that their studies, in the present age, are confined

within very narrow limits. Very few of them study

medicine, chemistry (for our first knowledge of which
we are indebted to the Arabs), the mathematics, or as-

tronomy. The Egyptian medical and surgical practi-

tioners are mostly barbers, miserably ignorant of the

sciences which they profess, and unskilful in their prac-

tice; partly in consequence of their being prohibited by
their religion from availing themselves of the advantage

of dissecting human bodies. But a number of young
men, natives of Egypt, are now receiving European in-

struction in medicine, anatomy, surgery, and other sci-

ences, for the service of the government. Many of the

Egyptians, in illness, neglect medical aid, placing their

whole reliance on Providence or charms. Alchemy is

more studied in this country than pure chemistry, and
astrology more than astronomy" (Lane, Mod. Egypt.

i, 239).
"

Physiognomy (from (pwig., nature, and yvuifwv,
an index), a method, rather than a science, of discover-

ing the human character by means of the features, es-

pecially of the countenance. To some extent this is

instinctively practiced, as all have learned to read the

natural language of the tones, expression, gesture, etc.,

which spontaneously accompany our emotions. There
can be no doubt also that passions or states of mind ha-

bitually indulged imprint themselves upon the linea-

ments of the face, and so become an indication of char-

acter. But when it is claimed that this is invariably

the case, and that it may be reduced to fixed rules of

interpretation which will serve as an unerring guide,

the principle becomes proverbially deceptive. Lavater
is especially famous for his fanciful scheme on this basis;

and by Campe the so-called " facial angle" was relied

on for determining the comparative intellectual capaci-

ty of individuals; but experience has demonstrated the
fallacy of all such arbitrary systems of physiognomy.

Physiology (from Qvmc, nature, and Xoyoc, a
discouise), the science of the animal constitution, espe-

cially in man. This branch of self-knowledge is evi-

dently of the highest temporal importance, and lies at

the basis of the practice of medicine. Modern educa-

tion has recognised its claims by incorporating it among
the common-school studies; and few of the coming gen-
eration, it is hoped, will be so ignorant as to labor under
the popular delusions and superstitions to which its neg-

lect in former ages has led.

Piaggia, Tebamo or Erasmo (also called Teramo
di Zoagli), an Italian painter, was born at Zoagli, in

the Genoese state, near the beginning of the 16th cen-
tury. He was a pupil of Lodovico Brea, and painted at

Genoa in 1547. In conjunction with Antonio Semini
he painted several pictures for the churches at Genoa,
the most esteemed of which is an altar-piece of the
Martyrdom of St. Andrea, in the church of that saint.

Lanzi highly commends this work, and says, " None can
witness this very beautiful altar-piece without seeing

traces of Brea's style, already enlarged and changed
into oue more modern." He also painted several pieces

by himself, at Genoa and at Chiavari. See Spooner,

Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 689.

Piales, Jean Jacques, a French canonist, was born
in 1720 at Mur-de-Barrez (Avevron). Being received

as a lawyer in the Parliament of Paris (1747), he formed
a connection with Claude Mey, one of the supporters of

Jansenism, and both gave a great number of consulta-

tions and took a very active part in the affairs of the

appellants. While one treated of the great questions

of public law and jurisdiction, the other gave himself

entirely to practice relating to benefices. Although Pi-

ales lost his sight in 1763, he lost nothing of his zeal

for the cause which he maintained, and M. Dupin says,

" There is no counsellor in the world who dictated more
consultations." He died in Paris Aug. 4, 1789. Un-
foreseen changes in ecclesiastical matters have rendered

his works useless; they are. Traite de la Collation des

Benefices (Par. 1754 and 1755, 5 vols. 12mo) :

—

De la

Provision de la Cour de Rome a litre, de Prevention (2
vols. 12mo) :

—

De la Devolution, du Devolu et des Va-
cances de plain Droit (3 vols. 12mo):

—

De VExpectative

des Gradues (1758, 6 vols. 12mo) :

—

Des Commendes et

des Reserves (3 vols. 12mo) :—Des Reparations et Re-
constructions des Ef/lises (Par. 1762,4 vols. 12mo; 1788,

5 vols. 12mo, ed. given by Camus). The first volume
(the only one which appeared) of the Histoire de la

Fete de la Conception is attributed to Piales. See Jour-
nal Chretien (1758 and 1759) ; Camus et Dupin, Biblioth.

choisie des Lirres de Droit ; Picot, Memoires Eccles. torn,

iv; Feller, Diet. Hist.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

xl, 32.

Piane, Giovanni Maria Dei.le (called II Molina-
retto), a Genoese painter, was born at Genoa in the year
1660. According to Ratti, he studied under Gio. Bat-
tisti Gaulli, whose style he adopted, and distinguished

himself by some excellent works which he executed for

the churches at Genoa, but more by the excellence of

his portraits. Lanzi highly extols his Decollation of
St. John the Baptist, at Sestri di Ponente. He also says

that he was particularly excellent in portraits, and that

Genoa is full of his works in this branch. He was also

invited to Parma and Piacenza, where he furnished the

court with portraits, and executed some works for the

churches. He was afterwards invited to Naples by
king Charles of Bourbon, who appointed him his paint-

er, with a liberal pension, and he continued in this ser-

vice till his death in 1745. See Spooner, Biog. Hist, of
the Fine Arts, ii, 690.

Piaiists is the name of a Roman Catholic order

which was founded by St. Joseph Calasanza or Calasan-

tius, a Spanish nobleman and priest, at Pome in 1607,

and was approved by pope Gregory XV in 1622 as a
congregation of regulated clergy, under the name Pa-
tres scholarum piarum (Fathers of the pious schools).

Paul V was the first pontiff to give encouragement to

the work of this now celebrated order. Until that time
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Galasanza labored at Rome only, and was so remarkably

successful in getting children for instruction under him-

self and his associates that his work was gladly accepted

as that <'f'a religious order by 1622. Calasanza was the

ral of the i gregal ion, and under his manage-

ment ii spread through Poland, Germany, Italy, ami

other countries. In I860 the Piarists had 33 houses in

( lermany, 28 in Italy, 32 in Hungary, 1 1 in Poland, and

at least 30 in Spain. In Italy they have since been

I; and the only country in which the Piarists

< duct, at present, educational institutions of note is

the Austro-Hungarian monarch}'. In Ci— Lithuanian

Austria, in 1870, they had 29 bouses with 297 members;

included in which were 1 under-gymnasia. '1'hc Piarists

take besides the three usual monastic vows, a fourth—

that of free instruction of youth. Pope Innocent Ml
granted them the privileges of the Begging Monks.

Their dress is a long, black coat, like the overcoat of

the Jesuits, and a mantle like theirs. At the head of

n gation stands the general, who is elected for

six years, and to whom are subject the generals of the

different societies or countries in which the order pre-

vails, id. II. W.)

Piastrini,<;ir>vANNi Domenico.s painter,was horn

ai Pistoja about 1700. He studied under < !av. Bened< t-

td Lutiat Florence, and afterwards went to Rome, where
he distinguished himself by paintings in the church of

St. -Maria in Via Lata: in which, according to Lanzi,

he rivalled the best followers of Carlo Maratti. He
also painted some works for the churches in his native

city, particularly in La .Madonna della (Jmilta, where
he tilled two large spaces with pictures illustrating the

history of that church. See S| ner, Biog. Uist. of (hi

Fine A rts, ii, 690.

Piatti, Francesco, an Italian painter, was, accord-

ing to Fuessli, horn at Teglio, in the Valteline, in 1650.

He executed many works for the churches in the neigh-

borhood, and painted much for the collections. See

Spooner, Biog. Hist, of tin Fim Arts, ii, 690.

Piattoli, Gaetano, a Florentine painter, was bom
in 1703. lie studied under Francesco Riviera al !.'--

horn. Lanzi says he is particularly extolled for the

excellence of his portraits. He found abundant em-
ployment at Florence in that branch of the art. and was
not only patronized by the inhabitants, but was em-
ployed to paint the portraits of the foreign nobility who
visited that city. He died ill 1770.

Piazza, Cav. Andrea, an Italian painter of the

Venetian Bchool, was horn at Castelfranco about 1600.

He was the nephew and pupil of Paolo Piazza (q. v.),

whom he ace panicd to Lome, and whose style he

adopted, though somewhat modified by an attentive

study "l the works of the great masters. He acquired

distinction, ami was patronized by the duke of Lorraine,

in whose service he continued many years, and received

from him the honor of knighthood. He afterwards re-

turned to Venice, where he executed some works for the

churches, the best of which is the Marriagt at Cana,
in l he church of S. Maria, a grand composition of many
figures, which Lanzi -ays i- one of the hot works in

the place. lie died there in 1670. See Spool l! r, Hi, \g.

Eiet.ofthi Fim Arts, ii, 690.

Piazza, Carlo Bartolomeo, an Italian monk.

to be mentioned here, lie was abbe and

counsellor of the < ongregation of the Index, .and pub-

lished Diarivm Vaticanum (Rome, 1687, 4to), and La
Gerarchia cardinalizia (ibid. 1703, fol.). -Hoefer, Nouv,
Biog. Generate, \l. 35.

Piazza, Francesco, an Italian tl logian, was
- ear the beginning ol the 15th century.

In 1424 he took the dress of the Dominicans, and dis-

tinguished himself by his ^ k i 11 in the science of canon

law. He died al Bologna Dec 17, 1460. His treatise

I >t restitutionibns, usui~is it excommunicationibus (Cre-

mona, 1 17.', fol. i has been several times r. printed. An-

other, composed by him, 1>, aclu matrimoniali, which
contains singular opinions, is preserved in manuscript
at Leipsic- Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, si, 35.

Piazza, Girolamo Bartolomeo, an Italian Do-
minican friar, flourished in the first half of the 18th
century. He was highly esteemed by his coreligion-

ists, and was a i one time judge of the Inquisition. But
the cruelty and injustice of the Roman I Itramontanists

caused him to withdraw from the church of Rome. He
went over to England, and was admitted into the church
of England. He taught Italian and French for many
years al Cambridge, and died there about 1745. He is

the author of A Short and Trut Account of tfo Inqui-

sition audits Proceedings, as it is Practiced in Italy, set

forth in some Particular Cases (Engl, and Lr.. Lond.

1722). See Quetifand Echard, Scriptores ordinis Prat-

dicationum,8. \

.

Piazza, Paolo (commonly called Padn <

was horn at Castelfranco, in the Venetian territory, in

1557. lie studied under the younger Palma, and Bag-
lioni commends him as one of his best pupils. He did

not follow the style of his master, but adopted one of his

own, which, though not distinguished by great vigor or

energy, was graceful and pleasing, and gained him so

much reputation that he was successively employed by
pope Paul V, the emperor Rudolph II. and the doge
Priuli. He executed many works, both in oil and fres-

co, for the churches and public edifices at Lome, Vienna,

Venice, and other places, lie was employed several

years by the emperor Rudolph. Among his best works

are the Descentfrom the Cross in the Campidoglio, and

the History of Antony and Cleopatra in the Palazzo

Borghese at Rome. After Piazza had acquired distinc-

tion, he joined the Capuchin friars, and took the name
I'm!/-, ( 'osimo, by w hich appellation he is usually known.

He died al Venice in 1621. See S] ter, / iog. HisUof
ih, Fim Arts. ii. C90.

Piazzetta, Giovanni Battista, one of the most
celebrated of the later Venetian painters, was born in

1682. According to Zanetti, he was instructed in the

rudiments of the art by his father, a reputable sculptor

in wood, and afterward- became the pupil of Anto-

nio Molinari. His first style was distinguished for

a clear and brilliant tone of coloring, but on visiting

Bologna he employed himself with Spagnoletto; and by
diligently studying the works of Guercino, he imitated

his strong contrasts ol lights and shadows, and boldness

of relief, with considerable success. Lanzi says it is

supposed that he had long observed the effects of lights

applied to statues of wood and images of wax. and by
this means be was enabled to draw with considerable

judgment and exact precision the several parts that

are comprehended in the shadowing; owing to which
art his designs were t agerly sought alter, and his works

repeatedly engraved by Pitteri, by lVlli. and bj Mo-
naco, besides many other masters in Germany and

elsewhere. His method of coloring, however, dimin-

ished in a great measure the chief merit of his pictures.

His shades have increased and changed, his lights sunk,

and his tints Income yellow; so that tin re remains an

inharmonious and unformed mass. There are a tV w of

his pictures siill in good preservation: as the

Hon of St. John tin Baptist,m the church of that saint

at Padua, placed in competition with those of the first

artists in the state, and at that period esteemed best of

all. "Yet if we follow him closely he will not fail to

displease us by that monotonous coloring ol lal

yellows, and by tiial rapidity of hand called, by some,

spirit, though to the judicious ii often appears nt git ct,

as if the artist were desirous of abandoning his task

before it was completed." He executed many chalk-

draw ings w hich w ere -really valued. He also i I el nd a

tew plates from his own designs. He died at Venice in

1754. See Spooner, Biog. Hist, of tfo Fim Arts, ii, 690.

Piazzi, (ai listc* an Italian painter, was born at

Lodi, and flourished from 1524 to 1556, as appears from
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the dates on his pictures. According to Orlandi, he

was one of the most successful imitators of Titian.

Lanzi says that his picture of the Assumption of the

Virgin, in the collegiate church of Codogno, is worthy

of any of the disciples of Titian. It is a grand compo-

sition, containing figures of the apostles, and two por-

traits of the Marchesi Trivulzi. In the church of the

Incoronata, at Lodi, he painted three chapels in fresco,

each ornamented with four beautiful histories. One

contains the Mysteries of the Passion, another the Acts

of St. John the Baptist, and the third the Life of the

Virgin. " It is currently believed," says Lanzi, " that

Titian, in passing through Lodi, painted several of the

heads—a story probably originating from the exceed-

ing beauty that may be observed in them." He some-

times imitated the style of Giorgione, as may be seen

in his altar-piece in the church of St. Francesco at

Brescia, representing the Virgin among several saints,

which is esteemed one of the most beautiful produc-

tions in that city. He executed many works for the

churches in other cities, particularly at Crema and Al-

essandria. In the cathedral of the Litter city are sev-

eral of his best works. Lanzi rebukes Ridolfi, who
commends him for nothing except his coloring, whereas
" he boasts a very noble design, is tolerably select in

his forms, and rich and harmonious in his coloring.

His Wedding at Cana, in the refectory of the Padri Cis-

terciensi, at Milan, is truly a surprising production, no

less for its boldness of hand than for the number of its

figures, which seem to live and breathe, though the

whole of them are not equally well studied, and a few

are really careless and incorrect." Lomazzo also, speak-

ing of his Choir of the Muses—in which he introduced

the portraits of the president Sacco and his wife, for

whom it was painted—says, "I may, without fear of

temerity, observe that it is impossible to produce any-

thing more perfectly graceful and pleasing, and more
beautiful in point of coloring, among works in fresco.''

See Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 690.

Pi-be'seth (Ileb. id. nM-iQ; Sept. Bovf3aaroQ ;

Vulg. Bubastus), a town of Lower Egypt, mentioned

but once in the Bible (Ezek. xxx, 17). In hieroglyphics

its name is written Bahest, Bast, and Ila-Bahest, followed

by the determinative sign for an Egyptian city, which
was probably not pronounced. The Coptic forms are

Bast, with the article pi prefixed, or Poubaste, Poubast,

Phoubasthi, Bouasti, Pouast ; and the Greek, Boi'/3«a-

tiq, BovfiaaToe,. The first and second hieroglyphic

names are the same as those of the goddess of the place,

and the third signifies the abode of Bahest, that god-

dess. It is probable that Bahest is an archaic mode of

writing, and that the word was always pronounced, as

it was sometimes written, Bast. It seems as if the

civil name was Bahest, and the sacred Ha-Bahest. It

is difficult to trace the first syllable of the Hebrew and
of the Coptic and Greek forms in the hieroglyphic equiv-

alents. There is a similar case in the names Ha-llesar.

Bousir-i, Pousiri, Bovoipic, Busiris. Dr. Brugsch and
M. Deveria read Pe or Pa, instead of Ha ; but this is

not proved. It may be conjectured that in pronuncia-

tion the masculine definite article pepa or pi was pre-

fixed to Ha, as could be done in Coptic : in the ancient

language the word appears to be common, whereas it is

masculine in the later. Or it may be suggested that

the first syllable or first letter was a prefix of the vul-

gar dialect, for it is frequent in Coptic. The name of

Philaj may perhaps afford a third explanation, for it is

written Eelck-t, Eekk, and P-Eelek (Brugsch, Geogr.

Inschr. i, 156, Nos. 626, 627) ; whence it would seem
that the sign city (not abode) was common, as in the

first form the feminine article, and in the last the mas-
culine one, is used, aud this would admit of the reading
Pa-Bast, " the [city] of Bubastis [the goddess]." The
goddess Bast, who was here the chief object of worship,
was the same as Pesht, the goddess of fire. Both names
accompany a lion-headed figure, and the cat was sacred

to her. Herodotus considers the goddess Bubastis to

be the same as Artemis (ii, 137), and that this was the

current opinion in Egypt in the Greek period is evi-

dent from the name Speos Artemidos of a rock temple

dedicated to Pesht, and probably of a neighboring town
or village. The historian speaks of the annual festival

of the goddess held at Bubastis as the chief and most
largely attended of the Egyptian festivals. It was ev-

idently the most popular, and a scene ef great license,

like the great Moslem festival of the Seyid el-Bedawi

celebrated at Tanteh in the Delta (ii, 59, 60).

There are scarcely any historical notices of Bubastis

in the Egyptian annals. In Manetho's list it is related

that in the time of Boethos, or Bochos, first king of the

2d dynasty (B.C. cir. 2231), a chasm of the earth opened

at Bubastis, and many perished (Cory's .1 ncient Frag-

ments. 2d ed. p. 98, 99). This is remarkable, since,

though shocks of earthquakes are frequent in Egypt,

the actual earthquake is of very rare occurrence. The
next event in the list connected with Bubastis is the

accession of the 22d dynasty (B.C. cir. 990), a line of

Bubastite kings (ibid. p. 124, 125). These were either

foreigners or partly of foreign extraction, and it is prob-

able that they chose Bubastis as their capital, or as an

occasional residence, on account of its nearness to the

military settlements. See Migdol. Thus it must

have been a city of great importance when Ezekiel

foretold its doom :
" The young men of Aven and of

Pi-beseth shall fall by the sword: and these [cities]

shall go into captivity" (xxx, 17). Heliopolis and Bu-

bastis are near together, and both in the route of an in-

vader from the East marching against Memphis. Bu-

bastis was situated on the west bank of the Pelusiac

or Bubastite branch of the Nile, about forty miles from

the central part of Memphis, and was the principal

town of the Bubastite nome (Pliny, Hist. Nat. v, 9

;

Ptolemy, iv, 5). Herodotus speaks of its site as hav-

ing been raised by those who dug the canals for Sesos-

tris, and afterwards by the labor of criminals under

Sabacos the Ethiopian, or, rather, under the Ethiopian

dominion. He mentions the temple of the goddess Bu-

bastis as well worthy of description, being more beautiful

than any other known to him. It lay in the midst of the

city, which, having been raised on mounds, overlooked

it on every side. An artificial canal encompassed it

with the waters of the Nile, and was beautified by trees

on its bank. There was only a narrow approacli lead-

ing to a lofty gateway. The enclosure thus formed

was surrounded by a low wall, bearing sculptures ; with-

in was the temple, surrounded by a grove of fine trees

(ii, 137, 138). Sir Gardner Wilkinson observes that

the ruins of the city and temple confirm this account.

The height of the mounds and the site of the temple

are very remarkable, as well as the beauty of the latter,

which was "of the finest red granite." It "was sur-

rounded by a sacred enclosure, about 600 feet square,

. . . beyond which was a larger circuit, measuring 940

feet by"l200, containing the minor one and the canal."

The temple is entirely ruined, but the names of Rame-

ses II of the 19th dynasty, Userken I (Osorchon I) of

the 22d. and Nekht-har-heb (Nectanebo I) of the 30th,

have been found here, as well as that of the eponymous

goddess Bast. There are also remains of the ancient

houses of the town, and, " amidst the houses on the

WW. side are the thick walls of a fort, which protected

the^emple below" (Notes by Sir G. Wilkinson in Raw-

linson's Herodotus, ii, 186, plan). Bubastis thus had a

fort, besides being strong from its height.—Smith. The

citv was taken by the Persians, who destroyed the

walls (Diod. Sic. xvi, 51); but it was still a place of

some consideration under the Romans. It was near

Bubastis that the canal leading to Arsinoe (Suez) open-

ed to the Nile (Strabo, xvii, 805; Mela, i, 9, 9; Herod,

ii, 138); and although the mouth was afterwards often

changed and taken more southward, it has now returned

to its first locality, as the present canal of Tel el-Wadi

commences in the vicinity of Tel Basta. This Tel
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Ba-ta. which undoubtedly represents Bubastis.is in N.

lat,30 36', E. long. 31° 33'. Kitto. See Wilkinson,
'/- / > Egypt, i, 300, 427 129; Ritter, Erdkunde, i, 825

;

Rosellini, Monum. Storichi, ii. 76 sq.; Mannert, Geoff.

x, i, 588sq. ; Malus, inthe Descr.di rEgypte,iii,307.

Pic, Jbas, a young French < )i ri-t ian. suffered mar-

tyrdom for bis devotion to the Protestant cause. He
was born in 1546, and flourished at Touniay. Togeth-

er with his friend, Hugo Destailleur, accused of heresy,

they were proven to have circulated the Genevese tracts,

and refusing to recant, were imprisoned; ami March

22, 1565, were sentenced to be burned to death. They
died faithful i" the Lord they had decided to rerve.

S( e Hurst, Martyrs to the Tract Cause, p. 154-164.

Pioard, Jean (1), aFrench priest, is noted especially

as an astronomer. He was born at La Fleche. in the

present department of the Sarthe, and after taking holy

orders became prior of Rille, in the same department.

He gave himself largely to astronomic studies, and

many are Ins publications in this department of natu-

ral science. 1'ieard died at l'aris July 12, 1682. For

a list of his publications, "which are not of special in-

terest to us, we refer to Condorcet, Eloge dt Picard;

Fontenelle, Eloge de Picard; and the Biograpku Uni-

ri rsi II' . s. v.

Picard, Jean (2), a French humanist, was bom in

Beauvais in the 16th century. He was regular canon

of St. Victor, in l'aris. He died in 1617. We owe

to him the edition of the chronicle of Guillaume de

Neubourg < I>< rebus Angiitis
\
l'aris. 1610, 8vo . lib. v),

accompanied by the life of the author and historical

notes, and that of the (Euvresd* St. /;- rnard{ l'aris. 1615,

Col. i. See Mon ; ri. Diet. Hist. s. v.; Papillon, Bibb de

Burgogne,s.v. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 47.

Picard, John. See Picards.

Picard, Matlmrin, a French ecclesiastic who
flourished in the early pan of the 17th century, was

curate of Mesnil-Jourdain, in the diocese of Evreux.

Picard is the author of a quaint hook, which has be-

( ie very rare. /.< Foiiet des Paiilards, ou juste Puni-

tton des Voluptueux el Charnels (Rouen, 1623, 12mo).

He incurred the same accusations as Drbain Grandier,

and was d ed to the same penalty. His alleged

crime was bewitching the nuns of Saint-Louis of Lou-

viers, and sundry acts of profanation and debauchery.

As he was tried after his death, his body was exhumed
and burned at Rouen, in execution of a judgment ren-

der, d Aug. 21, ldl7. See Frere. BibUogr. Normande. -

Hoefer, Knur. Ji'mg. (jiiterule, si, 18.

Picardet, Charles N., a French priest, was born at

Dijon near the beginning ofthe 18th century. I'm fore the

Revolutionhewas canon ofSaint-Jean-Baptiste ofDijon,

and prior of Neuilly, near that city. He died about 1 70 1.

We have of his works. Essai sur VEducation des petits

Enfants i Dijon. 1756, l2mo) : Les deux Abdolonymes

(ibid. 1779, 8vo): -and Eistoin m.eteorologiqu<

gique, et economiqve pour TAnnei 1785. lie had under-

taken a considerable work, which, under the title of
' [pologetigue, was to contain the refutation of

all heroic-, since the establishment oft Ihristianity. See

; . I [oefer, Kouv. Biog. Gene-

ral . xl. •'>.'!.

Picards, a Christian sect of heretics which arose in

Bohemia inthe loth century. John Picard, the founder

of the sect. w hence lie ir name, drew alter him m< and

women to whom he promised that he woidd restore

them to the primitive state ot innocence wherein man
was created. With this pretence he taught them to

give themselves up to all impurity, saying that th. r< in

consisted the liberty of the sons of God, and all those

not of their sect wen 1 in bondage. He first published

his notions in Germany and the Low Countries, and

persuaded many people to go naki d, and gave them the

inline of A damites (q. v.) ; and accordingly he assumed
the title of New Adam. After this he seized on an isl-

and in the river Lausnecz, some leagues from Tabor,

the headquarters of Zisca, u here he established himself

and his followers. His women were common, but none

were allowed to enjoy them without his permission; bo

that when any man desired a particular woman he car-

ried her to Picard, who gave him leave in these words:
•

< So, increase, multiply, and till the earth." At length,

however, Zisca, general of the Hussites
i famous for his

victories over the emperor Sigism | at their

abominations, marched against them, made himself mas-
ter of their island, and put them all to death ex© pi two,

w hom he -pared that he might learn their doctrine.

Such i- the account which various writers, relying

on the authorities of .Lneas Sihius and Yarillas. have

given of the Picards. Some, however, doubt whether
a sect of this denomination, chargeable with such wild

principles and such wild conduct, ever existed. It ap-

pears probable that the reproachful representations of

the writers just mentioned wore calumnies invented

and propagated in order to disgrace the Picards, men ly

because they deserted the communion and protested

against the errors of the Church of Rome. Lasitius in-

forms us that Picard, together with forty other persons,

besides women and children, settled in Bohemia in the

year 1 11*. Balbinus, the Jesuit, in his Epitotm Rerum
Boh mini, -a in. lib. ii. gives a similar account, and charges

on the Picards i
• ol the extravagances or crimes as-

cribed to them by Sylvius. Schlecta. secretary ol La-

dislaus, king of Bohemia, in his letters to Erasmus, in

which he gives a particular account of the Picards,

says that they considered the pope, cardinals, and bish-

op- of R e a- the true antichrists: ami tin- adorers of

the consecrated elements in the eucharist as downright
idol worshippers. According to this author, the Pi-

cards are Vaudois, who tied from persecution in their

own country and sought refuge in Bohemia. I

bre held the same opinion, on the -round that the

Vaudois were settled in Bohemia in tin- year 1178,

where some of them adopted the rites of the Greek, and

others those of the Latin Church. The former were

pretty generally adhered to till the middle of the 11th

century, when the establishment of the Latin rites

caused great disturbance. At i he commencement of

the national troubles in Bohemia, on account of the op-

position of the papal power, the Picards more publicly

avowed and defended their religious opinions: and they

formed a considerable body in an island by the river

Launitz. or Lausnecz, in the district of Bechin, and, re-

sorting to ami-, were defeated by Zisca. Si e 1 lard-

wick. Hist, oftfu .1/. .1. Church, p. 136; !:•/. p. 96;

Mosheiin. Church Hist. vol. ii; and the references under

Adamites. (J. H.W.)
Picart, Bernard, a famous French engraver, was

born at Paris in lt',7.".. He was the pupil of Le Clerc

His best works are those executed in France. Hav-
ing embraced the Reformed religion, he took up his

residence in Holland. In Amsterdam, to which place

he accompanied bis father in 1710, he worked ex-

clusively for the booksellers, and became mannered,

metallic and merely ornamental. A great many of his

prints are from his own designs, in which he imitated

the stj le of composition ol Antoine ( loypel. lie had a

facility in imitating the styles of oilier earlier engrav-

ers, .and he published many prints of this class which
arc said to have deceived colli clois: Picart used to call

them Impostures innocentes, and they were published

under this title, to the number of seventy-eight, with a

li-t of bis works (Amsterdam, 1738), after hi- death.

His prints altogether amount to about 1300, an

tic best of them is a Slaughter ofth i

a design of his own: there are various impressions of

it. lie died in 17.;;'.. The French text which Picart's

copper-plate- were intended to illustrate was written by

.LP. Bernard and Bruzen de la Afartiniere. The first

and best edition of the work in the original French is

that of 1728 37; to which should In added Supplement

i 171:;, .' vols.), ami Superstitions, Anciennes ei Modernes
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(1733-36, 2 vols.). Picart is the author of a work on

The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the several

Nations of the known World, represented in more than a

hundred copper-plates, which he designed, and accom-

panied with historical explanations and several curious

dissertations (Loud. 1731-39, 7 vols. fol.). See Duples-

sis, Hist, de la Gravure en France; Haag Freres, La
France Protestante, s. v.; Darling, Cyclop. Bibliogr.

s. v. ; English Cyclop, s. v.

Picart, Etienne, called Le Romain, father of the

preceding, also a celebrated French engraver, was born

at Paris in 1031. His prints, chiefly portraits and his-

tory, are very numerous : they are finely executed, but

want harmony. He worked with the graver and the

etching-needle, much in the style of Poilly. He is sup-

posed to have been called Le Romain from his long so-

journ in Rome, or he assumed the name that he might

not be confounded with another engraver of the name

of Picart. lie was engraver to the king, and a member
of the French Academy of Painting, etc. He left his

country because he was persecuted for his religious be-

lief, and died at Amsterdam in 1721. He engraved many
sacred subjects of the great masters, among them the

Birth of the Virgin, after Guido; the Marriage of St.

Catharine, after Correggio ; the Holy Family, after Pal-

ma, etc.

Piccadori, Jkan B.\rriSTE, an Italian ascetic of

some note, was born at Rieti in 1706. He entered the

congregation of the regular Minorites, and professed phi-

losophy and theology. In 1791 he obtained the profes-

sorship of morals, and kept it while he lived. He was at

the same time curate of the parish of Saint-Vincent-et-

Saint-Anastase, consultor of the Index, etc. In Septem-

ber, 1826, Leo XI appointed him superior-general of his

order, in which he had occupied different minor charges.

Piccadori published Institutions ethique,ou de la Philoso-

phic morale, and was prevented by death from finishing

Institutions du Droit des Gens. He died at Rome Dec.

29, 1829.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 55.

Picclliani, Francesco (also called Picchetti), an

Italian architect, was born at Ferrara in the latter part

of the 17th century. He was the son, and probably the

pupil, of Bartolome'o Picchiani, who erected the church

del Monte della Misericordia at Naples. Francesco

settled in that city, where he gained a high reputation

for his talents. He was employed by the viceroy Don
Pedro Arragona to assist in the construction of a basin

for the royal galleys, and other vessels. He also con-

structed the beautiful avenue leading from the basin to

the piazza of the palace, adorning it with elegant foun-

tains. Among his other works were the church and
monastery of S. Giovanni della Monache, without the

Porta Alba; S. Agostino; La Divino Amore; the church

and monastery de" Miracoli ; and the Monte de' Poveri,

in the Strada di Toledo. He died in 1690. See Spoon-
er, Biog. His*, of the Fine A rts, ii, 692.

Picchianti, Giovanni Do.uexico, an Italian de-

signer and engraver, was born at Florence about 1670.

He was instructed in the rudiments of drawing by
Giovanni Battista Foggini, and afterwards learned en-

graving. Picchianti, with Lorenzini, Mogalli, and other

artists, was employed in engraving a set of plates from
pictures in the Florentine ( Jallery. Among other works
of his are the following: The Madonna della Seggiola,

after Raffaelle; The Virgin and Infant Jesus, with St.

John, after Anthony Caracci ; The Tribute-Money, after

Titian; The Virgin and Infant, after Titian : Abraham
sending away Ilagar, after P. da Cortona. See Spooner,

Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 692.

Piccinardi, Serafino, an Italian theologian of

some note, was born at Padua in 1634. He embraced
the rule of St. Dominic

; professed theology at Bologna,
Verona, Genoa, and Milan ; and was called upon, in 1669,
to occupy the chair of metaphysics at the university
of his native place. According to Papadopoli, he died

in 1686 at Brescia; according to Echard, in 1695. He
published, Philosophice dogmatical peripateticce Chris-

tiana: lib. ix (Padua, 1671-1676, 2 vols. 4to) :

—

De appro-

bation doctrinm St. Thomce lib. vii (ibid. 1683, 3 vols,

fol.):— and Prcedesi hiatus (ibid. 1686, 4 to). — Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 55.

Piccini, Giacomo, an Italian engraver, was born

at Venice in 1617. It is not known by whom he was

-

instructed. He engraved a set of thirty portraits of the

principal painters of the Venetian school, for the account

of their lives by Ridolfi, published in 1648. He also

engraved a few plates after the Italian masters, among
which are The Holy Family, after P. Liberi ; Judith milk

the Head of Holofernes at Iter Feet, and The Holy Fam-
ily, after Titian. His plates are executed in a stiff, dis-

agreeable style. He was living in 1669. See Spooner,

Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 692.

Piccioni, Matteo, a painter and engraver, was born

at Ancona, according to Nagler, in 1615. Little is known
of him as a painter, save that he flourished at Rome, and

was elected a member of the Academy of St. Luke in

1655. Lanzi says he was a fellow-student of Giovanni

Antonio Galli. Bartsch gives a list of twenty-three

prints by him, among which are the following : St. Luke

painting the Virgin, after Raffaelle ; The A doration of
the Shepherds, after P. Veronese ; The Holy Family, after

P. Veronese ; The Virgin and Infant Jesus, with St. John,

after A. Camassei; The Exposing ofMoses in the Waters

of the Nile, after A. Camassei. See Spooner, Biog. Hist.

of the Fine Arts, ii, 692.

Piccola, Niccola (or Niccola Laviccola), a

Sicilian painter, was born at Crotona, in Calabria Ultra,

in 1730. He studied under Francesco Mancini at Rome,

and acquired considerable reputation. He executed

several works for the churches in that city, and deco-

rated the cupola of a chapel in the Vatican, which was

so much esteemed that it was afterwards copied in mosaic.

Many paintings by Piccola are at Veletri, but none of

bis works are specilied. He died in 1790. See Spooner,

Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 692.

Piccolomini, Alessandro, one of the most dis-

tinguished of Italian prelates of the 16th century, was
bom at Siena in 1508. He sprang from the same fam-

ily as pope Pius II (q. v.), and by his piety, modesty,

and scholarship gained great renown ; but no events of

his life are particularly worth recording. He deserves

to be remembered for the wide extent of his writings,

and the esteem in which they were held by his contem-

poraries and immediate followers. He died in 1578.

He was of an original turn of mind, and his writings

are almost all in Italian, so that he is among the earliest

of those who endeavored to raise the character of ver-

nacular literature by treating all branches of knowledge

in modern tongues. His commentaries on Aristotle

were prized for their good-sense, and for their abandon-

ment of most of the scholasticisms by which that phi-

losophy was disfigured by commentators. He advocated

in 1578 the reformation of the calendar, which was af-

terwards adopted. In his book on the fixed stars and

the sphere he adopts the mode of designating the stars

by letters—a small matter, but one which makes the

greater part of the immortality of Bayer, and to which

the diagrams of Piccolomini establish his prior claim.

His works are of a most miscellaneous character—as-

tronomy, physics, comedies, sonnets, morals, divinity,

and commentaries on Aristotle. De Thou speaks in

strong terms of the rare union of diversity and depth

which his acquirements presented. For a list of his

most important works, and an estimate of them, see Fa-

biani. Vita d' A less. Piccolomini (Vienna, 1749, 1759,

8vo) ; Ughelli, Italia Sacra, s. v. ; Tiraboschi, Storia

della letter, ital. vol. vii, pt. i, p. 506 ; Niceron, Me-
moii-es, vol. xxiii, s. v.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gen. s. v.

Piccolomini, Francesco, an Italian philosopher,

father of the preceding, was born in 1520 at Siena. At
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Padua, where he pursued his studies, he was condisciple I

of Felix Peretti, who became pope under the name of

Sixtus V, and who boasted of baring worsted him in

public disputation. He professed philosophy at Siena.

Macerata, Perugia (1550), and anally at Padua

Bis advanced age compelled him, in 1601, to leare the

latter city and retire to Siena He strove both by his

lessons and by bis writings to restore the philosophy of

Plato, and to Bhow that it is compatible after all with the

principles of Aristotle. He died at Siena in 1604. He
left, Universa philosopkia de moribus (Venice, 1583,

lul.i : the editions of Frankfort (1601,161 1, 8vo) contain

besides, under the title of Comes politicus, an answer to

the attacks ofZabarella:

—

Libri dt scientia nalura V

(Frankf. 1597, 1627, tto), which is a treatise

(Hi natural philosophy : -Dt artt dejiniendi et eleganter

discurrendi (ibid. 1600, 4to):

—

Commentaria in Aris-

totelem Dt Ortu et Interitu, Dt anima et De Coelo

(Mentz, 1608, 8vo); each of these commentaries was

also published separately. -Hoefer, Nouv. Bi

rule, xl, 07.

Picenardi, Carlo (1) (called The Elder), an Italian

painter, who, according to Zaist, flourished at Cremona
about 1600. He was of a patrician family, and a fa-

vorite pupil of Lodovico Caracci. He executed some
works for the churches of his native city, and painted

some burlesque histories which gained him considerable

reputation, lie died young. See Spooner, Biog. Hist.

Oftfo Fint Arts. ii. 692.

Picenardi, Carlo (2) (called Tht Younger), son of

ceding, was born about 1610. It is not known by
whom he was instructed; but, after studying at Rome,

he went toVenice, and formed a style < if his own. Roman
in design and Venetian in coloring. On his return to

Cremona he executed some works for the churches and

public edifices, but painted most for the collections. Lan-

zi says he was very successful in burlesque histories, in

imitation oft he elder Picenardi. lie died about the year

1680. See Spooner. Biog. Uist. of the Fim Arts, ii, 692.

Pichler, Aloys, Dr., one of the most prominent

Roman Catholic theologians of Germany, was born in

1833 at Burgkirchen, in the diocese of Passau. He
studied at the Passau Lyceum and at Munich, and in

1857 he received the prize tor an essay on Polybius.

Two years later he was made a priest ; in 1861 he was

honored with the theological doctorate, and in the fol-

lowing year he commenced his lectures on Chunh his-

tory. In 1869 he was appointed librarian at St Peters-

burg; but two years later he was found to be guilty of

: iniac propensities in his official capacity, and as

he had robbed the library of many valuable possessions,

he was brought to trial, found guilty, and condemned

to banishment to Siberia, where he remained till 1874,

when he was pardoned through the intervention of the

Bavarian prince Leopold. Pichler then returned to his

native country. He died June 3, 1874, at Siegdorf, near

Trauenstein. He wrote. Gesckickte des Protestantismus

ientalischen Kirche im 17 Jahrhund,, oder der

Patriarch CyrUlus Lucarisu.seim Zeit (Munich, 1861 l:

ientalische Kirchenfragt nach ikrem gegentSar-

tndt (ibid. 1861):— Gesckichtt der hircklichen

Trennung zwischen Orient und Occident 1 1864 65, 2 vols.)

;

which had the distinction of being placed on the Rom-
ishlndex: Du Theohgie des Leibnit (1869sq.,2 vols.):

Di . uilm n Hindi rni.<si iiinl tii< ( I niiiillii -ilii/i/i/iii/i in in< r

durchgreifenden Reform der Kircht
i 1870). Towardsthe

last he became re estranged from his Church. See

Zuchhold, Bibliotheca Theologica, ii. 995; Literarischer

Handun ist rfurs katholische Dt utschland, 187 1. p.385 sq.

;

KuTtz,Lehrbuchdei'Kirchengesch.7thed.,u,Sb7. (B.P.)

Pichler, Veit, a German Roman Catholic theolo-

gian and member of the Society of Jesus, «a- born al

Berchtofen, Bai aria, in the Becond half of the 17th cen-

tury, lie entered the Jesuitic order, and was a pro-

fessor of canonical law at Dillingeii ; became in 171i'>

professor of jurisprudence at [ngoldstadt, and in 1731

he obtained a professorship ofjurisprudence at Munich,

He died in 1736. We have of him. Iter polemicum «•/

Ecclesia catholica veritatem (Augsb. 1708, 8vo) :

—

Ex-
amenpolemicum super .1 ugustana confession* (ibid. 1708,

8vo): Papatus numquam errant in proponendis fdei
articulis (ibid. 1709, 8vo):- Lutheranismus constant/or

errans in fidei articulis (ibid. 1709, 8vo) :

—

Theologia

polemica ( ibid. 17l:>. 4to, and often) :

—

Summajurispru-

dents sacra (ibid. 1723, 5

practia explicatum (ibid. 1728, 4to ; 1735, 1746, foL).

—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. General . xl. 77.

Pichon, Jean, a French Jesuit, noted as a revival-

ist, was born at LyODS in 1683. He early b(

preacher, but after entering the Society of Jesus in

1697, and obtaining orders, preached in mi—ions at

Rheims, Langres, and Metz. Stanislas, duke of Lorraine

and Bar, gave him the direction of the missions which
he founded in this country with truly royal liberality.

To refute some Jansenists, who dissuaded the people

from frequent communion by asserting that man must
be perfect before approaching the holy table, he pub-

lished Esprit de Jesus Christ et ti\ PEglist surl I

munion frequents (1745, L2mo). His 1 k caused a

greal stir. It was attacked by the authors of the Nou-
nllrs I'rrl, .<iu.</ii/ii, .--. condemned by an ordinance of

M. de I 'a\ lus. bishop of Auxerre (Sept, 27, 1747), and
soon afterwards by other prelates, zealous partisans of

the "Unigenitus bull." Jesuits and Jansenists being

united against his I k, Pichon retract) d his obnoxious

opinions in a letter to M. de Beaumont, archbishop of

Paris, Jan. 24, 1748. He then went to preach al Col-

mar; but as it soon appeared that he was endeavor-

ing secretly to instigate a number of German prelates

against the proscription of his work in Prance, he was
banished to Maariac (1748), and soon after compelled

to leave France. Having found an asylum in the house

of the bishop of Lyons (Valais), he became grand-vicar

and general visitor of his bishopric. I Ie died al L\ ons

May 3. 1751.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene nth . xl. 7s.

Pichon, Thomas-Jean, a French litterateur, was
born in 17;!1 at Le Mans. Having been ordained a

priest, he attached himself to M. d'Avrincourl. bishop

ofPerpignan, by w hose protection he became canon and
chorister of the Sainte-Chapelle of Le Mans, lie was

historiographer of the king's brother, whose estate was
in that part of France. At the time of the Revolution

the constitutional bishopric of Sarthe was offered to Pi-

chon; but be would accept only the situation of admin-
istrator Of the hospital Of Le .Mans. lie died at that,

place Nov. 18, INI:'. His principal writings are. Lit

Raison triomphantt des Nouveai -
I
Paris, 17, >o. L2mo);

it is an essay upon manners and incredulity :

—

Traite

historique <t critique dt la Naturt dt Dieu (ibid. 177>s,

Vimo):—Cartel aux Pkilosophes ii quatn Pattes
i
Brus-

sels, 1763, 8vo), in which he exposes materialism:

—

sur les Alms du Celibat dans FOrdrt politique

(Amsterdam, 1763, 8vo); this memoir, quite singular

and inaccurate, excited some complaints against the

author: l.n Physiqut de FHistoire (La Haye, 1765,

l2mo); general considerations upon the temperament
and character of people: Les Droits respectifs dt VEtat

it ih FEglist rappeles it leurs Principes ( l'aris, 1766,

12mo) :

—

Memoires sur les .1 bus dans A s Manages t Am-
sterdam, lTdt'p, 12mo):

—

Des Etudes theologiques (Avig-

non, 1767, l2mo
|

; researches upon the abuse b w hich op-

posed the progress of theology in the public schools:

—

Les Arguments dt la Raison m Faveur dt lu /,

tin Sact rdoct I Paris, 177tk 12mo) : an examination of the

treatise Dt Fllommt of Helvetius. Abbe Picl also

published the Principes dt la Religion it dt la Morale

of Saurin (Amsterdam, 1768, 2 vol-. l2mo), the same

w..rk as i lu- Esprit de Saurin of J. F. Duranel: La

Franct agricolt it marchand* of Goyen (Paris. 1768,

8vo): ami/.' Sacrt et It Couronnement di Louis XVI
of Gobel (Paris, 1775, 8vo and tto), to which was added

a Journal historiqui of this ceremony. See Desportes,
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Bibliogr. du Maine ; Querard, France Litter, s. v.—Hoe-

fer, Now. Biog. Generate, xl, 79.

Pick, a name common to several Hebrew literati, of

whom we mention the following :

1. Aaron.—When and where he was born, and when

he became a Christian, we do not know. From his

publications we see, what he states himself, that he was

formerly professor of Hebrew and Chaldee at the Uni-

versity of Prague. He afterwards resided at London,

where he published A Literal Translationfrom t/ie He-

brew of the Twelve Minor Prophets, with Xotes and Crit-

ical Remarks (Lond. 1833; 2d ed., without notes, ibid.

1835: 3d ed. 1838) :—.4 Treatise on the Hebrew Accents

(ibid. 1837) -.—The Bible Student's Concordance, by which

the English Reader may be enabled readily to ascertain

the Literal Meaning of any Word in the Sacred Orig-

inal (ibid. 1840, 1850, 4to) ; a work of little account to

scholars -.— The Gathering ofIsrael (ibid. 1845). When
Pick died we do not know. See Steinschneider, Biblio-

graphisches Handbuch (Bed. 1859), p. Ill; Allibonc,

Diet, of Brit, and Arner. Authors, s. v.

2. Israel, the founder of the Amenian Congrega-

tion, was born at Seuftenberg, Bohemia, about the year

1825. After attaining maturity, he obtained his liveli-

hood by writing for periodicals at Vienna till the year

1852, when he received an appointment to act as rabbi

for the Jewish synagogue in Bucharest, the chief city

of the present Roumania. In the latter part of 1853,

having been impressed in favor of the Christian relig-

ion, he boldly confessed his faith in Christ crucified;

was baptized at Breslau, Silesia, Jan. 1, 1854, on which
occasion Pick delivered an address to the Jews assem-

bled at the Hofkirche. Viewing the promises given to

the Jewish people in the Old Testament from a He-
braic standpoint, Pick intended to constitute in the

Holy Land a congregation of the people of God, consist-

ing of Jewish Christians. The whole Mosaic law, in-

cluding the Jewish Sabbath and circumcision, alongside

of baptism and the Lord's Supper, he intended to make
the basis of ecclesiastical and civil organization. Here
and there he was successful in winning some believers,

whom he called the Amenian Congregation, because in

Christ (the "(OVt ifi^X, Isa. lxv, 16) all promises of the

Old Covenant are yea and amen. The nucleus of this

congregation was in Miinchen-Stadbach. In the year

1857 Pick went to Palestine, in order to reconnoitre the

field for a settlement of his adherents, where, however, he

disappeared without leaving any traces. He wrote, Israel

hat eineldee zu tragen: em Wort an mein Volh (Breslau,

1854 ; Engl, translation, " A Word to my People," Edin-

burgh, 1854) :

—

Der Gott der Synagoge und der Gott der

Judenckristt n (ibid.) :

—

Bricfe an meine Stammesgenossen

(Hamburg, 1 854 ) :—Der Stern aus Jacob ( ibid. 1855-56)

:

—Wider Staid und Hansen (Barmen, 1856). See Kurtz,

Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschirhte (7th ed. Mitau, 1874), ii,

445; Niedner, Lehrbuch der christlichen Kirchengeschichte

(Berlin, 1866), p. 950; Jewish Intelligencer (Lond. 1854),

p. 302 sq.; Pick, In Saat auf Hoffnung (Leips.), 1857;

Zuchhold, Bibliotheca Theologica, ii, 995. (B. 1'.)

Pickard, Edward, an English dissenting minis-

ter, inclined to Arianism, was born at Alcester, War-
wickshire, in 1714. After studying theology, he be-

came minister at Bermondsey in 1740, and at Carter

Lane, London, in 1746. He died in 1778. He is the

author of National Praise to Godfor the glorious Revo-
lution, the Protestant Succession, and ike signal Suc-

cesses and Blessings with which Providence has crow?ied

us, a sermon on Psa. cxlvii, 1 (Lond. 1761, 8vo) :

—

The
Religious Government of a Family, particularly the Ob-
ligation and Importance of Family Worship, in three dis-

courses (ibid. 1762, 8vo).—Darling, Cyclop. Bibliogr. s. v.

Pickard, John H., a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Orange County, N. C, in March, 1783. He re-

ceived a limited education, and was not a graduate of

any college. In 1816 he was licensed, and installed over

Stony Creek and Bethesda churches, in N. C, where he
continued to labor devotedly for upwards of thirty years.

During the later years of his life he preached occasion-

ally in the destitute portions of his neighborhood. He
died Sept. 11, 1858. See Wilson, Prcsb. Hist. Almanac,

1860, p. 77.

Pickering, George, one of the great pioneers of *

New England Methodism, was born in Talbot County,

Md„ in 1769, converted in St. George's Church, Phil-

adelphia, when eighteen years old, and almost immedi-
ately began his public labors. In 1790 he was received

on probation by the Conference, and for rifty-six years

continued to receive its appointments, and lived to be
the oldest active preacher in the itinerancy. He died

in 1846, retaining his mental faculties to the last hour;

and as he laid aside his armor to give up the ghost,

could use such language as "All my affairs for time and
eternity are settled, glory be to God.'' George Picker-

ing was a rare man in all respects. Any just delinea-

tion of him must comprehend the whole man, for it was
not his distinction to be marked by a few extraordinary

traits, but by general excellence. In person he was
tall, slight, and perfectly erect. His countenance was
expressive of energy, shrewdness, self-command, and
benignity; and in advanced life his silvered locks,

combed carefully behind his ears, gave him a striking

appearance. The exactitude of his mind extended to

all his physical habits. In pastoral labors, exercise,

diet, sleep, and dress, he followed a fixed course, which
scarcely admitted of deviation. Almost unerring pru-

dence marked his life. If not sagacious at seizing new
opportunities, he was almost infallibly perfect in that

negative prudence which secures safety and confidence.

No man who knew him would have apprehended sur-

prise or defeat in any measure undertaken by him after

his usual deliberation. His character was full of energy,

but it was the energy of the highest order of minds,

never varying, never impulsive. He continued to the

last to wear the plain, Quakerlike dress of the first Meth-
odist ministry. His voice was clear and powerful, and

his step firm to the end. His intellectual traits were

not of the highest, but of the most useful order. Method
was perhaps his strongest mental habit, and it compre-

hended nearly every detail of his daily life. His ser-

mons were thoroughly "skeletonized." He pretended

to no subtlety, and was seldom if ever known to preach

a metaphysical discourse. The literal import of the

Scriptures, and its obvious applications to experimental

and practical religion, formed the substance of his ser-

mons. Perspicuity of style resulted from this perspi-

cacity of thought. The most unlettered listener could

have no difficult}' in comprehending his meaning, and

the children of his audience generally shared the inter-

est of his adult hearers. See Stevens, Hist, of tin M> th.

Episc. Church ; N. Y. Methodist, vol. vii, No. 6 ; Sher-

man, New England Sh tches, p. 399 ; Sprague, A muds of
the Amer. Pulpit, vii, 196-200. (J. H.W.)

Pickering, Robert, a noted Wesleyan preacher,

was born at Sancton. Yorkshire, in 1786; was early con-

verted to God, and called to the duties of the Christian

ministry. Having for some time labored as a local

preacher in the Hull Circuit, he offered to accompany

Dr. Coke as a missionary to the East. But. as Coke
had obtained his complement of young men, Pickering

regarded this as a providential indication that he was
not intended for the mission field. Soon after he passed

the required examinations, and at the Conference of

1811 was placed on the president's list of reserves.

In November of the same year he was sent as tempo-

rary supply to Partington Circuit, and in the following

January to Spilsby. At the Conference of 1812 he was

appointed to Horncastle; and in 1813 to the Spilsby

mission. His next appointment was to Louth, where

he spent two years. Subsequently he travelled at Tod-

morden, Barnsley, and Doncaster, and in 1822 was ap-

pointed to Colne, where he remained three years. Here
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his exertions, both of mind and body, in the erection of

a new chapel and two preachers' houses, Beriously im-

paired his health. In 1827 he was stationed at Ketter-

ing; next at Norwich; in 1831 at West Bromwicb, and

there he labored Faithfully, although rapidly declining

in health. While at Conference in London in 1834 he

was taken very ill. and lie died August 18. Pickering

was a man of genuine piety. As a preacher he was a

workman who needed nol to lie ashamed. He was well

and extensively read in theology and general literature.

Asa man he was fearless and honorable. Whathe con-

sidered i" i>e his duty lie unhesitatingly discharged.

v,, i! leyan Metk. Mag, 1836, p. 889 895; 1835, p.

719. i.i. II. W.i

Pickett, John I.'., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal t thurch, South, was born April _'. 181 1. in Fair-

field District, S. C., of godly parentage; was converted

in L831; called of God in the ministry, he began in

preach October, 1834, and in the following spring en-

tered South Carolina Conference. He labored faith-

fully and acceptably for the Church until 1862, when
an attack of paralysis obliged him to lake a superan-

nuated relation. He died March 15, 1870. lie was

quick in perception, patient in study, strong in will,

possessed great powers of analysis, and w lively imagi-

nation. In temper he was genial, hearty, self-possessed,

and confident. Be had the simplicity of a child, both

in and mil of I he pulpit. His manner in the pulpit was

eelf-possessi d and deliberate; but as he proceeded in his

sermon, b' g< nerally warmed with bis subject, and his

voice assumed a depth and fulness of volume which was

wonderful. See Annual Minutes of the Conferences if

the Meth. Episc. church. South, p. 420, 421.

Pico. See Mirandi la,

Picot, Francois Edouard, a French painter,was
born at Paris in 1786. He was a disciple of Vincent,

and in 1811 obtained the second grand prize for paint-

ings in France from the Academy. After studying for

Borne time at Rome, be was intrusted with the execution

ofa picture represi nting '/'// Death ofSapphira I L819)

for i he church of St. Severin. In the same year he ex-

hibited the tableau of Amor and Psyche, the figures of

which, expressive of graceful naivete, obtained great

favor, and which was bought by the duke of Orleans.

,M. Picot was rewarded at that, exhibition by a first-

class medal. After this auspicious beginning he exe-

cuted freelj and successfully. Among bis works are

Raphael and tin Fornarina; Tht Deliverana of St.

J'l/ir: 'I'hi A nnunciation; two ceilings in the Louvre,in

the Muse'e des Antiques. Picot had a share in the work

ol n toration of the paintings of the Fontainebleau pal-

ace. He executed Thi Crowning of th* Virgin (Notre

Dame de Loretto) ; the paintings of the ship and choir

of St. Vincent de Paul, w ith M. Flandrin ;
and some pict-

he church of St. Clotilde. M. Picot was re-

ceived a member ol Hie Vcademie <ics Beaux An- in

1836, in the place of Charles Verner. He was created

an officer of the Legion of Honor in 1832. He died

lb i. i, r. Nouv. Biog. Generale, xl,86.

Picot, Michel Joseph Pierre, a French writer

note, was born March 24, I77(>. til Neuville-

aux-Boix, near < Orleans, lb- was early destined for the

Church, and was received at the age of thirteen in the

house of the bishop of Bayeux. He studied theology at

the seminary of Orleans. While professor of human-
ities al Meung-Sur-Loire, he refused the oath required

by the civil constitution of the clergy. A warrant be-

ing issued against him tor his slum- in the evasion of a

royalist, he absconded to Paris ; then, submitting to the

duties of the requisition which he had shirked till then,

he offered to enter the marine (1793), and. after tWO
campaigns, was employed in the equipment office at

in 17'.'7 be was released, and devoted himself

to the study of the hislon of the Church during the

is ii century. The Memoires which lie published in

Miie,i the eulogies of i i ties, espe-

cially of the abb< ; Boulogne, who intrusted him with
the redaction of the Memorial Catkoliqve, a monthly
paper founded by him. Ill the month of April. 1*1 i.

he was called upon to manage VAmi
• hi Rot, which soon became the official journal of the

clergy. He died Nov. 15, 1841, at Paris. lie left,

pourserviraTHtstoin ecclesiastiqvu pendant h
dix-kuitieme Siecli (Paris, 1806, 1815 1816, I vols. 8vo;
3d edit. 6 vols.8vo); this valuable publication is less

polemical than the Memoires of father d'Avrigny. of

which it is a kind of continuation: but the historical

part of it is weak, and the bibliography i- incompli te :

Essai historique surVInfiuena d< la Religion

pendant A dix-sq ibid. 1824,2 vols. 8vo).

lie is the chiel contributor to the collection of the .'/. -

langes i 9 vols. 8vo i, commenced by the abb,- Boulogne;

and In edited in 1827 the works of thai prelate, adding
to the same a Tablniu riliniiu.r >h hi France sous le

Directoire, and a Precis historique sur VEglisi consiilu-

tionnelle. He wrote a number of articles in the Journal
des Cures, in the Supplement au Did. historiqut of Feller,

thi Bio raphii Universelle of Michaud, etc. He be-

queathed part of bis rich library to the seminary of

Saint-Sulpice.—Hoefcr, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 85.

Picot, Pierre, a Swiss prea< her, was born in 1746

at Geneva, lie descended from Xnola- Picot, who left

Noyon in company with Calvin, his friend, to settle in

Geneva. His studies being finished, he visited France,

Holland, and England; and connected himself with

Franklin, who vainly urged him to accompany Cook in

his second voyage around the world. After having
served for ten years the Church of Sattigny, be was
attached to that of Geneva (1783), and there received

in 17*7 the title of honorary professor of theology. He
died iii Geneva March 28, 1822. We have of his works,

/)« multiplied montium utilitatt (Geneva, 1790, 8vo):
tiie Elogi historiqut dt J. A. Mallet-Favre, in the Guide
astronomiqut of Lalande (1771): and some Sermons
(ibid. 1823, 8vo), remarkable for their harmony of style.

See I lablic etc., Biog. univ, etportat. th s < 'ontt mp. .- I [aag

1'n n-. /./ r, a,,,; Protestante, s. v.— Hoefcr. Nouv. Biog.

Generale, xl, 83.

Picot, Victor Maria, a French engraver, was bom
at Abbeville in 1711. About the year 177n be went to

London, where he engaged in business. He died in

L805. Nagler gives a li-t of thirty-six prints by him,

among which i> Thi Four Evangelists, after Rubens.
See >) t. Biog, Hist, of thi Fint Arts, ii. 693.

Picquet, Francois (1), a French prelate, was
born al Lyons April 1 -. 1626. The son ofa hatiker.be

was destined to a commercial career, and travelled in

France, Italy, and England. As be bad thus become
associated with several influential Parisians, be was in

1652 appointed to the consulship of France at Ueppo;
and, although be was only twenty-sis years of age, be

was so successful in the discharge of his duties that the

Dutch republic intrusted him with her own representa-

tion in the same city. Although a layman, be displayed

extraordinary zeal for the promotion of the missionary

work. He received the tonsure in L660 al the hands
of Andre", archbishop of Syria, w ho was indebted to him
for his elevation. Two years afterwards he resigned

the consulship and went to Koine, to give to pop. Alex-

ander \ II an account of the stale of religion in Syria.

When le returned to franc he received orders, was
appointed prior of Grimand (Provence), and (1663)

apostolic protonotarius. He was proposed in 1674 lor

the apo tolic vicarate of Babylon, and became in 1675

bishop in partibus of Csesaropolis, in Macedonia. In

1679 he embarked for Aleppo with the cheva

vieux, the new French consul, endeavored with unre-

lenting /e.d to revive the faith of the Catholics, and
started in May. 1681, as ambassador of the courts of

Franc; and Rome in Persia, with a view of working for

the restoration and expansion of the Catholic faith.

He arrived at Ispahan July 12, 1682, and soon after-
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wards witnessed the celebrations in that city in honor

of the passage of the khan of the Tartars, Usbeck, who
was on his way to Mecca. He was granted an audi-

ence, harangued the khan in Italian, and obtained a

promise of protection for the Roman Catholics of his

lands. Towards the close of 1683 he took the same

prince rich presents from the king of France, and trans-

mitted to his sovereign the answer and presents of the

Persian sovereign. That same year he was appointed

bishop of Babylon, and he had arrived at Hamadan,

when his impaired health compelled him to stop several

months in that city, where he died, Aug. 26, 1685, after

writing to the Congregation of the Propaganda for a

coadjutor. A special honor was conferred on him by

his burial in the church of the Armenians. Picquet

furnished to Nicole several important documents for his

work on the perpetuity of the faith of the Church in re-

gard to the Eucharist.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gen. xl, 87.

Picquet, Francois (2), a French missionary, was

born at Bourg (in Bresse) Dec. 6, 1708. He took holy

orders, and for a time preached in the diocese of Lyons,

but finally entered the Congregation of St. Sulpice, and in

1735 was by it sent to Montreal, to share in the work of

the North American missions. Towards 1740 he settled

north of that city, near the lake of Two Mountains,

where he constructed a fort with the money sent for

that purpose by Louis XV, and by requisitions. With
the aid of this fort he succeeded in keeping sedentary

two roaming tribes, the Algonquins and Nipissings, who
took to agriculture. He induced them, as well as the

Trokas and Hurons, to submit to France; and during

the war of 1742 to 1748, Picquet's measures for the safe-

ty of his colony were so effective that it remained un-

touched by English invasion. Peace being restored, he

founded in 1749 a new mission near Lake Ontario, and
called it La Presentation ; the point occupied by it is

the same where the English afterwards founded Kings-

ton. In 1753 he arrived at Paris, and reported to the

minister of the marine as to the flourishing state of the

colony, which counted already no less than five hundred

families. In the war that broke out soon afterwards, he

put himself at the head of the Indians which he had
trained, destroyed all English l'orts south of Ontario,

and contributed to the defeat of general Braddock.

After the defeat of Quebec (1759), Picquet determined

to return to France by way of Louisiana. He started

with twenty-five Frenchmen and two small troops of

savages, which were successively relieved by others in

the tribes he met; traversed Upper Canada, reached

Michilimakinac, crossed Michigan, and by the Illinois

and the Mississippi rivers went to New Orleans, where
he spent twenty-two months. The English had offer-

ed a reward for his head. Picquet had never received

any reward, except a bounty of a thousand dollars and

some books in 1751. The books he had to sell to enable

him to return to France, and he was compelled to live

on his scanty inheritance until the assembly of the

clergy of France in 1765 presented him a bounty of

twelve hundred pounds, which they gave him a second

time in 1770. In 1777 he undertook a journey to

Rome, where Pius VI, to honor his merits, paid all his

expenses, and made him a present of five thousand

pounds. Picquet came home to die at Verjou, near

Bourg. the house of his sister, a poor peasant-woman,

July 15, 1781.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 87.

Pictet, Benedict, a learned Swiss divine, was born

at Geneva in 1655. He studied there under Francis

Turretin, whom he succeeded as professor of theology in

1687, and obtained great celebrity. In 1690 he was
made rector of the academy; in 1700 pastor of the Ital-

ian Church. He died in 1724. Pictet joined to vast

erudition a vivid and natural eloquence. A list of his

numerous works is given bj' Niceron. Among these the

following are the most important: La Theologie Chre-
tit mi,

, et la Science du Saint (new ed. Gen. 1721, 3 vols.

4to) ; originally Theologia Christiana (ibid. 1616, 2 vols.
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12mo) ; Christian Theology (translated from the Latin by
the Rev. Frederick Reyroux, B.A., Lond. 1847, sm.8vo):
—La Morale Chretienne, ou iA rt de bien virre (nouv.

ed. augmente'e, Gen. 1709, 8 vols. 12mo) ; the first volume
of this work appeared anonymously. It was reprinted

at Lyons, in France, with a dedication to the bishop of

Belley:

—

Dissertation sv.r les Temples, leur Dedicace, et

plusieurs Glioses qu'on y voit, avec i/n Si riimn ( ibid. 1716,

12mo) :

—

Iluit Sermons stir VExamen des Religions (1

Thess. v, 21) (ibid. 1716, 8vo) :—l>ix Sermons sur dicers

Sujets (ibid. 1718, 8vo) :

—

UHistoire du douzieme Steele

(Amst. 1732, 4to):

—

Quatorze Sermons sur divers Sujets

(Gen. 1721, 8vo). See Biblioth. Germanique, s. v. ; Ni-
ceron, Memoires, vol. i ; Senebler, Hist, litter, de Geneve,

ii, 249 sq. ; Darling, Cyclop. Bibl. s. v.; Mosheim, Eccles.

Hist. vol. iii ; Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii, 92. (J. H. W.)

Picture, the rendering in the A. V. in three pas-

sages of two Hebrew words which are from the same

root (nsb. to look at).

1. MasMth, ^3OT,«« image; used alone, either lit-

erally (plur. "pictures," Prov. xxv, 11) or in the sense

of imagination ("conceit," Prov. xviii, 11 ;
plur. "wish,"

Psa. lxxiii, 7) ; with "2X, a stone (" image of stone,"

Lev. xxvi, 1 ;
plur. " pictures," Numb, xxxiii, 52) ; with

Tin, an apartment (plur. " chambers of imagery" [q.v.],

Ezek. viii, 12), "it denotes idolatrous representations,

either independent images, or more usually stones ' por-

trayed,' i. e. sculptured in low relief, or engraved and

colored (Ezek. xxiii, 14; Layard, Nin. and Hah. ii, 306,

308). Movable pictures, in the modern sense, were

doubtless unknown to the Jews; but colored sculptures

and drawings on walls or on wood, as mummy-cases,

must have been familiar to them in Egypt (see Wilkin-

son, Anc. Egyptians, ii, 277). In later times we read

of portraits (tiicavac), perhaps busts or intagli, sent by

Alexandra to Antony (Josephus, Ant. xv, 2, 6). The
' pictures of silver' of Prov. xxv, 11, were probably wall-

surfaces or cornices with carvings, and the ' apples of

gold' representations of fruit or foliage, like Solomon's

flowers and pomegranates (1 Kings vi, vii). The walls

of Babylon were ornamented with pictures on enam-

elled brick" (Smith).

2. SeTdyah, iT^cb, the flag of a ship, as seen from afar

(plur. " picture," Isa. ii, 16). The Phoenician and Egyp-
tian vessels had their flags and sails of purple and other

splendid colors (see Ezek. xxvii, 7; comp. Diod. Sic. i,

51 ; Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, iii, 211). See Standard.

Pictures, Worship of, in Churches. The use

of paintings and images in churches was introduced as

early as the commencement of the 4th century, but

was speedily condemned by a council held at Illiberis,

in Spain, A.D. 305. Individual writers also during this

century bore their testimony against the practice in

question. Eusebius of Caesarea, at the beginning of the

century, and Epiphanius of Salamis, towards the close

of it, denounced the practice as heathenish and unscript-

ural (see Milner's Hist, of the Church, vol. iv, ch. xiii,

p. 423). Nevertheless the practice of hanging up pict-

ures of saints and martyrs, as well as symbolical repre-

sentations of Scripture histories, prevailed in the 5th

century. No images of God or representations of the

Holy Trinity were tolerated in churches till after the sec-

ond Nicene council. Pictures of Scripture scenes were

hung on the walls of churches at first to aid those who
could not read. The idolatrous devotion with which the

Papists bow down before the images and paintings of

the dead is a consequence of this practice. See Im-

age-worship. Besides, the pictures are used by the

Romanists for working upon the superstitious belief of

the masses. Thus Seymour tells us the following in

his Pilgrimage : "There is scarcely an incident in the

life of our Lord that has not its rival incident or parallel

in the legendary life of Mary. For example, a picture

represents an angel announcing to Mary the miraculous

conception of the Messiah ; it, is rivalled by another rep-
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resenting an angel announcing to Anna, the legendary

mother of Mary, the miraculous and immaculate con-

ception of Mary in the womb. A picture represents the

birth of our Lord; it is paralleled by another represent-

ing the nativity or birth of the Virgin Mary. If there

i< n presenting our Lord sitting on the throne and

bearing the crown as King of kings, there is a rival pict-

ure n presenting .Mary sitting on the same throne, bear-

ing the sceptre, and wearing the crown as Queen of

heaven. There are two classes of miraculous pictures,

comprehends those whicb are said to have

had a miraculous origin; thai is. to have been painted

in pan or in whole by no human bands, but by an angel,

or some mysterious visitant from the world of spirits.

The second class of miraculous pictures is far more nu-

merous, and comprehends all those which have per-

formed miracles. At the church of St, Giovanni e Paolo,

near Rome, is a small picture of theVirgin Mary, which
is said to have shed tears on the French invasion of It-

aly. At Arezzowewere shown a picture in the cathedral

church, which wept many tears at the Language of some
drunkards. It was a Madonna, and the bishop made it

the means of collecting sufficient funds to build a new

chapel to commemorate it. In the church of St. Pietro

de Montorio is a singularly ugly representation oi Mary
and our Lord. Indeed, it is positively hideous; but an

inscription on a marble slab announces that 'this sacred

likeness of the mother of God, holding her son and a

book, is illustrious for miracles more and mote everj

day.' In St. Peter's, however, is a very important one.

not only lor the miracle, but for its authentication. It

is in the subterranean chapel, usually called the Grotto.

It is a picture of the Virgin w ith a mark under the Left

eye. and the following is the inscription : 'This picture

of the Most Holy Virgin Mary, which stood between
the pillars of the porch oft lie ancient Basilica, having

been struck by an impious hand, poured forth blood

(sangiiinem fudit i on the Stone, which is now protected

by a grating.' I m one side is a Large stone, on the oth-

er arc two small .-tones. All three are covered with a

Strong iron grating, to preserve them, as on them the

bl of this miraculous picture is said to have fallen."

See Riddle, Christian Antiquities; Coleman. Chiistian

Antiquities.

Pie is a table or rule which was used in the old Ro-

man otlices previous to the Reformation, showing in a

technical way how to find out the sen ice w hich is to he

read upon each day, and corresponds to what the Greeks

called -irni, or the index (literally a plank, by me-
tonymy a painted table or picture); and because in-

dexes or tables of honks were formed into square figures

resembling pictures or painters' tables hung up in a

frame, these Likewise were called irivaKtg, or, being

marl. ei I only with the first letters of the word, rri's. or

pies. /'/'< is the familiar English name for the Romish
final, or service-1 k i,which perhaps came from

the ignorance of the friars, who have thrust in many
barbarous words into the liturgies. Some say that the

word jii/i is derived from littera picaia,a great black let-

ter in the beginning of some new order in the prayer,

and among printer- that term is -till used, the pica tj pe.

Set l rocter, Book of Common Prayer; Kadi

. V.

Piece of Gold. The A. v.. in rendering the ellip-

tical expre ion "six thousand of gold," in a passage

Naaman. relating thai he -took with him
3 of silver, and six 1 1:

I
i. and ten

changes of raiment" (2 Kings v, 5), supplies "piece-"

as the word understood. The Bimilar passage respect-

ing silver, in which the word understood appears to be

probably justifies the insertion of that definite

word. See Piece <>i Silver. The same expression,

if a weight of gold be here meant, is also found iii the

following passage :
" And king Solomon made two hun-

dred targets oi beaten gold: Bix hundred of gold went
to one target" (1 Kings x, 16). Herethe A. V. supplies

the word "shekels," and there seems no doubt that it

is right, considering the number mentioned, and that a
common weight must be intended. That a wi

gold is meant, in Naaman's case may be interred, he-

cause it is extremely unlikely that coined money was
already invented at the time referred to, or indeed

that it was known in Palestine before the Persian pe-

riod. See Daric; Money. Rings or ingots of gold
may have been in use. but we are scarcely warranted

in supposing that any of them bore the name of shek-

els, -nice the practice w a- to weigh money. The ren-

dering ••pieces of gold" i- therefore very doubtful; and
"shekels of gold," as designating the value of the whole

quantity, not individual pieces, is preferable.—Smith.
See Gold.

Piece of Monet. SceKi-nuc Stater.

Piece op Silver. The passages in the O. T. and
those in the N. T. in which the A. V. uses this term

mu-t be separately considered. See Mum y.

I. In the O.T. the word ••pieces" is used in the A. A'.

for a word understood in the Hebrew, if we except one

or two ea-es to be afterwards noticed. The phrase is

always "a thousand" or the like f silver" (Gen. xx,

L6; xxxvii, 28; xlv, 22; Judg. ix. 1 ; xvi, 5; 2 Bongs
\ i. 25; llos. iii. 2; Zech. xi, 12, 13). In similar pas-

sages the word -shekel-" occurs in the Hebrew, and it

must be observed that these are either in the law, or

relate to purchases, some of an important legal charac-

ter, as that of the cave and field of Machpelab, that of

the threshing-floor and oxen of Araunah. or to taxes,

and the like (Gen. wiii. 15, 16; Exod. xxi. 32; Lev.

xxvii.3,6,16; Josh.vii,21; 2 Sam. xxiv, 24 ; 1 ( hron.

xxi, 25, where, however. shek( Is of gold are s] oken of;

•_' Kings xv. 20; Neh.v, L5; Jer. xx.xii. 9). There .are

other passages in which the A.V. supplies the word
"shekels" instead of "piece-" (Deut. xxii, 19, 29 ; Judg.

xvii, 2, 3, 4, 10 ; 2 Sam. xviii, 11, 12), and of these the

first two require this to be done. It becomes then a

question whether there is any ground for the adoption

of the word "pieces." which is vague if actual coins he

meant, and inaccurate if weights. The shekel, be it

remembered, was the common weight for money, and
therefore most likely to be understood in an elliptical

phrase. When we find good reason for concluding that

in two passages (Deut xxii. 19, 20) this is the word
understood, it seems incredible that any other should be

in the other places. See Sin ki i .

( hie of the exceptional cases ill which a word cor-

responding to "pieces" is found in the Hebrew is in

the Psalms, where presents of submission are
| |

to be made of "pieces of silver." rr"":i~ (Ixviii, 30,

Heb. 31). The word "".which occurs nowhere else.

[f it preserve its radical meaning, from '\"4*- must

signify a piece broken off, or a fragment i there is no

reason to suppose that a coin is meant. Smith. An-
other exceptional passage is l Sam. ii, 26, where the

Heb. word rendered "piece [of silver "
is r.~"N. ago-

rdh, which seems to signify a small piece of money, as

wages, from the idea of collecting (root ~;,x. to gather).

See S 1 1 . \ BR. For the "pieces of silver" in Josh. \\iv.

32, -ee Kl -I 1 Ml.

II. Ill the X. T. two words are rendered h\ the phrase
• piece of silver." drachma, cony///, and ap-) vptov. ( L.)

The first (Luke \\. 8, 9) should he represented by

drachm. It was a Greek silver coin, equivalent, at

the time of Luke, to the 1 Ionian denarius, whicb i-
| rob-

ably intended by the evangelist, as it had then wholly

or almost superseded the former. See Drachma. (2.)

The second word i- very properly thus rendered. It

occurs in the account of the betrayal of our Lord for

"thirty piece- o| 'silver" i Matt, xxvi, 15; xxvii. 3, 5, 6,

9). It is difficult to ascertain what coins are here in-

tended. If the most common silver pieces be meant,'

they would be denarii. The parallel passage in Zech-

ariah |
\i. 12, L8

I
mu-t. however, be taki a into corisid-
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eration, where, if our view be correct, shekels must be

understood. It may, however, be suggested that the

two thirties may correspond, not as of exactly the same
coin, but of the chief current coin. Some light may be

thrown on our difficulty by the number of pieces. It

can scarcely be a coincidence that thirty shekels of sil-

ver was the price of blood in the case of a slave acci-

dentally killed (Exod. xxi, 32). It may be objected

that there is no reason to suppose that shekels were

current in our Lord's time; but it must be replied that

the tetradrachms of depreciated Attic weight of the

Greek cities of Syria of that time were of the same
weight as the shekels which we believe to be of Simon
the Maccabee [see Money], so that Josephus speaks of

the shekel as equal to four Attic drachmae (.1 nt. iii, 8,

2). These tetradrachms were common at the time of

our Lord, and the piece of money found by Peter in the

fish must, from its name, have been of this kind. See

Stater. It is therefore more probable that the thirty

pieces of silver were tetradrachms than that they were

denarii. There is no difficulty in the use of two terms,

a name designating the denomination and "piece of

silver," whether the latter mean the tetradrachm or the

denarius, as it is a vague appellation that implies a

more distinctive name. In the received text of Mat-
thew the prophecy as to the thirty pieces of silver is

ascribed to Jeremiah, and not to Zechariah, and much
controversy has thus been occasioned. The true expla-

nation seems to be suggested by the absence of any
prophet's name in the Syriac version, and the likeli-

hood that similarity of style would have caused a

copyist inadvertently to insert the name of Jeremiah
instead of that of Zechariah.— Smith. See Silver-
ling.

Pierce, Edward, an English painter who flour-

ished in the reigns of Charles I and II, was eminent
both in history and landscapes. He also drew archi-

tecture, perspective, etc., and was much esteemed in his

time, But there is little of his work now remaining,

the far greater part being destroyed in the fire of Lon-
don, 1666. It chiefly consisted of altar-pieces, ceilings

of churches, and the like ; of these there is one yet re-

maining, done by him, in Covent Garden Church, where
are to be found many admirable parts of a good pencil.

He worked some time for Vandyck, and several good
pieces by Pierce are to be seen at Belvoir Castle, in

Leicestershire. He died in London about the close of

the 17th century.

Pierce, George Edmond, D.D., an American
Congregational divine, noted especially as an educator,

was born at Southbury, Conn., Sept. 9, 1794. He wras

educated at Yale College, class of 181G; then studied

theology at Andover Theological Seminary, class of

1821, teaching at the same time at the Fairfield Acad-
emy. In July, 1822, he was ordained pastor of the Con-
gregational Church at Harwinton, where he remained
until called to the presidency of the Western Reserve
College in 1834. He remained at the head of this

high school until 1855, and gave to ft an excellent rep-

utation. He died at Hudson, Ohio, May 27, 1871.

Pierce, Gershom, a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, was born in the closing quarter of

the last century. He was converted about 1800, and
called of God to the work of the sacred ministry

;
joined

the Methodist Episcopal Church, and entered in 1803
the New York Conference. His first appointment was
at Plattsbur«h. In 1804 he preached at Fletcher; 1805,
Niagara; 1800, Oswegatchie: 1807, Dunham; 1808,
Saratoga; 1809-10, Granville; 1811, Thurman; 1812,
Grand Isle; 1813-14, Cambridge; 1815-16, Montgom-
ery; 1*17-18, Sharon; 1819, Albany; 1820, Coeymans;
1821-22, Chatham; 1823-24, Granville ; 1825-26, Pitts-
field; 1827, Burlington; 1828-29, Redding; 1830-31,
Hempstead and Huntington. At the Conference of
1832 he became superannuated, and continued in that
relation to the period of his death. Mr. Pierce was a

man of much more than ordinary ability. His intellect,

in force and habit, is best described by the expression
"long-headed." He was a devout man, at times a most
powerful preacher. His sermons, weighty with thought,
fervid with feeling, and in power of the Holy Spirit,

made a deep and abiding impression. He died in much
peace at Milan, Ohio, March 23, 1865. See Smith, Sa-
cred M< mories, p. 288 sq.

Pierce, James Edwin, an American divine of

note, was born at West Townsend, Vt., in 1839. He
graduated at. Middlebury College in 1801, and at Au-
burn Theological Seminary in 1865. On his graduation
he was elected to a professorship (of the Hebrew lan-

guage and literature) in the last-named institution,

which position he retained till his death (at Auburn,
July 13, 1870). He was a close student, a thorough
and able teacher, and an impressive and popular preach-

er.—Appleton's A mer. Cyclop, x, 570.

Pierce, John, D.D., a noted American Congrega-
tional minister, was born at Dorchester, Mass., July 14,

1773. He was educated at Harvard University, class

of 1793, and then became a tutor in his alma mater.

Descended of very humble parentage, he had made his

way to college by his own exertions, and maintained his

position by the force of bis own industry. Feeling per-

suaded that his work was that of the Christian ministry,

he took up the study of theology, and March 15, 1797,

was ordained over the First Congregational Church,
Brookline, Mass., of which he was sole pastor for half a

century. He died in this place Aug. 24, 1849, respect-

ed by all who knew him, and greatly mourned by the

ecclesiastic body to which he belonged. Dr. Pierce

was member of the Academy of Arts and Sciences, and
of the Massachusetts Historical Society. For several

years he was president of the Massachusetts Bible So-

ciety. In all matters appertaining to family and liter-

ary statistics he was a prodigy. He had 18 quarto

vols, of GOO pages each, of his own MS., containing

memoirs and memorabilia. He published Half-century

Discourse at Brookline (Mar. 1847) :

—

Sketch of Brook-
line, in " Mass. Hist. Collections." 2d ser. vol. ii :

—

Ser-

mon at Ordination of S. Chirk
\ 1817) -.—Dudleian Lect.

(1821); also occasional Sermons, etc. See Sprague,

Annals of the Amer.Pulpit, viii, 331 ; AUibpne, Diet, of
Brit, and A mer. A uthors, s. v. (J. II. W.)

Pierce, John J., a Presbyterian minister, was born

in Vermont in 1791. He secured his early education

principally by his own exertions; graduated at Prince-

ton College in 1820, and at the theological seminary in

the same place in 1823. He was licensed by the New
Brunswick Presbytery, and began preaching at Ports-

mouth. Ya.. where he remained until 1824, when he left

for Clarksville, Tenn. In 1825 he was elected president

of an academy in Elkton, Ky.. which position he held

until 1837. Soon after he occupied temporarily the

place of one of the professors in Centre College, Dan-
ville. Ky. ; then returned again to Elkton ; but subse-

quently left, and spent two years in teaching in Illinois

and Missouri. < )n his return he took charge of Ridge-

wood Church, Ky., where he continued to labor until

his death. March 18, 1861. Mr. Pierce was a pure-

hearted, simple-minded man ; never attaining any very

eminent success in the ministry, but ever contented and
happy. See Wilson, Presb. J/i.<f. . 1 Imanac, 1862, p. 116.

(J.L.S.)

Pierce, Thomas, D.D., an English divine of note,

flourished near the middle of the 17th century. He
was educated at Magdalen College, Oxford, and after

graduation was presented with a fellowship. In 1648

he was ejected for nonconformity, but was restored un-

der the Protectorate, and became prebend of Canterbury

and Lincoln; in 1661 president of Magdalen College;

in 1071 dean of Salisbury. He died in 1691. Dean
Pierce was a man of more than ordinary talent and ac-

quisition. In theology he was decidedly Arminian,

and published a number of occasional sermons, theolog-
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ical treatises, and controversial tracts. Among these

we mention, Th Sinner Impleaded in his own Court,

wherein an represented th Great Discouragementsfrom
Smiting which th Sinner receivethfrom Sin itself I Lond.

1656, 8vo) : Th* Divim Philanthrope defended against

natory Attempts of certain lati printed Papers,

entitled, A Correptory Correction. In Vindication of
some Notes cona rning God's Decrees, especially ofRepro-

bation against Barlee (Lond. 1657, 4to) : A Collection

: upon Several Occasions (<>xf. 1671, Ito):

i ona rning God's Decrees,

of Reprobation (t »xf. L671, 4to) : Pacifica-

torium Orthodoxa Theohgia Corpusculum. Secunda

huic edition* acci-.<.« runt. /'« /» rfictis.<im<> />>! mltii ml

normam divinam exigendo [Anon.] (Lond. L685, sin.

8vo). Dean Pierce also greatly assisted bishop Walton
in the publication of the Polyglol Bible. He was the

decided antagonist of Baxter, and. according to Wat-
son, "compelled that great controversialist to quail be-

fore him" | Works, i, 469). Sec Wood, Athena

eases; Lowndes, Brit. Librarian, p. 1080; Watts, Bibl.

Brit. s. v. (J.H.WO

Pierce, Thomas A., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal ( 'hiir.li. South, was born in Fauquier < '<>.. Ya..

Oct. 25, 1819; was converted al the age of twenty; and

feeling called of God to the work of the Bacred ministry,

joined the Virginia < inference at i lharlottesville in the

fall of 1847, and was appointed to the Stafford Circuit.

In 1848 he was sent to Rappahannock and Culpepper;

in 1849 he went to King William, where he travelled

two years; in 1852 and 1853 he labored on the .lames

City and New Kent Circuit; in 1854, in King George;

L855, in New Hampshire; 1856 and 1857, in Hanover.

In 1858 lie was again in King William; in 1859 he was

sent to Greensville; in 1860 and 1861 he had Ids pas-

toral charge in Mecklenburg; in 1862 and 1863, in Camp-
bell; 1864 and 1865, in Appomattox. In all of these

appointments he labored like a man of God, and was
instrumental in doing much good. Failing health

obliged him in 1866 to take a superannuated relation.

He died Feb. 26, L867. See Minutes of Ann. Conf. of
the M. A'. Church, South, 1868.

Pieri, Stei \n<>. a Florentine painter, born in 1513,

and a pupil of Battista Naldini. He passed much of Ids

life at R e, where he was patronized by cardinal Ales-

sandro Medici, bj h hom he was employed in the church

of S. Prassede, where he painted the Annunciation and

some pictures of the apostles, lie executed other work S

for the churches at Rome and Florence, in which latter

city he assisted Vasari in the cupola of S. .Maria del Fi-

ore. Lanzi says one of Ids host works is the Sacrifia

of Isaac, in the Palazzo Pitti. Another fine picture is

the Assumption of the Virgin, in the church of S. Maria

in Via. at Rome. His works ;1 re well designed, but

Baglioni censures them as being dry and hard. He
died at Rome in the year 1600. See Spooner, Biog.

Hist, of th Fim An*, ii. 693.

Pieritz, Joseph Abraham, a noted Anglican di-

vine, was horn of Jewish parentage in the year 1,815 al

Kletzko, in Prussia. Al the age of twenty-three Pieritz

became a < Ihristian by being baptized at London. Four
year- later "the London .Society lor Propagating the

Gospel among the Jews" appointed him a missionary

among his brethren, and For aboul eight j ears he faith-

fully discharged his duty in that relation, residing in

different places in the west of England, [n the year

1851 he accepted an appointment to a pastoral charge in

British Guiana. For about twenty years he labored a^

rector of the parish of St. Patrick, in the town of New
Amsterdam, in the colony of British Guiana, where he

died. Oct. 16, 1870. See Jewish Intelligencer (London).

1838, p. 292; 1870, p. 20; Report ofth
L851,p.34; Kalkar, Israel und dt\ KtrcAe, p. 172. (B.P.)

Fierius, Burnamed th younger Origen, a disciple of

( Irigen, was distinguished in the church of the 3d cen-

tury 86 a scholar and author of high repute. We know

nothing of his personal history, and Ids writings are no
longer extant, or at least are inaccessible.

Pierpont, Hezekiah B., an American Presby-
terian minister, was a native of Connecticut, and was
born about 1791. In 1821 he came to New York state

and settled at Rochester, and soon after was ordained a

Presbyterian minister. He became the pastor of a

Church in Hopewell. ( Intario ( !o., for several y< are. He
was then called to the pastorate al Avon, and th. re he
lived until al.out 1861, when he moved to Rochester,

X. Y.. where he died in 1871, beloved by all his ac-

quaintances for his many social and genial qualities.

Indeed, none knew him but to honor him. both as a

Christian and as a gentleman. "He lived a long life

of usefulness as a pastor of the Presbyterian church.

and died full of years, in the bit ssed consciousness of a

blameless life as an honored servant of God's ministry."

Pierpont, James, a noted New England Congre-
gational minister of colonial days, was born at Roxbury,
Conn., in 1 <>. l . He w;i> educated at Harvard College,

where he graduated in 1681 ; was ordained fourth min-
ister in New Haven. Conn., in 1685, and retained that

connection until his death in 1714. In the year 1698
.Mr. Pierpont was one of three ministers who concerted

the plan of founding a college- a plan which took ef-

fect in the establishment of Yale College in 1700. As
one of the original trustees of the institution he was
untiringly active: and it was through his influence,

in no small degree, that the distinguished individual

from whom it received its name was induced to make
it the object of his liberal benefactions. Dwight, inhis
life "i Edwards, states that Mr. Tier] out read lectures

to the students in Yale College as professor of moral
philosophy. This, however, Dr. Bacon considers doubt-
ful, a- the collcgt was no! removed from Saybrook till

alter Mr. Pierpont's death. Of the famous sj nod hi Id

at Saybrook in 17ns. for the purpose of forming a sys-

tem that should better secure the ends of Church dis-

cipline and t lie benefits of communion among the

churches, Mr. Pierpont was a prominent mi mber. The
"Articles" which were adopted as the result of the

synod, and which constitute the well-know n " Saybrook
Platform," are said to have be< n drawn up by him. The
only publication oi Mr. Pi< rponl was a s< rmon preached
at Post. .n. in Cotton Mather's pulpit, in 1712, entitled

Sundry falsi Hopes ofHeaven discovered and decryed.

Mather introduces the sermon with a short preface, in

,
which lie says of the author. " lie has been a rich bl( SS-

ing to the Church of God." New Haven values him.
all Connecticut honors him- they have cause to do so.

Dr. Bacon writes thus concerning him

:

••That we are not able to form so lively an idea of him
as of Davenport is partly because bis life was shorter,
.Hid w as less involved in scenes of conflict, and partly, no
donbti becanse his nature and the early discipline nf Di-
vine Providence had less fitted him to make himself con-
spicuous by the originality and energy nf his character,
and to leave his inniL'c stamped with ineffai eable i istini t-

uess oti the records of his times. In the pulpit Mr. l'ier-

ponl was distinguished among bis contemporaries. His
personal appearance was altogether prepossessing. He
was eminent in the lt i ft of prayer. His doctrine was
Bound and disci iminat iiiLT, and his style was clear, lively,
and impressive, without anything of the affected quaint-
ness which characterized some of the most eminent men
of that day."

See Sprague, Annals of tin .1 vu ririni Pulpit, i. -Jli'i. -JOti

;

Bacon, Historical Discourses, p. 171 sip; id. Genesis of
th, Ni w England I 'hurch .-: (.1. H.W.

»

Pierpont, John, an eminent American Unitarian

divine, noted especially for his part in temperance and
antislavery movements, wa- bom in I7s."i at Litchfield,

Conn., and graduated at Yale College in 1804. The
years immediately after his leaving college were oc-

cupied in teaching, a part of the time at the Smith and
afterwards in New England, and lie then studied law

•and settled at Ncwburyporl. The war of 1812 intir-

fered with his professional prospects, and he forsook

the law for business, but met with indifferent success,
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both at Boston and Baltimore, and in 1818 he entered

the Cambridge Divinity School. Less than a year af-

ter this time he was installed as pastor of the Hollis

Street Unitarian Church at Boston, succeeding the Rev.

Dr. Holley, and for twenty-five years he held the pas-

torate of that church. At first he was successful, popular,

and strongly beloved by his people, but the latter part

of his ministry was clouded with troubles and dissen-

sions between himself and prominent men of his society

on the temperance question, which were never amicably

adjusted. While settled at Boston he visited Europe

and Palestine. In 1845 he became the first pastor of the

Unitarian Church at Troy, N. Y. After a four years'

pastorate there he received a call to Medford, where

was his last ministerial experience. After this he iden-

tified himself with the Spiritualists, having become

an enthusiastic believer in animal magnetism. The
breaking out of the rebellion found Mr. Pierpont at his

home in Medford, but the wear and tear of over seventy-

five years of life had not been sufficient to keep him

quietly at his fireside while parishioners and friends

were hastening to the front to uphold the government

which he loved and honored. He sought a post of duty

at once, and governor Andrew yielded to Ids request,

and appointed him chaplain of the Twenty-second Regi-

ment. The exposure of camp-life and duties on the

field proved beyond his strength, and he was soon com-

pelled to resign his place, much to his regret. Secre-

tary Chase then appointed him to a clerkship in the

treasury department, and his clerical duties were always

faithfully performed, and he proved a valuable and effi-

cient officer. He died in 1866, while yet in the employ

of the government. Mr. Pierpont was a thorough schol-

ar, a graceful and facile speaker, a poet of rare power

and pathos, a most earnest advocate of the temperance

and antislavery movements, and a man whose convic-

tions, purposes, and impulses were always sincerely ex-

pressed. His strong desire for securing advancement

and reform may have led him sometimes into injudi-

cious steps, and diminished his influence for the causes

he sought to advance, but his heart was always right;

and temperance, freedom, and Christianity had no firmer

and more consistent friend or advocate. He leaves an

enviable reputation as a poet, and his pathetic "Pass-

ing Away" will live as long as our language is spoken

or written. In addition to his poetical works, he pub-

lished at Boston several popular school-readers, and

some twenty occasional sermons and discourses. See

Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A nier. A uthors, s. v. ; Chris-

tian Examiner, Nov. 1866, art. v ; Atlantic Monthly,

Dec. 1866; Appleton's Annual Cyclopaedia, 1866, p. 617.

(J. II. W.)

Pierquin, Jean, a French ecclesiastic, noted espe-

cially as a writer, was born Feb. 15, 1672, at Charle-

ville. After taking holy orders, he was in 1699 ap-

pointed curate of Chatel, in the Ardennes, where he

spent his whole life, dividing his time between works

of charity and literary pursuits. He died March 10,

1742. He published, Vie de, St. Turin, Hermite (Nancy,

1732, 8vo):— Dissertations physico-theologiQV.es sur la

Conception de Jesus dans le Sein de la Vierge Marie, sa

mere (Paris, 1742, 12mo), in which work he gives some
physical, account of the manner in which the divine act

of generation took place, etc.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Ge-

nerate, xl, 128.

Pierre, St. See Peter.

Pierre, Jean Bapttste Maria, a French painter,

was born at Paris in 1715. It is not known by whom
he was instructed ; but he went, when quite young, to

Borne, where he remained several years. On his re-

turn to Paris he distinguished himself as a historical

painter; and executed several works for the churches

and public edifices, which gained him great reputation.

He was appointed painter to the king, and elected mem-
ber of the academy at Paris. One of his greatest works
was the ceiling of the chapel of the Virgin, in the church

of St. Sulpice, which has been engraved by Nicholas

Dupuis. He also etched a few plates from his own
designs and those of others. He died in 1789. See
Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fine A rts, ii, 694.

Pierson, Abraham, an American Congregational

divine and educator, was born at Lynn, Mass., in 1641.

Abraham, his father, first minister of Southampton, L. I.

(born in Yorkshire, England, in 1608, died Aug. 9, 1678),

was one of the first settlers of Newark in 1677, and was
the first minister of that town. He preached to the In-

dians of Long Island in their own language, and con-

tributed Some Helpsfor the Indians in New Haven Col-

ony to a further Account if the Progress of the Gospel

in New England (1659). His son, Abraham, Jim., was
educated at Harvard University, where he graduated in

1G68. After studying theology, he was ordained col-

league with his father at Newark, N. J., March 4. 1672.

and was minister at Killingworth, Conn., from 1694 until

his death, March 5, 1707. Mr. Pierson was identified

with the founding of Yale College, was anxiously de-

sired for its first principal, and did instruct for a time at

Killingworth, though he never moved to Saybrook,

where the commencements of Y?Je were held in its ear-

liest days, because his parishioners would not suffer him
to leave them. He was taken ill in the midst of the

agitation regarding his college duties, and died before

he could settle the case. President Clapp, in his History

of Yale College, says of rector Pierson that he was " a

hard student, a good scholar, a great divine, and a wise,

steady, and judicious gentleman in all his conduct." See

Sprague, Annals of the A mcr. Pulpit, i, 116 sq. ; Bacon,

Genesis of the New England Churches. (J. H.W.)

PiStas, a virtue which denotes veneration for the

Deity, and love and tenderness to our friends, and es-

pecially dutifulness to parents. It received divine hon-

ors among the Romans, and was made one of their gods.

Acilius Glabrio first erected a temple to this new divin-

ity, on the spot where a woman had fed with her own
milk her aged father, who had been imprisoned by order

of the senate, and deprived of all aliment. The goddess

is seen represented on Roman coins as a matron, throw-

ing incense upon an altar, and her attributes are a stork

and children. See Cicero, De Die. 1 ; Val. Maximus, v,

4 ; Pliny, vii, 36 ; Zumpt, in the Class. Museum, iii, 452.

Pietism is the specific appellation of a phase of re-

ligious thought which developed itself especially within

the pale of the German Lutheran Church in the 18th

century. Like English Methodism, it originated in a

period of indifference to religion, and, like it also, aimed

to supersede dead faith, knowledge without life, form

without spirit, worldliness under the cloak of religion,

by life—a. spiritual and living faith. Like Methodism,

it laid great stress on the necessity of the new birth ; it

prohibited certain amusements and modes of life until

then considered as at least harmless ; and it encouraged

private assemblies of Christian persons for purposes of

edification, such as the study of the Scriptures or the

interchange of spiritual experiences. Like Methodism,

too, it encountered at first no little ridicule, and even

persecution. It was accused of being an attempt to

found a new sect, and was vehemently opposed on this

ground; but, unlike Methodism, though it did here and

there give rise to some insignificant bodies of separa-

tists, it never broke off from the national Church of

the country, but remained as a movement within its

pale.

The development of German Lutheranism, which

really means German Protestantism, repeats in a most

peculiar manner the course of the general Church pre-

vious to it. As in the first four centuries the productive

spirit of the Church proposed to itself the view of Chris-

tianity as a whole, so also was the time from the beginning

of the Reformation to the A ugsburg Confession (q. v.)

one pre -eminently creative, and it laid the foundation

of the Lutheran Church as regards its confession of

faith. With the endeavor pervading the 5th, 6th, and
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7th centuries more distinctly to work out the mngle doc-

trines corresponds the work of the Lutheran Church up

to iIh' time of the Formula Concordia (q. v.), by which
the various differences of doctrines were to be settled.

As thi < burch of the Middle Ages had handed down to

it, as a firm foundation, the doctrinal matter produced

by the fathers and sanctioned by the Church, which

scholasticism then undertook to work out and digest in

a sy~i.ni.iiir manner, so there arose in the 17ih century

— i he Protestant Middle Ages—a scholasticism which

put into a regular form the Lutheran confession of faith

embodied in the Foi main Concordia. As in the Middle

iticism stands side by side with the strict repre-

sentatives of scholasticism, so the Protestanl mystics,

Jacob Bohme (q. v.), Arndt, and others, stand by the

side of an effete orthodoxy. This mystical tendency

acquired an importance about the end of the 17th and

the beginning of the L8th centuries. A parallel again

between this period and that of the 14th century is

obvious. In the llih century the romantic Bpirit had

become extinct ; scholasticism had outdone itself; from

France there flowed over Europe a worldly spirit : the

Roman spirit had decayed; everything was in dissolu-

tion. Then from the reaction against the externalized

scholasticism and secularized life there broke forth on

all sides and in the most varied forms mysticism,

which had in itself a Reformatory feature. In like

manner after the Thirty-years' War the blossom of

Germany had withered; the religious spirit, which

since the period of the Reformation had been the first

power in Germany, had stepped into the background;

while, on the other hand, the secular spirit had been let

loosej along with a powerful retinue of immorality, espe-

cially by the preponderance of France under Louis XIV.
It was a dreary period in German history.

Politically the empire had fallen asunder into a num-
ber of separate despotic little states; and the sentiment

of national unity had become so nearly extinct that the

loss of the fertile and beautiful Alsace to France seems

to have been viewed with wonderful indifference. So-

cially the life of the people had greatly deteriorated.

The rural population was terribly diminished in num-
bers and wealth; their means of communication were

restricted by the destruction of their horses and the

neglect of the roads: their schools had disappeared, and

were but very slowly replaced; their new houses and

churches were bare and barn-like compared to the old

our-: their periodical gatherings for certain purposes

of local self-go> ernment or for festivities had fallen into

disuse. It was a vegetating sort of existence, and the

writer- of the following age hear testimony to the illit-

eracy and coarseness of manners which prevailed to-

ward- the end of the 17th century even among the

-entry of the country districts. In the towns things

were but little better. The commerce of Germany had
received a serious check; her merchant -princes had

sunk to the level of petty traders, and adopted the

manners and culture of the latter class. Her old free

cities were decaying; only a few of the newer ones

iwing, and what intellectual life then exi ted

cent re. I iii them, as at Hamburg or Berlin, or at the

- who specially protected lett< rs,

or still more at the universities. Throughout this pe-

riod* m\ contributed only one really .ureal name to

literature that of Leibnitz; while in France it was the

age of military glory and social brilliancy of Racine

and Moliere, of Fe'nclon and Bossuet, of Bayle and Vol-

taire. German men and women therefore found their

own life mean and tiresome, and were carried away by
admiration of their splendid neighbor, till it became the

fashion to imitate whatever was French in manners,

dress, or tone ol thought, and the very language was

wretchedly corrupted by the intermixture of French

phrases. Of course there was a class, of which king

Frederick William I of Prussia may be taken as tin-

type, w ho hated foreign ways, and upheld whatever was

most antiquated and unrefined as peculiarly German;

but in general the tide set in favor of the foreigners.

The French were now the great models, and very unfor-
tunate ones for a people whose natural genius was bo
totally different. German literature reached, its lowest
ebb under these influences. One of the earliest signs,

ifnot the first Bign, of its revival was a rebellion against
French classicism, and an admiration tor the master
win. i- . i English- Shakespeare and Milton.

Religion Buffered under the same depression. On the

one hand was a rigid Lutheranisin which had petrified

wdiat had once been living convictions int.. dead dog-

mas, and which gave its whole attention to controver-

sies about definitions of doctrines in which the people

bad ceased to feel a genuine interest On the other

hand was a genteel indifference which idolized "en-
lightenment" (the favorite watchword of that period),

and indemnified itself for its compliance with certain

outward observances by laughing at the whole affair in

private. Rabener, a satirist of this period, when char-

acterizing the earlier pari of the 18th century, says:

"There was a time in Germany when no satire could he

witty at the expense of anything hut the Bible, and
there were lively heads which had. so to speak, a com-
plete satirical concordance in readiness, that their wit

might never run dry. . . . If a groom is conscious of

possessing a more cultivated mind than the dairymaid,

he slarll.- h.r by a jest on some text or h\ inn : all the

servants scream with laughter, all admire him. down to

the very cowboy, and the poor dairymaid, who is not so

witty, stands there abashed." When the danger seemed
imminent that the great work of the Reformation would
prove in vain, and that it would soon c e to ruin,

providential supply and guidance came in the pietistic

spirit which arose. Indeed, the learned Dorner holds,

with a large number of others, that this n. « tendency

was a necessary stage in the development of Protestant-

ism—a supplement ofthe Reformation—and that Spener,

the father of pietism, was the veritahle successor ofMe-
lancthon.

But we must First learn what pietism proposed to do

before we can properly appreciate its historical impor-

tance. Pietism commenced upon the principle that the

Church was corrupt ; that the ministry were generally

guilty of gross neglect; and that the people were cursed

with spiritual death. It therefore proposed, as a theo-

logical means of improvement: 1. That the scholastic

theology, which reigned in the academies, and was com-
posed of intricate and disputable doctrine*, and oh-rure

and unusual forms of expression, should he totally abol-

ished. 2. That polemical divinity, which comprehended
the controversies subsisting between 4 Christians of differ-

ent communions, should he less eagerly studiedand less

frequently treated, though not entirely neglected. 3.

That all mixture of philosophy and human science with

divine wisdom was to he most carefully avoided; that

is, that pagan philosophy and classical learning should

he kept distinct from, and by no means surpersede Bib-

lical theology; hut. 1. that, on the contrary, all those

.-t u. 1< nt > who were designed for the ministry should he

accustomed from their early youth to the perusal and

study of the Holy Scriptures, and be taught a plain s_\s-

I. f theology, drawn from these unerring bi

truth. 5. That the whole course of their (duration was
to he so directed as to render them usi ful in life, by the

practical power of their doctrine and the commanding
influence of their example. But it was not intruded to

confine these reforms to students and the clergy. Re-

ligious persons of every class and rank were encouraged

to meet in whal were called Biblical colleges, or colleges

ofpietj iwe might call them prayer-meetings), where

some exercised in reading the Scriptures, singing, and

prayer, and others engaged in the exposition of the

Scriptures; not in a dry and critical way, hut in a strain

of practical and experimental piety, win reby they were

mutually edified. This practice, which always more or

less obtains where religion flourishes (as, for instance, at

the Reformation ), raised the same sort of outcry as at
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the rise of Methodism ; and those who entered not into

the spirit of the design were eager to catch at every in-

stance of weakness or imprudence, to bring disgrace on

that, which, in fact, brought disgrace upon themselves,

as lukewarm and formal Christians. "In so saying,

Master, thou reproachest us also."

The person who began this religious movement was
John Arndt (1555-1621), who wrote The True Chris-

tian, a work as useful religiously as Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress or Doddridge's Religion in the Soul. Spener

followed (1635-1705). The private religious meetings

which he established about 1675, Collegia Pietatis, were

the origin of the application of the name pietism to the

movement. One of his pupils was the saintly A. H.

Francke (q. v.). Paul Gerhard, the well-known author

of the German hymns, also belonged to the same party.

The revival feeling spread rapidly through Germany,
where the institution of the " Collegia," being in com-
plete accord with the national instinct, soon attained

great popularity. Up to 1686 pietism had spread with-

out exciting commotion, no persecution having yet

been attempted. But when in this year Spener re-

moved to Dresden, and several of his students made
bold to lecture at the University of Leipsic, in imitation

of their leader's practice, giving in their lectures par-

ticular prominence to the correction of the errors con-

tained in Luther's translation of the Bible, the great

body of Lutherans, who had been accustomed to regard

this translation as little short of inspired, took umbrage
at such freedom of criticism, and at the practice of these

Pietists who lectured in the popular tongue. All kinds

of adverse rumors were circulated, they were maligned

in many ways, and complaints were made to the univer-

sity authorities. When these popular agitations were

ignored, there followed tumults of so violent a character

as to spread throughout Leipsic the seeds and principles

of mutiny and sedition, and finally the matter was forced

to public trial. Of course the pious and learned men
above mentioned were, indeed, declared free from the

errors and heresies that had been laid to their charge,

but were, at the same time, prohibited from carrying on

the plan of religious instruction they had undertaken

with such zeal. It was during these troubles and di-

visions that the invidious designation Pietists was
first invented; it may at least be affirmed that it was
not commonly known before this period. It was at first

applied by some giddy and inconsiderate persons to those

who frequented the Biblical colleges, and lived in a man-
ner suitable to the instructions and exhortations that

were addressed to them in these seminaries of piety.

It was afterwards made use of to characterize all those

who were either distinguished by the excessive auster-

ity of their manners, or who, regardless of truth and
opinion, were only intent upon practice, and turned the

whole vigor of their efforts towards the attainment of

religious feelings and habits. But as it is the fate of all

those denominations by which peculiar sects are distin-

guished to be variously and often very improperly ap-

plied, so the title "Pietist" was frequently given in

common conversation to persons of eminent wisdom
and sanctity, who were equally remarkable for their ad-

herence to truth and their love of piety; and not seldom

to persons whose motley characters exhibited an enor-

mous mixture of profligacy and enthusiasm, and who
deserved the title of delirious fanatics better than any
other denomination. This contest was by no means
confined to Leipsic, but spread with incredible celerity

through all the Lutheran churches in the different states

and kingdoms of Europe. For from this time, in all the

cities, towns, and villages where Lutheranism was pro-

fessed, there started up, all of a sudden, persons of vari-

ous ranks and professions, of both sexes, who declared

that they were called by a divine impulse to pull up
iniquity by the root; to restore to its primitive lustre

and propagate through the world the declining cause

of piety and virtue; to govern the Church of Christ by
wiser rules than those bv which it was at present di-
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rected; and who, partly in their writings and partly in

their private and public discourses, pointed out the

means and measures that were necessary to bring about
this important revolution. Several religious societies

were formed in various places, which, though they dif-

fered in some circumstances, and were not all conducted

and composed with equal wisdom, piety, and prudence,

were, however, designed to promote the same general

purpose. In the mean time these unusual proceedings

tilled with uneasy and alarming apprehensions both
those who were intrusted with the government of the

Church and those who sat at the helm of the state.

These apprehensions were justified by this important
consideration, that the pious and well-meaning persons

who composed these assemblies had indiscreetly admit-
ted into their community a number of extravagant and
hot-headed fanatics, who foretold the approaching de-

struction of Babel (by which they meant the Lutheran
Church), terrified the populace with fictitious visions,

assumed the authority of prophets honored witli a

divine commission, obscured the divine truths of re-

ligion by a gloomy kind of jargon of their own inven-

tion, and revived doctrines that had long before been

condemned by the Church. The most violent debates

arose in all the Lutheran churches; and persons whose
differences were occasioned rather by mere words and
questions of little consequence than by any doctrines or

institutions of considerable importance, attacked one

another with the bitterest animosity ; and in many
countries severe laws were at length enacted against

the Pietists. These revivers of piety proposed to carry

on their plan without introducing any change into the

doctrine, discipline, or form of government that were

established in the Lutheran Church.

At the head of this movement stood, in Germany,
the learned and pious Spener, whose sentiments were

adopted by the professors of the new Academy of

Halle; and particularly by Francke and Paulus Anto-

nius, who had been invited thither from Leipsic, where
they began to be suspected of pietism. Though few
pretended to treat either with indignation or contempt
the intentions and purposes of these good men (which,

indeed, none could despise without affecting to appear

the enemy of practical religion and virtue), yet many
eminent Lutheran divines, and more especially the pro-

fessors and pastors of Wittenberg, being of opinion that,

in the execution of this laudable purpose, several unor-

thodox maxims were adopted and certain unwarrant-

able measures employed, proceeded publicly against

Spener in the year 1695, and afterwards against his

disciples and adherents, as the inventors and promoters

of erroneous and dangerous opinions. These debates

turned upon a variety of points, and therefore the mat-

ter of them cannot be comprehended under any one

general head. If we consider them indeed in relation

to their origin, and the circumstances that gave rise

to them, we may be able to reduce them to some
fixed principles. We have already said that those who
had the advancement of piety most zealously at heart

were possessed of a notion that no order of men con-

tributed more to retard its progress than the clergy,

whose peculiar vocation it was to inculcate and promote

it. Looking upon this as the root of the evil, it was
but natural that their plans of reformation should begin

here ; and accordingly they laid it down as an essential

principle that none should be admitted into the ministry

but such as had received a proper education, were dis-

tinguished by their wisdom and sanctity of manners,

and had hearts filled with divine love. Hence they

proposed, in the first place, a thorough reformation of the

schools of divinity ; and they explained clearly enough

what they meant by this reformation, as we have seen

abnve. As these maxims were propagated with the

greatest industry and zeal, and were explained inadver-

tently by some without those restrictions which pru-

dence seemed to require, these professed patrons and re-

vivers of piety were suspected of designs that could not
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but render them obnoxious to censure. Tiny were

Bupposed i" despise philosophy and learning; to treal

with indifference, and even to renounce, .-ill inquiries

into the nature and foundations of religious truths; to

disapprove of the zeal and labors of those who defended

it against such as either corrupted or opposed it; and

to place the whole of their theology in certain vague

and incoherent declamations concerning the duties ol

morality. Hence arose those famous disputes concern-

ing the use of philosophy and the value of human learn-

ing, considered in connection with the interests of re-

ligion; the dignity and usefulness of systematic theol-

ogy; the necessity of polemic divinity; the excellence

of the mystic system; and also concerning the true

method of instructing the people. The second great

object that employed the zeal .'111(1 attention of the per-

sons now iimlcr consideration was that the candidates

for the ministry should not only for the future receive

such an academical education as would tend rather to

solid utility than to mere speculation, but also that they

slumM dedicate themselves to God in a peculiar man-
ner, and exhibit the most striking examples of piety

and virtue. This maxim, which, when considered in

itself, must be considered to he highly laudable, not only

i:u\ :casion to several new regulations, designed to

restrain the passion8 of the studious youth, to inspire

them with pious sentiments, and to excite in them holy

resolutions. In 1 1 also produced another maxim, which was

a lasting source of controversy and debate, viz. :
•• That

no person who was not himself a i lei of piety and di-

vine love was qualified to be a public teacher of piety,

or a guide to others in the way of salvation." This

opinion was considered by many as derogatory to the

power and efficacy of the Word of God, which cannot

be deprived of its divine influence by the vices of its

ministers, and as a sort of revival of the long-exploded

errors ofthe Donatists; and what rendered ii peculiarly

liable to an interpretation of this nature was the impru-

dem e ol some Pietists, w ho inculcated and explained it

without those restrictions that were necessary to render

it unexceptionable. Hence arose endless and intricate

debates concerning the following questions : "Whether
the religious knowledge acquired by a wicked man can

be termed theology?" • Whether a vicious person can.

in effect, attain a true knowledge of religion?" " How
tar the office and ministry of an impious ecclesiastic

can be pronounced salutary and efficacious?" "Wheth-
er a licentious and ungodly man cannot be susceptible

of illumination V" and other questions of a like nature.

These revivers of declining piety went still farther.

In order to render the ministry of their pastors as

successful a- possible in rousing men from their indo-

lence-, and in stemming the torrent of corruption and

immorality, they judged two things indispensably nec-

essary. The first was to Suppress entirely, in the
com-' of public instruction, and more especially in that

delivered from the pulpit, certain maxims and phrases

which the corruption of men leads them frequently

to interpret in a manner favorable to (.he indulgence
of their passions. Such, in the judgment of the

Pietists, were tin- following propositions: No man is

able to attain to that perfection which the divine law

requires; good works are not necessary to salvation; in

the act of justification, on the part of man faith alone is

concerned, without g I works. The second step which
thej took iu order to give efficacj to their plans of ref-

ormation was to form new rules of lite and manners,

much more rigorous and austere than those that had
formerly been practiced; and to place in the class of

sinful and unlawful gratifications Beveral kinds of pleas-

ure and amusement which had hitherto been looked

upon as innocent in themselves, and which could only

bet good or evil in consequence of the respective

Characters of those who used them with prudence or

abused Lhem with intemperance. Thus dancing, pan-

tomimes, public sports, theatrical diver-ions, the reading

ofhumorous and comical books, with sev< ral other kinds

of pleasure and entertainment, were prohibited by the

Pietists as unlawful and unseemly, ami therefore by no
means of an indifferent nature. The third thing on
which the Pietists in-i-t<d was that, besides the stated

meetings tor public worship, private assemblies should
he held for prayer and other religious exercises. I he

University of Halle, which had been founded for the

avowed purpose of promoting the pietistic movement,
finally became its home and centre: and the ( trplian-

house established in that town by A. H. Francke, and
renowned all over Europe, one of its most effective

agencies. Besides, ji became a living proof that pie-

tism wa^ not only able to combat the religious errors

oi the times, hut al>o to grapple with the grave wants
of common lite. Is not that a good and sate theology
which, in addition to teaching truth, can also clothe

the naked and Iced the hungrj ? Ii has hi en charged
against the Pietists that they wrote hut little. Writ-
ing was not their mission. It was theirs to act, to

reform the practical life and faith of the people, not

to waste their Btrength in a war of hooks. They
wrote what they needed to carry out their lolly aim;
and this was perhaps sufficient. They did lack pro-

fundity of thought; hut let it be remembered that

their work was restorative, not initial. Yel we would
not leave the impression that pietism did not exert any
influence as a literary light. The theological instruc-

tion of Francke .and his coadjutors in the University of

Halle was very influential. During the tirst thirty

years of its history six thousand and thirty-four theolo-

gians were trained within its walls, not to speak ofthe

multitudes who received a thorough academic .and re-

ligious instruction in the < Irphan-house. The < triental

Theological College, established in connection with the

university, promoted the study of Biblical languages,

and originated the first critical edition of the Hebrew
Bible. Moreover, it founded missions to the .lews and
.Mohammedans, [•'rout Halle streams of the new life

flowed out until there were traces of reawakening

throughout Europe. First, the larger cities gave si^ns

of returning faith; .and the universities which were

most bitter against Spener were influenced by t lie

power of the teachings of his immediate successors.

Pietism propagated its influence by means of Bengi 1 in

WUrtemberg and the University of Tubingen, and in

Moravia through Zinzendorf. Arnold and Thomasius
belonged to this party at the beginning of the 18th

century, Oettinger ai Tubingen, Crusius ai Leipsic,

and. to a certain extent. Buddeus also, partook <>f the

spirit of pietism. The opposition ofthe old Lutheran

party of other parts of Germany produced controver-

sies u hicb continued till about 17-J'i (for an account, see

Weismann, l/.»/. Eccl. Hist Sacr,
| 1745], p. 1018 sip).

Zurich, Basle, Heme, and all the larger towns received

it with gladness. Ii penetrated as far east as the prov-

inces bordering on the Baltic Sea. and as far north as

Denmark. Norway, and Sweden. Many of the conti-

nental courts welcomed it. and orphan-houses, after the

model of Francke'sj became the fashion ofthe day. The
Reformed Church was influenced ami impelled by it,

and even England ami the Netherlands indi

strong sympathy for its practical and evangelical feat-

urea. No higher tribute can he paid it than that of

Tholuck, who avers -thai the Protestan I < hurch of

( iermany has never possessed so many zealous < Ihristian

ministers and laymen as iu the first fortj years ofthe

18th century."

With a new generation of professors at Halle among
i hem <

'. B. Michaelis, the younger Francke, Frciling-

hausen, the elder Knapp, Callenberg, and Baumgarten

taking the place of their more vigorous predecessors,

pietism began to lose its first power and earnest spirit

The persistent inquiry into scriptural truth passed over

into a tacit acquiescence ofthe understanding. Reli-

ance xv as placed on the convictions, more than mi the

fruits of siudy. Spener had blended the emotions of

I he mind and heart, reason and faith, harmonious!} : hut
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the later Pietists cast off the former and blindly fol-

lowed the latter. Hence they soon found themselves

indulging in superstition, and repeating many of the

errors of some of the most deluded Mystics. Science

was frowned upon, because of its supposed conflict with

the letter of Scripture. The language of Spener and

Francke, which was full of' practical earnestness, came

into disuse. Definitions became loose and vague. The
" Collegia," which had done so much good, now grew

formal, cold, and disputatious. The missions, which had

begun very auspiciously, dwindled from want of means

and men. External life became pharisaical. Great

weight was attached to long prayers. The duke ofCoburg

required the masters of schools to utter a long prayer in

his presence, as a test of fitness for advancement. Pie-

tism grew mystical, ascetic, and superstitious. Some

of its advocates and votaries made great pretensions to

holiness and unusual gifts. This had a tendency to

bring the system into disrepute in certain quarters,

though the good influences that it had exerted still ex-

isted and increased. It might disappear, but the good

achieved by it would live after it. Pietism, though

it ceased its aggressive power after Francke and Tho-

masius, was destined to exert a reproductive power long

afterwards. From their day to the present, whenever

there has arisen a great religious want, the heart of the

people has been directed towards this same agency as

a ground of hope. Whatever be said against it, it can-

not be denied that it has succeeded in finding a safe

lodgment in the affections of the evangelical portion of

the German Church. Even in our own century the

Church has had recourse to pietism as its only relief from

a devastating rationalism ; not the pietism of Spener

and Francke, we acknowledge, but the same general

current belonging to both. Its organ was the Evang< l-

ical Church Gazette, in 1827, and among the celebrities

who attached themselves to it we find the names of

Heinroth,Von Meyer, Schubert, Von Raumer, Steffens.

Schnorr, and Olivier. Pietism lacked a homogeneous

race of teachers. Here lay the secret of its overthrow.

Had the founders been succeeded by men of much the

same spirit, and equally strong inlellect, its existence

would have been guaranteed, so far as anything relig-

ious can be promised in a country where there is a state

Church to control the individual conscience. The great

mistake of Lutheranism was in its failure to adopt it as

its child. The sceptical germ which soon afterwards

took root, gave evidence that it could cause its over-

throw for a time, at least; but the evils of rationalism

were partially anticipated by the practical teachings of

the Pietists.

The inference has frequently been drawn that the

two tendencies— the dogmatic and the pietistic

—

which marked the religious life of Germany at the

opening of the 18th century, ministered indirectly to

the production of scepticism; the dogmatic strictness

stimulating a reaction towards latitude of opinion, and

the unchurchlike and isolating character of pietism fos-

tering individuality of belief. This inference is, how-
ever, hardly correct. Dogmatic truth in the corporate

Church, and piety in the individual members, are ordi-

narily the safeguards of Christian faith and life. The
danger arose in this case from the circumstance that

the dogmas were emptied of life, and so became unreal

;

and that the piety, being separated from theological

science, became insincere, nationalism in Germany,
without pietism as its forerunner, would have been fatal

for centuries. But the relation of these tendencies, so

plainly seen in the ecclesiastical histor\r of Germany, is

one of long standing. From the days of Neo-Platonism

to the present they have existed, the good to balance

the evil, faith to limit reason. They have been called

by different names; but Christianity could little afford

to do without it or its equivalent in the past, and the

Church of the future will still cling as tenaciously and
fondly to it or to its representative. A recent author
who has shown a singular facility in grouping historical

periods and discovering their great significance, says:

"Pietism went back from the cold faith of the L7th

century to the living faith of the Reformation. But
just because this return was vital and produced by the

agency of the Holy Spirit, it could not be termed a lit-

eral return. We must not forget that the orthodoxy

of the 17th century was only the extreme elaboration

of an error, the beginning of which we find as far back,

as Luther's time, and which became more and more a

power in the Church through the influence of Melanc-

thon. It was this: Mistaking the faith by which we

believe for the faith which is believed. The principle of

the Reformation was justification by faith, not the doc-

trine of faith and justification. In reply to the Catholics

it was deemed sufficient to show that this was the true

doctrine which points out the way of salvation to man.

The great danger lay in mistaking faith itself for the

doctrine of faith. Therefore, in the controversies con-

cerning justifying faith, we find that faith gradually

came to be considered in relation to its doctrinal aspects

more than in connection with the personal, practical,

and experimental knowledge of men. In this view pie-

tism is an elaboration of the faith of the lGth century.

. . . So far from being heterodox, Spener even expressed

himself in the most decided manner in favor of the doc-

trines of the Church. He would make faith consist less

in the dogmatism of the head than in the motions of

the heart; he would bring the doctrine away from the

angry disputes of the schools and incorporate it into

practical life. He was thoroughly united with the Be-

formers as to the real signification of justifying faith,

but these contraries which were sought to be re-estab-

lished he rejected. . . . From Spener's view a new-

phase of spiritual life began to pervade the heart. The
orthodoxy of the state Church had been accustomed to

consider all baptized persons as true believers if only

they had been educated in wholesome doctrines. There

was a general denial of that living, conscious, self faith

which was vital in Luther, and had transformed the

world. The land, because it was furnished with the

Gospel and the sacraments, was considered an evangel-

ical country. The contrast between mere worldly and

spiritual life, between the living and dead members of

the Church, was practically abolished, though there

still remained a theoretical distinction between the vis-

ible and invisible Church. As to the world outside the

pale of the Church, the Jevs and heathen, there was no

thought whatever. Men believed they had done their

whole duty when they had roundly combated the other

Christian churches. Thus lived the state Church in

quiet confidence of its own safety and pure doctrine at

the time when the nation was recovering from the dev-

astations of the Thirty-years' War. ' In the times suc-

ceeding the Reformation,' says a Wurtemberg pastor of

the past century, ' the greater portion of the common
people trusted that they would certainly be saved if

they believed correct doctrines; if one is neither a Ro-

man Catholic nor a Calvinist, and confesses his opposi-

tion, he cannot possibly miss heaven ; holiness is not so

necessarv after all'" (Auberlen, Die gottliche Offenba-

runff, i. -278-281).

The enemies of pietism have confounded it with mys-

ticism. There are undoubted points in common, but

pietism was aggressive instead of contemplative ; it was

practical rather than theoretical. Both systems made

purity of life essential, but mysticism could not guard

against mental disease, while pietism enjoyed a long

season of healthful life. The latter was far too much
engaged in relieving immediate and pressing wants to

fall into the gross errors which mark almost the entire

career of the former. Pietism was mystical in so far as

it made purity of heart essential to salvation; but it was

the very antipodes of mysticism when organized and

operating against a languid and torpid Church with such

weapons as Spener and his coadjutors employed. Bohme
and Spener were world-wide apart in many respects, but

in purity of heart they were beautifully in unison.
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A brief account of pietism is given in Base's Church

Hist, g 109; and for a fuller account, see Schrockb, Kir-

chengesch. si it dt r Ref. \ iii, 255 291 : Pusey, On G* rman
Theology, pt. i

I p. 67 113); pt. ii, ch. \ ; Amand Saintcs.

Crit. Hist, of Rationalism, ch. vii. SpenePs character

and life may be Been in < ianstein's memoir of him : and

in Weismann, p. 966 972. A philosophical view of pi-

etism, as a necessary stage in the development of Ger-

man religious life, is given by Dorner in the Stud. u.

Kill. 1840, pt. ii, p. 137, " Ueber den Pietismus." Kah-
ni>. w bo himself quotes from it

| Hist, of Germ. Prot. p.

102 I, regards pietism as ministering indirectly to ration-

alism : much in the same way a> bishop Fitzgerald crit-

icised the similar evangelical movement of England
(Aids to Faith, p. 19, etc.). The best account of pietism

is to be tout nl in Horsbach, Spener u. seim ZeiL; Bret-

Bchneider, Dii Grundlagi des evangelischen Pietismus;

Marklin, Darstellung ». h'ii/il: des modernen Pietismus.

Sec also Hurst. //i.--t.ii/'/,',iliiiini/i.<iii.vh. iiand iii : Hurst's

Hagenbach, Church HisLoftk* 18th and 19th Centuries;

Winkworth, Christian Singers of Germany, p. 257 sq.;

M.ih. <hi. Rev. April. 1865, p. 316; Bibliotheca Sacra,

July, 1865, p. 522; 1864, p. 224; Gass, Dogmengesch.

;

Haag, Hist, des Dogmes. (J. H.W.)

Pietosi is the name of a celebrated Jewish family,

called in Hebrew ~":vr,
'ft, which, like the families

zTvrrn y: and ~"~":n i~. traced their origin to

those Jews who were led into captivity after the destruc-

tion ofJerusalem by Titus and Vespasian. To this fam-

ily belong the following

:

1. Bknjamin de, ben-Abr., b.-Jech., b.-Abr. Rofe,of

Rome, who flourished in the middle ofthe 13th century,

is the author ofQ^H U" *I5U), a didactic poem (Prague,

_._..„. _--..-_^
religious hymns. See Zunz,

Synagogale Poesie, p. 313 315; id. Literaturgeschichti

ih r synagog. Poesie, p. 362 sq.; Steinschneider, Cata-

logus Libr. Hebr. in Bibl. Bodl. p. 2767 sq. ; Dukes, Ozar
Nachmad, ii. 199.

2. Jacob de, of Italy, wrote -~v~ r"". a great

collectaneum of diverse matters (Livorno, 1800):—
Z~V"~ *:~. novellas on the treatises Chullin and '/'<-

mura < ibid. 1810):—i"HB3 rtSTO, another collectaneum

(ibid.).

3. ZmkiA de, a brother of Benjafsin, wrote ^SIS
-p;n. on Jewish rites and precepts (Venice, L546;

Sulzbach, 1699; Dul L794). See Wolf, Bibl. Hebr.

i, HiDl ; iii, 961 ; iv,962; Schorr, Kritische Untersuchung

iiberdas Werk Schibbale ha-Leketh inZijyon (Frankfort-

on-the-Main, 1841), i. 117 sq. ; Ftirst, Bibl. Jud. iii.

100. (B.P.)

Pietro, .Miciii'.ii Di,an Italian prelate of note, was
horn Jan. L8, 1717. at Albano. After defending in pub-

lic disputation at Home with great success some theo-

logical propositions, be was appointed professor of eccle-

siastical history in the Gregorian university, and of

canonical law at the Roman archi-gymnasium. He
took an important share in the work "I the co

lion which examined the decisions of the Synod of Pis-

toja favorable to Jansenism, and contributed with the

learned Gerdil t" the redaction of the bull Auctorem

fidei (1794). Pius VI, when he left Koine i
17ms,. made

him apostolical Ii gate, and he had to give his ad\ ice in

mam a delicate question; for instance, in that of the

oath of hatred against royalty which was exacted from

French clergymen. Pius \11 appointed him succes-

sively patriarch of Jerusalem, cardinal (Feb. 23, 1801),

and prefect of the Propaganda. When this pontiff was
forced to lea\ e Rome 1 1809), Pii tro was chosen to occu-

py his place : hut be «a- Boon compelled to betake him-
self to Paris, and upon bis refusal to attend the religious

celebration of Napoleon's marriage with Maria Louisa,

lie was punished with banishment, loss of th

of his dignities, and confiscation of his income. Rele-

gated to Saumur with cardinals < iabrielli and ( >prizzpni,

confined in 1810 in the dungeon ofVincennes, lie joiner!

the pope in 1813 at Fontainebleau, and was again sepa-
rated from him in January, 1814. The political situa-

tion finally allowed him to return to Koine, and be he-

came grand penitentiary, prefect of the Index, bishop
ofAlbano 1 1816), and of Porto and Santa-Ruffine

1 1820).

He died at Rome July 2, 1821. This prelate, remark-
able for his circumspection and flexibility, was consid-

ered one of the luminaries of the Sacred College, for his

theological lore and administrative abilities. Hoefer,
\ out. Biog. <n nerdU . \l. 205.

Piety occurs but once in the A. V.: "Let them
learn first to show pi fy at home"

I r< v iSiov oikov einjt-

8iiv, better, " towards their own household," 1 Tim. v.

4). The choice of this word here instead of the more
usual equivalents of "godliness," "reverence," and the

like, was probably determined by the special sense of

pietas, as "erga pareutes" (Cicero, Partit.22\ Rep.vi,

15; Inc. ii. 22). It does not appear in the earlier Eng-
lish versions, and we may recognise in its application

in this passage a special felicity. A word was wanted
for tvat/3eiv which, unlike "showing godliness," would
admit of a human as well as a divine object, and thi<

piety supplied.—Smith.
1'ii t y . or godliness, only another name for personal

religion, consists in a firm belief, and in right concep-

tions of the being, perfections, and providence of God;
with suitable affections to him. resemblance of his moral

perfections, and a constant obedience to his will. The
different articles included in this definition, such as

knowledge, veneration, love, resignation, etc., are ex-

plained in their proper places in this work. For Per-

verted /'<</?/. see E Mill S.

Piga, Mi ii in s, an Eastern prelate, flourished in

the second half of the L6th century. He was in 1591

exarch of the Church of ( 'niistaut inople. and shortly af-

ter that time was chosen to till the (hair of St. Mark's.

As patriarch of Alexandria. Piga distinguished himself

by great devotion to ecclesiastical studies, and as the

author of one or two controversial writings for the Sla-

vonic Church, which was exposed to the intrusion of

Romanism.

Pigenat, Francois, a French preacher of the Jesu-

itic order, was born at Aut mi near the close of the loth

century. He early became a member of the Society ol

Jesus, and at 1 '.iris w as one of t lie most zealous preach-

ers of the League. In September, loss, he was. in a

somewhat quaint maimer, elected curate of St. Nicolas

des champs. Legeay having been expelled by his par-

ishioners as suspected of Huguenotism. Henry III said

on that occasion thai " Parisians win- kings and popes,

and if you onlj let them have their own way, thej will

soon dispose of the whole spiritual and temporal power

of the realm." In January, 1589, Pigenat preached at

Paris the funeral sermon of the duke and cardinal of

Guise, assassinated at Blois by order of the king, and

gave them the title of martyrs. Pigenat took a con-

spicuous part in all the absurd and obscene processions

of the time. He organized one in his own parish, where
over a thousand persons, of both sexes and everj age,

were marched half naked, the curate hiuis ill ha\ ing

only a while robe to cover him. He was om of the

first to si gn the deposition of Henry HI, and became a

member ol the council of Quarante. He was by bis

friends claimed to be inspired, but royalist writers call

him "a troublesome liar, false prophet, promoter of

every kind of crime, who receives from the Spanish

court numbers of doubloons lor his vociferating in the

(hair and in the public thoroughfares." Alter the

murder of Henry III, Pigenat transferred his ani-

mosity to Henn rV, declaring that "it was not in the

power of God thai the Bearnais should be converted,

that the pope could not ahsolve him and put him on

the throne, and that it he did he would he excommuni-
cated himself." Pigenat did not live to see Henry IV

make in- entrance into Paris. He died in L590. Ac-
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Cbrding to L'Estoile, he was not destitute of talent and

imagination.

His brother, Odon Pigenat, provincial of the Jesuits

and one of the Seize, was also a chief of the League. He
died at Bourges of an attack of frenzy.

A third member of the same family, Jean Pigenat,

lived at the same time. He left Aveuglement des Poli-

tiques, Heretiques, et Maheustres, etc. (Paris, 1592, 8vo).

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, '205.

Pigeon is the rendering—but only in connection

with the epithet "young"—of two very different Heb.

and one Gr. word: HSI"1

) yondh, -rripicrTipa, a general

name for any member of the dove family (' ; dove" ev-

erywhere, except in the Mosaic enactment, Lev. i, 14

;

y, 7, 11 ; xii, 6, 8; xiv, 22. 30: xv, 14, 29; Numb, vi,

10 ; Luke ii, 24) ; but in Gen. xv, 9, bv.Z, gozdl, the

young of any bird, perhaps there correctly of the dove,

although in Deut. xxxii the " young" of the eagle is

meant. The Biblical passages in which the pigeon is

mentioned may be classified as follows:

1. Pigeons or doves were the only birds used for sac-

rifices (comp. already Gen. xv, 9), in particular young-

pigeons (MS'T^rt "i33. pulli columbini) and turtle-doves,

which were sacrificed, sometimes with other offerings

(Lev. xii, 6, in purifying women after childbed), some-

times alone as free-will offerings made by fire (Lev. i,

14) ; or were prescribed in the purifications from lepro-

sy (Lev. xiv, 22), from personal uncleanness (Lev. xv,

14); that of Nazarites (Numb, vi, 10), and of women
after menstruation (Lev. xv, 29). But in two cases,

where poverty interfered with more costly sacrifices,

these were substituted (Lev. v, 7 sq. ; xii, 8. Comp.
Luke ii, 24). Such offerings of birds were also made
by the poor in Egypt. (See Pausan. x, 32, 9. Comp.
Engel, Cyprus, ii, 184 sq.) For the purpose of provid-

ing these sacrifices, dealers in pigeons used to sit in the

neighborhood of the Temple (Matt, xxi, 12; Mark xi,

15; John ii, 14, 16); and the raising of doves was from

an early day a pursuit peculiar to the Jews (Isa. lx, 8.

Comp. Rosenmuller, Morgenl. vi, 283), although there

were also many wild pigeons in Palestine (Ezek. vii, 16.

Comp. Schubert, iii, 250), which built their nests in

clefts of the rocks (Jer. xlviii, 28; Cant, ii, 14; Rob-
inson, ii, 433), or at least sought a refuge there when
chased (Psa. xi, 1. Comp. Iliad, xxi, 493 sq.

;
Quint.

Smyrn. xii, 12 sq.). See Schwebel, Be columbarum
cultu (Onold. 1767); Wemsdorf, Be columb. sacra Sy-
rorum (Helmst. 1761).

2. The flight of the pigeon was employed by the

poet as a figure for swiftness (Psa. lv, 7; Hosea xi, 11.

Comp. Soph. (Ed. Col. 1081; Eurip. Bacch. 1090; Rob-
inson, ii, 484), and is so understood by many interpre-

ters in several passages of the New Testament (Matt.

iii, 16 ; Mark i, 10 ; John i, 32) in which the Holy Spir-

it's descent is spoken of, but this may be doubted. The
figure is carried out still further by Isaiah (lx, 8), and
it is true that the pigeon surpasses in swiftness and di-

rectness of flight many birds of its size, without, how-
ever, being remarkable in this respect (Virg. JEn. v,

213 sq. ; Plin. x, 52). The cause of this may be found
in its long wings (Rechstein, Naturgesch. iv, 2), by
means of which it often escapes the birds which would
prey upon it (Plin. x, 52; Phsedr. i, 323; .Elian. Ani-
mal iii, 45). In songs of love, the eyes of the beloved,

as expressive of attachment and of innocence, are com-
pared with those of the dove, or, as some say, with little

doves (Cant, i, 15 ; iv, 1). And in Cant, v, 12 it is said,
•' His eyes are like doves over brooks of water, bathed in

milk, resting in fulness ,-" a very beautiful description of

the swimming apple of the eye. (The explanation of

these words by Umbreit and Dopke is in better taste

than that of Rosenmiiller.) The voice of the dove is

represented by the poets as a sigh, an expression of sor-

row (Wrt, Isa. xxviii, 14; lix, 11 ; Nah. ii, 8. Cump.
Ezek. vii, 16 ; Theocr. vii, 141 ; Virg. Eclog. i, 59 ; Mar-

tial, iii, 59, 19 ; and quotations from the Oriental poets

in Jones, I'oes. Asiat. p. 346 sq. ; Gesen. Comment, on Isa.

i, 992). To the white and glimmering plumage refer-

ence is made in Psa. lxviii, 14 ; on which we remark
that, according to Hasselquist {Travels, p. 553), the

pigeons of Palestine have usually whitish-gray feathers

on the neck, head, breast, and shoulders. In the com-
parison used by Jesus (Matt, x, 16), the dove is the

image of innocence. (Comp. Schbttgen and Wetstein,

ad loc.)

3. Psa. lv, 7 was understood by the Hebrew inter-

preters as affording a trace of the use of carrier-pigeons

among the ancient Jews ; their use being common now
in the East. (See Arvieux, Nachr. v, 422 ; Troilo, Trav.

p. 610 sq. ; Russell, N. II. ofA leppo, ii, 90 ; and especially

Bochart, Ilieroz. ii, 542; J. Ue Sacy, La Colombe messa-

g'ere, from the Arabic of Michael Sabbagh [Par. l.sii.Vj
;

and on the use of them in ancient times, especially in

sieges, see ./Elian, V. II. ix. 2; Plin. x, 53; Front.

Strateg. iii, 13, 8.) But the words of this passage con-

tain no such reference. Some would also refer to the

same birds the words in Psa. lvi. 1 (Lengerke, Ken. p.

166), but without reason. (See Gesen. Thes. i, 104.)—

Winer, ii, 566. See Dove; Tiktle-dove.

Piggott, John, an English Baptist divine, flour-

ished in the second half of the 17th century, and was
very popular in his day, especially in his own religious

denomination. As a religious instructor, he taught with

clearness and argued with strength, exhorted with ve-

hemence and reproved with becoming authority. He
published, A ccount of J. Pilkingtons Recantation of
Romanism (Lond. 1669, 4to) :

—

Eight Separate Sermons

(1700-1709, all 8vo) -.—Eleven Sermons (1714,8vo ) : with

the last is the sermon preached at Piggott's grave by

the Rev. J. Stenneth. See Skeats, Uist. of tin' Free

Churches of England, p. 261 ; Allibone, Bict. of Brit.

and A mer. Authors, s. v.

Pighius, Albert, whose family name was Van
Campen, was bom about the year 1490 at Campen, in

the Netherlands. He studied first philosophy and
mathematics at Louvain, then theology, on which he

lectured at the latter place and at Cologne, where he

had also been honored with the doctorate of divinity.

He accompanied pope Adrian VI (q. v.) to Spain and

Italy, and after the death of Adrian he resided at Rome,
and acted on several important missions as the repre-

sentative of Rome, as at Worms and Regensburg. Un-
der pope Paul III (q. v.) he was made provost of the

church of St. John at Utrecht, where he died, Dec.

24, 1543. Although Pighius was very fierce against

Protestants, yet among his own coreligionists his or-

thodoxy to the Catholic faith was doubted very much.

Of his works we mention, A dveisus Prognosticatorum

vulgus, qui animus prcedictiones edunt et se astrologos

mentiuntur. astrologice defensio — De cequinoctiorum sol-

stiiiorumque inn ntiom ,
/«<• nun de ration paschalis ce-

lebrationis it de restitutioni ecclesiastici calendarii:—
Adversus novam Marci Beneventani astronomiam apo-

logia :—A ssertio hierarchice ecclesiastics lib. vi (Cologne,

1538, and often) :—and Be libera hominis arbitrio et di-

vina gratia libri x adn reus Lutherum, Calvinum, et alios,

to which Calvin replied in his Defensio sance et orthodoxies

doctrmce de Servitutt <t Liberatione humani Arbitriiad-

vers. Calumnias Alb. Pigltii Campensis (Geneva, 1545),

published in his tractatus. See Dupin, Nouvetle Bibli-

otheque des Auteurs ecclesiastiques, etc., t. xvi; Bayle,

Diet. s. v.; Schweizer, Centraldogmen, i, 180; Herzog,

Real-Encyklop. s. v. ; Theologisches Universal-Lexicon,

s. v.; Jbcher, Gelehrten- Lexikon, s. v.; Hagenbach,

History of Doctrines, ii, 197 sq. (B. P.)

Pigneau de Behaine, Pierre-Joseph, a French

missionary, was born Dec, 1741, at Origny (Thie'rache).

He was brought up in the College of Laon, and studied

theology at the Seminaire des Trente-Trois at Paris.

After taking holy orders, he embarked at Cadiz, in the

beginning of 1756, for the Oriental missions, unknown
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to his parent-, who were opposed to his design. In

1767 he arrived at the bland ofHon-Dat, near the coast

ol Cochin-China. The apostolic vicar of that mission,

M. Piguel, bbhop oft hampa in partibos, gave him the

direction ofhis college,which he was then transferring to

that place In 1768 the governor of the province Kan-
Rao, to which the island ofHon-Dal belonged, ordered

him i" be arrested, and sentenced bim to the cangne,

wiih another French missionary and a Chinese priest.

They endured the tormenl with pal Li nee. and after three

months' captivity were set at large. Pigneau resumed
the direction of his college, and transferred it to Pon-

dicherry. In 177o he was appointed bishop of Adran in

partibus, and coadjutor of the apostolic vicar of ( lochin-

China, whom be soon alter succeeded in his office. In

177 1 he entered Cochin-China by the Cambodia. Be
found the whole country in the power of rebels, whohad
put to death the king and Ids nephew-. The brother

ol the latter, Nguyen-Auts, who had been imprisoned,

escaped and lied !" the house nf the hi.-hop of Adran.

where he was concealed for a month. He succeeded

afterwards in bringing together a small force, took pos-

ses-ion of Lower Cochin-China, and called to his side

hi- benefactor, and was. in all he did. directed by his

advice. In 17*:; he was beaten hy the rebels, and had

to flee the country. Pigneau then, taking along the

pupils of his college, went to the Cambodia, and thence

to M.un. Saving embarked for Pondicherry, he heard.

while sailing along the coast of Cambodia, thai Ngu-
yen-Ants was at a shorl distance on the coast ; he joined

him, who, with about six hundred soldiers, was reduced

to the last extremity of starvation. He relieved them

with his own provisions, and after spending a fortnight

with them, he gained Pulo-Way, a small deserted island,

situated sixty Leagues from the continent. He stayed

there nunc months, during which time he wrote, in com-
pany with a Cochin-Chinese priest, instructions for the

religious worship, and corrected several works translat-

ed from the French. In December, 1784, he joined

again the king of Cochin-China, and soon after wi n<

in person to solicit the assistance of Louis XVI for his

friend, taking along with him the six-year-old son of

the Asiatic prince. He arrived at Lorient February,

17*7. His embassy was a successful one. France en-

gaged to -end lour frigates and nearly two thousand
soldier- to ( 'ochin-( 'hina. and obtained in compensation

the principal harbor of that country. Touron. Louis

.WI appointed Pigneau his plenipotentiary, and had

his prebend presented by him to Nguyen-Ants. The
bishop, who had received rich presents himself, em-
barked for Pondicherry with the young prince, carry-

ing to count Thomas Conway, governor-general of the

Ik ii.li settlements, the blue cordon he had obtained for

him, with the direction to prepare and command in

person the projected expedition; bul various obstacles,

among others the Revolution, prevented it. and the

could only equip two little ships, which he

loaded with ammunition, -tins. etc. Count Conway
put also at his disposition a frigate, on hoard of which

io( lochin-* hina, H here he joined the king in

December, 1789. The arrival of these subsidies, the

i rtions of the French officers, who in a short

ipped a powerful fleet, and organized an army
of six thousand soldiers after the European fashion, gave
the victory to the king. The bishop was hopeful of

turning to the advantage of religion the influ he

had won. when he died of dysentery, Oct. 9, 1799. In

August, 1861, the French government restored the

tomb of Pigneau de Behaine,and proclaimed ii French
property. Hoefer, Wouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 224.

Pignone, Simone, an Italian painter, who, accord-

ing to Oretti, was horn at Florence in the year 1614,

studied with Fabrizio BoSChi, afterwards with I'a—
Bignano, and lastly with Francesco Furini, whose man-
ner he adopted, though he improved his coloring by
visiting Venice, and Btudying the works of the great

masters, particularly those Of Titian and Tintoretto.

After his return to Florence he distinguished himself
by several works which he executed for the churches,
and which were greatly admired for the delicacy and
beauty of the coloring. The most esteemed of these
are. St. Michael discomfiting tin Rebel Angels, in the
Nun/.iata: St. Louis, Kin;/ of France, Distributing his

Wealth to the Poor, in S. Felicita; and an altar-piece,

Monte Oliveto. His most admired works, however,
are to be found in the collections of the nobility. These
are of Small size, and from sacred Subjects. There are

also some of his picture.- in the Florentine Gallery. He
was loud ol painting mythological subjects, the peculiar

character of which afforded a fine opportunity of dis-

playing his marvellous skill in flesh tints. Lanzi and
Carlo Maratti agree as to hi- being among the best of

the Florentine painters of his time. His death oc-

curred in L69& See S| ner, Biog. Hist, of tin Fine
.1 //.-•. ii, 095.

Pignorius, Laurentius, a noted Italian ecclesias-

tic, celebrated especially as an antiquary, was bom
at Padua in 1571, and flourished at Treviso, where he
held a canonry. He died of the plague in 1631. He
collected a cabinet of medal- and other curiosities of

rare extent and value. His principal work is an at-

tempt to explain the famous l-iae Table, a relic of

Egyptian antiquity, covered with figures of divinities.

symbols, and hieroglyphs. The table is supposed by
Warburton to belong to the latest period of ancient

Egypt. Pignorius also wrote a treatise, In Servis <t

• urn in apud ceteres Ministeriis:—Antiquities ofPadua,
etc. See Nouv. Diet. Hist. s. v.

Pi-hahi'roth (Heb. Pi-hachiroth', PTPnn -2,

understood by some to be of Hebrew etymology, and
rendered mouth nf tin gorges; Sept. f) tiravXie, to gtC-

lia ElptliS, Et'owc ; Vulg. Phikahiroth), a place before

or at which the Israelites encamped, at the close of the

third march from Rameses, when they went out of

Egypt. Pi-hahiroth was before Migdol, and on either

hand were Baal-zephon and the sea (Exod. xiv. •_', :»;

Numb, xxxiii. 7, 8). The name is probably that of

a natural locality, from the unlikelihood that there

should have been a town or village in both pan- ol the

country where it is placed in addition to Migdol and

Baal-zephon, which seem to have been, ii not towns, at

least military stations, and it- name i- susceptible of an

Egyptian etymology giving a sense apposite to this

idea. The first part of the word is apparently treated

by its punctuation as a separate prefix i Numb, xxxiii. 8),

and it would therefore appear to he the masculine def-

inite article /'•. /''. or Pi. Jablunsky proposed the

( 'optic pi-A chirot, " the place \\ hen sedge grows," and
this, or a similar name, the late M. Fulgence Frc.-tiel

recognised in the modem Ghuweybet el-bus, "the bed

ol reeds." near Ras Atakah. There is another Ghuwey-

bet el-bus near Suez, and such a name would of course

depend for its permanence upon the continuance of a

vegetation subject to change. Migdol appears to have

been a common name for a frontier watch-tower. See

Migdol. Baal-zephon we take to have had a similar

meaning to that of Migdol. See Baal-zephon. We
should expect, therefore, thai the encampment would

have been in a depression, partly marshy, having on

either band an elevation marked hy a watch-tower

(Smith). It is evident thai so vague a circumstance as

the presence of reeds, which are common in any moist

place n< ar Sue/, cannot serve to determine the locality,

This must he lixed hy the more definite notice - of the

narrative, which appear to us to point to the opening

of the plain el-Radeah, between Jebel Atakah and Jebel

Abu-Deraj. See Exoui : Ri d m \. Crossing of.

Pik, al ailed -Ii 3AIAH Bl RI ix. a somen hat noted

Jewish rabbi, flourished at Brealau, in Silesia, v. here he

led. May 13, 1799, after having occupied the rabbiship

for about sixteen yi ar-. lie w rote : l.'.H. or note- and

corrections to the Talmud, which arc generally printed in
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the modern editions of the Talmud :—*pS1"-'iJ HSSsn,

elucidations and corrections to Nathan ben-Jechiel's

(q. v.) dictionary, called A ruch, but only on the letters

X—5, which were edited by R. W. Giinsburg (Breslau,

1830), while the second part, comprising the letters V—f!>

which was prepared by Luzzatto and Hurwitz, was ed-

ited by Eosenkranz (Vienna, 1859) :—JWnn ^a, i. e.

glossaries on the Targum of Onkelos (q. v.), edited by

D. Sklower (Breslau, 1827, and Vienna, 1836) :—"JIlUSI

"il^sb, glossaries on the Mishna, printed in the editions

of the Mishna (Vienna, 1793; Prague, 1825-30; and

with many additions edited by W.Eger,Altona, 1841-46).

See Beer, Jiidische Literaturbriefe (Leips. 1857, p. 45

;

reprinted from Frankel's Monatsschrift, 1853-1854);

Fiirst, Bibliotheca Judaica, i, 110; Zunz, Die Monats-

tage des Kalenderjahres (Berlin, 1872), p. 27 ; Engl, transl.

by Rev. B. Pick, in the Jewish Messenger (N. Y. 1874)

;

Cassel, Leitfaden zur jiidischen Geschichte u. Literatur

(Berlin, 1872), p. 107; Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. u. s. Sekten,

iii, 245 ; Steinschneider, Bibliograph. Ilandb. p. 22 ; Ca-

talogs Libr. Hebr. in Biblioth. Bodl. p. 1385. (B. P.)

Pike, Samuel, an English Dissenting minister, was

born at Ramsey, Wiltshire, about 1717. He became

minister of a congregation at Henley-on-Thames, and

in 1747 succeeded John Hill at the Three Cranes, Lon-

don. He died in 1773. Pike was quite a voluminous

writer. Among his many productions we mention,

Thoughts on such Passages of Scripture as ascribe Af-
fections and Passions to the Deity (Loud. 1750, 12mo)

:

—Philosophia Sacra, or the Princiji/es <f Natural Phi-

losophy extracted from Divine Revelation (Lond. 1753,

8vo); a scarce work, written on Hutchiusonian prin-

ciples:

—

The Nature and Evidences of Saving Faith;

being the substance of Four Sermons on Heb. xi, 1 ; Two

of which were Preached at, the Merchants' Lecture, Pin-

ner's Hall. With a Preface (Lond. 1764, 8vo) :—Re-
ligious Cases of Conscience answered in an Evangelical

Manner, or the Inquiring Christian Instructed; to which

are added Replies to Thirty-two Questions, or the Pro-

fessing Christian Tried at the Bar of God's Word. To
whirh is subjoined the Character of the nappy. Honest,

and Faithful Man. By Samuel Pike and Samuel Hay-
ward (new ed. Romsey, 1819, 8vo; last Amer. ed. with

an Introd. by Dr. H. A. Boardman, Phila. 1859, 12mo)

:

— Compendious Hebreio Lexicon (1766, 8vo; new ed.

1816, 8vo). See Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A u-

thors, s. v. ; Darling, Cyclop. Bibliog. s. v. (J. II. W.)

Pikollos, a deity among the ancient Wends of

Slavonia, who was believed to preside over the infer-

nal regions and the realms of the dead. He was rep-

resented as an old man with a pale countenance, and

having before him three death's heads. He correspond-

ed to Pluto of the ancient Romans, and to Siva of the

Hindus. Like the latter, he desires human blood, and

reigns at once over the manes or souls of the dead, and
over the metals in the bowels of the earth.

Pilarik, Stephen, a Hungarian ecclesiastic of some
distinction, was born at Otschova in 1615. He was the

son of a Protestant clergyman, and also devoted him-
self to the ministry, and his talent as a preacher soon

got him a widespread reputation. In the year 1 tit;:!, while

travelling, he was captured by Tartars, who reduced him
to slavery. He died Feb. 8, 1693, at Neusalza. His prin-

cipal writings are, Currus Jehovw mirabilis (Wittenberg,

1678,4to);and Turcico-Tartarica crudelitas (Huda,lG84,

4to), a touching account of his captivity. His son, also

called Stephen, who died in 1710, left some works, now
forgotten.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, xl, 229.

Pi'late, Pontius (niWioc ni'Xaroc, Grrecized

from the Latin Pontius PUatus), the Roman procurator

or resident as governor of Judaea during the period of

our Lord's public ministry and passion, and chiefly

known in history from his connection with the Cruci-

fixion. (In the following account we largely avail our-

selves of the article in Smith's Diet, of the Bible, with

additions from other sources.)

I. His Name.— His pra>nomen or first name is un-

known. His nomen or family-name indicates that he

was connected, by descent or adoption, with the gens of

the Pontii, first conspicuous in Roman history in the

person of C. Pontius Telesinus, the great Samnite gen-

eral. The cognomen Pilatus has received two explana- .

tions. (1.) As armed with the pilum or javelin (comp.
" pilata agmina," Virg. J5,'w. xii, 121) ; (2.) As contracted

from pil< atus. The fact that the pileus or cap was the

badge of manumitted slaves (comp. Suetonius, Nero,

c. 57 ; Tiber, c. 4), makes it probable that the epithet

marked him out as a libertus, or as descended from one.

II. His Office.—Pilate Mas the sixth Roman procura-

tor of Judaea (Matt, xxvii, 2; Mark xv, 1 ; Luke iii, 1

;

John xviii, xix). under whom our Lord taught, suffered,

and died (Acts iii, 13 ; iv, 27 ; xiii, 28 ; 1 Tim. vi, 13).

The testimony of Tacitus on this point is no less clear

than it is important; for it fixes beyond a doubt the

time when the foundations of our religion were laid.

" The author of that name (Christian) or sect was Christ,

who was capitally punished in the reign of Tiberius by
Pontius Pilate" (Auctor nominis ejus Christus, Tiberio

imperitante, per Procuratorem Pontium Pilatum sup-

plicio affectus est).

A procurator (t7riVpo7roc, Philo, Leg. ad Caium, and

Josephus, War, ii, 9, 2 ; but less correctly ijye/jwi/, Matt.

xxvii, 2; and Josephus, Ant. xviii, 3, 1) was generally

a Roman knight, appointed to act under the governor

of a province as collector of the revenue, and judge in

causes connected with it. Strictly speaking, procura-

tores Ccesaris were only required in the imperial prov-

inces, i. e. those which, according to the constitution of

Augustus, were reserved for the special administration

of the emperor, without the intervention of the senate

and people, and governed by his legate. In the sena-

torial provinces, governed by proconsuls, the corre-

sponding duties were discharged by quaestors. Yet it

appears that sometimes procuratores were appointed in

those provinces also, to collect certain dues of thefsens

(the emperor's special revenue), as distinguished from

those of the cerarium (the revenue administered by the

senate). Sometimes in a small territory, especially in

one contiguous to a larger province, and dependent upon

it, the procurator was head of the administration, and

had full military and judicial authority, though he was

responsible to the governor of the neighboring province.

Thus Judaea was attached to Syria upon the deposition

of Archelaus (A.D. 6), and a procurator appointed to

govern it, with Caesarea for its capital. Already, dur-

ing a temporary absence of Archelaus, it had been in

charge of the procurator Sabinus; then, after the eth-

nareh's banishment, came Coponius; the third procu-

rator was M. Ambivius; the fourth Annius Rufus; the

fifth Valerius Gratns; and the sixth Pontius Pilate

(Josephus, A nt. xviii, 2, 2), who was appointed A.D.

25-6, in the twelfth year of Tiberius. He held his of-

fice for a period of ten years (Josephus, A nt. xviii, 10,

2). The agreement on this point between the accounts

in the New Testament and those supplied by Josephus

is entire and satisfactory. It has been exhibited in de-

tail by the learned, accurate, and candid Lardner (i, 150-

389, Lond. 1827). These procurators had their head-

quarters at Caesarea, which is called by Tacitus Judaza,

caput ; but they took up their temporary abode at Je-

rusalem on occasion of the great feasts, as a measure of

precaution against any popular outbreak. See Pro-

curator.
III. His Life.—I. Of the early history of Pilate we

know nothing; but a German legend fills up the gap

strangely enough. Pilate is the bastard son of Tyrus,

king of Mayence. His father sends him to Rome as a

hostage. There he is guilty of a murder; but being

sent to Pontus, rises into notice as subduing the barba-

rous tribes there, receives in consequence the new name

of Pontius, and is sent to Judaea. It has been suggested
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that the twenty-second legion, which was in Palestine

at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, and was af-

terwards Btati id at Mayence, may have been in this

case either the bearers of the tradition or the inventors

of the fable (comp. Vilmar, Deutsc/u NationaUiteraiur,

i, 217).

2. His Official Career.— (1.) #« Administration in

General.—Oi f Pilate's first acts was to remove the

headquarters of the army from Csesarea to Jerusalem.

The soldiers of course took with them their standards,

bearing the image of the emperor, into the Holy <ity.

Pilate had been obliged to send them in by night, and

there were no bounds to the rage of the people on dis-

covering what had thus been done. They poured down
in crowds i" ( tesarea, where the procurator was then re-

siding, and besought him to remove the images. After

five days of discussion he gave the signal to some con-

cealed soldiers to surround i lie petitioners and put them

to death unless they ceased to trouble him; but this

only strengthened their determination, and they de-

clared themselves ready rather to submit to death than

forego their resistance to an idolatrous innovation. Pi-

late thru yielded, and the Standards were by his orders

brought down to Caesarea (Josephus, Ant, xviii, 3, 12;

War, ii. 9, 2 I). No previous governor had ventured

on such an outrage. Herod the Great, il is true, had

placed the Roman eagle on one of his new buildings;

but this had been followed by a violent outbreak, and

the attempt had not been repeated | Ewald, Gesckichte,

i\ . 509 l. The extent to which the scruples of the Jews
on tlii> point were respected by the Roman governors is

shown by the fact that no effigy of either god or em-

peror is found on the money coined by them in Judaea

before the war under Nero (ibid, v, 33, referring to De
Saulcy, Recherches sur la Numismatique judaique, pt,

viii, ix). Assuming this, the denarius with Caesar's

image and superscription of Matt, xxiii must have been

a coin from the Roman mint, or that of some other

province. The latter was probably current for the

common purposes of life. The shekel alone was re-

ceived as a Temple-offering. See Abomination of
Dksolation.

Coin of Judaea struck under Pontius Pilate.

, ..- ("OfTlberloa Cesar"), with thi '

.. Il,, . . . r .1 • l , > l...r.l'- . in ifixiOn. /.'./: l.iX.'a Ka.'oa-

,,">, with three ,-nrs i.f i-i.rii t,.

Probably ayuarfranj.equivuliMit to two " mit. - '

On two other occasions Pilate nearly drove the.lews

to insurrection ; the first w hen, in spite of this warning

about the images, he hung up in his palace at Jerusa-

lem some gilt shields inscribed with the names of dei-

ties, which were only removed by an order from Tibe-

rius I
Philo, Ad Caium, i 38, ii. 589); the second when

tie appropriated the revenue arising from the redemp-

tion of vows i ( lorban ; comp. Mark vii. 11
| to th< con-

struction of an aqueduct This order led to a riot, which

he suppressed by sending at g the crowd soldiers

with concealed daggers, who massacred a great number,

not only of rioters, hut of casual spectators (Josephus,

War, ii. 9, I). Ewald suggests that the Tower of Si-

Ipam (Luke xiii, l» may have been part of the same

works, and that this was the reason why its fall was
looked upon as a judgment (Gesch. \i. 10). The Phar-

isaic reverence for whatever was Bet apart for the Corban
(Mark \ ii. I 1 I, and their BCruples as to admitting into it

anything that had an impure origin i Matt, xxvii, 6),

may be regarded, perhaps, as outgrowths of the same
feeling. See Corban.

To these specimens of his administration, which res(

on the testimony of profane authors, we must add the

slaughter of certain tlahkeans which was told to our

Lord as a piece of news (('tirayyiWovTic, Luke xiii,

l ), and on which he founded Bome remarks on the

connection between sin and calamity. It must have
occurred at some feasl at Jerusalem, in the out< r court

of the Temple, since the blood of the worshippers was
mingled with their sacrifices ; but the silence ol Josephus
about it seems to Bhow thai riot- and massacres on such

occasions were so frequent that it was needless to re-

count them all. Ewald suggests that the insurrection

of which Mark speaks (xv, 7
i
must have been that con-

nected \v i i li the appro],nation of the Cnrl.au {supra'),

and that this explains the eagerness with which the

people demanded Barabbas's release. He infer- further,

from Barabbas's name, thai he was the son of a rabbi

( Abba was a rabbinic title of honor >. and thus accounts

for the part taken in his favor by the mi mb( rs of the

Sanhedrim. See BabABBAB.

(2.) His special Connection with Jesus.— It was the

custom for the procurators to reside al Jerusalem dur-

ing the great feasts, to preserve order, and accordingly,

at the time of our Lord'- last Passover, Pilate was occu-

pying his official residence in Herod's palace; and to

t he gate- of this palace Jesus, condemned on the charge

of blasphemy, was brought early in the morning by the

child' priests and officers oi the Sanhedrim, who were
unable to enter the residence of a Gentile, lest they

should be defiled, and unfit to eat the Passover (John

xviii, 28). Pilate therefore came out to learn their

purpose, and demanded the nature of the charge. At

first they seem to have expected that he would have
carried out their wishes without further inquiry, and

therefore merely described our Lord as a KaKOTzowg

(disturber of the public peace) ; but as a Roman procu-

rator had too much respect for justice, or at least under-

stood his business too well to consent to such a condem-
nation, and as they knew that he would not enter into

theological questions. ;my more than Gallio afterwards

did on a somewhat similar occasion (Acts xviii, 14).

they were obliged to devise a new charge, and therefore

interpreted our Lord's claims in a political sense, accus-

ing him of assuming the royal title, perverting the na-

tion, and forbidding the payment of tribute to Rome
(Luke xxiii, ''<: an account plainly presupposed in

John xviii. 33). It is evident that from this moment
Pilate was distracted between two conflicting feelings : a

fear of offending the .lews, who had already grounds of

accusation against him, which would he greatly strength-

ened by any show of lukewarmncss in punishing an of-

fence against the imperial government, and a conscious

conviction that Jesus was innocent. Bince it was absurd

to suppose that a desire to free the nation from Roman
authority was criminal in the eyes of the Sanhedrim.

Moreover, this last feeling was strengthened by his own
hatred of the Jews, « hose religious Bcruples had caused

him frequent trouble, and by a growing respect for the

calm dignity and meekness ol the sufferer. First he

examined our Lord privately, and asked him whether

he were a king. The question which he in return put

to his judge, " Sayest thou this of thyself, or <li'l others

tell it thet ofmi ?" seems to imply that there \\a- in Pi-

late's own mind a BUSpicion thai the prisoner really was

what he was charged with being; a suspicion which
show- itself again in the later question, •• Wl
//mil '" (John xix. 8), in the increasing de-ire to r> lease

him i ver. 12), and in the refusal to alter the inscription

on the cm— (ver. 22). In any case Pilate acce| ted as

satisfactory Christ's assurance that his linffdom was not

of this world, that is. not worldly in its nature ,,r ob-

jects, and therefore not t,i be founded by tin- world's

weapons, though he < Id not understand the assertion

that it was to he established by hearing witness to the

truth. His famous reply. " What is truthf" was the

question of a worldly-minded politician, sceptical be-

cause he was indifferent, one who thought truth an

empty name or at least could not -,e any connection

between iXridua and (iaoiktia, truth and policy" il»r.

i
. Wordsworth, Comm, ad loci. With this question ho
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brought the interview to a close, and came out to the

Jews and declared the prisoner innocent. To this they

replied that his teaching had stirred up all the people

from Galilee to Jerusalem. The mention of Galilee

suggested to Pilate a new way of escaping from his di-

lemma, by sending on the case to Herod Antipas, te-

trarch of that country, who had come up to Jerusalem

to the feast, while at the same time this gave him an

opportunity for making overtures of reconciliation to

Herod, with whose jurisdiction he had probably in some

recent instance interfered. But Herod, though propiti-

ated by this act of courtesy, declined to enter into the

matter, and merely sent Jesus back to Pilate dressed in

a shining kingly robe (tc^iira Xa/.nrpdv, Luke xxiii,

11), to express his ridicule of such pretensions, and con-

tempt for the whole business. So Pilate was compelled

to come to a decision, and first, having assembled the

chief priests and also the people, whom he probably

summoned in the expectation that they would be favor-

able to Jesus, he announced to them that the accused

had done nothing worthy of death, but at the same

time, in hopes of pacifying the Sanhedrim, he proposed

to scourge him before he released him. Put as the ac-

cusers were resolved to have his blood, they rejected

this concession, and therefore Pilate had recourse to a

fresh expedient. It was the custom for the Roman
governor to grant every year, in honor of the Passover,

pardon to one condemned criminal. The origin of the

practice is unknown, though we may connect it wilh

the fact mentioned by Livy (v, 13) that at a Lectister-

nium "vinctis quoque dempta vincula." Pilate there-

fore offered the people their choice between two, the

murderer Barabbas, and the prophet whom a few days

before they had hailed as the Messiah. To receive their

decision he ascended the /3j//<«, a portable tribunal

which was carried about with a Roman magistrate to

be placed wherever he might direct, and which in the

present case was erected on a tessellated pavement (Xi-

$6(TTpujToi>) in front of the palace, and called in Hebrew

Gabbatha, probably from being laid down on a slight

elevation (ft~Z, " to be high"). As soon as Pilate had

taken his seat, he received a mysterious message from

his wife, according to tradition a proselyte of the gate

(^foo-f/S/yt), named Procla or Claudia Procula {Evany.

Nicod. ii), who had " suffered many things in a dream,"

which impelled her to entreat her husband not to con-

demn the Just One. But he had no longer any choice

in the matter, for the rabble, instigated of course by the

priests, chose Barabbas for pardon, and clamored for the

death of Jesus; insurrection seemed imminent, and Pi-

late reluctantly yielded. But before issuing the fatal

order he washed his hands before the multitude, as a

sign that be was innocent of the crime, in imitation

probably of the ceremony enjoined in Deut. xxi, where
it is ordered that when the perpetrator of a murder is

not discovered, the elders of the city in which it occurs

shall wash their hands, with the declaration, "Our
hands have not shed this blood, neither have our eyes

seen it." Such a practice might naturally be adopted

even by a Roman, as intelligible to the Jewish multi-

tude around him. As in the present case it produced

no effect, Pilate ordered his soldiers to inflict the scourg-

ing preparatory to execution; but the sight of unjust

suffering so patiently borne seems again to have troubled

his conscience, and prompted a new effort in favor of

the victim. He brought him out bleeding from the

savage punishment, and decked in the scarlet robe and
crown of thorns which the soldiers had put on him in

derision, and said to the people, "Behold the man!"
hoping that such a spectacle would rouse them to shame
and compassion. But the priests only renewed their

clamors for his death, and, fearing that the political

charge of treason might be considered insufficient, re-

turned to their first accusation of blasphemy, and quot-

ing the law of Moses (Lev. xxiv, Pi), which punished

blasphemy with stoning, declared that he must die " be-

cause he made himself the Son of God." But this title

i/ldg Siov augmented Pilate's superstitious fears, already

aroused by his wife's dream (/.iciXXov i0o/3//3)/, John
xix, 7); he feared that Jesus might be one of the he-

roes or demigods of his own mythology; he took him
again into the palace, and inquired anxiously into his

descent ("Whence art thou?") and his claims, but, as

the question was only prompted by fear or curiosity,

Jesus made no reply. "When Pilate reminded him of

his own absolute power over him, he closed this last

conversation with the irresolute governor by the mourn-
ful remark :

" Thou couldst have no power at all against

me, except it were given thee from above ; therefore he
that delivered me unto thee hath the greater sin." God
had given to Pilate power over him, and power only,

but to those who delivered him up God had given the

means of judging of his claims; and therefore Pilate's

sin, in merely exercising this power, was less than theirs

who, being God's own priests, with the Scriptures before

them, and the word of prophecy still alive among them
(John xi, 50; xviii, 14), bad deliberately conspired for

his death. The result of this interview was one last

effort to save Jesus by a fresh appeal to the multitude;

but now arose the formidable cry, " If thou let this man
go, thou art not Ctesar's friend," and Pilate, to whom
political success was as the breath of life, again ascended

the tribunal, and finally pronounced the desired con-

demnation.

The proceedings of Pilate in our Lord's trial supply

many interesting illustrations of the accuracy of the

evangelists, from the accordance of their narrative with

the known customs of the time. Thus Pilate, being

only a procurator, had no quaestor to conduct the trial,

and therefore examined the prisoner himself. Again,

in early times Roman magistrates had not been allowed

to take their wives with them into the provinces, but

this prohibition had fallen into neglect, and latterly a

proposal made by Caecina to enforce it had been rejected

(Tacit. Ann. iii, 33, 31). Grotius points out that the

word are7ri^\pii', used when Pilate sends our Lord to

Herod (Luke xxiii, 7), is "propria Romani juris vox:

nam remittitur reus qui alicubi comprehensus mittitur

ad judieem aut originis aut habitationis" (see Alford, ad
loc). The tessellated pavement (Xi^uarpoiTov) was so

necessary to the forms of justice, as well as the fii'i/.ia,

that Julius Ca?sar carried one about with him on his

expeditions (Sueton. Jul. c. 40). The power of life and

death was taken from the Jews when Judrea became a

province (Josephus, Ant. xx, 9, 1). Scourging before

execution was a well-known Roman practice.

So ended Pilate's share in the greatest crime which

has been committed since the world began. That he

did not immediately lose his feelings of anger against

the Jews who had thus compelled his acquiescence, and

of compassion and awe for the Sufferer whom he had

unrighteously sentenced, is plain from his curt and an-

gry refusal to alter the inscription which he had pre-

pared for the cross (o yiypa(pa, ytypatya), his ready ac-

quiescence in the request made by Joseph of Arimathoea

that the Lord's body might be given up to him rather

than consigned to the common sepulchre reserved for

those who had suffered capital punishment, and his sul-

len answer to the demand of the Sanhedrim that the

sepulchre should be guarded. (Matt, xxvii, 65, t'x;ers

icovo-iociav • i'Trayert, aufaXitraa^E we oidarf. Elli-

eott would translate this, •Take a guard," on the ground

! that the watchers were Roman soldiers, who were not

under the command of the priests. But some might

have been placed at their disposal during the feast, and

we should rather expect Xa/Stri if the sentence were

imperative.)

(3.) His Eventual Fate.—Here, as far as Scripture is

concerned, our knowledge of Pilate's life ends. But we
learn from Josephus (Ant. xviii, 4, 1) that his anxiety

to avoid giving offence to Caesar did not save him from

political disaster. The Samaritans were unquiet and

rebellious. A leader of their own race had promised to
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to thorn the sacred treasures which Hoses was

reported to have concealed in Mbnnl Gerizim. Pilate

led his troops against them, and defeated them easily

enough. The Samaritans complained to Vitellius, now

president of Syria, and he sent Pilate to Rome to answer

their accusations bi Fore the emperor i ibid.1 I. When he

reached Rome he found Tiberius dead and Cains (( lalig-

ula) "ii the throne, A.I>. 36. Eusebius adds i Hist. Eccl.

ii. 7 i that soon afterwards, "wearied with misfortunes,"

he killed himself. As to the scene of his death there

arc various t radii inns. One is that he was banished to

Vienna Allobrogum (Vienne on the Rhone), where a

singular monument, a pyramid on a quadrangular base,

fifty-two feel high, is called Pontius Pilate's tomb
(Smith, Diet, of Class. Geog. art. Vienna). Another is

thai he sought to hide his sorrows on the mountain by

the lake of Lucerne, now called Mount Pilatus; and

there after spending years in its recesses, in remorse

and despair rather than penitence, plunged into the

dismal lake which occupies its summit According to

the popular belief, "a form is often seen to emerge from

the gloomy waters, and go through the anion of one

washing his hands; and when he dues so .dark clouds

of mist gather first round the bosom of the infernal

Lake I
such it has been stj led of old |, and then, wrap-

ping the w hole upper pari of the mountain in darkness.

i tempest or hurricane, which is sure to follow

inashorl space" (Scott,A mu qfGeu rsU in, ch, i i. (See

below, i

Pilate's wife is also, as might be expected, prominent

in these traditions. Her name is given as Claudia Pro-

cula (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. i. 30). She had been a prose-

lyte i" Judaism before the crucifixion {Evang. Nicod.

e. 2). Nothing certain is known as to her history, bul

the tradition that she became a Christian is as old as

the time of i trigen i Horn, in Matt, xxxv ). The < treek

Church has canonized her. The dream has been inter-

preted by some as a divine interposition; by others as

tion of the devil, who wished to prevent the

Saviour's death ; by others as the unconscious reflection

of her interest in the reports which had readied her re-

garding Jesus. The description of Jesus as "that jusl

man" (r<p ducaiy iictivtp), it is remarked by Schaff, re-

calls the celebrated unconscious prophecy of Plato, in

his Republic, as to the Siicaioc who was. alter enduring

all possible sufferings, to restore righteousness. In the

earlier periods, and indeed bo long as the commonwealth

subsisted, it was very unusual for the governors of

provinces to take their wives with them (Senec. Dt

Controv. 25), and in the strict regulations which Au-

gustus introduced he did not allow the favor, except in

peculiar and specified circumstances (Seuton. Aug. 24).

Tie practice, however, grew to be more and more prev-

alent, and was customary in Pilate's time. It is e\ idem

from Tacitus thai at the time of the death of Augustus,

Germanicus had his wife Agrippina with him in Ger-

many i I nnal. i. 10, 11; comp. iii. 33 59; Josephus,

An/, w. 10, I; I'lpian. iv, 2). Indeed, in the begin-

ning of the reign of Tiberius, Germanicus took hi- wife

With him into the East 1'iso. the prefect of Sj ria. look

his wife also along w'nh him at the same time (Tacit.

Ami'il. ii. 54, 55). •• But," says Lardner i i. 162), "noth-

ing can render tins (the practice in question) more ap-

parent than a motion made in the Roman senate by

Severus Csesina, in the fourth consulship of Tiberius,

and second of Drusus Csesar |
\.l>. 21 i, thai no magis-

trate to whom any province was assigned should l.e ac-

companied by his wife, except the senate's rejecting it.

and thai with some indignation" (Tacit. Annul, iii. 88,

84). The facl ineniioin.il incidentally, or rather im-

plied, in Matthew, being thus confirmed by full and un-

questionable evidence, cannol fail to Berve as a corrob-

oration of the evangelical history. (Comp. Paulus,

iii, 723 ; Kuinol, Tn loc. Mat. ; Gotter, Z)< Conju-

gis PHaii t, 1704 ; KJuge, I

l'H. Hal. 1720; Herbart, mU Uxaris Pil.

Oldenb. 1735.)

IV. Hit Character,—-The character of Pilate may be
sufficiently inferred from the sketch given above ol bis

conduct at our Lord's trial. By some he has been de-
picted as of the worst of tyrants: by other-, who
have passed to the opposite extreme, hi- faults have
keen unduly palliated or denied. Terlullian speaks of
him as virtually a Christian at heart ("jam pro sua
conscientiat Ihristianura," I pol.c 21 |; and the Ethiopian
Church has eve ade him a saint. We have no rea-

son to suppose that, so far as bis g< m ral administration
went, it differed greatly from that of the other Roman
governors of Judsea. He was a type of the rich and
corrupt Romans of his age; a worldly-minded states-

man, conscious of no higher wants than those of this life,

yet by no means unmoved by feelings ol justice and
mercy. His conduct to the dews, in the instances

quoted from Josephus, though severe, was not thought-

lessly cruel or tyrannical, considering the general prae-

tice of Roman governors, and the difficulties of dealing

w ilh a nation so arrogant and perverse. ( Yrtaiuh there

is nothing in the facts recorded by profane authors in-

consistent with his de-irc. ob\ ion- from the Gospel nar-

rative, to save our Lord. But all his hotter feelings

were overpowered by a selfish regard for his own secu-

rity. He would not encounter the least hazard of per-

sonal annoyance in behalf of innocence and justice: the

unrighteous condemnation of a good man was a trifle in

comparison with the Car of the emperor's frown and
the loss of place and power. While we do not ditTer

from Chrysostom's opinion that he was ucifu'ivofioq

(Chrysost i. 802, Adv. Judceos, vi I, or that recorded in

the Apostolical Constitutions (v, 14), that he was avav-
Spog, we yet see abundant reason for our Lord's merci-

ful judgment, •'lie that delivered mo unto thee haih

the greater sin." At the same time his history furnishes

a proof that worldlincss and want of principle art sources

of crimes no less awful than those which spring from

deliberate anil reckless wickedness. The unhappy no-

toriety given to his name by its place in the two uni-

versal creeds of Christendom is due. not to any desire

Of singling him out tor shame, hut to the need of fixing

the dale of our Lord's death, and so bearing witness to

the claims ofChristianity as resting on a historical basis

(August /'• /'/•/< et Symb. c. v, vol. vi, p. 156; Pearson,

On Ii,, Creed, p. 239, 240, ed. Hurt, and the authorities

quoted in not,- c).

That the conduct of Pilate was highly criminal can-

not he denied. But his guilt was light in comparison

with the atrocious depravity of the dews, especially the

priests. His was the guilt id' weakness and fear, theirs

the guilt of settled and deliberate malice. Hi- state of

mind prompted him to attempt the release of an ac-

cused person in opposition to the clamors of a misguided

mob; theirs urged them to compass the ruin of an ac-

quitted per-. hi by instigating the populace, calumniat-

ing tin' prisoner, and terrifying the judge. It Pilate

yielded against his judgment under the fear of personal

danger, and so took part in an act of unparalleled injus-

tice, the pricsis and their ready tools originated the

false accusation, sustained it by Bnbornation of perjury,

ami when it was declared invalid enforced their own
unfounded sent, nee i,\ appealing to the lowest passions.

Pilate, it is (dear, was utterly destitute of principle. He
was willing, indeed, to do right, if he could do right

without personal disadvantage. < If gratuitous wicked-

ness he w a- perhaps incapahle. certainly in the condem-

nation of JeSUS he ha- I he merit of being lor a time I'll

the side ot innocence. But he \ ielded to \ toll nee. and
-o committed an awful crime. In his hands was the

life of the prisoner. Convinced of his innocence, he

ought to have Bel him at liberty, thus doing right re.

gardless ol consequences. Bul this is an act of high
virtue which we hardly require at the hands of a Roman
governor of Judsea; and though Pilate must bear the

reproach of acting contrary to ids own declared convic-

tions, yel he may equally claim some credit for the ap-

parently sincere efforts which he made in order to de-
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feat the malice of the Jews and procure the liberation

of Jesus.

If now we wish to sum up the judgment of Pilate's

character, we easily see that he was one of that large class

of men who aspire to public offices, not from a pure and

lofty desire of benefiting the public and advancing the

good of the world, but from selfish and personal consid-

erations, from a love of distinction, from a love of power,

from a love of self-indulgence ; being destitute of any

fixed principles, and having no aim but office and influ-

ence, they act right only by chance and when conven-

ient, and are wholly incapable of pursuing a consistent

course, or of acting with firmness and self-denial in cases

in which the preservation of integrity requires the ex-

ercise of these qualities. Pilate was obviously a man
of weak, and therefore, with his temptations, of corrupt

character. The view given in the Apostolical Consti-

tutions (v, 14), where unmanliness (dvavepia) is as-

cribed to him, we take to be correct. This want of

strength will readily account for his failing to rescue

Jesus from the rage of his enemies, and also for the acts

of injustice and cruelty which he practiced in his gov-

ernment—acts which, considered in themselves, wear a

deeper dye than does the conduct which he observed

in surrendering Jesus to the malice of the Jews. This

same weakness may serve to explain to the reader how
much influence would be exerted on this unjust judge,

not only by the stern bigotry and persecuting wrath of

the Jewish priesthood, but especially by the not con-

cealed intimations which they threw out against Pilate

that, if he liberated Jesus, he was no friend of Tiberius,

and must expect to have to give an account of his con-

duct at Rome. That this was no idle threat, noth-

ing beyond the limits of probability, Pilate's subsequent

deposition by Yitellius shows very plainly ; nor could

the procurator have been ignorant either of the stern

determination of the Jewish character, or of the offence

he had by his acts given to the heads of the nation, or

of the insecurity, at that very hour, when the contest

between him and the priests was proceeding regarding

the innocent victim whom they lusted to destroy, of his

own position in the office which he held, and which, of

course, he desired to retain. On the whole, then, view-
in-- the entire conduct of Pilate, his previous iniquities

as well as his bearing on the condemnation of Jesus

—

\iewing his own actual position and the malignity of

the Jews—we cannot, we confess, give our vote with
those who have passed the severest condemnation on
this weak and guilty governor.

The number of dissertations on Pilate's character and
all the circumstances connected with him, his "faci-

nora," his "Christum servandi studium," his wife's

dream, his supposed letters to Tiberius, which have
been published during the last and present centuries, is

quite overwhelming. On this point the student may
consult with advantage dean Alford's Commentary;
Ellicott, Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord,
set. vii Neander's Life ofChrist, % 285(Bo'hn); Ewald,
Geschichte, v, 30, etc. See also Mliller, Be enixiss. PH.
Christ, servand. stud. (Hamb. 1751); Tobler, in Pfen-
niger, Samml. z. christl. Mag. Ill, ii, (Zurich, 1782)

;

Niemeyer, Charakt. i, 129 sq. ; Paulas, Comment. Hi, 697
sq. ; Liicke, on John xix. Comp. Schuster, in Eich-
horn's Biblioth. d. bibl. Lit. x, 823 ; Olshausen, in an-
swer to Tholuck's low valuation of Pilate, Comment, ii.

504 sq. The reader will find a discriminating analysis

in Stier, RedenJesu, vi, 318-382 (ii, 619 sq. of the Ameri-
can translation), and in Dr. Hanna's Last Day of Our
Lord's Passion, p. 77-148. See also the Zeitschr. f.
wissensch. Theol. 1871, vol. iv.

V. Apocryphal A ccounts.—We learn from Justin Mar-
tyr (Apol. i, 76, 84), Tertullian (Apol. c. 21), Eusebius
{Hist. Eccles. ii, 2), and others, that Pilate made an offi-

cial report to Tiberius of our Lord's trial and condem-
nation

; and in a homily ascribed to Chrysostom, though
m

.'?.
rke

.

cl as sPurioi,s by his Benedictine editors {Horn.
viii, in Pasch. viii, 908, D), certain viropvijpaTa

(Acta, or Commentarii Pilati) are spoken of as well-

known documents in common circulation. That he
made such a report is highly probable, and it may have
been in existence in Chrysostom's time; but the Acta
Pilati now extant in Greek, and two Latin epistles from

him to the emperor (Fabric. Apocr. i, 237, 298; iii, 111,

456), are certainly spurious. The number of extant

"Acta Pilati" in various forms, is so large as to show
that very early the demand created a supply of docu-

ments manifestly spurious, and we have no reason for

looking on any one of those that remain as more au-

thentic than the others. The taunt of Celsus that the

Christians circulated spurious or distorted narratives

under this title (Origen, c. Ce/s.'), and the complaint of

Eusebius (Hist. Pedes, ix, 5) that the heathens made
them the vehicle of blasphemous calumnies, show how
largely the machinery of falsification was used on either

side. Such of these documents as are extant are found

in the collections of Fabricius, Thilo, and Tischendorf.

Some of them are but weak paraphrases of the Gospel

history. The most extravagant are perhaps the most

interesting, as indicating the existence of modes of

thought at variance with the prevalent traditions. Of
these anomalies the most striking is that known as the

Paradosis Pilati (Tischendorf, Evang. Apoc. p. 426).

The emperor Tiberius, startled at the universal dark-

ness that had fallen on the Roman empire on the day
of the crucifixion, summons Pilate to answer for having

caused it. He is condemned to death, but before his

execution he prays to the Lord Jesus that he may not

be destroyed with the wicked Hebrews, and pleads his

ignorance as an excuse. The prayer is answered by a

voice from heaven, assuring him that all generations

shall call him blessed, and that he shall be a witness for

Christ at his second coming to judge the twelve tribes

of Israel. An angel receives his head, and his wife dies

filled with joy, and is buried with him. Startling as

this imaginary history may be, it has its counterpart in

the traditional customs of the Abyssinian Church, in

which Pilate is recognised as a saint and martyr, and
takes his place in the calendar on the 25th of June
(Stanley, Eastern Church, p. 13 ; Neale, Eastern Church,

i, 806). The words of Tertullian, describing him as

"jam pro sua conscientia Christianus" (Apol. c. 21), in-

dicate a like feeling, and we find traces of it also in the

Apocryphal Gospel, which speaks of him as "uncir-

cumcised in flesh, but circumcised in heart" (Evang.

Nicocl. i, 12, in Tischendorf, Evang. Apoc. p. 236).

According to another legend (Mors Pilati, in Tisch-

endorf 's Evang. Apoc. p. 432), Tiberius, hearing of the

wonderful works of healing that had been wrought in

Judaea, writes to Pilate, bidding him to send to Pome
the man that had this divine power. Pilate has to

confess that he has crucified him ; but the messenger

meets Veronica, who gives him the cloth which had re-

ceived the impress of the divine features, and by this

the emperor is healed. Pilate is summoned to take his

trial, and presents himself wearing the holy and seam-

less tunic. This acts as a spell upon the emperor, and

he forgets his wonted severity. After a time Pilate is

thrown into prison, and there commits suicide. His
body is cast into the Tiber, but as storms and tempests

followed, the Komans take it up and send it to Yienne.

It is thrown into the Rhone ; but the same disasters fol-

low, and it is sent on to Losania (Lucerne or Lausanne?).

There it is sunk in a pool, fenced round by mountains,

and even there the waters boil or bubble strangely.

The interest of this story obviously lies in its presenting

an early form (the existing text is of the 14th century)

of the local traditions which connect the name of the

procurator of Juda?a with the Mount Pilatus that over-

looks the lake of Lucerne. The received explanation

(Ruskin, Modem Painters, v, 128) of the legend, as

originating in a distortion of the descriptive name
Mons Pileatus (the "cloud-capped"), supplies a curious

instance of the genesis of a myth from a false etymol-

ogy ; but it may be questioned whether it rests on suffi-
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ciont grounds, and i- not rather the product of a pseudo-

eriticism, finding in a name 1 1 1*- starting-point, not the

embodiment ol a legend. Have we anj evidence that

the mountain was known as "Pileatus" before the le-

gend? Have we not, in the apocryphal storj just cited,

the legend independently of the name? (comp. Yilmar.

Deutsche Nationalliteratur, i, 217). Theextenl to which
tin- terror c lected with the belief formerly prevailed

is8omewhal startling, [fa stone were thrown into tin-

lake, a violent storm would follow. No one was allowed

tn vi>ii ii without a special permission from the author-

ities of Lucerne. The neighboring shepherds wen-

bound by a solemn oath, renewed annually, never to

guide a stranger i<> ii (Gessner, Descript Mont. PUat.

[Zurich, L555], p. I'". The spell was broken in 1584

by Johannes Milller, cure <>t' Lucerne, who was bold

enough to throw stones and abide the consequences

(

(

iolbery, / 'nivi rs pittoresqm d» la Suim . p. 327 ). It is

striking that traditions oi Pilate attach themselves to

se\ era! localities in the south of France (comp. Murray's

Hand-bookfor France, Route 125).

Hut whatever we may think of these legends, or even
of the apocrypha] works that have come 1< >\\n to our

own times, there can be little doubt that the original

documents referred to by the early Church fathers were

genuine (Hencke, Opusc. Acad. p. 201 sq.). Such is

the opinion of Winer (Realworterb.'). Lardner, who
has fully discussed the subject, decides that "it must be
allowed by all that Pontius Pilate composed some mem-
oirs concerning our Saviour, and sent them to the em-
peror" i \ i. 610). Winer adds," What we now have in

Greek under this title (Pilate's Report; see Fabricii

Apocr. i. 237, 239; iii. 156), as well as the two letters of

Pilate to Tiberius, are fabrications of a later age." So

Lardner:"The Acts of Pontius Pilate, and his letter

to Tiberius, which we now have, are not genuine, but

manifestly spurious." We have not space here to re-

view the arguments which have been adduced in favor

of and against these documents; but we must, add that

we attach some importance to them, thinking it by no

means unlikelj that, if they are fabrications, they are

fabricated in some keeping with the genuine pieces,

which were in some way lost, and the loss of which the

composers of our actual pieces sought as well as they

could to repair, [fthis view can be sustained, then the

documents we have may serve to help us in the use of

discretion to the substance of the original Acts. At all

vents, il -< < ms certain thai an official report was made
by Pilate; and thus we gain another proof that "these

things were nol done in a corner." Those who wish to

enter into this subject should first consult Lardner (ut

sup."), and the valuable references be gives. See also

Altman, 1>< Epist, PiLad Tiber, i Bern. 1755) ; Van Dale,

De Orac. p. 609 Bq.; Schmidt, Einleitung ins V. /'. ii,

249 sq. Of especial value is Hermansson, Dt Pontio

PUat. (Upsala, 1624); also Burger, /> Pontio Pilot.

(Misen. 1782). The latest work on the subject is that

of Lipsius, li'n Pilatus-Acten, kritisch untersucht (Kiel,

1871 1. See Acts oi Pilate.
<tn the genera] subject of this article, the reader may

refer to Germar, Docetur adloca P.PUatifacinora cat.

(Thorun, 1785); Lengheimicb, Di Pilati patria (s. 1.

L677); Gotter, l>< Conjugis Pilati Somnio (Jen. 17(H);

Kluge, /> Somnio Uxoris Pilati (Hal 1720); Herbart,

Examen Somnii Ux. Pil. (Oldeub. 1735); Distell, Z><

Soluti Uxoris Pilati (Alt L772); Mounier, /'< Pilati

Servat. agendi ration* (1825); Warneck, Pont.

PiLein Gernald tha,1867); Theol and J it. Journal,

April. 1861. Hase, in his /.,/„„ Jesu, p. 203, 205 (third

ed.), affords valuable literary references on this, as on so

main other N.-'l. subjects. See also the t graphs

referred to by Volbeding, Index Programmatum, p. 58,

59. See Jesds ( hrxst.

Pilate's Staircase. This celebrated staircase is

contained within a little chape] near the church of St.

John l.atcran, at Rome. It consists of twenty-eighl

white marble steps, and it is alleged by Romanists that

this i- the holy staircase which Christ several times a—
cended and descended when he appeared before Pilate,

and that it was carried by angels from Jerusalem to

Rome. Multitudes of pilgrims at certain periods crawl

tip the Bteps of this staircase on their knees, with rosa-

ries in their hands, and kissing each step as they as-

cend. On reaching the top, the pilgrim must repeat a
short prayer. The performance of this ceremony is re-

garded as peculiarly meritorious, and entitling the de-

vout pilgrim to a plenary indulgence. It was during
tin- acl of devotion thai Martin Luther, then a monk.
was startled by the remembrance of the text. -The just

shall live by faith." He instantly saw the folly of such
performances; and fleeing in Bhame from the place, be-

came from that time a zealous reformer. By the Ro-
manists this staircase is called Scala Simla, or holy

staircase.

Pil'daslKlIel,. PUdash', -"'". according to Furst,

for :'X -r.-.jhun, offire; Sept. $a\6ec), the sixth

named of the eight sons of Xahor. Abraham's brother,

by his niece and wife, Milcah | Gen. xxii, 22). B.C. eir.

2046. "The settlement ofhis descendants has not been

identified with any degree of probability. Bunsen
i Bibelwerk, Gen. xxii, 22) compare- Ripalthas, a place

in the north-east of Mesopotamia ; hut the resemblance

of the two names is probably accidental" (Smith).

Pil'eha (Heb. PUcha', KH!?B, tin slice, or worship;

Sept. $a\ff£u), the head of one of the Jewish families

who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (Neh. x, 24

[Heb. 25]). B.C.445.

Piles. See Hemorrhoids.

Pile'ser. See Tiglath-Pileser.

Pile-tower, or Pele-4ower, an architectural term.

seems to have signified a small Portress, dwelling, or

tower, capable of being defended againsl any sudden

marauding expedition. Church towers appear to have

been sometimes used for the same purpose. Some ol

these towel's, which were used lor habitations, have had
additions made to them subsequent to their erection.

Heifer-haw tower, near Alnwick, and a tower in Cor-

bridge churchyard, were probably pele-towers only.

Pile, a fortress, occurs only in names of places in the

Me of Man. Lancashire, and the neighboring parts, but

it is an archaic term not exclusively northern.

Pilgrim is used in the A. V. only in the old sense of

sojourner, for iraptiridnpoc. (Heb. xi. 13; 1 Pet. ii. 11

:

"stranger," 1 Pet i. 1). Similarly in the ( ). T. "pil-

grimage" occurs as a rendering of ~".v:. magur, which

signifies a Stay, or an abode in a foreign country, travels

(Gen. xvii, 8). Metaphorically, it is applied to the so-

journing on earth: thus the patriarch Jacob says to

Pharaob, "The day- of the years of my pilgrimage are

a hundred and thirty years (Gen. xlvii, 9). 1'he Psalm-

ist likewise says. •• Thy statutes have been m\ SOngS iu

the house of my pilgrimage" (Psa. cxix, 54 .

Pilgrim Fathers, a nan ften givi n to the i arly

settlers ofNew England. The ship "Mayflower," thai

bore the first of them, lift Plymouth Sept, 6, L620,

and on Dec. »' the passengers landed on a rock in

Cape Cod harbor. The men engaged in the formation

of the Xew England colonies have seldom been -ur-

passed in sagacity and prowess, in piety and benevo-

lent exertion. Many of them were men of education

and rank; they were eminently tree from I he low and

degrading vices of the statesmen of that age. The po-

litical trust committed to them was felt to be an awful

deposit. Ii was their con-taut aim. one which they

carried with them to the council - chamber, and bore

back with them to the closet in their religious exercises,

thai each colonist should exhibit the loftj mien of a

freeman, and wear the dignity of an heir to beaven;

that be should bow tin- knee i, ne but God, and bear

no yoke but his who is meek and lowly in heart. The

grief of bidding farewell to friends, country, and home
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did not produce in them a sentimental lethargy, but

was borne with manly courage and Christian heroism.

In the long and tedious voyage their hearts sank not.

Their spirit did not fail them in the midst of those

difficulties and dangers with which foreign adventure

abounds. The sultry climate, the swamp and the for-

est, the solitary encampment, and the whoop of the sav-

age, were calmly and successfully encountered. Like

their leaders, the majority of them were men of God.

The men that landed from the " Mayflower" on the rock

of Plymouth felt themselves to be " chosen vessels,"

and the consciousness of their solemn consecration was

the deepest sensation of their religious experience. The
preservation of the ordinances of religion was a princi-

pal endeavor with them. The first trees of the virgin

forest were felled for the sanctuary—" a man was fa-

mous according as he had lifted up axes upon the thick

trees." Truly did they vow, "If I forget thee, O Jeru-

salem, let my hand forget her cunning." Their inner

life nourished itself by frequent days of fasting and

prayer. These were seasons of coveted enjoyment.

Their firmness might be somewhat stern, their rigidness

of observance might generate formality, yet their heart

was with God, his law their guide, his glory their aim.

In every crisis they inquired at the oracle of Jehovah

;

in seasons of deliverance they entered his courts with

praise—"a multitude that kept holiday;" in times of

impending danger they placed themselves under the

protection of him to whom the shields of the earth be-

long. They were a people worthy of those high-souled

patriots who were their leaders, both in civil polity and
religion. Few statesmen of that day had the purity of

Winthrop, few ministers the learning of Cotton, the en-

dowments of Hooker, or the self-sacrificing spirit of Rog-
er Williams.—Eadie, Eccl. Cycl. s. v. See Puritans.

Pilgrim, Religious. See Pilgrimages.

Pilgrim, a German prelate of mediaeval times, flour-

ished from 970 to 991. He was first engaged in mission-

ary work among the Hungarians. He held different

ecclesiastical positions, and at last was made bishop of

Passau. In 974 he drew up for pope Benedict VI a re-

markable report concerning the spread of Christianity

in Hungary, but the paper was somewhat exagger-
ated, and probably prepared by Pilgrim to further some
particular interest of his own. The truth is that, like

his predecessors, he was striving to assert his indepen-

dence of the archbishopric of Salzburg; and he defended

the dignity and rights of that ancient metropolis, the

long since dilapidated city of Lorch (Laureacum), whose
diocese stretched onward to Pannonia. "And so we ma}'
suppose," says Neander, " that in his efforts to convince
the pope (from whom, in fact, he obtained the fulfilment

of his wishes) how necessary the restoration of this me-
tropolis was to Pannonia and to its subordinate bishop-

rics, he allowed himself to be betrayed into a somewhat
exaggerated representation of this new sphere of labor

in Hungary." See Neander, History of the Christian

Church, iii, 331 sq. ; Kurtz, Lehrbuch <l. Kin
(7th ed.) i, 294 ; Theolog. Univ.-Lex. s. v. (13. P.)

Pilgrim, Joiiann Ulrich, an engraver on wood,
and the supposed inventor of engraving in chiaro-oscuro.

Little is known of him or of his works, except a few
prints, which are marked with two pilgrims' staves

crossed between the initials Jo. Y. Among the ten

prints mentioned by Bartsch are these: Christ on the

Cross, with the Magdalen kneeling at its foot, and the

Virgin and St. John standing one on either side ; The
Virgin, seated in a garden, with the Infant on her knee

;

The Virgin, half-length, with the Infant in her arms;
St. Jerome in the Desert, with a book in one hand and a
stone in the other ; and St. Sebastian, tied to a tree. See
Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fine Arts, ii, 696.

Pilgrimage of Grace, The. In the time of Hen-
ry VIII, it is said that by the dissolution of the lesser

monasteries about ten thousand persons became (rather
from choice than necessity, for they had the option of

being transferred to the larger houses) applicants for

public bounty. These persons, traversing the kingdom,
by the detail of their sufferings created extensive dis-

satisfaction, and popular feeling was with them. Many
of the people also sympathized with the inmates of

nunneries, some of whom they were taught to regard

as ladies of gentle lives and kind deeds, whose monastic

charities were necessarily suspended when their com-
munities were dispersed. An attempt was made to sup-

press the growing disturbance by restoring thirty of

the less disorderly of the suppressed houses. But the

storm broke out first in Lincolnshire, and subsequently

in Yorkshire, where forty thousand men marched with

crucifixes and banners before them, calling their expe-

dition the Pilgrimage of Grace, and avowing their ob-

ject to be the removal of low-born counsellors (Crom-
well, the chancellor, was the son of a blacksmith at.

Putney), the suppression of heresy, and the restitution

of the Church. These rebel forces, however, melted

away without any action; and their leader Aske, upon

a repetition of the outbreak, was beheaded for treason.

Many of the abbots and friars were supposed to be im-

plicated in the pilgrimage—Farrar, Eccles. Diet. s. v.

Pilgrimages are exercises of religious discipline,

which consist in journeying to some place of reputed

sanctity, frequently in discharge of a vow.

Christian Pilgrimages.—The idea of any peculiar sa-

credness being attached to special localities under the

Christian dispensation was very strikingly rebuked by
Christ in his conversation with the woman of Samaria,

as recorded in John iv; and nowhere is the principle

on this subject more plainly laid down than in the

Lord's statement on that occasion: "The hour cometh,

and now is, when the true worshippers shall worship

the Father in spirit and in truth : for the Father seek-

eth such to worship him." In proportion, however, as

Christianity receded from the apostolic age, it gradu-

ally lost sight of the simplicity and spirituality which

marked its primitive character, and availed itself of

carnal expedients for the purpose of elevating the im-

agination and kindling the devotion of its votaries.

Hence, in the 4th century, many, encouraged by the

example of the emperor Constantine, whose supersti-

tious tendencies were strong, resorted to the scenes of

the Saviour's life and ministry for the nourishing and

invigoration of their religious feelings and desires.

Helena, the mother of Constantine, set the first exam-
ple of a pilgrimage to Palestine, which was soon exten-

sively imitated; partly, as in the case of Constantine,

with a desire to be baptized in the Jordan, but still

more from a veneration for the spots which were asso-

ciated with the events of the history of Christ and his

apostles. Thus a superstitious attachment to the Holy

Land increased so extensively that some of the most

eminent teachers of the Church, as Jerome and Gregory

of Nyssa, openly disapproved these pilgrimages. The
most frequent resort of pilgrims was Jerusalem, but to

this were afterwards added Rome, Tours, and Compos-
tella. As to the last-named place, we find that in the

year 1428, under the reign of Henry VI, abundance of

licenses were granted by the crown of England to cap-

tains of English ships for carrying numbers of devout

persons to the shrine of St. James
;
provided, however,

that those pilgrims should first make oath not to take

anything prejudicial to England, nor to reveal any of

its secrets, nor to carry out with them any more gold or

silver than would be sufficient for their reasonable ex-

penses. In that year 926 persons went from England

on the said pilgrimage. In our own times the greatest

numbers have resorted to Loretto (q. v.), in order to visit

the chamber of the Blessed Virgin, in which she was
born, and brought up her son Jesus till he was twelve

years of age! or to Paray le Monial (q. v.), to pay

homage to the Virgin Marie ii la Coque (q. v.).

In the Middle Ages pilgrimages were regarded as a

mark of piety, but, as might have been expected, they

gave rise to the most flagrant abuses. We find ac-
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cordingly pope Boniface, in a letter to Cuthbert, arch-

bishop of » Janterbury, in the 8tb century, desiring tliat

women and nuns mighl be restrained from i h< ir fre-

quenl pilgrimages to Borne. The second Council of

Chalons also, which was held in AD. 813, denounces

in no measured terms the false i m~i reposed in pil-

grimages to Rome, and also to the church of St..Mar-

tin at Timrs. "There arc clergymen," complains this

ecclesiastical By I, "who lead an idle life, and trusl

thereby to be purified from sin. and to fulfil the duties

of their calling; and there are laj men who believe thai

they may sin or have sinned with impunity because

they undertook such pilgrimages; there are great men
who, under this pretext, practice the grosses! extortion

among ilieir people; and there are poor men who em-

ploy the Bame excuse to render begging a more profit-

able employment Such are those who wander round

about, and falsely declare thai they are on a pilgrimage;

while there are others whose folly is so great that they

believe that they heroine purified from their sin- i>\ the

lucre sight of the holy places, forgetting the words of

St Jerome, who says that there is nothing meritorious

in seeing Jerusalem, but in leading a good life there."

It was between the 11th and the 13th centuries, how-
ever, that the rage tor pilgrimages came to it- height

About the commencement of the period now referred to

the idea extensively prevailed throughout Europe that

the thousand years mentioned in the Apocalypse were

near their (dose, and the end of the world was at hand.

A general consternation spread among all classes, and

many individuals, parting with their property and

abandoning their friends and families, set out for the

Holy Land, where they imagined that Christ would ap-

pear to judge the world. While Palestine had been in

the hands of the caliphs, pilgrimages to Jerusalem had

been encouraged as offering them an ample source of

revenue; hut no sooner had Syria been conquered by

the Turks, in the middle of the 11th century, than pil-

grims to the Holy Land began to he exposed to every

species of insult. The minds of men in every part of

Christendom were now inflamed with indignation .at

the cruelties and impositions of the Mohammedan pos-

BesSOrS Of the holy places : ami in BUCb circumstances the

Church enthusiasts found little difficulty in originating

the Crusades (q. v.), and for two centuries vast armies

ot pilgrims pound into the Holy Land. It was easier

for the Crusaders, however, to make their conquests

than to preserve them ; and accordingly, before the 13th

century had passed away, the Christians were driven

out of all their Asiatic posses.-ions, and the holy places

fell anew into the hands of the infidels.

Iii almost every country where Romanism prevails pil-

grimages have been ami -till arc common. In England,

at one time, the shrine of Thomas a I Socket, and in Scot-

land that ofSt Andrew, was the favorite resort of devout

pilgrims. I!ut even down to the present da\ there are

various places in Ireland where station- ami holj wells

attract crowds of devout worshippers every year: and

many part- of that country are sacred to extraordinary

worship and pilgrimage. From the beginning ol May till

the middle of August every year crowds of popish peni-

tents resort to an island near the centre of Lough Fin,

or White Lake, in the county oi' I Donegal, to the amount
of three or four thousand. These arc mostly of the

I
rer sort, and many of them are proxies for those who

are richer; some of « hom, however, together w ith some

of the priests and bishops, on occasion make their ap-

pearance there. When the pilgrim comes within Bight

of the holy lake he mu-l uncover his hands and feet.

and thus walk to the water-side, and i- taken to the isl-

and for sixpence. Here are two chapels ami fifteen

other houses, to which arc added eonl'i — iona!-. BO con-

trived that the priest cannot see the person confessing.

'I In penance varies according to the circumstances of

the penitent, during the continuance of which (some-

times three, six. or nine days) he subsists on oatmeal,

sometime- made into bread. He lra\cr-c- -harp -tone-

on hi- hare knee- or feet, and l,'ocs through a variety of

other forms, paying sixpence at every different

-ion. When all i- o\ or the prie-t ho re- a gimlet-hole

through the top of the pilgrim's staff, in which he fas-

tens a cross peg; gives him as many holy pebbles nut

of the lake as he cans n, carry away, tor amulets to be

presented to his friends, and bo dismisses him, an object

of veneration to all other papists not thus initiated, who
no sooner see the pilgrim's cross in his hands than they
kneel down to gel his blessing. Hut France, even in

modern limes, remains the special patron of Roman-
Catholic devotees. Thus the .Y.-)'. TrSnau correspond-

ent writes undor Ail";. 27, 1875, from l'aris : "If half a

million was a correct estimate— the faithful will tell

you that it was too low- of the number of those who
had already this year, at the date of my Huh of July
letter, gone on loot or wheel- to pay their devotions at

this, that, and the other French shrine, by this it should

he near a million and a half. We are now in the height

of the pilgrimage season. Never in modern times, if in

any time, was there another like it for hrisk and inulti-

tudi s ]iious peregrination. < hie day it is inn.nun

devotees about Wotn /'mm d< la Garde; on another

20,000 at Cambrai, 10,000 at Notn Dam <!• Liesse, at

La Salette, and Lourdes,bea\des greal days ami extraor-

dinary occasions. The affluence is constant, -with a

sprinkling of miraculous cures from the thaumaturgic
springs of the last-named places. There is hardly a di-

ocese whose bishop does not exalt the merits of some
local shrine for convenience of tender-footed or short-

winded devotees ofhis flock." In Belgium also the same
priestly management prevails. The chief object i-. of

course. the attraction of immense flocks of pilgrims from
all parts of the world to enrich from their offerings the

depleted coll'ers of i he papacy, and to incite the popular

mind to renewed ardor in the promotion of all the ob-

jects at whicb Romanism ha- been wont to aim. See

ROW \XISM.

Peculiar usages have prevailed from time to time

among the pilgrims of Christianity. Thus the English
pilgrim's weeds consisted of a hood with a cape, a low-

crowned hat with two strings, a staff or bourdon four or

live feet long made originally of two stick- swathed
together, a bottle strung at their waist-belt, and scrip.

Those whose pilgrimage was self-imposed walked hare-

footed, and begged their daily bread, let their beards
grow, and wore no linen. The palmer was distinguished

by two leaflets of palm; the pilgrim to Mount Sinai

wore the St. Catharine's wheel; he who went to Rome
came back with a medal, graven with the cross-keys,

or vernicle; the pilgrim to Composlella brought home
the scallop-shell of I ialicia : those who went to Wal-
singham were distinguished hy a badge; and from Can-
terbury the pilgrim carried, as a memorial, an ampulla

full of Canterbury water, which was mingled with one
tinj drop of a Becket's blood. Latimer mentions •• the

piping, pla\ ing, and curious singing, to solace tin' trav-

ail and weariness of pilgrims." At Gloucester the pil-

grims' door, with it- colossal warders, remains in the

south arm of the transept In the holy wars the French

Crusaders were distinguished by a red. English by a

white, and Flemings by a green cross. Penitents paid

Peter's pence as a composition for a pilgrimage to Rome,
or commuted it bj a \ i-il to Pett Thorough. St. Alhan's.

or St. David's. In 1064, persons going to visit a saint

had the protection of the Church. At Hereford, a canon

mighl he absent on a pilgrimage in England tor three

weeks; and once in his life for seven weeks to \ i-it St
Denis; ten weeks, Rome and Compostella; eight, Pon-

tegnes; and one year, Jerusalem. In some Continental

countries pilgrims and prie-ts sometimes inscribed their

names on the altars which they vi-itcd. These were

called in-eripta. or literal.-!, hut must not he confounded

with those bearing the donor's name: the first instance

of the latter custom occurred in the case of PulcheriuB

at Constantinople, a- Sozomen relates. The pilgrim's

tomb sometimes bore the print of two bare feet, as em-
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blematical of his safe return. The pilgrims, having

been first shriven, prostrated themselves before the altar

while prayers were said over them, and stood up to re-

ceive the priest's benediction on their scrips and staves,

which he sprinkled with holy water and delivered into

their hands. If they were going to Jerusalem, a cross was

marked upon their garment; the ceremonial terminated

with a solemn mass. In 1322 a priest who betrayed a

confession had to go on a pilgrimage as a penance. In

1200 monks were forbidden to become pilgrims. " Divers

men and women," said W.Thorpe in the 15th century,
<; have with them both men and women that can well

sing wanton songs, some other have bagpipes, so that

in every town, what with the noise of their singing and

with the sound of their piping, and with the jingling

of their Canterbury bells, and with the barking out of

dogs after them, they make more noise than if the king

came there away with all his clarions and many other

minstrels." The staff had sometimes a bronze socket,

inscribed with these words in Latin, " May this cross

direct thy journey in safety."

Jewish Pilgrimages.—Among the Jews pilgrimages

to Jerusalem are made by the most devoted only. The
Polish and Russian Jews, greatly oppressed in their

homes, occasionally seek relief by a journey to the city

of Zion, there to pray for the speedy coming of the Mes-
siah. That sect of Judaism known as the Chasidim

have their yearly processions to Sandez, the nursery of

the most absurd superstition. The time for this pil-

grimage is generally on the first days of the month of

Elul. As soon as the sound of the cornet proclaims the

approach of the new year the Chasidim of Galicia and
Russian Poland hasten in large numbers to Sandez, to

manifest their adoration and veneration by rich presents

to the rabbi working miracles, who presides at Sandez.

About that time the city authorities and the rabbi as-

sume a very friendly relation, and the quiet life of the

place changes into activity by the increase of strangers.

The streets are filled with Chasidim, who come from

afar off to open their heart and confide their secret

wishes to the wonder-working man.
Mohammedan Pilgrimages.—In Mohammedan coun-

tries, pilgrimages are much in vogue. The pilgrimage

to Mecca (q. v.) is not only expressly commanded in

the Koran, but is regarded by the Arabian prophet as in-

dispensable to all his followers. In his view, a believer

neglecting this duty, if it were in his power to perform

it, might as well die a Christian or a Jew. The Per-

sians, however, instead of subjecting themselves to a

toilsome pilgrimage to Mecca, look upon the country of

which Babylon formerly, and now Bagdad, is the chief

city, as the holy land in which are deposited the ashes

of Ali and the rest of the holy martyrs. Not only do
the living resort thither, but many bring along with
them the dead bodies of their relatives, to lay them in

the sacred earth. Pilgrimage is a duty binding upon
all Moslems, both men and women. Inability is the
only admitted ground of exemption, and Mohammedan
casuists have determined that those who are incapable

must perform it by deputy, and bear the expense of these

substitutes. What is principally reverenced in Mecca,
and gives sanctity to the whole, is a square stone build-

ing, called the Kaaba (q. v.). Before the time of Moham-
med this temple was a place of worship for the idolatrous

Arabs, and is said to have contained no less than three

hundred and sixty different images, equalling in num-
ber the days of the Arabian year. They were all de-
stroyed by Mohammed, who sanctified the Kaaba, and
appointed it to be the chief place of worship for all true

believers. The Mussulmans pay so great a veneration
to it that they believe a single sight of its sacred walls,

without any particular act of devotion, is as meritorious
in the sight of God as the most careful discharge of
one's duty for the space of a whole year in any other
temple. To this temple even' Mohammedan who has
health and means sufficient ought once, at least, in his
life to go on a pilgrimage ; nor are women excused from
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the performance of this duty. The pilgrims meet at

different places near Mecca, according to the different

parts from whence they come during the months of

Shawal and Dhu'lhaja, being obliged to be there by
the beginning of the latter; which month, as its name
imports, is peculiarly set apart for the celebration of this

solemnity. The men put on the ibram or sacred hab-

it, which consists only of two woollen wrappers, one
wrapped about the middle, and the other thrown over

their shoulders, having their heads bare, and a kind of

slippers which cover neither the heel nor the instep,

and so enter the sacred territory on their way to Mecca.
While they have this habit on they must neither hunt
nor fowl (though they are allowed to fish), which pre-

cept is so punctually observed that they will not kill

vermin if they find them on their bodies: there are

some noxious animals, however, which they have per-

mission to kill during the pilgrimage, as kites, ravens,

scorpions, mice, and dogs given to bite. During the

pilgrimage it behooves a man to have a constant guard
over his words and actions; to avoid all quarrelling or

ill language, all converse with women, and all obscene

discourse; and to apply his whole attention to the good
work he is engaged in. The pilgrims being arrived at

Mecca, immediately visit the temple, and then enter on
the performance of the prescribed ceremonies, which
consist chiefly in going in procession round the Kaaba,
in running between the Mounts Safa and Meriva, in

making the station on Mount Arafat, and slaying the

victims and shaving their heads in the valley of Mina.
In compassing the Kaaba, which they do seven times,

beginning at the corner where the black stone is fixed,

they use a short, quick pace the first three times they

go round it, and a grave, ordinary pace the last four;

which, it is said, was ordered by Mohammed, that his fol-

lowers might show themselves strong and active, to cut

off the hopes of the infidels, who gave out that the im-
moderate heats of Medina had rendered them weak.
The aforesaid quick pace, however, they are not obliged

to use every time they perform this piece of devotion, but
only at some particular times. As often as they pass

by the black stone they either kiss it, or touch it with
their hand, and kiss that. The running between Safa

and Meriva is also performed seven times, partly with
a slow pace and partly running ; for they walk gravely

till they come to a place between two pillars; and there

they run, and afterwards walk again, sometimes looking

back, and sometimes stopping, like one who had lost

something, to represent Hagar seeking water for her

son ; for the ceremony is said to be as ancient as her

time. On the 9th of Dhu'lhaja, after morning prayer,

the pilgrims leave the valley of Mina, whither they

come the day before, and proceed in a tumultuous and
rushing manner to Mount Arafat and Mina, and there

spend the night in prayer and reading the Koran. The
next morning by daybreak they visit el-Mashar el-

Karam, or the sacred monument ; and, departing thence

before sunrise, haste by Batn-Mohasser to the valley of

Mina, where they throw seven stones at three marks or

pillars, in imitation of Abraham, who, meeting the devil

in that place, and being by him disturbed in his devo-

tions, or tempted to disobedience when he was going to

sacrifice his son, was commanded by God to drive him
away by throwing stones at him ; though others pre-

tend that this rite is as old as Adam, who also put the

devil to flight in the same place and by the same means.

The ceremony being over, on the same da}', the 10th

of Dhu'lhaja, the pilgrims slay their victims in the

said valley of Mina, of which they and their friends eat

part, and the rest is given to the poor. These victims

must be either sheep, goats, kine, or camels ; males, if

either of the two former kinds, and females if either of

the latter, and of a fit age. The sacrifices being over,

they shave their heads and cut their nails, burying

them in the same place; after which the pilgrimage is

looked upon as completed, though they again visit the

Kaaba to take their leave of that sacred building. The
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pilgrimage to Mecca was interrupted for a quarter of a

centurj bj the Carmathians, and in our own day il has

been again interrupted by the Wahabis, and these in

turn were defeated by Mohammed Ali, who revived

the pilgrimage and attended with hia court. In the

year 1873, 200,000 pilgrims visited the holy places.

Bui in the present year (1877) pilgrimages to Mecca

have been revived in marvellous force, owing to the

e..in, -i of Turkey with Russia, and it is expected thai

nearh one half million people, if not more, will bring

tribute id the Kaaha, the treasures of which, amounting
to over 200, ,000 piasters, or $50, 1,000, have been

placed at the disposal of the sultan of Turkey, and are

to be used in the defence of the Mussulman's faith.

Heathen Pilgrimages.—Among heathen nations, also,

pilgrimages are practiced, tn Japan, more especially,

all the different sects ha\ e their regular places of resort.

The pilgrimage which is esteemed by the Sintuists as

the most meritorious is thai of Estje, which all are bound

to make once a year, or at least once in their life. An-

other class of pilgrims are the Siunse, who go to \ isil in

pilgrimage the thirty-three principal temples of Canon,

which are scattered over the empire. Besides these

regular pilgrimages, the Japanese also undertake occa-

sional religious journeys to \ i-it certain temples in ful-

filment of certain vows. These pilgrims travel alone,

almost always running, and, though generally very poor,

refuse to receive charity from others (comp. McFarland,

Japan, p. '_'l L).

Hinduism lias its pilgrimages on a grand scale.

Thousands and tens of thousands annually repair to the

temple of Jaggernaut (q. v.). Equally lamed as tin-

resort of multitudes of Hindu pilgrims is the island of

Ganga Sagor, where the holiest branch of the Ganges

(q. v. i is lost in the waters of the Indian Ocean. To
visit this sacred river hundreds of thousands annually

abandon their homes, and travel for months amid many
hardships and dangers, and should they reach the scene

o| their pilgrimage, it is only in many cases thai they

may plunge themselves and their unconscious babies

into the troubled but, in their view, purifying water-.

offering themselves and their little ones as voluntary

victims to the holy river. Among the numberless sa-

cred Bpots in Hindostan may be mentioned Jumnontri,

a village on the hanks of the Jumna, which is so famed

as a place of pilgrimage that those who resort thither

are considered as thereby almost entitled to divine hon-

ors. The holy town of Hurdwar may also be noticed.

to which pilgrims resorl from every corner of the Easl

where Hinduism is known; and of such efficacy is the

water of the Ganges at this point that even the guilti-

est may be cleansed from sin hv a single ahlution. The
Hindus also attach great importance to pilgrimages to

the holy temples at Benares and other sacred shrines.

Sometimes these are performed on sandals with small

spikes inserted, every step causing pain to the pilgrim.

In oiler cases, the whole distance of hundreds of miles

is travelled by the infatuated fakir tumbling over and

over, like a wagon-wheel, without ever standing on his

feel i lor the greater the pain and Buffering with which

the pilgrimage is accomplished, the greater is the merit

attached to its performance. It often happens that

poor pilgrims perish on the road for want of food, or in

consequence of sufferings arising from the severe pen-

alty which they inflict upon themselves. Bui instead

of Ibis being a warning to "ihers. it is considered highly

meritorious to fall in the effort t<> fulfil a vow made in

honor of their idol gods. The Buddhists, though not

so devoted to pilgrimages as the Hindus, are nol with-

out their places ol sacred resort One of the most noted

is Adam- Peak, in Ceylon, where Gotaraa Buddha is

supposed to have left the impression of his foot The
.summit of the peak i- annually visited by great numbers
of pilgrims. Tin- Lamaists of Thib t also make an an-

nual pilgrimage to Lha-Ssa for devotional purposes.

l»r. Johnson gives us some observations on pilgrim-

age, which are BO much to the purpose that we shall

here present them to the reader: "Pilgrimage, like

many "the r acts of piety, may he reasonable or super-

stitious, according to the principles upon which it is

performed. Long journeys in search of truth are not

commanded; truth, such as i- necessary to the regula-

tion of life, is always found where it is honestly sought

;

change ol place i- no natural cause of the increase "I

piety, lor it inevitably produces dissipation of mind.
I Yet since men go every day to view the fields where
great actions have been performed, and return with
stronger impressions of the event, curiosity ol the same
kind may naturally dispose US to view that country
whence our religion had its beginning. That the Su-
preme Being may be more easily propitiated in one
place than another is the dream of idle superstition

5

but thai s e place- may operate upon our own minds
in an uncommon manner is an opinion which hourly
experience will justify, lie who supposes that his vices

may be more successfully combated in Palestine, will.

perhaps, find himself mistaken: yet he may go thither

without folly: he who thinks they will he more freely

pardoned dishonors at once hi- reason and hi- religion"

(Johnson's Rasselas). See Encychp. Brit.a.v.; <iard-

ner. Faiths ofthe World, s. v. ; British Qua?: /,'• p. July,

1875, art. \ ; Mediaeval and Modern Saints, p. 112, 159;

Baptist Quar. April. 1875, art. vii: Cutis. Scenes and
Characters ofth Mi<l<lU Ages (Lond. 1873), essay iii

:

Lea. Sacerdotal Celibacy; Butler, Church History, i. 410,

-117: Riddle, Hist, of the Papacy ,- Gieseler, Ecclesias-

tical History; Mosheim, Ecclesiastical History, vol. ii;

Walcott, Sacred ArchatoLs.v.

Pilgrims and Strangers. See Sioxitis.

Pilkington, James, a noted Anglican prelate,

who flourished in the great Reformation period of the

16th century, was horn of an ancient gentleman's fam-
ily at Rivington, in Lancashire, in 1520. He was edu-

cated at St John's College, Cambridge, and after gradu-

ation took holy orders. Under the reign of king Edward
he distinguished himself as one of the disputants against

transubstantiation, hut under the reign of bloody Mary
lie was obliged to leave the country, a- he was very de-

cided in hi- Protestant proclivities. He lived fora while

at Zurich, and then at Basle. When suffered to return.

in 1558, after the accession of Elizabeth, he was made
master of his alma mater. He interested himself in

educational affairs generally throughout the kingdom,
and in hi- native place established a free-school, which
he himself endowed. In 1561 he was elevated to the

bishopric of Durham, and became noted tor hi- tolerant

views. Thus, in loii 1. he advocated indulgence to Non-
conformists, and to all who scrupled to observe practices

or assume obligations having any appearance ol popish

tendency. Bishop Pilkington died in 1575. lie pub-

lished, Exposition of tin /'i<>/>/nt Haggeus 1 Lond. 1560,

8vo):—and on Obadiah (1560), Neheniiah (Camb. 1585,

Ito . /
1

1 U siastes, Epistlt of Peter, and of Paul to ih<

Galatians: I></. of th Engl. Servia ; and. besides,

many sermons. Hi- Works were edited, with biograph-

ical notices, for the Parker Society, by the Lev. James
Scholefield, regius professor ofGreek, Cambridge ( Camb.
1842, 8vo). Sei- Strype's Cranmer, Parfer, and Grindal;

Harduiok. Hist, oftki Ref. p. 219 el ah: Soami

bethan Ch. History, p. 22, 19, 605; Burnet Hist, of the

Ref; Hook. Eccles. Bm#. viii, 92. (J.H.W.)

Pilkington, Matthew, an English divine, flour-

ished near the middle of the last century as pr< bend of

Lichfield. He is especially noted a- a secular writer.

lie is also the author of Evangelical lli.<t<u>i and Har-
mony 1 1.oud. 1717. lol.i. which i- executed with great

.arc and 1- ol some \alne: I Rational Concordance

(Nottingb. 1749, Ito), which is now extreme!] scarce:

and /.'. marks upon s< r< ral Passages ofScriptun (( lamb.

and I.ond. 1759, 8vo), which, according to < trme 1 Bibl.

Hill!, s.v.i. ••contain- a considerable portion ol valuable

matter." Pilkington also published several of bis ser-

mon- (1788, Ito: 1755, 8vo), 1 tc.
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Pillar is a term frequently occurring in the Scrip-

tures, especially of the O. T., where it is used in differ-

ent senses, and as the rendering of several Heb. and Gr.

words, which need to be distinguished both in their

meaning and application.

1. Original Words so Translated.— I. From the root

2^3, natsdb, to station, come the following : rnS^, mats-

tsebdh (rendered " pillar" everywhere in Genesis, and in

Exod. xxiv, 4 ; Dent, xii, 3 ; Isa. xix, 19 ; elsewhere

"image"), a column or image of stone; FQSEj matstse-

betli, a monumental " pillar" (Gen. xxxv, 14, 20 ; 2 Sam.

xviii, 18), once the trunk or stump of a tree ("sub-

stance," Isa. vi, 13) ; 2£p, mutstsdb, according to some

a military post (as in Isa.' xxix, 3, " mount"), or garri-

son, according to others a terminal mark (Judg. ix, 6)

;

S^S?. netsib, a statue (only Gen. xix, 26, "pillar"), or

military officer or garrison (as elsewhere rendered).

2. From other roots: IIHIS, ammud, lit. something

upright (from !1533>, to stand), a column (the usual word

for " pillar," and invariably so rendered in the A. V., but

meaning an elevated stand or platform in 2 Kings xi,

14; xxiii, 3); IS&O, mis'dd, a support (from ISO, to

prop), a balustrade (only 1 Kings x, 12) ;
PRISTS, matsuk,

a column (from pIXj to set up) as a support (fig. 1 Sam.

ii, 8), or tropically a crag (" situate," 1 Sam. xiv, 5)

;

i"i:"2X) omendh (from "^X, to stag up), a column (only

2 Kings xviii, 16); and fTn^Fl, timerdh, a column, in

the form of an artificial palm-tree (Cant, iii, 6 ; Joel ii,

30 [Heb. iii, 3]).

3. In the N. T. : only arvKoc, a column or support

(Gal. ii, 9 ; 1 Tim. iii, 15 ; Eev. iii. 12 ; x, 1).

II. Uses.—The essential notion of a pillar is that of a

shaft or isolated pile, either supporting or not supporting

a roof.

1. Monumental.—Perhaps the votive object was the

earliest application of the pillar. This in primitive

times consisted of nothing but a single stone or pile of

stones. Instances are seen in Jacob's pillars (Gen. x xviii,

Solitary Pillar in the Wilderness.

VIII—

O

18; xxxi, 46, 51, 52; xxxv, 14); in the twelve pillars

set up by Moses at Mount Sinai (Exod. xxiv, 4) ; the

twenty-four stones erected by Joshua (Josh, iv, 8, 9 ; see

also Isa. xix, 19, and Josh, xxiv, 27). See Stone. The
trace of a similar notion may probably be found in the

holy stone of Mecca (Burckhardt, Trav. i, 297). The
erection of columns or heaps of stone to commemorate
any remarkable event was universal before the intro-

duction of writing or inscription, and it is still employed
for that purpose by many savage nations. See Galeed.
Monumental pillars have thus been common in many
countries and in various styles of architecture. Such
were perhaps the obelisks of Egypt (Fergusson, p. 6, 8,

115, 246, 340 ; Ibn-Batuta, TVae.'p. Ill ; Strabo, iii, 171,

172; Herod, ii, 106; Amm, Marc, xvii, 4; Josephus,

Ant. i, 2, 3, the pillars of Seth). See Pyramid.
The stone Ezel (1 Sam. xx, 19) was probably a ter-

minal stone or a waymark. See Ebenezkk.
The " place" set up by Saul (1 Sam. xv, 12) is ex-

plained by St. Jerome to be a trophy, V ulg.'fornicem

triumphalem (Jerome, Qucest. Ilebr. in lib. i, Reg. iii,

1339). The word used is the same as that for Absa-

lom's pillar, V>, gad (lit. a hand), called by Josephus

X^pa (Ant. vii, 10, 3), which was clearly of a monumen-
tal or memorial character, but not necessarily carrying

any representation of a hand in its structure, as has been

supposed to be the case. So also Jacob set up a pillar

over Rachel's grave (Gen. xxxv, 20 ; and Robinson, i,

218). The monolithic tombs and obelisks of Petra are

instances of similar usage (Burckhardt, Sgria, p. 422

;

Roberts, Sketches, p. 105; Irby and Mangles, Travels,

p. 125). See Absalom's Tomb.
2. Architectural.—Fillers form an important feature

in Oriental architecture, partly perhaps as a reminis-

cence of the tent with its supporting poles, and partly

also from the use of flat roofs, in consequence of which
the chambers were either narrower or divided into por-

tions by columns (Judg. xvi, 25). The tent-principle

is exemplified in the open halls of Persian and other

Eastern buildings, ofwhich the fronts, supported by pil-

lars, are shaded by curtains or awnings fast-

ened to the ground outside by pegs, or to trees

in the garden-court (Esth. i, 6 ; Chardin, Vog.

vii, 387 ; ix, 469, 470, and plates 39, 81 ; Lay-
ard, Nin. and Bab. p. 530, 648 ; Burckhardt,

Notes on Bed. i, 37). Thus Moses was com-
manded to spread the veil of the tabernacle on
four pillars (Exod. xxvi, 32, etc.). Thus also

a figurative mode of describing heaven is as

a tent or canopy supported by pillars (Psa.

civ, 2; Isa. xl, 22), and the earth as a flat

surface resting on pillars (1 Sam. ii, 8 ; Psa.

lxxv, 3). See Tent.
It has already been remarked that the word

"place," in 1 Sam. xv, 12, is in Hebrew
" hand." In the Arab tent two of the posts

are called ged or " hand" (Burckhardt, Bed. i,

37). See Hand.
The general practice in Oriental buildings

of supporting flat roofs by pillars, or of cov-

ering open spaces by awnings stretched from

pillars, led to an extensive use of them in con-

struction. In Indian architecture an enormous

number of pillars, sometimes amounting to

1000, is found. A similar principle appears

to have been carried out at Persepolis. At
Nineveh the pillars were probably of wood
[see Cedar], and it is very likely that the

same construction prevailed in the " house of

the forest of Lebanon," with its hall and porch

of pillars (1 Kings vii, 2, 6). The " chapi-

ters" of the two pillars Jachin (q.v.) and Boaz

resembled the tall capitals of the Persepolitau

columns (Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 252, 650

;

Nineveh, ii, 274; Fergusson, Handb. p. 8, 174,

178, 188, 190, 196,198, 231-233; Roberts,
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Sketches. No. 182, 184, 190, 198; Euseb. Yit. ron.it. iii.

34, 38; Burckhardt. Trav. in Arabia, i. 244, 245). See

HOI BE.

:;. Idolatrous.—The word Matstsebah, "pillar." i.-

generally rendered "statue" or "image" (e. g. Dent.

vii. 5; xii. 3; wi. 22; Lev. xxvi. L; Exod. xxiii, 24;

xxxiv. 13 -. 2 < Shron. xiv, 3 : xxxi, 1 ; Jer. xliii, L3; Hos.

iii. 1: \. l : Mic. v, 13). This agrees with the usage

of heathen nations, practiced, as we have seen, by the

patriarch Jacob, of erecting blocks or piles of wood
<>r stone, which in later times grew into orna ntal pil-

lars in honor of the deity (Clem. Alex. Coh. '"I Gent.

civ; Strom, i, 24). Instances of this are seen in the

Attic Hernia; (Pausan. iv, 33, 4), seven pillars signifi-

cant of the planets (iii, 21, '.': also vii, 17. 1. and 22, 2;

viii, 37); and Arnobius mentions the practice of pour-

ing Libations of oil upon them, which again recall- the

case "i Jacob I
idv. <'»/. i, :;;ij, ed. Gauthier). See

- X — 1 r I l: Ul ; I'll. VI.IAS.

The termini or boundary-marks were originally, per-

haps always, rough stones or posts "t w I. which re-

ceived divine honors (Ovid, Fast. ii. '''11. 684). See

[doi .

But other circumstances contributed to make stones

an object of worship. Such pheni ma as the rocking

stones worshipped by the I!riii~h Druids would natu-

rally excite the astonishment of an ignorant people,

and many commentators are of opinion that the "~X

r~~'L'". iliin jnashjcitn, image of stone, which the .lews

wi re forbidden to erect (Lev. xxvi. I), was one of those

bowing or rocking stones, especially as the phrase is

used in opposition to "U":. matstsebah, which siuuiii. -

"a standing pillar." Those rare phenomena, aeroliths,

still more easily became objects of idolatry; they were

generally of a similar kind to that mentioned by llero-

dian, as being consecrated to the sun under his name
of Elaiagabalos, and preserved in his magnificent tem-

ple in Syria; "in which," says the historian, "there

Btands not any image made with hands, as among the

Greeks and Romans, to represent the god. but there i>

a very large stone, round at the bottom, and terminat-

ing in a point of a conical form, and a black color.

which they say I'll down from Jupiter." See DlOPE-
: -red pillars or stones were indeed frequently

worshipped instead of statues by idolatrous nations, and

traces otthis preposterous veneration may still be found

in various countries. See DlANA. The erection of

monoliths or monumental pillars was forbidden to the

Israelites, but it appears that they were permitted to

erect cairns or piles of stone to preserve the recollection

of -reat events, as Joshua did at Gilgal (q.v.), that it.

might be a memorial of his miraculous passage over the
.Ionian. See < Ibohi i I ii.

I. Lastly, the fgurativi use of the term •pillar," in

reference to the cloud and lire accompanying 1

1

ites on their march (Exod. xxxiii, 9, 10 ; Neh. ix, 12;
l'sa. xci.x. 7), or as in Cant. iii. 6 and Rev. x. 1. is plainly

derived from the notion of an isolated column not sup-

porting a roof. See Pillar oi Cloud and Fire. \

pillar is also an emblem of firmness and steadfastness

(Jer.i,18; Rev. iii, 12), and of that which sustains or

supports (GaL ii, 9 ; 1 Tim. iii, 15). In the Apocrypha
we find a similar metaphor (Ecclus. xxxvi. 24): "He
that getteth a wifo beginneth a possession, a help like

unto himself, and a pillar of rest" See A» m 1 1
• n be.

PILLAR is in architectural language the column

supporting the arch. In the Norman style the pillars

are generally massive, and are frequently circular, with

m
Northamp-

. L160.

Sections of Pillars.

capitals either of the same form or square; they are

sometimes ornamented with channels, or flutes, in vari-

Duiidical Pillars.
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ous forms, spiral, zigzag, reticulated, etc. In plain

buildings a square or rectangular pillar, or pier, is occa-

sionally found ; a polygonal, usually octagonal, pillar is

also used, especially towards the end of the style, and is

generally of lighter proportions than most of the other

lands. But, besides these, clustered or compound pil-

lars are extremely numerous and much varied ; the

simplest of them consists of a square with one or more
rectangular recesses at each corner, but a more common
form is one resembling these, with a small circular shaft

in each of the recesses, and a larger one, semicircular, on

two (or on each) of the faces : most of the compound
pillars partake of this arrangement, though other va-

rieties are by no means rare.

In the Early English style plain circular or octagonal

shafts are frequently used, especially in plain buildings,

but many other and more complicated kinds of pillars

are employed ; the commonest of these consists ofa large

central shaft, which is generally circular, with smaller

shafts (usually four) round it; these are frequently made
of a finer material than the rest, and polished, but they

are often worked in courses with the central part of the

pillar, and are sometimes filleted; in this style the pil-

lars are very constantly banded.

"/
J

Welford, c. 12'.'0.

In the Decorated style the general form of clustered

pillars changes from a circular to a lozenge-shaped ar-

rangement, or to a square placed

diagonally, but many other vari-

eties are also to be met with.

They sometimes consist of small

shafts surrounding a larger one,

and are sometimes moulded ; the

small shafts and some of the

mouldings are often filleted
;
plain

octagonal pillars are also very fre-

quently employed in village churches: towards the end
of this style a pillar consisting of four small shafts sep-

arated by a deep hollow and two fillets is common, as it

is also in the Perpendicular style, but the hollows are

usually shallower, and the disposition of the fillets is

different.

A plain octagonal pillar continues in use throughout
the Perpendicular style, though it is not so frequent as
at earlier periods, and its sides are occasional!}' slightly

hollowed. In Decorated work a few of the mouldings
of the piers occasionally run up into the arches and form
part of the archivolt, as at Bristol Cathedral, but in Per-
pendicular buildings this arrangement is much more
common, and in some cases the whole of the mouldings
of the pillars are continued in the arches without any
capital or impost between them: the forms are various,

but in general arrangement they usually partake of a
square placed diagonally; sometimes, however, they are

contracted in breadth so as to become narrower between
the archways (from east to west) than in the opposite

direction : the small shafts attached to the pillars in this

style are usually plain circles, but are occasionally fillet-

ed, and in some instances are hollow-sided polygons.—
Parker, Glossury of Architecture, s. v.

Orton-on-the-Hill, c. 1300. Stogumber, c. 1450.

Pillar of Cloud and Fike. According to Exod.
xiii, 21 sq. (comp. xiv, 2-1; Numb, xiv, 14; Neh. ix, 12,

19), the Israelites during their journey from Egypt
through the desert were accompanied in the day by a
pillar of cloud, and at night by a pillar of fire*(Heb.

"IV I^S", TL'X 1133J\ Sept. cstvXoq VE(pi\i]q, 7ri»|Ooc),as

a guide (comp. esp. Exod. xl, 36 sq.) and protection

(comp. Psa. cv, 89 ; Wisd. x, 17), and this waited
over the tabernacle while the people rested (Exod. xl,

34 sq.; Numb, ix, 15 sq.). The narrative represents

Jehovah himself as in this cloud (comp. also Numb.
xiv, 14), and as speaking from it to Moses (Exod.
xxxiii, 9 sq. ; Numb, xii, 5; Deut. xxxi, 15). Later
writers explain this of the li wisdom"' of God (aocpia,

Wisd. x, 17), or the divine Logos (q. v.; comp. Philo,

Opera, i, 501). Poland, again, and after him many
others, explained this appearance naturally, and re-

ferred it to the fire carried in a vessel before the host,

which in the day served as a guide and signal by its

smoke, and at night by its brightness. Yon der Hart
carried this opinion so far as to hold that this fire car-

ried before the Israelites was the sacred fire preserved
upon the altar from the time of Abraham (Ephemerid.
Philol. Discurs.xi, 109 sq.; and Philol. Vindic. Helmst.
1G96. For the controversy on this view, see Rosen-
muller on Exod. xiii, 21 ; comp. Fbrster, in Eichhorn's
Repert. x, 132 sq.). This custom is actually observed
by caravans in the East at the present day (Harmer,
Observ. i, 438 sq. ; Descript. de VEgypte, viii, 128),

and it became at an early day customary with armies
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in the East, especially in traversing an unknown region

(Curt. iii. 3, 9; v, -. 7: l mt the passages Bometimes

quoted, Veget, 3fiL iii. 5; Frontin. Strateg. ii. 25, do nol

re -t'.-r to this. Comp. esp. on the custom, Faber, Ar-
ckaol. p. -11 sq.; Wolfenb. Fragm, p. 103 sq.; Bauer,

Hebr. Mythol. i. 28] sq.). Meanwhile we must nol for-

gel thai it is the evidenl intention of the historian t>>

narrate a miracle (comp. also Psa. lxxviii. 11: cv, 39;

comp. Diod. Sic. x\i. 66; Clem. Alex. Strom, i. 150).

Th( follow ing monographs "it this Bubject arc unimpor-
tant : Krause, De columna ignis </< nubis (Viteb. 1707);

Friderici, /'• col. ign. el nub. (Leips. 1689); Salmi. /'

. ign. ac nub. (Gedan. 1702); Munden, Di co-

b.etigm (Goslar, 1712), and many othi

lowing tbi.s national recollection, Isaiah (iv, 5) has em-
ployed the figure of a cloud of smoke and tire hovering

over Zion and the Temple as a symbol of the presence

of Jehovah, in bis picture of the blessedness of the the-

ocracy (comp. Ewald, Tsr. Gesch, ii. 167 sq.). Winer, ii.

696. See Sheklnah.

Pillar, Plain of the (3Stt "p^Sj Sept. r;} @a-

\av(fi rg eupery ttjq vt&oswc ; Alex, omits ry evptry :

Vulg.guercum qua stabat), or rather "oakoftkt pfflw"
- thai being the real signification of the Hebrew word
elon; a tree which stood near Shechem, and at which
trfl meu of Shechem and the house ofMillo assembled,

to crown Abimelech, s. i Gideon (Judg. i\. 6).

There is nothing said by which its position can be as-

certained. It possibly derived its name of Mutstsdb

from a stone or pillar set up under it ; and reasons lia\ e

already been adduced for believing thai this tree may
i av< been the same with thai under which Jacob buried

the idols and idolatrous trinkets of his household, and
under which Joshua erected a stone as a testimony of

the covenant there re-executed between the people and
Jehovah. Sec Meonenim, There was both time and

opportunity during the period of commotion which fol-

lowed the death of Joshua for this sanctuary to return

into the hands of the Canaanites, and the stone left

standing there by Joshua to become appropriated to

idolatrous purposes as one of the mulstsi Ix'ilis in which
the religion of the aborigines of the Holy Land delight-

ed. See Idolatry. The terms in which Joshua
speaks of this very Btone (Josh, x.xiv, 27) almost seem
to overstep the bounds of mere imagery, and would
suggest and warrant its being afterwards regarded as

en. towed with miraculous qualities, and therefore a tit

object for veneration. Especially would this be the

case if the singular expression, " It hath heard all the

words of Jehovah our God which h spah to us" were

intended to indicate thai this stone had been brought

fr sinai, Jordan, or some other scene of the commu-
nications of Jehovah with the people. The Samaritans
still show a range of stones on the Bummil of Gerizim
as iln.se broughl from the bed of Jordan by the twelve
tribes.—Smith. Sec Oak.

Pillar of Salt. See Lot.

Pillar Saints, devotees who 9tood on the tops of

lofty pillars for many year- in fulfilment of religious

vows. The lir-t who originated this practice was Sim-
eon, a native of Syria, who was born about A.D. 390.

In early youth he entered a monastery near Ailtioch,

where he devoted himself to the most rigid i

of mortification and abstinence. Having been expelli d

from the monastery for bis excessive austeri

retired to the adjacent mountain, where he took up
his residence first in a cave, and then in a little cell,

Wbl re he immured himself I bl I
Next he

removed to the top of a mountain, where he chained
himself to a rock for several years. His fame had now
become s.. great thai crowds of visitors thronged to see

him. •• Incommoded by the pressure of the crowd," we
are told. •• he erected a pillar on winch he mighl stand.

elevated at first six cubits, and ending with forty. The
top of tin pillar was three feel in diameter, and sur-

rounded with a balustrade. Here he Btood dav and

night in all weathers. Through the night, till 9 A.M.,
he was constantly in prayer, often spreading forth his

ban.!- and bowing so low that hi- forehead touched bis

toes. A bystan ler once attempted t.. count the number
of these successive prostrations, and lie counted till they
amounted to 1244. At :• ..'clock A.M. hi began t.. ad-

dress 'I"- admiring crowd below, to hear and answer
their questions, to send messages and write letter-, etc..

for he took concern in the welfare of the churches, and
corresponded with bishops, and even emperors. To-
wards evening he suspended his intercourse with this

world, and betook himself again to converse with God
till the following day. He generally ate hut once a

week, never slept, wore a long sheepskin robe, and a

cap of the same. His beard was very long, and his

frame- extremely emaciated. In this manner he i- re-

ported to have spent thirty-seven years, and at last, in

hi- sixty-ninth year, to have expired unobserved in a

praying attitude, in which no one ventured t.> disturb

him till after three .lays, when Anthony, his disciple and

biographer, mounting the pillar, found that his spirit

bad departed, and his holy body was emitting a de-

lightful odor. His remains were borne in pomp to An-
tiocb, in ..r.ler to be the safeguard of that unwalled

town, and innumerable' miracles were performed at his

shrine'. Hi- pillar also was so venerated that it was
literally enclosed « ith chapels and monasti ries for some
ages. Simeon was so averse to women that he n.vu
allow.,! one t,. come within the si. red precincts of his

pillar. Even his own mother was debarred this privi-

lege till after her .bath, when her corpse was brought

to him, and he now restored her to life for a short time

that she might see him. and converse with him a little

before she ascended io heaven." Another Simeon Sty-

lit, s is mentioned by EvagrfuS as having lived ill the

6th century. In his childhood he mounted his pillar

near Antioch, and is said to have occupied it sixty-

eight years. The example of Simeon was afterwards

followed, to a certain extent at bast, by many p. rsens

in Syria .and Palestine, and pillar saints were found in

the East even in the r.'tb century, when tin- 5

they we're tinned by the (ireoks. were abolished. This
einler of saints never found a footing in the West, and
when one' Wulfilaieus attempted to commence the prac-

tice' in the' German territory of Treves, the neighboring

bishops dc-iroycd his pillar, and prevented him from

carrying hi- purpose into effect. See Gardner, Faiths

ofth World, ii. 662.

Pilled (Gen. xxx. :i7. 38) is a rendering of ""^2,

patsdl, to strip off the bark, being the same as

"strakes," i. e. streaks, in the' same connection (\ er. 57).

Peeled (Isa. xviii. •_'; Ezek. xxix. L8), however, i- a

different word in the original, -~ ~ mardt, signifying

t.> polish. The' verb -to pill" appear- in ( >ld English as

identical in meaning with •to peel to strip." ami in

this sense is used in the above passages from Genesis.

Of the n.\t stage in its meaning as- plunder, we have
traces in the word " pillage," pilfer. If tin' difference

between the' two forms be more than accidental, it would
seem as if, in tin' English of the 17th century, "peel"

was used for the latter signification. The' "pei ,

tercel ami peeled" are- generally interpreted !•• mean
those that have been pi mule reel of all they havi

Milton, P. n. iv.

"To peel lb.' chiefs, tl your."
—Dryden, // n irdson).

The soldiers of Nebuchadnezzar's army (Ezek. xxix.

18), however, have their shoulder peeled in the literal

sense. The skin is worn off with carrying earth to pile

up the mounds during the protracted siege ofTyi
T\ m .

PiMmore (also spelled Pilmoor), Joseph, D.D.,

an earlj Episcopal minister in America, wa- born at

Tadmouth, l'orkshire, England, about 1734, and was
educated at Kingswood, the' school of John Wesley, un-

der whom he' had been previously converted. On com-
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pleting his studies, Pilmore became a lay helper in the

Methodist itinerant ministry, and labored in this way

for many years through England. Scotland, and "Wales.

His ministerial certificate from Mr. Wesley represents

him as " having grace, gifts, and success or fruit in the

work." His word was blessed everywhere. His ap-

pearance and preaching were impressive. Mr. Pil-

more's manly form, tall and erect, his sympathizing

spirit, earnest zeal and prayers, all united to make strong

and lasting impressions. In 1761) he came to America,

and preached throughout the colonies. Stevens says

Pilmore had many hair-breadth escapes of life and limb

in his wide journeys. At Charleston, S. C, he could

find no place to use for preaching except the theatre,

and while earnestly delivering a sermon, suddenly the

table used for a pulpit, with the chair he occupied, all

at once disappeared through a trap-door to the cellar.

This was a wicked contrivance of the "baser sort."

Nothing discouraged, however, the preacher, springing

upon the stage, with the table, invited the audience to

the adjoining yard, adding pleasantly, "Come on, my
friends, we will, by the grace of God, defeat the devil

this time, and not be beat by him from our work," and

then quietly finished his discourse. The fruits of his

Christian labors appeared in the conversion of many
souls. Wherever he appeared large crowds attended

his ministry, and listened to his Master's message.

With the Wesleyan preachers generally, Pilmore re-

tired from his ministerial work during the troublesome

times of the American Revolution. In 1783 he joined

the Protestant Episcopal Church, and was soon after

ordained. He now became rector of Trinity (Oxford),

All Saints (Lower Dublin), and St. Thomas (White-

marsh). After the establishment of peace in this year

he returned to America, and next served St. Paul's,

Philadelphia, and thence removed to Christ Church,

New York, of which he was chosen rector in 1804.

Notwithstanding the interdiction of " Old Trinity," he

preached with great acceptance and usefulness during

ten years, and then was chosen rector of St. Paul's,

Philadelphia, in 1814. Mr. Pilmore's congregation in

New York became well known for its evangelical piety,

and some of its communicants were on terms of inti-

mate friendship with the members of the old John
Street Methodist Episcopal Church. During the year

1821 this faithful and aged minister's mental powers
exhibited evidences of failure, and this, with bodily in-

disposition, made it necessary for him to have an as-

sistant. The Rev. Mr. Benjamin was chosen. Con-
tinuing gradually to fail, Pilmore departed this life

July 24, 1825. Dr. Pilmore was a faithful minister of

God, and wherever he preached gathered a large body
of communicants. He left many bequests for charitable

purposes. He is the author of a Narrative of Labors in

South Wales (1825), and of a Description ofTranls ami
Trial* and Preaching in the Colonies ofNew York, N< w
Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia,

which was never published. See Sprague, Annals of the

Amer. Pulpit, v, 266 ; Disosway, in the N. Y. Methodist,

No. 178; Lives of Eminent Philadelphiam (1859). p. 801.

(J.H.W.)

Pillow is the rendering in the A. V. of three very
different Hebrew and one Greek word. The proper

term is in the plur. r.'i'N'np, meraashoih (Gen. xxviii,

11, 18, elsewhere "bolster"), which denotes simply a

place for laying the head. In that passage we read
that "Jacob took of the stones of that place [Haran],
and put them for his pillows, and lay down in that

place to sleep." The Hebrew word would be more
properly rendered " towards the head." Similarly our
Lord employed either the bench or possibly some cush-
ion or rug upon it, when asleep upon the boat {irpoa-

Ki(pa\aiwv, Mark iv, 38). See Bed. The TD3, ke'-

seth (also in the plur.), of Ezek. xiii, 18, 20, however,
designates a cushion or soft pad used in some way for

magical enticement, perhaps one of the meretricious

PILLSBURY
luxuries of the females alluded to. See Ahmhole. In

1 Sam. xix, 13, 16, the Heb. word is ^^-2, kebir, some-

thing braided or plaited, hence usually thought to be a
quilt or mattress. See Bolster.
What kind of pillows the Hebrews used we have no

means of knowing, but the ancient Egyptians had pil-

lows of wood formed to receive the head when resting

on their couches, and these no doubt had a cushion
stuffed with feathers, or other soft material. Specimens
of these wooden pillows maybe seen in the British Mu-
seum (Wilkinson, .1 in: Egyptians, i, 71). " Hardy t rav-

ellers, like Jacob (Gen. xxviii, 11, 18) and Elijah (1

Kings xix, 6), sleeping on the bare ground, would make
use of a stone for this purpose ; and soldiers on the march
had probably no softer resting-place (1 Sam. xxvi, 7, 11,

12, 16). Possibly both Saul and Elijah may have used
the water-bottle which they carried as a bolster, and if

this were the case, David's midnight adventure becomes
more conspicuously daring. The ' pillow' of goats' hair

which Michal's cunning put in the place of the bolster in

her husband's bed (xix, 13, 16) was probably, as Ewald
suggests, a net or curtain of goats' hair, to protect the

sleeper from the mosquitoes (Gesch. iii, 101, note), like

the 'canopy' of Holofernes" (Smith). See Sleep.

Ancient Egyptian Wooden Pillow.

Pillsbury, Ithamar, an American Presbyterian

evangelist and missionary, was born in Dracutt, Mass.,

Aug. 22, 1794. His parents being both very pious, his

early discipline and religious training were very strict

and thorough. He prosecuted his academic course

under many difficulties and discouragements, being

obliged to interrupt his studies from time to time and
to engage in teaching, in order to raise funds. He en-

tered Union Academy, in Plainfield, N. H., in 1815;

graduated at Yale College in October, 1822; studied

theology in New York under the direction of Rev. Drs.

Gardiner Spring and E.W.Baldwin; was licensed in

October, 1824, and on June 19, 1825, was at his own re-

quest and by the unanimous vote of the Presbytery

ordained as an evangelist. For several months after

he labored as city missionary in and around the cities

of New York and Boston. The character and results

of his labors in those two cities laid the foundation for

that extensive system of religious effort which aims at

the spiritual good of the poor and destitute, known as

City Missions. Desirous of a pastoral charge, in Sep-
tember, 1827, he accepted an invitation to supply the

Church at Smithtown, Long Island, for one year, but

continued to labor in that capacity until April. 1830,

when he was installed their regular pastor. At his own
request, in 18S3 this relation was dissolved, and until

May, 1834, he spent the time in travelling as an agent

of the American Sunday-School Union. In 1835 he
was appointed a commissioner to the General Assembly
at Pittsburgh, Pa., after which he started on a tour of

exploration to the state of Illinois, with a view to the

founding of a colony. In September of the same year

he returned to New York, and succeeded in organizing

a company with a capital of some $40,000, to be in-

vested "in the purchase of land, and the establishment

of a colony for promoting the cause of education and

piety in the state of Illinois." From this time onward
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to tlio end of hia life he was identified with the West,

especially in all thai pertained to the growth and pros-

perity of the Presbyterian Church. To the scheme of

Christian colonization he gave much thought, time, la-

bor, and prayer. From the Bpring of 1836 bis labors

as a missionary #nd an evangelisl fairlj set in; and

with untiring energy and devotion he addressed him-

self to his work. He organized fourteen churches, and

assisted at the organization of several others. In 1837

oized the Church at Andover, in the Andover

colonj . and iu 1841 he was installed its pastor, and con-

minister unto it until September, 1849. In

May. L850, he was installed pastor al Princeton, Bureau

Co., where he had previously organized a Church; in

was chosen president ofMcDonough College,

al Mar,, mil : in L855 he began to labor as stated supply

in the Presbyterian Church at Macomb; in I860 he

returned to Andover, and took charge of tin' Church

which In- founded there. He died April 20, 1862. Mr.

Pillsbury was a prudent ami wise counsellor, a sincere

and constant friend, ami an able and faithful minister

of the Gospel. See Wilson. I'n sb.llist.. I Imanac, 1863,

p. 195. (J.L.S.)

Pilot (5rn, chobel, Ezek. xxvii, 8, 27-29), literally

a steersman, a mariner, is also rendered in our version

(Jonah i. 6) "ship-master;" but in the passage in Eze-

kiel it is used in a figurative sense for the chief riders

or counsellors of the Tyriana See Ship.

Pilsbury, Phineas, Elder, a famous early Amer-

ican Baptist minister, flourished in Maine in 1804. He
was uneducated, in the ordinary acceptation of the term,

but was called "a son of thunder" on account of his

boldness and ability, lie was extremely eccentric, and

many curious incidents in his personal history are told,

but nothing can be related here of any interest to the

general inquirer.

Pilsen, Francis, a Flemish painter and engraver

who flourished al Ghent about the middle of the 18th

century. He studied under Robert van Audenarde, Lit-

tle is known of his painting; but there are a few prints

by him, among « Inch are the following : I 'irgin and In-

fant Jesus; i 'onversion ofSt. Bavon; a >'t. Francis, aftet

Rubens; The Martyrdom ofSt. Blaize, after G. de Cray-

( r. See Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fim Arts, ii. 697.

Pil'tai 1 1 l«l.. PUtay', "-'-z. my deliverances; Sept.

<t>t\(Ti). the representative of the priestly house "I Mo-

adiah. or Maadiah, in the time of Joiakim, the son of

Jeshua; apparently one of the priests who returned to

Jerusalem with Nehemiah (Neb. xii, 17 i. B.C. 145.

Pilzarro, Abraham Isb m.i, of Amsterdam, a Jew-

ish litterateur, was of Portuguese origin, and nourished

in Italy mar the opening of this century, lie wrote

Discursos y exposiciones sobre la vara d\ Jeuda,&n ex-

position Of Jacob's prophecy, entitled "the So pi re of

Judah," in which he complains of the unfair manner in

which Christians expound the Scriptures, ol their mi-

ni m 3 for such a task, and the danger of confuting their

interpretations. <>u account of its odious contents il

was suppressed by the leaders of the congregation (a

MS. copy of this work is t,, be found in the Saracin

Library i. See De Rossi, Dizionario storico degli autori

Ebrei, p. 264; id. BibLJud. Antichrist. (Parma, 1800), p.

92; Wolf, Bibl Hebr. in. 12; De I g, Bibl. Sacra, ti.

594 i wlerc the author i- called Bizaro)\ Lindo, Hist,

of the .li us in Spain and Portugal, \>. 369, (B. P.)

Pimentel, Abraham ha-Kohi \. a Jewish rabbi,

flourished about the middle of the l.ih century. He
was :1 pupil of Saul Mortera. ami afterwards rabbi at the

academj Keter Tora ol Amsterdam, and lastly rabbi of

the congregation of the Sephardim at Hamburg. He

wrote *|HD r"": on Jewish rites. m three parts

(Amsterd. 1668): academic treatises in the Portuguese

language, under the title Questoena it discoursoa acu-

ta illitstn Academia "r:

i "T funtamentt algvns sermons compostos por o dit-

to Miami,. 1688). See Wolf. Bibl. Hebr. i. '.'7: iii. 7.8

sq.; I >e Rossi, Dizionario storico degli autori Ebrei, p.

264 (Germ. transl. by Bamberger); Ftlrst, BibLJud. iii,

101. (B.P.)

Pin ("""• yathed), a tent-pin, spoken of the copper

pegs driven into the ground to hold the cords of the

court (Exod. xxvii, 19; xxxv. 18; xxxviii, 20, 31
;

xxxix. Hi; Numb. iii. 37; iv. :;_'>. or lor any other

purpose (Judg. xvi, 14; Ezek. xv, 3), being tl

word elsewhere usually rendered ••nail' (Judg. ir, 21,
•-'-'

: v. ^t;
: Kzra ix. .s": Isa. xxii, 22, 25; Zech. \. 4),

occasionally " stake'' (Isa. xxxiii, 20; liv,2), once " pad-

dle" (Deutxxiii, 13). See X wt.

Pins, in the modern -en-" of the word, used for fas-

tening the dress, were no doubt in use among the He-
brews, as we know they were among the Egyptians,
but they were frequently made of bone or wood, and
bore a considerable resemblance to skewers, a- did those

used even in England till a comparatively recent period.

The forms of the Egyptian pins may be seen in the

British Museum. "Pins and needles were among the

articles of the toilet which have occasionally been found

in the tombs. The former are frequently of consider-

able length, with large gold head-: ami some, of a dif-

ferent form, tapering gradually to a point, merely bound

with gold at the upper end. without any projecting head
i ~, \ en or eight inches in length), appear to ha-, e been

intended for arranging the plaits or curls of hair, like

those used in England in the days of Elizabeth for

nearly the same purpose" ( Wilkinson. Anc. Egypt, ii,

oil 1. See CRISPING-PIN.

Ancient Egyptian Toilet-pins.

Pinart, MICHEL, a French Orientalist, was horn in

.Inly. 1659, at Sens. His parents died when he was
very young, and left him penniless. Admitted by the

protection of the abbe Boileau, grand-vicar at Sens, in

the community of Germain Gillot, he learned there

Latin, Greek, ami the elements of Hebrew, lie was

sufficiently proficient in the latter language to be able

to help father Thomassin in his Glossaire. He ob-

tained a situation a- tutor at the College Mazaiin. and
in 1712 was appointed theologisl of the chapter ol Sens.

He had been a member of 1 1c Academic des Inscrip-

tions sin,,- L706. The "Collections" of this company
ami i be "Journal des Savan-" contain several memoirs
of him. He died at Sens July '>. 1717.

—

Hoefer, Nouv,
Biog. i, in' mil , xl, 248.

Pinault, l'n .inn Olivier, a French writer who
llourished in the second half of last century, was a

member of the Parliament of Paris, and is the author
oi. J in;, m, nt parti snr Ii s .1, suit i s jmr let grands hommes

et de VI \t (1 761, I !
: I a nouvelU phi*

losophit devoilet (1770, l2mo): and Origim des maux
il, PEglise < 1787, l2mo). He published a new edition

oi He'ricourt's Lois ecclesiastiques d\ Frana (1771, fol.),

and some translations of Portuguese and Italian works.

Hoefer, Vou . Bi g.Gi m rale, xl, 248.

Pinchon, (ii hi \i mi . a French prelate of note,

was born in the parish of St, Alban, near St. Brieuc, in

I [8 1. lie took bolj orders in 1207, and was made canon

,,f Si. Brieuc; then "t St, Gatien de Tours; ami. in

1220, bishop of si. Brieuc. Pierre Mauclerc, duke of

Brittany, made an attempt at that time to encroach

upon the Becular rights which tic bishops "I the prov-

ince enjoyed in their bishoprics, and he issued ordi-

nances by which the clergy were deprived of their,

most important privileges. Guillaume, acting in ac-

cord with the other prelati i of the duchy, excommuni-
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cated Mauclerc, who, having assembled a number of

his barons at Redon, decided that the bishops should

be banished. Guillaume retired to Poitiers, where he

acted, for some time, as coadjutor of Philippe, bishop

of that city, during a severe illness of this prelate (1229).

His rights having been recognised by Pierre Mauclerc,

he returned to his see in 1231, and kept busy during

the rest of his life in reforming the abuses which had

spread among the clergy during his absence, and con-

tinuing the reconstruction of his cathedral. Guillaume

Pichon died at St. Brieuc July 29, 1234. He was can-

onized by Innocent III in 1217. His complete relics

were discovered in 1847 in the cathedral. The Church

of St. Brieuc and of Treguier devotes to his memory the

29th of July.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 248.

Pinckard, Patrick M., a minister of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, was born near the opening of

the present century. He was converted about 1840,

and in 1844 entered the itinerant ranks of the Methodist

ministry, and preached successfully until 1870 within

the bounds of the Missouri Conference. During this

long term of ministerial life he was employed in circuit,

station, and district work ; also in the agency of Cen-

tral College, and, later, as the depositary in St. Louis of

the Book-house of Missouri Methodism, in all of which

places of trust and responsibility he gained the approval,

confidence, and esteem of his brethren and the Church.

He died Sept. 23, 1871. See Minutes of Annual Conf.

M. E. Church, South, 1872, p. 738. (J. II. W.)

Pinckney Lectures are a series of sermons, for

the foundation of which Charles Pinckney, chief-justice

of South Carolina under the provincial government
(father of the late general C. C. Pinckney), provided.

He died in 1758, and by his last will directed that two
sermons, in May and November, annually, being on the

first Wednesday after the second Tuesday in each of

these months, should be preached in St. Philip's Church,

Charleston, on the "greatness of God, and his goodness

to all creatures," with the view, as he states, "to en-

courage and promote religious and virtuous principles

and practices among us, and to raise an ardent love of

the Deity in us; and in order to excite an emulation in

my wealthy countrymen, whose abilities and fortunes

will better enable them thereto, for establishing lectures

among us, in humble imitation of those founded by the

Hon. Mr. Boyle in Great Britain." For effecting these

pious purposes, the will states, "I do hereby charge my
said mansion and land and buildings in Colleton Square,

devised to my eldest son, with the payment of five guin-

eas yearly, and every year forever, unto such lectures."

— Staunton, Eccles. Diet, s. v.

Pinczovians, a Socinian sect, so named after the

town of Pinczow, Poland, where its leaders resided.

The Pinczovians were usually called " Unitarian Breth-
ren," but they deserved to be called Arians (q. v.)

rather than Socinians (q. v.). It is true, some of the

principal doctors among them were inclined towards
those views of Jesus Christ which afterwards were the

common views of the Socinian sect; but the greater

part of them agreed with the Arians, and affirmed that

the Saviour was produced by God the Father before

the foundation of the world, but that lie was greatly

inferior to the Father, and so also the Holy Spirit was
begotten, and is inferior to the Father. This is very
clearly taught by George Schomann in his Testamentum,
published by Sand (p. 194-5) :

" Sub id fere tempus (A.D.
156G) ex rhapsodiis Lcelii Socini quidam fratres dice-

runt, Dei filium non esse secundam Trinitatis personam
patri coessentialem et cowqualem, sed hominem Jesum
Christum, ex Spiritu Sancto conceptum, ex virgine Ma-
ria natum, crucifixum et resuscitatum ; a quibus nos
commoniti, sacras litteras perscrutari, persuasi sumus."
These words most clearly show that the Pinczovians (as

they were called before they separated from the Re-
formed in 1505) professed to believe in a Trinity of some
sort, and did not divest Jesus Christ of all divinity.

Besides, Schomann was a doctor of great authority

among them ; and in the year 15G5 (as he himself in-

forms us), he contended at the convention of Petricow

(pro uno Deo patri) for one God the Father, in oppo-

sition to the Reformed, who, he says (Deum trinum de-

fendebant), maintained a threefold God. Yet in the

following year he, with others, was induced by the pa-

pers of Laelius Socinus to so alter his sentiments that

he denied Christ to be a divine person. He, therefore,

with his Pinczovian flock, before this time must nec-

essarily have been, not a Socinian, but an Arian. See

Poland. (J. H. W.)

Pindar, John Hothersai.l, an English divine, was

born in 1794. He graduated at Caius College, Cam-
bridge, in 1816, and became principal of CodrinKton

College, Barbadoes. He was afterwards canon residen-

tiary and prebendary of Wells Cathedral, and principal

of Wells Theological College, which latter office he re-

signed in 18G5. He died at West Malvern, Eng., April

10, 1868. He published a volume of Se?-?nons on Com-
mon Prayer:—Sermons on the Ordination Service:—
Sermons on the Holy Days of the Church:—Expository

Discourses on the Epistle to Timothy ; and some Lectures.

—Appleton's Annual Cyclop, viii, 592.

Pinder, Thomas, a Wesleyan preacher of some note,

was born at West Stockwith, near Gainsborough. Fug.,

Sept. 22, 1774. He was converted through Methodist

agency in 1795 at Sheffield. He felt called of God to

the work of the holy ministry, and in 1799 was appoint-

ed to the Thetford Circuit. Thence for thirty-five years

he labored on in a most exemplary discharge of his pas-

toral and ministerial functions. In all the circuits in

which he travelled he was highly and deservedly es-

teemed, both in his public and private capacity. As a

preacher, though not great, he was striking, faithful,

and impressive. As a pastor, he was most tender and

sympathizing. He died Aug. 27, 1835.— Wesl. Meth.

Mag. 183G, p. 719 ; 1838, art. i.

Pineda, Juan de (1), a learned Franciscan monk,

was born at Seville in 1557. After entering the order

at the age of fourteen, he was carefully advanced in clas-

sical learning, and then instructed in theology. As a

student, he bore the reputation of great erudition, espe-

cially in the Greek, Hebrew, and Oriental languages.

He was placed at the head of the Inquisition in Anda-
lusia, and was commissioned by cardinal Zapata to visit

the principal libraries of Spain, in order to register those

works which might be obnoxious to the Roman Cath-

olic religion. The result of his inquiry was an Index

novus Librorum Prohibitorum (Seville, 1631), published

by order of cardinal Zapata, grand-inquisitor of Spain.

Pineda published a version of Theodore Peltar's Catena

Graicorum Patrum in Proverbia Salomonis. He also

published Commmtarius in Job (Madrid, 1597, 2 vols,

fol.) :

—

Pra>lectio sacra in Canticum Cauticorum (Seville,

1602) -.—Salomo Prcevius, sive de Rt bus Salomonis Regis

(Lvons, 1609, libri octo) :

—

Commmtarius in EccL siash it

(Antwerp. 1G20). He died at Seville Jan. 27, 1037.—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 2G1.

Pineda, Juan de (2). another Spanish divine, was
born at Medina del Campo in the 16th century, and has

frequently been confounded with the preceding. He
belonged to the Order of the Jesuits, and published /lis-

teria maravillosa de S. Juan-Baptista (Salamanca, 1574,

4to) :

—

La Monarquia Ecelesiastica, o Ilistoria Univer-

sal del Mundo (ibid. 1588, 14 vols. fol. ; Barcelona, 1594.

1620) ; Agricultura Christiana que contiene xxxv, dialo-

gos familiares (ibid. 1589, 2 vols. fol.). Many other

works of his remain unpublished.—Hoefer, A'our. Biog.

Generate, xl, 262.

Pinedo, Thomas de (called in the synagogue

Isaac), a noted Jewish litterateur of the 17th century

was born in 1614 in Spain, but was obliged to leave his

native country and seek a refuge in Amsterdam from

inquisitorial persecution. He was more famed for his
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proficiency in Greek and the ancient classics than as

a Jewish theologian. He was descended from the fami-

ly of Pinheiro of Francoso, in Portugal His education

he received at Madrid, where he was indebted to the

training of the Jesuits for his literary attainments, of

whom he speaks in grateful remembrance. He had al-

ready reached a mature age when the suspicions of the

Inquisition obliged him to quit the scene of his studies

and tli*- society of his learned friends in the capital of

Spain, to live in safety in the United Provinces, lie be-

longed i" those few w ho were fortunate enough to evade

; the clutches of the Inquisition. He differs

from Orobio de Castro in this especially, that he never

in any of his writings attacked the Christian religion,

but, on the contrary, frequently took pleasure in ac-

knowledging its beneficial influences upon society,

though lie did not spare the tribunal of the Inquisi-

tion, of whicb he say-: "Me pudel pigetque prodidisse

ente Christiana." Al Amsterdam he finished

and published, in 1678, his edition of Sri^avoc. vrepi

iroKkmv: Stephanusde Urbibusquem Primus Thomas d*

Pinedo Lusitamis Latiijun dondbat et observationibus

scrutinio variorum linguarum ac prcecipui Hebraicce.

Pkcenicue, Grcecce, << Latina diakctis Ulustrabat, and

dedicated the work to the marquis of Mondejos, of the

house of Mendoza, ever devoted to the encouragement

of literature. Pinedo's work, whicb is very valuable for

Jewish history and archaeology, and was lately edited

with a preface by Dindorf (Leips. 1825, 1 vols.), shows

thai the author was well acquainted with Jewish lit-

erature. Besides Josephus, which tonus the basis of

the whole, Pinedo quotes Benjamin deTudela's Itinera-

ries; David Zemach (p. 182,584); R. Saloi farchi,s. v.

Antiochia, " quern Hebreei per rosetheboth Rasi vocant,

celeberrimus in S.S. commentator;" Kimchrs Commen-
tary mi Genesis (p. 497); Ibn- Ezra's Commentary on

Esther (p. 583) ; Maimonides, Moreh Nebuchim; R.Aza-
riah. Mia Haadomim (p. 583). In two passages Pint do

mentions the name of Jesus, viz.. when speaking of

Bethlehem, he says, after having given the explanation

of the text: - Sed nmlto maps urbem nohilitanmt

Davidis 1 1 Jem Nazareni natales;" and then, when

speaking of Galilee, he adds: "Quia Jesus Nazarenus

frequenter in hac regione versabatur, ideo Julianus,

\arr\Q, eum per contemptum Galilceum 1 1 ( hris-

alilceos vocabat. Sic enim vocabantur prins

Christiani, qui sub imperatore t ilaudio, relicto Nazara <<-

/»/,/ . t Galtkeorum nine. Christiani dicti sunt, ut tes-

tatur Suidas." Pinedo died Nov. 13, H'>7 :•, and the noble

marquis whom we have mentioned above warmlj ex-

pressed in a letter to the Judseo - Spanish poet. De
Barrios, his regret at the death of Pinedo, and more

especially at his dying in the profession of Judaism.

Pint do not only left in bis Ert(pavo£ a monument " acre

perennius," hut also w rote his o\\ a epitaph in the foil iw-

inir words:
Advertile Mot

1 1 i< jacel

Thomas de Pinedo Lnsitanne
Qui primnm Orientem vidit

In Lusitanise oppido Francoso.

Ex nobili illius regni familia
Patema l'inhciro. maienia Konseca
M idriti pee- p , ,,,. edncatne

Literis apnd Ji i dedit.

Nullius cniuini- ac in\i.li;e reus

nocccuotai)l)iiiiu
i
er Stephauum sibi excitavit.

Id volebnt voe scire.

s. •
I rt. /.'//>/.. /»</. in. lo-J: DeRossi,.Dt ionario storico

degliautori Ebri i,p. 264 sq.(< ier.transl.bj Hamburger);

Wolf, Bibl. ff'ebr. i. 397; id. 278; Da Co'sta, Israel <tn>l

,. p. 133 s,|. : (.rat/, Gesch. il. Juden, \. 200;

Kayserling, in Frankel's Monatsschrifi, 1858, p. 191 Bq.;

ill. Gesckichti •>< r Juden in Portugal (Leips. 1867), p.

801. (B.P.)

Pinelli, Luca, an Italian theologian, horn at Melfi.

His family, one of the twenty-tour chief ol Gem
the republic two doges, Agostino, son of Filippo, • li i ted

1555, and Agostino, son of Alessandro, elected 1609.

lie was admitted in 1562 into the Company of Jesus;
was a professor of theology at Ingolstadt and Pont-a-
Monsson, and nnur at Flon nee, Perugia, and Palermo.

Pinelli died at Naples Aug. '.'•"'. 1607. Hi- theological

writings enjoyed a favor which i< not extil I

altogether even in our own day. They have been re-

printed and translated a number of times. S

them must he referred to here: Meditazioni del Sacra-
mento (Brescia, 1599, L2mo; translated into French,
Pieux i ut ii Hi us. etc., Tournay, 1850, l8mo):
awero della perfezione religiosa, lib. iv; the most re-

cent editions of this often republished work are. in Ital-

ian, Borne, 1839, 8vo ; in Latin, 1710, 16mo; in French,

1847, L8mo, etc. :

—

Meditazioni della Vergau Maria
(Brescia, 1599, l2mo: translated into Portuguese by
Antonio Vaz de Sousa

i
: D< Sai rat

1 1 lologne, 1602, 12mo) -.—Tratlato delF alira vita e <f< Uo

stato delli aninu in essa i Venice. 1604, 8vo) :

—

Medita-

tiones dt /I' hominis novissimis, qua sun !

infernus, paradisus (Cologne, 1605, 12mo) :

—

Trattato
i!ilin Messa

I
Naples. 1606, l2mo). The spiritual works,

of father Pinelli appeared firsl at Venice (1604, l2mo);
hut the Latin edition of ( iologne 1 1604, :'> \ ols. L2mo) is

the mosl complete.—Hoefer, A erale, xl,

2Gb.

Pine-tree. The word "pine" occurs in our trans-

lation three times, but in neither case i> the pine of our

northern regions referred to in the original. The first

instance is in Neh. viii. 15 i
Sept. %v\ov Kvirapiaaivov,

Vulg. lignum pukherrimum), where the Hebrew words

Stone-Plnc Cone and Nuts.
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•^'j V$, ets shemen, are rendered "pine -branches."

though the phrase is generally understood to denote

the wild olive-tree. See Olive. The second and third

instances are in Isa. xli, 19 (Sept. ttivkj], Vulg. pinus)

and lx, 13 (Sept. (SpaSvSaap, Vulg. ulmus), where the

Hebrew word is liT-JPl, tidkdr, which Gesenius conject-

ures to denote the oak (from its hardness and durabil-

ity, root, IfH) ; but the old translators waver between

beech, pine, cypress, larch, etc., and by modern inter-

preters it has been variously explained to be the Indian

plane, the larch, and the elm (Celsius, Hierob. ii, 271).

See Asii-tree ; Box-tree ;
Cedak-tkke. The Sept.

rendering in Isa. xli, 19, [3pa2ni£adp, appears to have

arisen from a confused amalgamation of the words be-

rosh and tidkdr, which follow each other in that pas-

sage. Of these berosh is sometimes rendered " cypress,"

and might stand for "juniper." That species of juniper

which is called savin is in Greek fipaSv. The word

Snap is merely an expression in Greek letters for tidkdr

(Pliny, xxiv, 11, 61 ; Schleusner, s. v.; Celsius, Hierob.

i, 78)! In the Chaldee paraphrase the word murneyan,

commonly thought to mean the elm, is used as the syno-

nym of tidhdr. But no similar name having been dis-

covered in any of the cognate languages, no proofs can

be adduced in favor of one more than another. The
name tidhara, meaning "three-cornered," is applied in

India to a species of Euphorbia (E. antiquorum) ; but

this is not likely to be the plant alluded to in Scripture.

But the rendering " pine" seems least probable of any, as

the root implies either curvature or duration, of which

the latter is not particularly applicable to the pine, and

the former remarkably otherwise. On the other hand,

Thomson {Land and Bool; ii, 266 sq.) supposes that

berosh (01*13) ought to be rendered pine instead offir,

as usual in the A. V. ; referring it to the " stone-pine,"

which still covers the sandy ridges of Lebanon and Her-

mon, and is called snubar by the Arabs. See Fir.

Pinnacle. In the account of our Lord's tempta-

tion (Matt, iv, 5), it is stated that the devil took him to

Jerusalem, " and set him on a [rather the] pinnacle of

the Temple" (t7rt to nripvyiov tov Upov). The part of

the Temple denoted by this term has been much ques-

tioned by different commentators, and the only certain

conclusion seems to be that it cannot be understood in

the sense usually attached to the word (i. e. the point of

a spiral ornament), as in that case the article would not

have been prefixed. Grotius, Hammond, Doddridge,

and others take it in the sense of balustrade or pinnated

battlement. But it is now more generally supposed to

denote what was called the king's portico, which is

mentioned by Josephus (Ant. xv, 11, 5), and is the same
which is called in Scripture " Solomon's porch." Of this

opinion are Wetstein, Kuinol, Parkhurst, Roscnmiiller,

and others. Krebs, Schleusner, and some others, how-
ever, fancy that the word signifies the ridge of the roof

of the Temple; and Josephus (Ant. xv, 11, 5) is cited

in proof of this notion. But we know that iron spikes

were fixed all over the roof of the Temple to prevent

the holy edifice from being defiled by birds (Joseph.

War, v, 5, 6), and the presence of these spikes creates

an objection, although the difficulty is perhaps not insu-

perable, as we are told that the priests sometimes went
to the top of the Temple (Middoth, ch. iv; T. Bab. tit.

Taanith, foL 29). Dr. Bloomfield asks : " May it not have
been a loft}- spiral turret, placed somewhere about the

centre of the building, like the spire in some cathedrals,

to the topmost lookout of which the devil might take
•Jesus?" (Recens. Synopt. in Matt, iv, 5). We answer,
no : steeples do not belong to ancient or to Oriental ar-

chitecture, and it is somewhat hazardous to provide one
for the sole purpose of meeting the supposed occasion of
this text. Lightfoot, whose opinion on this point is

entitled to much respect, declares his inability to judge
whether the part denoted should be considered as be-
longing to the holy fabric itself or to some building

within the holy circuit. If the former, he can find no

place so fitting as the top of the D^iX, or porch of the

Temple ; but if the latter, the royal porch or gallery

(orod fiaatXtKi'i) is the part he would prefer. He adds

that, above all other parts of the Temple, the porch

thereof, and indeed the whole pronaos, might not unfitly

be called to ttTtpvyiov tov hpov, the icing (for that is

the literal meaning) of the Temple, "because like wings

it extended itself in breadth on each side, far beyond the

breadth of the Temple." If therefore the devil had placed

Christ on the very precipice of this part of the Temple,

lie may well be said to have placed him " upon the wing
of the Temple; both because this part was like a wing
to the Temple itself, and because that precipice was the

wing of this part" (Hot: Hebr. ad Matt, iv, 5). Against

this interpretation, however, it seems decisive that Jesus,

not being a priest, could not have gained admittance to

the Temple proper; unless, indeed, we understand that

he was transported thither and back again miraculously.

With regard to the other alternative, it is only necessary

to cite the description of Josephus to show that the situ-

ation was at least not inappropriate to Satan's object:

"On the south part (of the court of the Gentiles) was

GTod fiaoiXiK)), ' the royal gallery,' that may be men-
tioned among the most magnificent things under the

sun; for above the profoundest depth of the valley,

Herod constructed a gallery of a vast height, from the

top of which, if any one looked down, he would become

dizzy, his eyes being unable to reach so vast a depth."

—Kitto. The same Greek word is used in the Sept. ver-

sion to render, 1. 5)23, handph, a wing or border, e. g. of

a garment (Numb, xv, 38 ; 1 Sam. xv, 27 ; xxiv, 4)

;

2. "l n 330, senappir, the fin of a fish (Lev. xi, 9. So

Arist. Anim. i, 5, 14); 3. i"l^£, hatsdh, an edge; A. V.

end (Exod. xxviii, 26). Hesychius explains -Tipuyiov

as dicpMTiipiov. Perhaps in any case to itTtpvyiov

means the battlement ordered by law to be added to

every roof. It is in favor of this that the word handph

is used to indicate the top of the Temple (Dan. ix. 27

;

Hammond, Grotius, Calmet, De Wette, Lightfoot. Hor.

Hebr. ad Matt. iv). Eusebius tells us that it was from

"the pinnacle" (to linpvyiov) that St. James was pre-

cipitated, and it is said to have remained until the 4th

century (Euseb. Hist. Eccles. ii, 23 ; Williams, Holy City,

ii, 338).—Smith. See Tejiple.

PINNACLE is an architectural term used to desig-

nate a small turret or tall orna-

ment, usually tapering towards

the top, and much used in Gothic

architecture as a termination to

buttresses, etc. Pinnacles are

not used in the Norman style,

though there exist a few small

turrets, of late date, with point-

ed terminations, which appear to

be their prototypes, as at the

w^est end of Rochester Cathedral,

and the north transept of the

church of St. Stephen at Caen.

In the Early English style

they are not very abundant ; they

are found circular, octagonal, or

square ; some are perfectly plain,

as at the east end of Battle

Church, Sussex : others are sur-

rounded with small shafts, as at

Peterborough and Wells; and in

some instances the tops are

crocketed. Towards the latter

part of this style the system

of surmounting each face of

the shaft with a small pedi-

ment was introduced, and about

the same period the shafts be-

gan to be occasionally made of Battle Church, cir. 1250.
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-

Lincoln.

open-work, so as to form niches for

statues.

Decorated pinnacles are very nu-

merous; they have the shafts some-

times formed into

niches,andsom< times

panelled or quite

plain, and each ol the

sides almost invaria-

bly terminates in a

pediment ; the tops

1 1. rally crock-

eted, and always have
linials on the points :

in !'.>nn they are mosl

usually square, but

are sometimt •
•

onal, and in a f( w

instances hexagonal

ami pentagonal; oc-

casion ally, in this

-i\ le, square pinna-

cles arc placed diagonally.

In the J'< rpendicular style they do

not in general differ much from those

oi the I teeorated
;
polygonal forms are

not very frequently found, and square
PeterhoroiiLrli <'a- pinnacles arc verv much ot tenet placed
ttedral, A.D.1238.

diagonal^ on buttresses, etc. ; they are

also in rich buildings abundantly used mi the offsets of

buttresses, as well as at the tops: instead of the small

pediments over (he sides of the shaft, it is sometimes

finished with a complete moulded cornice or capping,

out of which the top of the pinnacle rises, and some-
; lie place of a top of this kind the figure of an

animal holding a vane, or -nun 1 other device, is used:

there are a few examples of pinnacles in this style with

tped tops. In the fine Perpendicular towers the

pinnacles are often the most striking feature. Exam-
ples are seen on Rterton and Magdalen towers in Ox-
ford, and many of the towers in Somersetshire.—Parker,

Glossary of . 1 rckitt dun . s. v.

Pi'non (Heb. Pinon', lb*
1
!?, prob. i. q. Punon; Sept

•I'Hrcii': Vulg. Phinon), one of the ••duke-" of Edom;
that is, head or founder of a tribe of that nation (Gen.

xxxvi, 11: l Chron. i, 52). By Eusebiua and Jerome

( Onomast icon, (ii, !,:,!. and 1'enoni the scat of the tribe

is said to ha\ e keen at Pillion, one of the stations of the

Israelites in the Wilderness ; which again they identify

with Phaeno, " between Petra and /oar." the site of ike

famous Roman copper-mines. No name answering to Pi-

non appears to have keen yet discovered in Arabic liter-

ature or among the existing tribes. Smith. See Pi sos.

Pins, Jeam de, a French prelate noted for his dip-

lomatic career, was born at Toulouse towards 1470. He
was the third son of Gaillard de Pins, and studied un-

der the guidance of his eldest brother at Toulouse,

Poitiers, Paris, and in Italy, w here he became proficient

in (.reck and Latin letters through the lessons ol Phi-

lippo Bersaldo the elder, in I 197 he embraced the cl< t-

ical profession; returned to Italy, where he spent five

! was in 1511 appointed clerk-counsellor at

the parliament ol his native city. Antoine Duprat,

with whom he was closely acquainted, took him to

Italy, and had him appointed counsellor at the parlia-

ment founded by Francis I at Milan. He there man-
aged someverj intricate matters with so much prudence
and dexterity thai the king sent him on an embassy
to Venice in 151(5, and to Rome in 1520. < »n both oc-

casions he showed extraordinary aptitude for political

negotiations, and displayed greal zeal for the interests

of religion and the Rlon of his country. A pontifical

brief "i Dec. 27, 1520, shows thai .lean de Pins was
made bishop of Pamiers. Put he never governed thai

bishopric, and was in 1523 appointed bishop of EUeux.

In 1627 he founded and endowed the chapter ol Saint-

) bare. The most learned men of his time spoke in

praise of his erudition; and cardinal Sadolet submitted
to him his own works before giving them to the printer.

In 1673 his bust was placed in the Salle des Toulou-
sains Illustres, at the capitol of Toulouse. Jean >\>-

Pins wrote in most elegant Latin, and deserved the fol-

lowing eulogy at the hands of Erasmus, who was Buch
a competent judge in the matter: -Potest inter Tulli-

aiue dictionis competitores numerari Johannes Pinus."

We have of him. Vita J'/ii/i/'j-i Bersaldi majoris • Bo-

logna, L505, 4to):

—

Vita Sanda Catharina Senensis

(ibid. 1505, Ito): Din Rocki Narbonensis Vita (Ven.
and Par. 1516, 8vo):

—

AUobrogica narrationis libellus

(ibid. 1516, Ito); this is a kind of novel composed for

the instruction of the children ol the chancellor An-
toine Duprat: — 1>i vita aulica (Toulouse, 4to); this

work is held in greal esteem:- />> darisfami Par.

1521, fol.); remarkable for the elegance of the compo-
sition. Pins died at Toulousi No\. i. ].~,:,7.—Iloefer,

.\uiir. Bioff. Generate, \1. 277.

Pinsker, Simcha, a noted recent Hebraist, was
born at TarnopoL Austrian Poland (Galicia), in 1801.

He was the son of a rabbi see Shi bai it . and was well

trained in Hebrew lore. Becoming interested in the

doctrines of the Chasidim (q. v.), he joined the ranks

of the so-called Kotzker-Chasidim, who, in the theory

of mystic views, as well as in the practice, favored

worldly gayety coupled with cynical elements. At the

same time he suffered himself to be drawn into the

whirlpool of a noisy commercial life, which induct d him
to enter upon several large speculations: his genius

could not long remain imprisoned in these strange

spheres, and, with the loss of his entire fortune, he

finally abandoned these schemes. He took up his

abode in Odessa, which was then a flourishing town.

and tilled the situation of Rabbinical secretary, and al-

though the pittance of a salary which was paid kirn

was barely enough for his existence, he was always in

good spirits. Put it was not to he expected that a man
of Pinsker's talents should long rest content in such

a limited sphere. Perceiving how miserable was the

condition, in regard to culture, of the South-Russian
.lews, which he bad no doubt was ,i U( . to a faulty, anti-

quated education, he determined to exert himself for

the establishment ofJew ish el) mentary schools, in which
the children could receive a proper religious and secu-

lar training, suitable to those times. < Messa. heinc; the

commercial centre of Southern Russia, seemed to him
just adapted for such an institution, and Simcha Pin-

sker lost no time in communicating this important mat-

ter to his friend [saac llorow it/, a native of Brody, who
ai once look greal interest in the proposition. The two
young men made known the object they had in view
to M'\ era! influential parties, and soon snece eded in gain-

ing for their plan the conjunction of eminent men, who
made all necessary arrangements with ike congrega-

tion and the government, and thus readily accomplished

the object, Pinsker «:i- placed at the head of the

newly founded School, and in that capacity he labored

iiniil 1840, when he removed to Vienna on a pension

for the remainder of his life. Pinsker is noted, how-
ever, not simply as the founder and propagator of a

high educational status among his coreligionists at

Odessa, bul rather aa one ofthebesl Hebraists of our

day. When in 1839 Abraham Firkowitch brought from

the ( ,'rimea a mass ot curious and unknown manuscripts,

and. among others, a codex of the later prophets, whiedi

had. like several Pentateuch fragments, with Haphta-
roth and Targum, a peculiar punctuation tic- vowel

and accent points deviating in form, placed not un-

der, km above the consonants and which he presented

to the Odessa Society tor history and antiquities, Pin-

sker gave himself to the deciphering of this newly dis-

covered system of punctuation, and never rested till, in

1842 kk in- became thoroughly acquainted with the

materials before him. lie Bhowed the- patience- of a

monk >-t tin .Mid. IK- Agi s, continually making researches
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in bibliography, biography, and literary history, and did

not even shrink from commencing to study the Arabic,

the language in which some of the manuscripts were

composed. To acquire the latter was in those days no

mean task, especially in a town like Odessa, yet Pinsker

overcame all difficulties, and by his indefatigable dili-

gence he mastered that language also. But none of

these researches and their result were communicated to

the world. Pinsker was too modest a man to presume

that he had anything at command worth knowing by

the rest of the world until Osias Schorr applied to him
for a contribution to his critical Ha-Chaluz. For this

purpose, Pinsker began his labors with a communica-

tion concerning the accomplishments of two Karaites,

Mose Darai and Radba (David ben-Abraham), natives

of Fez, who lived during the Middle Ages, and stood in

great repute for their learning. The result of these la-

bors grew to a great work of comprehensive contents,

which he published under the name Likkute Kadmo-
nioth (" Collections from Times of Yore"), and also under

the title, The History of Karaism and the Karaite Lit-

erature. In it he describes the development of Karaism,

and notes four consecutive periods : a pre-Ananitic, one

of Anan himself, another of the reformer Nohawendi,

and last the Karaites proper. The latter period brought

about the breach concerning the Talmudic tradition, and
missionaries were sent to Jewish congregations in order

to call the people together to enlist them for the new
doctrine. From this calling together (Hebrew, Icara*),

the word Karaite, according to Pinsker, was derived.

They were the people who laid the foundation-stone for

completing the edifice of Biblical orthography, grammar,
lexicography, and modern Hebrew poesy ; and although

Gaon Saadia may be considered in Pabbinical circles as

the first who wrote a Hebrew grammar and a lexicon,

and Dunash ben-Labrat is looked upon as the first who
wrote poetry according to Arabic rules, yet there were
already among the Karaites many grammarians, lexi-

cographers, and poets, who made use of the Arabic me-
tre, and of this we find ample proofs in the Likkute.

Important Karaite writings are quoted, among which
the Lexicon by Radba and the Divan by Mose Darai

are largely treated of. Pinsker maintains that the

latter lived during the 9th century; and, if so, Darai

must lie considered the leader of a great poetic period,

the value of whose poetical productions was highly ap-

preciated, inasmuch as Gebirol Mose ibn-Ezra, Jehuda
ha-Levi, and Abraham ibn-Ezra employed many suc-

cessful similes, expressions, and even whole strophes,

which accord in sound and manner with those of Darai.

The Likkute found a reception which surpassed the

highest expectations of the author. Hardly known pre-

viously in the republic of letters, Pinsker became all at

once a celebrated name. The extraordinary compila-

tion, the imposing erudition, the superabundance of rich

material, the conscientiousness and geniality of com-
binations, were all calculated to cause admiration. Be-
fore the work was all published, those, as it were, of-

ficial representatives of Jewish history, Jost and tiriitz,

hastened to declare their acknowledgment. The for-

mer, with full admiration, in the " Ben-Chananja" (1860),
and the latter in the preface of the fifth volume of his

history of the. Jews. Also Dr. Schmiedl (Frankel's Mo-
natsschrijl, 18(51) signified his appreciation of Pinsker. I

In the year 1863 Pinsker published in Vienna his Mebo
ha-Nikkud, or, as entitled in German, "Introduction to

i

the Babylonic- Hebraic punctuation system, executed
according to the manuscripts for history and antiqui-

ties in the Odessa Museum." This work is a master-
piece of critical penetration into the historic develop-
ments of the vowel and accentuation points. Every
line of the Likkute and Mebo sufficiently proves Pin-
sker's inquiring mind as a grammarian, and it was one
of his favorite ideas to publish a system of Hebrew
grammar, which he was on the point of carrying out
when his health began to fail him; and the more he
tried to bid defiance to nature, the more inexorably the

overtasked mind took revenge on him. He died Oct.
29, 1864. He left in MS. more than eighty works, the
most of them having reference to Pabbinical or Karaite
authors, such as Jephet ben-Ali, Aron the First, Abra-
ham ibn-Ezra, Maimonides—the books Abodah and Cor-
banoth—Kalonymos ben-Kalonyms, Mordecai Contini,

Delmedigo, and many others. They treat of punctua-
tion, accentuation, the Masorah, theoretic and practi-

cal grammar, lexicography, concordances, comparisons
in philology, exegesis, bibliography, Biblical geogra-
phy, and numerous other subjects. His loss is greatly

mourned among Hebraists, for had he lived he would
probably have given a completeness to his works which
no one else is able to supply. (J. H. W.)

Pintelli, Baccio, a noted Italian architect, is sup-
posed to have been a Florentine. He was very active
in Home in the pontificate of SixtusIV (1471-14*4), for

whom he built, in 1473, the Capella Sistina, which con-
tains some of the greatest works of modern painting.

It is a simple rectangular oblong, with a vaulted roof:

132 feet 8 inches long, 43 feet wide, and 57 feet 10 inches
high. The fresco of the Last Judgment, by Michael An-
gelo, painted in 1533-1541, for pope Paul III, on the al-

tar-wall, is 47 feet 1 inch in height, and 43 feet wide. It

is the especial chapel of the pope, and the Church cere-

monies of the first Sunday in Advent and of the Holy
Week are always performed in it ; the scrutiny also of
the votes for the popedom takes place in this chapel,

when the Conclave is held in the Vatican. Before the
execution of the Last Judgment, two horizontal series of

paintings went around the chapel below the windows, of

which there are six on each side; the upper is a series

from the Old and New Testaments, illustrating the acts

of Moses and of Christ; the second, or lower, consists of

imitations of hangings, with the arms of Sixtus IV.
The side walls remain as they were originally painted,

and on great festivals of the Church the painted hang-
ings used to be formerly covered by the tapestries made
for the purpose from the celebrated cartoons of Raffaelle

which are now preserved in the corridor in the museum
of the Vatican, built for them by Leo XII ; they were
placed in the museum by Pius VII in 1814, in the apart-

ments of Pius V. There are twenty-two tapestries in

all, but only ten are in the style and of the size of the

cartoons at Hampton Court ; the rest were not ordered
or purchased for the Sistine Chapel. The subject of

these ten is the history of the apostles ; and besides the

seven at Hampton Court there are the following three:

the Martyrdom of St. Stephen; St. Paul in Prison at

Philippi during the Earthquake ; and the Conversion </'

St. Paul. The ten cartoons of these tapestries were
executed in 1515 and 1546 by the order of Leo X, and
Raffaelle received for them about ffteen pounds each.

The second set of tapestries of the Life of Christ, which
are larger than the others, are supposed, from their style

and their bad drawing, to have been executed from car-

toons made by Flemish masters, probably Van Orlay
and Michael Coxis, from small sketches by Raffaelle,

and certainly not from cartoons from Raffaelle's own
hands. The two sets are called Delia Scuola Xuora
and Delia Scuola Vecchia, those ordered by Leo X being
of the " Scuola Vecchia." The ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel is decorated with the frescos executed in 1512

by Michael Angelo, illustrating the creation of man, the

fall, and the early history of the world. Michael An-
gelo intended to paint the Fall of Lucifer on the wall

opposite the Last Judgment, but this design was never
carried into execution. The whole series of illustra-

tions would have represented the complete cycle of the

creation and fall of man, and his final salvation, if this

last design had been executed : it would have offered

one vast "speculum humanse salvationis," as such a
series was termed by the early artists of the Roman
Catholic Church : it repeatedly occurs in early manu-
scripts. Pintelli was the principal architect of Sixtus.

and he executed several other important works for this

pope. Between the years 1472 and 1477 Pintelli erect-
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ed the church and convent of Santa Maria del Popolo,

in the church of which he built a beautiful chapel for

i o della Kovere, cardinal of San I Lemi

according to Vasari, nephew ofSixtus IV: he buill a

palace for the same cardinal al the Borgo Vecchio.

About I 17:: 1 175 he buill the old Library of the Vati-

can: Platina was installed by Sixtus as Librarian in

1 175. l'inii Hi restored also i he hospital of Santo Spirito

in Sassia, which was bur 1 down in 1741. He buill

also the Ponte Sisto over the Tiber; the churches San

Pietro in Vinculis, Sant' Agostino, Santa Maria della

I Saul' Apostolo (since rebuilt) ;.and prohaUy

San Pietro in Montorio and San Jacopowere buill from

bi> designs. In 1480 Pintelli strengthened the cele-

brated church and convent of San Francisco al Assisi

by raisin-- enormous buttresses against the northern

walls. I »r. Gaye (Kunstblatt, L836) attributes some

other works in Rome to Pintelli, and he has show n i hal

after the death of Sixtus, in 1484, he went to Urbino

to continue the ducal palace of fJrbino, which Lucianus

Lauranna of Slavonia had been engaged upon from 1 168

until L483, for Federico II. duke of Urbino. Pintelli

may have remained at Urbino until 1491, when he built

the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie at Sinigaglia,

fur the duke Giovanni della Rovere. He probably died

at Urbino, where he was apparently naturalized, as he

took the surname of Urbinas. He appears to have

been influenced by the Btyle of Brunelleschi in his de-

signs, in which i here are si ill characteristics of the pre-

viously prevailing pointed architecture. His works

are said to be well constructed, as appears from the

cupola of Sant' Agostino and the Ponte Sisto. still in a

perfect state of preservation.—English Cyclop.s.v.

Pinto, Isaac, a Portuguese moralist of Jewish de-

scent, was born in 1715. He first settled at Bordeaux,

then went to Holland. He was a learned man. but

commenced to write only at the age of about fifty, when
he gained some reputation by defending against Vol-

taire his Jewish brethren, or at hast, among them, the

Portuguese and Spanish .lews. He wrote in French. We
Belecl among his writings, Essai sur A luxt (Amster.

1762, l2mo). He thus defines his subject: "Luxury
consists in this, that the houses we dwell in, the

clotlus we put on. the victuals we live on, the equi-

pages we use. are so expensive in proportion of our

means, that we can no longer discharge our duties to-

ward- our families, friends, the country, and the poor"

pour la nation Juivt ; Reflections critiques, etc.

[ibid. 1762, l2mo
|

). Pen ire, the instructor of the deaf-

mutes, was the editor of this work. The author sent

a cops- of it to Voltaire, who thauked him, and promised

to notice it in the next edition of his works, which,

however, he failed to do. Guenee reprinted the "Apol-

ogy" as a kind of introduction to his Lettres de '/'" IqUt S

Juifs Portugal*:—Du jw d* Cartes (1768,8vo),a let-

ter to Diderot: Traits d< la Circulation et du Credit

(ibid. 1771, 177::. 1781, 8vo), translate,! into English

and ( lerman -.—Precis </«.-• arguments contn les mat< ria-

lisfi La Haye, 1774, 1776, 8vo). The complete/works

of Pinto were published in French I Amster. 1771, 8vo),

and in German (Leipsic, 1777, 8vo). Pinto died Aug.

14, 1787, at La Have. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gen. xl, 282.

Pinto, Josias, ben-Joseph, a Jewish rabbi, was

horn at the beginning of the 17ih century at Lisbon,

and settled al Damascus. He is also called r _ ~. i. i

.

Rabbi Josias Pinto, and wrote Z-'.-V "X". " Lighl of

tin- Eyes," annotations on the Fountain of Jacob,

Z-i- -,-:', hy R. Jakob ibn-Chabib (Venice. 1643, and

often since): """- r::. "Purified Silver," a diffuse

expo it i n the Pentateuch (ibid. 1628) : -~n~; TOZ.

"Choice Silver," a succinct exposition on Genesis and

Exodus: r"~j r~r. "Proved Silver," a commentary

on Pre i rba
I
Lmsterd. 171 1 35): r"i\ legal decisions

(Venice, 1694
;
Smyrna, 1756). See FUrst, BibLJud. iii.

104; De Rossi, Dizionario storico degli out

(Germ.transLby Hamburger), p. 265; Wolf, Bibi. Hebr.

i, 399sq. ; iii, 281 sq.; Undo, Visf. of tkt Jewi i

and Portugal, p. 336; Etheridge, Introduction to Hebrew
Lit. p. 137; Finn, Sephardim, p. 462; Steinschneider,

Catalogus Libr. Hebr. in Bibl. Bodl. p. 1547. (B. P.)

Pinto de Fonseca. Emmanuel, grand-master
of the Order of Malta, born May 24, L681, belonged to

one of the first families of Portugal. Elected grand-

master Jan. l*. 1741, after discharging the functions of

\ ice-chancellor and bailli de grao . he won by his firm-

ness of conduct the esteem ol the sovereigns of Europe,

to whom he had been useful. It was during his mas-

tery that a widespread conspiracy against the order

was discovered, June 25, 1742. A number of Turkish

prisoners, among them Osman Pasha, governor of

Rhodes, were to destroy the knights by the sword and

by poison, and take possession of .Malta with the aid of

the Turkish fleet, with which they were iii scent cor-

respondence. In September, 1760, a numbi roft Ihristian

slaves forming the crew of a tirst-rate ship earn ing a

valuable freight, and on hoard of which Mi Ik m< t Pasha
was going to Stanchio to coll< cl the taxes, made tin m-
selves masters of the ship, brought it to Malta, and

shared tie- spoils with the knights. The sultan pre-

pared to wreak terrible vengeance on the order, when
Louis XV. kin-- of France, had the vessel redd

his own cost ami restored to the padishab, Dec. 10,

1761. Pinto suppressed (1769) the Jesuits in all the

dominions of the order, hut granted them an indem-

nity in 'he form of life-rents. In 177-J he obtained from

king Stanislaus -August of Poland the restitution of

considerable donations which had keen taken from the

order. He died Jan. 24, 1773.— Hoefer. Now. Biog.

Generale, xl, 281.

Pinturicchio, Bernardino, an Italian paint r of

much celebrity, was horn at Perugia in lh'.!. His

real name was Betii Biagi, hut he was often called

Sordicchio, from his deafness and insignificant appear-

ance, hut Pinturicchio was his usual name. He was

a disciple of l'iotro PeruginO
(
q. V.). His earlier works

no longer exist. He never perfected himself in the

use of oil mediums, hut was confined almost entirely

to tempera, lie went to Rome, and probably labored

with Perugino in the sistine Chapel. He afterwards

executed almost numberless frescos in the churches

and palaces of that city. Hi- was tir.-t patronized by
th< Roveri, and then by the Piccolomini. For Alex-

ander VI he decorated the Apartamento Borgia in the

Vatican ; five ofthese rooms still remain in th< ir original

stair. His pictures in the < lastle of S. Angelo have been

completely destroyed. During his engage mentsinRome
he went twice to < )r\ icto. tor the execution of commis-
sions there. The amount of his labors was surprising,

hul is explained hy his greal facility of execution and

the employment of many assistants. He was not orig-

inal in his compositions; he loved landscapes, hut he

Cumbered them with ton much detail: his f :

virgins, infants, ami angels have a certain coarseness;

he used too much pit and ornamentation : his draperies

were full, hut often badly cast : hi-- works are either too

gaudy or very sombre, no pleasing medium seeming to

suggest itself to him; hi- flesh has the red outlines of

the earliest tempera; and yet with all these faults hi'

painted at a time when tie- greal precepts ofarl were

well known, and his works an- good exponents of skilled

labor in art without any striking or exceptional power

in the artist It i- scarcely possible here to give more

than a li-t of the churches in which he painted: ill

Lome they wen- the Araceli, S. Cecilia in Trastevere,

Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, and S. Onofrio. In 1496

he returned to Perugia, and undertook an altar-piece

for S. Maria de' Fossi mow S. Anna), to be i ipleted

in two years. This is the most finished of his works,

and more full of feeling than any other. He next

adorned the collegiate church ofSpello; but his works

there are fast disappearing from the effects of dampness.
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lie was next called to Siena by cardinal Francesco Pic-

colomini, to decorate the library of the Duomo. Here

he painted the ceiling in a variety of designs, with the

Bhield and arms of the Piccolomini in the centre; and

the walls with ten scenes from the life of ^Eneas Syl-

vius, or Pius II. This work was commenced in 1503,

but was interrupted by deaths in the family of his pa-

tron, and was not completed until 1507, he having filled

various other commissions in the mean time. It is said

with great probability that he was assisted in the library

by the then youthful Raffaelle, and some critics have

been wont to attribute the best features of all Pinturic-

cbio's pictures to aid from the same source. But this can

hardly have been the case. They were associated more

or less, without doubt, and it is not improbable that Raf-

faelle was one of the many assistants whom the master

hired in Perugia for his work in Siena; but there are

many reasons why the credit of the best of Pinturicchio

should not be given to Sanzio, who certainly does not

need any such praise. There are many circumstances

connected with certain cartoons, many similarities of

figures in the works of the two masters, which make us

feel sure of their association, but these Siena frescos are

conceived in the system of Pinturicchio. This library

is one of the few Italian halls that retain their original

character. The frescos are discolored and injured in

parts, but are, on the whole, fairly preserved. It is

probable that after the completion of these works the

master went to Rome, and returned to Siena in 1509

with Signorelli, who stood as godfather to the son born

to Pinturicchio in the beginning of that year. He then

probably entered the service of Pandolfo Petrucci. His

last authentic picture is now in the Palazzo Borromeo

at Milan, and is a cabinet size of Christ bearing his

Cross. It was painted in 1513, the year of his death.

Dreadful stories have been told of the manner in which

his wife Grania treated him. It is said that when very

sick she left him to die of starvation, but this lacks con-

firmation. His works are seen in all large, and in some
smaller collections of Europe. See Clement, Handbook
,;/

' Sculptors, Painters, etc., s. v. ; Spooner, Biog. Hist, of
the Fine A rts, s. v. (J. H. W.)

Piny, Alexandre, a French ascetic writer of much
celebrity, was born at Barcelonnette in 1640. He joined

the Dominican Order, and then taught theology at Aix;

was called to Paris in 1076, and there was the director

of the novitiate in the houses of his order. He was
more distinguished for the holiness of his life than for

his writings. He died at Paris Jan. 28, 1709. Of
these we mention Cursus philosojihicus (Lyons, 1G70, 5

vols. 12mo) :— Summm S. Thomm Compendium (ibid.

1680,4 vols. 12mo):

—

La Clefdu par amour (ibid. 1682,

12mo) :—La Vie cachee (Paris, 1685, 12mo), etc.—Hoe-
fer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 285.

Pinytus is mentioned by Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. iv,

29, 31) as bishop of Cnossus, in the isle of Crete, and as

a contemporary of Dionysius of Corinth (q. v.). Ac-
cording to the notices given by Eusabius, Dionysius ad-

dressed an epistle to Pinytus, exhorting him that, con-

cerning abstinence (ayvsia), not to lay too heavy a yoke
on the brethren (rote, act\<pol<j), but rather pay regard

to the weakness of the majority. It seems that Pinytus

tried tn promote in his congregation a Montanistic or

Gnostico - ascetic tendency. Pinytus. however, perse-

vered in his course, and replied to Dionysius that it was
time to offer to his congregation a stronger meat than

milk. Some have thought that the point of difference

between Dionysius and Pinytus was rather concerning

celibacy, which the latter intended to introduce among
his clergy ; but this is a mistake. In other respects, Eu-
sebius speaks of this rejoinder of Pinytus as containing

the best proof of the latter's orthodoxy, his care for the

salvation of the souls committed to his charge, his rhet-

oric, and understanding of divine things. See Herzog,

Real-EncyM. s. v. ; Theol. Univ.-Lex. s. v. ; Jocher, Ge-
khrt.-Lex. s. v. ; Eusebius, Hist. Eccles. iv, 29, 31. (B. P.)

Piombo, Fret Sebastiano del, an eminent Italian

painter, noted in the history of sacred art, was born in

1485 at Venice, whence he was called also " Veneziano."

His surname, according to Lanzi, was Luciano, though

it does not appear that he was known by it in his own
time, or that he ever marked his pictures with it. On
his principal performance in oil, the Raising ofLazarus,

the words '• Sebastianus Venetus faciebat" appear in

characters no doubt traced by himself. He was a skil-

ful musician, particularly on the lute, but abandoned

that science for painting, the rudiments of which he

acquired under Bellini, but afterwards became the dis-

ciple of Giorgione. whose style of coloring he carefully

studied and successfully imitated. He first distinguished

himself as a portrait-painter, to which his powers were

peculiarly adapted. His portraits are boldly designed

and full of character; the heads and hands are admira-

bly drawn, with an exquisite tone of color and extraor-

dinary relief. The first historical picture which estab-

lished his reputation was the altar-piece in the church

of San Gio. Crisostomo at Venice, which, from its rich-

ness and harmony of coloring, has frequently been mis-

taken for a work by his master Giorgione. Sebastiano

was invited to Rome by Agostino Chigi, a rich mer-

chant who traded at Venice, by whom he was employed

in ornamenting his palace ofthe Farnesina, in conjunction

with Baldassare Peruzzi, where Iiaffaelle had painted

his celebrated Galatea. Thus painting in competition,

he found his own deficiency of invention, to remedy

which he studied the antique, and obtained the instruc-

tion and assistance of Michael Angelo. Indeed it is

said that that illustrious painter, growing jealous of the

fame of Raffaelle, availed himself of the powers of Se-

bastiano as a colorist, in the hope that, assisted by his

composition, Piombo might become a successful rival.

Michael Angelo accordingly furnished the designs for

the Pieta in the church of the Conventuali at Vi-

terbo, and the Transfiguration and the Flagellation

in San Pietro in Montorio at Rome, the execution of

which, however, in consequence of Piombo's tedious

mode of proceeding, occupied six years. The extraor-

dinary beauty of the coloring, and the grandeur of Mi-

chael Angelo's composition and design in these cele-

brated productions, were the objects of universal surprise

and applause. At this time cardinal Julian de' Medici

commissioned Raffaelle to paint his picture of the

Transfiguration, and being desirous of presenting an

altar-piece to the cathedral of Narbonne, of which he

was archbishop, he engaged Sebastiano to paint a pict-

ure of the Raising of Lazarus, of the same dimensions.

Vasari states that in the composition of this work he

was assisted by Michael Angelo; and in the magnifi-

cent collection of drawings belonging to Sir Thomas
Lawrence there were two careful sketches of the Laz-

arus, made by Michael Angelo, and several slighter

ones of other parts of the design. On its completion

the picture was publicly exhibited at Rome, in compe-

tition with the Transfiguration, and it excited general

admiration, although thus brought into direct competi-

tion with the crowning glory of Kaft'aelle's pencil. It

was sent to the cathedral of Narbonne, for which it was

painted, and remained till the middle of the 18th cen-

tury, when it was removed by the regent of France into

the Orleans collection. Having been brought to Eng-

land with the rest of that collection in 1792, it was pur-

chased for two thousand guineas, and is now deposited in

the National Gallery at London. It was painted on wood,

but has been transferred to canvas ; its size is twelve feet

six inches high, and nine feet six inches wide. After

the death of Raffaelle, Piombo was called the first painter

in Rome. He was greatly patronized by pope Clement

VII, who conferred upon him the office of keeper of the

papal signet, which was the cause of his name, Del Pi-

ombo, in allusion to the lead of the seal. This position

rendering it necessary that he should assume a religious

habit, he abandoned the profession of a painter, and was

thenceforth called Fra Sebastiano del Piombo. His
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works were numerous; some fmo ones are in Madrid

and Si. Petersburg; many are in Venice, and they are

seen in several Continental galleries. The last work
was the chapel of the < Ihigi family, in Santa Maria del

Popolo, which he lefl imperfect, and ii was afterwards

finished by Francisco Salviati. He died of a fever, al

Rome, in I">I7. He is said to have been the inventor

of painting upon walls with oil-color, and of preventing

the colors from becoming dark by applying, in the firsl

instance, a mixture of mastic and Grecian pitch, or,

: to some authorities, a plaster composed of

quick-lime, pitch, and mastic—Ew^Zm^ Cuclop.s.v. See
S| ner, Biog. Hist, of tin Fine Arts, s. v.; Clement,

Painti rs, Sculptors, Architects, etc., s. v.

Pious Workers, a Roman Catholic congregation,

founded in 1621 by Caraffa, an Italian nobleman, who
was for a time a Jesuit, was approved by pope Gregorj
XV, and confirmed in 1634 by pope Urban VIII. This

congregation is governed by a superior tribunal, and
vows arc' taken, and they serve in missions and other

ecclesiastical functions useful to the Church. Their
dress is black cloth, like thai of other ecclesiastics.

bri la] processions (Mishna, Baba metsia,\\, I), and ac-
i the simpler religious services, when the

young prophets, returning from the high-place, caught
their inspiration from the harmony fl Sam.
the pilgrims, on their way to the greal festivals of their
ritual, beguiled the weariness of the march with psalms
sung to the simple music of the pipe (Isa. xxx, 29).

When Solomon was proclaimed king the whole people
wi in up alter him to Gihon, piping with pipes

i
1 Kings

i. 10), The sound of the pipe was apparently a sofl

wailing note, which made it appropriate to be used in

mourning and at funerals (Matt. ix. 23), and in the la-

ment of the prophet over the destruction of Moab (Jer.

xli iii. 36). The pipe was the tj pe of perforated wind-
instruments, as the harp was of stringed instruments il

Mace. iii. 45), and was even used in the Temple-choir,
as appears from Psa. lxxxvii, 7. where "the (.layers on
instruments" are properly "pipers." Twelve days in

the year, according to the Mishna (Arack. ii, 3), the

pipes sounded before the altar: at the slaying of the

Firsl Passover, the slaying of the Second Passover, the

firsl feast-day of the Passover, the first feast-day of the

Feast ofWeeks, and the eight days of the Feastof Tab-
ernacles. On the last-mentioned occasion the playing

on pipes accompanied the drawing of water from the

fountain of Siloah (Succah, iv, 1
;

v. I ) for live and .-ix

days. The pipe- which were played before the altar

were of reed, and not of COpper or hrolize. Ixeau-e the

former gave a softer sound. Of these there were not

less than two ncir mure than twelve. In later times

the office of mourning at funerals became a profession,

ami the funeral and death-bed were never without the

professional pipers ««r flute-players (aAAijrae. Matt, ix,

23), a custom which si ill exists (comp. Ovid. Fast, vi,

660, "cantabat moastis tibia funeribus"). Ii was in-

cumbent on even the poorest Israelite, at the death of

his wife, tee provide at least two pipers and cue woman
to make lamentation. See Mi sit \i. In-iki mints.

In the social and festive life of the Egyptians the

pipe played as prominent a part as among the Hebrews.
"While dinner was preparing, the party was enlivened

by the sound of music; and a band, consisting of the
harp, lyre, guitar, tambourine, double and single pipe,

flute, and either instruments, played the favorite airs

and songs of the country" (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt, ii.

Pious Worker.

Pipe, Mi si< al ,*;-!::. chaliT). The Hebrew word

invariably so rendered (1 Sam. x, 5; 1 Rings i, H); Isa.

v. 12; xxx. 29; Jer. xlviii, 36; so also av\6g, 1 Cor.

.xiv. 7
1
is derived from a root signifying "to bore, per-

and i- represented with sufficient correctness bj

the I i, ii ii
• pipe" (or " flute," as in the margin of 1

0). It is one. of the' simplest, and then fore

probably one of the oldest of musical instruments; and
ii i lence of its simplicity of form there is n ason

thai the " pipe" of the Hebrews did not dif-

fer materially from that of the ancient Egyptians and
Greeks. Il is associated with the tabrel itdph) as an
instrument of a peaceful and social character, jusl as in

Shakespeare
I
Much Ado, ii. 3),

••
I have known when

no music with him but the drum and fife,

and now had he' rather hear the- tabor and thx pipe"
tl mi accompaniment of merriment and festivity

(Luke, vii, 32), and especially characteristic of "the
piping time of peace." The pipe and tabret were used
at the banqui ts of the Hebrews | Isa. \. 12), and their

Aieient Egyptian 1'ipe- : FPj-s. i, •>,

double pipe.
.

222). In the different combinations of instruments
used iii Egyptian hand-, we generally find cither the

double pipe or the flute, and sometimes both; the for-

mer being played both by men and women, the latter

exclusively by women. The Egyptian single pipe, as

described by Wilkinson ii, 308), was "a
straight tube, without any increase at the mouth, and
when played was held with both hands. It wa- of

moderate length, apparently met exceeding a I and a

half, and many have been found much smaller: but
these may have belonged to the peasants, without mer-

Ancieut Egyptian lieed-pipes. (Now in the British Mu-
seum, one is 9 in. long, the other is.)
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iting a place among the instruments of the Egyptian

band. . . . Some have three, others four holes . . . and

some were furnished with a small mouthpiece" of reed

or thick straw. This instrument must have been some-

thing like the nay, or dervish's flute, which is described

by Mr. Lane (Mod. Egypt.vol. ii, ch. v) as "a simple

reed, about eighteen inches in length, seven eighths of

an inch in diameter at the upper extremity, and three

Modern Egyptian Pipes:
Figs. 3, 4, 'the Zvmmuvra
(14 ill. long): 5, mouth-
piece of the latter ; 0, the
Arghul(S ft. 2| in. long);
each in sections, A-B, etc.

The Oriental

Nap or Flute,
with Case.

quarters of an inch at the

lower. It is pierced with

six holes in front, and.

generally with another

hole at the back. ... In

the hands of a good per-

former the nay yields tine,

mellow tones; but it re-

quires much practice to

sound it well." The
double pipe, which is

found as frequently in

Egyptian paiutings as

the single one, "consist-

ed of two pipes, perhaps

occasionally united to-

gether by a common mouthpiece, and played each

with the corresponding hand. It was common to the

Greeks and other people, and, from the mode of holding

it, received the name of right and left pipe, the tibia

dextra and sinistra of the Romans; the latter had but

few holes, and, emitting a deep sound, served as a bass.

The other had more holes, and gave a sharp tone" (Wil-

kinson, A in: Egypt, ii, 309, 310). It was played on

chiefly by women, who danced as they played, and is

imitated by the modern Egyptians in their zummdra,
or double reed, a rude instrument, used principally by
peasants and camel-drivers out of doors(i&itf.p.311, 312).

In addition to these is also found in the earliest sculpt-

ures a kind of flute, held with both hands, and some-
times so long that the player was obliged to stretch his

arms to their full length while playing. Any of the

instruments above described would have been called by
the Hebrews by the general term chalil, and it is not

improbable that they might have derived their knowl-

edge of them from Egypt. The single pipe is said to

have been the invention of the Egyptians alone, who
attribute it to Osiris (Jul. Poll. Onomast. iv, 10); and as

the material of which it was made was the lotus-wood

(Ovid, Fast, iv, 190, " horrendo lotos adunca sono"), there

may be some foundation for the conjecture. Other ma-
terials mentioned by Julius Pollux are reed, brass, box-

wood, and horn. Pliny (xvi, GG) adds silver and the

bones of asses. Bartenora, in his note on Arachin, ii,

3, above quoted, identifies the chalil with the French

ckalumeau, which is the German schalme.it and our

shawm or shalm, of which the clarionet is a modern
improvement. The shawm, says Sir. Chappell (Pop.

Mus. i, 35, note b), "was played with a reed like the

wayte, or hautboy, but being a bass instrument, with

about the compass of an octave, had probably more the

tone of a bassoon." This can scarcely be correct, or

Drayton's expression, " the shrillest shawm" (Polyol. iv,

366), would be inappropriate.—Smith, s. v. As among
the Greeks, Komans, and the modern Arabs (see Nie-

buhr, Reis. i, 180, where cuts are given), so probably

among the ancient Jews, there were several kinds of

pipe, distinguished chiefly by the number of holes.

(See Joseph. War, iii, 9, 5; Pliny, x, GO; Dough-

taei Anal, ii, 12; Altmann, in Tempe Helv. ii, 509 sq.)

Yet we must not call to mind the completeness of mod-

ern pipes and flutes, obtained by keys, etc. See esp.

Meursius, De tibiis collectand. in Ugolino, Thesaur. voL

xxxii: Bartholin, De tibiis vet. Bib. 3 (Amsterd. 1G79).

—Winer, ii, 123. See Flute.

Pipe, Hydraulic. There are three Hebrew words

so rendered: npU""2 (rnutsahah, Zech. iv, 2, something

cast, as rendered 2 Chron. iv, 3); 2p3 (ne'ktb, prob. a

bezel or cavity, Ezek. xxviii, 13); and "IfrSS (tsantdr,

a tube, Zech. iv, 12 ; whence Kc'tvSapoQ, cantharas).

Pipe, John S., a Wesleyan minister, was born in

the last half of the 18th century. He was converted

when but a boy. He entered the itinerant ministry in

1790, and for thirty-rive years labored most successfully

for the Gospel cause. He was generally employed in

the most populous parts of the British kingdom, and

was much beloved by the people to whom he preached.

He died July 21, 1835. ;'His ministry was faithful,

lively, and zealous, and his spirit affectionate, cheerful,

and devout."

—

Wesleyan Met/i. May. 1835, p. 723.

Piper (Rev. xviii, 22). See Minstrel; Pipe.

Pipher, William G., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was born August 23, 1817, in Hop-
kinston, N. H. In 1837 he removed to Illinois, and en-

tered a school in the town of Ebenezcr, near Jackson-

ville. He was converted Aug. 6, 1838, and believing

that he was moved by the Hoky Ghost to preach the

Gospel, obtained license Aug. 14, 1841. In September

of the same year he joined the Illinois Conference, and
was appointed to the Rushville Circuit; in 1842 was

sent to Carthage; in 1843 he was appointed to Pulaski;

in 1844 was reappointed to Rushville; in 1845 to Mount
Sterling: in 1846 to Lawrenceville ; in 1847 to Hills-

borough; in 1848 was ordained elder; and from 1848

to 1850 held a local relation. In 1851 he was readmit-

ted to the Conference, and reappointed to Pidaski; in

1852 to Havanna; in 1853 to Athens; in 1854 to Ed-
gar; in 1855, his health not. being very good, he took a

transfer to Kansas, which at that time was just open-

ing for settlement. His first appointment was Topeka

Circuit, where he labored with great acceptability, and

laid foundations upon which others have since largely

built. In 1857 he was sent to Big Springs Circuit,

where he did a good work, organized classes and Sun-

day-schools, attending to all the duties of a Methodist

preacher. In 1858 he was appointed to the Auburn
and Tecumseh Circuit, where he labored the earlier

half of the year with some success ; but the long rides

between appointments, the many exposures to storms,

swimming swollen streams, with only such accommoda-
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tions as new settlements often afford, and sometimes

wandering over the wide prairies until morning, broke

him down completely, and ;ii the < lonfi rence in 1859 be

took a superannuated relati after which he resided

at Baldwin City, Kansas, highly respected and most

beloved by those who knew him best. He died there

May 1"», 1869. See Minutes ofAnnual Conferences, 1870,

p. 94.

Piphiles, a name given to the Flemish Albigenses

(see Ekhert, Adv. <'<itl«ir. in Bibl: .!/</. <•. 1jkj<L xxiii.

Vlbigenses.

Pipping. Henri, a Gorman theologian and biogra-

pher, was born at Leipsic in 1670. He discharged, from

the year 1693, several ecclesiastical functions at the

church of San Thomas at Leipsic, and became in 1708

preacher at the court of Dresden. Pipping died in 172:2.

He wrote Arcana Bibliotheca '/'/mum Lipsiensis sacra

( Leipsic, 1780, 8vo) Sac* r </< cadum sepli nui i

Ham tkeologorum nostra cetatt clarissimorum exkibens

(ibid. 1705, 2 vols. 8vo), followed by a Trias decadum

(ibid. 17o7, 8vo):— Semicenturia Biograpkica selecta

(ibid. 1709, 8vo) '.—Syntagma dissertationum (ibid. 1708

an.l 1723,

Piquepuz is the name of a French reformed order

of Franciscans, which was organized by father Vincent

Massart, a Parisian, in 1593. They buill their lirst

convent between Paris and Pontoise, and the second at

the place called Piquepuz, where they finally made
their headquarters, and obtaiued the name by which
they are generally known. The strength of the order

confined to France is remarkable. They have a house

at Rome, but it is the only one sanctioned outside of

France, as pope Paul V, who gave authority for the

order in 1620, so conditioned. Their dress is a black

coat, and a round hood with scapulary. They wear

sandals, and shave like the Capuchin monks.

Piquet < ur Picqvtet i,Clai DE,a French monastic,

at Dijon in the Becond half of the 16th cen-

tury, tie joined the Franciscan Order, and became the

this order at Chalons-sur-Sa6ne and at Rome-
nay. !!' was also professor ot philosophy. He died

alter 1621. lie left Commentaria suj t r evangelicam

frairum Minorum regulam ac ' testa-

Lyons, 1597, 8vo). It contains a life ot the

founder, and a catalogue of the distinguished men of his

order: — Provincial 8. Bonaventura, seu J

fratrum Minorum regularis observantia, etc, i

(Tournon, 1610 and L612, 8vo). Claude Piquet left,

among other manuscripts, a life of pope Clement IV.—
Hoefer, Souv. Biog. Generate, xl, 298.

Pi'ra (n«pa), a name found in the apocryphal ac-

count of the family-heads who returned from the Cap-
tivity with Zerubbabel tl Esdr. v, 19); bni not con-

tained in the parallel Heb. texts (Ezra ii,25; Neh, vii,

29), and evidently originating from a repetition of the

name I laphira pre

Pi'ram (Heb. Piram', =N~~. lih a . I e.

fleet : Sept $i5wv, v. r. Alex, ibtpaa.fi, Vulg. PharanC),

the Amoritish king of Jarmuth at the time of Joshua's

conquest of Canaan (Josh, x, 3). B.C.cir. 1618. With
his four confederates he was defeated in the great bat-

tle before Gibeon, and fled for refuge to the

Makkedah, the entrance tov hich was closed by Joshua's

command. At the close of the long day's slaughter

and pursuit, the five kings were brought from their

hiding-place, and hanged upon five tries till sunset,

when tiieir bodies were taken down and east into the

cave "wherein they had been hid" (Josh, x, 27).

—

Smith. See Jarmuth.

Pir'atlion (Heb.Piratkon', 'jinS'lB, Gesea.prinee-

///, Filrst, a cleft or ameek; Sept. QapaBuv, v. r. <i>apa-

§w/l and $pa2rd)v), the name of one or two
Palestine. We read in the book ofJudges that " Abdi n

the son of Hillel, u Pirathonite, judged Israel, . . . and
was buried in Piratkon, in the land ofEphraim, in the

mount of the Amalekites" (xii, 13, 15). The city is

not again mentioned in the Bible; but among David's

mighty nun was "Benaiah thi Pirathonite, of the chil-

dren ofEphraim" (1 Chron. xxvii. 14; xi,31; 2 Sam.
xxiii, 30). The city of I'irathon was therefore situ-

ated in the territory of Ephraim, and among the moun-
tains, apparently where a colony of the wandering
Amalekites had settled. Jerome mentions it(i

s. v. Fraaton), but does not appear to have known any-

thing of it. It is mentioned, however, by the accurate

old traveller hap-Parchi as lying about two hours vest

oi Shechem, and called Fer'aia (Asher's / /
Tud. ii, 126). About six miles W.S.W. of NSbulus,
upon the summit of a tell among low liills-. .-till stands

the little village of Fer'ata, which is doubtless iden-

tical with the ancient Pirathon (Robinson, Bib. Res. iii.

13 l i. According to Schwarz (Palest, p. 1">1
), it i> iden-

tified by Astori with the modern village

mountain of Amalek, five English miles west .1 She-

chem, doubtless referring to the same place.

Josephus mentions a Pharathon ($>apa$GJv), group-

ing it between Timnah and Tekoa (Ant. xiii. 1,3); and

the same name occurs in 1 Mace, ix, 50 (*a
among the towns whose ruined fortifications Were re-

stored by Baccbides, in his campaign against the dews;

but it could scarcely have been identical with the l'ira-

tl ot Ephraim, though the name- are the same. This

city was probably situated somewhere in the v.

of Judah; but the site ha- not been discovert See

I'll: \ I HONITE.

Pir'athonite (Heb. Pirathoni', ""Tr" and

"I"'"1 ^. from Pirathon; Si pi. ikapai

Suvti, OT tK <\'<i<nt~stiifi. a native or inhabitant of I'ira-

thon (q. V.); the epithet of the judge Abdon (Judg. xii,

13, lot. and of two of David's officers, namely . B( uaiah,

captain of the eleventh armj contingent < 1 (Inoii. xxiii,

14), and a member of the royal guard (1 Chron. xi, 31).

Pirie, Ali \ vndi r, a Scotch divine, flourishi d near

the opening of the present century. His eccl

connection w a- first %\ i i li the Antiburghers, then with

the Relict Synod, and finally he joined the Indepen-

dents. He dud at Newburgh, in lite, in 1804 His
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works, collected and published after his death (Edinb.

1805-6, 6 vols. 12mo), contain various treatises, relating

to the Jews, to the primitive condition of man, on dif-

ficult passages of Scripture, on baptism and the cove-

nant of Sinai, and a dissertation on Hebrew roots. On
all these topics he has many fanciful and visionary spec-

ulations, and it is to be regretted that a mind so capa-

ble and a life so industrious was spent so largely on tri-

fles, or things of a fanciful nature. Ilis controversial

pamphlets are prized because they exhibit his religious

modifications.

Pirit, a ceremony among the Buddhists of Ceylon,

which consists in reading certain portions of the Bana,

for the purpose of appeasing the daemons called Yakus,

from whom all the afflictions of men are supposed to

proceed. This ceremony, which is the only one that

professes to be sanctioned by Gotama Buddha, is thus

described by Mr. Spence Hardy in his Eastern Mona-

chism:

"About sunset numbers of persons arrived from differ-

ent quarters, the greater proportion of whom were wom-
en, bringing withlhem cocoanut-shells and oil, to be pre-

sented as offerings. As darkness came on the shells were
placed in niches in the wall of the court by which the

wihiira is surrounded ; and by the aid of the oil and a lit-

tle cotton they were soon converted into lamps. The
wall around the bo-tree was similarly illuminated: as

many of the people had brought torches, composed of
cotton and resinous substances, the whole of the sacred
enclosure was in a blaze of light. The gay attire and
merry countenances of the various groups that were seen
in every direction gave evidence that, however solemn
the professed object for which they were assembled to-

gether, it was regarded by all as a time of relaxation and
festivity. Indeed, the grand cause of the popularity of
this and similar gatherings is that they are the only occa-
sion, marriage festivals excepted, upon which the young
people can see and be seen, or upon which they can throw
off the reserve and restraint it is their custom to observe
in the ordinary routine of society intercourse. The ser-

vice continues during the seven days, a preparatory cere-

mony being held on the evening of the second day. The
edifice in which it is conducted is the same as that in

which the Bana is read upon other occasions. A relic of
Buaha, enclosed in a casket, is placed upon the platform
erected for the purpose; and the presence of this relic is

supposed to give the same efficacy to the proceedings
as if the great sage were personally there. For the
priests who are to officiate another platform is prepared;
and at the conclusion of the preparatory service a sacred
thread, called the pirit nula, is fastened round the interior
of the building, the end of which, after being fastened to
the reading-platform, is placed near the relic. At such times
as the whole of the priests who are present are engaged iu

chanting the chorus the cord is untwined, and each priest

takes hold of it, thus making the communication com-
plete between each of the officiating priests, the relic, and
the interior walls of the building. From the commence-
ment of the service on the morning of the second day,
until its conclusion on the evening of the seventh day,
the reading-platform is never to be vacated day or night.
For this reason, when the two officiating priests are to be
relieved by others, one continues sitting and reading
while the other gives his seat to his successor, and the
second priest does not effect his exchange until the new
one has commenced leading. In the same way, from the
morning of the second day till the morning of the sev-
enth day,- the reading is continued day and night, with-
out intermission. Not fewer than twelve, and in general
twenty-four, priests are in attendance, two of whom are
constantly officiating. As they are relieved every two
hours, each priest has to officiate two hours out of the
twenty-four. In addition to this, all the priests engaged
in the ceremony are collected three times in each day:
viz. at sunrise, at mid-day, and at sunset, when they chant
in chorus the three principal discourses of the pirit, called
respectively Mangala, Hatana, and Karaniya, with a short
selection of verses from other sources. After this the
reading is continued till the series of discourses have
been read through, when they are begun again, no other
than those iu the first series being read until the sixth
day, when a new series is commenced. On the morning
of the seventh day a grand procession is formed of armed
and unarmed men, and a person is appointed to officiate
as the dewad-utaya, or messenger of the gods. This com-
pany, with a few of the priests, proceeds to some place
where the gods are supposed to reside, inviting them to
attend prior to the conclusion of the service, that they
may partake of its benefits. Until the messenger and
his associates return the officiating priests remain seated,
but the reading is suspended. At the festival I attended
the messenger was introduced with great slate, and sul-
phur was burned before him to make his appearance the
more supernatural. One of the priests having proclaimed

VIII.—

P

that the various orders of gods and daemons were invited
to be present, the messenger replied that he had been de-
puted by such and such deities, repeating their names,
to say that they would attend. The threefold protective,

formulary, which forms parts of the recitation, was spoken
by all present in grand chorus. In the midst of much
that is superstitious in practice or utterly erroneous in

doctrine, there is some advice repeated of an excellent
tendency; but the whole ceremony being conducted in a
language that the people do not understand, no beneficial
result can be produced by its performance."

Such is the ceremony attending the reading of the rit-

ual of priestly exorcism. This ritual is called Piruwana
pota. It is written in the Pali language, and consists

of extracts from the sacred books, the recital of which,

accompanied with certain attendant ceremonies, is in-

tended to ward off evil and to bring prosperity.

Pirke Aboth, i. e. capita patrum (p"?S, a chap-

ter), or sayings of the fathers, is the name of a tract of the

Mishna (q. v.), and consists of five chapters of chrono-

logically regulated gnomes from the teachers of Israel

who flourished within 450 years. They were in all

ages highly esteemed for their moral character, but in

modern times, when a greater interest in Jewish history

awoke, they also experienced greater attention on ac-

count of their historical value. The Pirke Aboth was

especially used by Frankel for solving some historical

problems, and several after him found in them sources

for chronological suggestions. A very ingenious spec-

ulation about the first chapter of the Pirke Aboth is

brought forward by rabbi Bloch. He asserts that its

sentences and rules of life were pronounced on the oc-

casion of the solemn dispensing of the Semicka, "the

ordination and authorization to the office of rabbi and

judge," given to the disciples as rules of life in office.

With such sentence the teacher discharged his disciple,

who was prepared to enter an independent calling. The
first chapter gives us the chain of tradition, how the

law was delivered from generation to generation. When
the men of the great synagogue said, "Be deliberate in

judgment, train up many disciples, and make a fence

for the law," they could not have intended for every

man and for every opportunity, but just for such disci-

ples to whom they dispensed Semicha. When Judah

ibn-Tabia taught (ver. 8), " Consider not thyself like a

chief-justice, and when parties are before thee in judg-

ment, consider both as guilty; but when they are de-

parted from thee, consider them both as innocent, if

they acquiesced in the sentence;" or if Abtalyon im-

pressed the sages to be cautious of their words (ver. 11),

etc., it appears clearly that they merely addressed per-

sons who have charge of judgments and of the chair.

Verse 13, which is taught in the name of Hillei, ex-

presses genuine Shamaic rigor, and only the supposi-

tions that these precepts are directed to disciples will

somewhat explain their rigidness. Especially verse 3

gains clearness, which reports the sentence of Antigonos

of Socho :
" Be not like servants who serve their master

for the sake of receiving reward, but be like servants

who serve without, the condition to receive reward, and

let the fear of heaven be upon you." According to

the common conception, the last sentence could not

be brought into close connection with the foregoing.

Clearly Antigonos intended to say something else than

what ids expounders impute to him. By D~iS he de-

cidedly understood earthly reward, and addressed his

disciples to exercise their offices as teacher and judge

not with a view to reward, but for the office' sake, and
" The fear of heaven be upon you" completes the ad-

vice. The chapters following contain rules of life for

"every man" (Disn "lb TD^IS).

When the extemporaneous discourses were suspended

in the synagogue by the reading of the Haggadah (q. v.),

etc., it became the custom to read in the Sabbath after-

noon service a chapter of the Aboth (Zunz, Gottesdienstl.

Vortrage der Juden, p. 4
-

24), and this still continues the

practice in many countries (Bodenschatz, Kirchl. Ver-

fassung der Juden, ii, 151 sq.j. The Spanish Jews read
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the Ahoth only on the six Sabbaths between Passover

and Pentecost The Prayer-books bave the Ahoth al-

ways as an appendix. A separate critical edition, with

German translation, was prepared by rabbi Caro, under

the title Minchath Schabbath (Krotoshin, 1847). See

Talmud. (J.H.W.)
Pirkheimer, Wilibauj, a celebrated German hu-

manist, was born at Eichstadt, Dec. >. I I7»>, of an old

patrician Nuremberg family. He enjoyed a mosl re-

fined education; be was at the age of eighteen intro-

duce. 1 to the courl of the bishop of Eichstadt, where he

soon became proficient in every kind of knightly pursuit,

and carefully cultivated his fine native talenl for music.

Though interrupted by several military expeditions, his

literary studies, in which lie was guided bj < reorges vnii

Tegen and the canon Adelmann, were not neglected.

In L490 he went to the University of Padua, where he

studied jurisprudence, and got familiar with the Greek

language, in which he was taught by Muslims. Three

years afterwards he completed his study of jurispru-

dence at Pavia, under Main... Lancelot, and Philip De-
ems. At hi- return to Nuremberg, L497, he married

Crescenlia Rietter, whose influential family soon opened

to him the doors of the senate. This assembly soon ac-

knowledged his merit, and. in spite of his youth, in-

trusted him with several important negotiations. In

1 199 he obtained the command of the contingent -em

by the city to the emperor Maximilian I against the

Swiss cantons, when his brilliant conduct during this

campaign, ofwhich he afterwards published an account,

won him the favor of the sovereign, who made him his

counsellor. Disgusted by the envious attacks ofwhich
the imperial favor was fruitful, he resigned in 1601 his

functions as senator, hut resumed them three years af-

terwards, when he was again intrusted with the most

delicate negotiations, his amiable disposition and per-

Buasive eloquence fitting him (specially for this kind

of affairs. In 1511 or 1512 he was sent as deputy to the

diets of Treves and Cologne. In 1522 Pirkheimer re-

tired into private life, devoting himself to study, and

encouraging with all his power throughout Germany
the cultivation of literature and science. His library,

rich in rare manuscripts, was at the disposition of the

public; his opulent mansion became the favorite resort

• u phalanx of literati, artists, and other per-

sons of merit, lie helped many a poor savant with his

purse ami his influence. He entertained friendly rela-

tions with Erasmus, ( 'onrad Cettes, Reuchlin, Tritheme,

Albert Dlirer, Pico de la Mirandola, etc Unfortunately

the greater part of his correspondence is lost
; but what

remains of it proves the truth of the words of ( 'ochfeus

in a letter to Pirkheimer, " Ko enim hactenus in erudi-

tes fuisti animo. tit communi studiosorum judicio habitus

in. ris ' I
i'ii i .iiiiiii decus et eruditionis variae atque adeo

omnigenae princeps." A Her -really impnH ing the con-

dition of I he SChOOlS of Nuremberg, he made that city

one of the mosl active centres of intellectual culture.

Ilutten likens his influence to that of Erasmus and

Reuchlin. His predilection for the classical, especially

f..r i In i
, ivck writers, some of which he translated into

Latin and German, did not lessen his interest for the

history ol hi- own country. Some parts ol il he treated

with a judicious criticism remarkable for thai nun.
He al-o endeavored to et urage the study of mathe-

matics and of astronomy, and finally took a most lively

interest in all attempts made to reform the Church and
une. writing against the degenerated scholas-

tics, and taking the part of Reuchlin against his perse-

cutor- in an eloquent pamphlet. lie al lir-t enlisted

among the partisans of Luther, hut soon changed his

mind, being, like Erasmus, fearful lest the Buccess of

reformation might prove ol.noxious to his favorite pur-

suits. He died at Nuremberg Dec. 22, 1530. His works
dedotatus (1520, 4to), under the pseudonym

of '1'.
I i. Cottalambergius : \pologia seu laus /.<»/./-

gra (Nuremb. 1522, 4to; Strash. 1529, 1570; Amberg,

1601, 1011, 4 to) ; this humorous pamphlet was trans-

lated into German (Nuremb. 1831, 8vo):

—

Di vara

Ckristi came, ad (Ecolampadium responsio (ibid. 1626,

8vo); followed by a second answer, and a pamphlet with
the title 1 h corwitUs monachi illius qui CEcolampadius
nuncupatur t 1527, 8vo i

:—'.'< rmania > x variis Scriptori-

bus perbrevis explicaiio (ibid. 1530, 1532, 8vo): -Prisco-
i in,, ninn morumastimatio (Tubing. 1533; Nuremb. loll.

•Ito):

—

Translations of several Opuscula of Plutarch,

Lucian, St. Nilus, St. G\ etc. The
complete works of Pirkheimer have been collected by
Goldasl (Frankf. 1610, fol.) ; among them we find print-

ed f.r the lir-t time his Bellum Suitenst seu Helvetu
cum anno 1490, translated into German by Munch, who
added thereto a life of the author (Nuremb. 1826).

Pirkheimer gave the first edition of Fulgentius (ibid.

1519, 8vo) ; he al-o w rote the text to the splendid W 1-

cuts of Albert Dllrer's Triumphal Chariot ofth Emper-
or Maximilian. Some of his letters are to he found in

St rohtd's />'( Urage and Miscellanea, in W'aldau's // Urage,

au.l ..I her collections.

His sister. Ckaritas Pirkheimer, horn 1464, after en-

joyinga most liberal education, entered very young the

monastery of Santa Clara ai Nuremberg, ofwhich she

became abbess in 1504. She read Greek, and wrote in

Latin with elegance. Some of her letters in that lan-

guage to Erasmus and others have been preserved. She
died in 1532.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, 304.

Pirking, Ehrenreich, a German canonist, was born
at Sigarten, in Bavaria, in 1606. After studying phi-

losophy and jurisprudence at [ngolstadt, he entered the

Jesuitic order in 1628, and was a professor of morals,

canon law. and exegesis in several colleges of his order.

Pirking dud after Hot;. We have of him.
( 'asaris,principum < 'atholicorum 1 1 ordinum r< li

adversus Balduini c<tliiiiiiti<t.< (Ingolstadt, 1652, 8vo) :—
1 >< jurisdictione prcelatorum <t rectorum episcopis infer

riorum (Dillingen, 1663, xvm: l>, juri^iin;,,,., ju,ihi<

delegati t ibid. 1664, 8vo i : De constitulionibus •

tudim ill. id. 1666, 8vo): -De renuniiatione beneficiorum

( ibid. 1667, 8vo):

—

Commentaria in />< en tales (ibid. 1674,

3 vols. fol. i .- Jus canonicumexplicatum (ibid. 1674-1678,

5 vol-, fol.; Venice, I7.'.'.i
i.

Pirminius, St., a Frankish ecclesiastic and bishop
of Melci i Met/, or Melo in St. Gallen, or Medelsheim,
near ZweibrUcken, or Meaux-on-the-Mame), carried the

to. -pel alone; the shores of the lake of ( '(instance : and.

protected in his labors by Charles Martel, he founded
the monastery ol Reichenau. Three years afterwards,

however, he was expelled in consequence of a national

rising of the Alemanni against the Frankish rule, and
he now descended the Rhine and founded a number
of monasteries

I
as Murbach, Schwarzenbach, Neuweiler,

Schuttern, Gengenbach, etc.), anion-- them Hornbach,
in the diocese of Met/., where he died. Nov. ;;. 7.".::. after

having met shortly before with St,Boniface. A great

many legends surround I he life of this servant of Christ,

which, however, have no historical hasis. Pirminius is

-aid to he the author of J.ilnlhis abbatis Pirminii, de

singulis li/>/i.< canonicis scarapsus (the latter in mediae-

val Latin meaning "excerpt"), printed in Mabillon,

Vetera Analecta t Paris. 1723, fol.). p. 65 7.;. See

Rettberg, Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands,u,5Q 58; He-

fele, GeschichU <U r Einfiihrung des Christenthums im

sudwestlichen Deutschland (Tubing. 1837); G.Th.Rud-
hard. Alteste GeschichU Bayerns (Hamburg, 1841), p.

846, 371, 372; M. Gbrringer, Pirminius, etc. (Zweibr.

1841), p. 384 lo7: Fink, in Piper's Evangel. Kalender,

1861, xii. 129 184; Kurt/. Lehrbuch der Kirchengesch.

vol. i. ^ 7s, p. | ; Herzog, Real-Enryklop. s.v.; Jocher,

Gelehrten-Lexikon, a. \.: Theologisches Universal-Lexi-

hon,s.v. ilk P. i

Pirna, John. See Pirnensians.

Piniensians, a mediaeval Beet, taking its name
from John Pirna ..r Pirnensis, an ant i-.-a. -. rdotal schis-

matic oi Silesia, A.D. 1341. His principles were those

common to the medieval sects, and illustrated especial-
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ly in the Beghards and the Brethren of the Free Spirit.

It is thought probable that they were in some way con-

nected with the Strigolniks of Russia, although the lat-

ter belong to a much more recent time. The Pimensi-

ans regarded the pope as Antichrist, and were especially

distinguished by great hatred of the clergy. They dis-

appeared on the Continent by merging with the Huss-

ites. See Krazinski, Hist, of the Reformation in Po-

land, i, 55; Hardwick, Hist, of the Church in the Middle

Ages, p. 374.

Firomalli, Paolo, an Italian missionary, was born

in 1591 or 1592 at Sidemo (Ulterior Calabria). Having

embraced the rule of St. Dominic, he devoted himself to

preaching, and was in 1628 called to Rome to teach

philosophy in the monastery of La Minerva. Appointed

in 1631 director of the missions of Major Armenia, he

succeeded in gaining for the Catholic faith a number of

schismatics and Eutychians, among the latter the pa-

triarchs Cyriac and Moyse III. In 1637 he travelled

through Georgia, and was twice sent to pacify in Polo-

nia the uneasiness caused by the disputes of the Arme-
nians. In 1642 he went to Persia, remaining there ten

years, and then preached the Gospel in several parts of

India. In 1654 he passed over to Africa, with a view

of converting infidels, but was captured by Algerian pi-

rates, who kept him prisoner for fourteen months. Ap-
pointed archbishop of Naschivan (1655), he governed

that Armenian Church to the close of 1664, when he

was transferred to the episcopal see of Bisignano, in the

kingdom of Naples. He died July 13, 1667, at Bisig-

nano. He left Theanthropologia (Vienna, 1656, 8vo) :

— Apologia de duplici natura Christi (ibid. 1656, 8vo)

;

and sixteen works never printed, among which we may
mention a Vocabulary and a Grammar of the Armenian
language.—Hoefer, Nauv. Biog. Generale, xl, 308.

Pirot, Edmonde, a French theologian, was born Aug.

12, 1631, at Auxerre. He chose the clerical career, and
having taken his degrees, the doctorate included, at the

Sorbonne, he became a most successful professor of

theology, a member of the chapter of Notre Dame de

Paris, and at last chancellor. It was his regular busi-

ness to examine the works and theses of theology. He
interrogated Mme. Guyon, and undertook the censure

of her doctrines. Fenelon gave him his Explication de

Maximes des Saints to examine. He approved of it

greatly, after some small changes, going even so far, it

is said, as to call it a golden book; then, under the in-

fluence of Bossuet, he took back his first decision, and
wrote against the Explication a censure which was
signed by sixty other doctors. He died at Paris Aug.

4, 1713. With the exception of a Latin speech pro-

nounced in 1669, nothing of his exists in print; but

some manuscript pamphlets are mentioned by contem-
poraries.

A Jesuit of this name, Pirot (Georges), who was born

in 1599 in the bishopric of Rennes, is the author of an
Apologie des Casuistes contre les Calomnies des Janse-

nistes (1657), a work condemned by Alexander VII and
several bishops. He died Oct. 6, 1659.—Hoefer, Nouv.
Biog. Generale, xl, 320.

Pisa, a city of Northern Italy, the recent capital of

Tuscany, with a population of about 22,000, is noted in

ecclesiastical history as the seat of several important

Church councils.

I. The first council here {Concilium Pisawnn) was
convoked by pope Innocent II in 1134, who presided at

the head of a large assembly of the bishops of France,

Germany, and Italy. St, Bernard assisted at their de-

liberations. By this body the excommunication of the

anti-pope Anacletus was renewed, together with his

abettors. Several canons were published.

1. Directs that priests shall be separated from their
wives, and nuns from their pretended husbands; and
both parties put to penance.

6. Forbids, under pain of excommunication, to violate
the sanctuary of a church or churchyard.

See Labbe, Concil. x, 989.

II. But far more important was the council convened

here March 25, 1409. Its object was the conciliation of

the pope and anti-pope, and the ending of so dangerous

a schism as then existed. It was proposed to judge be-

tween the two competitors for the papacy, and elect one

of them to the throne, or set both aside and choose a

third party. The council was called under the protec-

tion of king Charles VI of France, and was attended by
the cardinals of both rivals to the papal chair— Bene-

dict XIII (q. v.) and Gregory XII (q. v.). Benedict,

by the advice of several bishops, sent seven legates to

the council ; but Gregory, on the other hand, refused to

appear either in person or by deputy, although sum-
moned in due form. The assembly was one of the most
august and numerous ever seen in the Church : there

were present 22 cardinals; the Latin patriarchs of Al-
exandria (Simon), Antioch (Wenceslaus), Jerusalem

(Hugo), and Grade (Francis Lando) ; 12 archbishops were
present in person, and 14 by their proctors ; 80 bishops,

and the proctors of 102 absent; 87 abbots, and the proc-

tors of 200 others; besides priors; generals of orders;

the grand-master of Rhodes, with 16 commanders; the

prior-general of the Knights of the Holy Sepulchre;

the deputy of the grand-master and Knights of the

Teutonic Order; the deputies of the universities of Ox-
ford, Cambridge, Paris, Florence, Cracow,Vienna, Prague,

and many others; more than 300 doctors in theology;

and ambassadors from the kings of England, France,

Portugal, Bohemia, Sicily, Poland, and Cyprus; from

the dukes of Burgundy, Brabant, etc.

The following was the action of each session of this

council

:

Session 1. The order of precedency to be observed by
the members of the council was laid down.

Sess. 2. After the usual prayer and sermon, the arch-
bishop of Pisa read the decree of Gregory X upon the
procession of the Holy Spirit, to which the Greeks had
agreed in the Council of Lyons, A.D. 1274, and the canon
of Toledo relating to the proper order of ecclesiastical

councils. After this the necessary officers were appoint-
ed, the letter of convocation read, and the two rival popes
summoned at the gates of the church ; no one, however,
appearing for them.

Sess. 3. A fresh citation was made, and no one having
appeared, the two popes, Pedro of Luna and Augelo Cor-
rario, were declared contumacious by a sentence which
was affixed to the church door.

Sess. 4. Bishop Ulric, the ambassador of Robert, king
of the Romans, addressed the assembly, endeavoring to
frustrate the object of the council.

Sess. 5. The two contending parties were again de-
clared contumacious, and the promoter of the council
produced against them thirty-seven articles, containing
the whole history of the schism, and showing the bad-
ness of their cause. Although the facts contained in this

accusation were sufficiently notorious, commissioners
were appointed to prove their truth.

Sess. 6. The bishop of Salisbury showed that it was
necessary for the cause that there should be a general,

and not merely a. partial, withdrawal from the obedience
of the popes, and declared that he had authority from the
king of England to follow out the scheme for unity, and
to consent to whatever the council should determine.

Sess. 7. The difficulties started by the ambassador of
the king of the Romans were answered.

Sess. 8. The bishops of Salisbury and Evreux showed
that the union of the two colleges of cardinals could not
be effected while those of the party of Benedict contin-
ued to obey him, and that the withdrawal from obedience
must be universal. Whereupon the council declared the
union of the two colleges to be lawful, and the council
itself duly convoked : and a decree was passed to the ef-

fect that each one might and ought to' withdraw from
the obedience both of Gregory and Benedict; siuce both
of them had by their artifices eluded the solemn cession
of office which they had promised upon oath to make.

Sess. 9. Was employed in the reading of the decree of
the preceding session.

Sess. 10. The two contending parties were again cited
at the door of the church, in order that they might hear
the testimony of the witnesses. Then thirty-seven arti-

cles, containing their deposition, were read; and it was
noted down by how many witnesses each article was
proved.

Sess. 11. The reading of the depositions was continued.
Sess. 12. A decree was published declaring the council

to be oecumenical, and all contained in the preceding de-
positions to be true, public, and notorious.

Sess. 13. One of the deputies from the University of
Paris showed that Pedro of Luna was a heretic and schis-
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matic, and that he had forfeited the papacy; and this ho

declared to he the opinion of the French universities.

The bishop of Navarre also declared thai .-ill thi

in the council, to the number of three hundred, agreed in

this view.
Sess. 14. A declaration was made thai the council rep-

resented the Roman « atholic Church, thai the i o

fore 11 of righl belonged to it, as being

the highest, authority on earth; also an act of general

withdrawal from the obedience of the two contending
parties was drawn up,

Sess. 15. 'ili" definitive sentence was pronounced In

the preseni e of the w hole council and of the people who
The sentence was to the effect

that the holy oecumenical synod, representing the Cath-
olii Church, to which ii appertained to take eoguizance
of and i" decide the question, after having examined ev

erything which had been done concerning the union of

the Church, declared Pedro of Luna, called Benedict XIII.

and Angelo Corrario, called Gregory XII, to be both of

them srhismatical, alienors ofschism, heretics, and guilty

of perjury; that they had given offence to the whole
Church by their obstinacy, that they hail forfeited every
dignity, and were, ij>xn f,u-'t<>, separated from the Church.
It forbade all the faithful, under pain of excommunica-
tion, to recognise them or support their cause. It an mil led

all that they bad done against the promoters of unity, and
declared the last promotion of cardinals made by them
to be null and void.

Sess. lt'». A paper was read, in which the cardinals pres-

ent all promised that, in the event of any one of them
being elected to the papal chair, he would continue the
preseni council, until the Church should be reformed in

its bead and in its members; and if one of those then ab-
sent or any other not belonging to the college of cardi-

nals, were elected, that they would compel him to make
the same promise before publishing his election. After-

wards the council ratified the sentence against Angelo
and Pedro.

Sess. IT. Certaiu preliminaries concerning the election

were settled.

Sess. 18. A solemn procession was made to implore of
the Almighty the grace necessary to guide their election.

Sess. 19. The cardinals, to the number of twenty-four,
entered into conclave under the guard of the grand-mas-
ter of Rhodes, and at the end of ten days' confinement,
they unanimously electe"d Peter of Candia, cardinal of
Milan, of the order of Franciscan friars, a man seventy
years of age, who took the name of Alexander V. As
soon as he was elected. John Gersou, chancellor of the
University of Paris, delivered a discourse, exhorting him
to the faithful discharge of his duty, etc.

Sess. 20. The new pope presided and delivered a dis-

course. The decree of his election was then read, and on
the following Sunday he was crowned.

Sess. 21. A decree was read on the part of the pope, ap-

proving and ratifying all the dispensations of marriage,
and tliose relating to the penitentiary, which had been
granted by Benedict or Gregory.

I A decree was published on the part of the

pope and council, confirming all collations, provisions,

translation-, etc . made canonically by the two rival popes.

Sess. 23. A decree was read, ordering metropolitans to

convoke provincial councils, and the generals of orders to

hold chapters, having presidents of the pope's appoint-
ment. Finally, Alexander ratified all that the cardinals
hid done since May 3, 1408, and especially what had pass-

ed at Pisa. With regard to Church reform, as many of

the prelates had left the council, the pope declared thai

eel should be deferred until the following coun-
cil, which he appointed to be held in 1412; then he dis-

missed the assembly, giving plenary indulgence to all

who had assisted at. it, and to all who had adhered to it.

See Hardouin. Ada, vii, 1929 sq.j \iii. 1 Bq.; Mansi,

Concil. xxvi, 1131 sip; xxvii, 1 522; Labbe, Condi. xi,

•_'in ; Lenfant, Hist, du Concdt Pisa (Amsterd. 1724,

dtoi; Wessenberg, DU Allgemeinen ConciLdes 15 ". L6

Jahrh. ii. 18 sq. ; Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. v. For

the imbecile conduct of papal affairs under the newly

chosen candidate we refer the reader to the an. \i i
\-

amo i: V, and tin' history of his successor, John Will
(s. v.). In this plaee we may simply add that tin

schism, instead of being closed, continued, with three

popes in the r i ol two. The effort also to reduce

the rank of the pope to a constitutional instead of an

absolute monarch, by giving to the councils of the

Church the supreme tribunal, to which the pope him-

self is subordinate and amenable, failed. See 1m m-
i.ii.n i m ; Papal Si prew \< i.

III. Another council was convened at l'isa in loll.

at the instigation of the emperors Maximilian and Louis

XII of France, who having just cause of complaint

against pope Julius II (q. v.), persuaded the cardinals

of St. Croix, Xarbonne, and Cosenzi to convoke a coun-

cil, whose object was Bel forth to he the reform of the

Church in its head and in it- members, and to punish
various notorious crimes which for a long time bad
scandalized the whole Church. It was further stated

that there was urgent need of such councils, that Ju-

lius hail not only neglected to convoke one. but had
done all in his power to hinder it : and. linally. the pope

was in respectful terms cited to appear at the council.

Besides thi-. in answer to the complaint made against

them by Julius, they published an apology for their

conduct, in w hich they justified the convocation of the

Council of Pisa: first, by a decree passed in the thirty-

ninth session of the council: secondly, by the pope's

own \ou. according to which he had promised to hold

a council: thirdly, by the oath of the cardinals, and
b\ the necessity of avoiding so great scandal. They
further showed that the canons, which vest the power
of convoking such councils in the pope, are to be under-

stood as speaking of the ordinary Btate of things, but

that cause may arise in which c icils may be called

and assembled by others than the sovereign pontiff.

Tin pope, in order to parry the flow, convoked a rival

council to Rome, and cited the three above-mentioned
cardinals to appear there within a certain time, under

pain of deprivation. The Council of Pisa, however.

proceeded, and was opened Nov. 1. 1511. Four cardi-

nals attended, and the proctors of three who were ab-

sent, also fourteen French bishops and two archbish-

ops, together with a few abbots and doctors; deputies

from the universities of France, and the ambassadors

of Louis XII. 'J'lii' following is an account of each -• --

sion's transactions:

Ses<. 1. Cardinal St. Croix presided. The convocation
of the Council of Pisa, having for its object the reforma-
tion of the Chinch, was pronounced to be just and lawful,

ami all that had been or might he done to its prejudice
declared null and void.

Sess. -'. All that related to the order of the assembly
w.i- settled; the canon of Toledo read, and officers ap-
pointed. A decree was made to the effect thai the pres-

ent council could not be dissolved until the reformation
of the Church should have been effected. Tin d<

the Council of Constance, relating to the authority of

oecumenical councils, w< re renewed.
Sess. 8. At this time, the pope having entered into a

league with Ferdinand and the Venetiai s, began to at-

tack the state of Florem c, and the fathers judged it ex-
pedient to transfer the council to Milan; which accord-
ingly was done; and on Jan. 4, 1512, the fourth
was held at Milan.

Sea l
'!

i issembly was more numerous, the cardi-

nals of St. Severin and St. Angelo joined themselves to

the others. The proctor-generS of the Order of 1 'remon-
strants made a long discourse upon the disorders which
ravaged the Church; then certain decrees were read, by
which thirty days were given to the pope, within which
time to determine himselfto reform abuses in the Church,
or else to assemble an oecumenical council, or to unite
with that already assembled.

Sess. 6. The decree of the Council of Con- lance wa- re-

newed against those who troubled and maltreated per-

sons coming to the council.

SeSS. 6. A deputy from the University of Paris deliver-

ed a discourse, after which the pope .Julius was again
cited in the usual form: and upon hi- non-appearance a
demand was made that he should be declared contuina-
ciotts. Several decrees were also puldi-hed, among other
subjects upon the exemplary life which e

also upon the order to be observed In councils,

with regard to sessions and congregations. The convo-
cation of a council to Rome, made by Julius, wa-
null and void.

Sess. 7. The promoters of the council required that Ju-
lius should be declared, through his contumacy, to have
inclined, ipso facto, suspension from all administration
of i in' pontifical office. Consequently be was called upon
three times from the fool of the altar, and at the church
door: the settlement of the question was then deferred
till the next session.

Sess. s. After mass, sun;; by the bishop of Maguelonne
(now Monlpelliet . a decn e was made suspending .Julius,

and the council, alter reciting all that had been done in

order to obtain his protection, exhorted all cardinals,

bishops, princes, and people no longer to recognise Ju-
lius a- pope, he having been declan a i ontumacious, the
author of SChism, Incorrigible and hardened, ami having
a- such incurred the penalties denounced in the decrees
of Constance and Basle.

Bess. '.'. This was the la-t se—ion of the council, for the
French being obliged to abandon the Milaucse, the bisk-
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ops were compelled to quit Milan ; they made an attempt

to continue the council at Lyons, but without effect.

See Landon, Cone, xiii, 1486 ; Dnpin, Comp, Hist, iv, 4

;

Hefele, Conciliengcsch.

Pisa, Bartholomeo de', an Italian theologian,

was born at Pisa near the beginning of the 14th cen-

tury. He belonged to the Dominican Order, and has

often been confounded with a Franciscan monk of the

same name, who rendered himself famous by his book

on the resemblance of Jesus to St. Francis. He died

about 1347. He wrote several works of piety and the-

ology; but two only have been printed: Summa de

cattibus conscientice (Cologne, 1474, fol.), and De docu-

ments antiquorum opus morale (Treviso, 1601, 8vo).

See F^chard, De Script. Ord. Prcedicat.—Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, xl, 330.

Pisa, Samuel Cohen de', a native of Lisbon, was

one of the most profound Talmudists of the 17th cen-

tury. He wrote n3"S PDSX, the li Revealer of Secrets"

(Venice, 1661), a commentary on the most difficult pas-

sages of Ecclesiastes and Job, in fourteen chapters, which,

besides the exposition of the passages, considers very

important questions. Thus, for instance, in the first

chapter he treats on the question "whether, in the third

chapter of Ecclesiastes, the immortality of the soul is

denied ;" and in the ninth chapter, " whether Job did

deny the immortality of the soul and the. resurrection

of the dead." See Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 105; De Rossi,

Dizzionario storico degli mi fori Ebrei, p. 265 (German

transl. by Hamburger) ; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. i, 1206 ; iii,

1111; Lindo, History ofthe Jews in Spain and Portugal,

p. 369. (B. P.)

Pisano, Andrea, an early artist of Pisa, was a

sculptor and architect, and the friend of Giotto, a few years

his senior. Andrea was born about 1280. Of his several

works still extant, the bronze gates of the Baptistery of

St. John at Florence are the most important. These two

gates are still perfect; the exact date of their execution

is disputed—whether they were finished in 1330, or only

commenced in that year. The reliefs are from the life

of John the Baptist, and the general design of the gate

is said to have been made by Giotto ; but Giotto's share,

if any, must have been more that of the architect than

the sculptor, though even defining the panels and indi-

cating the subjects; he can scarcely have had more to

do with the design than this, or his name would have

been more intimately associated with them. The work
appears to have been modelled by Andrea and his son

Nino, and the castings commenced by some Venetian

artists in 1330, and the complete gates to have been

finished and gilded in 1339, with the exception of some
decorations of the architrave, which were added many
years afterwards by Vittorio, the son ofLorenzo Ghiberti,

in order to make them harmonize with the other two sets

of gates executed by his father. The gates of Andrea
were originally in the centre of the Baptistery, opposite

to the cathedral, but were afterwards removed to the

side, to give place to the more beautiful work of Ghi-
berti, in the year 1424. All three sets of gates have
been well engraved in outline by Lasinio, Le tie Porte

del Battisterio di Firenze (Florence, 1823). Andrea was
made citizen of Florence, and died there in 1345 ; he was
buried in the cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore. See
Vasari, Vite de Pittori, etc. (ed. Flor. 1846 sq.); Cicog-
nara, Storia della Scultura; Rumohr, Italienische For-
schungen; Rosini, Storia della Pittura Italiana, s. v.

Pisano, Giovanni, the son and assistant of Nic-
cola, was born at Pisa about 1240. He seems to have
inherited much of his father's genius, but had an entire-

ly different taste. Gothic architecture was his choice,

and he was fond of exaggeration and fantastic action
and expression in sculpture. As early as the making
of the Siena pulpit he was a master in his own right,

and went in 1268 to Naples to fulfil a commission from
the Franciscans there ; he also designed the Episcopal

Palace. After the death of Niccola the Pisans were

anxious to have Giovanni remain in his native city,

where he executed important works. The church of

S. Maria della Spina was the first example in Italy of

the pointed architecture, and is a most pleasing one.

In 1278 he was chosen to build the Pisan Campo Santo

;

it was the first and the most beautiful church of all Italy.

It is too well known to be described in our limited space,

but it seems that nothing could have been more fitting

for its purpose than the plan which he adopted. Many
of the sculptures here were also by his hand. The rep-

resentation of Pisa was the first attempt at making large

statues in Italy since the days of Constantine. It is a

strange, and in many respects an unlovely work ; and

yet it has great intensity of expression in its principal

figure, and displays the originality of Giovanni. He
gained much reputation from this, and in 1286 went to

Siena, where he was commissioned to build the facade

of the cathedral. The people of Siena were very desir-

ous that he should fix his home there; the magistrates

made him a citizen, and exempted him from taxes for

life ; but he remained only three years, and went next

to Perugia. In that city he made a monument to Urban

IV, which no longer exists. From this time he devoted

himself almost wholly to sculpture. At Arezzo he made
the shrine of S. Donato for the cathedral, which cost

(including jewels for the Madonna, enamels, and silver

bass-reliefs) 30.000 florins. It was a superb work of art.

His next work was done as a rival to " II Tedesco," a

sculptor who had made a pulpit for the church of S.

Giovanni at Pistoja, which was much praised. A new
pulpit was also to be made for the church of S. Andrea,

and there were those in Pistoja who had so admired

Niccola Pisano that they desired to have Giovanni do

it ; he excelled his rival in every way, and fully sup-

ported the reputation he had gained. Our artist now
went to Florence. This was a prosperous time there,

and Giovanni remained two years. In 1305 he began

the monument of pope Benedict XI, and somewhat later

one for St. Margaret in S. Dominica at Perugia. In 1312

he undertook the rebuilding of the cathedral of Prato,

and, though he did not live to see it completed, his de-

signs were carried out with precision. He died in 1320.

He had many pupils ; among them Andrea Pisano (q. v.).

See Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fine A rts, s. v. ; Vasari,

Lives of the Painters and Scutytors ; Cicoguara, Storia

della Scultura, s. v.

Pisano, Giunta (or Giunta di Giustino of Pisa),

is the earliest known Tuscan painter, and flourished in

the first half of the 13th century. A crucifixion paint-

ed by him in the church of Santa Maria degli Angeli

at Assisi, about the year 1236, is still preserved; it is

admirable in impasto and absolutely great as a work of

art, compared with anything we know of this early

period in Italy. Giunta was anterior to Cimabue. This

shows how little reliance is to be placed on local and

partial histories, especially where individuals are made
heroes of. This picture, of which a fac-simile has been

published by the Diisseldorf painter Ramboux, in his

Outlinesfrom Tracings, illustrating the Old Christian Art

in Italy, shows that, so far from Cimabue being the fa-

ther of Italian painting, he was scarcely equal to Giunta,

certainly inferior in style of drawing. If an individual

can have the credit of reviving painting in Italy, it must

belong to Giunta Pisano, for anything we know, as yet,

to the contrary; he is said to have worked with the

Greeks about 1210. There was notoriously an influx;

of Greek artists into Italy after the Venetian capture

of Constantinople in 1204, but we know of no Greek
works equal to this crucifixion by Giunta. There are

several other works of his preserved, and the progress

of the art was evidently very slow, even down to the

time of Masaccio, notwithstanding the great impulse

given to it by the works of Giotto. See Spooner, Biog.

Hist, of the Fine A rts, s. v.

Pisano, Niccola, a noted Italian architect and
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sculptor, was born at Pisa about 1206. At the age

of fifteen he was appointed architect to Frederick II.

with whom he went to Naples. In the service of this

Bovereign he passed ten years, and then went to Padua,

where he made the design forthe Basilicadi S.Antonio.

The firsl known attempt which he made as a sculptor re-

sulted in his alto-rilievoofthe Depositionfrom tht Cross

which now fills a lunette over a door of the cathedral

ofS. Martino at Lucca. This is most excellent as the

work of an untutored artist, as he was at that time, and

it shines by comparison with works of his contempora-

ries which are near it. The statuettes of the Bliseri-

cordiaVecchia at Florence are of about the same merit

as this bass-relief. In 1248 Niceolawent to Florence to

assist the Ghibellines in their work of destruction ; he

was commissioned to overturn the tower called Guarda-

niorto in such a way as to destroy the Baptistery; he

overturned the tower, but it did not tall in the antici-

pated direction, and we may believe that this was in ac-

cordance with his intention, although it was attributed

to a special miracle by Villain. During the twelve suc-

ceeding years he was employed in making designs for

the building and remodelling of many churches and

palace-. The church of Santa Trinita at Florence is cue

i known of his works of this period. In 1260

Niccola established his fame as a sculptor by the mag-

nificent pulpit which he executed for the Baptistery at

Pisa, < >f course marks of his comparative inexperience

can be found in this work, but taken all in all it almost

challenges criticism. His next work was the .1 rca di

s. Domenico at Bologna, which is now surrounded with

a maze of beautiful sculptures, of which the Area is tie

centre, and is of great interest as illustrating the art of

the l.'.ih century. In 1266 Pisano went to Siena to

make the pulpit for the Duomo. This is similar to that

of I'isa in many ways, hut not so effective, because sur-

rounded by other objects of interest, and in a larger

space, while at l'isa the pulpit seems almost the only

thing to attract the attention. In L269 he was com-

missioned to build the abbey and convent of La Scor-

gola, which are now in ruins. In 1274 he commenced

the fountain of Perugia, which was his last work. The
authorities oi the city made severe laws for its preser-

vation, and it was considered the most precious posses-

sion of the city. In 1278 Pisano died, after a life of

great usefulness, for his influence had been felt through

all Italy. His services could never be estimated. He
bad founded a new school of sculpture; had put behind

him the standards ofbarbarism; in architecture, too. the

same may he said, and in the words of Mr. Perkins, "
1 fe

was truly a great man. one It, whom the world Owes an

eternal debt of gratitude, and who looms up in gigantic

proportions through the mist of live centuries, holding

the same relation to Italian art which Haute bolds to

Italian literature." In his life he was respected and

beloved by all who came in contact wnh him, he it as

patron, friend, or servant. See Spooner, Biog. Hist. <;/'

tin i'lm .1 rtS, s. v.

Pisant. Loi i-. a French savant, was born in 1646

at Sassetot, near Fecamp. Admitted in 1667 into the

Congregation of the Benedictines of Saint-Maur, he ad-

ministered with the rank of superior several abbeys,

and retired to that of Saint-Ouen. He died May ."..

[726, at Rouen. He wrote, Sentiments d'ura '

t, i,i. i 1711. L2 and Traiti historique <t dogmatiqui

,/,.< pit ptions ecclesiastiques (Luxemb.
171.'.. ho

, a work w hi. h failed to meet the approbation

of hi> congregation.— Hoefer, Nouv, /:/",'. Generate, si,

B80.

Piscator, Johannes, a German theologian of the

Reformation age, i- note l for hi- [earning and piety.

He was horn at Strasburg March 27, 1546. Hi was

from hi- youth up a lover of study, ami was soon dis-

tinguished for his learning. While engaged in the

stmly of logic, he anxiously sought to reconcile and

unite Aristotle and his commentator Peter Ramus

(t\. v.i ; and when, after the completion of his univer-

sity studies at Strasburg and Tubingen, he became
professor at the university of his native town, he

made this the special subject of some of his lectures,

though the department of divinity was his field. Sir-

pected of Zwinglianism, he found his position uncom-
fortable, and accepted a professorship at lb idelberg in

1574. But here also the severely Lutheran ti

gave him disquiet, and alter a short stay at N« usta.lt in

1578 he went to Nevers, France, u here, however, he was
not Buffered to remain quietly. and in 1584 he finally re-

moved to Herborn as conrector of the Academy, where?

he taught with so much success that many students

flocked thither from Germany, France, Poland, and
other northern countries, ||,. was very diligent, and
scarcely allowed himself sufficient time for sleep, lie

wrote extensively, translating the whole Bible with

-reat faithfulness into the German, and making a

logical and theological analysis of the greater part

i llerhorn. lCifJ :<. o vols. It.'-. lM cd. 1604 6; 3d ed
1624; abridged ed. Berne, 1681; Dinsburg, 1684 . He
also published several valuable commentaries on the < ild

and New Testaments (1613 58), and many dogmatic
and polemic writings, of which those on the

Supper, Predestination, Heidelberg Catechism, Justifica-

tion, and the reply to Hunnius, l>< Sacrann

serve in em ion. Most peculiar were the views of Pisca-

tor on the active obedience of ( Ihrist, which he held not

to In- imputed, hut that which Christ for himself owed to

God. See Satisfaction. Piscator died in 1625. See

Steubing, in Zeitschriftf. kistor. Theol. 1841, iv, 198 sq.;

Schrbckh, Kirch ngesch. s. d. !.'</. v, 358 sq.; Gi

Dogmatik, i. 163, 383, 122; Tholuck. /'</.-• alcademische

Leben des 17/../ Jahrh. pt. ii. p. 304; Hagenbach, Kir-

chengesch. vol. v; Bossuet, Variations, vol. ii ; Buchanan,

Justification (see Index). (J. H.W.)

Pischon, FniKiiitK it ACGTJSTI s. a minister of the

German Evangelical Church, and pastor in Berlin, died

Dec. 31, 187)7. He published, Du hoh Wichtigkeit der

Uebersetzung der heil. Schrijl durch Mm tin Luther

(Berlin, 1834):—Ton der Hulfe, welch dii Frauen der

Aufnahnu des gottlichen Wortes /, i.<>, n konnen (ibid.

1836):— Predigten (ibid. 1837):— Vortragi

ih His, 'In in, ,1 schweizerisch Reformation (ibid. 1846 :

Die Augsburgisch < ',,nf, .<.<!, <n u. ,.', r /:, rlim r Kirch ntag

(ibid. 1853): Di* Taufnamen. Eim WeihnachHga.be

(ibid. 1857, etc.). He also edited the Monatsschrift fur
,li, unirte evangelisch Kirche,va connection with Flte-

ster. donas, and Sydow. See Zuchhold, Bibliotheca The-

ologica, ii, 899, 997 sq. I B. P.)

Piscina (Lat. - a reservoir of water), originally the

reservoir and filter connected with the aqueducts of

Rome, hut applied in ecclesiastical language t<> a water-

drain formerly placed near an altar in a church, is a

small niche, or jfenestella, containing the piscina, or la-

vacrum, basin. It consists < f a shallow stone basin, or

sink, with a hole in the bottom, to carry oil' w hatever is

poured int.. ii. It is fixed at a convenient height above
lie llo,,r. and was used to receive the wat.r in which
lh. priest washed his bands, as will as that with which
the chalice was rinsed at the time oi the celebration of

the mass. || is usually annexed to the consessus or

seats of l he priests in the ancient churches, for I he most

pan similarly decorated, and sometimes appearing as an

additional c parlmenl. It is sometimes also found

alone in the southern walls of chancels and aisles, some-

times in the eastern walls on the right, and there are

one or two instances in which ii occurs on the left.

When two . hail in Is occur in it, one was tO reo he the

water in which the priest had washed his hands, the

other thai in whi.h he had rinsed the chalice. Du-
cange limits the piscina, as ii is restricted above, to the

lavacrum. By Bingham it is received in a more en-

larged meaning. "The font," says that author, " by the

Greek writers i~ commonh called Ko\vfi(3r]Spa, and by
the Latinspiscina, for which Latter name Optatus affords
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^
Ciowmarsh, c. 1150. Warmi li-.'it.

.1 mystical reason. He says it was called piscina in al-

lusion to our Saviour's technical name i\ii'c, which was

an acrostic composed of the initial letters of our Saviour's

several titles, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our Saviour."

See Fish : Font. In many instances, particularly in

those of Early English and early Decorated date, there

are two basins and drains, and occasionally three; within

the niche there is also often found a wooden or stone shelf,

which served the purpose of a credence-table, to receive

certain of the sacred vessels that were used in the ser-

vice of the mass, previous to their being required at the

altar; sometimes there is room at the bottom of the

niche for these to stand at the side of the basin. In

England the piscina is almost invariably on the south

side of the altar, and usually in the south wall (though

sometimes in the eastern), but in Normandy it is not

uncommon to find it on the north side, when the situa-

tion of the altar is such as to render that more conven-

ient than the south. No piscinas are known to exist

in England of earlier date than the middle of the 12th

century, and of that age they are extremely rare; of the

13th and succeeding centuries, down to the period of

the Reformation, they are very abundant, and are to be

found (or at least traces of them) in the chancel of most
churches that have not been rebuilt, and very frequently

at the eastern ends of the aisles of the nave also : their

ter of the architectural features will al-

ways decide their date.—Parker.

Piscis, Pisciculi, and Vesica
Piscis. The fish is a hieroglyphic of

Jesus Christ, very common in the re-

mains of Christian art, both primitive

and mediaeval. The origin of it is as

follows: From the name and title of our

blessed Lord, 'lt)aovQ Xpurrog, Beov Yioc,

Swrqp—Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the

Saviour—the early Christians, taking the

first letter of each word, formed the name
1 XBl'i, piscis, a fish. See Inscriptions.
Hence Christians came to be called JHs-

ciculi, little fishes, with reference to their

regeneration in the waters of baptism.

The Vesica Piscis, which is the figure of

an oval, generally pointed at either end,

and which is much used as the form of

the seals of religious houses, and to en-

close figures of Jesus Christ or of the

saints, also has its rise from this name
of Christ, though some say that the mys-

tical Vesica Piscis has no reference except in its name
to a fish, but represents the almond, the symbol of vir-

ginity and self-production. Clement of Alexandria, in

writing of the ornaments which a Christian may con-

sistently wear, mentions the fish as a proper device for

a ring, and says that it may serve to remind the Chris-

tian of the origin of his spiritual life. See Riddle,

Christian Antiquities, p. 185; Siegcl, Christl. Alterthii-

mer (see Index in vol. iv). See Ichtiius.

Pise, Charles Constantine, D.D., an American
Roman Catholic divine of note, was born at Annapolis,

Md., in 1802. He was the son of an Italian gentleman

of ancient and noble family. His mother was an Amer-
ican lady, a native of Philadelphia. At an early age

Charles was placed in the Georgetown College, that fa-

mous institution being then as now under the control

of the Order of the Society of Jesus. Graduating there

most creditably, he went to Rome to pursue his theo-

logical studies, but returned after two years, and com-
pleted his preparation for the ministry under the tute-

lage of the Rev. Dr. Bunti, the preceptor of the late

archbishop Hughes. On his return to this country

Pise taught rhetoric and poetry in the Seminary of

Mount St. Mary's, Emmettsburg, Md. He was ordained

priest in 1825, and commenced his labors in Frederick,

Md., but subsequently removed to Baltimore, where he
forms and decorations are very various, but the charac- I officiated at the cathedral. The labors of his position,

together with the performance of

a large amount of religious liter-

ary work which he attempted, im-

paired his health, and he again

visited Rome for a respite. While
there he was honored with the ti-

tle of Knight of the Roman Em-
pire. Upon his return to Amer-
ica he settled in Washington, and
through the influence of Henry
Clay and other warm personal

friends he was elected chaplain to

the senate of the United States.

On the invitation of Dr. Dubois,

then bishop of New York, he after-

wards removed to New York City,

and officiated at St. Peter's, in Bar-

clay Street, till 1849, when he went
over to Brooklyn, ami purchased

the church in Sydney Place, with

which he was connected at the

time of his death, in 1866. Dr.

Pise was acknowledged to be one

of the most eloquent and learned

*J divines of bis Church in America,

Cumnor, c. 1356. Tackley, c. 1450. as he was one of the most indus-
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trious and faithful laborers in it. Aside from his la-

bors with his spiritual charge, be was eminent both

as a preacher and a lecturer. II'- devoted much time

to literary pursuits. He was tin- author of Letters <•?/

the Truths of Catholic Doctrines : <i Uisto

Church from its Establishment to tin Reformation (1830,

5 vols. 8vo): The Acts of the Apostles in Verse:— The

Lives of St. Ignatius and his Companions; and many
other volumes in prose and verse. He also edited,

main- years ago, in company with the late father Felis

Yarella. I U>.. an influential magazine published in New
York City, and known as the Catholic Expository, In

the volumes of this work will be found many of his

happiest efforts both in verse and prose. A ng the

latter may be mentioned flora Vagabundce, & series of

deeply interesting litters descriptive of his travels in

Europe. They were eagerly sought after at the time

of their publication. (J. II. W.

)

Pis'gab. (lleh. Pisgah', ttabB, always with the art.
|,

the name ofa mountain ofMoab. It isinfacl an ancient

topographical name found, in the Pentateuch and Joshua
only, in two connections: 1. The top, or bead, of the l'is-

gah ( CH ^N" I. from which Moses took his dyinir sur-

vey of Canaan (Numb. XXI, 20 ; xxiii, 14; Dent. iii. 27;

xxxiv, 1 1: 2. Ashdoth bap-Pisgah, perhaps the springs,

or roots, of the PLsgah (Dent. iii. 17; iv, 49; Josh, xii,

;>; xiii. 20). See Ashdoth-Pisgah. The word hap-

Pisgdh, nSDSfl, literally is tin section, from 303 = pOE,
to divide, and hence it maj mean an isolated hill or peak.

The rendering of the Sept. is not uniform. In Deut.iii.

17; xxxiv, 1 ; Josh. xii. .'1
; xiii. 20, it is <baoya : but in

Numb. xxi. 20; xxiii. 14; and Dent. iii. 27. the phrase

nscsn rxi is rendered iropu^r) too XtXaZiv/itvov,

which is a translation of the Hebrew, top ofthe cut moun-
tain. The Vulgate has everywhere Phasga. The ref-

erence to the scene of Most b's death l>v Josephus (Ant.

iv, 8, 18) affords no additional light

"The Pisgah" must have been in the mountain range
or district, the same as or a part of that called the

mountains of Aliarim (comp. Dent, xxxii. 49 with
xxxiv. I). See Abarim. Its situation is minutely de-

scribed by the sacred writers. It is first mentioned in

connei tion with the approach of the Israelites to Pales-

tine. They marched " from Bamoth in the valley, that

is in the country of Moab, to tht top ofPisgah,
looketh towards Jeshimori' (Numb, xxi, 20). Pisgah
was thus on the plateau of Moab, and commanded a
view of the western desert, s. e Ji shimon. Another
passage (xxiii, 13, 14) proves that it commanded a view
ofthe Israelitish camp in the valley on the east hank
ofthe Jordan; and from other incidental notices we
learn that it was opposite to and in sighl of,-;r """

)

Jericho (Kent, xxxiv, I), and overhanging the north-

eastern angle of the Dead Sea (iv, 49; Josh, xii, 3).

The names Abarim, Nebo, and Pisgah are connected in

such a way by the -acred writers as to en ate some < i i til—

culty to the geographer. In Dent, xxxii. 49 I

commands Moses, "Get thee up into this mountain Aba-
rim, Mount Nebo" etc; and in xxxiv, 1 we read that

Moses, obeying, "went up from the plains of Moab unto

the mountain of Nebo, tin top ofPisgah'' (": ~~"3S
~:.C£~ '^'X~ i. From these passages we may infer.

(1) that Abarim was the name of a range or group of

mountains: t
•_'

, that Nebo was one of its peak-: and

(3) that the name Pisgah was either equivalent to

Abarim. or that it i- (as represented in some passages

in the Sept.. and iii the margin of the A. V.) a common
noun, signifying "an isolated hill or peak." If the latter

view he taken, then Dent, xxxiv, 1 may he rendered,

"Moses went up to Mount Nebo, to tin top ofthe hUL"
The construction rather favors the view that Pisgah,

like Abarim. was the name ofthe range, and that Nebo
was one of its peaks. Others have taken precisely the

opposite view, namely, that Pisgah was a particular

summit of Nebo as a range; but in that case Pisgah
would nol be SO often mentioned (as a mountain at the

foot of which the Israelitish host encamped, and as fur-

nishing springs of water), while Nebo is but once named
(as the peak on which Moses died). (See below.)

Qpon Pisgah Balaam built altar.- and offered sacrifices,

so that it was probably one of the ancient "high place.-"

of Moab (Numb, xxiii. 14). From its summit Moses
obtained his panoramic view- of the Holy Land, and
there he died ( Pent, xxxiv. 1-6). Beneath the moun-

tains were celebrated "springs" or •• torrents" (nTniEK),

which are several times mentioned in defining the

boundaries of Reuben, as Ashdoth-Pisgah (Dent. iii. 17;

iv, 19 in the Hebrew ;
Josh, xii, 3; xiii, 20). Pisgah

.. ..r " Smith Country,

I

imwil.

I
l phrtlm.

:' Sniiiiirin.

17. K. brow nf Jordi
Is. Kuril Surut .-h.

19. Jebel ih.li«.
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therefore lay on the east of Jordan, contiguous to the

field of Moab, and immediately opposite Jericho. The

field of Zophim was situated on it, and its highest point

or summit—its " head"—was the Mount Nebo. If it

was a proper name, we can only conjecture that it de-

noted the whole or part of the range of the highlands

on the east of the lower Jordan. In the late Targums

of Jerusalem and Pseudo-Jonathan, Pisgah is invariably

rendered by ramatha, a term in common use for a hill.

It will be observed that the Sept. also does not treat it

as a proper name. On the other hand, Eusebius and

Jerome (Onomast. s. v. Abarim, Fasga) report the name

as existing in their day in its ancient locality. Mount
Abarim and Mount Nabau were pointed out on the road

leading from Livias to Heshbon (i. e. the Wady Hesbtin),

still bearing their old names, and close to Mount Phogor

(Peor), which also retained its name, whe?ice, says Jerome

(a quo), the contiguous region was even then called

Phasgo. This connection between Phogor and Phasgo

is puzzling, and suggests a possible error of copyists.

See Peor.
No traces of the name Pisgah have been met with in

later times on the east of Jordan, but in the Arabic garb

of Jhis el-Feshkah (almost identical with the Hebrew
Iiosh hap-Pisgah) it is attached to a well-known head-

land on the north-western end of the Dead Sea, a mass

of mountain bounded on the south by the Wady en-Nar,

and on the north by the Wady Sidr, and on the north-

ern part of which is situated the great Mussulman sanc-

tuary of Neby Miisa (Moses). This association of the

names of Moses and Pisgah on the icest side of the Dead
Sea—where to suppose that Moses ever set foot would

be to stultify the whole narrative of his decease—is ex-

tremely startling. No explanation of it has yet been

offered. Certainly that of M. De Saulcy and of his

translator (see De Saulcy 's Voyage, etc., and the notes

to ii, 58-66 of the American edition), that the Ras el-

Feshkah is identical with Pisgah, cannot be entertained.

Against this the words of Dent, iii, 27, " Thou shalt not

go over this Jordan," are decisive. See Dead Ska.

The mountain itself is chieflymemorable as the height

from which Moses got his most distinct view of the Land
of Promise ; from thence " the Lord showed him all the

land of Gilead unto Dan, and all Xaphtali. and the land

of Ephraim and Manasseh, and all the land of Judah

unto the utmost sea; and the south, and the plain of

the vallev of Jericho, the city of palm-trees, unto Zoar"

(Deut. xxxiv, 1-3). Mr. Tristam (Land of Tsrat 1, 1865,

p. 535 sq.) describes a visit which he and his fellow-

travellers paid to the range of Nebo or Abarim, and the

magnificent prospect they had from the height, which
they supposed might possibly be the Pisgah of Moses.

It was about three miles south-west of Heshbon, and

one and a half miles due west of Main. The elevation

was considered to be about 4500 feet; yet the ascent

was not rugged, and for several hours they rode along

the ridge. The clay was clear, and to the north and

east they saw the hills of Gilead, and " the vast ex-

panse of the goodly E-elka, one waving ocean of corn

and grass." Southwards appeared Mounts Dor and
Seir, with other granite peaks of Arabia, in the direc-

tion of Akabah. Then, turning westwards, there lay

distinctly before them the Dead Sea and the whole val-

ley of the Jordan, " all the familiar points in the neigh-

borhood of Jerusalem." Looking over Jordan, "the
eye rested on Gerizim's rounded top ; and farther still

opened the plain of Esdraelon, the shoulder of Carmel,

or some other intervening height, just showing to the

right of Gerizim, while the faint and distant bluish haze

beyond it told us that there was 'the sea. the utmost

sea.' It seemed as if but a whiff were needed to brush

off the haze, and reveal it clearly. Northward, again,

rose the distant outline of unmistakable Tabor, aided by
which we could identify Gilboa and Jebel Diihy (Little

Hermon). Snowy Hermon's top was mantled with

cloud, and Lebanon's highest range must have been

exactly shut behind it; but in front, clue north of us,

stretched in long line the dark forests of Ajlun, bold and

undulating, with the deep sides of mountains, here and

there whitened by cliffs, terminating in Mount Gilead,

behind Es-Salt (ltamoth-Gilead)." This seems to' real-

ize to the full what was anciently exhibited to the eye

of Moses, and shows the representation given of his ex-

tensive prospect to have been no ideal picture.

The spot has more recently been the subject of a

considerable discussion by Prof. Paine, of the American
exploring party, in report No. 3 of these operations

(N. Y. Jan. 1875). Prof. Paine contends that Jebel Neba,

the highest point of the range, is Mount Nebo, that Je-

bel Siaghah, the extreme headland of the hill, is Mount

§
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Pisgah, and that "the mountains of Abarim" arc tlio

• of these points, and descending t. .wards the

Dead Sea. He maintains these positions by the follow-

ing arguments:

1. | here is -till an old road leading down to the dor-

dan valley in this direction, which he thinks the Is-

raelites pursued on their way from Almon-diblathaira

to the plains of Moab (Numb. xxxiii,47,48). It has

generally been supposed, however, that they took the

route now usual with travellers, down YVady lie-ban.

ition of the Israelites on Abarim is there said

to have been "before" ( .SB?) Nebo, a particle which

gin rally signifies east and not west. The parallel ac-

count of the station in question (xxi, 29) places it

on "the top of the Pisgah" (irSSBfi CK*1); and this

certainly discountenances Paine's location on a lower

peak of the ridge. It is true the phrase is added,

"which looketh towards Jeshimon," i.e. the Ghor or

Jordan valley (see BLeil, Comment, ad loc.) ; but this

may possibly mean only pointing in that direction fr

the station last lift. The preceding clause, " the valley

that i- in the field of .Moab." is ambiguous; as it may
qualify either the point of departure, i. e. Bamoth.
or the destination, i. e. Pisgah. The A. Y. ado] ts the

former construction; but this is not favored by the syn-

tax of the adjoining verses, and conflicts with the idea

of a high place (Bamoth), which could hardly have
been in a valley. The latter reference is therefore

ado]. tcil by most interpreters, but (as Rosenmttller re-

marks Beems to disagree with the phraseology "top of

Pisgah." We suggest as the only consistent transla-

tion, "And from Bamoth (
to

]
the valley which

[
isj in

the plateau of Moab (the summit of the Pisgah [range]),

and overlooks the Ghor." This makes Pisgah but an-

other name for the edge of the table-land of Moab over-

hanging tb.e Jordan valley or Dead Sea. The particu-

lar "top" in question was apparently Nebo itself, which
i- in facl but a crest of the Moabitic table-land, that

show.-, a- a "mountain" only from the western point of

view. The sole considerable " valley" (X?SiH ) answer-

ing t.. this description is Wady es-Sowanieb, which is

the southern head-branch of Wady Hesban, and inter-

sects the plain up to the very crest of Nib... Prof.

Paine, however, appears to identify it with the valley

in which the "Springs of Moses" are situated, a dec].,

wild glen hardlj answering to the requirements of the

case, except that it contains water and looks directlj

down upon the Dead Sea. At the encampment as we

have located it, the Israelites would have been precisely

on the route to Heshbon, which they nexl attacked

(xxi, 21 26), and thence to the Ghor opposite Jericho

(xxii, 1 ), by way of Wady Hesban.

'J. Paine's nexl argument is drawn from the history

of Balaam and Balak immediately following the pas-

sages lasl cited. After lodging at BLirjath-huzoth

(Numb, xxii, 39), which Paine regards as the site of

Kufeir Abi-Bed, jusl easl of the crest of Nebo, the two
proceeded first to -the high places of Baal" (ver n .

which the professor dei ms to be "the extremity of Je-

ih, the first chief summit of Pisgah" a de-

scription which, if we correctly understand the Bome-
w hat confused statements, designates the outer or west-

ern -t peak, as from this -the whole of Israel" could

be seen. Balaam next repaired to a point called "the
top of Pisgah" i ver. 1 1 >, which Paine regards as "the
third" or easternmost peak, because from il only a part of

litish camp could be -ecu. Finally, the prophet

ascended "the top of Peor" (ver. 28), which the pro-

fessor think- was the middle or ruin-crowned peak of

Siaghah, as from it the various surrounding countries

there enumerated can be seen to advantage. Bui this

distribution of the several localities seems rather arbi-

trary. 'I'h. first name i a \ ei \ indefinite one, being
identical with Bamoth-baal (Josh. xiii. 17), apparently

nearer the Anion i Xuinb. xxi. 28), if nol identical w ith

the Bamoth previously referred to (ver. 20) ; and surely

there are many spots in the vicinity from which "the
utmost part of the people" could be seen a phrase that

designates not the whole, but only the rear. In Numb.
xxiii. 13, where the same expression is used, the same
place is referred to, and the words must be rendered.
- And Balak said to him, < Some now w ith me to another
place, win nee thou mayesl see bi nlj his extremity
canst thou see [here], and not all of him canst thou
see) : and thou shah curse him for me from thei

K.il. ad loc). The next locality accordingly was one
commanding a view of the entire t ncampmt nt, namely.
"the top ol the Pisgah" ranee, probably Jebel Neba it-

self. It seems to have been much farther than Paine
makes it from ISalak's previous station, for there the
two adjoining emint net - are spoken of in very different

phraseology ("the high-places of Baal— to a high
place," Numb. xxii. 11 : xxiii, 3). As this second out-

look of Balaam is called (xxiii. 14) "the Held of Zo-
phim," or the watchers, Paine holds that it was Wady
llaisa. which he reports as being partly under cultiva-

tion; but this affords no good prospect of the "plains

of Moab" eastward, such as K.il thinks the import of

the name requiri ad loc. I. The third of

Balaam's posts of observation was " the top of Peor, that
looketh towards Jeshimon," or the desert [of Judah]
(Numb, xxiii. 28); and as the next to the last day's

journey of the Israelites was " to the top of Pisgah, that
looketh towards Jeshimon" I

xxii. 28 I, ami as, lii.m ovi r.

Most - died on the top of Pisgah, and was burit d " in a

valley in the land of Moab. over against Beth-peer"

(Deut XXxiv, 6), Paine concludes that ali lh.se were

designations ol the same or immediately adjoining

spots, thus making the ruin-crowned summit of Sia-

ghah the site of the sanctuary of 1'. or. and he adduces
the character of the remains a- evidence that they were

an early temple, lie thinks they are not sufficiently

extensive for those of the town of Nebo (q. v.), which
he inclines to identify with the more considerable ruins

called Kharab el-Mukheyat, a little more than a mile

south of Jebel Neba.

Other collateral arguments of less moment adduced

by Prof. Paine in support of his views are drawn from
the name "Ashdoth-Pisgah" ( I ten i. ii. 17: iv, 49; Josh.

xii. :;-. xiii. 20), which he r.nders springs of Pisgah,
and identifies with those of Ayftn Musa; and from the

Bible a... .nuts of Moses's death and burial. lie also

adduces the statements of later writers (Josephus,

l'.u-. bins, etc.) on these points His attempt to trace

the name Pisgah in the modem Siaghah i- an obvious

failure. His main conclusion that Pisgah i- a special

name for a particular part of .Mount Neb... and that the

mountains of Abarim arc- likewise limited to the hills

immediately overhanging the north-easl end of the

Dead Sea. can hardly be said to be sustained by his in-

genious reasoning; and we therefore incline to the gen-

erally entertained view that the reverse is true. Dr. .1.

I.. Porter has still more recently travelli .1 o\ er this lo-

cality, and he states, in hi- accounl of hi- journey in

the London Athenaeum, that ././.</' Pfebbeh is a common
name f..r many of the eminences in ihi- vicinity. He
i- inclined io regard Siaghah as a relic of the name Pis-

gah. Sec Nebo.

Fishtah. See 1'i.ax.

Pisid'ia (Tlimdla, etymology uncertain i was a dis-

l liit of A-ia Minor, which camioi he verj l xa.ily de-

fined. Bul it maj be described sufficiently bj saying

that il was to the north of Pamphylia, and stretched

along the range «.f Taurus. Northward ii reached to

and was partly include. 1 in Phrygia, which wa- simi-

larly an indefinite <li-irict. though far re extensive.

Thus Antioch in Pisidia wa- sometimes called a Phryg-

ian town. Iii g< n. lal t. no- it ma\ he -aid that I'isidia

was bounded on the north by Phrygia,on the wesl by
('aria and Lycia, on the south by Pamphylia, and on

the easl bj Cilicia and Isauria (Srrabo, xii, 569; Ptol-

emy, v,6). It wa- a mountainous region; but high up
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among the peaks of Taurus were some fertile valleys

and little upland plains. The province was subdivided

into minute sections, and held by tribes of wild and

warlike highlanders, who were the terror of the whole

surrounding country (Strabo, I. c. ; Xenoph. A nab. i. 1,

11; ii, 5, 13). It was probably among the defiles of

Pisidia that the apostle Paul experienced some of those

"perils of robbers" of which he speaks in 2 Cor. xi, 2(3;

and perhaps fear of the bandits that inhabited them

had something to do with John's abrupt departure from

Paul and Barnabas just as they were about to enter

Pisidia (Acts xiii, 13, 14). The Pisidian tribes had

rulers of their own, and they maintained their inde-

pendence in spite of the repeated attacks of more pow-

erful neighbors, and of the conquests of the Greeks, and

even of the Romans. The latter were content to re-

ceive from them a scanty tribute, allowing them to re-

main undisturbed amid their mountain fastnesses. See

Smith, Diet, of Class. Geo//, s. v. The scenery of Pisidia

is wild and grand. The mountains are mostly lime-

stone, and are partially clothed with forests of oak, pine,

and juniper. The lower slopes are here and there

planted with olives, vines, and pomegranates. Many
of the ravines are singularly grand—bare cliffs rising

up a thousand feet and more on each side of the bed of

a foaming torrent. In other places fountains gush

forth, and streams brawl along amid thickets of olean-

der. The passes from the sea-coast to the interior are

difficult, and have always been dangerous. See Asia
Minoh. Paul paid two visits to Pisidia. In company
with Barnabas he entered it from Pamphylia on the

south, and crossed over the mountains to Antioch, which

lay near the northern border (Acts xiii, 14). Their

mission was successful; but the enemies of the truth

soon caused them to be expelled from the province

(ver. 50). After an adventurous journey through Ly-

Coiu of Auuocu in Pisidia, with the head of Gordiau, as an
imperial "colony."

caonia and Isauria, they again returned through Pisidia

to Pamphylia, apparently by the same route (xiv, 21-

24). See Arundell, Asia Minor,vol. ii; Fellows, Asia
Minor ; Spratt, Travels in Lycia; see also full extracts

in Conybeare and Howson, Life of St. Paul, i, 1G4 sq.,

and article Antioch of Pisidia.

Pi'son (Heb. Piskon', "jilZJ^S, streaming; Sept. <fci-

aSiv), the second of the four great rivers which watered
the garden of Eden, the identification of which has
hitherto been attempted variously. It is described in

the sacred text (Gen. ii, 11, 12) as "compassing (22"! 5,
rather, perhaps, traversing) the whole land of Havilah,
where there is gold ; and the gold of that land is good

:

there is bdellium (bedo'lacJi) and the onyx-stone (sho'-
ham)." With regard to this river, the most ancient
and most universally received opinion identifies it with
the Ganges. Josephus (Ant. i, 1, 3), Eusebius (Ono-
mast. s. v.), Ambrosius (De Parad. c. 3), Epiphanius
(Ancor.c 58), Ephr. Syr. (Op. Syr. i, 23), Jerome (Ep.
4 ad Bust, and Qucest. Heb. in Gen.), and Augustine (De
Gen. ad lit. viii, 7) held this. But Jarchi (on Gen. ii,

11), Saadiah Gaon, R. Moses ben-Nachman, and Abr.
Peritsol (Ugolino, Thesaur. vol.vii) maintained that the
Pison was the Nile. The first of these writers derives
the word from a root which signifies " to increase," " to

overflow" (comp. Hab. i, 8), but at the same time quotes

an etymology given in Bereshith Rabba, § 1G, in which

it is asserted that the river is called Pison " because it

makes the flax ("jfTOS) to grow." Josephus explains

it by ttXijSvc, Scaliger by irKiffijivpa. The theory that

the Pison is the Ganges is thought to receive some con-

firmation from the author of the book of Ecclesiasticus,

who mentions (xxiv, 25, 27) in order the Pison, the Ti-

gris, the Euphrates, Jordan, and Gihon. and is supposed

to have commenced his enumeration in the east, and
to have terminated it in the west. That the Pison

was the Indus was an opinion current long before it

was revived by Ew aid ( Gesch. d. Volkes Isr. i, 331, note

2) and adopted by Kalisch (Genesis, p. 96). Philostor-

gius, quoted by II net (Ugolino, vol.vii), conjectured that

it was the Hydaspes; andWilford (As.Ees. vol. vi), fol-

lowing the Hindu tradition with regard to the origin

of mankind, discovers the Pison in the Landi-Sindh,

the Ganges of Isidorus, called also Nilab from the color

of its waters, and known to the Hindus by the name of

Nila-Ganga, or Ganga simply. Severianus (De Mundi
Creat.) and Ephraem Syrus (Comm. on Gen.) agree with
Cttsarius in identifying the Pison with the Danube.

The last-mentioned father seems to have held, in com-
mon with others, some singular notions with regard to

the course of this river. He believed that it was also

the Ganges and Indus, and that, after traversing Ethi-

opia and Elymais, which he identified with Havilah, it

fell into the ocean near Cadiz. Such is also the opin-

ion of Epiphanius with regard to the course of the Pi-

son. which he says is the Ganges of the Ethiopians and

Indians and the Indus of the Greeks (Ancor. c. 58).

Some, asllopkinson (Ugolino, vol.vii), have found the Pi-

son in the Naharmalca, one of the artificial canals which
formerly joined the Euphrates with the Tigris. This

canal is the /lumen regium of Aram. Marc, (xxiii, 6,

§ 25, and xxiv, 6, § 1), and the A rmalchar of Pliny

( N. II. vi, 30). Grotius, on the contrary, considered

it to be the Gihon. Even those commentators who
agree in placing the terrestrial Paradise on the

Shat 1 1-Arab, the stream formed by the junction

of the Tigris and Euphrates, between Ctesiphon

and Apamea, are by no means unanimous as to

which of the brandies, into which this stream is

again divided, the names Pison and Gihon are to

be applied. Calvin (Comm. in Gen.) was the first

to conjecture that the Pison was the most easterly

of these channels, and in this opinion he is followed

by Scaliger and many others. Huet, on the other

hand, conceived that he proved beyond doubt that

Calvin was in error, and that the Pison was the west-

ernmost of the twro channels by which the united

stream of the Euphrates and Tigris falls into the Per-

sian Gulf. He was confirmed by the authority of Bo-
chart (llieroz. pt. ii, 1. 5, c. 5). Junius (I'm!, in Gen.)

and Rask discovered a relic of the name Pison in the

Pasitigris. The advocates of the theory that the true

position of Eden is to be sought for in the mountains
of Armenia have been induced, from a certain resem-
blance in the two names, to identify the Pison with the

Phasis, which rises in the elevated plateau at the foot

of Mount Ararat, near the sources of the Tigris and Eu-
phrates. Reland (ele Situ parad. ten: Ugolino, vol. vii),

Calmet (Diet. s. v.), Link (Urwelt, i, 307), Rosenm idler

(Ilandb. der bibl. A It.), and Hartmann have given their

suffrages in favor of this opinion. Raumer (quoted by
Delitzsch, Genesis) endeavored to prove that the Pison

was the Phasis of Xenophon (Anab. iv, G), that is. the

Aras or Araxes, which flows into the Caspian Sea.

There remain yet to be noticed the theories of Leclerc

(Comm. in Gen.) that the Pison was the Chrysorrhoas,

the modern Barada, which takes its rise near Damas-
cus ; and that of Buttmann (.4 elt. Erdk. p. 32), who iden-

tified it with the Besynga or Irabatti, a river of Ava.

Mendelssohn (Comm. on Gen.) mentions that some affirm

the Pison to be the Gozan of 2 Kings xvii, 6 and 1
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Chron. v, 2P>. which is supposed to he a river, and the

same with the Ki/.il-l'/cn in Hyrcania. Colonel Ches-

ln-y. from the results of extensive observations in Ar-

menia, was "led to infer thai the rivers known by the

comparatively l< rn namt - of Halys and Araxes arc

those which, in the book of Genesis, have the nami - oi

Pison and Gihon; and thai the country within the

former is the land of Havilah, while thai which borders

ii] ><>t i the latter is the »t ill more remarkable country of

Cush" (ExpetLto Euphr.and Tigris, i, 267).— Smith.

Faber incline- to make it the Absarus of Pliny, or Ba-

tum of modern geographers, which rises in Armenia

and flows into the Black Sea: but Dr. Hales considers

the Araxes to have a better claim ;
and this last specu-

j

lation (for nothing better can any of the assigned posi-

tions be called I seems to derive support from the author

of the apocrypha] hock of I'.oclesia-ticus. who, speaking

of a wise man. says that "he tillelh all things with his

wisdom," or spreads it on every side, "as Phison and

Tigris" spread their waters "in the time of the new

fruits," that is. when they are swollen by the melting

of the winter snows, thus seeming to indicate a river

rising in a cold and mountainous region. The men-

tion oi gold as the special product of the vicinity in-

clines to the view which regards the Pishon as identi-

cal with the Phasis of antiquity; and the resemblance

of names confirms this. See Eden.

Pis'pah (lleh. Pispah', riBOB, perh. expansion;

Sept. <bao(f>a), the second of the three sons id'. tether, of

the tribe of Asher (1 Chron. vii, 38). B.C. cir. 1017.

Pistachio. See Nut.

Pistis Sophia (i. e. the Believing Wisdom) is the

name of a newly discovered Gnostic work, fully entitled

Pistis Sophia, Opus Gnosticum e codice manuscripta ' 'qp-

tico-Latine vertit M. G. Schwartze, edidit ./. //. Peter-

mann I Berl. 1851 |. The date is doubtful; it evidently

belongs to the period whenValentinian Gnosticism had
readied LtS lull de\ elopment aboul the close, therefore.

of the 2d century. The general dogmas oftheValen-

tinian system are found in it. though half buried in a

luxurious and monotonous vegetation. The theme is

always the same- a gnosis, or hidden doctrine, which

brings salvation by simple illumination. Jesus Christ

returns from i he heavens into which he had reascended,

and appears to his disciples on the .Mount of olives, to

reveal to them the sublime mysteries of the truth. They
form around him the inner and privileged circle of the

spiritual ones, whose charge it is to transmit this hid-

den manna to the pneumatic men of future fenerations.

All these revelations revolve around the destiny of

Sophia, who here symbolizes, far more clearly than

an g the early Yaleiitinians, the melancholy con-

dition of the human soul, which, as the punishment for

having sought to overpass the limits of its original

sphere, is tormented by the cosmical powers, among
which we recognise the Demiurgus, He produces, i>\

emanation, a terrible power with a lion face, which,

BUrrounded by Other similar emanation-, terrifies the

Hold.' and ardent exiled Sophia, even in the dark re-

gions of matter, flashing in lore her eyes a false and

misguiding brightness. Nevertheless she doe- not lose

courage; she still hopes and believes. Hence she de-

serves the name of the Believing Wisdom. Twelve
times she invokes the Deliverer in -train- oi passionate

and truly Bublime supplication; these .are her twelve

Nunc cujus Trvivpa alacre, progreditor,

ut dicat Bolutii m duodecimal fitravoiaq irioreuic ao-

rti'm ." Pist. Soph. p. Tin. Her deliverance is accom-
plished l>> mean- of an equal niimher of interventions

on the part of Jesus. A- the fall, or sin. is nothing more

than an obscuration produced by matter, so salvation

is simply a return to the light This division of the

lameiiiai - of Sophia and the interventions oi J sus

pradiices a wearisome amount of repetition; the aspi-

rations of the soul are. however, rendered with a force

all the more poetic because bo largely derived from

the Old Testament Tn particular, all the penitential

Psalms are applied to Sophia, being wrested from their

natural meaning.

"O Lifrlit of lights." she exclaims, "thou whom I have
seen from the beginning, listen to the cry of my repeuting"
(Lumen lumiuum, cui hriartwa iude ati initio, .-mil i igitnr
nunc, hiineii. ineaiu fitrdvotav, ibid. "Save me, O
Light, from my own thoughts, which are evil. I have fall-

en Into the infernal regions. False lights have led me
astray, and now I am lost in these chaotic depths. I can-

: my wim's and return to my place, for the evil

powers Bent forth by my enemy, and most of all this non-
fat ed power, hold me captive." I have cried for help, hut
my voice dies in the night I have lifted up mj
the heights, that thou mayest come to my aid, Light
Bat I have found none but hostile powers, who n
my affliction, and seek to increase it by patting oat the
spark ot thine which is in me. Now, O Light of troth, in
the sj ni pi icity ofmy heart I have followed the fal-e bright-
ness w hich I mistook for thine. My sin is wholly before
thee. Leave me not to suffer longer, for I have cried to
;i from the beginning. It is forthee that I am plunged
into this affliction. Behold me iu this place weeping, cry-

ing out again for the liL'ht which I have seen upon the
heights. Hence the rage of those who keep the doors of
my prison, if thou wilt conic and save me, great is thy
mercj

;
grantmy supplication. Deliver roe from this dark

matter, lest I be, a- it were, swallowed up in it" (Libera
me e u\»; htijus caliginis, ibid. p. 34). "O Light, cast
upon me'the flame of thy compassion, for I am in bitter

anguish. Haste thee, hear me. I have waited for my
spouse that he might conn- and fight for me, and he comes
not. Instead of light, I have received darkness and mat-
ter. I will praise thee, I will glorify thy name: let my
hymn ri-e with acceptance to thee at the L'aics of light
Let my whole soul be purified from matter, and dwell iu
the divine city. Let all souls whi<
admitted therein" (-fi^m ltortim qui BUSCipient iny-tei'i-

mn. ibid. p. 36). The -ame cry rises twelve times to the
Deliverer. " I am become." says Sophia again, " like the
daemon who dwells in matter, in whom all fight is extinct.

I am myself become matter. My strength is turned to

stone in me" (Atqne men vis congclascuii in me, ibid.

p. 43). "1 have set my love in thee. O Light, leave nte

not in the chaos. Deliver me by thy knowledge" Li-

bera mea in tua cognitione, ibid, p. 56). "My trust is in

thee : I will rejoice, I will sinir praise to thy glory, because
thou hast had pity on me. Give me thy baptism, and
wash away my sins."

was skilfullyThis mythology, full of poetic

-pi-cad as a veil over the .abstractions of Gnosticism,

and adapted them to the taste of subtle and unhealthy

minds. The dialogue between .1. -us and bis disciples,

iii spite of its uniformity, pleased the nailers of the

apocryphal Gospels, and satisfied those feverish imagi-

nations which had losl tht sense of true beauty. Pride

found its gratification in these new mysteries, which

emulated in every respect those of Eleusis or ofMithra.

See Cramer. Beitragi zur Beforderung theolog. Kennt-

nissi i 1778), iii, 82 sq.; KostYin, Das gnostischt S

/;. Pistis Sophia, in Zeller's Theol. Jahrb. (Tub. L854),

vol. iandii. See Gnosticism. (J.H.W.)

Pistoja, Si NOD 01 . in 1786. marks one of the many
reformatory movements in the Roman Catholic Church
which remained without any effect Leopold of Tus-

can}' t . i. x.i. actuated by the same sense in which his

brother Joseph II id' Austria acted, tried to ameliorate

the affairs of the ( latholic ( Ihurch in his country. For

this purpose he issued dan. 26, 1786, a circular-address

to his bishops, containing fiftj -sevi n articli 9 of his re-

formatory plan, which he wished them to examine re-

spectively, and carry out The most important points

for consideration were. 1. The necessity >( holding an-

nual synods in each diocese; 2. The restitution of the

episcopal power; "•. A scientific training of the clergy,

and a religious education of the people. This circular-

address was prepared by I he grand-duke himself, who
was well versed in theological literature. He gave his

bishops -ix months' time for isideration, bnt after this

time he expected ilieni to answer in a frank and cate-

gorical manner. Aim. .si all the bishops opposed : among
those who favored the plan was the bishop of Pistoja,

Scipio Ricci, who. having high notions of religious

purity, attempted Other reforms. In September. 1786,

Ricci assembled a diocesan council at Pistoja, which was
..peii.d Sept 18 iii the church of St Leopold. Two
hundred and thirlv-foiir clergymen w ere present, among
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whom was the greatest unanimity. Among the passed

resolutions we find several that aimed to enlighten the

people as to the proper limits of image-worship and the

invocation of the saints ; suppression of certain relics

which gave occasion to superstitious practices; encour-

agement to spread religious works, especially the Gospel,

among the flock. Besides advocating the use of the

liturgy in the oral language of the country, and expos-

ing the abuse of indulgences, the spiritual independence

of the bishops was maintained, and the four propositions

of the Gallican Church of 1682 (comp. the art. Gallic -an

Church, iii, 725, of this Cyclop.) were adopted. The

synod also recommended that the ecclesiastical law of

marriage should be subject to the law of the country.

The minutest attention was paid to the reform of mon-

achism—all orders should be united into one, and per-

petual vows should be restricted or abolished— and

Church discipline, and to carry this out the convocation

of a national synod was expressed as very desirable.

The grand-duke, who welcomed these resolutions with

great joy, convoked a council at Florence of the bishops

of Tuscany, April 23, 1787, and proposed to them fifty-

seven articles concerning the reform of ecclesiastical

discipline. The result was, that all articles were either

laid aside or so modified as to lose their importance.

The government did not abandon its reformatory plans,

and allowed every bishop to do in his diocese what he

pleased. Leopold's successor abandoned all these plans,

ami suffered a papal bull, Auctorem Jidei, dated Aug.

28, 1794, to condemn the eighty-five propositions of

the Synod of Pistoja. Comp. Atti e decreti del con-

cilio diacesano di Pistoja a. 1786, edited by Bracali

and translated into Latin: Acta et decreta synodi dios-

ces. Pistoriensis (1791, 2 vols.). The proceedings, pub-

lished at the expense of the grand-duke, and prepared

by C. Cambiagi in 7 vols., were also translated into

Latin: Acta congregationis archiepiscoporum et epis-

coporum Hetrurice Florenties anno 1787 celebratee, Ex
Italico translata a J. Schwarzel (Bamb. 1790-1791);

Vie de Scipion de Ricci, par de Potter (Bruss. 1825, 3

vols.), German transl. 4 vols. (Stuttg. 1820) ; Wolf, Ge-

schichte der rdm.-kathol. Kirche unter Pius VI (Leips.

1790); Munch, Leopold von Oesterrtich, in his Derik-

wurdigkeitm, p. 303 sq. ; Ilerzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v.;

Theologisches Universal- Lexikon, s. v.; IL B. Smith,

History of the Church of Christ in Chronological Tables,

p.619;* Kurtz, Lehrbuchder Kirchengi schichti . ^ 104, p. 9

;

Niedner, Lehrbuch der christl. Kirchengeschichte, p. 846;

Hagenbach- Hurst, History of the Church in the 18th

and IQth Centuries, ii, 433 ; Evangelische Kirchenzeitung

(1820), p. 270 sq. ; Denzin^er, Enchiridion sumbolorum
et definitionum (4th ed. 1805), p. 388 sq., " Praeposvtiones

85 Synodi dicecesaiue Pistoriensis damnatm a Pio IT
per const it titionem ' Auctorem fidei"' Aug. 28, 1794;
Ranke, in Zeitschrift fur historische Theologie, 1871,

iii, art. ii. (B. P.)

Pistor, Henricus, is the author of a Latin hymn,
" De S. Jolianne Baptista," commencing, " Pro?cursoris

et Baptists." The only notice we have of Pistor is

that given by Clichtovlus in Elucidator Eccles. p. 198,

where we read: " Auctor ejus (viz. of the hymn) fuisse

traditur eximius pater Henricus Pistor, doctor theolo-

gus Parisiensis, et in religiosa domo Sti. Yictoris juxta
Parisios monasticam vitam professus, qui etiam Con-
cilio Constantinensi (1414-18) interfuit, eaque tempes-
tate, doctrina et virtute mirifice floruit." This is about
all. As to the hymn itself, the first verse runs thus:

Prsecursoris et Baptistie
Diem istum chorus iste

Veueretur landibns.
Vero die jam dii-sc.it,

Ut in nostris elncescat
Verus dies mentions.

See Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnol. ii, 169; Trench, Sacred
Latin Poetry, p. 91 sq. ; Rambach, Anthologie christl.

Gesange, p. 364. (B. P.)

Pistorius (Germ. Becker~), a name common to many

PIT

theologians in the first two centuries of the Reformation,

of whom we mention the following:

1. Conrad, a Brunswick theologian. Together with

Paul Eitzen, of Hamburg, and Joachim Morlin, of Bruns-

wick, he took part in the proceedings of the Harden-
berg controversy (comp. Herzog, Ri-a/-I\mgklop. v, 510

sq.). In 1502 he was superintendent in Giistrow; in

1572 the duke Ulric of Mecklenburg dismissed him
from his estates. He then went to Rostock ; thence to

Antwerp and Vienna; was appointed superintendent

at Hildesheim, and. when expelled, returned again to

Brunswick, where he died in 1588. See Herzog, Rzal-

Encyklop. s. v. ; Theologisches Universul-Lexikon, s. v.

2. John (1), at first a Roman Catholic priest of St.

John's in Nidda, a Hessian city, afterwards first Lu-
theran pastor and superintendent there, took part with

Melancthon and Bucer as a representative of the Prot-

estants in the colloquy at Patisbon in 1541, and after-

wards at Worms in 1557. In 1544 he was very ac-

tive in aiding the prince Herman, count of Wied, to

introduce the Reformation in the archbishopric of Co-

logne, but the battle at Mlihlberg put an end to the

whole movement. Pistorius died in 1583. See Herzog,

Real-Encyklop. s. v. ; Theolog. Univi rsal-Lexihon, s. v.;

Smith, Hist, of the Church of Christ in Chronological

Tables, p. 53 ; Kurtz, Lehrbuch der Kirchengesch. § 135,

3 ; Niedner, Lehrbuch der christl. Kirchengesch. p. 035.

3. John (2) (also called Xiddauus, from his native

place), son of the former, was born Feb. 4, 1546. He
studied first medicine, law, and history, and finally the-

ology. Originally a Lutheran, he became next a zeal-

ous Calvinist, and induced the first son of the margrave

Charles II of Baden, Ernest Frederick, to join him.

Soon afterwards he joined the Roman Catholic Church,

in which alone he could see the continuity of the

Church of Christ, and induced the second son of the

margrave Jacob to follow him. In behalf of his patron,

he held in 1589 a colloquy at Baden with Andrea and

Heerbrand, who represented Lutheranism, and Schyrius,

who represented Calvinism. A second colloquy he held

at Emmendingen in 1590, with Dr. Peppus, of Strasburg.

After the death of his patron, Pistorius went to Frei-

burg and Constance ; became doctor of theology, canon

of Constance, cathedral-provost of Breslau, and imperial

counsellor to the emperor Rudolph II. Pistorius died

in 1608. In his Theorema de fidei Christiana defnita

mensura, and in Unser von Goth s Gi naden Jakobs Mark-
grafen zu Baden . . . christl. erhebliche und wohlfun-

dirte Motifen, etc., he endeavored to justify his own and

his patron's conversion to the Church of Rome. His

polemics against Luther in his A natomia Lutheri,seu de

septem spiritibus Lulheri, called forth a number of re-

joinders. Pistorius is also the author of some medical

works, and some historical works on Poland, Germany,

Hungary, and Spain. In the service of the Church of

Rome, Pistorius also wrote a Wegioeiser fur alle ver-

fiihrten Christen, to which Dr. Mentzer replied in his

Anti - Pistorius. See Fechti Historia Colloquii Em-
mendingerisis, mi subjicitur protocollum et conclusio (Ros-

tockii, 1709) ; Herzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v. ; Theolog.

Universal-Lexikon, s. v. ; Jocher, Gelehrten-Lexikon, s. v.

;

Buchanan, Justification (see Index).

4. Theophili's (1), succeeded the excellent John
Mathesius (q. v.) in the ministry at Joachimsthal ; and

his son,

5. Theophilus (2), a great Oriental scholar, lectured

at Leipsic, Tubingen, Jena, and Copenhagen, and wrote

Enchiridion Ungual sanctie grammaticani (Leips. 1012),

etc. See Herzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v. ; Jocher, Gi l< hrtt u-

Lexikon, s. v. ; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 106 ; Steinschneider,

Bibliog. Handbuch, p. 11 1, No. 1574. (B. P.)

Pit. In the A. V. this word appears with a figura-

tive as well as a literal meaning. It passes from the

facts that belong to the outward aspect of Palestine

and its cities to states or regions of the spiritual wortf

With this power it is used to represent several Hebn
and Greek words, and the starting-point which the
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end meaning presents for the spiritual is, in each case,

a subject of some interest

1.01 ill'-- bar, lis (root 1K3, cognate *n:

a well '. occurs most frequently, and means a deep hole

or pit. dm,' in tin' firsl instance for a well, or a cistern

hewn "i- 'Hi in Btone, a reservoir, which the oriental-

arc in iln- lial.'u of preparing in those regions where

there are few or no springs, for the purpose ofpreserv-

. ater for travellers and cattle. Thesecistems

and trenches are often withoul water, no Bupply being

obtainable for them excepl from the rain. In old de-

terns the water leaks out, or becomes slimy

(jer. H. L3 . Such cisterns or pits, when withoul water,

were often used in the East apparently for three pur-

lace of sepultun (Psa. xxviii, 1 ; xxx,

1: I-a. xxxviii, 18), hence TI3
-~— .

•• th<> thai go

down i" tin- pit" a phrase of frequenl occurrence, em-

ployed sometimes i" denote dying without hope, bul

commonly a simple going down to the place ol the

dead (see Gesen. Lex. -.\.<: also, "the graves sel in

of the pit" (Exod. xxxii, 23), the recesses cm

out for purposes of burial: or they mighl be the natural

Gssun - in the rocks, abounding in all limestone forma-

tions, of which iln- rocks of Sj ria and Palestine chiefly

"they shall be gathered as

prison rs are gathi red in the pit, and shall he shul up"

(Isa. xxiv, 22; also Jer. xxwii. 16; Exod. xii, _".»).

The pii or dungeon was a common place of punishment

in the East, and very dreadful it was. as the case of

Jeremiah illustrates (Jer. xxxviii. I. '.<
|. To he d id

to the pit was often to he lefl i" a slow death by starva-

tion; and i" he saved from such a doom was regarded

reatesl of all deliverances. Hence ii was used

i ch. ix. 11). In the case

,. Reuben suggested the pit as a device for

saving hi- brother; the others hostile to Joseph adopted

it a- the ni"-i Becret, and. they might think, the leasl

guilty method ol making away with him (Gen.xxxvii,

in this word, as in the cognate

"XI . (which is likewise rendered pit in Gen.XlV,

10; Psa. lv. •.':'.: Ixix, 15; Prov. xxiii. 27), the special

thought is that of a pii or well dug for water (Gesen.

Thesaur. .-. \. I. The process of desynonymizing which
ii- lo have confined the

former i" the state of the well or cistern, dug into the

rock, bul ii" longer filled with water. Thus, where the

sciiM- iii In. ih cases is figurative, and the same English

word is used, we have pii {beer) connected with the

••deep water," "the water-flood," " the deep" (Psa. Ixix,

16), while in pit ( ~"2) there is nothing hul I he •• miry

day" (Psa. xl,2). Its dreariest feature is thai there is

'no water" in it (Zech. ix. 1 1 t. So far the idea in-

volved has been rather that of misery and despair than

of death. But in the phrase "they thai go down to

the pit" (*VI3) it becomes even more constantly than

\iiis noticed below (skeol, shackath) the rep-

resentative of the world of the dead
| Ezek. xxxi. II.

ii, 18, 24; Psa. xxviii, 1 ; cxliii, ?). There

may have been tw.> reasons for this transfer: 1. The
wide, deep excavation became iln- place of burial The
"graves "ere Bel ill the sides ol the pii" (Ml

I I
l"./'k.

xxxii. 24). T" one looking into it, it was visibly the

I the dead, while the vaguer, more mysterious

Sheol carried the thoughts further to an invisible home.
'_'. The pit, however, in this sense, was never simply

equivalent i" burial-place. There i- alwaj - implied in

and condemnation. Tin-, i

ipparently in the use made «
- 1 i

heii had ii in t never bet n wells, or had lost

. "i water. The prisoni t in the land of his

ft to perish in 1 1"' pn (66i ) (Zech. ix.

11 . ' -i "I all deliverances i- that the cap-

leased from the slow death of starvation

in it (shachaih, Isa. Ii. 14). The history of Jeremiah,

cast ini" the dun-eon or pit (b6r) (Jer. xxxviii, 6, 9),

l.i down i ii- depths with cords, sinking into the

filth at the l>"li"in i hen- also there i- ii" water), with

.hath by hunger staring him in the face, shows how

terrible an instrument "I punishment was such a pit.

The conditi f the Athenian primmer.- in the stone*

quarries "i Syracuse (Thuc vii, 87), the Persian pun-

ishment of the airoBog (< 3 , the oubliettes

of mediaeval prisons, present instances of cruelty more

..r less analogous. It is not strange that with these as-

sociations of material horror clustering round, it should

have involved more of the idea of a place of punish-

ment for the haughty or unjust than did the sheol or

the grave. See Wi-.u..

•_'. Shdchath, nniO, of which, as well as in the cognate

nnittj, shuchah (rendered "pit" iii Prov. xx, 14; Jer.

ii. 6 : xviii. 20, 22 ), MHO, ski ehuth (" pit," Prov. xxviii,

10), rTr. shechith ("p'it,"Lam.iv,20; "destruction,"

l*sa. cvii. 20), and ~~rt. shichdh ("pit," Psa. lvii. 6;

cxix, 85; Jer. xviii, 22), as the root PVI13 slews, the

sinking of the pit is the primary thought (Gesen. The-

saur. s.v.). Ii is <\"'a into the earth (Psa. ix, 16; cxix,

85). A pit thus made and then covered lightly over,

served a- a trap by which animals or men might he en-

snared l
Psa. xxxv, 7i. Ii thus became a type of sor-

row and confusion, from which a man could not extri-

cate himself, of the great doom which come- to all men.

of the dreariness of death (Job xxxiii. 18, 24, 28, 30).

I" "go down t" the pit" is t" die without hope. It is

the penalty of evil-doers, that from which the righteous

arc delivered by the hand of God. See Trap.

;;. s/,,ol. ;xr. in Numb. xvi. 30, ">:;
: Job xvii, 1G.

Here the word i- one which is used only of the hollow,

shadowy world, the dwelling of the dead, and as such

it has been treated of under IIki.i..

I. Other Hebrew words rendered pit iii the A. V. are

the following: "".. gib, something cut out, hence a cis-

tern in the rock (Jer. xiv,3); and the cognate X"'.. gebe

(Isa. xxx. 1 1; Jer. xiv. 3); y?"<- gumdis, something

dug ( only Ecclcs. x, 8) ; and "TIE. pdchath, an < xcava-

tion (2 Sam. xvii. 9; xviii. 17: Isa. xxiv. 17. 18; Jer.

xh iii. 43, 1 1 :

•• hole,"' Jer. xlviii, 28; " snare." Sam. iii,

47). The term mdhamor6th,\ ^~*?. rendered "deep

pits" (Psa. cxl, 10), properly signifies streams, whirl-

pools, abysses ofwater. 1 he rabbins. Symmachus, and
Jerome understood pits ofwater.

5. The Greek terms are the following: in Rev. ix. 1.

2, and elsewhere, the "bottomless pit" is the transla-

tion of ro tppsap ti,ij aflvoo-ov. The A. V. has rightly

taken tbpiap lure as the equivalent ol bdr rather ih.au

beer. The pii of the abyss i- as a dungeon. It is

opened with a key (Rev. ix. 1; xx. I). Satan is cast

into it, as a prisoner (xx, 2). In .Matt. xii. 11. -pit"

is the rendering of /3i $uvoe. a deep//./, or "ditch" (aa

rendered iii .Man. xv, 1 1 : Luke vi,39). See ClSTEBN.

Pitaka or Pitakattayan (Pali pitahan, a "bas-

ket," and tdyo, "three"), the sacred books of the Bud-

dhisls. The text of the I'itaka is divided into three

greal classes. The instructions contained in the first

class, called Winaya, were addn ssed to the priests; those

in i be second class, Sutra, to the laity : and those in the

third class. Abhidarma, to the dewas and brahmas of

the celestial worlds. There is a commentary called the

Atthakatka, which, until recently, was regarded a- of

equal authority with the text. The text, a- we learn

from .Mr. Spence Hardy, was orally preserved until the

reign of the Singhalese monarch \Vattagamani, who

reigned from B.C. 104 i" B.C. 76, when ii was commit-

ted i" writing in the island of Ceylon. The commen-
tary was written by Badhagosha in A.D. 120. To es-

tablish the text of the Pitakas three several convoca-

tions were held. The firsl met B.G 543, when the

whole wa- 1. hearsed, every bj liable being repeated with
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the utmost precision, and an authentic version estab-

lished, though not committed to writing. The second

convocation was held in B.C. 443, when the whole was
again rehearsed, in consequence of certain usages hav-

ing sprung up contrary to the teachings of Buddha.

The third convocation took place B.C. 308, when the

Pitakas were again rehearsed, without either retrench-

ment or addition. These sacred books are of immense
size, containing, along with the commentary, nearly

2,000,000 lines. See Buddhists.

Pitcairn, Alexander, a Scottish divine who flour-

ished in the second half of the 17th century, and ap-

pears to have been obliged to seek refuge in Holland, is

known to us only as the author of, Compendiaria Phy-

siolorjue Aristotelian una cum Anatome Cartesianismi

(Lond. 1676, 12mo) :

—

llarmonia Eranr/elica Apostolo-

rum Pauli <t Jamb! in Doctrina deJustif. etc. (Kotterd.

1685, 4to). In the last-named work, which is of a con-

troversial nature, Pitcairn opposes Socinians, Papists,

and Arminians in general, and Curcelheus, Morns, Bull,

Sherlock, and Baxter in particular. There is a good
deal of learning and acuteness displayed in the book,

and he deserves the study of Calvinists. (J. H. W.)

Pitcaime, Alexander, another Scottish divine,

flourished about the same time as the preceding. He
was minister at Oron. He published The Spiritual

Sacrifice, a treatise concerning the saints' communion
with God in prayer (Edinb. 1664, 2 vols. 4to).

Pitch is the rendering in the A. V. of two Hebrew

words, ze'pheth, HBT, and Jco'pher, "153. The former

is from the root zuplt, S^T, to flow, or be liquid (like the

German Schmalz, from the verb schmelzen) (Exod. ii, 3
;

Isa. xxxiv, 9 ; comp. Mishna, Schab. 2). The latter is

from the root 123, to cover or smear, and is used in

Gen. vi, 14, where the Sept. has ducpaXTov, the Vulg.

Mtumen. The word iBfl, chemur, rendered "slime"

(Gen. xi, 3; xiv, 10; Exod. ii, 3), likewise belongs

here. The three Hebrew terms all represent the same

object, viz. mineral pitch or asphalt, in its different as-

pects: zepheth (the zift of the modern Arabs,Wilkinson,

Anc. Egypt, ii, 120) in its liquid state, chemur in its solid

state, from its red color, though also explained in refer-

ence to the manner in which it boils up (the former,

however, being more consistent with the appearance of

the two terms in juxtaposition in Exod. ii, 3; A. V.
" pitch and slime") ; and kopher, in reference to its use

in overlaying wood-work (Gen. vi, 14). Asphalt is an

opaque, inflammable substance, which bubbles up from
subterranean fountains in a liquid state, and hardens by
exposure to the air, but readily melts under the influ-

ence of heat. In the latter state it is very tenacious,

and was used as a cement in lieu of mortar in Babylonia
(Gen. xi, 3; Strabo, xvi, 743; Herod, i, 179), as well as

for coating the outsides of vessels (Gen. vi, 14; Jose-

phus, War, iv, 8, 4), and particularly for making the

papyrus boats of the Egyptians water-tight (Exod. ii,

3 ; Wilkinson, ii, 120). The Babylonians obtained their

chief supply from springs at Is (the modern Hit), which
are still in existence (Herod, i, 179). The Jews and Ara-
bians got theirs in large quantities from the Dead Sea,

which hence received its classical name ofLacus A sphal-

tites. The latter was particularly prized for its purple hue
(Pliny, xxviii, 23). In the early ages of the Bible the

slime-pits (Gen. xiv, 10), or springs of asphalt, were ap-

parent in the vale of Siddim, at the southern end of the

sea. They are now concealed through the submergence
of the plain, and the asphalt probably forms itself into

a crust on the bed of the lake, whence it is dislodged by
earthquakes or other causes. Early writers describe

the masses thus thrown up on the surface of the lake as

of very considerable size (Josephus, War, iv, 8,4; Tacit.

Hist, v, G ; Diod. Sic. ii, 48). This is now a rare occur-
rence (r'ooinson, i, 617), though smail pieces may con-
stantly be picked up on the shore. The inflammable

nature of pitch is noticed in Isa. xxxiv, 9.—Smith. See
Asphaltum ; Bitumen.

Pitcher in the A. V. represents the following words

in the original : 1. 13, lead; Sept. vSpia ; Vulg. hydria,

lagenu ; akin to Sanscrit hut and kc'iCoc. ; rendered

"barrel" (1 Kings xvii, 12; xviii, 33). 2. x3J and

?!?3, nebel; Sept. dyyelov; Vulg. vas; A. V. "bottler-

only once a "pitcher" (Lam. iv, 2), where it is joined

with b"in, an earthen vessel (Gesen. Thesaur. p. 522).

3. In the X. T. Ktpdfiiov, twice only (Mark xiv, 13;
Luke xxii, 10). It denotes the water-jars or pitchers

with one or two handles, used chiefly by women for car-

rying water, as in the story of Rebecca (Gen. xxiv, 15-

20; but see Mark xiv. 13; Luke xxii, 10). This prac-

tice has been and is still usual both in the East and
elsewhere. The vessels used for the purpose are gener-
ally carried on the head or on the shoulder. The Beda-
win women commonly use skin-bottles. Such was the
" bottle" carried by Hagar (Gen. xxi. 14 ; Harmer, Obs.

iv. 2 16 : Layard, Nin. <m<l Bab.p. 578 ; Roberts, Sh tches,

pi. 164; Arvieux, Trav. p. 203; Burckhardt, Notes on

Bed. i, 351 ; Thomson, Land and Book, ii, 379). The
same word kad is used of the pitchers employed by
Gideon's 300 men (Judg. vii, 16), where the use made
of them marks the material. Also the vessel (A. V.
barrel) in which the meal of the Sareptan widow was
contained (1 Kings xvii, 12), and the " barrels" of water

used by Elijah at Mount Carmel (xviii, 33). It is also

used figuratively of the life of man (Eccles. xii, 6). It

is thus probable that earthen vessels were used by the

Jews as they were by the Egyptians for containing both
liquids and dry provisions (Birch, Anc. Pottery, i. 43).

At the Fountain of Nazareth may be seen men and
women with pitchers which scarcely differ from those

in use in Egypt and Nubia (Roberts, Sketches, pi. 29,

164). The water-pot of the woman of Samaria was
probably one of this kind, to be distinguished from the

much larger amphora? of the marriage-feast at Cana.

—

Smith. See Bottle; Cruse; Ewer; Flagon; Pot.

Egyptian P!

Pitcher, Edwin Frank, a minister of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church, was born Feb. 14, 1846, near Fair-

mount, Marion County, West Virginia. He was the

youngest of thirteen children. Very early in life he

gave evidence of religious culture, and at the age of

eleven was converted, and joined the Methodists. His

school life was noted for its spiritual tone. At fourteen

he entered Dickinson College. At sixteen he took the

prize medal in the junior contest, and graduated the

first in his class. The year following his graduation he

became professor in Emory Female College, Carlisle, Pa.,

and while in this position was licensed to preach. Im-

pressed with the value of a higher theological training,

he went to Evanston ; but the climate proving unfa-

vorable to his health, he returned to his home. In the

fall of 1865 he entered the theological school at ( "uncord,

N.H., where he remained until the spring of 1867, when

he graduated. Joining the New England Conference,

he was sent to Amherst, Mass., which was a new field
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for Methodism. In 1868 he was called to Morgantown, ' of the Nile. Moat writers, however, regard the ruins at

Weal Virginia where his labors were very BuccessfuL Abu-Kesheid as marking the Bite of Heroopolis. Ac-

:„ was Btationed at Lawrence, Mass., bul and- cordinglythe scholars who accompanied the 1 rench ex-

ing his wife's health failing, he entered the Philadel-

phia Conference, and in Mar.),. L872, was Btationed at

Lebanon, Pa. In March, 1873, be was Bent to Allen-

town, Pa., which proved to be his last appointment. In

I
of 1875, his own health Failing, be sailed tor

! Returning the middle of September, his pas-

toral work occupied his time until Feb.23,wben he was

taken with hemorrhage from the lungs. II-' died May

18, 1876. His scholarship was thorough ana elevated,

his Btyle classic and chaste. His manner was gentle

and unpretentious, and his presentati f truth force-

ful and vivid. His favorite theme was the all-power-

ful Name. See Zion's Herald, Aug. 1". L876.

Pi'thom (Heb. Pithom', DilB, meaning, if of Heb.

derivation, mouth of Thorn; bul the word is probably

Egyptian, meaning ifo [cityol
]

i

I

I

oi the store-cities buill by the

Israelites for the first oppressor, the Pharaoh "which

knew not Joseph"! Exod.i, 11). In the Heb. these cities

are two, Pithom and Raamses ; the Sept. adds ( »n as a

third. It is probable that Pithom lay in the most east-

ern pari of Lower Egypt, like Raamses, if, as is reason-

able, we Buppose the latter to be the Rameses mentioned

elsewhere, and that the [srai lites were occupied in pub-

lic works within or mar to the land of Goshen. See

Raamses. Herodotus mentions a town called Patumus,

UarovyiOQ, which Beems to be the same as the Thoum

or Thou of the Itinerary of Antoninus, probablj the

military station Tkohu ofthe Notitia. Whether or not

Patumus be the Pithom of Scripture, there can be little

doubl that the name is identical. The first part is the

same as in Bu-bastis and Bn-siris, either the definite

article masculine or a possessive pronoun, unless indeed,

with Brugsch, we read the Egyptian word " abode" pa,

and suppose thai it commences these names. See l't-

bese in. The second part appears to be the name of

Atum or Turn, a divinity worshipped at On, or Heli-

opolis, as well as l.'a. both being forms ofthe sun [see

On], and ii i- noticeable that Thoum or Thou was very

near the Hi liopolite uome, and perhaps more anciently

within it.
;and that a monument at Abu-Kesheid shows

thai the worship ofHeliopolis extended along the valley

of the canal ofthe Red Sea. As we find Thoum and

Patumus and Rameses in or mar to the land of Goshen,

there can be no reasonable doubt thai we have here a

di nee to Pithom and Raamses, and the prob-

able connection in both cases with Heliopolis confirms

the conclusion. It is remarkable that the Coptic version

off ion. xlvi. 28 mentions Pithom lor. or instead of, the

Heroopolis ofthe Sept. Whether Patumus and rhoum
be the same, and the position ofone or both, have j el to

mined, before we can speak positively as to the

Pithom of Exodus. Herodotus places Patumus in the

Arabian nome upon the canal of the Red Sea (ii, 48).

I Antoninus puis Thou fifty Roman miles

from Heliopolis, and forty-eight from Pelusium; But

tin- ]i ms too far north for Patumus, and also for Pi-

thom, it thai place were mar Heliopolis, as its name
and connection with Raamses Beem to indicate. It was

twelve miles from Vicus Judseorum, according to the

Itinerary. It must therefore have been somewhere over

against Wady Tumilat. or the valley of Thorn, or near

the uthofthal valley, and not tar tr Pi-beseth or

Bubastis, now called Tell Basta. Tell el-Kebir, or "the
Gri al lhap." which is a little to the south of it. may

be t he Bite of ancii nl Pithom. Heroopolis,

which had so long disappeared, and had almost become
mythical, may, after all, be the Bame as Pithom. Hero-

opolis, according to Ptolemy, lay al the extremity of

Trajan'- canal, i.e. iis eastern extremity, v. here it joined

or approached the more ancient canal of Pharaol

possibly al or within the month of ihis valley, and. ac-

cording to .Manet ho. nol lar from the Bubastic branch

pedition place Pithom on the site of the present Abkaseh,

at the entrance of the Wady Tumilat. where' there was

at all times a strong military post Si e Hengstenberg,

Du Biicker MosesundAegypten; I>u BoisAyme, in De-

script, ib VEgypte, xi. :!77 : xviii. 1. 372; Champollion,

VEgypU sous lea Pharaons, i. 1 7 _'
: Li, 58. See Goshi s.

Pi'thon (Heb. Pithon', '"~~Z- perh.

|

Ftirsl |; Sept. *t&(iv), the firsl named of four son- of

Micah, the grandson of Jonathan, son of king Saul (I

Chron. viii,38; ix, 11 .. B.C.posl 1050.

Pithon, Francois and Pierri , twin-brothers, were

born Nov. 1. 1539. Both became famous as canonists.

Francois, who died as chancellor of the Parliament at

Paris in 1607, published among other work- the Codex

Dionysius Hadrianus (Le. the collection of canons of

Dionysius Exiguus, as augmented by Adrian). Pierre

occupied Mime ofthe highest official positions, which,

however, he relinquished, in order to give himself en-

tirely to his -indies. After the massacre on Bartholo-

mew's eve, he became a convert to the Roman Catholic

Church, and again came before the public to defend the

conversion of Henry IV. and to effect hi- reconciliation

with Paris. lie died at Noyen-sur-Seine in 1596,

Pierre wrote /.,.< Liberies a\ VEglise Gallica (Par.

1594 '. in 83 articles, to which must be added Du l'uy's

Preuves des Liberies di VEglist Gallicane, di Maistre

Pierri Pithon (ibid. 1652). Both brothers published

an edition of the Corpus juris canon. See Tkeolog.

Universal-Lexikon, s. v. (Ii. 1'.)

Pitiful. See Pity

Pitkin, Caleb, a Presbyterian minister, was horn

in New Hartford. Litchfield Co., Conn.. Feb. 27, 1781.

He graduated at Vale College, New Haven, Conn., in

180G; studied theology privately under Rev. Asahel

Hooker, of Goshen, Conn.; was licensed -Tune 10, 1807,

by the North Congregational Association of Litchfield,

Conn., and supplied for a time the churches of Derby

and Oxford. In 1808 he became pastor of the Church

in Milford, being ordained ami installed by the Wesl

Consociation of New Haven, Conn.; in 1816 he acted as

missionary in Ashtabula and Portage counties, Ohio;

and in 1817 he was in-tailed pastor ofthe Congrega-

tional Church of Charlestown, Portage Co., Ohio, where

he remained about ten years. Previous to the close of

this period measures had been taken by the presbyteries

of Grand River and Portage towards the establishment

of a college. Mr. Pitkin had been an active agent in

this work, and henceforward it was the principal object

of his attention. In L828 he removed to Hudson, where

the Western Reserve College was established, and re-

mained I here till his death. Feb. 5, 1864 See Wilson,

Presb. Hist. Almanac, 1865, p. 169. (J. L S.)

Pitman, Charles, I ».!».. a pioneer preacher of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, was horn near Cookstown,

N..I.. January. 1796. He early embraced religion, he-

came a local preacher in 1817, and the nexl year joined

the Philadelphia Conference. At once he obtained

popularity with all hearers, occupying, from time to

time, the mosl important stations and district- in the

Philadelphia Conference. In the year 1841 he was

elected corresponding secretary of the Missionary So-

ciety. Hi- health failing in L850, he resigned this of-

fice and retired to Trenton, passing serenely and joy-

fully from life in 1854, and leaving a name for Christian

purity, consistency, ministerial ability, and usefulness

which thousands delight to remember. He possessed a

strong memory, a .puck pi rception, with discriminating

judgment, and a holy evangelical fervor stamped his

pulpit labors. Dr. Pitman had not many equals as a

public speaker. His oratory was emphatically not

scholastic, but, like the greal Patrick Henry'.-, the true

eloquence of nature. Although l»r. Pitman was an i a>
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temporaneous preacher, he carefully used his pen in

preparations for the pulpit. Many sermons he wrote

in full, not to read or memorize them, but for the pur-

pose of properly disciplining his thoughts and language,

and for useful reference. Emphatically a preacher of

Christ, the precious atonement became his favorite

theme, and immense multitudes hung delighted upon

his lips while he held up a crucified Saviour. All who
heard believed him to be a man of God, preaching with

divine unction, and they received in faith the words of

truth which he uttered. Dr. Pitman had a fine, large

head, moderately high forehead, and slightly sunken

eyes, his likeness strongly resembling that of the cele-

brated Eobert Hall of England. See New Jersey Me-
morials of Methodism ; Sprague, A nncrfs of the A ineri-

can Pulpit, vol. vii.

Pitman, John Rogers, an English divine, noted

as a classical scholar and general litterateur, was born

about 1782, and was educated at Pembroke College,

Cambridge, in 1804. He became preacher at Berkeley

and Belgrave chapels, and in the Foundling and Mag-
dalen hospitals, and perpetual curate of St. Barnabas

Church, Kensington. He died in 1870. Of his publi-

cations, we mention Excerpta ex variis Romanis Poetis

(Bond. 1808,8vo) -.—Practical Lectures on St. John (1821,

8vo ; supplement, 1822, 8vo) :— Sermons for the Year

(1825, 2 vols. 8vo ; 2d series, 1828) -.—Practical Commen-
tary on the Sermon on the Mount (1852). Mr. Pitman also

edited the works of Dr. Eightfoot (1822-25, 13 vols. 8vo),

and Bingham's Oriyines Ecclesiasticce (1810, 9 vols. 8vo).

Pitri (Sanscrit, i. e. father') is the name affixed in

Hindu mythology to the deified progenitors of mankind,

supposed to inhabit the orbit of the moon.

Pits (or Pitseus\ John, D.D., an English divine,

noted as a biographer, was born at Alton, in Hampshire,

A.D. 1560. He received his early education at Win-
chester School, whence, at the age of eighteen, he was
elected a probationer fellow of New College. Oxford; but

in less than two years he left the kingdom as a volun-

tary Romish exile, and went to Douai. He went thence

to Rheims, and a year afterwards to the English college

at Rome, where he studied seven years, and was then

ordained priest. He returned to hold the professorship

of rhetoric and Greek at Rheims. Towards the end of

1590 he was appointed governor to a young nobleman,

with whom he travelled into Borraine, and afterwards

went through Upper Germany and Italy. He subse-

quently returned to Borraine, wHere he was preferred to

a canonry of Verdun. When he had passed two years

at his new residence, Antonia, daughter of the duke of

Borraine, who had married the duke of Cleves, invited

him to Cleves to be her confessor. He continued in her

service twelve years, till her death, when he returned a

third time to Borraine, and was promoted to the dean-

ery of Liverdun, where he died in 1616. The leisure he

enjoyed while confessor to the duchess of Cleves enabled

him to compile a work which has given him great re-

nown. The Lives ofthe, Kings, Bishops. Apostolical Men.

and Writers ofEngland (four large volumes). The first

contains the lives of the kings, the second of the bish-

ops, the third of the apostolical men, and the fourth of

the writers. The three first are preserved in the ar-

chives of the collegiate church of Verdun; the fourth

only was published after his decease, under the title of

Joannis Pitsei A ngli, S. Theoloyice Doctoris, Livt rduni in

Lotharinyia Decani, Relationum Ilistoricarum de Rebus

Anglicis Tomus Primus (Paris, 1619 and 1623, 4to), but

the running title by which it is most frequently quoted

is " De Illustribus Anglire Scriptoribus." In this work
Pits took much from Bale's book, Be Scriptoribus Ma-
joris Britannia, without acknowledgment, pretending

at the same time to abhor both Bale and his work. He
also quotes Beland's Collectanea de Scrijytoribus Anglice,

which Wood asserts he never could have had the means
of perusing, but must likewise have taken at second
hand from Bale. His partiality is also great. He

VIII.—Q

leaves Wickliffe and his followers, together with the

Scotch and Irish writers, entirely out of his work, and
in their room gives an account of the Roman Catholic

writers, such especially as had left the kingdom after the

Reformation in queen Elizabeth's time, and settled at

Rome, Douai, Louvain, etc. This, however, is the best

and most valuable part of Pits's work. He published

three small treatises, which are less known : Be Leyibus-

(Trier, 1592) -.—Be Beatitudine (Ingolstadt, 1595) -.—Be

Peregrinatione (Diisseldorf, 1601, 12mo). The last is

dedicated to the duchess of Cleves. See Bioyr. Brit.

s. v. : Dodd, Ch. Hist.; Allibone, Bict. ofBrit, and A met:

Auth. s. v.; Enylish Cyclop, s. v.; Wood, A then. Oxon.
ii, 173.

Pitt, Christopher, an English divine, noted espe-

cially as a poet, was born in 1699 at Blandford, Dorset-

shire ; was educated at Winchester and at New College,

Qxford; and, after taking holy orders, obtained the

family living at Pimpeme, where he passed his life, be-

loved and respected for his suavity of manners and gen-

eral benevolence. He died in 1748. His works are of

a secular character. See Allibone, Bict. of Brit, and

A me?: A uth. s. v.

Pittoni, Giambattista, an Italian canonist, was
born at Venice in 1666. He took holy orders and was
a priest, and resided in turns at Rome and Venice. He
died Oct. 17, 1748. He compiled with great order a

collection of the pontifical constitutions and of the de-

cisions of the different Roman congregations ( Viterbo,

1745 and ensuing years, 14 vols. 8vo), which is held in

great esteem. He left also, Vita di Benedetto XLII
(Venice, 1730, 4to) :

—

De commemoration! omnium fide-

Hunt defunctorum (ibid. 1739, 8vo) :

—

Be octavis festo-

rum (ibid. 1746, 2 vols. 8vo) ; etc.

Pittori, Lodovico Bigi (in Batin. Pictorius), a

modern Latin poet, was born in 1454 at Ferrara. He
cultivated with some success philosophy and theology,

but his favorite study was Latin poetry. The only de-

fect of his Latin poems is a kind of monotonous facility.

We mention of his works, Candida, a poem (Modena,

1491, 4to) :

—

Tumultuariorum carminum lib. vii (ibid.

1192, 4to) :

—

Ckristianorum qpusculorum lib. Hi (ibid.

1496 or 1498, 4to) :

—

Epigrammata in Christi vitam (Mi-

lan, 1513, 4to):

—

In coelestes proceres hymnorum epita-

phiorumque liber (Ferrara, 1514, 4to) :

—

Sacra et saty-

rica epigrammata (ibid. 1514, 4to):

—

Epigrammata mo-

ralia lib. ir (Modena, 1516. 4to) ; a collection of ser-

mons in Italian. All these works have become very

rare. Freytag and David Clement have given a com-
plete list of them.

Pity is usually defined to be the uneasiness we feel

at the unhappiness of others, prompting us to compas-

sionate them, with a desire for their relief. God is said

to pity them that fear him, as a father pitieth his chil-

dren (Psa. ciii, 13). Pity is thus a Christian grace, to

the practice of which we are exhorted by the apostle:

"Love as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous" (1 Pet.iii,8).

The phrase rTMarTH C*T:. naskim rackamaniySlk,

rendered "pitiful women" in our version (Lam. iv. 10),

properly refers to the tenderness and affectionate love

which is the distinguishing trait of the female charac-

ter; and that such women should in the "siege and the

straitness" be driven to and adopt the terrible expedient

of feeding upon their own children, as in this passage

they are stated to have done, is an awful instance of the

literal fulfilment of the threatenings of the Lord in the

event of the disobedience of the house of Israel (Deut.

xxviii, 57). The same horrible expedient was resorted

to also in the last siege of Jerusalem, as it had formerly

been at the siege of Samaria, in the reign of Ahab (2

Kings vi, 28, 29).

Pitiful is a word whose derivations have by modern

usage been almost limited to the sense of mean, con-

temptible, or insignificant. In the Bible and Prayer-

book the old and primary meaning of full of mercy,
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eompasskmate, <>r tender, is retained. The English

Prayer-Wk gives us these i samples: ". . . though we

be tied and bound with the chain of our sins, yel lei the

of thy greal mercy Loose us.

Prayer. Again :" Pitifully behold the Borrows of our

which petition in the Litany is thus altered

in the American Prayer-1 k, "With pity behold the

sorrow- ofour hearts." [n these, the original and better

sense ol the word is alone intended. En the Primer of

king Edward VI there is this expression: "0 pitiful

Physician, and Healer both of body and soul, Christ

Jesu!" And Latimer, in his Bern n the birth of

Christ, remark-: "Preachers exhort us to godliness, to

rorks, to be pitiful and Liberal unto the poor;"

thai is i" be compassionate, tender-hearted, and sym-

pathizing to them.

Pius I, pope and sainl of Rome, was a native of

Aqnileia, an. I aucceeded Hyginus. Tin- I i> suppose]}

t,, have commenced liis pontificate, or rather bishopric

about 152 or L63, ami to have died in L57. The date

of his reign, however, as given by other authorities, is

from L27 to 11". He was succeeded by Anicetus, but if

by Hyginus, as Borne think, then the latter date of reign

is correct Several decretals have been attributed t<>

Pius I by Gratian, bul they are generally considered

apocryphal Hermes, the author of the Shepherd, is

reputed to have been the brother of this pontiff, l'ius

is commemorated in the Western Church July l L. See

?. vol. iii. July, p. 178; Pagi, Brev. Pontif.Rom.

i. 27; Jaffe, Regesta Pontificum Romanorum, p. 3 and

920; Till, m Memoires pour servir a VHistoire ec-

. L732, foL), p. ISO and 263; Fontanini,

Historiu Litteraria Aquilej. lib. ii, cap. iii. p. 7m.

(J.H.W.)

Pius II, pope < f Rome (from I 158 to 1 in 1 1, whose

Original name was .Km/is Sylriiis I'ii-iuihmiiiii. was a

great theologian, diplomatist, canonist, historian, and or-

ator, an. 1 in la.! a pontiff universally accomplished. lie

i- especially noted as the inspirer of a crusade againsl

the Saracens. 11.- was born at Corsignano, in Siena.

Oct I
s

. 1
1""'. Marly devoted to study, he soon became

noted for his scholarship, ami found no difficulty in se-

curing within tin- Church all the honors ami distinc-

lions he might seek. In L431 he went as secretary of

Cardinal Dominicus Capranica to the Council of Basle,

thai elebrated ecclesiastical assembly which attempted

earnestly, though with little sue,,—, the reformation of

the t hiireh. ami ..f w hi. h cardinal Piccolomini wrote a

history: Commentarius </- Gestis Basil. Coneilii, in two

books a very important work for the hi-tory of the

Church of that period, which, because of its advocacy

of Gallican principles, was pul in the Index Librorum

Prohibitorum. At that tine' Piccolomini was a strong

advocate for the supremacy of the council, and iis right

to judge an. I depose even the pope, "'Ah..." he argued,

"oughl to he considered a- the vicar of the Church
rather than as the vi.ar of ( ,'hrist" These tenets, how-
ever, wer lemned by pope Eugenius IV. though
they caused the council to assert ii- authority by mi>-

pending the pope from his dignity. Then began a long

Btruggle, which terminated in an open schism, tin un-

ci! deposing Eugenius an. I electing Felix V. Picco-

lomini was appointed secretary of the new pope or anti-

pope, aiel was sent by him a- his ainba—ailor to the

emperor Frederick HI, who was so pleased with the en-

voy that I." prevailed u| him to give up his preca-

rious situation and accept thi rial secre-

tary. I rcderick afterwards senl him on several missions,

ami Loaded him with favors. Piccolomini proved his

gratitude to in- imperial master, for he wrote Beveral

work- in praise "I hi- patron ami in support ol hi- im-

perial prerogative Dt Origin* et Auctorita

Imperii '"/ Fridericum III fmperatorem, Liber Units:

—Hisloria Rerum Friderici III : l>< Hinere, Nuptiis,

et Coronation Friderici III Commentarioltu ; l>< his,

gut Friderico III Imp* aniam, <t per to-

tam Europam memorabilker gesta sunt, 7>.--'/>n wl annum
1458, Commentarius. At last Frederick senl Piccolomini

a- hi- ambassador to pope Eugenius. This was a deli*

.ate errand for one who had been a most a\ owed antag-

onist of thai pontiff; hut Piccolomini managed so well

by his dexterity, his captivating addre-s. all( |. ahove all,

his eloquence, that the pope not only forgave him. but

became hi- friend ; and Piccolomini had hardly returned

I.. Germany from his mission when he received a papal

brief appointing him apostolic seen tary. He accepted

an office congenial to his clerical profession, and also

because it fixed hi- residence in Italy. From that time

a marked change took place in the opinions, or at least

in the professions, of Piccolomini, and he became a de-

cided advocate for the claims of the Bee of Home. Eu-
genius died in 1117. ami his successor Nicholas V was

recognised by the fathers of the Council of Basle, who,

being forsaken by both tin- emperor and the French

king, made their peace with Rome. Felix A" also hav-

ing abdicated in favor of Nicholas, the schism of the

Church was healed. Nicholas made Piccolomini bishop

of Trieste, and afterwards of Siena, and sent him as

nuncio to Germany and Bohemia, where he had several

conferences with the Hussites, which he relate- in his

Epistles (Epistola 130). He had. however, the merit

—

rare- in that age—of recommending mild and concilia-

tory measures as the most Likely to reclaim dissenters

to the bosom of the Church, lie wrote a work on the

history of Bohemia and the Hussites, in which he states

fairly and without any exaggeration the tenets of that

sect, as well as those of the Waldenses, which he calls

"impious." hut which are mainly the same that have

since been acknowledged by the Protestant and lie-

formed churches throughout Europe, lie relates (in

his Historia Bcemicd) the burning of John Huss and

Jerome ofPrague, and speaks oftheir fortitude, "which,"

he says, "exceeded thai of any of the philosophers of

antiquity," and he recapitulates literally their charges

against the corruption of the clergy. In the yi ar 1 152

Piccolomini, being then in Italy, was present at the sol-

emn coronation of Frederick III at Rome, and delivered

an oration to the pope in the name of that sovereign,

whom he afterwards accompanied to Naples. < »n their

return to Koine In- delivered another oration before the

pope, the emperor, and other German and Italian princes,

ami the ambassadors of other European courts, for the

purpose of exhort inn' them to form an effectual league

against the 'links, who were then on the point of tak-

ing Constantinople. Piccolomini fell the great danger

to Christian Europe from the rapid advance of the Ot-

toman conquerors, and his paramount object through

the remainder of his life- was to form a -iron-- bulwark

to protect Italy and Germany; but at tin- same time he

was too well acquainted with the- politics of the various

Christian conns, ami their selfish and petty jealousies,

p. expeel much union in their councils, and he cx-

presses hi- \iews ami his doubts in a masterly manner

iii several of his •• F.pistles." In December, 1 156, Calix-

tns III. the successor of Nicholas A", made Piccolomini

a cardinal: and in 1458, after the death of < alixtus. he

was unanimously elected pope, ami assumed the name
of Pius II.

His pontificate lasted only -ix years, bul during this

period he distinguished himself by promoting learning,

by inculcating peace and concord among the Christian

princes, and exhorting them to unite their efforts againsl

their common enemy, the barbarous Turks. The year

after his election he convoked a congress ol the ambas-

sadors of all the Christian sovereigns to arrange the

plan of a general war against the < Ittomans. The pope

himself repaired u> Mantua, accompanied by the learned

Philelphus, who spoke eloquently in favor ol tie' pro-

po-e.l League. Mosl of the Italian slates were willing

to join in it. but Germany and France stood aloof, and

nothing was decided. Pius also took the pain- to write

a long letter to sultan Mohammed II. to convince him
of the error- of lslamism. and to induce him to turn
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Christian. In the year 1464 an armament intended

against the Turks was directed to assemble at Ancona,

and soldiers began to repair thither from various parts.

Matthias, king of Hungary, and Charles, duke of Bur-

gundy, had promised to accompany the expedition. The

Venetians also had promised the use of their fleet to for-

ward the troops across the Adriatic into Albania. Pius

II set off from Rome for Ancona, but on arriving there

he found that the soldiers were in want of arms, clothes,

and provisions ; the foreign princes did not come ; and

instead of the Venetian fleet, only a few galleys made

their appearance. The aged and disappointed pontiff

fell ill, and on Aug. 14 he expired, after having taken

leave of his cardinals, and begged forgiveness if he had

erred in the government of the Church. He was gen-

erally regretted, especially throughout Italy. He was

succeeded by Paul II. Pius II, before his death, raised

his native town, Corsignano, to the rank of a bishop's

see, and gave it the name of Pienza, by which it is now

known. Pius assisted Ferdinand, king of Naples, in his

war against the duke of Anjou, the pretender to that

crown. At the same time he was obliged to make war

in his own states against Sigismondo Malatesta, lord of

Rimini, and against the Savelli and other feudal barons,

in all of which undertakings he was successful. By a

bull addressed to the universities of Paris and of Cologne,

Pius condemned his own writings in defence of the Coun-

cil of Basle, concluding with these words: " Believe what

I, an old man, now say to you, and not what I wrote when
I was young; believe the pontiff rather than the private

individual; reject ^-Eneas Sylvius, and accept Pius II."

In several of his letters to his friends also, and especially

to Pietro di Noceto, he expresses sorrow for his juvenile

weaknesses, for he had once been too fond of the fair

sex, and had even written accounts of some of his amor-

ous adventures, and of those of other persons, which are

found among his "Epistles." Some writers assert that

iEneas Sylvius had refused the priestly office until his

fortieth year because of his fondness for the fair sex;

and they quote his own confessions in proof. But what-

ever his previous life, as pontiff he was devoted to the

Church, and sought the accomplishment of great things.

A vacancy having occurred in the archiepiscopal see

of Mentz, two candidates appeared for it—Adolph, count

of Nassau, and Dietrich of Isenburg. The latter had the

majority of votes, but Pius, who by the concordat had

the right of deciding in cases of contested elections, re-

fused to confirm the choice of Dietrich unless he engaged

not to assert the supremacy of a general council, not to

convoke of his own authority an imperial diet, and fur-

ther to pay to Rome double the sum fixed for the annates,

or first-fruits. Dietrich demurred to the first two condi-

tions, and positively refused to accede to the last; and
as proceedings were instituted against him in the apos-

tolic court, he appealed to the next general council.

Pius declared such appeals to be heretical, and excom-
municated and deposed him, appointing Adolph of Nas-

sau in his place. The emperor acknowledged Adolph,

but Dietrich being supported by the count palatine and

the elector of Bavaria, a war ensued, which, after much
mischief, ended in the submission of Dietrich. Those

who remembered the sentiments of Piccolomini when
imperial secretary, and especially his letter (Epistola

25) to the papal nuncio, John Carvajal, concerning the

supremacy of the council, were inclined to think that

change of station had, in him as it but too often does in

men, produced a corresponding change of opinions.

As a learned man and a writer, Pius II is best known
under the name of ^Eneas Sylvius, the most important

part of his career being passed before he was elected

pope. He was one of the first historians of his age. a

geographer, a scholar, a statesman, and a divine. He
was also a great traveller by sea and by land ; he lived

many years in Germany ; he repeatedly visited France,

went to Great Britain and as far as Scotland, and to

Hungary. His biographer Campanus, bishop of Arezzo,

speaks at length of his peregrinations, and his diligence

in informing himself of everything worth noticing in

the countries which he visited. His principal works,

besides those already mentioned, are, Cosmographia, vel

de Mundo Vniverso Historiarum, libri i (a second book

treats especially of Europe and its contemporary his-

tory) :

—

In A ntonii Panormitce de Dictis et Factis A l-

phonsi Arretffonum Ret/is, libris quatuor, Commentaria

:

— Epitome supra Decades Flavii Blondi Forliviensis, ub
incKnatione Imperii usque ad tempora Juhannis XXIII,
Pont. Max. (in 10 books) :

—

Historia Gothic'a (published

first at Leipsic in 1730) :

—

A Treatise on the Education

of Children, with Rules of Grammar and Rhetoric:—
lastly, his numerous Epistles, which contain much va-

ried information. A collection of his works was pub-

lished at Basle, .Enre; Sylvii Piccolomini Senensis Opera
quce extant (1551, fol.), but this edition does not include

all. Domenico de Rosetti has published a catalogue of

all his works and their various editions, and also of his

biographers and commentators, Serie di Edizioni delle,

Opere di Pio II, o da ltd intitolate (Trieste, 1830). Bi-

ographies of Pius II by Platina and Campanus are an-

nexed to the Basle edition of his works, but a much
more ample biography is found in the Commentaries

published (Frankfort, 1014) under the name of John
GobeUinus, his secretary, but which are known to have

been written by himself or under his dictation, Pii II,

Pont. Max., Commentarii Rerum Memorabilium quce

Temporibus suis contigerunt, libri xii, with a continua-

tion by his intimate friend, James Ammanato, cardinal

of Pavia, who had at his desire assumed the name of

Piccolomini. See, besides these. Milman, Hist, of Latin

Christianity, viii. 120-122; Piddle, Hist, of the Papacy,

ii, 377 sq. ; Bower, Hist, of the Popes (see Index) ; Ha-
genbach. Riickerinnerungen an Aeneas Sylvius (Basle,

1.840) ; Verdiere, Sur ^Eneas Sylv. Piccolomini (Paris,

1843) ; Pfizer, Aeneas Sylv. Piccol., etc. (Stuttg. 1811)

;

Helwing, Be Pii II Pontificis maximi Rebus gestis et

moribus commentatio (Berol. 1825) ; Voigt, Aeneas Sylv.

Piccol. (Berlin, 1856-9); Diix, Kardinal Nicolaus v.

Cusa it. die Kirche seiner Zeit (Kegensburg, 1847, 2

vols. 8vo).

Pius III, pope of Rome in 1503, whose original

name was Francesco Todeschini Piccolomini, was the

child of pope Pius II's sister, and was bom at Siena in

1439. He was made cardinal by pope Alexander VI,

and succeeded him in 1503. His pontificate was of only

a very short duration. Twenty-six days after his ele-

vation he died, and Julius II (q. v.) became his suc-

cessor. See Panvinius, Vita Pii III.

Pius IV, pope of Rome from 1560 to 1565, whose

original name was Giovanni Angela Medici or Medi-

chini, was born at Milan, Italy, March 31, 1499. He
was originally a student of law and devoted to the

legal profession, but his brother won him over to the

ecclesiastical ranks, and in 1549 he was made cardinal

by pope Paul III. Pius IV was elected successor to

pope Paul IV (q. v.) about the close of 1559, a very

critical period in papal history, and was crowned Jan.

6, 1560. The most important act of his pontificate

was, at Easter, 1561, the reassembling of the Council of

Trent, which had been prorogued under Paul IV. Pius

was particularly intent upon checking the spread of

heresy, which had taken root in several parts of Italy,

besides the valleys of Piedmont, and especially in some

districts of Calabria. The Spanish viceroy of Naples

sent his troops, assisted by an inquisitor and a number

of monks, to exterminate by fire and sword the here-

tics of Calabria. Emmanuel Philibert, duke of Savoy,

after attacking with an armed force the Waldenses. who

made a gallant resistance, agreed to allow them the

exercise of their religion within their own districts,

subject to certain regulations. The quarrels between

the Catholics and Protestants in France were more

difficult to settle. Some of the French Catholic prel-

ates, among others Monluc, bishop of Valence, and

the cardinal of Lorraine, recommended large concessions
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to be made to the Protestants with the hope of recon-

ciling them to the Church, and queen Catharine di

Medici wrote t<> the pope to thai effei t. The pope re-

ferred the matter to the council, and in the mean time

Catharine published the edict of pacification, in Janu-

ary, L562, which allowed the Protestants liberty of con-

science, and Leave to perform t luir worship in country

places, bul nol within walled towns. The prelates sen)

by France to the Council of Trent, and several council-

lors of the E%rliament of Paris who were also ordered to

attend in the name of the king, Bpofce loudly of the ne-

cessity ofan extensive reform in the < Ihurch, and seemed

disposed to render the bishops more independent of the

see of Borne. The cardinal of Lorraine was of opinion

that the mass and other offices should be performed in

the \ ulgar or popular language of each country; but

the Italian prelates, and Lainez, general of the Jesuits,

supported the maintenance of the established form of

worship, as well as of the papal authority in all ii - exist-

ing plenitude. The discussions grew warm, and it was

only in the t. >11< >w in^c year, 1563, that the two parties

came to an understanding. The council terminated its

sittings in December of that year, and the pope con-

firmed its decrees by a bull. This was the principal

event of the Life of Tins IV. True, the Tridentine I loun-

cil was not the most important that has ever met, but

at all events it is the most important that has met in

modern times, its importance is comprised in two
grand principles. By the one dogmatic theology, after

divers fluctuations, separated itself from Protestant

views forever, and the doctrine of justification as then

established gave rise to the entire system of Roman
Catholic dogmatics as maintained to our day. By the

other the hierarchy became founded anew, theoretically

by the decrees respecting ordination to the priesthood,

practically by the resolutions on the subject of reform.

The faithful were again subjected to an intolerant

Church discipline, and in urgent eases to the sword of

excommunication. As the pope held the exclusive
: interpreting the Tridentine decisions, it ever

remains with him to prescribe the rules of faith and
manners. All the threads of the restored discipline

converged together in Home. Such progress could only

have been made by means of a community of sentiment
and action with the leading Roman Catholic powers.

In this union with the monarchies there lies one of the

most important conditions for the whole Subsequent de-

velopment of Romanism, and were it for nothing else

Pius IV would still be an important person in the history
ol tin' world, for he was tie first pope that knowingly
Buffered or caused the claim of [he hierarchy to place it-

selfin opposition to narchical government Alter the

council 1'ius IV relaxed all energy, neglected religi

ate and drank t tagerly, and took an excessive de-

light iii the splendor of his c t. in sumptuous festivi-

ties, and in costly buildings. He evidently had done
his work, lie 1 1 icd iii December, 1565. His disposition

ind he embellished Rome; hut he was
guilty of the common fault of nepotism, II. mad. bis

nephew.t barles Borromeo, a cardinal, who afterwards

became celebrated as archbishop ol Milan; and he in-

stituted proceedings against the nephews of the late

pope, cardinal Carlo Carafla, and hi- brother the duke
of Paliano, who wen- accused of various crimes, which

i to he proved against them, and both were ex-
ecuted. Hut m the succeeding pontificate of Pius 7, the

proceedings being revised, the two brothers Carafla were

declared to bave been unjustly condemned. Sec Ranke,
Papacy, i. "-'-'.I sq., el ah; Bower, HisUoftht I

Indexi; Leonardi, Oratio dt laudibus I'ii /I (Padua,

1565); Panvinius, Vita Pit TV; Jervis, Ch. Ili.<t. <•/

France, p. 117. 169, 162; Ffoulkes, Divisions of Chris-

tendom, voL i. ? 68; Janus, Popt >ii,<l Coum
Cramp. Popt ry, p. _'<

> 1 Bq.; Fisher, Reformation, p. Ill:

Mont or. BisLdes Sown r.Pontifes, iv, 188 Bq,

I'll s iv. Cm i This document, which forms

one of the authorized standard.- ol the ( Ihurch ol Borne,

was prepared by pope Tins IV immediately after the
rising of the Council of Trent, and i> understood to em-
body in sub-lance the decisions of that Council. The
creed bears dale November. 1564, and was no sooner is-

Bued than it was immediately received throughout the
Romish < Ihurch, and since that time it has continued to

be accepted as an accurate .summary of their faith. It is

binding u| all clergymen, doctors, teachers, heads of

universities, and of monastic institutions and military
orders, and all reconciled converts. For this authori-

tative document, with the oath of promise appended,
Bee Pro) i ssio Fidi i.

Pius V, pope of Borne, succeeded Pius [V in 1566.

His family name was Michel Ghisleri; he was born

..I low descent, dan. 17. 1504, at Bosco, not tar from
Alessandria, in Piedmont, Italy. Early in life he en-
tered the Dominican order, and devoted himself soul

and body to the monkish piety which his order de-
manded. He hided with the strict party professing

the old opinions, and especially distinguished himself

by his zeal in support of the Inquisition, of which
tribunal lie. as pope, became one of the Leading mem-
bers. As the tendency to which he attached himself

triumphed, he rose with the ascendency which it

gained. Pope Paul IV spoke of friar Blichele as "an
eminent servant of Coil, and much to he honored." He
made him bishop of Xepi. and in 1557 cardinal. In
this new dignity Chisleri continued as before, -cere
in his manner of life, poor and unpretending. He de-

voted himself to his religious ex< mist - and to the In-
quisition, lie was austere in his morals, and wished
to enforce a strict discipline among the clergy, ami es-

pecially the monk- and nun-, more than fifty thousand
Of whom are said to have been at that time living and
strolling about Italy out of their respective convents,
regardless of any of the obligations enjoined by their

order ( Botta, Storia cP Italia, bk. xii). There was also

a monastic order in Lombardy called the "Umiliati,"
possessed of considerable wealth, the head- of w Inch led

openly a most, dissolute life, and even kept bravoes or

hired assassins to execute their mandates. Charles Bor-
romeo, archbishop of Milan, who endeavored to check
these atrocities, was shot at by one of the monks while
at prayers in his oratory. The ball, however ly

grazed the skin: the assassin was taken, and revealed
his employers, and several preposti, or superiors of con-
vents of the Umiliati, were executed. Pius V. having
examined the wide affair, suppressed the order, and
gave their property to the. I. suits and Other orders, lie

also enforced the authority of the Inquisition over all

Italy. There were at that time in several towns, es-

pecially in Tuscany, some scholars and Other men of

learning who advocated the doctrines of the Reforma-
tion. Some ladies, also, of high rank, who enjoyed a

reputation for learning, such as Vittoria Col ia. (iiulia

Gonzaga, and Margaret, the wife of Emmanuel Phili-

bcrt. duke of Savoy, were su-pocted of a similar bias.

I'm- demanded of I losmo, duke of Florence, the person
..I < larnesecchi, a Florentine nobleman w ho mad.' a pub-
lic profe.-si if opinions considered as heretical: being

given up to the Inquisition, he was put to death at

Kome. The same happened to Paleario, Bartocci, and
Giulio Zanetti; the last, who was at Padua, beii

up to the pope by the Venetian senate, on the plea that

be was a native of I'ano. and a subject of the Papal
Stall.-. Numerous informers were kepi by the Inqui-

sition in every town of Italy; and such w a- the terror

produced by these severities that the Universitj of

Pisa was almost deserted both by teachers and stu-

dents. The pope also enforced the strict observance
of the index of forbidden books, and enacted Bevere pen-

tinsl those who printed or introduced or kept

BUCh books. The printing-proses of Italy, those of Gi-
unti of Florence; and Others, declined greatly in conse-
quence, and many printers emigrated to Switzerland or
t o -rm.iiix . Pius Y Likewise enforced the canons against
those priests who kept concubines; but instead of leav-
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ing to the civil magistrates the repression of this abuse,

he insisted upon the bishops acting both as magistrates

and judges, attached armed men to their episcopal courts,

and provided prisons for the punishment of offenders.

Thus frequent collisions were occasioned between the

secular and the ecclesiastical authorities, especially at

Naples and Milan. Similar disputes took place also

concerning the ecclesiastical inspectors and collectors

sent by the pope to visit and demand accounts of all

Church property throughout Italy. Pius proceeded on

the principle asserted in the false decretals that the pope

has the disposal of all the clerical benefices throughout

the world. Hence he was also led to reintroduce the

famous bull called "In coena Domini," which excom-

municates all princes, magistrates, and other men in

authority who in any way favor heresy, or who attempt

to circumscribe the ecclesiastical jurisdiction, spiritual

and temporal, or to touch the property or revenues of

the Church ; and all those who appeal from the decision

of the pope to the general council, as well as those who

say that the pope is subject to the council. He ordered

this bull, so ultramontane in spirit and tendency, to

be read every Thursday before Easter in every parish

church throughout the Christian world. France, Spain,

and the emperor of Germany strenuously resisted the

publication of this bull. In Italy the senate of Venice

likewise forbade its publication. At Naples and Milan

the Spanish governors did the same, but the bishops

and monks refused absolution to those who in an}' way
opposed the bull. After much altercation and some mis-

chief, the civil power attained its object, and the bull

was set aside. In Tuscany the bull was allowed to be

published, but rather as a matter of form than as a meas-

ure upon which judicial proceedings could be grounded.

The monks and some of the parochial clergy, however,

pretended by virtue of the bull to be exempt from all

taxes, and refused the sacrament to the collectors and

other revenue officers and their families. The duke of

Florence, Cosmo de Medici, threatened to put the monks
in prison and prosecute them. The Tuscan bishops tried

to conciliate matters, and to repress the arrogance of the

clergy, but the disturbances continued till the death of

Pius V. To conciliate the Tuscan house, Pius created

Cosmo de Medici, duke of Florence, by a bull dated Aug.,

1569, grand-duke, and his successors heirs to the title,

and sent with the bull the model of a crown ornamented

with a red lily, the former ensign of the Florentine re-

public. In the struggle with the Saracens, Pius was a

great promoter of the Christian league ; and after the

glorious victonr of Lepanto, won by the Christian com-
bined fleet against the Turks in Sept., 1571, Pius caused

Marc Antonio Colonna, commander of the papal galleys,

who had distinguished himself in the battle, to make
his triumphal entry into Rome on horseback, preceded

by the Turkish captives and spoils, and accompanied

by the magistrates, noblemen, and heads of trades of

the city of Rome. Pius died in May, 1572, and was
succeeded by Gregory XIII (q. v.). Pius V was can-

onized by pope Clement XI in 1713. Though a

truly pious man, seeking only the good of the Church,

he yet failed, because extremely obstinate in maintain-

ing his opinions. There was no getting him to retract

even for the strongest reasons. He was opinionated;

and whatever estimate he made he was sure to adhere

to inflexibly. Unfortunately he suspected most men,
and was not, therefore, very charitable towards any who
incurred his displeasure. Besides, he was often disap-

pointed ; for a character so stern was sure to make de-

mands no one could meet, and hence he frequently alien-

ated men, until his popedom proved nothing but an an-

noyance to its ruler, and he was led to declare that it

was not propitious to his piety; that it contributed

nothing to the salvation of his soul, or to his obtaining

the glory of paradise (Ranke, i, 262). His religion was
certainly of a strange composition. He was so exclu-

sive and bigoted as to cherish a bitter hatred against

all Christians who differed from him in matters of faith

;

and while he strove with indefatigable zeal to root out

every vestige of dissenting agitation that, yet survived

in Roman Catholic countries, he persecuted with a still

more savage inveteracy Protestants, whether such as

had become free or those still struggling to be so. Thus
he gave the papal troops who fought against the Hu-
guenots the injunction " to take no prisoners, but to put

all to death," and signified his approbation of Alva's

sanguinary proceedings by sending him a consecrated

hat and sword. Queen Elizabeth of England he put

under ban. and Maximilian II he threatened with ex-

communication if he should grant toleration (religious)

to the Protestants. Surely this was a medley of sim-

plicity, nobleness, personal strictness, devoted religious-

ness, and morose exclusiveness, of bitter hate and bloody

persecution. See Walch, Entwurfeiner vollst. Gesc/richie

der rom. Pdpste, p. 392 sq. ; Catena, Vita del gloriosis-

simopapaPio V; Ranke, Papacy, i, 259-277 ; Agatiodi

Somma. Vida de Pio Quinto ; Furillet, Vie du Pape Pie

V (1674) ; Falloux, Hist, de Saint Pie V (1844, 2 vols.)

;

Mendham, Life and Pontificate of Saint Pius F(Lond.

1832, 1844); Bower, Hist, of the Popes (see Index);

Soames, Elizabethean Hist, (see Index) ; Collier, Eccles.

Hist, (see Index) ; Fisher, Hist, of the Reformation,

p. 302, 411.

Pius VI, pope of Rome, whose original name was

Giovanni Anr/elo di Braschi, descended from a noble

family, and was born at Cesena, Italy, Dec. 27, 1717.

He made his reputation very early in life, and was ele-

vated to important ecclesiastical dignities at an unusu-

ally early period. In 1766 he was made keeper of the

papal exchequer, and in 1773 was honored with the car-

dinal's hat. In 1775, upon the death of pope Clement

XIV, better known as Ganganelli, cardinal Braschi, who
had then the reputation of being of a generous disposi-

tion, fond of learning and the arts, and had besides the

advantages of a handsome person, a gracefid demeanor,

and easy and affable manners, was chosen successor to

the vacant pontifical chair. In his previous office of

treasurer he had managed the financial affairs of the

country with prudence and disinterestedness. In the

first five years of his pontificate he occupied himself

largely with public improvements, and displayed the

same care and independence. But in his political career

pope Pius VI was rather unfortunate. Even at his ele-

vation, feeling that he had not the qualifications of a pol-

itician, he predicted himself, to the conclave, an unhappy

termination of his reign. Conciliatory in spirit, and de-

termined upon the preservation of unity in the Church,

he would frequently make concessions where stern op-

position was more in place ; then again he would hesi-

tate, often where prompt measures alone would suffice.

Thus in 1777 a serious dispute arose with Leopold I,

grand-duke of Tuscany, and Ricci (q.v.), bishop of Pis-

toja, on the subject of some grave moral offences which

had been discovered in several convents. The bishops,

to be sure, had taken the liberty to act without papal con-

sent, but the case warranted prompt proceedings, and

these were not anticipated from Pius VI. Jealous of his

authority in Church affairs, he endeavored to interfere,

but without success, and saw himself at last passed by

in the Council of Pistoja (q. v.), and when the ques-

tion of jurisdiction was finally settled in a more satis-

factory manner, it yet left a coldness between the courts

of Rome and Tuscany. A more important disagree-

ment took place in 1780 with emperor Joseph II. Leo-

pold's brother, who, having control of the reins of pow-

er under the emperor's queen, Maria Theresa, was bent

on separating the Church from all papal jurisdiction.

His first step was to suppress superfluous convents with-

out papal consent, and to emancipate the clergy of his

dominions from all papal interference in matters of

discipline. It was the same question previously raised

in Tuscany by Leopold. Joseph even went further, and

took upon himself the nomination of bishops—even of

those in Italy, and the pope readily saw in these pro-

posed reforms nothing short of a design to weaken the
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influence of the see of Rome. Piua VI. not willing to

leave unemployed any conciliatory i Bices al his com-

mand, believed thai bis duty lay in a visit to the em-

peror, and accordingly be Bet out for Vienna in 17m'.

to Bettle matters by personal arrangement The Btep

., Uy. For several centuries no pontiff

: left Italy. Monti wrote a poem on the re-

e event, entitled 11 Pelkgrino Apostolico. Al

\ the pope was received with every honor; yet

Pins failed to make any impression on tin- emperor, and

the matter in discussion was referred to a mini-try un-

favorable to papal claims. It was the same struggle as

thai of France, Gallicanism againsl Cltramontanism,

only this time the pope was himself inclined t" be the

peace-maker between the contending factions in the

Church. Pius VI tailed utterly in his mission, ami

returned t<. Rome disappointed ami dejected, to he

reproached for his good intentions, with having low-

ered the dignity of his office, and encouraged the Gal-

lican tendencies in the church at large. The troubles

doubled upon the outbreak of the French Revolution,

anil rendered the remaining years of his
]

lilicate

gloomy and calamitous. In the earl\ period of that

fearful Btruggle Pius VI had solemnly condemned the

abrupt changes made in France concerning the dis-

cipline and the property of the clergy, though in all

secular matters he had wisely abstained from interfer-

iny sort, But in January, 1793, a complication

a most serious nature. A young man. Hugo
Basseville, an agent of the French republican party,

whih hi- way to Naples, where lie was to be secre-

tary of embassy, stopped in the Eternal City. and made
a foolish demonstration in the I lorso, apparently to.sound

the opinions of the people. He appeared in a carriage

with several tricolored Hags, and distributed revolu-

tionary tract.-, vociferating something about liberty and

against tyrant-; but a mob collected; he was dragged

out of his carriage, and mortally stabbed in several places

by the populace. The military arrived too late, and

t bough s ol the murderers were am Bted and tried,

the French government charged the papal authorities

with having been a party to the crime. The result

was that the breach widened, and that finally the pope

joined the league of tin- sovereigns against France. In

1796, when Bonaparte invaded Northern Italy, he took

I
of the legations, but at the -aim- time offered

to the pope condition- of peace. These, however, it

was impossible lor Pius to accept, and the papal troops

wite marched against the French, The defeat of the

papa. \ loll,, wed. and alter tin poSSt --ion of Anemia and

Loreto, pea,,- was established al Campo Formio in < >cr.,

1
7

'. » 7 . The condition- of peace were very onerous, and
add. d vexation to vexation againsl the unfortunate

pope, who, old and infirm,was unequal to the difficulties

which crowded upon him. Heavy contributions were
imposed by the French I >irectorv,and Ferrara, Romagna,
and the Bolognese were incorporated with the new W
founded Cisalpine republic; the price of peace, in line.

was the revocation of the papal edicts launched againsl

th, .i.in-i ni-t-. and the acknowledgment of the civil

COnStituti if the French clergy, To make bad mat-
ters worse, some disorders in Rome between the French

and Italian-, in the course of which the French general

Duphot was shot, gave a pretext to the French Directory
l,,r tin- expedition of Berthier, w ho arrived in Home on

February LO, and occupied the Vatican. Pius VI, for-

saken by si of the cardinals, who had escaped, re-

mained in the Vatican. On the 15th a tree ol Id,city

was raised in the (amp,, Vaccino, and Rome was for-

mallj declared a republic Berthier afterwards sent an

officer to intimate to the pope that he inu-l renounce

hi- temporal sovereignty. I'm- answered that he had

received it from Cod and by the free election ol men.

and could not renounce it; that he was eight] years

old, and his troubles could not be ,,l long duration, hut

that he was determined to do nothing derogatory to bis

high office. Next came I he , ,,miui-.-ai '\ -g< neral of the

French army. who. after taking an inventory of all the

valuables that still remained in the papal residence, or-

di nd Pius to prepare to set out in two days. The pope
said he culd not oppose force, but pretested against

this new act of violence. (>n Feb. -jii Fin.- AT left the

Vatican with a few- attendants, and, escorted by a strong

detachment of cavalry, took the road to Florence. He
was lodged at tir>t iii a convent near Siena, and after-

wards in the Carthusian convent near Florence, where
lie remained till the following year, when the French.

having driven out of Tuscan] tin- -rand-duke Ferdi-

nand, and being threatened h\ the Au-t ro-llilssians who
were advancing to the Adige, ordered the pope to be

transferred to France. He was taken to Grenoble, and
afterwards to Valence, on the Rhone, where he died in

August of that year | L799). Just before his death the

Roman republic had ceased to exist, the French being

driven out of Italy by the Austro-Russians, and Rome
was occupied by Austrian ami Neapolitan troops. In

the year 1802, after the resl , iral ion of the papal govern-

ment, the remains of Fius VI wen- transferred to Rome
by leave of the first consul Bonaparte, at the request of

hi- mii cessor, Pius VII, and deposited w ith solemn pomp
in the church ol St. Peter. The hulls published by Pius

VI are in Bullar. Roman, contin. sumtnor. /' ntif. de-
mentis XJ 1 1.

(
'It in. A / I '. I'ii 1 7 constitution* .--. < tc, quas

Coll. Barbieri, opp. it stud. J,'. Segredi (Rom. 1835, f.t.

vii-x); cont. constit. I'ii 17. Pius VI greatly i nlarged

the museum of the Vatican, which he made one of the

richest in Europe in works of sculpture, vases, precious

marbles, and other remain- of antiquity : .and he caused

a splendid set of engravings of the objects in this mu-
seum to be published, under the title of MllSeO Pio Ch-
un ntino. He made additions to the church of St. I'd, r.

and embellished Rome with new palace-, fountains, and
other structures. His internal administration wa> lib-

eral and mild, an unusual freedom ofopinion and speech

prevailed at Rome, and a number of learned men gath-

ered thither from other parts of Italy. Many foreigners

came to settle in that capital, the tine art- wen- encour-

aged by the pope and several of the cardinals, and mod-
ern Rome was reviving the brilliant period of Leo X
when the struggle with the French Directory darkened

the scene. See. besides the memoirs by liceattine

(Venice. 1801,4 vols.); Tavanti (Flor. 1804,3 vol-, it,,. ;

Gesch. des Papstes Pius VI (Vienna, 1799); Bourgoing's

Memoires ill Pit 17 (Par. 1799); Ferrari. Vita J'ii VI
(Patav. 1802) ; Nbvaes, Sommi Pontifici, voL xvi, xvii;

Artaud. Hist. -As souv. Poniif. Rom. (Par. 1849), vol.

viii; Wolff. Gesch. der hathol. Kirch unter Pius 17

(Zurich, 1797-1802, 7 vols. 8vo).

Pius VII, popi from 1800 to 1823, was successor of

the piece dine, lie ua- originally called Gregorio I'm-
nuliii Ckiaramonti, being also of noble d< -cent, and was
born in 1742 al Cesena. He first studied in the college

of Ravenna, and subsequently entered t he ( irder ol \>< n-

edicrines in 1758. He was appointed lecturer on phi-

losophy, and afterwards on theology, to the novices of

his order, first at Parma and then at Rome. Fin- VI
appointed him bishop of Tivoli. and in 17s.', made him

a cardinal and bi.-hop of Imola. When Bonaparte took

possession of the legation-, and annexed them to the

Cisalpine republic, cardinal Chiaramonti in a homily
exhorted his (lock to submit to the new institutions,

and to be faithful to the slate of which they had be-

come a part. This conduct is said to have gained the

approval of Bonaparte. When the news of the death

of Fin- VI, in his exile at Valence, in August, 1799,

came to Italy, the conclave was summoned to assemble

at Venice, tben under the dominion of Austria, as Rome
wa- in a -late of anarchy. Thirty-li\e cardinals ac-

cordingly assembled in the Benedictine convent of St.

Giorgio Maggiore, in order to elect one of their number
to the papal office, a dignity apparently not vcr\ envi-

able in those troubled time-. The deliberations of the

conclave la-ted several i ths,andal last, on JIarch

1 1. 1800, cardinal Chiaramonti was chow n. and crowned
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pope on the 21st of the same month, under the name
of Pius VII. In the following July the pope made his

entrance into Rome, and soon after appointed cardinal

Consalvi his secretary of state, or prime minister. In

the following year the peace of Luneville, bet ween

France and Austria, was made, and Bonaparte, first con-

sul of France, ordered his troops to evacuate the papal

territories, with the exception of the legations, which

had been formally incorporated with the so-called

"Italian Republic." Meantime the ecclesiastical affairs

of France were in a state of the greatest confusion.

France was still nominally Roman Catholic, but the

clergy were no longer in communication with the see

of Rome, and were divided into parties. In the midst

of this confusion about one half of the population of

France followed no mode of worship, and professed no

religion whatever. A vast number of parish churches

were shut up, and had been so for ten years. Bona-

parte saw clearly that a nation could not subsist with-

out a religion, and that the genius of the French de-

manded it rather as an institution than an internal life.

He therefore resolved upon a concordat with Rome.
The pope appointed the prelate Spina and the theolo-

gian Caselli, who proceeded to Paris, and Bonaparte

named his brother Joseph, Cretet, councillor of state,

and Bernier, a Vende'an priest, to treat with the pope's

negotiators. But on an intimation from Bonaparte,

who was above all things anxious that the matter should

be promptly settled, the pope despatched to Paris car-

dinal Consalvi, who smoothed down all difficulties, and
the concordat was signed at Paris, July 15, 1801, and
was ratified by Pius at Rome, after some hesitation and
consultation, on August 14th following. The principal

scruples of the pope were concerning certain articles

called "organic," which Bonaparte appended to the

concordat, as if they had formed part of it, and which
were proclaimed as laws of the state. Henceforth Ro-
manism was the establishment of France; but, on the

other hand, pope Pius VII was bound to recognise the

independence of the French Church. See France.
From 1801 till 1804 Pius VII enjoyed tranquillity at

Rome, which he employed in restoring order to the

finances, in ameliorating the judicial administration, in

promoting the agriculture of the Campagna, and in

other similar cares. His personal establishment was
moderate, his table frugal, his habits simple, and his

conduct exemplary. In May, 1804, Napoleon was pro-

claimed emperor, and some time after he wrote to the

pope requesting him to crown him solemnly at Paris.

After considerable hesitation Pius consented, and set

out from Rome at the beginning of November of that

year. The ceremony of the coronation took place in

the cathedral of Notre Dame, after which the pope

spent several months in Paris, visiting the public es-

tablishments, and receiving the homage of men of all

parties, who were won by his unassuming yet dignified

behavior and his unaffected piety. In May, 1805, he

returned to Rome; and his troubles began soon after.

In October, 1805, a body of French troops suddenly took

military possession of Ancona. Pius remonstrated in

a letter which he wrote to Napoleon, who was at that

time at the head of his army in Austria. It was only

after the peace of Pressburg that he received an answer,

in which Napoleon said that he considered himself as

the protector of the Church against heretics and schis-

matics, like his predecessors from the time of Charle-

magne, and that as such he had occupied Ancona to pre-

vent it from falling into the hands of the English or the

Russians. Soon after Napoleon officially required the

pope, through his ambassador at Rome, to expel from

his dominions all English, Russian, Swedish, and Sar-

dinian subjects, and to close his ports to the vessels of

those powers who were then at war with France. Pius

replied at length in a letter to Napoleon, representing

to him that his request was destructive of the indepen-

dence of the Papal State, and of its political neutrality,

which were necessary to the welfare of the Church, and

for the security of the numerous members of it who
were living in those very countries with which the
emperor was then at war. He said that the head of

the Church ought to be a minister of peace, and not to

take part in a war which has not religion for its object;

that if some of his predecessors had not always abided
by this rule, he at least should not follow their exam-
ple. Napoleon, however, insisted, and an angry corre-

spondence was carried on between the two courts for

about two years on this subject of contention, the neu-
trality cf the Papal States being all the while merely
nominal, as the French troops marching from and to

Naples crossed and recrossed it at their pleasure, and
the French also kept a garrison at Ancona, the only

papal port of any importance. By degrees they ex-
tended their posts all along the Adriatic coast, and gar-

risoned the various ports. Some time after a body of

Erench troops, coming from Naples, passed through
Rome, ostensibly to proceed to Leghorn ; but they sud-

denly turned out of the main road and surprised in the

night the town of Civita Vecchia, of which they took

military possession. In all these places they confis-

cated whatever English property they could find. The
papal troops at Ancona, Civita Vecchia, and other places

were ordered to place themselves under the direction

of the French commanders, and some officers who re-

fused to do so were arrested and kept in confinement.

Napoleon in the mean time found fresh grounds of quar-

rel with the pope, lie wished to declare the marriage

of his brother Jerome with an American Protestant lady

null ; but Pius refused, saying that although the Church
abhorred marriages between Catholics and heretics, yet

if they were contracted in Protestant countries accord-

ing to the laws of those countries they were binding

and indissoluble. [ Letter of Pius VII on this impor-

tant subject in Artaud, Vie du Pope Pie VII (Paris,

1826). J He next accused the pope of dilatoriness in

giving the canonical institution to the bishops elected

to vacant sees in the kingdom of Italy. Eugene Beau-

harnais, viceroy of the kingdom of Italy, wrote an able

and conciliatory letter to the pope, in order to bring

about an arrangement; and the pope was induced to

invite the bishops elect to Rome in order to receive the

canonical institution, when a threatening letter came,

written by Napoleon from Dresden after the peace of

Tilsit in the summer of 1807, in which he said that

"the pope must not take him for a Louis le Debon-
naire ; that his anathemas would never make his sol-

diers drop their muskets; that he, Napoleon, if pro-

voked too far, could separate the greater part of Europe

from the Roman Church, and establish a more rational

form of worship than that of which the pope was the

head; that such a thing was easy in the actual state

of people's minds," etc. ; and he forbade Eugene to cor-

respond any longer with the pope, or send the bishops

elect to Rome, for, he said, " they would only imbibe

there principles of sedition against their sovereign."

Matters were now brought to an open rupture. A
French force under general Miollis entered Rome in

February, 1808, and took possession of the castle and

the gates, leaving however the civil authorities undis-

turbed. The pope was prevailed upon to send cardinal

de Bayanne as his legate to Paris, to make a last effort

at reconciliation ; but the cardinal had not arrived at

his destination when a decree of Napoleon, dated April

2, 1808, united the provinces of Ancona, Macerata, Per-

nio, and Urbino to the kingdom of Italy. Fresh re-

monstrances on the part of Pius were answered by

threats of further hostile measures on the part of Na-

poleon, unless the pope entered into an offensive and

defensive league with the kingdoms of Naples and Italy,

and by a declaration that "the pope would lose his

temporal sovereignty and remain bishop of Rome as

his predecessors were during the first eight centuries,

and under the reign of Charlemagne" (Note de M. de

Champagrty, Ministre, des Affaires Etrangeres a son

Eminence le Cardinal Capara. April 18, 1808). The
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war which began Boon after in Spain prevented Napo-

leon from occupying himself with the affairs of Borne,

which remained in a state ol una rtainty amid frequent

clashing between the French military authorities and

; civil officers, rhe papal territory, impover-

ished as il was by the 1"-- ol its fines! provinces, was

obliged i" paj the French troops whicb garrisoned the

towns thai still nominally belonged i<> the pope. All

the disaffected and the turbulent, trusting to French

I

... openly insulted the papal government The

pope remained confined to bis palace on the Quirinal,

with bis Swiss guard at the pan-, not wishii s

pose himself to violence by venturing out. On Maj
17. L809, Napoleon, who was then making war against

Austria,] from Vienna, in which be re-

sumed the grant of bis illustrious predecessor Charle-

magne, and united the remainder of the Roman states

to il"- French empire, leaving t<> the pope bis palaces

and an income of two millions of franca. < >n June 10,

1 xi Hi, the pope issued a bull ol excommunication against

all the perpetrators and alienors of the invasion of Rome
and of the territories of the Holy See. The bull was

affixed to the gates of the principal churches of Rome
and in other public places. The text of the bull is

given by cardinal Pacca, in Ids Memorie StoHche, Ap-

pt i. No. v. The French commander, Miollis,

being afraid of an insurrection of the people of Rome,

who bad shown unequivocal signs of attachment to

their sovereign, thought it expedient to remove Pius

from the capital. The Swiss guards made no resist-

ance, havii that effect from the pope; and,

protesting that he "yielded to force." Tins took his

breviary under his arm. accompanied i he general to the

pale. nli. re his carriage was ready, and drove oil' under

an escort. lh- was taken first to Grenoble, in Dau-
phine, from whence he was removed, by order of Na-
poleon, to Savona, in the l;i\ iera of Genoa, where he re-

mained till June, 1812. While Pius was at Savona, Na-

|

invoked a c icil at Paris of the bishops of his

empire; hut he found that assembly less docile than he

I, and he dissolved it without reaching any
conclusion. I he great question was how to till up the

vacant sees, when the pope refused the canonical insti-

tution. The pope at the same time would not recognise

Napoleon's divorce from his first wile Josephine. In

short. Napoleon found that unarmed priests were more

difficult to conquer than the armies ofone half ofEurope
(Thibaudeau, /. ( 'onsulat i /'/;,,</,;,* . eh. bsxvii ; Botta,

Storia (TItalia, bk. x.w ). The plan of Napoleon « as to

have the pope settled at Avignon, or some other town of

Ids empire, a- hi- Bubjecl and hi- pensionan .and to con-

trol himself the nomination not only of the bishops, hut

of the cardinal- also, by which mean- he would have
added to his already overbearing temporal power tin in-

calculabli support ofa spiritual authority w hich extends

over a great part of the world. The resistance of Pius

ted bis views. Napoleon at la-t imaginedthal

by changing Pius to Fontainebleau he might succeed

in overc ing his firmness. He therefore cau

to hi' removed with the greatest secrecy. He waf

brought to Fontainebleau in dune. 1812, lodged in the

imperial palace, and treated with marked i < -
[

•< • t . Na-

poleon had set out on his Russian expedition. After

his return from that disastrous campaic.n. in December,

L812, he went to -ee the pope, embraced him. and treat-

ed him with studied attention ; he also allowed Beveral

cardinal- who were at Paris to repair to Fontainebleau,

and at la-t. chiefly through their persuasions, he pre-

vailed upon the pope to Bign a new concordat, dan. _'.'>.

1813. It is not true, as Bome have Btated, that Na-

poleon, ii e of his conferences with Pius, lifted his

hand against him and struck him. I'acca {MemOTXK

Storiche, pt. iii. eh. i} denies this on the authority of

Pius himself, but thinks it very probable that Napoleon

spoke to his prisoner in an authoritative and threaten-

ing tone. Napoleon hastened to publish the ankles of

the concordat, and to give them the force of laws of the

i in]. ire ; after which he granted free access to the pope,

to all cardinals, and others who .hose to repair to Fon-
tainebleau. Pius, who had scruples concerning some of
the articles which he had Bigned, laid tie m bi fore the
cardinals and asked their opinion. Several of the ear-

pecially the Italian om-. such as Consalvi,

Pacca, Litta. and Hi Pietro, stated that some of the ar-
ticle- were contrary to the canon law and the legitimate

jurisdiction of the Roman see. and pregnant with the

most serious evils to the Church, and they urged the

necessity ofa prompt retraction. They quoted the ex-
ample oi Paschal II. who, in Bimilar circumstances hav-
ing cedi d i>. t he emperor Henry V the right of investi-

ture, hastened to suhmit his conduct to the judgment
oi a council assembled in the Lateran, and the council

revoked the cession. See Paschal II. Upon this

Pius wrote to Napoleon, March 24, retracting his con-

cessions, hut proposing a new basis for a concordat: Na-
poleon, however, took no notice of the re i racial ion. ex-
cept t.. exile -..me of the cardinals who. he thought,
had influenced it. Napoleon soon after set oil for his

army in Germany, and the affair w ith the pope remained
in 8USpen8e. It was only after the defeat of the I i, nch

armies and their expulsion from Germany that Napo-
leon proposed to restore to the pope the I'apal States

south of the Apennines, if the pope would agree to a

concordat. Pins answered that be would not enter into

anj negotiations until he was restored t.. Rome. On
dan. -I'l. 1814, an order came for the pope to leave Fon-
tainebleau the following day. None of the cardinals

were allowed to accompany him. He set ..ui. accompa-
nied by an escort, and was taken to Italy. ( In arriving

at the bridge on the river Nura, in the state of Parma,
he met the ad\ anccd posts of the Neapolitan troops un-

der .Mural, who was then making common cause with
the allied powers against Napoleon. .Mural had taken

military occupation of the I; an state, but he offered

t.. give up Rome and the Campagna. Pius, however,
preferred stopping at Cesena, his native town, until the

political horizon was cleared up. After the abdication
of Napoleon and the peace of Paris, Pius made bis en-

trance into Rome, May 24, 181 1, in the midst of rejoic-

ings and acclamations. His faithful Con.-alvi si. .11 after

resumed his office of secretary of state. By the articles

of the congress of Vienna the whole of the I'apal States

were restored, including the legations, which were not,

however, evacuated by the Austrian iroops until after

the fall of Mural, in 1815.

lh. remaining years of the life of Tins vn were
-pent in comparative tranquillity, though not in idle-

.1 I. applied himself to adapt, as far as it was prac-

ticable, the civil institutions of his dominions to the

great changes which had taken place in the social stale.

I,\ a •niotu proprio" of the year 1816 he confirmed the

suppression of all feudal imposts, privileges, monopolies,

and jurisdictions; he abolished every kind of torture,

including that called the "corda," or "estrapade," which
was formerly a frequent mode of punishment at Rome;
he diminished the land-tax; retained the register of

i.\ potbeques," or mortgages, instituted by the French ;

laid down the basis ofa new code' of public administra-

tion, and in November of the following yearhe published
a new code of civil procedure, in which he regulated the
co-ts of judicial proceedings, lie maintained the com-
mercial conn- established by the French, a- well as the
new system of police, enforced by a regular corps of car-

abineers, in-lead of the old •• -l.irri." who were ineffective

and corrupt (Touraon, Etiul<.< statistigues sur Rome, bk.

iv, ch.vi). Unfortunately, however, tin- old system of

Becrel proceedings in criminal matters wa- restored, as

wc 11 a- 1 hat oi ii,,. ecclesiastical courts, which have ju-

risdiction also over laymen. Tin-, however, also made
Bome important alterations in the form of proceeding of
the [nquisition, abolishing torture as well as the punish-

ment of death for offences concerning religion. He did

perhaps all that he' could do a- a pope, and certainly more
than any pope had done before him. Cardinal I onsalvi
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took vigorous measures to extirpate the banditti of the

Campagua; and in July, 1819, he ordered the town of

Sonnino, a nest of incorrigible robbers, to be razed to

the ground. With regard to spiritual matters, Pius con-

cluded a new concordat with France, Naples, Bavaria,

and other states. He condemned by a bull the political

society of Carbonari, as well as other secret societies.

In the month of July, 1823, the aged pontiff had a fall

in his apartments and broke his thigh. This accident

brought on inflammation, and he died Aug. 20. He
was succeeded by Leo XII (q. v.). Thorwaldsen was
commissioned to make his monument, which has been

placed in St. Peter's. Pius YII stands prominent among
the long series of popes for his exemplary conduct under

adversity, his Christian virtues, and his general benev-

olence and charity. Free from nepotism, virtuous, mod-
est, unassuming, and personally disinterested, he was a

stanch, though temperate, defender of the rights of his

see; and his meek bearing and unblemished character

engaged on his side the sympathies of the whole Chris-

tian world, without distinction of community or sect,

during the long struggle with his gigantic and ungen-

erous adversary. A selection of his bulls, breves, etc.,

are found in Koskovany, Mcmum. Cath.pro independen-

tia potest, eccl. Quinque eccl. (1847), ii, 1 sq. The Bulla-

rium Romanum continual contains in vol. xi and xii

(Rom. 1840) all bulls and breves till 180G. See Cohen,

Precis histor. sur Pie VII (Par. 1823); Simon, La Vie

politique et privee de Pie VII (ibid. 1824); Jager, Le-

bensbeschreibung des Papstes Ping VII (Frkf. 1824) ; Ar-

taud de Montor, Hist, de In Vie et du Pontifical du Pope
Pie VII (3d ed. Par. 1839, 2 vols. 8vo) ; and Cardinal

Pacca's Historical Memoirs, transl. into Engl, by Sir

George Head (Lond. 1850, 2 vols, post 8vo); the Lond.

Rev. 1854, pt. ii, p. 77 ; Ranke, Hist, of the Papacy, ii,

311 sq., et al. ; Bower, Hist, of the Popes, vol. viii; Ch.

Journal, vol. vii; Stud. u. Krit. 18(57, No. i; English

Cyclop, s. v., of which article we have largely availed

ourselves.

Pius VIII, pope of Rome, was bom at Cingoli, in

the province of Ancona, Italy, Nov. 20, 1761. His orig-

inal name was Francis Xavkr Cas/iglimii. He was
the friend of Pius VII, and was by him created bishop

of Montalto in 1800; and elevated to the cardinalate in

1816. He was generally regarded as the most learned

canonist of the papal court. He was desired for suc-

cessor of pope Leo XII. During Pius YIII's short pon-

tificate of one year and eight months (from March 31,

1829 till Nov. 30, 1830) nothing remarkable occurred.

He warred against indifferentism, Bible societies, Free-

masonry, and all secret associations, and successfully la-

bored for the establishment of a patriarchate at Constan-
tinople for the United Armenians. He deserves to be

especially commended for his humane efforts with Dom
Pedro of Brazil to suppress the slave traffic and system.

His bulls, canons, etc., are in Roskovany, Monument. Cath.

ii, 292-317. He was succeeded by pope Gregory XVI.
See Artaud de Montor, Hist, du Pape Pie VIII (Par.

1843); Nodari, Vitm Pontificum Pii VI, VII, Leonis

XII, et Pii VIII (Padua, 1840). (J. H. W.)

Pius IX, the last of the Roman pontiffs who held

both temporal and spiritual rule. His original name
was Giovanni Maria Mastai Ferretti. He was of noble

parentage, though there are writers claiming him to be
of Jewish descent. He was born at Sinigaglia, May 13,

1792. As a youth he was distinguished for a mild dis-

position and for his works of charity. While still a child

he was saved from drowning by a poor contadino, who
lived to see him seated on what the historian Macaulay
calls " the most ancient and venerable throne of Eu-
rope." At the age of eighteen he went to Rome for the
purpose of entering the body-guard of the reigning
pontiff, Pius VII. An epileptic attack, however, pre-
vented the attainment of his wishes, and he entered
a religious seminar}', where his gentleness and devo-
tion proved the foundation of his future distinction.

While at Rome he lived under the protection of an
uncle, an officer of the ecclesiastical establishment of

the Vatican. In the troubled period which marked the

closing days of Napoleon's reign, uncle and nephew re-

moved to their estates at Sinigaglia. On a visit which
pope Pius VII paid this place, Mastai was presented to

his holiness, and when the pontiff was again able to re-

turn to Rome, after his long captivity in France, the

young ecclesiastic of Sinigaglia was called to the holy

city. In the meantime his health had improved, and
he was able to prosecute his studies uninterruptedly.

By invitation of cardinal Odescalchi, he took part in a

mission to his native province, and when he returned

was made deacon in 1818. He obtained a personal au-

dience of the pontiff, and sought a dispensation which
would allow him to be ordained without delay to the

priesthood. The legend states that his holiness, laying

his hands on the young aspirant, granted him the favor

asked, together with the apostolic blessing, and thus

forever cured him of his epilepsy. Secular writers less

anxious to paint the miraculous manifestations in Pio

Nono's youthful days declare that he was a libertine,

and that, stretched upon a bed of sickness, he repented

of his sins, and, by a life of abstinence and purity, grad-

ually recovered.

In 1819 Mastai received priest's orders, and first ex-

ercised the sacerdotal functions in the hospital of San
Giovanni at Rome—an institution founded for the edu-

cation of poor orphans. He was assiduously devoted to

his ministerial duties, and became noted for his charita-

ble works also. In 1823 a wider field opened to him. A
canon of the cathedral of Santiago, in Chili, had come
to Rome to request of the pope the appointment of an

apostolic delegate to that country, and when monsi-

gnore Muzi had been given this position, Mastai was
selected to accompany him as auditor. Two years

he spent in South America, and on his way home he

also visited the North, and he is said to have been the

only pope that ever saw America. Report will have it

that he even visited a body of Freemasons in Philadel-

phia (see Princeton Rev. [
March. 187s], p. 510). Nor

need this surprise. " It is a fact," says Trollopc. " which
may be relied on, that—of course in the days before he
became a priest, or had thought of ever becoming one

—Pius IX had been a member of a lodge—or a vendet-

ta, as the term was—of Carbonari." This was a secret

society, originally of charcoal-burners (as the name
signifies), who were opposed to the tyranny of the

times. In the summer of 1825 Mastai was taken

into the household of pope Leo XII as domestic prel-

ate. He became a favorite with the pontiff, ami in

December was made superintendent of the hospital of

St. Michael, founded two centuries ago by Innocent X,
and comprising at this time not only a hospital lor the

sick, but a retreat for the aged, a refuge for boys, a house

for magdalens, a home for virtuous girls, and a school

of arts and industries. When he assumed the presi-

dency of this vast and complicated institution it was on
the decline. He reorganized every department of the

hospital, repaired its dilapidated revenues, extended the

range of its charities, and in less than two years brought

order out of the confusion—by the sacrifice, however, of

his own patrimony. He also preached much and ob-

tained great distinction as a pulpit orator.

In 1829 Spoleto needed an archbishop. The political

agitation was great throughout Italy. The approach

of the disturbances which crowded the year 1830 was

manifest in a thousand ways. The ecclesiastics, in or-

der to be all-powerful and sufficient for the struggle,

needed more than ordinary experience. A policy of

anxious, irritated, and, at the same time, irritating re-

pression had proved a failure. Mastai Ferretti was

young enough to avoid falling into this error of his sen-

iors, and as he had gained much political sagacity in his

semipolitico- religious mission across the sea, he was

selected for the vacant archiepiscopal chair. He quickly

perceived that he must abandon the old receipts of the
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prison and the executioner, and by a wise rule main-

tained perfect order in the midst ofgeneral disturbance.

While all [taly was in arms, the little archbishopric of

mained peao fuL When Buddenly 5000 in-

surgents came there to Beek refuge from the pursuing

Austrians, he dealt so kindly and judiciously with them

duced them to lay down their arms and sub-

mil to authority; and when the civil authority of the

citj submitted to him the lists of these insurgents, he

,n into the tin . instead of forwarding them to

Gn gorj \ VI and Ins courl were displt ased and

indignant al such procedure, Mastai was sunn ted to

Rome i" give an account of his conduct; but he suc-

ceeded without much difficulty In persuading Gregory

that if their enemies could be put down without punish-

ments, which left a fresh store of hatreds behind, it was

all the better. Mastai's enemies said that bis conduct

towards the persecuted liberal partywas not altogether

Btraightforward and consistent, and that lie even in

those early days showed a certain tendency to run with

the hare al the same time that he was hunting with the

hounds. The archbishop certainly succeeded finally in

obtaining the approbation ofhis holiness, for on I >. ,-. 17,

aras translated to the see of [mola a very im-

portant promotion, because it is understood that this bish-

opric is a stepping-stone to the cardinalate. Mastai had

not only proved his political sagacity, but Ids religious

fervor and purity of life gave a most dignified position to

the churchmen of the diocese of Spoleto, as well as later

to that oflmola. Particularly was he noted for his char-

ity and readiness to aid all good works, both public and

private. The disturbed times required such ecclesias-

tics, tl gave authority to the sees and influence to the

pontificate, How well the pope appreciated Mastai is

made apparent in his Si lection, a short time after, as apos-

tolic nuncio to Naples. He so ably discharged his mis-

sion that he was rewarded with the cardinalate by se-

cret conclave in 1839, though he did not receive the

purple folic until the year after. He was yet compara-

tively a young man. There were many far his seniors

in the college of cardinals. Certainly no one dreamed

that the bestowal of the red hat upon Mastai Ferretti

was likely to bring him the tiara soon.

In 1846 Gregory XVI died. When the news from

I; :ame to the archbishop-cardinal of Imola, lie de-

layed to celebrate first the obsequies of the dead pope.

Apparently he was in no haste to get to Rome ;
yet those

who were close observers and less friendly say that he

had an eye to the papal throne from the moment ofhis

elevation to the cardinalate. and that he prudently for-

bore ever after to identify himselfwith the court ofGreg-

ory. There were two parties in the conclave. Each of

these ght in the new pontiff the representative of

their ideas. The party, confined to the Jesuits ami

leaded by Lambruschini himself an aspirant for the

vacant chair -determined to maintain the papacy of

mediaeval times; the other party, moderately liberal,

made up of better men than the .h-nits. yet also de-

voted to the fahric of mediaeval times, hut with some

Bhow of concession to modern ideas, were disposed to

compromise on a moderate man. and selected the virtu-

oua Bit id. t he I tominican \t ho never doffed the dress

•if his order for the purple robe, though he accepted its

honors and eschewed the Austrian policy of the late pon-
tificate. ' in i -iile ,,f 1 1,,, conclave, however, there was a

Btnall hut enthusiastic faction, called "Young [taly,"re-

Bolved to have a liberal pope, ami thej fastened upon

the young cardinal w lo> had espoused the Italian cause

and had I., en a liberal in hi- past history. N.. one out-

Bide of the conclave imagined, when, on the 14th of June,

it convened, that the party at whose simple mention the
'• holy" men were accustomed t" ( ross themseh es would

-fid. The onlj hope was in the popular en-

thusiasm, which ran >,, high that there was hop.- the m.r

populi might possibly he turned into the vox Dei, On
the very first vote Lambruschini received fifteen votes

and Mastai thirteen, i tn the alt. n u ot the 16th

Mastai received on the fourth ballot thirty-six votes

—

making, of the fifty-two present, more than the necessary

two thirds when the assembly rose as one man to con-

firm the choice by unanimous acclamation. Young
Italy had c |uered against all the Jesuit machinations.

But it was well that it was done so soon; for as Ma-tai

— now l'ius IX — was bestowing his benediction {Urbi
t orK) 1 1

on i the balconj of St. Peter's, an Austrian car-

dinal drove into the Piazza with smoking post-horses

and a " veto" from Vienna.

Various incidents in the reign ol Pio Nono's pi

s..r had given rise to the w ildesl agitation in diplomatic

circles. In 1845 there occurred the rising in the l.'o-

magna, which, when suppressed, revived in a far more

effective shape in the famous pamphlet. / Casi delh /.'«-

magne, which circulated as the testament of a new po-

litical gospel throughout the peninsula. Then there

came the memorable visit of the czar Nicholas to Koine.

and those interviews in which the pope had dared to

protest to the dreaded autocrat against the treatment to

w hich he subjected the Romish < Ihurch in Russia. The
interest excited in the political world was very great.

for. on the one hand, the religious agitation iii Poland

had assumed serious proportions, while, on the other,

speculation was stimulated by the mystery surrounding

this interview, at which only two witnesses bail been

present (cardinal Acton and Mr. Boutevieff, the Russian

minister at Rome). Finally, there came as French am-
bassador M. Rossi, a born subject ofthe pop.- a fugitive

professor from Bologna, and a notoriously compromised

liberal—avowedly to obtain from the holy see its con-

currence with the principles of free education, then advo-

cated in France, and its compliance with the desire ofthe

French government for the reduction within moderate

limits of the establishments that had been opened in

France, more or less clandestinely, by the Jesuits. All

these circumstances had brought about a degree of agi-

tation which was acknowledged by all who had not

some special interest in speaking against the truth.

Gregory XVI had lived in hourly dread of revolution-

ary upheaval, and in constant fear of absolute neglect by

the European states. He had always kept in bis drawer

a document empowering the cardinals, on his demise, to

proceed to immediate election, if they saw danger to the

free action Ofthe conclave. Such times needed a popu-

lar priest in the pontificate. But Mastai disappointed

both his friends and his enemies— the former so sorely

that tiny were weakened beyond the possibility of

recovery; the latter, by his forming an alliance with

them, and by the execution of schemes which they had

never dreamed could be executed, e\ en if Lambruschini

himself had been in the papal chair. Pio Nono proved

an impulsive, good-natured man. but ignorant and su-

perstitious, vain and impetuous, weak and obstinate.

without a mind of Ids own or settled policy. His re-

forms were, iii reality, of little value. The best of them
those devoid of any political significance—projects to

regulate the finances, to reform the administration of

justice, to introduce railways, to ameliorate the condi-

tion ofthe Campagna brought about merely a tempo-

rary improvement. The political measures were equal-

ly short-lived in their results, ami. besides, were a bur-

lesque on liberalism. Thus in March. 1*17. .-in edict of

the press was published with the intention of removing

some of the r. sti-ictions under which it had labored till

then; but strong hints were given as to the subjects

which the government would allow to be discus-, d, and

a censorship remained established in full force. The
same year witnessed the institution ofthe Consulta, un-

der the presidency of ( ii/./.i. This seemed like com es»

sioii I., popular demands, but the whole thing was a

farce; the members were chosen by tin- pope, and the

functions of the council ofthe most limited nature. Its

.buy was to give an opinion when called upon, leaving

it to the pope to act upon the proffered advice or to do

otherwise. In |>|s appeared the tamous statuto creat-

!
ing a high council and a chamber of deputies, as the
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triumph of constitutionalism. But the chambers were

forbidden to propose any law on ecclesiastical or mixed
affairs, and every measure had to be submitted to the

pope in a secret consistory, with the absolute right of

veto. When the national crusade was inaugurated in

1847, under the leadership of prince Charles Albert, of

the house of Savoy—the grandfather of the present king

of Italy—the pope went with the multitude. The Ul-

tramontanes, of course, broke out against this manifest

liberalism of the pontiff, but it only needed a little strat-

egy on their part, and he was at their bidding. When
his trusted adviser, count Rossi, was assassinated at the

door of the Council of State, Pius IX as rapidly retraced

his steps as he had advanced, and now unreservedly

gave himself over to those very Jesuits who had plot-

ted the death of his minister, that the liberals might be

charged with desperate motives. Accordingly, the pope,

on the 29th of April, 1818—his ministry, who had coun-

selled that the abandonment of the people " would most

seriously compromise the temporal dominion of the holy

see," having left him—issued, in the form of an allocu-

tion addressed to the cardinals, that celebrated paper

which put an end at once and forever to the brief season

of popularity and affection of his subjects in which he

had basked. The first words of it declare the intentions

of the Holy See " not to deviate from the institutions

of our predecessors." Then it goes on to state that evil-

minded men had made it believed that the pope had en-

couraged the Italians in their revolutionary aspirations,

and had endeavored to make his conduct in this respect

a means of stirring up schism in Germany. The paper

finally warns all the Italians against any such designs

or aspirations, enjoining them to remain docile subjects

to their princes. This " allocution" fell like a bombshell

in the midst of the liberal party. The dismay, the

disappointment, the rage, were indescribable. Many
had been led—some of the princes of Italy among the

number— to compromise themselves in a way they

would not have done had they not supposed that the

pontiff was at the head of the liberal movement. This

terrible announcement was made, too, when already the

papal troops had passed the frontier of the States of

the Church and joined the forces marching against the

Austrians; so that these betrayed men were left to be

treated by the Austrian soldiery as mere rebels and
brigands. The king of Sardinia and the grand duke
of Tuscany were equally placed in a most painful pre-

dicament by this sudden tergiversation of Pius IX.

They acted, as is well known, differently in the difficul-

ty. The king did not turn back from the plough to

which he had put his hand. The weak grand duke
made haste to follow the lead of the pontiff, and cast in

his lot with him and with the Austrians. Such vacilla-

tion could not be other than destructive. When the

hurricanes which swept over the political fabric of Eu-
rope reached the Italian shores, Rome's prince was the

first to feel its severest touch. In France the citizen-

king was forced to exile ; in Rome the citizen-pope suf-

fered a like fate, and with this hegira from the Quirinal

to Gaeta terminates Pio Nono's comedy of liberalism.

The story of Pio Nono's extraordinary hegira we can-

not detail. Suffice it to say that Pio Nono's exit from

Rome was made with the aid of the Bavarian minister,

and at Gaeta he was received with great honor by the

king of Naples, who persuaded the pope to abandon Ins

original intention of going to the Balearic Islands. He
now enjoyed the sympathy of the reactionists all over

the world who had looked so coldly upon his early ef-

forts at reform, but gained, of course, the execrations of

the liberals, whose cause he had abandoned. Rome, left

without a ruler, bloomed into a republic. The pope pro-

tested against all its acts, and summoned the Catholic

world to put it down. It was France which, having dis-

graced herself by the election of a Bonaparte as presi-

dent, was condemned to finish her story of crime and
humiliation by throttling the Roman republic and re-

storing the temporal authority of the papacy. French

troops landed at Civita Yecchia on the 25th of April,

1849, and besieged the capital, while the Austrians en-

tered Italy from the north and the Spaniards from the
south. The capital surrendered on the 1st of July; and
pending the return of the pope— which did not take
place until next year—the government was carried on
by a papal commission, a council of state, a council of

finances, and provincial councils. The pope returned

-

in April, 1850, surrounded by the bayonets of a French
army, " to a capital torn and ravaged by bombardment,
and drenched in the blood of his own subjects, slain for

the crime of taking up and earning on the government
which he had abdicated." His first act was the perfidy

of destroying the constitution of chartered lights which
he had guaranteed to his subjects. His second act was
the granting of a mock amnesty, the exceptions to

which were so framed as to put well-nigh the whole
population under ban. The glutted prisons, which it

had been his delight to empty at bis first accession, filled

up again as before. The Inquisition recommenced its

sacred labors. Five hundred citizens were shot or de-

capitated and thirty thousand proscribed. Tribunals

were established which condemned without trial, and
without even open accusation. Speech was gagged, the

press was muzzled, the Bible was prohibited. The stir-

ring of resistance, provoked by excess of tyranny, was
seized as the pretext of wanton barbarity; and the kind-

hearted philanthropist of 184(5 became an avenger at

Perugia in 1859—a sad and black story, on which it is

rather the province of the secular historian to dwell.

In 1868, the Austrians broke the concordat and de-

clared their spiritual emancipation. The year after,

queen Isabella was driven out of Spain, and the govern-

ment of the people refused to be bound by any previous

treaties with the papacy. In 1870, finally, the war with

Prussia destroyed the empire in France, and with the

fall of Napoleon not only the French refused to be bound
to Rome, but the gates of the Eternal City opened to all

Italy. Previous to the entry of the Italian troops. Vic-

tor Emmanuel wrote to Pio Nonoa most dutiful and sub-

missive letter, offering terms of establishment in Rome
which would guarantee his entire spiritual freedom and

authority, to which his holiness made characteristic re-

ply— the most extraordinary defiance ever uttered in

such extremity. Though the king might after this have

taken matters in his own hand, he yet accepted an obe-

dient relation to the Church, and caused Parliament to

guarantee the liberty of the Church and the indepen-

dence of the sovereign pontiff on May 13, 1871. Not-

withstanding all efforts of Victor Emmanuel for peace,

the pope sternly persisted in his firm protest against

the inevitable change of things. He steadily refused

to receive the Sardinian princes, or to enter into any
arrangement with them. He yielded merely to force,

and evidently enjoyed his martyrdom much more than

Emmanuel did bis victory. For the first year after

his dethronement, the pope talked of various changes

of residence — of Malta, of Avignon, and even of St.

Bonis, lint this was probably never serious. His great

age prevented any such adventure, if there were no other

reasons against it. He lived retired in the Vatican, and

called himself a prisoner. On the 3d of June, 1*77. the

Romish Church celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of

his episcopate, and on Feb. 7, 1878, he died, after a pro-

tracted dropsical illness.

Pio Nono's name will always be prominent among Ro-

man pontiffs. His long reign proved a contradiction of

the traditional words uttered at his coronation— X<>n ri-

debis annos Petri. Besides, his interest in archaeological

pursuits, and the care he took in aiding in the preserva-

tion of the various monuments of Rome and in the em-

bellishing of her churches, will hand his name down to

remote generations. On the Forum, on the Coliseum, on

fountains and in basilicas, the name of Fins IX is carved

on large marble slabs, recording the part he has taken

in preserving old structures from decay or in building

new ones. In the tribune of the grand basilica of San
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Paolo-fuori-le-mura there ia a memorial of one of the

proadesl momenta of Pio Nono'a life. An expensive

and elegant memorial ia that placed in 1*71 over the

well-known bronze Btatue of St. Peter. Those who de-

sin- to mii lv its details arc referred to the pag

In 1847 he began the reform of the great religious

I

i tn June 17 be appointed a commission t<>

inquire into the laxity of discipline in religious com-

munities, and in tli" issue he bo modified the constitu-

tions of several as t" make the period of probation

more protracted, and to raise among all the Btandard of

discipline and intellectual training. The mi— ions of

strengthened, being carried for-

ward in partibua infidelium, and great hierarchies, in

lands formerly heathen or Protestant, were added to the

vast clergy thai owned "the Latin obedience." Tims
he provided by brief of 1850 for the ecclesiastical gov-

ernment of England, dividing that country int e

metropolitan and twelve episcopal sees; and this was fol-

lowed by a pastoral letter ofcardinal Wiseman, on his ap-

pointmenl as archbishop of Westminster, exulting in the

supposed triumph of his Church in the land which had
borne of the Reformation for three centuries.

Thru he created in this country a vast Roman ( atholic

hierarchy by elevating to the cardinalate the archbishop

ofNew Fork in 1875, and prepared the way for the re-es-

tablishment of the hierarchy in Scotland, which was ef-

fected in 1878. Finally, in 1854, without advice of a

council. In- ventured the utterance of a new dogma
— the immaculoti conception (q.v.) of the Virgin Mary
—and tic audacious promulgation, in 1864, of the bull

(liniitiii ('urn, which, with its accompanying "Syl-
labus" of damnable errors, was simply an attack on free

governments ami civilization itself, and rivalled the
spirit and times of Hildebrand. the ecclesiastical abso-

lutism of the 11th century. The consecration of these

acts in tie Vatican Council of 1870 by the decree of Ih-

fallibility (q.v.) was the logical completion of the Ro-
mish sy-teui ;uid of the pontificate of Pius IX. The
disturbances which have grown out of these steps are
detailed in Oil. CATHOLICISM, etc. One Of the foulest

biota on the pages of history regarding his reign i- the

forcible conversion of the .lew boy Mortara,andofa piece
witli this is the abject condition of the Hebrews at

Rome, where the walls of the Ghetto were only removed
with the establishment of the Italian power. The pri-

vate life of the pope was marked by great simplicity
of habits.

talleydier, Histoin <l< laRevoLdt Rom (Lyons,
1851,2 \ !-. 8vo) : Maguire, Rome,its Ruk > and its Tnsti-

Saint-Alvin, Pie IX fParis I860);
Pirn IX: the Story of his Lift (Lond. 1875, 2 vols.

PtUS IX i ibid. 1*77. I' vols. Svo);
Legge, Growth of tht Temporal Power of th Papacy
(ibid. 1870); also, Lift of Pius /X i ibid. 1875, 8vo);
Hitchmann, Biog. of Pius IX (ibid. 1878, 12mo) ; New

mne, Feb. 8, 1878 ; Christian Union, vol. xvii,
No.

, : Christian Advocate, Feb. 1*7*: Thompson, '/'//<

Papacyand iht Civil I'.,,,-,,- ( \. v. is77. l2mo); Prince-
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Pius Societies. The stormy years of 1848 and
1849 brought u'reat hopes and ur reat dangers to the Ro-

ilic < hurch of Germany, especially the hope
of entire emancipation from the State, and the danger
of enslavement to the despotism of a liberalism hostile
to the < hurch. But its representatives knew how to

fully between the Scylla and Charybdis. In

November, 1848, the German bishops of the Romish
body assembled at WUrzburg, to consult together con-
cerning lb.- best means to proceed in this critical period.
Invars ing faithfulness to the papacy was the tir-i point

settled; voluntary co-operation with tl political re-

generation" of the fatherland, the second; thankful ac-
ceptance of the promise of unconditional freedom ol

conscience in the fundamental rights of the Frankfort
Parliament I, in order to accomplish the most complete

independence of the Church and absolute control of

national education, from the elementary to the high
schools, the third. Shortly before this, however, an or-

ganization of far-reaching significance bad been effect-

ed, in which also -and prominently— the laity were to

co-,,perate. viz., the Pius Society, a Roman Catholic

counterpart of i lie Protestant Church Diet (q.v.). Soon
after the revolutionary struggles of March, union- were
formed at several places in Germany having for their

object the protection and advancement of Roman < ath-

olic interests. At the anniversary of the building of

the cathedral at < lologne, in August, 18 18, the mi mbi ra

of several of these unions met together and resolved

upon a general convocation, in October, 1*1*. at May-
ence, where the lirst union of this kind was formed,

under the name of /'ins Society. Here all I be single

unions were formed into a great collective union under

the name of " Catholic Union of Germany ;" although
in practice the shorter name of Puts Society has been
preferred. To direct the business of the collective

union, one of the single unions was to be chosen every
tune from the annual general convention, which was
called "Vorort." The object of the union was "the
obtaining and maintenance of the freedom of the • hurch

and control of the same over the schools: national cult-

ure in the Roman Catholic spirit ami practice of Chris-

tian mercy: as fundamental law. obedience to the pope
and to the episcopate: pacific posture towards the Mate
and towards every existing form of government, so far

as the rights of the Church were not thereby preju-

diced: and defensive, not aggressive, posture towards

the non-Catholic confessions. The Virgin Mary was
chosen as patroness of the union, and every member
hound himself to repeat a daily Paternoster and Ave
Maria to further the objects of the union." flu first

general assembly, which was held at Mayence in 1848,

was represented by eighty-three different societies ;
and

a letter received from the pope I Feb., 1849 i, in which he-

gave his approbation and blessing to this union, only

Strengthened the- movement, and gave not only author-

ity, but also the name. A second assembly was held at

Breslau, where the papal letter was received, and where
the assembly openly expressed it that "a united Oer-

inany was only possible with a Catholic Christianity."

Here a new society was also organized, the Vincentius

Society, iox missionary work at home. The third gen-

eral assembly was held at Regensburg (October, 1849).

Ibre. besides the i irgan iz.iit ion of the Bonifacius Soci-

ety, a paper was started. Katholischer VereinsboU fur
dasdeutschi Reich, in the interest of all societies organ-

ized in the spirit of the Pius societies. Every year

new societies of like tendency and spirit were organ-

ized, till in the year 1*.">1 the number was bo great

that the original Pius societies, with the now-existing

branch associations, were finally amalgamated into one.

as all were only serving one purpose— the advanct menl

of ultramontanism in Germany. Vet. in spite of all

these efforts, the Beventh general assembly, held ,-u Vi-

enna (Sept, 1858), was forced to acknowledge that it had

nol Bucceeded in attracting the masses, for only the same
faces were present. The meeting at Cologne in 1854

became discordant, because the committee refused to

gu e tli« Prussian government a guarantee ofabstinence

from political utterances and confessional polemics. The
ninth general assembly, held at Salzburg in 1857, was
a living •testimonium paupertatis," which the Roman
Catholic world exhibited to the union. Little was felt

here of important men. deeds, and speeches. The
cathedral capitular Hiniioben of Mayence. the "real

miles gloriosus oi the meeting," uttered hectoring fan-

faronades about the glorious victories of Roman t latholi-

cism in Germany, and expressed the confident ho| e, in

regard to the forty new Protestant churches built by the

Gustavua Vdolphua Union, that these would Bbortly

again be cast out into the garden of rejected stones.
•• Harlequinades also were not wanting. Prof, rlreuzer,

of Cologne, e. g., comforted those present in regard to
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the charge of ultramontanism with the proverb, 'There

stands the ox at the mountain ;' from which it follows

incontestable that the oxen are the real Cismontanes, be-

cause they are not able to pass over the mountain ; and

as regards the papacy, it is evident that Christ himself,

who called upon his Father on the cross, was a papist

;

indeed, every man is a born papist, because the child

lisps ' papa' already in the cradle ; and other such comical

things." As a change, it was also greatly lamented that

two hundred and seven large and twelve hundred and

thirty-four small journals were in the service of the

Protestants of Germany, while, on the other hand, the

Roman Catholics had only six large and eighty-one

small ones.

The tenth general assembly was held at Cologne

(September, 1858). All agreed that the rt-sults hith-

erto achieved were satisfactory. In general, the de-

portment of this conference was more dignified, the

contents of its speeches more important, than those of

the former years. "Still the jester Himioben was not

wanting this time also. He exhorted the women to

form Parament unions, and informed them that the first

union of this kind was formed in the year 33 after

Christ, in consequence of the first secularization, when
the soldiers cast lots for the garment of the Saviour,

which he had worn the evening previous as a chasuble

at the first celebration of the mass. Indeed, we can even

go farther back than this : Mary, who made swaddling-

bands for the child Jesus, was the proper originator of

the union. After being edified with such trifles, but

also hearing many important truths, especially concern-

ing the study of history and the musical culture of the

young, the meeting was closed by consecrating the

pillar of Mary built at Cologne in honor of the im-
maculate conception." The eleventh annual conference.

which was held at Freiburg in 1859, expressed the hope

that soon all Germany will be brought back within the

pale of the Roman Catholic Church; while the twelfth,

held at Prague in 1860, lamented over the wounds which
were inflicted upon the papacy in that same year. The
thirteenth general meeting, held at Munich in 1861, ex-

tolled the virtues of the hol}r father, and declared the

robbing of the pope's territory to be a robbery of God.

The seventeenth, which was held at Treves in 1865,

praised the encyclica published in 1861 in the bull

"Quanta cura"as the greatest deed of the 19th century;

pronounced John Goerres (q. v.) as the greatest German,
and the holy coat at Treves as the symbol of Catholic

unity. In this tenor it went on. " Half childish, half

spleenish remained the rest of the meetings, until

the day at Breslau, in 1872, when humor gave place to

rage, naivete to fanaticism, and the ostensible peace-

policy to the ringing of the alarm-bell'' (Kurtz).

The most prominent societies in connection with the

original Pius societies are the Bonifacius unions for the

support of needy Roman Catholic congregations in Prot-

estant Germany (an imitation of the Gustavus Adolphus
Union) ; the Charles Borromeo unions, to spread good
Roman Catholic writings; the Vincentius and Elizabeth

unions, for visiting the sick and taking care of the poor;

the Journeymen unions (founded by Kolping, of Elber-

feld, in 1816), for the spiritual and temporal sustenance

of journeymen; the unions of The Holy Childhood of
Jesus, composed chiefly of children, who contribute

monthly five pennies for the salvation of exposed hea-

then children (especially in China), and daily pray an
Ave Maria for them. These are the most prominent

organizations in the service of the hierarchy, and are

found all over the world. In the United States there

is hardly a large town in which one or the other of

these societies is not to be found. The tendency is the

same, although the name may be different. The pur-

pose of these organizations in the United States is to

bring the state as much as possible under the influence

and control of the hierarchy, and the political arena is

the field of labor. Already they influence the legislat-

ures, school-boards
;
yea, we may say they form a state

within the state. The clergy commands a great ig-
norant mass, easily fanaticized, and ready to do any-
thing "in majorem Dei gloriam et honorcm papa; infal-

libilis." The doctrines of the Vatican are promulgated
through numerous papers, and the utterances made at
the annual gatherings of the different organizations are
the best proof of the spirit which animates these soci-

eties. See Herzog, Real- Encyklop. s. v. Piusvereine;
Theolog. Universal- Lexikon, s. v.; Wetzer u. Welte,
Kir-chen-Lex ikon, s. v. ; more especially Kurtz, Lehrbuch
der Kirchengi sch. ( Mitau, 1874), ii, 332 sq. See also Ul-
tramontanism (in its conflict with Germany). (B. P.)

Pix. See Pyx.

Pizzez. See Artists.

Placaeus. See Place, Josue de la.

Place, Absalom's. See Absalom.

Place, Fruitful. See Carmel.

Place, Conyers, an English divine of some note,

flourished in the first half of last century, very near the
opening of that rera. We know nothing of his personal
history. He has left several valuable publications,

among which we note, besides his Sermons (Lond. 1702,

4to; 1721, 8vo; 1705, 4to), Adversaria (1709):—Re-
marks,with Queries put t<> Mr. Bolde, concerning his wild
Pamphlet, or clouterly Invective, against t/ir Christian
Ministry and World, called Some Thoughts concerning
Church Authority (1724, 8vo):— Space is Necessary
Being, etc. (1728) : — Essay towards the Vindication <<j'

the Visible Creation (1729, 8vo) -.—Reason an Insufficient

Guide (1735) :

—

Remarks on a Treatise entitled A J 'lain

Account, etc., of the Lord's Supper, in which all the
texts in the New Testament which relate to it are pro-

duced and explained, and the whole doctrine about it is

drawn from them alone (1735). See Blakey, Hist, of
the Philosophy of the Mind, iii, 31; Allibone, Did. ';/'

Brit, and Amer. A uthors, s. v. ; Hook, Pedes. Biog. s. v.

Place, Enoch, an American minister in the Free-

will Baptist Church, was born in Rochester, N. H., July

13, 1786. He was converted in March, 1807, while en-

gaged in teaching, and soon felt called of God to enter

the work of the ministry. He preached his first sermon
June 2, 1807, and was ordained Jan. 23, 1813. Forty-

one years of his public life he passed in Strafford, X. H.,

laboring also much in adjoining towns. He had a thirst

for knowledge, and from youth to manhood availed

himself of the means within his reach to acquire an ed-

ucation, though his denomination at that period was
not in favor of a learned ministry. By personal effort

he advanced until he became eminent among his own
people and a leader in his town. His gifts and position

eminently qualified him for usefulness both as a minis-

ter and citizen. He was called to fill high positions in

his denomination, such as moderator of General Con-
ference, trustee of printing establishment, member of

mission boards, etc. As a preacher, he was earnest and
warm. At times he would have such a sense of the

sinner's condition and obligation to God that he would
speak as one having authority. Occasionally he would
rise to such a height in feeling and eloquence as to be
almost overwhelming and irresistible. His personal ap-

pearance was commanding, his voice sonorous and rich.

He was also eloquent and mighty in prayer. Mr. Place,

with many other Free-will Baptists, early espoused the

antislavery cause. Abundant in labors and rich in

faith. Father Place, as he came to be called, died March
23, 1865.

Place (Placceus^), Josue de la, a celebrated

French Protestant divine, was born in Bretagne about

the close of the 16th century : some put the date at

1596, some as late as 1606. His parents died while he

was in his infancy, and he was educated under the

guidance of his elder brothers. "When yet very young

he was made teacher of philosophy at Saumur, where

he had been a student. In 1625 lie was made pastor of

the Protestant Church at Nantes, and there remained
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until 1632, when he was called, with Amyraklus and Ca-

pellus, to a professorship of theology al Saumur. He

died in 1665. An excellent teacher and a pious Chris-

tian, he yt offended greatly, and provoked much Btrife

and controversy by lii- tendency to Arminian theology

in his views "ii the doctrine of Imputation i q. v.). The

theory ol original -in. a- consisting only in native- cor-

ruption, was conde ed by the 1 rench synod of 1645,

though Placaeus himselfwas not named. Strictlj speak-

ing, lii- theory was only a i lification of .lean Camer-
..i. who bad succeeded Gomarus (q. v.) al Sau-

mur in 1618. Cameron himself taught, after Piscator,

the i hi
[
mi at inn of Christ's passu e obedience alone; and

advocated the theory of the hypothetic universalism of

divine grace, which was more fully developed by Amy-
rant. "The peculiarity of Amyraldism," say- Schwei-

zrr. •• i- in the combination of a real particularism with

n merely ideal universalism." Placaeus accepted the

statement of the synod of 1645, by distinguishing be-

tween immediate and mediate imputation, and advo-

cated the mediate, instead of the immediate imputation

of Adam's Bin to lii- posterity. He was opposed by An-
ton Garissol (q. v.), professor in Montauban, and de-

fended by Charles Drelincourt (q. v.), pastor at Charen-
ton. His defence, Disputationes acaa\ mica, sub prasidio
./. Placcei, de imputatione primi peccati Adami, cL ar-

quibus efficitur, Christum priusfuisse, quam in

utero B. V. conciperetur, et de testimoniis et argumeniis

quibus probatur Jesum Christum ess< Ihum. was pub-
lished at Salm |

1649 51,3 vols. 4to), and in an enlarged

form the year of his death (1665), and since. Ili-

works (OjH in) were published in collected form atFra-
neker in 1699, and again in L702. See Schweizer, Cen-
traldogmen, ii. 234 sq., 319; Haag, Hist, des Dogmes;
Ebrard, Dogmatik, vol. i. § 13; MilUer, On Sin (see In-

dex); Theological Essaysfrom Princeton Review | N. V.

1846), p. 195 sq.; Cunningham, Reformers, p. 379 sq.

;

Dorner, Gesch. tier protestant. Theologie, ii. 117; Brit.

iiml For. I'.v. Rev. July, 1860, p. 585; New-Englander,
July, 1868. i.l. H.W.)

Placebo, an office in the Church of Kome. so called

from it- first word, has for its purpose the prayer for

soul-. It is the antiphon (q. v.) at vespers in the office

of the d.ad. as the dirge is at matins. See Procter,

Book of Common Prayer; Elliott, Delineation of Ro-

Placentia, Councils of {Concilium Placentmum).
Several important ecclesiastical gatherings were held
there The tirsi ol importance was convened March 1.

1095, and concluded .March 5, by pope Urban II. Two
hundred bishops attended, with nearly 4000 other ec-

clesiastics and 30,000 laymen. So innumerable were
the multitude of persons who flocked to it that no
church could be found in those parts capable of contain-
ing them, therefore the pope was compelled to hold the
first and third sessions of this assembly in the open air.

The empress Praxedis in person made complaint againsl
her husband the emperor Henry, who divorced her and

t infamously. Ambassadors from the emperor
intinople were present, who demanded help

againsl the infidels, with the approbation of the pope.
Fifteen canons were published, by which the heresy of
B

i
am condemned, and the truth of the

real pri sence of the Lord Jesus Christ in the holy Eu-
charisl clearly set forth. The gecl of the New Nicolai-
taus iwho favored incontinence in the clergy) was also
condemned. I lie orders conferred by < luibert, the anti-
pope, .and other- who had been ex< imunicated, were
declared null. The Ember fasts were also fixed. Alter
this Urban proceeded to France, and in the autumn of
the Barae year h( Id the a lebrated I !oun< U ol ( lerraont.
See Labbe, Concilia, \. 600.

Another important < nil was held alter Easter,

1132, bj Innocent II. assisted by Beveral bishops of

Lombardy. It was forbidden to receive to penitence
those who refused to renounce fornication, hatred, and

every mortal sin. In this council the antipope Ana-
cletus was excommunicated. See Labbe, Concilia, x,

988.

Places, 15km i. ..I i.. Set Mazoe.

Placet (jplaci[< \tum regium, literm parcatis sett ex-

equatur) i- the sanction by a reigning prince to the

promulgation and execution of an ecclesiastical ordi-

nance. The placet is necessitated as soon as ecclesias-

tical ordinances transgress the purely religious bounda-
ries, and come in contact with those of the state. As
soon as the mutual boundaries had acquired a relative

independence,which drew a line ofdemarcation between
both the State and < Jhurch, the right of the plaa t waa
established, and the lirst trace- of it we find in the quar-

rels of Philip le Bel of France with Boniface VIII

(q. v.), and Louis of Bavaria with John XXII (q.v.).

In the 15th century we find this ritcht of assent fully

established in different countries. Thus Louis XL in

1495, appointed a commission al Amiens to examine all

persons coming from Home whether they had any pa-

pal briefs upon them "el ieelles voir et visiter. pOUt
scavoir s'elles sonl aucunemenl contraires ou prejudici-

ables a nous et a la dite eglise Gallicane. Et au cas

qu'en trouverez aucunes qui y fussenf contraires on pre-

judiciables, prenez les el retenez par devers vous, et

les porteurs arrestez el constituez prisonniers, -i vous
voyez que la matiere y soit sujette; et du contenu es-

dites Litres nous advert issez, ou les nous envoyez a

toute diligence, pour y donher la provision necessaire"

(comp. Preuves, Les Liberies dt VEglise Gallicane, ch.

x). Martin V up v. i. in a letter to the archbishops of

Portugal, complains, anno 1 L_'7. of Portugal: "Dicitur

enim nobis, quod statute regio mandatum est. ne quia

audeat sine ipsiiic regis licentia sub poena mortis et per-

ditionis bonorum in diet is regnis literas apostolicas pnb-

licare." When John II. king of Portugal, instigated by
Innocent VIII, repealed the Placetum Regium, in 1 186,

the peers of the realm resisted, and declared that with-

out the consent of the states such a repeal was void

( Augustini Manuelis, Hist. Joan, II >. Philip the Good,
duke of Burgundy, decreed, Jan. 3, 1417: "Dat nie-

mandt en brenghe, oft en exequere eenighe geestelycke

monitien, inhibitien oft andere gheboden, op eenighe

ondersaeten des Landts van Brabandt, uyl wat Baecke

dat het zy. by eer-t kome by onse < Ifficiere ende We-
thouderen, ende geoe hem klaerlyck te kennen de Baecke

waerom, ende verkryghe oorlofende consent. Den gene
die dat dede, sal daer an verbeurt hebben alle Bine goe-

deren. ende te < 1 i» 11 aeu syn lvf eeiiou wegh te S. Peter

ende S. Pauls le ].' lull te doen."

By 1594 the placet was already regarded as a custom-

ary right Doctrine, usage, and legislature, however,

developed more fully the cases in which the placet should

be used, and thus in matters of conscience, according to

a royal declaration of March 8, 177:.', reissued Feb. 28,

1810, no placet was required. In Austria the necessity

of the placet was emphasized as early as the 16th cen-

tury. In addition to former ordinance-, the decree of

Leopold II. dated March 17. L791, decreed that "papal
hulls, briefs, and constitutions must have the sanction

of the reigning prince before they can be promulgated
and accepted. This ordinance also refers to all previous

papal edicts, without exception, iii such a manner that

whenever use is made of au ancient bull the sanction is

required, and even such bulls as have been sanctioned

shall only be valid as long as new decrees of the state do

nol affect their validity." According to another decree,

dated April 2 and 7. 1784, the placet w.a- also required

for all instructions, orders, etc, given to preachers and
prie-ts. no matter as to the form in which they are made
known to them. The Austrian decree of 1791 was also

adopted Jan. 30, 1830, for the province of the Upper
Rhine. In l'.a\ aria the Bame principles, w hich « ere -till

adhered to in the edict dated May 26, 1818, were already

the same as in the edict dated April :'.. 1770. that all

ecclesiastical edicts are subject to the placet, with the
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exception of summons issued by the ecclesiastical au-

thorities, provided they only refer to the lower clergy,

and are the natural issues of ordinances already sanc-

tioned. These claims of the state had always been the

subject of protest on the part of the Roman See. The
bull " In coena domini" (q. v.) excommunicates all those

who prevent the promulgation and annunciation of pa-

pal bulls and briefs (comp. the bull Pastoralis of Urban
VIII, anno 1627, § 7, 13, in the Bullarium Romanum,
vi, 38, 40). When Leopold I, while governor of Bel-

gium, would not allow the publication of the papal pro-

hibition of Jansen's (q. v.) work Augustimis without

the sanction of the government, appealing to privileges,

liberties, and usages, Innocent X, in 1651, protested

against it most decidedly: "Quod equidem audiri sine

horrore animi non potest." " Never has such a privi-

lege been granted either by a pope or a council, which
must needs destroy the papal power. None, however,

dare to refer to the privilege of a worldly prince, be-

cause it would be nothing else but a foolhardy arrogance

to bind and loose the souls, which right the Lord Jesus

Christ has granted to none else than to his vicar" (Ros-

kovany, Monumenta catholica pro indejjendentia potes-

tatis eccksiasliece ab imperio civili, pt. i, p. 203, Quinque-

Ecclesiis, 1847). In this sense the popes have continu-

ally protested against the placet, and the brief of Pius

VIII (q. v.), " Pervenerat non ita pridem," dated June

30, 1830, is a bitter protest against the edict of Jan. 30,

1830. This persevering opposition was finally crowned

with a result, but the hierarchy owes this result to an

institution which is anything but desirable to the Church,

viz. the liberty of the press. The Belgian Constitution of

Feb. 25, 1831, art. xvi, decreed : "The state has no right

to interfere with the appointment or election of minis-

ters of any denomination, or to prevent them from hav-

ing intercourse with their superiors and promulgating

their records; in the latter case with the proviso of the

usual responsibility concerning the press and promulga-

tion." This example was followed in Holland and

Prussia in 1848, in Austria in 1855, and in Wtirtemberg

in 1857. In other countries the purely ecclesiastical

edicts are freed from the placet; all that is required is

that the civil authorities get an insight at their publi-

cation. Since the ascendency obtained by Prussia in

the German empire at the close of the Franco-German

war, the system of Church legislation has undergone a

complete change, the details of Church government be-

ing largely taken into the control of the state, and obe-

dience to the new code of Church laws being exacted

from the clergy under penalty of forfeiture of income,

of deprivation of office, and in some cases of exile. For

the present status quo of Rome in the German empire,

comp. Kurtz, Lehrbuch der Kirchcngtsehichte (Mitau,

1874), ii, 389 sq. See Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexi-

hon, s. v. Placet ; Herzog, Real-Encyldop. s. v. ; Theolo-

gisches Universal-Lexikon, s. v.; Aschbach, Kirchen-

Lexikon, iv, 596-601 ; Gieseler, Eccles. Hist. (Smith's

transl.), iii, 340, note 5 ; Van Espen, Tractatus de pro-

mulgations legum ecclesiasticarum ac speciatim Bullarum

et rescriptorum Curia Romance (Opera omnia, Lovanii,

1753, fol. iv, 123 sq.) ; Stockman, Jus Belgarum circa

Bullarum pontijicum receptionem (Opera, Brux. 1760)

;

Besier, Specimen dejuris placeti historia in Belgio (Tra-

jecti ad Rh. 1848) ; Philipp, Kirchenrecht, ii, 557 sq. ; iii,

556 sq. ; Eichhorn, Kirchenrecht, i, 772, 782 sq. ; Rich-

ter, Kirchenrecht, § 66, 177 (5th ed.).

Placette, Jean de la, a noted French Protestant

divine, whose religious convictions caused his exile,

was born at Pontac in 1039. His father was him-

self a minister, and trained Jean with great care for

the preaching of the glad tidings. In 1660 he was or-

dained, and continued faithfully to discharge the obli-

gations of his sacred ministry until after the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, when he was obliged to

seek refuge from persecution in Denmark. He was
there brought to the notice of the queen, who recognised

in him great worth, and determined to enjoy his associ-

ations and teachings. After her death in 1711 he went
over to Holland, residing for a while at the Hague, and
then at Utrecht, where he died in 1718. He was the
author of many works on practical religion and morals,
which are highly esteemed. He also wrote several

works in the department of Protestant polemics, and his

influence was much dreaded by the Romanists. See
Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii, 97. (J." H. W.)

Flaceus. See Place, Josue de la.

Placidus, St., a Christian martyr of the 6th cen-

tury, was of pious parentage, and was born probably in

515. When only seven years old he was intrusted by
his father, the Roman patrician Tertullus, to the care

of St. Benedict of Nursia. Placidus, thus religiously

trained, grew up in the service of the Church, and in

541 became abbot, of a newly founded monastery at

Messina. In 546 he was killed, with his companions,

by pirates. He is commemorated in the Church of

Rome July 11. See Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchcn-Lexikon,

vol. xii, s. v. ; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii, 22.

Plague is used in the A. V. as the rendering of five

Hebrew words: 1. De'ber, "i3n, which properly means

destruction, death (as Hos. xiii, 14), and is hence applied

to pestilence (as Lev. xxvi, 25; Deut. xxviii. 21; 2

Sam.xxiv, 13; 1 Kings viii, 37), and to a murrain among
beasts (as Exod. iii, 9). The Sept. mostly has Sava-

rog. 2. Maggephah', FtSS^, from the root 5)35, to smite ;

hence a plague as actively considered, a pestilence sent

from God (Exod. ix, 14; comp. Numb, xiv, 37; xvii,

13 ; xxv, 18, etc.). It is also used of slaughter in bat-

tle (1 Sam. iv, 17 ; 2 Sam. xvii, 9). 3. Makhah', iT3B,

from the root l~C3, to smite, properly the act of smit-

ing; hence a blow, a stroke; and so it should be ren-

dered, rather than plague (Lev. xxvi, 21 ; Numb, xi,

33; Deut. xxviii, 59, 61 ; xxix, 22; 1 Sam. iv, 8; Jer.

xix, 8; xlix, 17; 1, 13). 4. Xe'ga, SM, from 533, to

smite ; hence the meaning is like that of the foregoing.

But it is often used to mean a spot, mark, cut, upon the

skin, from the common effects of a blow. This is its

meaning throughout the 13th and 14th chapters of

Leviticus, where it is rendered plague in the A. V. 5.

Ne'geph, 333, from £33, to strike, as above; hence a

plague, as a divine judgment (Exod. xii, 13, and often).

See Plagues of Egypt. To these should be added

the following Greek words, which are usually translated

" plague" in the A. V. : paoriZ, properlv a scourge, or

whip (Mark iii, 10; v, 29, 34 ; Luke vii, 21) ; and 'ttX//-

yn, a stroke or w^ound, whether of natural or artificial

infliction (Rev. ix, 20; xi, 0; xv, 1, 6, 8; xvi, 9, 21;

xviii, 4, 8; xxi, 9; xxii, 18). It is evident that not

one of these words can be considered as designating by
its signification the plague. Whether the disease be

mentioned must be judged from the sense of passages,

not from the sense of words. The discrimination has

already been pretty fully considered under the word

Pestilence (q. v.). In the following treatment of the

term we make use chiefly of the articles in Smith's and

Kitto's Dictionaries.

In noticing the places in the Bible which might be

supposed to refer to the plague, we must bear in mind

that, unless some of its distinctive characteristics are

mentioned, it is not safe to infer that this disease is in-

tended. In the narrative of the Ten Plagues (here is

none corresponding to the modern plague. The plague

of boils has indeed some resemblance, and it might be

urged that as in other cases known scourges were sent

(their miraculous nature being shown by their oppor-

tune occurrence and their intense character), so in this

case a disease of the country, if indeed the plague an-

ciently prevailed in Egypt, might have been employed.

Yet the ordinary plague would rather exceed in severity

this infliction than the contrary, which seems fatal to

this supposition. Those pestilences which were sent as

special judgments, and were either supematurally rapid
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in their effects, or in addition directed against particular

culprits, are beyond the reach of human inquiry. Bui

: ad of pestilences which, although sent as judg-

ments, have the characteristics ofmodern epidemics, not

being rapid beyond nature, nor directed against indi-

viduals. Thus in the remarkable threatenin

v ,!,. us and Deuteronomy, pestilence is spoken of as one

of the enduring judgments thai were gradually to de-

Btroy the disobedient. This passage in Leviticus evi-

dently refers to pestilenci in besieged cities: "And I

will bring a sword upon you. that shall avenge the

tpiarr.l ol mj
|

covenant: ami when ye an- gathered

in your cities, I "ill send the pestilence among

you; and ye shall be delivered into the hand of the

enemy" (xxvi, 25). Famine in .a besieged city would

occasion pestilence. A special disease may he indicated

in the parallel portion of Deuteronomy (xxviii, "-'1):

••Tli.- Lord Bhall make the pestilence cleave unto thee,

until he [or " it"] have consumed thee from oft* the land

whither thou goesl to p.,s-e-s ii." The word rendered

'•pestilence" may. however, have a genera] signification,

and comprise calamities mentioned afterwards, for there

follows an enumeration of several oilier diseases and

similar scourges (xxviii, 21,22). The first disease here

mentioned has been supposed to he the plague (Bunsen,

Bibelwerk). It. is to he remembered that "the botch of

Egypt" is afterwards spoken of (ver. 27), by which ii

is probable that ordinary boils are intended, which arc

especially severe in Egypl in the present day, and that

later still "all the diseases of Egypt" are mentioned (ver.

(in i. Ii therefore seems unlikely that so grave a dis-

ease as the plague, if then known, should not be spoken

of iii either of these two passages. In neither place

em certain that I he plague is specified, though

in the one. it it were to lie in the land, it would fasten

upon the population of besieged cities, and in the other,

if then known, it would probably he alluded to as a ter-

rible judgment in an enumeration of diseases. The
notices in the prophets present the same difficulty; for

they do noi seem to afford sufficiently positive evidence

thai the plague was known in those times. With the

prophets, as in the Pentateuch, we must suppose that

ises threatened or prophesied as judgments must
have been known, or at least called by the names used
for those that were known. Two passages might seem
to lie explicit. In Amos we read. "

I have sent among
you i he pestilence after the manner of Egypt: your
young men have I slain with the sword, and have taken
your horses; ami I have made the stink of your camps
to come up into your nostrils" (iv, 10). Here the ref-

erence is perhaps to the death of the first-born, for the
same phrase, "after the manner of Egypt," is used by
[saiab i \. 24, 26), with a reference to the Exodus, and
perhaps to the oppression preceding it; and an allusion

to pasl history seems probable, as a comparison with the

overthrow of the cities of the plain immediately follows
(Amos iv. 1 1 i. The prophel Zechariah also speaks of

h which i In- Egyptians, if refusing to serve
mitten |

xiv, L8) ; bul the name and the
n which appears to apply to this scourge seem

i" show thai it cannol lie the plague (ver. 12). Heze-
Idah'a disease has been though) to have been the
plague, and it- fatal natun . as well ;i s the mention of a
boil, makes this uol improbable. <>n the other hand,
there i- no mention ol a pestilence among his people al

the time, unless we bo regard the sudden destruction of
Sennacherib's army (2 Kings xx, 1 in. Seven epi-

demics .n. ilc ,',,in i no,, accompaniments ofdense crowd-
ing in cities ami of famine; and we accordingly often
find them in. nil .1 n

xiv, 12; xxix. is; Matt,xxiv,7; Lukexxi,ll). Bul
there is no better argument for believing thai "pi ii-

lence" in these instances means the glandular plague,
than ile i.i.i ..i n- being al presenl a prevalent epi-

demic of the East Ii i- also remarkable thai the Mo-
saic law. which contains such Btricl rule- for the seclu-

sion of lepers, should have allowed a disease to pass

unnoticed, which is above all others the most deadly,

and al the same time the most easily checked by sana-

tory regulations ofthe same kind. Michaelis endeavors
to explain why the Law contained no ordinances about

the plague by arguing that, on account of the Budden
appearance and brief duration of i he disease, no perma-
nent enactments could have been efficient in moderating
n- ravages, bul only Buch preventive measures as varied

according to the ever-varying circumstances of the ori-

gin and curse of ii- visitations (Mos. Recht, iv. 290).

The destruction ofSennacherib's army | 2 Kin-- xix, 35)
has also been ascribed to the plague. Bul not to in-

sist on the circumstance that this awfully sudden anni-

hilation of 185,000 men is do! ascribed to any disease,

hut to the agency of an angel (since such passagt - a- 2

Sam. xxiv, 15, 1G, weaken this objection, and even Jo-

sephus understood the cause to be a pestilence, An/, x,

1, 5)—it is impossible that such a mortality could have
been produced, in one night, by a disease which spread

itself by contagion, like the Oriental plague; and the

same remark applies, though in a less degree, to the

three days' pestilence in the reign of] >a\ id ('_' Sam. xxiv,

13). There does not seem, therefore, to he any distinct

notice of the plague in the Bible, and it is most probable

that this can he accounted for by supposing either that

no pestilence of antiquity in the East was as marked in

character as the modern plague, or that the latter dis-

ease then frequently broke out there as an epidemic in

crowded cities, instead of following a regular course.

See Diskask.

The disease now called the plague, which has ravaged

Egypt and neighboring countries in modern times, is

supposed to have prevailed there in former ages. Ma-
udlin, the Egyptian historian, speaks of "a very ^ix-at

plague" in the reign of Semempst s, the seventh king of

the first dynasty, B.C. cir. 'lllb. The difficulty of deter-

mining the character of the pestilences of ancient and
mediaeval times, even when carefully described, warns

us not to conclude that everysuch mention refers to the

plague, especially as the cholera has, since its modern
appearance, been almost as severe a scourge to Egypt as

the more famous disease, which, indeed, as an epidemic

seems there to have been succeeded by it. Moreover,

if we admit, as we must, that there have been anciently

pestilences very nearly resembling the modern plague,

we iiiu-t -iill hesitate to pronounce any recorded pesti-

lence to be of this class unless it be described with some

distinguishing particulars. The plague in recent times

has not extended far beyond the Turkish empire and

the killed, mi of Persia. It has been asserted that Egypt
is its cradle, but this does not seem to be corroborated

by the later history of the disease. It is there both spo-

radic and epidemic ; in the first form it has appeared al-

most annually, in the second at rarer intervals. As an

epidemic it takes the character of a pestilence, sometimes

of the greatest severity. Our subsequent remarks apply

to it in this form. It is a much-vexed question whether

it is ever endemic: that such is the case is favored by
its rareness since sanitary measures have been enforced.

Respecting the causes ami origin of plague nothing is

known. Then' cannot be the slightest doubt that it is

propagated by absolute contact with, or a very mar ap-

proach to. the bodies or clothes of persons infected; but

we are entirely at a loss to know bow it is generated

afresh. Extremes of temperature have a decided effect

in putting a stop to it: but 1 >r. Russell observed that

in the year 1761 the plague at Aleppo was mild, in 1762

ii wa> severer, and in 1768 it w as \ cry fatal; and V 1

there was no appreciable difference in the respective

seasons of these years. In Egypt, the plague com-

mences in autumn, ami i< regularly put an end to by the

heats of summer; ami it is even asserted thai contami-

nated goods arc also disinfected at this lime (see l.'u-s-

• ;ger, Reisen,i, 236 sq.; Mariii. Trav.p. 199; Prosp. Alp.

. i. 19). Ill Europe the plague disappeared

during the winter. This was remarked in all the epi-

demics except that from 1686 to 1648, called the Great
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Plague, on account of its long duration; but even in

this instance it abated considerably during the winter.

It was a common superstition that the plague abated on

St. John's da)-. The plague when most severe usually

appears first on the northern coast of Egypt, having
previously broken out in Turkey or North Africa west

of Egypt. It ascends the river to Cairo, rarely going

much farther. Thus Mr. Lane has observed that the

great plague of 1835 "was certainly introduced from

Turkey" {Modem Egyptians, 5th ed., p. 3, note 1). It

was first noticed at Alexandria, ascended to Cairo, and
farther to the southern part of Egypt, a few cases hav-

ing occurred at Thebes; and it "extended throughout

the whole of Egypt, though its ravages were not great

in the southern parts" {ibid.). The mortality is often

enormous, and Mr. Lane remarks of the plague just men-
tioned : "It destroyed not less than eighty thousand

persons in Cairo, that is, one third of the population

;

and far more, I believe, than two hundred thousand in

all Egypt" (ibid.). When this pestilence visited Egypt,
in the summer of 1813, the deaths were not numerous,

although, owing to the government's posting a sentry

at each house in which any one had died of the disease,

to enforce quarantine, there was much concealment, and
the number was not accurately known (Mrs. Poole, Eng-

lishwoman in Egypt, ii, 32-35). Although since then

Egypt has been free from this scourge, Benghazi (Hes-
peridesl in the pasbalic of Tripoli, was almost depopu-

lated by it during part of the years 1860 and 1861. The
most fatal, and at the same time the most general epi-

demic, was that which ravaged Asia, Africa, and the

whole of Europe in the 14th century. It was called

by the northern European nations "the Black Death,"

and by the Italians "la Mortilega Grande"—the great

mortality. According to Dr. Hecker, not less than

twenty-five millions perished by it in the short space of

three years, from 1347 to 1350. Since the commence-
ment of this century Europe has been free from the

plague, with the exception of two or three instances.

It occurred at Noja, in the kingdom of Naples, in 1815

and 1816; at the Lazaretto of Venice in 1818; in Grci-

fenberg, in Silesia, in 1819. It has not been seen in

Great Britain since the great epidemic of 1665, which is

stated to have carried off eight thousand in one week.

Quarantine was first performed in one of the islands

near Venice in 1485. Persons who had been cured of

plague in the Lazaretto on one of the adjoining islands

were sent there, and all those with whom they had had
intercourse, where they were detained forty days. This

period was probably fixed upon on account of some
medical hypothesis. The fortieth day was regarded as

the last day of ardent diseases, and that which separated

them from chronic. Forty days constituted the philo-

sophical month of alchemists. Theological, and even

legal derivations have also been given. The forty

days of the flood ; Moses's sojourn on Mount Sinai ; our

Lord's fast; and, lastly, what is called the "Saxon term"

(Siichsische Frist), which also lasts forty days. Bills

of health were probably first established in 1507, by a

council of health established at Venice during a fatal

plague that visited Italy for five years; but they w^ere

not generally used until 1665. It is to these great mea-
sures that Europe is indebted for its present immunity
from this terrible scourge; and it cannot be doubted

that but for the callous indifference of the Orientals

(which proceeds from their fatalism, love of gain, and
ignorance), the same measures would be adopted in the

East with the same success (Decker's Hist, of the Epi-
demics of the Middle Ages; Dr. Brown, art. Plague, in

Cyclop, of Pract. Med.). See Pestilence.
The glandular plague, like the small-pox, is an erup-

tive fever, and is the most virulent and most contagious

disease with which we are acquainted. The eruption

consists of buboes, carbuncles, and petechia1. Buboes
are inflamed and swollen glands; and the glands so af-

fected are generally those of the groin, axilla, neck, and
the parotid glands. More frequently there are two,

VIII.—

R

three, or even four such tumors. They sometimes sub-
side of themselves; or, what is more commonly the
case, they suppurate: and as this process seldom" com-
mences before the disease has taken a favorable turn, it

is regarded as the cause, but more correctly as a sign,

of approaching recovery. A carbuncle is an inflamma-
tion of the skin, giving rise to a hard tumor, with pus-
tules or vesicles upon it. It resembles a common boil,

but differs from it in this important respect. The car-
buncle becomes gangrenous throughout its whole ex-
tent, so that when the eschar separates a large deep
ulcer is left. Under the term petechias are included
evanescent spots and streaks of various hues, from a
pale blue to a deep purple, which give a marbled ap-
pearance to the skin. When such livid streaks occur
in the face, they disfigure the countenance so much that
a patient can hardly be recognised by his friends. The
disease varies go considerably in its symptoms and
course that it. is impossible to give one description that
will suit even the majority of cases. Sometimes the

eruption does not appear at all, and even the general
symptoms are not of such violence as to lead an ignorant
person to suspect the least danger. The patient is sud-
denly attacked with a loss of strength, a sense of confu-

sion, weight in the head, oppression at the heart, and
extreme dejection of spirits. Such cases sometimes
terminate fatally within twenty-four hours, and occa-

sionally on the second or third day. Generally, how-
ever, the patient is attacked with shivering or coldness,

which is soon followed by fever, giddiness, pain in the

head, occasionally also by vomiting. Buboes and car-

buncles in most cases make their appearance on the first

day; and successive eruptions of them are not unusually

observed during the course of the disease. There is a

peculiar and characteristic muddiness of the eye, which
has been described by Dr. Russell as a muddiness and
lustre strangely blended together. The fever remits

every morning, and increases during the day and night.

The vomiting then increases; the tumors become pain-

ful; and the patient wanders, and is inclined to stupor.

On the morning of the third day, in favorable cases, a

sweat breaks out, which produces great relief, and some-
times even proves critical. The exacerbation on the

fourth day is more severe than on the preceding ones,

and continues intense until it is terminated by the sweat

on the morning of the fifth day, which leaves the pa-

tient weak, but in every respect relieved. After this the

exacerbations become slighter and slighter; and the bu-

boes, advancing favorably to suppuration, little or no fe-

ver remains after the beginning of the second week. In

other cases, again, t lie symptoms are tar more urgent.

Besides vomiting, giddiness, and headache, there is also

diarrhoea at the outbreak of the fever. During the

night the patient becomes delirious or comatose. The
pulse is full and strong; and though the tongue is not

dry, the thirst is excessive. The fever abates some-

what on the succeeding morning, but the pulse is fre-

quent, the skin hot and dry, and the patient dejected.

As the second day advances, the vomiting and diar-

rhoea become urgent, the eyes are muddy, the expression

of countenance confused, the pulse quick, and sometimes

low and fluttering, external heat moderately feverish,

or occasionally intense in irregular flushings. There is

pain at the heart, burning pain at the pit of the stom-

ach, and incessant restlessness. When to these symp-
toms are joined faltering of the tongue or loss of speech,

and the surface of the body becomes cold or covered

with clammy sweats, death is inevitable, although it

may still be at some distance. When the patient lias

been much weakened by the vomiting, diarrhoea, or

hemorrhage, the third day proves fatal; but more com-

monly the disease is prolonged two or three days longer.

In this form of plague buboes appear on the second or

third day, and sometimes later; but whether they ad-

vance towards suppuration or not, they seem to have

no effect in hastening or retarding the termination of

the disease. Lastly, in some cases, the eruption of bu-
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boes and carbuncles constitute the principal symptoms

of the diw ase; and patients are so little indisposed that

they are able to go aboul the streets, or attend to their

usual, avocations, ifnol prevented by the inflammation

of inguinal tumors. The disease has never been suc-

cessfully treated, i xcepl in isolated cases, or when the

epidemic has Beemed to have worn itself out Deple-

tion and stimulants have been tried, as with cholera,

and stimulants with far better ri suits.

See Llldecke, Beschreib. des tiirk Reichs, p. 62 sq.;

Olivier, Voyage, vol. i, c. 18 ; Sonnini, Reist nach Grie-

- sq.; Descript. <l< VEgypte, xiii, 81 sq.

;

Bulard de Mern, De la Pestt Orient. (Paris, 1839);

L'Aubert, Di la Peste,ou Typhus (ibid. 1840); Russell,

Nat. Hist, of Aleppo ; Clot-Bey, De la Pesh en EgypU

(1840), and Apercu general sur VEgypte, ii. 848 350.

s. e Mi mi im .

Plagues <>i Egypt (for 1 1 1 «- use of the Hebrew

word, Bee Plagi i I, the term usually applied to the se-

ri<- of div ine \ isitations of wrath with w hich JehoA ah

punished the Egyptians, and especially their king, for

their refusal to lei Israel go. Iu considering the history

ni the Ten Plagues we have to notice the place where

they occurred and the occasion <>n which they were

sent, and to examine the narrative of each judgment,

with a view !>> ascertain what it was and in what man-

lH r Pharaoh and the Egyptians were punished by it. as

well as to sec if we can trace any general connection

between the several judgments; and we shall thus he

prepared to estimate their providential character, as

well as to determine how far they were miraculous

events, and how far natural or simulated. In this dis-

cussion we make large use of Poole's article in Smith's

Diet, of th Bible, with additions from other sources.

See I gypt; Moses.

1. Th History of the Occurrences.—1. The Place.

Although it is distinctly stated that the plagues pre-

vailed throughoul Egypt, save, in the case of some, the

[sraelitish territory, the land of Goshen, yet the descrip-

tions seem principally to apply to that part of Egypt

which lay nearest to Goshen, and more especially to

"the field of /nan." or the tract aboul thai city, since

it seems almosl certain that Pharaoh dwelt in the Delta,

and that territory is especially indicated in Psa. lxxviii.

43. Thai the capital at this time was not more distant

i- evident from the time in which a message could be

sen! from Pharaoh to Moses on the occasion of the Exo-
dus. The descriptions of the first and second plagues
seem especially to refer to a land abounding in -i reams

and lakes, an. I so rather t<i the Lower than In the Upper
country. We musl therefore look especially to Lower
Egypl for our illustrations, while bearing in mind the

evident prevalence of the plagues throughout the land.

2. Th* Occasion. When that Pharaoh who seems to

n I he lir-t oppressor was dead. God sent Moses
to deliver Israel, commanding him to gather the elders

of his peopli together, and to tell them his commission.
I: is added. ••And they shall hearken to thy voice : and
thou shah c thou and the elders of Israel, unto the

kin- of Egypt, and ye shall say unto him. The Lord God
of the Hebrews hath met with us: and now lei us go,

we beseech thee, three days' journey into the wilder-

ness, thai we may sacrifice to the Lord our God. And
I am sure that the king of Egypl will nol let you go,

im. id by a mighty hand. And I will stretch oul my
hand, and smite Egypl with all my wonders which I

will do in the midsl thereof: and after that he will let

iii, 18 20). I rom what follows, that

ne- should borrow jewels and raiment, and
"spoil Egj pi ' (vi i. 21, 22 .

H seems evidcnl thai they
if <

•
1 1

1 \ lor tin purpose "f sacrificing;

hut ii will he seen that if they ilid so. Pharaoh, l>\ In-

armed pursuit and on, rtaking them when thej had i n-

campecl al the close ol the third day's journey, released

Moses from his i ngagi ment
Win n Moses went to Pharaoh, Aaron went with him.

hi can- Moses, not judging himself to lie eloquent, was

diffident of speaking to Pharaoh. •And Moses said be-

fon i in- Lord, Behold, I
|

am of nncircumcised lips, and
how shall Pharaoh hearken unlo me? And the Lord

said unto Moses, See, I have made thee a god to Pha-
raoh : and Aaron thy brother shall he thy pro),hit"

(Exod. vi, 30; vii, 1 ; comp. iv, 10 16). We are there-

lore to understand that even when Moses speaks it is

rather bj Aaron than himself. Ii is perhaps worthy

of note thai in the tradition of the Exodus which Mane-
tho gives, the calamities preceding the even! arc said to

have been caused by the king's consulting an Egyptian

prophet; lor this suggests a course which Pharaoh is

likely to have adopted, rendering it probable that the

magicians were sent for a- the priests of the gods ol the

country, so thai Moses was ( salted by contrast with

these vain objects of worship.

It has been asked, What period of time wa-

in the infliction of these successive plagues? In an-

swer to this, some contend for a year; but tiny have

DO heller reason for this than that it enables them to

compare the plagues with certain natural phenomena
occurring al fixed seasons of the year in Egypt. This

ha- been done with considerable ingenuity, though not

without some rather violent straining in particular

cases; hut without some better reason than this we
should not feel justified in accepting a hypothesis which
the general tone of the narrative does not suggest.

Each plague, according to the historian, lasted only for

a short time; and unless w< suppose an interval of sev-

eral weeks between each, a few months or even weeks

would afford sufficient time for the happening of the

whole. We may now examine the narrative of each

plague.

.">. I'li: Plagues themselves.—We here notice firsl a

preliminary phenomenon of the same genera] character

with the "plagues." When Moses and Aaron came.

before Pharaoh a miracle was required of them. Then

Aaron's rod became a ••seriienl" (A. Y. |,
or rather '"a

crocodile" ("*iP ). Its being changed into an animal

reverenced by all the Egyptians, or by some of them,

would have been an especial warning to Pharaoh. The

Egyptian magicians called by the king produced what

seemed to hi' the same wonder, yet Aaron'- rod swal-

lowed up th'- other- i\ii. ;; 12). This passage, taken

alone, would appear to indicate that the magicians suc-

ceeded in working wonders, hut if it is compared with

those others relating their opposition on the occasions

of the lirst three plague-, a contrary inference seems
more reasonable. In this case the expression "they
also did in like manner with their enchant in. ntS VI r.

1 I i l- used, and it is repeated in the cases of I In ii -i i ru-

ing success on tin casions of the firsl pis

22), and the sec I (viii. 7), as well as when they failed

on the occasion of the third plague |
\ cr. 18 I. A com-

parison with other passages strengthens us in tin infer-

ence thai the magicians succeeded merely by juggling.

Vet. even il they weiv able to pro, luce any real effects

by magic, a broad distinction should be drawn between

the genera] and powerful nature of the wonders wrought
l\ the hand of Moses and Aaron and their partial and

weak imitations. See M \<.n .

(1.) Th "Plague" of Blood.—When Pharaoh had

refused to lei the Israelites go, Moses was sent again,

and. on the second refusal, was commanded to smite

U| the water- of the ri\er. and to turn tin m and all

the waters of Egypt into blood. The miracle was to

be wrought when Pharaoh went forth in the morning

to the river. Its general character is very remarkable,

for not only was the water of the Nile smitten, bul all

the water, even thai in vessels, throughout the country.

The fish died, and the river stank. The Egyptians

could not drink of it. and digged around il for water.

This plague appears i,, ha\ c la-led seven days, for the

account ol it ends, "And seven days were fulfilled, after

thai the Lord had smitten the river" (vii, 13 25), and

the narrative of the second plague immediately fol-
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lows, as if the other had then ceased. Some difficulty

has been occasioned by the mention that the Egyptians

digged for water, but it is not stated that they so gained

what they sought, although it may be conjectured that

only the water that was seen was smitten, in order that

the nation should not perish. It appears that the wa-
ter, when filtered through the soil of the banks, regained

its salubrity. This plague was doubly humiliating to

the religion of the country, as the Nile was held sacred,

as well as some kinds of its fish, not to speak of the

crocodiles, which probably were destroyed. It may
have been a marked reproof for the cruel edict that the

Israelitish children should be drowned, and could scarce-

ly have failed to strike guilty consciences as such,

though Pharaoh does not seem to have been alarmed

by it. He saw what was probably an imitation wrought

by the magicians, who accompanied him, as if he were

engaged in some sacred rites, perhaps connected with

the worship of the Nile. Events having some resem-

blance to this are mentioned by ancient writers; the

most remarkable is related by Manetho, according to

whom it was said that, in the reign of Nephercheres,

seventh king of the second dynasty, the Nile flowed

mixed with honey for eleven days. Some of the his-

torical notices of the earliest dynasties seem to be of

very doubtful authenticity, and Manetho seems to treat

this one as a fable, or perhaps as a tradition. Nepher-

cheres, it must be remarked, reigned several hundred

years before the Exodus. Those who have endeavored

to explain this plague by natural causes have referred

to the changes of color to which the Nile is subject, the

appearance of the Red Sea, and the so-called rain and

dew of blood of the Middle Ages; the last two occa-

sioned by small fungi of very rapid growth. But such

theories do not explain why the wonder happened at a

time of year when the Nile is most clear, nor why it

killed the fish and made the water unfit to be drunk.

These are the really weighty points, rather than the

change into blood, which seems to mean a change into

the semblance of blood. The employment of natural

means in effecting a miracle is equally seen in the pas-

sage of the Red Sea; but the divine power is proved

by the intensifying or extending that means, and the

opportune occurrence of the result, and its fitness for a

great moral purpose. See Nile.

(2.) The ''Plague" of Frogs.—When seven days had
passed after the smiting of the river, Pharaoh was
threatened with another judgment, and, on his refusing

to let the Israelites go, the second plague was sent.

The river and all the open waters of Egypt brought

forth countless frogs, which not only covered the land,

but rilled the houses, even in their driest parts and ves-

sels, for the ovens and kneading-trotighs are specified.

The magicians again had a seeming success in their op-

position; yet Pharaoh, whose very palaces were filled

by the reptiles, entreated Moses to pray that they might

be removed, promising to let the Israelites go; but, on

the removal .of the plague, again hardened his heart

(vii, 25 ; viii, 1-15). This must have been an especially

trying judgment to the Egyptians, as frogs were in-

cluded among the sacred animals, probably not among
those which were reverenced throughout Egypt, like

the cat, but in the second class of local objects of wor-

ship, like the crocodile. The frog was sacred to the

goddess Hekt, who is represented with the head of

this reptile. In hieroglyphics the frog signifies "very

many," " millions," doubtless from its abundance. In

the present day frogs abound in Egypt, and in the sum-
mer and autumn their loud and incessant croaking in

all the waters of the country gives some idea of this

plague. They are not, however, heard in the spring,

nor is there any record, excepting the Biblical one, of

their having been injurious to the inhabitants. It

must be added that the supposed cases of the same kind

elsewhere, quoted from ancient authors, are of very

doubtful authenticity. The species of reptile which
was made the instrument of this infliction was probably

the small frog of Egypt called by the natives do/da, the
Rcma Mosaica of JSeetzen (Reisen, ii, 245, 350 sq. ). See
Frog.

(3.) The " Plague" of Lice.—The account of the third

plague is not preceded by the mention of any warning
to Pharaoh. We read that Aaron was commanded to

stretch out his rod and smite the dust, which became,
as the A. V. reads the word, "lice" in man and beast.'

The magicians again attempted opposition; but, failing,

confessed that the wonder was of God (viii, 16-19).

There is much difficulty as to the animals meant by the

term E3B. The Masoretic punctuation in ver. 13, 14 is

Ci3. kinnam, which would probably make it a collective

noun with n formative; but the pointing EiB (ver. 12)

and the more decided plural form E""i~. Hnnim, also oc-

cur (ver. 13, 14; Psa. cv, 31), of which we once find the

singular *3 in Isaiah (li, G). It is therefore reasonable

to conjecture that the first form should be punctuated

BSB, as the defective writing of E^iB ; and it should

also be observed that the Samaritan has E^JB. The

Sept. has cKvicptc, and the Vulg. sciniphes, mosquitoes,

mentioned by Herodotus (ii, 95) and Philo (/'< Vita

Mosis, i, 20, p. 97, ed. Mang.) as troublesome in Egypt.

Josephus, however, makes the E33 lice (Ant. ii, 14, 3),

with which Bochart agrees (Hieroz. ii, 572 sq.). The
etymology is doubtful, and perhaps the word is Egyp-
tian. The narrative does not enable us to decide which
is the more probable of the two renderings, except,

indeed, that if it be meant that exactly the same kind

of animal attacked man and beast, mosquitoes would

be the more likely translation. In this case the plague

does not seem to be especially directed against the su-

perstitions of the Egyptians; if, however, it were of

lice, it, would have been most distressing to their priests.

who were very cleanly, apparently, like the Moslems, as

a religious duty. In the present day both mosquitoes

and lice are abundant in Egypt: the latter may lie

avoided, but there is no escape from the former, which
are so distressing an annoyance that an increase of

them would render life almost insupportable to beasts

as well as men. It is therefore probable that some
species of gnat or mosquito is meant. See Eice.

(4.) The "Plague" ofFlies.—In the case of the fourth

plague, as in that of the first, Moses was commanded to

meet Pharaoh in the morning as he came forth to the

water, and to threaten him with a judgment *f he still

refused to give the Israelites leave to go and worship.

He was to be punished by BIS", ardb, which the A. V.

renders "swarms [of flies]," "a swarm [of flies]," or, in

the margin, "a mixture [of noisome beasts]." These

creatures were to cover the people, and fill both the

houses and the ground. Here, for the first time, we
read that the land of Goshen, where the Israelites dwelt,

was to be exempt from the plague. So terrible was it

that Pharaoh granted permission for the Israelites to

sacrifice in the land, which Moses refused to do, as the

Egyptians would stone his people for sacrificing their

" abomination." Then Pharaoh gave them leave to

sacrifice in the wilderness, provided they did not go

far; but on the plague being removed broke his agree-

ment (viii, 20-32). The proper meaning of the word

B"lS is a question of extreme difficulty. The explana-

tion of Josephus (A nt. ii, 14, 3), and almost all the He-

brew commentators, is that it means "a mixture." and

here designates a mixture of wild animals, in accordance

with the derivation from the root 3^3, "he mixed."

Similarly, Jerome renders it omne genus musnarum, and

Aquila irafiftvia. The Sept., however, and Philo t De

Vita Ptosis, i, 23; ii. 101, ed. Mang.) suppose it to be a

dog-fly, Kvvdfivia. The second of these explanations

seems to be a compromise between the first and the

third. It is almost certain, from two passages (Exod.

viii, 29, 31 ; Hebrew, 25, 27), that a single creature is

intended. If so, what reason is there in favor of the
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Sept rendering? Oedmann (Verm. Samirduhgen, ii,

150, ap. Gesen. Thesaur.s.v.) proposes tiieblatta orien-

talis, a kind of beetle, instead of a dog-fly; bul Ge-

senius objects thai this creature devours things rather

than stings men, whereas it is evident thai the animal

of this plague attacked or at leas! annoyed men, besides

apparently injuring the land. From Psa. lxxviii, 45,

where wc read, "Hi sen! the 3"1S, which devoured

them," ii must have been a creature of devouring hab-

its, as is observed by Kaliscb (Comment, on

138 . who supports the theory that a beetle is intended.

ptian language might be Impel to give ns a

clew to the rendering of the Sept. and Philo. In hie-

roglyphics a fly is of, and a bee .<Inli.nr lcheb,sh and

l.h being interchangeable in different dialects; and in

Coptic these two words are confounded in aaf,af,al,

haf, meaning musca, apis, scarabcevs. We can there-

for ly judge t'n>m the description of the plague; and

nius seems to have too hastily decided against

the rendering " beetle," since thi beetle sometimes at-

tacks men. Vet modern experience does not hear out

the idea that any kind of beetle is injurious to man in

Egypt; hni there is a kind of gadfly found in that

country which sometimes stints men. though usually

attacking beasts. The difficulty, however, in tin- way
of the supposition that a stinging fly is meant i- thai

all Buch flies are. like this one. plagues to beasts rather

than men: and if we conjecture that a fly is intended.

perhaps it is more reasonable to infer that it was the

common fly, which in the present day is probably the

mosl troublesome insect in Egypt That this was a

more severe plague than those preceding it appears

from its effect on Pharaoh, rather than from the men-
tion of the exemption of the Israelites, for it can scarce-

ly he supposed that tin- earlier plagues affected them.

As we do nol know what creature is here intended, «,

cannol say if there were any reference in I his case to

lie- Egyptian religion. Those who suppose it to have
been a beetle might draw attention to the great rever-

ence in which that insect was held among the sacred

animals, and the consequent disire-s that the Egyptians
would have fell at destroying it, even if they did so

unintentionally. As already noticed, no insect is now
bo troublesome in Egypt as the common fly, and this is

not i hi- case with any kind of beetle, which fact, from

our general conclusions, will he seen to favor the evi-

dence i-r the former. In the hot season the flies not

only cover the food and drink, hut I hey torment the

people by settling on their faces, and especially round
i heir eyes, thus promoting ophthalmia. See Fly.

"Plague" of th Murrain of Beasts.—Pha-
raoh was nexl warned that, if he did nol lei the people

go, there should he on the day following "a very griev-

ous murrain." upon the horses, asses, camels, oxen, and
Egypt, whereas those of the children of Israel

should m, t die. This came to pass, and we read that
" all the cattle of Egypt died: hut of the cattle of the
children ol Israel died not one." Vet Pharaoh -till con-
tinued obstinate (Exod. ix, 1 7). h is to 1 bserved
that the expression "all the cattle" cannot he iindcr-

si 1 to !„• universal, bul only g< m ral, for the narrative
of the plague of hail shows thai there were still al a
later tin ft, and thai the warn of univer-
sal terms in Hebrew explains this seeming difficulty.

The m. i ,- imp,, riant, since il app,ai> to
favor our opinion thai the Pharaoh of the Exodus was

r, cami Is apparently nol having been kepi by
thi I

.
ptians of the time of the Pharaohs. This

plague would have been a heavy punishment to ih,

Egyptians as falling u| their sacred animals of two
of the kinds specified, the oxen and the Bheep; hut ii

would have been mosl fell in the destruction of the
pari of their useful beasts. In modern times

murrain is not an unfrequent visitation in Egypt, and is

supposed to precede the plague. A very severe mur-
urred in that country in 1842, which lasted nine

months, during the latter half of that year and the

Spring of the following one. and was succeeded by the

plague, as had been anticipated [Mr-. Poole, English-

woman in Egypt, ii. 32 : i. 59, 114). "'A very grievous

murrain.' forcibly reminding us of that which visited

this same country in the days ,,| Moses, has prevailed

during the last three months"— the letter is dated Oct.

L8, 1842 ••and the already distressed peasants feel the

calamity severely, or rather i I should Bay I
the few w ho

possess cattle. Among the rich men of the country

the loss has been enormous. During our voyage up the

Nile." in the duly preceding, "we observed Beveral dead

cws and buffaloe8 lying in the river, as I mentioned in

a former letter; and some friends who followed us. two

nths after, saw many on the hanks: indeed up to

this time great numbers of cattle are dying in every

part of the country" {ili'ul. i. 111. 115). The similarity

of the calamity in character is remarkably in contrast.

with its difference in duration : the miraculous murrain

seems to have be< n a- sudden and nearly as brief as

the destruction of the first-born (though far less t< rri-

ble), and to have therefore produced, on ceasing, less

effect than other plagues upon Pharaoh, nothing re-

maining io lie removed. See Murrain.
(G.) The u Plague" of Boils.—The next judgment

appears to have been preceded by no warning, except,

indeed, that when Moses publicly sent it abroad in

Egypt, Pharaoh might no doubt have repented at the

last moment. We read that .Moses and Aaron were to

take ashes of the furnace, and Moses was to •• sprinkle it,

toward the heavens iii the Bighl of Pharaoh." It was

to become "small dust" throughout Egypt, an

boil breaking forth [with] blains upon man and upon

beast." This accordingly came to pass. The magicians

now once more seem to have attempted opposition, lor

it. is related that they "could not stand before Moses

because of the boil; for the boil was upon the magicians,

and upon all the Egyptians." Notwithstanding, Pha-

raoh still refused to let the Israelites go (Exod. ix.

8-12). This plague may he supposed to have been

either an infliction of boils, or a pestilence like the

plague of modern times, which is an extremely severe

kind of typhus fever, accompanied by swellings. See

Plague. The former is, however, the more likely ex-

planation, since, if the plague had been of the latter

nature, it probably would have been less severe than

the ordinary pestilence of Egypt has been in this l'.uh

century, whereas with other plagues which can he il-

lustrated from the present phenomena ol' Egypt I he

reverse is the case. Thai this plague followed thai of

the murrain seems, however, an argument on the other

side, and it may he asked whether il is not likely that

I he greal pestilence of i he country, probably known in

antiquity, would have been one of the ten plagues; hut

lo i his ii may he replied thai it is more probable, and

in accordance with the whole narrative, that extraor-

dinary and unexpected wonders should he effected than

wdial could h, paral!, led in the hist,,ry of Egypt The
tenth plague, moreover, is so much like the great Egyp-

tian disease in ils suddenness, that il might rather he

compared lo ii il' it were nol so wholly miraculous in

every respect .as to he beyond the reach of human in-

quiry. The positi f the magicians must he noticed

as indicative of the gradation of the plagues: at first

1 1,, \ succei ded, as we suppose, by deception, in imitat-

ing what was wrought by Moses, then they failed, and

acknowledged the finger of God in the wonders of the

Hebrew prophet, and al last they could not even stand

i ei ire him, being themselves smitten by the plague he

was commissioned to send. The boil ("priD, shechin)

was a scab or pustule, which might or might not break

out into an ulcerous sore i Lev.xiii, 18 sip). Willi (his,

i ie of iis worst forms. Job was aiil'n nd i ii.7 |,and by

this Hezekiah was brought to the verge of the crave < 2

Kings xx. 7: lsa. xxxviii, 21 i: ii was an eruption of a

Very painful kind, accompanied w ilh a burning itch, and
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tending to produce a permanent state of foul and wast-

ing disease. One species of it which seized upon the

legs and knees, and was regarded as incurable, was pe-

culiar to Egypt, and was hence called " the botch of

Egypt'' (Dent, xxviii, 27, 35). In the case before us,

this eruption had a tendency to break out into larger

swellings ("S3S3X, from unused 513, to boil vp, to

swell), and became probably the disease called elephan-

tiasis, a disease said to be peculiar to Egypt, or the

black leprosy, a disease which also affects cattle under

the name of melandria ( Jahn, Arc/idol. I, i, 381 sq.). It

was something evidently more severe and deadly than

the endemic Nile-fever, or eruption which visits Egypt
periodically about the time of the overflowing of the

Nile, and with which some writers would identify it.

See Boil.

(7.) The - Plagm " ofHail.—The account of the sev-

enth plague is preceded by a warning, which Moses
was commanded to deliver to Pharaoh, respecting the

terrible nature of the plagues that were to ensue if

he remained obstinate. First of all of the hail it is

said, • Behold, to-morrow about this time I will cause

it to rain a very grievous hail, such as hath not been

in Egypt since the foundation thereof even until now."

He was then told to collect his cattle and men into

shelter, for everything hailed upon should die. Ac-
cordingly, such of Pharaoh's servants as '"feared the

Lord," brought in their servants and cattle from the

field. We read that "Moses stretched forth his rod

toward heaven : and the Lord sent thunder and hail,

and the fire ran along upon the ground." Thus man
and beast were smitten, and the herbs and every tree

broken, save in the land of Goshen. Upon this Pha-
raoh acknowledged his wickedness and that of his peo-

ple, and the righteousness of God, and promised if the

plague were withdrawn to let the Israelites go. Then
Moses went forth from the city, and spread out his

hands, and the plague ceased, when Pharaoh, supported

\>y his servants, again broke his promise (Exod. ix, 13-

35). The character of this and the following plagues

must be carefully examined, as the warning seems to

indicate an important turning-point. The ruin caused

by the hail was evidently far greater than that effected

by any of the earlier plagues; it destroyed men, which
those others seem not to have done, and not only men,
but beasts and the produce of the earth. In this case

Moses, while addressing Pharaoh, openly warns his ser-

vants how to save something from the calamity. Pha-
raoh for the first time acknowledges his wickedness.

We also learn that his people joined with him in the

oppression, and that at this time he dwelt in a city.

Hail is now extremely rare, but not unknown, in Egypt,
and it is interesting that the narrative seems to imply
that it sometimes falls there. Thunder-storms occur,

but, though very loud and accompanied by rain and
wind, they rarely do serious injury. Those long resi-

dent in Egypt do not remember to have heard while

there of a person struck by lightning, nor of any ruin

excepting that of decayed buildings washed down by
rain. See Hail.

(8.) The "Plague" of Locusts.— Pharaoh was now
threatened with a plague of locusts, to begin the next
day, by which everything the hail had left was to be

devoured. This was to exceed any like visitations

that had happened in the time of the king's ancestors.

At last Pharaoh's own servants, who had before sup-

ported him. remonstrated, for we read, '-And Pharaoh's
servants said unto him, How long shall this man be a

snare unto us? let the men go, that they may serve the

Lord their God: knowest thou not yet that Egypt is

destroyed?" They suggested a compromise with Mo-
ses, proposing that the men should be allowed to go
with him to offer sacrifice to Jehovah in the wilder-

ness, while by retaining the females they made sure of
the men's returning to their servitude. Then Pharaoh

\

sent for Moses and Aaron, and offered to let the people

go, but refused when they required that all should go,

even with their flocks and herds. "And Moses stretched
forth his rod over the land of Egypt, and the Lord
brought an east wind upon the land all that day, and
all [that] night; [and] when it was morning the east
wind brought the locusts. And the locusts went up over
all the land of Egypt, and rested in all the coasts of

Egypt : very grievous [were they] ; before them there

were no such locusts as they, neither after them shall

be such. For they covered the face of the whole earth,

so that the land was darkened; and they did eat every
herb of the land, and all the fruit of the trees which the
hail had left: and there remained not any green thing
in the trees, or in the herbs of the field, through all the
land of Eygpt." Then Pharaoh hastily sent fm- Moses
and Aaron, and confessed his sin against God and the
Israelites, and begged them to forgive him :

" Now,
therefore, forgive, I pray thee, my sin only this once,

and entreat the Lord your God that he may take away
from me this death only." Moses accordingly prayed.
'• And the Lord turned a mighty strong west wind, winch
took away the locusts, and cast them into the lied Sea;
there remained not one locust in all the coasts of Egypt."
The plague being removed, Pharaoh again would not let

the people go (x, 1-20). This plague has not the un-
usual nature of the one that preceded it, but it even ex-
ceeds it in severity, and so occupies its place in the gra-

dation of the more terrible judgments that form the

later part of the series. Its severity can be well under-

stood by those who have been in Egypt in a part of the

country where a flight of locusts has alighted. In this

case the plague was greater than an ordinary visitation,

since it extended over a far wider space, rather than
because it was more intense ; for it is impossible to im-
agine any more complete destruction than that always
caused by a swarm of locusts. So well did the people

of Egypt know what these creatures effected, that when
their coming was threatened Pharaoh's servants at once
remonstrated. In the present day locusts suddenly ap-

pear in the cultivated land, coming from the desert in a

column of great length. They fly rapidly across the

country, darkening the air with their compact ranks,

which are undisturbed by the constant attacks of kites,

crows, and vultures, and making a strange whizzing
sound like that of fire, or many distant wheels. Where
they alight they devour every green thing, even strip-

ping the trees of their leaves. Rewards are offered for

their destruction, but no labor can seriously reduce their

numbers. Soon they continue their course, and disap-

pear gradually in a short time, leaving the place where
they have been a desert. The following careful descrip-

tion of the effects of a flight of locusts is from Mr.

Lane's manuscript notes. He writes of Nubia:

"Locusts not un frequently commit dreadful havoc in
this country. In my second voyage np the Nile, when
before the village of Bustau, a little above Ibrim, many
locusts pitched upon the boat. They were beautifully
variegated, yellow and blue. In the following night a
southerly wind brought other locusts in immense swarms.
Next morning the air was darkened by them, as by a
heavy fall of snow ; and the surface of the ground was
thickly scattered over by those which had fallen and were
unable to rise again. Great numbers came upon and
within the boat, and alighted upon our persons. They
were different from those of the preceding day, being of a
bright yellow color, with brown marks. The desolation
they made was dreadful. In four hours a field of young
durrah [millet] was cropped to the ground. In another
lield of durrah more advanced only the stalks were left.

Nowhere was there space on the ground to set the foot
without treading on many. A field of cotton-plants was
quite stripped. Even the acacias along the hanks were
made hare, and palm-trees were stripped of the fruit and
leaves. Last night we heard the creaking of the sikiyehs
[water-wheels], and the singing of women driving the
Cows which turned them: to-day not one sakiyeh was in

motion, and the women were going about howling, and
vainly attempting to frighten away the locusts. On the
preceding day I had preserved two of the more beautiful
Kind of these creatures with a solution of arsenic: on the
next day some of the other locusts rrrothem almost en-
tirely, poisoned as they were, unseen by me till they had
nearly finished their meal. On the third day they' were
less numerous, aud gradually disappeared. Locusts are
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eaten by most of the Bedawin of Arabia, and by some of

theNubiaus. We ale a few.dressed in the most approved

manner, being stripped of the legs, wings, and head, and

fried In butter. They had a flavor somewhat like thai 01

the W ICOCk, Owing to thl ir f I. The Arabs pn-rrvc
ii article of provision by patbciliu _r ilium

[n gait and water, and then drying them in the sun.

i
Mel passages in the prophecy of Joel form a

remarkabk mroentarj on the description ofthe plague

is, and a few musl be here quoted, foi they de-

scribe with wonderful exactness and vigor the devasta-

tions of a swarm of locusts: "Blow ye the trumpet in

Zion, and sound an alarm in my holy mountain: let all

the inhabitants of the land tremble: for the day of the

Lord cometh, for [i( is] nigh at hand: a day of dark-

I

m 33 and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick

darkness, as the morning Bpread upon the mountains:

a great people and a strong; there hath not been ever

the like, neither shall be anymore after it, [even] to i in-

var- of manj generations. A fire devoureth before

them; and behind them a flame burnetii: the land [is]
J

as the garden of Eden before them, and behind them a

desolate wilderness; yea, and nothing shall escape them.

The appearance of them [
is] as the appearance of horses;

and as horsemen, so shall they run. Like the noise of

chariots on the tops of mountains shall they leap, like

the noise of a flame of lire that devoureth the stubble,

as a Btrong people set in battle array. . . . They shall

run like mighty men; they shall climb the wall like

men ol war; and they shall march every one on his

ways, ami they shall not break their ranks. . . . The

earth shall quake before them
; the heavens shall trem-

ble: the -on and the moon shall be dark, and the stars

shall withdraw their shining" (ii, 1-5, 7, 10; see also 6,

s. 9, 11 •-'.">: Rev. ix. 1 12). Here, and probably also in

the parallel passage ol Revelation, locusts are taken as

a type of a destroying army or horde, since they are

more terrible in the devastation they cause than any

other creature-. See Lot I -I.

(9.) The "Plague" oj Darkness.—After the plague

of locusts we nad at once of a fresh judgment : -And
tie' Lord said unto Moses, Stretch out thine hand to-

ward heaven, that there may be darkness over the land

of Egypt, that [one] may feel darkness. And Moms
stretched forth hi- band toward heaven; and there was

a thick darkness in :dl I In' land of Egypt three days:

they -aw not one another, neither rose any from his

place for three days: but all the children of ferae] bad

light in their dwellings." Pharaoh then gave the Is-

raelites leave to go if only they left their cattle; but

when Moses required thai they should take these also.

be again refused (Exod. x. 21 29). The expression we

have rendered "thai
|
one

|

may feel darkness," accord-

ing to the A. V. in the margin, where in the texl the

freer translation -darkness [which] may be felt" is

given, has occasioned much difficulty. The Sept. and

Vulg. give this rendering, and the moderns generally

follow them, h has been proposed to read -and they

shall grope in darkness," by a Blight change of render-

ing, and the supposition thai the particle 2 is under-

/ •"/. p. 171 i. It is Unrea-

sonable to argue that the forcible word- of the A. V. are

too Btrong for Shemitic phraseology. The difficulty is.

however, rather to be solved by a consideration of the

nature of the plague. Ii has been illustrated bj refer-

ence to the simum and the hot wind of the khani-in

Tbo former i- a sandstorm which occurs in the desert,

seldom lastiug, according to Mr. Lane, more than a

quart* r ol an hour or twenty minutes i Yfod. I

p. 2); but for the nine often causing the darkness of

twilight, ami affecting man and beast. Mrs. Poole, on

Mr. Lane's authority, ha- described the simum a- fol-

lows:

"The 'simum.' which is a very violent, hot, and al-

most Bdffocating wind, is of re rare occurrence thau
the khamsin winds, and of shorter duration; it- con-
tinuance being more brief in proportion to the Intensity
of it- parchiug beat ami the Impetuosity of its coarse.

Its direction is generally from the s mth-east,

south-east. It is commonly preceded by a fearful calm.
As it approaches, the atmosphere assumes a yellowish

i with red; the Ban appears of a deep blood
color, and gradually becomes quite coi cealed before the
hot blast is felt in its full violence. The sand and dtlst

raised by the wind add to the gloom, and increase the
painful effect.- oi the heal and rarity of the air. Respira-
tion becomes uneasy, perspiration seems to be entirely
stopped; the tongue & dry, the skin parched, and a prick-
ing sensation i- experienced, a.- if caused by electric

sparks. It is sometimes impossible for a person to re-

main erect, on account of the force of the w ind ; and the
sand and dust oblige all who are exposed to it to keep
their eyes closed. It is, however, mosl distressing when
it overtakes travellers in the desert. My brother encoun-
tered at Kus, in Upper Egypt, a simum which was said
to be one of the most violent ever witnessed. It lasted

less than half an hour, and a very violent BimUm
continues longer. My brother i.- ofopinion that, although
it is extremely distressing, it can never prove fatal, un-
less to person's already brought almost to the point of
death by disease, fatiirue, thirst, or some other cause.
The poor camel seems to Buffer from it equally with his

master; and will often lie down with his hack to the
wind, close bis eyes, stretch out hi- long neck upon the
ground, and so remain until the storm has passed over"
{Englishwoman in Egypt, i, 96, 97).

The hot wind of the khamsin usually blows for three

days and nights, and carries so much sand with it that

it produce- the appearance of a yellow fog. It thus

resembles the simum. though far less powerful and far

less distressing in its effects. It is not known to can-.'

actual darkness; at least residents in Egypl mention

no example either on experience or hearsay evidence.

By a confu-ion of the simum and the khamsin wind it

has even been supposed that a simum in its utmost

violence usually lasts three days (Kalisch, (

on Exod. p. 17oi. but this is an error. The plague

may. however, have been an extremely severe sand-

storm, miraculous in its violence and iis duration, for

the length of three days does not make it natural, since

the severe storms are always very brief. Perhaps the

three days was the limit, as about the longest period that

the people could exist without leaving their houses. Ii

has been supposed that this plague rather caused a su-

pernatural terror than actual Buffering and loss, hut this

is by no means certain. The impossibility of moving

about, and the natural fear of darkness which affects

beasts and birds as well as men. as in a total eclipse,

would have caused Buffering; and if the plague were a

sandstorm of unequalled severity, it would have pro-

duced the conditions of fever by its parching heat, be-

sides causing much distress of Other kind-. An evi-

dence in favor of the wholly supernatural character of

this plague is its preceding the last judgment of all, the

death of the tirst-born. as if it were a terrible foreshad-

ow in-' of that great calamity. See SiarfJM.

(10.) The Death <;/' ///, First-born.— Before the tenth

plague Moses went to warn Pharaoh: "And Moses

said. Thus saith the Lord, About midnight will I go

,.iit into the midst of Egypt! and till the first-born in

the land of Egypl shall die. from the tit'st-born of Pha-

raoh that sitteth ii| ids throne, even unto the tirst-

born Of the maidservant that [is] behind the mill, and

all the tirst-born of beasts. Ami there shall be a great

cry throughout all the laud of Egypt, Such as there was

none like it. nor -ball be like it any more" He then

foretold that Pharaoh's servants would pray him to go

forth. Positive a- i- this declaration, ii seems to have

been a conditional warning, for we read, -And be went

out from Pharaoh in heat of anger," and it. is added

that God said that Pharaoh would nol hearken to Mo-

Bes, and thai the king of Egypt still refused to lei ferae!

go (Exod.xi, 1. 1 in. The Passover was then instituted,

and the houses ofthe Israelites Bprinkled with the blood

of the victims. The first-born ofthe Egyptians were

-milieu ai midnight, as Moses had forewarned Pharaoh.

-And Pharaoh rose up in the night, he. and all his ser-

vants, and all the Egyptians; and then was a greai

crj inEgypt; for [there was] not a house where [there

was
i

n-i .'ue dead" i xii. 80). The clearly miraculous

nature of this plague, in its severity, ii- falling u]

man and beast, and the BUlgling out of the tir.-t-hoiti,
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puts it wholly beyond comparison with any natural pes-

tilence, even the severest, recorded in history, whether of

the peculiar Egyptian plague, or other like epidemics.

The Bible affords a parallel in the smiting of Sennach-

erib's army, and still more closely in some of the pun-

ishments of murmurers in the wilderness. The pre-

vailing customs of Egypt furnish a curious illustra-

tion of the narrative of this plague. It is well known
that many ancient Egyptian customs are yet observed.

Among these one of the most prominent is the wailing

for the dead by the women of the household, a&well as

those hired to mourn. It was thus in the great cholera

of 1848 at Cairo. This pestilence, as we all know, fre-

quently follows the course of rivers. Tims, on that oc-

casion, it ascended the Nile, and showed itself in great

strength at Bulak, the port of Cairo, distant from the

city about a mile and a half to the westward. For some
days it did not traverse this space. Every evening at

sunset it is the custom to go up to the terrace on the

roof of the house. There, in that calm, still time, might
be heard each night the wail of the women of Bulak
for their dead borne along in a great wave of sound a

distance of two miles, the lamentation of a city stricken

with pestilence. So, when the first-born were smitten,
" there was a great cry in Egypt." See Fihst-born.

The history of the ten plagues strictly ends with the

death of the first-born. The pursuit and the passage

of the Bed Sea are discussed elsewhere. See Bed Sea,
1' i.ss \(.i: of. Here it is only necessary to notice that

with the event last mentioned the recital of the won-
ders wrought in Egypt concludes, and the history of

Israel as a separate people begins. See Exode.
II. General Considerations.— Having examined the

narrative of the ten plagues in detail, we can now speak

of their character and relations as a whole.

1. Miraculous Nature of the Inflictions.— In the

above account we have constantly kept in view the ar-

guments of those who hold that the plagues were not

miraculous, and, while fully admitting all the illustra-

tion that the physical history of Egypt has afforded us,

both in our own observation and the observation of

others, we have found no reason for the naturalistic

view in a single instance, while in many instances the

illustrations from known phenomena have been so dif-

ferent as to bring out. the miraculous element in the

narrative with the greatest force, and in every case that

element has been necessary, unless the narrative be de-

prived of its rights as historical evidence. Yet more,

we have found that the advocates of a naturalistic ex-
planation have been forced by their bias into a distor-

tion and exaggeration of natural phenomena in their

endeavor to find in them an explanation of the wonders
recorded in the Bible. As miraculous the historian ob-

viously intends us to regard them, and they arc else-

Avhere spoken of as the "wonders" (D^TSIE) which

God wrought in the land of Ham (Psa. cv, 27), as his

miracles (S^rilxbsS) in Egypt (cvi, 7), as his signs

and prodigies (C^PS-I n'PN) which he sent into the

midst of Egypt (exxxv, 0), etc. It is only under this

aspect that we can accept the narrative as historical.

It is true that many of them appear to have been of the

same kind with phenomena natural to the country ; but
this cannot be said of all of them; and in the case of

those of which it can be said, the presence of the super-

natural is seen not only in the unparalleled degree to

which the infliction reached, but still more in the com-
plete command which was exercised by Moses as the

agent of Jehovah over the coming and going of the

visitation. The exemption of the Israelites from the

general calamity is also clearly assigned to the miracu-
lous. The only alternative, therefore, allowed to us is

to reject the whole narrative as mythic, or to accept it

as miraculous. The attempts made by Eichhorn and
the older rationalists to give natural explanations of
these plagues, only exhibit the deplorable expedients
to which an unsound hypothesis may compel able men

to resort. They were evidently nearly all miraculous
in time of occurrence and degree rather than essentially,

in accordance with the theory that God generally em-
ploys natural means in producing miraculous effects.

They seem to have been sent as a series of warnings,
each being somewhat more severe than its predecessor,

to which we see an analogy in the warnings which the
providential government of the world often puts before-

the sinner. The first plague corrupted the sweet water
of the Nile and slew the fish. The second filled the

land with frogs, which corrupted the whole country.

The third covered man and beast with vermin or other
annoying insects. The fourth was of the same kind,

and probably a yet severer judgment. "With the tilth

plague, the murrain of beasts, a loss of property began.

The sixth, the plague of boils, was worse than the ear-

lier plagues that had affected man and beast. The sev-

enth plague, that of hail, exceeded those that went be-

fore it, since it destroyed everything in the field, man
and beast and herb. The eighth plague was evidently

still more grievous, since the devastation by locusts

must have been far more thorough than that by the

hail, and since at that time no greater calamity of the

kind could have happened than the destruction of all

remaining vegetable food. The ninth plague we do
not sufficiently understand to be sure that it exceeded

this in actual injury, but it is clear from the narrative

that it must have caused great terror. The last plague

is the only one that was general in the destruction of

human life, for the effects of the hail cannot have been

comparable to those it produced, and it completes the

climax, unless indeed it be held that the passage of the

Bed Sea was the crowning point of the whole series of

wonders, rather than a separate miracle. In this case

its magnitude, as publicly destroying the king and his

whole army, might even surpass that of the tenth

plague.

2. Their Historical Character.—These events, though
supernatural, all find a foundation in the natural phe-

nomena of Egypt, and stand in close connection with
ordinary occurrences. Hence the rationalist Bohlen

says that "Moses, in order to avoid the suspicion of

self-deception, was at least obliged to express himself

in the mildest manner possible among his contempo-

raries, who were so well acquainted with Egypt, if he

wished to make the commonly observed natural phe-

nomena avail as miracles." To this remark Hengsten-
berg replies (Egypt and the Books of Moses, in English,

Edinb. 1851):

"But it is perfectly clear that these occurrences, as they
are related, notwithstanding their foundation in nature,
always maintained their character as miracles, ami con-
sequently are sufficient to prove what they are intended
to prove, and to accomplish what they did accomplish.
Indeed, the unusual force in which the common exhibi-
tions of nature here manifest themselves, and especially
their rapid succession, while at other times only a single

one exhibits itself with unusual intensity— if we at the
same time consider these events in connection with the
changing cause of them, and also take into account the
exemption of the land of Goshen—bring us to the limits

of the miraculous; for the transition to the miraculous is

reached through the extraordinary in its highest grada-
tion. But we are brought into the sphere of the miracu-
lous itself, by the circumstance that these things are in-

troduced and performed by Moses, that they cease at his
request, and a part of them at a time fixed upon by Pha-
raoh himself (Exod.viii,5sq.). Hence the connection with
natural phenomena can he made to avail against the Pen-
tateuch only when, going beyond the present narrative,

we limit what in it can be explained by the natural oc-

currences of Egypt, and establish the presumption that
the remainder belongs to fiction. But this assumption
wants all foundation. The supernatural presents gen-
erally, in the Scriptures, no violent opposition to the nat-

ural, but rather unites in a friendly alliance with it. This
follows from the most intimate relation in which natural

events also stand to God. The endeavor to isolate the

miraculous can aid only impiety. But there was here a
particular reason also "for uniting the supernatural as

closely as possible with the natural. The object to which
all of these occurrences were directed, according to Exod.
viii, 20, was to show that Jehovah is Lord in the midst
of the land. Well-grounded proof of this could not have
been produced by bringing suddenly upon Egypt a sue-
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of strange terrors. From these it would only'

have followed that Jehovah had received a momentary
y, ll their

annual return were placed under the immediate control

ib, ii would be appropriately shown that he was

God in the midst of the laud, and the doom of the false

god- which bad been placed in his Mead would go forth,

and they would be entirely driven ont of the jurisdiction

which was considered as belonging to them."

d i" throw discredil upon

tie M saic narrative by remarking that no traces of

any allusion to th ol the Egyptians are dis-

coverable upon the monuments of that country. To
ilii- the reply is easy. The monuments in question

ired under the superintendence of the heathen

priesthood, and miracles such as these were too hum-
bling i" their pride, and t lestructive of t In ir influ-

ence with the people, to render it likely that they would

allow them to be recorded in any manner. Victories,

triumphs, religious processions, and whatever was cal-

culated i" exall the gods and kings in the minds of the

people, were the only subjects permitted to be sculpt-

ured i>u the walls of the temples; and the usages of

domestic life furnish the subjects of the paintings of the

tombs. In the examination we have made it will have

been seen thai the Biblical narrative has been illustrated

by reference to the phenomena of Egypt and the man-
ners of the inhabitants, and that, throughout, its accu-

racy in minute particulars has been remarkably shown.

to a degree thai is sufficient of itself to prove its his-

torical truth. This in a narrative of wonders is of no
small importance. See Most s.

.".. ///' Egyptian Counterfeits.— Of the deeds per-

formed by Moses seme were imitated by the magicians
of the Pharaoh. To account for this, various hypoth-
eses have been resorted to. 1. It has been supposed

thai they wen- enabled to do this by diabolic aid. I!ut

this assumes the position that men can enter into agree-

menl or compact with evil spirits so as to receive their

aid—a position which has never been proved, and con-

sequently cannol be legitimately assumed to explain

an actual phenomenon. This hypothesis assumes also

that evil spirits can work miracles, a position no less

gratuitous and improbable. 2. It has been maintained

thai the magicians were aided by God to do what they
did: that they were instruments in his hand, as was
the witch who raised Samuel, and were therefore as

much surprised at their own success as she was; and
thai God thus employed them probably to show in the

most decisive manner that the agency at work was his,

and that it was just as he gave the power or withheld
it that the miracle was performed. For this hypothe-
sis there is much tO he said. Al the same time it is

open to objection, for ( I (While Moses distinctly asserts

that it was by divine power that he and Aaron wrought,
him-, even in the mosl distant way. that it.

was by this that the magicians succeeded in their at-

tempts; and (2) It is expressly said, on the contrary,

that what they did they did by means of their "en-

chantments." The word here used i'J":! means a

hence magical arts, enchantments ; and may
he properly used to designate the covert tricks or jug-

gling artifices by which practiced of legerdemain im-
pose upon others. This leads to the 3d hypothesis,
which i- that the achievements of the magicians were
merely clever treks by which they imposed upon the
people-, and tend, d io confirm the Pharaoh in his ob-

iis has in its fttvor the fact thai

cians of Egypt, and ol the Easl generally, have
alwaj b, down t r own day, possessed an unparalleled
and almost incredible dexterity in artificial magic (see

Lane, Modern Egyptians, p. 862 sq.). It is to be borne
in mind, also, thai in tie cases before us these magi-
cians were allow, d time to prepan themselves, and to

gO through those introductory processes by means of

which jugglers mainly succ, i in cheating the behold-

ers; and, moreover, il is important to keep in \ iew that

they performed before witnesses who were in:

believing in their suecess. Above all. in the three feats

in which they succeeded, there was really nothing hut
what tin' jugglers of the present day could easily do.

I In- jugglers of India will, for a few pence, do tricks

with serpents far more wonderful than making them
rigid so as t,, resemble staves; and any juggler could

make water in a basin or a tank resemble Ii I. or,

when the country was already swarming with frogs,

could cover some place thai had been chared lor the

purpose with these reptiles, as ii he had suddenly pro-

duced them. The performances of these magicians are

really below par as compared with those which may he

witnessed in the room of any travelling conjurer among
ourselves. Let it be noted, also, that they failed

as they were required to perform the miracle on the

instant, as in the case of the plague of lice, for their at-

tempts io imitate which no time was allowed: and as

a consequence of this it is emphatically said, "they
could not." When to all this it is added that tiny were

impotent not only to remove the infliction, but even to

exempt themselves from it. there seems abundant rea-

son tor concluding thai these magicians attained to

nothing beyond the performance of a few successful

i rieks (Scot, Congregational Lecture, p. 210 226; Ward-
law, (hi Miracles, p. 231 sq.). See Janses ami Jam-
BRES.

l. Th Design of tkest Inflictions. This is a most

important inquiry. That their ultimate object was the

effecting of the liberation of the Israelites from their

cruel bondage lies on the surface o|' the narrative: but

with this there may have been, and probably were, other

ends contemplated. We may suppose- 1. Thai God
designed to produce an effect on the mind of .Moses

himself, tending to educate and discipline him for the

gnat work on which he was about to enter—the con-

duct and rule of the people during their passage through
the wilderness. For such a task great fortitude and
implicit confidence in the power and majesty of Jeho-
vah were required; and as Moses, timid at first, .and

ready to retire on the first rebuff, gradually acquired

courage and determination as the manifestations of

God's power in the chastisements inflicted on the Pha-
raoh and his land proceeded, it is very probable that

the series of inflictions of which he was the instrument

were designed to confirm him in faith, obedience, and

confidence, and so lit him for his great work. 'J. We
ma\ sii|,p,,se thai a salutary effect was intended to be

produced on the minds of the Israelites, the mass of

whom had. under their long protracted debasement, sunk

low in religious and intellectual life. The marvellous

manner in which God interposed lor their deliverance,

ami the mighty power by which he brought them
forth, could not but amuse them to thought, and ele-

vate and quicken their religious emotions. 3. It ap-

pears that a salutary religious effect was produced on

many of the Egyptians themselves, as is evidenced by
the multitudes who united themselves to the Israelites

when they made their escape: ami also on the sur-

rounding nation-, as is attested by .lethro. the father-

in-law of Moses (Exod. xviii, 10, Ll). We may pre-

sume, therefore, that this also was pall of the design

of these inflictions, especially as we find God expressly

declaring to Moses that these judgments W( re intended

io make the Egyptians know that he was God i\ii. 5).

1. Bui these cuds were included in the great end of

demonstrating the vanity of those idols in which the

Egyptians trusted. -Against all the gods of Egypt,"
said the Lord to Moses, •

I will execute judgment: I

am Jehovah" (xii, 12). < >n these idols God would
pour contempt: and in < iction with this it is no-

ticeable thai nearly every miracle performed bj Mosea
had relation to some object of idolatrous worship

among the Egyptians. The devouring of the serpents

by the serpent into which the rod of Moses had been
turned was directed againsi the serpent -worship of

Egypt; the turning of the water into blood was an as-

sault on their sacred river the Nile; tin- plague of the
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frogs, the gnats, the flies or scarabei, all tended to bring

objects of idolatrous worship among the Egyptians into

contempt; the murrain on the cattle was directed

against their Apis-worship ; the plague of boils, brought

on by the casting of ashes from the altar into the air, a

rite which they followed to arrest evil, showed how God
could reverse their omens, and make what they used

for good to turn to evil ; the hail and storm plague was
directed against their worship of the elements, or of

deities supposed to preside over them; the plague of

locusts showed that this great scourge which they were
accustomed to trace to the wrath of their deities was
entirely in the power of Jehovah ; the plague of dark-

ness poured contempt on their worship of the sun-god;

and the death of the first-born wound up this terrible

series by showing that in the hand of Jehovah alone

was the life of all his creatures. A mighty and mem-
orable lesson was thus read out before both Egyptians
and Israelites, which could not but have its effect in

weakening among the former the attachment of many
to their idols, and confirming the latter in their rever-

ence for Jehovah as the only true God. 5. The grad-

ual increase in severity and frequent remission of the

plagues are perhaps the best key to their meaning as

to the king of Egypt himself. They seem to have been
sent as warnings to the oppressor, to afford him a means
of seeing God's will and an opportunity of repenting

before Egypt was ruined. It is true that the harden-
ing of Pharaoh's heart is a mystery which St. Paul

leaves unexplained, answering the objector, " Nay but,

O man, who art thou that repliest against God ?" (Rom.
ix, 20). Yet the apostle is arguing that we have no
right to question God's righteousness for not having
mercy on all, and speaks of his long-suffering towards

the wicked. The lesson that Pharaoh's career teaches

us seems to be that there <1re men whom the most sig-

nal judgments do not affect so as to cause any lasting

repentance. In this respect the after-history of the

Jewish people is a commentary upon that of their op-

pressor. The '•hardening" of Pharaoh's heart was evi-

dently nothing more than that permissive act of prov-

idence by which a long-delayed punishment encourages

to the persistence in sin (Eecles. viii, 1 1 ; Horn, ii, 5).

God's design in so often releasing him (itijytipa, Rom.
ix, 17) from the earlier stages of the inflictions was
that the final blow might fall with full effect, both as

to Pharaoh and the world at large. See Judicial
Blindness.

See Stackhouse, Hist, of the Bible ; Bryant, Observa-

tions on the Plagues inflicted on the Egyptians (Lond.

1794); Eichhorn, De Egypti anno mirabili, in the

Comment. Soc. Reg. Scient. Gottingen. Recentior, iv, 45;
Schwarz, De plagis Pharonis (Wittemb. 1724); Bons-
dorf, De plagis jEgypt. (Abose, 1809-10) ;

1 lengstenberg,

Egypt and (he Books of Moses; Millington, Signs and
Wonders (Lond. 1874); British Quarterly Review, July,

1874, p. 153 sq.; and the various commentaries, ad loc.

Plaifere (or Playfere\ John, D.D., an English

divine of some note, flourished near the close of the 16th

and the opening of the 17th century. He was educated

at St. John's College, Cambridge, and was for some time

fellow of his alma mater. About 1596 he was made
Margaret professor of divinity in the same college. He
died in 1608. He was an Arminian in theology, and
his writings circulated extensively and had great re-

nown. Thomas Baker, the antiquary, says that if Plai-

fere's sermons had never been printed, his name would
yet have been honored in history, so decidedly marked
was his influence on his time. Among his works we
mention Appello Evangelium for the True Doctrine of
Divine Predestination, etc. (Lond. 1652, 12mo) ; repub-

lished in Cambridge Tracts (1803, 8vo). See Catter-

mole, Literature of the Ch. ofEngland, i, 334; Church-
man's Remembrancer, vol. i. (J. H. W.)

Plain. I. This term, either in the sing, or plur.,

does dutv in the A. V. for no less than seven distinct

Hebrew words, each of which had its own independent
and individual meaning, and could not be—at least is

not— interchanged with any other. We frequently find

two, three, and even more equivalents for the same He-
brew term ; and, besides, some of the words are mani-
festly mistranslated, and some of them are proper names.
See Topographical Terms.

1. blX, abel, like the Arabic abala, signifies moisture

and the verdure produced by it, as in ameadow, to which
last term it chiefly corresponds. Hence it came to be
applied to a low green plain. It occurs frequently as a
proper name in Scripture; chiefly, however, in compo-
sition's Abel-beth-maachah (2 Kings xv, 29; 1 Kings
xv, 20), Abel-meholah (Judg. vii. 22), Abel-maim (2

Chron. xvi. 4). AbeUshittim (Numb, xxxiii. 49); also

alone, as in 2 Sam. xx, 14, 18. In 1 Sam. vi, 18 the

A. V. reads " unto the great stone of Abel ;" but the He-

brew is n?**!;!! bzH "I", "unto Abel the great." Sev-

eral MSS. read "X, "stone" (the Sept. has XiStov), and

this is probably the true reading (De Rossi, Var. Lect.

ad loc). Judg. xi, 33 is the only passage in which it is

rendered " plain," " and he smote them from Aroer, even

till thou come to Minnith . . . and unto the plain of the

vineyards" (C^^D 53S "7 J" ; Sept. hoc 'E/JtA^-op/i/'yH,

v. r. 'AfiiX afmtXtovwv ; Abel quce est vineis consiid).

There can scarcely be a doubt that this is a proper

name, and it should be rendered Abel-keramim. Euse-

bius and Jerome mention it as a village of the Ammon-
ites still existing in their day. situated six miles from

Philadelphia, in the midst of vineyards (Onomast. s. v.

Abelavinearum). See Abel.

2. "5X, elan. This word is derived from the root

blU, to be strong; and hence it is used in Scripture to

signify a strong tree, and most probably the oak, which

grows to a great size in central and southern Palestine

(Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 42, 50, 51). In the A. A', it is

rendered " plain" (Gen. xii, 6 ; xiii, 18, etc.), or "plains"

(xviii, 1 ; Deut. xi, 30), but in one place the margin has

"oak" (Judg. ix, 6). It is difficult to account tor this

rendering. Probably it was adopted from the Vulgate,

which translates convallis in four places, vallis iu two,

and quercus in three. The Sept. has 6pvg, except in

Judg. ix, 9, where it has fiaXavoc ; and ver. 37, 'UXiui-

ftaiDvevifi. The word should always be rendered "oak."

It was considered a sacred tree. Under " the oak of

Moreh," at Mature. Abraham pitched his tent, and wor-

shipped God (Stanley, <$'. and P. p. 508). See Oak.

3. H;'p2. bik'dh, is from the mot r~2. /<> cleave

asunder, and signifies literally a cleft, or place formed

by dividing mountains, then a valley between moun-
tains. It is equivalent to the Arabic buk'ah. It is

generally used in the Bible to denote a low widely ex-

tended plain : as " the plain of Shinar" (Gen. xi. 2 : Sept.

n-tdiov; campus): " (he valley ofJericho" (Deut. xxxiv,

3); "the valley of Megiddo" (2 Chron. xxxv, 22; Zech.

xii. 11); "the valley of Lebanon" (Josh, xi, 17, called

in Amos i. 5 "the plain of Aven"), which is now called

el-Bukda ; "the plain of Ono" (Neh. vi. 2), which ap-

pears to have been a portion of southern Sharon, where

the town of ( too was situated. This word is rendered

"plain" in the following passages : Gen. xi. 2: Neh. vi.

2; Isa. xl, 4; Ezek. iii. 22. 23: viii. 4: Amos i.
.">

: elso>

where it is translated " valley." It is generally rendered

ntSiov in the Sept. and campus in the Vulgate. X;"~ -.

bik'd, the Chaldee form of H2p3, found only in Dan.

iii. Nebuchadnezzar set up "the golden image in the

plain of Dura." See Valley.

4. 123, kikkdr, seems to be equivalent to 12""2.

from the root *H3, to more in a circle; "22 therefore

signifies a circuit, or" the region round about any place"

(allied to which are ki'kXoc, circus, ami circl ; < lesenius,

Thesaur. p. 7171. Hence, with the article ~2~n. hak-

kikkar. it was applied topographically to "the regi m "t
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the Jordan," especially the southern pari of it, in which

the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah once stood. Ii is so

. n times in Genesis I
siii, LO, 11, 1"-': xix, 17.

25, 28, 29); also in 2 Sam. xviii. 23; 1 Kings vii, 16;

2 Chron. iv, 17: ami apparently in Neh. iii. •-'"-': xii,28.

Ri land Buggests thai the name may have been derived

from the windings of the river {Palwst. p. 274; run,)..

Stanley, S. andP. p. 278 I. Though uniformly rendered

plain in the A. V., and i Trepioucog in the

Sept.. ii appears to have all the definiteness of a proper

name. It musl be confessed thai it is nol < asy to trace

any connection between a "circular form" and the nat-

ure or aspeel of the .Ionian valley, and ii is difficull nol

to suspeel thai kikkar is an archaic term which existed

in ol the Hebrews, and was afterwards

adopted into their language. Sec Jordan.

The word is also very frequently used in Scripture to

"a piece of money," generally "a talent" in the

A.V. (Exod. xxv. 39; l Chron. xx. _'. etc.); also "a

cake" or "loaf of bread" I 1 Sam. x, 3; Prov. vi, 26).

Their circular form doubtless suggested the name.

5. --~~z. mishdr, with the article lisj">a?1. This

word comes fr he rool ~-~. to bt straight or even .•

hor signifies a plain or level country; thus in

1'sa. xxvi. l2,"My fool standeth in an even place." thai

is, "in a plain ;" also, figuratively, rectitude orjustice, as

in Psa. Ixvii, 1." I'lem shaltjudge the people righteous-

fustice). Willi the article it has a topograph-

ical signification, and has usually the definiteness of a

proper name. In the A. V. it is uniformly rendered

plain. It occur- in the Bible in the following passages:

Dent. iii. 10; iv, 13; Josh, xiii, 9, 16, 17. 21; xx. 8; 1

... 23, 25; -' Chron. xxvi, 10; Jer. xlviii, 8, 21.

In each of these, with one exception, it is used tor the

district in the neighborhood of Heshbon ami Dibon

—the Belka ofthe modern Arabs, their most noted past-

ure-ground; a district which, from the scanty descrip-

tion- we possess of it. seems to resemble the - Downs"

of England in the regularity of its undulations, the ex-

cellence of iis turf, and its lilncss for the growth of

8 PLAIN

"plain" (Deut.i. 1.7. etc) ; but in Dent. xi,30, •• cham-
paign :" in l'./ek. n1\ ii. 8, " deserl ;" and in Josh. xv. 6;

sviii, 18, " Arabah" (Gesen. Thesaur. p. 1066; Stanley,

S. and /'. p. 481 t. The Sept. usually has 'Apafla, biut

sometimes Svapri. See Arabah.

7. ri5S'Z.'. shepheldk, a Una plain, from the root PBfcJ,

to h, depressed. In the A. V. it i- rendered -plain" in

Jer. xvii, 20; Obad. 19; Zech. vii. 7: -low plain-" in 1

Chron. xxvii, 28 ; 2 Chron. ix, 27 ; but elsewhere " vale"

or "valley." It has all the definitem — ofa prop, r name,

being the specific designation of the maritime plain of

Philislia. To the Hebrew- llii-. and tlii- only, was the

Shephelah. Shephelah ha- some claims of its own to no-

tice. It was one oi i in -i i. uacious of these old He-
brew terms. It appear- iii the Cnek text and in the

A. V. of the l k oi m.i, cabei -
I Mace. xii. 38), and is

preserved on each of its oilier occurrences, even in such

corrupt dialects a- the Samaritan version of the Fenta-

teuch, and the Targumsof Pseudo-Jonathan and of rabbi

Joseph. And although it would appear to be no longer

known in ii- original seat, it ha- transferred itself to

other countries, and appear- in Spain a- Seville, and en

the east coast of Africa as Sofala. See Shephelah.
The plain of Esdraelon, which to the modern travel-

ler in the Holy Land forms the third ofitS three most

remarkable depressions, i- designated in the original by

neither of the above term-, but by ~"V. emek, an ap-

pellative noun frequently employed in the Bible for the

smaller valleys of the country—" the valley of .b /reel."

Perhaps Esdraelon may anciently have been considered

a- consisting of two portions : the valley of .h/rccl. the

eastern and -mailer: the plain ofMegiddo, the western

and more extensive of the two. See Esdraelon.

II. The following are the principal plains of Palestine

alluded to in the Bible, pro,, eding from north to south:

1. The great plain or valley of Coele-Syria, the -hol-

low land" of the Greeks, which separates the two ranges

of Lebanon and Antilebanon, is the most remarkable of

them all. It is called in the Bible the Bika'ath Aven

i Amos i. 5), and also probably the Bika'ath Lebanon
flocks. There is no difficulty in recognising the same

(

.',„
sll . xi . , 7 . xii>7) and Bika'ath Mizpeh (xL 8), and

district in the statement of 2 Chron. xxvi. 10. It is

evident from several circumstances that Uzziah had

been a greal conqueror on the east of Jordan, a- well as

.,n the shore of the Mediterranean (see Ewald's re-

marks, Geschichte, iii. 588, note), and he kept his cattle

on the rich pastun - of Philistines on the one hand, ami

Ammonites on the other. Tims in all the passages

quoted above the word mishdr seems to be restricted to

one special district, ami to belong to it as exclusively as

*),tph-l<ih did to the low land of I'hilistia. or arabah to

the -unl. eii district of the Jordan valley. It is there-

fore puzzling io find it used in one passage 1 1 Kings xx.

,

parent ly with the mire general sense ol low

land, or rather tlai hind, in which chariots ild be ma-

noeuvred as opposed to uneven mountainous ground.

There i- some reason to believe that the scene of the

battle in question was on the east side of the Sea of

the plain of .laulan : bui ild- i- no ex-

planation of the difficulty, because we are nol warranted

ling : lie mishdr Ian her than the mountains

which bounded it on the north, and where tin, districts

began which bore, like it, their own distinctive names
. Golan, llauran. etc. Perhaps

the most feasible explanation i- that the won! was used
- rians of Damascus without any knowledge of

it- -irici signification, in the Bame manner indeed a- it

loyed in the later Syro-Cbaldee dialect, in which

meshru i- the favorite term to express several natural

ivhich in the older and stricter language were de-

nominated each b\ it- own -peeial name. See Mishor.

6. ~ 1~l'. arabdh, pi. T"Z~" (from the root 3^iS, to

be dry), signifies an arid region. In poetry it is applied

to any dry pa-t un-land, like Midbar; but with the ar-

ticle ii mean- '/<• valley oftfo Jordan, ami ha- the force

ofa proper name, [n the A. V. it is commonly rendered

is still known throughout Syria by its old name a- >'-

Bekda, or Ard el-Beka'a. -A long valley, though

broad." -ays Dr. I'usey {Comment, on Amos i, 5), "if

seen from a height look- like a deft :" and this is I mi-

nently the case w ill) the " valley of Lebanon" w hen ap-

proached by the ordinary loads from north or south.

It is of great extent, more than sixty mile- long by

about five in average breadth, and the two greal ranges

Shut it in on cither hand. Lebanon especially, with a

very wall-like appearance. See Ccgle-Si ria.

2. The plain (called -•;;• of Jezreel or Esdraelon,

which runs from the bay of I'tolcmais Io the Jordan,

dividing the mountains of Galilee from those of Eph-

raim. It is well watered and grassy. See Jezei el.

:;. flu flat along the Mediterranean from Carmel to the

brook of Egypt (whose northern pari near Joppa i- call-

ed Sharon, "{VW, the southern part Shephelah, ITUBII3).

The plain of the tribe of .litilah stood in connection with

thelatter(l Mace. iii. 21. 1": xiii, 13). See Sharon.

1. The meadow of .Ionian, or the plain on both sides

,,t that river, from the Sea of Gennesareth to the Dead

Sea. usually called -imply Tht Plain ("-rrO. In

the neighborhood of Jericho this valley widen- oul into

a -real plain, thence called in r -
: .", The Plains

of Jerieho (Josh. iv. 13; \. 10; 2 Kings xx\. ."; Jer.

xxxix. :>), as the Dead Sea is called the ">'<" of the

Dent. iii. 17 : iv, 19). SeeJoRDAH.

5. The ( levated plain (Tid^Bn) in the tribe of Reu-

ben, in wbhh lay Bezer and Medeba (Josh, xiii, 16;

kx,8; Deut. iv, 43). It belongs to the large but rather

drj (Burckhardt, ii. 626) plateau of modern Belka (Rit-

i. r. n. 368 I.
See Mum:.

b. Lor -the plains of Jericho," set Ji bi< ho.
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Plain Song (canto fermo, rantus planus) is one of

the terras applied to the monotonia recitative melody

in ancient chants of the liturgy. In later times it be-

came one of the parts in elaborate pieces, services, and

anthems, originally the tenor, but afterwards assigned

to the treble. The Cantus Prophetarum Epistolarum

et Evangelii admitted certain inflections; the Cantus

Psalmorum adopted inflections in the middle and end

of the verse. An unrestricted melody was used in pref-

aces, anthems, and hymns, and the plain song is this

cantus collectarum.—Staunton, Eccles. Diet. p. 536.

Plaister. See Plastkr.

Plaiting. See Hair.

Plan of Salvation. See Salvation.

Plancius, Pieter, a Dutch preacher of renown,

was born at Drenoutre, Flanders, in 1552. Having im-

bibed the principles of the Calvinistic faith in the schools

of Germany and England, he embraced the evangelical

ministry in 1577, and discharged its duties in Brabant

and Flanders, in the midst of the persecutions of the

Spanish government. After the taking of Brussels

(1585), where he was pastor, he fled to Holland, and

was soon attached to the Church of Amsterdam. Being

a zealous defender of orthodoxy, he displayed great ani-

mosity against the Lutherans and Arminians. He was
in 1619 a member of the Synod of Dort, and was then

one of the revisers of the version of the Old Testament.

He is entitled to the gratitude of the Dutch people for

the services which he rendered them by his geograph-

ical and nautical acquirements. He counselled the first

expeditions sent by the Dutch to both Indies, and

traced even the itineraries of those expeditions. He
is much spoken of in Jeannin's negotiations, where he

is called "a great cosmographer." He died May 25,

1622, at Amsterdam.— Hoefer, Nam. Biog. Generate,

xl. 403.

Planck, Gottlieb Jacob, a noted Protestant

divine, was born at Nurtingcn, in the kingdom of W'ur-

temberg, Nov. 15, 1751. He was educated at the uni-

versity in Tubingen, and in 1784 was made ordinary

professor of theology in the University of Gottingen.

In t his capacity he exerted a remarkable influence

throughout Germany, as he wielded a powerful pen,

and wrote many essays upon the history of the Church
and its doctrines. He is a leading representative of
" pragmatic" historiography. His principal work is his

Geschichte des protestantischen Systems in seinem Ur-

sprung, seiner Veranderung,u. seiner Fortbildung (Leips.

1-781-1800,6 vols. 8vo), which was continued in a work
published after a long interval under the title of Ge-

schickte des protestantischen Lehrbegrijfes von der Con-

cordienformel bis zur Mitte des \Sten Jahrhunderts

(Gott, 1831). Another great work of his is Gesch. der

christl.-kirchl. Gesellschaftsrerfassung (Hann. 1803-9, 5

vols. 8vo). Planck, though widely read and followed,

does not deserve the great renown he has secured. He
exhibits too much indifference to doctrine to be trusted

implicitly in his judgments, and yet no one can with-

hold from him the tribute for application. But, like a

too obtrusive cicerone, Planck, in these works, requires

great judgment in the reader. He everywhere dis-

covers purpose, preconcerted design, ambition, hatred,

and other passions, as having been the motive forces in

the process of doctrinal history. Thus the progressive

and independent development of dogma is resolved into

psychological dispositions and tendencies, while, at the

same time, the author's own doctrinal indifference is

unconsciously transferred to the agents of the dogma-
forming process, by the axiomatic assumption that doc-

trine alone would have been incapable of exciting so

much interest or contention. In his eyes doctrine is an

antiquated matter, which is properly destined to ob-

livion. In this method, the view being restricted to

efficient causes, and the inherent activity of final causes

lost sight of, even the efficient causes are not compre-

hended in their entirety. Planck died in 1833. -With

Planck the subjective, pragmatic method reaches its

height. History is only the drear}' theatre of human
interests and passions. It is therefore truly amazing
that, with his indifference to Church doctrine, he could

bestow so much toilsome study and learned industry on
such 'perfectly indifferent antiquations' as the theolog-

ical contentions of the 16th and 17th centuries. Of
course his work, with all its great and enduring merits,

and the relative truth and necessity of its position, could

not fail to have a bad effect, in completely sundering

the doctrinal consciousness of its age from the basis of

the older Church orthodoxy, and in justifying this rup-

ture as a pretended advance. In his other large work,

The History of Church Government, Planck likewise

starts from that rationalistic conception of the Church,

which dates from Locke, viz., that this divine establish-

ment was originally a mere voluntary association, which
formed its laws and institutions in accordance with the

changing wants of the times, and under the influence of

fortuitous, external circumstances; and that, in this way,

it gradually assumed an aspect altogether different from

what its founder and first members intended or foresaw.

In this way he accounts for the gigantic hierarchy of

the Middle Ages, which he looks upon in a simply po-

litical light, with the calmness of a learned but indiffer-

ent spectator ; while the older Protestant orthodoxy had
held it in pious abhorrence, as the broken bulwark of

the veritable Antichrist" (Schaff, Hist, of the Apostolic

Church, p. 73). A complete list of all his writings is

given in Flutter, Gesch. der Universitat Gottingi n, ii,

121; iii, 283 sq. ; iv, 270. See Liicke, Gottlieb Jacob

Planck, ein bioi/raphischer Vrrsurh (Gott. 1838, 8vo)
;

Illgen, Zeitschr.fur histor. Theol. 1843, iv, 75-88; Rhein-

wald, Repert. of theol. Literatur, 1839, xxv, 105 sq.;

Hallesche allgem. Zeit. 1837, iii, 281 sq. ; Domer, Hist,

ofProtestant Theology, Li, 283 ; Kahnis. Hist, of German
Protestantism, p. 176; Hurst's Hagenbach, Church Hist.

of the lS/h and 19/7; Centuries; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii,

286,731. (J.H.W.)

Planck, Heiniich Ludwig, another German
Protestant divine, son of the preceding, was born at

Gottingen July 19, 1785, and educated at the university

of that place, where his lather was then a professor. In

1809 young Planck appeared as author of a work enti-

tled Versuch einer neuen synoptischen Zusammenstellung

der drei ersten Evangelien, nach Grundsatzen der hohem
Kritik ( ( ii itting. 1809, 8vo). In 1810 he was appointed

extraordinary professor of theology at Gottingen; and

his introductory programme, De vera natura atqut 'it-

dole orationis Grcecce Novi Testamenti Commentatio

(Gottingen, 1810, 4to), added greatly to his reputation.

The value of this essay can scarcely be overrated, and its

influence has been equal to its worth. It has wrought

an entire change of opinion respecting the N.-T. Greek,

and upon the views which it enforced all subsequent

investigations have been based. An English transla-

tion is published in the second volume of the Edinburgh

Biblical Cabinet. It was Planck's intention, as stated

in this essay, to exhibit his views in a more perfected

form, in a work to be entitled Isagoge Philologica in

Novum Testamentum ; but from this he was diverted by

an engagement into which he entered upon the strong

recommendation of Gesenius, namely, to prepare a lex-

icon of the N. T. similar to that which the latter had

published of the O. T. Unhappily the expectations

awakened by his early promise were unfulfilled. His

health was undermined by frequent attacks of epilepsy,

and ii was with difficulty that he could go through the

duties of his office as ordinary professor of theology, to

which he was appointed in 1823. Other works of his

are. -Y< ir /A vi lotion and Inspiration (1817), and a Short

Sch m* of the Philosophic Doctrines of Religion I
1821).

He died Sept, 23, 1831. See Llicke's biography of Gott-

lieb Jacob Planck. (J. H. W.)

Plane (ilSSpa, makstudh, a chisel for carpenter's

work, Isa. xliv, 13). Sec HANDICRAFT.
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Plane-tree (F.cclus. xxiv. 1 1. See Chestxi r.

Planet. See M \// lroth.

Planet -worship is a prominent constructive

feature in all mystic Bystems of antiquity. Thus the

primitive worship of all objects like Osiris (q. v.) may
be contemplated under two aspects, differing Bomewhat

from "li other, but incapable of any rigorous or formal

separation. That worship seems to be in some local-

ity - directly solar. I
i urn 3 of ( Isiris 1 1

.-

1 \ e been inter-

woven or identified with those of the great orb of the

day. His votaries have an eye exclusively to periodic

motions of the sun and the vicissitudes ol the seasons

;

auch in reference to the increase or i he decrease

of hi> luminous functions a- to seeming changes in his

fructifying, fertilizing power. In winter he appears to

the imagination of the worshipper as languishing and

dying; and all nature, ceasing to pul forth her buds

and blossoms, is believed to suffer with him; while at

other seasons of the year the majesty of this greal king

of heaven i- reasserted in the vivifying of creation and

the gladdening of the human heart. There is an an-

nual resurrection of all nature, for the sun-god is him-
self returning from the under-world—the region of the

dead Or, if we study the same representation in its

luric aspect, « hal is there depicted as a mourn-
• Isiris is no longer emblematic merely of pros-

tration in the sun-god: it imports mure frequently the

loss of vital forces in the vegetable kingdom as the

consequence of the withdrawal of the solstitial heat.

The earth her-. It becomes the principal sufferer; and
the cause of all her passionate and despairing lamenta-
tion-, is the influence thai dries up the fountains of her
<>wu vitality. Now, whichever be adjudged the prim-
itive form or the correct interpretation of this old

Osirian myth, we musl remember that, historically

speaking, the substance of the myth itself is not by any
means peculiar to the valley of the Nile. It recurs in

nearly all countries bordering on the Mediterranean.
It can often be directly traced to Asia, and as often to

the agency of those Phoenician colonists who, scattered

thickly in the islands to the wesl of S\ ria, were import-
ing to far distant havens not their amber only, bul their

civilization and religious knowledge. In the mother
country of Phoenicia, the ( Isirian worship had its ancient

counterpart in the mysteries of Ailonis and the annual

for Tammuz" (Ezek. viii, 14). There, again,

the fate of the divinity was rigorously identified with
periodic changes in the aspect of external nature. The
idea of an Adonis in' the prime of life was the most
vivid image which the Syrian mind could fashion of

all fertilizing and benignant powers. At length, how-
divinity sinks down oppressed and over-

whelmed; his heart is pierced by some mysterious
arrow: he dies, and in the sacred month, "the month
ol Tammuz," when the scorching blasts of - r

are well-nigh exhausted, a large crowd of Syrian maids
na Bock together from all quarters; they be-

l 'ammuz
;
bul their vehement ejacu-

lations are all quickly followed by a series of impure
and diabolic orgies ; symptoms of returning life in nat-
ure are to them a signal for festivity as frantic as their
former grief. Vitality is coming back to earth: and in

its advent they perceive another "finding" of their lost

Adonis, .,-
[s this the only in-

stance of some close affinity between the old mythog-
raphers ol Egypl and Phoenicia. Mingling with the
other progeny of Ptah, or the Egyptian Vulcan, Btand
the greal Cabirian brothers, whose repute and worship
were extensively diffused in various provinces of the
West. The word CabeiH is itself immediately explain-
able, if we resorl to the Shemitic languages; for there
ii means the "Great" or "Mighty t ;" and thus is

pointing in the Bame direction as the ancient dwarf-
gods, which were also Bacred images ofCabeiri,and were
venerated with a kindred fervor by the rude Phoeni-

cian pilot and the polished priest of Memphis. The

PLANT
Cabeiri seem to have been eight in number, or. ex-
cluding Esmun (literally the eighth), thai one of the
fraternity who was regarded as the chiel or a§

i xpression for the whole. we limit them to seven: which
strongly indicates, in the opinion ofsome w riters,an orig-
inal identity of the Cabeiri with the more conspicuous
of the heavenly bodies. In the sacred l ks of China
the "seven brilliant ones" deemed worthy of peculiar
homage are the sun. the moon, and the five planets;
while the planets, when regarded Bingly, have been
made to hear the corresponding title of the "five heav-
enly chiefs." The Greek had similarly his seven &oi
,"•

;•
"\oi. and the Persian his -even ministers of the

highest; examples which appear to be Buggestive of
the early spread of planet-worship, if they do not abso-
lutely prove that astrot lical principles had entered
largely into the construction of all mythic systems, that
of Egypt not excepted. See Hardwick," Christ and
other Masters, ii. 264 267; Thiemann, \egypt. liter-

tkiimer,ii, 162 sq.; Movers, Ca Religion und
heiten der Phonizier

| Bonn, 1841 I, p. 12 Bq.; Lucian, De
I), a Syria,c. vi sq.; Bunsen, Egt/ptfs Place, i. 1 II : Jour-
nal of Isiatic Society, L864, p.53 sq. (J. ll.W'.i

Planeta. See Ch \m bli .

Plank i-"\ els, Ezek. xli. 25, a tret
[

i. e. b

elsewhere usually rendered; 'sbs,tseld, a rib [or sidt .

1 Kings vi. 15, as elsewhere generally rendered: IV,
6b [probably the same as ZV. ab, a threshold, <>v "thick

beam," 1 Kings vii,6; "thick (plank)," Ezek. xli, 25],
"thick plank." Ezek. xli, 26).

Plant. Under this general term we classify and
explain the several plants mentioned in Scripture, as

edible, flowering, or medicinal, in order.

I. Edible Plants. Among these, with which we num-
ber also aromas and spices, may be notici d :

1. Anise, <ir. avriSov, which means rather dill; an
aromatic herb mentioned by Christ (Matt, xxiii, 23).

See Anise.

2. Barley, the frequent rendering of the 1 1 • I

rah', n~""i\ and of the Greek KptBlj, as in Rev. vi. 6;

.John vi. 9, 13. See Barley.

:». Bean, Keb.p6l, bis, as in 2 Sam. xvii. 28; Ezek.

iv, 9. See lit \s.

-!. Caper-berry, Heb. abiyonah', Wl*3S$, desi

xii. 5). See (' IPER-PLANT.

5. Cinnamon is the rendering of the Hebrew

mon'. *,"";
T*r ' Exod. xxx,23 '.and of the Greek Kivauto-

fiov (Rev. \\ iii. 13 i. See Cins vmon.

6. Coriander represents the Hebrew gad, IS, in most

ancient versions, as the Sept. and Vulg., in Exod. \\i.

.".1
: Numb, xi.7: bul the Chaldee and Samaritan vary.

See ( !OKl \MU R.

7. Cucumber translates the Hebrew kisshu, N-'|?

(Numb, xi, 5); and wild cucumbers appear to be meant

in 2 Kings iv, 39 bypaJckuoth',T\'\S'pB, where our ver-

sion has wild gourds. See Cue t mbi k; <o.i rd.

8. Cummin stands for the Hebrew kammdn, '"~
| Isa.

xxviii. _'.">. -.'7
i : and in the New Test, for the Greek kv-

UiVOV, which is simply an adoption of the ll> brew. See

Cl MM IN.

9. Doves
1 dung our version gives for charey yonim,

----- --—. whi.h i- probably s e kind of vegetable

food, perhaps kali, though the rendering given is the

literal translation i

•_' Kings vi, 25). See Doves' 1>i kg.

10. Fitches is given by the A. V. in l-a. xxviii, _'.">,

•27 for the Hebrew kitsach, IIXj?, which, according to

the Sept.. Vulg., and rabbins, is a kind of fennel (lower,

as black cummin. In Ezek. iv. '.' the word kusst meth,

~"Z~. i- rendered Jttcliest
bul it seems to mean proper-

See Fiti hi s: Rye.
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11. Garlic is the Hebrew CVi1
, shum (Numb, xi, 5).

See Garlic.

12. Gourd. See Cucumber; Gourd.

13. Grape is the rendering of several Hebrew words

;

some of them distinguishing particular kinds or qual-

ities : (a) beiishim. D^yN2 (Isa. v, 2, 4), wild grapes, i. e.

bad grapes. Aquila has oairpiai, Symm. drEXrj. (6)

Bo'ser, 163 (Isa. xviii, 5; Jer. xxxi, 24, 30; Ezek.

xviii, 2), sour or unripe grapes ; Sept. 6/.i<pa%. (c) Chart-

sdn, ~)%"}T\, sour grapes, kernels (Numb. vi, 4), and of the

Greek tj-a(pv\t), bunch of grapes (Matt, vii, 16; Luke

vi, 44 ; Rev. xiv, 18). See Grape.

14. Leek (in Numb, xi, 5) renders T'SJl, chatsir',

which elsewhere is translated grass, i. e. greens. See

Grass; Leeks.

15. Lentil renders Heb. adash', '£"}? (Gen. xxv, 34;

2 Sam. xvii, 28 ; xxiii, 11 ; Ezek. iv, 9). See Lentil.

16. Mallows is for the Heb. malluach, TO2"?, proper-

ly sea purslain (Job xxx, 4). See Mallows.

17. Mandrake is the Heb. dudaim, B^SO^I, love-ap-

ples (Gen. xxx, 14; Cant, vii, 13). See Mandrake.

18. Manna, Heb. man, "~0, a sweet resin distilling

from the leaves of tamarisk trees, of several species,

especially the tamarix Gidlica mannifera, from punc-

tures made by an insect, the coccus manniparus. See

Manna.
19. Melon is found in Numb, xi, 5 as the rendering

of the Hebrew abattichim', B^rPISSX. See Melon.

20. Millet (in Ezek. iv, 9) represents the Hebrew do-

chdn, "fn ; it is the holchus dochna (Linn.). See Mil-

let.

21. Mint (in Matt, xxiii. 23: Luke xi, 42) is the

Greek ffSuoafiov, i. e. sweet-scented ; the mentha chides

of Linn. See Mint.

22. Mustard (in Matt, xiii, 31; xvii, 20; Mark iv.

31; Luke xiii, 19; xvii, 6) is the Greek aivairi; the

sinapis orientalis. See Mustard.

23. Olive universally is given in the A. Y. where the

Hebrew za'yith, !"PT, is used. In 1 Kings vi, 23 the

word olive-tree renders the Heb. ets-shemen, "|ftS3 'J.V, lit.

the tree offatness. The same expression is rendered oil-

tree (Isa. iv, 19) andpine (Neh. viii, 1.3). See Olive.

24. Onion is in Heb. be'tsel, ^22, as Numb, xi, 5.

See Onion.

25. Parched-corn is the Heb. kali, ^?£ or N"^£ ; it

is wheat or barley roasted in the ear and then rubbed

out; perhaps occasionally some kind of pulse (1 Sam.

xvii, 17). See Parched-corn.

26. Pistachio-nuts, in Heb. botnim', C5^2 (Gen. xliii,

1 1), a kind of nut of oblong shape, and taking this name

from beten, " -2, t̂e belly, in allusion to their form. See

Nuts.

27. Pomegranate renders the Heb. rimmdn, "J1^3"i, in

many passages. See Pomegranate.

28. Purslain is the Heb. challamuth '. T ""'rn. accord-

ing to the Syriac. Our version has egg (Job vi, 6),

"white of cm egg," which is certainly wrong. See

Gesen. Thesaur. s. v., and Purslain.

29. Raisins, bunches of (I Sam. xxv, 18; xxx, 12; 2

Sam. xvi, 1 ; 1 Chron. xii, 40), translates the Heb. tsim-

muk, pillSS. See Raisins.

30. Rye (in Exod. ix, 32 ; Isa. xxviii, 25) translates

the Heb. kussemeth, r^02, which means a smooth grain,

spelt. See No. 10, above, and Rye.

31. Vine, Heb. sorek, p~}'£J, or sorekdh, !"!p1«, is a

peculiar kind of grape-vine. Thus, choice vine (Gen.

xlix, 11); choicest vine (Isa. v, 2); noble vine (Jer. ii,

21. See Vine.

32. Wheat in general is the Heb, chittdh, f'sTl, of

which the plural in Chaldee is chintim', CBiFl, as

Ezra vi, 9; vii, 22; and in the New Test, is (nroc, a
general name for grain, which is also rendered li corn"

(Mark iv, 28-; Acts vii, 12).

II. Among floivering plants we notice the following:

1. Lily is the Heb. shushan', "jCHia (1 Kings vii, 19),'

and shoshan, ydVj (Cant, ii, 1G; iv, 5; v, 13; vi, 2,3;

vii, 3 ; 1 Kings vii, 22, 20). The word means a musical

instrument shaped like a lily, as Psa. Ix, 1 ; lxix, 1.

Also Heb. shoshanndh, nSCJIlZ), but only in the first

sense, as 2 Chron. iv, 5 ; Cant, ii, 1,2; Hos. xiv, 6. See

Lily; Musical Instruments.

2. Myrtle (in Neh. viii, 15; Isa. xli, 19; lv, 13; Zech.

i, 8, 10, 11) represents the Heb. hadds, Dltt. Sec Myr-
tle.

3. Rose, Heb. chabatstseleth, WttlT, is properly the

meadow saffron (colchicum autumnale, Linn.) (Cant, ii,

1 ; Isa. xxxv, 1). See Rose.

4. Saffron, Heb. karkdin, 22"i2 ; Sept. npunoc. (Cant,

iv, 14), may refer to both kinds of saffron, the common
and the Indian. See Saffron.

5. Sedge, Heb. achu', fflX, rendered meadow in Gen.

xli, 2, 18, flag in Job viii, 11, is an Egyptian word, ap-

plied to all kinds of grassy growth in marshes. See
Reed.

6. Tare is the Greek Zgaviov, properly darnel (Matt,

xiii, 25 sq.). See Tare.
7. Thorn is the translation of many Hebrew words,

for the meanings of which see Thorn.
III. Of medicinalplants w.e name the following:

1. Balm, "balm of G'Head" Heb. tsori', "HS, opobal-

samum (Gen. xliii, 11 ; xxxvii, 25; Jer. viii, 22; xlvi,

11; li, 8 ; Ezek. xxvii, 17). See Balm.

2. Camphire, Heb. kdpher, 122, rendered pitch (Gen.

vi, 14) : in Cant, i, 14; iv, 13, refers to the el-henna of

the Arabs, a shrub with fragrant white flowers. See

Camphire; Pitch.

3. Hyssop, Heb. ezub, 2"lTN,and Greek vowtoq. See

Hyssop.

4. Myrrh, Heb. lot, I3P, a fragrant resinous gum from

the leaves of a shrub, the cistus ladanifera. Sept. and

Vulg. stacte, myrrh (Gen. xxxvii, 25; xliii, 11). Also

Heb. mar, "1^3 or "1*!^, a bitter aromatic resin distilling

in tears from a tree, the balsamodendron myrrha. See

Myrrh.
5. Rue, Greek irfjyavov, the ruta graveolens of Linn.

See Rue.
See, for the plants of Palestine in general. Botany.

Plantavitius, John, de la Pause, or Plantavitius

Pausanus, was born 1570 of a noble Protestant family

in the diocese of Nismes, studied theology and Oriental

literature, and became pastor at Beziers, where he em-
braced Roman Catholicism, 1G04. He was made bishop

of Lodfeve in 1625, retired from his ecclesiastical func-

tions in 1G48, on account of advanced age and great

infirmities, and died in 1651, at. the Palace Margon.
Few literati, not Hebrews by birth, have devoted them-

selves more earnestly to, and labored more successfully

in, the department of Hebrew literature than Plantavi-

tius. and liis works will continue to be a monument to

his learning and industry as long as the sacred lan-

guage of the O. T. continues to be studied. They are-

as follows: Thesaurus synonymicus Hebrceo-Chaldceo-

Rabbinicus (Lodovae, 1G43. fol.); very valuable to the

student of the Hebrew Scriptures on account of its

treatment of Hebrew synonyms :—Florilegiu»i J-Hblieinn

Hebraico-Latinum (ibid. 1645) :—and Florilegium. Rab-

binieum, complectens preecipuas vet. Rabbinorum senten-

tias, vers. Lat. et scholiis illustratas cum Bibliotheca

Rabbinica (ibid. 1G45). See Wolf, Bibliotheca ffebrcea,

ir 5, etc. ; Steiry.jhneider, Catalogue Libr. Ihbr. in Biblio-
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Jeiana, coL 210; ;
Geiger, in ZeUschrifl der

'Uchaft, xvii, 33

-. V.

Plantier, Claude Henri, one of the most promi-

nbi r- ol the French episcopate, was born of

humble parentage al Ceyzerieux, in France, in L813.

In 1837 he was made a priest, an. I soon afterwards he

of Hebrew at the theological

Lyons. In 1855 In- was elected bishop of

and died .May -_'">. hs 7.">. He was cue of 1 1
1«

I mis Napoleon. See Literarischer

J75,p.252. (li.P.)

Plantin, Christophe, a celebrated printer, was

horn in r>l I ai Mont-Louis, in the French province of

Touraine, of poor parents. Hi- went to I'aris in his

youth, ami worked then- some time in a I kbinder'a

Bbop; imi afterwards went to Caen, in Normandy, where

In- Learned tin- art of printing. Alter working in several

ofthe printing-offices of France, ami especially at Lyons,

lie returned to I'aris: but the religious disturbances

which commenced aboul that time induced him to re-

move t" I- landers. and he i- known to have been a mas-

ter-printer at Antwerp in 1555. Besides his printing

establishment at Antwerp, he had one at Paris and an-

other at Leyden. The beauty as well as the correctness

of the works which issued from his presses extended his

reputation rapidly, and he soon acquired a considerable

fortune. He employed a- correctors ofthe press several

men distinguished for their learning, and Plantin's house

ted i" by learned men from all countries. He

died duly 1. 1589. The work which has given most

celebrity to Plantin's printing establishment at Antwerp

i- the edition which he printed ofthe -real Polyglot

Bible, which had previously been printed al Alcala, in

Spain, under the direction of cardinal Ximenes. Plan-

tin was engaged to perform the work by Philip II of

Spain, who sent Arias Montanus to superintend it. and

he was employed four year- 1 1568 in [572) in this occu-

pation. See A.rh - Montani s. Guillaume Lebe was

sent for from Paris to engrave the punches and superin-

tend the casting of the type. The work, in addition to

the i tents of the Aleala Polyglot, gave a Chaldaic

paraphrase and a Syriac version ofthe New Testament

in Hebrew and Syriac character-. The proofs ofthe
Antwerp Polyglot were all revised by Raphelengius,

and th«' work was published in eight large folio volumes

( 1568 1572). Plantin was not so learned as the Aldi of

Venice or the Estiennes of Paris, hut his Latin prefaces

to Beveral "I the works Which he printed seem sulli-

ciently to establish that he had acquired a considerable

scholarship.

Plantsch, Martin, I>.l>.. a German theologian,

wa- born in 1 h;i» ai Dornstetten, in WUrtemberg. He
studied at the newly founded university at Tubingen,
where in l 183 he was made magister, in 1 184 professor

of philosophy, and in 1 194 doctor and professor of the-

ology, ai the same time preaching in the church of St.

In L523 he was present at the Zurich collo-

quium, and died .Inly 18, 1533. In connection with Dr.

I r, he founded the famous scholarship of St.

I

I

mil St, Martin at Tubingen. He was also the

author "t I r,i, tatus •/ fagis malificis, which he w rote in

He occasion ofthe burning of a certain witch
at Tubingen. See Jocher, Gelehrten-Lex. s. \.

I B. P.)

Planudes Mwimi 9, a Byzantine monk noted as

a literary character, flourished in the 1 1th century. He
i In gaya himself in one of his works, at N'i-

comedia. The time of his birth is unknown, and almost
the only circumstance of his life which is beyond doubl
is thai in the year 1327 he "a- senl on an embassy to

Venice by the emperor Andronicus the elder. At this

time he must have been ofa mature age. That he was
yet alive in 1840 is evident from a letter still extant.

which he wrote to the emperor Johannes Pahsologus,
who ascended the throne in that year. D'Orville places

his death in 1353", for which, however, be adduces no

testimony. Gerhard Vossius prolongs his life to the

year 1370, and others place it still later. Towards the

close of his life Planudes, it i- said, was imprisoned on

account of his partiality for the doctrines oi the < Ihurch

"t Rome; and when afterwards compelled to write

against that church, to have done bo in Mich a manner
ami with Mich feeble arguments that cardinal Bessarion

declared that the loan of Planudes had no -hare in

what he had written on that occasion. His works, of

which several exist only in M>. form, are not of suffi-

cient importance to in- enumerated lore. They con-

sist of mations and homilies; translations from Latin

into Greek of several works of such classics as

Caesar, < »\id, etc; also of Boethius's /»
I

St Augustine, De Trimtate and /'. Civitatt Dei; a col-

lection of .K.«>)>'s Fables; commentaries on the Rhetoric

if Hermogenes, and other Greek writings. See Fabri-

cius, Bibl. Graca, \i. 682 sq.; Hoffman, Lexi

Hog. Script. Grose. b.v.— Smith. Diet, of Gr, and Rom.

Bioff. and Mythol. a. v.

Plassmann, Heinrich Ernst, !>.!>.. a German
Roman Catholic divine, was born in 1*17 at Paderborn,

where he also afterwards lain. red as professor of theol-

ogy. He then went to Rome, where he was appointed

rector ot the (Jen nan National Church. He was also hon-

ored with the degree of " Magister Sanitse Theologise"

by the Dominican college St. Thorns de Drbe. He
died at Tivoli, Italy. July •_':',. 1865. He wrote Di*

Schui des /> //. Thomas 1 Soest, 1857), a great but unfin-

ished work. See Literarischer Uandweiser Jvr das

hatholische Deutsckland, 1865, p. 27 sq.; Zuchhold, Bib-

liotheca Theologica, ii. I' (B.P.)

Plaster, Mason's (""•"• .'/"'• so called from its effer-

vescence, linu : Sept. Kovia; Dan. v. 5; "chalk." Isa.

xxvii, 0: also T"l\ sid, from its boiling, linn. Dent,

xxvii. _'. I: "lime," Isa. xxviii. 12; Amos ii, 1; as a

verb, ri"«. tuach, /<> smear, Lev. xiv, 42, 43, 48; else-

where "daub," etc.). The mode of making plaster-

cement has been described elsewhere. See Mortar.

Plaster i- mentioned on three occasions in Scripture:

1. Where, when a house was infected with "leprosy"

(Lev. xiv. 42, 18), the priest was ordered to take away
the portion of infected wall and replaster it (Michaelis,

Laws 0/ Moses, $ --Ml. iii. 297 305, ed. Smith 1. See

Iliu -I ; l.i PROSV.

2. The words of the law were ordered to he engraved

on Mount Ebal on stones which had been previously

coated with plaster (Deut. xxvii. -J. 1 ; Josh. \iii. 32),

the pillars being covered with plaster, and the law-

written mi this (see Thomson, Land and Book, ii. 204

sq. 1. Michaelis. however t
vol. i. bk. iii . supposes that

the words were cut in stone and plaster afterwards put

upon it. that when the plaster should fall off the words

might still he legible. Of this, however, no evidence

appears. The process lure mentioned wa- probably of

a similar kind to that adopted in Egypt for receiving

bass-reliefs. The wall was lir.-t made sm.ii.th. and its

interstices, if necessary, tilled up with plaster. When
the figures had heen drawn, and the stone adjacent cut

awaj SO a- lo leave them in relief, a coat of lime w hite-

wash was laid on. and followed by one of varnish after

the painting of the figures was complete. In the case

of the natural rock the process was nearly the same.

The ground was covered with a thick layer of tine pla-

ter, consisting of lime and gypsum, carefully smoothed

and polished. I'poti this a coat of lime whitewash was

laid, and on it the colors were painted, and sel bymeanS
of glue or wax. The whitewash appear- in most in-

stances to have been made of shell-limestone not much
burned, which of itself is tenacious e gh without glue

or other binding material
| Long, quoting from Belzoni,

Eg.Ant.ii, 49, 50). At Behistun.in Persia, the surface

ofthe inscribed rock-tablet was covered with a varnish

to preserve it from weather; hut it seems likely that in

ofthe Thai tahkt? the inscription was cut while
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the plaster was still moist (Layard, Nineveh, ii, 188;

Vaux, Nin. and Persep. p. 172). See Stone.

3. It was probably a similar coating of cement on

which the fatal letters were traced by the mystic hand
" on the plaster of the wall" of Belshazzar's palace at

Babylon (Dan. v, 5). We here obtain an incidental

confirmation of the Biblical narrative. For while at

Nineveh the walls are panelled with alabaster slabs, at

Babylon, where no such material is found, the builders

were content to cover their tiles or bricks with enamel

or stucco, fitly termed plaster, fit for receiving ornamen-

tal designs (Layard, Nin. and Bab. p. 529 ; Diod. ii, 8).

See Bricks.

Plaster, Medicinal (tTlE, mardch, to rub, hence

to anoint with a healing salve or similar substance, Isa.

xxxviii, 21). See Medicine.

Plastic Nature, an absurd doctrine, which some

have thus described :
" It is an incorporeal created sub-

stance, endued with a vegetative life, but not with sen-

sation or thought; penetrating the whole created uni-

verse, being co-extended with it; and, under God, moving
matter, so as to produce the phenomena which cannot

be solved by mechanical laws : active for ends unknown
to itself, not being expressly conscious of its actions, and

yet having an obscure idea of the action to be entered

upon." To this it has been answered that, as the idea

itself is most obscure, and, indeed, inconsistent, so the

foundation of it is evidently weak. It is intended by
this to avoid the inconvenience of subjecting God to

the trouble of some changes in the created world, and

the meanness of others. But it appears that, even

upon this hypothesis, he would still be the author of

them ; besides, to Omnipotence nothing is troublesome,

nor those things mean, when considered as part of a

system, which alone might appear to be so. See Dod-
dridge, Lectures, lect. 37 ; Cudworth, Intellectual System,

p. 149, 172 ; More, Immortality of the Soul, lib. iii, c. 12
;

Bay, Wisdom of God, p. 51, 52; Lord Monboddo, An-
cient Metaphysics; Young, Essay on the Powers and
Mechanism of Nature ; Cocker, Theism; Tulloch, Eng-
lish Prot. Theol. ii, 269, 273, 397.

Plat (Fl£^n, chelkah, 2 Kings ix, 26, a piece, or

portion of ground, as elsewhere rendered).

Plate (TOP, luach, 1 Kings vii, 36, a board [or

"table"], as elsewhere rendered; HID, pach, a thin

lamina, Exod. xxxix, 3 ; Numb, xvi, 38 ; V^'S, tsits, a

burnished plate of metal. Exod. xxviii, 36; xxxix, 30;

Lev. viii, 9 ; "J^O, seren, an axle, 1 Kings vii, 30).

Platel, Jacques, a French theologian, was born at

Bersee, a village of Artois, in the year 1608. He
joined the Jesuits, and taught philosophy and theology

at Douai. He was regarded as a man of some learning,

and his writings were received favorably. He died Jan.

7, 1681, at Douai. His works are, Synopsis cursus theo-

logici (Douai, 1654, fol.; 6th ed. 1706) :—A uctoritas con-

tra physicam prozdeterminalionem (ibid. 1669-1673, 2

vols. 12mo).

Platina, Battista Bartolommeo de Sacchi, a

very learned Italian, is noted as the author of a History

of the Popes. He was born in 1421 at Piadena, a village

between Cremona and Mantua. He first embraced a

military life, which he followed for a time, but after-

wards devoted himself to literature. He went to Rome
under Calixtus III, who was made pope in 1455; where,

getting himself introduced to cardinal Bessarion, he ob-

tained some small benefices of pope Pius II, who suc-

ceeded Calixtus in 1458, and afterwards was appointed

apostolical abbreviator. When Paul II succeeded Pius
in 1464, Platina's affairs took a very unfavorable turn.

In the first place, Paul was much indisposed towards
him, on account of his connections with his predecessor

Pius; but this might possibly have been borne if Paul,

in the next place, had not removed all the abbre viators

from their employments by abolishing their places, not-

withstanding they had purchased them with great sums
of money. Upon this Platina complained to the pope,

and most humbly besought him to order their cause to

be judged by the auditors of the Bota. The pope was
offended at the liberty, and gave him a very haughty
repulse :

" Is it thus," said he, looking at him sternly

—

li
is it thus that you summon us before your judges, as

if you knew not that all laws are centred in our breast?

Such is our decree : they shall all go hence, whither-

soever they please : I am pope, and have a right to ratify

or cancel the acts of others at pleasure." These un-

happy men, thus divested of their employments, used

their utmost endeavors for some days to obtain audience

of the pope, but were repulsed with contempt. Upon
this Platina wrote to him in the following terms :

" If

you had a right to dispossess us, without permitting

our cause to be heard, of the employments we had law-

fully purchased, we, on the other side, ought to be per-

mitted to complain of the injustice we suffer, and the

ignominy with which we are branded. As you have
repulsed us so contumeliously, we will go to all the

courts of princes, and entreat them to call a council,

whose principal business shall be to oblige you to show
cause why you have divested us of all our lawful pos-

sessions." Nothing can better illustrate the temper

and character of Platina than this letter, which was,

however, considered as an act of rebellion, and caused

him to be imprisoned, and to endure great hardships.

At the end of four months he had his liberty, with or-

ders not to leave Rome, and continued in quiet for some
time; but afterwards, being suspected of a plot, he was
again imprisoned, and. with many others, put to the

rack. The plot being found imaginary, the charge was
turned to heresy, which also came to nothing, and Pla-

tina was set at liberty some time after. The pope then

flattered him with a prospect of preferment, and thus

kept him in Rome; but, dying of apoplexy, left him to

shift for himself as he could. This whole conflict is

related by Platina himself in his Lives of the Popes,

under the pontificate of Paul II. Sixtus IV succeeded

Paul in 1467, and appointed Platina keeper of the Vat-

ican Library, which was established by this pope. Pla-

tina here found himself in his own element, and lived

very happily in that station till 1481, when he was
snatched away by the plague. He bequeathed to Pom-
ponius Lrctus the house which he built on the Mons
Quirinalis, with the laurel grove, out of which the po-

etical crowns were taken. He was the author of several

works, the most considerable of which is De I

r

itis ac

Gestis Romanorum Pontificum, or history of the popes

from St. Peter to Sixtus IV, to whom he dedicated it.

The Protestants have approved it, and ranked the au-

thor among the witnesses to truth. Some Roman Cath-

olic writers charge him with want of sincerity ami care

;

yet Panvinius did not scruple to publish this history,

with notes of his own, and added to it the Lives of the

popes from Sixtus IV to Pius IV. It was first printed

at Venice in 1479 (fol.), and reprinted once or twice be-

fore 1500, since which time all the editions of it are said

to have been castrated. His Lives of the Popes is

written with elegance of style, and discovers powers

of research and discrimination which were then rare.

He writes with freedom of the popes. Some passages

are omitted in late editions. In the edition of 1574. the

passage in the life of St. Anacletus, " Uxorem habuit in

Bithynia," is for the first time changed into "Uxorem
non habens." Platina wrote also a Histoi-y of Mantua.

in Latin, which was first published by Lambecius, with

notes, at Vienna (1675, 4to). The titles of some of his

other works are. De Naturis rerum

:

—Epistolce ail din r-

sos:—De honesta voluptate et raletudine

:

—Defalso it

vero bono:—Contra amores:—De vera nobi/itate : —De
optima cive:—Panegyricus in iiessarionem

:

—Oratio ad

Paulum II:—De pace Italia' componenda elbello Turcico

india n<Li

:

—De flosculis lingua Latince:—.4 Treatise <">

the Means of preserving Health, and the Science of the
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Kitchen (Bologna, 1498, 8vo), which provoked the fol-

lowing epigram by Sannazarius:

Iogenin et mo
p Ificnm, argntxe lex fuit historise.

Tu tamen liic lantse trnctas pulmenta (-turns,

Bo l •
flcea

- - rockh, Kirchengesch. vol. xxxii : Nice'ron, Mi-

moires, vol. iii : Tiraboschi, Sloria d< Ua I tU r. U<'l s. v.

;

Plato, "i"' of the mosl eminent of the Greek
i
»1 *

i—

losoptaers. lit- was by far the mosl illustrious of the

pupils "i' Socrates, < pletely eclipsing all his fellow-

students, so thai st. Augustine justly remarks, - [nter

discipulos Socrates, non quidem immerito, excellentis-

ria claruit, qui omnes csteros obscuraret, Pla-

I ip. Dei, \ iii. I I. He v. as the earliesi of the

systematic scholarchs, or founders of permanent schools,

in which the doctrines of the original master, with more

or Less of developmenl and change, continued to be ex-

pounded through successive generations. His fame and

influence on antiquity transcended the renown and au-

thority of any other teacher, and may have suggested,

tion with the character of his doctrine and

the mode of its exposition, the declaration of Labeo,

thai he was to be accounted a god rather than a man.

•lime' Platonem Labeo inter semideos commemoran-

dum putavit, sicul Herculem, sicut Romulum; semideos

autem heroibus anteponit, sed utrosque inter numina

collocat" (Augustine, ibid, ii. 14). His influence was

Increased, rather than diminished, during the long and

ardent struggle between rising Christianity and expir-

i ism both combatants receiving his impulse,

claiming Ins alliance, and submitting to Ids philosoph-

ical ascendency. Though the oblivion of the Creek lan-

guage and the dogmatic character of mediaeval specu-

lation turned intellectual activity into widely divergenl

channels, yel the revival of letters was attended by the

resurrection of Plato; and the Mediceau Academy of

Florence, under the direction of Marsilius Ficinus (q. v.),

renewed the prominence of his name and of his philos-

ophy. Since thai period, the beginning of the 16th

century. Plato has enjoyed an augmented authority in

tain of metaphysical inquiry; has animated

successive schools of brilliant reputation and of ex-

tensive rule; and has been the late progenitor of the

ni"-t famous systems which have given to modern

Germany its marvellous predominance in transcenden-

tal metaphysics.

I. Lift and Times. The notices of Plato's life which

ae down to us are few and scanty, and for the

mosl part unauthenticated. Legendearly fastened upon

his name, and incrusted it over with myths as striking

and a-~ unreal as any employed by himself for the ex-

emplification of his tenets. lie transformed the rugged

honesty of his teacher, Socrates : he was himself trans-

i by the wild fantasy of his own followers, .'11111

was translated in equal degree with Bully Bottom,

though in dissimilar im«le. But, if little is known of

the real circumstances and Incidents of the life of the

philosopher, there is abundant information in regard to

motli 3 times in which he lived. The
ii - for the life of Plato which have been

tram-mitt, d to us are few, late, and untrustworthy. His

hy by his pupil, companion, and successor, Xe-

nocrates, was 1 arl) lost. < »f the numerous writers con-

t. mporaneous with him. or living in the next centuries,

u ho tri an d hi- life, professedly or incidentally, scarcely

any available memorials survive. < >ur fullest author-

ities are Diogenes Lai rtius, Apuleius, • llympiodorus, in

the life prefixed lo mosl editions of the Opera Platoms,

and an anonymous biographi r. These writers, 1 liogenes

Laertius especially, may have had trustworthy materials

at command, but they have commingled, or rather in-

undated them, with the legendan growth which sprang

up after Plato's death a growth which should nol be

entirely neglected, as it exhibits the manner in which

Plato was regard* d bj his admiring disciples, arising out

of his own imaginative expositions, and anticipating the

fantastic reveries ol the Neo- Platonic Tbaumaturgista.

Plato was horn a lull Athenian citizen, of Athenian

parents, but, apparently, not within the limits of At-

tica. His birthplace seems to have been the island of

.l'.-ina. where his father owned a cleruchy, or colonial

estate. There are dissonances in regard to the year of

his birth, but it fell within the lirst half of the Decen-

nial War. or earlier portion of the Peloponuesian War,
ie assigns his nativity to May. B.C. 427, jusl before

the surrender of Platsa; Clinton 10 May. B.C. 129, four

or five months before the death of Pericles; and Diog-

enes Laertius to B.C. 128, the year in which Anaxag-
oras died. Taking Grote's date for convenience, as this ia

no place for the investigation ofsuch chronological prob-

lem-, the philosopher's birth was synchronous with the

first exhibitions of the comedian Aristophanes, whom,
throughout life he so greatly admired, ami whose works

he kept habitually under his pillow. Both the parents

of Plato were of noble blood; a circumstance which af-

fected equally his political inclinations anil his specu-

lative views. His lather was Arist.m. the son of Aris-

tocles, and traced his descent from Codrus and the god

Posi idon. Ilis mother's name was Perictione. she was

descended from a collateral branch of the family of

Solon the Lawgiver; was nearly related to Critias, the

chief of the Thirty Tyrants, and" was the si-ter ofChar-

mides, who was at the same time one of the ten govern-

ors of the Piraeus. The genealogical table is given by

Qeberweg. Legend, which is traced back to Speusip-

j .ii-. 1 he nephew of Plato, ascribed the paternity ofPlato

to the god Ap..llo: and. in the form in which the story-

is told by Olympiodorus, closely imitates the record in

regard to the nativity of Christ. A similar origin was

as-igmd to Senilis TuHius. to Pythagoras, to Alexander

the Great, to Scipio Africanus, to Apollonius of Cyana,

to the seventh ancestor of Genghiz-Kahn, to Buddha,

and to man] other notable personages. The story of

Hercules is well known, and furnished occasion for the

apt sarcasm of Tertullian : •Herculem de fabula facia

Christum" (Adv. Marc. iv. 2). It was an old-world

tale, often repeated in many ages and in many lands.

As it was trace. I back to Speusippus, the translation of

Plato into a supernatural being must have commenced

immediately alter his death. The transcendentalism

of his doctrine may have suggested the fiction of his

original divinity. The latter was recognised in the in-

scription on the tomb erected to his memory by the

Athenians:

Toil iff "AiroXXcov tpva, 'AoicAtiJrioi itii tWarava'
Tov 1111 'iva v'.cx./i, toi i' iva <ri7.,.ut, ctc.oi.

Soon after his birth he w a- carried to Mount Ilymettus

by his lather and mother, that they might perform on

his account the due sacrifices to the enchorial d< iii. -

l'an. the Nymphs, and the Xoinian Apollo. As tie- in-

fant lay sleeping on the (lowers, the bees -tiled upon

Ids lips, and tilled his mouth with honey and the honey-

comb, that Homer's verse might be accomplished, says

1 H\ mpiodorus:

Tov Ka't .'. tt . . -,. v;-,t,t„. ui r\iTO! -Vi-.o.m ptei utviri (II. ii, 249).

ding to Creek usage, the child was called Aris-

foc/.s-. after his paternal grandfather. The name of Plato

was imposed on him by Ariston of Argos, his instructor

in gymnastics, on ac< nt of the breadth of his shoul-

dt i- or of his forehead, or in consequence of the com-

pass and fluency of bis speech. He excelled bo far in

athletic sports as to gain the reputation of having con-

tended in the Isthmian and oth.-r games. He began

iiis education at an early age by studying grammar
under Dionysius, and continued it by prosecuting the

w ide circle of knowledge then called music under I >raCO,

a distinguished pupil of the more distinguished Damon.

At some period of his youth he also gained an acquaint-

ance with the philosophy of Heraclitus, under the guid-

ance of CratyluS, after whom be has named one of his

Dialogues, As a boy, he is said to have been quick in
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apprehension, eager, diligent, grave, and modest. His
first ambition, as with most young men of lively genius,

seems to have been for literary renown. He wrote lyr-

ics, dithyrambs, epigrams, and tragedies; and is even

said to have composed a tetralogy for competition in

the Dionysiac festival. In the estimation of antiquity

he was universally accomplished, and his writings attest

a wide range of acquirement. After he entered into

intimate relations with Socrates, he burned up his ju-

venile poems ; but throughout his career he was attend-

ed by the poetic afflatus. The acquaintance with Soc-

rates seems to have begun about his twentieth year

(B.C. 407), and was probably incited by the same causes

which induced other wealthy, elegant, and ambitious

Athenians to frequent the company of the ceaseless dis-

putant—the desire of skill in debate, and dexterity in

public harangues. Plato, or the author of the Seventh
Epistle attributed to Plato, acknowledges that in youth
"he was animated, like other young men, to devote

himself, as soon as he was his own master, to the affairs

of the commonwealth.'' Other attractions arose, and
the association with Socrates became closer and closer

with the passing years, till his venerable master was
removed from him by the fatal cup of hemlock, after

tight years of communion.
The twentieth year of Plato, according to Grote's

chronology, coincides with the return of Alcibiades to

Athens, the commission of Lysander as commander of

the Peloponnesian fleet, and the appointment of Cyrus
to the satrapy of Asia. Two years later came the de-

cisive overthrow of the Athenians at iEgospotami—the

siege—the starvation—the surrender—the dismantling

and the humiliation of Athens. During these disastrous

and sorrowing years the age of Plato would keep him
employed, during the season of military operations, in

the fleet, the infantry, or, more probably from his social

station, in the cavalry. He is said to have participated

in three engagements—at Tanagra, at Delium, and at

Corinth. These exploits are wild imaginations, spring-

ing from the acknowledgment of Plato's service in the

field, which an active, healthy youth could not have
avoided, in such days of agony, without incurring the

degradation of Ati7rora£/a. Plato might have been
present at Corinth, but I >elium was fought when he was
only three years old ; Tanagra, when he was only one,

or. if the principal action of that name be regarded,

thirty years before his birth. There is no reason to

doubt Plato's military service, but the scenes of that

service are wholly conjectural. His intimate connec-
tion with Chabrias, in whose defence he once spoke,

perhaps arose from old camaraderie.

The subjugation of Athens and the usurpation of the

Thirty opened to Plato the public career which ap-

peared barred against him during the reckless rule of

the Dermis. Critias, the leader of the Thirty, a man
of splendid and various talent, of high culture, of daring

energy, and of unscrupulous ambition, was a cousin;

Charmides, one of the Ten at Piraeus, who fell in the

battle with Thrasybulus, was an uncle. The gates of

the political stadium were thrown wide open to him,

and the prospect of rapid advancement invited his eager
activity. Accepting the Seventh Epistle as genuine,

we have his own declaration that he promptly seized

the opportunity afforded. His relatives, his friends, his

party, so long excluded from office, were at length in

power; and he entered as an aspirant along with those

to whom he was united by blood, by traditional associ-

ation, by hereditary interest, and by personal procliv-

ities. He was a born aristocrat. These things should
be remembered in the appreciation of Plato's political

reveries, in the estimation of his censures of Pericles

and the democracy, and even in the interpretation of

his sarcasms on the rhetoricians and sophists. lie was
himself an exclusive, an oligarch, and he hated popular
liberty even more than he hated a tyrant. His polit-

ical prospects were, however, soon overclouded. The
recent democracy had. doubtless, been lawless, savage,

VIII.—

S

oppressive, and indiscreet; but his kinsmen. Critias,

Charmides, and their colleagues, were more lawless,

sanguinary, rapacious, and brutal. It is safe to reject

the blind partisanship alike of Grote and of Mitford.

Whether under the rule of the mob or under the rule

of the few, the internal condition of Athens had become
desperate. Our histories of Greece, with all their de-

tails of license and exaction, reveal but little of the

consuming fever by which Athens and her sister states

slowly perished. What outraged Plato more than any-
thing else wras the indignity and treacherous injustice

shown towards his master, Socrates, himself affiliated

with the dominant party. Socrates was ordered to ar-

rest an innocent man, and to conduct him to punish-

ment, in order that he might be involved in the crimes

and odium of the chiefs. We are reminded of the ne-

farious counsels given by the historian and administra-

tor Guicciardini for the repression of the prostrate and
humiliated Florence. Socrates refused, and his life was
endangered. At the same time his garrulous mouth
was stopped, and his instructions in the streets and
highways prohibited. Plato gave up the delusive vis-

ions of reform which he subsequently ascribed to his

youth, and withdrew himself from political concerns.

Critias was killed, the Thirty driven out, the usurpa-

tion overthrown, and a complete subversion of the

recent polity was effected. Plato again sought an en-

trance into public life. He was dragged in this direc-

tion by a strong desire, as he confesses. His inclina-

tions were decidedly political. He complains of the

violence and vengeance which attended the political

disturbances, but admits that much moderation was
shown by the restored democracy. Still the party ad-

verse to him acquired full ascendency, and he found

himself excluded from influence. His final repulse from

Athenian politics was due to the malicious indictment

of Socrates, and his death under sentence of the criminal

court. The peril and the condemnation of his teacher

drew Plato closer to him. He attended and advised

the sage in his trial. He offered to pay the fine that

might be imposed upon him ; and, if parted by sickness

from his last serene hours, he fondly treasured up his

memory and his aims, and consecrated his own life to

the illustration of his virtues, and the perpetuation of

the fame of his great guide and friend. Anxious and

occupied with other cares as were the years of Plato's

intercourse with Socrates, many of the learned German
scholars who have occupied themselves with the Pla-

tonic writings have concluded that several of them
wrere composed and published before or soon after the

death of his illustrious instructor. It seems more rea-

sonable to refer them all, or nearly all, to a much later

period.

The tragic fate of Socrates dispersed the Socratic fra-

ternity and drove Plato from Athens. He naturally

feared to be involved in like odium and like danger

with Socrates. It must be remembered that the real

cause of enmity was mainly political— that Socrates

and Plato were not merely adversaries of democratic

ascendency, but had been identified with the tyranny

of the Thirty. The looseness, too, and unregulated

passion of Athenian procedure, civil and criminal,

must also be borne in mind. Justice, innocence, and

law were no assured protection before an Attic dicas-

tery. This, doubtless, intensified Plato's hereditary op-

position to the rule of the majority, and would increase

his distrust after the judicial murder of Socrates. lie

might recall the remark made by Alcibiades at the time

of his flight from Sicily, that he would not trust his

life to the vote of his own mother, lest she should blun-

der and deposit a black pebble for a white one. Plato

accordingly retired from At liens, and found refuge in

the house of Euclid at Megara, a fellow-pupil, and the

father of the Megaric school. He was nowin histwenty-

eighth year. How long he continued at Megara. and

how far he imbibed the doctrines of Euclid, cannot be

ascertained, though Megaric tendencies may readily be
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1 in his own teachings. Aim t leaving Mega-

ra. Plato entered upon a round of distant voyagi s; but

• ni. their order, and whether continuous <>r

interspersed with visits to his native city, musl remain

undetermined. In the course of his travels he visited

Cyrene, where he studied geometry under Theodorus;

and thence proceeded to Egypt, where he admired the

ancient monuments, and held intercourse with the

Some r< ports alleged that he extended his

journeys to Palestine, Syria, Babylonia, and even to

Persia. When he was about forty years of age he \ is-

iti d Tan iiiiiin -where be became acquainted with the

Pythagoreans, Archytas, Timseus, Echecrates, etc. and

Syracuse, where his intimacy with Dion was formed,

lid i" have been admitted at this time to the

society of the elder Dionysius, and to have offended

the tyrant, who sent him away in charge of Pollis, the

Spartan, to be disposed of as a prisoner of war. The

commission was executed, and Plato was sold as a slave

in .I'.-ina. inn soon ransomed by Anniceris, who refused

reimbursement. The story is questionable in all its

pari-.

Immediately after this supposed adventure Plato re-

turned to Athens, and revived in a novel and mure

s\ sti matic form the career of Socrates, opening a school

of philosophy in the grove of the hero Academus, w hich

adjoined a small estate of Ids own, either inherited or

purchased, lying a mile north of Alliens, on the road to

Eleusis. Here he remained for nearly forty years, in

the exercise of his didactic vocation, with the exception

of two absences in Sicily, each of considerable length.

To this interval between the death of Socrates and the

establishment of the Academj has been attributed the

composition of many of the Platonic Dialogues. This

has been done by German critics, who have been ena-

bled by keen intuition to discover what was in the mind

of Plato, though wholly unrevealed by himself. The
object of their production in these years is not easily

discernible. The leisure for their preparation would

Scarcely be afforded during the fatigues of his lout; jour-

ney- : nor i> ii likely that one so averse to the literary

promulgation of his views would engage in such labors

npied in storing his mind with multifarious

knowledge, in examining the dogmas of other philoso-

phers, and in maturing his own views. In the absence

of all positive information, a decision is as absurd as it

would be impossible. But the conclusion of Grote is

most plausible that the Charta Platonica are all sub-

sequent to 1'lato's entrance upon his career as a teacher.

Tin- history of the Academy under the rule and in-

struct ion ol its founder is unknown. That it was thor-

oughly successful i- evident from the high and wide

m of it- ica. her. from the distinguished names
of its pupils, from the duration of their academical
e se, and from its flourishing condition at his death.

Among the more notable of the earlier academicians
were Aristotle, who attended the instructions of the

her for twenty years ; Speusippus, the nephew
of PlatO, and his immediate successor; Xenocrates. who

Speusippus in the direction of the school;

Eudoxus of Cnidus, the illustrious astronomer: the ora-

sthenes, Hyperides, and Lycurgus; the Syra-
n. and his comrade and murderer, Caliippus.

.May we add " I'mion of Allien-' to the list, on the

of the statement oft llympiodorus, that "with
me did the misanthrope associate." Men and

strong-minded women are said to have flocked to his

lectures, as he rei need the pungent and mortifying
irony of Socrates, abstained from disputations in the
markets and workshops, and refrained from hunting up
young men to persecute them with logomachies. He
differed from the Pythagoreans in the abstinence from
oaths, secrecy, and dogmatism; he differed from the
Sophists, or those to whom the name in a later day at-

tached, in requiring no fee from bis hi arers, il gh he

accepted presents at times ol large amounts. Honor,

renown, and influence increased with advani ii

He was consulted, like that strange philosopher, Ben-
iham. in recent limes, by communities anxious to im-
prove their organizations or jurisprudence. The Mace-
donian king Perdiccas sought his advice, and received

Philip into his confidence upon his recommendation.
The younger Dionysius twice tempted him to s_v racuse,

though from i hese \ i-it- he derived little advantage for

himself, no improvement of condition for the Sicilians,

and only discredit for philosophy. These two expedi-

tions to Sicily constitute notable . pisodes in the life of

Plato, and are reported and exculpated at length in the

Seventh Epistle. < >n the accession of Dionysius the

younger, who entertained b e philosophical aspira-

tion-, and was still in the freshness of youth, bis uncle

Dion pursuaded Plato to accept an invitation to Syra-

cuse, in the hope that his influence over a youthful

mind might promote a renovation of good order and

prosperity, by inducing the abandonment of the savage
policy and cruel practices of the preceding tyranny.

Plato yielded with hesitation and reluctance, a- he af-

terwards declared, and sailed for Syracuse B.C. 367,

twenty years after his tirst supposed \ isit. lie was cor-

dially welcomed, hospitably entertained, and for some
time handsomely treated. But no conversion was ef-

fected, lie found the young cub the whelp ol the old

beast. Dion was banished, and Plato discovered him-
self to be virtually a captive under surveillance. He
was anxious to return to Alliens, but the means of

escape were unattainable. Dionysius made promises,

and entreaties which were commands, and Plato pro-

longed his stay till the season of navigation in the en-

suing year. Notwithstanding this unhappy experi-

ence, he was again (B.C. 361 I persuaded to \i>il the

tyrant of Syracuse, for the purpose of reconciling Dio-

nysius to Dion, and securing the re- 1 oral ion of the latter

to his country. The attempt failed utterly. Plato's

life was imperilled, and he was enabled to return home
only through the intervention of Archytas of Tarcnlum.

On his return he met Dion at Olympia, and seems to

have sanctioned his military expedition against Diony-

sius. though refusing any direct participation in the en-

terprise, on account of the technical hospitalitj received

from the tyrant. Dion's bold adventure was successful,

Dionysius was deposed and driven into exile, Dion

acquired the control of Syracuse, declined into t_\ ran id-

eal procedures himself, was assassinated by hi- comrade
Caliippus. who was murdered in turn, and in the con-

flict of anarchy Dionysiuswas restored.

The intercourse of Plato with Dionysius, and even

with Dion, was open to grave suspicion ; and his visits

to Sicily, with their calamitous issues, occasioned bitter

reproach. The Seventh Epistle, addressed to the friends

of Dion. i> an elaborate exposition of the motives by

which he professed to have been guided, and an anxious

apology for his conduct. The disorder of the explana-

tions; i he subtle casuistry of the reasoning ; the earnest

palliation of bis actions; the inconsequences and incon-

gruities .if bis statements : the ruggedness and inequal-

ity of the expression; the absence of an. alike in the

structure and in the details of the letter ate very diver-

gent from I he gra< es of Pla Ionic composition, but are ill

petf, cl consonance with the situation of Plato, and with

the painful solicitudes of a man compelled to justify

what he was ashamed of. and. after the disaster of the

mortifying events, to put the beat possible interpreta-

tions upon unpleasant and damaging memories which

could not be suppressed. Tin' real facts may have been

t hese : Plato, w it h the sanguine hope of a poet, the con-

fidence of a philosopher, ami the ambition of a reformer,

believed thai he could re-establish peace, good order,

and happiness in Syracuse by his proem e : bul Diony-

sius and hi- subject- were equally intractable; and the

Syracusaus were so unfitted tor civic and social tran-

quillity, by selfish and sensual luxury, chronic discord

and general demoralization, a- to be restless under any

government, ami refractory under any law-. The dis-

solution was universal throughout the Hellenic world.
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though unrecognised ; the total decay of the constitu-

tion was mistaken for an accidental, transitory, and

curable disease. It was a time, in some respects, like

the present : when the distemperature of society was

universally experienced; when theories of all kinds

—

new constitutions on novel principles; socialistic, com-

munist ic, and other dreams—were in vogue, and some-

times put into practice, with only an aggravation of

misery. This unhappy condition of society explains

not merely Plato's failures in Sicily, but his disgust at

Athenian politics, and the visionary, extravagant, and

often immoral devices of his own political speculations.

The remainder of Plato's life, after his final return

from Sicily, was devoted to his school. It was passed

in great ease and honor, notwithstanding the troubles,

domestic and foreign, in which Athens was involved,

and the succession of wars which harassed, impover-

ished, and depopulated Greece. He died B.C. 347, in

the year in which Olynthus was taken by Philip of

Macedon, and, according to Seneca, on the same day of

the same month in which he had been born ("Platoni

diligentine sua? beneficio contigisse, quod natali suo

decessit, et annum unum atque octogesimum implevit,

sine ulla deductione," Epist. vi, G [58], § 31). He adds

that hence the Magi, then at Athens, sacrificed to him,

as being of a nature more than human ("amplioris fu-

isse sortis quam humana? rati")—thus furnishing anoth-

er evidence of his mythical divinity.

From this account of the life of Plato it will be seen

that he had large and unsatisfactory acquaintance with

the social ailments and political conditions of his time

;

that he held intimate intercourse with the most distin-

guished personages of the period ; that he was brought

into close connection with Socrates and the Socratic

family, with the Heraclitean, Megaric, Pythagorean,

and other schools; that his education was large and

libera) ; his studies, observation, and travels varied and

extensive; his talents versatile and lofty; that he unit-

ed the genius of the poet, the aptitudes of the rhetori-

cian, the skill of the dialectician, the reason of the phi-

losopher, with the diligence of a scholar, the training

of a man of the world, and the propensities of a states-

man. He was thus full-armed, and prepared to convert

to his own use all former knowledge and speculation.

How he employed his gifts and the materials at his

command will be manifested by the consideration of his

literary and philosophical career.

II. Writings.—The literary remains which pass under

the name of Plato are among the most extensive monu-
ments of the classic age of Athens, notwithstanding the

disfavor with which he regarded writing as a mode of

instruction, and his repeatedly expressed preference for

oral communication in the treatment of philosophical

problems (Phcedo, p. 276 ; Grote, Plato, vol. i, ch. vi, p.

221-232). It would be pressing too far the remarkable

declaration contained in the Seventh p]pistle :
" I have

never myself written anything upon these subjects;

there neither is, nor shall there ever be, a treatise of

Plato"— it would be pressing this declaration too far to

conclude from it that Plato had written nothing up to

that late period of his life. It would be pressing it

still further, and more unwarrantably, to receive it as

evidence that he never wrote anything at all. The
genuineness of the epistle is not above suspicion, and

lias often been denied. Moreover, Plato adds: "The
opinions called by the name of Plato are those of Socra-

tes, in his days of youthful vigor and glory." These

opinions might have been published by writing, as well

as by oral delivery, and still have been disclaimed; and

there is a bold fiction, or Platonic myth, in ascribing

them to Socrates at any period of his life ; but it ena-

bled Plato to disconnect himself from all personal re-

sponsibility for the doctrines set forth by him. It is

certain that Plato discountenanced the written promul-

gation of philosophy, and that his writings were not

designed for general circulation, or for the acquisition

of literarv or other fame, but as summaries fur his school,

and for the attestation of his views. This is confirmed

by the story of Hermodorus selling the Platonic treatises

in Sicily, and by the proverb founded thereon: \6yoiaiv

'Ep/toowpoc kfiTTopevtrcti. Yet, in despite of this aver-

sion, which rested on grounds of personal ease and secu-

rity, as well as on the exclusiveness of sect ami other

philosophic reasons, the Optra Platonis constitute a very

copious collection. They consist of thirty-six works, iir

fifty-six books, counting the thirteen epistles as one

book. To these are appended, in many editions of

Plato, seven treatises generally recognised to be spuri-

ous. Of the thirty -six works habitually ascribed to

Plato, only two have wholly escaped challenge on the

score of authenticity.

It is very important for the student of philosophy

that the genuine treatises of Plato should be clearly

separated from those that are doubtful or illegitimate.

It is equally important that none should be repudiated

from fanciful conjecture. The task of criticism seemed

to have been adequately executed by the great scholars

of the Museum at Alexandria, and the results which

they reached were not seriously questioned till the close

of the last century. Since that period a succession of

acute and too ingenious philologians in Germany, com-

mencing with Tennemann and Schleiermacher, have

undertaken to determine the legitimacy, the order, and

the approximate dates of the several Platonic treatises,

in accordance with their own notion of his latent mean-

ing; and have rejected such of the Dialogues as failed

to harmonize in form, finish, or sentiment with their

preconceived views .of the Platonic scheme.' These

criticisms, arrangements, and rejections do not accord

with each other: there are continual dissonances among

these organizers and repudiators. If they are followed,

everything becomes a quaking bog beneath the feet of

the inquirer. It is safer and more satisfactory to acqui-

esce in the conclusions of the ancients, who had means

of judging at their command denied to us, and to receive

as Plato's what, has been received as Plato's under their

authority. To this conclusion Mr. Grote comes after a

diligent and minute examination of the Platonic canon,

and of all that has been alleged on the part of the op-

ponents. He shows that the accepted canon rests upon

the scheme of Thrasylhis, formed about the reign of

Tiberius ; that the canon of Thrasylhis rests upon the

classification of Aristophanes of Byzantium, and the ar-

rangements of the Alexandrian Library; that the Alex-

andrian critics probably derived their knowledge, medi-

ately or immediately, from Xcnocrates and the early-

Academy itself; and that the Platonic documents were

attested by their careful preservation, transcription, and

collation in the Academy itself—the house and manu-

scripts of Plato having been bequeathed by him to the

school. The chain of evidence is as complete as pos-

sible for the determination of the authorship of ancient

works. The direct positive evidence is valuable and

irrefragable, but limited. It is almost entirely confined

to references in Aristotle to treatises with which he

connects the name of Plato; references to passages in

Plato, but without mention of his name; and references

which can scarcely be explained otherwise than as ref-

erences to evident passages in Plato. The Dialogues

thus accredited are, first, the Republic, Timaeus, and

Laws; second, the Phaedon, Banquet. Phsedrus, and

Gorgias; third, the Meno, Hippias Minor, and Menex-

enus; fourth, the Theaetetus, Philebus, and Sophistes;

and lastly, the Politicus, Apology, Lysis, Laches, and

perhaps the Protagoras, Kuthydemus, and Cratylus.

The question of the canon is associated with several

other difficult inquiries— the order of production and

dates of the several works, their coherence and interde-

pendence, their special aim, and their purpose as parts

of a supposed Platonic system. There are no external

testimonies or internal criteria by which the dates of

j

production can be fixed. In some of the Dialogues

[

events are mentioned which seem to determine the an-

terior limit of their composition, but reveal nothing as
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to later 1 3 critics have supposed that the

order <>r approximate dates could be settled by the rel-

ative age assigned to Socrates in each. This is very

arbitrary and fantastical, and Leaves no guidance bul

bold conjecture. Some critics assume thai certain

appeared during the Lifetime ol Socrates, others

immediately after bis death, others again during the

{.cri. <! of Plato's foreign wanderings, and a Large por-

tion of the remainder in an indicated succession aiti i- 1 Ill-

institution of ill" Academy. Some philological Legisla-

tors decide thai the Phaedrus and such other Dialogues

as may .-nit their fancy were the first fruits of his lit-

erary fecundity, in consequence ol the joyous juvenility

of their utterances, the uncastigated redundance of im-
agination, and the poetic richness of expression. Bui

the latesl productions of Edmund Burke were the rich-

est, the mosl ornate, fervid, and poetical.

li i- impossible to discover the chr logical order of

the Platonic treatises. The wide diversity of opinion

on the Bubject, the ingenious arguments employed by
discordant scholars to confirm their own theories and to

refute those of others, attest this impossibility. There
i- as much divergence of view in regard to the sequence

of the Platonic 1 dialogues as in regard to the dramas of

Shakespeare. The hopeless uncertainty of all conclu-

sions i- assured by the similar characteristics of both
authors. The productions of each were subjeel to con-

tinued revision and alteration; the first draft rarely, if

ever, represented the ultimate form. Additions, sup-

pressions, expansions, modifications, were from time to

time introduced by both into their works, which were
not published in permanent form, or thrown into circu-

lation until after the death of their authors. Hence it

is an utterly delusive procedure in either case to under-
take |o deride l lie date of production by tone, by style.

by doctrine, or by historical statement or allusion. The
writings of Plato are not hounded by the accidents of

time. I Ik j bear the impress of Ids hand, his heart, his

soul, not at particular moments of his Life, but are the

flower ami sum of his whole intellectual existence.

Except in a few instances, which do not affect the to-

tality of his instructions, there is no ascertainable be-
fore and after, bul all stand upon the same chronological
plane. The attempt to determine the order in which
the several works of Plato was produced derives its

chief interest fr the aid thence expected in tracing
the evolution of the Platonic doctrines, and the relation

• in-' to the rest. The inquiry is tempting,
i ii capable of satisfactory solution, would be

more fruitless in the case ofPlato than ofany other phi-
losopher. There is so little in Plato of a dogmatic
character, so much of tentative, sceptical, and unde-
fined exploration, that the chief resull of such an in-

vestigation, if ii were practicable, would nol be the dis-

covery ofthe process ofdevelopment and expansion, bul
only the settlement of the sequence of published doubts.

1'he question ofthe < nectionofthe Platonic writings
early engaged attention. It seems to have been raised
in the years immediately following Plato's death. The

Vristophanes of Byzantium, librarian of the
Museum al Alexandria, put forth an arrangement ofthe
more notable tractates of Plato in a system of trilogies,
the mi mbers of each trilogy being determined bj com-
munity of subject or correspond* nee of form and treat-
ment The Platonic exposition is, for the mosl part, so
| nly dramatic thai it might naturally Buggesl an
arrangement analogous to that observed in theatrical
compositions. But the adaptation ofthe mould to the
Platonic writings is altogether arbitrary, and proved to
be inadequate in the hand- of its inventors. The Leges

re divorced from the Republic; the Crito
and Phado were placed in a different class from the
Euthyphron and the \pology. Only fifteen ofthe trea-
tises were trilogized} the rest were nngrouped, and fol-

lowed in single file. Grote thinks the arrangement may
have been earlier than Aristophanes. The imperfec-
tions ol the s, heme are manifold, and provoked other

distributions. By some critics his works were arranged
in three classes: 1. The Direct, or dramatic; •_'. The In-
direct, or narrative

; 3. The Mixed. This disposition i-

awkward. insufficient, and indistinct Only two, or at

most three ofthe works of Plato are really narrative.
All the rest are dialogues, and therefore dramatic: but
i in se .-.re composed of dialogues blended in varying pro-
portions with narrative. Under the reign ofthe first

emperors of Rome the Platonic remains were redis-

tributed by Thrasyllus. to whom were due two distinct
schemes, [mitating the example of Aristophanes, and
guided by the same dramatic analogy, be disposed the
whole recognised works of Plato in nine tetralogies, or

groups of four each. The first tetralogy, in which a
real community of subject and an orderly development
are manifest, was formed ofthe Euthyphron, Apology,
Crito, and J 'hail,, - - which Still lead the procession of

the Corpus Platonicum in nearly all editions of Plato's
work-, lint the tetralogies of 1 brasyllus had no more
chronological truth, and rarely more logical coherence,
than the trilogies ofthe Alexandrian school. They do
not seem to have satisfied himself, for he proposed an-
other and totally diverse classification of the Platonic

memorials, founded upon their form and aim rather than
on their subject or suppo-ed succession. In this plan
Thrasyllus distinguished the Platonic treatisi -

[. Inquisitory; II. Expository. The Inquisitory produc-
tions were divided into. A. Gymnastic; B. Agonistic.

The Gymnastic w< re subdivided into, l. < Obstetrical ;
_'.

Peirastic, or Tentative; and the Agonistic into, l. Con-
firmatory, or Monstratory; and 2. lo natatory. 'I he Ex-
pository treatises were separated into, ( . Theoretical,

and I). Practical. Each of these contained two classes:

the Theoretical 1. Physical; 2. Logical ; and the Prac-
tical— 1. Ethical, and 2. Political. The two schi mi - are

exhibited by Grote in tabular form (Plato, vol. i, ch. iv,

p. 161, 162).

The ancients thus renounced the effort to reduce into

a connei led series the writings of l'lato. cither by the
evidence ofthe order of their production, or by hypo-
thetical indications of their logical and philosophical in-

terdependence. Such disappointment did not cool the

ardor or repress the audacity of the German philologians.

Schleiermacher bluntly assumed that the various pro-

ductions of Plato constituted preconceived and well-or-

dered parts of a systematic doctrine, contemplated iii its

integrity from the beginning of his career. Starting
fr this point, he undertook to detect by internal si^ns

the periods of product ion. the relation of the parts to

each other, the purpose of each treatise,
#
and the consti-

tution of the whole philosophy. Whatever did

cord with this scheme wa- set aside as a disconnected
or incidental labor, or was rejected as a fraudulent pre-

tence. Schleiermacher's views raised up a host of op-

ponents, but a host of imitator- of his procedure also.

Ii is not appropriate to examine here the theory of

Schleiermacher, or the theories of his antagonists; or to

point out what has been admitted and what rejected by
each ofthe acute disputants. The the-es of Schleier-

macher, Asi. Socher, ('. K. Hermann, Stallbaum. Stein-

hart, Stlsemibl, M unk. and LTeberweg are carefully stated,

weighed, and judged in (irote's laborious and tedious

work. The discussion is noticed here because it in-

volves the decision of two very important points iii the

appreciation of the doctrine of Plato: Wa- there any
unity of design in the literary productions of this phi-

losopher'.-' I- there any unity of execution, any me-
thodical scheme of philosophy in them? In Other

words, did l'lato contemplate from the commencement
of his career the elaboration of that scheme which may
be deduced from his work-'. Does each separate work
bear, from the intention of iis author, a definite relation,

and render a definite service to any complete doctrine

?

\re the works of Plato to be considered pan- oJ a sys-

tem? or a-, in the main, occasional and fragmentary
presentations of disconnected pans of philosophical in-

quiry? These questions probe the whole significance
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of Plato's career and of the Platonic doctrine, and wo
assent substantially to the conclusions of Grote. The
idea of a preconceived plan had been rejected by Ast,

Socher, Hermann, Stallbaum, and others, before it was

impugned by Grote. A system of philosophy is always

a production of slow and gradual growth, requiring not,

merely long meditation ami frequent re-examination,

but favorable circumstances, so that it is rarely com-

pleted by its originator, except in method and broken

outline. The philosophy of Comte is one of the few in-

stances of complete organization by the author himself;

the philosophy of Leibnitz an instance of the much
commoner result of only fragmentary indication. The
assumption of Schleiermacher is at variance with nearly

all experience. Certain fundamental views in regard

to principle or method, usually to both, for they are al-

most indissolubly connected, present themselves to the

quick apprehension and creative imagination of the

young philosopher. These long struggle to shape them-

selves into definite form. They are at first vague, though

luminous; active, though indeterminate; indistinct in

outline, though of penetrating radiance. As separate

questions arise, they are discussed under the impulse

and by the guidance of the new light : and each succes-

sive discussion renders this new force more distinct,

more prominent, and more controlling. With the proc-

ess of such expansion, new modifications and new ap-

plications are introduced, and it is only when an oppor-

tunity is afforded, after the performance of this course,

for revising the chain of progression, that a philosopher

is enabled to present his doctrine in harmonious integ-

rity. Was this opportunity afforded to Plato, outside

of the sphere of his acroamatic expositions? It may
well be doubted, if not roundly denied. In his pub-

lished works we find fragmentary revelations only, ac-

companied by incongruities and positive inconsistencies,

which would surely have been absent from speculations

complete in the mind of the philosopher, and not merely

in various stages of development.

If there was no unity of purpose in the several pro-

ductions, if they were never contemplated in their con-

ception as parts of a general and concordant system,

there could scarcely be any definite unity in their exe-

cution. The whole is composed of all its parts. The
meditated whole may, indeed, be discerned "by the

mind's eye" where several of the parts have been lost

or never supplied, as any circle may be completed from

a single arc, or from the broken segments of the same
circumference. But that this may be done it is essen-

tial that all the members finished or preserved shall

have the same curvature, shall have been described by
the same radius revolving round the same centre. This

cannot be said, and cannot be supposed without violent

presumptions, of the Platonic treatises. All that we
know, and all that we can positively discern, is ad-

verse to such an hypothesis. The style of Plato is sin-

gularly various : its variety is one of the most salient

indications of the wealth, freedom, and activity of his

genius. The structure of the several dialogues is so in-

geniously diversified as to render them incapable of

classification, and to make them, like the plays of

Shakespeare, each a distinct species in itself. Plato's

mode of procedure is as elastic as his style. The So-

cratic method of disputation may be usually retained,

but its spirit is curiously changed in different applica-

tions, and its prominence is varied. The points of view,

the central stations, are constantly shifted in passing

from one dialogue to another, and, as a necessary result,

the aspects presented are changed—the tendencies are

dissimilar and the doctrines are uncoalescing. But
more than this: very few of the treatises of Plato are

constructive or dogmatical. Nearly all of them are

simply negative or inquisitorial. The latter do not

seek to maintain any dependence on the former. They
are separated by the whole diameter of the intellectual

sphere. It is only in a few of his works—presumably
the late and still crude products of his old age, the sec-

ond fruitage that never ripens—that Plato enounces
principles which are neither inductions nor deductions,

and propounds dogmas which are rather germs of un-

developed speculation than the partial representation

of the conclusions of a system already completed and
formulated. However greatly he may have travestied

and sublimated the character of his teacher and philo-

sophical protagonist, his procedure was in the main and
throughout honestly and earnestly Socratic, and his aim
was Socratic also. His object was not the establish-

ment of a doctrine, but the stimulation of candid inves-

tigation, in order to free his hearers from the stagnation

of thought and the obsession of vulgar or treacherous

errors. He was not a doctrinaire, but an inquirer; or,

rather, he taught the need and practice of investigation,

not a body of conclusions. Undoubtedly there is an
intellectual unity, vague, unformed, and in great meas-
ure unconscious, in the constitution of every man , there

is a mental identity, through innumerable and often

wide changes of opinion, in the entire career of every

thinker, and this unity and this identity, intuitively

recognised by the pupil or student, will suggest purpose

where no purpose was present, and furnish the elements

of an imaginary system which never revealed itself to

its parent. To this cause may be largely assigned the

strange and divergent developments of the Platonic

philosophy in the several schools which sheltered their

reveries under the prestige of his great name. It would

lead us too far from our proper subject to pursue further

this line of reflection. We return, therefore, to the text

that there was no conscious scheme, no unity of execu-

tion, in the writings of Plato, and approve of the spirit

in which they have been regarded by Grote, who says,

•• I shall not affect to handle them as contributions to

one positive doctrinal system, nor as occupying an in-

tentional place in the gradual unfolding of one pre-

conceived scheme, nor as successive manifestations of

change, knowable anil determinable, in the views of the

author. For us they exist as distinct imaginary con-

versations, composed by the same author at unknown
times and under unknown specialties of circumstance"

(Plato,vol. i, ch. vi, p. 279).

The mode in which these questions may be decided

regulates the interpretation to be given to the Platonic

philosophy, both in the original conception of its author

and in its subsequent developments. It explains the

origin, the cause, and the filiation of the later divergen-

cies, and their wide separation from each other. It de-

termines our appreciation of the nature and extent of

Plato's services to his own and future times, fixes his

position in the history of philosophy and in the devel-

opment of human intellect. It affects our estimate of

his relation to his disciples, to his country, and to his

times; and, indeed, penetrates and colors every part of

the criticism which may be hazarded on his personal

and speculative career.

III. Relations to his Times.— For the just and ade-

quate conception of Plato it is indispensable to ascertain

his actual position in the Hellenic world, and his atti-

tude towards Attic thought, the thought both of the

general public and of the cultivated intelligences in that

period of mental activity which followed the death of

Pericles. To do this it is necessary to consider the re-

markable mission of Socrates ; for, however Plato may
have transmuted and glorified his master, he unques-

tionably continued his labors in a higher sphere, and

both spoke in his name and contemplated the same pub-

lic results. The extreme democracy of Athens, which

was only the fullest and most pronounced exhibition of

the general Hellenic tendency, threw all (tower—politi-

cal, social, and. we may almost say, religious—into the

hands of the multitude. The populace became more

wilful, arrogant, and reckless after the demoralization

produced by the Peloponnesian War ami the plague.

But the intractable Demus, described in burning linea-

ments by Aristophanes, is always under the guidance or

at the mercy of demagogues, flatterers, and time-serving
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politicians. The sense of power produced in fch<

ig of right, for with mere numbers "might is

right ;" and the i secrable maxim, " Stel pro ratione vc-

lore than it

i- ,,i .-in autocrat. 1 he mob cannot be led by considera-

abstracl morality; it may be wheedled by per-

Buasion, by adroil catch-words, by dexterous appeals to

it- whims, passions, and immediate interests. At Ath-

ens it had losl nil reverence for the cardinal principles

of right ; it had been greatly corrupted by the incidents

an. I consequences •!' tin- war; it was habitually mis-

guided for Belfish purposes by its dissolute leaders; gen-

nercy, justice, prudence, were all discredited;

and everything was sacrificed to momentary caprice, to

insane suspicion, and to blind fury (Plato, /'< Rep. viii.

x \iii: Xenoph. fit Rep. Ath. Oratores Attici, passim).

In these respects the Athenians were merely tin- high-

est exemplification of the contemporaneous spiril of the

t Iret l.-. The leaders, who debauched the people, could

hope i" gain or u> retain their ascendency only by en-

couraging the debauched sentiments by which they

throve. Under these circumstances professed teachers

• i Ireek cities and thronged to Athens, under-

taking t'> communicate for paj tin- corroding arts by

which tin- populace might lie swayed, and office, power,

honor, and emolument acquired. By the union of these

bad influences truth lost all respect; virtue all author-

ity; the sense of right was destroyed; every ancient

rule, custom, or institution was deprived of its sanction:

everj venerable principle was brought into contempt;

morality was supplanted by passion or apparent expe-

diency: nothing stable was suffered to remain; words

became jiiLr i,ders' tools, reason was degraded to chican-

ery, casuistry, and sonorous plausibility: and specious

rhetoric or ambiguous commonplaces took the place of

No hope could be entertained for the renewed
health of society, tor the welfare of the community, for

I he restoration of order in the state, till this vicious cir-

cle of delusions had been broken and suppressed. I'.ut

the delusions, and the pernicious practices which at-

tended them, were fortified by the conceit of know ledge

and of practical sagacity; and this conceit could not be

overcome without exposingthe ignprance which it con-

oid compelling the vain tribe of blind leaders

of the blind to confess their ignorance with shame and

remorse. The most effectual mode of reaching this re-

sult might well seem to be the examination of the nat-

ure, import, and ambiguities of word-, habitually and

loosely used without reference to their special signifi-

cance or insignificance; the investigation of the shad-

owy and unsettled notions attached to current phrases

and accepted aphorisms; the discovery of the cbarac-

t. ristics and relations of propositions, both in particular

employ mentS and in their general constitution ; and the

detection of the conditions under which valid conclu-

sions might be drawn. Lessons of this character could

ii-t be effectually communicated to persons confident in

their own knowledge and perspicacity, and contemning
all who were, of a different communion, otherwise than

rit - of interrogations growing not

out of each other, but out of the answers to each ques-
tion, and thus leading the respondents into a labyrinth
of perplexities, absurdities, ii sistencies, and impo-
tent coufusiou. No .-cap., would then be left from the

i ion of pre\ ious ignorance and error. The better

natures would be stimulated to further inquiry, and to

persistent efforts to attain a knowledge of momentous
truths. .,r. at least, to abstain from the preconization of

manifest uncertainties, unmeaning verbiage, or inter-

ested misrepresentations, a- unquestionable truth. Now
this proc. dure was the Socratic elettchus, and it was
inainU conducted by means .. I the Socratic sorites a

e ion- form ot reasoning, but most piercing in

unveiling the hollo U pretensions of arrogant sophistry.

It was a ken " examination ol conscience," intended to

lay bare the habitual sins ol ig 'ance, false knowledge,
and fraudulent conceit It was not designed to teach

anything but the knowledge of self, and Hie aconmpa-
nying knowledge of ignorance disguised as wisdom.
This was the true N08Ce teipsum, and the ground on

which the Delphic I Iraele pmn iced Socrates the

wisest of m.n because be professed to know nothing.
It u;e a contrivance for sweeping away error, a- the

indispensable preliminary for the discovery of truth.

It »;h not the announcement of truth, but the prepara-

tion for its reception. It was the preaching of r< p. nt-

ance, which must precede, and might induce, the n sto-

ration of individual, social, and political health, moral-

ity, and welfare. We see from the testimony of Plato,

Xenophon, and even Aristophanes, to what cruel tor-

tures, to what writhing reluctations, to what bin. r re-

flections, to what irritating mortifications, the catechu-

mem in this strange school were subjected. Some went
away penitent, some Bought fuller knowledge, and at-

tached themselves to the master with reverent love and
eager desire to learn, some followed him to acquire the

secret of his art. that they might apply it to tie \„ la-

rious practices which be proposed to frustrate. Hence
from the Socratic school issued Alcibiades, and Critias,

and Charmides, and Xenophon the mercenary soldier

and enemy of bis country. I!ut the most of the .ii-. i-

ples departed in rage and confusion, to feed upon their

husks, to repeat their old practices, ami to nurse enmity
against the man and the process by which tiny had

bet ii exposed and brought to shame.
The vocation of Socrates was exercised in the dock-

yards, the workshops, the market.-, the streets, and all

places of public gathering, lie straggled about, seizing

upon every chance idler whom he might : and whom
he fascinated, or button-holed, so that "he could not

choose bin hear." l'lato changed the audit

l lie venue; but he pursued the same dialectical meth-
od as his instructor, for the same purposes, with the

same distant prospect-; but with greater elegance,

higher culture, and in a loftier range of thought, illus-

tration, and expression. Like Socrates, he aimed at co-

ercing his hearers into an examination of the meaning
of their terms and the contents of their propositions,

single or connected, in order to induce them to put aside

the misguiding ami corrupting influences of the t mpty
pretence of know ledge, and of sophistical rul< s "i' action.

When this was achieved, something more might be at-

tempted; till this wa- done, nothing ben. ficial could be

expected. The teachings ot Socrates and l'lato might
train men in the legitimate employment of language

and the instruments of thought, hut was not calculated

for the establishment of -\ stematic doctrine
; and they

had direct relation to the positive needs of the Hellenic

communities of their lime, rather than to the intellect-

ual aspirations of a few cultivated minds. It' these

views be corrcct.it is manifest that l'lato could neither

have contemplated nor executed any rounded scheme

of philosophy in the writings that remain to us; and we
know that we possess .'ill his important work-. The
philosophy that may be ascribed to him must therefore

be patiently, and in some degree at least conjecturally,

developed from the hints that he has given, and from

the scattered tenets that he has expressed.

There is another peculiarity w hich points in the same
dire, tion. Artistic considerations, and the desire to re-

produce the life of the time and the familiar intercourse

of Athenian-, may have induced l'lato to adopt the form

of dialogue in nearly all hi- compositions. 'lbe truer

i. presentation both of Socrates and ofthe Socratic mode
ot procedure may also have concurred in recommending
i in dramatic presentation of his inquiries. Hut the di-

had another and still higher advantage for him :

il enabled him to conceal hi- opinion-, and to dissociate

himself from any doctrine- calculate. 1 to give offence, or

that might give offence, to the irritable people of Ath-

ens, 'lbe tat.- of Socrates »a- always before hi- eyes;

and with much more -inc. lily, a- well a- ait. than Des-

cartes, he evaded responsibility lor his opinion-. He
did not only adopt the form ui' dialogue, but he made.
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Socrates the principal speaker, illustrating the Socratic

method under the mask of Socrates, and putting nearly

everything of weight, moment, or originality into his

mouth. He never appears in propria persona. There

is nothing to connect him before the Athenian dicas-

teries with any tenet in his writings. There is a con-

stant avoidance of definite doctrine, a frequent censure

of written instruction, a continual reference to the ob-

stetrical procedure, and a deliberate renunciation of all

responsibility. Everything is thus adverse to syste-

matic unity of any kind in the Corpus Platonicum.

IV. Literary and Artistic Merits.— The dramatic

form of nearly all the Platonic writings has just been

mentioned as one of the instrumentalities by which the

philosopher shrouded his personality, and withdrew

himself from the malice of his fellow-citizens; but it

constitutes one of the distinguishing excellences of his

composition. Whatever construction may be put upon

Plato's philosophic career, whatever value may be as-

signed to his speculations, whatever censures of his doc-

trines may be hazarded, his varied literary merits and

graces have always won the most enthusiastic admira-

tion. In a beautiful epigram on his great comic con-

temporary attributed to him, Plato says that the Graces

found in the soul of Aristophanes a temple which should

never decay. The comedies of Aristophanes were Pla-

to's constant companions. He caught from them many
delicate turns of expression and attitudes of thought

;

and he offered in his own Protean mind an equally im-

perishable temple for the habitation of the Graces.

Plato probably owes much more of his immortality to

the beauties of his compositions than he does to his

philosophic splendor and profundity ; and perhaps it was
chiefly through the fascination of his manner that his

doctrines secured the attention necessary for their ap-

preciation and acceptance. The literary attractions of

the Platonic writings furnish their first and most easily

recognised claim to permanent renown, and can scarcely

be regarded as accidental or undesigned characteristics.

Plato's earliest efforts were in the direction of poetry.

He is believed to have produced attempts of high pre-

tension in the popular forms of poetic art. No literary ap-

prenticeship equals poetical composition. When he first

associated himself with Socrates he was fidl of dreams

of political distinction, and he may have expected to

derive from the intercourse the same aids for a political

career which were derived by other illustrious pupils of

the school. When he renounced the temptations of a

political career, he converted to philosophic purposes all

the knowledge of literary art and all the faculties of ef-

fective expression which he had acquired by his pre-

vious discipline. The result was a style unrivalled for

variety, fertility, vivacity, ease, flexibility, and almost

every form of literary excellence. The great difficulty

of expression—to say simple things simply, and ordi-

nary things with propriety (difficile est commaniu <//-

cere)—was never surmounted by any writer with such

felicity as by Plato. None has approached him in the

natural facility with which he changes the mood of ex-

pression with the changed mood of feeling, or with the

requirements of the changing subject. He turns " from

grave to gay, from lively to severe," with illimitable

self-possession ; rising without effort to the highest sub-

limities of imagination, descending without a fall to the

playfulness of unchecked humor, and poising himself in

the middle air without hazard and without uneasy flut-

tering of his pinions.

The exuberance of the Greek vocabulary can be esti-

mated only by comparing Aristophanes with Plato

—

not that they exhaust its wealth, but that they have
an ampler mastery of its treasures than any other writ-

ers of the tongue. In this comparison Plato will not

appear inferior to Aristophanes in the extent of his pos-

sessions, in the happiness of their employment, or in

the force of their combinations. Words, are, however,
only the currency of thought and feeling. The pre-

eminent merit of Plato is equally manifest in the plas-

ticity of his phraseology; the appropriate turns of ex-

pression— the homeliness at times, at times the rare

magnificence of his diction; the close adaptation of the

utterance to the sentiment, so as to furnish a perfect

cast of whatever is intended to be conveyed, no matter

how convoluted and intricate. To these qualities must
be added the balance and harmony of all the instrumen-

talities of communication, and— that which most de-
lighted an Attic ear—the rhythm and melody which
are almost as imperceptible to moderns as " the music

of the spheres" to those who know not " divine philos-

ophy."

These remarkable excellences are only aids for the

fuller exhibition of higher characteristics of art. The
drama was the favorite recreation of the Athenian peo-

ple; their whole life was dramatic; their time was
spent in the open air, " hearing or telling some new
thing ;" their political discussions were dramatic ; their

forensic controversies were thoroughly theatrical ; their

social gatherings and their street colloquies were all

dramatic— and the dialogue was in consequence the

natural representation of their daily existence, as well

as of the customary procedure of Socrates. The Dia-

logues of Plato, at once artful and artistic, seemed

wholly devoid of art, from their correspondence with

the familiar usages of the people; and thus they won
regard and ready acceptance, which might have been

sturdily refused to a more demonstrative form of com-
munication. Then, too, the dialogue enabled the au-

thor to turn and twist a question into every imaginable

attitude and shape, and Plato revelled in the perform-

ance of such legerdemain. It furnished an opportunity

of examining a thesis or a doubt on every possible side;

of bringing forward and answering, modifying, appreci-

ating, or evading, every conceivable objection ; and of

thus applying the Socratic elenchus in the most start-

ling manner and with the best effect. It also enabled

Plato to keep ever in the foreground his beloved teacher,

who was elevated by his presentation, though dressed

up so as to be incapable of recognition.

This prominence of Socrates points to another charm

of the Platonic writings. We have little reason to be-

lieve that the Socrates of Plato was the man whom
Xenophon described, whom Aristophanes ridiculed,

whom the Athenians laughed at, whom Anytus and

Melitus indicted, and who drank the hemlock in the

public dungeon. The character presented was thor-

oughly unreal and wholly idealized; but it was a per-

fectly natural and consistent creation—as much so as

Hamlet, Prospero, or Falstaflf. It was a living portrait

of one who had never appeared in that fashion in life.

The same remarks may be extended to the other per-

sonages introduced into the magic mirror of Plato. The

dramatic imagination is continually displayed by him

with a power and a sagacity which might have been

envied by Sophocles, by Aristophanes, or by Moliere.

These lifelike personages, moreover, are not employed

by him as vain puppets, or as pageantry to excite sur-

prise or to decorate the scene. They have a sufficient

ratio esseiuli, and help forward all the graver purposes

of the philosopher. How much more effective arc the

illustration and the pungency of the reasoning when

they are the spontaneous outpouring of the thoughts

and feelings of personages like ourselves and our ac-

quaintances! Mr. Grote has shown the aim and the

service of the endless questionings and inconclusive ar-

gumentation of Plato; and he has noted their partial

correspondence with the unappreciated method of the

schoolmen. Both procedures appear tedious, over-sub-

tle, and absurd to modern apprehensions; yet they had

their use, and might be revived with advantage. Put

the Platonic art renders the further service of bringing

"home to men's business and bosoms" the grave per-

plexities which are discussed in so many forms and

clothed in such chameleon hues; and also of making

men take a lively interest in debates, which might oth-

erwise be repelled as abstract refinements, devoid of
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practical interest and significance. The total neglect

into which the great schoolmen have fallen, when con-

trasted with the unfading fame of Plato, may prove

how much ofhis influence in evi ry age has been due to

his literary skill aud the marvellous subtlety and per-

fection of bis dialogue.

If we frankly and admiringly confess the variety and

splendor of the Platonic Btyle, we must not close our

eyes i" its occasional defects. The copiousness of his

,n and the joy of indulging his genius certainly

,1 loquacity and a needless languor of move-

i he richness of Ids imagination, lavished upon

reveries, also led t" turgidity and inappropriate gor-

- of rhetoric. These defects were noticed by

the ancient critics, and can scarcely be overlooked by

the sober modern student (Dionys. Halicarn. 1>< 17

Demoslk. p. 956; Longin. /'< Sublim. c. xxxii. xxix).

There is the brilliancy, but there is also the extrava-

gance ol the Miltonic outbursts of fancy, and. as the

language far outstrips the thought, it becomes obscure,

like a . I I before the sun, whose darkness i- deepened

by the fringe of radiance on iis borders.

Ii i- not merely from this cause that Plato frequently

lapses into obscurities and awkwardnesses, lie is SOme-

times more concerned about Ms expression than about

his thought lie dealt in reflections still vague to him-

self, and in mysteries not clear in Ids own mind. There

was constant dim.mi id for the services of a Delian diver.

The subjects which he handled were not only deep, hut

unfathomed by him: not only dark, but undefined.

Their imperfect apprehension by himself was reflected

by the indistinctness of his utterances. There was also

a misguiding star by which In- was often led astray.

and tempted into pathless intricacies. The imagination

of Plato was the commanding faculty of his intellect,

ami he followed its beams too far. lie was a poet by
congenita] propensit}'. Aristotle has said that the phi-

losopher is a devotee of fable ((piXopvSog 6 ^iXorr/xpof,'

-<.V fini 1
, Metaph. i. ii. p. i>S-_>>. Plato furnished the

example and confirmed the dictum. He insisted upon
the employment of philosophical fiction as the best

mean- nl popular education ; and proposed to substitute

it for i he great poets Homer, Pindar, .-11111 the Trage-

dians whom he condemned and excluded from his com-

monwealth, lie was constantly indulging his poetic

appetencies, inventing fables for the illustration of Ins

positions, and converting his fables into philosophical

verities. Were the Platonic Ideas at first anything
more than fantastic dreams—"tenues sine corpore vi-

tas?" This tendency, which grew with years, event-

uated in mysticism; and mysticism is at best a lumi-

nous el.. nil. unsubstantial, impalpable, inapprehensible,

however bright ii may be,

V. Philosophy. From what ha- already In in ob-

served, it will he evident that we could not ascribe to

Plato a definite, distinct, coherent, and complete body
of doctrine. But philosophy, in its original application,

and peculiarly in the Socratic school, imported the love

and pursuit of truth and wisdom, without assuming
their actual attainment. In the philosophy of every
seci. the method of inquiry and the germs or fundami n-

tal principles constitute it- distinctive characteristics

and . .
, llencea, and determine its ulterior develop-

ments, whether wrought out by the founder of the

01 by hi- -nee— ..I-. Thus, though we may
deii\ 1,, Plato the lull creation of a philosophic system,
we must admit that he laid the corner-stone and some
of the foundations of a system ; that he opened out new
paths hi inquiry ami broadened old one-, thai he stim-

ulated investigation by characteristic modes, ami com-
rounicatcd a potent impulse in a particular direction.

and that he furnished new and pregnant germs of

thought I'll" cherished into ample growth and produc-

tion by those w ho should come after him. 'I b(

are seatiere.1 through hi- writings without reciprocal

connection; but thej maj he discovered, Jiarmonized,

and combined. Though their meaning ma) appear di-

verse to different minds, their combinations he variously

established, and their development- he Btrangely divi r-

gent, yet a general accordance in the constitution o| all

1 in 1 xpositions will maintain the family likeness, and

attest the presence of a distinctive and fruitful though
undisclosed body of tin ughl in the original founder of

It i- 1 hi- hody of thought, indicated, hut

unequally and imperfectly revealed, in the Platonic

treatises extracted from them, ami co-ordinated by a

succession of acolytes, who professed to find it in the

authentic texts—which constitutes the philosophy of

Plato. Tartly in consequence of the length of this no-

tice, partly in consequence of the impossibility of r< fer-

ring the connected scheme in ii- connected form to

Plato, it will he presented in brief outline under the

head of Platonic Philosophy.
VI. Services <//«/ Influence. A few remarks may he

added here on the character and tendency of the Pla-

tonic teachings, as no appropriate place will he found
lor them in the proposed examination of the l'latonic

doctrine. The aim of Plato was t.. bring his pi ople to

a knowledge of their intellectual sins, ami to a confes-

si( f ignorance and guilt in their pretensions and
practices, in order that a foundation for truth might he

discovered, and the rules of correct action and upright

conduct might he established and observed. His main
object was in confute intellectual chicanery, to dispel

delusion, and to lead men in an eager desire for justice,

righteousness, ami w isdom. For his greater pupil. Aris-

totle, was reserved the task of building on the ground
which hi- cleared from wreck and ruin and poisonous
weeds. But the vast and magnificent structures ol the

Stagirite are the best proof of the valuable service

which Plato rendered. The domination of sophistry
was ended by the can er of Socrates and the institution
>4' l'lato's Academy. In various modes, earnest men
addressed themselves to the search for truth, and ceased
to wander after "sounding brass and tinkling cymbals."

Healthy thought, eager purpose, ami honest resolution

were reawakened throughout the realm of Hellenic in-

tellect; and. though devious paths were pursued, and
dis-imilar resting-places accepted as the goal, all prose-

cuted their investigations with a single eye to truth,

and not as the means of fraudulently gaining personal

advantage. As the Knights of the Round Table sepa-

rated in the quest of the Holy Graal, which only .me

achieved, so the philosophers of Greece, after Socrates

and Plato, travelled hy different mutes to reach the

same end. though Aristotle alone accomplish) d the task

which all contemplated. '1 he pursuit of the summvm
bonum, or supreme good, became after Plato the special

Object .'fall philosophy (Cicero. I h Fin. Bon. et MaL).
Divergent were the tracks of the inquirers, and dissimi-

lar the forms of good which wire contemplated, but

with all the schools virtue and happiness, w hi. h vva- iis

promised fruit, were the aim. The utter rottenness of

the communities of Greece, the irreparable disintegra-

tion of Hellenic society, prevented the 11. w s| iril from

infusing health into the diseased political fabric; hut

the unexampled integrity of Lycurgus, and the exalted

morality of Demosthenes in hi- Orations, loth alleged

pupils of Plato, may he taken as e\ ideiice of the whole-

some reaction produce. I. To the lofty ami pun- senti-

ments of Plato, even more than to the beauty "I his

style, may he applied i he observation of Quintilian

:

•• l'i mihi mm hominis ingenio sed quodam Delphico

videatur oraculo instructus" (Or. Inst. x. i. 81).

Ihe philosophy ami the habitual -. ntimt nts .•) < rr< ece

wen- purified and elevated by the teachings of Plato,

ami the world never wholly lost the vantage-ground
which had thus been gained. There is indeed nothing

more remarkable in the history of Greek intellect than

the purity of sentiment, the spirituality of aspiration,

ration of virtue and holiness and justice ami

right, the fervid enthusiasm for a virtuous life, irre-

spective of consequences, ami the intuitive apprehen-

sion of the highest precepts of morality, which shine
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through all the writings of Plato. They are blended,

occasionally, it is true, with coarse views contracted

from the habitual practice of the pagan world around.

Some of these views are too disgusting to be commem-
orated here. Others are aberrations unworthy of Plato.

When he advocates the community of goods and the

community of women, and the paternal abnegation of

children, in the governing class of his ideal common-
wealth, we see how far fantasy betrayed him into per-

nicious error (Z>e Rep. v). There was no greater ser-

vice rendered to humanity by Aristotle than his confu-

tation of these dangerous and immoral extravagances.

But when we contemplate the positions of Plato in re-

gard to the perfections of God, to the nature of virtue

and holiness; when we consider his declaration that

man should assimilate himself to the Deity, that God
is the source of good, but not of evil, that the regenera-

tion of the spiritual nature is not to be attained by ar-

gumentative reasoning, and cannot be taught as a sci-

ence or an art; when we regard his assertion of the

immortality of the soul, his belief in future retribution,

his allegation that the highest truth must be revealed,

his delineation of the Son of God (tov Seou tyyoi'og)—
it is impossible to overlook his vast superiority over all

former schemes of morality, and his near approxima-
tion to the doctrines of Christianity—some of which he

announces almost in the language of the apostles. We
know no more terrible and sublime picture than the

passage in which he depicts the dead presenting them-
selves for judgment in the other world, scarred and
blotched and branded with the ineradicable marks of

their earthly sins {fyvxftv . . haiiEfiaariyhyjJikvnv

KCII OvXlOV [ll<JT))l' VTTU tTTlOpiClMl' KCU dSuCLCtQ, 8. SKa-

(TT(
t
o >) Trpu^iQ avrou tE,iofi6[)£,aTO ei'c ti)i> i^v\i]v, k. t. A.

Gorg. c. lxxx). Yet this is but one of many analo-

gous passages. This approximation to revealed truth

is among the most insoluble problems bequeathed to us

by antiquity. It has often been thought that Plato de-

rived much of his theological and ethical doctrine from

the Hebrew prophets, either circuitously or by direct

acquisition during his supposed travels in Palestine.

But his tenets arc not to be found in those prophets in

such a form as to be apprehended by a Gentile; nor

can they be detected in them except through the illu-

mination of the later revelation. It has been alleged

that the spiritual interpretation of these utterances,

which gives them their startling significance, is unwar-
rantably deduced from the Neo-Platonists, who were
posterior to the evangelists. But the tenets are in

Plato's text, were commented on by Cicero, and affected

the speculation of Philo-Judieus, before Christianity had
secured definite establishment, or Neo-Platonism was
distinctly constituted. It has been suggested that these

anticipations of the teachings of the Great .Master are

hesitating and only problematic—dreams thrown out as

possibilities, the vague longings of the ecstatic fancy

—

but the mystery remains; how could such dreams and
longings arise in the midst of paganism, and of Athe-
nian degradation and corruption? We otter no solu-

tion of the enigma, which awaits its (Edipus. We only

note the existence of the riddle. There are marvels in

the life of men and of nations which no plummet in

man's hands can fathom, but which justify the convic-

tion that, as the spirit of God brooded over the face of

the deep, and brought order and beauty and life out of

chaos, so it incessantly broods over the dark confusion

of earthly change, regulating all issues, and preparing
She world, in the midst of manifold disorder, for the
higher and purer phases of being for which it is de-

signed, and towards which it is blindly striving.

We are not of the number of those who accept with-
out inquiry the tenets of Plato, or approve the whole
tendency of his teachings. We are of another school.

We recognise, however, that his aims are always noble,

and that an invigorating morality breathes through
nearly all his writings. To him we are indebted for

many glorious visions of supernal beauty, which beam

upon us like the unattainable stars disclosed through
rifts in the clouds which envelop the earth. But the
philosophy of Plato is essentially mystical, and conse-
quently unsubstantial; and, though mysticism may in-

flame, spiritualize, and refine natures already spiritual

and refined, it is heady and intoxicating, and apt to

justify wilful aberrations, and to place every fantastic

conviction on the same level with confirmed truth."

The Socratic elenchus, with its appropriate instrument,
the Socratic sorites, is invaluable in certain rare con-
junctures, but it is a dangerous procedure. It reveals

the baselessness of error, but it weakens all convicl ions:

and it was a natural consequence of its employment that

Platonism so soon passed into the scepticism of the New
Academy. The spirit of Plato's philosophy is through-
out idealistic, though it is not pure idealism ; and ideal-

ism, in all its forms, inevitably runs into pantheism,
which resolves everything into phenomenal evolutions

of divinity, and thus destroys the distinctions of right

and wrong, and all moral responsibility. Hence, when
the best of the Romans under the later republic and
early empire experienced the necessity of corroborating

the moral sense, and instituting a rigorous rule of con-

duct, it was not to the Platonists but to the Stoics that

they recurred. Notwithstanding the purity of Plato's

sentiments, his devotion to the abstract and ideal in

preference to the actual, and his absolute submission to

the tyranny of his rich imagination, tempted him into

political and social heresies of the worst type of com-
munism.

It is thus necessary to distinguish between the vari-

ous tendencies of the Platonic doctrine, and, while ad-

miring with reverent enthusiasm its rare excellences

and elevating impulses, we must not overlook the germs
of corruption which were also present, and which, like

rust on iron or mould on bread, contaminated the whole-

some body on which they preyed.

VII. Literature.—The literature of Platonism is end-

less. A complete collection of the works treating of

this subject, directly or indirectly, would equal in ex-

tent the Library of Alexandria, and would include the

writings of all subsequent philosophers. The professed

historians of philosophy necessarily devote a large share

of attention to Plato and his speculations; and in the

treatment of the subsequent developments of metaphys-
ical inquiry they are constantly compelled to refer to

his system, in its original or derivative form, in conse-

quence of the unceasing influence which it has exer-

cised on the highest and most abstract departments of

human thought. The special treatises which have

been written on the general philosophy of Plato, or on

particular Platonic theses, arc practically innumerable.

Under these circumstances it would be a cumbrous and

inappropriate task to undertake to present here a Pla-

tonic bibliography. Such a labor would be inevitably

incomplete, if fullness were contemplated. A selection

of tb,' best or most accessible authorities would be open

to many objections, on the score of both omissions and
admissions. It would be, moreover, a vain repetition

of what has already been done in a sufficient manner by
the historians of philosophy. It is consequently more

advisable to direct attention to the copious enumeration

of illustrative treatises found in the notice of Plato in

Ueberweg's History of Philosophy, and to specify here

only those recent, works which are most useful or most

accessible to the English student.

The basis of all intelligent study of the Platonic doc-

trine must.ofcourse.be the writings of Plato. Of these

there are three versions in the English language. Henry
Rogers complained, nearly thirty years ago, that there

was no translation creditable to English scholarship, the

only complete attempt being that of Thomas Taylor, the

Platonist, whose sins and imbecilities arc severely casti-

gated by him. This translation is. The Works of Plato,

riz.his Flfttj-jire Dialogue* and Twelve Epistles, trans-

latedfrom the'Greek. Nineofthi Dialogues by th< late

Floyer Sydenham < aid t lie remainder by Thomas Taylor;
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Kiihocc
' v/" Dialogues irons- but established a number of minor sol 1- for religious

t, „,,//,, ; copious Notes by the latter Trans- instruction, and drew up two separate treatises^one for

:. 1804, 5 vols. .\t the very time

'a complaint a new and respectable version was

„„ the eve of appearance : The Works of Plat

and Literal Version, chieflyfrom the Text ofStallbaum,

by Henrv Cary and others i
Bohn, Lond. 1848,6 vols.

A third and admirable version, recently pro-

duced, satisfies the desires and removes the grounds of

[bj Rogers: Jow< n. Thi Dialogues of

l nglish, with Analyses and Intro-

republished X. \ . 1874, 1 vols. 8vo). A new

and revised edition of the work has recently appeared.

The other aids deserving of notice in this connection

are, Day, Summary and Analysis of tht Dialogues of

370, 8vo); Grote,Plato and thi other Compan-

5 >krates (2d ed. 1867,3 vols.8vo); Lewes, Bio-

graphical Hist, of Philosophy; Rogers, Essays, " Plato

and Socrates" (in the Edinb. Rev. April. L848, art ii.

Zellcr, Plato and the Older Academy, translated by Al-

leyne and Goodwin (Lond. 1876, 8vo). It maybeadded

tli.-ii indispensable assistance is still rendered by Cicero's

QucBstior, etc. by Cudworth's Intellectual

. and bj Brucker's elaborate ex-

position of the Platonic tenets in his well-known flisto-

< .. 1'. 11.)

A iiti<iue liust of Plato.

he use of the teachers, and the other for their pupils.

He was also intrusted with the charge of instructing

the princess of Wurtemberg, Maria Feodorowna, the

grand-duke's consort, in the tenets and doctrines of the

u -ian Church. At the beginning of 177.". he

received the empress at Twer, and proceeded with lier

and the grand-duke to Moscow, where he was advanced

to that see. with permission to retain the archiman-

driteship of the Sergius Lawra. With the exception

of some intervals occasioned by his being Bummoned
to St Petersburg, where he preached before the court,

it was in that convent that he chiefly resided, until he

erected another in his vicinity at his own expense, in

1785, called the Bethania, Two years afterwards he

was made metropolitan of the Russian < Shurch, in which

capacity he crowned the emperor Alexander, al Mos-

cow, in 1801, delivering on that occasion a discourse

that was translated into several modem languages, be-

sides Latin and Greek. He died in hi- convent of

Bethania, Nov. 11 23, 1812. His works, printed at

different times, amount in all to twenty volumes, con-

taining, besides various other pieces, 595 sermons, dis-

courses, and orations, many of which are considered

masterpieces of style and of eloquence. A selection from

them, consisting of the finest passages and thoughts,

was published in two volumes in 1805.- English Cyclop.

s. v. See Mouravieff, Hist, ofthe Church ofSussiai I »xf.

1842); Otto, Hist, of Russian Literature, p. 327 330;

Hagenbach, Hist, of Christian Doctrines, ii. 459, 4G0;

Schlegel, Kirchengesch.des I8len Jahrh. i, 59 sq.

Platonic Philosophy, or the philosophy of Pla-

to. The term is loosely and ambiguously applied. It

is sometimes used to signify the collection of fragmen-

tary views scattered through the writings of Plato;

sometimes it is employed to denote the systematic co-

ordination and development of those views by the later

academicians: and. most frequently, it is extended to

embrace the whole chain of opinion which may be de-

duced from, or which claims filiation with, th.

ings oi Plato. These diverse applications of the namePlaton, a celebrated Russian prelate of modern

tiroes, w hose family name was Beffschin, was horn June are randy discriminated in ordinary use, and its specific

29,1737. He was*the son of a village priest near Mo.- import is left vague and undetermined. This incuV

cow. in the university of which capital he received his tinctness cannot be wholly avoided, lor it rises out «\'

education, and, besides studying the classical tongues, the disconnected utterances and unsystematic presen-

made considerable proficiency in the sciences. His tal

em- s i caused him to be noticed, and. while yel a

student in theology, he was appointed, in 1757, teacher

at the Moscow academy, and in the following

year teacher of rhetoric al the seminary of the St. Ser-

gius Lawra, or convent, lie shortly afterwards entered

the Church, became successively hieromonach, prefect

of the seminary, and. in I7i'r_\ rector and professor of

theology. That same year was marked by an event in

his life which greatly contributed to his advancement,

for on the visit of Catharine II to the St. Sergius Law-

ra, after her coronation, he addressed the empress in an

eloquent discourse, and on another occasion preached

before lor. So favorable was the impression he made,

that he wis forthwith appointed court preacher and

preceptor in matters of religion to the grand-duke
(afterward- the emperor Paul), for whose instruction

he drew up hi- Orthodox Faith, or Outlines of Christian

Theology, which i- esteemed one of his best and most

useful productions, and ha- been reproduced in Eng-
lish by Pinkerton (Lond. 1814), by Coraj (1857 .and

by lot I- During the four years of his

residence at St. Petersburg, Platon frequently preached

before t he court, and also delu ered on various occasions

many of the discourses and oral ion- which are among
his printed work-. Alter being created member of the

synod al M w, by an imperial order, he was mad.'

archbishop ol Twer in i77o. His attention to the duties

tatious of Plato himself, together with the concurrence

of his successors in the arrangement and exposition of

his doctrines. In attempting an out line of the Platon-

ic philosophy, the effort will be made to adhere as

closely a- practicable to the authentic text- in the « rii-

ings accredited to Plato, and to borrow as little a- may
l.e In.m the later luminaries ol the school.

Numerous .i.\ ices have l.ecu emploj ed for the exhi-

bition of the Platonic doctrine, and none of them arc

entirely satisfactory. It i- necessary for a synoptical

exposition that -..me thread should he discovered or

invented for the support and connection of its several

members, and thai some definite commcncemenl should

l.e assumed to which the thread may be attached. The

fixed point of departure has been varioush cho

the tenets of Plato have been strung varioush . and with

various degrees of skill, on the thread adopted. The

Germans, with their inner light and their divaricating

assumptions, have I.ecu peculiarly ingenious, and often

peculiarly unhappy, in the performance ,.f their task.

They abound in luminous views and in acuti

lions. Inn they generate such an intricate labyrinth of

cross-lights that they dazzle, bewilder, and blind as

much a- they illuminate. They impose their own ar-

bitrary opinions on Plato, as regards both the import

and the coherence of hi- doctrines. They .i-eil de-

sign where no design can be Bafely asserted. They

magine dependence where all is disconnected; and

of his new office was assiduous and exemplary ; for he pretend Bystera where system never existed. Other

not onlj Bet about improving the course of study pur- inquirers, feeling the difficulty and the hazard of the

sued in the van .u- seminaries throughout his di icese, task, have been content, like the translators and many
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of the editors of Plato, to give an abstract or analysis

of the several pieces, with an appreciation of their con-

tents. This leaves the doctrines in their original seg-

regation, and affords little aid in bringing them into

one harmonious picture. This process has been, in the

main, followed by Grote, whose extensive work appears

rather as a collection of preparatory studies, pursued

with great diligence and redundant learning, than as a

clear and full delineation of Plato and other Compan-
ions of Socrates. The danger is equally great of pre-

senting the views of Plato without obvious links of

connection, and of organizing them into a compact

.scheme, which could not have been contemplated by
Plato. In avoiding Scylla on the one hand, and Cha-

rybdis on the other, we are thrown back upon the orig-

inal record, with such assistance as may be derived from

illustrative works, and especially from the historians of

ancient philosophy. Among these expositors, the one

who may still render the best service is Brucker. He is

in many respects antiquated ; he has morbid antipathies

and scornful condescensions ; he is very mechanical, and

even wooden in his arrangements; but he is honest,

earnest, discreet, and free from preoccupations. The
very methodism of his procedure is serviceable, when we
seek a summary but connected view of the doctrines

which Plato taught, or was supposed in ancient times

to have taught.

The leading object of Plato's life and philosophical

activity was to teach the Greeks the correct use of

reason, and to induce them to apply it, with a constant

observance of the requisite conditions, to the practical

concerns of private and public life. The human mind,

alike from its constitution and from the defects of its

instrument of communication, is ever exposed to the

hazard of plausible delusions, and to the peril of accept-

ing fallacies for irrefragable truth. These pernicious

consequences were the daily diet of the Athenian peo-

ple. Hence arose errors in morals, disregard of virtue,

indifference to wrong-doing, unreflecting license of in-

dividual passion or caprice, disintegration of society,

corruption, and anarchy. How were welfare, virtue, and
happiness to be attained in this mass of disorder? What
were justice, right, truth? How were they to be de-

tected, appreciated, and appropriated? On truth ev-

erything else reposed; but other Greeks besides the

Cretans were habitual liars (Grcecia mendax). What
is truth? The interrogation of Pilate was the funda-

mental question propounded by Plato to himself and
to his age; and, in propounding it, he trod in the steps

of Socrates. There is a truth of knowing and a truth

of being, and they must agree with each other. How
are they to be reached and reconciled? If the instru-

ments of knowledge are broken, warped, or otherwise

disordered, there can be no true knowledge, and no valid

apprehension of the character and relation of the facts

with which we have to deal. The purpose of Plato

was, in some respects, similar to the purpose of Bacon.
'

Bacon proposed to rectify the processes of reasoning in

the investigation of nature, for the attainment of scien-

tific knowledge, and for the practical benefits thence to
;

be derived. Plato sought to do the same thing in a

more general manner, for the intellectual and moral im-
provement of men, of societies, and of states. Coleridge

j

has enlarged upon the correspondences of Plato and
Bacon, and has exaggerated them. It was a fine and
just instinct which suggested the parallelism. With
Plato, as with Bacon, the first step was the exposure
and expulsion of confident ignorance and presumptuous
error ; the refutation of the vast brood of sophisms which
swarmed around every principle of speculation and con-

duct; the determination of the character, extent, and
validity of human knowledge, and the requirements for

the legitimate use of reasoning, and for the avoidance i

of its abuse. Only after this had been done would it

be possible to arrive at trustworthy knowledge or safe

opinion in regard to the universe of which we are

members, and in regard to the relations in which we
|

stand to it and to its parts. The truth of being, as a
subject of knowledge, thus demanded and presupposed
the truth of knowledge, not in its rounded fulness,

but in its formulary of procedure. In the ultimate and
unattainable result, the truth of knowledge would ac-

cord and be superficially coextensive with the truth

of being, as the reflection in a perfect mirror corre-

sponds with the object reflected. Not until such a rec-'

ognition of the truth of being was gained as the com-
petency of the weak, fallible, finite mind of man might
permit, could the conduct of men find safe and authori-

tative regulation, and the truth of action, or right in

all moral contingencies, be discovered. To reason ac-

curately in order to know the essential character of the

facts on which action should depend, and by which it

must be controlled, and to use right reason and correct

knowledge of facts for the determination of right ac-

tion, may be said to be an abstract statement of the

Platonic scheme, which thus embraces the whole duty
of man. The intricate casuistry of Plato, and the

breathless flights of his daring and playful fancy, v. iih-

draw attention from his solemn, earnest, direct, every-

day aim. The determination and discipline of the

reason, the appreciation of the universe, sensible and
intelligible, and the application of these acquisitions

to the permanent needs of individual, social, and politi-

cal existence, constitute the sum of Plato's teachings;

but how wonderfully are they diversified and adorned

and enriched by his endless variety and poetic imagina-

tion !

In strict accordance with this interpretation of Plato's

latent meaning, his philosophy is distributed under

three heads: I. Dialectical Philosophy; II. Theoret-

ical, Contemplative, or Physical ; III. Practical (Cicero,

Acad. Qucest. i, 5, § 19). The second and third divis-

ions are subdivided. This distribution is not distinct-

ly proposed in Plato's works, but it is implied in them.

It is accredited by Sextus Empiricus to Xenocrates,

Plato's second successor in the Academy. The terms

employed are earlier than Plato, as are the inquiries

also. It must not be forgotten that though Plato was

in the main Socratic, he was also a votary of other doc-

trines— Eclectic, if not Synergistic, and, in his later

writings, largely Pythagorean.

I. Dialectical Philosophy. — The term "Dialectics"

includes in Plato much more than it does in Aristotle

(Sophist, p. 253 ; De Rep. vii. 532-535 ; Aristotle. Topic.

i, I. Sophist. Elench. xxxii; MetapkAi,l; iii. 2. Ehet.

i, 2). It is not confined to the art of probable argu-

mentation, but comprehends the whole theory of knowl-

edge, the characteristics of correct and incorrect reason-

ing, the conduct of the understanding, and so much of

psychology as is concerned with the operations of the

mind in the acquisition, estimation, and communication

of knowledge. This wide range may be illustrated by

lord Bacon's inclusion under Logic of the Aries Inveni-

endi, Judicandi, Retinendi, et Tradendi (De Avgm. Sci.

v, 6).

There is a fundamental enigma which demands so-

lution at the commencement of all inquiry, and which

has been designated the problem of certitude. How
can we know that we know what we think we know?
How does knowledge arise? how is its credibility or

validity ascertained? What degree of credibility be-

longs to it? These questions were never dogmatically

answered by Plato, unless it were the last. A positive

answer would have been a repudiation of the Socratic

profession of ignorance and uncertainty (Aristot. Soph.

Elench. xxxiii). But he labored assiduously in all his

treatises to exemplify the conditions of true knowledge,

and he contributed efficiently to their determination.

Knowledge, in ordinary, according to Plato, is acquired

through the senses, but it. is not determined by sense:

it is determined by the knowing mind. This is an ap-

proximation at once to Kant's forms of the understand-

ing, and to Leibnitz's acute reply to the maxim. " Nihil

in intellectu quod non prius in sensu," by the addition of
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"nisi intellectus ipse." The mind is it- own place. It

itself, and of all the world beside. Sense is an

of the mind through the intervention of the

corporeal sensibilities. Permanent impressions made
ire retained by the faculty of memory.

I ition of remembrances with sensible experi-

nstitutes opinion true opinion when they

se opinion when they arc discordant (Phileb.

p. :;i
;

,. The knowledge of things in

time is uncertain, and amounts only to opinion. The
human mind may be conceived to I"- a tablet of wax,

and to retain any impri ssion. This is.

qi r< ly an illustration . ["houghl

i- the communing of the mind with itself.

lible utterance of thought. Words are not

knowledge, but only the means and vehicle of knowl-

Tkeatet.y. 191,202).

Intelligence, or real knowledge, is the action of the

mind in the contemplation of the prime Intel*

incorporeal types of being. !i is twofold; the first is

the perception of the soul, which beheld its appropriate

. before descending into 1 1 j
«

- body; the sec-

ond, or natural knowledge, is that which the mind re-

bile enveloped in its carnal integument. The
latter, or mundane know ledge, is the restored but broken

i ,i of what had been known in a pre-existenl

stair, and must be distinguished from the acquisitions

of memory, being concerned with things intelligible, as

the other is with things sensible (Timceus, p. 30 ; Pka-
don, p. 71 76; comp. Wordsworth, Odt on Intimations

'ality, etc.). This doctrine of reminiscence is

a peculiarly Platonic fancy, and fascinated the later

Platonists to such an extent that Synesius declined a

bishopric in tin- Christian Church rather than renounce
the dream. It is implicated, as cause or consequence,

with the doctri if the Platonic ideal, as both are u 1th

I ic process by which Socrates and Plato si ro\ e

ti. dissipate error and to evolve truth from the minds
<>f their hearers. The midwifery of the mind which
Socrates professed, and which Plato represented him as

professing, necessitated the assumption that truth was
lOtentially in the mind, and that it only re-

quired to he drawn from its latent state by adroit hand-
ling. It could not he latent, nor could it be brought
forth, unless it lay then- like a chrysalis, and descended
from an .anterior condition of being. It was in a super-

terrestrial and antemundane existence that souls had
acquired

mm sensnm, arqne anrai simplicis ignem;"

luit before their demission, or return to earth, they had
d in oblivion,

el immemores supera ut convexa revisant."

The acquisition of genuine knowledge was thus the res-

toration of the obliterated memories of supernal real-

ities Absurd and extravagant a.- this tenet appears
in it- Platonic form, it was a dreamy and ineffectual

ve definite expression to the mysterious proc-
ess of thought. The doctrine was modified and trans-
form, d by St. Augustine so as to deprive it of its wild-

nationality. He conceived the human mind
I iimied iii perfect harmony with the universe.

i tisition of knowledge was the evolution of this

harmony, and it was accompanied with instinctive i -

of the pre-adaptation. Many of the Btrang-
Plato may he similarly reduced to pro-

saic probability.

The supernal realities which are the objects of the
pure and of the purified intelligence are thejirst Intel-

ligibles, presented to the contemplation of um
or disembodied spirits. These prime intelligibles are

i immaterial archetj pi -

patterns or i oi er pres-

ent to tin- Divine Mind, furnishing tin- models, and,

indeed, the essence, of all the temporal creation. The
term ideas was older than Plato: but ii- application to

heavenly types, it- metaphysical employment, and its

substitution for the Pythagorean Numbers, were almost
certainly Platonic inventions (Parmenid. p. 135; De
Rep. vi. 509). It ha- justly been remarked by I'cber-

had often been remarked before Ueberweg,
that ••the Platonic philosophy centres in the theory
of idea-." Intii. Physics, Ethics, the rays
all converge towards this point lint the ideas of
Plato are not merely his central doctrine: they are

usually conceived to he his distinctive doctrine. As
such, they were assailed and refuted by Aristotle (Met-
upli. i. vi. ix i. who. nevertheless, substituted a more
rationalistic equivalent for them in /'<,,„,.-: A- Buch,

they were received and expanded by the New Plato-

nists. A- such, liny have given life and name to all

associated schemes of philosophy, included under the

broad name of Idealism. As such, they furnished the

battle-ground for the lone-, impassioned, and bil

troversy of the Realists and Nominalists. See hi u-
ism and Nominalism.

According to Plato, following the Eleatic s.-l 1 and
Heraclitus, all sensible or concrete existence is perish-

able, fleeting, and imperfect ; hut this imperfection in-

volves the existence of the perfect, the changeless, and
the immortal (Aristot. Metaph. i. vi ; Alex. Aphrod.
Asclep.et Anon. Urbin. Schol. ad loc). If some things

are good, there must he an absolute goodness, in which
all things good participate, and which they feebly

reflect. If things are beautiful, they are so by the

incorporation of the beautiful If actions are ju-t.

beneficent, or holy, there must he an eternal justice,

beneficence, and holiness, whence they derive their

character (Pkatdrus, p. 246 256; Tlipp, Maj. p. 294, 295

;

Conviv. p. 210 212; Phcedo, p. 100 102). 'The passing

things of sense acquire their essential character from
the indwelling of these immutable existences, however
these may !» warped and deformed by being reduced
to temporal conditions. As it i- vtritfa abstract qual-

ities. -o it is with individual things. A dog, a horse,

a

man. are what they are (ri> ri inn ) from the possession

of the essentia] nature of those animals -caninity, equi-

iiliij. humanity. Each differs from other members ol iis

class, or is individualized, by union with matter, and
consequent deflection from the perfect conception of

the breed. Each, therefore, is an inadequate and, con-
sequently, untrue representation of the true and perfect

being of its kind, and approaches such perfection just

iii proportion a- it approximates to the true, perfect, and
eternal image. These intelligible and uncreated per-

fections are the ideas, present from the beginning, or

in fore all beginning, in the contemplation of the 1 >
i

—

vinity, after which all things are made that were made.
I lex ale not merely the models ot' created things, but

their essence. In the progress towards truth, all phe-

nomenal being, all concrete existence, all temporal pre-

sentation, all earthly images, all s< usible apprehi nsii ns,

must he left behind, and. by an ascending pnx
purified intelligence must pierce the veil and phantas-

mal appearances of time, and look upon the absolute,

everlasting, unchanging, and divine ideas of things.

These al are true and nal: all that is actual, sensi-

ble, or derived from sense i- phenomenal, evanescent,

and delusive. The doctrine of ideas will reappear,

tor. as Brilcker notes, neither the metaphysics and
theology of Plato, nor his physical and ethical philos-

ophy, can preserve any consistency « ithoul them. Ideas

form the first order ol' intelligibles, and an' apprehend-

ed by the pure reason with the aid of the scientific

understanding (voriott inn) \6yov irtpiAqsTrov). The
second order consists ol specie.- which are united with

matter and cannot he separated from it— the in-cpara-

ble species of the schoolmen. The-e are detected by

the understanding with the concurrence of the intui-

tive faculty. Things sensible are. in like manner, pri-

mary and secondary, and are apprehended only conject-

u rally through irrational perception ($6%y UIT atczii-

iliaoTov). Intelligibles belong to the

intelligible and eternal universe [to vorjrov, ru iirrwe.
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ov). Sensibles are the shadows of the intelligible, and

appertain to the visible, phenomenal, and shitting world

(to uparor, to alaSrjTOV, to ovtvuq oiwsttoti ov, to

ytyvouevov). Knowledge attaches only to the former:

from the latter nothing better than opinion can spring

(Timceus, p. 28 ; De Rep. vi, 20, p. 509).

In contemplation, the mind regards truth and false-

hood: in matters concerned with action, it judges of

right and wrong. The moral or practical judgment
proceeds from an ingenital sense of beauty and good-

ness, and decides, in particular instances, by compari-

son with the indwelling types of excellence. Truth,

beauty, and goodness are thus nearly identified, and
are exhibited as different aspects of the same perfect

ideas. Beauty is conformity to the idea, and the idea

is perfectly good and true.

In dialectical procedure, the first thing to be deter-

mined is the essential nature of the object under con-

sideration. The essence is established by definition,

division, and resolution. The accidents are separated

by induction and ratiocination, or deduction from first

principles. In detecting the essence we reduce the

many to the one; in inferring consequences, we trace

the one in the muni/. The Platonic scheme is present-

ed in the Republic, (vii). It is noticeable that hypoth-

eses are admitted by Plato among the processes for

discovering truth. The abstract theory thus sanctions

the large use of imagination which presides over its

•whole development. It may be advantageous to com-
pare the dialectics of Plato with the severe logic of

Aristotle, and with the elaborate devices proposed in

the second book of Bacon's Organon. Words are no
criteria of the character of things. They are loosely

imposed, in consonance with popular impressions, and
do not agree with realities. Yet words and language

are of grave importance, and require to be used with
propriety and precision, to avoid indistinctness and am-
biguity, and consequent delusion or deception. The
art of effectual speech springs from a just knowledge
of the intellectual powers and emotions, of the disposi-

tions of men, and of the different forms of expression.

The perfect orator is one who has these endowments,
knows the arts of persuasion, and can apply them to

his purposes (Phcedrus, p. 259). The value which Plato

attached to the graces of composition is attested by the

skill and beauty of his own compositions. He has also

strongly declared it (ibid. p. 258). Hence, when we find

him ridiculing and denouncing rhetoric in the Gorgias,

and comparing it to unwholesome cookery, we must
accept the explanation of Quintilian that the Gorgias
was eristic, and designed only for the refutation of the

Sophists and sophistical teachers of rhetoric (Inst. Or.

ii, 15). The dialectics of Plato thus embraced every-
thing connected with the discovery, determination, and
communication of truth, in its subjective aspect. But
it will be remembered there was, in addition to the

truth of knowing, the truth of being also; and this

forms the second part of the Platonic philosophy.

II. Theoretical, Contemplative, or I'la/sical Philoso-

phy.—This grand division of Platonic speculation is

distributed into three branches: Theology, Physics

Proper, and Mathematics, which is a sort of appendix
to the other two. It will be observed that the term
Physics is employed in a very wide and unrestricted

sense, to include not merely nature, but everything ex-
trinsic to the intellectual operations and the ethical

conduct of man. It is contradistinguished from dia-

lectics by embracing the real constitution of tilings.

while the latter is confined to their mental apprehen-
sion and exposition. It is contrasted with ethics, as it

is concerned with essential being, while the latter deals

only with human action. The division is made in the

Phasda (li, p. 103; comp. De Rep. ii, 19, p. 381). It

is further to be observed that the Platonic doctrines

are rarely conveyed in explicit propositions, but must
be gathered from fragmentary statements, from inci-

dental expressions, from poetic fancies, and from the

general tenor of discussion. In the Phcedo, Plato ex-

plains the utter abnegation of physical inquiries by
Socrates. In the opening of the Timceus, he announces
the impossibility of giving anything more than a plau-

sible account (eikotec. Xdyot) of things becoming, and
not permanent (rid. Ariston. ap. Stob. lxxx, § 7). Rec-

ognising, then, the difficulties and the uncertainties

clue to the character of the procedure and the pre-

sumed complexion of the subject, we continue to note

the peculiarities of the Platonic philosophy.

1. Theology.— •• In the beginning the world was with-

out form." The universal chaos was reduced to order

by the Supreme and Intelligent Cause, who framed the

creation in accordance with the perfect and eternal pat-

terns ever present to the divine mind. It is the best

of all generated existences, the best of all possible

worlds, because it was fashioned by the Highest Good-
ness and Wisdom working after the absolutely perfect

models, or ideas (Timceus, p. 28). It was not made,

however, out of nothing, but out of eternally existing

matter. Being formed out of matter, it is not free from

grave blemishes and defects, which are due to the in-

herent stubbornness and ineradicable perversity of mat-

ter. God and formless matter are thus the two con-

curring but antagonistic causes of the universe. By
matter is understood something very different from the

palpable substance or body which is habitually con-

templated under that name—something totally different

also from anything that we can conceive. It is that

remnant or substratum of body which subsists after

every cognizable property of body has been removed

|
Timceus, p. 51

;
comp. Porph. Sentent. xx; Plotin. En-

nead. ii, 4; Berkeley, Sir is, § 317). By ascribing to

God the creation of the Cosmos out of unformed matter,

Plato avoids the heresy of pantheism. Still he in-

dulges in fantasies which readily lead to it. From the

nature of matter as co-eternal with the Divine Intelli-

gence, and from its reluctation in yielding to the cre-

ative energy, originate the necessary existence and the

inevitable presence of evil in all created things (The-

cetet. p. 176). The antagonism of matter suggested the

presence of subtle aptitudes and occult qualities. We
are thus brought within the range of hypotheses sim-

ilar to those which underlie the recent theories of Dar-

win. Spencer, and Huxley.

Matter was the relatively passive ingredient in the

process of creation. The active power was the Supreme

Intelligence, or Highest Good, whom it is almost im-

possible to apprehend, and impossible to declare (Ti-

mceus. p. 29). He is the efficient cause of all things;

the fountain of all pure, spiritual, perfect, and sell-sup-

porting existences; the founder and ultimate fabricator

of everything. He is incorporeal reason, self-existent,

eternally the same, withoul beginning, without end. hav-

ing no affinity with things of sense, and apprehensible

only by the pure intellect. He is all-wise, all-seeing,

all-foreseeing, all-mighty, except so far as restricted by

the intractability of matter. He has absolute freedom

of will, is supremely good. and. being good, is void of

envy and malevolence. Hence everything made by

him is good, so far as the repugnance of matter will

permit. He framed the world in all possible excellence

after the eternal image in his own mind. This uncre-

ated and unbeginning idea of the universe (Xoyoc or

Xoyiafioc tov Hair) has been regarded as a third co-

eternal principle. This exemplar included the patterns

or ideas of all created things; everything in the sen-

sible universe being fashioned according to its corre-

sponding type in the intelligible universe, or world of

ideas. The doctrine seems to have been deduced from

Pythagoras, but was applied by Plato in his own man-

ner; and never more beautifully nor more character-

istically than in his celebrated fancy of a cave where

all that men saw or heard consisted of shadows and

echoes (De Rep. vii, p. 514-519). The imperfect things

of earth were thus the obscure, fleeting images of the

perfect forms of the divine contemplation. It is mi-
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certain whether Plato attributed to these ideas a Bub- propagated along the great axis "the music of the

Btantive existence ol their ow n, si parate from and inde- Bpheres" to the earth, which was the fixed and middle

of the divine mind, or supposed them to l"- orb (Di Rep. x, p. 617). The earth was occupied by ani-

riroply the immanent, changeless thoughts of the God- mala and other things created by the subordinate demi-

i'et thouwh God is distinctly and habitually urgi, to whom wa« also intrusted the creation of man.

acknowledged as the father and creator of all things, But man. as the noblest of animals, was no) left wholly

all things were not directly framed and regulated by t<> their handiwork. Immortal souls, numerous as the

tin- Supreme Divinity. For the government of the stars, were supplied by the Supreme Intelligence, to be

scn-iU<- universe he created a subordinate deity, and provided with terrestrial bodies. These souls were nei-

placed ii in the material creation (Timaus, p. 34 I. This ther emanations nor spirations, but true creations. They

guiding spirit, or Demiurgus, was a mixture of the ideal wen- to guide and govern the material vessels in which

and of the material, "f ilt< <"" and <!' the many, that, they should Ik- confined, as the superior spirit- guided

being intermediate, ii might communicate with both, and governed the worlds which they controlled. The

This was the Anima Mundi. which assumed such prom- matter with which they were united exposed them to

inence in the theological and physical speculations of contamination, to failure, and to sin. From the strug-

the Stoics. Ii maintained the regular operations of gle '-within the union" results moral evil, or disobe-

the laws of temporal change, and by its plastic energy dience to the laws of ideal perfection, which are in con-

moulded into appropriate form- all the multitudinous formity with the purposes of God. In their earthly

manifestations of transitory being (to yiyvopivov) condition, human souls were subjected to the general

(Cratylus, p. 53 .
'aws "' ""' universe, hut were endowed with an unde-

ll,,. B0U] f il„. universe was not the sole created lined freedom of will through their heavenly COHStitu-

divinitv. Divine spirits were apportioned to the earth, tion. Happiness resulted from obedience to the impulses

Bun, moon, and stars, to govern their developments and of the better nature, and to the order and economy of

to preside over their motions i
/> Legg. p. 899). Hosts

of still inferior deifies were assigned ther appro-

priate functions. Thus, with a line and half-suppressed

irony, provision was made tor the national gods, and

for the 30,000 unnamed divinities attested by Hesiod.

To these deities, each in his due place in the vast hie-

rarchy, was ascribed the duty of forming men. animals

of lower order, plants, etc.. and of watching over them.

In the subordinate ranks of the celestial army were a

countless multitude of sprites, who were cousin-german

to i he sylphs, gnomes, fairies, and other trihes of -little

people," and to whom immortality was denied.

•_'. Physics Proper. The second branch of contem-

plative philosophy is occupied with the consideration

of the order of nature as the product of the acts of crea-

tion. Nothing exists or arises without cause. Hence

ile Aristotelian maxim vert scin est scire

l„ r cavsas; for the cause affords the ratio essendi, or

explanation of the existence of the object investigated

tin- intelligible world.

It would take t nuch space, ami prove too tedious,

to enter into the physiology propounded by Plato; and

nothing could he gained (nun the presentation of his

views hut the < shibition of Platonic fantasy. We pass

to the third part, or appendix, which was intended to

serve at once a- a discipline and as an instrument.

;;. Mathematics.—The importance attached by Plato

to mathematical science is familiar to every student,

and is illustrated by the inscription supposed to have

been placed over the entrance t.> the Academy:

Mil', i (Wain, T/uiTof uaiTta.

The commendations bestowed by him on this 1.ranch

of learning ( l>< Rep. vii, p.
•">•_'•_>

| may he compared with

the similar eulogies of Roger Bacon tt>j,n.< Majus, pt.

iv) in an age of somewhat analogous speculative devel-

opment, and of Francis Bacon i De Aug. Set. iii. vi : Es-

says, 1). They may also he contrasted with the views

As the universe, or orderly Cosmos, hail a producing presented in the diatribe of Sir William Hamilton.

was created in time. It was generated or Under the head of mathematics were included, in ac-

broughl into being, and was therefore subject to sensible cordance with the Pythagorean practice, and with the

:. h was consequently corporeal, visible, and general conception of antiquity, arithmetic, geometry,

tangible. It could not he visible except through the astronomy, and music.

presence of lire, nor tangible without the presence of III. Practical Philosophy.—Plato's practical philoso-

earth. An intermediate bond is needed to link two phy was in many respects consentaneous with his phys-

ics, or theory of nature. Ii would not he corre< t to saythings together, and the fairest of bonds is a mean pro-

portion. Thus, as tire is to air. so is air to water; and

as an- i- to water, so is water to earth. Here are the

It would

that it was founded upon it, for this would be inconsist-

ent with the position that there was no orderly, con-

lour elements, corresponding to the mystical tetrad of secutive, or concatenated development of the Platonic

the Pythagoreans. They were held together in their doctrine in the mind of its author. There is close cor-

binations by the attraction of love. The respondence in parts between Plato's physical and prac-

whole theorj i- largely Pythagorean, and blends itself deal philosophy, but in others much separation and in-

with the Pythagorean imaginations about the secret dependence. The agreement must therefore be ascribed

virtues of numbers. The universe is an animated whole, to the consonance of the developments of the same mind
composed of perfect part-, and exempt from the inlirtni- in different directions, rather than to intentional cohe-

ties of age and of disease I Timaus, p. 35). A spherical rence between successive applications of doctrine. The
Ggure and orbicular motion are given to it and its chief practical philosophy of Plato falls under two heads,

its because a circle is the most perfect of fig- Ethics and Politics.

least liable to injury and obstruction, returns 1. Ethics. Moral questions occupy the largest part

upon itself, and thus promises the greatest duration f the Platonic writings; but they are treated in the

the vast living organism in which all things temporal Socratic manner, by question and answer, and are thus

are e dind. A- the universe had a Bpherical form proposed in diffuse and disconnected fragments. Plato's

.and a circular motion conferred upon it, each of the ele-

ments had it- own appropriate figure. Earth was cu-

bical, lire pyramidal, air octahedral, and water eicosi-

ln dial, or twenty-sided. These were combined in apt

proportions, and all things were ordered "by measure,

by number, and by weight."

The details of the cosmogony must be omitted. P

ma) be added thai the earth and the seven moving
lights of heaven were arranged in concentric spheres, at

harmonic interval-, around a mighty spindle resting

aims, his leading tenets, and his modes of explication

arc derived from Socrates; but hi- discussions, so far as

ma\ be conjectured, are conducted in a much broader

spirit and loftier strain. He includes also within the

domain of eihics much lli.it would now hi' referred to

theology.

As in the physics everything is traced back to the

First Intelligence, the Divine Creator, so in the eihics

everything is referred ultimate!} to the perfect and be-

neficent character of God. The good is the summit of

on the i. >ity; an I that their revolutions all conceivable things. God is absolute goodness. The
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supreme good of man (sumtnum bonum) is the knowledge

and imitation of God, and approximation thereby to the

divine nature. " Be ye therefore perfect, even as your

Father is perfect." Everything is good and beautiful

so far as it proceeds from God, retains the impress of its

divine original, and possesses the characteristics of the

pure archetypal ideas of moral perfection. "Every
good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and

cometh down from the Father of lights, in whom is no

variableness, neither shadow of turning." Ordinary

blessings or advantages in popular estimation, such as

health, strength, high birth, riches, renown, honors, are

good only in conjunction with virtue; otherwise they

are evil (Protag. p. 351-353). The honorable (the

right) alone is good (Alcibiad. i, 11G). This is contin-

ually and strenuously asserted in opposition to the gen-

eral practice and current sentiment among the contem-

poraneous Greeks. Virtue is lovely in itself, ami to be

loved irrespective of its rewards. Being of heavenly

origin, the best reproduction of the divine ideas, and

approximating to the divine nature, it is itself divine.

Being divine, it is not an art that can be taught, but

must be divinely communicated (Euthydem. p. 282).

Goodness can be acquired only by the influx and in-

working of the Good.

The object of all knowledge, and it should be the ob-

ject of all effort, is assimilation to the highest good

—

that is, to God. This assimilation consists in the habit

and practice of wisdom, fortitude, temperance, justice,

and holiness (Thecetet. p. 176; Be Lege), iv, 71G). The
first stage of this approximation is tvcatj.iovia, usually

translated happiness, but which implies good disposi-

tions, and a conscience tranquil, innocent, and void of

offence towards God and towards man (Gorg. p. 470;

Sympos. p. 188). The Critias breaks off unfinished just

at the opening of a full discussion of the conditions of a

happy life. The word is also used for the future beati-

tude which it anticipates. The requirements for such
bli-s correspond, as nearly as a pagan dream can agree

with revelation, to the Scripture rule "to do justly, to

Love mercy, and to walk humbly with God."
As has been observed, the body was regarded as a

prison, because composed of malignant matter. Hence
humanity was miserable by congenital constitution.

The progress towards virtue and holiness was to be
achieved by the subjugation of material antagonisms.

by the renunciation of worldly aims and temptations,

and by the purgation of mind and heart from sensual

appetites and corporeal satisfactions (l)e Rep. vii. p. 515).

There is here a pronounced tendency in the direction

of Oriental asceticism. There is much also that in-

clines towards the pessimism of Schopenhauer, but it is

wrought out to a very different issue. These tendencies

readily explain the growth of the Xeo-I'latonic reveries

which may always be detected in the egg in the writ-

ings of Plato himself. How far such results may be
due to the difficulty of framing abstract conceptions at

the commencement of ethical inquiry, and to the at-

tendant difficulty of clothing such conceptions in precise

terms before a philosophical language had been invented,

it would be hazardous to say. Plato may have simply
designed, in a blind, heathen, tentative way. to prescribe

"the purification of the tlesh." and "the overcoming of

the world," and " the righteousness which is of God."

The morality of Plato was much higher in aim and
sentiment than it was possible to be in its expression.

yet in many single precepts it uses nearly the language
of revealed truth. It habitually insists upon the charms
of virtue and "the beauty of holiness;" and in the de-

lineation of the several virtues, which he represents as

indissoluble connected (Charmides, p. 161), and at times

as united in one, he maintains an uncompromising ele-

vation of view. His illustrations, indeed, are often

tainted with the prevalent vices of his age and country.

Thus, in treating of the passions, he is led by his rich

and mythical fancy into hypothetical explanations.

which have been very easily abused, and which are re-

pulsive in their original proposition. We refer to his

comments on friendship and love. Friendship, or at-

traction, is ascribed even to the particles of matter; and
the like proclivities are bestowed upon primordial souls.

Like is attracted to like, and hence arises friendship.

Souls of similar nature are drawn towards each other

by the instinct of resemblance resulting from preadap-

tation. The attraction proceeding from conformity in"

their pure state exercises its due influence only between
spirits retaining in some measure their primordial pu-
rity. Hence true friendship can exist only between
the good {Lysis, p. 214).

Love is a species of friendship, or friendship in its

highest intensity. It is of three orders: sensual, ani-

mal, or bestial; honorable, having regard to psychical

virtues; and mixed, which unites the characteristics of

both {Sympos. p. 201). Love, in its two forms of heav-
enly and earthly. " half beast, half deity." appears in

Plato in many ambiguous and Protean shapes, rising

from the coarsest pagan sensualism to the puresl aspi-

rations for the beautiful and the good. But the dia-

logue in which its nature is chiefly discussed is so tan-

talizing, shifting, and bewildering— it is woven with
threads of such changing and returning hues—that it

furnishes treacherous foundation for any dogmatic con-

clusions.

2. Political Philosophy.— The two most extensive

and elaborate of Plato's treatises are devoted to political

questions. Of these, the Republic is the most complete

and characteristic triumph of his genius. The Laws is

in a rough and unfinished state, and has often been ex-

cluded from his works. In narrating the life of I'lato,

his predilections for political life, his early and unsuc-

cessful intervention in Athenian affairs, his political

expeditions to Sicily, and his consultation in matters

of stately princes and states, were duly commemorated.
The contemplative habits of his mind, his eager fancy,

his tone, his temperament, his associations, his heredi-

tary tastes, his party proclivities, all unfitted him for

success in actual politics; and from every effort to en-

gage in them he retired discomfited and disappointed.

The more congenial domain of speculation was Mill

open to him. lie might organize a state, regulate its

citizens, and determine their duties, in the vast realm

of fancy, with none to make him afraid of either failure

or obstruction. He might look forward to the ultimate

adoption of- his projects or his principles in some hap-

pier time, when philosophers had become rulers, or

when rulers had become philosophers, and when later

generations, instructed by his lessons, might give real-

ity to his dreams (De Lei/;/, v. 739). In strange modes,

and in unrecognised forms, his visions have been par-

tially accomplished.

The Republic and the Laws differ greatly in tone and

dogma, as well as in execution, but they are intimately

connected. They are diverse and consecutive presen-

tations of the same general design. The Republic is

the ideal state, the Laws the concrete state. The Re-

public is the dream of a Utopian constitution, the Laws
the proposition of a frame of government adapted to the

weaknesses and recalcitration of an Hellenic people.

Everything in the one is suited to an impossible condi-

tion of things; everything in the other is reduced to

the proportions and capacities of actual human society.

In the one the state is conformed to the abstract idea of

justice, as it was conceived by Plato: in the other, jus-

tice is put into action, weighted down witli human prej-

udices and passions, and conformed to the nature of the

Greeks. These distinctions must be regarded in order

[
to prevent exaggeration of Plato's offences against mo-

rality and :;• t-sense. We sympathize with tin' strong

censure of the Republic expressed by Mitchell in his

Aristophanes, hut we see that what is most repugnant

may be only an ingenious imagination to symbolize

pure abstract doctrine. It is not surprising that much

perplexity should exist in regard to the Republic. Its

double title produces confusion. Its inscription, or bii-
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perscription, is, OfPoliti IngtheJust. The

second epigraph may have been formally the addition

of ThrasyUus, bnl it "i- sanctioned by the texl itself {Dt

Bep.ii,p.368; comp. iv, p. 134). -Many critics of great

Dame, and especially the ancients, have held ii to be a

d constitution of the state. Others, of not in-

ferior reputation, among the modi rns, have considered

iv an investigation into the nature of justice,

illustrated by the Btate, because the state exhibits the

characteristics of justice in a completer form and on a

lie than the individual could do. Stallbaum,

in I,;, / arrays the arguments adduced in

favor of either opinion, and concludes that Plato's de-

sign was to portray the image of a perfect and happy

life, by prescribing the offices "I man in bis public and

private relations (p. xviii, xix).

nol disposed to deny this conclusion, which

substantially reconciles the previous contradictions; but

we think there is something more than this. The

ideal, the absolute, the perfect, was always present to

the mind of Plato: the whole tenor of his philosophy

i him from resting in the actual. But his per-

sonal and philosophical career urged bim also to regard

with most earnestness the amelioration of the moral and

political condition of his countrymen, and the improve-

ment of their political through the rectification of their

moral state. To a Greek the state was everything,

the individual being merely a fragment or constituent

atom of the state. The life of the citizen was absorbed

in the state; the life of the state was reflected in the

life of the citizen—was, indeed, imposed on him. Ac-

cording to Greek ideas, the just man could not develop

his virtues except in a just state; and the just state

could nol subsist except through just citizens just

cither by native constitution or by compulsion, or by

both. Education and discipline would be demanded to

produce just rulers and just subjects. The investiga-

tion of the nature of justice would accordingly require

the determination of the form and conditions of a justly

organized community (Jowett, Plato, iv, 5); the delin-

eaii if the just stale would be blended with thai of

the just man—and the conclusions resulting from the

whole inquiry would furnish an earthly image of the

Greek City of God r./)c yt ovda/iov o7/u« u1<ti)v {ivai,

1 1' Rep. i x,p. 592 ). Indistinct and fragmentary as is Pla-

to's doctrine, it would have been left much re form-

less and unsatisfactory without the fancies and dreams

and political precepts contained in the Statesman. Re-

public, and Laws. They furnish the unjointed outlines

of the complete design for whose construction all the

. intended.

Plato's notion, justice or righteousness

jeel and essence of healthy political organiza-

tion, and he consequently inquires in the Republic into

its nature, and the best mode of its realization in the

Btate. Of course he cannot free himself from Hellenic

itions. Of course his reactionary tendencies

and hi- oligarchical proclivities produced a constant

n il from the dei ratic been-,. ,,t' in- Athenian con-

temporaries towards the spirit of antique usage .and the

imitation of Spartan institutions. Even in his wildest

there appears a disposition to employ supposed

traditionary practices, lb insists u] the strict sub-

ordination of rank-; he even pet ri lies his ela--es of Citi-

zens into castes. He does nol rigorously conjoin every
one to hi- class, but accords advancement to those of

etui t ability In carrien ouverU mix talent. He
i rnmenl to the fi w I Kakoxaya
iiia-se- he converts al -t into Berfs '-hewers of wood
and drawers ol water," etc. [here an twogreal classes

of freemen, the -laie and the . r.ili -in.n
t h' Rep. id.

i'.
iii.l 15). The guardians are themselves

divided into c w .
. ord< rs, the rulers and the auxiliaries.

The ruli re an selected, by successive examinations till

their thirtieth year, from the bodj ol guardians, who
are diligently trained and educated from their birth.

lie training and the selection uav< -"me agreement

with the Chinese practices, with English competitive

examinations, and still more with the regulation of the
< Ottoman Janizaries. Then- is also a considerable degree
of correspondence betwi en the Platonic organization and

..ustilutioli of tin- Positive Society.

The body of the guardians or auxiliaries is employed
as the military force to repress internal disorders and to

repel external danger. The rulers .-111' the supervisors

of the community, and are to govern it with a view to

the greatest happiness of all (Z)< Rep. iv, p. 240). The
auxiliaries are to live and to conduct them-elves >o

a- io cherish and protect the whole commonwealth.
•N. of them should have any property beyond what
is absolutely necessary; neither should they have a

private house, with bars and bolts, closed against any
one who has a mind to enter: their provisions should

be only such as are required by trained warriors, who
are men of temperance and courage; their agree men! is

to receive from the citizens a tixed rate of pay, enough
to meet the expen-es of the year and no more, and they

will have common meals and live together, like soldiers

in a camp. . . . They alone of all the citizens may not

touch or handle silver or gold, or be under tie same
roof with them, or wear them, or drink from them. And
this will be their salvation and the salvation of the

state" (J2ep. Jowett's translation, ii, 242). There is here

the union of Spartan institutions and Pythagorean or-

ganization witli tin- theoretical devices of Plato. There

is also an anticipation of the standing armies of modern
states.

With the details of the education of the superior

class, and with the appreciation of different brandies of

instruction, we cannot occupy ourselves further than to

mention that it is in this connection he cen-ures the

poets, and excludes Homer and the Tragedians from the

ideal stale as blasphemers againsl the -ods. We pass

over the criticism of the various forms of government,

important as this criticism is tor political philosophy in

general, and for tin- estimation of Plato's doctrine and

its relation to Hellenic systems. "We cannot, however,

omit all notice of the measures by which he endeavors

to maintain the unselfish devotion of the dominant or-

der, lie leaves the laboring masses almost entirely out

of sight. They tire to be protected in their persons,

rights, and industry; and they are to be guided in the

propei- course. Further than this there is little conci rn

for them. They work in their way for the state, as

their superiors live .-mil work also for the stale, which is

everything to the Legislator. There was reason in the

interruption of Adimantus that -the citizens were

made miserable," if the temporal comfort of the citizen,

and not the theoretical elevation of that hypothetical

unit, the Btate, i- taken into consideration.

To guard againsl jealousies, rivalries, discords, which

might endanger or ruin the public welfare and the po-

litical constitution, the equality of the sexes, tin' com-

munity ol w en .-ind the community of property are

prescribed, and this community is still insisted on in

the Laws. Plato seems to have held with tin p< rsian

impostor, Mezdab, in the reign of Khositi Kob.-i.l. that

feuds, quarrels, and animosities arise mainly from the

possession of wealth and women in severalty. The de-

lusions of modern socialism and radicalism an- antici-

pated. The shadowy character of Plato'- proposed ar-

rangements is some palliation for their entertainment.

I nej are evidently devised as modes of discipline and

preparation, or as means for the prevent! f disorder.

i in 13 are acknowledged to be uusuited to men as men
now are. and may be taken as the prefiguration of w hat

men might be under other conditions, in a blessed state

in winch there should be neither gold nor silver, doi

maiT\ ing nor giving in marriage.

For the close correal lence in aim between the

dreams of Plato and the revelations of Scripture, and
between the de\ ices of l'lato and the projects of di 111

Communists and Socialists, we have no Batisfai

planation. The cultivated intelligence, the active im-
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agination, the varied experience, the general immoral-
ity, and the painful disquietude of the Greeks in the

4th century before Christ may account for much, but

it will not interpret all. We leave the enigma as one

of the mysterious problems presented by the career of

humanity. There is surely no more marvellous approx-

imation to revealed truth than in the exposition of the

Supreme Good, and of its child or offspring, which is

described (Be Rep. vi, p. 50G) in terms that recall the

delineation of wisdom in the Book of Wisdom.
" Vapor est enim virtutis Dei, et emanatio qusedam est

claritatis Dei siucera; et ideo nihil inquiiiatuni in earn
incurrit.

"Candor est enim lucis reteniie, et speculum sine ma-
cula Dei majestatis et imago bonitatis illins.

"Est enim htec speciosior sole et super oninem disposi-
tionem stellarum, luci comparata invenitur prior."

Do not such sublime anticipations consort well with the

conclusion of the Republic, which increases our wonder.

but at the same time justifies our reverential compari-

sons !

"And thus, Glaucon, the tale has been saved and has
not perished, and may be our salvation it' we are obedient
to the word spoken; and we shall pass safely over the
water of Forgetfulness, and our soul will not be denied.
Wherefore my counsel is that we hold fast to the heav-
enly way, and follow after justice and virtue always, con-
sidering that the soul is immortal, and able to endure ev-
ery sort of good and every sort of evil. Thus shall we live

dear to one another and to the gods, both while remain-
ing here and when, like conquerors in the games who go
round to gather gifts, we receive our reward. And it

shall be well with us both in this life and in the pilgrim-
age of a thousand years which we have been reciting."

We have now at some length, yet all too briefly,

reviewed the philosophy attributed to Plato and dedu-
cible from his writings. We have omitted nearly ev-

erything in the way of detail, and have attempted the

survey from an elevated vantage-ground, where only

the broad lines are apparent, and where the asperities

and discords of the landscape disappear. It may now
be manifest, we think, how and why Plato has always
exercised such fascination on pure natures, and has so

largely and so enduringly stimulated the speculation

and ennobled the thought of the world.
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Piatt, Adams W., a Presbyterian minister, was born

in Weston, Conn., Oct. 28, 1790. After receiving an
ordinary education, he commenced the study of medi-
cine, when his brother, who was studying for the min-
istry, died, and he immediately turned his thoughts in

that direction. He graduated with the second honor of

his class at Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.. in 1817,

and at Princeton Theological Seminary in 1820; was
licensed the same year, and entered upon his duties as

a missionary in the then new states of Ohio and In-

diana. In January, 1824, he accepted a call, and was
ordained as pastor of the Presbvterian Church of Rut-
land, N. Y. ; in July,

1829, he became pastor

of the Church at West
Galway, N. Y. ; in 1833

he gave up the Church,
and rested for a few
months; in 1834 he be-

came stated supply for

the Church in West

Fayette, N. Y.. until 1836, when he became pastor of
the Presbyterian Church in Hector. N. Y.. where he
continued to labor till, in 1848, his health becoming
quite impaired, he ceased his pastoral labors. In 1856
he removed to Clinton, Iowa, and assisted in the organ-
ization of the Church there, and supplied the pulpit tor

one year. He died May 2, 1859. Mr. Piatt was a
humble, laborious, and self-denying minister— a man
of marked prudence of character. See Wilson, Presb.
Hist. A Imanac, 1860, p. 121. (J. L. S.)

Platte-Montagne, Nicolas de, a French painter
and engraver, son of a celebrated Belgian portrait-paint-

er, was born at Paris about 1631. He was a inq.il of

Philippe dc Champagne, Charles le Brun, and of his un-
cle, Jean Morin. He painted the Mary which was pre-

sented in 1666 to the church of Notre Dame at Paris;

a St. Benedict, a St. Seholasiiea (1676), and a ceiling for

the church of the Benedictines du Saint-Sacrement of
the Rue Cassette ; and The Holy Ghost alighting upon the

Apostles, for the church of Saint-Sulpice (1676). He
also worked for the Tuileries in 1683 and 1684. He
exhibited two paintings at the salon of 1673; five his-

torical paintings and three portraits at the salon of 1699
—the first that took place in the galleries of the Louvre.
He engraved from 1651 to 1694, in a fashion but little

differing from that of Morin, seventeen different subjects,

and eleven portraits after Porbus, Janet, Philippe de
Champagne, B. de Champagne, and after his own paint-

ings. He was received a member of the Academy April

21, 1779; appointed supplementary professor July 1,

1679, and regular professor Dec. 20, 1681. He signed
his works Montague, Montaigne, De Platte-Montaigne,

N. D. P. Montaigne, N. de la Platte-Montagne, N. van
Flatten Berc, vulgo De Platte-Montagne, and N. de

Platte-Montagne. He died Dec. 25, 1706. — Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generale, xl, 453.

Platter (irapoi\/ic, properly a side-dish, consisting

of dainties set on as a condiment, or sauce). Our Lord,

in reproving the Pharisees, said, " Woe unto you, scribes

and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye make clean the outside

of the cup and of the platter, but within they are full

of extortion and excess" (Matt, xxiii, 25). "Howbeit
in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men. For laying aside the com-
mandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the

washing of pots and cups; and many other such like

things ye do. And he said unto them, Full well ye re-

ject the commandment of God, that ye may keep your
own tradition" (Mark vii, 7-9). The Talmud con-

tains many directions on the use of these utensils, which
Jews are strictly required to observe. See Dish,

Play (pHS, tsachdk, Exod. xxxii, 6). This word,

in addition to the sense of joking or sporting (Gen. xix,

14), may also be understood of amusements, accompa-
nied with music and singing, in which sense it may be

understood in Judges xvi, 25. Though we have no

particular mention in the Old Testament of such mat-
ters, we may reasonably suppose that some of the games
practiced by the ancient Egyptians were likewise known
to the Hebrews; these appear, from the monuments, to

have been mock combats, races, gymnastic exercises,

singing, dancing, and games of chance (Wilkinson. Anc.

Egyptians', i. 189 sq.). In the declining period of Jewish

history the athletic games of the Greeks were intro-

duced, and there were gymnasia, or schools of exercise

in Jerusalem, where they practiced wrestling, racing,

quoits, etc. (1 Mace. v. 16; 2 Mace, iv, 13-15). For the

Ancient Egyptians playing at draughts and mora (guessing number.-)
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Grecian gam* - ol streugtfa and Bkill so often alluded to

by Paul, see G vmi s. C p. S

Playfair, James, D.D., a Scotch divine of some

note, was born about L740, and was educated al the

University of St. Andrew's. He then became minister

of I. ill' and Benvie livings, which he held until his son

succeeded him in the work of the ministry, to Boon ex-

I owever, these fii Ids of labor for the scientific

work in which he became so greatly celebrated. l>r.

James Playfair was also principal of the United College

oi St Salvador and St. Leonard, iii the University of St.

Andrew's. He died in 1819. He published A System

of Chronology, and other works. See London Gentle-

[agazine, 1819, pt ii. p. 179.

Playfair, John, an eminent scientist, was born, in

1749, al Dundee; was educated at StAndrew's; resigned

a living, and became mathematical professor at Edin-

burgh, where he died July 20, 1819. Playfair was cele-

brated as a geologist, and a strenuous defender of the

Huttonian Bystem. Among his works are, Elements of
Geometry: Outlines of Philosophy: Illustrations of
tht Huttonian Theory: and I System of Geography.

Playfere, John. See Plaifere.

Plays, Religious. See Mysteries.

Pleasure is the delight which arises in the mind
from the contemplation or enjoyment, of something

agreeable, and is synonymous in expression with hap-

jihtt ss (q. v. i.

Pledge (usually some form of ?2!T chabdl, to bind

as by a chattel mortgage; occasionally Conns of U2",

abdt, to exchange, and "". ardb, to owe security; Tal-

mud, "I'l""). in a legal sense, an assurance given as

security by a debtor to his creditor, which is alluded to

in the Mosaic books in several instances. Thus

—

1. The creditor was nyl permitted to go to the house

of his debtor to take Ids pledge, but must receive it be-

fore the door (Deut xxiv. 10 sq.). The reason of this

requirement and its merciful object are obvious,
•_'. The articles which were forbidden to be taken in

pledge "ere, (a) the raiment or outer garment I Exod.
wii. 26 sq.; I hut. xxiv, 10 sq., but see below), because
this served the poor also as a covering by night lor the

bed; (6) the Itandmill (q. v. ; xxiv, 6. Comp. Mishna,
Baba Met. i\, 13). But notwithstanding these merci-

ful provisions of the law, hard-hearted creditors were
found among the Israelites w ho oppressed their debtors

by taking pledges! Prov.xx, Id; xxvii, 13; Ezek. xviii,

12; xxxiii, 15; Habak.ii,6; comp. Job xxii, 6 ; xxiv,

3). See Delil/scll. ml foe, and especially M 1 . 1 1 : i . Ii -

.

Mos. Recht, iii, 61 sip The custom of giving pledges
prevailed extensively in the ages succeeding the exile,

from the fact chat by the decisions of the scribes all

.lews were prohibited from making any payments on
the Sabbath; hence he who would make a purchase
on thai day left some pledge with the seller (see Mish-
na, Shab. xxiii, 1 >. as Ids outer garment, to be redeemed
by payment the next day. The taking of pledges is

still further restricted by the Talmud (Baba Afez. ix,

pledging of land, mortgaging, appears first in

the Talmud (Mishna, Shebiitk, -.. 6). However, the
legal transfer of land under the Mosaic economy was
properly but a pledging; for it could al any time be re-

deemed, and in the year of Jubilee ii returned without
r, T' lv I to the original owner. Pawning of pi rsonal
property for debt, however, was a very ancient custom
(Gen. ww iii. I, Bq.). Personal guarantees of faith,

pledges, or hostages, are mentioned (2 Kings xiv, 11,

I :'- 133
-

i
< i] abhorn nee of the usurer.

and of his taking pledges, among the ^rabs of the pres-

ent day, is often mentioned b) travellers. Mohammed
entirely forbids all lending on interest, and th< M< aic

precepts (comp. Exod. xxii, 25 Uy bo un-
derstood in the East. Kel nothing is more common

there than exorbitant usury, and the taking of pledges

(Thomson, Jjond and Book, i, 199 sq.). See Loan.

PLEDGE is something given in hand as a securi-

ty for t In- fulfilment ofa contract or the performance of

a promise. When a man of veracity pledges his word,

Iii-- affirmation becomes an assurance that he will fulfil

what he has pr ised. Bat as the word of every man
is not equally valid in matters ol importance, it becomes

necessary that a valuable article ofsome kind should be

deposited as a bond for fulfilment on his part. In the

Protestant Episcopal Church Catechism a sacrament is

defined as "an outward and visible sign of an inward

and spiritual grace given unto us; ordained by Christ

himself, as a means whereby we receive the same, and a

pledge to assure us thereof:" in which the pledge i- the

token that we receive the grace. Staunton, /

tical Dictionary, p. 536.

Plegmund, a noted prelate of the early English

Church, flourished near the close of the 9th century.

He was the friend and fellow -student of Alfred, and
was in 890 elevated to the archbishopric ol

bury. We know next to nothing about his personal

history, but we are aware of the influence he exerted

on ecclesiastical affairs through Alfred. See Churton,

Early English Church, p. 210, 221 ; Wright, Biogr. Brit.

(see Index).

Pleiades is the rendering in the A. V. of n*:"2,

1cimdh,m Job ix,9; xxxviii, 31 : hut in Amos v. 8 our

A. V. has "the seven star-." although the Geneva ver-

sion translates the word "Pleiades" as in the other

cases. In Job the Sept. has XXkudc, the order of the

Hebrew words having been altered [see Okion . while

in Amos there is no trace of the original, and it is diffi-

cult to imagine what the translator- had before them.

The Vulgate in each passage has a different rendering:

ffyades in Job ix. '.i; Pleiades in Job xxxviii, 31 ; aim

Arcturus in Amos v, 8. Of the other versions, the

Peshito-Syriac and Chaldee merely adopt the Hebrew
word: Aquila in Job xxxviii. Symmachus in Job

xxxviii and Amos, and Theodotion in Amos, give
•• Pleiades," while with remarkable inconsistency Aquila

in Amos has ••Arcturus." The Jewish commentators

are no less al variance. Rabbi David Kimchi in his

lexicon says: " Rabbi Jonah wrote that it was a collec-

tion of stars called in Arabic Al-Thuraiyd. Ami tin-

wise rabbi Abraham Abcn-Ezra, of blessed memory,
wrote that the ancients said Kimdh is seven stars, and

they are at the end of the constellation Aries, and those

which are seen are six. Ami he wrote that wliai was

right in his eyes was thai il was a single star, ami that

a great one. which i- called the left eye of Taurus; and
A'r.w/ is a great star, the heart of the constellation Scor-

pio." <ln .loli xxxviii, 31, Kimclii continues: " ( )ur

rabbins of blessed memory have said (Berachoth,\viii,

2) Kimdh hath ureal cold ami hindeth up the fruits,

and Kesil hath great heat andripeneth the fruits: there-

fore I ie said, -or loosen the bands of Kesil;'' for it open-

eth the fruits and bringeth them forth." In addition

to the evidt nee "t rabbi Jonah, who identifies the He-
brew Kimdh with the Arabic el-Thuraiyd, we have
the testimony of rabbi Isaac Israel, quoted by Hyde in

hi- not,- on the Taldes of Ulugh Beigfa i p. ol .;.;. ed.

L665), to the same effect That el-Thuraiyd and the

Pleiades are the same is proved by the word- of Aben-

Ragel (quoted by Hyde, p. 33): "Al-Thuraiya i- the

mansion of the moon, in the sign Taurus, and il is

called the celestial hen with her chicken-." Willi this

Hyde compares the 1 r. Pulsiniere, and Eng. //<» mid

Chickens, which are "id name- tor tin- same stars; and

Xiel.ulir (Descr.di VA rabie, p. 101) gives as the result

of his inquiry of the Jew at Sana, "Kimeh, Pleiades,

qu'on appelle aussi en Vllemagne la poule qui glousse."

The Ancients." whom Aheii-l'./ia quotes i
on .loh

xxxviii, 31), evidently understood by the Beven small

stars at the end of the constellation Aries the Plei-

ades, which are indeed in the left shoulder of the Bull,
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but so near the Eam's tail that their position might

properly be denned with reference to it. With the

statement that " those which are seen are six" may be

compared the words of Didymus on Homer, rwi> Sk

IlXudSwv ovauv iirrd, icavv d/javpbr 6 i'/37jojUoc da-

riip, and of Ovid (Fast. iv, 170) :

"Quae septem dici, sex tamen esse solent."

The opinion of Aben-Ezra himself has frequently been

misrepresented. He held that Kimdh was a single

large star, A Idebaran, the brightest of the Hyades, while

Kesil [A. V. "Orion"] was Antares, the heart of Scor-

pio. "When these rise in the cast," he continues,

" the effects which are recorded appear." He describes

them as opposite each other, and the difference in right

ascension between Aldebaran and Antares is as nearly

as possible twelve hours. The belief of Eben-Ezra had

probably the same origin as the rendering of the Vulg.

ilijnil, s. One other point is deserving of notice. The
rabbins, as quoted by Kimchi, attribute to Kimdh great

cold and the property of checking vegetation, while

Kesil works the contrary effects. But the words of

rabbi Isaac Israel on Job xxxviii, 31 (quoted by Hyde,

p. 72), are just the reverse. He says, "The stars have

operations in the ripening of the fruits, and such is the

operation of Kimdh. And some of them retard and

delay the fruits from ripening, and this is the operation

of Kesil. The interpretation is, ' Wilt thou bind the

fruits which the constellation Kimdh ripeneth and

openeth ; or wilt thou open the fruits which the con-

stellation A'esi7.contracteth and bindeth up?'" On the

whole then, though it is impossible to arrive at any

certain conclusion, it appears that our translators were

perfectly justified in rendering Kimdh by "Pleiades."

The " seven stars" in Amos clearly denoted the same
cluster in the language of the 17th century, for Cot-

grave in his French Dictionary gives " Pleiade, f., one

of the seven stars." Hyde maintained that the Pleiades

were again mentioned in Scripture by the name Suc-

coth Benoth. The discussion of this question must be

reserved to the article on that name.

The etymology of Kimdh is referred to the Arabic

Kumeh, " a heap," as being a heap or cluster of stars.

The full Arabic name given by Gesenius is " the knot

of the Pleiades;" and. in accordance with this, most

modern commentators render Job xxxviii, 31, "Is it

thou that bindest the knots of the rieiades, or loosenest

the bands of Orion?" Simon (Lex. //it//:) quotes the

Greenland name for this cluster of stars, " Killukturset,

i. e. stellas colligatas," as an instance of the existence

of the same idea in a widely different language. The
rendering " sweet influences" of the A. V. is a relic of

the lingering belief in the power which the stars ex-

erted over human destiny. The marginal note on the

word " Pleiades" in the Geneva Version is, " Which
starres arise when the sunne is in Taurus, which is the

spring tyme, and bring flowers," thus agreeing witli

the explanation of R.Isaac Israel quoted above.—Smith.

The word is used as the name of the cluster of stars

in the neck of the constellation Taurus, of which seven

are the principal. Six or seven may be usually seen if

the eye is directed towards it; but if the eye be turned

carelessly aside while the attention is fixed on the

group, many more may be seen. Telescopes show a

number of large stars there crowded together into a

small space. The name Pleiades is probably derived

from the Greek word Pleios, i. e.full, so that it merely

denotes a condensed assemblage of stars. The Romans
called the Pleiades vergUice, because they arose in the

spring, in the first part of May, and set early in No-
vember. See Hyde on Ulugh Beigh's Tabb. p. 32

;

Niebuhr, Arab. p. 114; Ideler, Ursprung und />'<</' uti/n;/

der Sternnamen, p. 146. See Astronomy; Constel-
lation.

Plenarty (opposed to a vacancy) denotes in eccle-

siastical language that an office or parish is filled.

Plenary Indulgence. See Indulgence.

Plenary Inspiration. See Deists; Inspira-
tion.

Pleroma (7rA)/pwju<7, fulness) is the Gnostic term
for that fulness of pure and radiant light and perfection

in which the Divine Being was supposed to dwell, and
whom they named Bythus. See Gnosticism.

Plessing, Fiuedrich Victor - Lebrecht, a Ger- -

man philosopher, was born at Belleben, near Magde-
burg, Dec. 20, 1752. He was the son of John Frederick

Plessing, who was counsellor of the consistory at Wer-
ningerode, and wrote an Essai sur I'Origine du Paga-
nisme (Leips. 1757-1758,2 vols. 8vo), and a llistoire des

Tombeaux (Werningerode, 1786, 8vo) ; he died in 1793.

Young Plessing attended the theological courses at

different universities, and finally devoted himself to phi-

losophy at Kbnigsberg, under Kant's direction. From
1788 he was a professor of that science at Duis-

burg. He died Feb. 8, 1806. He left, Von dt r Noth-
//•(iidiijbit des Uebels und der Sehmerzen bei j'iihli mliit

Geschdpfen (Dessau, 1783, 8vo) :— Osiris und Socrates

(Berl. 1783, 8vo) :

—

Historische Vntersuchungen Tiber die

Theologie und Philosophie der aliesten Vulfeer bis auf
Aristoteles Zeiten (Elbingen, 1785, 8vo) :— Memnonium,
oder Versuch zur Enthullung der Geheimnisse des Alter-

thums (Leips. 1787, 2 vols. 8vo) :— Versuche zur Auf-
kldrung der Philosophie des dltesten Alterthums (ibid.

1788-1790, 5 vols. 8vo).—Hoefer, Naur. Biog. Generate,

xl, 465.

Plessis, JosErn Octave, a somewhat noted Roman
Catholic prelate, was born at Montreal, Canada, March
3, 1772, of very humble parentage. He decided to give

himself to the service of the Church, and after com-
pleting his theological studies was ordained priest, March
11, 1786 ; was employed as professor of humanity at the

College of St. Raphael, also as secretary to the bishop

of Quebec, and curate of the capital; Sept. 6, 1797, he

was made coadjutor to bishop Denault; April 26, 1800,

he was appointed bishop of Canatte, in Palestine, with

the succession to the seat at Quebec, of which he be-

came incumbent Jan. 17, 1806. He founded the college

at Nicolet, as well as primary schools at Quebec. He
was called by the crown to the legislative council in

1818, and proved himself a loyal and patriotic senator.

In 1796 he pronounced an oration at Quebec on the oc-

casion' of the naval battle of Alionkir. He died at Que-

bec Dec. 4, 1825. See Ferland, Biog. Notice of J. O.

Plessis (Queb. 1864, 8vo).

Plessis-Mornay. See Duplessis.

Pletho or Gemistus, Geokgius, a distinguished

philosopher, theologian, publicist, historian, geographer,

and scholar of the 15th century, is one of the most prom-

inent of the Greeks who contributed to the revival of

Greek studies in Western Europe, and the restorer of

the Platonic philosophy.

Life.—The dates of the birth and death of Pletho

have not been ascertained. He is supposed to have

died before the capture of Constantinople by the Turks,

and not many years after the Council of Florence. He
is vaguely reported to have been nearly a hundred years

of age at the period of his demise. If this were true, he

must have first seen the light about the middle of the

14th century. His birthplace was probably Constanti-

nople, but much of his life was spent in Peloponnesus,

and was passed in official employment. He received

the name of Pletho, and perhaps of Gemistus, from the

extent, multiplicity, and fulness of his erudition, which

he displayed in numerous works on a great variety of

subjects. "He was admired," says a writer near his

time, "by not Greece alone, but by nearly the whole

world, for his various and manifold knowledge of things

divine and human, so that, by the universal consent of

both Greeks and Latins, he approached most closely to

Plato, the prince of philosophers, and to Aristotle." Vet

this great name is one which posterity has willingly let

die. He wrote on philosophy, theology, history, geog-
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raphy, oratory, music, etc. He composed oral

casional essays, polemical tracts, letters, etc, and made

collections, in the fashion of declining centuries, from

Diodorus, Appian, and Plutarch; from Xenophon and

Dionysius Halicarnassensis, from Aristotle and Theo-

phrastus. He was i ngaged in numerous controversies,

with George Gennadi us, who became patriarch of Con-

stantinople after the < Ottoman conquest ; ^\ i 1 1 » Theodore

of Gaza, and with George ofTrebizond. The number

of his works might encourage the belief that a century

of years had been accorded to their author; but this

longevity is discredited by the incidents of bis life. If

almost a centenarian, in 1 152, as some reporters

allege, he must have been about seventy when he held

the first public employment recorded as held by him •.

and he must have heen verging on ninety when last

commemorated a-* an imperial officer in the Pelopon-

I be years of maavbians are so readily exag-

gerated by themselves, and by their more juvenile con-

temporaries, that im great weight need be attached to

the allegation that he was born in 1355. His name of

Pletho has heen slate. I In have heen bestowed mi him ill

consequence '>l' his learning, but it may have been de-

is an approximate reproduction of the name of

Plato, to whose memory and speculations he devoted

himself with unrestrained enthusiasm. The surname

may, indeed, have been assumed bj himself, for it fur-

nished frequent occasions of sarcasm and ridicule to the

ts adversaries whom heprovoked. He occupied

a high place at court, in the close of the reign of the

emperor Manuel II Paheologus (Brucker says Michael,

but the last emperor of that name had died almost a

century ami a half before. Dr. Plate, in Smith's Diet.

ofGr. and A'"/". Mythol., etc.. gives 1 126 as the date of

this official function, but Manuel died in 1425). Gerois-

tus "the Philosopher," as he was already called, was one

ofthe notables at the conference in Constantinople which
recommended conciliation with the Latin Church (Mi-

chael Attaliotes, Hist. Polit. c. iv). He attended the

John V. as a senator and deputy of the- Greek
Church, to the Council of Florence in 1439 (Ducas.

Hist. Byzant. c. xxxi). Among Ins npanions were
Bessarion, his pupil; Isidore of Russia; George the

Scholarius, his future antagonist; and Argyropulus.

Pletho distinguished himself by the active part which
he to..], in iii,- conferences, and by his violent opposi-

tion to the union of the churches. lie yielded ulti-

mately, however, and was one of the signatories of the
formulary of compromise. This sacrifice of religious

opinion embittered the feelings of his countrymen to

him. lie did not accompany tin- emperor on his return to

« ionstantinople. During hi.- stay in Florence he formed
an intimacy with Cosmo the Magnificent, and by the

fascination of his lectures converted the great Floren-
tine to the Platonism which Gemistus had espoused with
tie- in on, -I fervor—though it was rather the mystical

of the later Neo-Platonists than the genuine
doctrine of Plato which he had adopted. Marsilius
Ficinus states.

; n ids Dedication of Plotinus, that it

suggestion that Cosmo di Medici iaati-

tuted the Platonic Academy at Florence, of which Fici-

nus became the first dirt ctor. lie certainly succeeded
in rendering Platonism the rage in Italy, supported as
he was by tin- countenance of his illustrious disciple,

cardinal Bessarion, and by the favor of the Mcdicean
Most of his labors henceforth wen devoted to

the illustration and dissemination of the Platonic doc-
trine. I his endeavor, .-nid the SUCCeSS which attended
it, provoked the hostility of the Aristotelians, whose
opinion, had heen for centuries j n a] -i unchallenged

i of the domain of philosophy, and involved
him in virulent controversy with their leaders, Nor
was the hostility mitigated by the Buspii ion that Pletho
desired to supplant not merelj Peripateticism, but Chris-
tianity also, by his revived Pla ism. He was charged
1 > Geoi re ol I r, hi/ 1 with being not li ss

to the faith than Mohammed himself. The suspicion

j

was in some sort justified by the language of Tletho,
' and corroborated subsequently by the tenor of the Com-
mentaries of ficinus. The quarrels thus excited were
further exacerbated by the revolutionary doctrines of

Pletho's treaii-e (>i, taws, written after the example
of Plato, and I'ar transcending the socialistic reveries of

the Platonic Republic. The work seem- not to have
heen published, or even completed. It is said to have
been burned after his death by the directions of his

ancient antagonist, George Scholarius, or Gennadius.

Fragments of the work only remain. The imitation

of Plato might have tempted him to the composition
of the work, have determined its form, and suggested
its doctrines. Any such temptation would have been

encouraged by the meditated socialistic experiment of

Plotinus. Hut the wretched condition of his country -

m»ii. their destitution, their hopeless oppression by
taxes which they could not pay—especially in Pelopon-

nesus, ravaged as ii had been for centuries by Sclavo-

nians and Saracens and Franks, .and ground into the

dust by the Latin barons introduced by the fourth

Crusade—are alleged as the inducements to this wild

di vice of social reorganization. There is every reason

to believe that Pletho was as sincere as he was earnest

in this dream of political renovation: which was neither

more nor less insane in lie- loth century than ha\ • been

the numberless analogous schemes which have deluded

the 19th. The project seems to have occupied his de-

clining age. The years of Pletho were as full as was
In- assumed name.

Writings.—The treatises, abstracts, essays, polt mics,

letters, and other productions of Pletho were both nu-

merous and varied. They still remain, for the most
part, in manuscript, nor has tin re been any complete

enumeration, or sufficient investigation ol those that

survive. The wish has several times been expressed

for their collection, recension, and publication; hut the

wish is still ungratified, notwithstanding the acknowl-

edgment <d' the various and valuable services that

might he expected from its satisfaction. Tin- editors

of the Bonn edition of the Byzantine historians, who
proceed so languidly with the continuation of the labors

auspiciously and energetically commenced by Niebuhr,

may contemplate, or may he induced to contemplate, an

edition at some future time of the Opera omnia //""•

supersunt of Georgius Gemistus Pletbo. The variety

of these works has already heen indicated. Of those

which have been given to the press, the most important,

as reported in Smith's Dictionary ofMythology, etc, are :

1. /'< Gestis Grcecorum post pugnam <i<l Maniineam, ex-

tracted from Diodorus and Plutarch:—2. De Fato:—
.",. Ih Virtviibus :—4. De Platonica <i/rju< Aristotelica

PhUosophia Differentia:— 5. Oracula Magica Zoroas-

tris. Since this list was prepared, some of the smaller

tracts of Pletho, previously unedited, have been pub-

lished, and M. Alexandre ha- brought out at Paris,

t',. /'< Legibus, Fragnu ui<i.

Philosophy. There is no distinctive system of phi-

losophy to h, ascribed to Pletho. He was a revivalist

and restorer only, except in the d< pan men t of politics;

and even here he was a legitimate disciple of Plato.

He asserted the exclusive doctrine of Plato against

Aristotle and the Aristotelians, and also against the ex-

periment of the Neo-Platonists to conciliate the prin-

ciple- ,.f Aristotle with those of Plato. He did not.

however, avoid the transcendental excesses of the Alex-

andrian school, or refrain from following the example

of the later members of that school, in blending ( Iriental

fantasies with the speculations "i the First Academy.
Still his restitution of Platonism exercised a great and

beneficial influence on the intellect of the loth century,

i,\ presenting a new object of regard, by quickening in-

telligence through the conflict of opinions and through
the controversies excited, and by liberating inquiry

from the solitary predominance of the one great t' a, her,

rs had been converted into a tyrannical au-

thority, distorted and cramped in their application, and
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deflected into the perilous systems of the Alexandrists

and Averroists. The institution of the Florentine Acad-
emy was one of the most potent agencies in the emanci-
pation of modern thought; and its establishment may
fairly be credited to the labors and to the impulse of

Pletho. What is truly distinctive of his philosophical

career is his political project for the reformation and
amelioration of the Peloponnesus. Though some of its

outlines were derived from antiquity, and the route was
in some sort indicated by Plato and Plotinus, yet it pos-

sesses originality of its own, and was immediately in-

duced by an active desire of ministering to present

needs, and of supplying practical remedies, even if they
were impracticable, to the actual miseries of-the society

around him.

The plan proposed by Pletho was a sweeping agra-

rianism, resembling in some respects the system of Ly-
curgus and that of Cleomenes II in the same region of

Laconia; resembling in others the socialism of Plato, but

resembling still more the extreme projects ofland-reform

which have recently been proposed in England, Ireland,

Prance, and other countries. The evils which he pro-

posed to redress by a complete alteration of the fabric

of society were the insecurity of person and property
;

the squalor occasioned by ravages and multitudinous

taxes, ill -imposed and unfairly levied; the uncertain

and defective administration of justice; and the varied

and degraded currency in circulation. Like Plato, he
proposed to divide the people into three classes, but the

classes were different from those of Plato: they were
to be the agriculturists, the capitalists, and the guar-

dians. The farmers or agriculturists were intended to

include the greater part of the industrial body; the cap-

italists were to embrace the owners of all the appliances

for the assistance of labor, and apparently the lessors

of the land ; the guardians, or defenders, comprehended
all who were engaged in the protection of the society

and its members, or in the maintenance of right and
order: princes, magistrates, lawyers, doctors, and sol-

diers—priests also, probably. There was to be no pri-

vate property in land; it was to belong exclusively to

the state, and to be leased out, from time to time, to

landlords or capitalists. A right of temporary occu-

pancy was all that was admitted. Of the produce of

the soil, one third was to be paid to the government for

the maintenance of the guardians, and for other public

burdens; one third went to the landlords or capitalists;

and one third was to be the remuneration of the act-

ual cultivators. Pletho, like the French Economistes,

thought that all wealth was the production of land,

and that all impositions should be charged upon it.

The guardians, whether princes or soldiers or magis-
trates, were a class entirely apart from the rest of the

community. They paid no taxes, but protected the

people from external violence and internal disorders, and
were supported by the government from the proceeds

of the public third. The soldiers were quartered on

the farmers to consume the government thirds, so far

as required for their support: "fruges consumere nati."

No money-taxes were imposed : the funds required for

the public service were to be derived exclusively from
the export and sale of the surplus which remained out

of the government's share of the produce. Such is a

brief abstract of Pletho's plethoric state. The plan was
never completed: the book was burned; its author died;

and the Turks conquered the Morea before the experi-

ment could be tried.

Literature.—Gass, Gennadii et /'/< ///<>„;.< Scripta quce-

dam edita et inedita (Breslau, 1841) ; Pellissier, PUtkon,
Traite des Lois, ou Recueil des Fragments, en Partie in-

iditsdecet Ouvrage,par C. Alexandn (Paris, 1851) ; Leo
Allatius, l)e Georgiis diatriha ( ibid. 1061) ; Poivin, Qite-

relledes Pkilosophes du XVme Steele; Hody, De Greeds
IUustribus, etc. (Lond. 174-2

) ; Bayle, THct.Hist. et Cri-
tique; Brucker, Hist. Crit. Phil. per. iii. ps. i. lib. i. c. ii.

§ 1 : c. iii, § 4, 5; Tiraboschi, Storia della Letteratura

Italiana; Ginguene, Hist, de la Littirature Italienne;

Smith, Dirt. Anc. Mythol. and Bioff.; Ilallam, Hist, of
the Lit. of Europe, ch. ii, § ii, p. 13, 14; Finlay, Hist,
of the Byzantine Empire, bk. iv, ch. ii, § 5, vol. ii, p. G08 ;

id. Hist, ofMed. Greece, etc., ch. ix, § 2, p. 282 ; Ueber-
weg, Hist, ofPhilosophy, § 109. (G. F. H.)

Pletz, Joseph, doctor of theology, imperial chap-
lain, and abbot of the monastery of the Holy Virgin
of Pagrany, Hungary; imperial counsellor, consistorial
counsellor, deacon-emeritus of the metropolitan chapter
of St. Stephen, at Vienna; director of the theological
studies in the Austrian empire, referent of the same,
assistant of the imperial commission of studies, director
and president of the theological faculty: and. in 1835,
ex-rector magniricus of the University of Vienna, mem-
ber of the high schools of Vienna, Pesth, and Padua, etc.,

was born at Vienna Jan. 3, 1788 ; attended the lessons
of the gymnasium of St. Anna ; studied philosophy and
theology at the University of Vienna; received orders
Aug. 30, 1812, and was appointed adjunct at the univer-
sity, prefect of the studies, and librarian in the episcopal
seminary. During the years 1814 and 1815 he taught
dogmatics at the High School of Vienna. In 1816 he
was appointed chaplain of the court, and first director

of the studies at the institute for the education of secu-
lar priests, then recently founded by Francis I. In 1823
he was called upon to teach dogmatics at the University
of Vienna, and Feb. 15, 1827, he became canon of the
metropolitan chapter of St. Stephen. He received suc-
cessively the functions and dignities mentioned above,
and discharged the duties thereof with active zeal, com-
mendable prudence, with disinterestedness and consci-

entiousness, for the good of the State and the Church.
A fit of apoplexy put an end to his restless activity, in

1841. Pletz was a worth}', unblemished priest, a learned
theologian, a zealous protector of true science, and at the
same time a father to the poor, a consoler of the afflict-

ed, a helper in need, and to his friends a true and up-
right friend. Besides several works of edification and
some sermons, which he published in the years 1817-
1833, he wrote a number of essays in Frint's theolog-
ical journal, and in his own, which he edited from 1828
to 1840, under the title of Neue theologische Zeiischrift

(Vienna), in twelve annual volumes; the thirteenth,

commenced by Pletz, was completed by his friend, Prof.

Seebach.

Plicata, the "folded" chasuble worn on Good Fri-

day by the deacon and subdeacon, or by a priest, folded

on the shoulder, when acting as a deacon. It is a relic

of ancient usage, anterior to the use of the dalmatic and
tunic, when they wore the trabea rolled up in front to

leave their hands free and unencumbered, and is also a
peculiarity belonging to times of penance.

Pliny the- Younger, or Caius Cjec. P. Secundus,
the nephew and adopted son of the elder Pliny, was born

at Como in A.U. 01 or 62; was a pupil of Quintilian;

and pleaded successfully as an advocate in his nineteenth

year. He was successively tribune of the people, pre-

fect of the treasury, consul, proconsul in Pontus and
Bithynia, and augur: and died, universally esteemed,

in 115. The name of Pliny the Younger has, from the

days of Tertullian, been mentioned with peculiar inter-

est by Christian writers on account of the testimony
which he bore concerning the Christians of his day in

Bithynia. They form the subject of a rather Long let-

ter (x, 97) to Trajan, written about forty years after the

death of St. Paul, and followed by a short answer from
Trajan. With all his advantages of education, Pliny

was superstitious and credulous. Though a kind-

hearted man even to slaves (viii, 1, 1G, 19), he was in-

tolerant and cruel to the Christians; and, according to

his own account, he put to death the Christians of Bi-

thynia who would not abjure their religion, though he

considered it only an innocent superstition. The mate-

rials for Pliny's life may be collected from his Epistles,

from which a brief notice has been drawn up by Cella-

I rius, and one more elaborate by Masson ; there is also a
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v. -rv complete Life of Pliny, with abundant references

to his letters, prefixed to E. Thii rfeld's German trans-

lation of the "Epistles and Panegyric" (Munich, 1828).

But the reader is referred to the Epistles themselves for

the most gratify ing notice of Pliny the Young

epistle l" in_'. as Melmoth observes, "a kind of historical

Bketch, wherein we have a view of him in some striking

attitude either of active or contemplative life." Pliny's

Epistles have been translated into English by Lord < >r-

rery and Mr. Melmoth. The best edition of Pliny's

Epistles is thai ofCortins and Longolius (Amst. 1734,

i| the editions of the Epistles and Panegyric

ie n commended those oft Ihristopher Cel-

13, I -in.' i; 1 1 ..tin., with Life by Masson

1,1703,8 . Gierig (Leips. 1806,2 vols.

8vo), and Gesuetan and Schaefer (ibid. l*o.">). < »f his

writings, the letter addressed to the emperor Trajan in

the year 107 is considered one of the most important

documents remaining of early Christian history, and we
therefore transcribe here some portion ofit. After men-

tioning the difficulty of his own situation, and his per-

plexity in what manner to proceed against men charged

with no other crime than the name ol Christian, the

writer proceeds as follows :

"Others were named by an informer, who at first con-
fessed themselves Christians, and afterwards denied it;

the i .--i said they had been Christians, but bad left them
dree years ago, some longer, and one or more

above twenty years. They all worshipped your image
and the Statues of the gods; these also reviled Christ.

They affirmed that the whole of their fault or error lay
in this— that they were wont to meet together on a Stated
day before it was light, and sing anion:: themselves alter-

nately a hymn to Christ, as to God, and bind themselves
by an oath, not to the commission of any wickedness, but

guilty of theft, or robbery, or adultery, never to
falsity their word, nor to deny a pledge Committed to

them when called upon to return it. When these things
t was their custom to separate, and then

to come to a meal, which they ate in com-
mon without any disorder ;

but this they had forborne
publication of m \ .diet, by which, according to

your commands, I prohibited assemblies. After receiv-
ing this account, I judged it the more necessarv to exam-
ine, and that by torture, two maid-servants, which were
called ministers: but I have discovered nothing besides
a bad and excessive superstition. Suspending, therefore,
all judicial proceedings, 1 have recourse to you for advice,
for it has appeared to me matter highly deserving consid-
eration, especially upon account of the great number of

in danger of suffering, for many of all

ages and every rank, of DOth sexes likewise, are accused,
and will be accused. Nor has the contagion of this su-
perstition Seized Cities only, but the lesser towns also, and

.Titleless, it seems to me thai it

may be restrained and corrected. It is certain that the
which were almost forsakeu begin to be more

1; andthe sacred solemnities, after a longinter-
i rived. Victims likewise are everywhere
bonght tip. whereas for a time there were few purchasers.
Whence tl b it numbers of men might
be reclaimed ifpardon were -ranted to those who repent."

So few and uncertain are the records left to guide our
through the obscure period which immediately

followed the conclusion of the labors of the apostles, that

the above testimony to the numbers and virtues of our
forefathers in faith becomes indeed invaluable. See
Milman, Hist, of Christianity ,• Liddon, Divinity of
Christ: Mosheim, of Christian History;
Schaff, Hist, of the Christian Church, i. 164 sq.; Smith,
l '"'- °J

' : Bahr, Gesch. der romischen
I Hagenbach, Kirchengesch. der ersten drei
Jahrh. eb.viii; Al/.og, Kirchenyi ch. i. 112, 136; l.'id-

iquities,?. I76sq.; Bender, Derjungen
Plinius i

. Intellectual l

•'"'"• •'" 1838 .
i bur. b.

Pliny's l

Plisson, M vmi -Pnt m s< i ,a I'r. rich fi m ,i. math-
ematician, celebrated in her time by her eccentricities
Was born at I dartres Nov. 27, 1727." II. r father was a
magistrate. Her taste for learned pursuits kept hi r aloof
fn.in the world, and induced her to prefer Bingli

ness to matrimonial bliss. II. r quaint disposition soon
engaged her in disputes with which her sex evidently
Ought to have nothing to do. She first mad

known by several pieces in prose and in verse, published

by the newspapers of the time. In 176J the question

ited whether a child born ten months and ten

daj - after the dissolution of the matrimonial tie was le-

gitimate? ftflle. Plisson boldly intervened in this mo-
mentous debate, and attacked with no little vivacity

the opinion of Lebos, Berlin. Ant. due Petit, etc. : many
were the epigrams darted at the female philosopher.

There was a time when she took to observe v.ith pas-

sionate curiosity the nature of the cat, and comparing
n..i.- withal! the naturalists who bad written anything
about ii. She undertook to write the physiology oi this

interesting animal. "What animal," she says, in one
of her pamphlets, li

is more common, more at hand to be
examined by educated people, than the cat?" Her li-

brary was remarkable in every respect. She dii d Dec.

17. 1788. Mile. Plisson left, Odes sut la Vie champetre

(1750):— Projet pour soulager les Pauvres </. /" Cam-
pagne (Chartres, 1758): Recherches sur la Durei dela
Grossesse (Amsterdam, 1705):—/.!/ Promenade dt Pro-
ving . Nouvt 11 . avi c ii s

1

'"//".'/' s d'Oromasis dans Pile de

Bienveillana et dans la Planett dt Mercun (Paris, 1783,

l2mo): and Maxim s moral* d"un Philosophe Chretien

(Paris, 1783, lGmo).—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. <•

186.

Ploos van Amstel, Cornelius, a celebrated

Dutch amateur engraver and designer, was born at Am-
sterdam in 1726. He is chiefly distinguished for his im-
itations of the drawings of old masters, ofwhich he pos-

sessed one of the best collections known, amounting to

five thousand drawings by celebrated Italian. German,
French, Flemish, and Dutch masters, from Giotto to his

own time, liorn of a good and wealthy family, he had
every opportunity for improving his taste and advanc-

ing his pursuits. Being acquainted with all the prin-

cipal collectors of Amsterdam, he commenced making
his own valuable collection at a very early age He
had likewise a very valuable collection >A' prints and
etchings, especially of the works of Lucas van Levden,

Albert DUrer, Golzius. Cornelius and dan Yisser. X. I!er-

chem, and especially Rembrandt. Ploos van Amstel's

own works consist chiefly of imitations of drawings of

old masters, in chalk, washed and colored; the colored

imitations wen- accomplished by priming with several

plates. In 1765 he published a collection of forty-six

such imitations in various styles, after drawings bj A.

Vandevel.le. Rembrandt. Osta.le. Gerard Dow, Back-

huysen, Metzu, Berchem, A. Bloemaert, Wbuvermann,
Mieris, Terburg, and otln rs. There are altogether up-

wards of one hundred imitations of drawings by Ploos

van Amsbel, and many of these .are published in various

stages of progress, but very few impressions were taken

of any. They are enumerated and described by Wei-
gel in the Kunst-Katalog, and in Nagler's Kii '-/-
Ham. A collection of one hundred of Van Amstel's and

some .additional similar imitations, with a portrait of

Van Amstel, was published by C. Josi (London. [821,

royal folio); but only one hundred copies were print-

ed, and at the enormous price of forty guinea- per

copy. Ploos van Amstel died at Amsterdam Dec 20,

1798, and on March 3, 1800, bis valuable collection, with

the exception ..f the etching- of Rembrandt, was sold

al auction, and realized the large sum of 109,406 flor-

ius. See Van Lyn.leii en Vander Willigen, Geschie-

denis der Vaterlandscht Schildekunst sedert d\ Uelft der

XVIII Eeuw. 1816 1842.—Engl. Cyclop. -. \.

Plotinus, the most prominent and celebrated of

the Neo-Platonic philosophers, the most elaborate and

authoritative e\| enl of the school ofAlexandria, was
the most transcendental of the ancient trans

isi-. .and was mainly instrumental iii transforming into

the Pantheism oflamblichus and Proclus the doctrine

.l.du.c.i through many successions from Plat...

Life. Tl ulines of the career of Plotinus have
.already been given, and have ben accompanied with
a brief notice of his opinions, under Neo-Platonism.
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The esteem in which the sage of Lycopolis was held by
his contemporaries is shown by the application to him

of the current proverb, " The productions of Egypt are

few, but they are great." His asceticism led him to

regard his body, the casket of his soul, with such con-

tempt that he would never suffer his likeness to be

taken. His pupil Amelius, however, introduced the

painter Carterius to his lectures, who was thus enabled

to take a portrait of him from memory, without his

knowledge. His philosophical temperament is further

illustrated by his dying words, addressed to Eustochius,

" I am striving to reunite what is divine in me to the

pure divinity which reigns throughout the universe."

When lie expired, a dragon rushed from under his bed,

and escaped through a hole in the wall. Amelius in-

quired of the Delphic oracle, not yet entirely dumb,
" What has become ofhim ?" and was informed, in a string

of loose hexameters, that he dwelt with Minos, Khada-
manthus, Abacus, Pythagoras, and other blessed spirits,

in the contemplation of the Deity, to whom he had

been conjoined in ecstatic union four times during life.

After the biographical notice already given, it only re-

mains to give a somewhat fuller account of his writings.

and a more extended and connected exposition of his

views.

Writings. — The philosophy of the Neo - Platonic

school of Alexandria, founded by Ammonius Saccas,

was an exclusive cult, designed to be a secret and priv-

ileged possession for the training and elevation of an

elect body of theorists and enthusiasts. The seal of

reticence having been broken by Herennius, his fellow-

disciple, Plotinus deemed that there was no longer

either obligation or expediency in endeavoring to pre-

serve the secrets of the new speculation, and accord-

ingly promulgated it by oral lectures at Rome, con-

tinued for twenty-five years, and by treatises written at

various times during this long course of instruction.

His exposition was, however, so curt, intricate, and ob-

scure ; so full of inapprehensible subtleties and impal-

pable distinctions, that he was under the necessity of

invoking the aid of his pupils to interpret and to

develop his doctrine. He thus employed his veteran

disciple, Amelius, to combat the repugnances and to

remove the doubts of the neophyte Porphyry. All the

earlier writers who have occasion to mention Plotinus

speak of his brief, terse, thought -oppressed, oracular

style; and the few among the moderns who have had
the patience and have taken the pains to wade through

his tantalizing compositions must have often re-echoed

the ancient censures. The sublimation of the recondite

thought is rendered more evanescent by the dryness of

the phraseology and the niggardliness eff words. The
difficulty of the compressed and indistinct utterance is

made more difficult by the abundance of the nebulous

thought. Yet through all the clouds of utterance and
of contemplation gleams continually a more than earth-

ly radiance, which lights up the darkness, and converts

the dim, disjointed, spasmodic communications into ex-

quisite revelations of supernal purity and beauty, and
into wonderful graces, which are equally without art,

in violation of art, and beyond art. The intense name
of passionate love illumines dialectical subtleties and
scholastic formulas in the Letters of Eloise and Abelard

;

and the ethereal splendor of " the heavenly love," which
fills his whole intellectual being, frequently clothes with

its own light the technical phrases, the visionary ab-

stractions, and the jagged points of the diction of Plo-

tinus. Knowledge with him is intuition : he sees the

divine and the eternal by the influx and the commun-
ion of the divine : he is himself in turn apprehended,

rather than understood, by an immediate contact be-

tween his own rapt spirit and the enkindled intelligence

of his readers. He says that in the pure universe of

the intelligible there are neither '-discourse of reason"

nor the voices of speech, but only immediate knowledge
by sympathetic community of thought (ov Si a) (jno-

voIq ol/xai xP>~l<>Sai vofiia-kor, iv ftkv r<p vo-qTtp oecac

Kcti irafiirav . . . yiyvtoffKotev S' civ icai ra Trap' a\\t)~

Xiov iv ovvetTEi, Enn. iv, iii, 18). There is something of

the same inspiration by contact and association which
quickens and assimilates the eager intellect, and enables

us to divine and appropriate rather than to understand
the mystic communications of Plotinus. He seems
himself to have been fully aware of the vagueness and
unintelligibility of his compositions. They were bursts

of sudden revelation, gushing out in hasty, spontaneous
expression. The weakness of his sight, and the fever-

ish impatience of his overteeming mind, prevented him
from recasting what he had once committed to parch-

ment. He. therefore, intrusted to Porphyry, a rheto-

rician trained in the school of Longinus, the onerous
task of collecting, revising, and co-ordinating his works.

Porphyry undertook the office with reverence, and dis-

charged it with affectionate fidelity. Plotinus had
already produced and disseminated among his acolytes

twenty-one books, when Porphyry came to Pome and
attached himself to him: he added twenty-four during

the six years that Porphyry attended his instructions,

and he sent nine for revision to Porphyry, in his Si-

cilian retreat, during the last period of his life. It is

probable that these books did not embrace all the phil-

osophical lucubrations of the master, but that there

were other treatises or essays in various stages of de-

velopment, which were left behind, or were preserved as

notes or memoranda in the hands of the disciples—like

the college notes of the lectures of Niebuhr, Sir William

Hamilton, and many others, which have been expanded
and published to complete or to extend the lessons of

the preceptors. Of such materials there are ample evi-

dences in the surviving remains of Plotinus, the greater

part of which appears as brief and undeveloped jottings,

often as bare hints, while numerous passages have been

elaborated with great care, and are expressed with ad-

equate precision, fulness, and accesses of rugged grace.

Porphyry collected fifty-four essays of various dimen-
sions, which, in imitation of the Platonic Trilogies and
Tetralogies, be arranged in six series of nine each, to

which he gave the name of Enneads; being guided in

their combination and disposition by the agreement or

affinity of their topics, and in their succession by the

ascending progress from human observation and expe-

rience, through the constituent principles of abstract

nature, to ontology and theology. This is not the line

of systematic exposition, nor is it, in its execution, the

strict order of discovery. The whole body is irregular

and confused; incomplete and often incoherent in its

members; undeveloped and fragmentary in the expo-

sition of the several parts. There are a few sufficiently

thorough discussions : On Beauty (Enn. i, vi) ; On Nat-

ure and the < >ne (Enn. iii, viii) ; On Psychical Problems

(Enn. iv. iii-v); On the Species of Existence (Enn. iv,

i-iii) ; and On Unity and Multiformity (Enn. vi. iv-v)
;

to which may be added On the Essential Good (Enn.

vi, vii and ix). That there was a definite system in

the mind of Plotinus may be readily admitted, for there.

is a general congruity of thought pervading the whole

collection, and his characteristic principles were enter-

tained from the first. This system might possibly be

reproduced in its substantial integrity by a liberal em-
ployment of conjecture and logical evolution. Such a

system may have been propounded by Plotinus in his

oral course—though, from his remains and from the tes-

timony of antiquity, we may safely conclude that even

the instructions to the school were marked by the ab-

sence of method, consecution, perspicuity, and propor-

tion. The written expansions of his doctrine appear to

have been determined by transitory contingencies—the

doubts of his scholars, the cavils of opponents, the ap-

parent urgency of particular questions, as in the papers

Against the Gnostics (Enn. ii, ix). Yet even what was

written in this disconnected manner was composed at

various times, in diverse moods, and left in different

degrees of completion. None of the books can be re-

garded as a just, rounded, and complete essay. They
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arc, for the most part, a collection of remarks upon dis-

continuous points, associated with a common subjecl

of inquiry, thus resembling the Pensees, lik(

Pascal, which were for a long time a favorite bu(

imperfect form of enunciation with French thinkers.

This, however, does nol exhausl the impediments to

any coherenl an. I satisfactory ordination ol the produc-

tions of Plotinus. There i- no reason to suppose thai

all hi- writti 11 remains were in a condition to be made
available. There i- reason t>> believe that other ma-

terials besides those employed l>\ Porphyry, either in

his form of Bynoptical abridgments or <>( formal trac-

tates, were in the hands of other disciples. In view "f

all the difficulties of his position, so far as they can now
l«- ascertained ami appreciated, there is a concert of

opinion among scholars ami critics that the procedure

of Porphyry was judicious, ami that no better plan of

arrangement could have been adopted than tie- aggre-

gation of the fragmentary materials in accordance with

i!n- loose bond of coherence supplied by similarity of

Bubject, although this plan utterly disregards the chron-

ological order of their production, and shuffles con-

fusedly together the writings of very distinct periods.

i nee would result from this disorder, if

tlnre had been entire constancy ami consistency in the

development of his speculation; but in his earlier ca-

reer Plotinus was much influenced by the tenets of

Numenius; in his maturerlife he acquired greater in-

dependence of thought, hut inclined most closely to the

anl tendencies of Plato; and in his later

y.at- he gave evidence ol diminished power of intel-

lect. What could he done to correct or compensate
for the confusion of the text was supplied by the Sen-

tences of porphyry, which gave an abstract of the doc-

nine, but these have conic down to us only in a sadly

mangled form.

In the arrangement of Porphyry [sec Neo-Plato-
hism the logical order is disturbed, and in a great

measure inverted. The last two Enneads are the most

Characteristic, and in some respects the most important
lor the estimation of the philosophy ol' Plotinus. 'the

tirst Ennead is noted by Porphyry as pre-eminently
ethical (being occupied with rd i/'ziKwrtpa, or tolq

rftueuiripac vttoSeouc; i. The recension of Porphyrywas
not the onl\ promulgation of the lectures of Plotinus,

Three other publications have been specified, and other

copies of special pans of his philosophy may have been
circulated. As soon as he commenced reducing his

views I., writing, demands for copies were made a\

him by his followers, and these exemplars would nat-

urally he multiplied ami disseminated to some extent.

We know that some of his productions were sent in his

lifetime from Rome to Syria, lo the rhetorician Longi-
nus. These loose and flying sheets would soon he lust

after the more complete body of his doctrine became
. This, however, is acknoM [edged to ha\ e ex-

isted in two forms thai issued with authority by Por-
phyry, and another presentation by Eustochius, a pupil
«ho attended the death-bed of his teacher. These two
versions are alone recognised by Creuzer, the accepted
authority for all matters connected with the text and
Lnterpretati i Pi us. These recensions did nol

agree < ii h.r in the distribution of the matter or in all

the details of doctrine. The Eustochian edition was
still in existence in the Byzantine period, but has .since

perished, anil has hit the Porphyrian text as the sole

representative of Plotinus. I his exemplar is. however,
believed by Creuzer to have received additions and al-

terations from the ,• :urrenl copv of the Eustochian
rolls.

We would remark, before proci eding to the consider-
ation oi i he peculiar philosophy of Plotinus. that neither
lie. n..r the -e.i ..I which he na, the expositor, c m-
platcd the institution of a distinct, original type of

speculation. I be Neo-Platonists were rhe continuators
of the Platonic Academj drifted far. ii may i.e. from
the ancient shores. Cheir distinctive purpose was to

conciliate Aristotle with Plat... and to harmonize with

both the teachings of Pythagoras, and the asceticism

which had flowed to Alexandria from Oriental sources.

The energies of the teachers of the new ami modified

doctrine would thus he not equally expended over all

pan- of any complete Bystem, but concentrated on the

Subjects of conciliation, the exposition of iho-e leading

principles which furnished the means of reconcilement,

and their development in accordance with the -.heme
ol agreement, A spa- ins, Alexander, and Adrastus « ere

read in the school and commented upon by Plotinus to

the last, in company with & verus, Numenius, and other

Platoui-ts or Neo-Platonists. Thus i- given a further

explanation of both the incompleteness ..file- Neo-Pla-

tonic doctrine in Plotinus. ami also of the inevitable

difficulty of affording a dear, compact, and methodical

exposition of that doctrine.

Philosophy. The definition of metaphysics by the

schoolmen as the branch of knowledge treating of ab-

stract being and its modifications |
/'. Ente, Entibus et

Entium affectibus") is more applicable to the daring rev-

eries of Plotinus than to any other scheme of specula-

tion. For, whether we regard the term as having been
originally invented by Theophrastus to designate in-

quiries outside of physics and subsequent to them, or

beyond physics and transcending them, il i- almost ex-

clusively in this dim and unbounded region that the

reflections and imaginations of Plotinus disport them-
selves. With the ordinary topics of English-speaking

philosophy he scarcely concerns himself. He rises from

the earth like the skylark, and rarely poms forth his

sou-- till he is lost from sight in the cloud-, and com-
mingles his notes with the mysterious voices ol the

upper air. The account given of his writings would
preclude any expectation of a complete or detailed body

of doctrine. His work was fragmentary and without

order. Death seized the reaper in the midst of his

harvest. His instruction must at all times have been

broken and unsystematic, because it was merely the

supplement and modification of opinions already cur-

rent. He deals only with those sublimities of specula-

tion—apices cogitaMles -which .aid him in harmonizing
the teachings of Plato. Aristotle Parmenides. and Py-
thagoras, in developing their conclusions into a still

higher range of thought, and in applying this develop-

ment to the purification of the intellect and to the pur-

gation of the heart. It is extremely difficult to breathe
in this rarefied atmosphere. The pilgrim of the Alpine

Club is oppressed and dizzied by the tenuity of the air

on the heights ofMont Blanc or of Ararat ; and the brain

whirls in those extreme altitudes of speculation, where
words become too hard and narrow for their content.-, and
language is only the symbolism ofunutterable thoughts.

Whether, then, we consider the character of the in-

vestigations, the form in which they appear, their lim-

itation to the highest and most insoluble problems, their

incompleteness, or their discontinuity, it is a task of

the greatest difficulty to present a (dear, orderly, and

Coherent view of the philosophy of Plotinus. Within
I he -pace at command, all that can he attempted will

he a rapid outline of his most distinctive positions, in

what appear- I.. be their natural depend, inc.

Creuzer condenses his summary of the Plotinian doc-

trine into three the-..-:

•• 1. There is a Supreme (hi, whence all things pro-

ceed, which cannot he fitly declared by the thought or

name of Essence or Being, yet is the fountain and orig-

inal of all essences, .and therefore of being itself.

•• 2. What is Out in the ultimate apprehension becomes

twofold in Mind | NoSj |
and through Mind. For Mm. I.

turning towards that Supreme "/» ami regarding it.

establishes difference, generates idea.-, .and produces the

ci nencements of definite thought.
•:;. The Soul (of the world) being turned towards the

Mind and regarding it, de\ clops the diversity ami mul-
tiplicity of things which are discoverable in the sensible

universe. The universal aggregate of things M n-ible
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cannot, however, be conceived as unity, if the Supreme
Mind be excluded, nor can it be thought of as One.

Mind cannot form for itself the idea of the absolute One,

without the original One and the Good ; that is, without

the author and father of Mind itself, and of all things
;

that is, without the Supreme" (Prokgom. in Plotin. § 9,

p. xxiv-xxv, ed. Paris).

These three propositions correspond in a loose and

indistinct way with the three principles of the intelli-

gible universe assumed by Plotinus : the Absolute Good,

the Supreme Intelligence, and the Soul of the Universe.

From these three all other intelligences descend by
gradual differentiations, and all sensible things by dis-

tinct creation. These three constitute the Neo-Platonic

trinity : the Good, which is the father of all, the Mind
(Nouf) or absolute Reason (Aciyoc), and the animating

Spirit, or universal soul (Enn. ii, ix, 1 ; v, i, 7 ; ii, 1 ; viii,

12). The second and third of these principles, and all

other things in their orderly subordination, which pos-

sess active potencies in themselves, derive their power
of acting and their rule of action from the contempla-

tion and imitation of the superior essences in which
they participate, and which they apprehend by intu-

ition of the Divine, ever indwelling, informing, and in-

working (trufiiraSfEQ Ci) Tzdv tovto to 'iv, Enn. iv, iv,

32; vovc avvqfifikvoQ ry airaay ovaia, vi, iv, 14; ia-

fiev skcuttoq kovuoc vorjroe, iii, iv, 3). High and chief

over all intelligences, intelligibles, and sensibles is the

absolute, eternal, unchanging, self-sustaining One (Enn.

vi, ix, 3). This is the Absolute Good, and is wholly
ineffable, being dimly apprehensible only by the purest

and highest efforts of the most depurated intuition

(Enn. ii, ix, 1; vi, viii, 8; ix, 3, 4; iinip eiriOTrjfinv

cd vpa/ulv). The One and the Good (which are one)

is before and above being, and before and above mind,
or the intelligence (inrapi3il3))Kbc ti)v tov vov tybaiv

... to 'nzfKiiva vov, Kai tn'tKiiva ovaiac, Em/, v. i.

8). That the One is above the Nof'C is a fundamental
doctrine with Plotinus, which he professes to deduce
from Plato. This One and Good is the Father of

all things, the universal God, existing in all. moving
through all, and embracing all (iv Kama ra ijvra,

Enn. vi, v, 1 ; v, ii, 1).

This doctrine unquestionably presents the appear-

ance of Pantheism, and approximates to it, especially

when taken in connection with the ticula Intelligibilis

Ascensus ad Unitm, or progress towards the incommu-
nicable union with the Universal Good. In Proclus it

can scarcely be distinguished from Pantheism (iv tvi

Tcavra icai «/<sp/j i'/vwrai dXXijXotg ' Kai (poircl rravra

cut TTc'tvTuiv, Inst. Theolog. § clxxxvi). In Plotinus it

is different. He carefully preserves the distinction be-

tween the One and the Many, between the Supreme
Good and all its immediate and derivative products.

He does not ascribe personality to the Divine One ex-

cept by metaphor; but he avoids attributing to the

Divine Being either the evolution or the absorption of

the universe, and he accords to man personality, free-

will, and responsibility (Enn. iii, iv, 5-7). He distin-

guishes between the agent in producing all things, and
the all which is produced (Enn. iii, viii, 8, 9). But
there is confusion in his utterances, if not contradiction

;

though he may be credited with a more earnest anxiety

to escape pantheistic extravagances than can be ac-

corded to his Christian admirer, translator, and para-

phrast, Marsilius Ficinus (q. v.). According to Plato.

genuine knowledge is intuitive: according to Plotinus,

it is immediate— the union of the knowing and the

known ; and the knowledge of the Godhead is only by
direct communion (irapovaia, Enn. vi, ix, 47; iii, vi.

18 ; v, v, 1 ; iii, 1-3 ; vi, 2 ; ix, 13). It is no wonder,
then, that the meaning of Plotinus should be often ob-

scure and ambiguous, and that it should be declared by
Marsilius Ficinus to be discoverable, not by sense or

human reason, but only by a more sublime capacity of

intelligence {Plotini. Opera. Exhort, ad A uditores, etc.).

This may afford some palliation for any indistinctness

of the present exposition. It is due to a logical neces-
sity rather than to a theological presumption that Plo-
tinus asserts being to be posterior to the One, for he
attaches being inseparably to the three hypostases of
divinity which constitutes his three principles. It is

an attempt to develop with entire internal consistency
the Pythagorean doctrine of numbers, and the Platonic
thesis of the One and the Many (Enn. vi, vi, 9). The
Unwn is Ens and Summum Ens—essential and primor-
dial Iking. There is no separation or division between
them, but only a theoretical and shadowy antecedence
and sequence—out of time, irrespective of time, and be-
yond time.

The second principle of Plotinus is Mind—the intel-

ligence per se— the Universal Reason (Nof'c). The
One, or the Good, projects a perpetual effulgence of it-

self, without loss of integrity or diminution of totality

(n-epiXau^ir i£ avrov)—the image of its archetype (ei-

Kova tKtivov Xiyouev elvat tov vovv). This yearns
unceasingly for its original (7ro3-ei 6e irciv to yevvrjaav
to yivvr)$iv, Kai tovto dyana, Kai pdXiaTa orav Cum
jiovoi to ytvinjaav Kai to ytyeinnjuivov). The desire

provokes an inclination or conversion of the offspring

to its parent, of the similitude to its exemplar; and this

reflection or bending back is itself the Divine Mind,
Intelligence, Universal Reason, whence all reason and
thought are engendered (tij iirasTpopj rrpiic at/To

uopa ' t) ct opaaic a'vTr] vovc, Enn. v, i, C, 7 ). The
Divine Mind embraces the eternal ideas which consti-

tute the intelligible universe, and which it contem-
plates in the One. These are not types or shadows of

things, but archetypes and perennial truths, whence all

things sensible derive their essential constitution, and
the broken and imperfect truth which they contain. It

is a second cardinal tenet of Plotinus, in which he di-

verges from Plato, that ideas are immanent in the Di-
vine Mind, and not extrinsic to it (Enn. v, i, 1, 2).

From Mind issues Soul—the universal spirit— the

soul of the universe (ipvx>)v ytvva vovc). It dwells

in the universal reason, as the universal reason dwells

in the One (Enn. v, i, 7). The soul turns partly to the

Divine Mind whence it proceeds, and contemplates the

ideas presented there. It turns partly towards the sen-

sible universe, which it fashions after the ideas. All

souls are not contained in the universal soul—a doctrine

espoused by Amelius, which amounts to Pantheism.
There is a genuine plurality and hierarchy of souls, de-

rived from the scul of the universe, not by separation

or division, but by deliberate and intelligent production

(Enn. iv, ii, 2; ix, 1). These three—the One, the Mind,
the Soul— constitute the trinity of Plotinus. These
three are one in essence, though distinct in function and
in origin, and are all divine. From them, by the in-

augurating potency of the first, by the presentations

and concurrence of the second, and by the permanent

creative energy of the third, all the order and beauty

and variety and harmony of the universe are produced.

But the universe is twofold : the intelligible, arche-

typal and eternal (dkvvaoc ovaa <pvmc, ov piovaa)
;

and that which is the image and adumbration of the

archetype, the Sensible, factitious and transitory (ov

yap fifvu, dXXd p& ?'/ aw^xaTOQ <pi<oic iraaa, Enn. iv.

iv, 5 ; vii. 8 : comp. v, i, 6 ; ix, 9). In the intelligible uni-

verse are only incorporeal ideas. It is the ideal world.

In the sensible universe souls are incorporated in bodies,

and distributed through them (Enn. iii, iv, 1). The
term souls is used by Plotinus with much greater lati-

tude than would now be sanctioned, and is extended to

irrational animals and plants, and even to the blind

motions, chemical or physical, of organic and inorganic

matter. The souls which actuate bodies descend from

the realm of the intelligible, first to the sensible heavens,

where they assume corporeal vesture, and thence pro-

ceed by siucessive declensions to lower and lower in-

corporations (Enn. iv, iii, 15). Yet the soul in its sepa-

rable state retains its immortal essence and divine char-

acter (Zuov to xpijfia avrfjc Kai Sav/iaaTov, Kai twv
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virep to. yprifiara tpioeiov, Em. iv, ii. 1 : ill- 22). This

demission of souls is nol necessarily a penalty or a ret-

ribution—not a banishment from God, as Empedocles
Baid was his case; bul il is the fulfilment of the object

of crcai inn. that all things might be perfect accord-

ing to their perfectibilities, and that the sensible world

might be the complete but inadequate reproduction of

all things in the intelligible world (Enn. iv, viii, 1).

These arc the leading principles of the philosophy

of Plotinus. They arc extensions and sublimations of

the tenets of Plato, to whom there is continually an im-

plicit, and often an express reference ("Platonem ipsura

suli Plotini persona Loquentem," Mar.-. Ficin. ad Audit.).

In accordance with them, and with the endeavor to con-

ciliate Platonism \\ ith Axistotelism and the elder scl Is,

the several topics discussed in the Enneads arc devel-

oped w ii li Buch modifications and expansions of previous

doctrine as were deemed requisite. Continual lacuna

of course occur both from the incompleteness of the

remains and the absence of system in the procedure;

but it i> probable that most of these were designed to

be supplied by reference to the body of the Platonic

teachings. They may be certainly supplied in ihis

manner, so far as is necessary to establish a general co-

herence between the si vera! positions. With the exe-

cution of such a task we have no concern at present, our

object being strictly limited to the exhibition of the

distinctive characteristics of Plotinus.

The sensible world is occupied with body; and body
is produced by the union of ideas with matter. The
shadowy and attenuated nature of matter in the con-

ception of Plato and the Platonists has already been

exhibited. Sec Platonh Philosophy. Ii is the

idtimate subjeel <>r substratum from which all bodies

arc formed: ii is so entirely divested of all properties

and accidents, which arc the means of differentiation,

it N Mich a pure residuum, or caput mortuum, thai it is

designated by Plotinus Bathos, the Depth thai which
lies so low down in the constitution of body, so remote
from apprehension, as to be accepted as its ultimate

foundation. It is the lowesl extreme, as the On* is the
h is eminently characteristic of Plotinus that

he recognises matter in the intelligible universe
i
I tin.

ii. iv. 1 7; vi, vii, 33), probably as one of the necessary

primordia rerum. Body, which is the first and sim-

plest product IV mailer, is an infinite, indeterminate

something, having three dimensions, unlimited, nol tru-

ly existent, and ye ire than nothing. The Om isof

course indivisible: body is essentially divisible and mu-
table, being patient of endless alterations and alterna-

tions.

usible universe and its component members
in all their multiplicity and variety an- created by the

Spirit, by the infusion of appropriate spirits, and the

union of appropriate ideas with body, or a determinate

portion of matter. The idea moulds its Bubject-matter,

differentiates it. individualizes (or individuates) it, ani-

mal. - ii
; dwelling and moving in it. or rather itselJ

inhabited by its material partner. Ii i- here that the

conciliation of Plato and Aristotle is most thi

a i tained by Plotinus, the Platonic ideas being idenl itied

in then- plastic function with the Aristotelian forms.
i ms, or specific natures, descend by a regular

concatenated ser'u fr the I niversal .Mind, which is

the fountain of forms (Enn. v, ix, 3, 5,8; vi, viii, I).

Everything, then, in the sensible world i ststs of the

corporeal and the ideal, in unutterabl nmixture the
union being transitory the corporeal being Bubjecl to

endless change, thi ideal being immortal and unalter-

able in its essence. The perfi ction of everything con-
sists in the completeness with which ii appropriates .and

manifests the idea belonging to it..and thereby approx-
imates in its own particular order of being to the Om and
the G I. Everything seeks its own perfection, every-
thing turns to its own idea ; and the original conversion

of the first divine effluence, Mind, towards its fountain,

the Good, is imitated throughout everv grade in the

descending srale of existence to the last and most rudi-

mentary exhibitions of form. There is a dull, inert

antagonism, a sullen insubordination in matter, which

resists the process of this perfection; not a decided ma-
lignancy, such as is ascribed to it by Plato, bat a re-

silience which generates physical evil, as moral evil is

produced by defeel of essential g Iness, and by deflec-

tion and aberrancy from the g I. The operation of

spirit or mind upon matter, of souls in their several de-

grees upon body, has been the stumbling-block of all

philosophies, and was an insoluble enigma to Descartes

and the Cartesians. Plotinus imagines a Kind of pre-

established har ny, like Leibnitz, bul admits, also, a

divine and concurrent grace (irpoatpscug ovvepyovc.

. . . 6 daiftwv owtpybg tig TrXjjpioaiv abrfitv . . . ru

avfiireirovra Tin* irdvTwg dvayxaiov rryv "ArpoTrov

iirdyuv, Enn. ii. iii. 1">: iv, iii. 13; iv. 3, 9). All this

i- onl) Platonism developed; but the development is

pressed to originality when Plotinus retraces the process

of being, and ascends from the lowest forms to the source

of all form, the One, Great, G I, which is all in all.

All derivative being turns to the superior being

win ncc ii proceeds, and to the inferior being which
proceeds from it, by a constant and loving lihration

that directs its attention both to the exemplar above
and to the product of imitation below. Hence results

the best of worlds possible i Inn. ii. iii. IS ; ii. ix, 8; iii,

ii, 1-3), not pure from blemishes and blurs, in conse-

quence of the inevitable contamination and proration

through conjunction with matter, and the limitations

occasioned by material restraint, but ever involving the
ideas proceeding from the divine intelligence, and ever

seeking, with a multitudinous concord of aspirations,

to attain the primordial perfection of the appropriate

ideas, in the whole and in the parts: and thus to return

to that communion and union with the One, the Good,

and the true or real, from whence they have descended.

The perfection of every nature, which every nature un-

depraved desires, is this assimilation to the divine, [n

aesthetics and in the works of art. this gives us the in-

terpretation of beauty and of the beautiful; in life and
conduct it explains and prescribes virtue and holiness

and sand ifical ion.

The essi nee of the doctrine of Plotinus is contained

and charmingly displayed iii his theory of beaut}
i
Enn.

i, vi), and might be reproduced in its chief Hues from it.

A sagacious andjusl instinct has often led to the pub-

lication of this treatise by itself: for ii is nol only the

mosl satisfactory and complete appreciati f the beau-

tiful, it is also a miniature of the philosophy of Ploti-

nus; and his theory of beauty is the counterpart and

complement of his theory of righteousness i Eim. iii. v,

1 ). ( If course, only the briefest abstract of this part of

hi- speculations can be offered here. The simplest and
most elementary form of beauty is the beautj of colors,

sounds, forms; bul the same principles arc involved in

every species of beauty. The sense Of beauty arises

from iic joyous recognition in objects of sense of the

perfection- of the idea embodied in them (r6 Si koXXoq
o iv rviroig, I '/'ii. iv, vii, 8 ; i, vi, 1). It is

an immediate and instinctive perception, which discerns

in the excellence of t he form (the Aristotelian form is

nearly equivalent to idea, and signifies essential char-

acter, n utward shape), the presence, the perfection,

and the participation of the divine reason and purpose

in the creation; for the eternal i- kindred with the

beautiful i-. diStov avyytvig T(
;
~i Kct\<ji. Enn. v, iii. It.

The f..rm. the idea, the design of God, revealed to the

char intelligence and quickened affection, constitutes

beamy, both a- producing cause and as produced emo-
tion, c.rporcal beauties, or things beautiful to sense,

are only veils, shadow-, spectral images of real beauty,

and derive their power of communicating delight from

the intellectual or t ransmundane beauty which they ob-

scure even more than thej displaj {Enn. i, vi, 3, 5). Iu-

i. II., mil beauty, or beauty in the intelligible world, is

the pure effluence of God i Enn. iii. \ iii, 10; v, 1); the
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perfect, beneficent plan of the good, accordant with the

absolute excellence of the Divine Being (y) KaXkovt)

iKil votjtov ciyaBov 0uot£, Enn. vi, vii. 33). As the

yrhole energies of the soul are directed towards the

good lor which it was constituted (Enn. i, vii, 1 ; Procl.

I/ist. Theolog. § ccix), its eager appetencies are instinc-

tively excited by every manifestation of the good. The
sense of beauty becomes both purified and intensified

as the intelligent and sympathetic soul ascends nearer

to the thought of the divine mind, and to the vision of

the excellences and glories of the Divine (Enn. i, vi, G).

Thence all ideas proceed : thither all forms aspire : and
" the power of beauty is the bloom of the universal

beauty, which creates all beauty, generating it, and

making it more beautiful from the redundance of the

beauty in the Divine, which is the beginning and the

end of all beauty" (Enn. vi, vii, 32). The whole nature

of beauty, therefore, consists in the immediate and lov-

ing apprehension of the goodness and wisdom and ex-

cellence of the Creator, as imperfectly shown in the in-

complete perfections of parts of the creation. Whence
is this faculty of recognition derived? It comes from

the yearning of all spirit for the beautiful and the good

and the divine. It is sustained, elevated, and illumined

by the influx of the beautiful—by the epiphany in the

soul of the splendors and loveliness of God. As the eye

sees the sun by the light which proceeds from it, so the

soul recognises goodness by the goodness which God
gives, and beauty by the apt sense and sensibility which
are communicated from the source of all beauty—the

beautiful in itself (0<«c iipa fug upci, ov Si dWov, Enn.

v, iii, G, et Mars. Ficin. ad loc. v, v, 7). Thus all things

are suspended from the Divine, and are tilled with di-

vinity (-n-ai'-a iUl^rcu tCov ShHjv. Meara jrdvTa

Stiur. Procl. Inst. Theolog. § cxlv, cxlvi).

This explanation may appear vague and visionary;

but the philosophy of Plotinus can find no other mode
of expression for its transcendental reveries. It is, how-
ever, no more indistinct than the language of more pro-

saic intellects in regard to the like subjects. It accords

with the declarations of Avicenna and Averroes, of

Duns Scotus anil S. Thomas Aquinas, of Leibnitz and

of Coleridge (Scot. In Sentent. ii, xi. i, torn, vi, ps. ii, p.

652-5; S. Thorn. Aquin. Sumni. Theolog. i, lxxxix; i,

iii; lxxix, iv ; Ixxxiv, v; Leibn. Prim: Philos. ad Pr.

Eugen. § 42; Coleridge, .4 ids to Refection, p. 242. 2(14.

note).

Beauty thus connects itself immediately with the

search after the first or supreme Good (Enn. ii, ix, 8);

and in its grades of ascension is a sure progress towrards

its apprehension. Since all things are beautiful, and
in some sort fidl of delight, all creatures of this sensible

world lead the wise and contemplative mind to the

Eternal God : they are the shadows, the echoes, and the

pictures; the traces, the images, and the visions of

that effectuating, exemplifying, and ordaining Artist"

(S. Bonaventura, Itin. Mentis ad Deum, c. vii; comp.

Kog. Bacon, Opus Tertium, c. lxiv. p. 2GG).

"Ipse vocat nostros auimos ad sidera nnmdus"
(Manilii Astronom. iv, 912).

Ugliness is defect of the idea and its inadequate re-

alization. It corresponds to physical and moral evil,

and indicates a falling away (--w/<« ri/c ^''V/',') ir,,m

the goodness which was designed in the creation (Enn.

i, vi, 8, 9 ; viii, 14). The perfection of every nature is

this re-assimilation to the divine. In the expressions

of Plotinus with regard to human souls and man's du-

ties there are frequent echoes of the contemporaneous

Christianity which he opposed—exquisite utterances of

religious fervor, in which Platonism seems to lose itself

in the beauties of the new religion (Enn. vi, ix : iii. ii.

2, 5; iv, G; v, 1, 2; iii, 8, etc.). The highest aim of

the spirit is access or reunion to God, which can be ac-

complished only through the constant intervention and

co-operation of the Divinity (a—ovcaioQ avrtpyovvTci

lavTiii tuv SaifAova t^wi', Enn. iv, iv. G; comp. 1 Thess.

ii, 13; Eph. ii, 18; Pom. viii, 11, 1G). For it is "God

which worketh in you both to will and to do of his
good pleasure" (Phil, ii, 13). All things from the high-
est to the lowest turn by native constitution to the
more excellent nature whence they are derived, and
the love within their soul seeks union with their orig-

inal above. This universal conversion, permeating all

things, binds the whole universe in an attitude of af-

fectionate regard to the One and the Supreme Good,
which is the Creator and the desire of all (Procl. Inst.

Theolog. § lvii). In the lover of all righteousness, in

man spiritualized and filled with the desire of holiness,

it becomes ecstatic elevation and intimate communion
with the Spirit of the Divine. " We are not cut off, or

separated from God. We breathe the One, whose breath
is our life, and we are preserved. This support is not
given at one moment, and withdrawn at another, but is

ever present for our guidance. Nay, more, we incline

to the Good, and to the happiness above. There the

soul is at rest and beyond ill. ascending to our true

country, to the place which is pure of all evils. For
the soul filled with God produces beauty and righteous-

ness and virtue. God is its beginning and its end—its

beginning, because it descends from him ; its end, be-

cause he is the Good to which it aspires. There is the

heavenly Love, and every soul is love. The soul, in its

pure nature, is possessed with the love of God, and
longs for union with him, as a virgin nurses the love

of the beautiful for the beautiful. Thus the life of

good and godly and happy men is a transport from

the things of earth—a life uncharmed by things below
— (lie flight of the single and solitary soul to the only
(tin "

i Enn. vi. ix, 9, 11).

For such sublimities of enthusiasm no language will

suffice but the rapt Greek of Plotinus or the fervid

Latin of Marsilius Ficinus, and even these faint and fail

beneath the divine burden of the thought.
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Ploucquet, Gottfkied, a German philosopher,

was born Aug. 25, 1716, at Stuttgard. He came from a

Protestant family of French origin ; his father was an

innkeeper. While he was studying at Tubingen, he

was so strongly impressed by Wolf's writings that,

without giving up theology altogether, he gave special

attention to the study of philosophy and mathematics.

This twofold tendency strikingly appears in the theses

which he defended in 1740 (Diss, qua CI. Varignonii

demons!ratio geornetriea possibilitatis Iransiibslautionis

enervatur), and in which he endeavored to reconcile

Wolf's doctrines with the teachings of the Christian

faith. After discharging in different places the du-

ties of a minister and tutor, he was appointed in 174G

deacon at Freudenstadt. His memoir on the monads

(Primaria Monadologice capita [Berlin, 1748, 4to])

opened to him in 1749 the Academy of Sciences of

Berlin, and directed to him the attention of the duke of

Wtirtemberg, by whose protection he obtained, in 1750,

the professorship of logic and metaphysics at Tubingen,

lie taught political economy at the same university, and

was. in 1778. called to Stuttgard to teach this branch

at the military school. His faculties having given way
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in consequence of a stroke of apoplexy, in 17«2 he

was compelled to abandon t< aching. Ploucquel was an

honesl and open character, and he was gifted by nature

with a clear and methodical mind. "A champion of

spiritualism," says .Mr. Haag, "he combated, with a

; penetration equalled only by his erudition,

the materialistic doctrines proclaimed by the philoso-

phers of the 18th century, and feared nol even to enter

into contest with Kant. Then, ascending the stream

of i be " nturies, he submitted to stricl analysis the sys-

tems of ancient philosophy, which he trieil to build anew
in historical essays, worthy even now of our attention."

Ploucquel died at Stuttgard Sept. 13, L790. He left a

number of works, mostly published at Tubingen, and
written with great purity, but rather exaggerated con-

cision. The following are the most important: D< ma-
terialism*) (1750, Itoi: Principia dt substantiis et phe-

Erankfort, 1758, 8vo) : -De Pyrrkonis epocka
(17.")S. [to) •.—Fundamenta philosophia speculative (7th

eil. L759, 8vo |
: it is an exposition of Leibnitz's system :

— D( dogmatibus Thaletis et Anaxagorm i 1763, tto): -

Methodus calculandi in logicis (1763, 8vo). In this

work he represents the syllogisms by geometrical fig-

ures and mathematical formulas; these methods, hinted

at by Leibnitz, engaged him in discussions with Lam-
bert and others: Problemata <U natura hominis anU et

post mortem (1766, tto): Institution's philosophies, theo-

retica
I
1772. 1782, 8vo): Elementa philosophia contem-

plativa . sive </ scientia ratiocinandi (Stuttgard, 177:;.

tto): ( 'on, in, ntationes philosophia selections (Utrecht,
17x1. tto) :

—

Varia quasiiones metaphysical t 1782, tto).

—Uoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, xl, I'.U.

Plough, (charash', '-"". toplough ; whence macha-

reshah', tV3"yTV2, and macharesheth, r'l"~~"c. l Sam.

xiii, 20; two instruments used in agriculture. One
of these is perhaps the ploughshare, the other the coul-

ter. See also Bar). Egypt, from the earliest times,

has laid claim to the honor of the invention of this im-

portant implement, and as it was undoubtedly one of the

first countries brought under culture by the hand of man
after the tl I, the claim may be well founded. Agri-

culture was also early practiced among the Hebrews,
and. from their agreement in so many other matters, it

is likely that the implements of the two nations were
very nearly the same. The amient Egyptian plough
was entirely of wood, and of very simple form, like that

Ancient Egyptian Plough.

still used in Egypt It consisted of a -hare, two han-
dle.-, and the pole or beam, which la-t was inserted into

the lower end of the Mill, or the ba.-e of the handles.

and was strengthened by a rope connecting it with
the he, i. h had no coulter, nor wen' wheels applied

to any Egyptian plough; but it is probable that the

point was shod with a metal sock either of bronze or

iron. It was drawn by two oxen, and the ploughman
guided and drove them with a long goad, without the

assistance of rein-, which are used by the modern Egyp-
tians. He was sometimes accompanied by another

man. who drove the animals, while lie managed the two

handles of the plough: and sometimes the whip was
substituted for the more usual goad. The mode of

yoking the beasts was exceedingly simple. Across the

extremity of the pole a w len yoke or cross-bar, about

fifty-five inches or five feet in length, was fastened by
a strap, lashed backwards and forwards over a promi-

nence projecting from the centre of tic- yoke, which
corresponded to a similar peg or knob at the end of the

pole; and occasionally, in addition to these, was a ring

passing over them, as in some Greek chariots. At • i-

ther end of the yoke was a flat or slightly icave pro-

jection, of semicircular form, which rested on a pad
placed upon the wither- of the animal; and through

a hole on either side of it passed a thong fir suspend-

ing the shoulder-pieces, which formed the collar. These
were two wooden bars, forked at about half their length,

padded so a- to protect the shoulder from friction, and

connected at the lower end by a strong broad hand

passing under the throat. S. ,- JfoKK. Sometimes the

draught, instead of being fr tin- shoulder, was from

the head, tin- yoke being tied to the ha-e of the horn-;

and in religious ceremonies oxen frequently drew the

bier, or the sacred .-brine, by a rope fastened to the up-

per part of the horns, without either yoke or pole
| Wil-

kinson, .\ in-. Egypt, ii. 11 sq.). According to modem
travellers the plough now used in Palestine differs in

some respects from the ancient implement above de-

scribed. It is lightly built, with the least possible >kill

or expense, consisting of two poles, which cross each
other near the ground. That nearest the oxen is fas-

tened to the yoke, while the other serves, the one end

as the handle, the other as the ploughshare, It is

drawn by oxen, camels, cows, or heifers |
Hackett, Script.

Tllust. p. 153 sip: Thomson. 1. mi, I and Booh, i. 207 sq. I.

In Asia Minor substantially the' same custom and im-

plements prevail (Van Lennep, Bible Lands, p. 7,"> sip),

Sic A'.KIl I [ I Il;lJ.

Plongh of Asia Minor.

the !•<•!<' t i wlii.ti tli,- rn.ss i..Min with y.,k.-s, /.. is attached : .-. the
hare :

•''. the hamlle . < r.pr. >.hm thr.-,- ii, :

i with a scraper ut the - thei end, probably for cleane-

Ploughman ("XX. ikkdr, [sa. lxi. 5, which signifies

not only a ploughman, but a husbandman in general).

Among the I lebrews, the rich and the noble, itis true, in

the cultivation of the soil did not always put themselves

on a level with their servants ; hut none, however rich

or noble or prophetically favored, disdained to put their

hand to the plough, or otherwise to join occasionally

SOd^f
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in the labors of agriculture (1 Sam. xi, 7 ; 1 Kings xix,

19; comp. 2 Chron. xxvi, 10). See Agriculture.

Ploughman's Complaint, The. a remarkable

anonymous work, published in England in the year

1352, which severely condemned the practices of po-

pery, especially auricular confession, the celibacy and

selfishness of the priests, the rapacity of the friars, the

covetousness and negligence of the popes, etc. It was

one among many means which opened the eyes of

the people to the iniquity of the system, and prepared

the way for the glorious Reformation.

Plough-Monday, the first Monday after twelfth-

day ; so called from a diversion called fool-plough, which

was formerly in use on Ash-Wednesday, but afterwards

transferred to this day. Old ploughs are preserved in

the belfries of Bassingbourne and Barrington. Plough

alms were one penny paid for every plough harnessed

between Easter and Pentecost in 878, and in 960 paya-

ble on the fifteenth night after Easter.

Ploughshare (^X, eth, Isa. ii, 4). The plough-

share is a piece of iron, broad but not large, which tips

the end of the shaft. So much does it resemble the

short sword used by the ancient warriors that it may
with very little trouble be converted into that deadly

weapon, and when the work of destruction is over, re-

duced again into its former shape, and applied to the

purposes of agriculture. In allusion to the first opera-

tion, the prophet Joel summons the nations to leave

their peaceful employments in the cultivated field, and

buckle on their armor: "Beat your ploughshares into

swords, and your pruning-hooks into spears" (Joel iii,

10). This image the prophet Isaiah has reversed, and

then applied to the establishment of that profound and

lasting peace which is to bless the Church of Christ in

the latter days: "And they shall beat their swords

into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning-hooks;

nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn war any more." See Plough.

Plowden, Charles, an English Roman Catholic

divine who belonged to the Order of Jesuits, was born in

17415, and educated at Pome, where he entered into the

society in 1759. On his return to his own country, al-

ter the suppression of his order in 1773, he was one of

the most zealous advocates for the proposed reorganiza-

tion of the Jesuits in England. He afterwards became
president of the Catholic college of Stonyhurst, in Lan-
cashire, and died in 1821. His publications are against

Butler and Berington. and for the restoration of the

Jesuits (1792, 8vo; 1796, 8vo). Also. Remarks on the

Memoirs of G. Panzani (Liege, 1794, 8vo):—Consider-
ations of the Modern Opinions of the Fallibility of the

Pope (1776, 8vo).

An older brother of his, Dr. Francis Plowden, a

noted member of the English Chancery Bar, is the au-

thor of Jnnt Anglorum, the Rights ofEnglishmen (1792,

8vo), and Church and State (1795, 4to), which both

plead for Roman Catholic recognition by the English

government, and became the subject of much contro-

versv. See Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. A uthors,

ii, 1609, 1610. (J.H.W.)

Pliiche, Noel - Antoine, a French scientist of

note, was born in 1688. He flourished at one time as

abbot of Valence de St, Maur. He was also a professor

of rhetoric at Rheims, and is distinguished as a natural-

ist and man of letters, and also for his opposition to the

bull •• Unigenitus." He is the author of Spectacle de la

Nature (9 vols.) :—Hist, du del (2 vols.):—/.-; Meca-
nique des Langues ; and some lesser works, among which
is a Harmony of the Psalms and the Gospels (12mo).

He died in 1761.

Plumb-line (T^X. andk, a plummet) or Plum-
met (rbpdr, mishMeth, Isa. xxviii, 17, or FlVplBB,

mishkoleth. a weight). Amos says (vii, 7), " Behold, the

Lord stood upon a wall, made by a plumb-line, with a

plumb-line in his hand;" and in the threatenings de-

nounced against Jerusalem for the idolatries of Manas-
seh, we read, " I will stretch over Jerusalem the line

of Samaria, and the plummet of the house of Ahab"
(2 Kings xxi, 13). In Zech. iv, 10, the original term

for the plumb-bob is b""l3 'SX, eben bedil, stone of tin.

The use of the plumb-line in the measurement, of su-

perficial areas was early known to the Egyptians, and
is ascribed to their king Menes. See Handicraft.

Plumptre, James, an Anglican divine of note, was
born in 1770, and was educated at Clare Hall, Cam-
bridge, of which lie afterwards became a fellow. After

taking holy orders, he became in 1793 vicar of Great
Gransdon, Huntingdonshire. He died in 1832. He is

best known as a miscellaneous writer. Among his pub-
lications (of which there is a list in Allibone) we notice,

Three Discourses on the A nimal < 'n ution (1816, 8vo) :

—

Popular Comim utary mi ihe liible

:

—Sermons, vol. i and
ii (1821, 1827, 8vo), which are pronounced practical and
useful by Bickersteth (in his Christian Student).

Plunket, Oliver, an Irish Roman Catholic prel-

ate, was born in 1629 at the castle of Rathmore, county of

Meath, of a good Irish family. He completed his stud-

ies at Rome, was a professor of theology in that city,

and finally elevated to the twofold dignity of archbishop

of Armagh and primate of Ireland (1669). His zeal

having aroused against him the suspicions of the Prot-

estants, he fell a victim to the violent reaction of Tory-
ism which took place in 1681. Accused of conspiracy

against the court, he was arrested, carried to London,

and sentenced to death by a fanatical jury. In vain

four successive governors of Ireland testitied to his loy-

alty ; the court did not even await the arrival of his

witnesses, and his means of defence could be produced

in London only three days after his execution, which
took place July 1, 1681, at Tyburn. He left a Collection

if Episcopal Circulars and Pastoral Letters (Lond.

1686, 2 vols. 4to). See Bp. Burnet, Hist, of his Own
Times, ii, 279. (J. II. W.)

Plunket, Thomas, D.D., a noted Presbyterian

Irish divine, flourished at Enniskillen in the second

half of the 18th century. Having some scruples as to

the received doctrine of the Trinity, he removed to

Dublin, where he became minister of the Strand Street

chapel. He died about 1780. His son was the noted

Irish lord William Conyngham Plunket, and his grand-

son bishop Thomas Span Plunket.

Plunket, Thomas Span, an Irish lord and

prelate, was a son of William Conyngham Plunket,

the great Irish chancellor, and was born in 1792. He
was educated at Trinity College. Dublin, and. after hav-

ing held various preferments, was appointed dean of

Down in 1831, ami eight years later was raised to the

bishopric of Tuam. He was consecrated at Christ

Church, Dublin, by the archbishop of Dublin, assisted

by the bishops of Deny and Cashel; was appointed ec-

clesiastical commissioner in 1*51. succeeded his father

as second baron Plunket in 1853, and was patron of

ninety-live livings in his united dioceses of Tuam, Kil-

lala, and Achonry. According to Charles's Church Di-

rectory, the gross value of the see is £5265, and the net

value £4039. He did not confine his attention and care

to the members of the Church of England in his dio-

cese, but he threw himself into the missionary work
among the Roman Catholics with remarkable zeal and
energy. No opposition (and he had much to encounter)

could daunt or obstacles deter him, and to his exertions

are due, in no small degree, those tangible and indispu-

table results, in the shape of new churches, schools, and

congregations of converts, which remain a memorial of

Ids piety and zeal. He died at Tourenakeady, Galwa}-,

Oct. 19.' 1.S66. See Appleton's Annual Cyclop, vi. 600:

Ch. Journal, vol. xi ; Men of the Times, s. v. (J.H.W.)

Pluralism. See Pluralities.

Pluralist is one that holds more than one ecclesi-

astical benefice with cure of souls. See Pluralities.
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Pluralities i- a <• rm used in canon law f<>r tbe

n of two "r more ecclesiastical

offices, whi ther ol dignity or emolument. This practice,

it is held by No rally forbidden

in the early Church, and they quote for their authority

,

-
. < Ithers

i plurality ..i churches t<>

have a plurality of | .a~t . .r^ to

iscopalians contend i Inn-

in a presbyter holding more than one

A bishop could not hold two

byter, however, might oili.-iatc in mure

parochial church, Inn inn in two dio

the Church >>( England pluralities originated in the

I
rness of many of the livings. Originallj a clergy-

man might hold two or more li\ ings if undi . the nom-

inal val between them was fixed

i
...n Liu as ii"t i" I"- greater than thirty miles,

Inn custom now tolerates forty-five. Two thousand par-

ishes, it issaid,wanl in this way a resident pastor. By
tli..-.- who thus evade the Canon, it is held thai the

prohibition i- nol absolute, ami admits "f possible ex-

ception, tli>' natural ground of the prohibition being tin'

ility, in ordinary cases, of the -ami- individual

adequately discharging tin- duties of more thai • of-

. in cases in which tlii- impossi-

bility does nol exist, tin' union "f two or more offices

in tin- bands of person might, speaking absolutely,

l«- permitted \\ ithoul infringing the divine law. Hence
canonists distinguish between "compatible" an. I "in-

compatible" benefices or dignitii . I to I Sees may
rjpatible in 1 1 1 r. •• - way-: I. If each requires res-

:
.

i! the duties of both tall

irgcd at one ami the same lime i rai

. i: the revenue of either fully Buffices for the
! [> maintenance of the incumbent (ratione sus-

lu other cases, benefices or dignities .arc

• i compatible, ami with tin- due dispensation

l rules by which
i'ii- ir the law ..! residence are t" l»- regu-

;'... penaltii - for it- violation, whether
mi tin- pari of tin- patron or on that "t the recipient,

aed tin- -iii.ji-.-t of frequenl legislation, as in

I ami tin- fourth councils of the Laleran, in the
1 III ami many other popes, ami ea-

rn tin. till.- Council ..I Iri-nt. In general, it

il the canon law regards a- incompatible,

. each having the cure of souls; .'. two
lity" ami a cure "I' -..id-: I. a

i a simple benefice requiring residence.

I her cases than these, the pope i- held to have the
a-;.. naing. I in ri- i- m i department ol disci-

in which the tendency to relaxation has

rsistenl ; ami one of n<

• the < Ihurch was the prevalence of plu-

incompatible benefices,! ven ..I bishoprics; ami
although a constan l effort was made to prevent this

isi -ii- of tbe law were nol only frequent,

i i r r. .mi punisl nt. By 13 and 1 1 Vic-
provided that m> incumbent of a bene-
•l In.]. I together with it another bene-
'

•
r. lies are within three mill

i id the animal value of

Noi .in two I.'-iii-

i" r it the populati f ..i

l in- word
am |- rpetual curacy,

parochial chapi Iry, ..r district

lllo« tWO I ..ii.

ther; ami if the arch

I

ite whereby the
i

i in iln- univi i

- ii ..I Durham
sity, i- prohibited from taking any cathedral prefer-
ment, or any other benefice. It any spiritual person

holding a benefice shall accept another benefice contrary

t.i tin- statute, tin- tir-t benefice -hall ipso facto become

void. At tin- -aim- time provision is made by statutes

for uniting benefices where the aggregate population

does nol i
\— I l£ and the aggregate yearly value

:ceed £' In Ireland, m. faculty or dispen-

sation can be granted to any spiritual person to hold

two .-r more benefices. In Scotland, before the Refor-

mation, pluralities were also common. Abbacies and

priories were likewise often bestowed in commendam.

See Commexdam. of tin- twenty abbots that sat ill

the Parliament which decreed tin Reformation, fourteen

were commendators. Thus -peak- tin- Second Book of
Discipline: "Meikle less i- it lawful] thai ony person

amang these men sould have fyve, sax, ten, or twenty

kirk-. ..r mac. all having the charge "I sanies: ami hruik

the patrimonii- thairof, either he admission of the prima:

or of the kirk, in this licht of the evangell; tor it is hut

mockage to crave reformation where sic lyke Ins place."

Ike question of pluralities in the Church of Scotland was

raised in 1779, renewed in 1813, and the General Assem-

bly decided against them in 181 I by an act which, how-
ever, was repealed in 1816. In 1817 it was enacted that

no professor could hold a parish unless it was near the

-at ..f tin- university. The question was again raised

ami keenly debated in 1824—to wit, the holding ofa chair

in a college ami of a parochial charge al the -am.- time.

The university commission soon alter disapproved of

tin- practice, hut not the Genera] Assembly of that pe-

riod. Tin- tenure of many benefices by one person was

finally abolished in the Church of England by 1 anil 2

Victoria, c. 106. In tin Roman Catholic Church this

practice ha- been forbidden from a very early period in

ii- history, a- by the councils of Chalcedon I
A.I ». 151 )

and that ..f Sice - A.D. 787 |, and is still prohibited both

by iln- Roman Catholic canon law and by statute law
in the Established Church of England, lint the pro-

hibition is evaded in various ways: and in all estab-

lished churches pluralism, in one form or another, is not.

uncommon. See Chambers's Encycl. s. v. ; Hammond,
Canons of the ''A. p. 105 sq.; Eadie, Eccles. Cycl.s. v.

Fluschke, Joiiann G., an eminent German « >ri-

ental scholar, was horn Aug. 20, 1780, at Rohnstock,

near Schweidnitz, in Silesia, lie studied theology and
philology, and tor a number of years held tin- professor-

ship of philology ai Leipsic. In 1818 he was called as

doctor ami professor ordinarius of theologj t.. Am-
sterdam, to take the presidency of the Lutheran semi-
nary at Amsterdam, ami died between 1837 ami 1840.

riii-c-hke wrote, /'- radicum lingua Hebraica natu.ro,

r.,mm. grammatica Leips. 1817 : De Psatierii Syriaci
Mediolanensis <t Cajetano Bugato editi peculiari indole

ejusdemqm usu critico in emendando textu Psalterii

Gratci sept, interpretum (Bonn, 1835): Lectiones Alex-
andrines ,i Hebraica, sivi <1> emendando textu Veteris

Teslumenti Graci LXX interpretum <f ii„l< Hebraico
(ibid. 1837): /'. emendando Pentateucho Gn co LXX
inteipretum etindt Hebraico addito codd. Holm sianorum

i textus Graci denuo castigati specimim (ibid.

I rst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 107; Steinschneider,

Handb. p. Ill ;
Winer. Uandb. dertl

p. -".7. 121, 711 : Thiersch, l>, Pentateuchi versi

andrina, p. _-.;; Zuchold, Bibl. Theologica, ii, 1001 Bq.

(B.P.)

Plutarch, an eminent Greek philosopher, noted also

raphical ami miscellaneous wriicr. deserves a
place In re for the moral tendency of all hi- writings,
and tin- vast influi in-, he ha- exerted in modern a- w. n
a- ancient time-. Indeed, all that we know of him,
which i- principally gleaned from his own and others'
writings, place- him in a high rank a- measured by the
ethics of society in hi- time, and -cis forth the moral-
ity of certain portions of that Bociety itself during the
tir-t century ..four asra, and among Bo-called heathens,
in a light of no doubtful brilliancy. Many things he
wrote might have hen written by the most ardent dis-
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ciple of the new creed, and much of his belief was more

strictly in accordance with the teachings of the apos-

tles than are the dogmas of other writers of those days

who call themselves Christians. Yet, in taking his

works as our guide, we find that Plutarch had no

knowledge of the great innovation amid which he

lived, and which was disturbing the West and the East

alike ; or if he had a knowledge of it, he regarded it

merely as a passing piece of Judaic sectarianism un-

worthy of his notice.

Life.—Plutarch, who lived from the reign of Claudius

to tliat of Hadrian, was born at Chreronea, a small city

of Boeotia in Greece, which had also been the birth-

place of Pindar. Plutarch's family was ancient in

Chasronea: his grandfather, Lamprias, was a man em-
inent for his learning and as a philosopher, and is often

mentioned by Plutarch in his writings, as is also his own
father. The time of Plutarch's birth is not known.

He was early initiated in study, to which he was natu-

rally inclined, and was placed under Ammonias, an

Egyptian, who, having taught philosophy with reputa-

tion at Alexandria, thence travelled into Greece, and

settled at Athens. Under this master he made great

advances in knowledge; and like a thorough philoso-

pher, more apt to regard things than words, he pursued

this knowledge to the neglect of languages. The Latin

language, at that time, was not only the language of

Rome, but of Greece also. Yet he became not conver-

sant with it until the decline of life ; and though he is

supposed to have resided in Rome at different times,

yet he never seems to have acquired a competent skill

in it at all. He is reputed to have visited Egypt, which

was at that time, as formerly it had been, famous for

learning; and probably the mysteriousness of their

doctrine might tempt him, as it had tempted Pythag-

oras and others, to go and converse with the priesthood

of that country. On his return to Greece he visited

the various academies and schools of the philosophers,

and gathered from them many of those observations

with which he has abundantly enriched posterity. He
does not seem to have been attached to any particular

sect, but culled from each of them whatever he thought

excellent and worthy to be regarded. He could not

bear the paradoxes of the Stoics, and yet was more
averse to the impiety of the Epicureans; in many
things he followed Aristotle; but his favorites were

Socrates and Plato, whose memory he reverenced so

highly that he annually celebrated their birthdays

with much solemnity. Besides this, he applied him-
self with extreme diligence to collect, not only all books

that were excellent in their kind, but also all the say-

ings and observations of wise men, which he had heard

in conversation, or had received from others by tradi-

tion ; and likewise to consult the records and public

instruments preserved in cities which he had visited

in his travels. He took a particular journey to Sparta,

to search the archives of that famous commonwealth,
to understand thoroughly the model of their ancient

government, the history of their legislators, their kings,

and their ephori; and digested all their memorable
deeds and sayings with so much care that he has not

omitted even those of their women. He took the same
methods with regard to many other commonwealths

;

and thus was enabled to leave us in his works such a

rich cabinet of observations upon men and manners, as,

in the opinion of some, Montaigne and Bayle in par-

ticular, have rendered him the most valuable author

of antiquity. It appears from his writings that Plu-

tarch visited Rome more than once, and that he deliv-

ered lectures on philosophy in his vernacular, then the

language of the cultured Romans. It is probable that

the substance of these lectures was afterwards embodied
in his moral writings. The latter part of his life was
spent in honor and comfort in his native city, where he
passed through various magisterial offices, and enjoyed
the honors and emoluments of the priesthood. The
time and circumstances of his death are unknown.

Works,—The great work of Plutarch is his Parallel

Lives (B/oi IlapdWriXoi), which contains the biogra-

phy of forty-six distinguished Greeks and Romans, be-

sides the lives of Artaxerxes Mnemon, Aratus, Galba,

Otho, and Homer, which last is probably not by him.
The forty-six lives are arranged in pairs or sets, each
of which contains a Greek and a Roman, and the two
lives in each pair are followed by a comparison of the
characters of the two persons. These lives are : The-
seus and Romulus, Lycurgus and Numa, Solon and Va-
lerius Publicola.Themistocles and Camillus, Pericles and
Fabius Maxinuts. Alcibiades and Coriolanus, Timoleon
and .Emilius Paulus, Pelopidas and Marcellus, Aristi-

des and Cato Major, Philopoemen and Flaminius, Pyr-
rhus and Marius, Lysander and Sulla, Cimon and Lu-
cullus, Nicias and Crassus, Eumenes and' Sertorius,

Agesilaus and Pompey, Alexander the Great and Ju-
lius Caesar, Phocion and Cato Minor, Agis and Cleo-

menes and the two Gracchi, Demosthenes and Cicero,

Demetrius Poliorcetes and M. Antonius, Dion and M.
Brutus. The biographies of Epaminondas, Scipio, Au-
gustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius. Xero, Yitellius, He-
siod, Pindar, Crates the Cynic, Diophantus, Aristomenes,

and the poet Aratus are lost. Plutarch's son, Lamprias,

made a list of his father's works, which is partly ]
ire-

served and printed by Fabricius (Bibliot/ieca Grceca).

In the department of biography. Plutarch is the only

writer of antiquity who has established a lasting repu-

tation. The plan of his biographies is briefly explained

by himself in the introduction to the " Life of Alexan-
der the Great," where he makes an apology for the

brevity with which he is compelled to treat of the nu-

merous events in the lives of Alexander and ( isesar.

"For," he says, "I do not write histories, but lives;

nor do the most conspicuous acts of necessity exhibit

a man's virtue or his vice, but oftentimes some slight

circumstance, a word or a jest, shows a man's character

better than battles, with the slaughter of tens of thou-

sands, and the greatest arrays of armies and sieges of

cities. Now, as painters produce a likeness by a rep-

resentation of the countenance and the expression of

the eyes, without troubling themselves about the other

parts of the body, so I must be allowed to look rather

into the signs of a man's character, and thus give a

portrait of his life, leaving others to describe great

events and battles." The object then of Plutarch in

his biographies was a moral end, and the exhibition of

the principal events of a man's life was subordinate to

this bis main design; and though he may not always

have adhered to the principle which be laid down, it

cannot be denied that his view of what biography

should be is much more exact than that of most per-

sons who have attempted this style of composition.

The life of a statesman or of a general, when written

with the view of giving a complete history of all the

public events in which he was engaged, is not biog-

raphy, but history. This extract from Plutarch will

also in some measure be an apology for the want of

historical order observable in many of the lives. Though
altogether deficient in that critical sagacity which dis-

cerns truth from falsehood, and disentangles the intri-

cacies of confused and conflicting statements, Plutarch

has preserved in his Lives a vast number of facts which

would otherwise have been unknown to us. He was a

great reader, and must have had access to large libra-

ries. It is said that he quotes two hundred and fifty-

writers, a great part of whose works are now entirely

lost. On the sources of Plutarch's Lives the reader

may consult an essay by A. H. L. Heeren, Be Fontibus

et Auctoritate Vitarum Parallelarum Plutarchi Com-
mentationes IV (Gott. 1820, 8vo). Besides the Lives, a

considerable number of Plutarch's essays may be styled

historical. They may all be read with pleasure, and

some of them with instruction, not so much for their

historical value as for the detached curious facts that

are scattered so profusely through Plutarch's writings,

and for the picture which they exhibit of the author's
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own mil " l}" -v"-

lotus, be has, unfortunately for his own

i
. attacked 1 1 •«

- veracity and integrity of the

: history, and with the same success that sub-

-. more ignoranl and less h t, have

r puny attacks on a work the mcril of which

. ;i criticism may i nhance bul can m
Orators, which are at-

i . Plutarch, are of little value, and may nol

still they bear internal evidence, al leasl nega-

nol being of a later age than that of Plutarch,

ol Plutarch firel appeared in a Latin version by

several hands, al Rome, in 2 vols. foL, about 117". rhis

rsion formed the basis <! various Spanish ami

Italian translations. The tir-t Greek edition was print-

ed by Philip Giunta | Florence, !517,foL). Among more

litions are those "i Bryan (L I. 1729, 5 vols.

I Latin, which was completed bj Moses

.In s.. nl. ait. r Bryan's death ; tl Par. 1809-
1 thai by Schafer (Leips. 1826,

i e translations are v< ry numerous. The

rman translation i- said to be by Kaltwasser

\l i mrg, 1799 1806, l" vols. 8vo). Anothi t Ger-

man translation appeared al V
T
ienna in 1812. I he bi si

translation is by P pei. The French transla-

\ mi\ -i . which appeared in 1559, has considera-

ble merit, and has been often reprinted. The English

translation of sir Thomas North | Lond. 1612), which is

avowedly made from thai ol Ann ot. is often very happy

in point ofexpression, and is deservedly much esteemed.

The Lives were also translated into French by Dacier

(Par. 1721, 8 vols, Ito). rhe translation sometimes

Drydeu's, the ii r-t volume of which was pub-

lished in 1683, was executed by a greal number ofper-

\ ording to a note by Malone i Dryden's Prosi

ii, .;:il
|, there wen- forty-one of them. Dryden

himself translated nothing, bul he wrote the dedication

t.. the .Ink.' of < Irmond, and the Life of Plutarch which

i- pr. ii\. 'I to the translation. The translation by John
and William Langbome, an insipid and tasteless ver-

sion, has the merit of being tolerably correct in render-

meaning of the original. The last and best

i ttion i- that of professor Long, which
• only includes the lives of those Romans who

in th< < 'i\ il Wars ol Rome
; this trans-

l w iih a valuable body of notes,

formed five volumes of Knight's "Monthly Volumes"

of Plutarch, which consist of

j comprehended under
the title ol hi- .' ' 'Aical Works, many of
th.ni I" ii m ethical character. The minor

already referred to, of which that on
the mal lotus is one are usually com-
prised in t!,.- collection entitled iforalia. Plutarch

writings of P] ito; he was strongly op-
i reans: if he belonged to any philo-

v as that ol the Academics. Bul there
• ni of philosophy in his writings,

rized by depth of thought or

He 1 i for himself a system, if we
: hat whii h had little of the connected

"ut of the writings of various
oral end is alwaye appan nl in

well as in bis biographies. A kind,
I ition, and a love of everythin

. and give
ind of pleasure that he has in

friend, whose singleness

i rightly appreciated the important of educa-

up ••! children. II.- philos. [>hy was practical, and in
• ii- applicatio i , M ,. r ,,|

1 ind his • Man
•

lii itous in . \|.r. --I..1, u b<

in his precepts. Notwithstanding all the deductions

that the most fastidious critic may make from Plu-

tarch's moral writings, it cannot be denied that there is

something in them which always pleases, and the more

so the better we become acquainted with them; ami

this is ii" small m.rit in a writer. With regard to the

purely ethical writings of Plutarch, archdean Trench

says that they indicate a better state of society than is

generally attributed t.> hi- age Plutarch dot a nol speak

a- .me crying in the wilderness, bul as to a circle of

sympathetic hearer- who will answer i<> his appeals.

It may I..- supposed that hi- native kindliness of heart

would prevent him from taking the lull measure of the

sin with which he was surrounded. No doubl he was

deficient in the fierce indignation which consume. I the

heart of Tacitus and pul a lash int.. the hands of Juve-

nal. But it is certain from many passages in his writ-

ings that he took no rose-colored view of life. Several

of his statements almost a nl u> the confession of

original sin. Plutarch's Btyle hear- no resemblance to

the simplicity of the Attic writer-. It has not the air

of being much elaborated, and apparently his sentences

Sowed easily from him. 11. i- nearly always animate.

I

ami pleasing, ami the epithet pictorial may be justly

applied t" him. Sometimes hi- sentences are long and
ill-constructed, and the order of the words appears ii"t

the best thai could he chosen to express his meaning;
certainly it is nol the order in which the besl Greek
writers of an earlier age would have arranged their

thoughts. Sometimes he i- obscure, both from this

cause and the kind of illustration in which he abounds.

lie occasionally uses and perhaps affects poetic words,

hut they are such as give energy to his thoughts ami

expression to his language. Altogether lie is read with

pleasure in the original by those who are familiar with

him, but he is somewhat harsh and crabbed t<> a stran-

ger. 1 1 is his merit, in the age in which he lived, treat-

in : ol such subjects a- biography and morals, not to

have fallen into a merely rhetorical style, to have bal-

anced antitheses, and to have contented himself with

the inanity of commonplaces. Whatever he says is

manly and invigorating in thought, and clear and for-

cible in expression.

The first Greek edition of the Moralia, which i- ex-

ceedingly incorrect, was printed by the elder Aldus,

with the following title, Plutarchi Opuscula.lxxxii, Gr.

I Ven. 1509, foL). It was afterwards printed at Basle

by Froben (1542, foL, and 1574, foL). Th ily good

editi f the Moralia is that printed at Oxford, and

edited by D. VVyttenbach, who labored on it twenty-

four years. This edition consists of six volumes of text

.17'.'."'. 1800), and two volumes of notes (1810 1821), Ito.

There is a print of it which is generally hound in .">

\"1-. 8vo, with two volumes of notes. The notes by

Wyttenbach were printed at Leipsic in 1821, in two

vols. 8vo. The firs! edition of all the works of Plu-

tarch is by II. Stephens (Geneva, 1572, 13 vols. 8vo),

whi.l, i- -aid t.> he correctly printed. This edition

was reprinted several times. A complete edition, Greek
and Latin, appeared at Leipsic (1774 17s;,. \-i vols.8vo),

with i he name of J. J. Reiske, hut Reiske did very little

i" it. ler he die, I in 1771. Aii edition by J. C. Ilulieii

appeare.l at Tubingen (1791 1805, 11 vols. 8vo). A
g l critical edition of all the works of Plutarch is still

wanted. See .1/,//,. Qu. l:,r. .Inly. L851, art. \i: 1852,

i \ristian Rev.vdL x and xi; Catholic World,
Sept. 1870; Xean.ler. Christian Dogmas; Pressense, /.'•-

ligions be/on <"/ir ;.<t, p. is:; .sip; Donaldson, Literature
i see index : Cudwortb, Intellectual Development of the

Index iii vol. iih: l.ardner. Works;
s, hall'. Hist, oftfo Apostolic Church, p. 140, 1

.">_'
; Lond.

<>n. Rev. <>ct'. 1861; Trench, Plutarch, His Iih. His
Lives, and His Morals (Lond. 1873, l2mo); Smith,

Pluto i n\oi riginally only a surname
of Hades. BS the giver or possessor of riches, i-. in the

mythology of Greece, the third son of Kronos and
Rhea, and the brother of Zeus and Poseidon, on the
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tripartite division of the universe, he obtained the sov-

ereignty of the under-world—the realm of darkness and

ghostly shades, where he sits enthroned as a "subterra-

nean Zeus"—to use the expression of Homer, and rules

the spirits of the dead. His dwelling-place, however,

is not far from the surface of the earth. Pluto is inex-

orable in disposition, not to be moved either by prayers

or flatteries. He is borne on a car, drawn by four black

steeds, whom he guides with golden reins. His helmet

makes him invisible, whence, according to some schol-

ars, his name of Hades; although others, with at least

equal probability, translate the word the " all-receiver."

In Homer, Hades never means a place, but always a

person. Moreover, it is to be noticed that the poet does

not divide the realm of the shades into two separate re-

gions. All the souls of the dead—good and bad alike

—

mingle together. Subsequently, however, when the

ethical conception of future retribution became more
widely developed, the kingdom of the dead was divided

into Elysium (q. v.), the abode of the good, and Tarta-

rus (q. v.), the place of the wicked. This change also

exercised an important influence on the conception of

Pluto. The ruler of the under-world not only acquired

additional power and majesty, but the very idea of his

character was essentially modified. He was now re-

garded as a beneficent deity, who held the keys of the

earth in his hand, and possessed its metallic treasures

(whence his new name Pluto or Plutus), and who blessed

the year with fruits, for out of the darkness underground

come all the riches and swelling fulness of the soil.

Hence, in later times, mortals prayed to him before pro-

ceeding to dig for the wealth hidden in the bowels of

the earth.

Pluto married Persephone (Proserpina), the daughter

of Demeter (Ceres), after carrying her oft' from the

plains of Enna. He assisted his brothers—according to

the mythological story—in their war against the Ti-

tans, and received from the Cyclops, as a reward for

delivering them from Tartarus, the helmet that makes
him invisible, which he lent to Hermes (Mercury) in

the aforesaid war, to Perseus in his combat with the

Gorgons. and which ultimately came to Meriones. The
Erinyes and Charon obey his behests. He sits in

judgment on every open and secret act, and is assisted

by three subordinate judges, /Eacus, Minos, and Rhad-
amanthus. The worship of Pluto was widely spread

both among the Greeks and Romans. Temples were

erected to his honor at Athens, Elis, and Olympia.

Among trees and flowers, the cypress, boxwood, narcis-

sus, and maidenhair were sacred to him ; bulls and goats

were also sacrificed to him amid the shadows of night,

and his priests had their brows garlanded with cypress

wreaths. In works of art he resembles his brothers

Zeus and Poseidon; only his hair hangs down some-

what wildly and fiercely over his brow, and his appear-

ance, though majestic, as becomes so mighty a god, has

something gloomy and terrible about it. There can be

little doubt that he, as well as Pan (q. v.), helped to

trick out the conception of the devil prevalent during

the Middle Ages, and not yet extinct. If it was from

Pan that the devil derived those physical characteris-

tics alluded to in the famous "Address to the Deil" by
the poet Burns

:

" O thou, whatever title suit thee,

Auld Horuie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie,"

it is no less certain that it is to Pluto that he owes his

position as "king of Hell," "his Blackness," and many
of the insignia of his infernal royalty.—Chambers, s. v.

See Smith, Bid. of Class. Bio<j. s. v.*

Plymouth Brethren, or Darbyites, is the

name of a religious body which originated almost si-

multaneously at Plymouth, England, and Dublin, Ireland,

about the year 1830. They are most generally called

after the name of the place where they first started in

England, but sometimes they are called after their prin-

cipal founder, John Darbv, at the time a clergyman of

VIII.—

U

the Episcopal Church of Ireland. He himself gave to

his adherents the name of Separatists, because they Kit

the Establishment and determined to maintain a sepa-
rate existence as a Church.

Early History.—John Darby was born in England
of a wealthy family, studied jurisprudence and became a
lawyer, but, brought into the Church, he was strongly

impressed with a call to the ministry, and, though op-

posed by his father, he took holy orders. Disinherited

by the parent for disobedience, Darby found a friend

and patron in his uncle, from whom he obtained at his

decease quite an ample fortune. After ordination, Darby
became gradually impressed with the idea that there

was no ground for the doctrine of apostolical succession,

and that any person feeling called to preach should ex-
ercise that liberty. He therefore denounced the claim
of the Establishment as unwarranted, and finally broke
with the Episcopalians. He, however, still held that

there was a true Church, and that all who thought as

he did should band themselves together and wait until

Christ made his personal appearance, which they antic-

ipated would be speedily. There were a few who united

themselves together on the strength of these views, in

Plymouth, England, and at Dublin, Ireland. At the

former place they seemed to meet with most success.

There their numbers increased to seven hundred and up
to fifteen hundred; and so marked was their success that

they came to be called " Plymouth Brethren." (They
have never taken this name themselves, but they do
not seem to object to it.) The work increased, and
bands were formed in London, Exeter, and several other

places. Among those who united with them were many
persons of wealth, who contributed considerable sums
of money to spread their views. They established a

newspaper, known as the Christian Witness, Mr. Darby
being its chief contributor. It was not long before they

were violently opposed by the English clergy. This

opposition was so well directed and so ably conducted

that the spread of the new faith was not only seriously

checked, but their numbers were, greatly reduced. In

1838, or near that time, Mr. Darby left England. He first

visited Paris, where he remained for a time, and then

went to Switzerland, where he found a more inviting

field. The Wesleyan Methodists had commenced suc-

cessful operations in Lausanne. Quite a number had
withdrawn from the State Church and united with

them. This excited the general attention of the people.

Among the new proselytes to Methodism were many who
still held the doctrine of predestination, and refused to

accept the Wesleyan doctrine of Christian perfection.

Those who held the doctrine of predestination were

charged by those who had fully discarded it as having

received but half the truth. At Vevay similar excite-

ment prevailed. In this state of things, for the purpose

of overthrowing the new faith, an influential member
of the State Church at Lausanne invited Mr. Darin- to

come there and fight the Methodists. He went, and by
liis preaching, and the publication of a book entitled The

Doctrine of the Wesleyans regarding Perfection, andtheir

Use of the Holy Scriptures, he succeeded in so far be-

wildering them that not long after the greater part of

them abandoned their faith, and either returned to the

State Church or united with the Dissenters. Mr. Dar-

by, besides, gave a series of lectures on the prophecies,

entitled " Views regarding the actual Expectation of the

Church, and the Prophecies which establish it." They
were largely attended by others than Dissenters, and pro-

duced a deep impression upon the public mind. They were

published in book form, first in French, and subsequently

translated into German and English, and may be found

in Mr. Darby's published works. In the estimation at

least of the author they lifted the veil which had long,

if not from the beginning, covered the prophecies. Such
was Mr. Darby's influence among the people that the

regular ministry was almost entirely ignored, and he

became the accepted prophet. In fact, his publications

had the effect directly to turn the people from the min-
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i whole. Ji was his custom t" administer the

ry Sa ith indiscriminately to Church-

i iters, which practice earned f"r him the

i of being a large-hearted Christian, and anx-

iake the Church one. Bui really hi

[it nate the people until he could gel them under

n.il <-..ntr«.l for organization, be himself being

n of the organization, a> i- but too clearly ap-

n the il\ -sheets or tracts which he published.

entitled Apostasy of the Actual Econ-

the axe al the rool ofthe tree of the Christian

Church, leaving it a Bhapeless wreck. Anothi

i
'. Church, attacks .-ill Dissenters, and

a righl to form any new Church. And still

another, Liberty t" preach Jesus possessed by every

Christian, denies the existence of any priestly office in

the Church, except the universal priesthood ofbeliev-

< r-. A tract entitled Tht Protnist of th Lord, based

. the shibboleth for the Darty ite

gatherings. Another tract, entitled ScAum, was issued,

in which all who hesitated t" take pari in these gather-

n dei linated "schismatics." Thus the work

el demolition went on. A small seminary was estab-

lished in which to prepare men f.>r the evangelistic

work—thai is, to spread their views and make disciples

to them, and the result has been a widespread sect, with

little "r i rganic unity.

Later History. A division took place ami
•• Brethren," under the Leadership of B. W. Newton. It

commenced in England and extended to the < lontinent.

Mr. Newton, ii is claimed, held with Irving that Chrisl

unless. This notion was repelled by most of

the Darbyites, and Newton was subsequently expelled

by Mr. Darby, i It mighl be interesting to inquire how
Mr. Darby could consistently expel a man from his so-

ciety when he ignores all organizations? [f there be

lization, what is there to be expelled from?)

I to Vevay, « here there

h trouble, the "Brethren" splitting into two
-.hi. h was followed Boon after by many ether

Another division took place among them, in

which tl Her, of Bristol, England,
in...

i prominent Other divisions have oc-

curred, but they are of very little importance. The
"Brethren" are more or less numerous in Paris. Lau-

! Hand, Italy, and Belgium, on the Continent;
ith, Exeter, and London, in England; a very

few are in the United States, but more ii i

rificing people.

I he •• I'.n th have no
I he Bible, and condemn all who avow a ere, d.

as putting human opinions in the place of the Word >l

isly doubt if there is a Church
in the land which has a more i learly defined creed than

they have. They denounce all i intaries on the

misleading, and yel Mr. Darby himself has

taries ipiit< extensively on the Bible,

ithingof U'Intosh. In faith they seem to be

strongly Antinomian. If once justified, it i- their belief

that the -"ul not only can never fall from grace finally,

. I into condemnation. I lie soul's Btand-
1 hrial himself. In other respects

uitially the great and leading doctrines

no written creed '>r con-

\ difficult to find out exactly

j do hold. Each one i- in every reaped al-

bold what he pleases, consistently with con-
tinued

; real I hristian,

; i the leading doctrim

i j thing to
r another, or i obligatory

any further than be can, by more perfect!} instructing
r. indue- htm to accept tin in. l h. ir vii ws ol

worship are al

tay, not in preaching or praying petition-

ing though tl . to worship, but
amply in adoration, praise, and than

for what he i- in himself, and what lie is for those who
render it. Hence worship can only be rendered by true

Christians, in the breaking of bread and in the praise

and thanksgiving which they render. Their services,

therefore, for believers and for unconvi rt< d people are

entirely distinct. They hold the obligation ofthe
Church t" come together the iir-t day ofthe week to

break bread; hence they observe the Lord's Supper

every Sabbath morning, and believers aloni

peeled I,, come togethi r then. They nevi r preach in

the morning, but usually simply exhort, two, or al the

most three of them, speaking during the service. In

the after n or evening of the Sabbath they preach to

sinners. The Plymouth Brethren are the opposite ex-

treme to [rvingism and Mormonism, and yel resem-

ble these in several respects. Hiej too, are a protest

againsl the present state ofthe Church, Protestant as

well as Catholic, which they denounce as Babel,.and

expeel the speedy coming ofthe Lord. Bui while the

[rvingites and Mormons lay claim to an apostolical hie-

rarchy, the "Brethren," like the Quakers, rejecl the

specific ministry, and all written creed- and outward

( Ihurch organization. They derive the disunion of the

Church from the neglect to recognise the Holy Spirit

as Christ's vicar on earth, and the all-sufficient inter-

preter of the Holy Scriptures. All human cree Is, they

say, involve a vital denial of this sufficiency of the

Spirit, and practically restrict his operations. All believ-

ers are true spiritual priests, capacitated lor worship

(Heb. x, 19, 25 i, and all those who possess the qualifica-

tions from the Lord are not only authorized but obliged

to evangelize the world and build up the < hurch, with-

out any ordination of men. This they ci nsider to be

the true apostolic mode of worship, according to 1 Cor.

xii and xiv. But, unlike the Quakers, they retain the

ordinance of baptism, and administer thi Lord's £

everj week. As a body, they hold to adult
I

baptism only, hut if one come- to them who was bapr

ii/.ed in infancy, while they receive him. they generally

manage to convince him very soon of the importance

of luin- rebaptized. As to the remainder of th

Mi. \ seem to agree mosl with the Calvinistic system,

and are -aid to he zealous in g 1 work-, s,.- Guin-

ness, Who are th Plymouth Brethrenf (Phila. L861);

Dennett, Plymouth Brethren, their Rise, etc; Brit.Qu.

< let. 1873, art. iii: Presbyt. Qu. dan. 1872, p. 48; .Mars-

den. Diet, of Churches, p. 91 ; Jahrb. deutscher Theolo-

'e, 1870, voL iv; Dr. Steele, in the Advocate of Chris-

tian Holiness, 1876; Brit.and For. Ev. Rev. July, 1865,

an.ii; Lond. Qu.Bev. No. liii. 1869, art. iii. (J.H. \Y.)

Fnev.matology (from irvebpa, spirit, and \oyoc,
iii- doctrine of spiritual existence. ( on-idcrcd

as tl . science of mind or spirit, pneumatology consists

parts: treating ofthe divine mind, theology

;

lie mind, angelology; and the human mind.

I hi- las) i- now called psychology, "a term to which

no competeni objection can be made, and which affords

us. what the various clumsy periphrases in use do not,

a convenient adjective, psychological (Sir W.Hamil-
ton, A'< id's Works, p. 219, note I. I he b< lief in a return

from the dead, apparitions, and -pirit- i- largely incor-

porated in the traditions of the dews, and prevailed al-

nio-t universally in the scholastic ages. The mystic
r in. and I manuel Swedenborg made it a

popular phase of belief in Northern Europe, and Marti-

ni /. Pasqualia and his disciple St. Martin caused it to

prevail among the people of France and in Southern
Europe. All tin-,- teach r- have given accounts of the

order- of spiritual hi ine> who held communication with
the living. In our own day Spiritualism has 1,ranched

I naively that it w ill he treat) d at parately un-
der that heading, id. II.W'j

Pneumatomachi, i. e. adversaries <>f th, Holy
a name properly applied to all those who en-

tertain heretical opinion- as to the Scripture .1.. .trine

ofthe Holy Ghost, e. g. the Sabellians (q. v.). The
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name originated after the subsidence of the Arian con-

troversy, and was applied to that party, distinguished

by the "denial of the catholic faith regarding the Third

Person of the Holy Trinity; some denying his divinity,

others his personality also. The name is, however, more

specially used to designate the Macedonians, so called

after Macedonius, who, after the death of Eusebius

of Nicomedia, was called by the Arian faction to the

see of Constantinople, in opposition to the catholic

bishop Paul. This led to bloody strife, inasmuch as a

majority of the citizens were for Paul. The Arians got

the better of their catholic adversaries with the help of

the emperor Constantine, who took the part of Macedo-

nius, and established him in the disputed see by force

of arms : three thousand persons perished on that occa-

sion. Macedonius, although called to the bishopric of

Constantinople by strict Arians, seems not to have been

very much of an Arian himself, but persecuted the cath-

olics after the fashion of other Semi-Arian bishops, and

became, with Basilius of Ancyra, one of the chiefs of the

Semi-Arians. As a natural consequence of the rest of

their doctrine, the Arians declared the Holy Ghost, who
was little spoken of explicitly at the beginning of the

Arian difficulties, to be a mere creature, and most of

them held him to be an inferior creature to the Son.

Not only the strict Arians, but also the Semi-Arians,

who called the Son "God" and o/jqioiktioq, questioned

the divinity of the Holy Ghost. Macedonius made him-

self the leader of this increasing and strengthening pneu-

matomatical party, teaching emphatically that the Holy

Ghost was a creature subservient to the Father and Son,

and wholly different in nature from them (comp. Socra-

tes. Hist. Eccles. ii, 46 ; Sozomen, iv, 27 ; Theodoret,

Hist. Eccles. ii, 6; Hmret. Fab. v, 11; Epiphanius, Hcer.

7.! mid 74). He then invented the artifice of the " Ho-
moion," and connecting himself closely with the Semi-
Arian party, gave them his name (Theodoret, Hcer.

Full, iv, 5). At first therefore the term Macedonian was
simply equivalent to Semi-Arian, and Socrates calls the

reply of Liberius to the Semi-Arian legates a letter to

the bishops of the Macedonians (Socrates, Hist. Eccles.

iv, 12). The name of Macedonius appears in this reply.

The good faith of this transaction is (to say the least)

very doubtful (see the notes on the chapter of Socrates

in Variorum Aniwtatiimis in Heading's edition of Vale-

sius). and we are in uncertainty as to the opinions which
Macedonius really held at the close of his life. But
there is no uncertainty as to the course of the heresy.

The letters of Liberius were exhibited at the Council

of Tyana, and the deputies who presented them were
acknowledged as members of the catholic body. This

was probably in A.D. 368. But just as among the Ari-

ans there never was any unity of views as to the Son,

there was none among the Pneumatomachi and Mace-
donians as to the Holy Ghost. Some contented them-
selves with holding the divinity of the Holy Ghost du-

bious, others denied it outright; some called him a

creature, but most seem to have fallen in with the ideas

of Macedonius. Among the most active partisans of

this heresy were Marathonius and Eleusius, whom Mac-
edonius called respectively to the sees of Cyzicum and
Nicomedia. The influence of Marathonius is shown
by the fact that the Macedonians are sometimes called

Marathonians. Macedonius was deposed by the strict

Arians at the Synod of Constantinople in 3G0 : he spent

the remainder of his life obscurely in the vicinity of

Constantinople. The exact date of Macedonius's death

is not known, but it appears to have been soon after

the Council of Tarsus (see Tillemont, Hist. vol. ix).

The appearance of the Pneumatomachi, as such, is

to be dated from A.D. 360, when Athanasius wrote
against them, giving them the name here adopted.

Athanasius was then in the deserts of Egypt, and Sera-

pion, bishop of Thmuis, in Lower Egypt, requested his

interposition. The heresies themselves were no novel-
ties. It was a part of the Arian creed that the Holy
Spirit was a created being, superior it might be in dig-

nity, but nowise different in nature from the angels;

and in the Gnostic systems we meet with Christ and
the Holy Ghost as aeons [see Valextinians], the latter

being held, in some cases at least, to be not a distinct

person, but a divine energy diffused through the uni-

verse. But there was a great difference in the mode in

which these heresies were held. They then appeared,

not as proceeding from a special opposition to the great-

ness of the Holy Spirit, but as deductions from some
other leading heresy to which they were subordinate.-

Thus in the case of the Arians, with which our present

subject is concerned, the denial of the divinity of the

Holy Spirit follows upon the denial of the divinity

of the Son. For as it is impossible to advance the

Third Person of the Trinity above the Second Person,

the controversy turned therefore on the divinity of the

Second. Dealing with this, the Council of Nicsea did

not touch specifically upon the subordinate heresy, but
left it to stand or fall with the leading one. But when
the leading heresy was abandoned, and yet the subordi-

nate heresy retained, then the latter not only became
prominent, but was seen to be adopted on its own inde-

pendent grounds, for its own sake. The Arian half con-

verted to catholicity was properly a Pneumatomachist.

Such were those whom Athanasius dealt with in his

letter to Serapion. They were seceders from the Ari-

ans who had embraced the true faith regarding the Son,

but retained their error regarding the Holy Spirit.

They were consequently opposed both by catholics and
Arians, but their true controversy was with the former:

their contest with the latter (Athanasius urges) could

only be pretended, inasmuch as both agreed in opposing

the" doctrine of the Trinity (Ad Strap, i, 1, 2. :K 32).

This class, then, differed from the later Macedonian
class : it held Homoousian doctrine regarding the Son,

whereas the Macedonians were Homoiousians. Atha-
nasius calls them also Tropici, from their figurative in-

terpretations of Scripture ; but this is rather an epithet

than a proper name.

In comparison with the Macedonian party, this ear-

lier party can have been but small. It was, however,

reinforced a few years later, as we shall show, upon
the return of a large portion of the Semi-Arian body to

catholicity. The adoption of the truth concerning the

Son leads almost necessarily to the adoption of the

truth concerning the Holy Spirit. The arguments of

Athanasius (Ad Serap. i, 29; iv, 7) show forcibly how
untenable a position is that which maintains a duality

instead of a trinity. The original Monarchian tenet

from which the Arians started is much more easily ad-

missible.

The Pneumatomachi of the Macedonian school were

the Semi-Arians left behind in schism when, in the year

366, the majority of the sect gave in their assent to or-

thodoxy, and were received into the Church. Before

this time Macedonius, as we have seen above, had joined

the Semi-Arian party, but proving thereby unaccepta-

ble to the Arians, was deposed by the Council of Con-
stantinople, A.D. 360 (Theodoret, Hist. Eccles. ii, 6).

A council was appointed to meet in Tarsus to effect a

reconciliation, but just before the meeting thirty-four

Asiatic bishops assembled in Caria refused the Homo-
ousion; and Valens, at the instigation of the Arian Eu-
doxius, by whom he had been recently baptized, forbade

the council (Sozomen, Hist. Eccles. vi, 12). From this

time, however, Semi-Arianism disappears from ecclesi-

astical history. The controversy regarding Christ's

divinity ceased, and the denial of the divinity of the

Holy Spirit became the distinguishing tenet of the

Semi-Arian party, the tenet thus becoming associated

with the name Macedonian, which the Semi-Arians

had recently acquired. Of course there were some, as

we have already had occasion to state, who called them
Marathonians, saying that Marathonius, bishop of Nico-

media, had introduced the term Homoiousion (Socrates,

Hist. Eccles. ii, 45).

It is to be noticed here that several writers, when
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rthepret I heresy, use the word Semi-Arian

;< use than thai no« given it. Philaster

Ixvii) defines the Semi-Arians thus: "Hi de

; mill, uii.'ini qualitatis Bubstan-

•ii divinitatera esse credentes, Spiritum autem

divina substantia, nee Deum veram, Bed factum

iiiini S|piriiiiMi proedicantea." Augustine also

i//,i,.i. iiii: "Macedonian! de Patre el lili" recte

sentiunt, quod unius Binl ejusdemque substantia? vel es-

l ili- spiritu Sancto hoc nolunt credere, crea-

turam eum esse dicentes. II"- potius quidam Semi-
., ..cam. quod in hac qussti ex parte rum

irte Dobiscum." This use of the terra

Semi-Arian i- now t" i»- avoided, tin- distinctive mark

of thai party being the Homoiousion. Bui these two

authorities slew tbal the original Pneumatomachi,

against whom Athanasius wrote, musl have been largely

reinforced from those who joined the < hurch under

Liberius. This appears also from Epipbanius, who
it tin- Pneumatomachi proceeded partly from

- Vrians ami partly from the orthodox. In the

article he had defined the Semi-Arians by

loiousion; and the "orthodox," it cannol be

were not the old Nicenes, bul those who from

the Aii.ui- li:nl come over to tin- II iousion, ami had
• pted by Liberius as orthodox. Tim- of the

i imachi some were orthodox regarding the di-

vinity of the Sun. ami some retained tin' Homoiousion,

and these latter are properly Macedonians, being Semi-

Arians.

All these started with the tenel of the seel from which
i!ny sprung, namely, thai the Holy Spiril i- a created

being, of the same order as tin- created angels (The-

ind Epipbanius, /. c). The authorities ol Phi-

laster at ire sufficient t" show tbal this

was retained by the majority of the party, lint anoth-

er opinion arose early. It proceeded Eustathiua of

i being an example (Socrates, Hist. Eccks. ii. 15)

. reluct) e t'> call the Holy Spirit a creature.

I hi y who fell this reluctance would nol

to call him God, it followed necessarily that tiny wire
I

• deny lii- personality. Still tiny assigned to

rsonal Spirit that which i- assigned to the per-
1 ttholics, a- in in- the Vinculum

-hi"
.

/'• / - 19; Bull, Def.

oftbe Godhead. This
\ ustine

|
flares, c lii l: "Quamvis a non-

erhibeantur Deum, Bed Deitatem Patris et
l - ritum Sanctum, et nullam propriam ha-

tantiam." What catholics regard as God the
Holy Ghosl working in the world, thej regardi I a- a

divine energy diffused through the world. Mosheim
il appears upon insufficienl grounds, to

net "i tin- Macedonians in

i imachi was condi mm d,

it Alexandria, A.D. 362, held by Atha-
his return

I Athanasius, Synod. Epist.

thai Arians, on
' lurch, an- to anathematize those v. ho saj thai

ted being and divided from the

\ true renunciation of Arian doc-
dividing the lluly Triniiv. from

1

tUv in a synod in
' llanli.uin.

Iiirdly.ina

and, lasllv, al I

inopli
. V.D. 881, where,

iSjApolTinarius!

n uses the

!

of ttai N :.

added those clauses (excepting the Filioque) which stand

at present as the c plemenl of the catholic faith, viz.,

that to the Holy Ghost, who emanates from the Father,

i- due the same adoration and glorification as to the

Father and to the Son. The Macedonians were invited

unci! of Constantinople in the hope that the

reconciliation interrupted at Tarsus might be effected,

but the b Socrates, Hist. Eccks. v.

8; Sozomen, Bist. Eccks. vii, 7 i. Facundus states that

Macedonius himselfwas inviti dto the council. This is

mi doubt an error. Tie- council completed the work

which was begun at Nicsea, ami finally declared the

catholic faith regarding the Holj Trinity. Against its

determination the Semi-Arian, now the Pneumatoma-
cbist, party was not ah!.- to make any < ffectual resist-

ance. Blunt, Diet, of Sects, s. v. See Schaff, Church

ii, 639, '''1
1 -. Neander, Hist, oft 'hrislian Dogma

(see Index); Hefele, Conciliengesch. vols, i ami ii; Al-

zog, Kirchengt .'. i. 281 : Scbrockh, Kirchengesch. voL
vi ; Klei

,

'. pt. i. eh. ii. p. 215.

Poach, Andreas, a German Lutheran minister ol

tin- 16th century, studied at Wittenberg under Martin

Luther, whin- also he was ma In 1542

In- was called t>> Jena as archdeacon; then he was
appointed pastor at Nordhausen; ami in 1550 he was

called as pastor ami professor of theology to Lrfurt,

where in 1572 in company with four others, he was

deposed, lie then moved t" Utenbach, mar Jena,

where he died, April L'. 1585. He edited Luther's

Hausposti '.ions and Additions (Una. 1559

sq.), ami wrote the biography of Ratzeberger (q. v.),

istlichen Abschied o,us diesem Sterblichen, etc.

(Jena, 1559 I. See Jocher, Gekhrti n - I exi

Winer. Handbuch <h r theol. Literatur, ii. 130. I B. P.)

Pobian, Mosi -. also called Fobian,a Jewish writer

of siime note, flourished in Greece in the tir-t part of the

16th century. He published, -:n\:-- Dinr =" --".x.

tli.- In. i.k of Joh, with a Rumic, i. e. neo-Greek, transla-

tion in Hebrew letters (Constantinople, 1576) :—^bCB
":X""~ Z"."~r ~". tin- Proverbs, in tin- -aim- manner

(ibid. 1548) :—111S01 "JXOTl ="" D3 CBlH, i.e.

tin- Pentateuch, with a Rumic ami Spanish translation,

both in Hebrew letters, with the Chaldee ofOnkelos ami

Rasbi's com itary (ibid. 1547). The Spanish \ ersion

of this work was reprinted at Ferrara in L583. Set

Filrst, Bibl. Judaica, i. 285 sq.; Wolf, Bibl. Hebraa, I.

iii. 1520. ill. 1'.
i

Pochard, Jean, a Frencb theologian, was horn in

171.". ai Lai luse, near PontarUer. After going through

the regular course of studies at Besancon, he was offered

by the archbishop of that diocese the direction of the

seminar}', and Pochard there taught theology for thirty

years. He was afterwards appointed superior of the

si minary. Imt tin- weakness of his health compelled him
i.. resign these functions, a- In- had already resigned his

chair. IL- died at Besancon Aug. "-'">. 17m;. To him
i- iluc tin- revision of tin- .Missal ami Breviary tA' the

Besancon, printed by order of the cardinal of

Choiseul-Beaupre. Tin-, works are considered model

performances. IL- had tin largest share in tin- Mithode
pour la Direction des An, (Neufchateau, 1772, 2 vols.

I rbain Grisot, which ha- often been reprinted.

Hoefi i. ent rak, -. v.

Foche'reth (Heb. Poke'reth, r-:b. ensnaring;

Sept. fyaxtpaS, v. r. <I'ii\mi./>. i tc I, tin- name apparent-

ly of a person ("P. of Zebaim," tin- Sept, in some <-..) iea

supplies -si hi at" between tin- words) whose "children"

were among the Nethinim that returned from the cap-

tivity with Zerubbabel (Ezra ii. .".7: Neb. \ii. 59).

B.C. am

Pociey. Hypatitjs, a Russian prelate, was horn at

Bajanise in 1541. IL- occupied a conspicuous place in

ous history of Russia by the share he hail, in

1595, in the return of the western provinces of the em-
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pire to the Roman Catholic Church. He was sent to

Rome, with several of his colleagues, to signify the

obedience of the converted provinces to the holy see :

we have an account of this event by Baronius. Pociey

devoted his whole life to cementing and extending this

union, which was finally destroyed by the emperor

Nicholas in 1839. Pociey was bishop of Wladimir

and Bresc, and died at Wladimir July 28, 1613. He
left a number of Homilies, published by Leo. Kiszka

{Kazaniay Homilie Hipacigscza Pocieia, 1714, 4to) :

—

The Union, an exposition of the principal articles relat-

ing to the union of the Greeks with the Roman Church

(Wihia, 1595):—an Account of the embassy which the

Ruthenians, in 147G, sent to Sixtus IV (Wihia. 1605,

4to) ; we know only one copy of this work, that in the

Imperial Library of St. Petersburg:

—

Privileges granted

to tlte L'niates bg the Kings ofPoland (Wilna, s. d., about

170G) :—divers Epistles disseminated in the A ninths <A

In Socieie Archeologique de Saint-Petersbourg, the most

remarkable being addressed to the patriarch of Alexan-

dria:— his Testament, inserted in the Review of Posen.—
Hoefer, Xoitv. Liog. Gene rale, s. v.

Pockels, Carl Friedkich, a German moralist,

was born Nov. 15, 1757, at Wormlitz, near Halle. In

1780, having completed his studies at the university in

Halle, he was appointed tutor of the princes of Bruns-

wick, and afterwards guardian of one of them, the duke
Augustus. When this house lost their estates, he lived

as a private citizen at Brunswick. In 1813 he occupied

again his former relation to duke Augustus. He died

at Brunswick Oct. 29, 1814. Pockels's works, written

in a fluent and elegant style, contain a treasury of sa-

gacious and curious observations on man and society.

He left, Beitrage zur BefOrderung der Menschenkennt-

niss (Berlin, 1788-89, 2 parts, 8vo; followed by Neui

Beitrage, etc., Hamb. 1798, 8vo) :

—

Fragmente zur Kennt-

niss d<s iin nseldiehen llerzens (Hanover, 1788-94, 3 vols.

8vo) :

—

Denkwurdigkeiten zur Bereicherung der Charak-
terkunde (Halle, 1794, 8vo) :

—

Versuch einer Charakter-

istik des weibliehen Geschlech/s (Hanover, 1799-1802, 5

vols. 8vo); it is a writing full of witty remarks; the

author published as a pendant I)< r Maun | ibid. 1805-8,

4 vols. 8vo) :

—

Karl Willi. Ferdinand von Braunschweig

(Stuttgarcl, 1809, 8vo) :

—

Ueber den Uingaug mit Kindern

(1811):

—

Ueber Gesellschaff, Geselligkeit und Umgang
(Hanover, 1813-10, 3 vols. 8vo). Pockels published a

Tascheiibuclt, as keepsake, for the years 1803 and 1804;

and, in common with Ch. Ph. Moritz. the Denkwilrdig-

keiten zur BefOrderung des Edlen und Schbnen (Berlin.

1786-88, 2 vols. 8vo), some articles in the Magazin zur

Erfiiliriiugsseilt ulehre, and in the Braunschweigisches

Magazin.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Pocklington, John, D.D., an English divine,

noted also as an educator, flourished near the middle

of the 17th century. He was at one time president of

Pembroke Hall and Sidney College. Cambridge. He
published Sermons (Lond. 1636) :

—

AUare Christianum

(1637, 4to), in answer to Williams's Holy Table. See

Williams, Joiix.

Pocock, Edward (1), an English Orientalist and

theologian ofgreat note, not only in his own times, but one

whose scholarly acquirements are gladly acknowledged

even in our day, was born Nov. 8, 1604. He studied in

Oxford, his native place, at the university, and devoted

himself especially to the Oriental tongues, the Hebrew,
Arabic, Chaldee, and Syriac, first under the direction of

Matthew Pason, and afterwards under that of William

Bedwell. Pocock took his bachelor of arts' degree in

1622, and his master's in 1626. Lud. de Dieu publish-

ing a Syriac version of the Apocalypse at Leyden the

following year, our author, after his example, began to

prepare those four epistles which were still wanting to

a complete edition of the New Testament in that lan-

guage. These epistles were the second of Peter, the

second and third of John, and that of Jude. All the

other books, except these five, had been well printed by

Albertus Widmanstadius, at Vienna, in 1555, who was
sent into the West for that purpose by Ignatius, the
Jacobite patriarch of Antioch, in the 16th century.
Having met with a manuscript in the Bodleian Library
proper to his purpose, Pocock engaged in this work and
finished it ; but laid it by, not having the courage to pub-
lish it. till the fame of it, in 1629, brought him into the

acquaintance of Gerard Vossius, who, being then at Ox-
ford, obtained his consent to carry it to Leyden, where
it was printed that year, in 4to, under the immediate
care and inspection of Lud. de Dieu. In 1628 Pocock
had been received a fellow of the principal college of

Oxford ; but having decided to enter the priesthood, he
was ordained priest in 1629, having entered into dea-
con's orders some time before, and he was appointed
chaplain to the English factory at Aleppo, by the in-

terest of Selden, as appears very probable. He arrived

at that place, after a long voyage, Oct. 17, 1630. His
residence in the East for six years furnished an oppor-

tunity of further study in the Oriental tongues. He
acquired great skill in the Arabic tongue, and he like-

wise endeavored to get a further insight, if possible, into

the Hebrew; but soon found it fruitless, the Jews there

being very illiterate. He also improved himself in the

Ethiopic and Syriac, of which last he made a grammar,
with a praxis, for his own use. On Oct. 30, 1631, he
received a commission from Laud, then bishop of Lon-
don, to buy for him such ancient Greek coins and such

manuscripts, either in Greek or the Oriental languages,

as he should judge most proper for a university library

—which commission Pocock executed to the hot of Lis

power, lie also translated a number of historical works
from the Arabic, collected a great quantity of < Oriental

manuscripts, which he sent to England, and made a

careful study of the environs of Aleppo, with respect to

natural history : the result of the latter study was in-

tended to furnish a desirable addition to the commenta-
ries of the Old Testament. In 1634 the plague raged

furiously at Aleppo ; many of the merchants fled two
days' journey from the city, and dwelt in tents upon

the mountains: Pocock did not stir, yet neither he nor

any of the English caught the infection. In 1636 he

received a letter from Laud, then archbishop of Canter-

bury, informing him of his design to found an Arabic

lecture at Oxford, and of naming him to the university

as the professor; upon which agreeable news he pres-

ently settled his affairs at Aleppo, and took the first op-

portunity of returning home. On his arrival at Oxford

this year, he took the degree of bachelor of divinity in

July, and entered on the professorship in August; how-
ever, the next year, when his friend Mr. John Greaves

concerted his voyage to Egypt, it was thought expe-

dient by Laud that Pocock should attend him to Con-

stantinople, in order to perfect himself in the Arabic

language, and to purchase more manuscripts. During
bis ali. ide there, he was for some time chaplain to Sir

Peter Wych, then the English ambassador to the Porte,

and who became Pocock's most zealous protector. He
collected during his stay in that city a number of

Oriental manuscripts. In 1639 he received several let-

ters from his friends, and particularly from the arch-

bishop, pressing him to return home; and accordingly,

embarking in August, 1640, he landed in Italy, and

passed thence to Paris. Here he met with Grotius,

who was then ambassador at the court of France from

Sweden, and acquainted him with a design he had
to translate his treatise De veritate Christiana? Religi-

onis into Arabic, in order to promote the conversion

of some of the Mohammedans. Grotius was pleased

with and encouraged the proposal, while Pocock did not

scruple to observe to him some things towards the end

of his book which he could not approve: as his ad-

vancing opinions which, though commonly charged by
Christians upon Mohammedans, yet had no foundation

in any of their authentic writings, and were such as

they themselves were ready to disclaim. Grotius was

so far from being displeased that he heartily thanked
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I
'

r the fn edom he had taken ; and gave him full

the vi nrion hi spunge and alter

r be should tliink lit. This work was published

in 1660 at the sole expense of Mr. Boberl Royle: Gro-

tiu,'-, introduction was left "tit. and a new prefa

... showing the design of the work, and giving

iunl of the persons to whom it would I"- of

I i bis return to England, in 1640, Pocock found

himself in very diflScull circumstances, His chair of

Arabic had been Btipended l>y archbishop Laud, tun

death of that prelate the revenues had been

Pocock now devoted himself entirely to

study, and escaped by hi- retreat, a- well as by the

p of John Selden, who enjoyed a great influ-

ence in the republican party, the vexations, it nol

which his royalist opinions would have been

Bure to bring upon him. In 1643 he «a- presented by
_.• with the living of Childrey, in Berkshire,

and in 1»>|7. in consequence of the exertions ol John

Selden, be was reinstated in his Oxford chair,andtwo
r he was appointed professor ol Hebrew. The

kin:;, who was at tli.it time a prisoner in the [ale of

Wight, also bestowed on bim a rich canonry. An acl

tmenl confirmed the gift; but the canonry thus

to bim being different from that originally

annexed to the professorship, Pocock entered a protest

it, and refused to receive the profits. In the

meantime he composed his Specimen Hisloria Arabum,
from the work of Abul-faraj in the

original Arabic, together with a Latin translation ami

notes. This work, which was printed al Ox-
ford in 1648 and 1650 i Ito), was reprinted in L806 by

White, with some additions by Sylvestre de Sacy. In

a year alter publishing the pre-

ceding work, Pocock was ejected from his canonry, and
il ua- intended to deprive him ol the Hebrew and Ar-

abic professorships; but, thank- to a petition signed by
all the heads of houses, the masters, and scholars at < >x-

ck was suffered to enjoy both places. In L655

n the poinl of being deprived of his living, on
ui'l of "ignorance and insufficiency;" al leasl

such wire the charges preferred against him by Crom-
mmittee. Some ol his ' Ixford friends, however,

wisely prevented the disgrace to the Roundhead party

which would have followed the ejection, upon such

grounds, of so eminent a Bcholar as Pocock. The mosl
determined againsl thi- measure was Dr. John Owen
< himself • of the aissiom rs), Seth
War. I. John Wilkins, and John Wallis, who withsl 1

the Btupid and bigoti d creature- to their face, and made
ol "the infinite contempt and reproach"

which would reward such treatment of a man "whom
all the learned, not of England only, but of all Europe,
bo justly admired lor bis vast knowledge and extraor-

complishments." Meanwhile nothing had suf-

ither hi- pious care of his parish or his

! and oriental learning. In Arabic and
li arning he was allowi ad to none

the first Pocock made his Oriental attainments
ienl to Biblical illustration: and his contribu-
irectly and indirectly, to Biblical learning were

Ktremely valuable. Of his connection

. bis biographi r saj -
:

" From
a -t, p was taken in that work

til] commuui-
1 ithoul whose assistance it must

mi h of it, perfection;" he collated

pies or Saadias's
i up an ac nl of thi

the Bible which is to be found in the
Appendi c I Pol; lot, and lent some of his own

' the work. viz. a

oi nt, an Ethiopic

MSS. t the Psalms, and

the commission's purp I lished his Porta

tng six prefator Moses Maimon-
I ommentary upon the Mishna," written in Ara-

hie hut with the Hebrew letters. This work, which

was the tir-t production of the Hebrew press at < Oxford,

appeared in 1655, together with a Latin translation and

numerous note,. Pocock made this work the more use-

ful to Biblical students by hi- copious Appendix Nota-

rum Miscellanea, where he discusses many points of in-

terest to Biblical scholar-. Pocock reaped golden opin-

ions on the publication of thi- now neglected tl gh

still very valuable work. In the following year Pocock

appears to have entertained the idea of publishing the

is ofRabbi Tanchum on i/k old Testament, as

he was at that time the only person in Europe who pos-

sessed any of the MSS. of that learned rabbi; but, prob-

ably from want of encouragement, he did not prosecute

his design. In 1657 the English Polyglot appeared, in

which Pocock had a considerable hand. lie collated

the Arabic Pentateuch, and al-o wrote a preface con-

cerning the different Arabic versions of that part of the

Bible, and the reason of the various readings to be

found in them, the whole of which was inserted in the

Appendix to the Polyglot Those i>an- of the Syriac

version of the NYw Testament which had remained uti-

published are due to him : he accompanied them with a

Latin version and annotations. In 1658 his Latin trans-

lation of the Annals ofEutychius was published al ( »x-

ford (in •_' vols, ito), at the request and at the expense

of Selden, who died before it appeared. At the Restora-

tion, Pocock was restored (June, 1660
I to his canonry of

Christ -church, as originally annexed to the Hebrew
professorship by Charles I; but the frivolous i

Charles II thought as little of rewarding further his at-

to the loyal cause as they were aide to appre-

ciate his works and his worth. He took his doctor of

divinity's degree, and continued afterwards to discharge

the duties of both his lectures, anil to give to the world.

to the end of his life, new proofs of his unrivalled skiil

in < Iriental learning. He was consulted as a master by
all the most learned men in Europe: by Hornius, Alt-

ing, Hottinger, Golius, from abroad; and by Cudworth,
Boyle, Hammond, Castel, al home. His next publica-

tion, in 1661, was the Arabic poem by Abu Ismail Tho-
grai, entitled Ldmiy-yalu-l-'ajem, with a Latin transla-

tion, copious notes, and a learned preface by I <r. Samuel
But by far the mosl important as well as the

mosl useful of Pocock's works was his translation id' the

entire work of Abul-faraj, which, along with the text

and a few excelli nt notes, was primed at ( Ixford in 1663

i - vols. Ito I, entitled Gregorii Abul Farajiihistoi ia Dy-
nasiiarum. (This is a compendium of the general his-

tory of the world from the creation to his own time. i.e.

about the end of the 13th century, and i- di\ hi, d into

ten dynasties.) Alter the publication of this work Po-

cock seems to have devoted himself entirely to Biblical

learning. In 1674 he published, at the expense of the

university, his Arabic translation of the Church Cate-

chism and the English Liturgy. Some time after, Fell,

dean of Christchurch, having concerted a scheme for a

commentary upon the < >ld Testament, to be written by
some learned hands in that university, engaged our au-

ike a -hare. This gave occasion to his com-
lu 1677 appeared his Commentary on the

Prophecies of Micah and Malachi; in 1685 that on
Hosea, and in 1691 that on ./"</. It was his intention

to comment upon other- of the lesser prophets. In

these commentaries, which are all in English, Pocock's

skill iii his favorite subject of Biblical Hebrew i- very

apparent The note-, no doubt ;ir *' too diffuse, hut

i hey exhibit much profound learning in rabbinical as

well as sacred Hebrew. In his critical principles he

warmly defends the general purity of the Masoretic
text againsl tie- aspersions of Isaac Vossius and the

theory ofCapellus; hut. although hi- Masoretic predi-

lections are excessive, he does not depredate the Septua-

gint His scheme ever was to reconcili bj learned ex-

planations the sacred original and the most venerable
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of its versions. This great and good man labored on.

harassed by enemies and neglected by friends, but re-

spected for his purity of life, and admired for his match-

less learning, in his professional and pastoral pursuits,

to the very end of his life, his only distemper being ex-

treme old age. which yet hindered him not, even the

night before he died, from his invariable custom of

praying from the liturgy with his family. He expired

Sept. 10, 1691, after a gradual decay of his constitution,

and his remains were interred in the cathedral of Christ-

church, where a monument with an inscription is erected

to his memory. As to his person, he was of a middle

stature, and slender; his hair and eyes black, his com-
plexion fresh, his look lively and cheerful, and his con-

stitution sound and healthy. In his conversation he

was free, open, and affable, retaining even to the last

the briskness and facetiousness of youth. His temper

was modest, humble, sincere; and his charity brought

such numbers of necessitous objects to him that dean

Fell used to tell him complainingly " that he drew all

the poor of Oxford into the college property." His the-

ological works were collected in 2 vols. fol. in 1740 by
Leonard Twells, who also wrote an account of the life

and works of Pocock. Pocock's services to Oriental

scholarship in Europe, especially in England, are well-

nigh inestimable. Bishop Marsh says of him :
" Should

I begin to-speak of the rare endowments of this admira-

ble man, I should not be able to end his character un-

der a volume. His rare learning appears in his writ-

ings." " Pocock," says Hallam, " was probably equal

to any Oriental scholar whom Europe had hitherto pro-

duced. ... No Englishman probably has ever contrib-

uted so much to that province of [Arabic] learning."

See Cattermole, Literature of the English Church, i,

175; Hook, Ecclesiastical Biography, vm, 98; Skeats,

Hist, of (he English Free Church, p. 63 ; Orme, Biblio-

theca Biblia, s. v. ; Perry, Hist. Ch. of Engl, (see Index

in vol. iii) ; Stoughton, Eccles. Hist, of Engl, (since the

Restoration), ii, 332 ; Kitto, Cyclopedia of British Lit-

erature, iii, 553; Allibone, Diet, of British ami Ameri-

can A uthors, vol. ii, s. v. ; Biblical Rejoositoi-y, x, 2 sq.

(J. H. W.)

Pocock, Edward (2), an English Orientalist, son

of the preceding, was born at Oxford in 1647, and edu-
cated at the university of that place. He published,

under his father's direction, a philosophical treatise of

Ibn-Tofail, with a Latin version and notes, entitled Phi-
losophies autodidactus (Oxford, 1671, 4to). The same
treatise was translated into English by Ockley. He
was on the point of publishing the Description of Egypt
by Abdallatif'in Arabic and in Latin when, being re-

fused in 1691 the succession to the chair left vacant by
his father's death, he renounced entirely his Oriental

studies. This valuable work remained long unpub-
lished : the Arabic text was printed at Tubingen at the

close of last century, and was almost immediately trans-

lated into German. White published in 1800 the orig-

inal and Pocock's Latin version (Oxf. 4to), with notes

of his own.

His brother Thomas translated into English a Hebrew
treatise of Manasseh ben-Israel (Of the Term of Life,

Lond. 1699, 12mo). (J. H. W.)

Pococke, Richard, an English prelate, was born
in 1704 at Southampton. It is believed that he be-

longed to the family of the preceding, notwithstanding
the slight difference in the spelling of his name. He
studied at Oxford, was received doctor, and embraced the

ecclesiastical career. In 1734 and 1741 he travelled in

the East, and published on his return a narrative of his

journey, under the title, A Description of the East and
some other Countries (Lond. 1743-45, 3 vols, in 2, folio,

with 179 drawings and maps). This work most fully

and with care delineates the countries and manners
which make its reading interesting even now. Having
accompanied lord Chesterfield to Ireland as chaplain,
he remained in that country, and was appointed in 1756

bishop of Ossory. He had just been transferred to

Meath when he died of apoplexy, in September, 1765.

There are some notices of him in the Philosophical

Transactions and in the Archceologia. (J. H.W.)

Pocularies is an ecclesiastical term used for drink-
ing-cups consecrated in churches.

Poderis or Talaris is another name for the alb

(q.v.).

Podico, John de (also called John de Yalladolhl

or John Coneersus), a convert from Judaism and noted
as a writer, was born about the year 1335. He is the
author of two anti-Jewish works, viz. Corcordia legis,

cited very often by Alfonso de Spina in his Fortalitium

fidei (p. 117, 155, 169, 170 sq.), and Declaratio super

A ben Esram in decern prcecepta ; also quoted by Alfonso

de Spina. He was permitted by the king, Don Henry,
to hold religious disputations with Jews, and in 1375

such a disputation took place in the cathedral of Avila,

where Moses Kohen de Tordesillas was the spokesman
of the Jews. The main points to be discussed were the

dogmas of Christianity, the Messiahshipof Jesus, his di-

vinity and incarnation, the Trinity, and the virginity of

Mary. Four discussions were held, the result of which

was published by Tordesillas in his ni^xn "*3>, or

examination of one hundred and twenty-five passages

of Scripture usually urged by Christians in favor of

their religion. This book, which he designated " The
Stronghold of the Faith," he presented to the syna-

gogue of Avila and Toledo. See Ftirst, Bibl. Judaica,

iii, 435, 467; De Rossi, Dizionario storico degli Autori

Ebri i ( ( ierm. transl. by Bamberger), p. 317 ; the same,

Bibl. Judaica antichristiana, p. 26; Griitz, Gesch. d.

Jnihil, viii, 21 sq. ; Lindo, Hist, of the Jews, p. 159;

Finn, Sephardim, p. 311 ; Kalkar, Israel und die Kirche,

p. 25. (B. P.)

Podoniptas (i. e. Feet-washers) is one of the names
by which that branch of the Mennonites, otherwise

known as Flemings, are sometimes designated. They
maintain that the example of Christ, which has in this

instance the force of a law, requires his disciples to wash
the feet of their guests in token of their love ; ami for

this reason they have been called Podoniptee. But oth-

ers deny that this rite was enjoined by Christ. See
Mennonitks.

Poe, Adam, D.D., a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, noted for his devotion to its inter-

ests, literary, social, and religious, was born in Colum-
biana County, Ohio, July 21, 1804. Such limited ad-

vantages as the times and the means of his parents

afforded him for acquiring an education were eagerly

embraced, and in the schools and by private tuition he

secured the elements of a good English education and
some knowledge of the classics, and formed a taste for

reading and study which he continued through life.

He received his early Christian training in the Presby-

terian Church, and ever cherished for it a profound re-

spect ; but its distinctive doctrines did not find a response

in his heart, and after careful examination and many
severe spiritual conflicts he preferred the doctrines of

religion as taught by the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Having decided to give himself to the work of the min-
istry, to which he felt called of God, he was licensed to

preach, and in 1826 became a travelling preacher in the

Ohio Annual Conference. He was effective from that

date to the time of the illness which resulted in his

death ; and as a pastor, and in the other capacities in

which he served the Church and her cause, he was a

most efficient laborer of the Master. Dr. Poe entered

the travelling ministry when the work involved sacrifices

and demanded labors of no ordinary character. The
circuits were of vast extent. An absence from home of

twenty-eight days, with a sermon and a class or prayer

meeting for each and every day, and a horseback ride

of six hundred miles through the forests and the rough
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a single

heat "r cold,

ltir,.u_i,
-

rving itinerant

round?, hunting up the

:.. ring them

il Shi pherd. No man
with firmer faith, with greater sm-

ith more unreservt d devotion

. so he continued

1

1

ted and -round, .1

ippointments were as follows:

Cii ; 1828, on Huron < lircuil

;

hi ; 1830, "ii Columbus
i ircuil : 1832 3, on Mi-

:. Mm. ii.i. In 1835 Dr. Poe -

William B. Christie as presiding elder of

District, and continued on thai and the Tiffin

. when his impaired health <l<—

hi such exhausting labors. In 1839

I in Mansfield ; in 1840 11. in Dela-

i (istricl : in

Young as he was. he was Boon appointed a class-leader,

and was licensed to exhort. He prepared al an acad-

emy for colli ge, and studied al Augusta ' ollegi . K< a-

tucky. He was licensed to preach, and admitted into

the Ohio Conference, and appointed to travel the

Letarl Falls Circuit, where he labored acceptably and
ly. The nexl year he was appointed to the

Eaton Circuit, and the year following to the Ham-
ilton Circuit, and iii 1835 to the Oxford Circuit. In

.May. 1836, he was senl to the Oneida and Menomonee
Mission, west of Green Bay. He commenced a school

among the Oneida Indians, and extended his vi-its

to those at Brothertown, and other fragments of tribes

through the Wisconsin Territory, and finally

I
in building up a flourishing mission, which

continues to <>ur day to exerl a im >-i salutary influ-

eno among this reclaimed savage tribe. In the au-

tumn of 1838 Mr. I*..i- travelled on horseback, through

an almost unbroken wilderness, from Green Hay to Al-

ton, 111., i" attend the Illinois Conference. He was
then transferred hack to the Ohio Conference; but he

could n.'i gel to < Ibio in time to receive an appointment

thai year. In January, 1839, his brother, who was pre-

md time; in 1844, agent for the siding elder of the Tiffin District, employed him <>n the

Ohio Wesleyan University; 1846, again in Mansfield;

m Norwalk "r Elyria District, From 1850 to

the spring of 1852, he was pr> siding elder of Mansfield

District. At the General < inference of 1852 he "a-, in

a manner highly creditable to himself, elected assistant

the Western Book Concern. To this office he

hd in 1856. Upon the failure of the health

of the Rev. L Sworrostedl in I860, he was elected prin-

cipal agent To i hi- office he was re-elected in 1864.

ference ol 1868 would have gladh. con-

tinued him in this relation had il nol found him hover-

ing between life and death. He died June 26, 1868.

t u< I thinker, sale rather than brilliant

in bis theological view-, colloquial rather than oratori-

cal in bis ch, < vet interesting and instruc-

tive in the pulpit and on the platform. Ili> life was
in 1 Christian. A man of sterling info

. i : sound and godly
judgment, he enjoyed the confidence of the church to

awarded to living men. Traversing the
circuit. Iil». rin- in the station, charged with the ardu-

uistration of the expansive district, or manag-
rests of the Western Book Concern, he

.n, d man. with one single pur-
do well il,,- «ork committed to him by the

cimreh. This was the grand Becrel of id, >,,,,, ..
i

>,-.

I a commanding presence. The spirit of benev-
olence rule,

| in hi- heart, and its winning sunshine
in hi- countenance, lie u.-is frank almost to

• iuld mi-take the generous im-
hi- heart, lie was fearless, bul hi- courage
r,d with wisdom, lie was social in a high

hia winning -mile, hi- genial spirit, and the u-
ciK'y a. with which he drew upon the
r lote will nol - he i

' Dr. Poe was greatly i

ol the Methodisl Episco
particularly the Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

tid t,, have been
1 '"il' in i he enterprise, and hi- devo-
trulj hero',,-. From ii- inception down

personal ,, r familj

id, a ntral educa-
Church in tie- Btate of old,,.

n the time
• i irk, in ih.

July i. 1868. (J. II. u .

pal < burch, and brother of thi ,, bom in
Columbiana C ity, »hio, < I, i. |2, I

united with tl

; ircuit, where he labored till the session of his

nci in September, 1839, when he was appointed
to i he M'Arthurstown Circuit. The next two years he
was appointed to Tariton. In September, 1842, he was
transferred to the Texas Conference. On his arrival

there he addressed himself with bis accustomed zeal

and energj to his work, but one of the great wants

of the country thai firsl impressed him was the need

of schools and teachers. In view- of this destitution

he returned to < mio, in order to -,cure a corps of teach-

ers. After a few month- he returned to Texas, and
shortly after commenced laying the foundation- of an

institution of learning at San Augustine. The next

< inference resolved to adopt it and give it their patron-

age. But, besides this educational work. Mr. Po

the San Augustine Circuit, which subjected him to the

of travelling some three hundred mil

four weeks. He kepi up his engagements with regu-

larity, and to the satisfaction of all concerned, but the

exertion necessary to this end proved too much, and in

1844 be fell a prey to disease, and died after a very
short illness. His last words were a testimony of the

happy servant to whom the Master bade a hearty wel-

come. "Happy—very, very happj !"werethelasl words
of Daniel Poe. "As a man ol intellect." -ays bishop
.Morris. ••

I should place Poe considerably abovt the me-
dium, though his mind was sober and practical rather

than striking or brilliant His perceptions were quick
and clear, and he had that stroll-' common--, nse and

sound, discriminating judgment that gavi greal weight
i- hi- counsels and greal efficiency to hi- movements.
In hi- moral constitution he was distinguished chiefly

f,,r the resolute and the heroic. lie had a naturally

kind and amiable spirit. He was far from being im-
petuous in hi- movements or hasty in his decisions; . . .

hni when his purpose was once deliberately and con-

scientiously formed, it was impossible to divert him from
of his sober convictions. With the highest

i
hysical courage, he united that higher cour-

age which has its foundation in principle and in faith.

imenl of fear, except .a- it had respecl to God,
never found a lodgmenl in his bosom." His preaching
wa- such a- might have been expected from hi- -olid

and w, ll-disciplined mind, and his earne-t. rc-olule. and
eminently Christian spirit, lie spoke with greal sim-
plicity and directness, hut without any of the -race- of
oratory. His discourses were well-eon-idcred. well-di-

gested expositions of divine truth. See Spra
nalsoftlu A mer. Pulpit^ vii, 786 sq. ; Finlev, &

. 1845. id. 11. \\ .i

Foeleniberg, Korneltus, a Dutch painter, was
horn at Utrechi in 1586. Hi- master wa- Abraham

Ih' then w, nt to Rome, where he en-
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joyed the lessons of Adam Elzheimer (1600). A mem-
ber of the academic rank, he was there called // Brusco

and II Satiro. He Italianized his manner. His paint-

ings were esteemed, and brought a good price even in

Italy. Pope Paul V and the grand-duke of Tuscan}-,

Ferdinand II, endeavored in vain to keep him. After

a few months spent in Florence (1021), he went back

to Holland, where his fame had preceded him. He
was received with great honors; Rubens became his

friend. Charles I called him to London, where Poe-

lemberg painted a great deal; but he finally abandoned

the service of the English monarch and returned to

Utrecht, where he died, in 1660. His chief sacred

works are: The Birth of Jesus, at Diisseldorf; Lot and
his Daughters; the Martyrdom ofSt. Stephen ; a Flight

to Egypt; a Holy Family; an Angel announcing to the

Shepherds the Birth of the Saviour, in the Louvre, and

one of his best; etc. At the great exhibition at Man-
chester (1851) the portrait of Poelemberg and his wife,

painted by himself, and several landscapes, were great-

ly admired. He left also some good eau-fortes, but

his engravings are rare and out of the market. Poe-

lemberg's manner is remarkable for suavity and light-

ness; it betokens great facility and an uncommon
science of the chiaro-oscuro ; his masses are large, his

backgrounds and first plans full of harmony; the de-

tails, especially those related to architecture, are care-

fully worked out ; his figures (generally naked females)

are well grouped, but the drawing is seldom correct.

See Descamps, Vie des Peintres, i. 214 sq.; Blanc, La
Vie des Peintres (Ecole Hollandaise), liv. 9-1; Spooner,

Biog. Hist, if the Fine Arts, s. v. ; Mrs. Clement, Hand-
book of Painters, etc. p. 461.

Poelenburg, Arnold, a Dutch theologian, was
born Sept. 12, 1628, at Horn, in the Netherlands, where
he also became pastor in 1653, after having completed

his studies. He removed to Rotterdam, and in 1659

became professor of theology of the Remonstrants (q. v.),

and died Oct. 30, 1666. He wrote, Confutalio dis-

putationis Fr. Spanhemii de quinque ar/iculis contro-

versis, cum refutations, argumenti Guil. Tuissi, cui sol-

rendo ne diabolum quidiin it angelos ejus esse pans g/n-

riatu,-: — Dissert, epistol. qua demonstratur non possi

remonstrantes Integra eonseieniia cum Contraremonstran-

tibus vel i-iuiijri ijaihtiiis nl S. Synaxeos communionem
colere:—Epistola ad Christ. Hartzaeherum in qua liber

octavus summee controversiarum Job. Hornbi </.//'. qui

est adversus remonstrantes refellitur, etc. See C-atten-

burgh, in Biblioth. Remonstrantinm ; Jocher, Gelehrten-

Lexikon, s. v. (B. P.)

Pcenitentiale Romanum, a collection of rules

used in the Roman Catholic Church, prescribing the

time and manner of penance, the forms of prayer to be

employed for the reception of those who enter upon
penance, and for reconciling penitents by solemn abso-

lution. Its history can be traced to the ninth ceutury.

See Penitential.

Poet (Troirjrfie, a doer, as often translated) occurs

but once in this sense in the Bible. Paul quotes the

poet Aratus, a native, as well as himself, of Cilicia (Acts

xvii, 28) :
" We are the children (the race) of God."

This is part of a longer passage, whose import is, "We
must begin from Jupiter, whom we must by no means
forget. Everything is replete with Jupiter. He fills

the streets, the public places, and assemblies of men.
The whole sea and its harbors are full of this god, and
all of us in all places have need of Jupiter.'' It was
certainly not to prove the being or to enhance the

merit of Jupiter that Paul quotes this passage. But he
has delivered out of bondage, as we may say. a truth

which this poet had uttered, without penetrating its

true meaning. The apostle used it to prove the exist-

ence of the true God, to a people not convinced of tin'

divine authority of the Scriptures, and who woidd have
rejected such proofs as he might have derived from
thence. SceARATUs.

3 POETRY
The same apostle gives a pagan poet the name of

prophet (Tit. i, 12, " One of themselves, even a prophet
of their own, said," etc.), because, among the heathen,
poets were thought to be inspired by Apollo. They
spoke by enthusiasm. Oracles were originally delivered
in verse. Poets were interpreters of the will of the gods.
The poet quoted by Paul is Epimenides, whom the an-
cients esteemed to be inspired and favored by the gods.

See Epimeniiu.s.

The son of Sirach, intent on praising eminent men,
enumerates bards or poets; who were, he savs, "Leaders
of the people by their counsels, and by their knowledge
of learning meet for the people ; wise and eloquent in

their instructions : such as found out musical tunes, and
recited verses in writing" (Ecclus. xliv, 4). It is evi-

dent that he considered them as of great importance to

the community ; and we know that they were of great
antiquity, for Moses, himself a poet, refers to those who
spoke in proverbs (Numb, xxi, 27), of which he inserts

a specimen. Jacob was a poet, as appears from his

farewell benediction on his sons. It appears extremely
probable that the honorable appellation Nebi equally

denoted a prophet, a poet, and a musician, as the poets

principally were. See Poetry.
Poetry, Hebrew. We propose here to discuss only

the poetical elements of the Bible, or ancient Hebrew
poetry. For the sake of brevity and perspicuity, we
shall treat this subject under the distinct heads of the

character of Hebrew poetry, its existing remains, its

classification, its history, and its literature. In doing

this we use, so far as we find available, the articles in

the various Biblical dictionaries. See Bible.
I. The Essential Character of Ancient Hebrew Po-

etry.—Poetry is in its nature the language of the im-
agination stimulated by the passions. While prose

expresses the calm statements of memory and observa-

tion, or the deliberate conclusions of the judgment,
poetry gives utterance to the impulsive sentiments of

the taste, the emotions and the aspirations of the heart.

History can only appear in poetry in the guise of legend,

and reasoning only in the form of animated colloquy.

The phraseology is in keeping with the difference in

spirit. Poetry tends to a more exalted and elaborate

style of language in accordance with the fervid state of

the mind. Hence the invention—spontaneous in most
instances— of measure, whether of simple numbers or

rhyme, to meet this overwrought state of the mental
faculties. Biblical poetry partakes of these character-

istics. It is distinguished from the prose compositions

of the same book by its peculiarities of diction, as marked
as those of other languages, although not so prosodia-

cal. The reader is at once made aware of entering the

poetical domain by a certain elevation of style, and by
the employment of more frequent and extended tropes,

as well as by greater abruptness and more decided en-

ergy in the phraseology. The formal rhythm consists

not— as in Greek and Latin, or even in the modern
tongues—in a measured quantity of syllables of a par-

ticular length in utterance, but in a peculiar balance and
antiphony of the clauses, constituting what is known as

parallelism. Each of these peculiar traits of Hebrew
poetry we take space to develop somewhat in detail.

One characteristic of Hebrew poetry, not indeed pe-

culiar to it, but shared by it in common with the litera-

ture of other nations, is its intensely national and local

coloring. The writers were Hebrews of the Hebrews,

draw ing their inspiration from the mountains and rivers

of Palestine, which they have immortalized in their po-

etic figures, and even while uttering the sublimest and
most universal truths never forgetting their own nation-

ality in its narrowest and intensest form. Their images

and metaphors, says Munk (Palestine, p. 444 a), "are

taken chiefly from nature and the phenomenaof Palestine

and the surrounding countries, from the pastoral life, from

agriculture and the national history. The stars of heaven,

the sand of the sea-shore, are the image of a great mul-

titude. Would they speak of a mighty host of enemies
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invading the country, they are the Bwift torrents ot the

•i the sea, or the clouds thai bring on a

the war-chariots advance BwifUy like light-

the whirlwinds. Happiness rises as the dawn

an. 1 .-hiii'- like the daylight; the blessing of God de-

scends lik.- ili<- dew or the bountiful rain: the anger ol

ouring fire thai annihilates the wicked

iroe which devours the Btubble. Qnhappiness
- of cl iuds and darkness; al times of

istrophi - the Bun sets in broad day, the hi ai -

i iken, the earth trembles, the Mar- disappear,

is changed into darkness and the m i into

blood, and bo on. The cedars of I.< banon, the oaks of

ire the image of the mighty man. the palm

and the reed of 1 1
1<

- great and the humble, t .ri< rs and

thorns ••!' the wicked; the pious man is an olive ever

green, "r a tree planted by tlic water-side. The animal

kingdom furnished equally a Urge number of images:

tin- Lion, the image of power, is also, like i in-

etc, thai of tyrants and violent and rapacious men;
and the pious who suffers i- a feeble sheep led to the

r. Tin' Btrong and powerful man is compared

to the he-goal "r the bull of Bashan: the kii f Ba-

Bhan figure, in the discourses of Amos, as i In

rich and voluptuous women; the people who rebel

the divine will are a refractory heifer. other

ire borrowed from the country life, and from the

life domestic and social: the chastisement ofGod weighs

. liki a wagon laden with sheaves; the dead

cover tin- earth as the dung which covers the surface

of the Gelds. The impious man sows crime and reaps

misery, or he sows the wind and reaps the tempest.

The people yielding to the blows of their enemies arc

like the corn crushed beneath the threshing instrument

God tramples the wine in the wine-press when ho chas-

i'hi ious and Bheds their bl I. The wrath of

Jehovah i- often represented as an intoxicating cup,

which he causes those to empty who have mi rited bis

chastisement: terrors and anguish are often compared
to the pangs of childbirth. Peoples, towns, and states

under the image
of daughters "r wives; in their impiety they are cour-

dlusions of mosl
frequent occurrence are taken from the catastrophe of

id Gomorrah, the miracles of the departure

j
pt, and the appearance ol Ji h ah on Sinai."

I hi easily be multiplied in illustration of
this remarkable characteristic of the Hebrew poets:
thi y -tand thick upon every page of their writings, and
in striking contrast to the vague generalizati I the
Indian philosophic p.., try. There is accordingly no
Poetry which hear- a deeper or broader stamp of the
peculiar influences under which it was produced. It

H brew in order to become miner-
sal, and yet ii is universal while it i- Hebrew. The
country, the clime, the institutions, the very peculiar

institutions, rites, and observances,' the very
religious history of the Israelites, are all faith-

• i idlj i. flecti d in tin- ll, brew muse, so thai

iki ii for a poem of any
Still ii remain- true thai the hi Sri ol

In heart of all the m,, -i civilized nations
m,,\e,i and Bwayi d. and i- -till

ved'and swayed by

can he put into
* lhal of the ll, brews hut thai of the

Rome, and that of India.
1

t thai the poi ti

ol ih- Hebrev . I pic poetry

so lar a- mere
«er.- cultivated successfully by them,

1 find niih their •'erm-
and firm rudimenta. So in execution we may al-, ad-
""i ihat. m ih,- higher qualities nf stvle, He

r. Hut' the ,:

ion; the kernel than the .-hell;

I and in Bubstance the Hebrew poetry far surpass -
i very

other. In truth, it dwells in a region to which other

ancient literatures did not and could not attain—a pure,

-ereue. moral, and religious atmosphere: thus dealing

with man in bis highest relations, tir-t anticipating, and
then leading onwards, mere civilization. Thi-. a- we
shall presently Bee more fully, is the great character-

istic of Hebrew poetry: it is al-o the highest merit of

any literature, a merit in which that of the Hebrews is

unapproached. To thi- high quality it is owing that

the poetry of the Bible has exerted on the loftiest in-

terests and productions of the human mind, for now
above two thousand years, the mosl decided ami the

mosl beneficial influence. Moral and religious truth is

deathless and undecaying; and so the griefs and the

joys of David, or the far-seeing warnings and brilliant

portrayings of Isaiah, repeat t hem-elves in the heart

of each successive generation, and become coexistent

wnh the race of man. Thus of all moral treasuries the

parably the richest. Even for forms of

poetry, in which it is defective, or altogether fails, it

pn SI ni- the richest materials. Moses has not. a- some
have dreamed, left us an epic poem, hut he ha- supplied

the materials out of which the /'<irn>l<.<r Lost was cre-

ated. The sternly Bublime drama of SamSOfl \ >/> >„!.</, .<

i- constructed from a few materials found in a chapter

,,r two which relate to the least cultivated period of

the 11,1,ivw republic. Indeed, mosl of the greal poets,

even of modern days, from Tasso down to Byron, all

the great musicians, and nearly all the great painters,

have drawn their lust and highest inspiration from the

Bible.

1 1 may have struck the reader as .somewhat curious

that the poetical pieces of w huh we spoke a hove should.

in the common version of the Bible, be scarcely, if at all.

distinguishable from prose. We do not know whether
there is anything extraordinary in this. Much of clas-

sical poetry, if turned into English prose, would lose

most of it- p,,etic characteristics; hut. in general, the

Hebrew poetry Buffers less than perhaps any other by
transfusion into a prosaic element: to which fact it is

owing that the book of Psalms, in the English version,

is. notwithstanding its form, eminently poetic. There
are. however, cases in which only the experienced eye

can trace the poetic in and under the prosaic attire in

which il appears in the vulgar translation. Nor until

the subject of Hebrew poetry had been Ion- and well

studied did the learned succeed in detecting many a

poetic gem contained in the Bible. In truth, poetry

and prose, from their very nature, -land near to :i'h

other, and in the earlier stages f\' their existence are

discriminated only by faint and vanishing lines. If we
regard the thought, prose sometimes even now rises to

i he loftiness of poetry. If we regard the clothing, the

simpler form of poetry is scarcely more than prose: and

rhetorical or measured prose passes into the domain of

poetry. A sonnet of Wordsworth could he converted

into prose with a very few changes; a fable of Krum-
macher requires only to he distributed into lines in or-

der t" make blank verse. Now in translations the form

i- f,,r the tno-t pari lost; there remains only the suh-

stance, and poetic sentiment ranges from the humblest
t,, the loftiest topi,-. So with the Hebrew poetry in its

original and native state. Whether in ii- case poetry

sprang from prose, or pros;' from poetry, they are both

branches of one inc. and hear in their earlier stages a

very close resemblance. The similarity is the greater

in the literature of the Hebrews, because their poetic

form- an- less ,l, terminate than those of some other na-

tions: they had, in, Iced, a rhythm; but so had their

I their | tic rhythm was more like thai of

our blank \ erse than of our rhymed metre. < if poetical

feet they appear i,, have known nothing, and in conse-

quence their verse must be less measured and I, -.- strict

It- melody was rather that of thought than of art and
skill spontaneous, like their religious feelings, and

leep and impressive, hut Less subject to law.
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and escaping from the hard limits of exact definition.

Rhyme, properly so called, is disowned as well as metre.

let Hebrew verse, as it had a kind of measured tread,

so had it a jingle in its feet, for several lines are some-

times found terminating with the same letter. In the

main, however, its essential form was in the thought.

Ideas are made to recur under such relations that the

substance itself marks the form, and the two are so

blended into one that their union is essential to consti-

tute poetry. It is, indeed, incorrect to say that " the

Hebrew poetry is characterized by the recurrence of

similar ideas" (Latham's English Language, p. 372), if

by this it is intended to intimate that such a peculiarity

is the sole characteristic of Hebrew poetry. One, and

that the chief, characteristic of that poetry is such re-

currence ; but there are also characteristics in form as

well as in thought. Of these it may be sufficient to

mention the following:

1. There is a verbal rhythm, in which a harmony is

found beyond what prose ordinarily presents; but as the

true pronunciation of the Hebrew has long been lost,

this quality can only be imperfectly appreciated.

2. There is a correspondence of words, i. e. the words

in one verse, or member, answer to the words in an-

other; for as the sense in the one echoes the sense in

the other, so also form corresponds with form, and word

with word. This correspondence in form will fully

appear when we give instances (see below) of the paral-

lelism in sentiment; meanwhile an idea of it may be

formed from these specimens

:

" Why art thou cast down, O my soul ?

And why art thou disquieted in me?"
(Psa. xliii, 5).

" The memory of the just is a blessing :

But the name of the wicked shall rot"
(Prov. x, 7).

" He tnrneth rivers into a desert,
And water-springs iuto dry ground"

(Psa. cvii, 33).

In the original this similarity in construction is more
exact and more apparent. At the same time it is a free

and not a strict correspondence that prevails ; a corre-

spondence to be caught and recognised by the ear in the

general progress of the poem, or the general structure

of a couplet or a triplet, but which is not of a nature to

be exactly measured or set. forth by such aids as count-

ing with the lingers will afford.

3. Inversion holds a distinguished place in the struct-

ure of Hebrew poetry, as in that of every other; yet

here again the remark already made holds good; it is

only a modified inversion that prevails, by no means (in

general) equalling that of the Greeks and Romans in

boldness, decision, and prevalence. Every one will,

however, recognise this inversion in the following in-

stances, as distinguishing the passages from ordinary

prose

:

" Amid thought in visions of the night,
When deep sleep falleth upon men,
Fear and horror came upon me"

(Job iv, 13).

" To me men gave ear and waited,
To my words they made no reply"

(Job xxix, 21).

" For three transgressions of Damascus,
And for four will I not turn away its punishment"

(Amos i, 3).

" His crave was appointed with the wicked,
Aud with the rich man was his sepulchre"

(Isa. liii, 9).

4. The chief characteristics, however, of Hebrew po-

etry are found in the peculiar form in which it gives

utterance to its ideas. This form has received the

name of "parallelism." Ewald justly prefers the term

"thought-rhythm," since the rhythm, the music, the

peculiar flow and harmony of the verse and of the

poem, lie in the distribution of the sentiment in such a

manner that the full import does not come out in less

than a distich. The leading principle is that a simple

verse or distich consists, both in regard to form and

substance, of two corresponding members : this has been
termed Hebrew rhythm, or paralh lismus mvmbrorum.
Three kinds may be specified:

(1.) There is, first, the synonymous parallelism, which
consists in this, that the two members express the same
thought in different words, so that sometimes word an-
swers to word; for example:

" What is man that thou art mindful of him,
And the son of man that thou carest for him !"

(Psa. viii, 4).

There is in some cases an inversion in the second line

:

" The heavens l elate the glory of God,
Aud the work of his hands the firmament declares"

(Psa. xix, 2).

" He maketh his messengers the winds,
His ministers the flaming lightning"

(Psa. civ, 4).

Very often the second member repeats only a part of

the first:

" Woe to them that join house to house,
That field to field unite" (Isa. v, S).

Sometimes the verb which stands in the first member is

omitted in the second:

" O God, thy justice give the king-,

And thy righteousness to the king's son"
(Psa. lxxii, 1).

Or the verb may be in the second member

:

" With the jawbone of an ass, heaps upon heaps,
With the jawbone of an ass have I slain a thousand

men" (Judg. xv, 10).

The second member may contain an expansion of the

first

:

" Give to Jehovah, ye sons of God,
Give to Jehovah glory and praise" (Psa. xxix, 1).

Indeed the varieties are numerous, since the synony-
mous parallelism is very frequent.

(2.) The second kind is the antithetic, in which the

first member is illustrated by some opposition of thought
contained in the second. This less customary kind of

parallelism is found mostly in the Proverbs

:

" The full man treadeth the honey-comb under foot,

To the hungry every bitter thing is sweet"
(Prov. xxvii, 7).

Under this head comes the following, with other simi-

lar examples:

" Day to day uttereth instruction,
Aud night to night showeth knowledge"

(Psa. xix, 2).

(3.) The third kind is denominated the synthetic:

probably the term epithctic would be more appropriate,

since the second member not being a mere echo of the

first, subjoins something new to it, while the same struct-

ure of the verse is preserved ; thus

:

" He appointed the moon for seasons ;

The sun knoweth his going down" (Psa. civ, 19).

" The law of Jehovah is perfect, reviving the soul

;

The precepts of Jehovah are sure, instructing the
simple" (Psa. xix, 7).

5. Intimately connected with the parallelistic struct-

ure is the stropkic arrangement of Hebrew poetry.

Usually the parallelism itself furnishes the basis of the

versification. This correspondence in thought is not,

however, of universal occurrence. We find a merely

rhythmical parallelism in which the thought is not re-

peated, but goes forward throughout the verse, which
is divided midway into two halves or a distich :

"The word is not upon the tongue,
Jehovah thou knowest it altogether"

(Psa. exxxviii, 4).

"Gird as a man thy loins,

I will ask thee ; inform thou me"
(Job xxxix, 3).

Here poetry distinguishes itself from prose chiefly by
the division into two short equal parts. This pecul-

iarity of poetic diction is expressed by the word ~"T. to

sing (strictly to play'), which properly denotes dividing

the matter, and so speaking or singing in separated por-

tions. Among the Arabians, who. however, have sylla-

bic measure, each verse is divided into two hemisticha
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ra in the middle. The simple two-n

rhythm hitherto described prevails especially in the

P erbs, and a portion of thi

but iii the last, and still more in the Prophets, there are

ir, or y, t mure members.

I sting of three members (tristicha) some-

three arc parallel:

the man who walkctb not in the paths of the

iiiiri-j:

Psn. i, 1).

. of the memb i d to the

third:

, their sound,
be world their words;

For the snn hi aacle in tliem"
!

. Nix, 4).

; iur members contain either two simple par-

allels:

"Willi ie poor,
. for the afflicted of the people;

month;
: ii of hi- lips Bhtill he slny the wicked"

[sa. xi, 4).

or tli.- lir-t and third answer to each other; also the

and fourth

:

'• That smote the people in auger
With a continual stroke

;

the nations in wrath
With unremitted oppression" (Isa.

If the members are more numerous or disproportionate

(Isa.xi, II I, or if the parallelism is important or irregu-

lar, the diction of poetry is l".-t ami prose ensues; as is

ii [sa. v. 1 6, ami frequently in the later proph-

leremiah ami EzekieL The strophe, however,

is frequently presented in a quite extended form with

divisions, and the parallelism is oft en carried

nit in subordinate clauses; instances of this are very

common, especially in the book ol Ecclesiastes. (See
i IW. I

Ii i- nol to be Bupposed that each poem <'.m-i-ts ex-

clusively i verse; for though this feature

F, yel frequently several kinds are

I'.. iiinl together in one composition, so as to give great

lorn, and capability to the style. We si led

wing beautiful specimen, because a churns is

introdu

1 I II \N.

- been nit down on thy heights

!

Bow are the mighty I

in Oath, publish it not in the -

be Philistines r<

era of tin' ancirenmcised exult.

I i dew nor rain come upon you, devoted

oes' bow,
with oil.

' of the -lain, from the IV
inied not back,

Ami the Bword of Saul en nol idlj home,
1 ra : lovely and pleasant In life!

nol divided
;

stronger than
I

weep for s.iui

:

• iv in purple,

' lllen in the midst oftl,e

iln in thy high

than the love ofwoman.

"iily lor its singular

other quality »(
trophe. In this poem

nee three times

with the

portion; of the poem. The first choral son- is sung by
the entire body of singers, representing Israel; the sec-

ond is sung by a chorus of maidens; the third, by first

a chorus ol' youths in a Bofl and mournful strain, and

then by all l be choir in full and Swelling chorus. But

in order to the reader's fully understanding with what
noble elf. ci these "songs of /ion" came on the souls of

their hearers, an accurate idea musl be formed of the

music of thi Hebrews. See Music. Referring to the

articles which bear on the subject, we merely remark
that both music ami dancing wire connected with sa-

cred son- in its earliest manifestations, though it was
only at a comparatively late period, when David ami

Soloi i had given their master-powers to the -rand

performances of the Temple-service, that poetry came

forth in all its excellence, and music lent its full aid to

its solemn and sublime sentiments.

6. In Hebrew, as in other languages, there is a pecul-

iarity about the diction used in poetry a kind o! poet-

ical dialect, characterized by archaic ami irregular forms

of words, abrupt constructions, and unusual inflections,

which distinguish it from the contemporary prose or

historical style. It is universally observed that archaic

forms and usages of words linger iii the poetry of a lan-

guage alter they have fallen out of ordinary use. A fi w
of these forms and usages are here given from Ges< nius's

Lehrgebaude. The Pie] and llipbil voices are used in-

transitively (Jer. Ii, 56 ; Ezek. x, 7; Jobxxix,24): the

a] opated future i- used as a present (Job xv. 33; Psa.

xi, G; Isa. xlii. 6). The termination r^ is found for

the ordinary feminine !"i; i Exod. xv. •_'; Gen. xlix, 22;

Psa. exxxii, 4) ; and for the plural d"1" we hav« "
!

xv, 13; Ezek. xxvi, 18) and "»: (Jer. xxii. 1 1 -. Amos \ ii.

I). Theverbal suffixes, '"V, IB;, and ha- | Exod.xv,9),

and the pronominal suffixes to mums. IE" for 0", and

1i"|i- for
" n

T
(Hab. iii, 10), are peculiar to the poetical

books; as are "ill (Psa. cxvi, 12),
"-", (Deut. xxxii.

37; Psa. xi,7),andthe more unusualforms,i"l33il"\
i Ezek.

si, lo.-:-- (Ezek. i, 11), nSS^ (Ezek. xiii* 20). tn

poetical language also we find iT33 for *? or "-. " -3

for ". ""en for Z. "2~ for 3; the plural forms of the

prepositions, ""X for -X. "":'. for IV. "?": and the

peculiar forms of the lining.""" for '"} "~~'j F°*

— n. ""•:" for DTa?. and so on.

II. I : isting /.'• mains ofA m u nt U< hn w /'< try.—The
poetry which i- found in the Bible, rich and multifarious

as it is. appears to be only a remnant ofa still wid< r and

fuller sphere of Shemitic literature. The New I , -la-

ment is in facl comprised in our definition, for, besides

scattered portions, which, under a prosaic form, convey
a poetic ti ght, the entire I k of the Apocalypse
abounds in poetry. In no nation was the union of the

requisites of which we have spoken above found in

isure than among the Hebrews. Theirs was
eminently a poetic temperament

; their earliest history

was a heroic withoul ceasing to be a historic age, while

the Loftiest ol all truths circulated in their soul-, and
glowed on and started from their lips. Hence their

in its earliest stages, is surpassingly poetic. In

one sense the Bible is full of poetry; for very much of

its contents, which is merely prosaic in form, ri-cs. by
force of the noble sentiments which it enunciates, and
the striking or splendid imagery with which these st n-

timents are adorm d, into the sphere ofreal poetry, [n-

dependentlj of this poetic pros,., there is in the Bible

much writing which has all the ordinary charade ristics

of poetry. Even the unlearned reader can hardly fail

to recognise al o rice of poel ry in

parts of the Bible. It is no slight attestation t

sentially poetic character of Hebrew poetry thai its po-
etical qualities shine through the distorting coverings
ol a prose translation. .Much of the Biblical

|

indeed, In, id n from the ordinary reader by its prose ac-
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companiments, standing, as it does, undistinguished in

the midst of historical narrations.

It is a phenomenon which is universally observed in

the literature of all nations, that the earliest form in

which the thoughts and feelings of a people find utter-

ance is the poetic. Prose is an aftergrowth, the vehicle

of less spontaneous, because more formal, expression.

Snatches of poetry are discovered in the oldest prose

compositions. Even in Gen. iv, 23 sq. are found a few

lines of poetry, which Herder incorrectly terms "the
song of t lie sword," thinking it commemorative of the

first formation of that weapon. To us it appears to be

a fragment of a larger poem, uttered in lamentation for

a homicide committed by Lamech, probably in self-de-

fence. See Lamech. Herder finds in this piece all the

characteristics of Hebrew poetry. It is. lie thinks, lyr-

ical, has a proportion between its several lines, and even

assonance; in the original the first four lines terminate

with the same letter, making a single or semi-rhyme.

Another poetic scrap is found in Exod. xxxii, 18.

Being told by Joshua, on occasion of descending from

the mount, when the people had made the golden calf,

and were tumultuously offering it their worship

—

"The sound of war is iu the camp ;"

Moses said

:

"Not the sound of a shout for victory,
Nor the sound of a shout for falling;

The sound of a shout for rejoicing

do I hear." The correspondence in form in the original

is here very exact and striking, so that it is difficult to

deny that the piece is poetic. If so, are we to conclude

that the temperament of the Israelites was so deeply

poetic that Moses and Joshua should rind the excite-

ment of this occasion sufficient to strike improvisatore

verses from their lips? Or have we here a quotation

from some still older song, which occurred to the minds
of the speakers by the force of resemblance? Other in-

stances of scattered poetic pieces may be found in Numb.
xxi, 14, 15 ; also ver. 18 and 27 ; in which passages

evidence may be found that we are not in possession of

the entire mass of Hebrew, or, at least, Shemitic litera-

ture. Further specimens of very7 early poetry are found

in Numb, xxiii. 7 sq., 18 sq. ; xxiv, 3, 15. The ordi-

nary train of thought and feeling presented in Hebrew
poetry is entirely of a moral or religious kind ; but there

are occasions when other topics are introduced. The
entire Song of Solomon many regard as purely an erotic

idyl, and considered as such it possesses excellences

of a very high description. In Amos vi, 3 sq. may be

seen a tine passage of satire in a denunciation of the

luxurious and oppressive aristocracy of Israel. Subjects

of a similar secular kind may be found treated, yet never

without a moral or religious aim, in Isa. ix, 3 ; Jer. xxv,
10; xlviii, 33; Rev. xviii, 22 sq. But, independently of

the Song of Solomon, the most sensuous ode is perhaps

the 45th Psalm, which Herder and Ewald consider an

epithalamium. Further illustrations of this part of the

subject appear under the next division.

The poetical character of the Revelation of John is

evident to every attentive reader. Many parts are

professedly songs, formal expressions of praise, triumph,

or mourning. The language is not only highly figura-

tive, but it everywhere abounds with the most poet-

ical images and modes of expression. Bishop Jebb has

presented some of the songs in the form of Hebrew po-

etry ; and Prof. Stuart has shown the metrical arrange-

ment of a few other portions; he has also expressed his

conviction that the form of poetry, as well as its spirit,

prevails to a great extent throughout the work. The
references to the Old Test, in this book are more nu-
merous than in any other book of the New Test. ; and
they are not simple quotations, nor the transference of

thought to a less poetic style of expression ; but they
are imitations, in general more poetic than the original.

That they are presented in the form of Hebrew, and
not of Grecian poetry, can occasion no surprise. No
other poetry would accord, either with the habit of the

apostle, or with the general character and design of the
Bible. But this form of poetry would perfectly har-
monize with both. The poetry of the Revelation of
John appears to consist of the same description of par-
allelisms, with those intercalary lines and other irregu-
larities which are found in the larger specimens of
Hebrew poetry. The species of parallelism which most
prevails is the synthetic or constructive; the others
being obviously less suitable to the subject of the com-
position. There are, however, instances of every kind".

Indeed, this book not only possesses the form and the
spirit of Hebrew poetry, but it exhibits as much regu-
larity in its parallelisms as any Hebrew poetry with
which it can be justly compared. We give the follow-
ing passages (Rev. i, 1, 5, 6 ; xxi, 23) :

"The revelation of Jesus Christ,
Which God to him imparted,
To indicate unto his servants
What must come to pass ere long.

"To Him who loveth us, and washed us
From our sins iu his own blood;
And constituted us a kingdom,
Priests unto God, even his Father,
To him he glory and dominion,
For ever and ever, Amen !

" And the city has no need of the sun
Nor of the moon to shine in it

;

For the glory of God illumines it,

And the light thereof is the Lamb."

III. Classification of Poetic Styles.— 1. According to

the Ancient Flebrew Designations.—These appear to have
special, if not exclusive reference to what is now known
as lyric poetry. The terms are of two classes. See
Psalms.

a. General titles, referring apparently to the musical

form or purpose of the compositions.

(1.) I*1 '^, slrir, a song in general, adapted for the

voice alone.

(2.) *V\t)"Q, mizmor, which Ewald considers a lyric

song, properly so called, but which rather seems to cor-

respond with the Greek \pa\/.ii>c, a psalm, or song to

be sung with any instrumental accompaniment. See
Psalm.

(3.) nS^sa, negindh, which Ewald is of opinion is

equivalent, to the Greek tyaXfioc, is more probably a
melody expressly adapted for stringed instruments.

(4.) b'Z'^'2, maskil, <<( which it may be said that if

Ewald's suggestion be not correct, that it denotes a
lyrical song requiring nice musical skill, it is difficult

to give any more probable explanation. See Mascuil.

(5.) DFDE, milium, a term of extremely doubtful

meaning. See Michtam.

(6.) "p*1^, shiggayon (Psa. vii, 1), a wild, irregular,

dithyrambic song, as the word appears to denote; or,

according to some, a song to be sung with variations.

The former is the more probable meaning. The plural

occurs in Ilab. iii, 1. See Shiggaion.
b. But, besides these, there are other divisions of

lyrical poetry of great importance, which have regard
rather to the subject of the poems than to their form or

adaptation for musical accompaniments. Of these we
notice

:

(1.) flZl^P. fehilldh, a hymn of praise. The plural

tehillim is the title of the book of Psalms in Hebrew.
The 145th Psalm is entitled "David's (Psalm) of

praise ;" and the subject of the psalm is in accordance
with its title, which is apparently suggested by the

concluding verse, "The praise of Jehovah my mouth
shall speak, and let all flesh bless his holy name for

ever and ever." To this class belong the songs which
relate to extraordinary deliverances, such as the songs

of Moses (Exod. xv) and of Deborah (Jiulg. v), and the

Psalms xviii and lxviii, which have all the air of chants

to be sung in triumphal processions. Such were the

hymns sung in the Temple-services, and by a bold fig-

ure the Almighty is apostrophized as "Thou that in-

habitest the praises of Israel," which rose in the holy
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h tbe Fragrant clouds i»f incense Psa. xxii, 3).

I
Ewald r. fers the Bhorter ]

-

idj quoted, such as Psa.

sxviii, and [sa. xxxviii, which relate to

Bnd comroi morate mori

ictory sung b) tl

.. slvi, xlviii. xxiv. 7 1".

which is a shorl triumphal ode, and Psa. xxix, which

:•,..% ah on the occasion of a greal natural phe-

. are likewise all to be classed in this division

of lyric
;

See Hi mx.

.-:--
F
th( lament, or dirge, ofwhich there

are many examples, whether uttered ovi r an individual

or as an outburst of grief for tbe calamities of the land.

The mosl touchingly pathetic of all i- perhaps the la-

David for the death of Saul and Jonathan (2

Sam. i. 19 27), in which passionate emotion is blend-

ed with touches of tenderness of which oulj

nature i- capable. Compare with this the lament

for Abner (2 Sam. iii. 83, :>l i and for Absalom (xviii,

the -aim- character also, doubtless, were the

songs which the singing men and singing women spake

over Josiafa al I

' and the

mourning for the disasters which befell the

ind of Judah, of \\ bich Psalms xlix, lx, lxxiii.

exxxvii are examples (corap. Jer. vii, 29; ix, 1"
|

'•'

!

I,

and the Lamentations of Jeremiah the mosl memorable

Lamentation.
- --- -•; '6th, a love-song (Psa.

xlv. li. in its external form al least See Caxtk li s.

_ rrr ) hilldh, prayer, is the title of Psa. xvii.

lxxxvi. xc, cii, cxlii, and Hal., iii. All these an' strictly

impositions, and the title may have been as-

oth ii In r as denoting the objeel with which

written, or the use to which they were ap-

plied. A- Ewald justly observes, all lyric poetry of an

elevated kin. 1. in -.. far a- ii reveals the soul (.1' the

a pure Bwifi outpouring of itself, is of the nat-

ure ol a prayer; and hence the term "prayer" was ap-

plied t.. a collection • I

[ -. of w hich Psa.

Ixxii formed the conclusion. Sec Pkayek.
Other kinds of poetry there are which occupy the

round between the lyric and gnomic, being

lyric in form and -pirit. but gnomic in subject These
may lx classed

"i": proper! a similitude, and then a

or sententious saying, couched in poetic Ian-

Such are the songs of Balaam (Numb, xxiii.

7. I--, xxiv, 3, 15, 20, 21, 23), whii h are eminently lvr-

i.-al in character; the mocking ballad in Numb, xxi,
we can allow that the I

inga. Keeping these latter out of view, we may say

that the Hebrew poetical books are six in number; an.l

may be divided into two groups of three ac-

cording to the class of poetical composition to which

each belongs, viz.: (I) Psalms, Song of Solomon, and

Lamentations, which are predominantly lyrical in their

character; and (2) Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes,

which are predominantly didactic In the former the

leading aim of the poet is nol to instruct, bul to ive

free utterance to the feelings of his own heart: in the

latter the instruction of others is the object that is prin-

cipally aimed at: though neither is the lyrical element

! excluded from the latter. n..r the didactic

from the former. < If the more sustained and elaborate

epic and dramatic poetry—which was alike alien to the

of the Hebrew mind, and also in a certain

measure inconsistent with the purpose of the Hebrew

writings as a divine revelation we have no examples,

some have applied the term "dramatic" in a

to the book of Job, and in a more strict sense

to the Song of Solomon.
.".. Modem Ten r ejnepoetry the constit-

uent .Icin. ut- do nol appear to have existed during the

classic p.ri..d of the Hebrew muse, since epic poetrj re-

quires a heroic age — an age. that is, of fabulous won-

ders, and falsely so-called divine interpositions. But

among the Israelites the patriarchal, which might have

been the heroic age, was an age of truth and reality;

and it much raises the religious and historical value of

the Biblical Literature thai neither the singular events

of the age oi the patriarchs, nor the wonderful events

of the age of Moses, nor the confused and somewhat

legendary events of the age of the Judges, ev. r di gen-

erated into mythology, nor passed from the reality,

which was their essence, int.. the noble fictions int..

which the imagination, if unchastened and unchecked

by religion, might have wrought them: hut they re-

tained through all periods their own essential character

of earnest, lofty, and impressive realities. Al a later

period, when the religion of .\I..>.<s had. during the Bab-

ylonian captivity. I.ecu lowered by the corruptions of

the religion of Zoroaster, and an entirely new world of

thought introduced, based not on reality hut fancy, em-

anating not from the pure light of heaven, bul from the

miii-led lights and shadows of primitive tradition and

human speculation — then there came int.. existence

among t he Jews the elements necessary for epic poetry :

hut the days were gone in which the mind of the na-

tion had th' requisite strength and culture to fashion

them into a great, uniform, and noble structure : and if

- possi --1 .1 i he rudimen-

them no

: and w

I

n the

le \\e
27 30, which has been conjectured to be a frag nt of

tal outlines of the epic, w

an old Amoritish war-song; and the apologue ofJotham canonical, hut in the ap

(Judg.ix,7 20), both wh.d, last are stronglv satirical
deny with emphasis thai the tern, Epos can be applied

in tone, Bul the b'nesl of all is the maeninceut pro-
M some German critics have applied it. to the Penta-

pro-

riumpb over the fall ..f Babyl [sa.
tench, we can find only in the book of Judith, and with

rather more reason in that of Tobit, anything which

.like the riddle of ?PP"»che» '" "I'"' !"""->; fadeed fiction
=
which if it

is n.. t the essence, enters for a very large share into h..th
1 id-. \iv. 14), or -dark Baying," a- th.- A. V.
i' Jix, 5; lxxviii, 2. The former passaga

hi. I therefore lyrical character
:

' "I will incline mine ear to a

dark sa\ ings upon the harp."

i rtible t. mis in

I

":.-:•;. melitsdh, a

I

. di Jewish gram-
ntuation only to

•ii-. Job, and I'i•. . ,i,-.
i here

tbl that th.- Song ..i Solomon i- also

and witl i anciently,

joined, though the form of com-

|

epic and dramatic p. .dry. was wholly alien from the

-cuius of the Hebrew muse, whose high and noble func-

tion was not to invent, bul to celebrate the goodness of

God; nol to indulge the fancy, bul to express the deep-

est feelings of the soul; nol to plaj with words and

feign emotions, but to utter profound truth and com-
memorate r. al events, and pour forth li\ ing sentiments.

( If the three kinds of poetry which are illustrated hy

the Hebrew literature, the lyric occupies the foremost

place, commencing, as we have seen, in the pre-M aic

times, flourishing in rude vigor during the earlier pe-

riods of the Judges, the heroic age of the Hebrews,
growing with the nation's growth and strengthening
wiih its strength, till it reached its highest excellence

in David, the warrior-poet, and thenceforth began slowly

t.. decline, in this period art though subordinate, was
leremiah, and the smaller not neglected, .as indeed is proved by the noble Ivrics

I prophetic writ- which have come down to us. and in which the art is
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only relatively small and low—that is, the art is incon-

siderable and secondary—merely because the topics are

so august, the sentiments so grand, the religious im-
pression so profound and sacred. At later periods, when
the first fresh gushing of the muse had ceased, art in

Hebrew, as is the case in all other poetry, began to

claim a larger share of attention, and stands in the po-

ems for a greater portion of their merit. Then the play

of the imagination grew predominant over the sponta-

neous outpourings of the soul, and among other crea-

tions of the fancy alphabetical poems were produced, in

which the matter is artistically distributed sometimes

under two-and-twenty heads or divisions, corresponding

with the number of the Hebrew letters.

Gnomic poetry is the product of a more advanced
age than the lyric. It arises from the desire felt by the

poet to express the results of the accumulated expe-

riences of life in a form of beauty and permanence. Its

thoughtful character requires for its development a time

of peacefulness and leisure ; for it gives expression, not

like the lyric to the sudden and impassioned feelings of

the moment, but to calm and philosophic reflection.

Being less spontaneous in its origin, its form is of neces-

sity more artificial. The gnomic poetry of the Hebrews
has not its measured flow disturbed by the shock of

arms or the tumult of camps; it rises silently, like the

Temple of old, without the sound of a weapon, and its

groundwork is the home life of the nation. The period

during which it flourished corresponds to its domestic

and settled character. From the time of David on-

wards through the reigns of the earlier kings, when the

nation was quiet and at peace, or, if not at peace, at

least so firmly fixed in its acquired territory that its

wars were no struggle for existence, gnomic poetry blos-

somed and bore fruit We meet with it at intervals up
to the time of the Captivity, and, as it is chiefly charac-

teristic of the age of the monarchy, Ewald has appro-

priately designated this sera the ' artificial period" of

Hebrew poetry. From the end of the 8th century B.C.

the decline of the nation was rapid, and with its glory

departed the chief glories of its literature. The poems
of this period are distinguished by a smoothness of dic-

tion and an external polish which betray tokens of labor

and art ; the style is less flowing and easy, and, except

in rare instances, there is no dash of the ancient vigor.

After the Captivity we have nothing but the poems
which formed part of the liturgical services of the

Temple.

Whether dramatic poetry, properly so called, ever

existed among the Hebrews, is, to say the least, ex-

tremely doubtful. In the opinion of some writers the

Song of Songs, in its external form, is a rude drama,
designed for a simple stage. But the evidence for this

view is extremely slight, and no good and sufficient

reasons have been adduced which would lead us to con-

clude that the amount of dramatic action exhibited in

that poem is more than would be involved in an ani-

mated poetic dialogue in which more than two persons

take part. Philosophy and the drama appear alike to

have been peculiar to the Indo-Germanic nations, and
to have manifested themselves among the Shemitic

tribes only in their crudest and most simple form.

Each of these forms of poetry, as the}- appear in the

Bible, requires a more distinct notice separately.

(1.) Lyrical Poetry.—The literature of the Hebrews
abounds with illustrations of all forms of lyrical poetry,

in its most manifold and wide-embracing compass, from
such short ejaculations as the songs of the two Lamechs,
and Psa. xv, cxvii, and others, to the longer chants of

victory and thanksgiving, like the songs of Deborah
and David (Judg. v; Psa. xviii). The thoroughly na-

tional character of all lyrical poetry has already been
alluded to. It is the utterance of the people's life in all

its varied phases, and expresses all its most earnest

strivings and impulses. In proportion as this expres-
sion is vigorous and animated, the idea embodied in lyric

song is in most cases narrowed or rather concentrated.

One truth, and even one side of a truth, is for the time
invested with the greatest prominence. All these char-
acteristics will be found in perfection in the lyric poetry
of the Hebrews. One other feature which distinguishes
it is its form and its capacity for being set to musical
accompaniment. The names by which the various kinds
of song were known among the Hebrews will supply
some illustration of this. (See above.)

(2.) Gnomic Poetry.—The second grand division of
Hebrew poetry is occupied by a class of poems which-
are peculiarly Shemitic, and which represent the near-
est approaches made by the people of that race to any-
thing like philosophic thought. Reasoning there is

none : we have only results, and these rather the prod-
uct of observation and reflection than of induction or
argumentation. As lyric poetry is the expression of
the poet's own feelings and impulses, so gnomic poetry
is the form in which the desire of communicating knowl-
edge to others finds vent. There might possibly be an
intermediate stage in which the poets gave out their

experiences for their own pleasure merely, and after-

wards applied them to the instruction of others, but
this could scarcely have been of long continuance. The
impulse to teach makes the teacher, and the teacher

must have an audience. It has already been remarked
that gnomic poetry, as a whole, requires for its develop-

ment a period of national tranquillity. Its germs are

the floating proverbs which pass current in the mouths
of the people, and embody the experiences of many with
the wit of one. From this small beginning it arises, at

a time when the experience of the nation has become
matured, and the mass of truths which are the result of

such experience have passed into circulation. The
fame of Solomon's wisdom was so great that no less than
three thousand proverbs are attributed to him, this be-
ing the form in which the Hebrew mind found its most
congenial utterance. The saver of sententious sayings

was to the Hebrews the wise man, t-he philosopher. Of
the earlier isolated proverbs but few examples remain.

One of the earliest occurs in the mouth of David, and
in his time it was the proverb of the ancients, " From
the wicked cometh wickedness" (1 Sam. xxiv, 13 [14]).
Later on, when the fortunes of the nation were obscured,

their experience was embodied in terms of sadness and
despondency : "The days are prolonged, and every vis-

ion faileth," became a saying and a byword (Ezek. xii,

22) ; and the feeling that the people were suffering for

the sins of their fathers took the form of a sentence,
" The lathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's

teeth are set on edge" (Ezek. xviii, 2). Such were the

models which the gnomic poet had before him fur imita-

tion. These detached sentences may fairly be assumed
to be the earliest form, of which the fuller apophthegm
is the expansion, swelling into sustained exhortatiuiis,

and even dramatic dialogue. See Proverb.
(3.) Dramatic Poetry.—The drama, in the sense in

which the phrase is applicable to productions such as

those of Euripides, Shakespeare, or Schiller, had no place

in the literature of the Hebrews. This defect may be

owing to a want of the requisite literary cultivation.

Yet we are not willing to assign this as the cause, when
we call to mind the high intellectual culture which the

Hebrews evinced in lyric and didactic poetry, out of

which the drama seems naturally to spring. We rather

look for the cause of this in the earnest nature of the He-
brews, and in the solemnity of the subjects with which
they had to do in their literary productions. Nor is it

any objection to this hypothesis that the drama of mod-
ern times had its birth in the religious mysteries of the

Middle Ages, since those ages were only secondary- in

regard to religious truth, standing at a distance from the

great realities which they believed and dramatized;

whereas the objects of faith with the Israelites were

held in all the fresh vividness of primitive facts and
newly recognised truths. It is impossible, however, to

assert that no form of the drama existed among the He-
brew people ; the most that can be done is to examine
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down to

the 'ir.i
'' ii:" '"'' n '"'"

It is unquestionably true,as

I
) oi romances will

out a complete

thi ir voice and gestures

& mething of

I

a g iIm- He-
. vidence thai it did exist, nor

even a probable conjecture

\ rude kind of farce i- described by

ii, ch. vii |, the play< rs of which

I i,. se frequently perform

prior to weddings and circumcisions al

the hou |
and Bometimes attract rings of

auditors and spectators in the public places in Cairo.

Their performances are Bcarcely worthy of description

:

-,\ by vulgaT gestures and indecent actions that

they amuse and obtain applause. The actors are-only

in. -n and boys, the pari of a woman being alv

formed by a man or boy in female attire." Then fol-

i m of one of these plaj s. the plol of

which was extremely simple. Bui the mere facl ol the

of these rude exhibitions among the Arabs

I the | .

r« - - -i 1 1 day is of no weighl when
the question to be decided is whether the Song of

r< presented, as a simple,

pastoral drama. Of course, in a h a ques-

tion, refen nee i- made only to ilio external form of the

poem, and, in order t" prove it, ii musl be shown that

the dramatic is the only form of representation which

assume, and nol that, by the help of i n o actors

and a chorus, it is capable of being exhibited in a dra-

matic form. All thai has been done, in our opinion, is

the latter. It is but fair, however, to give the views

h hold tl pposite. Ewald maintain- thai

designed for a simple stage, be-

plete action and admits of defi-

:. which ar.' only suited to the

inguishes it in this respect from the
) Job, which is dramatic in form only, though, as

ipied with a Bublime subject, he con

with tragedy, while the Song of Songs, being taken
from the c mon lit'.- of the nation, may be compared

Bui M. R( nan, who i- compelled, in ac-
•'. ith hi- own theory of the mission of the She-

mitic races, to admit that no trace ofanything approach-
ing to the r. gular drama i- found among them, does nol
'

- Songs as a drama in tbe same si nse

as the products ol the Greek and Roman theatres, bul

rj in the n idest application of the tern).

composition iducted in dialogue and
ling to an action. The absence of the reg-

ib he attributes to the wanl of a complicated
i to that poss sed by the Indo-

i Monotheism, the characteristic re-

Shen
i

and checked the development of the

as it may. dramatic representation ap-
i to the feelings of the 1

1

] .>rv the age of Hi rod is

'

i

1

1
m, whatever

have been adopted; and
:

- which the high-prii I

1 establish a mnasiura and

-mii| n

Ii tor such spec-

rhe pn Bent day
pts to iiitroduci

llj railed. Urn.

i

. there-
I'd in private; and he

I

compli ted by
the plaj

private families, probably at marriage-feasts, the repre-

sentation being extended over the .-viral days of the

feast. Tbe last supposition removes a difficulty which

has been fell to be almost fatal to the idea that tbe poem
i< a continuously developed drama. Each act i- com-

plete in itself; there is no suspended interest, and the

structure of the poem is obvious and natural if we re-

gard each act as a separate drama intended for o if

the days of the least. We must look for a parallel to

it in the Middle Ag< s, w hen, besides the mystery plays,

then- wen- scenic representations sufficiently dei i topi d.

See I vjjticles.

Ii is scarcely necessary after this to discuss the ques-

tion whether the book of Job is a dramatic poem or

not. Inasmuch as it represents an action and a prog-

ress, it ia a drama as truly and really as any

be which develops the working of passion, and the alter-

nations of faith, lmpe. distrust, triumphant confidence,

and black dopair. in the struggle which it depicts the

human mind a< cn-a-ed in. while attempting to solve

one of the most intricate problems it can be called upon

to regard. It is a drama as life is a drama, the most

powerful of all tragedies; bul thai it is a dramatic

poem, intended to be represented upon a stage, or capa-

ble of being so represented, may be confidently denied.

Si i Job, Book <>f.

i I., Icrostics.—It only remains to notice that there

are twelve poems in which the letters beginning each

verse or couplet or stanza are arranged in alphabetical

order. These are seven Psalms (viz. xxv. xxxiv.

XXXvii, exi. cxii. cxix. cxlvj. PrOV. x\xi. 10 31, and
the first four chapters of the hook of Lamentations.

The device is a very simple one. and was probably

adopted for the purpose of assisting the memory, and to

make up for the want of a logical connection and prog-

ress in the thought. The more sublime poetry does

not admit of being thus fettered. The Psalms in which

we meet with it are all ofa subdued and simpli

ter, usually didactic Vet even in these the alphabet-

ical arrangement is seldom quite exact, usually one or

two letters are omitted or repeated or transposed. In

some of the alphabetic poems the strophical arrange-

ment is marked more distinctly than in any other of

the Hebrew poetical compositions; for example, in Psa,

cxix. which consists of twenty-two stanzas of eight

lines each : and I.am. iii. in which the stanza i- oi three

lim s. See Ps \i ms, B % oi

.

I\. History of th Treatment of Hebrt ;

'

In

the 16th and 17th centuries the influence of classical

studies upon the minds of the learned was so meat as

to imbue them with the belie! that the writer- .

and Rome wire the models of all excellence; and conse-

quently, when their learning and critical acutm

directed to the records of another literature, they were

unable to divest themselves of the prejudices of early

education and habits, and sought for the same excel-

lences which they admired in their favorite models.

That this has been the case w ith n gard to most of the

speculations on the poetrj of the Hebrews,and that the

failure of those speculations is mainly due to this cause,

will be abundantly manifest to any one who is ac-

quainted with the literature of the subject But, how-
ever barren of results, the history of the various theories

which have been framed with regard to the external

form of Hi bn n poetn is a necessary part of the pres-

ent article.

'in of Hebrew poetry i- its distinguishing

lie. and what this form is has been a \ exed
question for many ages. The Therapeutas, as described

by I'hilo (/), Vita Contempt, § 3, vol. ii. p. 175, ed.

M mg hymns and psalms of thanksgiving to

God, in divers measures and strains: and these were
either new or ancient ones c posed by the old poets.

who had left behind them measures and lie'

trimeter rional songs, ol hj mns, ol songs
sun- at tlie offering of libations or before tin- altar, and
continuous choral son--, beautifully measured out in
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strophes of intricate character (§ 10, p. 484). The value

of Philo's testimony on this point may be estimated by

another passage in his works, in which he claims for

Moses a knowledge of numbers and geometry, the the-

ory of rhythm, harmony, and metre, and the whole sci-

ence of music, practical and theoretical (De Vita Mosis,

i, 5, vol. ii, p. 84). The evidence of Josephus is as little

to be relied upon. Both these writers labored to mag-
nify the greatness of their own nation, and to show that

in literature and philosophy the Greeks had been antic-

ipated by the Hebrew barbarians. This idea pervades

all their writings, and it must always be borne in mind
as the key-note of their testimony on this as on other

points. According to Josephus (.4 nt. ii, 16, 4), the Song
of Moses at the Red Sea (Exod. xv) was composed in

the hexameter measure (J v tZapirpi
t
o rovtp) ; and again

(A nt. iv, 8, 44), the song in Deut. xxxii is described as

a hexameter poem. The Psalms of David were in va-

rious metres, some trimeters and some pentameters

(Ant. vii, 12, 3). Eusebius (De Prcep. Evanrj. xi, 3, p.

514. ed. Col. 1688) characterizes the great Song of Moses

and the 118th (119th) Psalm as metrical compositions

in what the Greeks call the heroic metre. They are

said to be hexameters of sixteen syllables. The other

verse compositions of the Hebrews are said to be in tri-

meters. This saying of Eusebius is attacked by Julian

(Cyrill. Conlr. Jul. vii, 2), who on his part endeavored

to prove the Hebrews devoid of all culture. Jerome
(Prcef. in Mob) appeals to Philo, Josephus, Origen, and

Eusebius, for proof that the Psalter, the Lamentations

of Jeremiah, and almost all the songs of Scripture, are

composed in metre, like the odes of Horace, Pindar. AI-

ca?us, and Sappho. Again, he says that the book of

Job from iii, 3 to xlii, 6 is in hexameters, with dactyls

and spondees, and frequently, on account of the pecul-

iarity of the Hebrew language, other feet which have

not the same syllables but the same time. In Epist.

ad Paulam (Opp. ii, 709, ed. Martianay) occurs a pas-

sage which shows in some measure how far we are to

understand literally the terms which Jerome has bor-

rowed from the verse literature of Greece and Kome,
and applied to the poetry of the Hebrews. The con-

clusion seems inevitable that, these terms are employed
simply to denote a general external resemblance, and

by no means to indicate the existence among the poets

of the Old Testament of a knowledge of the laws of

metre, as we are accustomed to understand the term.

There are, savs Jerome, four alphabetical Psalms, the

110th (111th), 111th (112th), H8th (119th), and the

144th (145th). In the first two, one letter corresponds

to each clause or versicle. which is written in trimeter

iambics. The others are in tetrameter iambics, like the

-song in Deuteronomy. In Psa. cxviii (cxix) eight verses

follow each letter: in Psa.cxliv (cxlv) a letter corresponds

to a verse. In Lamentations we have four alphabetical

acrostics, the first two of which are written in a kind of

Sapphic metre; for three clauses which are connected

together and begin with one letter (i. e. in the first

clause) close with a period in heroic measure (fleroici

comma). The third is written in trimeter, and the

verses in threes each begin with the same letter. The
fourth is like the first and second. The Proverbs end
with an alphabetical poem in tetrameter iambics, be-

ginning, "A virtuous woman who can find?" In the

Prcef. in Chron. Euseb. Jerome compares the metres of

the Psalms to those of Horace and Pindar, now running
in iambics, now ringing with Alcaics, now swelling

with Sapphics, now beginning with a half foot. What,
he asks, is more beautiful than the song of Deuteron-
omy and Isaiah? What more weighty than Solo-

mon? What more perfect than Job? All these, as

Josephus and Origen testify, are composed in hexam-
eters and pentameters. There can be little doubt
that these terms are mere generalities, and express no
more than a certain rough resemblance, so that the
songs of Moses and Isaiah may be designated hexam-
eters and pentameters with as much propriety as the

VIII.—

X

first and second chapters of Lamentations may be com-
pared to Sapphic odes. The resemblance of the He-
brew verse composition to the classic metres is express-
ly denied by Gregory of Nyssa (1 Tract, in Psalm, cap.
iv). Augustine (Ep. 131 ad Xumerium) confesses his
ignorance of Hebrew, but adds that those skilled in the
language believed the Psalms of David to be written in

metre. Isidore of Seville (Orig. i, 18) claims for the

heroic metre the highest antiquity, inasmuch as the
Song of Moses was composed in it, and the book of Job,

"

who was contemporary with Moses, long before the
times of Pherecydes and Homer, is written in dactyls
and spondees. Joseph Scaliger (Ajiimadv. ad Ens.
Chron. p. 6 b, etc.) was one of the first to point out the
fallacy of Jerome's statement with regard to the metres
of the Psalter and the Lamentations, and to assert that
these books contained no verse bound by metrical laws,

but that their language was merely prose, animated
by a poetic spirit. He admitted the Song of Moses
in Deuteronomy, the Proverbs, and Job to be the only
books in which there was necessarily any trace of

rhythm, and this rhythm he compares to that of two
dimeter iambics, sometimes of more, sometimes of fewer
syllables, as the sense required. Gerhard Yossius (De
Nat. et Const. A rtis Poet. lib. i, c. 13, § 2) says that in

Job and the Proverbs there is rhythm but no metre;
that is, regard is had to the number of syllables, but not

to their quantity. In the Psalms and Lamentations
not even rhythm is observed.

P>ut in spite of the opinions pronounced by these high
authorities, there were still many who believed in the

existence of a Hebrew metre, and in the possibility of

recovering it. The theories proposed for this purpose

were various. Gomarus. professor at Groningen (/>«-

vidis Lyra, Lugd. Bat. 1637), advocated both rhymes
and metre; for the latter he laid down the following

rules. The vowel alone, as it is long or short, deter-

mines the length of a syllable. Shiva forms no syl-

lable. The periods or versifies of the Hebrew poems
never contain less than a distich, or two verses, but in

proportion as the periods are longer they contain more
verses. The last syllable of a verse is indifferently long
or short. This system, if system it may be called < for

it is equally adapted for prose), was supported by many
men of note ; among others by the younger Buxtorf,

Heinsius, L. de Dieu, Constantin 1'Empcreur, and Het-
tinger. On the other hand, it was vigorously attacked

by L. Cappellus, Calovius, Danhauer, Pfeiffer, and Sol-

omon van Til. Towards the close of the 17th century

Marcus Meibomius announced to the world, with an
amount of pompous assurance which is charming, that

he had discovered the lost metrical system of the De-
brews. By the help of this mysterious secret, which he

attributed to divine revelation, he proposed to restore

not only the Psalms, but the whole Hebrew Scriptures,

to their pristine condition, and thus confer upon the

world a knowledge of Hebrew greater than any which
had existed since the ages which preceded the Alexan-

drine translators. But Meibomius did not allow his

enthusiasm to get the better of his prudence, and the

condition on which this portentous secret was to be

made public was that six thousand curious men should

contribute £5 sterling apiece for a copy of his book,

which was to be printed in two volumes folio. It is al-

most needless to add that his scheme fell to the ground.

He published some specimens of his restoration often
Psalms and six entire chapters of the Old Test, in 1690.

The glimpses which he gives of his grand secret are not

such as would make us regret that the knowledge of it

perished with him. The whole book of Psalms, he

says, is written in distichs, except the first Psalm, which

is in a different metre, and serves as an introduction to

the rest. They were therefore intended to be sung, not

by one priest, or by one chorus, but by two. Meibo-

mius "was severely chastised by J. H. Mains, B. H.

Gebhardus, and J. G. Zentgravius" (Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p.

11). In the last century the learned Francis Hare,
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iblished an edition of th< Be-

trically divided, to which he prefixed

iti mi the ancient poetry of th< I

'•. 1. I.

Bishop Bare maintained that in Bebrew poetry

I was bad t<> the quantity of syllables. Be re-

ts long vowels, and long vow< ;

at hi- pleasure. The nil.- which he laid down are the

following. In Bebrew poetry all the feel an- dissylla-

_ ir.l is bad to the quantity of a syllable.

I 'i-i-t ..Ian equal or unequal number of sylla-

the number "i syllables be equal, tl

are trochaic, if unequal, iambic. Periods for the most

pan consist oftwo verses, often thrt e ..r four, sometimes

i of the -aim- periods an- of ili. --1111.'

kind, that i-. either iambic it trochaic, with very few

exceptions. Trochaic clauses generally agree in the

number "i the feet, which are sometimes ilirec, as in

. i : . \ i. l. an. I this is the most frequent : some-

times five, as in l'-a. ix, 6. In iambic clauses the num-

metimes the same, but thej a

differ. Both kinds of verse an' mixed in tl

:
I) order t.> carry out these rules, tiny are sup-

i.l.ni. nted by one which gives to the \ <r-iii<r the widest

Words and verses an- contracted or lengthened

at will, by Byucope, elision, '!<•. In addition to this.

the bishop was under the necessity of maintaining that

all grammarians had hitherto erred in laying down the

rules ..i' •. r.linary punctuation. His Bystem, if it may
led, carries it- own refutation with it. but was

considered by Lowth to hi- worthy a reply under the

till., of Metrica Hariana Brevis ConfiUatio, printed at

the end "t his /' Sacra /'.».••. //</<. Pralectumes, etc.

Anton Metro Heb. Ant-. Lips. 1770), admit-

ting tin- metre !•• be regulated by the accents, endeav-

ored to prove that in tin- Bebrew poems there was a

highly artistic ami regular system, like that of the

Greeks and Romans, consisting of strophes, antistrophes,

epodes, and tin. like; but his method is as arbitrary as

I rhe theory of Lautwein
(
Vt rsuch < iner richlir

u vonderbibl. !'./>/».-.
I ilb. 177.. is an im-

provemenl upon those of his predecessors, inasmuch as

• the measurement oi verse by long and short

syllables, and marks the Bcansion by the tone accent.
1 !ii than a free rhythm : the verses

are distinguished by a certain relation in their contents,

and connected by a poetic euphony. Sir W. Jones

.Poet. Isiat. 177 1
1 attempted to apply the

rules of Arabic metre to Bebrew. Be regarded as a

long syllable one which terminated in a consonant or

lettei n. ~. .
: but he did not develop any

system. The present Arabic prosody, however, i- of

comparatively modern invention; and it is nol consist-

ent with probability that there could be any syste f

tion among the Hebrews like that imagined by
Mr \V. Jones, when in the example he quote a of i lant.

first clause of the verse to the second,
i the tit nth kind of Arabic metre.

Jobi, etc., 1791) believed that in
1

and Syriac, there was a n* tre,

• d by the false orthography of
Hi i In r. fore assumed for the Bebrew

and with this modification he
:

i

. and tetrameters to be
1

i lays down the
rdingly. Bellermann

thi last who ai-

r»rth the old Hebrew mi tres. He
"''"I' 1,

'
i

I vocalization,
rmined thequ i

h in." de-

miisi have three
yUable whii h has the t accent maj

her four ..r two, but g< nerally three,
nu ar. |

Bbort vowel, one; every consonant, whether single or

double, ha Shiva .simple or composite is

not reckoned. The quiescent letters have no more.

Dagesh forU compensative has one; so has metheg.

The majority of dissyllabic and trisyllabic words, hav-

ing the accent on the last syllable, will thus form iam-

bics and anapaests. But as many have the accent on

the penultimate, these will form trochees. The most

enmm. .n kinds of leet are iambics and anapaests, inter-

changing with trochees and tribrachs. • n vi rsea com-
feet, though not uniform as regards the

numbers of the feet, consist, according t.i Bellermann,

the poems of the Bebrew Scriptures.

Among those who believed in the existence of a He-
brew metre, but in the impossibility of recovering it.

were Carpzov, Lowth, Pfeiffer, Berder to a certain ex-

tent,Jahn, Bauer, and Bnxtorf. The opinions of Lowth,

with regard to Bebrew metre, ar.- summed up byJebb
(Sacr. Lit. p. 16) as follows: "He begins by asserting

that certain of the Hebrew writings are not only ani-

mated with the true poetic spirit, but in some degree

couched in poetic numbers; yet he allows that the

quantity, the rhythm, or modulation of Hebrew poetry.

not only is unknown, hut admits of no investigation by
human art or industry; lie states, after Aharhanel. that

the Jews themselves disclaim the very memory of met-
rical i position; he acknowledges that the artificial

conformation of the sentences is the sole indication of

metre in these poems; he barely maintains the credi-

bility of attention having been paid to numbers or feet

in their compositions; and at the same time he con-

fesses the utter impossibility of determining whether
Bebrew poetry was modulated by the ear alone, or ac-

cording to any definite and settled ruh- of prosody."

The opinions ofScaliger and Vossius have already been

referred to. Vitringa allows to Isaiah a kind of orato-

rial measure, hut adds that it could not on thi- account

he rightly termed poetry. Michaelis (Not. 4 in Prml.

iii), in his notes on Lowth, held that there never was
luetic iii Bebrew, hut only a free rhythm, as in recita-

tive, though even less trammelled. He declared him-

self against the Masoretic distinction of long and short

vowels, and made the rhythm to depend upon the tone

syllable; adding, with regard to fixed and regular me-
tre, that what has evaded such diligent .-.arch he

thought had no existence. On the subject of the

rhythmical character of Bebrew poetry, as opposed to

metrical, the remarks of Jebb an- remarkably appropri-

ate. " Bebrew poetry," he Bays I Sacr. I'd. p. 20), •• is

universal poetry; the poetry of all languages, and of all

peoples: the collocation of words (whatever may have

been i be sound, for of thi- we are quite ignorant I
i- pri-

marily directed to secure the best possible announcement
and discrimination of the scum-: 1. 1. then, a translator

only be literal, and. so far as the genius of his language

will permit, let him preserve the original order of the

words, and he will infallibly put the nader in possession

i.l all, or nearly all. thai the Bebrew text ^:.\\ give tO

the best Bebrew Bcholar of the present day. Now. had
there originally been metre, the case, it is presumed,
could hardly have been such; somewhat must have

been sacrificed to the importunities of metrical neces-

sity
;

i he sense could not invariably have predominated
over the sound; and the poetry could not have been, as

it unquestionably and emphatically is. a poetry, not of

Bounds or ..I words, hut of things. Let not this last as-

sertion, however, he misinterpreted: 1 would he iinder-

Btood merelj to assert that sound, and words in subor-

dination to sound, do imt iii Bebrew, as in .la— ical

poetry, enter into the essence of the thing; hut it is

happily undeniable that the word- of the poetical Script-

ures are exquisitely fitted to convey the Bense; and it

is highly probable thai, in the lifetime of the language,
the sound- were sufficiently harmonious: when I say
sufficiently harmonious, I mean so harmonious as to

render the poetry grateful to the ear in recitation, and
suitable to musical accompaniment; for which purpose
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the cadence of well-modulated prose would fully answer;

a fact which will not be controverted by any person

with a moderately good ear that has ever heard a chap-

ter of Isaiah skilfully read from our authorized trans-

lation; that has ever listened to one of Kent's anthems
well performed, or to a song from the Messiah of Han-
del."

Abarbanel (on Isa. v) makes three divisions of He-
brew poetry, including in the first the modem poems
which, in imitation of the Arabic, are constructed ac-

cording to modern principles of versification. Among
the second class he arranges such as have no metre, but

are adapted to melodies. In these occur the poetical

forms of words, lengthened and abbreviated, and the

like. To this class belong the songs of Moses in Exod.
xv, Deut. xxxii, the song of Deborah, and the song of

David. The third class includes those compositions

which are distinguished not by their form, but by the

figurative character of their descriptions, as the Song of

Songs, and the song of Isaiah.

Among those who maintain the absence of any reg-

ularity perceptible to the ear in the composition of

Hebrew poetry may be mentioned Richard Simon
{Hist. Crit. du V. T. i, c. 8, p. 57), Wasmuth {Inst. Ace.

Hebr. p. 14), Alstedius {Enc. Bibl. c. 27, p. 257), the au-

thor of the book Cozri, and K. Azariah de Rossi, in his

book entitled Meor Enayim. The author of the book
Cozri held that the Hebrews had no metre bound by
the laws of diction, because their poetry, being in-

tended to be sung, was independent of metrical laws.

R. Azariah expresses his approbation of the opinions

of Cozri and Abarbanel, who deny the existence of songs

in Scripture composed after the manner of modern He-
brew poems, but he adds, nevertheless, that beyond
doubt there are other measures which depend upon

the sense. Mendelssohn (on Exod. xv) also rejects the

system of n"lS13ni r.^ir^ (literally, pegs and vow-

els). R. Azariah appears to have anticipated bishop

Lowth in his theory of parallelism : at any rate his

treatise contains the germ which Lowth developed,

and may be considered, as Jebb calls it, the technical

basis of his system. But it also contains other ele-

ments, which will be alluded to hereafter. His conclu-

sion, in Lowth's words {Isaiah, prel. diss.), was as fol-

lows: "That the sacred songs have undoubtedly certain

measures and proportions; which, however, do not con-

sist in the number of syllables, perfect or imperfect,

according to the form of the modern verse which the

Jews make use of, and which is borrowed from the

Arabians (though the Arabic prosody, he observes, is

too complicated to be applied to the Hebrew language)
;

but in the number of things, and of the parts of things

—that is, the subject and the predicate and their ad-

juncts, in every sentence and proposition. Thus a
phrase containing two parts of a proposition consists

of two measures; add another containing two more,

and they become four measures; another again, con-

taining three parts of a proposition, consists of three

measures; add to it another of the like, and you have
six measures." The following example will serve for

an illustration

:

Thy-right-hand, O-Jehovah, is-glorious in-power,
Ttay-ri^ht-hand, O-Jehovah, hath-crnshed the-euemy.

The words connected by hyphens form terms, and the

two lines, forming four measures each, may be called

tetrameters. " Upon the whole, the author concludes

that the poetical parts of the Hebrew Scriptures are

not composed according to the rules and measures of

certain feet, dissyllables, trisyllables, or the like, as the

poems of the modern Jews are; but nevertheless have
undoubtedly other measures which depend on things,

as above explained. For this reason they are more
excellent than those which consist of certain feet, ac-

cording to the number and quantity of syllable?. Of
this, he says, you may judge yourself in the Songs of
the Prophets. For do you not see, if you translate

some of them into another language, that they still

keep and retain their measure, if not wholly, at least
in partV which cannot be the case in those Verses the
measures of which arise from a certain quantity and
number of syllables." Lowth expresses his general
agreement with R. Azariah's exposition of the rhyth-
mus of things ; but instead of regarding terms or phrases
or senses in single lines, as measures, he considered
"only that relation and proportion of one verse to an-
other which arises from the correspondence of terms-,

and from the form of construction ; from whence re-

sults a rhythmus of propositions, and a harmony of sen-
tences." But Lowth's system of parallelism was more
completely anticipated by Schbttgen in a treatise, of
the existence of which the bishop does not appear to

have been aware. It is found in his Horm Hebraicas,
i, 1249-12G3, diss, vi, "de Exergasia Sacra." This ex-
ergasia he defines to be the conjunction of entire sen-
tences signifying the same thing; so that exergasia
bears the same relation to sentences that synonymy
does to words. It is only found in those Hebrew writ-

ings which rise above the level of historical narrative

and the ordinary kind of speech. Ten canons are then
laid down, each illustrated by three examples, from
which it will be seen how far Schiittgen's system cor-

responded with Lowth's. (1.) Perfect exergasia is when
the members of the two clauses correspond, each to

each, as in Psa. xxxiii, 7; Numb, xxiv, 17; Luke i,

47. (2.) Sometimes in the second clause the subject

is omitted, as in Isa. i, 18; Prov. vii, 19; Psa. exxix,
3. (3.) Sometimes part of the subject is omitted, as

in Psa. xxxvii, 30; cii, 28; Isa. liii, 5. (4.) The pred-

icate is sometimes omitted in the second clause, as in

Numb, xxiv, 5 ; Psa. xxxiii, 12 ; exxiii, G. (5.) Some-
times part only of the predicate is omitted, as in Psa. lvii,

9 ; ciii, 1 : exxix, 7. (6.) Words are added in one mem-
ber which are omitted in the other, as in Numb, xxiii,

18 ; Psa. cii, 29 ; Dan. xii. 3. (7.) Sometimes two prop-

ositions will occur, treating of different things, but re-

ferring to one general proposition, as in Psa. xciv, '.»;

exxviii, 3; Wisd. iii, 1G. (8.) Cases occur, in which
the second proposition is the contrary of the first, as in

Prov. xv, 8; xiv, 1, 11. (9.) Entire propositions an-

swer each to each, although the subject and predicate

are not the same, as in Psa. li, 7; cxix, 168; Jer. viii,

22. (10.) Exergasia is found with three members, as

in Psa. i, 1; exxx, 5; lii, 9. These canons Schcittgen

applied to the interpretation of Scripture, of which he
gives examples in the remainder of that and the fol-

lowing Dissertation.

But whatever may have been achieved by his pred-

ecessors, there can be no question that the delivery

of Lowth's lectures on Hebrew poetry, and the subse-

quent publication of his translation of Isaiah, formed

an a?ra in the literature of the subject more marked
than any that had preceded it. Of his system we have
already given (§ i) a somewhat detailed account, which
we here slightly expand ; for whatever may have been
done since his time, and whatever modifications of his

arrangement may have been introduced, all subsequent

writers have confessed their obligations to the two
works above mentioned, and have drawn their in-

spiration from them. Starting with the -alphabetical

poems as the basis of his investigation, because in them
the verses or stanzas were more distinctly marked,
Lowth came to the conclusion that they consist of

verses properly so called, " of verses regulated by some
observation of harmony or cadence ; of measure, num-
bers, or rhythm," and that this harmony does not arise

from rhyme, but from what he denominates parallelism.

Parallelism he defines to be the correspondence of one

verse or line with another, and divides it into three

classes—synonymous, antithetic, and synthetic.

(a.) Parallel lines synonymous correspond to each

other by expressing the same sense in different but

equivalent terms, as in the following examples, which

are only two of the many given by Lowth

:
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"O-Jehovnh, in-thv-strength thc-king ehnll-rej

And-in-thy-salvatlon 1 ill-ne-exu!t I

inted unto-him

;

Am: is-lipe thoa-hast-not denied"

" For th tnent

:

And-the-worra ehall-eat-them like v

Bnt-m] -ever:

And-my-salvation to-l ,7, -
.

It will be observed from the examples which Lowth
giv< - thai the | ..ir.i 11»-1 lines Bometiraea consiBl ol three

<ir more Byi ymous terms, sometimes "i two, some-

times only of one. Sometimes 1 1 j • - line- coi

of double member, <>r two propositions, as Psa. cxliy,

. Ixv, 21, 22. Parallels are formed also by a

repetition "i part of the iir~t - Lxxvii, l.

II. 16; [sa. xxvi, 6, 6; II"-. \ i. I : and sometimes a

pari has to be supplied from the formi r to complete the

- m. wii. II: Job \wi. •'•: [sa. xli, 28).

Parallel triplets occur in Job iii, I. 6, 9; Psa. cxii, 10;

i : Joel iii, 13. Examples of parallels of four

lines, in which two distichs form one stanza, are Psa.

xxxvii, 1,2; [sa.i,8; xlix. l: Amos i, 2. In periods

of five lines the odd fine sometimes comes in between

two distichs, as in Job viii, 5, 6 ; [sa. xlvi, 7 ; I los. xiv,

. 16; or after two distichs closes the stanza,

. xliv, 26. Alternate parallelism in stanzas of

four lines is found in Psa.ciii, II, 12; [sa.xxx, 16; bul

the most striking examples of the alternate quatrain

are Deut xxxii, 25, 12, the first line forming :i contin-
• uiili the third, and the second with the

fourth (comp. [sa. xxxiv,6; Gen. xlix, 6). In [sa. 1,

10 we find an alternate quatrain followed by a fifth

this lir-t division of Lowth's Jebb objects thai

the name synonymous is inappropriate, for the second

clause, with few exceptions, "diversifies the preceding

clause, and generally so as to rise above it, forming a

sort "i climax in the Bense." This peculiarity was rec-

ognized bj Lowth himself in his Ith Preelection, where
"idem iterant, variant, augent," thus marking

a cumulative force in this kind of parallelism. The
same was observed by Apb. Newcome in his Preface
ic. Ezekiel, where examples .-ire given in which "the
following clauses bo diversify the preceding ones as to

them" il-a. xlii. 7; xliii. 16; lVa.xcv.L':
<-iv. I ). Jebb, in Bupporl of his own opinion, appeals
t.. the passages quoted by Lowth (Psa. xxi. 12; cvii,

.
and suggests as a more appropriate

i parallelis I this Kind. cognaU parallelism

.\ ill - second division i- antitlieticparallelism;
when two lines correspond with each other by an oppo-
sition "t terms and m ntiments; when the second is con-
trasted with the first, sometimes in expressions, some-
times in sense only, s,i thai the degrees of antithesis are
various. As rr i sample:

rejolceth ids father;
1 sou la the grief of his mother"

\ . x, 1).

lory of Ihe jnsl i- a blessing;

1 the Hi brews abounds with illus-

irallelism. Other examples &r£

fJehovah om <iod will bestrontr

- in in."

10, i i
: [sa. liv, I": Lx,

irallelism Jebb appropri-
\tUhttic parall '

Berves to
lnnrk ,! "

ti ith and false-
1

the more difficult and more critical fundi f
''"""""' '""'

truth and
I .hi the

here the
parallel "consists only in the similar form ol

lien: in which word does not answer to word and sen-

tence i" bi utence, as equivalent or opposite; but there

is a correspondence and equality between different prop-

ositions, in respeel of the shape and turn of the « hole

sentence, and of the constructive parts—such as noun

answering to noun, verb to verb, member to membi r,

negative i igative, interrogative to interrogative."

One of ile i samples of constructive parallels given by
Lowth is [sa. I, 5, 6

:

1 Jehovah bath opened mine ear,

And l was not rebellious;

Neither did I withdraw myself backward

—

] gave my back to the smiters,

And my cheeks to them that plncked off the hair;

My face 1 hid not from shame and spitting."

Jebb gives as an illustration Psa.xix,7 10:

•• The law of Jehovah is perfect, converting the soul.

The testimouy of Jehovah is sure, making wise the
simple." etc.

h is instructive, as showing bow difficult, if not impos-
sible, it is to make any strict classification of Hebrew
poetry, to observe that, this very passage is given by
Gesenius as an example of synonymous parallelism.

while De Wette calls il synthetic. The illustration of

synthetic parallelism quoted by Gesenius is Psa.xxvii,4:

"One thing I ask from Jehovah.
It will I seek after—

My dwelling in the house of Jehovah all the days of
my life,

To behold the beauty of Jehovah,
And to inquire in his temple."

In this kind of parallelism, as Nordheimer ( firm:,. 1 nal.

p. 87) observes, "an idea is neither repeated nor fol-

lowed by iis opposite, bul is kept in view by the « riter,

while he proceeds to develop and enforce his meaning
by accessory ideas and modifications."

('/.) To the three kinds of parallelism above described

Jebb adds a fourth, which seems rather to be an nine ces-

sary refinement upon than distinct from the others. He
denominates il introvertedparallelism, in which he says,

"there are stanzas so constructed that, whatever be

the number of lines, the first line shall be parallel with
the last; the second with the penultimate; and so

throughout in an order that looks inward, or. to- borrow
a military phrase, from Hanks to centre" (Sacr. Lit.

p. 53). Thus:

"My son. if thine heart he wise,
My heart also shall rejoice;
Yea, my reins shall rejoice

When thy lips speak right things"
(Prov. xxiii. 15, 10).

"Unto Thee do I lift up mine eyes, O Thou that dwellest
in the heavens;

i as the eyes of servants to the hand of their
masters

:

As the eyes of a maiden to the hands of her mistress:
Even so look our eyes to Jehovah our God, until he

have mercy upon us" (Psa. exxiii, 1, 2).

Upon examining these and the other examples quoted
by bishop Jebb in support of his new division, to which
he attaches great importance, il will be seen that the pe-

culiarity consists in the structure of the stanza, and nol

in the nature of the parallelism ;
and any one who reads

Ewald's elaborate treatise on this part of the subject

will rise from the reading with the conviction thai to

attempt to classify Hebrew poetry according to the

Character of the stanzas employed will be labor lost and
iii vain, resulting only in a system which is no system,
and in rules to « Inch the exceptions are more numerous
than the examples.

words may now he added with respect to the

classification proposed by De Wette, in which more re-

gard was had to the rhythm. The four kinds of paral-
lelism are: i. Thai which consists in an equal number
of words in each member, as in Gen. iv, 23. This he
calls the original and perfeel kind Of parallelism ot

members, which corresponds with metre and rhyme.
without being identical with them (Die Psalmen,Einl
l> ' I I" 1, r this head are many minor divisions. 2.

I nequal parallelism, in which the number of words in
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the members is not the same. This again is divided into

—a. The simple, as Psa. lxviii, 33. b. The composite,

consisting of the synonymous (Joh x, 1 ; Psa. xxxvi, 7),

the antithetic (Psa. xv, 4), and the synthetic (xv, 5). c.

That in which the simple member is disproportionately

small (xl, 10). d. Where the composite member grows

up into three or more sentences (i, 3; lxv, 10). e. In-

stead of the close parallelism there sometimes occurs a

short additional clause, as in Psa. xxiii, 3. 3. Out of

the parallelism, which is unequal in consequence of the

composite character of one member, another is devel-

oped, so that both members are composite (xxxi, 11).

This kind of parallelism again admits of three subdi-

visions. 4. Rhythmical parallelism, which lies merely

in the external form of the diction. Thus in Psa. xix,

11 there is nearly an equal number of words:

"Moreover by them was thy servant warned,
In keeping of them there is great reward."

In Psa. xxx, 3 the inequality is remarkable. In Psa.

xiv, 7 is found a double and a single member, and in

Psa. xxxi, 23 two double members. De Wette also held

that there were in Hebrew poetry the beginnings of a

composite rhythmical structure like our strophes. Thus
in Psa. xlii, xliii, a refrain marks the conclusion of a

larger rhythmical period. Something similar is observ-

able in Psa. cvii. This artificial structure appears to

belong to a late period of Hebrew literature, and to the

same period may probably be assigned the remarkable

gradational rhythm which appears in the Songs of De-
grees, e. g. Psa. cxxi. It must be observed that this

gradational rhythm is very different from the cumula-

tive parallelism of the Song of Deborah, which is of

a much earlier date, and bears traces of less effort in

the composition. Strophes of a certain kind are found

in the alphabetical pieces in which several Masoretic

clauses belong to one letter (Psa. ix, x, xxxvii, cxix;

Lam. iii) ; but the nearest approach to anything like a

strophical character is found in poems which are divided

into smaller portions by a refrain, and have the initial

or final verse the same or similar (Psa. xxxix, xlii,

xliii). In the opinion of some the occurrence of the

word Selah is supposed to mark the divisions of the

strophes.

It is impossible here to do more than refer to the

essay of Kbster (Theol. Stud, und Krit. 1831, p. 40-114)

on the strophes, or the parallelism of verses in He-
brew poetry, in which he endeavors to show that the

verses are subject to the same laws of symmetry as the

verse-members, and that consequently Hebrew poetry

is essentially strophical in character. Ewald's treatise

requires more careful consideration ; but it. must be read

itself, and a slight sketch only can here be given.

Briefly thus: Verses are divided into verse-members in

which the number of syllables is less restricted, as there

is no syllable metre. A verse-member generally con-

tains from seven to eight syllables. Two members, the

rise and fall, are the fundamental constituents. Thus
(Judg. v, 3)

:

"Hear, ye kings ! give ear, ye princes !

I to Jehovah, I will sing."

To this all other modifications must be capable of being

reduced. The variations which may take place may be

either amplifications or continuations of the rhythm, or

compositions in which a complete rhythm is made the

half of a new compound, or we may have a diminution

or enfeeblement of the original. To the two members
correspond two thoughts which constitute the life of

the verse, and each of these again may distribute itself.

Gradations of symmetry are formed, 1. By the echo of

the whole sentence, where the same sense which is

given in the first member rises again in the second, in

order to exhaust itself more thoroughly (Gen. iv, 23

;

Prov. i, 8). An important word of the first member of-

ten reserves its force for the second, as in Psa. xx, 8; and
sometimes in the second member a principal part of the
sense of the first is further developed, as Psa. xlix, 5 [6].

2. When the thought trails through two members of a
verse, as in Psa. ex, 5, it gives rise to a less animated
rhythm (comp. also cxli, 10). 3. Two sentences may
be brought together as protasis and apodosis, or simply
to form one complex thought; the external harmony
may be dispensed with, but the harmony of thought re-

mains. This may be called the intermediate rhythm.
The forms of structure assumed by the verse are many.
(1.) There is the single member, which occurs at the
commencement of a series in Psa. xviii, 2; xxiii, 1; at

the end of a series in Exod. xv, 18; Psa. xcii, 9; and in

the middle, after a short pause, in Psa. xxix, 7. (2.) The
bimembral verse is most frequently found, consisting of

two members of nearly equal weight. (3.) Verses of
more than two members are formed either by increasing

the number of members from two to three, so that the
complete fall may be reserved for the third, all three
possessing the same power; or by combining four mem-
bers two and two, as in Psa. xviii, 7; xxviii, 1.

The varieties of this structure of verse are too nu-
merous to be recounted, and the laws of rhythm in

Hebrew poetry are so free that of necessity the va-
rieties of verse -structure must be manifold. The
gnomic or sententious rhythm, Ewald remarks, is the
one which is perfectly symmetrical. Two members of

seven or eight syllables, corresponding to each other as

rise and fall, contain a thesis and antithesis, a subject

and its image. This is the constant form of genuine
gnomic sentences of the best period. Those of a later

date have many members or trail themselves through
many verses. The animation of the lyrical rhythm
makes it break through all such restraints, and leads to

an amplification or reduplication of the normal form

;

or the passionate rapidity of the thoughts may disturb

the simple concord of the members, so that the unequal
structure of verse intrudes with all its varieties. To
show how impossible it is to attempt a classification

of verse uttered under such circumstances, it will be

only necessary to quote Ewald's own words: "All
these varieties of rhythm, however, exert a perfectly

free influence upon every lyrical song, just according as

it suits the mood of the moment to vary the simple

rhythm. The most beautiful songs of the flourishing

period of poetry allow, in fact, the verse of many mem-
bers to predominate whenever the diction rises with
any sublimity ; nevertheless, the standard rhythm still

returns in each when the diction flags, and the different

kinds of the more complex rhythm are employed with
equal freedom and ease of variation, just as they sev-

erally accord with the fluctuating hues of the mood of

emotion and of the sense of the diction. The late

alphabetical songs are the first in which the fixed

choice of a particular versification—a choice, too, made
with designed art—establishes itself firmly, and main-
tains itself symmetrically throughout all the verses"

(Dichter d. A Iten Bundes, i, 83 ; transl. in Kitto's Journal,

i, 318). It may, however, be generally observed that

the older rhythms are the most animated, as if accom-
panied by the hands and feet of the singer (Numb, xxi

;

Exod. xv ; Judg. v), and that in the time of David the

rhythm had attained its most perfect development.

By the end of the 8th century B.C. the decay of versi-

fication begins, and to this period belong the artificial

forms of verse.

It remains now only to notice the rules of Hebrew
poetry as laid down by the Jewish grammarians, to

which reference was made in remarking upon the sys-

tem of R. Azariah. They have the merit of being ex-

tremely simple, and are to be found at length, illustrated

by many examples, in Mason and Bernard's I/eb. Gram.
(vol. ii, No. 57), and accompanied by an interesting ac-

count of modern Hebrew versification. The rules are

briefly these : 1. That a sentence may be divided into

members, some of which contain two, three, or evenfour
words, and are accordingly termed binary, ternary, and
quaternary members respectively. 2. The sentences

are composed either of binary, ternary, or quaternary
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- entirely, ox of these different members inter-

utive m< mb< ra il is an

to express the Bamc idea in different words.

„ .[ i,, either of these parallel

I in the alien at

l hat a word without an accent, being joined

t.. anothi r word by Makkeph, is generally (though not

always) reckoned with that Becond word as one. Ii

ial these rules are essentially the Bame

with tho i' Lowth, I>'' Wette, and other writers on

,,. and from their simplicity are I -

m than any others that have been given.

lusion, after reviewing the various theories

which have been framed with regard to the Btructure

n poetry, it must be confessed that beyond the

. ol very broad gi neral laws, little has been

done towards elaborating a satisfactory systen

ably this want ol to the fact that there is

and that H< brew poetry, while

I

- and va-

riety of rhythm and melody, is not fettered by laws of

versification as we understand the term. Some advance

towards an elucidation of the metrical structure of the

I

and > specially in their strophic arrange-

ment, has I" en made by Delitzsch in his Commentaries;

but tin- whole subject admits of a more careful and mi-

nute adjustment and phrases than Las

\ . t bet n achil \ ed.

Modern Hebrew poetry, although tolerabh

i- altogether cast in the mould of the poems <>f the sev-

eral European nations among whom the.lews are scat-

tered, and i- therefore Btirhy artificial, generally with

rhyme, etc. It is of little value theologically. A very

lair collection of specimens may be seen in Martinet's

. rg, i-- ; : .

ind has the credit of opening a

new path in t lii- branch Ly the above-noticed publica-

tion of I ii>ln>] > Lowth's elegant and learned /

< > con. 1753, w hich may be

found also in Ugolini Thesuur. vol. xxxi; the editions

' it Epimetra are to be pre-

ferred; that of Oxon. 1810, i- good: the work was
translated into English by Gregory). On the didactic

poetrj of the Hebrews the reader may consult Umbreit,

\leitung; Rhode, /' Vet. Poelar. Sapi-

. II braor. .11 i\ n. 1800
I

;

i & Parabolar. Jesu natura, etc. (Leipz. 1828).

f. ix, 226 sq., has giv< n

what i- worth attention; Bee also Hist, abri

I // br. in the •• History of the Academy of

Inscriptions," xxiii, 92 sq. But the work which has.

next to that of Lowth, exerted the greatest influence,

thumous and unfinished piece of the celebrated
lhrder, who has treat* d the subject with extraordinary
eloquence and learning, Vom Geist der Ebraischen Po-

!,
t.. be found in his collected writings; also

I and < larlsruhe, 1826
; see also < illgler,

lei Hebraer (Landshut, 1814) ; and Gut-
rat, d. alien Israelii. (Mannh.

i be Bubjecl ol mem- has been Bkilfully handled

iibet d. Wetrik der Hebraer
Much useful information may be found

. ibid. 1840; trans-
lish by Theodore Parker, Boston, 1843).

1 the poetical por-
' ind, in which regard is paid to rhj thm

uable guide in Hebn w
ind Bubstance, may be found in

Prophets (ibid.

. try work
"" l1 "' des Mt,n

ii,c. i; >• bramm, U> i

I

tains the most complete account of all the various the-

ories
; Ni, olas, I ' ' "/'"

I
Paris,

Sarchi, Heb. Poetry, Ancient and Moden I

1824 : w ' i
''' h. /• Poesia Heb. et Arab, indole (Leipz.

[843 : Meier, Gesch. der poet. National -Literatur der

Hebraer (Leipz. - omentaries of De Wette,

Delitzsch, and Hupfeld on the Psalms; and the works

enumerated in Danz, Universal-TheoL Wdrterbuch, p.

Dai , Cya pcedia Bibliographia
i Holy

Scriptures), col. 28 Bq.; and in SchafTs essay on the

Poetical Boohs of the 0. T.. prefixed to the Am. ed. of

n Job, p. vii.

POE1 Rl . Hebrew (Post-Biblical). In speaking of

post-Biblical poetry, we mean those poetical productions

which have come down to us from the so-called Sopherite

Age, i.e. from about B.C. 500 to A.D. 7". Productions

written alter this period art' properly designated by the

name Neo-Hebraic Poetry.

The di\ ine service of the second Temple, under Ezra

and bis successors, was mainly a restoration, rather than

a new institute; but the inspired material for liturgy was

now more copious. The Psalms, several of which. like

the melodious swan-song ofa departing inspiration, were
written in the Ezra-Nehemiah time, formed of them-

selves a primary element. So. at the Feast of Taberna-

cles, the Asaphites chanted the Confiiemini of the 118th

Psalm (Ezra Hi. 10, 11: comp. Neh. \ii. 24; 1 Chron.

xxvi, 1). Tin' titles given to some Psalms by the men
of the Great Synagogue indicate a staled use of them at

certain periods ofweek-day and Sabbath worship (comp.

Mishna, Taamid, ad tin.; Sopherim, set. 18; and the

inscripl ions lor the Psalms in the Septuagint, evidently

i. ndered from Hebrew ones). Thus Psa. xxiv is called

^aX/iof . . . rije fiiaQ oafifHarov : xlviii, Sevrepq aa/3-

o'lirer; xciv, rercadi oafSfiaTov; xxix,££oo
>

('ou<xieni'i}c;

xxxviii, jTtpt craj3/3drov; cxi-cxix. 'AWnXovia. The

"fifteen Songs of Degrees" >r
mzv"~ '"-. Chald.

xrnn psi&a by -:xrx-! x—0, i. e. "the

hymn which was said upon the steps of the abyss") were
evidently liturgical, and probably derive their name
from the fifteen semicircular step- at the Nicanor gate

of the uieat courl of the Temple, on which the Levites

-t I while singing them. So the Mishna (JSuccah,

v, ]>:•< tu the fifteen steps which led into the women's

court, corresponding with the fifteen songs of degrees,

Stood the Levites with their instruments of mu.-ic. and

sane,." Besides, the Great Hallel (q. v.) and certain

verses of Psalms were also used, as may be seen from the

treatise Succah, i\ . 5.

The poetry of this period is preserved in four forms:

of Tephillah, Berakah, shir, and Mashal.

1. TJu Tephillah, or Prayer.—Of this form we have

the four collects offered by the high-priest on the Day of

Atonement (q. v. i, as preserved in the Jerusalem I !< ma-
ra and Midrash .lelamdeiiu. and which run thus: 1. For

Himself and his Family: -Lord. I have committed in-

iquity, I have transgressed, 1 have sinned. I and my
house. Pardon, O Lord, the iniquities and transgres-

sions and the sins which I have committed and sinned

before thee. I and my house, as il is written in the law
of Moses, thy servant : for on that day will he atone for

you to make you clean, from all your transgressions shall

ye before Jehovah be cleansed" { Yomah, iii, 7). 2. For
Himself and thi Priesthood: •• Lord. I have committed
iniquity, I have transgressed, 1 have Binned, I and my
house, and the sous of Aaron, thy consecrated people.

I beseech thee. Lord, to pardon the iniquities, trans-

gressions, and sins which 1 and my house, and the >ons

of Aaron, thy consecrated people, have perversely com-
mitted, as ii is w ritten in the law of Moses, thy servant

:

for on thai day," etc. {ibid. iv,2). 3. Forth P
largt :

•• Lord, thy people, the house of Israel have done

perversely; they have transgressed, they have Binned

before thee. I beseech of the Lord to pardon the in-

iquities, transgressions, and sins which thy people, the

bousi oi l-rael. have perversely committed, and by which
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they have sinned and transgressed ; as it is written in

the law of Moses, thy servant : for on that day," etc.

4. When he came out from the Holy ofHolies : "May it

please thee, O Lord our God, and the God of our fathers,

that neither this day nor during this year any captiv-

ity come upon us; yet if captivity befall us this day or

this year, let it be to a place where the law is culti-

vated. May it please thee, O Lord our God, and the

God of our fathers, that no want come upon us either

this day or this year; but if want visit us this day or

this year, let it be due to the liberality ofour charitable

deeds. May it please thee, O Lord our God, and the

God of our fathers, that this year may become a year

of cheapness, of fulness, of intercourse, and of trade : a

year with abundance of rain, of sunshine, and of dew :

one in which thy people Israel shall not require assist-

ance one from another. And listen not to the prayers

of those who go forth on a journey. And as to thy

people Israel, may no enemy exalt himself against

them. May it please thee, O Lord our God, and the

God of our fathers, that the houses of the men of Saron

may not become their graves."

II. The Berakah, or Benediction.—The benedictory

adoration of the name and dominion of God is a most
proper and all-pervading element in the Hebrew litur-

gy. Many of their prayers begin and end with it. The
berakahs at the close of the several books of the Psalms
(Psa.xli, 13; lxxii, 18; lxxxix, 53; cvi, 48) were prob-

ably added by Ezra, or the prophetical men of his time,

on the final arrangement of the canonical Psalter (comp.

on these doxologies Gratz, in Monatsschrift jlir d. Ju-
denthum, 1872, xxi, 481 sq.). Those which accompany
the prayers of the Shemoneh Esreh, or eighteen benedic-

tions [comp. the art. Liturgy], are believed to be of

the same period. Thus Maimonides :
" These benedic-

tions were appointed by Ezra the sopher, and the beth-

din; and no man hath power to diminish from or add to

them" (Hilclwth Keriath Shema, i, 7 ; and Mich. Tefila,

i, 11). "In the innumerable instances where, in the

Mishna and Aboda, this form occurs, in which the ever-

lasting name is hallowed, and the truth of the divine

dominion is reverently confessed, it appears to have

been the pious desire of the institutors of the synagogue

ritual that supplication, with prayer and thanksgiving,

should give a spirit and tone to the entire life of the

people. Indeed, almost all the affairs of Hebrew life

have the prescription of their appropriate benedictions"

(comp. Berachoth, ch. vi-ix; Rosh ha-Shanah, iv, 5;

Taanith, ii, 2, etc.).

III. The Shir, or Song, Chant (from shevar, *VlEJ,

Sansc. sicar, sicara, "a song;" the Arab, zabara, i. q.

savara, whence zubar, like the Hebrew mizmor, of the

same import), is a metrical composition, designed for

chanting, and consisting generally of the strophe, anti-

strophe, and epode. We have a fine Biblical model in

the fifteenth chapter of Exodus, on which see Kennicott

and Louth. Apart from the divine poetry of the Scrip-

tures, there are but scanty remains of Hebrew songs of

a date prior to the destruction of Jerusalem. In the

Mishna and Gemara we come upon a few reminiscences

of them, as in the treatise Succah, fol. 53, col. 1, where,

in connection with the solemnities of the Feast of Tab-
ernacles, we find the following chant:

THE PIOUS AND TnE MEN OF RENOWN.

"O happy youth, devoted sage,
Who will not put to shame our age !

TIIF. PENITENTS.

"O happy, also, is our age,
Which now atones for youth, not sage 1

CHORUS.

"O happy be on whom no guilt doth rest,

And he who sinn'd with pardon shall be blest."

These songs were accompanied by the musical instru-

ments of the Levites. who stood on the fifteen steps

which led to the court of the women. Here is another,

a sort of confession made bv the Levites at the same

feast. " When the Levites," says the Mishna, " reached
the gate that leads out to the east, they turned west-
ward, their faces being towards the Temple, and em-
ployed these words

:

"Our fathers, here established by thy grace,
Had turn'd their backs upon thy holv place,
And to the rising sun they set their 'face

;

But we will turn to thee, Jehovah God,
Our eyes are set on thee, Jehovah God."

Another fragment of a song has been preserved in the
Mishna (Taanith, ad fin.), and was sung on the 15th
day of Ab, when the collection of wood required in the
sanctuary was finished. Then the maidens all went
forth, arrayed in white garments specially lent them,
that so rich and poor might be on an equality, into the
vineyards around Jerusalem, where they danced and
sung

:

"Around in circle gay the Hebrew maidens see,
From them the happy youth their partners choose;
Remember beauty soon its charms must lose,

And seek to win a maid of fair degree.

"When fading grace and beauty low are laid,
Yet her who fears the Lord shall praise await

;

God blessed her handiwork, and, in the gate,
'Her works have followed her,' it shall be said."

IV. The Mashal.—This word, according to its San-
scrito-Shemitic root, denotes comparison or resemblance.

"In the older Hebrew writings the word is applied to

prophecy, to doctrine, to history in the loftier style, and
to instruction given in a kind of poetic form, sometimes
with the accompaniment of the harp or other music;
because, in these various manners of instruction, mate-
rial things are employed in the way of parallel or com-
parison, to illustrate those which are supersensible or

spiritual. Hence mashal became a general name for all

poetry which relates to the ordinary or every-day econ-

omy of life, with a still more specific application to a

distinct epigrammatic saying, proverb, maxim, or re-

flection, carrying in itself some important principle Or

rule of conduct. The mashal, then, may be said to con-

sist commonly of two elements: the thesis, principal

fact or lesson, and the type, emblem, or allusion by
which it is explained or enforced. The latter may be
one of the phenomena of nature, or an imaginary trans-

action in common life (parable); or an emblematic
group of human agents (apoloqite) ; or of agents non-
human, with an understood designation (fable'). Some-
times the mashal takes a mathematical cast ; and the

doctrine or principle is laid down after a certain arith-

metical proportion or canon, midah (Prov. vi, 16; xxx,
15, 18, 21 ; Ecclus. xxiii, 1G ; xxv, 1, 8, 9 ; xxvi, 5, 25 ;

1, 27, 28). When there is no image or allusion of these

kinds used, the mashal becomes sometimes an acute,

recondite, yet generally pleasant assertion or problem

—

gryphos, the 'riddle,' or 'enigma;' in Hebrew, chidah,

i~l"Pn (Judg. xiv, 12) ; and sometimes an axiom or

oracle of practical wisdom

—

massa, N'£"2, a 'burden,' a

weighty saying, from masa, 'to bear;' and when con-

veyed in a brilliant, sparkling style of speaking it be-

comes melitsah, n^ n P^2, the pleasant witticism or the

pungent reproof. The remaining form of the mashal is

the motto (apophthegm), where some moral is senten-

tiously expressed without a simile, and generally with-

out the parallelism, as we see in the mottoes of the

Hel now sages in the book A both." Of such mottoes, we
mention the following of Hillel

:

"The more flesh, the more worms;
The more riches, the more care:
The more wives, the more witchcraft," etc.

;

or:
" Because thou madest float,

They made thee float

:

In turn, who made thee float

Shall also float"—

this having reference to a skull floating on the water;

'Each one who seeks a name,
Shall only lose his fame

;
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Who - lore,

more;

erisb

:

Who •

• e. of learning or merit) does

A vahn
known n '

'"• "' sV " ">'

..,„i which we will quote a few sentences:

•

II iysii i.in before you require bis aid"

(xxxviii, l '. "I bree things arc contrary to all reason :

. a rich man who denies ii (lives and

: and an old man who commits

adultery" (xxv, 8, l . "A g I wife is a good gift;

ranted to him \\li" fears the Lord. A bad wife

-v to her husband ; let him divorce her, and be

will !» < ur.-.l of his leprosy" (ch. xxvi). " I'

vow, consider the vow" (xxviii, rablk.

The non-Palestinian poetry of this time we pass over,

it being writtet Delitzsch, Zur GeschichU

. 17 29, 177 Bq. ; Etheridge, In-

B : ew Literature, p. 92 sq. ; Steinschnei-

h Literature, p.
''•> Bq.; Edersheim, History

of tin Jewish Nation, p. 349 sq., 559 sq.; id. The Temple,

ttt Ministry and Services as they wen in tk< Tirm of
. 246 Bq., 270 Bq., 266 sq. |

1!. P.)

P( )|. L'RY, < HBiSTi w See Hymsolooi ; Psal-

mody.

Poggio, Bracciolini Giovanni - Francesco, a

celebrated Italian humanist, who contributed richly to

the revival of classical studies in the period of the Ital-

ian Renaissa and did much to encourage scholar-

ship in the Church of Rome, Mas born at Terranuova,
hi 1380. He was the grandson of a

notary, and studied the Lttin language under the • 1 i

—

rection of( liovanni « 1 i l.'a\ enna, the Greek under Eman-
uel Chn soloras, and applied himself also to the Hi brew,

i h confutes the opinion of Huetius and others,

who have said thai this language was nol cultivated

till after the llih and 15th centuries. Alter

i ducation he went to Rome, and
was for Borne time a copyist, and finally entered the

I the cardinal di Bari. In 1413 Poggio was
retary, a poorly paid charge,

which he occupied forty y< ars, I bus he spent a large

part of his [ife in brilliant surroundings. Eight popes
• I bira to one another, as if he bad belonged

to the chattels ol St. Peter. I he life which he led in

the office he held was favorable to study, and be de-

voted much of it to inquiries into antiquity. His greal

title to the esteem ol posterity is the zeal be displayed
in the search for the monuments of Roman literature.

He made his mosl important discoveries during a pro-
tracted stay in Switzerland, whither he repaired in 111!
to attend the Council of Constance. He visited the
library of the monastery of St, Gall, which he found in

akindofi eon. Here he discovered a copy, almost
of Quintilian's Tnstitutiones Oratorio;, ofwhich
only were known at the time; lour books of

ol Val< mis Flaccus, and th< i

mils. Afterwards he found, in

. of Aromianus Marcellinus and
I hi searches which

n the mona8terii i of] ram e and
I

thi works of Ma
Vitruvi IU18 Mar.

irtion of the poi ms of Lucn tius
andSilin

I Cicero,

with which P
| several

iallj in the affair
of Joromi is punished with a short dis-

bich he visited England.
I

i him with distinction,

tic • ii- • r followed the brilliant pron
i

BR red no tempta-

tions to a man of Poggio's propensities, he left a coun-

try the inhabitants of which he describes as plunged

in the grossest sensuality, and returned to Rome at

the close of 1420. He was reinstated into bis former

I he calm which the pontifical court enjoyed

ive him full leisure to correspond with

his friends Niccoli, Leonardo d'Arezzo. Travereari, etc.,

and to write several dialogues and philosophical trea-

ties, in which be i sposes without mercy the failings

of monks and priests, which Poggio was most compe-

tent to describe, as he had himsell at the time three

son- by a mistress, though he was an ecclesiastic. His

own course he excuses in the following pleasantry, in

one ot his letters lo cardinal .1 ul ian of Si. Angelo: " Ifou

say that I have sous, which is nol lawful for a cleric;

and without a wife, which does nol become a laic. I

may answer that I have son-, which is fitting for laics;

and without a wife, which from the beginning of the

world has been the custom of clerics: but 1 will not

defend my failings by any excuse."

When, after the accession of Eugenius IV. in 1 134, a

Sedition compelled the pope to retire to Florence , Pogr

gio set out on bis way to join his master. He was
taken by soldiers of Piccinino, and given his liberty

only after a heavy ransom paid by his friends. In

Florem e he met Filelfo, against whom he had long en-

tertained a secrel jealousy, which changed into actual

hatred when bis venerated and beloved Niccoli was the

object of a violent attack from Filelfo. He launched

against bis enemy a libel, in which he heaped up all the

most injurious and obscene expressions which the Latin

language would afford. Filelfo answered him in the

same style: whereupon Poggio replied in a Still more

insulting strain. After a truce of four years this edify-

ing dispute between two of the most distinguished men
of their time recommenced: Poggio wrote against fi-

lelfo a libel full of the most atrocious accusations, al-

most allot' his own invention. Filelfo again returned

the blow. They were reconciled afterwards: neither

had damaged himself in the eyes of their contempo-

raries, who enjoyed these invectives as literary dainties.

Meanwhile Poggio bad bought a villa in the vicinity

of Florence, and formed there a museum of sculptures,

medals, ami other objects of art. Towards the close of

1435 he had married the young and beautiful Vaggia

di Bondelmonti. He was poor and on the decline of

life: but the young heiress of an illustrious and ancient

family was in love with his literary fame, which had

induced the senate of Florence to -rant immunity from

taxes to him and his descendant-. Hi- married life

was a happy one.

lie returned to Rome with the papal court, after a

sojourn often years at Florence. During this period

he had published a choice selection of letters, and com-

posed two dialogues, full of the mosl curious remarks on

the manners of his time {On Nobility ami On Ih* Mis-

fortunes of Princes'), lie had. be-ides. written the pan-

egyrics of Niccoli. Lorenzo di Medici, of the cardinal

Albergato, and of Leonardo d'Arezzo. At the request

of pope Nicholas V. with whom he was in great favor,

he translated into Latin the first five books of Diodorus

Siculus; about the same time he dedicated his ver-

sion of Xenophon'a Cyropcedia to Alfonso, king of Na-
ples, and compelled the king, by the sarcastic remarks
with which he tilled bis letters to his friends, to reward
him with a present of six hundred ducats, whereupon
he chanted, in th< most pompous strains, the encomiums
of the king. To please pope N i, I lol.i-. 1 le wrote a \ io-

lenl invective against the antipope, Felix V. He wrote

also, under the same pope'- au-piees. an interesting dia-

logue On th< Vicissitudes of Fortune, which, besides

many curious incidents in the history ol Italy in the

l lib and Lull centurii -. contains an account ofthe jour-
ney of the Venetian Niccolo Conti into India ami Persia,

and a precious description of the monuments oi Rome
as they wire at his time. During the plague which
broke out in Lome in 1 150, he retired to his birthplace,
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where he published his famous Facetiee, a collection of

tales, partly borrowed from the French fabliaux, and

excessively licentious. This book was eagerly read

throughout Europe. Soon afterwards he published his

Historia Bisceptativa Convivalis, a dialogue full of sa-

tirical attacks against physicians and lawyers. He re-

turned to Rome in 1451, but in 1453 he was offered the

position of chancellor of the republic of Florence, and a

few months after his removal to that city was in addi-

tion made prior of the arts. In the latter quality he

had to look to the maintenance of good order and of

the public liberties. Though he was now fully seventy-

two years of age, he applied himself to study more in-

tensely than ever; and in that last period of his life,

though he had an employment which took up much of

his time, he composed the most considerable of his works.

His 16ve of retirement induced him to build a country-

house near Florence, which he called his academy, and

in which he took much delight. He always spent the

summer there. From this period and place dates his

History of Florence, for which he consulted the ar-

chives of the republic, which were committed to his

care. This book is one of the best historical works

of the time. The Florentines, to show their grateful-

ness, erected to the author a statue, which now forms

part of a group of the twelve apostles in the church of

S. Maria del Fiore. Poggio died at Florence Oct. 30,

1459. He had some estimable parts, but these can-

not make us forget his vindictive character, his irasci-

bility, his bad manners and bad morals. Poggio ap-

pears by his works to have had a great passion for let-

ters, and as great a regard for those that cultivated

them. He excelled in Greek and Latin literature, and

was one of the principal restorers of it. His pursuits

were not confined to profane antiquity: we see by his

quotations that he was versed in ecclesiastical history

and the fathers, and especially in the writings of Chry-
sostom and Augustine. Poggio's treatises, especially

his dialogues, are feeble imitations of the classics;

though written in an easy, witty, and sometimes ele-

gant manner, they are full of solecisms, Italicisms, and

even barbarisms. His letters are altogether neglected.

But the rest of his writings are still read, owing to

their variety of subjects, to some ingenious ideas, and

to the freedom of speech, sometimes the grace, by
which they are characterized. His Works were pub-

lished at Strasburg (1510, fob; 1513, 4to), at Paris

(1511, 4to; 1513, fob), and at Basle (1538, fob). The
latter edition, by Bebel, is the best; but it is still in-

complete, and does not contain the following works,

afterwards published apart: Be Hypocrisia (Lyons,

1679, 4to), a violent pamphlet against the clergy :

—

Historia Florentina (Yen. 1715, 4to; and in torn, xx
of the Scriptores of Muratori), translated into Italian

by Giacomo, the third of the five sons whom Poggio

had by his legitimate wife (Veil. 1476, fob; Florence,

1492 and 1598,'4to) :—Be Varietate Fortunes (Par. 1723,

4to), with fifty-seven unpublished Letters of Poggio.

The Facetics have often been printed apart (1470, 4to;

Ferrara, 1471; Nuremb. 1475; Milan, 1477; Par. 1478,

4to ; Utrecht, 1797, 2 vols. 24mo). Poggio's Latin trans-

lation of Diodorus Siculus was published at Venice

(1473, 1476, fol.) and at Basle (1530, 1578, fob). See

Thorschmidt, Vita Poyyiei (Wittemb. 1713); Recanate.

Vita (Yen. 1715) ; Lenfant, Poyyiana (1720, and enlarged

1721); Nice'ron, Memoires, vol. ix; Shepherd, Life of
Poyyio (Lond. 1802, 8vo) ; Nisard, Les Gladiateurs de

la Republique eles L^ettres, vol. i ; Trollope, History of
Florence, (see Index in vol. v) ; Hallam, Literary Hist,

of Europe (Harper's edition), i, 64, 92 ; id. Middle Ayes

(see Index); Christiem Schools and Scholars, ii, 306-

310; Piper, Monumental Theologie, § 148, 150, 153, 214;

Milman, Latin Christianity, viii, 123; Fdinb. Rev. lxiv,

32 sq. ; Schlegel, Hist, of Literature, lect. xi ; Hoefer,

Nouv. Bioy. Generale, s. v.

Pogoda is in Slavic mythology the name of a god
of the spring and of fine weather. Pogoda is a pure

Slavic word, and means weather. He is supposed to

have been of a kind and amiable disposition—the god
of sunny weather, of bright skies, of smiling springs;

yet the qualification of dobra (good) would seem to be
necessary in such a case. The description given of his

exterior appearance is perhaps still less authentic than
that of his functions : young and beautiful, crowned
with blue flowers, blue wings on his shoulders, clothed

in a blue garment interwoven with silver, stretched on
a bed of flowers resting quietly in the bright air. It is

not likely that the Slaves one thousand years ago could

have drawn such pictures of their gods.

Pohlman, William John, a missionary of the Re-
formed (Dutch) Church, was born at Albany, N. Y., in

1812, of pious parents who belonged to the Lutheran
Church. His father was ofGerman descent. Converted
at the age of sixteen, he united with the First Reformed
Church of Albany, under the care of Dr. John Ludlow.
Devoting himself to the Christian ministry, Pohlman
studied three years at the Albany Academy, entered

Rutgers College in 1832, graduated in 1834. and then

entered the theological seminary at New Brunswick.

While a student in this institution he consecrated him-
self to the foreign missionary work. In August, 1836,

he offered himself to the American Board of Commis-
sioners for Foreign Missions, in a memorable letter,

which concluded with these sentences :
" I wish to en-

list for life. If in your view I can be of any service, I

lay my all at your feet. ' Silver and gold have I none,

but such as I have give I thee.' Send me abroad to

publish glad tidings to the idol-serving nations. Send
me to the most desert part of all the howling wilder-

nesses of heathenism, to the most barbarous climes, or

to more civilized regions. Send me to the millions of

pagans, to the followers of the felse prophet, to the Jews
or the Gentiles, to Catholics or Protestants. Send me,

in tine, wherever God opens an effectual door. Send
me— ' for necessity is laid upon me

;
yea, woe is unto

me if I preach not the Gospel' to the perishing hea-

then." In this spirit he was sent to Borneo. He was
ordained as an evangelist in April, 1838, by the Classis

of Albany, and with his wife, a sister of the late Dr.

John Scudder, the famous missionary to India, sailed

for his field May 25. They arrived at the island of

Java Sept. 10, and after a brief sojourn at Singapore

went to Batavia, where they were compelled to remain

a whole year before the Dutch government would per-

mit them to go to Borneo. Meanwhile he studied the

Malay language, which prepared him to hold intercourse

with the people to whom he was sent. After the year

expired he settled at Pontianak, in Borneo, and imme-
diately began his missionary labors. Mrs. Pohlman
died in 1845. She was a woman of like spirit with

himself and with her brother—a devoted, intelligent,

and laborious missionary's wife and sister. After six

years of unremitting toils on this island, Mr. Pohlman
was transferred to China in 1844, with the Rev. Elihu

Duty, to establish the Amoy Mission, in connection

with David Abeel, D.D. He had studied the Chinese

language during his residence in Borneo, and so was
the better prepared to do efficient work at once in his

new field. For five years more he gave himself up un-

reservedly to this noble service. Dr. Abeel's feeble

health compelled his return to America in 1845, and he

died in 1846. See Abeki., David. But the mission

was planted under the most encouraging auspices. A
church building was erected in Amoy, with funds from

America, when there were but three communicant mem-
bers of the mission. Three other distinct missionary

churches, all of which are now self-sustaining, have

swarmed out of this hive. Native preachers and help-

ers have been raised up, and the mission has been long

regarded as a model of evangelizing work in China.

The strictly missionary work in Amoy is now at an

end; and the churches there would doubtless live and

grow and propagate Christianity, like those of ancient

times, even if all American missionaries were withdrawn
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from them. Such is tbefruil of the labors of Mr. Pohl-

manand His valuable life

an.i laboi •
-

'''•'" , by
Bhipwre. I

"ii which he was bound from

i
in.5,1849. Pirates attacked the

sinkin..' ship, I m "Mr. Pohlman sprang rrom the Bhip

ii ruling principl Mr.Pohl-
i , ive himself

rist, and to the world for Christ's sake.

i

.11. was "totus in illi>." !!'• was

. frank, earnest, i nthusiastic, ami te-

. _i. .• in prosecuting bis good pur-

U is disposition was very cheerful. ll«- had no

. Bui with practical conn i-sense and in-

rgy and zeal, he lived and labored for the

, ol Christ. His preaching, correspondence,

an.l
}
>nl >1 1.- services glowed with this one spirit, which

baa left it- permanent impress upon the mission and

Church of which he was so conspicuous a servant

(W.J. R. I.

Poilly, Francois M.M French engraver, was born

at Abbeville in 1622 or 1623. Hi- father was a gold-

smith. After working for three years in the studio of

Pierre Daret, be wenl to Rome in 1649. and remained

there until 1656. He engraved during his stay in Italy

>Hinr drawings in a manner which resembles thai of

rt. « > 1 1 his return to France, he engraved with

1 1 rails and historical subjects. His por-

traits are Bought for even now, perhaps less on account

of the merits of an art which must be confessed to be

Bomewhal cold and monotonous, than of the persons

they represent. Poilly was honored with the title of

ordinary engraver to the king, ll^ reproduced the

works of Raffaelle, Giulio Romano, Guido, Carraccio,

Le Brun, Mignard, Le^Sueur, Poussin, Ph. de Cham-
i real reputation he enjoyed in his

time attracted to his studio a number of pupils, among
iar.1 Edelinck, Nicolas de Poilly, his brother,

Scotin, Roullet, etc. Poilly and his brother lived t<>-

gether uiih the Uariette family, tor whom Gerard
worked. Poilly died at Paris, March, 1693. Though
Poilly's style is very laborious, there are al 1 four

hundred print s which 1m ar his name, in which how-
ever he was of course assisted by his pupils. His mas-
terpiece i- the print from Mignard's celebrated picture,

now lost,of&an Carlo Borromeo administering tht Sac-
rament attacked with the Plague. A

of his prints was published by R. Hecquel in

II lefer, Nouv. fiiog. Generate, 8. v. ; .Mrs.

Clement, Handbook of Painters, Sculptors, Architects,

travi 1 8, b. v.

Poimen
1 notur/i/), i.e. pastor, is a name given to

ministers of the Gospel in lie- New-Testament writ-

Ibj the early ( burch. h is a term recommend-
ed by the circumstance that Christ had compared him-

shepherd and his | pic to a flock; and the
Pi ter had called him the Chief Shepherd. See

ted. In the English Prayer-book the Psalter,

tre punctual d throughout in a

i
1 rl ion ol a colon in or near

utrcg 11 1 to grammatical
ion.- with the .1. 1 11 ,1 facilitating

: to the eye the most nat-

r that which will most
'

i with the 11 menl of the chant-
this, the tith- of the English

1 Psalms Ol I 'avid are

• are to I"- sun- or said
in chun hea." In the American editions tin- grammat-

n d. and the al

ti '
ll "- title omitti I.

Point ;,. the Pointed
arch, i-

1
,1 I. mi tir-i used in the l Ith

century. The- Pointed style occurs in Egypt, Italy,
' ireece, and 1

1

freak of the architect, an accident, or irregularity.

Some authors have traced its origin to the avenues of

a forest ; others have seen it in the palm, in the wooden
churches ol an earlier period, or the intersecting arcade.

Some nlVr it to the Goths, like Warburton; or to the

Saracen-, like Christopher Wren. See GOTHIC Am 111-

im 1 1 1.1 .

Pointer, John, an English divine of some note,

flourished in the first halfol the 18th century as chap-

lain of Merton College, Oxford, where he was probably

educated, and as rector of Slapton. He published, be-

sides several works of an altogether secular character,

Oxonienses Academia (Lond. 1749, 12mo). See Alli-

bone, Did. ofBrit, and .1 nu r. .1 uthors, s. v.

Points, Hebrew. See M vsorah.

Pointz, Robert, an English theologian of some re-

pute, flourished near the middle of the li'.ih century.

lie was educated at Oxford University, and was made
perpetual fellow of New College in 1554. He was

obliged to go abroad alter the accession of qui en Man.
he having embraced the Reformed doctrines, and pre-

ferring exile to abnegation of his religious convictions.

He went to Louvain, and settled there as pastor of a
Protestant congregation. He wrote several contro-

versial works against the Romanists, examining their

different characteristic doctrines. Among these arc

Testimonies for th Real Presena (Lond. 1566, l6mo):

—Miracles performed by the Eucharist (1570). See
Wood. Athena Oxonienses, iii, 715.

Poiret, Pierre, a French philosopher of mystical

tendency, and a writer whose works are of greal im-

portance to the students of French theological thought,

was horn at Met/. April 15, 1646. He lost his fath< r. a

mechanic, when but six years of age. As he showed
some disposition for the fine arts, he entered as an ap-

prentice the .studio of a sculptor, where he learned the

elements of drawing. At thirteen years he studied hu-

manities, and from 1661 to 1663 he was tutor al Basle,

and there studied at the same time philosophy and the-

ology. He finally entered the evangelical ministry,

and after residing for a while at llanau. was called as

pastor to Heidelberg in 1667; married there, and ac-

quired the reputation of a good preacher. In lf>7'_' he

was appointed pastor at Anweiler, in the duchy of

Zweibrucken. Here he familiarized himself with the

writings of the philosopher Descartes, and of the mys-
tics RLempis, Tauler, and Antoinette Bourignon, and
commenced to turn his thoughts towards the spir-

itual life. In H'>7;; a dangerous illness converted him
fully to mysticism. The war having disturbed his

peaceful studies, he first took refuge in Holland, then
ai Hamburg, in the house of Mile. Bourignon. to whom
he had been long attached by feelings ol' 1 -teem and
admiration. In 1680 he established himself al Amster-
dam. Speaking of his exemplary life there. I'.avlc says

that •from a greal Cartesian he hail become so pious

that, iii order to apply himself the better I" the things

of heaven, lie had broken off almost every inti

with the earth." In order to live in more complete se-

clusion, he ntircd in L688 to Rheinsberg, near Leyden,
where he .-pent more than thirty years in the exercise

of piety, and in the composition of spiritual and aSCt lie

works, ll.- died there May 21, 1719. Poiret is not

tic founder of a sect: he established no conventicles,

because he attached no importance whatever to dog-
matical questions. His theological system lacked

speculative clearness and consistency, and was rather

a subjective theology of the adoring heart and soar-

ing fancj than of the seeing intellect. It lays little

stnss upon the forms and rules of an\ particular

Church, and placid the ideal of the Christian life in

retired, uninterrupted communion with self and with
God. For him. morals were the essence of religion.
11 ie was never a more tolerant theologian.
If he avoided all intercourse with the world, it was
to preserve tin- integrity oi hi- conscience, far from
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being indifferent, he was full of zeal for the Christian

religion, which he defended on several occasions, espe-

cially against Spinoza. All those who were acquaint-

ed with him agree in the praise of his meekness, his

modest}-, the purity of his life, the kindness of his

heart. It would be unjust to deny that there are ex-

cellent things in his works. He displays a surprising

sagacity in resolving the most subtle questions of meta-

physics, and an uncommon talent in throwing light on

the most obscure principles of theosophy. There is a

methodical spirit in his writings, which is a fruit of his

close study of Descartes, and his system, under an ap-

pearance of disorder, is admirably connected and devel-

oped. He left about forty works, of which by far the

most important is his De (Econoniia Divina, under the

French title, L'Economie Divine, ou Systeme universel, et

demontre des (Euvres et des Desseins de Dieu envers les

Homines (Amsterd. 1687, 7 vols. 8vo), in which he means
to show with certainty the general harmony of nature

and grace, of philosophy and theology, of reason and
faith, of natural and Christian ethics. The principle of

the philosophic fabric which Poiret sought to construct,

and which really systematizes and also explains the

wild and incoherent rhapsodies of Bourignon. is abstrac-

tion, or the preference of a presumed illumination to

reason ; the same in essence as the quietism of Molinos,

the annihilation of the Hindu philosophy, and the di-

vine vision of Bohme. Theologically there are, per-

haps, some things that may be considered valuable in

Poiret's writings. Opposed on the one hand to Des-
cartes, and on the other to the then growing opinions

of Locke, against whom he wrote an able treatise

{Fides et, Ratio collates ac suo utraque loco novitce ad-

versus Principia J. Lockii), Poiret sought to mend
weakness of reason by faith, and badness of will by
grace. But the extension of his religious notions into

the proper boundaries of speculative philosoplry, to

say nothing of his strong tendency to fanaticism, points

him out to us as one of the most decided instances of

mysticism in his age. Most peculiar are Poiret's Chris-

tological views. According to ch. xi of this same trea-

tise, the (ideal) Son of God assumed human nature soon

after the creation of man, and prior to his fall, in such

a manner that he (the Son of God, took from Adam his

body and a divine soul. Poiret also ascribed to Christ,

previous to his incarnation in the Virgin Mary, not only

various manifestations, but also human "emotions and
sufferings," and an unwearying intercession for man-
kind, his brethren (his office as high-priest). But in

the Virgin Mary he assumed mortal ilesli. " The bod}'

of Jesus Christ, assuming the flesh and blood of the

blessed Virgin, is as little composed of two different

bodies as a white and shining garment, dipped in a ves-

sel dark and full of color, and coming into contact with

the matter which composes this darkness, is thereby

changed into a double garment, or into two garments

instead of one." A complete list of Poiret's works would

be useless without a description of them, for which we
have not space. The curious may consult tli<' Cata-

logue Raisonne, in the Memoires of J. P. Niceron (Par.

1727-1745). We have room here for the most impor-

tant writings only. Among these we would mention
Cogilationes Rationalis de Deo. animo et malo (Amsterd.

1677, 4to). The edition of 1715 has besides a disserta-

tion against the hidden atheism of Bayle and Spinoza

:

—La Paix des bonnes A mes dans tnntes les Parties du
Christiinnsme (ibid. 1687, 12mo). He advises peace in

God between all righteous persons, without distinction

of communion or rites, the essential is to go to God by
the road of morality, the rest is of little account :

—

Idcea

Theologies Christianas juxta Principia J. Bcehmi (ibid.

1687, 12mo). He avows that to understand Bonnie is

all but impossible :

—

Les Principes solidi s de la Religion

et de la Vie Chretienne appliques a VEducation des En-
fants (ibid. 1690, 1705, 12mo). This book, disapproved
by the ministers of Hamburg, was translated into Ger-
man, English, Flemish, and Latin :

—

De Eruditione tri-
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plici so'Cida, superficiaria et falsa lib. Hi (ibid. 1692,
12mo, and 1707, 4to). His purpose is to show that there
can be no real erudition without inspiration from above :

—Theologie du Cceur (Cologne, 1696, 1697, 16mo) :—La
Theologie reelle, vulgairement dits la Theologie Germa-
nique (Amsterd. 1700, 12mo). This translation of a Ger-
man work of the 16th century, translated before by Cas-
talion, had been published in 1676. Poiret accompanied
it with a /.«//./ (in the mystical authors; the latter are
130 in number, and Poiret gives most curious details

about their principles, character, life, and works:

—

The-
ologiie Mysticw Idea (ibid. 1702. 12m.. I -.—Fides et Ratio
adveisus Principia J. Lockii (ibid. 1707, 12mo) :—Bib-
liotheca Mysticorum Selecta (ibid. 1708, 8vo) -.—Postliu-

ma (ibid. 1721, 4to). Poiret translated The Imitation

of Jesus Christ (ibid. 1683, 12mo, sev. edit.), which he
paraphrased partly according to the interior sense; the
works of St. Catherine of Genoa (1691, 12mo), and those
of Angele de Foligny (1696, 12mo). He edited the
lucres cVAntoinette Bourignon (Amsterd. 1679 and fol-

lowing, 19 vols. 12mo),with a most circumstantial Life,

which was reprinted apart (1683, 2 vols. 12mo), and fol-

lowed by an apologetic Mi-moire, inserted in the Nou-
velles de la Republique des Lettres (1685); an answer to

the attacks of Seckendorf ( Moniium Necessarium, 1080,

4to) ; several mystical Opuscul s ; and after having pub-
lished several of the writings of Mine. Guyon, among
others, Le Novveau <t PAncien Testament (Cologne,

1713-1715, 20 vols. 12mo) ; her Vie, ecritepar elle-meme

(1720, 3 vols. 12mo) ; and her Poesies (1722, 12mo),
brought out. a complete edition with great care, in 39
vols., furnishing them with elaborate introductions,

prefaces, and apologies, sufficient to make several vol-

umes in themselves. In all this there is manifest,

as in the editing of Mile. Bourignon's writings, a re-

markable willingness to hide himself entirely behind
the beloved objects upon which he spends his toil ; so

that now in many instances it is impossible to tell just

how much of the worth and beauty of whole volumes is

to be assigned to himself rather than to the reputed au-

thors. Nearly all of Poiret's writings have been trans-

lated into Latin, Dutch, and German. SeeWalch, Re-
ligionsstreitigl-eiten ausser der evangel.-luthi r. Kirclic,

liv, 911 sq. ; Niceron, Hist, des Homines illustres, iv,

144 sq.; x, 140 sq.; Grasse, Literaturgesch. vol. iii. pt. iii,

p. 479 sq. ; Erdmann, Versuch einer Gesch. <L neuern

Philosophic, vol. i, pt. ii, p. 217 sq.; Bibliotheca Bre-
mens. Theol. Philol. torn, iii, pt. i, p. 75 ; Noack, Mystik,

§ 217; Niedner, Zi-itsehr. fur die hist. Thiol. 1853-54;
Hagenbach, Vorlesungen iiber die, Kirchengesch. iv, 326
sq. ; Domer, On the Person of Christ, i, 231 sq. ; Morel],

Speculative Philos. of Europe, p. 201; Comment.de Vita

< t Sciiptes Pi Iri Poin t, in his Posthuma (Amsterd. 1721,

8vo) ; Jen-is, Hist, ofthe Church ofFrance (see Index)

;

Hurst, Hist, of Rationalism (see Index); Ilaag, La
France Protcstante, s. v. ; Histoire des Dogmes (see In-

dex).

Poirey, Francois, a French Jesuit, was born in

15*4 at Vesoul. He entered the Society of Jesus at

the age of seventeen years ; was a successful teacher of

humanities, rhetorics, philosophy, and Holy Writ, and
was appointed superior of a house of his order at Nancy

;

rector of the college of Lyons, and of that of Dole. He
left, Ignis Holocausti (Pont-a-Mousson, 1629, 16mo) :

—

La Mauiere de se disposer it lien mourir (Douai, 1638,

16mo):

—

Le bon Pasteur (Pont-a-Mousson. 1630, 12mo:
— L< Science des Saints (Par. 1638, 4to), etc. He died

at Dole Nov. 25, 1637.—Hoefer, Xouv. Biog. Gem rale,

s. v.

Poirier, Germain, Dom, a learned French Benedic-

tine, was born Jan. 8, 1724, at Paris. lie was not quite

fifteen years of age when he entered the Congregation

of Saint-Maur. After teaching philosophy and theology*

in the houses of his order, he was appointed secretary

to the visitor-general of France, and resigned this place

for another which was more congenial to his tastes.
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that of guardian of th< I tenia. In

I

ubliabed in th(
' ction da Histo-

: France, vol xi. which contains the reign ol

Henry [, an excellent Preface, which forms the fourth

pari of it, and is, according i" Dacier, the mosl

ii.il and beal work ever written on the iir-i Capetian

I Lred of the troubles by which his -

ited, be left it in 1765, but re-entered it two years

later, and was intrusted with the archives "t Saint-Ger-

main-des-Prea In 1785 he was admitted as free asso-

ciate int" ill" Academic des Inscriptions. During the

Revolution he was a member <>t the co lissi

uments, and exerted himself activi ly in presen ing from

destruction a number of valuable manuscripts. In 17:h;

he was appointed librariau of 1 1 1
«

- Arsenal, and in 1800

! sprand d'Aussy in the National Institute.

Hi- united i" a ran- erudition a no less ran- modesty : he

worked for the pleasure he found in the work: hence

communicate the fruil of his re-

to anj "in- who recurred to him. Ili> death

.
-,. -. en i "i iii- \ irtues ami ol In- benevolence;

the blessings of the poor, their testimonies ol grati-

tude written testimonies, found, with a few pieces ol

money, in his bureau—were hi- whole treasure. He
wore cheap clothes, and condemned himself t<> priva-

be able to give food ami clothing to the
i

r.

' at Paris Iii'.
-
-'. L803. Besides whal has been

mentioned, In- wrote several historical Memoires, which

in thi academy of which In- was a member,
. Dom /'•ii u i i Paris. 1804,

i l :. Vouv. Biog. Gem rale, s. v.

Poison i- i In- rendering in tin- A. V. of the Bibleof

t\\" Id brew ami two < Ireek terms, but they are so gen-

eral as to throw link- light upon the knowledge and
practice of poisons among the Hebrews.

I. ~'i~, chemdh, from the runt signifying "in be

hot," is used of tin- heal produced by \\im- (Hos. \ii.

.

rn. ami tin- Imi passion ni' anger (Deut xxix, 27, etc.),

a- »i 11 as i.r the burning venom of poisonous serpents

(Deut xxxii. 21. :;:i: Psa.lviii,4; cxl,3). In all casts

it denotes animal poison, and nol vegetable or mineral.

The only allusion to its applical ion is in Job vi,. 4, where
reference set ms to be made to the custom of anointing

arrows with the venom of a snake, a practice the origin

of which i- of very remote antiquity (comp. Homer,
Od. i,261,262; Ovid, Trist. iii, 10, 64; Fast, v, 397, etc.

;

riiny.xviii.li. The Soanes, a Caucasian rare men-
ti -'I by Strabo (xi, 199), were especially skilled in

tin- an. Pliny (vi, 34 i mentions a tribe of Arab pirates

who infested the Red Sea, and were armed with poi-

soned arrows like the Malays of the coast of Borneo.
For tliis purpose the berries of the yew-tree (Pliny,

xvi, 20) were employed. The Gauls (Pliny, xxvii,76)
used a poisonous herb, limeum, supposed by some to be

and the s,-\ thians dipped their

arrow-points in vipers' venom mixed with human blood.

I re so deadly that a Blight scratch inflicted by
Pliny, xi. 1 15). The practice was so

common rogtKov, originally a poison in

li i I,
• i- applied to poi

i row. In Palestine and the countries ad-
makes, as well as insects,

trpion and the Bcolopendra; bul no such
obtained among the .lews. Poisonous plants

tin r countries, and we have
i miracle wrou

hi. I' by the accidenl
imi ~ "' •

prepared
' the prophets. This fruit or

nth: and when those who were
"' I '" partake ..I" it were r. pi lied bj it- nau

h( t commanded a handful ol meal to
1 ' he pot, and thus rendert d it- < Ms

iii for humai I an.

_-- Deut, Kxxii,82),rd*A,ifapoison
at all, denotes a vegetable poison primarily, and is only

twi Di nt xxxii. 33: Job xx. 16) used of the venom
nt In ntlnr passages where it occurs it is

translated "gall" in the A. V., except in Hos. x, 4,

wlnre it i- rendered ••hemlock." In the margin of

Dent. xxix. 18 our translators, feeling the uncertainty

nt the word, gave a- an alternative u rosh, or. apoison-

/ul herb." Beyond the facl that, whether poisonous or

nni.it was a plant of bitter taste, nothing can In- infer-

red. That bitterness was its prevailing characteristic

is evident from its being associated with wormwood
|
Dent. xxix. 18 [17]; Lam. iii. 1!': Amos vi. 12), and

from the allusions to "water of rosh" in Jcr.viii, 11: ix,

].".
: xxiii, 15. It was not a juice or liquid (Psa. lxix,

21 22 : comp. Mark xv. 23), but probably a hitter

I., rry, in which case the expression in Dent, xxxii, 32,

"grapes of rosh" may he taken literally. It grew in

tin- fields (Hos. x, 4), was hitter to the taste (Jer. xxiii,

15; Psa. lxix, 22 : comp. Lam. iii, 5), and bore clusters,

perhaps something like the belladonna (Dent, xxxii,

32. 1'i here the words Dl*l "ZIV might also be ren-

dered poison grapes, carrying out the figure of the vine,

without special allusion to the poison plant ). Any spe-

cial rendering which would suit all the passages i- un-

certain, since all the old translators have but general

expressions (Sept \n\//. Vu\g.fel, or else some word
meaning bitter; yet in the passage from IIos. /. c.

dypworic, Ven. MS. rt&v/taXof), and there is no kin-

dred wnrd found in the other dialects to compare. Oed-
mann '

v
iv, 83 sq.) referred the word to the poisonous

colocynth (Cucumis colocynthi, Linn.), which grows al-

most everywhere in Arabia and Palestine; a plant with
a creeping stem, bright green leaves, and hears a fruit

with a strangely bitter juice (Fabri Evagat. ii. 117 sq.).

Bul this fruit is not a berry, But an apple, of the size of
the closed hand: nor does the colocynth shoot up
among the grain. Michaelis {Fragm. etc. p. 145)

would understand the hyoscydmus or the darn* h Lolium
i, mill, ntuni). (But see < tedmann, >// .-»/'. p. 85.) This
meaning suits the passage in Hoseawell (Rosenmiiller,

Altertk. iv, i, 118), bul not that in Deut xxxii, 32 ; nor

does the lolium produce so active a poison that it

could he mentioned by way of eminence in these pas-

sages. Indeed, many moderns disbelieve its poisonous

properties entirely. Celsius (Hierobot. ii. Iti sq.) ex-

plains rosh of the acuta or hemlock, bul is opposed by
Michaelis and Oedmann tm sup. p. 84). t resenius ( The-

saur. p. 1281 ). on the ground that the word in Hebrew
also signifies " head," rejects the hemlock, colocynth,

and darnel of Other writers, and proposes the "poppy"
instead (comp. Livy, i. 54, Papaverum capita, Papaver
somniferum), from the ••heads" in which ils seeds are

contained, and from which the < trientals have extracted

opium from a remote antiquity. This was known to t ho

ancients to he poisonous, when taken in excess (Pliny,

xx. 76). Bul it may he doubted whether tin- poppy
could he so directly and pre-eminently styled the poi-

son plant (it was even placed on the table a- a Bide-

dish. Pliny, xix. 58); and if rosh had denoted a plant
-ii well known, surely some one of the old interpreters

would have discovered it. '• Water of rosh" would thus

be simply " opium ;" but it must be admitted that there

appears in none of the ahove pa—.aires to he any allu-

sion to i he characti ristic effects of opium. Tin- effects

an- simply nausea and loathing. It w as

probably a general term for any hitter or nauseous
plant, whether poisonous or not. ami became afterwards

applied to the venom of snakes, as the corresponding
word in Chaldee i> frequently bo used. See Hi mi ock.

i
. strictly something emitted, as a missile weap-

on; hence the venom of a serpenl (James iii. 8; Rom.
in. 18 i. See Si rpi m.

iu<zKoi', prop, medicine, hence often a deadly po-

tion. There is a clear case of suicide by poison related

in 2 Mace. x. 13, where Ptolemseus Macron is said to

have destroyed himself by this means. But we do not

find a trace ..| it among the .lews, and certainly poison-
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ing in any form was not in favor with them. Nor is

there any reference to it in the N. T., though the prac-

tice was fatally common at that time in Pome (Sueton.

Nero, 33, 34, 35; Tib. 73; Claud. 1). It has been sug-

gested, indeed, that the <papfiaiciiu of GaJ. v, 20 (A. V.

'•witchcraft") signifies poisoning, but this is by no

means consistent with the usage oi the word in the

Sept. (comp. Exod. vii, 11 ; viii, 7, 18. etc.), and with its

occurrence in Rev. ix, 21, where it denotes a crime

clearly distinguished from murder (see Rev. xxi, 8

;

xxii, 15). It more probably refers to the concoction of

magical potions and love philtres. See Witchckaft.
The reference in Mark xvi, 18 seems to be to the

custom of condemnation to death by means of poison

(kwi'eiov, Plato, Lys. 219; Plutarch, "Phoc. c. 3(3; Diog.

Laert. ii, 42 ; Ael. V. If. i, 16; ix, 21 ; comp. J. Jac. Bose,

De potionibus mortiferis, Lips. 1736). We read in 2

Mace, x, 13 of an example of suicide by poison (comp.

Bose, Bigs. p. 25 sq.). The administration of poisons

seems to have been no unusual crime in the days of the

apostles (see Winer, A d Galat. p. 125 ; comp. Philo, Op.

ii, 315 sq.), and the Arabian women were especially fa-

mous for their skill in preparing them (Joseph. Ant.

xvii, 4, 1 ; comp. Rein, Rom, Criminalrecht, p. 427 sq.).

But in the New Testament the words <papp.aKiia and

tpapfiaicti'G do not refer to this, but to necromancy

(q. v.). On poisoned arrows, see Bow. Swords were
sometimes also dipped in poison {Curt, ix, 8, 20). See

Myrrh.

Poissi. See Poissy.

Poisson, Nicolas-Joseph, a French ecclesiastic,

noted as a writer of philosophy, was born in 1637 at

Paris. He entered the Congregation of the Oratory at

the age of twenty-three (1660), and undertook to prop-

agate the principles of Descartes by writing a general

commentary on all the works of that philosopher; but
after publishing the Traite de la Mecanique annote

(Par. 1668, 4to), and Remurques sur la Metkode (Ven-
dome, 1671, 8vo), he gave up the project for fear of com-
promising his congregation, whom their zeal for the

new philosophy exposed to the resentment of the fol-

lowers of Aristotle. The same fear prevented him from

complying with the solicitations of Clerselier and of

queen Christina, who promised him ample materials for

a Life of Descartes. In 1677 he went to Rome, and
handed secretly to pope Innocent XI, in the name of

the bishops of Arras and Saint-Pons, a Memoire com-
posed by Nicoles, and thus obtained the condemnation
of sixty-five propositions of lax morals which were then

in vogue in the schools of theology. The real object

of his journey being discovered, he was recalled by or-

der of Pere Lachaise (1679), and relegated to Nevers,

where bishop Valot made him his vicar, and gave him
the direction of the diocesan seminary. After the death

of this prelate, Poisson retired to a house of his order at

Lyons (1705), where he died, May 3, 1710. He pub-

lished, besides, Acta Ecclesice Mediolanensis sub sancto

Carolo (Lyons, 1081-83, 2 vols, fob), valuable for the

number of documents translated by the author from

Italian into Latin :—Delectus actorum Ecclesiw Univer-

salis (ibid. 1706, 2 vols. fob). This summary of the coun-

cils is the most extensive abridgment which we have
on the subject. He left a number of manuscripts, among
them, Vie de Charlotte de Harlay-Sancy

:

—a Descrip-

tion de Pome moderne

:

—a Relation of his journey to

Rome, etc. See Salmon, Traite de VEtude des Conciles,

p. 275 sq. ; Moreri, Grand Diet. Hist. s. v.—Hoefer, Nouv.
Bio;j. Generate, s. v.

Poissy, Conference of, an ecclesiastical colloquy

held September. 1561, is of very great importance in

the reformatory history of the French Church. It has

been somewhat spoken of in the article Huguenots
(q. v.). It was called by Catharine de' Medici, and was
composed of all bishops and archbishops, and the rep-

resentatives of the absent prelates of France. It was
intended that the conference should prepare partly for

the anticipated renewal of the Tridentinum (q. v.);
partly as a sort of national council, to effect the refor-

mation of the French Church; and partly to help re-

duce the debt of the kingdom by the treasures of the
Church. But however friendly the prelates were to the
state, they did not look very favorably upon the project

of reform, though all classes of society were then anxious-
ly discussing not only reform of abuses but of doctrine.

Reformed preachers were invited to participate, and
even Catharine wrote in favor of the project of keeping
the Huguenots within the pale cf the Church, and to fa-

cilitate a reconciliation by tolerating a difference of sen-
timent. Pius IV, then the Roman pontiff, objected to

the conference, on the ground that '• if every prince were
to take upon himself to hold councils in his own domin-
ions, the Church would soon become a scene of universal

confusion" (Fra Paolo, Hist, du Concile de Trente, liv. v,

§ 53, 72).

The colloquy was opened Sept. 9, in presence of the
young king, the queen-mother, the princes of the blood,

the great officers of the crown, and a brilliant audience.

Cardinal de Touruon presided. The Reformers were
represented by twelve of their most eminent ministers,

headed by Theodore Beza, the favorite disciple and con-
fidential friend of Calvin. Peter Martyr, who was reck-

oned the ablest theologian of the party, was likewise

present. The proceedings were opened with a speech

by chancellor L'Hopital in favor of this national coun-
cil, and its advantages over an oecumenical synod. Beza
spoke next in elaborate exposition of the doctrinal sys-

tem of the Reformers as set forth in the ''Institutions"

of Calvin. Beza's tone was calm, conciliatory, and im-
pressive. In treating of the Eucharist, be employed
language which at first seemed almost tantamount to

the Catholic terminology on that vital point. But on
further explanation it appeared that the presence which
he recognised was subjective only; depending not on
the supernatural virtue of the sacrament, but on the

power of faith ; to be sought not in any change of the

substance of the elements, but in the heart of the de-

j

vout communicant. Beza repudiated both transvbstan-

tiation (q. v.) and consubstantiation (q. v.). Cardinal

de Tournon objected to Beza's speech, and in a trem-

bling voice prayed for its interruption on the ground
1 that the young monarch's mind would be poisoned.

Beza, however, managed to conclude, when, after a few
hasty words of angry remonstrance from the cardinal,

the assembly separated in a state of agitation (De Thou,
Hist. Univ. liv. xxviii; La Place. Commentaire de VEtat

de Religion, liv. vi).

At the second meeting, several days afterwards, the

cardinal of Lorraine replied to Beza in a very able dis-

course. The doctrine of the real presence, as held in

the Church of Home, he proceeded to establish by proofs

drawn with great skill from the Holy Bible and the

Church fathers. (The speech is given at fidl length in

the Collection des Proces-verbaux des Assemblies ge-

nerates du Clerge de France, vol. i, "Pieces Justifica-

tions," No. 2.) The sitting was then adjourned. The
sessions which followed were not held in the royal pres-

ence, and were comparatively private. Though it was
clear that there could be no successful settlement by the

conference, it was resolved by all parties to make a final

effort for approximation, and for this purpose a select

committee of ten persons was named from the most
moderate members of each party. After some days of

negotiation, these divines drew up a formulary upon
the doctrine of the Eucharist, in the terms of which it

was hoped that all sincere friends of peace in the rival

communions might be induced to concur. Its language,

however, was so ambiguous that each party was at lib-

erty to construe it in accordance with their own pre-

possessions. The following was the draft agreed upon :

" We confess that Jesus Christ, in his Holy Supper, pre-

sents, gives, and exhibits to us the true substance of his

body and blood by the operation of the Holy Spirit;

and that we receive and eat sacramentally, spiritually,
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and by faith the very body which died for us. tlmt we
: bis bone and flesh of bis flesh; and in-

ns faith, resting on the Word of God, makes

things which are promised, bo that thereby we

. tually the true and natural body and bl I of

by tli-- power of the Holy Ghost, in thai sense

•, ledge the n :il presence of Chrisl in the Holy

Histoin desEglisesRef.l, 608; '

Fkury, liv. xlvii, -l . Of course Buch evasion could

do! prove satisfactory. The doctors of the Sorbonne

being appealed to, rejected the formulary as "captious,

insufficient and heretical;" and then the prelates pul

forth a counter-Btatement, asserting the real presence

by transubstantiation of the elemi nta, according to the

authorized traditions of the Church. This they for-

warded to i h<- queen, with a request thai Beza and his

• mighl be ordered t" signify their acceptance

ofil without further demur, under pain of being
i
>r«>-

Bcribed as heretics and banished from the kingdom.

Tin- peremptory demand was equivalent to a rupture

of the negotiations; and the conference of Poissy ter-

minated without satisfactory result

tiona "I ill" conference were therefore of very

little advantage. Several regulations relating to dis-

cipline were made. < concerning the election of bishops,

it was ordered thai the name of the person nominated

by the king i" a bishopric Bhall be posted at the cathe-

dral doors, and in ntlicr public places, that all persons

may have the opportunity of objecting to him if they

know anything against him. The following is a sum-
mary of other important actions of this synod :

forbidden to absent them-
'ii iheir dioceses for more than three months;
rted to apply themselves to preaching and vis-

itations, and t'> hold annual synods.
shops are directed to summon provincial conn-

iccording to the decrees of the
< Basle. Excommunications, save for weighty

Cnrates not to be admitted to
their benefices until they have been examined by the

they .ire orden i priest's orders
within a year from their admission : to reside constantly;

. Iheir people, .-Hid to teach them
- are forbidden to he said while

lined to prepare themselves carefully be-
[ the holy altar ; to pronounce the words

j ami gravity; not to snf-
of hymns and canticles, to be

in the organ; to correct the church 1 ks; to
try to abolish all superstitions practices; to instruct the}it Images are exposed to view in the

ison than to remind persons "i Jesus
Cbrixt and tin- saints. It is further directed that all im-

in any way indecent, or which merely
-. -hall he entirely

removed.
losed by a profession of faith, in

which the errors of Lnther and Calvin, and other secta-
.ily rejected.

• authorities already cited, De Ft lice,

• I ench Protestantism, p. 101 Bq.; Bossuet,

Li: Jen i-. Church of France, i. 137

Frankreich
.. voL i ; Rani Gesch. i. 236 sq.

;

1851 1. M.l. ii : Smedley, History

e, i, 148 -p. 178; Smiles,

Index) ; Hardwick, His-

\: 188 Bq. id. ||. \\'.i

Poitier, Pikrkk-Louis, a French religious writer.

1745, at lie a- he had
a- appointed Buperior of the

n, by cardinal I. a Rochefoucauld, ar.li-

bishop oi that . ii... .\ti. r submitting !< the law which
tie- constitutional oath of clergymen, he re-

called it. and r. tin d to ii„- seminary ol St, I irmin, at

Pfria, v. i ,,,,,, alll ,_, m11

bis companii ns. He left some works of ediBcation,
which had several editions. Hot fer, \

Poit ii
: rrupti f the

Lati" /'
died by the Gallic tribe, the Pic-

taxi, who inhabited the district in Csesar's time) is one

of the oldest towns in France. It is the capital of the

department ofVienne, and i- situated on an eminence

near the rivers Clain and Boivre. Ii- population is now
about 31,034, and it possesses many churches, chap-

id-;, and n asteries. It- cathedral, named St. Pierre,

i- one of the liue-t in France, and belongs to the 1-th

century. It contains the a-h« - of Richard Cceui de

Lion, and was the seat, in its present condition, or in

the older edifice thai occupied it- Bite, of twenty-three

ecclesiastical councils.

POITIERS, Councils oi (Concilium Pictaviense),

were convened here at different times in the .Middle

Ages.

I. The first of these was held in 593, and was pro-

voked by a rebellion of nuns, under the leadership of

Chrodielde, a Frankish prince-- and nun at Poitiers, who
had rebelled against Leubovi ra, abbess of St, Croix. She
was here called to account for leaving her nunnery, and

for the violence which she had committed against Gon-
degesile and other bishops; also lor the acts of rebell-

ion which she, in concert with Besina, another nun, had

committed against their abbess. Being exhorted to ask

forgiveness of the abbess, she boldly refused, and threat-

ened to kill her. The bishops, after consulting the can-

ons, declared her to he excommunicated, and ordered

thai -he should remain so until she should have done

penance. They then re-established the abbess. Leubo-

vera, in the government of the monastery. See Labbe,

Condi. v, 1593 ; Gregor. Turon. Hist. d. France, ix, 1: \.

16, 19; Btfansi, ConciL i\. 1011; x. 155,459; Hardouin,

Concil. iii, 190, 527, 531 ; Hefele, ConcUiengesch. Hi. 51.

II. Another council was held dan. 13, 1004, convoked

by William V. count of Poitiers and duke of Aquitaine.

Five bishops were present, who published three canons:

1. Pronounces those persons to he under anathema who
pillage the churches, rob the poor, or strike the clergy;
and farther declare- thai if they rebel against this sen-
tence the bishops and barons shall assemble and march
against them, ravaging all around them until they submit.
The other two canons forbid bishops to take any fees

for penaiee and confirmation; aud priests and deacons
to retain women in their houses.

See Labbe, Concil. ix, 780.

III. The third council was held in 1073, before car-

dinal Gerand, the Roman legate, against Berenger. The
question of the Holy Eucharist was discussed, and the

minds of men were so exasperated against Berenger

thai he narrowly escaped with his life. See l.aMie.

t 'onciL \. 346.

IV. The fourth was held in 1078, by the legate Hugo,
bishop of Die, who, by the account which he gave of

thi> council to pope Gregory VII, seems to have en-

countered much opposition to his plan-. He complains

that tin king of France had forbidden the count of Poi-

tiers to allow the council to be held within his states;

that the archbishop of Tours and the bishop "i Rennes
had rendered themselves almost complete masters of

the council, and that the assembly had been disturbed

by the armed followers of these pn latea. Some attrib-

ute to this council, and others to the following one, ten

canon-, of which these are the most worthy of note:

I. Forbid* to ret eive investitures at the hand- of kin^s
and other ia\ men.

-. Forbids 811 y and pluralities.

4. Forbids bishop- to receive any present for conferring
holy order-, for consecrating churches, or for ^i\ine; any
benediction.

6. Forbids monks and canons to purchase churches w ith-

out the bishop's •

s. Forbids the ordination of the children of priests, and
of bastards, except thej be canon- or regular monks.

10. Enjoins thai clerks who carry arms, or who deal in
u-uiy, shall be excommunicated.

s.a- Labi.,-. ConciL x,866.

V. The last council convened at Poitiers was held
\'"\

.
is. i ioo, bj ordt r of John and Be lict, the two

legates of the holy Bee, who presided in the place of

Pascal II. About eighty bishops and abbot- were pres-

ent Norigaudus, bishop of Autun, having been found
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guilty of simony, was condemned to give up his stole

and pastoral ring. Upon his refusal to do so, he was
further deposed from his bishopric and from the priest-

hood, and sentence of excommunication was denounced

against all who continued to obey him as their bishop.

He, nevertheless, persisted in his refusal to submit to

the sentence, and retained his stole and ring. In this

council, moreover, Philip, king of France, who had taken

back to him Bertrade, his wife, was excommunicated by

the legates, in spite of the opposition of many of the

bishops and of William, duke of Aquitaine. Lastly,

sixteen canons were published

:

1. Declares that it is lawful for bishops only to give the
tonsure (coronas benedicere) to the clergy, and for abbots
to do so to monks.

2. Forbids them to require any fee for performing the
operation, or even the scissors ami napkin employed.

4. Reserves to the bishop the benediction of the sacer-

dotal vestments, and of all the vessels, etc., of the altar.

1. Forbids, under excommunication, to buy or sell pre-

bends, and to require any allowance (pastus) for having
given one.

10. Gives permission to regular canons to baptize, preach,
administer the sacrament of penance, and bury the dead
during the bishop's pleasure.

12. Forbids to allow to preach those who carry about
the relics of saints for the sake of gain.

1G. Confirms all that the pope had enacted in the Coun-
cil of Clermont.

See Labbe, Concil. x, 720 ; Hefele, Conciliengesch. vols.

iv and v.

Poix, Louis de, a French monastic, was born Oct.

18, 1714, at Croixrault (diocese of Amiens). He de-

voted himself for some years to the study of the Greek,

Hebrew, Chaldee, and Syriac languages, and conceived

the design of a Polyglot Bible, to the redaction of which
several of his confraternity (the Capuchin monks) prom-

ised to lend a hand. In 1741 the abbe Villefroy, pro-

fessor at the College of France, took the direction of

this enterprise ; but the Bible impatiently expected by
the learned world, and in regard to which Benedict

XIV addressed a brief of felicitation to Louis de Poix,

April 9, 1755, was not published, owing to divers con-

trarieties which at that time befell the Capuchins. In

1768 Poix wrote a Memoir, in which he advocated the

foundation of an institution which, without being a bur-

den to the State, would be of invaluable service to the

Church, useful to the learned and men of letters, and
honorable to the nation. He proposed the name of

"Socie'te Royal des Etudes Orientales," and on the plan

suggested by him was founded, April 1, 1822, the "So-
ciete Asiatique." Louis de Poix died at Paris in 1782.

He published, with the collaboration of several other

Capuchins, the following works : Prieres que ±\
T
e?ses, Pa-

triarche des A rmeniens.jit a la Gloire de Dieii.ponr toute

Ame fid'ele a Jesus Christ (1770):

—

Principes discutes

pourfacU'tter V Intelligence des Licresprophetiques (Par.

1755-64, 16 vols. 12mo), the fruit of twenty years' la-

bor :

—

Nouvelle Version des Psaumes (ibid. 1762, 2 vols.

12mo) :— a Translation of Ecclesiastes (1771, 12mo) :

—Propheties de Jeremie (ibid. 1780, 6 vols. 12mo) :

—

Propheties de Baruch (ibid. 1788, 12mo) :

—

Essai sur le

Livre de Job (ibid. 1768, 2 vols. 12mo) -.—Traite de la

Paix interieure (1764, 1768, 12mo):

—

Traite de la Joie

(1768, 12mo). He left in manuscript a Dictionnaire

Armenicn, Latin, Italien, et Francois.—Hoefer, Nouv.
Biog. Generale, xl, 585.

Poki, Jehuda, ben-Elieser (Tshelebi ben-Isaak
Puki), a Jewish writer of some note, who belonged to

the sect of the Karaites, was born and educated at Con-
stantinople in the first half of the 16th century. He
made extensive travels through Palestine, Egypt. Irak,

and Persia in order to become acquainted with the Ka-
raite literature. But having no knowledge of the Ar-
abic, he was unable to make use of a large portion of

Karaite literature, as he himself confessed in the preface

of a work of his. In the year 1571 he was at Kahira,
where he found many writings of the Karaites in the
house of the Nasi, or head of the Karaites, where he
also resided, and was told that all congregations were

in possession of such collections, which, however, were
very often burned or plundered. He was told that the
year before (1570) three hundred very valuable and in-

teresting works of the Karaites had been taken from
the synagogue at Kahira and destroyed. At Kahira,

Poki finished his work rTTlfP "IJ'UJ about 1573, and

died in 1575 in his native place. The above-named
work, which was published by his son and brother at

Constantinople in 1581, treats in a very elaborate way
on the laws of incest, the preface of which has been
reprinted by Wolf in his Bibl. Ihbr. iii, 294 sq. See
Fiirst, Gesch. des Karaerlhums, from 900 to 1575 (Leips.

1865), ii, 322 sq.; id. Bibl. Jud. iii, 108 sq. ; De Rossi,

Dizionario storico degli A utori Ebrei, p. 266 (Germ,
transl. by Bamberger) ; Wolf, Bibl. Ilebr. iii. 293 sq.

(B. P.)

Pol. See Bean.

Polak, Jacob, a Jewish savant, one of the great-

est Talmudic authorities in his time, was born about

1460, and died about 1530 at Prague, where under his

lead a great Talmudic school had flourished. Polak
was a pupil of Jacob Margoles of Nuremberg, from
whom he learned a new method of Talmudic casuistry,

known as the " Pilpul." In the times which were dis-

astrous and troublesome to the Jews the study of the

Talmud was left to itself, and, guided by no general

scientific knowledge, it unavoidably degenerated into a
method repulsive to the few who were really profound
scholars, or whose minds were less distorted. The tran-

sition from the short explanation of words and things

of the older commentators of the Talmud—through the

discussions and disputations of the Tosaphoth (in the

narrower sense) — to the exercises of wit of the Nu-
rembergers (Blauser, from the German " bloss," by
which the query was introduced) and Regensbcrgers

(so called from the principal schools), and the petti-

foggings of modern times, has not yet been specially

investigated. There are many analogies in Christian

jurisprudence and Mohammedan theology to this kind

of casuistry and discussion ("Pilpul"), which devotes

more attention to the mode of treatment than to the

subject itself. For it is the nature of a practical sci-

ence— and the Halacha must be regarded throughout

as a theory of law— that over-theorizing causes it to

degenerate from a practical aim to a mere play of in-

tellect. During this unhappy time rules derived from
idle speculation were enforced as rules of life belonging

to the religious law, more strictly than at any former

period ; and subsequently the authors of the Tosaphoth
and their successors, together with the great Spanish

and Provencal legal authorities (particularly the au-

thors of compendiums, judgments, etc.), were comprised

under the expression " decernents" (Pesukim, E^piOS).

But it must be said in honor of Jacob Polak, though
he introduced this " Pilpul method," he was very care-

ful not to write down nor publish the decisions achieved

by this method of hair-splitting, for fear that his suc-

cessors might follow him implicitly. The only work

of his we have is a decision entitled H11S Ep"1 !

3p""'2, published with the approbation of Simon ben-

Bezalel (Prague, 1594), and republished together with

Lowe ben-Bezalel's Mil nrpBB bv "IEpn (Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, 1719). See Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 109

sq. ; Wolf, Bibl. Hebr. iii, 1095; Gratz, Geschichte der

Juden, ix, 63 sq. ; Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth. u. s. Sekten, iii,

240 sq. ; Gudemann, in Frankel's Monatsschrift (Bres-

lau, 1854), xiii, 423 sq. (B. P.)

Polallion, Makie de Ltjmague, Dame de. a French

lady renowned for her piety, and the founder of a relig-

ious order, was born Nov. 29, 1599, at Paris. Belonging

to a noble and rich family, and having enjoyed a brill-

iant education, she was wooed by several gentlemen of

high standing, but, resisting all the seductions of the

world, gave the preference to a life of monastic quiet.

At the instigation of Lebrun, a Dominican who directed
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> theCapuchins.

Urn as the weakness of her health did nol Buffer her to

siilmiii to the ascetic rules of the order, Bhe was free i"

leave t li<- monaster}', and in 1617 Bhe was married to

Francois de Polallion. Her husband died aboul a year

after, and from this time Bhe lived in retiremenl a- tutor

of i the daughters oftbe duchess of < (rleans. Ma-

dame de Polallion, in tbemidsl ofthe b( brilliant conrl

of Europe, remained true to her early monastic hab-

its, and when relieved ol her duties soughl again her

for r retreat According to St Vincent de Paul, she

founded the "Institul des Filles de la Providence" in

1630: the membi rs of tbis sisterhood undertook to ed-

ucate Mi" children of the
i

r in the country. She

directed thai they Bhould be thirty-three in number,

and distributed them in the villages of the environs of

Paris. Her own mean- were Boon exhausted by the

enterprise, but private charity came to the rescue, and

Anne of Austria, taking the institution under her pro-

tection, presented it in 1651 with a mansion in the Bub-

urli of Saint-Harceau. She also helped in 1 1 *
»

- founding

of the • Mais les Nouvellea Catholiques," which was

liberally endowed by marshal ftirenne. The life of

Madame de Polallion ban frequently been written. She

died at Pari- Sept l. 1657. Hoefer, l\

rale, \

Polanco is the name of three brothers,

Spanish painters ol the I6tb century, natives of Seville.

Francisco Zurbaran was i h * i r master, and they wire
v.i proficient in art thai even in their nun times their

works were confounded « itli those of their master. This

mistake, says Quillet, has been quite frequent with those

who beheld the paintings oi San-Esteban at Seville,

where Zurbaran painted -s''. Peter and St. Stephen, but

where the Martyrdom oftbe patron, the Nativity, which
i- below, St, Hermenegiide, and St. Hernan, are works
of Polanco. They always worked and lived together.

'Ih'ir _r. it paintings adorn the numents of Seville.

Paolo we find the Apparition of the Angels to

guided by a

Jacob Wrestling; Joseph's Dream; and in the church

ardian Angels, <,*
1 1649).

The last work of Carlo Polanco, who seems to have

been the most celebrated oftbe brothers, bears the date

ol 1686.

Poland, Ecclesiastn u Histoid of. The Po-

lish historians Naruscewicz, Friese, Lelewel, and others

assert that Christianity was introduced into the Slavic

countries at a very early period by some disciples of

Methodius from M ra ia. Lelewel, upon very unsafe

grounds, admits a l i ~ 1 1
•
[

• r i
.

• of Posen anterior to the

time "i king Mil I. According to Thietmar of

Merseburg, the latter, under the influence of bis wife

Dambrouska, daughter of the Bohemian duke Boleslas,

established the Christian religion in Poland in 965, pre-

vailed upon his subjects to destroy the idols, and found-

166, with the assistance ol the < rman
emperor Otho tbe Great, the bishopric ol Posen (Poz-

i which, together with the bishoprii

di oburg, and Hav< lb

• tbe archbishop ofMagdeburg,
D follows that the

by Bogupbalus and the

rroneou8ly. The
>l the bishop of Posen extended over the do-

is, the boundaries ol wh ch can-
i for want of documents. Posen was

the "nl\ Polish bishopric up to the year i I, when the
"i a pilgrims

tomb of St l trchiepis-

and Bubordinated to it

the bishoprics of I Crai ow, and
Wratisl i all then situated in the duchy
of Polpi 3 Lubienski'a assertion thai Cra-

Polish bishoprii i- thus

proved to be erroneous, as it could not. as an archbish.

opric, have been a dependence of < Jnesen.

Early Period—We know little about t lie ccclesias-

tical development of Poland in it- first Christian cen-

tury. Pope Gregory VII complained in 1075 of the

small number of the bishops in proportion to the popu-

lation; the dioceses w< re too large, and the bishops had

not even fixed residences; nothing definite had been

decided about the limits oftbe diocese of Gnesen and

it- dependent bishoprics, among which was then count-

ed the bishopric ofLebus, founded by Micislas in 965;

but as the citj passed continually from Poland to Ger-

many, and vice v< r-.i. it- existence was a precarious

one. It is believed that the papal legate /Egidius

founded il a second time in 1 123, and subordinated it to

documents relating to it date- only from 1133.

Another episcopal Bee dependent upon Gnesen was the

bishopric of Plock, whose foundation is referred to

Boleslas the Great It was formerly called Ep. Ma-
soma.. Gallus (Chron. PoL ad ami. 1110) mentions a

bishop Simeon: he seems to have been ordained in

1 in7. and to have died in 1129. A great victory of the

Poles over tbe Prussians and Pomeranians is attributed

to his intercession. And still another dependent bish-

opric was that of Leslan, which was founded by Micis-

las II. son of Boleslas the Great, and originally called

Episc. Cvjaviensis, because it was intended for the prov-

ince of Cujawia; extended afterwards over the largest

part of Western Prussia, on the left hank of the Vistula;

reached in a northerly direction the Baltic Sea: and

was bounded west bj the archbishopric of ( rnesen,which
it also encircled on the south, (.alius (Chroniclt I

men-

tions bishop Paula-, who died iii 1110. The bishopric

of Ermeland, founded in 1243, came to Poland only in

1466. After the reign of Micislas II (1023 1

eral anarchy ensued, and at the same time a general

apostasy from the christian faith. Bishops and priests

were without authority, some were killed, and external

and civil wars robbed Poland of its wealth, and of a con-

siderable part of its population. In 1039 the Bohemians
destroyed Posen and Gnesen, and took away the body

of St. Adalbert A multitude of Poles crossed the Vis-

tula and took refuge in Masowia : wild beasts established

their lairs in the churches of St. Adalbert and St Peter.

Kasimierz (Casimir) in that great distress arrived with
a body of five hundred soldiers from Germany, and by
his bravery and intelligence freed the country from for-

eign occupation. He retained the power until his death,

which occurred in 1058. He promoted the interests of

Christianity by all the means in Ids power. He w ;i-

Biicceeded by his son. Boleslas H, whose feats were not

inferior to those of his ancestors; hut his ambition and
pride caused his ruin. At Christmas, 1076, he put the

diadem on his head, and was anointed by the bishops

of the kingdom. About the same time Gregory VII
iii a legate to Poland. A few years afterwards, in

1079, the kiui_r . being put under interdict by St Stanis-

las, bishop ol Cracow, avenged himself by tbe murder
oftbe prelate. Hereupon tbe nobility expelled him,
.and he was obliged to take refuge in Hungary, where
he dhd. He was succeeded bj bis younger brother,

Boleslas Wladislas Hermann, who lived in peace with
hi- neighbors and the clergy, to whom he granted
ri-hi- and privileges. Having lived many years in

childless matrimony with the Bohemian prir

ditb, a sou was granted him, in consequence of the in-

tercession, ii wa- believed, of St JSgidius. This son

was afterwards Boleslas Krzywonsty, At this time
< ii ho. afterwards the apostle of Pomerania, lived at the

Polish court, lie was instrumental in bringing about
Wladislas Hermann's second marriage with Judith, the

widowed sisti r ol the emperor Henry IV. In 1099 the
bishops of Poland dedicated the cathedral of Gnesen.
Oil the day previous tO that ceremony St. Adalbert is

-aid to have appeared to the Pole- in a battle with the

lded hi- -tates during hi^ lifetime between Boleslas
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and another illegitimate son, Zbigniew. The latter had
revolted a few years before, and was pardoned at. the in-

tercession of the bishops. Wladislas died in 1102, at

Plock. The new ruler, Boleslas III' (1102-1139), mar-

ried a Russian princess, and undertook expeditions, con-

sidered in the light of crusades, against the pagan Pom-
eranians. In 1103 Walo, chosen bishop of Beauvais,

and, after his return, bishop of Paris, came to Poland as

the legate of pope Paschal II, and in his zeal for justice

deposed two bishops—"nullo vel prece vel pretio sub-

veniente." In 1109 Boleslas reported such a complete

victory over the Pomeranians that, of their 40,000

warriors, 10,000 only escaped ; he took the stronghold

of Nakel, thus preparing the way for the spiritual ex-

pedition undertaken soon afterwards by Otho, bishop of

Bamberg. In 1109 the emperor Henry V was utterly

defeated in his attempt to submit Poland a second time

to the empire. In 1110 Boleslas fought successfully

against the Bohemians: the bishops, as usual, accom-
panied the troops, and distributed the Eucharist to the

whole army on the eve of an engagement. In 1120-

1121 the Pomeranians, after a desperate struggle, were
completely subdued and Stettin was taken. Tin- con-

quered foe promised tribute and conversion. It was
then that Boleslas besought Otho of Bamberg to in-

struct the Pomeranians. See Pomerania. The last

years of the great king were less successful. In 1135

Boleslas recognised at Merseburg the emperor Lothair

as his liege lord for Pomerania and Riigen; promised

a tribute for twelve years, and carried the sword of the

emperor as the imperial procession proceeded to church.

In 1139 he divided his dominions among the four oldest

of his sons, and died Oct. 28, 1139. In 1123 the papal

legate iEgidius, bishop of Tusculum, sent by Calixtus

II, had to establish more distinctly the limits between
the dioceses, and this division of the temporal sover-

eignty in nowise affected the Church. But the Church
was far from enjoying in Poland the privileges she pos-

sessed in other parts of Christian Europe. Her goods

and subjects stood under the secular laws; there was no
immunity from taxes, and the bishops were altogether

dependent on the princes. Still at the beginning of

the 13th century the princes disposed of the prebends

of the cathedrals, and took hold of the goods of the

bishops at their demise, as the patrons did of the heri-

tage of curates. A number of priests lived in concu-

binage. There were churches, the charges of which
had become, in some sense, the possession of certain

families. The dissensions of the successors of Boleslas,

as was to be expected, dismembered the empire after a

century of bloodshed. Prussians, Lithuanians, Mongols,

and other tribes devastated the country. The authority

of the Church grew among those ruins. Papal legates

appeared more frequently, synods became more frequent

too, and altogether the Church sought for herself the

rights she had long attained elsewhere. The Templars,

assisted b)r Crusaders from the West, attacked the pa-

gans of Prussia, and the voice of the popes constantly

called the Western Christians to arms against the bar-

barians. In 1157 the emperor Frederick I indicted a

crusade of the Germans against Poland, to re-establish

the tie of vassalage that once united the land with Ger-

many. The Poles were defeated, and Boleslas appeared

at Krzyszkowo before the emperor barefooted, and with

a naked sword tied around his neck. Wladislas died

in Germany, and was succeeded by Boleslas IV, who
died in 1173, leaving an only son, Leszek : but it was his

brother Micislas who succeeded him. The people, led

by Getka (Gedcon), bishop of Cracow, revolted against

Micislas, and his younger brother, Casimir Sprawied-
liwy (the Just), was put in his place. In 1180 there was
a synod of Polish bishops. They threatened with in-

terdict whoever should rob the peasants of their stores,

appropriate the heritage of an ecclesiastic, or refuse to

restore within a given time whatever of Church prop-
erty had been taken. After Casimir, who died May 4.

1194, at table, while talking with the bishops about saiva-

VIII.-Y

Hon—"non sine veneni suspicione"—Fulko assembled
the primates, and prevailed upon them to recognise the
sons of Casimir. Helena, Casimir's widow, made ar-
rangements with Micislas, and, in the name of her
minor sons, recognised him as archduke, and left him
Cracow : her son Leszek was to be his successor. This
Micislas died in 1202 at Kalisch, and Leszek waived in
favor of his son Wladislas his own rights to Cracow. In
these years the endeavors of the popes for the refor-

mation of the Polish Church were crowned with some
success. Clement III sent in 1189 cardinal Giovanni
Malabranca to collect contributions for a crusade, and
reform the clergy of Poland; several regulations for that
purpose were agreed upon at the Synod of Cracow.
Cardinal Peter came in 1197; but when he published at
Prague the edict against the matrimony of clergymen,
the wrath of the clergy was so great that his life was
put in danger. He held another synod at Cracow, where
he insisted on the same views

;
journeyed through the

bishoprics, giving his attention to a dereliction of sound
morals more deplorable than the marriage of ecclesias-

tics, and traditional with the Poles : for he besought the
laymen to seek some consecration for their wild copula-
tions. He made slow work of it, and it required all the
energies of archbishop Henry Kentlitz to establish, little

by little, a more Christianlike state of things. In 1212
bishop Peter was freely elected by the chapter of Posen.

The dukes at that time promised to touch nothing of

the heritage of prelates save gold, silver, etc.,. and waived
their judiciary rights on clergymen and their subjects.

In 1231 Wladislas Odonicz became the only ruler of

Great Poland. At this epoch some crusades against the

Prussians took place, and the Poles, though slowly and
reluctantly, had a part in them. We find the same
bishoprics in the 13th and 14th centuries, but not in

those firm metropolitan relations which the interest of

the Church required (see Gregory VII, IJpist. ad Bo-
leslaum, Pol. regem, lxxiii). The first bishop of Posen,

Jordan, and the duke Boleslas Chrobry distinguished

themselves by their successful attempts to expand the

Christian faith; Bodzanta, archbishop of Gnesen, in

the 14th century, by the conversion of the barbarians

of Lithuania and Samogitia. This prelate extended
his diocese, augmented by a half, over Pomerellia and
Neringia, and added Silesia to his spiritual dominions

:

in one word, the country between the Netze River, the

sources of the Vistula, the grand-duchies of Moscow
and Semgallen, constituted the territory of his archi-

episcopal see. In consequence of these aggrandize-

ments the new bishoprics of Wilna, in the grand-duchy
of Lithuania, and of Wornie or Miedniki, in the duchy
of Samogitia, were established—the first in 1387, the

latter in 1417.

The Reformation Period and Since.—In order to make
clear the history of the Polish Church in the Reformation

period, it is necessary to retrace our steps to the 11th cen-

tury. It was then that the neighboring churches of Ger-

many acquired a great influence over the Poles, while

priests and monks flocked from France and Italy, but

particularly from Germany, to Poland, built everywhere
convents and churches, and at the same time used the

Romish ritual in opposition to the simple worship of

the Polish national churches, which, however, main-

tained their ground till the 14th century. The Huss-

ites (q. v.) from Bohemia found a favorable field in

Poland for the propagation of their peculiar tenets, and
the Romish clergy in consequence took active measures

for the purpose of checking the spread of the obnoxious

doctrines. With this view the parish priests were or-

dered to seize and bring before the bishops all who
were suspected of holding Hussite sentiments. Severe

enactments were passed for the punishment of the her-

etics. But in the face of all opposition the new doc-

trines were embraced by some of the most influential

families in the land, and the reforming party indeed

was very numerous when their leader was slain on the

field of battle. But although the doctrines of Huss
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had fount many Bupportera in Poland, the national

reeling was .-(ill in favor of the dominant Church. We
.
"" "i Protestantism in

Poland dependenl largely on Gardner, Dictionary of

Religions, p. 670 ><[.

:

-In the commencement of the 16th century a powerful

impulse was giveu !•> the cause uion and
-Lin. m nf tbe I . ivereity of < ra-

meut given in that Beminary to

idj a goodly number I

terary men bad issued from the [Jul

i

- ime of whom were cb

-. and thus in a Bhort time there

. id in tbe Polish Cburch not a few prelates dis-

i alike for their piety and learning.

I views whicb some ofthe-e ere le-ia-tical dL'ni-
i various

fer reforming the Chnrch. Thus Mai tin

Tromba, the primate <d Poland, ordered the liturgical

• be translated into the national Inuj

. p in" the direction of Church re-

- taken by Ostrowo, palatine of

i
•

i the Polish diet of 1489 :i propo-

sal for Introducing improvements ofsucb a vital charac-

ter that, had they been adopted, a separation of the

Church of Poland from Rome would have beeu tbe im-

result, 'In tins plan,

tnlng tbe Cburcb of Poland be maintained that,

Christ h that his kingdom was uol of this

world, tbe pope bad no authority whatever over the king
, ami should not even be add

ter in bumble terms, unbecoming bis dignity ; tliai Rome
from the country large -urn- un-

der the pretence of religion, but, In fact, by mean- ofsu-

I

bishop of Rome was inventing
H8l reasons fer levying taxes, tbe pro

Willi b v, . 1101 "for the real wants of the
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result in no small degree owing to the arrival of Bobe-
bren, to the number of about a thousand, who

had been driven from their own country, and found a
be province of Posen. This event happened in

1548, and the public worship of the Brethren being con-
Bobemian language, which was inti

to the inhabitants of Posen, attracted toward- them tbe

sympathies of multitudes. The Romish bishop of Posen,
alarmed at the influence which the Brethren were exer-
cising over the people of his dioce-e. applied for and ob-
tained a royal edict for their expulsion from the coun-
try. This order they immediately obeyed, and

|

to Prussia, where they found full religions liberty. Next
year, however, some of them returned to Poland, where
they had formerly received so much kindness, and con-

tinued their labors without being molested in any form.
Their coiiL'ie-ations rapidly increased, and in a shorl time

ed the large number of eighty in the province
of Great i'olaud alone, while many others wen formed
in different parts of the country.

\ c imsl im e oci nrred about this time which was
provi lei •

| overruled for the still wider diffusion of

p inciples in Poland. The student- of the
University of Cracow, having taken offence at some real

or imagined affront offered them by the rector, repaired
.ini\ei.-it;e-, put particularly to the uewlj en ct-

ed University of Kohiirsber_r, from which the greal ma-
jority of them returned home imbued with Protestant
principles. The Reformed doctrines now made extraor-
dinary proeje-s. particularly in the province of Cracow.
In vain did the Romish clergy denounce the growing her-

esy; all their remonstrances were unavailing, and at

leugth they convened a general synod in 155] t i consider
the whole BUbject. On this occasion Hosius, bishop of
Ermeland, composed his celebrated Confession, which has
been acknowledged by the Church of Koine as a faithful

exposition of it- creed. The synod not only decreed that
tin- creed should be signed by the whole body of the
clergy, bur petitioned the king that a royal mandate

issued ordering it- subscription by the laity.

It was now resolved that a violent persecution should be
commenced against the heretics, and thi* determination
was strengthened by an encyclical letter from i;

ommending the extirpation of heresy. Several cases <<t'

bloody per-eruti b il the noble-:. ai'OUSed tO
jealousy by the high-handed measures of th<

openly declared their wi-h to restrict the authority of the
1 the people were unanimous in exp

siuiil ar de-ire.

i ile of matter- in Poland when the diet
or 1562 was convened ; and scarcely had its deliberations
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Rel -. Buch a- Calvin, J;..-
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I iski, who h ei been in-tiumental in promoting
.
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. anion. | n 1540 he di

the Protestant church on the principles ol Zw
high reputation which Lascn had nlread
a scholar ami a Christian, nttt icted the ram u d i

of the Protestant prime- in various pan- of Euro] e, sev-
eral of whom Invited him to take up hi- re-idence in
their domiu ins. Th.' sovereign of k ,-t Krie-i ,

ion- to complete (he reformation of the Church in that
country, prevailed upon Laeco to allow himself to be man-
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tnated superintendent of all its churches. To carry out
the object of his appointment was a matter of no small
difficulty, considering the extreme reluctance which pre-

vailed to the eutire abolition of Romish rites, but by en-
ergy, perseverance, and uncompromising firmness he suc-
ceeded, in the brief space of six years, in rooting out the
last remains of Romanism, and fully establishing the
Protestant religion throughout the whole of the churches
of East Friesland. In 1548 Lasco received an earnest in-

vitation from Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, to join
the distinguished Reformers who had repaired to Eng-
land from all parts of the Continent, that they might com-
plete the reformation of the Church in that country.
Having accepted Cranmer's invitation, the Polish Reform-
er left Friesland and went to England, where he was ap-
pointed, on his arrival in 1550, superintendent of the for-

eign Protestant congregation established at London. In
this important sphere he continued to labor with much
comfort and success, until the demise of Edward VI and
the accession of Mary arrested the progress of the Ref-
ormation in England, and compelled Lasco with his con-
gregation to leave the country. This little band of ex-
iles, headed by the Polish Reformer, were driven by a
storm upon the coast of Denmark, where, on landing,
they were received at first with hospitality and kindness,
but, through the influence of the Lutheran divines, they
were soon obliged to seek an asylum elsewhere. The
same hatred on the part of the Lutheran clergy was shown
to the congregation of Lasco at Lubeck, Hamburg, and
Rostock. At length the remnants of the congregation
found in Dantzic a peaceful asylum, while Lasco himself
retired to Friesland, where he was received with every
mark of respect and attachment. In a short time, how'-
ever, finding his position by no means so comfortable as
at first, he removed to Fra'nkfort-on-the-Main, where he
established a church for the Belgian Protestant refugees,
and made various attempts, without success, to unite the
Lutheran and Protestant churches.
"Throughout all his wanderings Lasco's thoughts were

habitually turned towards Poland, and he maintained a

constant intercourse wilh his countrymen, and also with
his sovereign, Sigismund Augustus, who entertained a
high regard for him. He returned to Poland in 1556, and
no sootier did his arrival become known than the Romish
clergy, taking the alarm, hastened to implore the king to
banish from his dominions a man whom they described
as an outlawed heretic, and the source of troubles and
commotions wherever he went. To this representation
the king paid no regard; and, to the annoyance of the
bishops and the papal nuncio, Lasco was soon after in-

trusted wilh the superintendence of all the Reformed
churches of Little Poland. Through his influence the
tenets of the Swiss Reformers were extensively adopted
by the higher classes of his countrymen. The chief ob-
jects, however, which he kept steadily in view were the
union of all Protestant sects, and the ultimate establish-

ment of a Reformed National Church modelled on the
plan of the Church of England, for which he had con-
ceived a high admiration. But his exertions in the cause
of reform were much weakened by the rise of Antitrin-
itarian sentiments in some of the churches which he su-

perintended. He struggled hard, and not without suc-
cess, to check the progress of these opinions. In the
public affairs of the Church he took an active part, and
assisted in preparing the version of the first Protestant
Bible in Poland. In the midst of bis unwearied labors
in the cause of the Polish Reformation, Lasco was cut off

in 1560, before he had an opportunity of fully maturing
his great designs.
"One of the last objects on which the Polish Reformer

had set his heart was the speedy convocation of a na-
tional synod. This proposal, however, met with violent

opposition from Rome and its partisans. The pope, Paul
IV, despatched a legate to Poland with letters to the king,
the senate, and the most influential noblemen, promising
to effect all necessary reforms, and to call a general coun-
cil. Lippomani, the' papal legate, was an able man, and
a devoted servant to the see of Rome. The Romish
clergy were much encouraged by the presence of this

dignitary in the country, who endeavored, but without
effect, to prevail upon the king to adopt violent measures
for the extirpation of heresy. The crafty emissary of the
pope succeeded also by his intrigues in fomenting discord
among the Protestants. He assembled a synod of the
Polish clergy, which, while it lamented the dangers which
threatened the Church, both from within and from with-
out, passed many resolutions for improving its condition
and coercing the' heretics. The extent to which the syn-
od, instigated by Lippomani, pushed their jurisdiction
may be seen from their proceedings in a case of alleged
sacrilege recorded both by Romish and Protestant writ-
ers. ' Dorothy Laszecka, a poor girl, was accused of hav-
ing obtained from the Dominican monks of Sochaczew a
host, feigning to receive communion. It was said that
she wrapped that host in her clothes, and sold it to the
Jews of a neighboring village, by whom she had been in-

stigated to commit this act of sacrilege by the bribe of
three dollars and a gown embroidered with silk. This
host was said to have been carried by the Jews to the
synagogue, where, being pierced with needles, it emitted

a quantity of blood, which was collected into a flask
The Jews tried in vain to prove the absurdity of the
charge, arguing that, as their religion did not permit them
to believe in the mystery of transtibstantiation, they never
could be supposed to try a similar experiment on the
host, which they considered as a mere wafer. The synod,
influenced by Lippomani, condemned them, as well as the
unfortunate woman, to be burned alive. The iniquitous
sentence could not, however, be put into execution with-
out the exequatur, or the confirmation of the king, which
could not be expected to be obtained from the enlight-
ened Sigismund Augustus. The bishop Przeremb'ski,
who was also vice-chancellor of Poland, made a report-
to the king of the above-mentioned case, which he de-
scribed in expressions of pious horror, entreating the
monarch not to allow such a crime committed against
the Divine Majesty to go unpunished. Mvszkowski. a
great dignitary of the crown, who was a Protestant, be-
came so indignant at this report that he could not re-
strain his anger, and was only prevented by the presence
of the king from using violence against the prelate, the
impiety and absurdity of whose accusation he exposed
in strong language. The monarch declared that he would
not believe such absurdities, and sent an order to the
staroxt (chief magistrate or governor) of Sochaczew to
release the accused parties ; but the vice-chancellor forged
the exequatur, by attaching the royal seal without 'the
knowledge of the monarch, and sent an order that the
sentence of the synod should be immediately carried into
execution. The king, being informed of this nefarious
act of the bishop, immediately despatched a messenger
to prevent its effects. It was.'however, too late, and The
judicial murder was perpetrated.' This atrocious affair
excited, of course, a great sensation throughout Poland,
and awakened such feelings of hatred against Lippomani
that he lost no lime in quitting the country, a step which
was absolutely necessary, indeed, as his life was in dan-
ger.
"The Polish Reformation went steadily forward in spite

of all the opposition of Rome and its emissaries. In
Lithuania particularly it received a strong impure from
the influence exerted in its favor by prince Radziwill,
who had been intrusted by the monarch with almost the
sole government of that province. Taking advantage of
the facilities which he thus possessed for advancing the
good work, he succeeded in establishing the Reformed
worship both in the rural districts and in many towns.
He built also a splendid church and college in Vilna, the
capital of Lithuania. To this enlightened and pious no-
bleman, besides, is due the merit of having caused to be
translated and printed, at his own expense, the first Prot-
estant Bible in the Polish language. It was published in
1564, and is usually known bv the name of the Radzi-
willian Bible. The death of Radziwill the Black, as he
was termed, which happened in 1565, was a severe loss
to the Protestant cause in Lithuania; but happily his
cousin and successor, Radziwill the Red, was also a'zeal-
ous promoter of the Reformed religion, and founded a
number of Protestant churches and schools, which he en-
dowed with landed property for their permanent support.
The king of Poland was strongly urged, by a portion of
the clergy, to reform the Church by means of a national
synod, but he was of too irresolute" a character to take a
step so decided. He adopted, however, a middle course,
and addressed a letter to pope Paul IV, at the Council of
Trent, demanding the concession of the five following
points: (1) The performance of the mass in the national
language; (-2) The dispensation of the communion in
both kinds; (.°.) The toleration of the marriage of priests;
(4) The abolition of the annates or first-fruits of benefices

;

(5) The convocation of a national council for the reform
of abuses, and the union of different sects. These de-
mands, of course, were rejected by his holiness. But
the Protestants in Poland, far from being discouraged by
the conduct of the pope, became bolder every day iii their
opposition to the Romanists. At the diet of 1559 a pro-
posal was made to deprive the bishops of all participation
in the affairs of the government, on the ground that they
were the sworn servants of a foreign potentate. This
motion, though strenuously urged upon the acceptance
of the diet, was not carried : but a few years later, in
1563, the diet agreed to convoke a general national synod,
composed of representatives of all the religious parties
in Poland—a measure which would, in all probability,
have been carried into effect, had it not been prevented
by the dexterity and diplomatic craft of cardinal Com-
mendoni, who succeeded in dissuading the king from as-
sembling a national council.
"The establishment of a Reformed Polish Church was

much impeded by the dissensions which divided the
Protestants among themselves. At that time in fact, no
less than three parties existed in Poland, each adhering
to its own separate confession. Thus the Bohemian or
W'aldensian Confession had its own ardent admirers,
chiefly in Gre.it Poland ; the Genevese or Calvinistic Con-
fession in Lithuania and Southern Poland; and the Lu-
theran or AuL'sbnrg Confession in towns inhabited by
burghers of German origin. Of these the Bohemian and
the Genevese Confessions were so completely agreed on
almost all points, that their respective supporters found
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one of the most remarkable men of his acre. This zealons
Romish di_'iiitarv had early made himself conspicuous

-tiliiy to the Protestants, and now that he had
been nominated a cardinal, he used every effort to check

Ri formation in Poland, 1

however, that his own Church was fast losing ground,
and that Reformed principles were almost certain erelong

• udeucy, he called to his aid the newly
I Order ofJesuits, several of whom arrived from

Rome in 1564, and by their intrigues and agitation the
whole country was made for a Ion;,' period the -

the most in e, m!.\ c, ,n, motions,
•• During the life ofSigismuud Augustus the Protestants

indulged i i
though naturally of a wavering

and uudei . he might possibly dei

the establishment ofa Reformed Natioual Chnrch; but
the death of that monarch without issue, in 1572, put an
end to all such expectations. The Jagellonian dynasty,
which had governed Poland for two centuries, was now
extinct. An earni mmenced, therefore, be-
tween the Protestants and Romanists, each party being
anxious that the vacant throne should be filled bj a zeal-

ous Supporter of their Church. The Romanists, headed
by cardinal Commendoni, were anxious to confer the
crown upon the archduke Ernest, son of the emperor
Maximilian II. and were even ready to secure their object
by force. Coliguy and the Freuch Protestants had for
some time, even before the death ofSigismund Augustus,
entertained the project of placing Benry ofVaJefie, duke
of Anjou, on the Polish throne; and Catharine di Mi

,. the mother of the duke, eagerly lent her approbation
to the proposal.
"The diet of convocation assembled at Warsaw in Janu-

ary, 1573, for the purpose of taking steps for the mainte-
nance of the peace and safety of the country during the
interregnum. At this diet, notwithstanding the opposi-
tion of the Romish bishops, instigated by Commendoni,
a law was passed establishing a perfect equality of rights
among all the christian confessions of Poland, guaran-
teeing the dignities and privileges of the Roman Catho-
lic bishops, but abolishing the obligation of Church pa-
trons to bestow the benefices iu their gift exclusively on
Roman Catholic clergymen. The election ofa new mon-
arch was arranged to take place on April 7. at Kamiuietz,
near Warsaw. The prim i| ors for the throne
of Poland were the two princes already mentioned

; and
although meanwhile the hon ,1 massacre ol St. Barthol-
omew had rendered the Polish Protestants somewhat
afraid to commit their interests to a French prince, yet,

being unwilling to involve their country in a civil war,
they accepted Henry, duke of Anjou, who was according-
ly elected king of Poland.
"A deputation of twelve noblemen were immediately

despatched to Paris to announce to Henry his election,
and on Sept. Ill, 157."., the ceremony of presenting the
diploma of election took place in the church of Notre
Dame. The circumstances attending the presentation
are interesting as manifesting the intolerant spirit of the
Polish Romanists. 'The bishop Karnkowski, a member
of the Polish embassy, at the beginning of the ceremony,
entered a protest against the claiise for securing religious
liberty inserted in the oath which the new monarch was
to take on that occasion. This act produced some con-
fusion, the Protestant Zborowski having interrupted the
solemnity with the following words, addressed to Mont-
Inc: "Had you not accepted, in the name of the duke,
the conditions of religions liberty, onr opposition would
have prevented thi- duke from being elei ted our mon-
arch." Henry feigned to !,« astonished, as if he did not
understand the subject in dispute; but Zborowski ad-
dressed him, savin-, "I repeat, sire, thai ifyour ambas-
sadors had not accepted the Condition of liberty to the
contending religious persuasions, our opposition would
have prevented you from being elected kin.'; and that
if you do not confirm these conditions, you shall not be
our king." After this the member- of the embaBSJ sir-

rounded their new monarch, and Herburt, a Roman Cath-
olic, Had the formula of the oath prescribed bj tl

ing diet, which Henry repeated without any opposition.
'lie- bishop Karnkowski. who had stood aside, approached
the king after he had sworn, and protested that the relig-
ious liberty seenred by the royal oath was not to injure
the authority of the church of Rome; and the kini: gave
him n written testimony in favor of that protest.'
•Henry eel out for Poland, but after what had passed

' the Protestants were far from being nllaved,
and they resolved carefully to watch the conduct of the

irch at his coronation, l-'irlev, the leader of
the Protestant party, insisted that on thai solemn occa-
sion the oath taken at Paris should be repeated; and
even in the midst of the ceremony, when the crown was
about to he placed ou Helirv's head. 1'illev boldly ad-
vanced forward and interrupted lli" proceeding-.
Ing iii the name of the Protestants ol Poland that, unless

' Bth was taken, the coronation w
I to i I in* ml. The scroll of the oath was

put into the king's i,
ii id :,- he knelt on the steps or the

iiltar.aui
I the crown, -aid to Heury with a

i ol swear, yon shall not reign.'

e Proti Btanl leader struck the
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whole assembly with awe, and the king had no alterna-

tive but to repeat the oath. Thus the religious liberties

of Poland were saved from utter overthrow, and the na-
tion delivered from an impending civil war.

"The Polish Protestants were naturally suspicious of

their new king, knowing that, having taken the oath by
compulsion, he was not likely to respect their rights.

The Romish bishops, on the other hand, supported by
the favor of the monarch, formed projects for extending
their influence, and an impression rapidly spread through
the country that Henry had become a ready tool in the

hands of the priests. This feeling, combined with dis-

gust at his profligacy, rendered him so unpopular, and
his subjects so discontented, that the country would un-
doubtedly have been speedily plunged into a civil war
had not the king fortunately disappeared, having secret-

ly left Poland for France on learning that the death of
his brother, Charles IX, had opened the way for his suc-

cession to the throne of France. The crown of Poland
was now conferred upon Stephen Batory, prince of Tran-
sylvania, who had earned so high a reputation that, al-

though an avowed Protestant, his election met with no
opposition from the Romish clergy. The delegation

which announced to Stephen his election to the throne
was composed of thirteen members, only one of whom
was a Romanist: but this man, Solikowski by name, suc-

ceeded in persuading the new monarch that, if he would
secure himself on the throne, he must profess the Roman
Catholic religion. Next day, accordingly, to the dismay
of the Protestant delegates^ Stephen was seen devoutly
kneeling at mass. During his reign, which lasted ten

years, he maintained inviolate the rights of the Anti-Ro-
manist confessions, while at the same time, through the
influence of his queen, who was a bigoted Romanist, he
openly encouraged and patronized the Jesuits, by found-
ing and endowing various educational institutions in

connection with their order.
"Stephen Batory died in 15^6, and was succeeded by

Sigismund III, in whose reign the Komish party acquired
much strength, while many of the Protestant's had be-

come dissatisfied with the general confession, and sought
to renew the former controversies which had so much
weakened their influence in the country. Poland was
unhappily subjected to the rule of this infatuated mon-
arch from 15ST to 1632, and throughout the whole of that
long period his policy was uniformly directed towards
the promotion of the supremacy of Rome. The Jesuits
exercised an unlimited influence over the government;
and all the offices of state and posts of honor were ex-
clusively bestowed upon Romanists, and more especially

upon proselytes, who, from motives of interest, had re-

nounced the" principles of the Reformation. The whole
country was covered with Jesuit colleges and schools,

thus enabling the disciples of Loyola most effectually to

exercise dominion over all classes of the people. 'The
melancholy effects of their education,' says count Kra-
sinski, 'soon became manifest. By the close of Sigis-

mund Ill's reign, when the Jesuits had become almost
exclusive masters of public schools, national literature

had declined as rapidly as it had advanced during the
preceding century. It is remarkable, indeed, that Po-
land, which, from the middle of the 10th century to the

end of the reign of Sigismund III (1032), had produced
many splendid works on different branches of human
knowledge, in the national as well as in the Latin lan-

guage, can boast of but very few works of merit from
that epoch to the second part of the ISth century, the pe-
riod of the unlimited sway of the Jesuits over the na-
tional education. The Polish language, which had ob-
tained a high degree of perfection during the 10th century,

was soon corrupted by an absurd admixture of Latin ;

and a barbarous style, called Macaronic, disfigured Polish
literature for more than a century. As the chief object

of the Jesuits was to combat the Anti-Romanists, the
principal subject of their instruction was polemical divin-

ity; and the most talented of their students, instead of
acquiring sound knowledge, by which they might become
useful members of society, wasted their time in dialectic

subtleties and quibbles. The disciples of Loyola knew
well that, of all the weaknesses to which human nature
is subject, vanity is the most accessible; and they were
as prodigal of praise to partisans as they were of abuse
to antagonists. Thus the benefactors of their order be-
came the objects of the most fulsome adulation, which
nothing but the corrupted taste acquired in their schools
could have rendered palatable. Their bombastic pane-
gyrics, lavished upon the most unimportant persons, be-
came, towards the end of the 17th century, almost the
only literature of the country—proof sufficient of the de-
graded state of the public to which such productions could
be acceptable. An additional proof of the retrocession
of the national intellect and the corruption of taste un-
der the withering influence of the Jesuits is that the most
classical productions of the 10th century—the Augustan
asra of the Polish literature — were not reprinted for more
than a century, although after the revival of learning in
Poland in the" second half of the ISth century they went
through many editions, and still continue to be reprinted.
It is almost superfluous to add that this deplorable con-
dition of the national intellect produced the most perni-

cious effects on the political as well as social state of the
country. The enlightened statesmen who had appeared
during the reign of Sigismund III—the Zamoyskis, the
Sapiehas, the Zalkiewskis, whose efforts counterbalanced
for a time the baneful effects of that fatal reign, as well
as some excellent authors who wrote during the same
period — were educated under another system; for that
of the Jesuits could not produce any political or literary
character with enlarged views. Some exceptions there
were to this general rule ; but the views of enlightened
men could not be but utterly lost on a public which, in-
stead of advancing in the paths of knowledge, were train-
ed to forget the science and wisdom of itsancestors. It
was therefore no wonder that sound notions of law and
right became obscured, and gave wav to absurd preju-
dices of privilege and caste, by which liberty degenerated
into licentiousness; while the state of the peasantry was
degraded into that of predial servitude.'
"Not contented with secretly imbuing the minds of

the people with Romanist principles, the Jesuits connived
at the ill-treatment to which manv Protestants were sub-
jected, and the courts of justice being wholly under Jes-

I

uit influence, it was vain for the injured to look for legal
redress. Riotous mobs with complete impunity destroyed
the Protestant churches in Cracow, Posen, Wilna, and
other places. The natural result of the adverse circum-
stances in which Protestants were placed under this long
but disastrous reign was that their numbers were daily
diminished, and what was, perhaps, more melancholy still,

those who held fast to Reformed principles were divided
into contending factions; and although the Consensus of
Sandomir maintained an apparent union for a time, that
covenant even was finally dissolved by the Lutherans.
An attempt was made without effect to arrange a union
between the Protestants and the Greek Church at a meet-
ing convened at Wilna in 1599, and although a confedera-
tion fir mutual defence was concluded, it led to no prac-
tical results.

"At the close of the long reign of Sigismund III the
cause of Protestantism was in a state of the deepest de-
pression. But his son and successor, Wladislas IV, was a
person of a very different character, and so opposed to
the Jesuits that he would not allow a single member of

:
that order to be near his court. He distributed offices and
rewards solely according to merit, and, being naturally of
a mild disposition, he discountenanced all persecution on
account of religion. He endeavored in vain to effect a
general reconciliation, or at least a mutual understand-
ing, between the contending parties, by means of a relig-
ious discussion held at Thorn in 1044. But the early
death of this benevolent monarch changed the whole as-
pect of affairs. His brother, John Casimir, who succeed-
ed him, had been a Jesuit and a cardinal; but I he pope
had relieved him from his vows on his election to the
throne. From a monarch who had formerly been a Rom-
ish ecclesiastic the Protestants had everything to fear
and little to expect. The consequence was that the ut-
most discontent began to prevail among all classes, and
the country having been invaded by Charles Gustavus,
king of Sweden, the people were disposed to place him
upon the throne of Poland. Elated, however, by the suc-
cess of his arms, that haughty monarch declined to ac-
cept the sovereignty in any other mode than by conquest,
whereupon the Poles, rising as one man, drove him from
the country. Peace was restored by the treaty of Oliva
in 1060; but not until the Protestants had suffered much
during the war. The king had taken refuge in Silesia
during the Swedish invasion, and on his return to Poland
he committed himself to the special care of the Virgin
Mary, vowing that he would convert the heretics by force
ifnecessary. A considerable number of Protestants still

remained after all the persecutions to which they had
been exposed, and among them were several influential
families, who, besides, were supported by the interest of
the Protestant princes throughout Europe. The king,
therefore, judged it best to direct the whole force of his
persecution against the Socinians, whom he banished from
the kingdom,' declaring it to be henceforth a capital crime
to propagate or even profess Socinianism in Poland.
"The ranks of the Protestants were now completely

broken, and the Roman clergy acquired and exercised
nearly uncontrolled power. John Sobieski, during his
short reign, endeavored to put an end to religious perse-
cution ; but he found himself unable to maintain the laws
which still acknowledged a perfect equality of religious
confessions. Augustus II, also, who succeeded to the
throne in 1090, confirmed, in the usual manner, the rights
and liberties of the Protestants, but with the addition of
a new condition, that he should never grant them sena-
torial or any other important dignities and offices. This
monarch had renounced Lutheranism in order to obtain
the crown of Poland, and now that he had secured his ob-
ject, he allowed the Romish bishops to treat the heretics
as they chose. Augustus having been expelled by Charles
XII of Sweden, Stanislaus Leszczynski was elected in

1704. and the accession of this enlightened monarch re-

vived the hopes of the Protestants. The treaty of alliance

concluded between Stanislaus and the Swedish sovereign
guaranteed to the Protestants of Poland the rights and
liberties secured to them by the laws of their country,
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In Wii the Ku->ian irovern-

in.-!,:, reeling that the Papists were intriguing against the
union movement, occasionally interfered by force for the

transition of whole congregations from Koine. In con-
ilof the Bishops and priests were brought

into rebellious conditions to the czar's government.
utly a concordat has I n signed between the

./.rand the 'pope, whi.b re-ton- full diocesan authority

to the bishops, together with the righl to direct corre-

spondence with Koine Th.- ukase of 1868 is abolished,
and appeal- of the bishops will henceforth be transmitted
to Rome through the metropolitan of Warsaw, instead of
being sent to the synod at St. Petersburg. »>n the other
hand, the pope acknowledges the legal status of the St.

I g Synod, which i- to form the council of a Cath-
olic primate residing in the Rnssian capital.

It is computed that the Protestant Poles amount in

round numbers to 442, the great majority of whom
are found in the Prnssian portion. There is a considera-
ble number of Protestants in Poland itself, bnl tl

chiefly German Bettlers. In that part of Poland which
was annexed to Rnssin by the treaty of Vienna, it was
calculated in 1845 that, in a popnlation of 4,867,250 souls,

there were 252, Lutheran-. 3790 Reformed, and f.4C,

Moravians. In Prnssian Poland, iccording to the census
of 1846, there were in the provinces of ancient Polish
Prussia, iii a population of 1,019,105 Bonis, 502,148 Protes-
tants; and in that of Posen, in a popnlation <>f 1,304,399
souls, there were 416,648 Protestants. As the Russian
government is determined to make the Poles adopt its

nationality, the Russian language only is tolerated in

the churches where a popular tongue is used, and all

hymn and prayer book-, as well a< school-books, must be
in the Russian tongue. The Prussian government, too,
anxious to use ail mean- of Germanizing its Slavonic
Bubjects, caused the worship in almost all the churches
of Prussian Poland to be conducted in the German lan-

guage, and the service iir Polish is discouraged as much
as |i issible.

On the modem ecclesiastical history of the former

kingdom of Poland. Bee Prussia and Russia. See also

Ropell, Gesck. Polens (Hamb. 1840) ; Lengnich, Diss.

de Religion. Christ, in Polonia initiis 1 1734
|

; and Friese,

Gesch. Polens (Breslau, 1786). On the Reformation:

Stanislaus Lubieniecius, Hist. Reformationis Polonica

(Freistadii, 1685); Krasinski, Historical Sketch of the

Reformation in Polan I
|
Lond. 1838, '_' vols. 8vo), pari i

treating of the introduction and progress of Christianity

in that country; Maclear, Hist, of Christian Missions

in ih Middle Ages; Gieseler, Eccles. Hist, (see Index
in vol. iii); Brit, and For. Ev. Rev. 1843, p. 502 sq.

POLAND, Mission vmong the Jews in. The
Polish mission was commenced by the London Society

for promoting Christianity among the dew- in the year

1821. The lir-t missionaries there were the late Dr. A.

M'Caul (q. v.), at thai time a simple graduate of the

University of Dublin, and the Rev.W. F. Becker. The
centre of i heir operation was made in Warsaw. For a

while all seemed promising, bul the missionaries were

c pelled for a time to quit Warsaw. Early in the

year 1822 the missionaries were summ >d to appear
before the "Commission of th,- Religious Confessions,"
and had to sign a protocol as to whal was their object,

of which ii was said that it would be sent to St. Pe-
tersburg. Learning, however, thai the answer which
would be given them would be thai foreign missiona-
ries were nol wanted in the country, and thai if the
leu.- wished to be com erted there were priests enough
for thai purpose, the missionaries -in order to avoid

;| oul oftl ountry, and hoping to gel per-

mission from the emperor Alexander lefl Warsaw and
wi m to Posen. The permission "a- obtained nol only
for Poland, bul also for Russia. 'I he iii-i two mission-

novt joined by two other-, Messrs. Wendl and
I loll', and in the winter of 1822 missionary operations
Her., fairly commenced at Warsaw. Ill the year 1828 a

service according to the ritual of the < hurch of England
was established in the Reformed church. Mr. M'Caul
having received ordination in England; and t hi-, in 1824,

wed up by the commencement of a German
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service in the same place in the afternoon. As the labor

increased two more missionaries were sent, Messrs.

Reichardt and Wermelskirch. Visits were paid to va-

rious towns, and for a time Lublin was made the scene

of missionary labor. The chief work of the winter of

1825 was the preparation of a translation of the Word
of God, for the use of Hebrew women more especially.

It was completed by M'Caul, with the assistance of the

other missionaries, as far as the end of the Pentateuch,

by the spring of 1826, and has proved a work of con-

siderable value.

The death of the emperor Alexander rendered it nec-

essary to apply to his successor for a confirmation of the

permission which had been accorded to them. The
answer to their application was of a modilied character:

it gave them liberty to labor among the Jews of Po-

land, but was silent concerning Russia itself, and as was
afterwards stated by the grand-duke Constantine, that,

as far as Russia was concerned, the permission was with-

drawn. All efforts to reobtain it were without success.

In 1829 Lublin was permanently occupied as a mis-

sionary station, and proved a success, for no less than

forty-four Israelites were there admitted into the visible

Church. The year 1830 was marked by some events

materially affecting the state of the mission and the po-

sition of the missionaries: by an'order from St. Peters-

burg the missionaries were placed under the General

Protestant Consistory, and their correspondence with

the committee was required to be laid before it, the

Commission of the Interior, and the police. On Nov.
29 in the same year the Polish revolution broke out,

without affecting materially the missionary labors.

This year may be regarded as marking the close of the

second period in the history of the Polish mission, last-

ing from the year 1823 to 1830.

The event of most consequence that marked the fol-

lowing years was the occupation of a new station, in

1834, in the south of Poland. Kielce was the place se-

lected, a place equidistant from Warsaw and Lublin.

The main features of the work that now present them-
selves are the missionary journeys to Suvaltri, Calvary,

and other places. We have now arrived at the year

1841, and up to that period, in connection with the mis-

sion, there had been baptized at Warsaw 115, at Lublin

33, and at Kalisch—selected in 1838 as the station—and
other stations, occupied only for a short time, 5, making
altogether a total of 153. During the year 1842 the

missionaries made several journeys, and in spite of

the " Cherem," or Jewish excommunication, pronounced
against those who should have any intercourse with the

missionaries, the work went on with great blessings,

and in the year 1851 the number of those who were
baptized through the mission in Poland was 326, some
of the converts occupying the highest stations in life.

We have now brought the history of the Polish mission

down to that period when the door was closed against

it. The war of England with Russia effected this

change, for it could not reasonably be expected, while

that war was carried on with the greatest vigor, that

an English mission, however peaceful its object, would
be tolerated in the very heart of the Russian empire,

and indications were not wanting that soon its work
was to cease. Various tracts about to be printed, which
had already received the sanction of the Consistory,

were unaccountably detained at the censor's office

;

and in the month of May, 1854, "the missionaries in

Warsaw were summoned before the Russian authorities

to receive various injunctions and restrictive orders

on pain of being expelled from the country. One of

these was to submit all their official correspondence

with the committee to the Russian government, who
promised to forward it to London ; and to circulate no
books, not even the Bible, among Christians. The let-

ters and journals were from that time submitted as pre-

scribed, but never reached London. This state of things

continued from the end of May till Dec. 28, when the

missionaries were again summoned to appear before the

Russian authorities to hear an imperial order read, which
imposed upon them and their brethren in the countrv
the discontinuance of all missionary work from that
day, and to be prepared to leave the countrv in three
weeks, viz. on Jan. 13, 1855, the New-year's day of the
Russian Church."

Thus closed the Polish mission, just three weeks be-
fore the death of the Russian emperor, a mission which
had not been in vain, for, besides the 361 members of
the house of Israel who were admitted by baptism into
the Christian Church, more than 10,000 'Bibles, in dif-

ferent languages, and upwards of 10,000 New Testa-
ments have been circulated, of which many had come
into the hands of Jews.
The missionary work which had thus been suspended

for over twenty years was again resumed in the year
1877, permission having been granted by the present
emperor. To the Rev. J. C. Ilartmann, one of the old-
est missionaries of the society, was intrusted the tempo-
rary charge of the mission-field at Warsaw, where about
100,000 Jews reside, divided into Talmudists, Chasidim,
and Reformers. According to the latest report of 1877,
the Warsaw station is now occupied by the Revs. O. J.

Ellis and H. H. E. Hartmann, son of the above, N. D.
Rappoport, A. E. Irland, and a colporteur. Comp. the
./< iri.</i Intelligencer and the Annual Reports of the Lon-
don Society. (B. P.)

Pole (03, nes, a flagstaff, Numb, xxi, 8, 9; hence

the flag or standard itself, "sign,"' "banner," etc., as

elsewhere).

Pole, Regixatji, a famous English cardinal, who
figures so prominently in the English Reformation pe-

riod, upon whose character rests the stigma of duplicity

and selfishness, and against whom both Protestants and
Romanists have written in censure or praise, was de-

scended from royal blood, being a younger son of Sir

Richard Pole, lord Montague, cousin - german of king
Henry VII, and Margaret, daughter of George, the duke
of Clarence, and younger brother to king Edward IV.
Pole was born at Stourton Castle, Staffordshire, in the

year 1500. When seven years old he was sent to the

Carthusian monks at Sheen for instruction. At twelve
he became a student at Magdalen College. Oxford, where
the famous Linacre and Will. Latimer, two great mas-
ters of Latin and Greek, were his teachers. At fifteen

he took the B.A. and entered into deacon's orders, and
in 1517, the year that Luther began to preach against

indulgences, Pole was made prebendary of Salisbury, to

which preferment the deanery of Exeter and others

were soon after added by king Henry VIII, who greatly

admired Pole, and desired his elevation to the highest

ecclesiastical dignity. At the age of nineteen Pole

went to Italy, there to continue his studies, and was by
the king afforded support suitable to his rank. He vis-

ited different universities, and finally rested at Padua,
where he entered a distinguished group of scholars,

among whom were Leonicus, a great philosopher and
philologist, Longolius, Bembo, and Lupset, a learned

Englishman. These masters were his constant com-
panions, and they have told us how he became the

delight of that part of the world for his learning,

politeness, and piety. From Padua he went to Venice,

where he continued for some time, and then visited

other parts of Italy. Having spent five years abroad,

he was recalled home; but being desirous to see the

jubilee, which was celebrated this year at Rome, he
went to that city: whence, passing by Florence, he re-

turned to England, where he arrived about the end of

1525. He was received by the king, queen, court, and
all the nobility with great affection and honor, and was
highly esteemed, not only on account of his learning, but

for the sweetness of his nature and politeness of his

manners. Devotion and study, however, being what
he solely delighted in, he retired to his old habitation

among the Carthusians at Sheen, where he spent two

years in the free -enjoyment of them. In 1529, when
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kin;; Ilarrv determined upon lii- divorce from Catha-

tbe troubles consequent

upon this, and how he must needs be involved in them,

to withdraw, and obtained leave of his majesty

I

iuued in quiet till the

fl iir ol iIh- divorce, and Bending

(ll ii,,. mosi noted universities in Europe for their opin-

..
j of his marriage, commanded

in procuring the approval

from the faculty of the Hni-

l. fi the affair to the commis-

..• himself to the king as unfil for the

. studies had lain another way. Henrj

ry, upon which Pole returned to England in

order to pacify him; but failing in this, and unwilling

i tool "l himself to the king in his questiona-

:;-, Pole n turned to She< n, where he continued

two pears. I: has been asserted thai scruples of con-

science and of religion were nol his only motive: that,

i priest, he was nol without hope of marrying

the princess Mary Tudor, and that it was nol withoul

men views thai Catharine of Aragon had committed

ition of her daughter t" bis her, the count-

isbury. Henry ;n length perceiving thai the

courl of B to oppose the affair of the di-

iceived a resolution i" shake off their author-

ity, an I to rely upon bis own subjects. Pole was again

pressed, bul as steadfastly refused as before, even under

the temptati f being made archbishop of York if he

should comply with 1 1 »
•

- king's demands. The king

ismissed Pole in anger, he consulted his safi ty

by leaving the kingdom, and rejoined the company of

tin- distinguished men he had known abroad. The firsl

-;»'iit at Avignon; bul ;is his health declined

there he went to Padua, making now and thru excur-

sions to his friends at Venice, The literary circle in

which be moved was formed by Caraffa (Paul l\ . Sa-

. archbishop of Salerno, Bembo,
urini. These men even embraced the doctrine

of justification, and in their social meetings discussed

the means of reforming the papacy thi ir great princi-

ple being to pn serve the unity of the < Ihurcb under the

rmii" nt. In Italy, during the reign of Henry
VIII. i;. ginald P real distinction, and on

Paul III in 1534 was raised to the ear-

as wen- his friends just mentioned. Thus the

tbly in Italy, while fresh troubles

were rising in England. Henry had not only divorced
Catharine, but married Anne Boleyn, and resolved to

throw off the papal yoke and assert his right to the su-

, with the tide of Supreme Head of the ( Ihurch.

To this end lie procured a I k t" be written in defence
of thai title l>y Sampson, bishop ol Chichester, which

Pole for In- confirmation. Pole,

taking courage from the security of the pope's protec-

tion, i Iv disapproved the king's divorce and sepa-
ration from the apostolic Bee, bul Bhortly after drew up

, entitled /'• unitaU eccleticutica, in which he
rtcd the pretensions of Henry to the hi ad-

ship of the Church, and compared him to Nebucbad-
i rwarded a copy of it to the king, who,

I with Pole, under pretence of wanting some
:plained, senl for him to England; bnl

I il to deny the king's supremacy was
Ii ring the fati

bey the call. The king there-

with him i

bis pension was withdrawn, be was
stripped ol :ili In- dignities in England, and an act of
attaind< i him.

by the bountj i fthe pope and em| i

,l " -•' •'' PaulIH.havii
i , em ral council

f..r the reform of the < burch, called to Komi - v< ral per-

wned for their learning, and among them Pole,
to represent England. In vain his mother, brothers,
and friends tried to dissuade him from going to Rome.

wavering, the exhortations of Ids friend

Contarini prevailed ov< r the fears of his family, and he

wenl to Rome in 1536. There he was, against his ear-

not wish, created cardinal. Dec, '-"-'. 1636. Two months

afterwards (February, 1537) Paul appointed him his

legate on the other side of the Alps, and senl him on a

most delicate and dangerous errand. The rebellion of

hern Catholics against Henry Ylll seemed to

the pope a favorable occasion to attempt the reconcil-

iation of England with the Roman see. Tin legate's

instructions were to promote a good understan

tween the emperor and the king of France, to estab-

lish himself in the Netherlands, and if circumstances

allowed of such a course tn pa— over to England.

Scarcely had he pul his fool on the French territory

mwi II. hi- personal foe, claimed him in virtue

of an article of a treaty concluded between Francis and

Henry: but, secretly pul on his guard by the king him-

self, he pursued his journey with the utmost speed, and

Btopped only al Cambrai. The regent here refused to

allow him t" enter the Netherlands; and. after a short

Btay with the prince-bishop of Liege, he was obliged to

make his way hack to Rome (August, 1537). Al the

same time Henry VIII Bel a price of fifty thousand

crowns on his head, and promised to the emperor a Bub-

sidy of four thousand men in his war againsl Francis

tor his extradition, [fthe pope bad up to that time

shrunk from extreme measures against the schism of

England, it was because be fell powerless to put them

into execution. Having succeeded in restoring peace

between the two great rulers of the Continent, he at

last published his bull of excommunication. l'ole was

senl in secret mission to the courts of Spain and France;

but, forestalled by the English agents, he could only

gel evasive answer-. Charles, al Toledo, declared that

he had more urgent business to attend to, bul that he

was ready to fulfil the promises made by him to the

pope if Francis assisted him without afterthought.

Francis, in his turn, protested his good-will, bul be-

sought the legate nol to enter his states if he did not

bring some positive proof of the emperor's sincerity.

After carrying on negotiations for several months. Pole

came to the conclusion that he was being deluded on

both side-, and advised the pope to wait patiently for a

better opportunity to turn up in the course of political

events. His share in these negotiations proved fatal to

his relations. Henry wreaked hi- savage vengeance
on him by sending to execution lii- brother, lord Mon-
tague, and his aged mother, lady Salisbury, who was
dragged to the scaffold May 17. 1541. The -croud

brother of the cardinal. Sir Geoffrey, saved his life by
revealing the secrets of his relations and friends. In

1539 cardinal Pole was sent to Viterbo, where, in the

exercise of his functions, until 1542, he distinguished

himself bj his piety, the encouragement he gave to let-

ters, and his toll ranee towards the Protestants. In 1545

he repaired to Trent, under strong escort, to superintend

the works preparatory to the council. After the death

ol Henry 1 1547 |, he wrote to the Privy Council in favor

I liolic communion, and to Edward VI in justi-

fication of his acts; bul his letter- were left unopened.

Pole's book, /' unitaU ecclesiaslica, was published in

Rome in 1536; and .though, a< Burnet says, "il was
more esteemed for the high quality ol the author than

for any - el reasoning in it," ii yet gave the most

certain proof of hi- invincible attachment and zeal for

Rome, and was therefore sufficient to build

mfidence upon. Accordingly Pole was
emplov

,
,i I,, negotiations and transactions of high con-

cern, was consulted by the pope in all affairs relating to

kings and rino 9, h as madeone of his legates

it the Council ol [Vent, and. lastly, his penman when
aaion required. Thus, for instance, when the pope's

power to remove thai council was contested by the em-
peror's ambassador, Pole drew up a vindication of that

proceeding; and when the emperor set forth the interim,

Was employe, I to au-wer it. This was in 1548, and
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pope Paul III dying tlie next year, our cardinal was
twice elected to succeed him, but refused both the elec-

tions: one as being too hasty and without due deliber-

ation, and the other because it was done in the night-

time. This unexampled delicacy disgusted several of

his friends in the conclave, who thereupon concurred in

choosing Julius III, March 30, 1550. The tranquillity

of Rome being soon after disturbed by the wars in

France and on the borders of Italy, Pole retired to a

monastery in the territory of Verona, where lie lived

agreeably to his natural humor till the death of king

Edward VI in July, 1553.

On the accession of queen Mary, Pole was appointed

legate for England, as the fittest instrument to reduce

that kingdom to an obedience to the pope ; but he did

not think it safe to venture his person thither till he

knew the queen's intentions with regard to the re-

establishment of the Romish religion, and also whether

the act of attainder which had passed against him
under Henry, and confirmed by Edward, was repealed.

It was not long before he received satisfaction upon

both these points; and he set out for England, by

way of Germany, in October, 1553. The emperor,

suspecting a design in queen Mary to marry Pole,

contrived means to stop his progress; nor did he ar-

rive in England till November, 1554, when her mar-

riage with Philip of Spain was completed. (The Eng-
lish ecclesiastical historian Soames thinks that Pole

was delayed by bishop Gardiner, who himself desired

this distinguished post.) On his arrival Pole was con-

ducted to the archbishop's palace at Lambeth, Cranmer
being then attainted and imprisoned; and on the 28th

went to the Parliament and made a long and grave

speech, inviting them to a reconciliation with the

apostolic see, for which purpose, he said, he was sent.

by the common pastor of Christendom. This speech

of Pole occasioned some motion in the queen, which

she vainly thought was a child quickened within her

womb: so that the joy of the times was redoubled.

some not scrupling to say that as John the Baptist

leaped in his mother's womb at the salutation of the

Virgin, so here the like happiness attended the saluta-

tion of Christ's vicar. The Parliament being absolved

by Pole, all went to the royal chapel, where the Te

Deum was sung on the occasion: and thus, the pope's

authority being now restored, the cardinal, two days

afterwards, made his public entry into London, with all

the solemnities of a legate, and presently set about re-

forming the Church and freeing it from heresy. In

conformity with a pontifical bull, he published a decree

by which, 1, churches, hospitals, and schools founded

during the schisms should be preserved ; 2, persons who
had married at unlawful degrees without dispensation

should be considered as legitimately united ; 3, buyers

of ecclesiastical property should not be disturbed in

their possession. But such a triumph did not satisfy

the fanatics. Encouraged by the chancellor, Gardiner,

they tilled England during four years with those hor-

rors which left forever a bloody stain on Mary's mem-
ory. Pole had formerly been suspected of favoring the

Reformation, because he had advocated in the Council

of Trent (q. v.) and at Ratisbon (q. v.) the adoption by

the Church of Rome of the doctrine of justification as

held by the Protestants, and being now anxious to sat-

isfy the Papists, altered in his actions, and became the

severe opponent of all Protestants. In the cruel meas-

ures which were adopted it is sometimes claimed for

Pole that he had no direct part, as he was by nature

humane and of good temper, and had ever previously

proved most lenient to Protestants; but it would appear

as if Pole, in his desire to please the pope and the queen,

did adopt sterner measures than heretofore. The poet

Tennyson has recently taken the favorable view of

Pole's conduct, and thus makes him speak of his de-

cision how to reconcile the heretics:

" For ourselves, we do protest
That our commission is to heal, not harm ;

We come not to condemn, but reconcile
;

We come not to compel, but call again

;

We come not to destroy, but edify;
Nor yet to question things already done :

These are forgiven—matters of the past

—

And range with jetsam and with offal thrown
Into the blind sea of forgetfitlness"

(Queen Mary, act iii, scene iii).

In a later scene he makes bishop Gardiner (q. v.) the
persecutor, and Pole the advocate and friend of the
heretic

:

"Indeed, I cannot follow with your grace;
Rather would Bay—the shepherd doth not kill
The sheep that wander from his flock, hut sends
His careful dog to bring them to the fold"

(Act iii, scene iv).

There is somewhat to favor this interpretation of Pole's

acts. After the death of pope Julius, and his successor

Marcellus, who rapidly followed him to the grave, the
queen recommended Pole to the popedom ; but Peter
Caraffa, who took the name of Paul IV, was elected be-
fore her despatches arrived. This pope, who had never
liked our cardinal, was pleased with Gardiner, bishop of

Winchester, whose temper exactly tallied with his own
;

and therefore favored his views upon the see of Canter-

bury in opposition to Pole, whose nomination to that

dignity was not confirmed by him till the death of

his rival, which happened Nov. 13, 1555. After Pole's

decease, pope Paul IV himself acknowledged that if

the cardinal's humane policy had been accepted, Eng-
land might not have been lost again to Rome.

After his elevation to the legateship of England, Pole
had the sole management and regulation of ecclesiastical

affairs in that country. His concurrence in the butch-
eries of Protestants did not. however, secure him against

the attacks of his old enemy Paul IV, who upon various

pretences accused him as a suspected heretic, summoned
him to Rome to answer the charge, and, depriving him of

his legantine powers, conferred them upon Peyto, a Fran-
ciscan friar, whom he had made a cardinal for that pur-

pose. The new legate was upon the road for England
when queen Alary, apprised of his business, assumed some
of her father's spirit, and forbade him at his peril to set

foot upon English ground. Pole, however, was no sooner

informed of the pontiff's pleasure, or rather displeasure,

than, out of that implicit veneration which he constantly

and unalterably preserved for the apostolic see, he vol-

untarily laid down the legate's ensigns and forbore the

exercise of its power, despatching his trusty minister

Ornameto to Rome with letters clearing him in such

submissive terms as melted even the obdurate heart of

Paul. The cardinal was restored to his legantine pow-
ers soon after, but did not live to enjoy them a full

twelvemonth, being seized with a double quartan ague,

which carried him off, Nov. 13, 1558. During his ill-

ness be often inquired after her majesty, and his death

is said to have been hastened by that of his royal mis-

tress, which, as ifone star had governed both their nativ-

ities, happened about sixteen hours before. After lying

forty days in state at Lambeth, Pole's remains were car-

ried to Canterbury, and there interred. He was a learned,

eloquent, modest, humble, and good-natured man, of

exemplary piety and chanty, as well as generosity be-

coming his birth. Though by nature he was more in-

clined to study and contemplation than to active life,

yet he was prudent and dexterous in business, so that

he would have been a finished character had not his

superstitious devotion to the see of Rome led him from

the path his own convictions marked out to him. Bur-
net, who has drawn Pole in very favorable colors, ac-

knowledges this fault in the great cardinal. Froude's

delineation of Pole as a narrow-minded and fanatical

bigot is precisely the reverse of the fact. Pole, like his

friend Contarini, was a leading member of that moderate

party of Romanists who, though they dreaded the dis-

ruption of Christendom, desired a reform not only in

the discipline but also in the doctrine of the Church.

From this position he was only scared by fear of los-

ing his mitre. This betrays a weakness, it is true, but
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rather of ambition than of fanaticism or narrow-miud-

i
-

; . unjust to make Pole the soh re-

Bponsible party h.r r I

«
- persecutions which wore inaugu-

rated; for Fox (viii,308) has furnished clear evidence

such an insinuation. He even gives two in-

irhere Pole personally interfered to save Prot-

estants from execution. All thai Pole did, even at the

worst, was to Buffer i ti<- law to take its course, and nol

preventing what be knew should nol have been done.

mrse, this i~ bad enough; we only desire thai

i; be made no worse. Hook has taken a view verj

much depeudenl <>n Eroude. In the instructions which

I
• putting "in at the time of his decease for the

clergy, and in the devotional books which hi i

ether for I • i -~ people, it is bard to find anything
l, in good-sense, deep piety, and hearty benevolence.

Pole wrote various controversial and tin

tracts, besides the work above referred to. Among
1 • i. 1562,

a Btricl severance of polemics from

symbolics (q. v.), and have dcall with it in an in-

dependenl manner. In theory nothing can be more

accurately defined and distinguished than apologetics

and polemics; they bear the same relati each other

as in physical conflict the offensivt and the defensivi op-

erations. In practice, however,il is impossible always

to separate the apologetic and the polemical elements,

art Apology. In the ages of the Church

fathers no greal difficulty was encountered, because

their object was to combat the Jewish or the heathen
-\ stems of religion, and their writings thereto

predominant polemical coloring. Bui it is one thing to

combat a single religious system like paganism, and i:

i- quite another to attack heresy -within the- Church,

or to make war on religious systems claiming a like

foundation. Polemics, then, narrowed down to its prop-

er sphere, is the controversy within the Christian fold

regarding the essentials of the Church faith. In the

Reformatio I lis early Church the polemical activity was confined to

- anno M I • I .\ I K heresies and schismatics. Indeed, from the death of

"i the mosl elegant pieces of composi- Origen to John ol Damascus (A.D. 254 730) the time
lion in the Latin language, and which, for perspicuity, which elapsed between the Sabellian and the Monothe-

ense, and aolid reasoning, is equal to the irapor- lite controversies the polemics of the Church were de-

i which it was written (Phillips, veloped much more prominently than either the apolo-

rtifices Christi in getic tendency, as in the preceding period, or the Bys-

/ tematii tendency, as in the next period. The heresies

ofJustific ttion I.mv -niii. 1569, Ito i : this work is report- which called out polemical activity from 730 till the out-
•• found among the « ritings of cardinal break of the Reformation differed in tendency from these

P v
-

•
Hume, /list, < England, ch. xxxvii (very of the preceding period in their opposition to the whole

favorable); Froude, Hist, of England, vi, 3G I li uastical system rather than to any particular doc-
i lex in vol. vii); trines. But with the establishment of Protestantism

Ref. ii, 575 sq. ; Soames, the polemical activity began in real earnest, and from
: i. 251 Bq.; ii. 185 -|.. 229 Bq., 327 sq., thai time to this has continued to develop and expand

iv, 66 Bq., 77. 238, 195, 545 Bq., 577 Bq., 595; in Btrength both among Romanists and Protestants.
l

I hristendom, i. § 63; Hook, Lives Among the former ii has been specially cultivated by
v l

Lond. 1869), voL iii ; the. I, suits, who, on account of the many methods which
Hardwick, Hist, of the Reformation, p. 64, et al. ; See- they have proposed for attack of Protestants, have
bohm,/i

,
p. 194,206, 212; Pforth been given the appellation "Methodists" (com p. Pelt,

ister Rev. April. Theol. Encyklopadie, § 63, p. 386 sq.). Thej even pub-
1871, p. ially the references in Allibone, lished large works containing the modus operandi for

J. H.W. controversies of a confessional nature, under the title

Pole-axes w.re the ensigns of legates " latere, Theologia Polemica (Vitus Pichler, 17.".:!: Gazzaniga,
carried with Bilver pillars (Gal. ii, 9) before cardinals 1778 sq.). The Protestants were not far behind, and

id Pole. provided material under the more appropriate title of a
Synopsis Controversiarum (Abraham Calow, 1685; Mu-
saeus, 1701 I, to which may be added Walch, Eitdeitung

nischi Gottesgelahrtheit (Jena, 1752, 8vo), and
hi> other writings; Schubert, Instituti

1756 58 : Baumgarten, Untersuchung theo-

Polehampton, Henry Stedman, an English
'

He took h..ly orders, and was ordained

in the year following became assistant
•

'
-

' wsbun : in 1855 chaplain in

I, fe_
hgischer Streiligkeiten (1762-64) ; Mosheim, Streiitheo-

shot through the body in the insurrec-
/"-' C1763 80.-)i Bock, Lehrb.fiirdu neuesti PolemUs

lion at Lucknow. and died Juh a
(1782). No work of importance on the science ofpo-

.
i. and his loss was greatly deplored in all Eng-

le
.

mica PPeared Ul,,il Schleiermacher treat, d of it in

i among the English of India. See \fe. |"s Darstellung destheoL Studiums (Berl. 1811); and his

; ,•
ideas found further and fuller elucidation by hi

'ehampton
ples Sack '" "" Christlicht Polemik (Bonn, 1838), and

(Loud. ,ften); Londot
lv|

' '" ,,is Theol EncyUopadv (1843); Hagenbach,

l„ 1*7. Theol Encyklop.
\ 1864, and since); Hill. System of Di-

vinity (N. V. 1847, 8vo); McClintock, Encyclop. andPolehampton, Thomas Stedman. bn
i lesser n

IMPTOS, III m:1 S.

died at l.nekn 5

Polemics
\ the < ro-

ll U also Bome-

. and dif-

. v.) iii that it i- nol Bimply in-
l hristianity in general, but aims to al-

io particular, and is the
"hi. h aims tablish

' m ill- This distinction has
observed in Christian theolopv, but

i rule, i he 1

1

logians
urch mixed the polemical and apologetical ele-

ments in all theological controversy. In our own cen-
l,irv

-

'"'
; Schlci-

istatuu

Method of Theol Sciena (N. Y. 1873).

'I he literal ure of polemics is divided property into:

the Controversy between P
uii-ts.

I. Gem tises by writers ofthe Chnrchof ]: me
astPi pi

i i
i>\ Protestant Di-

<

e Aii.in Controversy.
HI. Tn

i he Socinlnn C ntroversy.
i bythei

i of England, and between them and D
• uiL'oii.iii Controversy.

- t.i the 89 Ai'
i. eratiou Conl

oversini Treatises on Disseut
v. rrentises on Hen -

The various publications on those divisions -

Bought tor under their respective headings. We will
"MM '''

1 "I "efer the reader here for general treatises to the works
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cited by Werner, Gesch. der apologet. u. polemischen Li-

teratur, and to Spanheim, Coniroversiarum de Religione

cum Dissidentibus Hodie Christianis Prolixe et cum

Judeis Elmchus Historico Theologicus, and Horneck,

Summa > 'onti-oversiarum ; Clarisse, Encyclopaedia Tki o-

logicce Epitome (Lugd. 1835, 8vo). § 91, p. 499 sq. See,

also, Mulder's Symbolik; Piper, Monumental-Theologie,

§ 135 sq.

The principles which should govern the Christian

theological polemic are those of an honest offensive

warfare. They may be condensed into the following

points: (1) The question is not about persons, but about

things. Only when both stand and fall together may
personalities be allowed. (2) The attack must be di-

rected to the point where the strength of the enemy is

most formidable : as soon as the principles of the ad-

versary have been refuted the hostility must cease.

(3) We must not impute to the adversary more wrong

than he is really guilty of; or else the attack itself

assumes the appearance of a wrong, and will be con-

sidered in that light by every third party, even if

successful. Polemics, then, must take the cause of

the adversary just as it is ^ they must not attribute

to him any opinions which can only be made his

own by exaggerating his expressions, or even by put-

ting false constructions upon them. (4) It is im-

prudent to think too little of an adversary. The rea-

sons given by him must be recognised in all their force,

and on the basis of full acknowledgment the proof

must be given that they are not convincing. (5) A
struggle with unequal arms is not honorable. The po-

lemic, then, will have to prove either that the weapons

of his adversary are illegal, or. if this cannot be done, to

inquire into his standpoint and his reasons, and to prove

in error the cause in its very principles. (6) If the po-

lemic thus succeeds in reducing his adversary ad ab-

surdum. i. e. to an illogical condition, which, by reason

of its untenability, forces him hors du combat, the van-

quished is turned into a friend and convert, and the

truth lias indeed triumphed, as God would have it.

(J. H. W.)

POLEMICS, Jewish. The friendly relation which

existed at first between the Church and the Synagogue
could not always last, and a separation became a matter

of necessity. The result was that the non-identifica-

tion of Christianity with Judaism gave rise to bit-

terness and enmity, and some of the fiercest persecu-

tions were instigated and encouraged by the Jews. The
Christians were no more called so. but " Minim," or her-

etics. So great became at last the enmity, that a cele-

brated Jewish sage (Tarphon) declared that, although

the Gospels and the other writings of the "Minim"
contained the sacred names of the Deity, they ought to

be burned ; that heathenism was less dangerous than

Christianity; that heathens offended from ignorance,

while Christians did so with full knowledge; and that

he would prefer seeking shelter in a heathen temple

rather than in a meeting-place of the '•Minim" (Tarph.

Subb. 116 «). Another and more moderate rabbi (Ish-

mael) also recommended the burning of every copy of

the Gospels, as in his opinion inciting to rebellion against

God, and to hatred against the commonwealth of Israel

(Aboda Sara, 43). By and by all friendly relations

between the two parties entirely ceased, and the mutual
estrangement was such that the ordinary civilities of

life were not to be exchanged, and the bread, wine, oil,

and meat used by Christians were declared polluted.

One of the earliest polemics against Christianity is

that of P. Simlai, of the 3d century, who became famous
for his virulent opposition to Christianity. His polem-

ics were especially directed against the doctrine of the

Trinity (comp. Genesis Rabba, e. 8 ; Jerus. Berach. ix,

11 d, 12 a). It has been suggested, and with apparent

probability, that he had been chiefly engaged in con-

troversy with Origen. Another polemic was R. Ab-
bahu, of the 4th century, who likewise attacked the

Trinity and the ascension of Christ {Jerus, Taanith, ii,

65 b ; Genesis Rabba, c. 29 ; Exodus Rabba, c. 29). Of
this P. Abbahu, we also read (Abodah Sarah, fol. 4 «)
that he recommended a certain P. Saphra to a noble

Christian. At this recommendation the Christian per-

mitted P. Saphra an exemption for thirteen years.

When the Christian asked P. Saphra about the mean-
ing of the passage in Amos iii, 2, and perceived his ig-

norance, he asked P. Abbahu about its meaning. Hav-
ing received a satisfactory answer, the Christian asked,
" Why is P. Saphra, whom you recommended to me as

a great man, so ignorant in the Scriptures, which thou
didst explain right away?" To this P. Abbahu an-

swered, " We, who come in contact with you Chris-

tians, are obliged, for our self-preservation, to study the

Scriptures, because you dispute so often with us from
the Scriptures, and because we know that you study

the Scriptures : but the other Jews, who live among
Gentiles, have no need of that, since they do not dispute

with them concerning the Scriptures." What a gloomy
picture! The Jews read the Bible, not because they

are concerned about the "one thing needful," but only

for the sake of controversy ! Next in order arc those

passages of the Talmud which speak of Jesus, and have

been expurgated in the earliest editions. Eisenmenger

has collected a great many of these passages in his Neu-
i-utili chte.s Judenthum, and also Meelfuhrer, in his Jesus

in Talmude (Altorf, 1699, 2 vols.).

We now give an alphabetical list of such as wrote

against Christianity, and who, for the most part, have

been treated upon in this Cyclopcedia, to which refer-

ence is made

:

. I !n ndana, Jacob (q. v.), carried on a controversy with

Htdsius ( 1699), and translated the Cusari into Spanish.

Abrabanel, Isaac (q. v.), whose commentaries contain

the strongest invectives against Christianity; and so

likiwise his fiSVtfl S^KEE and irPEE T',"y^.

Albo,. Joseph, who died in 1444, took part in the con-

ference held with Jerome de Santa Fe, which took

place at Tortosa in 1413-14 under the presidency of

Peter de Luna, afterwards Benedict XIII. He is the

author of the Sepher Ikkarim, D^~p" "i£&, i. e. "the

Book of Principles." " This book," says P. Wise, " was

the first, and for a long time the only one which at-

tacked the dogmas of the Poman Catholic Church.

His opponents spoke, wrote, and argued so much against

him that he became quite popular in Christian circles,

and thus also a forerunner of the Reformation." This

effusion of the Cincinnati rabbi is of course only to

be taken cum grano salis, for a personal acquaintance

with the work would have told him that only the last

division contains what can be called antichristian.

Arama, Isaac, one of the Spanish exiles, impugns

Christianity in his TV3p """",
i. c. "the Heavy

Vision."

Hi <hai, ben-Asher's attacks upon Christianity can

only be found in the earliest editions of his commentary
on the Pentateuch.

Farrissol, Abraham (q. v.), is the author of "13

C!~p;X, i.e. "the Shield of Abraham," written against

Christianity.

Isaac-Jacob ben-Saul, of the 18th century, wrote his

Buch der l'< rzeichmrng. Bine i'nti r/n isnng trie man
seine Relit/ion gi gen die Ant/riJ'e des Christen/hums, lind

ir'n man iibt rhaupt den Einwiirfen der Polemik antworten

soil (Amsterdam, 1693).

Jechiel ben- Joseph (q. v.), author of mil, was a

member of the conference held at Paris between Nico-

laus Donin and some Jewish savans. Jechiel would

not admit that the Jesus mentioned in the Talmud is

Jesus of Nazareth, but another, a discovery which was

copied by later writers. But Jews themselves acknowl-

edge the failure of such an assertion ; for, says Dr. Levin,

in his prize essay, Die Religionsdisputation dts /'. J> ch'u I

von Paris, etc. (published in Gratz's Monaisschrift,

1869, p. 193), " We must regard the attempt of P. Jechiel
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in thai there were two by the nam
. original as the idea may be."

h ha-Levi I
- is the author of

n /.

Joseph ben-Shemtob (q.v.), the commentator on Pro-

li.n Duran's (q. v. | Epistle.

Joseph Ibn-Jachja (q.v.) attacks Christianity in his

commentary on the Hagiographa.
.. David and Joseph (q.v.), made their com-

mentaries ili" arena "i attacks.

Lipmatm, Yomtob (q. v.), is the author of the well-

achon.

.... Isaac, defended Judaism against a monk

of Seville in Ids Apologia Basle, 1658 .

ifachir ••/ Toledo i- the author ol an eschatology of

Judaism in three sections; the ii r-t Hulsius translated

into Latin, with a refutation.

•

>, I lias i q. \ .), \\ r.<t. an ap

in I » i — Livro Fayto.

i, &au/(q.v.), the teacher of Spinoza, was so

virulent in hi- nr" :— P that ii could not In- printed,

q.v.), speaks against Christian-

ity in more than one of lii- works.

Sal /.' «•/ (q. v. I, wrote his ./< wish Tke-

_: ainst Brenz.

. . i- the pretended editor "fan

antichristian work written by Joseph Nasi ofNaxos.

. Isaac (q. v • " r '"' c ' bis Isi'ai I I

Scripta adversus Christiunam Religionem.

Duran (q.v.) i- the author of the well-known

satirical epistle entitled "jTl^Xr "~r bs, "Be not

like thy Fathers," which I.'. Isaac Wise, of Cincinnati,

published in English for the readers "! Id- paper, under

the
i

ipous heading, "A Relic of Great Significance,"

respectfully inscribed "to religion peddlers." This last

expression puts R. Wise on tin- side of these Jewish
polemics, but with the difference that "quod licel Jovi,

non licet l>"\ i."

wed his animosity by publish-

ing antichristian works
I

< lonstanrinople, 1710).

tes the second and eighth

i ol his philosophical work to attack Christianity.

Isaac ben- I braham (q. v.), is the author of the

famous r"i:"~x pltH, which has been made use of by

critical writers upon the New Testament from Voltaire

t<> Strauss. Some years ago it was published, with
in translation by I.'. David Deutsch (2d ed.

ler ili<- patronage ol M. Rothschild
|

!>. of Paris.

In English some chapters were published by a New-
l'ork rabbi.

In the same year in which the second < lerman edition

work appeared, a similar wnrk in five volumes
lished at Warsaw, under the title Zerubbabel,

written by Lebensohn, under the patronage of Sir Moses
don: a work which, as reviewer savs,

» the author of the Chizzuk Emunah. It

ii/. .1 by coarse \ ituperation.

on this subject is vei

' literature, we would refer to De Rossi, Biblio-

tiuna I "at in..-. 1800) ; Stt in-

. p. 122 sq., 21 1 sq. (B. P.)

Polemioi. See mm -i

l 'nius (or Sai vius oi Sylvius), b Gallican
•• iitnrv. flourished as bishop ol

M II is the author of a sacred
• IK which i- entitled Latercu-

ind which includes hea-
;

\ portion of this

i- llandus, in the general

the whole
will I"' found, but in a mutilati d Btate, in thi

volume ol the Barat wot . \.; / ,,.

I.vi; Schiinemann, BiM.

i

Polemo, Anionh s. a highly celebrated sophist

and rhetorician, who flourished under Trajan. Hadrian.

and the lir-t Antoninus, and was in high favor with the

two former empt rors (Suid. s. v.; I Mi il. >^t r. \'it. Sophist.

i [e i- placed at the sixteenth year of Hadrian.

A.l>. 133, i'\ Eusebius (C&ron.). Hi- life is related at

considerable length by Philostratus i 17/. Sophist, ii. _'.">.

p. 530 i . II'' was born of a consular family at

Laodicea, but spent the greater part of Ids life at

Smyrna, the people of which citj conferred upon him

at a very early age the highest honors, in return for

which lie did much to promote their prosperity, espe-

cially by Ids influence with the emperors. Nor. in per-

forming these services, did he neglect his native city

Laodicea. An interesting account of ids relations with

tin- emperors Hadrian and Antoninus is given by l'hi-

lostratus (p. 533, 534). Among the sophists and rhet-

oricians whom In- heard were Timocrates, Scopelianus,

I lion Chrysostom, and Apollophanes. His most cele-

brated disciple was Aristides. Hi- chief contempora-

ries were Herodes Atticus, Marcus Byzantinus, Diony-

sius Milesius, and Favorinus, who was Id- chief rivaL

Among his imitators in subsequent times was St.Gregory

Nazianzen. His style of oratory was imposing rather

than pleasing, and his character was haughty and re-

served. During the latter part of his life he was so

tortured by the gout that he resolved to put an end to

hi- existence: he had himself shut up in the tomb of

his ancestors at Laodicea, where he died of hunger, at

the age of sixty-five. The exact time of his death is

not known; hut it must have been some time after

\.D. 1 l:;. a- he was heard in that year by Writs, 'fhe

only extant work of Polemo is the funeral orations for

Cynsegeirus and Callimachus, the generals who fell at

Marathon, which are supposed to he pronounced by

their fathers, each extolling his own son above the

other. Philostratus mentions several others of ids

rhetorical compositions, the subjects ol which are chief-

ly taken from Athenian history, and an oration which
he pronounced, by command of Hadrian, at the dedica-

tion of the temple of Zeus ( llympius at Athens, in \.I>.

135. His Aciyoi tni-tHpun were first printed by II.

Stephanus, in his collection of the declamations of Po-

lemo, Himerius, and other rhetoricians ( Paris. 1547, I to;

afterwards by themselves in Greek, Paris, 1586, Ito;

and in Greek and Latin, Tolosse, 1637, 8vo). The latesl

and besl edition is that of Caspar and Conrad < >relli

Leips. 1819, 8vo). See Fabricius, BM Grate. \i. -J I:

Clinton. Fasti Romani, s. a. 133, 135, 143. There is a

coin of Hadrian, bearing the inscription ITOAEMQN.
AYNE9HKEJ \n l'\ \lol»

. (Rasche, Lexic. ReiNum.
s. v. Polemo; Eckhel, Doctr. Sum. Vet. ii. 562). This

coin belongs to a class which Eckhel has explained ill

a dissertation (vol. iv, c. 19, p. 368 37 1 >. There is a

question respecting the identity ol this sophist with Po-

lemo, the author of a short Creek work on Physiogno-

my, who, il is supposed, was a Christian, and must have
lived in or before the 3d century. See the discussion

on this question bj Passow, Ueber Pole/no's Zeiialter, in

ivjlir Philologu mid Padagogik (i, 7 '.< >. 1825.

Smith. Diet. ofGr. and limn. Bioff. awl Mythol. s. v.

Polemo i lloVm.o i hi .\iin\-. ili an eminent
Platonic philosopher, and for some time the head of the

Academy, was the sou of Philostratus; a man of wealth
and political distinction. In his youth Polemo was ex-
tremely profligate; hut one da\'. when he WHS almiit

thirty, lie broke into the school of Xenocrates at the

head of a hand of revellers. Hi- attention was bo ar-

rested by the discourse, which the master continued
calmly in spin- ,,t' the interruption, ami which i

to he upon temperance, that he tore off his garland and
remained an attentive listener, and from that day he
adopted an abstemious course of life, and continued to

rrequenl the school, of which, on the death of Xenoc-
'• i -. le i"

i Hue ii„. head, in ol. 116, B.C. 815. Ac-

cording to Eusebius (Chron,) he did in 01. 126, I. B.C.

Di cues also say- that he died at a great age,
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and of natural decay. He was a close follower of Xe-
nocrates in all things, and an intimate friend of Crates

and Crantor, who were his disciples, as well as Zeno

and Arcesilas ; Crates was his successor in the Academy.

Folemo gave his attention mainly to ethics, and es-

teemed the object of philosophy to be to exercise men
in things and deeds, not in dialectic speculations. His

character was grave and severe, and he took pride in

displaying the mastery which he had acquired over

emotions of every sort. In literature he most ad-

mired Homer and Sophocles, and he is said to have

been the author of the remark that Homer is an epic

Sophocles, and Sophocles a tragic Homer. He left, ac-

cording to Diogenes, several treatises, none of which

were extant in the time of Suidas. There is, however,

a quotation made by Clemens Alexandrinus, either from

him or from another philosopher of the same name, iv

rote; TTipi tov Kara <pvmv jiiov (Strom, vii, 117), and

another passage (Sti-om. ii, 410) upon happiness, which

agrees precisely with the statement of Cicero (De Fin.

iv, 6), that Polemo placed the summum bonum in living

according to the laws of nature. Cicero gives (Acad.

Pr. ii, 43) the following as Polemo's ethical principles :

"Honeste vivere, fruentem rebus iis, quas primas ho-

mini natura conciliat." See Diog. Laert. iv, 16-20

;

Suid. s. v.; Plut. De A did. et Amic. 32. p. 71 e ; Lucian,

Bis Aecusat. 16 (ii, 811); Athen. ii, 44 e; Cic. Acad, i,

9; ii, 35, 42; De Oral, iii, 18; De Fin. ii, 6, 11; iv,

2, 6, 16, 18 ; v, 1, 5, 7, et al.; Horat. Serm. ii, 3, 253 fol.

;

Val. Max. vi, 9 ; Menag. A d Diog. Laert. 1. c. ; Fabri-

cius, Bibl. Grcec. iii, 183 ; comp. p. 323, note hhh ; Smith,

Dirt, of Or. and Rom. Bioff. and Mythol. s. v. ; Ueber-

weg, Hist, of Philos. i, 133-135; Butler, Hist, of Anc.

Philos. (see Index).

(2.) Another Platonic philosopher was the disciple of

Plotinus; but very little is known of him (Porphyr.

Plot. Vif.; Fabricius. 1. c. ; Clinton, F. H. sub ann. B.C.

315, vol. ii, 3ded.).

(3.) Of Athens by citizenship, but by birth either

of Ilium or Samos or Sicyon, a Stoic philosopher and

an eminent geographer, surnamed o Trtniny i'iTnc, was
the son of Euegetes, and a contemporary of Aristoph-

anes of Byzantium, in the time of Ptolemy Epiph-

anes, at. the beginning of the 2d century B.C. (Suid.

s. v.; Athen. vi, 234: Clinton, F. H. vol. iii, sub aim.

B.C. 199). In philosophy he was a disciple of Panae-

tius. He made extensive journeys through Greece, to

collect materials for his geographical works, in the

course of which he paid particidar attention to the in-

scriptions on votive offerings and on columns, whence
he obtained the surname of 2-//\o/a'7ro-c. (Ath. 1. c.

;

Casaub. ad loc). As the collector of these inscriptions,

he was one of the earliest contributors to the Greek

Anthology, and he wrote a work expressly, flepi t^ii>

Kara 7T('\eig iTziypcmfu'triov (Athen. x, 436 d, 442 e)
;

besides which, other works of his are mentioned upon

the votive offerings and monuments in the Acropolis

of Athens, at Laeedaemon. at Delphi, and elsewhere,

which no doubt contained copies of numerous epigrams.

Hence Jacobs infers that in all probability his works

formed a chief source of the Garland of Melcager (.4 ni-

madv. in A nth. Greec. vol. i, Proeem. p. xxxiv, xxxv).
Athenaeus and other writers make very numerous quo-

tations from his works, the titles of which it is unneces-

sary to give at length. They are chiefly descriptions

of different parts of Greece; some are on the paintings

preserved in various places, and several are controver-

sial, among which is one against Eratosthenes. See

Fabricius, Bibl. Grcec. iii, 184; Vossius, De Hist. Grac.

p. 159 fol. ed. Westermann; Clinton, F. If. iii, 524.

where a list of his works is given.—Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. s. v.

Folenz, John, a Polish prelate of some note, flour-

ished in the first half of the 16th century. He was of

noble parentage, and having decided to give himself to

the service of the Church, studied theology in the Uni-
versity of Cracow, and in Gcrmanv and other Conti-

nental high schools. He also visited Rome. After till-

ing various minor ecclesiastical offices, he was made
bishop of Saalland, a province at that time paying fealty

to Poland, but under the secular rule of prince Albrecht
of Brandenburg. In 1522 this prince, who had refused

homage to the new king Sigismund, went to Germany,
in company with bishop Jacob Dobeneck and bishop
Polenz, to secure the independence of Poland and to

accept the Protestant doctrines at the Diet of Nurem-
berg, which they finally did in 1524. Bishop Polenz
died shortly after this event. See Krasinski, Sh tch «f
the Rise and Progress of the Reformation in Poland,
vol. ii ; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii, 327, 328 ; Theiner, ller-

zog Albrecht von Preussen, etc. (Augsb. 1846). See
also Prussia. (J. H. W.)

Polhemus, Abraham, D.D., a minister of the
(Dutch) Beformed Church in America, was a lineal de-
scendant of the Rev. Johannes T. Polhemus. the first

minister of the Dutch Church of Brooklyn, Long Bland,
who had previously been a missionary of the Reformed
Church of Holland at Itamarca, Brazil. He came to

this country in 1654, and died in 1676. But little more
is known of him than these few dates and facts of his

ministry. The subject of this notice was born at As-
toria, L. I., in 1812; graduated at Rutgers College in

1831, and at the theological seminary in New Bruns-
wick in 1835. Immediately after his licensure by the

Classis of New York, in 1835, he settled at Hopewell,
Dutchess Co., N. Y., and remained there until 1857,

when he removed to Newark. N. J., and took charge of

the newly organized North Reformed Church in May of

that year. In October following he died at Newburgh,
N. Y., of fever, after an illness of several weeks. He
was a man of majestic physical proportions, tall, broad-

shouldered, handsome, of amiable instincts and attrac-

tive manners. The attachment of his parishioners and
friends to him was almost unbounded. He was modest,

and yet energetic; frank and cordial, but always dig-

nified and commanding respect. His pastoral qualifi-

cations were finely developed. As a preacher, lie was
easy, graceful, impressive in manner, solid and instruc-

tive in matter, evangelical and catholic in spirit, and full

of "an unction from the Holy One" which gave him
great acceptance with the people. He was a leading

man in the councils of the Church and in her benevolent

and educational institutions, and, had he lived, would
have been eagerly sought for other high positions.

His piety partook of the characteristics to which it

gave its own burnished splendor. His death was a

scene of glorious Christian triumph, which reminds one

of Payson's experiences. A few hours before he died

he exclaimed aloud, " I see Jesus ! Now that I have
seen him, I never can come back again. I see Jesus!

Did I not tell you I should see Jesus? My soul is

ravished with the sight." After a while he added, "I
have perfect assurance; not a doubt, not a fear." His

last sermon was on the death of Stephen, and the sub-

ject made a 'deep impression on his own heart. From
the beginning of his sickness he felt that he would
never recover, though with occasional encouragements

to the contrary, and he prayed that, like Stephen, he

might see Jesus. The answer came on his dying bed.

A handsome memorial volume has been published, con-

taining his biography and a selection of his sermons.

His memory has been an inspiration to the church

whose foundations he laid with faith and prayer, and
which, after only three short months of earthly labors, he

was destined to lead in person to heaven. (W. J. R.T.)

Polhemus, Johannes T. See Polhemus, Abra-
ham.

Polhill, Edward, a learned English Calvinistic lay-

man, flourished in the second half of the 17th century

as justice of the peace at Burwast, Sussex. He wrote,

The Divine Will considered in its Eternal Decrees, etc.

(1673, 8vo) :—A nswer to Dr. Sherlock's Discourse < 1 675.

8vo) :

—

Precious Faith, considered in its Nature, Work-
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.
. 01 l/gsti al I ' hrist and

SO. sm. 8vo, and often)

:

i,n,i l>< ;.,., ,, Preparationfor Suffering in mi Evil />".'/

824,1 2m

era! of his works were published in Ward's Library of

Divinity. "Everything of PolhiU i- evan-

gelical and valuable," was the testimony of Cotton

\; and Williams says: "All the works of this

learned layman c ain many excellent representations

of Gospel truths, intermixed with a strain of sublime

devotion." < >f course Arminians fail to -• •
I hi

tencyofhis Bible interpretations, bul they nevertheless

admire his unction and experience, and regard bis writ-

i. cious practical religious works. Si i

Rev. Miseries, xviii, 202. (J. II. W.

Poliander, .'"ii \nn (original!} Granma
man theologian of the Reformation period, was born at

Neustadl in 1487. He Btudied al Leipsic, where in

1616 he became magister, and in 1520 baccalaureate of

W hi n the fai a disputation between Dr.

Eck and Luther and Carlstadl took place, he was Eck's

amanuensis. The disputatioi vinced hira of the

truth of the evangelical doctrine, and in 1520 he com-

bo preach in accordance with it. The conse-

quence was thai he bad to leave Leipsic, and in 1522

wenl i" Wittenberg. Al the recommendation of Lu-

ther, the duke Albrechl of Prussia .ailed Poliander to

Kbnigsberg, as pastor of the AJtstadtkirche, where he

remained until Ids death in 1541. Poliander is the au-

thor ol the well-known hymn A'un lob* meui SeeF den

I ngl. transl. by Mills, flora Germanica, No. 75,

Now i" the Lord sing praises"). See Koch,

Kirchenliedes, i. 355 sq.; Theolo-

d-Ltxikon, s. \
.

; Herzog, /<' al-Encyldop.

xii. 18 20. (B.P.)

Polias rioXtdc), a surname given by the Athenians

t<> Minerva, or Athene, as being the goddess who pro-

tected i he city.

Polidoro, Caldara. called Caravaggio, from his

birthplace, was an eminent Italian painter of the Pre-

Raffaelitca He was born in 1495, near Milan. He
wenl i" Rome al the time when Leo X was raising

mine new edifices in the Vatican, and nol know ing bow
to gel hi- bread otherwise, for Polidoro was verj young,

he hired oul as a day-laborer to carry stones and mor-
tar for the masons there at work. He drudged this

way till he «as eighteen, when he was led to think of

devoting his life to painting. Ii happened thus: Sev-
eral young painters were employed by Raffaelle in the
same place t" < secure his designs. Polidoro, w ho often

carried them mortar to make their fresco, "a- I ihcd

with the Bighl of the paintings, and the pleasure he
the painters work stirred up the talent which

it painting. In this disposition, he was very
and > plaisanl to the young painters, pushed
to iheir acquaintance, and opened to them his

: whereupon they gave him lessons, which
in 1 him to proceed. He applied himself with

"II his rung, and advanced bo rapidly

and -ei him to work with

- • id Polidoro distinguished
i from all the rest, that, as he had the

ni- lug master's designs in the

l he care he had
e in designing the antique sculptures

he way to do the liki . He spent whole
i nights in designing those beautiful things,

and studied antiquity to the nici -t i xactm I

ith which he enriched the tV. >i it i-j .i. .
i

end buil , ,,.,,,,, he took
in studying the antique. He did very few easel pieces,

most ..I his pro I
. and ,.i the same

color, in imitation of the bass-reliefs. In this way he
manner called si rati hing, consisting in

the preparation of a black -round, on which is placed a

white plaster, and where, taking off this white with an

iron bodkin, we discover through the hole- the black,

which -< rvi - for shadow-. Scratched work lasts long-

est, bul being very rough, is unpleasant to the Bight,

II. ted himsell at firsl with Maturino, and their

friendship la-ted till the death of the latter, who died of

the plague in 1526. After this. Polidoro, ha\ ing by Raf-

faelle's assistance Tilled Rome w ith his pieces, thought to

ha. e enjoyed his ease and the fruits of his labors; win n

the Spaniards in 1527 besieging that city, all the men

of art were forced to fly, or else were ruined by the mis-

eries of the war. In this exigency Polidoro retired to

Naples, where he was obliged to work for ordinary

and had no opportunity of making himself

noted; for the Neapolitan nobility in those days wire

more solicitous to gel good horses than good pictures.

Seeing himself therefore without business, and forced to

spend what he had got at Rome, he went to Sicily:

and, understanding architecture as well as painting, the

citizens of Messina employed him to make the trium-

phal arches for the reception oi Charles V coming from

Tunis. This being finished, and finding nothing further,

he -it oul for Rome, but, Bcarcelj out of the place, was

murdered by his servant tor his money. This happened

in 1543. Polidqro's principal work was done at Messina,

and represented Christ bearing hi* Cross. This, with

several small pictures of sacred Subjects, is now in the

Studj Gallery al Naples. His works have power, life,

and passion, and he may he said to have originated the

style which in later time formed the basis of the Nea-

politan scl 1. See Spooner, Biog. Hist, ofth Fine

Arts, s. v.; Mrs. Clement. Handbook ofPainters, etc. p.

171,172. (J.H.W.)

Polieia (UoXleia), a festival anciently observed at

Thebi -. in < Ireece, in honor of Apollo, when a bull was

wont to be sacrificed.

Polieus (IIoXih'c). a surname oi Zeus, or Jupiter,

under which he was worshipped at Athens, as the pro-

tector of the city. The god had an altar on the Acrop-

olis, on which a hull was sacrificed.

Polignac, Melchior de, Cardinal, was one oi

the m08l illustrious scholars and courtiers of Prance in

the latter years of Louis XIV. and iu the early reign

of Louis XV; an ecclesiastic and high dignitary of the

Roman Catholic Church: a distinguished diplomatist,

archaeologist, philosopher, and poet. It is in the last of

these characters that his reputation ha- survived, and
is likely to survive, though with continually fading

lustre. The elegant Latiuist, whose name was for

half a century in the mouths of the fashionable ladies

of the conn, and of the learned in their studious re-

treats; whose verses passed current in the gay world

for years before they were committed to the pre—, and

continued in circulation for half a century after the

death of their author and the oblivion of their source;

furnishing to America an inscription in honor of Frank-

lin—
" Eripnit ralmenque Jovl Phoehoqne Bagittae ;*'

who-,- poem was anxiously and frequently desired by

Leibnitz, but who died without seeing it. thirty yean
before it saw the light this elegant Latinisl isnowre-
membered only by a few, and the w ork w hich gave him
his un i- known to still fewer, being almost as in-

accessible as ii i- unsought ¥el Polignac can never

be entirely forgotten, for he linked himself by his

poetic labors with Lucretius; and so lone; a- the pro-

found but dreamy philosophy, and the exquisite bul

un l.m. lnd\ graces of the greatest of Roman poets are

admire, i. bo long will Polignac shine in the radiance

reflected from the great luminary with which be i- in

opposition.

Life. Melchior de Polignac, the descendant of one

of the oldest houses of Vuvergne, was horn i let. 1 1, 1661,

at Puy-en-Velay, now Le Puy, the capital of the present

department ol Haute-Loire, in France. Puy is in the
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heart of the mountainous region of Middle France, the I

region of which Puy-de-DGme is the centre. It lies at

the foot of Mount Anis, in a rugged valley between the

great arras of the Cevennes. It is on the left bank of

the Upper Loire, and is watered also by its two small

tributaries, the Borne and Dolaison. The situation

is wild and romantic, and is consecrated by romantic

associations. The ground on which the city stands

is so ragged and broken that the streets in the higher

town are unfit for wheels, and are often mere stairs, like

those of Yaletta. The cathedral is escaladed by an ap-

proach of 118 steep steps. Within is a miraculous im-

age of the Virgin Man-, carved by resident Christians

of Lebanon from the cedars of that mountain, though

sceptically suspected to have been an idol of the Egyp-
tian Isis. In the suburb of L'Aiguille, the church of

St. Michel crowns a basaltic rock 285 feet in height,

and is gained by a flight of 216 steps hewn out of the

rock. In the Dominican church of St. Laurent are the

tomb and part of the remains of Bertrand Duguesclin,

the great constable of Trance. Near by, and close to

the village of Expailly, are the ruins of the ancient

castle of Polignac, supposed to have been erected on

the site of the temple of the Celtic Apollo. From this

circumstance—the Templum Apolliniacum—the family

of Polignac claimed to have derived its appellation. The
tremendous forces of volcanic action are manifest in the

country round about, and the streets of Le Puy are

partly paved with the volcanic breccia. The race and
the birthplace of the future cardinal were thus encom-
passed with the evidences on which were founded legends

and traditions, pagan and Christian—antiquarian, clas-

sical, ecclesiastical, chivalrous, and poetic—which might
well inspire the quick fancy of the descendant of an

ancient family in that marvellous land; and they were

enclosed in scenes of natural beauty or sublimity which
might feed his imagination in those years ofyouth which
are susceptible to all external influences. Who shall

tell to what extent and in what modes the young mind
is moulded by the circumstances in which infancy and
boyhood are passed—in that impressible period of ex-

j

tilting life when it is facile to all impressions'? There

are no interesting recollections of Poliguac's boyhood.

As the cadet of a noble house, he was destined for the

Church, and was educated at Paris in the colleges of

Clermont and Harcourt. He completed his courses by
the study of theology at the Sorbonne, and was early

provided with a living through the intervention of his

family. The young abbe soon attracted attention by
the extent of his acquirements, the vivacity of his dis-

position, the polish of his conversation, and the elegance

of his manners. He is said to have added to "a distin-

guished address and personal appearance a sweet and
winning eloquence, which became masculine and pow-
erful in the close of his harangues." Madame de Sevigne
described him in her Letters as " a man of the world,

of fascinating sprightliness, knowing all things and

meditating all things; yet with all the gentleness, brill-

iancy, and complaisance which could be desired in the

intercourse of life" (March 18, 1690). Equally flatter-

ing commendations were bestowed on him about the

same time by Louis XIV and pope Alexander VIII.

This pope was elected in a conclave attended by the

cardinal de Bourbon, who had carried with him to Rome
the young abbe, fresh from his theological studies. On
this visit Polignac was charged with the discussion of

the four articles of 1682 which asserted the liberties of

the Gallican Church. He returned to France to report

to Louis XIV the favorable results of the effort at con-

ciliation between the French and Roman courts. In

1691 he accompanied the cardinal de Bourbon a second

time to Rome, on the occasion of the election of Inno-

cent XII to the pontificate. On his return to France,

he shut himself up in the monastery of" Bons Enfants"
to continue his studies. He was not suffered to remain
long in this learned seclusion. The previous experi-

ence of his adroitness recommended him as a suitable

person to conduct the delicate negotiations in support
of the candidature of the prince de Conti for the crown
of Poland. He was accordingly sent to Warsaw as am-
bassador extraordinary. This was his first diplomatic

employment. On his journey he was wrecked on the
Prussian coast; and, to add to the misfortunes of the
sea, he was plundered and his life imperilled by ma-
rauders of Dantzic. He managed, however, toreach
the court to which he was accredited, and was cordially

welcomed by the heroic king, John Sobieski. In his'

confidential mission at Warsaw he displayed great dex-
terity and capacity for intrigue, which were, however,
frustrated of their expected fruit by the listlessness and
delays of the French prince. But the sentiment of Po-
land was expressed in an epigram cited by Leibnitz
(Lett, vi a Burnet) :

" Per vivum Denm
Nohnnus Condaeum."

The election resulted in placing the Polish crown on
the head of Augustus, elector of Saxony, the first king
of the Saxon line. Louis XIV manifested his disap-

pointment by replacing Polignac at the court of War-
saw by the abbe de Chateaunay, and ordered the dis-

credited ambassador to return to his abbey of Bon Port
(or Fair Haven). The rusticated diplomatist accepted
his banishment with apparent gratification, and declared

it altogether conformable to his wishes and fortunes.

Here he remained during four years, closely occupied
with those studies and labors which enabled him to

merit the high but pedantic compliment of Voltaire:

"Le cardinal, orarle de la France,
Rennissaiu Vinnle avec Platon,
Vengeur du ciel et vainqneur de Lucrece."

To these years of tranquil application must be as-

signed the conception and commencement of the poem
by which his renown was mainly acquired, and by
which it has been preserved. On his return from Po-
land, Polignac visited the celebrated sceptic Bayle,

with whom he had many and earnest conferences.

Bayle, in replying to the theological arguments of his

clerical opponent, assumed to be a Protestant, and jus-

tified the genuineness of his Protestantism on the score

of protesting against, everything usually said or done

—

against " tout ce qui se dit et tout ce qui se fait." The
French abbe could make no serious impression upon his

astute and witty antagonist, but was much struck with

the frequency and point of his citations from Lucretius.

He determined in consequence to re-read the great Ro-

man poet, and to refute his infidel and materialistic ar-

guments. To this task he addressed himself at once in

his retreat at Bon Port, and occasional passages of the

incipient poem were communicated to his friends, were

circulated from mouth to mouth, and excited general

expectation among scholars.

Notwithstanding these diligent literary avocations

and his professed enjoyment of the charms of contem-

plative repose, Polignac was too much of a Frenchman

and courtier not to sigh and scheme for a renewal of the

delights of Paris and of royal favor. On the proclama-

tion of the duke of Anjou as king of Spain, he wrote to

Louis XIV : "If your majesty's prosperity does not put

an end to my misfortunes, at least it makes me forget

them." The compliment was graciously accepted. He
was recalled from his rural banishment, and was wel-

comed with the utmost cordiality. The. king presented

him with two additional abbacies. He seems to have

recited at this time long passages from his growing

poem to the king, the princes, and the learned. He
was sent to Rome as auditor of the Rota; and was

nominated to the English cardinalate by the Pretender,

with whose interests he was intrusted. In 1706 he was

joined with the cardinal De la Tremouille in the con-

duct of the French negotiations. He was recalled from

Rome in 1710, and was commissioned, along with the

mare'chal D'Uxelles, as plenipotentiary to the confer-

ences of Gertruydenburg, being already cardinal in petto.

The recent victories of Marlborough had rendered the
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Dutch provim

id Impracticable. He rebuked their < l«'in i-

e by remarking, "It i- very evident, gentle-

men, that you are unused to victory." Nothing was

effected mi thi- time towards the restoration of peace,

Imi two years km r he was senl to

Utrecht, where he appeared in the habil ofa layman, and

ered a Urge and valuable cabinet of coins and medals.

He brought together at greal expense a splendid ass m-
blage "i archaic remains, due in great measure to his

frequent and prol - al Rome. He iu-ti-

tuted explorations in its neighborh 1. between Fraa-

cati and < .r. it i.-i Ferrata, and discovered the villa of

Marin-, his conjectures being confirmed by the exhu-

under the name of the Corate de Polignac. The Dutch mation ol a fragmenl of an inscription recording the

tors, suspecting the existence of secret articles fifth consulship of the conqueror of the Teutones and

between Iran.-- and England, threatened to expel the Cimbri. From these diggings he obtained six statues

French ambassadors from their territory. II < senting the detection of Achilles at the court of

Polignac retorted, " We will nol depart: we will treat Lycomedes by Ulysses. The palace of the Caesars, in

of you, among you, and without you." H< i

I arnese vineyard on the Palatine, was opened and

r, to Bign the tt deluded from the examined in his presence. The duke of Parma, who
English throne the smart family, to whose head he had ordered the excavations, presented Polignac -with a

was indebted for his n mation t<» the cardinalate. bass-relief containing fourteen figures, embodying the

be negotiations al Utrecht were closed, the legend of Bacchus and Ariadne, h had formed the

promotion of Polignac was promulgated, and he re- highest step of the state platform constructed for the

ceived the cardinal's hat at Antwerp, Feb. 10, 1713. In imperial audiences. From the Columbarium of the

the summer of the same year the beretta was delivered Libertines of Livia he obtained several beautiful urns,

to him al Versailles by Louis XIV himself. He did He expressed the wish thai he could be master ofRome,
• cl hi- poetic defence "i Christianity even in in order that he mighl turn the course of the Tiber for

the perplexity of diplomatic cares. He added new a fortnight, and rifle its bed of the precious relics sup-

during his sojourn al Utrecht, and posed to be concealed beneath its yellow stream, lie

read his poetic labors to the eminent and aged scholar had surveys executed with the view to the gratification

: after his return to Paris he received

the appointment of master of the Roj al < Impel, an office

which he resigned alter three year-' tenure. His influ-

ence and acceptability al court declined after the death

of the ureal monarch. His stately manners belonged

to the old regime, and were uncongenial to the license

of the regency. He was involved in the conspiracy of

through his attachment to the duke and
duchess of Maine, and hi- opposition in the regent < >r-

i Ic was exiled to his abbey of Anchin, in Flan-
i though his arrival was distasteful to the sim-

ple and uncultivated Flemish monks, he won their re-

gard bj his gentleness and < sideration, by the iu-

tegrity of his government, and by the decoration of
their church. He employed himself here « itfa the con-
tinuation of his poem; bul alter three years returned

to Paris "ii the death of the cardinal Dubois and of the

regent, [n 1724 he attended the conclave in Rome

of such adesire. Could it have been satisfied, the proj-

ect of Garibaldi would have been anticipated by one
hundred and fifty years; but recent discussions have in-

dicated the hopelessness of obtaining any considerable

i reasures by such a laborious proa dure. The numerous
relics which Polignac acquired by these and other op-

portunities were arranged as a graud museum of an-

tiquities at his hotel in Paris. They ultimately met
with a sorrowful fate. The cardinal had hoped to in-

crease them by the examination of the ruins of the

Templum Pacis, burned in A.D. 191, in the reign of

Commodus. He expected to find amid the ashes and

debris the sacred vessels carried oil' from Jerusalem by
Titus. The hope and the expectation both remained
ungratified.

Polignac's liberal studies were by no means restricted

to poetry and classical archaeology. A portion of his

time was always devoted t<> philosophy, mathematics,
which resulted in the electi f Benedict XIII, and and physics. He thus gained that diversified .and ex-
rendered himself singularly acceptable to him and to

I mem XII. He was appointed shortly

after his arrival in Rome ambassador of France at the
papal court, and ai length brought to a happy termi-
nation the long i troversy of the Gallican Church on

eel of the bull Unigenitus. He returned to his
native land iii 1730, • la len with the spoil- of Rome"
both the tributes paid to his dexterity, wit, eloquence,

ination of manner, and the ami. pie treasures
brought from the capital ol the ancienl world. During

. he had been appointed, in 1726, archbishop
oid in 1728 Commandeur des Ordres <ln A'../.

During this Ion- political and diplomatic career
' bi -ai many intervals of literarj retirement,

ensive knowledge which is strikingly hut not convinc-

ingly displayed in his Anti-Lucretius. The last decade
of his life seems to hai e been chiefly consecrated to this

graceful and remarkable poem; bul it was al- icupied

with the arrangement and study of his ample gallery of

instructive curiosit its. and enlivened by pleasant in-

tercourse vvilh his friend-, and vvilh the distinguished

strangers who were attracted to his hotel by his wide
and long-established reputation, for half a century he
w as one ot' the notabilities of Europe, lie died at Paris

Nov. 20, 1711. and his collection was scattered at his

death. His habits had hen elegant and courtly his

living generoii- his public employments and his pri-

v ate pur-nil- expensive his ample means consumed in
c which had heen sedulously employed eosllv accumulations. He was emharrassed with debt,
'" •'"" 1 appl'Cati I various knowl- and after his decease his | ks. his gems, his medals.

octic taste and hi- learned labors he never his sculptures, and his numerous articles ol virtu were
rendered them profitable to him- offered for sale. His Btatues were purchased by Fred-

men and couniers wher- crick the Great, and were transported to Berlin, whew
d him. His public avocation- they were destroyed on the capture of thai .it % in the

filling up the measure of his dis- Seven-Years' War. All that remains as a memorial of
n I. "I he succeeded the illustrious Bossuel Polignac is his confutation of Lucretius.

:

i
' ince. His Even that great work for it merits the epithet of
itlyadmired. great both by its design and by its execution—thi

- I iverj the marquis Latin poem which preserves his reputation, was hi. in

delivered as incomplete and rragmentarv a condition as the an-
leim had existed, cienl ruins from which he had recovered the shattered

l;^ 1

;:
1 .' 'el for those monuments of ancienl art. He never finished il he

elected never put its finished parts together ("varias partes
ariis temporibus perpoliendo, dissolutas, ac dissipates

- in uniini corpus revocare numquam curaveraf). A few
before his death he consigned hi- u tarranged

nihil." I

nn honoi „ce8) BIMj
in 1717 ol

or- u.re fairly merited. 11- had through life been
,llll ~'" !

I "'- manuscripts to his long-tried companion and friendthe
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abbe de Rothelin, appointing bim bis literary executor,

to revise, arrange, connect, complete the scattered leaves,

or to suppress them, according to his discretion. The
provision lor the performance of these duties seems to

have been early made. The marquis D'Argenson re-

ports it in his Memoires, published fifteen years before

Polignac's death: "A poem against Lucretius, of equal

length with the original, and divided into nine books,

requires the life of a man to carry it to perfection. The
cardinal began too late, and cannot flatter himself with

the hope of living to finish it. It is said that he means
to charge the abbe de Rothelin with the task, who,
from vanity, will not refuse it, and will think it an honor

to put the work of his respectable friend in a state to

appear before the public. But to this end the aid of

some able professor of the university will be necessary :

the abbe will never accomplish it of himself. . . . But
who, at present, will read a Latin poem entirely philo-

sophical, of five or six thousand lines? . . . Greek is

entirely forgotten ; it is to be feared that Latin will soon

be so, and that the cardinal de Folignac, the abbe de

Rothelin, and a certain M. Le Beau, coming up in the

university, will be called the last of the Romans." From
vanity, from affection, from love of learning, from zeal

for philosophy, or from all these motives combined, the

pious task intrusted to him was faithfully and credita-

bly discharged by the abbe de Rothelin. With the

counsel and assistance of the abbate Cerati, rector of

the University of Pisa, he prepared the work for the

press, and wrote the dedication to pope Benedict XIV.
He, too, died without seeing the fruit of his labors; and
the long-expected work, which for forty years it had
been a mark of polite culture to know (A nti-Lucretium

nosse pars urbauitutis~), appeared at Paris under the su-

pervision of Prof. Le Beau, to whom the charge of edit-

ing it had been consigned by Rothelin. It was repro-

duced at London in 1748. D'Argenson thought that

translations would be left unread; but translations soon

diffused the fame of the work among those who were
ignorant of the classic tongues. At the commencement
of the century, while the poem was in its crude infancy,

a translation was begun by the dukes of Maine and
Bourbon. The French version of Bougainville was is-

sued in 1759, and the Italian of Ricci was produced in

splendid form at Verona in 1767 (3 vols. 4to).

The Anti-Lucretius.—The philosophical poem of car-

dinal Polignac, as published by Le Beau, and, appar-

ently, as originally designed by its author, consists of

nine books; but it closes without epilogue, peroration,

or envoy. Notwithstanding its length, its protracted

gestation, and its elaborate execution, it ends like that

canto of Butler's Iludibras which celebrates the Bear
and Fiddle, but " breaks off in the middle." It wants
alike completeness and completion. It is fragmentary

and desultory, deficient and redundant. Its arguments
are ingenious without being convincing, and its polem-

ics are more dazzling than satisfactory. The blind and
fanatical Cartesianism of the poet confines him in a lab-

yrinth of bewildering errors, and conceals from bim at

once the vagaries and weaknesses of his master, and the

strength and profundity of those who had risen up to

confute his philosophic hallucinations. He is dizzied

by the vortices in which he has involved himself. He
forgets bis specific function as the antagonist of Epicu-

rean ethics and physics, and devotes himself with more
earnest energy to the refutation of all anti-Cartesians,

whom he assimilates to and often identifies with the

Epicurean herd. He is in consequence both undiscern-

ing and unjust in the treatment of his brilliant prede-

cessors and contemporaries. The statement and confu-

tation of the doctrines of Spinoza might have been very

acceptable to the Cartesians and theologians of his own
day, when Spinoza was so little understood and so

harshly appreciated (iii, 803-872; iv, 1295-1307). It

may be highly approved even now by those who still

retain the old fanatical delusions and the old animosi-

ties in regard to Spinoza, and who cannot recognise in

VIII.—

Z

him Coleridge's "God-intoxicated sage." See Spinoza.
But surely the language in which the cardinal assails

the Newtonian system, and proceeds to confute Newton
himself, does equal discredit to his good-sense and to

his scientific perspicacity (ii, 865-1006; iv, 933-1124).
He does, it is true, allow a faint echo of the universal

admiration for Newton to escape him :

" Dicam
Tanti pace viri, quo non solertlor alter
Naturam rerum ad leges componere niotiis,
Ac Mundi partes justa perpendere libra,
Et radium solis transverso piismate fractum
Septeni in primi^enos perniaiisurosque colores
Solvere" (ii, ST4-SS0).

Yet how different is this deprecatory commendation
from the enthusiastic eulogy bestowed on Des Cartes!

"Quo nomine dicam
Naturae senium, Patria? decus, sic decus aevi
Cartesium nostri, quo se jactabit aluinno
Gallia l'ceta viris, ac duplicis arte Minervae"

(viii, 55-59).

This is the manifest reflection of the tribute of Lucre-
tius to the " Graius homo," Epicurus. We may endure
with patience Polignac's contempt for the materialistic

tendencies of Locke's philosophy, and his omission of

bis contemporaries, Malebranche and the much greater

Leibnitz (an omission which may be satisfactorily ex-
plained), but we cannot fail to observe his utter inabil-

ity to discern the scientific acumen, and the wonderful
faculty of logical co-ordination and development, which
characterized his chosen antagonist Lucretius. One of

the most admired, and probably the most brilliant pas-

sage in the Anti-Lucretius, is the opening, in which he
announces his subject and its difficulties, and does ear-

nest homage to the exquisite graces of the Poman poet.

But this inauguration of his thesis does not prevent hini

from speaking of the spirit and doctrines of Lucretius

in terms which reveal rather the controversialist eager

to display his own powers in the best light than the

sincere inquirer anxious to discover and to promulgate
only the truth. With all our regard for the courtly

and clerical poet, we must confess him to be more of a
dilettante than a philosopher or adept in science.

But, while thus taking exception to the substance

and argumentation of the poem, and to the narrowness
and fanaticism inseparable from the advocacy of fantas-

tic and erroneous theories, attention may be justly called

to the general execution of the difficult task, and to

many episodical disquisitions, which assail by anticipa-

tion the speculations of Darwin and the evolutionists,

and present many topics and many suggestions which
merit careful examination in connection with the scien-

tific controversies that distract our own day by the re-

vival of ancient hallucinations.

Whatever deductions may be properly made from

the Anti-Lucretius on the score of scientific superficial-

ity and philosophic aberration, the work merits high
praise on account of its design and execution: and still

deserves consideration as a memorable and singularly

graceful production of the modern Latin muse.

The versification and expression of Polignac have
been unfavorably compared with the excellences of

some of the earlier Latinists. In making the compari-

son with Vida, one of the chief of those elders, some ad-

vantage may be derived from a direct, though unequal,

counterpart to one of his poems. The description of the

game of chess in the Anti-Lucretius may be fairly con-

sidered in connection with the Scacchia, L^udus, of the

Cremonese poet. The same ingenuity in rendering the

stiffness of classic Latinity plastic, for the purpose of

describing things and processes entirely unknown to

the classical vocabulary, may be admired in both. In

the one instance chess is employed only as an illustra-

tion, and the description occupies only fifteen lines

(Anti-Lucr. iii, 892-906); in the other it constitutes

the thesis of a descriptive poem. In a few lines, and in

a mere illustration, there is, of course, no opportunity

for detail. Nor is there room for such elaborate intri-

cacy of narration—such subtle twisting in and twisting
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out of facile diction -nor for Buch surprising felicity of

n of old forma to new and undesigned uses, in

the later episode as in the earlier poena. There i- noth-

ing possible within 1 1 1
«

- narrower field which, for curious

dexterity, .-1.111111- of being adduced as a parallel t>-r Yi-

explanation of the diverse movements

of the pit " 168 • or for his expla-

nation of the manoeuvres and fortunes of the game.

Bui ii may I"- permitted to acl upon the art i~t— maxim,
id we may discern in the episode

of Polignac (notwithstanding the deficiency of materi-

als for an accurate and minute comparison 1 a command
over the resources of the Latin tongue « hich is nol un-

worthy of Villa, even in Buch fantastic sports of fancy

and erudition. It the larger faculties of the poel are

considered, Vida's epic, the Ckristiad, fails to exhibil

sin h compass of expression, such grace and dignity, and

even melody of utterance, or Buch vigor of imagination,

as the Anti-Lucretius. Both Vlda and Polignac, it is

true fall into the unclassical frailty of terminating their

hexameters too frequently with monosyllabli

clitics. They are careless of 1 ti< i r caesuras, and repeat

1 ften certain easy forms and mannerisms. There

may be more liquidity and so thness in Vida, but

there is more elevation and a more masculine gravity

in Polignac. [f the former adheres with unconscious

imitation t" the transparent fluency of Virgil, the latter

with equal success, but with deliberate endeavor, repro-

duces the peculiarities, and not rareh the splendors, of

Lucretius, in the very diction of the greater Roman
poet. But, whatever judgment may be passed on *i 1 1 n -r

the absolute "r the relative turrit of the Anti-Lucretius,

it remains a very remarkable poem, which deserves to

In- reclaimed from the oblivion in which it lias been

Buffered to remain so long. It was a praiseworthy and
noble effort to repel the advances of scepticism in the

day ol Spinoza and I ke and Bayle; " to justify the
ways "i i i" man," by explaining the wonder of the
universe in consonance with a lively and intelligent

faith in a wise, beneficent, and sustaining Creator. De-
spite of its imperfections, its disc tections, its disorder
a»<l it mpleteness, the study ol the poem may be ad-

msly renewed alter the lapse of a century,
though other weapons may be required for the reno-
vated conflict between faith and science than can thence
be drawn, in consequence of the vast changes which

made in till the implements of intellect-
ual warfare.

1 the long neglect into
which the Anti-Lucretius had fallen that the bibliogra-
phy of the Bubjecl is exceedingly scanl and unsatisfac-
tory. Tin- histories of philosophy pass it by with little

<.r n<> m.tiee; the editors of Lucretius, and the c men-
tators on the /'< Wutura Rerun, have scarcely bestowed
more attention upon it. There is very little

ition which i- nol due to the contemporaries of
Under these circumstances, th< ly refer-

ich it seems expedient to make are, Biogra-
. . Polignac; De B

Polignac, prononce dans VAcadi
des Belles-Lettres ; De Mairau,

' 1/. /. Cardinal d\ Polignac, prono
ie Royal des Sciences; Fancher, Hut. du Car-

1 1772,2 vols.); St.Simon, Me-
\ntirLucreti

"d. 17 is. •_ vols. 1 J,,,,,;.
1

Van l.auu.

nm« 3, has nol a
" h has hia memory fallen i

• the important
nts ol his time, gee Jcrvis, Bist.oftke

Church -1. 224, and the art, Noailli -

b'. II.)

Polish Brethren. St Socixi w,.

Politeness Si et n,

Politi, Adriauo, an Italian writer, was hom at Si-

ena at the close of the 16th century. He chose the ec-

clesia8tical career, and was attached as secretary to the

cardinal- Capisucchi, San Giorgio, .and Serbelloni. He
t the middle of the 17th century. Politi ed-

ited (ij- Rome, 161 I, 4to), and another

and more satisfactory edition (Venice, 1644, lu>):—Bi-

zionario Toscano (ibid. l615,8vo): this work, an abridg-

ment ol the Dizionario deUa Crusca, caused him some
tribulations: he was accused of having wittingly intro-

duced into it some errors and falsehoods, and was thrown

into jail :

—

Ordo J,'",mine historia legenda (ibid. 1627,

lto. and in vol. iii of Roberti's Miscellanea).—Hoefer,
'

• rale, \1. 616.

Politi, Alessandro, an Italian writer, was horn

July 10", 1679, at Florence. After studying under t lie

Jesuits, he entered at the age of fifteen the Congrega-
tion of the Regular Clerks of the Pious Scl 1-. and
was conspicuous among its members by his rare erudi-

tion. He was called upon to teach rhetoric and peri-

patetic philosophy at Florence in 17< n >. Barring a

period of about three years, during which he was a pro-

fessor of theology at Genoa (1716-18), he spent the

greatest part of his life in his native city, availing him-
self ol the manifold resources he could find there to im-
prove his knowledge of Greek literature, his favorite

study. Iii 17:;:; he was called to the chair of eloquence
vacant in the University of Pisa. Accustomed to live

among his hooks, aloof from the world, Politi was of an
irritable disposition, and sensitive in the extreme to the

lightest criticism. He was fond of displaying his eru-

dition, and his useless digressions make the reading of
his works a most harassing job. He died July 1'.".. 17.Y_\

He left, Philosophia Peripatetica, ex mente sancti Tho-
mee (Florence, 1708, 12mo) :

—

De patrid m testamenUs

condendis potestate, lib. iv (ibid. 171:.', 8vo) :

—

Eustathii

Commentarii in Homeri Uiadem, vfith notes and Latin
version (ibid. 1730 35,3 vols. foL) -.—Eustathii Commen-
tarii in Dionysium Periegetem, Greek and Latin (Co-

logne, 1742, 8vo): Orationes XII adAcademiam Pisa-
iittm 1 1. ucca. 17 Id. %vd):— Martyrologium Romanum
castigatum (vol. i. Florence, 1751, 8vo) ; and many un-
published works. All his orations have been collected

(Pisa, 1774, 8vo). See Fabroni, Vita Italic-rum, vol. viii;

Tipaldo./iW/r. degli Kid. illustri, vol. iv.—Hoefer, Nouv.
Biog. Generate, xl,616.

Politi, Giovanni, an Italian canonist, was horn
June 8, 1738, at Pinzano (Frioul). Hestudiedal Padua,
obtained in 1763 the diploma as ;t doctor of civil and
canon law. and was a professor of literature al the Sem-
inary of Portogruaro, and also of ecclesiastical jurispru-
dence, in which he was remarkably proficient. In 1800
he repaired to Concordia, where the bishop provided
him with a canonicate. lie published one considera-
ble work. Jurisprudent ecclesiastica universe, libri ix

(Venice, 17*7. :i \oK hoi. which was approved by a
brief of Pius VI. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, si, 617.

Politian or Poliziano, Am. it... a noted scholar
of the Renaissance period, flourished in France and
Italy, and was the favorite of the Medici at Flor-

ence, lie was born at Montepulciano, in Tuscany, in

1 154, and was the son of Benedetto Ambrogini, a doctor
ol law. In after-life he dropped his paternal name, and
assumed that of Poliziano, from Ids native town Mons
PolitiailUS. Lorenzo de .Medici took care of In- educa-
tion, placed him uinler good preceptor-, and provided
lor all his wants. He afterwards entered into clerical
orders, took his degree of doctor of law. and was made
by Lorenzo a canon of the cathedral of Florence. He
was also intrusted with the education of the ducal chil-
dren, as well as will, the care of the duke's library and
collection of antiquities, and he was his guesl and com-
panion for ii,,. remainder of ids life. Poliziano had
studied Latin under Cristoforo 1. an. lino. Greek under
Andronicus ol rhessalonica, and philosophy under l'i-

irgyropulus of Constantinople. He was after-
wards appointed professor, of Latin and Greek at Flor-
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ence. a chair which he filled with great reputation. He
wrote scholia and notes on many ancient authors—Ovid,

Catullus, Statius, Suetonius, Pliny the Younger, and the

Scrip/ores Historice A vr/ustw ; he translated into Latin

the history of Herodian, the manual of Epictetus, the

aphorisms of Hippocrates, some dialogues of Plato, and

other works from the Greek. The Miscellanea of Poli-

ziano, published at Florence in 1489, consist chiefly of

observations he had made on the ancient authors, which
he arranged for the press at the request of Lorenzo.

Merula made an attempt to depreciate this work, which

led to an angry controversy between the two scholars,

in the midst of which Merula died. Poliziano had also

a violent controversy with Bartolomeo Scala. Polizi-

ano was conceited and vain, and very irritable, and his

temper led him into an unbecoming altercation with

Madonna Clarice, Lorenzo's wife, because she interfered

in the education of her children, a thing which Polizi-

ano seemed to think preposterous in a woman ; and at

last his behavior to her was so impertinent that she

turned him out of her house in the country, and wrote

to her husband at Florence to inform him of what she

had done. Lorenzo, perceiving that a reconciliation

between the offended woman and the irascible scholar

was impracticable, gave Poliziano apartments in one of

his houses at Fiesole, where he wrote his Latin poem
Rusticus. During Lorenzo's last illness, Poliziano at-

tended the death-bed of his patron, who gave him to-

kens of his lasting affection. Poliziano wrote an affect-

ing monody on Lorenzo's death, and not long after died

himself, in September, 1494, and was buried in the

church of San Marco, agreeably to his request.

—

English

Cyclop, s. v. See Moller, De Politiano (Altorf, 1698);

Werner, Politianus (Magdeb. 1718); Mencken, Hist.

Vita. A. Politani ( Leips. 1736, 4to) ; Bonafous, De Poli-

tani Vita et Operibus (Paris, 1845, 8vo) ; Greswell, Me-
moirs of Politiano ; Roscoe, Lives of Lorenzo ch Medici

and of Leo X ; Tiraboschi, Storia delta Litterat. Hal.;

Christian Schools and Scholars (Lond. 1867, 2 vols. 8vo),

ii, 321 sq., 329 ; Lawrence, Historical Studies (N. Y.

1877, 8vo), p. GG.

Polity, Civil, of the Jews. See Government.

Polity (Gr. TroXiTtia) is the term generally used to

signify government or forms of government and admin-
istration in the Christian Church. Church polity may
be considered in reference to its historical development

during successive centuries, and also in reference to the

various systems of government heretofore and now rec-

ognised in different branches of the Church.

Historical Development.— Nothing is more obvious

from the New -Testament record than the simplicity

which characterized the primary organization of the

Church. In this particular Christianity was in marked
contrast with Judaism. Without temple, tabernacle, or

altars, without priests or Levites, and almost without

ceremonies, it made known at once its character and
purposes as spiritual and not carnal, as, in fact, a king-

dom of God "not of this world." The first form of

Church organization was that in which the Lord Jesus

Christ was present as the visible Head of a body of be-

lievers. At this stage the ordinances were established

by direct appointment of the Saviour himself, who also

gave the great command to his disciples to "Go teach

all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,

and the Son, and the Holy Ghost, teaching them to ob-

serve all things whatsoever I have commanded you."

Following the crucifixion, the resurrection, and as-

cension of the Lord Jesus, the Church had for a short

period a second form of organization, in which the

apostles were the only officers to teach and guide the

followers of the Saviour. It was at this period that the

promised gift of the Holy Ghost was miraculously im-
parted and signalized by a great awakening at Jerusa-

lem, in which "the Lord added to the Church daily

such as were saved." This period of increase was fol-

lowed by the appointment of deacons or officers of help,

who were especially chosen to relieve the apostles of
their minor duties of a semi-secular kind, that they
might give themselves "to prayer and the ministry of

the Word." Notwithstanding their primary duties,

some if not all of the deacons also devoted themselves
to the preaching of the Word, as may be seen from the

examples of Stephen and Philip. For a few years fol-

lowing there appear to have been no other officers in

the Church besides the apostles and deacons. The
next phase of Church administration is that in which
elders were appointed. As no specific account, is given
of the mode of their first appointment, we are left to

infer that it may have occurred as a natural designation
of respect for seniority either among the deacons or the
influential members of the Church, somewhat after the
analogy of eldership among the Jews. Certain it is

that as churches multiplied, the apostles recognised, pos-

sibly appointed, and actually ordained elders who from
the first had greater or less functions of government,
and were also active agents of evangelization. Elders

were known at Jerusalem about A.D. 41, or eight years

after the Pentecost. A few years later they were or-

dained generally in all the churches (Acts xiv, 23). In
the council at Jerusalem they were associated with the

apostles and brethren (xv, 4, 6, 23). The elders of the

New Testament appear to have been evangelists, teach-

ers, and pastors, and in a collective capacity to have or-

dained ministers of different grades.

Near the close of the New -Testament period the

term bishop is used a few times by the inspired writers

Luke and Paul, indicating an additional office growing
up out of the presbyterate, somewhat as the latter had
done from the diaconate. On questions that have
arisen respecting the office of bishop in the New-Tes-
tament Church modern controversies in reference to

Church polity have largely centred. One theory is

that the apostles appointed bishops to be their direct

and only official successors having the prerogative of

ordaining future ministers by divine right. An oppo-

site theory is that the tTriaK07roi and TtptafHiTEpoi of

the New Testament were absolutely identical in office

and order, and, consequently, that every elder was a

bishop. The more probable theory lies between these

extremes. It is that the episcopate was a natural se-

quence of the presbyterate, not specially appointed, but,

in fact, recognised by the apostles. Whereas for the

work of evangelization not only an elder but elders

were ordained in the principal churches, there would
exist in every body of elders the necessity of a presi-

dency or primacy for the purpose of general superin-

tendence and direction. Thus one of the number would

be designated, either by seniority or formal choice, as a
primiis inter pares, who should serve as overseer (tTria-

kottoq) of the body and the flock under them. Accord-

ing to this theory, the episcopate was an office of su-

perintendency rather than a distinct clerical order; and

in this respect it was analogous if not identical in its

functions with that of such apostolical legates as were
Timothy and Titus. Nevertheless, it was an office of

such importance in the administration of the affairs of

the Church and so well adapted to the necessities of

the times that it soon became general. Nothing in its

original character would prevent its being held in ro-

tation by several elders in the same church or diocese,

yet a successful administration of it would tend to its

perpetuation in the same individual. Hence it soon

became an office for life.

The episcopacy of the primitive Church was dioce-

san, and in many cases dioceses embraced only single

churches. But as Christian influences radiated from

those churches, and contiguous churches were estab-

lished, the dioceses expanded, and the bishoprics grew
in importance. At this early period an error crept into

the Church which had a great influence upon its polity

in after-ages. It was that of attributing priestly func-

tions to the Christian ministry. Soon after the custom

became current of calling presbyters priests, it also be-
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came customary to call bishops high-priests, and dea-

ites, and thus a full hiernrchical system was

initiated in the Church. After the conversion of Con-

stantine this system became gradually expanded, until

• d in pomp and detail of ceremony the whole

ritual ofJudaism, and threw the pontifical rites ofGre< k

and Roman paganism far in the shade. From the dio-

jhop as the primitive centre, episcopal offices

expanded upwards into archbishops, metropolitans, ex-

archs, and patriarchs; downwards into chorepiscopi, or

country bishops, suffragans, titular bishops, and in the

African churches intercessors or episcopal advocates.

Corres] ding to this expansion, the lower ranks of the

. re similarly increased by the addition ol arch-

presbyters, archdeacons, and Bubdeacons, together with

acolothists, exorcists, lectors, < >~t i.irii. psalmistae, copiatse,

parabolani, catechista, Byndics, notaries, and still other

officers in large churches. In the upward expansion of

the episcopate, tin- Greek Church stopped al the patri-

archate, bul the Roman Church was content with noth-

ing shorl ofa universal patriarchate or papacy (q. v.).

ite somewhat more fully the organization of

the Church in the 1th and 5th centuries, it may be said

thai the Church of that period consisted of several or-

ders of men. Eusebius reckons three, viz. the 'Hyov-

rroi, and Kartixov/uvot, i. e. rulers, believers,

and catechumens. < Irigen reckons five orders: bul then

be divides the clergy into i lint- orders, to make up the

number. Both these accounts, when compared together,

come i" the Bame thing. Under the 'Hyovfitvoi, or

ruler.-, were comprehended the clergy, bishops, priests.

ms; under the rjtoro/, or believers, the bap-

tized laity; and under the Karrixovftevoi, or catechu-

mens, the candidates for baptism. The believers were
rfecl < Ihristians; the catechumens in

The t'Tiner. having received baptism, were allowed to

partake of the Eucharist, tojoin in all the prayer- of the

Church, and to hear discourses upon the most profound

mysteries of religion: more particularly the use of the
i

- lyer was the sole prerogative of the I

it was called Evxn irioTtZv, the prayer ofbe-
li \>r-. From .all these privileges the- catechumens

Sei I itechumi \>. The distinction

between the laity and tie clergj is by churchmen
deduced from the very beginnings of the Christian
Church: yet Rigaltius, Salmasius, and Saldi

thai tLere was originally no distinction, hut that it is

an innovation, and was called forth by the ambition of
the clergy of the 3d century, in which Cyprian and
Tertullian lived. See < 1.1 rgy.

The various orders of the clergy were appointed to

'il Offices in the Church hy solemn tonus of

consecration or ordination, and had their respective
privileges, immunities, ami revenues. The unity and
worship ofthe Church were secured by law- both eccle-

and civil. The ecclesiastical laws were either
i orders made by each bishop for the better reg-

ulati I hi- particular diocese, or law - made in provin-
the government of all the dioceses ofa

i stiy, laws respecting the whole Christian
< Ihurch, made in general councils or assemblies of bisb-

I lui-iian world, .s, , S-, -,,,i,.

i law, of the Church were those decn es and
o time to time by the emperors, either

1 ! 'he Chunh. or granting it new
i nfirming the old. The breach of these

] ith bj the Church and
in - respecting offendi rs

"""'"- : chiefly suspension rrom the ,,|-

! deprivation ol tic rights and privili

nsisted chiefly in

inication, or reje< tin from the communion of
the church, and penance both public and priva
I HASTICAL T i\

The id. a ot ,i„. papacy or spiritual supremacv of
Borne wa- not fully developed before the mi, idle of
the 7th century, when Theodi

' with the title of oecnmenical patriarch, assumed that

gn pontiff From that period tin- successive

claim- ol the papacy— viz. temporal sovereignty, the

vicariate of Peter and Paul, of Christ, and of God, the

janitorship of the kingdom of heaven, and the theo-

cratic monarchy ofthe world— went on progressively,

until in 1870 they apparently culminated in the official

a— urn pi ion of infallibility (q. v.). .Meantime, as a sys-

tem ol eccie-iasiici.-m. the papacy has retained most of

the offices ofthe ancient Church, and added to them
that of cardinal (q. v.), nuncio, chancellor, chamberlain,

• ferendary, auditor, inquisitor, and numerous
others ofa political and ceremonial character. Within
the sphere of papal authority no serious controversy

i \ er arose on the subject of < Ihurch polity. Ceremonial

expansion, unchecked by any idea of scriptural exam-
ple or restraint, was for centuries the order of progress.

li wa- not till the Reformation was so far inaugurated

a- to feel the necessity of organizing churches after the

i\ pe ofthe New Testament that any important discus-

sions took place respecting the principles of Church
government. The Reformed churches on the Conti-

nent generally rejected episcopacy and adopted Pres-

byterianism. The Lutherans practically retained the

episcopal office under the title of superintendent. Iiut

-care, ly any two of the principal Reformed churches

agreed in detail as to their plan of organization, nor

were these minor differences regarded a- of any serious

importance.

Systems of Church Government. — England is the

country that has given birth to the chief controversies

concerning Church polity which have prevailed in

modern lime-. .V- the Reformation in England was
largely political in its character, it not only resulted in

the transfer of the cathedrals, churches, colleges, etc,

built under Roman supremacy, to the Reformed Church
of England, hut also many Roman Catholic ceremonies

ami usages. Hence from the first thai Church was
divided into two parties in reference to Church polity.

Had they been content with temperate discussion, and
with the peaceful separation of those who could not.

harmonize their \ iews, the result might have been very

different. But unfortunately both parties had inher-

ited the principle of intolerance, either from the Roman
Church or from preceding time-, and also the theory ol

stale rule in mailers of religious faith and practice. To
these false principles may he charged some ofthe most

pitiable and disgraceful facts in the history of Great

Britain. The oppugnant legislation, the strifes the

persecutions, and the martyrdoms which took place in

the successive reigns of Henry VIII, of Bloody Mary,
of queen Elizabeth, of .lames I. of (harks I and II.

and even under the protectorate of Cromwell, are suf-

ficient to impress any mind with the extent of human
miser}', and of reproach to the Christian name caused

by the errors alluded to. In all history there is not a

more significant comment upon the sin of constraining

men's < sciences by the arbitrary standards of human
authority. It was not till after more than a hundred
and fifty years of parly strife and bloodshed that in

1689 the Toleration Act was passed, by -which dissent

from the faith and polity of the Established Church
wa- legalized. Even after that it was a longtime he-

lore many could see. and even yet it does not set m pos-

sible for all to understand, that details of ( ihurch polity

were never appointed hy divine authority, hut design-
i dlj l, ii bj ih, Head ol the < ihurch to he adjust* d on
the basis of u reai principles rather than to he e-,, x ,,,,, ,[

hy fixed and uniform precept*. Scotland had adopted
Presbyterianism from the Reformed churches of the

Continent as early a- 1550, but even after toleration

was secured thai form of Church government failed to

become popular in England. Independency in various
form- seemed to he preferred hy the English Noncon-
formists and Dissenters. Between them and Presby-
terians on tl hand, and the advocates of prelacy

or episcopacy hy divine right on the other, controversy
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has never ceased. Bat since the controversy has been

limited to words it has been an innocent, though often

an exciting one, owing to the many phases it has as-

sumed from time to time.

While the Church of England has continually an-

tagonized the Church of Rome on the ground of papal

supremacy, it has itself been in ceaseless agitation as

between the High and Low Church parties within its

own pale, and more especially since the period of the

Oxford Tracts (q. v.) and the more recent ritualistic

discussions. All the English controversies respecting

Church polity have found their way to this country,

but with greatly altered conditions of the various par-

ties. Independency having escaped from persecution

by way of Holland, itself established a species of theoc-

racy and became a persecutor in New England. But
its period of intolerance was brief: and, on the whole,

the Christian churches of the United States have been

remarkably free from the spirit and practice of intoler-

ance. The free institutions of the country and the ab-

solute separation of the State from all the churches have

tended to place all on a common level, and to make all

alike dependent upon good arguments and good prac-

tice as means of securing public respect and increasing

strength.

Controversies on Church polity in America have
chiefly prevailed in the rivalry of denominations. For

the most part, different churches, while commending
their own forms of polity, have respected that of others.

Discussions conducted after that manner have greatly

extended the feeling of Christian fraternity, and at the

same time made almost universal the opinion that par-

ticular forms of Church government are of quite inferior

importance as compared with the essential elements of

Christian faith and practice. On the other hand, pre-

tentious claims and intolerant practice have tended to

defeat their own aims and to secure public disapproba-

tion. Notwithstanding numberless varieties in unim-

portant particulars, the distinctive systems of Church
government are few. Designated by the highest au-

thority recognised in each, they may be enumerated as

the Congregational, the Presbyterian, the Episcopal,

the Patriarchal, and the Papal. The details of these

systems may be seen by reference to articles on the

churches adhering to them severally.

Literature.—The controversial literature of the sub-

ject of Church polity is very nearly identical with that

of the subject of ordination (q. v.). The general, his-

torical, and didactic literature of Church polity is also

quite extensive. The following list of books will at

least fairly represent it in its different branches and

phases : Migne, Dietionnaire. des Ceremonies et des Rites

sacres (Par. 3 vols. 8vo) ; also Dietionnaire de Discipline

Ecclesiasiique (2 vols. 8vo) ; Amyrald, Du Gouvernement

de VEglise; Marsden, Churchmanslrip of the New Test.;

Brokeshy, Government of the Church for the first Thin

Centuries; Kay, External Government of the Church in

the first Three Centuries ; Parker, Church Con ruim ut .;/'

the first Six Hundred Years ; Thomdike, The Forms of
Church Government; Cartwright, Directory of Church

Government; Canons of the Church of England; Wil-

berforce, Church Courts and Discipline ; Clergyman's As-

sistant ; Clay, Essays on Church Policy; Birk, Church

and State; Baptist Noel, Church and State; Thompson,

Church and State ; Clergyman's Instructor; Bannerman,

The Church of Christ ; Cunningham, Discussions on

Church Principles; Canons of the Prot. Episc. Church :

Vinton, Manual Commentary on the Canon Law and

Constitution of the Prot. Episc. Church ; Dobney, Three

Churches; Uhden, New England Theocracy; Upham,
Ratio Disciplince ; Punchard, Congregationalism ; Saw-
yer, Organic Christianity ; Smyth, Ecclesiastical Re-

publicanism ; Miller, On Presbyterianism ; also Ruling

Elders; Engles, Ruling Elders; Form of Government

;

Cambridge Platform of Church Discipline; Bacon,

Church Manual; Cummings, Congregational Diction-

ary ; Lutheran Liturgy ; Kurtz, Why are you a Luther-

an? King, Presbyterian Church Government; also On
the Eldership ; Hiscox, Baptist Church Directory ; Way-
land, Principles and Practices of the Baptists; Ripley,

Church Polity; Schmucker, Lutheran Manual; Grin-

drod, Compendium of the Lairs and Regulations ofWes-
leyan Methodism; Barrett, Ministry and Polity of the

Christian Church; Discipline of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church; Baker, On the Discipline; Emory, Hist,

of the Discipline; Sherman, Hist, of the Discipline;

Porter, Compendium ofMethodism ; also Helps to OJficial

Members ; Bond, Economy of Methodism ; Stevens, Ch.
Polity ; Hodgson, Polity of Methodism; Morris, Church
Polity ; Crane, Methodism and its Methods. (D. P. K.)

Poliuchos (ttoXiovxoc,), a surname of several dei-

ties among the ancient Greeks, who were believed to be
the guardians of cities.

Poliziano. See Politian.

Polk, Leonidas, a noted American prelate of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, and a general in the late

war between the Northern and Southern States, was
born at Raleigh, N. C, in 1800. He was educated for

the army in the United States military academ3' at

West Point, N. Y., but had served only a few months
as lieutenant when he determined to take orders in the
Protestant Episcopal Church. He was ordained deacon

in 1830, and in 1831 took a rectorate. In 1838 he was
made the missionary bishop of Arkansas and the In-

dian Territory, south of 36° 30', and in 1841 bishop

of Louisiana. He then took up his residence at La-
fourche parish, where he had extensive plantations.

Being a man of wealth and enjoying a life of ease, he
never paid very much attention to ecclesiastical labors,

and did but little to strengthen the work of the Church
within the range of his diocese. At the outbreak of

hostilities against the North he was on the side of the

planters, and did all in his power to further the seces-

sion movement. Not only did he speak in public and
contribute from his purse, but he offered his services to

the Southern Confederacy as soon as established, and
was made a general in their army. He early urged

upon Jefferson Davis and the other Confederate author-

ities the importance of fortifying and holding the stra-

tegical points of the Mississippi Valley, and in other

ways proved himself a far-seeing and skilful adviser of

their cause. He took part in several battles, and though
not always very prominent in action, was ever indis-

pensable in council, and contributed greatly to what-

ever success the Confederate cause achieved in his days

and surroundings. During a reconnoissance near Mari-

etta, Ga., he was killed by a cannon-shot, June 14, 1864.

He had never resigned his episcopal dignity, but was
buried with military honors. Though bishop Polk gave
his life in what we consider an unworthy cause, we
must revere his memory for his sterling qualities as a

man who was not afraid to do what he believed to be

his duty. He was noted for his kindness of heart and
the most devout Christian life, such as he understood

it to be. See Men of the Times, s. v.; American An-
nual Cyclop. 1868, p. 679; Drake, Diet, of American
Biography, s. v.

Poll (rb'&h gulguleth, Numb, i, 2, 18, 20, 22 ; iii,

47; 1 Chron. xxiii, 3, 24), the head (as rendered in 1

Chron. x, 10), or skull (as in Judg. ix, 53; 2 Kings ix,

35). The verb li to poll" in the A. V. is the rendering

of TTJ, nbn, or C&3, all signifying to shear.

Pollajuolo, Antonio, a noted Italian artist of the

Florentine school of painters and sculptors, flourished in

the second half of the 15th century. He was the pupil

of Lorenzo Ghiberti, and assisted this master in the cel-

ebrated gates of the Baptistery of San Giovanni. Anto-

nio is said to have been the first artist who studied the

dead subject for the purposes of design. In 1484 he

was invited to Rome by pope Innocent VIII, to elabo-

rate a monument of the then but just expired Sixtus

IV, which is now in the chapel of the Sacrament of St.
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i
: i also 1 1 j

»
- monumenl of [nnoo a\ VIII,

which he afterwards elaborated. His brothi i

wise an artisl of Bome celebrity. The two

brothers wrought many great productionsjointly. Their

best is tli" Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, painted in 1 17."..

and was for some time in the church De Servi at Flor-

I; i> now iii the National Gallery at London, and

- ived in the Etruria Pittria of Lastri. Ii i- a

c, without being refined or in the least idealistic.

Mrs. Clement, Handbook of Painters, etc, p. 162;

. Biog. Hist. ofUu Fim Arts, B.v.

Pollajuolo, Pietro. SeePoLi uuolo, Ahtonio.

Pollajuolo, Simone, a distinguished Italian ar-

chitect, noted as the builder of many beautifi

astical structures, was bom ;it Florence in 1454. He

ted i" Antonio del Pollajuolo, and lived with

him Bome time at Rome. Becoming a devoted follow-

er ^i Savonarola, I"' was discarded by the churchmen,

and in liis later years was obliged to Bpend his talents

a labors. He was one of the most pr incut

architects in the building of the Strozzi Palai .
Hi

died in 1529.

Pollard, William, an English Wesleyan minister,

was born at Guisborough,in Yorkshire, in 1792. He was
i when but a youth, and soon after I

of God to preach the Gospel. He pn pared himself for

the ministry, a work which be not only enjoyed, but one

in which his labors always met with success. He was

a man of great p'n-ty and sound faith, a faithful dis-

penser of the Word of Life, and an exemplary teacher.

He possessed a Btrong memory and a cultivated mind.

richly Btored with divine truth. He died at Newport-

Pagnell April:;. 1839.

Pollinctorii, an appellation given by the Romans
to those who washed and anointed the dead prepara-

tory to burial.

Pollio, a name common to a number of Lutheran

theologians, of whom we mention the following:

1. Joa( him, who was born Aug. 26, 1577, at Breslau,

in Silesia, lie pursued bis studies at Leipsic, when.
aemagisterol philosophy in L597. In IS02 he

was pastor at Buntzlau, in 1607 provost of the I hurch
« i the Holy Ghosl and pastor of St Bernard in Bres-

lau; in 1616 he was made assessor of the evangelical

consistory; in 1618 he was appointed pastor of St.

.Alary Magdalene, and died Jan. 29, Mil. lie wrote
I

i onsilioni in lie

2. Lit \s. who was born at Breslau in 1536. He
studied at Frankfort and Wittenberg. In the latter

tllj attended the lectures "I' Melancthon
on the i

,

[n 1562 hi was appointed
the St. Eli abi th I rj mnasium in Bn shut

;

rds, in 1565, he weiii h> Leipsic

for the Btudy of Hebrew and theology. In the same
was appointed deacon of St Elizabeth in Ids

i in 1567 he was made pastor of St.

ii
i d Jul} 31, i i83. I

lio left a number of si r a behind him.
3. I.i' \s. son !' Joachim, who was born Aug. 1.

H studied at Leipsic. where lie also

of St Nicolai. lie died April 25, 1643.

.
i isabeth in

' St. Maria .1/.

' -

I k I '. >

Pollok. I.....I I.,. \.m.. the noted author of the
'

h bard of no mean order, and a

tfuirl

Oct. IS
bumble

| worked on his
father's farm, but evincing more than ordinary mental
strength and I,

wa red in the Univi rsity
IW '" >

s| -'- l! live \,ars after,
'inn.,! upon the hi,- ,,i i|„. holy niiiiis[r\

, for

which lie then began hi- hi seminary of the

United Ses-imis Church. He was ready for ordination

in 1827, and was in that year licensed to preach. His
lir.si public di-course. which was delivered on May 3,

1827, i- -i ken of as a most brilliant and interesting

effort, which, while it evinced a mind of extraordina-

ry power and promise, at the same time gave indica-

tions that the Church would too - l be deprived of

its service Such was the fatigue occasioned by this

ertion that he was immediately confined to

and although in a few days he was partially

restored, he preached only three times afterwards, .hist

before he had received his license. Pollok had finished

the poem on which his great literary reputation rots,

the Coursi "/'Jim', 'lie- object of the poet, whose
sentiments are strongly Calvinistic, and whose piety is

rather of a gloomy cast, is to describe the spiritual life

and destiny of man : and he varies his religious specu-

lations with episodical pictures and narrations to illus-

trate the effects of virtue or vice. A work so ambitious

from the hands ofa country student, attached to a small

body of Dissenters, was not likely to find a patron among
publishers. It happened to be shown to Prof. Wilson,

of Edinburgh, as a curiosity; hut this ureal man hes-

itated not to recognise worth even in a young and un-

known student, and the work was by him so heartily

commended for its L,
r reat poetic power that its publica-

tion was undertaken by .Mr. Blackwood, of Edinburgh,

The Count Bpeedily passed through s.Mral editions.

It was a novelty in the class of evangelical religious

literature to which it belonged, and besides pleasing

those who are partial to that class of religious litera-

ture, it was a boon to many who are inclined to read

religious hooks, but are repelled hy their general dry-

ness and insipidity, while it was warmly admired by
the literary world at large. Pollok'a partial .admirers

expected for him a place on a level with Milton. Alter

the novelty of such a phenomenon had. however, passed

off, the book became neglected by purely literary read-

ers; and at this day it may he said that it is estimated

too highly by the religious and perhaps too insignifi-

cantly by the literary world. It is certainly a work
of great power, however meagre in fancy. There are

many flashes of original genius which light up the

crude and unwieldy design, and atone for the narrow-

range of thought and knowledge, as well as for the stiff

pomposity that pervades the diction. There are in it

a P w passages which are strikingly and most, poetically

imaginative, and some of which are beautifully touch-

ing. It has also, however, a considerable amount of

sentiment deeply tinged with religious asceticism, and
VN hole pages of plain and humble prose. These defects,

it should be borne in mind. Pollok would in all proba-

bility have removed himself, guided by a more ripened

judgment, in a careful revision, had Providence been

pleased to prolong his life. liis mind was evidently

imbued with Paradise Lost, and he follows Milton

often to the verge of direct imitation: hut even as

the work stands it is the undoubted production of a

poetic genius, and it will always he read with profit

and delight Before the publication of his poem
Pollok hail undermined his constitution by excessive

mental labor, and he scarcely lived to Bee its success,

'tu the recommendation and through the assistance

of the friends his genius had secured him, he was
preparing to set out for Italy, then- to Btay the inroads

Of Consumptive tendencies; but while on the eve of

leaving Britain he was so greatly reduced that he
tarried at Devonshire Place, Shirley Common, near

Southampton, lie there expired on Sept 18, L827.

Although it was painful at his early age to relinquish

all the day-dreams of honorable fame which his youug
imagination had with so good reason been led to form,
he acquiesced with unmurmuring submission in the

lb enjoyed during his last illness in rich

abundance tl„. comforts and hopes of the (iospel. and
hi- death was that of the true Christian, characterized
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by a calm faith in that religion ho had preached, and a

cheerful hope in that redemption which had been the

theme of his song. The reception which the Course

of Time has met with from the public is a sufficient

testimony to the talents of its lamented author. His

name is now recorded among the list of those illustrious

Scotsmen who have done honor to their country ; who,

from obscurity, have secured for themselves an unfad-

ing reputation; and who will be remembered by dis-

tant generations with enthusiasm and admiration. His

earliest productions—Helen of the Glen, Ralph Gurnnell,

and the Persecuted Family—were in prose, and were is-

sued anonymously. They have been republished, with

his name, in one volume, entitled Tales ofthe Covenant-

ers, and have passed through several editions. A very

inadequate memoir of Eobert Pollok, by his brother,

with extracts from his correspondence, has been pub-

lished by Messrs. Blackwood (Edinb. 1842), and there

is a short memoir prefixed to the Course of Time.

One of the best American editions of this poem is by
W. C. Armstrong (Cine. 1846, 12mo). See Chambers,

Cyclop, of English Lit. ii, 412 sq.; id. Biog. Diet, of
Eminent Scotsmen, vi, 138 sq. (J. H. W.)

Pollux, a tutelary deity of mariners in ancient

times (Acts xxviii, 11), whose image was placed either

at the prow or stern of the ship. See Castor.

Pollux, Julius CIovXwq TIoXvStvKng), a celebrated

Greek sophist and grammarian, who flourished near the

close of the 2d century, was a native of Anacratis, in

Egypt, and, after preparatory training under his father,

studied at Athens under the rhetorician Adrian. He
finally opened a school himself, and was subsequently

appointed by the emperor Commodus to the chair of

rhetoric. Several of his contemporaries thereafter at-

tacked him, and in many ways aimed to detract from

his scholarly repute. He was the author of several

works, of which Suidas has preserved the titles. None
of them are of interest to us except the 'OvopaoriKov

Iv Bi/SAi'oie; /, which has come down to us, and is valu-

able because it treats in the first part of the gods and
their worship. See Fabricius, Bib/. Grceca, vi, 141

;

Grafenhahn, Gesch. der class. Philologie, iii, 166 sq.

Polones Fratres. See Socinians.

Polotzk (Polish, Polocz), Synod of, an important

ecclesiastical gathering, was held on Feb. 12, 1839, and

was attended by all the Greek Uniate bishops in Eussia,

assisted by several of the most distinguished of their

clergy. Its most important action was a synodal ordi-

nance drawn up and signed by Joseph, bishop of Lithu-

ania ; Yasili, bishop of Orsha; Anthony, bishop of Brest,

and twenty-one other dignitaries, in which they declare

their "firm and unalterable decision to acknowledge
anew the unity of their Church with the orthodox

Catholic Eastern Church; and, consequently, thence-

forth, together with the flocks committed to their care,

to continue in the same sentiment with the holy East-

ern orthodox patriarchs, and in obedience to the holy

governing synod of all the Eussias." To this act was

appended the declaration of thirteen hundred and five

parish priests and monastic brethren, which number
was afterwards increased to sixteen hundred and seven.
Besides their act, a petition was drawn up to the em-
peror Nicholas, praying him to sanction the union of
the Uniate with the orthodox Church; which, together
with the synodal act above, was submitted to the holy
governing synod for examination and approval. The
synod shortly after issued its decree upon the subject,

by which it was ordained :

1. To receive the bishops, clergv, and flocks of the
hitherto called Greek Uniate Church into full and com-
plete communion with the holy orthodox Catholic East-
eru Church, and so to be integrally and inseparably in-
corporated with the Church of all the Russias.

2. To confer the general blessing of the most holy synod
on the bishops and clergy in particular, with praver of
faith and love to the supreme bishop of our confession,
Jesus Christ, that he would confirm them from above in
the confession they have made, and that he would rightly
direct the work of their ministry to the perfecting of the
saints.

3. That in governing those flocks which are intrusted
to them, they shall take as their fundamental guide the
Word of God, the canons of the Church, and the laws of
the empire, and shall confirm the flocks intrusted to them
in the same sentiments with those of the orthodox faith;
and that they exhibit an apostolical indulgence to any
differences in local customs which do not affect the doc-
trines or the sacraments, and bring back their people to
the ancient uniformity by free persuasion, without vio-
lence, with gentleness and long-suffering.

This decree was signed by Seraphim, metropolitan
of Novgorod and St. Petersburg, by Philaret of Eief,

Philaret of Moscow, and three prelates, besides two oth-
er ecclesiastics. It was confirmed March 25, 1839, by
the emperor's own hand, with these words: <;

I thank
God, and accept it." See Blackmore's Mouravieff,
Russian Church, Append, iv, p. 430.

Polus, a Greek sophist, lived about B.C. 400. He
was born in Agrigentum (Girgenti), and studied under
the celebrated sophist Gorgias, a Sicilian like himself.

In his dialogue Gorgias, or about Rhetoric, Plato intro-

duces Socrates in discussion with some of his disciples,

among whom is Polus. The point in contest is at first

the nature of rhetoric, but as the debate progresses it

expands its limits, and touches the question whether
the unrighteous can be happy, and whether it is not
preferable to suffer injustice rather than to inflict it.

The notoriety of Polus rests exclusively on the part as-

signed to him by Plato in this dialogue. There remains
nothing of his writings. Yet he seems, as a true disci-

ple of Gorgias, to have written a rhetorical treatise; for

Plato puts the following words in the mouth of Socrates

:

" To tell you the truth, Polus, I do not consider truth as

an art, but only as a thing which you boast of having
made an art of, in a writing which I have of late pe-

rused."

Polwhele, Richard, an English divine noted as

an antiquarian, historian, poet, and miscellaneous writ-

er, whose works are exceedingly voluminous, was born

at Truro in 1760, where he was also educated, and where,

when a boy, with the assistance of the celebrated Dr.

Wolcott, then a physician in that town, he first essayed

as a poet. He took holy orders, and finally settled in

his native place, where he died in 1838. He is noted

rather for his secular productions, though he published

also on religious topics. His principal works are, The
History of Cornwall (7 vols. 4to) :

—

The History ofDev-
onshire (3 vols.):

—

Traditions and Hicollections (2 vols.):

— The Rural Rector (3 vols.) :

—

Biographical Sketches

in Cornwall (3 vols.) :

—

A necdotes ofMethodism

:

—Illus-

trations of Scriptural Characters

:

—several volumes of

Sermons; with numberless poems, and other writings

of a miscellaneous character. See Allibone, Diet, of
Brit, and A mer. A uthors, s. v.

Polyandry (from jroXi'e, many, and aviip, a man),

that form of polygamy which permits a woman to have

several husbands. See Marriage. The hot -bed of

polyandry is Thibet. There a wife commonly is the

wife of a whole family of brothers, the elder brother
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being chief husband, In the Bimalayan and sub-

Himalayan regions adjoining and under the influence

of Thibet it i- of frequent occurrence, in the same form

as in the valley of Cashmere, in Ladakh, among the

Koech, and among the Telingese. Farther south in

India we find polyandry among the Tudas of the Neil-

gherry Hills, the I oorgs ol Mysore, and the Nayara of

Malabar. We find it again off the Indian

Ceylon; and, going eastward, strike on it as anancienl

though now al -t superseded custom in New Zealand,

and in • or two of the Pacific islands. Going north-

ward, we meel it again in the Aleutian Islands; and

taking the continent t.> the wesl and north of 1 1 1 * - Aleu-

tians, it i- found among the Koryaks, to the north of

tin i Okhotsk Sea. < Irossing the Russian empire to the

wesl side, we meel it among the Saporogian I

and tlnis have traced it al points half round the globe.

i qoI all. however. It i- found in Beveral parts

: and it occurs again in manj parts of Amer-
Ri .1 men. We have the authority of

Humboldl for it- prevalence among the tribes on the

Orinoco, and in the Bame form as in Thibet " Vmong
the Ivaroes and the Maypures," he says, "brothers

have often l»ut cue wife." Humboldl also vouches l"< »r

it- former prevalence in Lancerota, one of the Canary
Islands. Thus polyandry is a phenomenon of human
life independent of race and country. See Latham,

-. Ethnology (1859),i,24, 28*; ii, 398, W6, 162;

Humbold rralivt (Williams's translation,

I. v, pt ii, p. 549 ; and vol. i,chap. i, p. 84 ; Ham-
ilton, .\.<r Account ofthi East Indies (Edinb. 1727), i.

274,308; Reade, Savagt \frica, p. 43 ; Brman, Travels
in Siberia, ii, 531; Seignior Gaya, Marriage Ceremonies
(translation) (2d ed. Lond. 1698), p. 70, 96; Emerson
Teunant, Ceylon (3d ed. 1859), ii. 129; " I.

Rupe," Grey's Polynesian Mythology (1855), p. 81; A
in //,, Himalayas (1860), p. 202 ; Vigne,

i. :;7: .Urn r„,i! Asiat. Soc. ofBengal, ix, 834;
.1 tiat. I: • at i /'. \ . 13.

ancient history we learn that the ana over
which polyandry at on,- time existed was even more
extended; while in certain cantons of Media, accord-

Strabo (ii. 798; ami Bee Goguet, vol. iii, bk, vi,

<. p. polygynia was authorized by express law, which
ordained every inhabitant to maintain at least seven
wives; in other cantons precisely the opposite rule pre-
vail..! a woman was allowed to have many husbands,
ami they looked with contempl on those who had less

ii informs us thai in hi- time polyandry
of the Thibetan type prevailed among the Britons

i

/'

co, hi.. \. .. \iv i. We I'm. I direcl evidence
of its existence anion- the Picts in the Irish Nennius
(App. Ii), not to m. -nt ion the traces of it remaining in the
Pictish laws ..i succession. Indeed, to pass over com-
munities in which something like promiscuity of inter-
eour-. between I «id to have prevailed

Ma ' ithyrsi, and the ancienl
evi ..I ai g which polvandry, or

i promiscuity, must have been the rule.
'

As-
• > laid on vounger broth-

ir turn t., marry the wives of"their
a relic of polyandry of the Thibetan

nust hold that polyandry prevailed at

' India
|
l„.<ri„;.< ofMenu, ch. iii.

ng the ancient Hebrews
Burmah, in Syria amon
the Kasia, and the Pu-

.i indeed remained in

I

• In short, polvandrv
transitional forms" in the

promiscuity, on the assumption
,h;" l'

: "
isted. i 'i' th.

' ion our space forbids us to write;
["" "" l,,i " w - " '•• '" co I with the wanl of

imbera •( the sexes, due to th.'

infanticide, which i- its al t inva-

riable accompaniment Tribes of warriors, wholly de-

voted to a military life, find women an incumbrance
rather than a sola..-: and from this cause, and probably

from th.- difficulties of subsistence, formed the practice

of killing their female children. Bpariug them only when
they were th.' tir.-t-born. The disparity of the sexes

would l.ad to polyandry, and once instituted, the custom
would in many cases continue to , \i-i after the habits

iities which produced it disappeared In sev-

eral places, as in Ladakh. where polyandry prevails, the

sexes an- now either equally balanced, or the female

Bex predominates. In these cases polygynia and poly-

andry are imonly found existing .-id.- by -id.'. The
subject is onewhich demands, and as yel has not received,

full investigation. Chambers, -. v. See also London
Academy, Nov. 21, 1874, p. 557; Lubbock, Origin <;/'

Civilization (sec Index*. Magazine, Jan-
uary, 1's 7.">. p. 69 sq., 82 sq.

Polycarp (noXvicapiroc), a distinguished father

of the Christian Church, is one of a small number who
were distinguished from the rest by the term apostolic

fathers, as having been contemporaries of some of the

apostles. The period of his death is well ascertained to

have been by martyrdom in A.D. loo. in the reign of

Antoninus Titus (see Waddington, Memoires ./. VAca-
I, mil des Inscriptions, torn, xxvi, pt. ii. p. 232 sq.).

I he period of his birth is not known, and we can only
determine it by approximation. At the time of his

martyrdom he was reputed to have been a Christian

eighty-six years, and according to this statement was
born probably about A.D. 69. But if with other critics

we suppose him to have been converted at a riper age,

he must be referred to the reign of Nero. However.
there seems no reason to doubt that he was contempo-
rary with the apostle John, and known to him, the

lengthened period of whose life connects so fortunately

the men of the 2d century with those who had been in

personal attendance on the Saviour. It is this circum-
stance which gives its chief importance to the lives of

these persons, and thence arises the main value of the

few and in other respects unimportant writings which
remain of the apostolic fathers. The lives form links in

the chain of Christian tradition; and their compositions
recognise by frequent quotations the « ritings which re-

main of evangelists and apostles. (In the following ac-
count of Polycarp we rely largely upon Smith's Diet, of
Class. Biog. s. v.)

Life.—An ancient life, or rather a fragment of a life

of Polycarp, ascribed by Bollandus to a certain Pionius
of unknown date, and given in a Latin version in the

Acta Sanctorum Januarii (a. d. 26), ii. 695, etc.. dwells

much on the early history of Polycarp, but the record

(if indeed it be the work of Pionius) is some centuries

later than its subject, and is evidently false in several

particulars. We are inclined to think, however, that it

embodies some genuine traditions of Polycarp's history.

According to this account, the apostle Paul visited

Smyrna in his way from Calatia. through the procon-

sular A-ia to Jerusalem (the writer apparently con-

founding two journeys recorded in Acts xviii. 18 22,

and •_':'.. etc.), and having collected the believers, in-

structed them in the proper time ,,|' keeping Easter.

After l'aul'.- departure, hi- host Strataeas, the brother

ofTimotheus, became bishop of the infant Church: or.

lor the passage i- not clear. Strahcas became an elder

and Bucolus Was bishop. It was during the episcopate
of Bucolus (whether he was the contemporary or the

il "Miataa-i that Callisto. a female 'member
ol the Church, eminent for riches and work- of charity,
was warned of Cod in a dream to go to the -ate of the
city called the Ephesian gate, where she would find a
little boy (puerulum) named Polycarp, of Eastern or-

igin, who had been reduced to slavery, and ua- in the

hands of i w •

. men. from whom she was to redeem him.
Callisto, obedient to the vision. r..>e. went to the gate,
found the two men with the child, a- it had been re-

pealed to her; and having redeemed the boy, brought
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him home, educated him with maternal affection in the

Christian faith, and, when he attained to manhood, first

made him ruler over her house, then adopted him as her

son, and finally left him heir to all her wealth. Polycarp

had been from childhood distinguished by his benefi-

cence, piety, and self-denial ; by the gravity of his de-

portment, and his diligence in the study of the Holy
Scriptures. These qualities early attracted the notice

and regard of the bishop, Bucolus, who loved him with

fatherly affection, and was in return regarded by him
with filial love. By Bucolus he was ordained first to

the office of deacon, in which he labored diligently, con-

futing heathens, Jews, and heretics; delivering cate-

chetical homilies in the church, and writing epistles, of

which that to the Philippians is the only extant speci-

men. He was subsequently, when of mature age (his

hair was already turning gray) and still maturer con-

duct, ordained presbyter by Bucolus, on whose death he

was elected and consecrated bishop. We omit to notice

the various miracles said to be wrought by Polycarp, or

to have occurred on difFerent occasions in his life.

Such are the leading facts recorded in this ancient

narrative, which has, we think, been too lightly esti-

mated by Tillemont. That it has been interpolated

with many fabulous admixtures of a later date is clear;

but we think there are some things in it which indicate

that it embodies earlier and truer elements. The diffi-

culty is to discover and separate these from later correc-

tions. The chief ground for rejecting the narrative al-

together is the supposed difficulty of reconciling them
with the more trustworthy statements of Irena?us (Epis-

tola ad Florinum, apud Euseb. Hist. Eccles. v, 20), who,

in his boyhood, had known, perhaps lived with Poly-

carp, and of other writers. According to Irenieus (Epist.

ad Victorem. Papam, apud Euseb. Hist. Eccles. v, 24),

Polycarp had intercourse with "John and others of the

apostles;" or still more expressly (Adv. Hares, iii, 3, et

apud Euseb. Hist. Eccles. iv, 14), he was instructed (per-

haps converted, paSiiTivStic,) "by the apostles, and con-

versed familiarly with many who had seen Christ; was
by the apostles appointed (KaraffraBtic,) bishop of the

Church at Smyrna; and always taught what he had

learned from the apostles. Tertullian (De Pra>scrij)-

tionibus Hcsretic, c. 32) and Jerome (De Viris Illustri-

bus, c. 17) distinctly mention John as the apostle by
whom Polycarp was ordained. But we question if the

expressions of Irena?us, when critically examined and

stripped of the rhetorical exaggeration with which his

natural reverence for Polycarp has invested them, will

prove more than that Polycarp had enjoyed opportuni-

ties of hearing some of the apostles; and was, with their

sanction, appointed bishop of the Church at Smyrna.

That John was one of the apostles referred to by Ire-

na?us there is not the slightest reason to doubt ; and we
are disposed, with Tillemont, to regard Philip, whom
Polycrates of Ephesus (apud Euseb. Hist. Eccles. v, 24)

states to have ended his days in the Phrygian Hierap-

olis, as another of those with whom Polycarp had inter-

course. We believe that intercourse with these apos-

tles, and perhaps with some other old disciples who had

seen Jesus Christ, is sufficient to bear out the statements

of Irenanis, and is not inconsistent with the general truth

of the ancient narrative given by Bollandus. His state-

ment of the ordination of Polycarp by the apostles may
perhaps be reduced to the fact that John, of whom alone

Tertullian (I.e.) makes mention, was among "the bish-

ops of the neighboring churches," who came, according

to the narrative, to the consecration of Polycarp. This

circumstance enables us to fix that consecration in or

before A.D. 104, the latest date assigned to the death

of the venerable apostle, and which is not inconsistent

with the narrative. It must be borne in mind, too, that

the whole subject of the ordination of these early bishops

is perplexed by ecclesiastical writers utterly neglecting

the circumstance that in some of the larger churches

there was in the apostolic age a plurality of bishops

(comp. Phil, i, 1), not to speak of the grave and much

disputed question of the identity of bishops and presby-

ters. The apostolic ordination mentioned by Irenams
and Tertullian may, therefore, have taken place during
the lifetime of Bucolus, and have been antecedent to

the precedency which, on his death, Polycarp obtained.

We are the more disposed to admit the early origin and
the truth of the leading statements embodied in the
narration, as the natural tendency of a forger of a later

age would have been to exaggerate the opportunities

of apostolic intercourse, and the sanctions of apostolic

authority, which Polycarp certainly possessed.

Polycarp was bishop of Smyrna at the time when Ig-

natius of Antioch passed through that city on his way
to suffer death at Rome, some time between A.D. 107

and 116. Ignatius seems to have enjoyed much this

intercourse with Polycarp, whom he had known, appar-
ently, in former days, when they were both hearers of

the apostle John (Martyr. Ignatii, c. 3). The senti-

ment of esteem was reciprocated by Polycarp (Epistol.

ad P/iilijip. c. 13), who collected several of the epistles

of Ignatius, and sent them to the Church at Philippi,

accompanied by an epistle of his own. Polycarp him-
self visited Pome while Anicetus was bishop of that

city, whose episcopate extended, according to Tille-

mont's calculation, from A.D. 157 to 168. Ireiwus has

recorded (Epistol. ad Victor, apud Euseb. //. E.v, 14)

the difference of opinion of these two holy men on the

time of observing Easter, and the steadfastness of Poly-

carp in adhering to the custom of the Asiatic churches,

derived, as they affirmed, from the apostles; as well as

their mutual kindness and forbearance, notwithstanding

this difference. Indeed, the character of Polycaqi ap-

pears to have attracted general regard : Irenanis retained

for him a feeling of deepest reverence (Epistol. ad Flo-

rin, apud Euseb. //. E. v, 21) ; Jerome speaks of him
(De Viris Illustr. c. 17) as "totius Asia? princeps," the

most eminent man in all proconsular Asia. An anec-

dote given elsewhere shows that even reputed heretics,

notwithstanding his decided opposition to them, desired

to possess his esteem ; and it is not improbable that the

reverence excited by his character conduced to his suc-

cess in restoring them to the communion of the Church.

It has been conjectured that he was the angel of the

Church of Smyrna to whom Jesus Christ directed the

letter in the Apocalypse (ii, 8-11) ; and also that he was
the bishop to whom the apostle John, according to a

beautiful anecdote recorded by Clement of Alexandria

(Liber " Quis Dives salcetur?" c. 42), committed the

care of a young man, who, forsaking his patron, became

a chief of a band of robbers, and was reconverted by the

apostle; but these are mere conjectures, and of little

probability.

The martyrdom of Polycarp occurred, according to

Eusebius (H. E. iv, 15), in the persecution under the

emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus; and is

recorded in a letter of the Church at Smyrna to the

churches of Philomelium and other places, which is still

extant, and of which Eusebius (ibid.) has given the

chief part. The persecution began: one Germanicus,

an ancient man, was thrown to the wild beasts, and
several others, including some who were brought from

Philadelphia, were put to death at Smyrna. Polycarp

had at first intended to remain in the city and brave

the danger of martyrdom ; but the entreaties of his flock

led him to withdraw to a retreat in the adjacent coun-

try, where he passed his time in prayer. Here, three

days before his apprehension, he had a remarkable

dream, which his anticipation of his fate led him to in-

terpret as an intimation that he should be burned alive

—a foreboding but too exactly verified by the event.

Messengers having been sent to apprehend him, he

withdrew to another hiding-place; but his place of re-

treat was discovered by the confession of a child, who
had been forced by torture to make known where he

was. Polycarp might still have escaped by leaving the

place on the approach of those sent to apprehend him

;

but he refused, saying, " The will of God be done." His
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figure ainl calm and court onus deportment

of his captore; and a pravcr of-

fered by him affected wme of them with remorse for

ire in hia apprehension. The officer into whose

custody he was delivered, with the usual laxity of pa-

ganism, would have persuaded him, apparently through

pity, to offer divine honors and sacrifice i" the i

but M- Bteady refusal changed their pity into

and they violently threw him down from the carriage

in which i hey were conveying him. < m entering the

amphitheatre where the proconsul, Stratius Quadratus,

ice which the excited feelings of the old man

and his companions led them t" regard as from heaven,

exclaimed, " Be strong, <> Polycarp! and quit you like

a man.'' The proconsul was, like others, moved by his

appearance, and exhorted him t<> consider hi- advanci d

.•i_'>-. and < ply with the requirements of government

:

"Swear by the fortune of Caesar, recant, and cry 'Away

with the - Looking first round

u|mpii the heathen multitude, and Lben n|» to heaven,

tin- old man sighed and said, "Away with th<

The proconsul again urged him,"Swear by Caesar's for-

tune, andl will release thee. Revile Christ." "Eighty

and -ix years have 1 served him," was the reply, ••and

he never did me wrong: how then can 1 revile my King
and my Saviour?" Threats of being thrown to wild

tnd of being committed to the flames, failed to

move him; and his bold avowal that he was a Chris-

tian provoked the wrath of the assembled multitude.

"This man." they shouted, "is the teacher of impiety,

the father of the Christians, the man that does away
with "in - v iifitriptov dsiov tcaSaiosnjc)

;

who teaches many not to sacrifice to nor to worship the

gods." They demanded thai he should be thrown to

wild beasts, and when the Asiarch, Philip of Tralles,

who presided over the games which were going on,

evaded the demand, on the plea thai the combats with

wild beasts were ended, thej demanded thai he should

he burned alive. The demand was complied with;
ami the populace, in their rage, soon collected from the

l workshops logs and fagots for the pile. The
old man ungirded himself, Laid aside his garments, and
took his place in the midst of the fuel; and when they

would have secured him with nails to the stake, said.

"Let me remain as 1 am; for he that has enabled me
to brave the tire will so strengthen me that, withoul

your Fastening me with nails. I shall, unmoved, endure
it- fierceness." Alter he bad i tiered a shorl bul beauti-

ful prayer the lire was kindled, hut a high wind drove
the flames On me side, so that he was roasted rather

than burned; and the executioner was ordered to de-

spatch him with a sword. < In hi- striking him with it,

a quantity <>i blood Bowed from the wound as

to quench the flames, which were, however, resuscitated,

to consume hi- lifeless body. His ashes were
•\ the pious eare nft hi' Christians of his flock,

and deposited in a suitable place of interment. The
• ar of Polycarp's martyrdom are involved in

ibt Samuel Petit places it in AD. 175;
:

. l Bollandua in AD. 169; Eusebius
l trlier. in the seventh year of

lurelius, who acceded to the throne March 7,

A-l>. I'
. and Cave plat e it in

I die it iii 166 : tl Paschalt in

l' or, AD. L63; and
1

. lely from all other .

\ '• urn;;- I'm-. I', ir-

On bril ipporl of hi- opinion.

med by Tillemonl in o

i Romish churches; by
the lorn by tin- kilter on .Ian. -Ju, ,,,-

(at

1 • ma. on hi. les-

I il formerly to \ i-it devoutly what i> shown as

• ruins of an ancient church or chapel,
on a hill-side to the south-east of the city. Mr. Arun-

think that the tradition as to Ids place of interment is

correct

The principal authorities for the history of Polycarp

Lave been cited. The account of Eusebius (//. /.'. iv,

d \. Jin is chiefly taken from Iremeus (11. cc),

and from the letter of the Church at Smyrna, giving an

account of his martyrdom, which will he noticed helow.

Halloix {Illustr. Eccles. <hi> ntalis Scriptorum Vita),

Cave (Apostolici, or On Lives, <<<., •/tin Primitivt Fa-

I I illemonl [Mi moires, vol. ii | have

the chief notices of the ancients, and embodied them in

their narrative. See also Ceillier. Uist.des Anton* Sa~
. ,i. 672, ite. The English reader may consult (be-

e's work just mentioned) Lardner, Credibility,

tc, pt. ii. eh. vi. vii ; Neander, Church Ili<t. trans], by

Rose, i. 106, etc: Miltnau. Hist, of Christianity, bk. ii,

ch. vii : and other ecclesiastical historians.

Works.—There is extant only one short treatise by
this father. Ilnec *iXi7rjrno"ioi>c sVurroAr/, Ad Philip-

islola. Thai be wrote such an epistle, and that

it was known in their time, is attested by Inn..

Hares, iii. 3, ami /:/><.</>/. mi Florinum, apud Euseb.

//. E. iv. 1 1, and v. 20), Eusebius (II. E. iii. 36; iv. 14),

Jerome (
/> Viris JUustr. c. 17), and later writers whom

it is needless to enumerate: and. notwithstanding the

objections of the Magdeburg Centuriators (Cent ii. c
10); of Daille (/>< Scriptis Ignatianis,

c

32), who, how-
ever, only denied the genuineness of a part; of Mat-

thieu de la Roche; and, at a later period, of Sender, our

present copies have been received by the great majority

of critics as substantially genuine. Some have sus-

pected the ti'xt to he interpolated; and the suspicion is

perhaps somewhat strengthened hy the evidence af-

forded by the Syriac version of the epistles of Ignatius,

lately published by -Mr. Cureton, of the extensive inter-

polation of those contemporary and kindred productions.

The Epistola ml PhUippenses is extant in tin Greek

original, and in an ancient Latin version: the latter of

which contains, towards the conclusion, several chap-

ters, of which only some fragments preserved by Euse-

bius are found in the Greek. The letter partakes of

the simplicity which characterizes the writings of the

apostolic fathers, being hortatory rather than argumen-

tative: and is valuable for the numerous passagi s from

the New Testament, especially from the first Epistle of

Peter and the epistles of Paul, which are incorporated

in it, and for the testimony which it consequently af-

fords to the early existence and wide circulation of the

saci-,,1 writings. It was first published in black letter

in the Latin version by Jac. Faber Stapulensis, with the

works of the pseudo-Dionysius Areopagita and of Igna-

tius (l'aris. 1498, fol.l. under the title ol / ia IV-

vificans; and was reprinted at Strasburg in 1502; at

Paris. 1515; at Basle, 1520-; at Cologne, 1536; at In-

golstadt, with the Clementina I Ito), 1546; at Cologne,

with the Latin version of the writings of the pseudo-

Dionysius, 1557 ; and with the CU mentina and the Latin

version of the Epistola of [gnatius (fol.), 1569. It ap-

peared al-o in the following collections: the M
Basle, 1550), the Orthodoxographa of Herol-

dusi ibid. 1555), the Orthodoxographa ofGryneeusfJbid.

1569 . the .\/,//,, Patrum of Francis Rous I
Loud. 1650,

8vo), am! in the various editions of the Bibliotfieca

Patrum, from it- lirst publication by De la Bigne in

1575. The Creek texl was tir-t published by Halloix.

subjoined to the lite of Polycarp, in his TUustrium Ec-
</,.,;,, Orientalis Scriptorum Vita el Documenta (voL i.

Douai, 1633, fol.); and was again published by Usher,

with the Epistola oi' Ignatius (Oxford, 1644, Ito), not

in tin Ippendix Tgnatiana (which came out in H'.I7),

as incorrectly staled by Fabric!us; by Maderus i Helm-
stiult. 1653); and in the Patres Apostolici of Cotelerius

i Paris, 1672, 2 vols. foL; and Amsterdam, \:

tigius i I I, 8vo), ol I n v
| Basil . I 12), and

of Russel (1746, 2 vols, 8vo). It is given likewise in

ons of Ignatius hy Aldrich < Oxford. 1708, 8vo)
and Smith (ibid. 1709, Ito). It is contained also in the
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Varia Sacra of Le Moyne (vol. i, Leyden, 1685, 4to),

and in the Bibliotheca Patrum of Gallandius (vol. i,

Yen. 1765, fol.). Of more recent editions may be men-

tioned those of Hornemann, Scripta Genuina Grceca

Patrum Apostolicorum (Copenhagen, 1828. 4to) ; Routh,

Sci-iptorum Ecclesiaslicorum Opuscula Prcecipua qua -

dam (vol. i, Oxford, 1832, 8vo) ; Jaeobson, Patrum Apos-

tolicorum quce supersunt (vol. ii, ibid. 1838, 8vo); and

Hefele, Patrum Apostolicorum Opera (Tubingen, 1839.

8vo). There are English versions of this epistle by

Wake and Clementson, and one in Cave's Apostolici, or

Lives if the Primitive Fatheis.

That Polycarp wrote other Epistoke is attested by
Irenams (Epistol. ad Florin.): one, Upbg 'A$>ii>atovg,

Ad Athenienses, is quoted by St. Maximus in his Prolo-

epis ad Libros Dionysii Areopagita; and by Joannes

Maxentius, but is supposed to be spurious ; at any rate

it is now lost: another, YIpug Atovvcrioi' ruv 'Aptoira-

yirrjv, Ad Dionysium Areopagitam, mentioned by Sui-

das (s. v. YIoXvKapirog), is supposed to be spurious also.

The life of Polycarp, ascribed to Pionius, states that he

wrote various Tractatus, Homiliee, ami Epistolee, and

especially a book Be Obitu S.Joarmis; of which, ac-

cording to Halloix (I. c), some extracts from a MS. said

to be extant in an abbey in Northern Italy had been

given in a Concio de S. Joanne Evangelista by Francis-

cus Humblot ; but even Halloix evidently doubted their

genuineness. Some fragments ascribed to Polycarp,

cited, in a Latin version, in a Cat< na in (/untuor Evan-

gelistas by Victor of Capua, were published by Francis-

cus Feuardentius subjoined to lib. iii, c. 3 of his Anno-

tationes ad Irenoeum, and were subsequently reprinted

by Halloix (I. c), Usher {Appendix Ignatiana, p. 31,

etc. ), Maderus (I. c), Cotelerius (/. <?.), Ittigius (/. c),

and Gallandius {I. c), under the title ofFragmenta Quin-

que e Responsionum Capitulis S. Polycarpo adscriptis;

but their genuineness is very doubtful. See Cave, Hist.

Litt. ad ami. 108, i, 44, etc. (Oxford, 1740, fol.) ; Ittigius,

De Biblioth. Patrum, passim ; Fabricius, Bibl. Grcec. vii,

47, etc.; Ceillier, Auteurs Sacres, 1. c. ; Lardner, Credi-

bility, pt. ii, bk. i, ch. vi, etc. ; Gallandius, Biblioth. Pa-
trum, proleg. ad vol. i, c. ix; Jaeobson. /. c. proleg. p. 1,

etc., lxx; Schaff, Church Hist. vol. i ; Donaldson. Liter-

ature (see Index) ; Bohringer, Christl. Kirche, i, 30 sq.

;

Illgen, Zeitschrift f. hist. Theol. 1866, vol. i ; Milman,

Hist. ofLatin Christianity (see Index) ; Jahrb.f. </< utsche

Theol. 1870, iii, 545; Jortin, Remarks^ i, 323 sq.; Amer.

Presb. Per. iii, 517; Kiddle, Christian Antiquities (see

Index) ; Hefele, Patrum Apostolicorum Opera, p. xviii

;

Kitto, Cyclop, of Bib. Lit. i, 812; Alzog, Patrologie, § 1

sq.; Kilien, Anc. Church, p. 365 sq.; Fisher, Beginning

of Christianity (N. Y. 1877, 8vo), p. 321 sq., 552 sq.

The T;]c 'Sp.vpraiwv ttcKXqtriag Trepi paprvpiov tov

ayiov UoXvicap-rrov tT7i<7ToX>) tyicvicXiKug is almost en-

tirely incorporated in the Historia Ecclesiastica of Eu-
sebius (iv, 15) ; it is also extant in its original form, in

which it was first published by archbishop Usher, in his

Appenelix Ignatiana (Lond. 1647, 4to) ; and was re-

printed in the Acta Martyrum Sincera et Selecta of

Ruinart (Paris, 1689, 4to), and in the Patres Apostolici

of Cotelerius (vol. ii, Paris, 1672, fol.; Antwerp [or

rather Amsterdam], 1698; and Amsterdam, 1724); it

was also reprinted by Maderus, in his edition of the

Epistola Polycarpi. already mentioned; by Ittigius, in

his Bibliotheca Patrum Apostolicorum (Leips. 1699,8vo)

;

by Smith, in his edition of the Epistolce of Ignatius (re-

printed at Basle by Frey, 1742, 8vo) ; by Russel, in his

Patres Apostolici (vol. ii, Lond. 1746, 8vo) ; by Gallan-

dius, in his Bibliotheca Patrum (vol. i, Venice, 1765,

fol.); and by Jaeobson, in his Patrum Apostolicorum

quce supersunt (vol. ii, Oxford, 1838, 8vo). There is an

ancient Latin version, which is given with the Creek

text by Usher; and there are modern Latin versions

given by other editors of the Greek text, or in the

Acta Sanctorum Januarii (ad d. 26), ii, 702, etc. There

are English versions by archbishop Wake (Lond. 1693,

8vo, often reprinted), by Chevallier (Cambridge, 1833,

8vo), and by Dalrymple, in his Remains of Christian

Antiquity (Edinburgh, 1776, 8vo). See Cave, I. c.

p. 65; Fabricius, /. c. p. 51; Lardner, /. c. c. 7; Ceil-

lier, /. c. p. 695; Ittigius, Gallandius, and Jaeobson, //.

cc.

Polycarp the Ascetic. There is extant in Greek
a life of the female saint Syncletica, which has been as-

cribed to various persons. Some MSS. and the Greek
ecclesiastical historian Nicephorus Callisti (//. E. viii, -

40) ascribe it to Athanasius; but Montfaucon, though he
gives the piece with a Latin version in his edition of

the works of Athanasius (ii, 081, etc.), classes it among
the spurious works, and declares that the difference of

style, and the absence of any external testimony for live

or six centuries after Athanasius. leave no room to

doubt its spuriousness. A copy, which was among the

papers of Combefis, contains a clause, stating that the

discourses or sayings of the saint had been reported by
'•the blessed Arsenius of Pegadse;" but this does not

seem to describe him as the compiler of the narrative,

but only as the author from whom part of the materials

were derived. It is then most reasonable to follow the

very ancient MS. in the Vatican Library, which ascribes

the biography to Polycarp the Ascetic or Monk, but

where or when this Polycarp lived cannot be deter-

mined. The biography was first published in the Latin

version of David Colvillus in the A eta Saiictorum Ja-
nuarii, i, 242, etc. The original Greek text is said to

have been published with some other pieces (Ingol-

stadt, 1603, 4to) ; it is given with a new Latin version

and notes in the Ecclcsice Grcecce Momunenta of Cotele-

rius (Paris, 1677, 4to), i, 201, etc. The MS. used by
Cotelerius contained neither the author's name nor the

final clause about Arsenius of Pegada*. The title of the

piece is B/oc Kai TroXiriia Tijg iaiag Kai aoiSipov jUjj-

rpog fjpuv (in Montfaucon's edition, B. ic. tt. rtjc ayiag

Kai paKapiag ical SiEauKciXov) SvyKXnTiKiig, Vita et

(,'istii sanctir vihbrisque matris nnstrce (or, according

to Montfaucon, sanctm beatceque magistral) Syncleticoe.

See Fabricius. Biblioth. Grceca, x, 329.—Smith, Diet, of
Class. Bin;;, s. v.

Polyeuct, the first martyr of Armenia, was a sol-

dier in a Roman legion when converted to the Christian

faith by one of his friends (Nearchus). For his faith

he was sentenced to be beheaded. His martyrdom took

place in 257. The Roman Catholic Church observes

his memory on Feb. 13. The French poet, Pierre Cor-

neille, made this case of martyrdom the subject of one

of his most beautiful tragedies.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Polygamy was anciently and still is a prevailing

custom in the East (comp. of the Persians, Strabo, xv,

733; Herod, i, 135; iii, 88; Rhode, Heil. Sage, p. 443;

of the Indians, Strabo, xv, 714; of the Medes, xi. 526;

of the Getae, vii, 297 ; see also xvii, 835 ; on the Egyp-
tians, see Herod, ii, 92; comp. Diod. Sic. i, 80; Heng-
stenberg, Mos. p. 210 sq.), which stands in close con-

nection with the great fruitfulness of Eastern women;
and some have tried to show that it is connected with

a preponderance of female births (Mariti, Reis. p. 14),

but this is denied by Burdach (Physiol, i, 403 sq.) and

the most recent authorities. Even the Mosaic law did

not forbid polygamy (Polygyny), which, indeed, existed

among the Israelites from the beginning of their nation

(Gen. xxviii, 9; xxix, passim; xxxvii, 2; xlvi, 10),

but seems to- be expressly permitted (Deut. xxi, 16 sq.

;

Exod. xxi, 9 sq. ; Lev. xviii, 18) ; and there are several

direct instances under the law (Judg.viii,30), and more

indirect ones (x, 4; xii, 9, 14), of polygamy, or at least

bigamy, chiefly in the time of the Judges. Yet the

lawgiver had certainly placed difficulties in the way of

polygamy by many remarkable directions (comp. the

Koran, iv, 3, which allows a Mussulman but four wedded

wives, without, however, limiting the number of his

concubines!). The Mosaic law aimed at mitigating

rather than removing evils which were inseparable from
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the state of society in that day. Its enactments were

.:

the discouragement of polygamy; tin- object

was forwarded by the following enactments

castration of young men, which is usually associated

with polygamy, was forbidden i DeuL xxiii, 1 1, and thus

attendants in the harem were nol i asily to !" obtained

;

while marriageable women might reasonably expect

each i" obtain a separate husband. (2.) Every act ot

sexual intercourse rendered the man unclean for a daj

(Lev. xv. 18), which, with a considerable number of

ach of them having her peculiar claims upon

him, would have been very burdensome. (3.) The fa-

voring of one wife among several was forbidden (Exod
. and the man was required to perform his

marriage obligations in equal measure to every wife.

This limitation also would be oppressive to many. Be-

this, the mutual jealous} of the several wives

,i, « hich is the inevitable consequence of po-

lygamy 1 1 Sam. i. 2 sq.; 2 Chron. xi, 21 1, renders home

life unpleasant (Niebuhr, Besckreibung, p. 73 sq.). The

: . 1 1 keeps some Turks fr polygamy now

(D'O n,ii, 366 sq.; Volney, ii, 360 sq.). The result

was that most Israelites contented themselves with a

Bingle wife (see Prov. xii, 4; xix, 41; xxxi, 10 sq.), or

at most took one or t \% . concubines in addition. The
same appears to have been the case with the ancient

Egyptians (Wilkinson, 4 nc. Egyptians, ii, 62 sq.). In

following the Captivity monogamy appears to

have prevailed (comp. Tobit i - 11; ii. 19; \iii. I. 13;

Susan. 29, 63; .Man. xviii, 25; Luke i. 5; Acts v. 1 1.

It became acknowledged, too, as a prescriptive obliga-

tion, although the doctors of the law still held to their

old canon, that a man might marry wives at pleasure—

a hundred if he would provided that he had means of

Buppori for them. Hence we cannot in 1 Tim. iii. 2;

Titus i. 6, think of a simultaneous polygamy (comp.

i . ,. \in-t. r. 1698 . p. L25 sq.), although it

nin-i be confessed that Paul's expressions, taken alone,

most naturally bear this interpretation. The Talmud-
i-|s inM-t that no Jew can ha\e iimre than four wives

at e. and a king, at most, but eighteen (Otho, Lex,

i - |.-. see esp. Selden, Jus. Nat. et Gent, v,

<",; Buxtorf, Spousal, p. 17 sq., in Ugolino, Thesaur.

vol. x\x : Michaelis, Mot. Rif. ii. 171 sq.; Jahn, 1. ii.

comp. Selden, />• Polygamia, bk. vii, in his

Otia thet '.
p. 349 sq.). According to Deut. xvii, 17,

kitiL'- were forbidden to take many wives; but in spite

of this prohibition the] •
, David, 2 Sam. v, 13;

Solomon, l Kings xi, ''•: Rehoboam, •_' Chron. xi, 21;
Abijah, xiii. 21, and others; and so Herod the Great,

Josephus, Ant. xvii. 1,3) had large harems, for whose
Bervice they procured eunuchs in foreign lands. See

II Ull M.

i I object of the Mosaic reflations on
ttie subject was to obviate the injustice frequentlj < -

sequent upon the exercise of t he rights ot" a father or a

master. lined by the humane regulations

iptive whom a man might wish to marry
14), to a purchased wife (Exod. xxi,

1 to a slave who either w a- maun d at ;'u

r n ho, having Bince received a

the hand-- of his master, was unwilling to be

istly, by the law
listribution of property among

the different wives - Deut xxi, L5 17).
1

i e two quite distinct i n

l. \\i. 7 ii doa rve a detailed

it to which the power of

arried. It must be pre-
thal the maiden was horn of Hebrew parents,

at the time of her Bale (otherwise her
father would have no power to Bell), and that the object
of the purchase was that when arrived at pub
should become the wife of hi r masti r, as i~ implied in

in the law relating to her (ExikI. xxi, 7)
and to a slave purchased for ordinary work Deut xv,

12-17\ as well as in the term amah, "maid-servant."

which is elsewhere used convertibly with -concubine"

(Judg. ix, 18; comp. viii, 31 I. With regard to such it

I
. that Bhe is nol to "go out as the men-

servants after six years' service, or in

the year of jubilee), on the understanding that her

her already has made, or intends to make her

: (2) but, if he has no Buch intention,

i
milled to retain her in the event of any other

person of the Israelites being willing to purchase her of

him for the same purpose (ver. 8) ; (3) he might, how-

ever, assign her to his son. and in this case she was to

be treated as a daughter, and not as a slave (ver. 9
; (4)

if either he or his son. having married her. took another

as -till to be treated as a wife in all respects

(ver. 10) ; and. lastly, if neither of the three contingen-

cies took place (i. e. if he neither married her himself,

nor gave her to his son, nor had her redeemed), then

i iie maiden was to become absolutely free without wait-

ing for the expiration of the six years or for the year

ol jubilee (ver. 11). (2.) In the other case (Dent, xxi,

10-14) we must assume that the wife assigned was a

non-Israelitish slave; otherwise the wife would, as a

matter of course, be freed along with her husband in

the year of jubilee. In this ease the wife and children

would be the absolute property of the master, and the

position of the wife would he analogous to that of the

Roman contttbernalis,vrhovras not supposed capable of

any connubium. The issue of such a marriage would

remain slaves in accordance with the maxim oftheTal-

mudists, that the child is liable to its mother's disqual-

ification (Kiddush. iii. 12). Josephus (Ant iv. 8, 28)

states that in the year ofjubilee the slave, having mar-

ried during service, carried oft* his wife and children

with him: this, however, may refer to an Israelitish

maid-servant. See Captive.
(c.) The third object of the Mosaic statutes on this

subject was to bring divorce under some restriction;

and this was effected by rendering divorce a formal

proceeding, not to he done by word of mouth as here-

tofore, but by a "hill of divorcement" (Deut. xxiv. 1),

which would generally demand time and the interven-

tion of a third party, thus rendering divorce a less easy

process, and furnishing the wife, in the event of it- be-

ing carried out. with a legal evidence of her marriage-

ability: we may also notice that Moses wholly prohib-

ited divorce in case the wife had been seduced prior to

marriage (xxii. 29), or her chastity had been ground-

lessly impugned (xxii. ID).

I*/, i The fourth object, which was to enforce purity

of life during the maintenance of the matrimonial bond,

forms the subjeel ot' one of the ten commandments
i Exod. \x. 1 1 1. any violation of which was punishable

with death I Lev. xx. Hi; Dent. xxii. 22), even in the

case of a betrothed person (Deut xxii. 23,24). See

Adultery.
The practical results of these regulations may have

been very salutary, lint on this point we have bul Small

opportunities of judging. The usages themselves, to

which we have referred, remained in full force to a late

period. We have instances of the arbitrary exercise ot'

the paternal authority in the cases ofAchsah (Judg.

i. 12), Ibzan t xii. 9), Samson (xiv, --'"'; xv. 2), and

Michal il Sam. xvii. 25). The case of Abishag, and
the language of Adonijah in reference to her (1 Kings
i. 2; ii. 17), prove that a servant was -till completely

at the disposal of his or her master. Polygamy also

prevailed, as we are expressly informed in reference

to Gideon (Judg. viii, 30), Elkanah (1 Sam. i, 2), Saul

(2 Sain. xii. 8), David (v, 13), Solomon | 1 Kings xi.

3), the sons ol Issachar H Chron. vii. 4), Shaharaim
i viii. s. o), Rehoboam (2 Chron. xi. 21), Abijah txiii.

21), and Joash (xxiv, 8); and a- we may also infer

from the number of children in the cases of Jair, Ibzan,

and Abdon (Judg. x. 4; xii. '.'. 1 1 >. It dors not, how-
ever, follow that it wa- the general practice of the
country: the inconveniences attendant on polygamy
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in small houses or with scanty incomes are so great as

to put a serious har to its general adoption, and hence

in modern countries where it is fully established the

practice is restricted to comparatively few (Niebuhr,

Voyage, p. Co; Lane, i, 239). The same rule holds

good with regard to ancient times : the discomforts of

polygamy are exhibited in the jealousies between the

wives of Abraham (Gen. xvi, (5), and of Elkanah (1

Sam. i, 6) ; and the cases cited above rather lead to the

inference that it was confined to the wealthy. Mean-
while it may be noted that the theory of monogamy
was retained, and comes prominently forward in the

pictures of domestic bliss portrayed in the poetical writ-

ings of this period (Psa. cxxviii, 3 ; Prov. v, 18 ; xviii,

22; xix. 14; xxxi, 10-29; Eccles. ix, 9). The sanc-

tity of the marriage-bond was but too frequently vio-

lated, as appears from the frequent allusions to the
" strange woman" in the book of Proverbs (ii, 1G ; v, 20,

etc.), and in the denunciations of the prophets against

the prevalence of adultery (Jer. v, 8; Ezek. xviii, 11

;

xxii, 11).

In the post-Babylonian period monogamy appears to

have become more prevalent than at any previous time;

indeed, we have no instance of polygamy during this

period on record in the Bible, all the marriages noticed

being with single wives (Tob. i, 9; ii, 11; Susan. 29,

03 ; Matt, xviii, 25 ; Luke i, 5 ; Acts v, 1). During
the same period the theory of monogamy is set forth in

Ecclus. xxvi, 1-27. The practice of polygamy never-

theless still existed ; Herod the Great had no less than

nine wives at one time (Josephus, Ant. xvii, 1, 3) ; the

Talmudists frequently assume it as a well-known fact

(e. g. Ketub. x, 1 ; Yebam. i, 1) ; and the early Christian

writers, in their comments on 1 Tim. iii, 2, explain it

of polygamy in terms which leave no doubt as to the

fact of its prevalence in the apostolic age. Michaelis

{Laics of Moses, iii, 5, § 95) asserts that polygamy
ceased entirely after the return from the Captivity;

Selden. on the other hand, that polygamy prevailed

among the Jews until the time of Honorius and Arca-

dius (cir. A.D. 400), when it was prohibited by an im-

perial edict
(
Ux. Ebr. i, 9). See Marhiage.

POLYGAMY, Christian Doctrine Concerning.
Jesus does not directly forbid polygamy, nor even re-

vert to the subject, since it had been almost universally

given up. No case of polygamy among the Jews is

presented in the Gospel narrative; and when a wife is

mentioned, it is stated or implied in the account that

she is the only wife. The special evil of Jewish society

was the facility of divorce—men putting away their

wives for any, often a trifling, cause. Our Lord, when
the Pharisees asked him (Matt, xix, 3-9) whether it

was lawful for a man to put away his wife for every

cause, replied that God at the beginning made them
a male and a female (dpaev icai SijXv), thus indirectly

condemning polygamy as contrary to the original in-

stitution of marriage: with a male and a female only

polygamy was impossible. He then declares that the

bond of marriage is indissoluble; the husband and wife

are no more twain, but one flesh ; and what God hath

thus joined together let no man put asunder; and after-

wards replies to their question on divorce :
" Moses be-

cause of the hardness of your hearts suffered you to

put away your wives: but from the beginning it was
not so." The practice of polygamy then existed by
permission, not by command. It was a positive tem-
porary regulation of Moses as a political governor, not

of God as a moral ruler. The Jews had become hard-

ened in their hearts; they were harsh and severe even

to their own flesh. Their nearest relatives they treated

with cruelty and injustice. Until the people could be

brought into such a state that they could feel and un-

derstand the force of law, it was necessary for their

rulers meanwhile to devise prudential regulations for

the purpose of checking their lawlessness. All the evils

of that early and idolatrous age of the world could not be

remedied in a moment ; and such was the state of soci-

ety that not even until the advent of the Saviour was the

institution of marriage restored to its primeval integrity

by revoking the permission of polygamy and divorce.

The teaching of the apostle Paul, too, is worthy of most
serious attention, as the subject of polygamy must have
come immediately before him. The Christian converts

in the apostolic age may be divided into three classes:

Jews, Romans, and Greeks. Polygamy, though not
unknown among the Jews, had fallen, as we have said,

into general disuse. It was positively forbidden by the
Roman law, though divorce was even more frequent
among the Romans than the Jews ; but it undoubtedly
was the common usage of the Greeks. Thus Thebdoret
says: n«Xot yai tiioSttoav Kai "EXAr/j'ec. nai 'lovSaioi

Kai 6Y>w Kai rpiai Kai nXiiom yvvat^i v6p<p ydfxov Kara.

tuvtvv avvoiKtiv {Com. in 1 77«.iii,2). The epistles of
Paul were generally addressed to Grecian converts ; let

us see, then, how he dealt with the question, which must
have come directly before him. Two ways were open
to the apostle : either a partial or temporary toleration,

or an immediate and direct prohibition of the custom.

The multitude of Greek converts were undoubtedly
polygamists; it might seem a hard measure, and would
produce much domestic discontent and misery, to com-
pel converts to abandon their wives legally married
according to the Grecian law. Did, then, the apostle

permit the usage temporarily, either till that genera-

tion had passed away, or until polygamists themselves

were willing to conform to the higher Christian stand-

ard? We most emphatically reply that the apostle

never for even the briefest period tolerated polygamy
among baptized or Christian disciples, and that it. never

existed in the Christian Church at all. Had it been
tolerated even temporarily, some notice or reference to

it would be found in the apostolic epistles. The sin-

cerity of converts must have been put to a severe test

:

to give up their wives no doubt often involved a pain-

ful sacrilice to Christian duty, yet so emphatic and
peremptory must have been the apostle's prohibition

that not a murmur of opposition was heard from Cor-

inth, Ephesus, Philippi, Thessalonica, and other Chris-

tian communities. The apostle often censures Grecian

converts for their violation of Christian duty, some of

them having fallen from their regenerate state, and
abandoned themselves to their old sins ; but we find no
reference to polygamy in his epistles, nothing which im-
plies that it was continued or even known among them.
There is no mention, however remote or indirect, of a

believer's wives. This .silence can only intimate the

utter abandonment of the usage among Christians as

clearly as the most emphatic statement. It could not

have been tacitly allowed as indifferent, or permitted

even for a brief period; since it must be remembered
that the apostle had expressly forbidden polygamy, and
if it existed at all in the Christian communities he
planted, it could only have been in defiance of his

direct prohibition. No language can be plainer than

that of 1 Cor. ch. vii : "Let every man have his own
wife, and every woman her own husband; let not the

wife depart from her husband, let not a husband put

away his wife." Again, the non-existence of polyg-

amy in the apostolic churches is implied in the same
apostle's comparison of marriage to the union of Christ

and his Church. The apostle says: '-The husband

is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the Head
of the Church" (Eph. v, 23). But as Christ's Church,

as Paul says, is one body (Eph. iv, 4), there would
be no meaning in the comparison, no similarity in

the things compared, if the husband might have a

plurality of wives: the marriage union would not then

have a typical representation of the union of Christ

with the one body, which is his Church. Taking,

again, the testimony of the Catholic Church, the evi-

dence against polygamy will appear most positive and

decisive. The mind of the divine Legislator was so

clearly and ineffaceably stamped on his followers that

the usage in early and later ages of the Church was
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utterly unknown; there is no instance on record of

a baptized polygamisl for fifteen hundred years alter

Christ < lathouc, schismatic, and Inn tie. amid all their

differences, agreed at least on this point. No profess-

ing Christian, however err »us his belief or scanda-

lous In- life, ever ventured to revive the interdicted

I he testimony of the Church, clearh

before us bj the consentient practice of Christians in

all ages, is too explicit to leave room r. >r further con-

troversy, or any real doubl of the teaching of the New
Testament on the subject. Besides, the practice "!'

the whole world was strictly uniform, with oro

tion in the 16th century. In an evil hour Luther un-

happily gave permission to one of hi* followers to

marry a Becond wife during the lifetime of the iir-t

the landgrave of Besse. Be was the tir-t and the only

Protestant polygamisl of the Christian Church.

In recent times the question of polygamj has re-

opened in the Christian Church, and has resumed great

importance. Bishop Colenso in Africa, and mission-

several denominations in India, have deemed

it expedient to allow heathen polygamists to retain

tlnir wives alter baptism ; though, on becoming Chris-

tian-, they are forbidden to add to the number ol 1 1

Polygamisl converts are not allowed, as being it is sup-

posed in an inferior state, to bear office in the Church.*

Now this view of the Bubject and corresponding prac-

only be founded on an opini r theory. « hich,

if true-, would render polygamy universally allowable

among Christiana, Lei us ask ourselves the question,

Is polygamy, according to the new dispensation, allow-

able, or indifferent, or sinful? If allowable or indiffer-

ent, why should it only be partially conceded, and not

permitted at all tun. b? It it be wrong or sinful, how
can we be justified in allowing it even during the short-

est period V Its temporary permission among heathen

converts rests on no authority, scriptural or patristic,

or any valid plea whatever: no primitive pi

can be quoted, though it i- obvious that thi

son- for it mi.'lit have been alleged in the apostolic

Bge, and also, it may be added, by missionaries in aux-

in modern times. In truth, its

permission under any circumstance - can only by logical

had to it- lull sanction, as in the foul and

tformonism. But the defenders

rn polygamy will perhaps say that their strong-

est argument in it- d< fence baa not y< t been examined :

they lay especial Btress mi the example- of the Old-

Testament -aini-. which i- probably the real reason

why they venture to allow it, maintaining that God
would not have permitted it for many ages had it been

rily immoral or -mini. But an- I hey prepared

which is the real question at issue that in the

New Testament there i- no precept on the Bubject of

marriage? If there be, the argument derived from

the permitted usage of the old dispensation is of no
value whatever, and may thus be stated: there was no

law on the Bubject in the old dispensation, and
. iny oft he Jews were polygamists; there is a

inference of missionaries of rations de-
, including those of thi

ion. and the Church Missionary Societies, of
ind the American Presbyterian

is bad the whole subject frequently nn-
' II— deliberation,

eedou the following propositions, though
o i-lv bei u urn h diversity of opinion

I

olntt :

" It a convert before be-
v. ivcs than 01 e,

I nice with the practice of the Jewish
U I to keep them

nil: bnt •

, any office In the
Church. In no .,*. to lie tolerated

I

If proof
I wng n||owed In

the enrly Cl . on the Bnbjecl would
n at an end ; II modem times to
from heathenism ralghi have been allowed, or

even In i •, ment it-

no support whatever either from Scripture or the

direct law or precept in the New Testament, and as

such binding on believers, by which the Christian is

limited to one wife. But should it be asserted that

there is no positive precept on marriage in the New
Testament, we shall thus have to fall back upon the

old dispensation lor instruction and guidance; in which

case, why should we permit polygamy only lor a time,

or in the case of heathen converts, instead of allowing

Christians universally to follow, if they please, the

example of the patriarchs and saints of the Jewish

Church? If polygamy be permitted to convert- from

heathenism, on the ground that there is no positive

a the subject in the New Testament, and that

we may have recourse to the permission of the Jewish

law, no reason most assuredly can be given why Chris-

tians generally may nol be permitted to avail them-

selves of the sanction given to polygamy in the old

tion, and by the example of its patriarchs and

saints. "Experience,"' says Dr. Spring, -has abun-

dantly and painfully proved that polygamy debases

and brutalizes both the body and the mind, and renders

society incapable of those generous and refined affec-

tions which, if duly cultivated, would be fonnd to be

the inheritance even of our fallen nature. Where is

an instance in which polygamy has not been the source

of many and hitler calamities in the domestic circle

ami to the State? Where has it reared a virtuous.

heaven-taught progeny? Where has it been distin-

guished lor any of the moral virtues; or. rather, where

has it not been distinguished for the most fearful de-

generacy of mankind? Where has it even been found

friendly to population? It has been reck id that the

number of male infants exceeds that of ft male- in the

proportion of nineteen to eighteen, the excess of the

males scarcely providing for their greater consump-

tion by war. seafaring, and other dangerous or un-

healthy occupations. Il seems to have been 'the order

of nature that one woman should be assigned to one

man.' And where has polygamy ever been friendly to

the physical and intellectual character of the popula-

tion? The Turks are polygamists, and so are the

A-iaiics: but how inferior a people to the ancient

Greeks and Romans!" The practice of polygamy lias

sometimes been alleged to originate in the influence

of climate, but the fact cannot be denied thai in the

coldest as well as in the warmest climates it i- found

to exist. And though it must be admitted to prevail

more extensively in regions situated towards the south,

tin- more probable cause id' this peculiarity will be

found in ancient usage or religion. The manners of

different countries have varied in nothing more than

in their domestic constitutions. l.e-s polished and

more luxurious nations have either not perceived the

bad effects of polygamy, or, if they did perceive tie m,

they who in such countries possessed the power of re-

forming the laws have been unwilling to resign their

own gratifications. Polygamy is retained at this day

in all Mohammedan countries, and throughout the

whole Eastern world (see a recent article on this sub-

ject in the Westminster Review, Oct 1867, an. i); and

even in countries like Algiers, where the French con-

trolling influence is manifest, the Jews practice polyg-

amy to a large extent.'* Hut among Western, or. bet-

ter. Christian nations, it is universally prohibited. In

Sweden it is punished with death. In England, be-

sides the nullity of the second marriage, it subjects

transportation or imprisonment and

branding for the first offence, and to capital punish-

ond. About the middle of the 16th

century. I hinus, general of the < "rder of

Capuchins, and afterward- a Protestant, published Di-

alogues in favor of polygamy, to which Theodoi iB i

wrote a reply. Iii 1682 a work entitled P
Triumphatrix appeared under the name of Theophilus

1870, when they were made citizens, they have
been obliged to conform to the order of French law.
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Aletheus. The true name of the author was Lys-
erus, a native of Saxony. In 1780 Martin Madan
published Thdyphthora, or a Treatise on Female Ruin,

in which he defended polygamy on the part of the

male. The only exception in the West to monog-
amous practice occurs among the Mormons (q. v.).

This strange sect teaches that the use and foundation

of matrimony is to raise up a peculiar, holy people for

the kingdom of God the Son, that at the millennium

they may be raised to reign with him ; and the glory

of the man will be in proportion to the size of his

household of children, wives, and servants. Quoting

the Scripture that " the man is not without the wom-
an, nor the woman without the man," they affirm that

it is the duty of every man to marry at least once, and
that a woman cannot enter into the heavenly king-

dom without a husband to introduce her as belonging

to himself. The addition of wives after the first to a

man's family is called a "sealing to him," a process

which constitutes a relation with all the rights and
sanctions of matrimony. This introduction and con-

tinuance of the baneful and immoral practice of polyg-

amy is likely, sooner or later, to prove destructive to

the whole system of Mormonism.
The argument against polygamy from a strictly eth-

ical and social standpoint is thus presented by Paley

:

" The equality in the number of males and females born

into the world intimates the intention of God that one

woman should be assigned to one man ; for if to one

man be allowed an exclusive right to five or more
women, four or more men must be deprived of the ex-

clusive possession of any; which could never be the

order intended. It seems also a significant indication

of the divine will that he at first created only one
woman to one man. Had God intended polygamy for

the species, it is probable he would have begun with
it; especially as by giving to Adam more wives than

one the multiplication of the human race would have
proceeded with a quicker progress. Polygamy not

only violates the constitution of nature, and the appa-

rent design of the Deity, but produces to the parties

themselves, and to the public, the following bad ef-

fects: contests and jealousies among the wives of the

same husband; distracted affections, or the loss of all

affection in the husband himself; a voluptuousness in

the rich which dissolves the vigor of their intellectual

as well as active faculties, producing that indolence and
imbecility, both of mind and body, which have long

characterized the nations of the East; the abasement

of one half of the human species, who, in countries

where polygamy obtains, are degraded into instruments

of physical pleasure to the other half; neglect of chil-

dren; and the manifold and sometimes unnatural mis-

chiefs which arise from a scarcity of women. To com-
pensate for these evils, polygamy does not offer a single

advantage. In the article of population, which it has

been thought to promote, the community gain nothing

(nothing, I mean, compared with a state in which mar-
riage is nearly universal) ; for the question is not

whether one man will have more children by five or

more wives than by one, but whether these five wives

would not bear the same or a greater number of chil-

dren to five separate husbands. And as to the care of

children when produced, and the sending of them into

the world in situations in which they may be likely to

form and bring up families of their own, upon which
the increase and succession of the human species in a

great degree depend, this is less provided for and less

practicable where twenty or thirty children are to be

supported by the attention and fortunes of one father

than if they were divided into five or six families, to

each of which were assigned the industry and inherit-

ance of two parents." Tims far Dr. Paley. We shall

close this article with the words of an excellent writer

on the same side of the subject: "When we reflect,"

he says, "that the primitive institution of marriage
limited it to one man and one woman ; that this insti-

tution was adhered to by Noah and bis sons, amid the
degeneracy of the age in which they lived, and in spite

of the example of polygamy which the accursed race of
Cain had introduced; when we consider how very few
(comparatively speaking) examples of this practice there
were among the faithful; how much it brought its own
punishment with it; and how dubious and equivocal
those passages are in which it appears to have the sanc-
tion of the divine approbation; when to these reflec-

tions we add another respecting the limited views and
temporary nature of the more ancient dispensations and
institutions of religion, how often the imperfections and
even vices of the patriarchs and people of God in old
time are recorded, without any express notification of
their criminality—how much is said to be commanded
which our reverence for the holiness of God and his law
will only suffer us to suppose were for wise ends permit-
ted; how frequently the messengers of God adapted
themselves to the genius of the people to whom they
were sent, and the circumstances of the times in which
they lived; above all, when we consider the purity,

equity, and benevolence of the Christian law, the ex-
plicit declarations of our Lord and his apostle Paul re-

specting the institution of marriage, its design and lim-
itation; when we reflect, too, on the testimony of the
most ancient fathers, who could not possibly be ignorant
of the general and common practice of the apostolic

Church; and, finally, when to these considerations we
add those which are founded on justice to the female
sex, and all the regulations of domestic economy and
national policy, we must wholly condemn the revival of

polygamy." See Paley, Moral Philosophy, i, 319-3-25;

Madan, Thdyphthora; Towers, Wills, Penn, K. Hill,

Palmer, and Haweis, Answers to Madan; Monthly Rev.

lxiii,338; and also vol. lxix ; Beattie, Elements ofMoral
Science, ii, 127-129: Wuttke, Christian Ethics, ii. 306
sq. ; Harless, Ethics (see Index); and the literature

quoted in the article Marriage. (J. H.W.)
Polyglot Bibles. Although the earliest speci-

men of a polyglot was that of a projected work of the

celebrated printer Aldus Manutius, of which one page
only was published, the first of this kind was the Com-
plutensiam Polyglot, entitled Bihlia Sacra Polyglotta,

complectentia Vetus Testamentum, Hebraico, Chaldaico,

Grceco, et Latino idiomate ; Novum Testament/an Grae-

cum et Latinum; et vocabvlarium Hebraicum et Chal-
daicum, cum grammatica Hebraica; necnon dictionario

Grceco. J>< mandato et sumptibus Cardinalis Erancisci

Ximenis de Cisneros (G vols, fob, in Complutensi Uni-
versitate, 1514-17). As the title already indicates, we
are indebted for this work to the celebrated cardinal,

statesman, and general, Francis Ximenes de Cisneros

[see Ximenes], who published it at his own expense, at

the cost of 50,000 ducats. It was commenced in 1502,

completed in 1517, and published in 1522. The editors

were iElius Antonius, Ducas, Pincianus, Stunica, Za-
mora, Coronellus, and Johannes de Yergara. The last

three were originally Jews. The first four volumes con-

tain the O. T., with the Hebrew. Latin, and Greek, in

three columns, the Targum, and a Latin version of the

same. The position of the Latin between the Hebrew
and the Greek was to indicate that just as Christ was
crucified between two thieves, so the Roman Church,

represented by St. Jerome's version, is crucified between
the synagogue, represented by the Hebrew text, and
the Eastern Church, denoted by the Greek version.

The fifth volume contains the Greek Testament, with

the Latin Vulgate. The last volume consists of vocab-

ularies, indexes, etc. The Greek Testament was fin-

ished in 1517; but the MSS. were modern, and not of

much critical value (see Dr. Bowling's letter. Monthly
Repository for 1827, p. 572). There is little doubt that

the celebrated text of the Three Witnesses in this edi-

tion was translated from the Latin. There were only

600 copies printed of this splendid work, of which three

were on vellum. One of these was sold in England in

1829 for COO guineas.
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The Antwerp Polyglot was published in r
Philip II. king of Spain,

ii j, also calli :
I' contains, in

addition to ili«- Complutensian texts, a Cbaldee para-

phrase, the Syriac version, and the Latin translation of

: ntanus, which was a correction of thai of Pag-

ninus. Ii also contains lexicons and grammars of the

- of i li«- originals and versions. See

Am is M"N i \m s.

The .' n addition to the contents of the

former \ Syriac and Arabic version of both

\. I.. with the Samaritan Pentateuch,

now published for the ii r-r time, and edited by J. Mori-

- polyglot also contains the Samaritan version

of the same, h was published in 1645, in 10 vols, large

folio. The editor of this valuable but unwieldy work

hael le Jay, who was ruined by the publication.

i \r.

lii. London Polyglot, edited by Brian Walton, after-

wards bishop of ' hester, 1- much mure comprehensive

than any of the former. It was published in 1657, in 6

vols. I'.'l. The ii r-t volume, besides prolegomena (pub-

arately by A. Dathe, Lips. 1777), contains the

I . h, exhibiting on one page the Hebrew text,

with the interlinear Latin version of Arias Montanus,

the Latin Vulgate of the Clementine edition, the Sep-

tuaginl of the Roman edition, and the various read-

ings of the Cod. Alex., the Latin version of Flamin-

ius Nbbitius, the Syriac with a Latin version, the Tar-

gum of Onkelos with a Latin version, the Samaritan

Pentateuch with the Samaritan version of the same,

and a Latin translation serving for both, and the Arabic

«itli a Latin version. The second volume comprises

the historical books, with the Targums of Jonathan.

The third volume contains the books from Job to Mala-
chi, and. besides the versions in all the former lan-

ie Psalms in Ethiopic, and a Latin translation.

The fourth volume lias all the Deutero-canonical books

in Greek, Latin, Arabic, and Syriac; the two Hebrew
i and two Chaldee and a Persian Targum

on the Pentateuch, with Latin versions. The fifth vol-

ume has the N. T.. with Arias Montanus's translation;

the Syriac, Persic, Latin, Vulgate, Arabic, and Ethiopic
versions. These, with separate Latin versions of the
Oriental translations, are all given on one page. The
sixth volume contains various readings and critical re-

mark-. I be « bole of this stupendous labor was com-
pleted in four years. It was published by subscription,
under the patronage of Oliver Cromwell, who died be-
fore its completion. This gave occasion to the cancel-
ling of two leaves of the preface, in order to transfer to

king Charles II the compliments addressed to Crom-
well. 'I'lerc an- in consequence both republican and
royal copies, the former of which arc the si scarce
and valuable. For the variations between these, see
Butler's Hora Biblica and Adam Clarke's Succession of

I iterature. This polyglot was accompanied by
I ' in 2 VOla. fol. Sec CAS-

nit: Wm i"V

iits's Polyglot, published under
tne

l

'' 1
'

' co V. Test. Hebr, etc.

(1747 51, 8 vols. foL). The N\ T. was published firel

ind with a new title-page in 1717. while the
published in 1760 51. I he first volume con-

o I the e

1 ks "' ther with the a, ryphal I ks.
ic Hebrew, the Alexandrian vi rsion and Seb.

and Luther's German translation are
of the apocryphal books is thai

I In V I.. comprising the third volume,
• riac, the vulgar Grei k

German
version.

we may mention the
Polyglot (8 vols. Vol., ex officina

Sanct-Andreana, 1686; 2d ed. 1699; 8d ed, 1616), the
li : or Wolder's Polyglot (Hamburg, 1696, foL),

and Hatter's, of which only the Pentateuch, Joshua,

Judgi b, and Ruth were published (Xorimberga?, 1599,

the X. T. But by far the best of all these

small polj glol - is Ri ineccius's.

Of the polyglots published in our century, we men-
tion Mr. Bagster'a Polyglot |

Loud. 1831, foL I, containing

:
cue the Hebrew text, the .Samaritan Penta-

teuch, the Septuagint, Vulgate, and Syriac versions, the
(.reek text of Mill in the X. T.. together with Luther's

German, Diodati's Italian. Ostervald's French, Scio's

Spanish, and the English A. V. of the Bible. The pro-

i nl S. Lee are a very useful help to the student.

The cheapest and most generally useful polyglot is one
entitled Polyglotten-Bibel zum praktischen Handge-

brauch, edited by Drs. Stier and Theile. It contains

the Hebrew, Septuagint, Vulgate, ami German, in the

1 1. T.. and the Greek, Vulgate, and German, in the X.T.
I be latest polyglot edition is the Hexaglot /lible, com-

prising Uu Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ments in tin original Tongues, together with tht Septua-

gint, tin Syriac (of the New Testament), tin Vulgate, the

Authorized English and German, and the most approved

French Versions, edited by R. De Levante (Lond. 1876,

6 vols, royal Ito).

There are also polyglots of several portions of the

Bible, of which one of the most valuable is that pub-

lished at Constantinople, in Hebrew, Chaldee, Persian,

and Arabic, in 1546. The Rabbinical Bibles (q. v.) are

in many cases also to some extent polyglot Besides

the article Biiu.e, see Ernesti, li> J:il'/ii.< Polygloltis

(Wittenb. 1688); Darling, Cydopcedia Bibliographiea

(Holy Scriptures), col. 39 sq.; Rosenmuller, Handbuch
ihr biblischen Literatur, iii, 281 sq.; Le Long-Masch,
Bibliotheca Sacra, i. 331 sq.; Eichhorn, Einleitung in

it, is .1. Test. |
Index iii VOL v. s. v. Polyglotte) ; Simon,

Hist. Critigin du Vieux Testament (Rotterdam, 1685), p.

514 sq.; Carpzov, Critica Sacra (Lipsia. 1 TT-'S . p. :>*7

sq.; Knrtlmlt. 'tract, de variis Scriptura edition, cap.

xxxii, p. 374 sq. ; Tenzel, Diatribe J'/ii/nl. <h- Hililiis

Fu/yi/liittis (Wittenb. Hist!): Celsius. J>, liihliis Polg-

glottis dissertatio (Upsala, 1707); Wolf, Biblioth. Hebr.

vol. ii, § in. p. 332 sq.; Walton, Prolegom. § 11: Hofc-

tinger, Bwliothecar, Quadripartitum, p. 133 sq.; Alter,

Bibliograph. Nachrichten (Wien, 1779), p. 30 sq.; Reuss,

Bibliotheca Novi Testamenti, etc, (Brunsviguse, 1872),

§ 5; and his art. Polyghtten-Bibeh in Herzog, Real-Eti-

cyldop.; the art. Polyglott in Kitto; Diestel, Gesch, des

Alien Test. (Jena, 1869), p. 207, 264, 255; and. as far as

the Complutensian Polyglot is concerned, the excellent

monograph of Delitzsch, Studien zur Entstehungsgesch.

der Polyglotten-Bibel des Cardinals Ximenes (Leips.

1871). "(15. P.)

Polyhistor, Alexandj r, a Roman writer whose

works bave been used by the Church lathers, a na-

tive of Cotyaum in Phrygia, according to some, and of

Miletus according to other-, was a geographer and his-

torian, who lived in the 7th century of Koine, and was
taken prisonerby the Romans in the war of Sulla against

Mithridates. Being purchased by Cornelius Lentulua,

he was intrusted by him with the education of his chil-

dren, and at last received his freedom. He then as-

sumed the name of Cornelius, after that of his patron.

lie resided chiefly at Rome, and had a country-house at

Laurentum, in which, having taken tire while he waa
there, he perished in the flames. He is often mentioned
and quoted hy I'liny the Elder. Diogenes l.aerlius. Cle-

mens Alexandrinus, and Eusebius, as a man of very ex-

tensive learning, in consequence ofwhich he was styled

Polyhistor. He wrote a work in forty hooks, each hook

being the description of a distinct country. Stephanos
Byzantinus mentions his account of Bitbynia, Caria,

Paphlagonia, Syria, Libya, Crete, and other countries.

Uexandrinus quotes his Treatta on tht Jews,

ofwhich Eusebius has inserted fragments in his "Chro-
nography." Clemens Alexandrinus mentions another

Pi lyhistor, on the Symbol ofPythagoras ; and
Cyril of Alexandria, in hi- work against Julian, quotes
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his authority on the early history of the world. Unfor-

tunately none of Pdlybistoi's works have come down to

us.—English Cyclop, s. v.

Polyhymnia, a daughter of Zeus, or Jupiter, and
one of the nine Muses. She presided over lyric poetry,

and was believed to have invented the lyre.

Polynesia, or the region of many islands (ttoXvq,

many, and vT)<joc, an island), is the name usually given.

with more or less of limitation, to the numerous groups

of islands, and some few single islands, scattered through-

out the great Pacific Ocean, between the eastern shores

of Asia and the western shores of America. In its widest

signification, the term Polynesia might be understood as

embracing, besides the groups hereafter to be mentioned,

the various islands, large and small, of the Indian Ar-
chipelago, in one direction, and the vast island of New
Holland (q. v.) or Australia, with its dependency of

Van Diemen's Land, in another. Including these, the

whole region has sometimes been called Oceanica, and
sometimes Australasia—generally, however, in modern
times, to the exclusion of the islands in the Indian Ar-
chipelago, to which certain writers have given the name
of Malaysia. In proportion, also, as the area of mari-
time discovery has become enlarged, it has been thought
convenient by some geographers to narrow still further

the limits of Polynesia, to the exclusion of Australia and
Van Diemen's Land ; while others, again, exclude Papua
(q. v.) or New Guinea, New Ireland (q. v.), Solomon's

Isles (q. v.), the Louisiade group, the New Hebrides

(q. v.), New Caledonia (q. v.), and certain other groups
and single islands, together with New Zealand (q. v.).

from the area of Polynesia, and give to these, in union
with Australia, the collective designation of Australasia.

To all these, with the exception of New Zealand, French
writers have given the name of Melanesia, or the Black
Islands; while a similar name. Kelcenonesia, has been
given to them by Prichard and Latham—purely, how-
ever, on ethnological grounds, as we shall presently no-

tice. Thus we have the three geographical divisions

of Malaysia, Australasia, and Polynesia, the last men-
tioned of which embraces all the groups and single isl-

ands not included under the other two. Accepting this

arrangement, still the limits between Australasia and
Polynesia have not been very accurately defined; in-

deed, scarcely any two geographers appear to be quite

agreed upon the subject ; neither shall we pretend to

decide in the matter. The following list, however,
comprises all the principal groups and single islands

not previously named as coming under the division of

Australasia—viz.: 1. North of the equator—the Ladrone

or Marian Islands, the Pelew Islands, the Caroline Isl-

ands, the Radack and Palick chains, the Sandwich Isl-

ands, Gilbert's or Kingsmill's Archipelago, and the Ga-
lapagos. 2. South of the equator—the Ellice group,

the Phoenix and Union groups, the Fiji Islands, the

Friendly Islands, the Navigator's Islands, Cook's or

Harvey Islands, the Society Islands, the Dangerous Ar-

chipelago, the Marquesas Islands, Pitcairn Island, and

Easter Island. (In the former part of this article we
largely depend upon Chamber*'* Ci/elt>pa>dia, and in the

latter part upon Gardner's Faiths of all Xations.)

Geographical Description.—These islands, which ex-

tend from about 20° north of the equator to about 30°

south of it, are some of them volcanic in their origin,

and some of them coralline. The volcanic islands gen-

erally rise to a considerable height above the level of

the ocean, and are therefore called the high islands, in

contradistinction to the coralline or low islands. They
consist of basalt and other igneous formations. Of these,

the principal are the Friendly Islands, one of which.

Otaheite or Tahiti, has a mountain rising to the height

of 10,000 feet; the Marquesas Islands (q. v.), also very

high; the Samoan (q. v.) or Navigator's Islands; and

the Sandwich Islands (q. v.), of which Owyhee or Ha-
waii possesses several both active and extinct crater:-,

13,000, 14,000, and even 16,000 feet high. The Gala-

VIII.—A a

pagos group, nearest of all to South America, are like-

wise of igneous origin, and have several still active

craters. The remaining islands are for the most part

of coralline formation. Of the islands generally, we
need only further observe that, although situated within
the tropics, the heat of the atmosphere is delightfully

tempered by a succession of land and sea breezes. The
soil is exceedingly fertile, and, besides the vegetable

productions found growing when the islands were first

discovered by Europeans, it has given a welcome home
to the orange, lemon, sugar-cane, guava, cotton, potato,

melon, and other fruits and plants introduced by foreign

visitants. The only native quadrupeds on any of the
islands when first visited were pigs, dogs, and rats; but
the ox, the sheep, the goat, and even the horse, have
since been successfully introduced into many of the

groups. The feathered tribes are numerous, likewise

the insects, and the coasts everywhere abound with a

vast variety of fish and Crustacea, highly important as

a matter of food to the inhabitants of those islands in

which quadrupeds, whether native or introduced, are

found in only a small number. For a more particular

description of the several groups we refer to the dis-

tinct articles of Fiji ; Friendly Islands; Sandwich
Islands, etc. ; and shall now proceed to speak of the

Polynesians generally.

Inhabitants.—This race of people, supposed at one

time by certain writers to be of American origin, is

now almost universally admitted to have a close af-

finity with the Malays (q. v.) of the peninsula and In-

dian Archipelago, and hence is classified with them by
Dr. Latham under his subdivision of Oceanic Mongolidd,

In physical structure and appearance, the Polynesians

in general more nearly resemble the Malays than they

do any other race, although differing from them in some
respects, as, indeed, the natives of several of the groups

also do from each other. In stature, they are generally

taller than the Malays, and have a greater tendency to

corpulence. In color, also, they more nearly approach

that of the Europeans. The hair is often waved or

curling, instead of long and straight, and the nose is

frequently aquiline. These differences, however, which
may all have been produced by lapse of time and differ-

ent conditions of existence, offer no barrier to the strong

presumption that at some long antecedent period these

islands were colonized by Malay adventurers. The dis-

tance between the more western groups of Polynesia

and the eastern islands of the Indian Archipelago is not

so great but that it could have been easily overcome by

a hardy race of sailors, even although their vessels may
not have been so well constructed as in modern times;

and the same reasoning holds good with respect to the

other groups extending still farther east, or still more
to the north or south. Each island or group, as it was

attained, would only form a convenient point of depart-

ure in process of time for some other island or group

more remotely situated. It is true that the affinities

of language are not great between the Malays and the

Polynesians; still some affinity has been recognised

by philologists; while in their manners and customs a

strong resemblance has been shown to exist, as in the

institution of caste, the practice of circumcision, the

chewing of the betel-nut, and other things. Many other

facts might be mentioned in favor of the theory of a

Malay settlement, not only of Polynesia, but of the isl-

ands called Melanesia or Kelaenonesia as well ; the last

mentioned being inhabited by a race almost identical

with the Negritos [see Negrillos] or Pelagian Ne-
groes of the Eastern Archipelago.

Dr. Latham, in treating of the Polynesians, divides

them into two branches— viz.: 1. The Micronesian

branch, and 2. The Proper Polynesian branch. His

theory as to the probable line of migration is as fol-

lows: "The reason for taking the Micronesian branch

before the Proper Polynesian involves the following

question : What was the line of population by which

the innumerable islands of the Pacific, from the Pelcws
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: [-land, and from the Sandwich Islands to New
i qi inhabited by tribes different from, but

still allied t". the Protonesian Malays? That line,

whichever il be, « here the continuity of bui

anda is the greatest, and whereon the fewest consider-

able interspaces of ocean are to be found. This is t In-

general answer " priori, subject to modifications from

the counterbalancing phenomena of winds or currents

unfavorable to the Bupposed migration. Now this an-

swer, when applied to the geographical detail

ing the distribution ofland and sea in the great oceanic

licates the following line: Mew Guinea, New

Ireland, the New Hebrides, the Fijis, and the Tonga
group, etc. From hence the Navigator's [stands, the

isles of the Dangerous Archipelago, the king-mill and

other groups, carry the frequently diverging streams

of population over the Caroline Islands, the Ladrones,

the Pelews, Easter [aland, etc. This view, however,

bo natural an infi rence from a mere land and sea 3un ey,

is complicated by the etl logical position of the New
Guinea, New Ireland, and Hew Hebrides population.

These are Prol mi sian, and thej an

Lastly, they are not inter Liate to the two. They
break rather than propagate the continuity of the hu-

man Btream—a continuity which exists geographically,

but fails ethnographically. The recognition of tins

conflict between the two probabilities has determined

me i" consider the Micronesian Archipelago as that part

of Polynesia which is most likely to have been first

: ason for taking it lirst in order.

The islands comprised in the Micronesian branch are

the Pelew islands, the Caroline Islands, the Marian Isl-

and-, and the Tarawan <»r Kingsmill group. In phys-
ical appearance, the inhabitants of these groups more
nearly resemble the Malays than is the rase with the

Polynesians Proper. In person, they are not so tall as

the latter. Their language has numerous dialects, most
of which would perhaps be unintelligible to the groups
farther south and east. In religion, they are pagans;
but their mythology and traditions differ from those of

Proper. Neither is the custom of the
taboo and the use of kawa so prevalent as they are

found to be among the latter.

The Proper Polynesians, so called, are found in the
Fiji Islands, but not to the same extent as in the fol-

i/.. the Navigator's or Samoan Islands, the
Society Islands, and Friendly Islands; also in the Sand-

inds, the Marquesas, the Dangerous Archipel-
[n physical appi arance, thej are the hand-

in i tallest of all the natives ol the Pacific islands.

with the exception, perhaps, of the New Zealanders or
lli'- aquiline nose i- commonly seen among

them, and there are many varieties both of hair and
complexion. Their face is generally oval, with largish
ears and wide nostrils. In the islands nearest to the
equator the Bkin is said to be the fairest, ami it is darker
in the coral islands than in the volcanic. Their lan-

bear Bome affinity to tin- Tagala, and is

spin up into numerous dialects, all. however, to a great
lutually intelligible among the several groups.

I

: vious to tie- introduction of Christiajj-
ii\ in Polynesia, in the end of the last and beginning of

-it century, the Polynesians wen- involved in

and Buperetition. Their ob-
-f three Kind- their denied

-. their idols, Dnd their It,,. Their at

Tied into divinities nil account ofthl
which tin \ had conferred u| mankind, Tims one of
their progi nitora was believed to have created the sun.

l -tars "Another tradition," says Mr. Will-
iams, in hi, Vai rati ./J/. , / nterprisu in the
South .v-/ [stands, "stated that the hi

I " the earth that men could not walk,
bat were compelled to crawl This was a serious evil;
but at length an individual conceived the sublimi idea
of elevating the beav< ,, ;

For this purpose he put forth In- utmost energy: and.

by the first effort, raised them to the top of a tender

. about four feet high. There he de-

posited them until he was refreshed: when, by a second

lifted them to the height ofa tree called kaua~
tiki, which is as large as the sycamore. By the third

attempt he carried them to the summits of the moun-
tains: and. altera long interval of repose, and by a most

prodigious effort, he elevated them to their pri

nation. This vast undertaking, however, was greatly

l by myriads of dragon-flies, which with their

vered the cords that confined the heavens to

the earth. Now this individual was deified; and up to

the moment that Christianity was embraced, the de-

luded inhabitants worshipped him as 'the elevator of

ile heavens.'" The Polynesians had various other

gods w ho were deified mi a. I he chief of these deities,

to whom mothers dedicated their children, were lliri'.

the god of thieves, and Oro, the god of war. The idols

worshipped were different in almost every island and
district. Besides the numerous objects of adoration,

the islanders generally, and the Samoans in particular,

hail a vague idea of a Supreme Being, to whom they

gave the name ofTangaroa, The mode in which these

gods were adored is thus described by Mr. Williams:

''The worship presented to these deities consisted in

prayers, incantations, and offerings of pigs, lish, vegeta-

ble food, native cloth, canoe-, and other valuable prop-

erty. To these must be added human sacrifices, which,

at some of the islands, were fearfully common. An idea

may be formed of their addresses to the gods from the

sentence with which they invariably concluded. Hav-
ing presented the gift, the priest would say. -Now. if

you are a god of mercy, come this way. and be propi-

tious to this offering; but if you are a god of anger, go
outside the world. you shall neither have temples, offer-

ings, nor worshippers here.' The infliction of injuries

upon themselves was another mode in which they wor-
shipped their gods. Ii was a frequent practice with the

Sandwich [slanders, in performing some of i heir rites, to

knock out their front teeth, and the friendly Islanders

to cut off one or two of the bones of their little fingers.

This, indeed, was so common that scarce an adult could
be found who had not in this way mutilated his hands.

On one occasion, the daughter ofa chief, a line young
woman about eighteen years of age. was standing by
my side, and as I saw by the state of the wound that

she had recently performed the ceremony, I look her

hand, and asked her why she had cut oil' her linger.

Ibr affecting reply was that her mother was ill. and
that, fearful lest her mother should die. she had done
this to induce the gods to save her. • Well.' said I,

'how did you do it ?' •( Hi.' she replied. • I took a sharp

shell, and worked it about till the joint was separated, and
then I allowed the blood to stream from it. This was

my offering to persuade the god- to restore my mother.*

When, at a future period, another offering is required,

they sever the second joint of the same linger: and when
a third or fourth is demanded, t hey amputate the same
bones of the other little linger; and when they have no

more joints which they can conveniently spare, they rub

i be -tumps of their mutilated lingers with rough stones,

until the blood again streams from the wound. Thus 'are

their sorrows multiplied who hasten after other gods.'"

The most affecting of the religious observances of the

Polynesians was the sacrifice of human victims. This
horrid custom did not prevail at the Navigator Islands;

but n was carried to a fearful extent at ihe Harvey
group, and still more at the Tahiliau and Society
l-lauds. At one ceremony, called the Feast ol Restora-

tion, no fewer than seven human beings were offered in

sacrifice. On the eve of war. also, it was customary to

oiler human victims. Il may be interesting to notice

the i ircumstances in which the last sacrifice of this kind

was offered at Tahiti. "Pomare was about to fight a
battle, which would confirm him in. or deprive him of,

his dominions. I o propitiate the gods, then lore, by the
most \alual.le offerings he could command, was with
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him an object of the highest concern. For this pur-

pose rolls of native cloth, pigs, fish, and immense quan-

tities of other food were presented at the maraes ; but

still a tabu, or sacrifice, was demanded. Pomare, there-

fore, sent two of his messengers to the house of the vic-

tim whom he had marked for the occasion. On reach-

ing the place, they inquired of the wife where her

husband was. She replied that he was in such a place,

planting bananas. ' Well,' they continued, ' we are

thirsty
;
give us some cocoa-nut water.' She told them

that she had no nuts in the house, but that they were

at liberty to climb the trees, and take as many as the}'

desired. They then requested her to lend them the o,

which is a piece of iron-wood, about four feet long and

an inch and a half in diameter, with which the natives

open the cocoa-nut. She cheerfully complied with their

wishes, little imagining that she was giving them the

instrument which, in a few moments, was to inflict a fa-

tal blow upon the head of her husband. Upon receiv-

ing the o, the men left the house, and went in search of

their victim; and the woman, having become rather

suspicious, followed them shortly after, and reached the

place just in time to see the blow inflicted and her hus-

band fall. She rushed forward to give vent to her

agonized feelings and take a last embrace; but she was
immediately seized and bound band and foot, while the

body of her murdered husband was placed in a long

basket made of cocoa-nut leaves and borne from her

sight. It appears that they were always exceedingly

careful to prevent the wife or daughter, or any female

relative, from touching the corpse, for so polluted were

females considered that a victim would have been des-

ecrated by a woman's touch or breath to such a degree

as to have rendered it unfit for an offering to the gods.

While the men were carrying their victim to the marae,

he recovered from the stunning effect of the blow, and,

bound as he was in the cocoa-nut leaf basket, he said to

bis murderers, ' Friends, I know what you intend to do

with me: you are about to kill me, and offer me as a

tabu to your savage gods; and I also know that it is

useless for me to beg for mercy, for you will not spare

my life. You may kill my body, but you cannot hurt my
soul ; for I have begun to pray to Jesus, the knowledge
of whom the missionaries have brought to our island

:

you may kill my body, but you cannot hurt my soul.'

Instead of being moved to compassion by his affecting

address, they laid him down upon the ground, placed a

stone under his head, and with another beat it to pieces.

In this state they carried him to their ' savage gods.'

"

This was the last sacrifice offered to the gods of Tahiti

;

for soon after Christianity was embraced, and the altars

of their gods ceased to be stained with human blood.

The Polynesians, in their heathen state, had very pe-

culiar opinions on the subject of a future world. The
Tahitians believed that there were two places for de-

parted spirits. Among the Barotongans paradise was
a very long house encircled with beautiful shrubs and

flowers, which never lost their bloom or fragrance. The
inmates, enjoying perpetual youth and beauty, spent

their days in dancing, festivity, and merriment. The
hell of the Karotongans consisted in being compelled to

crawl around this house, witnessing the enjoyment of

its inmates without the possibility of sharing it. The
terms on which any one could find an entrance into

paradise, as Mr. Williams informs us, were these :
" In

order to secure the admission of a departed spirit to fut-

ure joys, the corpse was dressed in the best attire the

relatives could provide, the head was wreathed with
flowers, and other decorations were added. A pig was
then baked whole, and placed upon the body of the de-

ceased, surrounded by a pile of vegetable food. After

this, supposing the departed person to have been a son,

the father would thus address the corpse: 'My son,

when you were alive I treated you with kindness, and
when you were taken ill I did my best to restore you to

health
; and now you are dead, there's your nomae o, or

property of admission. Go, my son, and with that gain

an entrance into the palace of Tiki' (the name of the
god of this paradise), ' and do not come to this world
again to disturb and alarm us.' The whole would then
be buried : and if they received no intimation to the
contrary within a few days of the interment, the rela-

tives believed that the pig and the other food had ob-
tained for him the desired admittance. If, however, a
cricket was heard on the premises it was considered an
ill omen, and they would immediately utter the most
dismal howlings, and such expressions as the following

:

' Oh, our brother ! his spirit has not entered the par-
adise; he is suffering from hunger—he is shivering
with cold !' Forthwith the grave would be opened and
the offering repeated. This was generally successful."

The Maori of New Zealand form a branch of the
Polynesian family, and as they seem to have been pre-
served uncontaminated by intercourse with other na-
tions, we may discover in their superstitions some of the
primitive notions of the great mass of the islanders of
the Pacific Ocean. They regarded the origin of all

things as Night and Nothingness, and even the older
gods themselves were supposed to have sprung from
Night. Another series of divinities are gods of light,

and occupy the highest and most glorious of the ten
heavens. The Etu of the other districts of Polynesia
was called Atua in the language of New Zealand, and
instead of being worshipped like the Etu, was simply
regarded as a powerful adversary, skilled in supernat-

ural arts, and rendered proof against all ordinary wor-
ship. Hence arose the charms and incantations which
form the chief element in Maori worship. The souls of

their departed ancestors were ranked among the A tuas.

An institution, which is common to the Maori and to

all the Polynesian tribes, is the Taboo, which is applied

both to sacred things and persons. Among the Maori,

the head-chief being sacred almost to divinity, his

house, his garments, and all that belonged to him was
Taboo, his spiritual essence having been supposed to be
communicated to everything that he touched. The re-

ligion of the Sandwich Islanders, before they embraced
Christianity, was almost entirely a Taboo system—that

is, a system of religious prohibitions, which had extend-
ed itself very widely, and been used by their priests and
kings to enlarge their own power and influence. Tem-
ples or maraes existed in the South Sea Islands, but nei-

ther temples nor altars existed in New Zealand, nor in

the Samoas nor Navigators Islands. The form of super-

stition most prevalent at the Samoas was the worship
of the Etu, which consisted of some bird, fish, or reptile,

in which they supposed that a spirit resided. Kelig-

ious ceremonies were connected with almost every event

of their lives. They presented their first-fruits to their

gods, and at the close of the year observed a festival as

an expression of thanksgiving to the gods for the mer-
cies of the past year.

Paganism is becoming rapidly extirpated through
the efforts of the missionaries, principally English and
American, as in the Samoan, Sandwich, and Society

groups, where but few absolute pagans now remain.

Under date of December, 1876, a correspondent of the

Ufanchester Guardian writes: "Heathenism is mainly
confined to the. islands in the western part of the

Pacific. The missionary societies, whose efforts have
been so greatly blessed in other parts of Polynesia,

are combining their labors upon this western section.

The London Missionary Society has undertaken the

work on New Guinea and the islands at its eastern

q\\<\. The Melanesian Mission will extend its labors

to the Banks and Solomon Islands. The Presby-

terians will enlarge their work on the New Hebrides.

The Wesleyans have included New Britain and New
Ireland in their field. The American Board, in connec-

tion with the Hawaiian churches, is enlarging its opera-

tions in Micronesia. The history of the Polynesian

missions warrants us in expecting large results from

this concentration of Christian influence upon numerous

island groups, some of which have as yet been only par-
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liallv explored." The superstiti fthe taboo, the use

of kawa as an intoxicating drink, cannibalism, infanti-

cide, tattooing, and circumcision are now fasl disap-

,

under the influence of Christianity. Unfor-

tunately, however, the contact of these islanders with

civilization has nol been always productive of unmixed

g |; ih,. introduction among them of the use oi ardent

spirits, and "i the \ ices and diseases oi Europeans, hav-

ing thinned the population to a lamentable extent

Further particulars with respect to the natives of Poly-

, mnd in some ofoui articles on the groups

I as being the most important Sec Littell's

il3),art iii; Tlu Land. Rev. 1854,

|.i. ii. p. I.; sq.; Edinb. Rev. July, 1876, art. ix; Miss.

World, N". 680, p. 167 '"< July

. p. 62 aq. : < Gardner, Diet, ofRk lig. Faiths, s. v.

;

Lubbock, Oriff. of Civilization (see Index I.

Polyphemus, in the Homeric mythology, the

Bon of Poseidon and i ti<- nymph Thoosa, the most cele-

brated of the fabulous Cyclopes who inhabited the isl-

and of Sicily. He was of immense Bize, ami had only

one eye. When Ulysses landed on that island, he en-

tered the cave of Polyphemus with twelve companions,

of which number this tremendous cannibal ate six. The
other- Btood expecting the same fate, but th.ir cunning

leader made Polyphemus drunk, then burned out his

Bingle eye with a blazing torch, and so escaped, leaving

the blinded monster to grope about in the darkness.

Polystamion •
. crossed), a name given to

the cloak of the Greek patriarchs, ou account of the

many crosses which ornament it.

Polytheism, a general name for those systems of

religion which involve- a belief in more deities than one.

Neither ihis word nor the similar ones,

nth* ism. monotheism, theism, arr to be found in the or-

dinary Greek or Latin dictionaries. Philo the Jew
employs such words as the neuter adjective tto\v-

n the article to express the idea; also the

forms iroXvdfornCi •'""' '" Philo aSrtortje,, occur with
the sense now attached to endings in uoc* Polytheism

denotes the belief thai there is a plurality of gods, and
for the sake ofconvenience may include dualism, which,
however, can be used also to signify the doctrine of two
principles that arr nol necessarily both divine, [fit be

asked whal is intended by gods, we answer: (1.) That
in the word poly i beism the notion of gods does nol in-

<lii.li- absolute attributes or creative efficiency, owing
to the fact that the human mind cannot readily admit

-I more than one such being. While, then,

monotheism general!] means the doctrine of one abso-
lute infinite being, polytheism is nol it ^ exact opposite,

except in putting many tor one, Bince the attributes of
the many are conceived of as inferior to those of the
one. This i- an accomi lation to the state of facts;
Imi in philosophical writing monotheism may itself be
divided into absolute and relative, as Schelling lias

done, with whom the latter denotes the worship of one
ought of as infinite, bul as limited in his

nature. Atheism, again, denies the real existence oi

any kind dike opposi d to polytheism and
to i theism. The idea of God, the infinite one, is

nol transferable to gods many, ami hence there is a
ness in the bea'then conception ol their

, ower, knowledge, duration, es-
; -'I other propertii s. The ques-
tion, thi

; ,,i gods,and as to the
- n ili< in and demi

k worshipped then latter; and the) had in
,l "' ir " ,v that of Hercules,

by a mortal mother. II. nee worship
a '"" '

h the line
cannot be drawn accurately between gods and super-
human beings, who a I below gods bul al

and bad some local agency in human affairs, ii may be
aid thai great bu i infinite power and knowledge,
Hl.ilny to answi r prayi r. ape ial functions and

in providence, with immortality, entered generally into

ption or definition of a god or divine being.

Polytheism is used synonymously with heathenism and

paganism, only that the two latter arc wider terms, de-

noting nol a mere religious system, but including also

I things connected with such a system.

Paganism comes from the Latin word pagus, a country

district, a canton, the adjective from which, paganus,

denoted pertaining to Bnch a pagus, then not a

then boorish or unlearned, and finally, among the Chris-

tian writers one not a Christian or Jew, from the fact.

apparently, that Christianity came last into the rural

districts. In Augustine's time this sense, though al-

ready it may not have been uncommon, was new enough
for him to say, '•The worshippers ofgods false and many
we call pagans" Heathenism, from /<< ath* ». is generally

taken, as being a derivation from heath, to have meant
a dweller in lonely or remote uncultivated parts of a

district, and may have been a translation ofpagan into

i In- northern languages of the Germanic stock. From
gentes, finally, as a Latin equivalent of the Hebrew
word -""".. denoting in the old Testament the other

nations who were polytheists, as opposed to the .lews,

and from t&vt), with the same sense as used in the

Septuagint, are derived gentilism and the ethnic relig-

ions. An interesting inquiry is whether the lower

races of the heathen world can properly be called poly-

theists. or whether their spirit-worship is not so unlike

the worship of gods amon<r the higher pagan raci - as

to require the putting of them into another class. A
full answer to this question can onhj be given at a later

stage of our way, and it is embarrassed by traces of the

worship of one or more gods, strictly so called, which
appear in the religions of this part of mankind. We
shall adopt the plan of considering them by themselves,

only remarking here thai if their worship is more vague
than that of the more highly endowed or more culti-

vated races, it is equally divided between a great num-
ber of objects. Polytheism is generally found in com-

pany with idolatry: but it can be shown that within

the Aryan or Indo-European races all the branches

were not primevaUy idolaters. It is probable, there-

fore, that for a long period, in some parts of the world.

the worship of divinities by means of visible forms was
unknown; while in the dualistic religion of Iran, or t he

Persian religion, idol-worship was opposed with almost

fanatical hostility. Another of the nations belonging
to the same race, the Romans, had only symbol- at first ;

their temples were without images for more than 170

years (Varro, in Augustin. l>< <<>. Dei, iv, :'•! i; and.

according to a tradition, Etrurian artificers made the

first for them out of wood or clay.

History.—A very important question, therefore, re-

specting polytheism relates to its origin. Whal did

mankind lirst worship? And among heathen objects of

worship, which were the earliest ? What is the genesis

oi the gods of the higher races?

I. The firsl question thai here arise- is. Was poly-

thi ism earlier, In the order of time, or later than mono-
theism? The answers to this question rest either on
historical or philosophical grounds, or on the authority

of revelation, (a) The rudest nations now. and the
whole world, as far as we can go back, have had some
form of polytheism, if we include the worship of spir-

its in this term. 'I he Jews are the only strictly mon-
otheistic nali. f antiquity; and when Abraham left

his clan to go westward, they had already begun to

worship other gods (Josh. xxiv. 2). Some traces of

the worship of one god appear in the history of \l.i-

chisedek and of Balaam. Yet all the nations with
whom the Jews came i tact worshipped not only
more gods than one. but worshipped them by mi ana of

images, unh the exception of those addicted to the re-

ligion ol Zoroaster. Approaches towards monotheism
among heathen nations wee lb.- results of philosophical
reflection, as in Brabminism, where a pantheistic doc?
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trine of the universe prevailed ; or in Iranism, where
the reforms attributed to Zoroaster show a progress

from the earlier Vedic religion, or from something like

it. So much the more wonderful is it that the one

small people of the Jews clung, amid innumerable

temptations to idolatry and defections from their an-

cestral faith, to an exalted monotheistic idea of the

Godhead, which has been the origin of all the mono-
theism now existing in the world, (b) Philosophers

are divided on the point of the priority of the two re-

ligious systems, the belief in one or many gods. Al-

though some deists of a former age regarded monothe-

ism as the earlier of the two, the only consistent ground

for those who deny supernatural revelation is that of

Mr. Hume. This is, in brief, that the natural progress

of human thought is from the less perfect through ab-

straction to the more perfect; that polytheism was
universally diffused, and that monotheism, if earlier,

could not have been lost. It is needless to say that a

great part of the thinking of the present age runs in

the same channel. Man was a savage before he be-

came possessed of arts or settled any of the problems of

the universe, just as species are evolved out of earlier

less finished forms. The many gods were lost out of

popular worship, according to Mr. Hume, by adulation,

or the zealous attempt of some worshippers to exalt

their god above the rest, which is an unfortunate way
of accounting for a result that has never been reached,

unless it can be shown that an elimination took place

in the Jewish system. Opposite to this is ScheUing's

view in his lectures on mythology, written after he had
left his first philosophical position : this was, in brief,

that monotheism was prior in the order of time, but

without any dogmatic definition or distinct view of the

divine attributes. At the same time man was awake
to all impressions from the material world, in which the

great objects seemed to him full of power and life.

Here were the beginnings of a worship of nature, which
at length drew a part of men away from the worship

of the God above nature. This defection made those

who resisted it aware, as they were not before, of the

vastness. the absoluteness of the one God. Thus the

human mind, in the case of those who adhered to the

primeval worship, was enlarged in its religious concep-

tions : it may even be regarded as a part of the scheme
of Providence that the apostasy of some helped the

infantile race to take grander views of the Supreme
Being, (c) The account given in the Scriptures is

that God revealed himself to mankind at the creation,

but, as man fell away from God, he did not like to re-

tain him in his knowledge, and that the teachings of

the world itself concerning him were rejected (Pom. i,

19-20). He therefore devised a religion and an idol-

atry of his own, which were consistent with foul wick-

edness. As the world became darker in its apprehen-

sions of God, God began a new revelation of himself to

Abraham, when primeval monotheism was in danger

of utterly fading out of human belief. If now we may
suppose that polytheism arose when men were but

children in art, and had no science, those who went
farthest from the central points of the primeval world

would easily fall into barbarism, and their religions

might show the influences of their new and less favor-

able situations, (d) Have any traces remained in the

world of this primeval monotheism? A number of

Christian writers have given an affirmative answer,

but they put their reasons for their opinions on diverse

grounds. First, we may notice such writers as Cud-
worth, who in an uncritical way collect together the

expressions of writers of every age, and give as much
weight to later philosophers as to earlier authors.

There is no doubt that philosophers like Plato reached

a first principle of the world, or that, before him, Anax-
agoras conceived of mind putting already existent mat-
ter into appropriate forms. But their voice is not that

of popular religion. jXext. to these we may rank those

writers who have noticed a subordination among the

objects of worship. The supreme god of Greece is a
monarch, father of gods and men, with very great
powers, the head of moral order, the chief agent in

providence. Some of the poets speak of him in terms
truly sublime. There are passages in the Suppliants
of JSschylus and in the Antigone of Sophocles which
breathe the spirit of the Scriptures. But all that can
be fairly drawn from such evidence is what Nacgelsbach
draws from it in his Posthomerie Theology—that there
was in the best age of Grecian authors a certain monothe-
istic tendency which had no decisive control over Greek
faith. " This tendency," to use his words, " was an al-

most unconscious, a naive one, an obscure impulse, a
light that shineth in darkness, but the darkness com-
prehendeth it not." " The religious consciousness, on
the one hand, so to speak, reduced the world of gods to

Zeus, but on the other could not shake off the plurality

of divine forms which nature first furnished to it."

If there was any monotheism in the Greek religion

it had its representative in Zeus. But what kind of a
representative was he? He was not eternal, but born

;

he was not a creator, for the Greek theology never em-
braced a creation. He was not all-powerful, but was
generally represented as controlled by fate. He had in

the popular faith and mythology attributes most unlike

those of a divine being. He was, in short, a monarch
surrounded by gods of his own kindred, and very far

from the conception of a holy or an absolute being.

How could a holy and absolute being become so com-
pletely changed in the faith of a nation as to lose not
only his absolute character, but also what ought natu-

rally to be fixed in the minds of men—his purity and
holiness? We can conceive of men changing their

gods, passing from one to many, or from many to one,

but we cannot conceive of one and the same god as un-
dergoing such utter transmutations. Still further it

has been urged, with justice, that monotheism and
polytheism rest on different bases. The first separates

divinity from nature; the second identifies it with

nature, and incorporates it in natural objects. The
two are entirely different : how can the one slide into

or retain characteristics of the other? This argument,
however, does not derive its force from the oneness or

manifoldness of the objects of worship, but from their

essential relations to the world, so that a passing over

from the worship of one not absolute god to that of

more than one, also not absolute, is far from being in-

credible. Hence, if we could accept ScheUing's view
of the character of original monotheism, we could ad-

mit of addition to or subtraction from the number of

divinities. Nor can we maintain that traces of a primi-

tive monotheism are certainly preserved in the religions

of the other nations of antiquity. The earliest records

of the Aryan race, as they appear in the Vedas, give

us no indication that one god was of a higher class

than the rest. Indra, as Prof. Whitney (Orient, and
Litiff. Studies, p. 36) remarks, "stands at the head of

the Vedic divinities. By this is not meant, however,

that he is king among them, endowed with any author-

ity over the rest : no such reduction to system of the

religion had taken place as should establish a relation

of this kind among its gods. They are as independent,

each in his own domain, as the natural phenomena of

which they are the personifications." And the further

remark is made that the nature of Varuna's attributes

and of his concern with the affairs of human life place

him decidedly above Indra. Further, in the later

stages of the Indian religions, a deity, comparatively

subordinate, Vishnu, has reached a chief place, while

the old gods have fallen more or less out of worship.

The Iranian or Persian religion contains very exalted

conceptions of its supreme divinity, Ormazd, or Ahura
Mazda, i.e. the wise lord—called also Spentomainyus,

or the holy-thinking one—the holy spirit, according to

Spiegel, while Haug explains this name as denoting

the white spirit. He is also a creator: and in many
respects this religion stands very far above all others
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ofthe same race. Bui ifOrraazd is a creator, Ahriman

ramainyus), the bad spirit, is a creator also;

and while there is an evident effort of philosophical n-

flection nazd, who perhaps r

Varuna, above the- other mythological beings of the

older faith such, for instance, as Mitbra -thi

i in attaining to the position of a pore

ism, i, hi is a dualism with decided remains of

polytheism. Once more the Bupreme divinity ofthe
/. us <<r Jupiter, i.e. Diov-pater,

i- now thought by the besl etymologists to answer i"

Dyaus-pita, a mythological c teption ol th

i as the father of Indra, but who either

dropped out of or never fully entered into the Vedic

system. If he dropped out, we find him re-

t.ii l by other portions of 1 1 •«
- tndo-European race;

ii he had not entered into it. we find other members of

the same family bringing forward this personality as

their chief god. While the Greek and italic branches

did ilii>. we find in Scandinavian mythology s

answering, as Jacob Grimm (Deutsche MythoLch. be)

Bhows, to /in ><r Zio, with a genitive Ziuwas <>r Ziewes,

in Old High-German, and thus standing for the same

Zeus or Jupiter. Il"\\ can we believe that

the representative of n heism was thus raised or

depressed, that he took the place of another displaced

supreme _,
r.>d. '>r himself gave way to Odin (Wuotan)?

1 lie true explanation is that the b< ad of the gods, dif-

fering in rank Inn not in nature from the rest, rose and

fell in his Btation, or even dropped out of worship alto-

gether, owing to changes within a nation or race which

we cannot now explain. This is only one ofthe manj
changes through which polytheism passed. i\ never

bad any stability or permanent condition. Weonlyadd
' u- can be explained, as etymology points out,

to l"- the personification ofthe bright sky or daylight,

this again must prevent us from regarding such a di-

vinity as handing down the monotheistic idea, because

this was only one of the mosl prominent of visible ob-
i ime remarks in general maj be made in

to the religions of all cultivated races the \ —
-yrini and Babylonian, the Egyptian and the Mexican
religions, lor instance. We do not deny that individual

reflection may have risen above the level of the rc-

nemselves, or that philosophical doctrine maj
ighl to mix itself with the prevailing my-

thologies, but that the polytheistic religions, including
their highest divinities, did not hand down a distorted

monotheism, but Bl 1 on essentially another founda-
tion, (e) Can the actual monotheistic religions be
explained on the hypothesis of elimination? This
would mean that all the gods exce] e faded out of

the religious Bystem of a nation, or of certain nations.

[I i- a matter of fact chat there has been but one such
nation. All the inoiioi heisin in the world came from
Judaism into Christianity and Mohammedanism. Can
th.- worship of one god in Judaism he accounted lor on
the hypothesis just spoken of. that there was a time
when several gods dn ided the allegiance of the nation
anion- them, and that one. by the adulation, as Mr.

: >- it. or the Buperior zeal of his worshippers,
out the others from the minds of the people.

j small ground tor such a hy-
The descendants of Jacob had Buch a hank-

theism and idolatry that their whole
n< u objects of

ontinually, notwithstanding the
eSiirts "' prophcu to inculcate what all regard a- a

"ally m . ligion. The tradition carried

not perhaps under that

htj God, the maker ol

and earth to Abraham and to his pro -
i itors, nay, to

the very beginnin and the very idea of Judaism,
that which has given to the race its historic impor-
tance, i- its - paratiori nf J< hovah, from
nil the real ol the world. "Thou -hah have no gods

•
." - fhou shall not make an} graven image,"

are th'- two "articuli stantis vel cadentis Judaismi."

Without (Hi. rin- into this subject at length, we will

only add that no hypothesis of tin- rise of Judaism can

stand which derives it from a previous polytheism. It

must have come from philosophical reflection, or from

primeval tradition, or from revelation. It- unique

character shows that it is no work of man. and its

place in the education ofthe human race- -how- i hat it

had an important place in the scheme of Providence

(corap. <>. Pfleiderer, /'<>- Wtsen <l< r Religion,!, 11).

•_'. Among the objects worshipped by polytheista,

which wen- tie- earliest? However we may answer

ihi- question, it oughl to he laid down, before we at-

tempt an answer, that the objects of worship must have

been thought of as having personal qualities and rela-

tions to man. Worship, the recognition of a divine

superintending power, did not begin, could not begin,

in the adoration of dead matter: of a BUD invested with

material qualities, for instance, then personified, and
finally converted into a person with will, feeling, and

agency in the world. We must start with attributing

to man a religious sense or sentiment. The world,

to the first polj'theistSj was lull of divine power ami

agency; they did not create to themselves the divine

life in nature, quickening it into life by a personifying

imagination, hut it was there lor them to recognise;

they felt their dependence upon it; it surrounded them
on every side. But it was broken up to their minds
into the many -real objects on which tiny depended;
it nut them everywhere, and they worshipped this

divine power and will in its part- as the source of

benefits. With this premised, we may say that the

heavenly bodies, the phenomena of day and of light,

the earth it-elf. the sea, the sky or heaven, were among
the primeval objects of heathen worship. The sun. lor

instance, not only as a sun-god, hut also, in what was

perhaps an earlier form of religion, the visible luminary

itself, was among the first divinities of heathenism.

The luminary was considered as alive, and possessed of

the power of seeing things upon the earth. When
Hades snatched away the virgin Proserpine, and car-

ried her to his realms below through a chasm ofthe

earth to be his wifc.no one heard her eric- lor help

except Helios, son of Hyperion and Hecate. Zeus, to

whom she cried for help, "was sitting apart from the

gods in a thronged temple, and receiving choice offer-

ings from mortal men." so he did not h( ar hi r |
Hymn.

in l'ir. •-'."> 29). The attributes of Helios in the (.reek

religion, in which he wa- by no mean- a verj im-

portant deity, .are all to be referred to the heavenly
body, endowed with perception, and noticing as will as

hearing what takes place here below. The people be-

lieved that the sun was a living being, ami the philos-

ophers had the same faith. Anaxiniander is said to

have ascribed a fiery body and a vital principle to it;

and Anaxagoras so offended the Athenians by his doc-

trine that the sun was a red-hot stone or mass of

metal that he was accused of impiety, and. although

defended by Pericles, was lined five talents and ban-

ished (Plat, Apol. Socr. 26 /'.• Diog. Laert ii. ;; 12

sq.). In the same manner the worship of the sun. as

distinguished from the Bun-gods, appears in the Y< das,

although of le-s importance than these latter; the

Greeks attributed the same worship to this luminary
among the Persians; and Plato make- Socrates use the

following word-: li seems to me that tin' earliest in-

habitants of Greece held those only to be gods whom
many of the barbarians now regard as such -sun, moon,
star-, and heaven" (Cratyl. 897 C). In the Scriptures

the worship of the heavenly bodies is spoken ol a- an

"in (.o,l to which Israel would be tempted:
1 bei d 10 yourseh es . . . lest thou lift up

thine , \, . unto heaven, and when thou secst the -uu,

and the 1110,111, and the stars, e\cn all the hostof heaven,
shnuldesl be driven to worship them, and serve them"
(Deut iv, 15 19). \nd in tact they were driven into

this kind ofworship at as late an age of their history as'
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the reign of Josiah, who put down " them that burned

incense to the sun, and to the moon, and to the plan-

ets, and to all the host of heaven.'' We hardly need to

refer to the prevalence of such worship, especially of

the planets, in Babylonia and Assyria, nor to the fact

that sun-worship was the foundation probably of the

honors paid to Baal and Moloch among the Ammonites,

in Canaan and in Carthage, nor to the importance of

this clement in the Egyptian religion. We only add

that the religion of Peru—that is, the religion of the

Incas, which superseded an older religion—was direct

sun-worship, and that the same was spread over a

large part of this continent, among the tribes even

of the Red men in North America. The heathen

part of the Dakotas still have their sun-dances, and as

late as 1872 one of their practices was to look steadily

many minutes at the blazing orb, as an act, it was un-

derstood, of religious worship. This is only one of

those objects of nature to which were paid divine hon-

ors. The earth, as the general nursing mother, the

sea, the sky, the life in the air, in trees, even in ani-

mals, all seemed to be divine. The Earth particularly

—as the Great Mother, the Syrian goddess Cybele, De-

meter, Ceres—although exalted into a person separate

from the dead earth, as the cause of life to vegetables,

and ultimately to man, was worshipped, and in some
countries, as in Asia Minor, with the most frantic rites.

3. But polytheism would have been comparatively

dead, and possessed of fewer attractions to the religious

sentiment of many, if it had stopped short in its devel-

opment of the divine in nature. The next step was to

convert these comparatively fixed objects, exhibiting

superhuman agency to the eyes of men, into persons

separated from the objects themselves. The sun, re-

garded as a god, in this process became a sun-god ; that

is, his personality was no longer identified with the

sun, and confined to its orb, but he became free to go

whithersoever he would, and to exercise supernatural

powers away from the sun, his proper seat. This was
a very great stage through which the religions of all

the higher races passed. The spirit of the sun, pos-

sessed of will and feelings like a man's, but of more
than human power, is now free to move abroad, to

mingle in human affairs, and thus to transcend his

first agency by a very much wider and more varied

new one. It is possible for him thus to become mytho-
logical ; that is, the effects which he produces become
events in history. The sun-god's rays to the imagina-

tion become darts, and as the rays of the sun in summer
cause malignant fevers, so he is conceived of as shoot-

ing his arrows at men and beasts, the cause being some
offence or dishonor done to his sacred rites or to his ser-

vants. The beginning of the Iliad will illustrate what
we mean, it being assumed, what is now generally ad-

mitted, but what some eminent scholars have denied,

that Apollo is indeed a sun-god. This the Greeks of the

time of Sophocles and Euripides held, but they held it

more as an inference than from any traditional opinion.

But, furthermore, the sun-god might become the espe-

cial object of worship of a city or a tribe—their tutelary

god ; and thus he acquired a new character, and stood

in new relations to a part of a people. From them his

worship might spread over the whole of a tribe or of a

race, and his old original nature would be almost lost

out of sight ; he would have outgrown, so to speak, his

youthful properties. In this way it could happen that

a war-god could be developed out of the divinity of a

nation of warriors, although his attributes at first might
have had no relation to armed strife. Thus the Roman
god Mars was the divinity of an agricultural people, it

seems probable, a god of spring and of fructification,

before he became a god of war. Apollo also, if a god
of the sun and of light at first, had from this source

naturally the attributes of a destroyer and of a healer

(the latter attribute being shown in the names Ap< llo

and Prean. the arerter and healer), of a pure one and a

purifier; to which were added his connection with mu-

sic and poetry, as well as his prophetic office of giving
forth oracles as a mediator between Zeus and mortals.
The relations of Apollo to social life in its various de-
partments, and his connection with Delphi, where the
religion of Greece found its centre, made him the most

!
important of all the Greek divinities, Zeus only except-

j

ed. His attributes may possibly all be evolved from

|

the original conception of him as a nature-god ; but it

,

is hard to see how this can be done.
We have reached the point where we can state in

brief several laws, as they may be called, of polytheism,
which might be illustrated by an infinite number of
facts, but will, we trust, commend themselves to our
readers, after what has been said, without much ex-

j

planation. (1.) To a great extent, polytheism at its

foundation is the worship of nature, i. e. of objects in

nature which strike the attention of man, and are
important aids to his well-being in the world. (2.)

These objects are conceived of as living existences,

and as having, together with superhuman power, the
feelings and the will of men. (3.) In the course of

i time, the living thing or god in the natural object

becomes detached from it, is conceived of as an agent
in human affairs, and may greatly enlarge its sphere

I

of operations. (4.) This process changes the attributes

|

and functions of the divinities. In this way, or by
the mythological processes, the religions of heathen-
ism may for some time be in a constant flux, and this

will last as long as faith in the gods and the mytho-

j

logical spirit lasts. (5.) Among the changes may be
mentioned the following : (a) the god of a clan or

district becomes the god of a race
;

(b) foreign gods
are introduced

;
(c) the same divinity, through the

help of a new name, becomes a new personality by
the side perhaps of the old one; (c7) old divinities

drop out of worship
; (e) the relative importance

of different gods may change
; (f) what is called

I

tkeocrasia, that is, a confusion of gods, takes place, but

generally this is due to philosophical reflection : this

|

is sometimes a pantheistic process, and in the later

|

stages of Greek history it is carried so far that all the

leading gods are considered to be forms or expressions

for one and the same potence
; (g) in the most cultiva-

ted nations of heathenism there came on a time when
the mythology was rejected as being immoral, or was
explained on various principles so as to bring it within

the limits of the natural ; and the religion, under the

attacks of a scepticism produced by moral feeling or

philosophical doctrine, lost its hold on the national

mind. This would naturally destroy the life of the

nation, unless some new religion should take its place.

To illustrate the changes through which the heathen

religions can pass, we refer, first, to Hinduism, which
appears in the Vedas as a simple worship of the gods

of light, fire, etc. ; then passes into Brabmhiism, where
Vishnu, an inferior god of the Vedas, and Siva, perhaps

the same as the storm-god Rudra ofthe Vedas, take the

principal place, and divide in their ramified mythol-

ogies the worship of the nation between their respec-

tive religions. A second instance is presented by the

religion of Rome, which in its early stage was a punc-

tilious, superstitious veneration of ceitain divinities,

somewhat allied to those of Greece, together with other

j

vague, shadowy powers, and in its second stage adopted

many of the gods and much of the mythology of Greece,

so as to throw its own indigenous religion into the shade.

|

Then, in its third stage, Rome almost entirely lost its

,

old religion, and was a common harbor for all Oriental

superstitions—the worship of Cj-bele and Isis and Mi-

thras, and the Virgo Ccelestis from Carthage, and the

Moloch-Jupiters of Syria. A third instance, with less

clear outlines, is presented by Mexico, the religion of

which seems to be a composite made up of parts from

I

1;he religion of the Mayas, from that of the Toltecs,

j

from that of the Aztec conquerors, and of a residuum

!

perhaps from other quarters. (6.) From this exposition

it would seem safe to affirm that few religions preserve
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anything more than the -pirit of their original form.

'1 bey continue t- l»- n ligions of nature, that is, ofdivine

it appears in the diversified objects of nature.

II the philosophy which arises in heathen countries

willi... apt to be panthi I God and nature.

Polytheism, in any true view of it, must 1"' consid-

ered in its rel itions to m\ thology : but we must speak

on this branch ofour Bubject with the greatest possible

i ady considered mythology by

Mythology takes up the raw material, so to

rnished by heathen theology, and converts it

into history, mingling with it much of poetic inven-

; faith; for there can be no doubt

that the earliest bui cessors of the mj thological age be-

lieved in their religion in this shape, as presented to

them by the imaginations of a prior age uncoi

coloring h hat they rece'n ed for true. Mytholo

with attributing to its divinities human form and feel-

Lhropomorphism and anthropopathism) ; and,

of course, from th «e pn noises infers in regard to events

of life c rtaio specific feelings on the part oftbe gods,

I or kindly, out of which the events grew. It

attributes Bex to the gods on natural principles, for in

every language the gender of different objects in nat-

ure differs. Not always is the sun m tsculine nor the

ninine, but all things are alive, and, according

to the especial mode of thinking in each nation, are male
or female. Causation, again, is conceived of under the

[mage ofprocreation ; and w here the gods were thought

ofas coming into being, they themselves were begotten

l>y parents, until the mind landed in a tir-t cause, which
was Mind and impersonal. 'Jims theogonies arose,

such as we find in Greece, Phoenicia, Scandinavia, and
even am ing the passive races of this continent. See

Mythology. A room was thus opened for the im-
pure imagination, which, not content with imputing to

love and lust towards each other, without

the laws of kindred or wedlock, represented

them as enamoured of men or women also, and as thus
: pnitors of extraordinary persons, demigods or

I rom this conception the way was easy to-

wards attributing to extraordinary p arsons som i divine
Mr- or mother, and of allying them to the celestials.

> )• only a little higher than
moil ils, the distam was bridged over, bo that demi-
gods were both mortal and divine. Hence it became
easier to fall down into the worship of men of great

t -kill, until in the old age of some of the

religions wo find kings receiving divine honors even
in their lifetime, and deified after their death. This
vagueness of the line between the divine and the bu-
rn in pa. ted on religious theory, so th it a doctrine like

tli.it ofEuemeras had easy currency when the divine
had rank bo low- -the doctrine, namely, that all the
gods were originally dead men, and were deified on

ol gre it achievements and services to mankind.
nly one theory ofmythology, which, indeed,

is a wilderness where one i- in danger of getting lost,

and, if one would attempt explanations, musl do bo
with caution. There are many forms of explanation.

: lie ph; sic d, where phenomena of nature are.

turned into events, and here the difficulty, not easily
solved, meets us of explaining how an event of nature

present d in mythologj
orrence in history. I here is, again,

thai in which Bom fad is the
1

I the drip tv i- mythological invention, Bui
'» adding this drap rj .

and in , ther ?ui b inventions,
' did nol feel that they were ch irgeable with

fraud, any m< n than Milton blamed himself for uniting
bis own poetical thread- will, the woof of Scripture
truth. I here wot also a mythology breathing an alle-
gorical spirit, and dictated perhaps by the de-ire to
teach moral truth in the form which relij i us truth as-
Mimed. This was more consciously fictitious. 1 1

logical mythology, igain, < oncerned itself chiefly with
th • births and life i t I ime into

the religious system. We have in Greek a working

up of this that goes under the name of Hesiod, and
m a\ belong to the *th century B.C.; and the frag-

ment- of another al-o ascribed to a primeval poet, Or-

pheus, but later by one or two centuries than that of

Hesiod. A comparison of these seems to show that

the theological poets were free in changing the myths
which they had to deal with, either inventing in part,

or drawing their materials from earlier poems where

a different religious philosophy was exhibited. The
mythology of Greece was fully grown in the age of

it i- not true that he and Hesiod created it,

but rather they and others like them gathered it. and

gave it a form of greater beauty. Nor is it true, as

we think, that a priestly (lass gave the first form to

mythology. More true is it to say that a nation did

this, and an age— a very long age, perhaps. We are

not to conceive of a body of philosophers teaching in

figures, the shadows of things real, those realities that

lay in sunshine before their own minds
; on the contra-

ry, the mythological spirit was spread over all; it was
the way in which all conceived of things supernatural.

A word or two may not be inappropriate here in re-

gard to objects of worship that may be called second-

ary, that is, such as do not attain to the rank of

principal divinities, or even of divinities at all, but
still played a not unimportant part in some heathen

religions. Among these we name,
i

i |
the representa-

tives or personifications of the life in the inferior ob-

jects of nature, like those which went by the title of

nymphs in the Greek mythology, as the nymphs of

the wood, of fountains, of the sea—beings having a

narrow range of habitation and of attributes. Nome

!
of these spirits inhabited the object or element after

which they were called, but were thought of as more
or less able to disengage themselves from it. Thus
the sea-nymphs wandered over the coasts, the wood or

mountain nymphs over the mountain. Some of them,

being personifications oftbe life of perishable object—
as the hamadryads—were supposed to die when the

tree, their substratum, died. (2) The spirits of the de-

parted. Such were the heroes and demigods of Greece ;

the spirits of ancestors or of other mortals, who might
be causes of good or of harm, might be believed to be

present on earth, to be under the ground, and capable

of being raised by rites of evocation, or to inhabit the

-tars, like the Fravashis in the Persian religion. Faith

in the continued existence of men after death was very

widely diffused over the world, and furnished a support

for such arts as necromancy, and an explanation for the

phenomena of dreams. Nations in which the family

feeling was strong were especially addicted to the ven-

eration of ancestors, as the Chinese and the Romans.

(3) The attendants on other gods, who sometime- were

almost deities in the popular mind. Such were the

Fauns; Silyanus, among the Romans ; Satyrs among
the Creeks, the -llbordinate Sea-godS of tile latter, etc.

I
i i Abstract notions personified, which presuppose the

tendency to give full personality to real objects. Ex-
amples of these are furnished by the Creek religion,

I liermis and Dike, personified law and justice

;

Metis, Mnemosyne, Thanatos, the daunons of battle
J

and a great number in the theogony of Hesiod. The
Roman religion is full of vague, misty shapes floating

between reality and abstraction, -neb as Pavor and
Pallor, to whom in a battle the third king of Koine
vowed to erect shrine-: Honor and Virtus. Pax and
Victoria, to the two las) of whom Important temples
were built in the later days ,,f Roman history. (5)
The personified force- of inanimate nature. Here, as

in the case of the abstractions just now mentioned, the

cause "i' force was conceived of a- an agent. Tim- the

wind-, especially Boreas, were more or less worshipped
: and the same i- true of volcanic or other

Bubterranean phenomena. In India, and even anion;
our Red men, a -imil n- kind of nature-w or-hip prevail-

ed :
iii -.'in. of the North American Indian tribes the
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north-west wind attained to a high rank among the

divinities, was confounded even with the Great Spirit,

and played quite an important role in the mythologies.

(G) Evil, that is malevolent, spirits, had a place in some
religions of the more cultivated races, but in general

not a very important place, nor were they worshipped

except by way of propitiation. Such were the rakskas

of India, the dcvvas of Iran, the god Typhon of Egypt,

the larvcc and lemures ofRoman superstition—the former

ofwhom were bad spirits of departed men, and scarcely

to be distinguished from the latter, to whom the propi-

tiatory rites of the Lemuria on the ninth of May were

offered. (7) Finally we mention certain house-spirits,

who may be included under (3) as the attendants of

family gods, such as the Roman Vesta. Such were the

penates, the spirits presiding over the penus or the fam-

ily stores and inner part of the houses of the Romans
;

and the lares, protectors of the house, the cross-road,

etc. Such, too, may have been the ttraphim of Scrip-

ture, or rather the beings represented by the teraphim,

a kind of family gods answering somewhat to the pro-

tecting saints of the Roman Catholic Church.

We have come in the course of our subject to the

religions of the uncultivated races, a department of

the religions of mankind, where it is difficult to solve

all the problems or to get upon entirely satisfactory

ground. These religions have been divided, as by
W'uttke (Gesch. d. lleidenth. vol. i.), into feiichi&m and
shamanism ; but as authors differ greatly in the mean-
ing which they attach to the first of these words, and
as what is called shamanism ma}' be found everywhere,

we cannot make much headway in our subject by
the help of these words. We shall come upon fetich-

ism again when we speak of worship ; at present

we content ourselves with saying that a fetich, as

first used by Des Brosses in his Essai sur It Culte des

Dleux Fetiches (1760), signified any object, however
worthless, in which a god or spirit was supposed for

the time to reside, and which might be used as a pre-

servative against evil or malignant influences. The
word—in the Portuguese form ftitico, connected with

the Italian Jaitizio, made by art, from the Latinfacticius

— denoted a charm, or object employed as a charm ; and
it was used to set forth a striking characteristic of the

religions of Western Africa with which the Portuguese

at an early day came into contact. Wuttke (u. s.),

after Stuhr, in his Relitj',vns Si/ items of the Heathen

Peoples of the East (Berlin, 1836, p. 257)* regards a/e-
. tich as an outward object of worship, selected at will

or by accident. The fetich-worshipper chooses and
discards, according to a freak, the object in which his

divinity is supposed to lodge. To use Wuttke's lan-

guage, while in sun or star worship the heavenly

body says to the man, "I am thy god," the worship-

per of a fetich says to the worshipped object, "thou
mayest be, I will permit thee to lie, my god"(f<. s. vol. i,

§ 36). Others, as Meiners (Allff. Geschichte d. Religion

[Hanover, 1806], vol. i, bk. ii) and J. G. Miiller (Amer.

Urrelig. p. 74, 75), regard the fetich as in the belief of

the worshipper a divine essence ; not a symbol of divin-

ity, but, like the sun or moon, a god. The fetich-wor-

shipper carries his subdivision of nature, which is di-

vine to the rude heathen, further down than the higher

races do; he worships man}7 worthless objects. These
definitions are not satisfactory to us, nor do they

point out any generic difference between the fetich-

worshipper and the worshipper of an image of Athene
Polius by a principal artist of Greece. For (1) if the

fetich were a precious thing in itself, doubtless the Ne-
gro would be constant in the respect he paid it. The
selection and rejection need to be accounted for, but

the woithlessness of the object must greatly contribute

to the inconstancy of the devotee: (2) There are vil-

lage as well as house fetiches in Africa, and these seem
to have a more fixed hold on the religious feeling.

(3) The use of the fetich as a charm or amulet is not

essentially unlike the use of saints' bones for the same

purpose, and the feeling is like that of the cultivated

heathen towards his graven image. This feeling is to

be accounted for in part by a confusion of the subjec-

tive and the objective. The sense of security, caused
by the realization of the presence of a protector, is at-

tributed to the object itself. (4) Some fetiches have
the rude beginnings of likeness to men. Here, cer-

tainly, there is image-worship in its infancy. (5) The
belief in spirits which—to say the least—very many
rude races have, is inconsistent with Miillcr's view
that the fetich-worship is worship of a detached part
of nature. The spirit has the fetich for its house, it

dwells there, as the Greek god was conceived by the
mass of the people to inhabit the statue, and as the

pictures of saints in some Catholic lands wink with
their eyes because the saint is there in the belief of

the superstitious. The fetich is discarded, perhaps,
because it ceases to awaken certain religious feelings

which it awakened for some reason at first, and so the
Negro looks for some other reminder of the spirit's or

the divinity's presence. (6) Some fetiches are living

animals, and here the inquiry arises, which we must
dismiss for the present, whether these are conceived of

as tenanted by higher beings, or as symbols of higher
beings. The same answer, as it appears to us, must
be given as it regards Egyptian or Indian animal-wor-

ship, and as it regards that which prevails in Africa or

America.

We conclude, then, that fetich-worship is not essen-

tially distinct from idol-worship, and we may find all

the characteristics of it in the religions of the cultiva-

ted men. Among the Greeks, as belonging to an early

period of their religion before sculpture had made
much proficiency, we find such memorials of gods as

three-cornered pillars in the temples of the Charites at

Cyzicus. conical pillars of Apollo, the pillar of Hera at

Argos, and a plank of wood sacred to her at Samos,
not to mention the sacred stones called bcetyli, and the

stone of the mother of the gods, transferred from Pes-

sinus to Rome, and there venerated and carried about

in processions. These were fetiches, and so were
wrought images, as long as the faith continued that

the god was present in the outward object. The most
characteristic mark of fetich-worship—as it seems to

us—was that which struck the eyes oi the first trav-

ellers in Africa—its connection with charms, and in

general the prevalence of witchcraft, and of various

magic arts. The religions are religions of fear, in

which a small body of men governs the rest by terror,

and thus stands in the way of the higher religious

ideas. This cannot have been coeval with the relig-

ions themselves. It must have taken some time, per-

haps ages, to develop the system of witchcraft or magic
art I)}' which so many rude people have been kept down
in their degradation, by which, according to the natural

course of things, their degradation has been increased.

Shamanism may be defined as the worship of spirits,

so called from the Shaman or priest-conjurer of many
religions in the northern parts of the world. The
spiritual world seems to embrace all things that have
life, and in some parts the spirit detaches itself from

the tree or other living thing at will, to return there

again. This kind of religion has prevailed, or once

prevailed, among the Finns, Huns, ancestors of the

Magyars, Mongols, Japanese, Chinese, and in Thibet.

Something like it is found among the Red men and
other aborigines of this western continent.

Some of the Northern Asiatics make a threefold di-

vision of spirits : first, the souls or powers which have

taken a concrete form in physical objects ; secondly,

the spirits of deceased ancestors; thirdly, spirits, some
of which may have been human souls, which have a

wider sphere of action, such as have relations to a whole

tribe or as protectors in certain undertakings. These

may be kindly or malignant.

Besides these spiritual beings, the Finns believed in

a supreme god, Jumala,whose name, as Castren thinks,
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may have denol d at first place of thunder, heaven,

I
; of heaven, then god in _-• n xal. The Lappa

ofNorwaj had I

!l1 ,1 "' i,ir -

those in the he •" the heavens.

• i- a higher god, who • reafc

thing through "e;-t ' '' a conception

IV. mi the Christians in their neighborb I.

x there are several ranks and

(tii 11 in the spirit system ; but above

them all is a god of heaven, Una. who knows all things,

t com 'in himself with what comi

3b iIh- wicked; ami. besides him. a spirit of

the -nil, more powerful than the rest, to whom prayers

are offered; a Bpiritofthe moon, from whom dreams

come; Bpiritsofthe stars, who are protectors of par-

ticular men, etc. (Comp. Castren's lectures on Finnish

mythology . translated from the Swedish.) In the re-

i .mi- continent tin- Great Spirit ha- been sup-

l i
i | .11. led with God,

the -mi. rn.rili-w.--i wind, etc. The spirits an- supposed

i detaching themselves from their cor-

poreal frame, and of taking various forms as they see

. most interesting inquiry, but one in which it

is difficult 1 > reach certainty, whether there an- in the

uncultivat id rac •- remembrances of a primeval mono-

theistic faith. 'I In- difficulty is due to several causes,

tin- first of which i- their reserve, often extreme, in

communicating with persons higher in the scale of

civilization, an. I their readiness to agree for the mo-
ment to what Mich persons may say. Another cir-

cumstance to in- considered is the propagation of relig-

ious ideas from foreign sources in Africa on both

Bides of the continent from the Mohammedanism
which ha- Ion,' been making progress, and in this con-

tinent from Christianity. The Red men near the

white- have forgotten their former human sacrifices

and cannibalism, and neglect of parents in extreme
old age; and they -eem to have imbibed some relig-

ions notion- from the white men which have modified

their religions. We find, also, this to he sometimes

confessed by some tribi - in Africa that they believe in

a being above all. hut neglect him because he is too

far oil', too high to c lern himself with their affairs.

This m iy be an exi use for neglect of worship of such
a being, or it m iv he conformed to a real hut obscure
tradition. We may suppose the supreme LCod to have
been in the primeval religion if their fathers, ami to

have been thrust out of worship by the spiritual weak-
I imbecility of fallen man. In some tribes,

a.,' iin, there appear to he no such faint traces of mono-
theism. A missionary, who lived over thirty years in

Southern Africa, once told the present writer thai he

never found any -ii.h embers of an early religion

among those with wh he was conversant. The
question i- thus one not -,, easilj settled. We close

have to Bay of it by a brief citation from the

Important work of Wait/ (Anthropol. </. Naturvolker,
II- is speaking of the religion of the

i denj Ing the justice of imputingto them
ir and rude form of polytheism, In- adds thai

letration into their religions, to which
number of conscientious investigator: have

to the surprising result that a number
imong whom the influent f nations

ill .I- cannot be pointed
out ii. .

i

pected, have mad. much great-
:l

c development of their religious i
on

CCptions than almo t all other nation, i,, .

nature. Vnd thU to sui h a di rrec that, it we maj
not call them monotheists, -till we maj assert of them
that thi 3

-i ind on the borders of m theism : while
yet their religion i- mingled with a great amount of

r-titioii. whil h in ll . ,
j p]es

wher ii i- found seems entirely t rer up with its

ih tin- |.urer religious conceptions."
II W • have consid ired polytheism
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thus far on the side of its nature and origin. We pro-

ceed next to a brief exposition of it- practical Bide, or

it- outward wor-hip, including priests, images, altars,

and temple-, liturgical Ben ice-, and offerings.

(1.) Throughout paganism it has been felt that the

gods must he approached in a certain way. and the

knowledge of that way ha- been in the hands of a cer-

tain tribe or cla-s. If there were written records, ga-

ngs, or formulae, the knowledge of these per-

tained to this ela-s alone. Moreover, a method of

ascertaining the divine will grew up of which they

alone had tin- knowledge; W hatever rites were nee-

essary to propitiate the anger of the gods, or to secure

their favor, they alum- could authoritative!} tell.

j

If any occult soience relating to human destiny or

the divine will existed, they possessed it exclusively;

They had from their position such advantages that

they first would have the literature, science, philoso-

phy, and history of the nation in their keeping. Thus
to a great extent they controlled the progress of events)

-tood by tin' side of rulers to direct their counsi Is.

trained the | pie, shaped the theory of religion,

turned it perhaps into a new direction.

The influence and Btanding of the priests varied

with the freedom of the nation, with the compactness

of the priestly order, and with various other cau-es.

In some countries, as in Egypt and in India, they

formed one of the leading castes, and all knowledge,

secular or religious, was in their hands. In the Per-

sian or Zoroastrian religion tin- priest, called Athrava
in tin- records, ha- al-o in the inscription of Behistun

(of the time of Darius Hystaspes), and in the Greek
and Latin writers, the name of Magus. The Magi, ac-

cording to Herodotus, were a Median tribe, which, be-

coming necessary for the offices of religion, wa- dif-

fused over Persia also, ami perhaps over East Iran or

Bactria. They resembled the tribe of Levi in their

living in villages, and had no great political power,

owing pel haps to the almost religious authority of the

Persian kino;. The Avesta consists, to a great degree,

of long prayers, of invitations to the <jods to be present

at acts of wor-hip, and the like, ami religion entered

into all the important concerns of life. Frequent pur-

gations, and the maintenance also of the sacred tire,

fell to their office. It i- difficult to explain the con-

nection bet w em these Magi ami the practice ofmagic<
for there were Babylonian Magi al-o; but the word
was probably indigenous in Iran. Duncker, the his-

torian, finds the connection in the formula; of conjura-

tion which they used in order to drive away the dtBVOB

or devs, the evil-minded Bpirit-servants of Ahritnan,

which formuhe had a kind of constraining power over

the spirits, just as prayer in India was conceived of as

putting a force on the gods.

Greece differed from the nation- already mentioned

in having no order of priests : any one might assume
the office, and discharge the duties w hich the priest per-

formed, and "there is no trace of a priestly discipline

propagated by instruction through generations, nor i-

there any trace of an abiding connection between the

priests of different cities" (K.Ottfried Mllller, Prokg.

p. 249, 250). At Rome the religious institutions took

stronger root, in conformity with the regard for prec-

edent, the formality and the superstition which char-

acterized the early Roman people. The public prie-t-

l
! were originally in patrician hands, and the priests

long monopolized the knowledge of the calendar and
the legal formula'. Moreover, the private rites of

families -eem to have been thought of more impor-
tance than was the case among the Greeks. Hut there

wa- no caste, there were no hereditary public priestly

I politic becoming a vastly more inviting

field, drew to itself the attention and efforts of all men
who aspired to influence. The magistrates themselves
observed the Bigns in the heavens and regulated the

meeting of public bodies in accordance w ith thl ir own
wishes, under pretence of religious scruple-. North
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of Rome lay the Etruscans, belonging to another race,

who had a gloomy religion, in which the art of divina-

tion played a more important part than in that of any
other nation of which we have knowledge. Here the

leading men held the office of priests, and the princi-

pal priesthoods were hereditary. Beyond the Alps, in

Gaul, the Druids formed a great corporation, at the

head of which was a kind of pope ; while Julius Caesar

was struck by the want of a compact priestly class in

Germany, and says that the race was not given to

sacrifices. Of the nations inhabiting this continent,

the Mexicans had a very numerous body of priests,

some five thousand of whom are said to have belonged

to the great temple at the capital. Over the hierarchy

of priests two chiefs selected from leading families pre-

sided, whose position gave them high authority in state

affairs. Under these chiefs a third, with his subordi-

nates, had superintendence over the lower priests and

the seminaries. There were also monks in Mexico,

as well as in other adjoining countries, who have been

compared with the similar bodies in Buddhist coun-

tries. In Peru, owing to the sacred dignity of the

Incas, the priests, unless they pertained to the race of

the Children of the Sun, had less independent weight

than the similar class in Mexico, and the simplicity

of the religion may have conduced to the same result.

A remarkable institution of this country was that of

the virgins of the sun, who, like the Roman vestals, had

to keep alive the sacred symbol of fire.

(2.) The objects of worship were either invisible, or

distant and yet visible, or something near at hand,

in which a divine power was thought to reside. In

the first case especially there was a longing in the

pagan mind for some representation or image which
might keep the presence of the deity in mind, and
thus give a sense of protection to the worshipper.

Image-worship, idolatry, arose from a desire, it seems
probable, of feeling the nearness of the unseen power,

or from conceiving that the divine power is lodged in

or belongs to the object present before the eyes as

being inherent or represented by it. Image-worship

has been diffused over the heathen world, but some
nations have rejected it. The religion of Ormuzd re-

jected images and even temples with a kind of fanat-

ical hatred. We believe that there are no traces of it

in the Vedas. The Romans at first had only symbols

and not forms in the houses of their gods. The prob-

ability is therefore that through the whole of the Indo-

European race idol-worship was not known at the

first; but in Egypt, in Greece, in the Hamitic and in

some of the Shemitic peoples, on this continent, in Af-

rica, and over the world, no earlier period can be traced

than one in which either image symbol or fetich-wor-

ship was a part of the religions. As for direct wor-

ship of nature, one would suppose that images would
not be needed by the pagan religious sentiment. The
heavenly bodies especially are so great a part of the

time in sight that no memorial of them would be need-

ed. Thus we find that in Babylonia and Assyria, where
sun and star worship, as distinguished from the wor-

ship of sun and star gods, prevailed, idols were com-
mon. Yet we find images of Bel, Nebo, and Merodach
(Mercury and Jupiter) spoken of by the prophets (Isa.

xlvi, 1 ; Jer. 1, 2), while the Phoenician and Canaanite

sun-god Baal is represented by pillars (of stone and
wood? 2 Kings x, 2G, 27), and Asherah, probably the

same as Astarte, by wooden posts (groves in our ver-

sion, passim). It seems not unlikely that in pro-

portion to the pagan mind's separation of a divinity

from the object out of which it grew, the tendency to

represent it by images, and especially "after the fig-

ure of man " (Isa. xliv, 13), would become more con-

trolling, but to this there seem to be exceptions. As
for the direct worship of other objects of nature, as

trees and animals, especially snakes, there is no rea-

son why this kind of worship should need images.

And here we come to the difficult inquiry whether
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the animal is a symbol or a fetich, that is, a tenement
of a god

;
and we may doubt also whether in different

parts of the world, as in Egypt and on this continent,

the same conceptions lay under this species of cultus.

In Egypt the sacred bulls Apis and Mnevis were cer-

tainly regarded as incarnations ; but may not symbol
have preceded and given rise to this belief? The rep-

resentations with which the Egyptian religion abounds
of gods in a composite form, partly human, partly bes-

tial, hawk- or jackal-headed, etc., show a symbolizing
of particular qualities united to the expression of in-

telligence like that of man. But, on the other hand,
the worship of animals elsewhere, the great number
of sacred animals in Egypt, which it was a crime to

kill, and the mummies of which were preserved, seem
to point to a stage of worship in that strange country
where the marvellous instincts and powers of animals
pointed to a god within them all.

After what has been said in another place we need
not speak at length of fetich-worship. The vagueness
of the word ought to be cured by definitions, or it ought
to be driven out of works on the pagan religions. If

a fetich is a material in which a god or spirit is con-

ceived to dwell for the time, a spell-bound protector

and coadjutor of those who offer him worship, this is

a distinct idea; or if it is a tenement chosen by the

worshipper for his god, that too is distinct enough
;

but when we find, together with stones, mountains,

water, wind and fire, plants, animals, and men, heav-
enly bodies also in a certain stage of human culture

reckoned as fetiches, it seems as if fetich-worship

might be made to include everything. In Greece
the Thessalian sorceresses were thought to be able

to bring the moon down out of the skies, and to work
magic arts by her help. That is, Hecate, the mocn-
goddess, was believed to be wandering abroad at

night, and, being identified with the moon, was
thought to come down from the skies. The same
general notion of power over objects of nature ap-

pears in the rude fetich-worship of Africa. A clear

line cannot be drawn between the religious con-

ceptions of paganism in the lower and in its higher

culture.

We have spoken of mixed human and animal

forms, where the symbol was the main idea. The
highest attainment of idol-worship is to represent the

divinity under the form of man. God made man in

his image ; the pagan lover of beautj' makes his god in

man's image, a reversal of the true idea, and yet ex-

pressive of a relationship. The Greek, by his anthro-

pomorphic representations of his divinities, employed
the highest conceptions of beauty in the service of re-

ligion ; and thus, while he laid the foundation of the

highest art, subjected himself to the condemnation,

"thou though test that I was altogether such a one as

thyself."

The image and sj'inbol brought the god into mind,

and gave him a visible connection with the worship-

per. Hence, in part, the fascination of idolatry. To a

great extent, even in the most refined countries of

paganism, the divinity was thought—not indeed by the

philosopher, but by the vulgar—to inhabit the statue,

and to this both the Scriptures and the early Chris-

tian writers constantly allude. The idol was not only

used at places of common worship, but in families, and
gave the feeling of protection a certain vividness, as if

the divine shape were there.

(3.) The images of the gods, rather than the desire of

shelter for the worshipper, gave rise to the temples,

which were houses of a divinity ; thus vaug is a god's

dwelling, from a root meaning to dwell, and cedes, in

Latin, in the singular is usually a temple, but in the

plural a human abode. But neither image nor temple

was as important for worship as the altar, which might

stand afar from any temple, or near a temple and out-

side of it, or, it might be, within the temple's walls, with

no roof, or with an opening in the roof, for the purpose
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ef givii id the smoke of light is equally effectual (Wuttke, ». *. vol. ii, § 106,

into the upper air. When the altar of the

his Btatue were near one another, tit*- statue

-i 1 above, that the worshipper might look

from Manu, u,87, 101, 102).

The offerings and sacrifices of a public nature were

usually attended by lustrations, which are not to be

ntaiioii of the divinity. The confounded with purgations of a propitiatory ehar-

tatue, in the progress of refine- acter practiced by those who Bought cleansing from
•

guilt. Both kinds of lustrations, however, bad the

same moral idea, 1 1 »
<

- necessity of a pure mind, for their

ol the ritualistic spirit, gained an importance

them in the earlier times. It

principally that architecture in most

iikI the motive for it- cultivation,

I
; he gods chiefly which promoted

: of st ulpture. We have alreadj had occa-

,\ thai in the Persian religion there were

qo altars nor temples. The veneration be-

,
I Ii in was an obstacle in the waj of

confining religious rites within the wall- of temples,

and the pure original faith of Iran bad little need of

alt ir-.

I. Worship, in the narrow sense .it' the word, may
include public an. I private prayers ami other liturgical

foundation. In ..r near the Greek temples, and mark-

ing the division line between profane and sacred ground,

st l the vessel ef holy water (perirrhanterium), for

the uses of those who entered the pure interior. After

this preparation came the offerings with prayers ami

praises. In some nations there was a time w hen these

offerings wen ly unbl ly,oral least the bloody of-

ferings or sacrifices played a small part. The institu-

tion- ef Niima sanctioned only such things as the fruits

of the field, and the mola salsa, or broken grains of

spelt mixed with salt. Not even incense was then

used bj the simple Romans. The usages changed
iiii offerings unbloody or bloody, and their greatly in this particular at a later time, owing to the

attendant lustrations or purgations. Some of these iutluence of the Greek settlements in Southern Italy,

i ciallj such as symbolized certain mythological Among the Hindus horses and horned cattle were fre-

- ret, but of these mysteries we have quent victims in the earlier times, hut afterwards he-

no time to -peak. came less common. In the hooks of the Avesta little

i. the natural voice of the being who realizes ,, r nothing is said of animal sacrifices, hut il is pre-

his dependence. might he informal in the family re-

ligion of the pagan, or attended with formalities; it

might need the presence ol a priest, especially on cer-

scribed that tor certain offences (as a tine or an atone-

ment ? i a hundred smaller cattle ahould he offered up.

But in Persian bistorVi whether in accordance with or

made of animal victims. Xerxeson bis march towards

Greece li .red the Trojan Athena by sacrificing a

tain important oca-ion.- of family life, or the head of m violation of the precepts ol the religion, mention is

the household might acl as priest. In public religion

a cle-- of priests took the Lad; it was felt that a cer-

tain form "i word- had a peculiar efficacy, and from thousand cows. At the Strymon the Magi offered up
this notion perhaps belief in incantations derived its

birth. In some religions the liturgical tonus have
1

\ minute and elaborate. We have al-

i rreil to the religion of Iran a- an example of

hite horses, and at a spot in Thrace .ailed the Nine

Roads nine hoys and nine girls from among the native

inhabitants were buried alive. Strabo remarks that no

pieces of the victim were given, as elsewhere, to the
this. The Avesta is chiefiy liturgical The lirst part gods, since they had need only of the animal's soul,

of ih.- 1 lallei collection, the Vispered, Instead of victims, the great offering in the Indian re-

consisl principally of praises, thanksgivings, and. invita- Ligion of the Vedic period was thai ol the Soma, an ac-

tions addresse I to various -up irior beings to he present clepias or some other plant of the milk-weed tribe, the

rings of the Haoma and at other celebrations, stalk of which was crushed between stones, and the
The Jfeshts ..r Va-t-. a parr of the Khorda-Avesta narcotic- juice, mixed with hut ler. w a- left to ferment.
1

1— r \\.-m
, consist of prayers and praises addressed

to particular objects ol veneration, as to Mithras,Ve-
rethragna or Behraro, and the .-ouls of the good. In

tin- early religion •! India the three tir-t V. da- are

chiefly Liturgical. The Rig-Veda contains about a

thousand hymns in ten books, the first seven of which
consist ..f hymns addressed to Agni, the fire-god, to

In. Ira. and others. In the ninth book are classed hymns
intended to he sung while the Soma offering is in prep-
aration. The Sama-Yeda takes mosl of its materials
from the Rig, and adapt- them to the purposes of

This mixture was supposed to n< .uri-h. strengthen, and
even intoxicate the gods. The most absurd supersti-

tions were connected with this sacred substance : it was

originally in heaven, and came down with the rain to

i lie earth; ii was something that a man might oiler to

the higher -."'Is only, ami could feel that he had ren-

dered a favor by it. and had a right to a return. Final-

ly the Soma I..came identified with the moon-god as

the cause of fruitfulness. An offering called by a cor-

responding name in Iran, the Haoma, and obtained from

I he same or similar plants, played a great part in the
chanting, ["he Yajur-Veda consists of formulas proper services of the old religion of thai country. Similar

mpany the various actions of religious worship, notions that the divine powers partook of and enjoyed
a time wh.u the worship had become sacrifices which were offered to them may he found

ci i ih.- importance of the priesl had in- elsewhere in many religions, but probably none so ex-
' Romans were in their early days a de-

reverential, bul also a formal p. ople. The
travagant.

Sacrifices of victims, or bloody offerings, were sooner
ii precedent which l.uilt up their ,, r later almosl universal. What victim should he se-

ll 1 1. 1 depended on a variety of consideral ions, Some-
times it was an animal that injured the -ills presented
to a god, or injured (hat which he protected, as a -oat.

the destroyer of the vine, was offered to Dionysus, and
a swine. which n... i.d in the -round. toDemeter. Some-
times It was an animal under the god's protection.

Sometimes, again, there was a symbolism in the sacri-

fice, as when a I. la.k-coloied animal was offered to the
I 'i' Manes al R e,or a heifer never yoked to Minen a.

In Egypt, notwithstanding that the number of sacred
animals was very considerable, other victims were se-

lected tor offerings. I bus a pig was prest nted to the

god answering to Hercules and iEsculapius, bul not to

i 8h( .ii to the mother of the gods, hut not to

Isis; a .at to II., in-; a cockroach, or some kind of lilatta

the -odd.- identified with Thetis.

ih- minute observances of their re-

Ii tiulaa of words had a certain independent

ii pra; i i and sacrifice was
»sed io ih- divinitit - of

thatth h mid leave th.ir oldabodes
I harm: .and they

ii he known what god was th<

hi ir enemies should practice the
' them. In India. ;i,

ing a magical po vi r. The old

Gayatri.ifi ol such po-
in <au obtain happiness

hy il whether he performs otl
i rvices or

not. The repeating ..t it in the morning dawn until

the -'in appears removes ever) unpcrccivcd fault of
tin- night, and a -imilar repetition in the evening twi-
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Throughout a large part of the world human heings

were offered as sacrifices to the gods of the heathen,

and the farther hack we penetrate into antiquity the

more common is this horrid practice. There are two
forms of it, the sacrifice of children, especially of the

first-horn, and that of grown-up men. The first appears

in countries where the worship of Moloch—perhaps of

Baal and other kindred gods—prevailed, as in Phoeni-

cia, the land of Canaan, Moah, perhaps, and Carthage,

and traces of the same may he found in the island of

Crete. Also in some parts of this continent the same
practice seems to have gained some footing. To this

the prophet Micah (vi, 7), the law of Moses (Lev. xx,

2-5), the historical books (2 Kings xvi, 3 ; comp. Dent,

xii, 31), and other parts of the Scriptures refer, unless

in some of these passages simple lustration by fire with-

out burning may be intended. But far more common
was the sacrifice of grown-up men. As nations grew
more humane, this practice was softened down; either

men condemned to death, who had to die at any rate,

were selected as the victims, or a person was scourged

or cut only until the blood ran, or the rite was per-

formed upon an image substituted for a human being.

Such substitution can be traced in Egypt, Greece, and
Borne. In India human sacrifices were introduced,

when the obscene and cruel Siva religion spread among
the people, into his worship and that of his wife Durga,
or Kali. The Kalika-Purana is cited by Ward and
others as saying that Kali " felt a pleasure for a month
in the blood of fish offered to her; for nine months in

that of wild animals; for a hundred years in that of a

tiger ; and in that of a lion, a stag, or a man, for a thou-

sand years. Three men's blood appease her for a hun-
dred thousand years. The offering of blood is like the

drink of the gods (the Soma) ; Brahma and all the gods

assemble at the offering" (Ward, iii, 174; Wuttke, ii, 355;

Asiat. Res. v, 371). In other countries, as in Gaul, in

Mexico, in Peru, above all in Mexico, this practice as-

sumed frightful proportions, showing how man can be

debased and made savage by his religion. There is

ground for believing that cannibalism may have grown
out of the sacrificial feasts after battle, when an enemy
was slaughtered to the gods who gave the victory.

We ask at this stage of the subject, what was the

meaning of pagan offerings'? As they understood their

religious rites, the unbloody were expressions of grati-

tude and acknowledgment for protection. Whatever
the form of offering was, the god was conceived of as

being pleased with them. How did they account for

this pleasure? There are traces of the conception that

the gods enjoyed offerings as we enjoy food. The faith

of the Aryan race in regard to the Soma offering, and
the idea that the smoke of burning sacrifices was agree-

able to the divinities, show the grosser forms of anthro-

pomorphism. Sacrifices of a public nature may be re-

garded as feasts to which a god or gods were invited

;

the altar was the public hearth ; the victim was par-

taken of by all the worshippers after due purgations,

libations, and other preparations; the god had his share

of the meal, which went up to him in the skies. At
the bottom of all this, however, the feeling no doubt

was that the worshipper gave up something of value,

and thus showed his devotion to his protector. But
this explanation does not exhaust the entire meaning
of animal sacrifices. Thus certain animals not used for

food, as dogs, horses, wolves, bears, and even asses, were
in some Greek rites the appropriate victims, the prob-

able reason for which is given by K. Ottfried Miiller

(Dorier, i, 279) that animals hated by a particular god
he would be pleased to see bleeding at his altar. The
sacrifice of a dog to Hecate may be accounted for from
the dog's baying at the moon, and of a stag to Artemis
because she was a huntress.

But there were also propitiatory sacrifices required

by a feeling of guilt and of dread. Here life is given
for life. It seems impossible to put less meaning into

such rites than that the worshipper acknowledged his

life to he forfeited, and hoped by something which not
only had value but was also a living object, to avert
through confession made in this way the divine wrath.
Human sacrifices were still more significant. In the
case of children, especially of the first-born, the suppo-
sition that the first-fruits were consecrated and devoted,
as an expression of gratitude, does not seem at all natu-
ral. It was, in short, a sacrifice made for the benefit

of the family, caused by a painful sense of ill desert; it

was giving the fruit, of the body for the sin of the soul.

The more general sacrifices of human beings, especially

of grown-up men, which took place most frequently
where some great crime had been committed by persons
unknown, or when pestilence or defeat by enemies be-
tokened the wrath of protecting divinities, must be re-

garded as an acknowledgment of sin, and a way of
transferring and appeasing divine anger. Wrath de-
manded or exposed to death. The death of one or

more freed the rest. In the Creek myths, the self-de-

votion of an innocent virgin, like Macaria in the //< ra-
clidcB of Euripides, and in Roman history more clearly

the act of the two Decii, father and son, their self-con-

secration, and in the case of the younger the devotion
of the hostile army, point to a faith that victory might
be secured by voluntary death for others. This is the
highest form that human sacrifice took in heathen an-
tiquity.

It remains to give the briefest possible estimate of
the heathen religions in their influences on man. With
regard to their lower forms, as seen in wild races, they
are to a great extent religions of fear; dread of supe-
rior powers weighs on the minds even of light-hearted

African negroes. A feeling of sin, and yet a very faint

and half- conscious one, must be presupposed in their

minds in order that this dread may exist; but the

dread is greatly increased by magic practices which
are kept up by priestly imposture. In the higher
races it would lie folly to deny that in the course of

time, and partly by the help of moral sentiments which
must grow up in well-ordered civil communities, the

religions of paganism have been elevated in their moral
tone; that under them men have more or less risen into

art, freedom, philosophy; that great individual char-

acters have appeared in such countries, and that toler-

ably high standards of moral excellence have counter-

acted depraving influences from bad religions or bad
institutions. But there are some necessary evils in

polytheism, owing to its very nature. They honor
power rather than character, since it was divine power
in objects of nature that impressed itself chiefly on the

minds of men. Hence absolutism and ambition were
under the protection of the religious sentiment. It was
the worship of beings of limited attributes, more or less

under the control offate, who were for the most part

not from eternity—not authors of the world, but parts of

the world, local in their spheres of operation and func-

tions. There could therefore be no universal religion.

Buddhism spread because it was an atheism which
abolished caste and limited transmigration, and which
allowed the cultus in the countries where it travelled

to continue. There was, further, a want of allegiance

on the part of the worshipper to his divinity ; even rid-

icule of them in the comic mimes of the Greeks was
allowed, and sometimes the people treated the idols

with great indignity. These religions could not resist

any increase of knowledge, but gave way to scepticism,

and this brought on national ruin. But the heaviest

charge almost everywhere against paganism was its

sensuality, not in the lower races only, but in the higher';

not so much in earlier times as at the acme of refine-

ment. The mythologies were impure. The gods were
depraved, and examples of wickedness. Licentiousness

was put under the protection of religion. On this

point a long chapter might be written; hut it is better

to pass over this in silence, and to close with saying

that the Apostle to the Centiles was no maligner when
he wrote the first chapter of the Epistle to the Roman?.
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1822, 3 vols.); with the writers on Buddhism, as Bour-

nouf, Eoppen, etc.

11. Chinest Religions. Wuttke (ut sup. in vol. ii);

a number of transL, as of the Shu-King, by Gaubi and

De Guignes (Paris, 1770); ol Vleng-Tsen, by Stanislas

.Inlien (Paris, 1824); the Y-King, by Mohl
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histories of Mexico and Peru; travellers in Africa; El-

lis's Polynesia, etc, In Waitz copious lists of voyagers

and travellers are given. (T. I ». W, I

Pomarancio is the surname of Cristoforo Io.x-

calli, a painter of t tic Florentine school. He was

born in 1552 at Pomarancio. and \\a> a pupil of Niccolo

Circignani, who took him to Borne quite young to assist

him in Ids works. At the same time, under the direc-

tion oflgnazio Danti, he helped, with Tempesti, Rafael-

lino da Reggio, the younger Palma, and some others,

in fiuishing the logge of Raffaelle. This work being

achieved, he painted, on slate, for Santa Maria degli

Angeli at Rome, a Death of Ananias and Sapphira, a

masterpiece thai was deemed worthy to be copied on

mosaic for the basilica of St. Peter. After painting at

San Giovanni di Latrano Thi Baptism of Constantint,

at San Giacomo Thi Resurrection of Christy at San (Irc-

gorio a St. Andrt w, one of bis besl works, he was sell ct-

ed lo paint t he cupola of i lie church of Loretto, g< tting

the preference of Guido and Caravaggio. The latter

avenged himsell by having his rival's face disfigured by

a spadassin. The cupola of Loretto, in the ornamenta-

tion of which Roncalli «a< assisted by Jaconetti, Pietro

Lombardo, and Lorenzo Garbieri, oiler- a great variety

and abundance of subjects. Although these paintings

have Buffered much, some head- of uncommon beauty
an still discernible. Some subjects from the life of the

Virgin, executed bj Pomarancio, were the occasion of

made a knight of the Order of Chrisl by
Paul V. He worked in divers other place- of the

Picentino: there i- a Noli im tangert at the Ermitani

of San Severino ; a St. Francis in Prayers, al San

Agostino ol \mciim: a St.Palatinai Osimo; andal the

Palazzo Galli of the same place is a Judgment of Solo?

man, which Lanzi asserts to !><• his besl fresco. During
a rather protracted stay at Genoa, he embellished its

churches and palaces with works tit to compete with
the besl of the century. We mention further among
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his paintings The Martyrdom of St. Simon, at the

Pinaeothek of Munich, and a Virgin shedding Tears

over the Bod;/ of her Son, at the Museum of Madrid.

His manner is very variable, and reminds now of the

Roman, now of the Florentine school; sometimes it

comes near to the Venetian school. His colors are

brighter and more brilliant in his frescos than in his

oil-paintings. He likes to adorn his subjects with

beautiful landscapes of great effect. Unfortunately,

following the example of his masters, he was too often

assisted by his pupils; hence some weak parts in his

works. He is charged also with some errors of per-

spective. He died at Rome in 162G. See Lanzi, Hist.

ofPainters (see Index) ; Spooner, Biog. Hist, ofthe Fine

A rts, s. v. Roncalii.

Fomarancio is also a surname by which Niccolo
Oi urn;nam is generally known. He was a painter of the

Florentine school of the 10th century, and was born at

Fomarancio, near Yolterra. He was probably a disci-

ple of Titian, whose assistant he was in his works in

the great room of the Belvedere, in the Vatican. He
arrived at Rome quite young, and painted there a

number of frescos, among which we mention the cu-

pola of St. Pudentiana, The Lord surrounded by A ngels

(tribune of S. Giovanni Paolo), St. John the Baptist

(church of the Consolazione), and thirty-two horrible

Scenes of Martyrdom (San Stefano Rotondo), vigorous,

but executed with little care. It is probable that

Poraarancio spent the last years of his life in his native

place, where he died after 1591; for the works which
must be referred to his last period are all among nu-

merous paintings of his preserved in Yolterra. At S.

Giusto a Descent from the Cross is signed "Nicolaus

Circinianus di Ripomarance pingebat A.D. 1580;" and

at the Battisterio, on an Ascensioii, one of his best

works, we read. "Nicolaus de Circignanis Volaterranus

pingebat anno 1591." In the cathedral of the same city

there remains of the frescos with which he had adorned

the tribune a God-Father ; at St, Pietro, in Selci, an

Annunciation (oil-painting), and at San Francesco a

Pieth. Pomarancio was frequently aided by his pupils,

the best known of whom are Cristoforo Roncalii, called

also Pomarancio, and his own son, Antonio Circignani,

who remained in obscurity during his father's lifetime,

and came suddenly into repute by the paintings with

which he adorned a chapel of Santa Maria Traspontina

at Rome: they exhibit some features successfully bor-

rowed from Baroccio. At Florence, under the portico

of the hospital of S. Matteo, he painted some frescos in

1614: The Disputation with the Doctors; The Massacrt

of the Innocents; The Adoration of the Kings; and The

Nativity. Called at a mature age to Citta di Castello,

Antonio lived there several years, painting for churches

and private persons. It is believed that at the age of

sixty years he settled again in the village of Poma-
rancio, the cradle of his family, where he died in 1630.

See Lanzi, Hist, ofthe Painters ; Spooner, Biog. Hist, of
the Fine A rts, s. v.

Pomarius, Samuel Baumgarten, a German Lu-
theran divine, was born April 20, 1024, near Wintzig,

in Silesia. His father, a miller, was opposed to his pre-

dilection for study, and he had many obstacles to sur-

mount before he could get through his course of studies

at the college. He pursued his studies at Breslau, Frank-

fort, and Wittenberg. On Jan. 1, 1653, he was called

to Beshin, in Silesia, but soon went to that portion of

Berlin then known as Cologne-on-the-Spree as deacon

of St. Peter's, and from thence to Magdeburg as pastor

of St. Jacobi. In 1665 he was made rector and professor

of theology at Fperies, in Upper Hungaria. On account

of the persecution against the evangelical party, he had
to leave that position in 1673, and went to Wittenberg,

where he lectured on theology, preaching at the same
time. In 1674 he went as pastor and superintendent to

Lubeck, where he died, March 2, 1683. Almost all the

writings of Pomarius are of a polemical nature, and in-

tended to defend the Lutheran tenets. He was engaged
in many theological disputes with Jesuits, and even with
Protestant theologians. We mention among his works,
De Noctambulis (Wittenberg, 1649, 1650, 4to):—De
moderatione theologicd (ibid. 1674, 4to) :

—

Disseiiafio

de reritate religionis Lutherans:—Comment, in episto-

lam Judw: — Analysin et exegesin articulorum Aug.
Covfessionis : — De. majestate S. Scriptures, etc. See
Jucher, (lelehrten-Lexikon, s. v.; Chaufepie, Diet. Hist.

s. v.; Wetzer u. Welte, Kirch.-Lexikon, s. v. (B. 1'.

)

Pome (Lat. pomum, i. e. an apple) is in ecclesias-

tic language (1) a cup or ball filled with perfumes; (2)

a ball of metal filled with hot water, and used by the
priest to warm his hands at the altar. It was some-
times made four-footed and with rings of silver.

Pomegranate, the Puidca granatum of Linnaeus,

is by universal consent acknowledged to denote the

Heb. rimmon (1"53"i, also "H"!, so called, according to

Gesenius, from an Arab, root signifying marrow : but
according to Fiirst, from one signifying blood-red; Sept.

poa, pout, potdKog, kwcwv; Vulg. malum punicum. ma-
lum granatum. vialogranatum), a word which occurs

frequently in the O. T., and is used to designate either

the pomegranate-tree or its fruit. It is described in the

works of the Arabs by the name roman. The pome-
granate is a native of Asia; and we may trace it from
Syria, through Persia, even to the mountains of North-
ern India. It. is common in Northern Africa. The
pomegranate is not likely to have been a native of

Egypt; it must, however, have been cultivated there

at a very early period, as the Israelites, when in the

desert, lamented the loss of its fruit in the wilderness

of Zin (Numb, xx, 5)—this "is no place of figs, or of

vines, or of pomegranates." The tree, with its charac-

teristic calyx-crowned fruit, is easily recognised on the

Egyptian sculptures (Wilkinson, Anc. Egyptians, i, 36,

ed. 1854). That it was produced in Palestine during

the same early ages is evident from the spies bringing

some back when sent into Canaan to see what kind of a

land it was: for we are told that they "came unto the

brook of Eshcol, and cut down from thence a branch

with one cluster of grapes, etc.. and they brought of the

pomegranates and of the tigs" (Numb, xiii, 53; comp.
also Deut. viii, 8). The villages or towns of Rimmon
(Josh, xv, 32). Gath- rimmon (xxi, 25), En-rimmon
(Neh. xi. 29), possibly derived their names from pome-
granate-trees which grew in their vicinity. These trees

suffered occasionally from the devastations of locusts

(Joel i. 12; see also Hag. ii, 19
s

). Mention is made of

"an orchard of pomegranates" in Cant, iv, 13; and in

iv. 3 the cheeks (A.V. "temples") of the Beloved are

compared to a section of "pomegranate within the

locks," in allusion to the beautiful rosy color of the

fruit. Carved figures of the pomegranate adorned the

tops of the pillars in Solomon's Temple (1 Kings vii, 18,

20, 42; 2 Kings xxv, 17; 2 Chron. iii, 16; iv, 13); and
worked representations of this fruit, in blue, purple, and
scarlet, ornamented the hem of the robe of the ephod
(Exod. xxviii. 33, 34; xxxix. 24). This is explained

mystically by Philo (Opera, ii. 153, 226), and differently

by Meyer (Blatter f. h<di<r< Wahrheit, x, 85; see also

Biihr, Symbolik, ii. 123 sq.). The pomegranate seems

also to have been used as a holy symbol in heathen re-

ligions (see Biihr, Symbol, ii, 122). Among the later

Jews the pomegranate was used in some cases as a

measure (Mishna, Chelim, xvii, 1, 4). Mention is made
of "spiced wine of the juice of the pomegranate" in

Cant viii, 2; with this may be compared the pome-
granate-wine (poirriQ oIvoq) of which Dioscorides (v.

44) speaks, and which is still used in the East. Char-

din says that ^reat quantities of it were made in Per-

sia, both for home consumption and for exportation, in

his time (Script. Herb. p. 399; Harmer, Obs. i. 377).

Being common in Syria and Persia, it must have early

attracted the attention of Eastern nations. In the

present day it is highly valued, and travellers describe
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the pomegranate as being delicious through

The late Sir A. Burnes stab - thai thi ram

ii in gardens und< r the

snowy hills, near the river I abul. Ii i- still found in

Arabia (Niebuhr, Beschr.

p. 148), ]
l and West

I
,,i the southern countries of Europe

19 -,. . I be pom< gran-

i
.:.

. ks, being thi

l
Dioscorides (i, 151). [t was em-

is a medicine by Hippocrates, and is mentioned

r under the name side, supposed to be of Phoe-

nician origin; Bceot oiln (Athen. xiv, 650), and called

arbor (xiii, 38). I he Romans gave it

the name of P was introduced

l glisb name is derived from the

grained apple") of the Romans.

Various j..irt - of the planl were employed medicinally,

as, for instance, the root, or rather its bark, the flowers

which are called kvtivoq by Dioscorides, and the double

tXavoTiov; also the rind ol the pericarp, called

tnalicorium bj the Romans, and triSiov by Dioscorides.

Soi i the properties which these plants possess make
them useful both as drugs and as medicines. In a nat-

ural state ii i- bul a bush, eighi or ten feel high, with

a Btraighl stem and a large number of branches, a rod

hark, lance-formed leaves of a bright-green color, each

on it- own Btem; and bears flowers which stand sepa-

rate, star-shaped, and without odor, of a deep-red color,

and producing a round fruit, green and partly red on the

Burface, but yellow within (comp. Cant, iv, 3, and t VI-

siu-. i. 275. The Romans called this fruit malum pu-

nieum, the Punicapple, but sometimes also malum gra-
natum, Plin. xiii, 34 ; xvi,3G; Marcell. Med. c. 27). It

i- of the shape and size of an orange, three or four inches

in diameter, divided into longitudinal apartments, in

which the grains lie as compactly as com on the cob,

and look much like B pale-red Indian corn, save that

tbej are nearh transparent They ripen about the

middle ol October, and remain in g 1 condition all

winter ( I'h -on. /.,//»/ and Book, ii. 392; but in

August, according to Russell, Nat. /list, of lleppo, i.

107 . I ley are uncommonly fleshy, juicy, and sweet to

tie- taste (Pliny, xiii, 34), and are much enjoyed by the

Orientals a- a refreshment (Carne, i, 8). The rind is

m
The Toiim

used in the manufacture of morocco leather, and. to-

gether with the hark, is sometimes used medicinally to

expel the tape-worm. Russell i
Vat. Hist, of Aleppo,

i. 85, 2d ed.) States that ••lemon- have by no means
superseded tie- pomegranate; the latter i- more easily

procured through the winter, and i- often in cooking

pr< ferred to the lemon. The tier i- much cultivated in

the gardens .and orchards of Palestine and Northern

Syria. The fruit i- seldom ripe earlier than the end of

August, when roost families lay in a stock for winter

consumption. There are three varieties of the fruit

—

one Bweet, another very acid, and a third, in which both

qualities are agreeably bit nded. The juice of the sour

fruit is often used in-lead of vinegar. The other- are

cut open when Berved up to table; or the grains, taken
out and besprinkled with sugar or rose-water, are

brought to table in saucers. The grains likewise, fresh

as well as dried, make a considerable ingredient in

cookery." He adds that the tree- .an' apt to suffer

much in severe w inter- from extraordinary cold. See

Celsius, Hierobot. i. 271 sip: Oken, Lehrbuch dt r /.'«-

tanik, II. ii. '.'17 bcj.; Geiger, Pharmaceutischt Botanik,

ii. 1417 sq.; Plenk, Plant. Hed. Tab. p. 376; Layard,

Nineveh, ii. _':;:;.

Pomerania, a province of Prussia, situated in the

north-east, and bordering on the Baltic, was oner the

possession of the Slaves and Swede-, and ha- such a pe-

culiar ecclesiastical record that we here take -pace to

detail it. In the 6th century some Slavic tribes settled

in Northern Germany, and called the coast along the

Baltic Sea Pomorze, i. e. on the sea-coast. The foremost

deities of this Wendish people were Belbog, Czernibog,

Radogost, Swantew it. Herovit, < ierovit, and Triglav.

I. Introduction of Christianity. About the year I" 11 "

the bishopric of Colberg was founded a- a dependence
of the archbishopric ofGnesen, and Reinbern appoint-

ed bishop; hut Reinbern having gone to Kiel to at-

tend the celebration of the nuptials of the daughter
of Boleslaus with the son of the czar Wladimir, and

stopping at the Russian court, this commencement proved
fruitless. The attempt of Bernhard, a Spanish monk, to

introduce Christianity, which was made a century after-

wards, was equally unsuccessful. Bul Boleslaus Kr/.y-

vousti, king of Poland, having subjected to hi- rule part

of Pomerania, and wishing to make Christians of his

new Subjects, desired Otto, bishop of Bamberg, to bring

those heathens the light ofthe GospeL Otto, having ob-

tained i he agreement ofpopeCalixtusII, set on bis way,

April 19, L124, over Prague. Breslau, Posen, and Gnesen,
when ho stopped seven days and celebrated Whitsun-
tide. Wratislav, the Pomeranian chief, who. as a boy,

had been christened at Aferseburg, came to meet the

apostle, and gave him two of his warrior- to guide him
to Pyritz. In thi- place the pagans were engaged in

the celebration of one of their feasts. Otto preached to

the 4000 men assembled at that solemnity, and a week
had scarcely elapsed, during which he and hi- associates

were busy instructing the daily increasing crowd in the

Christian doctrines, when the hi -hop prescribed a three

day.-' fasting, after which more than 7000 heathens
were admitted to baptism. After erecting an altar,

:.nd leaving our of his priests. Otto went via Stargard
to Katumin. the residence of the prince. The wile of

the latter received the apostle with great joy. He
topped fifty days, converted 3585 persons, laid the
foundation of a church, and left a priest, lor whose
maintenance the prince had granted some lands. Julio,

afterwards called Wollin, mostly inhabited by pirate-.

was not -o favorably disposed toward- the new- religion;
hut. alter more it le— persecution, the Chri-tians were
permitted to have the town unscathed and cross the
I tivenow. 1 Ion i n t<«. after resting a few days, < utered
upon negotiations with the inhabitants: hut all he could

i! tain ti he chiefs ol the city was that they would
direct themselves bj the example of Stettin, the oldest
and noblt -t city of Pomerania. Thither < ttto repaired.

crossing the Haff, in company with Rcdamir, a citizen
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of Julin, and his son. The Stettinians at first turned a

deaf ear to Otto's exhortations. Twice a week, on the

market-days, he proceeded to the market-place with his

eighteen priests in sacerdotal ornaments, and preached

before the multitude. The people from the country

listened to his words less reluctantly than the denizens

of the city; yet, after two months had thus elapsed, the

latter declared that they would accept baptism, if Poland

would consent to diminish the tribute, to grant to the

country a permanent peace, and to draw up a deed of

the transaction. The bishop, whose meek ways, friend-

ly behavior, and works ol charity had won every heart,

obtained those concessions from the Poles, and on Oct. 25

he christened botli sons of the prominent citizen Domiz-

lav, the father soon afterwards; then five hundred rela-

tions and other connections of that powerful family

—

an example which considerably influenced the people

generally. The four temples of the city were destroyed,

and Otto sent to the pope the three heads of the idol

Triglav. After establishing two churches, one in honor

of St. Adalbert—the patron saint of the Slaves—the

other under the name of Peter and Paul, Otto, leaving

two of his priests in the city, visited the towns of Garz

and Lnbezin, left a priest in each, and repaired to Julin,

where the intelligence of Stettin's conversion had al-

ready been received. The inhabitants came to meet
him on his way, and begged his pardon for their former

conduct. Otto consecrated two altars in the city, inter-

dicted the burying of the dead in forests, prohibited

piracy, the intercourse with idolators, polygamy, and
the inveterate custom of killing new-born girls when
there were some girls already in the family. In the

ensuing winter Otto, passing through Dodona (now
Dodow), where he laid the foundations of two churches,

went to Colberg and Belgard, the inhabitants of which

did not prove open to his teachings. Hence he re-

turned to Pyritz, Stettin, and Julin. where he confirmed

the proselytes, inaugurated the building of churches, and

then journeyed over Dodona and Belgard to Colberg,

where he buried the deacon Hermann, drowned in the

Persante. On Ash-Wednesday he set on his way home-
wards, having converted 22,166 persons and founded

eleven churches; he travelled through Poland. Silesia,

and Bohemia, and arrived at Bamberg on the Saturday

before Easter, March 29. Epidemics and great mortality

having afflicted Stettin, the idolators pointed at those

plagues as being the punition visited by the gods upon

the apostates. This caused a general relapse, and made
Otto sensible of the necessity of interfering in person,

and of converting the cities of Demmin. Gbtzkow, Use-

dom, and Wolgast, still left to idolatry. He set out April

19, 1128, crossed Saxony and Mecklenburg, carrying on

fifty wagons the articles required for fitting out the

churches. June 10 Wratislav assembled at Usedom the

nobles of the left bank of the Oder : they were bap-

tized, and promised to protect the Christian faith in

their dominions. Otto longed to gain also to Christian-

ity the inhabitants of the island of Riigen, but insuper-

able obstacles lay in his way. In Stettin, where a very

few had remained faithful. Otto was threatened witli

death; he at once repaired to the church of Paul and

Peter, and while the song of hymns filled the vaults of

the church, the sound of arms was heard outside. The
crowd calmed down by and by, and dispersed; a ser-

mon in the market-place, whither the clergy repaired

in procession under the protection of Wirtska, retrieved

the strayed flock. Julin followed again the example
of Stettin. The saint now visited again all the places

of Pomerania where he had worked, and, journeying

through Poland, reached Bamberg Dec. 20. Though
he did not again see the country he had converted, he

watched from afar over these young Christian commu-
nities to the time of his death, which occurred June 30,

1139. The conversion of Pomerania, and its accession

to the German empire in 1181, induced a number of

monks and colonists to emigrate to the country of the

Wends, depopulated bv long wars. Wratislav, the first

YIII.—B u

Christian prince, was in 1134 murdered by a heathen at

Stolpe, near Anelam. On the spot where the deed had
been committed a little church was built, and in 1153
the first monastery was founded there, and occupied
by Benedictines from Berg, near Magdeburg. We men-
tion some other notable monasteries: Kolbatz, 1103;

Belbuck, 1170; Eldena. 1207; Brukow and Neucamp,
1231 ; Hiddensee, 1299 ; Pudagla, 1308 ; all of which
stood under "abbates baculati." The following places

of pilgrimage were distinguished: 1. The Gollenberg,

-

near Coslin, celebrated throughout Europe, with a church
consecrated to the Virgin, the spire of which served as a

light-house; 2. The Kevekohl, near Schmolsin (circle

of Stolpe), a mountain on which a church had been
founded in honor of St. Nicholas, the patron of mariners;

3. The Holy Mountain, south of the city of Pollnow,

from 1290 ; 4. Bernstein ; 5. Wusseken, near Coslin, from

1395; 6. Kenz, near Barth, from 1405; 7. Werbcn, from
1474. While the largest part of the duchy of Pomera-
nia, with part of the Ukermark, the Neumark, and of

what is now called Western Prussia, was a dependency
of the bishopric of Kammin, the western part of the

country belonged to the diocese of Schwerin, and the

island of Riigen, connected with Pomerania in 1325, re-

sorted to the Danish bishopric of Rciskilde. The names
cf the bishops of Kammin are as follows: 1. Adalbert,

a Franconian (1128-1162), resided at Julin. 2. Conrad
(1162-1185). The seat of the bishops was transferred to

Kammin, because Julin was destroyed by the Danes in

1175. 3. Siegfried (1186-1202). Under "his administra-

tion there was a considerable immigration of Germans,

who founded a number of cities. Jacob Beringer, a

knight from Bamberg, who settled in Stettin, built in

1187 for the Germans the church of St. Jacob, with 30

altars. 4. Sigwin (1202-1217) preached himself. While
he was bishop Stralsund was built, in 1209; and in 1214

the Templars arrived in Pomerania, and, owing to the

great esteem they enjoyed, became counsellors of the gov-

ernment. In November, 1216, Christian, the apostle and

bishop of Prussia, visited Pomerania, his native coun-

try, and dwelt a few days with the old, sickly Sigwin at

Kammin. Duke Casimir, in company with a number
of Templars, undertook a pilgrimage to the Holy Sep-

ulchre, where he died, in 1217. 5. Conrad II (1218-

1238). Anastasia, the pious widow of Bogislav I,

founded in 1223 the nunnery of the Virgins at Treptow,

endowed it, and was buried in it. 0. Conrad III, count

of Giitzkow (1233-1248). The abbot of Eldena. Wigard,

founded in 1233 the city of Greifswalde. In 1240 Fran-

ciscans settled at Stettin, and in 1244 a nunnery was
founded in the same city. 7. Dr. Wilhelm, resigned in

the following year. Under his administration the nun-

nery of Marienfliess was built by Wratislav III, whose

daughter Barbara was the first abbess. 8. Hermann,
count of Gleichen (1249-1288), a relation of the mar-

graves of Brandenburg, promoted German civilization,

and preserved a predilection for Brandenburg. In 1263

a chapter composed of twelve canons was erected in the

church of St. Man' at Stettin, and confirmed by Urban
IV. In 1270 was founded the nunnery of Mary at

Coslin, and in 1277 Baruim presented the diocese of

Kammin with the town of Colberg. 9. Jarimar, prince

of Riigen (1288-1296), directed the worldly business,

while the Dominican Dr. Petrus administered the eccle-

siastical affairs as a vicar, until 1299. 10. Henry of

Wachholt (1299-1317), a Saxon, founded six archdea-

conries (1303)—at Kammin, Stargard, Stettin, Demmin,
Usedom, and Stolpe. The possessions of the suppressed

Tern | ilars were given to the Joannites; the latter had

their house first at Rorike, and in 1382 at Wildenbruck.

In 1313 Wratislav IV presented the Augustines with

his mansion at Anelam. 11. Conrad IV (1317-1322)

was a learned and eloquent prelate, zealous defender of

the independence of his see, and a faithful ally to the

dukes in agitated times. 12. He was succeeded until

1329 by Dr. Wilhelm. 13. Frederick, count of Eich-

stiidt (1329-1343), assisted the dukes in their wars, and
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was intrusted with diplomatic negotiations. 1 1. John,

duke of Saxe - Lauenburg, grandson "I" Wratislav IV

. [u 1346 the i legiate church of St. Otto,

with a deacon and twelve canons, was founded near the

Stettin. In 1350 the pesl swept away two

thirds of the inhabitants of the country; ti

I
ts walked through the land. In 1360 the

Carthusian monastery of Stettin was founded. The

bishop held a Bynod; and in 1363, when Ch
emperor ol Germany, married Elizabeth, the daughter

be appeared al court at < Iracow. L5.

PhUip Lumbach (1370 1386), an active pastor. After

his death Wenceslas (although expelled from the em-

pire) invested his chancellor with the episcopal dig-

nity. 16. John, canon ol Lebus. 17. Bogislav VIII

administered the diocese for a Bhorl time. 18. John of

t Ippeln changed Bees with the bishop of Culm, Nicolas

Buck (1398 Ml"'. 19. Magnus, duke of Lower Saxe-

Lauenburg, asonofErici 1410 1422), was al th

ce. He was called to the Bee of Hildesheim,

and i- buried in the cathedra] of thai city. 20. Si< gfried

Buck, from Stolpe (1422 1446), accompanied, in 1423,

king Eric of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden on a pil-

grimage to the Holy Land, and wenl in 1433 to the

Council "i Basle. He held a Bynod, in which he inter-

dicted the game of dice .and the sport to his clergy. In

Hussites, attracted by Bogislav IX, penetrated

a> far as Stettin, and plundered Kolbatz. In 1 1 10 the

Putzkaller Bed arose near Bartb, and subsisted during

thirty years. 21. Henning Jven, a very benevolent

was greatly beloved for his Christian indul-

He used t" say, "Aut sumus, ant fuimus, aut

possumus esse quod hie est." In 1 150 Barnim VIII un-

dertook a pilgrimage to Rome with his wile, at the oc-

casion of the jubilee. In 1454, on the Sunday .Indira.

the bishop held a synod at Gulzow: the resolutions have
• rved. On < ><t. 17. L456, he inaugurated, in

common with bishop Albert of Sydow, the Academy of

Greifswalde, and was appointed its chancellor and con-

22. Lewis, count ofEberstein, who resigned
• Italian. Marino di Fregeno, till 1 182.

1 ol Kauunin remained vacant for five years,

Vrolinus Westfal being administrator. 24. Benedict,

Bohemian baron of Waldstein, canon at < llmiltz ( l 186 -

I Incouraged by him. Andrew, abbot ofMichaels-
te m 1 187 tin- life of St. I mi., in

Latin. In < tctober, 1 192, a -y 1 mel at Stargard. 25.

.Martin Carith, from Colberg, archdeacon at Arenswalde
(1499 1521), resided at Coslin; accompanied, in 1496

I islav X t.i th,' Holy Laud: held Oct.5, 1500,
a Bynod in the church of St. Mary at Stettin; and or-

dered tin- synodal statutes and the Breviary to be print-

ed, 1505. He died Nov. 26, 1521, at Stettin. 26. Eras-
Manteufel, the last Catholic bishop of Kainmin.

died in his mansion al Bast, -Ian. 27, 1544.

II. Introduction ofProtestantism. The duke Barnim,
\\\v> had studied at Wittenberg during the firsl effer-

Ri ' rmation
1 1518 1520), and who had

i. rector of the university, took in hand
thi t with his elder brother

it 1523, and favored Protestantism. George,
named with the old Church, died

on Philip followed hi- uncle's i

trav< lied through Pomerania,
Mity of returning to the

ese apostles of the
of Rhoda, fr Mansfeld, who
n Amandus, who exerted him-

Ipe, Stettin, and
filially

•

'
I liron ; John Kniepstrow,

ttin, <ir. ifswaldc. and Stralsui

i
;

i, Christian
Kettclhodt, and John Kurckc, al Stralsund. \i the

the wars ol the
i
easants, Pon •

i una was no)
exempt from i ivil a .! troubles, and
bloody ri,,i:, took place, especially at Stettin and Stral-

sund. The bishop Erasmus von Afanteufel invited his

clergy to assemble at Stargard Aug. 20, 1525, in order

to deliberate on the measures by which the progress of

the Reformation could be Btopped. The princes, t" ac-

complish the ecclesiastical revolution, convoked a diet

al Treptow Dec, 13, 1534, and invited the chapters

thereto. with the threatening remark that, whether
they attended or not, the resolutions should be law for

i hem in any case. The bishop, i he abbots, prelates, and
a considerable part of the nobility, protested against the

resolutions of the diet, and retired before its close. The
remainder of the assembly declared for the Reformation.

Bugenhagen composed a liturgy, and Erasmus was of-

fered, if he would submit to the decision of the diet, to re-

main the chief of the new Church, and to preserve his

dignity and the possessions connected with it: but he

declined. < Inly a tenth of the monasterii - was spared :

the nunneries of Marienfliess, Stolpe, Bergen, Kammin,
and ( lolberg—and these also had to undergo gri at modi-
fications. Almost all the monks left the country. Care

was taken, however, of those whom old age kept hack;

the younger monks were sent to Wittenberg, to study-

there at public expense, and those who were willing to

marry were similarly assisted. After Erasmus's death,

the two dukes could not at first agree on the choice of

his successor. At last Bartholomew Swawe, Bamim's
chancellor, united both suffrages. He was ordained, and
invested in 1545 by three superintendents, in the pres-

ence of seven ministers; but pari of the clergy, object-

ing to his being a married man. complained al the court

ol' Charles V", and obtained iii 1548 a decree of suspen-

sion. Bartholomi w in this distress sent a pn lati . Mar-
tin Weiher, to pope Paul III, in order to obtain the papal

continual ion. The bishop's legate came hack with let-

ters from the apostolic legate and from the emperor, by
which the chapter was empowered to elect Martin him-
self. Weiher was elected, and .Julius III confirmed his

election by a briefofOct 13, 1551. Bui Oct. 24, I552,he

was inaugurated again, this time according to the Prot-

estant rite. After Martin's death, the princes, to avoid

the difficulties resulting from further elections, deter-

mined to establish in the episcopal set ly members of

the ducal house. This noble family i ii was five centuries

old) was condemned to early extinction : in a period of

a few years six princes died without posterity. Bogi-

slav XIV. the last ol them, by his alliance wiih Gus-
tavus Adolphus, who succeeded in making himself the

master of Pomerania, had so exhausted all his resources

that his funeral ceremonies could be celebrated only

seventeen years after his death, which occurred in 1G37.

His nephew, son of his sister, Ernsl Bogislav, duke of

Croy, had sold the bishopric of Kammin to Frederick

William, elector of Brandenburg ( 1650). But, if we
except the episcopal election, everything remained un-

changed. See Milman. Miislav, or th Conversion of
Ponn rania 1 1854 I. The history of Pomerania after this

hum is clearly Protestant, and will be treated in the art.

Prussia (q.v. i.

Pomeranus. See Bdgenhagi s.

Pomeiius, Juliantjs, a noted Spanish prelate,

flourished in the latter part of the 7th century as

archbishop of Toledo, about A.l>. 680 690, while Spain

was still under the dominion of the Goths, before the

Saracen invasion. That he was of Jewish extraction

may he seen fr what Mariana (vi, 18) -ays of him

:

"Brat Julian us eruditionis laude ea setate Celebris, ut

ejus lit r i testantur. l'uit ex Judteorum sanguine prog-

natus, Eugenii tertii discipulus, Quirini Toletani Pne-

i is facili, copioso, -ua\ i. probitatis

opinione singulari." Great praise is awarded to him by
the historians of thai period, especially for hi- writings
and labors as a bishop. He look pan in the greal raon-

othelite disputes ofhis time concerning the twofold will

of Christ a question on which this bishop, or rather

il ol loiedo. al which he presided, declared
quite independently of the bishop of Koine: -Nobis
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(Juliani disputatio) aliquanto liberior visa est, quam
ut Juliani modestiam erga Romanum pontiticera sum-
ma! Ecclesise rectorem, deceret." Without going any
further into details concerning this theological dispute,

we shall only speak of Pomerius's writings concerning

Jews and Judaism. At the instigation of king Er-

vigius, he wrote a work, which he dedicated to the

king, entitled De Sexta ^Etaiis comprobatione adrersus

Juckeos, reprinted in the Bibl. Maxim. Patrum, vol. xii.

His aim was to demonstrate that the Messiah must have

alreadv come, although the Jews claimed that the Mes-

siah was to come 6000 years after the creation of

the world; on the other hand, he wished to strengthen

the Christians in their faith, for said he in his modesty,

"Ut si non corrigatur Judaeus, saltern proficiat Christi-

anus." Besides this work, he left as the fruit of his la-

bors, Responsionum liber in Defensionem < 'anonum et Le-

gum, quibus prohibentur Christiana, mancipia infidelibus

deservire:—Prognosticorum futuri sceculi (Leips. 1535)

lib. Hi:—[listeria Wamba Heyis Toletani de expeditione

d ricturia, qua rebtllanten contra se Gallia Provinciam

celebri triumpho perdomuit

:

—De A nima. (which reminds

us of a work by Nemesius):—De Contemptu mundi ac re-

rum transiturarum

:

—De Vitus <t Virtutibus:—De Vir-

ginibus instituenda, etc. See Sacrorum Conciliorum nova

<t amplissima collectio, ed. Mansi (Yen. et Flor. 1759),

xii, 9; Andr. Duchesne, Rerum Gallicarum et Franci-

carum Scriptores (Par. 1739), ii, 707 sq. ; Antonii Bibl.

Hisj). Vetus, ii, 303; Ferrara, Hist, of Spain (Germ,

trausl.), ii, 453, etc.; Griitz, Gesch. d. Juden.v, 140-146;

the same, Die westgothische Gesetzgebung in Eetreff d.

Juden (Bresl. 1858), p. 14 sq. ; Herzog, Real-Enct/klop.

xii, 51; Jocher, Allgemeines Gelehrten-Eex. s. v. ; Da
Costa, Israel and the Gentiles, p. 309 sq. ; Basnage, Hist.

des J it ifs (Engl, transl. by Taylor), p. 582; Kalkar,

Israel u?id die Kirche, p. 19 sq. ; Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii,

111; Pick, in the Evangelical Review, July, 1876, p.

359; Gennadius, De Yiris illustribus, c. 98; Fabricius,

Bibl. med. et injim. Latinit. v. Julianus Pomerius ; Tille-

mont, Memoires, xvi, 29 sq. (B. P.)

Pomeroy, Benjamin, D.D., a Congregational

minister, was born at Suffield, Conn., in 1704. He
graduated at Yale College in 1733, and was ordained in

December, 1735, pastor in Hebron, Conn., where he la-

bored during his life. During Whitefield's revival he

preached with great zeal and power. In 1742 he was
brought before the General Assembly to answer under

the new law for "having committed great disorders,"

but was acquitted. Some time after he was punished

for lecturing to the people in a grove at Colchester, the

parish minister having refused his permission; and in

1744 he was convicted of denouncing the recent eccle-

siastical laws as cruel, and bound for fifty pounds to

continue in -good behavior'" during the year. He was

a chaplain in the French and Revolutionary wars, and

was an excellent scholar, a man of real genius, and one

of the best preachers of his day. He died Dec. 22, 1784.

See Sprague, .4 nn. ofthe .1 mt r. Pulpit, i, 394. (J. H.W.)

Pomeroy, Medad, an eminent Presbyterian min-

ister, was born in Southampton, Mass., April 6, 1792.

He was early left an orphan, but was blessed with pru-

dent and kind relatives, by whom he was taught the

way of life. He was educated at Williams College

(Mass.), where he graduated in 1817. Soon after this

he taught the academy at Aurora, N. Y., for two years,

during which time and for some months after he studied

theology under the direction of Dirck C. Lansing, D.D.,

pastor of the First Church of Auburn. N. Y. In 1820

he began preaching at Sherwood's Corner, where he
labored ten months, and was then settled at Cayuga
Bridge. For six years he preached at that place and
at the "Stone Church," between Cayuga and Spring-

port ; for six additional years at Cayuga only ; in Feb-
ruary, 1833, he accepted a call to Elbridge, N. Y.. where
he remained for nearly eight years; in November, 1840,

he returned to Cayuga, and ministered to that people

for another twelve years, resigning on account of im-
paired health ; in 1854 he removed to Wellsburg, Che-
mung County, N. Y.. and served a church there; in

1856 he was called to Otisco, Onondaga County, N. Y.,

where he was pastor for five years, and 1861 he re-

moved to Auburn, to spend the remainder of his days
in rest. He died June 20, 1867. Mr. Pomeroy was a
man of acute mind, penetrating discernment, and tena-

cious thought. His style was compact and lucid, and .

his preaching earnest and searching. His ministrations

were greatly blessed. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. A Imanac,

1868, p. 223; Appleton's Annual Cyclopceelia (1867), vii,

566. (J. L. S.)

Pomeroy, Swan L., D.D., a Congregational min-
ister, and a man of more than ordinary scholarship, was
born in 1799. He was a graduate of Brown University,

and of Andover Theological Seminary, where he com-
pleted his course in 1824. He was settled for some
years as a pastor in Bangor, Me., and was called thence

to a secretaryship of the American Board of Commis-
sioners of Foreign Missions. He displayed great abil-

ity and energy in this position for a number of years,

but terminated his connection with it about 1860. He
did not after that, we believe, have any pastoral charge.

He died at Sunderland, Mass., March 24, 1869. See

Appleton's Annual Cyclopaedia, ix, 503.

Pomfret, John, an English clergyman, more noted

as a poet than as a divine, was the son of a clergyman,

who held at the time of John's birth the rectory of

Luton, in Bedfordshire. He was born about 1667, and
was educated at a grammar school in the country, and
thence sent to Cambridge, but to what college is un-

certain. He devoted himself especially to the study of

polite literature, wrote most of his poetical pieces, and

took both the degrees in arts. After that he took holy

orders, and was presented to the living of Maiden, in

Bedfordshire. About 1703 he went to London for in-

stitution to a larger and very considerable living; but

was stopped some time by Compton, then bishop of

London, on account of these four lines of his poem en-

titled The Choice:

"And as I near appronch'd the verge of life,

Some kind relation (for I'd have no wife)
Should take upon him all my worldly care,

While I did for a better state prepare."

The parenthesis in these lines was so maliciously rep-

resented that the good bishop was made to believe from

it that Pomfret preferred a mistress to a wife ; though

no such meaning can be deduced, unless it be asserted

that an unmarried clergyman cannot live without a

mistress. But the bishop was soon convinced that this

representation was nothing more than the effect of mal-

ice, as Pomfret at that time was actually married. The
opposition, however, which his slanderers had given

him was not without effect; for, being by this obliged

to stay in London longer than he intended, he caught

the small-pox, and died of it in 1702. " The Choice"

says Dr. Johnson, " exhibits a system of life adapted to

common notions, and equal to common expectations;

such a state as affords plenty and tranquillity, without

exclusion of intellectual pleasures. Perhaps no com-

position in our language has been oftener perused than

Pomfret's Choice. In his other poems there is an easy

volubility ; the pleasure of smooth metre is afforded to

the ear, and the mind is not oppressed with ponder-

ous or entangled with intricate sentiment. He pleases

many, and he who pleases many must have merit." A
volume of his poems was published by himself in 1699,

with a very modest and sensible preface. Two pieces

of his were published after his death by his friend Phi-

lalethes; one entitled Reason, and written in 1700, when
the disputes about the Trinity ran high ; the other. Dies

Novissima, or The last Epiphany, a Pindaric ode. His

versification is not unmusical, but there is not the force

in his writings which is necessary to constitute a poet.

A dissenting teacher of his name, who published some

rhymes upon spiritual subjects, occasioned fanaticism
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to be imputed to him; bat his friend I'liilalcthes has

justly cleared him from this. Pomfrel had a very strong

mixture of devotion, bul no fanaticism. See Allibone,

Diet, of Brit, and Amer. A nth. b. \.: Gen. Biog. Diet.

s. v.

Pomis, Christian de, a converted Portuguese
Jew. nourished in the 17th century. In Hi(j8 he was
baptized at Nuremberg, and in 1669 lie was made teach-

er of the Hebrew and Talmudic language at the Uni-

versity of Altorf. He wrote Comparatio agni Paschalis
\'*t. Test. cum agno Paschalis Novi Test, oratiom ll>-

brcea memoriter proposka, in Hebrew, with a Latin

transL (Altorf, 1669). See Cod. Senat, Lips. xix. 1

;

Delitzsch, Wissenschafl u. Kunst d. Judenthums (Grim-
ma, I838),p.302; Jocher, Gelehrten-Lex. >. \ .

i B. P.)

Pomis, David de, a Jewish savant of note, was
bom in 1525 at Spoleto, of the celebrated family rail-

ed in Hebrew :"""". which, like the families
*"

C"~":n and D^lSSil, traced their origin to thost J< ws

who wire led iui" captivity after the doinirti.ni of Je-

rusalem by Titus and Vespasian. Hi- father gave him
his tirst instruction, initiating him in all the cycle of Bib-

lical and Talmudic lore in Meoenia. Alter his lather's

death De Pomis studied medicine, and greatly distin-

guished himself in thai department. In 1545 he wenl

to Perugia, where he remained till 1552, prosecuting

his studies in medicine, philosophy, and philology. He
then entered into official service at Maghaus in Sabio-

netta till 1555; became physician to count Nicolo I'r-

Bino (1555 1560), and to prince Sforza (1560 1563);

went to Rome, and then to Venice, h here he died. Of

De Pomis we have the following works : "111 ~'2'J. i.e.

Tin Offspring of David, a Hebrew and Talmudic Lex-

icon in Hebrew, Latin, and Italian (Yen. 1587), dedi-

cated to Sixtus V: P?np,an Italian commentary on

Ecclesiastes i ibid. 1571) :

—

Discorso a Vhumana misera,

etc., being a supplement to the commentary on Ec-

clesiastes (ibid. 1572 : a commentan on Job and a

commentary on Daniel, which are still in MS. See

Filrst, Bibl. Jud. iii. Ill sq.; Basnage, Hist, des Juifs

(Engl, transl. by Taylor), p. 724; Kitto, Cyclop, s. v.;

Jahrbuch der Gesch. d. Juden, ii. 359; De Rossi, Dizio-

nario slorico degli Autori Ebrei (Germ. transL by Ham-
p. 266 sq.; Acosta, Israel and the Gentiles, p.

487; Etheridge, Hebrew Literature, p. 154. (B. P.

Pommel [an old English term, derived from the

French pomme, an apple, and signifying anything round,

but now applied only to a pari of a Baddle
] i

nz;.. gul-

luh. a globular or round thing, a bowl, which it signifies

in Eccles. \ii. 6; Zech. iv, 3), the ball or round orna-

ment on the capital of a column (2 Chron. iv, 12, 13;

"bowl," l Kings \ ii. ll. 12). See Con mn.

Pommeraye, Jean-Francois, a French Benedic-

tine monk, was hcirn iii H',i7 at Rouen. He entered in

1637 the Congregation of Saint-Maur, made his profes-

sion at Tumieges, and renounced voluntarily all charges

of his order to devote himself to study. He died at

Rouen Oct. 28, 1687. He lefl several works, mon re-

markable for erudition than sound criticism. We men-
tion, Hist. '/ /' \bbay> de Saini-Ouen d\ Rouen, d*

Saint-Amand, et de Sainte-Catherine de In mi

(Rouen, 1662, foh): Hist, desA rch viquesch Rouetn ibid.

!667,foL),the besl of his works: Hist, de la Cathedral
tlr Rouen (ibid. 1686, tto). Pommeraye published after

the demise of Dom dean Anger Godin, its true author,

a Recueil des Con odesdi Rouen (1667, 4to);

but this collection was put into the shade bj the excel-

lent work Conciles d* Normandie, published bj Dom
Bessin (1717, foL). Hoefer, Vouv. Biog. Genirale, -. v.

Pomona, a female deitj among the ancienl Romans,
who presided over fruit-tn es. Her worship was under

the superintendence of a Bpecial priest

Pomoiani. See Pomori in&

Pomoryans are a small body of Russian Dissent-

i ra, so called from their proximity to the Lake Ladoga
and the White Sea. or from Pomori, a village in the

government of 01 tz, where they appear to have
originated. They believe that Antichrist lias already

come; reigns in the world unseen, thai is, spiritually;

and has put an end in the < Ihurch to ei erj thing that is

holy. This belief they found upon the assertion by
John (lsl Epist, iv, 3), "This is thai spirit of Anti-
christ whereof ye have heard thai it should come, and
even now already is it in the world." It is probable
that Russian Dissenters, as well as others, consider the

secular spirit of their Church establishment as the very
Bpiril of Antichrist, blasting everything that is truly

spiritual and holy. They are zealous in opposing the

innovations of Nikon with regard to the < Ihurch books;

prefer a life of celibacj and solitude, and rebaptize their

converts from other sects. Set Pinkerton,GreeZ Church,

p. 330; Platon, Greek < 'hurch | see Index i.

Pomp, Nicholas, i of the earliest and most
prominent ministers of the German Reformed Church
in this country, was a native of Germany, where he

was horn dan. 20, 1734. He prosecuted his studies,

classical and theological, in the University of Halle;
came to America under the auspices of the church of

Holland in 1760, and took charge of the German Re-

formed Church in Faulkner Swamp. Montgomery Coun-

ty. Pa., where he labored with much success. In 1783

he received a call to Baltimore, Md., where he < zeroised

his mini-try for six years, when he returned again, in

1789, to ii,, bci ue ol his first labors; bul in the follow-

ing year he removed to Indianfield, in Bucks County.

Pa., where he continued in the faithful discharge of his

pastoral duties up to the close of the last century, w hen

failing health compelled him to retire from the active

duties of his office. From that time onwards he resided

with his son, the Rev. Th as Pomp, pastor of the Ger-

man Reformed Church in Easton, Pa., where he died,

Sept. 1, 1819. In the early part of his ministry he pub-

lished an able little work in reply to a- mischievous book
on Universalism" which was circulated among the Ger-

mans, entitled Th Everlasting Gospel. lather Pomp
occupied a prominenl position in the Reformed church
of this country. See Harbaugh, Fathers of th /,'</'.

Church, ii. 131- 138. - 1 >. 1 . H.)

Pomp, Thomas, an amiable and eminent minister

of the German Reformed Church, son of the former,

was born in Montgomery County, Pa., Feb. 4, 177."..

Ih- Literary and theological studies he pursued prin-

cipally, if not w holly, under the immediate care and

supervision of his devoted and accomplished father.
-
'

lie enured the ministry when only twenty years of

age. I or a shorl time he was pastor ofsome congrega-

tions in bis native county. In 1796, three year- after

being licensed, he accepted a call from the Reformed

Church in Easton, Pa. Here, in connection with some
country churches, he labored earnestly and with sin-

gular fidelity for considerably more than half a century,

up to near t he close of hi- quit t and beautiful life. April

•-'-'. 1852, when he was transferred from the Church mil-

itant on earth to the blessed •'inheritance of the saints

in light," Mr. Pomp was naturally gifted; but he was

principally distinguished for bis singular amiability,

gentleness, meekness, and peaceful relations with all

mankind, lie retained to the last moment of his life

tin' unabated confidence of his people and the warm-
est esteem of all who knew him. See Heisler, Fathers

ofth Ref. Church,iv, 15 25. (D. V. H.)

Pompa, a sol, procession among the ancient

heathens, on the oca-ion of a -acred festival, a funeral,

a triumph, or lor am special reasons.

Pompa Circensis, the sacr.d procession with

which the Circensian games were introduced. < >n this

occasion the statues of the gods, placed on w len plat-

forms, were borne upon the -boulders of nun. and when
very heavy they were drawn along upon cam
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Fompaei (7rofnraloi), certain gods among the an-

cient Greeks, who received this name as being conduct-

ors by the way; but what gods are specially referred to

is uncertain, unless Mercury be meant, whose office it

was to conduct souls to Hades. On certain days, called

Apopompa?, sacrifices were offered to the Fompaei.

Pompignan, Jean -Georges le Franc i>e. a

French prelate, brother of the poet Pompignan, was born

at Montauban Feb. 22, 1715. After finishing his stud-

ies at the College Louis le Grand and at the Seminary

of St. Sulpice, he was made canon in his native dio-

cese, hut he had scarcely taken bis license when he was

appointed bishop of Le Puy (Dec. 25, 174-2). In 1747 he

obtained in commendam the abbey of St. Chaffre in his

diocese, and was sent as a deputy to the assembly of the

clergy held in 1755. He sided, in the strife which di-

vided at that time, the Church of France, with the party

of the Feuillants, so called because they adopted the prin-

ciples of the cardinal De la Rochefoucauld, the new min-

ister of the portfolio of the prebendaries, in opposition

to the party of the Theatins. who sided with the Theatine

Boyer, previously bishop of Mirepoix. Pompignan was
sent by the assembly to address the pope on the articles

drawn up by both parties. He was one of the presidents

of the assembly of 1760, and the author of the remon-

strances to the king in favor of the members of the

clergy banished by Parliament. He was untiring in

writing against the vices and incredulity of his epoch

—

works which made him many enemies, among whom
was Voltaire. In 1774 Louis XV made him archbishop

of Vienne. In 1788 he sided with the tiers-e'tat in the

e'tats of the Dauphine, and this conduct caused him to

be deputed to the Etats Generaux. He was true there

to the same line of conduct, and was conspicuous at the

head of the members of the clergy who, June 22, 1789,

joined the tiers-etat. The consequence was that he

became one of the first presidents of the National As-

sembly. On Aug. 4 of the ensuing year the king in-

trusted him with the roll of the prebendary, and
the following day he was appointed minister of state,

and took his seat in the council. Being aware that

he could not reside in his diocese, he resigned the

episcopal see, and received in exchange the abbey of

Buzai. The suspension of the nomination to the pre-

bendaries, Nov. 9, 1789, left him minister without port-

folio, and was followed by considerable changes in-

troduced into the Church of France by the decree of

July 12, 1790, on the civil constitution of the clergy.

Pius VI addressed to Pompignan a bull, in which he
condemned the new decrees, and exhorted him to bring

his whole influence to bear upon the king to prevent him
from giving them his sanction. This bull was result-

less, as the king sanctioned the decrees on Aug. 24.

Pompignan had nothing to do with this decision of

Louis XVI, inasmuch as he had not attended the meet-
ings of the council since Aug. 17, suffering already of

the disease of which he died at Paris, Dec. 30, 1790.

Besides a number of Mandements, pastoral letters, and
reports to the assembly of the clergy, he left Questions

diverses sur l'Incredulite (Paris, 1753, 12mo) :

—

Le veri-

table Usage de I'A utorite seculi'ere dans les Matieres qui

conceruent la Religion (1753, 1784, 12mo) :

—

V Incredulite

convaincue par les Prophetes (1759, 3 vols. 12mo) :

—

La
Religion vengee de VIncredulite par VIncredulite elle-

meme (1772, 12mo) :

—

UOraisonfunebre de la Dauphine
(1747, 4to) :

—

L Oraison funebre de la Peine Marie Lec-
zinska (17G8, 4to) :

—

Lettres a un Eveque sur plusieurs

Points de Morale et de Discipline (1802, 2 vols. 8vo).

See biographical sketch in his posthumous publica-

tions; Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. ; Jervis, Hist,

of the Church of France, ii, 371 ; Van Laun, Hist, of
French Lit. (N. Y. 1877, 3 vols. 8vo).

Pomponatius, Peter. See Pomponazzi.

Pomponazzi, Pietro, a famous Italian philoso-
pher, was born at Mantua in 1462, and after studying
at the University of Padua became a professor of phi-

losophy in his alma mater. He also taught and wrote

at Bologna with the highest distinction. Although

small in stature—for he was almost a dwarf—he yet as-

tonished his contemporaries by his remarkable intel-

lectual power, and became one of the most eminent men
of his times. He had frequent disputations with the

famous Achillini, whose puzzling objections would have

confounded him had it not been for his skill in parry-

ing them by his keen wit as well as by a sharp-cutting

logic. He used to apply himself to the solution of diffi-

culties so very intensely that he frequently forgot to

eat, drink, sleep, and perform the ordinary functions of

nature; nay, it made him almost distracted, and a

laughing-stock to every one, as he himself tells us. He
died in 1525. He wrote De Immortalitate A nimce (1516),

in which he maintains that the immortality of the soul

cannot be proved by philosophical (or natural) reasons,

but depends solely on revelation, which he accepts.

This precaution, however, did not save him from at-

tacks, and many adversaries rose up against him who
did not scruple to treat him as an atheist: and the

monks caused his book, although he wrote several apol-

ogies for it, to be burned at Venice. Another work of

his on Incantations was also regarded as dangerous.

He shows in this that he does not believe in magic and

sorcery, and lays a prodigious stress on occult virtues in

certain men by which they produced miraculous effects.

He gives a great many examples of this, but his adver-

saries do not admit them to be true, or free from magic.

See Bayle, Diet. Hist. s. v.; Niceron, Memoires, vol.

xxv ; Olearius, De Pomponatio (Jena, 1705, 4to) ; Buhle,

Geschichte der neueren Philosophic, vol. ii; Ueberweg,

Hist. ofPhilos. (see Index); Neander, Christian Dogmas
(see Index) ; Lecky, Hist, of Rationalism, i, 370; Fish-

er, Hist, of the Reformation, p. 542 ; Alzog, Kirchen-

gesch. ii, 222; Morell, Hist, of Philosophy (see Index)

;

Ranke, Hist, of the Papacy, i, 63, 64, 377.

Pomponia, Gr.ecina, the wife of Plautius, a

Roman general who commanded in England in the

year 45, is thought, from a sentence in the Annals of

Tacitus (xiii, 32), to have been a Christian, and the first

in Britain. Tacitus says: "Also Pomponia Grrecina, an

illustrious woman, married to Plautius (who on his re-

turn from Britain entered the city with the pomp of an

ovation), but accused of a foreign superstition, was left

to the decision of her husband." She was tried, ac-

cording to custom, for her abandonment of the national

worship, by her own husband, Plautius, in the presence

of her kindred, and was acquitted. She lived to a great

age, apparently in sorrow, and wearing "no habit but

that of mourning." This was attributed to grief for the

fate of Julia, the daughter of Drusus, who was put to

death by Messalina fourteen years before the accusa-

tion was brought against Pomponia. But this alone

would not account for the charge of forsaking the Ro-

man religion ; and the supposition that she was a Chris-

tian, and that her mode of life grew out of her religious

faith, is certainly quite probable. The wife of Plautius

and Claudia Ruffina are supposed to be of the saints

that were in Caesar's household, mentioned by Paul

(Phil, iv, 22). Claudia is celebrated by Martial for her

admirable beauty and learning in the following epi-

gram :

" From painted Britons how was Claudia born!
The fair barbarian ! how do arts adorn !

When Roman charms a Grecian soul commend,
Athens and Home may for the dame contend."

Speed, a very ancient British author, says that " Claudia

sent Paul's writings, which she calls spiritual manna,

unto her friends in Britain, to feed their souls with the

breail of life; and also the writings of Martial, to in-

struct their minds with those lessons best fitting to pro-

duce moral virtues"—which Speed thinks was the occa-

sion of this line in Martial's works:

" And Britons now, they say, our verses learn to sing."

Gildas, the most ancient and authentic British historian,

who wrote about A.D. 564, in his book called De Vict.
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Aurelii Ambrosii, affirms that the Britons received the

Gospel under Tiberius, the emperor under w hom < hrist

Buffered; and that many evangelists were senl from the

apostles into this nation, who were the firsl planters

of the Gospel; and who, he elsewhere says, continued

with i Iii-iii until the cruel persecution of Diocletian, the

emperor, about A.D. 290. See Ivimey, Hist, oftbx Eng-

lish Baptist ; Fisher. Hn/iimiiK/s »/' Christiwtity i X. V.

L877,8vo), p. 521. (J. H.W.)
Pomponius Laetus, Julius, a distinguished Ital-

ian humanist, was born in 1 135 at Amendolara, in Upper
Calabria. He seems to have been a bastard of the illus-

trious house of Sanseverini, in the kingdom of Naples.

Si i far from being proud of this relationship, he Bhunned

every reference toil ; andwhen, in later time-, bis parents

invited the admired writer t<p acknov Ledge them, he an-

swered) " Pomponius Lsetus cognatis el propinquis Buis

salutem. Quod petitis fieri non potest Vale." He was
still very young when be arrived at Rome, where he

studied literature under Pietro di Monopoli, a clever

grammarian of the time. At the death of Lorenzo

Valla, his last master (1 157), he was deemed tit to suc-

ceed him. lie founded an academy, where several lit-

erary men, devoted like himself to the study of an-

tiquity, assembled. Most of them were young men.

Their enthusiasm for the classics made them renounce

their Christian names, and adopt in their stead names
borrowed from the classical languages. Perhaps these

comparisons between the institutions of the pasl and

of their own time may have resulted in depreciat-

ing criticisms of the latter. Malignity knew bow
in transform these, in the eyes of pope Paul II. into

contempt for religion, complol against the Church,

and finally conspiracy againsl its chief. Those of the

academicians who could be got hold of were put to the

rack—one of them died during the proceedings. Pom-
ponius, who was at the time a resident of Venice, was

arrested there, brought to Rome, and tortured like the

others; but no avowal of his imagined crime could be

pressed out ofhim. After interrogating him twice. Paul

II declared that in future every one should be held for a

heretic who. even in jest, pri tinred the word ' acad-

emy" (c p. on this point He Rossi, Roma Sotteranea,

vol. i i. In 1171 SixtUS IV, Taul's successor, allowed

Pomponius to resume bis professorship in the Roman
college, where he met with the same favor he had for-

merly enjoyed, the students crowding to hi- lectures.

Among those disciples (thej were called Pomponiani)
some were nun of merit, as AleSSaildrO lamese, pope

under the name of Paul III. Andrea Full io oi Prceueste,

and Conrad Peutinger. No one ever Was louder of

manuscripts, medals, and inscriptions than Pomponius

Lsetus; he was constantly seen pacing the streets of

Rome in search of some monument of those pagan times

in which he wished he had lived. There was no dark

corner.no trace of antiquity, but he had can fully ex-

amined it. and could give an account of it. In his little

house on the Janiculan, with some chosen friends, he

solemnized the anniversary of the foundation of Home
and the birth of Romulus. Pomponius was of a mild

and kind disposition, always ready to help or to phase.

and of charming modesty. .Nature made him a stam-
merer, inn he completely conquered this defect. He
was often seen in the streets with a lantern in his hands,

like Diogi n< -. w hose customs and habits he had taken

to imitate, lie died at Rome Ma\ 21, 1497. He left

several work-, n mucin- of a profound and rale erudi-

tion. Thej were published at Hagenau (1520). His

Opera varia were edited at Mentz (1521, 8vo); they

comprise, l>< Sacerdotiis, />' Jurisperitis. 1>> Romano-
rum Magistratibus : /> Legibus and Di Antiquitatibus

int, is Roma: along with Compendium //is/mi" Ro-

manes ab interitu Gordiani usqut adJustinum /7J, orig-

inally edited at Venice (1498, 4to). tie explained and
commented besides on several classical authors, and de-

voted his care to edition- of s.illu-i. Columella) Varro,

Festus, Nonniu- Marcellus, and I'liny the younger. His

commentaries on Virgil were printed at Basle
| 1 fe86,

fol.i. See eh ii.<tinn Schools dm/ Scholars, ii. 31G, 370;
Tiraboscbi, Storia ihlln Letter. Ital. vol. vi. pt i: Gin-
guene, Hist, litter, d'ltali ; Hallam, Lit. //is/, of Eu-
ropi (Harpers ed.), i- 266; Sabellicus, Vita Pomponii
Leeti (Strasb. L510, lto)«- Hoefer, A*ouv. Biog. Generate,

s. v.

Pomps oi the Devil, a term used in the form of

solemn renunciation which preceded baptism in the

ancient Christian Church. Thi form referred to is

given by the author of 7//< Apostolical Constitutions in

these word-. ••
I renounce Satan, and hi- work-, and his

pomps, and hi- -erviee. and his angels, ami his inven-

tions, and all thine- that belong to him. or that are sub-
ject to him." By the pomp- of the devil appear to

have been meant the shows and games of heathen idol-

atry. And even alter idolatry was in a e;reat measure
destroyed, and the pul.lie -anus and shows in honor of

the -oil- were 1 1 i-eolit II l lied, the e\pii--ioll " pomps"
wa- -till used in the form of renunciation to eradicate

the vanity, lewdness, and profaneness which bo exten-

sively prevailed. Some have attempted to trace this

renunciation back to apostolic time-, founding it on the

exhortation of Paul to Timothy: '-Lay hold on eternal

life, w hereunto thou art also called, and ha-l professed a

good profession before many witnesses." < others, again,

are content to derive it from ancient tradition. That it

existed from a remote period in the history of the < 'hris-

tian Church is admitted on all hand- : and BUCh wa- the

importance attached to this renunciation that, as soon

a.- baptisteries were built, a place wa- assigned peculiarly

to thi- service, the porch or anteroom being set apart

for this purpose. The catechumens on entering were
placed w itli their faces to the we-t. and then command-
ed to renounce Satan and all his pomps, with s g< st-

ure and rite expressing indignation, as by stretching out

their hands, or folding them, or striking them together;

and sometimes by exsufflation, or spitting at him a- if

he wire present In this ceremony the faces of the

catechumens were turned towards the west as being

the place of darkness, ami therefore suitable for the re-

nunciation of him who is the prince of darkness. The
form of renunciation was repeated three time-, either

because there were three things which wen- renounced
in their baptism- -the devil, his pomps, and the world

or to signify the three Persons of the Trinity, by whom
thej were adopted a- son- upon renouncing Satan: or

because it was usual in <-a-e- of civil adoption and i man-
cipation of slaves for the master to yield up hi- right

by a triple renunciation. See Bingham, christian An-
tiquities; Kiddle. ( 'hrisiin/i Antiquities; Staunton. Eccles.

Did. s. v.

Ponce, Pedro, a Spanish Benedictine monk in the

convent of Ofia, in < >ld Castile, was horn about 1530.

lie i- considered the inventor of the art of teaching the

dumb to speak, which he carried to considerable perfi c-

tion. According to Ambrosio .Morale- (Antiguedades de

Espafla
|
Alcala, 1575], fol. 38), Ponce had to instruct

two brothers and one sister of the constable of Castile.

and a son of the gran justicia ofAragon, all of whom
wire horn deaf and dumb. These pupil- made such

progress that, after - time, they not only wire able

to write correctly, but also to answer any questions put

to them. One of them. Don Pedro de Ycl.i.-co. who
lived to be only twenty year- of age, -poke and wrote

Latin as well as his mother tongue, and was at the time

of hi- death making considerable progress in the Gre< k

language. Another of Ponce's pupils became a Benedic-

tine monk, and wa- able to make confession and explain

his creed by word of mouth. These facts were attested

by the best Spanish writer- of the time, as well as by
sir keiielm Digby, who, in his Two Treatises concerning

tin Body and Soul ofMan | Paris, it'll, cap. sxviii, note

8), -a_\ -. "This prie.-t brought the young lord to .-peak

as distinctly as an\ man whatsoever; and I have often

discoursed with him whiles 1 wayted upon the prince
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of Wales in Spaine." According to the same author (p.

254), and to Juan de Castaniza ( Vida de San Benito),

Ponce wrote a treatise in Spanish, in which he ex-

plained his method, and laid down certain rules as the

result of his observations ; but this interesting work has

been lost, though it is generally believed that Juan Pa-

blo Bonet, who in 1620 published his Reduction </<- las

Letras, y A liepara enseflar a hablar los Mudos (4to), saw

and consulted it. Ponce died in 1584, and was buried in

the convent of his order.

—

English Cyclop, s. v.

Ponce de la Fuente, Constantine, a Span-

ish martyr to the Protestant cause, was a native of San

Clemente de la Mancha, in the diocese of Cuenca. Pos-

sessing a good taste and a love of genuine knowledge,

he evinced an early disgust for the barbarous pedantry

of the schools, and an attachment to such of his country-

men as sought to revive the study of polite letters.

Being intended for the Church, he made himself master

of Greek and Hebrew, but at the same time learned to

write and speak his native language with uncommon
purity and elegance. Like Erasmus, with whose writ-

ings he was early captivated, he was distinguished for

his lively wit, which he took pleasure in indulging at

the expense of foolish preachers and hypocritical monks.

But he was endowed with greater firmness and decision

of character than the philosopher of Rotterdam. Dur-
ing his attendance at the university Ponce's youthful

spirit had betrayed him into irregularities, of which his

enemies afterwards took an ungenerous advantage ; but

these were succeeded by the utmost decorum and cor-

rectness of manners, though he always retained his gay
temper, and could never deny himself his jest. Not-
withstanding the opportunities he had of enriching him-
self, he was so exempt from avarice that his library,

which he valued above all his property, was never large.

His eloquence caused his services in the pulpit to be

much sought after; but he was free from vanity, the

besetting sin of orators, and scorned to prostitute his

talents at the shrine of popularity. He declined the

situation of preacher in the cathedral of Ciienea, which
was offered him by the unanimous vote of the chapter.

When the more honorable and lucrative office of preacher

to the metropolitan church of Toledo was afterwards

tendered to him, after thanking the chapter for their

good opinion of him, he declined it, alleging as a rea-

son " that he would not disturb the bones of their an-

cestors," alluding to a dispute between them and the

archbishop Siliceo, who had insisted that his clergy

should prove the purity of their descent. Whether it

was predilection for the Reformed opinions that induced
him at first to fix his residence at Seville is uncertain,

but once there we find him co-operating with Egidius
in his plans for disseminating scriptural knowledge.
The emperor, having heard him preach during a visit

to that city, was so much pleased with the sermon that

he immediately named Ponce one of his chaplains, to

which he added the office of almoner ; and he soon after

appointed him to accompany his son Philip to Flanders,

"to let the Flemings see that Spain was not destitute

of polite scholars and orators.'' Constantine made it a

point of duty to obey the orders of his sovereign, and
reluctantly quitted his residence in Seville, for which
he had hitherto rejected^ne most tempting offers. His
journey gave him theM>portunity of becoming person-

ally acquainted with Jbrae of the Reformers. Among
these was Jacob Sehodper, a learned man of Biberach, in

Suabia, by whose coirversation his views of evangelical

doctrine were greatly enlarged and confirmed. In 1555
Ponce returned to Seville, and his presence imparted a

new impulse to the Protestant cause in that city. A
benevolent and enlightened individual having founded
a professorship of divinity in the College of Doctrine,

Ponce was appointed to the chair; and by means of

the lectures which he read on the Scriptures, together
with the instruction of Fernando de St. Juan, provost
of the institution, the minds of many of the young were
opened to the truth. On the first Lent after his return to

Seville he wras, besides, chosen by the chapter to preach

every alternate day in the cathedral church. So great

was his popularity that, though the public service did

not begin till eight o'clock in the morning, yet, when he
was announced to preach the church would be filled by
four, and even by three o'clock. Being newly recovered

from a fever when he commenced his labors, he felt so

weak that it was necessary for him repeatedly to pause

during the sermon, on which account he was allowed to

recruit his strength by taking a draught of wine in the •

pulpit, a permission which had never been granted to

any other preacher.

While Constantine was pursuing this career of honor
and usefulness, he involved himself in difficulties by
coming forward as a candidate for the place of canon
magistral in the cathedral of Seville, which had be-

come vacant by the death of Egidius. Ponce did not

want the office, but his friends pressed him to lay aside

his scruples; and an individual who had great influ-

ence over his mind represented so strongly the services

which he would be able to render to the cause of truth

in so influential a situation, and the hurtful effects

which would result from its being occupied by some
noisy and ignorant declaimer, that he consented at last

to ort'er himself a candidate. In spite of all manner of

accusations and opposition he carried his election, was
installed in his new office, and commenced his duty as

preacher in the cathedral with high acceptance. From
his visit abroad Ponce, like many other preachers whom
the Spanish Romanists sent to the Netherlands " to give

light to others, returned home blind, having followed the

example of the heretics" (Juescas, Historia Ponlijiml, ii,

337, b). In 1555 he had embraced the Protestant, faith.

Now that he had dared to assume the responsibilities of

the Seville cathedral canonate, the envious priests, disap-

pointed in their own seekings, boldly confronted Ponce
with his heretical opinions, and loudly urged the Inqui-

sition to take its aim at this new-made cathedral digni-

tary ; and when, in 1559. the familiars were let loose on
the Protestants of Seville, Ponce was among the first

who were apprehended. Among his books was found a

treatise, in his own handwriting, on the points of con-

troversy between the Church of Rome and t he Protes-

tants, and as Ponce had chosen to take sides with Luther

and Calvin, and, when shown the work, not only acknowl-

edged its authorship, but added, "You have there a full

and candid confession of my belief; I am in your hands-
do with me as seemeth to you good," his doom was sealed.

Though put to the torture to reveal his associates and
fellow-believers, he refused steadfastly to bring suffering

upon any one else. After two years of imprisonment,

oppressed and worn out by a mode of living so differ-

ent from what he had been used to, he died before his

enemies could bring him to public execution. It was
slanderously reported that he had committed suicide,

but a young monk and fellow-prisoner denied the cal-

umny. Dec. 22. 15C0, his effigy and bones were brought

out in the public auto-da-fe, but the people, who had
always greatly revered Ponce, rose up in rebellion, and
the services were continued in private. In the charac-

ter of Ponce's writings we have one of the clearest indi-

cations of the excellence of his heart. They were of

that kind which wrere adapted to the spiritual wants of

his countrymen, and not calculated to display his own
talents, or to acquire for himself a name in the learned

world. They were composed in his native tongue, and
in a style level to the lowest capacity. Abstruse spec-

ulations and rhetorical ornaments, in which he was
qualified both by nature and education to excel, were
rigidly sacrificed to the one object of being understood

by all, and useful to all. Among his works were a Cat-

echism, whose highest recommendation is its artless and
infantine simplicity; a small treatise on The Doctrine

of Christianity, drawn up in the familiar form of a dia-

logue between a master and his pupil, which, without

being deficient in simplicity, is more calculated to in-

terest persons of learning and advanced knowledge ; an
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l vm of the First Psalm, in four sermons, which

Bhow thai his pulpit eloquence, exempt from the com-

mon extremes was neither degraded by vulgarity n»r

rendered disgusting by affectation and effort at display
;

and the Confession of a Sinner, in which the doctrines

ol the Gospel, poured from a contrite and humbled

spirit, assume the form ol the mosl edifying and devo-

tional pietv. See Antonius, Bibl. Hisp. Nov. i. 256;

M'Crie, Hist, of th Ref in Spain, p. 154 156, 207 sq.,

262 sq. i.l.l I. W.i

Poncet, Maurice, a French prelate of the 16th

century, flourished as curate of St. Pierre des Arcis.

He was a divine of great eloquence and considerable

learning, though nol remarkable for refinement of taste

or diction. He was a Gallican, and when Henry III

pursued that imbecile policy which finally cost France

the Loss of her besl citizens for conscience' sake. Poncet

ridiculed the Leaguers [see Li va\ t |, and especially

visited with the full power of his sarcasm the grotesque

processions of the Confreries des /' nitents. lie made the

walls of his church rime with denunciations of these

hypocritical devotees, who, after parading the streets

liarcfo.it. arrayed in sackcloth, and displaying ostenta-

tiously the outward signs of .austere asceticism, were

accustomed to pass the night in riotous feasting and

gross debauchery. Henry, resenting this exposure,

banished the offender to bis abbey of St. Pere al Me-
lun : hut he was released after a brief confinement, and

returned to Paris by the king's permission, his majesty

remarking that "he had always believed I he good doctor

to have a zeal for God, but not according to knowledge;

and that there was much excuse for him, since he was

not quick enough of apprehension to see through the

artifices of those by whom he was instigated. He had

plenty of scholarship, but was grievously deficient in

judgment." Poncet, unsubdued by the king's leniency,

resumed his usual incisive style of pulpit oratory, and

persevered in it till his death, which happened in 1586.

See Jervls, Hist. Church of France,!, 181 sq. (J. II.YV.)

Poacher, Etienne, a French prelate, noted also as

a diplomatist, was horn at Tours in 1446. He was tin

son of a magistrate, studied law. and while yet a youth

was provided with several canontcates. In 1485 lie ob-

tained the charge of counsellor-clerk at the Parliament

of Paris, and in 1 198 he became President avx Enquetes.

He was elected bishop of Paris Feb. 25, 1503, in compli-

ance with the request of king Louis XII, whom be was

at that time accompanying to Milan. The same prince

intrusted him in 1506 with several diplomatic mi— ions

to Germany; .and Poncher, in the following year, being

again in Italy with the king, was alone bold enough to

speak in contradiction to the angry feedings of the king

.against the Venetians, and to oppose the confederation

of Cambrai. Louis XII. who had already appointed

Poncher chancellor of the duchy of Milan, bestowed

on him in 1509 the abbey of Fleuri, and in 1512 made
him tin' guardian ofthe seal of France, which office he

kepi till th.' death of the king. .Ian. I. 1
.'

1 5. I rami- I

appointed him, with Arthur Gouffier, one of the pleni-

potentiaries w ho signed, on Aug. Id. I"d7. the treaty of

Noyon between Francis and Charles V. In the same

year Poncher went to Spain as ambassador of France.

and in 1518 he was sent to Henry VIII of England, with
whom he signed a new treaty ol' alliance. In virtue

ofthe concordat he was transferred, March II. L519,

to tin archiepiscopal see of Sens. He died at Lyons.

Feb. 24, 1524. Poncher published Constitutions syno-

dales, which are still held in greal esteem, especially in

regard to the sacraments. Hoefer, Nouv. /••

Kill . -. V.

Poncher, Francois, a French prelate, nephew of

the preceding, was bom at Tours about 1 180. His fa-

ther. Louis I 'ouch it. secretary ofthe king and rect iver-

general of the finances, was hung for embezzlement
Made counsellor at the Parliament of Paris (1510),

Francois Poncher obtained .soon afterwards the curacy

of Issy. a canonicate at Notre Dame of Paris, the ab-

bey of St. Maiir-les-F..v-es. and March II. 1519, became
bishop of Paris. So tar from treading in the steps of

his uncle, he was a simoniac and scandalous prelate,

lie forged documents to get posst ssion of the abbey of

Fleury-sur-Loire, but was balked in his design. While

the king was a prisoner at Madrid. Poncher fell out with

the queen-regent, the duchess of Angouleme, l

moth.r. plotted to deprive her ..f th.- regency, and by
treacherous negotiations with the Spanish court tried

to prolong the captivity of his sovereign. As soon as

Francis was free again Poncher was arrested and ac-

cused of high-treason. While Ids process was in abey-

ance he died in the dun-con of Viueeinies. Sept. 1. 1532.

lie wrote some commentaries on civil law. dedicated to

hi- mule. Etienne Poncher.—Hoefer, Nouv. Bi

rale, s. v.

Pond is the rendering in the A. V. of z;x. agam
(literally a collection of water), in Exod. vii, 19; viii, 1">.

where it probably denotes the putrescent reservoirs or

swampy pools left by the inundation ofthe Nile (Sept.

Sidjpvyeg, Yulg. paludes'). Again, in Isa. xix, 10, ""?X

wE3, which the A.V. translates "ponds for fish," fol-

lowing the Vulg. -lacunas ad capiendos pisces," Dio-

dati and Luther, is rendered by the Sept. rue ^v\uq
TTOi'toovoi. This rendering is supported by the au-

thority of Gesenius, Vatablus, and Ewald, alle Lohnar-

beiter ("^w "
, w" = ' i they that earn wages"), sind see-

lenhetrubt; ~."o\ being taken as equivalent to z'.V (Job

xxx. 25), "to he sad." Many interpreters, however,

think that it designates tish-ponds. We have abun-

dant evidence from the paintings in the tombs that the

Egyptians were celebrated tor their fish-ponds, and it

appears that almost every villa possessed one, where the

master ofthe house occasionally amused himself in fish-

ing. The.lews.it seem-, likewise ei ills! ill, I e<l similar

ponds, as in describing his bride in the Canticles (vii,

1 1 Solomon saj -. " Thine eyes are like the fish-pools in

Heshbon." See Fish. The word occurs several times

of marshy pools, in contradistinction to the dry sands

ofthedesert (Psa. cvii, 35 ; cxiv,8); "standing water"

(Isa. xxxv. 7: xli. 18), "a
i

1." Such
i

1- I • ing

commonly reedy, it is rendered -reeds" (Jer. li. 32).

See Pool.

Pond, F.xnc ii. D.D., a noted Congregational minis-

ter and writer, was born at Wrentham, Ma—., duly _".».

1791, and was educated at Brown University, where he

graduated in 1813. He then decided to enter the min-
istry, and began a course in theology with the c< lebrated

Dr. Km i nous. In June, 1814, young Pond was licensed

to preach, and in the spring of the following year was
ordained pastor of the Congregational Church at Au-
burn, Ma-s. lie left this charge in 1828 to become the

conductor of the Spirit ofthe Pilgrims, a monthly pub-

lication in Boston, lie was made professor ol theology

in the theological seminary at Bangor in September,

1832, and continued in that responsible position until

1856, when he became president, and changed to the

professorship of ecclesiastical history, and lectured on

pastoral duties. He died dan. 21, 1882. I >r. Fond pub-

lished reviews of Judson mi Baptism:— Mmithh

Lectures { 1824] : Memoir ofPresident l><ui<<- , 1827 i:
-

Memoir ofSusanna .1 nthony ( 1827 i : .)/. moir ofCount
: Memoir of Joh II ichlij t (1841):

—Morning ofthe Reformation i 1842, 1

lowship with Romanism (1843 i i Young Pastor's

Guide (Portland, 1844, I2t : Th Mather Family

(l844,12mo): - The World's So. (1845):—Pope
iiwl Pagan, i>r Middl* ton's < '< /• bratt I 1 1

tti rs i Portland,

1846, 18mo) [see Middi-eton, Conykrs i Swedenhor-

gianism Reviewed t new ed. 1846): Susedenbo

Examined I
N. V. 1861, l6mo | : Plato, his Life, Works,

Opinions, and Influena (1846): Review of BushneWs
God in ( /iris/ ( 18 I'.'

I

: The A n.-ii ><t I -lunch

Memoir of John Knox (1856): — Bangor Lectures on
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Pastoral Theology (Andover, 1863, 12mo) :—Lectures on

Christian Theology (Boston, 1868, 8vo) -.—Lectures on

Pastoral Theology (N. Y. 187-) :—also separate Sermons,

and articles in the Bill. Sacra, Bibl. Repos., Lit. and

Theolog. Per., Lord's Lit. and Theolog. Rev., New-Eng-

lander, and more than a dozen other periodicals.

Pone luctum, Magdalena. This is the begin-

ning of a famous Easter hymn of uncertain date. Un-

doubtedly it belongs to the Middle Ages, for in this

hymn, as" well as in the Dies Tree (q. v.) and other Latin

hymns, the same identification of Mary Magdalene with

'• the woman that was a sinner'" (Luke vii, 37), which

runs through all the theology of the Middle Ages, is ex-

pressed. This hymn may be found in almost all collec-

tions of Latin hymns, and the first verse runs thus

:

"Pone luctum, Magdalena,
Et sereua lacrymas;

Ncm est jam Simonis coena,

Non cur fletum exprimas;
Causa? mille sunt lsetandi,

Causa; mille exultandi:
Alleluja resonet.

For the original, see Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnal, ii, 3C5

;

Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry, p. 159; Biissler, Auswahl
altchristl. Lieder, p. 237 ; Simrock, Lauda Sion, p. 188

;

Konigsfeld, Hymnen u. Gesdnge, i, 230. English trans-

lations are given in Schaffs Christ in Song, p. 256. For

German translations, see Biissler, /. c. p. 135 ; Simrock,

Konigsfeld, and Fortlage, Gesdnge christl. Vorzeit, p. 142.

(B.P.)

Ponet. See Poynet.

Pongilupus, Hermannus, an Italian monastic,

flourished near the middle of the 13th century at Ferrara.

He practiced great austerity as one of the Consolati,

and died in 1269. Several years after his death (1300)

charges of heresy were brought against him, and a ju-

dicial process having been declared, his bones were ex-

humed and burned, and his tomb demolished by order

of pope Boniface VIII. His tomb, in the principal

church at Ferrara, had been the object of great venera-

tion, and many miracles were said to have been wrought

there. Some think that the process was instituted and

the tomb demolished to put an end to the extravagant

devotion paid to his memory. The Franciscans attrib-

ute to Pongilupus the origin of the Fratricel'i (q. v.),

but Mosheim considers this an error, and believes him
to have been one of the Bagnotians. Nafcalis Alexan-

der (Hist. Eccles. viii, 87) speaks of Pongilupus as re-

viving several vile practices of the Gnostics. See Wad-
ding, A mud. Minor. Fratr. vi, 279; Milman, Hist, of
Latin Christianity, vii, 37 sq. (J. H. W.)

Pongol, a Hindu festival in honor of the sun, which
is celebrated annually on Jan. 9. The high-caste Brah-

mins look upon this as a lucky and propitious day, but

the Sudras hold it as sacred, and visit one another with

presents. They boil rice on this day with milk outside

the house, in some place exposed to the sun's rays, and

when that luminary withdraws they cry out " Pongol !"

and repeat it four times. The rice thus boiled is re-

garded as very holy, and kept as long as possible. The
day after the Pongol the cows and buffaloes are led out

early into the country, having their heads adorned with

crowns and cakes.

Poniatowa, Christine, a German female vision-

ary, was born in 1610 at Lessen, Western Prussia. Her
father, Julian Poniatowa, was a Polish gentleman, who,
having escaped from a monastery and embraced the

Protestant communion, was at first minister at Duch-
nick, in Bohemia, then librarian of a nobleman. He
probably brought lip his daughter in mystical ideas, for

he is said to be himself the author of a Latin disserta-

tion on the knowledge which the angels may have of

God. Christine had been intrusted to the care of the

baroness of Zelking, who had taken a liking to her,

when, Nov. 12, 1627, after severe pains, she fell into a

trance, attended with visions and prophetic utterances

relating to the future of the Reformed Church. This

strange state returned at regular intervals for a whole

year, always attended with the same phenomena, and a

number of people testified to its genuineness. Jan. 27,

1629, the young visionary fell into so heavy a lethargy

that she passed for dead, but when she finally recovered

her senses she declared that her mission was fulfilled,

and that she should thenceforth have no more visions.

In 1632 she was married to a Moravian minister, Daniel

Vetter, and died Dec. 6, 1644, at Leszno, near Posen.

Her revelations, written by herself, were translated into

Latin, and published by Amos Comenius, with those of

Christopher Kotter and Nicolas Drabicki, under the

title Lux in Tenebris (1657, 1659, 1665, 4to). They were

retranslated into German by Benedict Balmsen (Am-
sterdam, 1664, 8vo). See Feustking, Gynaec. fanat.

kanst. p. 238 sq. ; Witsius, Miscell. Sacra, pt. iii, ch.

xxii; Arnold, Kirchen- it. Ketzerhistorie ; Mosheim,

Eccles. Hist, iii, 391, 392. (J. H. W.)

Poniatowa, Julian. See Poniatowa, Chris-

tine.

Pons, Jean, a French Protestant writer, was born

at Nismes May 15, 1747. He was brother-in-law to Ra-

baut-Dupuis. Intimately connected with Eabaut St.

Etienne, he had a narrow escape from sharing his sad

fate : he owed his life to the 9th Thermidor. He was
afterwards justice of the peace at Nismes, and then di-

rector of the post department in the same city. He
published Reflexions philosophiques et politiques sur la

Tolerance religieuse (Paris, 1808, 8vo) ; besides Notices

biograpkique* sur PaulRabaut and Notices biographiqnes

sur Rabaut-Dupuis. Pons died at Nismes Jan. 15, 1816.

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Ponsard de Gisi of Pavexs, a Crusader of the

Order of the Knight Templars, flourished near the open-

ing of the 14th century. He was a most earnest advo-

cate of the order, and when, in 1309, it was brought to

trial, and the papacy was questioning the feasibility of

suffering its existence, Ponsard boldly declared him-

self ready to undertake its defence. All the enormous
charges against the order were utterly, absolutely false;

false were all the confessions, extorted by terror and
pain, from himself and other brethren before the bishop

of Paris. Those tortures had been applied by the sworn

and deadly enemies and accusers of the order, by the

prior of Mont falcon and William Roberts the monk.
He put in a schedule :

" These are the traitors who have

falsely and disloyally accused the religion of the Tem-
ple—William Roberts the monk, who had them put to

the torture ; Esquin de Florian of Beziers, prior of

Montfalcon ; Bernard Pelet, prior of Maso. Philip's en-

voy to England ; and Gervais Boysol, knight of Gisors."

Had Ponsard himself been tortured? He had been

tortured before the bishop of Paris three months ere he

made confession. He had stood thus in a pit for the

space of an hour. He protested that in that state of

agony he should confess or deny whatever they would.

He was prepared to endure beheading, the stake, or the

caldron for the honor of the order; but these slow, ex-

cruciating torments he could not bear besides the hor-

rors of his two years' imprisonment. He was asked if

he had anything to allege wherefore the court should

not proceed. He hoped that the cause would be de-

cided l>y good men and true. The provost of Poitiers

interposed : he produced a schedule of charges advanced

by Ponsard himself against the order. "Truth," an-

swered Ponsard, "requires no concealment. I own that

in a fit of passion, on account of some contumelious

words with the treasurer of the Temple, I did draw up
the schedule." Those charges, however, dark as were

some of them, were totally unlike those now brought

against the brotherhood. Before he left the court,

Ponsard expressed the hope that the severity of his

imprisonment might not be aggravated because he had
undertaken the defence of the order. The court gave

instructions to the provost of Poitiers and De Jamville
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that he should not be more harshly treated; hut he was
finally condemned to death, and was burned at the

stake. See Milman, Hist, of Latin Christianity, vi.

429 sq.; Porter, Hist, of the Knights of Malta •
i [n-

dex). i.i. II. w..

Pontano, Giovansti-Giovano (Lat. Pontanus), a

celebrated Italian statesman, noted as a writer on mor-

als, was born December, 1426, in the environs of Cer-

reto, Umbria. Hi- father having perished in a riot,

his mother fled with him to Perugia, when- be received

a careful education. Having in vain asserted his claim

to the heritage of his parents, he entered the army of

Alfonso, king of Naples, then at war with the Floren-

tines (1447), and followed that king to Naples, where
he became acquainted with the celebrated Panormita,

who took him along in his embassy to Florence, and

had him appointed royal secretary. Pontano's verses,

highly esteemed by all competent judges, seemed to

entitle him sufficiently to a seat in the academy which
Panormita, under the king's auspices, established al

Naples. Ferdinand [, successor of Alfonso (l 157), main-
tained him in bis cilice of secretary, and appointed him
tutor of bis son Alfonso, duke of ( lalabria. lie followed

Ferdinand in his campaign against the duke of Anjou,

and distinguished himself by his bravery. Taken pris-

r "u different occasions, he was always brought hack

without ransom to the camp ofFerdinand, out of respect

for his genius. < >n his return to Naples the king lav-

ished his favors upon him, bestowed upon him riches

and dignities, and intrusted him with the conduct of

the most important matters of state. In 1 182 a war.

which hade fair to become general, having broken out

between the Venetians and the duke of Ferrara, Pon-
tano brought about a reconciliation of the belligerents.

lie was equally successful in compounding the difficul-

ties that had arisen between Ferdinand and pope Inno-

cent VIII. Put on his guard against, the negotiator,

the pope exclaimed, "I treat with Pontano: is it meet
that truth and good faith should abandon him who
never abandoned them?" He became al that time
iir-t minister, and remained in that high position under

Alfonso II (who erected to him a statue) and Ferdinand

II. When < hark - VI II of France approached Napli - al

the head of a French army. Pontano sent him forthwith

the keys of the city, harangued the king at his corona-

tion, and dishonored himself by the insults and asper-

sions which be cast in this speech al his royal benefac-

tors. When Ferdinand return* d. he contented himself

w iih deprh ing Pontano of his offices. The fallen min-
ister found in his retreat move happiness than be had
enjoyed in the tumuli of public business, and when
Louis XII. alter the conquest of the kingdom of Naples,

offered to put him again at the head of the government.
this new Diocletian preferred his literary life to royal

grandeur. Il was in his reireal thai he wrote most of

the works he has left, lie died at Naples in August,

1503. Mosl of his works deal with moral subjects, and

abound in sound precepts ami judicious reflections. Hia

history ol the Neapolitan war is a masterpiece, suffi-

cient alone to immortalize iis author. His Latinity is

pure and elegant, his style noble and harmonious. \\\~,

poetical work- excited envy and conquered it. lie an-

dimself, like Horace, the eternity of his fain.':

'•Tie- ri motesl posterity," he said, -will speak ol Pon-
tano, ami celebrate his name." Erasmus, i hough a par-

simonious distributor of praise to the Italian.-, ha- ac-

knowledged Pontano's merit in the Ciceronians. Ii

must he recorded also thai Pontano had the merit of

correcting the manuscript, then the only one. of Catul-
lu-: I hat we owe to him the di-co\eiy of Donat's com-
mentaries on Virgil, and of Rhemuius Palcemon's (iram-
mar. In his physical treatises he first signalled the law
of continuity, and Beems to have been the firsl among
tin- moderns who. alter He rim-, declared the milky
way to he composed of an infinity of small siars. His
poems, some of which unfortunately are spoiled by ob-
scenities, were published al Venice (1505 8,2 vols.8vo)

and at Florence (1514, 2 vols. 8vo). His prose writings
were published at Venice (1518-10. ." vol-. 4to) and at
Florence

| 1520, 1 vol-. 8vo). Hi- Works were edited at.

Naples (1505 12,6 vols, fol.), and more completely at

Basle (1556, I vol-. 8vo). Hi- prose writings comprise
the following works; /;, Obedientia :—Dt Fortitudine:—
DePrincipe: J>> Liberalitate : /<< Beneficenlia:—De
Magnificentia:—DeSplendore: I ( enientia: De
Prudentia:—De Magnanimitati : />• Foiiuna: — De
Immanitate:—Dt Aspiratione: Dialogiv; full of spirit,

hut blamed for their obscenity by Erasmus himself:—
lh Sermom : -/;<//! libri viquod Ferdinandvs Neapoli-
tanorum rex cum Joanne Andoyavenst duo gessit; this

pamphlet was primed separately |
V. nice, I'd'.'. Ito), and

ha- been translated into Italian : Centum Ptol

tentiee commentariis illustrate. : /< rebus calestibus:—
/>< /iiim. The poetry of Pontano comprises, Urania,
seu (Ii stellis:—Meteora:—De hortis Hesperidarum:—
Pastorales pompa : — Bucolica : . I morum libri ii : -

lh mi,,,,-, conjugali:—Tumulorum libri ii : —Dt divinis

laudibus : lit ndi easyllaba :— Lyrici vt rsus :— I.i idani

libri ii:— Epigrammata. Hoefer, \ iv. Biog. Generate,
-. \. See llallam. Literary History, i. 129 sq. ; Koscoe,
/.in A. eh. ii and xx: Niceron, Memoires, vol. viii;

Tiraboschi, Storia delta Letter, //id. s. v.

Pontanus, Georg-Baethoud von Mi: vitenbebg,
a learned Bohemian prelate, was horn al Unix about
the middle of the L6th century. He had scarcely taken
order- when he achieved a reputation by his eloquence
in the pulpit, as well as for his remarkable Lai in verses,

for which last-named attainment he was in 1588 crowned
with the poetical laurels by the emperor Rudolph. Ap-
pointed canon of the cathedral of Prague in 1582, he
afterwards hecame provost and vicar-general in the
same city. He exercised a greal and happy influence

on the important questions then under debate in Bohe-
mia. He died in 1616. His works are. I >, , Triumph
i/i.-i Piiiliii/rn (Frankf. 1G05, -Ito):

—

Biblinlln I: i/>r l'n-

digten aus alien inul neuen Sckriflstellern (Cologne,

1608, fol.) -.—Dasfromme Bohmen (Frankf. 1608, fol.);

a selection of the most remarkable acts of piety ol' the

princes and prelates of Bohemia:

—

Scanderb
vita Georgii Cas/riottr (Hanau. lij(i!>. Svo): a number
of Latin poems:— a g 1 edition of the tnatisc De ge-
miiii.< rerum proprietatibus of Bartholomew Anglicus
(Frankf. 1601, 8vo).—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Pontard, Pierre, a French prelate, was horn at

Mussidan Sept 23, 174!*. He was curate of Sarlat when
the Revolution broke out. He then embraced the new
principles with an enthusiasm that was rewarded by his

appointment as constitutional bishop of the Dordogne
in 17!H. A few months later he was elected deputy of

this department to the Legislative Assembly. He spoke
in favor of divorce, attacked the dogmas of the Catholic

Church, authorized the marriage of priests, and finally

took a wife himself. It is this same Pontard who in-

duced the visionary Suzanne Labrousse to go to Paris.

Under the consulate he kepi a hoarding-school at Paris,

hul his institution waned after a lew years. lie was
intimate with l'igault-Lehrim. and aided him. if the

report be true, in the composition of some of his novels.

Alter the Restoration, the duchess-dowager of Orleans,

to whom he had rendered some services during the

Reign of Terror, on hearing of his precarious situation,

bestowed on him a life-rent, which enabled him to ent< r

the institution of St, Perine al Chaillot, where he died.

without apparent c trition, dan. 22, 1832. He left,

Recueil des Ouvrages */• la cilebre Mile. Labrousst
| Bor-

deaux, I7'.i7. 8vo) :

—

Grammairi Mecanique elementaire

i/, VOrthograph Francaist (Paris, 1812, 8vo). !!< is

also the author of the Journal prophetique, which was
edited al Paris in 1792 and 1793.— Hoefer, A.

Generate, s. v.

Pontas, Jean, a French prelate, was horn Dec. 81,

1 tills, at Saint-Hilairc-dii-Harcouet (diocese of Avran-

ches). Brought up by his maternal uncle, M. d'Arque-
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ville, he studied successively under his eyes in his na-

tive city, then at the Jesuits' College of Kennes, finally

in Paris at the College de Navarre. In 1663 he re-

ceived, for reasons unknown, in the space of ten days,

all the orders, inclusive of that of priesthood, from the

bishop of Toul, with the consent of the bishop of Av-

ranches. lie was scarcely twenty-four years old. In

1668 he obtained the titles of doctor of canon and of

civil law. The archbishop of Paris, Pere'fine, appointed

him vicar of the parish of Sainte-Ge'nevieve-des-Ar-

dents, an easy place, which left him time enough for his

learned pursuits. He next became sub-penitentiary of

Notre Dame, and retired to the Petits-Augustins of the

faubourg Saint-Germain, where he died, April 27, 1728.

His principal work is the Dictionnaire des Cas de Con-

science (Paris, 1741, 3 vols. fob). It is the completest

on this subject, in the treatment of which Pontas dis-

played uncommon sagacity and great caution. His

decisions, founded on imposing authorities, are equally

distant from loose morality and narrow rigorism

—

a twofold danger which works of this description sel-

dom avoid altogether.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

s. v.

Pont - Atidemer, Council of {Concilium Pons-

audemarense'), an ecclesiastical council, was held in 1279

by William de Flavecour, archbishop of Rouen, who
presided ; twenty-four canons were published. Among
these :

5. Recommends the observance of the canons of Lat-
erau ("omnes ntrinsque sexus") upon confessiou and
communion.

1). Forbids Christians to dwell with Jews.
10. Forbids the keeping of vigils and assemblies, and

all dancing, in churches and churchyards.
10. Forbids rural deans to deliver any sentence of ex-

communication or suspension, unless in writing.
23. Forbids all those of the clergy who have taken the

cross to abuse the privileges granted to them.

See Labbe, Condi, xi, 1144.

Pontbriant, Henri -Guillaume- Marie, Dt
Breil de, brother of the two following, was born at

Kennes in 1709. He was a canon, grand chantre of

the cathedral of Kennes, and abbe of Lanvaux, in the

diocese of Vannes. He died at Kennes in 1767. He
left, Poeme sur I'Abus de la Poesie, crowned at the Jeux
Floraux in 1722 :

—

Sermon sur le Sacre du Roi (Toulouse,

1722, 4to) :—Essai de Grammaire Frdncaise (1754,

8vo) :

—

Projet d'une Histoire de Bretagne depuis 1567

jusqiCen 1754 (Kennes, 1754, fol.).—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Pontbriant, Henri-Marie, Du Breil i>e, broth-

er of the preceding, was born at Vannes in 1711. He
was cation of Kennes. He early entered ecclesiasti-

cal life, and after several promotions was made bishop

of Quebec, April 9, 1741. He set out for Quebec shortly

after, and arrived there Aug. 17. He died at Montreal
(Canada) June 29, 1760. A pastoral letter which he
issued on the approach of the English to Quebec in 1759
is in Smith's Hist, of Canada.

Pontbriant, Rene-Prangois, Du Breil de, a

French priest, was born at Kennes near the opening of

the 18th century. Appointed abbe of Saint-Marien-
d'Auxerre, he was one of the most zealous promoters of

the institution of the Pet its-Savoyards. The first idea

of that institution is due to the abbe Joly, canon of

Dijon, who founded at Paris, towards 1665, in the in-

terest of those poor children, an establishment which,
taken up by Claude Helyet, could not support itself af-

ter his death in 1686. The abbe of Pontbriant, touched
with pity at the sight of the misery of those poor lit-

tle Savoyards, came to their help towards 1737, and de-
voted to them during the remainder of his life his

time, his energies, and his fortune. The abbe de Fe-
nelon, who died on the revolutionary scaffold in 1794,
succeeded him in this task. Pontbriant died in 1760.
He left, Projet d'un Etablissement deja commence pour
elever dans la Piete les petits Savoyards qui sunt dans
Paris, with several appendices (Paris, 1735-43, 4 parts,

8vo):— Pelerinage du Calvaire sur le Mont Valerien

(ibid. 1745, 12mo; 1751, 16mo; 1816, 12mo) :—Ulncre-
dule detrompe et le Chretien ajjermi dans la Foi (1752,

8vo), a work which met with uncommon favor.—Hoe-
fer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Ponte, Luis de, a Spanish Jesuit, noted as an as-

cetic writer, was born at Valladolid Nov. 11, 1554. He
belonged to a noble family, but renounced all the ad-

vantages the world offered him, and at the age of

twenty entered the Society of Jesus. He was during

many years a teacher of philosophy and theology, but
his failing health compelled him at last to monastical

retirement. In his retreat he divided his time between
prayer, good works, and the composition of pious writ-

ings, by which he obtained throughout Europe the

reputation of an excellent master of spiritual life. He
died Feb. 17, 1624. Most of his numerous writings

were translated into Latin by Melchior Trevinnia. We
mention Meditaciones de los Mysterios de nuestra Santa
Fe (Valladolid, 1605, 1613, 2 vols. 4to). This work was
translated into several languages: into Arabic by F.

Fromaye, and into French by F. Brignon (1613, 3 vols.

4to):

—

Guida Espiritual de la Oracion, Meditation, y
Contemplacion (ibid. 1609, 4to) :

—

De la Perfeccion Cris-

tiana (ibid. 1612-16, 4 vols. 4to):— Vida del I). Baltha-

sar Alvarez (Madrid, 1615, 4to) :

—

Expositio moralis et

mystica in Canticum Canticorum (Cologne, 1622, 2 vols,

fob: Paris, 1646, fol.) :

—

Directorio Espiritual (Madrid,

1625, 8vo). He also wrote the first part of Vida Mara-
villosa de Marina de Escobar (ibid. 1665, fob), which
was finished and published by a member of his order,

Miguel Orefia.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See

Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, s. v.

Pontianus, St., a pope of the 3d century, was a

native of Rome, and descended from the gens Calpurnia,

if we may believe the ancient writers. He succeeded

Urban I in the pontificate in 230. Platina and others

assert that he introduced the singing of psalms into the

Church, but this custom must be older. The first years

of his pontificate under Alexander Severus were quiet,

but the persecutions commenced again under Maximi-
nus, and Pontianus, together with a presbyter by the

name of Hippolytus, suffered sentence of deportation to

the usual place of exile, the island of Tavolato, near

Sardinia, where he died from want and exposure, Sept.

28, 235. His body was carried to Rome by order of

pope St. Fabian. Two epistles are falsely attributed to

him. St Anterns was his successor. See Hoefer, Nouv.
Biog. Generate, s. v.; Platina. Viter Pott/ijietint, s. v.;

Montor, Hist, des Papes (see Index) ; Milman, Hist, of
Latin Christianity, i, 80.

Pontier, Gedeon, a French theologian, was born

near Alais (Languedoc). near the middle of the 17th

century. Though brought up in the Protestant com-
munion, he embraced Roman Catholicism, entered the

ecclesiastical state, and obtained the title of apostolic

prothonotarv. He died at Paris in 1709, at an advanced
age. He left, Le Cabinet, ou la Bibliotk'equt des Grands
(1680-89, 3 vols. 12mo) ; the last volume contains in

addition, Les Questions de la fritter .**<_ Ilniriittt- </< la

Guicke, Duchesse d'Angoulerm <t Comtessi d, Alais, sur
toutes Sort's rh Sujt ts, art,- les Reponses ( L687, 12mo) :

—

Lettre de Saulx, Premier Eveque d'Alais (1696, 12mo),
etc. La Bruvere gives a portrait of Pontier in his
" Caracteres," under the name of Dioscurus, and makes
very much of him.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Pontlfex (1), a priest among the ancient Romans.
The pontifices were formed into a college, and all mat-
ters of religion were placed under its exclusive super-

intendence. Their functions and duties were minutely
detailed in the pontifical books, which were drawn up in

the reign of Numa Pompilius, and contained the names
of the gods and the various regulations for their wor-
ship, as well as a detailed description of the functions,

rights, and privileges of the priests. The pontifices

were not priests of any particular divinity, but of the
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worship of the goda generally. Their duties embraced

the regulation of all the religious ritea and ceremonies

(both public and private) of a Btate -e. ur . how the gods

should be worshipped, how burials should be conducted,

lmu the .-"ill- of the dead (manes) should be appeased.

To them was intrusted the care of the calendar, the

proclamation of festival days, etc. They also sav thai

every n ligious and every judicial acl took place on the

right day. "As they thus had." say- Hr. Mommsen,
"an especial supervision of all religious observances, it

was i" them in case of need (as on occasion of marriage,

testament, or arrogatio) thai the preliminary question

was addressed, whether the matter proposed did not, in

any respect, offend against divine law." In matters of

religion they were the supreme authorities; from their

decisions there was no appeal, and they themselves were

responsible neither to the senate nor the | pie; fur-

ther, they had power to inflict punishment mi such

priests as dared to disobey their injunctions and devi-

ate into schismatics] courses. The words of Festus are:
• I.Vnmi quae ad sacra el religiones pertinent,yHtfices et

I India -•." The head of the college was called Pontifex

. The pontiffs, according to Roman tradition,

were instituted by N'unta—a mythical person, to whom
the origin of nearly all tin- religious institutions of

Koine is ascribed. Bui as they appear in all the Latin

communities, they are regarded by Mommsen as a

"thoroughly national Italian institution," and probably

found a place in the earliest religious organization of

the Latin race. Their number was originally four, or,

including the poniifex maximus, five, all of whom were

taken from the patricians. In B.C. 300, the Ogulnian

Law raised the number to nine, four of whom were to

be plebeians. The tir-t plebeian, however, who attained

the dignity of poniifex maximus was Tib. Coruncanius,
]!.('. 254. Sulla, in B.I '. 81, again increased the number
to fifteen, and Julius Caesar to sixteen. During the

empire, the functions ofpontifex maximus were generally

discharged by the emperors themselves; and when at

length the emperors dropped the name, it was picked

up by the Christian bishops of Rome; and now this

title, borrowed from a pagan cult, forms one of the sa-

cr< 'I designations of his holiness the pope.

Pontifex (2) is hence also the title in the Roman
Catholic < Ihurch of the archbishop or bishop of a diocese.

The pope himself is styled the sovereign poniifex. or

pontiff (q.v.). i.l. II. W.i

Pontifex Maximus. Before the time of Constan-

lergy were not recognised as holding any dis-

tinct rank in the stale: bul when Christianity was
adopted ,-is the religion of the Roman empire, its min-
isters were considered as occupying the place of those

heathen priests whose superstitions had fallen into dis-

repute. According to Zosimus, Constantine himself, in

the year 325, assumed the title of Poniifex Maximus,
which the heathen emperors before him had appropri-

ated, because it contributed to i sail at once the impe-

rial ami episcopal dignity, and served to justify the in-

<
i tnpi tor in ecclesiastical councils and

in 'lie nominati f bishops. Constantine's successors

followed his example until the days of Gratian, win. was
the last i raperor to whom the title was applied. Some
scholars doubt Zosimus's assertion, notwithstanding the

fact thai the medal- of < Jonstantine and hi- succt ssors,

down to Gratian, and the inscriptions relating to them.

give them the title ol Pontifex Maximus, on the ground
that ii may have been one of those traditional titles

which the power of habil preserved, without any mean-
connected with them. As to the use of the

Bacerdotal garment, Zosimus may nol he quite trust-

worthy in that re-peel. Km even if the emperors had

accepted tie- pontifical robes, brought to them by the

pagan priests al th< ir accession to the throne, it doe- not

follow thai they actually wore them, or even officiated

as •• Pontifices M.-iximi." It has been supposed bj some
authors that the tirst Christian emperors adopted this

pagan title only a- a means of proclaiming themselves

the guardians and protectors of the Christian religion.

At an earlj period ofhis reign Constantine issued edicts

in favor of the Christian clergy, by which they were
put on a footing, with respect to civil rights, with the
heathen priests: these edicts were soon followed by
others, which gave to the clergy - me special and pe-

culiar privileges. See Bingham, Origines Eccles. (In-

dex in voLii); Riddle, Christian A ntiquities, p. 337 ; El-

liott, Romanism, p. 620; Alzog, Kirchengesch. i, -J44,

251.

Pontiff, or High-Priest, a person who has the

superintendence and direction of divine worship, as the

offering of sacrifices, and other religious solemnities.

The Romans had a college ol pontiffs, called by them
" pontifici." See Ponth I \.

Pontiffs, Confraternities of, were in the Uth
century guilds of associated masons for the building of

churches. They appeared first al (hart res. in France,

and spread thence throughout thai country and Eng-
land, Switzerland, and Germany. When their Christian

character died out they became lodges of freemasons.

Pontifical (i. e. belonging to a pontiff or bishop)

is a hook of rite- and ceremonies appertaining to the

office of a high-priest, pope, er prelate: therefore the

name of a hook used by a bishop at consecration

of churches, ete. Thus the Roman Pontifical [Ponti-

fical* Romanum) is the I k giving directions as to

those acts of worship which Roman Catholic bishops

exclusively perform, or at least a priest delegated by
the bishop. Several mediaeval pontificalia are extant,

but they have merely a historical value. The edition

published Feb. 1<». 1596, by pope Clement VIII, has re-

mained up to our day the rule of the Roman Catholic

ceremonial. " Statuenfes," says the pope, "Pontificale

prsedictum nullu unquam in toto vel in parte mutan-
dum. vel ei aliquid addendum, ant omnino detrahendum
esse, ac quoscunque qui pontificalia munia exercere, vel

alia, qua? in dicto Pontificali continent ur. latere ant ex-

eqni debent, ad ea peragenda et praestanda ex hujus

Pontificalis praescripto et ratione teneri, neminemque
ex eis . . . nisi formulis, quae hoc ipso Pontificali con-

tineniiir, servatis satisfacere posse." It maj

by this quotation how stringent the prescriptions of the

Pontifical are. The Pontifical contains the services

for ordinations, for religious professions and receptions

of monks and nuns, consecrations, benedictions, etc., as

well a- of the solemn administration by a bishop of

those sacraments which arc ordinarily administered by

priests. Besides the prayers to be recited, the Pontifi-

cal also lays down the ceren ial to he observed. The
rule- of this ceremonial are of two kinds precej 'ir,

. the

literal observance of which is obligatory; ami directive,

which admit of a certain interpretation. Th<

nies must he performed a- described in the s< \ era] -er-

\ ices without any omission, addition, or modification,

whether in the administration of sacrament- or the p< r-

formance of public worship, in which the bishop exclu-

sively, or a prie-t delegated by the bishop, officiates.

Another of die service-books of bishops is called the

Ceremoniale, bul it is chiefly confined to a description

of the peculiar ceremonial with which bishops are r. -

quired to celebrate solemnly those offices, as of the mass,

vespers, the funeral office, etc., which are common to

them with priests. The most prized editions of both

i In Be sen ice-1 ks are those published by authority of

the liar 1 pope Benedict XIV.
In England the Pontifical is not by authority pub-

lished separately from the Liturgy, so that it is never

called by that name: though the offices of confirmation

and ordination, in fact, compose the English Pontifical.

for tin isecration of churches and church} aid- there

i- no office appointed by Sufficient authority. See Bible

and Missal, p. 217; Coleman, Primitivt Ck. (Index).

See ( nx-i ( ration "l < Ihurches.

Pontificalia, properly the ensigns of a pontiff's or

bishop's office, is a term loost ly used for any ecclesiasti-
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cal vestment or other ornament, wherein either of these

functionaries performs divine service.

Pontificate means the state or dignity of a pontiff,

or high-priest; but is more particularly applied in mod-

ern times to the reign of a pope.

Pontinus, Council of. See Post-yon.

Pontius, a deacon of the African Church, the tried

friend and constant companion of Cyprian, drew up a

narrative of the life and sufferings of the martyred

bishop, which is styled an excellent production (egre-

f/ium volumen) by Jerome. If the piece extant under

the name of Pontius, entitled Be Vita el Passione S.

Cypriani, be genuine, it certainly does not merit such

high commendation, since it is composed in an ambi-

tious declamatory style, full of affectation and rhetor-

ical ornaments. Perhaps the original work may have

formed the basis of what we now possess, which lias

probably been built up into its present form by the labor

of various hands. It will be found attached to all the

most important editions of Cyprian, and is contained

also in the Acta Primorum Martyrum of Kuinart

(Paris, 1690, 4to ; Amsterd. 1713, fol.). The A da Pon-

tii are preserved in the Miscellanea of Baluze (Paris,

1678, 8vo), ii, 124, and in the Acta Sanctorum under

March 8, the day marked as his festival in the Roman
Martyrologies. See Jerome, Be Viris III. p. 68; Schb-

nemann. Bibl. Patrum Lat. vol. i, c. iii, § 6.—Smith,

Diet, of Class. Biog. s. v.

Pontius, Paul, a celebrated Belgian engraver, was

born at Antwerp in 1506, according to some accounts,

according to others in 1603. He was the pupil of Yors-

termann, and is chiefly distinguished for his excellent

prints after Rubens, which he executed under that great

painter's inspection. He engraved also a celebrated set

of portraits after Vandyck, including those of many of

the most distinguished Flemish painters. He appears

to have adapted himself wonderfully to whatever artist

he copied. The date of his death appears not to be

known. The Slaughter of tlie Innocents, after Kubens,

one of his principal works, is dated 1653.

Pontius ( Pilate). See Pilate.

Pontoppidan, Erik Erik?en, also called Pont-

oppidan the Elder, a Norwegian prelate, was born in

1616 at Broby (town-bridge —po?is oppidanus~), in Fiih-

nen, in Denmark, from which he took his Latin name.
He was for many years minister in Kjbge, but after-

wards became bishop of the Trondhjem diocese in Nor-

way. For his many Latin poems he had the honor
of being crowned poet by the old Westhof, who had
himself been crowned poet in Germany. Pontoppidan's

funeral sermons are very famous. But what especially

entitles him to an honorable name in history is his

Bmiish Grammar, which was published in 1668, while

he was still minister at Kjoge. It was the first Danish
grammar ever published. He died in 1678. See Bar-
fod, FortaUinger, p. 542. (R. B. A.)

Pontoppidan, Erik L., son of the nephew of

the foregoing, also called Pontoppidan the Younger, was
born Aug. 24, 1698, in Aarhus, in Denmark, where his

father was dean. He became a student in 1716 at Fre-

dericia, and afterwards at Copenhagen ; after this he was
tutor in the house of general Liitzow, in Norway ; trav-

elled in foreign lands with a son of Iver Ilvitfeldt, and
then became tutor in the family of the last duke of Hol-

stein-Plon. In 1723 he was appointed chaplain of the

palace chapel at Nordborg; in 1734 chaplain of the

palace chapel at Fredericksborg ; and in 1735 he became
court-chaplain in Copenhagen. In 1738 he was elected

professor of theology in the Copenhagen University:

was appointed bishop of Bergen in 1747; received the
degree of doctor of theology in 1749; and in 1755 became
chancellor of the Copenhagen L'niversity. He died
Dec. 20, 1764. As a theologian he was semi-pietistic,

but not at all fanatical. He was cheerful, and disap-
proved the severe pietistic laws that were enforced by
the Danish government in his time. During the reign

of Christian VI he had the courage to write, <; God never

permits the laws of nature to be violated for the sake of

advancing the cause of the Church. When the Church
of Christ consisted exclusively of volunteers, it had liv-

ing members." Some fault has been found with him,

and perhaps justly, in his direction of the affairs of the

university; but at the same time he did much to ad-

vance the cause of science, and he was ever on the alert

to see that the several professors did not neglect any
portion of their duty to the university. As a German,
Danish, and Latin author he exercised a great influence,

especially in theology, history, natural history, and po-

litical economy. Of his numerous works, the following

are the ones most known: An Explanation of Luther's

Catechism (1737), a book that was for a long time the

text-book in Denmark and Norway in the religious ed-

ucation of the. children, and is as such used very widely

yet :

—

Marmora Laniea ( 1739-4 1 . 2 vols, fol.), in which
he copies a number of inscriptions of various ages which
elucidate the history of his country:

—

Gesta et Vestigia

Danorum extra Bantam (1740-41, 3 vols.) :— Annates

Eccleske Banue (1741-52, 4 vols.), in German; a good

history of the Danish Church:— Menoza, an Asiatic

Prince, who Travelled around tl, World in Search of
Christians (1742-43, 3 vols.). This is a philosophical

work, written in Danish, and has been translated into

Dutch, German, and other languages; it has recently

been republished in Denmark by V. Birkeda:

—

The

Power of Tmth hi Conquering Infidelity (1758):—Col-

legium Pastorale Prceticum (1757):— Origines Hafnien-

ses (1760) -.—Banish Atlas (1703-1781, 4 vols.). The
fourth volume wras completed by his brother-in-law,

Hans de Hofman. He also published a Hymn-book, and

wrote several short treatises. His Natural History of

Norway (1752-54) was translated into English and

German. He published Economical Balance in 1759,

and a Magazine ofPolitical Economy, from 1757 to 1764.

See Barfod, Fortcellinger. p. 542 ; Nordisk Concersations-

Lexikon,s.v. (R.B.A.)

Pontormo, Jacopo da (or Jacopo Carrucci), a

distinguished Florentine painter, was born at Pontormo

in 149.!. He was a short time the pupil of Leonardo

da Vinci, and studied under Albertinelli, Pictro di Cosi-

mo, and Andrea del Sarto. He painted for some time

in a similar style to Andrea, and was that painter's

rival ; but he frecmently changed his manner, and three

distinct styles are ascribed to him, the last imitated

from the works of Albert D'urer. Towards the close of

his life he spent eleven years in painting some frescos

of the Belnge and the Last Judgment in the church of

San Lorenzo, in the manner of the imitators of Michael

Angelo, but they have long since been washed over.

He died at Florence in 1558.

Pon'tus (Uorrog, the sea), a large district in the

north of Asia Minor, extending along the coast of the

Pontus Euxinus, from which circumstance the name was
derived. It is mentioned in the New Testament as

furnishing a portion of that audience which listened to

the apostles on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii, 9), as the

birthplace of Aquila_(xviii, 2), and as one of the dis-

tricts through which " the strangers" addressed by Pe-

ter in his first epistle " were scattered abroad" (1 Pet. i,

1). All these passages agree in showing that there

were many Jewish residents in the district. The term

Pontus signified a country of very various extent at dif-

ferent times, and while the boundaries of all the prov-

inces of Asia Minor were continually shifting, none were

more affected by the changes of the times than those

of Pontus. In the earlier period of its history it was

merely a province of Cappadocia, which then extended

from Mount Taurus to the Euxine; and tradition states

that the petty kingdoms of which it was composed were

subdued and consolidated by Ninus. It then fell under

the alternate dominion of the Medes and Persians, the

latter of whom divided it into satrapies; and in the

reign of Darius Hystaspis the country of Pontus was
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bestowed by that prince on Artabazes, .1 member of his

own family, who henceforth assumed the title of king of

Pontus, and was the ancestor of a long line of princes

rescued from oblivion by the genius, the crimes, ami

the vicissitudes <>t Mithridates VII, sometimes called

"the 1 Sreat." The kingdom ofArtabazes was comprised

between 11 and 13 N. lat., and between •';"> ami 42

E. long. ; and was bounded on the north bythe Euxine,

on the south by Armenia Minor, on the < asl by < 'nidi is.

and on the wot by the river Halys. The inhabitants

were a bold, active, and warlike race, and in the r< ign of

Ariobarzanes they shook offthe yoke of Persia, to whose

sovereigns their own had from the time of Artabazes

been tributary, and established the complete indepen-

dence ol their country, from this period the kingdom
ni' Pontus prospered. Its monarchs gradually added to

their d tnions the whole ofCappadocia and Paphla-

gonia and a large pari of Bithynia, thus dividing Asia

Minor with the Attalian dynasty, which ruled .-it Per-

gamos. Mithridates \'I formed an alliance with the

Romans, senl a fleel to aid them in their wars against

Carthage, and when, on the death of Attains, who left

his kingdom of Pergamos to the R an people, Ariston-

ieus contested the legacy, and attempted to make him-

self king of Pergamos, Mithridates espoused the cause

of Komi', and aided in driving the usurper out of Asia.

The policy of this able prince was reversed by his .son

and successor. .Mithridates VII ascended the throne at

the age of eleven years, and early began a career of en-

mity towards the Romans, the ultimate result of which

was the entire subjugation of the country over which

lie ruled, and its reduction to the condition of a Human
province. Mithridates did. however, succeed so far

as to make himself master of all Lesser Asia and of

many of the adjacent islands. At Cos he plundered the

.lews of a large sum of money, lie annexed Athens it-

self to his kingdom, while his son Ariarathes overcame

Macedonia and Thrace. At this period of his reign he

was the master of twenty-five nations; and so great

were bis accomplishments as a linguist, that he is said

to have been aide to converse with the natives of all

without the aid ol an interpreter. He determined ut-

terly to root out the Roman dominion from Asia, and in

order to compromise the inhabitants of the country be-

v 1 the possibility of return, he issue. 1 orders that on

a certain day throughout his dominions every Roman
should he put to death, not excepting <v 'it women and

children. This atrocious decree, which has covered the

name of Mithridates with infamy, was carried out. and

the number of persons who perished in the massacre i-

variously estimated at from eighty to one hundred and

sixty thousand. from this lime his real power began

to decline; ami after a romantic series of vicissitudes

he was kilkd at his own request in the Beventy-first

year ol hi- age, B.I !.64. After the death of Mithridates.

hi- -on Pharnaces submitted to the Romans, lie was

made king of Bosphorus, and proclaimed the ally of

Rome; but after the return of Pompey he regained his

hereditary kingdom, and ventured to oppose the Ro-

mans with as much obstinacy as his father, hut with

]e-s success. Julius Ctesar inarched against him -.ml

reduced the country to the condition of a province.

Man- Antony restored Darius, the son of Pharnaces;

and a Bhorl line of princes, none of whom require any

DOtice in this place, governed the country till the time

'lie- last of these, Polemo If was the lather

of that Berenice who married Herod Agrippa If before

« 1

1

Paul pleaded his cause with so much eloquence.

Prom this time Pontus ceased to he an independent

state, constituting a province or dependency of the Ro-

man empire, tin the east ii was bounded by Colchis,

on the south by Cappadocia ami part of Armenia, and

on the wesi by Paphlagonia ami Galatia. Ptolemy

{Geog. v, 5) and Pliny {Hist. Nat. \ i. 1
1 regard Pontus

and Cappadocia as province; hut Straho (Geog. \ii.

641) rightly distinguishes them, seeing that each formed

a distinct government w ith its own ruler or prince. Ptol-

emy divides what may he called the true Pontus into

three districts- Pontus Galaticus, Pontus Cappadocius,
and Pontus I'olcmoniacus. This last was imagined to

he the country of the Amazons.
The climate of Pontus i- hot in summer, but severe

in winter, especially along the shores of the Euxine.
The soil is fertile, hut less bo thin in the more southern
parts of Asia Minor; yet it abounds with olives and
cherry-trees, and the vail- nsiderable quan-

rain. I best advantages it owi - to its being
watered by many small rivers, while tin- great river

Halys Hows far into the interior. The inhabitants

were a hardy and industrious race: deriving their ori-

gin, according to tradition, from Tubal Cain. They
were industrious as well a- warlike, and addicted to

commerce, .and the inhabitants of Pontus Cappadocius

were celebrated for their skill in the manufacture of

arms, ami fur working in metal in general. They had
many com enienl harbors on the Euxine, ami abundance
of line timber for Bhip-building, .ami of these the] - em
very early to have taken lull advantage. They retained

more ol' the Eastern elements in their language and n -

ligion than the inhabitants ofLydia and Pergamos, who
w ere brought more entirely under the influence ofGreek
art. literature, and philosophy. The) spoke a dialect of

the Persian, largely corrupted with Greek; and their re-

ligion seems to have been a compound of Greek, Scyth-

ian, and Persian. Demeter, Zeus, and Poseidon were

their chief deities: hut tins emus to u- on Greek au-

thority; ami they sacrificed to the last-named deity

while horse.-, by harnessing them four abreast to char-

iots, and driving them into the sea, where they were

drowned. The principal towns of Pontus were Ama-ia.

the ancient metropolis, and the birthplace of Straho,

Themiscyra, Cerasus, and Trapezus; which last is -till

an important town under the name of Trebizond. See

Cellarius, Notit. ii. 287 : Mannert, vi, 350; RosenmUller,

BibL (•>";/. iii. 5 9 : Encyclop. Methodigue, sect. Geog.

\ncienne, -. v. Pontes; Smith. Diet. •/ Gr. ami Rom.

Geog. s. v. Pontus; Conybeare and How -on. Lift </»</

Epistles i X. V. ed.'. i. '-'17. See Asia Minor.

Fontyon, Council of {Concilium Ponligoneme),

was held iii .lime and .Inly. 876, by the Cisalpine bish-

ops, the emperor Charles and the Roman legates bt ing

present. The pretensions of Ansegisiis. metropolitan of

Sens, w hoi ii pope .Inh n VIII, at the request of the em-
peror, had nominated primate vicar apostolic in Gaul
and Germany (in violation of the canons and of the

rights of tin' metropolitans), were brought before the

council, and so resolutely opposed by the bishops that

the affair, for the time, came to nothing; i. e. the pon-

titical rescript in favor of Ansegisus remained practically

null and void. The archbishop of Sens, it i- true, from

thai lime forward assumed the title of "Primate of

( iaul and ( lermany," hut it was a lucre nominal distinc-

tion, unattended by jurisdiction or authority. The acts

of the Synod of Pavia, in the beginning of the year,

were confirmed by tin- Council of Pontyon. fifty-two

bishops ami archbishops subscribed the acts. t..^. tin r

with live abbots. See Labbe, ConciL i\. 280; Hefele,

Conciliengesch. vol. i. iv. and v : Sirmond, <"„<;/. Antiq,

GalLvoL iii; Jervis, Hist. <>/'//< Church of I
, i,

38 Bq.

Pool is the rendering in the A. A', of the following

Ilch. ami Creek word-:

l. Usually i"i"2. bereiah (Sept Koqvn or coXv/t-

i
~"^. berakdh (Psa. l\\\i\. G, see Id ra-

(li Mil. from ~~^. " to fall on the knee-" (see dud--. \ ii.

6,6). This word i- akin to the Arabic I'irbli. ami its

Spanish form Alrberca. In the Old Te8t.il stand- for

the larger reservoirs of rain or spring water: while

b6r, " cistern," is used for the smaller domestic tanks,

of which e\ .ry house had one or more. Some arc -up-

plied by springs, and some are merely receptacle- for

rain-water (Burckhardt, Syria, p. B14). It is thus ap-
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plied to the large public reservoirs, corresponding to

the tanks of India, belonging to the towns of Gibeon

(2 Sam. ii, 13), Hebron (iv, 12), Samaria ( 1 Kings xxii.

38), and Jerusalem; ''the upper pool," 2 Kings xviii,

17 ; Isa. vii, 3 ; xxxiv, 2 (now the " Birket el-Mamilla")

:

" the lower pool," Isa. xxii, 9, 11 (" Birket es-Sultan") ;

" Hezekiah's pool," 2 Kings xx, 20 (" Birket el-Ham-

mam"); "the king's pool," Net), ii, 14 ("the fountain

of the Virgin") ; " the pool of Siloah," Neh. iii, 15 (" Bir-

ket Silwan"); and "the old pool." Isa. xxii, 11. We
read also (Eccl. ii, 6) of the "pools" or cisterns made by

Solomon to irrigate his gardens. The importance of

these reservoirs in a country possessing scarcely more

than one perennial stream, and where wells are few

and inconsiderable, can hardly be estimated by those

accustomed to an unfailing abundance of the precious

fluid. In Jer. xiv, 3 we have a powerful description

of the disappointment caused by the failure of the wa-

ter in the cisterns (n^5 ; A. V. " pits;" comp. Isa. xlii

15; Jer. ii, 13). In modern Palestine they are often

very filthy, although in constant use (Thomson, Land

and. Boole, h 316). See Water.

2. Again, DSX (Isa. xiv, 23; xxxv, 7; xli, 18; xlii,

15) ; elsewhere " pond" (q. v.).

3. Mikveh, StJpB (Exod. vii, 19), a gathering together

(i. e. of water), as rendered Gen. i, 10.

4. In the New Test. /co\uju/3»/3-p«, only in John v, 2

;

ix, 7.

The following are the principal reservoirs mentioned

in the Bible

:

a. A pool of Hezehiah , 2 Kings xx, 20 (comp. Sirach.

xlviii, 17 [19]). It was a basin which that king had

opened in the city, and fed by a watercourse (TlbvV),

" conduit"). In 2 Chron. xxxii, 30 it is said more def-

initely that Hezekiah conducted the water from the

upper pool of Gihon in the west of the city. This pool

of Hezekiah, called by the Arabs Birket el-Hauimam. is

pointed out by tradition in the north-western part of

the modern city, not far east of the Jaffa gate (Robin-

son, ii, 134 sq.). And there is no doubt that this is the

true location, since the waters of the upper pool of Gi-

hon (Birket el-Mamilla) How through small, roughly

built aqueducts in the vicinity of the Jaffa gate, and

thus reach the Birket el-Hammfim (Robinson, i, 396).

See Hezekiah's Pool.

b. The tipper pool (TlSi^S i"1?^) and the lower

pool (l-13'innri ilZ'iS), the former lying near the full-

er's field, and on the road to it, outside of the city (Isa.

vii, 3; xxxvi, 2; 2 Kings xviii, 17), and connecting

with a watercourse. The lower pool is named in Isa.

xxii. 9. There still remain in the west of the city two

water -basins, an upper and a lower; the one called

Birket el-Mamilla, at the head of the valley of Gihon,

and the other Birket es-Sultan, somewhat farther down

the valley southward, almost in a line with the south

wall of the city (Robinson, ii, 129 sq.). They are gen-

erally known as the upper and the lower pool of Gihon.

It supports the identification of these with " the upper

and lower pools" that there are no other similar or

corresponding reservoirs in the neighborhood; and the

western position of the upper pool suits well the cir-

cumstances mentioned in Scripture (see Isa. xxxvi. 2;

2 Kings xviii, 17 ; comp. Knobel, Isa. p. 153, 257).

It may be added that a trustworthy tradition places

the fuller's field westward of the city (Robinson, ut

sup. p. 128). See Gihon.

c. The old pool (tl3ia^ FlS'lSl), not far from the

double wall (O^nah, " tu-o walls"), Isa. xxii, 11. This

double wall was near the royal garden (2 Kings xxv,

4 ; Jer. xxxix, 4), which must be sought in the south-

east of the city, near the fountain of Siloam (Neh. iii,

15). Near the mouth of the Tyropceon there are still

two reservoirs or cisterns (Robinson, i, 384; ii, 146),

a smaller one hollowed out in the rock, and the other,

a little larger, lying a short distance to the south of the

former, and receiving its water. The water flows from

an opening in the rock a few feet north of the lesser

basin ; i. e. from the fountain of Siloam. The larger

of these basins is doubtless the pool of Siloam, and

the smaller is possibly the " old pool,'" and the same

with the artificial pool named in Neh. iii, 16 as in this

vicinity (Robinson, ii, 146 ; comp. Thenius, in Illgen's

Zeitschr. 1844, i, 22 sq.). Perhaps, however, we may
rather understand the passage in Isaiah as referring to

Pool of Hezekiah.
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a mere damming up of the Tyropoeon itself between the

two parallel parts of the old wall lining the sides of the

valley, for the purpose of containing (temporarily dur-

ing the siege
I
the waters of the then "old" |

i. e. super-

seded) pool of Gihon outside the city, thus diverted

into a n< w channel. Si e Ji m salem.

d. The king's pool (Tj!?fifi ~ =". Neh.ii,14) isprob-

ahly i" be found in the fountain of the Virgin .Mary,

on the easl side ofOphel i
Robinson, ii. 102, 1 19), and is

perhaps the same with the pool of Solon {KoXvfi-

(3t)Spa EoXofi&voe) mentioned by Josephus as on this

side of the city | War, v, 1. 2; comp. Thenius, op. cit.

p. 25). With less probability Schultz {Jems, p.58) takes

the pool which lies south of Siloam, and which is now
half clinked with earth, for the king's pool. Sec Jeru-
salem.

In Josephus, besides the foregoing, we find the spar-

row's pool {to 2rpov$iov, which maj have a differenl

meaning: see Beekman, Erfmd. i\. 19), opposite the

Castle of Antonia, in the north of the city
| War, v. 11.

4), now Birkel 1-rail. or perhaps Birkel el-Hejjah; the

pool of almonds (dpvySaXov), on the easl Bide, at

some distance from the city {War, ul sup.); the pool

ofst //" nfs tKaXr/ijiii'-pa twv uipftor). mar I [erod's mon-

ument (Joseph. War, \. 3, 2), between Scopus (a hill

seven stadia, or a mile, from the city, Joseph. War, ii.

L9, l i and the city, and hence to the north, perhaps

near the road to Shechem i Robinson, i. 400; ii. 43, 189

sq.). This must, then, be differenl from the dragon well

{serpent well) in Neh. ii. 13, which lay between the

dung-gate in the south-west and the valley (comp.

Thenius, op.cit. p. 17). There is no trace ofil now to be

found, lor Birket eUJMamiUa is to be identified with the

upper | 1. as above (Schultz, p. 67). See Ji ri - mi u.

For the |
Is of Gibeon, Hebron. Samaria. Solomon.

Bethesda, and Siloam. see those words respectively.

See also Foi STAIN.

Poole, Matthew, an eminent English Nonconform-

ist minister, was born in York in 1624. He received

his < ducation and took bis degree al Emmanuel ( !ollege,

Cambridge. Having attached himself to the Presby-

terians, he entered the ministry, and about the year

1648 became rector of St Michael le Querne. in London.

In 1657, when Richard Cromwell succeeded his father

in the chancellorship at Oxford, Mr. Poole was incor-

porated master of arts in thai university. He soon be-

came famous and of influence anion- his brethren, es-

pecially after 1658, when he published .1 Modelfor tin

Maintaining of Students of Chow Abilities at the Unir

versify, and principally in order to tfa Ministry, which

was accompanied with a recommendation from the uni-

versity, signed by several Cambridge professors and sa-

vans, among whom were Cudworth, Witchcot, Worth-
ington, Dillingham, etc. In 1660, after the restoration

of Charles II. he published a sermon upon John iv, 23,

24, preached before the mayor of London, against re-

establishing the Liturgy of the < Iburch of England ; and

refusing to c ply with the Act of Uniformity, in 1662,

he was ejected from his rectory. He published on this

occasion Vox clamantis in Deserto, but submitted to

the law with a commendable resignation, and retired

to his studies at his paternal estate, resolving to em-
ploy his pen in the service of religion iii general, re-

if the particular disputes among Protestants.

He now devoted himself to a laborious and useful work
entitled Synopsis Criticorum Biblicum, which v;i- pub-

lished in 1669 and the foil, .wine, years. The design

was nothing less t ban to bring into one \ iew whatever
had bet n written by critics of all ages and nations on

the books of Holy Scripture. The work when finally

brougl I was probab any of the kind

can lie. and few will deny that it i> a verj valuable and
useful abridgment; but synopses and abridgments are

rather foi the multitude than for scholars, w ho are rare-

ly satisfied with the opinions of an) author which are

thus presented to them at second-hand, without the

fulness of illustration which the author himself had
given; yet being written in Latiu.it i> manifest that

the compiler contemplated a work adapted to the ne-
cessities and tastes ol Biblical scholars. lis chief use is

as a convenient body of exegetical criticism for Biblical

students who are placed in situations which cut them
offfrom convenient access to large libraries, and for them
it has been rendered to a greal extent obsolete by the
important results of recent research. But in its day it

was a great work. In the midst of this employment he
testified his zeal against popery in a number of works,

the principal one of which is entitled Thi Nullity of the

Romish Faith concerning the Church's Infallibility (1666,

8vo). Winn i lates's depositions concerning the Popish

plot were printed in 1679, Poole found his name in the
list ofthose thai were to be cut off; and an incident he-

fell him s i after which gave him the greatest appre-

hensions of bis danger. Having passed an evening at

the bouse of his friend, alderman AshurSt, he took One
Mr. Chorley to bear him company home. When they
came to th< narrow passage which leads from Clerken-
well to St. John's < oiiii. tie re were two men standing

at the entrance: one of whom, as Poole came along, cried

out to the oiler. •• Here lie i- !" upon which the other re-

plied. •• Let bill) alone, for there is somebody with him."
As soon as they had passed, Poole asked his friend if he

heard what those men said: and upon his answering
that he had. "Well." replied Poole, "

I bad been mur-
dered to-night, if you had not been with me." It is

said that, before this incident, he gave not the least

credit to what was said in Oates's deposition; but he
soon thought proper to retire to Holland, win re hi'

died, in October, 1679, not without a suspicion of being
poisoned, as Calamy relates. He published several

small pieces, besides what has been mentioned; and he
also wrote a volume of English Annotations upon the

Holy Scriptures; but was prevented by death from go-

ing farther than the 58th chapter of Isaiah. That
work was completed by others, and published i

H'ss , j n

two vols. foi. Poole is spoken of as profound in learn-

ing, strict in piety, and universal in his charity. He
was more especially distinguished as a commentator.
Mr. ( lecil observes, "

' Jommentators are excelli nl w here

there are but few difficulties; bul they leave the harder
knots still untied; bul after all, if we must have com-
mentators, as we certainly must, Poole is incomparable,

and I had almost said, abundant of himself." Wood
observes that "he left behind him the character of a
very celebrated critic and casuist;" and Calamy tells

us that ••be was very facetious in conversation, very
true to bis friend, very strict in bis piety,and universal

in his charity." See Allibone, Dict.ofBrit, and Amer.
Auth. s. v.; Middleton, Evangel. Biogr. vol. iii: Gen.

Biogr. Diet. s. v.

Poor. This word, in the Scriptures, often denotes

n<. i so much a man destitute of the good things of this

world, as a man sensible of his spiritual wants. In ibis

sense the greatest and richest men of the world are on

a level with the poorest in the eyes ofGod. [n the fol-

lowing treatment of the subject we make considerable

us,. ,,| tin- art. in Smith's Did. of thi I
"

I. Hebrew and Greek terms so rendered in the \.V.

These are: 1. """-X. ebySn (Sept jrrwx<5fi v*ulg. /hui-

'"•. dal (7rii>nc; pauper); 3. ~^-~. chelekdh

i-r..>V'r: pauper); I. ""C". misken {irtvnc
;
pauper),

a word of later usage; 6. f13S, inn'ih. Chald. i Han. iv,

27 ' i
- vnc; paupi •

i ; from same root as. 6. '"J. ant,

lie' word most usually "poor" in A. V. (71

7rn.*\o(', irkvnc; indigens, pauper. Also Zech. ix, '.),

and [sa. \\\i. »'•. wpavc; pauper); 7. CJ1, rdsh, part

ol 'l
- '" r.i-Hi'iu;: pauper). In 2 Sam. \ii. I, IZJStl;

irtvnc, -r„'\ •;. 8. Poverty; """*;. machsdr, hick

itroui: egestas). In the N. T., ima\6c, /""'/"/•.ami

irtvnc; egenus, once onlj (2 Cor. i.\. 9). " Poor" is also
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used in the sense of "afflicted," "humble," etc., e. g.

Matt, v, 3.

II. Jacish Enactments.—The, general kindly spirit of

the law towards the poor is sufficiently shown by such

passages as Dent, xv, 7, for the reason that (ver. 11)

" the poor shall never cease out of the land ;" and a re-

markable agreement with some of its directions is

expressed in Job xx, 19; xxiv, 3 sq., where among
acts of oppression are particularly mentioned "taking

(away) a pledge," and withholding the sheaf from the

poor "(vers. 9, 10; xxix, 12, 16; xxxi, 17), "eating

with" the poor (comp. Deut. xxvi, 12, etc.). See also

such passages as Ezek. xviii, 12, 16, 17; xxii, 29; Jer.

v, 28 ; xxii, 13, 16 ; Isa. x, 2 ; Amos ii, 7 ; Zech. vii, 10,

and Ecclus. iv, 1, 4; vii, 32 ; Tobit xii. 8, 9. See Alms.

Among the special enactments in their favor the fol-

lowing must be mentioned:

1. The right of gleaning. The " corners" of the Held

were not to be reaped, nor all the grapes of the vine-

yard to be gathered, the olive-trees not to be beaten a

second time, but the stranger, fatherless, and widow to

be allowed to gather what was left. So, too, if a sheaf

forgotten was left in the field, the owner was not to re-

turn for it, but leave it for them (Lev. xix, 9, 10 ; Deut,

xxiv, 19, 21). Of the practice in such cases in the times

of the Judges the story of Ruth is a striking illustra-

tion (Ruth ii, 2, etc.). See Corner; Gleaning.
2. From the produce of the land in sabbatical years

the poor and the stranger were to have their portion

(Exod, xxiii, 11; Lev. xxv, 6).

3. Re-entry upon land in the jubilee year, with the

limitation as to town homes (Lev. xxv, 25-30). See

Jubilee.

4. Prohibition of usury, and of retention of pledges, i. e.

loans without interest enjoined (Lev. xxv, 35, 37 ; Exod.
xxii, 25-27 ; Deut, xv, 7, 8 ; xxiv, 10-13). See Loan.

5. Permanent bondage forbidden, and manumission
of Hebrew bondsmen or bondswomen enjoined in the

sabbatical and jubilee years, even when bound to a for-

eigner, and redemption of such previous to those years

(Deut. xv, 12-15 ; Lev. xxv, 39-42, 47-54). See Slav-
ery.

6. Portions from the tithes to be shared by the poor

after the Levites (Deut. xiv, 28; xxvi, 12,"l3). See
Tithes.

7. The poor to partake in entertainments at the feasts

of Weeks and Tabernacles (Deut. xvi, 11, 14; see Neh.
viii, 10).

8. Daily payment of wages (Lev. xix, 13).

On the other hand, while equal justice was com-
manded to be done to the poor man, he was not allowed

to take advantage of his position to obstruct the admin-
istration of justice (Exod. xxiii, 3; Lev. xix, 15).

On the law of gleaning the Rabbinical writers founded

a variety of definitions and refinements, which, notwith-

standing their minute and frivolous character, were on

the whole strongly in favor of the poor. They are col-

lected in the treatise of Maimonides's Miihnoih Ainim,

translated by Prideaux (Ugolino, viii, 721), and speci-

mens of their character will appear in the following

titles: There are, he says, thirteen precepts, seven af-

firmative and six negative, gathered from Lev. xix,

xxiii; Deut. xiv, xv, xxiv. On these the following

questions are raised and answered : What is a " corner,"

a " handful?" What is to "forget" a sheaf? What is

a "stranger?" What is to be done when a field or a

single tree belongs to two persons; and further, when
one of them is a Gentile, or when it is divided by a road

or by water; when insects or enemies destroy the crop?
How much grain must a man give by way of alms?
Among prohibitions is one forbidding any proprietor to

frighten away the poor by a savage beast. An Israelite

is forbidden to take alms openly from a Gentile. Un-
willing almsgiving is condemned, on the principle ex-
pressed in Job xxx, 25. Those who gave less than their

due proportion were to be punished. Mendicants are di-

vided into two classes, settled poor and vagrants. The
VIII.—C c

former were to be relieved by the authorized collectors,

but all are enjoined to maintain themselves if possible.

Lastly, the claim of the poor to the portions prescribed

is laid down as a positive right.

Principles similar to those laid down by Moses are

inculcated in the N. T., as Luke iii, 11; xiv, 13; Acts

vi, 1 : Gal. ii, 10 ; Jas. ii, 15. In later times mendican-

cy, which does not appear to have been contemplated

by Moses, became frequent. Instances actual or hypo-
thetical may be seen in the following passages: Mark,
x, 46; Luke xvi, 20, 21; xviii, 35; John ix, 8; Acts

iii, 2. See Beggar.
But notwithstanding this, the prophets often com-

plain of the prevalent hardheartedness towards the

poor, and especially of judicial oppression practiced

upon them (Isa. x, 2; Amos ii, 7; Jer. v, 28; Ezek.

xxii, 29 ; Zech. vii, 10). Among the later Jews kind-

ness to the poor was regarded as a prominent virtue

(Job xxix, 16; xxx, 25; xxxi, 19 sq. ; Tobit ii, 15; iv,

11; xii, 9; Luke xix, 8), and pharisaic self-righteous-

ness often took this form (comp. Matt, vi, 2; Otho, Lex.

Rubb. p. 512). See Alms. Beggars, in the proper sense,

are unknown in the Mosaic economy (Deut. xv, 4:

comp. Miehaelis. Mos. Reeht, ii, 456 sq.), yet such extrem-

ity of want is threatened in Psa. cix, 10 as a punish-

ment from God. In the New Testament, however, they

are mentioned, as Mark x, 46 ; Luke xviii, 35 ; John ix,

8 ; Acts iii, 2, but only in the case of infirm persons.

On the whole subject, besides the treatise above

named, see Mishna, Peak, i, 2-5; ii, 7; Pesach. iv, 8;

Selden, De Jure Natur. vi, 6, p. 735, etc.; Saalschiitz.

Arc/idol. d. Ileb. ii, 256; Miehaelis, vol. ii, § 142, p.

248; Otho, Lex. Rubb. p. 308. See Poverty."

POOR, Christian Care of the. In the early

Church great regard was had for those in want. As
duly as the Lord's day returned, and as soon as they

had brought their sacred duties to a close, the lists of

orphans, widows, aged, and poor were produced for con-

sideration, and forthwith a donation was ordered out of

the funds of the Church. No heart-stirring appeal was
necessary to touch the sympathies of the people of God,

and no cold calculations of prudence regulated the dis-

tribution of alms: wherever there was an object of mis-

ery, or a proved necessity, there the treasures of the

Church were expended. When the poor in any place

were numerous, and the brethren in that place were un-

able to afford them adequate support, application was
made to some richer Church in the neighborhood; and

never was it known that the application was fruitlessly

received. After the more complete organization of the

Church, the poor had one fourth part in the distribu-

tion of the revenues, the other three parts going re-

spectively to the bishop, the clergy, and the mainte-

nance of the edifice. In Antioch, in the time of Chry-
sostom, three thousand poor people were thus provided

lor, and half that number were similarly supported at

Rome in the days of Cornelius. In times of famine the

plate of the church was sometimes melted down to sup-

port the poor. How pointedly Ambrose replies to the

charge of sacrilege brought against him on this account

by the Arians :
" Is it not better that the bishop should

melt the plate to sustain the poor, when other suste-

nance cannot be had, than that some sacrilegious enemy
should carry it off by spoil and plunder? Will not our

Lord expostulate with us on this account? 'Why did

you suffer so many helpless persons to die with famine

when you had gold to provide them sustenance? Why
were so many captives carried away and sold without

redemption ? Why were so many suffered to be slain

by the enemy? It had been better to have preserved

the vessels of living men than lifeless metals.' What
answer can be returned to this? For what shall a man
say? I was afraid lest the temple of God should want

its ornaments. But Christ will answer, ' My sacra-

ments, which are not bought with gold, do not require

gold, nor please me the more for being ministered in

gold ; the ornament of my sacraments is the redemption
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of captives; and those arc truly precious vessels wliich

redeem souls from death.' " The very poor were often

placed in the portico ofthe church to ask alms. Severe

censure was also directed against those who permitted

the poor to starve, or defrauded the Church of those

due- which were Bel apart to maintain them. Many
instances arc recorded where churches in the early ages

medical care, and a small allowance in money to provide

for their food and other wants. Children are either

provided for in the homes of tin ir parents, put into asy-

lums, or boarded with people of probity, who receive a

monthly payment, as in Scotland. The welfare of the*
children is superintended by the cures, the mayors, and

the sanitarv officers ofthe commune. Foundlings, lu-

of Christianity, after providing for their own poor, gave natics, the blind, the deaf-and-dumb, are provided for by

hboring and foreign churches in distant parts, the Btate. Vagrancy is punished, and parents permit-

On intelligence of any pressing necessity, ministers and ting children under fourteen to beg are liable to three

people would hasten with their treasures to the relief months' imprisonment Able-bodied vagrants are sent

,,t thus,- whom they had never seen, but with whom to houses of correction, and kept to work. Pawnbrok-
ing is a charitable institution in Austria, under govern-

ment control; and many pawnbroking establishments

rest On endowments, and lend without interest. 1 lie

trade ig forbidden to private persons.
•• In France, the relief of the poor is not compulsory.

in so far as its distributors may. after making inquiry.

they were united by the strong ties ofthe same faith

and hope. Thus when a multitude of Christian men
and women in Xumidia had been taken captive by a

horde of neighboring barbarians, and when t he churches

to which they belonged were unable to raise the Bum

demanded for their ransom, they sent deputies to the

Church in the metropolis of North Africa, and no Booner refuse relief, except in the case of foundlings and luna

had < 'yprian. who was at the head of it, heard the state

men I of distress than he commenced a collection in he-

half of the unfortunate Blaves, and never relaxed his

exertions till he had obtained a sum equivalent to about

£1000, which be forwarded to the Numidian churches,

together with a letter full of Christian sympathy and

tenderness.
•• In the Roman Catholic states of Europe at the pres-

ent day. the Church still remains, to a great extent, the

public almoner. In Koine, a Commission of Aids has

tics. The minister ofthe interior has a general super-

intendence of the machinery of relii f. as well as the im-

mediate administration of many large hospitals and

refuges. He also assists a great number of private

charities. The other ministers of state give assistance

on the occurrence of great calamities. The depart-

mental funds are called upon for the compulsory relief,

but the commune is the main source of public assistance.

Its duty is to see that no real suffering remains unre-

lieved, and that the nature of the relief is such as can

the general direction and administration ofthe principal most easily be discontinued when the necessity C( ases.

pubiic charities. It is composed of a cardinal-president The commune encourages and stimulates voluntary

and fifteen members, among whom is the pope's chap- charities, and receives gifts for the benefit ofthe ] r's

lain. The city is divided into twelve districts, over funds. Except in Paris, the administration of the hos-

each of which a member ofthe central council presides, pitals, and ofthe relief given at the homes of the poor,

Each parish is represented by its cure and two depu- are under different management, the communes only

interfering to supplement the funds ,,f the hospitals,

when these are insufficient. The mayor is president

ties—a layman and a ilmnr <!> charite, named for three

year- and has a secretary and a steward or treasurer,

who an- paid. The alms are given in money, tools, and

clothes. Requests for assistance are addressed to the

parochial body, from which they are sent to the district,

and thence to the central council. The more urgent

Cases are referred to the cardinal-president, or the cure

oi i
he parish. Three brotherhoods search out cases <>i

hidden poverty: and not only do all the religious asso-

ciation- nveiits. and monasteries distribute relief, but

there is hardly a noble or wealthy house which does uol

take a regular part in the assistance of the poor.

'•In Spain, the state supports several asylums for

lunatics, the blind, and the deaf-and-dumb. It also

distributes a large sum annually among the provinces

for the relief of the poor—each province being bound

to raise double the amount received from the state.

The state also steps in for the relief of great calamities,

and devotes a certain sum annually for the assistance of

unfortunate Spaniards abroad. A general directory of

tie- charitable ami sanitary sen ices superintends the

parochial bodies charged with the distribution of assist-

ance to the poor.

"In Austria, each commune is charged with the re-

lief of its poor. All who have legal domicile, or. being

unable to prove their domicile, are resident in the com-

mune, are entitled to relief out of the general assess-

both ofthe administration ofthe hospitals and of the

body for giving out-door relief (the bureau d< bienfai-

sance). During industrial calamities the poor are some-

times employed in workshops supported by the public,

and in public works. In Paris, since 1849, there has

been a responsible director set over all the charities of

the city. He manages the out-door relief through the

medium ofthe committees of assistance, formerly called

bureaux d< bienfaisance, in i ach arrondissement. lie is

under the inspection of a council, composed as follows:

the prefect of the Seine (president), the prefect of po-

lice, two members of the .Municipal Council, two maires

or deputy-maires, two members of the committees of

assistance, one councillor of state or a master ol ic-

ipiests, one physician and one surgeon practicing at the

hospitals, one professor of medicine, one number of the

Chamber of Commerce, one member ofthe Council of

Prud'hommes. ami five members taken from other classi s

than those above mentioned. Begging is forbidden,

and punished, wherever there are establishments for the

relief of the poor" (I ihambers),

The poor-law of England, and recently of Scotland,

too, i- a civil enactment. Formerly, in Scotland, many
shifts were tried. Beggary was often resorted to, and
a- often condemned bv statute. In Scotland, at the

it. There is no special rate, and the administration end of the 17th century, Fletcher says, there were

is strictly municipal. In many provinces private char-

ity is associated with public assistance, administered by
the cure, a tew chosen inhabitants, who are called 'Fa-

thers of the Poor,' and an officer accountable to the

• •on me. This s\ Btem is called the • Poor's institutes
;'

and their funds are principally derived from private

sources; i,ni they receive a third part ofthe property

of ecclesiastics who die intestate, and certain tines, etc.

Applicants are subjected to minute inquiry as to the

cause of poverty, and a weekly allowance is made on a

scale according to age and necessity. The infirm poor,

who have no relatives to reside with, are taken into

hospitals established in almost every commune, where
they receive, besides lodging, lire and light, clothing.

20 beggars more on account of national distress

at that time than at other times— but never less, be

affirms, than 100,000. Various severe acts had been
passed from time to time, and cruel punishments threat-

ened Such as BCOurging and branding with a hot iron.

The famous act of 1579, in enumerating the various

classes of beggars condemned, has the following: -All

minstrelles, sangsters, and tale-tellers, not avowed in

Bpecial Bervice, by Borne of the lords of Parliament or

great burrowes, or by the head burrowes and cities, tor

their commoun minstrelles; .-ill comra i lal n rs, be-

ing persones abill in bodie, living idle, and tiding la-

bour: all i nterfaicters of licences to beg, or using the

same, knowing them to be counti rfaicted : all vaga-
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bound schollers of the universities of Saint Andrewes,

Glasgow, and Abirdene, not licensed by the rector and

deane of facultie of the universitie to ask almes; all

schipmen and mariners, alledging themselves to be

schipbroken, without they have sufficient testimonials."

The fines levied for ecclesiastical offences were often

given to the poor, as may be seen in the notes to prin-

cipal Lee's second volume of Church History. In Kilo,

1644, and 1645, the general session of Edinburgh gives

the following to the poor

:

" 1643.

Feb. 10.—Penalties and sifts for the use of the poor:

Given by Dr. Pont as ;i voluntary gift 100 merits.

Penalty for Neill Turner and his partie. . . 10 merits.

Feb. 15.—Given in by Geo. Stuart, advocat, for

not coming to the ile 20 merits.

Given by Col. Hume's lady for private mar-
riage with young Craig'ie 20 merks.

Given by Sir John Smyth as a yearlie vol-

untary gift 100 merks.
Given by Mr. Robt. Smyth for private

marriage 20 merks.
"1644.

The six sessions ordain the ordiuarpoor enrolled to

be threatened if they learn not the grounds of re-

ligion, and to be deprived of their weeklie pensione

if they can nut answer to the Cathechise.

May 9 By' Mr. Luis Stuart and Isbell

Geddes, for fornication 21 lib. 6s. Sd.

By Robert Martin, for his private mar-
riage 20 merks.

" 1645.

March 13—Given for Wm, Salmon d, relapse
in fornication 531. Cs. Sd."

See Pauperism.
In the United States, the poor who are members of

any ecclesiastical organization are usually provided for

by that body. Besides, the churches voluntarily as-

sume very frequently the care of non-believers. In the

Protestant Episcopal and in the Methodist Episcopal

churches collections for the poor are taken on commun-
ion Sundays. Many churches make it the practice to

take the poor collection every first Sabbath in the

month.

Poor, Daniel, D.D., a Congregational minister and

missionary to India, was born June 27, 1789, in Danvers,

Mass. He graduated at Dartmouth College in 1812;

was ordained June 21, 1815, with the intention of be-

coming a missionary, and sailed Oct. 23 for Ceylon,

which he reached March 22, 1816. He commenced to

labor at Tillipally, Jaffna, and remained until July,

1823, when he went to Batticotta, to superintend the

missionary seminary. In 1836 he went to Madras, on

the mainland, and returned to Ceylon in 1841. He
came home in 1848, and spent about two years in the

service of the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, visiting various parts of the country,

delivering addresses, and otherwise stimulating mission-

ary enterprise. He sailed again to Ceylon in 1850, and
took his station at Mampy, where he died of cholera,

Feb. 2, 1855. He is the author of various publications

in the Tamil and English languages. See Sprague,

Annals of the A mer. Pulpit, ii, 617.^ (J. II. W.)

Poor Catholics. See Waldenses.

Pooree is the name of the little town situated near

the temples where the Juggernaut worship is performed

by the Hindus. It is situated in the province of Orissa

(q. v.), in the south-eastern part of India, and is a dirty

little town, with a district of about ten miles of like

name, within which the temples are located. It con-

stitutes a part of the endowment of the temple, nobody
being allowed to enter the territory without paying a

prescribed fee. The population of the town is about
seventy-five thousand, there being among the number
about four thousand priests, who attend daily upon the

temple. Here is found probably one of the greatest

strongholds of superstition in India, and it might be
called the greatest seat of Brahminieal power. The
stone wall enclosing the great temples is about thirty

feet high, and the area forms a rectangle of six hundred
and fifty feet by six hundred and sixty. Within this

wall are a number of smaller temples. A visit to these

temples is enjoined upon a Hindu as one of the most

important acts in the ritual of his religion, and year

after year this Mecca is resorted to by representatives

from every section of the country. See the literature

quoted under the article Jaggernaut. (J. H. W.)

Poor Men's Box is a chest put up usually at

the church entrance for the deposit of alms (q. v.). It

is found on the continent of Europe not only in the

churches, but also in the synagogues. In England the

Poor Men's Box (uniculus, pyxis ad oblationesfaciendas)

is a box affixed near the high-altar, and was introduced

there by archbishop Cranmer, to serve in lieu of pilgrim-

age. In 1559 it was enjoined in every church in Eng-
land. As architectural specimens, many of these " boxes"

are a curiosity. Thus there is a curious alms-box in St.

Helen's, Bishopsgate, supported by the figure of a men-
dicant, and another at Outwell, with a grinning mouth.

The idea for the style of these boxes was probably de-

rived from such objects as the bracket of the 15th cen-

tury adjoining the tomb of Edward II at Gloucester,

and the oaken box with a slit for alms used at St. Rich-

ard's shrine at Chichester, which is of the 16th century,

although the iron-work dates back three hundred years

earlier. There is a wooden alms-box of the 14th cen-

tury at Fribourg. There is a stone box at Bridlington.

A flasket or box of wood for collecting alms is mentioned

in England in the 17th century. At Selby there is a

chest made out of the bole of a single tree. In 1292

such hutches were forbidden at Chichester, as the obla-

tions hitherto made at the altar were placed in them.

At St. David's, two centuries ago, old people could re-

member having seen basinfuls of oblations made by sea-

men and passengers. See Walcott, Saci-ed A rcha;ulogy,

s. v.

Poor of Lyons. See Waldenses.

Poor Pilgrims, an order that started up in the

year 1500. They came out of Italy into Germany bare-

footed and bareheaded, feeding all the week, except on

Sundays, upon herbs and roots sprinkled with salt.

They remained not above twenty-four hours in a place.

They went by couples, begging from door to door.

This penance they undertook voluntarily—some for

three, others for five or seven years, as they pleased,

and then returned home to their callings. See Wal-
DEXSES.

Poor Priests were those of the Lollards who in

the 14th and 15th centuries wandered about the country

holding what are called in modern times "missions"

wherever they pleased, without any cure of souls being

given to them, or license by the bishop of the diocese.

The name poor seems to show an association of idea

with the Pauperes Catholici (q. v.), or the Poor ofLyons.

Pope. Having treated in the article Papacy of

the rise and development of the papal dignity and
power, we shall speak in the present article of the per-

sonal attributes of the incumbent of the Roman see.

I. The Title.—The word pope is derived from the

Latin papa, Greek Trcnnrac, and meansfather. While
the Greek word was used in the Greek Church to desig-

nate both bishops and priests, and has gradually come
to be reserved for the priests exclusively, the Latin

term was for several centuries a title applied to all bish-

ops, and was finally reserved for the bishops of Rome.
As far as is known, bishop Siricius, in the 4th century,

was the first to use the word as a title. After the 5th
century it came into more general use, and after the 7th

it gradually disappeared from ecclesiastical language
for every ecclesiastical dignity except that of the bishop

of Rome. It was expressly made the exclusive prerog-

ative of the Roman bishops by Gregory VII. In a like

manner several other titles, which at first were applied

to the bishops of the principal seats, such as apostolicus,

dominus apostolicus, sedes apostolica, were gradually mo-
nopolized by the bishops of Rome. The designation
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tervut eervorum Dei was i i r - r used by Gregory 1, and

though occasionally also bishops, priests, and emperors

adopted it,il likewise remained in the curse of time

the prerogative of the popes. During the 8th and the

following centuries i: was common to call the bishop <>f

Rome vicorim Petri. The expressio •curs in the

Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, in the oath which was taken

in 722 by Boniface to Gregory II. in the oath taken by

Gregory VII to the king of Germany, in the conclusion

between Alexander III and the emperor Fred-

erick Barbarossa; but from the time of Innocent III.

when the power of the popes had become more absolute,

the vicaruu Petri gave way to the vicarius Christi.

The title Sanciitas tva or Beatitude tua, which came
into use in the 3d or Ith century, the pope shares even

now with the bishops of the Eastern I Jhurch. It is ac-

corded to him even by Protestant governments. (See

Brit, and For. Ev. Rev. dan. 1866, p. 18 sq.)

II. Rights and Functions.—1. Pi rsonalPrt rogatives.

The rights claimed by the popes within the Roman
Catholic Church, and accorded to them by the bishops,

priests, and laity of the Church, have of course great!}

varied according to the degrees of power which the in-

CtimbentS of the Roman see attained in various periods

of Church history, for a long time they claimed and

receh ed as bishops of Rome and patriarchs of the West
only those rights and honors which also belonged to

oilier bishops and patriarchs. See BlSHOP; PATRI-

ARCH. When their superiority over other bishops and

patriarchs came finally to be recognised and established,

the popes were by no means regarded as absolute rulers

of the Church, but their rights were limited and cir-

cumscribed by general councils and secular princes.

While the popes were with an unyielding consistency

endeavoring to develop the extreme papal system

which now prevails, many of the greatest scholars of

the Church defended an episcopal system which as-

signed to the pope a position similar to that of a con-

stitutional monarch, and. in particular, maintained the

superiority of a general council over the pope. At the

general councils of Constance and Basle the friends of

this view had an undisputed majority; and in the fol-

lowing centuries the history of Gallicanism, of Febro-

nius, of Joseph II. are some of many proofs that in

several countries the episcopal system had numerous ad-

herent-, even among bishops. After having been long

on the decline, the episcopal system within the Roman
Catholic Church was totally extinguished by the Vat-

ican < 'ouncil. and the extensive rights which the popes.

in the course of many centuries, had claimed as their

exclusive monopoly, were recognised by the entire

Church. A common division of the papal rights is thai

into primtifn.tjitri.<ilir/iii)ii.i and primatus honoris. The
former comprises the sovereign law of legislation, the

supreme administration and the final decision on all

Subjects relating to ecclesiastical offices, especially the

right, of confirming, consecrating, transferring, and de-

posing hishops; the regulation of all religious institu-

tions, especially of the religious orders; the supreme

ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the supreme right of super-

vision, and the Bupreme management of ecclesiastical

finance: and property; the highest authority in all doc-

trinal questions. In the decisi if doctrinal questions

the popes have long claimed infallibility (q. v. I,
and the

Vatican Council has recognised this claim as a doctrine

of the Roman < latholic < Ihurch. The pope has also the

supreme righl of regulating the divine worship, ofgrant-

ing indulgences i q. \ .), and the sole righ( of beatifi ing

and canonizing deceased members of the Church. See

BEATIFK ITION; CANONIZATION. The jn iiim/iis honO-

ris comprises the following distinctions: l. The tiara,

also called mitra turbinata cum corona, triregnum, reg-

hum, diadana, phrygium, < sisting of the bishop's cap

(mitra
i
encompassed with a triple golden crown. It is

for the first time mentioned in the forged donation of

Constantine (8th century), and was im- the first time

used at the coronation of Nicholas II (858). The third

Regalia of the Pope of Rome.

crown was added to the mitra by Urban V (1362 1370 \.

The pope receives it OH the day of coronation in the

loggia of St. Peter's Church from two cardinal deacons,

who place it upon his head with the words, "Accipe
tiaram trihus coronis ornatam el scias, patrem te esse

principum el regum, rectorem orbis in terra, vicarium

ealvatoris nostri Jesu Christi, cui est honor in sseuula

savulorum." The pope only wears the tiara at great

ecclesiastical festivities and processions, but nol during

the performance of ecclesiastical functions. •_>. The so-

called pedum rectum, the straight bishop's staff orna-

mented w ith a cross, but nol the crooked episcopal pas-

toral staff. •">. The pallium, a vestment having the

form of a scarf, composed of white wool, and embroid-

ered with six black silken crosses. The pope sends it

as a mark of honor to patriarchs, primates, metropol-

itans, and sometimes to hishops. all of whom are only
allowed to wear it within their own dioceses and on
certain Occasions, while the pope wears it always and
e\er\ u lure mi savin- mass. 1. The so-called adoratio,

a homage which in the old < Oriental < Ihurch was shown
to bishops and priests generally. It consists in kneel-

ing down and kissing the pope's foot Gregory VII
slid demanded it from princes, the Dictatus Gregorii

saying on this subject, " Quod solius paps pedes omnes
principes deosculentiir." The kiss upon the cross on the

pope's shoes is si ill demanded from clergymen and lay-

men, but an exception is made with princes and persons

of higher rank. Sovereign princes only kiss the hand.

cardinals the foot and the hand, after which they are

admitted to an embrace; archbishops and bishops the

foot and the knee. 6. During the .Middle Ages the

popes received from the princes the officium strepm, the

prince- holding the slirrups when the pope mounted
the horse, and leading the horse for a while. Among
the princes who arc recorded to have rendered this

homage were Louis II. Henry VI. Henry VII. Frederick

III, Charles V, and Philip IN' of France. Of Frederick

Barbarossa, pope Adrian IV complained that he held the

left, instead of the ri^hl stirrup.

2. Dress, etc. At home the pope's habit ts a white-ailk

cassock, rochet, and scarlet mantle. In winter In wears

a fur cap ; in summer b satin one. Winn lie celebrates

mass, the color of Ids habit varies according to the so-
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The Pope seated in the Pontifical Chair.

lemnity of the festival. At Whitsuntide, and all festi-

vals of the martyrs, he officiates in red; at Easter, and

all festivals of virgins, in white ; in Lent, Advent, and

eves of fasting-days, in violet; and on Easter-eve, and

at all masses for the dead, in black. All these colors

are said to be typical: the red expresses the cloven

tongues and the blood of the martyrs; the white, the

joy caused by our Saviour's resurrection and the chas-

tity of virgins ; the violet, the pale aspect of those who
fast ; and the black, grief and mourning. The tiara is

a council-cap, with three coronets, rising one above an-

other, and adorned with jewels. Paul II was the first

who added the ornaments of precious stones to his

crown. The jewels of Clement VIII's crown were val-

ued, they say, at 500,000 pieces of gold. That of Mar-
tin V had five pounds and a half weight of pearls in it.

"Nor is there anything unreasonable in this (says Fa-

ther Bonani), since the pope governs the kingdom of

Christ in quality of his viceroy : now this kingdom is

infinitely superior to all the kingdoms of the universe.

The high-priest of the Jews wore on his head and

breast the riches which were to represent the majesty

of the Supreme God. The pope represents that of the

Saviour of the world, and nothing better expresses it

than riches." We must not omit that the two strings

of the tiara are said to represent the two different man-
ners of interpreting the Scriptures, the mystical and

the literal. The pope has two seals. One is called

" the fisherman's ring," and is the impression of Peter

holding a line with a bait to it in the water. It is used

for briefs sealed with wax. The other seal bears the

figures of Peter and Paul, with a cross on one side ; and
on the other an effigy, with the name of the reigning

pope. This is used for the bulls, which are sealed with

lead. On the decease of a pope these seals are defaced

and broken by the cardinal-chamberlain in the pres-

ence of three others. When the pope goes in procession

to St. Peter's, the cross is carried before him on the end
of a pike about ten palms long. " Many reasons," says

Father Bonani, " authorize this custom. It is a mon-
ument of the sufferings of Jesus Christ, and of the pope's

adherence to the Saviour of the world. It is the true

mark of the pontifical dignity, and represents the au-

thority of the Church, as the Roman fasces did that of

the consuls." At the same time two grooms bear two

fans on each side of his holiness's chair, to drive away
the flies. This (according to the above-cited author)

represents the seraphim covering the face of God with

their wings.

3. Officers.— The pope has a Vicar who is always

a cardinal. He who manages that charge has juris-

diction over the priests and regulars, over the lay-com-

munities, hospitals, places of piety, and Jews. His place

may be worth to him two hundred ducats per month.

He has two lieutenants, one for civil and the other for'

criminal affairs, and a vicegerent, who is a bishop, for

the exercise of episcopal functions.

The Penitentiary has jurisdiction in cases referred to

the pope; and gives to approved confessors power to

absolve. At solemn feasts he goes into one of the

churches of Rome, where, sitting in a high chair, he

has a switch in his hand, and hears the confession of

articular cases. This place is worth eight thousand

crowns a year.

The Chancellor was properly secretary to the pope,

ab intimis. This charge is now bestowed upon none

but a cardinal, and it may be worth to him fifteen or

sixteen thousand crowns a year. His business is to

despatch the apostolic letters, except those signed by
the pope, which are despatched by a brief sub unnulo

jriscatoris. He has under him a regent, and twelve

abbreviators di parco maggiore, who are all prelates.

The regent has power to commit all causes of appeal to

the rota and referendaries. The abbreviators di parco

maggiore draw the bulls, and send them when they

are written. Besides these, there are abbreviators di

parco minore, who are scriveners, and other officers

of the chancery, appointed to receive and sign bulls.

The vice-chancellor keeps a register of the collation of

titles given to cardinals, and of promotions to bishop-

rics and consistorial abbeys.

The Chamberlain is always a cardinal, and has for

substitutes the clerks of the apostolic chamber, a treas-

urer, and a president. This office is worth to him four-

teen thousand crowns a year. He takes cognizance of

all causes within the verge of the apostolic chamber,

and, besides, judges of appeals from the masters of the

streets, bridges, and edifices. When the see is vacant,

the chamberlain remains in the palace, in the pope's

apartment, goes through the streets with the Swiss

guards attending him, coins money with his own arms

thereon, and holds a consistory. He is one of the three

chief treasurers of the Castle of St. Angelo, whereof the

dean is another, and the pope the third.

The Prefect of the signature of justice is also one of

the cardinals, and has two hundred ducats in gold per

month. His business is to make rescripts of all the pe-

titions and the commissions of causes which are dele-

gated by the court. Every Thursday the signature of

justice is held in the palace of the cardinal-prefect,

where assist twelve prelates - referendaries, that have

votes, and all the other referendaries, with power to

propose each two causes; as also an auditor of the rota,

and the civil auditor of the cardinal-vicar, having no

vote, but only to maintain their jurisdiction in what
relates to them. The prefect of the signature of grace

signs all the petitions and grants which the pope be-

stows in the congregations held in his own presence

once a week. The prefect of the briefs is always a car-

dinal ; he revises and signs the copies of the briefs.

The General of the Holy Church is created by a brief

of the pope, who gives him the staff himself in his

chamber, and takes his oath. In time of peace he has

allowed him a thousand crowns per month, and three

thousand in time of war. He commands all the troops

and all the governors in the places and fortresses of the

ecclesiastical estate. His lieutenant has three thousand

crowns a year, and is made also by a brief from the

pope, as is the general of the artillery, who has twelve

hundred crowns per annum.
The governor of the Castle of St. Angelo has six thou-

sand crowns per annum.
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The pope has four Mastert . who arc

always clad in purple, and have great authority in pub-

lic affairs. Besides these, there are other masters of

the ceremonies, which are in the congregations of privi-

leges, whereof one discharges the office of secretary, and

the other despatches orders.

The Master of tk< Sacred Palace is always a I>"-

minican. Hi- reviews and approves all the books that

are primed, being assisted by two priesis of the same

order. The palace, to sides a table, allows him a coach.

The Major-domo, or steward to the household of the

pope, is always a prelate. The chamberlains of honor

are persons of quality, who come to the palace when
they please.

The Master of tin Stables is a gentleman who has

the office of master of the horse, withoul the title of it

;

lor the pope bestows no such upon any person. He is

sword-hearer, and sometimes one of t he greatest lords

in Home, as was Pompey Frangipani under Leo II.

The Vmlrn -b</nr is an Augustine monk, who has

the same allowance as the master of the palace. He
take- care of all the riches in the pope's vestry. He
goes like a prelate; and if he be a titular bishop, takes

place among the assistant bishops.

The pope's Secretary is always a cardinal, and very

Often his nephew. This place is united to that of su-

perintendent of the ecclesiastical estate. He writes and I

subscribes all the letters sent to the princes and nuncios.

All ambassadors and all ministers at Rome, after having
negotiated with the pope, are obliged to give him an

j

account of their negotiations. The secretaries of state

are subjeel to the secretary superintendent, or cardinal-

patron, whose orders they receive, and to whom they
send their letters to be subscribed. They live in the

palace, and are prelates clad in purple.

There are twenty-four Secretaries ofbriefs, the chief

of whom lives in the palace. Their business is to sub-

scribe and despatch all the briefs that are received by

the cardinal-prefect of the briefs. The secretary of the

secret briefs takes care to prepare them when the car-

dinal-patron or some one of the secretaries of state com-
mands him. These briefs arc shown to nobody, nor

signed by the pri feci ol the briefs, except when they are

sealed sub annulo piscatoris, and accompanied with a

letter from the cardinal-patron. The copies of these

briefs are carefully kept; and. when the pope is dead,

they are carried to the ( iastle of St. Angelo.

The Mareschal of Rome has under him two civil

judges, one of whom is called the first collateral judge,

and the other the second collateral, with a judge for

criminal affairs, lie. together with these judges, takes

cognizance of matters between the citizens and inhab-

itants of Rome. He is always a for igner, and lives in

the Capitol ; w hile in the discharge of his office he ap-

pears dad like an old senator, having a rol f cloth of

gold that hangs down to the earth, with large sleeves

to it lined \\ith red taffety.

i.
i Official Pow( rs. As we have seen above, the pope

of Rome is now the supreme head of what is known as

the Roman Catholic world. Held to be the successor

of the apostle Peter, the pope is claimed to !»• Chrises

vicar on earth. The Council of Florence, 1439, says:

"Definimus, Sanctam apostolicam Sedem el Romanum
Pontiticem in universum orbem tenere primatum, el

ipsurn Pontificem Romanum successorem esse B. Petri

principis apostolorum, el verum Christi vicarium, to-

tiusque Ecclesiae caput el omnium Christianorum pa

trem ac doctorem existere, el ipsi in B. Petro pascendi,

regendi ac gubernandi universalem Ecclesiama Domino
Nostra Jesu Christo plenum potestatera traditam esse,

quemadroodnm ctiam in gestis i tnicorum concilio-

mm et in Bacris ca libua continetur" (Bullarium Ro-

ed. Luxemb. , i, 336). A similar doctrine is

proclaimed by the fifth Lateran Council of 1512 t
•. i.

!> ' Mis in I'. hi. 7), in the Roman Catechism, pt.

i. c x. cpi. ll. and in the Profession of Faith of the
( 'ouncil of Trent :

" Sanctam < !al nolicam et apostolicam

Romanara Eccleaiam omnium Ecclesiarum niatrem et

magistram agnosco; Romanoque Pontifici, beati Petri

apostolorum principis successori ac Jesu Christi vicario,

veram obedientiam spondee acjuro." As such he is to

be invested with all power necessary for the govern-
i i of the Universal Church. This embraces author-

ity to examine and decide authoritatively all contro-

versies, to convoke councils, to revise and confirm their

de, r . i -. to issue general decrees, whether upon discipline

and morals or upon doctrine, to appoint bishops in all

parts ofthe Church, to confirm the election when made
by the clergy or by the civil authorities, no mattei how-

it may have been made; lie can also depose bishops, and

set others in their place, and even, in cases of great

emergency, suppress bishoprics, and change th< h i ccle-

siastical limits according to his judgment of the exist-

ing requirements of the < Ihurch : be is also to judge of

the doctrines taught in particular hook- or by particular

individuals, and to pronounce infallibly as to their con-

formity with the Catholic faith, or the contrary. In

addition to these powers, it is still further claimed for

him by the Ultramontanes, as we have seen above and
in the article Infallibility, that he is endowed by
Cod with infallibility; so that what he says ex cathe-

dra, i. e. officially and a< pope, is of divine authority,

and cannot be questioned or denied; and that also, as

the vicar of Christ, he has a supreme authority over all

civil rulers and civil jurisdiction, the allegiance of all

the faithful to him being superior to that which is due

to their respective governments. See Primacy.
The principal scriptural authority for the papacy re-

lied upon by the Roman Catholic Church i- Matt. xvi.

18, 19. Without entering into a discussion of the mean-
ing of this famous passage, we may here quote from Al>-

bott's Commentary on the New Testament a statement

of the Roman Catholic interpretation, and the grounds
on which that view is rejected by all Protestants:

" The ordinary Roman Catholic view of this pt

that Christ declared his purpose to found a great •

astical organization: that this organization was to be
built upon Peter and his successors as its true founda-
tion : th.i' they wire to represent to all time the author-
ity of <; oil u

i
the earth, being clothed, by virtue of their

office, with a continuous inspiration, and authorized by
the Word, and lilted by ttic indwelling Spirit of God, to

guide, direct, illumine, and command the disciples of
Christ, with the same force and effect as Christ himself
(see Phillips, Kirchenrecht, i. 146). See art. l'i mi:. This
view is untenable for the following reasons: 1. Christ
does not. a- we have seen, refer to a definite ecclesiastical

organization by the word church, and would not he so
understood by Ids disciples. 2. Peter was not by nature
rock-like; he was. on the contrary, characteristically im-
pulsive and unstable. There must be, therefore, some
other significance in the words 'Thou ait a rock' which
the Roman Catholic interpretation loses. ''<. Neither he
nor the other disciples uinler-t 1 that Christ invested
him with any such authority and position, lie did not
occupy any such place in the Chinch while he lived. In
the first council at Jerusalem (Acts xv, 7 in he was sim-
ply an adviser, the office of chief or president being ap-
parently held by .lames

; Paul « itllStOOd Peter to Ids face,

as no disciple ever withstood Christ, or would have with-
stood his acknowledged representative (Gal. ii, 11 14);
and throughout the N.T.the apostles are all treated as
co-equals (Matt, xviii, 1 ; six, 2S; xxiii.s; John xv,l-5;
Rev. xxi, 14). 4. There is neither here nor anywhere else

in the N.T. any him of a successor to Peter, or of any au-
thority in him to appoint a successor, or of any sucii au-
thority vested in any of the apostles, or exercised, or as-

sumed to be exercised, by any of them. r>. The N. T.

throughout, and the O. T. in all its prophecies, recognises
Christ as the i hief corner-stone, the foundation on which
the kingdom ofGod can alone be built, ti. Mark and I. like

omit from their account this utterance of Christ; if it

really designated Peter a- the foundation of the visible
.1 was thn- essential and not incidental to the

right understanding of the whole incident, it would not
be omitted from their accounts." See Rook.

Few Christian governments have ever been willing

to recognise to their full extent the rights claimed by

and for the Roman pope-. I'lie placet (q.v.) was intro-

duced in the Middle Ago by most of the stales, and

without it no papal hull could In' promulgated; and the

popes \''\ni>\ it necessary to consent to the conclusion

of special concordats {q.v.) or conventions, which, in
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the way of compromise, regulated the papal rights

which a state government bound itself to recognise.

Many popes in the Middle Ages also claimed the

power of deposing lungs, of absolving the subjects of

excommunicated princes from their oath of allegiance,

and, in general, an unlimited power over temporal as

well as spiritual affairs. That a number of popes as-

sumed this right is a fact admitted on all sides; but it

is quite common among Roman Catholics to deny that

this is a right inherent in the papal dignity, and also

that it was ever claimed by the popes as a right be-

longing to them in virtue of their office. A few sam-

ples of pontifical arrogance may suffice for illustration

here

:

Pope Paschal II, in 1000, deprived Henry IV, and excited

enemies to persecute him; telling them that they could

not "offer a more acceptable saciTtice to God than by im-

pugning him who endeavored to take the kingdom from
God's Chinch." Pope Gregory VII says: "For the dig-

nity and defence of God's holy Church, in the name of Al-
mighty God, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, I depose
from imperial and royal administration king Henry, son
of Henry sometime emperor, who too boldly and rashly
hath laid hands on thy Church; and I ahsolve all Chris-

tian subjects to the empire from that oath whereby they
were wont to plight their faith unto true kings; for it is

right that he should be deprived of dignity who doth en-
deavor to diminish the majesty of the Church. Go to.

therefore, most holy princes of the apostles, and what I

said, by interposing your authority, confirm; that all men
may now at length understand, if ye can bind and loose
in heaven, that ye also can upon earth take away and give
empires, kingdoms, and whatsoever mortals can have ; for

if ye can judge things belonging unto God, what is to be
deemed concerning these inferior and profane things?
And if it is your part to judge angels, who govern proud
princes, what becometh it you to do towards their ser-

vants? Let kings now, and all secular princes, learn by
this man's example what ye can do in heaven, and in what
esteem ye are with God; and let them henceforth fear to

slight commands of holy Church, but put forth suddenly
his judgment, that all men may understand that not cas-
ually, but by vour means, this son of iniquity doth fall

from his kingdom." Pope Boniface VIII, in 1204, has a
decree extant in the canon law running thus: "We de-
clare, say, define, pronounce it to be of necessity to sal-
vation for every human creature to be subject to" the Ro-
man pontiff. One sword must be under another, and the
temporal authority must be subject to the spiritual power,
whence, if the earthly power doth go astray, it must be
judged by the spiritual power." Before him, pope Inno-
cent III affirmed "the pontifical authority so much to

exceed the royal power, as the sun doth the moon ;" and
applies to the former the words of the prophet Jeremiah—
Eccc, eonstitui te super gentes et rer/na—"See, I have set
thee over the nations and over the kingdoms, to root out
and to pull down, and to destroy and to throw down," etc.

Of this power that pope made experiment by deposing
the emperor Ofho IV, "whom," says Nauclerus, "as re-
bellious to the apostolical see, he first did strike with an
anathema; then him persevering in his obstinacy, did, in

a council of prelates held at Rome, pronounce deposed
from empire." This monstrous authority was avowed by
that great council under this pope which, according to the
Council of Trent, did represent or constitute the Church,
when it was ordained that if a " temporal lord, being re-
quired and admonished by the Church, should neglect to
purge his territory from heretical tilth, he should, by the
metropolitan and the other comprovincial bishops, be
noosed in the band of excommunication ; and that if he
should slight to make satisfaction within a year, it should
be signified to the pope, that he might from that time de-
nounce the subjects absolved from their fealty to him, and
expose the territory to be seized on by Catholics," etc.

Pope Pius V, in 1570, begins his bull against queen Eliz-
abeth in these words :

" He that reigneth on high, to whom
is given all power in heaven and in earth, hath committed
the one holy catholic and apostolic Church, out of which
there is no salvation, to one alone on earth, namely, to
Peter, prince of the apostles, and to the Roman pontiff,
successor of Peter, to be governed with a plenitude of
power. This one he hath constituted prince over all na-
tions and all kingdoms, that he might pluck up, destroy,
dissipate, ruinate, plant, and build." And in the same
bull he declares that "he thereby deprives the queen of
her pretended right to the kingdom, and of all dominion,
dignity, and privilege whatsoever; and absolves all the
nobles, subjects, and people of the kingdom, and whoever
else have sworn to her, from their oath, and all duty what-
soever, in regard of dominion, ridelitv, and obedience."
The bull of pope Sixtus V, in 15S5, against Henry, king of
Navarre, and the prince of Condi?, begins thus: '•• The au-
thority given to St. Peter and his successors. b v the im-
mense power of the Eternal King, excels all the powers
of earthly kings and princes. It passes uncontrollable

sentence upon them all ; and if it find any of them resist-
ing God's ordinance, it takes more severe vengeance of
them, casting them down from their thrones, though never
so puissant, and tumbling them down to the lowest parts
of the earth, as the ministers of aspiring Lucifer." He
then proceeds to thunder against them, " We deprive
them and their posterity forever of their dominions and
kingdoms;" and accordingly he deprives those princes
of their kingdoms and dominions, absolves their sub-
jects from their oaths of allegiance, and forbids them to

pay any obedience to them. "By the authority of these
presents, we do absolve and set free all persons, as well
jointly as severally, from any such oath, and from all duty
whatsoever in regard of dominion, fealty, and obedience:
and do charge and forbid all and every of them that they
do not dare to obey them, or any of their admonitions,
laws, and commands."

For a full review of this question, see Gallican
Church; Investiture; Temporal Power.

III. The Eh tiir.i) nf the Pope.—In the 2d and 3d cen-

turies the bishops of Rome were, like all the bishops of

the ancient Church, elected by the clergy and the peo-

ple. When Christianity was declared to be the religion

of the state, the emperors claimed a share in the elec-

tion of the pope. The clergy of Rome greatly disliked

the interference of the emperors in the election of their

bishops, and. after the destruction of the Western Roman
empire in 499, a Roman synod under bishop Sym-
machus vindicated to the Roman clergy the exclusive

right of electing the bishop. Three years later, 502, the

Roman synod declared a decree issued by Odoacer, who
as successor of the Roman emperor demanded that no

bishop of Rome should be elected " sine nostra consulta-

tione," to be an unwarranted encroachment upon the

rights of the Church. That Odoacer paid no attention

to these resolutions is proved by the fact that in 514 he

had a share in the election of Felix III. The Gothic

kings Theodoric and his successors, as well as Justinian

I and the Byzantine emperors, likewise disregarded the

occasional protests of the Roman bishops. They are

known to have appointed or confirmed several popes

—

as Vigilius, Pelagius I, and Pelagius II. The so-called

Liber diurnus, a collection of formulas of the Roman
Curia, which relates to the time from the 6th to the

8th century, and received its present shape in the 8th

century, expressly mentions that the Roman bishops

elected by the clergy and the people were confirmed by
the Greek emperor, or his representative, the exarch of

Ravenna. The weak rule of the last Longobardian
kings, and the impotence of the emperors in Constanti-

nople, greatly favored the endeavors of the popes to ex-

clude altogether the influence of princes from the papal

elections. During the reign of Pepin the Short and
Charlemagne the elections were entirely free, and the

report that a Roman synod under Adrian I conferred

upon Charlemagne the right of confirming the elected

pope is a forgery. The popes of this time only notified

Pepin and Charles of the result of the elections. The
baneful influence which was soon after obtained by the

Roman nobility upon the elections of the popes in-

duced again an interference of the imperial power, and
in 824 Lothaire, the son of Louis le Debonnaire, entered

into an agreement with Eugenius II, according to which
the consecration of a newly elected pope was not to take

place without the concurrence of an imperial delegate.

This agreement remained in force throughout the fol-

lowing century. In the 10th century Otho the Great
rescued the Church from the most disgraceful condition

in which it had yet found itself, and rid it of some
of the most, wicked popes which have ever disgraced

the see of Rome. It was quite common in the Church
then to look upon the emperor as the chief pillar of re-

form, and it is therefore not to be wondered at that a

greater influence was accorded to him than had been
possessed by any of his predecessors. When he entered

the city of Rome, the people, according to Luitprand,

had to take an oath :< numquam se papam electuros aut

ordinaturos prater consensum atque electionem domini
imperatoris Ottonis Ca^saris August i filiique regis Otto-

nis." After the Synod of Sutri had, in 104G, deposed
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all the three popes, the Roman people conferred upon

Henry III. for himself and his successors, I

'•in electione semper ordinandi pontificis principatum."

Henry availed himself of this in the appointment ofthe

German popes Clemenl II. Leo IX. ami Victor II. for

which lif consulted only his German advisers

had been an affair ofthe German empire. After the

death of Henry III. the influence of Hildebtand upon

the popes ei that time - i brought on the beginning

of a new sera in the history of the papacy. One ol the

events which mark the beginning eft his new sera i- the

radical change which was made in the papal elections

by the famous decree of Nicholas 11 and the Lateran

Synod in 1059. The essential points ofthe decree are

the transfer ofthe papal election in the cardinal-bish-

ops, i he total abolil ion of the former concurrence of the

Roman people and nobility, and virtual abolition ofthe

former imperial right; for the words "salvo debito

honore et reverentia" do not appear to imply more I han

the nghl of the emperor to demand a notification of the

result efth,' election. The emperors were to possess

the insignificant rights which were left to them only as

a personal privilege, for tin- conferring of which evi ry

tew . mperor had i" make an application. The decree

ef Nicholas I was further developed and defined by that

(if Alexander ill and the Lateral! Synod of 117'.'. which
made the validity of the papal election contingent upon
a two-thirds vote ofthe cardinals. The defeat ofthe
emperor Frederick Barbarossa in his struggle with the

papacy put an end forever to even the nominal rights

.if tin' emperors in regard to the papal elections. The
first provisions concerning the conclave were made by
Gregory X .and the Council of Lynns in 1274 The
town for holding the conclave (q. v.) was not to he ex-

clusively Rome, hut t lie city in which the pope died;

and in case this city was under an interdict, the next

adjacent city. The place for the conclave was the epis-

copal palace. The provisions ofthe decree of Gregory
X w.-re -.mew hat. though imt essentially, modified by
Clement V (1305 1314) and (lenient VI (1342-1356).
The councils of Pisa. Constance, and Basle elected new

popes, without binding themselves to the papal provi-

sions concerning the c laves; lmt in this as in many
hi Imt respects their proceedings were of an exceptional

character, and were without abiding consequences in

the law ofthe Church. In 1621 Gregory \Y issued

the constitution JEterm Patris jUius, which contained

all the principal provisions in regard to the conclave

that ate lmw in use. In a \\-w points Only il was sup-

plemented by hulls of Urban VIII 1 1625) and Clement
XII | 1732).

The present mode of electing a pope has heen fully

described in the article (ox. lave. The right of vot-

ing is limited in the cardinals who have heen ordained

deacons. The lack of this ordination may. however, be

supplied by a special privilege ofthe pope. The car-

dinals dn not lose their right of voting even by excom-
munication, lmt they can cast their votes only if they
are personally present in the conclave. Those who live

outside ni the city nf Rome are not specially invited.

Sin.-.- Boniface IX (1389) all the popes have been taken

from i he ( lollege oft 'animals, hm in a legal point of view
the eligibility of the pope is not conditioned by his be-

ing a cardinal. The decree nf Nicholas II abolished a

formi r provision by a Roman synod which demanded
it, and since then a number of popes have been elected

Who were lmt cardinals. Urban III. elected in 1 185, wa-
rn ilv archbishop of Milan; Urban IV

i L261 | was patri-

arch of Jerusalem; Clemenl V (1305), archbishop nf

Bordeaux; Urban VI, with whose election in 1378 the
papal -chi-m began, was archbishop ol Bari. I lelestinc

V (1294) was on eremite, who .after a long conclave was
agreed upon by two contending parties as a mere figure-

head, and Urban V (I860) was abbot of St. Victor in

Marseilles. No pope i- all. -wad t.. appoint his own suc-

cessor, ami the election by a conclave i- an indispensable

condition. In troublesome times -nun- popes, as Pius

VI (died 1799) and Pius VII (died 1823 i, provided that

at the election of their successors -..me ofthe regula-

tions for the holding . .f the conclave might he dispi n-ed

with. Pius IX i> reported to have made -imilar ar-

rangements for the election of his successor. The em-
peror of Austria, as the successor ofthe Roman emperor,

and the governments nf France and Spain, have exer-

! the governments nf Naples and Portugal
have claimed, the right nf excluding smiie particular

cardinal, .as persona minus p-ata, from the papal throne.

The right i- e • an election through a

member ol the < lollege oft 'animals, who i- commissioned
for thai purpose by the government, and ir is limited

to one veto at each conclave. L is generally believed

at the time of this writing ( 1877 i that, on the death nf

pope Pius IX, the empire of Germany will claim this

ri,ur ht. in order to prevent the election of the candidate

ofthe Jesuits. Long usage cans.- the selection of the

candidate from the Italian cardinals. Several popes, like

Celestine V, have resigned the office ; quite a number, in

the course ofthe Middle Ages, have heen deposed by the

emperors; and in the loth century the councils of Pisa,

Constance, and Basle claimed and exercised the ri^ht

of deposing the pope. The principle, first enounced by
the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, and ever since main-
tained by the advocates ofthe extreme papal system,

that the apostolical see i- not judged by any niie

("apostolica sedes a nemine judicatur"), has more and

more been accepted by the Church: and after the Vati-

can Council it would appear to he impossible thai the

Catholic world would ever recognise any vacancy of

the papal see except those caused bj the voluntary

resignation or the death ofthe incumbent
The coronation and consecration ceremonies attend-

ing the inauguration ofthe pope are of a very solemn
and impressive character. We give a description in

the words of an eye-witness:

"About eleven o'clock the procession bcL'an to arrive
from the Qnirinal Palace. It was immensely long. The
cardinals were in their state carnages, and each was ac-
companied by several carriages full of attendants. The
senator and governor of Rome formed part of the train.

The pope was in a state coach drawn by six black horses,
and preceded by a priest riding on a white mule, and bear-
ing a large crucifix. The procession went rouud by the
back of Si. Peter's, and the pope went up to the Si-tine
Chapel, where various ceremonies were performed which
I did imt see. In about half an hour the process] n-

tered the centre d ' of St. Peter's. In all tin -•

Bions the low e-l orders nf the clergy came first, then bish-
ops, archbishops, cardinals, and, lastly, the pope. He was
home aloft .in his throne, carried by twelve hearers, the
choir siuging, /•>'•, sur,

,

Behold the great
priest !' At the chapel nf the Santis-imo he stopped and
adored the host. He was then borne forward t-> the high-
nltar, and, passing by the north side of it, alighted in a
-par.- enclosed for the use of the pope and the cardinals
.hi the ea-i side. He walked up to the altar, i

the foot of ir, ascended the steps, and seated himself on
the middle of I he altar, (iii I he very spot w here the cibo-
rimnorpyx, containing the host, usually staid-. 'I he i nr-

dinals iii succession went through the ceremony of ado-
ration. This ceremony i- performed three th es: fir >,

before quilting the conclave; second!;/, in th< Sistinet up
el before the processl same int.. St. Peter's ;

aid now,
in,- the third time, each cardinal prostrated himself before
the pop,., then kissed his toe, or rather his slipper, next
kissed his hand, which was not hare, hut covered by the
cape of his robes; and, lastly, the pope embraced each
twice, and when all hail gone through this ceremony, the
pope rose and bestowed his blessing on the people pres-
ent. and retired iii a sedan chair, on the back of which
there is embroidered in gold a dove, to represent the Holy
Spirit" en the Sabbath after hi- solemn Installation his
1 1 ol i nes- performs mass at an altar of the richest decora-
tion, the pontifical mantle being placed on him bv the old-

d- deacon, who addresses han thu- : Receive
the holy mantle, the plenitude of the pontifical offices, t.>

tnc honor of Almighty God, and ofthe most glorious Vir-
gin Wary, his mother, and ofthe blessed apostles Peter
and Paul, and of the holy Roman Church/' After this
ionics the pulilic coronation on the balcony above the

great door of St. Peter's. Hi- mantle as a priest Is taken
..11", and his nip],- crown as a king i- imt on, with these
word- :

" Receive the tiara adorned with three crow ns. and
know that Ihoii ail the father of princes and kings, the
governor of the world, on earth vicar ofonr Saviour Jesus
Christ, to whom is honor ami glory for ever and ever.
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Amen." His holiness then pronounces this prayer :

" May
the holy apostles Peter and Paul, in whose power and au-

thority we confide, intercede for us with the Lord. By
the prayers and merits of the blessed Mary, always a vir-

gin, of the blessed Michael, the archangel, of the blessed

John the Baptist, and the holy apostles Peter and Paul,

and all the saints; may Almighty God have mercy upon
you, and mav Jesus Christ, having remitted all your sins,

lead you to lite everlasting. Amen." "May the Almighty
and merciful Lord grant you indulgence, absolution, and
remission of all your sins, space for true and fruitful re-

pentance, a heart always penitent, and amendment of life,

the grace and consolation of the Holy Spirit, and final per-

severance in good works." Two keys are also given him
in the church of St. John Lateran.

(See also Wesleyan Mag. 1851.)

IV. List ofthe Human Popes.—In the article Papacy
we have referred to the uncertainty prevailing in regard

to the first bishops of Rome. Roman Catholic writers

themselves quite generally admit that the statements

of ancient Church-writers on the subject are entirely

irreconcilable, and that it is impossible to establish with

any degree of certainty the order in which they fol-

lowed each other, the years of their accession to the see

of Rome, and the year of their death. The following

table is given from the Roman almanac entitled Ge-

rarchia Cattolica (with the original names of the popes,

and notices of antipopes, from other sources), and al-

though it is so uncritical in its first part that even the

Roman historians do not adopt it, it is of some value,

as presenting the claims of the Church of Rome

:

[St. stands for Saint, B. for Blessed, M. for Martyr.]

No. Name. Place of Birth. Term.

1. St. Peter, M Bethsaida in Galilee 42-07
2. St. Linus, M Volterra 67-7S
3. St CletUS, M Rome 78-90
4. St. Clement 1,-1/ Rome 90-100
5. St. Anaeletus, M. Athens 100-112
6. St. Evaristus, M Syria 1 12-121
7. St. Alexander I, .V. Rome 121-132
8. St. Sixtus I, M Rome 132-142
9. St. Telesphorus, M Greece 142-154

10. St. Hvginus, M Greece 154-158
11. St Pius I, AT Aquileja 158-107
12. St. Anicetus, .1/ Syria 107-175
13. St. Soterus, M Campania 175-182
14. St. Eleutnerius, M Epirus 1S2-193
15. St Victor I, M Africa 193-203
10. St. Zephvrhms, M Home 203-220
17. St. Calixtus I, M. Rome 221-227
IS. St. Urban I, .1/ Rome 227-233
19. St Pontianus, M Rome 233-238
20. St. A uterus, M, Greece 23S-239
21. St. Fabian, .1/. Rome 240-253
22. St. Ci melius, M Rome 254-255

[Novatian, first antipope.]

23. St. Lucius \,M. Rome 255-257
24. St. Stephen I, M Rome 257-260
25. St. Sixtus II, M Athens 260-201
26. St. Dionysius Italy 261-272
27. St. Felix I, M. Rome 272-275
2S. St. Eutychiauus Tuscany 275-283
29. St. Cains, M Dalmatia 283-290
30. St. Marcellinus, M Rome 290-304
31. St. Marcellus I, M Rome 304-309
32. St. Eusebius Calabria 309-311
33. St. Melchiades Africa 311-314
34. St. Sylvester Rome 314-337
35. St. Marcus Rome 337-340
36. St Julius I Rome 341-352
37. St. Liberius Rome .

3S. St. Felix II Rome.

.

39. St. Damasus Spain.

.

[Ursicinus, antipope.]

40. St. Siricius Rome.

.

41. St. Anastasius Rome..

35-J-363

363-365
306-3S4

3S4-39S
399-411'.

42. St. Innocent I Albano 402-417
43. St. Zosimus Greece 417-418
44. St. Boniface I Rome 41S^23
45. St. Celestine I Campania 423^32
46. St. Sixtus III Rome 432-440
47. St. Leo I, the Great Tuscany 440-461
48. St. Hilary Cagliari 461-46S
49. St. Simplicins Tivoli 46S-4S3
50. St. Felix HI Rome 4S3-492
51. St. Gelasius I Africa 492-496
52. St. Anastasius II Rome 496-49S
53. St. Symmachus Rome 498-514
54. St. Hormisdas Frosiuone 514-523
55. SL John I, M Tuscany 523-526
56. St Felix IV Beuevent 526-530
57. Boniface II Rome 53(1-532
58. John II Rome 532-535
59. St, Agapetus I Rome 535-536

Name. Place of Birth. Term.

St Svl verbis, .1/ Frosiuone 536-538
Vigiiius Rome 538-555

Pelairius I Rome 555-560
John III Rome 560-573

Benedict I Rome 574-578
Pelagius II Rome 57S-590
.S't Gregory I, the Great. Rome 590-604
Sabinianus Volterra 604-000
Boniface III Rome 607-607
.S't B. miface IV The Marches 00S-015
St. Adeodatus I Rome 015-619
Boniface V Naples 619-025
Honorius I Campania 025-03S
Severinus Rome 040-640
John IV Dalmatia 640-042
Theodoras I Greece 642-649
.S't Martin I, M Todi 649-655
.S't Fugenius I Rome 655-050
.S't Vitalianus Segni 657-072
Adeodatus II Rome 672-676
Bonus I Rome 676-078

St. Agathon Greece 078-082

.St Leo II Sicily 682-083

St. Benedict II Rome 6S4-0S5

John V Antiochia 685-Oso

Conon Thrace 6SO-OS7

St Sei'gius I ? 687-701

John VI Greece 701-705
John VII Greece 705-707
Sisinnius Syria 708-708

Constantine Syria 708-715
.S't Gregory II Rome 715-731
.St Gregory III Syria 731-741
.s't Zachary Greece 741-752
.S't Stephen II Rome 752-752

Stephen III Rome 752-757

.S't Paul I Rome 757-707

Stephen IV Syracuse 708-771

Adrian I Rome 771-795

St. Leo III Rome 795-816

Stephen V Rome S 10-81

7

,S't Paschal I Rome S17-824
Eugenius II Rome S24-827
Valentinus Rome 827-827

Gretrorv IV Rome 827-844

Scrgius" II Rome 844-847

St. Leo IV Rome S47-S55
[Fabulous antipope Joan.]

Benedict III Rome 855-S53
.S't Nicholas I, the Great.Rome S5S-s07

Adrian II Rome 807-872

John VIII Rome 872-882

Marions I Gallese 882-884

Adrian III Rome 884-885

Stephen VI Rome 885-891

S91-S90

896-S90
897-898

.... S9S-S9S
S9S-S98
898-900
900-903

Formosus Ostia. .

.

[Sergius, antipope.]

Boniface VI Rome .

.

Stephen VII Rome .

.

Komanus Gallese.
Theodoras II Gallese.
John IX Tivoli..
Benedict IV Rome ..

Leo V Ardea .

.

Christopher Rome .

.

Sergius III Rome
Anastasius III

.

.Rome 911-913
Lando Sabine..
John X Ravennr
Leo VI Rome .

.

Stephen VIII Rome ..

John XI Rome .

.

Leo VII 4 Rome .

.

Stephen IX Rome .

913-914
.... 915-928
.... 92S-929
.... 929-931
.... 931-936

936-939
.... 939-942

Mai inns II Rome 943-946
Auapetus II Rome 946-956
John XII* Rome 956-964

(Octavian Conti.)

[Leo VIII, antipope.]

Benedict V Rome 904-965
John XIII Rome 905 972

(Bishop John of Ravenna.)

Benedict VI Rome 972-973
Douus II Rome 973-975
Benedict VII Rome 975-9S4

(Conti, bishop of Sutri.)

John XIV Pavia 9S4-9S5
(Peter, bishop of Pavia.)

Boniface VII ? 9S5-9S5
(Cardinal Boniface Franco.)

John XV Rome
John XVI ?

Gregory V Germany
(Bruno, court chaplain of the emperor.)

John XVII ? 999-999
Sylvester II France

(Gerbert.)

9S5-996
'996-996

990-999

999-10J3

f The first pope who channel hi; ascending the papal thr
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No. Name. Place of Birth. TVrm.
147. John xvin Rome 1003-1003
14-v John XIX Rome 1003 1009

is IV Koine 1009 1012
150. Benedict VIII R .me 1012-1024

(Conti.)

161. John XX Home 1024-1033
brother of the preceding.)

152. Benedict IX Rome 1033-1041
phew of the two preceding.;

[Sylvi

153. Gregory VI Rome 1044-104G
(Archpriest John Grationtu.)

nt II Germany 1046-1047
Bamberg.)

15.'.. Damasne II Germany 104S-104S
(Bishop Pappo of Brlzen.)

156. St. Leo IX Germany 1049-1055
(BUhop liruno of TouL)

I5T. Victor II Germany 1055-1057
(Bishop Cebliar I ..I l.i hs"t.i.lt. i

15S. Stephen X Germany 1057-1053
(Abbot Frederick of Montecatslno.)

159. Benedict X ? 105S-1059
. Minciua Conti, bishop of Velletri.)

160. Nicholas II France 1059-10C1
I
Bishop Gerard oi I

161. Alexander II Milan 1061-1073
i

.
. i

162. - Gregi j VII Soana 1073-10S5
rood.)

> at HI. antipope.]

- III Benevent 10S7-10S7
1 1 lesideriut, duke of Capua, ubbot of Montecassino.)

104. Urban II France 10SS-1099
.

i ardlnal-bishop of Ostia.)

1G5. Paschal II Bieda 1099-111S
(Cardinal Rainer.)

[Albert and Theodoric, antip

160. GelasiusII Gaeta 111S-1119
(Cardinal Johannes Cajetaui.)

107. CalixtDSlI France 1119-1124
nut >!' l: Iir-iili-l\ . a:

168. Bouoriusll Bologna .1124-1130
i Lambert, cardinai-bisho|

109. Innocent II Rome 1130-1143
(Cardinal (VreiT'.l ;

| Ana' !. tu-., nntipope.]

17". I i
line II C'itta di Castello.. ..1143-1144

171. Lucius II Bologna 1144-1145

igeuius III Montemagno 1145-115:!
i Bernardus, abbot o

l\ Kome 1153-1154
174. Adrian IV England h.m h.v.i

175. Alexander III Siena 1159-1181
(Roland BandinelU.)

,
Paschal, und Callixtus, antipopes.

]

is III Lucca 1181 1185
|| HI Milan U85 LIS!

179 Q irvVlll Beneventnm 11S7-US7
hi III Rome n^T no]

ISO. Celesline III Rome 1191 U9S
181. Innocent III Anagni 1198 1210

182. 1 1, hi oritis III Rome 1216-1227

rylX xiiagui 1221 L241

tine IV Milan 1241-1241
i

185. Innocent IV Genoa 1243 1254

1SG. Alexander IV Anagni 1254-12G1
(Conti.)

157. Urban [V France 1-261-1204
dent.)

18S. Clement IV France 1265 1269
(Guido I

189. /;. Gregory X Piaccnza 1271-1270
i bald Vise.mi, archdeac t< I

19C Innocent \ Savoy 1276 1276

191. A. Irian V Genoa 1270 1276

192. John XXI Portngal 1276-1'.'77

i uluin.)

19a Nicholas III Koine 1277 1280
'Minn.

I

iV Prance 12S1-12S5

195. I Ion onus IV Rome 1285 1287

190. Nicholas IV \M,,li 12SS-1292
(Car. Una, J i mi ulum.)

I nin 1294 1294

\ HI Anagni 1294 I

199. B Benedict XI Treviso 1303-1304
(B

POPE
Term.

.1305-1314

.1310-1334

10

No. Name. Place of Birth.

2u0. Clement V France
(De Gout, artlibi.h. p of Bordeaux.)

201. John XXII Prance
d Jucub de Fine.)

[Nicholas, antipope.]

202. Benedict XII France 1334-1342
(Cardinal Jacob Founder.)

203. Clement VI France 1342-1352
(Cardinal Peter Roger.)

'204. Innocent VI Prance 1352-1302
Aubert.)

205. n. Urban V France 1302-1370
(Abbot at Marseilles.)

206. Gregory XI France 1370-1378
(Cardinal Peter hoger.)

207. Urban VI Naples 137S-13S9
(Prignano, archbishop of Bari.)

[From 1378 to 1410 occurs the great Western Schism, during which.
in conflict with the line of popes inserted In the catalogue, U found

I ; Itene-
di.t XIII. 1394-1410. The Council of Pisa. 14

ral p..pe»
; but Benedii i Mil remained in bchism till hi. death in

1424.]

•208. Boniface IX Naples 1CS9-1404

209. Innocent VII Snlmona 1404-1400
rati.)

Gregory XII Venice 1406-1409

Alexander V Bologna 1409-1410
(Cardinal I'eter Philargi.)

John XXIII Naples 1410-1415
(Cardinal Cossa.)

Martin V Rome 1417-1431
ial Otto Colonna.)

Eugeuius IV Venice 1431-1447
(Condulmero.)

[Felix, antipope.]

Nicholas V Sarzana 1447-1455
(.Thomas de Sarzano.)

Calixtus III Spain 1455-1458

Pins II Siena 14!
:

• douiiiii.)

Paul II Venice 1464-1471

Sixtus IV Savona 1471-14^4
(Cardinal Fran.,-.'., del la I:

Innocent VI II Genoa 14S4-1492
(Cardinal John Baptist Cibo.)

Alexander VI Spain 1492-1503
(Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia.)

Pius III Siena 1503-1503
(Cardinal Francis Piccolomlni.)

Julius II Savona 1503-1513
(Cardinal Rovere.)

Leo X Florence 1513-1521
(Cardinal de' .Medici.)

Adrian VI Netherlands 1522-1523
i Adrian I

Clement VII .. Florence 1523-1534
: nal de" Medici.)

Paul III Rome 1534-1549
I nal Alexander Farnese.)

Julius III Tuscany 1550-1555
(Cardinal del Monte.)

Marcellns II Montepnlciauo 1555-1555

Paul IV Naples 1555-1559
(Cardinal Caraffa.)

Pius IV Milan 1559-1565
(Cardinal de' Medici.)

St Pins V Bosco imy. ;:.;_•

I Michael Ghisleri, cardinal of Alessandria.)

Mil Bologna 1572 1585
i i.-no.l

1 Marchigiano 1585-1590

Urban VII Rome 1590-1590
(Cardinal Castagna.)

XIV Cremona 1590-1591
- ndrati.)

; IX Bologna i.y i 1592

Clement VIII Florence 1592 1605
ial Aldobrandini.)

Leo XI Florence 1601
(Cardinal Octavlon de' Medici.)

Paul V Koine 160!
(Cardin U 1

XV Bologna 1621 1623
it Mo.)

Urban \'III I .1623-1644
Uaffi Barberini.)

Innocent X Rome 1644 1655
Ml John I'amhli.)

Alexander VII Siena 165!
(Car.,

Clement IX Pistoia 1007-1609
.liosi.)

'lenient X Rome 1670-1076
Sl Altieri.)
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Place of Birth.

;47. Innocent XI • -Com". 16«(i-lbb9

(Cardinal IV n.-.li. t ( i.l.-i akhi.)

24S Alexander VIII Venice 1CS9-1691
(Cardinal Peter Ottoboui.)

240. Innocent XII Naples 1691-1700
(Cardinal Anthony Pijrnatelll.)

250. Clement XI • -UfW™ 1700-1721
(Cardinal Albam.)

261. Innocent XIII • -Rome 1721-1721
(Cardinal Conti.)

252. Benedict XIII Rome 1721-1730
(Cardinal Orsim.)

253. Clement XII Florence 1730-1740
(Cardinal Corarai.)

254. Benedict XIV Bologna.. 1740-175S

(Cardinal Prosper Lambertim.)

255. Clement XIII Venice 175S-1709
(Cardinal Rezzomco.)

25G. Clement XIV St. Angelo in Vado .1769-1774
(Cardinal Ganganelli.)

257. Pius VI Cesena 1775-1799
(Cardinal Braschi.)

Cesena 1S00-1S23
,!•,„. Imal Chiaramonte.)

Spoleto 1823-1629
(Cardinal della Genga.)

Cingoli 1829-1830

25S. Pins VII

259. Leo XII

2G0. Pius VIII

261. Gregory XVI

262. Pius IX

263. Leo XIII.

(Cardinal Mastai Ferretti.)

Carpinetto.

.

(Cardinal Gioacchino Pesci.)

.1S31-1S46

.1846-1878

.1 SIS-

How uncertain the table of the early Roman bishops

is, may be seen by comparing it with the catalogue,

given in Alzo; Jlandbnch der Kirchenyeschichte (9th

ed. 1872), a work probably more extensively used as

text-book of Church history than any other Roman

Catholic's work. It gives (ii, G49) the catalogue of the

lirst Roman bishops, as follows

:

St. Peter, 42-67 or 68.
" Linus.
" Anacletus (or Cletus).
" Clement I, 92-101.
" Evaristus.
" Alexander, until 119.
" Xvstus or Sixtus, until

127.
" Telesphorns, 127-139.
" Hygin us, 139-142.
" Pius 1,142-157.
" Aniceius, 157-1GS.
" Soter, 168-177.
" Eleutherius, 177-192.
" Victor, 192-202.
" Zephyriuns, 202-219.
" Callistus, 219-223.
" Urbanus 223-230.
" Poutianus, 230-235.

St. All terns, 235-23G.
" Fabian us, 23G-250.
" Cornelius, 251-252.
" Lucius, 253.
" Stephen I, 253-257.
" Xvstus or Sixtus II, 2

25S.
" Dionvsius, 259-2G9.
" Felix I, 209-274.
" Eutychianus, 274-2S3.
" Cains, 283-296.
" Marcellinus, until 304.
" Marcellus, 30S-310.
" Ensebins, 310.
"• Melehiarles, 311-314.
" Sylvester I, 314-335.
" Marcus. 336.
" Julius I, 337-352.
Liberius, 352-366.

Felix, 355 {antipope).

It will be seen that, according to this list, one of the

Roman bishops, whom the Roman list calls St. Felix If,

was neither a saint nor even a legitimate pope.

In the Roman list of popes, 80 are enumerated as

saints, 4 as blessed, and 32 as martyrs. In regard to

their nationality, 14 were Frenchmen, 11 Greeks, 6 Ger-

mans, 6 Syrians and natives of Asia Minor, 3 Africans,

3 Spaniards, 2 Dalmatians, 1 Thracian, 1 Englishman,

1 Portuguese, 1 Dutchman; all the remainder were Ital-

ians. The last non-Italian pope was Adrian VI (1522-

23); the last saint, St. Pius V (1566-72). As the Ro-

man legend claimed that the apostle Peter had been

25 years bishop of Rome, although it is very doubtful

whether he ever even visited Rome [see Peter], a be-

lief gained ground within the Church that no pope

would reign 25 years until the last, under whom the

world would come to an end; but the pontificate of

Pius IX, which in 1877 had already lasted 31 years, put

an end to this tradition. Besides Pius IX, only the

following nine popes reigned 20 years or more: Syl-

vester I, 23 years; Leo I. 21; Adrian I, 23; Leo III,

20; Alexander III, 21; Urban VIII, 20; Clement XI,

20; Pius VI, 24; Pius VII, 23. Sixty -four popes

reigned from 10 to 20 years each; and forty-five reigned

each less than one year.

The see of Rome was frequently disputed. The first

the clergy and laity in opposition to Cornelius; the last,

Felix V. who was elected in opposition to Eugenius IV.

Sometimes the whole Church was for a number of years

divided by the rival claims of two popes, and in one

instance this division continued for thirty-nine years

(1378-1417). See Antii-opes.

The story that at one time, in the 9th century, the

papal chair was filled by a woman, the popess Joan, was

quite generally credited from the latter part of the 11th

until the opening of the 16th century, but it is now ad-

mitted by nearly all writers to be a fable. See Joan.

On the several Latin titles given to the popes, see

Ducange, Glossarium. On the rights and functions

of the popes, see the manuals of ecclesiastical laws, es-

pecially those by Richter, Lehrbuck des Kirchenrechts

(7th ed., by Dove, Leipsic, 1874); Meier, Lehrbuch des

Kirchenrechts (3d ed. (i.itting. 1869); Schulte, Lehrbuch

des kath. Kirch nn chts ( 3d ed. Giessen, 1873) ; Phillips,

Kirchenrecht (Katisbon, 1845-69, 7 vols.). The princi-

pal work on the papal elections is by Zopffel, Die Papst-

wahlen (1872). See also Camarda, Synopsis constitutio-

num apost.cum ceremoniali Gregoriano de pertinentibus

ad electionem Papa (1732); Menschen, Ceremonialia

electionis et coronationis Pontif. Rom. (Frankfort, 1732);

Adler, Ceremonien und Feierlichkeiten bci der Wahl und

Kroimng eines Papstes (Vienna, 1834); Pipping, De
triplici corona Pontif. Rom. (Leipsic, 1642) ; Herman-

sen, De cor. trip. Pontif. Pom. (Upsala, 1736) ; Krebs,

De mutatione nominum Pontif Rom. (Leipsic, 1719);

Mayer, De osculo pedum Pontif. Rom. (Wittenberg,

168*7) ; Ffoulkes, Dicis. of Christendom, ii, 556 ; Thump-

son, Papacy and the Civil Power (X. Y. 1877, 12mo);

Brownsoiis Rev. July and Oct, 1855; North Brit. Jar.

vol. xi; Cath. World, Aug. 1870, art. xi; Lond. Quar.

Rev. April, 1871 ; Oct. 1870. art. iii ; Princeton Rev. Jan.

1871. art. ix ; Pibl. Sac. Jan. 1871, art. iv ; Edinb. Rev.

July, 1871, art. v; July, 1872, art. iv. (A. J. S.)

POPE is the title given in the Russian Church to

the secular clergy, and corresponds in import to the

(Latin) word curate used in the English Church. We
find full information about Russian curates or popes in

the earliest times. A passage of Nikon (i, 198) shows

plainly that about the year 1094, when Wewolod died,

there were priests in Russia. They formed, with the

deacons, subdeacons, and the persons belonging to

an inferior degree of the ecclesiastic order, what was

called the secidar clergy, the highest office of it being

that of archpriest or protopope. The verger, the bell-

ringer, the lamb-baker, were counted also with the ec-

clesiastic order, and formed together a special class,

distinguished from the regular and secular clergies as

well by their cloth as by their peculiar privileges. The
conditions required for admission into the ecclesiastic

state had been set down, among others, by the metro-

politan Cyrillus (1274) at the Synod of Wladimir on the

Klhsma, celebrated in Russian history. It was decreed

there: "If the bishops wish to ordain a pope, let them

first examine his life from his childhood ; only he who
has lived temperately and chastely, who has married

a virgin, who is proficient in the art of reading and

writing, who is neither a gambler nor a cheat, who is

not addicted to drinking, swearing, or cursing, who is

not quarrelsome, shall receive the consecration." The

right to appoint a pope belonged to the bishop in his

diocese, and the community seem to have had orig-

inally no share whatever in the choice of their pastor.

But it was one of the directions of the Stoglawnik (of

the year 1551) that the parishioners should elect their

pastors and deacons themselves. As the revenue of the

popes accrued either from special properties or from the

voluntary gifts of the parishioners, it would seem that

in the first case the right of nomination was exercised

by the bishop, and in the other case by the people.

The pope was chosen from the deacons, the deacons

from the subdeacons, and the latter were taken from

among the sons of the secular clergy. Ordination was

antipope was Xovatianus, who was chosen by some of I bestowed by the bishop, who received as a compensa-
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tion tho so-called ordination money. This practice

was opposed in Novgorod and Pskow, and occasioned

the formation of the seel called Strigolniks (q. v.).

Al the present time the priests are appointed by the

bishop, archbishop, or metropolitan to whose eparchj

they belong. JTel the righl • >t t lie bishop is not <>f a

quite unlimited description: he has t" make sure of

the conseul of the church patron, i. e, the proprietor

of the ground on which the church stands, or of the

colonel, if the pope to be appointed is to officiate in a

regiment. The lower servants of the Church are ap-

pointed by the priesl or the patron, seldom by the

higher dignitaries.

The official duties of the I Ireek popes are the follow-

ing I ' >y Sunday and holyday, and al least three

times in tin 1 week, they officiate mechanically and dis-

tribute the Eucharist; they give their blessing to con-

fined « i\ es, christen new-born children, administer con-

fession, marry betrothed couples, recite their prayers in

uninterrupted series before the bodies of the deceased

until they are under ground, and visit from time to time

their parishioners in their houses for the purpose of be-

stowing their b< nedicl ion, etc. Extemporaneous preach-

ing is severely prohibited. Once in a while they read

for the assembled people after worship a homily of the

fathers, or some composition sent to i hem by the bishop.

Many liturgical acts cannot be done by the pope alone

without the assistance ofthe deacon. Every pope must

have married already as subdeacon, and the reputation

of his bride must have been unblemished. If his wife

dies, his list tiihn ss as a pa-tor comes to an end. and. as a

rule, he retires to some monastery, where, as a priest-

monk, he enjoys special honors. But, according to more

modern rules, popes of good repute are allowed to re-

main in office after the death of their wives; but a sec-

ond marriage is entirely out of the question. If the

widowed priest marries again, he renounces ipso,facto

the ecclesiastical state, for one marriage only is allowed

and prescribed to him.

The 1 ors paid to the secular priests do not follow

them into private life. Their religious duties per-

formed, the borrowed nimbus falls, and the boyar who
devoutly kissed their hand at the altar ignores them in

i. I he cause thereof is mostly to be found in

their licentious conduct, their coarsi ness, their ignorance

of worldly and spiritual things—in short, in their vices,

against which the metropolitans, bishops, and even the

councils have accumulated in vain all kinds of prohib-

iten' measures. Witnesses relate that the ig ance of

the Greek clergy is indescribable; that out of a thousand

priests, scared} ten are able to sign their names, and

that he n ho can do it can pass himself off for a scholar

:

it does not seem thai the Russian popes can lay claim

to a much higher degree of consideration. Most oi

those w ho are destined to the < !hurch belong to the low-

est class of the population they are generally the sons

of the lower clergy. The sad predicament of the dis-

trict schools and colleges allows of an inference as to the

studies preparatory to them. The first son of a pope

belongs by law to the clerical career; and if the m i ssi-

ties ofthe < Ihurch require it. two of his childn

orders. The embryo pastor gets his first education in

the church, w here be perforin- I lie lower church duties,

and in the ecclesiastical -tho.. Is ofthe district Then
he spends two years in a clerical seminary, where he

ading, writing, elementary arithmetic, and the

ritual: at this stage of his development the black cloak

is thrown on his shoulders, and the priest is made. V>v,

he has i airy, if be does not cherish the idea of re-

tiring to a monastery, lie has not theleasl Bmatterin;

of Latin or Greek, nor indeed any kind of knowledge.

The sum of his acquirements is the ability to read and
write the Liturgj of the Church. Even the little he has
learned in scl 1 is slowly obliterated by the frequent

mechanical performance of ceremonies and the toils of

agriculture, to which he must devote his .-pare time to

avoid starvation.

The income of the popes and inferior ecclesiastics is

very scanty. As a rule they dwell in a house belonging

to the parish, till with their own hands the land con-

ceded to them for their maintenance, and have mostly

to depend on their casual U-<-^. It follows that every-

thing—baptism, blessings, exorcisms, vi-ii- to the .-ick.

celebration of the Eucharist, even confessions— must
be paid tor according to the rank and wealth of the pa-

rishioner, else the pope could not maintain hima If and
hi- family with a salary of $100 at the utmost The
dress of the popes differs little from that of laymen.

Their long heard (which they consider sinful to .-have

off), their uncombed hair, hanging wildly about their

neck and shoulders, give them an untidy appearance.

In the church alone the popes appear bareheaded ; out-

side they wear a kind of cap or a round hat. with a

broad, Qat border. A long stick is their constant com-
panion.

The ordination of pope- (hierey, presbyters, priests)

i- observed in the following way: The bishop makes
the Bign of the cross <>\ er the head of i he candidate,

while the killer kisses the bishop'.- knee-. He then,

with the other ecclesiastics, walks three times proces-

sionally around the altar, kneels down before tin same,

ami lays bis ton head between his hands, which lie

rests crosswise on the altar. The bishop lays his right

hand on the head of the young priest, and says. "The
divine grace promotes the most pious deacon to the

order of priesthood." Then the onlinated youth re-

ceives the benediction, and kisses the hand of the

bishop. As to priestly garments, he receives, instead

ofthe crarion, a similar stripe, four inches wide and lour

ells km--, around the neck : this ornament is calli d epi-

brachelion; further, a belt and a round cloak, the great

phelonion (the casula ofthe Latins), which reaches to

his feel.

The secular clergy stand under tho control of the di-

ocesan bishop, hut are in many respects also ami liable

to the worldly authorities. See for literature the art.

Ri s-i \.

Pope, Alexander, the celebrated English poet of

the 18th century, deserves a place here as the writer of

poems of a decidedly religious cast, for tin speculative

character of some of his productions, and their peculiar

philosophical tendency. Pope was born in May, 1688,

in I don. of rather humble parentage, of i he Romish
communion. A sickly child. Alexander's early educa-

tional advantages were scanty, hut notwithstanding all

deficiencies his poetic talent was manifest at a most

tender age, though il is true that hiscelebrih is chiefly

due to his satirical power, which was displayed in the

writings of his maturer years. We would not, how-

ever, he understood as underestimating Pope's poetical

qualifications; for. although he confined himself to the

didactic style leaving untouched the two higher or-

ders of poetry, the epic and dramatic— he was yet in

this department the master unsurpassed. No other

English poet, not even Cowper, has combined such

powers of reasoning with such splendid decorations of

fancy: and Pope's works ha\e been more frequently

edited than those of an)- other British poet except

Shakespeare. When hut fifteen years old. Pope pre-

pared poetical translations of several Latin poets, and

thereby proved his attainments iii the classical lan-

guages. From i In- age of twelve he had himself formed

a pi,- f study, to which he rigidly adhered, and com-

pleted with little tether incitement than the desire of

excellence. His general reading, too. was uncomn ly

extensive and various, ami at twenty-five he was on<

ol i lie best-informed men of his generation. When only

eighteen years old he produced his Messiah, a sacred

eclogue in imitation of Virgil's Potlio. Pollio was a

Roman senator in the time of Augustus, and ci lebrated

not only as a general, hut as a patron of letter- and the

line an-. Virgil addressed to him his fourth t clogue at

a lime ( 11. ( '. In i when Augustus and Antony had rati-

fied a league of peace, and thus, as it was thought, es-
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tablished the tranquillity of the empire, as in the times

of the "golden age." In this eclogue Virgil is most

eloquent" in the praise of peace, and in some of his

figures and expressions is thought to have imitated

the prophecies of Isaiah, which he had possibly read

in the Greek Septuagint. But, however this may be

as regards Virgil, Roscoe well remarks of this produc-

tion of Pope, that "the idea of uniting the sacred

prophecies and grand imagery of Isaiah with the mys-

terious visions and pomp of numbers displayed in the

Pollio, thereby combining both sacred and heathen

mythology in predicting the coming of the Messiah, is

one of the happiest subjects for producing emotions of

sublimity that ever occurred to the mind of a poet."

Pope's next remarkable work was his Essay on Criti-

cism (written in 1700). which displays such extent of

comprehension, such nicety of distinction, such ac-

quaintance with mankind, and such knowledge both of

ancient and modern learning, as are not often attained

by the maturest age and longest, experience. About

1713 he set about a translation of Homer's Iliad and

Odyssey, which he published from 1715 to 1720, and

secured by it a world-wide renown. It was received

witli admiration, and well deserved the praises of his

contemporaries. But the work which gives him special

interest in our line of study is his Essay on Man (1733),

a philosophical didactic poem in vindication of the

ways of Providence, in which the poet proposes to

prove that, of all possible systems, Infinite Wisdom has

formed the best; that in such a system coherence, union,

subordination, are necessary; that it is not strange that

we should not be able to discover perfection and order

in every instance ; because, in an infinity of things mu-
tually relative, a mind which sees not infinitely can

see nothing fully. Thus we see Pope setting forth,

after Bolingbroke, a theory of optimism (q. v.), the con-

sequences of which he probably did not fully under-

stand. The Essay aspires to be, like Leibnitz's cele-

brated work, a theodicy, and is really a poetical ver-

sion of the religious creed of Pope's age-—of that deism

which took various shapes with Clarke, Tindal, and
Shaftesbury, and which Bolingbroke seems to have

more or less put into shape to be celebrated in poetry

by his friends. The poem is didactic, and not only

didactive, but ratiocinative. The emotion is always

checked by the sense that the Deity whose ways are

indicated is after all but a barren abstraction, in no

particular relation to our race or its history. He never

touches the circle of human interests. Considered as a

whole, this production, though Pope's most ambitious,

remains radically unsatisfactory; yet there are, it must
be granted, many brief passages marked by Pope's spe-

cial felicity of touch; many in which the moral senti-

ment is true and tender; many in which he forgets for

a moment the danger of open heterodoxy, and utters

with genuine force some of the deeper sentiments that

haunt us in this mysterious universe. Of his other

works, none interest us here. One of the most admira-
ble of Pope's religious poems is "The Universal Prayer,"

beginning with

" Father of all ! in every age,
In every clinic adored."

Pope's celebrated lyric, " Vital spark of heavenly flame,"

like some other productions of his pen, is an imitation.

The original source of this hymn is supposed to be a

poem composed by the emperor Adrian, who, dying
A.D. 138, thus gave expression to his mingled doubts
and fears. His poem begins: Animulum vagula blan-

dula, Hospes comesque corporis ("Sweet spirit, ready-

to depart, guest and companion of the body"). It is

afterwards found freely rendered in a piece by a poet
of some note in his "day—Thomas Flatman, of Lon-
don, a barrister, poet, and painter. Flatman's poem
is called "A Thought of Death ;" and as he died in the
year Pope was born, 1688, and the poems are very sim-
ilar, there can be little doubt that Pope has imitated

his predecessor. From Pope's correspondence we learn

that on Nov. 7, 1712, he sent a letter to Mr. Steele for

insertion in the Spectator on the subject of Adrian's last

words; to which Steele responded by asking him to

make of them an ode, in two or three stanzas of music.

Pope replied immediately, saying that he had done as

required, and sent the piece. To show how close is the

parallel between the poets, we print a stanza of each :

FI.ATiMAN.

" Full of sorrow, full of anguish,
Fainting, graspiiiL', trembling, crying,
Panting, groaning, sin inking dv'ing-
Methiiiks I hem- some penile spirit say,
' Be not fearful, come away V

"

tope.

"Vital spark of heavenly flame !

Quit, oh, quit, this mortal frame !

Trembling, hoping, ling'ring. living,

Oh, the pain, the bliss of dying !

Cease, fond nature, cease thy strife,

And let me languish into life
!"

It has been urged by critics that it is inconsistent, and
inconceivable that a dying man should hold such a so-

liloquy with his soul— it is altogether too studied and

rhetorical, too artificial. Although undoubtedly a grand

poem, yet it cannot be regarded strictly as a hymn, any
more than Toplady's famous production, "Deathless

principle! arise," judged by the rule of St. Augustine,

who tells us, "A hymn must be praise—the praise of

God, and this in the form of a song."

Pope died May, 1744. He does not seem to have been

a very lovable character, if we may judge him by his

caustic satires. His person was small and deformed ; and

his temper of mind often also crooked, as we learn from

one of his best friends, bishop Atterbury, who once, re-

ferring to Pope's irrascibility, described him as " mens

curva in corpore curve" The best edition of his Works
is by Roscoe (Lond. 10 vols. 8vo). It is one of the

choicest contributions to English literature of the pres-

ent century. See Life by Dr. Johnson prefixed to Pope's

Works; Stephen, Hist, of English Thought, ii, 348-360

et al. ; Chambers, Cyclop. <>f Engl. Lit. vol. ii; Warton,

Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope ; Macdonald,

England's A ntiphon, p. 285. See also the excellent notes

on the literature of Pope by Superintendent. Winsor, of

Boston, in his Catalogue of the Boston Public Library

(2d ed. July, 1873), p. 221* col. i; Westminst, Rev. xcii,

149 ; Lond. Qu. Rev. Oct. 1875, art. iii. (J. H. W.)

Pope, Fielding, a Presbyterian divine, noted es-

pecially as an educator, was born in Virginia in 1800.

He was educated in Marysville College, Tenn., studied

divinity at the Southern and Western Theological Sem-
inary, was licensed and ordained in 1826, and began his

labors as stated supply for Mars' Hill, Columbiana, and
Shilo churches, near Athens, Tenn. This relation ex-

isted until 1833, when he accepted a professorship in

Marysville College, Tenn.; in 1844 he resigned this po-

sition and devoted all his time to the ministry; in 1852

he was connected as president with the Masonic Fe-

male Institute of Marysville; and in 1857 he took

charge of New Providence Church in Marysville, in all

of which labors he was earnest, and faithful. He died

March 23, 18G7. Mr. Pope was a man of great power

and popularity in the pulpit. See Wilson, Presb. Hist.

A Imanac, 1868, p. 365. (J. L. S.)

Poper, Henry, a clergyman of the Church of Eng-
land and missionary among the Jews, was born of Jew-
ish parentage, in the year 1813, at Breitenbach, in Elec-

toral Hesse, Germany. At Hildesheim, the native place

of his mother, he received his early education at the fa-

mous school which flourished under the superintendence

of the Jewish rabbi Wolfsohn. Besides, he was also pri-

vately instructed that, he might, prepare himself for the

office of a teacher. When about the age of eighteen

(May, 1831), Poper received an appointment as Jewish

teacher and reader in the synagogue, having also occa-

sionally to lecture in the synagogue. During the period

of eight years he filled this office in two places in the
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kingdom of Hanover, when, at last, by reading the

N.-T. Scriptures and Christian intercourse, thai change

was brought about which was decisive l"r 1<!> whole

future life. Julj 15, 1839, he received ( hristian baptism.

When in the following year the London Society l<>r

Propagating Christianity among the Jews opened the

Hebrew college for the purpose of training up mission-

aries i" work ai g God's ancient people, Poper was

enrolled a- one of the first students. In June, 1842,

Poper was appointed by the committee to labor at

Frankfort-on-the-Main, was subsequently ordained to

the ministry of the Church of England, and continued

iged in the Master's service in thai city until

his death, April 22, L870. Poper was a very active mis-

sionary, and was highly esteemed for his zeal and efforts

both an g Jews and Christians. When, on April 25,

1870, Ids earthly remains were carried to their resting-

place, all the Protestant pastors of the city, accompanied
by many Hebrew-Christians and .lews, followed to the

grave. A rabbi of a reformed synagogue, when in-

formed by a missionary of Poper's death, said, ''Mr.

Poper was a very good man. 1 have known him well.

He was greatly respected anion-- my friends, who were
also his friends. I liked him very much, although he
was a convert to Christianity" a remarkable testimony

for a Jew to make of an apostate. See Jewish Intelli-

gencer, L870; Missionsblatt fur Israel, 1870; Dibreh
Emeth

i Breslau, L870). (B.P.)

Popery literally means attachment to the religion

or to the party of the pope; and in this sense the word
is synonymous with the profession of the Roman I ath-

olie religion. In its use. however, it has come to in-

volve either lie' idea of contempt or disparagement,
or is intended to designate what are regarded by Prot-

estants as the mosl exaggerated and superstitious among
the doctrines and practices which they ascribe to Roman
Catholic-, and of which the principal are the infallibility

of i he Church; the supremacy of the pope; the doctrine

of the seven sacraments—namely, baptism, confirma-

tion, the Eucharist, penance, extreme unction, order.-, and
matrimony: the celibacy of the clergy; the worship of

saints and the Virgin Mary, of pictures and images;
prayers for the dead, intercession of saints, purgatory,

unwritten t radii ion,-, etc. A proper distinction i- made
by some -a riters between popery and the papacy. Pop-

ery is the err on- principle- salvation /»/ man—in op-

position io the truth of the Gospel, which is salvation

li'i grace. The papacy i- the secular organization in

which this error is embodied. The one i- the body, the

other the animating and controlling spirit See Popish
\ II w.

I be ' huivh of Rome is charged with having depart-

ed from apostolic Christianity by requiring all w ho com-
municate with her to believe, as necessary to salvation:

1. That that man is neenrsed who does not kiss and
honor and worship the holy images.

2. That the Virgin Mary and other saints are to be
played to.

after consecration in the Lord's Supper, the
bread is no longer bread, and the wine no longer wini'.

t. Thai He- clergyman should he excommnmcated who,
in tin- Bacraiueul of the Lord's Supper, gives tin- run to

.'.. That they are accursed who say that the clergy may
marry.

ii. 'I'hat there i- a pnrgatory—that is.n place where souls
which had died in repentance nre on rifled by Buffering.

7. That the ( buii h of Rome i- the mother and mistress
irelies.

s
- Thai dne from all churches to the bish-

ed "ho deny that there arc sev-
en sncrnmenls.

these doctrines, contrary to Scripture and the

primitive < Ihurch, have resulted these c\ il practice-

:

from the \ cm ration of images ha- Sprung the actual

worship of them.

The invocation of the Blessed Virgin, and of other
saint-, has given rise to the greatest blasphemy and
profancness.

The bnad in the Eucharist has been worshipped as
it were the eternal God.

From the doctrine of purgatory has sprung that of

indulgences, and the practice of persons paying sums of
money to the Romish bishops and clergy to release the

souls of their friends from the fabulous fire of purgatory.
We append a list of these principal heresies of the

I lino h oi Rome, and the time at which they wi re in-

troduced :

Invocation of saints first taught with authority bv a
Conncil of Constantinople, A.D. 7: I

I ' fa a •
! and relics in religious worship first pub-

licly affirmed and sanctioned in the Council of Nicea,
A.D. 7-7.

Computet iii-t enjoined publicly
at the tir-i Council of Lateran, A.D. 1123.

Papal supremacy firsl pnblii j asserted by the fourth
Council of Lateran, A.D. 1215.

Auricular confession first enjoii ed by Innocent III, at
the fourth Council of Lateran. A. I

•

I'"' > in aforii'in tuimiii' tic-t deliberately sanctioned
by the Conncil ofTrent, A.D. I5(

Transubstantiate , was first publicly insisted on by the
fourth Council of Lateran, A.D. 1215.
/nr

:
i, i/>.,' a, ,i i, ,',,i,i, nces first set forth bv the Council

of Florence. A.D. 1 !:;-.

Judicial absolution authorized bv the Council ofTrent,
A.D. 1551.

Apoci mha received as canonical at the Council of Trent,
A.D. 1547.

Communion in one kind only, first authoritatively sanc-
tioned by the Council of Constance, A.D. 1414.

The Roman numbt r of >>'• .vc ra,„. „is first settled by the
Council ofTrent, A.D. 1545.

This system of doctrine will be best understood by a
reading ol i he creed of popery as adopt* •! by pope Pins

IV (q. v.), and published in [564. See l'lan i SSIO i'l-

DKI. It embodies the decisions of (be ( 'ouneil ol In i;l.

Every Roman Catholic is bound by it. and Romish < lli-

cials swear to it. Alter repeating the Apostles' Creed,

the form of the oath goes on :

'•1 most firmly admit and embrace apostolical and ec-
Clesiastical traditions, and ail other constitutions ami nli-

servauces of the same Church. I also admit the sacred
Scriptures according to the sense which the holy mother
Church has held and. does hold, to whom it belongs to
.iiid-e of the true sen-e and interpretation of the' holy
Scriptures; nor will I ever take and interpret them other-
wise than according to the unanimous consent of the fa-

thers. I profess, also, that there are truly and properly
seven sacraments of the new law. instituted by Jesns
Christ our Lord, and for the salvation of mankind, though
all are not necessary for every one— viz., baptism, con-
firmation, Eucharist, penance, extreme unction, order,
and matrimony; and that they confer grace; and of
these, baptism, confirmation, and order cannot he reit-
erated without sacrilege. I al.-o receive and admit the
ceremonies ofthe Catholic church, received ami
in the solemn administration of all the above-said sacra-
ments. I receive ami embrace all ami every one ofthe
things which have been defined and declared in the holy
Council ofTrent concerning original sin and justification.
I profess likewise that in the mass is offered to (Jod a
tine, pro] er, and propitiatory sacrifice for the living and
the dead; and that in the most hoi] sacrament ofthe
Eucharist there is truly, really, ami substantially the
bodj ami blood, together with the soul and divinity, of
mil' Lord Jesus Christ: and that there is made a conver-
sion ofthe whole sllhstame ofthe bread into the body,
and of the whole suhstance of the wine into the blood,
which conversion the Catholic Church calls transubstau-
tiation. I confess, also, that under either kind alone,
n bole and entire, < Ihrisl and a true sacrament is received.
I constantly hold that there is a purgatory, and that the
-oiils detained therein arc helped by the suffrages of the
faithful. Likewise that the saints reigning together with
chri>t are i,. bi honored and invocated, that they offer

prayers to God for us, ami that their relics at(> to he ven-
erated. I most firmly assert that the images of Christ
and of the mother of God, ev< r virgin, ami also i f ihe

i-, are to he had ami retained, and
bonoi ami veneration are to lie given to them. I also

affirm that the power of indulgences was lefl bj Christ in
; ; ami that the use of them is nio-t w

I

to Christian people, i acknowledge the holy Catholic
and Apo-tolic Roman chnnh. the mother and m -

all churches ; and 1 promise and swear true ol eiiieni e to

the Roman bishop, the sua essor of 8t Peter, prince of
the apostle-, and vicar Of Jesns Christ. I also profess
and undonhtedly receive all other things delivered, de-
fined, oid declared by the sa.ieil canons and general
councils, ami particularly by the holj Conncil ofTrent:
and likewise I also condemn, reject, and anathematize all

things coutrary thereto, and all heresies « hat-. -ever, con-
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demned and anathematized by the Church. This true

catholic faith, out of which none can be saved, which I

now freely profess and truly hold, I, N., promise, vow,

and swear most constantly to hold and profess the saint-

whole and entire, with God's assistance, to the end of my
life. Ameu."

For literature, see Romanism.

Popish Plot, the name given to an imaginary

plot on the part of the Roman Catholics in England

during the reign of Charles II. the object of which was

believed to be a general massacre of the Protestants.

See Oates, Titus.

Popish View of Christianity. The supporters

of this view regard the Church as the mediator between

God and the individual: the Church (by which some

of them seem to mean "the clergy") is a sort of char-

tered corporation, by belonging to or by being at-

tached to which any given individual acquires certain

privileges. The opponents of such a view regard it as

a priestcraft, because it lays the stress not on the rela-

tions of a man's heart towards God and Christ, as the

Gospel does, but on something wholly artificial and for-

mal—his belonging to a certain so-called Society ; and

thus, whether the Society be alive or dead, whether it

really help the man in goodness or not, still it claims to

step in and interpose itself, as the channel of grace and

salvation, when it certainly is not the channel of salva-

tion, because it is visibly and notoriously no sure chan-

nel of grace. The opponents of the popish views ac-

knowledge that, where the Church is what it should be,

it is so great a means of grace that its benefits are of

the highest value; yet they regard relation to any

Church as a thing quite subordinate and secondary, the

salvation of a man's soul being effected by the change

in his heart and life wrought by Christ's Spirit: and

because all who go straight to Christ (their baptism

into the communion of the Church being assumed) do
" manifestly and visibly receive grace, and have the seal

of his Spirit, and therefore are certainly heirs of salva-

tion." They adopt this view of Christianity because it

seems "simple and scriptural," while any other is com-
plex in its character and human in its source. Accord-

ing to this view, all seems plain :
" we are not to derive

our salvation through or from the Church, but to be

kept or strengthened in the way of salvation by the

aid or example of our fellow-Christians, who are formed

into societies for this very reason that they might help

one another, and not leave each man to fight his own
fight alone; the Scripture notion of the Church being

that religious society should help a man to become bet-

ter and holier, just as civil society helps us in civiliza-

tion." See Tor-EKY.

Popkin, John Snei.i.ing, D.D., a Congregational

minister, was born June 19, 1771, in Boston, Mass. He
graduated at Harvard College in 1792, and held the

office of tutor of Greek from 1795 to 1798. Having en-

tered the ministry, he was ordained pastor of the

Federal Street Church, Boston, July 10, 1799, which
charge he resigned in 1802, and became pastor of the

First Parish in Newburgh Sept. 19, 1804. In 1815 he
was elected professor of Greek in Harvard College, and
served until 1826, when he accepted the professorship

of Greek literature. He resigned it in 1833, and lived

in retirement until his death, March 2. 1852. Dr. Pop-
kin published Three Lectures on Liberal Education

(1830), and a number of occasional sermons. Some of

his lectures and sermons, with a Life by Prof. Felton,

were published in 1852. See Sprague, Annals, ii, 434;
North Ainer, Rev. 1875, p. 473; Christian Examiner,
vol. liii.

Poplar (n;3^>, libneh; Sept. otvoukivoc, in Gen.

xxx, 37; \cubjj, in Hos. iv, 13; Vulg. populus), the

rendering of the above-named Hebrew word, which oc-

curs only in the two places cited. Peeled rods of the
libneh were put by Jacob before Laban's ring-streaked

sheep. This tree is mentioned with the oak and the

terebinth, bv Hosea, as one under which idolatrous Is-

rael used to sacrifice.

Several authorities, Celsius among the number (Hie-

rob. i, 292), are in favor of the rendering of the A. V.,

and think the "white poplar" {Populus alba) is the

tree denoted. The Hebrew name libneh, being sup-

posed to be derived from *2^
if be white), has been

considered identical with the Greek Xevki), which both

signifies "white" and also the "white poplar." This

poplar is said to be called white, not on account of the

whiteness of its bark, but of that of the under surface of

its leaves. It may perhaps be so designated from the

whiteness of its hairy seeds, which have a remarkable

appearance when the seed-covering first bursts. The
poplar is certainly common in the countries where the

scenes are laid of the transactions related in the above

passages of Scripture (comp. Belon, Obs. ii, 100). Rau-
wolf also mentions the white poplar as abundant about

Aleppo and Tripoli, and still called by the ancient Ar-

abic name haur or hor, which is the word used in the

Arabic translation of Hosea.

Others, however, have been of opinion that libneh

denotes the storax-tree rather than the white poplar.

Thus, in Gen. xxx, 37, the Sept. has pafiCov (jTvpan'i-

vr\v, " a rod of styrax ;" and the Greek translation of

the Pentateuch, according to Rosenmliller, is more an-

cient and of far greater authority than that of Hosea.

So R. Jonah, as translated by Celsius, says of libneh,

"Dicitur lingua Arabum Lubna;" and in the Arabic

translation of Genesis lubne is employed as the repre-

sentative of the Hebrew libneh. Lubne, both in Arabic

and in Persian, is the name of a tree, and of the fra-

grant resin employed for fumigating which exudes from

it, and which is commonly known by the name of sto-

rax. This resin was well known to the ancients, and

is mentioned by Hippocrates and Theophrastus. Dios-

corides (i, 79) and Pliny {Nat. Hist, xii, 17 and 25) both

speak of the styrax. Pliny says, " That part of Syria

which adjoins Judaea above Phoenicia produces storax,

which is found in the neighborhood of Gabala (Jebeil)

and Marathus, as also of Casius, a mountain of Seleucia.

. . . That which comes from the mountain of Amanus,

in Syria, is highly esteemed for medicinal purposes, and

even more so by the perfumers." Dioscorides describes

several kinds, all of which were obtained from Asia Mi-

nor; and all that is now imported is believed to be the

I produce of that country. But the tree is cultivated in

the south of Europe, though it does not there yield any

storax. It is found in Greece, and is supposed to be a

native of Asia Minor, whence it extends into Syria, and

probably farther south. It is therefore a native of the

country which was the scene of the transaction related

in the above passage of Genesis. From the description

of Dioscorides, and his comparing the leaves of the sty-

rax to those of the quince, there is no doubt of the same

tree being intended: especially as in early times, as at

the present day, it yielded a highly fragrant balsamic

substance which was esteemed as a medicine, and em-
ployed in fumigation. From the similarity of the He-
brew name libneh to the Arabic lubne, and from the

Sept. having in Genesis translated the former by styrax,

it seems most probable that this was the tree intended.

It is capable of yielding white wands as well as the

poplar; and it is also well qualified to afford complete

shade under its ample foliage, as in the passage of Hos.

iv, 13. We may also suppose it to have been more par-

ticularly alluded to from its being a tree yielding in-

cense. " They sacrifice upon the tops of the mountains,

and burn incense upon the hills, under the terebinth

and the storax trees, because the shadow thereof is

good."

Storax (rrropaZ) is mentioned in Ecclus. xxiv. 15,

together with other aromatic substances. The modern

Greek name of the tree, as we learn from Sibthorpe

(Flo?: Grcec. i, 275), is cTOvpatct, and is a common wild

shrub in Greece and in most parts of the Levant. The
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resin exudes either spontaneously or after incision. This

property, however, ii would seem, is only for the most

pan possessed hy trees which grow in a warm country;

lor English specimens, though they flower profusely, do

n.. i produce the drug. .Mr. Daniel Hanbury, who has

the whole subjecl of the storax plants with

much care (see \\\e Pharmaceutical Jonrnal and Trans-

actions for Feb. L857 i, tells us thai a friend of his quite

failed t" obtain any exudation from Slyrax officinale,

by incisions made in the hottesl pari of the summer of

1856, on specimens growing in the botanic garden at

Montpellier. ••Tin- experiment was quite unsuccessful;

neither aqueous sap nor resinous juice flowed from the

incisions." Still Mr. Hanbury quotes two authorities

to show that under certain favorable circumstances the

tr.e may exude a fragrant resin even in France and

Italy. The Styrax officinalt is a shrub from nine to

twelve feet high, with ovate leaves, which are white

underneath; the flowers are in racemes, and are white

or cream-colored. The whiti appearance agrees with

the .

-i j mology of the Hebrew Wtnu h. The liquid storax

of commerce is the product of the Liquidambar Orien-

tate, Mill, (see a fig. in Mr. Hanbury's communication),

an entirely different plant, whose resin was probably un-

known to the ancients. - Kilto: Smith. See Sta< ii.

I ,fe-' ,-

in. r. lv cut into plain fleurs-de-lis or other simple forms,

with the edges chamfered or Blightly hollowed, bui are

frequently carved with leaves, like finials, and in rich

work are sculptured into animal- and figures, and are

often extremely elaborate. No examples are known to

exist of earlier date than the Decorated style, and hut

few so early; of Perpendicular date specimens are to be
found in very many churches, especially in the cathe-

drals and old abbey churches. —Parker, Glossary ofAr-
chitecture, s. v. See Stall; Standard.

St\ rax Officinale.

Poplicani, a name applied to the .1 Ibigenscs (q. v.).

Poppaea. See Sabina.

Popoftchins, or Popovshchins. a name given
to the different sects ,,f Russian dissenters who recog-

nise the validity of ordination as given in the Estab-

lished church, ami receive most of their popes (q. v.),

i.e. priests, from that emmunion. The Popoftchins are

divided into five principal sects-, the Starobertzi, or < >ld

ialists, the Diaconoftschins, the Peremayan-
oftschins, the Epefanoftschins, and the Tschemaboltsi.
Those who have no priests at all, or who do not ac-

knowledge the validity of Church ordination, are termed

ftchins, or No-Priesters. See Mosheim, Eceles.

rol.iii; Platon, Greek Church (see index).

Popogano is the name by which the primitive in-

habitants of Virginia designated hell, which the} imag-
ined Boating in the air between heaven and earth.

Poppie, Poppy, Poppt-hkad (from Ft.poupi a

doll, or l.at. puppis the "| p" of a ship., an archi-

tectural term designating an elevated ornament often

used on the tops of the upright ends, or elbows, w hich

terminate seats, etc., in churches; thej are sometimes

Ordinary Poppie. Kidlington, c. USO.

Poppy-head. See Poppds

Populonia, a surname of Juno (q.v.) among the

ancient Romans, as being the protectress of the whole
Roman people.

Por'atha (Heb. Poratha', X~""2, prob. Persian,

perhaps a lot bestowed; Sept. BapSaSav.T.&apadaSa),
the fourth named of the ten sons of Hainan, slain by the

Jews in the palace of Abasuerus il'.-th. i\. s). B.C.

173.

Porch is the rendering in the A. V. of the following

words:

1. O^ISt or r:x. uldm |
from '^N. before), a vestibule

or hall (Sepi. avXdu : Vulg. porticus
\

1 Chron. xxviii,

11]; vaoc; porticus). Ii is used of the entrance-hall

of a building (Ezek. xl, 7, 18); of the place where the

throne was placed, and where judgment was adminis-

tered (1 Kings vii, 7 [see Palaci |); and of the a eran-

da surrounding a court (Ezek. xli. 15). it is especially

applied tO the veslihule of the Temple i 1 Kings vi. vii
;

Joel ii. 17 i. s.e I i \iii i :. "The porch of the Lord"

(2 Chron. xv, 8 ; wi\. 17 i seems to stand for the Tem-
ple itself.

2.
*"~"". misderon, a sort ol i balcony

with pillars i Judg. iii. '_'•"•
| : probably a corridor connect-

ing the principal rooms of the house (Wilkinson. An-
cient Egyptians, i. 11). It may have been a s..rt of ve-

randa chamber in the works of Solomon, open in front

and at the sides, but capable of being enclosed with

awnings or curtains, like that of the r..\al palace at Is-

pahan described by Chardin (vii, 386, and pi. 89). The
word is used iii the Talmud (Middoth, iii. 7).

:;. llr.W.r (Matt. xxvi. 71), probably the passage

from the Btreel into the first court of the house, in

which, in Eastern houses, is the mastdbah, or stone

bench for the porter or persons waiting, and where also

ii.. master ol I he houa often rect ives \ isitors and trans-

acts business (Lane, Mod. Eg. i. 82; Shaw, Trav. p.

207). The word rendered "porch" in the parallel pas-

sage i Mark \i\. 68) is wpoavXiov, the outer court.

Ihc scene therefore of the denial of our Lord took place

either in that court or in the passage from ii to the

house-door. See ll"t si

.

1. The term OTod is used lor the colonnade or portico
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of Bethesda, and also for that of the Temple called Sol-

omon's porch (John v, 2; x, 23; Acts iii, 11; v, 12).

Josephus describes the porticos or cloisters which sur-

rounded the Temple of Solomon, and also the royal por-

tico (Ant. viii, 3, 9 ; xv, 11, 3, 5 ; War, v, 5, 2). Those

porticos are described by Tacitus as forming an impor-

tant line of defence during the siege (Hist, v, 12). See

Solomon's Ppncn.

PORCH (Lat. portions) is the term applied in eccle-

siastic architecture to the adjunctive erection placed

over the doorway of a church. In the early ecclesias-

tical structures, raised after infant baptism became prev-

alent in the West, and the discipline of the catechumens

(q. v.) had fallen into desuetude, the narthex (q. v.) was

given the form of a vestibule, frequently closed, and

sufficiently capacious to contain a large number of per-

sons and permit the celebration of different ceremonials.

This was really what we now understand by porch.

Few churches, cathedrals, conventual or parochial, were,

until the middle of the 12th century, unprovided with a

central porch in front of the principal entrance

;

but after the 13th century they were not so com-

mon.
The earliest porches in the West, dating from

the 8th to the 11th century, are shallow, and ex-

tended across the church front, as at Clermont.

One of the earliest is at St. Font, Perigueux. In

some cases they were recessed under the tower, as

at St. Germain-des-Pre's (Paris), Limoges, Poissy,

of the 9th or 10th century, St. Benet-sur-Loire,

Moissac, and St. Savin. During the 11th century

this became the rule; in the 13th it was rare, but

at a later date it reappeared at Caen, Fribourg,

and Cranbrook. At St. Savin the porch is defen-

sible and protected by a ditch, just as the castel-

lated palace stands in front of the western en-

trance of Cashel Cathedral. The giant porch of

Vienna, imposing as it is, is far exceeded by the

three magnificent Early English porches of Peter-

borough, which accord with the entire work, while

those of many of the great French cathedrals are

mere afterthoughts, noble but accidental addi-

tions. At Fribourg, Rheims, and Chartres (1250-80) the

porches are covered with statuary.

Towards the close of the 12th century the ceremonies

performed within them fell into desuetude, and they in

consequence dwindled into a mere appendage of the

nave. Then, from the exclusive use of western doors,

large lateral porches, usually in cathedrals, as at Char-
tres, Mans, Bayeux, Puy-en-Velay, Chalons-sur-Mame,

Wells, Salisbury, Lincoln, and Hereford, were built for

the convenience of worshippers when entering or leav-

ing the church, for benedictions, and the preliminaries

of marriages and baptism, and the passage of funerals.

The monastic churches in towns imitated the arrange-

ment. These porches were usually closed at the sides,

as in the Norman examples of Kelso, Selby, Southwell,

Sherborne, and Malmesbury, although that of Alencon
is open. At Hereford the outer porch (cir. 1513) is

open, but the inner Decorated porch is closed. Until

the close of the 14th century porches, generally of open

form, were commonly built. The lateral porch fronted

the side which faced the more populous portion of the

city—at Gloucester, Canterbury, Malmesbury, Chester,

and St. David's, on the south; at Durham, Hereford,

Exeter, Christchurch (Hants), and Selby, on the north.

At Chichester it is on the south side, opening on the

cloister to admit processions to the shrine ; at West-
minster (called from its beauty Solomon's Porch) it

stood in advance of the north front of the transept ; at

Lincoln the bishop's porch is in the presbytery. There
are Early English porches at St. Alban's and Barnack,
the latter, like All Saints', Stamford, Albury, and St.

Mary's, Nottingham, having external and internal stone

roofs. At Tewkesbury the vast western arch may have
formed a gigantic porch. At Lincoln three recessed
porches exist, as once at St. Alban's.

VIII.—D d

Wooden porches occur at all dates, and of these also

fine examples remain. At Chevington, Suffolk, is a

wooden porch of Early English date, but much impaired

by modern work. In the Decorated style wooden
porches are not unfrequently found; they are of one

story only in height, sometimes entirely enclosed at the

sides, and sometimes with about the upper half of their

height formed of open screen-work ; the gables have

barge-boards, which are almost always feathered, and
more or less ornamented: good specimens remain at

Warblington, Hampshire ; Horsemonden and Brookland,

Kent; Aldham, Essex; Hascombe, Surrey; Northrield,

Worcestershire, etc. Stone porches of this date have,

not unusually, a room over them, as they have also in

the Perpendicular style. Of this last-mentioned style

there are many wooden porches, which differ but little

from those of the preceding, except that the upper half

of the sides is almost always formed of open screen-

work : examples remain at Halden, Kent; Albury, Sur-

rey, etc.

Bicester, Oxfordshire, c. 1420.

It is common to find porches of all ages consider-

ably ornamented ; those of the Norman style, and per-

haps also the Early English, have the decorations prin-

cipally on the inside and about the doorway; those of

later date are often as much enriched externally as in-

ternally, and sometimes more so : the room over the

porch frequently contains a piscina, which shows that

it once contained an altar, and was used as a chapel,

and is sometimes provided with a fireplace, as if it had
served for a dwelling-room. There are large porches at

Tours, Pol, St. Leon, and Ulrichsk, and smaller speci-

mens in several churches at Cologne. English cathe-

drals and minsters are remarkable for the homeliness

of their doorways, resembling those of parish churches

on an enlarged scale. The cathedral, in distinction to

a minster, in the 12th century, was built with many
porches and western doors opening directly on the

close, as if inviting the entrance of crowds. Noyon, at

the end of the 13th or beginning of the 14th century,

is a solitary exception to this rule in possessing large

porches in advance of its principal front.

L
T
p to the 6th century children were exposed in the

porch, and the Council of Aries required those who
adopted them to place in the priest's hand a letter of

contestation with regard to the sex and age of the

child ; and the Council of Vaison, complaining that the

children were exposed to dogs, for fear of scandal re-

quired the priest at the altar to announce on Sundays
the name of the adopter. Kings and princes were per-

mitted to be buried in porches by the Council of Nantes

(658), and interments were forbidden within church

walls till the 12th century. At Ely, as in many ascer-

tained examples in France, probably the recesses above

the arcading were used as charnels, fenced in with an

iron screen; and at Chichester there are still lateral
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tombs. Gradually incense was used and litanies were

chanted in porches. Fonts and basins for the ablutions

of the faithful before entering the church were erected,

and exhibitions of relics and sacred images were made.

Markets were permitted, just as objects of piety are still

sold in foreign porches on festival days. Feudal and

other courts were held. At Sandwich a school was

taught and I ks6old, and even, in 1519, pedlers hawked
their wares at Riccald. Chapters and religious bodies

appealed in the eivil power to put an end to such irreg-

ularities, and the greal abbeys of Gugny, Maulbronn,

and < iteaux, about the beginning of the 12th century,

began to ereel large enclosed porches in front of their

churches. The Clugniacs built large ante-churches of

two stories, as at Lewes; al Tournus, near the close of

the l Ith century. At the latter place they consisted of

a nave and aisles of thirteen hays, with an upper chapel

of St. Michael, in which the altar was used for a mass

attended by penitents. At Clugny in the r.ih centurj

an altar and pulpit adjoined the church door. Their

influence is perceptible in the large upper chapel over

the porch ai Puy-en-Velay and Autun, and the tribune

for an altar at Chatel Montagne, Monreale, and Dijon,

which are said to have been used by women and

minstrels. In many instances the view into the nave
was unimpeded.

The Cistercians built western porches deep and longi-

tudinal, in imitation of the narthex. according to the

desire of Si. Bernard, at Toury, Moutier, Charite-sur-

Loire, Fountains, and Beaulieu. At Vezelay, in the

131 h century, the porch, of two hays in length, forms a

nave with aisles, lateral galleries, and a tribune for an

altar over the minster door. In many French parish

churches this plan was followed in order to accommo-
date mourners al funerals. In England an upper cham-

r*s^

her sometimes occurs over porches, as ai Southwell, naticisi

It is possible that these outer buildings

served the same purpose of a place of pre-

vious assembly, just as the great western

transept of Ely or Lincoln may have been

also occupii d on occasions when large mul-

titudes flocked to the church. In some

monastic churches it served as the foren-

sic parlor for com ersal ion with persons in-

admissible « ithin the inner portions. The
children of the abbey serfs were baptized

and the office ai which their domestic ser-

vants anil laborer- attended was said. In

fmrchi - the proct Bsionswere ar-

range,! in the porch on Palm-Sunday, on

Holy-cross Daj . and in Rogations. Some-
times ii formed a sanctuary, containing a

ring in the door to which tin- fugitive

clung, as at Durham, and ai Cologne there

wa- an inscription to this effi Ct, " lb re

stood the great criminal." Walcott, Sa-
cred Archaeology, s. v.; Parker, Glossary

ofA rckitecture, s. v.

Porchet, Joseph, a converted Jew.

flourished in the 1 Ith century in Spain,

and by his learning rendered greal service

to the Church of Christ in that day. Be
was acquainted with Martini ( q. v.), the

author ofPugio Fidei, and transcribed a great part of it

into a work which he himself composed under the title

oi Victoria adversus Hebrceos (1520), and which is one
of the ablest polemics of the Christian Church against

Judaism. See M'Crie, Hist.oftfo Reft rmatit « in >']><iiir.

p. 66.

Porcius Festus. See Fesi i
-.

Porcq, Jean le, a French < Iratorian, was born near

Boulogne-sur-Mer in 1636. Professor of theology for

fifty years al the school founded at Saumur by the ( >ra-

torians, he was one ofthe most active adversaries of the

Jansenists, and published against them Les Sentiments

dt Saint-Augustim svrlaGrdct (Lyons, 1682, 1700, Ho).

Although he abstains from all personalities, his adver-

saries spoke <>f it with the utmost contempt. Abbe
Goujel acknowledges Porcq's piety, and says that he
always carefully avoided anything that was akin to

sectarianism, but thai he wrote against Jansenism be-

cause be considered it wrong. He wrote as a true po-

lemic against doctrines, and no) persons. See Unpin.

BibL des Ant. Eccles. du \.8ienu Steele, ii, 385.

Porcupine. See Bitti rn.

Pordage, John, an English mystic, who, with Jane
Leade and Thomas Bromley, founded the so -called
" 1'hiladelphian" society, was horn in London in 1608.

He studied theology and medicine at Oxford, and be-

came a curate at Reading; but. after a short pastorate,

was settled ai Bradfield, in Berkshire. From the works

0( Bohme, which Charles I had caused to he published

in English, Pordage derived the germs of his strange

and ii, coherent mysticism. A time of such sudden

veering from the extreme of churchliucss to the mildest

independentism as was the case under Charles 1 and

Cromwell is very favorable to sporadic outbursts of fa-

Christehurch I Hants), and in parish churches used as a t

Bel L-room or a chaplains' or watchers' dormitory. Pla-

cenlia. Parma, and Modeiia have porches of two stories.

In the foreign examples pilgrims or penitents were
mar-hailed on the ground-floor in order to hear an ad-

dress from the pulpit, or mass said al the upper altar.

while those who came from a distance found shelter in

these vaulted porches, jusl a- the country people on the

eves of great festivals pass the night under the porticos

of St. Peter's al Rome. Ai Paulinzelle, cir. 1160, there is,

and at Sherborne there was, a large parochial ante-

church. At Glastonbury and Durham the Lady-chapel

was placed in a similar position.

II. 'ordae very susceptible in

lis direction, ii was not Long until he found himself

the centre of a group of disciples. The effect ot asso-

ciation was io intensify his delusion and to brighten his

imagination. 'Ibis culminated in a scries of the wild-

est pretendedly supernatural visions. In the nighl of

Jan.:!. 1651, he assumed to have had lime ol ihcse.

The fust was that of a being wiih clothes, beard, and
hat, who drew hack hi- bed-curtains, and linn in\-le-

riou-ly vanished. Hardly had Pordage fallen asleep

again when he saw a giant with an uprooted tree on

his shoulder and a sword in his hand. He threw the

tree to the earth, and iheii began to wrestle with Por-

dage, but wa- successfully rcsi-ted by the latter with
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spiritual weapons. The third vision was that of an im-

mense dragon, which vomited fire upon him, and left

him exhausted upon the floor. On occasion of such

visions a session of the " Philadelphians" was held.

Those in attendance also now fell into a state of ecstasy,

and had visions of the heavenly and of the infernal

world. As these visions continued for a period of three

weeks, day and night, Pordage affirmed that they could

not be mere fanatical imaginations, but were a heavenly

admonition to them to break off from the world, and to

enter upon a life of complete devotion to God. But

their meetings called for the intervention of the police.

The matter was investigated, but led to no other serious

result than the deposition of Pordage from his priestly

office. A very venomous book was now written against

Pordage

—

Bcemonium Meridiunum (Lond. 1055)— by
one Fowler, a preacher in Reading. Pordage defended

himself in hmocency Appearing. Thereupon Fowler

retorted, with fresh accusations, in a new volume (1C5G).

Meantime the enthusiasts had gone to London, but,

driven away by the plague, they returned to Bradfield.

On the death of Mrs. Pordage, in 1070, they went again

to London. It was now that, in accordance with a vision

granted to Jane Leade, the "Philadelphians" became an

organized society. The members of the society were

to live according to the laws of Paradise. Pordage

opened to the society his own house in London. The
membership reached near a hundred. Upon these the

frequent visions of Pordage and Leade exerted a mag-
netic effect. In the close of 1071 Pordage fell into a

trance, in which he affirmed that his spirit, breaking

loose from his soul and body, was translated to the

mountain of eternity. There he saw heavenly and

eternal things with direct, naked vision.

Pordage lavs claim to three degrees of revelation

:

(1) Visions placed before the human spirit by the Holy
Ghost; (2) Illuminations shed directly by the Holy
Spirit into the immortal part of man, making him to

see the thoughts of the Spirit; (3) Translations of the

mortal spirit into the very heart of the Deity, whereby
it is enabled to behold and read the secret mysteries of

the Trinity itself. The voluminous writings of Pordage
contain a very elaborate and fantastic system of mystical

theology. Throughout he claims to be in harmony with

the Scriptures; he simply penetrates below the letter,

and unveils their deeper meaning. Among the curios-

ities of his teaching are the following: The immortal

spirits of men have a cylindrical form, and resemble a

transparent whiff of mist; their movements are as rapid

as thought; they can traverse mountains, rocks, ocean,

earth, and have about the size and contour of a human
body. Angels are sexless, or rather they are man and
woman entirely merged into one person—the spirit being

the male, and the soul the female element. Adam was
also primarily a man-woman, and bore within himself

the faculty of procreation. Christian perfection is a

State of absolute celibacy, in which the soul is married

to the heavenly sopkia.

The whole system of Pordage claimed to rest upon a

series of supernatural visions. With the other " Phila-

delphians," lie regarded the actual state of the Church
as one of utter degeneration, and as incapable of refor-

mation. Even the Quakers he regarded as among the

antichristian sects. He believed himself called to or-

ganize and restore the primitive Church. Up to his

death, Pordage was the most influential of the "Phila-
delphians." When he died, in 1098. the society seemed
ready to perish. But it lingered awhile, as will be seen

by reference to the art. Leade, Jane. See the litera-

ture there quoted. See also Morell, Modem Philosophy,

p. 213; Mosheim, Eccles. Bict. iii, 481 ; Neal, Hist, of
the Puritans ; Haag, Les Dogmes Chretiennes ; Blackey,
Hist, of Philosophy, ii, 414. (J. P. L.)

Pordenone, Giovanni Antonio Licin(i)o Re-
gillo da, generally called simply " 77 Pordenone," an
Italian painter ot great celebrity, was born at Porde-
none, in Friuli, in 1484. From the vigor of conception,

PORPHYRIANS
the elevation of mind, and the style of execution which

distinguish his works, it has been presumed, though it

is not certain, that he frequented the school of Gior-

gione. Though on the whole inferior to Titian, he

presumed to be his rival. Pordenone chiefly excelled

in fresco. His composition was very simple, his heads

rarely speak of deep passion, and his chief excellence

was color. He -painted flesh with a marvellous soft-

ness. His portraits were fine, and he frequently rep-

resented several persons on one canvas. It is difficult

to see on what qualities his competition with Titian is

founded; for though Pordenone painted lifelike and rich-

toned portraits, and grouped his compositions in a spir-

ited manner, he is not by any means to be compared

with Titian, of whom he professed himself in such dread

that he painted with his shield and poniard lying at

his side. Certainly the saints and virgins of Pordenone,

which hang in the gallery of Venice beside the works

of Titian, do not look as if it had cost the latter much
trouble to distance his competitor. As Pordenone prin-

cipally painted frescos in North or Upper Italy, he was
known in Lower Italy only by his tine oil-paintings.

His most splendid work in oil is the altar-piece of Santa

Maria dell' Orto at Venice, representing a *S'<(« Lorenzo

Giustiniani surrounded bg other Saints, among whom
are St. John the Baptist and St. Augustine. The frescos

of Pordenone are spread over the towns and castles of

Friuli ; some are at Genoa, Mantua, and Venice, but the

best-preserved are on N.-T. subjects at Piacenza, and

especially in the cathedral at Cremona. He was highly

esteemed by the emperor Charles V, who ennobled him.

Hercules II, duke of Mantua, called him to Mantua to

paint cartoons for tapestry to be made in Flanders, but

he soon afterwards died (in 1539), as it was suspected,

of poison. We have very few easel pictures by Por-

denone, and those which are attributed to him in gal-

leries are oftentimes proved not to be his, or are under

so much doubt that it is unsafe to risk a list of them.

The Glory of S. Lorenzo Giustiniani, in the Academy
of Venice, is one of his finest works. Much has been

said of The Woman taken in Adultery, in the Berlin

Museum, but it is so repainted (the heads of the Sav-

iour and the woman being almost new) that it can do

little honor to any artist of the 10th century. Several

of Pordenone's pictures are in England. In the Nation-

al Gallery is a colossal figure of A n Apostle. See Mrs.

Clement, Handbook of Painters, Sculptors, etc., s. v.;

Radcliffe, Schools and Masters of Painting, p. 209 sq.,

et al. ; Vasari, Lives of the Painters ; Lanzi, History of
Painting in Italy ; Spooner, Biog. Hist, of the Fine

Arts, s. v. (J. II. W.)

Poree, Charles, a noted French Jesuit, was born

in 1075. He became a member of the Society of Jesus

in 1092. and flourished as a trainer of youth all his life,

and it is presumed that no man ever exceeded him in

this work. Voltaire says of him that " he was eloquent

after the style and taste of Seneca, a very beautiful

poet ; but that his greatest merit consisted in inspiring

his pupils with the love of learning and virtue." He
died in 1741. His writings are of a secular character.

Porodakhsta is a personage of the Persian my-
thology, the father of the famous hero Eshevand. He
is to be one of the assistants of Sosiash, son of Zoroaster,

in his great work, the resurrection of the dead.

Porphyrians was the name given to the Arians in

an edict of the emperor Constantine issued in the year

325, the reason stated being that, as they had emulated

the impiety of Porphyry in their errors, so they ought

to be named after him (Socrat. Hist. Eccles. i, 0). This

decree was afterwards quoted as a precedent by Theo-

dosius the Younger, who ordered that the Nestorians

should, in a similar manner, be called Simonians. It

may be doubted whether either name extended much
beyond the four corners of the edicts in which they were

given. See Baronius, A nnales, ad ami. 325, vol. lxxxiv,

lxxxv.
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Porphyry (Yloptyvpioc), a celebrated heathen phi-

losopher, the ablest expounder and defender ofNeo-
Platonism as taught by Plotinus (q. v.), and one of the

i acious ami learned antagonists of Christianity

under the Roman empire, flourished in the second half

of the 3d century.

/ /'/'. Porphyry was born A.D. 233. Ennapius and

Suidas (following, no doubt, Porphyry himself, Vit.

Plot. viii. 107) in their biographies call him a Tyrianj

but both St. Jerome (Prof. Epist. ad Gal.~) and St.

Chrysostom (Homil. 17 in I ad Corinth, p.
•">*

i term

him BaTavwrris, a word on the fancied correction of

which a good deal of ingenuity has been unnecessarily

expended; some imagining thai it is a corruption of

Borne term of reproach (such as (3oravid>rn,c, herb-eater,

(3io9dvarog, or fiaXavtibrqc;). The more reasonable

view is thai the word is correct enough, and describes

more accurately the birthplace of Porphyry—Batanea,
the Bashan of Scripture. To account for his being called

aTyrian some have supposed thai he was originally of

Jewish origin, and having first embraced, and after-

wards renounced Christianity, called himself a Tyrian

to conceal his real origin. Heumann, making a slighl

alteration in the text of Chrysostom, supposed that Por-

phyry falsely assumed the epithet BaravBiornc, to in-

duce the heliel that he was of Jew ish origin, so that bis

statements with regard to the Jewish Scriptures might

have the more weight. None of these conjectures

seems in any degree probable. The least improbable

view is that of Jonsius, who is followed by Fabricius,

Brucker, and others, that there was aTyrian setl It menl

in the district of Batanea, and that Porphyry was born

there, but, from the neighborhood of the more important

place, called himself, and was called by others, a Tyrian

1

1

'.nicker. Hist. Crit. J"hil. ii, 240; Harless, .1<7 Fabricius

Bibl. ffr.v,725).

I lie original name of Porphyry was Malchus(Md\ypQ,
the Greek form of the Syro-Phcenician .l/< //.-'. a word,

as he himself tells us, which signified king. His father

bore the same name, and was a man of distinguished

family! Porph. Vit. Plot, c. xvii, Aurelius, in dedicating

a work to him. styled him BaotXsvc,. The more eu-

phonious nam.' U.Op<}>VplOQ (in allusinii to the usual

color of royal robes) was subsequently devised for him
by his preceptor, Longinus (Eunapius, Porph. p. 13;

Suidas. s. v.). Suidas states that he lived in the reign

of Aurelian, and died in that of Diocletian. Eunapius
sa\ s, more explicitly, that be lived in the reigns of Gal-

lienus, Claudius, Tacitus, Aurelian, and Probus. Por-

phyry himself tells us that he was thirty years of age

when he first became the pupil of Plotinus, which was
in the tenth year of the reign of Gallienus (Vit. Plot.

iv,99); the date of his birth was, therefore, A.D. 233.

Exhibiting in his earliest youth a thirst for knowledge,

a quickness of mental perception, combined with indica-

tions of intellectual vigor, his lather pro\ ided the ven
best instruction for him, especially in philosophy and

literature. From Porphyry himself, as quoted by Euse-
bius (ll. /:. iii. 19; comp. Proclus, in Tim. i. p. 20), it

appears that, when very young lie was placed under the

instruction of Origen. This could nol have beenj as

some have imagined, at Alexandria, for about the time

of the birth of Porphyrj Origen quitted Alexandria.

and did not return to it. It was most likely at Cffisa-

rea that Porphyry attended the instructions of Origen.

Eunapius has been charged with a gross blunder in

making Origen the fellow-student of Porphyry; but ii

does ik, i aeem necessary to Buppose that he meant the

celebrated < hutch father of thai name. Porphj ry next

removed to Athens, and became the pupil of Apollonius

(Porph. Qucest. Horn. 25), and of the much-celebrated
Longinus, whose reputation for wisdom and skill in in-

struction brought him scholars from all parts of the

then civilized world. Under his tuition he received that

early moulding which subsequently secured such vigor

of thought and elegance of style, and the tutor was so

lunch pleased with his scholar thai he nol only warmly

commended him. but applied the name to him by which
alone posterity has known him. At the age of twenty
he went to Home to study under Plotinus (q. v.). but as

that philosopher was not then teaching. Porphyry re-

turned to the care of his former preceptor. At the age
of thirty he went again to Rome, this time in the com-
pany of Antonius of Rhod< a, and he now studied philos-

ophy with the great ex| i f Neo-Platonism, and

with Plotinns's oldest disciple, Amelius ( 17/./

Porphyry remained six years, and became thoroughly

attached to his master a man endowed with an ex-

traordinary understanding and vigorous imagination,

who as a teacher of the eclectic philosophy capable of fe-

licitously unfolding the sublime ideas of Plato had ob-

tained a great reputation. Under such guidance the

pupil, by nature well endowed for study, and led on by
his zeal for distinction and acquirements, very b same
to be regarded as one of the chief ornaments ol the

school, lb' wrote and disputed with great freedom and
masterly ability. Thus. e. g., w hen. having some doubts

respecting a dogma which Plotinus had inculcated.

Porphyry hesitated not to call the philosopher's dicta

iii question, and wrote a treatise endeavoring to estab-

lish in reply on i - txrniM ra )'o//r«, hoping

to get a rejoinder, which Amelius wrote by request of

Plotinus. Porphyry, still unsatisfied, again wrote, and
was once more replied to by Amelius, who this time

succeeded in pacifying the inquisitive pupil. Porphyry
now evinced his manliness by a public' recantation of

his erroneous criticisms. This generous action gained

30 i horoughly the approbation and confidence of Plotinus

that he was admitted by him tec terms of close intimacy,

and frequently had assigned to bim the task of refuting

opponents, and was besides intrusted with the still

more difficult and delicate duty of correcting and ar-

ranging the' writings of Plotinus (17V. Plot, vii, l h7;

xiii. 115; xv. 117: xxiv, 139). So closely did Por-

phyry apply himself to these studies that his health

became impaired, and. naturally of hypochondriacal dis-

position, a cloud, settling into confirmed melancholy.

was cast over his mind. While in this state he formed

a resolution of put ling an end tec his life, beeping by this

method, according to the Platonic teaching, to release

the soul from the prison of the body. From this mad
design, however, he was dissuaded by bis master, who
advised a voyage to Sicily. Complying with this ad-

Nice. Porphyry recovered his bodily vigor and serenity

of mind, and devoted himself to authorship. He then

wrote, according tec Eusebius (Hist. Eccles. \i. 19) and
Jerome (Catdl. Script Tllttst.), his treatise against the

Christian religion (see below, under Works), on which
account St. Augustine (Retract, ii. 31) styles bim Sicu-

/in,/ ilium CVJUS ci h In iriiuii fiiiim is/. 'I"he notion that

i his work was written in l'.ithynia is quite without foun-

dation, being merely derived from a passage of Lactan-

tius I v. 2), referring to somebody whose name is not

mentioned, and who wrote against the Christians, and

which was supposed by Baronius to refer to Porphyry.

But the account does not suit him in any respect. It.

was very likely aboul this period that Porphyrj took

occasion tec visit Carthage. That he also went to

Athens after the death of Plotinus has he'e-u inferred

(by llolsieiiiiis i from a passage quoted bj Eusebius,

where, as the teexl Btands, Porphyry is made' tec speak

of celebrating the' birthday of Plotinus at Athens with

Longinus. There can l»- little doubt, however, that the

reading should be, as Brucker (L c. p. 148) suggests,

HXeire./ruei. and that the' incident refers t" the earlier

part of the Life of Porphyry, otherwise the allusion will

ihci accord with the history either of Porphyrj or Lon-

ginus.

in the' remainder of the' life of Porphyry we know-

very little. According tec Eunapius hi' returned to

Koine, where hi' taUght, and gave frecpient public (X-

hibiiiecns of his acquirements and talents as a speaker,

and was held in high honor by the senate and people

till he died. Put his mind again lost its balance, for he
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pretended to be not only a philosopher "endued with

superior wisdom, but a divine person, favored with su-

pernatural communications from heaven." He avers

that in the sixty-eighth year of his age (Vit. Plot. c.

xxiii) he had a vision of the Supreme Intelligence, the

God superior to all gods, without an image—the result.

as Augustine thought, of the agency of evil spirits, but

more probably an entire fiction, employed to offset the

supernatural "elements of Christianity, or a mere phan-

tasm of an overwrought brain. When probably at a

somewhat advanced period of his life, he married Mar-

cella, the widow of one of his friends, and the mother of

seven children (Ad Marc. 1), with the view, as he

avowed, of superintending their education. About ten

months after his marriage he had occasion to leave her

and go on a journey; and to console her during his ab-

sence he wrote to her an epistle, which is still extant.

The date of his death cannot be fixed with any exact-

ness; it was probably about A.D. 305 or 306.

His Philosophy.—It appears from the testimony even

of antagonists, and from what we have left of Porphyry's

writings, that he was a man of great abilities and very

extensive learning. Eusebius speaks of him as one

riov jiaXiara dicupavwv icai ircan yvwpifiuiv, kXe'oc ti

oh (.UKpbv (pt\o(TO<piac Trap' "E\,\)/<T(i> (iTm'T]i'iypivov

(Pra>p. Ev. iii, 9) ; and Augustine styles him "hominem
non mediocri ingenio prseditum" (De Civ. Dei, x, 32;

comp. xix, 22). The philosophical doctrines of Por-

phyry were in all essential respects the same as those

of his master, Plotinus. To that, system he was ardent-

ly attached, and proved himself one of its most ener-

getic defenders. His writings were all designed direct-

ly or indirectly to illustrate, commend, or establish it.

His rhetorical training, extensive learning, and compar-

ative clearness of style, no doubt did good service in the

cause of his school. Thus Eunapius (Vita Porph. p. 8,

Boiss) ascribes to Porphyry as his principal merit that by
his perspicuous and pleasing diction he brought within

the range of the understanding of all men the doctrine

of Plotinus, which in the language of its author had
seemed difficult and obscure. Indeed, Porphyry lays

himself less claim to originality than to the merit of an

expositor and defender of the doctrine of Plotinus, which
he regarded as identical with that of Plato, and sub-

stantially also with that of Aristotle. Porphyry is,

nevertheless, charged with inconsistencies and contra-

dictions; his later views being frequently at variance

with his earlier ones (Eunapius, Vit. Porph. fin. ; Euse-
bius, Prmp. Ev. iv, 10 ; Iambi, ap. Stobaeum, Eel. i, 860).

The reason of this may probably be found in the vacil-

lation of his views with respect to theurgy and philoso-

phy—a vacillation which would doubtless attract the

greater attention, as it was in opposition to the general

tendencies of his age and school that he ranked philoso-

phy higher than the theurgic superstitions which were
connected with the popular polytheism. With the lat-

ter, some features of his doctrines had considerable affin-

ity. He insisted strongly on the contrast between the

corporeal and the incorporeal, and the power of the lat-

ter over the former. The influence of the incorporeal

was, in his view, unrestricted by the limits of space, and
independent of the accident of contiguity. When free

from intermixture with matter, it is omnipresent, and
its power unlimited. His doctrine with regard to dae-

mons.pointed in the same direction. Over both them
and the souls of the dead power could be obtained by
enchantments (De Abst. ii, 38, 39, 41, 43, 47). Yet these

notions seem to have been taken up by him rather in

deference to the prevalent opinion of his times than as

forming an essential part of his philosophy. Though at

first somewhat disposed to favor theurgy, he still ranked
philosophy above it, considering, with Plotrrms, that the
true method of safety consisted in the purgatiKn of the
soul and the contemplation of the eternal Deity. The
increasing value set upon theurgy, and the endeavors to

raise it above philosophy itself, probably produced some-
thing like a reaction in his mind, and strengthened the

doubts which he entertained with regard to the popular

superstition. These doubts he set forth in a letter to

the Egyptian prophet Anebos, in a series of questions.

The distrust there expressed respecting the popular no-

tions of the gods, divinations, incantations, and other

theurgic arts, may have been, as Ritter believes (Gesch.

der Philosophie, i v, 678), the modified opinion of his later

years, provoked, perhaps, by the progress of that super-

stition to which at an earlier period he had been less

opposed. The observation of Augustine is, doubtless, in

the main correct: " Ut videas eum inter vitium sacri-

lege curiositatis et philosophise professionem rluctuasse,

et nunc hanc artem tamquam fallacem, et in ipsa actione

periculosam, et legibus prohibitara, cavendam monere,
nunc autem velut ejus laudatoribus cedentem, utilem di-

cere esse mundanae parti animae, non quidem intellec-

tuali qua rerum intelligibilium percipiatur Veritas, nul-

las habendum similitudines corporum, sed spirituali,

qua rerum corporalium capiantur imagines." The let-

ter to Anebos called forth a reply, which is still extant,

and known under the title Ilepi Mtiar/jpiW, and is the

production probably of Iamblichus (q. v.).

So many are the variations of Porphyry in his philo-

sophic views from those of Plotinus, that Porphyry must
really be assigned to a class of his own rather than called

an exponent of Plotinus. Not only did Porphyry popu-
larize the Neo-Platonism of Plotinus, but he distin-

guished it by the more practical and religious charac-

ter which he gave to the system. Understanding the

power of the Christian religion, which was fast super-

seding the national creeds, he felt the necessity for an-

tagonizing it. He therefore undertook to spiritualize

the old creeds, and to harmonize them with philosophy

by treating them as symbolic. He perceived the national

craving for a theology (Farrar, p. 57) which rested on
some divine authority, or revelation from the world in-

visible (comp. Augustine's criticism on him in De Civ.

Dei, x, c. 9, 11, 26, 28) ; and hence he drew such a system

from the real or pretended answers of oracles in his

Tttpi Trie t/c XoyiW <pi\oao<plac, of which fragments

exist in Eusebius and Augustine (Fabricius, Bibl. Gr.

v, 744). Heathens, it would seem, had consulted oracles

on this very subject of Christianity; and it is these, the

genuineness of which may be doubted, that he uses.

The end of philosophizing, according to Porphyry, is

the salvation of the soul (>'/ tFjc faxfe cnort}pia). The
cause of evil is to be found in the soul, in its desires after

the low and base, and not in the body as such (A d Marc.
29). The means of deliverance from evil are self-puri-

fication (icaSapGie) through asceticism and the philo-

sophical cognition of God. To divination and theurgical

initiations Porphyry conceded only a subordinate signif-

icance ; in his later years, especially, he was instant in

warning his followers against their misuse (see, in par-

ticular, his epistle to Anebos, the Egyptian priest). He
acknowledged one absolute, supreme Deity, who is

to be worshipped with pure words and thoughts (Ad
Marc. 18). He also, however, distinguished two classes

of visible and invisible gods, the former being composed
of body and soul, and consequently neither eternal nor

immutable (De Abst. ii, 34, 36, 37-39). He also distin-

guished between good and evil daemons, and held that

the latter ought to be appeased, but that it should be

the object of the philosopher to free himself as much as

possible from everything placed under the power of evil

daemons. For that reason, among others, he rejected all

animal sacrifices (De Abst. ii, 38, 39, 43). The ascetic

tendency of his philosophy, as connected with his ex-

alted ideas of the power of reason, which is superior to

nature and the influence of daemons, conduced to raise

him above the superstitious tendencies of his age ; the

spirit of the philosopher being, in his view, superior to

all impressions from without. The object of the philos-

opher should be to free himself as much as possible

from all desires of or dependence on that which is ex-

ternal, such appetites being the most hateful tyrants,

from which we should be glad to be set free, even with
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thelossof the whole body (Ad Marc 34). We should.

therefore, restrain out Bensual desires as much as possi-

ble It was mainly in this point of view that he reject-

eel all enjoyment of animal food (see Bernays, Theosoph,

Schr. iiber Frommigkeit, mil hit. u. erkU Bemerh. zu

Porpk. Schr, iiber Enthaltsanikeit. p. 4-38). Though

bad genii hare some power over us, yet through absti-

nence and the steady resistance of all disturbing influ-

enci - we can pursue the good in spite of them. If we
could abstain from vegetable as well as animal

thought we should become still more like the gods
i
Di

Abst.il\,27). It is by means of reason only thai we are

exalted to the supreme God, to whom nothing material

should be offered, for everything material is unclean

(De Abst i, 39, .".7: ii, 34; Ad Mure 15). He distin-

guishes lour degrees of virtues, the lowest being politi-

cal virtue, the virtue ofa good man who moderates his

much that to a casual observer the two streams of

thought and speculation Beemed likely to unite and
How on in a single channel. Like Christianity, l'la-

tonism opened a spiritual world superior to thai of

sense, and revealed a Supreme Being, if not absolutely

free, yet capable of giving Bhape to the visible as the

art Ion. t of the universe. It awakened also in man the

consciousness of the supernatural, the divine, so that

man was attracted towards tin supreme spiritual exist-

ence, was permitted to have cognition of fellowship

with it : not absorbed on the one hand in the depths of

the infinite spirit, nor sunk on the other into the mate-

rial. The one radical point of separation between the

philosophy ofthe schools and that of the < Ihurch a « med
to be the views of matter entertained by the former

—

that it was eternal, and the seat of evil in opposition to

God. lint even this view was softened as tin- system

passions. Superior to this is purifying virtue, which came in contact with the Gospel. Plotinus held that
-* the evil principle is only apparent, and that only the

good has a substantial and permanent existence. The
opposers concluded that as the teachings of < Ihristianity

could not he entirely ignored or disproved, the philo-

completely sets the soul free from affections. Its object.

is t • •> make us resemble God, and by it wo become dae-

monical men or good (heinous. In the higher grade,

when entirely given up to knowledge and the soul, man
becomes a god, till at last he lives only to reason, and so sophical system must be brought upon the same plat-

becomes the tat lnr of gods, one with the one Supreme form as a rival of t lie Gospel

Being (Sent. 34). Porphyry appears to have taught (in All former attacks against Christianity had proved

his si\ hooks jrspi BXne) more distinctly than Plotinus (utile because the (io-pel could claim supernatural ori-

the doctrine of the emanation of matter from the super- gin, and demonstrate it- claims by the response which

sensuous, and proximately from the soul i Procl. /'" Tim. its teachings found in the depths of the human soul.

p. 109, 133,189). The doctrine that the world is without Instead, therefore, of denying the grand ethical and re-

beginning in time was defended by Porphyry against ligious principles of the evangelical scheme, Porphyry

the objections of Aniens ami Plutarch (Procl. in Tim. sought supernatural surroundings for his own system.ings

and then moved in bold attack against the supernatural

in ( ihristianity, seeking to disprove, not the substance of

the Gospel teachings, hut the record* in which that

substance is delivered an attack so general in our day
among the disbelievers of the supernatural claims of

Christianity. See RATIONALISM. Porphyry's course

was in all respects a novel one. Indeed, it was the re-

verse of that pursued by all other opponents of the new
religion who had preceded him. By them the facts,

the records of the Gospel were acknowledged, hut the

Facts were held to 1 .e wrong, and to ha\ e In en produced

by an unauthorized agency, to have been the work of

magic or charms ;
now t he lapse of a hundred VI at- has

convinced the enemy that the method of attack afford-

ing any hope of success is the direct one against the

authority, the inspiration of the documents of the Gos-

p. 119).

His Attacks agniiixt c/instHim/y.—Porphyry has es-

pecial interest for us. however, not so much as a philos-

opher of the New-Platonic school, great as lie was as

such, but as the constructor of a new philosophy, the

aim of which was not merely speculation and the en-

chantment of reason, but its acceptance as a national

creed, and its dethronement of Christianity. When
made aware that his system could not of itself accom-

plish all that he desired, he left the apologetic domain,

and became the most determined of heathen polemics

the world ever beheld or Christianity ever encountered.

Luctan and Celsus, a hundred years earlier, had vainly

striven to stay the rising fortunes of the Gospel. lie

now came forward to attempt the death-grapple, and it

mii-i i>e confessed that he made a most vigorous effort

to retrieve a sinking cause, to turn back the tide of new pel. If by the trenchant knife of criticism these sup-

idea-, and to reinstate in the minds of the people of the purls could he cut away, the system would be 1. It to

Roman empire the principle- of an effete religious sys- sink down upon a level with philosophy, with all merely

tern, of a waning and insufficient philosophy. As al- human systems of speculation.

ready indicated above. Porphyry was a man of remark- (II the nature and merits of the work by Porphyry
able powers of mind and ol high culture, of a calibre against Christianity it is not easy to judge, as it has not

alto-ether above that of Lucian and Celsus. I.iician. come down to us. He is reputed to have written it about

though endowed with keen wit, was a careless jester, the year 270, while in retirement in Sicily. It was enti-

tled Kara Xpioriav&v. In A.D. 135 all the copies extant

were burned by order of the emperor, and its contents

arc only preserved 1" us in pari bj the lengthy extracts

made of it in the numerous refutations which were pub-

nily. an elevation of lone, an apparent candor in the lished by the Christian apologists of the early Church.

The entire work consist* d of fifteen books, but only con-

cerning tive of these is information thus afforded. From
these «e barn that the first bunk of his work dragged

to lmhi some of the discrepancies, real or supposed, in

Scripture. The examination of the dispute between

Peter and I 'aid wa- quoted as an instance of the ad-

mixture of human ingredients in the body of apostolic

teaching. His third book was directed to the subject.

of ."scripture interpretation, especially, with some incon-

sistency, against the allegorical or my.-tical tendency

which at that lime mark d the whole Church, and e.-pc-

ei.ilh the Alexandrian fathers. The allegorical method
coincided with, if it did not arise from, the Oriental in-

stinct of symbolism, the natural poetry of the human
mind. But in the mind- oi .1, w- and Christians it had

been sanctified by its use in the lb brew religion, and

bad become associated with the apocnphal literature

and Celsus, in his attacks on the Co-pel. often reminds

us of the vulgar gibes and ribald remarks ol' Thomas
Paine : but nothing of this is found in Porphyry

Speaking in the name of philosophy, he assumes a dig-

treatment of his subject, akin to that of the judge, v bo

is supposed impartially to survey the whole field of ev-

idence, and to give weight t loubtful Btatemi nts, i"

no specious arguments. I ndoubtedly honest in his con-

victions and iii hi- attachment to the philosophy of his

master, he brought the resources ofa great, a cultured

mind lo bear against the more vulnerable points of the

Chri-tian system, testing it by weapons of the highest

tempi r. Porphj ry certainly enjoyed a vantage-ground

in the school of philosophy to which he belonged, l'la-

tonism, as alread} suggested, approximated morenearlj

than any of the other philosophic systemB of antiquity

to the elevated teachings of the Gospel. But during

the past century or two. while Christianity had been

through the Roman world, this philosophy,

under the teachings of Plotinus, had been drawing

nearer to the doctrines of the New Ti -lament, inso-
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of the Jewish Church. It is traceable to a more lim-

ited extent in the inspired writers of the New Testa-

ment, and in most of the fathers; but in the school of

Alexandria it was adopted as a formal system of inter-

pretation. It is tliis allegorical system which Porphyry

attacked. He assaulted the writings of those who had

fancifully allegorized the Old Testament in the pious

desire of finding Christianity in every part of it, in spite

of historic conditions; and he hastily drew the infer-

ence, with something like the feeling of doubt which

rash interpretations of prophecy are in danger of pro-

ducing at this day, that no consistent sense can be put

upon the Old Testament. His fourth book was a criti-

cism on the Mosaic history, and on Jewish antiquities.

But the most important books in his work were the

twelfth and thirteenth, which were devoted to an ex-

amination of the prophecies of Daniel; and in these he

detected some of those peculiarities on which modern

criticism has employed itself, and arrived at the conclu-

sions in reference to their date revived by the English

deist Collins in the last century, and by many German
critics in the present. It is well known that half of

the book of Daniel is historic, half prophetic. Each of

these parts is distinguished from similar portions of the

Old Testament by some peculiarities. Porphyry is not

recorded as noticing any of those which belong to the

historic part, unless we may conjecture, from his theory

of the book being originally written in Greek, that he

detected the presence of those Greek words in Nebu-
chadnezzar's edicts which many modern critics have
contended could not be introduced into Chaldrea ante-

cedently to the Macedonian conquest. The peculiarity

alleged to belong to the prophetical part is its apoca-

lyptic tone. It looks, it has been said, historical rather

than prophetical. Definite events, and these in a dis-

tinct chain, are predicted with the precision of his-

torical narrative ; whereas most prophecy is a moral

sermon, in which general moral predictions are given,

with specific historic ones interspersed. Nor is this,

which is shared in a less degree by occasional prophe-

cies elsewhere, the only peculiarity alleged, but it is af-

firmed also that the definite character ceases at a par-

ticular period of the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes,

down to which the very campaigns of the Seleucid and
Ptolemaic dynasties are noted, but subsequently to

which the prophetic tone becomes more vague and in-

definite. Hence the conjecture has been hazarded that

it was written in the reign of Antiochus by a Palestin-

ian Jew, who gathered up the traditions of Daniel's life

and wrote the recent history of his country in eloquent

language in an apocalyptic form, which, after the liter-

ary fashion of his age. he imputed to an ancient seer,

Daniel; definite up to the period at which he composed
it, indefinite as he gazed on the future. It was this pe-

culiarity, the supposed ceasing of the prophecies in the

book of Daniel at a definite date, which was noticed by
Porphyry, and led him to suggest the theory of its au-

thorship just named. He seems also to have entered

into some examination of the specific prophecies, for he
objects to the application of the words "the abomina-
tion of desolation" to other objects than that which he
considers its original meaning (see Jerome on Matt,

xxiv, 15). These remarks will give an idea of the crit-

ical acutcness of Porphyry. A few other traces of Por-
phyry's views remain, which are of less importance, and
are levelled against parts of the New Testament : e. g.

the change of purpose in our blessed Lord (John vii),

[Jerome, vol. iv, pt. ii, p. 521 {Dial. adv. Pelaff.); Ep.
(101) ad Pammach. Several are given in Holsten.

(Vit. Porphyr. p. 86)], the reasons why the Old Econ-
omy was abrogated if divine [August. Epist. (102, olim

49, Benedict, ed. 1689), ii, 274, where six questions
are named, some of which come from Porphyry] ; the
question what became of the generations which lived

before Christianity was proclaimed, if Christianity was
the only way of salvation ; objections to the severity of
Peter in the death of Ananias; and the inscrutable

mystery of an infinite punishment in requital for finite

sin (August, Retract, bk. ii, c. 31, vol. i, p. 53, con-

cerning Matt, vii, 2). His objections are not. it will be

observed, founded on quibbles like those of Celsus, but

on instructive literary characteristics, many of which
are greatly exaggerated or grossly misinterpreted, but

still are real, and suggest difficulties or inquiries which
the best modem theological critics have honorably felt

to demand candid examination and explanation.

It was by no means an easy matter to reply to such

a critique as Porphyry adopted, and it may be said that

he never was answered as he should have been. The
reply which Origen made to Celsus set aside all the ob-

jections of the heathen disputant, but the thirty sepa-

rate replies to Porphyry, among which the best are those

by Methodius, Eusebius, and Apollinarius, very insuffi-

ciently solve the intricate and deep problems proposed

by the most successful exponent of Neo-Platonism.

That he made a profound impression on the Church is

seen in the fact that to all Christians his name became
hateful, odious, the synonym for all that is vile and

dangerous in unbelief, like that of Turk or Moslem or

Papist in later ages. When Constantine wished to

blacken the reputation of the Arians, he only had to at-

tach to them the epithet of Porphyrian. That name
carried in it a Satanic import, a heavy curse, able to

sink to irretrievable infamy any individual or sect who
bore it. A great deal of discussion has taken place re-

specting the assertion of Socrates (//. E. iii, 23), that

in his earlier years Porphyry was a Christian, and that,

having been treated with indignity by the Christians,

he apostatized, and revenged himself by writing against

them. The authority is so slight, and the improbabil-

ity of the story so great (for it does not appear that any
of his antagonists charged him with apostasy, unless it

was Eusebius), while it may so easily have arisen from

the fact that in his early youth Porphyry was instructed

by Origen, that it may confidently be rejected. An
able summary of the arguments on both sides is given

by Brucker (ii, 251, etc.). A doubt has been raised as

to the identity of the assailant of Christianity with the

Neo-Platonic philosopher, but it is totally without foun-

dation.

Other Works.—Of the very numerous writings of Por-

phyry the following are extant: 1. YlvSayopov ftioQ

;

supposed by many to be a fragment of his larger history

of philosophers. 2. Uepi TlXiorivov (liov /ecu tijc, rd^EojQ

T&v jSijlXiwv avrov. See Pi.otixus. 3. Tltpl cltto-

X)]C tu>v tfiipi'X"07'' ln f°ur U00 'iS
i
dedicated to his friend

and fellow-disciple Firmus Castricius. 4. Fragments of

his epistle np6c 'Ai'£/3u> rbv Aiyvirriov. Large quota-

tions from this work are made by Eusebius in his Prce~

paratio Erangelica. 5. Upbc ra voi]tu cKpop^ai. 6.

'Opi]piKa 'Cnriipara, addressed to Anatolius. 7. Uipi

rov iv 'OSvffCTtiii tujv tyvp<pwv iivrpov, a fanciful alle-

gorical interpretation of the description of the cave of

the nymphs in the Odyssey, showing both the ingenuity

and the recklessness with which Porphyry and other

writers of his stamp pressed writers and authorities of

all kinds into their service, as holders of the doctrines

of their school. 8. A fragment from a treatise Uepi

Srvyoc, preserved by Stobteus. 9. Eiaayioyt], or Iltpl

tojv irevTE (piovm>, addressed to Chrysaorius, and writ-

ten by Porphyry while in Sicily. It is commonly pre-

fixed to the Organon of Aristotle. 10. A commentary
on the Categories of Aristotle, in questions and answers.

11. Some fragments of a commentary on Aristotle's

books Utpl (pvcrtKiJQ dicpocKTiwe.. 12. A commentary on

the Harmonica of Ptolemreus, leaving off at the seventh

chapter of the second book. 13. Uepi Trpoo-ySiac (see

Villoison, A need. Grceca, ii, 103-118). 14. Scholia on

the Iliad, preserved at Leyden among the books and

papers of Is. Yossius. A portion of them was published

by Valckenaer, in an appendix to Ursinus's Virgil, with

a copious account of the scholia generally. Other scho-

lia on the Iliad, preserved in the Vatican library, were

published by Villoison (Anecd. Grceca, ii, 266, etc.), and
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in his edition of the Iliad. 15. Portions of a commen-
tary, apparently on the Ethics of Aristotle, and of one

on the Organon. 16. ["wo I ka on the philosophy of

Plato were affirmed to be extant by Gesner. 17. An
epistle i" his wife Marcella. This piece was discovered

by Angelo .Mai in the Ambrosian library, ami published

at Milan in 1816. The letter is nol quite complete, as

the end of i he MS.is mutilated. The contents of it are

ral philosophical character, designed to incite

to the practice of virtue and Belf-restrainl and the study

of philosophy. The sentiments are a little obscure here

and there, but many of the maxims and remarks cx-

hibii urcat wisdom, and a considerable depth of very

pure religious feeling. Porphyry considers sorrow to be

a more wholesome discipline for the mind than pleasures

(e. 7 ). With great energy and some eloquence h<- urges

the cultivation of the soul and the practice of virtue, in

preference to attention to the body. His views of the

Doiiy. of his operations, and the right mode of contem-

plating and worshipping him, are of a very exalted

kind, some reminding the reader strongly of passages

in tie- Scriptures, 'flic laws under which man i^ placed

he distinguishes into natural, civil, and divine, ami

marks out their respective provinces with considerable

beauty and clearness. 18. A poetical fragment, from

the tenth book of a work entitled Uepi rijjc ix Xoyiwr
ipi\oao(piar, is published ai the end of the preceding

work. 19. An introduction to the Telrabibtos of Ptole-

m;eus is also attributed by some to Porphyry, by others

to Antiochus. The tirLrouoe, tiriynaiQ ei'c toc, kh'-'

'Ofii'ipov TrXavag tov 'Odvaaswg, the production of

Nicephorus Gregoras, has also been attributed bj some
to Porphyry.

Besides these we have mention of the following lost

works of Porphyry: _'•». Ilt-oi ayaXuartov (Euseb.

Prop. Ev. iii. 7: Moli. Eel. Phys. i. 25). 21. flepi avo-

dov tyvxfe (August 1 1> Civ. Dei, s, 910, etc.). 22.

Hipl tov uiav uvai rqv n Varwvoc eai \innroTtXovc

aiptaw (Suidas, 8, v. tlop<p.). 23. A commentary on

Aristotle's treatise Kepi kppnvtiaQ (Boethius, ad loc ii).

2 1. Iloo<- 'ApioT07-l\nv. Trepi rov ilvat rrjv tyvx*lv tl '~

Ttktxuav (Suidas). 25. E£»jyno'ic rwt> KarnyopiHv,
dedicated to Gedalius (Eustath. Ad //. iii. 293). 26.

Kepi apx&v (Suidas). 27. Uepi aaiapartav (ibid.). 28.

1 1' "i rovyv&Si asavTov (ibid.). 29. rpau/iaTixai a-u-
piai (ibid.). 30. A reply to the Apology for Alcibiades

in the Symposium of Plato, by Diophanes (Porph. Vit.

Plot. 15). 31. 'EmypafiuaTa (Eustath.). 32. Dspi

tov t<p' ///iii', dedicated toGhrysaorius (Stob. I

A treatise against a spurious work attributed to Zoro-

aster i Porph. 17/. Plot. 16). 34. 1 1 mix 'jHtoi' ovofi&Twv
(Suidas). 35. Ei'c, rd dtotppaorov irtpl KaTa<pao~itoc,

Kui airotyaaettic, (Boethius in Arist. De IrUerpr.). 36.

ElC 7(1 QoVKvSiSoV TrpOoifllOV, TTpOQ ' \tiinrm //!
I Sui-

das). 37. [Jepi ISewv, irpog h.oyyivov (Porph. Vit. Plot.

20). 38. 'o 'npiic yduog, a poem composed for the

birthday of Plato (ibid. 15). 39. Ei'c n)v rov lovXia-

vov KaXSaiov ipiXoaoipov ioropiav (Suidas). 1". Eig

7i;i- WivovKiavov rixyijv (ibid.). 41. irpbg tinulp-

tvov A..-.,,, (CyrilL c. Julian, iii. 79, etc). It appears

to have been a treatise on the providence of God.
42. "On i'i'« roe vov vipeoTtjKt to vdnpa (Porph. vit.

Plot. 18). 43. Ilfoi -7/c 'Ofirjpov ipiXouoipiac (Suidas i.

II. flepi 7//c t£ 'Ofirjpov un.r.Xnur r&v f3aoi\eu)V, in

ten l ks (ibid.). 15. Uepi TrapaXeXuppivwv r<-.

—oiijTij bvouaruiv. This and the two preceding were

probably only parts of a larger work. It:, flepj 7<.<r

Kurd nivSapov roS \,i\,, r irnyGtv (ibid.). 17. Com-
mentaries on several of the works of Plotinus (Eunap.

Vit. Porph.). 18. Ei'q rbv EoQiornv rov nXarwvoc
(Boethius, Dt Divis. Praef.). 19. Evauutra Znrr)uara,
in seven l ks (Suidas). 50. Td ei'c tov Tipaiov viro-

fwilfiiiTii. a commentary on the Timaus of Plato |
Ma-

cron. /" Somn. Scip. ii, 3; Proclus, In Timaum). 51.

I If" I W/c. iii mx books (Suidas). 52. 4>tXuXoyoc ioto-

pi'rt, in five l ks (ibid.; Euseb. Prap. I'.r. x. :;. who
quotes a passage ol some length from the first book).

53. <JuXo<xo</>oc to-Topia, in four books, a work on the
lives and doctrines of philosophers (Socrates, //. E. iii.

_':;; Eunap. Pr. p. 10). 54. rjepi foxTJc,, in five books
(Suidas; Euseb. Prop. Ev. xiv, 10). 55. lltpi tujv

li'\ii<: i vvdpvDv i Stob. 1

So Eusebius, Dem. Evany, iii. 6; Fabricius, B'M.
ffracv, 725, etc.; Bolstenius, l>> Vita el Scriptis Por-
phyrii; Ritter, Gesch. d. Philos. iv, 666 s<p: Lardner,

Credibility of the Gosp. Hist. pt. ii. <h. xxxvii; Jortin,

Remarks, ii, 389; Schaff, Ch. Ili<t. i. 190 sq. : Neander,

Ch. Hist. i. 17ii sip; I'llman. in Stud. u. Krit. 1854; Ne-
ander, Dogmas, i. 85, 202; ii. 467; Donaldson, Greek
/.if. ih. liii; Lecky. Hist. •/ European Mum/.-, i. :;il

sip; Degerando, Hist, dt la Philos. iii. 383 sq. ; \'ale-

rien l'ari.-ot. Dissertatio kistorica dt Porphyria (1845);

Geberweg, Hist, of Philos. i. 251 sq.; Mosheim, Hist

of the First Thret Centuries, ii. 103 Bq.; Tht

terly, 1865, i. 59; Revut des Deux Monies, .May 15, 1866,

p. 435; I-'arrar. frit. Hist, of Free Thought, p. 56 sq.;

Journal of Speculativi Philosophy, vol. iii. No. 1. art.

iii; Fisher, 7%< Beginnings of Christianity i X. Y. 1877,

8vo), p. 178 sq.; Smith. Did. of Greek awl Roman
Biog. ami Mythul. (of which large use has been

made).

Porree, Gilbert de la. See Porketaht.

Porreta, Mai:., uu t a. one of the numerous victims

of religious intolerance in the Middle Ages, was born in

Hainan)!, and published at Paris a book which, accord-

ing to the decision of the theologians who examined it,

contained a number of errors and heresies, "et inter

cieteras ( lnvreses) quod anima annihilata in amore con-

ditoris sine reprehensione conscicnti.T vel remorsti potest

et illnt naturse, quidquid appetil et desiderat concedere."

These errors the foolish woman refused to retract, and
as she also scorned the excommunication visited upon
her by the Inquisition, the Church delivered her up to

the secular arm for execution. At the stake she is said

to have changed her mind, and to have died with great

signs of repentance; but for this we have only the testi-

mony of the priests who attended her iii her last hours

as her persecutors.

Porretani, a name for the followers of Gilbert de
i. a Porree, bishop of Poitiers, a metaphysical divine

of tic 12th century, who held opinions respecting the

personality and the essence of the Holy Trinity analo-

gous to those of the Letratheits or Damianists of the

6th century. Porretanus attempted to distinguish the

divine essence from the Deity, and the properties of the

three divine Persons from the Persons themselves, not

in reality, but by abstraction. In consequence of these

distinctions, lie denied the incarnation of the divine nat-

ure, respecting which he ventured to set forth the prop-

osition, "Quod Divina natura non cs~ei incarnate."

Porretanus was accused by two of hi.- clergy of teach-

ing blasphemy, and at their instigation St, Bernard

brought the matter before Eugenius III. the pontiff, who
was then in Prance. The case was discussed first in the

( oiini il of Paris in A.D. 1 1 17. and then in the ( louncil

of Kheims. which was held in the following year. To
put an end to the contest. Porretanus yielded his own
judgment to that of the council and the pope. It docs

nol appear that any large party was formed by Porreta-

nus, hut some are spoken of under hi- name a- his fol-

lowers. See Gallia Christiana, ii. 1175; Harduin, Con-
ril. VI, ii. 1297; Itfansi, Condi, xxi, 712.

Porst, Johann, a Lutheran minister, was born Dec,

il. 1668, at Oberkotzau, not far from Hof. In 1689 he

went to Leipsic for the study of theology. In 1695 he

was appointed pa-tor at Malchow. near Berlin; in 17nl

he was called to Berlin as preacher at Friedrichswer-

der and Dorotheenstedt J in 1709 he was made court-

preacher, and in 171_' prOVOSt of St Nicolai, past.ir pri-

marily, and inspector. He died Jan. 9, 1728, having
occupied since 1717 the position as counsellor of consis-

tory. Of his many writings, none is BO well known as

hi> hymn-book, published in 1718, and which is still in
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use in some churches at Berlin. See Jocher, Gelehrten-

Lexikon, s. v. ; Winer, Handbuch der theolog. Literatur,

p. 113 and index; Koch, Gesch. des deutschen Kirchen-

liedes, iv, 297 sq.; Kurtz, Lehrbuch der Kirchengesch.

(7th ed.) § 1G6, 2 ;
Staudt, In gbttliche Fiilirung (Stuttg.

1850) ; Bachmann, Zur Geschichte der Berliner Gesang-

biicher (Berl. 1856) ; id. Die Gesangbilcher Berlin's (ibid.

1857). (B. P.)

Port is the rendering in Neh. ii, 13 of the Heb.

sha'ar, "I3?u3, elsewhere rendered "gate" (q. v.), as

twice in the same verse. These gates of the cities, and

the unoccupied spaces on which they opened, served in all

Hebrew antiquity for places of public assembling of the

citizens (comp. the forum, dyopa, of the Greeks and

Romans). In the East this is still the custom, the gates

taking the place of the coffee-houses and other places of

resort among the Western nations (Gen. xix, 1 ; 1 Sam.

iv, 18; ix, 18; Job xxix, 7; Jer. xxxvii, 7). There the

people came together in great numbers when any public

calamity occurred (2 Mace, iii, 19), there the judges

heard causes and complaints (Dent, xxi, 19 sq. ; xxii,

15 sq. ; Isa. xxix, 21; Job xxi, 21; Psa. exxvii, 5;

Amos v, 12, 15; Zech. viii, 16; Prov. xxii, 22), and

there deeds which required legal sanction, especially

important contracts, were performed (Gen. xxiii, 10, 18;

Deut. xxv, 7 ; Ruth iv, 1,11; comp. the early Germans,

Grimm, Deutsche Rechtsalterthiimer, p. 104 sq. ; and see

Host, Marohho, p. 239). There princes stood to receive

homage (2 Sam. xix, 8; but see below), or for public

discussion of important affairs (1 Kings xxii, 10), and

markets were held in the vicinity (2 Kings vii, 1 ; Ar-

vieux, Nachr. v, 186; Rosenmiiller, Morgenl. vi, 272;

Jacobi, Deforo inportis [Leips. 1714], in Ugolino, Thes.

vol. xxv). At the gate public announcements were

made (Jer. xvii, 19; Prov. i, 21; viii, 3). Idolatries,

too, were sometimes practiced here (2 Kings xxiii, 8),

just as in Catholic cities altars are placed at the gates.

On the whole, we must consider the gate, not as a mere
port or entrance, but as a strong defence, and as con-

nected with an open place within; perhaps even with

benches (Host, Marokko, ut sup.). They were barred

with strong bolts and posts [see City], and often built

over (2 Sam. xviii, 33) with watch-towers (ver. 24 sq.).

Gate-keepers are mentioned, at least in Jerusalem, with

some political duties and powers (Jer. xxxvii, 13; Neh.
xiii, 19). On the other hand, in 2 Sam. xv, 2 (and per-

haps in xix, 8), the allusion is not to a city gate, but to

that of a palace in the royal city ; and in Esth. iii, 2

;

Dan. ii, 49, the word is used, according to a usage still

customary in the East, for the king's court (aula regia,

in Latin, is a similar synecdoche ; comp. also the Ara-
bic Gate of Rash id for court, in Elmacin, Hist. Sarac.

p. 120; see Lltdeke, Turk. Reich, i, 281). To sit at the

palace door or gate (Esth. ii, 19, 21; iv, 2; v, 9, 13 sq.

;

vi, 10), among the Persians, was to wait in the hall or

vestibule of the king. Not only courtiers and attend-

ants, but even high officers of the government were
found there (Herod, iii, 20).—Winer. See Dook.

Porta, Baccio della, more generally known as

Fra Bartolomeo, an Italian monastic of the Dominican
order, distinguished as a painter of the Florentine school,

and much noted for his intimate relation to Eaffaelle and
the other Umbrian painters of his time, was born at Sa-
vignano, not far from Florence, in 1469. He was a pu-
pil of Cosimo Roselli in Florence, and lived near the gate
of S. Piero, from which circumstance his name of" Delia

Porta" was derived. We have no detailed narrative of
his youthful life, except that he was early brought under
Roselli's tuition, where he formed a close friendship with
Mariotta Albertinelli, his associate student, and showed
such natural and artistic proclivities towards " sweetness
and light" that the beauty of his Madonna faces and the
sunny fervor of his coloring won the approbation even
of the critical Florentines. He acquired such great
fame that he was commissioned to execute a fresco of
The Last Judgment in the convent of S. Marco, about

the time when Savonarola went to Florence to preach

against the sinfulness of the city. Bartolomeo became
the earnest friend of the preacher, and was so carried

away by his influence that he burned all his studies and

drawings of profane subjects, and those which repre-

sented nude figures. He abandoned his art, and spent

his time in the society of the enthusiast. When, at

length, Savonarola was seized, tortured, and burned,

Bartolomeo took the vows of a Dominican friar, and left

his unfinished pictures to be completed by Albertinelli.

During four years he led a most austere life, never

touching his pencil. His superior finally commanded
his practice of the art, and he resumed it with languor

and entire want of interest. About this time Raffaelle

arrived in Florence. He was then but twenty-one years

old, yet was already noted as a great painter. He vis-

ited the friar's cell, and the consequence was a deep

friendship between the two, to which the world owes the

afterworks of Fra Bartolomeo. Raffaelle instructed his

monastic friend in perspective, and he in turn gave new
ideas of drapery to Raffaelle. Fra Bartolomeo was the

first to employ lay figures in the study of drapery ; he

also imparted to Raffaelle his mode of coloring. The
examination of the works of these painters will prove

that from this time both of them produced more excel-

lent pictures than they had done before ; the friar had
caught an intellectual grace from his young friend, and
Raffaelle had advanced in color and drapery. About
1508 Fra Bartolomeo was allowed to go to Venice,

where his coloring was greatly improved, and in 1513

he went to Rome. This visit was doubtless a deep joy

to him, but the beauties of what he saw so far exceeded

his imaginations that he seems to have been stupefied;

he made no attempt to equal or excel the artists about

him, and only commenced two figures of SS. Peter and
Paul, which Raffaelle finished after his return to Flor-

ence. When once more in his convent, Bartolomeo

showed the benefit he hail received, and executed some
of his most important works, among which are a Mar-
riage of St. Catharine, now hanging in the Louvre, and
the unfinished Conception of the Uffizi. But it is in his

later days, when his mind had broadened and strength-

ened and his touch grown firm, that we find such mas-

terpieces as the Pieta of the Pitti— the most purely

beautiful Pieta ever painted ; The Presentation in the

Temple, at Vienna; and The Madonna della Miseri-

cordia, now at Lucca, and considered by many as his

most important work. It had been said that he could

do nothing grand : he now painted the St. Mark, which
is in the Pitti Palace, and is so simply grand as to be

compared to the remains of Grecian art. He lived only

four years after going to Rome, and died at a time when
his powers seemed daily increasing. His character was
impressed on all h.is works. When Savonarola was
seized, Porta hid himself, and vowed that if he escaped

he would become a monk. This want of courage and

energy in his nature we must admit; but he was enthu-

siastic, devout, and loving. His saints and virgins are

tender, mild, and full of sweet dignity, and if we char-

acterized his pictures in one word, holiness is what we
should use, for it is that which they most express. His

boy-angels were beautifully painted, and his representa-

tions of architecture were rich and grand. His works

are rare. The Louvre has two of his pictures, and the

Berlin Museum one ; but he is best studied in Florence,

where the larger number of his works remain. See Mrs.

Clement, Handbook of Painters, Sculptois, etc., s. v.

;

Meehan, Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, etc., of the

Ordt r if St. Dominic (Dublin, 1852, 2 vols. 12mo), vol.

ii, ch. i—viii ; Radcliffe, Schools and Masters ofPainting
(N. Y. 1877), p. 120 sq., et al.; Schlegel. ^Esthetic and
Miscellaneous Notes, p. 7 sq. ; Taine, Travels in Italy

(Florence and Venice), p. 158 sq. (J. H. W.)

Porta, Conrad, a Lutheran divine, was born in

1541 at ( tster\vick,near Halberstadt. Having completed

his studies, he was called in 1566 as rector to Osterwick.

In 1567 he went as conrector to Eisleben; in 1569 he
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was made- deacon <>f St Nicolai; in 1575, pastor of SS.

Peter and Paul and assessor of the consistory, at the

same time supplying the spiritual wants of the Church

of the Holy Ghosl and lecturing at the Gymnasium.
When in 1572 the Flacian controversy took place, lie

sided with the Eisleben theologians against Spangen-

berg. Porta died in L585. He wrote, Pastoral* Lu-

theri (Eisleben, 1582); Oratio •'< assidua lectioru

utheri (ibid.), etc. Nee Winer. Handbuch il< r

theolog. Literatur, ii. '-".•: Jocher, Gekhrten-Lexikon, b. v.

(B.P.)

Porta, Egidio di, a Roman Catholic monastic,

flourished in the period ofthe greal Reformation move-
ment of the 10th century. He had early taken the

black cowl oi the Augustinians, moved thereto, as he

himself tells us. "under the impulse of a certain relig-

ing, but not according to knowledge." For
seven years he discharged the office of a preacher of the

Word of God in dee], ignorance; then, enlightened by
the writings ofthe Swiss reformer Zw ingli, which Prov-

idence had thrown in his way. he imparted the knowl-

edge of the truth to his brethren of the sam< tvent.

Ii is i'> lie regretted thai we ran learn nothing of his

personal history beyond this period.

Porta, Guglielmo della, an Italian sculptor of

the 16th century, was a noted follower of Michael An-
gelo. His most important work was the monument
to Paul III iii the tribune of St, Peter's. Two statues,

of Peaa and Abundance, which formerly made a part

of this work, are now in the Farnese Palace.

Porta, Simon, an Italian philosopher ofthe first

half of the 16th century, was a pupil of Pomponatius,
and is celt brated especially as the author of Magia Na-
turalis i Naples, 1589, and since). In 1512 the Lateran

Council condemned both those who taught that the hu-
man soul w as not immortal and those who asserted that

the soul is one ami identical in all men. It condemned
also the philosophers who affirmed that these opinions,

although contrary to faith, were philosophically true.

It enjoined professors of philosophy to refute all heret-

ical doctrines to which they might allude, and prohib-

ited the clergy from Btudying philosophy for a course

longer than rive years. Indeed. Averroism as early as

the l.'lth century hail become hostile to the doctrines

of the Church, and in 1271, and again in 1 277. it was
condemned by Stephen Tempicr. archbishop of Paris,

who can-, d its principles to be embodied in distinct

propositions. At -these were the following: "Quod
sermones theologici sunt fundati infabulis. Quod nihil

phi- scitur propter scire theologiam, Quod fabulse el

falsa sunt in lege Christiana, sicut el in aliis. Quod lex

Christiana impedil addiscere. Quod sapientes mundi
sum philosophi tantum." Notwithstanding the con-

demnation ofthe < burch, these ideas seemed to have
taken hold of the philosophical mind of the age, anil

long continued to find favor among teachers and stu-

dent-. Like bis preceptor, Pomponatius, Porta wrote, in

agreement with the Alexandrians on the question of

immortality, a work entitled />< rerum naturalibusprin-

dpiis,de anima et menti summa (Flor. 1551). Among
other works of Porta, we mention l>< kumana mente

disputatio (1551):— Z)e More: An homo bonus vel

malus volensfat 1 1551 ). He died in 1555. See Ueber-
. n/Pkilos. ii. 1 I. 167.

Porta -Leone <n"-N ISISO), Abraham, also

called lr/"i Abraham, & Jewish savant, was born in the

year 1542. He belonged to a family which excelled in

medical science to Buch a degree that one ofthe mem-
bers ol the family was employed as physician in I lie

service of king Ferdinand I of Naples and duke Ga-
leazzo Maria Sforza of Mailand. Abraham received

an excellenl education, and alien, led the lectures at the

Hniversit] ol I'a\ ia, where he especially betook himsell

to the Btudy of Aristotle, Hi] pocrates, Galenua, and the

Arabic writers. In the year 1563 he received the doc-

torate and became a member of the medical college at

Mantua. lie died in the year L612. Torta-Leone takes

a prominent place in Jewish literature, as he is the au-

thor ofthe "-"."" "~~'~. an extensive work on Jew-

ish antiquities, in which he minutely treats on the Tem-
ple and it- structure— t he lioly of holies, the altar, candle-

stick, table, music, etc. The whole is divided into ninety

sections, to which is appended a list of ninety-eight

work-, which he pern-, d for his work, and an I BSay Oil

the use of the Hebrew language, etc. This excellent

work, which is now very scarce, was firel published in

the year 1612. A Latin translation, which Wagenseil
pr meed a "librum optimum." " antiquitates Juda-
icas solide explicantem," •librum aureum," and Me-
nasseh ben-Israel as an "ingeniosum opus," was pub-
lished by (Tgolino in lii— Thesaurus antiqvitatum sa-

crarum (voL ix, xi. xiii. xxxih. [ken used Leone's

work in his antiquities to a great extent, and he promised
a translation of the whole, which never appeared. See
FUrer, Bibl. Judaica, iii. ill sq.; De Rossi, Dizionario

storico degli Autori Ebrei (German transL), p. 268 sq.;

Wolf, Bibl Hebr. i. iii. iv, 63; Jahrbvch fur Geschichte

ill i- .huh a v, des Judenthums, ii. 345 sip; Wolf. Studien

-.in- Jubelfeier der Wiener Universitdt (Wien, 1865),

p. 172 : Delitzsch and Ziuiz, Addit. ad Cod. Bibl. Smut.
(Lips.), xxvii. (B. P.)

Portable Altars (viatica, gestatoria, ilineraria).

During the Crusades the bishops and ecclesiastics who
took part in them carried an '-itinerant altar." The
portable altar- sl or table was used on unconsecrated

altars in private chapels. Bede mentions a consecrated

table in lieu of an altar. The monk- of St. Denis car-

ried a table of wood, covered with a linen cloth, in

Charlemagne's campaign against the Saxons. There
were examples also of stone, metal, and terra-cotta.

The reposoir is used in the street to rest the Sacrament
on in the pmcessi f the Pete Dieu in Prance. One
is preserved at Santa Maria, in the portico d' Campitelli

;

and another, of carved porphyry, at Conques, cir. HOG.
Si e Altai:.

Portable Bells. Hand-bellswere of Celtic origin,

and were used in Brittany, in St. Patrick's time in Ire-

land, and in thai ofSt Selio in Wales. Unlike the small

altar-bells, which were square, these were hexagonal or

oval, without clappers, like the original cloc, u-ually of

bronze, and sometimes jewelled, being regarded as spe-

cially sacred, and possessed of miraculous power-, as

St. Iltyd's, the bell ofArmagh of the close ofthe lith

century, the golden bell of Si. Senanus, St. Ewin's
at Monastereven, which was tied with a chain to

prevent its automatic flight, and used as an ordeal for

swearing criminals by the justices of .Minister. The
cloc was cylindrical, and in the 8th, 9th, and LOth cen-

turies often gemmed. At < laerleon, in Wales, thebangq
was used at a funeral recently. Hand-bills are pre-

served at Perros, Cuirec, and St. Symphorieo

du-Nord. See Bell.

Portail, Antoine, a French priest noted for hi- re-

lation to the '•Congregation of Priests ofthe Mi — ion."

which body he joined immediate*) after their institution

by Vincent de Paul, flourished in the firsl halfofthe 17th

century. Nothing i- known of bis personal history, but

be is reputed to have been not only Paul'.- firsl compan-
ion, but also hi- mosl devoted coadjutor. See Jervis,

Hist, oftfo Church ofFrance, i. 820 sq.

Portal (i. e. avant-portail), an architectural term,

designates an external canopy raised in front of the

principal doors of a church by way of shelter, w bereas a

porch i- a projecting outwork independent ofthe door.

See I'm:, ii. I lure are line example- of portals in

the cafhi drals >>t Rheims, Pari-. St. < tuen's, and Rouen,
\iniei,-. Sems, Senlis, and Bourges, Westminster, and
of smaller dimensions at churches in Salisbury. Lich-

field, and Verona and other Italian towns. ••Penniless

porch." the resort of beggars, was the local name ofthe
cemetery-gate of Wells.
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Portas vestras aeternales. This is the begin-

ning of one of the few Ascension hymns which we have

in the Latin language. "Nothing is poorer," says

Trench, "throughout the whole Christian Church than

the hymnology of the Ascension. Even the German

Protestant hymn-book, so incomparably rich in Passion

and Resurrection and Pentecost hymns, is singularly ill-

furnished with these. . . . The Latin forms no excep-

tion ; it does not possess a single first-rate hymn on the

Ascension." This hymn, which strangely enough has

never found its way into any of the more modern collec-

tions of Latin hymns, runs thus

:

" Portas vestras aeternales,

Triumphales, priucipales,

Angeli, attollite.

Kja, tollite iictutum,

Vend Dominus virtutum,
Rex seternae glorias."

An English translation is given by Benedict in The

Hymn of Hildebert, etc., p. 81 (N. Y. 18G7) ; for the orig-

inal copy, see Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry, p. 172 sq.

Portatile Altare is the name of a square portable

stone framed in wood, at the angles and in the middle

of which there is a cross, and the cavity of which re-

ceives the relics. The portatile is consecrated by the

bishop, and can be used after this ceremony for the pur-

pose of saying mass in private chapels. See Portable
Altars.

Portatives is the technical term applied to candle-

sticks used in churches and carried by hand.

Porteous Mob. This tragical incident is intro-

duced here from its connection with the ecclesiastical

history of Scotland. Some new custom-taxes were felt

to be odious and galling in Scotland, and revenue-offi-

cers were specially obnoxious in some of the seaports.

Two men, named Wilson and Robertson, who had robbed

the collector of Pittenweem, in Fife, were apprehended

and condemned. Some attempts to break out of jail,

after sentence had been passed upon them, had proved

abortive. On the Sabbath before the execution the

criminals, as usual, were taken to church, under custody

of four soldiers of the city guard, when, as the congrega-

tion was dismissing, Wilson, laying hold of two of the

soldiers, one in each hand, and seizing the third with

his teeth, called on Robertson to run. The latter at once

knocked down the remaining guard and tied, without

any one trying to arrest him. The romantic pity of

Wilson for his junior accomplice, and his successful de-

liverance of him, created great sympathy for him. At
his execution, April 14, 173G, the mob became unruly,

rushed to the scaffold, and cut down the dead man.
Captain Porteous, of the city guard, who was at that

time surly and excited, ordered his men to fire—nay,

fired a musket himself on the crowd. Six or seven per-

sons were killed by the first volley, and more by the

second. Some respectable citizens were shot as they
were looking out from their windows. Captain Porteous

was tried before the High Court of Justiciary, and con-

demned to death. Queen Caroline, in the absence of

George II on the Continent, sent down a reprieve. The
populace were filled with terrible indignation, and re-

solved to take the law into their own hands. On Sept.

7 a crowd assembled under some unknown command,
secured all the military posts, locked the gates, opened
the prison, took out captain Porteous, entered a shop,

brought away a halter, leaving a guinea on the counter
to pay for it, and hanged him on a dyer's pole. The
mob dispersed with perfect order, and did no other vio-

lence. The riot is enveloped in mystery—no one of the
parties was ever apprehended. But a bill of great and
vindictive penalties was prepared, and though shorn of
many of its original terrors in passing through Parlia-
ment it contained the enactment that every minister
in the Church of Scotland was to read a proclamation
against the rioters from the pulpit, during public worship,
on the first Sabbath of each month during a whole year.
If any minister refused, he was, for the first offence, to be

declared incapable of sitting and voting in any Church
court, and, for the second, he was pronounced incapa-

ble of " taking, holding, or enjoying any ecclesiastical

benefice in Scotland." The majority of the ministers

bowed to this edict, some used ludicrous shifts to evade

it, and only a few pointedly refused. The act was felt

by many to be a wanton infringement on the rights of

the Church—a dictation to which none but an Erastian

community could submit. The Parliament had assumed
the power of declaring what ministers should do, and
of indicting discipline ifthey should refuse. Compliance
with the enactment raised commotion in many parishes,

and aided the spread of the first Secession. The seced-

ers were accused of disloyalty, because they unanimous-
ly, and without hesitation, refused to read the edict.

In Carlyle's Antobioyrap/iy will be found a graphic ac-

count. Carlyle saw the rescue and witnessed the exe-

cution.—Scott, Heart ofMid-Lothian,

Porter. This word, when used in the A. V., does

not bear its modern signification of a carrier of burdens,

but denotes in every case a gate-keeper, from the Latin

portarius, the man who attended to the porta. In the

original the word is IS""!! or "irilJ, shoer, from "i>'U,

shdar, a gate; once (Ezra vii, 2-1) Chald. S'nl-t, tara',

the same (Sept. Svpwpog and 7rvX<up6g ; Vulg. porta-

rius and janitor). This meaning is evidently implied

in 1 Chron. ix, 21 ; 2 Chron. xxiii, 19 ; xxxv, 15 ; John
x. 3. It is generally employed in reference to the Le-

vites who had charge of the entrances to the sanctuary,

but is used also in other connections in 2 Sam. xviii, 26

:

2 Kings vii, 10, 11 ; Mark xiii, 34 ; John x, 3 ; xviii, 16,

17. In two passages (1 Chron. xv, 23, 24) the Hebrew
word is rendered " doorkeeper," and in John xviii, 16,

17, ») Svpwpoe. is " she that kept the door." Thus, in 2

Kings vii, 10, 11, and 2 Sam. xviii, 26, we meet with

the porter at the gates of a town. In the palace of the

high-priest (John xviii, 17) the porter was a female, ?)

TraidiaKi], )) Bvpwpog. See also Acts xii, 13. A porter

seems to have been usually stationed at the doors of

sheepfolds (John x, 3). According to Stier and others,

this Svpwpog corresponds to the Holy Spirit, who opens

the way for the true ministers of Christ. See Door.
The porters of the Temple, who were guards as well

as porters, were very numerous in David's time ; for in

1 Chron. xxiii, 5 no less than 4000 are mentioned.

They were divided into courses (1 Chron. xxvi, 1-19),

and had their post assigned them by lot (ver. 13). Be-

sides attending to the gates and keeping order there,

they seem, as Lightfoot says, to have had charge of

certain treasures (ver. 15, comp. with 2 Chron. xxv. 24,

and Lightfoot's Prospect of the Temple, c. v, § 6). Prop-

erly speaking, their office was in some respects military:

they were the soldiers of Jehovah, and the guards of his

Temple. The stations that were guarded were not all

occupied by the same number—some being guarded by
six, some by four, and others by two persons only.

They were relieved every Sabbath-day by others who
took their places (2 Kings xi, 5; 1 Chron. ix, 17-29;

xvi, 42; 2 Chron. viii, 14; xxiii, 4; xxxi, 14; xxxv,

15). Their service was required by night as well as by
day, and a man called " the Alan of the Mountain of

the House" went round every night to see that all were

in their places, and that none of them slept. If he

found any one asleep he struck him, and had liberty to

burn his clothes. To this Lightfoot thinks there is a

reference in Rev. xv. 16: "Blessed is he that watcheth

and keepeth his garments" (Temple Service, c. vii, § 1).

See Temple.

Porter, David, D.D., a Congregational minister

of some note, was a native of Hebron, Conn., where he

was born May 27, 1761. He was educated at Dartmouth

College, class of 1784, and, having been duly ordained,

became pastor of the Congregational Church at Spencer-

town, N. Y., in 1787. In 1803 he removed to Catskill,

N. Y., as pastor of the Presbyterian Church, and retained

Ids relation to this Church until 1831. He died in that
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place Jan. 7. 1851. He served nearly a year in the

Revolutionary army. He published Dissertation on

Baptism i 1809), and Bome Sermons. He was, after his

dissolution of the pastorate, the agenl of several benevo-

lent societies, member of the American Board of Com-
missioners f"r Foreign Missions, and, though eccentric,

a man of great influence, See Sprague, Annals of the

Amer. Pulpit, id. 496-506.

Porter, Ebenezer, D.D., an eminent Congrega-

tional minister, was born Oct. 5, 1772. in Cornwall,

('..mi. After graduating at Dartmouth College in 171)2,

In taught school some months; then studied divinity,

and entered the ministry in 1794, and was ordained pas-

tor at Washington, Conn., Sept. G, 1796, where he re-

mained until April 1. 1812, when, liis health becoming

impaired, lie removed to Andover to take the Bartlet

professorship of pulpit eloquence in the theological sem-
inary. In 1817 he was chosen professor of divinity in

Yale College, but did not accept, and during the same
year refused successively the presidency of Hamilton

College, ..f Middlebury College, and of the University

of Georgia. In 1*27 he was made (.resident of the sem-

inary, and held that office until his death, April 8, ls:;i.

As a theological instructor, Ur. Porter had lew equals.

He was remarkably well endowed for the training of

young men intended for the holy ministry. Tims Dr.

Dewey writes: "A friend of mine attended service in

the (Andover) seminary one morning some years after

1 lefl it. and heard one of Dr. Porter's grand discourses;

and. as the audience was leaving the chapel, professor

Stuarl in his deep tone said, 'This is the majesty of the

Gospel' It was indeed the majesty of the Gospel!" Dr.

Porter published, The Young Preacher's Manual (1819;
I'd id. 1829): A Li iinn mt thr Analysis <;/' Vocal In~

fiections (1824):

—

An Analysis of the Principles if
Rhetorical Delivery as applied in Reading ami Speaking

(1827):- Tfu Rhetorical Reader (1831 >:— Lectures on

Revivals ofReligion (1832):

—

A Lecturi mi///, Cultiva-

tion of Spiritual Habits mi,! Progress in Study (1833):

/ ,
i

. on Homilt tics, Pn aching, mi, I Public Prayt r

(1834): -anil a large number of occasional Sermons.

Since his death The Biblical Reader and Lectures mi

/.'/in/ill nn and Style have also been published. Dr.

Porter was a contributor to the Quarterly Register, and

the translator of many sacred German poems. See

notices of this excellent man and eloquent preacher in

Sprague, Annals if tin American Pulpit, ii, 351; Rev.

Lyman -Matthew-. Miami,- of E. Porter, />./>.< Boston,

1837, l2mo); Imer. Quar. Reg. ix, 1; Christ. Month.

Spec. i. 79; / it. and Theolog. /In: v . mi (by \V. Lord);

Mi th. Rev. liii. 19] ; Ware, Biogr. of Unitarians, vol. i.

(J.H.W.)

Porter, Eliphalet, D.D., a Congregational minis-

ter of Unitarian tendency, was horn at North Bridge-

water, Mass., June 11,17.").S. He was educated at Har-

vard University, class of 177'.», and. after studying

theology with his father, Rev. John Porter, minister

of North Bridgewater from 17 in till 1802, he was or-

dained (let. 2, 1782, over the Congregational Society

of Roxbury, and there continued fifty-one years. In

1830 the Rev. (noi.c Putnam was settled with him
as colleague. He died in that place Dee. 7. in:;:;. II.

was a member of the Academy of Arts and Sciences.

He published a Eulogy if Washington (1800), and nine

Bingle Sermons. See Sprague, Annals ofthe American
J'iil/,if, viii, 157.

Porter, George D., a Presbyterian minister, was
horn in Juniata Co., Pa., March I, 1805. He was edu-

cated for ihe medical profession, bul subsequently fell

called to ihe ministry. He graduated at the Western
Theological Seminary al Alleghany, Pa., was licensed

in 1832, and for a time preached in .Monongahela City.

Pa., but afterwards removed to Newburg and Roxbury,
Pa., and was ordained l.y Huntingdon Presbyter} in

Nov., 1833. Winn the questions which led to the dis-

ruption of the Church came up. he took a lively inter-

est in the controversy, having a fondness for discussion.

He subsequently became pastor of Centre and Upper
Millerstown churches; in 1851 he removed to tin West,
and engaged in the great missionary work there, locat-

ing at Tipton. I..wa. which, together with the Church
at Red Oak, adjoining, constituted Ids charge for nearly

eight years, from this lie moved to ( 'row Meadow
Church. 111., where he labored for four years, after which
he returned to his former home in Tipton. Tor two
years lie now gave attention to his farm, and preached
as an occasional supply; and in 1866 he arranged to

supply statedly the churches of BlairstOWn and West
[rving, where be labored more than his strength would
justify, and died i i.e. 17. 1867. See Wilson, Presb.

Hist. Almanac, 1868, p. 133. (J. LS.)

Porter, Huntington, D. D., a Presbyterian min-
ister of some note, was horn in 1755, and was educated

at Yale College. After having completed his theolog-

ical -tu.li.-s. he was made minister al Rye, New Hamp-
shire, from which place he removed to Lynn, Mass.,

where he died in 1844 He published, Century, a ser-

mon i 1802):

—

Funeral, a sermon:

—

New-Year, a ser-

mon -.—Sickness, a sermon ( 1803 I.

Porter, James C, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Abbeville District. S.C., in 1809. He was edu-

cated in Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pa., studied the-

ology for some time with his father, and then linished

his course in the Alleghany Associate Reformed Semi-

nary. In 1834 he was licensed, and in 1835 was or-

dained and installed l.y Ohio First Associate Reformed
Presbytery as pastor of the Church at Piqua, Ohio. In

1841 he removed to Illinois, and t....k charge of the con-

gregations of Cedar ami Pope Creek, in Mercer Co.. 111.;

in 1850 he surrendered his charge of the congregation

of I'ope Creek, and his labors were confined to the con-

gregation of Cedar Creek till the year 1862, when he

resigned on account of ill- health. He died Nov. 15,

1863. See Wilson. Presb. Hist. Almanac, L866, p. 278.

(J. P. S.)

Porter, John, a Congregational minister, father of

Dr. Eliphalel Porter, was horn about 1716, and was ed-

ucated at Yale College. He was firsl minister of North

Bridgewater, Mass.. until his death, in 1802. He pub-
lished. Sermon (ordination of s. Brett ):

—

Sermon <m

Justification (1794) :

—

Reply to Mr. Bryant's Hi marls

on Sermon on Justification i L751).

Porter, Lemuel, D.D., a Baptist minister, was
born near the beginning of our century. His mini-try

extended over a period of thirty years, and included a
long and successful pastorate at Lowell, Mass., and sub-

sequently at PittSfield, in the same state. He was a

man of line culture, an excellent preacher, and the au-
thor of several reli-imis works. A short time previous

to his death he was appointed associate secretary ofthe
Western Department ofthe American Tract Society, and
during ihe brief period which he served in that capac-

ity won the esteem of all with whom he was brought
in contact. He died .at Chicago, 111.. I let. 17. L864. See

Appleton's Am, Cyclop. i\. 620.

Porter, Nathaniel (1), D.D.. a Congregational

minister, was horn Jan. 1 1. 1745, at Topsfield, ^Iass. He
graduated at Harvard College in 1768, and was ordained

pastor in New Durham, X. 11.. Sept. s. 177:>. In 177i">

he was chaplain to (',,1. .1. VVingate's regiment, in which
he senel >i\ months. Leaving I 'urban, on account of

inadequate support, he became pastor in Conway < >.t.

20, 1778, which charge he gave up in 1814, and died

Nov. 11. 1837. lie published An Address at thi <>]><n-

ing I'l'mi Academy at Fryeburg (1806), and a I. w occa-

sional Sermons. See Sprague, Annals of th American
Pulpit, ii, 53.

Porter, Nathaniel (2),a minister ofthe Methodist

Episcopal Church, was horn in Worcester, Ma—.. A.D.

1800. He studied at the Wealeyan Seminary in New
York, and in 1823 was admitted to the New York An-
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nual Conference, from which time till his death, in 1832,

he labored in that and other fields, chiefly in the Middle

States. For two years of this time he was principal

of the'academy at Cazenovia, giving great satisfaction.

Mr. Porter was an excellent preacher, and a zealous

and consistent Christian. See Minutes of Conferences,

ii, 161.

Porter, Samuel, a Presbyterian minister, was born

in Ireland in 17G0, came to this country in 1790, and ac-

cepted a pastorate at Poke Run in 1790, and in 1798 at

Congruity, Pennsylvania. He published several Ser-

mons (1793, 1805, 1811), which were reprinted with two

Dialogues in 1853, with a biographical sketch of the au-

thor by Rev. David Elliott, D.D. He was also contrib-

utor to several periodicals. See Sprague, Annals of the

Amer. Pulpit, iii, 539-550.

Porter, Thomas, an English dissenting divine,

flourished in the second half of the last century.

Scarcely anything is known of his personal history.

He published, A Defence of Unitarianism ; intended as

an Answer to Dr. Hawker on his Reply (1793, 8vo) :—

Serious Thoughts on the Birth of a Child (1805).

Porter, Walter, an English musician of some

note, flourished in the first half of the 17th century as

gentleman of the Chapel Royal of Charles I, and master

of the choristers of Westminster. He was killed dur-

ing the civil war. He published, Madrigals and Aires

(Lond. 1632) -.—Aires and Madrigals (1639).

Porter, "William Henry, an American divine

of some note, was born at Rye, New Hampshire, in

1817, and was educated at Yale College, class of 1841.

After having studied theology he became pastor of the

Presbyterian Church at Litchfield, N. J., in 1845. In

1851 he united with the Swedenborgians, and took a

pastorate at Boston, Mass. He died at Roxbury, Mass.,

in 1861. He published, Common and Scriptural Prov-

erbs Compared (Bost. 1845, 12mo):

—

The Heavenly Union,

or New Jerusalem on Earth (1850, 12mo).

Portesse, Portasse, Porteus, or Fortifori-
um, are technical terms applied to the Breviary, or a

portable book of prayer used in the Church of Rome,
and containing the mass and the other parts of the

Church service to be said through the year at canonical

hours, with the exception of the marriage service. The
terms are derived from the Latin portiforium (aportan-

doforas), through the French imrte-hois, hence portasse,

portas. The foreign breviaries were divided according

to the four seasons, but in England into winter and sum-
mer parts.

Porteus, Beilbv, an eminent English prelate, was
born at York in 1731. He passed several years at a

small school in his native city, and at the age of thir-

teen was sent to a school at Ripon, and entered at an
earlier age than usual Cambridge University, where he
was admitted a sizar of Christ's College. His personal

worth, united with his superior attainments, both clas-

sical and mathematical, soon procured for him a fellow-

ship in his college, and by the exertions of his friends he
was made esquire-beadle of the university. This office

he did not long retain, but chose rather to give his un-
divided attention to private pupils. In 1757, at the age
of twenty-six, he was ordained deacon, and soon after

priest; and only a little while later was appointed lect-

urer at Whitehall. He first became known as a writer
by obtaining Seaton's prize for the best English poem
on a sacred subject. On this occasion the topic was
" Death," and the production of Mr. Porteus was univer-
sally regarded as one of great merit. In 1761 his fame
was still further increased by a sermon which he preached
before his alma mater on the character of David, king
of Israel. Archbishop Seeker was so much pleased with
Porteus that he made him in 1762 his chaplain. Porteus's
first preferments were two small livings in Kent, which
he held a while and then took the rectory of Hunton in

the same county. Hunton was his favorite residence. He

delighted in the quiet of that rural retirement, and still

more in exercising the duties of the ministry among its

simple and attached people. He was most indefatiga-

ble in performing all the duties of the parish—preached

in some district of it daily ; and by his pastoral visits to

the poor, as well as to the rich, secured the affections

and esteem of all his parishioners. His high character

for propriety and talents brought him into general no-

tice, and he was soon appointed prebendary of Peter-

borough, and not long afterwards, in 1767, he became

rector of Lambeth. In the same year he took the de-

gree of D.D. at Cambridge, and in 1769 was made chap-

lain to king George III, and master of the hospital of

St. Cross, near Winchester. In 1773 Dr. Porteus, with

a few other clergymen, joined in an unavailing applica-

tion to the bishops, requesting that they would review

the Liturgy and Articles for the purpose of making some

slight alterations. In 1776 Dr. Porteus, without any so-

licitation on his part, was made bishop of Chester; and

in 1787, on the death of bishop Lowth, he was promoted

to the diocese of London, over which he presided till his

death. This appointment, with the new duties to which

it called his attention, put a temporary stop to the im-

mediate prosecution of several important undertakings

he had contemplated; but they were resumed shortly

after. The first of these was the publication of his ex-

cellent Summary ofthe Principal Evidences ofthe Truth

and /Urine Origin ofthe Christian Revelation, designed

chiefly for the instruction of young persons. Besides,

as a member of the Legislature, he pursued a long-formed

plan for improving the condition of the negro slaves in

the West Indian islands, and particularly for their in-

struction in religious knowledge. He was for many
years one of the vice-presidents of the British and For-

eign Bible Society, and took a lively interest, as well

as an active part, in the Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge. In short, his public influence, as well as

private patronage, were constantly exerted in devising

or supporting measures for the diffusion of pure and un-

defiled religion. In 1798 he began a course of lectures

on St. Matthew's Gospel, which he delivered at St.

James's Church on the Fridays in Lent. These lect-

ures, which he afterwards published, have been per-

haps the most popular of all his works. He died May
14, 1808. Though bishop Porteus cannot be called a

profound scholar or divine, he was a man of consider-

able learning and ability ; and he pursued through life

a steady course of pious exertion for the benefit of his

fellow-creatures, which procured him a high reputation

among men of all parties. He was a prelate of liberal

and enlarged views, one proof of which may be adduced

in the fact that when a bill was introduced into Parlia-

ment for the relief of dissenting ministers and school-

masters, he pronounced it " a measure no less consonant

to the principles of sound policy than to the genuine

spirit of the Gospel." He was in private life distin-

guished by a cheerful disposition, affable manners, great

benevolence, and deep and unaffected piety. As a

preacher, few in his day surpassed him either in elo-

quence or pathos. He is conspicuous for sound judg-

ment, solid argument, great knowledge of the human
heart, accurate observation of the world, an unshrinking

reprobation of vice, the most persuasive exhortations to

piety, and an unqualified avowal of all the essential,

fundamental truths and doctrines of the Gospel. His

works, consisting of sermons and tracts, with a Life of
Archbishop Seeker, and the poems and lectures already

mentioned, were collected and published, with his Life,

making another volume, by his nephew, the Rev. Rob-

ert Hodgson, afterwards dean of Carlisle (1811, 6 vols.

8vo, and often). There are a few letters, sermons, etc.,

not included in this collection (see Darling, Cyclop.

Bibliogr. i, 2425). Besides Hodgson's Life of Bishop

Porteus (also published separately, 1810, 8vo), see

Churchman's Magazine, vol. viii; Jones, Christian Biogr.

s.v.; Perry, Ch. Hist, of Engl, iii, 428, 476; Clissold,

Lamps ofthe Church, p. 69 sq.; Chambers, Cyclop. Engl
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Lit. ii, fi.'l : Lohd. Quar. !,' vit w, March, 1812, p. 3-1-

38; British Critic, 1811 ; North American Review,*,

11. 396; Matbia . I wits of Literature (ed. 1812),

p. 270 sq.

L VWoT
Tomb of Bishop Porteus, at Tanbridge, Kent.

Porthaise, Jean, a French Franciscan monk of

the Kith century, noted tor his decided polemies

against Protestantism, was born at Saint-Denis-de-Ga-

tines, near the beginning of that asra. In l">»;i we find

him in ili<' monastery of Sables d'Olonne, where he

probably made Ins profession, lie was more than once

conspicuous by the vehemence of his speeches and the

extravagance of his conduct A certain dean Tri-

oche, minister of the Reformed Church at Chateauneuf,

near Sable, in Anjou, had distinguished himself by his

preaching. Porthaise, as soon as informed of it, went

to a place where lie might meet his adversary; but

Jean ["rioc-be tailed to put in an appearance. Por-

thaise forthwith drew up a list of questions, to which he

requested theCalvinisI minister i" reply. The answers

rami- two months afterwards. Porthaise's rejoinder to

these declarations of Ids adversary are extant. At-

tached t" the Church of Tours in 1566, Porthaise was

meditating a great enterprise: it was nothing less than

an assault upon heresy in the very stronghold of its

power. For this purpose he repaireil to the Nether-

lands, and burled from several pulpits the most virulent

imprecations against the doctrines and practici - of the

ministers. But his success was not equal to his cour-

age ; he returned to Tours in 1568. His enemi< a quoted

this amusing passage from one of Ins sermons. "We
hear with sorrow that, there are people abandoned

enough to commit adultery while they have in their

bouses ui\es so good-looking that we. tor our part,

should he quite contented with them." In 1582 a dif-

ference arose between the general of the Franciscans

and the monks of the monastery of Paris on account

of the election of the brother guardian. Porthaise had

ointed by the general to preside at this elec-

tion: but hi- powers had been recognised neither by
the king nor by the superior oftbe monastery : thus, in

the absence -t the commissary-president, the monks

chose a ci rtain I . Duret, The nuncio of the pope ex-

pressed his dissatisfact ion. hut the Parliament supported

the Franciscans oi Paris, Their superior was suspend-

ed. At last the general Ol the order came to Paris to

conclude a compr ise. But Porthaise continued in

Ids violent protestations, lie was summoned before

Parliament, hut did not appear. S moncd a second

time, he appeared, only to inveigh ogainBl the court.

lie was ordered to leave Paris. Nevertheless he wa-

in the ensuing year elected provincial of his order. In

1594he was theological instructor at Poitiers. He mixed
in the disorders ofthe League,which conduct heexpiato d

subsequently by public penance. Alter the rendition

of Paris he went to Saumur. solicited from iHiplc.-.-i.--

Momay the pardon of his past error-, and obtained per-

mission to celebrate in the church of St. Peter the vir-

tues of the king against whom he had uttered Buch

violent imprecations, lie hit. Les Cathcliques, Demon-
strations sur certains Discoursed /•/ Doctrim ecclesias-

tiqm (Paris, 1567, 8vo) : /' Verbis Domini: "HocJacite
in iiniiin commemorationem"

\
Antwerp, L567, 8vo), a

pamphlet .,n the Lord'- Supper: ( h i tienm Declaration

d< TEglist et d* FEucharistii (ibid. 1567, 8vo) :—2>e la

Vaniii et Verite di la vrait et/aussi Astrolugit contre

les Abuseurs di notrt Siecl (Poitiers, 1578): Defensi

a la Reponse/aitt rfi Bernard d< Pardieu

par les Ministres di la >:• reformee

(ibid.8vo):- In FImitation dt I'Euckarisli (ibid.1602,

8vo): Parasevt general* a Vexact Examen d Vln-

dt VEucharistu (ibid. 1602, 8vo) :—Trails dt

Flmagi et <b YIdole (ibid. 1608). See Wadding, Script,

ord. Minorum; Scaligerana (2d ed.), p. 192; I. iron.

Singularites hist. <i litter. iii,84; I tesportes, Bibliogr. du

Maim ; Haureau, Hist. lift, du Maim. i. 306. Boefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Portico is an architectural term designating a

range of columns in

the front of a build-

ing. When of four

columns it is called

ietrasiylt ; when of

-i\. h i xastyle : of

eight, octostyh ; of

ten, decantyle. The
Latin porticus, how-
ever, from which the

Italian portico and

the French portique

are derived, has a

more extended sig-

nification in mediae-

val writers: compre-
hending, in fact, ev-

ery kind of covered

ambulatory ofwhich
one or more sides are

opened to the air, by
rows of columns or

arches, whether it he

attached to the front

of a building or to its

sides, or to the inner

Bides ofan area, so as

to form a cloister.

Parker. Glossary of
A rr/ii/i rill/; . s. \ . Ill

an a noi cut church

the porticos w< re the

cloisl its about the

ana. otht rwise call-

ed the exterior nartkex (q. v.)i and the place of the

mourners. See PORCH.

Portier, Michael, D.D., an American Roman < ath-

olic prelate, was horn near the opening of our century,

and was of French descent. He was educated in this

country and at the Propaganda at Rome, and was con-

secrated to the priesthood Nov. 5, 1826. After holding

various ecclesiastical appointment-, he was made bishop

of Mobile. He died .May 11. 1859. As an ecclesiastic

he was greatlj beloved by his own denomination, and

as a citizen he was highly respected by all classes.

lie was more tolerant towards tho-e who differed from

him in religious belief than is apt to he the case a ig

Romanists.

Portifoiium, otherwise called the Pu (q.v. . is a

Temple of Vesta, Tivoli.
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book of rubrical directions to instruct the clergy as to

the due performance of divine service and the adminis-

tration of the sacraments. Sometimes, however, the

word is used to signify a Breviary. This was made the

title of the Breviary in England as soon as the latter

title was used abroad. See Proctor, Comment, on Book

ofCommon Prayer, p. 11. See Pobtesse.

Portio Canonica is an ecclesiastic term applied

to different things: (1) the share which falls to the

members of a congregation in the daily distributions in

money or in kind; (2) the funeral tax (quota fura ralis,

or mortuarium) which, at the death of an ecclesiastic in

office, must be paid to the bishop ; finally (3), the casu-

alty paid to the curate for the funeral service of a parish-

ioner. If the funeral has not taken place in the paro-

chial church, part of the profit which by it has accrued

to the church chosen by the deceased must be paid to

the parochial church. This also is callcdjwrlio canonica

or qaarta funeraria.

Portio Congrua, the name given in the canon

law to the suitable salary which was anciently allotted

to the priest or minister of a parish.

Portion (p'n, clielek). In addition to the sense

of dividing or allotting, this word is used in reference

to a custom still prevalent among princes and rich peo-

ple in the East, not only to invite their friends to feasts,

but to send a portion of the banquet to those that can-

not well come to it, especially their relations and those

in a state of mourning. This sending of portions to

those for whom nothing was prepared is alluded to in

Neh. viii, 10. where it is said, " Go your way, eat the fat

and drink the sweet, and send portions unto them for

whom nothing is prepared, for this day is holy unto our

Lord : neither be ye sorry ; for the joy of the Lord is

your strength." The historian is here describing a

national festival where every one was supposed to be

equally concerned; those then for whom nothing was
prepared, it would seem, means those that were in a

state of mourning ; mourning for private calamities be-

ing here supposed to take the place of rejoicing for public

concerns. But it is not only to those that are in a state

of mourning that provisions are sometimes sent; others

are honored by princes in the same manner who could

not conveniently attend the royal table, or to whom it

was supposed not to be convenient. M. D'Arvieux
mentions that in Syria, when the grand emir of the

Druses, with whom he resided, found it incommoded
him to eat with him, he politely desired him to take his

own time for eating, sending him what he liked from
his kitchen, and at the time he chose. Thus David it

maj' be presumed did to Uriah, for it is recorded " there

followed him a mess of meat from the king" (2 Sam. xi,

8, 10). We likewise read in the book of Esther (ix, 19) :

"Therefore the Jews of the villages, that dwelt in the

unwalled towns, made the fourteenth day of the month
Adar a day of gladness and feasting, and a good day,

and of sending portions to one another." See Inherit-
ance.

Portion (Parochial) is the mediety of a parish

which was divided into several vicarages or parsonages.

Portionist, a term employed to designate a ben-
eficed person in a cathedral who received only half or a

moiety of his prebend, called in France a demiprt l» ndary,
and in Spain a ratione.ro. Bursarius, in Scottish univer-

sities, and the German Bursch were portions of money
given to poor students, while the Cambridge pensioner
lives at his own cost.

Portiuncula, the Indulgence of. In the vicin-

ity of Assisi there stood a little church Nostra Signora
degli Angeli, called also Portiuncula, which St. Francis,

after his conversion, repaired, and soon afterwards re-

ceived as a present for himself and his congregation, at

the hands of the benedictine abbot of the Monastery of

Monte-Subazio. A legend widely spread in the 14th
century says that in this little church, the cradle of the

Franciscan Order, Christ himself granted to the saint

his prayer for plenary indulgence for all those who,

after partaking worthily of the sacraments of penance

and of the altar, should visit Portiuncula. Christ made
it a condition of his absolution that the consent of

him to whom he had committed the power of binding

and unbinding should also be obtained. Honorius III,

who was then at Perugia, was willing to grant one or a

few years, but demurred at the request of a plenary in-

dulgence, inasmuch as the practice of the Roman see did

not warrant such a thing. But as soon as the pope was
informed that the saint was speaking in the Saviour's

own name, he thrice exclaimed, " Thy will be done !"

The cardinals did not approve of the pope's decision,

as this indulgence, which could be gained so easily,

would put a check to the ultramontane pilgrimages and
to the crusades, the only means by which, up to that

time, a plenary indulgence could be obtained. Honorius,

being made sensible of these dangers, compromised mat-

ters by making it a condition of the obtention of plenary

indulgence that the visit to Portiuncula be made from

the evening of August 1st to the evening of the 2d.

At this decision of the pope Francis bowed his head in

humility, and was about to leave the room, when the

pope called him back, saying, "Foolish man, whither

art thou going? what security hast thou for that which
has just been granted to thee?" Whereupon the saint

replied, " Your word, holy father, is enough for me. Let

Jesus Christ be the notary, the Virgin Mary the deed,

and the angels the witnesses; I need no other docu-

ment." Some writers deem it a most doubtful matter

that pope Honorius, contrary to the pontifical practice,

which was not to grant indulgences for more than a few

years, should have so liberally dealt with St. Francis,

especially as no bull to that effect can be shown. But
the testimonies of the 13th and 14th centuries in cor-

roboration of the historical nucleus of the legend are too

numerous to allow of any doubt. The Portiuncular in-

dulgence was, besides, acknowledged not only by the

popes of the 14th, but also by those of the 13th century;

for instance, Alexander IV (1254-G1) and others. Pope
Innocent XII, in 1695, extended the indulgence to all

days of the year. Besides, inasmuch as many Roman
Catholics could not afford to visit Portiuncula, the popes

extended said indulgence (obtainable from the 1st to

the 2d of Aug.) to all the churches of the Franciscans

and Capuchins. In our time the Portiuncular indulgence

can be obtained in some countries on the first Sunday of

August, not only in the Franciscan, but in all churches

where Catholic worship is held regularly on Sundays
and holidays.

Port-Royal, Recluses of, occupy a most impor-

tant position in the ecclesiastical and literary history of

France, especially in the 17th century, and are largely

identified with the Jansenistic controversy.

Port-I!oyal (Pomgium, Portus Regis, Porreal) lay in

the vicinity of the hamlet of Chevreuse, three leagues

from Versailles, and six from Paris. Here occurred a

memorable reproduction of the austerities of the Thebaid

and the ascetic labors of Lerins. The monastery of Port-

Royal des Champs, an abbey of the Order of Citeaux.

was founded in 1204 by Matilda, wife of Matthew I of

Montmorency-Marly, during her husband's absence in

the fourth crusade. It lay on the left of the high-road

from Kambouillet to Chartres, in a damp, low spot, which
had once been called, from its natural features, Porrois

(from Porra or Bona, dog-Latin for a woody valley

with stagnant water: earns dumetis plenus ubi slagnat

aqua). Abandoned for a long time to the far niente

existence of ordinary convents, it fell at length, in the

beginning of the 17th century (1608), under the direc-

tion of the family of Arnauld. Angelique Arnauld was,

through family interest, appointed abbess when only

seventeen and a half years old (some declared that she

was only eleven, and that her relatives falsely stated

her age). Touched by grace as she grew to woman-
hood, she undertook the reform of the convent. Her
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mother, five of hei Bisters, and six nieces became her

spiritual children. Mere Angelique's change to such

pioue devotion is said to have been occasioned by a

BennoD on the death of Christ which was preached by
a wandering Capuchin friar, lather Basil, who had

learned the truth of the Gospel of Christ, and had re-

solved formally to quit the communion ofBorne, and, in

passing the convent of Port-Royal while on hisj ney
to the Protestant countries of the North, had secured

permission to address the nuns. With love and kind-

ness, but with unyielding firmness and great wisdom,

the converted young woman restored the rule of the or-

der in all its severity—as the strict observance of relig-

ious poverty, abstinence from meat, complete seclusion,

ami the most severe ascetic exercises. The abbey of

Port-Royal des I Ibamps had been erected for but a small

number of nuns: in consequence, however, of the celeb-

rity which it attained through the reforms and guid-

ance of Mere Angelique, the number increased greatly,

so that, instead of twelve, there were more than eighty

;

and thus the buildings of the abbey became overcrowd-

ed and unhealthy. In 1626 il was found necessary to

make additional provisions. A house was purchased in

Paris in the Faubourg St. Jacques (in great ]>art at the

expense of the Arnauld family I, to \\ hicb the nuns re-

moved. This their new abode was called Port-Royal
>/ Paris. In 1633 more spacious quarters were secured

in the Rue de Boulai, near the Rue Coquilliere, where
they also owned a church, which was dedicated with

greal solemnity by the archbishop of Paris.

In 1223 the nope bad conferred on the convent the

right of affording an asylum to such lay personages as.

being disgusted with the world, and being their own
masters, should wish to live in monastic seclusion with-

out binding themselves by permanent monastic vows.

This privilege bad not .availed the Port-Royalists much
until now. Bui the gradual transformation of Merc
Angelique, under the influence of St. Francis de Sales.

with w horn .-he hail been brought in contact, and who led

her to accept the doctri I perfection in the form of

the possibility of a complete transformation of the human
hearl cm u befort death, had become so manifest in her

influence over her nuns and the severity they reached.

that, inspired by this example, a number of learned and
pious men. de-irons of living in religious retirement,

sought in L638 the privilege of occupying the desert-

ed establishment ofPort-Roj al des I Ibamps. The lead-

er of this new movement was the inflexible St. Cyran,

who bail been lirst an examiner and later the spiritual

director of the nuns of Port-RoyaL See Duvergieb de
II \i i: \nni:. lie was a Jansenist, and a most intimate

friend ol the founder of these doctrines, and as the head

of this new lay community instituted the new opinions

and made Port-Royal des Champs the home of Jansen-

ism in France. A whole colony of illustrious penitents

joined him: the three brother.- of La .Al ere Angelique;

her nephew, the celebrated advocate l.a Maitrc and his

brothers Sericourl and He Sacy; Pierre Nicole; Claude

Lancelot, tin- grammarian; Tillemont, the historian;

Pascal, the philosopher; Racine, the poet, and Antoine

Arnauld (q. v.), the "great Arnauld," the youngest

brother ofthe abbess, the learned and impetuous Doctor

of t lie Sorbonne, whose condemnation by that bodj oc-

casioned Pascal's Provencals.
I religious movement of the 17th century in

France i- :1 ~ remarkable as the philosophical for which
thai Era i- noted. Jansenists and Jesuits undertook

tblishment of that spiritual power which had

Buffered from the attacks of philosophy ; but between

these two panic- there was bitter strife. Port-Royal

had now become the headquarters of Jansenism, which
ha- 1- u called "Cal vim-tic Catholicism." The attempt

of tin- Port-Royalists at reconstruction embraced exactly

those parts of mediaeval religion which the Jesuits had

neglected. Wholly abandoning what the .h suits bad

taken bold of the social and political side of Catholi-

cism they clung to its personal, mystical, and ascetic

side. They did not quarrel with the Church ; they de-
sired to remain Catholic in .-pin of the pope, believing

in the priesthood and the sacraments. They arrived

at a metaphysical and moral reform, and pointed to St.

Paul and St. Augustine a- their in-pirers. The Jesuits

adopted directly antagonistic views on grace and pre-
destination, and proclaimed the opinions of the Spaniard
Molina, who had undertaken, in his /,•, Concordia Gra-
//'" et Liberi Arbitrii, to reconcile free-will and predes-

tination. The solitaires of Port-Royal now became the

Jansenists of France, insisted upon predestination, and
taught that good works were without merit: that grace
alone, arbitrarily given or refused, made saints— a < hri—
tianity as terrific a- tin Fate of the ancients. They
pursued human nature, corrupted by the fall, with an
implacable hatred, and the logical conclusion of such a

doctrine was the salvation of the few—Le. the Church
ofJansenism became an aristocracy of grace. See Jah-
mmsm. However much we may find in Jansenism to

take exception to, the men who espoused its doctrines

were actuated by the noblest of motives, and deserved
success in their undertaking, which aimed principally at

the freedom of France from the trammels of the papal

devotees—the Jesuits and the spread of practical piety

among the French people.

The Jesuits, who were prominent at this time in

the Church of France, and effectually controlled the

court, obtained under the ministry of Richelieu, and
especially of Mazarin, repeated condemnatory acts

against the teachings of the Jansenists in general, and
the Port-Royalists especially. Persecution, however,
only stimulated the growth of the new opinions.

Duvergier, a Port-Royalist, was thrown into prison,

and kept there until the death of Richelieu, in 1642.

Hut the very time of his liberation was marked by a

most noteworthy production. Antoine Arnauld, bet-

ter known as "Le grand Arnauld/' then wrote his

Frequent Communion, the first work of that scientific

school of religious philosophy of which Port-Royal was
the focus and Pascal the principal exponent. Indeed,

the best claim which the community of Port-Royal has

upon our notice is this literary war which it waged
against the scholastic theology, and against the Jesuits

in particular. The Society of Jesus had. ever be it

said to its credit, devoted itself to the education of

youth: but whatever danger there was in their general

teaching was thus intensified in the eyes of those who
distrusted them. Port-Royal determined to meet them
on this ground, by establishing schools and by issuing

text-! ks of their own. The grammar, logic, and rhet-

oric of Port-Royal—the fir-t by Arnauld. the second by
Nicole—were the fruits of t his resolve. They set them-
selves also, and not unsuccessfully, to countermine the

power of the Jesuits in tin- confessional; for the integ-

rity and piety which characterized the Port-Royalists

caused them to be much sought after a- confessors.

They discovered and maintained the famous distinction

offait and droit in respect to papal infallibility. As to

doctrine, the pope could not err: a- to lad- he might
See Gallk vnism; Im visibility. When required,

they were willing to condemn, as doctrine.-, the five

propositions which were said to comprise the Jansenistic

heresy : bul tiny denied that these conclusions were to

be found in or inferred from Jansen's AvffUStifl \ i

papal bulls or persecution could make them n cede from

this position. In their maintenance of Jansen's real

doctrines, in their refusal to acknowledge papal infal-

libility as to facts, in their continual warfare against

the Jesuits, they were exposed to constant per-' cut ion.

For the Jesuits were not inert in the face of this oppo-

sition and defiance. They plotted incessantly at Rome,
in order to bring the thunders of the Holy See to bear

upon the over-bold .biu-eni-l -.

The persecution brought about a result the Jesuits

hardly anticipated. Blaise Pascal w.-i- induced to step

into the arena in defence of the I'ort-I.'oyalists. One
of the most independent minds of hi- age, Pascal had
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never yet up to this point submitted himself to the act-

ual guidance of Jansen, any more than he had frankly

accepted the logical consequences of the discoveries of

Descartes. He had felt the force of both these power-

ful influences; but a third feeling had exerted authority

over his unwilling mind: he had been swayed by the

sceptical influence of Montaigne. As a sort of refuge

from the yawning abyss which had thus threatened

to drown him, this stanch and devotional spirit threw

him. as by a sudden and irresistible impulse, into the

arms of the Jansenists, and he became a recluse at

Port-Royal, and its champion against the world. See

Pascal.
In the meantime the number of nuns and novices of

Port-Royal de Paris having greatly increased, the ab-

bess Ange'lique Arnauld determined in Kits to transfer

part of them to Port-Royal des Champs. The school

of Port-Royal was therefore removed from the latter

place to Paris, Rue St. Dominique, Faubourg St. Jacques,

but after three years the teachers were restored to Port-

Royal des Champs, where they no longer occupied the

monastic building, but a farm-house, called Les Granges,

on the neighboring hill. In 1G53, pope Innocent I

having condemned five propositions in the book of

Jansenius, Arnauld wrote to prove that these propo-

sitions did not exist in the book of Jansenius, at least

not in the sense attributed to them. Upon this Arnauld

was accused of Jansenism. The nuns of Port- Royal,

with their abbess Ange'lique, having refused to sign

the formulary acknowledging that the five alleged

heretical propositions were contained in the work of

Jansenius, preparations were begun by the Jesuits for

scattering the community of Port-Royal, and placing

them in close captivity, so as to bring them to sub-

mission. It seemed a strange spectacle that a body of

women, and a few others who agreed with them in sen-

timent, should withstand the power of the decrees of

Rome and all the pertinacity of the Jesuits in carrying

out those decrees. On March 30, 1656, two months af-

ter the condemnation of Dr. Arnauld, the civil authori-

ties proceeded to carry out an order in council that every

scholar, postulant, and novice should be removed from

Port-Royal. But, for some unknown reasons, the exe-

cution was suddenly interrupted and delayed several

years. It is said that Mazarin's unpleasant relations

with the papacy were the principal cause of this sudden

suspense of procedure against the recluses. In 1660 the

king himself ordered the school to be broken up. The
nuns still continuing refractory, Pe're'fixe, archbishop of

Paris, sent a party of police-officers in 1664, who arrest-

ed the abbess, her niece Ange'lique Arnauld the Young-
er, or Ange'lique de St. Jean, the mistress of the novices,

and other nuns, and distributed them among several

monasteries, where they were kept in a state of confine-

ment. See Arnauld, Angelique.
Previously some of the nuns who had remained at

Port-Royal de Paris intrigued with the government in

order to become independent of Port-Royal des Champs,
and Louis XIV appointed a separate abbess to Port-

Royal de Paris. In 1669 a compromise was made be-

tween the pope and the defenders of Jansenius, which
was called "the Peace of Clement IX." The nuns of

Port-Royal des Champs with their own abbess were then

restored to their convent, but Port-Royal de Paris was
not restored to them: a division of property was effected

between the two communities, by order of the king,

which was confirmed by a bull of Clement X dated 1671.

Each convent retained its own abbess. Several disputes

took place between the two communities, in which the

archbishop of Paris and the Jesuits took an active part.

At last, in March, 1708, a bull of pope Clement XI sup-

pressed the convent of Port-Royal des Champs, and gave
the property to Port-Royal de Paris. In 1709 Le Tellier

had obtained from king Louis XIV a decree for the ex-
ecution of the papal bull, and D'Argenson, the lieuten-

ant of police of Paris, was sent with a body of men to

Port-Royal des Champs, and he removed from thence

VIII.—E e

the nuns, who were distributed among several convents.

The convent and church of Port-Royal des Champs were
stripped of all their valuables, which were transferred to

Port-Royal de Paris, and the former building was lev-

elled with the ground, by order of Louis XIV, as a nest

of Jansenists and heretics. The sacred relics of the

Church were borne from the altar, the bodies disin-

terred from the cemetery, and every trace of the estab-

lishment destroyed, the very soil being abandoned to

the plough.

Literature.—Besoigne, Racine (1767, 2 vols.), Cle'men-

cet, Du Fosse, Fontaine (Col. 1738, 2 vols.), and others

have written of Port-Royal. Dr. Reuchlin has published

one ofthe most elaborate treatises, entitled Geschichte von

/W-7ii(«/«/(Hamb.l839-44,2vols.); andotherand more
recent works to be consulted are, Saint-Beuve, Hist, de

Port-Royal (Paris, 1840-58, 4 vols.) ; Beard, Port-Royal
(Lond. 1860, 2 vols.); Scbimmelpenninck, Memoirs of
Port-Royal (ibid. 1855). On Reuchlin's work, see Sir

James Stephen, Essays, vol. i ; Wilkens, Port - Royal,

oder der Jansenismus in Frattkreich, in the Zeitschrift

fib- wissenschaftliche Theoloyie, 1859: Melh. Quarterly,

1855. See also Jervis, Hist. Ch. ofFrance (Lond. 1872),

vol. i and ii, and his History of France (Student's Edi-
tion), p. 469-472; Ranke, Hist, of the Papacy, ii, 251,

259; Tregelles, Hist, of the Janse?iists, p. 11 sq. et al.

;

Martin, Hist, of France (age of Louis XIV); Bridges,

France under Richelieu and Colbert, lect. iv ; Villemain,

Discours et Melanges Litteraires ; Voltaire, Siecle de

Louis XIV, ch. xxxvi; Bridge, Hist, of French Liter-

ature, p. 172 sq. ; Van Laun, Hist, of French Literature

(see Index) ; Lond. Quar. Rev. Oct. 1871, p. 173; Brit.

Quar. Rev. April, 1873, p. 284; Edinb. Rev. April. 1841

;

A mer. Theol. Rev. April, 1860, p. 162, 356. (J. H. W.)

Portugal, the most westerly kingdom of Europe,

a part of the great Spanish peninsula, lies in 36° 55'-

42° 8' N. lat., and 6° 15'-9° 30' W. long. Its greatest

length from north to south is 368 miles, and its average

breadth from east to west about 100 miles. The king-

dom of Portugal proper is bounded by the Atlantic on

the S. and W.. and by Spain on the N. and E. Its dis-

tinctive subdivisions, with their several areas and popu-

lations, are given in the following table

:

Continental Portugal.

Provinces.
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square miles; pop. 2,000,000. Mozambique and depend-

encies, 283,500 square miles; pop. 300,000. In lata;

Goa, Salcete, 1440.6 square miles: pop. 474,234. Hu-

man, Diu, 94.08 square miles; pop. 53,283. In the In-

dian Archipelago, 2877 square mile-: pop. 850,300. In

China: Mar.,..'. 11.76 square miles; pop. (1866) 100,000.

Total of colonies, 526,041.48 -epiare miles; pop. 3,872,-

959.

Christianity was established in this country .-n the

same time as in Spain, from which it is only politically

separated: il therefore had its share of the misfortunes

which, a( the time of the gnat barbarian id

under the Alan-. Sueves, Westgoths, and afterwards

undi c the Aral.-, came over the Christian Church. The
weight ol these calamities was made a little lighter for

Portugal by the circumstance that, partly through the

influence of the Roman bishops Anacletus and Anicetus,

partly through the decrees of Constantine, which made
metropolitan seats of the chief cities of the pro\ inces,

the diocesan Bystem had been developed at an earlj pe-

riod. In the country now called Portugal, in the prov-

ince Galicia, Bracara, now Braga, was the metropolis.

We learn from Garcia Louisa, in his remarks on the

Council of Luco, that the bishops of Astorica, Portucale

( Porto '.< lolimbria (< loimbra), Egitania | Edanha), Emin-
inm

| Agueda, in Estremadura), Lameco I
Lane-,,, on the

I ioco i Lugo, on the sources of the Minho i, Tria

(El Padron, in Galicia), Veseo i\ tseu), Auria (Orense),

Tude (Tuy), Magneto or Britonia (Mondonedo), and
Dumio, near Braga, were suffragans ofBracara. Al the

Council of Luco, A.I). 569, a second metropolis was es-

tablished at LUCO, but il remained dependent on Bra-

cara. Veseo, Colimbria, Egitania, Lameco, and Magneto
were then suffragan seals of Bracara, and Tria. Auria,

Tude, Astorica, and Britonia tunned the ecclesiastical

province of Luco: it ceased to exist when the domina-

tion of the Sueves, in 585, was overthrown by the West-

goths. In Lusitania, Merida, on the Guadiana, was the

metropolis; the ecrle-ia.-tical province included Nfuman-

tia, Pax Tulia, Ossonoba, Olysippo, Caurio, Avila, and

Elbora. < Salixtus 1 1 transferred the metropolitan dignity

tn the bishop of Compostella. In the 7th century some

changes appear to have taken place. The beginning

of the 8th century saw the downfall of tin' Westgothic

empire, and the invasion of the Aral)-, invited by the

sons of the expelled king, and by their uncle. Oppas,

archbishop of Hispalis, for the purpose of driving from

the throne the newly elected king Roderick. The land

between the Douro and the Pyrenees, a small portion of

the peninsula,remained under Christian rule. Ferdinand

II (1038 65) wrenched from the Araks Lame-,,. Veseo,

Coimbra, etc. Though the Araks had allowed the in-

habitants the I'ne exercise of their religion, many of

them passed over to Mohammedanism, .and tints, by
i ishoprics and monasteries disappeared. Even

Bracara lost her metropolitan dignity; and when,
in 1083, Alpl so VI took Tolcl,,. which under the

Arabian rule had continued still during two cen-

turies to be the residence of an archbishop, there was
s,aiv,l\ a Christian to be found in the city. In con-

siders! t these circumstanci -. and with the consent

of pope .k,hn VIII, Ovetum, in Galicia, was made a

metropolis, including the bishoprics Anca, Legio, As-

torica. Salmantica, Caurio, Coimbria, Lamego, Veseo,

Portucale, Bracara, Tude, Auria. Tria, Luco, Britonia,

and < Isesaraugusta. < >* iedo was the city of the bishops

inpartibits infideliutn; but the former suffragans ofTara-
cona did not acknowledge the archbishop of Ovetum,
but thatol Narbonne as their metropolitan. The dignity

of the metropolitan ol Ovetum was extinguished when
Al| h in o \ I took l?oledo and Castile, the old ecclesias-

tical provinces of Toledo, Braga, and Tarragona being
then i itablished anew by Gregory VII and Urban II.

The long time during which the Spanish peninsula

had stood under Mohammedan rule, Christianity being

obliterated everywhere, justified, in the ideas of those

times, the measures taken bj the I lunch for the pur-

pose of securing the rule and purity of the Roman Cath-
olic religion. The complete expulsion of Mohammedans
and .lews seemed commanded by the circumstances, and
it was executed with pitiless energy. In 1536 a tribunal

of Inquisition was established in Lisbon, and special

severity was displayed against the Jews accused of prac-

ticing ihcir old worship under tin garb of • hristianity.

They formed, under the name of New-Christians (q. v.),

a suspicious class, and many of them, in 1506, bad been

victims to the hatred and prejudices of the multitude.

I he power of the < knrcli in, r, a-,,1 rapidly, and with it

the pride ol some of I he LNhnps. for I here soon

tween the crown and the cli rgy difficulties greatly detri-

mental to the influence ol the latter, as ii gave occasion

to the people to get an insight into and Bpeak freely of its

sad condition, as well as of that of the Roman court.

By the laws of 1822 26 every naturalized foreigner

was granted civil and political rights regardless ol Ids

religion ;
they authorizi ,1 1 very kind of private worship,

and prohibited every religious persecution. The Catholic

clergy were treated with the greatest distrust, and their

riches were seized upon to till the treasure of the state.

It was not until 1843 that the government was recon-

ciled with the pope, and the wound- of the Roman
Church were long in healing even after that. The Por-

I liurch is (since \'\\) undei the special juris-

diction of a patriarch, who is always a cardinal, and

who is, to some extent, independent of Rome Portu-

gal is divided into three dioceses, which are presided

over by the cardinal-patriarch of Lisbon. His suffra-

gan scats are Castello-Branco, (iuarda. Lamego, l.eiria.

and Portalegre. There are several colonial bishops: at

Madeira, the Azores, and other islands. Besides the

patriarchate or archbishopric of Lisbon, there is the

archbishopric of Braga, who is primate of the kingdom,
and whose suffragan -cats are Porto, Yiseu, Coimbra,

Braganca-Miranda, Aveiro, and Pinhel; and the arch-

bishopric of Kvora.with the bishoprics Elvas, Beja, and

Algarve. The archbishops have the rank of a marquis,

the bishops of a count. They all belong to the gran-

deza, or higher nobility. The bishops are appointed

by the king, and confirmed by the pope. No bull can

he published without the agreement of the king. The
number of clergy holding cures is given at 18,000. The
total number of parishes is 1086. The monasti ties v., re

dissolved in 1834, but a few religious establishments

still exist. At the time of the dissolution Portugal was

possessed of 360 monasteries, with 5760 monks, and 126

nunneries, with 2725 nuns.

There "'* six orders of knighthood, viz. the Order

of Christ, founded in 1319; St. Benedict of Avis; the

lower and Sword, founded in l 159, and reorganized in

1808; our Lady of Villa Vicosa, established in 1819;

and the < trder of St. John of Jerusah m, which was -, p-

arated in 1802 from that of Malta. In addition to these,

there is one civil-service order, founded in 1288. Por-

tugal stands below the other countries of Europe in re-

gard to education. There is one university at Coim-
bra; there are military, naval, trade, and navigation

schools, and many classical and higher school-: and in

1861 there were 1788 public schools, with 79,172 pupils,

uncontrolled h\ the Church. There is an Academy of

Sciences and a School of Arts at Lisbon, the former of

which has a library of 50,000 volumes. The other pub-

lic libraries arc the Central Library, with 300,000 vol-

umes; various royal libraries, as that of Lisbon, with

86,1 badly preserved volumes and 8000 MSS.; that

ai the Necessidades Palace, with 28,000 volumes; and

that at the Ajuda Palace, with 20,000 volumes; and the

University Library at Coimbra, with 45,000 volumes.

The administration of the management of general edu-

cation i- conducted bj a superior council of education

at ( loimbra, under the supervision of the ministry of the

Home Department See Schafer, Gesch, von Portugal

illamk. 1836, 8 vols. 8vo); Schubert, Unndbuch der

Stuatenkundi von Europa,i
t 8sq.; Busk, Hist, ofPortu-

gal i 1831 1 ; Dunham, Hist, ofPortugal i 1832) Ander-
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sen (H. C), In Spain, and a Visit to Portugal (1870);

Chambers's Cyclop, s. v.

Portuguese Version. The oldest known Portu-

guese version is that of the Psalms, which was published

at Oxford in 1G95, together with a translation of the

English liturgy, under the title, Livro da Oracao

commune Administracao dos Sacramentos e outros Ritos

e Ceremonias da Igreja, conforme o Oso da Igreja de In-

glaterra, iuxtamente com o Salterio ou Salmos de David

(Oxford, na estampa do Teatro, anno de Christo, 1695).

This translation is said to be very defective. Next in

chronological order is the New Testament, or Novo

Testamento, istohe, todos os sacro sanctos Livros e Es-

critos evangelicos e apostolicos do novo Concerto de

nosso Fiel Senhor Salvador e Redemptor Jesu Christo

:

traduzido em Portugues pelo Patre Joam Ferreira a

oVAlmeida, Ministro Pregador do Sancto Evangelho.

Com todas as Licencas necessarias (em Amsterdam, por

Joam Crellius, 1712, 8vo). Seven years later the first

part of the Old Testament, or the Pentateuch, was

published under the title, Os cinco Livros de Moyses,

chamados: 1, Genesis ; 2, Exodo ; 3, Levitico ; 4, Nume-
ros ; 5, Deuteronomio (con privilegio real; Tranquebar,

em India Oriental, na costa del Coromandel, em a estam-

pa da Real Missaon de Dennemark, No anno de 1719,

4to). Then followed : Livro dos Salmos de David,

com toda diligi ntia traduzido de Texto original na Lingua

Portugueza, conferido com as outras Translacoens e em
multos Passos ileclarado pelo Padre Benjamin Schultze,

Missionario del Reg de Dinamarca e Ministro da Pala-

vra de Deus (Trangambar, em India Oriental, na costa

de Coromandel, na estampa da Real Mission, No anno de

1721, 12mo) ; Os doze Prophetas Menores, convem a

saber, Hoseas, Joel, Amos, Obadias, Jonas, Micheas,

Nahum, J/abacuc, Sophonias, Uaggeo, Zacharias, Ma-
lachias (com toda diligentia traduzido na lingoa Por-

tugueza, polos Padres Missionaries de Trangambar.

Trangambar, na officina da Real Missaon de Dinamar-

ca, anno de 1732, 4to) ; and Os LJvros historicos do Velho

Testamento, convem a saber, o Livro de Josue, o Livro

dos Juizes, o Uvro de Ruth, o primeiro Livro dos Regs,

o segundo Livro dos Regs, o primeiro Livro das Chroni-

cas, o segundo Livro das Chronicas, o Livro de Esdras,

o Livro de Nehemias, o Livro de Esther, traduzido na
Lingoa Portugueza, pelo Reverendo Padre Joam. F< r-

reira a"Almeida, Ministro Pregador do Santo Evangelho

na Cidade de Batavia (revistos e conferidos com o tex-

to original pelos Padres Missionaries de Trangambar.
Trangambar, na officina da Real Missaon de Dinamarca,

anno de 1738, 4to). In the preface to the historical

books, which is dated April 21, 1738, we are told that

the ministers of Batavia sent this translation of Joh.

Ferreira d'Almeida to Tranquebar to have it printed

there, which was done at the expense of the Dutch
governor-general, Theodor van Cloon, and his widow,

Antonia Adriana Lengele. The Pentateuch is not pre-

ceded by any introduction, but the translation is accom-
panied by notes. The same is the case with the histor-

ical books. The whole is preceded by a Latin preface,

in which the translator says that his predecessors, the

two missionaries Barthol. Ziegenbalg and Johann Ernst

Grundler, translated the Pentateuch into Portuguese;

but in continuing their work he did not follow the com-
mon order of the Biblical books, but rather preferred to

translate first the Psalms, because, of all the books of

the Old Testament, they are best adapted for public

and private devotion. These are all the parts of the Bible

which were translated and known in the 18th century.

A revised edition of Almeida's Bible under the joint

editorship of R. Holden and the Rev. R. C. Girdleston

was issued in 1876 (see the " 73d Report of the British

and Foreign Bible Society" [Lond. 1877], p. 89 sq.).

Complete editions of the Bible in the Portuguese lan-

guage were published by the American and British and
Foreign Bible societies. See Rosenmiiller, Handbuch
der biblkchen Literatur, iv, 298 sq. (B. P.)

Portumnalia, a festival celebrated among the an-

cient Romans in honor of Portumnus, the god of har-

bors. It was kept on the seventeenth day before the

kalends of September.

Portumnus (Lat. portus, "a harbor"), the deity

supposed among the ancient Romans to preside over

harbors. A temple was erected in honor of him at the

port of the Tiber, and he was usually invoked by those

who undertook voyages.

Posadas, Fmancisco, a Spanish monk and preach-

er, was born at Cordova in 1644. He entered the Do-
minican Order, and, after teaching theology and exe-

gesis, devoted himself to preaching with the greatest

success. He was often prompted by his zeal to preach

in public places and wherever he chanced to be, and

even old age could not abate his fervor in teaching the

poor of the country. Nothing equalled his charity and

love of the degraded. He refused on several occasions

the honors of the episcopate. He died at Cordova

Sept. 20, 1713. He was beatified in 1817 by Pius VII.

He left some works of edification : The Triumph of
Chasfitg, against the Eri'ors of Molinos

:

—Life of St.

Dominic:—Sermons (3 vols. 4to).—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Genercde, s. v.

Poschel, Philipp P., a German Protestant divine,

was born Sept. 23, 1769, at Ansbach. In 1797 he was
minister at Bulenheim, and in 1817 city pastor in Augs-

burg, where he died, Feb. 6, 1838. He wrote Meine

Mussestunden, oder Resultate meines Nachdenlcens iiber die

wichtigsten Gegenstandt aus dun Gebiete der Religions-

wissenschaft (Nuremb. 1804):— Freimiithige Gedanken

zur Beantivortung der Frage: vie Icarm einzig u. allein

dergesunkenen Achtung der Religion u. i/i rer Lehrer aufge-

holf a iri rden ' (ibid. 1803) :

—

Wiinsche u. Yorschldge zur

lirchl. Verfassung in Baiern (Angsb. 1823):— Idem
iiber Staat u. Kirche. Kultus, Kirchenzucht u. Geistlich-

keit, etc. (Nuremb. 1816) :

—

Erhebungen des Herzens in

Predigten (Augsb. 1825, 1826, 2 parts) -.—Predigten avf
alle Feste des Jahres, etc. (ibid. 1826). See Winer,

Handbuch der theolog. Literatur, p. 954.

Poschel, Thomas, a German religious enthusi-

ast, was born March 2, 1769, at Horitz, in Bohemia.

He entered the ministry, and was ordained Sept. 6,

1796. While he was vicar at Braunau he had to pre-

pare for death the unfortunate bookseller Palm, and to

accompany him to the place of execution (Aug. 26, 1806).

This incident seems to have exercised a detrimental

influence on his mind, so naturally inclined to mysticism.

When, in 1809, Braunau passed from Austria to Bavaria,

Poschel was placed under the dependency of the bishop

of Salzburg; and in 1815, when the city became Austrian

again, he returned to the diocese of Linz. Soon after-

wards his insane behavior caused him to be sent from

Braunau to a country place called Ampfelwang. He now
considered himself a martyr of the faith, and preached

his ''new revelation." Christ, he says, dwells in the

hearts of such as are pure, and directs all their actions.

To them appear God and the Virgin, and make them
the recipients of their revelations. He who does not get

purified incurs damnation, and deserves death, which

alone can purify him. This doctrine must be obeyed

even if it should exact the sacrifice of life itself, if the

fruit of the new revelation is not to be lost and given

to the Jews. For God has determined that the Jews
shall be converted. Judaism and Christianity melted

together into one general, catholic religion, the millen-

nial kingdom is to commence when these events have

taken place. The new doctrine found proselytes not

only in Ampfelwang, but in the surrounding localities

—Azbach, Unkenach, Gampern, Schiifling, etc. The
Piischelians affected great piety, prayed with deeply

bowed heads, some stretched on the ground ; they made
uncommon use of all religious practices, as pilgrimages,

fasting, communion, with or without previous confes-

sion, solemn invocations of the Virgin and the saints.

But the tide of extravagance rose apace. Women
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heard confessions and gave absolution. They are said

to have committed mosl indecent acts in their assem-

blies. The ceremony of purification preceded the ad-

mission of new members: a kiml of oil or a powder

which the proselyte was made to swallow produced

dreadful convulsions, while a crowd of maddened fe-

males performed a savage dance around the Bufferer, to

expel the devil, who had hitherto held possession ol

the new member. The escape of Napoleon from Elba

strengthened the belief thai he was the Antichrist, and

that, as a i sequence, the millennium was at hand.

Disorderly tramps roamed about, prophesying and

preaching, held themselves for chosen members of the

kingdom of Cod, and resisted hoth the ecclesiastical and

civil authorities. At last government took the mailer

in hand, nightly raid- were made upon their assemblies,

their doings were investigated, and Poschel was pul

into custody at Salzburg. This intervention of the po-

lice did not appease the fanaticism of the sectarians,

who were misled several times even to sanguinary ex-

cesses. A mother tried to torture her child to death,

to honor the Lord; a father to kill his child in prison.

The insanity of these people reached its pitch in the

Holy Week of 1817. In the night thai followed Palm
Sunday it was resolved, in a meeting held near Amp-
felwang, to offer a sacrifice to the Lord. A peasant, of

the name of Haas, was to be the victim. His mother

and an old man were dragged to the scene of the- holo-

caust : the woman was killed with one stroke, while the

man died only a few days afterwards of his wound, the

ceremony I.conning by this postponement devoid of ef-

fect. Haas prevailed on his adopted daughter, a girl

of nineteen years, to give her life for him. The mon-
sters killed her most cruelly, and are even said to have

drunk her blood, as being the blood of Christ. The
Bcene of these horrors was on the ensuing day occupied

by the militia and the actors arrested, hut, only six if

the Ii aders were kept in custody. The sect, which did

not count over 126 members, thereafter disappeared

rapidly. PSschel, who had always condemned the hor-

rors committed by his disciples, was transferred to Vi-

enna, where, his insanity being clearly demonstrated,

he was placed under severe ecclesiastical custody. He
died in 1837. In a wider sense, the name of Posche-

lians was for some time used to designate fanatics of

Poschel's and the Poschelians
1 description. See Alzog,

Kirchengesch. ii. 680; Giesebrecht, Kirchengesch. der

neuesten Zeii
i
Bonn, 1855), p. 338 sq. (J. II. W.)

Poschelians. See PSschel.

Poseidon, the god who was considered among the

ancient Greeks as presiding over the sea. He was the

son of Chronos and Rhea, and had his palace at the

bottom of the sea, where the monsters of the deep play

around his dwelling. This deity was believed to be

the author of storms, and to shake the earth with his

trident or three-pronged spear. His wife was Amphi-
trite. When the universe was divided between the

brothers, the sea was given to Poseidon. He was equal

to Zeus in dignity, but not in power. He once con-

spired with Hera 1. 1 m io i and Athena ( Minerva i to put

Zeus in chains, hut usually he was submissive to the

more powerful god. I le rides over the waves in a char-

iot draw n by horses with brazen hoofs and golden manes,

ami I lie -ea becomes smooth at his appearance, while

the monsters Of the deep gambol and play around him.

Herodotus affirms that the Greeks derived the worship

of Poseidon from Libya; but, from whatever quarter ii

was received, it spread all over Greece ami Southern

Italy. It prevailed more especially in the Peloponne-

sus. The usual sacriiices offered to this god were black

anil white hulls, and also wild hoars and rams. Al

Corinth horse and chariot races were held in his honor.

The Panionia, or festival ol all the lonians, was cele-

brated also in honor of Poseidon. The Romans identi-

fied him with their own sea-god Neptune. Troy was

called Neptuna Pergama, because Poseidon assisted

Apollo to surround it with walls for king Laomedon,
who refused to give them their promised reward, and

Poseidon sent a sea-monster to ravage the country,

which was killed by Hercules. He always hated the

Trojans, and assisted the Greeks against them. He
prevented the return of Ulysses, in revenge for his hav-
ing blinded Polyphemus, the son of Poseidon. In an
he is easily recognised by his attributes, which are the

trident, horses, and dolphins. S( e Ni.i-rfNi:.

Poseidonia, a festival celebrated annually among
the ancient Greeks in honor ol Poseidon. It was kept

chiefly in the island of zEgina.

Poseidonius. See Posrooxiua

Posen, a Polish province, that portion of ancient

Poland which fell to Prussia in the partition of the king-

dom, has an area of 11,260 square miles, and a popula-

tion (close of 1871) of 1,583,684 The territory is di-

vided into two departments, that ol posen and Brom-
lurg. and its principal cities ate besides the respective

capitals named after the departments, Gnesen, Lissa,

and Inowraclow. The principal river is the Wart ha.

which is navigable, hut the commerce of the province

is very light, for education little has been done a- yet
The i'riissian government is determined to force German
culture. There are six gymnasia, several normal ami
training schools, a seminary for the training of priests,

and about two hundred burgher or national schools.

Nearly half the population belong to the Roman Cath-
olic Church, which is under the spiritual jurisdiction of

the archbishop ofGnesen and Posen, while 74,000 of the

remainder arc Jews. The inhabitants may still he said

to he Poles, more than KOO.IHIO persons , mplo_\ ing Polish

as their mother-tongue.

Posen formed an integral part of Poland till 1772,

when, at the first partition of the Polish territory, the

districts north of the Net/e were given to Prussia. At

the second and third partitions, which were made twenty

years later, the remainder was incorporated in the Prus-

sian kingdom under the name of South Prussia. In

1807 Posen was included in the duchy of Warsaw; hut

by the act of the Congress of Vienna it was separated

in L815 from Poland and reassigned to Prussia under

the title of the Grand Duchy of Posen. In 1848 the

Poles, who had never amalgamated with their new * •< r-

man compatriots, took advantage of the general politi-

cal excitement ol that period to organize an open rebell-

ion, which gave the Prussian government considerable

trouble, and was not put down till much blood had bet u

spilled on hoth sides. On the cessation of disturbances,

the German citizens of the province demanded the in-

corporation of Posen with those Prussian states which

were memhers of the German Confederation, and the

Berlin Chambers gave their approval of the proposed

measure in 1850; hut on the subsidence of revolution-

ary sentiment in Germany the subject was dropped,

and Posen returned to its former condition of an extra-

German province of the Prussian monarchy. For the

ecclesiastical history, see POLAND; see also Ptas-

si \.

Poser is the term applied to the bishop's examining

chaplain. Tin- annual examiner at Winchester and

Eton still hears this name.

Posey, Alexander, a colon. 1 minister of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, was horn about the year

1814. He came from thcJ/Wcin, Methodisl Episcopal

Church March 20, 1869, at which time the Washington

Conference was sitting in Winchester, Va. He was re-

ceived into full connection, ami the same year (1869)

was appointed to Jobnmann Street < lhapel, Winchesti r,

Va. He was reappointed in 1870 to Winchester, Va.;

in 1871 to Harrisonburgh, Va., and in 1872 7.". to Lex-

ington. Va. In 1874 he was appointed to Abingdon,

Va.. hut did not reach his work, he being sick at the

time he received his appointment He never recov-

ered, hut died Aug. 1. L874, See Minutes of Annual

Confl ran;,--, 1875, p. 1 L
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Posey, John Henderson, a minister of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, was born Sept. 17,

1819, in Breckinridge County, Ky. ; emigrated with his

parents in early life to Illinois, and settled in Morgan

County. His first, religious impressions were at about

the age of seventeen. When he attained to the years

of manhood he came to Missouri, and there connected

himself with the Methodist Church. He was licensed

to preach July 16, 1853, and retained the local relation

for some time. In 186(5 he joined the Illinois Confer-

ence, and was appointed to Harry Circuit. In 1868 he

was appointed to Lima Circuit. Shortly after the next

year's Conference his health failed, and he died Nov. 13,

1869. He ever regarded the ministry as the most sa-

cred vocation on earth. His high appreciation of its

sanctity and responsibility was such at times as almost

to overpower his own spirit. He was a true itinerant

in heart and practice. See Minutes of the Annual Con-

ferences, 1870, p. 518, 519.

Fosido'nius (Uoaicmnoc'), an envoy of the Syr-

ian general Nicanor to Judas Maccabanis (2 Mace, xiv,

19).

Posidonius {Uoau^iovioc), a distinguished Greek

Stoic philosopher, was a native of Apameia in Syria, but

a citizen of Rhodes, where he resided the greater part

of his life (Strabo, xiv, 655; Athen. vi, 252 e). The
dates of his birth and death are unknown ; but he must
have been bom during the latter half of the 2d centurjr

before the Christian sera, as he was a disciple of Panre-

tius, who probably died about B.C. 100, and whom he

succeeded as the head of the Stoic school. He removed
to Rome in the consulship of Marcus Marcellus (Suidas,

Posidon.), B.C. 51, and probably died soon after. He
lived, according to Lucian (Macrob. c. 20), to the age

of eighty-four, and was one of the most celebrated phi-

losophers of his day. Cicero, who had received instruc-

tion from him (Cicero, Be Fato, c. 3 ; De Nat. Deo?: i,

3; Be Fin. i, 2), frequenthy speaks of him in the highest

terms. Pompey also appears to have had a very high

opinion of him, as we read of his visiting him at Rhodes
shortly before the war against the pirates, B.C. 67 (Strabo,

xi, 492), and again in B.C. 62, after the termination

of the Mithridatic war (Plutarch, Pomp. c. 42; Pliny,

Hist. Nat.vW, 30). He must have been a man of very

extensive and varied information in almost all the de-

partments of human knowledge. Strabo calls him, dvfjp

twv icaSr' ?//<«£ <pi\o<Jo<pioi' iroXvpaSiararog. Besides

his philosophical treatises, he wrote works on geography,

history, and astronomy ; but none of them have come
down to us, with the exception of their titles, and a few
sentences quoted by Cicero, Diogenes Laertius, Strabo,

and others. He seems to have travelled in different

parts of the world for the purpose of collecting informa-

tion. We learn incidentally from Strabo (xiii, 614; iii,

165 ; iv, 197) that he had been in Spain, Liguria, and
Gaul. Plutarch was also indebted to Posidonius, among
others, for the materials of several of his lives. This is

the case in the Lives of Marcellus. Paulus /Emilius, the

Gracchi, and others ; but particularly in the Life of Ma-
rius, with whom Posidonius had been personally ac-

quainted (Pint, Marius, c. 45). Posidonius wrote Me-
teorologica. Cicero mentions {Nat. Deor. ii, 34) his ar-

tificial sphere, which represented the motions of the

heavens. Posidonius was a much stricter Stoic than

his master Panotitis. He maintained that pain was
not an evil, as we learn from an anecdote which Pompey
frequently related respecting his visit to the philosopher

at Rhodes (Cicero, Tusc. Disp. ii, 25). As a physical

investigator he was greatly superior to the Stoics gen-
erally, attaching himself in this respect rather to Aris-

totle. Indeed, although attached to the Stoic system,

he was far less dogmatical and obstinate than the ma-
jority of that school, refusing to admit a dogma because
it was one of the school if it did not commend itself to

him for its intrinsic merits. His works on divination

and the nature of the gods are referred to by Cicero,

who probably made use of them in his works on the

same subject (Cicero, L)e Div. i, 3, 30, 64; De Nat. Deor.

i. 44). Strabo says (xi, 492) that Posidonius wrote an

account of the wars of Pompey, but did not pay much
attention to accuracy. This account was, however, prob-

ably contained in his historical work, of which Athe-

najus quotes (iv, 168 d) the 49th book (comp. Athen. iv,

151 e). For further information respecting the opinions

and writings of Posidonius, see Posidonii Peliquice Doc-

trince ; Collegit atque illustravit Janus Bake ; A ccedit

D. Wyttenbaehii Annotutio (Lugduni Bat. 1810, 8vo).

See also Smith, Diet. ofGr. and Rom. Biog. andMythol.

s. v. ; Fabricius, Bill. Grae. iii, 572; Vossius, De Hist.

Grcec. p. 193 ; Ritter, Gesch. der Philos. vol. iii, bk. xi, c.

6, p. 700 ; Ueberweg, Hist, of Philos. vol. i. (J. II. W.)
There was another Posidonius of Alexandria, who was

a pupil of Zeno, and consequently was prior to Polybius.

Suidas, however, by mistake, ascribes to this Posidonius

a continuation of Polybius in fifty-two books, which is

evidently the work of the younger Posidonius.

Positive Philosophy, a recent scheme of phi-

losophy, on the basis of phenomenalism, founded by

Auguste Comte of Paris. See Comte ; Positivism.

Positivism, a distinct, scientific habit of mind, reg-

ulated by a characteristic principle, which was made the

basis of an extensive and ambitious scheme of philos-

ophy by Auguste Comte (see Comte), and which has

matured, according to the intention of its author, into a

sect, a creed, and a church, since the article on Comte
was written. The term is applied to the intellectual

habit, the characteristic principle, the philosophical

procedure, and the consequent body of doctrine. The
English Positivists, who have latterly been the most

zealous propagators of the positive philosophy, and

have very recently issued a complete translation of the

Systeme de la Politique Positive, revolt from some of the

later speculations of their founder and hierophant, by re-

jecting his theological and ecclesiastical reconstructions,

and all the sentimental mimicry of the papal organiza-

tion, which was elaborated under the quaint influence

of Mme. Chlotilde de Yaux. They adhere rigidly to

the distinctive principle of the positive philosophy,

which constitutes its sole ratio essendi and determines

its consistent developments and applications. It is the

first duty, then, to ascertain what this principle is.

The epithet Positive has been employed in various

significations in the history of philosophy, as will be

shown at the close of this notice. The term Positivism

is employed by the school of the Positivists and by its

founder to denote the strict confinement of speculation

and the rigorous limitation of knowledge to observed

facts, and to their habitual antecedences, concomitances,

and sequences. It eschews all laws but those of recog-

nised association. It involves the exclusion of causes

ami effects; of supernatural, spiritual, or metaphysical

agencies; of hidden forces, latent qualities, and imma-
terial essences. It contracts the intelligible universe

within the sphere of the phenomenal. It refrains from

investigating the intrinsic constitution of things, and

prohibits any expat iation beyond the reach of purely

scientific analysis and construction. It does not deny,

but it ignores, extrudes, and repudiates as inaccessible

and imaginary whatever transcends the observed facts

and the logical deductions therefrom. It is the pure

method of inductive science, accepted as practically suf-

ficient and complete, though without asserting that it is

necessarily exhaustive. Whatever lies beyond this cir-

cle is not only unknown, but incognizable and inappre-

hensible—not merely imperfect and uncertain, but im-

palpable and delusive.

It is impossible to give a sharp, precise, and formal

definition of Positivism, because it is chiefly discrim-

inated from other philosophical schemes by what it ex-

foliates, by its limitations rather than by its comprehen-

sion. One of the most eminent and earnest of living

Positivists has within the late months given an ex-
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planation of the character of the doctrine, which it may

be well to cite as an authoritative testimony :

"Snffice it that we mean by the positive method of

n ul we will now use the term in a sense no]

limited to the social construction ofComte) that method
which would base life and conduct, as well as knowledge,

upon such evidence as ran he referred to logical canons

of proof, which would place all thai occupies man in a ho-

inof/'iir. On the other hand, this method
:

... iv. , in //, /x.tlasrs. not to lie tested by any known
logical canon familiar to science, whether the hypothesis

iport from intuition, aspiration, or general plaus-

ibility. And again, this method turns aside from ideal

standards which avow themselves to be lawless, which
profess to transcend the field of law. We Bay, life and

hall Maud for us wholly on a basis of law, and
i ntirely in thai region n it physical,

and social science) where we are free to nse our

e in the methods Known to us as in

lo'.'ie. methods which the intellect can analyze" T'rodoi ic

. The Soul ii"<! Future Life, in The Nineteenth <; n -

tury, No. -1, dune, LST7, art vii, p. 624, 625).

Mr. Harrison's contemplation is here, as will be read-

ily conjectured, directed specially to the ethical devel-

opments of Positivism; bul such language so applied

reveals the severity with which everything bul the proc-

esses and products of scientific observation and logical

conclusion is excluded from the arena of the Positivist

This accords perfectly with the determination of the

dogmatic principle originally formulated in the Pkilo-

sophi Positive (tome i, p. 4, 5).

"In line, iii the Positive state the human mind, recog-

nising the impossibility of attaining absolute notions, re-

nounces the invest JL'at ion of the origin and destination of

the universe, and in.piirv into the intrinsic causes of phe-

nomena, and attaches itself instead solely to the discov-

ery, by judicious combina' :

•!' nais. i

n

i i -_r and observa-

tion, of their effective laws thai is, to the discovery of

their invariable relations of succession and resemblance.

The explication of facts thus reduced to its real terms is,

thenceforward, nothing more than the connection estab-

lished between the diverse phenomena and certain gen-

eral fans whose number tends to be constantly diminish-

ed by the progress of science."

This procedure lias long been regarded as alone ap-

propriate in the domain of physical science, and as

equally appropriate, within the limits of its applicabil-

ity, in speculative science. Ii formswhal is commonly

regarded as the Baconian philosophy or the Baconian

redintegration of philosophy. Positivism, however,

both in the conception of the father of the system and

in the doctrine and practice of his followers, extends its

range so as to embrace and enclose all departments of

knowledge and action, to profess itself the sole and ex-

clusive method; and to stigmatize and repudiate what-

ever will not submit to its jurisdiction or remains be-

yond its reach. Indeed, in the elaboration of the sys-

tem by Comte all its applications to the exact sciences

were regarded as merely preliminary to social recon-

struction, and to the establishment of a comprehensive

and diversified ethical doctrine for public and private

guidance. In this light il is still viewed by the exist-

ing scl 1 of Positivists, notwithstanding their rejec-

tion of much of i be theological reverie of Comte.

It will readily lie recognised that Positivism, as SO

understood, revives under strangely modernized aspects

the old dogma of Protagoras thai man is the measure

of the universe. The ancient contrast and analogyof

rocosm and the microcosm are reproduced in

quaint disguise and more plausible form by limiting the

intelligible universe (mundus intelligibilis) to its reflec-

tion from the mirror of the human mind so far, an 1

bo far only, as an image of it can be formed through

the instrumentality of the bodily Benses and of rea-

soning on lb. phenomena observed thereby. We will

not be tempted into the easy misrepresentation of

alleging that all is denied which is not so reflected,

bul the practical effect is nearly the same; for it is ig-

nored, cashiered, and extruded from the field of specula-

tion. Thus, tin universe and all its marvels, the mind

of man and its measun li pot m ii . I he lean of man
with its boundless duties, iis multitudinous aspirations

and its unfathomable mysteries, are shrivelled up into

the narrow dimensions of the science of the day. Sure-

ly we require a philosophy of the unknown as well as

of t he known

!

"Vere -ire est scire per causas," said Aristotle, and
the schoolmen after him. The maxim was unqui stion-

ably pressed by the latter to hazardous uses, and em-
ployed to authenticate hallucinations which obstructed

science for centuriea "Ven scire est scire apparentias"
- true knowledge is the knowledge of appearances—is

the shibboleth ol the Positivists, and is even more dan-

gerous than the misapprehension which it has under-

taken to dethrone. Ii results in pure phenomenalism,
and renders man and the universe alike hollow, decep-

tive, and spectral. This tendency of Positivism, and

the length to which it may be and has been carried, are

well illustrated by the remarkable and exquisitely writ-

ten article of .Mr. Frederic Harrison on Th Soul and
Futurt Life, from which we have already made a cita-

tion, and by the very recent discussions provoki 1 by

it. Mr. Harrison, like his Coryphaeus, will not endure

"thoughts that wander through eternity." except it be

a human eternity. He will uol suffer them to travel

••extra tlammantia moenia mundi." He con

those flaming walls to the limits of the earth's horizon.

lie do. s not deny the exist, nee of the human soul : he

only starves ii out and dissipates it into a technical ab-

straction. "The combined activity of the human pow-
ers," he says, "organized around the highest of tin m we
.all the soul." Again,"the consensus of human facul-

ties, which we call the soul, comprises all sides ofhuman
nature according to one homogeneous theory."

" She, mouldering with the dull earths mouldering sod,
Inwrapt tenfold in slothful shame,

Lay there, exiled from eternal God,
Lost to her place and name."

The future life is still more vacant, unreal, and inap-

prehensible than even the sublimated soul. It is in-

deed the shadow of a shade. Mr. Harrison

give such distinct utterance to his conception of the

post-mortem existence as to enable us to grasp it firmly.

He employs phrases which indicate his acceptance ol

the Panhumanistic immortality, by absorption into the

aggregate humanity of subsequent generations, if he

refuses to adore with Comte A Nouveau Grand-Etre—the

New Supreme God humanity itself. But the abstract

term— the unsubstantial and unessential conception of

humanity—does not become a more real being—a more
capable receptacle of souls or extinct consensuses ol hu-

man powers b\ being stripped of the tawdry trappings

and tinsel fringes with which Comic had decorated it.

to set it upas an idol ill place of Jehovah. Strange

that the Positivists should reject as unphilosophical and
invalid all that religion teaches and our instincts acct pi

as true, and should recur to such a factitious and ficti-

tious abstraction as this humanity must be! Waiving
the divine attributes of creation, ordination, and gov-

ernmeni. and regarding only the functions of the Divin-

n v as a m.ial intlu. n. . . \. it. d ov er men— as " the re-

warder of them thai diligently seek him" it may well

be asked what restraint or cue agemenl could a de-

ified and posthumous humanity exercise retrospectively

on the conduct of men in society or as individuals. The
fancy i- a~ futile as it i- absurd. Roche Boyle's comic

exclamation would recur to every transgn ssoi " \\ hat

has postei il v done for its
!"

It may be frankly conceded that the ideas of duty,

of obligation, ol justice, of temporal responsibility—per-

haps even ol right and w ion-, oi righteousness and sin,

of beautj and of aesthetic emotion maybe translated

from the language of religious belief into the language

of Positivism. M. Comte made a travesty of the rites

and ceremonial of t latholic < Christianity, and commend-
ed it to his devotees as the Positive religion. This in-

vention has bei n abnegated, in form at least, by his fol-

low, re, but ii is a similar procedure by which Mr. Har-

rison and the r. -I profess and hope to retain the essen-

tial characteristics of a divine creed, after excluding
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from the universe all recognition of divinity. It is mis-

taking the shell for the organism, after the substance

and life, which were enclosed by the shell, and which

informed the shell, have perished out. We can see the

very nice distinction demanded by Positivism between

the absolute negation of the divine and the supernat-

ural and the mere declaration of its incognizability, and

of its consequent elimination from the domain of faith,

as of knowledge. But the practical effect in both cases

will be nearly the same. The discrimination is very

refined and theoretical, and may be perfectly valid in

abstract reasoning. But it is only the purest and most

intellectual natures which can perceive it and act upon

it. and even they will forget it or lose their hold upon

it in moments of passion and temptation. It cannot be

adequately apprehended by dull minds, coarse temper-

aments, and undisciplined characters, and will conse-

quently be wholly inoperative where most required.

The defect—the fatal defect— is the absence of any im-

perative and extrinsic authority to secure effective re-

sponsibility and obedience to right. The injury to hu-

manity thus portended is very evident : the advantage

to be anticipated is indiscernible.

This notice proceeds on the same plane with thatadopt-

ed by the Positivists, and the discussion of their prin-

ciples does not travel beyond the domain of the human
understanding. The danger of Positivism springs from

the same source as that whence have issued the dangers

of so many kindred schemes of philosophy in our day

—

the disposition to regard a partial truth as the complete

body of truth— to make one principle the sufficient ex-

planation of all things, and to render human knowledge
co-extensive with all knowledge and, practically, with

all truth. The unknown must always transcend the

known : it must remain higher in dignity and in influ-

ence, as well as ampler in all dimensions. The temper

of the present day, however, is to humanize the uni-

verse—to restrict all valid knowledge to purely scientific

knowledge—to cramp the realm of the apprehensible

within the narrow mould of the demonstrable. Pos-

itivism is true in its place and in its degree, as evolu-

tion is true under the like limitations, but it is not all-

comprehending. It does not include all truth, and is far

from embracing all reality. Its error and its pernicious

consequences arise from the attempt to make it all-suffi-

cient and exclusive. As a method of science it is true

and valuable in all the applications of physical science,

and of ethical science too, so far as the latter can appro-

priately employ observation and induction. But be-

yond all this stretch the unfathomable spaces of the un-

known, including that which is known only by its ef-

fects ; and we cannot wisely or safely leave this vast en-

closing sphere out of our contemplation, for it is the

main regulator of our conduct, by constant appeal to

our highest sensibilities. If the hypothesis of the as-

tronomer be true, that there is a mighty central sun in

the unsounded depths of heavenly space, round which
our sun, with all its attendant planets, revolves in a reg-

ular but measureless orbit, it would be neither logical

nor prudent to deny the existence of such a centre of

attraction, because it remains, and may forever remain,

unattainable by human sense. It seems even more
illogical and indiscreet to repudiate a moral centre of

the universe, attracting and governing all things, and
radiating its influences over the whole physical and ra-

tional world, because it lies beyond the limits of scien-

tific observation, and cannot be measured, analyzed, or

determined by the forms of science.

The factitious blindness or wilful shortsightedness of

the Positive dogma is strangely illustrated by the his-

tory of the term Positive, and of the philosophy which
it has been employed to designate. St. Thomas Aqui-
nas {Siiiinn. Theol. ii, 57) employs Positive in accord-
ance with its juridical usage as opposed to Natural

—

"jus naturale et jus positivum." Accordingly, he uses
it to denote that which is commanded, assumed, laid

down, postulated, taken for granted; hence, arbitrary.

not in the sense of wilful or fantastic, but of determined

as a condition precedent. " Illud dicitur esse positivum

quod ex voluntate humana procedit," etc. This mean-
ing is frequently given to it by others of the school-

men, and is sufficiently accordant with its etymology
and with its classical usage. "Est hsec res posita, quaj

ab adversario non negatur" (Cicero, Pro Ccecin. xi). As
in the scholastic reasoning the most absolutely deter-

mined principles—the starting-points of speculation

—

were the dogmas of revealed truth, the positions au-

thoritatively determined by Teligion, the transition was
natural to the acceptance of Positive in the sense of re-

ceived as a command, established by faith, in contrast

to that which was believed on sensible evidence or dem-
onstration. Hence it is found with this signification,

or with one closely analogous to it, in a remarkable pas-

sage of Bacon, which furnishes an apt censure for the

Positive philosophy and for the misapplication of the

term, though supplying a step in the direction of Pos-

itivism. "Nil cnim philosophiam peraquo corrupit, ac

ilia inquisitio parentum Cupidinis: hoc est, quod phi-

losophi principia rerum, quemadmodum in natura in-

veniuntur, non receperunt et amplexi sunt, ut doctrinam

quandam positivam, et tamquam fide experimentali"

(Parmen. Teles, et Democr. Phil.).

There is here a coalescence and conciliation of both

the earlier and the later meanings of the term—a re-

striction of investigation within the range of human ob-

servation, but an acceptance by faith of the principles

beyond it, which must regulate human conduct and hu-

man speculation alike.

In like manner, Kant, while denying to the under-

standing the possibility of reaching any positive (de-

monstrable) knowledge in regard to things purely intel-

ligible (vov/ieva), asserts the determination of the moral

law in a positive (conclusive, assured) manner, through

the faculty of intuition (Kritik der reinen Vernunft,

i,l).

This employment of the term in both its applications,

while the conclusion is contradictory to the speculations

of the Positive school, acquires peculiar significance

from the fact that the scheme of Positivism had been

indicated and condemned by the sage of Konigsberg as

a possible but mutilated and delusive project of philos-

ophy. The originality of Comte lay simply in the nar-

rowness and defectiveness of his principles, and in the

hardihoodandvigorwith which theywere applied byhim
in his Systeme de la Philosophie Positive. His exclusion

of the largest and most important half of human knowl-

|

edge and experience (undefined and often shadowy as

i

that knowledge and that experience may be) consti-

tutes the latent and deadly malady of Positivism, and is

prefigured as such in the vaticinations of Kant.

But instead of referring to the numerous passages in

the Critical Philosophy in which Positivism is antic-

ipated and censured before its appearance, we may suit-

ably close these remarks with a citation from a scientific

writer, whom we may presume to have been Sir David

Brewster

:

"A third dogmn, which has of late been placed in prom-
inence, much, as we conceive, to the detriment of philos-
ophy, is that of the so-called, or rather miscalled, positive

philosophy— an extravagant and morphological transfor-

mation of that rational empiricism which professes to
take experience for its basis, resulting from insisting on
the prerogatives of experience in reference to external
phenomena, and ignoring them in relation to the move-
ments and tendencies of our intellectual nature; a philos-

ophy which, if it do not repudiate altogether the idea of
causation, goes far at least to put it out of view, and with
it everything which can be called explanation of natural
phenomena, by the undue predominance assigned to the
idea of law ; which rejects, as not merely difficult, not sim-
ply hopeless, but as utterly absurd, unphilosophical, and
derogatory, all attempt to render any rational account of
those abstract, equation-like propositions, in which it de-
lights to embody the results of experience, other than
their inclusion in some more general proposition of the
same kind. Entirely persuaded that in physics, at least,

the inquiry into causes is philosophy, that nothing else is

so, and that the chain of causation upwards is broken by
no solution of continuity, constituting a gulf absolutely
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impassable to human facilities, if duly prepared by famil-

iarity with previous link-, we are far from regarding the

whole office of experimental philosophj a- satisfactorily

i iiv declaiiiiL' it i" consist in the discovery and
. ttion ..!' law-' /- i b. Rev. Jan. IS48, art. v, p.

180, 1^1).

Literature.- To the n n ai the close of

the article Comte may now lie added: Comte, System

of Positivt Polity, or Treatise upon Sociology, transl. by

Bridges, Harrison, Beesly, Congreve, and Hutton (Lond.

L876, I vols.8vo); Harrison, Order and Progress(\ vol.

8vo) :
i longreve, Essays, Political, Social, and Religious

i 1 vol. 8vo ; Estasen y < lortada, El I'<i.<itiri<itt<>. <> sis/i-

iii 1 1 ili las I 'ient ias expi rinu ntales |
Barcelona, 1877, 8vo);

Cordier.J I ritiqui du Positivism prolong* (Par.

1877, 8vo) j Adrian, Essaissur quelques Points de la Phir

positivt : 'I'll' Nineteenth Century, No. I. June,

1*77, art. vii: No. 5, July, 1*77. art. \i
I
Tin Soul and

Future Life, by Frederic Harrison); ibid. No. 7. Sept.

1*77, art. \i i I Modern Symposium, by R. II. Button,

Prof. Huxley. Lord Hlaeht'ord. Hon. Robert Noel; subj.

•• The Future Life"); ibid. No. 8, Oct. 1*77. art. be ( .'l

Modern Symposium, by Lord Selborne, Rev. Canon Bar-

ry, W. R. <ire--. Rev. Baldwin Brown, I>r. W. <•. Ward,
Frederic Harrison; subj. [concluded] "The Soul and
Futun Life"). (G.F.H.)

Posner, Ami stus Siegmund (formerly (Simon), a

German minister of the Lutheran Cburch, a convert from

Judaism, was born -May 19, 1805, at Auras, in Lower

Silesia. His early education he received at the pub-

lic schools of Breslau. Winn seventeen years of age,

he went to Berlin to continue liis studies. There he

became acquainted with a Hebrew Christian, who sowed

the firsl seed of the Gospel. In the year 1828 he re-

ceived public baptism, assuming the name of Augustus
Siegmund. He betook himself to the study of theology,

and upon its completion filled several situations as tutor

in private families. In the year 1838 he received a call

to proceed a- a missionary to the Last, and accordingly

s.i oul for Berlin to prepare for his journey. On the

road his intention became the subjeel of conversation

with a fellow-traveller, a gentleman holding a high sit-

uation under government, and to his no small surprise

he was informed by the latter thai he must relinquish

the intention of becoming a missionary, as he had jusl

been appointed by the government chaplain of the Pen-

itentiary at Sagan (in Silesia), and the necessary docu-

ments respecting it were nearlj completed. In Sep-

tember, 1838, he entered on his new charge, which lie

discharged as becoming a faithful disciple of Christ. In

addition to the discharge of his heavy duties. Posner

edited a monthly publication under the title I In Prodi-

gal Son, which became a greal blessing to many readers.

In the year 1840 be was formally ordained by the con-

sistory. Seeing thai his duties at Sagan were far be-

yond his strength, the government made the offer to

him of another ministerial charge at Lebenthal adding,

however, that if it were practicable his remaining at his

present post would he regarded with greal satisfaction.

The expression of Btich a wish was sufficient to lead Pos-

ner to consider it his duty to remain. Thus he labor d

and suffered on. [n the beginning oft lie year i
s 16 Pos-

ner was invited by the congregation of a newly erected

church in Berlin to become their pastor: but the consis-

tory refusing to comply with Posner's wishes to adhere

to the formularies of the Lutheran Church in-lcad of

those of the Prussian National Church, Posner had to

relinquish the appointment Broken health, in connec-

tion with dome-tic afflictions, hastened his end. and on
.Monday. Jan. 22, 1849, he was called to his eternal rest,

enunciating with a weak voice the word-. -.Make an

end. make an end. ( > Lord ! < lome, Lord .lesiis ! come.

( ie, come quickly ! Lead my soul out of darkness."

See \.S. Posner, JDer treui Zeugi Gottes, wetland Pastor
mi di r lconigl. Strafanstalt zu Sagan ; I on i

/'/" m Fi eunde

(Schreiberschau, 1851, 2d ed.); and the biography pre-

pared h\ a brother ol the deceased in the Sotmtags-Bib-

Kothek, vol. iv. pt. iii (Bielefeld, 1850); Jewish Intelli-

gencer (L 1.1853); Zuchold, Bibliotheca Theologica,iL
1201. (15. P.)

Posselt, A m.i -i i -.a German Lutheran theologian,

was horn Jan. 6, 1658, at Zittau, in the Oberlausitz.
lie studied at Wittenberg, Kiel, and Jena, and for a

long time he preached at Hamburg. In 1688 he was
appointed preacher at SS. Peter and Paul in his native
place: in 1711 he wa- made archdeacon, and in 1718

pastor primarius of St. John, in which position he died,

Nov. 23, 1728. He wrote, Richtigt ErUdrungder Epistel

St. Pauli an di* Romer: Nachrichi von dt *< in TIanden
Imlii Dili a biblisch a l..r< mplart n. See Jocher, Gil< hrten-

l.i a ikon, -. v.

Possessed with Devils, the usual rendering in

the A. V. of the Greek datpovi&utvoi (but also fai-

uoviffStivrtc, Mark v. 18; comp. Saipovia t%ttv, Luke
viii. 27: rrvevpa Btu/ioviov aKaSaprov t\m\ iv. 33),

Matt, iv, 24; viii. 16; xv,22; Actsviii,7; Luke viii, 2.

These were persons afflicted with disease, a- epilepsy

i Matt. xvii. 15; Luke ix, 39), paralysis (Luke xiii. II,

16), dumbness (Matt. ix. :;_': xii, 22), and especially

with lindane holy and insanity (Matt, viii, 28 ; Mark v.

2 sq. ; Luke viii, 27 sq.); whence the healed are said to

he ofsound miml (ota<f>povovvT£Q, Mark v. 1.3: Luke viii,

35). It is not necessary to suppose that the epilepsy oi

the dumbness, when this was the main feature of the

case, wa- complicated with peculiar physical disorders,

although epilepsy is very commonly connected with
something of the kind (see Farmer, Vers. p. 89; Hip-
pocrat. Virg. Morb.c. i : Esquirol, Path, n. 'I In rap. 'I. Si i

-

lenstorungen\ Leips. 1827], p.73: comp. p. 503). indeed,

while these special disabilities of men in other respects

in sound and vigorous health were naturally referred to

a supernatural cause, ihis would be especially the case

! with the sudden attacks of epilepsy, falling at irregular

intervals and without premonition. Everything of this

kind the dews, like the Greeks and Romans, referred to

evil spirits taking possession of men (see Acts \. 38;

Luke xiii. 16; comp. Josephus, Ant. vi, 8, 2. on 1 Sam.
xvi. 11. 2.".: see also Lightfoot, p. 388; Eisenmenger,

Entdeckfes Judenth. ii. 454; Maimonides, Schab. ii, 5;
I'.inh. iii. I: Creuzer, Symbolik, iii. 4 sq.). The case

wa- the same among the ancients with those extraor-

dinary events and achievements, accomplished by men,
whi.h seemed too great to proceed from the natural hu-

man powers they were r« fi rred to the operation of a di-

vinity. Not only hallucinations, melancholy, and epi-

lepsy (.ailed by Herodotus the sacred disease, iii. 33),

but al-o the ravings of Bacchantes and Corybanti - were

viewed as proc< eding from superhuman inspiration i He-
rod. iv,79; Eurip. Bacch. 298 sq.; Dion. Hal. /

tin ii. c. xxii : see al-o Herod, iii. .".:>
: Heliod. .F.lli. iv. 10;

Bos, / vercit. Phil. p. 62 sq.). Hence to dsemonize (cai-

uovav)is the common Greek expression meaning ><• he

imam i.Lsch. Chaph. 564; Sept. c. Theb. 1008: Eurip.

PAon.899; Aristoph. Thesmoph. 1060; Plutarch, Mar-
sell. 2d: Lucian, Philopseud. c. xvi: and Wci-t. i. 282;

esp. Aretsei Caussa Morb. diut. i, 4). Butthesi daemons
were generally viewed as the spirits of the deceased

(Philostr. Apoll. iii. 88; Horace, Epod. v. !>1 : com]).

Josephus, War, vii, 6, "•
; and on exorcising them, see

Plutarch, c7i mpt .-•. \ ii. ;.; Lucian, Philoj .-• ud. c. xvi; on

the S\ riac and Arabic usage of speech, see Jahn, Nach-
iit'i-.i.y. 178 sq.). The practice of exorcism upon such

men. lor the purpose of driving out the daemons, was
very confmon (comp. Lucian. Philopsevd. c. xvi; and

see Matt, xii, 87 ; Luke ix, 19; Acts xix, 18 sq. ; comp.

.lustin Mart. Apol. ii. 7>. The exorcists made use of

magical formula', -aid to have descended from Soli mon
(Josephus, Ant.viW, 2. 6), in connection wiih certain

roots, -tone-, .ie. i id. War, vii, • '>. 8; Mishna, Gittin, Ixvii,

2: Plutarch, l>< Fluv. wi. 2). Afterwards thi men
were found al-o in other countries (Lucian. Philopsevd.

c. xvi*. Many Buppose thai Jesus -imply adopted the

popular mode of speech in his age in speaking of i.;c-
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tnoniac possession, and healed the unfortunate sufferers

without sharing in the view commonly taken of their

disease (P. von Hemert, Accommodat. in N. T. p. 51 sq.

;

Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 71 sq.), just as the physicians in

the time of Origen, who did not at all believe in real

possession by devils (comp. the principles of Maimoni-

des; Jahn, Nachtrage, p. 185). On his method of heal-

ing, comp. Paulus, i, 423; ii, 02 1 ; and on Mark ix, '29,

against the view of Paulus, Fritzsche on Matt. xvii. 21.

Where prayer and fasting are recommended to the apos-

tles as means of exorcism, Porphyry (Abstinen. ii, 204,

417 sq.) may be compared. It was very natural that

the sufferers", when healed, wished to remain in the vi-

cinity of the Great Physician (Luke viii, 38 ; comp. viii,

2); for there they considered themselves most safe

against the return of the daemons.

The symptoms recorded of individual daemoniacs

agree with those which are noticed in diseases of the

kinds mentioned above. (<i.) On Matt, xvii, 15, comp.

Paul. JEgin. iii, 13, where he speaks of a morbus comi-

tialis, in which the whole body is convulsed; which

affects chiefly boys, sometimes young men; and in

which the convulsion is accompanied with a sudden in-

articulate cry. The chief distinguishing mark, how-

ever, is a foaming at the mouth (comp. Luke ix, 39;

Lucian, Philopseud. c. xvi). Cad. Aurelian (Morb,

Chron. i, 4) speaks of a class of diseased persons, epilep-

tics, who fell in public places (from which the disease is

still sometimes called falling-sickness, and in German

Fallsucht; comp. Rabb. ^S"3 or !"!233, an epileptic), or

even into rivers or the sea. Aretseus (Be Morbo Epil.

5) speaks of some who fell in weakness into the river.

It was early observed that this affliction seemed to have

some connection with the changes of the moon (Doug-

tsei A nalect. ii, 5 ; Bartholin, Morb. Bibl. c. xviii ; comp.

Aret. Morb. Chron. i, 4; Origen, in Matt. iii. p. 577 ; Lu-

cian, Tox. c. xxiv ; Isidor. Orig. iv, 7). Hence the use

of the word ae\r]viaZea5ai, Matt, iv, 24; xvii, 15; comp.

Suicer, Thesaur. ii, 94G. In Latin, too, epileptics were

called lunatici, or moonstruck. Again, epilepsy, in con-

nection with partial insanity, was the disease of the man
mentioned in Mark i, 23 sq.; Luke iv, 33 sq.; comp. esp.

Mark i, 26. (5.) On Matt, viii, 28, comp. Wetstein, i,

354 sq. The proofs of vast strength, and of a violent

rage against himself (Mark v, 4, 5; comp. Acts xix, 16),

leave no doubt that this man was a maniac. The fact

that he avoided society, and wished to dwell alone

among tombs, point to the peculiar mania which Sau-

vages calls Mania misanthropica, or that which Keil

(Rhapsodie iiber die Anwend. d. psych. KurmetAode, etc.

[Halle, 1803], p. 363) calls Mania errabunda. Yet his

mania was but temporary, though the delusion which it

accompanied was permanent, showing itself in settled

ideas (Mark v, 9; Luke viii, 30). Thus, according to

the principles of Heinroth (Lehrbuch der Seelensturun-

r/en, i, 360 sq.), the case is one of delusion joined with

melancholy, and sometimes heightened to mania. Men-
tal as well as physical diseases are often thus compli-

cated with each other (Esquirol, p. 73) ; comp. further,

Targum Jerus. Terumoth, xl, 2, where an insane man

(FllJViJ) is thus described: "He goes forth and spends

the night among the tombs ; and tears his clothing, and

destroys whatever is offered him." The leaping down
of the swine, perhaps a part only of the herd, was pro-

duced, as some think, by the violent running towards

them of the daemoniacs, under the fixed impression that

the daemons could not leave them save by finding an-

other dwelling-place in the unclean beasts (comp. Jose-

phus, Ant. v'rii, 2, 5; see esp. Eichhom, Bibl. vi, 835 sq.

;

Grimm, Exeget. Aufs. i, 123 sq. ; Schmidt, Exeget. Beitr.

ii, 85 sq. ; Greiling, in Henke, Mus. i, 620 sq. ; Friedrich,

I 'irs. einer TAteraturgesch. d. Pathol, u. Therapie d. psych.

Krankh. [Wlirzb. 1830]. p. 7 sq. ; Schleiermacher, Pre-
digten, iii, note 3, on Acts xvi, 10). The view of the
earlier theologians and physicians was that in the case

of the daeruoniacs healed bv Jesus there had been an

actual bodily indwelling of evil spirits. From this view

(set forth by J. Marckius, Textual Exercit. p. 257 sq.;

Deyling, Observut. ii, 371 sq. ; Ernesti, Neue theol. Bibl.

iii, 799 sq. ; Zeibich, Verm. Betracht. iii, 306 sq. ; Storr,

Opusc. i, 53 sq.; Eschenbach, Scripfor. Med. Bibl. p. 41

sq.) many dissented long ago, following a bint, of St.

Augustine, Be Genesi ad lit. xii, 17 (see Hobbes, Le-

viathan, c. viii and xlv; Bekker, Byzant. Wilt. bk. iv, c.

vii sq. ; Wetstein, i, 279 sq. ; Bartholin, Be Morb, Bibl.

c. xix). It was formally combated by Mead, Bibel-

krankh. p. 63 sq. See Semler, Com. de Dcemoniacis

quorum in N. T. Jit mentio (Halle, 1760); Umstdndliche

Untersuchung di r Damon-Leute (ibid. 1762); Gruner,

De Bcp.moniacis a Chr. Percuratis (Jena, 1775) ; Lind-

linger, in his Schr. de Ebrceor. vet. Arte Med. translated

into German by Colin, with preface by Semler (Brem.

1776) ; his Briej'e iib. die Ddmonischi n in d. Evang., with

additions by Semler (Halle, 1783) ; Zimmerman, Biatr,

de Diemonicis Evang. (Kinteln, 1786) ; Medicin.-hermen.

Untersuch. p. 15 sq. Comp. Cams, Psychol, d. Uebr. p.

393 sq. ; Baur, Bibl. Theol. d. N. T. i, 213 sq. ; Jahn, A r-

chdol. I, ii, 400 sq. (omitted in the 2d ed. ; comp. Nach-
trage to Jahn's Theol. Werke, p. 451 sq.).—Winer. Ad-
ditional literature is cited by Volbeding, Index Pro-

grammatum, p. 41; Hase, Leben Jesv, p. 99: Darling,

Cyclop, col. 830, 923, 926, 1872, 1882; Danz, Bibl. The-

ologize, p. 125, 204. See also Woodward, Bevmoniacal

Possession (Lond. 1839, 1856); Meth. Qua?: Rev. July,

1857; Free-will Bapt. Quar. April, 1858; Presb. Rev.

Oct. 1865. Comp. IXkmoniac.

Possevino, Antonio, a celebrated Italian Jesuit,

noted for the diplomatic services he rendered the

Church of Pome, was born at Mantova in 1534. He
belonged to a noble but poor family. Sent to Rome at

the age of sixteen, he was in a short time proficient

in the classical languages and literature, and cardinal

Ercole di Gonzaga made him his amanuensis, and in-

trusted to his hands the education of his nephews, Fran-

cis and Scipio di Gonzaga. Possevino followed his pa-

tron to Ferrara, then to Padua, and gained by his merit

the esteem of Paolo Manucci, Bartolomeo Ricci, and
Sigonio. Although he had been rewarded by the Gon-
zagas with the donation of the rich commandery of

Fossano, in Piedmont, he preferred to join the Jesuits.

He had not finished his novitiate when he was sent on

a very delicate errand to the duke of Savoy, Emanuel
Philibert (1560). The object of this mission was to

stop the progress of heresy, which, coming from France,

threatened to invade Italy through Savoy and Pied-

mont. The Roman court, either to reward his services

or to give full scope to his talents, employed him in

several negotiations. The first of these missions was to

Sweden. He arrived in Stockholm in December, 1577.

The king received him with great favor, abjured sev-

erally all his heresies, made a general confession, and

promised obedience to the apostolic see. The ensuing

day, May 17, 1578, the mass was celebrated after the

Roman rite in presence of the king. Possevino returned

to Rome, and the queries and propositions of the king

were examined by an ecclesiastical commission. The
mass in the vulgar tongue, the chalice for the laymen,

the marriage of priests, the omission of the invocation

of saints and of the prayers for the dead, the suppression

of holy water and other ceremonies were rejected ; seven

other proposals were accepted. On Possevino's return

to Stockholm (July, 1579), the king, who was of a very

fickle disposition, showed great dissatisfaction at the

negative answer be had met with on the five points

above mentioned, broke up all negotiations, and would

not even consent to the establishment of a Church for

Romanists. In February, 1580, the regsdag of Wad-
stena, at which Possevino was present, took a threaten-

ing attitude, and king John was compelled to publish

an edict against the introduction of Roman Catholic

works, and to promise to promote only Protestants to

the professorships. In the same year Possevino returned

to Rome. King John, having lost his wife Catharine in
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1583, married in 1585 Gunilla Bjelke, who became for

rans what the former queen had been for the

CathoKcs.

Slum afterwards Possevino was sen! on a similar er-

rand to Poland and Russia. The czar, Ivan Vasili-

vitch II (1533 1584), called the Terrible, had vastly

aggrandized his empire in all directions. In l""s <> he

the conquest of Livonia. Here he met Ste-

phen Bathori, king of Poland (1575-1585), who de-

feated him and compelled him to retreat. To Btop the

Polish invasion the czar invoked the mediation of pope

\ ill. Possevino was sent to the headquarters

of the king of Poland al Wilna. Bathori con

receive the envoys of the czar, bin rejected their con-

ditions. Hereupon Possevino sel on bis way to the in-

terior of Russia under an escorl of Cossacks. The czar

received him at Stacilza, and gave him a solemn audi-

ence, lug. 8. Ivan sat mi bis throne, surrounded with

Oriental pomp, dressed in a long robe interwoven with

golden threads and covered with pearls and jewels; he

bore a kind of tiara on bis bead, and held a golden

sec]. ire in his left band. Senators, bojars, and annv-

officers filled the rooms; gold and precious stones glit-

tered everywhere. The rest was in accordance. After

five days of feasting the negotiations commenced; dur-

ing the whole proceedings the czar gave frequent evi-

dence of astuteness and duplicity. Possevino subordi-

nated bis intervention to the following conditions: free

lirough Russia for the apostolic nuncios and

missionaries; free exercise of the Roman Catholic wor-

ship for foreign merchants, and admission of Catholic

priests to administer to them the sacraments. Finally.

as the czar himself had proposed an alliance against the

'lurks, the papal envoy hinted at the fusion of the two

churches as being the besl means to bring it to pass.

Possevino was brimful of hope, while the czar gave only

evasive answers. Thus a month elapsed in resultless

debate, when the news of the siege of Pleskau
I
Pskov),

ssion of which city would have opened Russia

to the Poles, brought matters to a rapid conclusion.

Ivan consented to the admission of Roman Catholic

merchants, and Possevino repaired to the Polish camp.

Through bis exertions a congress of plenipotentiaries

of both belligerents was held al Porchau. in which the

presided. Bathori demanded the cession oi

the whole of Livonia, and as Possevino knew thai the

king of Poland would nol swerve from bis purpose, hi

prevailed on the Russians to consent, Bui when the

i tnanded also the town of Weliki, and the life of

the Russian envoy was at stake, the papal legate bad

to pledge his own life to obtain their signature. At

last peace was concluded, dan. 15, 1582< When Posse-

vino. aft< r a truly triumphal journey, reached Moscow,

he found the court in consternation and the czar beside

himsell : he bad killed his son w itb a blow- of his golden

sceptre. Five weeks alter i be conclusion oi the peace

a conference was held in the Kremlin, when the czar

declined the proposal of a fusion of the churches, but

consented to the passage of the missionaries, and grant-

ed religious freedom to foreign merchants and priests.

During these latter negotiations [van al one time bad

lifted his sceptre, still red with bis son's blood. agaffisl

the Jesuit. Failing to intimidate Possevino, he laid a

snare for him, trying to prevail on him to kiss the band

of the patriarch: bis purpose was to make believe that

bad submitted to the patriarch. But the

clerical diplomatist remained faithful to his task, and

succeeded.

lb- was scarcely returned when he was sent to Livo-

nia and Transylvania to combat Protestantism, which
was fasl gaining ground in those proi inces. Posses ino

held a confi rence witb the sectarians at Hermannstadt,
1

I i-ion I,,- in, r, ased the important e of

ges "I bis order in those parts, and founded a

seminary at Clausenburg. In 1583 be took bis seat, in

his qualit) of a papal nuncio, al the great Diel of War-
saw. As Possevino se^ era! times interposed bi

tion between Poland and the German empire, he was,

as could lie expected, accused of partiality by both par-

ties. The general ol bis order. Agnaviva, hereupon in-

sisted on his being recalled, and Gregory XIII com-
plied with the demand. Possevino was glad to leave

bis political toil-. lb- journeyed about as a simple

missionary in Livonia. Bohemia, Saxony, and Upper
Hungary. While thus engagi d be was called to Padua
to bold lecturo: tin n he became acquainted with the

young count of Sales, whom be prevailed upon to leave

the law for the Church, and who became St. Francis de

Sales, Alter four y< ars sp nt at Padua, be was called

to Rome, where be took some pains in trying to recon-

cile Henry IV witb the pope. 'Ibis directii n ol his z< al

displeased the Spanish party and bi- superiors, and be
was sent to Bologna as rector of the college. He was

at Venice wheri Paul Vput the city under interdict; ami

here was a new case of mi diation for the old man. He
died al 1 t rrara I i b. 26, 1611. Among bis works are,

Del Sacrifizio delF Alton (Lyons, 1563, 8vo):

date Cristiano (Rome, 1569, 12mo), written at Pius V"s

request, when this pontiff senl troops t,, Charles l\

against the Huguenots :

—

Moscovia, seu </< rebus Mos-
coviticis (Wilna, 1586, 8vo; Cologne, 1587-95, fol. ; Ital.

transl. 1596, 4to):—Judicium <!. quatuor scriptoribus

(Rome, 1592, 12mo; Lyons. 1593, 8vo). The four au-

thors are Le None. .lean Bodin, Duplessis-Momay,
and Machiavelli. Possevino was ben- misled by his

zeal against the Protestants; ami as to Machiavelli, be

refuted him without reading his works: /

selecta </< ration* Studiorum (Rome, 1"''.':;. 2 vols, fob:

new ed. witb comet, and addit.. Cologne, 1607, 2 vols,

fob):

—

Apparatus sun/- (Venice, 1603 6, •"> vol-, fol.;

Cologne, 1607, •_' vols, fol.); this is the greatest cat-

alogue of ancient ami modern authors that bad been

seen at that time. Although be bad especially in view

the interest of the Roman ( latholic ( Ihurch, yet be did

not, like Bellarmin, Sixtus of Siena, and others, confine

bis task to the enumeration of ecclesiastical writers

bis plan includes the profane too. lb- treats of nearly

eight thousand writers- their lives, works, influence,

editions: r//,, ,/; Lodovico Gonzaga, Ducer di Necers,

ra, Duchessa di Mantova (1604, 4to . See

Ranke, Bist qftke Papacy, i. 434 sq. ; ii,21 sq.; Alzog,

Kirchengesch. ii. -'ill. 425, 466; Mosheim, Eccles. /J is/.

vol. iii: Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, -. \.

Possidius, St., a prelate of the early Eastern

Church, flourished at tin- close of tin- lib and the com-
mencement et the 5th century, lie was a disciple of

St. Augustine, and lived on intimate terms with him all

bis life, i In being raised in 397 to the > piscopal si e of

('alamo, a town in Numidia, ai uo great distance from

Hippo-Regius, be endeavored to oppose the assemblies

which pagans and Donatists were continually holding

in spile of the imperial decrees. The pagans avenged
themselves by si tting tire to bis church and compelling

bim to dec to Hippo. Recalled after a few years. Pos-

sidius was a member of all important assi mbli< 9 b< Id in

Africa about Church mailers, especially of the famous

conference at Carthage in 111. in which none after St.

Augustine played a more prominent part than himself.

lb- wa- al-o at the Councils of Carthage ami of Miletus,

where Pelasgus ami Celestius were condemned, lie

was also senl abroad on important mis-ions. Tim- in

A.I >. I in he v', as one of four pn late- d( ~| at, bed by the

orthodox party iii Africa to Honorius for the purpose of

soliciting a repeal ofthe law which bad been passed by

their heretical opponents. Expelled from (alamo in

428 by <. en-eric king of the Vandals, be assisted St
Augustine in bis late moment-, and wrote the life of l be

great Baint, with a list of his works. He died after 431.

The Roman Catholic Church has consecrated the 17th

of May to bi- memory. Two tracts by Possidius, to

which reference wa- made above, are -till extant. They
are entitled. Vita Avgvstina ; Indicvlus Scriptt

gustini. These are attached to all the besl editions of

Augustine. The best edition ofthe Vita, in a separate
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form, is that of Salinus (Rome, 1731, 8vo) and Aug.

Vindel (1768) ; of the Indiculus, that published at Ven-

ice (1735, 8vo).— Hoefer, Nouv. Bioy. Generalv, s. v.;

Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Post (courant) is the rendering of y"n, rats (Sept.

fiifiXiotpapoc., Vulg. cursor, 2 Chron. xxx, G, 10 ; Esth.

iii, 13, 15; viii, 10, 14; Job ix, 25; Jer. li, 31), a runner,

or " guard," as elsewhere rendered ; a courier or carrier

of messages, such as is common in Oriental countries.

See Axgareuo. The term post is used to indicate pri-

marily the personwho conveyedwith speed any message;

and subsequently the means of regular postal communi-

cations. Some writers have thought that the use of posts

as a system originated with the Persians. Diodorus Si-

culus observes that the kings of Persia, in order to have

intelligence of what was passing through all the prov-

inces of their vast dominions, placed sentinels at emi-

nences at convenient distances, where towers were built.

These sentinels gave notice of public occurrences from

one to another, with a very loud and shrill voice, by
which news was transmitted from one extremity of the

kingdom to another with great expedition. But as

this could not be practiced except in the case of general

news, which it was expedient that the whole nation

should be acquainted with, Cyrus, as Xenophon relates,

appointed couriers and places for post-horses, building for

the purpose on all the high-roads houses for the recep-

tion of the couriers, where they were to deliver their

packets to the next, and so on. This they did night and
day, so that no inclemency of weather was to stop them :

and they are represented as moving with astonishing

speed. Herodotus owns that nothing swifter was known
for a journey by land. Xerxes, in his famous expedi-

tion against Greece, planted posts from the ^Egean Sea

to Shushan or Susa, to send notice thither of what might
happen to his army ; he placed also messengers from

station to station, to convey his packets, at such dis-

tances from each other as a horse might easily travel.

The regularity and swiftness of the Roman posts were
likewise admirable. Gibbon observes, "The advantage

of receiving the earliest intelligence, and of conveying
their orders with celerity, induced the emperors to es-

tablish throughout their extensive dominions the regu-

lar institution of posts. Houses were everywhere erect-

w-

-wji

A Tartar' Courier.

ed at the distance only of five or six miles; each of

them was constantly provided with forty horses; and
by the help of these relays it was easy to travel a hun-
dred miles a day along the Roman roads." In the time

of Theodosius, Cesarius, a magistrate of high rank, went
by post from Antioch to Constantinople. He began his

journey at night, was in Cappadocia (105 miles from
Antioch) the ensuing evening, and arrived at Constan-
tinople the sixth day about noon. The whole distance

was 725 Roman, or 665 English miles. This service

seems to have been very laxly performed till the time

of Trajan, previous to whose reign the Roman messen-
gers were in the habit of seizing for the public service

any horses that came in their way. Some regularity

was observed from this time forward, as in the Theo-
dosian code mention is made of post-horses, and orders

given for their regulation. Throughout all this period

posts were only used on special occasions. Letters from
private persons were conveyed by private hands, and
were confined for the most part to business of sufficient

urgency. Yet the correspondence of ancient times, if

we may judge from the immense number of Egyptian,

Babylonian, and Persian seals still in existence, must
have been far from inconsiderable. The institution of

posts disappeared from Europe with the breaking up
of the Roman empire, and its re-establishment is gen-
erally attributed to Louis XI of Erance, in the middle
of the 15th century.

Post {stationary) is the rendering in the A. V. of

the following words:

1. ?^X, ayil (Sept. rb aiSpiov, Vulg. frons), proper-

ly a ram (as in Gen. xv, 9, and often) ; hence perhaps

a pilaster or buttress (Ezek. xl, 9-49; xli, 1,3; "lin-

tel," 1 Kings vi, 31). In the Sept. it is sometimes left

untranslated (a'i\, alXsv, alXdfi); and in the Chaldee
version it is represented by a modification of itself.

Throughout the passages of Ezekiel in which it occurs

the Vulg. uniformly renders it by frons : which Gese-

nius quotes as favorable to his own view, provided that

by frons be understood the projections in front of the

building. The A. V. of 1 Kings vi, 31, "lintel," is

supported by the versions of Aquila, Symmachus. and
Theodotion of Ezek. xl, 21; while Kimchi explains it,

generally by "post." The Peshito-Syriac uniformly

renders the word by a modification of the Greek
TvapaaraCtQ, "pillars." Jarchi understands by
ayil a round column like a large tree; Aquila
(Ezek. xl, 14), having in view the meaning " ram,"

which the word elsewhere bears, renders it icplu/ia,

apparently intending thereby to denote the vol-

utes ofcolumns curved like ranis' horns. J. D. Mi-
chaelis (Si/pj). ad Lex. s. v.) considers it to be the

tympanum or triangular area of the pediment
above a gate supported by columns. Gesenius

himself, after reviewing the passages in which the

word occurs, arrives at the conclusion that in the

singular it denotes the whole projecting frame-

work of a door or gateway, including the jambs
on either side, the threshold, and the lintel or ar-

chitrave, with frieze and cornice. In the plural it

is applied to denote the projections along the front

of an edifice ornamented with columns or palm-

trees, and with recesses or intercolumniations be-

tween them sometimes filled up by windows. Un-
der the former head he places 1 Kings vi, 31

;

Ezek. xl, 9, 21, 24, 26, 29, 31, 33, 34, 36-38, 48, 49;

xli, 3; while to the latter he refers xl, 10, 14, 16;

xli, 1. Another explanation still is that of Bott-

cher (quoted by Winer, Real/e. ii, 575), who says

that ayil is the projecting entrance and passage

wall—which might appropriately be divided into

compartments by panelling; and this view is

adopted by Fiirst (Handle, s. v.). Akin to this

is cb^X, eyldm, "an arch," only used in the plur.

(Ezek. xl, 16, etc.), probably a portico, and so ren-
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dered by Symmachus and Syriac versions (Gcscn. The-

swir. p. 18 I.

2. r."£N. ammah i Sept. virtpSvpov, Yulg. mperlimi-

nan i, literally, mother,ox cubit, aa the fundamental re-

lation: afoundation (Isa. vi, 4).

:;. P1T1T52 Si pt irra^fioc, <p\ia; Vulg.po*-

i;,i, the door-post (the usual term). See Mezuzah.
I mony of boring the ear of a voluntary bonds-

man was performed by placing 1 1 j
«

-
car againsl the door-

posl of the house (Exod. xxi, 6 ; see Juven. Sat. i, 103,

and Plant. Pcen. v. •-'. 21). The posts of the doors ol

the Temple were of olive-wood (1 Kings \ i. 33 I.

1. r~. saph I
Sept. (j)\id, TrpoTrvXor; Vulg. limen, su-

perliminart I, the threshold (2 Chron. iii. 7: Ezek. xli,

16; Amos ix, l: elsewhere "threshold," -door," or

"gate"). See Door.

Post, Christian Frederick, a distinguished but

somewhat erratic Moravian missionary, was born in

1710 at Conitz, in Polish Prussia. He immigrated to

America in 1742. He preached, after his arrival in this

country, among the Indians, with whom he was con-

nected by marriage, his firsl wife, Rachel, having been

a baptized Wompanoag, and his sec. .ml wife, Agnes, a

baptized Delaware. His earliest missionary labors ex-

tended over parts of New England and New York. In

171.'), while among the Mohawks, he was arrested on

the false charge of being a French spy. sent to New
York, and there confined for seven weeks in the jail

of the City Hall. His companion, David Zeisberger

(i|. v. i. shared the same lot. The protest of Governor
Thomas and other influential Pennsvh anians at last

seeiire.i their release. Alter the death of his second

Indian wife -his third wife was a white woman—he

returned to Europe, and thence, in 1752, sailed to Lab-

rador, attempting to bring the Gospel to the Esqui-

maux. Having come back to Pennsylvania in 17f>4,

In' established himself in the Wyoming Valley, where

he instructed the Indians and entertained travelling

missionaries until the breaking oul ol the French and

Indian War. In the course of this war, in the summer
of 1758, ai the instance of the government of Pennsyl-

vania, he undertook a perilous journey through the

Indian country as far as Ohio, inducing the Western

tribes which were in league with France to bury the

hatchet and send deputies to a < gress at Easton.

This congress resulted in a general pacification, which

embraced all the nations ex :epl the Twightwees. Un-

daunted by the dangers of his first tour, he thereu]

visited the Indian country a second time, and induced

the Twightwees also to conclude peace. Post thus

conferred an incalculable benefit upon the colonies, and

indirectly helped to bring the North American conti-

nent under the sway of the Anglo-Saxon race. The
journal of his lir-l lour, which caused a great sensation

at the time, was published in London in 1759, in a work

eniiiled An Enquiry into the Causes ofthe Alienation *•/

the Delawart and Shawnee Indians from th< British

Interest, etc. It is also found in the Perm. Archives,

iii. 520 "'II. After the war Tost began (1761 I
an in-

dependent mission on the Tuscarawas, Ohio. The
breaking oul of the Pontiac conspiracy compelled him
to retire. lie went to the South, and in the beginning

of 1764 sailed from Charleston to Mosqnitia, where he

; to the natives. In I7ii7 he visited the colo-

nies, but returned again to Mosquitia. After thai we
lose sight of him until 1784, when he is found residing

in Germantown, Pa. There he died. April 29, 1785, and
was buried in the Lower Graveyard of that place by

the Rev. William While (afterwards bishop White),

rector of Christ Church, Philadelphia. (E. de S.)

Post, Henry Albeitson, a Presbvterian minis-

ter, was horn in Brooklyn, X. Y.. Sept.* 2, 1835. He
received a careful parental training, enjoyed all the ad-

of the academies of New England, and grad-

uated at the New York Free Academy, lie studied

theology in the Union Seminary. New York, and sub-

sequently in the Princeton Seminary, X. .I., where he

graduated in 1858, and was licensed and ordained over

the Church in Warrensburgh, X. Y.. dan. 10, 1860: this

was his only charge, for hi' died Xov. 12, 1861. Mr.

Post died in the very midst of his active work; still his

short ministry gave full proof of his calling, and many
souls were added to the Church. See Wilson, Fresh.

Hist. Almanac, L863, p. 308. (J. 1.. S.)

Post, Reuben, a Presbyterian minister, was born
in Cornwall, Vt., in 1792. He received a g 1 academ-
ical training, and graduated with honor at Middlebury

College, Vt., in 1814, and at the Theological Seminary
ai Princeton, N. J., in 1818. On leaving the seminary,

he spent some time as a missionary in Virginia, then

accepted a call from the Firsl Presbyterian Church,

Washington, D. C, and was ordained in 1819. In 1836

he accepted a call from the Circular Church. Charleston,

s. ( !., w here he labored faithfully for twenty-thn e \ ears,

when he was taken ill. and died Sept. 24, 1858 See

Wilson, Presb. Hist. Almanac. 18G0, p. 77. (J. L. S.)

Postel, Crti i.At'Mt:. one of the most learned

Frenchmen of his time, is celebrated especially as one
of the wildest religious visionaries the world has ever

encountered. He was horn May 28, 1505 (according to

some historians, 1510), at Dolerie, near Barenton, in

Normandy. He lost his parents early, and poverty

compelled him to leave his country. At the age of

thirteen years lie found at Say. mar Pontoise, a modest

situation as schoolmaster, lie saved sonic money, and
went to Paris to pursue hi.- studies, 'flu re he was the

victim of a robbery, which reduced 1dm to extreme mis-

ery, and he was confined by sickness to a hospital for

two years. When he was restored to health, his pov-

erty and the high price of living compelled him to leave

Paris, and to support himself by gleaning in the Beauce.

Afterwards he entered the College of Sainte-Barbe in

the quality of a servant; there he became by private

study one of t lie most learned Hebraists of his time.

No less remarkable was his proficiency in the Creek

language, lie lived successively in Audi ns and Rouen,

and then went hack to Paris to become a tutor. He
accompanied I.a Forest to Constantinople to transact

some political business, lie went a second time to the

capital of Turkey with the heirs of a citizen of Tours,

who had died leaving oOO.IldO din.-its as a deposit in

the hands of Ibrahim Pasha. Postel improved these

occasions to study the Arabic language, and brought

hack with him a number of manuscripts in Aral ic and

Syriac. The New Testament in Syriac, which he was

the firsl to bring to Europe, was printed at the expense

of the emperor Ferdinand I. Shortly after this Postel

published an alphabet in twelve languages, and some

Other writings. His learning was now acknowledged

by king Francis I, and he was given in 1539 a
|

ship of mathematics and Oriental languages, w ith a sal-

ary of 200 ducats, which allowed him much leisure to

devote himself to linguistic studies; but he lost bis

chair when chancellor l'oyet. hi- benefactor, fell into

disgrace. Postel thereupon repaired to Vienna, where
hi' helped .loh. Alb. Widmanstadl in the publica-

tion of his New Testament in Syriac (printed in 1555).

Compelled to leave that city for motives unknown, he

wa- mistaken for a murderer wlm had some likeness to

him. and arrested on the frontier of the Venetian terri-

tory. He succeeded in escaping his captor-, and went
io Rome in 1544. He there made the acquaintance of

Ignatius de Loyola, .and determined to enter the Order

of the Jesuits. Bui the head of the neopln te was full

of fantastic ideas, due to the study ol the rabbins, ami
also to the study of the stars. After a Iw n-vcar-' novi-

tiate he wa- expelled from the order, and Ignatius pro-

hibited all intercourse wiih him. Postel having ex-

posed in some writings his mystical ideas, he was im-

prisoned. Escaping to Venice, he wa- denounced to the

inquisition, hut was dismissed by that tribunal, heinj,'
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considered more a fool than a heretic. He afterwards lived

in Genoa and Basle. Beza asserts that Postel offered

to abjure his errors and to enter one of the Protestant

communities, which seems doubtful. It appears that in

1553 he was a teacher of mathematics at Dijon, when

his obnoxious opinions compelled him again to flee.

He lived for some time at the court of the emperor Fer-

dinand I, whence, after a public abjuration of his opin-

ions, he was recalled to his former situation at the Col-

lege of France by Francis I, but soon lost it again, and

spent the last eighteen years of his life in the monastery

of Saint-Martin des Champs. " In his old age," says a

contemporary, "princes and men of science paid their

visits to the venerable recluse at Saint -Martin des

Champs, where he lived. He there sat in his chair,

his white beard falling down to his girdle ; and in his

deportment was such a majesty, such gravity in ev-

erything he said, that no one ever left him without a

wish to see him again, and without astonishment at

what he had heard." He died Sept. 6, 1581. It was

during his life at the monastery that Postel published

in 1572 his ideas about the comet which appeared in

that year, and in 1575 a new edition of his Histoires

Orientates, dedicated to Francis of Valois. He says in

the dedication that Catharine de' Medici had made
choice of him for preceptor of her son Francis, and that

he declined the position on account of the dangers of

the court, which he had painfully experienced in his

own life. It is related by contemporaries that when he

lectured at Paris, at the College of the Lombards, he

drew such crowds that, the great room of the institute

being too narrow, he caused his auditors to go down into

the yard, and spoke to them from a window. Maldo-

natus says that " there came out of his mouth as many
oracles as words." He may have been wrongly accused

of atheism, but he entertained strange theological opin-

ions. Among the wild and extravagant notions that

he entertained, one was that he had died, and risen

again with the soul of Adam ; whence he called him-

self "Postellus restitutus;'
-

he also maintained that

women shall have the dominion over men, and that his

writings were revealed to him by Jesus Christ. He
was therefore confident of being able to explain by rea-

son and philosophy all Christian dogmas, inclusive of

the mysteries, his personal reason having become so su-

perior to that of other men that by its means he would

convert all nations to the Christian faith. " Christ has

given," he said, "the excellence offaith to the apostles;

but faith being now almost extinct, he gave us, and es-

pecially to me, instead of the faith, nay, with the faith,

reason, so powerful and victorious, as never did the

apostles have it. And thus innumerable tilings in the

Scripture and in nature, which never were understood,

by said victorious reason will be understood." He as-

serted that the human soul of Christ was created and

united with the eternal Word before the creation of the

world. He affirmed that everything that was in nat-

ure was described in the heavens in Hebrew characters,

formed by the arrangement of the stars. The world

was to subsist only for 6000 years, an opinion he had

taken from the Jewish Cabala. The end of the world

will be preceded by the restoration of all things into the

state they were in before the fall of Adam. He dreamed

of the fusion of all religions into one creed; and in his

desire to reconcile Christians, Jews, and Mohammedans,
undertook to explain the most extravagant opinions.

Put, whatever judgment we may pronounce on his opin-

ions, justice compels us to recognise that all historians

commend the purity of his life, the wisdom of his con-

duct, and the benevolence of his character : he often

neglected his own interests to take care of others'. He
left, Linguarum XII characteribus differentium alpha-

betum introductio ac legendi methodus (Paris, 1538, 4to) :

—De originibus seu de Hebraica lingua: et gen/is antiqui-

tate atque variorum linguarum affinitate (ibid. 1538,

4to):

—

Grammatica Arabica (ibid. 1538, 4to) :

—

Syria
descriptio (ibid. 1540, 8vo);—De magistratibus Atheni-

ensium (Basle, 1543, 8vo; Leipsic, 1591, 8vo, with the

notes of John Frederick Hekelius) :

—

Alcorani seu legis

Mahometi et evangelistarum concordice libi r ( Paris, 15-13,

8vo) : — Sacrarum apodexeon, seu Euclid-is Christiani

libri ii (ibid. 1543):

—

IV librorum de orbis terra Con-

cordia primus (ibid. 8vo) : — De rationibus Spiritus

Sancti (ibid. 1543, 8vo) ; ill this work Postel endeavors

to prove that there is nothing in religion that is not in

accordance with nature and reason:— De orbis terra

concordice libri io (Basle, 1544, 8vo) ; it is the best of

Postel's works, and expounds with much talent his fa-

vorite ideas about the conversion of all the nations of

the world :

—

De nativitate Mediator-is ultima, nunc fu-
tura et toti orbi terrarum in singulis rations praditis

manifestanda opus (ibid, 1517, 8vo) :

—

Absconditorum a
constitutione mundi clavis, qua mens huniana tarn in dici-

nis quam in humanis pertinget ad interiora velamina ater-

na veritatis (ibid. 16mo ; and with appendix, Amst. 1G46,

lCmo) :

—

Candclabri typici in Mosis tabernaculo jussu

divino expressi interpretatio (Venice, 1548— Hebrew,

Latin, and French) :

—

De Etrurim regionis, qua prima
in orbe Europao habitata est, originibus, institutis, reli-

gione, et moribus (Florence, 1551, 4to) :

—

Les Raisons de

la Monarchic, et quels Moyens sont necessaire pour y
parvenir (Paris, 1551, 8vo) : — Abrahami patriarcha

liber Jesirah, sive formationis mundi, patribus quidem

Abrahami tempora prmcedentibus revelatur, etc. (ibid.

1552, lGmo) :

—

De causis seu de principiis et originibus

natures utriusqv.e (ibid. 1552, lGmo) :—Erersio falsorum
Aristotelis dogmatum (ibid. 1552. lGmo) : — UHistoire

memorable des Expeditions depuis le Deluge, faites par
les Gauloys ou Francoys depuis la France jusques en

Asie, ou en Thrace, et en Vorientale Partic de VEurope

(ibid. 1552, 16mo) :—De Phcenicum litteris, seu de prisco

Laiina et Graca lingua churactere (ibid. 1552, 8vo) :

—

Tabula in astronomiam, in arithmeticam tkeoricam et

in musicam tkeoricam (ibid. 1552):

—

La Loi Salique,

livret de la premiere humaine Verite, (ibid. 1552, llimu;

Lyons, 1559, lGmo) :

—

Proto-EvangeUum Jacobi,fralris

et potissimum orbi Latino ad hanc diem incognita aut

inconsiderata historia (ibid. 1553, 8vo) :— Descriptio

Domini (Basle, 1552, 8vo) :—De Originibus, seu de varia

des Gaules (Paris, 1553, fol.) -.—Signorum ccelestium vera

configurafio et, significationum expositio (ibid. 1553,

8vo) :— La Doctrine du Steele dore, ou de Vevangelique

Regne de Jesus, Roy des Roys (ibid. 1551, lGmo; re-

printed with the following):— Les tr'es-marveilleuses

Victoires des Femmes du Nouveau-Monde ; et comme
elles doivent a tout le Monde par Raison commander, et

meme a ceux qui auront la Monarchic du Monde Yieil

(ibid. 1553, lGmo). This book has become very rare

and precious. Postel declares that he speaks in the

name and by the inspiration of a certain mere Jeanne,

whom he had known in Italy, and whose substance has

been absorbed by his own :

—

Des Merveilles des hides et

du Nouveau-Monde oil est demontre le Lieu du Paiadis

terrestre (ibid. 1553, lGmo) :—Description de la Terre-

Sainte (ibid. 1553, lGmo) :

—

Le prime nove dell' altro

mondo, eioi Vammirabile storia intitolata : La Vergine

I
'< m tiana (1555, 12mo) :—De la Republique des Turcs et

des Mmurs et Logs de tons les Mahnmedistes (Poitiers,

15G0, 4to):

—

Cosmographia disciplina Compendium, cum
synopsi rerum toto orbe gestarum (Basle, 1561, 4to) :—

La Concordance des quatre Evangiles ( Paris, 15G2,

16mo) :

—

Les premiers Elements dEuclide Chretien en

Vers (ibid. 15G2, 8vo) :

—

De universitaie seu cosmngra-

phia (ibid. 1563, 4to ; reprinted several times): — De
raris historiis et de admirandis rebus qua a qninqua-

ginta annis contegerunt (1553-83 ; Paris, 15G3, 4to). Pos-

tel is one of the authors to whom the celebrated work

De tribus impostoribus has been attributed.— Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See Ittig, De Postello

(Leips. 1704) ; Desbillons, Sur la Vie de Postel (Liege,

1773); Sainte-Marthe, Eloges ; Theyet, Hist, des

Hommes illustres ; Desbillons, Nouveaux Eclaircissements

sur la Vie de Postel; Collomieo, Gallia Orientulis ; De
Thou, Eloges des Savants ; Sallengre, Memoires de la Lit-
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terature, vol. i and ii; Manner, Hist, di Saint-Martin

des Champs; Niceron, Memoires, voL \ iii : Chaufepi£,

Remarque* sur Postel; Goujet, Mem. hist, sui

Royal Lelong also nam* 9 a Vie d\ Postel by the abbe"

Joly, ca at Dijon. See also Unmet. Manuel du Li-

braire, iii. 822; Frere, Manuel du Bibliographi Nor-

mand; Hallam, Tntrod. to th Literaiun of Europe

(Harper's ed.), i, 240, 406.

Postil (Latin postilld) originally designated in the

ecclesiastical language of medievalism explanatory re-

marks accompanying the text of the Bible, mostly in

the form of sermons or homilies. The name sprung

from the fact that these were usually delivered imme-
diately alter the reading ol the Gospel, and were explan-

atory of it. It- etymology is to be found in the words

"post ilia verba textus" or "sacrae scripturse," the firsl

two words being combined in one, which is used as

noun and verb (postiUa, postillare). Charlemagne or-

dered a homiliarium to be composed for the clergy of

bis empire, in which the pericopes or texts of the Sun-

days and holydays are followed by a homily from one

of the celebrated ancient preachers. This collection was

long in use in the German empire, and was often called

But the meaning of the word became more

comprehensive in the latter part of the Middle Ages,

when a running commentary of Scripture was called

Postilla, because the texl was firsl exhibited, and post

ilia (after the words of the text) the comments of the

writer. Thus we find " Postillavit evangelia, epistolas

Pauli," etc. The most remarkable of these postillse is

that of the celebrated exegete Nicolas de Lyra (q. v.),

under the title " PoStilhfi perpclua' in Biblia," or Pos-

tilla in universa Biblia." Luther, by his well-known

"Postilla," introduced the word among the Protestant

communions. It is still, but less frequently, employed.

and only in the Church of Rome or of England, for col-

lections of sermons connected with the pericopes of Sun-

daj - an«l holydays. See Siegel, I 'hristliche Alterthiimer

(see Index in vol. iv) ; Wheatly, On the Book of Com-
mon Prayi r, p. •J7"_'.

Post-Millennialists, the name applied to the

large body of Christians belonging to all denominations

who believe thai the second coming of Christ will not

precede, as the Pre-MiUennialista allege, but follow after

the Millennium I q. v. I.

Post-Pridie (or the Collectio post Mysti rii m

or Post Secketa, as it is called in the Gallican office)

is the prayer of the Anaphora (q. v.) of the Mozarabic

liturgy. Various opinions are entertained regarding

the belief of t lie Eastern Church on the doctrine of the

Invocation of the Holy Ghost (q.v.) in the consecration

of the elements. These opinions may be summarized

in the following three: (1) That the Eastern Church

gives it no effect in the act of consecration, believing

thai i" take place solely, entirely, and properly in the

words of institution. (2) Thai it believes both the

words of institution and those of invocation to be co-

ordinately efficacious to the same end. (3) Thai the

whole force of the consecration is vested in the invoca-

tion, (for the history of the controversy, see Wale.

Tntrod. i. 193 sip) Neale, than whom there i- do betti i

authority on the subject, believes "thai the sense of

the < Iriental < Ihurch may be thus expressed : The bread

and wine oil', red on the altar are transmuted into the

body and blood of Christ by the words of institution,

and by the invocation of the Holy Ghost by the Church

;

and if either of these things be wanting, the Eucharist,

so far forth a- the orthodox Eastern Chun b is concerned,

is nol \alid. I make the limitation because the Orien-

tal Chunh has nol condemned her Roman sister for the

omission oi the invocation" | Tntrod. i. 196).

The Post-Pridit varies with the festival on which it

i- used. Thus, e. g . the prayer -aid on the first Sunday
alter apparition is as follows:

"Mindful, <> I. ird, of thy precepts, we earnestly pray
thee that thou wouldst pour forth on these sacrifices the

plenitude of thy Holy Ghost, that while we receive them
blessed Of thee, we may in all ways rejoice that we are
filled with all manlier of benediction, and are {reed from
the bonds of our sins. Amen. Through thy gift, holy
Lord, for thou crentesi all these tbii gs rery good for us,
thy unworthy servants, sanctifies! them t, qo
il,;. in f_ i,;,. >M

'

s t them t. and granlest to us that they may
be blessed of thee, our God, to ages of ages. Ameu."

Cardinal Bona, who calls the belief of the Greeks a <h -

testandus error, though he denies it to be more than an
opinion held by some members of the Eastern Church,

is rather baffled bj the Mozarabic office. He tries to

prove that il is only to be taken relatively to the re-

ceiver, and quotes the Mass for Ihi' first Sunday after

Pentecost :
" lie pleased to bless and sanctify to us the

gifts," etc By parity of reasoning it might be argued

that the Roman Chunh only believes in a relative

change, because the prayer in the canon runs, respect-

ing the yet unconseeraled bread and wine, ••that to us

they may become the body and blood of .Testis Christ."'

The Post-Pridit in the Gotho-Hispanic rite seems
alway- to have contained this invocation; but in the

mutilation and changes to which that office has In en

subjected comparatively few masses have retained it in

direct, terms. The Post-Pridit for Easter-day, though
not containing a direct invocation of the Holy Ghost,

has a most remarkable prayer for change :
" l't hie tibi

panis cum hoc calice oblatus in Filii tui Corpus it San-

guinem, te benedicente, ditescat." This may be profit-

ably compared witli the Ximenian Post-Pridu lor Cor-

pus Christi; the difference is astonishing: "Ul panis

hie transmutatus in Carnem, et calix transformatus in

Sanguinem," etc. In some instances the prayer for the

descent of the Holy Ghost is changed into a prayer for

the descent of Christ; as, for example, in the firsl

i
.--second) Sunday after Easter: "Christe . . . his

sacriliciis propitius illabere, bisque benedict urns de-

scende." The corruption sometimes takes a curious

turn : thus on .Inly 25 the Post-Pridie prays that by the

intercession of St. Christopher the offerers may be filled

with the Holy Ghost. We may gather on the whole

that Ximenes, who (like Bona) must have considered

the prayer for any change after the words of institution

a detestable error, softened the expression in many
cases, and omitted it in many others: though enough
is still left to show us what the original design of the

prayer was. See Liturgy. (J. H. W. |

Post-Sanctus. See Post-Pridie.

Postulate (airtjua, postulatum, that w hich is ash </

or assumed to prove souk thing else!. "According to

some, the difference between axioms and postulates is

analogous to that between theorems and problems: the

former expressing truths which are sclf-ovid, nt. and

from which other propositions may be deduce d; the lat-

ter, operations which may easily be performed, and by

the help of which more difficult constructions may be

effected." There is a difference between a postulate

ami a hypothesis. When you lay down something

which may be. although you have not proved it, and
which is admitted by the learner or the disputant, you
make a hypothesis. The postulate, nol being assented

to. may be contested during the di-cu-.-ion. and is only

established by its conformity with all oilier ideas on the

subject.

Postulation CLat. i.e. an ashing) is a term in ec-

clesiastical law designating a presentation or recom-

mendation addressed to the superior to whom the riglll

of appointment to any dignity belongs, in favor of one

who has not a strict title to the appointment. Thus,

if a chapter elect for bishop a person who wat U
the canonical requirements, or if there i> a cat ical

impediment, the act of the chapter is nol properly an

election, but a request to the pope for dispensation and

admission. It can only take place w hen the wanted re-

quirements are of a trilling description. It is also used

in the case of the presentation of candidates for the

episcopacy a- it exists in the l.'oman Cathoiic Church
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in Ireland. See Neller, De postulaiione pralatorum, in

Schmidt, Thes.jur. can. ii, 733.

Postures are the bodily attitudes assumed in the

various parts of divine worship, whether public or pri-

vate. No act whatever can be performed without the

body taking some posture. This is the case in divine

worship as well as in matters of less consequence. The

only question, therefore, is whether all possible postures

are equally appropriate in that worship and in its differ-

ent departments. Keason, Scripture, and universal con-

sent testify that they are not. Kneeling and prostra-

tion seem" peculiarly expressive of penitent humility;

bowing, of deep veneration ; standing, ofjoy and thanks-

giving. They are all the natural expressions of the

feeling which accompanies or characterizes the partic-

ular devotion in which they are employed, and are used

by supplicants to man as well as to God. The four pos-

tures above mentioned are found to have been used by

the ancient Christians in their prayer—standing, kneel-

ing, bowing, and prostration. Standing was the posture

generally observed on the Lord's day, and the fifty days

between Easter and Pentecost, in memory of the

Saviour's resurrection. This custom is traced up to

an early period, and the reason assigned by Justin

Martyr is, "Forasmuch as we ought to remember both

our fall and our sin, and the grace of Christ by which
we rise again from our fall, therefore we pray, kneeling,

six days, as a symbol of our fall by sin ; but our not

kneeling on the Lord's day is a symbol of the resurrec-

tion, whereby, through the grace of Christ, we are de-

livered from our sins, and from death that is mortified

thereby." Kneeling was the customary posture of de-

votion. Bowing down the head was chietly used in re-

ceiving the bishop's or priest's benediction, and in all

formal addresses to God for his mercy and favor on the

people, whether catechumens, penitents, or others. In

the paintings of the catacombs, and on the ancient

enamelled glasses found therein, the standing posture in

prayer is accompanied by outstretched and upraised

hands. The bowing posture was rather a special act of

reverence accompanying a particular address or a par-

ticular part of an address than a sustained posture. It

occurred at frequent intervals in the ancient liturgy,

and is still used in the Roman mass as well as (even

more profusely) in those of all the various rites, Greek,

Syrian, Coptic, Armenian, and Russian. Prostration

was taken from the Jewish Church, and was chiefly

appropriated to deep humiliations and expressions of

shame or sorrow on particular occasions, and was mainly
used by the Penitents (q. v.), especially in that grade

of public penance which was known under the name
" prostration." It is also used still in the solemn ordi-

nation of subdeacons, deaeons, and priests, as performed

in the Roman Catholic Church. The question as to the

use of particular postures was a subject of much con-

troversy between the Puritans and the Church of Eng-
land, and has recently been revived in the Presbyterian

Church of Scotland. See Attitude; Prayer.

Postvorta, a surname of the Roman goddess Car-
menla, indicating her knowledge of the past, just as

Antevorta denotes her knowledge of the future.

Pot, a term applicable to so many sorts of vessels

that it can scarcely be restricted to any one in particu-

lar. See Basin; Cup, etc. But from the places where
the word is used we may collect the uses, and also in

part the materials of the utensils implied. This vessel,

so necessary in cooking and serving up food (Numb.
xi, 8; Judg. vi, 19; 1 Sam. ii, 14; 2 Kings iv, 38 sq.;

2 Chron. xxxv, 13; Isa. lxv, 4; Mic. iii, 3; Ezek. xi,

3 ; xxiv, 3 sq.), derives its ordinary names from its use

in boiling. It was commonly, among the Israelites,

made of clay (Heb. "^2P!, Gr. ttj;Aoc ; comp. Isa. xxix,

1G; xlv, 9; Jer. xviii, 4). But there were also brazen

pots (Lev. viii, 28), especially in the sanctuary (1 Kings
vii, 45; 2 Kings xxv, 14). The trade of the potters,

called 3","i^"1 (comp. Gesenins, 3fomime?Ua Phcen. p. 1G1)

or b"in "H^"1 (Jer. xix, 1), in Greek Ktpaptlc, was a

separate pursuit, to whose mysteries allusions are often

made (Jer. xviii, 2 sq. ; Sirach xxxviii, 30 sq., 33 sq.).

It was necessary first to work the clay with the feet,

to make it plastic (Isa. xli, 25), and then to shape it

with the hand (Jer. xviii, 4, 6; Sirach xxxiii, 13;

xxxviii, 30) and the Oriental potter's wheel (E?:3X,

Jer. xviii, 3 ; see Gesenius, Thesaur. i, 16). The vessels

were glazed (Sirach xxxviii, 31 ; Prov. xxvi, 23), and

then burned in the oven (kc'i/uivoc., Sirach, I. c). Bahr
(Syrnbolik, ii, 293) and Sommer (JBibl. Abhandl. i, 213)

assume, indeed, that the Hebrews were ignorant of

glazing, and explain the passages (Lev. vi, 21; xi,

33 ; xv, 12) which command the breaking of earthen

vessels made unclean by this want of glazing. There

are, indeed, no pots extant from Egyptian antiquity,

but earthen figures show a glazing upon them ; and it

would be unreasonable to suppose that the Egyptians

had failed to apply the art to their vessels. There is

nothing inexplicable in the command to break the de-

filed vessels, inasmuch as they were of little value; and
any of them might easily have lost part of its glazing,

and so taken in some of the unclean substance ; so that

breaking was the safest method of disposing of them.

Such a command would also produce more care in house-

keeping to avoid uncleanness (comp. Descript. de VEgypte,

vol. ii. pi. 87 sq. ; v, pi. 75 ; Wilkinson, iii, 164).—Winer.

See Pottery.
The following are the words so rendered in the Eng-

lish Bible

:

1. T^CX, usuk (Sept. dyytiov), applied to holding

oil (2 Kings iv, 2), probably was an earthen jar, deep

and narrow, without handles, apparently like the Roman
and Egyptian amphora, inserted in a stand of wood or

stone (see Wilkinson, inc. Egypt, i, 47; Sandys, Trav.

p. 150). See Pitcher.

2. Sp^a, gahia (Sept. Kipdpiov, Vulg. scyphus, Jer.

xxxv, 5; elsewhere "bowl" or "cup"), probably a bulg-

ing jar or bowl for liquids. See Bowl.

3. 1W, dud (Sept. Ko<pivoQ, Job xli, 20; Psa. lxxxi,

(i; elsewhere "basket," "caldron," "kettle"), a vessel

for culinary purposes, mentioned (1 Sam. ii, 14) in con-

junction with "caldron" and "kettle," and so perhaps

of smaller size. See Kettle.

4.
:

0"lH, cheres ("potsherd," Job ii, 8; Psa. xxii, 15;

Prov. xxvi, 23 ; Isa. xlv, 9 ; elsewhere " earthen," etc.),

an earthen vessel for stewing or seething. Such a ves-

sel was used for baking (Ezek. iv, 9). It is contrasted

in the same passage (Lev. vi, 28) with a metal vessel

for the same purpose. See Potsherd.

5. "'bs, keli (Sept. okevoq, Lev.vi, 28), a vessel of any

kind (as usually elsewhere rendered). See Vessel.

6. "P3, Mr (only once and in the dual, Lev. xi, 35,

" ranges for pots"). See Range.

7. I^D, sir (Sept. A«/3?jc, Vulg. olla, the most usual

and appropriate word, Exod. xxxviii, 3; 2 Kings iv,

38-41; xxv, 14; 2 Chron. iv, 11, 16; xxxv, 13 ; Job xli,

31; Psa. lviii, 9; Eccles. vii, 6; Jer. i, 13; Ezek. xxiv,

:;, 6; Mic. iii, 3; Zech. xiv, 10, 21). It is also used,

combined with other words, to denote special uses, as

with WES (Jer. i, 13), "a seething-pot;" with "ib2,

"flesh" (Exod. xvi, 3); yrn, "washing" (Psa. lx,8);

rp^, "fining-pot" (Prov. xxvii, 21). The blackness

which such vessels would contract is alluded to in Joel

ii, 6. See Caldron.

8. ^"i^.parur (Sept. xoXkhov, Vulg. caeabus, Judg.

vi, 19; 1 Sam. ii, 14; "pan," Numb, xi, 8), apparently

an open flat vessel. See Pan.

9. P.3X3S, tsintse'neth (Sept. arapvoc, Vulg. vas,

Exod. xvi, 33), a covered vessel for preserving things

(comp. Heb. ix, 4). See Manna.
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10. I'TZ-. shephatta'yim (Sept. icXf/por, Tsa. lxviii.

13; books," Ezek. xl, 4d>, opposite rows, as of sheep-

folds.

11. Uornc. (Mark vii. 4, 8), properly a sextarius or

sixteenth part of the mafiiM or "bushel,"= nearly one

lish; hence a cup generally. See Mi tsuRE,

12. nr ijivoQ (Heb. ix. 1 i, an earthenjug or jar, -No.
9 above.

L3. vdpia (John ii. 6, 7; iv, 28), a "water-pot1
for

any liquid. The water-pota of (ana appear to have

been large amphorae, such as are in use at the present

day in Syria
| Fisher, Views, p. 56; Jolliffe, i. 33). These

were of stone or hard earthenware; but gold, silver.

1 ir.i-s. < 'r copper was also used for vessels both for do-

mestic and also, with marked preference, for ritual use

(1 Kings vii. 45; x. 21 ; 2 Chron. iv. 16; i\. 20; Mark

vii. 1: Michaelis, Laws of Moses, § 217, iii. 335, ed.

Smith i. The water-po( of the Samaritan woman may
have been a leathern bucket, such a-. Bedawin women
use Burckhardt, Notes, i. 15). See Water-pot.

P< iT. "Holy-water Pot" or •• Holy-water A" vsk,"

and Sprinkle (=sprinkling-
brush), are implements used iu

Roman Catholic churches for

sprinkling the altar and priest

and people with the holy water

on Sunday. Holy -water pots,

BUCh as is represented in the cut,

are from five and a quarter to

seven and a half inches in diam-

w
Holy-water Pot.

theprefecl ofEgypr.

by t breats, was led to

her mother, Marcella.

S^ Potamiana, a Christian
martyr in the time of Severus,

in the beginning of the 3d cen-

tury, was a slave of rare personal

beauty; but for not reciprocat-

ing the passion of her master she

w;b given up as a Christian to

She was scourged : and. unmoved
the fire and burned, together with

Scalding pitch was poured upon

her body, which she bore with great patience. 15a-

silides. her executioner, embraced Christianity, and

Buffered martyrdom. SeeSchaff, Church History, \, 169.

Potamius, an ecclesiastic of Spanish birth, flour-

ished as bishop of Lisbon in the middle of the Ith cen-

tury; and if the lirst of the pieces mentioned helow lie

genuine, he must, in the early part of his career, have

been a champion of the Catholic faith. Subsequently,

however, he was a zealous Anan. and it is believed thai

he drew up the document known in ecclesiastical his-

tory as 'Hi' Second Sirmian Creed, The writings usu-

ally ascribed to Potamius are. Epistola ad Aihanasium

/ Alexandrinum de Consubstantialitale Filii

Dei, in some MSS. entitled Epistola Potamii ad Atha-

nasium ab Arianis (impetitum ?) postquatn in Concilia

Ariminensi subscripserunt, composed in the year LD.

355, while the opinions of the author were yet orthodox.

The authenticity of this piece, however, which is char-

acterized by great obscurity of thought and of expres-

sion, and often half barbarous in phraseology, is very

doubtful. It was tirst published by the Benedictine

D'Achery, in his Spicilegium veterum aliquot Scripto-

rinit i Paris, 1661, Ho), ii. 366, or iii. 299 of the new i di-

tion by Baluze
I
17 17. fol. |, and will be found in its best

form in Galland's Bibliotheca Patrum
I
Venice, 1 769, fol.),

v. 96 Si > " /' Lazaro :—S< rmo <l> Martyrio Esaia

Proph* i'i
. These are t wo discourses resembling in style

the epistle t" Uhanasius, long attributed to Zeno,

bishop of Verona, and published, without suspicion,

among his works, until the brothers Ballerini (S. '/.,-

nonis Sermones [ibid. 1739, fol. J, p. 297 303) proved

that they must be assigned to Potamius, whom, how-
ever, they supposed to be a person altogether different

from the bishop of Lisbon, and belonging to a different

age. The arguments which they employ to demon-
strate this last position are founded upon the second
title of the Epistola ml Athanasium as given above, but
this title Galland, Schonemann, and others hold to be
the blunder of an ignorant transcriber. The S

will he found in Galland, and the discussions with re-

gard to the real author in the Prolegomena to the vol-

ume, eh. x. p. xviL—Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Myihol. s. v. See [Jeberweg, Hist, of Philosophy,

voL i; Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. i.

Potamo (Jlordfiwv), a Greek philosopher of the

Alexandrian school, lived in the 3d century of the Chris-

tian sera, and was a native of Alexandria. According

to Suidas. under A'iotmc and Worajuor. lie was a con-

temporary of the emperor Augustus; hut Porphyry, in

his life of Plotinus, slates positively that Plotinus de-

lighted in listening to Potamo's exposition of a new
philosophy, of which he was laying the foundations.

What was the purport of this new philosophy? It was
developed in two treatises, one of which w as a commen-
tary on Plato's Timasus, the other a treatise on the

first principles. 2roiX€iw(ri£. Both works are lost
;
hut

si ithing is known of the second by a passage of Di-

ogeni - Laertius in the introduction to his book On t}„-

Lift mill Doctrines of Illustrious Philosophers. "Of
late." says the biographer, "an eclectic school. tK\tK-t-

Kf) nc diptaiQ, was founded by Potamo of Alexandria,

which makes a choice among the doctrines of all sects.

Two tilings, so he explains in his Treatise •»< the First

Principles (2roix«wffic), are required to discern the

truth: that which judges, reason in'i qyc/toviKUl I, and

that by the means of which we judge, i. e. the accurate

representation of the objects of our judgments. As to

the principles of things, lie recognises four of them

—

matter, quality, action, and place (tiiv ti vknv, Kal to

-on r. Koinaiv re, mi 7. irov) ;
in other words, out of

what, and by whom. how. and where a thing is done
(tt, oil yap, Kai i'<j> or. K<ii -wc, Krti iv <;j). The aim
towards which everything should tend, according to

him, is a life perfect in virtues, without discarding, how-
ever, the good of the body, nor general material inter-

ests." It follows from this passage of Diogenes Laertius,

combined with the testimony of Porphyry, 1st. that

Potamo was the founder ofthe eclectic school ,-it Rome;
2d, that he combined the doctrines of Plato with the

Stoical and Aristotelian, and was not without original

views of his own: 3d, that in ethics he attempted "

kind of conciliation of Stoicism and Epicurism.—Hoe-
fer. Hut Potamo had no followers in his peculiar com-
binations. They were supplanted by the school that

endeavored to engraft Christianity upon the older sys-

tem of philosophy. See Porphyry, Vita Plotini, e. g.

in Fabricius, Bibl. Grcec. ii. 109; Diogenes Laertius,

I'm, in,, i 21; hut especially Brucker, Uistoria <'/iti<-<r

Philosophies, ii. 193 sip; Glockner. /'< Potamonis Alex.

Philosophia Eclectica, recentiorum Platonicorvm J'isii-

plina admodum <!i.<.--iini/i, Ditput. (Leips. 17 1.'.. liin.au

abstract of which is in Fabricius, iii. 184 sip For the

statement that there were two or three Potamos there

is no ground. See the examination of this point in

Smith, Diet, ofGr. mid Rom, Biog. ii, 513.

Potent, Cross, in heraldry, a cross crutch-shaped

at each extremity. It is also called

a Jerusalem cross, from its occur-

rence in the insignia of the < 'hris-

tian kingdom of Jerusalem, which
are. Argent a cross potent between
four crosslets or. This coat is re-

markable as being a departure from

the usual heraldic rule which pro-

hibits the placing of metal upon

metal. Chambers.

Potential is opposed to actual. This antithesis is

a fundamental doctrine ofthe Peripatetic philosophy.

•Aristotle saith that divided they
| i. e. bodies) he in

infinitum potentially, but actually not" (Holland's Plu-

1'oUllt.
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tarch, p. 667). "Anaximander's infinite was nothing

else but an infinite chaos of matter, in which were either

actually or potentially contained all manner of qualities"

(see Cudworth, Intellectual System, i, 128).

Pothier, Rkmi, a French theologian, was born at

Rheims in 1727. After entering the service of the Church

he was successively curate of Betheniville and canon of

Laon. At the outbreak of the Revolution he retired to

Belgium. After his return to his native country he did

not again discharge any sacerdotal functions. He en-

tertained original and often strangely bold opinions, and

his obstinate character and polemical mania made him

the terror of all who approached him. He was con-

vinced that no one before him had made out the true

meaning of the Bible ; he undertook to make it known

to the world, and started with his alleged Explication

de VApocalypse, the plan of which, published in 1773,

was burned by order of the Parliament of Paris at the

requisition of the advocate-general Se'guier, who pro-

nounced it a masterpiece of human extravagance. Nev-

ertheless Pothier had his work clandestinely printed

in extenso (Douai, 1773, 2 vols. 8vo); he translated it

into Latin (Augsburg, 1797, 2 vols., and 1798, 12mo),

and published an extract of it, with the title Les Trois

Derni'eres Plaies—The Three Last Plagues (1798, 12mo),

in which he calls Bonaparte the precursor of the Anti-

christ. In 1802 he published in Latin an Explanation

of the Psalms of David (Augsburg, 8vo). Under the

empire two of his pamphlets against the four articles of

the Gallican Church were confiscated by the police.

Pothier died at Rheims June 23, 1812.—Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, s. v.

Pothinus, St., a prelate of the Church in the 2d

century, who died a martyr, was probably born at

Smyrna in A.D. 87. He was a disciple neither of Pe-

ter nor of John, as some writers have asserted, but of

Polyearp, bishop of Smyrna. He went to Rome with

the latter while Anicetus was bishop of Rome, in 158,

and was sent by that pontiff to evangelize the Gauls.

Pothinus established himself at Lyons, and founded

there a flourishing Church. He had presided over it

twenty years when, in the reign of Marcus Aurelius,

the persecutions against the Christians broke out with

renewed violence. His hoary age did not protect the

bishop from persecution. He was brought before the

governor, and was asked who was the God of the Chris-

tians. " If you are worthy," said the old bishop, " you
will know him." He was severely beaten, and dragged,

half dead, to a dismal dungeon, where he expired two

days afterwards, June 2, 177. At the same time with

the apostle of Lyons, forty-seven faithful sealed their

faith with their blood. These were the first martyrs

of the Gauls: their remains were buried beneath the

altar of a church built under the invocation of the holy

apostles, now consecrated to St, Nizier. The Church
celebrates on June 2 the memory of the martyrs of Ly-
ons. Their history was written in Greek, in the name
of the faithful of the churches of Lyons, and attributed

to Irenams, successor of Pothinus. It is one of the

most precious monuments of the first centuries of Chris-

tianity. We owe its preservation to Eusebius, who in-

serted it partly in his Hist. Eccles. (lib. v, cap. i).—Hoe-
fer, Xour. Biog. Gent-rate, s. v. See Longueval, Hist de

VEglise Gcdlicane. liv. i ; Gallia Christiana, vol. v ; Co-
lonia, Antiquites de Lyon, p. 38; Du Terns, Le Clerge de

France, vol. iv; Schaff, Hist, of the Christian Church, i,

167; Mosheim, Commentaries, and Eccles. Hist. vol. i;

Alzog, Kirchengesch. i. 129, 138.

Pothos (n ()3-oc), a personification among the an-
cient Greeks of love or desire, and usually regarded as

a companion of Aphrodite.

Pot'iphar (Heb. Potiphar', ISa'lB, contraction of

S'lB h 'L?'l3, Poti-pherah [q. v.] ; Sept. n«r£0p?jc), an
officer of Pharaoh, probablv the chief of his body-guard
(Gen. xxxix

f 1). B.C. cir. 1890. Of the Midianitish

VIII.—F f

merchants he purchased Joseph. The keeper of the

prison into which the son of Jacob was eventually cast

treated him with kindness, and confided to him the

management of the prison (Gen. xxvii, 36; xxxix, 1);

and this confidence was afterwards sanctioned by the
" captain of the guard" himself, as the officer responsi-

ble for the safe custody of prisoners of state (Gen. xl,

3, 4). It is sometimes denied, but more usually main-

tained, that this " captain of the guard" was the same
with the Potiphar who is before designated by the

same title. It is possible that this "captain of the

guard" and Joseph's master were the same person. It

would be in accordance with Oriental usage that offend-

ers against the court, and the officers of the court, should

be in custody of the captain of the guard; and that

Potiphar should have treated Joseph well after having
cast him into prison is not irreconcilable with the facts

of the case. After having imprisoned Joseph in the

first transport of his choler, he might possibly discover

circumstances which led him to doubt his guilt, if not

to be convinced of his innocence. The mantle left in

the hands of his mistress, and so triumphantly produced

against him, would, when calmly considered, seem a
stronger proof of guilt against her than against him

;

yet still, to avoid bringing dishonor upon his wife, and
exposing her to new temptation^ he may have deemed
it more prudent to bestow upon his slave the command
of the state prison than to restore him to his former

employment.—Kitto. See Joseph.

Potiphar is described as " an officer of Pharaoh, chief

of the executioners ("^roafl "lia Sli'lQ D^lp), an

Egyptian" (Gen. xxxix, 1; comp. xxxvii, 36). The
word we render " officer," as in the A. V., is literally

" eunuch," and the Sept. and Vulg. so translate it here

(mzactxjv, eunuchus') ; but it is also used for an officer

of the court, and this is almost certainly the meaning

here, as Potiphar was married, which is seldom the case

with eunuchs, though some, as those which have the

custody of the Kaaba at Mecca, are exceptions, and

his office was one which would not usually be held by
persons of a class ordinarily wanting in courage, al-

though here again we must except the occasional usage

of Muslim sovereigns, whose executioners were some-

times eunuchs, as Harun er-Rashid's Mesru, in order

that they might be able to carry out the royal com-
mands even in the harems of the subjects. Potiphar's

office was " chief of the executioners," not, as the Sept.

makes it, "of the cooks" (apxip-aytipoo), for the prison

was in his house, or, at least, in that of the chief of the

executioners, probably a successor of Potiphar, who com-

mitted the disgraced servants of Pharaoh to Joseph's

charge (xl, 2-4). He is called an Egyptian ; and it is

to be noticed that his name contains that of an Egyp-
tian divinity. He appears to have been a wealthy

man, having property in the field as well as in the

house, over which Joseph was put, evidently in an im-

portant post (xxxix, 4-6). The view we have of Pot-

iphar's household is exactly in accordance with the

representations on the monuments, in which we see

how carefully the produce of the land was registered

and stored up in the house by overseers, as well as

the liberty that women of all ranks enjoyed. When
Joseph was accused, his master contented himself with

casting him into prison (ver. 19, 20), probably being a

merciful man, although he may have been restrained

by God from acting more severely. After this we hear

no more of Potiphar, unless, which is unlikely, the chief

of the executioners afterwards mentioned be he.—Smith.
If he were actually a eunuch, we may the more easily

account for his wife's conduct. See Eunuch.

Potiph'erah (Heb. Poli-phera, 5^2 "•a'lB), the

priest of On, or Heliopolis, whose daughter Asenath be-

came the wife of Joseph (Gen. xli, 45, 50; xlvi, 20).

B.C. cir. 1880. The name is Egyptian, and is in the

Sept. accommodated to the analogy of the Egyptian

language, being in the Cod. Vatican. JltTtcppii ; Alex.
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Herrtfpr), v. r. JltvrtQpi), Utrruppi ; which corresponds

to the Coptic Pete-phrah, belonging to th< Sun. which is

written in hieroglyphics thus:

Name of Pot-pherab, Pet-phre, or Pet-re.

(Champollion, Precis, Tabl. General, p.23). Fortbe va-

rious forms, sec Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 1094, from Rosel-

lini, Monum. Storici, i. 117. The name is the full form

of that borne by Potiphar, Joseph's former master. See

Asj n \ ni; On.

Potitii, :i distinguished family among the ancient

Romans, who are said to have received Hercules when
he wcni into Italy, and treated him hospitably on the

very spot when- Rome was afterwards built. The Po-

titii were in return invested with the honor (if being in

all future time the hereditary priests of the god. They
continued accordingly to enjoy this privilege until B.C.

312, when they sold their knowledge of the sacred rites

for 50,000 pounds of copper. For this remuneration

they instructed public slaves in the worship of Hercu-

les; whereupon the deity was so enraged thai the whole

family of the Potitii perished within thirty days. See

Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Bom. Biog. s. v. Potitia Gens.

Potken, .Tohann. a German Roman Catholic eccle-

siastic who flourished in the 16th century, is noted in

the literary world as the editor of the first printed edi-

tion of the Psalms in the Ethiopic language. In L511,

while at Rome, he betook himself to the study of the

Ethiopic language, and two j ears later, in 1513, he pub-

lished the Psalms in quarto. The book has no title,

but on the first page a likeness of David with the harp

is given. On the second page of the hook commences
the preface in Gothic letters, in which he states the

reason lor the edition of the Psalter in Ethiopic, or, as

he calls it, in the Chaldee language: "Qua? res mihi

biennio v ix elapso Romse accidit. Nam cum nonnullos

habitu el colore /Ethiopes, qui se Indus appellabant,

psallentes, ac Dei genetricem et sanctos quam plures,

pnesertim Apostolos, per cos inter psallendum nominari

advertissem, non sine difficultate ab Lis didici, ipsos in

eorum sacris Chaldaeis Uteris uti quaerens itaque inter-

pretem, per quern cumeis loqui plenius possem, nee il-

ium in urbe gentium olim domina, etiam neque inter

Hebraeos quidem reperiens idoneum, demum ab ipsis

erudiri. quoquo modo lieri posset, statui. Nee me mea
fefellil spes. Tantum namque me ab eis didicisse mihi

persuaded, ut deo duce Psalterium David in ipsa vera

lingua ( lialikea imprimi curare, in eorum qui peregrinas

linguas nosse cupiunt, oblectationem valeam." As to

the edition itself, the text is printed on a very line pa-

per, which is very surprising for those times, lie su-

pi rscripl ions over each psalm are printed with red color.

Al the end of the Psalter is printed," Fmpressum esl

opusculum hoc Lngenio el impensis Joannis Potken pro-

positi ecclesisesancti GeorgiH 'oloniensis ; Romseper Mar-
ceUum Silber, alias Franck, el Gnitum die ultima Junii,

anno salutis MDXIII." Then follows the

Songs on eight pages, and on four pages the alphabet

of the language, together with a short grai ar, is

given. This edition is now very rare. In 1518 Potken,

after having returned from Rome, published a new edi-

tion "i the Psalter, with the Hebrew text and Greek
and Latin translations, under the title Psalterium in

quatuor Unguis, Uebrcea, Graca, Chaldaica, Latina.

These two edit i the basis of the Ethiopic ver-

sion of Walton's Polyglot, published in 1657. See Jo-

cher, Gelehrten-Lexikon, s. v.; Alter, Bibliographische

Niirln hliii a, p. T'.i; Le Long-Mash, Bibliotheca Sacra,
ii. 146; Rosenmuller, Handbuch, iii. 66 Bq.; Winer,

Handbuch der theolog. Literatur, p. 714; Fllrst, Bibl.

Judaica, iii. 118; Steinschneider, Bibliogr. Handbuch,

p. 112; id. Catalogiu Librorum Uebr, in Bibl. Bodleiana,

p. 8, n.32 a. (B. P.)

Potrimpos is the name of an important deity of

the Lithuanians and ancient Prussians previous to the

conquest of their country by the Teutonic Order; the

second p rson in the Northern triad Perkunos, Potrim-

pos, and Pikollos. ll was he who -ranted victory in

war and fertility in time of peace; he also dispensed the

bliss of domestic happiness. His image stood in a

cavity of the holy oak at R< we; it looked smilingly

at Perkunos, and represented, as far as the rough art

of those times would allow, the features ot a cheerful

youth. If Perkunos was the god of the warming and de-

stroying tire. Potrimpos was the god of the fecundating

and devastating water. Com and incense wire the of-

ferings he pr< ferred; a wreath of oar- adorned his head.

But he was not always content with these unbloody
sacrifices: sometimes children had to be immi
his honor, and reduced to ashes in burning wax. A
snake was kept in his honor in an urn of clay, fed with

milk, and always covered with ears of corn, for this

reason the snake was a holy animal among the ancient

Prussians. Warriors, marching to the bloody encounter,

ifthey chanced to meet a si rpent, fancying thej b< held in

it Potrimpos himself, were hopeful of his assistance, and

thought themselves invincible. When a solemn sacri-

fice was to he offered to him. the priests remained three

days stretched on the ground, fasting, and at intervals

throwing wax and incense into the flames. It does

not appear that particular places, lakes and woods, were

consecrated to bim, nor can any trace of the expansion

of his worship into other countries he ascertained, un-

less we admit with Mone that he is one p. r>eu with the

priapic field-god Friygo worshipped at Upsala; hut this

is very doubtful. Some modern historians assert that

it was a female deity, the w ife ol the thunder-god : they

assimilate him with the mother of the gods mi ntioned

by Tacitus as solemnly worshipped by the iEsthians.

See Anderson. Northern Mythology, >.\.

Potsherd (-~n. cheres, from the root C*n, to

scrape or scratch; Sept. oarpaKOV ; Vulg. testa, vas

fictile; "sherd" in two places, once '-stone.'" often

•earthen vessel" ). a hit of pottery ware (.lob ii, 8), is

6guratively used in Scripture to denote a tiling worth-
less and insignificant (Psa. xxii. 15; Prov. xxvi. 23;
Isa. xlv. (.i). It may illustrate some of these allusions

to remind the reader ol' the fact that the sites of an-

cient towns are often covered at the surface with great

quantities of broken pottery, usually of coarse texture,

hui coaled and protected with a strong and bright-

colored glaze, mostly bluish-green, and sometimes yel-

low. These fragments give to some of the most ven-

erable sites iii the world the appearance of a

pottery rather than of a town. The fact i>. however,
that they occur only upon the sites of towns which
were built with crude brick; and this suggests that

the heaps of ruin into which these had fallen being

disintegrated, and worn at the surface by the action of

the weather, bring to view and leave exposed the broken

pottery, which is not liable to he thus dissolved and

washed away. Ii is certainly remarkable that of the

more mighty cities of old time, nothing hut potsherds
now remains visible at the surface of the ground. Towns
built with st '. or kiln-burnl bricks, do not exhibit

this form of ruin, which is therefore not usually met
with in Palestine.— Kitto. See I'm u r.

Pott, David Julius, D.D., a German theologian,

was horn at I'.imlx ckhauseii, in Hanover, in 1760. In

I7s7 he was appointed professor of theology at Helm-
Btadt, from which place he removed to occupy the same

chair al Gbttingen. While professor al the former place

he, with Ruperti, edited the S[ I entationum

Theologicarum (8vols. 1800 7), and afterwards at Gbttin-

gen undertook, as joint continuator with Heinricb, an

edition of Koppe's Testamentum Novum, a commentary
on the Catholic epistles (1810 16). He died about 1820.

See [llgen, Zeitschrijl iur historisch i

-
:

p. 568.
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Pott, Joseph Holden, an English divine, noted

especially as a Biblical scholar, was born about 1759, and

was educated at Eton and at St. John's College, Cam-

bridge, where he graduated B.A. in 1780, M.A. in 1783;

was made prebendarv of Lincoln in 1785; rector of St.

Olavc Jewry, and St. Martin, Ironmongers Lane, m
1787; 'archdeacon of St. Albans in 1789; rector of Lit-

tle Burstead, Essex, in 1797 ; rector of Northall, Middle-

sex, in 1806; vicar of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields in 1813;

archdeacon of London in 1813; prebendary of London

in 1822; vicar of Kensington in 1824, and chancellor of

Exeter in 1826. He died in 1847. This exemplary di-

vine published many separate sermons, collections of

sermons, charges, theological treatises, and in early life

some poems, etc., for a list of which we refer the reader

to the Lond. Gent. Mag. Aug. 1847, p. 210-12, see also

p. 659. We notice : Two Sermons for the Festivals and

Fasts (Lond. 1790, 4to) :— Elementary Discourses, etc.,

after Confirmation (1790, 16mo) :—Three Sermons on

ike Festivals and Fasts (1794, 12mo) -.—Christian Cov-

enants (1803, 8vo ; 1807, 2d ed.) -.—Controversies respect-

in// Baptism (1810, 12mo) -.—Sermonsfor the Lord's Day

(1817, 2 vols. 8vo; 1818, 3d ed.):

—Course ofSermonsfor the Fes-

tivals and Fasts (1821, 8vo) :—

Testimonies of St. Paul concern-

ing Justification (1846, 8vo). (J.

H. W.)

Pottage (T*3, naz'ul, some-

thing boiled, Genl xxv, 29, 34).

The red pottage for which Esau

profanely bartered his birthright

was prepared, as we learn from

this chapter, by seething len-

tiles in water [see Lextilf.]
;

but the common pottage in the

East, at the present day, is made
by cutting their meat into little

pieces, and boiling them with

flour, rice, and parsley, all which

is afterwards poured into a prop-

er vessel. See Thomson, Land
and Booh, ii, 397.

Potter prP, yotser, a

fashioner ; Chald. "ins, pe-

chdr; icepafitvg). This artifi-

cer, and the produce of his la-

bors, are often alluded to in the

Scriptures. The fragility of his

wares, and the ease with which
they are destroyed, supply apt

emblems of the facility with

which human life and power

may be broken and destroyed.

It is in this figurative use that

the potter's vessels are most

frequent!}' noticed in Scripture

(Psa. ii, 9; Isa. xxx, 14; Jer.

xix, 11; Rev. ii, 27). In one

place, the power of the potter to

form with his clay, by the im-

pulse of his will and hand, ves-

sels either for honorable or for

mean uses, is employed with

great force by the apostle to il-

lustrate the absolute power of

God in moulding the destinies

of men according to his pleasure

(Rom. ix, 21). The first distinct

mention of earthenware vessels

is in the case of the pitchers in

which Gideon's men concealed

their lamps, and which they
broke in pieces when they with-
drew their lamps from them
(Judg. vii, 16, 19). Pitchers and

bottles are indeed mentioned earlier; but the "bottle"

which contained Hagar's water ((Jen. xxi, 14, 15) was

undoubtedly of skin; and although Rebekah's pitcher

was possibly of earthenware (xxiv, 14, 15), we cannot be

certain that it was so. The potter's wheel is mentioned

only once in the Bible (Jer. xviii, 2) ; but it must have

been in use among the Hebrews long before the time of

that allusion ; for we now know that it existed in Egypt

before the Israelites took refuge in that country (Wil-

kinson, Anc. Fgypt. iii, 165, large ed.). The art of

pottery is one of the most common and most ancient

of all manufactures. The modern Arab culinary ves-

sels are chiefly of wood or copper (Niebuhr, Voy. i, 188).

The processes employed by the Hebrews were probably

not in any way dissimilar to those of the Egyptians,

from whom the use of the wheel may be supposed to

have been adopted. They had themselves been con-

cerned in the potter's trade in Egypt (Psa. lxxxi. 6).

The clay, when dug, was trodden by men's feet so as to

form a paste (Isa. xli, 25; Wisd. xv, 7) [see Bkick]
;

then placed by the potter on the wheel beside which

he sat, and shaped by him with his hands. It consisted

Izt.
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Modern Egyptian Potters.

of a wooiien disk placed on another larger and

turned by the hand by an attendant, or worked by a

treadle
|
Isa. xlv, 9; Jer. xviii, :>; Ecclus. xxxviii, 29,

30; see Tennant, Ceylon, i. 452). The vessel was then

smoothed and coated with a glaze, and finally burned

in a furnace ( Wilkinson, Au<\ Egypt, ii. 108 i. We find

allusions to the potsherds, i. e. broken pieces of vessels

used as crucibles, or burst by the furnace, and to the

necessity of keeping the latter clean (Isa. xxx, 11 j
xlv.

9; Jobii, 8; Psa. xxii, U\; Prov. xxvi, 23; Ecclus.

xxxviii, 29). The materials, forms, and manufacture

of earthenware vessels are still very similar throughout

Western isia, and are also the same which were an-

ciently in use. This we know from the comparison of

ancient paintings and sculptures with modern manufact-

ures, as well as from the vast quantities of broken pot-

tery which are found upon the sites of ancient cities.

The ancient potters "frequently kneaded the clay with

their feet, and after it had been properly worked up, they

formed it into a mass of convenient size with the band.

and placed it on the wheel, which, to judge from that

represented in the paintings, was of very simple con-

strue and turned with the hand. The various forms

of the vases were made by the finger during the revo-

lution: the handles, if they had any. were afterwards

affixed to them ; and the devices and other ornamental

parts were traced with a wooden or metal instrument

previously to their being baked. They were then suf-

fered to dry, and for this purpose were placed on planks ' other causes not under his control, compelled him to re-

1800. His parents, who belonged (o the

Society of Friends, were country-people of
good blood, honestly devoted tO the best

interests of home and friends. Tiny were
remarkably well educated for their times

and surroundings, and highly esteemed in

the vicinity. Alter securing a good ele-

mentary training at the district school,

Alonzo went, at twelve years of age, 1" an
academy in Poughkeepsie, and three years

after was admitted to Union < Jollege, where
he at once took the highest raid; in his

class. Upon the completion ol hi- college

course he connected himself with the Epis-

copal Church, and soon after decided to

prepare for holy orders in that communion,
lie commenced his theological studies un-

der the direction of the Rev. Dr. Samuel
11. Turner, but before Potter was one-and-

twenty years old he reluctantly accepted

the appointment of tutor in his alma mater.

Within a twelvemonth he was promoted to

the professorship of mathematics and nat-

ural philosophy, and at the age of twenty-

three first appeared in print as the author of a treatise

on Logarithms, which is -aid to have been a highly
creditable scientific performance. He still continued

his studies for the ministry, was admitted to deacon's

orders by bishop Hobart, and was advanced to the

priesthood by bishop Brownell in 1824. In the year

182G he quitted the college to become rector of St.

Paul's Church. Boston, a position in which be gained

a wide influence by the simplicity and earnestness of

his character, the fidelity of his ministrations, and the

contagious fervor of his religious sympathies. The
preaching of Dr. Potter opened a new sera. With
no spirit of dogmatism or controversy, be set forth the

cardinal doctrines of the Church, appealing equally to

the intellect and the heart, and drawing many within a

new circle of religious associations. "He was always

ready."' says his biographer, " to aid in promoting the

interests of education and sound learning. He was an

advocate of scientific pursuits. He gave his influence

both by precept and example to the cause of temper-

ance. Each of these subjects lie advanced with great

ability, sometimes by a course of public lectures, some-
times by a written discourse, but more frequently an

extempore address, in all which he was pre-eminently

successful. His engagements in these various objects,

with his incessant parochial duties, constituted a vast

amount of labor too ureat to be borne for a long time.

Exhaustion from this amount of work, together with

of w 1 : they were afterwards arranged with great care

on trays, and carried, by means of the usual yoke, borne
en men's Shoulders, to the oven" { Wilkinson, .1 lie. Egypt.

ii, 107 srp; Hindi. Hist, of Pottery, i. 152; SaalschUtz,

A rchaol.d. Webr. i, 14,11). For a description of pottery

as now. and from ancient times, practiced in Palestine,

see Th -on. Land and Book, ii. 281 sq. Earthen \ es-

sels were used, both by Egyptians and .lews, for various

purposes besides culinary. Deeds were kept in them

(Jer. xxxii. It ). 'tiles with patterns and writing were
c ii both ill Egypt and Assyria, and wire also ill

use in I 'ile-iine
i Ezek. iv. 1 1. There was at Jerusalem

a royal establishment of potters ( i Chron.iv, 23), from

whose employment, and from the fragments cast away
in the process, the Potter's field perhaps received it -

name
| [8a. xxx, 14). Whether the term -potter'' (Zech.

\i. b'>
I

i- to !" -n interpreted may bo doubted, as it may
be taken lor "artificer" in general, and also ••treasurer."

as if the ciu mentioned were to he weighed, and per-

haps melted down to be recoined (Gesen. Thesaur. p.

619). See Ci \>.

Potter, Alonzo, D.D.. LL.D., bishop of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church, was born in the town ol Beek-

man (now La Grange), Dim less t lounty, N. V.. duly 6,

sign his rectorship in 1831. No rector was ever more
deeply loved h\ the people of his charge, or mourned
with a deeper sorrow when he left them. Taken in all

its aspects, his ministry in Boston w a- a marki d success.

It gave an impetus to vital religion which is still felt

and will extend to the distant future." In 1831 Dr.

Potter accepted the chaii of moral and intellectual phi-

losophy in Union College, which was urged upon him
ass i as it was known that he would consent to sc\er

hi- pastoral relations. He at once identified himself

with the college as one who looked for nothing beyond

it. He applied himself to study and instruction with

the l heerful earnestness which was an attribute of his

nature. I le was eminently an educator, calling out the

power of thought and language in his pupils and exert-

ing his own. lie was distinguished tor his rare power,

of analysis, and his peculiar terseness and felicity of ex-

pression. He had a wonderful power of impressing

bimsell upon those with whom he bad to do. lie trans-

fused himself into their nature, look possession of their

minds and wills, and imbued I hem with his own ideas

and principles of action. In 1838 In' was appointed

vice-president of the college, and, with the advanced

age of Dr. Nott.who had become his father-in-law, Dr.
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Potter naturally took a leading share in the administra-

tion. He had an inborn aptitude for government, and.

though more rigid and uncompromising in his measures

than president Nott, understood the art of graciously

blending suavity with decision. On the suspension of

bishop H. IT. Underdonk (q. v.) in 1845, and after a pro-

tracted balloting between the supporters of the Rev.

Drs. Bowman and Tyng, Dr. Potter was elected bishop

of Pennsylvania on May 23, and consecrated in the month

of September of the same year. Henceforth his life is

thoroughly identified with the interests of the Church

he served. Says bishop Stevens

:

" His idea of the office and work of a bishop was very
high ; regarding him not merely as an ecclesiastical offi-

cer, but. as one who, from his position and opportunities

and influence, had vast means, within and around him, of
guiding that Church and shaping great institutions of
charity or learning, moulding the clergy and being a lead-

er of the Israel of God in its attacks upon the stronghold
of sin, Satan, and death. Few men cared less for the

honors of the episcopate ; few used the office more as the
instrument of largest good, and, as a necessary conse-
quence following the divine law of God, who has said,

'Them that honor me I will honor,' lew men were more
honored in their episcopate ; not by his own Church alone,

but by all denominations of Christians, and by all the
good and intelligent classes of the state. He made no
show of power; it rather emanated from him than was
wielded by him."—Funeral oration.

By his prudence and discretion he fused together ele-

ments of strife that had long wrangled with each

other. He inaugurated great schemes of Christian

benevolence and education, and carried them forward to

almost complete success. He was diligent in cultivating

all portions of the diocese, laboring when he should

have been resting, and not sparing himself when the

providential warnings of God were calling to him to

pause and recruit. Although endowed with an admirable

physical constitution, he was at length compelled to ab-

stain entirely from intellectual exertion, and decided to

accept an invitation from the Pacific Steamship Co. to

take passage in one of their vessels for San Francisco by
the way of the Strait of Magellan. He arrived in the

harbor of that city on the 1st of July, 1865, but was
already prostrate with a fever which he had contracted

by landing on the Isthmus and passing a night at Aspin-

wall, and was too weak to be removed from the ship.

He died July 4.

Sincerely attached to the Church in which he held

a position of eminent honor and dignity, bishop Alonzo
Potter was singularly free from ecclesiastical prejudice

and narrowness. He was a man of no less conspicuous

mark as a citizen than as a churchman. He was a friend

of wholesome reforms, without the tenacious adherence

to the past which dreads the progress of light in novel

manifestations. He was a patriot of the purest type, a

man of the antique virtue which seasoned our republic

with salt in the days of her noblest development. In

the darkest hours of our great national struggle he was
always decided and hopeful. He took strong ground in

behalf of the government, and never cherished a doubt

of the justice or the success of the national cause. From
his youth he took a lively interest in the welfare of the

African race, and was ever ready to recognise the man-
hood of the negro and his claims to advancement to a

higher sphere, and he was forced to a public declaration

of these principles in order to silence the pro-slavery

assumptions of bishop Hopkins of Vermont. The zeal,

however, which bishop Potter exhibited on these occa-

sions for the extension of equal rights to all orders and
conditions of men, was no sudden impulse of feeling, but
a conviction which was formed in his early days, and
strengthened by subsequent experience and reflection.

His influence, which extended to a wide circle, was due,

in a great measure, to his weight of character rather
than to any extraordinary brilliancy of intellectual en-
dowment. He possessed talents of a solid and mascu-
line order. His mind was eminently discriminating,
clear in its perceptions, and sound in its deductions.
He had great powers of reasoning, his judgment was al-

most unerring, and his habits of thought remarkable for

justness and accuracy. His gifts of imagination were
subordinate to the intuitive and logical faculty. He
never sought to produce illusions by the pomp of words,

but to generate convictions by the power of argument
and illustration. But it was the singular probity of his

nature, the temperate candor of his judgments, and the

purity and elevation of his purposes which inspired

such universal confidence in his character, and gave
him such marked eminence among the eminent men of

his day. Bishop Potter was especially identified with
the organization of the hospital of the Protestant Epis-

copal Church and the establishment of the Divinity
School of the Church in Philadelphia. He published,

The Principles of Science applied to the Domestic and
Mechanic Arts (1841) -.—Political Economy (1841):—
Handbook for Readers and Students (1847) :

—

Dis-
courses, Charges, Addresses, etc. (1858):

—

Religious Phi-
losophy (1870) :

—

Plan of Temperance Organization for
Cities:— and, with Geo. B. Emerson, The School and
Schoolmaster (1844). which was widely distributed, es-

pecially in New York and Massachusetts, and greatly

aided the cause of popular education. He edited six

vols, of Harper's "Family Library," Wilks's Christian

Essays (1829); Maria James's Poems (1839), and Fif-
teen Lectures on the Evidences of Christianity by Clergy-

men of the Protestant Episcopal Church (1855, 8vo).

Between 1845 and 1853 he delivered five courses of

"Lowell Institute Lectures" on subjects connected with
natural theology. Of these efforts bishop Stevens takes

occasion to say

:

"As a philosopher he would have been known with a
European reputation had he published but one of the un-
finished volumes which lie in the seclusion of his library.

I refer to his 'Lowell Institute Lectures.' These lectures
showed that he had studied deeply the physiology and
psychology of man ; that he comprehended the varying
forms of'philosophy, and the profound ethics of the' old
masters of that science. They evinced his boldness and
his ability in grappling with the great questions that
grow out of man's relations to God, to man, and to a
fallen world. They were full of thoroughly digested
thought, calm and logical reasoning, expressed with al-

most aphoristic terseness, illuminated by the most apt
and forcible illustrations, and rose at times to a degree
of eloquence which, even as read in the printed pages of
a newspaper report, makes the mind glow and. tingle with
delight. These sixty lectures, ranking in the public mind
as among the best of the many good ones which that in-
stitution has called forth, were delivered without any
written page, and only occasionally did he use brief notes
to guide his course."

See Memoirs of the Life and Services of the Rf. Rev.

Alonzo Potter, D.D., LL.D., byM. A. De Wolfe Howe,
D.D. (Phila. 1871, 12mo) ; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and
A mer. A nth. s. v. ; Drake, Diet, of Amer. Biog. s. v.;

Ch u rch Rev. 1865, p. 499, 500. (J. H. W.)

Potter, Barnabas, an English divine of note, was
born in Westmoreland in 1578. He was educated at

Queen's College, Oxford, where he was first chosen a

scholar, then a fellow, and afterwards provost. After

leaving college, he was for a time lecturer at Abington

and at Totness,in Devonshire. In the following year

he determined to enter the ministry, and was installed

pastor at Devonshire. He was next unanimously elect-

ed provost of Queen's College, and also made chaplain-

in-ordinary to prince Charles, and was called at court

"the penitential preacher." He held this position for

ten years, when he decided to return to his former

charge at Devonshire. King Charles, who held him in

high esteem, promptly nominated him bishop of Car-

lisle, in 1628. In the episcopate he was a man of few
words, and a very affecting preacher; his custom was
to write his sermons in parts and commit them to mem-
ory. He was a close student, and possessed a remark-

able memory. He became very proficient in the He-
brew language. He preached at Westminster, and so

strongly did he attack the corruptions which had sprung

into the Church that he was censured as popish ; and

this accusation, it is said, he took so much to heart that
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he fell sick and died, in 1642. He published, The Bar-

onet's Burial (Oxford, 1618 . a sermon :—Easter Tues-

day, another sermon :

—

Lectures on sonu Chapters of
SeeW \, A thence Oxon,; Fuller, Worthiesof

Westmoreland; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Au-

thors, b.v.; Middleton, Evang. Bto^.iii,152sq. (J.H.W.)

Potter, Christopher, D.D., a learned English

Arminian divine, nephew of the preceding, was bom in

Westmoreland about 1591. He was admitted to Queen's

( Oxford, in 1606, where he took, in due time,

In. ill the degrees in arts and divinity. He was firsl

made fellow, and in 1626 succeeded his uncle in the

provostship of his college. Though a zealous puritan-

ical preacher, he became al length an adherent of Laud.

In 1628 lie preached a sermon al Ely House upon the

consecration of his uncle, who, u though a thorough-

paced Calvinist," says Wood (Athen, Oxon.), was made
bishop lit' Carlisle by the endeavors of Laud. In 1633

Christopher Potter published, In Answi rtoalaU Popish

Pamphlet entitled " Charity Mistaken? which he wrote

by the special order of Charles I, whose chaplain he was.

In lli:!.'i he was promoted to the deanery of Worcester,

and in 1640 became vice-chancellor of Oxford, in the

execution ofwhich office he mel with Bome trouble from

the members of the Long Parliament. Dponthe break-

ing-out of the civil wars In- >n n all his plate to the king,

and declared that he would rather, like Diogenes, drink

out of the hollow of his hand than that his majesty

should want: and he afterwards suffered much for the

mval cause, lie was nominated to the deanery of Dur-
ham .January. 1646; but was prevented from being in-

stalled by his death, which happened at his college in

the March following. He wa8 learned, and of exempla-

ry life and conversation. He published, Father PauFs
Hist, of the Quarrels ofPope Paul V with tb. StaU of

l nd. 1626. Ito) :

—

Sermons (1629, 8vo) :— Want
qfCharitit (Oxf. 1633, 12mo); to this publication ref-

erence was made ahove : i indication ofMyselftouch-
ing thi Doctrw* of Predestination (1651, 12mo, and often

since). Sec Hook, Eccles. Bio^.viii, 135; Puller, Wor-
thies of Westmoreland; Allibone, Diet, ofBrit, and .1 mer.

Authors, s. v. (J. II. W.)

Potter, Francis, an English divine, was born in

1594 al Myre, in Wiltshire, and was educated al Trinity

College, Oxford. He took holy orders, and. after suc-

cessively filling various preferments, became in 1637 rec-

tor of KUmington. He died in 1678. He was a man
of learning and mechanical ingenuity. He published,

.•in Interpretation of tb Number 666, etc. (Oxf. 1642,

Itn; in Latin, translated by Thomas Gibbet and oth-

er-. Amst, lti77. 8vo; also translated into French and

Dutch). It was attacked by Rev. Lambert Morehouse,

to whom l'otter wrote, a reply; hut neither the attack

nor reply was ever published. A ureal authority (Jo-

seph Brfede) thus commends Potter's Interpretation:
' I'his discourse of the Number of the Beasl is the hap-

piest thai ever yel came into the world, and such as

cannot be read (save of those thai perhaps will not be-

lieve ii i without much admiration." See Athen. Oxon.

;

Aubrey's MSS.', in Letters ofEminent Persons (1813,3
vi Is. 8vo : -Gem ral Dictionary; Walker, Suffi

rgy.

Potter, Isaiah, a Congregational minister, was
burn at Plymouth, Conn., in 1746. lie was educated

al JTalel i ;e, class of 1767, studied theology with Dr.

Smalley, of Berlin, Conn., and was the firsl settled min-

ister al Lebanon, N. II.. from July 6, 177J. to his death,

duly 2, 1817, He published Bome occasional Sermons,

Potter, John, an Anglican prelate of much note,

was bom in 1674 ofvery humble parentage, He was,

however, given all the educational facilities as ifol su-

perior rank. and. manifi Btin a more than usual aptitude

for study, was Ben I al fourteen to the University Col-

i txford; took the degree of B.A. in 1692, and in

1694 became fellow of Lincoln College, lie had by this

time made gnat attainments in classical learning, and.

though still very young, was encouraged by Pr. Char-
lett, the master of University College, to publish in

1694 a collection which he bad made of various read-

ings and notes on Plutarch's treatise De Audiendis

Poetis, a wcirk which he followed .-con after by va-

riuus readings and notes on an oration of Basil. His

greater works appeared Boon after: his edition of /.;/-

cophron, and hi> Archaologia Grace i 1697), the former

gaining him a world-wide reputation. In 1698 he en-

tered into holy orders, and from that lime his studies

appear to have been almost exclusively professional, and
he passed from one preferment in the Church to an-

other, till at last he reached the highest dignity. Areh-

bishop Tenison made him his chaplain, and gave him
the living of Great Mongeham in Kent, and subse-

quently other preferment in Buckinghamshire and Ox-
fordshire. He became chaplain to Queen Anne and
regius professor of divinity in the University of I (xford

in 1708. In the same year he published an excellent

edition of the we.rks of Clemens Alexandrinns (2 vols,

fob). His other publications were Sermons and Charges,

and .1 Discoursi on Church Government. In 1715 he
was made bishop of Oxford, and in 17:S7 archbishop of

Canterbury, which high station he supported with much
dignity to the time of his death. Oct 21, 1717. His

theological works were published al Oxford (1753,3
vols. 8vo). Archbishop Potter was a man of much in-

dustry, but hardly a great scholar: a compiler rather

than an original investigator, and hence his works are

of little value in our day. A> an ecclesiastic be was

haughty and overzealous, as will as excessively narrow.

See Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii. 142; Biog. Brit. s. v.

;

English ( 'yclop. s. v. ; Allibone. Diet, of Brit, and A mt r.

Aui/i. s. v.; Perry, Eccles. Hist, of tfu <'/>. ofEngland,
iii, 199, 360 sq. (J.H.W.)

Potter, John "W., a Presbyterian minister, was

born in Beaver Co., Pa., duly 30, 1832, He was the

child of pious parents, and early made a profession Of

religion. He graduated at Jefferson College, Canons-
burg, l'a.. in 1859; studied divinity in the Western
Theological Seminary. Alleghany, l'a. : was licensed by
Alleghany City Presbytery; and. after supplying some
churches for a time, he accepted a call to the Church
of Plains, Pa., and was ordained and installed Sept 8,

1863. Subsequently he was earnestly solicited, and,

after prayerful consideration, consented to take charge

of Fairmounl church. Pa., in connection with thai of

Plains, which relation existed till he died, dune 10,

1866. Mr. l'otter was a favorite pa-tor and an excel-

lent preacher. His preaching was plain, pointed, and
scriptural. He always carefully prepared his sermons.

See Wilson, Presb. Hist.Almanac,18G7, p. 191. (J.L.S.)

Potter, Robert, an Anglican divine, noted some-
what as a poet, was born in 1721; was educated at

Emanuel College, Cambridge, and was for some years

vicar of Seaming, after which he obtained the livings

of Lowestoft and Kessingland, and a prebend in the

cathedral of Norwich, lie died in 1804. Hi- original

poetry consists ofa volume of Poi ms, and two Odes from

[saiah (a translation of Tin Orach concerning Babylon
ami '1'ln So/,;/ ofExultation), and is much above medi-

ocrity. Bui he i- lust known by bis spirited versions of

.Kschylus. Sophocles, and Euripides, lie- also published

A Sermon on thi Thanksgivingfor tht Peaa (1802).

Potter's Field (dypoc row Kepapiwi ; Yirlg.ager

figuli), a piece of ground which, according to the

statement of Matthew (xxvii, 7), was purchased by the

priests with the thirty pieces of silver rejected by Judas,

and converted into a burial-place for Jews no) belong-

ing to the oily. In the narrative of the Act- (i, IS.

19) the purchase is made by .hulas himself, and neither

the potter's field, its connection with the' priests, nor

its ultimate application is mentioned. That Matthew

was well assured of the accuracy of his version of the

occurrence is evident from his adducing it
| ver. 9 I

as a

fulfilment of an ancient prediction. What that predic-
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Matt, xxvii, 9.

Then was fulfilled that

which was spoken by Jer-

emy the prophet, saying,

And they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price of
him that was valued, whom
they of the children of Is-

rael did value, and srave

them for the potter's field,

as the Lord appointed me.

tion was, and who made it, is not, however, altogether

clear. Matthew names Jeremiah ; but there is no pas-

sage in the book of Jeremiah, as we possess it (either

in the Hebrew or Sept.), resembling that which he

gives; and that in Zechariab, which is usually sup-

posed to be alluded to, has not a very perfect likeness

to it.

Zech. si, 12.

And I said unto them,
If ye think good, give my
price; and if not, forbear.
So they weighed for my
price thirty pieces of silver.

And Jehovah said unto me,
Cast it unto the potter;
a goodly price that I was
prized at by them ! And
I took the thirty pieces of
silver, and cast them to the
potter in the house of Jeho-
vah.

Even this coincidence is somewhat doubtful; for the

word above translated "potter" ("1111*") is in the Sept.

rendered " furnace," and by modern scholars (Gesenius,

Fttrst, Ewald, De Wette, Herxheimer—following the

Targum, Peshito-Syriac, and Kimchi) " treasury" or

"treasurer." Supposing, however, this passage to be

that which Matthew refers to, several explanations

suggest themselves

:

1. That the evangelist unintentionally substituted

the name of Jeremiah for that of Zechariah, at the same
time altering the passage to suit his immediate object,

in the same way that Paul has done in Rom. x, 6-9

(comp. with Dent, viii, 17; xxx, 11-1-1), 1 Cor. xv, 45

(comp. with Gen. ii, 7). See Jowett, St. Paul's Epistles

(Essay on Quotations, etc.).

2. That this portion of the book of Zechariah — a

book the different portions of which have been thought

by some to be in different styles and by different au-

thors—was in the time of Matthew attributed to Jer-

emiah.

3. That the reference is to some passage of Jere-

miah which has been lost from its place in his book,

and exists only in the evangelist. Some slight support

is afforded to this view by the fact that potters and the

localities occupied by them are twice alluded to by
Jeremiah. Its partial correspondence with Zech. xi,

12, 13, is no argument against its having at one time
formed a part of the prophecy of Jeremiah; for it is

well known to every student of the Bible that similar

correspondences are continually found in the prophets.

See, for instance, Jer. xlviii, 45, comp. with Numb, xxi,

27, 28; xxiv, 17; Jer. xlix, 27, comp. with Amos i, 4.

For other examples, see Dr. Pusey's Commentary on
Amos and Micah.—Smith.

4. The name "Jeremiah" may have been added by
some later hand. This is the most probable view. See
Jeremiah, Book of.

There are several potteries now in Jerusalem, as there

seem always to have been. On the present spot shown
as " the Potter's Field," see Aceldama.

Potters' Gate (""^"inri *l?d), a gate in Jeru-

salem which led to the valley of Hinnom (Jer. xix, 2).

It is therefore to be sought on the west side of the city,

and is perhaps the same with the Valley gate, so named
from that valley; and with the Bethlehem or Jaffa

gate of the present day, if not with the Dung gate (see

E ivald, Gesch. Israel's, iii, 06). The Hebrew name seems

to be derived from 0"in, cheres, a pot (see Gesen. The-

saur. i, 522). Perhaps the potteries were in the vicin-

ity. Others, as Buxtorf and Ewald, would render the

word East gate, but this would not lead to the valley

of Hinnom. If the custom had obtained so early of

casting useless things into the valley of Hinnom or

Topheth, the word might be rendered accurately Pot-
sherd gate, or Refuse gate. The reference in Zech. xi,

13 is probably not to this gate (Gesen. Thesaur. p. 619).
See Jerusalem.

Pottier, Francois, a French missionary, was born

at Loches in 1718. He was educated at Paris in the

Seminary of Saint-Esprit. In 1753 he was sent as a

missionary to the countries of Western China. His
zeal was rewarded with the apostolic vicariate of Tse-

tchouan, and subsequently honored with the title of

bishop in partibus of Agathopolis. In 1769 he visited

the Chen-si (more to the north), and there made more
than sixty thousand proselytes. He died Sept, 28, 1792.

Pottier wrote several letters on his peregrinations in the

Celestial Empire. They abound in curious information

about the principal Chinese' provinces, about Southern
Tartary, and even Thibet. The author describes the

mountain-ranges of Sine-Ling, in which he often found

a refuge in times of persecution. There is little flattery

for the Chinese in his account of their manners, but he
thinks that they are not incorrigible. It is to be re-

gretted that Pottier neglected altogether to give us in-

formation about the natural history of those countries.

His purpose was to write a journal of his life and of the

progress of Romanism, rather than a work useful to the

learned.—Hoefer, front: Bioy. Genirale, s. v. See Saint-

Martin, Eloge de P. E. Pottier ; Nouvelles Lettres edifi-

antes, vol. i and iii.

Potts, George, D.D., an eminent Presbyterian

divine, was born in Philadelphia, Pa., March 15, 1802.

In his father's family he enjoyed some of the best oppor-

tunities for forming his mind and heart. These were
derived not only from parental counsels and instructions,

but also from the frequent presence in his father's hos-

pitable dwelling of refined Christian society. He had
a good training for college, and graduated at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in 1819. He studied theology

at Princeton Seminary, and was licensed even before

graduation in 1823, and ordained as an evangelist Oct. 7,

1823 ; was pastor of a Church in Natchez, Miss., 1823-

35; of the Duane Street Church, New York, 1836-44;

and of the University Place Church from 1845 till his

death, Sept. 15, 1864. Dr. Potts was an eminent

preacher. He was a man of fine presence, and possessed

of great oratorical abilities. But his aim in preaching

was practical rather than doctrinal; his style full, and
bordering on the figurative; his executive ability was
remarkable. He engaged at one time in a controversy

with the Rev. Dr. Wainwright, on the rites and disci-

pline of the Episcopal Church, in a pamphlet entitled

No Church without a Bishop. Strongly attached to the

doctrines of his own Church, and laboring zealously

for the promotion of its interests, yet he ever cherished

the most kindly and fraternal feelings for the follow-

ers of Christ in every communion. He was, during

his ministry, connected with various literary, benevo-

lent, and religious institutions, and rendered efficient

service in the cause of humanity. He published single

Sermons, Addresses, Letters, etc. (1826-54), and con-

tributed two Discourses to The National Preacher, The

Character of Jezebel to Dr. Wainwright's Women of the

Bible, and Introductions to Potts's Mary, Nos. 1 and 2.

See Wilson, P?-esb. Hist. Almanac, 1866, p. 161 ; Apple-

tons' .4 nn. Cyclop. 1864, p. 680 ; Wainwright, Women
of the Bible; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Auth.

s. v. (J. L. S.)

Potts, John, an eminent minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, flourished near the opening of this

century. He began to preach in 1812 within the bounds

of the Philadelphia Annual Conference, of which body
he became a member in the following year. For a

quarter of a century he continued in this connection,

filling many of the most important posts, and always

giving great satisfaction. He died Sept. 22, 1837, after

a long and very painful illness. Mr. Potts was a man
of varied talent, an efficient business man, an able and

dignified presiding officer, a useful pastor, and a suc-

cessful preacher.

—

Minutes of Conferences, ii, 577.

Potts, William Stephens, D.D., a Presbyterian

minister, was born in Northumberland County, Pa.,
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Oct. 13, 1802. His early education was limited. After

learning the printer's trade in Philadelphia, he finally,

in 1825, entered the Princeton Theological Seminary,

which ill-health, the resull of i lose application to

lii- Btudies, compelled him to leave in November, 1827.

He was, however, licensed by the Presbytery of Phila-

delphia, and wen! to St Louis, laboring on the waj as

opportunity offered, and was finally ordained and in-

stalled pastor of the only Presbyterian Church then in

St Louis, Oct 26, L828. Here he labored faithfully

• "fully for the extension of the Church until,

Marion College having been organized, he was elected

president of thai institution by the trustees in 1835, and

enti red al once upon tliis new field of labor. After four

year- of intense labor, the success of the enterprise no)

being equal to his expectations, he accepted another

call to St. Louis. In 1841 his health obliged him to

travel, and he wenl to Europe, whence he returned in

October of the same year, greatly invigorated. Early

in 1852 Bickness compelled him to discontinue Ids la-

bors, and he died March 27, 1852. He published a large

number of occasional Sermons, Addressee, and contro-

versial pamphlets. Sec Sprague, Annals of the Amur.
Pulpit, iv. 7.';!.

Pou de logoi (Uov c> \6yoi irrcpoevTec) is the

beginning of one of Gregory of Nazianzum's (q. v.)

hymn-, which lie probably composed during the eight

years that he spent in retirement. "When his work

was done, the Church of the Anastasia had arisen, and

father, mother, brother, and sister, all were dead. In

the depths of its natural fears, and the firmness of the

hope to which at last it rises, it tells the history of

those solitary years, and echoes well the music ol those

ancient psalms which soar so often -out of the depths'

into the light of God" (Mrs. Charles). Want of space

does not allow us to give this beautiful hymn, of which
the first stanza runs thus in Mrs. Charles's translation :

" Where are the winged words'/ Lost in the air.

Where the fresh Bower of youth and glory? Gone.
The strength of well-knit, limbs:' Brought low by care.

Wealthy Plnnder'd; none possess but <o>d alone.

Where those dear parents who my life first gave,
And where that holy twain, brother and sister? In the

grave."

Comp. Bassler, Auswahl altchristlicher Lieder, p. 11.

157; Fortlage, Gesangi ckristlicher Vorzeit, p. 360 sq.;

Mrs. Charles, Christian L\ft in Song, p. 65 sq. | B. P.)

Ponget, Antoine, a French Benedictine monk,
was born in 1650 in the diocese of Beziers, He en-

tered the Congregation of St Maur in 1674, and de-

voted himself to the Study of mathematics, in which he

i- said to have been very proficient, although he pub-

lished nothing about that science. He was a professor

of the Hebrew language, and taught distinguished pu-

pils, among others Dom Cuarin. While teaching this

language, he composed a very easy method, under the

title Institutiones lingua Tlebraicce. The work was not

printed, but there are numerous copies of it. Pougel

published, in collaboration with Montfaucon, the Latin

translation of a volume of Analecta Grceca < 1«>88, 4to).

He made, together with Dom Martianay, an edition of

the works of Jerome, called the edition of the Benedic-

tines (Paris, 1693 1706, 5 vols, fol.), of which he directed

alone the first volume. He died al Soreze Oct. 14,

L709. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See Le Cerf,

Jiibl. des Auteurs dt In Congrig. <A St. Maur; Fisquet,
/.. . (ti iditi i '/' I' II,,, ml/.

Pouget, Bertrand de, a French cardinal, was
born in 1280 at Le Pouget, now the commune of Aynac
If we may believe Villain and Petrarch, it was rumored
in Italy thai he was the natural -on of pop,' John XXII,
who was born in the same diocese (Cahors) ; other- af-

firm that the pope was his uncle. A simple deacon

of Castelnau Montratier and canon of Saint-Sauveur
d'Aix. be was comprised in the first promotion of cardi-

nals, made Dec 17. 1316, by John XXII, who. three

years afterwards, -cut him to Italy with the most un-

limited powers for the purpose of retrieving the domin-
ions of the Church. At the head of a small army. Ber-

trand. together with Philip of Valois, who afterwards

became king of France, directed his first blows against

Matteo Yi-eonti. the nominal chiei of the Lombard
Ghibellines. He was. however, unsuccessful, and was
obliged to resort to the anathemas of the Church, and
to preach a crusade against .Matteo. This attempt be-

ing unsuccessful also, he determined to unite with the

Guelphs and oppo-e ( lalea Yi-eonti. who bad 8U

his father. Genoa and Piacenza took his part, Milan
revolted, and the whole signoria was nearly lost to the

Visconti, when the arrival ol Louis of Bavaria, victo-

rious at Muhldorf, changed the state of things. After

some brilliant rather than real victories, Louis was com-
pelled to return to Germany, leaving the field in pos-

session of the cardinal, whom the pope bad appointed

bishop ol Ostia and of Velletri. Parma and Reggio
bad surrendered to him in 1326; Bologna, Modena, and

the other cities of the Romagna followed their example.

But as he had neither the virtues nor the talents requi-

site to preserve his conquests, Bertrand had in 1329 to

repress at Parma and Reggio several revolts against his

authority. Towards the close of 1330 John of Luxem-
burg took, in the name of the emperor Louis Y, Cremo-
na. Parma, Pavia, and Modena. An interview held by
the cardinal with the king of Bohemia excited the dis-

trust of the Italians, and Bertrand. who had recently

obtained the titles of marquis of Aneoiia and count of

Romagna, saw the tide of ill-will and hostility rise all

around him. The marquis of Este, whom he had basely

deceived, defeated bis army near Ferrara, and Bologna

expelled him in March. 1334. He was fain to accept

the mediation of the Florentines, and retired to Avi-

gnon, where the death of John XXII (Dec. 4, 1334) de-

prived him of all hopes of being pal at the head of a

new expedition. From that time he devoted himself

entirely to religious matters. He died at Avignon Feb.

3, 1352, and was buried in the church of the Clarisse

Nuns, a congregation founded by him.—Hoefer. Nouv.

I;l<, i. Generate, s.v. See Aubery, Hist.

i : Sis ndi. Hist, des Hepubligues Italiennes,

Pouget, Francois-Aime, a French theologian,

was bom at Montpellier Aug. 28, 1666. Almost imme-
diately after his ordination he was appointed vicar of

Saint-Roche at Paris, and it was in this capacity that

he administered the last sacraments to La Font i

hi- are. .nut in the Mem.de Litter, of the I'. Desmolets,

vol. i, pt. ii i. He was made doctor, and entered in 1696

the Congregation of the Oratory. Colbert, bishop of

Montpellier. gave him the direction of his seminary.

He returned to Paris, anil held at the Seminary of Saint-

Magloire public lectures on the conscience. He was

appointed member of the commission charged with the

liturgical reform of the diocese of Paris. The Cate-

ekismi '! Montpellier, the principal work of Pouget, was
published al Paris in 1702 (4to, or 5 vols. 12 1; ii was

at once adopted in all part- of France, ha- -one through

many editions, and has been translated i 1 1 1 <
» several lau-

At the time of his death Pougel was publish-

ing a I. aiin edition of it. in which the passages merely

indicated in the French work were extensively iille.1 out.

This edition, when in the printing-office, was seized at

the request of cardinal de Bissy, and was published after

examination by doctor Gavel, with his comments. The
work was completed by the l'. I lesmolets, and published

under the title of [nstttutiones CatholtCa (lT'.'.'i. 2 Vols.

fol., and Yen. 1768). There are few work- of this kind

in which the Christian dogmas, the religious morals,

the -acrameiiis. prayers, c< remonies, and customs ol the

Church are set forth with greater distinctness and sim-

plicity. The other writings of Pouget an' some Letters

to Colbert and to cardinal Noailles, Instructions sur les

principaux Devoirs des < hevaliers </• Mult, \ Paris, 1712,

I'.'moi. and various manuscripts, especially a work on

the Breviary of Narbonne, pari of which bad been

printed in L708. Pouget died at Paris April 4. 17J3.

—
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Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See Richard et Gi-

raud, Biblioth'eque Sacree ; Journal de Dorsanne, vol.

iv; Diet, des Ecrivains eccles.; Fisquet, Biog. (inedite)

de VHerault; Haag, Hist, des Dogmes (see Index).

Poulard, Thomas -Just, a French prelate, was

born at Dieppe Sept. 1, 1754. He was ordained priest,

and enjoyed an early renown as a preacher. His tal-

ents were rewarded by the Church with several preb-

endships, and a curacy in the diocese of Lisieux. At-

tached to the clergy of Saint-Koch, he submitted in

1791 to the law that exacted the oath to the civil con-

stitution, and became episcopal vicar of the One. On
the 27th Brumaire, an. ii (Nov. 17, 1793), he renounced

the Catholic faith in the presence of the Convention,

but in spite of this abjuration he was, after the Reign

of Terror, appointed constitutional curate of the parish

of Aubervilliers, near Paris, and took his seat as a dep-

uty of the Haute-Marne in the council held at Paris in

1797. The Constitutionals made him bishop of Saone-

et-Loire June 14, 1801, but he lost his see by the Con-

cordat, and retired to Paris. Shortly before the Revo-

lution of July he published a pamphlet under the title

Moyen de nationaliser le Clerge de France (Paris, 1830,

8vo). At that same epoch he conferred orders on two

young men, and on three in 1831. Poulard persevered

in his opinions, and chose to die un vrai constitutionnel.

He declined the assistance of the curate of his parish,

and his body was carried directly to the cemetery. Pou-

lard died at Paris March 9, 1833. The two following

books have been most plausibly attributed to his au-

thorship: Ephemerides religieuses pour servir a Vllis-

toire ecclesiastique. de la Fin du dix-huitieme Steele et du
( 'ommt ncement du dix-neuvieme

:

—Sur VEtat actuel de la

Religion en France.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Poulle, Nicolas - Louis, a French preacher, was
born Feb. 10, 1703, at Avignon. He was destined to the

magistracy, and studied law. But he did not allow

those grave pursuits to interfere with his poetical tastes,

and presented at the Jeux Floraux several poems which

were crowned. Towards 1735 he received orders, and

from that time devoted himself entirely to oratory.

Encouraged by the favor some of his panegyrics and ser-

mons had met with at the hands of his countrymen, he

repaired to Paris in 1738, and preached in nearly all the

great pulpits. In 1745 a life-rent of a thousand francs

on the abbey of l'Argentiere was bestowed upon him

;

in 1748 lie was nominated commendatory abbe of No-
gent-sous-C'oucy, after pronouncing the panegyric of

Saint-Louis before the French Academy. He was sub-

sequently honored with the titles of ordinary preacher

of the king and of grand vicar of Laon. Some writers

have compared the abbe Poulle with Massillon : such a

parallel can only be made by those who mistake brill-

iancy of style for eloquence. He might be more prop-

erly compared with the abbe De Boismont, his contem-
porary ; they have the same qualities and the same de-

fects. The abbe Poulle did not aspire to the honors of

authorship: he was not in the habit of writing his ser-

mons. In 1776, complying with the wishes of his neph-

ew, Louis Poulle, grand vicar of Saint-Malo, he dictated

to him eleven sermons which he had preserved in his

memory for forty years, and these sermons were pub-
lished, after he had corrected them himself, in Paris in

1778, 1781, 1818, 1821 (2 vols. 12mo). This edition con-

tains also his Panegyrique de Saint-Louis (17-ls, 4to)

and a Discours pour la Prise dHabit de Mme. de Rupel-

monde aux Carmelites (1752, 12mo). The Biblioth'eque

des Orateurs Chretiens edited a volume of (Fuvres Ckoi-
nes of the abbe Poulle (1828, 18mo), preceded by a bio-

graphical notice. He died at Avignon Nov. 8, 1781.

—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See De Sainte-

Croix, Eloge de Poulle (Avignon, 1783, 8vo).

Pound (weight) is the rendering of one Heb. and
one Greek word in the A. V.

1. ft3B, maneh' (1 Kings x, 17; Ezra ii, 69; Neh.
vii,71,72). See Maneh.

2. Ai'rpor, liira (John xii, 3; six, 39), is a Roman
pound of twelve ounces, a libra. This pound, as used

in trade and authorized by the Roman government,

contained G165 Paris grains, according to Boeckh (Meial-

lurg. Unters. p. 100 sq.). The word AiVpa was adopted

in the Aramaean dialect, JOE"1 ? (Buxtorf, Lex. Rabb.

col. 1138).—Winer. See Weight.

Pound (money), a value (pva, mina) mentioned

in the parable of the Ten Pounds (Luke xix, 12-27),-

as the talent is in the parable of the Talents (Matt,

xxv, 14-30), the comparison of the Saviour to a master

who intrusted money to his servants wherewith to trade

in his absence being probably a frequent lesson in our

Lord's teaching (com p. Mark xiii, 32-37). The refer-

ence appears to be to a Greek pound, a weight used as

a money of account, of which sixty went to the talent,

the weight depending upon the weight of the talent.

At this time the Attic talent, reduced to the weight of

the earlier Phoenician, which was the same as the He-
brew, prevailed in Palestine, though other systems must

have been occasionally used. The Greek name doubt-

less came either from the Hebrew maneh or from a com-

mon origin; but it must be remembered that the He-

brew talent contained but fifty manehs, and that we
have no authority for supposing that the maneh was

called in Palestine by the Greek name, so that it is

most reasonable to consider the Greek weight to be

meant.—Smith. See Mina.

Pounds, John, an English philanthropist, flour-

ished in the second half of last century. He was born

at Portsmouth in 1766 of very humble parentage, and

enjoyed himself no educational advantages worth men-

tioning. But, endowed with a remarkably active mind

and generous disposition, he used his leisure hours from

the busy trade he plied as a shoemaker for the amelio-

ration of the poor children of his surroundings. He
collected a number of them in his shop, and there taught

them the elements of education he had been able to

master successfully, and thus became the founder of

what are now called the Ragged Schools. He died in

1839.

Pourchot, Edmonde, a French philosopher of

some note, was born at Poilly, near Sins, in 1651. About

1678 he became professor of philosophy in the Univer-

sity of Paris, of which he was chosen rector seven times.

He was a friend of Racine and Boileau. He died in

1734. He published Institutiones Philosophic^ (1695),

which was highly esteemed by his contemporaries.

Pourchot was really the first of modern philosophers

who taught by a rational method.

Poussin, Nicolas, a French painter of great ce-

lebrity, was born near Le Grand-Andely, in Normandy,

in 1593 or 1594; was first a pupil of Quintin Varin, then

painting pictures for the Church of Grand-Andely, but

at the age of eighteen went to Paris, studied under

Ferdinand Elle, the Flemish painter, and others; but

chiefly improved himself by drawing from casts and

drawings and prints after Raffaelle and Julio Romano
in the collection of M. Courtois, who accorded him ac-

cess to them. After a long and hard struggle, he at-

tained the object of his desire—namely, the means of

visiting Rome. He was thirty years of age when he

arrived there, and a considerable period elapsed after

that before he obtained much employment. At length,

however, he received several important commissions

from the cardinal Barberini, which he executed so suc-

cessfully that he afterwards rapidly acquired fame and

fortune. After an absence of sixteen years he returned

to Paris with M. de Chantelou, and was introduced by
cardinal Richelieu to Louis XIII, who appointed him

his painter in ordinary, and gave him apartments in the

Tuileries. But while away at Rome, preparatory to re-

moval to Paris, the king died, and Poussin abandoned

the proposed return to France. He died at Rome in

1665, after a most successful career. His pictures have
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been compared with colored bass-reliefs, a term not in-

expressive of his Btyle, His peculiar leaning to this

sculpturesque treatment may in some measure be ex-

plained by his close intimacy with his friend Duques-

noy, the sculptor, known as Flammingo: they lived in

the same houst together at Rome. His coloring, com-

pared with bis drawing, is inferior and mannered, n hich

is somewhat remarkable, considering that he studied in

the school of Domenichino at Rome, whom lie regard-

ed as the besl painter of his time. T/u Seven Sac-

. |i,-iinled twice by i'ous-in. arc among his mo-t

ed works, and both arc now in England—one
at Belvoir Castle, the other in the Bridgewater Gallery,

London. His works are very numerous; the prints thai

have been engraved after his principal pictures only

amount to upwards of two hundred. Some of his best

works are in the British National Gallery, as, T/u Plague

amony the Philistines at Ashdod, The Bacchanalian Fes-

tival, No. 12, finely engraved by Doo, which constitutes

an excellent exponent of his Btyle, with all his merits

and peculiarities in perfection. He was especially re-

markable as a skilful landscape-painter. His -aired

drawing entitled T/u Finding of Moses lias been made
popular by autotype, but it is by no means one ol his

best productions. Poussin has been called a classical

painter by Sir Joshua Reynolds, so successfully did he

imitate the works of antiquity. See Mrs. ( lenient. Paint-

ers, Sculptors, Architects, etc, p. 467; Spooner, Biog.

Dict.s.v.', Bellori, Vita di Nicoh Poussino, etc. I Rome,

1672) ; Wbrnum, Descriptive and Historical Catalogm

of t/u National Gall* ry, etc.

His brother-in-law, Gaspar Poussin, also quite a

celebrated painter, was born in 1613, and was a pupil of

Nicolas. Gaspar devoted himself principally to secular

art. but his Sacrifice of Isaac is a notable production.

He di.d in 1675. (J.H.W.)
Poussines, Pierre, a French Jesuit, was born in

1609 at Laurac (diocese of Narbonne). After studying

at Beziers, be entered the Society of Jesus at Toulouse

in 1624, and was in the latter city and at Montpellier

professor of humanities, of rhetoric, and of theology.

Called to Rome in 1664 to continue The History of the

Society, interrupted by the death of Sacchini, he de-

voted several years to that work, and was subsequently

professor of exegetical theology at the Roman College.

Many illustrious personages honored him with proofs

of their i Bteem, among others queen I Ihristina of Sweden
and cardinal Iiarherini. who committed to him the in-

terpretation of the works of Pachymeres. Poussines

was chosen to give Greek lessons to the young prince

Orsini and to the abbe* Albani, who afterwards became
pope under the name of Clement XI. He returned to

Toulouse towards the end of 1682, and continued his lit-

erary activity in spite of bis failing health. He died

at Toulouse I-'cli. -j. 1686, He left, Niceta Laudatio

sanctorum archangelorum Michaelis <i Gabrielis (Tou-

louse, 1637, 8vo) :—Polemonis Sopkista Orationes (ibid,

o): Inna Comnena Porphyrogenita Alexias

(Paris, 1651, fol.): Sancti NUi Opera quadam (ibid.

1639, Itoi; -Nicephori Bryenmi Commentarii d\ Rebus

Byzantinis (ibid. 1661, fol.): Georgii Pachymeris Mi-
chael Palaeologus (Rome, 1666, foL) :- -G. Pachimefi An-

Palaologus (ibid. 1669, fol.): - Sancti Methodii

Convivium Virginum (Paris, 1657,. foL) :

—

Catena Gra-
corum I'''iii a in in Evangelium secundum Marcum (Rome,
1673, fol.): Tins,, miis Asceticus (Paris, 1684, 4to):

Theophylacli Institutio Regia (ibid. 1641, 4to). All these

editions are accompanied with c mentaries and notes

full of erudition. Poussines is the .author ofa consider-

able number of lives of saints of ' Sreece, of Languedoc,
and ofGascoyne. inserted in the collection of the Bol-

landists; of a Latin translation of the letters of St.

Francis Xavier, and ofa number ol other works, the list

of which i- given in the Biblioth. Soc. Jesu. See I. -

hard, Elogt hist, du J'. Poussines, in the Memoires il>

Nov. 1760), and in the Diet, of Moreri (ed.

1759); Dc Baecker, Biblioth, des Ecrivains de la Com-

pagnie de Jesus, vol. L—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

s. v.

Poverty is that state or situation opposed to riches

in which we are deprived of the conveniences of life.

Indigence is a degree lower, when we want the neces-
saries and is opposed to Superfluity. Want seems rath-

er to arrive by accident, and is opposed to abundance.
Need and necessity relate less to the situation of life

than the other three words, but more to the relief we
expect or the remedy we seek: v, ith this difference be-
tween the two. that need seem- less pressing than ne-

cessity. Poverty has been sanctified by our blessed

Lord in his own person, and in that of bis parents; in

that of his apostles, and of the most perfect of his dis-

ci] I' -. Solon besought the Lord to give him neither

poverty nor riches
I
Prov. xxx, 8), regarding each ex-

treme as a dangerous rock to virtue. Poverty of mind
i- a state of ignorance, or a mind void of religious prin-

ciple and enjoyment (Rev. iii. 17 i. Poverty of spirit

consists in an inward sense and feeling of our wants
and defects, with a dependence on divine grace and
mercy for pardon ami acceptance i Matt. V,3). It is the

effect of the operation of the Divine Spirit on the he art

(John xvi, 8). It is attended with submission to the

divine will; contentment in our situation: meekness
and forbearance to others, and genuine humility as to

ourselves. It is a spirit approved by God (Isa. lxvi,

2), an evidence of true religion (Luke xviii, 13), and
terminates in endless felicity (Matt, v, 3). Sec Poor.

POVERTY,Monastic TheRoman Catholic Church
exacts of its monastic orders, besides other privations,

that of absolute abandonment ofworldly possessions. See
Moxasticism. To a certain extent this obligation was
recognised even from the tirst origin ofMonasticism : but

it was enforced with far greater strictness than before by
the two great Mendicant orders, the Franciscans and
Dominicans,which took their rise in the beginning of the

13th century: one of the fundamental rules of these orders

being that their members must possess no property, but

be wholly dependent on alms for their support. Until

the rise of the Mendicants, the individual members
of the various monastic orders were bound to deny
themselves the enjoyment of personal property, but the

community to which they belonged might posses, am-
ple revenues. Even the Dominicans, though under a

strict vow of poverty, allowed their convents to enjoy

in common -mall rents in money. But St. Francis pro-

hibited his monks from possessing either an individual

or a collective revenue, and enforced a VOW of absolute

poverty. When asked which of all the virtues lie

thought was the most agreeable to God, he replied,

" Poverty is the way to salvation, the nurse of humility,

and the root of perfection. Its fruits are hidden, but

they multiply themselves in ways that are infinite."

In accordance with this view of the importance and
value of poverty, the Franciscan monks tor a lime ad-

hered strictly to the rule of their founder; but ere long

a division broke out among them as to the precise in-

terpretation of the rule, and in consequence a relaxation

..t it- strictness was made, first by Gregory IX in 1231,

and then by [nnocenl IV in 1245. Ai i a century

afterwards a dispute arose between the Franciscans ami
Dominicans in regard to the poverty of Christ and bis

apostles the Franciscans alleging that they p'".--ol

miller private property nor a common treasure, while

the Dominicans asserted t lie contrary opinion. The
pope decided in fav or of the followers of Dominic, ami

many of the Franciscans, still adhering to their opin-

ion-, v., re committed to the flames. See Mendicants.
For this practice there is not the least authority in the

early practices of celibates (see Lea. Sacerdotal t'lli-

bacy, p. 104, 11 1>; and. however rigidly it may have

been accepted by the monastic orders at their tirst in-

stitution, it has in modem times existed only in name.
Convents of monks and nun- have succeeded in becom-

ing rich communities. In England they laid hold of
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the greater part of the riches of the kingdom ; their

possessions were so vast that the monopoly became the

occasion to enact laws preventing the increase of their

wealth or depriving them of their ill-gotten pelf. In

the United States the monastics of Rome threaten to

become the most powerful possessors of wealth. In

New York they own property mounting up to several

millions, and even in smaller cities are fast accumulat-

ing immense possessions. How admirably their rules

are adapted to seize upon the property of unsuspecting

individuals and to transfer it to some rich fraternity

!

Already in several states civil enactments have become

necessary in order to restrain the inordinate acquisition

of landed and other property by Roman Catholic insti-

tutions, and to prevent an undue interference by priests

in the bequests of the sick.

The Fakirs and Dervishes of Mohammedan coun-

tries are under a vow of poverty, and go about asking

alms in the name of God, being wholly dependent for

their support upon the charity of the faithful. The
Mohammedan monks trace their origin to the first year

of the Hegira; and it is said that there are no fewer

than thirty-two different orders existing in the Turkish

empire, all of them grounding their preference of the

.•vscetic life upon a saying of Mohammed, "Poverty is

my glory." The monks of the East, particularly those

of Buddha, are not allowed to partake of a single morsel

of food not received by them in alms, unless it be water

or some substance used for the purpose of cleaning the

teeth. Hence the Buddhist monk is seen daily carrying

his alms-bowl from house to house in the village near

which he may happen to reside. The Agyrtce of the

ancient Greeks were mendicant priests of Cybele, and

their origin is supposed to have been Eastern. The
same priests among the Romans went their daily rounds

to receive alms with the sistrum in their hands. The
institutes of Manu lay down explicit rules for the Brah-

min mendicant: "Even' day must a Brahmin student

receive his food by begging, with due care, from the

houses of persons renowned for discharging their duties.

If none of those houses can be found, let him go beg-

ging through the whole district around the village,

keeping his organs in subjection and remaining silent

;

but let him turn away from such as have committed
any deadly sin. . . . Let the student persist constantly

in such begging, but let him not eat the food of one

person only ; the subsistence of a student by begging is

held equal to fasting in religious merit. . . . This duty

of the wise is ordained for a Brahmin only; but no such

act is appointed for a warrior or a merchant." In the

same sacred book the householder is enjoined to make
gifts according to his ability to the religious mendicant,

whatever may be his opinions.—Gardner, Faiths of (he

World, ii, 688, 689 ; Elliott, Delineation of Romanism,

p. 744; Barnum, Romanism, p. 287, 293 sq.

POVERTY, Voluntary. See Poverty, Monastic.

Powell, Baden, an Anglican divine, noted rather

as a scientitic student than as a theologian, was the son

of a London merchant, and was born at Stamford Hill,

near London, Aug. 22, 1796. He studied at Oriel Col-

lege, Oxford, where he graduated M.A., with first-class

mathematical honors, in 1817 ; took holy orders in 1820,

and was appointed vicar of Plumstead, in Kent, in 1821.

In 1824 he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society

;

and three years later was appointed Savilian professor

of geometry, a chair which he held till his death, which
took place in London June 11, 1860.

As a professor, Powell's great aim was to bring about

a larger recognition of the importance of physical and
mathematical science in the curriculum of learned study
at Oxford. To the "Philosophical Transactions," the

"Reports" of the British Association, and other vehi-

cles of scientific instruction, he contributed numerous
valuable papers: but he is perhaps best known by his

strenuous exertions to obtain for modern science the

right of modifying the views of nature and the origin

of the world, regardless of the views expounded in the

O.-T. Scriptures, especially in The Study on Evidences

of Christianity in Essays and Reviews (1860). In

this perilous department of controversy he displayed

great learning, logical power, moderation of tone, and
philosophic urbanity ; but his conclusions were too un-

mistakably rationalistic to be acceptable to orthodox
Christianity. Powell does not exactly place himself

on the same theoretical ground with Hume and Spi-

noza, but the moral effect of his attack upon miracles as

an evidence of Christianity is not less antagonistic than
the theories of either of these authors. "Spinoza," says

Dr. Hurst (Hist, of Rationalism, p. 487 sq.), "held that

miracles are impossible, because it would be derogatory

to God to depart from the established laws of the uni-

verse, and one of Hume's objections to them was their

incapability of being proved from testimony (Replies to

Essays and Reviews, p. 135). Prof. Powell objects to

them because they bear no analogy to the harmony of

God's dealings in the material world ; and insists that

they are not to be credited, since they are a violation

of the laws of matter, or an interruption of the course

of physical causes. The orthodox portion of the Church
are laboring under the egregious error of making them
an essential doctrine, when they are really a mere ex-

ternal accessory. Reason, and not ' our desires,' must
come to our aid in all examination of them. The key-

note to Prof. Powell's opposition is contained in the fol-

lowing statement :
' From the nature of our antecedent

convictions, the probability of some kind of mistake or

deception somewhere, though we know not where, is

greater than the probability of the event really hap-

pening in the icay and from the causes assigned' (Essays

and Reviews, p. 120). The inductive philosophy, to

which great respect must be paid, is enlisted against

miracles. If we only knew all about those alleged and

held as such, we should find them resolved into natural

phenomena, just as 'the angel at Milan was the aerial

reflection of an image on a church ; the balls of fire at

Plausac were electrical; the sea-serpent was a basking

shark on a stem of sea -weed. A committee of the

French Academy of Sciences, with Lavoisier at its head,

after a grave investigation, pronounced the alleged fall

of aerolites to be a superstitious fable' (ibid. p. 155).

The two theories against the reality of miracles in their

received sense are, first, that they are attributable to

natural causes ; and, second, that they may involve more
or less of the parabolic or mythic character. These as-

sumptions do away with any real admission of miracles

even on religious grounds." The animus of the whole

essay may be determined by the following treatment

of testimony and reason :
" Testimony, after all, is but

a second-hand assurance; it is but a blind guide; tes-

timony can avail nothing against reason. The essen-

tial question of miracles stands quite apart from any con-

sideration of testimony ; the question would remain the

same if we had the evidence of our own senses to an al-

leged miracle ; that is, to an extraordinary or inexplica-

ble fact. It is not the mere fact, but the cause or ex-

planation of it, which is the point at issue" (ibid. p.

159). This means far more than Spinoza, Hume, or any
other opponent of miracles, except the radical Ration-

alists of Germany, has claimed—that we must not be-

lieve a miracle, though actually witnessed. The differ-

ent replies which this Essay on the Study of the Evi-

dences of Christianity (in Essays and Reviews) elicited

are : No A ntecedent Impossibility in Miracles—some Re-
marks on the Essay of the late Rev. Baden Poivell, etc.

(1861, 8vo); An Answer to Mr. Baden Powell's Essay,

etc., by William Lee, D.D. (1861, 8vo) ; Examination of
Mr. Baden PoweWs Tractate on Miracles (1861, 12mo);

and are defended in, A Few Woi-ds of Apology for the

late Prof. Baden Powell's Essay, etc., by a Lay Graduate

(1861, 8vo); The late Prof. Pow-ell and Bishop Thirl-

ivall on the Supernatural, etc., by the Rev. R. B. Ken-
nard (1864, 8vo). See also Farrar, Crit. Hist, of Free

Thought, lect. iv, v ; Moberley, Semnons on the Beati-
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tudes (1860), Preface; Young, Science Elucidated by

Scriplurt (1863, fcp. 8vo); G Lwin, American Theol-

ogy | 18 il i, p. 138 : t %i istian !: m mbrancer, July, 1861

;

Brit. Quar. Rev. Nov. 1864; London Reader, 1865, i.

77: Joum. ofSpeculative Philosophy, vol. xxxii ; Chris-

Han I caminer, June to May. L858; North Brit. Rev.

Nov. L859; Smith (H.W.), Essays Theol. and Philos.,

edited after his death
i
X. V. 1*77. 8vo).

Among Prof. Powell's ether works may lie mentioned,
.1 Ixf. L833 l: .1 Historical IV. w

of the Progress of the Physical and Mathematical Sci-

11, Connection of Natural and
Divim Truth, or th* Study of tin Inductive Philosophy

considered as Subservient to Theology \ ibid. 1838 i: Tra-
dition I'm; i',,/, ,i l 'undid In,, itii tin' 7*i i

the Doctrines advocated in tin Oxford Tracts:—A Gen-

eral and Elementary \"n »• ofHu Undulatory Theory as
ii/i/i/i,,/ 1,1 ilu' />/'.</„ r.n'i hi iif Light, etc (ibid. 1841): -

The Unity <•/' Worlds mid of Natun : Essays mi th

Spirit of tin- I whirlin Philosophy, iln Plurality of
Worlds, iiwl tin Philosophy of Creation (ibid. 1855):

Christianity without Judaism (LS57):— TV^e Order of
Natun considered with Reference In tin < '/aims of Rev-
elation (1859). (J.H.W.)

Powell 1 ), David, a British clergyman, was a na-

tive of Denbighshire, and was born about 1552. He
was educated at Oxford, and took holy (inters after

L576, the year he quitted the university. He was suc-

cessively vicar of Ruabon and rector of Llanfyllin; in

1579 vicar ofMivod, and in 1588 rector of Llansaintfraid.
lie died in t598. His studies were principally in British

antiquities, and an' of a secular character. See Biog.

Hi it. -. \.: Allibone, Diet, of Brit, mid Amir. A uih. 8. v.

Powell, Edward, D.D., a learned English Ro-
man Catholic divine, who flourished early in the lGth

century, was educated at Oxford, and considered one of

the ornaments ofthe university. He was made fellow of

Oriel College in 1 195. Alter taking holy orders, divers

prebendships were bestowed on him, and he was re-

ceived among the canons of Salisbury and of Lincoln.

So great was his fame that Henry VIII employed him
to write, in refutation of Luther, the work Propugna-
rii/iini sunmi i sacerdotii evangelici ac septenarii sacra-

mentorum mini, \ i \ Lond. L523, Ito). There is extant a

letter addressed to the king l>y the University of Ox-
Ford to express their gratification at his excellent choice

of a defender of the faith. Hut Henry could not forgive

him for defending Catharine of Aragon in his book Be
in,a dissolvendo ffenrici regis cum Catharina matrimortio

(which was printed, but of which no copy is known);
and for his advocacy of the supremacy of the Holy See

he was arrested, and executed at Smithfield dune 30,

1540. See Wood, Athena Oxon.; Dodd, Church Hist.;

Perry, Hist, ofth Church of England.

Powell It, Gabriel, an English clergyman, son

of David (8ee above), was born in 1575, .and was edu-
cated at Jesus College, Oxford. He became in L609

prebend of l'ortpoole, in Kiln vicar of Northall, and
died in Kill, lie is noted as the author of several

treatises against Romanism (1602 to L607); but he is

besl known by Gubrielis Poweli, Ordovicis Britditni,

Davidis /•'.. Disputationum Theologicarum et Scholasti-

carum d, Antichristo it ejus Ecclesia, Libri duo (Lond.

1605, 8vo). lihss says thai he was a zealot and a still'

Puritan, and was esteemed a prodigy of learning in his

time. Wood, Ml,, mi Oxon. q. v.

Powell, Griffith, an English educator and phi-

losopher, was born in 1561, and was a nal i ve of l.lansa-

well. lb' was educated at Je8US College, Oxford, and

became its principal in 1613. He died in 1620. He
wrote. Analysis Inalylicorum Posteriorum seu Libro-
rii,., I / istoti lis d' I>, monstt atiom . < um Scholiis optimo-
riim Interpretum (Oxon. l594,8vo): Analysis Libri

Aristotelis de Sophisticis Elenchis < 1594 ; reprinted 1698,

1664). "Accounted by all a mosl noted philosopher or

subtle disputant."—-Wood, A //una Oxon. q. v.

Powell, Howell, a Welsh Presbyterian minister,

was born about 1820, and was a native of Glamorgan,
South Wales, where he was educated lor the ministry.

He came to this country with his wife, and, settling in

Ohio, began preaching. In L851 he became pastor of
the \\'e|s), Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati, Ohio,
where he labored prosperously for nineteen years. Ac-
cepting the call of the Welsh Presbyterian Church in

Thirteenth Street. New York, he came to that city in

1870, and was actively engagi d in the duties of his pas-

torate until his death in 1875. He was greatly beloved

by his Welsh coreligionists both in this country and at

home. He discharged his pastoral duties with zeal and
diligence, ami did many generous acts for the humbler
members of his flock.

Powell, Thomas, an Anglican divine, flourished

in the 17th century. He was born about 1608, and
after taking holy orders was canon of St. David's, Lon-

don, lie died in 1 G0i>. His publications are of a sec-

ular character.

Powell, Vavasor, a Welsh Puritan preacher, who
was born in 1617, was educated at Jesus College, Ox-
ford, but left the Establishment and became an itiner-

ating minister, lie was very zealous for the Church of

God, was very outspoken and gave much annoyance to

Churchmen, and was often in trouble. He died in Fleet

Prison, London, in L671. He published a number of

Sermons, Theological Treatises, etc. (between 1646 and

1671), for lists of which and notices of their author, see

strum Vavasorensis (1654), Vavasoris Examen ,t Pur-
gamen (1654, 4to), and Lift mid It. nth ofVavasor Pow-
ill (1071. •Nvo). His Ci/n-ordmiri I,, tin liihl,. completed

by N. P. and J. F., etc., was published in 1G71 (8vo).

Powell, William Samuel, an English divine

of remarkable ability, was born at Colchester Sept. '27,

1717; was admitted to St. John's College. Cambridge,

in 1734; and. having taken the degree of bachelor of

arts in 17.!.s |i. was elected fellow of it in March, 17-10.

In 1741 he was taken into the family of lord Towns-
hend as private tutor to his second son, Charles, after-

wards chancellor of the Exchequer; was ordained dea-

con and priest at the end of the year, and instituted to

the rectory of Colkirk, in Norfolk, on lord Townshend's
presentation. He returned to college the year after,

began to read lectures as an assistant to the principal

tutor; but became himself principal t utor in 1744. lie

took the degree of bachelor of divinity in L749, and of

doctor in L756. In L765 he was elected master of his

college, obtained the archdeaconry of Colchester the

year after, and in 1768 was instituted to the rectory of

freshwater, in the Isle of Wight lie died Jan. 19,

177."'. He published. Defend of tin Subscriptions re-

quired in the Church of England (Lond. 1757, Ito):

Observations on Miscellanea Analytica (1760

mom <ni l Cor. i. 23, 24 (1767, tto): Chargt (1772,

8vo; 1773):

—

Discourses on Various Subjects (published

with Life by Thomas Bulguy, D.D., 1770. 8vo). Dr.

Powell's and Thomas l'awcett's Discourses, thirty-four

in all. delivered before the University of Cambridge,
were republished in 1832 (8vo) in Divines ofth Church

and. 4'hcse discourses of Powell, says bishop

Watson, "are written with great BCUteneSS and knowl-

edge of the several subjects." " It would be impossible

to produce a more eminent instance of the happy alliance

of taste and genius with learning and good sense than

in the sermons and charges of l>r. Powell; of whom, in-

deed every account, the whole society over which

he presided might justly join with me in Baying, 'Sem-
per honos, nomenque tuum, laudesque manebunt' " (Prof.

Mainwaring). Powell's discourses are also highlj com-
mended b\ Malhias. See Pursuits nf' I it, rutin; (ed.

1822), p. 2*25, :;7l ; Allibone, Diet of Brit, mid Am,,-.

Authors, s. v.; a, n. Biog. Diet, s. v.

Power, or the ability of performing, is in an essen-

tial degree an attribute of Deity: God is emphatically

styled All-powerful. Power signifies sometimes a right,
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privilege, or dignity (John i, 12) ; sometimes absolute

authority (Matt, xxviii, 18); sometimes the exertion or

act of power, as of the Holy Spirit (Ephes. i, 19), of

angels, or of human governments, magistrates, etc.

(Rom. xiii, 1), and perhaps it generally includes the

idea of dignity and superiority. So, the body " is sown

in weakness, it is raised in power" (1 Cor. xv, 43).

The " prince of the power of the air" (Ephes. ii, 2) is a

figurative representation of Satan (q. v.). See Aik.

Power, Francis Herron, a Presbyterian minis-

ter, was born in Alleghany County, Pa., July 14, 1829.

He received a careful academical training
;
graduated at

Washington College, Washington, Pa.; studied theology

in the Western Theological Seminary, Alleghany City,

Pa., and was licensed by Redstone Presbytery. Being

deeply interested in the efforts of the government to

suppress the rebellion, he became a delegate of the

United States Christian Commission. Joining the "Ar-

my of the Cumberland," he was zealous in his efforts in

the hospitals and in the field to administer to the per-

sonal and spiritual wants of the sick and wounded of

the Republic ; but the extraordinary exposure to which

he subjected himself broke down his system, and he

died in the hospital at Nashville, Tenn.,"Oct, 17, 1863.

Mr. Power was never ordained, but he was an earnest

and faithful missionary. Forgetful of self, in his zeal

for the good of others he sacrificed even his life to a

work that had enlisted his whole soul. See AVilson,

Presb. Hist. Almanac, 1864, p. 190. (J. L. S.)

Power, John H., D.D., a noted minister of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, was born in Montgom-
ery Co., Ky., March 15, 1798; was converted at a very

early age •, united with the Methodists in 1819 ; was
licensed to preach two years after, and joined the Ken-
tucky Conference, where his appointments were, Mount
Sterling and Hinkston circuits, in Kentucky; Little

Kanawha, Charleston, and Parkersburgh. in Virginia;

Columbus, Salt Creek, Brush Creek, Chillicothe, and
Deer Creek, in Ohio; Burlington Circuit, Old Zion,

Muscatine, and South Burlington, in Iowa—embracing

a period of eighteen years. As presiding elder, he

served on Norwalk, Wooster, Mount Vernon, Delaware,

and Mansfield districts, in Ohio; Burlington, Musca-
tine, and Keokuk districts, in Iowa—filling up twenty-
eight years. In 1848 he was elected assistant agent of

the Western Book Concern, where he remained until

1852. Failing health then necessitated rest, and he
maintained a supernumerary relation until 1856, when
he resumed the pastoral work by transfer to the Iowa
Conference, and there held appointments (as above
mentioned) until his death, which occurred Jan. 19,

1873. In manner Dr. Power was reserved. He shrank
instinctively from that, general acquaintance and no-

toriety in which persons differently constituted find

pleasure. His friendship, though not demonstrative,

was strong and enduring. As a preacher he was suc-

cessful: enlightening the mind, directing the judgment,
and influencing the will of his auditors—thereby win-
ning souls to Christ. He was a prudent legislator, and
as an administrator of discipline he had but few equals.

Notwithstanding the exhaustive labors of an itinerant

fifty years ago, at the age of forty-two he had acquired

a liberal education, including Greek and Hebrew, so as

to make the original available in the literal rendering

of the Word of Life. He had also completed a course

in law, with the view of meeting every demand that

might be made upon him as a servant of the Church.
As an author he holds a reputable place. His writings

(On Universalism

:

—Doolittle and Power ; a discussion

on the same subject :

—

Domestic Piety

:

—and Letters to

Br. Smith on Slavery) are all attractive in style, and
are models of logical clearness. See Minutes ofAnnual
Conferences, 1873, p. 103, 104. (J. H. W.)

Powers of the Mind are those faculties by which
we think, reason, judge, etc. See God ; Soul. " They
are so various," says Dr. Reid, " so many, so connected

and complicated in most of their operations, that there

never has been any division of them proposed which is

not liable to considerable objections. The most com-
mon division is that of understanding and will. Under
the will we comprehend our active powers, and all that

lead to action, or influence the mind to act—such as ap-

petites, passions, affections. The understanding com-
prehends our contemplative powers, by which we per-

ceive objects; by which we conceive or remember
them ; by which we analyze or compound them ; and

by which we judge and reason concerning them. Or,

the intellectual powers are commonly divided into sim-

ple apprehension, judgment, and reasoning." Locke

divides powers into those "able to make, or able to re-

ceive, any change; the one may be called active, and

the other passive power" (Essay on Human Understand-

ing, bk. ii, ch. xxi). But Reid takes exception to this

division, and passes the following stricture upon it:

" Whereas he (Locke) distinguishes power into act-

ive and passive, I conceive passive power to be no

power at all. He means by it the possibility of being

changed. To call this power seems to be a misapplica-

tion of the word. I do not remember to have met with

the phrase passive power in any other good author.

Mr. Locke seems to have been unlucky in inventing it;

and it deserves not to be retained in our language."

"This paragraph," says Sir W. Hamilton (field's Works,

p. 519, note), " is erroneous in almost all its statements."

The distinction between power as active and passive is

clearly taken by Aristotle. But he says that in one

point of view they are but one power (Metaphys. lib. v,

c. 12), while in another they are two (ibid. lib. ix,

c. 1). He also distinguishes powers into rational and

irrational—into those which we have by nature, and

those which we acquire by repetition of acts. These

distinctions have been generally admitted by subse-

quent philosophers. Dr. Reid, however, only used the

word power to signify active power. That we have the

idea of power, and how we come by it, he shows in op-

position to Hume (Act. Poiv. ess. i, ch. ii, iv).

According to Hume, we have no proper notion of

power. It is a mere relation which the mind conceives

to exist between one thing going before and another

thing coming after. All that we observe is merely an-

tecedent and consequent. Neither sensation nor reflec-

tion furnishes us with any idea of power or efficacy in

the antecedent to produce the consequent. The views

of Dr. Brown are somewhat similar. It is when the

succession is constant—when the antecedent is uniform-

ly followed by the consequent—that we call the one cause

and the other effect; but we have no ground for believ-

ing that there is any other relation between them or any
virtue in the one to originate or produce the other—that

is, that we have no proper idea of power. Now, that our

idea of power cannot be explained by the philosophy

which derives all our ideas from sensation and reflec-

tion is true. Power is not an object of sense. All that

we observe is succession. But when we see one thing

invariably succeeded by another, we not only connect

the one as effect and the other as cause, and view them
under that relation, but we frame the idea of power,

and conclude that there is a virtue, an efficacy, a force

in the one thing to originate or produce the other; and

that the connection between them is not only uniform

and unvaried, but universal and necessary. This is the

common idea of power, and that there is such an idea

framed and entertained by the human inind cannot be

denied. The legitimacy and validity of the idea can

be fully vindicated.
" In the strict sense, power and agency are attributes

of mind only ; and I think that mind only can be a cause

in the strict sense. This power, indeed, may be where
it is not exerted, and so may be without agency or

causation ; but there can be no agency or causation

without power to act and to produce the effect. As far

as I can judge, to everything we call a cause we ascribe

power to produce the effect. In intelligent causes, the
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power may be without being exerted; so I have power

to run while I sit still or walk. Bat in inanimate causes

we conceive ni> power bat what is exerted, and, there-

fore measure thepower of the cause by the effect which

it actually produces. The power of an acid to dissolve

iron is measured by what it actually dissolves. We get

the notion of activi powi r, as well as of cause and effect,

as I think, from what we feel in ourselves. We feel in

ourselves a power to move our limlis, and to produce

certain effects when we choose. Hence we get the no-

tion of power, agency, and carnation in the Btricl and

philosophical sense; and this I take to 1 tr firs! no-

ii i these three things" (Reid, Correspondence, p.

77,78).

"The liability of a thing to he influenced by a cause

is called passivt power, or more properly susceptibility;

while the efficacy of the cause is called activi power.

Heat has the power of melting wax; and. in the lan-

guage of some, ice has the power of being melted"
|
Day.

On ili' Will. p. 33 i. s,e Cause.
It is usual to speak of a power of resistance in mat-

ter, and of a power of endurance in mind. Both these

are passivt power. Activt power is the principle of ac-

tion, whi ther immanent or transient. Passivi power is

the principle of bearing or receiving. See Reid, On the

Actio* Powers; Id. On t/n Human Mind, and iki Intel-

lectual Powers; Locke, On the Understanding; Stewart,

Brown, and Abercrombie. See also Mind.

Powers, Grant, a Congregational clergyman, was
horn at Mollis. X. II.. May :si, 1784; was educated at

Dartmouth College, class of 1810; studied theology;

was minister at Haverhill in 1 si,
V

-J'.', and at Goshen
from Uig.27, 1829, to bis death, April, 1841. Heisthe
author of an Essay upon the Inftuenci of the Imagina-

tion on tin Nervous System, contributing to Falsi Hopes

in Ei ligion : Histi ryofthi ' 'oos Country i L841, 12mo)

:

—and Centennial Address at IIollis{ 1830, 8vo).—Drake,

Diet, of Amer. I iog. s. v.; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and
I th. s. v.

Powers, Hiram, an American sculptor, son of a

farmer, and the eighth of nine children, was born at

\\ Istock, Vi.. July 29, L805, and acquired the rudi-

ments "('education at a free district school. While still

a hoy. lie wenl to Cincinnati, Ohio, where he became
an apprentice to a clock-maker, and about the same

time formed the acquaintance of a German sculptor,

who taught him to model in plaster. Subsequently

he was employed for several years making wax-figures,

and fitting them with machinery, for the Cincinnati

Museum, n here his Infi rnal Regions horrified thousands

of visitors. Ii is a hideous scene representing hell filled

with terrific figures, moved by machinery, and acting

the supposed agonies of the damned. In 1835 he went

to Washington, w here he executed the luists of several

distinguished persons. l',y the aid of Mr. Nicholas

Longworth, he went to Florence, Italy, in 1837, to con-

tinue his art-studies. He resided in that country until his

death, which took place al Rome in 1876. ihl838Powers
produced his statue of Eve, which excited the admira-

tion of Thorwaldsen. His other works were of a sec-

ular character, but they gave him great renown. See

II. I . Lee, Familiar Sketches qfSadpturt and Sculptors

i Boston, 1854, 2 vols. L2mo), vol. ii. ch. \.x\ ii ; Tucker-

man, Book /tin Artists, 8. v.; Living Age, Oct. 1847.

Powers, Jesse K., a ministei of th.' Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, was born in the county of

Albemarle, Va., June 8, 1801. In May, 1826, while

hi teaching a classical school, he was convert-

ed, and united w'nh the Methodisl Episcopal Church.

Shorl ly alter in- joined the t rtn elling connection, al the

Bess ion of i he Virginia Conference (held at Raleigh in

February, 1826). In 1830 he was admitted into full

connection and ordained deacon, and in 1882 W88 or-

dained elder, lb- was a plain, faithful, earnest minister

of the Gospel, always conscientiously discharging the

duties of a Methodist preacher. Being unencumbered

with a family, he readily and cheerfully entered on
whatever held of labor was assigned him. and every-

where endeared himself to the people whom he served
by his unaffected and consistent piety. For upwards of

twoscore years he gave full proof of his ministry. In
the latter part of his life, through affectionate regard
for his welfare, and in consideration of his infirmities,

his brethren of the Conference placed him on the list

of supernumeraries; but so anxious was he to be in the

regular pastoral work thai be appealed to the Confer-

ence to place him among the < fie< live men, and he was
appointed to the New Kent circuit : but the work was
beyond his Btrength; he soon began to fail in health,

and died March 1. 1869. See Minutes ofAnnual Con-

ferences of the M. E. Church. South, lSf.P, p. 303.

Powers, John B., a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, was born May 16, 1814, in

Union District, S.C.; as a boy, removed to Alabama,
and shortly after was converted; and. feeling called of

God to preach the Gospel, accepted license in 1845. In
185G he entered the itinerant ranks of the Alabama
Conference, and was appointed to the Weewokaville
Circuit. He filled successively the Harpersville ami
the Moscow circuits. In 1861 he entered the Confed-

erate army in command of a company. His health

failed, however, and he returned. From 1863 to L866

he was presiding elder of the Jasper District. In 1867

he served the Elyton Circuit; 1868-69, the Murine's
Valley Circuit : 1870, the Jonesborough Circuit. In 1S71

he was appointed to the Monticello Circuit, bul died

March 30. He was a conscientious and pious man.
His administration as presiding elder was marked by

promptness and great faithfulness in the discharge of

all the duties pertaining to his office. His broad com-
mon-sense and acquaintance with men gave him wis-

dom in council. As a preacher, he had greal conn. 1

over the emotions of men, and was eminent!} successful

in seasons of revival. See Minutes of Annual Confer'

ences of the M. /;. Church, Smith. 1871, p. 5G5.

Powtai is the name of a Chinese divinity signify-

ing contentment.

Poya the day on which the moon changes, which

is held sacred among the Buddhists. They reckoned
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four poya days in each month. 1. The day of the new

moon.
'
2. The eighth day from the time of the new

moon. 3. The day of the full moon. 4. The eighth

dav from the time of the full moon. It is said hy Prof.

H. Wilson that the days of the full and the new moon

are sacred with all sects of the Hindus; but according to

the institutes of Manu the sacred books are not to be

read upon these days.—Gardner, Faiths of the World,

ii, 689.

Poydras, Julien, an American philanthropist of

French descent, who flourished in the early days of our

republic, and was first delegate to Congress from the

territory of Orleans (1809-12), gave $100,000 for the

founding of a French orphan asylum, and left $20,000

for a college at Point Coupee, La. He died there Jan.

25, 1824.

Poynet (or Ponet), John, an English prelate of

the Reformation period, was born about 1516 in Kent-

shire. He enjoyed a distinguished education, learned

Italian and Flemish, was proficient in mathematics, and

constructed in his youth a clock the complicated ma-
chinery of which was the admiration of Henry VIII's

court. He graduated at King's College, Cambridge
;

was made doctor of theology and chaplain of archbishop

Cranmer. At the age of thirty-three he was appointed

bishop of Rochester (1549). In 1551 he succeeded at

Winchester the deposed Gardiner, and was appointed to

take a share in the redaction of the new code of ecclesi-

astical laws. He was indebted for these distinctions to

his zeal for the cause of reform ; he defended it in the

pulpit and in his books, and explained its doctrines in

bis Catechism, adopted under the name of " King Ed-
ward's Catechism." At Mary Tudor's accession to the

throne he repaired to foreign parts, either dreading per-

secution for having had a share in Wj-att's Rebellion, or

because he had been deprived of his see for having

married. He died April 11, 1550, at Strashurg. He is

spoken of as a man of great erudition and eminent

piety. In his theology he was a decided Calvinist.

Other works of his are, Defencefor Marriage ofPriests

(1549, 8vo) -.—Short Treatise of Politic Power (1556,

8vo ; reprinted 1639 and 1642) :—and De Eucharistia

(1557, 8vo). See Strype, Life of Cranmer; Dodd,
Church History; Fuller, Worthies of England; Milner,

History of Winchester, i, 346; Lecky, History ofRation-
alism, ii, 174; Hook, Eccles. Biography, viii, 158; Col-

lier, Eccles. Hist, of England (see Index in vol. viii).

(J. H. W.)

Pozzi, Giovanni Battista, a Milanese painter

who flourished in the latter part of the 16th century, was
employed by Sixtus V in the palace of St. John of Lat-

eran and in the library of the Vatican. In the Sistine

Chapel he painted the Visitation of the Virgin and the

Angel appearing to St. Joseph in his dream ; in II Gesu,

a Choir of Angels. He died in the pontificate of Sixtus

V, aged twenty -eight, deeply lamented as the most
promising young artist of his time. He was considered

the Guido of his day; and had he survived to the time

of the Caracci, it is impossible to say what degree of

perfection he might have attained.

Pozzi, Stefano, an Italian painter, born at Rome
in the 18th century, studied first under Carlo Maratti

and afterwards with Agostino Masucci. Lanzi says he
was more noble in his design than Masucci, and more
natural and vigorous in his coloring. He acquired con-

siderable distinction, and executed several works for the

churches at Rome, one of which, an altar-piece, repre-

sents the Death of St. Joseph. In the pontifical palace

of Monte Carallo is a fine picture by him representing

St. tin gory. He died in 1768.

Pozzo, Andrea, an eminent painter and architect,

was born at Trent in 1642. While studying at Milan
he fell into vicious company and became extremely dis-

solute, until, disgusted by his course of life, he joined
the Society of the Jesuits, who placed him under the

instruction of Scaramuccia. Afterwards, at Rome and

Venice, he studied design and color, and the works of

Raffaelle and other great masters. His oil and fresco

works at Rome, Genoa, and other places gained him the

reputation of one of the ablest artists of the time. His

pictures are composed in grand style, and he is excelled

by few artists in perspective and architecture, the prin-

ciples of which he perfectly understood, and pub-

lished a treatise on them. Among his best works in

oil are, St. Francesco Borgia, in the church of II Gesii-

at Rome ; the Wise Men's Offering, at Vienna, and four

pictures from the life of Christ, in the church at Genoa.

The ceiling of the church of St. Ignazio at Rome is re-

garded as one of the ablest productions of his time, be-

cause of its animated execution. As an architect he

gained some distinction, and executed, among other

works, the altar of St. Ignazio in the church of II Gesii

at Rome, which is said to be the richest altar in all Eu-
rope. He died at Venice in 1709.

Pracrat is, in the Indian mythology, one of the

revelations of divinity as the supreme original being,

and especially as the cause of all phenomena of

change in the visible world. Pracrat is the essence of

the three gods Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva; he is three-

colored, because he is creative like Brahma (red) ; con-

servative like Vishnu (white); and destructive like

Siva ( black). Pracrat, in consequence, is also the being

which unites and separates these three divinities, as

through him there is a perpetual vicissitude of life

and death, of birth and annihilation.

Pracriti is the by-name of Parwati, the wife of

the Indian god Siva: it means Nature. The Hindus
make of her the wife of the destroyer, because, accord-

ing to them, all life originates in death, there being no

destruction, no annihilation, in the true sense of the

word: matter only describes, in the course of its dura-

tion, an eternal circle, in which it undergoes a perpetual

change of forms, while its substance remains the same.

Practical Religion is that department of practi-

cal theology which aims at the promotion of Christian

practice, and the writings which are brought out to

contribute to such an end are called Practical Works.

They are from their very nature of a more temporary

character than any other theological productions. Gen-
erally speaking, they are, and must be, adapted to the

peculiar circumstances of their own age ; they must be

specially addressed to correct its prevailing evil tenden-

cies; they must pre-eminently promote those parts of

the Christian character which are least cultivated. Such

as are founded on a deep knowledge of human nature,

and animated with genuine piety, must indeed benefit

other ages, since human nature remains essentially the

same; but their most direct influence belongs to the

age in which they are written. Subsequently they may
often form individuals : transfused into their minds, they

are reproduced in other shapes, but are themselves with-

drawn from circulation. Their body perishes ; while the

soul which gave it life migrates into another and an-

other frame, and thus continues often to diffuse an ex-

tensive blessing, when the very name under which they

originally appeared is forgotten. See Pusey, Historical

Inquiry, p. 11-180. See also Practical Theology;
Religion ; Theology. (J. H. W.)

Practical Theology is one of the departments

of theology, and aims principally at the treatment of

the functions of Church life. For centuries the term

was abused and confused, and the sphere of practical

theology in the organism of theological science was an

ill-understood question until the proper conception of

its nature and limits was given by that master-mind of

German theology, Schleiermacher; and, thanks to his

clear-sightedness, practical theology is no longer to be

confounded with a diluted, popularized edition of scien-

tific theology "for students incompetent to learn the

theoretic science" (Planck), nor is it any longer used as

a synonym of Christian ethics or pastoral theology, but
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it has taken its place in the circle of theological sciences

as an independent department, co-ordinate with exeget-

ical, historical, and systematic theology.

The Christian religion presents itself to the student

under four aspects as a dn ine revelation, as a history,

as a system of doctrines and duties, and, finally, ;i- a

corporate life. As now the department of exegetical

theology embraces all those sciences which in any way
he Holy Scriptures; that of historical theology,

all which in any way treat of sacred or Church histo-

ry; that of systematic theology, all which Bel forth the

doctrinal and ethical systems of Christianity; bo practi-

cal theology comprehends all the practices and hourly

needs of the Church, and as Bitch this department em-
braces the subordinate sciences of Church government,
edification, and worship. Ii includes and covers such

Bpecial branches as Pastoral Theology, Homiletics, Cate-

chetics, Christian Pedagogics, etc Being the science of

the collective functions of the Church regarded in her

unity, ii is able to give due attention and prominence
in cadi of those functions—the regulative, the educa-

tional, and the edifying, a thing impossible, under the

old-fashioned arrangement [see Theology], to com-
pass within the l'miiis of a Pastoral Theology (q. v.).

Says Dinner. Ii is since the idea of the Church, and
ol her essentia] functions and attributes, has been more
clearly recognised that practical theology, which was
formerly for the most pari an aggregate of rules and
regulations without any organic connection between its

several precepts, has been reconstructed. Nitzsch's

practical theology, in particular, brings forward its con-

nection with the other branches of theology. Syste-

matic theology, which is based upon exegetic theology

and faith, and developed by the history of doctrines.

exhibits Christian truth in the abstract, and therefore

the ideal of faith and practice. Historical theology, fin-

ishing with a delineation of the present state of the

Church, sets the empiric reality and its defects over

against this ideal. The contrast between the two, the

between the ideal and the real, produces the

effort i" reconcile this opposition by means of theologi-

cal usages, in conformity with the requirements of the

age. Thus practical theology, as a science, owe- its or-

igin to the ecclesiastical procedure of the times; and,

as this is necessarily technical, practical theology is also

a technical study."

Schleiermacher called practical theology the crown of

a theological coarse of study, and. as we have already

said, was the first to bestow upon it a scientific organi-

zation. In this labor he was laudably followed by the-

ologians of the most diverse schools, as, e, g., Roman
Catholic V"ii Drey, Protestant Nitzsch, Hegelian Mar-
heineke, compromising Hagenbach, Lutheran Harless,

and such other noted men as Khrenfcuchicr. .Moll.

Palmer, and Schweizer. .Most arc agreed in describing

practical theology as a science for the clergy, and thus

not doing full justice to the vocation of the believing

laity in Church work. Their rights in this respeel

have chiefly been made apparent by the hitherto much
I theory of Church government, and by volun-

tary associations for domestic missions. < >n the other
hand, the just notion that, since the Church's exist-

ence and increase are brought about by constant re-

production, it i- necessary to start from the origin of

the Church in individuals, to proceed to their gathering
together, and thence to the church, may be designated
as the prevailing tendency in the construction of a

practical theology. Hence the theory of missions (called
also Halietttics) and catechisation, the aim of which is

a preparation for confirmation, form the first or main
division. The second embraces the doctrine ot worship,
or ofthe construction ofthe public services ofthe Church
(liturgies, with hymnology and sacred mU8ic and li.tuii-

letics), the superintendence of the spiritual interests of

individuals (cure of souls), and the direction of the dock

(the pastoral office); while the organization of the

Church, and the entire sy.-tcm of Church law, by which

the activity, whether of the individual or of the commu-
nity, musi be limited, form a third division. See Nitzsch.
Praktisch Theohgu ; Dorm r, Gesch. d. protestaniischen
Theohgu : Bickersteth, Christian Students Biblical
Assistant, p. 198; and especially Moll. Das System dor
praktischen Theohgu (Halle, 1864, 8vo), which is a
compendious but very systematic and thorough treatise,

covering the whole field of practical theology as now
undersl I. See also M'Clintock, Encyclopedia and
Methodology of TheoU Science, pt. iv; Meth. Qu. /.'"-.

dan. 1864, p. 159 sq. The Germans support a Zeit-

schrift fur praktisch Theologie, which i- printed at

Leipsic and ha- a wide circulation. (J. II. AW
Prades, -U w Mabtih de, a French theologian,

was horn about the year 1720 at Castel-Sarrasin. He
was destined t" the ecclesiastical career, studied first in

i he country, then went to Paris and lived there in sev-
eral seminaries, among others in that of Saint-Sul|iice.

He became acquainted with the authors of the I

pedie, and furnished several articles to their work. Ik-

came into repute by a thesis which he defended at the
Sorbonne for the doctorate of theology | Nov. 18, 17.M >.

It contained the boldest assertions concerning the nature

of the soul, the origin of g i and evil, the origin of

society, natural and revealed religion, the miracles, etc.

His parallel of the cures performed by Jesus and those

of .l.-culapiiis seemed particularly scandalous. The
thesis was condemned forthwith by several prelates and
by pope Benedict XIV. The Sorbonne, after having at

first approved it. reconsidered its action, and declared if

impious. Parliament ordered the arrest of the author
at the request of the advocate-general D'Ormesson,
whereupon De Prades fled to Holland (1752), and there

published his Apology ( 1752, 3 pts. 8vo). to which Dide-
rot added a refutation of a mandement of the bishop of

Auxerre. A'oltaire recommended Trades to the king

of Prussia, who appointed him his lector, and bestowed
upon him a life-rent and two canonries, one at Oppeln,
the other at Glogau. The bishop of Breslau finally

prevailed upon him to retract solemnly the principles

he had defended (April 6, 17.") H. He became archdea-

con ofthe chapter of Glogau. He died in 17*-.'. Prades

left, besides, an Abrige d\ VHistoire ecclisiastiqui de

Fleuri
i Berlin, 1767, 2 vols, small 8vo), supposed to be

translated from the English, and to which Frederick II

wrote a preface.- Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

See Brotier, Examen <l< VApologu de VAbbe de Prades

(1753); Feller, Diet. Hist. s.v.; Jervis, Hist, of the

Clnm-li .;/' Fran,;, ii. 332-334.

Pradier, Ja< Qi es, a Swiss artist of note, was bom
at Geneva in May. L792; went as a youth to Paris, and
finally to Koine, where he studied for over five years,

especially under Canova. He devoted himself princi-

pally lo sculpture, and produced some remarkable works.

In 1819 he settled at Paris, and died there in 1852.

Satyrs. Bacchantes, Venuses, ami the like, make up

principally the li-i of his works; but he also devoted

himself to sacred subjects, and produced, among others,

a colossal figure of Christ on tli< Cross, a Pieta (now at

Toulon), a Marriage of the Virgin (for the Madeleine,

Paris), four Apostles, a Virgin (for the cathedral of

Avignon i. etc. One of his greatest works i, the tomb
of Napoleon I at the Hotel des Iuvalidcs in Pari-. See

Mrs. < llement, Handbook of Sculptors, Painti rs, < tc, s. v.

Pradjapat is. in the Hindu mythology, the embod-
ied creative de-ire of the original Being, or of that man-
ifestation of this Being which includes the earthly ele-

ment-.

Prado, Bi is di l, a Spanish painter, was born at

Toledo in 1544. He was a pupil of Francisco < iomontes.

Philip II senl him to Morocco, where he painted the

emperor Malev - Ahdallah. his favorites, his children,

and principal officers. He returned to Spain a wealthy
man. But, as he affected ' oriental customs, and showed

himself in public dressed in the Moorish attire, the In?

quisiiiou summoned him before her tribunal. lb was
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discharged on condition of painting exclusively relig-

ious subjects. He died about 1605. Prado is distin-

guished by tbe purity of his design and the majesty of

his compositions, which are simple, but carefully worked

out in all their details. There are of his works at

Madrid, in the royal palace, an Assumption; a Virgin

with the Child ; St. Anthony; St. Hlasius ; St. Maurice;

a Descent from the Cross ; St. Catharine. At Toledo.

St. Blasius, bishop; St. Anthony; The Presentation; a

Holy Family (in the monastery of Guadalupe), etc.—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See Palomino, El

Museo Pittorico (Cordova, 1713,3 vols.); Quilliet, Diet.

dr.t Peintres Espagnols, s. v.; Mrs. Clement, Handbook

of Sculptors, Painters, etc., s. v.

Pradt, Dominique Dufour de, a F.rench prelate

and diplomatist, was born at Allanches, in Auvergne,

April 23, 1759. He studied for some time at the mili-

tary school, but gave the preference to the ecclesiastical

career, and gained in 178(5 the degree of doctor of the-

ology. Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, archbishop of

Rouen, bestowed upon him the title of vicar-general

and one of the richest prebends of his cathedral. In 1789

the clergy of the diocese sent him to the Etats-Gene-

raux, where he sided with the clerical and monarchical

minority. He followed his patron into exile, and at-

tended him at Minister, in 1800, in his last hours. In

1798 Pradt published anonymously his most celebrated

work, L1Antidote au Congres de Rastadt (Hamburg,

8vo). In 1800 he published, again anonymously, La
Prusse et sa Neutralite (8vo). His opinion, as ex-

pressed in these writings, was that the Revolution

would prove fatal to France. Cancelled from the roll

of the emigrants, he returned to Paris, and was intro-

duced by his relation, general Duroc, to the first consul.

The latter was given to understand that military des-

potism could find no more faithful servant. De Pradt

was appointed chaplain of the new emperor and bishop

of Poitiers; he was, as such, consecrated by pope Pius

VII himself, in the church of Saint-Sulpice, Feb. 2, 1805.

The " chaplain of the god Mars," as he called himself,

followed his master to Milan. In 1808 he was at Ba-

yonne as one of the negotiators of the convention which

removed the Bourbons from the throne of Spain, and

was rewarded with a bounty of fifty thousand francs

and the archiepiscopal see of Mechlin (May 12, 1808).

He was one of the nineteen bishops who, March 25,

1810, solicited from the pope the dispensation which
Napoleon wanted for his marriage with Maria Louisa.

In 1811 he was a member of the second commission ap-

pointed for the purpose of preparing the questions to be

proposed to the National Council, and the emperor, Aug.

20, appointed him member of the deputation sent to Sa-

vone to submit the decrees of that council for the pope's

approbation. In the ensuing year he was sent as am-
bassador to Warsaw, where he opened with a speech

the Polish diet, June, 1812. It was here that a spirit

of opposition commenced to stir in the supple priest,

and he was sent back to his diocese. He returned

to France with the allies, who, he says, by his advice,

"determined to break entirely with Napoleon and his

dynasty, and i
-e-establish the Bourbons on the throne."

De Pradt owed to his relations with Talleyrand his

nomination as grand-chancellor of the Legion of Honor,

and the dignity of grand-cross of the order. In 1815 he

retired to Auvergne, and in 1816 he accepted a life-

rent of 12,000 francs from William, king of the Nether-

lands, in exchange for his archbishopric. In the reign

of Louis XVIII he was pleased to side with the opposi-

tion. He wrote some brilliant pamphlets against the

government: one of them brought him before the Cour
d'Assises of the Seine, where he was defended by the

elder Dupin. In 1827 he was elected depot}' of Cler-

mont-Ferrand. After the revolution of July his opin-

ions underwent a new change: he again declared for

unmitigated royalty and against the liberty of the press,

He died at Paris March 18, 1837. We mention, among
his numerous writings, Histoire de I'A mbassade dans le

VIII.—G g

Grand-DucH de Varsovie (Paris, 1815, 1826, 8vo). In

this amusing and witty composition he holds a review

over the personages of the empire with uncommon satir-

ical sharpness. We find in it the following regarding

the principal figure :
<; The genius of Napoleon was fitted

at the same time for the stage of the world and for that

of the mountebanks; it was represented by royal attire

mixed with the dress of a clown. The god Mars was

nothing but a kind of Jupiter-Scapin, the like of which

the world had never seen :"—Memoires historiques suv

la Revolution d'Kspagne (Paris, 1816, 8vo) :—Des Colo-

nies, et de la Revolution actuelle de I'A merique (ibid. 1817,

2 vols. 8vo):—Les Quatre Concordats (ibid. 1818-20, 3

Vols. 8vo), one of his most curious writings:

—

EEurope

apres le Congres d'A i.c-la-( 'hapelle (ibid. 1819, 8vo) :—

-

Le Congres de Carlsbad (ibid. 1819, 8vo) :—EEurope et

VAmerique depuis le Congres d'Aix -la-Chapelle (ibid.

1821-2, 2 vols. 8vo) :

—

L Europe et VAmerique en 1821

et Ann. suit: (ibid. 1821-4, 4 vols. 8vo) :

—

Du Jesuitisme

ancien et moderne (ibid. 1825-6, 8vo). etc. See EAmi
de la Religion (1837) ; Pe'rennes, Biog. univ. supplem.

au Diet. hist, de Feller; Jauffret, Mem. Mst. sur les

Affaires eccles. de France; Rabbe, etc., Biog. univ. et

portat. des Contemporains ; Que'rard, La France litter.—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. ; Lond. Qu. Rev. Jan.

1816, Monthly Rev.xol lxxx (1816).

Fraeadamites. See Preadajiites.

Praebend. See Prebend.

Prascentor. See Precentor.

Praecones (i.e. heredds) is a name sometimes given

to deacons, because it was their duty to pronounce the

usual formularies of exhortation, etc., during the cele-

bration of divine service. The word prceco corresponds

to the Greek Ki)pv$, and gave rise to the English Church

term bidding prayer. The deacons were required to bid

prayer in the congregation, i. e. to dictate to the people

the usual forms of prayer in which they were to join,

and to act as their director and guide in all the other

parts of divine service. The word prcedico is used in a

similar signification. See Bidding Prayer.

Praefatio is, in the mass, the prayer which imme-

diately precedes the canon, an exhortation to thankful-

ness, commencing with the words " Sursum corda." In

the Gothic or Mozarabic liturgy the praefatio is called

Lllatio ; in the Gallican, Imnwlatio and Coniestatio. It

is also called Hymnus Angelicus. Originally there was

but one praefatio for all da3's and feasts (Prcefatio Corn-

munis') ; since the 12th century a number of proefationes,

adapted to the variety of the feasts, the use of which is

indicated by the Directory of the Church, have been in-

troduced. Every praefatio ends with the triple "Sanc-

tus," the introduction ofwhich is attributed to Sixtus I.

See Mass ; Prefaces.

Praeficae, a name foi the mourning-women of the

ancients. They were hired to make lamentation at Ro-

man funerals, and were so called because they generally

preceded the funeral processions in order to lament and

sing the praises of the deceased. The early Christians

very earnestly condemned the imitation of this custom

in their funerals. They deemed immoderate grief un-

becoming the character and profession of a Christian

whose conversation is in heaven, and whose hope and

expectation was a crown of life that fadeth not away.

Chrysostom inveighed with great indignation against

the introduction of heathenish practices into the Chris-

tian Church, and threatened those who should persist

in the imitation of the funeral customs of the heathen

with the highest ecclesiastical censures.

Praelati (i. e. preferred), in the larger sense of the

word, is the name of all higher officers of the Church

with whose functions is connected a jurisdiction in their

own name—jure ordinario— i. e. a jurisdiction belong-

ing essentially to the office, not conferred by a higher

dignitary of the Church. In this meaning of the word

we distinguish between praelati primigenii and secunda-
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rii. Tn a more restricted sense, prselati is the name
given to the local superiors or directors of the congre-

gations and abbeys ol many ecclesiastical orders, espe-

cially to those who enjoy, either by privilege or tradi-

tion, the right of wearing the pontifical ensigns.

Prmlati nullius diocest ot is the title of abbots or other

liigh dignitaries who are nol amenable to the jurisdic-

tion of the bishop, but enjoy themselves'juriadictionem

cqpalem, which as a rule extends only to the

ecclesiastics subordinated to them, nol to the laymen
of their monastic district, except in cases where they
may enjoy even such a spiritual jurisdiction in virtue

ial indult, as in consequence ol prescription.

See Pri lai e.

Praslector i.- the ecclesiastical term for the divinity-

reader in some cathedrals. Sometimes he is attached
to the prebend i q. v. I, and sometimes lie lectures, as on
saints' days, in Lent, and other importan I Church sea-

sons.—Walcott, Sacred Archaeology, s. v. See Lec-
tor; l.'l VDEB,

Fraemonstrants. See Premonstr vti ssiaxs.

Praemunire is a term used in English canon law
as well as British common law to designate a species of

offence of the nature of a contempt of the ruling pow er,

for which enactments were passed, and was so called

from the mandatory words with which the writ direct-

ing the citation of a party charged with the offence

commences. The different statutes of praemunire were
originally framed in order to restrain the encroachments
of the papal power. They begin with the 27 Edward
III. st. i. c. I, and continue from that period down to

the reign ofHenry VIII, when the kingdom entirely re-

nounced the authority of the Roman pontiffs. The ex-
orbitant powers exercised by the pope in presenting to

benefices and in other ecclesiastical matters, and the

privileges claimed by the clergy, who resisted the au-
thority of the king's courts, and recognised no jurisdic-

tion but that of the court of Rome, rendered some
enactments absolutely necessary to uphold the law of

the country and the independence of the nation. This.

then, is the original meaning of the offence termed
praemunire— viz., introducing a foreign power into the

land, and creating an imperium in imperio by paying
that obedience to the papal process w hich constitution-

ally belonged to the king al lis penalties have
been subsequently applied to other heinous offences,

Mime of which hear more and some less relation to this

original offence, and some no relation at all. as a chap-

ter refusing to elect as bishop the person nominated by
the sovereign, neglecting to take the oath of allegiance,

transgressing tie- statute of habeas <<>,/,„.< (by 6 Anne,

c ;,. i he asserting by preaching, teaching, or advised-

ly speaking that any person other than according to the

Acts of Settlement and Union has any right to the

British throne, or that the sovereign and parliament

cannot make laws to limit the descent of the crown.

The knowingly and wilfully solemnizing, assisting, or

being present at any marriage forbidden by the Royal

Marriage Ad is declared by 12 tieorue ill.,-, n. to

infer a praemunire. The penalties for the offence are no

less than the follow ing, .'is shortly summed up hy >ir I'..

Coke il I nsi. p. 129): "That from the conviction the

defendant shall he out ot the king's protection, and In-

lands and tenements, goods and chattels, forfeited to the

king, and that his body shall remain in prison during
the king's pleasure, or (as others have in during life."

The offender can bring no action nor recover damages
for the most atrocious injuries, and no man can safelj

give him comfort, aid. ..r r< lief. (See Baxter, Ch. Hist.

p. 291; Hardwick, Hist, of thi Re/, p. 1*7. 361.) In

\'t\ recent I mi dissenters have labored for the

abolition of the Btatute of pnemiu in e< I

Nov. 1869).

Praepositivus, PiETRO,an Italian theologian, who
flourished near the opening of the 13th century, was a

native of Cremona, taught theology in the Bchools of

Paris, nnd was at the close of 1206 chancellor of r>.,

church ot Notre Dame. I,, [209 we find Jean de Can-
delis in his place. His chiel work is a Sumtna Theolo*
aim, ol which two or three pages only were printed,
they are in the Penitential ot I heodore. There are nu-
merous copies of it at Oxford and in the National Li-
brary at Talis. Pnepositivus did at Paris in 12U9 or
1217. See Tiraboschi, Storia della Letter. Ttal. iv, 120;
Histoire litt. -A la France, \\ i. 583 586. Hoi I. r. Nout.
Bi iff. Gem rale, s. v.

Propositus i
i.e. set t

• i- an ecclesiastical term
usually employed to mean a bishop (q. \. i, hut al-. used
tosignifya presbyter. The same titles being applied to

both is a proof thai they were at one time considered of
the same order. The corresponding tith s in the script

ural appellations are irpo'iardptvoi fl Tie--. \. 12) ami
-mnnruiTtr (1 Tim. \. 17). In Spain, in the time of
the Gothic kings, about the end ol tin- 4th century, it

was a custom lor parent- to d< dicate their children at a
very early age to the service of the Church, in which
case they were taken into the bishop's family and edu-
cated under him by a presbyter whom the bishop de-
puted fir that purpose and -a over them by the name
of propositus or superintendent, his chief husim -- h. ing
to inspect their behavior and instruct them in the rules

and discipline of the church. See Riddle, Chiistian
Antiquities, p. 211; Coleman, A nc. Christianity I

Ji<>/. p. 130, 185. See also the an. I'm la< i. (J.H.W.)

Propositus, Jacobus. See Sprexg.

Propositus Domus was the name applii d to the

person whose duty it was to manage the revenues of the

Church. See GE( onomi.

Prosanctificatio is in the Roman Catholic ( ihurch

the mass celebrated on Green-Thursday, when two hosts

are consecrated, whereof the priest tastes one at the

communion, reserving the other for the next day. u hen
the missa pratsanctificatorum is to lie solemnized. In

the Greek Church missa pro .«i>irt/jir<//,,/-ii)ii < ma-- of the

loaves hlessed in advance
I

is the mass celebrated on the

Wednesdays and Fridays of Lent; it consists in the

communion of the holy (dements which have 1. :on-

secratcd on the preceding Sundays. See Mass. See
Siegel, Christliclu Alterthumer

i
Index in vol. iv).

Frosides, or Presidents, was the name some-
times applied to bishops of the early ( Ihurcb, after the

word irpueSpot, derived from rrpoeSpia, the elevated

seat which the bishop occupied in the synod and in the

religious assemblies of the people. See Coleman, Anc.

Christianity Exemplified, p. 131.

Piostimonia were originally stipends derived

from special foundations for theological candidates, t"

help them during their studies, or to give them the

means, alter their consecration, to enjoy the teachings
ot -oine distinguished theological establishment The
chapters, abbeys, universities, etc., in which such foun-

dations existed, or which were possess* d ol the right of

collatii r presentation, granted these stipends, after

examination of the testii ties with which the compet-
itors accompanied their request, to the candidate who
seemed to he the most worthy of such a favor, unless

the deed of the foundation limited their choice to the

individuals belonging to certain families. Sometimes
the pnestimonia were -ranted to ordained priests, a-.

for instance, in cathedral and collegiate churches to

young ecclesiastics without prebend, hut who. in the

expectation of benefices to come, served in the choir and

in other ecclesiastical ministries: in this case the pra-

tstimonia were sometimes considered as real benefices,

anil, like these, connected with determined functions.

The question ventilated in more recent times, whether
these pnestimonia were rightly considered as prebends,

ca l> in this latter case he answered in the affirm-

ative, a- no private foundation can he lawfully consid-

ered as a hen, tec In leie it has keen admitted hy the

competent clerical authorities in titulum beneficiu Al-
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lowances to ecclesiastics given otherwise than as benefi-

cial revenue for ecclesiastical duties, or to laymen even

for ecclesiastical services, are no prebends in the canonic

meaning of the word.

Praeto'rium is the rendering in Mark xv, 16 of the

(reek notation Upainopiov of the Latin word prce-

torium, which properly meant the tent of the Roman

general in the field, and hence the house of the Roman
governor in his province (see Livy, xxviii, 27; xlv, 7;

Valer. Max. i, G, 4; Cicero, Verr. ii, 4, 28; ii, 5, 12, 35;

comp. Walter, Gesch. d. Rum. Rechis, i, 340). In Matt,

xxvii, 27 the common version renders the same word

common hall; in Phil, i, 13, palace; in John xviii, 28,

hall ofjudgment; and elsewhere, once in the same verse

in John, in v, 33, in xix, 0, and Acts xxiii, 35,jujlgment-

hall. Ir. is plainly one of the many Latin words to be

found in the New Testament [see Latinisms], being

the word prcetorium in a Greek dress, a derivative from

prator ; which latter, from prceeo, " to go before," was

originally applied by the Romans to a military officer

—

the general. But because the Romans subdued many
countries and reduced them to provinces, and governed

them afterwards, at first by the generals who subdued

them, or by some other military commanders, the word

prvetor came ultimately to be used for any civil governor

of a province, whether he had been engaged in war or

not ; and who acted in the capacity of chief-justice, hav-

ing a council associated with him ( Acts xxv, 12). Ac-

cordingly the word prcetorium, also, which originally

signified the general's tent in a camp, came at length to

be applied to the residence of the civil governor in prov-

inces and cities (Cicero, Verr. ii ; v, 12) ; and being prop-

erly an adjective, as is also its Greek representative, it

was used to signify whatever appertained to the praetor

or governor ; for instance, his residence, either the whole

or any part of it, as his dwelling-house, or the place

where he administered justice, or even the large enclosed

court at the entrance to the praetorian residence (By-

naeus, Be. Morte Jesu Christi [Amsterd. 169G], ii, 407).

There dwelt not only the commandant and his family

(Josephus, Ant. xx, 10, 1), but a division of the troops

occupied barracks there, and the prisoners who awaited

hearing and judgment from the chief were there de-

tained (Acts xxiii, 35). The pnetorium in the capital

of a province was usually a large palace ; and we see by
Josephus (War, ii, 14, 8; comp. xv, 5; Philo, Opp. ii,

591) that the procurators of Judaea, when in Jerusalem,

occupied Herod's palace as a praetorium, just as in Caesarea

a former royal residence served the same purpose. Yet
the rendering of the Latin prcetorium in general by the

word palace (by Schleusner and Wahl) is wrong. The
places in Suetonius misquoted refer only to the imperial

palaces out of Rome. Verres as pneses or prretor of Sicily

resided in the domus prcetoria. which belonged to king
Hiero (Cicero, Verr. ii, 5; xii, 31). See Jerusalem.

1. As to the passages in the Gospels referred to above,

tradition distinguishes the judgment- hall of Pilate,

which is pointed out in the lower city (Korte, Reisen,

p. 75 ; Troilo, p. 234 sq.), from the palace of king Herod ;

and others have believed (as Rosenmiiller, Alterth. II. ii.

228) that the procurator took up his quarters in Jerusa-

lem in the tower of Antonia, and sat in judgment there.

The tradition has no weight; yet on general grounds
we may believe, since the palace of Herod stood vacant
and was roomy and suitable, that the procurators usual-

ly resided there, surrounded by a body-guard, while the

troops with their officers occupied the tower of Antonia
(comp. Faber, A rchceologg, i, 321 sq.). A description of

that marble palace of Herod, which joined the north
wall of the upper city, and was so large and well forti-

fied, is given by Josephus ( War, v, 4, 4 ; comp. A nt. xv,

9, 3 ). The Roman procurators, whose ordinary residence
was at Caesarea (Acts xxiii, 23, etc.; xxv. 1, etc.), took
up their residence in this palace when they visited Je-
rusalem, their tribunal being erected in the open court
or area before it. Thus Josephus states that Florus
took up his quarters at the palace (iv toTc fiaotXtior:

uuXi'^tTai) ; and on the next day he had his tribunal

set up before it, and sat upon it
(
War, ii, 14, 8). Philo

expressly says that the palace, which had hitherto been

Herod's, was now called rf)V o'iKiai> tHiv imrpoTnov,
" the house of the praetors" (Legat. ad Caium [ed. Franc],

p. 1033). It was situated on the western or more elevated

hill of Jerusalem, overlooking the Temple (Josephus,

A nt. xx, 8, 1 1), and was connected with a system of forti-

fications the aggregate of which constituted the izap-

f/i/3o\j7, or fortified barrack. It was the dominant po7

sition on the western hill, and—at any rate on one side,

probably the eastern—was mounted by a flight of steps,

the same from which Paul made his speech in Hebrew
to the angry crowd of Jews (Acts xxii, 1 sq.). From
the level below the barrack a terrace led eastward to a

gate opening into the western side of the cloister sur-

rounding the Temple, the road being carried across the

valley of the Tyropceon (separating the western from

the Temple hill) on a causeway built up of enormous

stone blocks. At the angle of the Temple cloister just

above this entrance, i. e. the northwest corner [see Tem-
ple], stood the old citadel of the Temple hill, the /3aptc,

or Byrsa, which Herod rebuilt and called by the name
Antonia, after his friend and patron the triumvir. After

the Roman power was established in Judaea, a Roman
guard was always maintained in the Antonia, the com-
mander of which for the time being seems to be the offi-

cial termed GTpartjyue. tov iepov in the Gospels and

Acts. The guard in the Antonia was probably relieved

regularly from the cohort quartered in the 7ropeju/JoX/;,

and hence the plural form (jrpariiyoi is sometimes used,

the officers, like the privates, being changed every

watch; although it is very conceivable that a certain

number of them should have been selected for the ser-

vice from possessing a superior knowledge of the Jewish

customs or skill in the Hebrew language. Besides the

cohort of regular legionaries there was probably an

equal number of local troops, who when on service

acted as the "supports" (ot£«)Xa/3o(, coverers of the

lit/lit flank, Acts xxiii, 23) of the former, and there were

also a few squadrons of cavalry ; although itseems likely

that both these and the local troops had separate bar-

racks at Jerusalem, and that the TtaomfioXii, or praeto-

rian camp, was appropriated to the Roman cohort. The
ordinary police of the Temple and the city seems to

have been in the hands of the Jewish officials, whose

attendants (inrijptTctt) were provided with dirks and

clubs, but without the regular armor and the discipline

of the legionaries. When the latter were required to

assist the gendarmerie, either from the apprehension of

serious tumult, or because the service was one of great

importance, the Jews would apply to the officer in com-

mand at the Antonia, who would act so far under their

orders as the commmander of a detachment in a manu-
facturing town does under the orders of the civil mag-
istrate at the time of a riot (Acts iv, 1; v, 24). But
the power of life and death, or of regular scourging,

rested only with the praetor, or the person representing

him and commissioned by him. This power, and that

which would always go with it—the right to press what-

ever men or things were required by the public exigencies

—appears to be denoted by the term i^ovuiri, a term per-

haps the translation of the Latin imperium, and certain-

ly its equivalent. It was inherent in the praetor or

his representatives—hence themselves popularly called

i£ovoiai, or k^ovoiai vTzipTtpai (Rom. xiii, 1, 3)—and

would be communicated to all military officers in com-

mand of detached posts, such as the centurion at Ca-

pernaum, who describes himself as possessing summary
powers of this kind because he was v~ ' tZovaiq.—cov-

ered by the privilege of the imperium (Matt, viii, 9).

The forced purveyances (v, 40), the requisitions for

baggage animals (v, 41), the summary punishments

following transgression of orders (v, 39) incident to

a military occupation of the country, of course

must have been a perpetual source of irritation to the

peasantry along the lines of the military roads, even
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when the despotic authority of the Roman officers

might be exercised ^^ 1 1 1 1 moderation. Rut Buch a Btate

<it things also afforded constant opportunities to an un-

principled Boldiei i" extort money under the pretence

of a loan, as the price of exemption from pers

vici- which be was competent to insist upon, <>r as a

bribe to bu) off the prosecution of Bome vexatious

charge before a military tribunal I
Man. v. 42; Luke iii.

\i:mn.

Iii. lations "I' the military t<> the civil authorities

in Jerusalem come out verj clearly from the lii^t < >r\- of

ifixion. When .hi. las first makes Iii- proposi-

tion i" betray Jesus to the chief-priests, a i onfereuce is

held between them and the trrparqyoi as to the mode of

effecting the objeel I Luke xxii. I). The plan involved

the ass( mblage oi a large number of the Jews by night,

and Roman jealousy forbade Buch a i lung, < iccepl under

the Burveillance of a military officer. An arrangement

was accordingly made for a military force, which would

naturally be drawn from the Antonia. At the appointed

hour Judas comes and takes with him "the troops"

(calli 'l rip' avelpav, although of course only a detach-

i i from i be cohort I, together with a number of police

{virqpirac) under the orders of the high-priests and

Pharisees (John xviii, 3). When the apprehension of

Jesus takes place, however, there is scarcely any refer-

ence to the presence of the military. Matthew and
Mark altogether ignore their taking any psM in the

proceeding. From Luke's account one isled to suppose

that tlif military commander posted his men outside

the garden, and entered himself with the Jewish author-

ities (xxii, 52). This i- exactly what might be ex-

pected under the circumstances. It was the business of

the Jewish authorities t<> apprehend a Jewish offender,

and of the Roman officer to take care that the proceed-

ing led to no breach of the public peace. Hut when
apprehended, the Roman officer became responsible foT

the custody of the offender, and accordingly he would at

once chain him by the wrists to two soldiers ( Acts \\i.

88) and rarry him off. Here John accordingly gave
another glimpse of the presence of the military :

•• the

troops then, andtfo chiliarch and the officers of the Jews,

apprehended Jesus, and put him in bonds, and led him
away, iir>t of all to Annas" (xviii, 12). The insults

which Luke mentions
I
xxii. 63 i are apparently the bar-

barous sport of the ruffianly soldiers and police while

waiting with their prisoner for the assembling of the

Sanhedrim in the hall ofCaiaphas; but the blows in-

flicted are those with the vine-stick, which the een-

turions carried, and with which they struck the soldiers

cm the head and Tare (Juvenal, Sat, \iii. 247), not a

flagellation by the hands of lictors. When Jesus was
condemned by the Sanhedrim, and accordingly sent to

Pilate, the Jewish officials certainly expected that no

inquiry would be made into the merits of the case, but

that Jesus would be simply recen ed as a com ict on the

authority of bis own countrymen's tribunal, thrown into

a dungeon, and on the first convenient opportunity exe-

cuted. The} are obvioush Burprised at the question,

'•What accusation bring ye against this man?" and at

the apparition of the governor himself outside the pre-

eincl of the prsBtorium. The cheapness in wbieh he

had held the life of the native population <>n a former

occasion i Luke xiii. I > must have led them to •

totally different course from him. His scrupulousness,

moat extraordinary in any Roman, Btands in Btriking

contrast with the recklessness of the commander who
I at once t" put St. Paul CO torture, simply to

ascertain why it was that so violent an attack "a- made
mi him by the crowd

I Acts xxii, 24 I. \ . t this latter is

undoubtedly a typical specimen ol the feelingwhich pre-

vail) ! among the conquerors oi Judroa in n •

the conquered. The order for the execution ofa native

criminal would in ninety-nine instances out "t a hun-

dred lia\ e been regard) .1 by a Roman magnate as a -im-

ply ministerial act one which indeed only h<' was com-
petent to perform, but of which the performance was

unworthy of a second thought [I is probable that the

hesitation ofPilatewasdue rather to a superstitious fear
nt his wife's dream than to a sense ofjustice or a feeling

of humanity towards an individual of a despised race;

at any rate, such an explanation is more in accordance

with what we know of the feeling prevalent among his

class in that age. Winn at last Pilate's effort to save
.ii -ii- was defeated by the determination of the Jews to

claim Barabbas, and be had testified, by washing his

hands in the presence ol the people, that he did not

consent to the judgment passed on the prisoner by the

Sanhedrim, but must 1"' regard) d as p< rforroing a mere-

ly ministerial act, be proct eded at once to the formal im-

position of the appropriate penalty. His lictors took Je-

sus and inflicted the punishmi nl ofscourging upon him
in the presence of all (Matt, xxvii, 26). This, in the

Roman idea, was the necessary preliminary to capital

punishment, and bad Jesus not been an alien his head

would have been struck off by the lictors immediately

afterwards, But crucifixion being the customary pun-

ishment in that case, a different course becomes neces-

sary. The execution must take place by the bands of

the military, and Jesus is handed over from the lictors

to these. They take him into the pnetorium, and mus-
ter tki whoh rnh"ii not iiunh that portion which is

on duty at the time (Matt xxvii. 27; Mark xv. li'O.

While a centurion's guard is told off for the purpose

of executing .Ions and the two criminals, the rest of

the soldiers divert themselves by mocking the reputed

king of the Jews (Matt xxvii, 28 30; Mark xv. 17 19;

John xix. _'. :;>. Pilate, who in the meantime
I

in, being probably a witness of tbe pitiable spectacle.

His wife's dream still haunts him. and although he has

already delivered Jesus over to execution, and what is

taking place i< merely the ordinary course, he i

again to the people to protest that h is passive in the

matter, and that they must take the prisoner, there be-

fore their eyes in the garb of mockery, and crucify him
(John xix, 1 6). < >n their reply that Jesus had as-

serted himself to be the Son of Cod. Pilate's fears are

Still more roused, and at last he i- .nily induced in g 1

with the ^/(////'(///execution, for which lie is himself re-

sponsible, by the threat of a charge of treason against

CiESar in the event of his not doing so 1. 1, din xix. 7 13).

Silting, then, solemnly on the bema, and producing

Jesus, who in the meantime lias had his own clothes

put upon him. he formally delivers him up to he cruci-

fied in such a manner as to make it appear that lie is

acting solely in the discharge of his duty to the emperor
i.l. dm xix. 13 16). The centurion's guard now proceed

with the prisoners to Golgotha, Jesus bimscll carrying
the cross-piece of wood t.. which his hands were to he

nailed. Weak from loss of bl 1. the result of the

scourging, he is unable to proceed; hut jus! as they are

leaving the gate they meet Simon the ( \ reman, and at

..nee use the military right of pressing

him for the public service. Arrived at the .-pot. four

soldier- are told oil' for the business of the ex( cuiioiier,

the remainder keeping the ground. Two would he re-

quired to hold the hands, and a third the feet, v bile the
fourth drove in the nail-. Hence the distribution of the

garments intofour parts. The centurion in command,
the principal Jewish officials and tlnir acquaintances
i hence probably John

[
John xviii. 15 i, and the ni an -t

relatives of Jesus ixix. 26, 27), might naturally be ad-
mitted within the cordon a square of perhaps one

hundred yards. The people would he kept outside of

this, hut the distance would not be too great to read the

title, "Jesus the Nazan ne, the Kin-, of the Jews," or at.

any rate t.> gather its general meaning, The whole

acquaintance of Jesus, and the women who had followed

him from Galilee too much afflicted to mix with the

croud in the immediate vicinity, and too numerous to

obtain admission inside the cordon—looked on from a

distance (djro ftatcpoSev). 'the \e—d containing vin-

egar i. h dm xix. 29) was set within 'he crdon for the

benefit of the Boldiers, whose duty it was to remain tin-
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dor arms (Matt, xxvii, 36) until the death of the prison-

ers, the centurion in command being responsible for

their not being taken down alive. Had the Jews not

been anxious for the removal of the bodies, in order not

to shock the eyes of the people coming in from the

country on the following day, the troops would have

been relieved at the end of their watch, and their place

supplied by others until death took place. The jealousy

with which any interference with the regular course of

a military execution was regarded appears from the ap-

plication of the Jews to Pilate—not to the centurion

—

to have the prisoners despatched by breaking their legs.

For the performance of this duty other soldiers were de-

tailed (John xix, 32), not merely permission given

to the Jews to have the operation performed. Even
for the watching of the sepulchre recourse is had to

Pilate, who bids the applicants "take a guard" (Matt.

xxvii, 65), which they do, and put a seal on the stone

in the presence of the soldiers, in a way exactly analo-

gous to that practiced in the custody of the sacred robes

of the high-priest in the Antonia (Josephus, Ant. xv, 11,

4). See Crucifixion.

2. The prsetorium in Rome, mentioned in Phil, i, 13.

where Paul lay imprisoned, has occasioned much dis-

cussion among the interpreters, and formed the theme
of a learned dispute between Jac. Perizonius and Ulrich

Huber (see Perizonii Cum U. Hubero Disquisitio de Prce-

torio [Lugd. Bat. 1696]). It was not the imperial pal-

ace (r) olicia Kaiaapoc,, Phil, iv, 22), for this was never

called pra>torittm in Kome; nor was it the judgment-
hall, for no such building stood in Kome, and the name
pratoria was not until much later applied to the courts

of justice (see Perizonius, /. c. p. 63 sq.). It was probably

(as Camerarius perceived) the quarters of the imperial

body-guard, the praetorian cohort, which had been built

for it by Tiberius, under the advice of Sejanus (Sueton.

Tib. 37). Before that time the guards were billeted in

different parts of the city. It stood outside the walls,

at some distance short of the fourth milestone, and so

near either to the Salarian or the Nomentane road that

Nero, in his flight by one or the other of them to the

house of his freedman Phaon, which was situated be-

tween the two, heard the cheers of the soldiers within

for Galba. In the time of Vespasian the houses seem
to have extended so far as to reach it (Tacitus, Annul.

iv, 2; Sueton. Ner. 48; Pliny, H. N. iii, 5). From the

first, buildings must have sprung up near it for sutlers

and others. An opinion well deserving consideration

has been advocated by Wieseler, and by Conybeare and
Howson {Life of St. Paul, ch. xxvi), to the effect that

the praetorium here mentioned was the quarter of that

detachment of the Praetorian Guards which was in im-

mediate attendance upon the emperor, and had barracks

in Mount Palatine. Thither, wherever the place was,

Paul was brought as a prisoner of the emperor, and de-

livered to the pra?fect of the guard, according to the

custom (Acts xxviii, 16; see Pliny, Ep. x, 65; Philostr.

Soph. ii. 32), as the younger Agrippa was once impris-

oned by this officer at the express command of the em-
peror Tiberius (Josephus, Ant. xviii, 6, 6). This office

was then tilled by Burrhus Afranius (Tacitus. Anna/.

xii, 42; see Anger, Temp. Act. Ap. p. 100 sq.). Paul

appears to have been permitted for the space of two
years to lodge, so to speak, " within the rules" of the

pranorium (Acts xxviii, 30), although still under the

custody of a soldier. See Olshausen, Topogr. des alten

Jerusalem, § iii, p. 9 ; Perizonius, Be Oriyine et Signi-

ficatione et Usu Vocum Prcetoris et Prcetorii (Frank.

1690); Shorzius, Be Pratorio Pilati in Exereit. Phil.

(Hag. Com. 1774); Zorn, Opuscula Sacra, ii, 699.—
Winer; Kitto; Smith. See Paul.

Pragaladen, a particular and holy worshipper of

the Hindu god Vishnu, who was for a long time tortured

by the demon Tronya, until Vishnu, in his fourth incar-

nation, as man-lion, killed the giant. See Vishnu.

Pragmatic Sanction was a general term (from

irpayna, business) for all important ordinances of Church
or State—those perhaps more properly which were en-

acted in public assemblies with the counsel of eminent
jurisconsults or pragniatici. The term originated in

the Byzantine empire, and signified there a public and
solemn decree by a prince, as distinguished from the

simple rescript which was a declaration of law in answer
to a question propounded by an individual. But the

most familiar application of the term is to the impor-
tant articles decided on by the great assembly held-at

Bourges (q. v.) in 1438, convoked and presided over by
Charles VII. These articles have been regarded as the

great bulwark of the French Church against the usurpa-

tion of Kome. King Louis IX had drawn up a prag-

matic sanction in 1268 against the encroachments of the

Church and court of Kome. It related chiefly to the
right of the Gallican Church with reference to the se-

lections of bishops and clergy. But the great articles

of 1438 entirely superseded those of Louis IX ; for though
they reasserted the rights and privileges claimed by the

Gallican Church under that monarch, the articles were
chiefly founded on the decrees of the Council of Basic.

Some of them relate to the periodical assembling and su-

perior authority of general councils; some to the cele-

bration of divine offices and other matters not connected

with papal prorogation; but of the rest it has been truly

said that the abuses of the papal prorogation against

which they were directed were chiefly connected with
its avarice. This was the most unpopular of the vices of

the holy see, and was at the bottom of more than hall' the

grievances which alienated its children from it. Pope
l'ius II succeeded in obtaining the abrogation of this

sanction for a time; but the Parliament of Paris refused

to sanction the ignominious conduct of Louis XI in set-

ting it aside, and he was compelled to restore it to its

original influential position. Accordingly the prag-

matic sanction continued in force till Francis Fs con-

cordat in 1516 supplanted it. Although by the con-

cordat privileges were given and received on both sides,

yet the real advantages were on the side of Kome, which
advantages it has ever since been her constant aim to

improve. See Jervis, Hist. Ch. <;/' France, i, 23 sq.

;

Hist, ofPopery, p. 202 ; Gieseler, Eccles. Hist, (see Index
to vol. iii) ; Fisher, Hist, of the kef. p. 48, 49; Mosheim,
Eccles. Hist. vol. iii; Milman, Hist. Latin Christianity

(see Index to vol. viii); Hardwick, Hist, of the Church
in the Middle Ages, p. 272, 358, 362; id. Ref. p. 7, 353;
Waddington, Eccles. Hist. p. 576 ; Ranke. Hist, of the

Papacy, i, 28 sq.; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii, 48, 180J 189,

191; Ebrard, Bogmengesch. iv, 206; Brit. Quar. Rep,

April, 1873, p. 273.

Prague, Council of (Concilium Pragense), an im-

portant ecclesiastical gathering, was convened by arch-

bishop Ernest of Prague in 1346, and passed among
other regulations one relating to the proper observance

of the Christian faith, the abuses arising from the use of

rescripts from Home, the impropriety of allowing strange

priests to assist at communions without letters from

their own bishop, the rights of Roman delegates upon
subjects of interdicts, and the private life and morals

of the clergy. (See Mansi, Condi, iii, col. 543 sq. ; He-
It Je, Conciliengesch. vol. vi.) How little these efforts

for the purifying of the Church and strengthening of

the Christian cause availed is but too well known to the

historical student of the Hussite movement which fol-

lowed in the next century and finally brought about

many strong reforms in Bohemia, besides preparing the

way for the great Reformation. See Hussites.

Praise, an acknowledgment made of the excellency

or perfection of any person or action, with a commenda-
tion of the same. "The desire of praise," says an ele-

gant writer, "is generally connected with all the finer

sensibilities of human nature. It affords a ground on
which exhortation, counsel, and reproof can work a prop-

er effect. To be entirely destitute of this passion ber

tokens an ignoble mind on which no moral impression
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is easily made, for where there is no desire of praise

there will also be no rense of reproach; bul while it is

admitted to be a natural and in many respects a use-

ful principle of action, we are to observe thai il i- en-

titled i" no more than our ~cc.iini.iry regard. It has its

boundary set, by transgressing which it i> at once trans-

formed from an innocent into a most dangerous passion.

When, passing its natural line, it becomes the ruling

spring of conduct; when the regard which we pay to

the opinions .if men encroaches on thai reverence which

we owe t" the voice ofconscience and the sense "I duty.

the love of praise, having then gone out of its proper

istead of improving, corrupts, and instead of

elevating, debases our nature" See Young, Lovt of
i

I '.lair. Sermons, voL ii. ser. 6; Jortin, Diss. No.

1 passim; Wilberforce, Pract, View, ch. i\.;j '.; Smith,

Theory of Moral Sent. i. 233; Fitzosborne, Letters, No.

is. Buck, Theol Did.

Praise of God is a reverent acknowledgment of

the
i

i rfections, « orks, and benefits of God, and of the

i Bowing from them to mankind, usually ex-

pressed in hymns of gratitude and thanksgiving, and

especially in the rcccpti.ni of the Holy Eucharist, that

".sacrifice of praise'' and sublimest token of our joy,

and which lias received the name {tvyapiaria) because

it is the highest instance of thanksgiving in which

Christians can he engaged. Praise and thanksgiving

arc generally considered as synonym s, yet s e dis-

tinguish them tints: "Praise properly terminates in God,

on account of his natural excellences and perfections,

and is that act of devotion by which we confess and ad-

mire Ids several attributes; but thanksgiving is a more

contracted duty, anil imports only a grateful sense and

acknowledgment of past mercies. We praise God for all

his glorious acts of every kind that regard cither us or

other nun— for liis very vengeance, and those judg-

ments which lie sometimes sends abroad in the earth:

but we thank him, properly speaking, for the instances

of his goodness alone, and for such only of these as we
ourselves arc some way concerned in."'— Buck, Theol.

/ili/. See Atterbury, Sermon on Psalm 1, 14; Saurin,

. voL i. ser. 14; Tillotson, Sermons, ser. 146

(conclusion). See I h inksgiving.

Praise-meeting, a meeting recently inaugurated

in this country, ii r-t in New England, tor a service of

song by the congregation. The i.e. .pie gather, and. un-

der the lead of some compcici't precentor, unite in a ser-

vice which i- wholly, or almost wholly, musical, and in

which all participate.

Pra Mogla is. in the mythology of the Siamese, a

celebrated disciple of Sommonacodom, then- great samt

and protector. His statue, which represents two bodies.

is often found beside t he slat uc of his master. I le was

bo compassionate and benevolent thai he attempted t.>

extinguish the tire ..i hell by turning the earth upside

down, and gathering in his hand all burning things he

found: but the fire destined to punish the lost for their

Bins was -.. violent that ii burned t.. ashes everything

that was near, and dried up rivers and seas. In bis

distress Pra Mogla recurred to his master himself. 1 hi

samt .-nil. I easily have fulfilled hiswishes, but lie feared

lest mankind, free from thai salutary tenor, should fall

into greater depravity, and i he fire was suffered to keep

burning. The wisdom of the god was admired, bul the

fc ,,i the disciple was memorialized by numberless

images and statues.

Pran i-. in Mm. hi mythology, the breath, the vital

principle, which dwells in ever} man. and has its scat

in the heart; it is the divine principle of motion thai

everywhere hie ami activity, through which
alone i he whole nature can Subsist, and which manifests

ils.ll iii the animal world by the act ..f breathing.

Pran Nathis, a seel among the Hindus which was

originated by Pran Nath. who, being versed in Moham-
medan as well as Hindu learning, endeavored to recon-

cile the two religions. With this view he composed a

work called The Mahitdriyal, in which texts from the

Koran and the Vedas are brought together, and shown
not t.. be i ssentially different from each other. Bundel-
kimd is the chief scat of the Beet, and in l'unna they

have a building in one apartment of which, on a table

covered with gold doth, lies the volume of the founder.

"As a tesl ..I the disciple's consent," says Prof.H.H.
Wilson, •• to the real identity ol th< i sa nee of the Hindu
and Mohammedan creed-, t be ceremony of the initiation

-i-t- of eating in the society of members of both

communions: with this exception, and the admission of

the general principle, it docs not appear that the two

classes confound their civil or even religious distinc-

tion- : they continue I., of-, rve the praotio. 9 and ritual

of their forefathers, whether Mussulman or Hindu, and

the union, beyond thai of community or thai ol eating,

is no more than any rational individual of either Bed is

fully prepared i..r. .. r the admission that the God ofboth

and of all religions is one and the same."

Pranzimas, a name f.r destiny among the Lithu-

anians, which, according t.« immutable laws, directs

the gods, nature, and men. and whose power know- no

limit.

Pra Rasi are. in themj thologyof the Siamese, her-

mits who live in complete seclusion, and. bj many years

of a contemplative existence, have acquired a knowl-

edge of the most recondite mysteries of nature. Those
mysteries are described on the wall which encircles the

world, and thence the l'ra Rasi gathered their knowl-

edge. Thus they possess the secret of flying, of assum-

ing any form at their pleasure, of making precious met-

als, etc. As they know also the means of giving their

body indefinite duration, they could enjoy eternal lite:

yet every thousand years they make a voluntary sacri-

fice of their life by burning themselves on a heap of

wood, with the exception of one, who awakens the saints

again to renewed life. There are religious writings

which indicate the means of getting to these hermits,

but it is said to be a very dangerous enterprise. See

Vollmer, Mi/l/ioln//isc/n_s Worterbuch, s. v.

Pratensis, Felix, is noted as the famous editor of

the editio princeps of Bomberg's Rabbinic Bible. Little

is known of his personal history beyond that he was

bom a dew. was corrector of the press in Bomberg's fa-

mous printing-office, embraced Christianity in Rome in

1513, was created mauister theologus in 1523, and that

he died in 1539. The Rabbinic Bible, which immortal-

ized him, was published in four parts (Venice, 1516 17)

four years after bis embracing Christianity; and, he-

si. Its the Hebrew text, contains as follows: 1. In The
/'. ntah ii' ii. the i haldi e paraphrase of < inkelos and the

commentaries of Rashi. •_'. The Prophets, the Chaldee

paraphrase and the commentaries of Kirachi. ".. The

Hagiographa, the< !haldee paraphrase and Kimchi's com-
mentary on Tin Psalms, the Chaldee paraphrase and

Ibn-Jachja's commentary on Provei-bs, the Chaldee par-

aphrase and Xachnianide.-'s and Earissol's commentaries
on ./.,//.• the reputed I ibaldee paraphrases of Joseph the

Blind and Rasbi's commentary on 'Tin Tin Megilloth;

Levi ben-Gershom's commentary (.u Daniel; Rashi's and

Simon Darshan's . """""ITi ~Z
I
commentary on Ezra,

Nehemiah, and Chronicles, the latter consistii

cerpts from the Jalkul Shtmoni. See Cara; Minnash.
i to the volume are the Targum Jentsall in on

the Pentateuch, the Second Targum on Esther, the va-

riations l.etwei n Ben- \-h. r and Ben-Naphteli, the dif-

ferences between the Eastern and Western Codd., Aaron

b.-Asher'a Dissertation on the Accents. Maimonides's

thirteen articles ol faith see Maimonides], the -i\

hundred and thirl., n precepts [see PbECBPTS], a I a-

ble of the Parshoth and Haphtaroth, both according

to the spani-h and German ritual. Considering that

this wa- the first effort to give some of the Masoretic

apparatus, ii is no wonder thai the work i- imperfect,

and that it contains many blunders. Pratensis also
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published a Latin translation of the Psalms, with anno-

tations, first printed at Venice in 1515, then at Hazenauin

1522, and at Basle in 1526. See Wolf, Bibliotheca ffebrai-

ca, ii, 363 ; iii, 935 sq. ; Masch's ed. of Le Long's Biblio-

theca Sacra, i, 96 sq. ; Steinschneider, Catalogus Libr.

Ilebi: in Bibliotheca Bodleiana, col. b. 2111 sq.—Kitto,

Cyclopaedia, s. v.

Pratilli, Francesco-Maria, an Italian ecclesiastic,

noted especially as an antiquarian, was born November,

1689, at Capua. He received holy orders, and was at

once provided with a canonry at the Cathedral of Capua.

He died at Naples Nov. 29, 1763. Among his archa?o-

logical works we mention, Delia Via Appia riconosciuta

e descritta da Roma a Brindisi (Naples, 1745, 4to) ; this

work is ornamented with plans and maps, and is fidl of

varied erudition :

—

Di una Moneta singolare del Tiranno

Giovanni (ibid. 1748, 8vo) ; explanation of a medal, the

only one of its kind, of a usurper who was proclaimed

emperor in 423 -.—Delia Orirjine della Metropolis < cell si-

astica di Capoa (ibid. 1758, 4to). Pratilli published an

edition, enriched with unpublished documents, disserta-

tions, and a life of the author, of the Tlistoria Principum

Longobardorum of C. Pellegrini (ibid. 1719-54, 5 vols.

4to). He left in manuscript a History of the Norman
Princes, in 6 vols. See Nomi illustri del Regno di JVa-

2>oli, vol. ix.—Hocfer, Xoiu: Biog. Generate, s. v.

Pratorius, Abdias, a German theologian of some
renown, was born in 1524 in the Brandenburg territory.

He was master of many languages, and especially noted

as a Greek scholar. He was at first rector of a school at

Magdeburg, lived then at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, was
called in 1560 to the electoral court of Brandenburg,

and dieil in 1573 as professor of philosophy at Witten-

berg. He attacked the Lutheran distinction between

law and Gospel, and the definition of the latter as an

unconditional message of grace. The most distin-

guished of his adversaries was Andrew Musculus, one of

the authors of The Formula of Concord.

Pratorius, Stephen, a German minister, flour-

ished at Salzwedel towards the close of the 16th cen-

tury. He was involved in various disputes in conse-

quence of some doctrines professed or approved by Lu-

ther, or which seemed to him logical conclusions to be

drawn from Luther's theory of justification. He as-

serted that between righteousness and beatitude there

was no difference; that every man who received bap-

tism and believed in Christ was saved, and could dis-

pense with seeking the means to be saved; that the

law was useless; that faith and justification obtained by
it could be darkened and benumbed by sin, but never

lost. John Arnd, the Fe'nelon of the Lutheran Church,

published a collection of the writings of Pratorius, and
Martin Statins (1655), minister at Dantsic, edited ex-

tracts from them under the title Geislliche Schatzkam-
mer der Gldubigen.

Pratt, Albert L , a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was born at Wilmington, Yt., in 1828,

and was converted and joined the Methodist Episcopal

Church in 1851. He was licensed as a local preacher in

1853. In 1855 he was received into what was then the

Oneida but is now the Central N. Y. Conference, and
was stationed successively at LTnion Yillage, Bellows

Falls, Brattleborough, Guilford, Woodstock, Bradford,

Rochester, Windsor, and Colchester, where he finished

his earthly work. Though constitutionally frail, his

pastoral labors were prosecuted with great diligence un-

til near his death, which occurred July 17, 1870, at Col-

chester, Yt. He was a good man, and succeeded well

in the cause of his Master.

Pratt, Almon Bradley, a Congregational min-
ister, was born in North Cornwall, Conn., June 3, 1812,

received his preparatory training at South Cornwall,

Conn., and then entered Yale College. He was not.

however, able to complete his collegiate studies, as his

health failed him. From 1839 to 1841 he was at the

Union Theological Seminary in New York City. April

13, 1852, he was ordained as evangelist at Genesee,

Mich., and acted in that place as pastor until 1865, when
he removed to Flint, Mich. In 1868 he was called again

to the work, and accepted the pastorate at Berea, Ohio.

In 1873 he was made acting pastor at Camp Creek, Ne-

braska, and there he died, Dec. 28, 1875. See The Con-

grey. Quar. July, 1876, p. 432.

Pratt, Enoch, a Congregational minister of some
note, was born at Middleborough, Mass., in 1781, and

was educated at Brown University, where he graduated

in 1803. He taught for a while and studied theology,

ami was finally ordained to the work of the holy minis-

try Oct. 28, 1807, as pastor of the Congregational Church
at West Barnstable, Mass., and held this position until

L837. He never took another pastorate, but preached

and wrote occasionally. He devoted himself principally

to secular historical studies, especially local subjects,

and published in 1844 a Comprehensive History, Eccle-

siastical and Civil, of Eastham, Wellfleet, and Orleans,

Massachusetts (Yarmouth, 8vo). He died at Brewster

Feb. 2, 1860.

Pratt, James C, an Irish Wesleyan minister of

some note, was born in Queens County, Ireland, in 1780.

His parents were respectable members of the Church

of England. In his twenty-first year he was converted.

and joined the Wesleyans. He was licensed to preach

in 1804, and four years later was accepted by the Con-

ference as a travelling preacher and appointed to the

Ballinamallard Circuit, in 1809 to Lisburn, in 1810 to

Carrickfergus, and in 1811 to the city of Armagh, etc.

He continued to travel regularly as a preacher, with
(i zeal, acceptance, and usefulness," until 1842, when he

took a supernumerary relation and settled in Enuiskil-

len, where he had been twice before stationed. In 1846

he removed to Wexford; but as several of his children

had settled in New York, he decided to come to this

country, and obtained full permission from his Confer-

ence, held in Dublin in 1848, to emigrate. He came

here in the fall of that year, and for nearly twenty-two

years resided in different places in this country, adorn-

ing by his holy life the religion of his Saviour that be

loved so well to preach. He died at Jersey City March

11,1875.

Pratt, Job, a minister of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, was born about 1790, and was admitted in 1814

a member of the New England Annual Conference. At
the organization of the Maine Conference he joined that

body, and remained a member of it till his death, which

occurred at Kumford Feb. 22, 1833. Mr. Pratt was a

generallv acceptable preacher.

—

Minutes "/Conferences,

ii, 216.
"

Pratt, John Bennett, LL.D.. a Scottish Episco-

pal clergyman, antiquarian, and author, was born in the

parish of New Deer in 1791. He took the degree of

M.A. at Aberdeen, and, after his ordination as deacon

in 1821, was sent to Stuartfield, where he served with

acceptance four years, and was then chosen as pastor of

St. James's Church, Cruden. There he became widely

known for his theological learning, literary accomplish-

ments, and professional zeal, and received from bishop

Skinner the appointment of examining chaplain. He
died at Cruden, Aberdeenshire, March 20, 1869. He
was the author of several volumes, among which are,

Old Paths— Where is the Good Way? (Oxford, 1840) :—
Buchan,\x\i\\ illustrations (Aberdeen, 1858) :—T/u Jim-

ids (Loud. 1861) :

—

Letters • >„ the Scandinavian Churches,

their Doctrine, Worship, and Polity:—and several Ser-

mons.

Praxeans is the name of a sect of Monarchians, so

called after Praxeas, the originator of their views. The
heretical tenet that there is no distinction of persons in

the Godhead, coupled with the acknowledgment of a

divine nature in Jesus, leads logically to the conclusion

that the Father was incarnate and suffered. Hence,
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although be himself shrank from the inference, Praxeas

i- reckoned with the Patripassians. He did not form a

Bchiamatical party. Philaster Btates that the Sabellians,

called also Patripassians and Praxeans, were cast out of

the Church (Har. c. liv), bat we cannot in fir from this

that Praxeaa himself was excommunicated.

Our knowledge of Praxeaa is derived almost entirely

from Tertullian's treatise against him. Augustine, as

Philaster, names him and his followers under

the heresy of Sabellius; and, excepting from Tertullian,

we have onlj the bare mention of his name as a hen tic.

From Tertullian ii appears that he went to Rome from

Asia, and the words of Tertullian, "oeconomiara intelli-

gere nolunt etiam Graeci," appear t<> contain reference

to his nation. It is probable that he learned his heresj

from a school in Proconsular Asia which produced No-
cius (q. v.). Ii Praxeaa held his heresy while in Asia.

he can scarcely have been, as he is "Urn Baid to have

been, a Montanist, There was a connection between
the later Montanists and the Sabellians; but the earlier

Montanista were free from Sabellianism. Tertullian's

words imply no more than that Praxeas had in Asia

acquainted with the character of Montanist

pretensions and doctrine. Sec Montanism. In Asia

Praxeas had Buffered imprisonment ("de jactati

mart] rii iuflatus, ob solum et simplex et breve carceris

tsediura," is the polemical notice of it), and with the

credit attaching to a confessor he preached his false

doctrine at Rome. Whether the doctrine met with re-

sistance, toleration, or favor is not told, but that Prax-

eas's endeavors to propagate it had hut little effect we
an- entitled to infer from the silence of Bippolytus.

There i-. however, very great difference of opinion re-

garding this point : Gieseler says that. Praxeas appears
!• have been unmolested in Rome on account of his

doctrine (Compend. i. 218); Newman, that he met with

the determined resistance which honorably distinguishes

the primitive 1 torn an Church in its dealings with heresy

{Hist. ofArians, p. 130); Milman, that the indignation

of Tertullian at the rejection of his Montanist opinions

urged him t" arraign tin- pope, with what justice, to

what extent, we know not, as having embraced the Pa-

tripassian opinions of Praxeas | Hist.ofLatin Chi i.<iimi-

ity, i. 49
j

< .1. 1867 I. The two latter mention, as if in-

clined to it, Beausobre's supposition that, in the words
t » t the continuator of the /•< Pratsi .-. //<• ret., " Praxeas

quidem hseresim introduxit, quam Victorinus corrobo-

rare cnravil." we should read Victor for Yictorinus.

One would he rather inclined t.. substitute Zephyrinus.
'1 he Refutation of Heresies was called forth by this

very controversy, and Hippolytua details carefully the

tenets of Noetus. and the action of the bishop of Koine

with regard to them. Had Praxeas prepared the way
to any considerable extent for Noetus. Bome notice ol

his influence would surely have been given, whereas all

that < .-in he said is. that in the separate trad against

.Noetus the opening words will include, but without

Darning, disciples oi Praxeas joining Noetus. It iseasj

to suppose that Victor, discovering the heresy of Prax-

eas, and not wishing, for his own sake, to disgrace

upon whose information he had acted, and by wh
perhaps he had be, n influenced in the matter of the

Montanists, quietly sent Praxeas from Rome. From
Rome Praxeas went into Africa. (We take "hie quo-

que" in l'i rtullian's •• IT in i, .i \ t rant a\en;e Praxeans
hie quoque Buperseminatce," etc., to mean Carthage;
and that Tertullian speaks of hitn.-elf iii " per quem i ra-

l he date at which Praxeas arrived at

Rome, and the length of his May there, are not accu-

rately known, hut he reached Africa before Tertullian

i Montanist | Tertull. I dv. I'm . c. i I. Dif-

ferenl date-. fr ,\.l>. 199 to 205, are assigned for this

latt. r evi ut. The history of the Montanists is best un-

derstood by supposing Praxeas to have been at Rome
in Victor'.- time, and the date of Tertullian's Montanism
to have been the earlier date. In Africa Praxi

a dispute, probably with Tertullian. acknowledged his

error, and delivered to the Church a formal recantation.

But he returned again to his errors, and Tertullian, now
a Montanist, wrote hi- tract in confutation of them.

Praxeas taught that there i- only one divine Person,

that the Word and the Holy Ghost are not distinct

substance.-: arguing that an admission of distinct Per-

sonalities necessarily infers three Gods, and that the

identity of the Persons i- required to preserve the di-

vine monarchy. He applied tie- titles which in Holy

Scripture arc' descriptive of deity to the Father alone;

and urged particularly the words from tin- Old Testa-

ment, "I am God, and beside me there is no god," and
from the New Testament the expressions,"] and my
Father are one." •• He who hath s< en me hath Been the

Father," "I am in my father, and m\ Father in me."

While Tertullian unhesitatingly charges Praxeas with

holding Patripassian tenets as necessarily following

from hi- principles, Praxeas himself appears not to have

gone so far. "Ergo nee compassus est Pater Filio; sic

enim directam blasphemiam in Patrem veriti, diminui

earn hoc modo sperant, concedentes jam Patrem et 1 i-

lium duos esse; si Filius quidem patitur, Pater vero

compatitur. Stulti et in hoc. Quid est enim compati,

quam cum alio pati? l'orro. si impassibilis Pater, uti-

que et incompassibilis. Aut si compassibilis, utique

passibilis" (Tertull. Adv. Prax. c. \\i\ I.

I be course of controvi rsy brought out. in the exam-
ple of the Praxeans, the second and altered position

which Monarchians are obliged to assume when pressed

by the difficulties of their original position. It is shown,

as Tertullian remarks, that they are driven to conclu-

sion- involving the elements of Gnosticism. The Prax-
eans. when confuted on all sides on the distinction

between the Father and the Son. distinguished the

Person of Jesus from the Christ They understood ••the

Son to be flesh—that is, man— that i-. Jesus; and the

Father to be spirit that is, God- that i-. Christ."

Thus Tertullian says. ••Hun who contend that the Fa-

ther and the Son are one and the same do in tact now
begin to divide them rather than to unite them. Such
a monarchy as this they learned, it may he. in the

school of the Valentinus" (pbid. v. xxvii). Now this

separation of Jesus from Christ was common to all

the Gnostics. They were unanimous in denying that

Christ was born. .It -us and Christ ware to them two
separate beings, and the seon Christ descended upon

Jesus at his baptism. The difference between them
and the Praxeans appear.- to he that they would not say

that Jesus was the Son of Cod. whereas the Praxeans
are represented as arguing from the angel's words to

Mary that the holy thing born of her was the flesh,

and that therefore the flesh was the Son of God. Ter-
tullian shows in opposition to them that the Word was
incarnate by birth. \\i Praxean doctrine, then, in its

second Btage, We have JeSUS called the Sc I Cod.
solely, it will follow, on account of a miraculous birth:

Christ, or the presence of the Father, residing in Jesus:

Jesus Buffering, ami Christ (=the Father) impassibilem

sed compatienti in. The interval between this and Gnos-
tic doctrine i- easily bridged over; and we have the

cause of the comparisons and identifications that are

often made of Sabellianism with Gnosticism. St e Mo-
\ \la III \s-.

The heresy of Praxeas. a- distinguished from that of

Noetus, did not make much progress. It was almost

unknown in Africa in the time of Optatus (i, 37). See

Schaff, ' kurch Hist. vol. i: Neander, Church Hist. voL
ii: ill. Hist, of Dogmas, i. 161 ; G -. Hist.

(see Ind.x in vol. iii); Baur, Dreieinigkeitslehre, i, 245

254; Liddon, Divinity of Christ (see Index); Allen,

Ancient < 'lunch, p. 155; Alzog, Kirchtngesch. i. 182";

I'm--, n-o. Church Hist. (Heresies), p. b>'.' Bq.; Kavc.

Tertullian, p. 198 Bq.; Milman. HisK of Latin Chris-

tianifg, i. 7u-. Ueberweg, Hist, of Philos. i. 808; M<>—
heim. Commentary on Eccles. Hist, (see Index in vol.

i) : Lardner, Works (see Index in voL viii>: Water-
land. Works, vol. vi; Biblical Repository, v, 839.; and
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especially Blunt, Diet. Hist. Theol. s. v., of whose article

we have freely availed ourselves.

Fraxeas. See Praxeans.

Praxedes, St., was an early convert to Christian-

ity, according to some accounts, of the apostle Peter;

but this is, of course, very doubtful, since we do not

even know whether Peter was ever at Rome. The acts

of her life are so surrounded by traditions as to be al-

most entirely devoid of trustworthiness; but from these

we learn that she was the daughter of St. Pudentius, a

Roman senator, and sister of St. Pudentiana (q. v.).

According to the legendary account, Praxedes, with her

sister Pudentiana, devoted herself, after Peter had suf-

fered martyrdom, to the relief and care of the suffering

Christians, and to the burying of the bodies that were

slain in the persecutions. They had the assistance of a

holy man named Pastorus, who was devoted in their

service. They shrank from nothing that came in the

way of their self-imposed duties. They sought out and

received into their houses such as were torn and muti-

lated by tortures. They visited and fed such as were

in prison. They took up the bodies of the martyred

ones which were cast out without burial, and, carefully

washing and shrouding them, they laid them reverently

in the caves beneath their houses. All the blood they

collected with sponges, and deposited in a certain well.

Thus boldly they showed forth the faith which was in

them, and yet. according to the most trustworthy ac-

counts, they escaped persecution and martyrdom, and

died peacefully and were buried in the cemetery of

Priscilla. Pastorus wrote a history of their deeds and

virtues. Their house, in which the apostle is reported

to have preached, was consecrated as a place of Chris-

tian worship by pope Pius I. Their churches are among
the interesting remains of ancient Rome. In the nave

of the church of Santa Prassede is a well, in which she

is said to have put the blood of those who suffered on

the Esquiline, while the holy sponge is preserved in a

silver shrine in the sacristy. In the church of St. Pu-
dentiana there is a well, said to contain the relics of

3000 martyrs. In Christian art they have frequently

been made the subject of the painter's brush, and the

two sisters are usually represented together, richly

draped. The sponge and cup are their especial attri-

butes. They are commemorated on the days on which
they are supposed to have died—July 21 and May 19,

A.D. 148. See Schaff, Church History, vol. ii; Butler,

Lives of the Saints. (J. II. VV.)

Praxidice, a surname of Persephone among the

Orphic poets, but at a later period she was accounted a

goddess who was concerned with the distribution of

justice to the human family. The daughters of Ogyges
received the name of Pixixidica>, and were worshipped

under the figure of heads of animals.

Praxiphanes (Upat,i^dvr}c'), a Peripatetic philos-

opher, was a native either of Mytilene (Clem. Alex, i,

oil."), ed. Potter) or of Rhodes (Strabo, xiv, 655). He
lived in the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes and Ptolemy
Lagi, and was a pupil of Theophrastus, about B.C. 322
(Proclus, i, In Timieum; Tzetzes, Ad Hesiod. Op. et

Dies, 1). He subsequently opened a school himself, in

which Epicurus is said to have been one of his pupils

(Diog. Laert. x, 13). Praxiphanes paid especial atten-

tion to grammatical studies, and is hence named along

with Aristotle as the founder and creator of the science

of grammar (Clem. Alex. /. c. ; Bekker, Anecdota, ii,

229, where lIpa^aparovQ should be read instead of

'Eiri^avovg). The writings of Praxiphanes appear to

have been numerous, but have no special interest to-

day. See Preller, Disjmtatio de Praxiphane Peripa-
tetico inter antiquissimos grammaticos nobili (Dorpat,

1842).—Smith, Diet, of Gr. and Rom. Biorj. s. v.

Pray, Georges, a Hungarian Jesuit, noted as a
historian, was born at Presburg in 1724. In 1740 he
entered the Society of Jesus, taught in several of their

schools, and became, after the suppression of his order,

historiographer of the kingdom of Hungary, and con-

servator of the library of Buda. In 1790 he obtained a

canonry at Grosswardein. He died near the close of

the 18th century. Pray wrote, Annates veteres Hun-
norum, Avarorum el Hungarorum ad annum Christ.

MDXCVII deduct i (Vienna, 1761, fol., followed by Sup-

plemental, ibid. 1775, fol."):

—

Annates regum Hungarice

ad annum Chr. MDLXIV deducii (ibid. 1764-70,'5 pts.

fol.):

—

De sacra dextera divi Stephani Hungarice regis'

(il)id. 1771, 4to):

—

De Ladislao Hungarice rege (Pesth,

1774, 4to) :

—

De Salomone rege et Emerico duee Hunga-
rice (ibid. 1774, 4to) :

—

Spiritual hi rarrhiiv J/ungaricas,

compleetens seriem chronologicam arckiepiscoporum et

episcoporum Hungariu . rum dinn sium delineatione (Pres-

burg, 1778, 4to) :

—

Index librorum rariorum bibliothecce

universitatis Budensis (Buda, 1780-81, 2 pts. 8vo):—
Historia regum Hungarice, cum noiitiis ad eogtwsa m!um
veterem regni statum (ibid. 1800-1, 3 pts. 8vo).—Hoefer,

Nouc. Biog. Generate, s. v. See Horanyi, Memoriae

Hungarorum, vol. iii ; Luca, Gelehrtes Oesterreich ; Roter-

mund, supplement to Jocher, Gelehrtin-Lexikon, s. v.

Prayer. The words generally used in the O. T.

are f"!i!"!Pl, tchinndh (from the root "j3n, "to incline,"

" to be gracious," whence in Hithp. " to entreat grace

or mercy;" Sept. generally, Sei]mg ; Vulg. deprecatio),

and lliSP, tephilldh (from the root ^3, "to judge,"

whence in Hithp. "to seek judgment ;" Sept. Tzpornvxh ;

Vulg. oratio). The latter is also used to express interces-

sory prayer. The two words point to the two chief ob-

jects sought in prayer, viz. the prevalence of right and

truth, and the gift of mercy. A very frequent formula

for prayer in the O. T. is the phrase ^n^ C± un|3,

to call upon the name of Jehovah. The usual Greek

term is £i>YO/x«t, which originally signified only a wish ;

but ciopcu, to beg (properly to want), is a frequent ex-

pression for prayer.

I. Scriptural History of the Subject.—1. That prayer

was coeval with the fallen race we cannot doubt, and it

was in all probability associated with the first sacrifice.

The first definite account of its public observance occurs

in the remarkable expression recorded in the lifetime

of Enos, the son of Seth :
" Then began men to call

upon the name of the Lord" (Gen. iv, 26). From that

time a life of prayer evidently marked the distinction

between the pious and the wicked. The habit was
maintained in the chosen family of Abraham, as is evi-

dent from frequent instances in the history of the He-
brew patriarchs. Moses, however, gave no specific

commands with reference to this part of religious ser-

vice (comp. Spanheim, Ad Callimaeh. Pallad. p. 139;

Creuzer, Symbol, i, 164 sq.), and prayer was not by law

interwoven with the public worship of God among the

Hebrews (but comp. Deut. xxvi. 10, 13, and the prayer

of atonement offered by the high-priest, Lev. xvi, 21).

We do not know whether, before the exile, prayer was
customarily joined with sacrificial offerings (Iliad, i,

450 sq. ; Odys. xiv, 423; Lucian, Dea Syr. 57 ; Curtius,

iv, 13, 15; Pliny. //. X. xxviii, 3; see Iamblich, Mysta;
v, 26). Yet, at least in morning and evening worship,

those present perhaps joined in prayer, either silently

or with united voices (see Luke i, 10). About the time

of the exile our records begin of the custom of the Le-

vites reciting prayers and leading others (1 Chron.

xxiii, 30; comp. Neh. xi, 17; Berarh. xxvi, 1; see

Otho, Lex. Rab. p. 164). An extraordinary instance

of public prayer occurs in 1 Kings viii. 22. We see

that prayer as a religious exercise, in the outer court of

the sanctuary, though not expressly commanded, was
yet supposed and expected. (Psa. cxli, 2; Rev. viii. 3,

4, seem to indicate that incense was a symbol of prayer

;

but see Bahr, Symbolik, i, 461 sq.) As private devo-

tion prayer was always in general use (comp. Isa. i, 15;

Credner, On Joel, p. 192, supposes from Joel ii, 16, and

Matt, xviii. 3; xix, 14; Psa. viii, 3, that especial virtue
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was ascribed to the prayers of innocent children; but

without ground). After the time of the exile prayer

came gradually t" be viewed as a meritorious work, an

opus opt nihiin. Prayer and fasting were considered tin-

two great divisions of personal piety (Tob. xii. 9; Ju-

dith iv. 12). Ii was customary to offer prayer before

everj great undertaking (Judith xiii. 7: comp. Acts

ix, 40; Iliad, ix, 172; xxiv, 308; Pythag. Carmen A ur.

;-
: war before a battle (1 Mace, v, 33; xi.71: 2

Mace, xv, 26; comp.viii, 29). Three times a daj was

prayer repeated (Dan. vi. 11; comp. Psa. Iv, 18; Tan-

i-lunn. i\. l. in Schottgen, //»>•. Bebr. i. 419): namely,

at tli*- third hour (9 A.M.. Arts ii. 15, the time of the

morning sacrifice in the Temple) ; al mid-day, the sixth

hour
i 12 M.. x. 9); and in the afternoon, al the ninth

hour (3 P.M., the time of the evening sacrifice in the

Temple; comp. Dan. ix. 21; Josephus, A,,/, xiv, 4, 3;

see also Acts iii, 1 ; k, 30; Thilo, . I pocr. i. 352; Schott-

gen, <>/,. cit. p. 418 sq.; Wetetein, ii. 171 |. C pare

the three or four fold repetition of songs of praise by the

Egj ptian priests each day I Porphyr. Abstin. iv. 8 i. The

Mohammedans, too, are well known to have daily hours

of prayer. It was usual, too, before and after eating to

utter a form of prayer or thanks (Matt xv,36; John

vi, 11 5 Acts xxvii, 35; Philo, Opp. ii. 181; Porphyr.

[bstinai. i\. 12; see Kuiniil. I>< /nicinn tint, ,/ post

cibum ap. Judfieos et Christ, faciendarum genere, anti-

quiiate, etc. [ Lips. I7i'il |). The Pharisees and Essenes

especially ascribed great importance to prayer. The
former, indeed, made a display of this form of devotion

(Matt, vi, 5), and humored their own conceit by mak-

ing their prayers very long. See Pqarisi e. Perma-

nent forms of prayer were already customary in the

time oi Christ (Luke xi. 1), perhaps chiefly the same
which are contained in the Mishna, Berachoth (comp.

Pirh A both, ii, 13). The Lord's Prayer, too, has sev-

eral, though not very important, agreements with the

tonus in the Talmud (see Schottgen, i, 160 sq.; Vi-

tringa, D< Synag. Vet. p. 962; Otho, Lex. Rab. p. 539;

Tholuck, Bergpredigt, p. 337 sq.). Private prayer was

practiced bj the Israelites chiefly in retired chambers
in their houses (Matt. vi, 6), especially in the "upper

room" i I tan. \ i. 11; Judith \ iii. 5; Tob. iii. 12; Acts i,

13; x. '.i i. and on the roof, [f in the open air, an emi-

nence was sought for (Malt. xiv. L'o: Mark vi. 46;

Luke vi. 12; comp. 1 Kings xviii, 12). The inhabitants

oi Jerusalem were fondest of going to the court of the

Temple (Luke xviii. 10; Ac's iii. I; comp. Isa. hi. 7:

see \ b. Idv. Gent. \ i. 4; Lakemacher, Antiq. Gr.

Sacr. p. 425). He, however, who was surprised by the

hour of prayer in the street stood there and said his

prayer on the spot. In every case the face was turned

towards the holy hill of the Temple (Dan. vi. 11; 2

Chron. \i. 34; "> Esdr. iv. 58; Mishna. Berach. iv, 5),

bul by the Samaritans to Gerizim. In the court of the

Temple the fare was turned to the Temple itself (1

Kings viii. 38), to the Holy of Holies i Psa. v, 8; see

Thilo, Apocr. i. 20 I, Thus the .lews praying then fared

the w< st, w hile the modem .lews in Europe and Amer-
ica face the east in prayer. It was an early custom

among < Ihristians, too, to turn the face towards the east

in praying (< trigen, Horn. ">. in Num.,\n Op. ii. 28 1 ; I Hem.

Alex. Strom, vii, 724; comp. Tertul. Apol. xvi). The
Mohammedans turn the face towards Mecca (Rosen-

mltller, Morgenl. iv. 361 I. The usual posture in prayer

was standing
I

I Sam. i. 26; I Kings viii. 22; Dan. ix,

20; Matt, vi, 5; Mark xi, 25; Luke xviii. 11: comp.
Iliad, xxiv, 306 sq.; Martial, xii, 77,2; Al Koran, v, 8;
Mishna, Berach. v, I

; Philo, Opp. ii. 1*1 ; Wetstein, i.

821). Bul in earnest devotion, bending the knee, or

actual kneeling, was practiced (2 Chron. \ i. 18; 1 Kings
viii, 54; Esdr. ix, 6; Dan. vi, 10; Luke xxii, 41; Ads
i\. 10), or the bodj was even thrown to the ground

(Gen. xxiv, 26; N'.h. viii,6; Judith ix, 1; Matt xxvi,

89). The hands before prayer inu-t be made clean.

Says the Mishna, He thai prays with unclean hands

commits deadly sin (Sohar Devt. f. 101, 427; comp. 1

Tim. ii. 8; Odys. ii. 261; Clem. Alex. Strom, iv, 531

;

Chrysost Horn. 43, «n 1 Cor."). The hands were then,

in standing, often lifted up towards heaven (1 Kin^s
viii, 22; Neh. viii. 7: Lam. ii, 19; iii. 11: Psa. xxviii, 2

;

exxxiv, 2; 2 Mace. iii. 20; 1 Tim. ii. 8; Philo, op],, ii.

181, 534; Iliad, i. 450; Virgil, ./:„. i. 93; Horace. Od.
iii. 23, 1 : Plutarch, Alex. p. 682; Aristotle, Mund. vi;

Seneca, Kp. 11: Wetstein, ii, 323; Dough tsei Analect.\\

135); sometimes were spread out ilsa. i. 15; Ezra ix, 5);
and in humble prayers of penitence wire laid meekly on

the breast, or sometimes the breast was struck with them
i Luke xviii. 13). A posture peculiar to prayer was
dropping the head upon the breast | Psa. xxxv, 13), or

between the knees (1 Kings xviii, 12). This was done
in great sorrow. The former is -till customary among
the Mohammedans (see the figs, in Reland's />• Relig.

Mnli. p. 87). s. e \iiin in -. Extensive treatises

on the kind- ofpraj er, and their order and conduct, are

given in the Mishna (treatise Bt rachoth) and the double

Gemara (in German by Rabe
]
Halle, 1777]; see also

Otho. Lex. Rab. p. 537 sq.). One species of prayer

was intercession. Almost infalliUe virtue was ascribed

to it when offered by a holy person (see James v, 16;

comp. Diod. Sic. iv, 61 ; Apollod. iii. 12, 6; G< n. xx, 7,

17; Kxod. xxxii. II sip : L Kings xvii, 20 sq. ; dosephus,

Ant. xiv, 2, 1; 2 Cor. i. 1 1 : 1 Tim. ii. I sq.; Phil, i, 19).

Hence it was common to request the prayers of others

(1 Thess. v, 25; 2 Thess. iii. 1; Heb. xiii. 18; comp.

Deyling, Observ. ii, 587 sq.). See Jonath. On Gen. xxvi,

27; and esp. Suicer, Observ. Sacr. p. 1 I'.' sq.; s. hroder,

Diss, de Precib. Hebraorum
\ Marb. 1717

|
; Saubert, De

Preeibus Heb.; ami Poleman, />< ,it,, prcecandi >;t.

//,!,.. both in (Jgolini Thesaur. vol. xxi: Carpzov, Ap-
par. p. 322 Bq.; Baur, Gottesd. Verf. i. 357 sq.; Rehm,
Historia Precum Biblica (Gotting. 1814); Hartmann,
Ferbind. </. .1. >,. A'. '/'. p. 236 sq., 286 sq.; ami on the

whole subject. Brover. de Niedek, /<• popv.hr. vet. >t

recent. Ado?-ationib. (Amsterd. 1713). 'the Homeric
prayers are treated in Naegelsbach's Homer. TheoLf. 1*5

sq.—Winer. Sec Proseuche; Synagogi e.

2. The only form of prayer given for perpetual use in

the ( ). T. is the one ill Dent. xx\ i. 5 15. connected with

the offering of tithes and first-fruits, and containing in

simple form the important elements of prayer, acknowl-

edgment of God's mercy, self-dedication, and prayer for

future blessing. To this may perhaps l"- added the

threefold blessing ol Numb, vi, 24 26, couched as il is in

a precatory form ; and the short prayers ofMoses Numb,
x, 35, 36) at the moving ami resting of the cloud, the

former of which was the germ of the 68th Psalm.

Indeed, the forms given, evidently with a view to

preservation ami constant use, are rather hymns or

SOngS than prayers properly so called, although they

often contain supplication. Scattered through the his-

torical hooks we have the So ne; of Moses tuih/lil to the

children of Israel (Dent, xxxii. I 43); his less impor-

tant Bongs alter the passage of the lied Sea (Exod. xv,

i 19)andal the springing out of the water (Numb, xxi,

17,18); the Song of Deborah and Barak (Judg. \ i; the

Song of Hannah in 1 Sam. ii. 1 10 | the effect of which

i- Been by reference to the Magnificat i; and il e Song

of David (Psa. xviii), singled out in 2 Sam. xxii. Bul

after David's time the existence ami use of the Psalms,

and the poetical form of the prophetic hook-, and of the

prayers which thej contain, must have tended to tix

this psalm ic character on all Jewish prayer. The effect

is seen plainly in the form of Ile/ekiah's prayers in 2

Kings \i\. 15 19; Isa. xxxviii, 9 20.

Cm of the prayers recorded in theO. T. the two most

remarkable are those of Solomon at the dedication of

the Temple il Kings viii. 2.'. 58) and of Joshua the

high-pries! ami hi- colleagues after the captiv ity ( Neb.

The former i- a prayer for God's presence

with his people in time of iiai ional defeat (ver. 33, 84),

famine or pestilence (ver. 85 87), war (ver. ll. 15), and

Captivity (ver. 46 50), and with each individual Jew
and Btranger

|
\ er. II 13) « bo may worship in the Tem-
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pie. The latter contains a recital of all God's blessings

to the children of Israel from Abraham to the captivity,

a confession of their continual sins, and a fresh dedica-

tion of themselves to the covenant. It is clear that

both are likely to have exercised a strong liturgical in-

fluence, and accordingly we find that the public prayer

in the Temple, already referred to, had in our Lord's

time grown into a kind of liturgy. Before and during

the sacrifice there was a prayer that God would put it

into their hearts to love and fear him; then a repeating

of the Ten Commandments, and of the passages written

on their phylacteries [see Frontlets] ; next, three or

four prayers and ascriptions of glory to God; and the

blessing from Numb, vi, 24-20, "The Lord bless thee,"

etc., closed this service. Afterwards, at the offering of

the meat-offering, there followed the singing of psalms,

regularly fixed for each day of the week, or specially

appointed for the great festivals (see Bingham, bk. xiii,

ch. v, § 4). A somewhat similar liturgy formed a regu-

lar part of the synagogue worship, in which there was a

regular minister, as the leader of prayer pi|2Si^ H^TO,

legatus ecclesice) , and public prayer, as well as private,

was the special object of the Proseuchre. It appears,

also, from the question of the disciples in Luke xi, 1,

and from Jewish tradition, that the chief teachers of

the day gave special forms of prayer to their disciples,

as the badge of their discipleship and the best fruits of

their learning. See Forms of Prayer.
All Christian prayer is, of course, based on the Lord's

Prayer ; but its spirit is also guided by that of his prayer

in Gethsemane, and of the prayer recorded by St. John

(ch. xvii), the beginning of his great work of intercession.

The first is the comprehensive type of the simplest and

most universal prayer; the second justifies prayers for

special blessings of this life, while it limits them by
perfect resignation to God's will; the last, dwelling as it

does on the knowledge and glorification of God, and the

communion of man with him, as the one object of prayer

and life, is the type of the highest and most spiritual

devotion. The Lord's Prayer has given the form and

tone of all ordinary Christian prayer; it lias fixed, as

its leading principles, simplicity and confidence in our

Father, community of sympathy with all men, and prac-

tical reference to our own life ; it has shown, as its true

objects, first the glory of God, and next the needs of

man. To the intercessory prayer we may trace up its

transcendental element, its desire of that communion
through love with the nature of God which is the se-

cret of all individual holiness and of all community with

men.

The influence of these prayers is more distinctly

traced in the pravers contained in the Epistles (see Eph.
iii, 14-21 ; Rom. xvi, 25-27; Phil. i. 3-11; Col. i, 9-15;

Heb. xiii, 20, 21 ; 1 Pet. v, 10. 1 1, etc.) than in those re-

corded in the Acts. The public prayer, which from the

beginning became the principle of life and unity in the

Church (see Acts ii, 42 ; and comp. i, 24, 25 ; iv, 24-30

;

vi, 6; xii, 5; xiii, 2, 3; xvi, 25; xx, 36; xxi, 5),

probably in the first instance took much of its form and
style from the prayers of the synagogues. The only

form given (besides the very short one of Acts i, 24, 25),

dwelling as it does (Acts iv, 24-30) on the Scriptures

of the O. T. in their application to our Lord, seems to

mark this connection. It was probably by degrees that

they assumed the distinctively Christian character.

3. In the record ofprayersaccepted and granted by God.
we observe, as always, a special adaptation to the period

of his dispensation to which they belong. In the patri-

archal period they have the simple and childlike tone

of domestic supplication for the simple and apparently

trivial incidents of domestic life. Such are the prayers

of Abraham for children (Gen. xv, 2, 3); for Ishmael
(xvii, 18); of Isaac for Kebekah (xxv, 21); of Abra-
ham's servant in Mesopotamia (xxiv, 12-14) ; although
sometimes they take a wider range in intercession, as

with Abraham for Sodom (Gen. xviii, 23-32), and for

Abimelech ( xx, 7, 17). In the Mosaic period they as-

sume a more solemn tone and a national bearing, chiefiy

that of direct intercession for the chosen people, as by

Moses (Numb, xi, 2; xii, 13: xxi, 7); by Samuel (1

Sam. vii, 5; xii, 19, 23) ; by David (2 Sam. xxiv, 17,

18) ; by Hezekiah (2 Kings" xix, 15-19) ; by Isaiah (2

Kings xix, 4; 2 Chron. xxxii, 20); by Daniel (Dan. ix,

20, 21) : or of prayer for national victory, as by Asa (2

Chron. xiv, 11); Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx, 6-12).

More rarely are they for individuals, as in the prayer

of Hannah (1 Sam. i, 12) ; in that of Hezekiah in his

sickness (2 Kings xx, 2) ; the intercession of Samuel for

Saul (1 Sam. xv, 11, 35), etc. A special class are those

which precede and refer to the exercise of miraculous

power, as by Moses (Exod. viii, 12, 30; xv. 25): by
Elijah at Zarephath ( 1 Kings xvii, 20) and Carmel (1

Kings xviii, 3G, 37) ; by Elisha at Shunem (2 Kings iv,

33) and Dothan (vi, 17, 18); by Isaiah (2 Kings xx,

11); by St. Peter for Tabitha "(Acts ix, 40); by the

elders of the Church (James v, 14-16). In the New
Testament they have a more directly spiritual bearing,

such as the prayer of the Church for protection and

grace (Acts iv, 24-30) ; of the Apostles for their Samar-

itan converts (viii, 15) ; of Cornelius for guidance (x, 4,

31); of the Church of St. Peter (xii, 5); of St. Paul at

Philippi (xvi, 25); of St. Paul against the thorn in the

flesh answered, although not granted (2 Cor. xii, 7-9),

etc. It would seem the intention of Holy Scripture to

encourage all prayer, more especially intercession, in all

relations and for all righteous objects.— Smith. See

Lord's Prayer.
II. Christian Doctrine on the Subject.—1. Prayer is a

request or petition for mercies; or it is "an offering-up

of our desires to God, for things agreeable to his will, in

the name of Christ, by the help of his Spirit, with con-

fession of our sins, and thankful acknowledgment of his

mercies." Nothing can be more rational or consistent

than the exercise of this duty. It is a divine injunc-

tion that men should always pray, and not faint (Luke

xviii, 1). It is highly proper we should acknowledge

the obligations we are under to the Divine Being, and

supplicate his throne for the blessings we stand in need

of. It is essential to our peace and felicity, and is the

happy means of our carrying on and enjoying fellowship

with God. It has an influence on our tempers and con-

duct, and evinces our subjection and obedience to God.

2. The object of prayer is God alone, through Jesus

Christ as the Mediator. All supplications, therefore, to

saints or angels are not only useless, but blasphemous.

All worship of the creature, however exalted that creat-

ure is, is idolatry, and is strictly prohibited in the sacred

law of God. Nor are we to pray to the Trinity as three

distinct Gods; for though the Father. Son, and Holy

Ghost be addressed in various parts of the Scripture

(2 Cor. xiii. 14; 2 Thess. ii, 16. 17), yet never as three

Gods, for that would lead us directly to the doctrine of

polytheism: the more ordinary mode the Scripture

points out is to address the Father through the Son,

depending on the Spirit to help our infirmities (Eph.

ii, 18; Pom. viii, 26).

3. As to the nature of this duty, it must be observed

that it does not consist in the elevation of the voice, the

posture of the body, the use of a form, or the mere ex-

temporary use of words, nor, properly speaking, in any-

thing of an exterior nature: but simply the ottering up

of our desires to God (Matt, xv, 8). (See the definition

above.) It has generally been divided into adoration,

by which we express our sense of the goodness and

greatness of God (Dan. iv, 34, 35); confession, by which

we acknowledge our unworthiness (1 John i, 9) ; suppli-

cation, by which we pray for pardon, grace, or any

blessing we want (Matt, vii, 7) ; intercession, by which

we pray for others (James v, 16) ; and thanksgiving, by

which we express our gratitude to God (Phil, iv, 6).

To these some add invocation, a making mention of

one or more of the names of God
;
pleading, arguing our

case with God in a humble and fervent manner; dedi-
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cation, or surrendering ourselves i" God; deprecation,

by which we desire thai i vils may I"- averted; blessing,

in which we express our joy in God, and gratitude for

hi- mercies; bul as all these appear to be included in

the firsl five pan- of prayer, they need not be insisted

on.

1. The differenl kinds of prayer arc. ( I.) Ejaculatory,

by which the mind is directed t<> God on any emergen-

cy. It is derived from the word ejaculor, in darl it

6hool out suddenly, ami i> therefore appropriated t" de-

- kind "i' prayer, which is made up of Bhorl

sentences, spontaneously springing from the mind. The
Scriptures afford us many instances "I ejaculatory pray-

er (Exod. xiv, 15; I Sam. i, 13; Rom. vii. 24, 25; Gen.
xliii. _".>; Judges xvi. 28; Luke xxiii, 12, 13). It is

urn- of the principal excellences of this kind of prayer

thai ii can be practiced at all times, and in all places:

in the public ordinances of religion ; in all our ordinary

and extraordinary undertakings; in times of affliction,

temptation, and danger; in seasons of social inter-

course; in worldly business; in travelling; in sickness

and pain. In fan. everything around us, ami every

even! thai transpires, ma) afford us matter for ejacula-

tion. Ii i- worthy, therefore, of our practice, especially

when we consider thai ii is a species of devotion that

ran receive no impediment from any external circum-

stances, that it has a tendencj to support the mind, and
keep ii in a happy frame; fortifies us against the temp-
tations of the world; elevates our affections in God;
directs the mind into a spiritual channel; and has a

tendency in excite trust and dependence on Divine

Providence.

(2.) Secret or closet prayer is another kind of prayer

t<> which we should attend. It has its name from the

manner in which Christ recommended it (Matt, vi, 0).

lie himsell set us an example of it (Luke vi, 12); and
it ha- been the practice of the saints in every agi 1 1 1< n.

xxviii, xxxii; Dan. vi. 10; Acts x. 9). There are

some particular occasions when this duty may he prac-

ticed to advantage, as when we are entering into any
important situation; undertaking anything of conse-

quence; before we go into the world; when calamities

surround us (Isa. xxvi, 20) ; or when ease and prosper-

ity attend US. As closet prayer is calculated to inspire

us « nli peace, defend us from our spiritual enemies, ex-

cite u- in obedience, and promote our real happiness, we
should he watchful Lest the stupidity of our frame, the

intrusi ifcompany, the cares ofthe world, the insinua-

tions of Satan, or the indulgence of sensual objects, pre-

vent us from the constant exercise of this necessarj and

important duty.

(3. i Famt/y prayer is also another part not in be n< g-

lected. It is true there is no absolute mmand lor this

in God's Word: yet, from hints, allusions, and exam-
ple- v, e may learn that it was the practice of ancient

saint- Abraham (Gen. xviii. 19), David (2 Sam. vi.

20), Solomon (Prov. xxii,6), Job
I

i, l. 5), Joshua (xxiv,

i . See also Eph.vi, 4; Prov. vi, 20; jer. x, 25; Acts

x. _'. .'Hi; x\i. l.">. i Family prayer, indeed, may nol he

essential to the character of a true Christian, hut it is

SUrel) no I to heads of families to have it said that

they have no religion in their housea If we
what a blessing it i- likely in pmve to our children and

our domestics; what comfort it must afford to ourselves

;

of what utility il mayprove to the community at large

;

how it sanctifies domestic comforts and crosses; and what
a tendencj ii ha- to pro te order, decency, sobriety,

. we must at mice see the propri-

ety of am nding in it The objection often made to

family prayer is want of time; bul this is a ven friv-

n-e, -inc the lime allotted for this purpose
in. d bi bul short, and may easily he redeemed from
sleep or business. Others say they have no uiu-:

where I hi- i- the ca-e. a form ma\ BOOn he procured and

used, hui it should !» remembered that gifts increase

by exercise, and no man can properly decide unless he

make ..pealed trials. Others are detevred through

shame, or the fear of man : in answer to such, we re-

fer them to the declarations of our Lord (Matt x,37,

38; Mark viii. 38). A- to the season for family prayer,

every family must determine tor it-clt ; hut before break-

fast every morning, and before Bupper at night, seems

most proper: perhaps a quarter of an hour or twenty
minute- may he sufficient as to the time.

(l.i Social prayer i- another kind Christians are

called upon to attend to. It is denominated social be-

cause it i- "Hi rid by a society ol < Ihristians in their col-

lective capacity, enlivened for that particular purpose,

either on some peculiar and extraordinary occasions, or

at stated and regular seasons. Special prayer-mi etings

are such as are held at the meeting and parting of inti-

mate friends, especially churches and ministers: when
the Church is in a state of unusual dcadui-s and har-

reimess; when ministers are sick, or taken away by
death: in times of public calamity and distress, etc.

"-land meetings for BOCial prayer are such a- are held

weekly in some places which have a special regard to

the state ofthe nation and churches; missionary prayer-

meetings for the spread of the Gospel; weekly meet-
ings held in most of the congregations, which have a

more particular reference to their own churches, minis-

ter-, the sick, feeble, and weak of the flock, christians

are greatly encouraged to this kind of prayer from the

consideration of the promise
i
Matt, xviii. 20 |, the bene-

fit of mutual supplications, from the example of the most
eminent primitive -aim-

I
Mai. iii. Id: Acts xii. 12 i, the

answers given in prayer (Acts xii, ] 12; Josh, x; Isa.

xxxvii. etc.). and the signal blessing they are to the
churches i Phil. i. 1'.'; 2 Cor. i. 11). Tin -> meetings
should he attended with regularity; those who engage
should study simplicity, brevity, Scripture language,
seriousness of

:

spirit, and everything that has a tend* ncy

to edification. We now come, lastly, to take notice of

public prayer, or that in which the whole congregation

is engaged, either in repeating a set form or acquiescing

with the prayer of the minister who leads their devo-

tions. This is both an ancient and important part of

religious exercise; it was a part of the patriarchal wor-

ship (Gen. i\. 56); it was also carried on by the Jews
(Exod. xxix. 43; Luke i. 10). It was a part of the

Temple-service (Isa. l\i. 7: 1 Kings viii. 69). Jesus
Christ recommended it both by hi- example and in-

struction ,Matt. xviii. 20; Luke iv. IC). The disciples

also attended to it (Ads ii. H, 42), and the Scriptures

in many plac- countenance it i Exod. XX, 2 1 : Psa. lxiii,

1. 2; ixxxiv. 11; xxvii. 4). See \\ ilkins. Henry,
Watts. On Prayer; Townsend, Nine Sermons

<

Paley, Moral Philosophy, ii. :>1 : Mather, Student mid
Pastor, p. 87; Wollaston, Religion of Nature, p. 122,

123; Hannah More. On Education, vol. ii, ch.i; Barrow,

Works, vol. i. ser. ii; Smith. System ofPrayer; Scamp,
on Family Religion; Walford, <>n I

Henderson's Buck. See Worship.
III. Philosophical Difficulties.—1. Scripture does net

give any theoretical explanation of the mystery which
attaches to praj er. The difficulty of understanding its

real efficacy arises chiefly from two sources: from the

belief thai man lives under general laws. which in all

cases must he fulfilled unalterably; and the opposing

belief that he i- master of in- own destiny, and need
pray for im external blessing. The lir-l difficulty is

even increased when we substitute the belief in a per-

snnal God for i he sense ofan impersonal destiny: since

not nid\ dm -tic predestination ol God seem to render

prayer useless, hut hi- wisdom and love, giving freely

In man all thai i- good for him, appear I ake it need-

le—.

The difficulty is familiar to all philosophy, the former

element being far the more important: the logical in-

ference imm ii i- the belief in the absolute uselessness

of prayer. Bul the universal instinct of prayer, being

too strong for such reasoning, generally exacted a- a

compromise the use of prayer for good in the abstract

i in mens sana in corpora Bano" | ; a compromise the-
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oretieallv liable to the same difficulties, but wholesome

in its practical effect. A far more dangerous compro-

mise was that adopted by some philosophers, rather

than by mankind at large, which separated internal

spiritual growth from the external circumstances that

give scope thereto, and claimed the former as belonging

entirely to man, while allowing the latter to be gifts of

the gods, and therefore to be tit objects of prayer.

The most obvious escape from these difficulties is to

fall back on the mere subjective effect of prayer, and to

suppose that its only object is to produce on the mind
that consciousness of dependence which leads to faith,

and that sense of God's protection and mercy which

fosters love. These being the conditions of receiving,

or at least of rightly entering into, God's blessings, it is

thought that in its encouragement of them the entire

use and efficacy of prayer consist.

Now, Scripture, while, by the doctrine of spiritual in-

fluence, it entirely disposes of the latter difficulty, does

not so entirely solve that part of the mystery which de-

pends on the nature of God. It places it clearly before

us, and emphasizes most strongly those doctrines on

which the difficulty turns. The reference of all events

and actions to the will or permission of God, and of all

blessings to his free grace, is indeed the leading idea of

all its parts, historical, prophetic, and doctrinal; and

this general idea is expressly dwelt upon in its applica-

tion to the subject of prayer. The principle that our
" Heavenly Father knoweth what things we have need

of before we ask him" is not only enunciated in plain

terms by our Lord, but is at all times implied in the

very form and nature of all Scriptural prayers; and,

moreover, the ignorance of man, who ''knows not what
to pray for as he ought," and his consequent need of the

divine guidance in prayer, are dwelt upon with equal

earnestness. Yet, while this is so, on the other hand
the instinct of prayer is solemnly sanctioned and en-

forced in every page. Not only is its subjective effect

asserted, but its real objective efficacy, as a means ap-

pointed by God for obtaining blessing, is both implied

and expressed in the plainest terms. As we are bidden

to pray for general spiritual blessings— in which instance

it might seem as if prayer were simply a means of pre-

paring the heart, and so making it capable of receiving

them—so also are we encouraged to ask special bless-

ings, both spiritual and temporal, in hope that thus (and

thus only) we may obtain them, and to use intercession

for others, equally special and confident, in trust that an

effect, which in this case cannot possibly be subjective

to ourselves, will be granted to our prayers. The com-
mand is enforced by direct promises, such as that in the

Sermon on the Mount (Matt, vii, 7, 8), of the clearest

and most comprehensive character; by the example of

all saints and of our Lord himself; and by historical

records of such effect as granted to prayer again and
again.

Thus, as usual in the case of such mysteries, the two
apparently opposite truths are emphasized, because they

are needful to man's conception of his relation to God;
their reconcilement is not, perhaps cannot be, fully re-

vealed ; for, in fact, it is involved in that inscrutable

mystery which attends the conception of any free action

of man as necessary for the working out of the general

laws of God's unchangeable will.

At the same time it is clearly implied that such a rec-

oncilement exists, and that all the apparently isolated

and independent exertions of man's spirit in prayer are

in some way perfectly subordinated to the one supreme
will of God, so as to form a part of his scheme of prov-

idence. This follows from the condition, expressed or

understood in every prayer, " Not my will, but thine be

done." It is seen in the distinction between the grant-

ing of our petitions (which is not absolutely promised)
and the certain answer of blessing to all faithful prayer;

a distinction exemplified in the case of Paul's prayer

against the " thorn in the flesh," and of our Lord's own
agony in Gethsemane. It is distinctly enunciated by

John (1 John v, 14, 15) : "If we ask anything accord-

ing to his will, he heareth us; and if we know that be

hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the

petitions that we desired of him."

It is also implied that the key to the mystery lies in

the fact of man's spiritual unity with God in Christ, and

of the consequent gift of the Holy Spirit. All true and

prevailing prayer is to be offered "'in the name of

Christ" (John xiv, 13; xv, 16; xvi, 23-27), that is, not

only for the sake of his atonement, but also in depen-

dence on his intercession; which is therefore as a cen-

tral influence, acting on all prayers offered, to throw off

whatever in them is evil, and give efficacy to all that is

in accordance with the divine will. So also is it said of

the spiritual influence of the Holy Ghost on each in-

dividual mind, that while "we know not what to pray

for," the indwelling " Spirit makes intercession for the

saints, according to the will of God" (Rom. viii, 26, 27).

Here, as probably in all other cases, the action of the

Holy Spirit on the soul is to free agents what the laws

of nature are to things inanimate, and is the power
which harmonizes free individual action with the uni-

versal will of God. The mystery of prayer, therefore,

like all others, is seen to be resolved into that great cen-

tral mystery of the Gospel, the communion of man with

God in the incarnation of Christ. Beyond this we can-

not go.—Smith. See Providence.
2. The discussion provoked by Prof.TyndalFs so-called

" Prayer-test" (q. v.) has given a fresh interest to the

question, How far are we entitled to expect the divine in-

terference with the ordinary course of nature in answer

to prayer? The question practically resolves itself into

another and simpler one, Have miracles ceased in the

present age of the Church? This latter is properly a

question of fact ; and it is very generally answered

in the affirmative. The modern instances of miracle-

working are too few and uncertain to warrant any other

conclusion. All those who of late years have come for-

ward with claims to the power have sooner or later

proved themselves miserable pretenders, and hence the

j

world has justly abandoned all hope in this direction.

Whether the power of working miracles was intended

to be only a temporary grant to the apostolic age, and

whether therefore it need have been lost out of the

Church, is an entirely different question. For aught

we can see, there is no limit, set in the N. T. for its pos-

session and exercise, save the implied one of its neces-

sity ; and whether this condition has yet wholly passed

away admits of grave doubt, especially in view of the

fact that large portions of the earth are yet unchristian-

ized. But it would lie of little avail to argue this ab-

stract question. Unless we can bring recent and well-

authenticated cases of miracles wrought publicly and

indubitably, few, if any, will believe that we have now
the right to look for them. This, we apprehend, is really

the settled and universal conviction of Christian people

of the present day—of Protestants at least. Hence to

Prof. Tyndall's challenge that we should test the effi-

cacy of prayer by a miraculous answer, we simply reply

that we do not expect any such thing, nor do we feel

ourselves authorized to pray for it. This is not now
the legitimate scope or province of Christian prayer.

We are well aware that a certain class of well-at-

tested and indeed not infrequent facts is commonly ap-

pealed to in order to maintain at least the vestiges of

this power as still extant in the Church. Most striking,

perhaps, among these occurrences are the remarkable

cases of recovery from an apparently incurable sickness,

some of which have transpired within the knowledge of

almost every one. These have sometimes taken place

in a very marked manner in answer to the prayers of

friends and congregations. Far be it from us to deny
the efficacy of prayer in such cases, or to say a word
that would discourage prayer in other like cases. But
none of these cases—we mean those of which we have
sufficient details and fidl authentication—at all come up

to the idea and definition of a proper miracle. They all
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lack at least three of the essential circumstances of such

an event: 1st They are nol obvious, palpable, direct,

ami instantaneous reversals of the established laws of

nature. Many persons have been raised from a seeming

bed "i deatb ;i- low as any of these, when all hopes and

means of restoration had bees abandoned, and yet no

one thought of a miracle; perhaps n.> one had even

prayed for recovery. The eases arc nol clearly super-

natural. 2d. These cures arc not effected by any indi-

vidual consciously and avowedly authorized t" exercise

tin- divine power in the case, in a miracle there must

be imp misgh ing, no hesitation, no shifting of responsi-

bility on the pari of the operator. He must positively

know and explicitly assert that he is "the finger ol

God;" otherwise his act becomes the most blasphemous

assumption. 3d. Genuine miracles have only been

wrought a> an ocular demonstration of the commission

of a divine messenger or teacher; they have in all in-

stances been resorted to solely in personal attestation of

sacred truth. No new doctrine "r fresh communication

from Heaven purports to be made in connection with

the remarkable cases under consideration. The cures

are besought as a personal favor, out of regard for pri-

vate feeling or public usefulness. But these were not

the motives which induced our Lord or his apostles to

work miracles. They simply wrought them to prove

the truth of Christianity. Just here, if anywhere, may
doubtless be discovered the reason why miracles have
nol been perpetuated. There remains no longer any

fresh revelation of < rod's « ill to man
; no new dispensa-

tion or even agencies are to be established on the divine

pari: and therefore no such special credentials are is-

sued from the court of heaven. lis ambassadors have

onh the common seal of the Gospel—the fruits of their

ministry.

The same hind of argument disposes of all the other

special providences often cited in proof of a divine in-

tervention in answer to prayer. These likewise are not

miracles, nor are they commonly so regarded. There

is, however, thus much of valuable truth in the assump-
tion of their pertinency here, namely, that they are

really and purposely interferences of God on behalf of

those interested, .and ai the request ol the petitioners.

Thai God is aide to introduce himself at any and every

point in mundane affairs, whether great <>r small, is one

of the clearest doctrines of the Bible; infaci.it is a nec-

essary supposition in any religion. But that ho is aide

to do ihis without disturbing the order usually styled

"the laws of nature" is with equal certainly his prerog-

ative as Creator and Preserver of all. To argue other-

wise is c it her to dethrone him from the dominion of the

universe, or to confound government with revolution.

Providence is nol miraculous; it may be special, or even
extraordinary, bul it is not therefore oul of or contrary

to fixed rule. Jusl here, on the other hand, we musl

be permitted to enter our protest against the specious

reasoning in Bushnell's Naiurt and th Supernatural,

which, in our judgment, virtually does away with all

miracle' by reducing ii to an imaginary, higher, and
hitherto unknown law of divine establishment, called
•• moral." so as to save ii IV. cm the odium of conflict with
nature. A miracle, by iis very definition, must he a

mi per.-., dure or a temporary violation, if you please

id" a well-known and fixed law of nature. It is upon
this point thai its whole significance depends.

Eliminate this element, and you destroy iis entire moral
force. Iiiai the laws of physical nature are adminis-
tered in ultimate subservience to those of the meeral

n; appro; ed no less by reason

ripture. Bul these must not he rged the
me in th.- ..I her. even if they should be imagined in

Ii . Especially must we nol assume the

intrusion of a superior moral law into the domain of

upplanting it in that sphere, and so divesting
a miracle of its real miraculoustiess, \\ hen God works
a mirai le he Bets aside, we must suppose, a certain law

of laws ol nature for the time being, and in
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' that particular respect, by virtue of his own superior
right as creator. It is nol merely the spontaneous su-

pervention of a mightier countervailing law up to that
lime held in abeyance for such conjunctions. Th.- lat-

ter assumption is only an insidious form of modern ra-

tionalism, which would fain, ai all hazard, divest the
miracles of the Bible of their supernatural character.

We musl never forget thai a miracle is a physical fact,

bul one- in its very nature abnormal from a scientific

point "I < >' w.

Nor do we overlook the argument derived from the

moral change effected by the Holy Spirit in regener-

ation and sanctification. These are often claimed as

miracle- of grace. Ileal they are supernal ural, ill the

sen-.- ol being wrought by a power beyond ami superior

to human nature, is certainly true: hut the fact that

they are specially, or even immediately, the work of

God does not prove them to lee properly miraculous.

For, in the first place, in Ihis respect they are merely

analogous to any .act of particular divine providence,

and in like manner they lack all the essential charac-

teristics of a miracle, namely, a point-blank contradic-

tion "I natural law, the authoritative behest of an oper-

ator, ami a moral truth to he sanctioned. They are

.answers to prayer \\ 1 1
i<

-1 1 await the divine pleasure, on
the- performance of certain well-known ami universally

fixed conditions. They are in no sense' special « >r arbi-

trary. On the contrary, they are most fully un.hr the.

dominion of law. and can he counted upon with the

most invariable certainty. They an- as -ore to follow

the diligent use of the appointed means as any other

effect is to flow from iis appropriate cause. Indeed, all

the healthful and legitimate influences of the spirit are

normal and in the regular line of our own mental action

(John iii. .s
I. Even the afflatus of inspiration is no ex-

ception to ihis ruh' 1 1 < or. \i\ .
:;•_>

|. But, in the sc cond
pl.i.-e. the. spiritual character of the revolution at con-

version places it .altogether outside the category of mi-
raculous events. These latter always have reference,

more or less intimately, to the realm of physics; they

appeal to the senses; thej musl he susceptible of ocu-

lar, audible, tangible proof. This is their only security

against imposition or self-delusion. II in an\ case, as

in the instance of the miraculous "gift of unknown
tongues" in the early Church, and the expulsion of dae-

mons from the possessed, they have their seal in the

mind, yet they exhibit palpable evidences through the

organs ami acts of the body, namely, the lang

the endowed, and the rational behavior of the dispos-

sessed. In short, miracles are mutt rod evidences of a

supernatural authority.

Iii the discussion of this whole question we would do

well to see what Scripture says on the subject. There
is a large class of passages, chiefly in the words of our

Lord Jesus himself, which seem to give tin. believer the

broadest privilege in this respect. For example, he

said to his disciples on one occasion. "If ye have faith

as a grain of mustard-seed, \ e shall say unto this moun-
tain. Remove hence to yonder place: and ii shall re-

move: and nothing shall he impossible to you" (Matt.

xvii. 20) ; and on another occasion he told them, " If ye

have faith, and doubl not. ye shall not only do that

whi.h is done to i he fig-tree, hut also if ye shall say

unto this mountain, lie thou r. moved, and he thou cast

into the sea. ii shall be done; and all things whatsoev-

er ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive*'

(Matt. xxi. 21, 22). Elsewhi re he adds another condi-

tion to this grant: "Whatsoever ye- shall ask in my
name, thai w ill I d... that the Father ma\ he- glorifii d in

the Son. [fye shall ask anything in my name, I will

do it" i John \i\ .
1".. Ili: and again. " \Vhals..o\ . r ye

shall ask I he father in mj name, he will give il you"

(xvi, -';
. The force of these declarations is usually

parried, as to the' question under consideration, by the

explanation that they were addressed I" the apostlt S as

such, and intended to apply in their full sense only to

them in th.ir official capacity, or at furthest only to
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Christian teachers in the apostolic age. It is true there

is nothing in the language that thus limits them, but it

is claimed that the fact of the cessation of the miracle-

working power proves that such was the intention of

the Grantor. We suggest the query whether this very

interpretation has not clipped the wings of that faith

upon which the believer is here authorized to soar into

the higher region of Christian privilege. For aught

that legitimately appears to the contrary, if the grant

has been revoked, it has been precisely and solely in

consequence of unbelief in these identical promises.

But, he that as it may, in point of fact, we repeat, few

if any sane and orthodox Christians nowadays profess

to have the requisite faith to venture upon such acts;

and therefore the question is narrowed down, whether
rightly or wrongly, to the commonplace sphere of non-

miraculous subjects of prayer.

There is one passage of Scripture, however, that ap-

pears to have escaped the general attention of writers

and speakers on this topic, but which is. as it seems to

us, peculiarly apposite, if not conclusive of the whole

ground of controversy. It is as follows in the ordinary

English version : "The effectual fervent, prayer of a

righteous man availeth much" (James v, 16). The con-

text shows that this language bears most appropriately

on the points we have been discussing. The apostle

had just been speaking of the prayer of the united

Church on behalf of the sick, assuring them that these

would be efficacious ; and he goes on immediately to

speak of the miracle-working prayers of Elias, taking

care to observe that this noted prophet was after all

only ' : a man subject to like passions as we are," and
hence obviously inferring that prayer was still as avail-

able as it had been in his case. Unfortunately the com-
mon rendering of the passage as above has confused, if

not wholly perverted, its real meaning. As it now
stands, it contains a palpable tautology, for "effectual

prayer," of course, " availeth much." and the epithet
" fervent" likewise thus becomes superfluous, as well as

the qualification "of a righteous man." The single

Greek word translated by "effectual fervent" (svepyov-

uivoc) literally means inwrought. The only question

among interpreters is whether it may not be reflexive

(middle voice), and thus signify inworking itself, that

is, operative or effective. This was evidently the view
of our authorized translators, and they have been fol-

lowed I iv many scholars, including Robinson (Lexicon

of the N. T.) and Ali'ord (Greek Test..), the latter of

whom renders the passage after the order of the Greek
words, '-The supplication of the righteous man availeth

much in its working," that is, as he explains it from
Huther, " The prayer of the righteous can do much in

its energy." But this leaves the tautology about the

same. Lange's note (Commentary, ad loc), after re-

viewing the other instances of the use of the word in

the N. T., approaches the true idea, "The full tension of

the praying spirit under its absolute yielding to the di-

vine impulse;" but Mombert's gloss (in the American
edition), " Absolute submission to the will of God," com-
pletely neutralizes its meaning. The passive sense of

the participle is required by its grammatical form, and
is justified by every passage where this form occurs:

e. g. sinful passions are inwrought (Rom. vii, 5) ; salva-

tion is inwrought by endurance (2 Cor. i, 6); death is

inwrought (2 Cor. iv, 12) ; faith is inwrought by love

(Gal. v, 6) ; God's power is inwrought (Eph. iii, 20, pre-

cisely parallel with our text, as also in Col. i, 29), and
similarly his word (1 Thess. ii, 13), and on the other

hand the "mystery of iniquity" (2 Thess. ii, 7). The
thought of the apostle James, therefore, is, as Michaelis

(after the Greek fathers) interprets, that the saint's

prayer prevails when its earnestness is divinely inspired.

To this sense the illustration of Elijah is most apt. as we
may see by referring especially to the history alluded

to (1 Kings xviii, 42-45). The scene is graphically

described by Stanley (Lectures on Jewish History, 2d
series, p. 337, Amer. ed.), but as usual he misses the

spiritual import. The seven-times bent form of the

prophet, with his head between his knees, was not mere-
ly "the Oriental attitude of entire abstraction;" it de-

noted the intense struggle of his soul after the boon
which Jehovah inwardly urged him to crave. It was
an agony of prayer that would not be denied, similar,

though less exhaustive, to that of our Saviour in the
garden, which we learn (Heb. v, 7) was effectual as to

its main object (Luke xxii, 43). Another example of

the same energized prayer for which Elijah is adduced
by the apostle occurs earlier in the account of the rais-

ing to life of the son of the widow of Zerephath, where
the praying prophet "stretched himself upon the child

three times" (1 Kings xvii, 21), as if he would infuse

his own ardent soul into the lifeless form (compare the
more detailed narrative in the parallel case ofElishaand
the Shunammite's son, 2 Kings iv, 34). He has bad a

very shallow experience of " the deep things of God" (2

Cor. iii, 10, the passage having reference to this very
point ) who has not felt "the Spirit itself making inter-

cession with groanings which cannot be uttered" (Rom.
\ iii. 26). At such times the veil between the natural

and the miraculous becomes thin indeed. See Cocker,

Theism (N. Y. 187G, 12mo); Dawson, Nature and the

Bible, p. 59, 00" ; Farrar, Crit. Hist, of Free Thought, p.

395; Blackwood's Magazine, June, 1867, p. 080; Meth.

Quar. Rev. Oct. 1854, p. 526; New-Evglander, ( >ct. 1873,

art. i ; Ch. Monthly, June, 1866, p. 330 : Lond. Quar. Rev.

Oct. 1854, p. 32; Presb. Rev. April, 1870; Bapt. Quar.

Oct. 1873, art. iv ; Brit, and For. />. Quar. Rev. Oct.

1873, art. iii; Theol. Medium, Jan. 1874, art. iii; Bibl.

Sacra, Jan. 1870, p. 199; Jan. 1875, art. v; Contemp.

Rev. July, Aug., Oct. 1872; South. Qua,: Rev. April,

1875, art. iv. Comp. Miracle.
PRAYER, Chiustian Attitudes of. 1. The first

Christians prayed standing, with hands outstretched

and raised towards heaven. Their face was turned

towards the east. The proof of this appears everywhere
in the primitive monuments. The frescos, sarcopbagi,

tombstones (especially those of the Roman catacombs),

the painted glasses which are found there in abundance,

the old mosaics with which the old basilicas were orna-

mented, etc., represent both sexes, especially women, in

that attitude (Aringhi, passim, and especially ii, 285).

These figures are generally called orantes. They are

distinguished by the rich elegance of their garments;

they wear long tunics or dalmatics with wide folding

sleeves, trimmed with embroideries and purple borders;

they are adorned with collars, bracelets, and other jew-

elry (Bottari, tab. 19, 153). These splendid garments.

might at first seem in contradiction with the well-known

modesty of the women of the early Church ; but in thus

adorning their image the aim of the artist was not to

show what they bail been in life, but what glory sur-

rounded them in heaven. In the sepultures of all kinds,

the orante, generally standing between two trees—the

emblem of Paradise—was the symbol of the soul who
had become the bride of Jesus Christ, and as such was
admitted to the celestial banquet. This explains the

magnificence of the garment of St. Priscilla, represented

as an orante in the cemetery of her name (Perret. Cata-

combes, vol. iii, tab. 3). Thus we find St. Praxedis. in

a beautiful Roman mosaic, covered from head to toot

with precious stones (Ciampini, Vet. Monum. vol. ii. tali.

47). In a celebrated vision St. Agnes had appeared to

her parents, a week after her martyrdom, clothed in

precious robes, and, to use the Bollandists
1

expression,

auro textis cycladibus induta. This text became the

type of most of the images of the young martyr: the

most beautiful specimen is a gilded glass, published

by Boldetti (Cim'et. tab. 3, fig. 3, p. 194). Several of

these female orantes, who were probably noble Roman
matrons, as if fatigued by a prolonged prayer, have
their arms supported by men, who, by their garments.

must be supposed to be servants (Bosio, p. 389, 405;

Aringhi, ii, 17), which reminds us of Moses supported

by Aaron and Hur in a similar manner (Exod. xvii, 12).
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We know this custom nol only by the plctnres, but also

by the written monuments of < Ihristian antiquity. The

Christians, says T< rtullian
i
Apol. xxx I, while praying,

raise their eyes to heaven, stretch <>ut tleir hands,

because they are innocent; they pray bareheaded, be-

cause we have nol to blush " llluc suspicientes in coe-

lum > < !hristiani manibus expansis, quia innocuis, capite

nudo, quia non erubescimus." To pray with uplifted

bands is an attitude natural in the man who addresses

himself to the Deity; ii is a supplicatory posture which
is found in all nations, even pagan, ;b among the

Egyptians, where we meel it in funerary monuments;
among the Etruscans there arc in the Museo Campana
i«<i statues of Chiusi in terra-cotta, which have the

arms raised in thai way; among the Romans, as we see

by the r< verse ol a number of imperial medals, especial-

ly those "i Trebonianus Gallus, the praying figure i*

accompanied with the legend " Pietas ^.ugg." (Mionnet,
1 /.' lines, ii. 13 1. But Tertullian

remarks thai the attitude as well as intention of the

faithful was quite different from those of the pagans.

"As to us," says this father, "we do not content oursi Ives

with raising cur hands, we Btretch them in memory of

the passion of our Lord." They meant to imitate the

: Christ on the cross, as did several martyrs at

their execution, for instance, St. Montanus, disciple of

St. Cyprianus
i
Ruinart, p.

•_'..">
i, and SS. Fructuosus, Au-

gurius, and Eulogius (Usuard. xii, Kal. Fehr.) : "Mani-
bus in modum crucis expansis orantes." Several other

pression id the same idea. It is there-

fore easy t i tell the Christian orantes from similar pagan
pictures. The latter raise their hands vertically, the

curve of the elbow forming a right angle, while the

arms of the Christians are almost in a horizontal posi-

tion. Tertullian (De Orat. xiii) describes this difference

mosl minutely, to remove all idea of idolatrous imita-

tion :
" We do n. it raise our hands with ostentation, hid

with modesty, with moderation." Now, the priest alone

ii mass this rite of venerable antiquity, which
has preserved its primitive character in the liturgy of

h of Lyons, for there the priest expands com-
pletely his arms in the form of a cross while reciting

the oration which immediately precedes the elevation.

It is in be observed thai in the primitive Church the

catechumens prayed standing like the resl id' the con-

gregation, with this difference, that the Litter held their

face somewhat raised to heaven (Tertull. /'< Coron. iii'.

while the former inclined slightly their heads, not hav-

ing obtained yet, by baptism, the divine adoption, the

title of children of the Father who i- in heaven.

2. The practice of standing erecl in prayer was nol

exclusive, and the firsl Christians sometimes prayed

We have an example of it in the Vxsts I
sxi,

5): -And we kneeled down on the shore and prayed;"'

and another in the life of St. James Major, whose knees,

by dint of prolonged praying, had become as callous

as those of a camel; and another, ofgreal celebrity, in

the acts of the martyrdom of St. Ignatius i Ruinart, \ ii.

10, ed. Veron.). In less ancient times this custom he-

comes more frequent. We know by the testimony of

Eusebius i 17/. Constant, iv, '_M. 61) thai Constantine

often honed his knees to offer his prayer to God! St.

Jerome writes to the virgin Demetrius, •• Frequently the
soli i itu.lt- ..I' ih \ -..id prompted thee to feud thy knees;"

and to Marcellai Epist. xxiii, De segrnt. Blesill

bends hi r k is he naked soii." It is likely thai

ii of kneeling was borrowed by the Christians

fmm the Hebrews. We n ad in the Scripture thai Solo-

mon, while dedicating his Temple to God, knell down
<ui both i •> iii. 54 i, and thai Danii I thrii i

a day knell down in prayer (Dan. vi, 10). It i- said

also thai St, Stephen, while suffering martyrdom (Acts

vii, 59 , knell down and prayed for his murderers. St.

Luke tells us thai our Redeemer in the garden of Geth-
semane prayed in this humble posture (Luke \\ii. 1 1 ).

It is natural that, in conformity with this divine ex-

ample, the Christians should bavi ad. .pied this way uf

praying as a mark of affliction, a demonstration of sad-

ness and sorrow. This is what we are Ii i to conclude

trom these lines of Prudentius, one of the most trust-

worthy interpreter- of Christian antiquity (Cathem,

hymn, ii,

"Tc voce, tc cantu pio
Rogan rvatog tm
Fleudo ei caneudo discimus."

This i- also shown by the custom of the primitive

Church in the liturgical practice. The Church had di-

rected from the earliest time that prayers shoul

standing on Sundays and during the paschal period, in

sign ofjoy, and kneeling all the rest ol the year in sign

of penitence. This rule was .already in force at the

time of Justin (Qucest. ad orthodox, resp. 115); it is

mentioned by Tertullian (D( Coron. milit. iii', and

stated by St. Jerome in that curious passage where he

-peak- of St Paul i Comment. Epist. ml Ephes. Procem. i:

•• St. Paul stayed at Ephesus until Pentecost, that time

of joy and victory when we bend not our ki

how to the ground, but when, resuscitated by the Lord.

we raise ourselves to heaven." The same custom he-

came a canonic law at the Council of Nicaea (Can. ult.).

It is interesting to read what Pamelius, ui his note- on

the treatise of Tertullian (Z)< Coron. c. iii. n. 38), and

Suicer ( Thesaur. eccles. s. \. yovv) wrote on the subject

of this manner of praying nmon to the .lews and

Christians. We have no pictures at all representing

Christians on their knees, which speak- in favor of

those who assert that the tuuim a are images of the

glorified soul. In conformity with the apostolic pre-

scriptions the men attended public prayers in the

churches bareheaded and the women veiled. In some

churches of Africa the virgins bad exempted themsi Ives

from this custom. Tertullian recommends it anew to

their observance in his treatise /'< velandis vi:

We must add. .as a general observation, that the

fnher- endeavored, with all their might, to exclude from

the prayers of the faithful all ire-lures and exterior prac-

tices bearing some strong feature- ol paganism. Thus
Tertullian (De Oral, xii i blames sternly such Christians

as. in imitation of the pagans, thought lit to make their

pra\ ers acceptable tot lod by putting down their penuke.

Martigny, Diet. Chret. s. v. See Am 1 1 m -.

Prayer-book. Since the article en this subject was

written (vol. ii) the Church of England has considered

the propriety of purging the Book of Co \ Prayer

of the Aihaiia-ian Creed, which the American Church
rejected. In the Irish Church (Protestant Episcopal),

recently disestablished, the Athanasian Creed is purged
of the damnatory clauses, and retained in that modified

form. Since the organization of the Reformed Prot-

estant Episcopal Church, the Prayer-book originally

framed for the |
American) Protestant Episcopal Church

was made the basis of another Book of Conn i 1'rayer,

from which all language thai seems to justify the ritu-

alism of the High-Church partj has been carefully ex-

punged. Recent literature on this subject maj be found

in the Edinb. I'"-. Oct. 1874, artvi; Brit. Qi . Jan.

1875, p. Ill: Church Journal (N. Y. '. dune 17. i-,.', ;

Blunt, Key to tin Knowledge and Ust <•/ t!,< Book <;/'

Common Prayer (Lond. 1869); Contemporary A . Dec.

1872, art, vii. See Common Prayer.

Prayer of Consecration is offered in the com-

munion Sen ice tor I he element- ser\ ed to the p. ople as

memorials of Christ's crucifixion. In the I'lmivli of

Rome and other ritualistic bodies, this prayer i- ac-

companied wiili much ceren \. In other Christian

churches the form prescribed or adopt, d is in ha: mo y
with the grave occasion which it commemoral
Lord's Supper.

Prayer-days. There can he no doubl that the ser-

\ i.-e in the Book of Common Prayer is intended to he

d lily : yet in the United Man- this practice I

conic to prevail. As a substitute for this, and thi near-

est approximation the times will allow to the original
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usage, certain days of the week are selected on which

morning and evening service is publicly held. Such

days are denominated "Prayer-days," and are thus dis-

tinguished from the usual "holydays." See the rubrics

before the order of public baptism.—Staunton, Ecclesi-

astical Dictionary, p. 540.

Prayer fok the Dead. See Dead, Praters for
the; Purgatory.

Prayer, Formula of. See Forms of Prayer.

Prayer, Lord's, See Lord's Prayer.

Prayer to Saints. See Invocation.

Prayer-test. This was a proposal anonymously

put forth in the name of science in the Contemporary

Review for July, 1872, with the strong endorsement of

Prof. Tyndall, and couched in the following terms :

"I ask that one single ward or hospital, under the care

of first-rate physician's and surgeons, containing certain

numbers of patients afflicted with those diseases which
have been best studied, and of which the mortality rates

are best known, whether the diseases arc those which are

treated by medical or by surgical remedies, should be,

during a period of not less, say, than three or five years,

made the objects of special prayer by the whole body of

the faithful ; and that at the end of that time the mortal-
ity rates should be compared with the past rates, and also

with the rates of other leading hospitals similarly well

managed during the same period."

This proposal is open to several grave objections.

1. It is not warranted by the Scriptures nor by the nat-

ure of prayer. Neither religion nor science is under
any obligation to accept all challenges. No system of

truth does that. The true man of science comes to nat-

ure, not as a dictator, but as the humblest of learners.

He does not invent tests and demand that she shall ac-

cept them ; he ingeniously finds out what tests she pro-

poses to him. It is his office, not to alter nor to criticise,

but to interpret her hieroglyphics.

In the same spirit we must study Christianity. The
Bible is our text-book. We compare its parts with each

other, and the whole with human consciousness and ex-

perience. We come to the book as learners. We are to

accept and try the tests it offers, and not to set up tests

of our own. It teaches a doctrine of prayer; it makes
prayer to be a real and mighty power—a power produc-

ing physical results—but efficient only under prescribed

conditions. These conditions, so far as they relate to

the special case before us, are sufficiently indicated in

these words: "The fervent, effectual prayer of a right-

eous man availeth much;" "the prayer of faith shall

save the sick." The promise is attached only to the

earnest, importunate supplication of a righteous man,
offered with fidl faith in God. The prayer proposed to

us vacates the essential conditions of prayer. It aims

not directlv at the result it asks, but indirectly to test

God. It says, " Will he ?" Faith says, " He will." The
thing it seeks is not really the healing of the sick, but

"to confer quantitative precision on the action of the

supernatural in nature."

This sort of challenge is not new in substance, if it is

in form. How do the Scriptures treat it? On a cer-

tain occasion a personage of very acute intellect and
large intelligence conducted the perfect man to a pre-

cipitous height, and challenged him to prove his claims

by casting himself down, trusting to be borne up on
angels' wings; and he quoted Scripture to enforce the

test. The reply was simply, " Thou shalt not tempt the

Lord thy God." When that perfect and divine man
hung on the cross the minions of the arch-tempter pro-

posed another test, "Let him now come down from the

cross, and we will believe in him ;" but he came not

down. When once a miracle was demanded of Jesus he
said, "You have ahead}' more convincing proofs than
sufficed for the Ninevites and for the queen of Sheba;
an evil ami an adulterous generation seeketh after a

sign." A lost spirit, himself convinced at last by the re-

sistless argument of hell-torment, prayed for the resur-

rection of a dead man to convince his brothers, but was
VIII.—H h

assured on the highest authority, " If they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded
though one rose from the dead."

2. The test proposed would be nvyatory. Suppose it

were admissible, and that the Christian world should

gladly accept it, and that the results should be all that

believers could desire. The hospital is selected— St.

Luke's, the west wing; one hundred patients of the

kinds indicated are entered. The same surgeons, phy-
sicians, and nurses have charge of both wings; the tem-
perature, treatment, and diet are the same ; there is per-

.

feet scientific exactness in all the conditions, except that

the patients in the west wing are made the subjects of

daily prayer wherever prayer to the God of the Bible is

offered. After three or five years the hospital records

are inspected and compared with other records, and it is

found that twenty-nine and a half per cent, more recov-
eries have taken place in the wards which prayer has
overshadowed than, in similar cases, anywhere else in

the world.

Now, what will the sceptical men of science say?
" The Lord, he is the God

;
prayer is vindicated forever

;

we have found a new force ?" Not at all. We should
hear such suggestions as these: "It may be the morn-
ing sun is bad, or the clatter of wheels and hoofs on the

avenue has injured the patients in the east wing;" "We
more than suspect some of the nurses and physicians

in the west wing have a bias towards Christianity;"

"Probably some new remedy has been secretly used;

at all events, though there is something mysterious
about it, this we know, nothing can contravene the laws
of nature." Let not such a supposition be thought slan-

derous. The prototypes of such men were not convinced

by miracles. Some of the persons who witnessed the

resurrection of Lazarus went about from that very day
to kill Jesus— yes, and to kill Lazarus too, lest the sight

of him might convince others.

The test proposed would be nugatory for another rea-

son—prayer could not be so offered. It is impossible so

to dam up Christian sympathy. It would burst overall

such artificial banks like a spring freshet. Such forms

of prayer would be mere magical incantations, impious
shams, which would cither be dinned over with no
thought of their scope, or else would paralyze the lips

that uttered them. Imagine the whole Church on earth

thus to pray, "Grant, O Lord, thy special mercy to the

one hundred sick persons in the west wing of St. Luke's

Hospital. New York, U. S. of America." If any influence

could move the Church to begin a three years' course

of such prayer, long before the time was up the Spirit

of God wotdd be searching many hearts with questions

J

like this :
" Who taught you so to limit your petitions?"

" Professor Tyndall." " Why do you confine such sup-

plications to one hundred of my needy millions, individ-

uals towards whom you have no reasons for special sym-
pathy?" "To prove thee, Lord, whether thou hearest

prayers for the sick." "If you doubt it, you cannot

offer such prayers acceptably ; and ifyou believe it, why
test me thus at the dictation of unbelievers? Thou
shalt not tempt the Lord thy God."

Answers are promised only to sincere, single-minded

prayer, which looks simply for the object, it asks. Such
prayer must be double-minded—one eye resting faintly

on the hospital, the other intently scanning the scien-

tific world. Under such circumstances faith would be
impossible: for faith rests solely on God's promise, and
God has nowhere promised to answer any prayer offered

as a test of himself.

3. Our final objection to the proposition before us is

that it proposes an unnecessary test. There are allow-

able experiments which afford abundant proof of the

mooted point. What these are must be determined by
the Word of Cod and the experience of praying men.
For a scientific atheist, or pantheist, or deist, or mere
nominal Christian to insist on other tests is as unscien-

tific—we say not as irreligious, but as unscientific—as it

would be for us to say, " If electricity be so powerful as
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you assert, let it run along this hempen cord as you

claim ii does along the telegraphic wires," or, "Make
your magnet attracl copper." The prompl reply would

be, "The laws of nature forbid." Our reply is, "The
economy of grace forbids."

\\ , , in conceive of a strictly scientific tes( which

might have been proposed by the author of this inad-

missible, nugatory test. He might have sent out a cir-

cular letter to ten thousand of the ablest, most expe-

rienced, and most devout ministers of the Gospel and

other Christians in all land-, explaining his object, and

inviting careful answers to these questions: How many
cases have you ever known of persons desperately sick

who were made the subjects of fervent, importunate

prayer? What were the particulars, and what the re-

sults? The candid and unbiassed collation of the facts

so obtained from witnesses whose capacity and honesty

would give their testimony on all other matters the

highest credit, might or might not cast some light upon

the subject But it would not convince unbelievers, lor

unbelief is a matter of the heart more than of the intel-

lect; and very probably the secret and unsearchable

workings of the divine providence would remove the

whole business beyond the range of the laws of induc-

tion. I lie scientists discard faith, while the Bible tells

us that only by faith can we know either the person

or the providence of Cod. A scientific test, in what-
ever pertains to the divine action, is impossible and

absurd— a truth that Christians need to understand

scarcely less than sceptics.

—

Christian Advocate. See

Pbayee; Pkovidknck.

Preachers, Local. See Local Pjri uan rs.

Preaching is usually and with literal correctness

defined as the act of delivering religious discourses.

Kut this definition fails to suggest the most important

signification of the term. That can only be reached by
considering it as designating the objective idea of a

ure.it and peculiar appointment of the Lord Jesus ( hrist.

In this broad hut legitimate sense, preaching means
more than an individual act or series of acts. It rep-

resents an institution of Christianity which has been in

existence some nineteen centuries, and an agency of re-

ligious influence destined to continue in action through-
out the « hole period of human affairs.

I. //<< Proper Character and Design of Preaching.—
As Christ himself was the DivineWord made flesh, so,

designing to employ human agency lor the promotion

of his kingdom among men. he made a special appro-

priation of man's distinguishing faculty of speech by
appointing it as the primary and principal means of

diffusing God's word of truth and message of salvation

throughout the world. Having chosen disciples from

among his own earliest hearers, "he ordained twelve,

that they should he with him, and that he might -end

them forth to preach" (Mark iii, 14). To those disci-

ples lie said. "What I tell you in darkness that speak

ye in light : and u hat ye hear in the ear that preach \ e

upon the house-tops" |
Matt. x. 27 I. As had been fore-

shadowed in prophecy, 30 ( hri-t represented the preach-

ing of the < iospel to t he | r as the distinguishing char-

acteristic of hi- kingdom. The great Preacher himself.

having completed his earthly mission, crowned it with
the ever-binding command given to his disciples. -(hi
ye into all the world, and preach the Co-pd to every
creature" (Mark scvi, 15). <'hri-iian preaching, there-
fore, implies not only preacher-, hut hearer-. ]i pri -

Bupposi - a personal conviction and a deep sense oftruth
in the mind of the preacher, accompanied by a purpose
to transfer his com ictions to the minds and heart- of
his hearer-. Although preaching is designed to embody
an important element ol instruction, yet, if properly exe-
cuted, it rises in character superior to lecturing, or any
<>f the forms of didactic discourse. It resembles the best

forms of demonstrative address, hut transcends all secu-

lar oratory in the moral orandeur ol it- themes, and e—
pecially in its Bpecific desigu ofenlightening and quick-

ening the consciences of men as a means of affecting

their earthly character and their eternal destiny.

II. Historical Development. -Trior to Christ, preach-

ing was hut little more known among the Jews than

among the Gentiles. It had been to Borne extent an-

ticipated by several of the prophet-, the greatest and
last of whom was John the Baptist; hut. from the time

that ( 'hrist began hi- public ministry, preaching became
common and constant Following our Lord's ascension,

the apostolic ministry of preaching was elevated and

vitalized by the gift'ofthe Holy Ghost The gift of

tongues and the manifestation ol the tongues of tire

were alike designed to aid and encourage them in their

work ofevangelization. Hence, whether in tin- Temple,

in BynagOgue8, or in prison-, they preached Christ and
him crucified a- the power of ( iod and the \\ isdom of

God; and. when scattered abroad by persecution, " they
weiu everywhere preaching the Word" (Acts viii. 1 1.

It was thus that the Co-pel became rapidly diffused

throughout the Roman empire, which, in an important

3- nse, represented -all the world" of that period.

h seems -ale to believe that, had the apostolic zeal

and fidelity in preaching been maintained without in-

terruption, the triumphs of the Gospel would have been
continuous, and perhaps ere this coextensive with the

habitable world. But, unfortunately, the 2d and 3d
centuries witnessed the introduction into the Church of

' two classes of influences which hail a tendency to reduce

the number of preachers and limit the work and influ-

ence of preaching. The first was that of asceticism

up v.). which, by a powerful hut mistaken impu
into deserts and caves, and afterwards into monasteries,

thousands of earnest men. whose lives were thus with-

drawn from evangelical activity and wasted in penances

ami self-torture. The second was that ofceremonialism

J

[see Ceremony ]. by which the preaching office was
taken away from the majority of the clergy, and for the

greater part limited to bishops. Bingham states the

limitation in these words:

"Preaching anciently was one of the chief offices of a
bishop; insomuch that in the African churches a pres-
byter was never known to preach before a bishop in his
cathedral church till Austin's time, and St. Austin was
the first presbyter in that part of the world that ever was
allowed to preach in the presence of his bishop. ... It is

true, in the Eastern chnrches presbyters were sometimes
allowed to preach in the great church before the bishop ;

hut that was not to discharge him id' the duty, for still he
preached a sermon at the same time after them. ... In
the lev. er elm,, lies of the city and country about, this of-
fice was devolved upon presbyters as the bishop's proper
assistants; and the deacons, except in the forcinenlioiied
cases of reading the homilies of the lathes, and when
the presbyter was sick or infirm), were not authorized to
perform ii" (AiUiq. Christian Church, l>k. xiv, ch. iv).

Not only was preaching shorn of it- aggressive power
by being thus limited and subordinated under the influ-

ence of a growing ceremonialism, hut in some places it

wa- for Ion-- periods scandalously neglected. Sozomen,
the historian, "relates of the Church of Rome in his

time that they had no sermons either by the bishop or

any other." Some have thought Sozomen mi-taken:
hut ( lassiodorus, who was a senator and consul at Rome,
quotes the same out of Sozomen in his Historia Tri-

partita, without correction, and further -ays that no
one ran produce any sermons preached to the people by
any bishop of Rome before those of Lea The revival

of preaching by Leo appears to have been hut tempo-
rary: for. according to Surius. a Roman writer, it was
afterwards discontinued for live hundred year-

I

till l'iu- Quintus, like another Leo, revived the practice.

Not merely at Rome, but through large portions both
of the Latin and Creek church.-, preaching, instead of

being a constant custom, was rare and exceptional dur-

ing the long period between the 6th and 16th centuries.

to he a regular part ofthe services of the Sab-
bath, although it was retained a- a pan ofthe • re -

nial of ordinations, while on festival days it took the

form of panegyrics or eulogies upon the Virgin and the
saints.
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The preaching of the Crusades (q. v.) by Peter the

Hermit, St. Bernard, and others, and the organization

of the Dominicans (q. v.) as a preaching order of monks,

may be considered as exceptional to the usual practice

of the mediaeval Church. Some other exceptions, how-

ever, of a far better character, and followed by better

results, are also to be credited to the Church of the Mid-

dle Ages, while on the other hand it was disgraced by
Tetzel and others, who used preaching as an agency for

the sale of indulgences. But preaching never again be-

came general till after the Reformation. It was seized

upon by Luther and the other reformers as a means of

propagating scriptural truth and exposing the corrupt

doctrines and practices which had crept into the Church,

and from that time forward preaching became frequent

and universal among Protestants. Its influence in the

Protestant world has reacted upon Romanism, so that

long since, in all Protestant countries, and to some ex-

tent elsewhere, preaching has become a regular Sunday
service in Roman Catholic churches, performed not only

by bishops, but by presbyters and deacons, as well as by
monks of several different orders.

III. Preaching-places and Customs.—In New-Testa-

ment times our Lord and his apostles found places for

preaching wherever people could be assembled. The
mountain-side, the shores of seas and rivers, the public

street, private houses, the porch of the Temple, the

Jewish synagogue, and various other places were found

available for the proclamation of the Gospel. So far as

the preaching customs of the first period of Christianity

can be inferred from authentic records, they were simple

in the extreme. Sometimes the message of the preach-

er was communicated in conversation, and when deliv-

ered in a more formal manner it rarely had any other

accompaniments than the reading of the Sacred Word
and prayer. For a considerable time there could have
been no Church edifices adapted to the convenient

preaching and hearing of the Word ; but the earliest

structures erected for Christian worship doubtless had
that design in view. It was, therefore, a corruption in

practice when churches began to be constructed for cer-

emonial display—as with altars for the celebration of

mass, niches for images, and long-drawn aisles for pro-

cessional parades. The conversion of heathen temples

and basilicas into Christian churches, which in the 4th

century became common, tended largely to foster and
extend that form of corruption. At the period named,
the most common form of preaching was that of the

exhortation and the homily. A few of the great

preachers, like Cyril, Chrysostom, and Augustine, de-

livered courses of homilies in daily succession, espe-

cially during Lent. More commonly short exhortations,

sometimes two. three, or even four in succession, were
delivered either at morning or evening prayer, or both.

This was more particularly true in cities and the large

churches, and it was only when presbyters and deacons

were authorized to preach that preaching could be fur-

nished with frequency or regularity in villages or coun-

try-places. Sometimes large assemblies were gathered

at the graves of martyrs to hear panegyrics upon the

virtues of those who had suffered death in persecution.

The custom of preaching extempore was at first gener-

al, but after a time yielded, in the case ofordinary preach-

ers, to that of reciting discourses not unfrequently com-
posed by others. Preachers frequently preceded their

discourses by a brief prayer for divine assistance. Fol-

lowing prayer was the salutation "Peace be unto you,"

or "The Lord be with you;" to which the people re-

sponded, "Peace be with thy spirit." Sometimes the

salutation gave place to a benediction, as may be seen

in several of Chrysostom 's homilies. Sometimes a text

of Scripture was taken as a basis of the discourse, some-
times several were taken for the same object, and some-
times none. Generally the discourse was concluded with
a doxology. It was usual for preachers to sit and the

people to stand during the delivery of the discourse. It

was common for the people when pleased by the utter-

ances of a preacher to give applause by clapping their

hands and by vocal acclamations. Sometimes handker-
chiefs were waved and garments tossed aloft. At other

times groans and sobs and tears were the responses made
by sympathetic hearers. So great value was attached
to the discourses of some of the more venerable and elo-

quent preachers that ready writers were employed to

report the words they uttered. Copies of reported dis-

courses were circulated among those who prized them,
and were held for reading to other assemblies. In this

way the homilies of the fathers descended to later times,

when they could be better preserved and more rapidly
multiplied by printing. During the mediaeval period,

where preaching was not wholly abandoned, sermons
and homilies were to a great extent substituted by pos-
tils (q. v.), which were very brief addresses delivered at
the conclusion of the mass, and holding about the same
relation to the preceding ceremonies of worship that a
postscript holds to a letter, or a marginal note to the
text of a book.

The preaching customs of modern times differ in mi-
nor particulars somewhat with reference to differences

of national habits, but more with reference to the pre-

dominance of the idea of worship or of religious address.

In a certain class of churches the services are conducted
with primary reference to forms of worship. In churches
of that class, by whatever name designated, preaching
is made subordinate. In other churches the leading

idea of a Sabbath assembly is that, of an audience gath-
ered together to receive instruction from the Word of

God, both as read from the sacred page and as declared

by his appointed messengers. In the latter, preaching
is regarded as of principal importance, prayer and psal-

mody being auxiliary to it.

The principal places for preaching in modern times
are churches constructed with primary reference to that

object. It may be here remarked that even in Europe
church architecture has been greatly modified since the

period of the Reformation, in a perhaps unconscious

adaptation to the more general practice of preaching.

Few large cathedrals have been built, but many churches

of smaller proportions, and more available as auditori-

ums. Protestant churches in all countries are supplied

with permanent seats for audiences, and, with rare ex-
ceptions, the pulpit occupies the central position allot-

ted in Roman Catholic countries to the principal altar.

On the continent of Europe movable seats only are used
in the Roman Catholic churches, but in countries dis-

tinctively Protestant, pews or fixed sittings are gen-
erally introduced to accommodate hearers during the

preaching services. But preaching, especially among
Protestants, has by no means been limited to churches.

While maintained with regularitj' in them, it has been
extended as a missionary agency to highways and mar-
ket-places, to public commons, to natural amphitheatres,

to groves, to ships' decks, to extemporized tabernacles,

and even to music-halls and theatres. In short, zealous

evangelists show themselves ready, both in civilized and
heathen countries, to preach wherever and whenever
their fellow-men can be gathered to hear them.

IV. Literature.—The literature of preaching may be
divided into two classes—the first embracing publica-

tions relating to the art and science of preaching, and
the second embracing the printed products of preaching,

whether postils, homilies, or sermons. Of the first class,

an extensive list is given in connection with the article

on Homiletics (q. v.). Of the second, it would be easy
to enumerate authors and books by hundreds. For se-

lect and classified lists, see arts. Pulpit Eloquence;
Sermons. Of recent books of the first class, the follow-

ing may be named: Mullois (M. l'Abbe Isidore; trans-

lated by George Percy Badger), The Clergy and the Pul-
pit ii, their Relations to the People (N. Y. 1867, 12mo);
Hood, Lamps, Pitchers, and Trumpets: Lectures on the

Vocation of the Preacher (1st and 2d series, ibid. 18C9, 2

vols. 12mo); Parker, Ad Cleram: Advices to a Young
Preacher (Bost. 1871. 12mo); Broadus, Preparation and
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ermona (Phila. 1871, 12mo); Beecher,

urea on Preaching (1st, 2d, and 3d series,N.Y.

1872 74,3 rola. L2mo); Stores, Preaching without Notes

(ibid. 1875, l2mo); Hall, God's Word through Preach-

in^ (ibid. l s 7.">. l2mo); Broad us. Lectures on ti

king (ibid. 1876, l2mo); Taylor, Thi Ministry

of the Word (ibid. 1876, l2mo); Brooks, Lectures on

Preaching (ibid. 1*77. 12mo); Dale, Ifim Lectures on

7 (ibid. 1878, l2mo). (D. P. K.>

Preaching Friars. See Dominicans.

Preadamite. Under this bead we pro

first, the question of the existence of wen
older than the Biblical A. lam

;
set ond, Prehistoric tribes

in general.

I. Preadamic Men. —Whether men existed upon

the earth before Adam is a question firs! made
| ni-

lunt in Europe by Isaac Peyrerius (La Peyrere). His

reasoning in support of the affirmative is embodied in

awork published anonymously in Paris, in 1655, and en-

titled Prceadamita ; situ Exercitatio super versibus

duodecimo, decimotertio <t decimoquarto capitis quinti

Epistolce S. Pauli ad Romanos, quibus inducuntur

Primi homines ante Adamum conditi. Very soon after-

wards appeared, from the same am her. the following:

i Theologicum ex Praeadamitarum Hypothesis

Pars prima. Both works are new very rare (see Sol-

geri Bibl, ii, 94; Freytag, Anal. p. 671; Bibl. Feuerlin,

p. 588; Brunet, Manuel, et al.). The must accessible

edition embraces the two works bound in one volume,

L8mo, and published, without, place, "anno salutis

MDCLV." A work appeared in English the next year

with the following title: Man before Adam, or n Dis-

coursi upon the Twelfth, Thirteenth, andFourteenth Verses

of the Fifth Chapter of the /',",'.<//, of Paul /" tht

.- by which are prov'dtkat the First M<n inn
created befon Adam (Lond. 1656, L8mo, pp.351. It pur-

port-. io be a- First Part"). The novel teaching of Pey-

rerius was at once bitterly denounced, and a consider-

able number of treatises were written in opposition. A
list of these has been compiled by Eberl i Di
No. 16,555). The following are the most important:

Animadversiones in Librum Praeadamitarum i,i quibus

confutatur nuperus scriptor, it primum omnium fuisse,

Adamum defenditur, authon Eusebio Romano (Phil.

Priorio, Paris, 1656, 8vo, and in Holland in the same
year, Bm. 12i : Non ens PraadamUicum : site Con-

futatio i-iini oujusdam somnii, quo Sacra Sci-iptura

pratexfu incautioribus nuper imponeri conatus est qui-

iliim anonymusfingens, ante Adamumprimumfuisse ho-

mines in mundo; authore An'. Hulsso (Lugd. Hat. apud
Joan. Elzevir. 1656, sm. l2mo); Responsio exetastica

ml tractatum cui titulus Prmadamita libri duo, auctore

./. Puthio (Lugd. Batavor. apud Johan. Elzivirium, 1656,

sm. l2mo). The argument on both Bides, as might he

supposed, was almost wholly Biblical and dialectic.

The nature of the proofs employed by Peyrerius, and
of his "theological system" built upon the fundamental
doctrine of preadamic men. may ho condensed in the

following propositions: 1. Thi
| Rom. v.

12) by wl -sin entered into the world" was \A tm,

for in ver. I I that sin is called ••Adam's trans

2. "Transgression" is a violation of "law;" therefore

I" the law" (ver. 13) signifies the law given to i.dam
natural law, not that given to Moses. 3. The phrase
••until l In- law" i ver. |;i i implies a lime before the law

l« fore Adam ; and as ".sin was in tin' world"
during that time, there must have been men in ex-
istence to commit sin. I. The sin committed before the

enactment ol if' natural law was "material," "actual
;"

the sin existinj and through hoi;, v, a-
•• imputed. " "formal." "legal," "adventitious," and
'.'after the similitude of Adam's transgression." 6.

Death entered into the world before Adam, hut it was
in consequence of the imputation "backwards" of

Adam':, prospective Bin "peccatum Adami fuisse retro

imputatum primis hominibus ante Adamum c iiii- :

"

and this was necessary, that all men might partake of

the salvation provided in Christ—"oportuerat primes

illos homim - peran isst i;; A lamo, ul sanctificarentur in

ChriBto" i I'liiml. cap. xi.\ i. Nevertheli ss, death i" fore

Adam did not ri atum tunc torn;

mortuum; mors erat mortua, et nullus erat sepulchri

aculeus" (ibid. cap. xii). 6. Adam was the •• tirst

man" only in the same sense a- Christ was the "second
man." for Adam "was the fig ire of Christ" (Rom. v, 14).

7. All men are of one blood in the sense of one sub-

Btance one " mattt r," one "earth." The Jews are de-

scended from Adam, the Gentiles from Preadamites

(System. TheoU lib. ii, cap. vi-xi). The tirst chapter of

Genesis treats of the origin of the Gentiles, the second

of the origin of the Jews (ibid. lib. iii, cap. i. ii). The
i .i utiles were created aborigines" in the beginning," by

the -word" of God, in all lauds; Adam, the father of the

Jews, was formed of "clay" by the " hand" of God (ibid.

lib. ii. cap. xi I. Gent sis. after chap. i. is a history, not

of the first men. hut of the first Jews (ibid. lib. iv, cap.

ii i. 8. The existence of Preadamites i- also indicated

in the Biblical account of Adam's family, especially of

Cain (ibid. lib. ii, cap. i\ i.
''. Proved, also, by the " mon-

uments" of Egypt and Chakkea, and by the history of

the astronomy, astrology, theology, and magic of the

(h utile-
|
ibid, lih. iii. cap. \ xii : as will as by the racial

features of remote and savage tribes, and by thi

ly discovered pan- of the terrestrial structun

Proam.). 10. Hence the epoch of the creation of the

world does not date from that "beginning" commonly
figured in Adam. "Videtur enim altius et a longis-

sime retroactis seculis petendum illud principiui

11. The deluge of Noah was not universal,

and it destroyed only the.lews (ibid. lib. iv. cap. vii-ix |;

nor is it possible to trace to Noah the origin of all the

races of men (ibid. lih. iv, cap. xiv). Some of these po-

sitions were far hi advance of the age, and it ought to he

said were defended with knowledge and candor which
were not appreciated by the adversaries of Peyrerius.

The question of Preadamites admits of discussion in

our day from quite another standpoint. Recognising it

as a question of scientific fact, we should unhesitatingly

appeal to anthropology for a dual answer. Ethnologists

are generally agreed that the civilized nation- of Eu-
rope, Northern Africa, and Western and Southern Asia

belong to one race, which was designated Caucasian by
Blumenbach, hut which, with recent authorities, is

known under the name of the Mediterranean Nations.

They are recognised as constituting three groups of

peoples, commonly called Handle-. Sh< mite-, and Indo-

Europeans or Japhetites. These designations are de-

rived from the names of the three Bons of Noah, to

whom, through the invaluable aid of the Biblical eth-

nology, the learned have traced the pedigree of these

three types of people. They may. therefore, be desig-

nated collect i\ el \ a- Moachites. (1.) The Hamitea are

known to have distributed themselves through the north

of Africa, the Nile valley, and the east of the continent

a- far a- the Strait of Bab el-Mandeb. The ancient

Egyptians are pure Handle-, and are generally i

a- the founder- of the oldest ei\ ilization. They are slill

more or less perfectly represented by the I-'ellahin. or

peasantry of the lower Nile, and especially by the Cop-
tic Christians of the towns. The Hamiiic Berbers, iu-

cluding Libyans, Moors. Numidian-. and Gsetulians. are

spread, intermingled with Shemites and Europeans,

through the countries south of the Mediterranean and

through the Sahara. < llhcr llainilic nation-, p

a civilization far beyond that of any of the purely black

races, occupy some of the regions about the Nil.', es-

pecially in Nubia, and arc scattered in distinct tribes,

united by common linguistic elements, through Abys-
sinia, and in on,' direction a- far as the heart of Africa,

from * th to 3 south, and in the other direction

from near Bab el-Mandeb to Juba on the Indian < )< ean.

The antiquity of the Hamitic civilization in Egypt is

indicated by the evidence in our possession that the
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heliacal rising of Sirius must have heen observed (ap-

parently) as early as B.C. 4242 (Lepsius, Ckronol. cler

Aegyptei; pt. i, p. 165 sq.).* (2.) The Shemites, from

the date of earliest records, have inhabited Western

Asia, whence they have taken possession of parts of

Eastern Africa. They are represented by the Jews, the

Arabs, the Abyssinians, the Aramaeans, the Canaanites,

and the Assyrio-Babylonians. Linguistic researches

lead to the belief that the Hamites and Shemites de-

veloped their languages in a common primeval home,

and hence are nearly related. This view is favored by

Genesis, where (Shemitic) Sidon is described as the

eldest son of Canaan, who was descended from Cush,

and thus from Ham (Gen. x, 1-15), the father of the

Hamites. (3.) The Indo-European (Japhetic) family

appear to have dwelt originally, according to the con-

clusions of Peschel, along the slopes of the Caucasus,

and through the gorge of Dariel, within reach of both

the Euxine and the Caspian Sea (Races ofjfan, Amer.

ed. p. 507). Hence a migration westward of a portion

of them led to the separation into Asiatic and European

Aryans. Some of the Asiatic Aryans crossed the Hidit-

Kush, according to Max Midler and others, and dis-

possessed the aboriginal population of the territory along

the Ganges, transplanting there the religion of Brah-

minism, while those left behind developed the Zoroas-

trian religion. The European Aryans swept over Eu^

rope in successive waves. The Celts displaced in Spain

and France an older population, the Basques—perhaps

also Aryans—and were succeeded by the other nations

of southern Aryans— Greeks, Albanians, and Italians.

The northern Aryans are represented by the Letts, the

Slavonians, and the Germanic nations.

We thus discover the posterity of Noah in all their

ramifications; but in this survey the Mongoloid nations

and the black races do not seem to be embraced. The
Mongoloids are spread widely over the earth's surface.

The best modern authorities unite here the Malay tribes

which are dispersed over South-eastern Asia and many
of the islands of Polynesia ; certain southern Asiatics,

embracing Chinese, Siamese, Burmese, and races in

Thibet and the Himalayas; Coreans and Japanese ; the

Ural-Altaic race in several European and Asiatic divis-

ions; the tribes on both sides of Behring's Strait and
the aborigines of America—including as well civilized

nations of both parts of the continent as the wild hunt-

ing tribes. The Dravida, also, according to modern eth-

nology, should be recognised as a race distinct from the

posterity of Noah. These aborigines of western India

have dark skins, long, black, curly hair, somewhat in-

tumescent lips, but nothing of the prognathism of some
of the black races. They linger in some parts of Belu-

chistan, in the extreme south and south-west of Hin-
dustan, and in the northern half of Ceylon. One of

their languages is the Tamul, spoken by not less than

ten millions, and possessing an ancient literature. Other
tribes occupy a belt along the east coast of Hindostan,

and even stretching into the interior. The Mongoloids

and the Dravida, which may be designated as the Dusky
Baces, cannot be very far removed from the Noachites.

Their common ancestor was an antediluvian—perhaps

Seth, or some one of his descendants older than Noah.
It is open to conjecture that their father was Cain, the

brother of Seth, or some other son of Adam. In any

event, as Noah was the parent of the White Races, and

as these are so closely allied to the Dusky (including

copper-colored) Eaces, it seems quite possible that the

Biblical Adam was removed sufficiently far in the past

to be the progenitor of both the White and the Dusky
Races. The name Adam, signifying red, would imply
that he was not the parent of the Black Races. Cain,

*In our article Manetho we have shown the nntrust-
worthiness of ninny of these astronomical data as founda-
tions for Egyptian chronology. The English Egyptolo-
gists in general reduce the beginning of the first dynasty
to B.C. 2717 (Lane, Poole, Wilkinson), and even "this is

unnecessarily far back. There is good reason for datin
the reign of Menes from B.C. 2417.— Ed.

moreover, as he went out from his native country, found

other nations already in existence. The natural infer-

ence from these considerations would be that the Black

Races existed before Adam.* Such a conclusion is sus-

tained by other anthropological considerations. The
Black Races— a term used only for present convenience

—may be regarded as comprising (1) Negroes, (2) Hot-

tentots and Bushmen, (3) Papuans, (4) Australians.

They possess in common a dark or black skin and a

marked degree of dolichocephalism, as well as much
greater prognathism than the White and Dusky races.

They are further characterized by long thigh-bones,

sometimes long arms, lean shanks, oblique pelves, and
deficiency of secondary sexual characters. The Negroes
are distinguished generally by short crisped hair, with

a flattened section, scanty or absent beards, thick lips,

flattened nose, retreating forehead, and projecting jaws;

and they inhabit Africa from the southern border of the

Sahara to the territory of the Hottentots and Bushmen,
stretching from ocean to ocean save where the Hamites
have intruded on the extreme east. The Bantu or

southern Negroes embrace the Zanzibar and Mozam-
bique nations, and the well-known Betchuans and Kaf-

firs. The Soudan or northern Negroes embrace the

tribes speaking a variety of languages, and stretching

from the coast well into the interior. The Hottentots

and Bushmen occupy the southern parts of Africa nearer

the Atlantic Ocean, and are characterized by the tufted

matting of their hair, and among the women by the pe-

culiar formation known as steatopygy. The Bushmen
have a leathery-brown skin, which becomes much
wrinkled with age. The Koi-Koin (Hottentot) lan-

guage possesses great ethnological interest, as it has

been thought by Moffat, Lepsius, Pruner Bey, Max
Midler, Whitney, and Bleek to present affinities with

the ancient Egyptian. Though other authorities have

pronounced against any relationship, it is certain that

we find among these savages linguistic elements which
belong to a refined civilization, and which leave the

question open whether they have lived in contact with

the Egyptians or have descended from them, or from

some common stock not very remotely removed. But
even if it should appear probable that the Hottentots

(and, inferentially, the Bushmen) are descended from the

Hamitic Egyptians, we are not in possession of evidence

indicating any immediate relationship between the

other black races and the Adamites; so that the resid-

ual probability remains that these races are more an-

cient than the (perhaps Adamic) father of the White
and Dusky races. The Papuans are intermingled with

the population of Australia, and inhabit New Guinea,

the Pelew Islands, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, the

Loyalty Islands, and the Fiji Archipelago. They pos-

sess peculiarly flattened, abundant long hair, which

grows in tufts surrounding the head like a crown eight

inches high. The beard is abundant, the skin very

dark, varying to chocolate color in New Guinea and
blue-black in Fiji. The jaws are less projecting than in

Negroes, and the nose is broad and aquiline, giving the

features a Jewish cast. The Australians occupy the

continent of Australia and the islands contiguous, in-

cluding Tasmania. Their body is thickly pilose: the

hair of the head is black, elliptical in section, and stands

out around the head in a shaggy crown less striking

than that of the Papuans. Though less gifted than the

* We call the attention of the reader to the fact that these
positions ofour respected contributor are purely inferences
from the presumption that the ethnographical list in Gen.
x is intended to specify all the posterity of Noah as now
or historically known to exist on the earth, whereas it is

evidently meant only as a catalogue of those tribes with
which the Hebrews were more or less acquainted. The
black races were certainly included under the Cushites
(q.v.). and this disposes at once of the argument that
Noah is the progenitor of the whites only. Indeed, ifany-
thing is to be inferred from the meaning of the name
Adam, it would go to make him the parent, not of the
Caucasian, but of the copper-colored or Tartar tribes.—

Ed.
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Papuans, they ate higher in the psychic scale than for-

merly represented. They were, indeed, found living in

the age of rude Btone i m i It ments, and used simple tree-

trunks for boats; bu< th( ir language reflects a consider-

able degree of refinement and grammatical perfection.

Viewing the Black races from either a psychic, a zoolog-

ical, or ;m archaeological standpoint, we discover evi-

dence that they diverged from the White and Dusky
i i period which, compared with the epoch of

Egyptian and Assyrian civilization, must be exceeding-

. i he conclusion is indicated, therefore, that

the common progenitor of the Black and the other races

was placed too far back in time to answer for the Bib-

lii al Adam. This view lias been maintained by MM !aus-

lani (A dam and the Adamiti [Lond. 1872] ; Tfo Builders

ofBabel, ch.v), and was recently favored by Dr.Whedon
(Meth. Quar. Rev. Jan. 1871, p. 153, and July, 1872, p.

526). See also an article entitled Was Adam tin First

Man? in Scribner's Monthly, Oct 1*71
;
and Pozzy, La

'l\ rre et le Recit Biblique de /a Creation, liv. iii. c. xii. *

To those who think the language of the Iiible con-

templates Adam as "the tirst being who could be called

a man"—not alone the progenitor id' the races which
figure in Biblical history— it may be conceded that

Buch is its meaning, in case it shall appear allowable,

on Biblical grounds, to carry hack the advent of man
sufficiently far; and provided, further, that a progenitor

having the complexion which seems to be indicated by
ii Adam can be reasonably regarded as the pro-

genitor also of races of black color, and seemingly much
lower in the organic and intellectual scale than the fa-

ther of Setli and his civilized posterity not far removed.!

The time-question involved is admittedly serious. In

reference to the difficulty presented by the color of Ad-
am's skin, it will be borne in mind that color alone is

one of the most untrustworthy ofethnological characters

(Peschel, Races of Man, p. 88). In reference to the

inferior psychic and bodily endowments of the Black

races, it may also be observed that degradation and de-

terioration of tribes are phenomena familiar to ethnol-

ogy. But there are strong objections to the assump-
tion that the Black races represent, in general, a degen-
eracy. We have no knowledge of the degeneracy of

entire races, but only of tribes and fragments of tribes.

Nor has tribal degeneracy taken place, except where
the oppression of superior tribes has driven the weaker
into the midst of natural conditions unfriendly to exist-

ence. Bui the Black races have been free to roam over
entire continents in search of the mosl congenial condi-

tions. Vi t. on the healthful and luxuriant table-lands
of Central Africa the Mack man is marked by an infe-

riority as real and almosl as -reat as alone,- the pesti-

lential borders of the wesl coast, or in the least-favored

regions of Australia and New Guinea. The structural

peculiarities of the I Hack races, moreover, are inheri-

tances of lower grade rather than reminiscences of a

higher. The Mack man is nol on a descending grade,

cending, according to the organic and psychic
law of existence. His remotest progenitor was lower
rather than higher. All these considerations militate

hi idi a thai Adam, the father of the Noachian
races, was low enough in the scale of organization, and
rem., i,. enough in the genealogical line, to be the father
also of the Melanic races. Thus, while the conflicting
nature of the insufficient evidences forbids our dogma-
:

• of proof seems rather to sustain the
opinion thai the Melanic races are descendants of real

Preadamites.J

•'on, however, has in onr judgment a
'''' foundation, and ca for a momi

i

in comparts >n with the arguments in favor of the common
Origin of man adduced under our arte le An \m -En

t The question rather is simplva philological' one.' The
statements ol Scripture must stand or fill by th

y expounded by the n«i of exe ;esis, and
we are not at liberty to Warp them into an ao
witt discoveries in other fleldo.—Ed.

: From this conclusion we bee leave to dissent toto eatlo,
and we especially disagree with the view thai I

II. Prehistoric .1/7/;.—By prehistoric peoples we com-
monly understand the ancestors of the historic peoples;
and. in a still Btricter sense, the ancestors of the An an
nation-. In fact, most thai baa been directly learned
respecting prehistoric men cue, rna the prt d< i

the historic nations of Europe. It should be home in

mind, however, that questions respecting primeval
man—his antiquity, endowments, condition, and birth-

re to be clearly distinguished from similar

questions concerning tie Caucasian ra te the race with
which, as we have Been, our r< vealed Scriptures are pri-

marily concerned. What ma\ be true ol this race may
be very wide of the truth respecting mankind al large.

See Species. In discussing prehistoric man we are

constrained to ( ine ourselves to the predecessors of
the modern Caucasians, both because discoveries of

prehistoric monuments have been chiefly restricted to

Caucasian countries, and because the non-Caucasian
i.e.- (especially it we except the .Mongoloids) can
hardly be said to possess any indigenous history; so

that their prehistoric peri.ni reaches to the present.

This circumstance, nevertheless, is fortunate for an-
thropological research, since it enables us, by compari-
son, to draw inferences respecting the prehistoric con-
ditions of the Caucasian race.

1. Sources of Inform < items. — Nearly
every country of Europe contains caverns in which
have been discovered either the bones of human beings
or the nlies of their industry. More than forty of

these were explored by Dr. Schmerling in Belgium
(Jiecherches <:/, les Ossemens fossiles de<

Cavernes di laProvina d, Liegi
\
1833 34]), and others,

more recently, by M. E. Dupont | Les Temps Prehisto-

riques; see also Le 11 on. L'Homnu Fossili
\
.'.led. 1*77]).

The most important Belgian caverns are those of Engis,

Engihoul, Chokier, Naulette, and frontal (or Furfooz).

Dr. Buckland published in 1823 </,'• liquia Diluvianw)
accounts of the contents of several English caverns;

and, in later times, further details have been given by
Evans (Ancient Stone Implements of Great Britain

[1872]), Owen (History ofBritish Fossil Mammals and
346]), Dawkins (Cave Bunting [1875]), Lub-

bock (Prehistoric Times [Lond. 1865 I, Lyell (The
Geological Evidences of the Antiquity ofMan |

1th ed.

1873]), Sanford, Falconer, Austen, Pengelly, and others

whose works arc scattered through the publications of

the geological and palaeontologies] societies and period-

icals. The most important English caverns are those

of Kent and Brixham (near Torquay), Wokey Hole in

Somersetshire, Kirkdale in Yorkshire, and those in the

(lower Peninsula of South Wales. The British caverns

have afforded thirty-seven species of mammals, of which

eightet ii are extinct A large number of French cav-

erns and "rock-shelters" have proved fruitful in archae-

ological and anthropological remains. As early as 1826

M. Tournal. and in 1829 M. Christol, had announced dis-

coveries in the south of France. Later investigations

have be.n made by Lartet and Christy (Reliquia Aqui-

tanicm
f
Lond. 1865-69]), Desnoyers, Slortillct. Riviere,

Garrigou, and many other French and English anthro-

pologists. Nearly a hundred bone- and Hint-producing

caverns have been described in France, the greater

number ofwhich are situated in the Department of the

Dordogne (e. g. Moustier, Eyzies, Madeleine. Laugerie-

Ilaute. and Laugerie-Baase) and the north flanks of the

Pyrenees (e. g. Aurignac, Lourdes, [zeste, and Lortet).

M. GarrigOU states thai he has explored two bun. h.d

and seventy -five caverns in the Pyrenees, tubers

equally important, how ever, occur in the departments of

Ibranlt (Pondres), Arie'ge (Massat, Bouicheta), Aude
Bi l trn-et-Gar i Bruniquel I, ami on the Medi-

rncea are in any essential point inferior to tl

it far more philosophical t.> argue that their

unfavorable surroundings have produced their present
dc- rail at ion, rather than lo make it an evidence of in her-

cut lack ofcapai ity. Had the latter been the >

it must forever operate; whereas we know that under
better auspice.- they have hecu aide to surmount it.—Eu.
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terranean coast (Mentone). The most celebrated cav-

erns of Germany are those of Gailenreuth in Bavaria,

Rabenstein in Franconia (Bav.), Eggisheim (near Col-

mar), and Neanderthal (near Diisseldorf [respecting the

Eugis, Neanderthal, and Borreby skulls, see Lyell, I. c.

pt. i. eh. v]). Other ossiferous caverns occur in Den-

mark, Switzerland (near Geneva), Italy (in the north,

and along the north coast of Sicily), Spain (southern

flanks of the Pyrenees), Portugal, Austria, Algeria,

Egypt, Syria, Australia, and other countries. Dr.

Lund explored eight hundred caverns in Brazil.

Human remains occur in caverns promiscuously in-

termingled with the bones of wild animals. Very rarely

is a human skeleton found complete. Bones are often

associated with implements of stone, bone, or reindeer's

horn, and with traces of ancient fires. The bones of

animals useful for food are frequently marked by the

teeth of carnivorous quadrupeds, and the long ones are

generally split and broken, as if for the extraction of

the marrow. In some cases human bones have been

similarly treated. All these relics are found imbedded,

sometimes in beds of stalagmitic material, and some-

times in deposits of loam and of pulverulent material

known as bone -earth. The aggregate depth of the

various accumulations reaches, in some cases, ten to

twenty feet, or even more. The deposits in Kent's

Cavern may serve as an illustration. We find here,

beneath the fragments fallen from the roof— 1. " Black

mould," consisting mainly of vegetable matter, and con-

taining various articles of mediaeval, Roman, and pre-

lioman date, three to twelve inches deep; 2. Stalag-

mite, varying from a mere film to upwards of five feet

in thickness, containing fragments of limestone, a hu-

man jaw, and the remains of extinct animals; 3. A
"black band," in a certain place about thirty-two feet

from the entrance, consisting mainly of charcoal, and
containing bone and flint implements; 4. Red "cave-
earth," with stone implements and bones and teeth of

extinct animals, including the cave -lion. 5. Stalag-

mite, three to twelve feet, and enclosing only bones of

the cave-bear; 6. Cave-earth, known as "breccia"—be-

ing a dark-red sandy loam, and containing bears' bones.

Three flint implements and one flint chip have been

found also in the lowest layer. Another example may
be taken from the rock-shelter of Aurignac, a shallow

grotto opening on a hill-side, which seems to have been

employed for burial. Until 1852 the opening was con-

cealed by materials washed down the hill-slope. When
uncovered, the cavityr within afforded the remains of

seventeen human beings. In 18G0 M. Lartet discovered

outside of the grotto, underneath the sloping talus, a

layer containing the remains of extinct animals and
some works of art; and beneath this, resting on a slop-

ing terrace, a layer of ashes and charcoal, about six

inches thick, covering an area of six or seven square

yards, and terminating at the entrance of the grotto.

In the midst of this were fragments of a sandstone red-

dened by heat, and resting on a levelled surface of lime-

stone, which appears to have been used as a hearth.

From the ashes and the overlying layer was obtained

a great variety of bones and implements, including two
hundred flint articles—knives, projectiles, sling-stones,

and chips, as well as a curious tool for working flints.

The bone instruments embraced arrows without barbs,

other tools of reindeer's horn, and a bodkin of the same.

In the stratum overlying the ashes were found numer-
ous bones of carnivora, also of reindeer, ox, rhinoceros,

one hundred and sixty-eight human bones, and many
fragments of sun-dried or half-baked and hand-made
pottery. The extinct species found here were the cave-

bear, cave-lion, cave-hyena, mammoth, two-horned rhi-

noceros, and stag; but the remains of living species,

especially of the fox, horse, reindeer, and aurochs, were
much more abundant. Within the grotto, after the re-

moval of the skeletons, there remained only about two
feet of earth, with a subjacent band of lighter tint, and
a bottom layer of yellowish color.

(2.) River-drifts.— These are thick beds of sand and
gravel lining the valleys of certain rivers, and contain-

ing a great variety of stone implements, chiefly of flint,

with occasional occurrences of human bones, and more
abundant remains of extinct quadrupeds of the species

just cited, together with a smaller proportion of remains
of living mammals; and, along the valley of the Somme,
of fresh-water and marine shells, of species still living

in France and along the contiguous coast. The river-

valleys most celebrated for such discoveries are those,

of the Somme, Seine, and Oise in France, and the
Thames, Ouse, and Avon in England. The facts re-

specting the valley of the Somme have been chiefly de-

veloped by M. Boucher de Perthes (Ardiquiles Celtiques

et Antediluviennes [1847]), MM. Rigollot, Pouchet, Gau-
dry, Hebert, and the English savans Falconer, Prest-

wich. Evans, and Lyell. We should mention here the

delta of the Tiniere on the Lake of Geneva, investigated

and described by Morlot, and more lately by Dr. An-
drews of Chicago (Amer. Jour. Sci. [2] xlv, 180). In
the deeper parts of these deposits remains of extinct

quadrupeds predominate ; at higher levels, those of

living quadrupeds. Rude flint implements abound be-
low, improved forms above, and still higher occur some-
times relics of Gallo-Koman times.

(3.) Loess and Moraines.—In the loess or loam, as

well as in other deposits overlying the glacial drift,

have been found occasional remains of man—as at Lahr,

near Strasburg; at Maestricht, where human bones were
associated with those of the mammoth and other ex-
tinct animals ; at Kreuzberg, in the suburbs of Berlin

;

at Bournemouth, England, on the top of a sea-cliff one
hundred feet high, where flints occur in gravel ; in the

drift-covered cliffs of Hampshire, and many other local-

ities. At the bottom of an ancient glacier-moraine at

Ravensburg, near Lake Constance, was found, in 1806, a

great quantity of bones and broken instruments. Of
the bones ninety-eight hundredths were those of rein-

deer. The moraine, therefore, dates apparently from
the " second glacial epoch."

(4.) Volcanic Tuff.—In 1844 an account was pub-
lished by M. Aymard of the discovery of the remains

of two human beings imbedded in a volcanic tuff eject-

ed, during its last eruption, by the mountain of Denise,

in Le Puy, Central France. In ejections of the same
age have been found remains of the cave-hyena and a

hippopotamus.

(5.) Peat Bogs.—The peat bogs of Denmark, ranging

from ten to thirty feet in depth, have afforded a large

quantity of human remains, mingled with those of ani-

mals contemporary with man (Morlot, Etudes Geologico-

archeologiques en Danemark et en Suisse). In the lowest

portion of the bogs are found remains of the Scotch fir,

a tree no longer growing in Denmark; and with these

are associated implements of flint. Above are found

remains of the common oak, now very rare in Denmark,
and associated therewith implements and ornaments of

bronze, as well as stone; while in the still newer peat

occur remains of the existing becchen forest, mingled
with relics of an age of iron. The bogs of Ireland have
been similarly productive, affording, among other things,

many skeletons of the great Irish elk. From the bogs

of the Somme, newer than the river-drifts, many human
relics have been exhumed, as well as from those in the

neighborhoods of Brussels and Antwerp.

(6.) Kitchen - middens (Danish kjukkenmuddiiiff).—
These are heaps of earth and human relics occurring

along the Baltic shore of Denmark. They vary in

height from three to ten feet, and some are 150 to 200

feet wide, and 1000 feet long. They are largely made
up of the shells of the oyster, cockle, and other edible

mollusks, but. plentifully mixed with the bones of vari-

ous quadrupeds, birds, and fish, which seem to have

served as food for rude sea-side inhabitants. Inter-

spersed with the animal remains are flint knives, hatch-

ets, and other instruments of stone, horn, wood, and
bone, with fragments of coarse pottery, mixed with
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charcoal and cinders, but never with implements of

bronze or iron. The stone hatchets and knivi

theless, have been polished and sharpened by grinding,

and are thus Less rude than those of the river-drifts and

many of tin- caverns. Kitchen-middens also occur in

England, Scotland, France, the United States, and other

countries.

V. p. similar are the refuse-heaps (" terramares" i far-

ther inland, accumulated (according to a custom BtiU

prevailing in Ecuador, Mexico, and other Spanish coun-

tries) upon the outskirts of ancient palustrine villages

in the north of Italy. They embrace, naturally, relics

of everything pertaining to t lie life of the ancient vil-

lagers, including implements for weaving, mill-stones,

ami spear-heads, hatchets, and ornaments of bronze.

They occur especially over the plain bounded by the

Po, the Apennines, the Adda, and the Reno (Strobel

and Pigorini, Les Terramares et lea Pilotages du Par-

mesan, Milan, 1864). Similar palustrine settlements

have recently been discovered in .Moravia and Meck-
lenburg. Thej are said to exisl also on the coasts of

Africa and Brazil, Certain mounds along the coasts of

Holland, containing Roman and Carthaginian antiqui-

ties, seem to have served as earthworks, or places of

refuge.

(7.) Megaliths and Tumuli.—Rude structures of huge
rough stones, whose origin is fixed in the night of pre-

historic times, are known to exist in nearly all the

countries of Europe, and even of Asia, and were long

regarded as druidical remains. Those called "dol-

mens" consist of a huge more or less Battened rock,

resting on stones planted upright in the ground—the

supposed stone-altars of the Cauls. Sometimes a series

of massive slabs rests on two lines of upright stones, so

arranged as to form a covered passage. In other cases

the entire dolmen is covered to the depth of several

feel by earth, and thus becomes a tumulus-dolmen.

nuli enclose two or more stone-covered pas-

sages, l he passages seem to have been burial-crypts,

fur we often find within them human skeletons placed

originally in a sitting posture. In one tomb hundreds

mis were discovered. Sometimes the crypts

are divided into numerous compartments, each contain-

ing a skeleton. With the skeletons were deposited

weapon- and implements (generally of .-ton- i and earth-

en vessels. The pottery was of a finer character than

thai of the kitchen-middens (Leguay, Sepultures d(

VAgt </ la Pierre, 1865). Some of the tumulus-

attain colossal proportions. That of Silbury

Hill, England, is nearly 200 feet high. The Egyptian

pyramids belong properly in this connection. See

Stoni .

lie' structure known as a "cromlech" i- a dolmen

surrounded by one or more circles of stones planted like

posts in the ground. Cromlechs occur singly or in

groups. These erect, roughly hewn stones are known
as menhirs," and also occur either singly or in long

parallel ranges, as al Carnac, in Brittany. Thousands
of the various suits of megalithic structures are known
iii Brittanj and the Bouth ami south-wist of Prance, in

England, in Denmark, and. in less abundance, in all the

other countries of Europe, except Southern Germany,
Spain. Italy, Greece, the Danuliian principalities, and

Russia.

(8.) Lake-dwellings. The pile-habitations (JPala-

fittes, Pfahlbauten) were cabins erected on piles in the

bottoms of lakes. First discovered and most abundant
in tin- lakes ( ,f Switzerland il>e-or. Palajittes, ou Con-
structions Lacustres du Lac di Neuchatel; Troyon, Ha-
bitations Lacustres </'.- Temps tnirl, ,<* ,/ modernes), they
are now known in the existing and the peat-rilled lakes

of several other countries (the Italian lakes Tarese and
M ami Herodotus (lib. iv,

cap. 16) -taie- thai such habitations were anciently
employe,

i by a tribe dwelling in LVenuia, now a part of

Rohmelia. By dredging tic lake- which contained the

Swiss lake-dwellings an enormous quantity of relics has

I been brought to light, embracing the different varieties

of stone weapons and implements, industrial and orna-

mental articles in bronze, remain- of plaited cloth, -lores

id' wheat and barley— in one instance baked into flat,

round cakes— carbonized apples and pears, and the

stones of the wild plum, and se.d- of the raspberry and
blackberry, together with the nut- of the beech and
ha/el. In a few instances implements of iron have
Iiiiii discovered; and in one instance bronze and silver

coins and medals of Greek production, and Borne iron

swords, lint all of pre-Roman origin. Tin- boms of

twenty-four specif S ofwild mammal- have been dredged
up. beside- eighteen specie- of birds, three of reptiles,

and nine of fish, ail of which have lived in historic

times (Rutimeyer, Du Fauna <! r P/iiklbautt

. Basi d.'i.v.i |.

In some instance-, as on the north bank of Lake Neu-
chatel, where the bottom was rocky, heaps of si

thrown down, among which piles were fixed. The piles

thus served to retain further supplies of stones, and by
this means artificial island- wi re formed, on w hich cab-

ins were built. These are designated as u m rferes. The
transition from these to the "crannoges" of Ireland is

easy, for the latter arc simply artificial islands formed

of piles, stones, and earth, or sometimes of a fram< work
of oaken beams mortised together, and made to serve

as a crib for the retenti f masses oi stones (Wylie,

ArchcBologia,v6L xxxviii, 1859). The building

on these islands are now som< times covered with peat,

as in the Drumkellin bog, to the depth of fourti en feet.

The Irish crannoges have afforded vast quantities of

bones of domestic animals, and works of human indus-

try in stone, bronze, and iron.

(9.) Modern Savages.— Since, beyond controversy,

prehistoric man existed in a condition similar to that

of rude and primitive peoples of historic times, it ap-

pears that the study of modern savages should afford

important aids in the interpretation of prehistoric mon-
uments, and the determination of I he condition and ca-

pacities of prehistoric peoples. For instance, the flint

arrow-heads of the American Indian are fashioned pre-

cisely like some of those found in European caverns

and lake-habitations. To understand the ancienl lake-

dwellings and their occupants, we have nol only the

historical account of Herodotus, but D'Urville's narra-

tive of the lake-dwellers of New Guinea. As illustra-

tive of the kitchen-middens, we may turn to the modi m
shell-heaps on the north-west coast of Australia, and

the city-border offal-heaps of Guayaquil and Mexico.

In India some of the hill-tribes still erect cromlechs.

Prehistoric monuments even receive a light shed from

the accounts of early historic times. Thus " Jacob took

a stone and set it up for a pillar" (Gen. xxxi. 45; see

further, ver. 16 52); and at Mount Sinai, Moses erected

twelve pillars- -menhirs (Exod. xxiv, 4 ; see also Josh. iv.

21,22). Iiicoimectionwithtumuli.il mayberemembered
thai Semiramis raised a mound over her husband; si ones

were piled up over the remains of Lalcus; Achilles

raised to Patroclus a mound more than inn fiii in di-

ameter; Alexander ere, led one over the asle - i l 1b-

phsestio which cost $1,200,000; and in Roman history

we nieei with several similar instances. So. finally, the

small bronze chariot exhumed from a tumulus ,,| Meck-

lenburg recall- the w heeled Structures fabricated I 'I' Sol-

omon by Hiram of Tyre (1 Kin-- vii. 27 :;7 .

2. Interpretation of tin Facts.—(1.) Divisions of Pre-
flu- voice of .all civilized nations has

given expression to the belief in the exist* nee ol three

in the unwritten history of mankind: the

ages oi Stone, of Bronze, and of rron. The concurrent

indications from the relics of prehistoric times Bustain

this belief. In the Age Of Stone the metals were un-

known, ami all implements, weapons, utensils, and or-

naineuls were of stone, bone. born, shell-, or moulded

and unbaked clay. In the Age of Bronze, arm- and

cutting instruments were made largely of that alloy.

though -tone continued long in use. In the Age of
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Iron that metal had superseded bronze for arms, axes,

and knives, though bronze continued in use for orna-

ments, and often for the handles of weapons. This suc-

cession, which is confidently traced for European popu-

lations, probably holds good, modified by various cir-

cumstances, for mankind at large. It must not by any

means be supposed, however, that the social condition

implied by the Stone Age, or either of the others, an-

swers to any particular period of absolute time in the

history of the world. One race or nation has emerged

from the condition of its Stone Age at a much earlier pe-

riod than another, and some races and tribes still re-

main in their Stone Age. These three conditions of

society are generally regarded as prehistoric, and it is

certain that bronze and iron were already known to the

northern nations of Europe when the Roman armies in-

vaded them ; but it appears also that the weapons used

in the Trojan War, at the dawn of history, were mostly

of bronze, though iron was beginning to appear, and

that in the time of Joshua knives of stone were in use.

A closer examination of the relics of the Stone Age
indicates a division into three epochs. In the Palaeo-

lithic, or Rude Stone Epoch, all implements were of

stone, and shaped by chipping, without grinding. In

the Reindeer Epoch, bone and reindeer's horn displaced

flint to a large extent: while in the Neolithic, or Pol-

ished Stone Epoch, multitudes of stone implements

were ground to an edge (" celts"). Mortillet makes the

following classification, based on implements from the

cairns of France: A. Flint implements predominant

(Palaeolithic), (a.) Epoch ofMoustier—the flints chipped

only on one side, and having somewhat an almond
shape, (b.) Epoch of Solutre— the flints chipped on

both sides, and the extremities brought to a good point.

The almond shapes wanting. B. Bone implements
predominant, (c.) Epoch of Aurignac (Early Rein-

deer)—the lance- and arrow-heads slit at the base, so

that the tapering shaft enters the bone, (d.) Epoch of

the Madeleine (Late Reindeer)— the lower extremity

of the lance- or arrow-head enters the shaft. Many im-

plements of flint still remain. Some recognise three

divisions of Palaeolithic flints : (a) the type of St. Acheul
— large, thick, oval, roughly chipped on both sides;

(b) the type of Moustier— thinner, and wrought on one

side; (c) the type of Solutre—smaller, finely wrought,

with thin borders and symmetrical form.

The Paleolithic Epoch is further characterized by a

nearly complete absence of pottery and of attempts at

ornamentation or artistic delineation, as also by the

contemporaneous existence of several quadrupeds now
extinct— especially the cave-bear, the cave-hyena,

cave-lion, tichorhine rhinoceros, and hairy elephant, or

mammoth. The Reindeer Epoch, with a colder cli-

mate, witnessed the disappearance of these animals, and
the advent of several species now native in the north

of Europe or at Alpine elevations— such especially as

the reindeer, musk-ox, elk, chamois, ibex, hamster-rat,

lemming, grouse, and snowy owl. With them existed

the horse, the urns, the deer, and various rodents. The
Neolithic Epoch was marked by the presence of many
species of domesticated animals— especially the dog,

sheep, goat, ox, horse, and hog. The domestic cat and
fowl, and the crooked-horned sheep, did not appear till

the epoch of the very latest lake-dwellings (Xoville and
Chavannes), generally referred to the 6th century.

The Palaeolithic Epoch is illustrated chiefly by the

finds of the river-gravels, the caverns of Belgium and
England, the volcanic tuff of Denise, and a few of the

caverns and rock - shelters of France; the Reindeer
Epoch by a majority of the French caverns and rock-

shelters; and the Neolithic Epoch by a few caverns in

the south of France, the kitchen-middens, crannoges,

dolmens, the lowest portion of the Danish bogs, and the

lake-dwellings of Eastern Switzerland. The Bronze
Age is represented by the finds of the lake-dwellings of

Western Switzerland, many of the tumuli and the mid-
dle portion of the Danish bogs; and the Iron Age bv

the upper portion of the Danish bogs, and some of the
latest Swiss lakes (as Bienne and Neuclnitel).

(2.) Geological Conditions.—The physical conditions
of Europe have changed to a remarkable extent since

the first advent of man. At the epoch of the oldest

finds Europe was just emerging from a secular winter
which had buried all the mountains and plains beneath
a mantle of glacier material, as far south, probably, as
the Pyrenees. England and Scandinavia had been con-
nected with the Continent; the English Channel and
the German Ocean had been dry land, and the Thames
had been a tributary of the Rhine. A subsidence now
took place, which made Great Britain an island. An
amelioration of the climate caused a rapid melting of
the glaciers; the land was extensively flooded, and the
drainage of the Continent now began to mark out and
excavate the river-valleys of the modern epoch. The
cave-bear, mammoth, and other quadrupeds of Pliocene
time still survived; and now man appeared in Europe
to dispute with them the possession of the forests and
the caverns. The swollen rivers flowed at elevations

of twenty to fifty feet above their present levels, and
the relics of the stone -folk were mingled with the
deposits along their borders. The Reindeer Epoch wit-
nessed another elevation, and a new invasion of cold.

England was again joined to the Continent. The cave-
bear and mammoth dwindled away. The reindeer and
other northern quadrupeds were driven south over the
plains of Languedoc and through the valleys of Peri-

gord. The hyena went over to England and took pos-

session of the caverns. But the men of Europe had
made a slight advance in their industries. Next, an-
other subsidence resulted in the isolation of England
and the Scandinavian peninsula ; the climate was again
ameliorated, and the reindeer and other arctic species

retreated to Alpine elevations and northern latitudes.

Now the modern aspects of the surface of the land be-
gan to appear, and now appeared various species of

mammals destined to domestication—or, more probably,

already domesticated in their Oriental home. The ages
of Bronze, Iron, and authentic history succeeded.*

(3.) Character of Prehistoric Europeans. — Physi-
cally, the men of the Palaeolithic Epoch, judging from
the few skeletons and skulls discovered in Belgium and
England, were of rather short stature, and of a Mongo-
loid type, like modern Finns and Lapps. In the Rein-
deer Epoch, the remains of Southern Europe indicate

men nearly six feet in stature ; but the men of Belgium
were still small and round-headed, and such they con-

tinued to be to the end of the Stone Age. The Neo-
lithic men of the Swiss lakes were much like the modern
Swiss. The Palaeolithic men were not decidedly diver-

gent from the Caucasian type, but a jaw-bone found at

Naulette has several marks of inferiority, being some-
what thick and small in height, and having molar teeth

increasing in size backwards, the wisdom teeth being
largest instead of smallest, and having, moreover, five

fangs instead of two, while the chin also is deficient in

prominence. The famous Neanderthal skull has a low
forehead and prominent brow-ridges; but the cranial

capacity was seventy-five cubic inches—about the av-

erage of modern races, and "in no sense," as Huxley
says, " to be regarded as the remains of a human being

intermediate between man and the apes." The Engis
skull exhibits no special marks of inferiority. The
Cro-Magnon skull of the Reindeer Epoch had a capacity

of ninety-seven cubic inches—far above the human av-

erage. There was no prominence of the jaws or the

cheek-bones, but the tibia was much flattened (platy-

cnemic), as in most primitive men. The Neolithic Bor-

reby skull belonged to the type of Neanderthal.

Socially and intellectually, Palaeolithic man, in the

* The reader should note the conjectural character of
these changes, especially of the cause of the climatic re-

verses; these may have been due to far more ordinary
and recent vicissitudes than geological subsidence and
elevation.—En.
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regions in question, seems to have existed in a most

primitive condition. Dwelling in wild caverns, he

hunted the beasts with the rudest stone implements,

and clothed himselfin their -kins. We find no ei idence

of the use of fire, though probably known, and there are

some indications thai he made food of his own Bpeciea

(on anthropophagy, see Congres International, cFAn-

etd'A rclii.iiliif/li l'r< lii.<lnriijiii .<. lxf,7. |>. 1
.">>

:

Fliegicr, /.nr Prdkistorischen Elhnologit Ttaliens, Wien,

l>77. ]>. 7. 8). Few attempts at pottery have been dis-

covered, ami in these the product was rude, hand-made,
ami simply sun-dried. In the Reindeer Epoch tin- wa-

in genera] use, and it was employed in baking (imper-

fectly) a better style of hand-made pottery, and in cook-

ing fond employed in funeral, and quite possibly canni-

balistic, feasts. .Many pieces of highly ornamented

reindeer's horn, pierced with one. two, or three holes,

discovered in Perigord, are regarded as staves of author-

ity, either civil or priestly. Here also occur numerous

phalangeal hones of the deer so pierced with a hole as

to mtu' [or whistles. Bone and reindeer'- horn wire

now wrought into barbed harpoons ami arrow-heads.
( tn one oi' the hones from the cavern of La Vache (Ari-

e'ge) were graven some peculiar characters, which, as

Suggested, may have been a lir.-t attempt at writing,

though this is very questionable, In the Neolithic

Epoch cereals were cultivated, and ground into Hour for

cakes: cloth was formed for clothing, and hone combs
for the hair; stores of fruits were preserved for winter's

use; garden-tools were fashioned from stag's horn: log-

canoes were employed in navigation; planks and tim-

bers of oak were made by splitting tree-trunks with
stone wedges; log cabins were constructed on piles or

artificial islands; fortifications were employed in war;

fish-nets, well made from flaxen cords, have been dredgi d

at I.' benhausen, and the abundant debris of numerous

flint-workshops, implying a degree of division of labor,

have been discovered at Grand-Pressigny and other

places in Belgium and France. As to intelligence and
manual dexterity, a surprising amount is developed in

the working of Hint implements, especially in the north

of Europe.

iEsthetically, Palaeolithic man had advanced no fur-

ther than the use of ncckla.e- formed of natural beads,

consisting of fossil foraminifera from the chalk. Some
Hints from the river-drift of St. Acheul present rough

sketches which, it has been conjectured, may have been

prompted by the artistic feeling. Some of them bear

remote resemblances to the human head, in profile,

three-quarter view, and full face; also to animals, such

as the rhinoceros and mammoth. If the cavern of

.Ma— at (Ariege) is Palaeolithic, it affords us the most
ancient known successful attempt at portraiture, for M.

Fontan found there a stone on which was graven a won-
derfully expressive outline of the cave-bear. In the

Reindeer Epoch the taste for personal adornment had
become considerably developed. They manufactured

necklaces, bracelets, and pendants, piercing for these

purpose- both shells and teeth, and the bony part of

i lie eir ol the horse. Amber also came into use. The
aesthetic feeling was specially developed in the south.

S hoc of the CUrioUS piece- of reindeer's horn Supposed
to he staves of authority are handsomely enchased.

Some remarkable illustrations of primeval art belong-
ing to this epo,h are the following: (".i Sculptures.
I' ely wrought spoons of reindeer's horn; hilt of

carved in the form of a reindeer: two nm\
artistically exei uted, representing reindeer; a

harpoon in the sha] fan animal's bead: the head of

a staff of authority . consisting of reindeer's born carved
into a fail liful represent at i I a pair of steer- ; another

representing the head "fa mammoth; a pair of pieces

representing the chase of the aurochs on one a rude

aurochs fleeing from a man casting a lance (remarkably
well done i, on the other pice, a figure of a bovine ani-

mal different from the first; a serpent in relief on rein-

dier'-horn. .Many of t hese from Laugerie-Basse. (6.)

Carvings on shit,, ivory, horn, and bone.—A staff of au-
thority, with representations ol a man. two horses, and
a fish; a Btag graven on reindeer'- horn: part of a large

herbivorous animal: head of lion on a Btaff of author-
ity; reindeer-tight on -late; some horned animal on
reindeer's horn ; slates bearing other unknown animals;

a young reindeer at full gallop; a hare: a curious ani-

mal with feline characteristics: a spirited profile of a

horse on bone: human head in profile on a bone spat-

ula, in the style of a child's work; finally, the entire

outline of a mammoth on ivory (Madeleine), and an-
other on reindeer's horn, forming the hilt of a poniard

(Bruniquel). Most of these from Laugerie-Basse. The
Neolithic Epoch seems to have been marked by a de-
cline of the artistic feeling. The ornamentation of the

pottery i- more elaborate, and the finish of the stone

and bone implements mote symmetrica] and neat, but

we discover few relics of carving and engraving.

Religiously, there is little to be atlirmed or inferred

of the Palaeolithic tribe-. Some of the curiously wrought
flints may have served as religious emblems; and occa-

sional discovery of deposits of food near the body of the

dead may very naturally be regarded as evidence of a
belief in the future life. In the Reindeer Epoch this

class of evidences becomes very greatly augmented, as

shown in the systematic ami carefully provided burials

in some of the tumulus-dolmens, and in the traces of
funeral repasts in these and the rock-shelters of Auri-

gnac, Bruniquel, and Furfooz. The numerous specimens
of bright and shining minerals found about many set-

tlements -as of hydrated oxide of iron, carbonate of

copper, fluor-spar—may have been used as amulet-, and
thus testify to the vague sense of the supernatural

which characterizes the infancy of human society. The
Neolithic people add to such indications the erection of

megalithic structures, some of which, surrounded by
their cemeteries, as at Abnry, England, must naturally

lie considered as their sacred temples.

Prehistoric man, in brief, represented, in Europe, the

infancy of his race. All his powers were undeveloped

and uneducated. Every evidence sustains us in thf

conclusion that he was not inferior in psychic endow-
ments to the average man of the highest races; but Ik.

was lacking in acquired skill, and in tin n su

perience accumulated through a long series of genera-

tions, ami preserved from forgetfulness bj the blessings

of a written language.

i l.i Antiquity of Prehistoric Europeans. In debat-

ing this question, social and intellectual considerations

signify nothing, since all conditions have existed in

all ages. As to the geological antiquity of European
man. we have stated that he dates from Bom
probably an early part ol' the Champlain period. It

lias been earnestly maintained, however, and i- -till be-

lieved by some, that man appeared in Europe before the

epoch of the last general glaciation. The following are

the grounds on w hich the opinion has been based : (a.)

Preglacial remains erroneously supposed hum
bones found at Saint-Presl (Loir-et-Cher) in stratified

sand and gravel bore cuts, notches, and Bcratches sup-

posed to indicate the u-e of flint implements. The bones,

however, were associated with those of Elepkas meridi-

onalis, which ranged from the Later Pliocene to the be-

ginning of the Quaternary age. But it was proven by
experiment that very similar markings are made upon

bones by porcU| iues : while in the beds containing the

boms in question were abundant remains of a large

rodent, quite capable of causing the supposed human
markings. Again, the shell-marls (Jaluns) of Le'ognan,

near Bordeaux, enclose bones of an extinct manatee

and of certain cetaceans and chcloiieans. which beat

marks appearing to have been made by human imple-

ments. 'I he manatee in question i- of .Miocene age.

But in the same deposits OCCUI the remains oi a carniv-

orous fish (Sargus serratus) whose serrated teeth lit

exactly the markings on the fossil bones. .\ similar

explanation probably await- the furrowed Ualitherium
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bones of Pouance (Maine -et-Loire), as well as the

notched and scratched bones of a cetacean | Bahenotus)

described from Pliocene deposits in Tuscany by Prof.

Capellini [UUomo pliocenico in Toscana
|
1*70]). Fi-

nally, al Thenay (Loir-et-Cher) occur Hints in certain

Lower Miocene limestones which were at firel declared

to be the work- of human hands i Congris Tntt

[1867], p. 67); bul thai opinion is scarcely entertained

at present (6.) Human remains erroneously

preglacial. A human skeleton found in volcanic breccia

near the town of Le Puy-en-Velay, in Central France,

was for a time supposed to have been enclosed by the
same eruption thai buried, in the same neighborhood, the

remains of the Pliocene Elephas nw ridionaUs. The ele-

phant-bearing lava, nevertheless, was of a different

character: and exactly the same lava as thai contain-

ing human remains was subsequently observed al an-

other point. This enclosed the bones of the mammoth
and oilier animals of the Champlain period, and tints

demonstrated thai the ••man of Denise" was post-gla-

cial. Again, the river-drifts of the Somme have been
set down as glacial or preglacial; but that opinion is

now almost wholly abandoned, for abundant localities

are known in which it appears to a demonstration that

the river-valley was excavated alter the glacial drift

was laid down; while the flint-bearing drifts have been
subsequently deposited along the chalk-slopes of the

valley. Examples are seen in the sections at Menche-
courl and other places; and the same is Bhown in Eng-
land at Biddenham and Summerbonn Bill, in the valley

of the Ouse, .and al [cklingham, in the valley of the

Lark. In 1856 a human skull and numerous hones of

the same skeleton were exhumed (bul now mostly lost)

from the Colic del Vento, in Liguria
I
[ssel, Congres Tn-

tt rnalional
|
L867

|, p. 7.".. 156), said to be associated with
extinct species of oyster of the Pliocene age. The age

of the hones is questioned by Primer Ley; and as no
naturalist saw the remains in situ, we must candidly
await further investigation. Similarly, the celebrated

pelvic hone of Watches, in Mississippi, once thought to

have been derived from a preglacial deposit, is now gen-

erally believed to have fallen down the bluff from an
Indian -rave al the surface; and the human remains
of California reported to have come from beneath a bed
of Tertiary lava are perhaps not sufficiently well authen-

ticated to form the subjeel of speculation (Blake, Con-

gres International
[

1**17 ]. p. mi
; Whitney, Geological

Survey of California, i, 243-252). As, however, pre-

historic men in America were non-1 'auca-ian. .and there-

fore probably of preadamic origin, we must expeel to

find their remains attaining a much higher antiquity

than those of Europe.

A- to the absolute measure of the time which sepa-

rates Palaeolithic man from the present, it is likely that

a mi dium judgment will be reached al last. 1 1 ionsull

on tins question Southall, Th< Recent Origin of Man
[1875] ; and Andrews. Amer. Journ, of Sciena [2],xlv,

180; Trans.ofth Chicago Acad, ofScience, ii, 1 ; Meth.
<l>i<ir. Rev. Dec. 1876, and .Ian. 1S77. ) The impression

of his high antiquity has been derived from the magni-
tude of the geological changes which have transpired

since his advent Bul the time required lor these, in

the judgment of the writer, has by some been greatly

[•d. The contemporaneous existence of man
with animals now extinct has little hearing on the ques-

ii has been ascertained that extinctions have
been occurring throughout historic periods, even down
to the presenl centurj . The disappearance of the gla-

• m e ) sly remote w hen we re-

member thai their stumps are still visible in the valleys

of the Alps, i,, the gulches of the .sierra Nevada, and
even in the ice-wells ol Yen il and Wisconsin. The
elevation requisite to join England to the Continent
cannot be thought to require a vast period after Learn-

ing the rate of oscillations in actual progress upon vari-

ous ehores, and the enormous changes in the hydro-
graphical features of China within 8000 years (Pum-

pelly, Smi/fisonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. xv,
art. iv). The calculations based on the rate i

|

of modern river-valley-, and the growth of sphagnous
peat, are very misleading, since it is certain that these

processes went forward with indefinitely greater rapid-
ity in the pluvial and palustrine conditions of the
Champlain period. (For the results of sundry calcula-

tions, see Le Hon. /.'//,,„,,„ Fossile, p. l' 17. i Further-
more, the extreme opinions entertained within a few
years on all these points have more recently been greatly
modified (see King, Catastrophism arid Evolution, in

the Amer. Naturalist, Aug. 1877). At the same time.

the evidences seem to tend towards the conclusion that
the advent of man in Europe occurred from 5000 to

7000 years ago; still more, that the Oriental stork from

which he had descended came firsl into existence more
than 6000 years ago.* Such a conclusion would not be
alarming on Biblical grounds, since it docs not appear
that the absolute age of Adam is staled liiher directly

or by clear inference; and there is room to suspecl that,

in those singular cases in which the ages of the patri-

archs as given in the Hebrew text differ as they do
from the Septuagint, the integrity of (he Greek text
has been better preserved than that of the Hebrew,
since the Jews had a direct interest in the abbreviation
of the time before Christ, to make it appear that the

epoch always assigned hy their rabbins for the advent
of the Messiah had not yet arrived.+ Moreover, there

arc some indications thai Palaeolithic man in Europe was
not of the Adamic (Caucasian) type, though it is pretty

certain that he was succeeded, probably as early as the

Reindeer Epoch, by an Eastern tide of Caucasian im-
migration.

We must remind the reader, in conclusion, thai our

condensed discussion of prehistoric peoples relates only
to the European continent, ami that the primitive his-

tory of the men of other quarters of the world may have
differed in some important respects ; while it i

since European man seems to have immigrated from
the east, that the first appearance of his i oriental ances-

tors must have been considerably more remote: and
still further, in view of the probable common origin of

the Adamic and the other races of man. the first advent
of the human species upon the earth must have taken
place at an epoch removed perhaps into the Tertiary
age of the world's history. [See. however, G \.\

In addition to the works already cited, see Figuier,

I'll ..,.,: Primitif; translation. Primitivt Man (N. V.

1870) ; Quatrefages, Rapport sur /< Progres <l< I'An-

thropologu (1868); Rau, Early Man in Europi (N.Y.
1876); Tylor, Researches into the Early History ofMan-
kind and /In Development of Civilization (Lond. I860);

Nilsson, Les HabUans Primitifs dt la Scat

Vogt, Lectures on Man (ibid. 1864), translation of

Vorlesungen iiber den Menschen; Pozzy, La I

Recit Bibligw d* la Creation, bk. i. ch. vi ix; bk. iii,

eh. xi, xii: Lubbock. Tin Origin of Civilization and the

Primitive Condition ofMan (Amer. ed. 1871) ; Morgan,
Ancient Society (N. V. 1*77. 8vo); Caspari, /

schichti 1I1 r Menschheit (Leips. 1873); Tylor, Primitive

Culturt .- Researches into tht Development ofMythology,
Philosophy, Religion, Art, and Custom (Lond. 1871, 2

vols.); Evang. Quar. Rev. April. 1866. Figuier, Qua-
trefages, and Pozzy oppose the doctrine of the deriva-

tive origin of man. For information respecting Amer-
ica, see hosier. Prehistoric Races of thi i'litial States

(3d ed. Chicago, 1874). (A.W.)

Preadamites is the name of a Christian sect

which was originated in the 17th century by Isaac La
Peyrere (q. v.) upon the publication of two small trea-

tises ei his in L655, the chief object of which was t.>

show that Moses had nol recorded the origin of the hu-

•These figures are evidently little more than
not to be placed in comparison with the definite data of
Bible chronology.—En.

t A careful examination leads to the opposite conclu-
sion. See Cheonoloqy ; Beituagimt.— Ed,
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man race, but only of the Jewish nation ; and that other

nations of men inhabited our world long before Adam.
His views were espoused by many people, especially at

Groningen and other places in Holland. At Brussels,

however, he was seized as a heretic, and only escaped

punishment by renouncing the Reformed opinions and

embracing the Roman Catholic faith; and at the same

time he, of course, also retracted his Preadamite views.

See Preadamite.

Prebend (from the Lat. prabenda, provender, i. e.

an allowance of food, from priebere, to furnish), in its

common acceptation signifies an allowance or provision

of any sort. As an ecclesiastical term it denoted orig-

inally any stipend or reward given out of the ecclesias-

tical revenues to a person who had by his labors pro-

cured benefit to the Church. See Benefice. When,
in the course of the 10th century, the cathedral churches

—having then become well endowed—left off receiving

the income of their lands into one common bank, and

the members of most cathedral and collegiate churches

ceased living in common and separated from the epis-

copal mensal property, certain shares or portions fell to

all those so entitled. Besides, the lands were parcelled

out in shares, and the income thus obtained was used

for the support of all the clergymen within the cathe-

dral territory. After the definite constitution of chap-

ters for the maintenance of the daily religious services

in the bishop's church, or in other churches similarly

established, endowments were assigned to them, which
were to be distributed (prcebenda) in fixed proportions

among the members. These portions were called por-

tiones canonical or prebendm. Hence arose the dif-

ference between a prebend and a canonry (q. v.). A
canonry was a right which a person had in a church to

be deemed a member thereof, to have the right of a

stall therein, and of giving a vote in the chapter; but a

prebend was a right to receive certain revenues appro-

priated to his place. The number of prebends in the

several cathedral churches is increased by the benefit

of the revenues of the rural clergy, and oftentimes by
exonerating the lands of prebends from paying tithes

to the ministers of the parishes where they lay. To
the prebend was commonly attached a residence; and
when an insufficient number of houses existed, the

oldest prebendaries enjoyed their advantages in ex-

change for a fixed tax, until it became the practice to

pay small indemnities to those who had no houses, and
these payments were called dislributiones. In England
there is a trace, previous to the arrival of William I, of

the tenure of distinct lands, afterwards made prebendal,

at St. Paul's; but the definite name of prebends is not

much earlier than the time of Edward I. In the time

of Henry III the bursaries, prebends paid out of the

bishop's purse, were reconstituted at Lichfield, and en-

dowed with lands. It is a separate endowment impro-

priated, as distinguished from the communa, manors or

revenues appropriated to maintain all the capitular

members. At Lincoln, in the 11th century, forty-two

prebends were founded ; in the 12th century, at Wells,

the prebends were formally distinguished and the dig-

nities founded; in the 13th century fourteen prebends

were founded at Llandaff. At York archbishop Thomas
divided the lands of the common fund into separate

prebends; these were augmented by archbishops Grey
and Romaine, who added the last stall in the loth cen-

tury. In the 16th century bishop Sherborne founded
four stalls at Chichester, the latest endowed in England.
The prebends were divided into stalls of priests, deacons,

and subdeacons, a certain number coming up to reside

in stated courses; but in 1343 all the stalls of York
were declared to be sacerdotal. Dignitaries almost in-

variably held a prebend attached to their stall.

—

Wal
cott, Sacred A rchmology, s. v.

Prebendary is the name applied to a clergyman
who is attached to a cathedral or collegiate church and
enjoys a prebend (q. v.), in consideration of his offici-

ating at stated times in the church. See Dean and
Chapter.

Precarium (from the Lat. precari, to request, be-

seech), in the language of civil law, is a compact by
which one leaves to another by request the use of a
thing, or the exercise of a right, without compensation,
but the grantor reserving to himself the power of a re-

claimer. The receiver, as a rule, obtains thus the judi-

cial use of the object in question; but the giver can
regain possession at any time ; and he can, if the sur-

render be refused, recur to the interdict Deprecario, or

to the Actio prcescriptis verbis. Hence the expression,

Precarie possidere, to possess precariously. In canonic
law, precarium has not exactly the same meaning.
Here the word is feminine (precaria, a?), and is never
applied to movable goods, but always to real estate,

which is not necessarily bestowed gratuitously, but gen-
erally for the obligation of paying certain taxes, or ren-

dering certain services, and as a consequence it cannot
be taken away at pleasure. The origin of the ecclesi-

astical precarice is found in the 6th century, when the

custom began to prevail, especially in the country, of

giving the priests the use of portions of land. Pope
Gelasius, in 496, had disapproved of this custom, yet a
few years afterwards we find it widely spread. This
transfer of real estate to the priest at first depended on
the bishop, and was entirely personal, not essentially

connected with the office. The ecclesiastical usufruct-

uary had sometimes to recognise its revocability by a
special deed, this declaration being accompanied with
the promise of paying interest. But little by little the

Frankish legislation made these cessions permanent, and
the possession of the land was so intimately connected

with the performance of duties that it passed uninter-

ruptedly from every occupant to his successor. Thus
the precarice took in the course of time the character

of real benefices. See Benefice. It was not of rare

occurrence that ecclesiastical property of that kind was
given for services rendered, or to be rendered, or against

payment of a tax, even to laymen. These possessions

also were called precarice, for not only did their colla-

tion depend on the bishop, but the deed had to be re-

newed every five years. But this also took in course

of time the character of a real lease. Still another

meaning given to the word precaria is that of deed—an
instrument donating property to the Church, but stipu-

lating for the grantor the use of it during the remainder

of his life. The deed of consent given by the other

side was called prcestaria. Formularies of precaries

and prestaries may be found in Marculti Formal, lib. ii,

no. 5, 40, and in the Append. Formal, no. 27. 28, and 41,

42. See Walter, Corp.jur. Germ, anliq.vol. iii.

Precedence, a recognition of superiority in cer-

tain acts due to one person over another. Thus in the

ecclesiastical order recognised in the hierarchies of

Home, England, and Russia, or wherever such distinc-

tions of clergy exist, priests precede deacons ; and rec-

tors, vicars; and vicars, perpetual curates; and incum-

bents, assistant-stipendiary curates. Rectors rank with

each other according to the size and importance of their

livings or the date of their induction ; bishops accord-

ing to the precedence of their sees, as in the Anglican

establishment, e. g. in the case of London. Durham,
and Winchester, and of Meath in Ireland, when the in-

cumbent bears the title of Most Reverend; or, other-

wise, of the date of consecration, by the councils of

Milevi (416). Braga (573). Toledo (633). and Loudon

(1075), unless their sees were privileged by ancient cus-

tom. Priests and deacons rank according to the date

of their ordination. For a cathedral of the old founda-

tion in England the order runs—dean, precentor, chan-

cellor, treasurer, archdeacons, canons residentiary (sub-

diiti:i, jubchanter of canons), and canons non-resident.

In chapter the bishop sits with the dean, chancellor,

archdeacon, and residentiaries on the right, and the

pra?ceutor, treasurer, archdeacon, and residentiaries on
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the left : the rest of the canons in order of installation.

At Salisbury two extra archdeacons Bat on cither Bide

of the entrance. In all processions the members walked

two and two, at regular distances—dignitaries in copes.

canons priests in chasubles, canons, dea s, and Bubdea-

cons in dalmatics, with one pace between collaterals,

and three paces between each rank: juniors first and

seniors last in ^<>inix. bul in revers -der on their re-

turn; the right-hand side is ihe place of honor. At St.

Paul's the dean walked last, between two dignitaries.

The parish clergy go first, then follow vicars, canons,

dignitaries, the 'lean, the bishop, and last the lay per-

sons. Each parish bad its cross <>r banner. Abbots

took precedence according to the date of their benedic-

tion; Glastonbury, St. Alban's. and Westminster at va-

rious times challenged the tirst place among those who
Wei,- mitred. Rural deans and honorary canons have
only local precedence in a ruridecanal meeting or cathe-

dral respectively.- Walcott, Sum./ Archceology, s. v.

Precentor (Gr. jrpwroi^aXnjCj Kavovapxa : '-"•

domesticus cantorum; l'r. grand chantre; Sp. chanlre,

or capis col) was in the ancient and mediaeval churches

the person who led the singing. He generally com-
menced the verse ( if t lie psalm, and the people joined

him in the close. The versicles were divided into two
parts, and Bung alternately, the Bingers answering to

one another; bul ordinarily the precentor commenced,
and the people joined in the middle, and sometimes at

the end of the verse. This was called singing acros-

tics. See A( rostk s. The precentor was the digni-

tary collated by the diocesan and charged with the

conduct of the musical portion of divine service, and
required on great festivals and Sundays to commence
the responses, hymns, etc., to regulate processions,

to distribute the cope-, to correct offences in choir,

and to direct the Bingers. In 1-' ranee. England, (Jer-

many, and Spain he ranked next to the dean, lie gave
the note al mass to the bishop and dean as the succen-
t<>r did to the canons and clerks. He superintended the
admission of member* of the choir and tabid their

names for the weekly course on waxen tablets. He
corrected and had (barge of the choir books. In Eng-
land when he ruled the choir he wore a rochet, camel
or cantor's cope, ring, and gloves, and carried a staff;

and the rectors followed him in soutanes (often of red

color), surplices, and copes. He installed canons al

Exeter, at Fork the dean and dignitaries, and at Lich-

field the bishop and dignitaries. lie attended l be

bishop on (he left hand, as the dean walked on the

prelate's right hand. At Paris be exercised jurisdic-

tion over all the schools and teachers in the city and
respondents in the universities. In French cathedrals,

upon high festivals be presides over l be choir at the
lectern, and carries a baton of silver as the ensign of his

dignity. At, Rodez, Puy-en-Velay, and Brionde he.

like the other canons, wears a mflre at, high mass, and
al, Cologne was known as chorepiscopus. At Charms
during Blaster week all the capitular clergy go to the

font, with Ihe subchaiitcr preceding the junior canons,

carrying white wands, in allusion to the white robes

of the baptized. At Rouen the chanter carries a while
wand in certain processions, and no one without his

leave could open a song-school in the city. In England
his stall faces ihe (lean, being on ihe north-west. In

foreign cathedrals he occupied either the same position

I to the dean. The Greek precentor al Christ-
mas wore while, and the singers violet. The exarch
was the imperial protospaltcs. The dignity of preci li-

ter was founded al Amiens in 1219; at Rouen in 1110;
at Exeter, Salisbury. Vork. Lincoln, in the 11th cen-
tury; at Chichester, Wells. Lichfield, Hereford, in the
ll'lli; and al St. Paul's in the 13th century. The pre-
centor was required to be always resident, and usually
held a prebend with his dignity. The Clugniac pre-

centor was called armarilM because be was also libra-

rian, the treasurer being aprocrisiaruts. The Bingers
of the primitive < lharch wen- regarded as a minor order

by p'pe Innocent III. by the Council of Laodicea (3G0),

and by that of Trullo. When the service of son- was
intrusted to lay persons in course of time, the title of

chanter ^a- preserved in cathedral chapters and colle-

giate churches as that of a capitular dignitary, having
precedency, rights, and duties.

In modern times the name is applied to those who,
in non-ritualistic churches, lead the congregation in

singing. This office, lately revived, appears, from Bing-
ham's Antiquities, to be of a very early dale: the pre-

centor, or phonascus (q. v.), as he was called in the

early Church, either leading the congregation, or Bing-

ing one part of the verse, the oiher pari being sun^ by
the congregation in response. See Music. In the med-
iaeval churches the precentor was one of the officers be-

longing to the old religious houses, whose office was af-

terwards continued in collegiate and cathedral churches
in the capacity above firsl n ferred to. In Scotland the

duties of the precentor have been greatly curtailed. He
seems to have succeeded to the r^uhr (q.v.) of earlier

limes. Il was the habit of the precentor to repair to

church about half an hour before the minister came, and
read lo the people several passages of Scripture. When
the minister entered the precentor gave out a psalm and
led the singing. After the beginning of last century he
ceased by degrees either to read the Scriptures or pre-

scribe the psalm. But his desk is still, from its original

use, called by the old people the lectern—that is. read-

ing-desk.- Walcott, Sacred [rchceolooy, s. v.; Hook.

Eccles. Diet. e. v.; Eadie, Eccles. Diet. s. v. Sec Desk;
Lectern; Sin., lxi.; Worship.

Precept is a direction, command, or rule enjoined

by a superior. Religious precepts are divided into

moral and positive The precepts of religion, says Sau-

rin, are as essential as the doctrines; and religion will

as certainly sink if the morality be subvened, as if the

theology be undermined. The doctrines are only pro-

posed to us as the ground of our duty. A moral precept

derives its force from iis intrinsic litness: a positive pre-

cept from the authority which enjoins it. .Moral pre-

cepts are commanded because they are right; positive

are right because commanded. The duty of honoring

our parents and of observing the Sabbath are instances,

respectively, of each kind of precept. See Law.

Preceptories (or Coramanderiesi an estates

or benelices anciently possessed by the Knight Tem-
plars. On these lands they creeled churches for relig-

ious service and convenient houses for habitation, and
placed some of their fraternity, under Ihe government
of one of those more eminent Templars who had been

by the grand-master created preceptores fempli, to take

care of the lands and rents in that neighborhood. All

the preceptories of a province were subject to a provin-

cial superior, called Grand Preceptor; and there were

three of these who held rank above all the rest the

grand preceptors of Jerusalem, Tripoli.?, and Antiocb.

<>tber houses of ihe order were usually called com-

mandt ties.

Precepts, the Six Hundred and Thirtj i
x. or

7*:r; :,-~r\ In the preface to his Jad Hachezaha

(fol. 2, col. 2), Moses Maimonides (q.V.) w riles thus:

••The number of Ihe precepts of the law is 613, of which
there arc 248 affirmative precepts, or precepts of com-

mission, ("i'l"* T"S'2. corresponding to the 248 mem-
bers of the human body, and oi'o negative precepts, or

precepts of omission, "J"? S3 MX73, corresponding

to Ihe number of days of ihe solar year." The rabbins

asseri thai the multiplicity of precepts which God has

given io the nation of Israel in preference to all others

is a sign of his predilection for them, for. says rabbi

Chanania bcn-Akashiah, "The Holy < hie (blessed be

he! i has been pleased to render l-rail meritorious;

therefore he multiplied to them ihe law and ihe com-

mandments, as ii is Finid, •The Lord is well pleased for

his righteousness' sake; be will magnify the law. and
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make it honorable'" (Isa. xlii, 21). If ivc may believe

Jewish notions, we also learn that the patriarchs already

fulfilled the 613 precepts. The Jewish commentator

Rashi (q. v.) thus comments very gravely on Gen.

xxxii, 5: "Vila "2b C", 'I have sojourned with La-

ban:' the word T\~il, according to the Gematria [comp.

the art. Cabala, vol. ii, p. 4], amounts to 613 (i. e.

1= 10, n = 400, 1=200, 5=3, or 10+400+200+3=
613), by which he (i. e. Jacob) wished to communicate

(to his brother Esau), 'It is true I have sojourned with

the wicked Laban, but still I observed the 613 precepts,

and I have not been infected with his evil deeds;' or,

as the original reads, S3 ISlba S^in ">5n Via
vnab xbi viaia mxa jpim via sain "pb

EVin "PlUSHa;" the same is the remark of Baal

Haturim, ad loc. Strictly orthodox Jews make their

children commit to memory all the 613 precepts, as they

consider a thorough knowledge of them to be a key to

the oral law, though the majority of them are unintelli-

gible to a child. Rabbi Gedaliah, of Amsterdam, pub-

lished a catalogue of them in 1745, which he designated

jlip niin, Torath Katon, or The Laic in Miniature. He
says in his preface, "Which children are to learn in

their infancy, to know them off by heart; which will

be a great introduction for them to learn the oral law

;

and also that what they have learned in their youthful

days they may remember in their old age; that they

may know to do them, and live by them in this world

and in the world to come." The arrangement of these

precepts is different. Some, as Maimonides, arrange

them according to the matter, and the same has been

followed by Jon. Eybenschlitz, who put them in verse

(Prague, 1765). Another is that by Gedaliah, of Am-
sterdam, who gives them according to the order of the

Pentateuch, which is by far more preferable. As it

would be tedious and fruitless to enumerate them, we
will refer the reader who may feel interested to Jost,

Geschichte. d, Juden u. s. Sekten, i, 451 sq. ; Bodenschatz,

Kirchliche Verfassung der heutigen Juden (Erlangen,

1748), iv, 181 sq. (where the Hebrew is also given);

Margoliouth, Modem Judaism Investigated (Lond. 1843),

p. 115 sq. ; and The Home and the Sy?iagogue of the

Modern Jew (ibid. 1843), p. 202 sq. (B. P.)

Preces (i. e. prayers) are the verses and responses

said in the Roman Catholic, English, and other churches

at the beginning of matins and even-song.

Preces Dominicales females. The preces

Dominicales, so called from the Dominica or Lord's Day,

when they are usually recited, are those prayers which

are addeil as a complement of devotion to prim and com-

pletorium, after the regular psalms. These preces are

not recited at all duplices (double feasts), nor within the

"octaves," nor in the "vigil of Epiphany," in theymee
sexta, nor in sabbato, after the " octave of Ascension."

The preces feriales take place in penitential times, and
on the days of penitence. They are prayed kneeling at

lawks, and at every single hora (time of the day) at

all ferial offices in Advent, in the forty days of Lent, in

the Ember days, and vigils connected with a day of

fast; with the exception of the vigil of Christmas, the

vigil of Pentecost, and the ensuing Ember days. These
preces are also omitted on the vigils of Epiphany and
Ascension, as these feasts have no day of fast. The
preces feriales begin with the " Kyrie eleison" and a

whispered "Pater-noster;" then, at laudes and vespers,

follow, "in versicles" and " responsories," prayers for

the clergy, sovereign and people, for the community,
for the deceased, for the absent brethren, the oppressed,

and prisoners. Then follows the psalm " De profundis,"

so full of abnegation and contrition (at laudes), or

"Miserere" (at vespers), with some suitable final ver-

sicles and the oration of the day.

Prechtl, Maximilian, a German Benedictine, noted

as a theologian and renowned as a student of canon

law, was born Aug. 20, 1757, at Hahnbach. in the

Bavarian Palatinate; he studied first under the Jesuits

at Amberg, and was at the age of eighteen years admit-
ted to the college of the Benedictines at Michaelfeld,

where he studied philosophy and theology, and was
consecrated in 1781. In 1782 his monastery sent him
to Salzburg, where he acquired a knowledge of the law,

which served in good stead to his congregation in sev-

eral lawsuits. He was then a professor of dogmatics
and morals ; in 1790 he was called to Amberg as teacher
of dogmatic and ecclesiastical history, and in 1798 he
was rector in the same city. Jan. 14, 1800, he was
elected abbot of the monastery of Michaelfeld. After
the suppression of his monastery he lived at Yilseck,

entirely devoted to study and to acts of benevolence.

He died Jan. 13, 1832. The following are his works

:

Positiones juris ecclesiastici universi, Germanice- ac Ba-
varice accommodati (Amberg, 1787) :

—

Succincta series

theologias theoretics, quam in monasterio Michaelfeld de-

fendant, etc. (ibid. 1791) :

—

HistOiHa MonasU Hi Michael-

feldensis:— Trauerrede avf das Himcheiden Carl The-
odors:— Wie sind die oberpfalzischen Abteien im Jahre
1669 abermal an die gi istlirhi it Ordi nsstande gi h»umi-u i

(1802) :

—

Friedensworte an die. katholische und protes-

tantische Kirche fiir ihre Wiedervereinigung (Salzb.

1810):— Seitenstiicke zur Weisheit Dr. Martin Luthers

an den neuesten Herausgeber seiner Streitschrift : Das
Papstthum zu Rom vom Teufel gestiftet (ibid. 1817) :

—

Abgedrungene Antwort aufdas zweite Sendschreiben Dr.
Martin Luthers an den Herausgeber, etc. (ibid. 1818)

:

—Kritischer Riiekblick auf Hrn. Chr. Bubcrts kritische

Beleuchtung der Seitenstiicke zur Weisheit Dr. M. Lu-
thers (ibid. 1818). Prechtl, it will be noticed from the

list of his works, entered into a controversy on the

questions at issue between Romanists and Protestants.

His own desire was a union of all Christians, and he
first wrote for this purpose ; but, like all Romanists, he
was unwilling to acknowledge the corrupt condition of

his own ecclesiastical body, and was therefore assailed

by the Lutherans. The result was a decided polem-
ical cast in his later writings, and a proportionate

decline of scholarship and increase of haste and acri-

mony. (J. H. \V.)

Precipiano, Humbert William, Count of, a
Spanish prelate of French birth, was a native of Besan-
con, where he was born in 1626. He came from an an-

cient family, originally from Genoa. He was canon at

Besancon, counsellor-clerk at the Parliament of Dole,

and abbe of Bellevaux in 1649. In 1661 he was elected

high-dean of the chapter, but the validity of his elec-

tion was contested by the Holy See. He found a com-
pensation in the confidence of king Philip IV of Spain.

In 1667 he was delegated by the states of Burgundy
s

with his brother Prosper-Ambroise, to the Diet of Rat-

isbon. The talents which he displayed on that occasion

were rewarded five years later by his nomination to the

dignity of supreme counsellor of Charles II for the af-

fairs of Burgundy and the Netherlands. His nomina-
tion to the episcopal see of Bruges in 1682, whence he

passed in 1689 to the archiepiscopal see of Mechlin, was
the reward of his devotion to Don Juan of Austria. His
zeal for the consolidation of the ultramontane doctrines

was so great that he imagined a formulary more exact-

ing than that of Alexander VII. Two decrees of the

Inquisition (Jan. 28 and Feb. 6, 1694) condemned the

new formulary. The prelate refused to submit to the

decrees. Innocent XII enjoined all bishops of Belgium
to abandon those quarrels, which had already lasted too

long, and which the fanaticism of Precipiano endeav-

ored to revive. In 1696 he recommended, somewhat
harshly, a little more moderation to the archbishop of

Mechlin. The great blot in Precipiano's life is his con-

sent to the Jesuits for the arrest of Quesnel (q. v.). May
30, 1703, at Marines. The cities of Bruges. Besancon,

Brussels, Mechlin, and the abbey of Pellevaux are in

possession of monuments of the magnificence and piety

of this prelate. He died at Brussels June 9, 1711. See
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. du \%me Steele, vol. i ; Calindrier eccles. aim.

1".")7: Fuller, Did. Hist. s.v.—Hoefer, Nouo. Biog, Ge-

- -. V.

Precisians, one of the names given to the Puritans,

or those who, abouf the time of the Commonwealth,
evinced by their conduct that they were in earnest on

the subject of religion. They were called precist be-

condemned Bwearing, plays, gaming, drink-

i
i ing, and other worldly recreations on the

i well as the time-serving, careless, and
corrupt religion which was then in fashion.

Precist (from the Latin precista) is the name of a

candidate who applies, by means of the prima pieces,

for a vacant spiritual prebend. See Prebend.

Preconization (i. e. publication, from prceco, "a
herald"). The appointments to all higher offi© - of the

Church, especially episcopal and arcbiepiscopal sees,

whether they be made by canonical election or by nom-
ination, are subject as causa majores to the pa

firmation. This confirmation, according to the resolu-

tions of the Council of Trent, and the closer directions

given by pope Gregory XIV in 1591, is preceded by a

double examination, called informatm process and de-

finitivi process. The latter is gone through with at

Rome by the congregation of cardinals established by
Mm ns V pro erectione ecclesiarum it pntrisiioiilnis u/>i>-

slolicis; the cardinal protector of the nation in which
lintment is to be made acts as referent, and is

assisted by three ether cardinals. The opinion, written

by the protector, and signed by the three assessors, is

brought immediately before the " S. Congregatio Con-
Bistorialis," where it is prepared for the consistory in

which the confirmation is to take place. In one of the

ensuing secret < sistories the cardinal referent repeats
his complete account of the matter, whereupon all the
cardinal- present give their vote as to the worthiness

of the elected or nominated bishop. If the majority
pronounces in his favor, the pope passes, in the same as-

sembly, his solemn confirmation in the customary for-

mula. This declaration of the pope is called praco-
nisatio ; it is posted ad valvos < eclesice, and a deed of it,

"the bull of preconization," or confirmation, is sent to

the confirmed nominee. In Prance, where the pro-
motion of an ecclesiastic to a bishopric is by nomination
of the king, the person nominated, after receiving his

warrant from the crown, is furnished with three letters

—one from the king to the pope, another to the cardinal

protector of France at Rome, and the third to his maj-
esty's ambassador at the pope's court. When this is

done, a certificate of the life and behavior of the person

nominated is given in to the pope's nuncio. He like-

wise makes professi if his faith, and gives in a sched-
ule of the c lit ion of the bishopric to which be is nom-
inated. The letters being transmitted to Rome, the
cardinal protector declares in the first consistory that at

the next consistorial meeting he intends to propose

Mich a person lor such a Bee, which declaration is called

. See Bishop. (J. II. w.)

Predestinatians. A sect which arose in Gaul
shortly after the time when the Pelagian and s. mi-

Pelagian disputes commenced. They held that God
not only predestinated the wicked to eternal punish-
ment, but also to the guilt and transgression for which
they are punished; and that thus all the good and had

i men are determined from eternity by a divine

d ii\«d by an invincible necessity. In the 9th
century the tenets of this sect were revived by Gotts-
chalk, a German, whose follower- were termed Pre-
destinatians. They taught what ( lot ischalk himself
termed a double predestination that is, a predestina-
tion of some from all eternity to everlasting life, and
of others to everlasting death. On promulgating this

doctrine in Italy, Gottschalk was charged by Rabanus
Maurus with heresy, and thereupon hastened to Ger-
many to vindicate his principle-. A council accord-

ingly assembled at .Mem/ in A.D. 848, when Maurus

procured his condemnation and his transmission as a
pri- r to llincmar. archbishop of Rbeims, to whose
jurisdiction he properly belonged. On the arrival of

( Sottschalk, llincmar summoned a council at Quiercy, in

A.l>. 849, when, although his principles were d< fended

by the learned Ratramnus, a- well as by Remigius, arch-
bishop of Lyon-, he was deprived of his priestly office,

ordered to he whipped, and afterwards to he impris-

oned. Worn out with this cruel treatment, and after lan-

guishing for some years in the solitude of a prison.

this learned and thoughtful man died under excom-
munication, hut maintaining his opinions to the last

While Gottschalk was shut up within the narrow walls

of a prison his doctrines were the subject of a keen and
bitter controversy in the Latin Church. Ratramnus
and Remigius on the one side, and Scotus Erigena on
the other, conducted the argument with threat ability.

The contention was every day increasing in violence,

and Charles the Laid found it necessary to summon an-

other council at Quiercy, in A.D. 853, when, through
the influence of llincmar, the decision of the former
council was repeated, and Gottschalk again condemned
as a heretic. But in A.D. 855 the three provinces of
Lyons, Yienne. and Aries met in council at Valence,
under the presidency of Remigius, when the opinions

of Gottschalk were approved, and the decisions of the
two councils of Quiercy were reversed. < >f the twenty-

three canons of the Council of Valence, five contain the

doctrinal views of the friends and defenders of GottS-

chalk. Thus in the third canon they declare, "We
confidently profess a predestination of the elect unto
life, and a predestination of the wicked unto death,

lint in the election of those to be saved, the mi rcy of

God precedes their good deserts; and in the condemna-
tion of those who are to perish, their ill-deed- precede

the righteous judgment of God. In his predestination

God only determined what lie himself would do. either

in his gratuitous mercy or in his righteous judgment."
••In the wicked he foresaw their wickedness, because

it is from themselves; he did not predestine it. 1" cause

it is not from him. The punishment, indeed, conse-

quent upon their ill-desert he foresaw—being God, he
foresees all things—and also predestined, because he is

a just God, with whom, as St. Augustine says, there is

both a lixed purpose and a certain foreknowledge in re-

gard to all things whatever." " Hut that some are pre-

destinated to wickedness by a divine power, so that

they cannot lie of another character, we not only do not

believe, but if there are those who will believe so great

a wrong, we, as well as the Council of ( (range, with all

detestation, declare them anathema." The live doctri-

nal canons of the < louncil oi Valence were adopted with-

out alteration by the Council of Toul, in A.D. 859, which
last council was composed of the bishops of fourteen

provinces. But on the death of Gottschalk, which
happened in A.I ".Mis. ihc contention terminate
I'l.i in -i [NATION.

Predestination, a doctrine upon which great di-

vision of opinion prevails among Christian-.

I. Definition. The word predestinate properly signi-

fies to destim
i i.e. to set apart, or d< rote to a particular

use, condition, or end) beforehand, Ittl

a mere act of the will, and should be carefully distin-

guished from that exercise of power by which volitions

are actualized or carried into effect. Etymologically
it would be proper to say that God before the founda-

tion of the world predestinated the sun to be luminous,

the load-tone to attract, the atmosphere to perform its

varied ministries. In theological language, however,
( iod would be said to have " foreordained" or "

these things, the term ••predestinate" being restricted

to God's supposed determinations respecting the desti-

ne - of n in the future world. The early Lutheran
divines generally distinguished pradestinatio stride

dicta, or predestination in its narrower sense, and pra-
destinatio hilt dicta, or predestination in its wider sig-

nification. The former was God's decree to save all
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persevering believers in Christ; the latter was that

original redemptive volition in which he "will have all

men to be saved" (1 Tim. ii, 4). In the Reformed Church

the word has sometimes been employed as synonymous

with election (q. v.), sometimes as covering both elec-

tion and reprobation (q. v.). Arminius, in his \bth Pub.

Disputation, seems to prefer the former usage as more

scriptural, but he is not followed in this respect by his

remonstrant successors. Calvin and most of his follow-

ers employ the term as applying to the reprobative de-

crees of God as much as to the elective (see this point

discussed under Calvinism in vol. ii, p. 43, col. 2).

II. Is Predestination Absolute or Conditional?—The

cardinal point of the predestination controversy has al-

ways been this question: Are the decrees by which cer-

tain individuals are elected to eternal life and other

individuals doomed to everlasting misery respective or

irrespective—that is, were these decrees based upon God's

foreknowledge (q. v.) of the different use individuals

would make of their moral agency, or were they not V

The Arminian takes the affirmative, the Calvinist the

negative. The former reasons in this wise : Divine pre-

destination in its widest sense is God's free and perfect

foreplanning of creation and providence. It was ante-

cedent to the production of the first created thing. So

viewed, it must be evident to any rational theist

that predestination was objectively absolute but sub-

jectively conditioned

—

absolute objectively because there

existed nothing extraneous to the divine mind to limit

its action ; conditioned subjectively because the essential

perfections of God demand that his will should always

act in strict conformity with the dictates of his own in-

finite wisdom, justice, and benevolence. But though

predestination, regarded as the complete, all-embracing

plan of God, was objectively absolute, it is obvious that

the various individual decrees which are conceived of

as components of that plan must mutually limit and

condition each other. Thus the divine determination

that "while the earth remaineth seed-time and harvest

shall not cease" was not an absolute decree, but one con-

ditioned upon the divine determination, antecedent to

it in the order of nature, that there should be an earth

with planetary motion, etc. Were not each decree ad-

justed to every other they could not conspire to the

attainment of a common end. Instead of being inte-

grating elements of one wise and self-consistent plan,

some might be found superfluous, some perhaps in direct

collision. Hence no individual decree can be regarded

as irrespective or unconditioned; each is conditioned on

the one hand by the perfections of God, on the other by

the whole system of divine pre-volitions of which it

forms a part. Now an absolute, irreversible decree,

continues the Arminian, either electing an individual to

eternal life or dooming him to everlasting death, fails

to answer to either of these essential conditions or char-

acteristics of a divine decree. It would be palpably in-

consistent with the divine perfections on the one hand,

and absolutely irreconcilable with known determina-

tions of God on the other. Such an elective decree

would be incompatible with God's rationality and im-

partiality, while such a reprobative one would directly

conflict not only with his benevolence, but even with his

justice. Both would be at open war with the known
design of the Creator that men should enjoy the endow-

ment of moral agency and shape their own eternal des-

tinies. Hence an unconditional, irrespective election

of some unto life, and an unconditional, irrespective rep-

robation of others unto death, cannot be maintained.

If any are individually elected or reprobated, they must
have been elected or reprobated with reference to the

foreseen use they would make of their moral agency, for

only on this principle can any theory of predestination

be constructed which shall not compromise the divine

character or conflict with known determinations respect-

ing man.
So just and conclusive is this reasoning that the long

task of the absolute predestinarians has been to devise

VIII.— 1

1

some expedient by which unconditional election and
reprobation may be shown to be compatible with the

divine attributes and with all known divine decrees.

Several have been tried. (1.) Perhaps the most legit-

imate of them all is that adopted by those divines who
consider the divine will the ground of all rational and

moral qualities and distinctions. If, as these divines

affirm, nothing is rational or irrational, just or unjust,

right or wrong, except that for the time being it is

God's will that it should be so, then evidently an arbi-

trary damnation of innocent beings may be just as right

and proper an act as any other. If he wills it to be

right, then it is right, however it may seem to us.

Hence, on this scheme, we have only to suppose that

God wills an act to be right to render it perfectly prop-

er and consistent for him to perform it. Only on this

hypothesis can irrespective predestination be success-

fully defended. (2.) Another class of divines, unable to

adopt this bold principle (according to which God is

able to abrogate the moral law as easily as the old cere-

monial one of the Jews), yet forced to mitigate in some
way the revolting horrors of an irrespective reprobation,

have sought relief in the following scheme : Men, con-

sidered inpuris naturalibus, in themselves only, were in-

capable of anything supernatural. Only by the aid of

supernatural and divine grace could their nature be con-

firmed and strengthened if it should remain in its integ-

rity, or restored if it should become corrupt. To illus-

trate his grace, God determined by an immutable de-

cree to elect certain men, so viewed, to participancy in

his grace and glory. To show his sovereign freedom, he

determined to pass by the remainder (prceteritio7i), and

not communicate to them that divine aid requisite to

keep them from sin; then, when the persons passed by
become sinners, he proposes to demonstrate his justice

by their damnation. How much real relief this device

affords may be seen by consulting Arminius, Declaration

ofSentiments, or Watson, Institutes, pt. ii, ch. xxviii. (3.)

Another expedient sometimes employed in the construc-

tion of a predestinarian theodicy is to regard sin as a

mere negation. As brought forward by Dr. Chalmers

(Institutes, pt. iii, ch. v), it might be viewed as a mod-
ification of the last-mentioned. Both fail to vindicate

even the justice of God, since in each case the finally

damned are damned solely for failing to do what they

have no ability, natural or vouchsafed, to perform. (4.)

A fourth scheme is called sublapsaiianism. In this the

fall of man was antecedent in the order of the divine

decrees to election and reprobation. All men are viewed

as personally guilty of Adam's sin and justly obnoxious

with him to eternal death. From this mass God sov-

ereignly and graciously elected some unto life for a dem-

onstration of his mercy ; the rest he reprobated to ever-

lasting woe for a demonstration of his justice. In all

this it is claimed that there was nothing inconsistent

with God's character, since all might justly have been

damned. It happens, however, that few are ready to

acquiesce in this all-important premise, to wit, that

all the descendants of Adam are justly obnoxious to

eternal death on account of his sin, hence the conclu-

sion avails nothing to most men. Failing in all these

ingenious contrivances to harmonize unconditional pre-

destination with God's known attributes and principles

of administration as moral governor, the abettors of the

doctrine usually come finally (5) to bare assertion. They
maintain the unconditionality of election and reproba-

tion on the one hand, and on the other the perfect jus-

tice and benevolence of God and adequate agency of

man, without attempting to reconcile the two. They
resolve the palpable contradiction into a mere "mys-
tery," and imperiously shut every opponent's mouth
with the misemployed Scripture, " Who art thou that

repliest against God ?"

As our limits do not admit of a methodical examina-

tion of the various passages of Scripture in which Cal-

vinists find their doctrine asserted or assumed, we shall

be obliged to refer the reader to Watson, and to those
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commentators who have not devoted themselves to Bib-

lical interpretation merely as an advantageous polem-

ical agency. We only remark, in passing, that no fact

is more striking it significant in the whole history of

Scripture exegesis than the steady gravitation of all

Bound expositors to the exegetical views of the early

Remonstrants. Tholuck gratefully acknowledges his

Obligation to them, and even Prof. Stuart quite as oftt d

follows Grotius as Calvin, [ndeed, he confesses that he

cannot find irrespective election in Rom. viii, 28 30, nor

can he see "how it is to be made out" on rational

grounds {Com. Excursus, x. 177). In like manner he
adopts the interpretation ofRom. vii. 5 25, w Inch it cost

Arminius so much to establish, and believes the time is

coming " w hen there will be but one opinion among in-

telligent Christians about the passage in question, as

there was but one before the dispute of Augustine with

Pelagius"
I
Excursus, vii).

III. History of the Doctrine.—The unanimous and
unquestioned doctrine of the Church on this point tor

more than four hundred years was. so far as developed

into distinctness, precisely identical with that which
owes its scientific form and name to Arminius (q. v.).

The early lathers often expressed themselves unguard-
edly, and, in so doing, sometimes laid themselves open

to the charge of a leaning towards the erroneous views
afterwards systematized by Pelagius (q.v.) and his co-

adjutors [see Pelagianism] ; but thei, general senti-

ment was soundly evangelical and capable of an enun-
ciation entirely free IV every suspicion of consanguin-

ity with that heresy. "In respect to predestination,"

says Wiggers, " the fathers before Augustine differed en-

tirely from him. . . . They founded predestination upon
prescience. . . . Hence the Massilianswere entirely right
when they maintained that Augustine's doctrine of pre-

destination was contrary to the opinion of the fathers

and the sen f the Church" (Auoustinism and Pelagian-
ism, transL by Prof. Emerson). Justin .Martyr, [renseus,

Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Chrysostom—all in

clear and decisive statements—gave their adherence to

the theory of conditional predestination, rejecting the

opposite a^ false, dangerous, and utterly subversive of
the divine glory. It is evident that they did not in-

vestigate the >ubject in the depth to which it is requi-

site for the full discussion of it to go, and that various

questions, which must be put before it can be brought

completely before us, they either did not put or hastily

regarded as of very tittle moment
;
but it is enough to

dwell upon the fact that they did employ their thoughts
upon it, and have so expressed themselves as to leave

no doubt of the light in which it was contemplated by
them. Justin, in his dialogue with Trypho, remarks.

that " they who were foreknown as to become wicked,
whether angels or men. did so not from any fault of
( loci, atria roc Om.c, but from their own blame;" by
which observation be shows that it was his opinion

that God foresaw in what manner his intelligent creat-

ures would act, but that this did not affect their lib-

erty, and did not diminish their guilt A little after

he says more fully that "(lod created angels and men
free to the practice of righteousness, having planted in

the m reason, through which they knew by whom they
were created and through whom they existed, when be-

fore they were not. and prescribed to them a law by
which they were to be judged, if they acted contrary
to right reason. Wherefore we. angels and men, are

through ourselves convicted as being wicked, if we do
not lav hold of repentance. But if the Logos of God
foretells that some angels and men would go to !" pun-
ished, he does so because he foreknew that they would
certainly Inc. .me wicked; by no means, however, be-

cause (loci made them mi, h." Justin thus admits that

man is wholly dependent upon (lod, deriving existence
and everything which be. has from the Almighty; but

he is persuaded that we were perfectly able to retain

our integrity, and that, although it was foreseen that we
should not do so, this did not abridge our moral power.

or fix any imputation on the Deity in consequence of

our transgression. Tatian, in his oration against the

Greeks an excellent work, which, although composed
alter the death of .lustin. was written, in all probability,

before its author had adopted the wild opinions which
he defended towards the conclusion of his life ex-

presses \ cry much the same sentiments avowed l.y .lus-

tin. He says. •• Both men and angels were created free,

so that man becoming wicked through his own fault

may be deservedly punished, while a good man, who,
from the right exercise of his free will, does not trans-

gress the- law of (lod, is entitled to praise; that the

power of the divine Logos, having in himself the knowl-
edge of what was to happen, not through fate or un-

avoidable necessity, but from free choice, predicted fut-

ure things, condemning the wicked and praising the

righteous." [renseus, in the third book of his work
against heresies, has taken an opportunity to state his

notions about the origin of evil. The seventy-first chap-

ter of that book is entitled. " A proof that man is tree,

and has power to this extent, that of himself he can
'house what i> g 1 or the contrary." Jn illustration

of this he remarks. God ga\ eto man i he power of elec-

tion, as he did to the- angels. They, therefore, who do
not obey are justly not found with the good, and receive

deserved punishment, feci use God, having given them
what was good, they did not keep it, but despised the

riches of the divine mercy." The next chapter is en-

titled, - A proof that some men are not good by nature

and others wicked, and that what is good is within the

choice of man." In treating on this subject, [renseus

observes that "if the reverse were- the' case, the good
woidd not merit praise nor the wicked blame, because,

being merely what, without any will of the irs, they had
been made, i hey could not be considered as voluntary

agents. But," he adds, •since all have the same nat-

ure, and are able to re-tain and to do what is good, and

may, on the other hand, lose it and not do it. some are.

even in the sight of men. anil much more in that of

God, deservedly praised and others blamed." In support

of this he introduces a gre-at variety of passages from

Scripture. It appears, however, that the real difficulty

attending the subject bad suggested itself to his mind,
for he inquires in the seventy-third chapter why (lod

had not from the beginning made man perfect, all things

being possible to him. lie gives to this question a

metaphysical and unsatisfactory answer, but it SO far

satisfied himself as to convince him that there could

not, on this ground, be any imputation justly cast on
the- pc it. ciions of the Almighty, and that, consequently,

a sufficient explanation of the origin of evil and of the

justice of punishing it was to be found iu the nature of

man as a free agent, or in the abuse of t bat liberty with

which man had been endowed (see [renseus, iv,392; -Ins-

time'. Trypho,c. I 10).

In the Western Church all the early theologians and

teachers were equally unanimous. While the Uexan-
drian theologians laid special stress on frei will, those

of the West dwelt more on human depravity and on the

necessity ofgrate. On the last-named point all agreed.

It was conceded that it was conditioned by f,,, will.

Unconditional predestination they all denied. This stage

of Church doctrine is represented by Hilary of l'e.iiiers

ami Ambrose of Milan, as well as by Tertullian c \dv.

Marcion, ii. 6), who, much as he sometimes needed the

doctrine of irresistible grace, would never bo much as

adopt an unconditional election, much less an uncon-

ditional reprobation. Tertullian bail also speculated

upon the- moral condition of man. ami has recorded bis

sentiments with respect to it. He explicitly ass, rrsthe

freedom of the w ill : lays down the position that, if this

!«• denied, there can be neither reward nor punishment

:

and iu answer to an objection that since' free will has

been productive "f such melancholy conseipioiices it

would have been better that it had not been bestowed,

he enters into a formal vindication of this part of our

constitution. Iu reply to another suggestion that (lod
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•might have interposed to prevent the choice which was

to be productive of sin and misery, he maintains that

this could not have been done without destroying that

admirable constitution by which alone the interests of

virtue can be really promoted. He thus thought that

sin was to be imputed wholly to man, and that it is

perfectly consistent with the attributes of God, or rather

illustrates these attributes, that there should be a sys-

tem under which sin was possible, because without this

possibility there could have been no accountable agents.

From what has been stated on this subject, it seems un-

questionable that the apostolic fathers did not at all

enter upon the subject of the origin of evil; that the

writers by whom they were succeeded were satisfied

that, in the sense in which the term is now most com-

monly used, there was no such thing as predestination

;

that they uniformly represented the destiny of man as

regulated by the use or abuse of his free will ; that, with

the exception of Irenseus, they did not attempt to ex-

plain why such a creature as man, who was to fall into

sin, was created by a Being of infinite goodness ; that

the sole objection to their doctrine seemed to them to

be that prescience was incompatible with liberty, and

that, when they answered this, they considered that noth-

ing more was requisite for receiving, without hesitation,

the view of man upon which they often and fondly

dwelt, as a free and accountable agent, who might have
held fast his integrity, and whose fall from that integ-

rity was to be ascribed solely to himself, as it did not at

all result from any appointment of the Supreme Being.

So Hilar}' of Poitiers declares that the decree of elec-

tion was not indiscretus, and emphatically asserts the

harmonious connection between grace and free will, the

powerlessness of the latter, and yet its importance as a

condition of the operation of divine grace. "As the

organs of the human body," he says (De Trinit. ii, 35),
" cannot act without the addition of moving causes, so

the human soul has indeed the capacity for knowing God,

but if it does not receive through faith the gift of the

Holy Spirit it will not attain to that knowledge. Yet
the gift of Christ stands open to all, and that which all

want is given to every one as far as he will accept it."

" It is the greatest folly," he says in another passage

(Psa. Ii, § '20), " not to perceive that we live in depen-

dence on and through God, when we imagine that in

things which men undertake and hope for they may
venture to depend on their own strength. What we
have, we have from God; on him must all our hope be

placed." Accordingly he did not admit an unconditional

predestination ; he did not find it in the passages in Bom.
ix commonly adduced in favor of it respecting the elec-

tion of Esau, but only a predestination conditioned by
the divine foreknowledge of his determination of will;

otherwise every man would be born under a necessity

of sinning (Psa. Ivii, § 3). Neander, in portraying his

system, says: "Hilary considered it very important to

set forth distinctly that all the operations of divine

grace are conditioned on man's free will, to repel every-

thing which might serve to favor the notion of a nat-

ural necessity, or of an unconditional divine, predes-

tination" (ii, 502). So Ambrose, who lived a little

later, and even Jerome, who exhibited such zeal in be-

half of Augustinism, declares, without reservation, that

divine election is based upon foreknowledge. True,

Augustine cites two passages (De Dono Perseverantice,

19) from Ambrose as favoring his scheme, but all com-
mentators upon this father assure us that these passages

by no means give ground for attributing to him the

Augustinian view of election. Ambrose carries the

approximation to Augustine a step further. He says

(Ajwl. David, ii, § 76) : " We have all sinned in the first

man, and by the propagation of nature the propagation

of guilt has also passed from one to all; in him human
nature has sinned." A transfer of Adam's guilt may
seem to be here expressed, but in other expressions it

is disowned (Psa. xlviii, § 9). Ambrose admitted nei-

ther irresistible grace nor unconditional predestination;

he made predestination to depend on prescience (De
Fide , lib. v, § 83). In other places, however, hislanguage
approaches more nearly to that of Augustine (see Hase,
Dogmatik, § 102; Gieseler, Dogmengesch. § 39; Neander,
History of Dogmas, i, 343, 344). To quote Neander
again :

" Although the freedom of the divine election

and the creative agency of grace are made particularly

prominent in these passages, still they do not imply any
necessary exclusion of the state of recipiency in the in-

dividual as a condition, and accordingly this assertion

of Ambrose admits of being easily reconciled with the
"

assertion first quoted. In another place, at least (De
Fide, lib. v, § 83), he expressly supposes that predesti-

nation is conditioned by foreknowledge (ibid, ii, 504)."

The substantial doctrines of the fathers as to the extent
of grace before Augustine was that Christ died, not for

an elect portion of mankind, but for all men, and that

if men are not saved the guilt and the fault are their

own (Gieseler, Dogmevgeschichtc, § 72).

Thus we see that for more than four hundred years

not a single voice was heard, either in the Eastern or

Western Church, in advocacy of the notion of an uncon-
ditional divine predestination. At this point Augustine,

already in very advanced old age, and under controver-

sial pressure, took the first step towards Calvinism by
pronouncing the decree of election unconditional. In ex-

plaining the relation between man's activity and deci-

sive influence, Pelagius had denied human depravity, and
maintained that, although God gives man the power to

do good, the will and the act are man's. He denied

that there was any divine energy in grace that could

impair the operations of free will. Augustine, on the

other hand, maintained that grace is an internal opera-

tion of God upon those whom he designs to save, im-
parting not only the power, but also the will to do good.

The fact that some are saved and others lost he attrib-

uted to the will of God. Hence his doctrines of uncon-

ditional predestination, of particular redemption, and of

special and irresistible grace. Reprobation, he granted,

was based upon foreseen guilt, but apparently uncon-
scious of the inconsistency, he denied the applicability

of the same principle to election. In 529 the system
of Augustine was established as Church doctrine by the

Council of Arausio (Orange), but the reaction against

the strictly logical yet essentially immoral nature of his

dogma has been perpetually manifested. See Augus-
TINE.

Four hundred years more passed away before a man
could be found bold enough to complete Augustine's

theory by declaring that, as God has sovereignly and
immutably elected whomsoever he has pleased unto

life, without any foresight of faith and obedience, so he
has of his own good pleasure freely and unchangeably
predestinated whomsoever he has pleased unto ever-

lasting misery, without any reference to foreknown sin

and guilt on their part. This anticipator of Calvin was
a Saxon monk named Gottschalk (Godeschalcus). His

novel view brought down upon him not merely ecclesi-

astical censure, but even persecution. His doctrine was
condemned by a council which archbishop Babanus
Maurus had called at Mayence, A.D. 848 (Mansi, Concil.

xiv, 914), and Gottschalk, who was then travelling, was
sent to his metropolitan, archbishop Hincmar of Bheims,

who called another council at Quiercy in 849. Here he

was defended by Batramnus, the opponent of Paschasius

Badbertus in the Eucharistic controversy, and also by
Bemigius, afterwards archbishop of Lyons; but not-

withstanding these powerful supporters, he was con-

demned a second time, and ordered to undergo the pen-

alty of flogging, which the rule of St. Benedict imposed

upon monks who troubled the Church. After this con-

demnation he was imprisoned in the monastery of Haut-
villers, where he died, without having recanted his opin-

ions, about the year 868. See Gottschalk.
While the friends of Gottschalk were endeavoring to

obtain his absolution and release, Hincmar put forward

Johannes Scotus Erigena (q. v.) to answer his predesti-
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nation theory, which Erigena * 1 i 1 in 851, in his treatise

De Pratdeslinatione, in which he raised up a cloud of

adversaries by the freedom with which he contradicted

the established doctrines of the Church as to the nat-

ure of good and evil. Further controversy being thus

aroused, Hincmar summoned a second council at Quier-

cv iii 853, which confirmed the decision as to the real

doctri f the Church arrived at by the previous

council (Mansi, Condi. -\iv. 995). A rival council was

called by the opposite party from the provinces oi

Lynns. Vienne, and Aries, which mel at Valence in 855.

lint instead of fully confirming the opinion of Gotts-

chalk, this council considerably modified it by declaring

that although sin is foreknown by God, it is not so pre-

destined as to make it inevitably necessary thai it should

be committed (ibid. xv. 1). Hincmar now wrote two

works on the subject, one of which is not extant : the

other is entitled De Pratdeslinationi 1 1< i it I. Ultra Arbi-

trio adversus Gottschalcum ei cceteros Pradestinatianos.

Having thus explained his views at length, they were

substantially accepted, in the form of six doctrinal can-

ons, by the Synod of Langres. and li\ I hat of Told
|
A.l >.

859), held at Savonieres a few days afterwards (Mansi,

Concil. xv. 525 27), and thus the controversy termi-

nated. See Manguin, Collect, auctor. <! /'/">/<.</. ,/

Gratia (1650); dasher, Gotteschalci et Prcedest. Conlrov.

Hist.; Cellot, Hist. Gotteschalci Prosiest. (1655).

No authoritative or influential teacher appeared to

support Gottschalk's views for seven hundred years.

The most conspicuous of those who did so was Thomas
Bradwardine (A. I). 1290-1349), warden ofMerton Col-

lege, and afterwards archbishop of Canterbury. His
work on the subject is entitled Di Causa Dei contra

Peldgium </ de VirtuU caiisarum ad suos .Wertonenses,

and in this he i^ave free will so Iowa place that he may
be almost called a necessitarian. Thomas Aquinas, who
flourished during the 13th century, wrote largely upon
the nature of grace and predestination. His opinions

upon these subjects were nearly the same with those of

Augustine: and so much, indeed, was he c teived to

resemble in genius and understanding thai distinguished

prelate, thai it was asserted the soul of Augustine bad

been sent into t lie body of Aquinas. IK' taught that

God from all eternity, and without any regard to their

works, predestinated a certain number to life and hap-
piness; bui be found .^reat, delight in endeavoring to

rec ile this position with the freedom of the human
will. His celebrated antagonist, John Duns Scotus, an

inhabitant of Britain, surnamed, from the acutenes.s and

bent of his mind, the Subtile Doctor, also directed his

attention in the following century to the same thorny

speculations, but he took a different view of them from

Aquinas; and we find in the works of these two brill-

iant lights of the schoolmen all that the most learned

in the dark ages though! upon this question.

In the midst of the ferment of the Reformation,
the subject of predestination was revived by a con-
troversy between Erasmus and Luther, the former

writing an able Diatribt i/' Libero A rbitrio in 1524, and
Luther following it up with bis halting treatise De
Servo Arbitrio,in which be went so near to the Dredes-

tinarians as to deny thai any free will can exist in man
before he has received the gift of faith. Bui al this

Btage siepped forth John Calvin (q. v.) as the champion
of pn destinarianism. He found the Reformed churches
in a perfectly chaotic state as respects doctrines. They
possessed no coherent creed or Bystem, They were held

together by agreement in mere negations. They needed
nothing so much as a positive system. Calvin, a strip-

ling of twenty-five, gave them one. It answered all the

essential conditions. Ii was anti-popish, anti-Lutheran,

anti-Socinian. In the pressing exigency ii was seized

upon, and Calvin became the dictator of all the Re-
formed churches. Scotland sent her young men to him
to be educated, so aUo did Holland, the Puritans of

England, and the Protestants of trance. Among the

Romanists, the Molinists (q. v.), and Jansenists (q. v.),

in their controversy on the subject of free will, carried

on with great acrimony, the opinions of Gottsehalk
were discussed anew, but without lessening the major-

ity of the Arminianists (see Sismondi, Hist. Prcedest. in

Zachariusta Thesaur. TheoU ii. 199).

In the < burch of England the later Low-Church party

have tempered down the opinions of their Puritan pred-
ecessor.-, and are not often disposed to go beyond the

doctrine of "predestination to life" as stated in the

seventeenth of the Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion,

which carefully excludes the double predestination of

Gottsehalk and the predestinarians. This article of the

Church of England is often adduced by Calvinists as

favorable to their peculiar views of absolute predestina-

tion; 1 ait such a representation ofil is rendered plausi-

ble only by adding to its various clauses qualifying

expressions to suit that purpose. In our articles

< in R( ii 01 Engl lira), CONl I "ins-;, and Calvinism,
have been exhibited the just and liberal views of

Cranmer and the principal English reformers on this

subject, the sources from which they drew the Arti-

cles of Religion and the public formularies of devotion,

and some of the futile attempts of the high predestina-

rians in the Church to inoculate the public creed with

their dogmas. Cartwright and his followers, in their

second "Admonition to Parliament" in 1572, complained

that the Articles speak dangerously of "falling from

grace;" and in 1587 they preferred a similar complaint.

The labors of the Westminster Assembly at a subse-

quent period, and their abortive result, in relation to

this subject, are well known. Long before Arminius
had turned his thoughts to the considerate f general

redemption, a great number of the English clergy hail

publicly taught and defended the same doctrine. It

was about 1571 that Dr. I'eter Baroe, "a zealous anti-

Calvinian," was made Margaret professor of divinity in

the University of Cambridge, and be went on teach-

ing in his lectures, preaching in his sermons, determin-

ing in the schools, and printing in several books, divers

points contrary to Calvinism. And this he did for sev-

eral years, without any manner of disturbance or inter-

ruption. The beads of the university, in a letter to

lord Burleigh, dated March 8, 1595, say he had done it

for fourteen or fifteen years preceding, and they might
have said twenty : for he printed some of his lectures in

1574, and the prosecution he was at last under, which
will be considered hereafter, was not till 1595. In 1584

Mr. Harsnet, afterwards archbishop of York, preached

against absolute reprobation at St, Paul's Cross, the

greatest audience then in the kingdom; as did the ju-

dicious Mr. Hooker at the Temple iii the year follow ing.

In the year 1594 Mr. Barret preached at St. Mary's in

Cambridge against Calvinism, with very smart reflec-

tions upon Calvin himself. Pe/.a, Zauchi. and several

others of the most noted writers in that scheme. In

the same year Dr. Baroe preached at the same place to

the same purpose. By this time Calvinism bad gained

considerable ground, being much promoted by the

learned Whitaker and Mr. Perkins: and several of the

here Is of the university being in that scheme, they com-

plained of the two ser s above mentioned to lord Bur-

leigh their chancellor. Their d< termination was t,, bring

Panel to a retraction. He modi tied his statements, but

it may reasonably be doubted w hi tbei lie ever submitted

according to the form they drew up. When the matter

was laid before archbishop Whitgift, be was offended at

their proceedings, and wrote to lord Burleigh that some
of the points which the beads had enjoined Barrel to

retract were such as the most learned Protestants then

living varied in judgment upon, and that the most an-

cient and best divines in the land were in the chiefest

points in opinion against the beads and their resolu-

tions. Another letter be si nl to the heads t hi nisei ves>,

telling them that they had enjoined Parrel to affirm

that which was contrary to the doctrine held and

expressed by man} sound and learned divines in the

Church of England, and in other churches likewise men
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of best account ; and that which for his own part he

thought to be false and contrary to the Scriptures; for

the .Scriptures are plain that God by his absolute will

did not hate and reject any man. There might be im-

piety in believing the one, there could be none in be-

lieving the other ; neither was it contrary to any article

of religion established by authority in this Church of

England, but rather agreeable thereto. This testimony

of the archbishop is very remarkable; and though he

afterwards countenanced the Lambeth Articles, that is

of little or no weight in the case. The question is not

about any man's private opinion, but about the doctrine

of the Church ; and supposing the archbishop to be a

Calvinist, as he seems to have been at least in some

points, this only adds the greater weight to his testi-

mony, that the English Church has nowhere declared

in favor of that scheme. The archbishop descended to

the particulars charged against Barret, asking the heads

what article of the Church was contradicted by this or

that notion of his; and Whitaker in his reply does not

appeal to one of the articles as against Barret, but forms

his plea upon the doctrines which then generally ob-

tained in pulpits. His words are, "We are fully per-

suaded that Mr. Barret hath taught untruth, if not

against the articles, yet against the religion of our

Church, publicly received, and always held in her maj-

esty's reign, and maintained in all sermons, disputa-

tions, and lectures." But even this pretence of his,

weak as it would have been though true, is utterly

false, directly contrary, not only to what has been al-

ready shown to be the facts of the case, but also to what
the archbishop affirmed, and that too, as must be sup-

posed, upon his own knowledge. As to Dr. Baroe, he

met with many friends who espoused his cause. Mr.
Strype particularly mentions four — Mr. Overal, Dr.

Clayton, Mr. Harsnet, Dr, Andrews— all of them great

and learned men, men of renown, and famous in their

generation. How many more there were nobody can

tell. The heads in their letter to lord Burleigh do not

pretend that the preaching against Calvinism gave a

general offence, but that it offended many—which im-

plies that there were many others on the opposite side:

and they expressly say there were divers in the anti-

Calvinistic scheme, whom they represent as maintain-

ing it with great boldness. But what put a stop to this

prosecution against Baroe was a reprimand from their

chancellor, the lord Burleigh, who wrote to the heads

that as good and as ancient were of another judgment,

and that they might punish him, but it woidd be for

well-doing." But Dr. Whitaker, regius professor of di-

vinity in Cambridge, could not endure the further prev-

alence of the doctrines of general redemption in that

university; he therefore, in 1595, drew up nine affirma-

tions, elucidatory of his views of predestination, and ob-

tained for them the sanction of several Calvinian heads

of houses, with whom he repaired to archbishop Whit-
gift. Having heard their ex parte statement, his grace

summoned bishops Flecher and Vaughan, and Dr. Tyn-
dal, dean of Ely, to meet Dr. Whitaker and the Cam-
bridge deputation at his palace in Lambeth, on Nov. 10,

1595; where, after much polishing and altering, they

produced Whitaker's affirmation, called the "Lambeth
Articles" (q. v.). Dr. Whitaker died a few days after

his return from Lambeth with the nine articles to which
he had procured the patronage of the primate. After

his demise, two competitors appeared for the vacant

king's professorship—Dr. Wotton, of King's College, a

professed Calvinist, and Dr. Overal of Trinity College,

"almost as far," says Heylin, "from the Calvinian doc-

trine in the main platform of predestination as Baroe,

Harsnet, or Barret are conceived to be. But when it

came to the vote of the university, the place was car-

ried for Overal by the major part; which plainly shows
that though the doctrines of Calvin were so hotly

stickled here by most of the heads, yet the greater part

of the learned body entertained them not." " The Lam-
beth Articles," it is well observed, " are no part of the

doctrine of the Church of England, having never had
any of the least sanction either from the parliament or

the convocation. They were drawn up by Prof. Whit-
aker; and though they were afterwards approved by
archbishop Whitgift, and six or eight of the inferior

clergy, in a meeting they had at Lambeth, yet this

meeting was only in a private manner, and without any
authority from the queen ; who was so far from approv-
ing of their proceedings that she not only ordered the

articles to be suppressed, but was resolutely bent for

some time to bring the archbishop and his associates

under a prcemunire, for presuming to make them with-
out any warrant or legal authority." Such, in brief,

was the origin and such the fate of the Lambeth Arti-

cles, without the countenance of which the defenders

of Calvinism in the Church of England could rind no
semblance of support for their manifold affirmations on
predestination and its kindred topics. At the census

of 1851 two congregations calling themselves " Predes-
tinarians" were returned.

Through the Puritans the Calvinist ic notions were
spread all over New England, and by the Reformed
Dutch and other Presbyterian bodies carried through
most of the Middle and Western States of America. In

some quarters they have been either outgrown [see

( >i;erlin Theology] or so modified by outside Armin-
ian influences as to be scarcely discernible; still, in the

creeds and standards of several large denominations of

the world the peculiar doctrines ofCalvinism are unequiv-

ocally enunciated. From that celebrated synod known
as the Westminster Assembly came forth the Calvinistic

Confession and its catechisms, and its form of Church
government. These wonderful documents have been
preserved unchanged to the present time. The formu-

las of the Presbyterian Church of America at this time
are essentially the same that were promulgated by the

Westminster Assembly of Divines more than two hun-
dred years ago. These forms of doctrine must be as-

sented to, at. least tacitly, b3' all the members of that

Church. They must be distinctly professed by all its

ministers and office-bearers. They are taught from the

chairs of its theological schools, and they are elabo-

rately systematized and ably defended in its noble "bod-
ies of divinity"— of which the best and ablest, by Dr.

Hodge, of Princeton, has recently been issued. That
these teach the doctrines of predestination nobody de-

nies ; that to unsophisticated minds they exalt the divine

sovereignty at the expense of his justice and his grace

has seemed to be the case to Arminianists, who hold

that, to make them agree with the language of Holy
Scripture, entirely illegitimate methods of accommoda-
tion have had to be resorted to. See Arjiinianism

;

Calvinism.
IV. Connection of Predestination with other Doctiines.

—Much confusion and obscurity has arisen in the prog-

ress of the predestinarian controversy from failing to

keep the real issue always distinctly in view. The
point in controversy is not whether or not God had a
plan when he entered upon creation. See Foreknowl-
edge; Providence. Neither is it whether or not that

plan embraced a positive preappointment of every in-

dividual event in the whole range of futurity. Nor
yet is it whether or not an exercise of divine energy is

inseparably connected with any or all of God's predeter-

minations so that they are "effectual" decrees. See
Calling; Grace. The real question is: Has God by
an immutable and eternal decree predestinated some of

the human family unto eternal life, and all the others

unto everlasting perdition, without any reference what-
ever to the use they may make of their moral agency ?

This the Calvinist affirms, usually basing his affirmation

solely on what he regards as Scripture authority, and
often admitting that the human mind cannot reconcile

it with the character of God or the dictates of human
reason. Among the deniers, some have repudiated the

supposition of any "decrees" at all respecting individual

salvation, maintaining only the general ones, " He that
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believeth shall be saved, he that believeth not," etc.

Others allow an individual or personal election, but,

like Watson, understand by it "an act of God done in

time, subsequent even to the administration of the

means of salvation" |
Tnst. ii, 338). ( (there, as the older

Arminians generally, suppose that specific individuals

were eternally predestinated to life and death, but

strictly according to their foreknown obedience or diso-

bedience i" the (iospel.

V. Literature.—The bibliography of this subject is

blended with that of Akmimammi. Election, Frei

Will, Grace, Remonstrants, Reprobation, and

will be found under these titles. In addition to the

works there cited, the following may be referred t<> as

treating specifically of predestination : respect inu the

views of the Reformers, consult the symbolic writings

of Mohler and Buchmann; Staudenmayer, In Behalf
<>/ th, Religious Peace ofthe Future | Freib. im Br. 1846,

Lsl pi. I vol.); id. Fheol. Encycl. (Mentz, 1840, fol.), p.

622; Vatke, Du menschlich Freiheit in ihrem Verhalt-

niss .in Siind< mi'/ zur gottlichen Gnad\ i BerL 1841 I;

Muller, Die christliehe Lehre von der Siinde, ii.i'll 301 ;

Diilllie. lie prnsrii'ii/iir dirimr ciiui Vila rial, Ii Hum ml
concordia (Leips. l*:>n); Braun, l>< Sacra Scriptura

prcescii n/iam docente, etc. (Mognnt. 1826); Auselin, De
concordia prascientia et pradestitiationis nee non Ihi

cum lib. arbU. etc.; Augustine, /'< I'nrdistinatiime ,Snur-

torum, and De Dono Perseverantia ; Wiggers, Augus-

tinism and Pelagianism, and art. in [Ugen's | Niedner's)

Zeitsch.fiir hist. Theol. pt. ii. 1*.">7; Hagenbach, Hist,

of Doctrines, % 183 (Leips. 1857); the works of Calvin.

Beza, Zanchi, Perkins, Gomar, Turretin ; Arminius, Dec-

laration of Sentiments, Friendly Discussion with Prof.

Junius, and Review of Perkins; id. Scripta Synodalia

Remonslrantium ; the works of Eptscopius, Curcellseus,

Limborch; Plaifere (early Eng. Armin.). Apello Evan-
gelium ; id, '/'nuts on Predestination (Camb. 1809) ; Wo-
mack. Cn/riiiisiir Cabinet Unlocked (very rare) ; Exam-
ination of Tilenus, printed in Nicholl's Calvinism and
Aimiiiiiiiiism Compared (Fond, ls-j I

)
; Wesley. Predes-

tination Calndi/ Cmsidi n d ; Fletcher, Clucks; Mozley,

Augustiman Doctrine of /'/, d, stination
I ibid. 1857). A

curiosity of the subject is Henry Bleby's Script. Predest.

not Fatalism; Two Conversations on Rom. riii, 29, 30,

and Ephes. i. 5, disii/md to show that the Predestination

of the Bibb refers chiefly and primarily to the Restora-

tion and Perfection of the Physical Natun of the Saints

at tin Last Day (ibid. 1853, 16mo). The best exposition

ofCalvinistic predestination is of course by l>r. Hodges,

the Nestor of American theology of that type. See,

therefore, his Systematic Theology, ana compare Pope,

Compendium of christian Theology (ibid. 1875, 8vo);

Raymond, Systematic Theology (Cincinnati, 1877,2 vols.

8vo). See also nihl. Sac. < >ct 1863 ; ( >n. 1865, p. 58
1

;

North British Rev. Feb. 1863; Journal Sac. Lit. vol.

xvi, xviii ; Contemp. /<' r. Aug. 1872, art. vii; Mith.

Quar. Rev. July, 1857, p. 352; Oct 1867; July, 1873;

Studien u. Kritiken, 1838 17; Theol. Medium,3\Ay, 1873,

art. iv; Brit. Quar. Rev. Dee. 1871, p. 202 Bq.;" Jahrb.

fur deutsche Theologie, 1860, ii, .'11.'!
: christian la m, m-

brancer, Jan. 1856, p. 132; 1861, p. 188.

Predicable is a term of scholastic logic, and con-

nected with the scheme of classification. There were
five designations employed in classifying objects on a

systematic plan: genus, species, differena (differentia),

property
| proprium), and accident (accidens I. The first

two genus .and species—name the higher and lower

classes of the things classified; a genus comprehends
several Bpecies. The other three designations differ-

ence, property, accident -exprc-s the attributes that

the classification turns upon. The difference is what
distinguishes one species from the other Bpecies ol the
same genus; as, tor example, the peculiarities wherein
the cat differs from the tiger, lion, and other species of

the genaafeKs. The property expresses a distinction

that is not ultimate, but a consequence of some other

peculiarity. Thus, "the use of tools" is a property of

man. and not a difference, for it flows from other assign-

able attributes of his bodily and mental organization, or

from the specific differences that characterize him. The

accident is something not bound up with the nature of

the species, but chancing to be present in it. For in-

stance, the high value of gold is an accident; gold
would still be gold though il were plenty and cheap. It

was by an arbitrary and confusing employment of the

notion of predication that these various items of the

first attempt at a process of systematic classification

were called predieables, or attributes that might be

"predicated," that is, affirmed, of things. All that is

ne.dful to affirm is that a certain thing belongs to a

given Bpecies or genus; and that to belong to the spe-

cies is to possess the specific differences; and to belong

to the genus is to possess the generic differences. We
may also, if we please, affirm (or predicate) that the

thing does belong to the spi eies. or does possess the spe-

cific difference; but this power of affirming bas sed

to be formally proclaimed, or made the basis oi the

whole scheme. The allied term ••predicament" is an-
other case where an abusive prominence is given to the

idea of predication. The predicaments, or categories,

were the most comprehensive classes of all existing

things—under such heads as substance, attribute, quan-
tity, quality, etc ; and it could be predicated of any-

thing falling uniler any one bead that it does so fall un-

der. Thus, "virtue" is an attribute; and therefore we
might say that " attribute" can be predicated of'vir-

tue." But the notion of predicating does not indicate!

the main fact of the process in this cafe, any more than

"predicable" in the foregoing. Classification, and not

predication, is the ruling idea in each.—Chambers,
Cyclop, s. v.

Pre-eminence of Christianity, i. e. the higher
power and honor due to Jesus the Christ. This doctrine

is laid down in Colossians i, 18. In all things in nature.

in person, in office, work, power, and honor, Christ has

the pre-eminence above angels and men, or any other

creature. But a man has no /in -i mim nee above a beast

as to his body: he is liable to the same diseases and
death (EccleS. iii, 19). See BibKotheCO Sana, 1863,

p. 681 ; Church R< m mbranct r, Jan. 1856, p. 132 Bq.

Pre-established Harmony. See Leibnitz.

Pre-existence of Jesns Christ is his existence

before he was born of the Virgin Mary. That he really

did exist i- taught plainly in John iii. 13; vi, 50, 62,

etc.; viii. 58; xvii. 5, 24; 1 John i. 2; but there are

various opinions respecting this existence. Some, ac-

knowledging, with the orthodox, that in Jesus Christ

there is a divine nature, a rational soul, and a human
body, go into an opinion peculiar to themselves. His
body was formed in the Virgin's womh; but his human
soul—the first and most excellent of all the work- of

God— they suppose was brought into existence be-

fore the creation of the world, and subsisted iu happy
union in heaven with the second Person of the Godhead
till his incarnation. The doctrine is thus clearly set

forth by bishop Hull in his Defend oftht Nicem Creed:

"All the Catholic orators of the tir-t three centuries

taught that Jesus Christ, he Who Was afterwards ni

called, existed before he beci man. or before be was
horn, according to the flesh, of the Blessed Virgin, in

another nature far more excellent than the human nat-

ure; that he appeared to holy men. giving (hem an

earnest.,as it were, of his incarnation; that he always
presided over and provided for the Church, which in

time to come he would redeem with his own Mood, and

of consequence that, from the beginning, the whole or-

der or thread of the divine dispensation, as Tertullian

Bpeak8,ran through him; further yet. that he was with

the Father before the foundation of the world, and that

by him all things were made."'

Those who advocate this doctrine differ in their

christological views from those called Arians, for the

1 itti t ascribe t" Christ only a created deitv, whereas the
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former hold his true and proper divinity. They differ

from the Socinians, who believe no existence of Jesus

Christ before his incarnation ; they differ from the Sabel-

lians, who only own a trinity of names ; they differ also

from the generally received opinion, which is, that

Christ's human soul began to exist in the womb of his

mother, in exact conformity to that likeness unto his

brethren of which St. Paul speaks (Heb. ii, 17). The
writers in favor of the pre-existence of Christ's hu-

man soul recommend their opinion by these argu-

ments: 1. Christ is represented as his Father's messen-

ger, or angel, being distinct from his Father, sent by his

Father, long before his incarnation, to perform actions

which seem to be too low for the dignity of pure God-
head. The appearances of Christ to the patriarchs are

described like the appearance of an angel, or man really

distinct from God
;
yet one in whom God, or Jehovah,

had a peculiar indwelling, or with whom the divine nat-

ure had a personal union. 2. Christ, when he came
into the world, is said, in several passages of Scripture,

to have divested himself of some glory which he had be-

fore his incarnation. Now if there had existed before

this time nothing but his divine nature, this divine nat-

ure, it is argued, could not properly have divested it-

self of any glory (John xvii, 4, 5 ; 2 Cor. viii, 9). It

cannot be said of God that he became poor: he is in fi-

nitely self-sufficient; he is necessarily and eternally rich

in perfections and glories. Nor can it be said of Christ,

as man, that he was rich, if he were never in a richer

state before than while he was on earth. 3. It seems
needful, say those who embrace this opinion, that the

soul of Jesus Christ should pre-exist, that it might have
an opportunity to give its previous actual consent to the

great and painful undertaking of making atonement for

man's sins. It was the human soul of Christ that en-

dured the weakness and pain of his infant state, all the

labors and fatigues of life, the reproaches of men, and
the sufferings of death. The divine nature is incapable

of suffering. The covenant of redemption between the

Father and the Son is therefore represented as being

made before the foundation of the world. To suppose

that simple Deity, or the Divine Essence, which is the

same in all the three Personalities, should make a cov-

enant with itself, is inconsistent.

Dr. Watts, moreover, supposes that the doctrine of

the pre-existence of the soul of Christ explains dark and
difficult Scriptures, and discovers many beauties and
proprieties of expression in the Word of God, which on

any other plan lie unobserved. For instance, in Col. i,

15, etc., Christ is described as the image of the invisible

God, the first-born of every creature. His being the

image of the invisible God cannot refer merely to his

divine nature, for that is as invisible in the Son as in

the Father; therefore it seems to refer to his pre-exist-

ent soul in union with the Godhead. Again, when man
is said to be created in the image of God (Gen. i, 2), it

may refer to the God-man, to Christ in his pre-existent

state. God says, " Let us make man in our image, after

our likeness." The word is redoubled, perhaps to inti-

mate that Adam was made in the likeness of the human
soul of Christ, as well as that he bore something of the

image and resemblance of the divine nature. Dr. Sam-
uel Clarke, it will be borne in mind by the well-read

student of Christology, did not accept the general

orthodox view of the Trinity doctrine, but endeavored

to form a theory holding an intermediate place between
the Arian and orthodox systems, neither allowing Jesus

to be called a creature nor admitting his equality with
the Father. He held that from the beginning there ex-
isted along with the Father a second Person, called the

Word or Son, who derived his being, attributes, and
powers from the Father. The Jews uniformly main-
tained the pre-existence of the Messiah. In English'

theology, Dr. Watts was the ablest espouser of this doc-

trine. In American theology the Rev. Noah Worcester
advocated Dr. Watts's theory, but with decided mod-
ifications founded on the title " Son of God," which is so

frequently applied to Christ in the N. T., and which
Worcester alleged "must import that Jesus Christ is

the Son of the Father as truly as Isaac was the son of
Abraham

; not that he is a created intelligent being, but
a being who properly derived his existence and nat-
ure from God." Mr. Worcester thus maintains that
Jesus Christ is not a self-existent being, for it is impos-
sible even for God to produce a self-existent son ; but
as Christ derived his existence and nature from the
Father, he is as truly the image of the invisible God as
Seth was the likeness of Adam. He is therefore a per-
son of divine dignity, constituted the creator of the
world, the angel of God's presence, or the medium by
which God manifested himself to the ancient patriarchs.

According to this theory the Son of God became man, or
the Son of man, by becoming the soul of a human body.

Those who object to the doctrine of the pre-existence
of the human soul of Christ do so on the principle that
such a doctrine weakens and subverts that of his divine
personality, and assign as grounds for such a position

that— 1. A pure intelligent spirit, the first, the most an-
cient, and the most excellent of creatures, created before

the foundation of the world, so exactly resembles the
second Person of the Arian Trinity that it is impossible

to show the least difference except in name. 2. This
pre-existent Intelligence, supposed in this doctrine, is so

confounded with those other intelligences called angels
that there is great danger of mistaking this human soul

for an angel, and so of making the person of Christ to

consist of three natures. 3. If Jesus Christ had nothing
in common like the rest of mankind except a body, how
could this semi-conformity make him a real man? 4.

The passages quoted in proof of the pre-existence of the

human soul of Jesus Christ are of the same sort with
those which others allege in proof of the pre-existence

of all human souls. 5. This opinion, by ascribing the

dignity of the work of redemption to this sublime hu-
man soul, detracts from the deity of Christ, and renders

the last as passive as the first is active. G. This notion

is contrary to the Scripture. St. Paul says, "In all

things it behooved him to be made like unto his breth-

ren" (Heb. ii, 17): he partook of all our infirmities ex-
cept sin. St. Luke says, " He increased in stature and
wisdom" (Luke ii, 52). Upon the whole, this scheme,
adopted to relieve the difficulties which must always
surround mysteries so great, only creates new ones.

This is the usual fate of similar speculations, and shows
the wisdom of resting in the plain interpretation of

the Word of God. See Robinson, Claude, i, 214, 311;
Watts, Works, v. 274, 385 ; Gill, Body ofDivinity, ii, 51

;

Robinson, Plea, p. 140; Fleming, Christology; Simpson,
Apologyfor the Trinity, p. 190 ; Hawker, Sermon on the

Divinity of Christ, p. 44, 45 ; Haag, Histoire des Dogmes
Chret. ; Martensen, Dogmatics; Mttller, Doctrine ofSin;
Liddon, Divinity of Christ; Hagenbach, Hist, of Doc-
trines ; Studien ii, Kritiken, 1860, No. 3. Comp. In-

dwelling Scheme; Jesus Christ.

Pre-existents (or Preexistiani) is the name
given to those who hold the hypothesis of the pre-

existence of souls, or the doctrine that, at the beginning
of creation, not that of this world simply, but of all

worlds, God created the souls of all men. which, how-
ever, are not united to the body till the individuals for

whom they are destined are begotten or born into the

world. According to this theory, says Schedd, "Men
were angelic spirits at first. Because of their apostasy

in the angelic sphere, they were transferred, as a pun-
ishment for their sin, into material bodies in this mun-
dane sphere, and are now passing through a disciplinary

process, in order to be restored, all of them, without
exception, to their pre-existent and angelic condition.

These bodies to which they are joined come into exist-

ence by the ordinary course of physical propagation ; so

that the sensuous and material part of human nature

has no existence previous to Adam. It is only the ra-

tional and spiritual principle of which a preadamic life

is asserted."
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The doctrine ofpre-existence first found its advocates

in the ' Ihristian Churcb in the 2d century. The fathers

Justin Martyr. Origen, and minis espoused it, particu-

larly Origen, who became its principal exponent and

advocate. It was a belief very prevalent anciently, and

is still widely spread throughout the Last. The Cn, I,

philosophers, too, especially those who held the doc-

trine of transmigration (q. v.), as the Pythagoreans,

Empedocles, and even Plato— if with him pre-existence

is not simply a symbolical myth were familiar with

the conception ; and so were the -lews, especially the

cabalists. It is generally received by the i [era

Jews, and is frequently taught in the writings of the

rahhins. One declares that "the soul of man had an

existence anterior to the formation of the heavens, they

being nothing but fire and water." The same author

asserts thai " the human soul is a particle of the Deity

from above, and is eternal like the heavenly natures."

A similar doctrine is believed by the Persian Sofia

(i|. v.). With the pre-existents should also be classed

tie metempsychosists, for pre-existence is connected

with the idea of metempsychosis (q. v.), according to

which doctrine the soul was, in a former life, in punish-

ment for sin. united with a human body, in order to

expiate, by the miseries of earthly existence, anterior

transgressions. Therefore St. Augustine, invoking Cice-

ro's authority, says (Contra Julian, iv. l5):"Ex quibus

humanse vita- orrorihiis et aerumnis tit. ut interdum

veteres illi sive vates sive in sacris initiisque tradendis

divinse mentis interpretes, qui nos ob aliqna scelera

Buscepta in vita Buperiori pcenarum luendarum causa

esse natos dixerunt, aliquid vidisse videantur." Ne-
mesius, as a philosopher, and Prudentius, as a poet, seem
to have been the only defenders of the pre-existence

theory, which was condemned formally in the Council

• I t onstantinople, in A.D. 540. lint the doctrine, has

been embraced by mystics (q.v.) generally, both in an-

cient and modern times; and has since heen revived, in

a modified form, in German theology, by Julius Midler,

and forms the hasis of ids work on The Christian Doc-

trine "/Sin. one of the deepest works in modem theol-

ogy. Iii American theology it has its aide advocate in

Dr. Edward Beecher (Thi Conflict of Ages), but the

Christian Church generally has thus tar failed to give

its assent to it. In the domain of philosophy, direct in-

tellectual interest m this doctrine has nearly ceased in

modern time-: yet the dream —for, whether true or

false, it is and can he nothing hut a dream in our pres-

ent -tale, and with our present capabilities id' knowl-

edge—has again and again haunted individual thinkers.

Wordsworth has given poetical expression to it in his

famous ode. Intimations of Immortality from Recollec-

tions of Early Childhood:

"Onr birth is but a sleep and a forgetting.
The soul that rises with as—our life's star,

Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And coineth from afar.

Not in entire forgetfnlneRS,
And not in utter nakedness,
Dm trailing clouds of glory do we come
Prom God, who is onr home."

The latest philosophy of Germany- that of Hegel and

of the younger Fichte (Psychology
|
1864]) has moder-

ately revived the doctrine, and, with the alliance ofsuch
theologians as .Midler, may crowd it into prominent

consideration upon the Church. It remains for us to

say here that the name Preexistiani was given to the

advocates of this belief to distinguish them from the

Creatiani, those who hold to the immediate creation ol

the human soul at the moment of the production of the

body; and to distinguish them from the Traducianists,
who held that children received soul a- well as l.od\

from their parents. See Cudwortb, Intellectual Devel-

opment of tht Universt ; Delitzsch, Biblical Psychol \>.

•11 hi; Lawson, Church of Christ; Goodwin, Works

;

Register, Sludien ». Kriliken, 1829 -'17. s.v. SeeL ; West-

minster /.'•'•.April. 1865; Bibliotheca Sacra, Jan. 1855,

p. 15G; Methodist /: <: Oct, 1853, p. 567. (J. H.W.)

Prefaces (Immolaiio; the Gallican Contestatio

)<ii.<.«r : the priest's witness to the vert dignum of the

people; the Mo/.arabic and Gallican iUatio or inlatio),

certain short occasional form- in the communion-service
ot ile i burch of England, which are introduced in par-

ticular festivals, more esj>eeially Christmas, Easter, As-

cension, and seven days after; also Whit-Sunday and six

days after, together with Trinity-Sunday. They are

introduced by the priest immediately before the an-

them beginning, "Therefore with angels, archangels,"

etc. "This anthem i- a song of praise, or an act id'

profound adoration." -a\ 3 dean Comber, "equally proper

at all times: but the Church calls upon us more espe-

cially to use it on lnr chief festivals, in remembrance of

those eventswhich are then celebrated. Thus, on Christ-

mas-day, the prior, having said ' It is very meet, right,

and our bounden duty that « e should at all times, and

in all places, give thanks unto thee, O Lord
[
Holy Fa-

ther] Almighty, everlasting God,' adds the proper pref-

ace which assigns the reason for peculiar thankfulness

on that particular day, viz.: 'Becaust thou didst give

Jesus Christ, thine only Son, to be horn as at this time

for us; who. by the operation of the Holy Ghost, was

made very man. of the Virgin Mary his mother, and
that without spot of sin. to make us clean from all .-in;

therefore? with angels,' etc.

-The antiquity of such prefaces may be estimated

from the fact that they are mentioned and enjoined by

the 103d canon of the African code, which code was

formed of the decisions of many councils prior to the

date of 418. The decay of devotion let fall the apostol-

ical and primitive use of daily and weekly communions,
and the people in the later ages did not receive but at

the greater festivals; upon which custom there were.

added to the general preface mentioned before some
special prefaces relating to the peculiar mercy of that

feast on which they did communicate, the Church think-

ing it fit that, since every festival was instituted to re-

member some great mercy, therefore they who received

on such a day. besides the general prai-es offered for all

God's mercies, should at the Lord's table make a special

memorial of the mercy proper to that festival; and this

seemed so rational to our reformers that they have re-

tained those proper prefaces which relate to Christmas,

Easter, Ascension-day, Whit-Sunday, and Trinity-Sun-

day, so as to praise God for the mercies of Christ's birth,

resurrection, and ascension, lor the sending of the Holy
Ghost, and for the true faith of the holy Trinity, (hi

the greater festivals there are proper prefaces appointed,

which are also to be repeated, in case there be a com-
munion, for seven days after the festivals themselves

(excepting that for Whit-Sunday, which is to be r< peal-

ed only six days after, because Trinity-Sunday, which
i- t he bi \ eiith. hath a preface peculiar to it-, ll

| ;
to the

end that the mercies may be the belter remembered by

often repetition, and also that all the people (who in

most places cannot communicate all in one day) may
have other opportunities, within those eight days, to

join in praising God for such great blessings." "The
reason." says bishop Sparrow, "of the Church's length*

ening out these high feasts tor several days is plain;

the subject-mailer ol' them is of so high a nature, and
so nearly concerns our salvation, that one day would
be too little to meditate upon them, and praise God
lor I hem as w e ought. A bodibj d< li\ (lance may ju-l-

ly require one day of thanksgiving and joy: but the

deliverance of the soul by the blessings commemorated
on tllOSI lime- de-c i\ es a much longer lime ol praise

and acknowledgment. Since, therefore, it would be in-

jurious to Christians to have their joy and thankful-

ness tor such mercies confined to one day. the Church,
upon the limes when these unspeakable blessings were

wrou-ht for us, invites us, by her most seasonable com-
mands and counsels, lo tiil our hearts with joy and

thankfulness, ami let them overflow eight days togeth-

er." "The reason of their being fixed lo eight days,"

says Wheatley (Book of Common Prayer i,"is taken
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from the practice of the Jews, who by God's appoint-

ment observed their greater festivals, some of them for

seven, and one—namely, the Feast of Tabernacles—for

eight days. And therefore the primitive Church, think-

ing that the observation of Christian festivals (of which

the Jewish feasts were only types and shadows) ought

not to come short of them, lengthened out their higher

feasts to eight days."

These prefaces are very ancient, though there were

some of them as they stood in the Latin service of later

date. For as there are ten in that service, whereof the

last, concerning the Virgin Mary, was added by pope

Urban (1095),"so it follows that the rest must be of

a more remote antiquity. The Church of Rome
holds that they were composed by Gelasius in memory
of Christ's singing a hymn with his disciples after the

Last Supper, the Jews at their Paschal supper singing

seven Psalms (Psa. cxiii-cxix). Pope Sixtus added to

them the Ter Sanctus. Pope Victor calls them capitula.

From the 6th to the 11th century the Western Church
had prefaces for every festival, but after that date they

were reduced to nine, and are enumerated by pope Pela-

gius and Alexander as Easter, the Ascension. Pentecost,

Christmas, the Apparition of Christ (Epiphany), the

Apostles, Holy Trinity, Cross, and Quadragesima. The
eucharist of Paul (1 Cor. xiv, 16) and St. Justin is prob-

ably the germ of the Western preface and the long

thanksgiving prayer corresponding to it in the Greek

Church. The Greeks, by the way, use only one pref-

ace. The Church of England has retained five, and

those upon the principal festivals of the year, which re-

late only to the Persons of the Trinity, and not to any
saint. " In this • preface' a distinction is made between

ceremonies which were introduced with a good design,

and in process of time abused, and those which had a

corrupt origin, and were at the beginning vain and in-

significant. The last kind the Reformers entirely re-

jected, but the first were still used for decency and edi-

fication. Some well-disposed Christians were so attached

to ancient forms that they would, on no account, suffer

the least deviation from them; others were fond of in-

novation in everything. Between these extremes a

middle way had been carefully observed by the Re-
formers. Many ceremonies had been so grossly abused

by superstition and avarice that it was necessary to re-

move them altogether; but since it was fit to use some
ceremonies for the sake of decency and order, it seemed
better to retain those that were old than to invent new.

Still, it must be remembered that those which were kept

rested not on the same foundation as the law of God,

and might be altered for reasonable causes; and the

English Reformers, in keeping them, neither condemned
those nations which thought them inexpedient, nor

prescribed them to any other nation than their own"
(Carwithen, Hist, of the Church of England). See,

besides the authorities already referred to, Walcott,

Sacred Archeology, s. v.; Hook, Church Dictionary,

s. v.

Prehistoric Man. See Pkeadamite.

Preissler, Johami Justinus, a German painter

and engraver of repute, was born at Nuremberg Dec. 4,

1698. His father, Johann Daniel, was his early master;

then he spent eight years in Italy, and after his return

to Germany succeeded his father in the direction of

the Academy of the Fine Arts at Nuremberg (1742).

Among his works, several of which were engraved,
we mention the Burial of the Lord, the Ark of the

Covenant, the Transfiguration, Christ crowned with

Thorns. Christ before Herod, the Cure of the Lame.
He engraved the paintings of Rubens in the church of

the Jesuits at Antwerp, twenty drawings (Nuremberg,
1734, fol.) ; a collection of fifty of the most beautiful

statues of Rome, after the drawings of Bouchardon
(ibid. 1732, fol.); and Ornamenti d' Architettura. He
died at Nuremberg Feb. 17, 1771.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generale, s. v.

)0,5 PREJUDICE

Preissler, Johann Martin, an engraver, brother
of the preceding, was born at Nuremberg March 14,

1715. After learning, under the direction of his lather

and his brothers, the arts of drawing and engraving, he
went to Paris in 1739, where he made several engrav-
ings for the Galerie de Versailles. In 1744 he was called

as professor of the art of engraving to Copenhagen, was
subsequently honored with the title of engraver fo the
court, and received other honorable distinctions. Among
his numerous and much esteemed engravings we men-
tion, of sacred subjects and ecclesiastical historic in-

terest, the Cardinal of Bouillon ; J. Andrew Cramer;
Balth. Munter; Struensee; M. Luther; Gellert; Juel's

Klopstoc/c; Kaffaelle's Madonna of the Chair, a work in

which we find in the highest degree all the excellent

qualities of Preissler; Paul Veronese's Carrying if the

Cross; Rosa's Jonah preaching to the Ninevites; Guido's
Sinus and Semiramis ; Rubens's Mary, ifother of Grace,
and St. Cecilia; the Adoration if the Shepherds, after

Vanloo; the Judgment ofSolomon and the Happy Mut-
ing, after his own sketches ; the Inoculation of the < 'oun-

tess of Bernstorf; Moses, after Michael Angelo. Preiss-

ler made several engravings for the Museum of Florence
and for the antique marbles of Dresden. He died at

Copenhagen Nov. 17, 1794.— Hoefer, Nour. Biog. Ge-
nerale, s. v. See Will, Kiirnbergisehes Lexibm. and
Supplement of Nopitsch.-Fuessli, Al/ge/n. Kiinstlerlexi-

kon; Nagler, Neues Allgan. Kunstlerli xikun.

Freiswerk, Samuel. Dr., a Swiss theologian, was
born Sept. 19, 1799, at Riimlingen, Switzerland. After
having completed his theological studies at Basle, he
was appointed in 1824 a minister at the Orphan-house,
and in 1828 he succeeded R. Stier (q. v.) as professor at

the Mission-house. He had hardly entered upon a new
field of ministerial labors in 1830 at Muttenz, when the

revolution broke out, which compelled him to leave the

place, and two years afterwards he was appointed pro-

fessor of Old -Testament exegesis and Oriental lan-

guages at the £cole de The'ologie of the Evangelical

Society at Geneva. In 1837 he returned to Basle, was
appointed deacon in 1840. and in 1845 pastor of St.

Leonhard, occupying at the same time the chair for

Old -Testament exegesis at the university. From
1859 he occupied the position as antistes, or super-

intendent, of the Church at Basle, till lie was called to

his rest in 1871. Preiswerk was an excellent preacher

and poet, and his fine missionary hymn, "Dies ist der

Gemeinde Starke" has been translated into English by
Mrs. Winkworth (Lyra Germ, ii, 88— "Hark! the

Church proclaims her honor"). He also published, Das
alte and neue Morgenland fur Freunde der hi iligen

Seh rift ( Basle, 1834^40) :— l)ie Nestorianer oder die 10

Stamme Israels (ibid. 1843) ; this is a translation of

77/' Nestorians, or the Lost Tribes, by A. Grant (q. v.)

:

—Granunaire Hehra'iqne. precedee d'un Precis historique

sur'la Langue Hebraique. (3d ed. 1871). See Fiirst,

Bibliotheca Judaica, iii, 120; Zuchold, Bibliotheca The-
ologica, iii, 1012; Steinschneider, Bibliogr. Handbuch, p.

112; Peck, Samuel Preisicerk, in the "Evangel. Mes-
senger" (Cleveland, Ohio, 1877) ; Koch, Geschichte des

deutschen Kirchenliedes, vii, 99 sq. ; Knapp, Evangelischer
Liederscha/z, s. v. (B. P.)

Prejudice (prwjudico, to judge before inquiry) is

a prejudging, that is, forming or adopting an opinion
concerning anything before the grounds of it have been
fairly or fully considered. The opinion may be true or

false; but in so far as the grounds of it have not been
examined, it is erroneous or without proper evidence.

"In most cases prejudices are opinions which, on some
account, men are pleased with, independently of any
conviction of their truth; and which, therefore, they
are afraid to examine, lest they should find them to be

false. Prejudices, then, are unreasonable judgments,
formed or held under the influence of some other motive
than the love of truth. They may therefore be classed

according to the nature of the motives from which they
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result. These motives are either, 1, pleasurable, inno-

cent, and social; or. 2, they are malignant" (Taylor,

Elements of Thought). I>r. Reid [Inteli. Powers, essay

vi, ch. viii) has treated of prejudices, or the causes of

error, according to the classification given of them by

lord Bacon, under the name of idols. Locke ( Essay on

tl„ Human Understanding, bk. iv, ch. xx) has treated

of the causes of error. Some excellent observations on

the prejudices peculiar to men of study may be Been in

Malebranche (Search after TrutK). See Christian Ex-

aminer and Gen. Rev. iv (1830), 280.

Prelacy. The organization of the Christian Church
was in the beginning eminently simple, free, and popu-

lar. The governmenl of the Church was at first a pure

democracy, allowing to all its constituents the mosl en-

larged freedom of voluntary religious association. Prel-

acy takes its name and character from the assumed pre-

rogatives of the bishop as a distinct order or rank -pra-

lati, preferred, promoted over others. It began in the

2d century with the distinction between presbyter and

bishop, which were originally identical, merely different

names for the same office. In the New Test the appel-

lations as titles of bishops and presbyters are the same.

They are required to possess the same qualifications and
to perform the same official duties: neither was there

in the apostolical churches any ordinary and permanent

class of officers superior to the presbyters.

I. /// th Early Church. -Various circumstances con-

spired to give certain of the clergy influence and dis-

tinction over others. The pastors of churches founded

by the apostles took precedence of presbyters of later

and subordinate churches. The churches of Jerusalem,

Antiocb, Ephesus, Corinth, etc., became central points

ofinfluence which gave importance to their incumbents.

They were the principal agents in appointing new sta-

tions for the extension of the Christian Church and in

the organization of new churches dependent on the par-

ent institution. With the increase of these chapels a

parochial system of churches arose, more or less relying

on the central < Ihurch for support and spiritual instruc-

tors—all of which gave to the prelate of the metropolis

importance and pre-eminence over his subordinate pres-

byters.

In their persecutions the feebler churches relied for

relief" and protection on the parent Church. In their

ecclesiastical assemblies the bishop of the metropolitan

Church was of course the leading spirit, the moderator

of the assembly, giving direction to their deliberations

and the results of the council. He was still only primus
inter pares, foremost among his equals in rank in the

ministry. Prelacy had not yet taken form and char-

acter by asserting the rights and prerogatives of the

bishop, bul the concessions -ranted began in time to be

claimed as an official right. Baptism was one of the

rights of the bishop in the 2d century (" Dandi baptis-

mum quidem habel summus sacerdos qui esl episcopus,"

Tertullian, De Cap.§ 7). The imposition of hands bj

the bishop in baptism and ordination soon billowed as a

prescriptive right of the bishop. This right was soon

accorded to the presbyters and deacons by the authority

of the bishop non tamen sin< episcopi auctoritate. In

the unity oi the Church and its officers Cj prian sought

safety and defence both from the schismatic efforts of

Felicissimus and Novatian and the persecution of De-
em-, \.|>. 251. "No safety bul in the Church" extra

nulla talus. As is the branch to the tree, the

stream to the fountain, .and the members to the body,

so is the constituency to the Church. Moreover, the

bishop is the embodiment of the Church, and there

can I..- no Church without a bishop (Cyprian, Dt Unit.

Eccles.ep. 1,5). The bishop is appointed of God and

invested with inviolable authority to rule over the

Church. Such are the divine rights which were as-

sumed by Cyprian as prelate of the Church, invested

With divine .authority and power over the Church of

Christ. The bishop now claimed affinity with the .lew -

Ch priesthood, a daysman of the laity, the medium of

grace from God to man. and the recipient of spiritual

illumination and divine guidance. Thesynodical letter

of the Council of Carthage contains similar pretensions

("Placuil nobis. Sancto Spirito suggerente, et Domi-
no per vi-iones miiltas et manifestas admonente"). A
sacerdotal caste was formed by Cyprian about A.D. 25©<

who claimed the prerogative of a distinct order of the

priesthood, separate fr and superior to the presby-

ter-. Proelati, bishops, diocesan bishops were the titles

designating the assumed prerogatives.

Provincial By Is began now to be held, in which the

presbyters were for a time admitted, but the predom-
inant influence of the bishops directed the deliberations

and enacted the laws of the synod. Thus they became
the law-makers of the Church by the exercise of their

prelatical authority under the guidance of the Divine

Spirit

—

Spiritu Divino suggt n ntt . < Iradually they con-

stituted themselves at once the enactors and the ex-

ecutors of the ordinances of the Church.

The rule of the priesth 1 was made more Btringent

over private members of the Church. In their travels

they were required to have letters ofrecommendation

—

Hi, rn formates, dericce, canonica -from the bishop of the

diocese. A long course of catechetical instruction and
probation was required for admission to the Church.

Rigorous anft relentless was the discipline of offending

constituents. Subordinate orders of the clergy were

created—suhdeacons, acolytes, readers, exorcists, door-

keepers, etc.- all having the effect to exalt the rank of

the prelate as prominent above all. Hut the prelatical

aspirations of bishops were restricted by the controlling

influence which the laity still retained over the elec-

tions of the Church. This was gradually restricted by
a crafty policy of having the candidates nominated by
the subordinate clergy and their election confirmed by
the bishop.

But a master stroke of policy was requisite to obtain

control of the revenues of the Church. It was accom-

plished by successive expedients through a period of

considerable time. The apostolic injunction was care-

fully urged on the Church to lay aside for charitable

purposes "on the lirst day of the week or of the month
a store as Cod had prospered them" (1 Cor. xvi, 2). At
their love-feasts and sacramental seasons contributions

were reipiired as voluntary offerings—indeed, as late as

Tertullian ("Nam nemo compellitur, sed sponte confert,"

A/inl. § o'.M. Tithes began to be urged upon the mem-
bers of the Church as early as the :!d century, but to

the honor of the < ihurch the offerings and contributions

continued to be voluntary on the part of its members.

Whatever taxes were imposed in later times for the

maintenance of public worship and of the clergy were

effected by the relations of the Church to the State

under the Christian emperors. On the rules of the

Church requiring the gratuitous performance of relig-

ion- offices the following references may be consulted:

Concil Tlliber. c. 48; Gelasius, Epist. 1. al. 9, c 5; Gre-

gorius Naz. Orat. 40; Gratian, />"'-. c I, qu. i. c. 8;

Concil Trullan, ii, c. 23; Jerome, Qua si. Hebr. in

Gen, 23.

The Council of Braga, in Portugal. \.1>. 563, ordered

a tripartite division of the property of the < Ihurch one

for the bishop, one for the other clergy, and the third

for the lighting and repairs of the church. According

to another authority four divisions were made, of which
one portion was for the poor.

11./ r
ndt r the Emp rors.—When < Ihristianity was the

religion of the State, various other revenues accrued to

the ( hurch and the bishop. Upon the abolition of the

heathen rites. under Theodosius the Great and bis sons,

the property of the heathen temples and pric-ts which
fell to the State was delivered over to the Christian

clergy, or at least was appropriated to ecclesiastical

use- (Cod. Theodos. lib. xvi, tit. 10, leg. 19 21; comp.

Sozom. Hist, EccL lib. v. c. 7. 16). < In the same
principle the ecclesiastical property ot heretics was con-

fiscate 1 and made over to the Catholic Church, as. for
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instance, in the case of the Novatians (Cod. Theodos.

lib. xvi, tit. 5, leg. 52; Socrat. Hist. Eccl. lib. vii, c. 7).

It was also enacted that the property of such of the

clergy as died without heirs, and of those who had re-

linquished their duties without sufficient cause, should

lapse to the Church funds (Cod. Theodos. lib. v, tit. 3,

leg. 50 ; Cod. Justin, lib. x. tit. 3, leg. 20, 53 ; Cod. Nov.

5, c. 4 ; 123, c. 42). The Church was also made the heir

of all martyrs and confessors who died without leaving

any near relatives (Euseb. Vit. Const, lib. ii, c. 36).

The clergy enjoyed many privileges by which on the

one hand they were in a measure shielded from the

operations of the law, and on the other were intrusted

with civil and judicial authority over the laity. Three

particulars are stated by Planck: 1. In certain civil

cases they exercised a direct jurisdiction over the laity.

2. The State submitted entirely to them the adjudica-

tion of all offences of the laity of a religious nature. 3.

Certain other cases, styled ecclesiastical, causce ecclesias-

tics, were tried before them exclusively. The practical

influence of these arrangements and their effects upon

the clergy and the laity are detailed by the same au-

thor, to whom we must refer the reader (Gesell.-Vei-fass.

i, 308 sq.). The laity were ultimately separated from

the control of the revenues which they contributed for

the maintenance of the government of the Church and
for charitable purposes. All measures of this nature, in-

stead of originating with the people, as in all popular

governments, began and ended with the priesthood

(Cone. Can. Can. 7, 8 ; Bracar. xi, c. 7 ; the canons al-

luded to clearly indicate the unjust and oppressive

operations of this system). The wealth of the laity was
now made to flow in streams into the Church. New
expedients were devised to draw money from them.

(It was a law of the Church in the 4th century that the

laity should every Sabbath partake of the sacrament,

the effect of which law was to augment the revenues of

the Church, each communicant being required to bring

his offering to the altar. Afterwards, when this custom
was discontinued, the offering was still claimed [Cong.

Agath. A.D. 585. c. 4]). Constantine himself contrib-

uted large sums to enrich the coffers of the Church,

which he also authorized, A.D. 321, to inherit property

by will (Cod. Theodos. 4, 16, tit, 2, leg. 4; Euseb. lib. x,

c. 6; Sozomen, lib. i, c. 8; lib. v, c. 5). This permis-

sion opened new sources of wealth to the bishops, while

it presented equal incentives to their cupidity. With
what address they employed their newly acquired rights

is apparent from the fact stated by Planck, that " in the

space of ten years every man at his decease left a legacy

to the Church, and within fifty years the clergy in the

several provinces, under the color of the Church, held in

their possessions one-tenth part of the entire property of

the province. By the end of the 4th century the em-
perors themselves were obliged to interpose to check the

accumulation of these immense revenues—a measure
which Jerome said " he could not regret, but he could

only regret that his brethren had made it necessary"

(Planck, Gesell.-Yerfass. i, 281; comp. Pertsch, Kir-
chengesch. c. 9, § 11).

Prelacy also gained great power from the Church by
controlling the elections of the clergy. The sovereign

rights of the people in their free elective franchise began
at an early period to be invaded. The final result of

these changes was a total disfranchisement of the laity

and the substitution of an ecclesiastical despotism in

the place of the elective government of the primitive

Church. Of these changes one of the most effective

was the attempt, by means of correspondence and eccle-

siastical synods, to consolidate the churches into one

Church universal, to impose upon them a uniform code
of laws, and establish an ecclesiastical polity adminis-
tered by the clergy. The idea ofa holy catholic Church
and of an ecclesiastical hierarchy for the government
of the same was wholly a conception of the priesthood.

Whatever may have been the motives with which this

doctrine of the unity of the Church was first promul-

gated, it prepared the way for the overthrow of the
popular government of the Church.
Above all, the doctrine of the divine right of the

priesthood aimed a fatal blow at the liberties of the
people. The clergy were no longer the servants of the
people, chosen by them to the work of the ministry, but
an independent and privileged order, like the Levitical
priesthood, and, like them, by divine right invested
with peculiar prerogatives. This independence they
began by degrees to assert and to exercise. The bishop
began in the 3d century to appoint at pleasure his own
deacons and other inferior orders of the clergv. In
other appointments, also, he endeavored to disturb the
freedom of the elections and to direct them agreeably to

his own will (Pertsch, Kirchengeseh. des drit.Jahrhund.

p. 439-454; Planck, Gesell.-Verfass. i, 183). Against
these encroachments of ecclesiastical ambition and
power the people continued to oppose a firm but in-

effectual resistance. They asserted, and in a measure
maintained, their primitive right of choosing their own
spiritual teachers (Gieseler, i, 272; for a more full and
detailed account of these changes of ecclesiastical policy
and of the means by which they were introduced, the
reader is referred to the volume of J. G. Planck, Gesch.
der christ.-Kirchl. Gesellschaftsverfussung, i, 149-212,
433 sq.). There are on record instances in the 4th, and
even in the 5th century, where the appointment of a
bishop was effectually resisted by the refusal of the peo-
ple to ratify the nomination of the candidate to a vacant
see ((iregorius Naz. Orat. 10; comp. Orat. 19. p. 308

J

21, p. 377; Bingham, bk. iv, ch. i, § 3; Planck, i, 440,
n. 10). The rule had been established by decree of
councils, and often repeated, requiring the presence and
unanimous concurrence of all the provincial bishops in

the election and ordination of one to the office of bishop.

This afforded them a convenient means of defeating any
popular election by an affected disagreement among
themselves. The same canonical authority had made
the concurrence of the metropolitan necessary to the
validity of any appointment. His veto was accordingly
another efficient expedient by which to baffle the suf-

frages of the people and to constrain them into a reluc-

tant acquiescence in the will of the clergy (Cone. Nic.
c. 4; Cone. Antioch. c. 16; Carthag. A^D. 390, c. 12;
Planck, i, 433-452).

Elections to ecclesiastical offices were also disturbed

by the interference of secular influence from without, in

consequence of that disastrous union of Church and State

which was formed in the 4th century under Constantine
the Great. During this century (1) the emperors con-
vened and presided in general councils

; (2) confirmed
their decrees; (3) enacted laws relative to ecclesiastic-

al matters by their own authority; (4) pronounced de-

cisions concerning heresies and controversies
; (5) ap-

pointed bishops; (6) inflicted punishment on ecclesias-

tical persons. Agitated and harassed by the conflict of

these discordant elements, the popular assemblies for

the election of men to fill the highest offices of the holy
ministry became scenes of tumult and disorder that

would disgrace a modern political canvass.

To correct these disorders various but ineffectual ex-
pedients were adopted at different times and places.

The Council of Laodicea (A.D. 361, c. 13) denied to the

multitude— Tolg ox^oiq, the rabble— any vote in the

choice of persons for the sacred office. Justinian in the

6th century sought, with no better success, to remedy the

evils in question by limiting the elective franchise to a

mixed aristocracy composed of the clergy and the chief

men of the city. These were jointly to nominate three

candidates, declaring under oath that in making the

selection they had been influenced by no sinister mo-
tive. From these three the ordaining person was to or-

dain the one whom he judged best qualified (Justin.

Novell. 123, c. 1; 137, c. 2; Cod. lib. 1, tit. 3; De
Episcop. leg. 42). The Council of Aries (A.D. 452, c.

51) in like manner ordered the bishops to nominate
three candidates, from whom the clergy and the people
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should make the election; and (bat of Barcelona (A.D.

599, c. 3) ordered the clergy and people to make the

nomination, ami the metropolitan and bishopa were to

determine the election by lot Bui even these ineffec-

tual efforts i" restore measurably the right of the peo-

ple show to whal extenl ii was already lost,

The doctrine thai to the clergy was promised a divine

guidance from the Spirit of God had its influence also in

completing the subjugation of the people. Resistance

to Midi an authority under the infallible guidance of

- nil was rebellion against High Heaven, which
the laity had not the impiety to maintain. The gov-

ernment ami discipline of I he < Ihurch by the priesthood

was but the natural resull of their cm it nil ofthe elective

franchise. It established and commemorated the in-

dependence, the supremacy of prelacy. The bishops, no

longer the ministers and representatives of the Church,

arc the priests of God to dictate the laws and admin-

ister the discipline of the Church (Mosheim, 1>< Rebus

Christ, sec ii. § 23). By the middle of the 1th century

prelacy, by various expedients, acquired the control of

the whole penal jurisdiction of the laity, opening and

closing at pleasure the doors "i the Church, inflicting

sentence of excommunication, prescribing penances, ab-

solving penitents, and restoring them t «
» the church by

arbitrary authority
|
Planck, GeseU.-Verfass. ii, 509).

III. Under tin Papacy. -Such are the various causes

—influential in different degrees, perhaps, in the several

organizations -in supplanting the popular government
of the primitive Church and substituting in its place

prelacy, which, under different forms of centralization.

finallj culminated in the pope of Rome. This culmina-

tion, and the craft by which it was accomplished, re-

quire a fuller detail than our limits will allow. We can

only affirm that this important period in history, when
the foundation was laid for rendering the hierarchy in-

dependent both of clerical and secular power, has not

been noticed by historians SO particularly as its impor-

tance requires. They seem not to have noted the fact

that Hildebrand, who A. I). 1073 became Gregory VII.

concerted measures for the independence of t he church.

••It was the deep design of Hildebrand, which he for a

Ion",- time prosecuted with unwearied zeal, to bring the

pope wholly within the pale of the Church, and to pre-

vent the interference in his election of all secular influ-

ence and arbitrary power. And thai measure of the

council which wrested from the emperor a right of

long standing, and \\ hicli has never been called in ques-

tion, may deservedly be regarded as the masterpiece

of popish intrigue, or rather of Hildebrand's cunning.

The concession which disguised this crafty design of

his was expressed as follows: That the emperor should

continui to hold, as he i ver had held, the right ofconfirm-
ing the election ofthe pop* derivedfrom him. The covert

design of this clause was not perceived, I mi it expressed

nothing less than that the emperor should ever receive

and hold from the pope himself the right of confirming

the appointment of the pope" (Voigt, Hildebrand
\
Wei-

mar. 1815, 8vo], p. 54, cited by August), i. 209).

As might have been expected, the lolly claim of the

pope was resisted i but he bad the address to defend his

usurped authority against all opposition, and proudly

proclaimed himself " the successor of Si. Peter, set up by
Cod io govern, not. only the Church, but the whole
world.'" The gradations of ecclesiastical organization

through which prelacy has passed are fr congrega-

tional to parochial, parochial to diocesan, diocesan to

metropolitan, metropolitan to patriarchal, patriarchal to

papal from the humble pastor of a little flock to the

pope of Home, the supreme and universal prelate of the

Church of Christ on earth. See Coleman, Prelacy and
: National Repository, Feb. L878 i A/ Cathe-

dra), (L.C.)

Prelate (Lat. pralatus, i. e. promoted) is an eccle-

siastic who has direct authority over other ecclesiastics

The term is a general one. and includes not menh
bishops of various degrees, but also in Roman Catholii

countries the heads of religious houses or orders and
other similar ecclesiastical dignitaries. These, foi the

most pan. are privileged to wear the insignia of the

episcopal rank. In the Roman court many of the offi-

cials, although not possessing episcopal or quasi-epis o-

pal jurisdiction, have the insignia and the title of prel-

ate. They are of two classes -tint higher, called del

mantelletto ("of the little mantle"), and the secondary,

called </</ manteUom ("of the great mantle"), from t la-

robe which they respectively bear. The same root un-

derlies other ecclesiastical terms in which all the clergy

are on an equality, and arc governed by a representa-

tive body or by the local church; prelatic and prelat-

ical. i. e. pertaining to a prelacy or a prelate, as pre-

latical authority. Prelates are confined to those churches

which recognise in the bishop (q. v.) a distinct and su-

perior order of clergy. See PjbbLACY.

Premare, Joseph-Henri, a French Jesuit, was
horn about 1670 in Normandy. March 7. 1698, he em-
barked with several other Jesuits at I.a Rochelle to

preach the Gospel in China. He arrived Oct. '"> at

Suneian, and addressed, Feb. 17. 1699, a relation of his

journey to pere I.a Chaise, with a descriptive notice of

the countries he had visited. As soon as he had mas-

tered the Chinese language be made a careful study of

the antiquities and literature of the country. Though
he expressed some strange ideas, it cannot be denied

that his erudition was considerable, and that lie thor-

oughly knew the philosophical works of the Chinese,

lie died at Peking about 1735. He left, Recherches sur

/is Temps anterieurs <i ceux dont parte A Chou-Kirtg ft

sur In Mythohgie Chinoise, published by Deguignes in

the translation of the Chou-King, by pere Gaubii, in the

form of a preliminary discourse d'aris. 1770, 4to) :

—

a

number of other works, three of them in Chinese:— The

Life of St. Joseph, the Lou-ckou-chii, or true sense of

the six classes of characters, and a small treatise on

the attributes of Cod, inserted in the Notitia lingua

sinicae, which is the best of all those composed hith-

erto by Europeans on this subject: — several other

treatises in Latin and in French, preserved among the

manuscripts of the National Library of Paris, where we
find also the originals of several letters of pere Pre-

mare. Three letters of this missionary were published

in the Lettres idifiantes, and a fourth in the Annates

encyclop< liques of Klaproth. He translated also a dra-

ma. Tchao i-lii Kou-cul (the Orphan of the House of

Chao), which furnished to Voltaire some ideas for his

Orphelin <h In Chine. See iMtres idifiantes, vols, xvi

and xxi ; Catalogut dt Fowmont Faine. Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, s. v.

Premice (primitue or prima missa) is the first

mass celebrated by the newly ordained pro -

mysta), with the help of an assistant. The solemnity

begins thus: the new priest sings on lb.' steps of the

altar " Vcni Sancie Spiritus." performs the correspond-

ing ovation, and then distributes the holy water, if this

is prescribed by the rubrics of the day. It is an open

question among the rubricists if at a premice the mass
of the day or a votival mass is to be read. The proba-

ble solution of the difficult; is that, on simple Sundays
and ordinary " testis duplicibus," a votn al mass may be

said, such a mass being permitted on such da}

gravi 1 1 publico, to which a premie.' solemnity maj In-

said to belong; but the mass of the day must be pre-

served on high feasts, and on such Sundays on which

votive masses are never admissible. The solemnity

ends with the sacerdotal benediction, given by the new
priest to the people by the imposition of bauds

|
Lohncr,

fnstructio practica dt SS. Missa sacrificio, pt. iv, tit.v;

and Vogt, fnstructio practica de Missis votivis, p. 197

sip). The festivities connected with a premice. and

not belonging directly to the ecclesiastical celebration,

varj with the customs of countries and places, and are

not seldom regulated by special prescriptions of the ec-

Clesiastical authorities.
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Premice Sermons are discourses preached on

the occasion of the first mass of an incipient priest.

Their aim is to call the attention of both ecclesiastics

and laymen to the dignity and importance of the sacer-

dotal state, and the duties which it imposes on both

classes. Therefore the object of the sermon can only

be some truth which relates to the clerical state : e. g.

the dignity, the importance, of the priestly career; the

priesthood of the Romish Church, its destination, or the

duties arising from it, etc. According to the theme

chosen, the sermon enlarges upon the object of the

priestly functions, or the qualities, conditions, mode of

action of the priesthood, or its duties and beneficial in-

fluences, etc. At the end of the sermon there may be

a prayer, or an exhortation to prayer.

Premonstratensians or Prkmonsteants is the

name of a monastic order which was founded at Pre-

montre (Lat. Pramonstratuin), in the diocese of Laon,

France, about 1120, by St. Norbert of Cleves, afterwards

archbishop of Magdeburg, with a view to restore the

discipline of the regular canons, which had greatly

deteriorated. The order followed the rule of St. Au-
gustine, and was confirmed by popes Honorius II and
Innocent III. The ground on which the order was es-

tablished was given to St. Norbert by the bishop of

Laon, with the approbation of Louis the Gross, king of

France, who gave the Premonstratensians a charter of

privileges. The place was called Pra?monstratum, be-

cause it was pretended that the Blessed Virgin herself

pointed out (preemonstravit) beforehand the site for the

principal house of the order. According to these legen-

dary authorities, the members of the order were at the

same time commanded to wear a white habit, and con-

sequently the White Canons wore a white cassock and
rochet and a long white cloak. The abbots never wore

pontificals; and any member promoted to the cardinal-

ate or popedom retained his habit. At the time of the

founding of the order St. Norbert had thirteen compan-
ions, but. as the popes and kings of France granted it

many privileges, and were very liberal to the Premon-
stratensians, they rapidly increased, and counted among
their number many persons of distinguished birth, deep

piety, and great scholarship. In the early history of

the order there was such strict adherence to the rule of

poverty that they had nothing they could call their

own but one ass, which served them to carry wood,
cut down by them every morning and sent to Laon,

where it was sold to purchase bread; but in a short

time they received so many donations, and built so

many monasteries, that thirty years after the founda-

tion of this order thev had above a hundred abbevs in
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France and Germany. The order has likewise given the
Church a great number of archbishops and bishops. It

once had 1000 abbeys and 500 nunneries (until 1273
their monasteries were double, a house of women always
adjoining the convent of men), but it is now the mere
skeleton of what it was. Of the sixty-five abbeys which
they had in Italy not one now remains. These monks,
vulgarly called While Canons, went, first to England in
the year 1146, where the first monastery, called New-
house, was built in Lincolnshire by Peter de Saulia, and
dedicated to St. Martialif. In the reign of Edward I,

when that king granted his protection "to the monaster-
ies, the Premonstratensians had twenty-seven houses in
different parts of the country. They were commonly
called li White Friars." They had six monasteries in
Scotland—four in Galloway, one at Dryburgh, and one
at Feme, in Ross-shire. They had also several houses
in Ireland. In England their churches and conventual
buildings were at Eastby, Leiston. liayham, Wendling,
and Eggleston. They were very irregular in plan, the
greater portion of the minster being aisleless and the
transept unimportant, as they eschewed all processions.

There is a fine ruin at Ardaines, near Caen, which gives a
vivid illustration of the farming arrangements of the or-

der—homely and retired lovers of the country, and enter-

prising farmers. The principal houses were Torre, East
Dereham, and Hales Owen. They carried the almuce
over the right arm ; the Canons of St.Victor wore it like

a tippet round the neck. See Fosbroke, Ancient Mon-
achism (see Index); Herzog, Real-Encyld. xii, 82 sq.;

Helyot, Uist. des Ordres, s. v.

Premonstrant Monk.

Premord, Charles -Leonard, a French priest,

was born at Honneur July 30, 17G0. He obtained in

1790 a canonry in the college of St. Honore at Paris.

Deprived of it soon afterwards, he retired to England,
where he began by giving French lessons. Madame
de Levis-Mirepoix went with some French Benedictine

nuns to establish herself at Cannington Court, and in-

trusted Premord with the spiritual direction of the

community. In 1816 he established himself at Paris,

where cardinal Talleyrand - Pe'rigord appointed him
honorary canon of Notre Dame and chaplain of Charles

X (1825). Premord was also appointed vicar-general of

Strasburg and of Quimper. After the Revolution of

July he returned to England to rejoin the Benedictine

community which he had so long directed. He left an
English edition of Rules of a Christian Life, and a pub-
lication of the (Euvres choisies de M, A sseline, eveque

de Boulogne (Paris, 1823, 6 vols. 12mo), accompanied with

an incomplete notice. He died Aug. 26, 1837, at Col-

wich, Staffordshire. See L'Ami de la Religion, 1837.

—

Hoefer, Xouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Prenorman Architecture. In a large class of

English ecclesiastical structures reared anterior to the

Norman invasion the style is so peculiar that it should

be classified as distinctively Prenorman. The walls are

of rag or rubble, frequently of herring-bone work, and
unbuttressed; the quoins present long and short work;
strips of stone or pilasters bisect or relieve the towers;

the imposts of the shafts are rude, massive, and orna-

mented either with classical mouldings or rude carv-

ings; the arches are round or angled, and sometimes
constructed of bricks; and baluster-like pillars are in-

troduced in the windows, which are often deeply splayed

within and without. Two pillars from Reculver Ba-
silica are standing in the Green Court of Canterbury.

The churches of Lyminge, Barnack, Bosham, Bradford
(Wilts). Brixworth (the oldest remaining church in

England, and possessing a basilican type), Stanton La-
cy, Dover Castle, Brytford, Corhampton, Dunham Mag-
na, Caversfield, and part of the crypt of York, those of

Ripon and Hexham, the towers of Deerhurst, Barton,

St. Benet's (Cambridge and Lincoln), Cholsey. St. Mary
(York), Bolam, Brigstock, Earl's Barton, and the stee-

ples of Bosham and Sompting, and portions of mr.ny
other churches, exhibit some or other of these peculiar-
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ities. Tlio base story of the tower of Barnaek formed

a judicial and council chamber, with an angle-headed

Bedil i the west, with stone benches fur the assessors

on either side. They were erected either by the Eng-

lish, or possibly by the Danes under Canute, as thai

king ordered churches of stone and lime to be built in

all places where the minsters had been burned by his

countrymen, and out of the hundred, which is the num-
ber el these buildings, two thirds are in the eastern

counties and Lincolnshire, where the compatriots of the

French Normans settled before the latter arrived. In

the first half of the 11th century churches so rapidly

multiplied in France and Italy thai a chronicler says

the world seemed to be putting on a new white robe.

Westminster Abbey was built by the Confessor in the

Norman style; while in Lincolnshire the 1'renorman

i le was preserved late in the 1 1th century, just as the

Perpendicular lingered in Somerset in the time of Eliz-

abeth, and produced Wadbam College chapel by the

aid ol west country masons.—Walcott, Sacred Archae-

ology, s. v.

Prentiss, Erastus L., a minister of the Method-
ist Episcopal Church, was born al New London, Conn.,

in 1825, was converted at the age of fifteen, and, after

joining the Methodists, was licensed to preach in 1848.

Seeing the necessity of thorough educational training

for the great work of the Gospel, he prepared for college

al \n.'m.i Seminary, and then entered Wesleyan Uni-
versity. Failing health interrupted his studies for a

ti but he finally graduated at Amherst College in

1855. The following year he entered New York Con-
ference, and took a position from the first « hich he ever

maintained, as will be seen in reviewing his fields of la-

bor. IlisiiM appointment, 1856, was the Sei d Meth-
odist church in Kingston; the next year, 1857, at St.

Paul's. New York City, as assistant to the lamented Dr.

John M'Clintock, the late editor of this Cyclopaedia. In

L858 and the following year Prentiss was stationed at

the Second .Methodist Church in Newburgh; in I860
and 1861 at Chester; in 1862 and 1863 at Matteawan;
in 1864, L865, and 1866 al Tuckahoe; in 1869 and 1870,

Cannon Street Church, Poughkeepsie; in 1870 and 1871,

St. Paul's Church at Peekskill. In the spring of 1872
he received his last appointment, which was Warwick.
There he was receive. I with open arms, engaged in his

ministerial duties with -real delight, and was exceed-
ingly useful, as his name was -like ointment poured

forth," until the day of his death, Feb. 28, 1873. Pren-
li.v possessed rare outward attractions. His line and
delicate form, his noble brow, his bright eye. .and his

genial features made him a beautiful specimen of hu-
manity that it was refreshing to behold; but (bey were
far surpassed by the inward adorning, his childlike

spirit, the kindness of his heart, the gentleness of his

disposition, the warmth of his affections, and his pure
and unspotted life. His ministry was evangelical and
practical in its character to a pre-eminent degree, ami
was .1 success. Hea\ en put the broad seal of iis appro-
bation upon his labors. See Christian Advocatt iN. V.

Max 8, 1873); Minutes ofAnnual Conferences, 1*7::.

Prentiss, Thomas, D.D., a Congregational min-
ister, was born Oct. 27, 1717. at Holliston, Mass. lie

graduated al Harvard Colleg< in 1766, entered the min-
istry in 1769, and was ordained < >ct. 30, 1770, pastor in

Medfield, where he continued until his death. Feb. 28,

1*1 I. During the Revolutionary struggle he was for a

time chaplain in the army. Be was also identified with
differenl reform rements, and was a leader in tem-

p iram e r< form. He established a public library in the
place of Ins pastorate, and greatly benefited the com-
munity in many ways. He published, A Sermon on
tin /I"';/ of Offending and Offended Brethren (1773):
Religion and Morality United in th, Duty of Man, two
Bern s (1802): Professed Christians Cautioned, and
Evil Speakers Admonished, a sermon (1804):
and Danger ofStrengthening tin Uands of Evil-doers, a

sermon (1805) ; and several occasional Sermons. —
Sprague, Annals ofthe Amer. Pulpit, i, 678.

Preparation
i irapaoicevf)) in Mark xv. 42; Luke

wiii. 54; John \i.\. 42, and Matt, x.wii. 62, is doubt-
less the day or evening before the commencement of the
Sabbath, with which, at that time, according to the
Synoptical Gospels, coincided the tirst day of the Pass-
"

i i.
|
lint Schneckenburger

[
Beibagt \n>- Einleit. ins

\. '/'.}<. l sq.] supposes the "preparation" in Matthew
io mean the feast-day of the Easter period, and which
was viewed as a preparatory festival to the 1'assover.)

This day was devoted to preparation for the holyday
spa ially preparing food for the Sabbath. Mark

explains the word by "the day before the Sabbath"

1 7rpoffdj8j3arov ; comp. Judith viii, 6; Josephus, Ant.

scvi, 6, 2). The Jewish expression for it is xr~"~"
(see Buxtorf. Lex. Talm. col. 1660). So, too, the Peshito
renders in the places quoted above. Every feast, like

the Sabbath, had a preparation -day before it. which is

often mentioned by the Talmudists (Deyling, <>l>.<in-. i.

Hi'.': with ibis may be compared irapaoKEvf) rov iraoya,
John xix. 14: Preparation for Easter, the llih of

Nisan; comp. Bleek, Beitragi -»/ Evangelienkritik, p.

114 sq.).—Winer. See Passover.

Prepon, an early Marcionite, was a native of As-
syria, and flourished at the close of the 2d century.

The Marcionites were then divided into several fac-

tious, some of which admitted two original principles.

as Potitus and Basilicus; others three (Rhodon, in Eu-
sebius, Hist. Eccles. v. 13). To the latter belonged Pre-

pon, who held thai, besides W bat is good and i vil, there

is what constitutes a third principle, viz. what is just
This intermediate principle Hippolytus identifies with
the - MuSa,"or impartial Reason of ISmpedodes, a mull
to whom is attributed the restoration to the good power
Unity of what is disturbed by the wicked power Dis-

cord (Ilippol. fjcer. Refut. vii. 19). A letter from Pre-

pon to the Armenian Bardesanes is mentioned (PhUos.

Lviii, 253).

Prerogative Court of the archbishop is. in Ro-
man Catholic countries where the Church is -ranted

extraordinary privileges, a conn of thai ecclesiastic

wherein all testaments are proved and all administra-

tions granted, when a party dying within the province
has bona notabilia in some other diocese than where be

dies; and is so called from having a prerogative through-
out his whole province for the said purposes.

Presanctified. See Prjesanctifk mo.

Presburg, Council of (Concilium Presomensi ), an

ecclesiastical gathering which convened on Nov. 10,

b'.n'.'. and was presided over by the papal legate cardi-

nal (i en til, of Hungary. Nine canons of discipline were

published, of which the eighth forbids Christian women
to marry infidels, heretics, or schismatics. See Labbe*,

' 'oncU. i \. 2 lo-k

Presbyter (<ir. Tr/jfcrpc-fpoc') is the title of an of-

fice or dignity in the Jewish synagogue Opt). It was

introduced into the Christian Church, and designated an
officer whose functions in the apostolic period arc dis-

puted by differenl ecclesiastical bodies, in the Roman
Catholic and in the English hierarchy, the title has

been the occasion of a protracted controversy as to the

respective claims of the bishop (q.v.) and the presby-

ter. Those who maintain the presbyter as on equality

with the episcopos argue as follows: With respeel to

the successors of the apostles, they seem to have been

placed on a footing of perfect equality, the Siaucovoi, or

deacons, not being included among (be teachers. They
were inferior officers, whose province ii originally was
to care for the poor, ami to discharge those secular du-

ties arising oul of the formation of Christian communi-
ties which could not be discharged by the ministers

without interfering with the much higher duties which
they had to perform. These ministers are sometimes
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in the New Testament styled Trptofivripoi, or presby-

ters, at other times iirieKoiroi, or bishops; but the two

appellations were indiscriminately applied to all the pas-

tors who were the instructors of the different churches.

Of this various examples may be given from the sacred

writings. The apostle Paul, upon a very affecting oc-

casion, when he was convinced that he could never

again have an opportunity of addressing them, sent

for the elders, or presbyters, of Ephesus. the persons to

whom the ministry in that Church had been committed
;

and after mentioning all that he had done, and intimat-

ing to them the sufferings which awaited him, he ad-

dressed to them what may be considered as his dying

advice, and as comprehending in it all that he judged

it most essential for them to do :
" Take heed, there-

fore, unto yourselves, and to all the flock over which the

Holy Ghost hath made you bishops or overseers, to feed

the Church of God" (Acts xx, 17, 28). Here they whose

duty it was to feed the Church of God, as having been

set apart through the Holy Spirit for that interesting

work, are termed by the apostle presbyters and bishops,

and there is not the slightest reference to the existence of

any other tirimcoTrog, or bishop, superior to those iiriff-

K07rot, or bishops, to whom he gives the moving charge

now recorded. In his epistle to Titus, Paul thus writes

:

" For this purpose I left thee in Crete," where, as yet, it

is probable that no teachers had been appointed, " that

thou shouldest ordain elders, or presbyters, in every

city." lie then points out the class of men from which

the presbyters were to be selected, adding, as the reason

of this, " for a bishop must be blameless as the steward

of God" (Titus i, 5, 7). It is quite plain that the term

bishop is here applicable to the same persons who were

a little before styled elders, and both are declared to be

the stewards of God, the guardians and instructors of

his Church. The apostle Peter, in his lirst epistle ad-

dressed to the Jewish converts, has these words :
" The

elders which are among you I exhort, who am also an

elder, 6 <7tiinrptTj3iTipoc, and a witness of the sufferings

of Christ: feed the flock of God which is among you,

taking the oversight of it, tTnaKOTrovi'Ttg, being bishops

of it, not by constraint, but willingly" (1 Pet. v, 1, 2).

This passage is a very strong one. The apostle speaks

of himself in his extraordinary capacity, a witness of

the sufferings of Christ, and in his ordinary capacity as

a teacher; showing, by the use of a very significant

term, that as to it he was on a footing of equality with

the other pastors or presbyters. He gives it in charge

to them to feed the flock of God; the charge which,

under most particular and affecting circumstances, he

had received from the Lord after the Resurrection, and

which includes in it the performance of everything req-

uisite for the comfort and the edification of Christians;

and he accordingly expresses this by the word tirtcnco-

TrovvTtg, being bishops over them. It cannot, with any
shadow of reason, be supposed that the apostle would

exhort the elders, or presbyters, to take to themselves

the office, and to perform the duties, of a bishop, if that

term really marked out a distinct and higher order; or

that he would have considered the presbyters as fitted

for the discharge of the whole ministerial office, if there

were parts of that office which he knew that it was not

lawful for them to exercise. See Elder.
It seems, by the passages that have been quoted, to

be placed beyond a doubt, that, in what the apostles said

respecting the ministers of Christ's religion, they taught

that the iiziaKoiToi and the TrptvfivTtpoi were the same
class of instructors; and that there were, in fact, only

two orders pointed out by them, bishops or presbyters,

and deacons. This being the case, even although it

should appear that there were bishops, in the common
sense of that term, recognised in the apostolic age, all

that could be deduced from the fact would be, that the

equality at first instituted among the teachers had, for

prudential reasons, or under peculiar circumstances, been
interrupted; but it would not follow either that the

positive and general declarations on the subject by the

inspired writers were not true, or that it was incumbent

at all times, and upon all Christians, to disregard them.

It has been strenuously contended that there were such

bishops in the infancy of the Church, and that allusion

is made to them in Scripture ; but, without directly op-

posing the assertion, this much must be admitted, that

the proof of it is less clear than that bishops and pres-

byters were represented as the same in rank and in au-

thority. Indeed, there does not appear to have been
any occasion for this higher order. To presbyters was
actually committed the most important charge of feed-

ing the Church of God, that is, of promoting the spiritual

improvement of mankind; and it is remarkable that

their privilege of separating from the people by ordina-

tion the ministers of religion is explicitly acknowledged
in the case of Timothy, whom the apostle admonishes
not to neglect the gift that was in him, and which had
been given by prophecy, and by the laying-on of the

hands of the presbytery; by which can be meant only

the imposition of the hands of those who were denomi-

nated presbyters or bishops. But although all the parts

of the ministerial duty had been intrusted to presbyters,

it is still contended that the New Testament indicates

the existence of bishops as a higher order. There has,

however, been much diversity of opinion in relation to

this point by those who contend for the divine institu-

tion of Episcopacy (q. v.). Some of them maintain

that the apostles, while they lived, were the bishops of

the Christian Church ; but this, and upon irrefragable

grounds, is denied by others. Some urge that Timothy
and Titus were, in what they call the true sense of the

term, bishops; but many deny this, founding their de-

nial upon the fact that these evangelists did not reside

within the bounds, and were not limited to the admin-

istration, of any one church, but were sent wherever it

was resolved to bring men to the knowledge of divine

truth. Many conceive that the question is settled by
the epistles in the book of Revelation being addressed

to the angels of the respective churches named by the

apostle. But it is far from being obvious what is im-

plied under the appellation angel. There has been much
dispute about this point, and it is certainly a deviation

from all the usual rides by which we are guided in in-

terpreting Scripture to bring an obscure and doubtful

passage in illustration of one about the import of which,

if we attend to the language used, there can be no doubt.

It may, therefore, be safely affirmed that there is

nothing clear and specific in the writings of the New
Testament which qualifies the positive declarations that

bishops and presbyters were the same officers; that the

ground upon which the distinction between them is

placed is, at least, far from obviously supporting it ; and

that there is not the slightest intimation that the ob-

servance of such a distinction is at all important, much
less absolutely essential, to a true Christian Church, in-

somuch that where it is disregarded the ordinances of

divine appointment cannot be properly dispensed. If,

therefore, it be established—and some of the most learn-

ed and zealous advocates for the hierarchy which after-

wards arose have been compelled to admit it— that

Scripture has not. recognised any difference of rank or

order between the ordinary teachers of the Gospel, all

other means of maintaining this difference should be

with Protestants of no force. Says Coleman, " Even
the most zealous advocates of the episcopal system in

the Greek, Roman, and English Church are constrained

to recognise and admit the identity of the terms ittiWo-

ttoc. and irptafirTtpoc;, according to the vsus loquendi

of the ancient Church. They are constrained to admit

that the distinction between the office of bishop anil

presbyter, which prevailed about the 3d and 4th centu-

ries, and to a period still later, was unknown in the first

two centuries." It may be shown that the admission

of the distinction is not incompatible with the great

ends for which a ministry was appointed, and even in

particular cases may tend to promote them ; but still it

is merely a matter of human regulation, not binding
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fcpoil Christians, and not in any way connected with

the vital influence of the Gospel dispensation. The
Whole ofthe writers of antiquity might be urged in sup-

port of it, if thai could be done; and, after all, every

private Christian would be entitled lo judge for himself,

ami to be directed by his own judgment, unless ii be

maintained thai where Scripture lias affirmed the ex-

istence of equality, this is to be counteracted and sot at

naught by the testimonies and assertions of a sel of

writers who, although honored with the name of fa-

1 1 m - r-. are very far, indeed, from being infallible, and who
have, in fact, often delivered sentiments which even

they who, upon a particular emergency, cling to them
must confess to be directly at variance with all thai is

s.uiud in reason or venerable and sublime in religion.

It also follows, from the Scriptural identity of bishops

and presbyters, thai no Church in which this identity

is preserved can on that account be considered a- hav-

ing departed from the apostolic model, or its ministers

be viewed, al leasl with any good reason, as having less

ground to hope for the blessing of < iod upon t heir spir-

itual labors ;
because if we admit tin- contrary, we must

also admit that the inspired writers, instead of properly

regulating the Church, betrayed it into error by omit-

ting to make a distinction closely allied with the essence

of religion. What is this but to say that it is safer to

follow the erring direction of frail mortals than to fol-

low the admonitions of those who. it is universally al-

lowed, were inspired by the Holy Spirit, or commis-
sioned by him to be the instructors of the world? It

is to be observed, however, that although bishops and

presbyters were the same when the epistles ofthe New
Testament were written, it would be going too far to

contend that no departure from this should ever take

place; because, to justify such a position, it would be

requisite that a positive injunction should have been

given thai equality must at all times be carefully pre-

served. There is, however, no such injunction. Unlike

the Old Testament, which specified everything, even
the mosl minute, in relation to the priest hood, the New
only refers in general terms, and very seldom, to the

ministry; and the reason probably is. that, being in-

tended tor all nations, it left Christians at liberty to

make such modifications in the ecclesiastical constitu-

tion as in their peculiar situation appeared best adapted

for religious edification. The simple test to be applied

to the varying or varied forms of Church government
is that indicated by our Lord himself: " By their fruits

ye shall know them." Wherever tin' regulations re-

specting the ministry are such as to divert it from the

purposes for which it was destined, to separate those

w ho form it from t he flock of < 'hrist. to relax their dili-

gence in teaching, and to destroy the connection be-

tween them and their people, so as to render their ex-
ertions of little or of no use, then' we find a Church not

apostolical. l!ut wherever the blessed fruits of Gospel

teaching are in abundance produced, w here the people

and l lie ministers are cordially united, and where every

regulation is calculated to give efficacy to the labors of

those who have entered into the vineyard, we have an

apostolical Church, or. to speak more properly, a Church
of Christ built upon a rock, because devoted to the be-

neficent objects for which our Saviour came into the

world (Watson, Theol. hut. s. \ . Presbyterians).

Schaff, in hi> Hist. ofthe i 'hristian Church (i,418 sq. |,

adduces. in favor ofthe view w hich denies the apostolic

origin of tie- episcopate .as a separate office or order, the

following fads: " i. The undeniable identity of presby-
ters and bishops in the New Testament, conceded even
by the hi si interpreters among the Church fathers, by
Jerome. Chrysostom, and Theodoret. '-'. Later, in the

2d century, the two terms are still used in like manner for

the same office. The Roman bishop Clement, in his first

epistle lo tin- Corinthians, Bays that the apostles, in the

newly f< led churches, appointed the first-fruits ofthe
faith, i.e. the firsl convert*, l-moicoirovc rai Suite > ,,,;.

He her. its the wpVjfivTtpoi, as Paul does iu Phil. i.

1, for the simple reason that tiny are in his view iden-

tical with t—igkottoi; while, conversely, iu eh. lvii, he
enjoins subjection to presbyters, without mentioning

bishops. Clement of Alexandria distinguishes, it is

true, the deaconate, the presbyterate, and the episco-

pate; but he supposes only a twofold official character,

thai of presbyters and thai of deacons— a view which
found advocates so late as the Middle Ages, even in

pope Urban II. A.D. 1091. Lastly, [renseus, towards the

do f the 2d century, though himself a bishop, makes
only a relative difference between / iscopi and presby-

teri: speaks of successions of the one in tie- -a me sense

as of the other: term- the office of the latter episcopOr

tvs; and calls the bishops ofRome irpttrfii rtpou Some-
times, it is true, he appears to use the term rro. a

in a more general Bense, for the old men. the fathers.

1 Jut. in any case, his language shows that the distinction

between the two offices was at that time still relative

and indefinite. 3. The express testimony of the learned

Jerome is that the churches originally, before- divisions

arose through the instigation of Satan, were governed

by the common council of the presbyters, and nol till a

later period was one ofthe presbyters placed a I the head
to watch over the Church and suppress schisms. He
traces the difference ofthe office simply to ecclesiastical

custom as distinct from divine institution. 4. The cus-

tom of the Church of Alexandria was, from the evangel-

ist Mark down to the middle ofthe 3d century, that the

twelve presbj ters elected one of their number president

and called him bishop. This fact rests on the authority

of Jerome, and is confirmed independently by the An-
nuls ofthe Alexandrian patriarch Eutychius ofthe 10th

century."

Killen. in his Ancient Church, asserts : "Though the

senior presbyter presided in the meetings of hi- breth-

ren, and was soon known by the name of bishop, it does

not appear that he originally pos-es-ed any superior

authority. He held his place for life: but a- be was
sinking under the weight of years when he succeeded

to it, he could not venture to anticipate an extended

career of official distinction. In all matters relating

either to discipline or the general interests of the broth-

erhood, he was expected to carry out the decisions of

the eldership; so that, under his presidential rule, the

Church was still substantially governed by "the com-
mon council of the presbyters.' The allegation that

presbyterial government existed in all its integrity to-

wards the end ofthe I'd century does not resl on tin-

foundation of obscure intimations or doubtful infi rences.

It can be established by direct and conclusive testimo-

ny. Evidence has already been adduced to show that

the senior presbyter of Smyrna continued to preside

until the elav s of IreiKeus. and there is also documentary
proof that meanwhile he possessed no autocratical au-

thority. The supreme power was slid vested in the

council ofthe elders. This point is attested by Ilip-

polyt'us, who was now just entering on his ecclesiastical

career, and w bo. in one of his works, a fragment of

which has been preserved, describes the maimer in

which the rulers ofthe Church dealt with the heretic

Noetus. I'lii- tran-aclion probably occurred about A.D.

190." It shows that the pn-b\ ters then . xercised epis-

copal functions, even to excommunication.
Says Dr. Blakie ( The Presbyterian Churches through-

out 0,, World\ Edinb. 1*77
|, p. L): •• Ii is admitted even

by many Lpi -copal ians that, so far as Scripture indicates,

the primitive' Church constituted under the apostles was

governed by elders. The office of apostle was tempo-
rary, and some other temporary arrangements were re-

sorted to in the peculiar eircum-tances ofthe Church.

Hut everywhere in settled (bun Ins there was a body
of presbj lev- or elders; the terms presbj u r an, I bishop

were applied freely to the same individuals; aid when
the presbyters were addressed together, as those of

Ephesus were addressed at Miletus, there was no hint

of one of them having authority over the r. -t ; they

were tailed equally u> feed ami care for the Church
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over which the Holy Ghost had made them over-

seers."

The offices of presbyter and bishop, according to the

Roman Catholic theory, belong both, though in differ-

ent degrees, to what Roman Catholics regard as the

priesthood of the New Law. They teach that the pres-

byter is, in the sacerdotal order, an intermediate degree

between the deacon and the highest functionary of the

hierarchy, the episcopos. They also maintain stoutly

that Scripture, and tradition attest alike the divine in-

stitution of the presbyteriatc. "Besides the apostles,

the Lord marked out of the troop of his followers seven-

ty (according to the Vulg. seventy-two), whom he sent

out before him, two by two, into the cities and towns he

intended to visit, with the mission of healing the sick

and proclaiming the kingdom of God. These seventy

men were, in consequence, the assistants of the apostles,

but subordinated to them. Soon their number proved

insufficient, and the apostles established in every city of

some importance, at the foundation of the community,

or when it had reached a certain degree of development,

besides the bishop, whom they intended for their per-

manent representative and successor, a number of pres-

byters, who assisted the bishop in his functions." The
Roman Catholic Church, as she considers the bishops

the successors of the apostles, so she holds the presby-

ters to be the successors of the seventy assistants chosen

by Christ himself. Inasmuch as they are entitled to

perform the highest function of the priesthood, the ad-

ministration of the Eucharist, they are called also sacer-

dos (tepeug)
;
yet this denomination, if not specified, ap-

plies only to the bishop: therefore we find frequently

the summits sacerdos, or sacerdos primi ordinit, i. e. the

bishop, thus distinguished from the simple priest, who
is sacerdos secundi ordinis. The presbyters of an epis-

copal church had a share in the government, not indi-

vidually, but as a college, presided over by the bishop

;

the}7 had no jurisdiction of their own, and were merely

assistants to the bishop. The bishop took their advice

on the admission of higher clerical functionaries, on the

management of discipline, especially of penitence, etc.

They were themselves amenable to the spiritual juris-

diction of the bishop, and depended on him in the dis-

charge of their duties as teachers and as priests. Ac-
cording to Roman Catholics, the bishop alone possesses

the priesthood in its fulness, while the presbyter pos-

sesses it only in part. The functions, however, which
belong to that part are discharged alike by the bishop

and the presbyter. What those functions are will be

detailed under the head Pkiest (q. v.). It is, of course,

an easy matter for the prelatical churchmen to prove

that by the end of the 2d century the bishop was above

the presbyter. Even before the end of the 2d century

the Church had departed from her early simplicity, and

soon the episcopacy became the only prevalent govern-

ment of the Church, although in some cases, as among
the Culdees or the Waldenses, government by presby-

ters continued to prevail during the Middle Ages. The
Church fathers of the 3d and 4th centuries point to the

superiority of the episcopos. Thus Clement of Rome
points out clearly three different hierarchical degrees

—

bishops, priests, and deacons; and Ignatius of Antioch

lays particidar stress on the superior power of the bish-

ops (Epist. ad Magnes. c. 6 ; Smyrn. c. 8, etc.). Affir-

mations of the same kind are given by Tertullian, Ire-

nasus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Cyprian, etc. " It

is true," say the Romanists, " that the bishops, in the

fathers as well as in Scripture, are sometimes called

merely priests, but there is not one passage in which a

simple priest is called bishop." Those who accept the

authority of St. Jerome for the equality of the bishop

and presbyter because he says (Comment, on the Epistle

to Titus'), " Noverint episcopi, se magis consuetudine

quam dispositione Dominica presbyteris esse majores,

et in commune debere ecclesiam regere, imitantes Moy-
sen, qui cum haberet solus prasesse populo Israel, septua-

ginta elegit, cum quibus populum judicaret,"are replied
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to by Romanists that (1) "even this parallel between
Moses and his seventy, and the bishop and his presby-

ters, implies the pre-eminence of the bishop," and (2)
that, " in the passage in question, St. Jerome is up-
braiding a number of deacons who, in several places,

ami especially at Rome, had committed several en-

croachments on the rights of the presbyters in the ad-

ministration of the ecclesiastical possessions. He, on
this occasion, exalts the presbyters as much as he can,

and in such cases where an abuse is to be eradicated, it

frequently happens to this father to fall into the oppo-
site extreme, as he does in his treatise Be Virginitqte

ndr. .Iiicinianum, in which, as an encomiast of virginity,

he deems tit to treat matrimony with the most cruel

contempt. He shows in other places his sense of the
superiority of the episcopate: 'Quod Aaron et filii ejus

atque Levitae in templo, hoc sibi episcopi et presbyteri

et diaconi vindicant.' The bishops have the same au-
thority over priests and deacons that Aaron had over
his sons and Levites. He speaks still more pointedly

in his work against the Lueiferians :
' EcclesiiB salus in

summi sacerdotis (i. e. episcopi) dignitate pendet, cui si

non exsors quaedam et ab omnibus eminens detur potes-

tas, tot in ecclesiis efficientur schismata, quot sacer-

dotes.
r But even if Jerome's opinion were contrary to

the episcopal supremacy, what could it avail against the

uninterrupted and unanimous tradition of so many fa-

thers and ecclesiastical writers of the early centuries? If

really the episcopate had not been originally distinct

from the presbyteriate, we should then have to under-

stand that a sudden and uniform change in the consti-

tution of the Church took place in the whole extent of

its expansion—that in all the communities, and at the

same time, some ambitious and proud individualities set

themselves above their colleagues." "But how." ask

Humanists, "could this have come to pass without a

long and desperate struggle; and how Could this strug-

gle, if it did take place, end so uniformly, in all the

churches without exception, with the victory of the

usurpers? History does not mention the least fact that

anything of that kind ever took place. When several

presbyters were attached to a single church, of which
there were some instances, one of the i.umber received

the title of proto-presbyter, or archi-presbyter ; but it is

quite certain that this office bore no analogy to that of

the bishop." To these arguments of Roman Catholics

it is readily replied that the New Testament (as above

seen) does explicitly refer to the original equality of

presbyters and bishops, and that history contains not a

few nor obscure indications of the usurpation of exclu-

sive prerogatives by the latter. See, for Roman Cath-

olic views, Wetzer u. Welte, Kirehen-Lexikon ; for High-
Church Anglican views, Blunt, Diet. Hist. Theol. ; for

Low-Church views, Herzog, Real-EncyMop., the author-

ities already quoted, and the Lond. Quar. Per. Jan.

1878, art. v; Princeton Rev. Jan. 1878, art. iv. See

Prelacy.
Presbyterial Consecration, in the Roman

Catholic Church, comprises the ceremonies and relig-

ious acts by which a deacon is invested with the pres-

byterial power—the power over the true and the sym-

bolic body of Christ. The exterior apparatus of the

ceremony consists in the oil of the catechumens, a chal-

ice with wine and water, a paten with a host, some
crumbs of bread, a vessel for the washing of the hands,

some linen towels. The ceremony performed is as fol-

lows : The bishop, after consecrating the deacons, reads

the Tractus (and the Sequence) to the last verse, exclu-

sively. Then he advances with the infula to the mid-

dle of the altar, where he sits down on the faldistorium

(chair). At this moment the archdeacon calls all to be

ordained priests with the words, "Accedant qui ordi-

nandi sunt ad ordinem presbyteratus." The notary reads

their names ; they proceed, each with taper in hand,

to form a half- circle (in modum coronet) in front of the

bishop, to whom they are introduced by the archdeacon

with the words, "Reverend father, the holy Catholic
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Church requires that you consecrate the deacons here

present for the burdensome office ofpriesthood." Where-

upon the bishop asks, "Doesl thou know that they are

deserving of it ?" The archdeacon answers, "So lar as

human weakness allows me a knowledge of it, I know

and declare that they arc worthy to take upon tbem

the burden of that office." The bishop says, "God be

thanked !" and turns to the clergy and people with these

words: "Beloved brethren! as the pilot of a ship and

those who travel on it share together both security and

danger, they must in matters concerning their common
interest share the same convictions. Nut without -nod

reason, the fathers have directed that the people also

should lie consulted on the choice of those win. art to

he admitted to the service of the altar: lor sometimes a

lew can give information about the way of life and hab-

its ot those « ho present themselves for consecration not

known to the masses, etc. If, therefore, any ! have

objections of importance, let him step out before God,

and tor (,,,d's sake speak fearlessly; yel lei him not for-

get thai he is only a man I that he may err)." After a

short, expectant pause, the people assenting by their

silence, the bishop turns to the candidates and addresses

them thus: " Consecrandi, lilii dilectissimi, in presby-

teratus officium, illud digne suscipere, ac susceptum

lautabiliter exequi studeatis," etc. In the course of this

allociitimi, mention is made of the high purpose of the

New-Testament priesthood, and after a comparison with

the priesthood of the old Covenant, follow these words:
"llae eerie mira validate ecclesia sancta circumdatur,

ornaturet regitur: cum alii in ea pontifices, alii mino-
ris ordinis sacerdotes, diaconi et subdiaconi, diversorum

ordinum viri conseerantur, et ex multis et alternae dig-

nitatis membris iiiniiii corpus efficitur." If no deacons
or sub 'I' aeons have been consecrated, the Litany of All-

Saints is recited. while the ordinands are on their knees.

Hereupon they step, in pairs, into the presence of the

bishop, who. standing erect (with the infula), lays both

liis hands on the head of each of them, without speak-

ing or singing. The same is done by all the priests

present, dressed in the stola, and ofwhom tin re must he

at least three. Then the priests and the bishop hold
their right hands extended over the ordinands. and the

bishop, standing with the infula, thus addresses the

clergy: "Beloved brethren! let us implore Cod Al-

mighty that lie may pour over these, his servants,

whom he has chosen for the office of priest! I. heav-

enly -ifts in abundance, so that, with his help, they

maybe able to perform the duties which they have been

deemed worthy of assuming. Amen." The bishop lays

down the infula. turns towards the altar, and says.

••
< remus." The ministri add. " Flectamus genua." The

responsorium is •• Levate !" Then he turns to the ordi-

nands, saying, "Exaudi nos, quaesumus, Domine Deus
DOSter." After the conclusion -in unilate ejusdem
spirin'is sancti Deus"—he extends his hands, Baying,
" Per omnia saecula," etc. Now follow long prayers, al-

ter which the bishop sits down with the mil re. seizes

that part of the stola which bangs backwards from the

left shoulder of the ordinand, lays it over Ids right

shoulder, and put8 both parts crosswise over each other

on the chest, saying, -'fake the yoke of the Lord upon
thee: for his yoke is easy and his burden is light."

Hen upon the bishop dresses each of them in the missal

garment, which hangs loose in front, hut is rolled or

pinned up behind, savin-, "Take the priestly garment,
which means love ; for God is mighty to increase love in

thee and make thy work perfect." Response, " Thanks
to (hid." Now the bishop rises, lays down the infula.

and prays, while all kneel, "Deus sanctificationum om-
nium auctor," etc. Alter this the bishop kneels, facing

the altar, ami begins the hymn. "Veni Creator ,spi-

rilu-." etc., which the choir sin-s. As soon as the

lirst verse is sun- llu' bishop ri8e8, sit- down on the

chair, with the infula on his head, pulls off his gloves,

puts on his rin-. takes a while linen towel on his

knees, and anoints the hands oi each of the ordinands

kneeling before him with the oil of the catechumens,

passing with his thumb dipped into the holy oil cross-

wise from the thumb of one hand to the index of the

other, with this prayer: "Consecrate and sanctify, <)

Lord, these hands by this anointment and our bl(—
ing." Then, with his right hand, he makes the sign of

the cross over the hand- of the candidate whom he con-

and continues : "In order that everything that

i In \ bless may lie blessed, and what they consecrate may
In consecrated and sanctified, in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ." Each of the ordinands says -Amen."
I from this anointment the thumbs and Ion fingers of a

priest are called the canonic fingers ; and as this anoint-

ment is performed on the inner side of the hand, the

priests to whom the last sacraments are administered

are anointed on the outside of the hand, i 'I tun the

bishop joins the bands of each of them, and one of the

ministrants tie- them together with a piece of linen.

When all hands are anointed, the bishop wipes his

thumb with crumbs of bread ; then he presents to each

of them a chalice with wine and water, with the paten

placed over it. and containing a host Ike ordinands

touch the top of the chalice ami the paten with the in-

dex and middle finger, and the bishop -ays to each in

particular. "Receive the power of offering God the sac-

rifice, and to say mass for the living as well as for the

dead, in the name of the Lord." Response: "Amen."
Now the bishop washes hi- hands, returns to his chair,

and reads the last verse of the Tractus, and then the

Gospel. Meanwhile one of the newly consecrated dea-

cons step- in front of the altar with the hook of the

Cospels, prays the "Munda cor meum." and reads the

Gospel, after receiving the benediction therein. The
newly consecrated priests wipe their hands with bread-

crumbs, wash them, and dry them with the linen with

which they were bound. The water used for washing is

poured into the piscina. As all consecrated receive the

Eucharist at the hands of the bishop, there must he as

many hosts prepared as there are candidates for ordina-

tion. After the reading of the offertorium i short prayer

preceding the sacrifice of the bread and wine), all those

who have been consecrated— first the priests, then the

deacons, then the others accordin-,' to their rank— step

in pairs into the presence of the bishop, who sits on his

tdiair with the infula on his head, kneel down, kiss his

hand, and present a burning taper as an offering. The
bishop, after receiving the offerings, washes his hands,

lays down the infula. rises, and. the chair being re-

moved, continues the ceremony of the mass. I he con-

secrated priests kneel down behind the bishop on the

prie-dieus prepared for them, each his mass-hook open

before him: they say with the bishop the prayers ac-

companying the offering of the bread and the wine, and

the whole mass. The bishop speaks slowly and some-
what loud, so that the consecrated priest- can at the

same time pronounce the same word-, especially the

words of consecration. The "secreta" (silent prayer)

for the consecrated oms is pronounced with tin -. ,n la

of the mass of the day under one' formula of conclusion :

- Per Dominum nostrum,"etc. The » cretapro ordinan-

dis is, "We ask thee, O Lord! let thy holy mysteries

effect that we offer thee these offerings with a worthy
disposition, through our Lord Jesus Christ, thy Son."

em. \iiir the paternoster and the prayer "Domine
Jesu Christe, qui," etc which follows the "Agnus l>ei,"

the bishop kisses the altar; and after the first of the

newly consecrated has done the same, he kisses him at

each step, with the words • Peace be with you." The
new priest answers. •• And with your mind." Each of

i he consecrated ones gives the kiss of peace to the other

person ordained to the same rank and Standing next.

After the communion of the bishop, the deacons and

subdeacons | if there are any ) pray " i lonfiteor" in a sub-

dued voice, the hi-hop. facing them, pronouncing the

••Miscreatur ve.-tri"aml " Iiidul-entiani." I f priest -only

have been ordained, they do not receive absolution, as

they perform the sacrifice together with the bishop. All
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proceed, two by two, to the highest step of the altar,

and receive the sacrament in the form of the bread.

The bishop says, " The body of our Lord Jesus Christ

preserve you for eternal life." Each answers " Amen."

When all have partaken of the communion, the bishop

removes the paten from his chalice, moistens his fingers,

takes the ablution, puts on the infula, and washes his

hands. Then he lays down the infula again, and, stand-

ing at the epistle side of the altar, sings the responso-

rium, " Henceforward I shall no more call you my ser-

vants, but my friends, because you have known every-

thing which I have done among you. Alleluia," etc.

Then the bishop, with the infula, turns to the newly

consecrated priests, who recite the credo. This done,

the bishop sits down on his chair in the middle of the

altar, and puts both hands on the head of each of them,

who kneel before him, saying, "Take the Holy Spirit;

they whom thou shalt forgive their sins, they shall be

forgiven ; and they," etc. Then he pulls down the mis-

sal garment, saying, " In the garment of innocence the

Lord dresses thee." Then each of the young priests ap-

proaches again, kneels before the bishop, puts his folded

hands into the bishop's hands ; and he, if he is the dioce-

san bishop, says to each, " Doest thou promise to me and

my successors reverence and obedience?" Answer: "I
promise." If the newly consecrated belongs to another

diocese, the bishop says, "Doest thou promise to thy

bishop," etc. After the answer " I promise," the bishop

kisses each of them, holding still his hands in his, and

says, "The peace of the Lord be with thee always."

Now the bishop takes his cross and gives, sitting, the

following admonition to the new priests: "Quia res

quam tractaturi estis satis periculosa est," etc. Finally

he pronounces, standing, the triple benediction over the

kneeling priests: "The blessing of the Father, and the

Son. and the Holy Ghost come upon you, that you may
be blessed in your priesthood, and offer expiatory sac-

rifices for the sins and transgressions of the people of

God, to whom glory and praise be given in all eternity.

Amen." The bishop continues the mass, and connects

with the last missal prayer the prayer for the conse-

crated ones: "Quos tuis, Domine, reficis sacramentis,"

etc., under one formula of conclusion. Then follows the

"Ite, missa est" or the "Benedicamus Domino," as the

time may require. This is followed by the " Placeat

tibi sancta Trinitas;" and the bishop, the infula on his

head and the cross in his hand, pronounces the benedic-

tion in the usual manner: "The name of the Lord be

blessed," etc. Response :" Now and in all eternity."

"Our help comes in the name of the Lord." Response:
" Who hath created heaven and earth;" " The bless-

ing of the Almighty God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
descend upon you and remain with you. Amen."
Then the bishop holds a parting address to the newly
consecrated: "Beloved sons, consider earnestly what
consecration you have received and what burden has

been put on your shoulders. Let it be your foremost

endeavor to lead a holy, godly life, and to please God
Almighty," etc. Finally the archdeacon turns to the

clergy and people and announces an indulgence. Here-
upon the bishop reads the last Gospel, returns to his seat,

and lays down the pontifical robes. The consecrated

priests repair to the vergery and put down the missal

garments. It must not be overlooked that the or-

dained priests, after the offertorium, from the sacrificial

act, " Suscipe, sancte Pater," say all the missal prayers

with the bishop—concelebrate with him. This concel-

ebration is in use also in the Greek Church. It is diffi-

cult to ascertain the age of this custom. It seems to

have been adopted at different times in different places.

The Synod of Carthage, in 398, in the accurate descrip-

tion it gives of the consecration, does not mention the

anointment, neither does Isidore of Spain ; but the rite

was known to Theodulph of Orleans and Amalarius of

Treves. The rite of the consecration differs consider-

ably in the Eastern Church from the account given
above ; but the imposition of the hands is also the es-

sential part of it. According to Goar's description, the
principal parts of the Greek rite are the following:

Two deacons lead the ordinand to the church-door;

here they leave him ; he is received by two priests, who
walk thrice with him around the communion-table,
singing, "Sancti martyres prsclare pra;liati." Passing
before the bishop, they bow, and the ordinand kisses his

knee. The bishop rises, the ordinand approaches, and
the bishop makes three times the sign of the cross over
the candidate's head. The deacon exclaims, " Attenda-
nts !" and the bishop lays his right hand on the candi-

date's head, saying, "Divina gratia, quie semper infir-

ma curat, et ea quae desunt adimplet, promovet N. de-

votissimum diaconum in presbyterum : oremus pro eo,

ut veniat super eum sanctissimi Spiritus gratia." The
people present say thrice, "Domine, miserere." The
bishop makes again the sign of the cross and puts his

right hand on the candidate, saying, in an undertone,

while the deacon exclaims " Dominum precemur," the

prayer, " Deus principio et fine carens, omni creatura.

antiquior . . . ipse omnium Domine, istum quem tibi

a me promoveri complacuit, in conversatione inculpata,

et lide indeficiente ingentem etiam banc gratiam Sancti

tui Spiritus recipere complaceat," etc. Again the bish-

op implores the gift of the Holy Ghost for the newly
consecrated, extending his hand over him. witli the

words, "Deus in virtute magnus, intellectu investiga-

bilis . . . ipse Domine, etiam et istum, quem tibi pres-

byteri gradum subire complacuit, dono sancto tui Spiri-

tus adimple, ut inculpate sancto tuo altari assistere dig-

nus fiat," etc. This short extract shows that the Greek
rite resembles greatly the Latin ceremony, and differs

from it specially in this, that it prescribes only the im-
position of one hand. The iraditio instrumenion/m is

not part of the Greek rite.—Wetzer a. Welte, Kirchen-

Lexikon, s. v. Presbyteriatsweihe. See Foye, Romish
Rites (Lond. 1851).

Presbyterian Churches. The different bodies

into which the Presbyterians are divided will here be

treated as nearly in the historical relation which they

sustain towards each other as it is possible to place

them. We begin with the Presbyterians of Scotland,

because they are, among all English-speaking nations,

the only ones directly allied with the state by establish-

ment, and because it is from Scotland that English and
American Presbyterianism has obtained nourishment

and succor, rather than from the Continent, however
true it be that Presbyterianism had there its origui. See

PRESBYTERIANISM ; PRESBYTERIANS.
1. Presbyterian* Church in Scotland.—A histo-

ry of the Presbyterian Church in Scotland would be, in

effect, a history of that country ; for since its establish-

ment by the Reformation its political and religious his-

tory have flowed on in one and the same channel. Chris-

tianity was planted in Scotland about the beginning of

the 3d century ; and it is claimed that the early churches,

particularly those of the ancient Culdees, were non-prela-

tical. Under the vigorous missions of Palladius and Au-
gustine they were, however, reduced to conformity with

the rule of Rome, and so remained until the period of

the Reformation. At that time the, corruption of the

hierarchy, its encroachments on the civil power, and its

greedy appropriation of the right of patronage to ben-

efices, had created a wide-spread dissatisfaction, and
prepared the way for the favorable reception of the

principles of the Reformation. For twenty years per-

secution followed, and many- were burned at the stake,

among whom were Patrick Hamilton and George Wis-

hart. The first general and public movement leading

to the organization of the Presbyterian Church of Scot-

land was the drawing-up of a common bond or covenant,

known as "The First Covenant," and subscribed at Ed-
inburgh, Dec. 3, 1557, by several of the most powerful

of the Scotch nobility and a large number of lesser

barons and influential country gentlemen, known sub-

sequently (on account of their frequent use of the word

congregation to designate those for whom they pro-
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fessed to act) as lords of ilio congregation. The Bigning

of the covenant was followed by a proclamation from

the queen regent forbidding any one to preacb or ad-

minister the sacrament without the authority of the

bishop. \t length, however, the party of the Reform-

ers tri phed, and in the year 1560 (Aug. 17 •_'!> the

Parliament abolished the Roman Catholic worship,

adopted a confession of faith agreeing with the confes-

sions of the Reformed churches on the Continent, ap-

pointed ministers of the Protestant religion in eight

principal towns, and assigned the remaining portions of

the country to five other ministers as superintendents,

who were to take temporary charge of the interests ol

religion in their several districts.

<»n Dec. 20, 1560, the first General Assembly of the

Church of So it land was constituted in Edinburgh, con-

sisting of six ministers and thirty-four laymen. Up
to this period, the Scottish Reformers had followed, as

their rule of worship and doctrine, the Book of Common
Order used by the English Church at l leneva. In April,

1560, however, the Privy Council appointed a committee
of live persons, including Knox. -to commit to writing
their judgments touching the reformation of religion."

Tins First BookofDisciplim . setting forth a polity adapt-

ed to the existing condition of affairs, though adopted
by the Church, was rejected by the nobles, who wished
to appropriate to themselves the patrimony of the old

Church. In 1581 the Si cond Book ofDiscipline, drawing
its system directlyfrom the Scriptures,was adoptedby the
Assembly, and this—confirmed in 1592 by King James,
along with the Westminster documents— is still in force.

Nothing but the undaunted perseverance of those two
eminent men, John Knox and Andrew Melville, suc-

ceeded at last in procuring the complete recognition of

the Calvinistic faith and the Presbyterian form of gov-
ernment as the established religion of Scotland, which
was finally and formally effected by act of Parliament
and with the consent of king dames (I of England and
VI of Scotland) in the year 1592.

The duplicity of the king, however, soon became ap-

parent, tor within a few years he intrigued to bring

about the establishment of Episcopacy, and to assimi-

late the two national churches of Scotland and England.
In this he was followed by his successors, Charles I.

Charles II. and .lames II. The resistance of the peo-

ple, the bloody persecutions that ensued, the civil tur-

moil, and the subsequent downfall of the Stuart dy-
nasty, are matters of history. From 1660 to L688, the

Church was in the wilderness, scourged by such men as

Claverhouse (q.v.) and Dalziel (q.v.),but leaving the
record of many noble martyrdoms— as given in the

story of the Scots Worthies and the Cloud of Witnesses.
Sec Covenant ami Solemn League. Under William
and .Mary. Presbyterianism again became ascendant. In

1690 an "Act of Settlement" was passed, prelacy was
abolished, and the Westminster Confession recognised
as the creed of the Church. But the settlement oi I he

Church on this basis was objected to by a small body
of earnest men, the • Reformed Presto terians," who had
already distinguished themselves iu zeal for the "Cov-
enants" as securities alike for the freedom of the Church
and the Christianity of the State, and who now felt un-
able either to enter into the Church or to give their

unqualified adherence to the constitution of the State.

Many of the more earnest descendants of the Covenant-
ers (q.v.) protested against the reception of such men
into the < ihurch, and. finding their protest in vain, with-
drew. and organized the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
(See below, i I hough this secession took place in 1681,

the churches were not finally organized into a presby-
tery till l- 13. Upon the union ,,i the two kingdoms in

l,ii-. Presbyterianism obtained every guarantee that
cowl,

i be desired. Since that time it has continued to
lie the eMai.li-.bed religion of Scotland, as much as Epis-
copacy i> that of England.

The only confession of faith legally established he-
fore the Revolution of 1688 was that which is published

in the History of the Reformation in Scotland, attrib-

uted to John Knox. It consists of twenty-five articles,

and was the confession of the Episcopal as well as of

the Presbyterian Church. The Parliament, however,

during the Commonwealth, adopted the Westminster
Confession. At the Revolution this confession was de-

clared to be the standard of the national faith; and it

was ordained by the same acts ofParliament which Bet-

tied Presbj terian Church government in Scotland, "that

no person be admitted or continued bin alter to be a

minister or preacher h ithin this < ihurch unless he sub-

scribe the [that is, this] confession of faith, declaring

the same to be the confession of his faith." By the act

of union in 17o7 the same is required of all professors,

principals, regents, master-, and others bearing office.

The Westminster < lonfession ol Faith, then, and what
are called the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, contain

the publicly recognise d doctrines of ibis < Ihurch; and it

is well known that these formularies are an embodiment
of the Calvinistic faith. No liturgy or public form of

prayer is used in the Church of Scotland, the ministers

only guide being the Directory for thi

of God. The administration of the Lord's Su]

general thing observed lour limes a year, is conducted

with simple forms, but is accompanied, usually preceded

and followed, by special religious services, consisting of

prayers and exhortations. A metrical version of the

Psalms on the basis of that ofRous (died 1659) is used, and

supplementary hymns have recently been introduced.

The provision which has been made by the law of

Scotland for the support of the clergy of the Estab-

lished Church consists of a stipend, a small gli be of

land, and a manse (parsonage house) and office houses.

By an act of Parliament passed in 1810, £10,000 per

annum were granted for augmenting the .-mailer parish

stipends in Scotland. By this act the lowest stipend

assigned to a minister of the establishment is £150

sterling, with a small sum. generally £8 6s. 8d., for

communion elements. Patronage, ill part abrogated at

the Revolution, was restored in 171-_' by act ol Parlia-

ment. Scottish independence rebelled at this, the peo-

ple claiming the right to elect their own clergy, or at

least to exercise a veto o\er the appointment of an un-

satisfactory one; and the controversy which ensued led

to secession, which was ushered in first by indifference,

and was helped on by the renewal of the old interest

From that time a worldly spirit crept into the Church

;

men of talents, but lax in principle, obtained | i ssi( n

of influential positions; the leaven ofmoderatism—ridi-

culed in Dr. Witherspoon's Characteristics s< | exten-

sively to work; and in the coins" of lime Armiuian,

Pelagian, and even Socinian tenets were propagated,

with little attempt at concealment. The result was the

secession of several important bodies from the Church.

The first who formally withdrew were the Covenant-

ers, or ( iameronians, w ho objected to the interference of

the state authorities in Church affairs, and to the Eras-

tian principle involved in the existing establishment, as

inconsistent with the covenant to which the Church
had sworn. See Caheronians. A few faithful men,

led by Ebenezer Erskine, endeavored to breast the tide;

but, being deposed by the commission of the Assembly,
who were Moderates, they seceded in 17;;.".. and formed

themselves into a distinct body, called the Associated

Presbytery, more commonly known as Seceders. They
became known as the Secession Church. This seces-

sion proved a severe blow, and shook the establish-

ment io iis foundations. Another secession arose in

1760, ami from ii was formed the Presbyterians of Re-

lief, heller known as "The Relief Synod.'" These

bodies ha\ e since been united, and constitute I hi

Presbyterian Church ofScotland. Those who remained

in the Established Church were divided in opinion

on the subject of lay patronage The sentiment against

ii continued to grow because of the indifference of the

clergy. For a while moderatism held the upper baud,

but ii- reign was dreary. Under the dominant influ-
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ence of principal Robertson, whose studies were more

devoted to elegant literature than to the Holy Script-

ures, the preaching of the Gospel was superseded by

moral essays, and Dr. Blair's cold and polished sermons

were regarded as models of the highest excellence.

This state of things continued till near the close of the

18th century, when Christians in Scotland began to

share in that general reviving of evangelical principles

which then pervaded Great Britain. A positive reac-

tion set in, and gradually new life began to animate the

frozen limbs of the Established Church. The evan-

gelical party took heart, and constantly increased in

strength. Dr. Andrew Thomson, Dr. Chalmers, and

others came upon the stage of action, and under their

vigorous lead a new asra was inaugurated. The Assem-

bly entered with zeal into the subject of foreign mis-

sions, while it multiplied churches to supply the need

at home. The burden of patronage was felt to be a

great hindrance to the progress of vital piety and active

effort, and the autonomy or independent jurisdiction of

the Church became a topic of earnest debate.

In 1834 the General Assembly passed the celebrated

"Veto Act," giving to the Church courts the power of re-

jecting a presentee if judged by them unfit. This act

was set aside by the civil court, and subsequently, on

appeal, by the House of Lords, in the Auchterarder

case, in 1839. The Assembly yielded so far as the tem-

poralities were, concerned, but at the same time une-

quivocally maintained the principle of non-intrusion as

one that could not be given up consistently with the

doctrine of the headship and sovereignty of Christ.

The Strathbogie case next occurred, bringing the civil

and ecclesiastical courts into direct collision, which
ended at last in the Disruption of 1843, under the lead

of Chalmers, Cunningham, Welsh, Candlish, ami Dun-
lop; 470 members signed an "Act of Separation and

Deed of Demission," and the Free Church of' Scotland

was organized. Soon after the separation of 1843 an

act of Parliament was passed, called " Lord Aberdeen's

Act," to define the rights of congregations and presby-

teries in the calling and settlement of ministers. But
in 1874 this was suspended by another act, whereby

patronage was abolished, and the right of electing min-

isters was vested in the people. Government still re-

serves, however, the appointment of theological pro-

fessors. The Free Church carried off about one half the

communicants of the Established Church, and became

a rival communion in most of the parishes of Scotland.

The three denominations—the Established Presbyterian

Church, the United Presbyterian Church, and the Free

Church (in which the Reformed Presbyterian Church
merged in 1876) — constitute the chief Presbyterian

churches of Scotland at the present time. See Scot-
lank, Presbyterian Churches of.

The government, discipline, and worship of the Es-

tablished Church of Scotland are in all respects the

same as those of other Presbyterian churches. Accord-

ing to the constitution of the Church, there is a kirk-

session in every parish, consisting of the minister and a

body of lay elders. All the ministers within a certain

district, with one lay elder from each session, constitute

the Presbytery of that district. The next higher court

is the Provincial Synod, which embraces several neigh-

boring presbyteries. The highest court of all is the

General Assembly. It is a representative court, con-

sisting of 247 members and 178 elders, the greater part,

chosen by the presbyteries, but a considerable number
of elders chosen by the town-councils and universities.

It meets early in May, is presided over by its modera-
tor, and has the presence of a lord high commissioner,

appointed by the crown, who, however, is not a member,
and has no authoritative voice in the court. A " Com-
mission of Assembly" meets in August, November, and
March, consisting of the members of Assembly, and a
minister named by the moderator, to attend to matters
remitted to it by the Assembly, or that may arise in the

intervals. In consequence of the connection with the

state, there are certain peculiarities connected with the

support of the ministers which it may be proper to notice.

Dr. Jamieson, in his interesting sketch of the "Church
of Scotland" contributed to the Cyclopedia of Religious

Denominations, thus describes these peculiarities: "The
provision made for parish ministers by the law of Scot-

land consists of a stipend arising from a tax on land.

It is raised on the principle of commuting tithes or

teinds into a modified charge—the fifth of the land prod-

uce, according to a method introduced in the reign of

Charles I, ratified by William III, and unalterably es-
1

'

tablished by the treaty of union. To make this intelli-

gible, we may observe that at the Reformation the

teinds were appropriated by the crown, with the burden
of providing for the minister. In after- times they
were often bestowed as gifts on private individuals to-

tally unconnected with the parish, and who thus came
so far in place of the crown. These persons received

the name of titulars, from being entitled to collect from
the heritors the unappropriated teinds; but they were
also bound on demand to sell to any heritor the titular-

ship to his own teinds at nine years' purchase. From
the collective land-produce of a parish the court of

teinds determines how much is to be allotted for the

support of the minister. This general decree having
fixed the amount, a common agent, appointed by the

court, proceeds to divide it proportionally among the

landholders, and this division, when fully made, is sanc-

tioned by the court. It is called a decreet of modifica-

tion, and forms the authority or rule according to which
alone the minister collects his stipend. According to

this system, which has proved a very happy settlement

of a quwstio vexata, the burden falls not on the farmer

or tenant, as in other countries where tithing exactions

are made, but on the landholder or titular of the teinds,

to whom a privilege of relief is opened by having them

fixed. He may value them, that is, to use the words
of principal Hill, 'lead a proof of their present value

before the Court of Session, and the valuation, once

made by authority of that court, ascertains the quan-
tity of victual or the sum of money in the name of

teind payable out of his lands in all time coming.' The
advantage of this system is that it enables proprietors

to know exactly the extent of the public burdens on

their estate; and the teind appropriated to the mainte-

nance of the minister, or to educational and other pious

uses, being sacred and inviolable, is always taken into

account, and deducted in the purchase or sale of lands.

But. that would not be so advantageous to the minister

by fixing his income at one invariable standard were it

not that provision is made for an augmentation of sti-

pend every twenty years in parishes where there are

free teinds. This is done by the minister instituting a

process before the judges of the Court of Session, who
act as commissioners for the plantation of kirks and
valuation of teinds; and in this process the act of 1808

requires that he shall summon not only the heritors of

the parish, but also the moderator and clerk of presby-

tery as parties. In the event of the minister being

able to prove a great advance in the social and agricult-

ural state of the parish, the judges grant his applica-

tion, allocating some additional chalders; but where
the arguments pleaded appear to them unsatisfactory,

.

they give a small addition, or refuse altogether. In

many parishes, however, from the teinds being ex-

hausted, ministers had no prospect of augmentation in

the ordinary way; but redress was afforded through

the liberality of Mr. Percival's government in 1810,

who used his influence in procuring an act of Parlia-

ment to be passed according to which all stipends in

the Establishment should, out of the exchequer, be

made up to £150. This, though but a poor and inade-

quate provision for men of a liberal profession, was felt

and gratefully received at the time as a great boon.

But such is the mutability of human society that these

stipends, which in 1810 formed the minimum, are now
greatly superior to many which at the same period
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were considered, for Scotland, rich benefices; but which,

being wholly paid in grain, have, through the late

agrarian law. fallen far below thai standard. The in-

comes of city in iiil-t < -r~ an- paid wholly in money. Be-

sides tin 1 stipend, every parish minister has a righl i" a

manse or parsonage-house, garden, and offices— tlie style-

as well as the exten( of accommodation being generally

proportioned i" the value of the benefice and the char-

acter of the neighborhood. According to law. the glebe

consists of four acres of arable land, although, in point

of fact, it generally exceeds thai measure: and. besides,

mosl ministers have a grass glebe, sufficient for the

support of a horse and two cows. All these, by a late

decision of the <'<>urt of Session, are exempt from poor-

rates and similar public burdens. Ministers in royal

burghs are entitled to manses only."

The statistics of the Established Church of Scotland

vary very .slightly from year In year. The number of

parish churches was in bs77. 1222. In addition in these

n forty-two Parliamentary churches, and :i con-

siderable number of chapels of ease and quoad sacra

churches, which, under a scheme efficiently organized

by the Rev. Prof. Robertson, are in course of being en-

dowed and erected into new parishes in the terms of Sir

James Graham's Act, passed in 1846. Altogether there

are about 1500 congregations and i:J81 ministers.

The loll,,wing are the chief missionary and other be-

nevolent undertakings of the < Ihurch :

1. //,, Horn Mission Scheme.—It has three depart-

ments: ii.t Church Extension. Local efforts in places

requiring additional church accommodation are supple-

mented by grants from the funds of the scheme. In

L876, thirty-three churches, providing nearly 32,000 sit-

tings, were thus aided. ("_'. ) Missi,,n Cluirrlu-s, designed

to be centres of mission work in destitute localities or in

the more populous parishes of Scotland. These churches

or chapels number ninety-three, with upwards of 22,000

worshippers. The Home Mission Committee insist thai

they shall be served with invariable regularity. (3.)

Mission Stations, not having the permanent character

of churches, intended as points of evangelical work
among the lapsed, non-church-going, or far-scattered

people. There are seventy-seven such stations supplied

by Licentiates, or students in divinity, or qualified evan-

gelists, li, -id, s these operations, aid is given in cer-

tain cases towards the employment of Scripture-readers

in the Highlands and Islands. The revenue of the

scheme iii 1876 from church -collections and Legacies

amounted to £11,780.

2. Of undertakings more especially affecting the cler-

gy of the Church may be noticed the Association for
Augnu nting the Smallt r Livings, i. e. li\ ings under £200
per annum, for this purpose the sum of £7305 was
reported to last General Assembly. Also the Ministers'

and Professors' Widows' Fund, to which every parish

minister and every professor in the national universities

is hound to Subscribe. The capital sum of the fund

amounts to upwards of £212,000. .Ministers and pro-

fessors may subscribe according to one or other of four

rates, viz. £3 3*., £4 1 Is. 6d\, £6 6s., or £7 17s. <;,/.

:;. A report is yearly presented to the Assembly as to

the , litioii of the Sabbath-schools in connection with

the Church. Between l.">. i and lC.nnit persons are

engaged in the work of teaching 167,000 juvenile schol-

ars, and upwards of 24,000 adults of both sexes.

I. Colonial Missions seek to provide means of grace

for Scottish colonists in the various British dependen-
cies and !-, where. When the scalier,, 1 communities
are organized into churches Borne large and influential,

as in the dominion of Canada the aid given by the
Home Church is curtailed, if not wholly withdrawn.
Uui the committee have a great sphere pf labor in the

ever-enlarging and developing colonial empire of Great

Britain. Agents of the mission report from British Co-
lumbia, the South American continent, Fiji, New Zea-

land, Australia. Ceylon, India. Under the Colonial Mis-

sion are also included European stations, such as Paris

and Dresden, where ministrations are maintained for

the benefit of resident Presbyterians. The total income

of the scheme in 1877 was upwards of £15,
.",. Jewish Missions.—The efforts put forth in

tion with this mission are concentrated on Turkey and

Egypt. It has agents in Constantinople, Smyrna. Al-

exandria, lieyrut.and Salonica. The sum of the charge

on w hi, h it operates is upwards of £7000.

6. Missions to the Heathen.—The scenes of these mis-

sions, comprehended under the word •foreign -Mis-

sion-." are India. Africa, and China. It can scarcely,

indeed, he said that a mission exists in China: but steps

have been taken to originate a Christian work in that

vast empire. The agencj in Africa is not yet complete.

A station has been formed and is partly occupied by a

company of Christian artisans, headed by a medical

missionary, in the Highlands ofEast Africa the station

having received the name of Dr. Livingstone's birth-

place, Blant] re. The Indian missions retain the mixed
character which Scotch missions in India have hitherto

borne—educational and evangelistic. In the three great

Presidency towns, the educational institutions are si ill

maintained, and ate at present in a state of efficiency.

Evangelical efforts are also carried on in connection

with the institutions and in native churches. In the

Punjab there are stations at Sealkote, Gfljrat, and W.i-

zirabad. An interesting work is also promoted among
the Highlanders of India at Darjeling, and outside the

British territory an agency is maintained at Clnmifa,

whose feature is that the mission, conducted by Eu-

ropeans, is kept apart from the Church, presided over

by natives. The income of these foreign missions for

the year ending January, 1876, was upwards of £19,000.

7. Two other agencies may he briefly noted:

1 1 . i
i 'ontint iitnl aii'l Fan ign ( 'hurches < 'ommittee.— Es-

tablished as the medium of communication between the

churches and other Reformed churches of < IhrisLendom.

It is charged with the duty of cultivating friendly rela-

tions with such churches, and administering such sums
as the liberality of the Church bestows on societies and
agencies abroad seeking to spread the pure Gospel of

Jesus Christ. For many years the committee have

been able to aid the ('mini/ Society of the French /.'<-

formed Church, and the Evangelization Commission of
the Waldensian ('lunch in Italy, from time to time it

has aided other agencies. The care of certain chap-

laincies on the Continent intended for the benefit of

Presbyterians temporarily resident there also devolves

on this committee. In income in 1876 was £1205.

(2.) The Army and Navy Chaplains Committet are in-

trusted with the oversight of chaplains laboring in gar-

rison towns or at the camps. The convener of the com-

mittee communicates, in behalf of the Church, with the

naval and military authorities.

No Church in Europe has taken more prompt and

energetic steps for the general diffusion of school educa-

tion than the Presbyterians of Scotland. As early as

L695 it was enacted ••that there he a school founded

and a school - master appointed in every parish by ad-

vice of the presbyteries, and to this purpose that the

heritors do. in every congregation, meet among them-

selves, and provide a commodious house for a

and moilil'y a stipend to the school-master, which shall

not he under ten meiks (£6 \'-'<s. 1 /. i nor above twenty

merits." As almost all the population of the country is

Presb) terian, the common-school system long sustained

a parochial character. When, in L843, the free Church

; was organized, it was resolved to erect schools

in connection with the congregations ofthe Free Church,

and the educational bi theme « hich in consequence sprang

up was co-extensive with the parochial system of the

Established Church. In L873, of 2108 schools inspected

by the govt rnmenl inspectors. L879 belonged ti

tablished and .",77 to the free Church: while of non-

Presbyterian scl Is i her.' were eighty-six belonging

to the Episcopal and Bixty-six to the Catholic Church.

The introduction of the new national system ofeduca-
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tion has in a great measure superseded the operations

of the educational scheme of the Church of Scotland.

Few schools now remain in relation to it. The care of

the committee is now chiefly occupied with providing

religious instruction in all schools desiring it, and giv-

ing grants for excellence in religious instruction. The
Scottish universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Aber-

deen are in organic connection with the Church of Scot-

land by means of theological professorships ; while at

St. Andrew's an entire college, St. Mary's, is appointed

solely to the teaching of theology and the languages

connected with it. The theological institutions are the

theological faculties of the several national universities.

The number of professors is, at Edinburgh, four; Glas-

gow, four; St. Andrew's, three; Aberdeen, four. Stu-

dents, 198. Students of divinity are required to attend

a full course of arts at the university, and three years

more at the Divinity Hall. The sessions in both cases

last about five months. Students in this and the other

Presbyterian churches of Scotland have often assistance

from bursaries or scholarships, which are allotted chiefly

by competition. See Hetherington, Hist, ofthe Church

of Scotland; M'Crie, Lives of Knox and Melville; id.

Sketches of Church History, and Review of Scott ; Fes-

senden, Encycl. of Relig. Knowledge ; Cyclop, of Relig.

Denominations (Lond. and Glasg.); Wilson, Presb.Hist.

Almanac ; Schem, Eccles. Year Bool:

2. United Presbyterian Church.— In 1732 the

Rev. Ebenezer Erskine, as retiring moderator of the Syn-
od of Stirling and Perth, preached a sermon on Christ as

the Corner-stone, in which he sharply inveighed against

the corruptions and abuses that had crept into the Scot-

tish Church. His sermon gave great offence, and in-

curred the censure of the synod. He appealed to the

General Assembly, who condemned and rebuked him.

Upon entering his protest, they handed his case over

to the Commission. The Commission summarily sus-

pended Erskine and three other ministers— Wilson,

Moncrieff, and Fisher, who had joined in his protest

—

and cast them out of ministerial communion. The four

brethren, deeming this treatment unconstitutional and
unscriptural, immediately organized themselves into a

presbytery, to which they gave the name of the Asso-

ciate Presbytery, and published their testimony, or vin-

dication of their secession. The next Assembly showed
a disposition to make concessions, but the seceders re-

fused to listen. How far they were right in this has

been debated. That they were not satisfied to return

to the bosom of the Establishment is clear, for they

went on to gather congregations and appoint a pro-

fessor of theology ; and, in consequence of their activity

and the popular sympathy, they increased rapidly. The
Assembly next proceeded to harsher measures, and in

1740 deposed the seceding ministers, now eight in num-
ber. The doors of the churches were closed against

them, and some of them, as Moncrieff, preached all win-

ter in the open air. Great difficulty was found in pro-

curing sites for houses of worship. Still they grew, and

in 1745 the presbytery expanded into a synod with

thirty settled congregations and sixteen vacancies. But
now a dissension arose about the burgess oath, and in

1747 they split into two synods. The General Asso-

ciate Synod, or Anti-burghers, denounced the oath as

sanctioning the Establishment with all its corruptions;

the Associate Synod maintained that it only referred

to the true Protestant faith, in opposition to popery.

After seventy-three years of separation, during which
each throve and sent offshoots to other parts of the

world, both branches reunited (a few only standing

aloof) in 1820, under the name of the United Secession

Church, when the new body embraced 373 congregations.

The Relief Church was the result of Mr. Gillespie's

deposition by the General Assembly in 1752. He had
refused to assist in intruding an obnoxious presentee

over the parish of Inverkeithing. After his deposition

he continued to preach in Dunfermline, but labored

alone for several years. At length, being joined by

. Boston and Colier, the three constituted the
Eelief Presbytery. Soon after another presbytery was
necessary, and in 1775 (Eadie says 1773) the two met as

a synod. It was characteristic of the Eelief Church to

maintain free communion with all true Christians, and
to disapprove of the very principle of establishments.

They founded a divinity hall, and increased to seven pres-

byteries, 114 congregations, and 45,000 communicants.
These two bodies, the United Secession and the Ee-

lief, having so much in common, for some time contem-
plated a union, which was at last consummated in

Edinburgh, May 10, 1847, in Tanfield Hall, Canonmills.
They took the title of the United Presbyterian Church.
In common parlance, they are often familiarly spoken
of as the " U. P. Church." They constitute a very pop-
ular and powerful body of Christians in Scotland, re-

porting, as the statistics of May, 1876: number of con-
gregations, 620; of elders, 5075; members, 190,242;
Sunday-school teachers, 12,129; Sunday-school schol-

ars, 92,502 ; total income for 1875, £419,905. In the

synod held at Edinburgh May 11, 1876, its sanction was
given by a vote of 373 to 45 for the union of the United
Presbyterian congregations in England with the Eng-
lish Presbyterian Church ; and an animated discussion

took place in advocacy of separation of the Church
from the State. The following are the articles of the

basis as adopted by the two synods

:

"1. That the Word of God contained in the Scriptures
of the Old and New Testaments is the only rule of faith
and practice.

"2. That the Westminster Confession of Faith, and the
Larger and Shorter Catechisms, are the confession and
catechisms of this Church, and contain the authorized
exhibition of the sense in which we understand the Holy
Scriptures, it being always understood that we do not
approve of anything in these documents which teaches,
or may be supposed to teach, compulsory or persecuting
and intolerant principles in religion.
"3. That Presbyterian government, without any supe-

riority of office to that of a teaching presbyter, and in a
due subordination of Church courts, which is founded on
and agreeable to the Word of God, is the government of
this Church.

"4. That the ordinances of worship shall be adminis-
tered in the United Church as they have been in both
bodies of which it is formed; and that the Westminster
Directory of Worship continue to be regarded as a com-
pilation of excellent rules.

"5. That the term of membership is a credible profes-
sion of the faith of Christ as held by this Chinch—a pro-
fession made with intelligence, and justified by a corre-
sponding character and deportment.

"6. That with regard to those ministers and sessions
who think that the second section of the twenty-sixth
chapter of the Westminster Confession of Faith author-
izes free communion (that is, not loose or indiscriminate
communion, but the occasional admission to fellowship
in the Lord's Supper of persons respecting whose Chris-
tian character satisfactory evidence has been obtained,
though belonging to other religious denominations), they
shall enjoy what they enjoyed iu their separate commu-
nions—the right of acting on their conscientious convic-
tions.

"7. That the election of office-hearers of this Church,
in its several congregations, belongs, by the authority of
Christ, exclusively to the members in fiill communion.

"S. That this Church solemnly recognises the obliga-
tion to hold forth, as well as to hold fast, the doctrine
and laws of Christ; and to make exertions for the uni-
versal diffusion of the blessings of his Gospel at home
and abroad.

"9. That as the Lord hath ordained that they who
preach the Gospel should live of the Gospel ; that they
who are taught in the Word should communicate to him
that teacheth in all good things ; that they who are strong
should help the weak; and that, having freely received,

they should freely give the Gospel to those who are des-
titute of it—this Church asserts the obligation and the
privilege of its members, influenced by regard to the au-
thority of Christ, to support and extend, by voluntary
contributions, the ordinances of the Gospel.

"10. That the respective bodies of which this Church is

composed, without requiring from each other an approval
of the steps of procedure by their fathers, or interfering
with the right of private judgment in reference to these,
unite in regarding as still valid the reasons on which
they have hitherto maintained their state of secession
and separation from the judicatories of the Established
Church, as expressed in the authorized documents ot'the

respective bodies ; and in maintaining the lawfulness and
obligation of separation from ecclesiastical bodies in

which dangerous error is tolerated, or the discipline of
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the Church or the rights of her ministers or members
nre disregarded.
"The Dnited Church, in their present most solemn cir-

cnmstnnces, join in ex-pre-sim: their LTiateful acknowledg-
ment to the ureal He id of the Church for the measure of
spiritual good which be has accomplished by them in

their separate Btate, their deep sense of the many imper-
iid sins w inch have marked their eccl

manugement, and their determined resolution, in depeud-
be promised grace of their Lord, to apply more

faithfully the great principles of Church-fellowship, to be
more watchful in i <-l<-r.-n. <• to admission ami discipline,

purity and efficiency of their congregations may
be promoted, and the great end of their existence a- a

collective body may be answered with respect to all with-
in its pale and to all without, it, whether members of
other denominations or 'the world lying in wli I

"And, in tine, the United Church regard with .< i-

Of brotherhood all the faithful followers of Christ, and
shall endeavor to maintain the unity of the whole body
of Christ by a readiness to co-operate with all its mem-
bers iii nil things iii which they are agreed."

The United Presbyterian Church is a voluntary

Church. The doctrine of its voluntary condition is not

formally contained in any portion of her standards, but
it is distinctly implied. She holds to the theology of

the Westminster Confession of Faith, anil of the Larger
and Shorter ( 'ateehisms. Imf she objects to every part

Of the Westminster Confession "which teaches, or is

supposed to teach, compulsory or persecuting and in-

tolerant principles in religion." "Her creed," says

Eadie. -is thai the exalted Jesus is the only King and
Head of his Church, and that this headship wholly su-

persedes the patronage and endowment of the Church
by civil rulers. She believes, indeed, that Christ is King
of nations, and that therefore nations should serve God,
and that all rulers and magistrates are bound to glorify

him in their respective spheres and stations. But such
service and such glorification of God must be in har-
mony with the revealed mind of Christ ; and the duty
Of endowing Christianity nowhere appears among the
statutes of the New Testament. States which establish

< 'liristianiiy venture beyond divine enactment, and con-

travene the spirituality of that kingdom which 'is no!

of this world.' It is plain, too, from recenl events in

Scotland and England, thai neither purity nor free-

dom can exist as it ought in an established Church.
Spiritual independence can flourish only in a Church
which has no connection with the State." Ebenezer
Erskine said in bis day, -There is a great difference to

be made between the Church of Scotland and the! lunch
of Christ in Scotland; for I reckon that the lasl is to a

great extent drawn into the wilderness by the first : and
sin..- ( }od in his adorable providence has led us into the

wilderness with her, I judge it our duty to tarry with
her for a while there, and to prefer her afflictions to all

the advantages of a legal establishment." Christ's

house, according to Ebenezer Erskine, is •• the freesl so-

ciety in the world." It should bear no trammel-, and it

bore ie for 300 years. Accordingly the United Pres-

byterian Church is a free Church, and will not submit
to any law of patronage. The Relief Church had its

origin in this grievance; and the Secession Church,
while ii bad a special struggle for doctrine, no less dis-

tinctly vindicated the rights of the people. Castors are

therefore chosen by the united voice of the members in

full communion; for Christ's ordinances are meant solely

for Christ's people. The Presbytery exercises no con-
trol whatever over the popular suffrage. It sends one of
its members to moderate in the call, and sees that the
call is -one about in a regular way. No canvassing
is .allowed, and the whole work of t he Presbytery is. in

fact, to guard and preserve purity of (lection. The
Presbytery sustains the call after being convinced that
then- is nothing to vitiate il as a free expression of the

mind of the people. The minister so called may either

1 'e who i- or has been in a charge, or lie may be

what is called a probationer. The vacant churches are

supplied by these probationers a body of men who
have finished the educational curriculum .appointed by
the church, been examined by their respective presby-
teries, and licensed as persons qualified to preach the

Gospel, ami lit. if they shall be called, to take the pas-
toral charge of .a congregation. The probationers are
thus a body of lay preachers, authorized candidates for

the ministry. They are sent among the vacant churches
without partiality and by Total ion, that their gifts may
be tried, and sometimes they are local ed for months to-

gether at a missionary station. When a probationer is

called, and accepts the call, he appears before t lie Pres-

bytery in whose bounds the Church calling him is sit-

uated, and preaches what are called trial discourses.

Such appearance in the Presbytery on the part of the
pa-tor elect is to will the confidence of his brethren.

After all the prescribed trials have been gone through
and sustained, a day for the ordination i- fixed. One
of the ministers of the Presbytery i- appointed to pre-

side and ordain, and another is appointed to ('reach.

An edict* is at the same time appointed to be publicly
served iii the congregation by the officiating minister
or preacher at least ten days before the day of ordina-

tion. Upon the day fixed, the Presbytery meets at the
appointed time and place, and is constitute. 1 by the
moderator. The officer is then sent to the assembled
congregation to intimate that the Presbytery has met,
and requiring all who have any valid objections to the

ordination being proceeded with immediately to appear

before the Presbytery ,aud state them. The officer hav-
ing returned, and no objectors appearing, the Presby-
tery then proceeds to the place of worship. If objec-

tions are made, they must be decided upon before the

ordination takes place. After sermon, the moderator
gives a brief narrative of the different steps of proced-

ure regarding the call. He then calls on the candidate for

ordination to stand up, and in presence of the congrega-

tion puts to him the questions of the formula. But be-

fore proposing the ninth question, he asks the members
of the congregation to signify their adherence to the

call by holding up their right bands. These steps be-

ing taken, the moderator comes down to the platform,

where the candidate kneels, and, surrounded by the

other brethren of the Presbytery, he engages in solemn
prayer, and towards the conclusion of the prayer, or af-

ter it is concluded, he, by the imposition of bands (in

whicb all the brethren of the Presbytery join), ordains
him to the office of the holy ministry, and to the pasto-

ral inspection of the congregation by whom he has
been chosen .and regularly called, commending him for

countenance and success to the grace of God in all the

duties incumbent upon him as a minister of the < iospel.

After the ordination is thus completed, the members of

Presbytery give to the newly ordained pastor the right

band of fellowship, and appropriate addresses are then

delivered to minister and people. These sen ice- being
concluded, the moderator accompanies the newly or-

dained pa- tor i,. some convenient place, where the mem-
bers of the congregation may acknowledge him as their

minister by taking him by the right band. The Pres-

bytery then returns to its place of meeting, when the

newly ordained minister's name is entered on the roll,

and be takes bis seat as a member of the Presbytery,

on which the commissioner- lor the congregation crave
extracts. \ membi r of Presh\ ti ry i- also appointed to

* The form of edict is as follows: "Whereas the Pres-
bytery of of the United Presbyterian ('lunch have
received a call from this congregation, addressed to

A. P>., preacher (or minister) of the Gospel, to in- their
minister, and the said call lias been sustained as a regu-
lar Gospel call, ami been accepted by the -aid A. ]!.. and
be lei- undergone trials for ordination ; and whereas the
said Presbytery, having |udged the said A. I'., qualified for

the ministry or the Gospel and the pastoral charge of this
congregation, have resolved to proceed to his ordination
on the day of , unless something occur which
may reasonably impede it. Notice is hereby driven to all

concerned that' if they, or any of them, have anything to

object "In the -aid A. It. should not he onlai 1 pastor
Of tin- congregation, they may repair to the Presbytery
which i- to meet at — -'on tlie said day of ;

with certification that, if no valid objection be then made,
itery will proceed without further delay. By

order of the Presbytery. A. B., Moderator.
C. I>., Clerk."
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constitute the session of the congregation and introduce

the minister to his seat there. The whole procedure

of the day is entered on the Presbytery's record.

The formula put to ministers on their ordination is

as follows:

"1. Do you believe the Scriptures of the Old and New
Testaments to be the Word of God, and the only rule of
faith and practice?

"2. Do you acknowledge the Westminster Confession
of Faith, and the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, as an
exhibition of the sense in which you understand the Holy
Scriptures ; it being understood that you are not required
to approve of anything in these documents which teaches,

or is supposed to teach, compulsory or persecuting and
intolerant principles in religion ?

"3. Are you persuaded that the Lord Jesus Christ, the

only King and Head of the Church, has therein appointed
a government distinct from and subordinate to civil gov-
ernment? And do you acknowledge the Presbyterian
form of government, as authorized and acted on in this

Church, to be founded on and agreeable to the Word of
God?

"4. Do you approve of the constitution of the United
Presbyterian Church as exhibited in the Basis of Union

;

and, while cherishing a spirit of brotherhood towards all

the faithful followers of Christ, do you engage to seek the
purity, edification, peace, and extension of this Church ?

"5. Are zeal for the glory of God, love to the Lord Jesus
Christ, and a desire to save souls, and not worldly inter-

ests or expectations, so far as you know your own heart,
your great motives and chief inducemeuts to enter into
the office of the holy ministry ?

"C. Have you used any undue methods, by yourself or
others, to obtain the call of this Church?
"[The Members of the Church beinij requested to stand vp,

let this question be put to them :

"Do you, the members of this Church, testify your ad-
herence to the call which you have given to Mr. A. B. to
he your minister? And do you receive him with all glad-
ness, and promise to provide for him suitable mainte-
nance, and to give him all due respect, subjection, and
encouragement, in the Lord?
"An opportunity will here be given to the members of the

Church of signifying their assent to this by holding up their

right hand.]
"7. Do you adhere to your acceptance of the call to be-

come minister of this Church ?

"8. Do you engage, in the strength of the grace that is

in Christ Jesus, 'to live a holy and circumspect life, to
rule well your own house, and faithfully, diligently, and
cheerfully to discharge all the parts of the ministerial
work to the edifying of the body of Christ ?

"9. Do yon promise to give conscientious attendance
on the courts of the United Presbyterian Church, to be
subject to them in the Lord, to take a due interest in their

proceedings, and to study the things which make for

peace?
"10. All these things you profess and promise, through

grace, as you shall be answerable at the coming of the
Lord Jesus Christ with all his saints, and as you would
he found in that happy company ?"

The Church has one theological institution, with a

staff of seven professors, including the principal. The
number of students for 1876-77 was 107. and the average

for the ten preceding years 136. Students have to pass

through a full course of arts at the university before

joining the theological hall, and the theological curric-

ulum is over three years, with a session each year from

the beginning of November to the middle of April. Very
recently a change was made in the management of the

theological hall, with a view to the more efficient train-

ing of the students. It was agreed that the means of

maintaining the hall should be partly h\ a capital fund

and partly by annual contributions, and the capital fund

of £40,000 has already been nearly realized. In con-

nection with the theological hall there is a scheme of

scholarships, and a committee who have charge of the

distribution of these on competitive examination of ap-

plicants. In 1876 eleven special scholarships were
awarded of the aggregate value of £275 ; and from the

ordinary fund two of £20 each, ten of £15, and forty-

one of £10. In 1876 the number of young people under
religious instruction in Sabbath - schools and Bible-

classes was 103,750.

The following are among the other undertakings of

the United Presbyterian Church :

Home Mission Fumh—This fund is under the direc-

tion more immediately of the Home Committee of the

Board of Missions. Its object is to supplement the sti-

pends' of the weaker congregations, to support mission-

ary stations, to aid in the support of catechists, and
maintain a scheme of home evangelization.

By the Stipend Augmentation Scheme and its Siuplus
Fund, including arrangements which have been made
with certain congregations in reference to allowances
for house-rent where manse accommodation has not
been provided, the following general results in regard
to the stipends of ministers for the year 1877 have been
obtained

:

104 Stipends have been raised to £200 per annum, with
manse or allowance for rent of £20.

38 Stipends are less than £200, but not under£197 10s.
37 " " 197 10s., " " 190.
32 " " WO, " " ISO.
14 " "

180, " " 1-0.
10 •' " 1TO, " " 1G0.
8 " " 1G0, " " 157 10s.

13 Stipends are under the former minimum of 157 10a.

256
All the other Stipends in the Church are upwards of £200
per annum.

In evangelistic effort and home evangelization £5047
were expended in 1876 under the direction of the Home
Committee of the Board of Missions.

The Aged and Infirm Ministers' Fund has a capital

fund of £35,593, with a reserve fund of £1000, and
provides an annuity of not less than £50 per annum
to aged and infirm ministers and missionaries of the
Church.

Manse Fund.—For this scheme £52,772 have been
raised by subscriptions and donations up to December,
1876, and £49,449 expended up to April, 1877, in grants

to 232 congregations; and the conditions on which these

grants were offered required the congregations to raise

not less than £90,341, as it is stipulated where grants

are given that the manse shall be free of debt when the

last instalment of the grant has been paid.

The Foreign Mission Fund is to defray the expenses

of the foreign missionary operations of the Church.
The missions supported out of the fund, nine in number,
are situated in Jamaica, Trinidad, Old Calabar. Kaffra-

ria, India, China, Spain, Japan, and Algeria. In these

nine missions there are 46 ordained missionaries, 7 Eu-
ropean medical missionaries, 6 European male teachers,

11 European female teachers, 9 ordained native mission-

aries, 69 native evangelists, 190 schoolmasters, 32 native

female teachers, 14 other agents, 61 principal stations,

131 out-stations, 8077 communicants, 1655 inquirers, 220

week-day schools, 10,741 pupils, with a total educated

agency of 384. The income of the Foreign Mission Fund
for 1876 was £42,872 17s. Ad.

Under the direction of the synod, the Foreign Mis-
sion Board voted, during 1876, the following grants,

viz.: (1) To the Union of Evangelical Churches of

France, £500; (2) to the Evangelical Society of Lyons,

£150; (3) to the Evangelical Society of Geneva, £250;

(4) to the Belgian Missionary Society, £200; (5) for

evangelical work in Bohemia, £150 ; (6) to the Walden-
sian Church, £350 (including £100 towards the salary

of the Rev. J. Simpson Kay of Palermo)
; (7) to the

Free Church of Italy, £100
; (8) for evangelical work at

Aix-les-Bains, Savoy, £50; (9) to the French Canadian
Missionary Society, £100; (10) for Rev. Ferdinand Ce-
sar's work in Moravia, £75; (11) for outfit and passage

of two ministers to Australia, £340; (12) to Rev. David
Sidney, Napier, New Zealand, for salary of evangelist

(three years), £150; and (13) salary of Rev. Dr. Laws,

of the Nyassa mission of the Free Church. These
grants amount in all to £2715. Besides these special

grants made directly by the Foreign Committee, the

following special contributions by individuals were sent

through the hands of the synod's treasurer: (1) £1530
from the Theological Hall Students' Missionary Society,

for pastor Yakopian's work in Cesarea, Cappadocia; (2)

£5 for Protestant churches in Bithynia
; (3) £1 6s. 3d. for

Mount Lebanon Schools; (4) £100 for Protestant Church

in Bohemia; (5) £50 5s. for Rev. F. Cesar's work in Mo-
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ravia; (6) £20 for the Union of Evangelical Chinches

in France: (7) 4'4o 4*. !</. for evangelical work a) Aix-

les-Bains, Savoy: (8) £44 for Christian work in Paris;

(9) £25 for Reformed Church in the Netherlands; (10)

£131 2s. !/. for the Waldensian Church; ill i £50 for

the Free Italian Church ; (12) £4 2*. for Rev. J. S. Kay,

Palermo; (13) £5 for Mrs. Boyce's Orphanage, Bordi-

ghera; (14) £33 6s.8d.ioi Freedmen'e Missions Aid

Society; and (15) £606 18*. 7,1. for the Agra Medical

Mission (Dr. Valentine's scheme). These donations,

destined by the donors l'<>r the objects specified, amount-

ed in all to £2631 5a. 2d., which, added to the grants ad-

ministered by the Board—viz., £2715—make the total

contribution of the church during 1876, for objects out-

side the Foreign Mission, £5346 5s. 2d. The ordinary

congregational income of the church for the year 1876

was £233,114; the missionary and benevolent income

£82,927; and the benevolent income nol congregational

£62,226— the total, including the English igrega-

tions, up to June, 1876, being £406,204. See Bether-

ington, Hist. of the Church ofScotland; Cyclop, ofRe-
ligious Denominations (Lond. and Glasgow); Wilson,

Presb. llitt. Almanac. See United Presbyterian
Cm rch.

3. Fbee Ciicp.ni OF Scotland.— This large and
useful body of Christians, now numbering nearly a

million of people, was organized into a separate relig-

ious denomination in May. 1843. The circumstances

which led to its formation as a Church distinct from

the Establishment have already been detailed in a

previous article. The conflict which at length termi-

nated in the Disruption had its origin in the two re-

forming acts passed by the General Assembly of 1834,

the one of which, the Act on Calls, asserted the prin-

ciple of non-intrusion, and the other, usually called the

Chapel Act, asserted the right of the Church to deter-

mine who should administer the government of Christ's

house. Both of these acts gave rise to lawsuits before

the civil tribunals, thus bringing into discussion the

whole question as to the terms of the connection be-

tween the Church and the Stale. As the various proc-

nl forward in the courts of law. it became quite

plain to many, both of the Scottish clergy and laity,

that attempts were made by the civil courts to coerce

the courts of the Church in matters spiritual. Every
encroachment of this kind they were determined to re-

sist, as being contrary to the laws and constitution of

the Church of Scotland, as well as an infringement on
the privileges secured to her by the Act of Security

and Treaty of Union.

.Matters were evidently fast hastening onward to a

crisis, and in the Assembly of 1842 a claim of Rights
was agreed upon to be laid before the Legislature, Bet-

ting forth the grievances of which the Church com-
plained in consequence of the usurpations of the courts

of law. and declaring the terms on which alone she
would remain in connection with the Siate. This im-
portant document was adopted by a majority of 131.

'I'he claim, however, which ii contained,was pronounced
by government to be "unreasonable," and intimation
w.i- di-iiucily made that the government "could not ad-

vise her majesty to acquiesce in these demands." This
reply on the part of the supreme branch of the legisla-

ture was decisive, and put an end to ail hope ,,fa\ erting
the impending catastrophe. At the next meeting of

Assembly, accordingly, the moderator, instead oi con-
stituting the court in the usual form, read a solemn pro-

test. \\ Inch he laid upon the table, and withdrew, fol-

lowed by all the clerical and lay members >•( Assembly
by whom ii was subscribed. This document proie>t>

against the then recent decisions of the conns of law on
the following grounds:

" i. That the courts of Die church hv law established,
and members thereof, are liable to be coerced by the civil
courts iii the exercise of their spiritual function's; and in

particular in the admission to the offli e of the holy min-
istry, and the Constitution of the pastoral relation, and
that they are subject to be compelled to intrude minis-

ters on reclaiming congregations in opposition to the
fundamental principles of the Church, and their views
of the Word of God, and to the liberties of Christ's peo-
ple.

" 2. That the said civil courts have power to interfere
with and interdict the preaching of the Gospel and ad-
ministration of ordinance- as authorized and enjoined by
the i tonrch courts of the Establishment.

'•:;. That the said civil courts have power to suspend
spiritual censures pronounced by the Church courts of the
Establishment against ministers and probationers of the
Church, and to interdict their execution as to spiritual
effects, functions, ami privileges.

•1. That the said civil courts have power to reduce and
set aside the sentences ot the « lunch courts of the Estab-
lishment deposing ministers from the office of the holy
ministry and depriving probationers of their license to
preach the Gospel, with reference to the spiritual slants,
functions, and privileges of such ministers and probation-
ers restoring them to the spiritual office and status of
Which the Church courts had deprived them.

"5. That the said civil courts have power to determine
on the right to sit as members of the supreme and other
judicatories of the church by law established, and to is-

sue interdicts against siitiic_' and voting therein, irrespec-
tive of the judgment and determination of the said judi-
catories.

"6. That the said civil courts have power to supersede
the majority of a i Ihurcb court ofthe Establishment, in re-
gard to the exercise of its spiritual functions as a church
court, and to authorize the minority to exercise the said
functions, in opposition to the court itself, and to the su-
perior judicatories of the Establishment

"7. That the said civil courts have power to stay proc-
c-*es ofdiscipline pending before courts of the Church by
law established, and to interdict such courts from pro-
ceeding therein.

"8. That no pastor of a congregation can be admitted
into the Church courts of the Establishment, and allowed
to rule, as Well as to teach, agreeably to the institution
of the office by the Head of the church, nor to sit iii any
of the judicatories of the Church, inferior or supreme—
and that no additional provision can he made for the ex-
ercise of spiritual discipline among the members of the
Church, though not affecting any patrimonial interests,
and no alteration introduced in the stale of pastoral su-
perintendence and spiritual discipline iu any parish, with-
out the sanction of a civil court.

"All which jurisdiction and power on the part of the
said civil courts severally above specified, whatever pro-
ceeding may have given occasion to its exercise, is, in our
opinion, in itself inconsistent with Christian liberty, and
with the authority which the Head of the Church hath
conferred on the Church alone."

The document goes on to protest that in the circum-

stances in which the (.'hnrch was thereby placed, "a free

Assembly of the < Ihurch of Scotland, by law established,

cannot at this time he holden, and that an Assembly
in accordance with the fundamental principles of the
Church cannot be constituted in connection with the

State without violating the conditions which must now,

since the rejection by the Legislature of the Church's

Claim of Right, he held to be the conditions of the Es-
tablishment.'' At the close of this solemn protest, the

subscribers claim to themselves the liberty of abandoning

their connection with the State, while retaining all the

privileges and exercising till the functions of a section

of Christ's visible Church. ••And. finally," they declare,

"while firmly asserting the right ami duty ot the civil

magistrate to maintain and support an establishment

of religion in accordance w ith God's Word, ami n sen ing

to ourselves and our successors to strive by all lawful

means, as opportunity shall in God's good providence

be offered, to secure the performance of ibis duly agree-

ably to the Scriptures, and in implement of the Statutes

of the kingdom of Scotland and the obligations of lb,

•

Treaty of Union as understood by us ami our ancestors,

imi acknowledging that we do not hold ourselves at

liberty to retain the benefits of the Establishment while

we cannot comply with the conditions now to be deemed
thereto attached

—

we protest that, in the circumstan-

ces in which we are placed, it is. and shall be. lawful for

us, and Buch other commissioners chosen to thi

blv appointed to have been this day holden a- may con-

cur with us,towithdraw to a separate place of meet ing. for

the purpose of taking steps for ourselves and all who ad-

here to ua—maintaining with us the Confession of Faith.

and standards of the Church of Scotland as heretofore

understood—for separating in an orderly way from the
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Establishment, and thereupon adopting such measures

as may be competent to us, in humble dependence on

God's grace and the aid of the Holy Spirit, for the ad-

vancement of his glory, the extension of the Gospel of

our Lord and Saviour, and the administration of the af-

fairs of Christ's house, according to his holy Word ; and

we do now, for the purpose foresaid, withdraw accord-

ingly, humbly and solemnly acknowledging the hand

of the Lord in the things which have come upon us,

because of our manifold sins, and the sins of this Church

and nation; but, at the same time, with an assured con-

viction that we are not responsible for any consequences

that may follow from this our enforced separation from an

Establishment which we loved and prized, through in-

terference with conscience, the dishonor done to Christ's

crown, and the rejection of his sole and supreme au-

thority as King in his Church." This document, em-
bodying the protest against the wrongs inflicted on the

Church of Scotland by the civil power, was signed by
no fewer than 203 members of Assembly. When the

moderator had finished the reading of the protest, he

retired, followed by a large majority of the clerical

and lay members of the court; and the procession,

joined by a large body of ministers, elders, and others

who adhered to their principles, moved in solemn si-

lence to Tanfield Hall, a large building situated at the

northern extremity of the city, in the valley formed by
the Water of Leith. Here was constituted the Free

Church of Scotland, which, while renouncing the ben-

efits of an Establishment, continues to adhere to the

standards and to maintain the doctrine, discipline, wor-

ship, and government of the Church of Scotland. Dr.

Chalmers was chosen as their first moderator, and the

ordinary business was proceeded with according to the

usual forms. On Tuesday, the 23d of May, the minis-

ters and professors, to the number of 474, solemnly sub-

scribed the Deed of Demission, formally renouncing all

claim to the benefices which they had held in connec-

tion with the Establishment, declaring them to be va-

cant, and consenting to their being dealt with as such.

Thus, by a regular legal instrument, the ministers com-
pleted their separation from the Establishment; and
the Free Church of Scotland assumed the position of a

distinct ecclesiastical denomination, holding the same
doctrines, maintaining the same ecclesiastical frame-

work, and observing the same forms of worship as had
been received and observed in the National Church. In

fact, they had abandoned nothing but the endowments
of the State, and even these they had abandoned, not

from an}' change in their views as to the lawfulness of

a Church Establishment, but solely because in their

view the State had altered the terms on which the

compact between the Church and the State had been

originally formed.

The Free Church, strong in the conviction that her

distinctive principles were sound and scriptural, en-

tered upon her arduous work with an humble but con-

fiding trust in her great and glorious Head. In the

course of her history she has become united with
two other bodies. In 1852 the majority of the Orig-

inal Seceders, with whom the name of Dr. Thomas
M'Crie, father and son, was so honorably connected,

joined the Free Church ; and in 1876 a union was
formed with the Reformed Presbyterian Church, con-

sisting of thirty-six ministers and thirty-six congre-

gations. The General Assembly of the Free Church
consists of 730 members, half being ministers and half

ruling elders, and all appointed by the presbyteries.

Each Presbytery returns one third of its ministers, and
an equal number of ruling elders. The temporal affairs

of each congregation are managed by a body called
" The Deacons' Court." This court is composed of the
minister, the ruling elders, and a body of deacons cho-
sen, like the elders, by the members of the congrega-
tion. The spiritual interests of each congregation are

attended to by the kirk-session, consisting only of the
minister and elders.

In preparation for the new position in which the

Church would be placed when deprived of state support,

Dr. Chalmers had made arrangements some months pre-

vious to the Assembly of 1843 for establishing associa-

tions throughout the country with the view of collecting

funds for the support of the ministry. With such en-

ergy and activity had these preparations been carried

forward that before the day of the Disruption came 687
separate associations had been formed in all parts of the

country. So extensive and ardent was the sympathy felt

with the movement, not in Scotland only, but through-
out the kingdom, and even throughout the world, that
funds were liberally contributed from all quarters in

support of the cause, and at the close of the first year
of the history of the Free Church her income amounted
to the munificent sum of £366,719 14s. 3d. Nor has the
source of her supply afforded the slightest symptoms of

being exhausted even after the lapse of thirty-five years.

On the contrary, she raised £10,250,000 in her first

thirty years, and has now an annual income of over

£500,000. The Siistentation Fund for the support of

the ministry reached in 1877 the gratifying sum of

£172,641 13s. 3c/., yielding an annual salary to nearly

800 ministers of about £150 each. The Building Fund
for the erection of churches and manses amounted in

1877 to £41.179 2s. OJrf. This year (1878) a Church
Extension scheme of £100,000 has been entered upon
with spirit. The Congregational Fund, composed of

ordinary collections at the church -doors on Sabbaths,

and a great part of which goes to supplement the min-
isters' stipends, is £94,481 19s. 6c/. The Fund for Mis-
sions and Education is £55,896 lis. There are various

other objects connected with the Free Church which it

is unnecessary to detail, but the sum total of the contri-

butions for the last year was £565,195 10s. 4c7., an amount
which plainly indicates that its friends and supporters

are still animated with an intense and undiminished at-

tachment to the principles on which this peculiar sec-

tion of the Christian Church is based. Upwards of 800

churches have been reared by the liberality of her peo-

ple, who are calculated to amount to somewhere about

1,000,000. To the large majority of the churches, manses,

or parsonage-houses, have also been added. The Free
Church lias established a divinity school in Edinburgh,
called the New College, which was completed at a cost

approaching £40,000, is provided with a more complete

staff of professors than any similar institution in Scot-

land, and with more effectual means of training an edu-

cated ministry than is to be found elsewhere in Great

Britain. The Free Church has also built a divinity

hall in Aberdeen, and a third in Glasgow. The number
of theological students in attendance on these colleges

amounts in 1878 to 230.

In connection with the Free Church, a fund was in-

stituted in 1848 for Aged and Infirm Ministers, which
already exceeds £39,000. In addition to the home min-
istry, which in 1878 numbered 1059, there are nearly 300

settled ministers belonging to this Church in the differ-

ent departments of the colonial field.

The Widmos 1 and Orphani Funds are chiefly made
up of yearly contributions (compulsory) from each min-
ister of £5 to the Widows' and £2 to the Orphans' fund.

At present the fund gives an annuity of £42 to each
widow and £15 to each child under eighteen. Larger

sums are given to the children when their mother is

dead. The accumulated fund of the two schemes is up-

wards of £224,000. There is a society for sons and
daughters of the clergy, not under the General Assem-
bly, designed to aid ministers in the education of their

families. In 1876 it paid £1758 in 125 grants, from £10
to £18 each.

The Home Mission and Church Extension, Scheme.—
Its purpose is to keep stations supplied by preachers or

catechists in thinly peopled districts; also to foster mis-

sions in mining and manufacturing localities, and other

populous places, and form them into regular charges;

to aid such charges until they are taken on the equal
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dividend platform; to maintain lay evangelists, and

.semi oul ministerial evangelists from time to time; and

to encourage the employmenl of students and others as

missionaries in necessitous districts in large towns. To
encourage ministers of experience to undertake mission

congregations in populous places, grants of £200 a year

are given for a limited time; the grant diminishing

gradually from year to year, till ii is extinguished, la

oilier eases the grants are -smaller. The income of the

fund, derived from a church-door collection thrice in

two years, donations, legacies, etc., is between £9000

and £10,000 a year. This year a Special Church Ex-
tension Fund, amounting to £10(1,00(1, is being raised,

and the greater part of it has been contributed in a few

months.

Highland Mission, — This is a somewhat similar

scheme, managed by a separate committee of the Gen-
eral Assembly, for districts of the country where ' Saelic

is spoken. It has a collection every second year. Its

average revenue is about £3000.

Church mid Manse Building Fund. This is intended

to help congregations in their building operations. At
lir-t it was very large. Dr. Guthrie having raised for a

General .'Manse Fund alone aboul £100,000, but of late

years its income lias been only about £1500. A special

Building Fund is contemplated for new charges.

Education Scheme.—Till recently a large proportion

of the congregations had day-schools, for which grants

were given. Most of these are now absorbed in the na-

tional scheme ofeducat ion. There are still some schools

receiving grants; but (he chief remaining part of the

scheme is the Normal Schools, of which there arc two

—

at Edinburgh and Glasgow. The instructors receive a

salary from a general fund, which is raised by monthly
contributions in all the congregations, and which is di-

vided at the end of the year according to a certain scale,

proportioned to the qualifications of the respective teach-

ers. The number of normal students, male and female,

for 187(5 77 was i:>|.

College Scheme.—This provides for the support of the
three theological institutions, partly by interest of en-

dowments and partly by an annual collection at church-
door, donations, legacies, etc. For 1876 77 the rei enue
was a total of £8995. There are large Bursary ami
Scholar-hip Funds for the encouragement of students,

from £10 to £100 annually.

Continental Scheme,—For aiding stations, societies,

ami churches on the continent of Europe. Revenue
about £4000.

Colonial Scheme.—For sending out ministers to the

colonies and aiding colonial churches, especially in their

earlier stages. Revenue about £4000.

The Foreign Missions Scheme.— The late Rev. Dr.

Duff, the first missionary to the heathen from the

Church of Scotland, went to Calcutta in 1829, and
founded the India Mission of the Church of Scotland.

In the previous year Dr. Wilson went to Bombay, and
later, tin- Rev. John Anderson to Madras. In 1843 all

the missionaries in India adhered to the Free Church,
and the old localities were continued. The Foreign

Missions of the Free Church embrace India, Africa, Syr-

ia, and New Hebrides. In India, there are principal

and 12 branch stations in Bengal; 3 principal ami lo

branch Stations in Western India; 2 principal and .'!

branch Stations in Central India; and 1 principal and 7

branch stations in Southern India. In South Africa

there are 6 principal and .".I branch stations in Kaffra-
ria: -J principal and 2 branch Btations in Natal; and l

principal station at Livingstonia. In New Hebrides,
where the Reformed Presbyterians (who joined the Free
Church in l.s7t',i had their held, an' ' I stations, on

three islands; and in Syria, tin- headquarters are at

Shweir, aboul twenty miles from Beyrut. In all. the

Free Church missions embrace 107 stations, 38 European
missionaries. :! European medical missionaries, -Jl gu.

ropean teachers. 19 European artisans, l"> native mis-

sionaries, 327 Christian teacher.-., and Christian laborers

ofvarious sorts. In the native churches are 3350 com-
municants, and about ."'""i baptized adherents. The
number of institutions and schools is 223, and the total

number of scholars is 13,109. In the principal Indian

station- many of the pupil- an- undergraduates of the

universities. The revenue of this scheme for 1876 77

was £51,217.

Mission l<< Jews. This mis-ion was begun in 1839,

and in 1843 it was continued by the Free Church, all

the missionaries having adhered. At present it has
stations at

i
I) Amsterdam, (2) Prague, (3) l'esth, (4)

Breslau, (5) Constantinople. Tlie Pesth mi— ion has

been especially blessed. The amount raised for the

scheme in L876 77 wa- £13,468.

The following i- a summary of the contributions of

the Free Church for 1*70 -77 :

Sustentation fund £170,809
Local buildings fund 66,291
Congregational fund 176,2! o
Missions and education 104,325
Miscellaneous 2s,n7'J

Total i:£iG5,l»4

In all its operations, indeed, whether at home or abroad,

the Free < Sburch exhibits a vitality and energetic power
which have gained tor it a high place anion- Christian

churches. See Scotland, Chi r< hes in.

4. Reformed Pki sbi ri im vnChi ri h oi Scoi t \m>.

—This is the only Church which claims lo be legiti-

mately descended from the Covenanted Church oi Scot-

land in her period of greatest purity, that of the Se d

Reformation. It was that memorable period of Scottish

history between 1638 and 1650 which formed the sera of

the Solemn League and Covenant, of the Westminster
Assembly, of the revolution which dethroned the first

Charles and assi rted those principle- of civil and relig-

ious liberty which all enlightened Christian- and states-

men are now ready with one voice to acknowledge and
to admire. For their strict adherence to these principles

Cameron. Gargill, and Renwick shed their blood, and lo

these principles the Reformed Presbyterian Church glo-

ried in avowing her attachment. As has already been

noticed in i he article Covenanters, on the day after the

execution of Charles I was known at Edinburgh, his

son, Charles II. was proclaimed king at the public cross

by the Committee of Estates, with this pro\ iso, however,

that "before being admitted to the exercise of his royal

power, he shall give satisfaction to this kingdom in the

things that concern the security of religion according
to the National Covenant and the Solemn League and

Covenant." This condition or proviso was considered

as so necessarj t>> the maintenance of the constitution

of the country, as well a- the promotion of the great

principles of civil and religious liberty, that it was en-

acted both by the Parliament and the General Assem-
bly. The document issued by the latter body exhibits,

in the clearest manner, their design in insisting upon

the subscription by the king. It is dated July 27, 1649,

ami < tains the following important statements: "But
if his majesty, or any having or pretending power and
commission from him. shall invade this kingdom upon
pretext of establishing him in the exercise of his royal

power— as it will be a high provocation against God
to be accessory or assisting thereto, so it w ill be a neces-

sary duty to resist and oppose the same. We know-

that many are so forgetful of the oath of Cod. ami ig-

norant and careless of the interest ol'Jesns Christ and

the Gospel, and do so little tender that which concerns

his kingdom and the privileges thereof, and do -o much
iloal upon absolute and arbitrary government for gain-

ing their own ends, and so much malign I he iu-l rumen is

of the work of reformation, that they would admit his

majesty to tbe e\erci-e of his royal power upon any
terms whatsoever, though with never so much prejudice

to religion and the liberties of these kingdom-, and
would think it quarrel enough to make war upon all

those w ho for conscience' sake cannot condescend there-

to. But we desire all those who fear the Lord, and
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mind to keep their Covenant, impartially to consider

these things which follow :

"1. That as magistrates and their power is ordained of

God, so are they in the exercise thereof not to walk ac-

cording to their own will, but according to the law of

equity and righteousness, as being the ministers of God
for the safety of his people ; therefore a boundless and un-
limited power is to be acknowledged in no king or mag-
istrate; neither is our king to be admitted to the exercise

of his power as long as he refuses to walk in the admin-
istration of the same according to this rule and the es-

tablished laws of the kingdom, that his subjects may live

under him a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and
honesty.

"'2. There is one mutual obligation and stipulation be-

twixt the king and his people; as both of them are tied

to God, so each of them is tied one to another for the
performance of mutual and reciprocal duties. According
to this, it is statute and ordained in the eighth act of first

Parliament ofJames VI, 'That all kings, princes, or mag-
istrates whatsoever, holding their place, which hereafter

shall happen in any time to reign and bear rule over this

realm, at the time of their coronation and receipt of
their princely authority, make their faithful promise by
oath, in the presence of the Eternal God, that during the
whole course of their lives they shall serve the same Eter-
nal God to the utmost of their power, according as he
hath required in his most holy Word, contained in the
Old and New Testaments; and, according to the same
Word, shall maintain the true religion of Christ Jesus,
the preaching of his most hoiy Word, and due and right
ministration of his sacraments now received and preached
within this realm ; and shall abolish all false religion con-
trary to the same; and shall rule the people committed
to their charge according to the will and the command of
God revealed in his Word, and according to the laudable
laws and constitutions received within this realm; and
shall procure to the utmost of their power to the Kirk of
God, and the whole Christian people, true and perfect
peace in all time coming, and thus.justice and equity be
kept to all creatures without exception ;' which oath was
sworn first by king James VI, and afterwards by king
Charles at his coronation, and is inserted in our National
Covenant, which was approved by the king who lately

reigned. As long, therefore, as his majesty who now
reigns refuses to hearken to the just and necessary de-
sires of State and Kirk propounded to his majesty for the
security of icligion and safety of his people, and to en-
gage and to oblige himself for "the performance of his duty
to his people, it is consonant to Scripture and reason, and
the laws of the kingdom, that they should refuse to admit
him to the exercise of his government until he give satis-

faction in these things.
"3. In the League and Covenant which hath been so

solemnly sworn and renewed by tiii- kingdom, the duty
of defending and preserving the kii.g's majesty, person,
and authority, is joined with, aud subordinate unto, the
duty of preserving and defending the true religion and
liberties! (1 f t lie kingdoms; and therefore his majesty,
standing in opposition to the just and necessary public
desires concerning religion and the liberties of the king-
doms, it were a manifest breach of Covenant, and prefer-
ring of the king's interest to the interest of Jesus Christ,
to bring him to the exercise of his royal powers, which he.

walking in a contrary way, and being compassed about
with malignant counsels, cannot but employ to the preju-
dice and ruin of both."

The stipulation was made known to Charles while

he was still in Holland, where he had been for some
time residing, but he refused to accede to it. The fol-

lowing year (1650) he set sail for Scotland, and before

landing on its shores he consented to subscribe the Cov-
enant, and the test was accordingly administered to him
with all due solemnity. On the following August he

repeated an engagement to support the Covenant. Yet
the unprincipled monarch was all the while devising

schemes for the subversion not only of Presbyterian-

ism, but even of Protestantism in Scotland. Again,

when crowned at Scone on Jan. 1, 1651, Charles not

only took oath to support and defend the Presbyterian

Church of Scotland, but, the National Covenant and
the Solemn League and Covenant having been pro-

duced and read, the king solemnly swore them. The
imposing ceremonial, however, was only designed, on

the part of the profligate Charles, to deceive his Scot-

tish subjects. Nor did the calamities in which he was
subsequently involved—his dethronement and exile for

several years in France—produce any favorable change
upon his character. No sooner was he restored to his

throne in 1660, than he forthwith proceeded to overturn
the whole work of reformation, both civil and ecclesi-

astical, which he had solemnly sworn to support. The
first step towards the execution of this project was the

passing of the Act of Supremacy, whereby the king was
constituted supreme judge in all matters civil and ec-

clesiastical. To this was afterwards added the Oath of

Allegiance, which declared it to be treason to deny the
supremacy of the sovereign both in Church and State.

The crowning deed of treachery, however, which
Charles perpetrated, was his prevailing upon his Scot-

tish counsellors to pass the Act P.escissory, by which all

the steps taken from 1638 to 1650 for the reformation

of religion were pronounced rebellious and treasonable;

the National Covenant and the Solemn League and
Covenant were condemned as unlawful oaths; the Glas-

gow Assembly of 1638 was denounced as an illegal and
seditious meeting; and the right government of the

Church was alleged to be the inherent prerogative of

the crown. The result of these acts was, that the ad-

vances which the Church and the country had made
during the period of the Second Reformation were com-
pletely neutralized, and the Church of Scotland was
subjected for a long series of years to the most cruel

persecution and oppression. With such flagrant and
repeated violations of the solemn compact into which
Charles had entered with his subjects, it is not to be
wondered at that, on high constitutional grounds, this

body of the Covenanters, headed by Cameron, Cargill,

and others, should have regarded the treacherous sov-

ereign as having forfeited all title to their allegiance.

They felt it to be impossible to maintain the principles

of the Reformation, and yet own the authority of a
monarch who bad trampled these principles under foot,

and that, too, in violation of the most solemn oaths, re-

peated again and again. The younger M'Crie, in his

Sketches of Scottish Church History, alleges that the

principle laid down by Cameron's party was, " that the

king, by assuming an Erastian power over the Church,

had forfeited all right to the civil obedience of his sub-

jects—a principle which had never been known in the

Church of Scotland before."' Such a view of the mat-
ter, however, is scarcely fair to the Cameronians. It

was not because Charles had usurped an Erastian au-

thority over the Church that they deemed it their duty
to renounce their allegiance, but because he had broken
the solemn vows made at his coronation. On that oc-

casion he had entered, as they held, into a deliberate

compact with his subjects, and yet, in the face of all his

vows, he had openly, and in the most flagrant manner,

broken that compact, thus setting his subjects free from

all obligation to own him as king. It is quite true, as

the Westminster Confession of Faith alleges, that " in-

fidelity or difference in religion doth not make void the

magistrate's just and legal authority, nor free the people

from their due obedience to him ;" but this remark does

not meet the case as between Charles and the Came-
ronian party. They renounced their allegiance not be-

cause the sovereign was an infidel, or differed from them
in matters of religion, but solely and exclusively because

he had broken a civil compact entered into between him
and his Scottish subjects on receiving the crown, and
confirmed by a solemn religious vow. By his own de-

liberate deeds the traitorous monarch had forfeited his

right to rule before they had renounced their obligation

to obey. Such were the simple grounds on which Cam-
eron, Cargill, Renwick, and their followers considered

themselves justified in disowning the authority of the

king, and bearing arms against him as a usurper of the

throne and a traitor to the country.

This earnest and intrepid band of Covenanters brought

down upon themselves, by the fearless avowal of their

principles, the special vengeance of the ruling powers.

One after another their leaders perished on the scaffold,

and thus the people who held Cameronian principles

found themselves deprived of religious instructors, and

wandering as "sheep without a shepherd." In these

circumstances they resolved to form themselves into a

united body, consisting of societies for worship and mu-
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tual edification, which were formed in those districts

where the numbers warranted such a step. To preserve

order and uniformity, the smaller societies appointed

deputies to attend a general meeting, in which was

rested the power of making arrangements for the regu-

lation of the whole body. The firsl meeting ol these

unit I'd societies was held on Dec. 15, IG81, at Logan

House, in the parish ofLesmahagow, Lanarkshire, where

it was resolved to draw up a public testimony against

- and defections of tin- times. The name which

this body of Covenanters took to themselves was that

of the •• Persecuted Remnant," while the societies which

they had formed for religious improvement led them to

be designated the "Societj People." "They had taken

up no new principles," as l>r. Hetherington well remarks:

"the Utmost that they ran lie justly charged with is.

merely thai liny had followed up the leading principles

of the Presbyterian and Covenanted < Ihurch of Scotland

to an extreme point, from which the greater part of

Presbyterians recoiled; and that in doing so they had

used language capable of being interpreted to mean
more than they themselves intended. Their honesty

of heart, integrity of purpose, and firmness of principle

cannot he denied -and these are noble qualities; and if

they did express their sentiments in strong and un-

guarded language, it ought to he rememhered that

they did so in the midst of tierce and remorseless perse-

cution, ill adapted to make men nicely cautious in the

selection of balanced terms w herein to express their in-

dignant del est.-u ion of that unchristian tyranny which

was so fiercely striving to destroy every vestige of both

civil and religious liberty."

The first manifestation of the views held by the So-

ciety People took place during the dissensions at Both-
well Bridge, when a body of the Covenanters refused to

make a public avowal of their allegiance to the king in

their declaration. A rude outline of the declaration was
drawn up by Cargill, assisted by Henry Hall, of Haugh-
head, who was mortally wounded at Queensferry, and
the document, being found on his person, received the

name of the "Queensferry Paper." It contained some
of the chief points held by the Society People; hut it

unfortunately embodied in it an avowal of dislike to a

hereditary monarchy, as "liable to inconvenience, and

apt to degenerate into tyranny." Though the paper in

question emanated from only a lew persons, and its er-

rors, therefore, could not he charged upon the whole of

the strict Presbyterian party, yet it was quoted without

reserve by their enemies as a proof of disloyal and even

treasonable intentions. To counteract the prejudices

thus excited against them, the leaders of the Society

People drew up deliberately a statement of their prin-

ciples, which is usually known by the name of the

"Sanquhar Declaration." This document. which care-

fully excluded all reference to a change in the form of

government, was. nevertheless, classed by the persecu-

tors along with the Queensferry Paper in all their proc-

lamations, as if they had keen identical, and made an

excuse for issuing to the army the most ruthless and
cruel commands to pursue to the death all who were

suspected of being connected with these hold declara-

tions. Cameron, Cargill, and ten other persons wire

proclaimed traitors, and a price was set upon their

heads. Nothing daunted, Car-ill in L630 boldly pro-

nounced what is known as the Torwood Excommu-
nication. In a meeting held at Torwood. in Stirling-

shire, the intrepid Covenanter, after divine service, sol-

emnly excommunicated Charles and his chief support-

ing them out of the Church, and delivering

them up to Satan. This hold act of a Christian hero

roused the government to greater fury, and a series of

civil and military executions followed, down to the

Revolution in L688.

In the persecutions of this eventful period, the Socii tj

People had keen subjected to painful i liseourageme u I by
the loss of their ahle and devoted leader-. Cameron
and Cargill. and many others, had sealed their testimo-

ny with their blood, but in this time of sore trial Provi-

dence graciously raised up admirably calculated to

take a prominent part in promoting Christ's cause in

days of bloody persecution. The individual to whom
we refer was Mr. James Renwick, who, having himself

witnessed the executi f Mr. Donald Cargill, resolved

from that unit to engage with bis whole soul in the

good cause. Having studied for the ministry in Hol-

land, and received ordination, he returned to 1 1 i — native

land that he might share with his persecuted brethren

in their trials, and preach among them the unsearchable

riches of Christ. Often, accordingly, were the Society

People encouraged amid their severe hardships by his

faithful instructions. Danger and persecution every-

where awaited him, hut he was ready to endure hard-

ness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ. In 1683, at the

early age of twenty-six. he died on the scaffold with

a heroism and unflinching fortitude worthy of the last

of that noble band of martyrs who sealed with their

blood their devoted attachment to the work of Cove-

nanted Reformation in Scotland.

The deeperthe darkness, the nearer the dawn. < >u the

death of Charles II in 1685, his brother dames ascended

the throne. At heart a bigoted adherent of the Church
of Rome, he sough: to restore popery to the ascendant

both iii England and Scotland. In making the attempt,

however.be rushed U| his own ruin. He fell a victim

to his own infatuated policy. After bearing for a time

with his tyranny, an indignant people rose as one man,

and hurled him from his throne, substituting in his

place William and Mary, prince and princess of < (range,

who, in the Revolution of 1688, restored civil and relig-

ious liberty to an oppressed and persecuted people, to a
greater extent than had ever before been enjoyed.

The arrival of the prince of ( (range in England was
hailed by all classes of Presbyterians in Scotland as an

event likely fo be fraught with blessings to their dis-

tracted country. Lord Macaulay. in his History ofEng-

land, indeed, strangely accuses the Society People of

eagerness to disown William. So far is this charge

from being well founded, that they wire the first to

own and hail him as their deliverer. Thus in the ••.Me-

morial of Grievances" issued by the societies, they de-

clare. -We have given as good evidence of our being

willing to be subject to king William as we gave before

of our being unwilling to be slaves to king dames.

Upon the first report of the prince of Orange's expedi-

tion, we owned bis quarrel, even while the prelatic tac-

tion were in arms to oppose his coming. In all our

meetings we prayed openly for the success of his arms,

when in all the churches prayers were made for his

ruin: nay. when, even in the indulged meetings, prayers

were o tiered for the popish tyrant wh we prayed

against, and the prince came to oppose. We also asso-

ciated ourselves, early binding ourselves to proi e his

interest, and were the firsl who openly armed and de-

clared our desire to join with him." Put while the

Society People welcomed William as an expected de-

liverer, they openly dissented from the Revolution set-

tlement as defective in various points. In particular,

the Covenant, so far from being adopted either in the

letter or in the spirit by the State, was not even owned
by the Church: and the monarch look oath- in express

contradiction t" it. Presbyterianism, so tar from being

established in all his majesty's dominion-, was only

established in Scotland, and that under Kra-lian con-

ditions, while prelacy was established in England and

Ireland, and the king himself became an Episcopalian.

The establishment of these different forms of Church
government in different pans of the British dominions

was (ileeied by the sole authority of the king and Par-

liament, even before the Assembly "f the Church was

permitted to meet ; and thus the principle Of the royal

supremacy over the Church continued to be asserted,

and was even incorporated with the Revolution settle-

ment. The principal objections, then, which the Soci-

ety People alleged against the devolution settlement
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were. (1) that as it left the Acts Bescissory in full force,

it cancelled the attainments of the Second Reformation,

together with the Covenants; and ("2) that the civil

rulers usurped an authority over the Church which

virtually destroyed her spiritual independence, and was

at variance with the sole headship of the Redeemer

himself.

The defects of the Revolution settlement were due

partly to William's Erastian policy, and his desire to re-

tain the prelatic clergy within the Established Church

of Scotland, but partly also to the temporizing policy

of the Church itself. " Though the acts of Parliament,"

as Dr. Hetherington justly remarks, "made no mention

of the Second Reformation and the National Covenants,

it was the direct duty of the Church to have declared

her adherence to both ; and though the State had still

refused to recognise them, the Church would, by this

avowal, have at least escaped from being justly exposed

to the charge of having submitted to a violation of her

own sacred Covenants. In the same spirit of compro-

mise, the Church showed herself but too ready to com-
ply with the king's pernicious policy of including as

many as possible of the prelatic clergy within the Na-
tional Church. This was begun by the first General

Assembly, and continued for several succeeding years,

though not to the full extent wished by William, till

a very considerable number of those men whose hands

had been deeply dyed in the guilt of the persecution

were received into the bosom of that Church which

they had so long striven utterly to destroy. It was
absolutely impossible that such men could become true

Presbyterians; and the very alacrity with which many
of them subscribed the Confession of Faith only proved

the more clearly that they were void of either faith or

honor. Their admission into the Presbyterian Church
of Scotland was the most fatal event which ever oc-

curred in the strange, eventful history of that Church."

It was not to be expected that the Society People could

approve of the conduct either of the king or of the

Church in the matter of the Revolution settlement.

They occupied, accordingly, an attitude of firm and de-

cided protest against the principles avowed by William

and acted on by the Church ; and they maintained that

there had been a decided departure on the part of both

the one and the other from the principles of the Second

Reformation and the obligations of the Covenant.

Holding such views, it was impossible for the Society

People to incorporate themselves with the Established

Church of Scotland. They were compelled, therefore, to

occupy a separate position as Dissenters from a Church
whose constitution was radically vitiated, and as protest-

ers against a professedly national government which
had violated the most solemn national obligations.

Three Cameronian ministers, it is true—Messrs. Shields,

Linning, and Boyd—applied for admission into the Na-
tional Church for themselves and their people, on con-

dition that they might acknowledge breach of Cove-
nant, and purge out the ignorant and heterodox and

scandalous ministers who had taken part in shedding

the blood of the saints. But every proposal of this nat-

ure was rejected. After unsuccessful efforts to obtain

redress, they at last submitted, and the people who had
adhered to them remained in a state of dissent.

For upwards of sixteen years after the avowal of

their peculiar principles, the strict Presbyterians had
remained without a stated ministry, or without any
separate organization as a Church. In 1681, however,

societies were formed which, though exercising no ec-

clesiastical functions, tended to give unity to the body,

and to make such arrangements as were necessary for

the maintenance of worship and ordinances, encourag-

ing at the same time among the people a devoted at-

tachment to Reformation principles. Availing them-
selves of these praying societies for nearly twenty 3

-ears

after the Revolution, the people waited patiently until

the Lord should send them pastors. At length, in 1707,

their wishes and prayers were answered, the Rev. John

M'Millan. of Balmaghie, having resigned connection

with the Established Church, and joined himself to

their body. For a few years before, he had been con-
tending within the pale of the Church for the whole of

the Covenanted Reformation; but instead of meeting
with sympathy from his brethren, he was hastily and
irregularly deposed. Having joined the Society People,

he labored for many years in the work of the ministry
among them with indefatigable earnestness and zeal,

maintaining the principles of the Second Reformation
till his dying day.

Soon after the secession of Mr. M'Millan from the
Established Church, he was joined by Mr. John M-Neil,

a licentiate, who, having adopted Cameronian views,
had also seceded. These two faithful and zealous ser-

vants of Christ traversed the country, preaching every-
where, and encouraging the adherents of the Covenant.
In 1712 the Covenants were renewed at Auchensaugh.
Amid many trials and persecutions the cause went stead-

ily forward ; and in 1743 Mr. M'Millan, who had hitherto

stood alone as an ordained minister, Mr. M'Neil never
having been ordained for want of a presbytery, was
joined by the Rev. Thomas Nairn, who had left the Se-
cession Church in consequence of his having embraced
Cameronian views. There being now two ministers, a
meeting was held at Braehead on Aug. 1, 1743, when
a presbytery was for the first time formed under the
name of the "Reformed Presbytery."

One of the first acts of the newly organized Church
was to despatch missionaries to Ireland, and by the
blessing of God upon the labors of these men, and oth-

ers who speedily followed, a fully organized and inde-

pendent section of the Reformed Presbyterian Church
was formed in the sister isle.

In Scotland a Declaration and Testimony was pub-
lished in 1741, and the Covenants were renewed in 1745,

at Crawford-John, in Lanarkshire ; but notwithstanding

these steps, which were so well fitted to promote unity

of sentiment and feeling, a few years only had elapsed

when a division took place in the Reformed Presbytery,

two of the brethren. Messrs. Hall and Innes, having
separated from their communion in consequence of their

having imbibed heretical opinions on the subject of the

atonement. The two brethren, after seceding from the

Presbytery, formed themselves into a new presbytery at

Edinburgh, which at length became extinct. The Re-
formed Presbytery, in reply to their misrepresentations,

found it necessary to issue a treatise in defence of their

proceedings in the case of the erring brethren, as well

as in refutation of the doctrine of an indefinite atone-

ment. In 1761 a very important step was taken by the
Reformed Presbytery, the emission of a Testimony for

the whole of the Covenanted Reformation as attained

to and established in Great Britain and Ireland, particu-

larly between the years 1638 and 1649 inclusive.

From this time the Reformed Presbyterian Church
went steadily forward, adhering to their peculiar prin-

ciples with unflinching tenacity; and amid much ob-

loquy, misunderstanding, and even misrepresentation,

from the other religious denominations around them,
witnessing boldly, and without compromise, for a Cov-
enanted Reformation. Their numbers in many parts

of Scotland increased beyond the means of supplying
them with ministers. This was unhappily the case,

for a considerable time, in various districts of the coun-

try. But at length such was the increase of ministers

connected with the body that in 1810 three presbyter-

ies were formed, and in the year following a general

synod was constituted for the supervision of these pres-

byteries. Since that time so rapidly has the denomina-
tion advanced in numbers that in the year 1859 the

synod included six presbyteries, which consisted in all

of thirty-six ordained ministers and eight vacant con-

gregations. The synod met annually either in Edin-
burgh or Glasgow. The Divinity Hall met during the

months of August and September, when the students,

in five sessions, received the instructions of two pro-
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as these were received by the Church of Scotland as

standards of union and uniformity for the- churches in

the three kingdoms, and feel themselves bound by the

sacred pledge given in the Solemn League and Covenant
to adhere to them as such. They tlms take i In ir stand

upon the principles of the first and particularly of the

second Reformation, which took place between the j eat

1638 and 1650, and which embodied in its proceedings

and settlement all the valuable attainments of the Hist

Reformation and carried them to a greater extent. They
own the morality ofpublic covenanting, and the contin-

ued and perpetual obligation of the National Covenant
of Scotland, and of the Solemn League and Covenant,

upon all ranks and elates in these lands, and acknowl-

edge the duty of renew in- these covenants in a 1 1

suited to the circumstances. As Presbyterians, they
hold that the Lord Jesus Christ, the alone king and
head of his Chureh. ha- appointed a particular form of

government to take place therein, distinct from civil

government and not subordinate to the Bame, and that

Presbyterial Church government is the only form laid

down and appointed bj the Lord Jesus Christ in his

Word. As they believe that Church communion con-

sists in the joint profession of the truths and observance

of all the ordinances which Christ has appointed in his

Word, and that the visible unity of the Church lies in

the unity of her visihle fellowship, they regard free

communion as an obvious violation of thai unity, and
hold ii to he unscriptural. and thai the practice encour-

ages persons to continue in corrupt communions, by
leading them to conclude that there is no conscientious

ground ofdill'erenee between them and the persons who
make no scruple of occasionally joining with them in

the intimacies of Church fellowship. In the worship

of (on! they make use of the Psalms of David only, be-

lieving that they were delivered to the Church by the

Holy Spirit to lie used as the matter of public praise,

and they regard hymns of human composition as un-

suitable to the worship of God, and tending to endan-

ger the purity both of the worship and the doi trines of

the ( 'hurch.

The Original Secession Synod dates its rise from

17:i;'.. and claims to represent tin first seceders who in

their testimony published in 17:17 were careful to make
it known that they were not dissenters from the Na-

tional Church because of her civil establishment, but

seceders from a corrupt and prevailing party in her ju-

dicatories, who carried on a general course of di fection

from the reformed and covenanting principles. The
< Original Secession Testimony, published in 1N-J7. applies

the principles of the Judicial Testimony to public events

thai had occurred up to the date of it- publication, and
like it was designed to he a declaration of the sense of

the -Ian. lards, ami of the way in which they were re-

ceived by the Reformed and Covenanted Church of

Scotland. It is a term of ministerial and Christian

communion in the body— that is, office-bearers are re-

quired to signify their approval of its principles, and

members to accede to them, so far as they know and

understand them.

The synod has from time to time been It -died by

the separation of brethren. At present it consists of 11

congregations in Scotland. England, and Ireland; of

these '-"•' (including one in England) are in connection

with the sj 1 in Scotland, and 12 constitute the Seces-

sion Sy I in Inland, in full communion with the Scot-

tish Synod. The members and adherents an i timated

at 6500. The income of the Scottish Synod last year

amounted to about £5400.

The synod ha- several Home Mission stations, and

also a prosperous Foreign Mission agency at Seoni, in

India, under the immediate charge of ReV.Gi

derson, who i- assisted by two catecbists. There is an

orphanage in connection with the mission, having eleven

children, who are Wl 11 Utl I lad. and c.l.icati d, and it is

expected that the number will shortly he materially in-

ert a- I. A bcI 1 i- also carried on, baring 170 scholars,

one for systematic theology, and the other for

Biblical literature and Church history.

In the year 1830 the synod resolved to commence the

prosecution of missionary operations. Their attention

was first directed to the colonial field, particularly to

Canada. Nor have they been unmindful of foreign

missions, three missionaries in connection with i he syn-

od being employed in New Hebrides. There has also

been a missionary laboring since 184G among the Jews

in London.

I in -i' Presbyterians have heen sometimes called Cam-
eronians, from Richard Cameron ; but they are otherwise

called " McMillans," or " M'Millauites," from the name
ol the first minister who espoused their cause alter the

Revolution. But these, as well as the terms -Whigs"
and ••.Mountain Men." which are als ca-ionally ap-

plied to t hem. i hey regard as accidental epithets. Tbey
are sometimes also called " ( !ovenanters," from their ad-

herent e to the National Covenant of Scotland, and to the

Solemn League ami Covenant of the three kingdoms.

Their proper designation, however, or that \\ hich they

themselves adopt, is that of "Reformed Presbyterians."

They hold the Holy Scriptures to he the absolute rule

of faith and conduct, and to contain the standard of

these both in Church and Mate. Next to this they

adopt the early standards of the Church of Scotland.

the Westminster Confession of Faith, the Larger and

Shorter ( latechisms of the Church, the Books of Disci-

pline, and the Westminster Directory for Public Wor-
ship. And. lastly, they regard the National Covenant
of Scotland as a continuing obligation. To these are

to be added the documents published by the body itself

in explanation of their principles: namely, their Judicial

Act and Testimony, the 5th edition of which was pub-

lished at Glasgow in 1818; .1 Short Account of tin <>i,l

Presbyterian Dissenters, published by authority of the

Presbyteryin 1806; and an Explanation mi,/ Defend
uf the Terms of Communion adopted by th Reformed
Presbyterian Church. According to the statistical re-

port made ai the Synod in Glasgow, March 13, 1876, the

Church included 12 congregations with 7500 members,
and its annual contributions were i.'l 1,000. The synod

then, by a vote of 57 to 6, adopted a resolution in favor

of union with the Free ('hurch. and such union was
finally consummated in the General Assembly of that

bodyi May 25, 1876.

The residuary Reformed Presbyterian Church mus-
ter- in 1878 eight ministers who held back, anil are

still contending about their Church property. Thus
the Original Seceders, popularly known a- •• Auld
Lichts" (Old Lights), are a more considerable body.

Though most of these joined the Free Church (as the
trif Church of Scotland free) in 1852, they have -till

some thirty congregations of poor but very worthy
people, who consider it, their mission to hold up the

banner of the < iovenants, and to proti st against the all

but universal defection of their time and country. At

the union in 1852, Drs. Candlish and Thomson, of Edin-

burgh, White, of Haddington, and the younger M'Crie
(whose father had been in former days the great pillar

Hd-Lighl community) were added to the Free
Church. The present Old Lights are notably strict

both in doctrine and practice. Unlike the New Lights,

who ultimately went to form the United Presbyterian
Church in I847,they .are stanch supporters of the Estab-
lishment principle, w Inch the Free I hutch al-o upholds
in theory, h is chiefly the faithlessness of the latter

with respeel to the Covenants which prevents the resid-

uary - \uld Lichts" from joining the communion. See
•
s .AND, < in i:< HES IN : also No-. L2 and 13 below.

5. United Original Secession Church.— In
common with all true Protestants, the Synod of United
Original Seceders acknowledges the Scriptures of the
old ami New Testaments to i»- the supreme and only
rule of faith and practice. They claim to he a branch
oi the Reformed ami Covenanted Church of Scotland,

and adhere to the n hole of the Westminster standards
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and four teachers in addition to the missionary, and one

catechist ; the children are instructed in English, Urdu,

and Hindi. The synod is desirous of obtaining, and has

ample funds for maintaining, another ordained mission-

ary in India. The synod supports a divinity hall, which

is carried on under the superintendence of the Rev. Prof.

W. F. Aitken, A.M., and the Rev. Prof. James Spence.

The library in connection with the hall has 1400 vol-

umes. Under the editorship of the Rev. John Sturrock

a bimonthly magazine is published having a circulation

of 1200 copies.

6. Presbyterian Church in England.— In the

reign of queen Elizabeth there were two well -defined

parties—the Prelatists, favored by the queen, who were

satislied with the reforms begun by king Edward ; and

the Presbyterians, who desired a simpler form of worship

and government, like that set up by Calvin in Geneva.

The first adherents of this form of Church government

in England were those Protestants who returned from

Frankfort, to which place they had fled for refuge in

the reign of queen Mary. There they became acquaint-

ed with the Geneva platform, and, returning to their na-

tive country in the time of Elizabeth, they at first met
in private houses, and afterwards more publicly, on

which occasions the worship was conducted agreeably

to the forms of the Geneva service-book. These latter

were called Nonconformists, from their aversion to the

established liturgy and hierarchy, and Puritans, from

their anxiety for purity of life and worship. At the

Convocation in 1562, the proposition to dispense with

all ceremonies that had not the clear warrant of Script-

ure was lost by only one vote. Hallam says that the

Puritan party outnumbered either the Roman Cafholic

or the Church of England, and that they composed the

majority of Parliament under Elizabeth and her two
successors (Const. Hist. Engl. eta. iv, n.). See Puritans.
They were taken up at the time with questions of doc-

trine and discipline, and with resistance to power ex-

ercised, as they believed, contrary to the Word of God.
But they felt so much the constraint of circumstances,

that they paid little heed to the development of their

principles in Church government, and certainly had no

thought of attempting to constitute a Church on the

principles which they maintained, resting satisfied in

giving effect to these principles by mere resistance in

particular cases in which their consciences were ag-

grieved. Yet in 1572 a presbytery was formed at

Wandsworth, in Surrey, by ministers of London and its

neighborhood, separating from the Church of England
;

and other presbyteries were soon formed, notwithstand-

ing the extreme hostility of queen Elizabeth. Synods
were now held occasionally. The court, looking to the

episcopate as the support of its own supremacy, strove

with all its might to maintain it unweakened, and en-

forced with reckless energy the bloody laws enacted

against the Catholics on one side and the radical Prot-

estant sects on the other. The king having established

a liturgy calculated to set limits to the arbitrary freedom

of Puritan worship, the Presbyterians set it down as a
(i worship of Baal" and a quenching of the Spirit of God.

The dissension threatened to take the form of civil war,

for the Presbyterians of England united with those of

Scotland. On July 1, 1643, in obedience to a summons
from Parliament (which summons had been issued in

consequence of a remonstrance of the Presbyterian di-

vines against prelacy), the Westminster Assembly met
in Westminster Abbey. This Assembly was composed
of 121 English divines, 10 lords, 20 commoners, with 5

ministers and 5 elders representing the Church of Scot-

land. They drew up a Confession of Faith, commonly
known as the Westminster Confession, a Form of Church
Government, a Directory for Public Worship, and two
Catechisms, the Larger and the Shorter, which were all

approved by Parliament in 1648. Parliament then en-
acted an ordinance making Presbyterianism the estab-

lished religion of England, but without attaching any
penalties to nonconformitv. A loud crv has been raised

YIIL-L l

against the English Presbyterians on the alleged ground
that, at this period of their history, their whole efforts

were directed towards the attainment of Church power.
" Now, what was this Church power," says the younger
M'Crie, "which the Presbyterians were so anxious to

secure, and which Neal would represent as ' a civil au-
thority over men's persons and properties?' Will it be
believed that it was neither more nor less than the
power of keeping back scandalous and unworthy per-
sons from the ordinances of baptism and the Lord's
Supper? This was, in fact, the great point in dispute
between them and the Parliament; for the Parliament
had insisted on having the supreme power in ecclesias-

tical matters, and had passed a law to the effect that if

any person were refused admission to sealing ordinances
by the Church courts, he might appeal to Parliament,
which might, by virtue of its authority, compel the
Church courts to receive him, whatever his character
might be. The Presbyterians, as Neal himself admits,
'were dissatisfied with the men in power, because they
would not leave the Church independent of the State".'

And would Mr. Neal, himself an Independent, have had
the Church to be dependent on the State? Would he
have had the Presbyterians tamely submit to see the
royal prerogatives of Christ assumed by a Parliament,
after they had succeeded in wresting them out of the
hands of a monarch against whom, for this very reason,

the nation had long been engaged in a bloody war?"
The ordinance which they had secured from Parlia-

ment in 1648, however, never went into practical opera-
tion, for as soon as Cromwell and the Independents rose

into power, they showed an uncompromising hostility

to the Presbyterians. This was partly owing to the re-

sistance the latter had made to the trial and execution
of Charles I, insomuch that they had to be driven out
of the House of Commons by force before those measures
could be effected. London and its neighborhood were,

meanwhile, formed into twelve presbyteries, constitut-

ing the Provincial Synod of London, which continued to

hold regular half-yearly meetings till 1655, the meet-
ings of presbyteries being continued till a later date;
but the whole Presbyterian system was overturned by
Cromwell's Committee of Triers, composed of thirty-

eight persons of different sects, who were appointed in

place of the Assembly for the examining and approving
of all persons elected or nominated to any ecclesiastical

office. Cromwell's policy aimed at bringing all ecclesi-

astical matters under the immediate control of the civil

power.

On the Restoration, Charles II no sooner found him-
self firmly seated on the throne than he proved false to

the Solemn League and Covenant which he had sworn to

observe, restored prelacy to its former power, and gave
up the Presbyterians, who had exerted themselves for

his return to persecution. The fruitless Savoy Con-
ference (q. v.) was followed by the Act of Uniformity,

which was carried into effect on St. Bartholomew's Day,
Aug. 24, 1662. Two thousand conscientious ministers

who would not consent to be episcopally re-ordained, to

assent to the Book of Common Prayer, or to abjure the

Solemn League and Covenant, were then ejected from
their benefices, and wandered forth to a life of poverty.

Sixty thousand of the laity were imprisoned or fined,

5000 of whom died in prison, and the fines, confiscations,

and other consequent losses of property amounted to

£2,000,000 sterling. See Nonconformists.
After the Revolution, and the passage of the Act of

Toleration in 1689, Presbyterianism revived, chapels

sprang up in every part of the kingdom, and within
twenty-five years the Presbyterians numbered 800 con-
gregations. They became one of the " three denomina-
tions" who received the recognition of the State and
were permitted to petition the crown in a corporate

capacity, and in the business meetings of deputies from
these denominations the Presbyterians had two repre-

sentatives for one Baptist and one Independent.

Prosperity, however, proved more injurious than per-
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sacution, and there was an abatement of zeal and spirit-

ualitv. Besides this, another cause operated disastrous-

ly. In 1691 th" Presbyterians were induced to enter

into Articles of Agreement with the Independents. As

a consequence, Presbyterian discipline began to be re-

laxed, the system was not carried out, the office of

ruling elder was allowed to be dropped, the disuse of

Church sessions naturally followed, presbyteries and

synods wen- given up, the churches became virtually

independent, and finally Arian and Socinian errors in-

fected the ministers and congregations to such an alarm-

ing extent that the name Presbyterian became By y-

mous in England with Socinian or Unitarian; old en-

dowments, legacies of Presbyterians, being in many in-

stances enjoyed by 1 'nitarians. Notwithstanding the

numerous Presbyterian houses of worship which had

been erected, the organization of Presbyterianisra was

very imperfectly kept up. The " discipline" which has

flourished so well in Scotland under the form of -Kirk
Session" never obtained a lirm footing in England, nor

have the English Presbyterians ever possessed a com-

pletely organized system of presbyteries, synods, and

General Assembly. Along with the extensive devia-

tion from sound doctrine among the English Presbyte-

rians there arose a strong feeling of discontent with the

compulsory subscription of the Thirty-nine Articles

which the Toleration Act required from all Dissenter-.

The subject was discussed in various pamphlets ; and at

length, constrained by the force of public opinion, gov-
ernment passed an act in 177!) by which every preacher

or teacher of any congregation who scrupled to declare

and subscribe his assent to any of the articles was al-

lowed to make and subscribe instead thereof the decla-

ration of Protestant belief, and was thereby entitled to

similar exemptions. A subsequent statute renders qual-

ifying in the case of Dissenters for the exercise of min-
isterial functions unnecessary, except in obedience to a
legal requisition. But although forced subscription to

the Vxticles was no longer required, the Protestant Dis-

senters, including the Presbyterians, still retained their

own symbolic books which Coincided ill doctrine with
the Thirty- nine Articles. Up to this time both Pres-

byterians and Congregationalism were in the habit of

requiring confessions of faith at ordinations, and on such
occasions ministers of both denominations frequently
took part in the religious services. At tin- present day
numbers ofchurches exist in England originally planted

on a Presbyterian foundation, which are only Presby-

terian in name, being, in fact. Socinian in faith and
Independent in government. Probably there are not
less than 170 such churches; hut. protected by acts of

Parliament and decisions of the lord-chancellors, they
remain unmolested in the enjoyment of their endow-
ment j.

There existed, however, for some time in England a

few congregations connected with the Church of Scot-

land and with the Scottish Secession Church. The for-

mer organized into a separate ecclesiastical body in

1836, bin in 1843 a portion of this adhered to the Scot-

tish Established Church, while a portion, in sisterly al-

liance with the Free Church of Scotland, prosecuted its

work in England on the footing of a Church with sepa-

rate and independent jurisdiction. In 1872 the two
bodies into which the English Presbyterians finally di-

vided—the one then called '1'ln Presbyterian Church in

Mi' other United Presbyterians presented the

following relative Btrength:

Pn b. Cnlted Pretb, Potal

Pi ies 7 5 12
1 132 105 23"
Settle;! ministers 123 ;«i 218
Baling elders 646 560 1,1C6
Communicants 28,960 17,si;i 41,s'J7
Missionary ami benev-

olent eillrrtions £7,80s £7,781 £15,089
Stipends £2T,528 £18,487 £46,012

In 1876 the statistics presented at the fortieth meeting
of t he Synod of the English Presbyterian Church showed

that the number of communicants was 29,045, the total

ai ml of receipts for the year £98,484, and the amount
of stipends paid £':>*,009. The income for home mis-
sions had been £2133. Seven new fields of labor had
been occupied. The expenditures ofthe Foreign Mission

Committee had been £8268 for the support of 12 mis-

sionarit a in < Tina, beside- ;; at home for rest. 56 native

evangelists, and _';; students. < m June 18, 1876, the

first synod of /'/'• Presbyterian Church ofEngland was
constituted by the union of the two bodies. Th. United
Church then consisted of II presbyteries, with 263

ttion8; on.Hon members, with a yearly income
of £160.000. In 1877 the Synod of the Presbyterian

Church of England comprised 258 congregations, dis-

tributed into in presbyteries, with a membership of

13,434 communicants. The entire ino of the Church
during that year, both congregational ami synodical, in-

clusive of £6210 2s. from special sources, was £157,455
1 2*.

The schemes of the < Ihurch, placed under the charge

of standing committees, are as follows:

1. Home Missions, including Church Extension, Evan-
gelization, Temperance.

2. Foreign Missions.— Principally in China, where
there are fifteen European missionaries and forty-nine

native evangelists, and twenty-seven students in train-

ing. There are sixty-live stations in all. many of which

have been organized as churches, situated in the dis-

tricts ol Amoy and Swatow, and the island of Formosa.

In connection with these there were, at the close of

1876, 1974 communicants. There is one missionary sta-

tion in India. Many of the late United Presbyterian

congregations maintain more it less their connection

meanwhile, as was understood at the union, with the

foreign missions of their former Church. The commit-
tee aids missions in Germany, France, Belgium, Spain,

Portugal. Italy. Bohemia, and Russia.

:;. Jewish Mission.— The sphere of this work, with

one missionary, the Rev. Thomas Meyer, is London.

There is a mission-hall, with reading-room. The means
used arc domestic visitations, public meetings in the

hall, prayer -meetings, and meetings with inquirers.

Thirty-seven Jews, besides casual inquirers, were more
or less under regular instruction in 1S77. There were

three baptisms.

1. Education.—A theological seminary is maintained

in London. It has three professors: the Revs. Dr. Lor-

imer, Dr. Chalmers, and the Rev. Mr. Gibb (resident).

A generous member of the Church, 1.'. Barbour, Esq., of

Manchester, having made provision for the endowment
of an additional chair, the Church is taking steps lor

making appointment of another professor in 1878. The
committee aKo takes charge of superintending and aid-

ing a number of scl Is, especially in rural districts.

5. Sabbath-schools. Th.' < mittee reported to the

Synod in 1*77 348 scl Is, 5382 teachers, 51,185 schol-

ars on the roll, of whom 20,271 are children of parent;;

belonging to the Church, and 1510 are in senior .lasses.

Much Christian work is done among the young by Other

means.

6. Sustentation Fund. This was a scheme in opera-

tion, at the date ofthe union, in the Presbyterian t Ihurch

in England only the United Presbyterian church aid-

ing its w.ak.r congregations by another plan. This

necessitates now some transitional and imperfect action.

The equal dividend for last year t.> th.- congregations

on the fund was £200, raising the minimum ministerial

stipend lo that amount, 'lie whole sum paid as sala-

ries was £63,21 I. ol which forty per cent, passed through

this fund.

7. Publications. This committee issues the \t

and Children's Messenger, monthly periodicals of the

Church, and during the past year has prepared a me-

morial volume containing records ..f the union. It con-

templates the continuance of instructive manuals, ot"

which two have been published for the use ofthe Church.

Other provisions are: (a) Widows and Orphans'
1
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Fund; (b) Church Building Committee; and (c) Aged

and Infirm Ministers' Fund. See Hume, Hist, of Eng-

land ; Neal, Hist, of the Puritans ; Sketch of the His-

tory and Principles of the Presbyterian Church in Eng-

land (Lond.) ; HaUam, Constitutional History of Eng-

land ; Wilson, Presb. Hist. A Imanac ; M'Crie, A nmals of

English Presbyterianisiu (1872).

7. Presbyterian Church in Ireland.—In Ireland

as well as in England there was a strong Puritan section

of the clergy holding Presbyterian principles during the

earlier years of the 17th century, and the party was con-

siderably strengthened by the settlement of Ulster by

Scottish colonists during the reign of James I. Scot-

tish ministers also carried over to Ireland their peculiar

views. But the Presbyterian party was not consolidated

into a separate community until the civil war broke out.

The first Presbyterian minister who appeared in Ireland
'

after the Reformation was the Rev. Walter Travers, the

first regular provost of Trinity College, Dublin. He
entered on his official duties in 1594; but. owing to the

civil war in which the country was then involved, he

did not remain long at the head of the university. Of
those ministers who went to Ireland in the reign of

James I, the earliest was Mr. Edward Brice, who be-

came rector of Templecorran, near Carrickfergus, in the

county of Antrim. About that time a number of Scotch-

men obtained bishoprics in Ulster. These prelates, who
had been brought up in the Presbyterian Church, and

who had themselves been originally ordained by pres-

byters, were not at first disposed to exact conformity to

the Episcopal ritual from the Scottish ministers settled

around them. Thus it was that the ministers, though

refusing to use the Liturgy, were permitted to preach in

the parish churches and enjoy the tithes. But when
the imperious Wentworth was placed at the head of the

government of Ireland, a new policy was inaugurated.

All the clergy were obliged to strict conformity ; and in

a few years all the Presbyterian ministers were driven

into exile. At the time of the horrid massacre in 1641,

not one of them was in the country. Thus they most

providentially escaped that catastrophe. In 1642, when
a Scottish army arrived in Ulster to put down the re-

bellion, Presbyterianism obtained a permanent footing

in Ireland, and, after various struggles, a Presbyterian

Church was founded by the formation of a presbytery

at Carrickfergus on the 10th of June, 1642. The Pres-

byterian population of Ulster was greatly increased in

number by immigration from Scotland about the middle

of the 17th century; and notwithstanding many diffi-

culties, from the opposition of prelates and of the civil

power, the Church continued to increase. While the

civil war was going on in Scotland great numbers of

the Scotch emigrated to the north of Ireland, and these

made a still larger addition to the Presbyterian popula-

tion, a strong bond being also established between the

two communicants. For a time their ministers in Ire-

land were silenced by Cromwell because they refused

to take the "engagement" of fidelity to the common-
wealth; but for the last five or six years of his admin-

istration he treated the Irish Presbyterians with less

severity, and at the Restoration they numbered nearly

eighty congregations, with seventy ministers. Sixty-

one of these were obliged to give up the benefices into

which they had been placed (Jeremy Taylor deprived

thirty-six in one day), and only seven out of the seventy

conformed to the Episcopal establishment. Within a few

years, however, the Presbyterians organized into a com-
pact body as the Synod of Ulster, and it is a curious

fact that the Presbyterian ministers received a pension

from government, under Charles II, in 1672, which re-

gium donum (q. v.), however, was not regularly paid, and
soon ceased to be expected by the Presbyterian minis-

ters. In the reign of William the regium donum was
augmented, although only to the paltry amount in all

of £1200 a year. The sum has since, however, been
repeatedly augmented. With the disestablishment of

the Episcopal Church of Ireland, under Gladstone's min-

istry, the regium donum was discontinued, and the Pres-

byterian Church of Ireland is entirely relieved from State

dependence. It was valued at fourteen years' purchase,

and the sum of nearly £600,000 was paid over therefor,

thus securing the division among the ministers of nearly

£30,000 a year of interest. In 1710 the synod of the

Presbyterian Church resolved to institute the preaching

of the Gospel to the Irish in their own language. During
this period of its history the Irish Presbyterian Church
experienced the utmost opposition from the High-Church
party. Afterwards dissensions sprang up within it, and
these with reference to the most important doctrines.

Irish Presbyterians could not escape the influence of the

latitudinarian spirit which prevailed during the 18th

century. Early in the reign of George I, some of their

ministers began to speak ambiguously on doctrinal sub-

jects, and to oppose subscription to the Westminster

Confession of Faith. In consequence, in 1720, a schism

took place among them, and the non-subscribers formed

themselves into what was called '-The Presbytery of

Antrim." The separatists did not obtain much support

from the mass of the Presbyterian population ; but not

a few who remained connected with the larger body,

known as "The Synod of Ulster," exhibited very little

zeal in upholding and propagating the sound theology

of their forefathers. Meanwhile the Scotch Seceders,

who appeared in Ireland shortly before the middle of

the 18th century, did much to maintain purity of doc-

trine in the Northern province, Their congregations

rapidly multiplied, and within little more than sixty

years after the organization of their first church, there

were upwards of ninety Secession ministers in Ulster.

In 1761 the Rev. Matthew Lynd, the first Irish Cov-

enanting minister, was ordained at Vow, near Rashar-

U in, in the county of Antrim. Owing very much to

the growing laxity of doctrine and discipline in the

Synod of Ulster, the Covenanters, or Reformed Presby-

terians, continued, from this date till the close of the

century, to make steady progress; and in 1792 their

first Irish Presbytery was constituted. But early in the

present century indications of a religious revival appear-

ed in the Synod of Ulster, and when Arianism was open-

ly avowed an earnest protest was raised against it. In

1829 the Arian controversy issued in the separation of

the Unitarians from the great Northern Synod, and im-

mediately afterwards the Irish Presbyterian Church, as

if invigorated with new life, commenced a prosperous

career. Its congregations rapidly increased ; its minis-

ters exhibited new zeal and enterprise; and some of

them attracted attention all over the empire as plat-

form-speakers and pulpit orators. In 1835 the Synod

of Ulster adopted an overture requiring unqualified

subscription to the Westminster Confession of Faith

from all its licentiates and ministers; and as the grounds

of separation between this body and the Secession Syn-

od were now removed, a union between them was hap-

pily consummated in 1840. The united body, which

assumed the designation of "The General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in Ireland," consisted, at the

time of its incorporation, of 433 congregations. Ever
since the date of this union, the Irish Presbyterian

Church has occupied a more commanding position in

the country. It has at present under its care about

half a million of people, including a large proportion of

the substantial farmers and merchants of Ulster. Very
few of the aristocracy were ever attached to it ; but of

late its members have been advancing steadily in social

position; and at the present time it has in its commu-
nion seven members of Parliament, several considerable

landed proprietors, and many gentlemen holding the

commission of the peace.

The Remonstrant or Arian body has not increased in

like proportion. After their withdrawal from the ortho-

dox majority in 1829, the Unitarians formed themselves

into an association which assumed the name of "The
Remonstrant Synod of Ulster." This body has since

maintained a lingering existence in the north of Ire-
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land; but doctrinal laxity does not flourish among

Presbyterians; and though the Unitarians ran reckon

some forty congregations in the Island, their numbers,

including the adherents of the Presbyterj ol Antrim,

amount, according to the government census of L871,

only to 9373 individuals.

The Covenanters, or Reformed Presbyterians, who

are all Btricl Calvinists, arc considerably more numer-

ous. There are besides a few congregations in Ireland

connected with the United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland, as well as a few others known by the designa-

tion ofSeceders; but they form a very small item in the

national census. The Irish Presbyterian ( hurch now

consists of about t>00 congregations, and has not only

displayed much zeal for the advancement of Protestant-

ism in Ireland, but also of Christianity in other pans of

the world. Immediately after its formation, the Gen-

eral Assembly inaugurated a Foreign Mission. India

was selected as the scene of it- missionary operations,

and its agents have ever since been laboring there with

em raging success in Gujarat and Kattiawar. Con-

nected with it there are now nine ordained European

missionaries, assisted by a staff of native catechists, col-

porteurs, and school-teachers. Within the year 1876

there were ninety-two baptisms, and the total number
connected with the native Church amounted to 1636 in-

dividuals. The mission has been maintained during

the year 1877 at an expense of nearly £10,000. Its

operations have been recently extended to China,

where three mission stations have been established.

In addition to this mission the Presbyterian Church of

Inland supports a Jewish mission, a Continental and

Colonial mission, and a mission for Soldiers and

Sailors. In 1876 the Presbyterian Church in Ireland

reported five synods, thirty-six presbyteries. 639 min-

isters, 78,445 families, and 107,262 communicants. The
susti ntation fund amounted to £122,000; the total min-

isterial income for the previous year was £513,000.

The average salary of the ministers was i.'.s70. In the

scl la of the National Board of Education, the Presby-

terian children, in 1874, numbered 115,258, equal to

about 11 percent. A Presbyterian college (Magee Col-

lege) was opened at Londonderry Oct. 10, 1865. In

1846, Mrs. .Magee. widow of the Rev. William Magee, a

Presbyterian minister, left £20,000 in trust for the i rei -

tion and endowment of a Presbyterian college. This

sum was allowed to accumulate for some year-, until

eventually the trustees were authorized, by a decree of

the lord-chancellor, to select a convenient site at or near

Londonderry. The Irish Society have granted an an-

nual endowment of i.'"_'."><> to the chair of natural philos-

ophy and mathematics, and £250 for five years towards

the general expenses of the college. The Rev. Richard

Dill, who died in L858, bequeathed £5000 to establish

two professorships. The appointment of the trustees is

\ est* d in the General Assembly. The professors arc re-

quired to sign the Wot minster < lonfession of Fail h, but

no religious test is prescribed for students. The major-

ity of the Irish Presbyterian ministers are educated in

Mi i. nerai Assembly's Theological College at Belfast.

It has a faculty of six professors, but provides only a

theological curriculum. The Btudents attendingTl re-

ceive their undergraduate education in the adjoining

Queen's College. The Assembly College ha- an at-

tendance of from 7<t to 150 Btudents; the students of

the younger college are not yet nearly so numerous.

Previous to the passing of the Irish Church Act in 1869,

a parliamentary grant of £1750 per annum sufficed for

the maintenance of six professors, at £250 each, leaving

£250 to defray the expense of management. The gov-

ernment, on the passing of the act. granted a sum of

£43,976 a- compensation; and the interest of this sum.

together with thai on £5000 subscribed by friends "i

the institution, and the fees Of the -indent-, make up

the annual income. Patrons have recently added prizes.

worth from £20 to £50 per annum. A most valuable

sustained by the Church and of comparatively

[recent establishment is the Orphan Society, which al-

ready supports 2400 poor children deprived of one or

both of their parents, and has an annual revenue of

about £9000. See Ikkland.
8. Pki.-I'.I I 1IRIAN Si \ u Si < I DER9 IN Il:i I \M>.

This denomination of Christians was formed by a

union, which was effected in 1818, between the two sec-

tions of the Secession Church in Ireland, the Burghers
and \nt iburghers. From the commencement of the pres-

ent century negotiations had been carried on with a view

to the accomplishment ot this most desirable object ; but
such negotiations had uniformly failed, from the <ir-

cumstance that the Antiburghers. who were Bubjecl to

the general synod in Scotland, had been prevented by

that court from taking effective steps in the matter.

At length, however, they resolved to act independently

ol the Scottish judicatory, and the two synods ofSece-

ders in Ireland, having agreed upon a basis of union,

I

met at Cookstown July '.». 1818, ami formed themselves

ini ie body under the designation of "The Presbyte-

rian Synod of Ireland, distinguished by the name Seced-

ers." The ministers of the united synod at this period

amounted in number to 97. The basis on which the

union rested consisted of the six following points:

"l. To declare their constant and inviolable attachment
to their alreadyapproved and recognised standards; name-
ly, the W esimmsterC mfession of Faith, Larger aud Short-

er Catechisms, ! >: i
<• torj foi Worship, and Form of Pres-

byterian Church government, with the Original Secession
Testimony.

"•.'. That, as they unite under the banner ofn testimony,
they are determined, in nil time- coming, as their fore-

fathers have set them the example, to assert the truth
when it is injured or opposed, and to condemn and testify

against error and immorality whenever they may seem to

prevail.

'•:i. To cancel the name of Burgher and Antihurgher
forever, and to unite the two synods into one, to he known
by the name 'The Presbyterian Synod of Ireland, distin-

guished by the mime Seceders.'
"4. To declare their insubordination to any other eccle-

siastical court, while, at the same time, they do hereby
signify their hearty inclination to hold a correspondence
wiili their sister < lunch in Scotland or elsew here, for their

mutual edification ; but think it expedient not to lay them-
selves under any restrictions as to the manner of said cor-

';.. To allow all the presbyteries and congregations in

their connection to bear the same name. and. in the mean-
time, stand as they were before the conl< -

"6. Carefully to preserve all the public records of the
two synods from their formation in this kingdom till the
present day."

This union was the means of imparting considerable

strength and vigor to the Secession Church in Ireland.

A home mission was now commenced, and i he cause of

Presbj terianisra began to flourish in various tow ns and

villages where it had been hitherto unknown. The
whole proceedings of this Church were characterized

by a high regard to purity of doctrine aud the ad\ amc-

menl Of vital religion. The Irish Presbyterian Church,

on the contrary, had long been hindered in its progress

by the prevalence of Arian and Sociniau doctrine-, both

among its ministers ami people. By the divine bless-

ing, however, they were ai length enabled to rid them-

selves of the New-Light party: and. to -cure uniformity

of teaching in the Church, they passed an overture re-

quiring absolute subscription to tin' < lonfession of faith.

lie general synod w a- now. in almost all respects, :—
similalcd to the Irish Secession ('hurch. and the pro-

po-.d of a union between the two was seriously enter-

tained. An arrangement in regard to the regium donum
made in 1838 paved the way for il- completion, govern-

ment having in that year agreed to equalize the bounty,

and on certain conditions to grant £75, laic Irish cur-

rency, per annum, to every minister connected with the

two s\ noil-. Being thus placed mi an equal footing by
the go\ eminent, and agreed both in doctrine and t Shurcfa

polity, the great obstacles to a i iplete incorporation of

the two churchi - w< re thus removed.

The first movement toward- union had taken place

among tin- theological Btudents of both churches at-

tending the Belfast Academical Institution, who bad
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established among themselves a united prayer-meeting.

The desire for union, and a strong feeling of its propri-

ety, rapidly spread both among ministers and people.

Memorials on the subject, accordingly, were presented

to the Synod of Ulster, and the Secession Synod, at their

respective meetings in 1839. Committees were appoint-

ed by the two synods, and, the matter having been fully

considered and preliminaries adjusted, the final act of

incorporation took place at Belfast on July 10, 1840, the

united body taking to itself the name of the Presbyterian

Church in Ireland. See Ireland.

9. Welsh Calvinistic Methodists.— This body

of believers is sometimes ranked among Presbyterians,

because its form of Church government is a modified

Presbyterianism. Each Church manages its own af-

fairs, admits or expels members by the vote of the ma-

jority of those who belong to it, but this is rather Con-

gregational than Presbyterian. It, however, allows an

appeal from the decision of the individual Church to the

monthly meeting of the county or presbytery to which

it belongs, and then there is an appeal from the month-

ly meeting to the quarterly association of the province.

Matters are finally disposed of as follows: those relat-

ing to South Wales by the South Wales Association,

and so of the North ; but a few years ago a General As-

sembly of the whole connection was established, and

the two associations may agree to refer matters to that

body, which meets once a year, for final decision. Its

Confession of Faith is, of course, strictly Calvinistic.

See Methodism (vol. vi, p. 156, col. G).

10. Presbyterian Church in the United States.
—The denomination commonly known by this name,

both on account of its numerical superiority and its pri-

ority of organization, derived its origin from the Presby-

terians of Scotland and Ireland, and particularly the

latter, with a considerable infusion of French Hugue-
nots, Dutch and German Reformed emigrants. Many
fugitives from persecution in the mother country took

refuge in the more liberal colonies of Pennsylvania,

Maryland, New Jersey, Virginia, and the Carolinas.

Francis Makemie, who may be called the founder of

American Presbyterianism, was an Irishman, who sev-

eral years before the close of the 17th century had gath-

ered churches in Maryland. For several years before the

organization of the first presbytery, his most intimate

ministerial friend was Jedediah Andrews. The earliest

traces of Church organizations of a trustworthy charac-

ter indicate a congregation gathered in Upper Marlbor-

ough, Md., in 1690, and others collected by Mr. Makemie
in the same colony about the same date, if not as early

as 1684—one in Freehold, N. J., called the Scotch Meet-
ing-house, in 1692; and one in Philadelphia, under the

care of Mr. Andrews, in 1698. The Presbytery of Phila-

delphia is supposed to have been formed about the year

1705, if not before, this uncertainty arising from the

first page of the manuscript minutes being lost. It was
composed of seven ministers— Samuel Davis, John
Hampton, Francis Makemie, and George M'Nish, from

Ireland; Nathaniel Taylor and John Wilson, from Scot-

land ; and Jedediah Andrews, from New England. The
growth of the body was so rapid as to justify, in 1716,

the formation of the Synod of Philadelphia, consist-

ing of three presbyteries. The presbytery of Philadel-

phia had six ministers and six churches; that of New-
castle six ministers and churches; that of Snowhill

three ministers and churches; and that, of Long Island

two ministers and several churches—in all twenty-throe

ministers and more than that number of congregations.

The Adopting Act was passed in 1729, designed to

announce the Westminster Confession and Catechisms
as the standards of the Church more formally than had
ever yet been done. The bearing of this act has been
of late years sharply discussed. It may be found in the

printed minutes. It was a compromise measure accept-

ed in consequence of the agitation which had been oc-

casioned by the Irish presbyters. These had been in

the midst of an exciting controversy against the intru-

sion of Arian principles into the Presbyterian Church
of Ireland, and had come over determined to suffer no
looseness of subscription to the standards of faith. The
Adopting Act occasioned, therefore, not a little contro-
versy. The non-subscribers in sentiment disliked even
the general terms of the Adopting Act, while the others
desired the adoption of the ipsissima verba of the stand-
ards. Though the measure was finally a compromise, it

failed to set differences at rest. They continued to de-
velop, and became manifest, in connection with certain

synodical action on ministerial education, and ripened-

until they resulted in one or two secessions, which pre-
pared the way for the establishment in this country
of a branch of the Associate Presbyteiian Church. In
1739, party feelings were revived by the visit of White-
field, and the synod was divided into those who were
known as friends or enemies of the revival. By 1741
the controversy resulted in a schism, by which the body
was rent into two synods—that of the Old Side party,

called the Synod of Philadelphia; that of the New,
called the Synod of New York. The principal cause of

the division was the insisting of the Old Side on a thor-

oughly educated ministry, while the New laid more
stress on piety and zeal. There was no difference of

opinion as to doctrine or discipline. Gilbert Tennant,
the friend of Whitefield, was the leader and master-
spirit of the New branch, and published several sermons
and pamphlets very severe in their tone. After a sepa-

ration of thirteen years, passion and party feeling cooled

down, the leaders were disposed to make mutual con-
cessions, past errors and mistakes were frankly con-
fessed, and the two synods became again united, May
29, 1758, under the style and title of " the Synod of New
York and Philadelphia," comprising ninety-four minis-

ters. During the half century of existence that had
now closed, the Church had taken some important steps.

It had committed itself, for instance, to a polity distinct-

ly Presbyterian, it had adopted Calvinistic doctrinal^

standards, and had set up a high standard of ministerial

education. Nor were these things needless, or done too

soon. A stream of population was rapidly flowing west-

ward, having on its front line settlers of very diverse

characters. Some were men of such lawless habits that

they could no longer stay in orderly communities; oth-

ers loved the wild excitements of frontier life, and oth-

ers thought only of bettering their temporal condition

by obtaining homes in the new lands. All classes were
very poor. Indians were numerous, causing the preach-

er to carry his rifle as well as his Bible—while State-

Church opposition added to the difficulties of the Pres-

byterian evangelist. Only men of education—men of

energy, full of zeal and of varied resource, could have
even held their own in the face of such hindrances.

Such men the Presbyterian Church desired to have in

its ministry, nor desired in vain. Many of its early

preachers— the Tennants of New Jersey, Brainerd of

the Indian Mission, Davies of Virginia, and a host of

others, have been pre-eminent for ministerial efficiency,

and will assuredly be held in everlasting remembrance.
While the Church was thus supplying the Gospel in

sparsely peopled districts and forming new presbyteries

in every direction, it was led to enter into such relations

with the Congregationalists as materially influenced its

after-course. For some years before the Revolution,

the Colonial Episcopal Church had sought to obtain a

legal Establishment. Fearing the success of its efforts,

the synod agreed in 1766 to meet in annual convention

with the General Association of Connecticut, " to unite

their endeavors and counsels for spreading the Gospel

and preserving the religious liberties of the churches."

This arrangement was carried out until the outbreak of

war in 1776 interrupted the intercourse.

When the war of the Revolution broke out. the Pres-

byterians, to a man, arrayed themselves on the side of

the patriots—which may, at least in part, be explained

by the fear, which they shared in common with the

Congregationalists of New England, that there was a
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design to introduce bishops and establish an oppressive

ami odious hierarchy in the colonies. During the Revo-

lutionary war, in common with all religious interests,

the Presbyterian Church Buffered greatly. .Many of its

bhurch buildings were destroyed, and not a few congre-

gations disorganized, yel its vitality remained unbro-

ken. Rallying quickly on the return of peace, new in-

terest in religious ordinances was manifested by the

people, and synodical meetings were better attended by

the ministers.

In 1785, steps were taken for revising the standards

of i he Church and organizing a General Assembly. A
committee consisting of Drs. Withers] i, Rodgers,

Roberl Smith, Patrick Allison, Samuel Stanhope Smith,

John Wbodhull, Roberl Cooper, .fames Latta, George
Duffield, and Matthew Wilson, was appointed "to take

into consideration the i stitution of the Church of

Scotland and other Protestant churches," and to form a

complete system for the organization of the Presbyte-

rian Church in the United Slates. In May. 1788, the

synod convened and resolved itself into a General As-

sembly, which had its lirst meeting the following year,

embracing four synods (New Fork and NewJersej . Phila-

delphia, Virginia, and the Carolinas), 17 presbyteries, 119

congregations, and 180 ministers. By this assembly the

Westminster Confession ofFaith was adopted with three

slight alterations (in chapters xx, xxiii, and xxxi),and
the Larger and Shorter Catechisms with but a single

alteration, while the form of government and discipline

of the Scottish Church was so modi tied as to discounte-

nance the right of the civil magistrate to interfere in

the affairs of the Church excepl for the purpose of pro-

tection alone. Shortly .after the war, the Presbyterian

ministers renewed their friendly relations with the (

'..li-

gregationalists. In 1792 the General Assembly and the

Association of Connecticut agreed that each denomina-
tion should be represented in the annual meetings of
the other by three commissioners, an agreement that

afterwards embraced the general associations of Ver-
mont. New I lamp-hire, and Massachusetts. In 1794

these representatives were allowed to vote on all mat-
ters under discussion. All these measures prepared the

way for the adoption, in 1801, by both parties of the
• Plan of Onion." Under this arrangement a congrega-
tion, Congregational in polity, might have installed as

its pastor a Presbyterian minister who still retained his

seat in the presbytery, and was personally responsible

thereto, and he itself represented in that court not by
an elder, hut by a committeeman or delegate chosen
from its membership. On the other hand, a congrega-
tion Presbyterian in its polity, connected with a pres-

bytery and represented therein by an elder, might have
installed over it as pastor a Congregational minister
who remained a member of some Congregational asso-

ciation. This procedure was the fruil partly of the
CO-OperationS of the previous year-, hut it made Pres-

byterianism less systematic in its movements and Less

authoritative in its administration, a- we shall see pres-

ently. During the earlier years of the present century,
Hero appeared in the southern and western portions
oi lie- church striking manifestations of religious in-

terest, having, in many cases, singular physical accom-
its. In connection with these, zeal outran dis-

cretion; strange doctrines were s. taught; presbyte-
rial order was violated, and confusion became widespread.
Ultimately these things led to the withdrawal of some
of the offenders and the removal of others from the
Presbyterian Church, and the formation in 1811 of
what is now known as "The Cumberland Presbyterian
Church." (See No. 11 below.)

The increase of the Church was rapid, and by 1834
it contained 22 Bynods, 111 presbyteries, and aboul 1900
ministers. I'.ut only four years later (in 1888) Presby-
terianism suddenly encountered a severe reverse bva
widespread schism, for which the materials had been
gathering for several years. In is.'.'. the Synod of the
Associate Reformed Church ha\ ing been brought, under

the lead of Dr. John M. Mason, to favor union with the
Presbyterian Church, that union took place: buta very
considerable minority refused to acquiesce in the meas-
ure, and retained a Beparate existence. During the

fifteen years that followed, the growth of the Church
was uuprceedeiitedly rapid. New churches and preshv-

teries wen- multiplied in the Mel. 11.- and Western States.

Already measures had been adopted (1812) which re-

sulted in establishing Princeton Seminary, Union Sem-
inary in Virginia, and. though unendowed, the South-
ern and Western at Marys\ ilk-. Tenn. Auburn followed

in 1816 ; the Western at Allegheny < !ity and Lane al < lin-

cinnati in 1726 27 j Columbia, S.C.,and Danville, Ky., in

1828; and Union at New- York iii 1836, The accessions

from New England, at the time in full theological Sym-
patbywith the Presbyterian Church, wen- provided for

by the ' ; Plan of Union" agreed to by the General Asso-
ciation of Connecticut and the General Assembly in

1801. It aimed to secure the rights and the harmo-
nious CO-operation of two denominations entering the

same field. For nearly a quarter of a century no fault

was found with it; but it led to the representation in

Presbytery and General Assembly of committeemen
from Congregational churches, and these were found to

favor voluntary missionary societies not under the As-
sembly's control. Of these societies, that for home mis-

sions, within a few years afn-r its organization in 1826,

had several hundred missionaries under its patronage.

Most of these were from New England, and many of

them were alike opposed to Church boards and in sym-
pathy with "New Haven theology." Parties were thus

formed in the Church, and the agitation on the subject

of slavery, springing up at that time, tended to increase

the alienation.

The crisis came in 1837. Two parties were arrayed

against each other, known as the Old and New Schools.

In general, it may perhaps be said that the division

was one of sentiment between the more progressive

and the more conservative members ol the Church.

In the Old there was more of a leaning to the strict

views of the Scotch Church on doctrine and discipline;

in the New. the preference was as decidedly in favor

of the laxer and more latitudinarian practice of New
England, from whicb region many of the party had
originally come. The New Lights wished to bear a
decided testimony against slavery; tin- old Lights

thought that duty did not require any action ol the

Church on that subject; the former wished to unite

with other denominations in Christian work through
voluntary societies ; tin- latter believed that such work
could be more efficiently and economically conducted

by their denomination through boards which should be

under its own control. Instead of brotherly love, bick-

erings and heart-burnings now prevailed; the General

Assembly was an arena ofconstant strife; each party, as

it obtained an accidental majority, set itself to work to

nullify the measures of its opponents. The Old School

made ineffectual attempts to try and condemn Drs.

Karnes. P.eeeher. and Duffield for publishing heterodox
opinions; the New School stood up for •• substance of

doctrine," and for the Great Voluntary or National So-

cieties in opposition to denominational action. Confi-

dent in superior numbers and Strategy, the latter antic-

ipated an easy victory, and refused any concessions.

The (ii.i School, crippled on everj Bide, and chagrined
at being east into the shade, held conventions to decide

upon their future course. In 1834 appeared " Die Act

and Testimony," drafted by Rev. Roberl J. Breckinridge,

complaining of the prevalence of doctrinal errors, the

relaxation of discipline, and the violation of church
order. The signatures amounted to _,n7.">. In 1837 an-

other convention, meeting a week before the General

Assembly, prepared a testimony and memorial to be

laid before the Assembly, in which thej testified against

sixteen doctrinal errors, ten variations from Presbyte-

rian order, and five declensions in Christian discipline,

and proposed a method of reform. The Old-School
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party, finding themselves that year (the first for five

years) in the majority, adopted the suggestions of the

memorial as a basis of action, and pressed matters to a

speedy issue. They established a Board of Foreign

Missions, dissolved the Elective Affinity Presbytery,

abrogated the Plan of Union of 1801 with the Congre-

gational bodies, and disowned (or, as the New-School

party termed it, exscinded) the four synods of Genesee,

Geneva, Utica, and Western Reserve as un-Presbyterian

in their composition. The next year (1838) both par-

ties made strenuous exertions for the ascendency in the

Assembly. Upon calling the roll, it was found that the

delegates from the four synods were not recognised, nor

would the moderator, Dr. Elliott, entertain any motion

in their behalf. Hereupon, according to a concerted

plan, the commissioners from the four synods and those

who sympathized with them protested against the mod-
erator's decision, and proceeded to make a new organi-

zation and elect new officers, after which they withdrew

in a body to another place, and there held their sittings

as the true Constitutional Assembly, and, among other

things, elected several trustees of the property of the

corporation. These trustees, being subsequently refused

admission into the board, instituted legal proceedings,

and received a verdict in their favor. The case being

taken up to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, chief-

justice Gibson ordered a new trial. This, however, was
never had, the rulings being such as to completely set

aside the decision of judge Rogers in the inferior court,

and after a few years the suit was withdrawn. The New
School declared themselves satisfied with the moral ef-

fect of the trial, and with a later decision of the chief-

justice in the York case. The two bodies went on as

separate denominations, though each claimed to have
the genuine constitutional succession, and employed the

same style and title, " The General Assembly of the.

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America."

Both of these churches were extended over the whole

of the United States, and both of them had missions in

different parts of the heathen world, their collections for

missions forming a large part of the contributions for

that object from the United States of America. The
Old-School Presbyterians possessed the following theo-

logical seminaries : Princeton (Princeton, N. J.), West-
ern (Allegheny City, Pa.), Columbia (Columbia, S. C),
Danville (Danville, Ky.1, and North-west (Chicago,

ill.). The New- School Presbyterians held the Union
(New York City), Auburn (Auburn, N. Y.), Lane (near

Cincinnati, 0.), Blackburn (Carlinville, 111.), and Lind
(Chicago, 111.). The Old and New School Presbyterian

churches were reunited in 1871. At that time the for-

mer comprised 2381 ministers. 2740 churches, and 258.003

communicants ; and the latter, 1848 ministers, 1G31

churches, and 172,500 communicants.
The theological history of the Old-School Presbyterian

Church for the thirty-two years of its separate existence

may be presented in a very few words. It, was left by
the separation in a state of almost unprecedented doc-

trinal homogeneity. One may well doubt whether any
other Christian communion of equal size has ever ex-

celled it as to unity in the reception of an evangelical

creed of such extent as the Westminster Confession and
Catechisms. Differences of opinion, even among its

ministers, have, of course, existed ; but these differences

were comparatively trifling, or of very little prominence
or prevalence. If in any quarter serious error was
adopted, for the most part it must have been kept secret,

or have been known to but a few. No agitating disci-

pline on this ground was exercised, or, to the knowl-
edge of the Church at large, needed. "Princeton the-

ology," as it has often been called, was, beyond ques-
tion, almost universally prevalent among the Old-School
Presbyterians. If opposing systems must take a mod-
ern nomenclature, there may be no harm in making
Princeton and New Haven respectively the synonyms
of the Old and the New Divinity ; but it should be re-

membered that the text -books of Princeton have con-
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stantly been the simple Westminster symbols, and such
long and generally approved systematic presentations

of the reformed theology as the Ins/itutio Tlteulogive Ec-
lenchiicce of Franciscus Turret in. Old-School men have
been slow to admit the idea of any possible improve-
ment in the generally received system of Gospel truth.

Recognising fully the recent progress made in Biblical

criticism and exegesis—the fact, too, that from time to

time fuller and more exact statements of Christian doc-
trine may be, as they have been, elaborated—and by no
means maintaining that any uninspired man has been
wholly free from error, they have, nevertheless, rejected

with singular unanimity the assumption that any part
of the substance of the Gospel had lain hidden in Holy
Scripture until modern times, or that the Church of
Christ has new discoveries to make as to the system of

truth in Jesus. A well-known Presbyterian quarterly

publication—one identified with it from the beginning
—has lately said, l;

It has been the honest endeavor of

its conductors to exhibit and defend the doctrines of our
standards, under the abiding conviction that they are

the doctrines of the Word of God. They have advanced
no new theories, and have never aimed at originality.

Whether it be a ground of reproach or of approbation,

it is believed to be true that an original idea in theol-

ogy is not to be found on its pages from the beginning
until now." And this praise or blame may be said to

belong to the Old-School Church in general as distinc-

tively as to the publication from which it has been
quoted. The interval of separation was one of very
marked literary activity in the Old-School body. Some
thirty original volumes, from this source, of comment
upon various portions of Holy Scripture appeared ; and
a very large number of important works, biographi-

cal, historical, dogmatical, practical, and miscellaneous.

Probably no other denomination in the United States

has produced within the same period so many theologi-

cal books of standard value.

A deep conviction of the Church's duty to carry on,

through strictly ecclesiastical agencies, the work of for-

eign missions, had led the Synod of Pittsburgh, as early

as 1831, to organize itself for this purpose as the West-
ern Foreign Missionary Society. The New School had
refused to consummate the desires and plans of the Old,

by taking this enterprise under the care of the whole
Church; but the Assembly of 1837 accepted the trust,

establishing in New York City the Presbyterian Board
of Foreign Missions. By the Assembly of 1838 a Board
of Publication was appointed, to which were transferred

the property and business of the Presbyterian Tract and
Sabbath-school Book Society, organized by the Synod
of Philadelphia a few years before. The Assembly of

1839, the fiftieth year having now been completed since

this supreme judicatory had first convened, recommend-
ed the second Sabbath of December for a semi-centenary

celebration, a day of jubilee and thanksgiving for past

mercies, and the offering at that time, by all the mem-
bers of the Church, of gifts for the endowment of the

new board. The fund raised reached the sum of $40,000.

This sum, with about $28,000 donated for building pur-

poses a few years later, has been the nucleus of all that

board's permanent property. Before the division, two

boards had been organized—the Board of Missions, now
of Domestic Missions, for the home work, in 1816 ; and,

in 1819, the Board of Education, to aid candidates for

the ministry ; both located in Philadelphia. These had
been fostered by the Old School, while, as a party, the

New School had preferred the American Home Mission-

ary Society and the American Education Society, vol-

untary associations, in which Congregationalists partici-

pated. The Board of Missions had, in 1844, the business

of church extension or church erection added to its

other operations. This was carried on by a special

committee, which, ten years afterwards, for greater ef-

fect, was enlarged. But in 1855 an independent com-

mittee of church extension was established at St. Louis,

the name of which was changed, in 18G0, to that of the
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Board ofCburcb Building, then tlic Board of Church

Extension. Two other departments of Christian liber-

ality and effort have been committed to similar agencies.

For more than a century and a half the Presbyterian

Church has systematically raised funds for the relief of

disabled ministers and their families. But in 1849 the

General Assembly ordered collections for this purpose

to be disbursed by the Board of Publication, a business

transferred in 1852 to its own trustees; ami in 1861 a

secretary was appointed to devote his time mainly t<»

this enterprise, which has Bince inure prosperously ad-

vanced. In 1864, the condition of the freedmen at the

Smith demanding immediate attention, two committees

—one in Philadelphia, the other in Indianapolis—were

appointed to take charge ofeducational and general evan-

gelistic work among this class; and the next year, in

place of the two, a single committee on freedmen was

established and Located at Pittsburgh. Various arrange-

ments and changes have been made to secure to the

boards the advantage of periodical publications to dis-

seminate intelligence of their work through the church-

es. The latest accounts show a circulation of 16,000

copies of the Monthly Record; nearly 100,000 of the

Sabbath-School Visitor of the Month; and 3500 of the

pamphlet, with .almost 52,000 of the newspaper edition.

both monthly, of the Foreign Missionary; besides many
thousands of the several yearly reports and of various

occasional issues. From about 1849 the project of a

weekly religious paper, like the Methodist Advocate,

was pressed upon the Assembly for several years suc-

cessively, but without effect Vet the Church has al-

ways acknowledged the unspeakable importance of re-

ligious papers, many of which have been established by
private enterprise.

The several departments of self-development in the

New-School "section at the time of union were as fol-

lows:
I
l.i "The Presbyterian Committee of Home Mis-

sion-." It steadily increased in efficiency. Its re-

ceipts the first year were $27,244, and the number of

its missionaries 19*5. In lKii'.> it had 465 missionaries

and an income of $162,421. Its missionaries reported

70 new churches formed during the year: 2400 hope-

ful conversions, and -Jl'Jl added to the churches on

profession of their faith. The freedmen's department.

organized in 1865, received and expended during the

same year about $16,000; and reported 7'.l teachers

employed and 20 others under appointment, all in the

Southern States. (2.) The "Trustees of the Church

Erection Fund." appointed in 1854, were incorporated

by the Legislature of the State of New York in the year

following. The original basis of their operations was
the permanent fund of $100,000, raised by contributions

from the churches, mostof it in the year 1854, the inter-

est to In' employed in promoting the object chiefly \x\ the

way of loans. The establishment of i his fund operated

as a slion-' bond of union in the Church. In the year

L866 the basis was enlarged and an annual contribution

and freer disbursements were ordered, since that time
this organization has been rapidly growing in impor-
tance, and now stands in the very lirsl rank of the evan-
gelizing agencies of the Church. In 1869 it reported

an increase of $54,996, and of churches aided about 70.

c;- Hie " Permanent Committee on Education for the
Ministry," organized in 1856, came slowly into oper-
ation, moulding its plans gradually and embarrassed by
the remains of the old voluntary system. In 1869 it's

income amounted to $26,569, and the number of it-

beneficiaries to 210 viz., 63 in the theological, 102 in

the collegiate, and 45 in the preparatory department
(.'•> The "Committee on Doctrinal Tracts," organized
in 1852, became the " Presb) terian Publication Commit-
tee." in 1869 ii> income from all sources was $66,21 b
of which $6851 was expended in its purely benevolent
work. (5.) The "Trustees of the Presbyterian House,"
located in Philadelphia, and incorporated by the Legis-

lature of Pennsylvania to care tor a valuable property
purchased chiefly by donations made by individuals in

the city of Philadelphia, now estimated to be worth
more than $100, Under their charge has been
placed the Ministerial Relief Fund, managed by an ex-

ecutive committee which commenced its operations i,,

1864. In 1869 they reported $13,465 received from or-

dinary sources, and $8200 as a special donation towards

a permanent fund: also •-".' disabled ministers, 83 wid-
ows, and four families of orphans aided. The average

age of the ministers was 76 years, and the time of their

ministry 10 years. The Assembly sustained also a Per-

manent ( 'oiuuiit I i Foreign Missions, whose functions

were nol the raising and distributing of funds or the

conducting of missions, bul the supervising of the work
and reporting the results to the Assembly. From their

report in 1869 it appears that contributions for that

year to the American Board were, in money, about

$93,643, and in laborers 71 viz. 52 male and 19 female

missionaries, in L867 the contributions were 8110,725;
in 1868, $110,602.

The beginning of a theological school for the educa-

tion of ministers for the Germans, in which instruction

is to be given both in German and English, has been

made at Bloomfield, X. .1.. with encouraging sue ess.

The periodical literature of the New-School Church de-

serves honorable mention. Besides other local papers,

the American Presbyterian, at Philadelphia, has shown
a warm zeal for Church interests, and the New York

Evangelist has done excellent serviee. Much credit is

due to the Presbyterian Reporter, a monthly published

at Alton. 111., for the ability and faithfulness with which

it served the interests of the Church in the North-west.

During the ten critical years from 1852 to 1862, the

Presbyterian Quarterly Review, ably conducted by an

.association of ministers in Philadelphia, defended the

Church's cause and was an honor to Christian intelli-

gence. The American Theological Review, founded in

1859 on a basis not distinctly denominational, united

with the Presbyterian Review in 1863, combining the

names and objects of both, under the charge of the late

Prof. II. 15. Smith, its editor from the beginning. It is

now merged in the Pi-inceton Review, published since

1878 in New York City.

Prior to the separation of the Church in 1 s:>8, a se-

cession had taken place from it in Kentucky , 1810), in

consequence of a dispute between the Presbyter) of

Cumberland, in that state, and the Kentucky Synod of

the Presbyterian church in America, concerning the

ordination of persons who had not passed through the

usual educational curriculum, bul whose services the

Presbytery regarded as demanded for the ministry by

i lie exigencies of the t imes. In doctrine this branch of

the Church does not very materially differ from the

New-School Presbyterian Church, bul its symbols of

faith are a modification of the Westminster Confession

ofFaith. It still exists as a separate organization. (See

No. li below.)

In 1858 the New School experienced a defection of its

Southern adherents. In 1857 the commissioners from

the Southern section, who had attended the Assembly
at Cleveland, O., proposed to withdraw and constitute

the United Synod. This was organized at Knoxville.

Teim.. April -J. 1858. In connection with the synod

were over 100 ministers and about 200 churches, widely

scattered over the Southern Slates. This body contin-

ued a separate organization until Aug. 24, 1864, when it

was merged in the General Assembly formed by South-

ern ministers and churches previously in the < lid-School

connection. In 1861 the Old School suffered a like de-

tection by the outbreak of the civil war. The entire

Southern body of Old-School Presbyterians, aggrieved

by the Assembly's resolution on the state of the coun-

try, withdrew their connection and united to the organ-

ization of .a "General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church in the Confederate States of America," Dec 4,

1861, at Vugnsta, Ga. The Second Assembly convened
at Montgomery, Ala.. May 1. 1862, since which time

tic nioi tings ol the Assembly have been annually held
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contemporaneously with those of the Northern assem-

blies. In 1876 fraternal relations were sought for the

first time between the two bodies. (See No. 17 below.)

Presbyterianism has never prevailed extensively in

New England; but it has had such a distinct and in-

dependent existence therefrom a very early period that

we speak of it here by itself. The French Church in

Boston, formed of Huguenots about 1C87, was the first

Church organized on a Presbyterian basis, but was con-

tinued no longer than while its service was conducted

in the French language. The first Presbyterian organ-

ization in New England of any permanence dates back

to about the year 1718, when a large number of Presby-

terians, with four ministers, emigrated to this country

from the north of Ireland. For some time, in cases of

difficulty, the ministers and elders were wont to assem-

ble informally, and hold what might be called pro re

nata meetings; and where they were unable to reach a

satisfactory result, they sometimes asked advice of the

Synod of Ireland. On April 1G, 1745, the Rev. Messrs.

John Morehead, of Boston ; David M^iregor, of London-

derry, N. H.; and Ralph Abercrombie, of Pelham, with

Messrs. James M'Keen, Alexander Conkey, and James
Hughes, met in Londonderry, and "constituted them-

selves into a presbytery, to act, as far as their present

circumstances will permit them, according to the Word
of God and the constitution of the Presbyterian Church
of Scotland, agreeing to that, perfect rule." The body

was called the Boston Presbytery, and met, according

to adjournment, in that town Aug. 13, 1745. From the

close of the year 1754 till October, 1770, there is a chasm
in the records; but at the last -mentioned period the

Presbytery consisted of twelve congregations and as

many ministers. At a meeting held in Seabrook, N. II.,

on May 31, 1775, the Presbytery resolved to divide it-

self into three distinct bodies, viz., the presbyteries of

Salem, of Londonderry, and of Palmer : these were then

formed into the Synod of New England, which held its

first meeting at Londonderry Sept. 4, 1776. At Booth-

bay, Me., on June 27, 1771, a new presbytery was erect-

ed called the Presbytery of the Eastward, consisting of

three ministers and four ruling elders, representing four

churches. It had no connection with the Boston Pres-

bytery, and its origin is said to have been in some way
connected with the removal of the Kev. John Murray to

Boothbay. It never exhibited on its roll more than
eight ministers. Its last recorded adjournment now
known was to meet at New Boston, N. H., on the first

Wednesday of October, 1792. The only relic of this

presbytery known to exist is a curious volume printed

in 1783, with the following title: Bath-KoL A Voice

from the Wilderness. Being an /nimble Attempt to sup-

port the sinking Truths of God against some of the prin-

cipal Errors raging at this time. Or a joint Testimony

to some of the Grand Articles of the Christian Religion.

judiciously delivered to the Churches under their care.

By the First Presbytery of the Eastward. In Septem-
ber, 1782, the Synod of New England, finding their

numbers considerably reduced in consequence of exist-

ing difficulties, agreed to dissolve and form themselves

into the Presbytery of Salem. For two succeeding years

this Presbytery met regularly in Massachusetts proper,

but after this its meetings were held in the district of

Maine. Its last meeting was held at Gray Sept. 14,

1791. The Third Associate Reformed Presbytery, after-

wards called the Associate Reformed Presbytery of Lon-
donderry, was formed in Philadelphia Oct. 31, 1782. and
held its first meeting at Londonderry on Feb. 11, 1783.

It ceased to belong to its original denomination in 1802,

and was thereafter an independent presbytery till 1809,

when it was received into the Synod of Albany, and has
since continued under the name of the Presbytery of

Londonderry. The Presbytery of Newburyport was
formed by the concurrent action of the Presbytery of

Londonderry and the Synod of Albany. It held its

first session in Boston on Oct. 27, 1826," and its last on
Oct. 20, 1847. when it became reunited to the Presbytery
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of Londonderry. The Presbytery of Connecticut, con-
sisting of several ministers and churches previously be-

longing to the Presbytery of New York, was constituted

by the Synod of New York Oct. 15, 1850, and held its

first meeting at Thompson ville on Oct. 29.

Missions.— (a.) Home Missions.— The home mission
work of the Presbyterian Church may date from the
year 1707, when it was resolved " that every minister
of the Presbytery supply neighboring destitute places

where a minister is wanting and opportunity of doing
good offers." Since that period this work has contin-

ued to be one of its most important enterprises. At the
beginning in the hands of the presbyteries, the Assem-
bly took charge of it in 1802, appointing a •'Standing
Committee of Missions," to which the presbyteries were
to report. During the fourteen years that followed this

appointment the Church sent out 311 missionaries, and
collected $49,349. In 1816 this committee was changed
into a board, " with full power to transact all the busi-

ness of the missionary cause," reporting annually to the
General Assembly. Under this arrangement the home
missions of the Church entered on a new course of pros-

perity, congregations multiplying till presbyteries were
formed, and these in turn growing into synods. So vig-

orous was the Church life now developed that even the

great division of 1838 was unable to hinder its continu-

ous activity. During these twenty-two years the board
collected $231,504, and sent out 2486 missionaries, while

during the years 1838 to 1870 the Old -School Church
alone collected $2,805,375, and sent out 16,113 mission-

aries. For a few years after the division of 1838, the

New-School Assembly continued to carry on its mission

work through the American Home Missionary Society.

In 1852 the Assembly appointed a "Church Extension
Committee," following this up in 1862 by assuming
"the responsibility of conducting the work of home
missions within its bounds," forming "The Presbyterian

Committee on Home Missions." During the years 1838

to 1869 the New-School Church is considered to have
sent out 8800 missionaries. After the reunion, the

agencies of both churches were united under the name
! of "The Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian

j

Church," by which, since that period, the whole home-
i
mission and church-extension work of the Church has

been conducted, $1,840,997 haying been collected and
! 6529 missionaries sent out, making a total since 1802 of

I $6,132,167 contributed for home missions and of 37,968

missionaries sent out. During the year 1875-76. 1035

ministers (or missionaries, as they are called) were aided

to the extent, on an average, of $250 each.

Closely connected with this home mission is the Sus-

I

fentation Scheme, organized in 1871 for the purpose of

increasing the number of pastors in the Church, and of

I securing to these a larger measure of support. Under
this plan, congregations paying not less than $700 a

i
year of salary, and at the rate of $7 50 per member an-

nually, and increasing their pastor's salary at the rate

I
of $50 a year, receive grants-in-aid. so that the salary

\
may be raised to $1000 a year.

(6.) Foreign Missions.— As early as 1742 the Church
' commenced her great work of preaching the Gospel to
' the heathen, in the ordination, by the Presbytery of

j
New York, of a missionary to labor among the Indians.

This work engrossed all her means and sympathies un-

i

til 1817. In that year the General Assembly united

I with the Dutch Reformed and Associate Reformed

;

Churches in forming "The United Foreign Missionary

'Society," a society whose object was "to spread the

Gospel among the Indians of North America, the inhab-

itants of Mexico and South America, and in other por-

tions of the heathen and anti- Christian world." In

1826 this society made over all its missions and prop-

erty to the American Board, which thus became almost

the National Foreign Mission Society of America. In

1831 the Synod of Pittsburgh formed itself into "The
Western Foreign Missionary Society," and invited the

co-operation and support of such as preferred Church
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action to that of so-called union societies. Bi I ore

eighteen 1 1 1 1 j — bad elapsed, twelve missionaries had

been appointed to different fields of heathen labor. In

the following year sixteen < were Bent out, while

$16,246 had been contributed towards their expenses.

In 1837, mission stations in Northern India, Wesl Afri-

ca, Smyrna, China, and among the Indian tribes of the

West were under its charge, conducted by forty-four

agents, for whose support 1 10,266 were contributed dur-

ing thai year. Such results strengthened the bands of

those in the Church that desired denominational agen-

cies. In 1837, therefore, the Assembly severed its con-

nection with the American Board, and established its

own "Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian

Church," to which the Western Society at once trans-

ferred all its agencies and property. During the period

of the division, the Old-School Assembly extended its

foreign mission staff, forming, on heathen soil, synods

and presbyteries by means of native converts. The
New-School Church at lirst continued to send its con-

tributions of men and mqney t>> the American Board,

but in 1854 appointed a standing committee on mis-

sions, changing this in 1855 into a permanent commit-

tee, who should "superintend the whole course of for-

eign missions in behalf of the Assembly." On the

reunion, in 1869, these agencies were brought together,

while the reunited Church received from the American
Board a number of mission stations that previously it

had sustained.

Summary View of the Foreign Mission Operations of
the l'r.i:.-i:i human ( UUROII.

MISSIONS.
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berland was formed, covering the region just named.

In April, 1803. the new Presbytery met, and ordained

two of the licentiates— Finis Ewing (who had for-

merly been an elder) and Samuel King— and licensed

other persons. In 1805, the synod, finding complaints

laid before them of irregularity on the part of the Pres-

bytery, appointed a commission often ministers and six

elders, clothed with full synodical powers, to visit this

remote region and investigate the whole matter. Ac-
cordingly the commission, when convened, summoned
the Presbytery and the irregularly licensed or ordained

persons, and endeavored to induce the latter to submit

to an examination. This, with the sanction of the Pres-

bytery, they refused; whereupon the commission pro-

hibited them from preaching or administering ordi-

nances in virtue of any authority derived from Cumber-
land Presbytery until they should submit. It was af-

terwards contended that, as the authority to preach had
been originally conferred by the Presbytery of Transyl-

vania, this prohibition was technically powerless in the

case. It may also be observed that it seems now gen-

erally agreed by writers on both sides that the main ob-

jection was not to the illiterate character of the licen-

tiates, but to their alleged unsoundness in doctrine.

The Revival members (as they were called) of the Cum-
berland Presbytery after this met as a council and ab-

stained from presbyterial acts. They memorialized the

General Assembh, but in vain. The assembly sustained

the synod, and exhorted the recusants to submit and act

regularly. The synod, being directed to review their

proceedings, complied, and on review confirmed all that

had been done, and further dissolved the Cumberland
Presbytery and re-annexed its members to the Presby-
tery of Transylvania. The council made an ineffectual

effort to bring about a reconciliation, and offered to sub-

mit the licentiates to an examination; but as they re-

quired that all should be received in a body, the pro-

posal was not accepted by the synod. On Feb. 4, 1810,

Finis Ewing and Samuel King (ordained ministers, but
silenced by the commission), and Samuel M'Adow, an
aged minister, met and organized themselves into a
presbytery under the name of the Cumberland Presby-
tery. In April following the Presbytery of Transyl-

vania suspended Mr. M'Adow for his schismatical con-

duct.

The progress of the new body was rapid. In three

years a synod was necessary, with 3 presbyteries and 60
congregations, and in 1829 a General Assembly was con-

stituted. The statistics of 1859 reported in the connec-
tion 9(5 presbyteries, 927 ministers, 1188 churches, 82,158

communicants, and 24 educational institutions. In 1814

the synod published an edition of the Westminster Con-
fession and Catechisms, altered to suit their system,

which is understood to be an attempt to steer between
Calvinism and Arminianism. It rejects eternal reproba-

tion, limited atonement, and special grace, teaching that

the atonement was made for all mankind, and that the

operation of the Spirit is coextensive with the atone-

ment. Other points of Calvinism, as the necessity of

the Spirit's work in regeneration and the perseverance

of the saints, are retained. The Cumberland Presby-

terians are warm advocates of revivals and camp-meet-
ings.

As an evidence of the altered state of feeling towards
this body of Christians as contrasted with the deliver-

ance of the General Assembly of 1814—to the effect that

they could be treated with not as a body, but only as

individuals— it. may be added that first the New-School
General Assembly entered into correspondence with the

Cumberland Presbyterian General Assembly, and in

1800 the Old-School Assembly also took this step. The
Cumberland Presbyterians have increased very rapidly.

The minutes of the forty-sixth General Assembly, 1876.

show 26 synods, including nearly 125 presbyteries, ex-
tending over the territory between the Great Lakes and
the Gulf of Mexico, and reaching from the Appalachian
Mountains, on the east, to the Pacific Ocean, on the west.

The following statistical summary is approximately cor-

rect : Ministers, 1275; licentiates, 280 ; candidates, 220;
congregations, 2000; elders, 6750; deacons, 2000; total

communicants, 100,000; persons in the Sabbath-schools,

55,000; value of church property, $2,250,000; contrib-

uted during the year, #350,000. The following are the
principal institutions of learning under the control of

this Church: Cumberland College (Princeton, Ky.,
founded in 1829, discontinued in 1861), Cumberland
University (Lebanon, Tenn., founded in 1812. which has
the leading law-school in the South), Bethel College
(M'Kenzie, Tenn., 1847), Wavnesburg College (Wavnes-
burg, Pa., 1850), M'Gee College (College Mound," Mo.,
1853, now suspended), Lincoln University (Lincoln. 111.,

1866), Trinity University (Tehuacana, Texas. 1876),

Cane Hill College, Boonsborough, Ark., 1852). The Gen-
eral Assembly, in 1876, approved the establishment of

a Union Medical College, in connection with the three

universities of the Church : namely, Cumberland, Lin-
coln, and Trinity. It is to be located at St. Louis, or

some other large city. Wavnesburg. Lincoln, and Trin-

ity admit young ladies on equal terms with young men.
There are also several institutions exclusively for girls,

owned by, or under the patronage of, the Church.
The Cu/ored Cumberland Presbyterian Church has

been formed by the amicable separation of colored mem-
bers from the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, and
their organization into an independent body. The first

number of their newspaper organ, The Banner ofLight,
was published in September, 1876. It stated that the

number of members of the Colored Cumberland Presby-
terian Church in the states of Kansas, Missouri, Illinois,

Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama, and Kentucky was, in

May, 1874, 3925; that the number of ministers at that

time was seventeen ; and that the value of church prop-

erty was $12,550. Since that time the Presbytery of

Missouri had added 240 members, and the same presby-

tery had raised $529.25 in 1874. Later reports than for

1874 had not been received from the other states.

12. The Reformed Presbyterian Synod.—Dur-
ing "the persecuting times," some members of the Cov-
enanting or Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland

settled in Pennsylvania. In 17-13 these met at Middle
Octorara, and again solemnly subscribed the Old Scot-

tish Covenant. In 1752 the Scottish Church sent the

Rev. John Cuthbertson to be their minister. In 1774

he was joined by the Rev. Messrs. Linn and Dobbin
from the Reformed Presbytery of Ireland, when a

Reformed Presbyterian Presbytery was formed. In

1782 these three ministers and a portion of the people

joined with the Associate Church in forming ''The As-
sociate Reformed Church." The members who were
opposed to this union kept together as praying societies

until 1792, when the Scottish Church had appointed a

committee of their number to take the oversight of

them judicially. In 1798 a presbytery was organized

at Philadelphia, and in 1800 the question of slavery

forced itself upon the consideration of the newly or-

ganized "Reformed Presbytery of the United States

of America," when it enacted that no slaveholder

should be retained in its communion, a position since

then faithfully maintained. In 1806 it issued a Testi-

mony defining its position on several points not men-
tioned in the Westminster Confession. In the follow-

ing year it undertook the theological education of its

ministry by opening a seminary at Philadelphia, and in

1809 organized itself into "The Synod of the Reformed
Presbyterian Church in America," with three constitut-

ing presbyteries. Subsequent to the war of 1812 the

relations of the Covenanting Church to the national

government were much discussed. A variety of senti-

ments was apparent as to the extent to which the sev-

erance between the Church and that other ordinance

of God— the State— should be carried. The result of

these discussions was a rending of the Church in 1833,

and the formation of an independent synod. The large

losses which the synod—a representative, not delegated
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court—sustained in 1833 noways disheartened ir. More

homogeneous than ever through t lie separation, it

thenceforth proceeded rigidly to enforce the principles

and practices thai have ;ii all times been accepted by

the Church. M< rubers of this Church therefore neithi r

nor acl as American citizens: they neither vote

. ,1 elections, enlisl in the army, accept ofgov-
ituations, serve on juries, nor in any way iden-

tify themselves with the political system of the United

States. In 1*71 this Church, in accordance with its

principle of the moral duty of religious covenanting, by

its ministers and members entered into a solemn cove-

nant with God and with each other to serve faithfully

the greal God and to keep Ids commandments, and to

adhere to the Reformed Presbyterian principles and tes-

timony. The theological seminary of the synod was

organized in 1840, and is situated at Allegheny City,

Pa,, having at present a faculty of three professors.

Missions. In 1856 the synod commenced a foreign

mission al Latakiyeb, in Syria. Since then stations

and schools have been opened in different localities.

The missionary and benevolent contributions lor the

year 1876 77 were as follows l

I l'u missions $<\522
Home missions 3,008

Freed men 3,409

Education 2,505

Church erection 27.301

Total $44,955

13. The General Synod oi nn Reformed Pres-
byterian Church.-—The minority of the Reformed

Presbyterian Church at the disruption of 1833 is now
known by this name. (See No. 12 above.) Steadily

adhering to the other distinctive principles of the Cove-

nanters, it yet allows its members to discharge the du-

ties and enjoy the privileges of citizens, and is popu-

larly known as the New-Light Covenanting Church.

The theological seminary, organized in Philadelphia in

1809, adhered to this portion of the Church at the time

of the separation, and is still in connection with it. Re-

cently a number ol its ministers and congregations have
withdrawn from its fellowship, leaving the General Syn-
od greatly enfeebled. See Reformed Pkesbyterians.

14. United Presbyterian Church ok North
Americ v. -This body is composed of the Associate and

the \- "date Reformed churches which were united in

1858. We give here an outline of the history of each

of these bodies up to the time of their union.

1. Associate Church. This Church in the United
Stales had its origin from a number of Scotch and
Irish Covenanters exiled for conscience' sake to the

American colonics, where they maintained worship in

a distinct form to the best of their ability. In 1680

Lord Cardross took measures for the establishment of a

colony in South Carolina, with a view to furnish a place

of refuge to his persecuted brethren. This was formed

at Port Royal; but, in consequence of an invasion

by the Spaniards, the colony was abandoned in 1688.

Many, however, remained in Carolina, who were gath-

ered into congregations under the care of a presbytery,

which existed until about the close si the 18th century.

The only one of these churches now remaining is the

old Scots' Church in Charleston. From 1660 to 1688 a

large number of Presbyterians (amounting, according to

Wodrow, to about 3000) were- transported to the Amer-
ican plantations and sold as slaves. They were for the

most part sent to Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New Jer-

sey; but scarcely any traces of their history now- re-

main. As early as 1 7:i<; those American Presbyterians
who sympathized with the Scottish Seceders applied to

them lor a minister, but at that time none could he

sent. The application was renewed in 1750, but I lit- first

minister sent to this country by the Secession Church
of Scotland, the Rev. Alexander Gelatly, did not arrive

until 1753. In 17."p:; a presbytery was organized under
the name of "The Associate Presbytery of Pennsylva-
nia, subordinate to the Associate Svnod of Scotland."

While heartily accepting the Westminster standards as

their symbolical hooks, this Presbytery gave prominence
to the distinctive doctrines of the Marrow dii >

M iruow i'»\ rROVERSY. Its members held tie Gospel
offer to be a free grant and promise of Christ and his

salvation to sinners of mankind as such— all having a

common interest in him — faith to he a person's real

persuasion that Jesus Christ is his -that he shall have
life and salvation by Christ, and that whatever Christ

did for the redemption of mankind he did for him.
Stress.was also laid on the doctrine of the binding obli-

gation of the Scottish covenants National and Solt mil

League. While the origin and doctrinal vicw> of the
Associate Presbytery restricted its sphere of labor, in-

side of that sphere it grew rapidly, congregations being

formed in New York. Virginia, and the Carolinas. In

177C a second presbytery, that ofNew York, was formed

—like that of Penns\ lvania,in subordination to the Scot-

tish Synod. In 1764 the Rev. Thomas Clark, minister

of Ballybay in Ireland, belonging to tie' Burgher Synod

of Scotland, with the greater pari of lii~ congregation,

emigrated to this country, and settled in Salem. Wash-
ington County, N. Y. Two other ministers of the same

communion followed them two years after, though one

of them subsequently returned to Scotland. Tin- l.ur-

gher ministers, not being disposed to keep up a separate

organization on this side of the Atlantic, united with

their brethren; hut the union was disturbed by the re-

fusal of the Scottish synod to approve of it. The rev-

olution of 177ii was chiefly instrumental in bringing

about the existence of the Associate Reformed < Jhurch.

During the progress of (he war several conventions

were held between the members of the Associate and

the Reformed presbyteries with a view to union. Their

three presbyteries met in Philadelphia in October. 1782,

and formed themselves into a synod, under the name
of "The Associate Reformed Synod of North America,''

on a basis consisting of the following articles :

"1. That Jesus Christ died for the elect.

"2. That there is an appropriation in the nature of
faith.

"3. That the Gospel is addressed indiscriminately to
sinners of mankind.

"4. That the righteousness of Christ is the alone con-
dition of the covenant of grace.

"5. That civil government originates with God the Cre-
ator, and not with Christ the Mediator.

"6. The administration of the kingdom of Providence
is given into the hand of Jesus Chris! the Mediator: and
magistracy, the ordinance appointed by the mor.d Gover-
nor of the world to be the prop of civil order among men,
as well as other tilings, is rendered subservient by the Me-
diator to the welfare of his spiritual kingdom, the Church,
and has sanctified the use or it and of e\ ei v common ben-
efit, through the -race of the Lord .ir-n- Christ.

"7. That the law of nature and the moral lawrevea'ed
in the Scriptures nre substantially the same, nlthongh the
latter expresses the will ofGod more evidently and clearly
than the former, and therefore magistrates among chris-
tians ought to he regnlnted by the general directory of
the Word :is to the execution of their office.

"8. That the qualifications of jnstice, veracity, etc, re-
quired in the law of nature Cor the being of a magistrate,
ai e also more explicitly revealed as necessary in the Holy
Scriptures. But a religions test, any farther 'than an oath
of fidelity, can never be essentially necessary for the be-
ing of a magistrate, except when the people make i: a
condition of government.

"9. That both parties, when nnited, shall adhere to the
Westminster Confession of Faith, the Catechisms, the di-
rectory for worship, and propositions concerning.' Church
government

•'in. That iliey shall claim the full exercise of Church
discipline without depending upon roreign judicatories."

< >n this basis all the members of the Reformed presby-

tery, and all the Associate ministers with the excep-

tion of two members of the presbytery of Pennsylvania,
united. A small minority of the |

pie in the two com-
munions iNo declined to enter into it ; and in these mi-

norities have l n preserved the Covenanter or Reformed
Presbyterian denomination, on tin- one baud, and the

Associate, on the other. (See No. 12 above.) From 1782,

the period of the formation of the \sso, T . 1 1 . Reformed
Church, the Associate Chinch v. a- gradually increased
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by ministers sent out from Scotland, and also by the re-

turn of a considerable part of those who had previously

joined the union. In 1784 this Church put forth a Tes-

timony intended to supplement the Westminster Con-

fession, and containing special articles in favor of close

communion, public covenanting, the exclusive use of

the Psalms in praise, and against private oaths, that is,

secret societies. The first institution for the purpose

of educating students in theology by this body was es-

tablished in 1793, under the care of the Rev. John An-
derson, D.D., of Beaver County, Pa. The Presbytery

of Pennsylvania, being unable to meet the applications

for preaching which were made from Kentucky and

Tennessee, directed the applicants to apply directly to

the Synod of Scotland for missionaries. They did so;

and Messrs. Armstrong and Andrew Fulton arrived in

Kentucky in the spring of 17'J8, and in November
formed the Presbytery of Kentucky. This accession

of strength enabled these presbyteries to form them-

selves into a synod; and accordingly the synod, or

court of review, designated as " The Associate Synod of

North America" was constituted at Philadelphia in May,
1801. The synod consisted of seventeen ministers, who
were divided into the presbyteries of Philadelphia, of

Chartiers, of Kentucky, and of" Cambridge. Until the

year 1818 appeals might be taken from the synod to

that of Scotland ; but at that time it was declared a co-

ordinate synod by the General Associate Synod of Scot-

land. Between the years 1838 and 1840 serious ecclesi-

astical difficulties arose, and several ministers were de-

posed or suspended. These, with a number of ministers

and congregations in sympathy with them, at once or-

ganized separately, having several presbyteries, who
constituted a synod and claimed to be the true Associate

Synod. This painful division was afterwards adjusted,

and a reunion was effected in 1854. To the Associate

Church belongs the distinction of being one of the ear-

liest churches on the American continent to take up a

decided position on the subject of slavery. As early as

the year 1800 the Presbytery of Pennsylvania issued a

warning on the subject to the members of its churches,

declaring slaveholding to be a moral evil and unjustifi-

able. 'Ibis declaration was repeated in 1811, while in

1831 the synod judicially excluded slaveholders from its

communion — an action which cost it all its congrega-
tions in the Southern States. The loss thus sustained

was made up by the formation of new congregations and

new presbyteries in Indiana, Illinois, and the far West.
In 1858, previous to the union with the Associate He-
formed Church, the Associate Synod comprised 21 pres-

byteries, 231 ministers and licentiates, 293 congrega-

tions, and 23,505 communicants.

2. Associatt Reformed Church.— The earliest settle-

ments of the Associate Reformed Church were in Penn-
sylvania, within the Cumberland valley ; but colonies

from these emigrated to South Carolina and Georgia,

New York, Kentucky, and even to New Hampshire and

Maine. One of the lirst acts of the synod, after its or-

ganization in 1782, was the adoption of a series of arti-

cles, afterwards published under the name of The < ''in-

stitution of the Associate Reformed Church ; but these

articles were severely attacked both by the Seceders and
Covenanters, and were finally laid aside for a fuller ex-

position of the Church's faith. The result was that t lie

Westminster Confession and Catechisms, after a care-

ful revision at several successive meetings of synod, in

the articles relating to the power of the magistrate,

were published in a volume in 1799, entitled The Con-
stitution and Standards ofthe Associate Reformed Church
in North America. In 1802 the synod organized itself

into a general synod, with four subordinate synods

—

New York, Pennsylvania, Scioto, and the Carolinas. In I

1804 the plan of the theological seminary was framed. !

Dr. John M. Mason was chosen professor of theology

;

and the sessions of the seminary began in the autumn
of the same year in the city of New York. This was
the second theological seminary established in the

United States. Dr. Mason's work on Catholic Commun-
ion, published in 1810, was regarded as being in con-
flict with the Church's principles and practice; and
this, in connection with some other grounds of com-
plaint, led the entire synod of Scioto in 1820 to with-
draw from the superintendence of the General Synod.
In 1821 the Synod of the Carolinas petitioned the Gen-
eral Synod to be erected into an independent synod, on
the ground that they were so distant fronl the'place at
which the General Synod usually assembled that it was
impossible that they should be represented in it. The
request was granted. For many years after that the
Southern Synod gained but little in' numbers, though in

later years it became more prosperous; while the Sci-
oto Synod rapidly extended itself and became more vig-
orous every year. About the time of the separation of
this Western Synod, an unsuccessful attempt was made
to unite the Associate Reformed and the Reformed Dutch
churches, under the name of "The Reformed Protestant
Church of North America." Immediately after this,

that is, in 1821, a union was effected between the Asso-
ciate Reformed and the General Assembly of the Pres-
byterian Church; the consequence of which was that
a portion of the former Church became incorporated with
the latter, and the library of the Associate Reformed
Church was immediately removed from New York to

Princeton; though, as the result of a legal process, it

ultimately fell back into the hands of its original own-
ers. The act of union by the General Synod of the As-
sociate Reformed Church was irregular, being con-
trary to the express will of a majority of the presby-
teries. However, many of the ministers and congrega-
tions who had remained under the care of the General
Synod went into this union. The Synod of Pennsylva-
nia with but few exceptions was merged in it. and that
synod never met again. The Synod of New York, bow-
ever, survived the dissolution of the General Synod, be-
coming separate and independent, like its two sister syn-
ods of the West and South. But its interests languished
till 1829. when it resolved to revive the seminary, whose
operations had been suspended in 1821, and to establish

it at Newburgh, under the care of the Rev. Joseph
M'Carroll, D.D., who was at the same time chosen pro-
fessor of theology. An attempt was made in 1827 to re-

vive the General Synod on the old footing, but it proved
a failure. However, the Synod of the West, having di-

vided into two, erected a General Synod, which lirst

met in 1841, and under which a union was formed with
the New York Synod in 1855. This united body num-
bered 4 synods. 28 presbyteries, 253 ministers and li-

centiates. 307 congregations, and 31.284 communicants.
Its name then became "The General Synod of the As-
sociate Reformed Church." They adhered to the West-
minster standards as adopted in the Testimony of 1799,

and held t lie doctrines of close communion, anti-slavery,

and the exclusive use of the Psalms in praise.

In May, 1858, the Associate Reformed and the Asso-
ciate churches, having been separated for more than
three quarters of a century, were reunited upon a com-
mon basis, under the name of -The United Presbyterian
Church in North America," a Church which i.- now the

largest representative of those distinctive views for

which all the preceding churches have more or less con-

tended. In addition therefore to its acceptance of the
Westminster standards, which it modified, it has issued

a Testimony whose adoption is a condition of commun-
ion both with ministers and members. In this Testi-

mony are articles adverse to slavery and to secret soci-

eties, and in favor of close communion, the exclusive

use of the Psalms, and of the moral duty of covenant-
ing. A few years ago a new metrical version of the

book of Psalms was adopted by this body. A small
number protested against the union, and have since

then continued under the name of "The Associate Syn-
od of North America." (See No. 15 below.) In 1875,

after the union, "The United Presbyterian Church of

North America" embraced a General Assemblv, 8 svn-
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ods, 56 presbyteries, 611 ministers, 777 congregations,

and 7t;.<tt;:; communicants. It has theological semina-

ries al Newburgh, N. V. •. Allegheny, Pa.; and Xenia,

<). : and missionary seminaries al Osiool and Ramleh,

Egypt Westminster, Monmouth, and Ohio Central

colleges arc also under iis charge. It lias boards of

Foreign Missions, of Borne Missions, of Publication, of

Church Extension, of Freedmen, and of Education, with

mission stations in India, Egypt, and Syria. The Mis-

sion (" China, which was instituted as a memorial of

the "union" of the different bodies in 1858, has been

transferred to California, its missionary contributions

were, in L876 77. for foreign, $77,126; home, $29,750.

lis periodical publications arc one monthly, one semi-

monthly, and two weekly newspapers.

The Associate Reformed Synod ofth< South has -'ill

its separate organization. Cordial in its relations with

the United Presbyterian Church, ii has one missionary

now laboring together with the missionaries of the lat-

ter ( ihnrch in Egj i'i : and, slavery having ceased to be

an object of contention, is now considering the propriety

of organic union with that body. In l*7."> a plan of

co-operation was proposed between this Church and the

United Presbyterian Church, (forth, which provides

thai "the presbyteries of each church shall sustain the

same relation to those of the other that they do to the

co-ordinate courts of their own body, and that the min-
isters and licentiates of each shall he eligible to ap-

pointments and settlements in congregations of the

other;" that the courts of each shall respect the disci-

pline of the other: that ministers ami members of the

two bodies he recommended to cultivate friendly rela-

tions and Christian fellowship with each other: that

the existing relations of the two churches (actual co-

operation) in i he work of foreign missions he continued :

that a friendly co-operation of help and non-interference

he practiced in the fields of home minimis and Church
extension; that the two bodies co-operate in building
and sustaining the Normal or Training School of the

United Presbyterian Church for the Preedmen, estab-

lished at Know ille. Teiin. : and that in the work of

publication the Associate Reformed Synod co-operate

with the Board of Publication of the United Presbyte-

rian Church. These provisions were adopted by the

synod. The committee on correspondence with the

United Presbyterian Church was reappointed, but was
instructed to take no direct steps towards union without
further instruction. The Southern Church has a liter-

ary institution named Erskine College and a theological

school, both at DueWest,S.C. It numbers about 70

ministers, nearly one third of whom are in South Caro-

lina, the rest in oilier Southern states.

15. Tin-. Assoi i mi. Swmi <>f North Ami kk \ is

I of 80me who declined lii cnlcr inlo I he union

with the Associate Reformed Synod in L858 (see X". i l

above i. and consists of the presbyteries of [owa, < ilarion,

Muskingum, and Northern Indiana; and had, in 1876,

12 ministers, '_' licentiates, .'il congregational charges >>r

stations, and 1115 < imunicants. The total contribu-

tions Were $679.85.

16. I'm: United Syn< r mi: Presbyterian
Church, South. In 1857 the New-School Presbytery
of Lexington affirmed slavery to he right and Bcripttiral

in principle. The Assembly i 1857 | replied by condemn-
ing the position, and refused to allow either the princi-

ple or the practice. The delegates from the Southern
churches protested, and. declaring this action to be an
"indireel excision" of their congregations, withdrew.
and in 1858, al Knoxville, Tenn., organized themselves
as ••The United Synod of the Presbyterian Church,
South, iisting ol some 100 ministers and al t 200

'ems A proposal for union with the Old-
Scl 1 I'n sbj terian Church was declined by this latter

body because coupled with the condition that the As-

sembly set aside iis doctrinal decisions of 1838. In 1859
the I nited Synod reported M presbyteries, lis minu>
ters, L87 churches, and 12,125 communicants, ol whom

323 wen colored. In 1801 the synod joined the Pres-

byterian < Ihurch, South.

' 17. Tin-. Presbyterian Chcr< n. South, dates its

organization from Dec. I. 1861, when the commission-
ers from all the presbyteries of the Presbyterian Church
within the Confederate Mates met in Augusta, c.i..

and organized as a General Assembly. The style and
title then chosen was. Tht Presbyterian Church of the

Confederate stat<.< of America ; hut alter the over-

throw of the Confederacy the word united was substi-

tuted fur Confederate, and of America was dropped.
The Presbyterian Church. South, disavows all connec-

tion with political matters, ami holds to strictly eccle-

siastical labor. In 1876, at the Assembly held in Sa-

vannah. Ga., when the appointment of delegates t>> the

Pan -Presbyterian Council of Edinburgh in 1*77 was
considered, all expressions used in the different courts

during the exciting times of the civil strife were re-

scinded a- ini sistent with the platform of 1862. The
report then adopted closed with the following declara-

tions:

I "1. We solemnly reaffirm t ho explicit and formal state-
ment, set forth at the time of the organization of our
General Assembly in Mil. in an ' Address to the Churches
of Jesus chri>t throughout the Earth.' This document
clearly and forcibly details our position concerning the
nature and functions of the Church as a spiritual body,
;mil. therefore, ' non-secular and non-political.'

'••J. Inasmuch as some incidental expressions, uttered
in limes of great public excitement, arc found upon our
records, and have been pointed out in the report of the
committee aforesaid, which seem to be ambiguous or
inconsistent with the above declarations and others of
like import, this Assembly docs hereby disavow them
wherever found, ami docs not recoguise such as forming
any pari of the well-considered, authoritative teachings
or testimony of our Church."

At that lime this Church consisted of ]•_> synods,

62 presbyteries, 1821 churches. 1079 ministers, and

111'. is.; communicants. Their contributions amounted
to $1,138,681. The Assembly conducts its benevolent

operations through three general committees (the work

of foreign missions and of sustentation being united un-

der the same committee), viz. the Executive Commit*
ice of Foreign Missions and Susten i at ion. of Education,

and of Publication. Foreign missions arc maintained

in i he l ndian Territory, Mexico. South America. Creece,

Italy. India, and China, and domestic missions in new
and destitute localities in the South, at an annual cost

of $71,121, supporting 7."> missionaries in foreign fields,

of whom 26 are ordained ministers. 1 licentiates, and 21

assistant missionaries, all from the United Slates: 9

ordained ministers and 25 assistant missionaries are na-

tives of the countries in « hich they labor. With these

foreign missions are connected 22 churches, with 1200

communicants: also 13 traiuing - schools of various

made-, containing 250 pupils, 'i he Sustentation Hoard

extends aid to the amount of $20,000 in support of their

ministers to 185 churches in 57 presbyteries; $6000 to

the support of evangelistic labor, and $10,000 to relieve

disabled ministers and families of deceased ministers.

A publishing house is maintained at Richmond, Va,
.and. with a capital of about $40,000, is-ms Presbyte-

rian hooks for ministers and congregational ami Sun-
day-school libraries. It also aids in the education for

the ministry of young men ol limited means, and in the

publication and dissemination of a religious and doctri-

nal literature.

In all educational work, this branch of the Pi

riau church has always held very advanced ground. Ft

declares in its constitution thai ••because it is highly

reproachful to religion, and dangerous to the Church, to

intrust the holy ministry to weak and ignorant men. the

Presbytery shall try each candidate as to his know h dge
oi the Latin language and the original languages in

which the Holy Scriptures were written. They shall

also examine him in the an- and Bei< no-." The first

written test required of the candidate is "a Latin exe-

gesis on some common head in divinity." The common
requirement in it- pn sbj teries is equal to the cui-runt/urn
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in most American colleges. The demands of the Church

for the education of its ministry and its own youth have

everywhere made it the patroness of learning and en-

gaged it ill the founding of institutions for higher edu-

cation. It has been the pioneer of education in nearly

all the older Southern communities. During the civil

war, many of the institutions of learning founded and

endowed by the Presbyterian Church in the South per-

ished by the loss of endowments in the general financial

wreck. " Among them were Oglethorpe University, Ga.

;

Oakland College, Miss. ; La Grange College, Tenn. ; and

other valuable institutions of less prominence. Centre

College, Ky., was lost through decisions of the United

States courts in favor of a minority adhering to the old

Assembly. Others were suspended by the enlistment

of the students in the armies, and were crippled by the

partial loss of endowments. The following, founded

and endowed by Presbyterians, survived the disasters

of the war, and now, under Presbyterian control or au-

spices, are rendering valuable service to the country

:

Hampden Sidney College, Va. ; Davidson College, N. C.

;

Stewart College, Tenn. ; Westminster College, Mo.; King

College, Tenn.; and Austin College, Texas. Central Uni-

versity, at Richmond, Ky., has been founded and suc-

cessfully opened since the war. The synods of Nash-

ville, Memphis, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and

Texas, conjointly, have also projected a university (the

South-western) to be strictly under Presbyterian con-

trol, for which they are now soliciting an endowment.

It has been located at Clarkesville, Tenn. Stewart Col-

lege has been merged in it. The financial prostration

of the South since the war has rendered the endowment
of its institutions of learning slow and difficult. Of
academics and schools competent to prepare boys for

college or young men for the university, or to give a

good mathematical and classical education, thorough so

far as it goes, to those whose means do not admit of

more elaborate courses, there is a great insufficiency

throughout the South. Those which had previously

acquired success and reputation were generally broken

up through the disastrous effects of the war, arid the

poverty and depression of the people have operated to

the discouragement of efforts to establish others. Of
such institutions there are some of a high character,

maintained under Presbyterian auspices; as the Bing-

ham School, Mebanesville, N. C. ; Pleasant Ridge Acad-

emy, Green County, Ala.; Edgar Institute, Paris, Ky.

;

Military and Classical Institute, Danville, Ky.; Finlay

High School, Lenoir, N. C. ; and Kemper Institute,

Booneville, Mo. The Southern Presbyterian Church

has two theological seminaries, each endowed and fur-

nished with buildings, libraries, and four professors of

eminent ability and learning— Union Seminary, at

Hampden Sidney, Va.; and Columbia Seminary, at Co-

lumbia, S. C. It has recently established a third, at

Tuscaloosa, Ala., for the education and training of col-

ored men for the ministry; and for this it is now
gathering an endowment. There are no Presbyterian

schools or colleges for girls in the South endowed
beyond the provision of buildings, apparatus, and li-

braries; but there are many institutions under Presby-

terian control or auspices in which every reasonable

comfort is combined with advantages for the thorough

education and accomplishment of girls. Among these

are many colleges, collegiate institutes, and seminaries

which afford a high grade of instruction to young la-

dies, and are widely esteemed for general excellence

and efficiency.

The work of education for the ministry is conducted

by the General Assembly, through an executive com-
mittee located at Memphis, Tenn. In the last ecclesi-

astical year, the committee received from the churches,

for this purpose, $15,131, from which 05 young men,

prosecuting their studies at various colleges and theo-

logical seminaries, received assistance.

The standards of the Southern Presbyterian Church
are the Westminster Confession (with the chapter " Of

the Civil Magistrate" amended), the Larger and Shorter

Catechisms, and the Westminster Form of Government
and Directory, somewhat altered to suit the circum-

stances of the Church, with " Hides of Discipline," or
" Forms of Process," gathered from the usages and laws
of the Scottish Church. These standards are adopted

by every minister at his ordination, in answer to the

questions put to him publicly by the presiding minister,

but are not required to be adopted by subscription to

any written formula.

Anterior to the division of the Church into Northern
and Southern churches, the Southern churches were
disposed to adhere more closely to the standards, and
were more churchly in their ideas, after the fashion of

the Westminster Era. than a large portion of the North-

ern churches, who came nearer the Congregational in-

fluence of New England. It was the united opposilion

of the Southern churches to what claimed to be a more
liberal Presbyterianism which in large part caused

the division of 1837 into Old and New School bodies.

Since the separation in 1861, the Southern body has

grown even more strict in its views of the standards,

and the jure divino character of Church government.

But, with all their zeal for a strict construction of the

standards of doctrine and order, the Southern churches

have ever been distinguished for their interest in pro-

tracted meetings and services of religion. The custom

is almost universal of holding protracted services of

several days' or weeks' duration in the churches at one

or more communion services in the year, as the indica-

tion of the special presence of the Holy Spirit may sug-

gest; and most frequently at such meetings there is a

revival in the hearts of God's people, and awakenings

of greater or less extent among the unconverted. The
special labors of evangelists such as Moody and Sankey,

and Whittle and Bliss, have not been enjoyed to any
great extent in the Southern churches. It is an opin-

ion generally accepted among the Southern ministry

that there is great advantage, especially in a sparsely

populated region but partially supplied with the means
of grace, in bringing the Gospel to bear for successive

days upon the minds of men. In this way their thoughts

can be more effectually withdrawn from their worldly

connections and pleasures, and fixed more intently upon

the great matter of salvation. Hence the evangelists

found that neither their methods nor their preaching

of the Gospel of salvation by grace only, through faith,

was much of a novelty to the Southern Presbyterian

churches.

It has proved to be a great drawback to the proper

influence of the Southern Presbyterian Church that,

owing partly to its poverty, partly from lying out of the

chief lines of the travel and commerce with Europe,

and partly from lack of great commercial cities with

their accumulated capital, its learned men are able to

publish very little, and its journals are of necessity pro-

vincial in their character, and therefore the world at

large knows little of them. Besides, so vast is the ter-

ritory covered by this Church, and so diverse the local

interests, that instead of patronage being concentrated

upon one or two great religious journals, it is divided

between some seven or eight, none of which has power

enough to make itself felt abroad. The Southern Pres-

byterian Review, a quarterly journal of thirty years'

standing, now published under the supervision of the

professors in the two theological seminaries, compares

most favorably in learning and ability with any theo-

logical quarterly in this country; yet, being published

in the interior of South Carolina, without the aid of the

machinery of a great publishing- house to bring it be-

fore the world, it is little known outside the circle of its

local patrons and admirers.

In view of the calamities which have befallen this

body of Presbyterians during the sixteen years of its

history, bringing poverty and distress upon so large a

part of its people, its success, so far, has been remarka-

ble. In view of the vast territory to be evangelized
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which is covered by ii. and the hundreds of thousands

of poor ignorant negroes, ever tending backward to

heathenism, who musl depend upon this Church very

largely for a form of the Gospel that will enlighten and

civilize them, ii" body of Presbyterians in the world

has a greater work to do, or. in proportion to the work

to be done, less financial ability to Bustain it.

18. Pkksbytkrian Church in Canada, tn this

British dominion the Presbyterians are in point of

numbers the third a ig the religious denominations,

being only exceeded by the Roman Catholics and the

Church of England. Presbyterianism dates in Canada
al leasl from the conquest, in 1759. Us first exponent

is supposed to have been the Rev, George Henry. He
appeared in Quebec as early as 1765, and was the chap-

lain of a IJiiiish regimen) stationed there. In 178-1 the

Rev. Alexander Spark went there, and in 1787 the lirsl

Presbyterian congregation was organized. Ii was com-

posed principally ol soldiers, in 1780 the Rev.Thomas
Bethune, a minister of the Kirk who bad come from

Scotland as chaplain of a Highland regiment, preached

first in Montreal, and afterwards organized several con-

gregations in the county of Glengary. In Montreal

itself, the first Presbyterian Church was organized in

1790. I ley buill St. Gabriel Street Church, which is

still used as a I'resliyterian ehureli. and is the oldest

Protestant church in Canada. Previous to the comple-

tion of their own structure they worshipped, by per-

mission of the Recollel Fathers, in a Roman Catholic

Church. In recognition of these kind offices, "The So-

ciety of Presbyterians," as they were then called, pre-

sented the g 1 fathers with "two hogsheads of Span-

ish wine and a box ol candles," w hich were " thankfully

accepted" a manifestation of friendly feeling between

Romanists and Protestants which continues to this day.

In 1803 the tii st Presbytery of Montreal was organized

by tWO ministers and one elder; and for years alter the

development of Presbyterianism was slow. In Upper
Canada, now known as the Province of Ontario, the pi-

oneers ol Presbyterianism were sent out by the Reformed

Dutch ' Ihurch. < hie of the principal laborers thus sent

was the Rev. Roberl M'Dowell, who was appointed la-

the classis of Albany as their missionary to Canada in

1798. lie itinerated throughout the greater part of Up-
per Canada, forming and fostering congregations in va-

rious plans. He died at a \ cry advanced age ill 1841.

The Rev. W. Smart, who was sent out from England in

181 1, and who labored long and faithfully in Brockville;

the Rev. W. Bell, sent out from Scotland in 1817; the

Rev. William Jenkins, originally from Scotland, who
wenl to f'auada from the United States in 1*17: the

Rev. Roberl Boyd, from the Synod of Ulster, ordained in

1821; ami the Rev. James Harris, also from Ireland, who
began his labors in 1820 as pastor of the first Presbyte-

rian church in York (now Toronto .were anion -the foun-

ders of the Presbyterian Church in Canada. To King-

ston and a few other places ministers were, on applica-

tion, senl out by presbyteries in Scotland, the Rev. John
Barclay being the first minister of Kingston. In 1825,

the Glasgow Colonial Society was formed, which senl

out many ministers to Lower and Upper Canada, a- well

as to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. These minis-

ters were all of the Church of Scotland. In 1827 bishop

Strachan, ol Toronto, published an ecclesiastical chart

of Upper Canada, in which the Church of England was

said to have thirty ministers, while two only belonged

to i he « Ihurch of Scotland "one of whom," it was fur-

ther alleged. " had made application to be received into

the Anglican Communion." A change, however, was

at hand. The tide of immigration had begun to flow

in the direction ol Canada, bringing large numbers of

Presbyterians from Scotland and the north of Ireland.

Societies also began to lie formed in Scotland -for pro-

moting the religious interests of Scottish settlers in

British North America." Presbyterianism had taken

root in Canada; it now began to make rapid progress.

The supply of Scottish ministers being necessarily cul

off, owing to the ecclesiastical condition of the country.

these provinces were at this time thrown almost en-

tirely on their own resources. In 1831 was formed
•• The Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Canada in

connection with the Church of Scotland." On its first

roll were 25* miiii>ters. "The United Synod of Upper
( 'auada." consisting chiefly of ministers of the Associate

< lunch of Scotland, with some from Ireland, had formed

about 1819, hut in 1840 was amalgamated with the

synod ill connection with the Church of Scotland, and
then numbered 82 ministers. Several ministers from
i he Secession Church of Scotland came to Canada about

1832, and the number was increased from tune to time.

I'hey were organized a- the Missionary Synod of the

United Secession Church, and known afterwards as the

Synod of the 1'iiiied Presbyterian Church in Canada.

In 184 I. the year after the disruption of the < Ihurch of

Scotland, a division took place in the Presbyterian

Church of Canada in connection with the Church of

Scotland; 25 ministers agreeing with the Free Church
ol Scotland withdrew, and formed themselves into " The
Presbyterian Church of Scotland." The synod formed

immediately founded a tl logical hall at Toronto un-

der the name of" Knox < lollege." The United Presby-

terians also instituted a theological hall at London.

The synod in connection with the Church of Scotland,

having in 1841 obtained a royal charter for Queen's

University and College at Kingston, set themselves to

work for its better equipment. Then began a struggle

for pre-eminence between three vigorous branches of

i he i Ihurch. With van ing success, each maintained a

separate existence for seventeen years. To Nova Sco-

tia and New Brunswick the firsl Presbyterian ministers

were sent from Scotland by the Burgher and Anti-

Burgher synods. A missionary was also sent in 1708

by the united synods of New York and Philadelphia.

Ahout 1769 the real work of building up a Presbyterian

Church in Nova Scotia may he said to have begun, the

Rev. David Smith anil the Rev. Daniel Cock having

been sent out by the Burgher or Associate Synod of

Scotland. Seventeen years afterwards, the Rev.James
M'Gregor was sent out by the Anti-Burgher or General

Associate Synod. From these beginnings grew up the

Presbytery of Truro (Burgher), established in 1786, and
the Presbytery of Pictou (Anti-Burgher), in 1795. In

1817 these unite. I. forming "The Presbyterian church
of Nova Scotia." This was the first colonial union of

which there is any record. Ministers from the Church
of Scotland came at a later date. This Church was first

represented in these provinces by the Rev. Samuel Rus-
sel. called to he minister of St. Matthew s ( Ihurch, Hali-

fax, in 178-1. Iiui thirty-two years intervened before

it could he said to have effected a permanent lodgment.

In IM',:; seven ministers id' the Church of Scotland

formed themselves into the Synod of Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, and Prince Edward's Island it he Presbytery

of New Brunswick, however, declined to enter into the

compact, and in 1835 constituted itself the S\ I of

New Brunswick). The Synod of Nova Scotia grew
apace, and when the division came, in 1844, it had

outnumbered its elder sister. But now it was well-

nigh extinguished. Some of its ministers returned to

Scotland, others joined the Free Church in these prov-

inces. Three onh maintained their former connection.

The synod became defunct in 1843, and was not resus-

citated till 1854, when it again put forth energetic ef-

forts to recover its lost -round. In Canada the new
body, founded iii 1844, in sympathy with the lice

Church of Scotland, took, as we have said, the name of

"The Presbyterian church of Canada." In 1861, after

several years spent in negotiations, this body and the

United Presbyterian Church in Canada united under

the designation of "The Canada Presbyterian < Ihurch,"

the corresponding bodies in the Lower Provinces uniting

under the name of "The Presbyterian Church of the

Lower Provinces." "The Synod of the ('auada I'res-

liyterian Church" entered on a prosperous career, with
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a roll of 226 ministers, of whom 128 had belonged to the

Canada Presbyterian Church and 68 to the United Pres-

byterian Church. In 1870 the supreme court of this

Church was for the first time constituted as a General

Assembly. In 1868 the synods of Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick in connection with the Church of

Scotland were united into one synod. The synods of

the United Presbyterian Church and the Free Church

had already united, namely, in 1860. Thus the way
was prepared throughout the Dominion of Canada for

comprehensive union. In September, 1874, there were

(omitting a few congregations connected with organ-

izations in the United States) four Presbyterian bodies

in the Dominion of Canada, viz. : the Presbyterian

Church of Canada in connection with the Church

of Scotland; the Canada Presbyterian Church; the

Church of Scotland in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

and adjoining provinces ; and the Presbyterian Church

of the Lower Provinces. In the Presbyterian Church

of Canada in connection with the Church of Scotland

there were 11 presbyteries and 122 ministers; in the

Canada Presbyterian Church, 19 presbyteries and 329

ministers; in the Church of Scotland in Nova Scotia,

etc., 6 presbyteries and 31 ministers; and in the Presby-

terian Church of the Lower Provinces, 10 presbyteries

and 124 ministers. There were theological colleges in

Toronto and Montreal belonging to the Canada Presby-

terian Church ; at Kingston and Quebec, to the Presby-

terian Church of Canada in connection with the Church

of Scotland ; and at Halifax, to the Presbyterian Church

of the Lower Provinces. Nearly one half of the minis-

ters in the several provinces have been supplied by the

theological colleges of the country. From the date of

the union above referred to, overtures having reference

to a yet more comprehensive union began to engage the

attention of the supreme courts of all the churches in

British North America. Increased facilities for inter-

communication helped to make the proposal at least

possible of accomplishment. The confederation of the

provinces which now form the Dominion of Canada
having been consummated in 1867, there naturally fol-

lowed a strong desire for that ecclesiastical union which
had long been contemplated. This desire was shared

by many who had previously opposed such a union.

Formal negotiations were commenced in 1870 in all the

provinces, culminating in the union which was happily

consummated June 15, 1875, in the city of Montreal,

when the Presbyterian Church of Canada in connection

with the Church of Scotland, the Canada Presbyterian

Church, the Church of the Maritime Provinces in con-

nection with the Church of Scotland, and the Presby-

terian Church of the Lower Provinces, declaring their

belief that it would be for the glory of God and the ad-

vancement of the cause of Christ that they should unite,

and thus form one Presbyterian Church in the Domin-
ion, were formally united under the name of " The Pres-

byterian Church in Canada." The aggregate of the

United Church at that date was 634 ministers, 1119

congregations, 90,658 communicants, and a population

under its instruction of about 650,000. Statistics of the

Presbyterian Church in Canada, as they were reported

to the General Assembly in June, 1876, then showed it

to contain 4 synods, 33 presbyteries, 1076 congregations,

664 ministers, 82,186 communicants, and 59,949 Sabbath-

scholars. The contributions for all purposes amounted
to $939,690; of this sum $418,058 were paid for the sup-

port of the ministry. $25,472 for home mission work.

$16,173 for foreign missions, and $11,219 for missions

among the French Canadians.

1. The home missions of the Church are co-extensive

with this vast dominion. Their history is simply the

history of the Church itself— one of continuous, steady

progress. In the early years of Presbyterianism in

Canada, owing chiefly to the lack of ministers, many
cast in their lot with those branches of the Church
whose missionaries first supplied them with the means

'

of grace. Others, filled with romantic attachment to
|
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the Church of their fathers, waited long and patiently,

and instances are not wanting of "vacant congrega-
tions" assembling themselves for public worship for

years together to hear sermons read by one of their el-

ders, or to be exhorted by " the men" whom they rec-

ognised as their temporary leaders. The work divides
itself into two distinct departments: 1, the opening up
of new fields, and supplying ordinances to purely mis-
sion stations; 2, to aid weak congregations in the sup-
port of their ministers. The number of purely mission
fields occupied in the western section in 1876" was 130,

including 300 preaching-stations, with 3000 communi-
cants. The average Sabbath attendance at these sta-

tions was about 16,000 in the aggregate. There were
also 78 supplemented congregations with settled pastors
receiving grants from $50 to $300 each per annum from
the home mission fund. The number of missionaries

employed was as follows: 35 ministers and licentiates;

59 theological students; 44 catechises; 12 lay catechists

—in all 150 missionaries. The grants made" for 1877 to

home mission fields amounted to about $20,000, to sup-
plemented congregations $10,000, and for contingencies

$2500, making in all $32,500. The eastern sections,

although small in comparison with the immense terri-

tory assigned to the Western Committee, have a mis-
sion field which is neither very limited, very compact,
nor very easily wrought. It embraces some nine or ten

groups of stations requiring missionary services. The
greater part of the work is done by student catechists,

of whom many were employed in 1877. In addi-

tion to these, eight Gaelic catechists are employed in

Cape Breton, and other parts of Nova Scotia. An in-

teresting mission field was recently entered upon in

New Brunswick. It is known as "The New Kincar-
dine Colony," and is described as "a little bit of Scot-

land transplanted bodily into the forests of New Bruns-
wick." Another has been opened in a long-neglected

part of Newfoundland.
'rhe annual expenditure for

home missions in this section is about $3500, and for

supplementing the stipends of ministers in weak con-

gregations about $4000.

In addition to the work above mentioned, missions

of a special character are maintained. Of such is the

mission to the lumbermen, instituted seven years prior

to the union by the branch of the Church in connection

with the Church of Scotland. The object of this mis-

sion is to supply the ordinances of religion to the large

number of men employed in the forests during the win-
ter. These are visited by ministers, and supplied with
copies of the Scriptures, tracts, and other literature in

French and English. The average number annually

employed in this branch of industry, in the valley of

the Upper Ottawa, is about 5000 men. The amount
expended on their behalf is about $650 per annum.

Perhaps in no department of Church work are there

more hopeful and encouraging signs of progress than in

that under the care of the Assembly's Board of French
Evangelization, which has for its herculean task the

emancipation of 1,250,000 French Roman Catholics.

Previous to 1875 missionary efforts in this direction

had been conducted on a limited scale by- the several

churches. Since the union a great impetus has been
given to the work, which is now assuming large pro-

portions. In the service of the board there are at pres-

ent forty missionaries, colporteurs, and teachers, several

ofwhom were at one time priests of the Church of Rome.
In Nova Scotia an ordained missionary labors in a wide
field with a fair measure of success. He reports 125

Romanists having embraced Protestantism through his

instrumentality during the year 1876. In the province

of New Brunswick there are three French missions, each
making steady progress. In the province of Quebec
there are twelve rural missions, maintaining Sabbath-
schools, besides the ordinary services. In Ottawa, the

capital of the Dominion, the board employs two mis-

sionaries, who minister to about 250 persons. In Que-
bec city—the stronghold of popery in Canada—a church
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was erected in 1876, the first French Protestant church

built in the city.

2. The staff offan ign missionaries consists at present

often ordained ministers, one catecbist, who acts as su-

perintendent of schools, and three female missionaries.

These are assisted by a large number of trained native

teachers. The salaries of the ordained missionaries av-

erage about $1200 each; their assistants receive from

$400 to $600 each per annum. The Church contrib-

utes annually towards the expenditure, iu connection

with the mission-ship Day-spring, $1200. The fields

are lour in number:

(1.) Tin- X' a- Hebrides. This is the oldest and most

distant It originated with the late Dr. John Geddie,

formerly a minister of the United Presbyterian Branch

of the Church at Cavendish, Prince Edward Island, who
landed on the island of Aneityum on July 13, 1848.

This is no place to enter upon the details of l>r. Geddie's

life's work. Few missionaries have been more success-

ful, and no higher encomium need be associated with

his name than these touching words inscribed on a tab-

let recently erected to his memory on the wall of the

chapel where he was wont to preach: "When lie came
here there were no Christians, and when he went away
there were no heathens." Since the commencement of

this mission twelve missionaries, with their wives, have
gone from Nova Scotia to labor in this field.

(2.) Trinidad.—The mission to the Coolies of Trini-

dad was begun in 1869 by the Rev. John Morton, also

a minister of the Church of the Lower Provinces. In
1871 he was joined by the Rev. I!. J. Grant, and more
recently by the Rev. Thomas I Shristie. Fifteen schools

have been opened. Churches have also been built, and

a number of native assistants take part in the work,

which, notwithstanding many difficulties, is making-

satisfactory progress. The number of Coolie children

under instruction is 500, and the missionary reports that

15 in one school can repeat the whole of the Shorter

Catechism. The number of Coolies on the island is

aboul 15,000.

i;;.
| Formosa. — This is one of the Church's most

promising foreign mission fields. It was begun in 1872

by the Rev. G. L. M'Kay, of the Canada Presbyterian

Church. In 1875 he was joined by the Rev. J. B. Fra-

ser. M.D.. as a medical missionary. In these rive years

there have been erected ten chapels and two mission-

houses, live hundred of the natives have renounced
idolatry, and regularly attend Christian services. Sev-
enty-five have, after careful preparation and examina-
tion, been admitted as communicants. There arc rive

schools with native teachers, and nine native students

are under training for missionary work.

(4.) India,— Previous to the union the Canada Pres-

byterian Church and the Church in the .Maritime Prov-

inces in connection with the Church of Scotland had
each broken ground in India by sending female mis-
sionaries, in ps?

I the Rev. J. F. Campbell, a minister

of the last-named Church, offered himself for foreign

mission work. He has since proceeded to Madras as a

missionary of the Presbyterian church in Canada. At
the same time the Rev. James Douglas also accepted an
appointmenl to labor at [tidore.

Next to the New Hebrides, the Juvenile Mission to

India, instituted by the Presbyterian Church of Canada
in connection with the Church of Scotland, is the old-

est foreign mission of the Church. It was originated
twenty-live years ago, and has always been supported
by a number of Sabbath-schools and the voluntary of-

ferings Of a few friends. The annual contributions re-

ceived by the treasurer have been steadily increasing
for some years, lie-ides supporting four Zenana day-
Bchools and a Bible-woman, this juvenile agency pro-

vides lor the education ol about forty orphan children
iu India.

:'.. Colleges. Queen's Universityand College at Kings-
ton, founded in 1840, is the oldest, li was projected

by the branch of the Church formerly in connection

with the Church of Scotland, and is the only one that

the power of granting degrees. It combines
the faculties of arts and theology. Since its establish-

ment Queen's has educated more than LOO ministers lor

the Presbyterian Church. The combined resources and
equipment of the Canadian Presbyterian colleges may
be Bummed up as follows:

Colleges.
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was sent by the Church of Scotland to Melbourne, and

soon others went over, and, until 1840, Presbyterianism

in this colony was wholly dependent on the Kirk.

After the discovery of gold in 1851, and the consequent

rapid settlement of the colony, the Irish Presbyterian

Church sent a number of ministers; and, by 1859, when
a union of the different Presbyterian churches was pro-

posed, there were congregations representing the regular

Kirk, the Free Church, and the United Presbyterian,

besides many smaller bodies. A complete union of all

these various Presbyterians was Dually effected in 1867,

on the abolition of state aid.

The Presbyterian Church in Victoria has been formed

on the Scottish model. In all its distinctive principles

it remains loyal to the parent Church. While it has

asserted an independent position fur itself, it has adopted

the Westminster Confession and Catechisms, and the

Second Book of Discipline, as its standards. Some va-

riations have been admitted on administration. For

example—(1.) The General Assembly is not a represen-

tative body. (2.) The Commission, which meets six

months after the Assembly, deals not only with matters

sent to it, but with all matters of which due notice has

been given ; but its decisions in these latter are subject

to review by the next General Assembly. (3.) It has

no synods. (4.) And no deacons' courts. The secular

affairs are intrusted to a committee elected by the con-

gregation, one half of whom retire everyr year. (5.)

Adherents as well as communicants are allowed to vote

for the first minister of a newly formed congregation.

(6.) The use of hymns and of instrumental music has

been allowed, and congregations have almost without

exception, and with wonderful unanimity, availed

themselves of the allowance. The hymn-book of the

English Presbyterian Church has been sanctioned and
recommended. (7.) Further, the Assembly has sanc-

tioned a "Book of Prayers for Social Worship," which
has been compiled with the view of assisting Christian

men in the bush to hold service where a minister is not

available.

The following statistics will give an approximate

view of the present numerical and financial state of the

Church:

Presbyterian population 130,000
Pastoral chai ges 145
Ministers settled in pastoral charges 122
Unattached ministers supplying vacancies and
new stations 19

Elders 400
Attending divine service 60,000
Communicants 15,000
Churches (besides halls and school-houses) 234
Sittings in chinches 38,000
Sabbath-schools 204
Teachers 2,100
Scholars 23,000
Bible classes 73
Scholars l,soo
Income for all purposes, 1875-76 XS0,000
Capital funds held in trust for various schemes.. £60,032

The schemes of the Church embrace two departments,

ministerial and missionary:

(I.) Ministerial.—In order to make statable provision

for the ministry, the following funds have been estab-

lished— (a.) A capital fund for the endowment and sup-

port of a theological hall, established in 1865, with four

chairs—Systematic Theology, Apologetics, Church His-

tory, and Exegetics—held provisionally by four minis-

ters of the Church, and attended by fifteen students, of

whom five are studying with a view to mission work.

£50,000 will be required for the endowment of these

four chairs. £14,000 are now in the hands of the

Church, yielding an annual revenue of £900. Two
university scholarships of £50 and £25 respectively

have been founded for intending theological students,

and two theological scholarships of the same amounts.
But the larger of these is not confined to Presbyterian
students. It is open to all denominations. The As-
sembly raises additional scholarships, when needed, by
subscription, (b.) A sustentation fund, for the more

adequate support of the ministry, aims at securing

a minimum stipend of £300 to every minister. Con-
gregations lodge their moneys monthly in the post-

oliice savings bank. Their ministers draw the deposits

once a quarter to the extent of £300 a year. The
balance that remains undrawn, if any, accrues to the

general sustentation fund, which is distributed among
ministers whose stipend falls short of the minimum,
with the proviso, however, that no congregation re-

ceives more than £50. Last year 38 out of 122 minis-

ters participated in the fund. The income was derived

from the following sources : Congregational subscrip-

tions, £866; donations of £100 each from eight gentle-

men. £800; small donations and legacy, £374; interest

from savings bank, £35, in all £2075. (c.) A capital

fund, for the support of aged and infirm ministers: in-

stituted not only in the interest of ministers, but as

emphatically of congregations, to relieve them, in some
measure, at least, from a very painful burden, and to

insure their enjoying the ministrations of men in the

prime and vigor of life. It is raised by voluntary con-

tributions, and by a payment of £25, spread over five

years, from every minister. The allowance is £50 per

annum, with £2 for every year beyond five that the an-

nuitant has held a charge. (</.) A fund for the support

of the widows and orphans of deceased ministers, raised

by a minister's rate of £5 per annum, and an annual

congregational collection. In 1870 these two sources

of income yielded £990. Interest on capital, £1003 ; in

all £2053. Annuities to twenty widows and twenty-

four orphans, £965. The annuity is £50, with £10 for

each child below eighteen. The latter sum is doubled

when both parents are dead. By these respective agen-

cies provision is made for the ministry in its four stages

—when training for work, when at work, when past

work, and when finally done with work.

(II.) Missionary.—Comprised under two branches

—

home and heathen missions : (<?.) The home mission is

charged with—(1) securing a supply of ministers ; (2)

admitting accredited ministers from other churches; (3)

assisting presbyteries in supplying vacancies; and (4)

fostering mission-stations. As the Church, in planting

itself in a new land, is essentially a home mission, ami
as the demand for ministers has always been ahead of

the supply, little has been attempted outside its own
community: One or two of the larger congregations

have, however, been vigorously prosecuting, while oth-

ers are commencing, territorial work at their own hand.

The committee have received generous assistance from

the home churches in the way of ministerial supply.

But the need is by no means abated. At this moment
at least twelve men are urgently required, (b.) The
heathen mission embraces three departments: (1.) The
Chinese, of whom there are about 17,000 in Victoria.

They are scattered in groups of two or three hundred

over the colony. They are generally of an inferior

type, but are very accessible to the teachings of the

Gospel, which are given them at various points by the

Christian churches. The Presbyterian Mission has

taken the form for the present of a seminary for train-

ing Chinese catechists. It is conducted by one of the

ministers of the Church, assisted by Mr. Cheong, a Chi-

nese student. (2.) The Aborigines, now reduced to

about 1G00. Charles Kingsley and others have put the

natives of Australia at the bottom of the scale of ra-

tional beings, "if indeed they are entitled to be called

men." It seemed as if they were likely to furnish a

link in the ascending development of humanity. The
Presbyterian Mission at Kosmali has exploded this no-

tion. It is under the charge of two Moravian brethren,

and furnishes delightful proofs of the elevating influence

of Christianity even upon the most degraded savage,

while the children of the school have outstripped all

their competitors in the State schools of Victoria. (3.)

The New Hebrides, in conjunction with other churches

in Scotland, Canada, and Xova Scotia. The Presby-

terian Church of Victoria maintains a contingent of two
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missionaries od this interesting field. The children of

the Sabbath-schools are pledged to collect £500 per an-

num fortbe maintenance oi the Day-spring, mission-ship.

The total contributions to the home and heathen mis-

sions in 1876 amounted to £2220. The capital invested

funds of the Church, Sept 30, 1876, were as follows:

1. Theological Hall endowment £14,2-20

2, Ormond and Patrick Hamilton scholarships... 2,nuo

:;. Rokew 1 Chnrcfa endowment 1,000
4. Infirm Ministers' Fund B,209

5. Widows and Orphans' Fund 18,203

G Brodie Beqnesl (Home-mission work) 2,000
7. Loan Fund tor chinch and manse building (be-

in/ the accumulation of live years' state aid), l.5.000

Total £60,632

There are two colleges in connection with this ( hurch

—one lor boys, under the principalship of Dr. Morison,

which lias run a long and prosperous career: the other

for girls, under the charge of the Rev. < leorge Tait, was

but recently opened.
_'. Presbyterian Church of New Smith Wales. — In

1802 about a dozen Presbyterian families, living on the

hank- of the Hawkesbury River, resolved to meet for

the worship of God according to the forms of their fa-

thers, though they had no minister. A .Mr. James
Mi 'in ministered to tlicin as catechist. At a cost of

£400 i hey built a church, which hears the appropriate

name of Ebenezer. In 1823 Dr. Lang went to the col-

ony, i he first Presbyterian minister. Considerable ad-

ditions were made thereafter, but the history of the

Church was not harmonious, and various divisions look

place. At length, in 1865, a general union took place,

through the amalgamation of separate bodies corre-

sponding to the Churcb of Scotland, the Free Church,
and the United Presbyterian; the new body being called

-The Presbyterian Church of New South Wales."

According to the articles of union the Word of God
is the supreme and only authoritative rule of faith and
practice for the Church; the Westminster Confession

of Faith, Larger and Shorter Catechisms, the Form of

Presbyterial Church Government, the Directory for the
Public Worship of God, and the Second Book of Disci-

pline, are the subordinate standards ol'lhis Church:
explanations are then given as to the relative authority
of the subordinate standards, the renunciation of intol-

erant principles, and the recognition of the spiritual

independence of the Church; the jurisdiction of the

Church is declared to he independent of other churches.

and ministers and probationers from other Presbyterian

churches are admissible if they afford satisfactory evi-

dence of their qualifications and eligibility, and on their

subscribing the formula. The Church has prospered

since the union, but not in proportion to the growth of

the colony. It now consists of 7 presbj teries, 68 min-
isters, 7() charges, and 108 church-buildings. It has

schemes for Church Extensi Foreign Missions. Sab-
bath-schools, Sustentation Fund, and Church and Manse
Fund; its foreign missions are to the New Hebrides
and the < 'hinese: it has three theological tutors, and its

estimated total income for int.") was £15,000. The
minimum stipend is £200 will - £250 without, a

manse. It is expected that £300 will now be reached
through the Sustentation Fund. The legislature hav-

l an act for the establisl ml of denomina-
tional colleges affiliated to the University of Sydney,
St. Andrew's Pre-I>\ icriau College has sprung into ex-
istence, it affords a home for young men attending the
university, and the means of theological education for

students of divinity. The General Assembly has en-
acted that after 1878 none but graduates shall be ad-
mitted as candidates for the office of the ministry.

Mission Work. — Three classes are recognised: the
aborigines, the Polynesian iril.es. and the Chinese in

the gold-fields. The aborigines are so widely scattered
that efforts among them have been chiefly desultory.
A devoted Chinese catechist labors successfully among
his countrymen at Sydney. The New Hebrides Mis-
sion has a share of support from this Church, which at

one time supported the Rev. James D. Gordon, who,
alter returning to Eromanga, was murdered in 1872.

3. The Synod of EasU rn . I ustralia is formed of i hose

who stood aloof from the general union of 1865, on the

ground that Free-Church principles were not sufficiently

maintained. It consists of two presbyteries, having
nine ministers and charges.

1. Presbyterian Church of Queensland. In 1859 the

district ofMoreton Bay was declared a separate colony,

called Queensland. The first Presbyterian minister had
arrived in I s !7. In 1863 the separate congregations
belonging to the different sections of Presbyterianism

united as "The Presbyterian church of Queensland."
The basis of union was the Westminster Confession,

and all the Presbyterian congregations in the colony
were embraced, there are:: presbyteries, 24 charges,

and 20 ministers. The General Assembly meets the

first Monday of May. There are committees for Sab-
bath-schools (2410 scholars), Home Mission and Churcb
Extension, Sustentation. Training Voting Men for the

Ministry, and the Support of Aged and Infirm Minis-
ters. The Presbyterian population of the colony is

22, 'The annual contributions are about £9000.

5. Presbyterian Church of Tasmania. — The fir-i

Presbyterian minister arrived at Hobart 'Town in 1822
or 1823. In 1835 there was constituted the Presbytery
of Van Piemen's Land, and the Scotch Church was
placed on an equality with the English, in 1845 an

attempt was made by the bishop of the English Church
in Van Diemen's Land to obtain authority over all the

inhabitants, but the Presbyterians succeeded in (beck-

ing Ibis, and in getting a rule recognised limiting the

power of the English bishop in these colonies to the

superintendence of his own clergy. 'The Presbyterian

Church has not been equally prosperous in this as in

other col, mies. and there is still a division in the ranks.

'The Presbytery of 'Tasmania and the Free Presbytery

of Tasmania indicate this division. 'There are 17 (barges

in all. and 13 ministers.

ti. /'/< slii/ii rimi church of South Australia. The

first Presbyterian Church began in Adelaide iii 1839,

and for some years ministers from the different Presby-

terian bodies continued to drop in. In 1865 a union

was effected. There are now 11 ministers and 13

charges. Union College is supplied by an Independent

professor of Church history
; a Baptist, of the Greek Tes-

tament; and a Presbyterian, of theology.

7. v u> Zealand Presbyterian church. -Presbyterian-

ism was first planted here about the year L840; at least

the first minister went there then. The Church has

made good progress, and has been geographically di-

vided into Tfo Presbyterian Church of New Zealand
and '/'A. Presbyterian Church of Otago. In 1876 the

Churcb in the northern section had 7 presbyteries, 57
ministers in charges, and 1 unattached. The Otago
branch, founded in 1848 by a Free Churcb colony from

Scotland, had 15 ministers, but ill both sections there is

a great demand for more. lie-ides the ministers there

are a considerable number of evangelists who strive in

some degree to make up for the want ol a slat, d minis-

try. 'The New Zealand Chun lies present the same in-

teresting spectacle as other young colonial churches,

striving after an organization on the model of Scotland.

and having committee- and schemes organized for that

purpose. Much ha- been done by the Presbyterian

Church for genera] education, and the chair of moral
philosophy in the University oft >tago was endowed by
them. The effort io obtain a well-educated ministry is

conspicuous in it- struggles, and iii Otago a beginning
has been made of a theological institution, and a pro-

fessor of divinity and various tutors appointed. In

other parts of the colony efforts have likewise been
made to supply an educated mini-try. lint the difficul-

ties in tlii- direction have been u'reat : many Presbyte-

rians have joined other churches, and little has been
done by the churches at home. Much is done in the

way of Sunday-schools. Young Men's Christian Asso-
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ciations abound. Some congregations do little or noth-

ing for missions; others are much interested in them.

The New Hebrides Mission receives a good share of

help, and recently something has been attempted for

Fiji. There are committees for Sustentation, Church

Extension, Mission, Temperance, Psalmody, and similar

objects in both sections of the Church, betokening no

small amount of activity and earnestness.

8. Presbyterian Church in South Africa.—When the

Cape became an English colony in 1804, an application

was made to the Church of Scotland for ministerial sup-

ply, and in 1822 and following years eleven ministers

joined the Cape Church. In 1860 eight more Scotch

ministers joined this Dutch Reformed body. There are,

besides, nine Independent Presbyterian congregations in

Cape Colony and Natal, numbering about 1000 members.

9. Other Colonial Churches.—In connection with the

Church of Scotland, there are

:

Congregations. Ministers.

In South America 14 13

In West Indies 4 4
In Ceylon 9 8

Connected with the Free Church of Scotland are

:

Congregations. Ministers.

In South Africa 5 3

In Natal 4 3

In other places 10 9

lit. Presbyterian Church in Japan.—This body was
organized in 1878 by a union of all Presbyterian mis-

sionaries in Japan. For doctrine, the Westminster Cat-

echism, the canons of the Synod of Dort, the Shorter

Catechism, and the Heidelberg Catechism were adopted.

The constitution of the American Presbyterian Church
was chosen as the model for administration.

See, besides the works already quoted in different

sections of this article, Smith, Tables of Church History

;

Gardner, Faiths of the World, vol. ii ; The American
Cyclop, xiii, 809 sq. ; Schem, Cyclop, ofEducation, s. v.

;

Marsden, History of Christian Churches and Sects, ii,

109 sq. ; and Blaikie's Report, all of which we have
freely used.

Fresbyteiianism, in its narrowest sense, is com-
monly understood as the synonym of Anti-Prelacy. But,

in truth, there are three systems of religious opinion, by
no means necessarily affiliated, which are, with a notice-

able uniformity, found in combination under this name.
These are, a Calvin istic theology, the Parity of the Cler-

gy, and Paedobaptism. See Presbyterian Churches.
All branches of Presbyterian ism organized themselves
into a Presbyterian Alliance in London in 1875 on the

basis of the Concensus of Reformed Confessions and Pres-

byterian government, and held the first council at Edin-
burgh in 1877. The next will convene in Philadelphia
in 1880.

I. Doctrines.— The doctrines espoused by Presbyte-

rians, in Great Britain and America, are found in the

Confession of Faith of the Westminster Assembly of Di-
vines, together with the Catechisms, Larger and Short-

er, thereto appended. As a system, they are the doc-
trines generally known as Augustinian or Calvinistie.

Presbyterians coincide with other orthodox bodies in

the reception of the Apostles' Creed, the Trinity, Re-
demption through Christ, Regeneration by the Holy
Spirit, the Resurrection, and Eternal Judgment. They
are distinguished specifically by opposition to Arminian,
Pelagian, and semi-Pelagian tenets. The decisions of

the Synod of Dort on the " five points" of Predestina-
tion, Particular Atonement, Original Sin, Special Grace,
and the Perseverance of the Saints, have usually been
acknowledged as setting forth their views. But while
there is a substantial unity on these points, there are

shades of difference, from High or Hyper Calvinism to

Moderate Calvinism ; from Supralapsarianism to Sublap-
sarianism; from Hopkinsianism to Baxterianism; from
the unbending Covenanters to the laxer Cumberlands

;

from the strict Old School with Scottish predilections
to the more flexible New School with New England
leanings. Though consenting to be called Calvinistie

for purposes of convenience, Presbyterians do not receive

all Calvin's views without qualification ; neither do they
admit that they owe their system to the Genevese re-

former, for they claim for it a higher antiquity, reaching
even beyond the great champion Augustine to no less

an authority than St. Paul. They assert that the Re-
formers of the 16th century were agreed upon the points

named, as appears from the harmony of the Augsburg
Confession, the Heidelberg Catechism, the Helvetic Con-
fession, the Scotch Confession, the Thirty-nine Articles

of the Church of England, the French Confession pre-

sented to Francis II, the Belgic Confession, and the De-
crees of the Synod of Dort in 1618.

The Westminster Confession, rejecting the Apocry-
pha, recognises Holy Scripture as the only infallible

rule of faith and practice. Hence every position is sup-
ported by proof-texts. The Confession teaches that

there are in the godhead three persons, the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Ghost, the same in substance, equal
in power and glory. To God are ascribed the works of

creation, providence, and redemption. Man having fall-

en, the Covenant of Works is replaced by the Covenant
of Grace, of which Christ is the Mediator and Admin-
istrator for his elect people. Divine sovereignty and
man's free agency are both fully and equalh' admitted,
without attempting to explain this high mystery, but
rather requiring it to be handled with special providence

and care. The doctrine of the Divine Purpose, Decree,

Predestination, or Fore-ordination, is guarded from fatal-

ism or perversion in several ways: it is explicitly stated

that neither is God the author or approver of sin ; nor is

violence offered to the will of the creature; nor is the

liberty or contingency of second causes taken away, but
rather established ; and they who perish are punished for

their sins. The Covenant of Works having been broken
by the first man, who was the federal head, representa-

tive, and root of his race, a consequent, corruption of nat-

ure, a disability of the will to spiritual good, and a liabil-

ity to suffering and death, temporal and eternal, were
conveyed to all his posterity. Effectual calling consists

in the special grace of God operating on the minds and
hearts of all those whom he has predestinated to eternal

life in the reception of which grace men are passive,

yet submit most freely, being made willing by his pow-
er. Elect infants dying in infancy, and other elect per-

sons who are incapable of the outward call, are never-

theless regenerated and saved by Christ through the

Spirit, who worketh when, where, and how he pleaseth.

That all infants dying in infancy come under the above
conditions ami are saved is a general sentiment of

Presbyterians, so far as can be collected from their pub-
lished writings. (See Chalmers, Rom. lect, xiv, xxvi;
dimming, Infant Sale. p. 25; Smyth, Bereaved Par-
ents, p. Yd ; Junkin, Justification, p. 143; Hodge, System

of Theology [see Index].) Justification consists, not

in inherent righteousness, nor in imputing the act of

faith or any other act as righteousness, but in the par-

don of sin for Christ's sake, and the accepting as right-

eous by imputing the righteousness of Christ received by
faith. Adoption and sanctification accompany justifica-

tion. Saving faith is a fiducial belief of the truth, and
is shown to be sincere and active by repentance and
good works, as evidential of regenerating grace. The
perseverance of the saints is not owing to anything in

them, but to the grace of God, which will not suffer

them finally to fall away. Personal assurance does not

belong to the essence of faith, and may be dimmed or

lost, but it is a high privilege, and every believer should

strive to attain it. It does not lead to laxity of morals,

for the law, though no longer a covenant of works, is

still binding as a rule of life and conduct.

II. Worship.—The Presbyterian forms of worship are

extremely simple. The reading of a portion of Script-

ure, extemporaneous prayers, the singing of two or

three psalms or hymns, a sermon or exhortation, and
the pronouncing of the apostolic benediction at the

close by the minister, comprise the entire service.
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When no preacher is present, tbe people conduct the

meeting themselves, an elder presiding and directing

the several parts of reading, prayer, and praise. Noth-

ing ''.'in be simpler or more flexible, capable of adapting

itself to the necessities of the missionary or the Btreet-

preacher, a- well as to the wants of the most cultivated

audiences. Bui while the Presbyterian Church neither

uses nor condemns a liturgy, she provides for the dig-

nity and propriety of divine service by means ofa Direc-

tory for Public Worship as a guide, and by requiring

ministers to qualify themselves for this duty, no less

than for thai of preaching, by reading, premeditation,

and habitual communion with Cod in secret.

Presbyterians keep the Sabbath-day strictly as a day

of resl and devotion ;
l>nt they have conscientious scru-

ples against the obligatory observance of such days as

( Ihristmas, < lood-Friday, and Easter. The key to their

practice in this and other respects (as declining to bow
at the name of Jesus, avoiding the sign of the cross in

baptism and its form in church architecture, refusing

sponsors and confirmation, not marrying with a ring,

discountenancing clerical vestments, etc) is to be found

in the adoption by the early Presbyterians of the prin-

ciple that nothing is allowable in divine worship but

w hal is divinely commanded, in opposition to the prin-

ciple! that everything is allowable except what is for-

bidden, and only two sacraments are recognised as of di-

vine warrant -baptism and the Lord's Supper. Dipping

or immersion is not in so many words forbidden, but is

pronounced not necessary, and the ordinance is consid-

ered io be rightly administered by pouring or sprinkling

— purification, not burial, being the idea symbolized

thereby. The infant children of one or both believing

parents have a right to baptism in virtue of the Abra-

liamic covenant, which, being anterior to .Moses, was
mi ill'., led and unrepealed by the abrogation of the Mo-
saic law. Baptism being regarded as a public Church
ordinance, private baptisms, except in cases of absolute

necessity, are discouraged. The Lord's Supper is only

a commemoration with bread and wine, and the idea of

a sacrifice or of the real presence is carefully repudiated.

At. the same time, the spiritual presence of Christ, bis

special nearness to worthy receivers, and a peculiar

blessing are as strongly maintained. To avoid the ap-

pearance of adoration of the elements, as well as better

to conform to the supposed original posture of the apos-

tles, this sacrament is taken sitting, either in the adja-

cent pews or around long tables provided for the pur-

pose. To this ordinance such only are admitted as

have on profession of t heir faith in Christ been received

into the membership ot the Church by (be session, or

such other persons as are known to be in good Church

standing elsewhere. During the field-preaching of the

Scottish Reformation period and subsequently, several

neighboring congregations often joined together to ob-

serve tbe communion. On such occasions there were

several successive cclebral ions of the Supper, called the

first, second, or third •• table.'' and so on. A small pew-
ter token bearing a certain number was given to each

worshipper, and Bpecified tbe table or service at which
n - b< arer was expected t mmunicate. Settled con-

gregations thus came to employ the token in their ow n

services. Latterly the token has been replace. I by a

card on which the communicant writes bis name and

a Idrcss, keeping in this manner the pastor aware of his

residence. This using ofa card at tic same time ex-

hibits the Presbyterian opposition to open or indiscrim-

inate Communion, while the welcome given to members
of oilier evangelical churches shows equally opposition

hi i n in i ion. so that the i loci ri i I the Church
is thai of restricted communion, restricting or confining

brethren of known < Christian character.

III. Government.— Presbyterianism is the government
oi iidiis, being derived from the Greek irp&xfivnpoc,
presbyter, or elder. [| is conceived to be analogous to

the eldership of tbe Hebrews, tbe Snpoyepovree of the

Greeks, the senates ol the Romans, and the aldermen or

eldermen of the Anglo-Saxons, and, so, to be founded in

the necessities, instincts, and common-sense of human
nature as well as in Scripture itself. Presbyterians ac-

knowledge no other head of the Church than Christ.

Instead of recognising, like episcopacy, a bishop as dif-

ferent from and superior to presbyter, and maintaining a

distinction of ranks amen- the ministers of religion, it

holds, on the contrary, that both in Scripture and the
constitution ol the Primitive Church bishop sad pres-

byter are convertible terms, ami that there is complete
equality in point of office and authority among those

who preach and administer the sacraments, however
they may differ in age, abilities, or acquirements. The
argument as between the Presbyterians and Episcopali-

ans is treated in the articles BlSHOF and Pkksbi hi:.

and as between the Presbyterians and Congregationalists,

or Imli pi mli ni,<. in tin- articles Eldi b and Ordik v i icon.

According to the views of Presbj terians, there ought

to be three classes of officers in every completely or-

ganized Church v \a. at least one teaching elder, the

bishop or pastor, a body of ruling elders, and deacons.

The lirst is designed to minister in word and doctrine

and to dispense the sacraments, the second to assist it;

tie inspection and government of the congregation,

and the third to manage its financial affairs. They
disallow all jurisdiction or interference on the part of

the civil magistrate, except for protection. They are

no less jealous of ccclcsiast ical encroachments, and bold-

ly assert that synods and councils may < it. and have

erred: that all Church power is only ministerial and
declarative: that no Church judicatory has the right

to make laws to bind the conscience by virtue ol' its

own authority : t hat Cod alone is lord of the conscience;

and that the right of private judgment is universal and

inalienable. They maintain the parity of the clergy,

and protest against prelacy or episcopacy, or the one-

man power, as a usurpation finding no warrant in the

writings of the apostles or of those of tbe early fathers

nearest to their time. They no less disapprove of the

opposite extreme of Independency, or the complete au-

tonomy of each separate congregation. They view the

whole collection of believers as one body, constituting

the universal or catholic Church (meaning by "catho-

lic" not confined to one nation, as before under the law),

though distributed into particular congregations for the

purpose of meeting together more conveniently.

Though Presbyterian churches bold the doctrine ofa

parity of ministers, they have, when fully organized, a

gradation of church courts for the exercise of govern-

ment and discipline, and the Presbyterian system is

thus further distinguished from others by this ascend-

ing series of appellate courts. The lirst or lowest court

is the Church Session, consisting of the pastor and ruling

elders chosen by a particular congregation. The elders

ate chosen and ordained for life, although, either of their

own motion or that of the people, they may resign and

cease to be acting elders. Tbe next court above is the

Presbytery, which is the only ordaining body, meeting

twice or oftener in the year, and consisting of all the

ministers and one elder from each Church sessj,,,, with-

in a given district. The Synod, which meets but once a

year, comprises a number of adjacent pre-bv tearii

within a stale, for instance i. and is composed of all the

ministers, and one elder from each ( 'hureh S( ssion, with-

in those bounds, i For the peculiar authority and char-

acter of tbe synods iii the state establishment B of the

Continent, see the article s N sod. | The Gem ral Assem-

bly, which meets annually, is the fourth and highest

court i -der. and embraces all the presbyterieB in the

connection. It is entirely a delegated body, composed

of an equal proportion of ministers and ruling elders

elected by the presbyteries to represent them, the ratio

being determined by the size of the bodj . and care being

taken to prevent its becoming unw ieidy. Each superior

OOlirt or judicatory has tie- constitutional right ol re-

viewing and controlling, i firming or reversing, the

doings and decisions of the court below. A mooted
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question or a judicial case may thus be removed suc-

cessively from one court to another, till the collective

wisdom' of the whole Church, represented in the court

of final resort, free from local prejudices or partialities,

has an opportunity of deciding upon it. The General

Assembly enjoys also, through its trustees, directors,

boards, or committees, a general jurisdiction over the

common finances, theological seminaries, foreign and

domestic missions, education for the ministry, publica-

tion, church building, and correspondence with foreign

churches.

It only remains to add that though Presbyterians

maintain that truth is in order to goodness, and are

tenacious of what they understand to be the teaching

of Scripture, they are, at the same time, neither bigoted

nor exclusive, and to represent them as such they con-

sider unfair in the extreme. They do not unchurch

other denominations, but are ready to extend the hand

of fellowship wherever they discern substantial truth

and the image of Christ. Their standards explicitly

say, " We embrace in the spirit of charity those Chris-

tians who differ from us, in opinion or practice, on these

subjects. . . . There are truths and forms with respect to

which men of good character and principles may differ;

*id in all these they think it the duty, both of private

Christians and societies, to exercise mutual forbearance

towards each other" (Form of Gov. bk. i, ch. i, p. 8).

See Hagenbach, Hist, of Doct. ii, 178; Schaff, Harm,

of the Ref. Conf. (1877) ; Lewis, Presb. Manual, con-

taining Forms for the Records of the Session Presbytery

and Synod, and the Judicial and other Fcclesiastical

Proceedinr/s required by the Polity of the Presb. Church

;

Shedd, Hist, of Doctrines (see Index) ; Neander, Hist.

of Dogmas (see Index); Hist. of the Westminster Assem-
bly ; Hist, of Confessions ; Miller, on Presbyterianism;

Smyth, Works and Tracts on Presbyterianism ; Schaff,

Creeds of Christendom, vol. iii; and the Theol. Index by
Malcom, p. 378-380. (E. H. G.)

Presbyterians, a name derived from the peculiar

Church government which is advocated (see Presby-
ter and"PRESBYTERiANisM), designates a large body
of Protestant Christians, not bound together in one large

denomination, but associated in independent churches.

As, however, the term Congregationalist embraces not

merely the denomination which assumes that title, but

also those whose principles of government are the same
though their doctrines may be diverse, as the Baptists,

the Christians or Campbellites, the Unitarians, etc., so

the term Presbyterian properly embraces all those that

accept the Presbyterian principles of government, even
though there be some ditferences in their theological be-

liefs. All Protestant or Reformed churches may in gen-

eral be said to be divided into three classes—those who
hold to government by or through bishops, i. e. to an
Episcopal government; those who hold to government
directly by the members of the Church without the me-
diation of any representatives, i. e. to a Congregational

or Independent form ofgovernment ; and those who hold

to government by a board of elders or presbyters, i. e. to

a Presbyterian form of government. Presbyterianism,

variously modified, is the form of Church government
observed by many Protestant churches, but is most per-

fectly developed in Britain and America. In Britain it

prevails chiefly in Scotland, although during the Com-
monwealth in the 17th century it was for a very short

time in the ascendant in England also. In the "Gen-
eral Presbyterian Council" held at Edinburgh in July.

1877, the German state establishments and the French
and Dutch Reformed churches, as well as other bodies
that admit of certain features of Presbyterianism in

government, were represented; and Dr. Blaikie, in his

Report on Presbyterian Churches, which was submitted
and approved by the Pan-Presbyterian Council at Ed-
inburgh, treats of all these churches as Presbyterian
bodies. In most, if not all of those churches, while
there is a consistorial system that connects them with
the state, giving the latter considerable control, there is

also a true Presbyterian and synodal constitution. In

virtue of the former, these churches have in some cases

a general oversight of all matters affecting the moral

and religious well-being of the community, and in the

exercise of the latter they deal more especially with

spiritual questions. This was substantially the system

advocated by the Scottish Reformers, and still exhibited

to some extent by the presence in the General Assem-
bly of the Scottish Established Church of a represent-

ative of the sovereign called the lord high commis-
sioner, authorized to bring its sessions at any time to a
close should the proceedings conflict with the royal pre-

rogatives— by the presence as members of the Assem-
bly not only of elders chosen by the churches, but of

elders appointed to be there by the town councils of

such places as are possessed of royal charters, and hence
called royal burghs, and by the wide range of social as

well as of religious questions that it considers. In

Presbyterian churches not connected with the state,

whether in Great Britain, on the continent of Europe,

in this country or elsewhere, the jurisdiction being over

only their own members and civil representatives un-

known, the discussions are confined to matters directly

affecting the interests of religion, and a more purely

spiritual type of Presbyterianism in consequence pre-

vails. See the articles Belgium ; Bohemia ; France ;

Holland; Hungary; Italy; Prussia; Russia;
Spain ; Switzerland. The French consistorial sys-

tem is more nearly Presbyterian than the German, and

is not perfectly so only from the pressure of the civil

power. In other churches, also, as well as in the Prot-

estant Church of France, Presbyterianism is more or less

modified by the relations of the Church to the State.

See Reformed Churches.
The Presbyterians are for the most part Calvinistic

in doctrine. They generally accept the Westminster

Assembly's Confession of Faith as their symbol of belief,

and every minister in the Presbyterian Church of the

United States is required to declare his personal belief

in it as an embodiment of the truths taught in the

Scriptures. They do not agree, however, in their inter-

pretation of that standard, and are divided into strict

Calvinists and moderate Calvinists. See Calvimsts.
This division in sentiment, combined with other cir-

cumstances, divided the Presbyterian Church of the

United States into two bodies for a time, as we have al-

ready seen; but the division has been healed and a re-

union effected, the theological differences having abated.

See Presbyterian Churches. The chief Presbyterian

Church in America not Calvinistic is the Cumberland

Presbyterian. There was at one time, however, a serious

defection in England, many of the churches becoming

Socinian in doctrine; but the Unitarian churches in

England at the present day are nearly all Congrega-

tional in their polity. Calvin is generally regarded as

the founder of Presbyterianism ; but it should be borne

in mind that government by a board of elders was main-

tained by certain bodies, as the Waldensians, from a very

early age. Of course, we are ready to grant that he

adopted the form known as Presbyterianism because he

believed it to be " founded on and agreeable to the "Word

of God." Calvin may be regarded as the founder of

Presbyterianism in the sense that he was the first to

organize the Reformed Church on a Presbyterian model,

just as he was the first to frame the Reformed faith of

Southern Europe in a clear, distinct, and affirmative

form. Says Blaikie :
" It is not correct to say that Cal-

vin originated the Presbyterian system. But in con-

nection with it he rendered very essential service both

in theory and in practice ; he unfolded the idea more
lucidly than it had been set forth before, and with much
struggle he set it in actual operation in Geneva. What
he thus established became the model on which the Re-

formed Church in France and other countries was formed"

(Report, p. 7).

The tables on the following page are from Blaikie's

Report.
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1.—Continent of Europe.

Germany (omitted, as not wholly
Presbyterian).

Switzerland
France—
Reformed Church
Union of Free Churches

Holland
Belgium
Christian Missionary church—

Italy—
Vandois
Free Itnliau

Bungary (iuclndiug Transylvania).
Bohemia and .Moravia
Russia
Spaiu

2.

—

Gkeat Britain.

Scotland—
Established Chnrch
United Presbyterian Church
Free Chnrch."
Reformed Presbyterian
United Original Secession

Ire! ind
Irish Presbyterian Church
Reformed Presbyterian church..

England—Presbyterian Church
Wales

3.

—

British Colonies.

Canada
Australia—

Victoria
New South Wall's
Synod of Eastern Australia.
Queensland
Tasmania
South Australia

New Zealand
Otago

South Africa
Miscellaneous

1309
13

34

56

21107

6S
40

.Mi-.;

660
41

46
L583

15
18

5G
9

2017
67
40
12

6496

13S4

564

_ 622
_

4457

ill

68
9
20
13
11

61
45
113
77

1041 1291

4.

—

United
States.

Presb. church.
Northern ....

Presb. Chinch.
Southern

United Presb...
Reformed (Ger-
mau)

Reformed
(Dutch)

General Synod,
Refd Presb.

8ynod Reform'd
Presb

ite Refd
Synod of the
South

AssociateSynod
ofN.America.

Welsh < lalvinis-

tic Methodist.

No rep.

5415
No rep.

.
. . TO

9832 7876

1?

535,210 No rep.

112,183 No rep.

78,483 G985

143,609 No rep.

74.600

6,000

1,155

700

No rep.

970,134 7761

r.7.:;s-i

58,S39

8S.250

73,241

!i.n:;r.

r>s,771

MISSION CHURCHES.
ASIA. Ordaim

aritf
I

'

Countries. Churches. i. icon)

Svria Presbyterian Church (U. S.) 13

Irish Presbyterian Ch. " 2

Reformed " " " 2

Free Chnrch of Scotland l

Pit: i \ Presbyterian Chnrch (U. 8.) s

India Presbyterian " " 36
(Dutch) Reformed Ch. " 15

i Presbyterian Chnrch (U. 8.)... —
Free Church ofScotlond 19

United Presbyterian < h. ofScotland.. in

Dish Presbyterian Church 10

Established Church of Scotland 7

Welsh Presbyterian Church 5
Presbyterian church of Canada 2

Original Secession Chnrch l

an:
,„_,. I B isli - iety 59
lNT>,A '(Go-ner's Mission 19

SvniA Chrischona Mission -

Semi-Presbyte,

.. .Presbyterian church (U.S.) 3

.. United Presbyterian Ch. of Scotland.. 8
(Dutch) Reformed Church (U.S.) 13
Presbyterian I hurch " 4
Irish Presbyt tan Church 1

...P esbyterian Chnrch (U.S.) 24
(Dutch) Reformed Ch. " 7
South a P • so. Ch. " 2
Established < hutch of Scotland —

Presbytei ian Chnrch 15
United Presbyterian < h. ol Scotland.. 3
Presbyterian Chnrch of Canada 'J

Irish Presbyterian Church —

Rhenish Missionary Society 4
Java and Neighboring 1-i \m>s:

Netherlands Association 9
" Reformed Miss. Assoc 3
" Missionary Society 4

Utrecht Missionary Association 8
Java Committee 4

Semi-Presbyterian:
Rhenish Missionary Society 22

New Guinea. .Utrecht .Missionary Society 2

AFRICA.

Algeria United Presbyterian Ch. of Scotland.. 1

Klin (Copts).. " " " (U. S.) 8
Cent. Africa... Free church of Scotland 3

Established Ch. " —
W. Africa Presbyterian Church (U. S.) 9

" (Ol.D C,\[ \l. M
United Presbyterian Ch. ofScotland... 4

" (Senegal)—
SocietCdes Missions Evan 3

S. Africa (Natal):
Free Church of Scotland 2

" (Kaffraria)—
Free Church " 14
United Presb. " 7

Societe des Missions Fvan 15
L'E^lise Libre du Canton de Vaud 2

N, ,;/''-/'(( si, .ituriait :

\Y. Africa .

Egypt
AliVSSIMJ

Ba
N(
[Rhenish Missiom
(Berlin Missionary

. .Chrischona Missi

25

AMERICA.
Indians: Canada—

Presbyterian Church of Canada 1
" United States—

Presbyterian Church (U. S.) 11

Southern Presbyterian Church 7

Chinese: California—
Presbyterian church (U.S.) 2
United Presb. Ch. " 1

Among Roman Ca 1

t.ios

:

Mexico Presbyterian Church (U. S.) 5
Southern Presbyterian Church 1

Brazil.Chili, (Presbyterian Church (U. S.) 15
Colombia, (Southern Presbyterian Chnrch 4
Canada Presbyterian Cliurch —

Jamaica United Presbyterian Ch. ofScotland.

.

14

Teinidam " " " •• 2
Presbyterian Church of Canada 3

N. Amebic \ . . . .Moravian Church 4

West [n»u s wro Scrin wi :

Moravian Church 79

POLYNESIA AND AUSTRALIA.

New Heuridi B.Free Chnrch ofScotland 3
Presb. Ch. of Canada 4

" " (Victoria) 2
" " (OtagO and Southland) 1
" " (New Zealand) 1

Tahiti Societe des Missions Ivan 4

Australia {Aborigines ;

Presbyterian Chnrch (Victoria) 1

Semi- !'/ sbytt elan t 'hurches

Australia [Aborigines)

:

Moravian Church 3

EUROPE.

Among Romas Catholic*:
Inland Irish Presbyterian Church

..United Presbyterian Ch. ol -

Spanish Evangel. Society, etc

Brit-

Welsh Presbyterian church
Various Evangelical Soc. of Franc
which n from Britit

md individual members.
Soclete fivan. de Belgiqne

/ ....The Wnlriensinn church
Free Italian Church
Southern Presbyterian Chun

Qrbj b Christians "

Spain.

France,

Relnium

.

30
. . 9

1
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Jews Missions to the Jews are carried on by

Established Church of Scotland, Free
Church of Scotland, Reformed Pres-
bvterian Church, Irish Presbyterian
Church, English Presbyterian Church.

Preshyterium. (1.) A name sometimes given to

the bema, or inner portion of an ancient church, because

it was the place in which the presbyters sat and dis-

charged their functions. See Chancel. (2.) The
name also of the senate formed by the presbyters and

deacons of the episcopal residence, with whom the bish-

op deliberated about the most important affairs of his

diocese. Although the government of the Church was

claimed by the episcopate, as inherited from the apos-

tolate, yet the spirit of community, Koiviovia, which

prevailed in the Church required that the bishop, when
important business was to be transacted, should take

the advice of the presbyters and deacons. The limits

of the respective attributes, however distinctly they

might be traced, were neglected where the common
care of the interests of the Church made it desirable,

and the superiority of the episcopal dignity stood the

less in the way, as even the apostles, in their humility,

had called themselves presbyters (1 Pet. v, 1, 6 ffvfi-

irpsajioTipoQ ; 2 John 1 ; 3 John 1, 6 irptaSiiTEpog).

Irena?us gives the name of presbyters not only to the

disciples of the apostles (Papias, in Eusebius, Hist.

Eccles, iii, 39, even the apostles), but also to the bish-

ops of his time (Iren. Ep. ad Florin, ap. Euseb. v,

20) : tcivtci to. Soyfiara oi Trpb rjfxwv TrptafivTEpoi, oi

Kai 'A-jroarbXoig ovj.i<poiTi)<Tai>TEg, ov TrapiSooKav aoi

(no/\i'.'cao7roc) o paKcipiog Kai cnroaToXtKog irptolSii-

TEpoc. Id. Ep. ad Victor, ep. Rom. (ap. Euseb. v, 24)

:

Oi 7T|Oo 'Storiipog TTpsujivTEpoi, oi irpoirravreg t7)Q iic-

K\i]<jict£ ffQ viiv atprjyri 'AvtKrjTOV XiyopEV Kai llioi',

"Yyivbv te icai TtXt-tTtpopov Kai Euotov. According to

the literal meaning of presbyter, it applies to men rather

advanced in years. The languages of all nations show
us that the members of such assemblies were chosen

from among persons of a certain age. (Xenophon [Cy-
ropced. 1, c. 2] speaks of oi yspairepoi ovrsg te Kai Ka-

Xovptvoi. Livy [xxxiv, 49] says of the Carthagin-

ians, "Seniores ita senatum vocabant." The Greeks

had yepovjia, nvvkSpiov iv 'Spvpva, yEpbvrtxJV ; the

Romans had their senatus; the Germans their alder-

men. AVe find this counsellorship of the elders in the

Greek translation of the Old Testament: [Dent, xi, 1G]

Sept. irptdjiuTtpoi rou Xaov Kai ypappciTug
; [ Jer.

xix, 1] anb Trptaj3vripi»v tov Xaov Kai cnrb Trptajlv-

r'ipwv tmv 'lEpiiov
;
[Ezek. viii, 11] ifiSopijKovra ik

twv Trptir^vTiptoi' oikov 'lapaijX
; [1 Kings xii, 6, 8]

rt)v jSovXi\v tlov TrpECTJivTspiov
;
[xx, 8] ot irpEuftiiTE-

poi Kai irac b Xabg.) The Jewish synedrium was also

taken as a model (avvicpiov, i. e. college of judges,

Sanhedrin) ; and it is expressly stated that the presby-

terium is a copy of the "synedrium" of the apostles

(st'c Toirov (jvvtfipiov tmv airoffToXajv). St. Ignatius

(110), who, more than any other writer, insists upon
the distinct i >n between the episcopate and presbyter-

ate, and the superiority of the former, points out most
decidedly the connection of the preshyterium, as an
episcopal council, with the episcopate. Wc read in the

Ep. ad Smyrn. c. 8 : Ucivteq Tip tiri<fKoir<<) AkoXov^eIte

il>g 'Iijaovg Xpurrbg Tip iraTpi Kai Tip -nrpEnjivTEpiiij wc
rote aTrooroAoic. Tovg Si Siaubvovg ivrpeTTtaSe wg
Qeov ivroX)))'. Ad Magnes. c. 2: virordo-atTai (6

ciaxovog) Tip iwioKbTZip tog XapiTi Qeov Kai Tip Trptn-

jivTEpiiij iog v6p.ii) 'Ij/erofi Xp'urrov. Ad Philad. c. 4:

Ilia yap o~ap$ too kvoiov— Kai iv irorrjpiov tig 'ii>w-

mv too a'iparog avrov, iv Svoiaarifpiov, wg tig iiri-

(tK07rog iifia rtp Trpt<yj3vTEpii-p Kai Btaicovoig. Ibid. c.

8: Ilamv uetuvoovitiv cifpui 6 Kvpiog, iav fiETavoi]-

eriooiv E !g ivoTi]Ta Geov Kai ovvsfipiov tov tTriaKinvov.

In all these passages we rind the name TrpEafivrepiov ;

in other passages the fatber uses TrpEafivTEpoi, although
he means the presbyters united in a college, and not
the same as individuals (Ep. ad Polycarp. c. 6) : Tatv

VTroTajaopiviDV Tip iiriuKbiro), TrpEOjivTtpoig, SiaKo-

voig. Ad Philad. proaem: iav iv ivi lixriv ovv Tip

lirioKOTHp Kai Tolg avv abrip TrpEc^vripoig Kai SiaKo-

voig cnroCEiyp.ivovg iv yvwpy 'Inaoii Xpiarov. Ad
Magnes. c. 6 : i vio$)]te Tip iwioKOTrif) Kai roig izpo-

KaStipivoig. Ad Trail, c. 3: IldvTEg ivrptTrEvSip-

aav Tovg CiaKovovg log ivroXi}v 'hjffoii Xpioroii Kai

tov i Trio~KOTvoi> log 'hjcrovv XpiGTov Toiig Si 7rpecr/3y-

ripovg wc ovviSpi.ov Heoi) Kai tl>g (yvvSEUfibv atToorb-

Xiov. Ad Magnes. c. 6: 2,7rovSa%ETE iriivTa 7rpao-

GElV TTpOKaSll)ptVOV TOV inidKUTTOV Ei'g tuttov Oeov Kai

twv TrpE<Jl3vTspwv ei'c ro7rov avvESpiov twv cnrooTo-
Xwv Kai tuiv SiaKovwv— 7rE7noTEV[isvwv SiaKoviav
lrjaoii XpiGTob. Thus a natural want led to the

foundation of the presbyterium, as a college of presby-

ters and deacons of the episcopal city, to advise the

bishop in the most important ecclesiastical affairs of the

diocese.

The form of this college had a positive model in

!
the "synedrium" of the Old Testament, the judiciary

competency of which was, in the presbyterium, in-

creased by the addition of the most important questions

!
of administration. Chrysostom (De Sacerdot. lib. iii, c.

j

15) calls the presbyterium to tCov irptofivTEpit>v avvi-

Spiov. The purpose of the institution was to secure ef-

I ficiency in the workings of the Church, as is proved by
the phrase [3ovXi) ec/cXj/triac 0£oi>, by which Origen
(In Joann.) designates the presbyterium. In this sim-

ple constitution the presbyters and deacons of the ar-

chiepiscopal city formed in the first five centuries the

higher clergy, which, with its bishops, was considered

as one body, as Thomassin says, ]'etus et Nova Ecclesiie

Discipline (Mogunt. 1787), iii, 32: "Ergo presbyteri

diaconique civitatum episcopalium, qui clerus erat su-

perior diceceseos — in unum corpus, in unum senatum
consiliumque cum episcopo coibat, cum eoque principe

et capite suo, clericis populisque diceceseos omnibus
moderabatur." As this presbyterium forms the council

of the bishop, it is said to be at the head of the Church,

along with the bishop. Thus, in the Council of Anti-

ochia, can. 1 : "Si quis eorum, qui pmesunt ecclesias, aut

episcopus, aut presbyter, aut diaconus, ei rig tHjv irpo-

iutiotioi' ." The Council of Sardica, can. 13, prohibits

the elevation of neophytes to the highest dignities:

to the episcopate, presbyterate, and diaconate; conse-

quently to the governing clergy. In the oecumenical

Council of Ephesus, pt. i, c. 31, 34, and act i, we rind

several letters of the bishop Cyril of Alexandria, ad-

dressed to the presbyters and deacons, and to the people

of Alexandria. When pope Siricius prepared to con-

demn the heresy of Jovinian, he took the advice of his

j

priests and deacons :
" Facto ergo presby terio constitit

I Christiana? legi esse contraria. Omnium nostrum, tain

presbyterorum quam diaconorum. quam etiam totius

cleri una suscitata fuit sententia." Pope Felix pro-

claimed his sentence against. Petrus Enopheus, the un-

lawful bishop of Antioch, under the formula: " Firma
sit h<BC tua depositio a me et ab his, qui mecum apos-

tolicum thronum regunt." Tlie presbyters and deacons

of Kome deliberated in the Roman synods with the

bishops who happened to be at Rome on all matters

which were of interest to the Roman see. In a Ro-

man council under pope Hilary, the transmutation of

a Spanish bishop being in question, the account says:

I " Residentibus etiam universis presbvteris, adstantibus

quoque diaconibus ;" and at the end of the council: "Ab
i universis episcopis et presbvteris acclamatum est, ut

disciplina servetur, lit canones custodiantur, rogamus."

The college of the cardinals is by the Romanists claimed

to be a true picture of these presbyteries of the apostolic

Church. If in the transaction of affairs concerning the

j

Church in general the advice of the presbyteries was
1

requested, this was still more natural where the special

business of the several bishoprics was concerned. The
fourth Council of Carthage prescribes, can. 22 : " Ut
episcopus sine consensu clericorum suorum clericos non
ordinet;" and in can. 23 :

" Ut episcopus nullius eausam
audiat absque pnesentia clericorum suorum. Alioqui
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irrita erit sententia episcopi, nisi clericorum Buorum

majorum sententia confirmetur." St. Jerome Bays (/«

Jesa, 1,3): "El nos habeamus senatum nostrum, coet urn

presbyterorum ;" and Basil, Ep. 310, calls this senate

to trvviSpwv ror irpeofivTsplov roi Kara rrjv -'\iv.

St. Cyprian transacted do business of anj consequence

without consulting his presbytery. In the matter of

the fallen ones, he says: "Deinde sic collatione consili-

orum cum episcopis, presbyteris, diaconis, confessoribus

pariler astantibus laicis facta, lapsorum tractare ratio-

nem." In lib. iii. ep. l<c "Ad id vero, quod scripserunl

( ipresbyteri nostri, solus rescribere nihil potui, cum a

primordio episcopates mei statuerim, nihil sine consilio

vestro et sin< isensu plebis, me privatim sententia

gerere. St. [gnatius i Ep. ad Trallianos) calls the pres-

byters the counsellors of the bishop: oififiovkot Kal

avveSpevTat roe J-iw»rw> g/g twoi* ovvtSpiov t&v
aTTooTuXwr. The difference between the presbyteries

ami tho cathedra] chapters, which were <>t' later institu-

tion, i< thus defined by Thomassin (c l,p. 36, nr. 8 sq. I

:

"1. Non constabat clerus ille nisi presbyteris et dia-

conis. 2. Presbyteri et diaconi hi, parochi ipsi eranl

et pastores omnium civitatis ecclesiarum, aut si necdum
essent divulsse a cathedrali parochise, in eo ipsi parocho-

rnm munia omnia Lmplebant. ;.!. Ipsa sua ordinatione

hunc gradura el hunc dignitatem consequebantur. Nam
presbyteratus el diaconatus peraeque ac episcopatus be-

lii li, ia i rant, non ordines tantum; et id genus eranl be-

neficia, quibus incumberet salutis animarum cura, pro

sin. certe modo. 1. < ilerus etiam nunc Romanse ecclesise

formam
i
>r;i- se ferl splendidissiraam expressissimamque

ejus cleri, qui olim singulis in cathedralibus ecclesiis

episcopo copulabatur. Constat enim Romani pontihcis

clerus presbyteris, diaconisque cardinalibus, seu titulari-

bus ecclesiarum omnium Romse parochialium parochis,

cum pontifice, et sub pontifice conspirantibus et collabo-

rantibus Romano in consistorio, de negotiis omnibus,

qua? ex pontifioia spirituali ditione, ex universo, in-

quam, christiano orbe referuntur."

A ( sequence of the participation ol the presbyters in

the administration during the lifetime of the bishop was

thai they governed alone during the vacancy of the see.

After the death of pope Fabian, the clergy ofRome wrote

to the clergy of Carthage ( Ep.23ap.Cypr?) :
"< >mnes nos

ilr,-, i. pro corpore totius ecclesiae, cujus per varias quas-

que provincias membra digesta sunt, excubare." Only

the decisions aboul the most momentous concerns were

postponed till after the new occupancy of the ,-.
, . i hus

the clergy of Rome say (Ajp.31): "Quanquam nobis

differendse hnjus rei major necessitas incumbat, quibus

essum Fabiani nullus esl episcopus propter re-

rum el temporum difficultates constitutus;" and in an-

other passage :
" \nir constitutionem episcopi nihil in-

novandum putavimus, ul interim, dum episcopus dari a

Deo nobis sustinetur, in suspensu eornm causa tenea-

tur. i|iii moras possunl ililatione sustinere." It was the

same when the bishop was for a longer period of time

absent from his residence. Thus St. [gnatius says:

"Pascite presbyteri cum. qui in vobis est, gregem, us-

quequo Dominus ostendal emu qui vobis principabitur."

And St. Cyprian {Ep. 10) says to his presbyters and

deacons: "Hortor et mando, ut vos vice men. quern

abesse oportet, fungaraini circa ca gcrenda qua; admi-

nistrate religiosa derjoscit;'' andlib. iv, ep.6: "Officium

metim diligentia vestra prsesentet, el facial omnia, quae

fieri oportel circa eos," etc Thus St Bilariua, in his

petition to the emperor Constant ins. states thai he has

administered his diocese through his presbyters: '• Licet

in exilio pcrmanens el ecclesise adhuc communionera
]ht presb} teros meos distribuens." Bui al an early pe-

riod the bishops commenced to appoint vicars for the

despatch of all their business at the time of their ab-

sence. The institution of the old presbyteries melted

organically into the cathedral chapters. St. Eusebius

ol Vercelli and St. Augustine, to promote Christian life

in their presbyteries, had already given them monasti-

cs! constitutions. Other cathedral churches imitated

this arrangement; and in the empire of the Franks the
institution of common life, after the model of the insti-

tutions founded by bishop Chrodegang of .Met/, spread
rapidly. Jn consequence of the confirmation of the rule

proposed by the deacon Amalarius at the Council of

Aix-la-Chapelle (816), tie' innovation was accepted m
all episcopal churches, 'the bishops of those timi s, in

imitation of those of the first centuries, did in thing of

importance without their canons. We have an exam-
ple oi it in the business transacted concerning the lease

of some real estate between Hincmar of Rheims and a

Thuringian abbot. But if the cathedral chapter was
the privileged part of the clergy in this respect, yel the

bishop was free to take the advice of the other m< mhers
both of the secular and regular clergy. Thus bishop

Jonas of Auiiin. who wished to raise the income of his

canons, insured the "consensual presbyterorum, diacc-

iiorum. ac totius Bequentis ordinis ejusdem ecclesiae."

When, in the 10th century, the canonic common life

was given up. the canons continued to form the senate

of the bishop. According to the decretals, the canons
are the horn counsellors of the hishops. Calixtus II

forbids archpriests and archdeacons to interdict clerks:
• Prater episcopi el totius capituli commune consilium."

Alexander III blames the patriarch of Jerusalem lor

appointing and deposing abbots and other prebendaries

without consulting his chapti r, ami upon the mere ad-

vice of foreigners. Yet, as a rule, th< bishop is not bound
by the vote of the chapter, although there are questions

which cannot be decided without its consent. The
Council of Trent also, in sess xxiv. c. 13, calls the ca-

thedral chapter th< senaU <<f the bishop. He has to

take its advice for the appointment of a lector ol the

Holy Scriptures
| ( 'one. Ti id. sess. v, c. 1 I; lor the fixing

of the holy orders, to lie requested ill those who are to

be promoted to the dignities and canonries of the cathe-

drals (sess. xxiv. c. 12); for the establishment of semi-

naries (>ess. xxiii. c. 18); lor any addition to the iium-

ber of the canonries (sess. xxiv, c 15), etc. But the

presumption is always in favor of the episcopal inde-

pendence. Thus, when the chapters of the ecclesiasti-

cal province of Milan endeavored to increase to an mi-

lawful extent the number of the causa mojot es, in which
the bishop has to obtain the consent or take the advice

of the canons. St. BorromamS (Iceland, in the fourth

Council of Milan, that the bishop was bound to have

the approbation or to take the advice of his chapter

only in such cases as are stated by law. The litigations

about these cases had become of quite frequent occur-

rence since the dissolution of the community of goods

in the chapters, and the latter had ii\t]\ conducted

themseh es in regard to the bishop as hide] t ndent cor-

porations. In many places the hishop had In come a

simple member of the chapter. Up to the year 1803

the chapters of Germany held at tin same time two

sharply defined positions: they constituted, first, as of

old. the senate of the hishop. and subordinate to him:

and. secondly, they were independent corporations. The
secularization of 1803 destroyed this latter position.

The reorganization of the Church in Germany makes
the chapter simply an episcopal council. The papal

see ha- resolutely set its face against all pretensions of

binding the bishops to the consent of the chapters.- -

Wetzer u.Welte, Kirchen-Lex. >. v.
v

<

des National a. TerrUorialrKirchenthums in der Katho-
lischen Kirch (Schaffh. 1851 I.

Presbytery is (1) the space in the choir of a

church in which the high-altar is placid; the name is

soim times extended to the w hole choir. See Cu \s< I I .

It i- 1 2 I, iu Scotch law, an ecclesiastical division of the

country, as well a- a court. |i In the Continent this is

known as the classis.) In it- local sense it includes a

combination of parishes, varying from four to thirty, and
tie General Assembly of tin- church of Scotland has

power to vary the size.- Chambers, s. v. Set Scot-

land, • Ihurch or. The presbytery is composed of the

teaching elders of the churches of a given geographical
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district, together with one of the ruling elders elected for

that purpose by the Session from each church. Besides

being a court of appeal from the inferior judicatory, it

is bound to inspect carefully the personal conduct and

pastoral labors of every minister within its bounds, and,

when necessary, to admonish, suspend, or even depose.

It belongs to presbyteries to grant licenses to preach the

Gospel, to take cognizance of all preachers within its

borders, to give certificates of character, etc., to those

removing, and to furnish supplies where needed for the

pulpit. Any Church member who feels himselfaggrieved

by the act of the Session may appeal from its decisions

to the Presbytery. Superior in authority to the Pres-

bytery is the Synod, which is composed of the teaching

elders and one ruling elder from each church of a larger

district than that represented by the Presbytery. Still

above the Synod is the General Assembly. This em-

braces representatives, both lay and clerical, from every

Presbytery, and is the supreme authority in all ecclesi-

astical matters. To it an appeal lies from the Presby-

tery in all ecclesiastical proceedings of a disciplinary

character, and its decision is final. Its authority, how-

ever, though supreme, is not unlimited. In legislating

for the churches it is required to refer the laws which

it passes to the presbyteries for their approval; and the

law does not become of binding force upon the churches

until it receives the sanction of at least a majority; in

certain cases two thirds are required. The Presbytery

holds frequent and stated meetings, according as cir-

cumstances may require. In any emergency it is in

the power of the moderator (q. v.), on his own respon-

sibility, or on receiving a written requisition from sev-

eral members, to call a pro re nata meeting of the Pres-

bytery. In Presbyterian churches, where the supreme

court consists of delegates, it belongs to each Presby-

tery to elect ministers and elders to represent them in

that court. All the proceedings of the Presbytery must
be duly minuted by the clerk, and are subject to the

review of the Provincial Synod.—Gardner, Faiths of the

World, s. v. See Presbyterianisji.

PresbJ'tis (presbytress). This word, in the various

forms Trpsu,3uTepa, presbytera, presbyteiissa, is of fre-

quent occurrence in ancient writers, and denotes either

the wife of a presbyter or a deaconess in the Church.

Sometimes it denotes the matron of a cloister, and an

abbess. See Deaconess.

Prescience (Lat. prmscio, to know before it hap-

pens) is an attribute of God popularly known under the

term Foreknowledge, and ascribed to him in different de-

grees and extent by Arminians and Calvinists. The
doctrine is deduced from the perfection of God's nature.

But as man has no analogous faculty, it is difficult, if not

impossible, for us to conceive of God's prescience. Man's
knowledge of what is future is so obscure and inferential

that it is in vain to fathom God's beholding of all things.

Yet in the attempt made there arises the great question,

how to reconcile the prescience of God with the liberty

of man ; and hence the doctrine becomes of vast impor-

tance to theologians of both the Arminian and the Cal-

vinian schools.

I. False Theories.—Three leading theories have been
resorted to in order to evade the difficulties which are

supposed to be involved in the opinion commonly re-

ceived.

1. Chevalier Ramsay (Philosophical Principles ofNat-
ural and Revealed Religion [Glasgow, 1748, 2 vols. 4to]).

among his other speculations, holds it a matter of choice

in God to think of finite ideas; and similar opinions,

though variously worded, have been occasionally adopt-

ed. In substance these opinions are. that though the

knowledge of God be infinite as his power is infinite,

there is no more reason to conclude that his knowledge
should be always exerted to the full extent of its capac-
ity than that his power should be employed to the ex-
tent of his omnipotence; and that if we suppose him to

choose not to know some contingencies, the intiniteness

of his knowledge is not thereby impugned. To this it

may be answered (1) that the infinite power of God is

in Scripture represented, as in the nature of things it

must be, as an infinite capacity, and not as infinite in

act; but that the knowledge of God is, on the contrary,

never represented there to us as a capacity to acquire

knowledge, but as actually comprehending all things

that are and all things that can be. (2) That the no-
tion of God's choosing to know some things and not to

know others supposes a reason why he refuses to know
any class of things or events, which reason, it would
seem, can only arise out of their nature and circum-
stances, and therefore supposes at least a partial knowl-
edge of them, from which the reason for his not choos-
ing to know them arises. The doctrine is therefore

somewhat contradictory. But (3) it is fatal to this

opinion that it does not at all meet the difficulty arising

out of the question of the consistency of divine pre-

science and the free actions of men, since some contin-

gent actions—for which men have been made account-

able, we are sure—have been foreknown by God, be-

cause by his Spirit in the prophets they were foretold;

and if the freedom of man can in these cases be recon-

ciled with the prescience of God, there is no greater dif-

ficulty in any other case which can possibly occur.

2. A second theory is that, the foreknowledge of con-
tingent events being in its own nature impossible, be-

cause it implies a contradiction, it does no dishonor to

the divine Being to affirm that of such events he has,

and can have, no prescience whatever, and thus the

prescience of God as to moral actions being wholly de-

nied, the difficulty in question is got rid of. To this

the same answer must be given as to the former. It

does not meet the case so long as the Scriptures are al-

lowed to contain prophecies of rewardable and punish-

able actions. The great fallacy in the argument that

the certain prescience of a moral action destroys its con-

tingent nature lies in supposing that contingency and
certainty are the opposites of each other. It is, per-

haps, unfortunate that a word which is of figurative

etymology, and which, consequently, can only have an
ideal application to such subjects, should have grown
into common use in this discussion, because it is more
liable, on that account, to present itself to different

minds under different shades of meaning. If, however,
the term contingent in this controversy has any definite

meaning at all, as applied to the moral actions of men,
it must mean their freedom, and stands opposed, not to

certainty, but to necessity. A free action is a voluntary
one; and an action which restdts from the choice of the

agent is distinguished from a necessary one in this, that

it might not have been, or have been otherwise, accord-

ing to the self-determining power of the agent. It is

with reference to this specific quality of a free action

that the term contingency is used: it might have been
otherwise—in other words, it was not necessitated.

Contingency in moral actions is, therefore, their free-

dom, and is opposed, not to certainty, but to constraint.

The very nature of this controversy fixes this as the

precise meaning of the term. The question is not, in

point of fact, about the certainty of moral actions—that

is, whether they will happen or not—but about the nat-

ure of them, whether free or constrained, whether they
must happen or not. Those who advocate this theory

care not about the certainty of actions simply considered,

that is, whether they will take place or not ; the reason

why they object to a certain prescience of moral actions

is this: they conclude that such a prescience renders

them necessary. It is the quality of the action for

which they contend, not whether it will happen or not.

If contingency meant uncertainly, the sense in which
such theorists take it, the dispute would be at an end.

But though an uncertain action cannot be foreseen as

certain, a free, unnecessitated action may, for there is

nothing in the knowledge of the action in the least to

affect its nature. Simple knowledge is in no sense a
cause of action, nor can it be conceived to be causal, un-
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connected with exerted power: for mere knowledge,

i h. n i re, an action remains free or necessitated, as the

case maj be, A necessitated action is nol made a vol-

untary one by its being foreknown; a free action is not

made a necessary one. Free an ion- foreknown will not,

therefore, cease to be contingent Bui how stands the

case as to t he ir certainty? Precisely ou the same

ground. The certainty ol a necessary action foreknown

docs nol resull from the knowledge of the action, but

from the operation of the necessitating cause, and, in

like manner, the certainty of a free action does nol re-

sult from the knowledge of it, which is no cause al all,

hiii from the voluntary cause -thai is, the determination

ofthewilL It alters nol the case in the leasl to say

thai tli" voluntary action might have been otherwise.

Had it been otherwise, the knowledge of it would have

been otherwise; bul as the will which gives birth to

the action is not dependent upon the previous knowl-

edge of God, bul the knowledge of the action upon fore-

Bighl of the choice of the will, neither the will nor the

an i- controlled by the knowledge, ami the action,

though foreseen, is .still tin- or contingent. The fore-

knowledge of God has then no influence upon either the

i the certainty of actions, for this plain reason,

that it is knowledge, and nol influence; and actions may
be 1 1 1 tainly foreknown without their being rendered nec-

essary by thai foreknowledge, lint hero it is said, "If

the result of an absolute contingency bo certainly fore-

known, it can have no other result, it cannot happen

otherwise." This is not the true inference. [twtV/nol

happen otherwise ; bul it may be asked, Why can it not

happen otherwise? Can is an expression of potential-

ity— it denotes power or possibility. The object ion is

that it is not possible that the action should otherwise

happen. Bul why not? What deprives it of that

power? Ifa necessary action wen- in question, it could

not otherwise happen than as the necessitating cause

Bhould compel; but, then, that would arise from the neces-

sitating cause solely, and not from the prescience of the

action, which is not causal. Hut if the action be free.

and il outers into the very nature of a voluntary action

to be unconstrained, then it mighl have happened in a

thousand other ways, or not have happened at all: the

foreknowledge of it no more affects its nature in this

Case i ban in the other. All its potentiality, so to speak,

still remains, independent of foreknowledge, which nei-

ther adds to its power of happening otherwise nor dimin-

ishes it. Bul then we are told that "the prescience of

it iii that rase must bo uncertain." Not unless any per-

son can prove that the divine prescience is unable to

dan through all the workings of the human mind, all

it- comparison of tilings in the judgment, all the influ-

ences of motives on the affections, all the hesitances and

baitings of the will, to its final choice. "Such knowl-

edge i> too wonderful for us." but it i> the know ledge of

him "who understandeth the thoughts of man afar oil."

'• Hut if a contingency will have a given result, to thai

result ii must be determined." Not in the least We
have seen thai it cannot be determined to a given resull

b\ mere precognition, for we have evidence in our own
minds thai mere knowledge is nol causal to the actions

of another. It is determined to its resull by the will

of the agent; bul even in thai case it cannol be said

that ii must be determined to that result, because n is

of the nature of freedom to be uncoiist rained : so that

ive an instance in the case ofa free agenl thai

.,- i in some particular manner, but it by no

lows from what will be, whether foreseen or

not. thai it must be.

third theory amounts, in brief, to this: that

the foreknowledge of God musl bo supposed to differ so

much from anything of the kind which we perceive ill

ourselves, and from anj ideas which we can possibly

form of that property of the divine nature, thai no ar-

gument respecting it can be grounded upon our imper-

fect notions, and that all controversy on subjects con-

nected with it is idle and fruitless. Bul though fore-

knowledge in God should be admitted to be something of
a " very different nature" from the same quality in man.
yet as ii i- represented as something equivalent to fore-

knowledge, whatever that something may be. since in

consequence ofil prophecies have actually been intend
and fulfilled, and of such a kind. too. as relate to actions
for which men have, in fact, been held accountable, all

the original difficulty of reconciling contingent events
to this something, of which human foreknowledge is a
•kind of shadow," as " a map of China is to China it-

self," remains in full force. The difficulty is shifted, hut
not removed.

II. Exit ni. o/" Prescience. It may, therefore, be cer-

tainly concluded, if, al least, the Holy Scriptures are to be
our guide, thai i be omniscience ofGod comprehends bis

certain prescience of all events, however contingent;
and if anything more wire necessary to strengthen the

argument above given, it might be drawn from the ir-

rational, and, above all. the unscriptural consequences
which would follow from the denial of this doctrine.

These an- forcibly stated by president Edwards: -It
would follow from tin- notion i namely, that the Al-
mighty doth not lore-know what will be the result of

future contingencies) that as God is liable to be contin-

ually repenting what he ha- done, so be mu-i be ex-
posed to he constantly changing his mind ami inten-

tions as to his future conduct -altering his measures.

relinquishing his old designs, and forming new schemes
and projections. For his purposes, even as to the main
parts of the sclu me ( namely, such as D< long to the state

of his moral kingdom), must be alwa_\ s liable to be brok< n

through want of foresight, and he must be continually

putting his system to rights, as it gets out of order,

through the conl ingence of the actions of moral ag< nts:

he must be a Being who, instead of being absolutely

immutable, must necessarily be the subject of infinite-

ly the most numerous .acts of repentance ami changes
of intention of any being whatsoever, tor this plain

reason, that his vastly extensive charge comprehends
an infinitely greater number of those tilings which are

to him contingent and uncertain. In such a situation

he must have little else tee do but tee mend broken links

as well as he can, ami be rectifying bis disjointed frame'

and disordered movements in the besl manner the case

will allow. The supreme Lord of all things musl ni i ds

he under great ami miserable disadvantages iii govern-

ing thi- world which he has made ami has tin- care of,

through his being utterly unable tee find out things of

chief importance w hich hereafter shall befall hi- sj st< m,

which, if he- eliel but know, he mighl make' seasonable

provision her. In many cases there may be \ e rv meat

necessity that he should make provisions in the manner
eel' his ordering .ami disposing things for some great

events which are i «
> happen of vast ami extensive influ-

ence ami e-miles> consequence te> the- universe, which he

maj see afterwards, when it is too late-, ami may wish

in vain that he hail known beforehand, that In- might

have ordered his affairs accordingly. Ami it is in the

power of man. mi tin ><• principles, by hi- devices, pnr-

peese-s. ami actions thus to disappoint God, break his

measures, make him continually to change his mind,

Bubjecl him lie \ exatioh, ami brine him intee confusion."

III. Speculations "» ih< Subject.—Some oi'the ancient

philosophers denied thai God could ton know events de-

pending em free will (see Cicero, I h Divinate, ii. .'«. 7;

answered by Augustine, Z>< Civitati Dei,r,9, 10). So-

cinus (Pralect. Theol. <. 8 1 1 1 and his earlj I

would not allow that God possesses any know!
future contingencies. The schoolmen, in reference to

this species ol knowledge in God, invented that called

scientia media (q.v.; see also Fonse< \ and Men. in v.

which they define as "that by which <;<><! knows, sub

conditioner what nun or angels will < i .
. according i < > the

libertj which thej have when thej are placed in these

or those circumstances, or in this or in thai order of

things." Winn Gomarus, the- opponent of Arrninius,

found that his opinion concerning tin- i . I

>J

«
-

.

- 1 ofreproba-
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tion was clogged with this absurdity—that it made God
to be the author of Adam's sin—he very astutely took

refuge in this conditional foreknowledge, and in his

corrected theses on predestination, published after the

death of Arminius, he describes it as " that by which

God, through the infinite light of his own knowledge,

foreknows some future things, not absolutely, but as

placed under a certain condition." Walseus, the cele-

brated antagonist of Episcopius, had recourse to the

same expedient. This distinction has been adopted by

very few of those who espouse the doctrines of general

redemption, and who believe that every event, how con-

tingent soever to the creature, is, with respect to God,

certainly foreknown. An old English divine thinks that

" in the sacred Scriptures certain not obscure vestiges

are apparent of this kind of knowledge of things that

will happen thus or otherwise, on the supposition of the

occurrence of this or that circumstance. Omitting the

well-known example of David in Keilah (1 Sam. xxii,

12), and of Chorazin and Bethsaida (Matt, xi, 21;

Luke x, 13), consult, among other sayings of the same

description, Christ's answer to the chief priests and

scribes who had asked 'Art thou the Christ? Tell us.'

And he said unto them, 'If I tell you, ye will not be-

lieve.' In the subsequent verse he adds, ' If I also ask

you, ye will not answer me, nor let me go' (Luke xxii,

67, 68). You have here three events specified which
yet will not occur even on the supposition of Christ our

Lord himself." This kind of knowledge might very well

be included in that of scientia visionis, because the lat-

ter ought to include, not what God will do and what his

creatures will do under his appointment, but what they

will do by his permission as free agents, and what he
will do, as a consequence of this, in his character of

Governor and Lord. But since the predestinarians had
confounded scienlia visionis with a predestinating de-

cree, the scientia media well expressed what they had
left quite unaccounted for, and which they had assumed
did not really exist—the actions of creatures endowed
with free will and the acts of Deity which from eternity

were consequent upon them. If such actions do not

take place, then men are not free ; and if the rectoral

acts of God are not consequent upon the actions of the

creature in the order of the divine intention, and the

conduct of the creature is consequent upon the fore-

ordained rectoral acts of God, then we reach a neces-

sitating eternal decree, which, in fact, the predestina-

rian contends for; but it unfortunately brings after it

consequences which no subtleties have ever been able

to shake off—that the only actor in the universe is God
himself, and that the only distinction among events is

that one class is brought to pass by God directly and
the other indirectly, not by the agency, but by the mere
instrumentality, of his creatures.—Watson. See also

Watson, Theol. Institutes, i, 37 5; ii, 357, 429; Works, vii,

298,309; Pope, Compendium ofChristian Theology (Lond.

1875), p. 145-149, 191 sq.; Raymond, Systematic Theology

(see Index in vol. ii); Knapp, Tluolngy. $ 22; Fletcher,

Works; Presbyterian Confession ; ('lunch Remembrancer
(Jan. 1856); Bulletin Theol. (Oct. 1868), p. 26 sq. ; Hodge,
Systematic Theology (see Index); Bromley, Divine Pre-

science ; Clarke, Boyle Lectures for 1705 ; King, Sermons
on the Divine Prescience ; Tillotson, Sermons ; Water-
land, Works, vol. vi; Haag, llistoire des Dogmes (see

Index in vol. ii; Graves, Works, vol. iv; Bib. Sacra,
July, 18G8, p. 455; Neander, Dogm. p. 568 sq. ; Callisen,

Essay with a View to bring into Harmony the Doctrine

of the Omniscience of God and the Freedom ofMan, in

Schmidt u. Schwarz, Theol. Bibliothek, vol. viii; Reid,

On the Active Powers, essay iv, ch. xi; rye Smith.
First Lines of Christian Theology, p. 148, 149. See also

the articles Election; Predestination.
Prescription. I. This expression, borrowed from

the civil law, has in the Roman Catholic Church a can-
onistic meaning. In order to put limits to the contests

about mine and thine in rights, obligations, and posses-

sions, that Church has fixed terms which invest with

legality the possession of rights and goods, unless proof

be produced that these rights or goods are of an alien-

able kind, or have been acquired by illegal means (usur-

pation or theft time does not consecrate). If the lawful

term be elapsed, the possessor is confirmed in the pos-

session of said rights or goods, and he who is bound by
certain obligations cannot call them in question. The
term of prescription varies with the nature of the ob-

ject : movable property prescribes quicker than immov-
able, the property of adults quicker than that of minors,

the property of those present quicker than that of ab-

sentees; ecclesiastical property is prescribed only after

forty years. According to the rules of the papal chan-

cery, the possessor of an ecclesiastical office, after a three-

years' possession, if it be not obtained by violence or

simony, cannot be lawfully expelled from it. There is

prescription in his favor.

II. Tertullian transplanted this expression to the
theological domain by his work on prescriptions against
heretics, a kind of argument against erroneous doctrine.

This is what he means : The Catholic Church enjoys, in

her doctrines and discipline, the right of prescription

;

what she teaches and practices at the present hour site has
taught and practiced from times immemorial—learned
it from the apostles, as the apostles learned from Christ,

as Christ had it from the Father. The catholic doc-
trine is the true one, because it is the old and original

one, and rests on the divine revelation; the doctrines
of heretics and sectarians, on the other side, are false,

because new, because they have not prescription in their

favor, and consequently are not founded on divine reve-
lation. Irenseus taught similarly. It is easy to see that
this proof by prescription is much the same as the proof

by tradition, and that this mode of arguing can have
no acceptability in Protestantism, where the Bible alone

is regarded as the true test, and the apostolic or early

Church practices have only an advisory influence, not
authority. Of course, High-Churchmen, by their ritu-

alistic tendency, can hardly be said to come under the

full influence of Protestantism, and are therefore not to

be considered as included in the exponents of evangeli-

cal Christianity. See Elliott, Delineation if Roman
Catholicism, p. 61 , 95, 407. See Authority. (J. H.W.)

Prescription is also a law adopted in Presbyterian

churches. If a scandal is not noticed for five years

after it happens, it cannot be revived, but is then said

to be prescribed.

Presence means, in canonical law, the uninter-

rupted personal residence of every regularly prebended

ecclesiastic at the seat of his office ; a duty emphatically

imposed on him by the laws of the Church. It means
also the personal attendance at the common choral pray-

er, to which the laws of the Church obligate all mem-
bers of a monastic community, as well as the canons

and choir-vicars of the cathedral and collegiate congre-

gations.

Presence-money is the small daily payment in

specie made by Roman Catholics to the canons for their

presence in the choir at defunct cathedral or collegiate

churches. After the dissolution of the communal life

of those ecclesiastics, the bulk of the revenue of the

chapters was divided into individual portions, to be

distributed partly as daily stipends, called distribu-

iiones quotidianre, or quotidiana stipendia, in opposition

to the prebends, which went by the name offmet us

grossi or annul. The purpose of this daily distribution

was to induce the canons to a stricter obedience to the

law of residence, and to more assiduous attendance to

the public choir-prayers, as only those canons came in

for their share who were either present in the choir or

officiated during the service. Yet there were some
grounds on which their absence could be excused with-

out loss of their share. (These legal exceptions are for-

mulated in the canonic regulations in De cler. mgr. iii,

6 ; De cler. non resid. iii, 3 ; Cone. Trid. sess. xxii, c. 3,

and sess. xxiv, c. 8 fin. De ref.) The Council of Trent
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directed that in those cathedral <>r collegiate congrega-

tions where there existed no presence-money, or where

it reached but an insignificant amount, a third of the

whole revenue of the chapter should be set apart and

such distributions (<7onc. Trid. Bess, x\i. <•. :;.

/- The portions of the canons absent without

reasonable ex< use were to be divided among the mem-
bers preseni pro ruin. <>r given to the fabric of the

church, if ii stood in need of such help, or employed for

any pious purpose the bishop mighl devise (sess. sxii,

c. 3, De re/'.). Ii was not always the negligence of the

canons, bul also the peculiar—and partly abusive

—

corn-

pi.- ii ion .it i he chapters, which was the cause thai t h< ir

members bo frequently dispensed with personal service

in the choir, and were represented in it by simple vic-

ars. The persona] obligation of the canons has been
insisted upon by the most ancient canonic rules, by the

Council of Trent, and by the last circumscription bulls

for the reorganization of the German bishoprics. Spe-
cial presence-money is no more in use ; tor as the dota-

tion of the restored bishoprics and chapters is not found-

ed on immovable property, as the prebends How. in the

form of fixed salaries, out of the public treasure, the di-

rection of the Council of Trent that a part of the rev-

enue should he set apart and used for such distributions

isnol acted upon. See Schmidt. Thesaurusjur. Eccles.

iv,195sq.

Presence, Real. See Tuansi instantiation.

Present. See Gift.

Presentation, in ecclesiastical law. is. I, in the

state-established churches, one of those forms of canonic

collation of the prebends by which the rights of the

bishop are limited, inasmuch as he cannot himself nom-
inate an occupant to the vacant office, bul must he con-

tent with confirming the nominee of the patrorais /<</»-

ficii. The right ofpresentation is therefore the right

of the patron to designate to the bishop the successor

elected by him of a deceased beneficiary, the I ishop

being obliged to confirm the candidate if he be w irthy,

caiiable, and proposed according to canonical rules. This

right of presentation is the first and most important of

all patronal rights. The patron, in the exercise of his

right, is bound by tint general conditions of a canonical

provision: he has to pro],use a capable and worthy per-

son gratuitously, and within the legal limits of time.

If the patmnate be an ecclesiastical or a mixed one. the

time is six months: if il be a worldly one. four months :

yet there are departures from this rule. In Austria the

patron must choose his nominee out of a list drawn up

b\ the ordiuariate : if he be at home, within six months;

il' he be abroad, within three mouths, from the day of the

receipt of the list. In Prussia six months are allowed

to the lay patron, as well as to the ecclesiastical patron.

from i be day of the vacation of the office : or. if the ben-

eficiary die abroad, from the day on which the news ol

bis death is received. In Baden the time is limited to

three month8, except in the case of insurmountable hin-

derances. If the righl of presentation belong to several

per-ons individually, they can agree upon a common
choice, or designate each his own candidate, leaving the

choice to the bishop; or the matter may be decided by
tie majority of the votes; and in case of an equality of

votes In favor of each candidate, the decision may be

left again to the bishop. The same rules obtain when
the righl of a patron has been transmitted to several

heirs, in which case, of course, the heirs of one patron

can give only one vote. If the right of presentation
1

! oil e or a juridical person, the case is set-

tled by the statutes of the corporation; or if regulations
on the Bubjecl be wanting, by a collegiate \ ote. In the

remainder, the righl of the patron is unlimited : he can

propose his nearest relation, but not himself, altl gh
he « Id, "via gratia," present a request for Ids own
admission (gratiosam petert admissionem). He can sub-

mit Several candidates to the choice 0) the bishop; if

he li, a layman, he can. so long as the legal term is not

elapsed and the canonic collation has not taken place,

propose BUCCeSsivi ly several other names. This jus cn-

riandi is not allowed to an ecclesiastical patron. Here
the first presentation, according to the principle "

1 1 m-
pore prior potior jure." makes null and void all subse-

quent nominations. If the legal term is passed without
presentation, or if the presentation has not been made
gratuitously, the nomination in that case is lost to the
patron, and belongs exclusively to the collator. The
same happens when an ecclesiastical patron wittingly

proposes an nnworth) subject, while the lay patron is

allowed another presentation in the legal lour months.
Hut if the patron, whether layman or ecclesiastic, have
unwittingly proposed an unworthy candidate, he obtains

a new term of four or of six months. The Prussian law
allows, after the expiration of the primitive term, only
a supplementary term of six weeks. In Baden the pa-

tron, if his proposition have been rejected by the ordi-

uariate. is allowed another presentation, to be made in

i le- -pace of four weeks, and the same term is allowed

him a second time, but not further. The presentation

is made by letter, for which many ordinariates prescribe

fixed formulas to the private patrons. The conn sis

about the patronal ri^his are, according to decretal law.

subject to the ( eolesia-t ioal courts; but modern legis-

lation has almost everywhere added it to I he compe-

tency of the worldly tribunals. If the patronal right

itself be contested, the actual possessor has the -jus

pnesentaudi." ami the nomination resulting from the

use he make- of it is not invalidated ly his l» ii

wards defeated in the lawsuit. Hut il the right to hold

[he goods willi which the patronate is connected should

itself be questioned, then the right of presentation is

suspended, and the bi-hop in this case enjoys a free

righl of collation. The winner of the suit may then,

lo insure his privilege, confirm the nomination made
by the bishop; bul if he should refuse his consent, ibis

can have no influence on the situation of the nominee.

See Schulte, Kirchenrecht, p. 67 sip: Rosshirt, Kano-

nisckes He <hi. p. 437 sip: I'achmann. Kirchenrecht, i.

268 sip; Richter, Kirchenrecht, $ 193; Gerlach, Das
PrasentatiansrecJit (Regensb. l- • .

II. In the Established Church of Scotland the minis-

ter intended for a living by a patron must be
|

to the presbytery for inquiry into his qualifications, and
for induction if these are satisfactory. If the patron tail

to present within six months, the right then devolves

on the presbyterj', tanqvamjun devoluto. See .lis De-
von ii m. When a presenile was objected to by the

major part of the congregation, whether with or with-

out reason, the General Assembly of the Church for-

merly claimed the right to declare that he should not

be inducted or entitled to the benefice. This declara-

tion was contained in an aei of Assembly; dated 1835,

called the Veto Act. I'.ut after much litigation it was

decided by the courts ol law that BUCfa Veto Act was

ultra tires and void; and ibis decision led to a seces-

sion of many ministers and people from the Established

Church, and to the formation of a new dissenting

Church, called the Tree Church up v.). The law is

now seitled that ii is the presbytery, and not the peo-

ple, who are to judge of the reasonableness of any ob-

jections made to i he presentee, for which purpose rea-

sons and objections are beard on both side-, and a wide

discretion i- exercised by the presbytery. It i In pn--

bylery dismi-s the objections, they then proceed to the

trial and induction dp v.) of the presentee. The fol-

lowing is the form of a Scotch presentation, and is a

copy, indeed, of the one which led to the disputes and

processes that ended in the disruption of the Scottish

Church

;

"The right honorable Thomas RobertDrnmmond Hny,
earl of Kinm nil, undoubted patron of the parish chmcli
and paii-h of Anchtei aider. lying within the presbytery
of Anenteral der nnd sheriffdom of Perth, conmaering that
the Bltid I

liitrch and parish is now vacant and bi

my gift and presentation by and thromrb the death of the

Rev. Charles Stewart, late minister of the Gospel at the
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said church of Auchteran'er ;

and I, being sufficiently in-

formed of the literature, Uyulty, q lalitieatious, good life

and conversation of Mr. Robert Young, preacher of the

Gospel, residing at Seafield Cottage, Dundee, do therefore,

by these presents, nominaie and present the said Robert
Younc to be minister of the said parish and church of

Atichferarder during all the days of his lifetime, giving,

granting, and disponing to him the constant, localled,

and mollified stipend, with tiie manse and glebe, and
other profits and emoluments belonging to the said

church, for the crop and year ls:;5, and during his lifetime,

and his serving the cure of the said church, requiring

hereby the reverend moderator and presbytery of Auch-
terarder to take trial of the qualifications, literature, good
life, and conversation of the said Robert Young; and
having found him fit and qualified for the function of the

ministry at the said church of Anchterarder, to admit and
receive him thereto, and give him his act of ordination

and admission in due and competent form, recommending
hereby to the lords of council and session, upon sight of

this presentation and the said presbytery's act of ordina-

tion and admission, to grant letters of horning, on a sim-
ple charge of two days only, and other executorial neces-

sary at the instance of the said Robert Young, against all

and sundry the heritors, life - renters, feuars, tacksmen,
tenants, possessors, and occupiers of lands within the said

parish, subject and liable in payment of the said localled

and modified stipend, for causing the said Robert Young,
and others in his name, be readily answered and paid
thereof in such due and competent form as effeirs. And
I consent to the registration thereof in the books of coun-
cil and session, or others competent, therein to remain for

preservation : and for that effect I constitute my
procurators. In witness whereof, etc., (signed) Druin-
mond Kiunoul. R. A. Yates, ivitness. Thomas Keatham,
witness."

See Patronage.

Presentation of the Virgin, Feast of, a

Komish festival held on Nov. 21. It is not older than

the 13th century. See Mary.

President (Tj jO, sardk, or X3"!D, sarekd; Sept.

tciktikoc; ; Vulg. princeps), only used in Dan. vi; the

Chaldee equivalent, for Hebrew shoter, probably from

Sara, Zend, a "head" (see Strabo, xi, 331). "Zapcnrd-

pac,=KE<pa\oT<'>fiog is connected with the Sanskrit siras

or ciras, and is traced in Sargon and other words
(Eichhoff, Vergl. £pr.p.l29,415; see Her. iii, 89, where
he calls satrap a Persian word).— Smith. See Gov-
ernor.

President in Choir is the name given to the

English dean's deputy, usually the senior residentiary

or vice-dean, who in his absence corrects offences, be-

sides acting as president in chapter (q. v.), and chora-

gus, or director of the services, when there is no digni-

tary; also the precentor.

Presiding Elder is the name given in the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church to an officer whose functions are

those of a superintendent within limited jurisdiction.

These elders serve under the bishops, and, together with

them, constitute in their respective conferences a cabi-

net, in which resides the appointing power over the

membership of itinerant preachers. The office is one
of very great responsibility and far-reaching influence.

Within the territory over which such an elder presides

every minister is amenable to this officer, who visits

the different charges three or four times during the

year, usually at what is called the holding of the Quar-
terly Conference (q. v.), over which he presides, and by
which all the business of the charge is disposed of. , He
also presides at the District Conferences, where literary

and ecclesiastical culture is aimed at, and the licensing

of candidates for the ministry takes place. Usually the
territory is confined to an eighth or sixth of the ('(in-

ference boundaries, and corresponds somewhat in extent
to the average county in an Eastern state.

The office of presiding elder was created in the early

history of Methodist economy in this country, and ap-
pears to have had its origin in the assistants whom
John Wesley employed as helps. He had what we
might call junior preachers at the circuits or districts

into which he divided his work, and an assistant in

charge of the whole. These assistants were then in-

vested with nearly the same authority over the helps
which the great founder of Methodism himself exer-

cised, and hence they had an authority akin more to the

bishopric of American Methodism. When, in 1784, Mr.

Wesley caused the election of Asbury and Coke as su-

perintendents or bishops, there were several assistants

in office thus made subject to these two general super-

intendents. The question has arisen whether the twelve

elders who were elected at the Christmas Conference

of 1784 were simply travelling elders or assistants of the

superintendents. See Methodism.
As the presiding elders are now episcopal appointees,

the answer to this query becomes important. There
are two opinions. One party, advocating the elective

eldership, insist that these twelve men were then elect-

ed by the Conference for the assistants' work, and base

their decision on Dr. Emory's interpretation. He says,

in his Bistort/ of the Discipline, p. 125, "All elders were

at first presiding elders," and the distinction between
presiding elders and "travelling elders" was not made
until 1792. Section v, of 1789, it would seem, proves

the correctness of Dr. Emory's statement. The follow-

ing is a part of the section on elders

:

" Ques. 2. What is the duty of an elder?
11 Ans. 1. To travel through his appointed district.

"2. To administer baptism and the Lord's Supper, and
perform all parts of divine service.

"3. In the absence of a bishop to take charge of all the
deacons, travelling and local preachers, and exhorters.

"4. To change, receive, or suspend preachers.
"5. To direct in the transaction of the spiritual busi-

ness of his circuit.
" 0. To take care that every part of our discipline be en-

forced.
"7. To aid in public collections.
"8. To attend his bishop when present, and give him,

when absent, all necessary information by letter of the
state of his district."

That every elder, in the absence of the bishop, was
equal in point of supervisory office and duty is evident

also from the fact that the third duty in this section

gives an elder no authority to take charge of elders, but

simply of deacons travelling, and local preachers, etc.,

seeing they were equal in authority. It was not until

1792 that a distinction was made between presiding

elders and travelling elders, and these were then put

under the charge of presiding elders. It was at this

date that presiding elders were chosen by the bishop

from the body of elders, and those elders not chosen by
the bishops were disrobed of office as presiding elders,

and placed for the first time under the care of presiding

elders (see p. 126, 1792).

" Que*. By whom are the presiding elders to be chosen?
" Ans. By the bishop. Among the duties of the presid-

ing elder, one is to take charge of all the elders, deacons,
etc., of his district."

At this date, then, there wras made a distinction be-

tween presiding elders and travelling elders, and not

before. All the elders previous to 1792, therefore, were

elected and appointed to the office and duties of presid-

ing elder by the Conference, and each had equal au-

thority in charge in the absence of the bishop.

Against this position, those who approve of the ex-

isting practice of the appointing of presiding elders

by the bishop urge, first, that from 1785 to 1792 there

were each year more elders than presiding elders

;

secondly, that the presiding elders were appointed to

their districts, and that the appointment was by the

bishop; and, thirdly, that if the bishops did appoint

elders to preside over other elders, the Conferences not

calling the bishops to account consented to the change,

and thereby made it valid ; and that it was the practice

of the Church from 1784 to 1792, notwithstanding the

disciplines required otherwise (see letter by Dr. D.

Sherman in ZUxis Herald, March, 1876) ; and that Dr.

Emory and others interpreted falsely the action of the

early Methodist Church in America (comp. Stevens.

Hist, of the M. E. Church, ii, 222, 224). The presiding

duties which made of an elder a presiding elder did not,

in the practice of the Church, belong to this new- order

in the ministry as soon as it was constituted. They
belonged to the assistants, and were gradually trans-
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ferred to the elders; and when, after the practice of

nearly two vears, they were actually transferred, the

custom was legalized, the office of assistant was abol-

ished, ami the word disappeared from the minutes (see

the Slinutes and Discipline, A.D. 1786). The idea of

this transfer originated in the mind of bishop Asbury,

who found, after the eldership was instituted, as he Baj a

in his Notes on the Discipline, "that tins order was so

necessan thai he would make them rulers. Even his

idea of the presiding eldership was no( contemporane-

ous with the instituting of the order of elders, bul

came, as he says, when he "afterwards found that"

they would be useful in ruling (see Notes 'in the Disci-

pline, by Coke and Asburj |. His idea was not put in

practice until the Annual Conferences of L785, when.

as Lee (History, p. L20) slates, the presiding eldership

originated, bul only in an inchoate form. This was

mouths after the order of elders had been instituted.

When, in 1786, the first law was made relative to the

presiding elder-hip. it was made possible by the Disci-

pline for every elder to become a presiding elder, so far

as the duties were concerned, and here is where Emory
and others have been misled. Bul as the bishop al-

ways appointed the ruling or presiding elders from the

order of elders | Lee, History, p. 150), the practice was

never to make all the elders ruling or presiding elders.

Hence, from 1786 to 1792, the law of the Discipline

never entirely agreed with the practice in the appoint-

ments, for there were hosts of elders who were never

presiding elders. In the Conference of L792, however,

the law was made to harmonize with the practice. In

the ancienl Church the chorepiscopi I irtpiodtvrai) filled

an office which must have given Mr. Wesley the sug-

gestion for the assistant he called into office. See Em-
ory, Hist, of the Discipline, p. 136 sq.; Sherman. Hist.

af tin />i.<iiji!i/n. p. l.j.'i; Uingliam. Eccles. Antiquities,

i. 56, 69; Porter, Compendium ofMethodism ; Meth.Qu.

Rev. .Ian. 1875, art. iv; April. 1*7(1. art. iv: National

Repository, May. 1876, Editor's Study. See also Rural

Deans, in the article Dean of this Cyclopcedia, ii, 711.

(J.H.W.)

Press (rYtlB, purah ; Xjjvoc). Among the Israel-

ites this was a large trough, usually hewn out of stone

(Isa. \. 2; .Matt. xxi. 33; comp. Nonni, Dwnys. xii,

330) or dug in the earth and walled up (Harmer,

iii. 117). It had a trellised opening below. This

trough was called gath, P3 (in the Talmud also iirJl),

or purah, i~H*£ (Isa. lxiii, 3) ; ami in it the grapes were

trodden by men (five usually work together in Persia

still: Kampfer, A mom. p. 377). Hence the phrase to

tread tin wine-press (dob xxiv, 11; Lam. i. 15; Isa.

lxiii. 2). The juice ( lleh. tirSsh, IZJT1
)?!) flowed through

the opening into a vat, usually in the earth (called

yekeb, "" Gr. wpo\r\vtov, Isa. v. 2, or vTro\f)viov,

Isa. xvi. in. Mark xii. and simply XtJVOC, Mall. xxi. 33;

Lat. lacus riiiiiiiii.--, Colum. xii, 18: in Job xxiv, LI, this

word means, however, the trough or press itself). From
this ii i- taken for fermentation in earthen vessels.

These presses, which are siill common in the Easl and

the Levant (Arvieux iv. 272 sq.; Kampfer. ui sup.),

wen almost always outside of the towns, eithefin the

vineyards or on mountains (Zech. \i\. 10; Isa. v, 2;

Matt, xxi, 33; Mark xii. 1 ; Rev. xiv, 20). The slaves

musl usually have trodden the press, as ii was hard

Labor (Isa. lxiii, l sq.). Thej wen cheered in it by

Singing and music isee Isa. xvi. Ill; Jer. xxv,30; dud-.

ix. .'7: Jer.xxv,30; xlviii, 33). See Ugolino, D< /:

Rust. Vet. l/>ii. vi, l 1 sip. in his Thesaur. xxix. Winer.

See i iii
: Wise.

Pressly, Ebenezer Erskine, IU>.. a Presby-

terian divine, was born near Cedar Spring, Abbeville

District. S. ('.. in 1808. His parents, of the good old

Scotch-Irish stock, were remarkable for their piety and

intelligence, and early dedicated their only son to the

work of the Christian ministry. He pursued his pre-

paratory studies at I'liion Academy, graduated at Mi-
ami University, Ohio, in 1826, was received as a student
of theology by the Second Associate Reformed Presby-
tery, and studied under John T. Pressly, D.D.. who was
then professor of theology for the Southern Synod, was
licensed al Due Wesl in 1829, and on Aug. 7. 1830,' was

pa-tor ot Due Wesl and Gcnerostee churches.

In 1*;;7 he resigned the latter charge, and continued
pastor of Due West alone: in l*.">s he was chosen the

successor of Dr. John T. Pressly. In 1839 he was elected
president of the Clark and Erskine Seminary, which
afterwards took the name ol Erskine College, ill which
position he remained until the spring of 1848. He died
duly 26, I860. Dr. Pressly was a man of more than
ordinary talent, and a good general scholar. In the

position of president of the college be was greatly he-

loved by his pupils. Possessed of excellent executive
ability, and of special aptness to teach, much of the

success Of the college and seminary, in the early pe-

riods of their history, was traceable to his influence.

Though an interesting writer, he had a singular aver-

sion to appearing before the public as an author, and
hence he never published anything except an oi casional

sermon. See Wilson. Presb, Hist. Almanac, 1861, p. 226.

(J. L. S.)

Pressly, John S., a Presbyterian minister, noted

also as a classical teacher, was born in Abbeville Dis-

trict, S. ('.. in 1794. His means for acquiring the rudi-

ments of a literary education wan very limited. Until

the years of manhood he had not enjoyed very fully the

advantages of thecommon school. In 1812, however, he

moved to the State of Ohio, and during a stay of three

years in the Northwestern States he underwent much
privation and hard labor in his endeavors to acquire

knowledge. About the close of the year L815 he was
prostrated on a bed of suffering with a painful illness; a

kind Providence brought him the medical service- of

Dr. Joseph Gilbert, who. on his recover}-, suggested to

him the desirableness of a classical education, and pro-

posed to furnish him with the necessary books. Thus
encouraged, and accepting the doctor's kind idler, he

entered Church Hill Academy June 19, 181(i; in L819

he entered South Carolina College, and spent two years

there. In 1822 his career of classical teacher began,

and in this field of usefulness, in which he Labored dur-

ing the balance of his life, he .attained an enviable rep-

utation. His first charge was Union Academy, in the

southern part of Abbeville District, S. C. Among his

pupils here were the late Lev. E. E. l'n s-l\ .D.I >., L'e\ .

J. T. Pressly, I >.D.,Hon. T.C. Perrin, and J*. A. < lalhoun,

Esq. In 1824 '27 he taught at Cambridge and Leaver

Dam—the latter in Laurens District. In 1828 he took

charge of Church Hill Academy, but his labors there

were s i interrupted by his being elected to the State

Legislature of South Carolina by the people ol Abbeville

District. In 1K>,">, at the close of his political career.

he was invited to take charge of the high school at

Due West, s. c.. just founded by the Associate Reformed

Synod of the South, where he continued to Labor till

L839 with great success. At last released from all en-

gagements connected with teaching, he turned his at-

tention to the situly of theology : studied one -t ssion in

the seminary of the Associate Reformed Church at Ox-
ford, Ohio; was licensed in 1840; and after attending

during the ensuing session in the Associate Reformed

Seminan at Alleghany City, Pa., he was i mployed until

L842 as a missionary to destitute churches within the

bounds of the synod. Subsequently he was settled lor

five years as pa-tor of Bethel and Ebenezer churches,

Ga.; the remainder of hi- life until 1851 was -pent in

teaching and missionary work. He died dune i. 1863.

Mr. Pressly a- a man w as social and companionable; as

a teacher he was a strict disciplinarian, and in the capac-

ity to imparl classical knowledge had lew superior-.

s Wilson, Presb. /lis/. Mm. (1867), p. 398. (J. L.S.)

Pressly, John T., D.D.. a Presbyterian mini-tir.
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noted as a professor in divinity and an author, was born

in Abbeville District, S. C, in 1803. He studied for the

ministry at the Theological Seminary in New York under

Dr. John Mason. His first pastorate was in his native

village, from which he was called to a professorship in

the Theological Seminary, and the charge of the First

Associate Reformed (now United Presbyterian) Church

in Alleghany, Pa., both of which stations he filled with

distinguished ability and success for nearly forty years.

He died at Alleghany Aug. 13, 1870.—Appletons' An-

nual Cyclopaedia, x, 573.

Pressy, Fran^ois-Joseph-Gaston de Partz de,

a French prelate, was born in 1712 at the castle of

Ecuire (diocese of Boulogne). He was one of the most

distinguished pupils of Saint-Sulpice. He was called,

Dec. 25, 1742, to the episcopal see of Boulogne. He ad-

ministered his diocese during nearly forty-seven years

with unremitting zeal, and spent considerable sums for

the ransom of the Christians captive among the Mo-
hammedans, and for the expansion of the faith by foreign

missions. In 1752 he joined a protestation addressed to

the king (June 11), by twenty-one bishops, against par-

liamentary encroachments on ecclesiastical authority.

A mandement which he subsequently published on the

subject was suppressed. He died at Boulogne Oct. 8,

1789. His principal writings are, Statute synodaux

(174b", 4to) :—a collection of Instructions pastorales and

Dissertations theologiques (2 vols. 4to) :—a Rituel du

Diocese de Boulogne (Boulogne, 1780, 4to) :—and a pray-

er-book in French, under the title oflfeures (Lille, 1820,

8vo). See Gallia Christiana, t. x; Gazette de France,

1742-89 ; Fisquet, France Pontificate (not published).

—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Prester, John. See Jonx, Prester.

Preston, John, D.D., a noted English Puritan

divine, was born at Heyford, Northamptonshire, in

1587, and educated at King's College and Queen's Col-

lege, University of Cambridge, was made fellow and tutor

of Queen's College, and finally became chaplain to Prince

Charles. In 1G22 he was appointed preacher of Lin-

coln's Inn, and subsequently lecturer in Trinity Church,

Cambridge. He became so celebrated as a speaker that

the towns-people went to his lectures on week-days as

they would to his sermons on Sunday, and he was com-
plained of by those who looked with envy upon his fast-

growing reputation. He also became noted as an able

advocate of Calvinism, and in a controversy with the

famous Arminian, Dr. Montague, sustained the elective

theory with much adroitness and boldness. He was cer-

tainly a man of great learning, a popular preacher, and
a powerful writer. He died in 1G28, greatly lamented

not only by Calvinists, but by all lovers of the good
cause. He wore himself out with work ; and when his

friends would remonstrate, his answer was always, " Our
life, like iron, consumes with rust, as much without as by
employment ; that every one cannot be said to have lived

long that is old, as seven years in the life of some men
are as much as seventy in others; and therefore the

question is not so much How long I have lived as How
I have lived." He was naturally reserved, and only

figured in public because his zeal for the doctrines of

Calvin would not suffer him to let go unanswered those

who maintained the opposite theories. Of his works
(published 1015-58) which have never been collected,

an abridgment by William Tennent was published in

1658 i L648 also ['?]), 12mo. The best-known of his pub-
lications are, The N.ew Covenant, fourteen sermons
(Loud. 1629, 4to; ninth ed. 1(339, 4to; again in 1655,

4to) :

—

The Breastplate ofFaith and Love, eighteen ser-

mons (IG30, 4to; 5th ed. 1G34, 4to) :— Life Eternal,

eighteen sermons (1631, 4to; 4th ed. 1G34. 4to) -.— The
Saint's Daily Exercise, five sermons on Prayer (1G33,

4to; 9th ed. 1635, 4to):— The Saint's Qualifications,

ten sermons on Humiliation, nine on Sanctification, and
three on the Sacrament (1634, 4to; 3d ed. 1637, 4to) .:

^Four Treatises (sermons): 1, Covetousness ; 2, Spir-

VIII.—N N

itual Death and Life (separate in 1G33, 4to); 3, Selfe

Deniall (separate in 1632, 4to) ; 4, Lord's Supper (to-

gether in 1635, 4to; 4th ed. 1G3G, 4to) :—Sermons before

his Maiestie, etc. (5th ed. 1G37, 4to) :— Sinner's Over-

throw, or Mortification (1635, 4to; 4th ed. 1641, 4to):

- Remains (three treatises): 1, Judas his Repentance;

2, Saint's Spiritual Strength ; 3, raid's Conversion and
s, rmons, etc. (2d ed. 1637,4to) -.—The Golden Sce]jtre,etc.

(1638, 4to) :—Doctrines of the Saints' Infirmities, a ser-

mon (1638, 4to) :— .4 Lifeless Life, a sermon (4th ed. 1641,

4to) :

—

Fulnesse ofChristfor Us, a sermon (1G40, 4to) :

—

Divine Lore of Christ, five sermons (1640, 4to):

—

Two
Treatises (1641, 4to):

—

Thesis de Gratia Convertendis

I rresist ibilitate (1652, 8vo; in English, 1654):

—

Riches

of Mercy to Men in Misery (1658, 4to). See Dr. R.

Sibbs's preface; Middleton, Evangel. Biog. ii, 460 sq.

;

Perry, Hist. Ch. of England (see Index) ; Clark, Lives ;

Neal, Hist, ofthe Puritans ; Burnet, Own Times ; Fuller,

Worthies ; Darling, Cyclop. Bibl. ; Jonathan Edwards,

Works ; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A rner. A uthors, s. v.

(J. H. W.)

Preston, Willard, D.D., an eloquent American

divine and noted educator, was born at Uxbridge, Mass.,

May 29, 1785, and was educated at Brown University,

where he graduated in 1806. After having studied law

and practiced in that profession for a few years, he stud-

ied for the ministry, and was in 1811 ordained and be-

came pastor of a church at Providence, E. I., where he

preached until 1825, when he was chosen president of

the University of Vermont. In 1829 he removed South

for the benefit of his health, and in 1831 accepted the

pastorate of the Presbyterian Church in Savannah. Ga.,

and there remained until his death in 1856. He pub-

lished, Farewell Sermon at St. A Iban's (1815):— Ser-

mons (1817).— Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Au-
thors, s. v. : Drake, Diet, of A mer. Biog. s. v.

Presumption, as it relates to the mind, is a sup-

position formed before examination. As it relates to

the conduct or moral action, it implies arrogance or ir-

reverence. As it relates to religion in general, it is a

bold and daring confidence in the goodness of God, with-

out obedience to his will.

Presumptuous sins must be distinguished from sins

of infirmity, or those failings peculiar to human nature

(Eccles. vii, 20 ; 1 John i, 8,"9) ; from sins done through

ignorance (Luke xii, 48) ; and from sins into which men
are hurried by sudden and violent temptation (Gal. vi,

1). The ingredients which render sin presumptuous

are knowledge (John xv, 22), deliberation and contriv-

ance (Prov. vi, 14 ; Psa. xxxvi, 4), obstinacy (Jer. xliv,

16; Deut. i, 13), inattention to the remonstrances of

conscience (Acts vii, 51), opposition to the dispensations

of Providence (2 Chron. xxviii, 22), and repeated com-
mission of the same sin (Psa. lxxviii. 17). Presump-

tuous sins are numerous, such as profane swearing, per-

jury, theft, adultery, drunkenness, Sabbath -breaking,

etc. These may be more particularly considered as pre-

sumptuous sins, because they are generally committed

against a known law, and are so often repeated. Such
sins are most heinous in their nature and most pernicious

in their effects. They are said to be a reproach to the

Lord (Numb, xv, 3) ; they harden the heart (1 Tim. iv,

2) ; draw down judgments from heaven (Numb, xv, 31)

;

and even when repented of, they are seldom pardoned

without some visible testimony of God's displeasure (2

Sam. xii. 10). As respects professors of religion, one

observes, they sin presumptuously (1) when they take

up a profession of religion without principle; (2) when
they profess to ask the blessing of God and yet go on in

forbidden courses
; (3) when they do not take religion

as they find it in the Scriptures; (4) when they make
their feelings the test of their religion, without consid-

ering the difference between animal passion and the

operations of the Spirit of God
; (5) when they run into

temptation; (6) when they indulge in self-confidence

and self-complacency
; (7) when they bring the spirit
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of the world into the Church; (8) when they form

apologies for that in some which they c lemn in oth-

i Inn. professing to believe in the doctrines of

the Gospel, they live licentiously; (10) when they

create, magnify, and pervert their troubles; (11) when

they arraign the conduct of God as unkind and unjust.

See Walker, Sermons, vol. i. ser. 3; South, Sermons, vol

vii. ser. 10, 11, 12; Tillotson, Sermons, Ber. 1 17; Saurin,

Sermons, vol. i. Ber. ll : Goodwin, On the Aggravations

of Sin; Fuller, Works; Paley, Sermons; Bishop Hop-

kins, On (hi Nature, Danger, and Cure ofPresumptuous

Sins.—Buck, Theol. Dict.s.v.

Pretas, sprites or hobgoblins among the Buddhists

ii, < eylon. They are believed to inhabit a bell called

Lokantarika. In appearance they are extremely at-

tenuated, like a dry leaf. There arc some pretas that

haunt the places mar which they once lived as men;

they an- also found in the Buburbs of cities, and in

places where four ways meet. Their bodies arc repre-

sented as being twelve miles high, and they have very

large nails. On the top of the head there is a mouth

about the size ofa needle's eye. They continually think

with sorrow on their fate, from not having acquired

merit in former births; they are now tormented with-

out ceasing by hunger and thirst, and have not the pow-

er of obtaining merit.

Preternatural stands generally for supernatural,

because we suppose that that which isprceter naturam is

alsosupra naturam. Vet the former stands sometimes for

unnatural,prater naturam being the synonym of contra

naturam. Neither prceternaturale nor supernaturale,

or, as some say, supranaturale, is a good Latin word.

They are, at least, not to be found in the classics.

Pretextatus, St., a Gallic prelate of the 6th cen-

tury, occupied towards 555 the metropolitan see ofRouen,
and was godfather to Merovee, the second sou ofChil-

peric. Towards 576 I'.runchaut. the widow of Sigebert,

was exiled to Rouen by Chilperic, who was under the

influence of Fredegonde. Merovee, who was in that

city, fell violently in love with the charms of the queen

of Australia, his aunt, and Pretextatus was induced to

grant a dispensation tor their union, and married them.

At this intelligence Chilperic repaired to Rouen, trans-

ported with wrath, ami ordered the bishop to he arrest-

ed. A council assembled at Paris in 577, and in spite

of the exertions of Gregory of 'lours, w ho ventured

alone to defend him. Pretextatus was deposed by the

vote of forty-lour prelates. He was banished to the

island of Jersey, where he devoted his time to prayer

and study. In the meantime a creature ofFre*deg le,

the ( Jaul Melantius. was established in i lie episcopal see

of Rouen. Alter the murder of Chilperic September,

584, a deputation of the clergy and people of Rouen re-

paired to Jersey to request Pretextatus to resume the

administration of his diocese. On the 5th of May an

assembly of Frankish noblemen, held at Rouen, pro-

nounced his rehabilitation. Fredegonde, who lived in

a kind of retirement at Louviers, went often to Rouen;
she found herself frequently face to face with the bishop,

whom she accused of not showing her much deference.

In her wounded pride she once let escape some threat-

ening allusions to the pasl : Pretextatus improve, i the

occasion to exhort her to repentance and reformation.

The enraged queen avenged herself in a manner worthy
of her past life. She. .Melantius. ami an archdeacon of

the cathedral, gave two hundred gold dollars to one of

if the domain of the church, and promised him
his own emancipation and that of his wife ami children,

for the murder of Pretextatus. On Easter -Sunday,
while in prayer al the fool of the altar, he was stabbed,

and died an hour afterwards in a chamber contiguous to

the church, whither a few of the faithful had carried

him. and where Fredegonde, in the company of the

dukes Beppolen and Ansowald, enjoyed the spectacle of

his last moments. April 14,586. Pretextatus had at-

tended the third Council of Paris in 557, the second

Council of Tours in 566, and the second Council of

Macon in 585. During his exile he composed some
writings, which have not reached us. His name is in-

Bcribed in the Martyrologium under the date of the 24th
of February, although he did not shed his blood for the

faith. See Gallia Christiana, t.xi; Pommeraye, Hist,

des Archereques de Rouen; Fisquet, Frana Pontificals

(not published), I loefer, Vouv. . s. v.

Preti, Mattia, called // Calabrese, a painter of the

Neapolitan bc! 1. was horn in 1613 at Taverna, in Cala-

bria. His brother Gregorio, about whom very little is

known, who was honored in his life-time W ith the title

of prince of the Academy of St. Luke, was M at tia's first

master; subsequently he studied with Lanfranc and
Guerino. Preti took from Caravaggio those dark and
violent hues which impair the charm ofhis compositions.

He delighted in retracing martyrdoms, murders, and
other scenes of desolation. He painted with prodigious

rapidity: a contemporary says that t,. Bee him handle
the brush one would have thought that he was drum-
ming. He painted the frescos ot the church ofCarmine
in Modena, which arc in a very good state of preserva-

tion. In Hi.'>7 he returned to Rome, but was compelled

to flee, having killed one of his rivals. At Naples, again,

whither he repaired, he killed a soldier who had stopped

him on some forbidden ground, ami was ordered for his

punishment to paint the patron saints of Naples on

the doors of the city. From Naples he went to .Malta,

where his works were rewarded with the title of knight
and the commandery of Syracuse. In his last years he

worked only, hut with unremitting diligence, for the

poor. lie died at .Malta in 1699. Hi- works are met
with in great number in Italy. The Louvre has his

Martyrdom <>/ si. Andrew, St. Paul, and St. Anthony
thi Hermit; the Museum ot' Dresden the Martyrdom if
St. Bartholomew, the Incredulity "/si. Thomas, and the

Deliverana of St. Peter; the Pinakothek of Munich a
Repenting Magdalen; the Museum of Vienna an Incre-

dulity Hi's/. Thomas, etc. See Spooner, Biog. I/i.</. of
i In ihii Arts, s. v. (J.H.W.)

Pretorium. See I'im-hokum.

Prevent (some form of -" 03ava>, both meaning

to precedi or anticipate) is understood, in our translation

of the Scriptures, only in the old Latin sense, as d< not-

ing— 1. To com* befon one is expected or sought (Job
xxx, 27) ; 'J. To go before, or he sooner

| Psa. cxix, 1 17).

One is happily disappointed when favors come unasked
(Job iii. 12; l'sa. xviii. 18), or unhappily, as Inn snares

and afflictions conic unexpectedly ('_' Sam. xxii, (5).

Prevention i- an ecclesiastical term denoting the

right of a superior dignitary of the Church to interfere

in the business ofhis subordinate; but it is more special-

ly the right of the pope, in the nomination to ecclesias-

tical offices, to pass over the proper collators and give

away the benefices himself. The Gallican Church has

nr\ er recognised this papal prerogative. See Proa ismux

Prevost, Claude, a French monk, was horn at

Auxerre .Ian. 22, 1698. He taught philosophy and the-

ology in the abbey of Sainte-t lenei ieve, ami the care of

the library -was afterwards intrusted to him. In this

employment, which he retained to the end of his life,

he made use of the knowledge which he had acquired

in the Creek. Italian, and English Languages, and col-

lected abundant materials, which he did not. however.

publish. They were prepared for the instruction of

Louis, duke of t irleans, son of the regent, who livid at

the abbey of Sainte-Genevieve. The principal Mss.
which this monk has left concerning the history ot the

regular canons, of which he had made a special study,

arc. Library of Regular Canons:- Lives ofHoly Can-

ons, "nil/ Secular and Regular: and History of all the

Houses ofRegular Canons. Hi- last work was l His-

tory of tin Abbey of Sainte-Genevieve. It i~ from this

last work that the lienediot hies have extracted nearly

all that thej have said of this house in vol. vii of the

new Gallia Christiana. Prevost furnished the material
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to the abbot Lebeuf, his countryman, for the catalogue

of the writers of Auxerre inserted in The History of
Auxerre.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Prevost, Pierre Robert le, a French pulpit

orator of some note, was born at Rouen in 1G75. From
his youth he displayed a marked propensity for preach-

ing, and proceeded to Paris to improve himself after the

model of celebrated orators. Sought after with eager-

ness in the city, he was no less a favorite at court,

where he preached statedly during Advent from 1714

to 1727, and in 1718 during Lent. At this last date he

was provided with a canonship at Chartres. The rec-

ord of his funeral sermons, published by Lottin (Paris,

1765), contains those of the cardinal of Fiirstenberg (of

which Flechier speaks with eulogy); of Godet of Ma-
rais, bishop of Chartres; of Louis XIV and of the duke

of Berri ; sermons, and a panegyric of St. Louis. He died

in 1736 at Chartres.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

s. v. See Vinet, French Lit. p. 116 sq.

Price, Henry, a minister of the Wesleyan Meth-
odist Church in Ireland, was born in Dromore, Antrim

County, Ireland, Jan. 30, 1802 ; was converted at seven-

teen, was made a local preacher about the year 1821, and

entered the itinerant ministry at the Conference of 1823.

He soon became an able and judicious preacher; "lie

was mighty in the Scriptures," reasoning out of them,

and having a remarkable talent for apposite and con-

vincing quotations from Holy Writ. He was a zealous

and effective advocate for Christian missions, a section

of evangelical work to which Hritish and Irish Methodists

pay more attention and devote more labor than does any
other Christian Church. While Mr. Price adorned the

Gospel of God our Saviour in all things, there were
especially noticeable in him a childlike simplicity, a

transparent sincerity, an uprightness which scorned to

countenance anything low or mean, a charity "which
thinketh no evil," and an unselfishness "which seeketh

not its own." Sweeping revivals occurred on many of

the circuits on which he was stationed. He was spe-

cially attentive to the sick and afflicted, and his visits

to them were frequent, sympathizing, and consolatory.

He was truly " a brother beloved," and his brethren in

the ministry manifested their high appreciation of his

character and talents by electing him repeatedly to fill

the highest offices in their gift, and on all occasions he
proved himself worthy of their esteem and confidence.

He was cautious and practical, always ready to carry

out every arrangement intrusted to his care with punc-

tilious exactness. Never had Irish Methodism a more
faithful son, or a minister of more perfect singleness of

aim, purity of intention, or exemplary fidelity. Mr.
Price died in the sixty-eighth year of his age. (G. C. J.)

Price, John (1), an English scholar of much re-

nown, was born about the year 1600, and was educated

at Christ Churcb, Oxford. He was of Protestant parent-

age, but after leaving college he joined the Romanists
and went to Italy during the civil wars, as he found

himself the object of much hatred and persecution. He
settled in Florence, after having resided for a while in

Paris ; but when a professorship was offered him at Pisa,

he removed thither, and there lived for some time. He
subsequently retired to the St. Augustine Convent at

Pome, where he died in 1676. He was the author of

the following works: Notm et Observations in Apo-
logiam L. Apuleii Madaurensis Philosophi Platonici

(Paris, 1635, 4to; very rare, but republished in the
Gouda ed. oi'Apukius, 1650, 8vo) -.—Matthaus ex Sacra
Pagina, Sanctis Patribus, etc., illustratus (Paris, 1646,

Hvo):—Adnotationes in Epist. Jacobi (1646, 8vo) :—
Acta Apostolorum, ex Sacra Pagina, Sanctis Patribus,
etc., illustrata (1647, 8vo):— Co7nmentarii in Varios
Novi Testamenti Libros ; his accesserunt A dnotationes in

Psalmorum Librum (Lond. 1660, fol. The notes on the
New Testament, or some of them, had been published
before separately [supra], and Orme says that those on
the Psalms had also appeared before).* Price brought

to his expositions of the Scriptures an extensive knowl-

edge of classical literature, and, imitating Grotius's

method, frequently illustrated by profane authors, es-

pecially the Greek and Roman. See Orme, Bibl. Bibli-

ca, s. v. ; C'rit. Sacri, vol. v ; Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and
Amer. A uth. s. v. : Kitto, iii, 568. (J. H. W.)

Price, John (2), D.D., an English clergyman,
flourished in the second half of the 17th century, and
was chaplain to general Monk during the civil wars.

Dr. Price published, Serm. of Thanksgivingfor the Suc-
cess of General Monk (Lond. 1660, 4to) :— Serm. on
Matt, v, 47 (Oxon. 1661, 8vo) :— Serm. on Gal. iv, 16

(1661, 8vo):—Serm. on Eccles. x, 17 (1661, 8vo) :—Serm.
on Neb. xiii, 16 (1661, 8vo) -.—Serm. on Phil, iv, 5 (1663,

4to) :

—

The Mystery and Method of his Majesty's Happy
Restauration laid open to Publick View (Lond. 1660, 8vo).

Price, Jonathan D., a physician and missionary

to Burmah in the first half of this century, was ordained

in Philadelphia May 20, 1821, and immediately after set

out for his field of labor. He arrived early in the next
year at Rangoon. When his medical knowledge became
known at. court, he was ordered to repair to Ava, the

capital, where he was introduced to the king, who gave
him a house. When the British invaded Burmah, he
and Mr. Judson were thrown into prison June 8, 1824.

He was confined and subjected to dreadful sufferings till

February or March, 1826, when he was released and em-
ployed to negotiate a treaty with the British, who had
advanced near to the capital. After the war he resided

at Ava, and was in favor with the emperor. Price taught

several native scholars, and by his lectures hoped to

shake the foundation of Buddhism. He fell a victim

to pulmonary consumption Feb. 14, 1828, dying in the

hope of that precious Gospel he wished to impart to the

heathen. See A met: Bapt. Mag. ; Memoir ofMrs. Jud-
son ; Allen, Biog. Diet. s. v.

Price, Rice. See Price. Thomas.

Price, Richard, D.D., an eminent English divine,

noted for his scholarly attainments, his philosophical

and mathematical contributions, his general devotion

to truth in its highest forms, and a most consistent life,

was born at Tynton, Glamorganshire, Wales, Feb. 23,

1723. His father, of whose second marriage Rich-
ard was the sole offspring, was a rigid Calvinistic

minister, remarkable for his intolerance, who spared

no pains to imbue his son with sound Calvinistic doc-

trine. Richard, however, began early to claim the priv-

ilege of free opinion, and by his scruples often incurred

the anger of his parent. The latter died in 1739, and
by his will the bulk of the property, which appears to

have been considerable, came into the possession of one
son; the widow and six other children being left in

straitened circumstances to provide for their own main-
tenance. The widow and her eldest son lived, however,
only a few months longer, and shortly after their death
Richard, then in his eighteenth year, set out for Lon-
don in the hope of qualifying himself for the clerical

profession. The heir of his father's fortune provided
him with both horse and servant as far as Cardiff, but
left him without the means of performing the rest of the

journey except on foot or in a wagon. He chose the
former as the most ready means, and thus made his way
to the metropolis of England. His education during
his father's lifetime had been superintended by several

Dissenting ministers, and on reaching London he ob-

tained, through the kindness of a paternal uncle, admis-
sion to a Presbyterian academy, where he pursued stud-

ies in mathematics, philosophy, and theology. In 1743

he was engaged as chaplain and companion to the fam-
ily of Mr. Sfreathrield, of Stoke-Newington, where he
resided for thirteen years, the death of his employer
only terminating the engagement, but not without a
recognition of faithful service rendered. In the dis-

position of Mr. Streathfield's property Price came in for

a share, and by this aid and his appointment as morn-
ing preacher of the chapel at Newington-Green, he was
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placed in independent circumstances. He had pre-

viously been made pastor of a congregation at Hack-
ney, but he preferred the appointment at Newington-

Green, married in 17.">7. and lived there until the death of

his wife (in 1786), when he removed again to Hackney.

Meanwhile hi- liic had been one of considerable liter-

ary and scientific actii ity. His /.' vu a ofifo Principal

and Difficulties in Morals (Lond. 1758),

though somewhat heavy, and designated by Brown as

''very elaborate, very tedious, and not very clear,"

Beems to have established his reputation as a metaphy-
sician and a moralist, it is i aidered the ablest de-

fence of the system of Cudworth and Clarke. It is an

attempt to revive the intellectual theory of moral ob-

ligation, which seemed to have fallen under the attacks

of Butler, Hutcheson, and Hume, and was made before

that of Smith. Sir. I..Mackintosh ha- briefly noticed it

in his Preliminary Dissertation to Encyclop. Brit, (re-

published in his Works [ed. 1854]', i, 158, 159). In

1769 Price published his Treatist on Reversionary Pay-
ments; this was followed by the compilation and pub-

lication of the celebrated Northampton Mortality Ta-

bles, and various other works relating to life-assurance

and annuities, forming most valuable contribution- to

the branch of science to which they refer. In 1776

appeared bis Observations on Civil Liberty and tht

Justice and Policy of the War with America. Of this

work G0,000 copies are said to have been sold in a few

months. So greatly was it admired in the United
States that, in 1778, the American Congress, through
Franklin, communicated to him their desire to consider

him a fellow-citizen, and to receive his assistance in

regulating their finances—an offer declined principally

on the ground of age. On the termination of the war
with the colonies, Mr. Pitt sought Mr. Price's advice as

to the best mode of liquidating the British national

debt, the result of which, it is said, was the adoption of

the sinking fund. When the French revolution broke

out, the doctor distinguished himself by a sermon, "On
the Love of Country." in which he hailed that event as

the commencemenl of a glorious a?ra. This drew upon
the pre'. her some strong animadversions from Mr.

Burke in bis celebrated Reflections. Besides many
papers in the Transactions of th Royal Society, of

which lie was a fellow, be published sermons and

pamphlets, which established hi- character as a sound

advocate for civil liberty and a profound master offinan-

cial calculation. He died April 19, 1791. One other

of his publications of interest to our readers is his Four

Dissertations on Providence, Prayer, the Statt of Virtu-

ous Men after Death, and Christianity ( 1766-68). His

views respecting the Son of God were what was called

Low or semi-Arian. .Mr. Price was a believer in the

immateriality of the soul, holding that, according to the

teaching of the Sacred Scriptures, it remains in a dor-

mant state between death and resurrection ; and because

of these opinions he was led into a controversy of some
Celebrity with his friend Dr. Priestley, maintained by

Correspondence in 177s. and given to the public by the

latter under the title of .1 Free Discussion of the Doc-

trim ofMaterialism and Philosophical Necessity. This
friendly controversy shows how decided were his views
"ii the philosophical aberration of the age, and how ear-

ii< -tly be desired to place moral and metaphysical truth

upon a deeper and truer foundation. "Almost, the only

writer," says Morell, " of this (the rationalistic) school

whose works are likely to form a pari of our standard

philosophy is Dr. Richard Price." In this high estimate
of the merits "l Price's philosophical writings. Mr. .Mo-

rell is not nil. ue. "Price investigated with acuteness

and ability many important questions relative in doot-

als. and controverted the doctrine of a moral sense as

irreconcilable with the unalterable character of moral

ideas, w hidi. a- well as ti of substance and cause, he

maintained to be eternal and original principle- ol the

intellect itself, independent of the dii ine will"
I

l en

nemann). "If, in England, you onlj look at Lon-

don in the 18th century, you will doubtless there see
little else than sensualism. But even at London yon
would find, by the side of Priestley. Price, that ardent
friend of liberty—that ingenious and profound econo-
mist, who renewed and brilliantly sustained the Pla-
tonic idealism of Cudworth. 1 know that Price is

an i.-olated phenomenon at London, but the whole
Scotch school is more or less spiritualistic" (Cousin).

But Mackintosh (utsup.) by no means Bhares in this

enthusiasm; nor can it be expected that the admirers
of Locke should discover much merit in his opponent.
Sir James's estimate of the characteristics of Price will

be found in the Edinburgh Review, June, 1815, p. 171,

172. See al-o Th* Land, Man. Rev. Ixxxiii. 77: and
Boston Christ, ftisri],!,. ii, 1S4. Dr. Price's moral char-

acter appears to have been a singularly beautiful one.

"Simplicity of manners," says Dr. Priestley, "with such
genuine marks of perfect integrity and benevolence, dif-

fused around him a charm which the forms of polite-

ness can but poorly imitate." See Morgan, Memoirs of
the Life of Richard /'rice, D.D. (Lond. 1815); Hook.
Eccles. Biog.viu, L62; Stephen. Hist, of Engl. Thought
(1877, 2 vols. 8vo), voL i .and ii. especially ii, 3 sq.;

Leckey, Hist, of th 18th Century (1878, 2 vols. 8vo),

vol. ii. See also Tennemann. Hist. <f PhUos. (John-
son's transl. ls.i-J) p. :;s|

: <',,usin. llisl. of Mod. PhUos.
(Wright's transl. 1854) ii. 132; Morell."//;,/. of Mod.
Phihs. (2d ed. 1848) i. 215; Blakey, Hist. ofthePhilos.

of Mind (1850) iii, 313-15; Blackwood's Magazine,
xxx ix. 803.

Price, Thomas, one of the most distinguished

Welsh scholars of his age. was bom Oct 2, 1787, at

Pencaerelin, in the parish of Llanafan Fawr, near

Builth, in Brecknockshire. His father, the Rev. Rice

Price, originally a stonemason, at the age of seventi i a

formed an attachment to Mary Bower, the descendant

of a long line of clergymen: acquired, by incessant

diligence and frugality, the means of attending the

college-school at Precknock: and linally obtained ordi-

nation from the bishop of St. Davids, and. in 1784, the

hand he sought, alter a courtship of twenty years. He
was so fortunate as afterwards to be presented to three

livings; but his income, like that of some other Welsh
pluralists, was never believed to exceed fifty pounds a

year, lie had two sous, both ofwhom were brought up
to the Church, the elder taking hi- degree at Oxford,

while the second. Thomas, was obliged i-> finish Ids

studies at the college of Precknock. Welsh was the

language the two boys heard constantly in the family;

English they acquired at their second school; the ele-

ments "t Latin and Greek were learned subsequently;

ami. from some French officers who were prisoners of

war at Brecknock, Thomas acquired tut excellent knowl-
edge "i French. In 1812 he received holy orders, ami
in 1825, after performing for thirteen years the duties

of various curacies near Crickhowel, he was appointed
to the \ icarage of Cwmdu. This was his last prefer-

ment. The rest of his life was pa—ed in historical and
archaeological studies of his country. Ilewas regarded

by his countrymen as one of the most accomplished

champions of the Welsh language .and literature. lie

died at Cwmdu Now 7. lsis. I Us writings are not of

special interest t" theological readers. Many of his

English compositions are collected under the title of

Literary Remains of the /.'<>•. Thomas Price, with a

by .bine William- (Llandovery, 1854 .v.. _'

vols. 8vo). A me ir of Price i- found in the / '.

Gentleman's Mag. Feb. 1849, p. 212; see also /

Cyclop, s. v.

Pricked Song is, in music, a term applied to a

composition used in ecclesiastical service. It is divided

into dt scant pricksong, counterpoint, and faburden, the

last being a highly pitched key.

Pricket, an ecclesiastical term designating a spike

on which candles were fixed. There are specimens

from Kirk.-tall Abbey in the collection ol the Society of
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Arts, London; and another, of Limoges enamel of the

13th century, is in the British Museum.

Prickett, Marmaduke, an English clergyman,

was born about the year 1805. He was educated at

Cambridge University, and held the appointment of

chaplain to Trinity College, where he died in 1839. He
published, Some Account of Barnwell Priory, in the

Parish of St. Andrew the Less (Camb. 1837, 8vo):—An
Historical and Architectural Description of the Priory

Church of Bridlington (Lond. 1831, 8vo; 184G, 8vo).

See Allibone, Diet, ofBrit, and A mer. A uthors, s. v.

Pricks (Numb, xxxiii, 55 ; Acts ix, 5). See Goad
;

Thorn.

Pridden, John, an English clergyman, was born in

the year 1758 in London, and was educated at Queen's

College, Oxford. After filling various appointments,

he finally became rector of St. George's, Botolph Lane,

London. He died in 1825. His publications are of a

secular character only, and those interested may consult

Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. Authors, ii, 1681.

Pride is inordinate and unreasonable self-esteem,

attended with insolence and rude treatment of others. 1.

" It is sometimes," says a good writer, " confounded with

vanity, and sometimes with dignity; but to the former

passion it has no resemblance, and in many circum-

stances it differs from the latter. Vanity is the parent

of loquacious boasting, and the person subject to it, if

his pretences be admitted, has no inclination to insult

the company. The proud man, on the other hand, is

naturally silent, and wrapped up in his own importance,

seldom speaks but to make his audience feel their infe-

riority." Pride is the high opinion that a poor, little,

contracted soul entertains of itself. Dignity consists in

just, great, and uniform actions, and is the opposite to

meanness. 2. Pride manifests itself by praising our-

selves, adoring our persons, attempting to appear before

others in a superior light to what we are ; contempt and
slander of others ; envy at the excellences others pos-

sess; anxiety to gain applause; distress and rage when
slighted; impatience of contradiction, and opposition to

God himself. 3. The evil effects of pride are beyond
computation. It has spread itself universally in all na-

tions, among all characters ; and as it was the first sin,

as some suppose, that entered into the world, so it

seems the last to be conquered. It may be considered

as the parent of discontent, ingratitude, covetousness,

poverty, presumption, passion, extravagance, bigotry,

war, and persecution. In fact, there is hardly an evil

perpetrated but pride is connected with it in a prox-
imate or remote sense. 4. To suppress this evil, we
should consider what we are. "If we could trace

our descents," says Seneca, "we should find all slaves to

come from princes, and all princes from slaves. To be

proud of knowledge is to be blind in the light; to be
proud of virtue is to poison ourselves with the anti-

dote ; to be proud of authority is to make our rise our
downfall." The imperfection of our nature, our scanty

knowledge, contracted powers, narrow conceptions, and
moral inability are strong motives to excite us to hu-
mility. We should consider, also, what punishments
this sin has brought on mankind. See the cases of

Pharaoh, Haman, Nebuchadnezzar, Herod, and others;

how particularly it is prohibited (Prov. xvi, 18; 1 Pet.

v, 5; James iv, 6 ; Prov. xxix, 23) ; what a torment it

is to its possessor (Esther v, 13); how soon all things

of a sublunary nature will end ; how disgraceful it ren-

ders us in the sight of God, angels, and men ; what a
barrier it is to our felicity and communion with God;
how fruitful it is of discord; how it precludes our
usefulness, and renders us really contemptible.—Buck,
Theol. Diet. s. v. Comp. Blackle, Morals, p. 244 ; Ed-
wards, Works; Robert Hall, Works; Bates, Works;
Brown, Philosophy of the Mind; Wesl. Mag. 1846, p.

1113
; 1847, p. 548 sq. ; Malcom, Theol. Index, s. v. See

Humility.

Prideaux, Humphrey, D.D., a learned English

divine, noted as a historian, was born at Padstow, in

Cornwall, May 3, 1648. He was educated first at West-
minster School and later at Christ Church, Oxford, where
he took his degree in 1672. While at the university

he published the ancient inscriptions from the Arun-
delian Marbles, under the title of Marmora Oxoniensia,

which recommended him to the patronage of the lord-

chancellor Finch, afterwards earl of Nottingham, who
gave him in 1679 a living near Oxford, and afterwards

a prebend in Norwich cathedral. While there he be-

came engaged in some severe contests with the Roman
Catholics, the result of which was the publication of his

work The Validity of the Orders of the Church of Eng-
land made out (1688). He also took an active part in

resisting the arbitrary proceedings of James II which
affected the interests of the Established Church. In
1688 he was promoted to the archdeaconry of Suffolk

;

but it was not without much consideration that he
could bring himself to take the oath of allegiance to

William and Mary. But when once decided, he acted

in good faith, and treated all non-jurors with kindness

and respect. In 1691, upon the death of Dr. Pococke,

the Hebrew professorship at 0<xford was offered to Dr.

Prideaux, but he refused it, though he afterwards re-

pented of his refusal. In 1697 he published The Life

of Mahomet, which was so well received that three

editions of it were sold the first year. This Life was
only a part of a greater work which he had long de-

signed to write, and that was A History of the Saracen
Empire, and with it The Decay and Eall of Chris-

tianity in the East ; but, for certain reasons, he dropped

this design, and only published that part which con-

tained The Life of Mahomet, to which he annexed
A letter to the Deists, wherein he undertook to prove

the truth of Christianity by contrasting it with the

impostures of Mohammedanism. In 1702 he was made
dean of Norwich. He died Nov. 1, 1724. He pub-

lished, The Original Right of Tythes :—Directions for
Church-ioardens, and other small pieces for the service

of the Church; also two tracts of Maimonides, with a
Latin version and notes, under the title of De Jure
Pauperis et Peregrini apud Judwos, as an introduction

for Hebrew students to Rabbinical language. But
Dr. Prideaux's great work was The Connection of the

History of the Old and Neio Testament, the first part

of which was published in 1715, the second in 1718.

Both parts were received with the greatest approbation,

and went through eight editions in London, besides two
or three in Dublin, before the end of 1720. The best

of the many excellent editions which have appeared of

this work since the death of its author are probably the

22d, with An Account of the Rabbinical Authorities by
Rev. A. M'Caul, D.D. (1845, 2 vols. 8vo), and the 25th,

which, in addition, has An Account, etc., with notes

and analysis, and Introductory Revieiv by J. Talboys

Wheeler (Lond. 1858, 2 vols. 8vo). The last named is

by far the most desirable of all, as it contains, in addi-

tion to the excellent work done by M'Caul, the notes,

etc., by Wheeler, who also edited Shuckford's Connection

of Sacred and Profane History (1858, 2 vols. 8vo) and
Russell's Connection of Sacred and Profane History

(1865, 2 vols. 8vo), the three embracing the entire period

from the Creation to the time of Christ. Prideaux's

Connection was translated into French (Amst. 1728, 6

vols. 12mo), and, with John Dierberghe's annotations,

into Dutch. Le Clerc published a critical examination
of it, which appeared in English (Lond. 1722, 8vo).

"The Connection," says Orme, "contains a large mass
of erudition, and accurate information on every topic of
Jewish history and antiquities, and on all the links

which connected that peculiar people with the sur-

rounding nations. It is indispensable to the Biblical

and interesting to the general scholar. . . . Le Clerc's

exceptions are not of great importance" (Bibl.Bib.s.v.).

This history takes in the affairs of Egypt, Assyria, and
all the other Eastern nations, as well as of the Jews; and
likewise those of Greece and Rome, so far as was neces-
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sary fur giving a distinct view of the completion of tlie

prophecies which relate to the timea comprehended in

it. The author has also set in the clearest lighl some

passages of profane history which before lay dispersed

and buried in confusion, and tin-re appears throughout

the whole work such an amiable spirit of sincerity and

candor as sufficiently atones as well for the few mistakes

which escaped bis diligence as for some weaknesses

arising from his individual temperament. About three

fore bis death be presented bis collection o<

Oriental books, more than three hundred in number, to

the library of Clare Hall. Cambridge. Several of bis

posthumous Tracts and Letters, with a Lif oj Dr.

Prideaux, the author of which is not named, were pub-

lished in 1748 (8vo). Dr. Prideaux was tall, well-built.

and of a Strong and robust constitution. His qualities

wire very good, solid rather than lively, and bis judg-

ment excellent. He possessed great moral worth, and

more ardent piety than was usual in bis generation. As
a writer he is clear, strong, intelligent, and learned. See,

besides the works above mentioned, Biog. Brit. s. v.;

Gentleman's Magazine, voL lxx; and especially the ex-

cellent article in Allibone, Diet, ofBrit. andAmer. Au-
thors, ii. 1681, 1682.

Prideaux, John, D.D., an English prelate of much
note, was bom of bumble parentage at Stowford, near

Ivybridge, in Devonshire, Sept. 17. 157s. While yet in

his boyhood he was a candidate for the office of parish-

clerk at LTgborough, a neighboring village ; but he did

not succeed, and to his failure he used to attribute his

elevated position in after-life. He was then noticed by

a lady of the parish, who, seeing that a boy of only

common educational training attempted so much, felt

persuaded that he would surely rise if given greater fa-

cilities; and she supported him at school till he had ac-

quired a knowledge of Latin, and was ready to go to

< Ixford. where he was admitted a poor scholar at Exeter

College in 1596. He was elected probationer fellow of

his college in 1602, being then a B.A. In the following

year he received holy orders, and, having become noted

for his profound knowledge of divinity as well as his

great learning in general, he was elected rector of bis

college upon the death of Dr. Thomas Holland in 1612.

In 1615 be succeeded Dr. 1,'obert Abbott, then promoted

to the see of Salisbury, as regius professor of divinity,

canon of Christ Church, and rector of Ewelme. He
afterwards bold the office of vice-chancellor for several

years. '"In the rectorship of his college," says Wood,
•• he carried himself so winning and pleasing by his

gentle government and fatherly instruction that it

flourished more than any house in the university with

scholars, as well of great as of mean birth ; as also with

many foreigners thai came purposely to -it at bis feet

to gain instruction." He no less distinguished himself

in the divinity chair, which be occupied for twenty-six

years. Although he maintained his decided convic-

tions against the Socinians and Arminians. and was a

most stout defender of the Calvinistic tendency, be was

yet popular with all bis bearers, and none failed to do

him reverence, however widely they might differ from

him. Though the university was agitated deeplj by

the controversy of those times, Prideaux happily es-

caped all partisan imbroglio, and in Kill was elevated

to the bishopric Of Worcester. On account of his ad-

herence to the king, he found bis dignity neither pleas-

ant nor profitable. He became so impoverished aa i<-

be C polled to sell bis books, and so was, BS Dr.

Gauden Bays, "verus librorurn belluo." "Having,"
continues Wood, - Bret, by indefatigable studies, digest-

ed bis excellent library into bis mind, be was after-

wards forced again to devour all bis books with his

teeth, turning them, by a miraculous faith and patience,

into bread for himself and bis children, to whom he left

no legacy but pious poverty, God's blessing, and a fa-

ther's prayers." He died at Bredon, in Worcestershire,

July 12, 1650. lb was a man ..i most unassuming ami

gentle manners : of excellent conduct, and great integ-

rity and piety of mind: quite regardless of worldly con-

cerns, and careless and often imprudent in worldly mat-
ter-, lb- was an excellent linguist, possessing a won-
derful memory, and so profound a divine that some
have called him "Columna Fidei < Irthodoxse et Malleus

Hsereticorum," "Patrum Pater," and " Ingens Schoke et

Acidemia- Oraculum." His works were as much es-

teemed as his learning. They were numerous, and
mostly written in Latin—upon grammar, logic, theol-

ogy, and other subjects. Those specially interested

will find a li.-t in Middleton's Evangel. Biog. iii. 203 sq.

Though be died before the publication of the London
he was well known to tin editor, Brian Wal-

ton, who appeals to Pridcaux's authority, on tin- nicer

points of Hebrew criticism, in vindicating the Polyglot

from certain cavils that bad been raised against ii. See
Honk. Eccles. Biog. vin, 163; Perry, Hist, of tin Church

of England, iii, 239; English Cyclopadia, 8. v.; Wood,
Minna Oxoniensis (Bliss ed.), iii, 267; Fuller, Worthies,

i, 408 sq.; Nicholls, ii, 450; and Allibone. Diet, ofBrit,
and . I m< /-. .4 tit/tors, s. v.

Prie, Link de, a French cardinal, was bom in Tou-
raine, in 1 151, of a noble family. He was successively,

by the favor of cardinal George D'Amboise, bis cousin,

grand archdeacon of Bourges, archdeacon of Blois,

dean of St.-Hilairc-de-Poitiers. apostolic prothonotary,

abbot commendatory of Laudais, of Loroux, of Issou-

dun. etc, and, at last, almoner to the king. He was
raised to the bishopric of liayeux. on the express rec-

ommendation of Louis XII. Sept. 17. 1498. He was
shortly after sent to Etaples to subscribe to the treaty

concluded in 1499 with Henry VII. king of England.

He accompanied, a little while after this. Louis XII in

his expedition against the Genevese, and was promoted
to the cardinalate by .Julius II (May 17. 1507). When
that pope took up arms against Louis XII. be prevent-

ed De Prie from leaving Lome, under pain of being de-

prived of his livings (1509). In spite of the pontifical in-

terdict, the cardinal quitted Rome, and, together with

some other prelates attached to the interests of France,

opened at l'isa (Nov. 1. loll) a council against Julius

11. who. on Oct. 24, bad declared him deposed from the

cardinalate. In the interval he had been raised to the

bishopric of Limoges (in 1510), and two years after be

was provided with the bishopric of Lectoure. Set ing

the chair of Limoges contested, He Prie made an ar-

rangemenl with his competitors I
Aug. 18, 1513 i by which

In- relinquished bis rights to the bishopric of Lectoure

to William of Barton,who in bis turn waived in He Prie's

favor his claim to the chair of Limoges; Foucaud de

Bonnival then obtained tin- bishopric oi Soissons. Rene
de Prie,who had in the meantime been created cardinal

by pope Leo X, celebrated at St Denis the funeral cere-

monies of Anne of Brittany (Jan. 20, loll) : blessed the

marriage of Louis XII and Mary of England (Sept.

1 1 i

; held at liayeux a diocesan synod, where be pub-

lished the laws (April 15, 1515); and resigned his two

bishoprics of Limoges and of liayeux Sept. 1516.

While at Milan, in 1512, whither the Council oi Lisa

bad been transferred, the University of Paris declared

against him in a work ofThomas de Vio (cardinal Caje-

tan), On tin Authority ofthe Pope, wherein tin- doctrine

of Gerson was attacked, which be bail espoused. Car-

dinal De Prie died at Lyre Sept. 9, 1519.—Hoefer,

Xmir. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Prie-Dieu is a term in ecclesiastical architecture

designating a small lectern (q. v.), or book-desk, which

was introduced in the 15th century.

Prierias, Svi.\ t stes, a Roman Catholic theologian

of tin- tiitie of the Reformation, and noted for his antag-

onism to tin- new movement, was born in 1460. His

family-name was Mazolim, but he was called /'. Prierio,

or Prierias, from tin- place of his birth (Prierio, in the

county of Asti. in Piedmont). At the age of sixteen he

entered the Dominican order, and was soon received as

baccalaureate. As he had the gift of a singularly clear
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and ready exposition, he was surrounded by a crowd of

pupils at the Gymnasium of Bologna, of which he had

become the director. At the request of the Senate of

Venice he accepted for a few years a professorship of

theology at Padua, and was then prior at Milan, Verona,

and Como. In 1508, in an assembly of the members of

his order from both Lombardys, held at Mantua, he was

elected vicar-general; two years later he was elected

prior at Bologna. His renown and the recommendation

of Dominico Grimaui, bishop of Porto, induced pope Ju-

lius II to call him to Rome in 1511 as public lecturer on

theology. Upon the death of the Magister Sacri Palatii,

Prater Joannes de Rafanellis (generally called Ue Fer-

raria), in 1515, Prierias was promoted to the vacant dig-

nity by pope Leo X. Prierias died in 1523, and was

buried in the church of St. Mary ad Minervam. He was

the first non-German theologian who took up the pen

against Luther. In 1518 he published Dialogue inprce-

sumptuosas Martini Lutheri conelusiones de potestate Pa-
pa and his Replica in Lutherum ; then in the following

years his Errata et A rgumenta Lutheri reeitata, detec-

tata, et. copiosissime trita, and his Epitoma Responsionis

ad eundem Lutherum. The style is quite scholastic, and

his defence of the papal primacy not without ability

from a Romanist standpoint. But Luther, in his blunt

and telling manner, laid so bare all the weaknesses of

papal pretension as to make the defence of Prierias con-

temptible. The pope himself saw the inferiority of his

defender in the contest, and admonished Prierias to si-

lence; though he appointed him one of the judges of

Luther at a later time. Some writings attributed false-

ly to Prierias are the works of a later magister of the

order, Franciscus Sylvester. After his death appeared

under his name some satires, composed after the fashion

ofthe Epistola obscur.—viz., Modus solenniset authenticus

ad inquirendum et convincendum Lutheranos valde neces-

sarius, and the Tractatus de arte et modo inquirendi

hcereticos. See Echard and Quetif, Bibliotheca Prcedica-

torum ; Pressel (in Herzog), Real-Encyclopddie, for the

Protestant, and Aschbach, Kirchen-Lexikon, for the Ro-
man Catholic estimate of this man. See also Fisher,

Hist, of the Reformation, p. 96; Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii,

262. (J.H.W.)

Priest, Hebrew ("jln's, kohen, i£pa'>c). (We base

the following article upon that found in Smith's Dic-

tionary ofthe Bible, with important additions from other

sources.) See also Sacerdotal Oruer.
I. General Considerations.—1. The Name. (1.) The

English word priest is generally derived from the New-
Test, term presbyter (TrpiafivTepoQ, elder), the meaning
of which is, however, essentially different from that

which was intended by the ancient terms. It would
come nearer if derived from irpoiarnpi or vpohrafiat,
" to preside," etc. It would then correspond to Aris-

totle's definition of a priest. " presiding over things re-

lating to the gods" (Polit. iii, 14), and with the very

similar one in Heb. v, 1: "Every high-priest taken

from among men is constituted on the behalf of men,
with respect to their concerns with God, that he may
present both gifts and sacrifices for sins." It would
then adequately represent the ieptve, (5 hpa ptc,u>v) of

the Greeks, and the sacerdos (a sacrisfaciundis) of the

Latins. See Presbyter.

(2.) It is unfortunate that there is nothing like a
consensus of interpreters as to the etymology of the
above Hebrew word kohen. Its root-meaning, uncer-

tain as far as Hebrew itself is concerned, is referred by
Gesenius ( Thesaurus, s. v.) to the idea ofprophecy. The
kohen delivers a divine message, stands as a mediator
between God and man, represents each to the other.

This meaning, however, belongs to the Arabic, not to

the Hebrew form, and Ewald connects the latter with

the verb "p^H (helciri), to an-ay, put in order (so in Isa.

lxi, 10), seeing in it a reference to the primary office of

the priests as arranging the sacrifice on the altar {Alter-

thiim. p. 272). According to Saalschiitz {Archdol. der

Ilebr. c. 78), the primary meaning of the word is to

minister, and he thus accounts for the wider application

of the name (as below). Blihr {Symbolik, ii, 15) con-

nects it with an Arabic root = S"np, to draw near.

Of these etymologies, the last has the merit of an-

swering most closely to the received usage of the word.

In the precise terminology of the law, it is used of one

who may "draw near" to the Divine Presence (Exod.

xix, 22 ; xxx, 20) while others remain afar off, and is

applied accordingly, for the most part, to the sons of

Aaron, as those who were alone authorized to offer sac-

rifices. In some remarkable passages it takes a wider
range. It is applied to the priests of other nations or

religions, to Melchizedek (Gen. xiv, 18), Potipherah
(xli, 45), Jethro (Exod. ii, 16), to those who discharged

priestly functions in Israel before the appointment of

Aaron and his sons (xix, 22). A case of greater diffi-

culty presents itself in 2 Sam. viii, 18, where the sons

of David are described as priests (kokanim), and this

immediately after the name had been applied in its

usual sense to the sons of Aaron. The writer of 1

Chron. xviii. 17, as if reluctant to adopt this use of the

title, or anxious to guard against mistake, gives a par-

aphrase, " the sons of David were first at the king's

hand" (A. V. "chief about the king"). The Sept. and
A. V. suppress the difficulty by translating kohanim into

auXapxcu and "chief officers." The Vulg. more hon-
estly nives " sacerdotes." Luther and Coverdale follow

the Hebrew strictly, and give " priests." The received

explanation is that the word is used here in what is

assumed to be its earlier and wider meaning, as equiva-

lent to rulers, or, giving it a more restricted sense, that

the sons of David were Vicarii Regis, as the sons of

Aaron were Vicarii Dei (comp. Patrick, Michaelis, Ro-
senmiiller, ad loc, Keil on 1 Chron. xviii, 17). It can

hardly be said, however, that this accounts satisfactori-

ly for the use of the same title in two successive verses

in two entirely different senses. Ewald accordingly

(Alterthiiin. p. 276) sees in it an actual suspension of

the usual law in favor of members of the royal house,

and finds a parallel instance in the acts of David (2
Sam. vi, 14) and Solomon (1 Kings iii, 15). De Wette
and Gesenius, in like manner, look on it as a revival of

the old household priesthoods. These theories are in

their turn unsatisfactory, as contradicting the whole
spirit and policy of David's reign, which was through-
out that of reverence for the law of Jehovah and the

priestly order which it established. A conjecture mid-
way between these two extremes is perhaps permissible.

David and his sons may have been admitted, not to dis-

tinctively priestly acts, such as burning incense (Numb,
xvi, 40; 2 Chron. xxvi, 18), but to an honorary, titular

priesthood. To wear the ephod in processions (2 Sam.
vi, 14), at the time when this was the special badge of

the order (1 Sam. xxii, 18), to join the priests and Le-
vites in their songs and dances, might have been con-

ceded, with no deviation from the law, to the members
of the royal house. There are some indications that

these functions (possibly this liturgical retirement from
public life) were, the lot of the members of the royal

house who did not come into the line of succession, and
who belonged, by descent or incorporation, to the house
of Nathan, as distinct from that of David (Zech. xii,

12). The very name Nathan, connected as it is with
Nethinim, suggests the idea of dedication. See Neth-
inim. The title kohen is given to Zabud, the son of

Nathan (I Kings iv, 5). The genealogy of the line of

Nathan in Luke iii includes many names—Levi, Elie-

zer, Malchi, Jochanan, Mattathias, Heli—which appear

elsewhere as belonging to the priesthood. The men-
tion in 1 Esdr. v, 5 of Joiakim as the son of Zerubbabel,

while in Neh. xii, 10 he appears as the son of Jeshua,

the son of Josedek, indicates either a strange confusion,

or a connection, as yet imperfectly understood, between
the two families. The same explanation applies to the

parallel cases of Ira the Jairite (2 Sam. xx, 26), where
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the Sept. gives Uptvg. It is noticeable that this use of

the title is confined to the reigns of David and Solo-

mon, and that the synonym "at the king's hand" of 1

rim. i). xviii. 17 is used in xxv, •-' of the sous of Asaph

as "prophesying" under their bead "r father, and of

the relation of Asaph himself to David in the choral

.service of the I

•_'. Essential Idea of th Hebrew Priesthood.— This

may l<e called mediation} hence the fact that in the

epistle to the Hebrews mediator and priest are consid-

ered as synonymous. Yet by this the speeilic object

of the priesthood, in contradistinction to the two other

theocratical offices of prophet and king, is by no means
sufficiently expressed. The prophet is also a mediator

between God and man. since he speaks to the latter in

the name of the former: while the king is the mediator

of the judicial and executive power of God among his

people, acting in the name of Jehovah. The priest also

was clothed with representative power (Dent, xviii, 5)

;

but this power was mainly directed to represent the

people as a holy people in the presence of Jehovah, and
to prepare a way by which they themselves might ap-

proach God.
Israel was the full-grown family of God, and the do-

mestic priesthood was to become a nation of priests, a

royal priesthood (Exod. xi\. 3 6; Deut. vii, 6; Numb.
xvi, 3). But that Israel was chosen to be the royal

priesthood with respect to other nations, like many
other tilings, was only expressed in idea, and not actu-

ally realized in fact. Israel was incapacitated by its

natural sinfulness, and by its incessant transgressions

of the very law through the fulfilment of which it was
tobe sanctified, to penetrate into the immediate presence

of God (Exod. xix, 21). Hence the necessity of the

nation having individual representatives to mediate be-

tween them and Jehovah. As a separate element the

priesthood represented the nation as yet unfit to ap-

proach God. The people offered their gifts to God by
means of a separated class from among themselves, and
in co iction with the propitiatory sacrifices this was
calculate 1 to keep alive the consciousness of their es-

trangemi nt from God. The very place assigned to the

pri>— 1> in the camp was expressive of this idea, that

they keep "the charge of the sanctuary for the charge

of the children of Israel"
| Numb. iii. 38).

The insufficiency of the priesthood was expressed by
their being excluded from the most holy place. Only
the high-priest, in whom the idea of ibis typical insti-

tution concentrated, could penetrate thither; and be
only as the type o'f the future .Mediator who was abso-

lutely to lead us into the most holy of the world of

spirits. Because the priests were not altogether re-

moved from the sins of the people, even the chief-priest

hail access only once a year to the most holy, and that

just on the day when the entire guilt of the nation was
to be atoned for. He had on that occasion to confess

bis own sin. ami bring a sin-offering; to lay aside his

magnificenl robes of office, and to officiate in a plain

linen garment Moreover, when lie entered the dark,

narrow space of the most holy, the cloud of incense was
to cover the mercy-seat " that he die not" (Lev. xvi, 13).

The idea of mediation between <i"<l ami the people

is expressed by the priest presenting the atonement for

the congregation, and the gifts of a reconciled people

i

-"~~~. l.e\. \\i. 7: Numb, xvi, 5; xvii, 5). Again,

he brings hack from God's presence the blessing ofgrace,

mercy, and peace (Lev. ix, 27, etc.; Numb, vi, 22 27).

In the earliest families of the race ofShem the offices

of priesl ami prophel wen- undoubtedly united ; so thai

the werd originally denoted both, and at last the He-
brew idiom kept one pari of the idea and tl

another (Gesenius, Hebrdisches und Chalddisches Hand-
worterbuch [Leips. 1823 ). h is worthy of remark that

all the persons who are recorded in Scripture as having
legally performed priestly acts, but who were not strictly

sacerdotal, come under the definition of a prophet. viz.

persons who received supernatural communications of

knowledge generally, as Adam. Abraham Mien, xx, 7).

Isaac, Jacob, Moses. Job. Samuel, Elijah (comp. Luke i,

70). The following definition ofa priest may be found
sufficiently comprehensive: A man who officiates or

transacts with God on behalf of others, statedly, or for

the occasion.

:;. Origin of the Sacerdotal Order.—The idea ofa
priesthood connect- ii-< If, in all it- forms, pure or cor-

rupted, with the ( sciousness, more or less distinct, of

sin. -Men feel that they have broken a law. The pow-
er above them is holier than they are. and they dare
not approach it. 'liny crave lor the intervention of

some one of whom they can think as likely to be more
acceptable thau themselves. He must offer up their

prayers, thanksgivings, sacrifices. He becomes their

representative in "things pertaining unto God." He
may become also (though this does not always follow)

the representative ofGod toman. The functions of the
priest and prophet may exist in the same person. The
reverence which men pay to one who bears this conse-

crated character may lead them to acknowledge the

priest as being also their king. The claim to till the

office may rest on characteristics belonging only to the

individual man, or confined to a single family or tribe.

The conditions of the priesthood, the office and influ-

ence of the priests, as they are among the most conspic-
uous tacts of all religions of the ancient world, so do they

occupy a like position in the history of the religion of

Israel.

No trace of a hereditary or caste priesthood meets
us in the worship of the patriarchal age. (For its oc-

casional appearance in a general form, see ij iii.) Abra-
ham. Isaac, and Jacob perform priestly acts, offer sacri-

fices, "draw near" to the I.ord ((.en. xii. * : xviii. 23;
xxvi. 25; xxxiii. 20). To the eldest son. or to the fa-

vored son exalted to the place of the eldest, belongs the

"goodly raiment" (xxvii. 15), the "coat of many colors"

(xxxvii. 3), in which we find perhaps the earliest trace

ofa sacerdotal vestment (comp. Blunt, Script. Coincid.

i. 1 : Qgolino, xiii, 138). ( >nce. and once only, does the

word kohen meet us as belonging to a ritual earlier than
the time of Abraham. Melchizedek is "the priest of

the most high God" (xiv. 18). The argument of the

Epistle to the Hebrews lias a historical foundation in

the fact thai there are no indications in the narrative

of Gen. xiv of any one preceding or following him in

thai office. The special divine names which are con-

nected with him as the priest of •the most high God,
the possessor of heaven and earth." render it probable

that he rose, in the strength of those great thoughts of

God, above the level of the other inhabitants oft !anaan.

In him Abraham recognised a faith like his own. a life

more entirely consecrated, the priestly character in its

perfection. See Melchizedek. In the worship of the

patriarchs themselves, the chief of the family, as such,

acted as the priest. The office descended with the

birthright, and might apparently be transfi rred with it.

As the family expanded, the head of each section prob-

ably st 1 in the same relation to it The thought of

the special consecration of the first-born was recognised

at the time of the Exodus (see below). A priesthood

ofa like kind continued to exist iii other Shemitic tribes.

The Book of Job. whatever may be its date, ignores al-

together the institutions oi Israel, and represents the

man of I'/ as himself"sanctifying'' Ids sous, and offering

burnt-offerings (i, 5). Jethro is a "priest of Midian"
(Exod. ii, 16; iii. I). Balak himself offers a bullock and
a ram upon the seven altars on Pisgah (Numb, xxiii.

2, etc).

In Egypt the Israelites came into contact with a

priestl I of another kind, and that contact musl have
been for a time a Very close one. The marriage of Jo-

seph with the daughter of the priest Of I "n a priest, as

we may infer from hi r name, of the goddess X i 1 1 1
-

(Gen. xli. 16) [see Vsenath the special favor which
i he showed to the priestly caste in the years of famine
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(xlvii, 26); the training of Moses in the palace of the

Pharaohs, probably in the colleges and temples of the

priests (Acts vii, '22)—all this must have impressed the

constitution, the dress, the outward form of life upon the

minds of the lawgiver and his contemporaries. Little

as we know directly of the life of Egypt at this remote

period, the stereotyped fixedness of the customs of that

country warrants us in referring to a tolerably distant

past the facts which belong historically to a later period,

and in doing so we find coincidences with the ritual of

the Israelites too numerous to be looked on as accidental,

or as the result of forces which were at work indepen-

dent of each other, but taking parallel directions. As
circumcision was common to the two nations (Herod,

ii, 37), so the shaving of the whole body (ibid.) was

with both part of the symbolic purity of the priesthood,

once for all with the Levites of Israel (Numb, viii, 7),

every third day with those of Egypt. Both are restrict-

ed to garments of linen (Herod, ii, 37, 81; Plutarch,

Be Tsid. iv; Juven. vi, 533; Exod. xxviii, 39; Ezek.

xliv, 18). The sandals of byblus worn by the Egyp-
tian priests were but little removed from the bare feet

with which the sons of Aaron went into the sanctuary

(Herod, ii, 37). For both there were multiplied ablu-

tions. Both had a public maintenance assigned, and

had besides a large share in the flesh of the victims of-

fered (ibid. /. c). Over both there was one high-priest.

In both the law of succession was hereditary (ibid.;

comp. also Spencer, Be Ley. Ilebr. iii, 1, 5, 11 ; Wilkin-

son, Anc. Egypt, iii, 116). They were exempt from

taxes. Wine was allowed to them only in the strictest

moderation, and entire abstinence from it was required

during the fasts, which were frequent (Plutarch, Be Isid.

6). Each grade of the priests was distinguished by its

peculiar costume. The high-priests, who, among other

official duties, anointed the king, wore a mantle made
of an entire leopard-skin; as did the king, when en-

gaged in priestly duties. The sacerdotal order consti-

tuted one of the four principal castes, of the highest

rank, next to the king, and from whom were chosen his

confidential and responsible advisers (comp. 2 Sam. viii,

18; 1 Chron. xviii, 17; Isa. xix, 11; Diodorus, i, 73);
they associated with the monarch, whom they assisted

in the performance of his public duties, to whom they

explained from the sacred books those lessons which
were laid down for his conduct (Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt.

i, 237, 257-282). See Egypt.
Facts such as these leave scarcely any room for doubt

that there was a connection of some kind between the

Egyptian priesthood and that of Israel. The latter was
not, indeed, an outgrowth or imitation of the former.

The faith of Israel in Jehovah, the one Lord, the living

God, ofwhom there was no form or similitude, presented

the strongest possible contrast to the multitudinous idols

of the polytheism of Egypt. The symbolism of the one
•was cosmic, "of the earth earthy," that of the other,

chiefly, if not altogether, ethical and spiritual. But
looking, as we must look, at the law and ritual of the

Israelites as designed for the education of a people who
were in danger of sinking into such a polytheism, we
may readily admit that the education must have started

from some point which the subjects of it had already

reached, must have employed the language of symbolic

acts and rites with which they were already familiar.

The same alphabet had to be used, the same root-forms

employed as the elements of speech, though the thoughts
which they were to be the instruments of uttering were
widely different. The details of the religion of Egypt
might well be used to make the protest against the

religion itself at once less startling and more attractive.

At the time of the Exodus there was as yet no priestly-

caste. The continuance of solemn sacrifices (Exod. v,

1, 3) implied, of course, a priesthood of some kind, and
priests appear as a recognised body before the promul-
gation of the Law on Sinai (xix, 22). It has been sup-

posed that these were identical with the "young men of

the children of Israel" who offered burnt-offerings and

peace-offerings (xxiv, 5) either as the first-born or as

representing in the freshness of their youth the purity

of acceptable worship (comp. the analogous case of "the
young man the Levite" in Judg. xvii, and Ewald, Alter-

thiimer, p. 273). On the principle, however, that differ-

ence of title implies in most cases difference of functions,

it appears more probable that the " young men" were not

those who had before performed priestly acts, but were
chosen by the lawgiver to be his ministers in the solemn
work of the covenant, representing, in their youth, the

stage in the nation's life on which the people were then

entering (Keil, ad toe). There are signs that the priests

of the older ritual were already dealt with as belonging
to an obsolescent system. Though they were known as

those that " come near" to the Lord ( Exod. xix, 22), yet
they are not permitted to approach the Divine Presence

on Sinai. They cannot " sanctify*' themselves enough to

endure that trial. Aaron alone, the future high-priest,

but as yet not known as such, enters with Moses into

the thick darkness. It is noticeable also that at this

transition-stage, when the old order was passing awav,
and the new was not yet established, there is the proc-

lamation of the truth, wider and higher than both, that

the whole people was to be " a kingdom of priests'' ( xix.

G). The idea of the life of the nation was that it was
to be as a priest and a prophet to the rest of mankind.
They were called to a universal priesthood (comp. Keil,

ad foe). As a people, however, they needed a long dis-

cipline before they could make the idea a reality. They
drew back from their high vocation (Exod. xx, 18-21).

As for other reasons, so also for this, that the central

truth required a rigid, unbending form for its outward
expression, a distinctive priesthood was to be to the

nation what the nation was to mankind. The position

given to the ordinances of the priesthood indicated with

sufficient clearness that it was subordinate, not primary,

a means and not an end. Not in the first proclamation

of the great laws of duty in the Decalogue (Exod. xx,

1-17), nor in the application of those laws to the chief

contingencies of the people's life in the wilderness, does

it find a place. It appears together with the ark and
the tabernacle, as taking its position in the education

by which the people were to be led towards the mark
of their high calling. As such we have to consider it.

II. Personal Characteristics ofthe Hebrew Priesthood,

—1. Consecration.—The functions of the High-Piuest,
the position and history of the Levites as the con-

secrated tribe, have been fully discussed under those

heads. It remains to notice the characteristic facts

connected with "the priests, the sons of Aaron," as

standing between the two. Solemn as was the subse-

quent dedication of the other descendants of Levi, that

of the priests involved a yet higher consecration. A
special word ('^^1^, haddsK) was appropriated to it.

Their old garments were laid aside. Their bodies were

washed with clean water (I^xod. xxix, 4; Lev. viii, 6)

and anointed with the perfumed oil. prepared after a

prescribed formula, and to be used for no lower purpose

(Exod. xxix, 7 ; xxx, 22-33). The sons of Aaron, it

may be noticed, were simply sprinkled with the precious

oil (Lev. viii, 30). Over Aaron himself it was poured

till it went down to the skirts of his clothing (Lev. viii,

12; Psa. exxxiii, 2). The new garments belonging to

their office w-ere then put on them (see below). The
truth that those who intercede for others must them-
selves have been reconciled was indicated by the sacri-

fice of a bullock as a sin-offering, on which they solemn-

ly laid their hands, as transferring to it the guilt which
had attached to them (Exod. xxix, 10; Lev. viii, 18).

The total surrender of their lives was represented by
the ram slain as a burnt-offering, a " sweet savor" to

Jehovah (Exod. xxix, 18; Lev. viii, 21). The blood

of these two was sprinkled on the altar, offered to the

Lord. The blood of a third victim, the ram of conse-

cration, was used for another purpose. With it Moses
sprinkled the right ear, that was to be open to the di-
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vine voice; the right hand and the right foot, thai were

to be active in divine ministrations (Exod. xxix. 20;

Lev. viii. 23, 24). Lastly, as they were to be the expo-

nents, n ily of the nation's sense of guilt, but of its

praise and thanksgiving, Moses was to
*

" rill their hands"

with cakes ol unleavened bread and portions of the sac-

riiices, which they were topresenl before the L rd as a

wave-offi ring. This appears to have been regarded as

the ess> niial part of the consecration
;
and the Beb. " to

lill the hand" is accordingly used as a Bynonym for "to

consecrate" (Exod. xxix. 9; 2 Chron. xiii. 9). The
whole of this mysterious ritual was to he repeated for

seven days, during which they remained within the

Tabernacle, separated from the people, and nol till then

was the run-., ration perfect (comp. on the meaning of

all these arts. Bahr, Symbolik, vol. ii,-ch.v, 5; 2). Most a

himself, as the representative ofthe Unseen King, is the

consecrator, the sacriticer throughout these ceremonies;

as the channel through which tin- others receive their

office, he has tor the time a higher priesthood than that

of Aaron (Selden, Dt 8ynedr.i,16; Ugolino, xii, 3). In

accordance with the principle which runs through the

history of Israel, he. the ruler, solemnly divests himself

of the priestly office and transfers it to another. The
fact that he had been a priest was merged in his work

as a lawgiver. Only once in the language of a later

period is the word kohen applied to him (I'sa. xeix. 6).

The consecrated character thus imparted did not need

renewing. It was a perpetual inheritance transmitted

from father to sou through all the centuries that fol-

lowed. We do not read of its being renewed in the ease

of any individual priest of the sons of Aaron. Only
when the line of succession was broken, and the impiety

Of Jeroboam intruded the lowest of the people into the

sacred office, do we find the reappearance of a like form

(2 Chron. xiii. ft) of the same technical word. The pre-

vious history of Jeroboam and the character of the wor-

ship which In- introduced make it probable that, in that

case only, the ceremonial was. to some extent. Egyptian

in its origin. In after-times the high-priest took an

oath 1 Ibl.. vii. 23) to bind him, as the .lews say, to a

strict adherence to established customs (Mishna, Yoma,

i,5).

•_'. Dress.—The "sons of Aaron' thus dedicated were

to wear during their ministrations a special apparel

at other times apparently they wore the common dress

of the people. The matt rial of the sacred garments wa-

in be linen, and not wool ( I'./.ek. xliv. 17; Lev. xxi.

1-10); but Ewaldl iltertkiinu r, p. 317 I, Josi pints 1 Ant.

iv. 8 1. and the rabbins (Mass. Kilaim, p. '.') maintain that

the holy garments were made of a mixture of wool and

linen, called TJJOSlIJ (skaalnez); and a typical meaning

is found in this by Braun (Vest. Sac. Htbr. § 30), as

it it was to signify the imperfection of the Levitical

priesthood; while K/ek. xliv. 17. which restricts the

material to linen, was considered significant of the sim-

plicity of the New Test. See Hi n 1;. .. | Mors. The
prohibition in Lev. xix. 1'.': Dent, xxii, 11 against the

people generally wearing any garments of such "min-

gled" material was hence explained by Josephus that

tiny mighl not assume what was characteristic of the

priests
I

I nt. iv, M I. Hut the re satisfactory and nat-

ural view is that the priests only wore linen, and that

the Israelites were prohibited front wearing the mixt-

ure to teach them that even in garments they Bhould

avoid all needless artificiality, and to respect the crea-

tion oi God in the simplicity of the material. See

I. iM \. h is well known that the Roman poets speak

of the Egyptian priests as the linigeri, the wearers of

linen (Juvenal, Sat. 6; < >\ id. Met. i). The reason for

fixing on this material is given in Ezek. xliv. 18; but

the feeling thai there was something unclean in clothes

made from the skin or wool of an animal was common
to Other nations. Egypl has already been mentioned.

The Arab prii -is in the time of Mohammed wore linen

only (Ewald, \li< ithinii. p. 289). Afi there were some

garments common both to the priests and the high-
priest, we -hall begin with those of the former, taking
them in the order in which they would be put on.

Set \i 1 ABEL.

(1.) The first was 13 iDJSt), "linen breeches," or

drawers (Exod. xxviii, 12; Sept. irepurKekij \ivcl ; Vulg.

feminalia linen). These extended from the loins to the

thighs, and were " to cover their nakedness." The vere-

cundia of the Hebrew ritual in this and in other places

(Exod. xx. 26; xxviii. 42) was probably a protest

against some of the fouler forms of nature-worship, as

e.g. in the worship of Peor (Maimonides, Moreh Nebo-
rhiiii. iii. 45; Ugolino, xiii. 385), and possibly, also, in

some Egyptian rites (Herod, ii. 60). According to

Josephus, whose testimony, however, of course relates

only to his own time, they reached only to the middle
of the thigh, where they were tied fast (Ant. iii. 7. 1).

Such drawers were worn universally in Egypt In the

sculptures and paintings of that country the figures of

workmen and servants have no other dress than a short

kilt or apron, sometimes simply bound about the loins

and lapping over in front; other figures have short loose

drawers; while a third variety of this article, fitting

closely and extending to the knees, appears in the fig-

ures of some idols, as in the cut. This last sort of draw-

ers seems to have been peculiar in Egypt to the gods.

and to the priests, whose attire was often adapted to

that of the idols on which they attended. The priests,

in common with other persons of the upper classes, wore
the drawers under other robes. Xo mention occurs of

the use of drawers by any other class of persons in Israel

except the priests, on whom it was enjoined for the sake

ofdecencv. See Breeches.

Fig. 1. Ancient Egyptiai

(2.) Over the drawers was worn the "coat of fine

linen" ri"l' ~'T~. ketkdneth shish, tunica byssvna,

Exod. xxxix. 27), a close-fitting skirt or cassock, such

as was worn by men in general (Gen. x\x\ii. 3), also

by women (2 Sam. xiii. [8; Cant. v. 3), next to the

skin. It was white, but with a diamond or chess-board

pattern on it (Bahr, Symb. vol. ii. ch. iii. v; 2). Ibis

Came nearly to the feet i -oi~ //io/c \(7(.i|'. Josephus, An/.

iii. 7, l). and was to be woven in its garment-shape (not

cut out and then sewed together), like the -iiro'ir dfipa-

<>._ of John xix. 23, in which some interpreters have
even seen a token of the priestl d of him who wore il

(Ewald, Gesck. v. 177; Ugolino, xiii. 218). Here also

modern Eastern customs present an analogy in the

woven, seamless ihram worn by the Mecca pilgrims

(Ewald,/ifarfAtffn.p.289). Josephus further slates that

il sal close to the body, and had sleeves, which were

tied fast to the aims, and was girded to the breast a

little above the elbows by a girdle. It had a narrow

aperture about the neck, and was tied with certain

strings hanging down from the iA^r over the breast and

back, and was fastened above each shoulder (Ant. iii.
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Fig. '

7, 2). But this gar-

ment, in the case of

the priests and high-

priest, was to be broid-

ered(Exod.xxviii,4),

yadn n:h3, "a
broidered coat," by
which Gesenius un-

derstands a coat of

cloth workedin check-

ers or cells. Braun
compares it to the re-

ticulum in the stom-

ach of ruminant ani-

l|| mals (De Vesiilu, i,

17). The Sept. gives

XtTWV KOOVflfiwTOQ,

which seems to refer

to the tassels or

Ancient Egyptiau Tunic, strings; Vtilg. hnea

stricta, which seems

to refer to its close fitting.

(3.) The whole tunic was gathered at the waist by

the "girdle" (1333!*, abnet, Exod. xxviii, 40; Sept.

Zbjvri; Vulg. balteus; comp. Ezek. xliv, 17-19). This

was also worn by magistrates (Isa. xxii, 21). The gir-

dle for the priests was to be made of fine twined linen,

and blue and purple and scarlet of needlework (xxxix,

29). Josephus describes it as often going round, four

fingers broad, but so loosely woven that it might be

taken for the skin of a serpent ; and that it was em-
broidered with flowers of scarlet and purple and blue,

but that the warp was nothing but linen. The begin-

ning of its circumvolution was at the breast, and when
it had gone often round it was there tied, and hung
loosely down to the ankles while the priest was not en-

gaged in any laborious service, for in that position it

appeared in the most agreeable manner to the spec-

tators ; but when he was obliged to assist at the offer-

ing of sacrifices and to

do the appointed service,

in order that he might
not be hindered in his

operations by its motion,

he threw it to the left

hand and bore it on his

right shoulder (Ant. iii.

7, 2). The mode of its

hanging down is illus-

trated in Fig. 4, where
the girdle is also richly

embroidered, while the

imbricated appearance

of the girdle (Sib";?

E£"i) may be seen very

plainly in Fig. 1. The
next "cut (Fig. 3), of

a priestly scribe of an-

cient Egypt, offers an

Fig. 3. Ancient Egyptian Tunic
interesting specimen of

and Girdle. both tunic and girdle.

See Girdlk.

(4.) Upon their head they were to wear a turban

(!"IS35E), migbedh; Exod. xxviii, 40; Sept. tcicapig;

Vulg. tiara ; A. V. " cap" or " bonnet," which two words are

there synonymous) in the form of a cup-shaped flower,

also of Hue linen (xxxix, 28). In the time of Josephus

it was circular, covering about half the head, something
like a crown, made of thick linen swathes doubled round
many times and sewed together, surrounded by a linen

cover to hide the seams of the swathes, and sat so close

that it would not fall off when the bodv was bent down
(Ant. iii, 7, 3).

These garments they might wear at any time in the

Temple, whether on duty or not, but they were not to

sleep in them (Josephus, War, v, 5, 7). When they be-

came soiled they were not washed or used again, but

torn up to make wicks for the lamps in the Tabernacle

(Selden, Be Synedr. xiii, 11). In Ezek. xlii, 14; xliv,

17-19, there are directions that the priests should take

off their garments when they had ministered, and lay

them up in the holy chambers, and put on other gar-

ments; but these directions occur in a visionary repre-

sentation of a temple, which all agree has never been

realized, the particulars of which, though sometimes de-

rived from known customs, yet at other times differ

from them widely. The garments of the inferior priests

appear to have been kept in the sacred treasury (Ezra

ii, 69; Neh. vii, 70). They had besides them other

"clothes of service." which were probably simpler, but

are not described (Exod. xxxi, 10 ; Ezra xlii, 14). In

all their acts of ministration they were to be barefooted.

This is inferred («)from the absence of any direction as

to a covering for the feet; (b) from the later custom;

(c) from the universal feeling of the East. Shoes were

worn as a protection against defilement. In a sanctuary

there was nothing that could defile. Then, as now, this

was the strongest recognition of the sanctity of a holy

place which the Oriental mind could think of (Exod. iii,

5; Josh, v, 15), and throughout the whole existence of

the Temple service, even though it drew upon them the

scorn of the heathen (Juven. Sat. vi, 159), and serious-

ly affected the health of the priests (Ugolino, viii, 976;

xiii, 405), it was scrupulously adhered to.

The dress of the hir/h-priest was precisely the same

with that of the common priests in all the foregoing

particulars; in addition to which he had (1) a robe,

b^"^, meil (Exod. xxviii, 4, ivociipi], tunica'). This

was not a mantle, but a second and larger coat without

sleeves ; a kind of surtout worn by the laity, especially

persons of distinction (Job i, 20 ; ii, 12, by kings ; 1 Sam.

xv, 27; xviii, 4; xxiv, 5-12). This garment, when in-

tended for the high-priest, and then called " the robe of

the ephod," was to be of one entire piece ofwoven work,

all of blue, with an aperture for the neck in the middle

of the upper part, having its rim strengthened and

adorned with a border. The hem had a kind of fringe,

composed of tassels, made of blue, purple, and scarlet, in

the form of pomegranates ; and between every two pom-

egranates there was a small golden bell, so that there

was a bell and a pomegranate alternately all round

(Exod. xxviii, 31-35). The use of these bells may have

partly been that by the high-priest shaking his gar-

ment at the time of his offering incense on the great

day of expiation, etc., the people without might be ap-

prised of it, and unite their prayers with it (comp.

Ecclus. xlv, 9 ; Luke i, 10 ; Acts x, 4 ; Rev. viii, 3, 4).

Josephus describes this robe of the ephod as reaching

to the feet, and consisting of a single piece of stuff

parted where the hands came out (John xix, 23).

He also states that it was tied round with a girdle em-

broidered with the same colors as the former, with a

mixture of gold interwoven (Ant. iii, 7, 4). It is highly

probable that this garment was also derived from Egyp-

tian usage. There are instances at Thebes of priests

wearing over the great -coat a loose sleeveless robe,

which exposes the sleeves of the inner tunic. The fringe

of bells and pomegranates seems to have been the priest-

ly substitute for the fringe bound with a blue ribbon,

which all the Israelites were commanded to wear.

Many traces of this fringe occur in the Egyptian re-

mains. The use assigned to it, "that looking on this

fringe they should remember the Lord's command-
ments," seems best explicable by the supposition that

the Egyptians had connected some superstitious ideas

with it (Xumb.xv,37-40). (2.) Theephod,-!lEX,t7rw/t/c,

superhumerak ( Exod. xxviii, 4). This was a short cloak

covering the shoulders and breast. It is said to have

been worn by Samuel while a youth ministering before

the Lord (I Sam. ii, 18); by David while engaged in

religious service (2 Sam. vi, 14) : and by inferior priests
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Ancient Egypt!

(1 Sam. xxii, 18). But in all these instances it is dis-

tinguished as a linen ephod, and was not a sacred but

an honorary vestment, as the Sept. understands it in 2

Sam. vi, 14, <jto\t)v t£a\\ov. The ephod of the high-

priest was to be made of gold, of blue, of purple, of scar-

let, and fine twined linen, with cunning work, 31ZJn.

Though it probably consisted of one piece, woven

throughout, it bad a back part and a front part, united

by Bhoulder-pieces. It had also a girdle; or, rather,

Strings went out from cacli side and tied it to the body.

On the top of each shoulder was to be an onyx stone,

set in sockets of gold, each having engraven upon it six

of the names of the children of Israel, according to the

precedence of birth, to memorialize the Lord of the

promises made to them (Exod. xxviii, C>-12, 29). Jo-

sephus gives sleeves to the ephod {Ant. iii, 7, 5). It

may be considered as a substitute for the leopard-skin

worn by the Egyptian high-priests in their most sacred

duties, as in Fig. 1. where the ephod appears no less

plainly. In other figures of Egyptian priests, the

shoulder-pieces were equally apparent. They are even

perceptible in Fig. 1. The Egyptian ephod is, how-

ever, highly charged with all sorts of idolatrous figures

and emblems, and even with scenes of human sacrifices.

The Sept. rendering of 3U5H, "cunning work," is tpyov

ixpavTuv iroactkrov, a woven -work of the embroid-

erer, a word which especially denotes a manufacturer

of tissues adorned with figures of animals (Strabo, xvii.

p. 574, Sieb.). In the earlier liturgical costume, the

ephod is mentioned as.belonging to the high-priest only

( Exod. xxviii, 6 12; xxxix, 2 5). At a later period it

is used apparently by all the priests (1 Sam. xxii. 18),

and even by others, not of the tribe of Levi, engaged in

religious ceremonial (2 Sam. vi, 1 I i. See Ephod. Then

came (3) the breastplate, "jfcjn, chdshen (Sept. Tripiorii-

Stov ; Vulg. rationale) ; a gorget ten inches square,

made of the same sort of cloth as the ephod. anil doubled

so as to form a kind of pouch or bag (Exod. xxix. 9),

in which were to be put the I "rim and Tlnunmim.
which are also mentioned as if already known (xxviii.

30). The external part of this gorgel was set with four

rows of precious stones— the first row a sardius, a topaz,

irbuncle; the second, an emerald, a sapphire,

and a diamond; the third, a ligure, an agate, and an

amethyst •. and the fourth, a beryl, an onyx, and a jas-

per—set in a golden socket. Upon each of l Ins.- stones

engraven the name of one of the sons of Ja-

cob. In the ephod, in which there was a Bpace I'll

open sufficiently large for the admission of this pectoral,

were four rings ol gold, to which four others al the four

corners of the breastplate corresponded; the two lower

rings,of the latter being fixed inside. It was confined

to the ephod by means of dark-blue ribbons, which

passed through these rings; and ii was also suspended

from the onyx stones on the shoulder by chains of gold,

ly Kobe, Ephod, and

or, rather, cords of twisted gold threads, which were
fastened at one end to two other larger rin^s tixed in

the upper corners of (lie pectoral, and by the other end
going round the onyx stones on the shoulders, and re-

turning and being tixed in the larger ring. The breast-

plate was further kepi in its place by a girdle, made of

the same stuff, which Josephus says was sewed to the

breastplate, and which, when it had gone once round,

was tied again upon the seam and bung down. Here

is another adaptation and correction of the costume of

the higher Egyptian priests, who wore a large, splendid

ornament upon the breast, often a winged scarabffius,

the emblem of the sun, as in the cut. Fig. 5, which ex-

in Priestly Breastplate.

hibits the connecting ring and chain to fasten it to the

girdle. (4.) The remaining portion of dress peculiar to

the high-priest was the mitre, 113238, mitmt /» th (Sept.

KiSapiQ', Vulg. cidaris, Exod. xxviii. 4). The Bible

says nothing of the difference between this and the tur-

ban of the common priests. It is. however, called by a

different name. It was to be of fine linen (ver.89).

Josephus Says it wa8 the same in construction and fig-

ure with that of the common priest, but thai above it

there was another, with BWathes Of blue, embroidered:

and round it was a golden crown, polished, of three

rows, one above another, out of which rose a cup of

gold, which resembled the calyx of the herb called by

Greek botanists hyoscyamus. He cuds a most labored

description by comparing the shape of it to a poppy

(Ant. iii. 7, in. Upon comparing his account of the

bonnet of the priests with the mitre of the bigh-priest,

it would appear that the latter w as conical. The cut.

Fig. 6, presents the principal forms of the mitre- worn
by the ancient priests of Egypt, and affords a substan-

tia] resemblance of that prescribed to the .lews, divested

of idolatrous symbols, but which were displaced to make
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way for a simple plate of gold, bearing the inscription,

"Holiness to Jehovah." This plate ("pS, tsits; Sept.

tt'stuXov ; Vulg. lamina) extended from one ear to the

other, being bound to the forehead by strings tied be-

hind, and further secured in its position by a blue rib-

bon attached to the mitre (Exod. xxviii, 304)9; xxxix,

30; Lev. viii, 9). Josephus says this plate was pre-

served to his own day {A nt. viii, 3, 8; see Keland, De

Spol. Templi, p. 132). " Such was the dress of the high-

priest: see a description of its magnificence in corre-

sponding terms in Ecclus. 1, 5-1G.

Fig. 0. Ancient Egyptian Priestly Mitres.

Josephus had an idea of the symbolical import of the

several parts of the pontifical dress. He says that be-

ing made of linen signified the earth ; the blue denoted

the sky, being like lightning in its pomegranates, and

in the noise of its bells resembling thunder. The ephod

showed that God had made the universe of four ele-

ments, the gold relating to the splendor by which all

things are enlightened. The breastplate in the middle

of the ephod resembled the earth, which has the middle

place of the world. The girdle signified the sea, which

goes round the world. The sardonyxes declare the sun

and moon. The twelve stones are the twelve months

or signs of the zodiac. The mitre is heaven, because

blue {Ant. iii, 7, 7). He appears, however, to have had

two explanations of some things, o.ie for the Gentiles,

and another for the Jews. Thus in this section he tells

his Gentile readers that the seven lamps upon the gold-

en candlesticks referred to the seven planets ; but to the

Jews he represents them as an emblem of the seven

days of the week {War, vii, 5, 5; Whiston's notes ad
loc). It was not always worn by the high-priest. It

was exchanged for one wholly of linen, and therefore

white, though of similar construction, when on the day
of expiation he entered into the holy of holies (Lev.

xvi, 4, 23); and neither he nor the common priests

wore their appropriate dress, except when officiating.

It was for this reason, according to some, that Paul, who
had been long absent from Jerusalem, did not know that

Ananias was the high -priest (Acts xxiii, 5). Bahr
(Symbolik, vol. ii, ch. iii, § 1,2) finds a mystic meaning
in the number, material, color, and shape of the priestly

vestments, discusses each point, elaborately, and dwells

in § 3 on the differences between them and those of the

Egyptian priesthood. According to Fairbairn {Typol.

of Script.), the garments represent the office, and the

person who was officially invested was to have them
sprinkled with a mixture of oil and sacrificial blood

(Kurtz, Opfercultus, p. 292). These garments, which
were first worn at the consecration, and which were pre-

served in the Temple when not actually required, were
not allowed except to such as were legally consecrated

for service, though they belonged to the house of Aaron.
These garments were "holy garments" (Exod. xxviii,

4). made ' for glory and for beauty ;" but they were not

only for a glorious ornament, for the whole of the vest-

ments bore a symbolical meaning, and the inscription

on the golden plate which adorned the brow of the

high-priest, "Holiness to Jehovah," might be properly

applied to all the holy garments. The four pieces of

the priestly attire were each and all of them required,

none was to fail; nor was it permitted to wear more

than was prescribed ; and the warning " that he die not"

(ver. 35, 43) seems to bear upon an exact fulfilment of

the divine command in this, no less than in other things.

The shining white of the linen garments typified that

the servants of him who covers himself with light as

with a garment (Psa. civ, 2; Dan. ii, 22; vii, 9), and
who dwelleth "in light which no man can approach

unto" (1 Tim. vi, 1G), are clothed typically in light

(Exod. xxxiv, 29) ; so that the ministers should minister

in the earthly sanctuary in the same livery as his min-

isters wear in the heavenly sanctuary (Dan. xii, 6;

Ezek. x, 2, 7; Matt, xvii, 2; xxviii, 3; Acts x, 30).

But light (consequently white, as the most perfect reflec-

tion of light) is universally the type of salvation (Job

xviii, 5, etc.; Psa. xxvii, 1; Isa. lix, 9), of righteous-

ness (Psa. xxxvii, 6; Mai. iv, 2), of purity and holiness

(1 John i, 5, 7) ;
just as darkness, black, is the type of

wickedness, uncleanness, etc. (Isa. v, 20 ; Lam. iv, 7, 8

;

John iii, 19; Pom. iii, 12; 2 Cor. vi, 14). It is not

without meaning that the priests, like the angels, are

specially called the holy ones.

3. Regulations.—The idea of a consecrated life, which

was thus asserted at the outset, was carried through a

multitude of details. Each probably had a symbolic

meaning of its own. Collectively they formed an edu-

cation by which the power of distinguishing between

things holy and profane, between the clean and the un-

clean, and so ultimately between moral good and evil,

was awakened and developed (Ezek. xliv, 23). Before

they entered the tabernacle the priests were to wash
their hands and their feet (Exod. xxx, 17-21; xl, 30-

32). During the time of their ministration they were to

drink no wine or strong drink (Lev. x, 9; Ezek. xliv,

21). Their function was to be more to them than the

ties of friendship or of blood, and, except in the case of

the nearest relationships (six degrees are specified, Lev.

xxi, 1-5 ; Ezek. xliv, 25), they were to make no mourn-

ing for the dead. The high-priest, as carrying the con-

secrated life to its highest point, was to be above the

disturbing power of human sorrow even in these in-

stances. Public calamities seem to have been an ex-

ception, for Joacim the high-priest, and the priests, in

such circumstances, ministered in sackcloth with ashes

on their mitres (Judith iv, 14, 15; comp. Joel i, 13).

Customs which appear to have been common in other

priesthoods were (probably for that reason) forbidden

them. They were not to shave their heads. They
were to go through their ministrations with the serenity

of a reverential awe, not with the orgiastic wildness

which led the priests of Baal, in their despair, to make
cuttings in their flesh (Lev. xix, 28; 1 Kings xviii, 28),

and carried those of whom Atys was a type to a more
terrible mutilation (Deut. xxiii, 1). The same thought

found expression in two other forms affecting the priests

of Israel. The priest was to be one who, as the repre-

sentative of other men, was to be physically as well as

lifcurgically perfect. The idea of the perfect body, as

symbolizing the holy soul, was, as might be expected,

wide-spread among the religions of heathenism. " Sa-

cerdos non integri corporis quasi mali ominis res vitanda

est" (Seneca, Control: iv, 2). As the victim was to be

without blemish, so also was the sacrificer (comp. Biihr,

Symbol, vol. ii, ch. ii, § 3). The law specified in broad

outlines the excluding defects (Lev. xxi, 17-21), and
these were such as impaired the purity, or at least the

dignity, of the ministrant. The morbid casuistry of

the later rabbins drew up a list of not less than 144

faults or infirmities which involved permanent, and of

twenty-two which involved temporary deprivation from

the priestly office (Carpzov. App. Crit. p. 92, 93; Ugo-
lino, xii, 54 ; xiii, 903) ; and the original symbolism of

the principle (Philo, De Vict, and De Monarch ii, 5)

was lost in the prurient minuteness which, here as else-

where, often makes the studv of rabbinic literature a
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somewhat repulsive task. If the Christian Church has

sometimes seemed to approximate, in the conditions it

laid down for the priestly character, to the rules of Ju-

daism, it was yet careful to reject the Jewish principles,

and to resl it- regulations simply on the grounds of
j

expediency (Constt. Apost. 77. 78). The marriages of

the sons of Aaron wire, in like manner, hedged round

with special rules. There is, indeed, no evidence for

what has sometimes been asserted, thai cither the high-

priesl (Philo, De Monarch, ii. 11; ii. 229, ed. Mang.;

Ewald, A Itertk. p. 302) or the other sons ofAaron (Ugo-

lino, xii, 62) were limited in their choice to the women
of their own tribe, and we have some distinct instances

to the contrary. It is probable, however, thai the

priestly families frequently intermarried, and it is cer-

tain that they were forbidden to marry an unchaste

woman, or one who had been divorced, or the widow of

any but a priest ( Lev. xxi. 7. II: Ezek. xliv, 22). The

prohibition of marriage with one of an alien race was

assumed, though not enacted in the law
;
and hence the

reforming zeal of a later time compelled all who had

contracted such marriages to put away their strange

wives (Ezra x, 18), and counted the offspring of a priest

and a woman taken captive in war as illegitimate (Jo-

sephus, Ant. iii,10; xi. -1; c. Apion. i. 7), even though

the priest himself did nol thereby lose his function

(Cgolino, xii, 924). The high-priesl was to carry the

same idea to a yet higher point, and was to marry none

but a virgin in the firsl freshness of her youth (Lev.

xxi. 13). Later casuistry fixed the age within the nar-

row limits of twelve and twelve and a half (Carpzov.

App. Crit. p. 88). It followed, as a matter of necessi-

ty, from these regulations that the legitimacy of every

priest depended on his genealogy. A single missing or

faulty link would vitiate the whole succession. To
those genealogies, accordingly, extending back un-

broken for 2000 years, the priests could point, up to the

time of the destruction of the Temple (Josephus, c.

Apion. i. 7). In later times, wherever the priest migbl

live Egj pt, Babylon, (ireeee— he was to send the reg-

ister ol all marriages in his family to Jerusalem (ibid.).

They could be referred to in any doubtful or disputed

case (Ezraii, (>2; Neh.vii, 64). In them was registered

the name of every mother as well as of every father

(ibid.; comp. also the story already referred to in Sui-

das, s. v. '\ijmirr). It was the distinguishing mark of

a priest, not of the Aaronic line, that he was airaTUp,

AufiTiap, ayevidKoynroc (Heb.vii,3), with no father or

mother named as the ground of his title.

The age al « hich the sous of Aaron might enter upon

their duties was nol defined by the law, as that of the

Levites was. Their office did not call for the same de-

gree of physical strength; and if twenty-live in the

ritual of the Tabernacle (Numb, viii, 24) and twenty in

that of the Temple (1 Chron. xxiii, 27) was the ap-

pointed age for the latter, the former were not likely to

be kept waiting till a later period. In one remarkable

instance, indeed, we have an example of a yet earlier

age. The boy Aristobulus at the age of seventeen min-

istered in the Temple in his pontifical robes, the admired
of ,-dl observers, and thus stirred the treacherous jeal-

ousy of Herod to remove so dangerous a rival (Josephus,

A nl. xv, .", 3). This may have been exceptional, bill

the language ol the rabbins indicates thai the Bpecial

i of the priest's life began with the opening

years of manhood. As soon as the down appeared on

bis cheek the young candidate presented himself before

the Council of the Sanhedrim, and bis genealogy was
carefully inspected. If it failed to satisfy his judges, he

left tin Temple clad in black, and bad to seek another

calliii":: if all was righl bo far, another ordeal awaited

him. A car* ful inspection was to determine whether he

jeel t" anyone of the III defect- which would

invalidate his priestly acts. If he was found free from

all blemish, he wa- dad in the white linen ol the prior-,

and entered mi bis ministrations, [f the re-ull of the

examination was nol satisfactory, he was relegated to

the half-menial office of separating the sound wood for

the altar from that which was decayed and worm-eaten,
but was not deprived of the emoluments of his office

(Lightfont. Temple Service, ch. vi).

1. Functions.—The work of the priesthood of Israel

was, from its very nature, mere stereotyped by the Mo-
saic institutions than any other element of the national

life. The functions of the Levites—less defii

then fore more capable of expansion— altered, as has
been shown [see Li \ i i i . from age to age; but those
of the priests continued througboul substantially the
same, whatever changes mighl be brought about in

their social position and organization. The duties de-
scribed in Exodus and Levitkus are the same a- those

recognised in the bonk- of Chronicles, and those which
the prophet-pries) Ezekiel s< es in his vision ofth< 1 1 tu-

ple ol the future. They, assisting the high-priest, were
to watch over the lire on the altar of burnt-offerings, and
to keep it burning evermore belli by day and night

(Lev. vi, 12; 2Chron. xiii, 11); to feed the golden lamp
outside the vail with oil (Exod. xxvii, 20, 21; Lev.
xxiv. 2); to offer the morning and evening sacrifices,

each accompanied with a meal-offering and a drink-

offering, at the door of the tabernacle (Exod. xxix,
38 44). These were the fixed, invariable duties: but

their chieffunction was that of being always at hand to

do the priest's office for any guilty, or penitent, or re-

joicing Israelite. The worshipper mighl come at any
time. If lie were rich and brought a bullock, it was the

priest's duty to slay the victim, to place the wood upon
the altar, to light the tire, to sprinkle the altar with

the blood (Lev. i, 5). If he were poor and brought a

pigeon, the priest was to wring its neck (i. 15). In either

case he was to burn the meal-offering anil the peace-

offering which accompanied the sacrifice (ii. 2. !• ; iii.

11). After the birth of every child, the mother was to

come with her sacrifice of turtle-doves or pigeons (Lev.

xii. ii ; Luke ii. 22-24). and was thus to be purified from

her uncleanness. A husband who suspected bis wife

of unfaithfulness might bring her to the priest, and it

belonged to him to give her the water of jealousy as an

ordeal, and to pronounce the formula of execration

(Numb. v. 11-31 ). Lepers were to come, day by day. to

submit themselves to the priest's inspection, that lie

might judge whether they were clean or unclean, and
when tbe\ were healed perform tor them the ritual of

purification (Lev. xiii. xiv; comp. Mark i. 14). All the

numerous accidents which the law looked upon as defile-

ments or sins of ignorance bail to be expiated by a sac-

rifice, which the prie-t of course had to offer (Lev. xv,

1-33). As they thus acted as mediator- for those who
were laboring under the sense of guilt, so they were to

help others who were striving to attain, if only for a

season, the higher standard of a consecrated life. The
Nazarite was to come to them with his sacrifice and his

wave-offering (Numb, vi, 1-21). In the final establish-

ments at Jerusalem it belonged to the priests to act as

sentinels over the holy place, as In the l.e\ iie- 1.. guard

the w ider area of the precincts of the Temple
1 1 golinO,

xiii. 1052).

other duties of a higher and more ethical character
1

are hinted at. but were net. and probably could not be.

the subject of a special regulation. 'I be\ were I" teach

the children of Israel the statutes of the Lord (Lev. x,

11 : Dent, xxxiii. 10; 2 Chron. xv. 3; Ezek. xliv. 23,

24). The "priest's lips" (in the language of the last

prophet looking back upon the ideal of the on

to keep knowledge" i Mai. ii. 7k Through the whole

history, with the exception of the periods of national

apostasy, these acts, and others like them, formed the

daily life of the prie-t- who were on duty. The three

greal festivals ol the year were, however, their seasons

of busies! employment The pilgrims who came up by
tens of thousands to Keep the feast came eaeli with his

sacrifice and oblation. The work at such times was,

on -nine OCCa8ion8 al least, beyond the -treiietl, of the

! priests in attendance, and the I.exiles had to be called
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in to help them (2 Chron. xxix, 34; xxxv, 14). Other

acts of the priests of Israel, significant as they were,

were less distinctively sacerdotal. They were to hless

the people at every solemn meeting, and that this part

of their office might never fall into disuse, a special for-

mula of benediction was provided (Numb, vi, 22-27).

During the journeys in the wilderness it belonged to

them to cover the ark and all the vessels of the sanctu-

ary with a purple or scarlet cloth before the Levites

might approach them (iv, 5-15). As the people started

on each day's march they were to blow " an alarm" with

long silver trumpets (x, 1-8)—with two if the whole

multitude were to be assembled, with one if there was

to be a special council of the elders and princes of Israel.

With the same instruments they were to proclaim the

commencement of all the solemn days, and days of glad-

ness (x, 10) ; and throughout all the changes in the re-

ligious history of Israel this adhered to them as a char-

acteristic mark. Other instruments of music might be

used by the more highly trained Levites and the schools

of the prophets, but the trumpets belonged only to the

priests. They blew them (but in that case the trump-

ets were of rams' horns) in the solemn march round

Jericho (Josh, vi, 4), in the religious war which Judah
waged against Jeroboam (2 Chron. xiii, 12), when they

summoned the people to a solemn penitential fast (Joel

ii, 1, 15). In the service of the second Temple there

were never to be less than twenty-one or more than

eighty-four blowers of trumpets present in the Temple
daily (Ugolino, xiii, 1011). The presence of the priests

on the field of battle for this purpose, often in large

numbers, armed for war, and sharing in the actual con-

test (1 Chron. xii, 23, 27 ; 2 Chron. xx, 21, 22), led, in

the later periods of Jewish history, to the special ap-

pointment at such times of a war-priest, deputed by the

Sanhedrim to be the representative of the high-priest,

and standing next but one to him in the order of pre-

cedence (comp. Ugolino, xii, 1031 [Be Sacerdote Cas-

trensi] ; xiii, 871). Jost (Judenth. i, 153) regards the

war-priest as belonging to the ideal system of the later

rabbins, not to the historical constitution of Israel.

Deuteronomy xx, 2, however, supplies the germ out

of which such an office might naturalby grow. Judas
Maccabreus, in his wars, does what the war-priest was
said to do (1 Mace, iii, 56).

Other functions are intimated in Deuteronomy which
might have given them greater influence as the edu-

cators and civilizers of the people. They were to act

(whether individually or collectively does not distinctly

appear) as a court of appeal in the more difficult con-

troversies in criminal or civil cases (Deut. xvii, 8-13).

A special reference was to be made to them in cases of

undetected murder, and they were thus to check the

vindictive blood-feuds which it would otherwise have
been likely to occasion (xxi, 5). It must remain doubt-

ful, however, how far this order kept its ground during

the storms and changes that followed. The judicial

and the teaching functions of the priesthood remained
probably for the most part in abeyance through the ig-

norance and vices of the priests. Zealous reformers kept

this before them as an ideal (2 Chron. xvii, 7-9; xix,

8-10; Ezek. xliv, 24), but the special stress laid on the

attempts to realize it shows that they were exceptional.

The teaching functions of the priest have probably been
unduly magnified by writers like Michaelis, who aim at

bringing the institutions of Israel to the standard of

modern expediency (Comm. on Lavs of Moses, i, 35-52),

as they have been unduly depreciated by Saalschiitz and
Jahn.

At first Aaron was to burn incense on the golden altar

every morning when he dressed the lamps, and every
evening when he lighted them, but in later times the

common priest performed this duty (Luke i, 8, 9) ; to

offer, as the Jews understand it, daily, morning and
evening, the peculiar meal-offering he offered on the day
of his consecration (Exod. xxix) ; to perform the cere-

: of the great day of expiation (Lev. xvi) ; to ar-

range the shewbread every Sabbath, and to eat it in the

holy place (xxiv, 9) ; but he must abstain from the holy

things during his uncleanness (xxii, 1-3) ; also if he be-

came leprous, or contracted uncleanness (ver. 4-7). If

he committed a sin of ignorance, he must offer a sin-

offering for it (iv,3-13) ; and so for the people (ver. 12-

22). He was to eat the remainder of the people's meal-

offerings with the inferior priests in the holy place (vi,

16) ; to judge of the leprosy in the human body or gar-

ments (xiii, 2-59) ; to adjudicate legal questions (Deut.

xvii, 12). Indeed, when there was no divinely inspired

judge, the high-priest was the supreme ruler till the

time of David, and again after the Captivity. He must
be present at the appointment of a new ruler or leader

(Numb, xxvii, 19), and ask counsel of the Lord for the

ruler (ver. 21). Eleazar, with others, distributes the

spoils taken from the Midianites (Numb. xxi. 21. 20).

To the high-priest also belonged the appointment of a
maintenance from the funds of the sanctuary to an in-

capacitated priest (1 Sam. ii, 36, margin). Besides

these duties, peculiar to himself, he had others in com-
mon with the inferior priests. Thus, when the camp
set forward, " Aaron and his sons" were to take the tab-

ernacle to pieces, to cover the various portions of it in

cloths of various colors (iv, 5-15), and to appoint the

Levites to their services in carrying them ; to bless the

people in the form prescribed (vi, 23-27), to be respon-

sible for all official errors and negligences (xviii, 1), and
to have the general charge of the sanctuary (ver. 5).

5. Maintenance.—Functions such as these were clear-

ly incompatible with the common activities of men. At
first the small number of the priests must have made the

work almost unintermittent, and, even when the system

of rotation had been adopted, the periodical absences from

home could not fail to be disturbing and injurious, had the

priests been dependent on their own labors. The serenity

of the priestly character would have been disturbed had
they had to look for support to the lower industries. It

may have been intended (see above) that their time,

when not liturgically employed, should be given to the

study of the law, or to instructing others in it. On
these grounds, therefore, a distinct provision was made
for them. The later rabbins enumerate no less than
twenty-four sources of emolument. Of these the chief

only are given here (Ugolino, xiii, 1124). They con-

sisted, (1) of one tenth of the tithes which the people

paid to the Levites— i. e. one per cent, on the whole

produce of the country (Numb, xviii, 26-28). (2.) Of
a special tithe every third year (Deut. xiv, 28; xxvi,

12). (3.) Of the redemption-money, paid at the fixed

rate of five shekels a head, for the first-born of man or

beast (Numb, xviii, 14-19). It is to be noticed that the

law, by recognising the substitution of the Levites for

the first-born, and ordering payment only for the small

number of the latter, in excess of the former, deprived

Aaron and his sons of a large sum which would other-

wise have accrued to them (Numb, iii, 44-51). (4.) Of
the redemption-money paid in like manner for men or

things specially dedicated to the Lord (Lev. xxvii).

(5.) Of spoil, captives, cattle, and the like, taken in war
(Numb, xxxi, 25-47). (6.) Of what may be described

as the perquisites of their sacrificial functions, the shew-
bread, the flesh of the burnt-offerings, peace-offerings,

trespass-offerings (Numb, xviii, 8-14; Lev. vi, 26, 29;

vii, 6-10), and, in particular, the heave-shoulder and
the wave-breast (Lev. x, 12-15). (7.) Of an undefined

amount of the first-fruits of com, wine, and oil (Exod.

xxiii, 19; Lev. ii, 14; Deut. xxvi, 1-10). Of some of

these, as "most holy," none but the priests were to par-

take (Lev. vi, 29). It was lawful for their sons and
daughters (x, 14), and even in some cases for their

home -born slaves, to eat of others (xxii, 11). The
stranger and the hired servant were in all cases exclud-

ed (xxii, 10). (8.) On their settlement in Canaan the

priestly families had thirteen cities assigned them, with
" suburbs" or pasture-grounds for their flocks (Josh, xxi,

13-19.) While the Levites were scattered over all the
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conquered country, the cities of the priests were within

the tribes of Judah, Simeon, and Benjamin, and this'

concentration was no) withoul its influence on theii

subsequent history. See I.i.yitk. These provisions

trace obviously intended to secure the religion of Israel
j

against the dangers of a caste of pauper-priests, needy!

and dependent, and unable to bear their witni bs to the

true faith. They were, on the other hand, as far as

possible removed from the condition ofa wealthy order.

Even in the ideal state contemplated by the book of

Deuteronomy, the Levite (here probably used generi-

cally, so as to include the priests) is repeatedly marked

out as an object of charity, along with the stranger and I

the widow (Deut. xii, 12, L9; xiv,27 29). During t lie

lmig periods of national apostasy, tithes were probably

paid with even less regularity than they were in the

more orthodox period thai followed the return from the

Captivity (Neh. xiii, 10; Mai. Lii, 8—10). The standard

ofa priest's income, even in the earliest days after the

settlement in Canaan, was miserably low (Judg. xvii,

10). Large portions of the priesthood fell, under the

kingdom, into a state of abject poverty ie.mii>. l Sam.
ii, 36). The clinging evil throughout their history was
not that they were too powerful and rich, but that they

sank into the state from which the law was intended to

preserve them, and so came to "teach tor bin" (Mic.iii,

11; com p. Saalschutz, Irchaohgii der Uebraer, ii, 344

It will be noticed that neither the high-priest nor

common priests received "any inheritance" at the dis-

tribution of Canaan among the several tribes (Numb.
xviii. 20; Deut. xviii, 1, 2), but were maintained, with

their families, upon certain lees. dues, perquisites, etc.,

arising from the public services, which they enjoyed as

a common fund. Perhaps the only distinct prerogative

of the high-priest was a tenth part of the tithes as-

signed to the Levites (xviii, 28 ; comp. Neb. x, 38); but

Josephus represents this also as a common fund (Ant.

iv, 1. 1 I.

6. Classification and Statistics.—The earliest histor-

ical trace of any division of the priesthood and corre-

sponding cycle of services belongs to the time of David.

Jewish tradition indeed recognises an earlier division,

even during the life of Aaron, into eighl houses (Gem.

Hieros. Taanith, in Ugolino, xiii, 873), augmented dur-

ing the period of the Shiloh-worship to sixteen, the two

families of Eleazar and Ethamar standing in both cases

on an equality. Ii is hardly conceivable, however, thai

there could have been any rotation of sen ice w bile the

number of priests was so small as ii must have been

during the forty years of sojourn in the wilderness, if

we believe Aaron and his lineal descendants to have
been the only priests officiating. The difficulty of real-

izing in what way the single family of Aaron were able

to sustain all the burden of the worship of the taber-

nacle and the sacrifices of individual Israelites may, ii

is true, suggest the thought that possibly in this, as in

other instances, the Hebrew idea of sonship by adoption

may have extended the title of the "Sons of Aaron" be-

yond the limits of lineal descent, and. iii this ease, there

may be some foundation for the Jewish tradition. No-
where in the later history do we find any disproportion

like that of three priests to 20,000 I.exiles. Hie office

ofsupervisi ver those that "kept the charge of the

sanctuary," intrusted to Eleazar (Numb, iii, 32), implies

that some others were subject to it b< >id< ss Ithamar and

his children, while these v erj keepers of the sanctuary

are id. ntified in ver. 38 with the sous of Aaron w bo are

encamped with Moses and Aaron on the east Bide of the

l he allotment of not less than thirteen

cities to lle.se who bore the name, within little more

than i..ii\ years from the Exodus, tends to the same

conclusion, and at any rate indicates that the priest-

hood were not intended to be always in attendance at

the tabernacle, but were to have 1 es of their own.

and therefore, as a necessary consequence, fixed periods

only of service. Some notion maj be formed of the

number on the accession of David from the facts (1) that

not less than .'!7m» tendered their allegiance to him
while be was as yet reigning at Hebron over Judah only
(1 Chron. xii, 27), and (2) that one twenty-fourth part

were sufficient for all the services of the statelier ami

more frequented worship which be established. To this

reign belonged, accordingly, the division of the priest-

hood into the four- and- twenty "courses" or orders

T'p'T'i'z (Sept. iiino-rTMr. lipnfitpiai, 1 Chron. xxiv,

1 19; •_' Chron. xxiii. 8; Luke i. 5), each of which was

to serve in rotation for one week, while the further as-

signment of special services during the week was de-

termined by lot (Luke i.!» ) under a subordinate prefect (2

Kings xi. 5. 7). but all attended at the -real festivals (2

( bron. v. 1 1 |. The first oi these coura a was that which
had Jehoiarib at the head of it. It was reckoned the

most honorable. Josephus values himself on bis de-

scent from it ( Life, § 1 I. Mallathias. the lather of the

Maccabees, descended from it (1 Mace, ii, 1). Abijah
was the head of the eighth course, to which Zacharias,

the father <>f the Baptist, belonged (Luke i. 5). Each
course appears to have commenced its work on the Sab-
bath, the outgoing priests taking the morning sacrifice,

and leaving that of the evening to their successors (2

Chron. xxiii, 8 ; Ugolino, xiii, 319). In this division,

however, the tWO great priestly houses did not stand <m

an equality. The descendants of Ithamar were found

to have fewer representatives than those of Eleazar (a

diminution that may have been caused partly by the

slaughter of the priests who accompanied Hophni and

Phinehas [Psa. lxxviii, 64], partly by the massacre at

Nob), and sixteen courses accordingly were assigned to

the latter, eight only to the former t 1 Chron. xxiv. 4;

comp. Carpzov. App. Crit. p. 98). The division thus

instituted was confirmed by Solomon, and continued to

be recognised as the typical number of the priesthood.

It is to be noted, however, that this arrangement was

to some extent elastic. Any priest might be present at

any time, and even perform priestly acts, go Ion-- as he

.lid not interfere with the functions of those who were

officiating in their course (Ugolino, xiii, 881), and at the

great solemnities of the year, as well as on special occa-

sions like the opening of the Temple, they wer.- present

in great numbers. On the return from the Captivity

there were found but four courses out of the twenty-

four, each containing, in round numbers, about a thou-

sand t Ezra ii. of. 39). The causes of this great reduc-

tion are not stated, but large numbers must have per-

ished in the siege and storm of Jerusalem (Lam. iv. 16).

and many may have preferred remaining in Babylon.

Out of these returning exiles, however, to revive, at

leas;, tie- idea of the old organization, the four-and-

twenty courses were reconstituted, bearing the same
names ;i s before, and so continued till the destruction

of Jerusalem (Josephus, Ant. \ ii. 1 1,7). If we may ac-

cept the numbers given by Jewish writers as at all trust-

worthy, the proportion of the priesthood to the popula-

tion of Palestine during the last century ot their exist-

ence as an order must have been far greater than that

of the clergy has ever been in any Christian nation.

( her and above those that were scattered in the coun-

try and took their turn, there were not fewer than 24,000

stationed permanently .at Jerusalem and 12,000 at Jer-

icho (Gemar. Hieros. Taanith. fob t;7. in Carpzov. App.
Crit. p. 100). ll was a Jewish tradition that it had

never fallen to tb.- lot of any priest to offer incense

twici (Ugolino, xii. is «. Oriental statistics are, bow-
ever, always open to Bome suspicion, those of the Tal-

mud not least so; and there is. probably, more truth in

iii. computation of Josephus, who estimates the total

number of the four bouses of the priest! I, referring

apparently to Ezra Li, 36, at about 20, I c. Apian, ii.7).

Another indication of number is found in the fact that

a "ureal multitude" could attach themselves to the

seei of the Nazarenes" (Acts vi, 7), and so have cut

themselves off, sooner or later, from the Temple ser-
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vices, without any perceptible effect upon its ritual. It

was almost inevitable that tlie great mass of the order,

under such circumstances, should sink in character and

reputation. Poor and ignorant, despised and oppressed

by the more powerful members of their own body, often

robbed of their scanty maintenance by the rapacity of

the high-priests, they must have been to Palestine what

the clergy of a later period has been to Southern Italy

—

a dead weight on its industry and strength, not com-

pensating for their unproductive lives by any services

rendered to the higher interests of the people. The

rabbinic classification of the priesthood, though belong-

ing to a somewhat later date, reflects the contempt into

which the order had fallen. There were (1) the heads

of the twenty-four courses, known sometimes as apxn-
pfic; (2) the large number of reputable officiating but

inferior priests; (3) the plebeii, or (to use the extremest

formula of rabbinic scorn) the "priests of the people of

the earth," ignorant and unlettered; (4) those that,

through physical disqualifications or other causes, were

non-efficient members of the order, though entitled to

receive their tithes (Ugolino, xii, 18 ; Jost, Judenth. i,

156).

Prideaux {Connection, i, 129), following the Jewish

tradition, affirms that only four of the courses returned

from Babylon—Jedaiah, Immer, Pashur, and Ilarim

(for which last, however, the Babylonian Talmud has

Joiarib)—because these four only are enumerated in Ezra

ii, 36-39 ; Neh. vii, 39-42. He accounts for the men-
tion of other courses, as of Joiarib (1 Mace, ii, 1) and

Abiah (Luke i, 5), by saying that those four courses

were subdivided into six each, so as to keep up the old

number of twenty-four, which took the names of the

original courses, though not really descended from them.

But this is probably an invention of the Jews, to account

for the mention of only these four families of priests in

the list of Ezra ii and Neh. vii. However difficult it

may be to say with certainty why only those four

con OB" PKIESI

In David's reign,
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8), weeks (xxix, 27), distinction of the Hebrews by]

their families (Exod. ii, 1 I, the office of elder during

the bondage in Egypt (iii, 16), and a place of meeting

with Jehovah (v, 22; comp. xxv. 22)—would favor the

supposition that the Mosaic dispensation, as it is called,

was but an authoritative re-arrangement of a patri-

archal Church instituted at the fall. The fact that

Noah officiated as the priest, of his family, upon the

cessation of the Deluge, is clearly recorded in Gen. viii,

'in, where we have an altar built, the ceremonial dis-

tinctions in the offerings already mentioned, and their

propitiatory effect, ••the sweel savor," all described in

the words of Leviticus (comp. i. '.» ; xi, 47). These acts

of Noah, which seem like the resumption rather than

the institution of an ordinance, were doubtless continued

by his sons and their descendants, as heads of their n-
tpectivi families. Following our arrangement, the next

glimpse of the subject is afforded by the instance of .lob,

who "sent and sanctified his children" after a feast they

had held, and offered burnt-offerings, r"5", "according

to the number of them all," and " who did this continu-

ally," either constantly or after every least (i, 5). A
direct reference, possibly to priests, is lost in our trans-

lation of xii, 19, "he leadeth princes (D^fTS; Sept.

itpiic; Vulg. sacerdotes; a sense adopted in Dr. Lee's

Translation
\
Lond. 1837

1
1 away spoiled." .May not the

difficult passage, Job xxxiii, 23, contain an allusion to

priestly duties? A case is there supposed of a person

divinely chastised in order to improve him (xix, 22): "If

then there be a messt ngi r |
~xb"£, which means priest,

Eccles. v, G; Mai. ii, 6) with him," "an interpreter"

{Y'k'O, or mediator generally, 2 Chron. xxxii, 31 ; Isa.

xliii, 27. one among a thousand, or of a family. Judg.

vi, 15, "my family," literally "my thousand," comp.

Numb, i, 16, "to show to man his uprightness," or,

rather, "duty," Prov. xiv, 2, part of the priest's office

in suck a case, Mai. ii. 7; comp. Dent, xxiv, 8), then

such an individual " is gracious," or. rather, will suppli-

cate for him, and suit//, " Deliver him from going down
into ihe pit," or grave, l<>r " I have found a ransom," a

cause or ground in him for favorable treatment, namely,

the penitence of the sufferer, \\ ho consequently recovers

(xxv, '-".'). The case of Abraham and Abimelech is

very similar i Gen. xx. :! 17 i, as also that of Job him-

self, and his three misjudging friends, whom the Lord

commands to avert chastisement fr themselves by

taking to him bullocks and rams, which he was to offer

for them as a burnt-offering, and to pray for them ( xlii.

8). The instance of Abram occurs next in historical

order, who, upon his first entrance into Canaan, attended

by his family, " built an altar, and called upon I he name
of the Lord" (Gen. xii, 7..S). [Jpon returning victorious

from the battle of the kings, he is congratulated by Mel-

chizedek, the Canaanitish king of Salem, and "priest

o| the most high God" ( xiv, 18). for the ancient union

of the royal and sacerdotal offices, in Egypt and other

countries, see Wilkinson's Manners "»•/ Customs of the

Ami,,,! Egyptians (Lond. 1842), i, 245. Abram next

appears entering into covenant with God as the head

and representative of his seed
;
on which occasion i hose

creatures only are .slain which were appointed for sacri-

fice under the law (Gen. xv, 9 --'l I. [saac builds an al-

tar, evidently as the head of his family
|
\\\i. 25); lii-

youngt r son Jacob oilers a suci ijin , "T (xxxi, 54), and

'call- his brethren to eat of it" (comp. Lev. vii. 15):

builds an altar at Shalom (Gen. xxxiii, 2D), makes an-

other bj divim command, and evidently as the load of

his 1 sehold, at Bethel ixxxv, 1 7), and pours a

drink-offering, ~zi (c p. Numb. xv. 7, etc.), upon a

pillar (ver. 1
1 ).

i
_'.

i We next lind Jethro, priest of Midian, the fa-

ther-in-law oi Mos,-s. probably a priest of the true God
(Exod. iii, 1), and possibly his lather also iii. 16), in the

same capacity. In Exod. v, 1. 3, the whole nation .,t

the Israelites is represented as wishing to sacrifice and

to hold a feast to the Lord. The first step, though very
remote, towards the formation id' the Mosaic system of
priesthood was the consecration of the first-born, in
memory of the destruction of the first-born of Egypt
i xiii, 2, ld-16); for, instead of these, God afterwards

took the Levites to attend upon him (Numb, iii, 12).

As to the popular idea, both among Jews and Chris-
tians, that the right of priesthood was thus transferred

from the first-born generally to the tribe of Levi, or.

rather, to one family of that tribe, we consider, with
Patrick, that it is utterly groundless (Commentary on
Exod. xix, 22; Numb, iii, 12; see Vitringa, Obserca-
tiones Sacra, ii, 33; Outran), 1>< Sacrificiis, i, 4).

I hi substance of the objections is thai Aaron and his

sons were consecrated before the exchange of the Le-
vites for the first-born; that the Levites were afterwards
given to minister unto them, but bad nothing to do
with the priesthood ; and that the peculiar right of God
in the first-born originated in the Exodus. The last al-

tar, before the giving of the law, was built by Moses,

probably for a memorial purpose only (Exod. xvii, 15;

comp. Josh. xxii. 26, 27 >. At this period the office of

priest was so well understood, and so highly valued,

that Jehovah promises as an inducement to the Israel-

ites to keep his covenant, that they should be to him
"a kingdom of priests" (Exod. xix. 6), which, among
other honorable appellations and distinct ions originally

belonging to the Jews, is transferred to Christians (1

Pet. ii, 9). The first introduction of the word priests,

in this part of the history, is truly remarkable. It oc-

curs just previous to the giving of the law, when, as

part of the cautions against the too eager curiosity of

the people, lest they should "break through unto the

Lord and gaze" (Exod. xix. 21), it is added, -and let

the priests which come near unto the Lord sanctify them-
selves, lest the Lord break through upon them" (ver.

22). Here. then, priests are incontestably spoken of as

an already existing order, which «:is now about to be

remodificd. Nor is this the last reference to these ante-

Sinaitic priests. Selden observes that the phrases "the
priests the Levites" (Dent. xvii. !• I and " the priests the

sons of Levi" (xxi, 5), and even the phrase "the Le-

vites alone" ixviii. 6; comp. 1). are used to include all

others who bad been priests before God took the sons

of Aaron peculiarly to serve him in this office (Ife Syn-
edr. ii, 8, p. 2, 3). Aaron is summoned at this junct-

ure to go up with Mosi - unto the Lord on Mount Sinai

(Exod. xix, 21). Another remarkable circumstance is

then recorded. Moses, now acting as "mediator," and
endued with an extraordinary commission, builds an

altar under the hill, and sends "young men of the chil-

dren of Israel, who offered burnt-offerings, and sacrificed

peace-offerings of oxen unto the Lord" (xxiv, 5). Va-
rious interpretations are given to the phrase "young
men;" but. upon a view id' all the circumstances, we
incline to think that tney were young laymen, purposely

selected by Moses for this act, in order to form a com-
plete break between the former priesthood and the new,

and that the recommencement and re-arrangement of

the priesthood under divine authority might be made
more palpably distinct. In the same light we consider

the many priestly acts performed bj Most > himself, at

this particular time, as in xxix. 25; xl. 25, 27, 29; like

those ot Gideon (Judg. vi. 25 27), of Samuel (1 Sam.

vii, 9), and of David (1 Chron. xxi. 26). Vet these

especial permissions, up imergencies and extraordi-

nary occasions, had their limits, as may be seen in the

fate of -the men of Bethshemesh"
i

l Sam. vi, l'.". and

of Uzzah (2 Sam. vi. 7).

2. Thi Aaronic Priesthood.—(1.) Early Period.—The
next l vent in the history of the subject IS the public

consecration of Aaron and his sons, according to the

preceding regulations (Lev. viii). At their tirst sacer-

dotal performances (ix) the divine approbation was in-

timated bj a supernatural tire which consumed their

burnt-offering (ver. 21). The general satisfaction ot

Ijie people With these events wa>. howc\ er. soon dashed
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by the miraculous destruction of the two elder sons of

Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, for offering strange fire (x, 1),

probably under the influence of too much wine, since

the prohibition of it to the priests when about to enter

the Tabernacle seems to have originated in this event

(ver. 9). Moses forbade Aaron and his sons to uncover

their heads, or to rend their clothes on this occasion

;

but the whole house of Israel were permitted to bewail

the visitation (ver. 6). The inward grief, however, of

Eleazar and Ithamar caused an irregularity in their

sacerdotal duties, which was forgiven on account of the

occasion (ver. 16-20). Aaron now appears associated

with Moses and the leading men of the several tribes in

taking the national census (Numb, i, 3, etc.), and on

other grand state occasions (xxvi, 2, 3 ; xxxi, 13-26

;

xxxii, 2; xxxiv, 17). The high-priest appears ever

after as a person of the highest consequence. The dig-

nity of the priesthood soon excited the emulation of the

ambitious; hence the penalty of death was denounced

against the assumption of it by any one not belonging

to the Aaronic family (ver. 10), and it was soon after

miraculously inflicted for this crime. This instance

proves that the Aaronic line did not establish itself

without a struggle. The rebellion of Korah, at the

head of a portion of the Levites as representatives of

the first-born, with Dathan and Abiram as leaders of

the tribe of the first-born son of Jacob (Numb, xvi, 1),

showed that some looked back to the old patriarchal

order rather than forward to the new, and it needed the

witness of " Aaron's rod that budded" to teach the peo-

ple that the latter had in it a vitality and strength

which had departed from the former. It may be that

the exclusion of all but the sons of Aaron from the ser-

vice of the Tabernacle drove those who would not resign

their claim to priestly functions of some kind to the

worship (possibly with a rival tabernacle) of Moloch

and Chiun (Amos v, 25, 26; Ezelc. xx, 16). The death

of Aaron introduces the installation of his successor,

which appears to have simply consisted in arraying

him in his father's pontifical garments (Numb, xx, 28).

Thus also Jonathan the Asmona?an contented himself

with putting on the high-priest's habit, in order to take

possession of the dignity (I Mace, x, 21 ; comp. Josephus,

Ant. xiii, 2, 3). The high esteem in which the priest-

hood was held may be gathered from the fact that it

was promised in perpetuity to Phinehas and his family

as a reward for his zeal (Numb, xxv, 13). Prominent as

was the part taken by the priests in the daily march of

the host of Israel (Numb, x, 8), in the passage of the

Jordan (Josh, iii, 14, 15), in the destruction of Jericho

(vi, 12-16), the history of Micah shows that within that

century there was a strong tendency to relapse into the

system of a household instead of an hereditary priest-

hood (Judg. xvii). The frequent invasions and con-

quests during the period of the Judges must have in-

terfered (as stated above) with the payment of tithes,

with the maintenance of worship, with the observance

of all festivals, and with this the influence of the priest-

hood must have been kept in the background. If the

descendants of Aaron, at some unrecorded crisis in the

history of Israel, rose, under Eli, into the position of na-

tional defenders, it was only to sink in his sons into the

lowest depth of sacerdotal corruption. For a time the

prerogative of the line of Aaron was in abeyance. The
capture of the ark, the removal of the Tabernacle from

Shiloh, threw everything into confusion, and Samuel, a

Levite,but not within the priestly family [see Samuel],
sacrifices, and "comes near" to the Lord; his training

under Eli, his Nazaritish life, his prophetic office, being

regarded apparently as a special consecration (comp.

Augustine, c. Faust, xii, 83; De Civ. Dei, xvii, 4). For
the priesthood, as for the people generally, the time of

Samuel must have been one of a great moral reforma-

tion ; while the expansion, if not the foundation, of the

schools of the prophets at once gave to it the support

of an independent order, and acted as a check on its

corruptions and excesses, a perpetual safeguard against

the development from it of any Egyptian or Brahminic

caste-system (Ewald, Gesck. Is): ii, 185), standing to it

in much the same relation as the monastic and mendi-

cant orders stood, each in its turn, to the secular clergy

of the Christian Church. Though Shiloh had become
a deserted sanctuary, Nob (1 Sam. xxi, 1) was made for

a time the centre of national worship, and the symbolic

ritual of Israel was thus kept from being forgotten.

The reverence which the people feel for the priests, and
which compels Saul to have recourse to one of alien

blood (Doeg the Edomite) to carry his murderous coun-

sel into act, shows that there must have been a great

step upwards since the time when the sons of Eli

"made men to abhor the offerings of the Lord" (1 Sam.
xxii, 17, 18). The reign of Saul was, however, a time

of suffering for them. He had manifested a disposition

to usurp the priest's office (xiii, 9). The massacre of

the priests at Nob showed how insecure their lives were

against any unguarded or savage impulse. (It is to be

noticed that while the Hebrew text gives eighty-five as

the number of priests slain, the Sept. increases it to 305,

Josephus [.4 nt. vi, 12] to 385.) They could but wait in

silence for the coming of a deliverer in David. One at

least among them shared his exile, and, so far as it

was possible, lived in his priestly character, performing

priestly acts, among the wild company of Adullam

(1 Sam. xxiii, 6, 9). Others probably were sheltered

by their remoteness, or found refuge in Hebron as the

largest and strongest of the priestly cities. When the

death of Saul set them free, they came in large numbers
to the camp of David, prepared apparently not only to

testify their allegiance, but also to support him, armed

for battle, against all rivals (1 Chron. xii, 27). They
were summoned from their cities to the great restora-

tion of the worship of Israel, when the ark was brought

up to the new capital of the kingdom (xv, 4). For a
time, however (another proof of the strange confusion

into which the religious life of the people had fallen),

the ark was not the chief centre of worship; and while

the newer ritual of psalms and minstrelsy gathered

round it under the ministration of the Levites, headed

by Benaiah and Jahaziel as priests (xvi, 5, 6), the older

order of sacrifices was carried on by the priests in the

Tabernacle on the high-place at Gibeon (xvi, 37-39;

xxi, 29 ; 2 Chron. i, 3). We cannot wonder that first

David and then Solomon should have sought to guard

against the evils incidental to this separation of the two

orders, and to unite in one great temple priests and Le-

vites, the symbolic worship of sacrifice and the spiritual

offering of praise.

The reigns of these two kings were naturally the cul-

minating period of the glory of the Jewish priesthood.

They had a king whose heart was with them, and who
joined in their services dressed as they were (1 Chron,

xv, 27), while he yet scrupulously abstained from all

interference with their functions. The name which
they bore was accepted (whatever explanation may be

given of the fact) as the highest title of honor that

could be borne by the king's sons (2 Sam. viii, 18).

The}- occupied high places in the king's council (1 Kings

iv, 2, 4), and might even take their places, as in the case

of Benaiah, at the head of his armies (1 Chron. xii, 27;

xxvii, 5), or be recognised, as Zabud the son of Nathan
was, as the "king's friends," the keepers of the king's

conscience (1 Kings iv, 5; Ewald, Gesch. iii, 334).

The account here given has been based on the belief

that the books of the Old Test, give a trustworthy state-

ment of the origin and history of the priesthood of Is-

rael. Those who question their authority have done

so, for the most part, on the strength of some precon-

ceived theory. Such a hierarchy as the Pentateuch

prescribes is thought impossible in the earlier stages of

national life, and therefore the reigns of David and Sol-

omon are looked upon, not as the restoration, but as the

starting-point of the order (Yon Bohlen, Die Genesis,

Einl. § 16). It is alleged that there could have been

no tribe like that of Levi, for the consecration of a
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whole Iribe is without a parallel in history (Vatke, Bill.

Tkeol. i, 222). Deuteronomy, assumed for once to be

older than the three books which precede it, represents

the titles of the priest and Levite as standing on the

same footing, and the distinction between them is there-

fore the work of a later period (George, Du aUerenJud.

FetU . p. 45, 51 ; comp. Bahr, Symbolik, bk. ii, ch. i, § 1,

whence these references are taken). It is hardly nec-

essary here to do more than state these theories.

i 2.) Middle Period.—The position of t lie priests under

the monarchy of Judah deserves a closer examination

than it lias yet received. The system which has been

described above gave them for even' week of service in

the Temple twenty-three weeks in which they had no

appointed work-. Was it intended thai they should be

idle during this period? Were they actually idle?

They had no territorial posses-ions to cultivate. The
cities assigned to them and to the Levites gave but

scanty pasturage to their docks. To what employment
could they turn? 1. The more devout and thoughtful

found, probably, in the schools of the prophets that

which satisfied them. The history of the Jews presents

numerous instances of the union of the two offices. See

Levite. They became teaching-priests (2 Chron. xv.

3), students, and interpreters of the divine law. From
such as these, men might be chosen by the more zeal-

ous kings to instruct the people (wii, 8), or to admin-
ister justice (xix, 8). 2. Some, perhaps, as stated above,

served in the king's army. We have no ground for

transferring our modern conceptions of the peacefulness

of the priestly life to the remote past of the Jewish peo-

ple. Priests, as we have seen, were with David at He-
bron a- men of war. They were the trumpeters of Abi-

jah's army (xiii. 12). The Temple itself was a great

armor} (xxiii, 9). The heroic struggles of the Mac-
cabees wen- sustained chiefly by their kindred of the

same family (2 Mace. vii. 1). 3. A few chosen ones

might enter more deeply into the divine life, and so re-

ceive, like Zechariah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, a special call

to the office of a prophet. 4. We can hardly escape the

conclusion that many did their work in the Temple of

Jehovah with a divided allegiance, and acted at other

time- as priests of the high-places (Ewald, Gesck. iii.

704). Not only do we read of no protests against the

sins of the idolatrous kings, except from prophets who
stood forth, alone and unsupported, to hear their wit-

ness, hut the priests themselves were sharers in the

worship of Baal (Jer. ii. 8), of the sun and moon, and

of the host of heaven (viii, 1, 2). In the very Temple
itself they " ministered before their idols" (Ezek. xliv,

12), and allowed others, " uncircumcised in heart and

nncircumcised in flesh," to join them (ibid.,7). They
ate of unclean things and polluted the Sabbaths. There

could he no other result of this departure from the true

idea of the priesthood than a general degradation.

Those who ceased to he true shepherds of the people

found nothing in their ritual to sustain or elevate them.

They became as sensual, covetous, and tyrannical as

Cver the clergy of the Christian Church became in its

darkest period-; conspicuous as drunkards anil adulter-

ers (Isa. xxviii. 7, H; hi, 10-12). The prophetic order.

instead of acting as a check, became sharers in their

corruption (Jer. v. 31 : Lam. iv, 13; Zeph. iii, 4). For

the most part, the few efforts after better 1 1 1 i 1
1
u s are not

the result of a spontaneous reformation, but of conform-

ity to the wishes of a reforming king. In the one in-

stance in which they do act spontaneously —their re-

sistance i.. the usurpation of the priest's functions by

I'zziah their protest, however right in itself, was yet

only ton compatible with a wrong use of the office

which they claimed as belonging exclusively to them-
selves i 2 Chron. xxvi. 17 i. The discipline of the Cap-

tivity, however, was not without its fruits. A large

proportion of the priests had either perished or were
content to remain in the land of their exile; but those

who did return were active in the work of restoration.

Under Ezra they submitted to the stern duty of re-

pudiating their heathen wives (Ezra x, 18, 19). They
took part—though here the Levites were the more
prominent— in the instruction of the people (iii. 2: Neb.
viii, 9-13). The root-evils, however, soon reappeared.

The work of the priesthood was made the instrument

of covetousness. The priests of the time of Malachi re-

quired payment for every ministerial act. and would not

even ••.-hut the doors" or "kindle tire" for naught iMal.

i. 10). I ley "corrupted the covenant of Levi" i ii. 8).

The idea of the priest as the angel, the messenger, of

i lie Lord of Hosts was forgotten (ibid. 7; com]). Eccles.

v. til. The inevitable residt was that they again lost

their influence. They became "base and contemptible
before all the people" (Mai. ii. 9). The office of the
scribe ro-e in repute a- that of the priest declined (Jost,

Judenth. i, 37, 148). The sects that multiplied during
the last three centuries of the national life of Judaism
were proofs that the established order had failed to do
its work in maintaining the religious life of the people.

No great changes affected the outward position of the

priests under the Persian government. When that

monarchy fell before the power of Alexander they were
ready enough to transfer their allegiance. Both the

Persian government and Alexander had. however, re-

spected the religion of their subjects, and the former
had conferred on the priests immunities from taxation

(Ezra vi. X. 9; vii. 21 : Josephus, Ant. xi. 8). The de-

gree to which this recognition was carried by the im-
mediate successors of Alexander is shown by the work
of restoration accomplished by Simon the son ofOnias
(Ecclus. 1, 12-20); and the position which they thus

Occupied in the eyes of the people, not less than the

devotion with which his zeal inspired them, prepared

them doubtless for the great struggle which was coming,
and in which, under the priestly Maccabees, they were
the chief defenders of their country's freedom. Some,
indeed, at that crisis were found among the apostates.

Under the guidance of Jason (the heathenized form of

Joshua) they forsook the customs of their fathers: and
they who as priests were to be patterns of a self-re-

specting purity left their work in the Temple to run

naked in the circus which the Syrian king had opened

in Jerusalem (2 Mace, iv, 13, 14). Some, at an earlier

period, had joined the schismatic Onias in establishing

a rival worship (Josephus. Ant. xii. :'.. 4 I. The major-

ity, however, were true-hearted: and the Maecabrean

struggle which left the government of the country in

the hands of their ow n enler. and. until the Roman con-

quest, with a certain measure of independence, must
have given to the higher members of tbe order a posi-

tion nt security and influence. The martyr-spirit showed
il-elf again in the calmness with which they carried on

the ministrations in the Temple, when Jerusalem was
besieged by Pompey, till they were slain even in the act

of sacrificing (Josephus. Ant. xiv. 1. 3; War, i. 7. 5).

The reign Of Herod, on the other hand, in which the

high-priesthood was kept in abeyance, or transferred

from one to another at tbe will of one who was an alien

by birth and half a heathen in character, must have
tended to depress them.

(3.) Closing Period.— It will be interesting to bring

together the few fact- that indicate the position of the

priests in the New-Ti-t. period of their history. The
division into four-and-twenty courses is still maintained

(Luke i. 5 ; Josephus, Life, 1 >. and the heads of these

courses, together with those who have held the high-

priestl d (the office no longer lasting for life '.are -chief

prie-ts" (dpxiiptic) by courtesy (Carpzov. .1/7'. ('ill. p.

102), and take their place in the Sanhedrim. The num-
ber scattered throughout Palestine w a-. as ha- been slated,

very large. < if these the greater number were poor and

ignorant, despised by the more powerful members of

iheir own order, not gaining the respect or affection of

the people. The picture of cowardly selfishness in the

priest of the parable of Luke x. 31 can hardly be

thought of as other than a representative one. indi-

cating the estimate commonly and truly formed of the
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character of the class. The priestly order, like the na-

tion, was divided between contending sects. The influ-

ence of Hyrcanus, himself in the latter part of his life a

Sadducee (Josephus, Ant. xiii, 10, 6), had probably made
the tenets of that party popular among the wealthier

and more powerful members, and the chief-priests of the

Gospels and the Acts, the whole dpxttpariKov yivoQ

(Acts iv, 1, 6; v, 17), were apparently consistent Sad-

dueees, sometimes combining with the Pharisees in the

Sanhedrim, sometimes thwarted by them, in persecuting

the followers of Jesus because they preached the resur-

rection of the dead. The great multitude (oxXoc), on

the other hand, who received that testimony (vi, 7)

must have been free from or must have overcome Sad-

ducean prejudices. It was not strange that those who
did not welcome the truth which would have raised

them to a higher life should sink lower and lower into

an ignorant and ferocious fanaticism. Few stranger

contrasts meet us in the history of religion than that

presented in the life of the priesthood in the last half-

century of the Temple—now going through the solemn

sacrificial rites and joining in the noblest hymns, now
raising a fierce clamor at anything which seemed to

them a profanation of the sanctuary, and rushing to

dash out the brains of the bold or incautious intruder,

or of one of their own order who might enter while

under some ceremonial defilement, or with a half-hu-

morous cruelty setting fire to the clothes of the Levites

who were found sleeping when they ought to have been

watching at their posts (Liglitfoot, Temple Service, cli. i).

The rivalry which led the Levites to claim privileges

which had hitherto belonged to the priests has already

been noticed. See Levite. In the scenes of the last

tragedy of Jewish history the order passes away, with-

out honor, "dying as a fool dieth." The high-priest-

hood is given to the lowest and vilest of the adherents

of the frenzied Zealots (Josephus, War, iv, 3, G). Other
priests appear as deserting to the enemy (ibid, vi, 6, 1).

It is from a priest that Titus receives the lamps, and
gems, and costly raiment of the sanctuary (ibid, vi, 8. 3).

Priests report to their conquerors the terrible utterance
" Let us depart" on the last Pentecost ever celebrated in

the Temple (ibid, vi, 5, 3). It is a priest who fills up
the degradation of his order by dwelling on the fall of

his country with a cold-blooded satisfaction, and finding

in Titus the fulfilment of the Messianic prophecies of

the Old Test. (ibid, vi, 5, 4). The destruction of Jerusa-

lem deprived the order at one blow of all but an honor-

ary distinction. Their occupation was gone. Many
families must have altogether lost their genealogies.

Those who still prided themselves on their descent were
no longer safe against the claims of pretenders. The
jealousies of the lettered class, which had been kept
under some restraint as long as the Temple stood, now
had full play, and the influence of the rabbins increased

with the fall of the priesthood. The position of the

priests in mediaeval and modern Judaism has never risen

above that of complimentary recognition. Those who
claim to take their place among the sons of Aaron are

entitled to receive the redemption-money of the first-

born, to take the law from its chest, and to pronounce

the benediction in the synagogues (Ugolino, xii,48).

IV. Relation of the Jewish Priesthood to the Christian

Ministry.— The language of the New-Test, writers in

relation to the priesthood ought not to be passed over.

They recognise in Christ the first-born, the king, the

Anointed, the representative of the true primeval priest-

hood after the order of Melchizedek (Heb. vii, via),

from which that of Aaron, however necessary for the

time, is now seen to have been a deflection. But there

is no trace of an order in the new Christian society

bearing the name and exercising functions like those

of the priests of the older Covenant. The synagogue,
and not the Temple, furnishes the pattern for the or-

ganization of the Church. The idea which pervades
the teaching of the Epistles is that of a universal priest-

hood. All true believers are made kings and priests

(Rev. i, 6 ; 1 Pet. ii, 9), offer spiritual sacrifices (Rom.
xii, 1), may draw near, may enter into the holiest (Heb.
x, 19-22), as having received a true priestly consecra-

tion. They, too, have been washed and sprinkled as

the sons of Aaron were (x, 22). It was the thought of

a succeeding age that the old classification of the high-

priest, priests, and Levites was reproduced in the bish-

ops, priests, and deacons of the Christian Church. The
history of language presents few stranger facts than
those connected with these words. Priest, our only
equivalent for \epevg, comes to us from the word which
was chosen because it excluded the idea of a sacerdotal

character. Bishop has narrowly escaped a like perver-

sion, occurring as it does constantly in Wiclifs ver-

sion as the translation of ap\npiuQ (e. g. John xviii,

15; Heb. viii, 1). The idea which was thus expressed
rested, it is true, on the broad analogy of a threefold

gradation, and the terms "priest," "altar," "sacrifice,"

might be used without involving more than a legiti-

mate symbolism ; but they brought with them the in-

evitable danger of reproducing and perpetuating in the

history of the Christian Church many of the feelings

which belonged to Judaism, and ought to have been

left behind with it. If the evil has not proved so fatal

to the life of Christendom as it might have done, it is

because no bishop or pope, however much he might
exaggerate the harmony of the two systems, has ever

dreamed of making the Christian priesthood hereditary.

We have perhaps reason to be thankful that two errors

tend to neutralize each other, and that the age which
witnessed the most extravagant sacerdotalism was one

in which the celibacy of the clergy was first exalted,

then urged, and at last enforced.

V. Literature.—For the similarity in the religion of

ancient Greece, see Potter, Archceologia (Lond. 1775),

i, 202; of ancient Rome, Adam, Antiquities (Edinb.

1791), p. 293, § Ministri Sacrorum. For the resem-

blances between the religious customs of the ancient

Egyptians and those of the Jews, we refer especially to

Kitto, Pictorial History of Palestine (Lond. 1844). On
the Hebrew priesthood in general, see Kiiper, Las
Priesterthum des A lien Bun/Ies (Berl. 18G5). For par-

ticular topics, see Riesling, Be Leyibus Mos. circa Sa-
cerd. Vitio Corporis laborantes ; Kail, De Morbis Sa-
cerdot. V. T. ex Ministerii eor. Conditione oriundis (Hafn.

1745) ; Jablonskii Pantheon, Proleg. § 29, 41 , 43 ; Munch.
Be Alatrimonio Sacerd. V. T. cum Filiab. Sacer. (No-
rimb. 1747); Kohl, Be sEtate, etc. (Lips. 1735) ; Eechen-
berg, id. (ibid. 1760) ; Stiebritz, Be Sacerdotum Vitiis

Corpore (Hal. 1742) ; Curtiss, The Levitical Priests

(Lond. 1877). For the theology of the subject, see Dr.

J. P. Smith, Discourses on the Sacrifice and Priesthood

of Christ (Lond. 1842); Jardine, Christian Sacerdotal-

ism (ibid. 1871). See also the works cited by Danz,
Worterbuch, s. v. Priester; Darling, Cyclopcedia Bibli-

oyraphica, vol. i, col. 1812.

PRIEST is a contraction of the word presbyter (Greek
TrpeafivTtpoc,), and is derived probably from the old

French or Norman prestre. It was in the Saxon, first

preost, later prest. The German and Dutch words
are priester; the modern French, pretre; the Italian,

prete; but the Spanish is most like the original form

—

it is presbitero. In its most general signification, the
word is the title of a minister of public worship, but is

specially applied to the minister of sacrifice or other
mediatorial offices. In the early history of mankind,
the functions of the priest seem to have commonly been
discharged by the head of each family ; but, on the ex-
pansion of the family into the state, the office of priest

became a public one, which absorbed the duties as well

as the privileges which before belonged to the heads of
the separate families or communities. It thus came to

pass that in many instances the priestly office was asso-

ciated with that of the sovereign, whatever might be
the particular form of sovereignty. But in many re-

ligious and political bodies, also, the orders were main-
tained in complete independence, and the priests formed
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a distinct, and, generally speaking, a privileged class.

See Egypt; Hinduism. The priestly order, in most

afthe ancient religions, included a graduated hierarchy;

and to the chief, whatever was hia title, were assigned

the most solemn of the religious offices intrusted to the

body. Compare the prece ling article.

In the Christian Church the word has been used in

place of the two Greek words (1) rrptajivTepog, which

really signifies an elder, and (2) Uoevc, which corre-

Bponds i" the Latin sacerdos, i. e. one who offers sacri-

fice—words which arc exceedingly dissimilar in mean-

ing, but, used in this indiscriminate manner, convey a

i as i" the respective offices of priest and

preach r. The ( ihristian preacher or minister answers

rather to the ancient prophet than to the Old-Testament

priest As iepevc. means one who offers sacrifices, and

as sacrifices have been abolished since the offering of

the one perfect and all-sufficient Sacrifice, i! follows

that, in the strict and official sense, there are no "sacri-

ficers" under the Mew-Testament or Christian dispensa-

tion. If, therefore, the claims of the ministers of the

Church are made to rest upon a precise analogy to those

founded upon the priestly functions of an abrogated dis-

pensation, it surely becomes the advocates of such claims

t<> prove from the Christian Institute that the conceived

analogy exists. I!ut where is the proof? There is not

a single passage in " the book" of apostles and evangel-

ists to support the assumption. Nowhere are the min-

isters "I the Gospel represented as "sacriticers;" no-

where is provision made for such a succession, as in any

respect similar to the Levitical, and still less the Aaron-

ical priesthood. To the prophets, and riders of the

Synagogues, it is admitted that there are allusions de-

scriptive of ministerial duties: for the work of instruc-

tion was the appropriate business of these ecclesiastical

functionaries, and not performing the services of a pre-

scribed ritual. lint sacerdotal dignities are nowhere

ascribed to Christian presbyters.

The priesthood, as a religious order, perished with

Judaism. The priesthood was the shadow, and disap-

peared when the substance came. Asa mediator, Je-

sus Christ is the only priest ;
as a servant of God, whose

duty it is to consecrate his full time and energies and

thoughts to the divine service, every Christian is a

"priest unto God." The New Testament, then lore.

contains no hint of any priest, nor of any officer answer-

ing to a priest, in the early Church: and. on the con-

trary, contains many passages which teach more or less

directly and distinctly that the priesthood of the class

is merged in the priestly character of Jesus Christ and

that of the wlmle discipleship (comp. Heb. ii, 17 ; iii, 1

;

iv, 11: v. 5-10; vii. "J7. 28; x, 11. 12; Rev. v. 10). It

is very clear that the apostles, when they so plainly as-

sert the abolition of sacrifices since the offering of the

one perfect and all-sufficient Sacrifice, could never intend

to institute such an office as a surrijiriiir/ priest. When
they use the term, they apply it to Christ alone. The
office of a Christian pastor is not to atone, but to preach

the atom nil nt. In Rom. xv, 16 the application of the

term by the apostle Paul is figurative. The modern

minister answers rather to the ancient prophet than to

the ancient priest. At least this is the universal opin-

ion of nearly all Protestant Christendom, though some

relics of the old priestly idea of a special sacerdotal or-

der, with peculiar privileges and prerogatives, ami pos-

culiar holiness, still linger in the < Ihurch.

The advocates of hierarchical claims, whether Rom-
ish, Greek, or Protestant Christians, assume that min-

isters an' entitled to be regarded as succeeding to the

same relation to the Church with that which was sus-

tained by the priesthood under the Jewish economy.
Heine the tinns ami offices peculiar to tin- ancient

priests an- conceived to be analogous to the functions

and designations of the Christian ministry. On this

assumption, it i- contended that the duties performed

and tin' authority exercised under the direct sanction

of the Mo.-t High are now transferred to those who are

duly qualified, by a certain order of succession, to dis-

charge the offices of the ministry under the present dis-

pensation. In the grades of the hierarchy the priest-

hood is second in order only to that of bishop, Bishops

and priests possess the same' priestly authority, but the

bishop has the power of transmitting it to othi rs, which
an ordinary priest cannot do. The priest is regarded as

the ordinary minister of the Eucharist, whether as a

sacrament or as a sacrifice; of baptism, penance, and
extreme unction; and although the contracting partus

are held ill the modem schools to be 1 h< tn-> 1\ .— the

ministers of marriage, the priest is regarded by all

schools of Roman divines a- at hast the normal and
official witness of it~ celebration. The priest i~ also

officially charged with the instruction of the people and
the direction of their spiritual concerns, and, by long-

established use. special districts, called parish* - •;. \ ..

are assigned to priests, within which they are intrusted

with the care ami supervision of the spiritual want- of

all the inhabitants. The holy order of priesthood can

only he conferred by a bishop, and he is ordinarily as-

sisted by two or more priests, w ho. in common with the

bishop, impose hands on the candidate. The rest of

the ceremonial of ordination consists in investing the

candidate with the sacred instruments and ornaments

of his order, anointing his baud-, and reciting certain

prayers significant of the gifts ami the duties of the of-

fice. Dens defines the priesthood as • a sacred order and

sacrament, in which power n conferred of consecrating

the body ol Christ, of remitting sins, and of adminis-

tering certain other sacraments." Accordingly, at the

consecration of a priest, after unction ami prayer, the

chalice, with wine and water, and the paten upon it

with the host, are given to him. with these awful words,
• Receh e power to offer the sacrifice of < !od, and to cel-

ebrate mass for the living ami the dead." Mi reover,

he receives formally the power to forgive sins. The
distinguishing vestment of the priest is the chasuble

(Lat. planeta). In Roman Catholic countries, priests

wear even in public a distinctive dress.

Habil of a Roman catholic Priest

In some portions of the Episcopal Church the idea is

maintained that the modern clergyman is the succes-

sor of the ancient priest, because this term is used in the
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Prayer-book to designate the clerical office. Says FJiiy-

der: "The Greek and Latin words which we translate

'priest
1

are derived from words that signify holy; and

so the word priest, according to the etymology, signi-

fies him whose mere charge and function are about holy

things, and therefore seems to be a most proper word

to him who is set apart to the holy public service and

worship of God, especially when he is in the actual

ministration of holy things. If it be objected that, ac-

cording to the usual acceptation of the word, it signifies

him that offers up a sacrifice, and therefore cannot be

allowed to a minister of the Gospel, who hath no sacri-

fice to offer, it is answered that the ministers of the

Gospel have sacrifices to offer (1 Pet. ii, 5): 'Ye are

built. n;> a spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer

up spiritual sacrifices of prayer, praises, thanksgiving,'

etc. In respect of these, the ministers of the Gospel

may safely, in a metaphorical sense, be called priests;

and in a more eminent manner than other Christians,

because they are taken from among men to offer up

these sacrifices for others. But besides these spiritual

sacrifices mentioned, the ministers of the Gospel have

another sacrifice to offer, viz. the unbloody sacrifice, as

it was anciently called, the commemorative sacrifice of

the blood of Christ, which does as really and truly show
forth the death of Christ as those sacrifices under the

law did; and in respect of this sacrifice of the Eucharist,

the ancients have usually called those that offer it up

priests." See Killen, Ancient Church, p. (541; Marten-

sen, Dogmatics ; Fairbairn, Typology ; Calvin, Insti-

tutes; Coleman, Manual on Prelacy and Ritualism, p.

167 sq. ; Stratten, Book of the Priesthood; Howitt, On
Priestcraft; Dwight, Theology; Schaff, Hist, of the

Aposf. Church; Elliott, Delineation of Romanism (see

Index); Sumner, Principles at Stake (Lond. 1868, 8vo),

ch. iii; Christian Qua?: April, 1873, art. iv; Meth. Quar.

Rev. July, 1873, art. ii; Studien u. Kritiken, 1862, No. 1 ;

Bapt. Quar. Oct. 1870; Christian Monthly, Feb. 1865,

p. 188. See Bishop; Clergy; Preacher. (J. H.W.)
Priestley, Joseph, LL.D., one of the most noted

of the English deists of the. 18th century, and a scientist

of great celebrity, was born of humble but honorable

parentage at Fieldhead, March 13, 1733, old style. His
mother dying when he was six years of age, he was
adopted by a paternal aunt, Mrs. Keighley, by whom he

was sent to a free grammar-school in the neighborhood,

where he was taught the Latin language and the ele-

ments of the Greek. His vacations were devoted to the

study of Hebrew under a dissenting minister ; and when
he had acquired some proficiency in this language he

commenced and made considerable progress in the Chal-

dee, Syriac, and Arabic. Ill-health, however, led him to

abandon for a while his classical studies, and he gave
himself to mercantile pursuits. Though obliged to leave

school, he yet continued his studies. Without the aid

of a master, he acquired some knowledge of French,

Italian, and German. At the age of nineteen (1752) he
resumed work as a theological student in the dissenting

academy at Daventry. His parents, who were both

of the Calvinistic persuasion, as well as his aunt, had
omitted no opportunity of inculcating the importance

of the Calvinistic doctrine. At the academy he found

both the professors and students greatly agitated upon
most theological questions which were deemed of much
importance, such as liberty and necessity, the sleep of

the soul, etc., and kindred articles of orthodoxy and her-

esy. These were the topics of animated and frequent

discussion. The spirit of controversy thus excited was
in some measure fostered by the plan for regulating their

studies, drawn up by Dr. Doddridge. It specified cer-

tain works on both sides of every question which the

students were required to peruse and form an abridg-

ment of for their future use. Before the lapse of many
months Priestley conceived himself called upon to re-

nounce the greater number of the theological and meta-
physical opinions which he had imbibed in early youth,
and thus, he himself observes, " I came to embrace what

is generally called the heterodox side of the question;

. . . but notwithstanding the great freedom of our de-

bates, the extreme of heresy among us was Arianism, and
all of us, I believe, left the academy with a belief, more
or less qualified, of the doctrine of the Atonement." His
waywardness did not interfere with his graduation, and
in 1755 he became assistant minister to an Independent

congregation at Needham-Market, in Suffolk. Here he

made himself unpopular by renouncing the doctrine of

the Atonement, and in three years left, in rather bad

repute because of his heresy. He found a temporary

engagement at Nantwich, in Cheshire, but was again

unpopular, and next engaged in teaching with some
success, and was finally chosen professor of belles-lettres

in Warrington Academy. During the ten years fol-

lowing he produced half a dozen thoughtful works on
widely varying subjects— works which of themselves

would have given him enduring fame. He busied him-

self in politics, too, and became known as a vigorous

lecturer. He was still poor, but by dint of strict econ-

omy he had secured an air-pump and an electrical ma-
chine, and had already begun his scientific researches.

While at Needham he composed his work entitled

The Scripture Doctrine of Remission, which shows that

the Death of Christ is no proper Sacrifice nor Satisfac-

tion for Sin; but that Pardon is dispensed solely on ac-

count of a Personal Repentance of the Sinner. It was
published in 1761. He seems to have rejected all the-

ological dogmas which appeared to him to rest solely

upon the interpretation put upon certain passages of the

Bible by ecclesiastical authority. It does not, however,

appear that these doctrinal errors produced any morally

evil results. A visit to the metropolis was the occasion

of his introduction to our own celebrated countryman,

Dr. Franklin, Dr. Price, and others. To the first of

these he communicated his idea of writing a historical

account of electrical discoveries, if provided with the

requisite books. These Dr. Franklin undertook to pro-

cure, and before the end of the year in which Priestley

submitted to him the plan of the work he sent him a

copy of it in print, though five hours of every day had

been occupied in public or private teaching, besides

which he had kept up an active philosophical corre-

spondence. The title of this work is The History and

Present State of Electricity, with Original Experiments

(1767; 3d ed. 1775). By his devotion to learning and
his persistent scrutiny of nature, Priestley now unrav-

elled many a tangled web of science, and it was his to

make the most valuable discovery in science of the last

century; but as he drew nearer natural truth, he be-

came more and more, though perhaps unconsciously, es-

tranged from revealed truth, and by a hot temper and

hasty utterances alienated his best friends. A disagree-

ment between the trustees and professors of the academy
led to his relinquishing the appointment at Warrington

in 1767. His next engagement was with a large congre-

gation at Mill-Hill Chapel, Leeds, where his theological

inquiries were resumed, and several works of the kind

composed, chiefly of a controversial character. The
vicinity of his dwelling to a public brewery was the

occasion of his attention being directed to pneumatic

chemistry, the consideration of which he commenced in

1768, and subsequently prosecuted with great success.

His first publication on this subject was a pamphlet on

Impregnating Water with Fixed Air (1772); the same
year he communicated to the Royal Society his Obser-

vations on Different Kinds of Air, to which the Copley

medal was awarded in 1773. He originated other modes
of investigation now pursued, and, indeed, nearly all

that is known of the gases has its foundation in the dis-

coveries he made. He discovered oxygen gas, nitrous

gas, nitrous-oxide gas, nitrous vapor, carbonic -oxide

gas, sulphurous-oxide gas, fluoric-acid gas, muriatic gas,

and ammoniacal gas. The discovery of oxygen alone

rivalled in importance the great discovery of gravita-

tion by Newton in the preceding century. The pneu-

matic trough, a vessel by means of which chemists col-
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kct gas, was also in good pari invented by Priestley.

He experimented untiringly, and gave to the world a

detailed account of almost every observation he made.

For a time lie was the- idol of men of science. All Eu-

rope did } i i in limner. At the height of his reputation he
became companion to the earl of Shelburne, with whom
he travelled extensively oil tin- Continent. He remained

with that nobleman seven years, at tlie end ofwhich, in

1789, receiving a pension, he settled in Birmingham,
where he proceeded actively with his philosophical and

theological researches, and was also appointed pastor to

a dissenting congregation. Having been told by cer-

tain Parisian savans that he was the only man they

had ever known, of any understanding, who believed in

Christianity, he wrote, in reply, the Letters >> a Philo-

sophical t
r
nbt lit I'' r (

17m i i. and various other works con-

taining criticisms on the doctrines of Hume and others.

His public position was now rather a hard one; for

while laughed at in Paris as a believer, at home be was

branded as an atheist. To escape the odium arising

from the latter imputation, he published his Disquisi-

tion relating to Matter and Spirit. In this work, while

he partly materializes spirit, he at the same time partly

spiritualizes matter. He holds, however, that our hopes

of resurrection must res! solely on the truth of the Chris-

tian revelation, and that scientifically they have no
demonstration whatever. The doctrines of a Revelation

and a Resurrection appear with him to have supported

one another. He believed in a Revelation, because it

declared a Resurrection; and he believed in a Resur-

rection, because he found it declared in the Revelation.

Yet in his Introductory Dissertation to Hartley's Obser-

vations "a Man he expressed doubts again concerning

the immateriality of the sentient principle in man; and
in the Doctrim of Necessity—another elucidation of

Hartley (q. v.)—published about the same time, largely

denied the Christian doctrine of Revelation. I Jut among
the many points of Church dogma called in question or

altogether repudiated, Dr. Priestley thus far had not

openly t shed the doctrine of the Trinity. In 17M2 he

published his History qftki Corruptions of Christianity

{2 vols. 8vo). A refutation of the arguments contained

in tlii-- work was proposed for one of the Hague prize

essays; and in I7*.'i the work itself was burned bj the

common hangman in the city of Dorr, Next came a

History ofEarly Opinions concerning Jesus Christ |
17m'..

4 vols. Svii), but it failed to make any impression in the

literary or theological world. His previous writings,

however, gave ria to a lively literary warfare between

Priestley and Dr. Horsley. The principal subjects dis-

enssed were the doctrines of Free Will. Materialism, and

Unitarianism. The victory in this controversy w ill prob-

ably 1"' awarded by most men in accordance with their

own preconceived views on the questions at issue. In

a letter to Dr. Price, dated dan. 27, 17'.M, Priestley says:

"With respect to the Church, with which you have med-
dled but little, I have long since drawn the sword and

thrown away the Bcabbard, and am very easy about the

consequences." While it was a source of wonder to the

savans of the ( 'on tinen t t hat such a man could believe in

a God at all. his want of belief shocked the better class

of his countrymen, who, although at the time sadly. ki\

in morals, were Scrupulous in their adherence to ortho-

doxy. But he did not confine himself to dealing with

churchmen: his object was to obtain for the dissenters

what he considered t<> be their rights, and in the pur-

suit of which he published about twenty volumes. He
attacked certain positions relating to the dissenters in

Blackstone's Commentaries with a vigor and acri ny
whi.h seems to have surprised his adversary. At the

same nine he wa- avowedly partial to the French Revo-
lution, and as be was a man of strong speech and sting-

in- pen, he soon excited the hatred of the High-Church
and Tory party. The agitation of the populace had

already found vent in riots, and in the month of July
Dr. Priestley's house, library, manuscripts,

(
and cost)}

apparatus were committed to the Barnes by an angry-

mob. His papers, torn in scraps, carpeted the roads
around his desolated home, ami he was exposed to great
personal danger. He quitted Birmingham foi' Hack-
ney, where he became the successor of his deceased friend

Dr. Price (q. v.), and so far as m >ney could restore what
he had lost, it was liberally given. Uut his sentiments

were unchanged, and he was none the less outspoken
because of misuse; and at last, conceiving himself to be
insecure against popular rage, he embarked for America.

In the United States he was received with enthu-
siasm a- a martyr to republican principles. He was
offered a professor's chair in Philadelphia, which, how-
ever, he declined—for, notwithstanding bis unparalleled
attainments, he modestly felt the want of an early sys-

tematic training in the sciences—and, retiring t" Nor-
thumberland, he wa> soon again absorbed in his studies.

But even here before long he was in the midst of hitter

controversy. He had contemplated no difficulty in form-
ing a Unitarian congregation in America: but in this he
was greatly disappointed. He found that the majority

disregarded religion, and those who paid any attention

to it were more afraid of his doctrines than desirous of

hearing them. I'y the American government, the for-

mer democratic spirit of which had subsided, he was
looked upon as a spy in the interest of France. The
democracy he espoused was unpalatably French, the in-

consistency of his religious doctrines laid him open to

ridicule, and. as he could not long remain silent, a host

of critics was soon arrayed against him. His liter

writings were mostly in defence of his doctrines and
discoveries, and his experiments in America did not

prove as successful as those ol bis earlier years. To tin-

day of his death he continued to pursue his literary and
scientific pursuits with as much ardor as he had shown
at any period of his active life. He died Feb. G, 1804,

expressing the satisfaction he derived from the con-

sciousness of having led a useful life and the confidence

lie felt in a future state ill a happy immortality. When
his death became known in Paris, his ,/,,,., was read by
Cuvier before the National Institute.

Priestley has given us his autobiography down to

March 24, 1795. He was a man of irreproachable moral
and domestic character, remarkable for zeal, for truth,

I patience, and in his maturer years for serenity of tem-

per. He appears to have been fearless iii proclaim-

ing his convictions, whether theological, political, or

[scientific. Few men in modem times have written so

|

much, or with such facility; yet he seldom spent more
than six or eight hours a day in any labor which re-

quired much mental exertion. A habit of regularity ex-

tended itself to all his studies. He never read a hook

without determining in his own mind when he would

finish it; and at the beginning ofevery year he arranged

the plan of his literary pursuits and scientific researches.

He labored under a great defect, which, however, was
not a very considerable impediment to bis progn --.

I le

sometimes lost all ideas both of persons and things with
which he had been conversant, 1 1 < • always did imme-
diately what he had to perform. Though he rose early

and despatched his more serious pursuits in the morn-

ing, yet he was as well qualified for mental exertion at

one time of the day as at another. All seasons were

equal to him, early or late, before dinner or after. He
could also write without inconvenience by the parlor

tin-, with his wife and children about him. and occasion-

ally talking to them. In his family he ever maintained

the worship of God. See the Mi i -. .
. ntinued by

his sou. with observations by T. Cooper; also / ij'> by
John Corry (1805); and by Riitl (1832).

Rarely has a man been more \ ariously estimated than

Priestley. In Blackwood | 1885) he was characterized

as "a shallow scholar.au empirical philosopher—who
Btumbled on his discoveries and lacked the logical ca-

pacity t" usefully apply them a malcontent politician,

and a heretical religionist." Dr. Parr, on the contrary,

speaks of Priestley's attainments as numerous without
' a parallel, his talents as superlatively great, ami his
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morals as correct without austerity and exemplary

without ostentation. These estimates are certainly

diverse, but possibly they are equally near the truth.

Priestley was much more of an experimentalist than a

philosopher. In religion as well as in science he sought

novelties. Facts, and facts only, could satisfy him. But

his caprice was as noticeable as his positiveness, and

his logical inconsistencies were gross. A queer instance

of this is found in his adherence to the theory of l
- phlo-

giston"— the supposed principle of inflammability, or

the matter of fire in composition with other bodies

—

the absurdity of which was shown by his own discovery

of oxygen. In theology, as we have seen, while main-

taining the immortality of the soul, he denied its im-

materiality. He was never widely trusted as a religious

leader; although, because of his ability and unimpeach-

able morality, and his eminence in science, his pulpit

services were eagerly sought. His fame rests princi-

pally on his pneumatic inquiries. But lie was encyclo-

pedic in the range of his writings, which extend to

between seventy and eighty volumes. Among them
are works on general and ecclesiastical history and bi-

ography, on language, on oratory and criticism, on relig-

ion and metaphysics. Although many of his opinions

were fanciful and manifestly erroneous, there was hardly

a subject touched by his pen that was not the brighter

and shapelier because of his genius. It is not now,

however, for the first time remarked that the minds

best fitted for prosecuting the labors of experimental

philosophy are by no means those from which we expect

light to be cast into the more obscure region of meta-

physical analysis. " Priestley's mind was objective to an
extreme; he could fix his faith upon nothing which
had not the evidence of sense in some way or other im-

pressed upon it. Science, morals, politics, philosophy,

religion, all came to him under the type of the sensa-

tional. The most spiritual ideas were obliged to be

cast into a material mould before they could commend
themselves to his judgment or conscience. His intellect

was rapid to an extraordinary degree; he saw the bear-

ings of a question according to its principles at a glance,

and embodied his thoughts in volumes, while many
other men would hardly have sketched out their plan.

All this, though admirable in the man of action, was not

the temperament to form the solid metaphysician; nay,

it was precisely opposed to that deep, reflective habit,

that sinking into one's own inmost consciousness, from

which alone speculative philosophy can obtain light and
advancement." As a man of science, he has left his mark
upon the intellectual history of the century; but besides

being a man of science, he aimed at being a metaphysi-

cian, a theologian, a politician, a classical scholar, and

a historian. With an amazing intrepidity he plunged

into tasks the effective performance of which would
have demanded the labors of a lifetime. With the

charge of thirty youths on his hands, he proposes to

write an ecclesiastical history, and soon afterwards ob-

serves that a fresh translation of the Old Test, would
" not be a very formidable task" (Butt, Life, 1, 42). He
carried on all manner of controversies upon their own
ground with Horslev and Badeoek, with his friend Price,

with Beattie and the Scotch philosophers, with Gibbon
and the sceptics, and yet often labored for hours a day
at his chemical experiments. So discursive a thinker

could hardly do much thorough work, nor really work
out or co-ordinate his own opinions. It would be in

vain, therefore, to anticipate any great force or original-

ity in Priestley's speculations. At best he was a quick
reflector of the current opinions of his time and class,

and able to run up hasty theories of sufficient apparent

stability to afford a temporary refuge amid the storm
of conflicting elements. With such tendencies of mind,

therefore, and living in an age the whole bearing ofwhich
was away from the ideal to the sensational, it is not

surprising that Priestley entered with energy into those

principles of Hartley from which he hoped to reduce
all mental science to a branch of physical investigation.

The metaphysical position he assumed may be fully

seen in his Examination of Reid, Beattie, and Oswald:
in fact, it is summed up in one extraordinary sentence,

where lie affirms that " something has been done in the

field of knowledge by Descartes, very much by Mr.
Locke, but most of all by Hartley, who has thrown
more useful light upon the theory of the mind than
Newton did upon the theory of the natural world."

Priestley rested the truth of materialism upon two de-
ductions. The first was that thought and sensation are

essentially the same thing—that the whole variety of

our ideas, however abstract and refined they may be-

come, are, nevertheless, but modifications of the sensa-

tional faculty. This doctrine had been more fully main-
tained in Prance by Condillac, and is a crude anticipa-

tion of the positive view. The second deduction was
that all sensation, and, consequently, all thought, arises

from the affections of our material organization, and,

therefore, consists entirely in the motion of the material

particles of which the nerves and brain are composed.
It is but justice, however, here to add that Priestley did

not push his materialism so far as to evolve any conclu-

sions contrary to the fundamental principles of man's
natural religion, or to invalidate the evidence of a future

state; for in the full conviction of these truths he both
lived and died. And instead of distinctly inferring with*

modern positivists that we can show nothing of the ul-

timate nature either of mind or body, Priestley adopted

the view that the soul is itself material. According to

his quaint illustration, it resembles a razor. The power
of thought inheres in it as the power of cutting in the

razor. The razor dissolved in acids is annihilated ; and,

the body destroyed by putrefaction, the power of think-

ing ceases. But the particles remain in each case; and
the soul, like the razor, may again be put together (Price

and Priestley On Materialism, p. 82). The advantage

of this doctrine, according to Priestley, was that it con-

firmed bishop Law's theory of the seat of the soul. The
soul being, in fact, a piece of mechanism, is taken to

pieces at death, and though it may afterwards be put

together again by divine power, there is no ground for

the superstitions embodied in the doctrine of purgatory.

Moreover, it strikingly confirms the Socinian doctrine

by removing all pretext for a belief in the pre-existence

of Christ. To sum up, then, the precise influence of

Priestley upon the progress of sensationalism in a few
words, we may say that he succeeded in cutting the last

tie which had held Hartley to the poor remains of spir-

itualism; that he reduced the whole phenomena of

mind to organic processes—the mind itself to a material

organization, and mental philosophy to a physical sci-

ence. The whole existing order of things being an
elaborate piece of mechanism, we infer the Almighty
mechanist by the familiar watch argument (Disquisi-

tions, i, 187). Indeed, the Deity himself becomes almost

phenomenal, and Priestley has considerable trouble in

saving him from materiality. He denies that a belief

in his immateriality would increase our reverence for

him (ibid, i, 185), and declares that he must be in some
sense extended, and have some common property with

the matter upon which he acts. It would seem, indeed,

that God is rather matter of a different kind from the

ordinary than in any strict sense immaterial.

Priestley's History of the Corrujitions of Christianity

led to the most exciting controversy in the latter half

of the 18th century. His position may be easily de-

fined. He writes as a Protestant, and, charging the

papacy with corrupting tendencies, he pushes one step

farther the arguments already familiar in the great

controversy of the Protestant world of Christianity with

Borne. He is by no means original in his position.

Zwicker and Episcopius had anticipated his main the-

ory. There is but a question of degree between Priest-

ley and other Protestant writers upon the early ages of

Christianity. He endeavors to draw the limits of the

supernatural still more closely than his predecessors.

All Protestants admitted that at some early period
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Christianity has been corrupted. Priestley includes

among the corruptions the Trinitarian doctrines, which,

as he argues, showed themselves, though in a compara-

tively undeveloped state, among the earliest ofthe post-

apostolic writers. He continues the attack upon the

authority of the Church fathers, as begun by Daille,

and which had then been recently carried on by Mid-

dleton and Jortin. He makes Christ a mere man, and

places the writers of the New Test, on the same level

with Thucydides or Tacitus, while he still believes iu

the miracles, and quotes texts alter the old unbistorical

fashion. He is compelled, moreover, to accept the Prol -

estant theory that there was in the earliest ages a body

of absolutely sound doctrine, though, in the effort to

identify this with LJnitarianism he i- driven to great

straits, and forced to discover it in obscure sect-, and to

make inferences from the negative argument of silence

rather than from positive assertions. Though he makes
free with the reasoning of the apostles, he cannot give

up their authority : and. accepting without question the

authenticity ot the Gospels, labors to interpret them in

the Unitarian sense. He did not see that the real dif-

ficult} i- the admission of supernatural agency, and that

to call a miracle a very little one is only to encounter

the whole weight of rationalist ic and of orthodox hostil-

ity. His aim, as he explains in his Preface, is to show
'•what circumstances in the state of things" (notice this

slipshod style), -and especially ofother prevailing opin-

ions and prejudices," favored the introduction of new
doctrines. He hopes that this "historical method will

be found to he of the most satisfactory modes of ar-

gumentation" (Corruptions, voL i. Preface, p. xiv).

Priestley asserts that corruptions appeared, but in

practice seems to attribute them to perverse chances

rather than to the influence of contemporary opinion,

which he professes to trace. Thus in discussing theories

of grace, he says, " li is not easy to imagine a priori

what could have led men into such a train of thinking"

(jbid. i, 284), as is exhibited in the speculations about

grace, free will, and predestination. After some vague
handling of the problem, he remembers that the "prin-

cipal parts" of the system "were lirst suggested in the

heal ol controversy" (ibid. p. 285) --an explanation which
seem- to him to throw some light upon the question.

Obvi m-ly. a writer thus incompetent to appreciate the

bearings of the most vital doctrines of Christianity was
not a very competent historian of thought. Priestley.

however, perceives,what was indeed sufficiently palpable,

that Platonism had played a great part in the develop-

ment of Christian dogma. The Platonists, he tells us,

•• pretended to be no more than the expositors of a more
ancient doctrine:" which he traces through Parmenides,
the Pythagoreans, and Orpheus, to -the secret lore of

tin- Egyptian priests." Another stream of tradition had
reached the Romans from " their Trojan ancestors." who
had received it from Phrygia, where it had been planted

by Dardanus"as early as the '.Mb century after Noah's
Hood." Dardanus brought it from Samotbrace, where
the "Three Mighty Ones" were worshipped under the

name ot the Cabirim. Thus the Platonic Trinity, and
the Roman Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, were shown to

be simply faint reflections of an early revelation com-
municated to the patriarchs before' the days of Moses
(Horsley, Tracts, p. I.: 15). See. besides the works

ferred to, Brougham, Lives of Philosophers «f
•'• III. p. 83 sq.; De Quincey, Philo-

sophical Writers, ii. 262; Mackintosh, MiscelL Works,
in. 170; Lond. Gentleman's Magazine, April, 1804, p. 375
sq.; / '../•.. ].-mi,;.|,. i.;,; .,,.: Norton, Views of Chris-

h, Piety, and Morality
| Lond. L2mi

Qu. Rev. Dec 1812, p. 430; Lindsey, Vindicia Priestlei-

r88, 'J vols. 8vo); Christian Examiner, xii, 257
sq.; S vens, Hist, of English Thought In th< \*ih Cen-
tury, i. 129 sq.; Leckey, Hist, of Rationalism, and his

Bist. oftk lv/, Century; Moreil, Hist, ofModern Phi-
losophy, p. 101 sq.; Taylor, Retrospect of Religious I [(<

in England (1845); Hagenbacb, Hist, of Doctrines, ii.

Ill sq.; A". Y. Christian Advocate, 1*77: lVrrv. Hist,

of the < hurch ofEngland, iii. 432-434 ; Blakey, Hist. of
the Philosophy of Mind, iii. 230 sip. 302 sq.; Cousin,

Hist, ofModern Philosophy, lect. xiii. xiv.

Priestley, Thomas, an English divine of the In-

dependent body, flourished near the close of (be last

century. He was the brothi r ofJoseph Priestley (q.v.),

but their theological tenets differed widely. 1 nomas
was the editor of the Christian Magazine, and pub-
lished, Evangelical Bible, or Paraphrase, Exposition,

and Commentary, with copious Notes and suitablt Re-

flections (1791, Vol.i :
/.', ,-. Mr. Scoffs Life and />,,,//,

(1791, 8vo) :—a Funeral Sermon 1 1791, 8vo) :

—

Family
Exercises (1792. 8vo; 17'.'

Priests, Marriage of. The obligation of perpet-

ual virginity imposed by the Church ot' Rome upon

those who receive higher orders has been spoken of in

another article. See ( i u i:\rv. In the ancient Church
married men (but no bigamists) were sometimes re-

ceived into priesthood, without dissolution of their mat-
rimony; but it was never allowed to one who bad n-
ceived higher orders to marry. If such a case occurred,

the service of the Church had to be renounced. In
lie- West we find, in the middle of the 10th century

(Cone August. can. I), the ordinance that the bishops1

priests, deacons, and Bubdeacons who contract marriage

are to be d< p ised from their functions. Hence it would

seem plain that the order.- were not then considered as

an impediment to marriage, while the solemn VOW was
considered as such i

'',,,„. Troisliens, cap. i. a. 909).

The Lateran Council of 1123 declares the matrimony
contracted by a priesf, etc.. as one to be dissol

jungi, can. 21 I; that of 1139 declares it not existing

at all (mafrimonium non esse censemus, can. 7). I'he

Council of Trent (sess. xxiv. can. 9) repeated the same
declaration, and. in virtue of the powers of the Church
(can. 4, 1. c), puts the orders again into the number of

the dissolving impediments to matrimony. The same
council decreed, further, that sons of clergymen cannot

discharge a clerical function in a place where their fa-

ther is or was in office (sess. xxv, cap. 1-'.. I), ,,/.\. The
Creek Church imposes celibacy on the higher dignita-

ries— the bishops— but not on the priests and lower

functionaries of the Church. The latter cannot, it i-

true, marry alter receiving the orders, but are allowed

to continue in the matrimonial relations contracted be-

fore ordination. But no second marriage i- tolerated.

The Russian < hurch. however, refuse- ordination to Iter

priests as loii",- as they are unmarried, i. e. ordains only

married men. If the priest becomes a widower, he re-

tires to monastic life. In the Greek Oriental Church
there are unmarried priests : they remain in office after

the death of their wives, unless they prefer to marry
again. In Greece married priests are distinguished from

iin unmarried one- by their head-gear : the former w ear

very low round hat-. See Lea. Sacerdotal Celibacy i In-

dex, under Marriage).

Priests' Rooms. The chaplains in Great Britain

frequently had chambers over porches or sacristies, as

at St. Peter's-in-the-EaSt, Oxford: in Ireland, over the

vault of the church, as at Cashel, Mellifont, Holj Cross,

and Kilkenny: in Scotland, at lona, over the aisles.

Walcott, Sacred Archaology, s. v.

Prileszky, Johs Baptist, a learned Hungarian

Jesuit, wa- born at l'rile— March 16, 1709, and. after

attaining to the doctorate in philosophy and theology,

taught in several colleges of his order. He was for live

years chancellor of the 1 Iniversity of Tyrnau. lie died

after 177.;. He wrote. Acta Sanctorum Bungaria

(Tyrnau, 171:'. li. Bvo Votitia Sanctorum Patrum
triumpriorum 8aculorum (ibid. 1759): Icta et Scrip-

1,1 s. ( ypriani |
ibid. 1761, fol.) v—Acta ri Scripta 8. ll„-

ophili, Patriarcha - 1 ntiochi ni i ( MinutU I '<

fii is I
\ i. nna,

1764, 8vo) : Acta <i Scripta S. Irenai | Kaschau, 1765,

8vo):—Acta e!Sct ipia S. GregoriiNeo-t 'a sarit ruw, I>»u-
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yeii A lexandrini et Methodii Lycii (ibid. 17G6, 8vo).—

Hoefer, Nouv. Bioy. General?, s. v.

Primacy is the office held (1) by him who is the

pope of Rome, and therefore highest in the Christian

Church, according to those who accept the assertions

of the papacy ; and (2) by him who is next in rank to

the patriarch (q. v.). See Pkimate.

The primacy of Peter, as the pope's office is some-

times styled, Romanists claim to be of divine appoint-

ment. They assert that the apostle Peter, by Christ's

authority, had a primacy or sovereign authority and

jurisdiction over the other apostles. Since the God-

man Jesus the Christ, they say, has himself willed the

continuance of the Church and her fundamental unity,

Peter and his successors were also established by the

will of God. The power to bind and to loose [see

Keys, Pow'eii of the] was given to the apostles in a

body (Matt, xviii, 8) ; but, in order to preserve their

power and unity, Peter was put at their head and en-

dowed with higher honors (Matt, xvi, 1G-18; xvii, 4,

etc.). He became the primus inter pares, not so much
for his own sake as for a precedent ;

li for it would be

unreasonable," says Sauter, " to consider the primacy he

held to have died with him, in view of the end for which

Christ had appointed him to it. It appears, on the con-

trary, that Christ instituted the primacy more in view

of the future than to meet the requirements of the apos-

tolic times, when the personal purity of each of the

apostles rendered such a measure less necessary" (Funda-

menta jiu is eccksiastici Catholicorum [3d ed. Rotwila?,

1825], § 62; see also Zeitschrift fitr Phil, wad lath.

Theoloyie [Cologne, 1832], iv, 121, 122). By the ex-

ample of Peter. Christ showed, in a general way, that

some one of the bishops was always to be considered

as primate by the others; but, add those who put a lib-

eral interpretation on the Romish assertion of suprem-

acy, it is by no means clear from the writings of the

primitive fathers that the primacy was attached to a

particular bishopric. Circumstances favored Pome,
whose bishop was acknowledged by the other bishops

as the successor of Peter (in the primacy). The bish-

ops of Pome cannot have the primacy by divine ap-

pointment, but in a mediate manner, so that, when the

good of the Church demands it, it can be transferred to

another of the bishops (Sauter, § G3, 64). But the

Ultramontanes maintain that by the same authority

by which Peter was set apart for the supremacy his

own successors were also established. Peter, it is true,

founded different communities and provided them with

bishops, yet no other can be considered as his true suc-

cessor than he who succeeded him after his death, and

this is the bishop of Pome. The Roman bishop had,

by his Roman episcopal dignity, a right similar to

that in virtue of which the next relation succeeds in

worldly principalities, and the Ultramontanes assert

that Peter himself chose for his successor, in all his dig-

nities, the same Linus mentioned by Paul in his Second

Epistle to Timothy, iv, 21 (Phillips, Kirchenrecht, i, 146).

This system of ideas, so simple in appearance, has only

by decrees developed itself and obtained dogmatical

sanction in the Latin Church. It is based on facts

which have been variously appreciated, and on deci-

sions which have by no means received the same in-

terpretation at all hands. The whole deduction is

founded on arbitrary declarations, inasmuch as the

bishops were, and are still, party and judge in the same
cause; they, whose title is in question, claim the exclu-

sive right of explaining words and facts, and consider

any one who doubts their assertions as being disobedient

to Christ and to God. Impartial thinkers of the Roman
Church itself cannot help acknowledging that before

the middle of the 3d century there was no primacy
perceptible in the Church (see Mohler, Die Einheit der

Kirche, oder das Prinzip des Katholicismus, daryestellt

im. Geiste der Kirchenverfassuny der drei ersten Jahr-
Iiiiiid! >/,

|
2d ed. Tubingen, 1843]) : while others, by ar-

bitrary arrangement of historical facts, arrive at the

conclusion " that the Roman bishops not only claimed
the highest authority in all ecclesiastical matters since

the first times of Christianity, but that these preten-

sions, founded on Christ's declarations, were acknowl-
edged by the whole Church, especially by the episco-

pate" (see Phillips, Kirchenrecht, p. 156). This is not

the place to show, by the history of the Roman bishops

of the first centuries, how indefensible such an assump-
tion must appear: we must leave this to the special ar-

ticles of this work, contenting ourselves with calling the
attention of the reader to the principal features of the

development of the primacy.

Among the numerous works written on the subject,

we mention in favor of it: Bibliotheca maxima Poniifi-

cia, in qua authores melioris notce qui hactenus pro S.

Romana Sede scripseritnf,fe7-e omnes continentur, promo-
vente Fr. H. Tom. de Roceaberti (Roma'. 1689. 21 vols.

fol.) ; A. Daude, Majestas Hierarchies cul. Summi Ponli-

Jicis (Bamb. 1.761, 2 vols. 4to); Pet. Ballerini, De Vi ac
Ratione Primatus, etc. (Augsb. 1770, 2 vols. 4to ; ed.

nov. by Westhoff ) ; J. Roskovany, J>e Primatu Romani
Puntifcis ejusqve Jurihus (ibid. 1834, 8vo); Rothensee,

Der Primat des Papstes in alien Jalirhunderien, heraus-

yeyeben von Rdss nud Weiss (Mainz, 183G, 4 vols. 8vo).

Against it : Ellendorf. Der Primat ,1, ,-
i i'anisiln u Pupste

(Darmst. 1841 and 184G, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Barruel, Dtt Pape
et ses Droits reliyieux (Paris, 1803) ; Le Maistre, Du
Pape (ibid. 1820); Gosselin, Pouvoir du Pape au Moyen
Age (Louvain, 1845, 2 vols. 8vo). These and other

works have been extensively used by Phillips in his

Canon Laic, the fifth volume of which (Ratisbon, 1857)

is entirely devoted to the subject of primacy.

Generally the testimony of Irenauis (d. 202) and of

Cyprian (d. 258) are specially invoked to show that the

primacy of the Roman bishops was accepted in the 2d

century. But the former (Adversus Hans. lib. iii, cap.

iii), in order to demonstrate the truth of the Catholic

doctrine, appeals to the tradition of all the sees found-

ed by the apostles; for Italy and the West, he names
especially Rome as being the only Occidental see of

undisputed apostolic foundation. The potior princi-

palis mentioned by Irenanis designates the political

situation of the city, which could not fail to enhance

its ecclesiastical importance. In the same way, Con-
stantinople, at a later period, took the second place in

the hierarchy, as being a second Rome (Concil. Con-

s/an/iiK'p. aim. 381, can. 3; comp. Bickcll, Geschichte

des Kiichenrecltts, i, 209 sq.). The ideas of Cyprian

about the unity of the Church logically led to primacy,

yet the relations he himself maintained to the Roman
bishop do not imply the acknowledgment of a prerog-

ative like that which is supposed to be advocated in his

book De Unitate Ecclesice, and in his letters in favor of

Rome. Its foundation by an apostle, and the authority

of the first metropolis of the Roman empire, gave at an

early period a great importance to the see of Rome;
but the same importance is attributed to the bishop

of Alexandria and of Antioch, in the 3d canon of the

Council of Nice, in 325. At that council the Roman
bishop did not exercise a higher authority than the

other bishops. This is clearly shown by the acts of

the council, signed by two presbyters, " instead of our

pope," i.e. bishop (see Analecta Alcana—fragments re-

lating to the Council of Nice—by Harris Cowpers [Lon-

don and Edinburgh, 1857]). It was at a later period

attempted to give can. 6 Nic. Cone, another form than

the primitive by adding at the beginning the words

"Quod ecclesia Romana semper habuit primatum" (see

Gieseler, Kirchengesch ichte, i, § 91). The struggle for

the maintenance of the orthodox doctrine was ex-

tremely advantageous to the bishops of Rome, and the

Council of Sardica (343) emphasized most decidedly

the pre-eminence of the Roman see in the Western

Church : the Oriental bishops on that occasion protested

and left the assembly. The resolutions of Sardica were

not at once accepted even in the Western Church. At
the request of the bishop Daraasus, and of a Roman
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synod of 378, the emperor Gratian issued a rescript in

favor of Rome (Gieseler, I c. § 92, n. i). In W5 an

edict of Valentin ian III proclaims the primacy of the

bishop of Rome over t he whole Church—a primacy

which, besides the higher rank over the bishops, in-

cludes a supreme ecclesiastical legislation and jurisdic-

tion. Tin- emperor founds this preference on the pri-

macy of Peter ("sedis apostolicae primatum, sancti

Petri meritum, qui princeps esl episcopalis corona"),

on the political importance of R (" Romanse digni-

tas civitatis"), and on the Synod of Sardica i

" sai rae sy-

iritas") (comp. Riehter, Kirckenrecht 6th ed. .

g 22, ii. 3). Bui the Church ol the Easl was by no

means subordinated to the Roman see; the Council

of Chalcedon, 451, in can. 28, declares thai the see of

Constantinople has the same privileges in the Eastern

Church which in the Western Church belong to Rome
(ri tact 7rpe<rj3ua airk/mvav r<{> fjjc viag Pw/ijyc

aytio-('iTi;i '-a 'v<
:
>). If, in later times, the lirst place

in the Roman empire is acknowledged to belong to

Rome i c. 7. pr. c 8, C. de Summa Trimtafe '

i. 1
] ; Jus-

tinian, a. 533, No. ix. exxxi, <•. 2, a. 535, 545, etc.),

this uas only a distinction of honor without any prac-

tical consequences; fur the patriarch of Constantino-

ple was also the highest instance (c. 29, C. de Episcop.

'
[

i. I |, a. 530, No. pxxxvii, c. 5, a. 564,

etc.). The ecclesiastical authority of Rome was not

contested after that, but its relation to the worldly

powers passed through many vicissitudes. Its connec-

tion with the newly founded Germanic churches was
at first prevented by their Axianism, but became the

closer alter their conversion to the orthodox faith.

The Roman principles about the relations of the

Church to the apostolic see prevailed in the Frankish
empire by the exertions of Boniface, although their

practical consequences were impeded by the indepen-

dent exercise of the rights of the State in Church mat-
ters. With Charlemagne the pope was nothing but the

tirsi metropolitan, over whom the emperor had jurisdic-

tion. The king is the supreme judge and legislator, a

protector and ruler given to the Church by God, who
corrects or approves the resolutions of the synods, and
issues himself ercle-iasl ical ordinances, after taking the

advice of the clergy. The proof of this is afforded by
a large number of capitularies. Under the weak suc-

cessors of the ureat emperor there was a change, which
the decretals of Pseudo-Isidore turned to the advantage

ol Home. It was in conformity with these principles

that Nicholas I administered the Church (from 858).

The German kings of the house of Saxony regained

the lost power, and the Roman bishops wen' again re-

duced to the primacy of honor. We sec the German
bishops, under Otto I. appointed by the emperor him-
self, governing their dioceses independently, and the

episcopate, in their synods, presided over by the em-
peror, exercise jurisdiction over the Roman bishop

i deposition ofJohn XII, in 963, by the Roman council i.

These principles were in force until the middle of the

I lth century. The bishop of Ri • was then subor-

dinated to the emperor and to the body of the episcopate

i in 1046, at the Synod of Sutri, by which Benedict VIII,

Sylvester III. and Gregory VI were deposed'. Under
Gregory VII a reaction took place, and the papacy was

enabled to obtain the whole extent of authority which

Pseudo-Isidore claimed as iis own. The hierarchical

system of papacy was completed by this Gregory and
hi- successors Alexander III (1159 1181), Innocent

111 (1198 1216), Gregory IX (1227 1241), Innocent IV

(1243 1254), and Boniface VIII (1294 1303). I he

so-called Dictatus Hildebrandini, the authenticity of

which i- proved l>y the regests of Gregory VII (comp.
Gieseler, KirchengescJt. II. i. § 17. n.rf; Giesebrecht, l<>

Gregorii VII registro emendando [Regimont. 1858 . p.

6), and the decretals of the popes mentioned, contain

the propositions peculiar to this system, the most es-

sential of which are: The bishop of Home is the vicar

of Christ on earth ("Roraanus Pontifex vicarius Jesu

Christi, quod non puri hominis, sed vcri Dei vicem
gerit in terris"

[
lunoc. III. in c. 2, :'-. x. I' >> Tramlat.

Episcop. i, 7 |), the universal bishop (" solus universalis"

|
Gregorii Did. No. 2]), to w bom alone belongs the title

of pope (-quod tmicum est noinen in mundo" [ibid, c
11]). He is possessed of full powers, and he grants
parts of them to the rest of the clergy, as his assistants

("Quia diversitatem corporum diversitas saepe sequitur

aniinorum. ne plenitudo ecclesiastics jurisdictions in

plures dispensata vilesceret, sed in uno potius collata

vigeret, apostolicae sedi Dominus in B. Petro universam

ecclesiarum el cunctorum Christi fidelium magistrium
coiitulit et primatum, qua', retenta sibi plenitudine po-

testatis, ad implendum laudabilius officium pastorale.

quod omnibus earn constituit debitriccm, multos in

partem sollicitudinis evocavit, sic suum dispensans onus
et honorem in .alios. u( nihil suo juri subtraheret, nee

jurisdictionem suara in aliquo minoraret" [Innoc. Ill,

in c. 5, \. Iii Concess. Prabenda, iii. 8]). Ii i-. of

course, his own business how he chooses his assistants;

the rights of appointing, deposing, permuting bishops

belong to him exclusively; he can draw every cause

before the apostolic see, judge it himself, or take ii back
from the judge he had appointed, and give it to another

one, especially to his pi rsonal lieutenant, a legate, who,

of course, has pre-eminence over all other dignitaries

("Quod tile solus possil deponere episcopos vel reconci-

liarc.—Quod leijatiis ejus omnibus episcopis prsesit in

concilio, etiam inferioris gradus, el adversus eos senten-

tiam depositionis possit dare.—Quod illi liceal «le sede

ad sedem necessitate cogente episcopos transmutare.

—

Quod d< i ecclesia, quacunque voluerit, clericum va-

leat ordinare.—Quod majores causae cujuscunque eccle-

sias ad sedem apostolicam referri debeant"
,

Dictatus

Gregorii VII, Nos. 3, -I. 13, II, 21, 25, etc.
1

1. The Ro-

man bishop is the legislator of the Church ("Quod illi

soli licet pro temporis necessitate novas leges condere,"

etc. [/. r. No. 7
]

). Without his consent, no synod can

take place ("Quod nulla synodus absque praecepto ejus

debet generalis vocari" [7. c. 16]). He is infallible,

and decides what is true ("Quod nullum capitulum

nullusque liber canonicus habeatur absque illius auctc-

ritate.—Quod Romans ecclesia nunquam erravit. nee in

perpetuum, scriptura testante, errabit"
|

/. c. 17. 22]).

He recognises no authority, while all are subordinated

to his authority ("Quod sententia illius a nullo debe-

at retractari, el ipse omnium solus retractare possit.

—

Quod a nemine ipse judicari debeat.—Quod nullus au-

deat conderanare apostolicam sedem appellantcm" '. c.

18 20] i.

The papal system, a product of feudalism, according

to which all authority rests in the sovereign, involves,

in its last consequence, the political domination. The
Dictatus Gregorii contain the following declarations:

"Quod solus Papa possit uti imperialibus insigniis"

I
No. 8) : "Quod solius Papa; pedes omnes principes deo-

sculenturi No. 9) ; "Quod illi libeal imperatores deponere"

i N'o. 12); "Quod a fidelitate iniquorum subjeel

absolvere" (No. 27). Boniface VIII, trying to act up to

these principles, involved himself in a terrible conflict

with France, which ended in the defeat ol i

!

see. Now pc.pir began to bethink themselves again

of the principles which had prevailed before Gregory

VII, on the relations of the church, and the council

which represents her. to the bishop of Rome, and the

old principles were reinstated in vigor, ["he result of

the war which has since been waged, with many inter-

ruption- and vicissitudes, between the pope and the

bishops is a modification ami practical attenuation of

the strict papal or curial system; yet the latter has

been victorious, and is now generally acknowledged.

The consequences of this system in regard to the rela-

tions of the Roman Catholic Church to the State, the

right of granting royal titles (Phillips, /. c. v. 684 Bq.),

and other prerogatives, by which the rights of sover-

eigns were limited or even denied, have Ion- disap-

peared from practice; yet the pope never retracted the
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principle, and never failed to avail himself of such cir-

cumstances as allowed him to proclaim it and to apply

it to special cases (see A. de Roskovany, Monumenta

Catholica pro Jmlependentia Potestatis Ecclesiasticce ab

Imperio Civili [Quinque Ecclesiis, 1847], vol. ii). The
Austrian Concordat of Aug. 18, 1855, art. ii, says:

"Cum Romanus pontifex primatum tarn honoris quam
jurisdictionis in universam, qua late patet, ecclesiam

jure divino obtineat, episcoporum, cleri, et populi mu-
tuo cum Sancta Sede communicatio in rebus spirituali-

bus et negotiis ecclesiasticis nulli placelum regium obti-

nendi necessitas suberit, sed prorsus libera erit;" and

the allocution of Pius IX, at the publication of the Con-

cordat, says :
" Cum Romanus pontifex Christi his in

terris vicarius et beatissimi apostolorum principis suc-

cessor primatum . . . divino obtineat jure, turn Catho-

licum hoc dogma in ipsa conventione luculentissimis

fuit verbis expressum, ac propterea simul de medio sub-

lata et radicitus evulsa peccatusque deleta falsa per-

versa ilia et funestissima opinio eidem divino primal ui

ejusque juribus plane adversa et ab hac Apostolica Sede

semper damnata atque proscripta, de habenda scilicet

a civili gubernio venia, vel executione eorum, quae

res spirituales et ecclesiastica negotia respiciunt." The
principle is also saved in those cases where it is allowed

to the State, only in consideration of the circumstances

(temporum ratione habita), to decide by worldly pro-

cedure, in merely civil affairs of the clergy, or even in

criminal matters in which they are involved (Austr.

Cone. art. xii, etc.).

The papal rights relate to the supreme government
of the Roman Catholic Church, and to the honors de-

rived from it. Distinction is made between rights essen-

tial to the existence of the primacy (jura essentialia,

primigenia, naturalia) and those which have been

gradually added to the others, but are not absolutely

indispensable to the primacy (jura accidenta/ia, ac-

quisita, secundaria) (Sauter, § 4G6 ; Droste-Hiilshoff,

Grundsdtze des gemeinen Kirchenrechts, ii, pt. i, § 132

sq. ; Eichhom, Kirchenrecht, i, 579 sq.; Roskovany, De
Primatu Pontificis Romani [Augusta? Vindelicor. 1834],

§ 44 sq.
; § 54 sq.). As essentials we find, first, the pri-

macy of honor and of jurisdiction, of the highest con-

sideration and of general government, including disci-

pline, the right of legislation, devolution, and protec-

tion. Among the additional rights or privileges are the

jurisdiction in causce arduce ac majores, the decision in

last resort of the reserved cases, etc. The primacy of

the papal jurisdiction comprises

—

(1.) The Representation ofthe Roman Catholic Chinch.

— As the representative head, the pope has, partly in

proper person, partly in co-operation with the cardinals,

to defend the general interests and special concerns of

the Church with the exterior powers. He has to make
conventions with the different states concerning the

clerical institutions existing in them and directly sub-

ordinated to the papal see.

(2.) The Supreme Ecclesiastical Legislation. — The
pope issues decrees as well about subjects of discipline

as of doctrine, and secures the approbation of the Church

by the convocation of a council or by other means. The
necessity of the approbation of the council is not recog-

nised by the pope. As the pope, speaking ex cathedra,

cannot, err according to the doctrine of the Church, all

members of the Catholic Church are bound in such case

to submit to the decision of the sovereign pontiff. This

principle was solemnly recognised at the proclama-

tion of the dogma of the immaculate conception of the

Virgin Mary. But the papal infallibility does not ex-

tend to matters of fact. Bellarmine himself says (De
Romano Pontifice, lib. iv, cap. 2), "Conveniunt omnes
posse Pontificem, et cum ccetu consiliorum vel cum ge-

neral! concilio, errare in controversiis facti particula-

ribus, quaj ex informatione testimoniisque hominum
pracipue pendent." Appeals from Pontifice male infor-

mato ad melius informandum have always been in use.

In virtue of his legislative powers, the pope can dispen-

sate and authentically interpret ; and in virtue of the
same he orders the resolutions of the provincial synods
to be re-examined and approved by the Congregatio
Concilii (Benedict XIV, De Synodo Liacesana, lib. xiii,

cap. 3, No. 6).

(3.) The Highest Ecclesiastical Supervision.—Reports
from all dioceses are regularly sent to the pope. The
bishops, by the oath they have to take before their con-
secration, are bound to appear in person (" Limina apos-
tolorum singulis annis aut per me aut per certum nun-
tium visitabo, nisi—absolvar") ; but the visi/atio limi-

num can be replaced by a relatio status diaceseos, which
must take place in conformity with an instruction of Ben-
edict XIV (De Synodo Diaecesana, lib. xiii, cap. 7 sq.).

(4.) The Highest Ecclesiastical Administration (Regi-
men Ecclcsia?).— It comprises the decision in the causce

ardua ac majores. To these belong the causa; episco-

porum—namely, the confirmation of elected, the admis-
sion of postulated bishops; the consecration, permuta-
tion, deposition; acceptation of resignations; appoint-
ment of coadjutors; foundation, division, fusion of dio-

ceses; collation of the pallium; confirmation and sup-
pression of clerical orders and ecclesiastical institutions;

beatification and canonization ; the acknowledgment of

relics: the establishment and abrogation ofgeneral relig-

ious feasts; the right of decision in reserved cases. In
virtue of his supremacy, the pope has also a right, in case

of insufficient, faulty administration of the clerical dig-

nitaries, to take the government in his own hands, and
do everywhere what is wanted. On the right of admin-
istration is also founded the right of imposing ecclesias-

tical taxes.

II. Primacy ofHonor.— (1.) The pope has not only pre-

eminence over the clerical dignitaries, but is tradition-

ally recognised even by the worldly powers. The po-
litical authorities, in their conventions with him, allow
his name to stand first. (2.) The title and the qualifica-

tions connected with it underwent some changes. The
name of pope belongs, since Gregory VIFs time, exclu-

sively to the bishop of Rome; likewise the designation

of Summus Pontifex. Pontifex Maximus was only at a

later period reserved for him. Gregory I declined the

title of Patriarcha Universalis (see cap. 4, 5, dist, xcix),

and preferred being called Servus Servorum Dei, a desig-

nation which has since become official (comp. Thomas-
sin, Vetus ac Nova Ecclesice Disciplina, lib. i, pt. i, cap.

4, 50, No. 14; Ferraris, Bibliotheca Canonica, s. v.;

Papa, art. ii, No. 33-35 ; Phillips, /. c. v. 599 sq.). The
qualification of sanctus is also, in early times, specially

applied to the Roman bishops. In the Dictatus (iregorii

VII, No. 23, we read, "Quod Romanus Pontifex, si ca-

nonice fuerit ordinatus, meritis B. Petri indubitanter effi-

citur sanctus, testante S. Ennodio Papiensi Episcopo, ei

mnltis SS. Patribus faventibus. sicut in decretis B. Sym-
machi P. continetur." Therefore the usual address is

"sanctissime pater" (holy father). (For the homage
formerly paid him and his pastoral ensigns, see the art.

Pope; for the supremacy of the pope over councils, see

Supremacy; for the relation of the papacy to temporal

possessions, see Temporal Power of the Pope; see

also Romanism.)
In answer to the Roman Catholic doctrine of the pri-

macy we here subjoin the heads of Barrow's famous
argument against it in his treatise On the Suprehiacy
(Works [Lond. 1841], vol. iii). He says there may be

"a primacy of worth or personal excellency; a pri-

macy of reputation ; a primacy of order or bare dig-

nity and precedence; a primacy of power and juris-

diction. 1. The first— a primacy of worth— we may
well grant to Peter, for probably he did exceed the

rest of his brethren in personal endowments and ca-

pacities. 2. A primacy of repute, which Paul means
when he speaks of those^who had a special reputa-

tion, of those who seemed to be pillars of the super-

eminent apostles (Gal. ii, 6, 9; 2 Cor. xi. 5; xii, 11).

[This advantage cannot be refused him. being a neces-

sary consequence of those eminent qualities resplendent
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in him, and of the illustrious performances achieved by

him beyond the rest. This maj be inferred from that

renown which he has had from the beginning; and like-

wise from his being bo constantly ranked in the first

place before the resl of his brethren.
]

3. As to a pri-

macy of order or bare dignity, importing that common-
ly, in .'ill meetings and proceedings, the other apostles

did yield him the precedence, it may be questioned; for

this does nol seem suitable to the gravity of such per-

sons, or their condition and circumstances, to stand upon

ceremonies of respect ; for our Lord's rules Mem to ex-

clude all semblance of ambition, all kind of inequality

and distance between lii- apostles.
|
Bui yel this pri-

macy may be granted as probable upon divers accounts

of use and convenience; it might be useful to preserve

order, and to promote expedition, or to prevent co illu-

sion, distraction, and dilatory obstruction in the man-
agement of things.] 4. As to a primacy importing a

superiority in command, power, or jurisdiction, this we
have great reason to deny upon the following i sider-

ations: (1.) For such a power it was needful thai a com-
mission from God, its founder, should be granted in ab-

solute and perspicuous terms; but no such commission

is extant in Scripture. (2.) If so illustrious an office

was instituted by our Saviour, it is strange thai nowhere
in the evangelical or apostolical history there should be

any express mention of that institution. (3.) If Peter

had been instituted sovereign of the apostolical senate,

his office and state had been in nature and kind very

distinct from the common office of the other apostles, as

the office of a king from the office of any subject [and

probably would have been dignified by some distinct

name, as that of arch-apostle, arch-pastor, the vicar of

Christ, or the like; but no such name or title was as-

Bumed by him, or was by the rest attributed to him].

(4.) There was no office above thai of an apostle known
to the apostles or primitive Church | Ephes. iv. 1 1 ;

l Cor.

xii, 28). (5.) Our Lord himself declared against this

kind of primacy, prohibiting his apostles to affect, to

seek, to assume, or admit, a superiority of power, one

above another (Luke xxii, 14 21; Mark ix. 35). (6.)

We do not find any peculiar administration committed
to Peter, nor any privilege conferred on him which was

not also -ranted to the other apostles (Matt xx, 23;
Mark xvi. 15). (7.) When Peter wrote two catholic

epistle-, i lure docs nol appear in either of them any in-

timation or any pretence to this arch-apostolical power.

(8.) In all relations which occur in Scripture about con-

troversies incident to doctrine or practice, there is no ap-

peal made to Peter's judgment or allegation of it as de-

cisive, no argument is built on his .authority. (9.) Peter

lew her.- appears intermeddling as a judge or governor

paramount in such cases [yet where he does himself

deal with heretics and disorderly persons, he proceeds

nol as a pope, decreeing, but as an apostle, warning, ar-

guing, and persuading against them |. | 10. | I he con-

sideration of the apostles proceeding in the conversion

of people, in the foundation of churches, and in admin-
istration of their spiritual affairs will exclude any prob-

ability of Peter's jurisdiction over them.
[ They went

about their business, not by order or license from Peter.

bul according to special direction ofGdd's Spirit.
I

(II.)

The nature of the apostolic ministry their noi being

fixed in one place of residence, bul continually moving
about the world—the state of things at thai time, and
the manner of peter'- life, render it unlikely that he had
such a jurisdiction over the apostles as some assign him.

(12.) It was indeed most requisite that every apostle
should ha\ e a complete, absolute, independent authority
in managing the duties and concerns of the office, that

he might nol anywise be obstructed in the discharge of

them, not clogged with a need to consult others, not

hampered with orders from those who were at a dis-

tance, i 13.) I he discourse and behavior of Paul to-

ward- Peter are evidence that In- ilid not acknowledge
any dependence on him. or any subjection to him (Gal.

ii, 11). ii l.i If Peter had been appointed sovereign of

the Church, it seems that it should have been requisite

that he should have outlived all the apostles; for other-

wise the Church would have wanted a head, or there

must have been an inextricable controversy who that

head was. Put Peter did long before John, as all

agree, and perhaps before divers others of the apostles."

Prom these arguments we must Beewhat little ground
the < Ihurch of pome ha- to thrive the supremacy of the
pope from the Supposed primacy of Peter. Si . l',,n .

Primas. See Primate.

Prirnat, Clai de-Fraxc/ois-Marie, a French prel-

ate, was born at Lyon- July 26, 1717. He studied, at

the expense of the Chapter of St. John, at Lyons, ami
entered the brotherhood of the Oratorians. From the

college at Marseilles he went to that of Dijon, v, here he

became professor of rhetoric and theology. At the age
of twenty-eighl he was ordained a priest, and became a

successful preacher. In 178G he was made curate of St.

James at Douai. During the revolutionary agitation

he gave his support to the republican cause by taking

the recpiired oath. lie was made constitutional bishop

of the North .March 27. 1791, and established the seat

of his episcopacy at Cambray. He resigned office Nov.
l.i. 17'.»:!. and had even the weakness to return to the

convention his letters ofpriesth 1. Put this step did

not prevent him from presiding over a diocesan synod

held at Lille in 17117. He assisted at the council held

at Pari- at the end of that year, and was transferred by
his associates to the bishopric of Rhone and Loire Feb.

1798. At this time he composed a paper to justify his

oath of hatred to royalty, which was found in the

actions of that council. Alter tin Concordat, he was
chosen, April :•. 1802, archbishop of Toulouse, where by
his mild measures he triumphed over all obstacles. A-
primate he was present at the coronation of Napoleon
I, and the pallium was conferred upon him Jan. HI.

1805. lie was finally chosen senator and count of the

empire May 19, 1806; and during the Hundred Days
he was called to a seat in the Chamber of Peers. June

1. 1815. He died at Toulouse Oct. 10, 1816. Hoofer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Primate (Lat primus; Fr. primat, first) is the

title of a grade in the hierarchy immediately below the

rank of patriarch (q.v.). In point of jurisdiction the

primacy was. historically, developed out id' the episco-

pate by papal communication ofprimatial rights. The
primates, in this sense of the word, arc more particular-

ly an institution of the West: for although the Greek
denomination lZ,ap%oQ is generally translated byprimas,
there are unmistakable differences. The exarchs of I he

Last were subordinated to no patriarch, and were, so far

as rights are concerned, their equals in their dioceses,

and only in rank were they their inferiors. Such rela-

tion- were out of the question in the Western Church.

wdiere the patriarchate was held by the papal primate

in the person of the bishop of Lome, who was recognised

as possessing universal supreme jurisdiction. The pri-

mates, as such, were metropolitans who enjoyed a pre-

eminence of jurisdiction over the Other bishops of a

country. This pre-eminence was founded on their right

of consecrating the other metropolitan- and bishops, of

convoking national councils, of receiving appeals, etc.

( originally this dignity was connected with the nomina-

tion to a pontifical vicariate, as was the case with the

bishop of Aries, and it rested, in general, on an explicit

appointment by the pope. There was one exception to

that in the person of the bishop of Carthage, who. though

j
not assuming the primatial title, exerted all the rights

implied hy it in Africa. The relation in which the pri-

macy almost everywhere stood to the national interests,

which obliged its hearers, as the first bishops of the

Slate, to take BOme share in the political concerns, exer-

ci-ed a detrimental influence, and led some of them to

assert bearing pretensions contrary lo i lie authority

of the head oi the Church. The importance of the pri-

macy has melted away in the course of time, and in
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most cases nothing remains of it but some exterior dis-

tinctions. The chief primatial sees of the West were:

in Spain—Seville and Tarragona (afterwards united in

Toledo) : in France—Aries. Rheims, Lyons, and Rouen
(among whom the archbishop of Lyons claims the title

of primat des primats, " primate of the primates") ; in

England—Canterbury; in Germany—Mainz, Salzburg,

and Trier; in Ireland—Armagh, and for the Pale, Dub-
lin; in Scotland—St. Andrews; in Hungary—Gran; in

Poland—Gnesen; and in the Northern kingdoms—Lund.

In the Church of England the archbishop of Canter-

bury is styled primate of all England ; the archbishop

of York, primate of England. In Ireland, the archbish-

op of Armagh is primate of all Ireland, and the arch-

bishop of Dublin, primate of Ireland. The title of pri-

mate in England and Ireland confers no jurisdiction be-

yond that of archbishop. The name primus is applied in

the Scottish Episcopal Church to the presiding bishop.

He is chosen by the bishops out of their own number,
without their being bound to give effect to seniority of

consecration or precedency of diocese.

Prime (Lat. prima, the first— i. e. hour), the first

of the so-called "lesser hours" of the Roman Breviary

(q. v.). It may be called the public morning prayer of

that Church, and corresponds in substance with the

morning service of the other ancient liturgies, allow-

ance being made for Latin peculiarities. Prime com-
mences with the beautiful hymn of Prudentius, Jam
lucis orto sidere, which is followed by three and occa-

sionally four psalms (xxii, xxvi, liv, cxviii); but the

last portion consists of the opening verses of the 118th

(in the A. V. the cxix, 1-32) psalm, which is continued

throughout the rest of the " lesser hours." Prime con-

cludes with prayers appropriate to the beginning of a

Christian's day. See Procter, Commentary on the Book
of Common Prayer, p. 187. See Canonical Hours.

Prime, Ebenezer, a Presbyterian minister, was
born at Milford, Conn., July 2lj 1700, graduated at

Yale College in 1718, and at the age of nineteen was
assistant of the Eev. Eliphalet Jones, pastor at Hunting-
ton, L. I., whose colleague he became four years after.

He remained in charge of this congregation until his

death, Sept. 25, 1779 (according to another account,

Oct. 3). For a period of nearly seven years, from 1 766

to 1773, he had an assistant, but during the troubled

times of the Revolution the whole charge rested with
him, and he was even obliged at one time to flee from
his dwelling, and live in retirement for a season in a

solitary neighborhood of his congregation. He is the

progenitor of a family of eminent Presbyterian divines.

Mr. Prime published a Discouise on the Nature of Or-
dination. See Sprague, Annals of the Amer. Pulpit, iii,

30 sq.

Prime, John, an English divine of some note,

flourished in the second half of the 16th century. He
was educated at Oxford University, and held at one

time a fellowship. He published, The Sacraments

(Lond. 1582, 8vo) : — Nature and Grace (ibid. 1583,

8vo) :— Sermons (Oxon. 1585, 8vo) : — Exposition and
Observations upon St. Paul to the Galatians (Lond. 1587,

8vo) :— The Consolations of David, a sermon on Psa.

xxiii. 4 (ibid. 1588, 8vo) :—Sermons (ibid. 1588, 8vo).

Prime, Nathaniel Scudder, D.D.. an American
divine, was born at Huntington, L. I., April 21, 1785,

and educated at Princeton, where he graduated in 1804.

He was licensed to preach in the following year in the

Presbyterian Church, and was subsequently stationed

at Sag Harbor, Freshpond,Smithtown, Cambridge, New
York, and other places. He also acted as principal of

literary institutions at Cambridge, Sing Sing, and New-
burgh, and gained distinction as a teacher. He died sud-

denly at Mamaroneck, N. J., March 27, 1856. Dr. Prime
published three single Sermons (1811, 1817, 1825), an
A ddress (1815), and a Charge to the Rev. Samuel Irenaus
Prime (1837), many statistical and other articles in pe-

riodicals, and the two following works, Familiar Illus-

tration of Christian Baptism (1818, 12mo), in which he
defends infant baptism :— A History of Long Island
from its first Settlement by the Europeans to the Year
1845 (N. Y. and Pittsburgh, 1845, 12mo). "He had a
mind of uncommon force and discrimination, a noble
and generous spirit, simple and engaging manners, an
invincible firmness in adhering to his own convictions,

an earnest devotion to the best interests of his fellow-

men, an excellent talent for the pulpit, great tact at
public business, and a remarkably graceful facility at
mingling in a deliberative body."—Sprague. A mud's of
the Amer. Pulpit, iii, 32: Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and
A rner. A uthors, s. v.

Primer, King's, is an English ecclesiastical docu-
ment published in 1545, containing the Calendar, the
Ten Commandments, the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the
Salutation of the Virgin, the seven penitential psalms, a
litany, and prayers for various occasions. It was edited
by the authority of King Henry VIII, and hence de-
rives its title. A prefatory admonition to the reader
complains of several books calculated to mislead the

people in their application to the saints, and to set God
and his creatures on the same level. Though many
divines had made a special distinction between Xarptla
and SovXeia, and appropriated the first only to God,
yet in practice this distinction was too often forgotten.

—Farrar, s. v.

Besides the King's Primer, there is also the Goodly
Prymer of 1535, drawn up by Marshal, archdeacon of
Nottingham, and the Manual of Prayers, or the Primer
in English, of 1539. Primer means first book, and was
used often as analogous to the term prayer-book, though
it contained selections of services made according to the

discretion of the compiler. The Prymer of Salisbury

Use bears the date of various years, the first edition be-

ing published in 1527.—Eadie, s. v. See Collier. Eccles.

Hist. pt. ii, bk. ii; Procter, Commentary on the Boole of
Common Prayer, p. 12, 75; Wheatly, On the Book of
Common Prayer, p. 23.

Primerose, Gilbert, D.D., a Scotch divine, flour-

ished in the first half of the 17th century, first as minister

of the French Church in London, later as chaplain to

James I, and still later as canon of Windsor. He died

in 1642. His works are, La Trompette de Sion, etc., en.

XVIII Sermons (Berger, 1610, 8vo; and in Latin by
Joan Anchoranum Dantis, 1631, 8vo) :

—

Le Vceu de Ja-
<<<}) oppose aux Vceux de Moines (ibid. 1610, 4 vols. 8vo;
in English by John Bulteel, Lond. 1617, fol.) :—La De-

fense de la Religion reformee contre M. Francois Blo-

vin (Berger, 1619, 8vo) :

—

Punegyrique, au ires -grand
Prince Charles, Prince de Galles (Paris, 1624, 8vo) :—
Nine Sermons on Psa. xxxiv, 19 (Lond. 1625, 4to):—
Two Sermons on Matt, r, 4, and Luke vi, 21 (1625, 8vo).

Primicerius, i. e. the chief of his order (from Lat.

primus, first, and cera, wax), one whose name was
first inscribed on the tablet of the church, which was
covered with wax. The word does not always signify

priority of power or jurisdiction ; sometimes only prior-

ity of time, or precedency of honor or dignity in respect

of place. Augustine calls Stephen primicerius ruar/y-

rum. Bernard calls many primiceria virginitatis. The
word is frequently met with in mediaeval Latin, and
designates an officer in monasteries. In the Liber Ro-
mani Ordinis the duties of the office are thus described :

Primicerius sciat se esse sub archidiacono, etc. :
" The

primicerius must understand that he is subordinate to

the archdeacon ; and to his office it specially belongs to

preside over the deacons during the time that the}* are

communicating instruction; to maintain proper disci-

pline, as one who must render account to God ; to fur-

nish the deacons with subjects on which they must dis-

course," etc. Du Cange gives various meanings of the

term, dependent on the word with which it happens to

be connected ; as primicemus subdiaconorum, notario-

rum, lectorum, etc. But in a more restricted sense, pri-

micerius designates the holder of a chapter dignity, and
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is employed with this specific meaning in Chrodegang's

rule, and in the statutes of Amalarius, confirmed by the

Synod of Aix-la-Chapelle in 817, where the primicerius

appears at the head of the capitulary register, imme-

diately after the archdeacon and archpresbyter. The

functions of the primicerius were specially to instruct

the deacons, subdeacons, and minorists in the choral

Bong (hence his name of /'awittoi ; lh can.oa-t. i, 1 ).

in the liturgy, and in the functions of the Church; to

inform the canons of the order of the office in the choir;

to explain to the younger ones the management of the

Breviary, etc. There is a very circumstantial enume-

ration of the duties of the primicerius in the Epistola

Isidoti Spal. ad Landefredum Cordub., "De omnibus

eccl. gradibus" (comp. c. 1, § 13, Dist. xxv, and the

fragment of the Ordo Romanics in c. nn. s, '• De off.

primicerii," i, 25). When the archdeacons, in the pro-

gressive extension of their importance, obtained the

lower jurisdiction over the priests and arch priests, the

primicerius obtained also the full disciplinary power

over the minorists. His situation in the chapter was

tin in fore one of importance; it is sometimes called a

dignity \
De consuet. i. -I |, sometimes apt rsonalt I D< con-

slit. 1. 2), sometimes it is put simply among the offices

{pfficia nuda). There was. in general, no uniform dis-

tribution of ranks in the different chapters. When the

institution of the Minorites was suppressed, the office

of the primicerius was also extinguished.— l'arrar, s. v.;

Wetzer u.Welte, a. v.

Piimitiae, Premices. Prioritise is, with the an-

cient pagans, the name given to the first-fruits of the

fields and gardens, which were annually brought as

offerings to the temples or abodes of the priests. We
find this custom among almost all nations of antiquity,

and also among the Israelites. Like, many other relig-

ious customs and institutions of the dews, this kind of

exterior worship, considered as a tribute of gratitude for

God's blessings, was adopted by the Christian Church,
and urgently recommended by the fathers, the kind and

quantity of the gifts being left to be determined by the

I

- feelings of the individual: "Non erant special]

nomine difihritse, sed offerentium arbitrio derelictae"
1

1>>

decim. <t prim. iii. 30). They certainly bore the char-

acter of free offerings, while the tithe—with the Jews
always, since Moses's time; with the Christians at least

Bince < lharlemagne's time—represents a strict right; for,

that the premices should not remain below the sixtieth

part, and not exceed a fortieth of the complete harvest,

is only an approximate indication, to be found in Jer-

ome, i 'mum, hi. in Ezeck. c. xlvi. With the more gen-
( ral and stricter execution of t he laws about the tithe,

in the Carlovingian age, the premices disappeared, lit-

tle by little, or were preserved only in part, and in a

changed form.—Wetzer u.Welte. s. v.

Primitive Christianity is the religion of the

New Testament as first exemplified alter the establish-

ment of the new faith by that ecclesiastical organiza-

tion called the Church, under State patronage. See

Pjrimitive Church. In distinction from this, we have
apostolic Christianity, the period that immediately suc-

ceeded the labor- of ih.- founder of the New'-Testament
dispensation. See Apostolk Chi rch ; Ciiimstiamtv.

Primitive Church. An expression used to de-
note the conditii fthe Church, as respects doctrine

and discipline, in the early stages of its history. Though
this term is employed with little precision by eo lesias-

tical writers, it most frequently refers to the Church of
the first tlir. e centuries. See < in tu h.

Primitive Doctrine. It is the opinion ol some
persons that then- i- a •primitive doctrine." indepen-
dent oi Scripture, " always to be found somewhere in

the Catholic traditions;" by which language, apparent-
ly, they mean to teai h i ti.it the whole doctrine of the

Church is not to he found in the Scriptures, nor yet in

the writings of the early father-: but they seem to sup-

pose that some part of the oral teaching of the apostles

might, though in an unwritten form, be yet in the pos-

Bession of the Church, so that the ( hurch might at any
time declare a doctrine not opposed to Scripture, on \n bat

is called the unanimous consent of antiquity, to have
come down by successive oral delivery from the apos-

tles. The opponents of such views consider that they

are incapable of abiding the test of sober examination,

because it i- not possible for us. at this distance of time

from the days of the apostles, to know what they did

or did not teach orally, or how far what they really did

teach may not since have been corrupted. They eon-

tend, therefore, that to the ancient apostolical writings

alone can we look for that which is without doubt to

be regarded as ancient apostolical teaching. See Doc-
tkine; Tradition.

Primitive Methodist Connection is the

name of a Wesleyan body of believers principally in

England and the Mritish colonies.

I hiring the tirst decade of the present century stirring

reports floated across the Atlantic of t lie power of God
marvellously displayed in the camp-meetings of Amer-
ica. The practice of holding religious services in the

open air bad much declined among British Methodists,

as in all the large towns and many of the villages they

now had commodious chapel-, and the tidings of pen-

tecostal gatherings in Western fore-ts renewed the

memory of the days of Wesley and Whitelield. This

renewed interest was increased by the visits of Lorenzo

Dow to England and Ireland. On the threshold of this

period, a young man of studious habits, named Hugh
Bourne, was suffering intensely through an agonizing

conviction of sin. From his sixth to his twenty-sixth

year, be seldom went to bed without a dread of being

in hell before morning : and morning brought him
no relief, for he thought he would be in hell before

night. He pursued his studies, year after year, with

intense zeal, 'nut nowhere in his learning did be find

saving knowledge. In 1799, when twenty-seven years

of age, there fell in his way a volume containing the

Life of Fletcher, some of Wesley's Sermons, AUeine's

Alarm, and Baxter's Cattto tin Unconverted. In one

of We.-ley's sermons be found " more real light than in

anything else be bad ever read." It taught him that

"opinion is not religion; . . . even right opinion is as

distant from religion as east is from west." The time

of his redemption drew nigh. A- he read Fletcher's

letters mi the manifestation of the Sou of God, light

Hooded his soul. He rapturously tells us. "I was horn

in an instant; yea, passed from death unto life. ... I

was tilled with joy. love, and glory, which made full

amends for the twenty year-' Buffering." Soon after his

Conversion be joined the Wesleyans. and zealously

sought the salvation of the rough lumbermen who were
in his employment. On May 31, 1807, Mr. Bourne, as-

sisted by Messrs. William Clowes. Thomas Cotton, and
others afterwards prominent in the Primitive Methodist

Connection, held a camp-meeting at Mom Cap, a moun-
tain on the border-line between Statl'ordshire and ( hesh-

ire. Though the Connection did not really exist till

three years later, this is looked upon as the initial point

in its history, and its annalists delight to quote the

lines.

"The little cloud Increases still

Which first began upon Mow Hill."

The immediate spiritual results of this meeting more

than equalled the hopes ol its founders, and during the

following summer several meetings of a like character

were held ill the same neighborhood. The novelty of

these proceedings roused much opposition among the

Wesleyan Methodists, who feared the rise of a fanati-

cism that might throw ridicule on true religion : ami the

preacher- ol the surrounding circuits issued handhills

disclaiming all connection with the movement. At the

next -e— mil of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference the

following resolution was passed : "It is our judgment

that, even supposing such meetings to he allowed in

America, they arc highly improper in England, and
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likely to be productive of considerable mischief; and

we disclaim all connection with them." This declared

judgment of the conference had naturally much weight

with the societies in general, and most of the leading

Methodists held aloof from the camp -meeting move-

ment. Bourne and a few others, however, held on firm-

ly, having their meetings recognised by civil authority,

and taking precautions for preserving order.

Matters now came to a crisis. The Church author-

ities felt they could no longer bear with such contumacy,

and Bourne and Clowes were expelled from the Connec-

tion. The untrammelling of these men from Church
bonds, so far from silencing them, had rather the effect

of increasing their active zeal. At this time there

lived in Cheshire an old man, named James Crawfoot,
" noted as a man of extraordinary piety and faith." He
believed himself called to the ministry, and had prayed

and watched for the leading of Providence. In 1809

Hugh Bourne and his brother James hired him to preach

in neglected places, for three months, at a salary of ten

shillings a week. " This is generally looked upon as the

commencement of the Primitive Methodist ministry."

In the spring of 1810 several persons were converted in

meetings held by Hugh Bourne, and formed into a

class. " This class was offered to the Burslem Circuit

(Wesleyan) ; but as they declined to accept them unless

they pledged to sever their connection with Hugh
Bourne, and as they respectfully declined acceding to

this demand, their application was refused." Bourne
then took it under his charge as a distinct society, and
the formation of this class may be considered the birth

of the Connection. The camp-meeting agency was
now more extensively employed, and numerous soci-

eties were formed. In September, 1810, there were 10

preachers, 13 preaching places, and 136 members.
Next year the first general meeting was held, com-
posed probably of preachers and leaders. This confer-

ence resolved that money should in future be regularly

collected in the societies, in order to meet the necessary

expenses; " and if this should prove insufficient, recourse

should again be had to the benevolence ofprivate individ-

uals. The two travelling preachers, Messrs. Crawfoot and
Clowes, were to receive their salaries from the societies,

and Mr. James Steele was appointed the circuit stew-

ard, the first officer of that kind in the Connection." In

1812 the Connection, then employing 23 preachers, for-

mally took the title of Primitive Methodist, and two
years later a comprehensive body of rules was for the

first time adopted. From that time till the present the

increase of the denomination has been very rapid, being

from 1851 to 1872, in the 108 towns of Great Britain,

over 108 per cent.

The three following extracts, from John Angell

James, Dr. Beaumont, and Dr. Campbell, respectively,

explain the peculiar genius of this denomination

:

"In cottages, in barns, and iu theatres; in public
houses, in market-places, in streets, in lanes, and In fields,

they (Primitive Methodist preachers) held meetings for
prayer and exhortation. They were assailed by personal
violence, and put in peril of their lives; but they perse-
vered, in meekness and in gentleness, and have conquered
by their passive power."
"The Primitive Methodists are a laborious, and not an

idle community ; they are a plain, and not an artificial

community ; they are a useful community."
"Every "day serves hut to confirm us that it is less tal-

ents, less culture, less intelligence that, is required than a
thorough knowledge of tbe'Gospel

—

a. perfect acquaint-
ance with the Word of God—simplicity, affection, fervor,
activity, tact, and flexibility, facility in adapting actions
to circumstances, and such other things as these imply."

The latest statistics of the Connection are, 17,000

ministers and local preachers, 10,000 class - leaders,

59,000 Sunday-school teachers, and 180.000 Church
members. They publish several periodicals.

The doctrine of the Connection may be said to be

identical with that of other Methodist churches. The
form of Church government is substantially Presbyte-

rian, but with a larger mixture of the lay element than

is found in Presbyterian or in other Methodist denomi-

VIII.—P p

nations. The official business is transacted by the lead-
ers' meeting, composed of the class-leaders, the society

steward, and the travelling preachers of the circuit. No
such meeting " can be legally held without the presence
of the minister or travelling preacher, extraordinary
cases excepted." As in other Methodist bodies, there

are travelling and local preachers. The latter usually
follow some worldly occupation for a maintenance, "and
preach on the Sabbath as opportunities permit, but re-

ceive no pecuniary remuneration for their sen ices.

They are chosen to their office by the representatives
of the united societies to which they minister; and
should their labors prove unacceptable to the people
generally, their services are discontinued." '-In the
transaction of the business of the circuit's quarterly
meeting, travelling and local preachers are equal." Be-
tween the quarterly meetings, the ordinary business of
the circuit is transacted by the "circuit committee,"
composed of such local preachers, class-leaders, or stew-
ards as are appointed by the preceding quarterly meet-
ing to represent the respective societies. The travelling

preachers are ex-ojficio members of this court. Circuits

are sometimes divided into branches, each having its

own officials and its regular meetings for business, but
subordinate to the quarterly meeting. "Places visited

through missionary labors, and united in one station,

are called a ' mission,' " most of which are under the
control of the general missionary committee. A "dis-
trict" consists of a number of circuits, branches, and
missions. Its court, called a "district meeting," has an
annual session. It is composed of one delegate from
each circuit, the circuits sending a travelling preacher

one year and a layman the two following years, so as

to secure, as nearly as possible, two laymen to one trav-

elling preacher. This meeting receives statistical re-

ports of all the circuits, inquires into the state of each,

and stations the travelling preachers within the dis-

trict, "subject, however, to appeals from the stations or

preachers, and to alterations at conference."

"The 'conference' is a yearly meeting of delegates

from all the districts in the Connection, of twelve per-

manent members, and of four persons appointed ai the

preceding conference, in the proportion of two laymen to

one travelling preacher. This is the highest court in

the Connection, from whose decisions there is no appeal."
A "general committee," composed of ministers and

laymen, holding its sessions in London, is appointed to

transact the business of the Connection in the intervals

of the sessions of conference. A district committee,
subordinate to the general committee, is appointed for

each district, and adjudicates on certain cases submitted
to its examination by the stations within the district.

The Connection is represented in the United States

by two Conferences, Eastern and Western, having, for

the last six years, only fraternal relations with the par-

ent Conference in Great Britain. There are also sepa-

rate conferences in Canada, Australia, and New Zea-
land, strictly associated with England. The statistics

for the American Conferences for 187 C are as follows:
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The foreign work is chiefly in British colonies and among
English-speaking people. The missionary income for

the year was £45,234. The mosl striking peculiarities

of the < lonnection are—1st, the vasl amounl of unpaid

labor performed by laymen; 2d, the influenc the

laity in Church government; 3d, the devoted and zeal-

ous attention paid to the lower classes. In the United

.. the Primitive Methodisl Connection has

established itself, and has. especially near the borders

of Canada and in the Eastern States, gained a strong

footing, so that the American < !hurch is about of equal

strength with the Canadian. They support a paper

called the Primitivi Methodist and the Christian Pa-

triot, a semi-monthly journal. See Petty, History of

th Primitivi Methodist Connection; Church, History

of the Primitivi Methodists (3d ed., revised and en-

larged i: Herod, Sketches ofPrimitivi Methodist Preach-

ers: Memorial of the Centenary ofHugh Bourne; Mar-

ran. <;<tll<r>i of Ihceasril M'!i,i'.</> r.< ; A r/ir/.-s by Rev.

W. II. Farrow, in Primitivi Methodist Record for 1*77.

.... C.J.)

Primitive Wesleyan Methodisi Churi h oi

[belaud. This body was formed in 1816, and was the

result of a division in the Wesleyan Methodist Connec-

tion in Inland. In that year the Irish Conference, by
a majority of thirty-six in a house of eighty-eight, rc-

solved to authorize the preachers of the Connection to

administer the sacraments. As a result of this decision,

most of the minority separated from the parent body,

and. being followed by a large section of the lay mem-
bers, organized tin- Primitive Wesleyan Methodist Con-
nection. Until a few years ago they did not assume to

be a Church, but merely a society composed of mem-
bers of the Established Church of Ireland. The great

changes produced by the disendowment and disestab-

lish in of this Church in 1K70, together with an in-

creasing desire in the society for the administration of

the sacraments at the hands of their own preachers, led

to a complete change in the constitution of the body,

and the members have now the option of partaking of

t he ordinances from their own ministers in their churches.

The statistics printed in the < '(inference minutes of

1876 are, 58 effective ministers. 13 superannuates, ill

churches, and 7518 members of society. An annual

missionary income of $15,000 in gold is devoted to the

Support of the ministers on the |
rcr circuits. Over

$75,000 in gold is invested as a fund for the support of

superannuated ministers. Negotiations are at present in

progress to effect a union with the Wesleyan Methodist
Church of Ireland, the constitution of the two churches

hein^ now almost identical. (G. C.J.)

Primogeniture (denoted in Heb. by rl*1
!

!:2;

Sept. irpiDToruKia, Gen. xxv, 31, 04; xxvii, 26; Deut.

xxi, 17; 1 Chron. v, 1; in the New Test, only in Heb.

xii, 16; A. V. "birthright"). UpwrvroKor, always

rendered " first-bom" in the English version, is found

in the Sept. in Gen. iv, 1; Deut. xxi, 17, and several

other passages of the « >ld Test., as the representative

of the Hebrew 1133, signifying "one who openeth the

womb," whether an only child, or whether other chil-

dren follow. " Primogenitus est, non post quern alii,

sed ante quern nullus alius genitus" (Pareus). Tlputro-

70K0J is found nine times i n the New 'lest. viz. .Matt.

i. 25 (if the passage be genuine, and not introduced

from the parallel passage in Luke); Luke ii. 7; Rom.
viii, 29; CoL i. 15, 18; Heb. i, 6; xi. 28; xii. 23; Rev.

i. •"'• Except in the Gospels, and Heb. xi. 28, the

word always hears a metaphorical sens,, in the New
Test., being generally synonymous with heir »r lord,

and having, in Heb. i. 6, an especial reference I c

Lord's Messianic dignity. In Heb. xii. 23, "the as-

sembly of the first-born," it Beems to be synonymous
with "elect," or "dearly beloved," in which sense it is

also used on one occasion in the < >ld Test. (Jer. xxxi. 9).

In the lib century, Helvidius among the Latins. n nu
Eunomius among the Greeks, wished to attach a sig-

nification to TrpwroTOKog, in Matt, i and Luke ii, differ-

ent from the Old-Test, usage, maintaining, in order to

support their hypothesis viz. that Joseph and Mary
had children after the birth of our Lord— that the
word —pwTuTOKoc. by reason of its etymology, could

not be applied to an only child. Jerome replied to the

former by appealing to the usage of the word in the Old
Test. {Adv. Heloid. in Matt, i, 9). The assertion of

Eunomius was equally refuted by the Greek fathers

Basil (Horn, in \nt.\ Theophylact (tn Luc. ii), and
Damascenua (De Fid. Orthod. 1. iv). In reference to

this controversy. 1 )rn>iu- (Ad difficiliora loca Num.
c. in observes: "Sic sane Christus vocatur npur&ro-
koc, licet mater ejus nullos alios postea liberos habu-
erit. Motet hoc juvenilis propter Helvidium, qui ex
ea voce inferebat Mariana ex Josepho post Christum
natum plures filios Buscepisse." -Those entitled to the

prerogative" (viz. of birthright), observes Campbell
(On the Gospels), "were invariably denominated the

first-born, whether the parents had issue afterwards or

not." Eunomius further maintains, from Col. i. 15, that

our Lord was "a creature-.'' but his arguments were re-

plied to by Basil and Theophylact, Some of the fa-

thers referred this passage to Christ's pre-existence,

others to his baptism. In La. xiv. 30, the "lirst-born

of the poor" signifies the |
rest of all; and in Job

xviii, 13, the "tirst-born of death" means the mosl ter-

rible of deaths.—Kitto. It is noteworthy that in our

Lord's genealogy the line is frequently carried through

a younger sun (Seth, Shem, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Ju-
dah. David, Solomon, Nathan, etc.). See First-born.

Frimum Mobile, the primitive movable i lement,

is, in its proper signification, the original matter of the

world (prima materia). The ancients understood by it

the exterior hollow sphere which was supposed to in-

clude and put in motion the remainder of the universe

i fixed stars and planets) : a quite arbitrary supposition.

Primal mover would be the principle of all motion, or

the first moving cause. According to Aristotle, this

cause is Cod. who. while motionless himself, puts all the

rest in motion, and is therefore called by the philoso-

pher rd irpHrov kivovv. See Aristotle. Phys. viii, •'>;

Degenerat. et corrupt, i. 7: ii. 7.

Prince is the rendering of several Heb. and Or.

words in the A. V.

1. Sar, "lie (from "Il\9, to rule, to havi d

Sept. dpxwv ; Vulg. priheeps |, the chiefofany class, the

master of a company, a prina or noUi ; used of Pha-
raoh's chief butler and baker Mien. xl. 2 sq.); of the

taskmasters set over the Israelites in Egypt
i Exod. i.

11); even of chief herdsmen (Gen. xlvii, G). It i- fre-

quently used for military commanders i Exod. xviii, 21

["rulers"]; 2 Kings i. 9 ["captain""]; [sa. iii. 3, etc),

and for princes both supreme and subordinate
I

1 Sam.
xxix. 3; Job xxix. 1. '.»: [sa. xlix. 7: Jer. Ii.

In Dan. viii. 11 God is called JOSH 113 (Sar hats-

tsdbd), Prince of the host; and in ver. 25 the title ~i
C^'j (Sar sarim), Prince of princes, is applied t<>

the Messiah. The princes of the provinces" t"~
-r

r":"-i~~. sarey ham-medin6th, 1 Kings w. 14) were

probably the district magistrates who had taken refuge

in Samaria during the invasion of Benhadad, and their

"young men" wen- their attendants, iraiSapia, pedis-

sequi (Thenius, Ewald, Gesch. iii. 195). Josephua says.

t'ioi rwv fiyepoviov t . 1 ni. viii. I I. 2 1. There is a pecul-

iar sense in which the term "prince" is used by the
prophet Daniel: thus, " Prince of the kingdom oi Per-

sia" ( \. 13), " Michael \ our prince" i \ ii'. -_'l >. In these

passages the term probably means a tutelary angel;
.and the doctrine of tutelary angels of different e itries

Beems to b< tntenanced b\ several passagi a of Scrip-

ture (Zech. iii, 1 ; vi,6; Jude9; Rev.xii,7). Michael
and Gabriel were probably the tutelary angels of the
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Jews. These names do not occur in any books of the

Old Test, that were written before the captivity ; and

it is suggested by some that they were borrowed from

the Chaldaeans, with whom and the Persians the doc-

trine of the general administration and superintendence

of angels over empires and provinces was commonly re-

ceived. See Angel.

2. Nagid, "PM (from "JM, to be in front, to precede ;

Sept. dpxwv or fiyovfitvoc ; Vulg. dux), one who has

the precedence, a leader, or chief, used of persons set over

any undertaking, superintending any trust, or invested

with supreme power (1 Kings xiv, 7; Psa. lxxvi, 13; 1

Chron. xxvi, 24 ["ruler"]; 1 Sam. ix, 16 ["captain"],

etc.). In Dan. ix, 25 it is applied to the Messiah ; and

in xi, 22 to Ptolemy Philometor, king of Egypt.

3. Nadib, 2"H3 (from "Z,^, which in Hithp. signifies

to volunteer, to offer voluntarily or spontaneously ; chiefly

in poetry; Sept. cipx^v ; Vulg. princeps), generous,

nobli -minded, noble by birth (1 Sam. ii, 8; Psa. xlvii. 10
;

cvii, 40 ; cxiii, 8 ; cxviii, 9 ; Prov. xxvii, 7, etc.). This

word is the converse of the preceding; "P53 means

primarily a chief, and derivatively what is morally no-

ble, excellent (viii, 6) ; 2 n13 means primarily what is

morally noble, and derivatively one who is noble by
birth or position.

4. Nasi, iOil'3 (from S'i'3, to lift up, Niph. to be ele-

vated; Sept. dpx">v, iiyovpti'oc, rjye/iwv, j3aai\tvQ
;

Vulg. princeps, dux), one exalted; used as a general

term for princes, including kings (1 Kings xi, 24; Ezek.

xii, 10. etc.), heads of tribes or families (Numb, i, 44

;

iii, 24 [A. V. "chief"]; vii, 10; xxxiv, 18; Gen. xvii,

20; 1 Chron. vii, 40, etc.). In the A. V. it is often ren-

dered " ruler" or " captain." In Gen. xxiii, 6 Abraham

is addressed by the sons of Heth as C^fi^X NEIL'S (nasi

Elohini), a prince of God, i. e. constituted, and conse-

quently protected, by God [A. V. " mighty prince"].

This word appears on the coins of Judas Maccabaeus

(Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 917).

5. Nasik, ?p&3 (from ~C3, to pour out, anoint; Sept.

apXiov; Vulg. princeps ; Psa. lxxxiii, 11 ; Ezek. xxxii,

30; Dan. xi, 5; "duke," Josh, xiii, 8; "principal,"

Mic. v, 5).

6. Katsin, **'4p (from MSP, to cut, to decide ; Sept.

dpxijyug, dpxuji' ; Vulg.princeps ; Prov. xxv, 15; Dan.

xi, 18; Mic. iii, 1, 9; elsewhere "captain," "guide,"
" ruler").

7. Rab, y? (usually an adj. "great; Sept. apx^v,

ffysfiwv; Vulg. optimus); only occasional; but used in

compounds, e. g. Eab-mag, Rab-saris (q. v.). So its

Chakl. reduplicature Rabrebdn, *'"i2^, in the plur.

(Dan. v, 2, 3; elsewhere "lords").

8. Rozen, "~\ (participle of "jtl, to rule; Sept. aa-

rpain]c,, cvvaarne, ; Vulg. princeps, legum conditor), a

poetical word (Judg. v. 3; Prov. viii, 15; xxxi, 4; Isa.

xl, 23; Hab. i, 10: "ruler," Psa. ii, 2).

9. Shalish, C"1!?© (apparently from "(Jjil'lB, three;

only Ezek. xxiii, 13; elsewhere "captain" [q. v.]).

10. Achashdarpenayd (Chald. plur. N^Q'I'TdPi:*,

Dan. iii, 2, 3, 27; vi, 1-7; Sept, vTraroi), a Persian

word. Those mentioned in Dan. vi, 1 (see Esth. i, 1)

were the predecessors, either in fact or in place, of the

satraps of Darius Hystaspis (Herod, iii, 89). See Sa-
trap.

11. Chashmannim, C^l^Fl (plur. literally rich, only

in Psa. lxviii, 13).

12. Segen, *5D (a Persian word, used only in the plur.

Isa. xi, 25 ; elsewhere " rulers").

13. Partemim, only in the plur. E^EFHE (another

Persian word, Dan. i, 3; elsewhere "rulers").

14. "Apx<mv, which in the Sept. appears as the ren-

dering of all the Hebrew words above cited, in the New
Test, is used of earthly princes (Matt, xx, 25; 1 Cor. ii,

6), of Jesus Christ (Rev. i, 5), and of Satan (Matt, ix,

34; xii, 24; Mark iii, 22; John xii, 31; xiv, 30; xvi,

11 ; Eph. ii, 2). On the phrase "prince of the power
of the air" in this last passage, see Air.

15. 'Apxnyoc., which in Theodotion is the rendering

of X"1 w3 (Numb, xiii, 3 ; xvi, 2) ; and in the Sept. is

the rendering of "ifcj (Judg. v, 15; Neh. ii, 9; Isa. xxx.

4), in the New Test, is applied only to our Lord (Acts

iii, 15; v, 31; Heb. ii, 10 [A. V. "captain"]; xii, 2

[A.V. "author"]).

1G. 'Hyefiiiiv is used (Matt, ii, 6) in a general sense

fox a chief ox ruler. See Governor; King; Ruler.

Prince, John (1), an English divine, was born at

Axminster, Devonshire, in 1643 ; was educated at Bra- \

zenose College, Oxford, and became successively curate

of Bideford, minister of St. Martin's Church, Exeter,

vicar of Totnes, and vicar of Berry-Pomeroy. He died

in 1723. He published, Sermons (Lond. 1674, 4to) :—
The Beauty of God's House, a Discourse on Psa. Ixxxiv,

1 (1710, 4to) -.—Dammonii Orientates Illustres (1810, 4to)

:

—Sermons on Psa. exxxvi, 1 (1722, 8vo).

Prince, John (2), an American minister of the

Congregational Church, was born at Boston, Mass., in

1751 ; was educated at Harvard College, where he grad-

uated in 1776; was ordained minister of the Congrega-
tional Church in Salem. Mass., in 1779, and retained

that post until his death in 183G. He published, Fast
Sermon (Salem, 1798):— Sermon before a Charitable

Society (1806):

—

Sermon on the Death of Dr. Barnard
(1814) :—Sermon before the Bible Society (1816). See
Sprague, .4 nnals of the Amer. Pulpit, viii, 128 sq. ; and
for other references, Allibone, Diet. Brit, and Amer.
A uth. s. v.

Prince, Nathan, an American clergyman of the

Church of England, was a native of Massachusetts, and
was born about the beginning of the last century. He
was educated at Harvard College, where he graduated

in 1719, in 1723 was made a tutor in his alma mater, in

1727 fellow, and held that honor until 1742. Subse-

quently he took orders in the Church of England, was
sent as a missionary to the Mosquitos, and died in the

island of Ruatan, Bay of Honduras, in 1748. Dr. Chaun-
cey, in his Sketches of Eminent Men in New England,

says that "Prince deserves a place among the great

men in this country." He is the author of an Essay to

Solve the Difficulties attending the several Accounts given

of the Resurrection, etc. (Boston, 1734, 4to). See Elliot,

Biog. Diet. p. 393. n. ; Report ofthe Mass. Hist. Society.

x. 165 ; Pierce, Hist, ofHarvard University, p. 191-196

;

Allibone, Diet. Brit, and A me?: A uth. s. v.

Prince, Thomas (1). an American Congrega-

tional minister, was born May 15, 1687, at Sandwich,

Mass. He graduated at Harvard College in 1707, and
after travelling for some years in Europe, during which
time he preached in England and was invited to take a

station, he returned home in 1717, and was ordained,

Oct. 1, 1718, colleague pastor of the Rev. Joseph Sewall

at the Old South Church, Boston, where he remained

until his death, Oct. 22, 1758. He was an eminent

preacher, for his sermons were rich in thought, perspic-

uous, and devotional, and he inculcated the doctrines

and duties of religion as one who felt their importance.

In private life he was amiable and exemplary. It was
his constant endeavor to imitate the perfect example of

his Master and Lord. He was ready to forgive injuries

and return good for evil. He published, An Account

of the First Appearance of the Aurora Borealis:—A
Chronological History ofNew England in the Farm <f
A nnals (1736) -.—Ditto, vol. ii, Nos. 1, 2, 3 (1755) :—.4 c-

count of the English Ministers on Martha's Vineyard

(1749):

—

An Improvement of the Doctrine of Earth-

quakes, containing an Historical Summary of the most

remarkable Earthquakes ofNew England (1755):

—

The

Neir Fin/land Psalm-book, revised and improved (1756) :

—and a number of occasional Sermons ; besides which
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there were six Sermons published from his MSS. by I >r.

Erskine, of Edinburgh 1 1785); and twenty-nine single

Sermons which Prince published from 1717 to 1756.

Fur an extended notice of his publications, Bee Sewall,

Funeral Discourse. A large portion of his most valua-

ble library is now in the Boston Public Library. Sec

Sprague, Annals of the Amir. Pulpit, i. 304; Allibone,

Diet. ofBi-U. and Amer. Authors, -. \.

Prince, Thomas (2), an American writer and ed-

r the preceding, was bom in 1722, and was

educated at Harvard College, where he graduated in

1740. He edited the earliest American periodical. Tlu

Christian History, containing Accounts of tht Revival

and Propagation of Religion in Great Britain ami
. I mericafor 1743 (Boston, 1744 15, 2 vols. 8vo), which
was published weekly. He . li«-il in 171*. See Alli-

bone, Did. of Brit, and Amer. Authors, s. v.

Princeps Sacerdotum {chief ofpriests). This

is a title sometimes applied by Tertullian, Augustine,

and others to a bishop, bul used in the same sense as

archiepiscopus, pontifex maximus, thai i-. high -priest.

See Bishop; Priest.

Princess (STliO, saraK) occurs but seldom in the

Scriptures (1 Kings si, 3; Lain. i. I; elsewhere ••lady."

See also Sarah); but the persons to whom it alludes.

the daughters of kings, are frequently mentioned, and
often with some reference to the splendor of their ap-

parel. Thus we read of Tamar's ••garment of divers

colors" i

•_* Sam. xiii. 18), and the dress of the Egyptian
i lie wife of Solomon, is described as -raiment

of needlework," and -clothing of wrought gold" (I'sa.

xlv. 13, 1
1 1. See Embroidery.

Princeton Theology. See Presbyterianism
;

Theology.

Principalities and Powers. See Power.

Pringle, Francis, a minister of the Associate

Presbyterian Church, was a native of Ireland, and was
bom about the year 1750. He came to this country
some time near the close of the last century, and died

in N'ew Fork Citj in 1833. He preached a Sermon on
tin Qualifications and Duties of the Ministers of Christ

before the Associate Synod of Ireland (1796), which
was published in Ireland and America; and a sermon
of his on /'/"//< rfor ih< Prospi rify ofZion appeared in

the Religious Monitor after his death. See Sprague,
Annals ofth Amer. Pulpit, ix. 64 sq.

Pringle, Sir John, a Scotch philosopher and phy-
sieian. was born in Roxburghshire in 1707. He settled

in Edinburgh about 1734, and alter 17 is resided in

London, where he distinguished himself greatly, and
became president of the Royal Society in 177:i. He
was for a time professor of pneumatology and ethical

philosophy in Edinburgh University. He died in 1782.

lie divided pneumatics into the following parts: ]. A
physical inquiry into the nature of such subtle and ma-
terial Bubstances as are imperceptible to the senses, and
known only from their operations. 2. The nature of

immaterial Bubstances coi cted with matter, in which
i- dei istrated, by natural evidence, the immortality
of the human bouI. 3. The nature of immaterial cre-

ings tiol connected with matter. I. Natural

theology, or the existence and attributes of God de i-

strated from the lighl of nature. Kthics. nr moral phi-

losophy, he divided into the theoretical and practical

parts, in treating of which the authors he chiefly uses
art ' ero, Marcus Antonius, Puffendorf, and lord Ma-
con. Carlyle describes him as "an agreeable lecturer,

though no master ol the science he taught." "His
lectures were chiefly a compilation from lord Bacon's
works; and had it not I n for Puffendorf8 small I k,

which he made his text, we should not have been in-

structed in the rudiments of the BCience." Neverthe-
less, we see that he discussed topics which must issue,

seiner or later, in a scientific jurisprudence and politi-

cal economy. See M'Cosb, Scottish Philosophy, p. 109.

Pringle, William, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Perth, Scotland, in 1790. His parents paid

unat attention to his early culture, and. alter a success-

ful study at the best bc! Is and at the Academy in

Perth, he finished his collegiate studies at the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh. He then studied medicine, and, as

soon as admitted to practice, emigrated to < lanada; but,

C tluding not to practice, be returned to Scotland,

studied theology in Glasgow under the Rev. John Dick,

I>.1>.. was licensed April 15, 1823, and entered upon bis

labors as a probationer, and as such preached for some
time in Scotland, when he again left his native land,

and came to the United States in the year 1827, and
soon afterjoined the Associate Presbytery ot I lambridge.

In June, 1830, he was ordained and installed pastor of

i he Associate Congregation of Ryegate, \'t. He labored

faithfully in behalf ol this hi- only charge, and when
In- health failed him he resigned, June 21, 1852, after a

ministry of twenty-two year-. He died Dec. 11. 1858.

Mr. Pringle was a good writer, and some of hi- sermons

bear marks of scholarly attainments. He was engaged
during the last few years of hi- life upon a work called

iln Cosmography of Scripture. See Wilson, Presb.

Hist. Almanac, I860, p. 159. (J. I.. S.)

Prior, Prioress, arc. according to the constitution

of -e\ eral ecclesiastical orders, the heads of their mori-

[
asteries and nunneries. The prior is either tic first or

sole authority in the monastery, or he is subordinated,

as second leader, to a higher officer of the same monas-
tery, the abbot (q. v.l. The latter case happens when
the abbot makes use of his right to appoint in his place

an assistant, a temporary \ i.ar (q. v.), who i- trusted

with part of the prelate's attributes. Sometimes thi'

statutes of the order prescribe that the prior shall lie.

as the second head of the monastery, elected by the

members, they assigning him a power of bis own.

more or less independent ( De Stat. Monast. iii. 35). In
other orders, as in that of the Benedictines, and even

in some regular congregations, we find only one. or a

i few. principal monasteries— the mother abbeys, to which
the others owe their origin, or whose subsequent reform

they have adopted subject to the direeli I abbots

or prelates, i.e. local superiors of the lir-t rank, while

the inferior monasteries are administered by priors: the

latter exercise the regular jurisdiction over the monk-.

and are bound only in important matter- to obtain the

consent of the prelate of the mother abbey. The same
distinction subsists in the nunneries. Wetzer u. Welte,

Kirc/u a- 1. 1 .r. s. v.

Prior, Matthew, an English poet, writer of verse

both sacred and profane, whose period of authorship was
contemporary with the last years of Dryden and the

earliest siaue of Pope, was possessed of little vigor "i

originality, but was remarkable for hi.- .skill in versifi-

cation and his gay and easy grace of imagery and die-

lion. His occasional epigrams, and his lively but in-

decent tales, are hi- best production-: ll gb there is

merit, also, in his semi-metaphysical poem Alma, or tin'

Progress of tht Soul, and in his attempt at religious

poetry in Solomon, a work which has I., in compared
io Pope's Essay on Shin. It wa- greatlj preferred to

Pope's poem by John Wesley, because more consistent

with the orthodox theory id' human corruption. The

design is certainly t > poetical, because less tending

to the argumentative; though the inferior execution

has prevented Prior from attaining the occasional buc-

cess w hich redeems parts of Pope's
i
oem from oblivion.

Prior's poem- w ere only the recreal idns ol a man active-

ly engaged in public life, lie was bom in 1664, and was

the son of a joiner in Loudon. Accident having direct-

ed the attention of lord Dorset to the boy's studious

habits, education was procured lor him
;
and. on leaving

( (xford, he distinguished himself, under the government
of king William, .as a dexterous diplomat i-t in several

foreign mi— ions. Deserting his political party, like so

many men of higher rank in that slippery time, he
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shared, in the latter part of his life, the vicissitudes and

dangers of the Tories. He lived till 1721. See the ex-

cellent article in Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A u-

thors, s. v., and the references there given. (J.H.W.)

Priory is a religious house occupied by a society of

monks or nuns, the chief of whom is termed a prior (q.v.)

or prioress ; and of these there are two sorts : rirst, where

the prior is chosen by the convent, and governs as in-

dependently as any abbot in his abbey; such were the

cathedral priors, and most of those of the Augustine or-

der. Secondly, where the priory is a cell subordinate

to some great abbey, and the prior is placed or displaced

at the will of the abbot. There was a considerable dif-

ference in the regulation of these cells in the mediaeval

times; for some were altogether subject to their respec-

tive abbots, who sent what officers and monks they

pleased, and took their revenues into the common stock

of the abbeys; while others consisted of a stated num-
ber of monks, under a prior sent to them from the su-

perior abbey; and those priories paid a pension yearly,

as an acknowledgment of their subjection, but acted in

other matters as independent bodies, and had the rest

of the revenues for their own use. The priories or cells

were always of the same order as the abbeys on which
they depended, though sometimes their inmates were

of a different sex ; it being usual, after the Norman Con-

quest, for the great abbeys to build nunneries on some of

their manors, which should be subject to their visitation.

Alien priories were cells, or small religious houses, in

one country dependent on large foreign monasteries.

When manors or tithes were given to distant religious

houses, the monks, either to increase the authority of

their own order, or perhaps rather to have faithful stew-

ards of their revenues, built convenient houses for the

reception of small fraternities of their body, who were

deputed to reside at and govern those cells.—Hook. s. v.

In the fourth year of Henry V, during the war with

France, all the alien priories (that is, those cells of the

religious houses in England which belonged to foreign

monasteries) which were not conventual were dissolved

by act of Parliament and granted to the crown. About
the year 1540 the cathedrals founded for priories were

turned into deaneries and prebends.—Eden, s. v.

Pris'ca (2 Tim. iv, 19). See Priscilla.

Priscil'la (npireiWo, dim. from Prisca, Lat. au-

di at), the wife of Aquila, and probably, like Phoebe, a

deaconess. She shared the travels, labors, and dangers

of her husband, and is always named along with him
(Rom. xvi, 3; 1 Cor. xvi, 19 ; 2 Tim. iv, 19). A.D.

55-64. The name, is Prisca (ITp/ff/co) in 2 Tim. iv, 19,

and (according to the true reading) in Rom. xvi. 3, and

also (according to some of the best MSS.) in 1 Cor. xvi,

19. Such variation in a Roman name is by no means
unusual. We find that the name of the wife is placed

before that of the husband in Rom. xvi, 3 ; 2 Tim. iv,

19, and (according to some of the best MSS.) in Acts

xviii, 20. It is only in Acts xviii, 2 and 1 Cor. xvi, 19

that Aquila has unequivocally the first place. Hence
we should be disposed to conclude that Priscilla was
the more energetic character of the two ; and it is par-

ticularly to be noticed that she took part, not only in

her husband's exercise of hospitality, but likewise in

the theological instruction of Apollos. Yet we observe

that the husband and the wife are always mentioned

together. In fact, we may say that Priscilla is the ex-
ample of what the married woman may do, for the gen-

eral service of the Church, in conjunction with home
duties, as Phoebe is the type of the unmarried servant

of the Church, or deaconess. Such female ministration

was of essential importance in the state of society in the

midst of which the early Christian communities were
formed. The remarks of archdeacon Evans on the po-

sition of Timothy at Ephesus are very just. ''In his

dealings with the female part of his flock, which, in

that time and country, required peculiar delicacy and
discretion, the counsel of the experienced Priscilla would

be invaluable. Where, for instance, could he obtain
more prudent and faithful advice than hers in the se-

lection of widows to be placed upon the eleemosynary
list of the Church, and of deaconesses for the ministry?"
{Script. Biog. ii, 298). It seems more to our purpose
to lay stress on this than on the theological learning of

Priscilla. Yet Winer mentions a monograph De Pris-
cilla, Aquila uxore, tamquamfeminarum e gente Juda-
icd eruditarum specimine, by G. G. Zeltner (Altorf, 1709).

—Smith. See Aqlila.
Priscillian, the noted originator or propagator of a

heretical body of Christians who bore his name, was the
first heretic who was executed after the establishment
of Christianity by the Roman state. He was a native of
the Iberian peninsula, and of noble birth. He flour-

ished in the second half of the 4th century, possessed
much wealth, had great reputation for learning, and
was generally revered for his severe austerity. What
his early occupation was is not known. He first figures

in history as the propagator of the heretical dogmas
which a certain Egyptian called Marcus, from Mem-
phis, came to Spain to teach there. Priscillian, by his

personal influence, succeeded in spreading the heresy
of Marcus all over Spain, making a number of prose-

lytes of the female sex, convincing many priests, and
even some bishops ; among others, two bishops, Instan-

tius and Salvianus, who became zealous defenders of

the imported doctrines, which were substantially those

of the Manichceans (q. v.). He taught expressly the

Dualism and the Docetism of that sect, and it is charged
that he adopted the strictest ascetic austerities in regard

to celibacy, etc., by which they had rendered themselves
obnoxious even to the civil authorities in the East and
in Africa. There is some doubt as to the precise doc-

trines which Priscillian taught. As reported, his dog-
mas are a strange mixture of Gnostic and Manichaaan
absurdities combined with allegorical interpretations

and mystical rhapsodies. He was also Sabellian in

tendency in his rejection of a personal distinction in

the Godhead, for he denied the reality of Christ's birth

and incarnation. Among other things, he maintained
that the visible universe was not the production of the

Supreme Deity, but of some demon or malignant prin-

ciple who derived his origin from chaos or darkness; he
adopted the doctrine of ajons, or emanations from the di-

vine nature ; he considered human bodies as compound-
ed according to the twelve signs of the zodiac, and as

prisons formed by the author of evil to enslave the

mind; he also condemned marriage, and denied the res-

urrection of the body. The rule of life and manners
which the Priscillianists adopted was so rigid and se-

vere that the charges of dissolute conduct brought

against them by their enemies appear to be ground-

less. That they were guilty of dissimulation, and
deceived their adversaries by cunning stratagems in

order to accomplish what they deemed a sacred pur-

pose, is true. Their doctrine was, according to St. Au-
gustine, that deception is allowed to hide one's faith,

and to simulate Catholic belief ("jura, perjura, secretum

prodere noli"). Neander (Ch. Hist, ii, 711) observes that

the reproach of immorality rests on insufficient proofs.

It is, however, a fact that at least a part of the Pris-

cillianists were addicted to unnatural turpitudes, to

which such a system must logically lead ; but there is

no evidence that they avowed that lying and perjury

were lawful under all circumstances.

The bishop Hyginus of Cordova was the first to en-

ter the lists against this heresy, and he strove, although

without success, to gain back to the orthodox Church
the bishops Instantius and Salvianus. Hyginus ap-

prised Idacius, the bishop of Merida, of the Priscillianic

disorders; but the hot-blooded zeal of this prelate was
still more unsuccessful, and so were the efforts of all the

other Catholic bishops. The boldness of the heretics

increased every day, and bishop Hyginus himself, dis-

pleased with the severe measures inaugurated against

them, became their protector. To arrest their progress,
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a synod was held in October. 380, at Saragossa, to

which Instantius, Salvianus, Elpidius, and Priscillian

were also invited. The heresiarchs failed to appear.

The bj 1 condemned their doctrines and resolved

upon measures to stop t li» ir expansion. Catholic

women were prohibited from attending the Priscillian-

i-t meetings; fasting on Sundays was interdicted; the

anathema was launched againsl such as stayed from

during the forty days of Lenl and the three

weeks of Epiphany, <>r received the Eucharist in the

Church without partaking al once of the sacrament :

u penally was pronounced against those who
should assume the name and functions of teachers with-

out episcopal approbation; and every clerk who Bhould,

..in ol pride and vanity, clothe himself in the monas-

tical garment, was put under ban. The execution of

the decrees againsl Priscillianists was committed to the

bishop [thacius of Sosuba. No worse choice could pos-

sibly have been made. Be was a mere voluptuary, and

utterly destitute of all sense for spiritual things.

Excluded from the Church, the Priscillianists now
took more decided measures for establishing them-

selves, an.l they had the boldness even to cause the

ition of Priscillian as their bishop of Avilla by

the bishops [nstantius and Salvianus. Of course, by
this step the Spanish Catholic prelates were greatly

imbittered, and the Idacius above mentioned, together

with [thacius, bishop of Ossonova, who is represented

by Sulpicius Severus as a troublesome zealot, wen. de-

spatched to the emperor Gratian for the purpose of ob-

taining an order of banishment against Priscillian, In-

stantius, and Salvianus. Gratian having issued the

rescript thus demanded, the three heresiarchs repaired

to Rome, in order to vindicate themselves before pope

Damasus. But the pope refused to justify them. Sal-

vianus died at Rome, and bis two companions went

to Milan, where they tried, as unsuccessfully, to per-

sua ie St. Ambrose of their innocence. However, they

i in bribing an influential functionary (magi-
- .nun i named Macedonius, wl btained lor

them an imperial decree which allowed them to return

to Spain and take possession of their sees, and ordered

Vblventius, vicar ot Spain, to examine further into the

matter. Priscillian and [nstantius returned to Spain.

as in triumph: and [thacius, now in turn accused as

a disturber of the public peace, was driven out of

Spain. The latter was even on the very point of being

arrested in Treves, where he had established himself,

and of being transported back to the peninsula tor trial,

when things assumed, under the usurping emperor

Maximus, a different aspect \s soon as this new
Caesar arrived at Treves, Tthacius appeared before him
againsl the Priscillianists. .Maximus. who desired the

whole matter to be disposed of as a purely ecclesiastical

affair, ordered a synod to be held, in 384, al Bordeaux,

to which the heresiarchs were summoned. Instantius

was deposed by the vote of the assembly, and Priscil-

lian. foreseeing a similar fate, tried to prevent it by ap-

pealing to the emperor. This step was the cause Of his

ruin. The emperor now took the matter in hand:
Priscillian and his associates were brought to Treves,
w hi re Maximus resided at t he time, and the most vio-

lent adversaries oi the Beet, Idacius and [thacius, ap-

ers. I be latter oi these two prelates, if

; is is to be trusted, suspected of Priscil-

lianism any man whom he saw studying and fasting

much: and. against all precedents, appeared as an im-

i

i accuser, before a worldly tribunal, in a relig-

ious affair. St. Martin, bishop of Tours, a truly pious
man. also al the time at the imperial court, held it to

be an unspiritual innovation that an ecclesiastical mat-
ter Bhould be tried by a secular court— that heretics

Bhould become liable to punishment with torture and
death and besought thi emperor to have the affair in

the bands of the bishop, or, al least, to decide it without
bloodshed. As long as Martin was present, the trial

Was delayed; On his departure. Maximus promised

there should be no bloodshed, but he was induced by
[thacius and tw her Spanish bishops, Rufus and
Magnus, to break bis word. The prefect who tried the

case probably employed tortures to obtain avowals.

Priscillian. the rich widow Euchrocia, and several oth-

ers were accused of criminal disorders, and condemned
not only as false teacher-, but also as violators of the

civil law.-. Tiny were either beheaded or punished
with confiscation and exile i 3G5 i.

... ution of Pri-cilliau Lv the sword, and of

several of his associates, did not ruin the sect, but

set nc d rather to give it new life and viu'or. The l'ris-

cillianists ^..t possession of the bodies ..i their dead, and

brought them to Spain, where Priscillian was honored
as a martyr. People .-wore by hi- name. The most
distinguished bishops, Martin of Tour-. St. Ambrose,

rheognistus, and p. .p.- Siricius, sternly blamed the

cruelty with which [thacius and his friend- had treated

the heretics, and marked their abhorrence of the cruelty

by separating from the communion of Ithacius and the

other bishops who had approved the death penally for

heresy in the Christian Church. Put the emperor

Maximus went on until his death (387 i persecuting the

Priscillianists as criminal Manichaeans, and was even

on the point of sending to Spain a military commission

with unlimited powers to pursue the accused and pun-

ish the guilty with confiscation and death: and only

abandoned this project by intercession oi St. Martin.

The gravity of the measures adopted for the punish-

ment ol heresy at the time to which we here refer

obliges us to turn aside to remark (1) that heresy was
declared against by the State for the first time under

Theodosius the Great, the tir-t emperor who was bap-

tized in the Nicdie faith. lie was determined to put

an end to the Arian interregnum, and therefore pro-

claimed the exclusive authority of the Nicem
and at the same time enacted the tirst rigid penalties

not only against the pagan idolatry, the practice of

which was thenceforth a capital crime in the empire.

but also against all Christian heresies and sects. The
ruling principle of his public life was the unity of the

empire and of I be orthodox Church. In the course of

fifteen years this emperor issued at least lib. < n penal

laws against heretics (comp. Cod. Theodos. xvi, tit. v.

leg. 6 33), by which he gradually deprived them of all

right to the exercise of their religion, excluded them
from all civil offices, and threatened them with tines.

fiscation, banishment, and in some cases (as the

Manichaeans, the Audians, and even the Quartodeci-

manians) with death. From Th losius, therefore.

date- the Stale-Church theory of the persecution of

heretics and tin' embodiment of it in legislation. His

primary design, it is true, was rather to terrify and con-

vert than to punish the refractory subjects ( -,, Sozomen
a—en-. Hist. Eccles. lib. vii, c 12). From the theory,

however, to the practice was a single slip; and thi- step

hi- rival ami colleague, Maximus, took when he inflict-

ed capital punishment on Priscillian and some of his

followers. This was the tir>t shedding of the hi 1 of

heretics by a Christian prince for religions opinions.

(2.) We wish to note al-o that, while the execution of

the Priscillianists is the only instance of the bloody

punishment Of heretics in this period, a- it i> the first

III the history of Christianity, the propriety of violent

measures againsl heresy was thenceforth vindicated

even by the be-t fathers of the Church (see "ii ibis

point Augustine's position as marked out by Neander,

Ch. Hist. ii. 217 Bq.; Schaff, Ch. Hist. ii. lit. l 15), and

Boon none but the persecuted parties wire heard to pro-

tesl againsl religious persecution. We need hardly add

that in due time the Church ot Rome, with I.e.. the

Great a- it - tir-t and clearest representative, became the

advocate and executioner ofthe death penalty for heresy.

See Heresy; Inquisition; Romanism.
After the death ol Maximus. the emperor Then lo-

sius ordered a synod to be held in 389, to settle the dif-

ficulties that had arisen among the bishops of Caul,
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Spain, and Italy on account of Ithacius. The latter and

bishop Idacius were deposed by that assembly. But

the disputes which had been called up by them con-

tinued in some parts of Spain, fostered especially l>y

the Priscillianists, who were still numerous. In the

year 400 the sect appears in a decaying condition. At

the synod held in that year at Toledo, several Priscil-

lianist bishops, among others Symphosius and Dictin-

nius, returned to the Church. The latter wrote a work
entitled the Scales, in which the principles of the Pris-

cillianists are expounded, but as he was an apostate

he can hardly be regarded as a safe expositor of Pris-

cillianism. The sect revived in the middle of the

5th century, especially in Gallicia. The active ex-

ertions of bishop Turibius, of Astorga, succeeded in

extinguishing it gradually. He punished and impris-

oned heretics, etc., but he was also busy in their instruc-

tion, both orally and by his writings. The same bishop

sent to Leo the Great a refutation of Priscillianism,

which Leo honored with an answer, praising his zeal

and recommending the holding of a Spanish synod,

which was consequently convened in Gallicia in 448.

Leo's letter is important for the refutation of Priscil-

lianism contained in it. Among the most noteworthy

literary attacks upon Priscillianism in the first half of

the 5th century, we may mention here, besides, Ad
Paulina. Orosium contra Priscillianistas et Origenistas

(411) ; Contra mt ndacium, addressed to Consentius (420)

;

and in part the 190th Epistle (alias Ep. 157), to the bishop

Optatus, on the origin of the soul (418), and two other

letters, in which he refutes erroneous views on the nat-

ure of the soul, the limitation of future punishments,

and the lawfulness of fraud for supposed good purposes.

The Priscillianists, notwithstanding the severest meas-

ures inaugurated against them and the polemics that

were written against them, continued to exist, and at

all times during the medieval period we find their traces

under various names and forms, especially in the north

of Spain, Languedoc (France), and Northern Italy.

The Synod of Braga, in 5G3, condemned several Priseil-

lian errors, about which we owe to this assembly most

interesting information. See Sulp. Severus, Hist. Sa-
cra, ii, 46-51; Dial, iii, 11 sq. ; Orosius Commonito-

rium de Errore PrisciUianistarum, etc.; Leonis Magni
Ep. 15, ad Turibium; Walch, Ketzerhistorie, iii, 378 sq.;

Alex. Natalis, Hist. Eccles. ; Fleury, Hist, Pedes. ; Van
Fries, Dissertatio Critica de Priscill. (Ultraj. 1745)

;

Ltibkert, De Hceresi Priscill. (Havn. 1840) ; Mander-
nach, Gesch. des Priscillianismus (Treves, 1851); Hefele,

Conciliengesch. i, 719; ii, 27 sq. ; iii, 13 sq.; Milman,
Lat. Christianity, i, 276-78; Puscy, Hist, of the Coun-

cils A.D. 51-381 (1875) ; Alzog. Kirehengesch. i, 372 sq.

;

Neander, Ch. Hist, ii, 710, 718. (J. H. W.)

Prison is represented in the A. V. by the following

Heb. and Gr. words: 1. "l^OX, Aramaic for 1":x, "a

chain," is joined with T^S. and rendered a prison (Sept.

oIkoq CEffjUuiv ; Vulg. career). 2. X^2, fctt^Sl, and X"^>2,

with r^a (Sept. otiooc (pvXaKtjc; Jer. xxxvii, 15). 3.

!"l2firi"5, from TjS^, "turn," or "twist," the stocks

(xx. 2). 4. l-na^a and xn-J-2
; fvXaicr] ; career (Ge-

senius, Thesaur. p. 879). 5. 13Qw ; cW/uunjoioi'

;

career. 6. "TES572; (pvXaKt); eustodia ; also intens.

FHaiBO; A. V. "hard." 7. "isi?; cmgustia; rcnrsivtD-

aiQ (Gesenius, p. 1059). 8. rYip-flgB (Isa. lxi. 1).

more properly written in one word ; avafiXtipic ; aper-

tio (Gesenius, p. 1121). 9. ^T^TS; b)({iph)fia ; career:

properly a tower. 10. FnjJBryJVS ; oticia fivkoivoe, ;

domus carceris. I"i?2 is also sometimes il prison" in the

A. V., as Gen. xxxix, 20. 11. pS^X; KarappaKTrje

;

career ; probably " the stocks" (as in the A. Y.) or some

such instrument of confinement
;
perhaps understood by

the Sept. as a sewer or underground passage. 12. In the

N. T. StafiojTi'ipiov, o'iKiifia, r//p/jff(c, usually (pvXaKrj.

In Egypt it is plain both that special places were
used as prisons, and that they were under the custody
of a military officer (Gen. xl, 3 ; xlii, 17). During the
wandering in the desert we read on two occasions of
confinement " in ward" (Lev. xxiv, 12 ; Numb, xv, 34)

;

but as imprisonment was not directed by the law, so

we hear of none till the time of the kings, when the
prison appears as an appendage to the palace, or a spe-
cial part of it (1 Kings xxii, 27). Later still it is dis-

tinctly described as being in the king's house (Jer.

xxxii. 2 : xxxvii. 21 ; Neh. iii, 25). This was the case
also at Babylon (2 Kings xxv, 27). But private houses
were sometimes used as places of confinement (Jer.

xxxvii, 15), probably much as Chardin describes Per-
sian prisons in his day, viz. houses kept by private spec-

ulators for prisoners to be maintained there at their own
cost (Vog. vi, 100). Public prisons other than these,

though in use by the Canaanitish nations (Judg. xvi,

21, 25), were unknown in Judaea previous to the cap-
tivity. Under the Herods we bear again of royal pris-

ons attached to the palace, or in royal fortresses (Luke
iii, 20; Acts xii, 4, 10; Josephus, Ant. xviii, 5, 2; Ma-
cha?rus). By the Komans Antonia was used as a prison

at Jerusalem (Acts xxiii, 10), and at Cwsarea the pra>
torium of Herod (ver. 35). The sacerdotal authorities

also had a prison under the superintendence of special

officers, 8iafio(pv\aicte, (Acts v, 18-23 ; viii, 3 ; xxvi,

10). The royal prisons in those days were doubtless

managed after the Roman fashion, and chains, fetters,

and stocks were used as means of confinement (see xvi,

24, and Job xiii, 27). One of the readiest places for

confinement was a dry, or partially dry, well or pit (see

Gen. xxxvii, 24, and Jer. xxxviii, 6-11) ; but the usual

place appears, in the time of Jeremiah, and in general,

to have been accessible to visitors (Jer. xxxvi, 5 ; Matt,

xi, 2; xxv, 36, 39; Acts xxiv, 23).—Smith. From the

instance of the Mamertine Prison at Rome (q. v.), in

which the apostle Paul (q. v.) is said to have been con-

fined, many have rashly assumed that the Uoman prisons

generally were subterranean ; but at Thessalonica at

least, even " the inner prison" (Acts xvi, 24) seems to

have been on the ground -floor ("doors," ver. 26;
" sprang in," ver. 29). See Dungeon.
PRISON, Ecclesiastical. A bishop was required

to have one or more prisons for criminous clerks in 1261.

That of the bishop of Chichester remains over his pal-

ace gate ; and the bishop of London's gate-house stood

at the west side of Westminster Abbey. The south-

western tower of Clugny was used as a prison. There
were various names for prisons : 1, Little Ease, in which
the prisoner could neither sit, lie, nor stand ; 2, Bocardo,

as over the gate near St. Michael's at Oxford ; 3, Hell,

as at Ely ; and. 4. the Lying House at Durham. At Dur-
ham, Berne, and Norwich the conventual cells adjoined

the Chapter-house ; at Durham the term of imprisonment

lasted sometimes during a year, and was often attended

with chains, food being let down by a rope through a

trap-door. In all cases solitary confinement was prac-

ticed, and in some cases the guilty were immured after

the pronunciation of the sentence Fade in pace, " Go in

peace." At Thornton the skeleton of abbot De Multon
(cir. 1445), with a candlestick, chair, and table, was
found built up within a recess in the wall; and a cell,

with a loop-hole looking towards the high-altar, re-

mains at the Temple, in which William le Bachelor,

grand preceptor of Ireland, died. At Clugny the prison

had no stair, no door, and no window. At Hirschau

the prisoner could barely lie clown; at St. Martin-des-

Champs the cell was subterranean ; at St. Gabriel, Cal-

vados, under a tower. The prisons remain at St. Ga-
briel, Calvados, Rebais, St. Peter - sur - Dives, and St.

Benet-sur- Loire; at Caen, near the great gate; and
over it at Tewkesbury, Binham, Hexham, Bridlington,

and Mailing. The prison was under the charge of the

master of the infirmary. " Criminous priests" were
imprisoned in 740 in England, and in 1351 their meagre
fare was prescribed.—Walcott, Sacred A rchceologg, s. v.
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Prison Reform. Prison discipline has in recent

times become a matter ofso much moment that its con-

sideration is forced upon every philanthropist, especially

the believer of the new dispensation—the law of love.

Under the silent influences of < Ihristianity, torture, ex-

posure in the pillory, and other like dedications of the of-

fender to public vengeance have long been abandoned as

barbarous practices. Death-punishment has been much
narrowed in its application; and transportation, apart

from any question of effectiveness, has been rendered

impracticable, except within a very narrow compass.

I be movement for the alleviation of the horrors of

imprisonment by physical and moral improvement of

the conditions of prisoners may be said to be not only

Christian, but modern. We gel nothing from the

practice of the times anterior to Christianity, nor yet

from the Middle Ages, that accounts tor much in the

modem systems of prison discipline. In Greece and
Rome punishments were inflicted in other ways. It

must I"- borne in mind that among the ancients the in-

stitution of slavery rendered the prison system unnec-

essary. Ii kept the functions of punishing ordinary

criminals from the public administration of the affairs

of a state, and placed it in private hands. Hence there

was no criminal law, properly Bpeaking. The corpus

juris, so full of minute regulations in all matters of civic

right [see Justinian], has very little criminal law, lie-

cause the criminals became slaves, and ceased to be ob-
jects of the attention of the law. In the Roman empire
there were houses, called < rgastula, for the incarceration

of criminal and refractory slaves. The feudal barons
had towers in their castles, called donjons (whence our

word dungeon), for the confinement of their captive toes

or refractory retainers. Sometimes the prison vaults
wen- cut iii the solid rock belowthe surface of the earth.

When imprisonment became a function of the State

in the administration of justice, it was often carelessly,

and hence tyrannically, exercised, because the practice

of awarding it as a punishment arose more rapidly than
the organization for controlling its use. In the loth and
16th centuries the Society of the Brothers of Mercy in

Italy paid much attention to the incarcerated unfortu-

nate trespassers of society, and so greatly alleviated their

forlorn condition that many of the Brothers of Mercy
are reverently spoken of to this day. St. Carlo Borro-

meo and St. Vincent de Paul are to be especially men-
ti d. lint the earliest instance of a prison managed
on any principles of policy and humanity seems to be

thai of the Penitentiary at Amsterdam in 1595, an ex-
ample which was soon followed by some of the German
towns, especially Hamburg and Bremen. In England,
on several occasions, grave abuses have been expose. 1 by
parliamentary inquiries and otherwise in the practice of
prison discipline. It is well known that the real im-
pulse to prison impro\ ement was firsl communicated by
the celebrated Howard (q. v.), whose sufferings, when
taken by a privateer and imprisoned at Brest, during
the Seven Fears' War are said to have first directed his

attention to this subject. The fruits of his observations
in his repeated visits to most of the prisons of Europe
were given to the world partly in his publications and
partly on examination before Parliament Howard's
exertions, and those of .Mrs. Fry and other investigators,

! in the public mind the question whether any
practice in which the public interest was bo much in-

volved should be left to something like mere chance
to the negligence of local authorities and the personal
disposition of jailers. As in other reform movements,
so in this, our own country has beet si progressive,
and Europe has willingly taken lessons from America.
The reports mad- of our prison systems by the French
visitors. VI i and De Focqueville I in 1834 I,

De Metz and Bloui I (in 1837), Dr. Juliers (sent fr

Prussia), and Mr. Crawford (from England), have cer-

tainly contributed very largely to the present state of
public opinion on the subject In 1834, inspectors were
appointed to reporl annually on the state of English

and Scottish prisons—a measure which had been earlier

adopted with reference to Ireland: and their reports

may be consulted with advantag .

"The t> ndency lately has been to regulate prison dis-

cipline with extreme care. The public sometimes com-
plain that too much pains is bestowed on it— that crim-

inals are not worthy of having clean, well -ventilated
apartments, wholesome food, skilful medical attendance,

industrial training, and education, as they now have in

this country. There are many arguments in favor of

criminals being so treated, and the objection- urged
against Such treatment are held by those who are best

acquainted with the subject to be invalid; lor it has

never been maintained by any one that a course of

crime has been commenced and pursued for the purpose

of enjoying the advantages of imprisonment. Per-

haps those who chiefly promoted the several promi-

nent systems exported from them greater results, in

the shape of the reformation of criminals, than have
been obtained. If they have been disappointed in this,

it can. at all events, be said thai any prison in the now
recognised system is no longer like the older prisons, an
institution in which the young criminals advance into

the rank of proficients, and the old improve each other's

skill by mutual communication. The system now re-

ceived is that of separation, so far as it is practicable.

Two other systems were tried- the silenl system and
the solitary system. The former imposed l ntire silence

among the prisoners even when assembled together;

the latter endeavored to accomplish their complete iso-

lation from sight of or communication with their race.

By the separate system, the criminals are prohibited

from communicating with each other: but they are vis-

ited by persons whose intercourse is more likely to ele-

vate than to debase—as chaplains, teachers, Scripture-

readers, the superior officers of the prison, and those who
have the external control over it." See Penitentiary",

The Prison Association in the Stale of New York

is regarded as the most perfect organization of the kind

in the world. According to the annual report, the ob-

jects of this society arc threefold: 1. Humane atten-

tion to persons arrested, protecting them from legal

sharpers, and securing their impartial trial. 2. Encour-

agement and aid of discharged convicts. •"•. Careful

Study of prison discipline, observation of the i

crime, and inquiry as to the proper means of its preven-

tion. The last is considered the most important of its

objects. The statistics of tic work of the society dur-

ing the quarter of a century just ended show the fol-

lowing figures under the tirst object named above:

93,560 friendless persons visited in the detention pris-

ons oi New York and Brooklyn, all of them counselled,

and many of them assisted: 25,290 complaints carefully

examine, I-. 6148 complaints withdrawn at the instance

of the society as trivial, or founded on mistake or pas-

sion: 7922 persons discharged by the courts on recom-

mendation of the society, who were young, innocent,

committed their offences under mitigating circumstan-

ces, or were evidently penitent; a total of 133,9

in which relief of some kind has been offered by the as-

sociation. During the last twenty-five years the assist-

ance given to discharged com icts is summed up as fol-

lows: 18,309 persons of this class aided with hoard.

clothing, tools, railroad tickets. ,,r money ; 1 139 piw ided

with permanent situations: a total of 22,448. Aid has

also been extended to thousands of persons connected

with the families of the prisoners, lor some years a

lew hundred dollars have been annually distributed on

New-year's-day among indigent families. By its act

of incorporation it is made the duty nl the Prison Asso-

ciation to -visit, inspect and examine all the prisons

of the Stati' of New York, and annually report to the

Legislature their condition." In 1876 the fourth Na-
tional Prison Reform Congress was held in N "i rb

City, and very advanced ground was taken. I

pecially interested in this subject will do well to consult

the minutes of these proceedings, and the annual reports
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of the New York State Prison Association ; also those of

the Boston Prison Discipline Society, an organization to

which is due the introduction of religious exercises into

American prisons, as well as the appointment of chap-

lains. Prison congresses have been held in Europe since

1845. In 1872 an international congress was held in

London, likewise in 1877.

While the principle of prison reform is universally

recognised, it is found in practice to work with different

results in different cases. This conies from the impos-

sibility of having uniformity in the actual management
of the prisons, personal tact and influence having much
to do in the case. The prison at Columbus, 0., has the

reputation of being one of the best in the country for

this reason ; it enjoys superior supervision, and is wholly

free from political interference. The movers in reform

hope to achieve still better results in all the institutions.

Their principal business is with the criminal after he is

caught—to reform him, restore his manhood, and return

him to society a new individual. The question how to

prevent crime in the first instance is another and more

important question. See the excellent article on Pris-

ons and Prison Discipline in the Amer. Cyclop, xiv. (i.

17, and the literature there quoted. See also Revue

Chretienne, Aug. 1873, art. i ; Robin, La Question Pen-

itentiaire (Paris, 1873) ; Edinb. Rev. liv, 159 sq. ; Meth.

Quar. Rev. July, 1873, art. v ; New-Engl. Jan. 1873, art.

iv; Christian Union, May 31, 187G; New York Evening

Post, 1878. (J. H. W.)

Prisoner (I^SX, assir, cVc^noc). Imprisonment

does not appear to have been imposed by Moses as a

punishment among the Hebrews, though he describes

it as in use among the Egyptians (Gen. xxxix, '20, 21

;

xl, 1-4). He seems to have used it merely for the

purpose of keeping the culprit safe until judgment was
given (Lev. xxiv, 12). As execution immediately fol-

lowed the sentence, there was little occasion for incar-

ceration. The great variety in the names of prisons in

the Hebrew would lead us to imagine that they were

more frequently used in the latter than in the earlier

periods of the Hebrew nation ; and that they were not

only used in the detention of criminals, but as a means
of punishment and correction (2 Chron. xvi, 10; 1 Kings
xxii, 27 ; 2 Kings xxv, 29 ; Jer. xxxvii, 15, 21 ; lii, 31

;

Isa. xxiv, 22 ; xlii, 7 ; Matt, iv, 12 ; Acts xii, 4). Pris-

oners were often confined in stocks, or with chains (Job

xii, 27; xxxiii, 11 ; Jer. xl, 4); and the keepers of the

prisons often had a discretionary power to treat their

prisoners as they pleased. The torture was often ap-

plied to extort a confession from the accused. In later

periods the Jews confined those in prison who failed in

the payment of their debts. They had the liberty to

punish the debtor with stripes (YVisd. ii, 19; Matt, v,

26; xviii, 28-34). The Romans, in some instances.

fastened their criminals by one or both hands to a sol-

dier: such appear to have remained in their own houses

(Acts xxviii, 16). It was not unfrequently the case

that the keepers of prisons, when those who were com-
mitted to their charge had escaped, were subjected to

the same punishment which had been intended for the

prisoners (xii, 19; xvi, 27). See Prison.

Pritchard, Martin, a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church of some standing, was born in Ohio
April 23, 1827 ; was converted and joined the Church
at the age of seventeen. He obtained a good element-

ary education, and for a number of years was engaged
as a school-teacher. He was licensed as an exhorter

when about twenty-three, and as a local preacher at the

age of twenty-five. He joined the Nebraska Confer-

ence in 1857, and at once entered upon his duties as an
itinerant with that energy and devotion to his work
which so signally characterized his whole career as a

minister, and the fruits of his labor gave abundant proof

that he was indeed called of God. He preached suc-

cessively at Mount Pleasant, Peru, Belleview, Platte

Valley, Pawnee City, Falls City, and a second time at

Peru. In 1870 he was appointed presiding elder of the
Lincoln district, and at the next annual conference he
was appointed presiding elder of the Nebraska district.

At the Conference of 1875 he was appointed presiding

elder of the Lincoln district, where he continued his

earnest and faithful labors until about ten days before*

his death, which occurred on March 24, 1877. He was'

a member of the Book Committee four years, and was
twice elected reserve delegate to the General Confer-
ence. See Minutes of the A nnual Conferences, 1877, p.

142; N. Y. Christian Advocate. April 19, 1877.

Pritchard, Samuel, a Wesleyan missionary, was
born in the first quarter of our century. He was con-
verted in 1843, and feeling called of God to preach the
glad tidings, he entered the itinerant ranks in 1852,

and was sent to Biabou Circuit, in the island of St.

Vincent. He was there only two years when he was
seized with malignant yellow fever, and died Feb. 28,

1853. During the brief period of his ministerial labors

he gained the affectionate regard of the community in

which he resided. See Wesleyan May. 1853, p. 872.

Prithu is the name of several legendary kings of

ancient India. It is, however, especially one king of

this name who is the favorite hero of the Puranas.
His father was Vena, an embodiment of the Hindu di-

vinity Vishnu (q. v.). Vishnu perished through his

wickedness ; for when he was inaugurated monarch of

the earth, he caused it to be everywhere proclaimed

that no worship should be performed, no oblations of-

fered, and no gifts bestowed upon the Brahmins. The
Rishis, or Saints, hearing of this proclamation, entreated

the king to revoke it, but in vain : hence they fell upon
him and slew him. But the kingdom now being with-

out a king, as Vena had left no offspring, and the peo-

ple being without protection, the sages assembled, and
consulted how to produce a son from the body of the

dead king. First, then, they rubbed his thigh ; from

it, thus rubbed, came forth a being called Nishada; and

by this means the wickedness of Vena having been ex-

pelled, they proceeded to rub the right arm of the dead
king, and by this friction engendered Prithu, who came
forth resplendent in person, and in his right hand ap-

peared the mark of the discus of Vishnu, which proved

him to be a universal emperor, one whose power would be

invincible even by the gods. The mighty Prithu soon

removed the grievances of the people; he protected the

earth, performed many sacrifices, and gave liberal gifts

to the Brahmins. On being informed that in the in-

terval in which the earth was without a king all vege-

table products had been withheld, and that consequently

the people had perished, he in great wrath marched for-

ward to assail the earth. The earth, assuming the fig-

ure of a cow, fled before him, but seeing no escape from

the power of the king, at last submitted to him, and
promised to renew her fertility, provided he made all

places level. Prithu therefore uprooted mountains,

levelled the surface of the earth, established boundaries

of towns and villages, and induced his subjects to lake

up their abode where the ground was made level. Then
Prithu caused the earth to appear before his throne in

the shape she had assumed, and commanded that any one

who should apply to her with a wish, and bring a calf

with him to milk her, should be granted his wish. This

is the celebrated wonder-cow, about which the Brah-

mins and the Kshatrias fought such tremendous battles

that the gods found it necessary to intervene. Now the

earth resumed her former liberality, the people were re-

lieved of their want, and the young god, presented by
Vishnu and Shiva with never-missing weapons, by the

sun-god with an all-illuminating crown, by the sea-god

with a parasol trimmed with pearls, walked through

the world a conqueror in every battle, bestowing rain

or sunshine at his will. He now prepared for invad-

ing the empire of Indra, and for that purpose offered

ninety-nine great sacrifices of horses; but when he was

going to offer the hundredth, Indra managed to steal
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the horse, as the last performance would have secured

victory. Pritbu'a son pursued the robber, who could

no) otherwise escape him than by changing himself

into the form of a penitent strewed with ashes and

hong all round wiih bones, [ndra succeeded in steal-

in- the horse a second time, ami only escaped the un-

erring weapons of his foe by the intervention of Brahm.

Prithu resigned power in favor of his son, and retired to

a solitude, where he was absorbed by the divinity. The

legend of Prithu evidently records b e historical fact

ig the civilizing influences exerted by a great

king of Hindu antiquity.—Chambers, Cyclop, s. v.

Pritz, Johann Geoeg, a German theologian, was

born ai Leipsic in 1662. Alter having been an evan-

gelical minister al Leipsic and al Zerbst,he became su-

perintendent at Scbleitz. He was made professor of

theology at Greifswalde, and in 1711 was called to

Frankibrt-on-the-Main as senior minister. He died in

the year 1732. Among his numerous writings we cite

the following: De corUemptu diviiiarum apud antiguos

philosophos (Leipsic, L693, Ito): -Dt prcerogaliva sexus

masculini prce femineo < Ito): Di immortalitate komi-

nis, cm, in: Asgilium (ibid. L702, Ito) : Probeii der />'<-

redisamkeit (noted for eloquence) (ibid. 1702, 8vo):-

Tntroductio in Vovum Testamentum (ibid. 1709, 8vo).

He also edited a work of opuscules of St Macaire, and

translated some of the writings of Burnet and other

English authors.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s.v.

Private Baptism. The Church, even in her

mosl ritualistic periods, has always held that, in case

of danger or sickness, baptism mighl be administered

at any time or in any place. In Thessaly, when bap-

tism was restricted to Easter, many died without it,

and in consequence the old prohibitions were mitigated,

the font being hallowed al Easter and Pentecost for oc-

casional use. ( Children, if in danger, might be baptized

on i in- day of their birth, by a decree of the councils of

Gerona, 517, and Winchester, 1071; and the Constitu-

tions of Othobon, 1268. According to Roman Catholic

teachings, the vessels in which any have been baptized

are to be carried to church and there applied to some nec-

essary use, and not to any common purpose, out of rev-

erence to the sacrament
i
Langton's Constitutions, 1223);

and the waier with which baptism was ministered was

to be thrown into the fire, or carried to the church to

be put into the font. The vessel, Lyndw 1 says, was

t nough to permit immersion, and was to be
•• burned or deputed to the use of the < Shurch," by Ed-

mund's < institutions of 1236 ; I hat is, as Lyndwood ex-

plains, "for washing the church linen." Wooden ves-

sels were burned. In England, in the Anglo-Saxon pe-

riod, children, if Bick, were brought to the priest, by

iElfric's Canons, 957, who was to baptize them, from

whose district soeverthej were brought, without delay.

Walcott, Sacred I rchceology, s. v.

Private Confession. See Confession.

Private Judgment is the right the Protestants

claimed in the Reformatory movement of the 16th cen-

tury, and has Bince become the corner-stone of Protes-

tantism (q. v.). The term signifies the right of man to

read the Bible for himself and form his own judgment
of its meaning under the enlightenment of the Holy
spirit. In the view of Protestantism, man does not

only enjoy I his privilege, hut is bound tO exercise it

But, on the other hand, the Romish < hmvh steadfastly

li right to any man. and holds the Church
liority and guide in Scripture interpretation.

On this point the Council of Trent thus decrees: "In
order to restrain petulant minds, the council further de-

crees thai tatters of faith and morals, and whatever
r( late to the maintenance of Christian doctrine, no one,

confiding in his own judgment, -hall dare to wrest the

Sacred Scriptures to his own sense of them, contrary to

thai winch hath hem held, and still is held, by holy

mother Church, whose right il is to judge of the true

meaning and interpretation of Sacred Writ, or contrary

to the unanimous consent of the lathers, even though
Mich interpretation should never be published. If any
disobey, let them be denounced by the ordinaries, and
punished according to law." From the terms of this

decree, it is plain that Romanists hold that their t Ihurch

entitled to judge of the true meaning and in-

terpretation of Sacred Scripture. To the sao

the creed of pope Pius IV declares: "I also admit the
Holy Scripture- according to thai Bense w hich our holy

mother the church has held, and does hold, to which it

belongs to judge of the true sense and interpretation of

the Scriptures. Neither will I ever lake and interpret

them otherwise than according to the unanimous con-

sent of the lathers." In opposition to such doctrines as

these, the Word of God explicitly teaches that erery
man is bound to judge lor himself of the true meaning
of Scripture. Thus 1 Thess. v. 21, " Trove all things;

hold fast that which is good." Acts xvii, 11, "These
were more noble than those in Thessalonica. in that

t hey receivi d the Word with all readiness of mind, and
searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things

wen so." .Mark xii. 24, "And Jesus answering .-aid

unto them. Do ye not then-lore err, because ye know
not the Scriptures, neither the power of God?" Luke
xvi,29, "Abraham saith unto him, They have Moses and

the prophets; let them hear them." I>a. viii, 20,"To
the law and to the testimony: if they speak not accord-

ing to this word, it is because there is no light in them."
The popish theory goes to destroy individual re-

sponsibility; but in alleging herself to be the appointed
interpreter of Scripture the Church of Koine is obliged

to concede the right of private judgment so far as to

enable us to determine for ourselves from the Diviue

Word that we are hound to submit our understandings

to her guidance in spiritual things. But by any con-

cessi f the exercise of private judgment to any ex-

tent whatever, her theory falls to the ground. Dr.

Whately -hows this in a very striking manner in a pas-

sage which we extract from his ( 'autixmsfor tl

"A man who resolves to place himself under a certain

guide to be implicitly followed, and decides that such

and such a Church is the appointed infallible guide,

does decide, on his own private judgment, that one
most important point which includes in it all other de-

cisions relative to religion. Thus, by his own show-

ing, he is unlit to judge at all, and can have no ground

for confidence that he has decided rightly in that.

[f, accordingly, he will not trust himself to judge even

on this point, but resolves to consult his priest, or some
other friends, and be led entirely by their judgment
thereupon, still he dots in thus resolving exercise his

o\s ii judgment as to the counsellors he so relies on. The
responsibility of forming some judgment is one which,

however unfit we may deem ourselves to hear it. we
cannot possibly get rid of, in any matter about which
we really feel an anxious care. It is laid upon us by
Cod. and we cannot shake ii off. Before a man can ra-

tionally judge that he should submit his judgment in

other things to the Church of Koine, he must lirst have

judged, 1. thai there is a Cod: 2, that Christianity

comes from God; 3, that Christ has promised to give

an infallible authority in the Church ; I. thai such au-

thority re-ides iii the church of Rome. Now, to Bay

that men who are competent to form Bound judgments
upon these point- are quite incompetenl to form sound

judgments about any oilier matters in religion is very

like Baying that men may have sound judgments of

their own before they enter the Church i Rome, but

thai they lose all sound judgment entirely from the

moment they enter it" Gardm r. See Elliott, Deline-

ation ofRomanism ; North Brit. Rev. xxxiv, 260 ; Dau-

bigne, Hist, of th Ref. i, 281 ; Congreg. Quar. viii. •_',

66; Lee, Right and Responsibility ofPrioah Judgment

( X. V. 1855) ; Rogi i s, // a on and Faith.

Privatio Comimmionis (deprival of
munion i. one of i he punishments inflicted on offending

members of the cl< rical body during the earlier centu-
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ries. Those punishments included suspension, degrada-

tion,privatio communionis, or deprivation, corporal chas-

tisement, and excommunication. Prioatio was of two

kinds, namely, a restriction to communio peregrinu, or to

communio laica. The former had reference to the mode
in which strangers were treated who did not bring with

them letters testimonial, by which they might be ascer-

tained to be members of some Christian Church: they

were looked upon with suspicion, and till they could

clear themselves were not allowed to come to the Lord's

table, nor to receive any temporal support from the

Church funds. In this way delinquent clergymen were

treated even in their own Church : they were deprived

of means of support, and prevented from officiating or

being present at the Lord's Supper. Communio laica

was a punishment which required a clergyman to com-

municate as a layman, and among the lay members of

the Church.—Farrar, Eccles. Diet. s. v. See Communio
Laica and Communio Pkrkgrina.

Privation is a philosophical term which, according

to Plato, is limitation, imperfection, the inherent con-

dition of all finite existence, and the necessary cause of

evil. Leibnitz {Causa Dei, § 69, 72 ; Essai sur la bonte

de D-ieu, Here partie, § 29,31 ; 3ieme partie, § 378), after

Augustine, Aquinas, and others, held similar views.

PRIVATION, Ecclesiastical, is one of the vindic-

tive, i. e, positive, penalties (in opposition to the cen-

sures) which the ecclesiastical laws inflict in the Church
of Home on prebendaries for grave and repeated of-

fences against the discipline of the Church. It is the

suspension of an ecclesiastic from his office and prebend.

It differs from the disciplinary transfer by which the

delinquent receives, in place of the prebend which is

taken from him, another, though inferior one; it also

differs from absolute deposition, by which an ecclesias-

tic is deprived forever of his office and official income,

and declared unfit for any further employment, while

the privation does not forbid him the hope of getting

some time another prebend. The privation, as long as

it lasts, deprives its object of the power of performing

the ecclesiastical functions of consecration or jurisdic-

tion, without unfitting him for life for any further em-
ployment. This penalty—even because it is a positive

penalty—cannot be inflicted for merely administrative

reasons, like the transfer, for instance ; or for delinquen-

cies which remained secret, and are only known to the

bishop, like the suspension; but only in consequence of

canonic examination and by judiciary sentence. The
canons name among the transgressions which, if proved,

are punished with privation: continued negligence in

the performance of the official duties (c. 4, Dist. xci),

addiction to lucre (c. 8, x, AT
e cler. vel monach. iii.

50), repeated infringements of the law of residence

(Cone. Trid. scss. xxiv, c. 12, De ref), immoral anil

scandalous conduct, etc.; if admonitions and gradual

corrections have proved unavailing (id. scss. xxi, c. 6,

J>< ref. ; c. 13, x. De rit. et hon. cler. iii, 1). There are,

of course, other transgressions and vices, which can be

visited with indefinite suspension ; drunkenness, for in-

stance.—Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon, s. v. See

Privatio Communionis.

Privilege (Lat. pririleginm, from privata lex, a

private law), in general, is a special ordinance or regu-

lation in virtue of which an individual or a class enjoys

certain immunities or rights from or beyond the com-
mon provisions of the general law of the community.
In ancient and mediaeval legislation, the law of privi-

lege formed an important branch; and, in truth, the

condition of the so-called " privileged classes" was in all

respects different, socially, civilly, and even religiously,

froTn that of the non-privileged.

In canon law, there were two privileges enjoyed by
the clergy, which deserve especial notice, from the fre-

quency of the historical reference to them—the '"privi-

lege of the canon" (privilegium canonis) and the " priv-

ilege of the forum" (privilegium fori). By the former,

the person of the clergyman, of whatever degree, was
protected from violence by the penalty of excommuni-
cation against the offender; by the latter—in England
called '• benefit of clergy" (q. v.)—the clergyman was
exempted from the ordinary civil tribunals, and could
only be tried in the ecclesiastical court.— Chambers, s.v.

This privilege from the civil power is now generally

abrogated, or at least modified. It comprehended the
independent jurisdiction of the clergy (privilegiumfori),
according to which not only all litigious concerns among
the clergy themselves, but all personal, and most of the
real complaints of laymen against clerks, were brought
before, and decided by, ecclesiastical courts; likewise,

not only their official transgressions, as functionaries of
the Church, but also their civil crimes, were tried and
punished by clerical tribunals. To the same class of
privileges belongs the benefit of competence, in conse-

quence of which, in matters of debts and subhastation,

the clerical person must be left the means of living

according to his station. Finally, the clergy obtained

at an early period a number of immunities, which were
gradually increased. They were, in consideration of

the spiritual pursuits to which they have to devote
themselves, exempted from the administration of gov-
ernmental or communal functions, from tutorships and
guardianships, from military and other services to which
all other citizens of the State are bound (immunitas per-

sonalis). With these was connected the immunity from
extraordinary taxes (immunitas realis); from presta-

tions for the building of roads, bridges, channels; from
lodging soldiers ; from purveyances in times of war
(immunitas mixta). Many of these immunities were
granted to the clergy by the emperors Theodosius (Cod.

Theodos. 2, 3, 11, 14-17, 24, 30, De episc. eccl. et cler.

xvi, 2) and Justinian (i, 1, 2, G, 52, Cod. De episc. et

cler. i, 3) in the times of the Roman empire ; afterwards

by the Frankish kings (Capp. JRegg. France, lib. vii, c.

185, 290, 407); consolidated by the ecclesiastical legis-

lation (c. 09, c. xii, qu. 2; c. 40, c. xvi, qu. 1 ; c. 4, 7, x,

De immun. eccl. iii, 49 ; Sextus, c. 1, 3, cod. iii, 23 ; Sex-
tus, c. 4, De censibus, iii, 20 ; Clem. c. 3, cod. iii, 13, etc.),

and urgently recommended by the Council of Trent to

the worldly riders (Cone. Trid. sess. xxv, c. 20, De ref).

In our times most of the civil legislations impose the

same regular taxes on all citizens, without exception,

and regardless of former immunities. But in many Eu-
ropean states the clergy are unconditionally exempted
from communal functions, guardianships, and personal

prestations, and are also exempted from military service.

—Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon.

Privileged Days, those signalized by peculiar

ceremonies or commemorating particular events: the

first, fourth, and fifth Saturdays in Lent, and Easter

Eve, Ash-Wednesday, first and fourth Sundays in Lent,

Palm-Sunday, Good-Friday, and Holy Week.—Walcott,

Sacred A rchceology, s. v.

Privileged Sundays, those on which, in some
churches of mediaeval times, "histories" (lessons from
Holy Writ) were read.

Privilegium Altaris is a privilege granted by
the pope that masses for the dead said before a certaiii

altar may procure an indulgence to the deceased. For-

ever and for all days (privilegium perpetuum < / quotidia-

num) this privilege has been granted by Benedict XIII
(de dat. 20 Julii, 1724, "omnium saluti") to all patriar-

chal, metropolitan, and cathedral churches for the high-

altar. Generally it is granted for seven years only (sep-

tennium), running from the day of the grant. The in-

dulgence can be obtained for the dead if a mass of

requiem (called sometimes a black mass) be said before

the privileged altar; but if the rite do not allow of a!

votive mass, nor, in consequence, of a requiem (f. e. in

fest. duplici, coram exposito, etc.), the application or in-

tention " pro defuncto" is sufficient, as in such a case no
mass of requiem can be said even at the privileged altar.

On the Day of All-Souls all priests before altars can use
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this privilege (Decret. Congreg. Sacr. Tndulg, 19 Maii.

1761).—Aschbacb, Kircketi-Ler. s. v. See Asyh \t.

PrivilegiumCanCnis. ( I.) Certain exemptions

of the clergy from the State. Sec Pkivili

Thai privilege of ecclesiastics which makes a real in-

jury to a member of the clergy punishable by excom-

munication, this taking place de ipsofacto. Aft r s v-

eral former canons had established the principle thai

Buch real injuries must, after examination, be punished

with excommunication (for instance, can. Si quia deirv-

ceps,22; I >< presbyterorum, 23, c. 17
',
qu. I),, the heresy

of Arnold di Brescia gave occasion to the Council of

Rheims, in 1131, t" sanction thai extreme penalty. The
canon then decreed, commencing with "Si quis sua-

dente diabolo," was made by [nnocenl II. in 1139, a

genera] law of the Church; and this is the reason why
the privilege mentioned above is called Privilegium

canonis. In Gratian's decree this ecclesiastical law is

given as can. 29, c. 17. qu. 4. I( contains some further

dispositions, for it states that it is applicable also to real

injuries perpetrated against monks, and thai absolution,

excepl in the dj'ing hour, can only be obtained if the

excommunicated person applies for it personally in

Rome. This canon has received in the course of time

an enlarged interpretation lor some cases and a re-

stricted one for others. As a matter of course, the term

''ecclesiastic" includes all those who received the tonsure;

but the term " monk" has also a very extensive significa-

tion, as it includes every inemher of an order approved

by the Church, even the, novice. The law is, more-
over, applicable to cases where the dead body of a

clergj man ha- been the object of some wanton outrage.

On the ..iih-r side, there are cases where a person,

though belonging to the clergy, has no share in the

]>ri\ ili ge ;
tor instance, the ecclesiastic who is degraded

i ill \- w hen he is sentenced to hard labor; the

clergyman who dresses in worldly clothes, or persists in

a sinful way of life. The canon Si quis suadentt speaks

only oi that kind of ,<rr/ injury which consists in "as-
sault upon an ecclesiastic," hut. we have, of course, to

take a more extensive view of the case: not only lie

who strike-, etc.. the clergyman is to be punished by
excommunication, hut also the intellectual originator

of such an outrage, or he ill wlmse name it is commit-
ted, ami who approves of it, or he who. being a wit-

ness to it. fails to do what i> in his power to prevent it.

-:iry that the delinquent should have acted

with the intention of injuring a clergyman; he who,

animo injuriandi, strikes another person, ignorant that

he is a member of the clergy, is not excommunicated;
but he is who strikes a layman whom he mistakes lor a

member of the clergy. If the quarrel originated with
the ecclesiastic, the law cannot he applied to the person I

who is in the case of legitimate defence against him;
this is also admitted in favm- of a woman who defends
her chastity against the assaults of a clergyman. An
exception i- also admitted in favor of the husband, son,

father, or brother of a woman found in criminal com er-

sation with an ecclesiastic. The rule that absolution

must he personally applied for in Rome has been re-

stricted in some cases: it is not applicable to women, to

monks, and other clerks living in community, when
they have assaulted each other, or to sick and ailing

persons. A report -cut to Home is sufficient in such
cases. S time-, when the injury is a trifling one

i)e- bishop may -rant a dispensation.
In general the modem practice has become milder: it

imposes the voyage to Rome as a penance only for in-

tinsl t lie offender's own curate or bishop; ab-
solution is bi towed on his return by the bishop.—Wetz-
er ii. Welte, Kirchen-Lexilcon, s. v.

Prize i .'o,; ;,,, , i Cor. i\. 24) signifies the hon-
orary reward bestowed on victors in the public games
of i he i, reek-, sueh as a wreath, chaplet, garland, etc.,

and i- metaphorically used of the rewards ol a future
life: "I press," says the apostle, "towards the mark.

for the prize of the high calling oi < lod in Christ Jesus"

(Philip, iii, 14). See Game.

Proast, Jonas, an English divine, flourished in

the closing half of the 17th and the early part of the

18th century. He is noted as a controversialist, and
wrote, among other things, Letters on Toleration (1690-

91, and since). There is nothing accessible regarding

hi- personal history. Leckey {Hist, of Rationalism, ii,

87) is the only writer of note who has considered Proast

:

neither l.e-lie Stephen (Hist, of English Thought ill

tht is//. Century) nor Tulloch (Rational /

i/n \*//i Century) mentions him.

Probabilionists are those who oppose the doc-

trine of I'rohahilism and assert that man i- obliged, on
pain of sinning, always to take the more probable side.

The .lau-eiiisi- and the Port^Koyalists are of this class.

See Probabilism.

Probabilism. The Roman Catholic Church rec-

Ognises no standard of ethics except that of her own
construction. Protestants look to the Bible as the

source of all doctrines of morality. The Church of

Rome accords authority also to tradition, and to the

writers of her own communion who have kept within

the list of the faithful outs. See Moral Theology.
The expressed opinion of a < 'hiiivh doctor forms a Buffi-

cicnt basis for a legitimate moral decision. The eternal

a i nl object ive foundation- of the moral law are thus ex-

changed lor the subjective view of individual persons

of eminence (see Wuttke, Christian Ethics, i. 261 263).

Not only is the deciding element the individual, instead

ol the Church, but that individual whose decision best

suits the inquirer (see Sanchez, Op. ifor. i. 9, n. 12

sip. n. 21; Laymann, Theol. Afor.
\
L625] i,ll). Prob-

abilism is a term used in philosophic parlance, as we
may see in the article Prob w.i.i . hut iii ( 'hri.-tian the-

ology it has become synonymous with Roman Catholic

ethics. Though its principal source and advocacy are

in the Order of the Jesuits, the whole Church of Rome
has by its tacit acceptance of this doctrine become iden-

tified with it.

Definition.— Probabilism designates, in the domain
of morals, an object so comprehensive, and including so

many different branches, that we shall scarcely he able

to delineate it here, even in its fundamental features.

In order to define it we must depart from that moral
idea which is the centre of the domain in which it

moves: this centre i- the certitudt and firm conviction

of the moral subject about the legitimacy of hi- acts.

It is the opposite of this subjective consciousness w hich
forms the object of all probabilistic questions. A- the

ground of the doctrine, it is assumed, then, that in hu-
man actions absolute certainty is not always attainable

as to their lawfulness or unlawfulness. Short of this

certainty, the intellect passes through the Btages of

"doubt" and of "probability." Probability is a gtate

of consciousness intermediate between certitude and in-

certitude, but approaching more or Less to certitude,

without reaching it entirely. Consciousness, in the

state of probability, has risen aboi e incertitude. Doubt
is a wavering state between two judgments, between

negation and affirmation of the goodness or permissibil-

ity ofan action; it excludes everj positive approbation,

every positive consent, every permanent decision in fa-

vor of either term of the moral antithesis. Probability

has pass,,! this uncertain wavering; it does not move
hesitatingly to and fro; it has found a point of support.

though the latter may not be absolutely trustworthy.

In const quence, a more or less positive decision in favor

of one or the other term of the question is possible.

Such a decision must not originate in any subjective

whim: it inn-t he founded on sufficient objectivi rea-

sons. This v.i\es iis the true idea of the probabk COfl-

sciena : " Probabile est id quod probari potest, hoe i -t.

I
1 rationibus nititur." We may, then, define proba-

bility in matters ,,| conscience thus: it is the decision

or consent of conscience in regard to the moral permis-
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sibility of an action, a decision founded on sufficient

reasons, but not excluding all misgivings to the con-

trary. To the probable conscience, then, corresponds, as

its foundation, the probable opinion (opinio probabilis).

An opinion as to the legitimacy or illegitimacy of an

action is the more probable the stronger the reasons on

which it rests. These reasons are either intrinsic, a

part of the thing itself and its objective nature, or ex-

trinsic, owing their weight to human authorities. The
extrinsic probability of an opinion contents itself with

the repute and confidence enjoyed by the authorities

which support it, while the intrinsic probability en-

deavors to conceive the rational foundation of the opin-

ion in question. But whichever of these forms proba-

bility may assume, it can never be at variance with the

decisions and doctrines of the Church. Absence of in-

trinsic and extrinsic contradictions is the negative con-

dition of probability. To establish true and real proba-

bility (probabilitas vera), a positive element is required,

to wit, a more or less evident accord with the objective

law, either with its spirit or with its more or less clearly

expressed dispositions. It results from the nature of

opinion that a variety and diversity of opinions be con-

ceived, which, in regard to their legitimacy, are of

equal or unequal value. Moreover, in the conflict of

views another element will arise as to their compara-
tive '•safety;" that is, the greater or less danger of

moral culpability which they involve; and this greater

or less moral "safety" of a view may or may not co-

incide with its greater or less "probability." Hence
the gradual scale of probable opinions, the highest de-

gree being the opinio probabilissima, but the opinio

tenuitw probabilis being entirely excluded. The as-

cending degrees of the concurrent probable opinions are

marked by the opinio mere probabilis, ceque probabilis,

and probabttior.

The doctrine of probabilism is founded upon these

distinctions. It is taught, with some variations, by four

different schools, all of which agree in professing that it

is lawful, in certain cases, to act upon opinions which
are merely probable. These four schools of probabilism

are called : Probabilism Simple, ^Equiprobabilism, Proba-

bUiorism (from probabilior, more probable), and Tutior-

ism (from tutior, more safe). The first holds that it is

lawful to act upon any probable opinion, no matter how
slight its probability. The second requires that the

opinion shall be " solidly probable," but holds that, pro-

vided it be really probable, it is lawful to act upon it,

even though the conflicting opinion should be equally

probable. The third narrows much more the limits of

*hat is allowed in the conflict of probable opinions, and
only permits action on the more probable of the two;
but permits this even when the less probable adverse

opinion is the "more safe." The fourth requires that

in all cases the more safe opinion shall be followed, even
when the less safe opinion is much the more probable.

The extreme rigorism which the last class requires has

caused its division into absolute and mollified tutiorism.

"By the certainty of an opinion," says Fuchs, "we are

to understand the more or less considerable remoteness

of the danger of sin, or of error, or of encroachment on

other persons' rights. The more an opinion removes
him who chooses it for his guide from the danger of

actual sin, the more certain it is. The opinio tutior is

that which declares that an action is not allowed ; the

opinio minus tufa is that which asserts the legitimacy

of the action in question. As the being allowed and
the not being allowed of an action stand together in the

same relation as liberty and law, it may be said that in

the first case liberty, in the second law, is favored (li-

bertati favet, legi favet)."

To these probabilistic systems is opposed a system
espoused by the more consistent of Romish theologians

of the Old Catholic type. It is called Antiprobabilism,

and in its austere severity does not allow any influence

on man's actions, even to the most probable opinion.

It requires that an opinion shall be absolutely morally

certain, in order that it may be lawful for a man to act

upon it in the light of Christian truth. But this sys-

tem has been rejected by papal authority, declaring er-

roneous the assertion "Non licet sequi opinionem vel

inter probabiles probabilissimam."

History of Probabilism.— It is commonly said that

the system of probabilism is modern ; but this is only
true of the discussions regarding it, for the doctrine it-

self, in some of its forms, is as old as the study of ethics,

even considered as a moral science. The disputes re-,

garding it arose with the science of casuistry, when
men, in the 16th and 17th centuries, began to reduce
morals to a system. It formed a leading subject of the
controversy between the Jesuits and the Jansenists;

but even in its modern form probabilism dates back to

the close of the scholastic period. At the Council of

Constance, in A.D. 1415, a debate had arisen on the
subject of the murder of the duke of Orleans, assas-

sinated in Paris Nov. 23, 1407, at the instigation of his

political rival, the duke of Burgundy. The Franciscan
Jean Petit had endeavored to justify this crime in an
assembly of French noblemen held at Paris March 8,

1408; but his proposition had been condemned, at the

request of chancellor Gerson, by the university and the

bishop of Paris. When the matter was brought before

the council, Martin Porree, bishop of Arras, speaking in

behalf of the duke of Burgundy, tried to prevent any
conclusions unfavorable to Jean Petit, asserting that

several authorities were in favor of Petit, and that, in

consequence, his opinion was at least probable, and
ought not to be peremptorily disposed of by way of re-

jection and condemnation. Gerson defended a contrary

view of the matter, and the council condemned as he-

retical the doctrine of the legitimacy of murder com-
mitted on the persons of tyrants, and stamped with
the name of heretic all those who should pertinaciously

maintain it (comp. Mansi, Coll. Cone, xxvii, 705, and
xxviii, 8G8). This resolution left probabilism untouched,

and condemned only a false application of its principles

in a particular case.

The Dominican Bartolomeo de Medina is considered

as the founder of probabilism in its usual signification.

Through his commentary on the theological Summa of

St. Thomas de Aquinas it entered the schools :
" Si est

opinio probabilis," he says (qusest, 19, art. 0. concl. 3),

"licitum est earn sequi, licet opposita probabilior."

Many Thomist theologians adopted this proposition;

among them, Bannez, Alvarez, Ledesma, Martinez, and
Lopez. Among the Jesuits, the celebrated Yasquez
was the first who (1598) positively took sides with the

probabilists, and a number of members of his order fol-

lowed in his footsteps. From this time forth the Jes-

uits did much for the expansion of the probabilistic

doctrines, and the aberrations to which they led. Prob-

abilism came to be synonymous with Jesuitism, so

largely were the Jesuits identified with the advocacy

of this pernicious dogma. This is, however, easily ac-

counted for. The Jesuits had come on the stage at a

time when the Church of Rome was in danger of being

broken up, if not of being entirely dismembered. The
Reformation had struck her heavy blows, and in some
countries she was felled to the ground. Loyola's order

aimed at her recover}' and restoration. The bride of

Christ they saw endangered, and their mission was the

salvation of the Romish Church at any price. In a strug-

gle of life and death, as has been aptly said, one is not

very careful in the use of measures; and in all warfare

the sentiment holds good, though involving manifold

violations of ordinary right, that the end sanctifies the

means. The Jesuits were well aware that they were

an essentially new phenomenon of the churchly life

—

that they stood upon purely human invention and pow-
er; it need not surprise us, therefore, that they felt called

by their fundamental principles to the development of a

special system of morality—a system the highest end

of which is the glory of God through the exaltation

of the visible Church, which, of course, is to them the
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Romish Church. The purpose—zealously pursued by

lits in the interest of Romish domination—of

: soul-guarding fathers and conscience-counsel-

lors, especially l<>r men and women of eminence, re-

quired, mi the other hand, that the Jesuits should ac-

quire for themselves the highest possible repute in

ethics— and hence it. was requisite that they should

he literary representatives thereof; and, <>n

. that i in- ei hies Bhould be moulded in adap-

tation to this end —should make itself not disagreeable

and burdensome, but should become as elastic as possi-

ble in view of different wants should be a "golden net

ding souls," as the Jesuits themselves were wont

to call their own pliableness. The nmre ramified and

complex the net-work of casuistic ethics became, so

much the more indispensable were the practiced con-

science-counsellors, or, mere properly, conscience-advo-

cates; the mere stairways and back doors they were

able to turn attention to in conscience affairs, so much
the more prized and influential they became. This
explain- the great compass and ihe peculiar character

of Jesuitic ei hies. They were but too well aware thai

it did not harmonize with the moral consciousness of

the aneient Church, and they hesitated not to admit that

they did not recognise earlier Church tradition as a

criterion for morality, but wished rather to lay the foun-

dations for a new tradition. The sophistical .-initio - in

the doctrine of right and morality were not then tir-t

thought out and invented by Jesuitism; but it learned

them by listening to weak, corrupt human nature, as

others had here and there d before it. Jesuitism,

moreover, was thefirst to gel up these sophisms as rules;

lir-t brought them into an organized system of doctrine,

and formed them as methods of the Christian doctrine

of morals; lirsl scientifically constituted, authorized, and
sanctioned them as leading principles of Catholic mo-
rality: and— what is not to be overlooked— lias first

applied them to the allotment, of the moral life to the

natural weaknesses of the different ranks and classes, in

order tint "the kingdom of heaven henceforth may
Buffer no violence."

We will not forget, however, that after the Theatines,
in a genera] assembly of their order, in 1598, had for-

mally renounced probabilism, several members of the

Societj o! Jesus likewise raised their voice against the

abuses of tin' system: we mention among them the

Portuguese Ferdinand l.'ebelle and the Italian CotnitO-

lus. A sln>rt time afterwards the general, of the order.

Mutius Yiletesehi. expressed similar opinions in a se-

ries of writings. We read in one of them: "Nomjul-
lorum ex societate sentential, in rebus prsesertim ad

(stantibus, plus nimio libera' non modo pericu-

lum est ne ipsam evertant, sed ne ecclesise etiam Dei

universes insignia afferant detrimenta. Omni itaque
studio perficiant ut qui docent scribuntne minime hac
regula et norma in deleetu sententiarum utanliir: I'm ri

quis potest, probabilis est, aucton mm caret. Verum ad
eas sententias accedant quae tutiores, qua? graviores

majorisque nominis doctorum suffragiis sum frequen-

tatse; quae bonis moribus conducunt magis; qua; deni-

que pietatem alere et prodesse queunt, non vastare, non
perdere." The Sorbonne, too, opened fire upon the proba»
bilistic aberrations with the e lemnalion of the Mag-
nus director curalorum, vicariorum, it confessariorum of
]'. .Milliard, and t he clergy of France continued the bat-
tle with praiseworthy zeal. The University of Louvain
made similar declarations. In L653 the Dominicans, in

I chapter held at Rome, joined their voice to

horities. Again, some Jesuits, among others
Candidus Philalethes (Andre Leblanc), censured those
of their order who were advocates of probabilism. Vet
these antagonistic elements within Jesuitism were the
exceptions I the rule. The rank and tile of I he So-
ciety of Jesus were wedded to their new idols; and as

tb. Jesuits were ihe ,-hief representatives of Romish
ethics in Ihe lilth and 17th centuries, those who chose
to attack Romanism levelled their guns directly at

probabilism : while those who favored Romanism, or
were themselves its supporter-, but desired the down-
fall of Jesuitism, directly charged on this particular

body .d' probabilists. Thus, e. g., Jansenism lifted up
its voice against probabilism in older to destroy by this

detour their enemies the .1. -mi-. Pascal, tie- great, if

not immortal, advocate of the Port-Kayalists, adopted
this method, in his TMtres Provinciates he puts to-

gether these aberrations of members of the Jesuitic ( >r-

der; and as he represents the doctrine of probability, it

is a curious perversion of the principle of authority—
the applicati if it to legitimatize doubt and license.

He stigmatized probabilism as the • morals of the Jes-

uits." The great publicity which the Provin I -

ters owed to the splendid talent of their author became,

especially among the educated classes, an inflexible

opinion against Jesuits, which continues to this day.

A number of refutations of the Provincial Letters ap-

peared, some of them very awkward. The Jesuit Pi-

lot, in his Apologu pour les Casuistes (Paris, 1657),

made the following assertion: If an opinion is probable,

it is sure, and can In- followed; surety has no degrees,

but is indivisible, so far as the moral action connected

with a probable opinion is concerned; in consequence,

a Less probable opinion is a - sure as a more probable

{Apol. p. -pit. Similar opinions were sustained by the

Jesuits Matthew de Moya, Honore" Lefevre, and Ktienne

des Champs (Quwstio Facti d< Sententia TAeologorum

Societatis circa Opimones probabiles, Paris. 1659), I he

ablest refutation, Reponse aux Lettres provincic
ih Montalte; ou Eidrettens de Cleandn et Eudoze, is

due to the Jesuit Daniel, the well-known French histo-

rian, who gives a very elaborate account of probabilism.

He observes that, according to the doctrine of the Jes-

uits, two conditions are required for the probability of

an opinion: first, it can contradict neither the dogmas
and truths taught by the Church, nor any evident rea-

son; secondly, it must be founded on sound judgment,
and not SPt up wantonly against the prevailing doctrine

of the competent teachers.

Among these tumultuous contests iii the domain of

Catholic morals, the Apostolic See could not remain

silent. Ihe pope condemned the Provincial Letters

(Sept. t;. 1657) on one side, and Tirol's Apology on the

other (August, 1659). Pope Alexander VI 1 declared

against the dangerous excrescences of probabilism in a

decree of Sept. 24, L665; and his successor, Innocent

XI. strictly defined its limits by his bull of L679. The
first-mentioned decree commences with these memora-
ble word- :

'
( >i n most holy father ha- beard, not with-

out great sorrow, that several opinions, which weaken
Christian discipline and prepare destruction to tin' souls.

have been partly revived and partly started for the first

time, and that the unbridled license of some extrava-

gant minds increases every day. whereby a way of

thinking has crept into the Church which is altogether

at variance with Christian simplicity and the doctrine

of the holy fathers, ami which, should the believers

make it the rule of their life, would produce a great

moral corruption." Among the moral propositions cen-

sured by these two papal decries, the following concern

probabilism: from the tirst decree, Prop. 27 "Si liber

sit alicujus junioris et moderni, delict opinio censeri pro-

babilis, dum non constet rejectara esse a Sede apostolica

tanquam improhabilem ;" from the latter. Prop. 1—
" Non est illicitnm in sacramenti- conferendis sequi

opinionem probabilem de valore sacramenti, relicta tn-

tiore. nisi id vetet lex. conventio ant pcriculutn gravis

damni incurrendi. Hinc sententia probabili tantum
uteiidum non est in collatione baptismi, ordinis sacer-

dotalis aul episcopalis." Prop.2 " Probabiliter existi-

mo judicem posse judicarejuxta opinionem etiam minus

probabilem." Prop. S -" Generatim, dum probabilitate

sive intrinseca Bive extrinseca. quantumvis tenui. modo
a probabilitatis finibus non exeatur, confisi aliquid agt-

mus, semper prudenter agimus." Prop, l "Abinfide-

litate excusabitur infidelis non credens, ductus opinionc
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minus probabili." The antiprobabilistic extreme, repre-

sented by the rigorism of the Jansenists, was met by

pope Alexander VIII with the condemnation of the

proposition referred to above, a condemnation which is

contained in the decree of 1G90.

The first consequence of the papal declarations was a

sharper separation of the parties. Probabilism found

its most redoubtable adversaries in the Carmelite Hen-

ry of St. Ignatius, the two Dominicans Daniel Concina

(Delia Storia del Probabilismo) and Vincent Patuzzi,

and in Franzoja and Pet. B-allerini. But all these efforts

did not annihilate probabilism whether inside or out-

side the Order of the Jesuits, though it had to submit

to many restrictions. In their fifth general assembly

the Jesuits only protested against making probabilism

the doctrine of their order. Oliva, the general of the

order (in a letter of Feb. 3, 1GG9), speaks plainly enough

in favor of probabilism ; and while he declares certainly

and truly jn-obable opinions fit to engender a certain

conscience (conscientia certa), he asserts, on the other

side, that the requirement "sequendi semper in omni-

bus probabilioretn partem" would be too heavy a burden

upon mankind. It was shown, however, much more
clearly how deeply probabilism was rooted in the Jesu-

itic Order when the Spaniard Gonzalez, the general of

the order, took with great decision, in 1G94, the defence

of the opposite system. In his work he dissents from

the principle that man, in moral matters, must suffer

himself to be guided by a sincere love of truth. Hence
he draws the inference that we must always choose

what we think to be nearest to truth; if objective truth

cannot be obtained, we must at least cling to that which,

according to our subjective conviction, is nighest to it.

For that reason we can follow even the less sure opin-

ion, if we are convinced of its greater probability. The
work written from this stand-point, and which the au-

thor meant to dedicate to the general of the order, Oli-

va, found its way into publicity only after many years.

Perhaps Gonzalez would not have ventured, even while

general of the order, to publish it if the same work
which the casuists of the order wished to suppress had
not been greatly approved of by pope Innocent XI.

Many of the Jesuits claimed that Gonzalez had, by his

disapproval of probabilism, made himself unworthy of

his place, and pronounced him self-deposed. Only the

protection of the pope saved him (see Wolf, Gesch. der

Jesuiten, i, 173). In his Fundamentum Theologice Mo-
ralis (Rome, 1G84) Gonzalez put in the background the

authority system hitherto so predominant by giving the

preference to the ethical province as the more appro-

priate judgment-seat of the appellate court. Two other

theologians followed in his footsteps, Gisbert and Ca-
margo, representing the probabilioristic tendency. Gis-

bert, professor at Toulouse, did not in his work attack

the principle of probabilism, only its vulgar form. He
asserts that we are certain not to sin if we stick to the

absolute probability either of law or of liberty; if we
judge sensibly that something is allowed, after exam-
ining it sufficiently, taking the circumstances into ac-

count, and satisfying ourselves of the soundness of our

judgment. While Gisbert treated the subject in a

more speculative way, Camargo, professor at Salamanca,

in his treatise De Regula Honestatis Moralis (Naples,

1702). takes a more historical view of the matter, and
shows that modern probabilism has not the testimony

of antiquity in its favor, and that since its first appear-

ance the most considerable authorities were against it.

While the probabilists continued in their attempts

to again turn the scales—we shall only mention the

Tractafus Probabilitatis by Gabriel Gualdus (under the

assumed name of NicolausPeguletus, Louvain, 1708) and
the "Criticisms" of Cardenas (Opp. Garden. Ven. 1710)

—and while the party of the probabiliorists grew in

strength every day, mediating tendencies appeared.

Among the works written in this spirit, the Sententia

Media of Alfonzo de Liguori is the best. This distin-

guished Romanist developed a system of morals which

may be described as a kind of'practical probabiliorism,

in which, by the use of what are called rerlex principles,

an opinion which objectively is but probable is made
subjectivi ly the basis of a certain and safe practical judg-
ment. Liguori teaches that we are bound to keep our
actions, as much as possible, in accordance with truth

;

or at least, as in the case of a more probable opinion, as

near to truth as possible. If it should appear that of

two opinions one is more favorable to liberty, the other
to law, the latter being at the same time more proba-
ble, it must be admitted without hesitation. Liguori,

in the ease where equally strong reasons speak for law
and liberty, professes a somewhat different opinion from
Gisbert and the rigid probabiliorists— he decides for

liberty. Liguori starts in his demonstration from the
proposition that a doubtful law is not binding ("lex
dubia non obligat"). A dubious law, he further says, is

an uncertain law, and a law of this description cannot
engender any obligation ("lex incerta non potest cer-

tain inducere obligationem") ; for in this case of doubt,

of uncertainty, liberty is in possession, and in conse-

quence has the right on its side, according to the axiom
" In dubio melior est conditio possidentis." This is the

strongest point of Liguori's argumentation, but also the

point with which it stands and falls; here it has to

fight a decisive battle against probabiliorism, or against

refined tutiorism. Kassler, in his Norma Recti (Ingold.

1713), takes a similar stand-point between the contend-

ing parties, while Charles Emanuel Pallavicini. in his

letters on the administration of the sacrament of peni-

tence, claims for the confessors the right to choose be-

tween probabilism or probabiliorism, both with proper

restrictions.

The maxims of the Jesuits disseminated themselves,

like an infectious disease, far beyond the circle of their

own order, as is shown by the comprehensive works of

the Sicilian Antony Diana (Resolutiones \Moi~ales, Antv.

1G29-37, 4 vols, fob; Lugd. 1GG7; Venet. 1728), who
taught, under the express approval of his ecclesiastical

superiors, and also of the Jesuits, the doctrine of proba-

bilism in its worst forms. One may act according to a

probable opinion, and disregard the more probable one

;

man is not under obligation to follow the more perfect

and the more certain, but it suffices to follow the simply

certain and perfect; it would be an unendurable bur-

den were one required to hunt out the more probable

opinions (Res. Mo?: [Antv. 1G37] vol. ii. tract. 13; vol.

iv, tract. 3; Snmma [1652], p. 214). The most of the

Jesuits taught the same thing. In relation to mur-
der, Diana teaches like Escobar: I am at liberty to

kill even him who assails my honor if my honor cannot

otherwise be rescued (Res. Mor. iii, 5, 90; Summa, p.

210, 212). When some one has resolved upon a great

sin, then one is at libertv to recommend to him a lesser

one, because such advice does not relate absolutely to

an evil, but to a good, namely, the avoiding of, the

worse; for example, if I cannot otherwise dissuade a

person from an intended adultery than by recommending

to him fornication instead thereof, then it is allowable

to recommend this to him ; not, however, in so far as it

is a sin, but in so far as it prevents the sin of adultery.

Diana appeals in this connection to many like-judging

Jesuit doctors (Res. Mor. [Antv. 1G37] vol. iii, tract. 5,

37). If a priest commissions Peter to kill Caius, who
is weaker than Peter, but nevertheless Peter comes out

second best and gets killed himself, still the priest in-

I curs no guilt, and may continue in the administration

of his office (ibid. vol. iii, tract. 15, 17). He who resolves

upon committing all possible venial sins does not there-

bo involve himself in any mortal sin (ibid. vol. iii, tract.

6, 24). He who, ex aliqua justa causa, rents a house

to another for purposes of prostitution commits no sin

(ibid. vol. iii, tract. 6, 45). To eat human flesh, in case

of necessity, he holds, with the majority of the Jesuirs.

as allowable (ibid, tract, 6, 48). He who, in virtue of a

promise of marriage, induces a maiden to yield to him

is not bound by his promise in case he is of higher
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Tank or richer than she. <>r in case he can persuade him-

self that she will uol take bis promise in serious earnest

(ibid. Aniv.
J
vol. iii, tract. 6, 81 ; in the spirit of San-

chez and Less). Marriage between brother and sister

can be mad'' legitimate by papal dispensation (ibid. vol.

iv. tract. I. 94; sanctioned by several Jesuits). In

duch moral perversity of view Diana seems onlj to

have i n surj assed by the Spanish Netherlander Cis-

tercian Lobkowitz (Theol. Afor. 1645, 1652; comp. Per-

rault, i, 331 sq.), who, in his scepticism, entirely breaks

down the moral consciousness, and declares thai noth-

ing is evil per se, but only because it is positively for-

bidden; hence God ran dispense even with all the com-

mandments (comp. the views of Duns Scotus. p. 34)

(ibid. 1626); can, e. g., allow whoredom and other like

sin-, for none of these arc evils /»/ se. .Monks and

priests are at liberty to kill the female misused by them

when they fear, on her account, for their honor. This

writer declares himself expressly and decidedly in favor

of the views of the Jesuits. Also the Franciscan Order

became infected with the maxims of the Jesuits, a- is

proved by the very voluminous work of Barthol. Mas-

trius de Mamlula (ibid. 1626), which was pubhshed un-

der the express sanction of the officers of the order, and

who justifies restricHones mentales even in oaths | Disp.

xi, ."]_'. 171, 172, 1S:5, ed. Yen. 172.'!), and also the mur-
der of tyrants (ibid, viii, 27), the murder of the slan-

derers of an important person, castration, and similar

things (ibid. viii. _'.">. 28; xi, 110 sq.), as well as proba-

bilism.

The moral system of the .Jesuits is, we grant, not,

strictly speaking, that of the Romish Church; many
of their more extreme maxims the Church has con-

demned, and the more recent Jesuits themselves find it

advisable no longer fully to avow their former princi-

ples. Nevertheless Jesuitism, together with its system

of rals, is, as has been well said by W'uttke (i. 271,

27 2 i. "the ultimate consequential goal of the Church
in li- turning aside from the Gospel, just as (though
in other respects widely different therefrom) Talmud-
ism was the necessary goal of Judaism in its rejection

of the Saviour. The error consists in the placing of

human discretion and authority in the stead of the

unconditionally valid, revealed will of God. Even as

earlier Catholicism had intensified the divine command
by self-invented, ascetic work-holiness into a seem-
ingly greater severity -had aimed at a higher moral

perfection than that required by God -so Jesuitism,

with like presumption, lowered the moral law. out of

consideration to temporal relations, to a merest mini-

mum requirement; contented itself with a much lower

moral perfection than the divine law calls for, and
Bought out cunning means for lightening even this min-
imum."

Probabilism, moreover, is not a merely fortuitously

discovered expedient, but it is in fact an almost inevi-

table consequence of the historical essence of Jesuitism.

I he order itsell arose neither on the basis of Scripture

nor of ancient Church tradition, but sprang absolutely

from i he daring inventive power of a single man break-

ing through the limits of ecclesiastical actuality. It is

not i herefore at all unnatural that it should make the au-

thority of a single spiritually pre-eminent man its high-
est determining power, and subordinate to this the his-

torical objective form of the moral consciousness. This.

then, is the distinguishing characteristic of Jesuitical

ethics that in the place of the eternal objective ground
and criterion of the moral it substitutes Bubjective opin-

ion, and in I he place of an unconditional eternal end a

merely conditionally valid one. viz. the defending of I he
actual, visible Church against all forms of opposition
that in the place of the moral conscience it substitutes

the human calculating of circumstantial and fortuitous

adaptation to the promotion of this its highest end:
that ii attempts to realize what is per ee and absolute-

ly valid by a wide-reaching isolating of the mean-.

and by so doing subordinates morality to the discre-

]
tion of the single subject. "Though the ethics of the
Jesuits are lax and quite too indulgent towards worldly,

sinful proclivities and fashions, yet this is only one
phase of the matter. A merely worldly-lax moral sys-

tem, in the usual sense, seems but little applicable to

the members of a brotherhood the tirst rule of which is

a perfect renunciation of personal will and persona]

opinion and self-determination, in a word, unconditional

obedience to every c imand of superior.-, and which
has actually accomplished in the missionary field the

grandest of deeds, and numbers among it - members
multitudes of heroic martyrs. This lack of Strictness

in one direction rests by no means on mere worldliness,

on pleasure in the delights of this life, but follows, on

the one hand, of necessity (as v i ll as does also the rigor

of obedience), from the subjectively arbitrary presuppo-

sition of the entire order, from the lack of an objective,

unshaken foundation, and rest-, on the oilier hand,

strictly on calculation; is itself a cunningly devised

mean- to the end; is intended to awaken, especially in

the great and mighty of the earth (and the masses of

the people- are such under some circumstances), a love

to the Church, to the mild, friendly, indulgent mother."

Jesuitical ethics is the opposite pole of monastic eth-

ics; where the latter requires I ouch, the former ex-

acts too little. Monastic morality Strives to win God
for the sinful world. Jesuitical morality seeks to win the

sinful world, not indeed for God, but at least lor tin:

Church. Monastieism says to God, though not in an
evangelical sense, "If I have only thee, then 1 ask for

nothing else in heaven or earth." Jesuitism says about

i lie same thing, but Bays it to the world, and particu-

larly io the distinguished and powerful. The former

turns away in indignant contempt from the worldly life

because the world is immersed in sin; the latter gener-

ously receives the same into itself, and turns attention

away from guilt by denying it. It is true the Jesuits

represent also a monastic order, but this order is also a

means to an end. and resembles the other nobler orders

about as much as wily Reynard resembles the pious pil-

grim; and the well-known hostility of the older ordi rs

to this brilliantly rising new one was not mere jealousy.

but a very natural, and, for the most part, moral protest

against the spirit Of the same. See W'uttke. Christian

Ethics (transl. by Prof. J. P. Lacroix, X. V. 1874, 2 vols.

12mo), i, 2.">."> 272; Staudlin. Gesck. der Sittenlehre Jesu

(Gotting. 1799), i. HI ; Schrockh, Kirckengesch, \\. 343

-q.: Coita. 1 1, Prob. Morali (Jena, 1728); Rachel, Ex-
amen Prob.Jes. (Helmst, 1664, Ito); De Wette, Ckristl.

Sittenlehre, EI, ii, 334 sq.-. Perrault, Morali desJesuites

(1667, 3 vols.); EUendorf, Du Moral u. Politik der Je-

suiten (1840); Pragmatischt Gesck. der Monchsorden

(1770), vols, ix and x; I >, utsch a Kirchenblatt, 1875 (re-

view of Gury's Compendium Theologia Moralis, new
ed. Ratisbon, 1874; one of the worst probabilistic advo-

cate.-); Mosbeiui. Eccles, Hist, iv, 230; v. 190; Chris-

tian Remembrancer, July, 1852, p. 191 sq.; Amer. i>>mi-.

/.'./•.xi. 173; EtKn&..Re».xxiii,320; xcii.ari.i. (J.H.W.)

Probable (Lat, probabUis), a barbarous technical

word which serves to designate the philosophic dogma
that anything which does not admit of demonstration

may admit the probable as proof, if such a course does

not involve absurdity or contradiction. "A- demon-
stration," says Locke. " i- the showing the agreement
or disagreement of two ideas, by the intervention of one

or more proofs, which have a constant, immutable, and

visible connection one with another; so probability is

nothing but the appearance of such an agreement or

disagreement by the intervention of proofs whose con-

nection i- not constant and immutable, or at lea-t is

not perceived to be so, but is, or appear- for the most

part to be so. and i- enough to induce the mind to judge
the proposition to be true or false, rather than the con-

trary. . . . The entertainment the mind gives 1 bis sort

of propositions is called belief, assent, or opinion, which
is admitting or receiving any proposition a- true upon

arguments or proofs that are found to persuade us to
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receive it as true, without certain knowledge that it is

so. And herein lies the difference between probability

and certainly, faith and knowledge, that in all the parts

of knowledge there is intuition ; each immediate idea,

each step, has its visible and certain connection; in be-

lief not so. That which makes us believe is something

extraneous to the thing we believe ; something not ev-

idently joined on both sides to, and so not manifestly

showing the agreement or disagreement of, those ideas

that are under consideration" {Essay on the Human Un-
derstanding, bk. iv, ch. xv; comp. Reid, Iutell. Poicers,

essay vii, ch. iii). "The word probable" says Mr.

Stewart, " does not imply any deficiency in the proof,

but only marks the particular nature of that proof, as

contradistinguished from another species of evidence.

It is opposed not to what is certain, but to what admits

of being demonstrated after the manner of the mathe-

maticians. This differs widely from the meaning an-

nexed to the same word in popular discourse; accord-

ing to which, whatever event is said to be probable is

understood to be expected with some degree of doubt.

. . . But although, in philosophical language, the epi-

thet probable be applied to events which are acknowl-

edged to be certain, it is also applied to events which
are called probable by the vulgar. The philosophical

meaning of the word, therefore, is more comprehensive
than the popular; the former denoting that particular

species of evidence of which contingent truths admit;

the latter being confined to such degrees of this evi-

dence as fall short of the highest. These different de-

grees of probability the philosopher considers as a series,

beginning with bare possibility, and terminating in that

apprehended infallibility with which the phrase moral
certainty is synonymous. To this last term of the se-

ries the word probable is, in its ordinary acceptation,

plainly inapplicable" {Elements, pt. ii, ch. ii, § 4).

Archbishop Butler, in his treatment of the evidences

of Christianity, has had frequent recourse to this the-

ory of the probable, and in consequence has at times

laid himself open to severe attacks from the deistical

and infidel schools of philosophy. By dwelling exclu-

sively upon the absence of direct contradiction, and
sinking the absence of confirmation, the learned author

of the Analogy not unfrequently converts absolute igno-

rance into the likeness of some degree of positive knowl-

edge. So Campbell, who borrowed from Butler, con-

structed most ingenious arguments on this paradox.

Both these English thinkers seem to have had a con-

fused notion that the improbability is an actual thing

which still exists. Thus Campbell, after Butler, says,

e. g., " The chances that a comet will not appear at a

given instant in a given place are infinite. The pre-

sumption against the statement is therefore as strong

as experience can afford ; and yet when an astronomer

announces the appearance of the comet you unhesitat-

ingly believe him." The object in this statement is to

prove that we must depend largely upon testimony

built up from experience, and that therefore knowledge

is built upon the probable. The result is, of course, a

delusive appearance of independent scientific grounds for

what is really a purely a priori deduction. Like meth-
ods are now adopted in scientific circles, and what Hume
and consorts once condemned the theologians for, the

latter now have to contend with in the application of

scientific queryings to the positive in divine laws and
institutions. See Ueberweg, Hist, of Philos. (Index in

vol. ii) ; The (Loud-.) Quar. Rev. Jan. 1875, p. 31 sq.

;

London Academy, Nov. 15, 1873, p. 435, col. 1; Ste-

phen, Relirjivus Thom/ht in England in the 18th Cen-

tury, vol. i. (J. H. W.)
Probation, Ecclesiastical, in the Methodist

Episcopal Church and other Methodist bodies, is the

period, usually six months, for the candidate for Church
membership to determine whether the organization is

such as is likely to aid him in his Christian life, and for

the Church to determine whether he is a proper person

to be received.

VIII.-Q q

PROBATION, Ministerial, signifies among some
English dissenters the state of a student or minister
while supplying a vacant church, with a view, on their
approval of his character and talents, to his taking the
pastoral oversight of them.

PROBATION, Monastic, is the year of a novitiate,
which a religieux must pass in a convent to prove his
virtue and vocation, and whether he can bear the se-
verities of the ride.

PROBATION, Moral, is a term used in Christian
morals to denote that state of man in which his char-
acter is formed and developed in action preparatory
to judgment (q.v.). It is the state antecedent to a
state of retribution (q.v.). "More strictly speaking,
moral probation is that experimental trial -which lays
the foundation for approbation or disapprobation, praise
or blame, reward or punishment. It involves ob-
ligations to obedience, exposure to temptations, com-
mands and prohibitions; promises, on the one hand, to

encourage to duty; threatenings, on the other, to deter
from sin ; with a certainty of final retributions accord-
ing to the character produced under these various
means, and visibly proved by the course of action pur-
sued by the individual. This is the state which is de-
nominated moral probation ; and in such a state is man-
kind under the law of God and the mediatorial reign
of Christ; or, in the customary language of the New
Test., under the kingdom of heaven (Matt, xiii, 10-52)."

It is the principal or rather essential doctrine in the in-

dependent system of those Christian moralists who wish
to prove metaphysically the truth of Christian ethics.

It is the favorite basis of Butler in his Analogy. See
Butler, Works, i, 109, 128 sq., 382; Christian 'Rev. xvi,

541 ; Harlan, Ethics (see Index). The question whether
there be a period of probation after death is more prop-

erly a part of the articles Future Punishment and
Purgatory. Comp. the Meth. Qua?: Rev. April, 187C,

p. 355 sq., 357 sq.

Probationer is, in the Church of Scotland, a stu-

dent in divinity, who, bringing a certificate from a pro-

fessor in a university of his good morals, and his hav-
ing performed his exercises to approbation, is admitted
to undergo several trials before the presbytery, and
upon his acquitting himself properly in these, receives a
license to preach. See also Probation.

Probity ;
honesty, sincerity, or veracity. " It con-

sists in the habit of actions useful to society, and in the

constant observance of the laws which justice and con-

science impose upon us. The man who obeys all the

laws of society with an exact punctuality is not, there-

fore, a man of probity ; laws can only respect the exter-

nal and definite parts of human conduct; but probity

respects our more private actions, and such as it is im-
possible in all cases to define; and it appears to be in

morals what charity is in religion. Probity teaches us

to perform in society those actions which no external

power can oblige us to perform, and is that quality in

the human mind from which we claim the performance
of the rights commonly called imperfect."—Buck, s.v.

Probst. See Spreng.

Probus, a Christian martyr under Diocletian and
Maximian, in the beginning of the 4th century, was
born at Sida, in Pamphylia. He was repeatedly called

up before Maximus, the governor of Cilicia, and com-

manded to sacrifice to the heathen deities. But he in-

variably refused, and his conduct was marked by the

strongest decision. He was on one occasion scourged,

both on his back and bell}', which only called forth

from the intrepid man the remark, " The more my body
suffers and loses blood, the more my soul will grow vig-

orous and be a gainer." After an ineffectual attempt

to destroy him by means of wild beasts, he was finally

slain by a sword, rejoicing to suffer persecution for

righteousness' sake. See Fox, Book of Martyrs, p. 43.

Probus Lector, an Irish monastic, flourished in
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the Monastery of Slane, Ireland, A.D. 949. His orig-

inal name wa> Ceanckair, bat, like many Irish scholars

and missionaries of thai period, he Latinized it. lie

wrote the first Lif of St. Patrick about 600 years after

the saint's death. Piacre had previously written some

verses on the saint, and Muirchu had alluded to him in

another work, bul the firs! Lift of St. Patrick was from

the pen of Probus. He gives no authorities fur his

statements in 1 1 1 i - Life, and we know of none then ex-

tant that he could have given. He wrote in a dark

period, the midnight of the Dark Ages. He seems to

have written from his own fancy, viewing the eccle-

siastical affairs of the infant Church of Ireland in the

5th century through the medium of his own times.

Bishop Lanigan, the Roman Catholic historian, admits

that his facts cannot he distinguished from his fancies.

He became a devotee and a high ritualist, and was es-

teemed in his day a very holy and learned man. When
the pagan Danes set tire to the Monastery of slane. he

refused to be separated from the precious MSS. and

relic- in it. and rushed into the Barnes and perished

with them. His Life of St. Patrick, anil still more thai

of Jocelin, who wrote about 150 years after him. have

ever since been the store-house from which the ma-
terial of every Roman Catholic Life of the Irish saint

has been drawn. Jocelin lived in an age of fiction in

regard to Ireland, and seems to have written according

to the liveliness of his fancy or to the supposed creduli-

ty of his readers. He asserted many things about St.

Patrick which had never been heard of before and for

which he gives no authority, and which intelligent

Catholics now indignantly reject. Dr. Colgan,the Irish

antiquarian, says that the fable of the expulsion of the

venomous Berpents from Ireland was for the firsl time

put forth by Jocelin. This and similar fabrications

being thus boldly and dogmatically asserted in a dark

age, and remaining for centuries uncontradicted, thou-

sands afterwards received them as historical facts. Dr.

Johnson Bays somew here. ••
< tin- may tell a bona-fide lie.

and if he shall tell it over ten times, and no one shall

contradict him. he will begin to believe it himself."

This has been really true in regard to Ireland. Fables

and monstrosities remaining thus uncontradicted have

been credited by thousands, while others who could not

receive them have foolishly and sceptically thrown

aside well-attested truths and regarded nearly all Irish

history as fabulous. Perhaps the real life and charac-

ter of no one, so long and so thoroughly incorporated in

history, are so little known as those ofSt. Patrick. See

Moore. Ili.<t. of Ireland; Usher, Religion of the Early

rrish. (D.D.)

Procaccini, Camillo, an Italian painter who
contributed to sacred art, was born in loll!. He re-

ceived bis first instruction in the school of his father,

and afterwards visited Rome, where some biographers

say that he studied I he works of Michael Angelo and

Raphael. Procaccini wrought uninterruptedly, and pro-

duced paintings at such a rate that his works, though
they charm the eye by the simplicity and spirit which

characterize them, arc' greatly deficient in the higher
power of impressing the mind and moving the affec-

tion . His St.Roch Administering to the Sick of th
Plague, Which is at Dresden, is one of his best works.

II.- died ill 1626.

Procaccini, Ercole, tin elder, was the head of

rated family of artists of that name, lie wa9
born in 1520 at Bologna, where the greater number of

his works still exist. He died ahoul 1591, Authors
are di\ ided in opinion respecting his merit : Paldiiuicci

anil .Mahasia call him a painter of moderate talent,

while Lontazzo est< ems him to be a happy imitator of

the coloring and grace ofCorreggio. His design is too

minute and his coloring too languid, but he possessed

far more taste than most of bis contemporaries, and
precision live from mannerism, which eminently quali-

fied him for an instructor ofvouth. Several eminent

artists, among whom wereSamniacchini. Sabbat ini. Ber-

toja, and his own three sons, were his disciples.— Eng-
lish Cyclop, s. v. Those interested in his works may
consult Spooner, Biog. Hist, ofth Fim -l rts, vol. ii.

Procaccini, Giulio Cesare, the best artist of

the family, was bom in 1548. He renounced sculpture,

in which he had made considerable progress, for paint-

ing, which he studied in the school of the Caracci. The
works ofCorreggio were the principal object of his

studies, and many judges .are of opinion that no painter

ever approached nearer to the st\ le of thai greal artist.

In -oine ol his easel pictures and works ofconfuii d com-
position he has been mistaken fori orreggio. A Ma-
donna of his at .-sail Luigi de' Francesi has been en-

graved as the work of that master: and some paintings

still more closely approximating to this stj le are in the

palace of Sanvitali at Rome and in that ofCarrega at

Genoa. Ofhis altar-pieces, thai in the church of Santa

Afra in Brescia is perhaps mosl like the style ofCor-
reggio: it represents the Virgin and Child amid a smil-

ing group of saints and angels, in which dignity seems

as much sacrificed to -race as in the mutual smile of the

Virgin and tin Angel in the Nunziata at San Antonio id"

.Milan. He is sometimes blamable for extravaj

attitude, as in the Executioner of San Nazario, which is

oi heru ise a picture full ofbeauties. Notwithstanding the

number and extent of his works, his design is cornet.

his forms and draperies select, his invention varied, and

the whole together has a certain grandeur and breadth

which he either acquired from the Caracci. or. like them,

derived from Correggio. He died in 1626. There are

many of his works in Milan.

—

English Cyclop, s. v.

Procedure, Ecclesiasth \i. or the rules to be
followed in the Church of Pome in disciplinary ac-

tions. They owe their regulation to pope Innocent

III. Previous to his time, it is true, the official vin-

dication had assumed a more definite form in the

synodal jurisdiction of the archdeacon. Put he per-

fected them, and there are now in the Romish Church

live kinds of penal procedures in use: the trial may
be instituted in consequence of accusation, inquisi-

tion, denunciation, exception, and on account ol noto-

riety. The first and last had existed at a much earlier

period. There was no need of a formal accusation in

I he case ofnotorious t ransuressions. and the bishop pun-

ished them in virtue ofhis office; of course, after the

matter had been sufficiently proved and avowed. The
proceedings were of a more formal kind when there was
an accusation. Here the proceedings of the Roman
law were taken for models. The inquisition or official

examination took place when an ecclesiastic was ac-

cused of a transgression by a public and plausible ru-

mor, which acted, as it wire, as accusator. To com-
plete th" Official examination, the judge could, if he

thought fit, exact the oath of purgation (purgatio ca-

nonical. The former custom of purgation by ordeals

now came into disuse. If a plausible denunciation was

made.au official examination must take place. If the

fault was avowed, the penally was only the imposition

of a penance. Cases of exception were those where a

man who was on the point of appearing as a witness or

accuser, or a person who applied for ordination or for

an ecclesiastical office, was stopped by an accusation,

which, if proved, unfitted him for bearing wilii.ss ,, r

office. This was also an occasion for canonical purga-

tion. Iii these cases punishment was oul of the ques-

tion, and there could only follow an exclusion from the

witness-stand, from the righl to accuse, from the orders

or the function in question. Iii those parts where the

Church is -till possessed of a penal jurisdiction, she lias

to conform to the laws ami customs w hich regulate the

penal procedure of the- country. See Pieiier. />'.;>. air

GescJudes Inquisitions-processes (Leips. 1827); Hilden-

brand, Dit Purgatio Canonica >nnl Civilis (Munich,

1841); Walter. Kirchenrecht, >j 200; Richter, Kirchen-

recht, $ 211. Aschbaeh, Kirchen-Lex. >.\.
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Process, the formal act, instrument, bull, or edict

of canonization (q.v.) in the Romish Church.

Procession, the Hebrew term rta^JT, halikah,

rendered "going" in Psa. lxxviii, 25, means a religious

procession, as described in the context, headed by the

phylarchs, who preceded the sacred ark, while the in-

strumental musicians followed it, and a line of females

with timbrels accompanied it on either side. On the

general subject see the monographs in Volbeding, Index

Programmatum. p. 159. See Processions.

Procession of the Holy Ghost, that doctrine

regarding the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity which

teaches that as the Son proceeds (or is born) from the

Father, so the Holy Ghost proceeds (or emanates) from

the Father and from the Son, but as from one principle.

The subject has been fully discussed in its historical re-

lations iii the art. Filioque Controversy, and as a the-

ological question in the art. Holy Ghost. But since

the writing of those articles the subject has been revived

and taken a new historical form— the formation of a

new religious body from the ranks of the Romish Church,

now known as the Old Catholics (q.v.). At their second

annual conference or synod held in Bonn, Germany, in

1875, preparations were made for a " Union Conference"

of the Old Catholic, Oriental, and Anglican churches, and

such a conference accordingly convened at Bonn on Aug.

12 of that year and lasted live days. (Those interested

in the character and nationality of its distinguished at-

tendants will do well to consult the Methodist Quar.

Oct. 1875, p. 673-675.) In the last session of that con-

ference a common formula was adopted respecting the

doctrine of the Procession, which Westerns and Orien-

tals alike agreed to; and though it did not finally settle

the question, and the controversy is still alive as we
write, it is yet a very hopeful sign of an early union of

different branches of the Church of Christ which have

so little at variance and so much in common. The dis-

cussions regarding the subject were long and animated,

and for some time the Orientals held out against the

adoption of ^[ 3, but by their final adoption of it an

enormous step towards completer understanding has

been made. The following are the resolutions:

"preliminary resolutions.

"1. We agree together in receiving the oecumenical
symbols and the doctrinal decisions of the ancient undi-

vided Church.
"2. We agree together in acknowledging that the addi-

tion of the Filioque to the Creed did not take place in an
ecclesiastically regular manner.

"3. We acknowledge on all sides the representation of

the doctrine of the Holy Ghost, as it is set forth by the
Fathers of the undivided Church.

"4. We reject every proposition and every method of
expression in which in any way the acknowledgment of

two principles or upxat or a't-riat iu the Trinity may be
contained.

" ON TIIK PROCESSION OF THE HOLY GHOST.

"We accept the teaching of St. John of Damascus re-

specting the Holy Ghost, as the same is expressed in the

following paragraphs, in the sense of the teaching of the

ancient undivided Church:
" 1. The Holy Ghost goes forth out of the Father (U roZ

iraTP 6?) as the Beginning (apxi), the Cause (oirio), the
Source (7r.i7>/) of the Godhead {De recta Sententia, n. 1

;

Contra Munich, n. 4).

"2. The Holy Ghost goes not forth out of the Son (U
too vlov), because there is in the Godhead but one Begin-
ning (upx>'i), one Cause (atria), through which all that is

in the Godhead is produced {De Fide orthod. i, S: U -rot

vlov 6e to Trvevua ov Aiyopev, nvevpa it vlov iivopLa^ofiev).

"3. The Holv Ghost goes forth out of the Father through
the Son (De Fide orthod. i, 12 : to it wi-eD/ua to ayiov entpav-

TOpllii] TOV KpV<pioV T?,? ^eoTflTOf ilWu.19 TOV TTaTpoS, IK 7Ta-

Tpo9 pev it' vlov t'KTTopeyofititi. Jbid. : vlov ot nvevpa, ovx <«f

ef avTOv, uA\' uif it' al/rov in tov TraTpor Ixiroptviipevov. C.

Manich. ll. 5: it'i tov Aoyov avrov ef avrov TO nievpa avrov
eiciroptvonevov. De Hijmno Trisag. n. 28: wvev/xa to 07101/

in tov iraTpor dta tov viov Kat \6yov irpdiov. Horn, in Sabb.
S. n. 4 : tout' i,piv e<TTi to Xarpeviipevov . . . Kvevpa ayiov

tov Qeov Kat varpos, aic t? avrov tKnopevopevov, orrep Kat

Tot» vlov XtytTat, wf it' avrov <l>tiiC[>ot'utiov Kat tt/ KTt'iret pe-
Taitiojuevov, uX,V ovk tf avrov tx°" tjjv vnaptn).

"4. The Holy Ghost is the Image of the Son, who is the
Image of the Father (De Fide orthod. i, 13 : cIkuw toD TraTpor

6 vlos, Kai tov vlov to nvcvpa), going forth out of the Father

and resting in the Son as the force beaming forth from
Him {ibid, i, 7: tou 7raTpo5 jrpoepxopitvri" Kai ev tuj \6yr
ui'a7rai>o/it'i/i)i/ Kat avrov oifaav 6K(pavTtK»;v dinap.iv. Ibid, i,

12: 7raTrp . . . dtu \6yov Trpo/>oAeu9 tKc/jav'TopiKou irvevfAa-

"5. The Holy Ghost is the personal Production out of
the Father, belonging to the Son, but not out of the Son,
because he is the Spirit of the Mouth of the Godhead,
which speaks forth the Word (De Hymno Trisag. n. 2S:

piv, vlov if, Kat pi] ef vlov, iii! rrvevpa CTopaTOS Seov, \6yov
efayieXriKov).

"0. The Holy Ghost forms the mediation between the
Father and the Son, and is hound together to the Father
through the Son (De Fide orthod. i, 13: piaov tov ayevvijTov
Kai yevvrfrov Kai it' utou ™ TraTpt o-tii'aTTTo/Mei'Oi').

"N. B.—It is to be noted here that the German preposi-
tion aus (out of) equals U or ex, as denoting out ofa cause
or origin : whereas the word von (from) is equivalent to
utto or ab; while durch (through) deuotes o«; or per,
through the instrumentality of."

-

Since that conference the Filioque question has been
much agitated in England, and it has been asserted, by
High-Churchmen especially, that the exclusion of the

Filioque from the Creed was granted by Dr. Dollinger

and canon Liddon at Bonn. What the conference did

may be stated as follows : It declared, as bishop Pear-

son had already admitted, that the Filioque was in-

serted in an oecumenical creed by an inadequate au-

thority, and therefore irregularly. It formulated cer-

tain propositions which might serve to show that when
the Latins accept and the Easterns reject the Filioque

they do not differ, as has been too generally supposed

;

since the Latins reject any assertion of two principles or

causes in the Godhead, and the Easterns admit a ^itairtia

of the Son, in the eternal procession of the Holy Spirit

from the Father. Whatever may have been the hopes

and fears of individual members of the conference, no

proposition was brought forward respecting the exclu-

sion of the Filioque from the Creed of the Western
Church. See Schaff, Creeds (Index in vol. iii) ; Forbes,

Nicene Creed; Neale, Eastern Church (Introd.), 1095-

1 168 ; Stanley, Eastern Church ; Haag, Hist, des Dognies

(Index in vol. ii) ; Martensen, Dogmatics (see Index)

;

Mi iii. Quar. Jan. and April, 1876; New - Englander,

Julv, 1870. See also Pusey's Letter to Liddon On the

Clause " A nd the Son" (Lond. 1876, 8vo). (J. H. W.)

Processional (Lat. pi-ocessionale), the service-

book which contains the prayers, hymns, and general

ceremonial of the different processions. Many ancient

books of this class have been preserved. The proces-

sional approved for common use is that of Rome, of

which many editions have been published.—Chambers,

Cyclop, s. v.

Processional Cross, or Cross of the Station
{crux gestatoria, or stationarid), is the cross carried

in the ecclesiastical processions spoken of under Pro-
cessions. It was carried as early as the 4th century

and in the 5th century both in the East and in the

West. It is mentioned by Socrates, Nicephorus, Cassio-

dorus, in the Life of St. Porphyry by Durand, and by
Baronius under the year 401, and in the Canons of

Cleveshoe in 747, when regulating the rogations. A
cross made of ash, silver-plated, engraved or enamelled,

without a crucifix, was at an early date, after the intro-

duction of the labarum of Constantine, carried in pro-

cessions by the staurophoros. The evangelistic sym-
bols were usually set at the ends of the arms, which
terminated in fleurs - de - lys. In the 4th century it

had short handles, and candles were attached to the

arms. Charlemagne gave such a cross, of pure gold,

to the church of Constantine at Rome. In the 12th

century at Rome a subdeacon (regionarius) carried

down the cross, inclined so that the faithful might kiss

it, from the altar to the porch, where he held it upright

in his hands during the processions. In England, at

Durham, the chief cross was of gold, with a silver staff,

and the cross used on ordinary days was of crystal. A
novice followed it, carrying a benitier. A cross of the

15th century is still preserved in St. John's Lateran;

I
another, of the time of St. Louis, is at St. Denis; a
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third, of silver and beautiful designs, with statues and

evangelistic symbols, at Conques; and another at

Burgos. In England, no doubt, many were destroyed

daring the War of the Roses and at the Reformation.

At Chichester the ambry for the cross remains. In

England, from Easter to Ascension, the cross was of

crystal or beryl, but in Lent of wood, painted blood-red.

No parish could carry its cross into a monastic church;

and in funerals, in a collegiate church) the cross of the

latter only is set before the bier.—Walcott, Sacred .1 r-

chceology, s. v. We append an illustration of the cross

now usually carried by Romanists in their processions.

Processional Cross, and Part of its Staff.

Processional Path (spalium vel via processio-

num a retro altaris ; l<tht.< pom chorum ,• f'r. parlour <\<

chaur, i.e. behind a choir). The transverse aisle in

square-ended churches is commonly doubled, as at

Lichfield, or even tripled, as at Winchester and at St.

Mary Overge, in order to provide room for chapels as

well as a passage for processions. At Hereford this

aisle resembles a low transept. The eastern screens at

Fountains, the Lady chapel of Hexham, and the Nine

Altars of Durham seem to have been furl her develop-

ments ofthe same idea, which appears also in the longi-

tudinal new walk of Peterborough. At Canterbury,

pilgrims to the martyrdom passed up the south aisle of

the nave, and through the passage under the platform

of the crossing.—Walcott, Sacrt <l . 1 rckasology, s. v.

Processions. These, as solemn ami religious rites,

.ire ol very great antiquity, hut evidently of pagan ori-

gin. With the Creeks ami Romans, they look place

chiefly on the festivals of Diana. Bacchus, Cen . and
other deities; also before the beginning of the games in

the Circus; and in Bpring,when the fields were sprinkled
with holy water to increase their fertility. The priests

used to head them, carrying images of the gods and
goddesses to he propitiated, and either started from cer-
tain temples or from the Capitol The Romans, when
the- empire was distressed, or after some victory, used
constantly to order processions, for several days togeth-
er, to he made to the temples. |,, beg the assistance of

01 to return them thanks. Among the .lews.

processions were introduced for public prayers when the
faithful people went in order to implore the divine help

(Josh, vi, 16; 2 Sam. vi, 15; Ezra ii, 12 80; l Kings
viii, l.'i; N'tunli. \. 33 36), with a form at setting out

and when baiting; or when rendering thanks to God (2

Chron. -\\. 21, '.'7. 28; Matt, xxi, 9). Certain proces-

sions around the altar were (ami still are to a certain

extent) usual on the Feast of Tabernacles; and from

them the Mohammedans have adopted their mode of

encompassing the sanctuary seven times at Mecca

I

(q. v.). Processions form a prominent pan ofthe Bud-
dliist worship. Sec Pbo< I SSIOX.

' In the Christian Church the practice was early in-

troduced and has maintained itself to this day among
the Romanists. In the earliest ecclesiastical phraseol-

ogy the word processio denotes merely the act offre-
quenting o religious assembly, and taking pari in public

worship. It is distinguished from private offices of de-

votion, and includes the idea of social worship, but

without any additional idea of public ceremony, pomp,
or the like. Procedi re then meant to go to church, and
is, in short, s\ nonymous with sacris interesse, sacrafre-

qut ntart . This was the meaning given to the word by
Tertullian (Ad Uxor. lib. ii, c. 4) and Jerome (Com-
mentor, in lip. 1 ad Cor. c. 11). In many canons and
other ecclesiastical writings we also find the word pro-

cession, without any explanation or addili used in the

sense of a religious assembly (conventus et coetus populi

in ecclesia). The < J reek word avvaZic, ( as well as aw
ayioyi). auXkoyog, conf. Suiceri Thesaur.) is translated

sometimes by collecta, sometimes by conventus, and
sometimes by processio. When Christian worship be-

gan to be conducted openly, and churches were publicly

frequented, the meaning ofthe word processio was ex-

actly equivalent to our term church-going. Alter the

4th century, especially in later mediaeval times, the

word was applied to processions usual at lum rals, mar-

riages, baptisms, as well as to the lh f communicants
at the Lord's Supper. Processions at festivals ami on

other occasions were, in course of lime, quite common.
Laws to protect such processions from interruption were

passed, and any persons found guilty ofdisturbing them
were subject to severe punishment. The first proces-

sions mentioned in ecclesiastical history are those set on
foot at Constantinople, in the time of Chrysosfom. The
Arians of that, city being forced to hold their meetings
without the town, went thither night and morning,
singing anthems. Chrysostom, to prevent their per-

verting the Catholics, adopted counter -processions, in

which the clergy and people marched by night, singing
hymns, and carrying crosses and torches From this

period the custom of processions was introduced both
into the Eastern and Western churches (Chrysost, Or.

contr.lud.etthealr.; Basil,/./). Jo7.al.ti.'!; Ambrose, lip.

40 ad Theodos.n. 11: Augustine, l>< Civ, Dei, i, 22, c.8;
Putin. Hist. Eccl. i. 2, c. 33 ). Even during the p. rse-

cutions ofthe emperors there were al least some funeral

processions (.4c/. S. Cypr. ap. Pom. Act-, S. Bonifac).
Various ceremonies were observed, according to the

objects lor which these processions were instituted, the

spirit ofthe times in which they were C< 1< brated, and
the countries wherein they took place. The clergy

usually attended: it the occasion was oi f joy or

thanksgiving, they were attired in the mosl splendid

vestments. The laity put on their best attire, and
were adorned with garlands ami other ornaments; and
the Bound of hells and music was heard through the

whole line. On occasions ofmourning or penitence, the
procession was distinguished by plain vestments, bare

feet, deep silence, or Bounds of lamentation ami prayer,

ami sometimes by the exercise of flagellation. Men
and women walked apart: and the line of procession

was ranged with reference to the various ranks and
classes ofthe persons who composed it. Lighted w ax
tapers wire often carried in procession, especially on the

festival of the Purification ofthe Virgin Mary, which
was hence calledJestum or missa candela (see < wj«

dlbmas). Litanies composed for the occasion were

Bung in Latin as the procession moved. The peniten-

tial psalms and the psalms ofdegrees were employed on
i be occasion, as well as many Latin hvinns.
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These processions have always been more common in

the Western than in the Eastern Church. The Refor-

mation greatly lessened them even in the Roman Cath-

olic Church, and, especially in mixed countries, proces-

sions are less frequent or popular nowadays. They
are there either supplicatory processions or cross proces-

sions, and are either directed to a certain distant place,

to some miraculous image or object, or they are con-

fined to the streets of the cities and the churches. Ban-

ners, crosses, and images are generally carried in front

;

the clergy follow; and the people make up the rear,

singing hymns or reciting prayers. In some Protestant

states they are still permitted, under certain restric-

tions. The Protestants themselves rarely practice them,

excepting the Ritualists (q. v.).

In the mediaeval Church the name procession was
given to the ritual march, at the time of the celebration

of the host, of the celebrant, and especially the bishop

and his assistants, from the church door or the sacristy

to the altar. In a narrower sense, the procession is now
a ritual walk, the purpose of which is thanksgiving or

supplication, or an honor paid to a person either living

or dead. For the walks of the first kind alone, the pur-

pose of which is thanksgiving, the term " procession" is

employed without any more special determination;

those of the second kind are usually called by Roman-
ists "litania?," " rogationes," "supplicationes," and also

" exomologeses," " stationes," which were their former

names. Among the walks of the third kind we men-
tion the solemn entrance, attended with ecclesiastical

ceremonies, of a bishop, pope, or sovereign into a place

;

the funeral, and even the bridal procession. Another
distinction between different processions is this, that in

some of them the host is carried about, in others it is

not; the former are called theophoric processions (Seoq

and fopiu)). All these processions are either prescribed

on certain days of the year and on certain occasions, or

simply allowed in certain circumstances. Among the

prescribed processions, the most important are the Cor-

pus -Christi procession. Candlemas -day, the procession

on Palm-Sunday, the litany of St. Mark's Day, the lit-

any on the three days of the Week of Prayer, and, final-

ly, the funeral procession. Curates or ecclesiastics of a

higher rank may organize processions on the harvest-

festival, in great distresses, etc.

Each procession has (and here we depend on Roman
Catholic writers) a leader, who is either a priest or a

bishop. The priestly leader wears the chasuble and
stole, and often the pluvial besides; his head is covered

with a barret. The episcopal leader wears chasuble, stole,

and pluvial; his head is covered with the mitre; he

holds the pastoral staff in his left hand, with his right

hand he blesses the people before whom the procession

passes. The color of the stole, pluvial, and mitre is

suited to the purpose of the procession. If (as is the

case in the theophoric processions and when a particle

of the cross is carried about for public veneration) the

head must be uncovered, the bishop has the staff car-

ried in front of him and the mitre behind him. In

theophoric processions the blessing with the right hand
is also omitted. In this case the leader carries the ven-

erabile thus: he holds the ostensorium with both hands

before his face, while his hands are covered with the

vellum hanging down from both his shoulders. The
organization of the Catholic Church, as a community
presided over by the clergy, requires this leadership by
ecclesiastics. If the leader wears the chasuble and stole,

he declares by his dress that unceasing efforts to attain

purity of heart (alba) and a childlike trust in the mer-
its of Jesus Christ (stola) are the festive robes which
every Christian, but more especially every priest, should

wear in and outside of the house of God. If, besides,

the bishop carries the staff and wears the mitre, it is for

the purpose of reminding the Christians that he is their

highest pastor, whose care surrounds and whose benedic-

tion follows them everywhere. If the leader (unless

prevented by his veneration of the body of Christ or

his reverence for the beam of the cross) have his head
covered, this is a hint given to the faithful that it

is their duty to revere the priest as their father in

Christ. If the priest cover with a vellum the hands
that hold the ostensorium, he confesses therewith his

unworthiness of carrying, under the form of the bread,

the body of him who created heaven and earth. The
leader of the procession has generally assistants and a
suite of honor. If the leader be a priest, he is assisted,

if possible, by two levites, one walking to his right, the
other to the left, and dressed, according to the color of
the leader, as deacon and subdeacon, or at least by two
acolytes. If the leader be a bishop, a few canons of his

cathedral, at least, should walk before him, dressed in
the pluvial. If the procession be theophoric, two aco-
lytes, walking immediately before the leader, incense
the venerabile uninterruptedly with their censers; in
this case, also, a baldachin is generally extended over
the leader, and borne by four, six, or eight laymen of
distinction. It seldom happens that the leader of a
non-theophoric procession walks beneath the balda-
chin : it is then a personal honor, only bestowed on
bishops on extraordinary occasions, as on their solemn
entrance into a church. In countries where the cus-

tom has hitherto existed, it is allowable to spread the
baldachin over particles of the cross or other instru-

ments of Christ's passion. The faithful who partici-

pate in the procession walk two by two. This may find

an analogy in Christ's sending out his disciples two by
two to preach the Gospel. Gregory the Great (Horn.

17 in Evang.~) declares this to be a symbol of the two
commandments of love—the love of God and the love
of our fellow-man. Though the non-observance of this

prescription is attended with much inconvenience, it is

neglected in many processions in the cities and coun-
try. Mabillon saw even in Rome a procession where
the faithful walked partly two by two, partly three by
three, and even in larger numbers (Iter Hal. v. 152).

The faithful who participate in the procession (monks
who are not bound by their rule to entire seclusion

can be compelled by the bishops to attendance) are

disposed with respect to the class and sex they belong

|
to. This is a requirement of good order. We find

this arrangement mentioned by the oldest writers.

St. Augustine speaks of a procession which took place

I near Hippo, where the bishop walked in the middle, the

|

people before and after him (De Civ. Dei, i, 22, c.

8, n. 11). Porphyry of Gaza made the people precede,

I

and followed himself with his clergy (Sur. 26 Feb.).

j

The great procession held by Gregory the Great indi-

i

cated seven different churches, as starting-points for

I seven different classes of people (clerks, monks, female

servants of God, married women, widows, poor, and
children).

In our times the procession is generally (the custom
is not the same everywhere) opened by the children

:

they are put, as it were, in the first line of battle, in

order that God may be moved by their innocence to

listen favorably to the prayers of the community. The
children are followed by the clergy, with the chanters

and musicians; among the clergy the leader of the pro-

cession walks the last, behind him the men, the promi-
nent citizens taking the lead, followed by the wom-
en. The promiscuous walking of persons of both sexes

is nowhere allowed. The order, as described, places the

leader, as pastor of the community, in the middle of the

procession : he is the shepherd of the children as well

as of the adults, of the innocent as well as of the peni-

tent, of the married people as well as of the unmarried

:

he must always in life be near to all of them. If broth-

erhoods, societies of mechanics, and members of relig-

ious orders are present, the two first mentioned open the
cortege, the latter walk before the chanters and musi-
cians. In front of the procession and between its differ-

ent divisions, crosses or crucifixes, flags, and, if the pro-

cession is a very solemn one, images, relics, statues, etc.,

are carried. The bearer of the principal crucifix has
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two acolytes— one to liis right, the other to bis left—each

with a lighted taper in his band. The carrying of the

tatu.es, etc., is committed to the care of the

brotherhoods, associations, and partly to the young men

ami girls of the community; the relics are carried by the

clergymen, or, il the procession is held in honor of the

rein-, by the leader of the procession. The principal

crucifix (see Pkocesskhial Cross) is generally carried

; i by a subdeacon; subdeacons also carry the

crucifixes before the chapters, the archbishops, and the

I he crosses are carried before the pope and arch-

bishops in such a way that the image of the crucified

one is turned towards those dignitaries. The principal

crucifix opens the procession, unless a flag has been pre-

ferred, in which case the crucifix follows al some dis-

tance. Brotherh Is and corporations arc in the habil

of having flags carried before them. The most impor-

tant of these customs arc very old. Sozomen (Uist.

Eccl. i. 8, C. *) and the biographer of St. Caesarius of

Aries (Sur. 27 Aug.) knew already of the carrying of

crosses or crucifixes (during many centuries naked

crosses were alone in use) and of lighted tapers. In

former times the book of the Gospels was sometimes

carried along with the cross ( 1/7. .v. Porphyr. Ep. Sur.

26 Feb.). Flags, which, it must be observed, are not

prescribed, but only allowed, are mentioned by Gregory
of Tours (Hist. Franc, i. •">. c. 1). Gregory the Great

ordered an image of Mary to be carried about as early

as 590
I
Baron. Annul, ad a. 590). In the 4th century,

we find processions held for the purpose of transferring

relics solemnly to the churches (Socrat. Hist. Eccl. i. 3,

c 11'.: Augustine, Confess, i. 9, c.7). The Synod of Bra-

ga in 572 (ibid. c. 6) calls this a solemn custom (see

Cone. Clovesh. a. 717. c. 16). The faithful walk (ibid.

c. 6 i quietly and devoutly. Idle talk, forward looking

around, laughing, showy suits, luxury of dress, etc.,

shock the pious mind. The men walk ban headed : the

clergy and magistrates alone arc. with some restrictions,

allowed to cover their heads. The clerks wear the chas-

uble; only on most sacred occasions, as at the proces-

sion ofthe Corpus Christi,we find the custom thai al least

some of the subdeacons wear the tunica, some of the

deacons the dalmatica, several priests the planeta, and

the ecclesiastics of higher rank the pluvial. The sub-

deacons who carry the crosses wear the tunica, besides

the amictus, alba, and cingulum. For the laymen there

are no longer any rules in ibis respect. So/omen ( Hist.

Eccl. i. 8, c. 8) speaks of all the faithful bearing burn-

ing tapers; we hear of them in other places appearing
barefooted, in sack and ashes (Cone. Mogunt. a. 813, c.

33); < barlemagne himself, according to the narrative

of a monk of St. Gall, set the example of walking bare-

footed in procession at Ratisbon (Mart. De Ant. Eccles.

Hit. i, 4, c. 27, a. 7) ; but these are things of the past. The
purport of the prayers is in accordance with the pur-

pose of the procession. V-t tie- Church has given
some ndes. At theophoric processions, especially thai

of the Corpus Christi. the hymns in honor of the Eu-
charisl rausl be sun- in preference (Pangt lingua, Sacris

solemniis, Verbum supemum prodiens); special songs

are also prescribed lor the procession at Candlemas .and

on Palm-Sunday ; for the litanies of Si. Mark's I >ay and
of the Week of Prayer, the litany of All-sain is' .and the

versicles and orations which follow it in the breviary are

prescribed. At the funeral procession of full-grown

I

prayers of intercession ; at the funerals ol chil-

dren, thanksgiving prayers are in use.

V
i . i inordinary processions are generally under-

taken for a purpose thai must be submitted to God in

special prayers, regulations have been mad.' lor these
The Roman ritual mentions expressly the

processio adpetendam pluviam, the processio adpostu-
kmdam procession in time of famine, in

time of epidemic ami plague, in time of war. in any
other -real distress, the thanksgiving procession, and.

finally, thai for the translation ol relics. Originally the
people sang psalms o M Buch occasions (Jerome, Ep. 108,

al. 27; Gregor. Xazianz. Or. 10; 17/. 8. Porphyr. Ep.

8ur.2G Feb.); only when the purpose of the procession

was io obtain some favor from God, it was an early cus-

tom to exclaim quite frequently, "Kyrie eleison," or

recite other prayers of penitence (Chrysost. Orat. contr.

In, I. 1 1 theatr.). This is the way the litany of All-

saints' has been little by lit 1 1
1 composed. The common

Roman I Irdo sa_\ s: "( tones in commune • Kyrie eleison'

decantent, el cum contritione cordis Dei misericordiam

exorent pro peccatis, pro pace, pro peste, pro cms. rva-

tione frugum el pro cseteris necessitatibus." Mabillon

(Comment, in Ord, Rom. p. 34 i
saw an old Roman ritual

according to which a hundred ••Kyrie eleison." a hun-

dred •• Christe eleison." and again a hundred "Kj rie elei-

son" were to be said kneeling, in such a propitiator]

procession. As the psalms ceased link- by little to be

known by heart, rosary-praying, which has become of

so general use in our day. took their place. The pro-

cession comes out of a place of worship, and. its walk

performed, returns to it. If (as at funerals) not all the

participants, the clergy, al least, with the chanters and

the beanr of the principal cross, always return. Even
ifa bishop or pope is received outside of the doors of the

city, it is customary for the clergy to start from the

church and return thither with that high personage
The procession on Candlemas-day and Palm-Sunday
starts at the call of the leader, "Procedamus in pace-"

(the choir answering, " In nomine Christi. amen"). In

theophoric processions the leader or the chanters give

the signal by commencing the hymn Pangt lingua; if

it is a supplication, the assembly kneel down a few

minutes praying, the chanters commence to sing the

litany of All-saints', and the procession starts, singing

the hymn Sancta Maria, which is a part of that litany.

If in supplications (which is often the case in rural com-
munities) the litany of All-saints' is not recited in Latin,

the procession commences thus: the ecclesiastic leader

kneels on the lowest step of the high-altar, begins to say

the rosary aloud, rises at the first Ave of I he first decade,

and therewith gives the signal for starting. The litany

procession stops frequently at one. or two, or even more
places of worship. The clergy (orat least the superiors)

ol i lie church where it stops receive it in chasuble and
Stole, with bWO acolytes, at the gate of tlie churchyard,

or at the portal of the church, and offer holy water to

the clerks and distinguished laymen of the procession.

In such places of worship il is customary to sing an an-

liphony. and a versicle and oration ill honor ol the pa-

tron of the church; sometimes a high-mass, with or

without sermon, is held in one of them. The laymen
, like at such occasions to sing three times the song of

triumph and the little dexology. This stopping,w hich,

especially in Milan, is so extensively ill use during the

rogations celebrated there in the week that follows As-

cension thai the procession stops on the firsl day al

twelve, on the sc nd at nine, and on the third al eleven

chun ins (comp. MabUl. Lit. Gallic, p. 153), is a custom

ofgreat antiquity. The Gallican liturgy mentions it as

a well-known matter (Missale Gothic; MissaU Gallic.

Vet.; Cod. 306). Gregory of Tours speaks of il as an

established custom (Hist. Franc i. '.'. c. 6). The seven-

bodied procession of Gregory the Great started from

seven churches and Btopped al the I Ihnrch of < >ur Lady
(Greg.Tur. Hist, /'nun. i. 10, c. I). The reception by
the clergy of the church where the procession slops is

also a very old custom
i Leo III in Libr. Pontif. <: ii was

called " Occurrere," As processions in Buch cases, es-

pecially in the country, have often io walk an hour or

re before' they reach another place- of worship, the

Church has found ii necessary, from time to time, to

warn the faithful nol to make of these intervals an oc-

casion for feasting and tippling i Rit. Rom. : comp. Cone
Clovesh. a. 717. c. 16). When the procession walks in-

side of the places of worship, or in their immediate
neighborhood, the- bells of the steeple are rung. This
reminds one of the procession which followed the body
of St, Anasiasius. and at w hich a noise- was produced by
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striking on consecrated woods (Cone. Niecen. a. 787, act.

4). Processions of less importance move only inside

the walls of the house of worship. Such is the case

with all processions in countries where the Catholic

religion does not enjoy complete freedom of worship.

According to the rules, processions should precede the

high-mass, but this is practically the case with very few

(comp. the Rit. Rom., the Ceerem. epp., and the Kubri-

cists).—Aschbach, Kirchen-Lex. s. v.

The origin of processions may have been an imita-

tion of the motion of the heavenly spheres, the courses

of the stars, and the revolutions of seasons, and more

immediately of ancient religious dances. They were

always accompanied by singers, and generally by mu-
sicians. Procession is progression, says Durand, when
a multitude, headed by the clergy, goes forth in reg-

ular order and ranks to implore the divine grace. It

represents the pilgrimage of man upon earth on his way
to the better land, from the cradle to the grave, as St.

Paul says that we are pilgrims and sojourners in this

world. Processions round cloisters and cemeteries still

more vividly brought before the mind the thought of

the last home to which man must come at length, as

waters, after the most devious course, are lost in the

great sea. In a procession to the altar, in reverse order

to that of the recession, first went the verger, the cross-

bearer, attended on either side by acolytes carrying-

candlesticks and lighted tapers ; then came the censers,

or thurifers, the chanters in copes and carrying batons,

the subdeacon, deacon, and celebrant ; then choir boys,

clerks of the second grade, and the more honorable fol-

lowing. In the cathedral the precentor, the sub-chanter

of canons (prechantre), and the succentor of vicars (sous-

chantre), each with his chanter's baton, preceded the

bishop, carrying his cross, or staff. In the middle of

the loth century the capitular tenants went in proces-

sion on St. Peter's Eve at Exeter, preceded by the chor-

isters carrying painted shields of arms.

In England processions were made with litanies and

prayers, (1) for the prosperity of the king; (2) for the

wealth of the realm
; (3) for pureness of the air; (4) for

the increase of the fruits of the earth. Two processions

for the good success of a king were made on Sundays
about the church and churchyard, by English canons,

in 1359 and 1398. On Ash-Wednesday, after confession

in church, there was a solemn procession for ejecting

the penitents, who were not readmitted until Maundy-
Thursday. On Easter-day was a grand procession in

memory of the disciples going to meet our Lord in Gali-

lee, and in imitation of it there was a humbler proces-

sion on every Sunday. The other great procession was
annual, on Palm-Sunday. Bishops were also met with

processions of the chapter and vicars, or a convent, at

the west door of the church and the cemetery gate, by
decree of Honorius III, 1221. In 1471 all curates of the

diocese were required to visit the high-altar of Lincoln

Cathedral in procession, and make their offerings. In

the nave the great processions were arranged. At Can-

terbury two parallel lines, and at Fountains, Lincoln,

Chichester, and York two rows of circular processional

stones were arranged at proper intervals, and specifi-

cally allotted. At Exeter the antiphon was sung daily

at the screen, and the procession passed through the

north gate of the choir to the vestibule of the Lady
Chapel, and then by the south gate of the choir near

the throne to the high-altar. It afterwards traversed

the nave and cloisters, concluding before the rood-loft;

and if there was no sermon, the procession returned to

the altar. Carpets were strewn along the way on great

festivals. Bishop Edyngdon desired to be buried at

Winchester, where the monks stood in procession on

Sundays and holydays. These monks, being aggrieved

by a bishop, on one occasion went round their cloisters

from west to east, out of their usual manner, in order to

show that all things were out of order. At Chichester

at Epiphany an image " of the Spirit" was carried round

the church by the dean or senior canon and two vicars.

On Whitsun-Monday the parishioners in the diocese
often came to blows about right of precedence, so that
bishop Storey made injunctions (1478) for order on this

occasion, when the shrine of St. Bichard was visited an-
nually. Crosses and banners were permitted, but the
long painted rods with which the contending parties

had hitherto belabored each other were proscribed, as

well as laughing, crowding, and noise. The pilgrims
entered by the great south porch and assembled in the
choir at 10 A. M. and left the building by it, having
duly visited "the chancel and church." In 13G4 the
primate forbade such dangerous contentions throughout
England. As late as 1551 the city companies of Lon-
don went in procession— the Fishmongers' to St. Mi-
chael's, Cornhill, with three crosses, a hundred priests,

and the parishioners and members of the guild carrying
white rods; and the parish of St. Clement Danes" dis-

played eighty banners and streamers, and was preceded
by the city waits. On Easter-Monday at Kinnersley
and Wellington the parishioners, adult and children,

joined hand -in -hand, surrounded the church and
touched it with a general simultaneous embrace, called

"clipping the church." They afterwards attended di-

vine service. The procession at Wolverhampton on
Monday and Tuesday in Bogation week, in which the
children bore poles dressed with flowers and the clergy

chanted the Benedicite, only ceased in 17C5. Some of

the Gospel trees or holy oaks where the stations were
formed still remain.— Walcott, Sacred Archceol. s. v.

See Middleton, Letters from Rome; Wilier, Synops.

Pap. ; Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon, viii, 803-809

;

Martigny, Diet, des A ntiquites Chret. s. v. ; Siegel, Christ'

lielie Alterthiimer ; Biddle, Christian Antiquities, p. 757,

758, 771-774, 833 ; Barnum, Romanism, p. 468.

Prochazka, Francis Faustin, a Bohemian mo-
nastic, noted as a writer, was born at Neupaka, Bohe-
mia, Jan. 13, 1749. He studied with the Jesuits of

Gischin and at the University of Prague. In 1767 he
entered the Order of Barnabites, where he had for his

master the celebrated Durich, who taught him Hebrew
and encouraged him iu his predilections for the Slavonic

literature. When the Barnabites were suppressed in

Bohemia (1788), he became successively theological

censor, professor and director of the Gymnasium at

Prague, and librarian of the university of that city.

He published the New Testament in Bohemian with
commentaries, an edition of the Bible in that dialect, a

reprint of the Chronique de Bunzlau :— Commentarius

de Secnlaribus A ilium Liberalium in Moravia Fatis

(1782):

—

Melanges de Litlerature Boheme -(Prague,

1784, 8vo). This religious man also assisted on the

Barnabite Bible, and at the moment of his death was
occupied on the valuable Bibliotheca Slavica of Durich.

Prochazka died at Prague in 1809.—Hoefer, Xouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Prochet, Matteo, a noted modern Italian Prot-

estant theologian, was born in Piedmont in 1836. He
was afforded by his Waldensian parents all the educa-

tional and religious advantages that might properly fit

him for Church service, but on the outbreak of the

Franco-Italian-Austrian war in 1859 he took up arms
for his country's freedom and greatly distinguished him-

self by his bravery. After his return from the field of

battle he continued his theological studies, and in 1862

was ordained minister in the Church of the Vaudois.

He soon rose to positions of distinction, and was repeat-

edly honored by his ecclesiastical associates in missions

to the sifter churches of the Continent and of England,

Scotland, and Ireland. He finally became the president

of the Waldensian missions in Italy, and in 1873 was
sent to represent his Church in the Evangelical World
Alliance at New York. While in this country he spoke

frequently and greatly impressed that distinguished

body by his learning and wisdom. He was at the time

pastor in Geneva and also professor of theology. On his

return voyage from this country he was accompanied
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by the much-lamented Carrasco, the Spanish convert

to Protestantism) who was one of his most intimate

friends, and with wli.un he had planned several impor-

tant polemical treatises against Romanism and her rela-

tions to the >taie. Prochet is of a fine, commanding

presence—tall in figure, broad-chested, quick in move-

ment and speech, like most of the sons of tin- South;

keen in perception, and accurate in his scholarship. He
is a power, not only in Italian Protestantism, but in

evangelical Christianity. See Report of the Alliance,

(1873). i.l. II. W.)

Proch'orus (rTptixopoc). one of the seven deacons,

being the third on the list, and named next after

Stephen and Philip (Acts vi, 5), A.D. 30. No further

mention of him is made in the X. T. There is a tradi-

tion that he was < secrated by St. Peter bishop of \'i-

comedia (Baron, i, 292). In the Magna Bibliotheca

Patrum (Colon. Agripp. 1618, i. 49-69) will he found a

fabulous "Historia Prochori, Christi Discipuli, de Vita

B. Joannis Apostoli."—Smith.

Proclamation (Pip, iX^, etc., or some form of

SattJ, as in 1 Kings xv, 22; Jer. 1, 29), the edict of any

governing power, published in a solemn manner. The
laws of .Moses, as well as the temporary edicts of Joshua,

were communicated to the people by means of the gen-

ealogists, or "officers," as in the English version; but

the laws and edicts of those who subsequently held the

office of kings were proclaimed publicly by criers (Jer.

xxxiv. 8, 9; Jonah iii, 5-7), a class of persons men-

tioned by Daniel (iii, 4; v, 29), under the word fctti"lS>,

Iceroza, which our translators have rendered "herald"

(q.v.).

Proclamations, Royal. These documents in

former times were almost ecpial in authority to an act

of the constitutional legislature. They often interfered

with religion, and dealt largely in reformation of man-
ners. In L529 king Henry VII issued a proclamation

"for resisting and withstanding of most dampnable
heresyes sowen within the realme by the discyples of

Luther and other heretykes, perverters ofChristes re-

lygyon." In June, 1530, this was followed by the proc-

lamation "for dampning (or condemning) of erronious

bokes and heresies, and prohibitinge the havinge of

holy scripture translated into the vulgar tonges ofeng-
lishe, frenche, or dutche." "And that having respect

to the malignity of this present tyme, with the inclina-

tion of people to erronious opinions, the translation of

the newe testament and the old into the vulgar tonge

of englysshe, shulde rather he the occasion of contyn-

uance or increase of errours amonge the said people,

than any benefit or commodite towards the weale of

their soules." It was therefore determined that the

Scriptures should only lie expounded to the people as

heretofore, and that these books "be clerely extermy-
nale and exiled out ,,| this realme of Englande for

ever." Under Edward VI there is a proclamation

againsl such "as innovate any ceremony," and who are

described as ••certain private preachers and other laie-

meii. who rashly attempt of their own and singular wil

and mind, not only to persuade the people from the old

and accustomed rites and ceremonies, but also them-
selves hring in new and strange orders according to

their phantasies. The which, as il is an evident token

of pride and arrogancy, so ii tendeth both to confusion

and disorder." There is a proclamation also lo abstain
from flesh on Fridays and Saturdays; enforced on the

principle, not only that "men should abstain on those

days, and forbear the pleasures and the meats wherein
they have more delight, to the intent to Bubdue their

bodies to the BOul ami spirit, hut also for worldly policy."

Charles ii issued a proclamation against "vicious, de-
bauched, and profane persons!" i. e. "a sort of men of

whom we have heard much,and are sufficiently ashamed;
who spend their time in taverns. tippling-hOUSeS, and
debauchery: giving no other e\ idence of their affection

to us but in drinking our health, and inveighing against

all others who are not of their own dissolute temper;

and who, in truth, have more discredited our cause, by
the license of their manners and lives, than they could

ever advance it by their affection or courage. VVe hop.,

all persons of honor, or in place and authority, will so

far assist us in discountenancing such men. that their

discretion and shame will persuade them to reform what
tli. ii conscience would not; and that the displeasure of

good men towards them may supply what the laws

have not, and, it may he. cannot well provide against;

there being by the license and corruption of the times.

and the depraved nature of man, many enormities, scan-

dals, and impieties in practice and manners, which laws

cannot well describe, and consequently not enough pro-

vide against, which may, by tin,' example and severity

of virtuous men, be easily discountenanced, and by de-

grees suppressed." Some parties in Scotland who had
no objection to national fasts, or even to the royal rec-

ommendation of them, yet objected to royal command
and dictation as worded in the usual form, they being

charged to keep the fast "as they tender the favor of

Almighty God, and would avoid his wrath and indigna-

tion." According to counsel leaned in the law. obedi-

ence to such mandate is not imperative, for it isatlirmed
—"1. That in England, where by statute the sovereign

is head of the Church as well as of the State, that head-

ship applies only to the clergy and members of the Na-
tional Church, and does not include those who are not

of her communion. 2. That in Scotland—where seced-

ing or dissenting churches (except ii he the nonjurors)

stand not upon any statute of toleration, but upon the

free basis and constitution of the country—no such re-

lation exists, but is excluded by the act of 10'90 (c. 5),

ratifying the Confession of Faith: whereby an antago-

nistic principle is established, it being declared that

'there is no other Head of the Church hut the Lord

Jesus Christ,' and that he, 'as King and Head of the

Church, hath therein appointed a government in the

hand of church -officers distinct from the civil magis-

trate,' who • may not assume to himself the administra-

tion of the Word and sacrament, or the keys of the

kingdom of heaven.' 3. That, in point of fact, proc-

lamations f,,r the observance of national fasts and

thanksgivings in Scotland were, for a considerable pe-

riod alter the date of that act, and until the union be-

tween England and Scotland, passed by the three es-

tates of the Scottish Parliament, and not by the sov-

ereign alone. And. 1. That no statute can be found

authorizing such proclamations in Scotland: and the

phraseology used in them seems to have grown out of

the practice in England, or to be founded on what ap-

pears to be an unwarranted extension of the two statutes

cited in the proclamation of June. 1*.">7. which refer ex-

clusively to prayers for royal personages, and apply at

most to ministers and preachers of two denominations."

—Eadie, Eccles. < '>/'-1<>j>. s. v.

Proclianites for Proclianists) is the name of

the followers of Proclus (q. v.). They were extreme
Moiitanists (q. v.), and were spread more especially in

Phrygia, where, about the close of the 1th century, they
formed a most dangerous sect, and greatly disturbed

the peace of the churches.

Proclus, surnamed HiaSajifiQ, i. e. ih. Successor,

because he replaced Syrianus i q, v.
| as the head of that

Athenian bcI 1 of philosophers who were Neo-Plato-

nists, has been called "the Scholastic among the Greek
philosophers." Indeed, according to M. Cousin, Proclus

is ///. Creek philosopher; the Bower and crown of all

its schools; in whom, says the learned Frenchman,
'.ne combined, ami from whom shine forth, in no ir-

regular or uncertain rays, Orpheus, Pythagoras, Plato,

Aristotle. Zeno, Plotinus, Porphyry, and Jamblichus,"
and who "had so comprehended all religions in his

mind, and paid them such equal reverence, that he was.

as it were, the priest of the whole universe!'' This is
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a compliment, but a compliment ill warranted and be-

stowed only because M. Cousin perceived in this Neo-

Platonist more of kinship with that extravagant class

of philosophizes, of whom Cousin himself is one, whose

method consists in putting forth strings of brilliant prop-

ositions, careless about either their consistency or co-

herence. Indeed, Cousin's adoration for Proclus shows,

if we may use the words of one of their own class,

" what things men will worship in their extreme need!"

(Thomas Carlyle).

With the beginning of Christianity in its aggressive

movements, the heathen world saw itself faced with

immediate danger of a prostration that could only end

in death. Philo the Jew, anxious to revive the power

of the old dispensation, rallied all extraneous forces, de-

termined to build, by the aid of what antiquity had

shaped, a structure that should rival, if not outshine,

the simple edifice the Son of the Carpenter of Nazareth

and the fishermen of Galilee had reared. What Philo

failed to accomplish, Ammonius Saccas, also of Alexan-

dria (near the beginning of the 3d century), and aided

by Plotinus his pupil, attempted to effect. See Ploti-

nus. But both master and pupil left their work ere it

was fairly begun, and though Porphyry (q. v.) zeal-

ously applied himself to bring out the mystical ration-

alism of Plotinus, the six Enneades in which these

teachings were set forth failed to show even a marked
progress in the work so long attempted, and it remained

for Jamblichus (q. v.) in the 4th and Proclus in the 5th

century to give any appearance whatsoever to the edi-

fice the Neo-Platonists had been so long in construct-

ing. If we wish to see Neo-Platonism in its incipiency,

we must go to Philo the Jew. But if we wish to see it

in its ripest growth, we must study it in the writings of

Proclus the Athenian. The Neo-Platonism he presents

to us is no longer the outgrowth of Judaism intermixed

with Hellenism, but paganism illumined by the spirit

and light of the Gospel of Christ—that very religion

with which it was struggling for the empire of the

world (see Ullmann, Der Einfiuss des Christenthums, in

Studien u. Kritiken, 1832, No." 2).

The bewildering conflict of philosophical theories

which these five centuries had been fostering had re-

sulted in the growth of scepticism, and left no resting-

place for minds of a religious turn. The Neo-Platonists

of the 4th and 5th centuries most naturally took their

refuge in mysticism, where feeling and intuition super-

sede the slow and doubtful process of the intellect

(comp. Fisher, Beginnings of Christianity, p. 178, 179).

Plotinus was the first to take this refuge. So did from

this time forth all the successors of the Platonists, of

whom Gibbon sneeringly says that "Plato would have

blushed to acknowledge them." They discarded phi-

losophy, though they claimed to be philosophers. They
played upon the superstitious tendencies of their age

rather than upon the intellectual strength that still re-

mained. They sought to persuade by the aid of magic

rather than by the clear force of logic. The}' turned

prophets and seers. Though they took part in the

higher discussions and conclusions of philosophy, they

nevertheless stood opposed to all philosophy, since they

did not even profess to rest upon careful inquiries into

eternal laws of the Spirit, but claimed to have a reve-

lation from God. Thus exalted above all such investi-

gations, Neo-Platonism became the poetry as well as

the religion of philosophy. It was attached more espe-

cially to the system of Plato, and was professed to be

an explanation and a development of his views, but it

was aimed to bring together the fundamental principles

of all philosophical schools, and the ideas which consti-

tute the basis of all popular religions. It was the work
of man, and, however ambitious the scheme, it failed

absolutely in its mission. Superstition was the centre

and support; magic and sorcery the basis and top-stone

of the new structure. It had both philosophy and relig-

ion in its composition, and yet it was neither the one nor

the other. "The divinity which it presents is exalted
j

above all human apprehension, and was called simply
the Self-sufficient One (to tv). From his overflowing
fulness proceeded the Divine Intelligence, and from this

the World-soul, by which the material universe is per-

vaded with divine life. Evil is only that which is im-
perfect, and is the most distant reflection of Deity upon
matter. The human soul which had been produced by
the Divine Intelligence fell, in consequence of its long-
ing after earthly things, from its original divine life to

its present temporal existence. It therefore belongs to

the sensual as well as to the intellectual world. But
the souls of the good and wise, even in this world, are

in their happiest moments reunited with the Deity, and
death is to such a complete restoration to their home.
From a pious veneration for an ancestry far back in an-
tiquity, the Grecian gods especially were regarded as

the personal manifestations of the divine life in nature.

Some of them were celestial beings, and some ruled

here on earth. These earthly powers were the national

gods (fttpiKoi, tSvdpKat), subordinate to the Deity, and
exalted above all passion. The myths were therefore,

of course, to be explained allegorically. The arts of

divination and magic were justified on the ground of

the necessary connection of all phenomena by virtue of

the unity of the world-principle" (Hase, Church Hist.

§ 50). While, then, Neo-Platonism was a new power,

it was nevertheless a reformation of the old faith.

Though it extended itself over the whole Roman em-
pire, it embraced within itself contradictory elements,

and could maintain its existence only long enough to

witness and embellish the downfall of heathenism. The
last school to minister to Neo-Platonism in these her
last hours was that founded by Proclus.

Life.—Proclus was of Lycian origin, and was born in

Constantinople in 412. He received his first instruction

at Xanthus, in Lycia (whence his surname " Lycius").

His philosophic training he enjoyed at Alexandria,

where he studied under Arion, Leonaras, Hero, and es-

pecially under Olympiodorus, with whom he applied

himself chiefly to Aristotelian and Platonic philosophy.

Thence he went to Athens, where a certain Plutarch,

a philosopher, and his daughter, and later Syrianus,

became his instructors. Asclepigieneia, a priestess

of Eleusis, instructed him chiefly in theurgic myste-
ries. . The vivid imagination and enthusiastic temper-
ament which in his childhood had led him to believe

in apparitions of Minerva and Apollo, naturally con-

vinced him, when all the influences of the Mysteries

(q. v.) were brought to bear upon him, still more of

his immediate and direct intercommunication with the

gods ; and he distinctly believed himself to be one of

those through whom divine revelation reaches man-
kind. His soul, he thought, had once lived in Nicoma-
chus the Pythagorean, and, like him, he had the power
to command the elements to a certain extent, to pro-

duce rain, to temper the sun's heat, etc. The Orphic
poems, the writings of Hermes, and all that strangely

mystical literature with which the age abounded, were
to him the only source of true philosophy, and he con-

sidered them all more or less in the light of divine rev-

elations. That same cosmopolitan spirit in religious

matters which pervaded Rome towards her end had
spread throughout all the civilized "pagan" world of

those days, and Proclus distinctly laid it down as an
axiom that a true philosopher must also be a hiero-

phant of the whole world. Acquainted with all the

creeds and rites of the ancient Pantheons of the differ-

ent nations, he not only philosophized upon them in an
allegorizing and symbolizing spirit, as many of his con-

temporaries did, but practiced all the ceremonies, how-
ever hard and painful. More especially the practice

of fasting in honor of Egyptian deities, while on the

one hand it fitted him more and more for his hallucina-

tions and dreams of divine intercourse, on the other

hand more than once endangered his life. Of an im-
pulsive piety, and eager to win disciples from Christi-

anity itself, he made himself obnoxious to the Christian
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authorities at Athens, who, in accordance with the spirit

of religious intolerance and fanaticism which then be-

gan i" animate the new and successful religion against

which Proclus waged constant war, banished him from

that city. < >n being permitted to return, he acted with

somewhat more prudence and circumspection, and only

allowed his mosl approved disciples to take part in the

nightly assemblies in which he propounded his doc-

trines. He died in 485, in his full vigor, and in the

entire possession of all his mental powers, for which he

was no Kss remarkable than for his personal beauty and

strength. As a philosopher he enjoyed the highest ce-

lebrity among his contemporaries and successors. Ma-

rinus dors scruple to call Proclus absolutely inspired,

and to affirm that when he uttered his profound dogmas

his countenance shone with a preternatural light. Be-

sides his other philosophical attainments, he was a dis-

tinguished mathematician, astronomer, and grammarian.
In style Proclus is much more perspicuous and intelli-

gible than his predecessor Plothius; indeed, he is on

the whole a good writer, and occasionally is almost el-

oquent. But the matter of his works has not much to

recommend it: his propensity to allegorize everything,

even the plainest, and simplest expressions in the au-

thors on whom he comments, must deduct largely from

his merits as an expounder of oilier men's thoughts;

and but for the interest which attaches to him as the

last of a school of philosophy, it is not much to be re-

gretted that his works have slumbered so long in the

dust of libraries, and have been either wholly neglected

or imperfectly edited.

UU Philosophical Sgsti »>.- -In the writings of Proclus

there i- collated, arranged, and dialectically elaborated

the whole body of transmitted philosophy, augmented
by large additions, and the whole combined into a sort

of system, to which he succeeded in giving the appear-

ance of Btricl logical connection. He professed that

bis design was not to bring forward views of his own.

but simply to expound Plato, in doing which he pro-

ceeded on the idea that everything in Plato must be

brought into accordance with the mystical theology of

Orpin mis. lie looked upon the Orphic poems and Chal-

daean oracles, which he had diligently studied, as divine

revelations, and capable ol becoming instrumental to

philosophy by means of an allegorical exposition. He
therefore wrote a separate work on the coincidence of

the doctrines of Orpheus. Pythagoras, and Plato. Ii

was in much the same spirit that he attempted to blend

together the logical method of Aristotle and the fanciful

speculations of Neo-Platonic mysticism, lie called him-
self, as we have already had occasion to say, the last

link of the llermaic chain, that is. the last of men con-

secrated by Hermes, in whom, by perpetual tradition,

was preserved the occult knowledge of the .Mysteries.

Where reasoning fails him, he takes refuge in the 7n-

arir of PlotinuS, which is superior to knowledge, lie

C lucts us to the operations of theurgy, which tran-

scends all human wisdom, and comprises within itself

all the advantages of divinations, purifications, ini-

tiations, and all the activities of divine inspiration.

I hrough ii we are united with the primeval unity, in

which every motion and energy of our souls comes to

ivm. Il is this principle which unites not only men
with lokIs. but the gods with each other, ami with the

one the good, which is of all things the most credible.

Proi Lus " held, in all ils leading features, the doctrine

of emanations from one ultimate, primeval principle of

all things, the absolute unity, towards union with which
again all things Btrive. This union he did not, like

Plotinus, conceive to lie effected by means of pure rea-

son, as even things destitute of reason and energy par-

ticipate in ii. purely as the result of their subsistence

(rmm.o-, Theol. Plat. i. 25; ii. 1. 4). In some unac-

countable way. therefore, he must have conceived the

mans, by which he represents ibis union as being ef

fected, as something which did not involve rational or

thinking activity. All inferior existences are connected

with the highest only through the intermediate ones,

andean return to the higher only through that which is

intermediate. Every multitude, in a certain way. par-

takes of unity, and everything which becomes one, be-

comes so by partaking of the one (Inst, Theol. c. 3). Ev-
ery object is a union of the one and the many: that

which unites the one and the many is nothing else than

the pure, absolute one—the essential one, which makes
everything else partake of unity. Proclus argued that

linn i- either one priucipiiun. or many priucipia. If

the latter, the principia must he either finite or infinite

in number. If infinite, what is derived from them must
lie infinite, so that we should have a double infinite, or

else finite. Put the finite can be derived only fr the

finite, so that the priucipia must hi' finite in number.
There would then be a definite number of them. But
number presupposes unity. Unity w'rar) is conse-

quently the principium of priucipia. and the cause of

the finite multiplicity and of the being of all things

(Theol. Plat. ii. I). Then' is therefore one principium

which is incorporeal, for the corporeal consists of parts.

Ii is immovable and unchangeable, for everything that

moves, moves towards some object or end, which it

seeks after. If the principium were movable it must
be in want of the good, and there must be something

desirable outside of it. Put this i- impossible, for the

principium has need of nothing, and is itself the end

towards which everything else strives. The princi-

pium, or first cause of all things, is superior to all ac-

tual being (ovoici). and separated from it. and cannot

even have it as an attribute | /. e.). The absolutely one

is not an object of cognition to any existing thing, nor

can il be named (I. c. p. 95). But in contemplating the

emanation of things from the one and their return into

it we arrive at two words, the good, and the one, of

which the first is analogical and positive, the latter

negative only (7. c. p. 96). The absolutely one has

produced not only earth and heaven, but all the gods

which are above the world and in the world: it is the

god of all gods, the unity of all unities (/. c. ii. 110).

Everything which is perfect strives to produce some-
thing else; the full seeks to impart its fulness. Still

more must this be the case with the absolute uo.nl.

though in connection with that we must not conceive

of any creative power or energy, for that would he to

make the one imperfect and not simple, not fruitful

through its very perfection (7. c. p. 101). Every ema-
nation i- less perfect than that from which it emanates

i hut. Theol. C 7), bui has a certain similarity with it,

and, so far as this similarity goes, remains in it. depart-

ing from it so far as it is unlike, but as far as possible

being onewith it. and remaining in it (ibid. :'>1 1. What
is produced from the absolutely one is produced as

unity, or of the nature of unity. Thus the lirsi pro-

duced things are independent unities (awroreX«c <')•</-

Stg). Of these independent unities some are simple,

others more composite. The nearer the unities are to

the absolute unity the simpler they are. but the gn ati t

is the sphere of their operation and their productive

power. Thus out of unity there arise a multitude of

things which depart further and further from the sim-

plicity of the absolute one; and as the producing power
diminishes, ii introduces more and more conditions into

things, while it diminishes their universality and sim-

plicity. His whole system of emanations seems, in fact,

to be a realization of the logical subordination of ideas.

The simplest ideas which are contained in those which
are composite being regarded by him as the principles

of things."

Ihi- emanations proceeded in a curious triadic man-
ner. That which precedes ad power, and emanates

immediately from the primal cause of all things, is

limit. Unity, duality, he considered as identical with

limitation (wepae) and boundlessness (airtipta), and
from the mixed compound of these two priucipia arises

a third, a compound of the tvro—substana (as a sort of

genus of all substances), that which in itself is abso-
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lutely an existing thing and nothing more (Theol. riat.

iii, 133 sq.). Everything, according to Proclus, con-

tains in itself heing (ovaia), life (siuij), ami intelligence

(vovg). Tlie life is the centre of the thing, for it is

both an object of thought and exists. The intelligence

is the limit of the thing, for the intellect {vovq) is in

that which is the object of intellect (votjtov), and the

latter in the former; but the intellect or thought ex-

ists in the thing thought of objectively, and the thing

thought of exists in the intellect productively (votpwg).

This accordingly is the first triad—limit, infinitude, and

the compound of the two. Proclus distinguished the

divinities (making these also descend from unity and

give birth to triads) into intelligible and intelligent, su-

pernatural and natural; attributed a supernatural effi-

cacy to the name of the Supreme Being, and, like his

predecessors, exalted theurgy above philosophy. The
tirst triad—viz. the limit—Proclus taught, is the deity

who advances to the extreme verge of the conceivable

from the inconceivable, primal deity, measuring and de-

fining all things, and establishes the paternal, concate-

nating, and immaculate race of gods. The infinite is the

inexhaustible power of this deity. The " mixed" is the

first and highest world of gods, which in a concealed

manner comprehends everything within itself. Out of

this first triad springs the second. As the first of the

unities produces the highest existing thing, the inter-

mediate unity produces the intermediate existent thing,

in which there is something lirst— unity, divinity, real-

ity; something intermediate— power; and something-

last —the existence in the second grade, conceivable life

(vonri) Ci»ii) ; for there is in everything which is the

object of thought being (to uvea), life (to U)v), and
thought, (to votiv). The third of the unities, the

"mixed," produces the third triad, in which the intelli-

gence or thinking power (vovg) attains to its subsist-

ence. This thinking power is the limit and completion

of everything which can be the object of thought. The
first triad contains the principle of union ; the second

of multiplicity and increase by means of continuous

motion or life, for motion is a 6pecies of life; the third,

the principle of the separation of the manifold, and of

formation by means of limit.

In his treatise on Providence and Fate, Proclus seeks

to explain the difference between the two, and to show
that the second is subordinate to the tirst in such a

manner that freedom is consistent with it. Both prov-

idence and fate are causes—the first the cause of all

good, the second the cause of all connection (and con-

nection as cause and effect). There are three sorts of

things—some whose operation is as eternal as their sub-

stance, others whose substance does not exist, but is

perpetually coming into existence, and, between these,

things whose substance is eternal, but whose operation

takes place in time. Proclus names these three kinds

intellect it al, animal, and corporeal. The last alone are

subjected to fate, which is identical with nature, and is

itself subject to providence, which is nothing else than
the deity himself. The corporeal part of man is en-

tirely subject to fate. The soul, as regards its sub-

stance, is superior to fate ; as regards its operation,

sometimes (referring to those operations which require

corporeal organs and motions) beneath, sometimes su-

perior to fate, and so forms the bond of connection be-

tween intellectual and corporeal existence. The freedom
of the soul consists in its living according to virtue, for

this alone does not involve servitude. Wickedness, on
the other hand, is want of power, and by it. the soul is

subjected to fate, and is compelled to serve all that min-
isters to or hinders the gral ification of the desires. Pro-
clus strongly distinguished the soul from that which is

material, pointing out its reflective power as a mark of

difference ; the corporeal not being able to turn back in

that way upon itself, owing to its consisting of separa-
ble parts. He founded on this also an argument for the
immortality of the soul (Inst. Theol. c. 15). The human
soul he considered wrapped up in various more or less

dense veils, according to the degree of perfection at-

tained ; and he further assumed a certain sort of soli-

darity between the souls of those who naturally, or un-

certain immutable circumstances, were linked together,
such as children and parents, rulers and subjects; and
he carried this doctrine so far as to assert that the chil-
dren must naturally participate in their parents' faults.

Faith alone, he further held, was essential to the attain-
ment of theurgy, which, comprising mantic and super-
natural inspiration, is preferable to all human wisdom;
and in this he chiefly differs from Plotinus (q. v.).'

Some of the topics touched upon in this treatise are
carried out still further in the essay on Ten Questions
about Providence. In the treatise on" the Origin ofEcil
(Htpi ri;g tuiv khkwv VTVooTaauog), Proclus endeavors
to show that evil does not originate with God, or with
the daemons, or with matter. Evil is the consequence
of a weakness, the absence of some power. As with the
total absence of all power activity would be annihilated,

there cannot be any total, unmixed evil. The good has
one definite, eternal, universally operating cause—name-
ly, God. The causes of evil are manifold, indefinite,

and not subject to rule. Evil has not an original, but
only a derivative existence.

His Works.—The following of Proclus's writings are
still extant: (1.) E/'c t>)v TlXaTiovog OeoXoyiav, in six

books. (2.) ZTotxEiwcnc eeoXoytK)) (Institutio Theo-
loffica). This treatise was first published in the Latin
translation of Franciscus Patricius. The Greek text,

with the translation of JEm. Portus, is appended to the
edition of the last-mentioned work (Hamb. 1618). (3.)

A commentary on the First Alcibiades of Plato. (4.)

A commentary on the Timceus of Plato. Of this com-
mentary on the Timaus five books remain, but they
only treat of about a third of the dialogue. It is ap-
pended to the first Basle edition of Plato. (5.) Various
notes on the IloXiTtia of Plato, printed in the same
edition of Plato as the last-mentioned work. (6.) A
commentary on the Parmenides of Plato, published in

Stallbaum'a edition of that dialogue. (7.) Portions of

a commentary on the Cratylus of Plato, edited by Bois-

sonade (Leips. 1820). (8.) A paraphrase of various dif-

ficult passages in the TtTpafiifiXog ovvTahg of Ptole-

mams: first published, with a preface, by Melancthon
(Basle. 1554). (9.) A treatise on motion (ITfpi Kivrj-

neiog), a sort of compendium of the last five books of

Aristotle's treatise Ilepi tpvaiKyg cacpoauewg. (10.)

YTTOTVTrwoig Ttov doTpoi'OfitKwv i'TroS'iaEwv (ibid.

1520). (11.) 20a7pa, frequently appended to the works
of the ancient astronomers. There are also several sep-

arate editions of it. (12.) A commentary on the first

book of Euclid's Flements (attached to various editions

of the text of Euclid). (13.) A commentary on the

"Epya Ka't ))fitpai of Hesiod, in a somewhat mutilated
form (Y-i>nvii^a elg to. 'HcrnicW tpya Ka't y/^ifpac)

(first published at Venice in 1537). A better edition is

that by Heinsius (Leyden, 1603). (14.) XpnrrTOftdSua

ypa^fiaTiKi), or, rather, some portions of it preserved

by Photius (cod. 239), treating of poetry and the lives

of various celebrated poets. The short life of Homer
which passes under the name of Proclus was probably

taken from this work. (15.) 'E-(^fip/;yt(ora n) koto.

XpuJTiariov. The object of this work was to maintain
the eternity of the universe against the Christian doc-

trine on the subject. The work of Proclus has not come
down to us in a separate form, but we still possess his

arguments in the refutation of them by Joannes Philo-

ponus (De JEternitate Mvndi). (16.) De Providentia

et Fato, addressed to Theodorus, a mechanician. (17.)

Decern Dubitationes circa Providentiam (YItpi rStv ctKa
xpi.g ti)v Ylpovoiav a~opi]).iaTwv). (18.) De Malorum
Subsisti ntia (Uepi Trjg tSiv icaicwv v-KocTdawg). This
and the two preceding treatises only exist in the Latin

translation of Gulielmus deMorbeka. They are printed

entire by Fabricius in his Bibliotheca Grceca, ix, 373,

etc. (19.) A little astrological treatise on the effect of

eclipses, in a Latin translation. (20.) A treatise on po-
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itry. also in a Latin translation, printed together with

a treatise by Choeroboscus (Paris, 1615). (21.) Five

hymns. (-"-'. I Some scholia on Homer.

The following works have perished: (1.) A commen-

tary <.n the Philebus of Plato (Procl. in Tim. p. 53, 222).

(2.) \ i
immeutaryon the Phedrus of Plato (Prod. /. c.

p.329). '
I
A defence of the I'imaus of Plato against

i be \ i rippftouc of Aristotle ( ibid. p. 226 : Bifikiov iSta

, olda rutv Jrpoc rov Tiftaiov ApioroTtXovc,

avTippf)0EU)v lvi<TKiif/eic iroiovfitvwv). (4.) KaSaprt-

kos tuv SoypaTutv rov nXdrutvog, against Domninua

(Suid. s. v. bofitnvoc). (5.) A commentary on the

Thetetetus of Plato | Marinns, /. c. cap. ult.). (6.) No/toi,

a commentary apparently on 1 1 1 * • Laws of Plato
i
Procl.

in Tim. p. 178). (7.) Notes on the 'EvveaSeg of Ploti-

nus. (8.) \LnTpwaxn\ /3i'/3Xoe, on the mother of the

gods (Suid. s. v. HookA.). (9.) Etc n)v '< ifxpiuig Bto-

Xoyiav (Suid. /. c; Marin, c 27). (10.) flcpt rd \6yta,

in ten l kg (Suid. Marin, c. 26). (11.) A commen-
tary on Homer (Suid.). < 12.) Tlepi t&v trap' 'Oplfpip

Siwv (ibid.). (13.) 2v[i<f>wvia 'Optyiwc, YlvSayopov

k;h nX&TwvoQ (Suid. Marin, c. 22). (14.) On the three

ivadeg vorjrai — namely, «,\ipin, koXXovjj, and itc/i-

fitrpia (Procl. in Polit. p. 433). (15.) Elg riv Xoyov
-;/<, biorifiag irtpi r/jc tG>v kclkwv virooraoe.(t)g. (16. )

\\nn ayuyijc, on the theurgic discipline, in two books

(Suid.). ( 17.) Various hymns and epigrams.

There is no complete edition of the extant works of

Proclus. The edition of Cousin (Paris, 1820 27, 6 vols.

8vo) contains the i realises on Providi nee and Fate,<m the
/', // Doubts about Provick nee, and on the Nature ofEvU,
the commentary on the AUsibiades, and the commen-
tary on the Parmenides. This learned Frenchman has

Bince brought out Prodi Philos. Platonici opera inedita

(Paris, 1864). There are English translations of the

commentaries on the Timceus, the six books on the

Theology of Plato, the commentaries on the first hook

of Euclid, and the Theological Elements, and the five

"\ Thomas Taylor. See Fabricius, Bibl. Graze.

ix, 363 ir>: Brucker, Uistoiia Ciitica Philosophies, ii.

319 336; Tennemann, <;<.«-hichi<' <l<r Philosophic, vol.

vi: l.'itter, Geschichte der Philosophic, bk. xiii, c. 3, voL
Lv, 6 19, etc.; I>r. Burigny, Life of Proclus, in Memoirs

of the Academy of Inscriptions, vol. xxxi; Marinns,

Vita Prodi (Gr. and l.at.ed. by Fabricius
|
rJamb. 17 in,

•Ito]; ed. by Boissonade [Leips. 1814, 8vo]); Baur,

Christl Jahrbiicher (Tubing. 1846, p. 29 72); Cud-
worth, IntdL Universe (see Index ); Hunt. Pantheism,

p. 117 si).; Lewes, Hist, of Philos. vol. ii; Simon. Ecole

Alex, vol. ii; Tennemann, M,m. of Philos, p. 190 sq,;

Gibbon, Decline and FaU,c xx, $ 12; Hase, Ch. Hist.

p. 48 etc.: Ueberweg, Hist, ofPhilos. i, 265 258; Smith.

Diet, of Greek and Unman Biog, and Mythol. s. v. (from

which a cart of the aliove has been taken); Kingslcv.

Alexandria, p. 116 124, 128; Alzog, Patrol. § 57; Nou-
risson, Pensees Uumaines, p. 161 sq.

Proclus, St., an Eastern ecclesiastic of the 5th

century, He was at a very early age appointed reader

in the church al < loustantinople. He was also engaged
as secretary or amanuensis to St. Chrysostom, and was
employed in a Bimilar capacity by Aniens (who suc-

ceeded Arsacius as patriarch of Constantinople), by
whom he was invested successively with the orders of

deacon and presbyter. He was raised to the rank of

bishop of Cyzicus by Sisinnius, the successor of Aniens.

but did not i sercise the functions of his office, the peo-
ple of Cyzicus choosing another in his place. < >n the
death of Sisinnius (A.l>. 427) there was a general ex-
pression of feeling in favor of Proclus as his successor,

but Nestoriua was appointed. Proclus contended zeal-

linsl the heresies which the latter strove to in-

troduce into the < Ihurch, combating them even in a ser-

mon preached before Nestoriua himself. < m the deposi-

tion of Nestoriua, Proclus was again proposed as his

successor; but his elevation was again opposed, though
cm what grounds does not appear very dearly ascer-

tained. But on the death of .Maxiiniainis. who was ap-

pointed instead, Proclus was at last created patriarch.

In A.D. 138 Proclus gained a great deal of honor by
having the body of St. < !hrj sostom brought to Constan-
tinople. There is Mill extant a fragment of a Latin

translation of a eulogy on St. Chrysostom, by Proclus,

delivered probably about ilii- time. It was in the time
of Proclus that the custom of chanting the Trisagion

was introduced into the < Ihurch. While in office, Pro-

clus conducted himself with great prudence and mild-

ness. For further details respecting his ecclesiastical

career, the reader is referred to Tillemont's Memoires
Ecclesiastiques (xiv. 7"! 718). His extant writings

are enumerated by Fabricius [B. G. ix. 505 512). One
of the most celebrated of hi- letters (Elqoi -ktthoc)
was written in A.D. 135, when the bishops of Arme-
nia applied to him for his opinion on certain proposi-

tions which had been disseminated in their dioceses,

and were attributed to Theodoras of Mapsuestia. The
discussion that ensued with respect to these proposi-

tions made a considerable stir in i he Fast. Proclus be-

Btowed a great deal of pains upon hi- style, which i<

terse and sententious, but is crowded with antitheses

and rhetorical points, and betrays a labored endeavor to

reiterate the same sentiment in every possible variety

of form. From the quotations ol subsequent authors, it

appears that several of the writings of Proclus are lost.

The Platonic Theology of Proclus Diadochus has aome-
times been erroneously described as a theological work

of St. Proclus. The 24th of October is the day conse-

crated to the memory of St. Proclus by the Greek
Church.—Smith. Diet. ofGr. and Rom. Biog. and My-
thol. s. v. See Neander, Ch. Hist. ii. 496 sq.; Riddle,

Hist, of the Papacy, i. 160 sq.. I7n sq.

Proconsul. The Greek word ivBiiirarog, for

which this is the true < quivalent, is rendered uniformly
•• deputy" in the A. V. of Acts xiii. 7. 8, 1'-': xix. 38, and
the derived verb av&viranvw in Acts xviii, 12 is trans-

lated "to be deputy." At. the division of the Roman
provinces by Augustus, in the year B.C.

-

J7. into senato-

rial and imperial, the emperor assigned to the senate

such portions of territory as were peaceable ami could

be held without force ol arms (Sueton. Oct. 17; Strabo,

xvii,840; DioCass. I'm. 12), an arrangement which re-

mained with frequent alterations till the 3d century.

Over these senatorial provinces the senate appointed by
lot yearly an officer who was called "proconsul" (ibid.

13), who exercised purely civil functions, hail no power

Over file and death, aid w a- attended by one or more

legates (ibid. 14). He was neither girt with the sword
nor wore the military dress (ibid. 13). He was chosen

out of the body of the senate; and it was customary,

when any one's consulate expired, to send him as a pro-

consul into some province. He enjoyed the same honor

with the consuls, hut was allowed only sis lictors with

the fasces before him. Such provinces were in conse-

quence called '•proconsular." Willi the exception of

Africa and Asia, which were assigned to men who had

passed the office of consul, the senatorial provinces were

given to those who had been praetors, and were divided

by lot each year among those who had held this office

live years previously. Their term of office n a- one 3 ear.

The proconsuls decided cases of equity and justice,

either privately in their palaces, where they received

petitions, heard complaints, and -ranted writs under

their seals; or publicly in the common hall, with the

formalities generally observed in the courts at Rome.
These duties wire, however, more frequently del. -ait d

io their assessors, or other judges of their own appoint-

ment. As the proconsuls had al-o the direction of jus-

tice, of war. and of the revenues, these departments were
administered by their lieutenants, or legati, who were

usually nominated by the senate. the expense of their

journeys to and from their provinces wa- defrayed by
the public. Livy (viii and xxdi mentions two other

classes of proconsuls those who. being consuls, had

their office continued beyond the time appointed by
law ; and tho-e who. being previously in a private sta-
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tion, were invested with this honor, either for the gov-

ernment of provinces or to command in war. Some
were created proconsuls by the senate without being

appointed to any province, merely to command in the

army, and to take charge of the military discipline

;

others were allowed to enter upon their proconsular

office before being admitted to the consulship, but hav-

ing that honor in reserve. See Smith, Diet, of Or.

and Rom. A ntiq. s. V.

Among the senatorial provinces in the first arrange-

ment by Augustus were Cyprus, Achaia, and Asia with-

in the ilalys and Taurus (Strabo, xvii, 840). The first

and last of these are alluded to in Acts xiii, 7, 8, 12;

xix, 38, as under the government of proconsuls. Achaia

became an imperial province in the second year of

Tiberius, A.D. 1(5, and was governed by a procurator

(Tacit. Ann. i, 7G), but was restored to the senate by

Claudius (Sueton. Claud. 25), and therefore Gallio, be-

fore whom St. Paul was brought, is rightly termed

"proconsul" in Acts xviii, 12. See Gallic Cyprus

also, after the battle of Actium, was first made an impe-

rial province (Dio Cass, liii, 12), but five years after-

wards (B.C. 22) it was given to the senate, and is reck-

oned by Strabo (xvii, 810) ninth among the provinces

of the people governed by aTparrjyoi, as Achaia is the

seventh. These arparjjyoi, or propraetors, had the title

of proconsul. Cyprus and Narbonese Gaul were given

to the senate in exchange for Dahnatia, and thus, says

Dio Cassius (liv, 4), proconsuls (avSLnraToi) began to

be sent to those nations. In Bockh's Corpus Inscrip-

tionum, No. 2631, is the following relating to Cyprus:
?'/ TToXtg K6h>T0i> 'lovXtov KopSov av^inrarov ayveiag.

This Quintus Julius Cordus appears to have been pro-

consul of Cyprus before the twelfth year of Claudius.

He is mentioned in the next inscription (No. 2632) as

the predecessor of another proconsul, Lucius Annius
Bassus. The date of this last inscription is the twelfth

year of Claudius, A.D. 52. The name of another pro-

consul of Cyprus in the time of Claudius occurs on a

copper coin, of which an engraving is given under Cy-
prus. A coin of Ephesus (q. v.) illustrates the usage

of the word avSinraroc in Acts xix, 38.—Smith ; Kitto.

Procop, Andrew (also known as Procop the great-

er, the elder, or the holy, or the shaven, in allusion to his

having received the tonsure in early life), was one of

the greatest of the Hussite leaders, and ranks only sec-

ond to Ziska, whose successor he was among the Ta-
borites. Procop was born of a noble family towards the

close of the 14th century. He owed his education to

an uncle, a nobleman of Prague. After having trav-

elled for some years through France and Spain, Procop

returned to his native country just as the religious wars

were breaking out. He had taken holy orders, but in-

stead of entering the ministry he joined the ranks of

the insurgent Hussites, and, by his military genius, rap-

idly rose to the first rank. In 1424 Ziska died, and the

Taborites elected Procop as their leader. Palacky, in

comparing the two great Hussites, says of Procop that

if he did not equal Ziska in warlike ability, he sur-

passed his predecessor in mind and political farsighted-

ness. Procop's history from this time till 1427 presents

an almost unbroken series of daring attacks upon the

Austrians. At the same time, a larger body of Tabor-

ites, who called themselves Orphans, and had been

overrunning Lausitz and had burned Lauban, under the

leadership of a man subsequently known as Procop the

lesser (or younger), now, in concert with the more distin-

guished Procop, attacked Silesia, and took part in those

internal feuds of the Hussite factions by which Bohe-
mia was almost wholly ruined. The threatened ap-

proach of three German armies, which had been levied

by the neighboring states to carry on an exterminating
crusade against the heretics, was alone able to restore

unanimity to the divided Hussites, who, under the lead-

ership of the two Procops, offered a desperate and suc-

cessful resistance to the larger numbers of the Germans,
subsequently pursuing their enemies with fire and sword

through Silesia, Moravia, and Hungary as far as Pres-
burg. In 1429 Procop made inroads into the German
states as far as Magdeburg, and returned to Bohemia
laden with spoil, and followed by a numerous band of
captive nobles and knights; and in the following year,
at the head of 50,000 men-at-arms, and half as many
horsemen, he again broke into Misnia, Franconia, and
Bavaria, and after having burned 100 castles and towns,
destroyed 1400 villages and hamlets, and carried off

a vast amount of treasure, turned his arms against Mo-.
ravia and Silesia. The emperor Sigismund at this crisis

offered to treat with him, but the imperial demand, that
the Hussites should submit to the decision of a council,
afforded Procop a pretext for breaking off all negotia-
tions with the imperial court. A second German cru-
sading army now advanced in 1431, but was thorough-
ly defeated at liiesenburg. These successes, which were
followed by others of nearly equal importance in Silesia,

Hungary, and Saxony, where the princes had to pur-
chase peace at the hands of the two Procops on humil-
iating terms, induced the Council of Basle to propose a
meeting between the Hussite leaders and ten learned
Catholic doctors. The meeting lasted fifty days, but
was productive of no good result. Procop himseif went
before that learned body, and defended, with much
spirit, the creed of his party. But failing to receive
such treatment as he felt himself entitled to, he finally

refused further to attend the council, and returned to

Bohemia, where, combining his forces with those of
Procop the lesser, he laid siege to Pilsen. The Calix-
tines, who came here in force, had offended Procop by
the peace treaty they had made with a delegation of

the Council of Basle. The council, on this, passed an
act known as the Basle Compact, by which the Hussites
were allowed the use of the cup in the Lord's Supper,

and the Bohemians were designated by the title of the

First Sons of the Catholic Church. The Taborites and
Orphans, under the leadership of the two Procops, re-

fused, however, to have anything to do with the pope,

and hence dissensions arose between them and the more
moderate of the Hussites. After many lesser encoun-
ters between these factions, a decisive battle was fought
near Lipau in 1434, in which Procop was induced, by
a feint of the enemy, to leave his intrenchments. His
followers at first fought desperately against the troops

of the Bohemian nobles, who were commanded by Mein-
hard of Neuhaus; but at length, under the influence of

a sudden panic, they gave way, and took to flight. Pro-
cop, after vainly striving to re-form their broken lines,

threw himself into the midst of the enemy, and was
killed. Procop the lesser, following in his steps, was
also slain, anil with these two brave Hussite leaders

the cause of the Taborites perished.— Chambers, s. v.

Milman says, "with Procop fell the military glory, the

religious inflexibility, of Bohemia." See Gillett. Life
and Times o/John J/uss, vol. ii, ch. xvii sq.; Leben des

Procop (Prague, 1789); Milman, Hist, of Latin Chris-

tianity, vii, 545-568; Palacky, Gcsch. von BoJtmen, iii,

91 sq.

Procop the Younger. See Procop, Andrew.

Procopius of Cjesarea, a noted character in the

history of the East in the 6th century, is especially dis-

tinguished as the writer of a history in which he dwells

at large on the ecclesiastical condition of the periods of

which he treats. He was born at Cwsarea, in Palestine,

about the end of the 5th or beginning of the 6th centu-

ry. After studying rhetoric in his native country, he
went to Constantinople, where he gave lessons in rhet-

oric, and appears to have been also a lawyer. His rep-

utation for learning and ability reached the court; and
the emperor Justin the elder, in the last year of his

reign, appointed him assessor (vvyKaStcpoQ) to Belisa-

rius, who was about that time sent as governor to Dara,

on the frontiers of Armenia. Procopius afterwards ac-

companied that commander in his first war against the

Persians (530), afterwards in that against the Vandals in
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Africa (533-535), and lastly against the Goths in [taly

. During these campaigns he appears to have

rendered himself very useful by his ability and ac-

tivity, and to have been intrusted by Belisarius with

important commissions connected with the service of

the army. In his capacity of assessor, he was the gen-

eral's l «1 adviser, and he was also his private secre-

tary. In 538 he assisted Antonina, t lie wife of Belisa-

rius. in raising troops in Campania, and in sending some

by sea to Rome, which was then besieged. On his re-

turn to i lonstantinople, about 540, the emperor Justinian

made him a senator, as a reward tor his services. In

562 he was made prefect of Constantinople, unless per-

haps it was another of the name who obtained this dig-

nity in that year, lie died in that city at an advanced

age, but the precise year of his death is nol ascertained.

It was during his extensive travels that he gathered

the materials for the History of his Own Times (in eight

books), translated into Latin by Claude .Mat tret, a Jes-

uit, under the title Procopii Ccssariensis Historiarum

ooris Libri Octo (Paris. 1662, fol.; with the

Greek texl in English, Lond. 1653, fol.). His descrip-

tion^ of the manners of the various barbarous nations

which invaded the Roman empire are vivid and inter-

esting. The lirst two books of bis history concern the

Persian wars. He begins his narrative with the death

of Arcadius, and briefly relates the wars between the

Romans and Persians under Theodosius the younger.

Anastasius, and Justinus, and lastly Justinian. As he

comes down to contemporary times, his history is more
diffuse. He closes with the twenty-third year of Jus-

tinian's reign (A.D. 550). Books iii and iv treat of the

wars of the Vandals in Africa, and the reconquesf of that

province by Belisarius. The 5th, 6th, and 7th books

are concerned with the history of the Gothic kingdom
in Italy founded by Theodoric, and the expedition oi

Belisarius against Totilas. The 8th book is of a mixed
character; it resumes the account of the Persian wars.

then -leaks of the affairs of the Roman empire in other

quarters- in Africa, on the Rhine, and in Thrace —
and at last resumes the narrative of the Gothic war
in Italy, the expedition of Narses, the defeat and death
of Teia, and the final overthrow of the Gothic king-

dom. English Cyclop.s.v. As a historian, Procopins
took Herodotus lor his pattern, and even resembles his

master'- fatalism in the material conception of his-

tory. Procopius assumes the role of a sceptic, and as

such regards himself as above all positive religion and
dogmatic disputes. <>n account of the cold, unsympa-
thetic manner in which he writes of Christianity, some
have not believed him a Christian, but a deist, Jew, or

even a heathen. He was, however, al bast in outward
confession, a Christian, as appears from his second work.

Ihoi KTlff/XCLTior. I>< .h'llijirii.i, which contains a history

of all churches, convents, and other public buildings

reared under Justinian at the public expense in the

Soman empire. Another of bis writings, entitled 'Avfk-

I'o-ti, or Secret History, in thirty chapters, is a sort of

complement to the l ks D< Bellis. Justinian and
Theodora are here painted in the darkest colors, Pro-

copius says thai he wrote il because in bis firs! work
he could not, through fear of torture and death, speak

Of living persons as they deserved. Some grossly ob-

scene passages concerning Theodora, who was evidently

a very bad woman, have been expunged in m- -i edi-

tions. There seems little doubt that Procopins is the

author ol the work. The Paris edition of Procopins.

already quoted, is enriched with copious historical notes,
prefaces, and an index. The works of Procopins, with
valuable notes, are included in the Bonn edition of the
Byzantine historians (1833 38, 3 vols. 8vo), which is.

of course, the best. See Eabricius, BibL Grrnco, vii,

655 sq.; Hanke, £>< Seriptor. Byz. p. 145 sq. ; Tueffel, in

Schmidt's Allgem. Zeitschrift fur Gesch. \ iii. 38 79;

Herzog. Real- Eneyklop. s, v.; Smith, Diet, of Gr. and
Rom. Biog. and Mythol. >. v.; Piper. Won. TheoL § 204

;

Dahn, Procopius v. Casarea
I

I'.' rl, 1865).

Procopius of Gaza, a very respectable Greek
sophist of the 6th century, an 1 the lir-t who suffered

martyrdom in Palestine, under the reign of Diocletian.

The precise time of his birth or death is not recorded.

He wrote commentaries on tin < ictoteuch < ed.
'

'. < !lau-

ser. Tigur. 1555, fob), the books of Kings, the Chroni-
' Meursius, Lugd. Pat. 1620, tto), [saiah (ed. J.

• iurterius, Paris. 1580, fol. I, etc.. and opened among the

Greeks the list ol the Catenic writer-. See ofosheim,

Eccles. Hist. (Index in vol. in i; Alzog, Patrologie, § 76.

Procopius, Fiiedrich P., a Roman < Jatholic mo-
nastic noted especially tor bis valuable contributions to

Christian song, was born in the year 1 tins, of Protestant

parents, at Templin. in Brandenburg. At a very early

a^e he joined the Roman Catholic Church, and when
eighteen years old he entered the Order of the Capu-
chins of the Austro-Bohemian province. Having com-
pleted his studies, be vi-ited mai:.\ cities as a preacher

and missionary. He soon became known as a famous

pulpit orator, but more so by bis poetical productions.

which gave him the name of "Catholic Meistersingi r."

Procopius died at Linz in 1680. lie wrote. Der Gross-

Wund* rthatigen MutU r Gottes .!/"« ta< HulffLob-Gesang
Passow, 1659) i Hertzen-Freud und Seelen-Trost (ibid.

1660,1661): Marialt Concianotorium rythmo-melodi-

ntin (2d ed. Salzburg, 1667), a collection of sermons on

St. .Mary : Tiiemale Dominicali primum (ibid. 1676),

sermons for the Christian year: CatechismaU (ibid.

11174). Cump. Bernardus a Bononia, Bibliotheca Script.

Capucinorum, p. 217-219; Bruhl, GeschichU <l> r Litera-

tur des KathoL Deutschlands, p. 20 sip: Kehrein, Ge-

schichte >l< r KathoL KanzeJberedsamkeU der Deutschen

(Regensburg, 1843), vol. i, § 36 ; Schletterer, Uebersicht-

liche Darstellung der Geschichti da- ldrchlichen Dicht-

ung u.geistlichen Musik (Nordlingen, 1866), p. 217 sip:

and the notice of the latter work in Ilauck's Theolog.

Jakresbericht, ii, 1866, p. 191 sq. (B. P.)

Procopovitsch. See Prokopovttch.

Procrastination, the postponement of a matter

from one day to another; according to the maxim of

the lazy and of the men of pleasure. " Seria in crasti-

iium (diem or tempus)." Generally, in such case-, time

wears on. and things are not done, at least not in the

right time or in the right way: "Cras. eras et semper
eras, et sic dilabitur eetas." The system of procrastina-

tion, therefore, is to be commended in no respect: but

least of all in moral, or. better, religious matters. Ev-
ery day lost in our moral amendment is an irreparable

loss, a los> for eternity, as reformation becomes the more

difficult the more it is delayed.

Proctor (formed by a contraction from the Latin

procurator) designates an officer commissioned to take

care of another person's cause in ecclesiastical courts, in

the stead of the parly whom he represents. It corre-

spond- to attorney or solicitor in the other courts. In

the Church of Pome there are extra-proctors, a class

who settle in the name of another a legal business of

no litigious character; a more accurate tide is ninn-

datary. The title of proctor ha- been preserved only

in some kinds of procurations concerning ecclesiastical

affairs. These proctors may act instead of. I. Bride

and bridegroom for the conclusion of the betrothal. For

not only the acts which prepan the betrothal {trada-

tus sponsalitii), and the suit ( pactum >/< im iiu<li.< spon-

salibus"), which, after its acceptation, take- the lawful

nature of a betrothal, but the betrothal itself, or the

actual contract about the future matrimony, can be per-

formed by the parties either in person ,, r by procura-

tion {sponsalia per procuratorem). Only the proctor

must have special power- for the iclusion of a prom-

ise of marriage with a determined person [fr.84, Dig.

hi Hit. Rupt. x\iii. 2). 2. Eitherparty at thi marriage-

act Usi lf[ matrimonium pi r procurator! m). Should the

powers given to the mandatary have been recall. id be-

fore the copulation, the marriage -act would be void.

even ii the proctor al that time bad no knowledge of
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the revocation. The mandatary must be present in

person, and cannot be represented by a substitute (Se'xt.

c. 9, Be Procur. i, 19); and the bride and bridegroom

thus united must afterwards give their consent in per-

son. These dispositions of canon law are preserved

in the Austrian and Bavarian legislation. Protestant

matrimonial law rejects marriage by procuration, but

admits an exception in favor of royal persons. 3. God-

fathers and godmothers, in baptisms or confirmation,

may, if sick or otherwise prevented, choose third per-

sons for their representatives at the holy ceremony

(procurator patrini). As, according to the decision of

the Council of Trent, the person to be baptized must

have a godfather and a godmother (unus et una), each

of the parties can make choice of a substitute, either

male or female, but both mandataries cannot belong to

the same sex. The real godfather, not his representa-

tive, contracts in this case the cognatio spiritualis, and

the prohibition of marriage founded on it (Duclar. S.

Congr. Cone. Trid. May 16, 1630, Aug. 23 and Sept. 1,

1721). 4. Absent electors, if they can sufficiently jus-

tify their absence, and are prepared to swear to it (c. 42,

§ 1, x, De Elect, i, 6), cannot declare their vote by writ-

ing, but may give their mandate to a colleague. Eccle-

siastics are prohibited from being proctors in strictly sec-

ular affairs. In the English ecclesiastical constitution,

proctors are those clergymen who are chosen in each

diocese to represent their brethren in convocation.

In the universities the name refers to those officers

who, as representatives of the whole body of masters of

arts, maintain the discipline of the university. The
proctors are chosen out of the several colleges by turn.

The pro-proctors are the deputies of the proctors.

Proctor, David C, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in New Hampshire in 1792. He graduated at

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. II., in 1818, studied

divinity in the Andover Theological Seminary, Mass.,

was licensed by a Congregational association, and in

1822 was ordained by a Congregational council, and

went West under the auspices of the Connecticut Home
Missionary Society. His first field of labor was Indian-

apolis, Ind. ; subsequently he moved to Kentucky, and

took charge of the Church in Springfield and Lebanon.

In 1826 he was temporarily called to the presidency of

Centre College, Danville, Ky., after which he was with-

out charge for a number of years. He died Jan. 18.

1865. Mr. Proctor was an able preacher, and had con-

siderable reputation as a scholar. See Wilson, Presb.

Hist. Almanac, 1866. p. 167. (J. L. S.)

Procuration. Different meanings have been ap-

plied to this word. 1. An entertainment given to the

archdeacon with provision for seven horses and six men.

2. An equivalent in money; according to Lyiidwood,

Is. Gd. to the archdeacon and Is. to each of the other

six at his visitation, to commute for the provision or

entertainment which was formerly expected to be pro-

vided at the time of visitation. 3. An entertainment

made at a visitation for a bishop. In 1336 a money
composition was permitted to be offered by pope Bene-

dict XII, but only one procuration could be demanded
if several churches were visited in one day. The
amount varied in different countries. In England an

archbishop received 220 turons, a bishop 150, an arch-

deacon 50, and an archpriest or rural dean 10.—Wal-
cott, Sacred A rchmology, s. v. See Synodal.

Procurator. This word does not occur in the

Vulgate or in the A. V., nor is its accurate Greek equiv-

alent, tTrirpoTTOQ (though used by Philo, Leg. ad Caium,
and by Josephus, Ant. xx, 6, 2, 8, 5; eomp. xx, 5, 1

;

his office is called tTrirpoTn) [ibid, xx, 5, 1]), found in

this sense in the Greek Testament, where it is repre-

sented by the vaguer term j/yj/iwi', rendered by our

translators "governor" (Luke ii, 2; Matt, xxvii, 2;

xxviii, 14, etc.). 'Hyepibv also occurs in a perfectly

general sense (Matt, x, 18 ; 1 Pet. ii, 14). In Matt, ii, 6
it is rendered " prince," and corresponds to the Hebrew

|
CpiX. " Governor" in the A. V. is also used for tSvap-

\r]Q (2 Cor. xi, 32). AioacijTijc; is another Greek term

for procurator. The word j)yt[iwv, or procurator, is

generally applied, both in the original and in our version,

to the procurators of Judaea, Pontius Pilate (Matt, xxvii,

etc.), Eelix (Acts xxiii), and Festus (xxvi, 30) ; but it

is also used of Cyrenius (Quirinus), who held the more
responsible and distinguished office of prceses or legutus

j

Ccesaris over the province of Syria (Luke ii, 2). ProcT
urators were chiefly despatched" to the imperial, and not

j

to the senatorial provinces. See Province. The rev-
enues of the latter flowed into the serarium, or ex-
chequer, while those of the former belonged to the fis-

I cus, or privy purse. The procuratotes Ccesaris were
! specially intrusted with the interests of the fiscus, and
1

therefore managed the various taxes and imposts, per-

forming similar duties to those exercised by the quaes-

tors in the provinces administered by the senate. Proc-
urators were, however, sometimes sent as well as quaes-

;
tors to the senatorial provinces (Tacit. Ann. xiii, 1 ; Dio
Cass, liii, 15); but these were doubtless offices of less

|

dignity, though bearing the same title. Procurator is

i

also used for steward (Plautus, Pseud. 2, 2, 14), attorney

(Ulpian, Big. 3, 3), regent (Caesar, B. C. iii, 112), etc.

j

They were selected from among men who had been con-
' suls or pra?tors, and sometimes from the inferior senators

(Dio Cass, liii, 13-15). They were attended bysix lictors,

used the military dress, and wore the sword (ibid. 13).

No quaestor came into the emperor's provinces, but the
property and revenues of the imperial treasury were ad-
ministered by the rationales, procuratoi-es, and actores

of the emperor, who were chosen from among his freed-

men, or from among the knights (Tacit. Hist, v, 9 ; Dio
Cass, liii, 15). Sometimes the procurators were in-

vested with the dignity of legati, or procuratores cum
jure gladii (ry tiri Tvacnv i^ovaia, Josephus, War, ii,

8, 1), and this was the case with the procurators of Ju-
daea, which had been made a sub-province of Syria

(Trpoo51]K)] Ttjg Hvpiac; id. Ant. xiii, 1,1) since the

deposition of the ethnarch Archelaus, A.D. 6. There is

therefore no inaccuracy in the use of yyepdbv in the

New Test., since we find from inscriptions that praeses

j

and procurator were often interchangeable (Gruter, p.

493, b). In one respect, indeed, the ->)ytnuviQ were

j

even more powerfid than the proconsuls themselves

j

(avSuTraroi) ; for, being regarded as the immediate
emissaries and representatives of the Caesar, by whom

|

they were appointed to an indefinite tenure of office

I

(Dio Cass, liii, 13-15), they had the power of inflicting

capital punishment at their own discretion (John xix,

j

10; Josephus, War, ii, 8, 1). They also governed the

province when the proconsul was dead or absent, "vice
proconsulum," as we see from many inscriptions (Murat.

p. 907, 4, etc.). In a turbulent and seditious province

like Judaea, their most frequent functions were of a mil-
itary or judicial character. The first procurator was
Coponius, who was sent out with Quirinus to take a cen-

sus of the property of the Jews and to confiscate that of

Archelaus (Josephus, Ant. xviii, 1, 1). His successor

was Marcus Ambivius, then Annius Rufus, in whose
time the emperor Augustus died. Tiberius sent Vale-
rius Gratus, who was procurator for eleven years, and
was succeeded by Pontius Pilate (ibid. 2, 2), who is

called by Josephus (ibid. 3, 1) t'lytpwi', as he is in t>;e

New Test. He was subject to the governor (p?-ases)

of Syria, for the council of the Samaritans denounced
Pilate to Vitellius, who sent him to Rome and put one
of his own friends, Marcellus, in his place (ibid. 4, 2).

The headquarters of the procurator were at Ca?sarea

(Josephus, War, ii, 9, 2; Acts xxiii, 23), where he had
a judgment-seat (xxv, 6) in the audience-chamber (ver.

23), and was assisted by a council (ver. 12) whom he
consulted in cases of difficulty, the assessores (Sueton.

Galb. 14), or qyepoves, who are mentioned by Josephus

(War, ii, 16, 1) as having been consulted by Cestius,

the governor of Syria, when certain charges were made
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against Florus, the procurator of Judaea. More impor-

tant cases were laid before the emperor (Acta XXV, 12;

romp. Josephus, A iii. xx. 6, 2). The procurator, as thi

representative of the emperor, bad the power of Life and

death over his subjects (Dio Cass, liii, 11: .Matt, xxvii,

26),which was denied to the proconsul. In the NewTest
we see the procurator only in his judicial capacity.

Thus Christ is brought before Pontius Pilate as a polit-

ical offender (Matt, xxvii. 2. 11), and the accusation is

heard by the procurator, who is seated on the judgment-

scat (ver. L9). Felix heard St. Paul's accusation and

defence from the judgment-seat atCa_'sarea (Acts xxiv).

which was in the open air in the great stadium (Jose-

phus, War, ii. '.'. 2), and Si. Paul calls him "judge"
i A.CtS xxiv. KD. as if this term described his chief func-

tions. The procurator (jnyefuiv) is again alluded to in

his judicial capacity in 1 Pet. ii. 11. He was attended

by a cohort as body-guard (Matt, xxvii. -.'7), and ap-

parently went up to Jerusalem at the time of the high

festivals, and there resided in the palace of Herod i.Io-

sephus, War, ii. 14,3; Philo, />< Leg. ad Caium, i
''>'.

ii. 589, ed. Manic.), in which was the prmtorium, or

"judgment-hall," as it is rendered in the A. V. (Matt,

xxvii, "27; Mark xv, lb; comp. Acts xxiii,35). Some-
times, it appears, Jerusalem was made his winter quar-

ters (Josephus. Ant. xviii. ;'..
1 1. The high-pries! was

appointed and removed at the will of the procurator

(ibid. "_'. "2). Of the oppression ami extortion practiced

by one of these officers, Gessius Florus, which resulted

in open rebellion, we have an account in Josephus (Anl.

xx, 11, 1 ; War, ii. 1 1. 2). The same laws held both

for tie governors of the imperial and senatorial prov-

inces, that they could not raise a levy or exact more
than an appointed sum of money from their subjects,

and thai when their successors came they were to return

to Borne within three months | Dio Cass, liii, 15). The
pomp and dignity of the procurators may be inferred

from the narrative of these trials, and from the titles of

"mosl excellent" and "most noble" (KoanorE), applied

to them by such different lips as those of Claudius Ly-

rias, L'ertullian, and St. Paul; yet they were usually

chosen from no higher rank than that of the equites, or

even the freedmen of the emperor; and the " mosl noble

Felix," in particular, was a mere manumitted slave

(Tacit, Hist, v, 9; .1 mu xii. 54 : Sueton. Claud. 28). It

is satisfactory to find that even in the minute. t details

the glimpses of their position afforded to us by the New
Test, an' corroborated by the statements of heathen

writers. The violence (Luke xiii. I I, the venality (Acts

xxiv, 26), the insolence (John xix. 22), and the gross

injustice (Ads xxiv. 27), which we see exemplified in

their conduct towards our Lord and his apostles, are

amply illu -trated by contemporary historians (Josephus,

Ant. xviii. 3, 1 ; War, ii. 9; I iicero, In Vt m m, passim
|

;

and they weighed so heavily on the mind ofthe emperor

Trajan that, he called the extortions of provincial gov-

ernors "the spleen of the empire" (comp. Aurel. Vict

Epit. 1- !

. Vespasian (more suo |
took a more humorous

view of the matter, and said thai the procurators were

like sponges (Sueton. Veep. L6). The presence of the

Pilate (Matt xxvii, 19) and Felix (Acts xxiv,

•_'l i reminds us of the fa s debate on the proposition

ofCsecina to forbid the proconsuls and procurators to be

accompanied by their wives (Tacit. Ann. iii. 33, 34).

This had been the old and perhaps the wise regulation

ol earlier days, since the cruelty, ambition, and luxury

of these ladies wen' often more formidable to the proi in-

cialsthan those of the governors themselves. Bui the

rule bad often been violated, and had of late been de-

liberatel) abandoned. We see. too, in the ready hand-
ing-over of the prisoner from one authority to another

(Ave ireutytv, rt misit, Luke xxiii, 7 ; Acts xxvi, 32), some
trace ol thai salutary dread of being denounced alter

their term of office was over, which .alone acted as a

check upon the lawlessness of even the most unscru-

pulous governors, Evi n the mention made of things at

tirst right so trivial as the tribunal i 3/jp.a I, and the tes-

sellated pavement (Xidoorpoirov) on which it was ele-

vated, derives an interest and importance from the fact

that they were conventional symbols of wealth and dig-

nity, and thai Julius Caesar though! it worth while to

carry one .about with him from place to place (Sui ton,

Jul c. 16). ditto; Smith. See Sibranda, De Statu
.hi,!,,,, I',,, ,;„,; (Franc. ICAtx-. also in Iken. Tkes.Nov.u,

629); Deyling, Obeervat.u, 429 ; Grossmaun, Z>< Procu-
raion (Lips. 1823); Langen, in the Tkeol. Quartalschr.

(1862) iii: Bible Educator, iii. 180. See Govt rnob.

Prodicians, a body of Antinomian Gnostic here-

tics, took their name from their founder. Prodicus, a

heretic of the 2d century. who instituted the sect of the
Adamites. Prodicus maintained that be and his fol-

lowers were the sons of the mOSl high God, a royal

race (tiiyivtig), and therefore, in crazy self-conceit,

thought themselves bound by no laws. They rejected

the Sabbath; dispensed with prayer and till ordinances

of external worship, which they i sidered to be neces-

sary only for those who were under the power of the

Demiurge. They indulged in open profligacy, calling

themselves Adamites, because they professed to imitate

the condition of bodily life which marked our tirst par-

ents before their fall. Their maxim was that they

were restored by Christ to a state of innocence equal to

that which characterized Adam before his transgres-

sion; and that, therefore, whenever they appeared to-

gether, they should not be ashamed to appear as Adam
did in the time of his innocence. They were in the

habit of appealing to the authority ol certain apocry-

phal books which were attributed to Zoroaster. Prod-

icus is placed by Baronius in A.D. 120, before Valenti-

nus. His followers are sometimes identified with the

\damites, and sometimes with the Origenists. See

Clement Alex. Strom, i. 304; iii. 438; vii, 722; Theod-
oret. Fab. Ilii,;t. i. 6; Farrar, Eccles. Diet. s. v.; Nean-

der, Church Hist.i,451.

Prodicus (
1 ), an Athenian philosopher of the school

of the Sophists, was a contemporary of Socrates, ami

forerunner of the latter in the domain of philosophy,

inasmuch as he prepared the way for the logical and

ethical efforts of Socrates. Prodicus was a native of

Sulis, in the island of Ceos. lie went frequently to

Athens for the purpose of transacting business on behalf

of his native city, and even attracted admiration in the

senate as an orator (Plato, Hipp. Maj. p. 282; comp.

Philost Vit. Soph. i. 12), although his voice was deep

and apl to fall (Plato, Protag. p. 316, a; Philost I c),

Plutarch describes him as slender and weak (Plut an

sent ger. sit Resp. c. 15) : and Plato speaks of a degree

of effeminacy which resulted therefrom (Protag. p.

315, d). Philostratus is the tirst who taxes him with

luxury and avarice (/.'..- comp.Welcker, Klein* Schrtf-

ten, ii. 513, etc). In the Protagoras ol Plato, which

points to the eighty-seventh Olympiad (any more ex-

act determination is disputable) as the time at which

the dialogue is supposed to take place, Prodicus is men-
tioned as having previously arrived in Aliens, still

later, when Isocrates (bom 01. 86, 1 i is mentioned as

his disciple (see Welcker, Prodikos von A 1

des Socrates, published tirst in the Rheinisckes Museum
der Philologie, von Welcker and Nake, i. 1 39, 533 545,

afterwards in Wdcker's Kleim Schrijten, ii, 392 541),

and in the year of the death ol Socrates, Prodicus was

still living (Plato, Apol p. 19, c). The dates of his

birth and death cannot be determined. I he statement

of Suidas i
s. v . : comp. Schol, on Plato D< Rep. \. 600,

ci thai he was condemned to the hemlock cup as a

corrupter of the youth in Athens Bounds very suspi-

cious i comp. We Icker, p. 582). Ai rding to t he state-

ment of Philostratus (p. 183 comp. p. 196, ed. Olea-

r'nisi. <>n which little more reliance can !" placed, he

delivered his lecture- on virtue and vice in Thebes and
Sparta also. The Apology of Plato unites him with

Gorgiasand Hippias in the statement that into w hat ever

city they mighl come, they were competenl to instruct
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the youth. Lucian (Vit. Herod, c. 3) mentions him
among those who had held lectures at Olympia. In

the dialogues of Plato he is mentioned or introduced,

not indeed without iron}', though, as compared with

the other Sophists, with a certain degree of esteem

[Hipp. Maj. p. 282; Thecet. p. 151, b; Phmdo, 60; Pro-

lag, p. 341, a ; Charmid. p. 163, d ; Meno, p. 96 ; Cratyt.

p. 384, b; Symp. p. 177; Euthyd. p. 305). Aristopha-

nes, in the Clouds (1. 360), deals more indulgently with

him than with Socrates ; and the Xenophontic Socrates,

for the purpose of combating the voluptuousness of Ar-

istippus, borrows from the book of the wise Prodicus

(Ylpud. 6 ootyoe) the story of the choice of Hercules

(Memor. ii, 1, § 21, etc.). This separation of Prodicus

from the other Sophists has been pointed out by Welcker

in the above-quoted treatise (p. 400, etc.). Like Protag-

oras and others, Prodicus delivered lectures in return for

the payment of contributions (tTriCuKwrai—Xenoph.
Mem. ii, 1, § 21 ; comp. Philost. p. 482 ; Diog. Laert.

ix, 50; ripavt^ovTO—ri/xi], Plato, Prot. 314, b) of from

half a drachma to fifty drachma?, probably according as

the hearers limited themselves to a single lecture, or

entered into an agreement for a more complete course

(Axioch. 6; Cratyl. p. 384, b; Aristot. Rhet. iii, 14, § 9;

Suid. s. v.; comp. Welcker, p. 414). Prodicus is said

to have amassed a great amount of money {Hipp. Maj.

p. 282, d ; Xenoph. Symp. iv, 62 ; i, 5 ; on the practice

of paving for instruction and lectures, comp. again

Welcker, I. c. p. 412, etc.).

As Prodicus and others maintained with regard to

themselves that they stood equally on the confines of

philosophy and politics (Euthyd. p. 305, c), so Plato

represents his instructions as chiefly ethical {Meno, p.

96, d; comp. De Rep. x, p. 600, e), and gives the

preference to his distinction of ideas—as of those of

courage, rashness, boldness— over similar attempts of

other Sophists {Lack. p. 197, c). What pertained to

this point was probably only contained in individual

show-orations (Diog. Laert, Philost. II. cc), which he
usually declined (Philost. p. 482). Though known to

Callimachus, they do not appear to have been much
longer preserved (Welcker, p. 465, etc.). In contrast

with Gorgias and others, who boasted of possessing

the art of making the small appear great, the great

small, and of expatiating in long or short speeches,

Prodicus required that the speech should be neither

long nor short, but of the proper measure (Plato, Pkced.

p. 267, a; comp. Gory. p. 449, c; Prot. p. 334, e, 335, b,

338, d ; Aristot. Rhet. iii, 17), and it is only as associated

with other Sophists that he is charged with endeavoring

to make the weaker cause strong by means of his rhet-

oric (Cieero, Bi lit. c. 8). He paid especial attention to

the correct use of words (Plato, Euthyd. p. 187, e ; Cra-

tyl. p. 384, b ; comp. Galen, In Hippocr. de A rticul. iv, p.

461, 1), and the distinction of expressions related in

sense (Lach. p. 197, d ; Prot. p. 340, a. 341, a ; Charmid.

p. 163, d ; Meno, p. 75, c ; comp. Themist. Orat. iv, p.

113). But he deserves greater remembrance for his

parenetical discourses on moral subjects, among which
one of the best known is Hercules at the Cross Roads
(Philost. p. 496 ; Xenophon, Mem. ii, 1, § 21, only quotes

the ovyypapj.ia rrtpi tov HpaicXioiiQ). It was entitled

'Qpai (Suid. s. v. 'Qpai and Up6c. ; Schol. ad Aris-

toph. Nub. 1. 360. Respecting the different explanations

of this title, see Welcker, p. 466, etc., who refers it to

the youthful bloom of Hercules). To Hercules, as he
was on the point, at his entrance on the age of youth,

of deciding for one of the two paths of life—that of vir-

tue and that of vice—there appear two women, the one

of dignified beauty, adorned with purity, modesty, and
discretion, the other of a voluptuous form and mere-
tricious look and dress. The latter promises to lead

him by the shortest road, without any toil, to the en-

joyment of every pleasure. The other, while she re-

minds him of his progenitors and his noble nature, does

not conceal from him that the gods have not granted
what is reallv beautiful and good apart from trouble

VIII.—R R

and careful striving. The one seeks to deter him from
the path of virtue by urging the difficulty of it ; the
other calls attention to the unnatural character of en-
joyment which anticipates the need of it, its want of
the highest joy, that arising from noble deeds, and the

consequences of a life of voluptuousness, and how she
herself, honored by gods and men, leads to all noble
works, and to true well-being in all circumstances of
life. Hercules decides for virtue. This outline in Xen-
ophon probably represents, in a very abbreviated form,

and with the omission of all collateral references, the
leading ideas of the original, of which no fragments re-

main (comp. Welcker, p. 469, etc., who also shows that

the amplifications in Dio Chysostomus and Themistius
belong to these rhetoricians, and are not derived from'

the Horce of Prodicus, p. 488, etc. Respecting the nu-
merous imitations of this narrative in poets, philoso-

phers, rhetoricians, and in works of art, see, in like

manner, Welcker, p. 467, etc.). In another speech,

which treated of riches, and the substance of which is

reproduced in the dialogue Eryxias, Prodicus undertook
to show that the value of external goods depends sim-

ply upon the use which is made of them, and that vir-

tue must be learned. (Welcker endeavors to point out

the coincidence of the former doctrine with that of Soc-

rates and Antisthenes, p. 493, etc.) Similar sentiments

were expressed in Prodicus's Praise of Agriculture

(Themist, Orat. 30, p. 349; comp. Welcker, p. 490,

etc.). His views respecting the worthlessness of earth-

ly life in different ages and callings, and how we must
long after freedom from connection with the body in

the heavenly and cognate rether, are found represented

in the dialogue Axiochus, from a lecture by Prodicus;

as also his doctrine that death is not to be feared, as it

affects neither the living nor the departed (comp. Stob.

Serm. xx, 35). Whether the appended arguments for

immortality are borrowed from him, as Welcker (p. 500)

endeavors to show, is doubtful. The gods he regarded

as personifications of the sun, moon, rivers, fountains,

and whatever else contributes to the comfort of our life

(Sext. Emp. Adv. Math, i, 52; Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i,

42), and he is therefore, though hastily, charged with
atheism (ibid. 55). Prodicus declared death to be de-

sirable as an escape from the evils of life. His moral

consciousness therefore certainly lacked philosophical

basis and depth. See, besides the authorities already

quoted, Hummel, De Prodico Sophista (Leyden, 1847)

;

Cougny, De Prodico Ceio, Socratis magistro (Paris,

1858)
;'

Diemer, De Prod. Ceio (Corbach, 1859) ; Kra-
mer, Die Alleyorie des Prodikvs v. der Traum des Luli-

anos, in the Neue Jahrbiicher fur Phil. u. Pddagogilc,

xciv (1866), 439-443; Blass, Die alie Beredsamkeit

(Leips. 1868), p. 29 sq. ; Ueberweg, Hist, of Philosophy,

i, 78; and especially the article in Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. s. v., which we have frecly

used.

Prodicus (2). See Pkodicians.

Prodigies. Wonderful appearances which were
supposed among the ancient heathens to betoken some
impending misfortune or calamity. These being re-

garded as marks of the anger of the gods, they were
considered as calling for prayers and sacrifices. When-
ever prodigies were seen, the pontitices, or priests, pro-

ceeded to perform certain public rites by way of expia-

tion. The fall of meteoric stones was accounted a
prodigy, and almost all the others might be explained

by peculiar natural phenomena which in those ancient

times were not understood.— Gardner, Faiths of the

World, s. v.

Prodymna (or Pradymea or Pradyumna) was. in

the Indian mythology, an avatar of Kama (q. v.), the

I

love-god.

Proedri (-n-potcpoi, Lat. prcesides, prcesidentes) is

J

one of the titles which were given in the ancient Church
to the bishops, and was used in close connection with

I
the word 7rpE<rj3vr£pog. See Presbyter. It is de-
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rived from the irpoeSpia, the elevated seat which the

bishop occupied in the synod and in the religious as-

semblies of the people. See Coleman, Ancient Chris-

tianity Exemplified I
Phila. 1856, 8vo), p. 131, and the

references quoted on p. 601; Siegel, Christlicki AUer-

thiimer (see Index in vol. iv); Kiddle. Christ. Antiqui-

ties, p. 211.

Proedrosia, sacrifices, or, as some allege, a festival

offered to Demeter or Ceres at seed-lime, with tbe view

of securing a bountiful harvest.—Gardner, Faiths ofthe

World,s.v.

Proestos (Trpotnrwc), one of the names by which

the early Church distinguished the teachers or preach-

ers from the " brethren'* (1 Tim. v. 17). Justin Martyr

uses the term as synonymous with lepapxric, when he

speaks of the Trpotarwg as the person whose duty it is

to consecrate the elements in the administration of the

Lord's Supper < Apolog. ii, 67). a duty subsequently per-

formed only by the bishop except in Ins absence. (Pe-

pin- decree, A.l>. 755, is as follows: "Nullus presbyter

prsesumnt missas celebrare sine jussione episcopi in cujus

parocliiaest." The Council of Aries laid similar restric-

tions upon deacons [canon 15].) The title Proestos was
translated into Latin by Propositus, whence the English

word Provost (q. v.). See Coleman, A ncii nt i 'hristianity

Exemplified, p. 102 et al. ; Siegel, Christl. Alterthumet

(sec Index in vol. iv) ; Riddle, t hrist. A ntiquities, p. 211.

Profane (T_:n. chanaph, Jer. xxiii. 11; fikfitjXoc,

Heb. xii. 16 I. To profane is to put holy things to vile

or common uses; as the money-changers did the Tem-
ple, by converting a part of it into a place of business

(Matt, xxi, 12), and as those do who allow secular oc-

cupations to engross any part of the Sabbath under the

old, or of the Lord's day under the new dispensation

(Exod. xx, 8-10). Esau, for despising his birthright

and its privileges, is styled by the apostle "a profane

person" (Heb. xii, 10). The term is also used in oppo-

sition to holy. Thus the general history of ancient na-

tions is styled profane, as distinguished from that con-

tained in the Bible; profane writings are such as have
been composed by heathens, in contradistinction from

the sacred books of Scripture, and the writings of Chris-

tian authors on sacred subjects.

Professio Fidei 1i:h>i:min.f. is the form of the

Roman Catholic profession of faith in which it took

shape at the Council ofTrent and in which it was after-

wards published by pope I'ius IV, so that it is some-

times called the Creed of Pius IV (q. v.). The gen-

eral Christian confession of faith had been renewed

in the third session of the Council of Trenl on Feb. 3,

loir, [deeretum de symbolo fidei), but there was need of

something for general use in the Church at large, so that

all its members might become obligated to the Church
and its teachings, not only for their own faithfulness,

but for their arrayal against heretics. Hence Pius 1 V
in 1556 ordered to be prepared a Formula Christiana

it Catholica Fidei, and on Sept 4, 1560, presented it for

consideration to the cardinal college. In 1564 it was
finally promulgated, and persons on becoming members
of the ( 'burch of Home are expected to recite the creed.

This profession of faith runs as follows:

"I most steadfastly admit and embrace apostolical and
ecclesiastical traditions, and all other observances and

ins of the same Church.
"

i Jso admit the holy Scriptures, according to that
sense which our holy mother the Church has held and
doe- hold, to which it belongs to judge ofthe true sense
and interpretation of the Bcriptnres: neither will I ever
take and Interpret them otherwise than according to the
uunnimone consent of the fathers.

•I also profess thai there are truly and properly seven
sacrament- ofthe aew law, instituted by Jesus Christ our
Lord, and necessary for tbe salvation ofmankind, though
not all for every one—to wit : baptism, confirmation, the
Eucharist, penance,* extreme unction, holy orders, t and

matrimony: and that they confer grace: and that of these,
baptism, confirmation, and order cannot be reiterated
without sacrilege. I also receive and admit the received
and approved ceremonies ofthe Catholic Church, used in
the solemn administration ofthe aforesaid sacraments.
"I embrace and receive all and every one ofthe tilings

which have been defined and declared in the holy Council
of Trent concerning original sin and justification.

'
I profess, hkeu i-e. ii,

; ,i i M the mass there is offered to
Cod a tiiK

,
proper, and propitiatory sacrifice for the liv-

ing and the dead; and that in the most holy sacrament
ofthe Kncharist there is truly, really, and substantially
the body and blood, together with the bou) and divin-
ity of our Lord Jesus ( arist; and that there i- made a

r the whole substance of the bread into the body,
and of the whole substance ofthe wine into the blood,
which change the Catholic Church calls transubst
1 also coufeas thai uuder either kind alone Christ is re-

ceived "hole and entile, and a true sacrament.
••I (irmly bold that there i- a purgatory, and that the

souls therein detained are helped by the suffrages ofthe
faithful.

"Likewise, that the saints reigning with Christ are to
be honored and invocated, and that they offer up prayers
to God for us; and that their relics are to he had in veu-
eration.

"1 most firmly assert thai the images of Christ, of the
mother of God, and also of other saints, ought to be had
and retained, and that due honor and veneration are to
be given them.

'•
I also affirm that the power of indulgences was left by

Christ in the Church, and that the use of thein is inos't

wholesome to Christiau peop e.

"I acknowledge the holy Catholic Apostolic Roman
Church for the mother and mi-tress of all churches; and
I promise true obedience to the bishop of Home, succes-
sor to st. Peter, prince of the apostle.-, and vicar of Jesus
Christ."

Then follow clauses condemnatory of all contrary doc-

trines, ami expressive of adhesion to all the definitions

j

ofthe Council of Trent
I

It is obvious that the Confessio Fidei Tiidentma was
framed in accordance to the decrees o( that council, and
has chiefly in view the opinions of those who followed

the Reformation. See Mohler, Symbolict .- Kollner, hie

Symbolik <li i romischt n Kit chi , p. 1 1 1 sip : Schaff, Cret ds

of Christendom (see Index in vol. iii); Fisher, Hist, of
tin Reforniation, p. 402. (.1. H.W'.i

Profession. Anion- the ceremonies of baptism in

the early Church, one of great importance was the pro-

fessionof faith and vow of obedience. The catechumens
lirst renounced the devil, and then professed to live in

obedience to the laws of Christ See Pactum.
Christians are required to make a profession of their

faith— 1, boldly (Rom. i. 10.: 2, explicitly (Matt. v.

|
16) ; 3, constantly (Heb. x, 23); 4, yet not ostenta-

tiously, but with humility and meekness.

Among the Romanists, profession denotes the enter-

ing into a religious order, whereby a person offers him-
self to God by a vow of inviolably observing obedience,

chastity, and poverty.

Professor, a term commonly used in the religious

world to denote any person who makes an open ac-

knowledgment of the religion of Christ, or who out-

wardly manifests hi- attachment to Christianity. All

real Christians are professors, but all professors are not

real Christians. In this, as ill all other things of worth
and importance, we find counterfeits. There are many
who become professors, not from principle, from investi-

gation, from love to the truth. 1 ut from interested mo-
tives, prejudice of education, custom, influence of con-

nections, novelty, etc. as Saul, Jehu, Judas, Demas,the
foolish virgins, etc. See CHRISTIAN.

Profesti Dies. Days without any special ser-

vice, in distinction from solemn or officiating days,

which include stations, litanies, fasts, Slid least-day.- OI

festivals.

'
i udei penai ce if

sacrament of penanc
or sorrow, confession, and satisf

t The clerical orders ofthe Catholic Church arc divided

il confession, a.- the Catholic
>f three parts—contrition

into two classes, sacred and minor orders. The fust con-
sists of subdeacons, deacon-, and priests, whn are bound
to celibacy, and the daily recitation of the /;,

i

collection of psalms and players, occupying a consider-
able time. Tin' minor orders are four iu number, and are
preceded by the tonsure, an ecclesiastical ceremony in
which the hair is shorn, initiatory to the eccli

state.
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Profiat Duran, whose Jewish name was Isaac ben-

Moses (surnamed Ephodceus from his principal work

"I1BX nUJSO), is noted as a gifted poet, philosopher,

and astronomer. He flourished between 1300 and 1412.

In the bitter persecution of 1391 he was driven out-

wardly to embrace Christianity to save his life. In or-

der to throw off the mask of a religion which in the

name of love nearly exterminated all his co-religion-

ists, Profiat and a friend, who had become an apostate

for like reasons, concluded to go to Palestine to confess

Judaism. Profiat Duran left first and went to a sea-

place in the south of France, awaiting the arrival of his

friend. Meanwhile Ben-Giorno met with Paul of Bur-

gos (q. v.), who persuaded him to remain steadfastly in

his ( Jhristian faith. Ben-Giorno wrote a letter to Duran
in lull praise of the bishop of Burgos, expounding his

religious belief and exhorting him at the same time to

be also true to Christianity. This imbittered Duran i

not only against his friend, but especially against the

bishop of Burgos, and he answered in a polemical epis-

tle, full of bitter sarcasm and irony, entitled ^T\T\ ?X
" nr3N3 {Be not like thy Fathers), called by Christians

Alteca Boteca, who, misunderstanding its purpose, took

it as a defence of Christianity, while in reality aimed
against it. The whole letter was equivocal. It was

believed at first reading that it was an exhortation to

stand fast in the religion he had embraced, but the mys-
tery was easily discovered, and it appeared by an atten-

tive consideration that Duran meant to oblige his friend

to return to Judaism. This celebrated work was first

published at Constantinople in 1577 in a collection of

other treatises. It was then republished by A. Giinz-

biirg in the collection D^niSl yzp (Breslau, 1844).

Geiger published a German translation in his Wissen-

schaftliche Zeitschrift, iv, 452-458 (Stutt.gard, 1839),

and an English translation was published in the Jewish

Messenger (N. Y. Sept. 12, 1873). Besides, Duran wrote

piMi naiba (The Reproach of the Gentiles'), in 12

chapters, which has not as yet been published. An ex-

tract of it, as well as the contents of the chapters, is

given in the Catalogue of Michael's Library, p. 364, 3G5

(Hamb. 1848):—^2N PTOSO (The Work of Ephod) , a

Hebrew grammar, divided into 32 chapters, with an in-

teresting and elaborate introduction. Endowed with

remarkable grammatical tact, he was the first to demon-
strate the reflexive or reciprocal instead of the passive

meaning of Niphal. His important grammar, which he

finished in 1403, of which fragments are printed in the

notes to Goldberg's edition of Ibn-Ganach's (q. v.) Se-

pher Harikmah (Frankfort-on-the- Main, 1856), in

Filipowski's edition of Menachem Ibn-Saruk's Hebrew
and Chaldee Lexicon, p. 76 (Lond. 1854), and by Jacob

C. Chajim in his Introduction to the Rabbinic Bible, p.

42, 43 (ed. Ginsburg, Lond. 1865), has lately been pub-

lished by Dr. Jonath. Friedlander and J. Kohn, with an

introduction, notes, and elucidations (Vienna, 1865) :

—

a Commentary on two sections of Ibn-Ezra's commen-
tary on the Pentateuch (De Rossi, No. 835) :—a Com-
mentary on Ibn-Ezra's enigma on the quiescent letters

:

—Comment''on The Guide of the Perplexed:—and D.HJH

"ISXn on astronomy, in 29 chapters. See Flirst, Bibl.

Jud. i, 215; Steinschneider. Catalogus Librorum Hebr.

in Biblioth. Bodlej. col. 2 1 1 2-2 1 1 9 ; De Rossi, Dizionario

Storico degli A ntori Ebrei, p. 260 sq. (Germ, trans, by
Hamberger) ; Ginsburg in Kitto's Cyclop, s. v. ; Griitz,

Gesch. tier Juden, viii, 94, 403, etc. (Leips. 1864, p. 86-

89; ibid. 1875, p. 381 sq.) ; Basnage, Histoire des Juifs,

p. 690 (Taylor's transl.) ; Lindo, History of the Jeics, p.

195; Finn, Sephardim, p. 386; Kalisch, Hebrew Gram-
mar, ii, 31 ; Geiger, Jiidische Zeitschrift (1866), p. 212

;

Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 127, 137 sq. ; Eth-
eridge, Introduction to Hebrew Literature, p. 268; Jost.

Gesch. des Judenth. u. s. Sekien, iii, 100 ; Gronemann. De
Profalii Durani (Efodali) vita ac studiis cum in alias

lite)-as turn in grammaticam collatis (Breslau, 1869).

(B. P.)

Profitt, George Marion, a minister of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, South, was born in Yancey Coun-
ty, N. C, about 1835. He professed religion and joined

the Church in 1849. He was admitted into the Holston
Conference in 1858. His first appointment was to the

Cleveland circuit as junior preacher; his second year
was spent on Spencer mission; his third, on Sulphur
Springs circuit ; his fourth, on Newport circuit. His
health having failed, he went to Florida, where he died
on Sunday, June 5, 1864. He led an exemplar)- and
pious life.

Frognosticator. The phrase "monthly prognos-

ticators" occurs in the A. V. as a rendering of D'sS*>'liB

Edwins, making known as to the mouths, in Isa. xlvii,

13, where the prophet is enumerating the astrological

superstitions of the Chaldeans. It is known that the

Chaldean astrologers professed to divine future events
by the positions, aspects, anil appearances of the stars,

which they regarded as having great influence on the

affairs of men and kingdoms; and it would seem, from
the present text, that they put forth accounts of the

events which might be expected to occur from month
to month, like our old almanac-makers. Some carry
the analogy further, and suppose that they also gave
monthly tables of the weather; but such prognostica-

tions are only cared for in climates where the weather
is uncertain and variable; while in Chaldsea, where (as

we know from actual experience) the seasons are re-

markably regular in their duration and recurrence, and
where variations of the usual course of the weather are

all but unknown, no prognosticator would gain much
honor by foretelling what every peasant knows.— Kitto.

See Astrology ; Divination.

Pro-Hegoumenos, the ex-supcrior of a Greek
convent who has completed his term of office, which is

two years, and retires divested of nothing but his au-
thority.—Gardner, Faiths of the World, s. v.

Prohle, Heinkich Andreas, Dr., a Lutheran
minister, who died April 19, 1875, at Hornhausen, near
Oschersleben, in Germany, is best known by his writ-

ings in the department of homiletics, liturgy, and peda-
gogics. He published, Materialien zu Homilien in

katechetischer Form (Halberstadt, 1846):— Die kor-

perliche, christliche und biirgerliche Schulerziehung
(Magdeburg, 1846):

—

Leitfaden bei dem Konfirmanden-
Unterrichte, mit einem Vorworte von Clans Harms (q. v.)

(Halberstadt, 1851): Liturgischer Festring (Wernige-
rode, 1856) :

—

Predigt-Entwiirfe iiber die Evangelien u.

Kpisteln, etc. (ibid. 1856) :

—

Das Ilalberstddtische Kit-
chen- und Haus-Gesangbuch in seiner erneueten Gestalt

(Oschersleben, 1856) .—Kirchliche Sitten. Fin Bild aus
dem Leben evangelischer Gemeinen (Berlin, 1858). This
latter work is the most important of his writings. See
Zuchold, Bibliotheca Theohupca. iii. 1015 ; Literarischer

FIandw( her (1875), p. 222
;

' Hauck, Theol. Jahresh richt

(1866), ii, 734. (B. P.)

Proistameni (-poiordpn'oi) is only another title

which was given to the preacher of the early Church.
See Proestos.

Prokimenon (irpoicsifiivov, something that lies be-

fore) is, in the Greek liturgy, the short anthem pro-

nounced previous to the reading of the epistle from the

Holy Scriptures, consisting of verse and response usually

taken from the Psalms. The purpose is to give a hint
as to the way in which the day ought to be celebrated.

Such phrases are, for instance, " Praise ye the Lord,"

"Give ear to my prayer, O Lord," "Thy mercy, O
Lord," "God help me through thy name," "My help

comes from the Lord," " O Lord, thou art my protec-

tor." Previous to the calling-out of the prokimenon the
deacon exclaims, "Let us listen!"— Wetzer u. Welte,
Kirchen-Lex. s. v.

Prokopovitch, Teophan, a Russian prelate of
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great renown, especial]; as a pulpit orator, and there-

fore called the ' hrysostom ol the Russo-Greek Church,

was born al Kief June 8, L68L Baptized Eleazar, be

ed it tor Elisha, with the dress of St. Basil, in

a United Greek monastery of that order in Lithuania,

to I.' iii. to finish his studies, and there had

remained three years when lie suddenly removed, by
i. umstances not known, and went to Potche-

rif, in Volbynia, where he renounced his faith, and was
transferred, under the new name offather Samuel, to

the chair of rhetoric in the Academy of Kief. "When

Peter I passed through the city, alter the victory at

Pultava, the duty of complimenting him was confided

to Prokopovitch. He accompanied the czar in his un-

lucky campaign on the Pruth, and was made abbol of

the monastery of Kief, [n 1715 he was promoted to

the seat of Pskopf, although he avowed that he had

expressed heretical doctrines al the court and in his

writings. The doctors of the Sorbonne, wishing to

profit by the visit Peter I had paid to them in 1717. at-

tempted l" l titer into friendly relations with the Rus-

sian Church. Appointed to reply to their address to

the czar, Prokopovitch frustrated this attempt; and,

yielding himself to all the views of the despot, he com-
posed an ecclesiastical constitution which made of the

Church a civil institution, and the clergy servants etn-

ployedbytheState-raconditionwhich remains unaltered
in the Russian Church to this day. He also, at the em-
peror's instigation, consented to the sequestration of the

Church domains, and apportioned totbeclergyashareof

the ii me proportionate to their several ranks. He re-

ceived from Catharine, whom he had crowned empress,

the presidency of the synod and the archbishopric

ol Novgorod, founded by Theodosius. Prokopovitch
crowned Peter II. whose righl to the throne he had at-

tacked in a work condemned by a ukase of July 26',

17J7, by the then empress Anna, and encouraged the

laiier to commit in L730 the stroke of policy from the

i Efi cts of which Russia yet suffers the most deplorable

consequences. He died at St. Petersburg Sept. 8, 1736.

He left a greal number of panegyrics and expositions

of till sorts, some in impure Russian, some in Latin

Oustrailif admits that the works of this prelate were
specimens of the basest adulation.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v. See Tchistovitch, Theophane Prokopo-
vitchel Theophilacte Lopatinski (St.Yeterab.1861); Otto,

Ruse. Lilt. s. v. ; .\h th. Quar. Rev. July, 1873, p. 499.

Prolocutor, the chairman or president of convoca-
tion in England. See Cosvot a i kin.

Promater. See Sponsor.

Promise (some form of "i~X, to say, or "CI, to

speak; iirayyeKia) is a solemn asseveration, by which

one pledges bis veracity that he will perform, or cause

to be performed, for the benefit of another, the thing

which he mentions. A promise, in the scriptural sense

ol the term, i- a declaration or assurance of the divine

will, in which God signifies what particular blessings

"i g 1 things he will freely bestow, as well as the evils

which he will remove. Promises differ from the com-
mands of ( Sod, inasmuch as the former are significations

ol the divine will concerning a duty enjoined to be per-

formed, while the promises relate t ercy to be re-

ceived. The t: exceeding greal and precious promises"
are applicable to all believers; they appertain to the

present and the future life (2 Pet, i,4). Some partic-

ular promises are predictions, as the promise of the
ml the blessings of the Gospel (Rom. iv. 18,

1 I: Gal. lib I I 29). Hence the Hebrews were calll d

the " children of the pr ise" |
Rom. ix, 8). So all the

true believi rs in the Lord Jesus Christ are called ••chil-

dren" and -heir, of the promise" (Gal. iv, 20; Heb. vi,

12, 17 i. There are four classes of promises mentioned
in the Scriptures, particularly in the New Test I,

promises relating to the Messiah; 2, promises relating

to the Church; ::. promises of blessings, both temporal
and spiritual, to the pen-

: and, l. promises encouraging

the exercise of the several graces and duties that com-
pos,- the Christian character. The lirst two of these

classes, indeed, are many of them predictions as well as

promises. See Pjbophect. The consideration of t tic

others should prove, 1. an antidote to despair; 2, a mo-
tive to patience under affliction ; 3, an incentive to per-

severance in well-doing; l. a call tor prayer.

PROMISE is a Bolemn asseveration by which one

pledges his veracity that he shall perform, or cause to

be performed, the thing which he mentions. The ob-

ligation of promises arises from the necessity of the

well-being and existence ol society. " Virtue requires,"

as Dr. Doddridge observes, "that promises be fulfilled.

The promisee, i. c. the person to whom the promise is

matlr. acquires a property in virtue of the promise.

The uncertainty of property would evidently be at-

tended with great inconvenience. By failing to fulfil

my promise. I either Bhow that I was not sincere in

making it, or that 1 have little constancy or resolution,

and either way injure my character, and consequently

my usefulness in life. Promises, however, are not bind-

ing, 1. if they were made by us before we came to such

exercise of reason as to be tit to transact affairs of mo-
ment ; or if by any distemper or sudden surprise we are

deprived of the exercise of our reason at the time when
the promise is made; •_'. if the promise was made on a

false presumption, in which the promiser, after the most

diligent inquiry, was imposed upon, especially if he

were deceived by the fraud of the promisee; 3, if the

thing itself be vicious, for virtue cannot require that

vice should he committed; I. if the accomplishment of

the promise be so hard and intolerable that there is

reason to believe that, had it been foreseen, it would not

have been an accepted case; 5, if the promise be not

accepted, or if it depend on conditions not performed."

— Ruck. TheoL hut. s. v. Rut really this question con-

cerning the validity and obligation of a promise given or

obtained under false views is a matter that falls within

the Casuistry ofEthics—a very uncertain ground. See

Grotius, De Jure, lib. ii. cap. xi; Paley, Moral Philos-

ophy, vol. i. eh. v; Grove, Moral Philosophy, vol. ii. ch.

xii, p. 2; Watts. Sermons, ser. 20} Dyrnond, Essays;

Verplanek, On Contracts. See Obligation; Pboba-
BILISM.

PROMISES OF COD are the kind declarations of

his Word, in which lie hath assured us be will bestow

blessings upon bis people. The promises contained in

the sacred Scriptures may be considered, I. divine as to

their origin; '-'. suitable as to their nature; .">. abundant
as to their number: 1. (dear as to their expression; .">.

certain as to their accomplishment The consideration

of them should, 1, prove an antidote to despair; 2, a

motive to patience; :;. a call for prayer; 4. a spur to

perseverance. See Clark, On the Promises} Ruck. Ser-

mons, ser. 11.

Promissum. See Pactum.

Promotio per saltum is. in the Church of

Rome, the intentional disregard of the legal scale of the

different orders. It is the collation or the obtention of

a higher order by way of skipping one or several Other

orders, which, according to rule, ought to precede. In

consequence, lie who has been ordained /»/ saltum
cannot perform the f iions of the order thus unlaw-
fully bestowed until the next inferior order has been

subsequently obtained also (<-. mi. I>i.<t. Hi); this infe-

rior degree the bishop can confer on him. and allow him
at once to perform the duties of the higher degrt

///./. BeSS. wiii. c. 1 I. /'• Re/.). But if the promoted

ecclesiastic officiates according to the higher order thus

illicitly conferred on him without the episcopal dispen-

sation, he becomes irregular, and needs papal dispensa-

in. x, De Cler. per salt. prom, v, 29). I

secration of a hi shop, with omission of the presbj t crate,

would not only be illicit, but utterly void I 1

jin. x. />< excess. praL v. 31).—Wetzer n.Welte, Kir~
< !o n-Lexikon, s. v.
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Prompsault, Jean Henri Romaix, a French ec-

clesiastical writer, was born April 7, 1798, at Monta-

lerubert. He was the eldest of twelve children. After

he had finished his classical studies in the little semi-

nary, he was received into the large seminary of Va-

lence, and was admitted to the priesthood two years

before the required age, Nov. 5, 1821. At first cm-

ployed to do curate's duty in the office of his parish, he

taught dogmatic theology in the great seminary of Va-

lence, and ended in doing parochial duty. Having

been appointed in 1827 to the chair of philosophy in

the College of Tournon, he refused, without being au-

thorized by his bishop, to take the oath required by

the professors by the ordinance of 1828. and was de-

posed. At the end of 1829 he went to Paris, and was

attached to M. de Croi, then head chaplain to the hos-

pital of Quinze Vingt, in the capacity of chaplain. He
saved that establishment from downfall in 1831. In

this humble position the abbe Prompsault, although

scrupulously fulfilling the obligations of priest and chap-

lain, had yet considerable time to give to study. He
put aside "the largest share of the receipts of his publi-

cations and of his literary pension to buy books, and he

formed an ecclesiastical library of 25,000 volumes. He
began his literary career by publishing a critical edition

of the works of Villon in 1832, and in 1835 he published

a criticism of an edition of French literature published

by Crapelet. This last work engaged him in a lively

controversy with Crapelet, in which he defended him-

self with a calm and witty sarcasm which was after-

wards the characteristic of his polemical writings. He
occupied himself for many years with the Latin and Ro-

mance languages. In 1837 he published many trans-

lations of ascetic works. His principal study was canon

law and the civil and ecclesiastical jurisprudence of

France. Himself a thorough Gallican, he discarded the

ultramontane tendencies of the French episcopacy, and

advocated the liberties of the Gallican Church. In this

spirit he attacked the encyclical of pope Pius IX, and

brought such odium upon himself that he was led to

retract much that he had uttered against ultra-Koman-

ism, though at heart he always felt his first course to

have been the true and proper one. His last years were

imbittered by remorse, and he died Jan. 7, 1858, neg-

lected by those for whom he had sacrificed his honor.

—

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v. See Christian Re-

membrancer, xliv, 3-10; Vapereau, Diet, des Contempo-

rains, s. v.

Promulgation or Publication, i. e. proclama-

tion— usually of a law by the competent legislative

power—is, in the Church of Rome, an absolute condi-

tion of its binding character ("lex non promulgata non

obligat," c. i, 9 ; Cod. De Legib. i, 14). In consequence, an

ecclesiastical law, like any civil law, in order to become

obligatory in foro externo must be promulgated in the

customary way by the competent authorities of the

Church. The binding power of the law rests entirely

on the will of the legislator publicly expressed, and be-

gins at the very moment of the promulgation (" lex pro-

mulgata statim obligat," c. 1, x; De post, preel. i, 5),

unless some future period is expressly indicated when it

shall be enforced (f. inst. Sext. c. 32; De Praib. iii, 4;

Cone. Trid. sess. xxiv, c. \,fm. De Ref. i\fat rim.). A
law has generally no retroactive power (" lex non retro

agit," c. 2, x; De Constit. i, 2), unless it be merely an

explanation or reiteration of a former disposition, or

unless retroactive power be expressly given to it. From
the moment of the promulgation takes effect also the

juridical presumption of the general knowledge of the

law, which excludes even,'- excuse of ignorantia legis

(Sext. c. 13; De R. T. v, 13), unless the legislator sub-

ordinates the validity of the ordinance to the observa-

tion of a certain form of promulgation, and this form

has not been observed. Every one whom the law may
concern is bound to conform to it as soon as he has ob-

tained, no matter by what means, a knowledge of it.

The diocesan ordinances of archbishops and bishops are,

as a rule, communicated to the deaconries, and through
them, by circular letters, to the curates, etc., who publish

them from the pulpit, or by placards at the church doors.

The papal see used in former times to address its ordi-

nances to the chief ecclesiastical dignitaries of the coun-
tries, provinces, or dioceses which they concerned, and
had them communicated by them to the subordinate

clerical authorities, for further publication, by way of
synods and circular letters. Afterwards the custom
prevailed of publishing the general prescriptions of the-

papal see only at Rome, in acie campi Flora?, and of

posting them at the door of the Vatican. Thus the prin-

ciple was adopted, publicatio Urbi et Orbi. which was
acknowledged without contest until the 17th century.

It was only after the times of De Marca (De Goncordid
Sacerdotii et Imperii, lib. ii, c. 15) and Van Espen (De
I'romidijatione Legum Eeel, etc., Lovan. 1712) that the

necessity of a more special promulgation was from many
quarters insisted upon. But the passages of the Roman
and canon law quoted to support these views are all of

them misunderstood or purposely distorted (Seitz, Zeit-

schrift fiir Kirchenredtt v. Pastoral- Wissenschaft. vol.

i, § 1, No. 5, p. 90 sq.). It must strike every one that a
really universal publication, -which would be sure not only
to reach every individual, but to be intelligible to him,
is utterly impossible, and could not be obtained even
by inserting the law in all official and local papers.

The binding power of the law cannot depend on that

circumstance that it was really made known in all

places and to every individual, but on this sole condition

that the legislator have publicly expressed his will in

the customary way. This act of the legislator must
not be confounded with the means and ways that are

resorted to in order to insure the widest publicity to the

law promulgated by the legislative authority. The
latter is no concern of the legislator, but of the executive

authorities; and it is not the power of the law that de-

pends on it, but this other and quite different question,

to be decided by the judge, whether in a given concrete

case transgression of the law may be charged or not.

However, the different modern civil legislations insist

on a special publication of the ecclesiastical statutes as

a condition of their validity, and subordinate this pub-
lication to the previous approbation of the civil power.

If the Church is content to submit to the worldly gov-
ernments her ordinances, so far as they affect in some
way the civil and political relations of her members, it

would be only fair if such papal and episcopal decrees

which concern exclusively the dogma and the dogmatic

side of the discipline should be independent of the civil

placet, and left to the clerical functionaries for free pub-

lication.—Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon, s. v.

Pronaos is the ante-temple of Greek churches, and
corresponds to the narthex (q. v.).

Prone (prceconium) is the publication in the pulpit

of banns of marriage, pastoral letters, coming fasts and

feasts, and a sermon (the dominicale, or homily for Sun-

day) after the Gospel, in the Romish Church.

Prono, an idol of the ancient Sclavonians, wor-

shipped at Altenburg, in Germany. It was a statue

erected on a column, holding in one hand a plough-

share, and in the other a spear and a standard. Its

head was crowned, its ears prominent, and under one

of its feet was suspended a little bell. Gerold. Chris-

tian bishop of Altenburg, destroyed this idol with his

own hand, and cut down the grove in which it was
worshipped.—Gardner, Faiths of the World.

Pronviba, a surname of Juno (q. v.) among the Ro-

mans of antiquity, because she was the goddess who
presided over marriage.

Propaganda is a name appropriate to any insti-

tution intended for the propagation of a doctrine, but

it is especially applied in ecclesiastical language to an
institution for the propagation of the Roman Catholic

faith. The chief institution of this kind is at Rome,
and it consists of a congregation and a college. Its
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full title is De Propaganda Fide, i. e. "concerning the

propagation of the faith." Its object is to direct and

forward the propagation of the Roman Catholic relig-

ion, especially among the heat Inn. Gregory XIII

i [572 1584), "iif of the popes who exerted themselves

most zealously for the expansion of the Christian faith,

1, id .In. cted that a number of cardinals should be in-

trusted with the direction of the Oriental missions, and

caused catechisms and other religious books to be print-

ed for the use of Oriental Christians, But as the re-

sources required for .such a purpose were wanting, the

matter could not have its proper development. Pope

Gregory XV, desirous that this good work, so well be-

gun, should be continued, established, by a bull of June
-'-_', 1622, a congregation of cardinals, under the name
above mentioned, and intrusted to it the direction of

the whole Catholic missionary system. Every month
they assembled once in the Vatican, and twice al the

residence of the eldest. Besides some stipends of less

importance, the pope presented the new institution with

the 500 ducats which at the death of a cardinal accrue

to the pontifical treasure. His successor, Urban VIII

(1623 If, Hi. increased its privileges and income, and
founded the Seminarium (or Collegium | de Propaganda
Fide, to which young men from all nations are broughl

at an early age and gratuitously instructed and fitted

out for the missionary work. This college was subor-

dinated entirely to the Congregation, and a splendid

palace was built lor both institutions. Through the

provident care of the popes, and pious foundations made
by the cardinals and other benefactors, the seminary

grew to a most flourishing condition; and even in our

days, when the income and foundations which support

it have been considerably diminished by the State, un-

der the new order of things, it entertains, instructs, and
trains for missionary life nearly 200 young men from

all quarters of the world. The alumni pledge them-
selves to serve the Church among the heathen, and are

< secrated to this function. All rites actually sub-

sisting in the Catholic Church (besides the Latin rite.

the Armenian, Greek-Melchitic, Syrian, Coptic, Maro-
uitic, and Chaldaic rites) are represented in the semi-
nary by alumni from the corresponding provinces, and

present every year, at the feast of Epiphany (Jan. 6), an
imposing .spectacle, called the Feast of the Languages.
This feast is celebrated by an exhibition of exceeding
interest and curiosity, in w hich are delivered recitations

in every language represented in the college or its mis-

sions, amounting often to fifty or sixty. Of this festi-

val the celebrated cardinal Mezzofanti (q. v. ) used to be

the guiding spirit, as well as to strangers its chief cen-

tre ol attraction. It continues to be one of the chief

literary sights of the Roman winter. In 1873 the col-

lege al Rome was deprived of its landed estate and made
dependent, upon private contributions.

With the congregation and college are connected, l.

a library rich in precious works, especially translations

ot all kinds ol important works in Chinese ami Ori-

ental manuscripts; 2, a printing-office (richer formerly

than it is now), in which the books required by the

missionaries and the missionary work are printed in all

foreign languages ("Ha quests congregazione una fa-

mosa stamperia co' caratteri di tutte le nazi i ; ne si

trovera altra stamperia (die nella varieta di tanti carat-

teri 1' agguagli," says Zaccaria, in his book Delia Cortt

di Roma Koine. 177 1
|

i; ;;. a remarkable museum, filled

with a great variety of objects and monuments, mostlj

intries visited and converted by the missiona-

ries. I he congregation, which answers .somewhat to

a Protestant missionary board, consists (l f a president,

managing secretary (all of cardinal's rank), an apostolic

prothonotary, twenty-four cardinals appointed for life,

1 'i « horn is prefect, and who are assisted by a num-
ber of e, ,u, niters (partly monastics and partly clergy),

clerks (minutanti), and other officials. Originally their

were held weekly, and ill I he presence of the

pope; now they are monthly, there being, I

weekly conferences (confp-essi) of the prefect, secretary,

and consulters; and all important business is submitted
to the pope in person by the prefect or the secretary.

This congregation conducts the affairs not only of the

missionary countries, properly so called, but also of

those—as England, the northern kingdoms, the United
States. Canada. South America, etc. —in which the hi-

erarchical organization is not. or has no) I, ecu. full and
formal. To the Propaganda no small part of tie ag-

j

gressive power of the Church of Rome is due. It has

Complete military power, under the pope, over tin 1

i

whole missionary field, not only to Bend missionaries

wherever it is the interest of the Church to send them,
but to give them special training adapted to their spe-

cial work. There are nowhere to be found better mod-
ern maps of the newly settled states of the Cnited
States than in the college of the Propaganda, and no-

w here men better informed as to the probable points of

future importance than the cardinals who compos,. ii u .

congregation of the Propaganda. The work of this

congregation i.- greatly aided by several subordinate

associations for the propagation of the faith, among the

most important of which are those at Lyons (France),

Vienna, and Bavaria. It supports, besides, another

;
similar institution for the Chinese at Naples. The
founder of this seminary was a prelate ol the house of

Urban VIII, [on.Vives, born in Spain. It is part of

the duties of the pope to superintend this vast and
complicated work, and to invite all nations to the com-
munion of the Church. See Erectio S. Congregationis

di- rill i 'ath. Propaganda
I
Bullar. iii. 1 1 1 sq. i : Bullar,

Pontif. S. Congr. </« Prop. Fid* I Rome, 1839 II. 5 vols.

4to); Boyer, Congr. de Prop. Fid* (Regiom. 1721, Ito);

.Mejcr. Di* Propaganda (Gotting. 1852 53, 2 vols. 8vo;
a most valuable treatise,: Base, Church Hist. p. 470;
Alzog, Kirchengesch. ii. 110,429,574; Church /,'

. toL

vii; Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lex.n.v.; Aschbach, Kir-

chen-Lex.a.v.; Barnum, Romanism (see Index); .'Mars-

den, //is/, oft 'krist. ( 'hurches and Si </<. ii. 202. (J.H.W.)
Propagation of the Faith, Associations fob,

Roman Catholic. The earliest .and the highest in

dignity of these has been already described under the

head Propaganda (q.v.); but the present century has

produced several private associations, the resources of

which arise entirely from voluntary annual contribu-

tions, and the organization of which is most complete

and most extensive. The first of these is that founded

at Lyons in 1822, under the title "GSuvre de la Propa-

gation ,le la Foi." with a branch al Paris, and subordi-

nate branches in the other Catholic kingdoms. It is

under the direction of a council, which communicates
as well with the local associations through which the

funds are supplied by small weekly, monthly, or yearly

contributions, as w ith tic missions to the aid of w hich

the fund SO raised is applied, by an apportionment reg-

ulated according to the necessities of each. The piety

of contributors is stimulated by the exhortations ,,i the

popes, and the granting of indulgences to those who,

with the other requisite dispositions, shall aid in the

work. The journal of the society, entitled . I mm i.

.

, ,/, l,i

Propagation d* In Foi, is a very interesting bimonthly
collection of letters and reports from the different mis-

sions connected wiih the central body. L'he receipts

of this association for the year 1863 were 1,788,496 ir.

86 c. t >i this sum, by far the largest proportion was
raised in Prance o.:',i>7._M.s fr. Italy came next, tl gh
at a long interval, contributing 420,653 fr. : Belgium
gave 271,597 fr.; Germany, 251,873 fr.; the British isl-

ands. 127,000 fr. Spain, once the greal propagator of

i iiijhe New World, cut ributed but 12,549 fr.;

but it is to be ol,-erve,r that Spain maintains for her

own missionary enterprises a large and liberal establish-

ment in connection with the mission of the Philippines

and the South Sea. Another association of somewhat
later date is the >•

I pol, liner Vorein." established at

Vienna in 1829, the chief object of which is t,, assist

the missions of German origin, especially in America.
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This association also has its own journal, entitled Be-

richte der Leopoldiner Stiftung. It is under the presi-

dency of the archbishop of Vienna. A third is that

established in Bavaria as an offshoot of the Lyons asso-

ciation, under the name " Ludwigs Missions-Verein."

Like that of Vienna, its chief, although not exclusive,

object is the support of German missions. The Lud-

wigs Verein is conducted under the auspices of the

archbishop of Munich. All these associations, although

quite independent in their management and direction,

nevertheless maintain close relations with the Propa-

ganda of Rome, and are often guided by the recom-

mendations of the cardinal prefect in the distribution

of their funds to particular missions.—Chambers.

Propater. See Godfather.

Proper Names, chiefly of the Old Testament. It

is interesting, as well as useful, to know the original sig-

nification of proper names. The chief use which ac-

crues from an accurate knowledge of them is that we
are by their means enabled to attain a more lively ap-

prehension of the truth of ancient history. (In this

investigation we chiefly make use of Ewald's article in

Kitto's Cyclopedia.)

I. Form of Proper Names.—The first fact that strikes

us, on a general view of them all, is that the ancient

Hebrews always retained the greatest simplicity in the

use of names. In reality there is always only one sin-

gle name which distinguishes a person. Where it is

necessary, the name of the father is added ; sometimes

that of the mother instead, in case she happens to be

more celebrated (thus the three heroic brothers, Joab,

Abishai, and Asael, are always called after their mother

Zerujah [1 Chron. ii, 16]) ; or the line of descent is traced

further back, often to the fourth generation, or even

further. Mere epithets, like " David the king," " Isaiah

the prophet," always express the actual and significant

dignity of a man. The instances in which a person re-

ceives two names alternately, as Jacob-Israel, Gideon-

Jerubbaal (Judg. vi-ix), are casual and rare, and are

not to be ascribed to a general custom of the people.

1. The simple names exist in great abundance; and

their signification, as to the mere word itself, is gener-

ally evident: as "^, Dan, "judge;" "pS^, Jamin, the

Latin dexter, an ancient name, according to Gen. xlvi,

10; 1 Chron. ii, 27; bwj, Saul, "desired," also an an-

cient name, according to Gen. xlvi, 10; comp. xxxvi,

37 ; "Ca, Geber, " hero" (1 Kings iv, 19). Thus most of

them express an honorable sense ; although examples

are not wanting of the direct contrary, as HJi"=>35, Ikkesh,

" crooked" (2 Sam. xxiii, 2G). With what ease also fem-

inine words become names for men is shown by cases

like i"!*X. Aiah, "vulture" (iii, 7; xxi, 8; comp. Gen.

xxxvi, 24) ; i"l3"P, Jonah, " clove," which are just as ap-

plicable to men as the masculine b^'Vi", Shual, "fox"

(1 Chron. vii, 36). Diminutives, which are so fre-

quently used as proper names by the Arabs, are rare

among the Hebrews; but are by no means wanting, as

is proved by "j'IP'CT or "jp^Dt, Zebulun, the name of the

son of Jacob, and *WH^ or "jW"''!"], Jedithun, the name

of the singer of David. All those names which are

formed with a prefixed yod are to be considered as espe-

cially ancient, because this nominal formation became
entirely obsolete in the language, and recurs almost

only in proper names, as is shown not only by the well-

known names "p""1
, Jacob, t{0*\"', Joseph, i~l'Tl^', , Ju-

dah. pn^"1
, Isaac, but also by a number of less common

ones, as Mia'"-, Jashub (Numb, xxvi, 24); Sl'V), Jarib

(1 Chron. iv, 24) ; Ttf^, Jamlech (ver. 34) ; "jS??, Ja-

chan (v, 13) ; *lS;2^ Izhar (Exod. vi, 18) ; irG"1
, Ibhar

(2 Sam. v, 15); T\IZ^, Jephunneh (Numb, xiii, 6; 1

Chron. vii, 38) ; brVP, Jeroham (1 Sam. i, 1 ; 1 Chron.

viii, 27); and others. There is an ancient adjective-

ending, that in dm or 6m, which has fixed itself most

firmly in proper names, as C-TP1X, Ahuzzam (1 Chron.

iv, 6) : t)T5, Gazzam (Ezra ii, 48)'; C^TQ, Miriam, the

sister of Moses, and 01123*13, Gershom, his son; CfT>22,

Chimham (2 Sam. xix, 38), which not only exists also

in the form DltTCS, Chimhom (Jer. xlii, 17), but in

*n*23, Chimhan (2 Sam. xix, 40), according to custom-

ary changes.

2. The compound names, however, are more impor-
tant for history, because they express more complete

and distinct ideas than the simple names. Some of

them are altogether isolated, as GHi^S, Phinehas, prop-

erly " serpent's mouth," the grandson of Aaron ; ":iw 1
,

Issachar, the son of Jacob; Oholiab (Exod. xxxi, 6),

" father's tent," a name resembling the Greek Patroclus.

But most of them bear a general resemblance to each

other, and follow in shoals certain dominant opinions

and customs ; and these last are what we must particu-

larly consider here.

A great number of them owe their origin to the re-

lations of the house, as the sense of the first word of the

compound shows. Most of these have the word "
12X,

abi, "father," for their first member, as Abiezer, Abital,

A bigail. Fiirst (Handworlerbuch, p. 7, 50) regards these

words as names for the Divine Being, rendering such a

name as Abimelek, Ab (i. e. God) is king; Abidan, Ab
(God) is judge; and so Achitub, Ach (God) is good.

Others deny any reference to the Deity in these words,

but cannot agree whether they are to be taken literally

or figuratively. The Easterns use the word ab (fa-
ther), etc., to express the possession of any quality.

Thefox is abu 'Ikusain ("father of the little fort," i. e.

the burrower). The mosquito is abu 'Ifa 's (" father of

the axe"), from its sharp instrument of incision. The
camel is abu ayyub (" father of Job"), from his patience.

Many therefore think that such a name as Abinoam
(" father of kindness") means merely very kind. Others,

as Ewald, regard the words ab. ach, ben, etc., as at least

at one time expressive of real relationship, and think

such names exhibit an approach to our family names.

It sometimes happens that a person appears with the

name both in its simple as well as its compound state.

For example, Nadab, as well as Abinadab, Ezer and

Abiezer, and Abner (" father of Ner") was son of Ner.

This seems to imply that something like the present

Arabic practice had begun to prevail among the He-
brews. Certain names become hereditary in a family,

and a man is expected to name his son by the tradi-

tional name. To such an extent is this custom carried

that a man whose son should have been called " Yusuf"

is styled "Abu Yusuf," even if he has no son; and a

woman who is childless rejoices in the name Umm
Musa ("Mother of Moses"), because, had she had a

son, he would have borne the name " Musa." In all

likelihood these words, ab, etc., have not always the

same meaning; the connective vowel i is not always a

sign of the genitive, but merely of the construct or state

of composition. We could more easily admit a meta-

phorical sense in the compounds with son, since "2 is

really often used in a highly metaphorical sense. Bath-

sheba' is certainly not the daughter of a man named
She'ba' (2 Sam. xi, 3). Such compound names with son,

however, are, on the whole, rare, and are only found

in some frequency in 1 Kings iv, 7 sq. See Ab- ; Bex-.

Under this class we may also include ttJ*,X, Ish,

"man," with which several names are compounded.
Another, but a smaller, class consists of names com-

pounded with 52, Am, "people," resembling the many
Greek compositions with Xcioc and cijpog ; and just as

in Greek c"iipoQ is placed first or last (Demosthenes,

Aristodemos), so also A m is at one time found in the

first, and at another in the last place; only that, ac-

cording to the laws of the Shemitic language, the sense

of one of these positions is exactly the reverse of the
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other. As all these compounds must be conceived to

be in the state construct, bo likewise we are probably to

take the names Zl'Z~". Jeroboam, properly "people's

increaser," a suitable name lor a prince, and DSSD^
Jashobeam, "people's turner" or "leader;" lor. as was

above, the simple names are often formed with

a prefixedjod; and we actually find ~"T^. ./ttx/iul, as a

simple uame in Numb, xxvi, 29; 1 Chron. vii, 1.

Many compound names endeavor to express a re-

gain, Raggi (Numb, xxvi. 15); ri'z--. Muhullemeth,

i. e. I'ia (2 Kings xxi. 19), besides D5CB, MeshuUam,

Pius (1 Chron. v, 18; viii. L7), and ms^ia, SMomit^,

Friederike (Numb. xxiv. 11 ), besides ~~V:;. Shelomok,

Friederich. But we musl not overlook the fact that all

thea an instances ol simple names; or of those also in

which the masculine has already dropped the second

member; for ( ibananl and Zabdl, as is shown below, are

ligious sense, and therefore contain the divine name, shortened from Chananjab, Zabdljah: no single i -..nu-

ll, re we at the same time find a new law of format ion : pie occurs from a compound man's name. As thi same
as these compounds are intended to express a complete compound nam. -. how< v< r, are sometimi - ua d both for

thought, such as the religious sentiment requires, a men and women, and as even those very names are ap-
name may consist of an entire proposition with a verb, pned to women which could not orurinally have been
u..*. ,.r «— -„.. :„ «« i._:„r ~ _~ :i.i- . i :..... .but of course in as brief a compass as pos>ilile; and in

deed shorter compounds are made with a verb than

with a passive participle, as 5X:r:. Nathanael (in

the N w Test NaBavafjk, properly "God-gave," i.e.

whom ( lod gave, given by God, BtoSoroc or ( >> Swpoc),

sounds shorter than ;X':"r:. Nethumel, with the par-

ticiple, which woidd certainly express the same sense.

Bui since the finite verb, as also any other predicate, can

jusl as well precede as follow, accordingly a great free-

dom in the position of the divine name has prevailed in

this class; and this peculiarity is preserved, in the same
case, in the following period: but indeed the Greeks

use SwpoZtuc as well as 9t6S<i>pog. Thus biOt}3,

Kethaneel (1 Chron, ii, 14), or ir:"::x. Elnathan (Je'r.

xxxvi, 12). The two names are there generally assigned
to two different persons; nevertheless, both combina-

tions may form names for the same person, as b&t^BS,

Ammiel (1 Chron. iii, o), aud WlpS, L'liam (2 Sam.
xi, 3), belong to the same individual.

applicable to any but men. as A!>i
:
/<ii/, Achi

cordingly we musl assume that the plastic power ol the

language had already exhausted itself in thi- remote
province, and that, for that reason, the distinction of the

feminine was omitted.

II. Symbolical Import of Proper Names. As the

name was the "sign" of ttie thing, it expressed a- mar-
ly as possible its character; it was the expression of the
impression winch was produced by the thin- named on
the beholder. The truer the expression was to the im-
pression, and the truer the impression was to the object,

the more nearly did the name represent the thing named.
Hence the name in Hebrew is used to signify tie col-

lected attributes or characteristics of the object named.
This is particularly the case with the divine name.
•'The Lord descended in the cloud and proclaimed the

name of the Lord. Ami the Lord passed by him and
proclaimed, The Lord, the Lord God, merciful and gra-

cious,"' etc. (Exod. xxxiv). where all these terms furnish

but the exegesis of the word nuiin . The use is similar

3. Lastly, manv proper names have assumed the de- I

in the New Test- '
,lir L" r<1 Ba

J'
s

<

"
l have mauifl sted

rivative syllable -i, or -at (which appears to be onlj di- "'>' """" '""" tne mpn whicn thou - :1X
'
M me '"" " f

alectically different from -i, and is chiefly frequent in

tin. later periods) ; and we must certainly consider that.

in some cases, this syllable may possibly form mere ad-

jectives, ami therewith simple names, as ^p-CX. Amit-

tai, "trneman," from PttX, Emeth, "truth," and Bar-
zillai, " Iron," or " Ironman," the name of a celebrated
Gileadite family (Ezra ii, »'>1

;
•-' Sam. xvii, 27); or that

it is derived from a place, as ''"IRS!, Beeri (Hos. i. 1 : 1

Chron. vii, 36), "he of the well." or he of a place known
as the well. But it undoubtedly very often also ex-

presses a genealogical relation, like the Creek ending
-«";/r, and presupposes a previous proper name from

wdiich it is derived; thus the. name "
1"l !li"l, Ihtri (1

Chron, v, 14), as surely presupposes the above-men-
tioned Chiir. as the Greek I'hilippides does l'hilippos,

and as Ketubai (h\ 9), one ofthe descendants of Judah,
is connected with the Ketuh in iv. 11. It is remarkable
that the genealogical relation appear- to he sometimes
expressed by the mere f\~ of motion, as rcpr*. Jaco-
buh (ver. 36), which would he equivalently expressed

by a German name, Zu-Jacob; nbx—r-. Tsharelah,

1>. Israel (xxv. 11; comp.ver.2); and most distinctly

in n3'12 -rn, //((.<////,/,/,;//,,//, ••reckone.l to Dan"
|
N'eli.

viii, 4; comp, nttjjj>31tt3*, JoskbeJcashah, in 1 Chron.
xxv, 4).

Among the names of women, the oldest as well as
the simple8l which are found are actually only suited

women, as Rachel, "Ewe;" Deborah, "Bee;" /'<<-

the world" (John xvii. (It; where narru embraces the

whole divine nature revealed by the Son, who hath

'•declared" the Father. In general the name was the

result of an effort to embody in language as nearly as

possible the nature of objects. When the whole nature

could not he taken in, the chief characteristic was seized

upon— what struck the eye or any ofthe senses mainly

—and hence arose such names as Esau ( " hairy").

When there was no outstanding attribute to seize and

embody, some incident was laid hold of connected with
the object named, e. g. Moses ("drawn out" of the

water); or some feeling in the mind ofthe namer at

the incut of imposing the name, as Benoni ("my son

of sorrow"). Even the name- of natural objects are full

of meaning, often full of poetry, often having reminis-

cences of ancient times and deeds floating about them.

The river names are very suggestive. The Jordan

( Yarden, yarud, -to come down" [comp. Ganges, Rhe-

nUS
|

' i- I he two rapids, one into the Sea of < .alilee. and
one into the Dead Sea. The Anion is the stream that

"sings" [reman, to "make a tremulous sound") among
the mountain-. Jabbok, that which ','belches" (" byoks")

through the rocky gorge. The Cherith, thai which
• cuts" its way. So are the name- Of mountain-. L b-

anon is the .Mont Blanc of Syria, bul perhaps named
less from its snowy mantle than it- hare uhih rili- of

naked stone. Sirion, the •• breastplate" of rock. The
whole land is full ol Ibels i grassy ads .

/•'<• rs
I
wells),

Ayins (fountains); and in the evening the maidens
danced in the meads, and called them Abel-meholah

;" Uannah, "Favor," the mother of I
<?
udg- vii

' ?' ^ the kids aronnd the fountain, and

,. , ,. . ,
it was named En-gedi (Josh, xv, 62) ; and the scorpions

basked in the sunny Blopes, and their haunt- were
Samuel. Those which, express Bucb a delicate and en
dearing sense as Qeren Uappuk, "box of eye-ointment"
(Job xlii, 1 1), ail d "SZ-. Hephzibah, " my delighl is

hi hi i

' '-2 Kings xxi. lj,' betray thai they wi i

;ill
.
v formed in i !h later times, it appear- indeed to

have been customary, at an early period, to form names
for women from those of men. by mean- ofthe feminine

termination; as r-;~. Uaggith (2 Sam. iii. 4), besides

named AkTabbim; ami the gazelles bounded across the

heights, and men called their favorite resorts Ajalon.

See each of tin- above term- in it- pla& .

for the philological questions involved in the above

examination, see the Hebrew lexicons. More Bpecial

treatises are the following : Redslob, /)* alttesfn . \ -

men (Hamb. 1846); Farrar, Proper Names ofthe Bible
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(Lond. 1844) ; Jones, Names in the Old Test. (ibid. 185G)

;

Wilkinson, Names in (he Bible (ibid. 1865). See Name.

Proper Psalms, i. e. psalms adapted by their con-

tents to the subjects of particular Sundays or festivals

and holydays. St. Chrysostom refers to ancient pre-

scription in this matter, and St. Augustine mentions as

an old custom the use of Psa. xxii on Good Friday.

Cassian informs us that Psa. lxiii was sung at matins,

and the 141st at evensong. St. Athanasius and St. Au-

gustine appointed special psalms on certain occasions.

—

Waleott, Sacred Arclmology. s. v.

Prophecies is the name given to the Biblical texts

which are read in the Church of Home on the day be-

fore Easter-Sunday, after the consecration of the paschal

taper. They are the following : Gen. i, 1 ; ii, 2 ; v, 31

;

viii, 21; xxii. 1-19; Exod. xiv, 24; xv, 1; Isa. liv, 17;

lv, 11; Bar. iii, 9-38; Ezek. xxxvii, 1-14; Isa. iv;

Exod. xii, 1-11; Jon. iii; Deut. xxxi. 22-30; Dan. iii,

1-24. They are called prophecies, inasmuch as they are

symbols of the redemption of mankind through Jesus

Christ, and have a direct bearing upon the mysteries

which the Church is at that period solemnly commemo-
rating. The first prophecy relates the creation of the

world: we are to remember here that Christ, by his

death on the cross, became the originator of a new, spir-

itual creation. The second prophecy is about the flood,

about Noah saved with his family in the ark: it must
remind the faithful that the Redeemer saves through
the waters of baptism all those who believe in him.

The third prophecy brings before our eyes Abraham,
whose faith was as firm as a rock, and invites to similar

confidence in our Lord. The fourth prophecy relates

the exodus from Egypt and the passage through the

Red Sea, showing how Christians should leave the bond-

age of sin and follow their own god-sent leader. The
fifth and sixth prophecies recommend constancy in our

purpose, teaching—the former—that the Lord bestows

eternal bliss upon such as follow him ; the latter, that

ruin awaits the sinner. To give us the necessary forces

for the struggle we are to go through, God sends us the

Holy Ghost: this is what we are reminded of by the

vision of Ezekiel in the seventh prophecy. The eighth

prophecy points out the eternal glory which awaits

those who fight under the cross. The ninth prophecy

is about the Jewish passover, the tenth about Jonah's

preaching in Nineveh, the eleventh about the respect

to be paid to the Pentateuch, and the twelfth about the

three young men in the oven. The custom of extraor-

dinary readings on Saturday before Easter is very an-
cient; it was made necessary by another custom which
consisted in spending several hours of the Easter-night

in the place of worship, more especially to await mid-
night there. Gregory of Nyssa (Orat. ii, I)e Eesurr.

Ch?isti) speaks of these readings, only their number was
not the same at all times. The Ordo Rom. i speaks of

four lections, each of which was read in Latin and in

Greek. According to Beleth (c. 106), there were at Rome
twelve Greek and as many Latin lections; in other

places twelve, or only seven. William Durand (1. 6, c.

81) knows of four, six, twelve, and fourteen of them.
In some churches five were read, in others eight.

—

Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lex. s. v. See Siegel, Christ-

liche A llertburner (Index in vol. iv) ; Riddle, Christian

Antiquities (see Index).

Prophecy. Under this head we propose to treat

of certain general aspects of the subject of permanent
interest, reserving for the head of Pp.ophet what re-

lates more personally to the organs or media of true

prophecy, as found in the Bible. In doing so we make
free use of the articles in Fairbaim's and Smith's Dic-

tionaries.

I. Design ofrmpheci/.—In this respect we would de-

fine prophecy as "God's communication to the Church,
to be her light and comfort in time of trouble and per-
plexity." Vitringa defines it as "a prediction of some
contingent circumstance or event in the future received

by immediate or direct revelation." Dr. Pye Smith
speaks of it

li as a declaration made by a creature under
the inspiration and commission of the omniscient God
relating to an event or series of events, which have not
taken place at the time the prophecy is uttered, and
which could not have been certainly foreknown by any
science or wisdom of man." Other writers say, " Proph-
ecy is nothing but the history of events before they come
to pass." Dean Magee dissents from this popular but
erroneous view. In a lecture on the uses of prophecy
he defines a prophet as " the religious teacher of his age,
whose aim is the religious education of those whom he
addresses." To have received a call and message direct

from God, and to deliver it, is the essence of prophet-
ism. The Jewish lawgiver in delivering moral and
ceremonial precepts received from God, and our blessed

Lord in the Sermon on the Mount, were prophets just

as much as when they predicted the future of Israel

(M'Caul, Aids to Faith). As a reaction from the gen-
eral body of writers on prophecy, who exalt the predic-

tive and neglect the moral element of God's communica-
tion to man, there have arisen in Germany, and to some
extent in our own land, writers who speak exclusively

of the moral stream of light flowing through prophecy,
and deny altogether its predictive character. Both
errors will be avoided by bearing in mind that the

word of prophecy was profitable for doctrine, for reproof,

for correction, for instruction, to the first recipients of

the message, as well as for succeeding ages.

The usual view of prophecy as anticipated history

virtually excludes from the roll the great Prophet who
was its theme and author, Moses his distinguished pro-

totype, John the Baptist his eminent forerunner, Elijah,

Samuel, under the old covenant, as well as the apostles

and prophets under the new. According to this view,

prophecy is virtually limited to what the Spirit saith

unto the churches in the four hundred years between
Hosea and Malachi. and by the beloved John, the

writer of the Apocalypse. But if we agree to regard

the prophet as the forthteller, possessing the mitnus prce-

dicandi—rather than the foreteller, possessing only the

munus pi-adicendi—we see at once how the very highest

place is assigned to our Lord and to Moses ; how John
the Baptist was more than a prophet, as he stood with-

in the actual dawn of the day of Christ, and as a relig-

ious teacher did really more for the religious training

of those whom he addressed than any of the prophets

of the old covenant. We see, too, how naturally and
clearly the earlier prophets were subordinate to Moses,
so that the test of their commission was conformity to

the lawgiver; and how appropriately the term is applied

to the apostles of our Lord and Saviour, as charged by
Christ with the whole ordering and establishing of the

Church in its institutions, government, and progress.

In fact, students of prophecy perpetually use the word
in a non-natural sense. Hence the variety and discord-

ancy of their interpretations. Our attention must be

rigidly fixed on the natural and proper sense of the

terms, if we would gain any satisfactory results.

In all communications from God to man two elements

may be traced, the moral and the predictive. Neither

element must be pressed or insisted on, so as to depress

and exclude the other. Yet the moral element is the

fundamental, to which the predictive is always subsid-

iary. The moral element occupies the highest place in

the communications made by our Lord, by Moses, by
the apostles; the predictive element prevails in those

who had the more ordinary gifts, as all their announce-

ments appealed to the revelations made by Moses and
by Christ. The testimony of Jesus as the author, and
the testimony borne to Jesus as the theme, is the spirit

of prophecy. According to this view prophecy is always

didactic; the moral element is fundamental, the predic-

tive is entirely subsidiary. All who bore testimony to

Jesus before his incarnation were preachers of righteous-

ness, and all who testify that Jesus is come in the flesh

exercise the prophetical function.
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II. Value of Prophecy as Evidence of the Truth of

in,— Davison, in his Discourses on Prophecy,

fixes a "Criterion of Prophecy," and in accordance with

it he describes " the conditions which would confi r co-

gency of evidence on single examples of prophecy" in

Ihe following manner: first, "the known pr ulgation

of the prophecy prior to the event; sc> lly. the clear

and palpable fulfilment of it; lastly, the nature of the

event itself—if, when the prediction of il was given, it

lay remote from human view, and "as auch as could nol

i u by any supposable effort of reason, or be de-

on principles of calculation derived from prob-

ability and experience" t Disc, viii, 378 >. AppU ing his

test, the learned writer finds that the establishment of

the Christian religion and the person of its Founder
... i. predicted when neither reason nor experience could

have anticipated them ; and that the predictions respect-

ing them have been clearly fulfilled in history. Here,

then, is an adequate proof of an inspired prescience in

the prophets who predicted these things. He applies

hi^ test in the prophecies recorded oftbeJewish people,

and their actual state, to the prediction of the great

apostasy and to the actual Btate of corrupted Christian-

ity, and finally ti> the prophecies relating to Nineveh,

Babylon, Tyre, Egypt, the (shmaelites, and the lour

Empires, and to the events which have befallen them;
and in each of these eases be finds proof of the existence

of the predictive element in the prophets.

In the book of Kings we find Micaiah, the son of Im-

lah, uttering a challenge, by which his predictive pow-
er .> were to be judged. He had pronounced, by the

word of the Lord, that Ahab should fall at Ramoth-
Gilead. Ahab, in return, commanded him to he shut up

in prison until he came hack in peace. "And Micaiah
said. If thou return at all in peace" (that is. if the event

do not verily my words), "the Lord hath not spoken

by me" (that is. I am no prophet capable of predicting

the future)
|

1 Kings xxii. 28). The test is sound as a

negative test, and so it is laid down in the law (Deut.

xviii, 22 i; but as a positive test it would not be suffi-

cient. Allah's death at Ramoth-Gilead did not prove

Micaiah's predictive powers, though his escape would

have disproved them. But here we must notice a very

important difference between single prophecies and a

series of prophecy. The fulfilment of a single prophecy

does nol prove the prophetical power of the prophet,

but the fulfilment "fa long series of prophecies by a se-

ries or number ofevents does in itself constitute a proof

that the prophecies were intended to predict the events,

and. consequently, that predictive power resided in the

prophet or prophets. We may see this in the so far

parallel cases of satirical writings. We know for certain

that Aristophanes refers to Cleon, Pericles, Nicias (and

we should be equally sure of it were his satire more con-

cealed than it is), simply from the fact of a number of

satirical hits i verging together on the object of his

satire. One. two. or three strokes might be intended

lor more persons than one. hut the addition of each

Btroke makes the aim more apparent;' and when we have
a sufficient number before us. we can no longer possibly

doubt his design. The same may he said of fables, and
still more of allegories. The fad of a complicated lock

being opened by a key shows that the lock and key
were meant for each other. Now the Messianic pict-

ure drawn by the prophets as a body contains at least

as many trails as these: That salvation should come
through the family id' Abraham, [saac, Jacob, Judah,
David; that at the time of the final absorption of the

Jewish power, Shiloh (the tranquillizer) should gather
the nations und< r his rule; that there .should be a great

Prophet, typified by Moses; a King descended from
David: a Priest forever, typified by Melchizedek ; that

there si Id b born into the world a child to be called

Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince of Peace; that

there should l>.- a Righteous Servant of God mi whom
tin. Lord would lay the iniquitj of all; that Messiah
the Prince should he cut oil', hut not for himself; that

1 an everlasting kingdom should be given by the Ancient
of Days to one like the Nun of man. It seems impossi-

ble- t.. harmonize so many apparent contradictions. Nev-
ertheless, it is an undoubted fact thai at the time seem-
ingly pointed out by one or more of these predictions

there was born into the world a child of the house of

David, and therefore of tie- family of Abraham, [saac,

Jacob, and Judah,who claimed to be the object of these

and other predictions; who i~ acknowledged as Proph-
et, Priest, and King, a- Mighty God and yet a- God's

Righteous Servant win. bears the iniquity of all; who
was cut off. ami whose death is acknowledged not to

have been for hi> own, but for others' good: who has

instituted a spiritual kingdom on earth, which kingdom
is of a nature to continue forever, if there is any con-

tinuance beyond this world and this life; and in whose
doings and sufferings on earth a number of specific pre-

dictions were minutely fulfilled. Then we may say

that we have here a series of prophecies which are so

applicable to the person and earthly life of Jesus Christ

as to be thereby shown to have been designed to apply

to him. If they were designed to apply to him, pro-

phetical prediction i> proved.

Objections have been urged: (a.) Vagueness.—It has

been said that the prophecies are too darkly and vague-

ly worded to be proved predictive by the events which
they are alleged to foretell. This objection is stated

with clearness and force by Amnion. He says, "Such
simple se nces as the following: Israel has not to ex-

pect a king, but a teacher; this teacher will be horn at

Bethlehem during t he reign of Herod : be will lay down
his life under Tiberius, in attestation of the truth of his

religion : through the destruction of Jerusalem, and the

complete extinction of the Jewish state, he will spread

his doctrine in every quarter of the world— a few sen-

i tences like these, expressed in plain historical prose,

would not only bear the character of true predictions,

but, when once their genuineness was proved, they

would be of incomparably greater worth to us than till

the oracles of the Old Test taken together" {ChristoL

"////. p. 12). Hut to this it might be answen d, and has

I

been in effect answered by Hengstenberg : I. That God
never forces men to believe, but that there is such a

union of definiteness and vagueness in the prophecies

as to enable those who are willing to discover the truth.

while th.' wilfully blind are not forcibly constrained to

see it. _'. That, had the prophecies be n couched in

\

the form of direct declarations, their fulfilment would

have thereby been rendered impossible, or. at least, ca-
' pable of frustration. 8. That the effect of prophecy

(e. g. with reference to the time of the Messiah's com-
ing) would have been far less beneficial i" believers, as

being less adapted to keep them in a stair of constant

expectation. 4. That the Messiah of Revelation could
' not be so clearly portrayed in his varied character as

God and Man. as Prophet, Priest, and King, if he had

been the mere •teacher" which is all that Amnion ac-

knowledges him to be. 5. That th.- Mate of i he proph-

ets, at tin- time .if receiving the divine revelation, was
' (as we shall presently show) such as necessarily to

make their predictions fragmentary, figurative, and ab-

stracted from the relations of time. 6. That some por-

tions Of I he prophecies were intended to be of double

application, ami some portions to be understood only on

their fulfilment (comp. John xiv,29; Ezek. xxxvi, 88).

(6.) Obscurity of a Pari <>r Parts ofa Prophecy oth-

erwise Clear. The objection drawn from "the unintel-

ligibleness of one part of a prophecy, a- invalidating

the proof of foresight arising from the evident comple-

tion of those parts which an- understood" i- akin to that

drawn from the vagueness of the whole of it. Ii may
be answered with the same arguments, t" which WC
may add the consideration urged by Butler that it is,

for the argument in hand, the same as if the parts not

uiidi r-i I were written in cipher, or not writ ten at all:

- Suppose a w riling, partly in cipher and partly in plain

words at length; and that in the part one understood
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there appeared mention of several known facts — it

would never come into any man's thought to imagine

that, if he understood the whole, perhaps he might rind

that these facts were not in reality known by the writer"

{Analogy, pt. ii, ch. vii). Furthermore, if it be true

that prophecies relating to the first coming of the Mes-

siah refer also to his second coming, some part of those

prophecies must necessarily be as yet not fully under-

stood.

It would appear from these considerations that Da-

vison's second "condition," above quoted, "the clear

and palpable fulfilment of the prophecy," should be so

far modified as to take into account the necessary diffi-

culty, more or less great, in recognising the fulfilment

of a prophecy which results from the necessary vague-

ness and obscurity of the prophecy itself.

(c.) Application of the Several Prophecies to a more

Immediate Subject.—It has been the task of many Bibli-

cal critics to examine the different passages which are

alleged to be predictions of Christ, and to show that

they were delivered in reference to some person or thing

contemporary with, or shortly subsequent to, the time

of the writer. The conclusion is then drawn, sometimes

scornfully, sometimes as an inference not to be resisted.

that the passages in question have nothing to do with

the Messiah. We have here to distinguish carefully

between the conclusion proved and the corollary drawn
from it. Let it be granted that it may be proved of

all the predictions of the Messiah (it certainly may be

proved of many) that they primarily apply to some his-

torical and present fact : in that case a certain law, un-

der which God vouchsafes his prophetical revelations,

is discovered; but there is no semblance of disproof of

the further Messianic interpretation of the passages un-

der consideration. That some such law does exist has

been argued at length by Mr. Davison. He believes,

however, that " it obtains only in some of the more dis-

tinguished monuments of prophecy," such as the proph-

ecies founded on, and having primary reference to,

the kingdom of David, the restoration of the Jews, the

destruction of Jerusalem (On Prophecy, disc. v). Dr.

Lee thinks that Davison "exhibits too great reserve in

the application of this important principle" (On Inspira-

tion, lect. iv). He considers it to be of universal ap-

plication; and upon it he founds the doctrine of the

"double sense of prophecy," according to which a pre-

diction is fulfilled in two or even more distinct but

analogous subjects : first in type, then in antitype ; and
after that, perhaps awaits a still further and more com-
plete fulfilment. This view of the fulfilment of prophecy
seems necessary for the explanation of our Lord's pre-

diction on the Mount, relating at once to the fall of Je-

rusalem and to the end of the Christian dispensation.

It is on this principle that Pearson writes: "Many are

the prophecies which concern him, many the promises

which are made of him ; but yet some of them very ob-

scure. . . . Wheresoever he is spoken of as the anointed,

it may well he. first understood of some other person;

except one place in Daniel, where Messiah is foretold

' to be cut off' " (On the Creed, art. ii).

Whether it can be proved by an investigation of Holy
Scripture that this relation between divine announce-

ments for the future and certain present events does so

exist as to constitute a law, and whether, if the law is

proved to exist, it is of universal or only of partial ap-

plication, we do not pause to determine. But it is man-
ifest that the existence of a primary sense cannot ex-

clude the possibility of a secondary sense. The ques-

tion, therefore, really is, whether the prophecies are ap-

plicable to Christ : if they are so applicable, the previous

application of each of them to some historical event

would not invalidate the proof that, they were designed

as a whole to find their full completion in him. Nay.
even if it could he shown that the prophets had in their

thoughts nothing beyond the primary completion of

their words (a thing which we at present leave undeter-

mined), no inference could thence be drawn against their

secondary application ; for such an inference would as-

sume what no believer in inspiration will grant — viz.

that the prophets are the sole authors of their prophe-
cies. The rule Nihil in scripto quod nonprius in saip-
tore is sound ; but the question is, who is to be regarded
as the true author of the prophecies—the human instru-

ment or the divine author? See Hengstenberg, Chris-
tology, appendix vi, p. 433. See Double Sknse.

(d.) Miraculous Character.— It is probable that this

lies at the root of the many and various efforts made to

disprove the predictive power of the prophets. There
is no question that if miracles are, either physically or
morally, impossible, then prediction is impossible; and
those passages which have ever been accounted predic-
tive must be explained away as being vague, as being
obscure, as applying only to something in the writer's

lifetime, or on some other hypothesis. This is only say-
ing that belief in prediction is not compatible with the
theory of atheism, or with the philosophy which rejects

the overruling providence of a Personal God. See Mait-
land, Argument from Prophecy (Lond. 1877) ; Row,
Bampton Lecture for 1877, p. 219. See Miracle.

Tor a copious list of treatises on Scripture prophecy
in general, see Darling, Cyclopaedia Bibliographiea, col.

1785 sq. ; and Malcolm, Theological Index, s. v. Comp.
Knrtz, Gesch. d. Alten Bundes, ii, 513 sq. ; Hard wick,

Christ and other Masters, vol. i, ch. iii. esp. p. 135 sq.;

Smith, (Bampton Lecture) On Prophecy (Bost. 1870,

12mo); Brit, and For. Ev. Rev. 18(53. art. viii ; Bibh

|

Repos. p. 11, 138, 217 ; Westm. Rev. Jan. 18(18, p. 106;
Kitto, Journ.of Sac. Lit. xxx, 1 sq., April, 1853, p. 35;
Aids to Faith, essay iii; Fngl. Rev. viii, 181; Fisher,

The Beginnings of Christianity, p. 8, et al. : Stanlev,

Lectures on the Jewish Church. 1st series, lect. xviii-xx
;

Fairbairn, Prophecy Viewed in respect to its Distinctive

Nature, its Special Function, and Proper Interpretation

(Edinb. 1850) ; and for the vast field of German litera-

ture on the subject, see Keil, Introd. to the Old Test.

(ibid. 1809), i, 265 sq.

PKOPHECY, Jewish Interpretation of. The
Hebrew and the Christian alike recognise the reality of

the predictive element in the chosen oracles of the great

/ am. The two religionists, however, differ widely in

their manner and sense of interpretation and in the ap-

plication of the oracular utterances. This difference

regarding a portion of Scripture accepted alike by both
is easily accounted for. The divergence is in the two
religions themselves, and is called out by the question

whether the predictions for a Messiahship to the

"chosen race" have ever been fulfilled. Upon this

query all turns. The Israelite, refusing to recognise in

Christ the long-promised divine messenger, either de-

clares it a vain attempt to decipher the prophetic im-
ages, if he be a rationalist; or, if he be more faithfully

wedded to the canon of the synagogue, patiently sits

back, awaiting the final solution of the problem of God's

salvation of his people. See Jews; Messiah; Phari-
see; Rationalism.

In the early and mediaeval days of Christianity, the

Jews did not deny the facts of the Christian miracles,

but explained them away, and so nothing remained for

settlement hut the verity of the prophecies and the

question of their fulfilment. The first of these (he Jewr

conceded to the Christian, but on the last point a some-
what rich literature of polemics is preserved to us. It

begins with the New Test, itself. Paul and other apos-

tles were frequently called upon to argue the Messiah-
ship of Christ. We have the same phase of the contest

in the apology of Justin Martyr (q. v.) against Trypho,
to which a new kind of objection expressive of preju-

dice is added in the discourse which Celsus, as pre^-

served in Origen (Contr. Cels. bk. i and ii), puts into

the mouth of the Jew whom he introduces. (In refer-

ence to this contest, these Church fathers, and especial-

ly Semisch's work on Justin Martyr and the works on

the Jewish Talmudic literature and philosophy, may be

consulted. See also, for later continuations of this con-
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test, Ilagenbach. Eitt. of Doctr. i, § 14A, and the art.

Polemics, Jewish.)
The Jew contends with the Christian not only for a

special spiritual elevation in the prophet an intense!

degree of the same divine intuition which God gives to

all who worship him in love and reverence—but fur a

gift ol lighl vouchsafed to him different from any ordi-

nary endowment, Maimonides remains the chief of

the Jewish hermeneutists. "This sage of mediaeval

Judaism thus teaches: Prophecy signifies the com-

munication of verities to the human mind from God
by the medium of the active reason, with or without

tic power to foretell future events or to perform mira-

cles. The tirst point is essential, the oilier is merely

accidental Prophecy is a capacity of the human mind.

All possess it more or less. Like other human capaci-

ties, ii may remain dormant in this or that mind, or be

developed partially or perfectly. In the development

Of this capacity, it is necessary, in the tirst place, to cul-

tivate and purify the imagination, i. e. the ability of be-

holding iuti rnally, dearly, and truly things external

and distant, cither in space or time, and to place the

imagination under the control of menial judgment. In

tin' second place, the moral nature of the individual

must be trained to purity, goodness, love of the true

and the sublime, and the desire to understand the voice

of the eternal Deity. This cannot be done outside of

society, but within it and in iis active service. It can-

not, be done by asceticism and the renunciation of the

world and its charms; it must be done in gladness and
joy. by chastity, temperance, ami a life of moderation,

governing and controlling the lower passions and de-

veloping the nobler, liner, and higher ones to a har-

monious moral character. Passionate, immoral, and

wicked persons beu ilder their imaginal ion. pervert their

judgment, mil benight their reason. In the third place.

reason must b • fully developed to control all other pow-
ers of the individual, without weakening them or dis-

turbing the harmony of the soul, and to elevate him to

universal reason, which Maimonides calls the 'active

reason,' which enables him to grasp universal truth ami
to depict it clearly to himself or others by the power of
his imagination. Man so prepared, so developed and
train.d. is a prophet, although he siill may receive no
special messages from on hiy;li. either because his age
requires none, or outer influences, climatical 01 social.

disturb the mind. But the man so prepared, and he
only, can be a prophet of the Lord. So the ancient

prophets were prepared for their messages and their

missions. Others, .also, may conceive original ideas

and prophecies; but if the reason predominates over the

imagination, they cannot realize or reproduce their own
internal visions. If the imagination predominates, I hi

j

produce phantasmagorias—wild, disconnected, and con-

[fthe moral character supports not both.

deception, imposition, and even self-delusion

spring from realm's light and imagination's vision. If

one profess to be a prophet of the Lord, says Maimoni-
des. we would first lie obliged lo in\ estigate « hethi r his

education, his learning, his character, and his antece-

dents warrant such a presumption. If this be not the

case if he be a vulgar, uncultivated, or an impious man,
but maintains that God or an angel spoke to him this

or thai, we should !"• hound to declare him a deluded
fantasl or a wilful impostor. The genuine prophets,

Maimonides further maintains, are not all of the same
I 'hi ly are as different as are their natural

and the development thereof. Wiih the one
reason and with the other imagination may predomi-
nate, and another, again, may be influenced by moral
deficiencies. Therefore, while one prophet, like Moses.
is always readj and prepared to receive prophecies in a

Bound, waking, and dear state of mind, and in words
prosaic and perfectly definite and accurate.

others can receive visions in a Btate of dream, in eccen-

tric agitation, or hallucination only. Then they see

phantasms which are expounded to them or which they

themselves must expound; or they see an angel or a

person in themselves, of course—who speaks to them;
or they hear a voice without Beeing any vision, in which
they suppose they have heard < !od speak. Therefore the

prophetical style varies so much with the various writ-

ers ol Scriptures, and the oracles ol some are announced
in different poetical forms. The prophet knows how to

distinguish divine visions from vulgar ones by the pro-

found impression which the former make upon him, ear-

rj ing conviction into his mind, and we must know it by
the test of reason to which the matter revealed i- sub-

jected. All visions recorded in the Bible, .Maimon-
ides advances, were subjective, psychological processes.

Wherever it is said God appeared, an angel appeared,

this or that vision was seen, it must always be under-

stood io have appeared bo in the prophet's imagination.

Only one prophet received hi- revelations through and

to reason directly, without poetical garbs or visionary

assistance, and thai was Moses. < >nly one divine man-
ifestati if this nature did actually come to pa— . and

that was the revelation on Mount Sinai, and this, also,

Maimonides rationalizes in his own way. In all these

rational expositions of prophecy. Mail ddes refers to

l he Bible and the Talmud for support" i comp. hi- YeSO-

dm Haflorah, which forms the Introd. to his Ywl-lln-

chazakah |. See M uaoxroi -.

Another sage, whose authority the ultra-orthodox

prefer to depend upon. U Joseph Albo i q; V. I. He has

expressed his opinion on the various grades of prophets

in his I look mi Prim ipks\ Sepker Ikkai im. eh. x. j' :; >. It

differs materially from that of Maimonides. Albo has

four grades of prophets; the first class consists of proph-

ets with whom the understanding has no dominion over

the phantasy. They receive the prophetical vision in

a stale ofslumber and dream, after an attack of pain and

terror. The second class consists of prophets in whom
I he understanding and the phantasy are well balanced;

they receive the prophetical visious without pain or

terror, in quiet dreams. The third class consists of

prophets with whom the understanding predominates

over the phantasy; they see no imaginary visions, as

the above Iwo classes .lo. which must be expounded;

they see real objects in (heir visions, and hear them
speak intelligible words: there is neither pain nor ter-

ror, nor doubtful visions in the prophetical ecstasy of

this class. The fourth class consists of prophets with

whom phantasy has no influence whatever upon the

understanding; they see no visions, no symbols what-

ever, but hear prophetical words addressed to them, not

in a dream or vision—not merely sometimes and in a

State of ecstasy but waking, intelligent, and whenever

they wish. Albo adds, •• If a man has elevated himself

to this high state of mind, he should no longer be called

!
man—he should be called angel. None ol us mortals

has ever reached this perfection, except our teacher

.Moses." See Dr. Wise, Lectures on the Philosophy and

Philosophers of tin Jews as reported in the Israelite

(Cincinnati, 1873); Rothschild |
MissV Hist. and I it. of

tin Israelites, vol.ii; Geiger, Judaism, vol. i; M'Caul,

Old Paths. (J.H.W.)
Prophesyings. Religious exercises of the Puri-

tan clergy in the reign ol queen Elizabeth, instituted

for the purpose of promoting knowledge and piety.

The ministers ofa particular division, at a Bet time, met

together in some church ofa market or other large town,

and there each in bis order explained, according to his

ability, some portion of Scripture previously allotted

to him. This done, a moderator made his observa-

tions mi what bad been said, and determined the true

Bense of the place, a certain space of time being fixed

for despatching the whole. These institutions, bor-

rowed evidently from the Conreniidm Cq-^O nfScot-

land.like all others, however, it seems, were in England
soon marked by irregularity, disputations, and divisions.

Archbishop Grinds! endeavored to regulate the proph-

esyings and cover then from the objections which the

curl made against them, by enjoining the ministers to
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observe decency and order, by forbidding them to med-
dle with politics and Church government, and by pro-

hibiting all nonconformist ministers and laymen from

being speakers. The queen, however, seeing that they

spread the religious notions of the Puritans and es-

tranged the people from all Komanistic tendency, was re-

solved to suppress them ; and having sent for the arch-

bishop, told him she was informed that the rites and
ceremonies of the Church were not duly observed in

these prophesyings : that persons not lawfully called to

be ministers exercised in them; that the assemblies

themselves were illegal, not being allowed by public au-

thority ; that the laity neglected their secular affairs by
repairing to these meetings, which tilled their heads

with notions, and might occasion disputes and sedition

in the State ; that it was good for the Church to have
but few preachers, three or four in a county being suffi-

cient. She further declared her dislike of the number
of these exercises, and therefore commanded him per-

emptorily to put them down. The archbishop, how-
ever, instead of obeying the commands of his royal

mistress, thought that she had made some infringement

upon his office, and wrote the queen a long and earnest

letter, declaring that his conscience would not suffer

him to comply with her commands. The queen was so

inflamed with this letter that the archbishop was se-

questered from his office, and he never afterwards re-

covered the queen's favor. Thus ended the prophesy-

ings.—Buck, Theol. Diet. s. v. See Neal, Hist, of the

Puritans.

Prophet, a person who acts as the organ of divine

communication with men, especially with regard to the

future. He differs from a priest in representing the

divine >ide of this mediation, while the priest rather acts

from the human side. (The following article is chiefly

based upon those in Kitto's and Smith's dictionaries.)

See Prophecy.
I. The Title in Scripture.—The ordinary Hebrew word

for prophet is K^SS (nubi), derived from the verb X23,

connected by Gesenius with "23, '• to bubble forth,"

like a fountain. If this etymology be correct, the sub-

stantive would signify either a person who, as it were,

involuntarily bursts forth with spiritual utterances un-
der the divine influence (comp. Psa. xlv, 1, "My heart

is bubbling up of a good matter"), or simply one who
pours forth words. The analogy of the word ~^3 (na-

tuph), which has the force of "dropping" as honey, and

is used byMicah (ii, 6, 11), Ezekiel (xxi, 2), and Amos
(vii, 16) in the sense of prophesying, points to the last

signification. The verb N23 is found only in the niphal

and hitkpael, a peculiarity which it shares with many
other words expressive of speech (comp. loqui, fori, vo-

ciferari, concionari, (pSeyyopai, as well as fiavrevofiai
and raticinari). Bunsen (Gott in Geschichte, p. 141)
and Davidson (Intr. Old Test, ii, 430) suppose nabi to

signify the man to whom announcements are made by
God, i. e. inspired. Exod. iv, 1-17 is the classical pas-

sage as to the meaning of this word. There God says

to Moses, " Aaron shall be thy X^23 (nabi) unto the peo-

ple, and thou shalt be unto him instead of God." The
sense is. "Aaron shall speak what thou shalt communi-
cate to him." This appellation implies, then, the proph-
et's relation to God : he speaks not of his own accord,

but what the Spirit puts into his mouth. Thus X^23
(nabi) is an adjective of passive signification: he who
has been divinely inspired, who has received from God
the revelations which he proclaims. But it is more in

accordance with the usage of the word to regard it as

signifying (actively) one who announces or pours forth
the declarations of God. The latter signification is pre-
ferred by Ewald, Hiivernick, Oehler, Hengstenberg,
Bleek, Lee, Pusey, M'Caul, and the great majority of

Biblical critics. We have the word in Barnabas (IS
N"1

^}), which is rendered vibe. TrapaK\i)(jEu)c. (Acts iv,36),

one whom God has qualified to impart consolation, light,

and strength to others. Augustine says, " The prophet
of God is nothing else nisi enunciator verborum Dei ho-
minibus. So Heidegger, " Nabi is properly every utter-
er of the words of another, not from his own, but from
another's influence and will."

Two other Hebrew words are used to designate a

prophet— MX'-l (roeh) and rttH (chozeh)—both signify-

ing one who sees. They are rendered in the A. V. by
"seer;" in the Sept. usually by fiXkirwv or bpwv, some-
times by irpo(pi)Ti)Q (1 Chron. xxvi, 28; 2 Chron. xvi,

7, 10). The three words seem to be contrasted with
each other in 1 Chron. xxix, 29. " The acts of David
the king, first and last, behold they are written in the
book of Samuel the seer (rbeh), and in the book of Na-
than the prophet (nabi), and in the book of Gad the seer
(chozeh)." Roeh is a title almost appropriated to Sam-
uel. It is only used ten times, and in seven of these it

is applied to Samuel (1 Sam. ix, 9, 11, 18, .19; 1 Chron.
ix, 22 ; xxvi, 28 ; xxix, 29). On two other occasions it

is applied to Hanani (2 Chron. xvi, 7, 10). Once it is

used by Isaiah (xxx, 10) with no reference to any par-
ticular person. It was superseded in general use by
the word nabi, which Samuel (himself entitled nabi as
well as roeh [1 Sam. iii, 20; 2 Chron. xxxv, 18]) ap-

pears to have revived after a period of desuetude (1

Sam. ix, 9), and to have applied to the prophets organ-

ized by him. The verb ilK^I, from which it is derived,

is the common prose word signifying "to see:" {"ITU

—

whence the substantive tlTrl (chozeh) is derived— is

more poetical, q. d. " to gaze." Chozeh is rarely found ex-

cept in the books of the Chronicles, but "iin is the word
constantly used for the prophetical vision. It is found
in the Pentateuch, in Samuel, in the Chronicles, in Job,

and in most of the prophets. In 1 Sam. ix, 9 we read,
" He that is now called a prophet (nabi) was beforetime
called a seer (roeh)f from whence Stanley (Lect. on
Jeicish Church) has concluded that roeh was " the oldest

designation of the prophetic office," "superseded by nabi
shortly after Samuel's time, when nabi first came into

use" (ibid, xviii, xix). This seems opposed to the fact

that nabi is the word commonly used in the Pentateuch,
whereas rbeh does not appear until the days of Samuel.
The passage in the book of Samuel is clearly a paren-
thetical insertion, perhaps made by the nabi Nathan (or

whoever was the original author of the book), perhaps
added at a later date, with the view of explaining how
it was that Samuel bore the title of roeh, instead of the

now usual appellation of nabi. To the writer the days
of Samuel were " beforetime," and he explains that in

those ancient days—that is, the days of Samuel—the
word used for prophet was rbeh, not nabi. But that

does not imply that roeh was the primitive word, and
that nabi first came into use subsequently to Samuel
(see Hengstenberg, Beitrarje zur Einleitung ins A . T. iii,

335). Stanley represents chozeh as "another antique

title ;" but on no sufficient grounds. Chozeh is first

found in 2 Sam. xxiv, 11; so that it does not seem to

have come into use until roeh had almost disappeared.

It is also found in the books of Kings (2 Kings, xvii, 13)
and Chronicles (frequently), in Amos (vii, 12), Isaiah

(xxix, 10). Micah (iii, 7), and the derivatives of the
verb chazdh are used by the prophets to designate their

visions down to the Captivity (comp. Isa. i, 1 ; Dan.viii,

1 ; Zech. xiii, 4). The derivatives of raah are rarer,

and, as being prose words, are chiefly used by Daniel
(comp. Ezek. i, 1 ; Dan. x, 7). On examination we find

that nabi existed before and after and alongside of rbeh
and chozeh, but that chozeh was somewhat more modern
than roeh.

Whether there is any difference in the usage of these

three words, and, if any, what that difference is, has
been much debated (see Witsius, Miscell. Sacra, i, 1,

§19; Carpzovius, Tntrod. ad Libros Canon. V. T. iii. 1,

§ 2; Winer, Real-Wbrterbuch, art. " Propheten"). Ha-
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veroick (Einleitung, Th. i: Abth. i. § 56) considers nabi

to express the title oftlio.se who officially belonged to

the prophetic order, while roeh and chozeh denote those

who received a prophetical revelation. Dr. Lee (/«-

ofHoly Scripture, p. 543) agrees with Haver-

nick in his explanation of nabi, but he identities ?-cie/i in

meaning rather with nafti than with chozeh. He fur-

ther throw- .nit a suggestion that chozeh i- the special

designati f the prophet attached to the royal house-

hold. In - Sara. xxiv. 11. (Jail is described as "the

prophet (nabi) Gad, David's seer (chozeh ."ami else-

where he is called •• David's seer (chozehy (1 Chron.

xxi,9), "the king's seer (chozehy (2 Chron. xxix. 25).

"The ease f Gad," Dr. Lee thinks, "affords the clew

to the difficulty, as it clearly indicates that attached to

the royal establishment there was usually an individual

styled • the king's seer,' who might at the -ame time be

a nabi." The suggestion is ingenious (see, in addition

to places quoted above, 1 Chron. xxv. .

r
>; xxix. 29; 2

Chron. xxix, 30; xxxv, 15), but it was only David
(possibly also Manasseh, 2 Chron. xxxiii, 18) who. so

far as we read, had this seer attached to his person;

ami in any ease there is nothing in the word chozeh to

denote the relation of the prophet to the king, but only

in the connection in which it stands with the word king.

On the whole, it would seem that the same persons are

d by the three words nabi, roeh, and chozeh

the last two tiiles being derived from the prophets'

power of seeing the visions presented to them by God;
the first from their function of revealing and proclaim-

ing Cod's truth to men. When Gregory Xaz. (Or. 28)

calls Ezekiel 6 tSiv ueyaktov t-o-rijc kcu IKnynrrfg

livorrjpiwv, he gives a sufficiently exact translation of

the two titles chozeh or roeh, and nabi.

Son, lines I he prophets are called "X~"'J
l tsophiim

\,

i.e. those who espy, explore for the people, a "watch-
man" Jer.vi,17; Ezek. iii, 17; xxxiii, 7). Such also

is the usage of *TOVa (shomer'), i. e. "a watchman"
i
[sa.

xxi. 1 1 : lxii. 6 i ; and roiim, i. e. shepherds
|
Zech. xi, 5;

viii. 16), in ret. fence to the spiritual care and religious

nurture of the people. < >ther names, as ••man of God,"
'•servant of Jehovah," and now and then ••angel," or
•• messenger ofJehovah," etc., do not belong to the proph-

ets as such, but only in so far as they are of the num-
ber of servants and instn snts of God. The phrase

'Milan of the Spirit" ("_"". IIos. ix, 7) explains the

agency by w hich the communication came. In the ap-

pointment of the seventy elders the Lord says to Moses,

'•I will take of the Spirit which is upon thee, and will

put it mi them" (Numb. xi. 17). So \yth regard to

Eldad and Medad. "the Spirit rested upon them. . . .

and they prophesied in the camp." The resting of the

Spirit upon t hem was equi\ alent to the gift ofprophecy
(see I' Pet. i. 21 K

The word nabi is uniformly translated in the Sept. by
Trpo<pi]-i]c, and in the A. V. by " prophet." In classical

Greek, -no,;,/,, ;/< signifies one trim speaks for another,

specially on< who speaksfor a god, and so interprets his

will to man (Liddelland Scott, 8. v.). 1 1 cue.' its essential

meaning is "an interpreter." Thus Apollo isa Trpopi'inic-

as being the interpreter id' Zeus ( .Ksehylus, Eiim. 19).

Poets are the Prophets of the Muses, as being their in-

terpreters (Plato, Phadr. 262 d). The irpotf>fJTai at-

tached to heathen temples are so named from their in-

terpreting the oracles delivered by the inspired and un-
conscious udvTuc (Plato, Tim. 72 b; Herod, vii. 111.

note ed.I3ahi |). We have Plato's authority for deriv-

ing uavTlQ from paivopai (I. C.). The use of the word
in ii- modern sense is post-classical, and is

derived from the Sept.

Prom the mediaeval use of the word Trpofnreia,proph-
ecy passed into the English language in i he sens,. ,,f

. and this sense n lias retained as iis popular
meaning (see Richardson, s. v.). The larger sense of

interpretation has not, however, been lost Thuswe find

in Bacon, ••An exercise commonly called prophesying,

which was this: that the ministers within a precinct

did meet upon a week-day in some principal town,

where there was some ancient grave minister that was
president, and an auditory admitted of gentlemen or

Other persons of leisure. Then every minister succes-

sively, beginning with the youngest, did handle one

and the same part of Scripture, spending severally some
quarter of an hour or better, and in the w hole some two
hour-. And so the exercise being begun and concluded
with prayer, and the president giving a text for the

next meeting, tie' assembly wa- dissolved" (Pacifica-

tion of the Church >. This meaning of the word is made
further familiar to us by the title of Jeremy Taylor's

treatise <h< I.ibi rty ofProphesying. Nor was there any
ri-k of the title of a 1 k published in our own days,

On tin Prophetical off, ofth Church (Oxf. I i

ing misunderstood. In fact, the English word prophet,

like the word inspiration, has always been used in a

larger and in a closer sense. In the larger sen- our

Lord Jesus Christ is a " prophet." .Moses is a •• prophi i."

Mohammed is a " prophet." The expression means that

they proclaimed and published a new religious dispen-

sation. In a similar, though not identical sense, the

Church is said to have a "prophetical," i.e. :m exposi-

tory and interpretative, office. But in its closer sense

the word, according to usage, though not according to

etymology, involves the idea of foresight. This is and
always has keen its more usual acceptation. The differ-

ent meanings, or shades of meaning, in which the ab-

stract noun is employed in Scripture have keen drawn
out by Locke as follows: - Prophecy comprehends three

things: prediction
;
singing by the dictate of the Spirit ;

and understanding and explaining the mysterious, hid-

den sense of Scripture by an immediate illumination

and motion of the Spirit" (Paraphrase of 1 Cor. xii.

note. p. 121
j
Loud. 17 k_' >. It is in virtue id' this last

signification of the word licit the prophets of tie New
Test, are so called (1 Cor. xii); by virtue of the second

that the sons of i,saph, etc., are said to have "proph-

esied with a harp" (xxv, 3), and Miriam and Deborah
are termed "prophetesses." That the idea of potential

if not actual prediction enters into the conception ex-

pressed by the word prophecy, when that, word is used
to di 'signal e the function of the Hebrew prophi ts, seems
to he proved by the following passages of Scripture:

Dent, xviii. _>•_''; Jer. xxviii,9; Ads ii. 30; iii. 18 21;

l I'.i. i. Hi: 2 Pet. i. 19,20; iii. 2. Ety logically,

however.it is eeriain that neither prescience nor pre-

diction is implied by the term used in the Hebrew lan-

guage. Put it seems to l,i' incorrect to say that the

English word was "originally" used in the wid< r sense

of "preaching." and that it became "limited" to the

meaning of "predicting" in the 17th century, in con-

sequence of "an etymological mistake" (Stanley, Lect.

xix, xx). The word entered into the English language
in ii- sense of predicting. It could not have keen oth-

erwise, for at the time of the formation of the English

language the word Trpo<pi]Ttia had. by usage, assumed
popularly the meaning of prediction. We find it ordi-

narily employed by early as well as by late writers in

this sense (see Polydore Virgil, Hist. ofEngland, iv, nil

[ Camden ed. 1 sp;
]

: Coventry ifysteries,[>.6o [Shake-

speare Soc. ed. 1841 |). It is probable that the mean-
ing was " limited" to " predict ion" as much and as little

before the 17th century as it has keen since.

II. Th Prophetical Order. 1. Tts Historical Develop-

ment.—Generally speaking, every one was a prophet to

whom (oid communicated his mind in this peculiar

manner. Thus, e. g. Abraham is called a prophet (Gen.

w. 7), not, as is commonly thought, on account of gen-

eral revelations granted him by God, but because such

as he received were in the special Crin described; a-,

indeed, iii chap, xv it is expressly stated that divine

communications were made to him in visions and dreams.

The patriarchs as a class arc in the same manner called

prophets (Psa. cv, 15). Moses is more specifically a

prophet, a- b< ing a proclaimer of a new dispensation, a
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revealer of God's will, and in virtue of his divinely in-

spired songs (Exod. xv ; Deut. xxxii, xxxiii ; Psa. xc)

;

but his main work was not prophetical, and he is there-

fore formally distinguished from prophets (Numb, xii, 6)

as well as classed with them (Deut. xviii, 15; xxxiv,

10). Aaron is the prophet of Moses (Exod. vii, 1) ; Mir-

iam (xv, 20) is a prophetess; and we find the pro-

phetic gift in the elders who '• prophesied" when "the

Spirit of the Lord rested upon them," and in Eldad and

Medad, who "prophesied in the camp" (Numb, xi, 27).

At the time of the sedition of Miriam, the possible ex-

istence of prophets is recognised (xii, 6).

When the Mosaic economy had been established, a

new element was introduced. The sacerdotal caste then

became the instrument by which the members of the

Jewish theocracy were taught and governed in things

spiritual. Eeast and fast, sacrifice and offering, rite and

ceremony, constituted a varied and ever-recurring sys-

tem of training and teaching by type and symbol. To
the priests, too, was intrusted the work of '• teaching

the children of Israel all the statutes which the Lord

hath spoken unto them by the hand of Moses" (Lev. x,

11). Teaching by act and teaching by word were alike

their task. This office they adequately fulfilled for some
hundred or more years after the giving of the law at

Mount Sinai. But during the time of the Judges the

priesthood sank into a state of degeneracy, and the peo-

ple were no longer affected by the acted lessons of the

ceremonial service. They required less enigmatic warn-
ings and exhortations. Under these circumstances a new
moral power was evoked— the regular Prophetic Line.

Special functionaries of this kind had from time to time

already appeared. In the days of the Judges we find

that Deborah (Judg. iv, 4) was a prophetess; a prophet

(vi, 8) rebuked and exhorted the Israelites when oppressed

by the Midianites; and in Samuel's childhood "a man
of God" predicted to Eli the death of his two sons, and

the curse that was to fall on his descendants (1 Sam. ii,

27). But it was now time for a more formal institution

of the prophetic order. Samuel, himself a Levite,of the

family of Kohath (1 Chron. vi, 28), and certainly acting

as a priest, was the instrument used at once for effecting

a reform in the sacerdotal order (ix, 22), and for giving

to the prophets a position of influence which they had
never before held. So important was the work wrought

by him that he is classed in Holy Scripture with Moses

(Jer. xv, 1; Psa. xcix, 6; Acts iii, 24), Samuel being

the great religious reformer and organizer of the pro-

phetical order, as Moses was the great legislator and

founder of the priestly rule. Nevertheless, it is not to

be supposed that Samuel created the prophetic order as

a new thing before unknown. The germs both of the

prophetic and of the regal order are found in the law as

given to the Israelites by Moses (Deut. xiii, 1 ; xviii,

20 ; xvii, 18), but they were not yet developed, because

there was not yet the demand for them. Samuel, who
evolved the one, himself saw the evolution of the other.

It is a vulgar error respecting Jewish history to suppose

that there was an antagonism between the prophets and

the priests. There is not a trace of such antagonism.

Isaiah may denounce a wicked hierarchy (i, 10), but it

is because it is wicked, not because it is a hierarchy.

Malachi " sharply reproves" the priests (ii. 1), but it is in

order to support the priesthood (comp. i, 14). Mr. E. W.
Newman even designates Ezekiel's writings as "hard
sacerdotalism," "tedious and unedifying as Leviticus

itself" (Hebr. Monarch, p. 330). The prophetical order

was, in truth, supplemental, not antagonistic, to the

sacerdotal. See Samuel.
Samuel took measures to make his work of restora-

tion permanent as well as effective for the moment.
For this purpose he instituted companies, or colleges

of prophets. One we find in his lifetime at Ramah
(1 Sam. xix, 19, 20) ; others afterwards at Bethel (2

Kings ii, 3), Jericho (ii, 5), Gilgal (iv, 38), and else-

where (vi, 1). Their constitution and object were sim-

ilar to those of theological colleges. Into them were

gathered promising students, and here they were trained

for the office which they were afterwards destined to

fulfil. So successful were these institutions that from
the time of Samuel to the closing of the Canon of the
Old Test, there seems never to have been wanting a
due supply of men to keep up the line of official proph-

ets. There appears to be no sufficient ground for the

common statement that after the schism the colleges

existed only in the Israelitish kingdom, or for Knobel's
supposition that they ceased with Elisha (Prophetismvs,

ii, 39), nor again for Bishop Lowth's statement that
'• they existed from the earliest times of the Hebrew re-

public" (Sacred Poetry, lect. xviii), or for M. Nicolas's

assertion that their previous establishment can be infer-

red from 1 Sam. viii, ix, x {Etudes Critiques sur In l:U>h ,

p. 365). We have, however, no acti\a\ proof of their ex-
istence except in the days of Samuel and of Elijah and
Elisha. The apocryphal books of the Maccabees (1, iv,

46; ix, 27: xiv, 41) and of Ecclesiasticus (xxxvi, 15)

represent them as extinct. The colleges appear to have
consisted of students differing in number. Sometimes
they were very numerous (1 Kings xviii, 4; xxii, 6; 2

Kings ii, 16). One elderly, or leading prophet, presided

over them (1 Sam. xix, 20), called their father (x, 12),

or master (2 Kings ii, 3), who was apparently admitted
to his office by the ceremony of anointing (1 Kings xix,

16 ; Isa. lxi, 1 ; Psa. cv, 15). They were called his sons.

Their chief subject of study was, no doubt, the law and
its interpretation ; oral, as distinct from symbolical,

teaching being henceforward tacitly transferred from
the priestly to the prophetical order. Subsidiary sub-

jects of instruction were music and sacred poetry, both
ofwhich had been connected with prophecy from the time
of Moses (Exod. xv, 20) and the Judges (Judg. iv, 4 ; v,

1). The prophets that meet Saul " came down from the

high place with a psaltery and a tabret, and a pipe and
a harp before them" (1 Sam. x, 5). Elijah calls a min-
strel to evoke the prophetic gift in himself (2 Kings iii,

15). David "separates to the service of the sons of

Asaph and of Heman and of Jeduthun, who should

prophesy with harps and with psalteries and with cym-
bals. ... All these were under the hands of their father

for song in the house of the Lord with cymbals, psal-

teries, and harps for the service of the house of God" (1

Chron. xxv, 16). Hymns, or sacred songs, are found in

the books of Jonah (ii, 2), Isaiah (xii, 1; xxvi, 1), Hab-
akkuk ( iii, 2). It was probably the duty of the prophet-

ical students to compose verses to be sung in the Tem-
ple (see Lowth, Sacred Poetry ofthe Hebreics, lect. xviii).

Having been themselves trained and taught, the proph-

ets, whether still residing within their college or hav-
ing left its precincts, had the task of teaching others.

From the question addressed to the Shunamite by her
husband, " Wherefore wilt thou go to him to-day? It

is neither new moon nor Sabbath" (2 Kings iv, 23), it

appears that weekly and monthly religious meetings
were held as an ordinary practice by the prophets (see

Patrick, Comm. ad loo.). Thus we find that " Elisha sat

in his house" engaged in his official occupation (comp.

Ezek. viii, 1 ; xiv, 1 ; xx, 1), "and the elders sat with
him" (2 Kings vi, 32), when the king of Israel sent to

slay him. It was at these meetings, probably, that

many of the warnings and exhortations on morality

and spiritual religion were addressed by the prophets

to their countrymen. See Prophets, Schools of.

The schools of the prophets were thus engaged in

what we may call pastoral functions, rather than in the

disclosure of things to come; their office was to bring

home to men's business and bosoms the announcements
already made. Selected from the Levitical and priestly

classes, they performed services chiefly of a priestly char-

acter (1 Sam. ix, 13), but presided over devotional ex-

ercises and gave spiritual instruction. We may regard

Elijah as the type of the whole prophetical order at this

period ;
" a man cf heroic energy in action, rather than

of prolific thought or excellent discourse. Power was
given him to smite the earth with plagues (Rev. xi, 6).
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When an impression had been made by these extraordi-

nary displays of power, a still small voice was heard to

quicken ill" people i" newness of life." If we pass on

to (he religious teachers who are associated with the

name ami age of David—Nathan, Solomon, and others,

who composed the Psalms we shall see that these

aimed at the religious education of their contemporaries

by a pure stream of didactic and devotional poetry.

Their obj !l was to advance the members of the aucienl

economy to the highest degree of light and purity which

was attainable in that state of minority. The predic-

snl crops "in most distinctly in the Messianic

psalms, which point to the ultimate completion of the

kingdom in Davids Lord, and the universal reign of

righteousness, truth, and peace. When these efforts

failed to stem the tide of corruption and to rescue the

chosen people from • I i ^. >r< l< -r. ancient prophecy assumed
the form of speeilic prediction. The moral element is

chiefly seen in denouncing the iniquity and unright-

eousness of the age, but the distinctive characteristic is

that, in exposing the evils which prevailed, they di-

rected the eye to the future. This band of religious

teachers who are popularly spoken of as "the proph-

ets" commenced with llosea soon after the ministry of

Elijah and Elisha, Hosea's labors commenced in the

daysofUzziah, king ofJudah, and Jeroboam II. king of

Israel, and were prolonged to the time of Hezekiah, com-
prising more than sixty years, so that with him were

contemporary Amos, Jonah, Joel, Obadiah, Isaiah. Mi-
cah, Nahum. Next in these in order of time came
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Habakkuk, Zepbaniah. The
last, three were Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi. From
these we derive our amplest materials for comparing the

anticipations of prophecy with the subsequent events of

history. Thus the prophets of the Old Covenant form

a regular succession; they are members of an unbroken
continuous chain, of which one perpetually reaches forth

the hand to the other. See Prophets, Major, and
Minor.

In the first book of the Maccabees (ix, 17) the dis-

continuance of the prophetic calling is considered as

forming an important sera in Jewish history (see Ste-

raann, /> /'. rmino Prophetarum
| Rost 17-j;;

|), while at

the same time an expectation of the renewal in future

ages of prophetic gifts is avowed (1 .Mace iv, 16; \iv.

41). After the Babylonian exile the sacred writings

were collected, which enabled every one to find the way
of salvation; but the immediate revelations to the peo-

ple o!' Israel were to cease for awhile, in order to raise a

Btronger longing for the appearance of the Messiah, and

to prepare for him a welcome reception. For the same
reason the ark of the covenant had been taken away
from the people. The danger of a complete apostasy,

which in earlier times might have been incurred by this

withdrawal, was not now to be apprehended. The ex-

ternal worship of the Lord was so firmly established that

no extraordinary helps were wanted. Taking also into

consideration the altered character of the people, we may
add that the time after the exile was more tit to pro-

duce men Famed in I he law than prophets. I'm Fit
this period, the faithful ami the unbelieving were
Btronglj opposed to each other, which excited the for*

mer to great exertions. These relaxed when the oppo-
sition ceased, and pious priests now took the place of

prophets. The time after the exile is characterized by
weakness and dependence; the people looked up to the

past a i" a height which they could not gain: the

earlier writings obtained unconditional authority, and
the disposition for receiving prophetic gifts was lost.

About a hundred years after the return from the Baby-
lonian exile, i he prophetic profession ceased. The Jew-
ish tradition uniformly states that after Haggai, Zech-
ariah, and Mala, in no prophet arose a uj the Jews
till John the Baptist woke afresh the echoes of a long-

lost inspiration as the prelude to a new dispensation.

For its resumption under the New-Test, economy, see

§ x below.

•_>. Manner of Life <•/ iIh Prophets. — The prophets
went about poorly and coarsely dressed (2 Ki

not as a nun: piece of asceticism, bnt that their very
apparel might teach what the people ought to do; it

was a "sermo propheticus realis." Comp. 1 Kings xxi,

27, where Ahab does penance in the manner figured by
the prophet: "And it came to pass, when Ahab heard
these words, that he rent his el. .this, and put sackcloth
upon his flesh and fasted" (see Nicolai, l>> Prophetarum
Vestitu

|

Magdeb. 17 16 ; Zacharia, //. Prophetarum
llnliitii

\
Sodin, 1766 |). The general appearance and life

01 the prophet were very similar to those of the Eastern

dervish at the present day. His dress was a hairy gar-

ment, i^irt with a leathern girdle i Fa. x.\. 2; Zech. xiii,

I: Matt iii. 1). He was married or unmarried as he-

chose; but his manner of life ami diet were stern and
austere (2 Kings iv, 10,38; 1 Kingsxix, 6; Matt iii,

•I). Generally the prophets were not anxious to at-

tract notice by ostentatious display; nor did they seek

worldly wealth, most of them living in poverty and
even want (1 Kings xiv, 3; 2 Kings iv, 1. 38, 1-':

vi, 5). The decay of the congregation of God deeply

chagrined them (comp. Micah vii, I, and many passages

in Jeremiah). Insult, persecution, imprisonment, and
death were often the reward of their godly life. The
author of the Fpistle to the Hebrews says i.h. xi,

37) : "They were stoned, they Mere sawn asunder, were
tempted, were slain with the sword; they wandered
about in sheep-skin- and goat-skins, being destitute,

afflicted, tormented" (comp. Christ's speech. Matt xxiii,

29 sq. ; 2 Chron. xxiv, 17 sq.). The condition of the

prophets, in their temporal humiliation, is vividly rep-

resented in the lives of Elijah and Elisha in the hooks

of the Kings; and Jeremiah concludes the description

of his sufferings in the 20th chapter by cursing the

day of his birth. Repudiated by the world in which
they were aliens, they typified the life of him whose
appearance they announced, ami whose spirit dwelt in

them. They figured him, however, not only in his low-

ness, but in his elevation. The Ford stood by them,

gave evidence in their favor by fulfilling their predic-

tions, frequently proved by miracles that they were his

own messengers, or retaliated on their enemies the in-

jury done them. The prophets addressed the people

of both kingdoms: they were not confined to particular

places, but prophesied when- it was required. For this

reason they were most numerous in capital towns, es-

pecially in Jerusalem, where they generally spoke in

the Temple. Sometimes their advice was asked, and
then their prophecies take the form of answers to ques-

tions submitted to them | Fa. xxxvii ; Ezek. \x : Zech.

vii). Hut much more frequently they fell themselves

inwardly moved to address the people without their ad-

vice having been asked, and they were not afraid to

stand forward in places where their appearance, per-

haps, produced indignation and terror. Whatever lay

within or around the sphere of religion and morals

formed the object of their care. They strenuously op-

posed the worship of false gods (Fa. i. 10 sq.), B8 Well

as the finery of women (iii. L6 sq.). Fries!-, princes,

kings, all must hear them must, however reluctantly,

allow them to perform their calling as long as they

spoke in the name of the true God, ami as long as the

result did not disprove their pretensions to be the ser-

vants of the invisible bang of Israel (Jer. sxxvii, 15-

21).

As seen above, there were institutions lor training

prophets; the senior members instructed a number of

pupils and directed them. These schools had been tir.-t

established by Samuel (1 Sam. x. 8; xix. 19); and at

a later time there were Buch institutions iii different

places, as Bethel and Gilgal (2 Kings ii. '•: iv,88; ri,

l ). 'The pupils of the prophets lived in fellowship

united, and were called •sons of the prophets;'' while

the senior or experienced prophets were considered as

their spiritual parents, and were styled lathers (comp,

2 Kings ii. 12; vi, 21). Samuel. Elijah, and Elisha are
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mentioned as principals of such institutions. From
them the Lord generally chose his instruments. Amos
relates of himself (vii, 14, 15), as a thing uncommon,

that he had been trained in no school of prophets, but

was a herdsman, when the Lord took him to prophesy

unto the people of Israel. At the same time, this ex-

ample shows that the bestowal of prophetic gifts was

not limited to the school of the prophets. Women also

might come forward as prophetesses, as instanced in

Miriam, Deborah, and Huldah, though such cases are

of comparatively rare occurrence. We should also ob-

serve that only as regards the kingdom of Israel we
have express accounts of the continuance of the schools

of prophets. What is recorded of them is not directly

applicable to the kingdom of Judah, especially since, as

stated above, prophecy had in it an essentially different

position. We cannot assume that the organization and

regulations of the schools of the prophets in the king-

dom of Judah were as settled and established as in the

kingdom of Israel. In the latter, the schools of the

prophets had a kind of monastic constitution : they

were not institutions of general education, but mission-

ary stations; which explains the circumstance that

they were established exactly in places which were

the chief seats of superstition. The spiritual fathers

travelled about to visit the training-schools ; the pupils

had their common board and dwelling, and those who
married and left ceased not on that account to be con-

nected with their colleges, but remained members of

them. The widow of such a pupil of the schools of

prophets who is mentioned in 2 Kings iv, 1 sq., consid-

ered Elisha as the person bound to care for her. The
offerings which, by the Mosaic law, were to be given to

the Levites were by the pious of the kingdom of Israel

brought to the schools of the prophets (iv, 42). The
prophets of the kingdom of Israel thus in some sort

stood in a hostile position to the priests. These points

of difference in the situation of the prophets of the two
kingdoms must not be lost sight of; and we further add
that prophecy in the kingdom of Israel was much more
connected with extraordinary events than in the king-

dom of Judah : the history of the latter offers no pro-

phetical deeds equalling those of Elijah and Elisha.

Prophecy in the kingdom of Israel not being grounded
on a hierarchy venerable for its antiquity, consecrated

by divine miracles, and constantly flavored with divine

protection, it needed to be supported more powerfully,

and to be legitimized more evidently. In conclusion,

it may be observed that the expression " schools of the

prophets" is not exactly suited to their nature, as gen-
eral instruction was not their object. The so-called

prophets' schools were associations of men endowed
with the spirit of God, for the purpose of carrying on

their work, the feeble powers of junior members being

directed and strengthened by those of a higher class.

To those who entered these unions the Divine Spirit

had already been imparted, which was the imperative

condition of their reception. See Prophets, Sons of.

III. The Prophetic Functions.— These have already

been in part glanced at, but the importance of the sub-

ject demands a fuller exposition. To belong to the

prophetic order and to possess the prophetic gift are not

convertible terms. There might be members of the

prophetic order to whom the gift of prophecy was not

vouchsafed. There might be inspired prophets who
did not belong to the prophetic order. As we have
seen above, the inspired prophet generally came from

the college of the prophets, and belonged to the prophet-

ic order; but this was not always the case. In the in-

stance of the prophet Amos, the rule and the exception

are both manifested. When Amaziah, the idolatrous

Israelitish priest, threatens the prophet and desires him
to "flee away into the land of Judah, and there eat

bread and prophesy there, but not to prophesy again
any more at Bethel," Amos in reply says. "I was no
prophet, neither was I a prophet's son ; but I was an
herdsman, and a gatherer of sveamore fruit : and the

VIII.—Ss

Lord took me as I followed the flock, and the Lord said

unto me, Go prophesy unto my people Israel" (Amos
vii, 14). That is, though called to the prophetic office
he did not belong to the prophetic order, and had not
been trained in the prophetical colleges; and this, he
indicates, was an unusual occurrence (see J. Smith On
Prophecy, ch. ix).

1. In a general way, we may indicate that the sphere
of action of the prophets was" absolutely limited to Is-

raelites, and there is only one case of a prophet going
to the heathen to preach among them—that of Jonah
sent to Nineveh. He goes, however, to Nineveh to

shame the Hebrews by the reception which he meets
with there, and acting upon his own nation was thus
even in this case the prophet's ultimate object. Many
predictions of the Old Test, concern, indeed, the events
of foreign nations, but they are always uttered and writ-
ten with reference to Israel, and the prophets thought
not of publishing them among the heathens themselves.
The conversion of the pagans to the worship of the true

God was indeed a favorite idea of the prophets; but
the Divine Spirit told them that it was not to be ef-

fected by their exertions, as it was connected with ex-
tensive future changes, which they might not forestall.

That the Lord would send such prophets was prom-
ised to the people by Moses, who by a special law (Deut.
xviii, 1) secured them authority and safety. As his or-

dinary servants and teachers, God appointed the priests:

the characteristic mark which distinguished the proph-
ets from them was inspiration ; and this explains the
circumstance that, in times of great moral and religious

corruption, when the ordinary means no longer sufficed

to reclaim the people, the number of prophets increased.

The regular religious instruction of the people was no
part of the business of the prophets : their proper duty
was only to rouse and excite. The contrary—viz. that "a

part of the regular duty of the prophets was to instruct

the people—is often argued from 2 Kings iv, 23, where it

is said that the Shunamitess on the sabbaths and days
of new moon used to go to the prophet Elisha; but this

passage applies only to the kingdom of Israel, and ad-

mits of no inference with respect to the kingdom of

Judah. As regards the latter, there is no proof that
prophets held meetings for instruction and edification

on sacred days. Their position was here quite differ-

ent from that of the prophets in the kingdom of Israel.

The agency of the prophets in the kingdom ofJudah was
only of a subsidiary kind. These extraordinary mes-
sengers of the Lord only filled there the gaps left by
the regular servants of God, the priests and the Levites:

the priesthood never became there utterly degenerate,

and each lapse was followed by a revival of which the
prophets were the vigorous agents. The divine election

always vindicated itself, and in the purity of the origin

of the priesthood lay the certainty of its continued re-

newal. On the contrary, the priesthood in the king-
dom of Israel had no divine sanction, no promise ; it was
corrupt in its very source: to reform itself would have
been to dissolve itself. The priests there were the mer-
cenary servants of the king, and had a brand upon their

own consciences. Hence in the kingdom of Israel the

prophets were the regular ministers of God : with their

office all stood or fell, and hence they were required to

do many things besides what the original conception

of the office of a prophet implied—a circumstance from
the oversight of which many erroneous notions on the
nature of prophecy have sprung. This led to another
difference, to which Ave shall revert below, viz. that in

the kingdom of Judah the prophetic office did not, as

in Israel, possess a fixed organization and complete con-
struction.

In their labors, as respected their own times, the

prophets were strictly bound to the Mosaic law, and not

allowed to add to it or to diminish aught from it. What
was said in this respect to the whole people (Deut. iv,

2; xiii, 1) applied also to them. We find, therefore,

prophecy always takes its ground on the Mosaic law,
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to which it refers, from which it derives its sanction,

and with which it is fully impressed and saturated.

There is no chapter in the prophets in which there are

nol several references t" the law-. The business of the

prophets was to explain it. to lay it to the hearts of the

people, and to preserve vital its spirit. It was. indeed,

also their duty to point to future reforms, when the

ever-living spirit, of the law would break its hitherto

imperfect form, and make tor itself another : thus ' n -

miah i in. 16) foretells days when the ark of the cove-

nant shall he no more, and i xxxi. Ill i days when a new
covenant will be made with the house of Israel and with

tie- house of Judah. I!ut lor their own times they

never once dreamed of altering any, even the minutest

anl least essential precept, even as to iis form; how
much less as to its spirit, which even the Lord himself

declares (Mattv, 18) to he immutable and eternal! The
passages which some interpreters have alleged as op-

posed t<> sacriGces as instituted by the .Mosaic law have

been misunderstood; they do not denounce sacrifices

generally, hut only those of the Canaanites, with whom
sacrifice was not even a form of true worship, but op-

posed to the genuine ami spiritual service of God.

2. More specifically, the sixteen prophets whose books

are in the (anon have that place of honor because they

were endowed with the prophetic gift as well as ordi-

narily (so far as we know) belonging to the prophetic

order. There were hundreds of prophets contemporary

with eacli of these sixteen prophets; and no doubt

numberless compositions in sacred poetry and number-
less moral exhortations were issued from the several

schools, but only sixteen books find their place in the

('anon. Why is this? Because these sixteen had what
their brother collegians had not—the divine call to the

office of prophet, and the divine illumination to en-

lighten them. It was not sufficient to have been taught

ami trained in preparation for a future call. Teaching
and training served as a preparation only. When the

schoolmaster's work was done, then, if the instrument
was worthy, God's work began. Moses had an exter-

nal call at the burning bush (Exod. iii. 2 ). The Lord

called Samuel, 80 that. Eli perceived, and Samuel learned,

that it was the Lord who called him (1 Sam. iii. HI i.

Isaiah (vi, 8), Jeremiah (i, 5), Ezekiel (ii, 4), Amos
(\ ii, 15), declare their special mission. Nor was it suf-

ficient for this call to have b(fen made once for all. Each
prophetical utterance is the result of a communication
of the divine to the human spirit, received either by
" vision" t lsa. vi. 1 ) or by " the word of the Lord" (Jer.

ii, 1). (See Aids to Faith, essay iii. -On Prophecy.")

What, then, are the characteristics of the sixteen proph-

ets thus called and commissioned, and intrusted with

the messages of God to his people?

(1.) They were the national poets of Judaea. We
have already shown that music ami poetry, chains ami

hymns, were a main pan of the studies of i he class from

which, generally speaking, they were derived. As is

natural, we find not only the son^s previously specified,

but the rest of their compositions, poetical, or breathing
the spirit of poetry. Bishop Lowth " esteems the whole

book of Isaiah poetical, a lew passages excepted, which.

if brought together, would not at most exceed ihebulk
of live or six chapters," •• half of the hook of Jeremiah,"

!' the greater part of Ezekiel." The rest of the proph-
ets are mainly poetical, but Haggai is " prosaic," ami
Jonah ami Daniel are plain prose (Sacred /'<>,/iy, led.

xxii. The prophetical Style differs from thai of books

properly called poetical, whose sublimity it all but out-

vies, only in being less restrained by those external
tonus which distinguish poetical language from prose.

and in introducing more frequently than prose does

plays upon words and thoughts. This peculiarity may
be explained by the practical tendency of prophetical

addresses, which avoid all thai, is unintelligible, ami
studiously introduce what is hot calculated for the mo-
ment to strike the hearei>. 'the same appears from
many other circumstances, e. g. t he union of music w it h

prophesying, the demeanor of Saul when among the
prophets

| 1 Sam. x. 6), Balaam's description of himself

(Numb, xxiv, :>) as a man whose eyes were opened,

who saw the vision of the Almighty, and heard tin

words of (, oi I. the established phraseology to denote the
inspiring impulse, vi/. " the band of the Lord was strong

upon him" ( L/.ek. iii. 1 1: cunp. I-a. \ iii. 11 ; 2 Kings
in. L5), etc. (See >' vi. below, i

(2.) They were annalists ami historians. A great

portion of Isaiah, of Jeremiah, of Daniel, of Jonah, of

Haggai, is direct or indirect history.

to. ) They were preachers of patriotism ; their patri-

otism being founded on the religious motive. To the

subject of the theocracy, the enemy of bis nation was
the enemy ol (mil. the traitor to the public weal was a

traitor to his God: a denunciation of an enemy was a

denunciation of a representative of evil; an exhortation
in behalf of Jerusalem was an exhortation in behalf of

God's kingdom on earth, "the city of our God, the

mountain of holiness, beautiful for situation, the joy of

the whole earth, the city of the great King"' (J'sa.

xlviii, 1. 2).

(4.) They were preachers of morals and of spiritual

religion. The symbolical teaching of the law had lost

much of its effect. Instead of learning the necessity of

purity by the legal washings, the majority came to rest

in the outward act as in itself sufficient. It was the

work, then, of the prophets to hold up before the eyes

of their country nun a high and pure morality, not

veiled in symbols and acts, but such as none could pro-

fess to misunderstand. Thus, in his first chapter. Isaiah

contrasts ceremonial observances with spiritual moral-

ity: "Your new moons and your appointed (easts my
soul hatetfa : they are a trouble unto me: I am weary to

bear them. . . . Wash ye, make you clean: put away
the evil of your doings from before mine eyes; cease to

do evil; learn to do well: seek judgment; relieve t he-

oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow" | i.

14-17). He proceeds to denounce God's judgments mi

the oppression and COvetOUSness of the rulers, the pride

of the women (ch. iii I, on grasping, profligacy, iniquity,

injustice (ch. v), and so on throughput The system of

rals put forward by the prophets, if not higher or

sterner or purer than that of the law, is more plainly

declared, and with greater, because now more needed,

vehemence of diction. -Magna tides et grandis audacia

prophetarum," says St. Jerome |
//' /•/..'. This was

their general characteristic, but that gifts and graces

might be dissevered i- proved by the cases of Balaam,

Jonah, Caiaphas, and the disobedient prophet of Ju-
dah.

(5.) They were extraordinary, but yet authorized,

exponents of the law. As an instance of this we may
take Naiah's description of a true fast (lviii.:! 7); Eze-
kiel's explanation of the sins of the father being visited

on the children (ch. xv iii) ; Micah's preference of"doing
justly, loving mercy, and walking humbly with (.ml."

to "thousands of rams and ten thousands of rivers of

oil" (vi,6 8). Iii these, as in other similar cases (comp.
llos. vi. 6; Amos v. _'! i. it was the task of (he prophets

to restore the balance which had been overthrown by
the .lew s and their teachers dwelling on one Bide or on

the outer covering of a truth or of a duty, and leaving

the other side or the inner meaning out of sight.

(6.) They held, as we haw shown abo\e. a pastoral

or quasi-pastoral office.

,. I In y were a political power in the state. Strong

in the safeguard of their religious character, tiny were
able to serve as a counterpoise to the royal authority

w hell wielded even b\ all Allah.

s.i Bill the prophets wire something more than

national poets and annalists, preachers of patriotism,

moral teachers, exponents oi the law, pastors, and poli-

ticians. We have not yet touched upon their most es-

sential characteristic, which is that they were instru-

ments of revealing God's « ill to man :
as Ui other waj b,

so. specially, bj predicting future events, and, in par-
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ticular, by foretelling the incarnation of the Lord Jesus

Christ, and the redemption effected by him. There are

two chief ways of exhibiting this fact—one is suitable

when discoursing with Christians, the other when ar-

guing with unbelievers. To the Christian it is enough

to show that the truth of the New Testament and the

truthfulness of its authors, and of the Lord himself, are

bound up with the truth of the existence of this pre-

dictive element in the prophets. To the unbeliever it

is necessary to show that facts have verified their pre-

dictions.

(«.) In Matthew's Gospel, the first chapter, we find a

quotation from the prophet Isaiah, " Behold a virgin

shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and

they shall call his name Emmanuel ;" and, at the same
time, we find a statement that the birth of Christ took

place as it did "that it might be fulfilled which was
spoken of the Lord by the prophet," in those words

(i, 22, 23). This means that the prophecy was the

declaration of God's purpose, and that the circumstances

of the birth of Christ were the fulfilment of that pur-

pose. Then, either the predictive element exists in

the book of the prophet Isaiah, or the authority of

the evangelist Matthew must be given up. The same
evangelist testifies to the same prophet having "spoken
of" John the Baptist (iii, 3) in words which he quotes

from Isa. xl, 3. He says (iv, 13-15) that Jesus came
and dwelt in Capernaum "that" other words "spoken
by" the same prophet (ix, 1) " might be fulfilled." He
says (viii, 17) that Jesus did certain acts " that it might
be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the prophet"

(Isa. liii, 4). He says (xii, 17) that Jesus acted in a

particular manner "that it might be fulfilled which
was spoken by Esaias the prophet" in words quoted
from xlii, 1. Then, if we believe Matthew, we must
believe that in the pages of the prophet Isaiah there

was predicted that which Jesus some seven hundred
years afterwards fulfilled. This conclusion cannot be

escaped by pressing the words "iva TrXfjpwSjj, for if

they do not mean that certain things were done in or-

der that the divine predestination might be accom-
plished, which predestination was already declared by
the prophet, they must mean that Jesus Christ know-
ingly moulded his acts so as to be in accordance with

what was said in an ancient book which in reality had
no reference to him, a thing which is entirely at vari-

ance with the character drawn of him by Matthew,
and which would make him a conscious impostor, inas-

much as he himself appeals to the prophecies. Further,

it would imply (as in Matt, i, 22) that God himself con-

trived certain events (as those connected with the birth

of Christ), not in order that they might be in accordance

with his will, but in order that they might be agree-

able to the declarations of a certain book—than which
nothing could well be more absurd.

But. further, we have not only the evidence of the

evangelist; we have the evidence of the Lord himself.

He declares (Matt, xiii, 14) that in the Jews of his age
" is fulfilled the prophecy of Esaias, which saith—

"

(Isa. vi, 9). He says (Matt, xv, 7), " Esaias well

prophesied of them" (Isa. xix, 13). Then, if we be-

lieve our Lord's sayings and the record of them, we
must believe in prediction as existing in the prophet

Isaiah. This prophet, who is cited between fifty and
sixty times, may be taken as a sample; but the same
argument might be brought forward with respect to

Jeremiah (Matt, ii, 18; Heb. viii, 8), Daniel (Matt.

xxiv, 15), Hosea (Matt, ii, 15; Rom. ix, 25), Joel (Acts

ii, 17), Amos (Acts vii, 42; xv, 16), Jonah (Matt, xii,

40), Micah (Matt, xii, 7), Habakkuk (Acts xiii, 41),

Haggai (Heb. xii, 2G), Zechariah (Matt, xxi, 5; Mark
xiv, 27; John xix, 37), Malachi (Matt, xi, 10; Mark i.

2; Luke vii, 27). With this evidence for so many of

the prophets, it would be idle to cavil with respect to

Ezekiel, Obadiah, Nahum, Zephaniah; the more so as
" the prophets" are frequently spoken of together (Matt,

ii, 23; Acts xiii, 40 ; xv, 15) as authoritative. The

Psalms are quoted no less than seventy times, and very
frequently as being predictive.

(6.) The argument with the unbeliever does not ad-

mit of being brought to an issue so concisely. Here
it is necessary [1] to point out the existence of certain

declarations as to future events, the probability of

which was not discernible by human sagacity at the

time that the declarations were made; [2] to show
that certain events did afterwards take place corre-

sponding with those declarations; [3] to show that

a chance coincidence is not an adequate hypothesis
on which to account for that correspondence. See
Prophecy.

Dr. Davidson pronounces it as " now commonly ad-
mitted that the essential part of Biblical prophecy does
not lie in predicting contingent events, but in divining
the essentially religious in the course of history. . . .

In no prophecy can it be shown that the literal predict-

ing of distant historical events is contained. ... In
conformity with the analogy of prophecy generally,

special predictions concerning Christ do not appear in

the Old Testament." Dr. Davidson must mean that

this is "now commonly admitted" by writers like him-
self, who, following Eichhorn, resolve " the prophet's

delineations of the future" into, "in essence, nothing but

forebodings—efforts of the spiritual eye to bring up be-

fore itself the distinct form of the future. The prevision

of the prophet is intensified presentiment." Of course,

if the powers of the prophets were simply "forebodings"

and "presentiments" of the human spirit in "its pre-

conscious region," they could not do more than make
indefinite guesses about the future. But this is not the

Jewish nor the Christian theory of prophecy. See Basil

{In Esai. c. iii), Chrysostom {Horn, xxii, t. v, 137, ed.

1612), Clem. Alex. (Strom, lib. ii), Eusebius (Dem. Evang.
v, 132, ed. 1544), and Justin Martyr {Dial, cum Tryph.

p. 224, ed. 1636). See Suicer, s. v. 7rpo<pi]Tnc.

The view commonly taken of the prophets is, indeed,

that they were mere predictors of future events; but
this view is one-sided and too narrow ; though, on the

other hand, we must beware of expanding too much
the acceptation of the term prophet. Not to mention
those who, like Hendewerk, in the introduction to his

Commentary on the Prophet Isaiah, identify the notion

of a prophet with that of an honest and pious man, yet

we see from the above considerations that the conception

of those is likewise too wide who place the essential

feature of a prophet in his divine inspiration. That
this does not meet the whole subject appears from
Numb, xii, 6 sq.. where Moses, who enjoyed divine in-

spiration in its highest grade, is represented as differing

from those called prophets in a stricter sense, and as

standing in contrast with them. Divine inspiration is

only the general basis of the prophetic office, to which
other elements must be added, especially the gift of that

inspiration in a formal manner and for a specific pur-

pose. This will become still more clear from the con-

siderations adduced under the next heads.

IV. Test of the Prophetic Character.—As Moses had
foretold, a host of false prophets arose in later times

among the people, who promised prosperity without
repentance, and preached the Gospel without the law;

The writings of the prophets are full of complaints of

the mischief done by these impostors. Jeremiah sig-

nificantly calls them "prophets of the deceit of their

own heart"— i. e. men who followed the suggestions of

their own fancy in prophesying (Jer. xxiii, 26; comp.
ver. 16, and ch. xiv, 14). All their practices prove the

great influence which true prophetism had acquired

among the people of Israel. But how were the people

to distinguish between true and false prophets? This
is decided partly by positive or negative criteria, and
partly by certain general marks.

1. In the law concerning prophets (Deut. xviii, 20;

comp. xiii, 7-9) the following enactments are con-

tained :

(1.) The prophet who speaks in the name of other
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gods—\. e. professes to have his revelations from a god

different from Jehovah -is to be considered as false, and

to be punished capitally; and this even though his pre-

dictions should come to pass.

(2.) The same punishment is to be inflicted on him

who speaks in the name of the true God, but wkost pre-

art not accomplished.

These enactments established a peculiar right of the

prophets. Be who prophesied in the name of the true

God was. even when he foretold calamity, entitled to

be tolerated, until it happened that a prediction of his

failed ofaccomplishment 1 1 < might then he impris-

oned, but could not be put to death, as instanced in

Jeremiah (xxvi, 8-16), who is apprehended anil ar-

raigned, hut acquitted: "Then, said the princes and the

people unto the priests and the prophets This man is

net worthy to die. lor lie has spoken to us in the name
of the Lord our God." Ahab is by false prophets en-

couraged to attack Ramoth-gilead, hut Micaiah proph-

esied him no good ;
on which the kin-- becomes angry,

and orders the prophet to he confined (1 Kings xxii,

1-27) : "Take Micaiah and put him in prison, and teed

him with bread of affliction, and with water of afflic-

tion, until I come in peace." Micaiah answers iver.

28 I, I! thou return at, all in peace, the Lord has not

spoken by me." Until the sate return of the king,

Micaiah is to remain in prison; after that, he shall he

put to death. The prophet agrees to it. and the king-

goes up to Kamoth-gilead, but is slain in the battle.

(3.) From the above two criteria of a true prophet

flows the third, that his addn sst s must be in strict ac-

cordance with tin law. Whoever departs from it cannot

be a true prophet, for it is impossible that the Lord

should contradict himself.

(4.) In the above is also founded the fourth criterion,

that a inn prophet must not promise prosperity without

rept ntance; and that he is a false prophet, "of the deceit

of his own heart," who does not reprove the sins of the

people, and who does not inculcate on them the doc-

trio, is of divine justice and retribution.

2. In addition to these negative criteria there w^n
positive ones to procure' authority to true prophets.

First of all, it must he assumed that the prophets them-
selves received, along with the divine revelations, assur-

ance that these were really divine. Any true commun-
ion witli the Holy Spirit affords the assurance of its

divine nature, and the prophets could, therefore, satisfy

themselves of their divine mission. There was nothing
to mislead and delude them in this respect, for temporal

goods were not. bestowed upon them with the gift of

prophesying. Their own native disposition was often

much averse to this calling, and could he only conquered

by the Lord forcibly impelling them, as appears from

Jet XX,8, 9: "Since 1 spake, the word of the Lord was
made a reproach unto me. and a derision daily. Then
I Baid, 1 will not make meuti I him, nor speak any
more in his name, hut his word was in mine heart as

a burning tire shut up in my hones, and I was weary
with forbearing, and I could not stay.'" Now. when i he

prophets themselves were convinced of their divine

mission, they could iii various ways prove it to others

whom they were called on to enlighten.

i 1. I To those who had any Sense of truth, the Spirit

of God gave evidence that the prophecies were divinely

i. This testimonium Spiri/us Sancti is the chief

argument for the reality of a divine revelation ; and he
who is susceptible of it docs not. indeed, disregard the

other proofs suiting the wants of unimproved minds,

inn laj a Less Btress on them.

i-'.i I he prophets themselves utter their firm con-

viction that they act and speak by divine authority, not

of their own accord (comp. the open recurring phrase

vn- DK5,"a prophec) ofJehovah," Jer. xxvi, 12, etc.).

Their pious lite bore testimony to their being worthy

of a nearer communion with God, and defended them

from the suspicion of intentional deception ; their sobri-

ety of mind distinguished them from all fanatics, and
defended them from the suspicion of self-delusion ; their

fortitude in suffering for truth proved that they had their

commission from no human authority.

(3.) Part of the predictions of the prophets referred to

proximate events, and their accomplishment was divine

evidence of their divine origin. Whoever had been
once favored with such a testimonial, his authority was
established for his whole life, as instanced in Samuel.
Of him it is said

|
I Sam. iii. 19): "The Lord was with

him. and let none of his words fall to the ground < i. e.

fulfilled them i; and all Israel knew (from this) that

Samuel was established to he a prophet of the Lord."

< tfthe divine mission ol Isaiah no doubt could be enter-

tained alter, for instance, his prophecies of the over-

throw of Sennacherib before Jerusalem had been lid-

tilled. The credential- ol the divine mission of K/.ekiel

were certified when his prediction was accomplished,

that Zedekiafa should be brought to Babylon, hut should

not see it, for the king was made prisoner and blinded

(Ezek. xii, 12, 13); they were further confirmed by the

fulfilment of his prediction concerning the destruction

of the city (cb. xxiv). Jeremiah's claims were authen-
ticated by the fulfilment ol his prediction that Shallum,
the s,,n of Josiah, king of Judah, should die in his pris-

on, and see his native country no more (.Jer. xxii. 11,

12).

(4.) Sometimes the divine mission of the prophets

was also proved by miracles; hut this occurred only at

important crises, when the existence of the kingdom of

Israel was in jeopardy, as in the age of Elijah and Eli-

sha. Miracles arc mentioned as criteria of true proph-

ets (Dent. xiii. 2). still with this caution, that they
should not he trusted ah Imt that the people should

inquire whether the negative criteria were extant.

(.").) Those prophets whose divine commission had

been sufficiently proved bore testimony to the divine

mission of others. It has been observed above that

there was a certain gradation among the prophets; the

principals of the colleges of prophets procured authority

to the "sons" of prophets. Thus the deeds of Elijah

ami Elisha at the same time authenticated the hun-

dreds of prophets whose superiors they were. Concern-

ing tin' relation of the true prophets to each other, the

passage 2 Kings ii. '.i is remarkable; Elisha says to Eli-

jah,"] pray thee, let a double portion of thy spirit he

upon inc." Here Elisha, as the first-born of Elijah in

a spiritual sense, and standing to him in the same rela-

tion as Joshua to Moses, asks for a double portion of Ids

spiritual inheritance, alluding to the law concerning the

hereditary right of the lawfully begotten first-born son

(Dent. xxi. 17k This case supposes that other proph-

ets also of the kingdom of Israel took portions of the

fulness of the spirit of Elijah. It is plain, then, that

only a tew prophets stood iii immediate communion with

(iod. while that of the remaining was formed by medi-

ation. The latter were spirit ually incorporated in the

former, and. on the ground of this relation, actions per-

formed by Elisha, or through the instrumentality of

one of his pupils, are at once ascribed to Elijah, e. g.

the anointing "I lla/ael to he king over Syria i 1 Kin^s

\i\. 15; comp. 2 Kings \ iii. 13); the anointing of Jehu
to he king over Israel (I Kings xix. 16; comp. 2 Kings
i\. I sq.) ; the writing of the letter to Joram, etc. Thus
in a certain sense it may be affirmed that Elijah was in

his lime the only prophet of the kingdom of Israel.

Similarly of Moses it is recorded, during his passage

through the desert, that a portion of his spirit was con-

veyed to the seventy elders (Numb. \i. 1 7 >. The his-

tory of the Christian Church itself offers analogies;

look. e. g. at the relation of the second-class Reform-

era to Luther and ( 'ah in.

(6.) h hardly needs t,. i„. mentioned that before a

man could he a prophet he must be converted. This

clearly appears in the case ol Isaiah, " whose iniquity

was taken away and his sin purged" previous to his en-

tering on his missii.n t,, the people of the covenant,
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For a single momentary inspiration, however, the mere

beginning of spiritual life sufficed, as instanced in Ba-

laam and Saul.

3. As to prophecy in its circumscribed sense, or the

foretelling of future events by the prophets, some ex-

positors would explain all predictions of special events;

while others assert that no prediction contains anything

but general promises or threatenings, and that the

prophets knew nothing of the particular manner in

which their predictions might be realized. Both these

classes deviate from the correct view of prophecy : the

former often resort to the most arbitrary interpreta-

tions, and the latter are opposed by a mass of facts

against which they are unable successfully to contend :

e. g. when Ezekiel foretells (xii, 12) that Zedekiah

would try to break through the walls of the city and to

escape, but that he would be seized, blinded, and taken

to Babylon. The frailty of the people, under the Old

Test., required external evidence of the real connection

of the prophets with God, and the predictions of par-

ticular forthcoming events were to them arifism, signs.

These were the more indispensable to them, because

the ancients generally, and the Orientals in particular,

showed the greatest tendency towards the exploration

of futurity, which tended to foster superstition and for-

ward idolatry. All other methods of knowing future

events by necromancy, conjuration, passing through the

fire, etc., having been strictly forbidden (Deut. xviii, 10,

11), it might be expected that the deep-rooted craving

for the knowledge of forthcoming events would be grat-

ified in some other and nobler manner. The success of

a prophet depended on the gift of special knowledge of

futurity ; this, it is true, was granted comparatively to

only few, but in the authority thus obtained all those

shared who were likewise invested with the prophetic

character. It was the seal impressed on true prophe-

cy, as opposed to false. From 1 Sam. ix, 6, it appears

that, to inspire uncultivated minds with the sense of

divine truths, the prophets stooped occasionally to dis-

close things of common life, using this as the means to

reach a higher mark. On the same footing with defi-

nite predictions stand miracles and tokens, which proph-

ets of the highest rank, as Elijah and Isaiah, volun-

teered or granted. These also were requisite to confirm

the feeble faith of the people ; but Ewald justly remarks

that with the true prophets they never appear as the

chief point; they only assist and accompany prophecy,

but are not its object, not the truth itself, which super-

sedes them as soon as it gains sufficient strength and
influence.

Some interpreters, misunderstanding passages like

Jer. xviii, 8; xxvi, 13, have asserted, with Dr. Kiister,

(p. 226 sq.), that all prophecies were conditional; and

have even maintained that their revocability distin-

guished the true predictions (Weissaguna) from sooth-

saying (Wahrsaguncf). But beyond all doubt, when
the prophet denounces the divine judgments, he pro-

ceeds on the assumption that the people will not repent,

an assumption which he knows from God to be true.

Were the people to repent, the prediction would fail

;

but because they will not, it is uttered absolutely. It

does not follow, however, that the prophet's warnings

and exhortations are useless. These serve " for a wit-

ness against them ;" and besides, amid the ruin of the

mass, individuals might be saved. Viewing prophecies

as conditional predictions nullifies them. The Mosaic

criterion (Deut. xviii, 22), that he was a false prophet

who predicted " things which followed not nor came to

pass," would then be of no value, since recourse might
always be had to the excuse that the case had been al-

tered by the fulfilment of the condition. The fear of in-

troducing fatalism, if the prophecies are not taken in a

conditional sense, is unfounded; for God's omniscience,

his foreknowledge, does not establish fatalism, and from
divine omniscience simply is the prescience of the

prophets to be derived. The prophets feel themselves

so closely united to God that the words of Jehovah are

given as their own, and that to them is often ascribed

what God does, as slaying and reviving (Hos. vi, 5),

rooting out nations and restoring them (Jer. i, 10 ; xviii,

7; Ezelc. xxxii, 18; xliii, 3); which proves their own
consciousness to have been entirely absorbed into that

of God.

V. The Prophetic State of Inspiration.—We learn

from Holy Scripture that it was by the agency of the

Spirit of God that the prophets received the divine

communication. Thus, on the appointment of the sev*

enty elders, "The Lord said, I will take of the Spirit

which is upon thee, and will put it upon them. . . .

And the Lord . . . took of the Spirit that was upon
him, and gave it unto the seventy elders; and it came
to pass that when the Spirit rested upon them, they
prophesied and did not cease. . . . And Moses said,

Would God that all the Lord's people were prophets,

and that the Lord would put his Spirit upon them"
(Numb, xi, 17, 25, 29). Here we see that what made
the seventy prophesy was their being endued with the
Lord's Spirit by the Lord himself. So it is the Spirit

of the Lord which made Said (1 Sam. x, 6) and his

messengers (xix, 20) prophesy. Thus Peter assures us
that "prophecy came not in old time by the will of

man, but holy men of God spake, moved (<pep6[itvoi)

by the Holy Ghost" (2 Pet. i, 21), while false prophets

are described as those "who speak a vision of their own
heart, and not out of the mouth of the Lord" (Jer.

xxiii, 16), "who prophesy out of their own hearts, . . .

who follow their own spirit, and have seen nothing"

(Ezek. xiii, 2, 3). Hence the emphatic declarations of

the Great Prophet of the Church that he did not speak
of himself (John vii, 17, etc.). The prophet held an
intermediate position in communication between God
and man. God communicated with him by his Spirit,

and he, having received this communication, was "the
spokesman" of God to man (comp. Exod. vii, 1, and iv,

16). But the means by which the Divine Spirit com-
municated with the human spirit, and the conditions of

the human spirit under which the divine communica-
tions were received, have not been clearly declared to

us. They are, however, indicated. On the occasion

of the sedition of Miriam and Aaron, we read, "And the

Lord said, Hear now my words : If there be a prophet

among you, I the Lord will make myself known unto

him in a vision, and will speak unto him in a dream.

My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all mine
house : with him will I speak mouth to mouth, even ap-

parently, and not in dark speeches, and the similitude

of the Lord shall he behold" (Numb. xii. 6-8). Here
we have an exhaustive division of the different ways in

which the revelations of God are made to man: 1. Di-

rect declaration and manifestation—" I will speak mouth
to mouth, apparently, and the similitude of the Lord
shall he behold ;" 2. Vision ; 3. Dream. It is indicated

that, at least at this time, the vision and the dream
were the special means of conveying a revelation to a

prophet, while the higher form of direct declaration

and manifestation was reserved for the more highly

favored Moses. Joel's prophecy appears to make the

same division, "Your old men shall dream dreams, and
your young men shall see visions," these being the two
methods in which the promise, "your sons and your
daughters shall prophesy," is to be carried out (ii, 28).

Of Daniel we are told that "he had understanding in

all visions and dreams" (Dan. i, 17). Can these phases

of the prophetic state be distinguished from each other?

and in what did they consist?

According to the theory of Philo and the Alexandrian

school, the prophet was in a state of entire unconscious-

ness at the time that he was under the influence of di-

vine inspiration, "for the human understanding," says

Philo, " takes its departure on the arrival of the Divine

Spirit, and on the removal of the latter again returns to

its home, for the mortal must not dwell with the im-
mortal" (Quis Rer. Die. Hmr. i, 511). Balaam is de-

scribed by him as an unconscious instrument through
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whom God spoke {Dt Vila Moats, lib. i. vol. ii, p. 124).

Josephua makes Balaam excuse bimsell to Balak on the

same principle: "When the Spirit of God seizes us, it

utters whatsoever sounds ami words it pleases, without

any knowledge on our part. . . . lor when it has come

into 11-. there is nothing in us which remains our own"

{Ant. iv. 6, 5 I. This theory identifies Jewish prophecy

in all essential points with the heathen pavrucfi, or div-

ination, a- distinct from irpoQtiTiia, or interpretation.

Montanism adopted the same view: "Defendimus, in

causa nova- prophethe, gratis exstasin, id est anient iam.

convenire. In spiritu enim homo constitutus, prseser-

tim cum gloriam Dei conspicit, vel cum per ipsum Deus
loquitur, neeesse est excidat sensu, obumbratus scilicet

virtute divina; de quo inter nos el Psychicos (catboli-

cos) qusestio est" (Tertullian, Adv. Marcion. iv, 22).

According to the belief, then, of the heathen, of the Al-

exandrian .lews, and of the Montanists, the vision of the

prophet was Been while be was in a state of ecstatic un-

consciousness, and the enunciation of the vision was

made by him in the same state. The fathers of the

Church opposed the Montanisl theory with great una-

nimity. In Eusebius'8 History (v, 17) we read that

Miltiades wrote a hook IIhh mr pi) Suv irpotyifrnv iv

iKtrraaet \a\kh>. St. Jerome writes: "Non loquitur

propheta iv tKOTciati, ut Montanus et Prisca'Maximil-

laque delirant, sed quod prophet at liber est visionis in-

telligentis universa qua? loquitur" {Prolog, in Nahutn).

Again: ^Neque vero ut Montanus cum insanis femiuis

somniat, propheta- in eestasi locuti sunt ut nescierint

quid loquerentur, et cum alios erudirent ipsi ignorarent

quid dicerent" {Prolog, in Esau). Origen {Contr. Cel-

sum. \ ii, 4) and St. Basil {Commentary on Isaiah, Pro-

03m. c. 5) contrast the prophet with the soothsayer, on

the ground of the latter being deprived of his senses.

St. Chrysostom draws out the contrast: Tovto yap
pdvTtwc ISiov, to iZtornicivai, ro avayyy\v viropi-

veiv, ro utSeiffSat, tu t\Kto~5ai, to avpto&ai wairip

uaivoptvov. '<> 81 TTpotprirnQ oi>x ovtwq, dXXu para
diavolae vijtpovoijg Kal auxfipoi'ovaip; kutiwtucsuoc,

• r ii (pSiyytTai, (pnaiv uiravra' (iirrrt- Kai jrpd

-//(_• EK/3dff£w£ KavTtvSnv yvwpit,i top pavriv Kai TOV
-i)(toijTijv |

//"///. xxix in Epist. mi Corinth."). At the

same lime, while drawing the distinction sharply be-

tween heathen soothsaying and Montani.-t prophesying

on the one Bide, and Hebrew- prophecy on the other, the

fathers use expressions so strong as almost to represent

the prophets to be passive instruments acted on by the

Spirit of (hid. Thus it is that they describe them as

musical instruments the pipe ( Athenagoras, /,<//. pro
fin isiiains, c.ix; Clem. Alex. Cohort, mi Gent, a i i, the

lyre (Justin .Martyr. Cohort, ad Grate, c. viii ; Ephraem
Syr. Rhythm, xxix; Chrysostom, Ail Pop. Antioch.

Horn. i. t. iii. or as pens (St. Greg. Magn. Prcef. in

Mor. in Jol'). Expressions Buch as these (many ol

which arc quoted by l>r. Lee. On Inspiration, Appendix
(ii most lie set against the passages which were direct-

ed against the Montanists. Nevertheless, there is a very
appreciable difference between their view and that of

Tertullian and Philo. Which is most in accordance

with the indication- of Holy Scripture?

It does not seem possible to draw any ver\ pivi i-i

distinction between the prophetic •dream" and the pro-

phetic " vision." In the case of Abraham (Gen. XV, 1)
and of Daniel (Dan. vii. 1 1, they seem to 1 1 hI i ii ach
other. In both the external senses are at rest, reflec-

tion is quiescent, ami intuition energizes. The action

of the ordinary faculties is suspended in the one case by
natural, in the other by supernatural or extraordinary

i
I.e.. Inspiration, p. 173). The state into

which the prophet was, occasionally, at least, thrown
by ih. ecstasy, or vision, or trance, is described poeti-

cally in the hook of Job (iv, 13 Hi: xxxiii. 15), and
more plainly in the book of Daniel, in the case of
Daniel, we find tir-i a deep Bleep

i
viii. 18; x. 0) accom-

panied by terror
i

\ in. 17 : \. s i. Then he i- raised np-

righl i\ iii. 18) on hi- baud- and knee-, and then on hi-

feet £,10, 11). He then receives the divine revelation

(viii, 19; x, 12). After this be tall- to the ground in

a swoon in. I.".. 17 i : he is Faint, Bick, and astonished

(viii, 27). Here, then, is an instance of tlie ecstatic

-tate: nor i- it confined to the did lest., though we do
not find it in the New i, -i. accompanied by Buch vio-

lent effects upon the body. At the Transfiguration, the

disciples tell on their face, being overpowered by the

divine glory, and were restored, like Daniel, by the

touch of .Ions' hand, Peter fell into a trance Uk-rrro-

nn i before he received bis vision, instructing him a- to

the admission of the Gentiles (Acts x. 10; xi. &). Paul

was in a trance (tv tKOTann i when he was commanded
to devote bimsell to the conversion of the Gentiles

(xxii, 17). and when he was caught up into the third

he,i\ en i 2 Cor. xii. 1 1. John was probably in the same
state {iv TrvevpaTi) when he received the message to

the seven churches (Rev. i. 10). The prophetic trance.

then, must be acknowledged a- a scriptural account of

the state in which the prophets and other inspin d per-

Bons, Bometimes, at least, received divine revelations.

It would seem, in such particular cases, to have been of

the following nature : (1.) The bodily scums were dosed
to external objects a- in deep sleep; (2.) The reflective

and discursive faculty was still and inactive; | :;.
| The

spiritual faculty (jrvejpa) was awakened to the highest

-tale of energy. Hence it is that revelations in trances

are described by the prophets a- -seen" or " heard" by
them, for the spiritual faculty energizes by immediate
perception <>n the pan of the inward sense, not by in-

ference and thought. Thus Isaiah u sau> the Lord sit-

ting" (Isa. vi. I). Zechariah "lifted up hi- eyes and

saw" (Zech. ii, 1) ; " the word of the Lord which Micah
saw" (Mic. i, 1); "the wonder which llahnkkuk did

see" (Hah. i, I). "Peter saw heaven opened . . . and
there came a voice to him" (Acts x, 11). Paul was " in

a trance, ami saw him saying" t xxii. L8). John " hi aid
a -real voice . . . and saw seven golden candlesticks"

(Rev. i, 12). Hence it is, too. that the prophets' vis-

ions are unconnected ami fragmentary, inasmuch as they

are not the subject of the reflective, but of the percep-

tive faculty. They described what they saw and beard,

not what they bad themselves thought out and system-

atized. Hence, ton. succession in time is dist

or unnoticed. The subjects of the vision being, to the

prophets' sight, in juxtaposition or enfolding each other,

some in the foreground, some in tin- background, are

necessarily abstracted from the relations of time. Hence,

too, the imagery with which the prophetic writings are

colored, and the dramatic cast in which they are mould-

ed : these peculiarities resulting, a- we have already

said, in a necessary obscurity ami difficulty of interpre-

tation.

But though it must be allowed that Scripture lan-

guage seems to point out the Mate ot dream and of

he human
di

cations, it doe- not follow that all the prophetic r< rela-

tions were thus made. We nni-t acknowledge the State

of trance in .-neb passages a- l-a. vi (called ordinarily

the \ision of Isaiah), a- Ezek. i (called the vision of

Ezekiel), as Dan. vii. viii. x. xi. xii nailed the visions

ot Daniel), as Zech. i. iv, v, \i (called the visions of

Zechariah i. as Acts x (called the vision of St. Peter),

as 2 Cor. xii nailed the vision of St. Paul), ami similar

instances, which are indicated by the Langua

lint it does not seem true to Bay, With 1 b ng-tenberg,

that •the difference between these prophecies and the

rest i- a vanishing one, ami if we but possess the power

and the ability to look more deeply into them, the

marks of the vision may be discerned" {Christology, iv,

117). This view is advocated also byVelthusen (De

Opticd l:> i nut I'niiinii inn Descriptiom i,Jahn i Einleit.in

ilii gdttlichen Biicher des I. /.'.
I, Tholuck i Dit Propheten

lunl ilni Weissagungen). St. Paul distinguishes "rev-

elations" from " visions" (2 Cor. xii, 1). In the bonks

"i Mo* - Bpeaking mouth to mouth" i- contrasted with

trance, or ecstasy, as a condition in whicl

instrument occasioiiallv received the divine communi
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"visions and dreams" (Numb, xii, 8). It is true that

in this last-quoted passage " visions and dreams" alone

appear to be attributed to the prophet, while " speaking

mouth to mouth" is reserved for Moses. But when
Moses was dead, the cause of this difference would

cease. During the rera of prophecy there were none

nearer to God, none with whom he would, we may sup-

pose, communicate more openly than the prophets. We
should expect, then, that they would be the recipients,

not only of visions in the state of dream or ecstasy, but

also of the direct revelations which are called speaking

mouth to mouth. The greater part of the divine com-

munications we may suppose to have been thus made

to the prophets in their waking and ordinary state,

while the visions were exhibited to them either in the

state of sleep or in the state of ecstasy. " The more

ordinary mode through which the wonl of the Lord, as

far as we can trace, came, was through a divine impulse

given to the prophet's own thoughts" (Stanley, p. 426).

Hence it follows that, while the fathers in their opposi-

tion to Montanism and pavia were pushed somewhat

too far in their denial of the ecstatic state, they were

yet perfectly exact in their descriptions of the condition

under which the greater part of the prophetic revela-

tions were received and promulgated. No truer de-

scription has been given of them than that of Hippoly-

tus and that of St. Basil : Oil ydp t'£ iSiac Cvvdpuoq
i<p$ityyovTO, oi'iCt ilirtp auroi tfioiXovTO ravra tici)-

pvTTOv, dXkd irpCurov p'tv Old tov Aoyoii iaotyi'CovTO

dpSwe., Eirura oV opapdnov -rrpotc<ied<jKovTO ra piK-

\ovra kciKwq' tlj' o'vtoj Triiruapivoi tXtyov tclvto.

iiirtp avTOiQ ryv pdvoiq and tov Otov cnroKEKpvfiutva

(Hippol. l>e Antichristo, c. ii). YIwq irpot<pi)Ttvov ai

KaStapai iced fiiavysig ipv\ai; o'tovti KciroTfrpa yivopi-

va TijQ &tiag tvepyttac, T))v 'iptyamv pcn»)v kcu davy-

yvrov kcii ovSev iTriSo\ovp£i>r]v ik tHiu TtaSiov tjjq

aapKog smfieiicvvvTO' nuai p'tv yap Trdpiart To'Ayiov
Hvtvpa (St. Basil, Comm. in Esai. Procem."). The state

of ecstasy, though ranking high above the ordinary

sensual existence, is still not the highest, as appears

from Numb, xii, and the example of Christ, whom we
never find in an ecstatical state. To the prophets, how-
ever, it was indispensable, on account of the frailty of

themselves and the people. The forcible working upon

them by the Spirit of God would not have been re-

quired, if their general life had already been altogether

holy; for which reason we also find ecstasy to manifest

itself the stronger the more the general life was ungod-

ly; as, for instance, in Balaam, when the Spirit of God
came upon him (Numb, xxiv, 4, 1G), and in Said, who
throws himself on the ground, tearing his clothes from

his body. With a prophet whose spiritual attainments

were those of an Isaiah, such results are not to be ex-

pected. As regards the people, their spiritual obtuse-

ness must be considered as very great to have rendered

necessary such vehement excitations as the addresses

of the prophets caused.

Had the prophets a full knowledge of that which
they predicted? It follows from what we have already

said that in many cases they had not, and could not

have. They were the " spokesmen" of God (Exod. vii,

1), the "mouth" by which his words were uttered, or

they were enabled to view, and empowered to describe,

pictures presented to their spiritual intuition ; but there

are no grounds for believing that, contemporaneously

with this miracle, there was wrought another miracle

enlarging the understanding of the prophet so as to

grasp the whole of the divine counsels which he was
gazing into, or which he was the instrument of enun-

ciating. We should not expect it beforehand ; and we
have the testimony of the prophets themselves (Dan.

xii, 8; Zech. iv, 5)", and of St. Peter (I Pet. i, 10) to the

fact that they frequently did not fully comprehend
them. The passage in Peter's epistle is very instruc-

tive: "Of which salvation the prophets have inquired

and searched diligently, who prophesied of the grace

that should come unto you: searching what, or what

manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them
did signify, when it testified beforehand the sufferings

of Christ, and the glory that, should follow. Unto whom
it was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us

they did minister the things which are now reported

unto you by them that have preached the gospel unto
you with the Holy (ihost sent down from heaven." It

is here declared (1) that the Holy Ghost through the
prophet, or the prophet by the Holy Ghost, testified of

Christ's sufferings and ascension, and of the institution

of Christianity
; (2) that after having uttered predic-

tions on those subjects, the minds of the prophets occu-
pied themselves in searching into the full meaning of

the words that they had uttered; (3) that they were
then divinely informed that their predictions were not
to find their completion until the last days, and that,

they themselves were instruments for declaring good
things that should come not to their own but to a fut-

ure generation. This is exactly what the prophetic

state above described would lead us to expect. While
the divine communication is received, the human in-

strument is simply passive. He sees or hears by his

spiritual intuition or perception, and declares what he
has seen or heard. Then the reflective faculty, which
had been quiescent but never so overpowered as to be
destroyed, awakens to the consideration of the message
or vision received, and it strives earnestly to understand

j

it, and more especially to look at the revelation as in

instead of out of time. The result is a comparative
failure; but. this failure is softened by the divine inti-

mation that the time is not yet. The two questions,

What did the prophet understand by this prophecy V

and What was the meaning of this prophecy? are some-
what different in the ultimate estimation of every one
who believes that "the Holy Ghost spake by the

prophets," or who considers it possible that he did so

J

speak. It is on this principle rather than as it is ex-
plained by Dr. M-Caul {Aids to Faith') that the proph-

! ecy of Hosea xi, 1 is to be interpreted. Hosea, we may
!
well believe, understood in his own words no more than
a reference to the historical fact that the children of

Israel came out of Egypt. But Hosea was not the au-

thor of the prophecy—he was the instrument by which
it was promulgated. The Holy Spirit intended some-
thing further, and what this something was he informs

j

us by the evangelist Matthew (Matt, ii, 15). The two
facts of the Israelites being led out of Egypt and of

Christ's return from Egypt appear to Prof. Jowett so

distinct that the reference by Matthew to the prophet

is to him inexplicable except on the hypothesis of a
mistake on the part of the evangelist (see Jowett, Essay
on the Interpretation of Scripture). A deeper insight.

into Scripture shows that, "the Jewish people them-
selves, their history, their ritual, their government, all

|

present one grand prophecy of the future Redeemer"
1

(Lee, p. 107). Consequently " Israel" is one of Xhcforms
naturally taken in the prophetic vision by the idea

"Messiah? It does not follow from the above, how-
ever, that, the prophets had no intelligent comprehen-
sion of their ordinary vaticinations. These, so far at

least as the primary reference is concerned, were plain

to their own mind, although the future and full signifi-

cance was ofnecessity dim and imperfectly apprehended.
Time, in the order of providence, is God's own best ex-
pounder of prophecy.

While the prophets were under the influence of in-

spiration, the scenery might produce deep, absorbing,

or elevated emotion, which would sometimes greatly

affect their physical svstem (Gen. xv. 12; Numb, xxiv,
16 ; Dan. x, 8; Ezek. i, 28 ; Kev. i, 17). Still they had
an intelligent consciousness of what they were describ-

ing; they retained their distinct mental faculties; they
did not litter frantic ravings like the prophets of Baal.

Undoubtedly, as the prophecies are a revelation from
God, the prophets well understood, at least in a general
way, the predictions they uttered; but they did not

necessarily testify or know anything respecting the time
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when the events predicted should happen (Dan. xii. k,

'J; 1 Put. i. lo 12). Occasionally even this was revealed

to them (Jer. ii, 10). The symbols which were often

exhibited to the prophets they described as they came

before them in succession, and in some instances they

were subsequently favored with a more full and partic-

ular explanation of the scenery which passed before

them (Ezek. xxxvii, 11). Though the prophetic office

rally permanent, ii need not, and should not,

ised thai at 'ill ti<net and on all occasions the

prophets spoke and acted under the special aid and

guidance of the Holy Spirit. So much was not true of

even the apostles "I Christ, It is enough that at all

due times, and in appropriate circumstances, they were

specially guided and aided by the Spirit of God. Nor

i- ii necessary to assume that all the prophets were en-

dowed with miraculous powers. Such was not the ease

even with Christian prophets I 1 Cur. xii, 10). Sec lx-

bpib \ i-ion.

VI. Form and Peculiarities of th Prophetic Utter-

ances.— 1. Verbal Modes of Delivery.—Usually the

prophets promulgated their \ i-i. ms and announcements

in public places before the congregated people. Still

some portions of the prophetic books, as the entire sec-

end part of Isaiah and the description of the new Tem-
ple (Ezek. xl-xlviii), probably were never communi-
cated orally. In other cases the prophetic addresses

first delivered orally were next, when committed to

writing, revised and improved. Especially the hooks

of the lesser prophets consist, for the greater part, not

of separate predictions, independent of each other, but

form, as they now are. a whole that is. they eh-e the

quintessence of the prophetic labors of their authors. In

this case ii is certain that the authors themselves caused

the collection to be made. But it is so likewise in some
cases where their books really consist of single declara-

tions, and in others it is at Least highly probable, fur-

ther particulars concerning the manner in which pro-

phetic rolls were collected and published we have only

respecting Jeremiah, who, being in prison, called I!a-

ruch "to write from his mouth his predictions, and to

read them in the ears of the people" (Jer. xxxviii, 4-

14). There is evidence that the later prophets sedu-

lously read the writings of the earlier, and that a pro-

phetic i';i i existed before the present was formed.

The predictions of Jeremiah throughout rest on the

writings of earlier prophets, as Kuper has established

(in his Jen mias Librorum Sacrorum lnt< rpn s atque I 'in-

dex, Berlin, 1837). Zechariah explicitly alludes to writ-

ings of former prophets; "to the words which the Lord

has spoken to earlier prophets, when Jerusalem was in-

habited and in prosperity" (Zech. i. I: \ ii. 7. 12). In

all probability we have complete those predictions which
were committed to writing; at least the proofs which
Kwald gives (p. hi sip) for his opinion, of prophecies

having been lost, do not stand trial. The words '<as

the Lord hath said," in Joel ii. 32, refer to the pre-

dictions of Joel himself. In [sa. ii and Mic. iv nothing

is introduced li a lost prophetic roll, hut Isaiah bor-

rows from Micah. Hosea alludes (viii. 12), not to some
unknown work, but to the Pentateuch. In [sa. xv and
\\i the propbel repeats, not another's prediction, hut
his own, previously delivered, to which he adds a sup-

plement. Obadiah and Jeremiah do not avail them-
selves of the written address of a former prophet, hut

Jeremiah makes the prophecy of Obadiah the ground-
work of his own. The opinion thai in Isa. lvi, 10 ; Ivii,

II, then- was inserted, unaltered, a Ion- remnanl of an
older roll is founded on erroneous views respecting the

time of its composition. The same hoi, is good of Isa.

xxiv, where Kwald would find remnants of several older
mils. The very circumstance that in the prophets there
nowhere occurs a tenable ground for maintaining that
they referred to rolls losl and unknown to us, hul that

they often allude to writings which we know and pos-
sess. ,], a il\ proves that there is no reason for supposing,
with Ewald, that & great number ol prophetic composi-

tions have been lost, "and that of a large tree, only a
lew blossoms have reached our time." In consequence
of the prophets being considered a- organs ofGod, much
care was bestowed on the presi rvation of their publicat-

ions. Ewald himself cannot refrain from observing
i p. 66), •• We have in Jer. xxvi. l 19 a clear proof of

the exact knowledge which tie- better classes of the
people hail of all that had. a hundred years before, hap-

pened to a prophet—of his words, misfortunes, and acci-

dents."

•J. Symbolic A<-ii"it.<. -In the midst of the prophetic

declarations symbolic actions are often mentioned which
the prophets had to perform. The opinions of inter-

preters ,,n these are divided. Most interpreters hold

that they always, at [east generally, were really done;

others asserl that ties had existence only in the mind
of the prophets, and formed part of their visions. See

I losi \. Another symbolic action ofJeremiah prefigures

the people's destruction, lie sa _\s ixiii. l 10) he hail

been by the Lord directed to get a linen girdle, to put

it on his loins, to undertake a Ion- tour to the Euphra-

tes, and to hide the girdle there in a hole of the rock.

; He does so. returns, and after many days the Lord again

orders him to take the girdle from the place where it,

was hidden, hul "the girdle was marred and good for

nothing." In predicting the destruction of Babylon
and a general war (xxv, 12 38), he receives from the

Lord a wine-cup, to cause a number of kings of various

nations, among whom the sword would be si nt, to drink

from it till they should be overcome. He then goes

with this cup to the kings of Egypt, Arabia, Persia,

Media, and many other countries. When the prophet

j

Ezekiel receives his commission and instructions to

prophesy against the rebellious people of Israel, a mil

of a 1 k is presented to him. which he eats by the di-

rection of the Lord (Ezek. ii, 9; iii, 2, 3). He is next
1

ordered to lie before the city of Jerusalem on his left

side three hundred and ninety days: and whin he had

accomplished them, on his right side forty days. He
j

must not turn from one side to the other, and he is or-

dered to hake with dunjj; of man the bread which he

eats during this time i iv. 1. 8, 12). Isaiah is ordered

to walk naked and barefoot, for a sign upon Egypt and

Ethiopia (Isa. xx. •_'. 3). But, however we may under-

stand these directions, we cannot refer all symbolic ac-

tions to internal intuition: at least, of a false prophet,

we have a sure example of an externally performed

symbolic action tl Kings xxii, 11 I, and the false proph-

ets always aped the true ones icomp. .ler. xix. 1 Bq.).

These undoubted instances of a literal action warrant.

the presumption that in the other Cases likewise there

was a substantial fact as the hasis of a spiritual sym-
bolism. See \'lMn\.

In the case of visions the scenery passed before their

mind, something like a panoramic view of a landscape.

gradually unfolding, in symbolical imagery, forms of

Ljlory or of gloom; accompanied with actions of a cor-

responding character, not unfrequently exhibiting, as

in actual occurrence, t he future and distant e\ etils. The
prophets occasionally beheld themsehn s as actors in the

symbolical scenery. In the visionary pageant many
objects would appear to he grouped, or lying near to-

gether, which were in fact separated by considerable in-

tervals ol time; so that it is not to he expected that

the prophets would describe what they -aw in their

connections and relations. See SYMBOL.
:;. Prophetic Styh and Diction. The idea ofprophecy

ns anticipated history has given rise to many errone-

ous \ i,\\s of prophetic language. No prophecy can he

lightly interpreted which does not illustrate the name
ol' (hul iii the elements of his character, the principles

of his government, his purposes of mercy and judgment
towards men. The human race presents the only prop-

er object of moral treatment When judgments or

blessings are announced upon states ami kingdoms, to

have respect to the territory rather than the inhabi-

tants is to merge the spiritual in the natural. The
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promises -which are associated with Mount Zion, and

the threatenings uttered against Edom, belong not to

the locality, but to the people, and to all who imbibe

their spirit and walk in their steps.

The mission of the prophets was the religious educa-

tion of the Jewish people. They were raised up, ac-

cording to the exigencies of the times, to preserve them

from error, and to prepare their minds for the future

development of the kingdom of God. Their object was

twofold—to maintain the Church in due allegiance to

prescribed rites, institutions, ordinances, and yet to pre-

pare the people for a further manifestation of the bless-

ings of the new covenant. By their writings they de-

signed to impart to future ages an explanation of the

vanishing-away of the system under which they lived,

and to confirm the divine origin and authority of the

new order of things. The prophetic style and diction

exactly accords with this view of their design. This

will account for the various hues of light and shade

which streak the scroll of prophecy.

If the future course of events had been clearly marked

out and formally laid down, all motives to present duty

would have been obliterated ; no room would have been

left for the exercise of faith, of hope, of fear, and love
;

all thoughts, all feelings, all desires, would have been

absorbed in the overpowering sense of expectation.

But enough is revealed to support faith and animate

hope. The remoter future is seen afar off in promises

indistinct yet glorious. Confidence is bespoken for

these distant predictions, by the clear and precise terms

which portray some nearer event, fulfilled in that gen-

eration as a sign and token that all shall be accom-

plished in its season. Heathen divination, when it re-

fers to any event which is near at hand, uses language

remarkable for its ambiguity, but speaks distinctly of

those matters which are reserved for the distant fut-

ure. Those who spake in the name of Jehovah pursue

the directly opposite course. Their language is much
more express, distinct, and clear when they speak of

events in the nearer future than in describing what

shall take place in the latter days. Prophecy of this

nature would not raise its voice at all times, lest that

voice from its familiarity should be unheeded; but at

every critical and eventful period prophecy led them on
—"a pillar of cloud in the brighter daylight of their

purer and better times; a pillar of fire gleaming in the

darker night of their calamity or sin" (Dean Magee).

The moral results of prophecy would have been lost

if the historical element had been clear prior to the oc-

currence of the prefigured events. A certain veil must

necessarily hang over the scene until its predictions

passed into realities. The best form in which a proph-

ecy can be delivered is to leave the main circumstances

unintelligible before the fulfilment, yet so clear as to be

easily recognised after the event, It was necessary as a

touchstone for the faith and patience of the Church that

a certain disguise should veil the coming events till

they become facts in providence. "Whatever private

information the prophet might enjoy, the Spirit of God
would never permit him to disclose the ultimate intent

and particular meaning of the prophecv" (bishop Hors-

ley).

4. Prophetical Language.— This takes its hue and

coloring from the political condition of the kingdom,

from the local standpoint of the writer, from the posi-

tion of those to whom the message was delivered.

To say that prophetical language vsjiguitttive is sim-

ply to say that it is used for a spiritual purpose, and

directed to spiritual ends. Our ordinary language in

reference to mental and moral subjects is founded on

analogy or resemblance. In early times language is

nearly all figure ; natural symbols are employed to de-

note common facts. It is the necessity of man's state

that scarcely any fact connected with the mind or with

spiritual truth can be described but in language bor-

rowed from material things. The visible world is the

dial-plate of the invisible. God has stamped his own

image on natural things, which he employs to describe

and illustrate his own nature and his dealings with the

Church. The Author of the spiritual kingdom is also

the Author of the natural kingdom, and both kingdoms

develop themselves after the same laws. Nature is a

witness for the kingdom of God. Whatever exists in

the earthly is found also in the heavenly kingdom. The
religious teachers of the Hebrew nation might adopt

the apostle's language, " We see through a glass ;" we
consider, we contemplate by means of a mirror in .a

dark saying (1 Cor. xiii, 12). All who held the pro-

phetical office could in a measure adopt the language

of our Lord, "I will open my mouth in similitudes; I

will give vent to things kept secret from the foundation

of the world" (Matt, xiii, 35).

While prophecy frequently employed natural objects

and scenery as the means of impressing the memory,
instructing the judgment, interesting the heart, ami

charming the imagination, it made large use of the

present and past condition of the nation, of the Leviti-

cal institutions and ceremonies, as symbols in represent-

ing good things to come. Thus we may observe

—

(1.) The future is described in terms of the past. The
known is made use of to give shape and form to the un-

known. We have a striking instance of this in Hos. (viii,

13 ; ix, 3) :
" They shall return to Egypt." " Ephra-

im shall return to Egypt, and shall eat unclean things

in Assyria." The old state of bondage and oppression

should come back upon them. The covenant whereby
it. was promised that the people should not return was
virtually cancelled. They had made themselves as the

heathen; they should be in the condition of the hea-

then. Eor in Hos. xi, 5 we read :
" He shall not return

into the land of Egypt, but the Assyrian shall be his

king; because they refused to return." They would

not have God for their king; therefore the Assyrian

should be their king, and a worse captivity than that

of Egypt should befall them. In accordance with this,

the teachers of false doctrine and the abetters of cor-

ruption in the Asiatic churches are spoken of as a re-

suscitation of Jezebel and Balaam (Rev. ii, 14, 20).

(2.) Prophecy made great use of the present, and es-

pecially of the standpoint and personal circumstances

of the agent, to illustrate the future. Ezekiel describes

the coming glory of the Church under the gorgeous

and elaborate description of a temple. All the images

in the nine concluding chapters are taken from this one

analogy. He sums up his minute and precise repre-

sentation with the significant hint, "The name of the

city from that day shall be, The Lord is there." The
Apocalyptic seer, living when the Temple was laid waste,

and all its rites and institutions were superseded, de-

scribes the glory of the new Jerusalem in language that.

seems to be directly contradictory (Lev. xxi. 22), " I saw

no temple therein;" but in entire harmony with Ezek.

xlviii, 35, the Spirit testifies, "the Lord God Almighty

and the Lamb are the temple of it." Both Ezekiel and

John speak of the same glorious future in language and

imagery perfectly natural and appropriate to the times

and circumstances in which they were placed.

(3.) Frequently the prophetic style received its com-

plexion and coloring from the diversified circumstances

of the parties addressed, as well as from the standpoint

of the prophet. This is peculiarly the case with the

language of Daniel, which presents such an approxima-

tion to the style of history that some have rashly as-

signed his writings to a date long posterior to the cap-

tivity of Babylon. The specific form which a portion

of his prophecies assumes may be accounted for by con-

sidering the great feebleness ami depression of the peo-

ple on resuming their residence in Judaea ; the anoma-

lous and shattered condition of the theocratic consti-

tution when the ark of the covenant, the Urim and

Thnmmim, the kingly rule and government, were gone,

when the vision was sealed, and no one of the prophetic

order remained. This is the time selected for setting

forth the external aspect of God's kingdom to one who
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was well conversant with political revolutions, who

stood at the centre of the world's power and glory

when earthly monarchies began to aspire after univer-

sal dominion. The \ isions granted to Daniel (viii, ix),

though plain to us who read them after the event, were

far t r , ini himself or to others I viii, 27
;

x jj. 1,8,9 . In the Bymbols he employs we have a re-

i. ; in- own peculiar position and political ov-

oid in the detailed exhibition of the c ing

future, in the explicit predictions of the changes and

vicissitudes which were al hand, the children ol faith

felt that the God of their fathers was still in the midsl

of them. Prophecy is always a revelation of specific

events, when the events spoken of are to be fulfilled in

the nearer future. The picture presented to the Church

was minutely portrayed in a historical dress whenever

tin- hope of i in- faithful required special and immediate

support. (See s viii, below.)

(4.) The divine impulse under which the prophets

spoke, though ii was supernatural, acted in harmony

with personal characteristics and native susceptibilities.

The supernatural ever bases itsell upon the natural.

Constitutional tendencies arc moulded by the plastic

influence of divine grace, bul are never entirely nhliter-

ated. 1 h <• prophets never losl personal consciousness,

or any distinctive characteristic of though! and feeling,

even when they were raised into an ecstatical condition.

Extraordinary impressions of divine light and influence

affected the rational as well as the imaginative power.

The false lights which pretended to prophecy were im-

pressions made on the imagination exclusively, " whose

conceptions ran only in a secular channel, as the sect

of diviners, enchanters, dreamers, and soothsayers" id.

Smith i. The lowest degree of prophecy is when the

imaginative power is most predominant, ami the -cine

becomes too turbulent for the rational faculty to discern

clearly the mystical sense. The highest is where all

imagination ceases -as with Moses, "whom God knew

ice" where truth is revealed to the reason

and understanding.

(.">.) The poetical element of prophecy arises from the

ecstatical condition ol the prophet, from the action of

spiritual influences on constitutional tendencies. Rut

as t lie primary ai f the religious teachers of the He-

brews was to influence the heart and conscience, the

poetical element, though never entirely suppressed, was
held iii restraint, to further the higher ends of spiritual

instruction. Hence, as I'.wald remarks, "Prophetical

has a form and impress of its own, too elevat-

ed to sink to simple prose, too practical in its aim to

assume the highest form of poetry." Of the two ideas

involved in votes, the prophetical ruled the poetical.

The distinction between the poet and the prophet, may
be thus expressed: as the prophet's aim was to work

upon others in the most direct and impressive manner,

he was al liberty to adopl any form or method of rep-

resentation : hut a- the immediate aim of the poet is to

satisfy himself and the requirements of his art. he can-

not vary his definite manner, and change his mode of

address at pleasure, in order to work upon others. The
poetical elevation appears most vividly in the idealistic

and imaginative form, when the patriarchal heads of

the Jewish nation, their several families, Zion, Jerusa-

lem, their religious ami political centre, are addressed
as living personalities present to the mind and eye oi

the prophet. A vivid instance of this personification

occur- in Jer. xxxi, 15, Rachel weeping for her children,

refusing to be < iforted. It was at Ramab that the

Chaldsean i |ueror assembled the last band of eap-

1
i

: the pro-peel ol perpetual exile lay before

them. < In their departure the last hope of Israel's ex-
ist! o e set in. d to expire. In the hold freedom of

Eastern imagery, the ancestral mother of the tribe is

conceived ol as present al the Bcene, and as raising a
loud wail of distress. This scene was substantially
repeah d in the massacre al Bethlehem. The cruel

Edomite who then held the government of Judsea
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aimed what was meant to be a fatal blow against the

real hope of Israel. ''Though it was but a handful of

children that actually perished, yet as among these the
< Ihild of l'r ise was supposed to he included, it might

, well seem as if all were lost "

i l'airhainr. Sei Poi n:\.

VII. Interpretation of Predictions.- -In addition to

the hints given above and below, we hen- ha\ dy
-pace lor a \\'W rules, deduced from the account which
we have given of the nature of prophecy. They are,

i 1. 1
Interpose distances of time according as history

may show them to be necessary with respect to the

past, or inference ma_\ -how them to be likely in respect

to the future, because, as we have seen, the prophetic

visions are abstracted from relation- in time, i .'.
| Dis-

tinguish theform from the idea. Thus (saiah i\i. lb)

represents the idea of the re val of all obstacles from

before God's people in theform of the Lord's destroying

the tongue of the Egyptian sea', and smiting the river

into seven streams. (3.) Distinguish in like manner
figure from what is represented by it.e. g. in the verse

previous to thai quoted do not understand literally

"They shall ,/fy upon tht shoulders of the Philistines"

I ver. 1 1 i. (l.i ."Make allowance for the imager}' of the

prophetic \ isions, and for the poetical diction in which
they are expressed. (.">.) In roped to thinirs past, in-

terpret by the apparent meaning, checked by reference

to events; in respect to things future, interpret by the

apparent meaning, checked bj reference to thi analogy

of the faith. (6.) Interpret according to the principle

which may be deduced from the examples of visions

explained in the Old Test, (7.) Interpret according to

the principle which may be deduced from the examples

of prophecies interpreted in the New Test. See [n-

TERPKETATION.
VIII. Usi of Prophecy. - Predictions are at once a

part and an evidence ol revelation: al the time that

they are delivered, and until their fulfilment, a part :

after they have been fulfilled, an evidence. An apostle

i
•_' I'et.i. 19) describes prophecj as"a light shining in a

dark place." or "a taper glimmering where there is

nothing to reflect its rays." that is. throwing some light,

but only a feeble light as compared with whal is shed

from the Gospel history. To this light, fee hie as it is.

"you do well," says the apostle, " to take heed." And
he warns them not to be offended al the feebleness of

the light, because it is of the nature of prophecy until

its fulfilment (in the case of Messianic predictions, of

which he i- Bpeaking, described as " until the day dawn.

and the day star arise in your hearts") to shed only a

feeble light. Nay, he continues, even the prophecies

are not to he limited to a single and narrow inn rpreta-

tioil, "for the prophecy came not in old lime by the

will of man." i. e. the prophets were not affected by

persona] considerations in their predictions, "hut holy

men of old spake by the impulse (jptpoflEVOl) of the

Holy Ghost." This is in entire keeping with the above
views i j vi) of the character of the prophetic utter-

ances, and was the u-e of prophecy before its fulfilment

—to act as a feeble lighl in the midst of darkness, which

it did not dispel, hut through which it threw il- ia\s in

such a way as to enable a true-hearted believer to di-

rect hi- sieps and guide his anticipations (comp. Acts

xiii. 27 i. But after fulfilment, Peter Bays, "the word

of prophecy" becomes "more sure" than it was before,

that is. ii is no Longer merely a feeble lighl to guide,

hut it is a linn ground of confidence, and. combined
with the apostolic testii ly, serves a- a trustworthy

evidence .if the faith; so trustworthy that even after he

and his brother apostles are dead, those whom he ad-

dressed will feel secure that they -had not followed

cunningly ie\ ised fables," hut the truth.

A- an evidence, fulfilled prophecy i- as satisfactory

as anything can he. for who can know the future ex-

cept the Ruler who disposes future events; and from

whom can come prediction except from him who knows
the future? After all that has been said and unsaid,

prophecy and miracles, each resting on their own cvi-
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deuce, must always be the chief and direct evidences

of the truth of the divine character of a religion. Where
they exist, a divine power is proved. Nevertheless,

they should never be rested on alone, but in combina-

tion with the general character of the whole scheme

to which they belong. Its miracles, its prophecies, its

morals, its propagation, and its adaptation to human
needs, are the chief evidences of Christianity. None
of these must be taken separately. The fact of their

conspiring together is the strongest evidence of all.

That one object with which predictions are delivered is

to serve in an after-age as an evidence on which faith

may reasonably rest is stated by our Lord himself:

"And now I have told you before it come to pass, that

when it is come to pass, ye might believe" (John xiv, 29).

See Pkophecy.
As prophecy came TroXvptpiJc. Kai TroXvrpuTrwg, in

many portions and in many modes (Heb. i, 1), we need

not be surprised to rind a relative disregard of time in

its announcements. The seers beheld things to come
much as we look upon a starry sky. To the natural

eye all the orbs that bespangle the tirmament seem to

be at the same distance from the earth. Though the

monarchies of Daniel are successive, yet in a certain

way they are described as co-existent ; for it is only on

tlic establishment of the last that they seem to disap-

pear. As the precise time of individual events is not

revealed, prophecy describes them as continuous. The
representation is rather in space than in time; the

whole appears foreshortened; perspective is regarded

rather than actual distance; as a common observer

would describe the stars, grouping them as they appear,

and not according to their true positions. Prof. Payne
Smith well observes, "The prophets are called seers,

and their writings visions. They describe events pass-

ing before their mental eye as simple facts, without the

idea of time. A picture may represent the past, the

present, or the future; this we may know from its ac-

cessories by the inference of the judgment, but not by
the sight as such. If time is revealed, as in the seventy

weeks of Daniel, time is the idea impressed upon the

mind. But where time is not itself the thing revealed,

the facts of revelation are not described as connected

with or growing out of one another, as in the pages of

history, but are narrated as facts merely, which future

ages must arrange in their proper place, as one by one

they are fulfilled." The first conquest and the complete

destruction of Babylon are spoken of together (Jer. 1,

41), though nearly a thousand years elapsed between
them. Zechariah connects the spiritual salvation of

the Church in the distant future with the temporal de-

liverance of the Jews under Alexander and the Macca-
bees. In the description which is given of the humili-

ation and glory of the Messiah, notice is seldom taken

of the interval which is to elapse before the full and
final establishment of his kingdom. So Paul in the ful-

ness of his faith, which realized the object of his hope,

and brought vividly before the eye of his mind the con-

summation of all things, has used language respecting

the coming of Christ which some have misinterpreted

as implying that he expected the day of Christ to arrive

in his lifetime. Occasionally the precise time was re-

vealed, as in the case of the sojourn of Abraham and

his posterity in Egypt (Gen. xv, 13) ; the disruption of

Ephraim (Isa. vii, 8), and the captivity in Babylon
(Jer. xxix, 10). But usually the prophets were entirely

ignorant of the time, and only ascertained, after careful

inquiry, that they spoke of the distant future (1 Pet. i,

10-12). At evening-time it shall be light (Zech. xiv,

7). The faithful in the land will discern the period

when the events are upon the eve of fulfilment. See

ESCHATOLOGY.
IX. Development of Messianic Prophecy.—Prediction,

in the shape of promise and threatening, begins with

the book of Genesis. Immediately upon the fall, hopes

of recovery and salvation are held out, but the manner
in which this salvation is to be effected is left altogether

indefinite. All that is at first declared is that it shall

come through a child of woman (Gen. iii, 15). By de-
grees the area is limited : it is to come through the

family of Shem (ix, 2G), through the family of Abra-
ham (xii, 3), of Isaac (xxii, 18), of Jacob (xxviii, 14),

of Judah (xlix, 10). Balaam seems to say that it will

be wrought by a warlike Israelitish King (Numb, xxiv,

17) ; Jacob, by a peaceful Ruler of the earth (Gen. xlix,

10) ; Moses, by a Prophet like himself, i. e. a revealer
of a new religious dispensation (Deut. xviii, 15). NaT

than's announcement (2 Sam. vii, 1G) determines further
that the salvation is to come through the house of Da-
vid, and through a descendant of David who shall be
himself a king. This promise is developed by David
himself in the Messianic Psalms. Psalms xviii and lxi

are founded on the promise communicated by Nathan,
and do not go beyond the announcement made by Na-
than. The same may be said of Psa. Ixxxix. which
was composed by a later writer. Psalms ii and ex rest

upon the same promise as their foundation, but add
new features to it. The Son of David is to be the Son
of God (ii, 7), the anointed of the Lord (ver. 2), not

only the King of Zion (ver. 6; ex, 1), but the inheritor

and lord of the whole earth (ii, 8; ex, 6), and, besides

this, a Priest forever after the order of Melchizedek (ex,

4). At the same time he is, as typified by his progeni-

tor, to be full of suffering and affliction (Psa. xxii, lxxi,

cii, cix) : brought down to the grave, yet raised to life

without seeing corruption (Psa. xvi). In Psa. xiv,

lxxii, the sons of Korah and Solomon describe his

peaceful reign. Between Solomon and Hezekiah inter-

vened some 200 years, during which the voice of proph-

ecy was silent. The Messianic conception entertained

at this time by the Jews might have been that of a
King of the royal house of David who would arise, and
gather under his peaceful sceptre his own people and
strangers. Sufficient allusion to his prophetical and
priestly offices had been made to create thoughtful con-

sideration, but as yet there was no clear delineation of

him in these characters. It was reserved for the proph-

ets to bring out these features more distinctly.

The sixteen prophets may be divided into four groups

:

the Prophets of the Northern Kingdom— Hosea, Amos,
Joel, Jonah ; the Prophets of the Southern Kingdom

—

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah; the Prophets of the Captivity— Ezekiel

and Daniel ; the Prophets of the Return—Haggai, Zech-
ariah, Malachi. In this great period of prophetism there

is no longer any chronological development of Messian-

ic prophecy, as in the earlier period previous to Solo-

mon. Each prophet adds a feature, one more, another

less clearly : combine the features, and we have the por-

trait; but it does not grow gradually and perceptibly

under the hands of the several artists. Here, therefore,

the task of tracing the chronological progress of the

revelation of the Messiah comes to an end: its culmi-

nating point is found in the prophecy contained in Isa.

Iii, 13-15, and liii. We here read that there should be

a Servant of God. lowly and despised, full of grief and
suffering, oppressed, condemned as a malefactor, and
put to death. But his sufferings, it is said, are not for

his own sake, for he had never been guilty of fraud or

violence : they are spontaneously taken, patiently borne,

vicarious in their character; and, by God's appoint-

ment, they have an atoning, reconciling, and justifying

efficacy. The result of his sacrificial offering is to be

his exaltation and triumph. By the path of humilia-

tion and expiatory suffering, he is to reach that state

of glory foreshown by David and Solomon. The pro-

phetic character of the Messiah is drawn out by Isaiah

in other parts of his book as the atoning work here.

By the time of Hezekiah therefore (for Hengstenberg,

( hristology, vol. ii, has satisfactorily disproved the the-

ory of a Deutero-Isaiah of the days of the captivity)

the portrait of the Beai'SpioTroc—at once King, Priest,

Prophet, and Redeemer—was drawn in all its essential

features. The contemporary and later prophets (comp.
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Mir. v. 2; Dail. vii. 9; Zech. vi, L3; Mai. iv. 2) added

Borne particulars and details, and bo the conception was
left to awail its realization after an interval of some 400

years from the date of the lasl Hebrew prophet

The modern Jews, in opposition to their ancient ex-

position, have been driven to a non-Messianic interpre-

tation oflsa. liii. Among Christians the i -Messian-

ic interpretation commenced with Grotius, He ap-

tiapter to Jeremiah. According to Doderlein,

Schuster, Stephani, Eichhorn, Roseumuller, Hitzie;,

Handewerk, Roster (after the Jewish expositors Jar-

chi, Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Abarbanel, Lipmann i, the sub-

jecl of the prophecy is the tsraelitish people. Accord-

ing tn Eckermann, Ewald, Bleek, it is the ideal [srael-

iiish people. According to Paulus, Ammon, Maurer,

Thenius, Knobel, ii is the godly portion of the tsrael-

itish people. According to De Wette, Gesenius, Schen-

kel, Umbreit, Hofmann, it is the prophetical body. Au-

gust i refers it to king Uzziah; Konynenburg and Bahrdl

to Hi :ekiah; Staudlin to Isaiah himself ; Bolten to the

house of David. Ewald thinks thai no historical person

was intended, bul thai the ainh.ii- of the chapter has

misled his readers by inserting a passage from an older

book, in which a martyr was spoken of. "This," he

says, "quite spontaneously suggested itself, ami has

impressed itself mi my mind more and more;" ami he

thinks that "controversy on ch. liii will never cease

until this truth is acknowledged" (Propheten, voL ii. p.

407). Hengstenberg gives the following list of German
commentators who have maintained the Messianic ex-

planation: Dathe, Hensler, Kocher, Koppe, Michaelis,

Schmieder, Storr, Hansi, KrUger, Jahn, Steudel, Sack,

I tei nkc, Thiil nek, 1 1 avcri lick. St icr. Hengstenberg's own
exposition, and criticism of the expositions of others, is

well worth consultation (Christohgy, vol. ii). Kiehm
lias given a very good outline of these prophecies in

their origin, historical character, and relation to New-
Test fulfilment in the Studien undKritiken for 1865 ami

1869 (transl. by Jefferson, Messianic Prophecy, Edinb.

1876, l2mo). Drummond's work on The Jen-is/i Mes-
siah is a semi -rationalistic view drawn chiefly from

apocrypha] literature (Lond. 1x77. 8vo). Prebendary
l.'nw has shown (Bampton Lecture for 1*77. p. 234 sq.)

the insufficiency of the Messianic elements of the old

Test as aii ideal model fir the delineation of the Christ

of the New Test See Mi ssiah.

X. Prophets of thi New Testament. So far as their

predictive powers are i cerned. the ( lid-Test, prophets

find their New-Test, counterpart in the writer of the

Apocah pse; hut in their general character, as specially

illumined revealers of God's will, their counterpart will

rather be found, first in the Great Prophet ot i he Church,
and his forerunner John the Baptist, ami next in all

those persons who were endowed witli the extraor-

dinary -ills of the Spirit in the apostolic age, the speak-

ers with tongues anil the interpreters of tongues, the

prophets and the discerners of spirits, the teachers and
workers of miracles (I Cor. xii. 10, 28). The connect-

ing link between the < tld-Test prophet ami the speaker

with tongues is the state of ecstasy in « hich the former

at times received his visions and iii which the latter

uttered his words. The <)]d-Test. prophet, however,
was his own interpreter: he did not speak in the stale

i't ecstasy: he saw Ids visions in the ecstatic, and de-

clared them in the ordinary stale. The New- IV-l. dis-

cerner of spirits has his prototype in such as Micaiah.

the Mm nl Imlah ( 1 Kings xxii. '-'•-,
l. the worker of mir-

acles in Elijah ami Elisha, the teacher in each and all

of the prophets. The prophets of the New rest repre-

sented their namesakes of the Old Test as being ex-
pounders nf divine truth and interpreters of the divine
will to their auditors

That predictive powers did occasionally exist in the

New-Test prophets i- proved by the ease of Agabus
(Acts \i. 28), hut this was not their characteristic.

They were not an order, like apostles, bishops or pres-

byters, and deacons, inn they were men or women (xxi,

0) who had the Y.aoi<r/(a Trpo<;n)Tfiac vouchsafed them.
If men. they might at the same time he apostles 1 Cor.

xiv); and there was nothing to hinder the different

Xaphpara of wisdom, knowledge, faith, teaching, mir-

acles, prophecy, discernment, tongues, and interpreta-

tion fch. xii i being all accumulated on one person, ami
on tuiu'ht or might not lie a presbyter. Paul

describes prophecy as being effective for the conversion,

apparently the sudden and immediate conversion, ot'

unbelievers i xiv. 24 I, and lor the instruction and conso-

lation of believers i ver. 31 I. This shows its nature. It

was a spiritual gift which enabled men to understand
and to teaidi the truths of Christianity, especially as

veiled in the (lid Test., and to exhort and warn with

authority and effect greater than human (see Locke,

Paraphrase, note on l Cor. xii. and Conybeare and
llowson. i. 461 i. The prophets of the New Test were
superiiaturally illuminated expounders ami preachers.

XI. Literature.— (hi the general subject of prophecy
mprehensive or altogether satisfactory treatise has

yel baen produced. Among the old works we may
mention Augustine, D< CivitaU l><i. lib. xviii, cap.

27 sq. (Op. vii, 508, Paris, 1685); Carpzov, Introd. ad
Libros Canonicos (Lips. 17.'>7i. Sonic good remarks will

he found in the essay of John Smith, On Prophecy

(Select Discourses, disc. \ i. p. 181, Loud. 1821, 8vo),

which was translated into I.aim and reprinted at the

end of Le Clerc's Commentary on tht Prophets
i
Amsterd.

17:; I ). It contains interesting passages on the nature

of the predictions in the < lid Test., extracted from Jew-
ish authors, of whom Maimonides i- the most distin-

guished. Of less importance is the essay of Hermann
Witsius. I >< Propketia et Prophetis (in vol. i of his Mis-
rillnu. Sacra

\

Utrecht, 1692], p. 1-392): he digresses

too much and needlessly from the main question, and

says little applicable to the point ; but he still supplies

some useful materials. The same remark .also applies

in substance to Knibbe's History of the Prophets. Some
valuable remarks, but much more that is arbitrary and

untenable, will be found in Crusius's Hypomnemata ad
Theologiam Prophet. (Lips. 1764, 3 vols.). In the Trea-

tise on Prophecy inserted by Jahn in his Introduction

to th Old Testament, he endeavors to refute the views

of the Rationalists, but does not sift the subjecl to the

bottom. Kleuker's work, />• Nexu Proph. inter utrum-

que Fadus, possesses more of a genuine theological

character. The leader of the Rationalists is Eichhorn,

Du Hebraischen Propheten (Gbtting. 1816); also in his

Introduction to the Old Testament, and in his disserta-

tion l>< Prophet. Pas. Hebr. Their views on this sub-

ject are most fully explained by rlnobel in his Prophe-

tismus d* r llilnii, r vollstandig dargesteUt t Breslau, l*.'!7.

2 vols.): the work contains, however, little original re-

search, and is valuable only as a compilation of what

the Rationalists asserl concerning prophecy. 'The work

of Roster, Die Propheten </•* .1. and 2V. '/'. (Leipsic,

1838), bears a higher character: on many points hi ap-

proaches to sounder views: hut he is inconsistent and

wavering, and therefore cannot he said to have essen-

tially advanced the knowledge of this subject Ofcon-
siderable eminence is the treatise by Ewald on proph-

ecy, prefixed to his Propheten des Alien Bundes (Stattg.

1840; 1867, 3 vols.). Hut to the important question,

whether the prophets enjoyed supernatural assistance or

not.au explicit answer will there he SOUghl for in wain.

His view of the Subjecl is in the main that of the na-

tionalists, though he endeavors to veil it i the Spirit of

God influencing the prophets is. in lad. only their own
mind worked up hy circumstances; their enthusiasm

ami ecstasy are made to explain all. finally, the work
of I [offmann, H'< issaguvg und Krjullung im . I . >ni<l N. T.

(Nordlingen, 1841, vol. i), is chargeable with spurious

and affected originality: his views are often in their

vers details forced and strained, and it is to In re^n t ted

that the subject has i,y this work gained less than from

the author's talent might have heeti expected. Many
of the elements of prophecy have been very ably and
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soundly discussed by Hengstenberg, Christology of the

Old Testament, in T. T. Clark's transl. (Edinb. 1854).

Other German works of importance on the subject are

those of Umbreit, Vie Propheten des A. Test, (in the

Stud. it. Krit. 1833, p. 1043 sq.) ; Tholuck, Die Pro-

pheten und Hue Weissagungen (1860; transl. in the

Bibliotheea Sacra, 1833, p. 361 sq.). The subject is

likewise discussed more or less fully in all the introduc-

tions (q. v.) to the Old Test. See also Bible Educator

(Index, s. v.). One of the latest and most specious

productions of the Rationalistic school is that of Prof.

Kuenen (of the University of Leyden), The Prophets

and Prophecy in Israel (transl. by Milroy, Lond. 1877,

8vo) ; it reiterates with ingenious array all the difficul-

ties, contradictions, and failures alleged by hostile writ-

ers, and refuted or explained again and again by ortho-

dox scholars. Comp. Seer.

Among writers in English we may especially name
the following: Sherlock, Discourses on the Use and In-

tent ofProphecy (1755, 8vo) ; Hurd, Introd. to the Study

of the Prophecies, etc. (1772, 8vo) ; Apthorp, Discourses

on Prophecy (1786, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Davison, Discourses on

Prophecy (1821, 8vo); Smith (J. Pye), Principles of
Interpretation as applied to the Prophecies of Holy
Scripture (1829, 8vo); Brooks, Elements of Prophetical

Interpretation (1837, 12mo); Alexander, Connection of
the Old and New Testaments (1841, 8vo), lect. iv-vii, p.

168-382; Lowth, De Sacra Pasi Hebrceorum (Oxon.
1821, and transl. by Gregory, Lond. 1835) ; Horsley, Bib-

lical Criticism (Lond. 1820) ; Home, Introduction to Holy
Scripture (Lond. 1828), ch. iv, § 3; Van Mildert, Boyle
Lectures (Lond. 1831), § xxii ; Fairbairn, Prophecy: its

Nature, Functions, and Interpretation (Edinb. 1856);
M'Caul, Aids to Faith (Lond. 1861): Smith (K. Payne),

Messianic Interpretation of the Prophecies of Isaiah

(Oxf. 1862) ; Davidson. Introduction to the Old Testament

(Lond. 1862), ii. 422: Stanley, Lectures on the Jewish
Church (Lond. 1863); Maurice, The Prophets and Kings

of the Old Testament (rep. Bost. 1853); Stuart, Hints on

the Interpretation of Prophecy (Andover, 1844) ; Arnold,

On the Interpretation of Prophecy (in his Works, Lond.

1845, i, 373 sq.); Taylor, Spirit ofHebrew Poetry (rep.

N. Y. 1862). See also Journ. Sacred Literature, Oct.

1862; Meth. Quar. Rev. April, 1862; Alford, Greek Test.

(note on "Acts" xiii, 41); the monographs cited by
Volbeding, Index Programmatum, p. 22, 43, 44; by
Hase, Leben Jesu, p. 103; by Danz, Worterb. p. 793;

by Darling, Cyclopaedia. Bibliographica, col. 1785 sq.;

and under the art. Prophets, Major and Minor.

Prophetess (!~l>023, nebidh, Trpo(f>r\Tic, Exod. xv,

20 ; Luke ii. 36). Among the remarkable women who
appear to have exercised the gift of prophecy, we find

Miriam (Exod. xv, 20) ; Deborah ; Hannah (1 Sam. ii,

1) ; Huldah (2 Kings xxii, 14); the wife of Isaiah (Isa.

viii, 3) ; Anna (Luke ii, 36) ; and the four daughters of

Philip (Acts xxi, 8, 9). Miriam, Deborah, Huldah, and
others were called prophetesses, not because they were
supposed to be gifted with a knowledge of futurity, like

the seers, but because they possessed a poetical in-

spiration ; and inspired (especially sacred) poetry was al-

ways deemed of supernatural and divine origin. See
Prophet.

Prophets, False. As Moses had foretold, a host

of false prophets arose in later times among the He-
brews, who promised prosperity without repentance, and
predicted after "the deceit of their own hearts" (Deut.

xiii, 1-5; Jer. xiv, 14-16; xxiii, 9-27). According to

Deut. xviii, 20-22, a false prophet was punished capi-

tally, being stoned to death. There were two cases in

which a person was held convicted of the crime, and
consequently liable to its punishment : 1. If a prophet
spoke in the name of Jehovah, he was tolerated, so long
as he remained unconvicted of imposture, even though
he threatened calamity to the state. He might be im-
prisoned (Jer. xxvi, 8-16; 1 Kings xxii, 1-28), but
could not legally be put to death, unless a prediction of

his failed of accomplishment; then he was regarded as

an impostor, and stoned. 2. If a person prophesied in

the name of any other god, whether his prediction was
accomplished or not, he was, at all events, considered a

false prophet, and, as such, capitally punished. In the

kingdom of Israel, Ahab could muster four hundred
prophets of Baal at a time (1 Kings xxii, 6). In still

later times false prophets, uttering the suggestions of

their own imagination, abounded in the Church, and
did much mischief (Malt, vii, 15 ; xxiv, 11 ; Mark xiii,-

22 ; Luke vi, 26 ; 2 Pet. ii, 1 ; 1 John iv, 1). See Mes-
siahs, False.

Prophets, French. See Camisard.

Prophets, Major and Minor. We have in the

Old Testament the writings of sixteen prophets; that

is, of four greater and twelve lesser prophets. The four

greater prophets are Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and
Daniel. The Jews do not properly place Daniel among
the prophets, because (they say) he lived in the splen-

dor of temporal dignities, and led a kind of life different

from other prophets. The twelve lesser prophets are

Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and Mala-
chi. The collectors of the canon arranged the prophets
chronologically, but considered the whole of the twelve
lesser prophets as one work, which they placed after

Jeremiah and Ezekiel, inasmuch as the last three lesser

prophets lived later than they. Daniel, as above ob-

served, was placed in the Hagiographa, because he had
not filled the prophetic office. The collection of the

lesser prophets themselves was again intended to be
chronologically disposed; still Hosea is, on account of

the extent of his work, allowed precedence before those

lesser prophets who, generally, were his contemporaries,

and also before those who flourished at a somewhat
earlier period. It is the opinion of Hengstenberg
i Christology, iv, 235) and ofPusey (Minor Prophets, pt;

i, introd.) that the writings of the Minor Prophets are

actually placed chronologically. Accordingly, the for-

mer arranges the list of the prophets as follows: Hosea,
Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah. Micah, Isaiah ("the prin-

cipal prophetical figure in the first or Assyrian period

of canonical prophetism"), Nahum. Habakkuk, Zepha-
niah, Jeremiah ("the principal prophetical figure in the

second or Babylonian period of canonical prophetism"),

Ezekiel. Daniel, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi. Calmet
(Diet. Bibl. s. v. "Prophet") as follows: Hosea, Amos,
Isaiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum. Jeremiah, Zephaniah,
Joel, Daniel, Ezekiel, Habakkuk. Obadiah, Haggai,
Zechariah, Malachi. Stanley (Lect. xix) in the follow-

ing order: Joel, Jonah, Hosea, Amos, Isaiah, Micah,

Nahum, Zechariah, Zephaniah, Habakkuk. Obadiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah, Daniel, Haggai, Zechariah,

Malachi. Hence it appears that Stanley recognises two
Isaiahs and two Zechariahs. unless "the author of Isa.

xl-lxvi is regarded as the older Isaiah transported into

a style and position later than bis own time" (p. 423).

Obadiah is generally considered to have lived at a later

date than is compatible with a chronological arrange-

ment of the canon, in consequence of his reference to

the capture of Jerusalem. But such an inference is not

necessary, for the prophet might have thrown himself

in imagination forward to the date of his prophecy

(Hengstenberg); or the words which, as translated by
the A. V., are a remonstrance as to the past, may be

really but an imperative as to the future (Pusey). For
the various questions relating to each person and book,

see the several names in their alphabetical places. See
also Bible.

Commentaries.—The following are the special exe-

getical helps on the prophets in general : Jerome, Com-

mentarii (in Opp. vol. v, ed. Basil.); Abrabanel, IZJSHB

(written in 1497, and frequently printed and translated

in various forms and portions); Kimchi, David (first

printed in the Rabbinical Bible. Yen. 1548, fob); (Eco-

lampadius, Commentani (Basil. 1558, 2 vols, fob); Pey-
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ron, Commentaire (Par. 1673, 12mo); Lowth, Commen-
tary \ Lond. 1711. 1 vols. 4to; embraced in the commen-
tary nf Patrick, Lowth, etc.); Van Til. Commentaria
(L. 15. 1711. :; vols. Ito \

Vogel, Umschreibung (Halle,

1771 7:;. I vols. 8vo); VVeitenauer, Metaphrasii (Aug.

Vind. 1768, 8vo); Dathe, Nota [on Maj. Proph. only'

(Halle, 177!'. L785, 8vo) ; Smith (J.), Explanation

[chiefly compiled] (Edinb. 17*7. 1840, P2mo); Vaupel,

Erklarung (Dresd. 1798 80, 2 vols. 8vo); Eichhora,

Erklarung (Gotting. 1816 19,3 vols.8vo); Agier, Des

Explications (Par. 1820 22, L0 vols. 8vo); Cole, Com-
mentary [includ.N.T.

]
| Lond. 1826,2 vols. 8vo); Heng-

stenberg, Christologie i Berlin, L829 :;."-. L854 .'.7. :; vols.

8vo; transl. X. V. I*.".:; 59, Edinb. 1854 58, ". vols. 8vo;

abridgm. I."ml. 1847, 8vo); KUckert, Erlaut. [on cer-

tain parts] (Leips. 1831, 8vo); Tegg'sed. Votes chiefly

compiled] (Lond. 1836,5 vols.8vo); Hoffmann, Ausle-

nuruj [on the Maj. Proph., compiled
|

(Stuttg. 1839,

-
i phenson, ( 'hristology | Lond. 1839, 2 vols.8vo);

Ewald, Erklarung (Stattg. 1840 12, Gotting. 1867-69,

•_' vols. 8vo); Maurer, Commentarius (Lips. 1841, 8vo);

Herxheimer, 'l
: "~s

|
includ. the Hagiog. ' i l'.erl. 1*11 -11.

in parts, 8vo); Delitzsch and Caspari. Exeg. Uandb.

(Leips. 1842, 8vo); (Jmbreit, Commentar ( I Iamb. 1842-

46, 5 vols. 8vo); Noyes, Translation (Host. 1843, N. V.

1849, .'i vols. l2mo); Hitzig, Uebersetz. (Leips. 1854,

8vo); Smith (G. V.). Prophecies relating to Assyria

(Lond. 1*.")7. L2mo); Williams, Prophets during the As-
syrian Empire (ibid. 1866, 8vo). See Old Testament.
The following are exclusively on the Minor Proph-

ets: Cyril of Alexandria, Commentarii (in Opp. iii, 1-

870; also Ingolst. H'>n7. fol.) ; Theodoret, Interpretatio

(in Opp. II. in: Theodore of Mopsuestia, Commentarii
(in .Mai's Nov. Colleclio, I. i. 11 104); Remigius Antis-

siod. Enarrationcs (in Bibl. Mar. Pair. vol. xvi); Ru-
pertus Tuitiensis, Commentarii (in Opp. i, 651); Alber-

tus Magnus, Commentarii (Basil. 1525, fol.); Tarnon,
arius (Rost. lo.'.'. Ito; Lips. 1688, 1706, Ito);

Lambert. Commentarii • Urgent. 1525 26, 5 vols. 8vo;
Francf. 1589, 1605, 3 vols. 8vo); Calvin, Praslectiones

(Genev. 1559, 1581, 1612, fol.; in Opp. vol. ix; in French,

ibid. 1560, etc, 4to; transl. by Owen, Edinb. 1846 49,5
vols.8vo); Forer,< 'ommentaru\ V"en. 1565, 8vo); Wigand,
Explicatio (Francf. 1566, 8vo); Hemming, Explanatio-

nes (Lips. 1568, Ito); Strigel, Scholia (ibid. 1561, 1570,

1571, 8vo) ; Montanus [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius
(Antw. 1571, fol., 1582, 4to); De Ribera [Rom. Cath.],

Commentarii (ibid, loll and often, fol.); Gualter, Com-
mentarii (Tigur. 1572, fol.) : P.de Palacio Rom. Cath. j.

Commentarius (Colon. 1583, 1588, 8vo); Dana
mentaria (Genev. 1586, 1594, 8vo: transl. by Stocks I.

Lond. 1594, Ito); Livelie, Annotationes [on aparl only;

(Lond. 1587, 8vo; also in the Critici Saeri, vol. iv);

Heilbrunn, Loci communes (Lauing. 1588, 8vo); M. de

Palacio [Rom. Cath.
|,
Explanations i Salam. 1593, fol.)

;

Alscheich, r"X"":. etc. (Venice, 1595 and later, fol.);

\ Messana [Horn. Cath.]. Paraphrasis (Antw. 1597.

4to); Winckelmann, Commentarius |
Franco!'. L603, 1620,

2 vols.8vo); Thuan and Rittenhaus, Metaphrasis (Aro-

berg. 1604, 8vo); Maldonatus, Commentarius (Colon.

1611, fol.); A Castro Rom. Cath.], Commentarii | Lugd.
1615, Magunr, 1617, fol.); A Figeiro [Rom. Cath.],

Commentarii (in his Opp. Lugd. L615, fol.); Wolder,
Disputationes (Wittemb. 1617, Ito : Sanctius Rom.

Lu -\. 1621, fol.) ; A Lapide,
Commentarius (Antw. 1625, fol.); Drusius, Commenta-
rius

i
\m-t. L627, Ito; also in the Critici Sacri): Phi-

Rom. Cath. |, Commentarii
I Par. 1683, I vols,

fol.); Fabricius, Condones (Bern. 1641, fol.); Light-
foot, Versiones (in Works, x,453); Colona

\

Rom. Cath.
|,

Commentaria (Panorm. L644, fol.); Macorps [Rom.
Cath.

|, Paraphrasi Par. 1644, 1645, 2 vol.. l2mo)

:

Cocceius, Commentarius (L. Ii. 1652. fol.); Hutcheson,
Exposition i Lond. 1655,3 vola.8vo: 1657, fol.); Stokes,
Explication (ibid. 1659, 8vo)
(bread. 1677, Ito); De \

- brnid and Baldwin, Commentarius (Lips. 1688,

1698, Ito); Pocock, Commentaries [on a part] (Oxf.

1685, foL; also in Works); Mercer, Commentarii [on
the first five only

i (Giess. 1695, Ito); Marck, (

tortus (Am8t. 1696-1701, 5 vols. 4to; Tubing. 17.;i. 2

vols, fol.); Tauler, Predigten (Ulm, 1699, tto I
-

r,

Pralectiones (Goslar, 1709, Ito); Perterslen, Erklarung
(F. ad .M. 1723, 4to); Gebhard, Erklarung (at various
pla.vs. L723 28, lOpts. Ito; Brunsw. 1737, 4to); Almo-

sino, z~-?~z. (in Frankfurter's Rabbin. Bible, Amst.

1721 27. fol.,: Patronus Rom. Cath.], r,,,

(Neap.1743, fol.); Burke, G non Hi idelb. 17:..; Uo);

Atschul, pnisp, etc. [
includ. the Hagiogr.] (Leghorn,

1753 and later, 8vo) ; Vogel, Umschreib. (Hal. 1773,

8vo); Struensee, Uebersetz. (Halberst. 1777, 8vo ; Wul-
ther, Uebersetz. (Steud. 1777. 8vo); Vollborth, Artmerk,

(Gotting. 1783, 8vo) : Newcome, Notes \ Lond. 1785, it":

1836, 8vo); Bauer, Erkldr. i Leips. 1786, 8vo); Staud-
ling, Erlaut. [on part.) (Stuttg. 1786, 8vo): Heusler,

Animadversions [on passages] (Kilon. 1786, Ito); Mol-
denhauer, Erkldr. [includ. Dan.] (Quedl. 17*7. Ito);

Vampel, Erkldr. (Dresd. 17:':;. 8vo) ; Dahl, Observations

[on passages] (Neostr. 1793, 8vo); Wolf (of Dessau),

nn:-;.etc. (Dessau. lNd.".. Sv... and later i; Water, Obser-

vationes [on passages] (Hal. 1815, tto); Schroder, Er-

laut. (Leips. 1823, 8vo) ; RosenmUller, Scholia (Lips.

1*27. 1 vols.8vo); Ackermann, Annotationes (Vienna?,

1830, 8vo) ; Zadel, Annotationes (Hal. 1830, 8vo);

Scholz, Erkldr. (!'. ad M. 1833, 8vo); Pick, Translation

(2d ed. Lond. 1835, I2mo
;

Jeitteles, '-"" (Vienna

1835, 8vo); Rieger, Betracktungen (Stuttg. 1835, 8vo)

;

Hesselberg, Auslegung (Konigsb. 1838, 8vo); Hender-
son, Commentary (Loud. 1845, Andover, 1866, 8vo);
Hitzig, Erkldr. i Lei, . 1852, 8vo) ; Schregg Rom.
Cath.], Erkldr. (Regensb. 1854, 8vo); Pusey, Commen-
tary (Lond. I860. 4to) ; Kohler, Dit nachexU. Propketen

(Erlang. 1861, 8vo); Schlier, Predigten (Stuttg. 1861,

8vo); Wliish, Paraphrasi
i Lond. 1864, l2mo); Shrews-

bun-, Notes (Edinb. 1865, 8vo); Cowles, Notes (N. V.

1867, I'Jmo ; Keil and Delitzsch, Commentar (Leips,

1866, 8vo; transl. Edinb. 1868, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Kelly, Lect-

ures (Lond. 1871, 8vo). See Commentary.

PROPHETS, Schools of nn, These were places

where young men were educated under the care of a

master, who was commonly, if no( always, an inspired

prophet. Godwin observes that for the propagation

of learning colleges and schools were in diver- places

erected for the prophet-. The lir.-t intimation we have
in Scripture of these scl Is is in l Sam. x, 5, where we
read of "a company of prophet- coming down from the

high place with a psaltery, and a tabret, and a pipe,

and a harp before them: and they shall prophesy."

They are supposed to be the students in a college of

prophets at Gibeah of God, or. as we render it. •• the hill

of God," which is another name for < iibeah of Benjamin
il Sam.xiii, 15; xi,4). This place seems to have been
reel, oied among the ancient sanctuaries of Palestine.

We afterwards read of such another company of the

prophets at Naioth in Kamah "prophesying, and Sam-
uel standing as appointed over them" i 1 Sam. xix. 19,

20). The students in these colleges were called "sona

of the prophets." We read of the " sons of the proph-
ets that were at Bethel;" and of another school at.

Jericho; and of the sons of the prophets at Gilgal (2

Kings ii, 3 5; iv,88). It appear- that these sons of the
prophets were very numerous; tor of tins sort were

probably the prophets of the Lord whom Jezebel cut

oil'; "lint Obadiah took a hundred of them, anil hid

them by fifty in a cave" (1 Kiuu's xviii, 4). In these

schools young men were educated under a proper

master in the knowledge of religion and sacred music
il Sam. \.o; xix, 20), and were thereby qualified to be
public preachers, which seems to have been pan of the

VO) : Kunad. Commentarius business of the prophets on the Sabbath-day- and fes-

eil. Explicatio (Lond. 1681), tivals (2 Kings i\. 23\ It would seem that God gen-
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erally chose the prophets whom he inspired out of these

schools. Amos, therefore, speaks of it as an extraordi-

nary case that though he was not one of the sons of the

prophets, but a herdsman, "yet the Lord took him as

he followed the flock, and said unto him, Go, prophesy

unto my people Israel" (Amos vii, 14, 15). That it was

usual for some of these schools, or at least for their tu-

tors, to be endued with a prophetic spirit, appears from

the relation of the prophecies concerning the ascent of

Elijah, delivered to Elisha by the sons of the prophets,

both at Jericho and at Bethel (2 Kings ii, 3, 5). See

Bible Educator, iii, 64. See Pedagogics ; School.

PROPHETS, Sons of the. The disciples, or schol-

ars, of the prophets were thus called, agreeably to the

Hebrew idiom; they were instructed in the knowledge

of religion and in sacred music, and were thus quali-

fied to become public teachers (1 Sam. x, 11). See

Prophet.

PROPHETS, Tombs of the. '-The excavations

commonly known under this name," Professor Robin-

son observes, " are situated on the western declivity of

the Mount of Olives, a little south of the footpath lead-

ing over from St. Stephen's gate to Bethany. Pococke

describes them as ' verj' large, having many cells to de-

posit bodies in; the farther end of them they call the

Labyrinth, which extends a great way ; I could not find

the end of it;' this part seems to have been a quarry.

Doubdan compares them with the tombs of the judges

and kings ; but says the chambers are not square, as in

these, but consist of two large and high galleries, cut

strictly one within the other in a continued curve ; the

holes or niches for the bodies being on a level with the

floor" (Bibl. Res. i, 529 ; comp. Later Res. p. 233). See

De Saulcy, Dead Sea, ii, 107; Williams, Holy City, ii.

215. See Olivet. It is ordinarily supposed (but with

no good reason) that it is of these tombs our Lord

speaks when he says :
" Woe unto you ! for ye build

the sepulchres of the prophets, and your fathers killed

them" (Luke xi, 47). See Tomb.

Propitiation. The Greek word Waarffpioi' (or

(Xaoyioc), rendered propitiation (Rom. iii, 25; 1 John
ii, 2 ; iv, 10) and mercy seat (Heb. ix, 5), is used in

the Septuagint as the translation of the Hebrew word

rHBS, i. e. covering, properly the lid or cover of the ark

of the covenant in the most holy place, which was over-

laid with pure gold, over which the cherubim stretched

out their wings, and where Jehovah communed with

the representatives of his people (Exod. xxv, 17-22;

xxxvii; in the Sept. Exod. xxxviii, 6-9). Into the

holy place the high-priest entered but once a year,

when he sprinkled upon the mercy seat or covering of

the ark the blood of an expiatory victim, in order to

make propitiation for the sins of the people (Lev. xvi,

11-15). In the common Greek idiom, WaaTi'ipiov properly

designates an expiatory or propitiatory victim [see Pro-
pitiatory Sacrifices] ; and in Rom. iii, 25; 1 John ii,

2; iv, 10, Christ is represented as the propitiatory sac-

rifice for the sin of the world. His blood alone atones

for and covers our guilt. When faith is exercised in

the blood of this sacrifice, its propitiatory effect is pro-

duced. In other words, Christ makes expiation which
is effectual for such, and only such, as trust or put confi-

dence in his atoning blood. The idea of the legal rec-

onciliation of God and all sinners who cordially receive

the Gospel plan of salvation is presented under two as-

pects. 1. Expiation: this denotes the doing of some-
thing which shall furnish a just ground or reason in a

judicial administration for pardoning a convicted of-

fender. 2. Propitiation : anything which shall have the

property of disposing, inclining, or causing the judicial

authority to admit the expiation—i. e. to assent to it as

a valid reason for pardoning the offender. Expiation,

therefore, regards the condition of the offender; propiti-

ation, that of the judge or sovereign. " We can con-
ceive cases," says Dr. J. Pye Smith, " in which an expi-

ation, good and reasonable in its kind, might be offered,

and yet a wise and good government might not be will-

ing to accept it—i. e. might not bepropitious to the of-

fender and to the proposal for his being forgiven. We
can also conceive of a wise and good government being

cordially disposed and greatly desirous to pardon an of-

fender, but unable to gratify this gracious disposition

because it can find no just grounds for such an act, and
it is aware that a pardon arbitrary and destitute of un-

exceptionable reason would relax the obligations of law,

bring dishonor upon public justice, and prove of per-

nicious example. It is also obvious that the same thing

may be, and is most naturally fit and likely to be, both
an expiation and a propitiation ; i. e. both a valid reason

for pardoning, and a determining motive to the will of

the competent authority to admit and act upon that

reason." See Atonement.
Now, in applying these terms to the great and awful

case of ourselves, the whole world of justly condemned
sinners, and our judge, the infinitely perfect God, there

are some cautions of great importance to be observed.

Nothing can be admitted that would contradict incon-

trovertible first principles. But there are two such prin-

ciples which are often violated by inconsiderate advo-

cates of the doctrine of salvation by the mediation of

Christ ; and the violation of them has afforded the ad-

vantage of all the plausible arguments urged against

that doctrine by its adversaries. The first is the immu-
tability of God. His moral principles—that is, his rec-

titude, wisdom, and goodness, as expressed by his blessed

and holy will—can undergo no alteration; for to admit
such a supposition would be destructive of the absolute

perfection of the divine nature, as it would imply either

an improvement or a deterioration in the subject of the

supposed change. We cannot, therefore, hear or read

without unspeakable disapprobation and regret repre-

sentations of the Deity as first actuated by the passions

of wrath and fury towards sinful men, and as afterwards

turned, by the presentation of the Saviour's sacrifice,

into a different temper—a disposition of calmness, kind-

ness, and grace. The second foundation principle is

that the adorable God is, from eternity and in all the

glorious constancy of his nature, gracious and merciful.

He wants no extraneous motive to induce him to pity

and relieve our miserable world. No change in God is

necessary or desirable, even if it were possible. This is

abundantly evident from many parts of the divine Word
(Exod. xxxiv, 6, 7; John iii, 16; vi, 39; x, 17; Eph.

i, 3-10; 2 Cor. v, 18, 19). The question whether sin-

ners shall be pardoned is not one that can be referred to

arbitrary will or absolute power. It is a question of law

and government, and it is to be solved by the dictates

of wisdom, goodness, justice, and consistency. God's

disposition to show mercy is original and unchangeable :

in this sense nothing is needed to render him propitious.

But the way and manner in which it will be suitable to

all the other considerations proper to be taken into the

account that he should show mercy, none but himself is

qualified to determine. "God is the righteous judge,

and God is angry [with the wicked] every day." But
this anger is not a commotion or a mutable passion : it

is the calm, dignified, unchangeable, and eternal majes-

ty of thejudge ; it is his necessary love of righteousness

and hatred of iniquity. Pardon, when on any consider-

ation it takes place, brings the true and just idea of a

change; but that change, in the great case before us, is

not in the mind or character of the Supreme Ruler, but

it is in the administration of his government, and in

those outward acts by which that administration is in-

dicated. This change is, in the order of moral right,

the effect of an adequate cause. This cause lies in the

whole mediatorial work of Christ, but most particularly

and essentially in his sufferings and death, and these

have constituted the expiation. See Atonement, Day
of; Mediation.
The Romish Church believes the mass (q. v.) to be a

sacrifice of propitiation for the living and dead; while

the Reformed churches, justified by the express decla-
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rations ofScripture, allow ofno propitiation bul that one view, even be punished by God in his stead) is not only

offered by Jesus on the cross, whereby divine justice is

appeased and "ur sius atoned for |
Horn. iii. 20; 1 John

ii. 2). See Sa< rifk e.

Propitiatory Sacrifices include both trespass-

offering and sin-offering. See Sacrifice. In this

place we are to examine the disputed question whal the

expressed by2 Sain. xii. 15 sq.; xxiv. in sq.; Isa. liii,

1 Bq. 1 1 1« > t l'i"\. xxi. 18), bin the representation of a

transmission of guilt appears in Deut, xxi, especially

verse 8; in tin- symbolic meaning of the covenant-sao-

er. \wi\. 18 sq.; comp. Gen. xv, 17), and in

the ritual servioe with the scapegoat (Lev. xvi, 21).

j idd <> fore them a- their objecl in offering See especially also Isa. xliii. ;;, where, too, the word

"IBS (k&pher, ransom), bo common where the sin-offer-

ings are mentioned, is used. (Klaiber is right in say-

ing that ~\&'3,kipper, from ~t2. Tcaphdr, properly means
. ovi i : anil hence points out the remo\ al oi guilt, with-

out determining the method. Yet it remains noti «ur-

thy that this word kepher [covering over~\, elsewhere

only used in the sense of expiation, is used hi re \\ ben
the subject is penal substitution. Was it so easy and
natural for the Israelites to view expiation as an act

of substitution?) Nor musl we omit to remark that

K3tt (chitteh [Gen. .xxxi.
;>:>J, meaning properly to

atom for) is used for making compensation, and Klai-

ber's explanation of tin- passage is awkward.

(4.) There can be no doubt that the representation

of expiatory substitution by sacrifices was prominent

among other ancienl nations
i Herod, ii, 39; < Ssesar, /;-//.

Gal.vi, L6; Ovid, FasUy'i, L60; Porphyr. .!//.-/;». i v. 15).

The remark ofDeWette, Tholuck, and Schol) that the

remnants of the Bin-offerings wen- accounted unclean

seems to have no great weight, since the eating of pieces

of flesh from most of sin-offerings might be urged for

the contrary view: and certainly that idea did not ap-

pear in the case of the trespass-offerings (see LSahr.

op. cit. p. 393 sq.).

On the offering of men for propitiation, in case of

public misfortune ( •_' Kings iii. 37) among the Creeks.

their beasts of sacrifice; that is, whether they wished

merely to offer a gift to the offended Deity (Welker, p.

288 . or (a- Michaelis, Mn<. ltit.y. 64,urges) it was con-

sidered as a municipal penally, a kind of line ; or. I'mal-

ly,as a substitute for the sinners presenting ii. who had

i hem-iives properly deserved death. The last is the

view of many rabbins (see < (utram, /' Sacrific. p. 251

s.).) ami Church fathers (Theodor. Queest. 61 ad I

Euseb. /''in. /'.'c. i. 111. etc. i. and lat.lv of ! Saner ( Theol.

,l. N. /. iv, 124 sq.), De Wette (Bibl Theol. p. 98 sq.;

comp. Opusc. p. 23 Bq.), Gesenius (/." Is. ii. 189), lb ng-

Btenberg (Christol i. 265), Scholl (in Klaiher's Stud.

etc. V. ii. 1 l;S Bq.), and Tholuck (2. Beit. :. Brief, n. 'I.

Heir. p. 7s sq.; comp. Colln's Bibl Theol. i. 270*sq., for

many others). This meaning of the sin-offerings seems

at first view the most natural, significant, and most ac-

cordant with ancient testimonies. Yet Klaiber

i

[Stndien

der Wurtemb. GeistlYlH, ii. I<> sq.) has recently com-

bated it with acuteness, and Bahr {Symbol, ii. 277 sq.)

has offered several objections to it. -Many other inter-

pretations, some very monstrous, but offered with phil-

osophical pretension, arc referred to by Scholl (op.

cit. p. 133 Bq.). Early opposition to the usual view is

found in Sykes ( Vers. iib. die Opfer, p. 128 sip) and

Steudel (Glaubenslehre, p. 256 sq.). Certainly some of

the grounds on which it is often based are of no weight.

The formula in Lev. iv, 20, "And the priest shall make
an atonement for them, and it shall be forgiven them,"

!

comp. Schol in Aristoph. Plut. 454 ; Wachsmuth, //»//.

repeated in xxvi, 5, 10, or that in Lev. v, 13, ''And the Alterth. ii. 550 sq. The self-offerings of the Romans
prie-t shall make an atonement for him as touching his belong here too. Kindred is the illegal hanging of the

sin that he hath sinned in one of these, and it shall be children of Saul (2 Sam. xxi, G sq. , comp. Lassaulx,

forgiven him," or the similar words in the 18th verse, Dii SUhnopfer der Griechen und Rdmer [Wilrzburg,

do not make it certain that a substitution is to be 1841]).

thought of in the case of the sin-offering. The laying (5.) Lastly, a circumstance which speaks strongly for

of the hand on the animal, too. though on the day of the common explanation of these sin-offerings is that

atonement (Lev. xvi, 21) it certainly implies the laying all other.- which have been suggested are fat less nat-

of guilt upon il, does not in general determine this ural. simple, and appropriate. We need not refer e—
point, since ii was also customary in other sacrifices, pecially to the homely interpretation ofMichaelis. The
Further, thai the sin-offering was considered unclean, idea that blood passed tor the principle of sensuality,

which would only be possible in case the uncleanness and hence of sin. and that thus the shedding of blood

of sin were considered to have passed over to it. is not became the symbol of the putting-away of sins, does not

to be inferred from Kxod. xxix, 14; Lev. xvi. 28, etc. appear in the Old Test., nor, indeed, in the New. Men-
fas Klaiber has well shown), but would seem to contra- del's supposition is that the gracious acceptance by God
did Lev. iv. 12: vi. 27 ( see below). ( »n the other hand, of the offering of reconciliation was the essential ele-

i 1.
I
Lev. xvii. 11, unless it be interpreted in a very ment. and that the various forms of sacrifice were only

forced manner, can scarcely be understood to mean any- intended to impress on the mind the abominable nature

thing else than that the life of the sacrifice, which is in of sin and to lead to a true repentance : but this view is

strangely barren. Klaiber supposes thai clean animals

without blemish were to awaken in the worshipper the

sense of i he law's requirement from him and of his im-

perfection. ISut this leaves out ofsighl all the peculiar

forms appropriated to the Bin-offering, and dwells on a

le circumstance which was common to all the other

the bl 1. and is poured out with the blood, was offered

instead of the life of him who presented it. It is not

necessary to lay stress upon the rendering of ~£~
i kip-

per, to expiate, to atone); but the parallelism between

the nephesh or • life of the flesh" and the nephesh or soul

for winch ,t is given as an atonement is sertamly no. .^p
; , „„,,„„ .

, . „ , :llllill . ,, ,
.

., , riil;: ,. |, is ,

withoutforce. ...,.,, . «. . possible to sacrifice the common view, which is quite
(2.) I he sprinkling ol the bl 1 „i the sin-offering Mtisfactorv, in favor ofsuch schemes as these. The in-

BbOWS that the mere death ol the sacrifice, and the

burning of pieces of its flesh on the altar, were not the
| 1V Bahr fon cit i> 292

object here as in other sacrifices, What other meaning *

H
could the sprinkling have than thai in the blood the ' __ ... _ , .„ .«
life is sprinkled, scattered, and so utterly destroyed? Proportion of Faith. See An vuxn <,/ Faith)

The pouring-Ollt of the blood was not in this case, as

elsewhere, merely a means of killing the animal, bul

was the real object in view. But it could only become
an objecl when the sprinkling of the blood symbolizes
the substitution ,,| ,),,. sacrifice for the offerer, who has

forfeited hi- life by sin.

(3.) The idea that one man could suffer as a substi-

tute for another (and hence, according to the Israelii ish

terpretation of Menken has been sufficiently answered

p).—Winer. See PjlOPITIA-

Propositiones Damnatae is, in theological lan-

guage, every thesis which contains either a dogmatical
assertion or one intimately related to dogma, in the

form of an authoritative reprobation, supported by the

usual arguments afforded by Scripture, tradition, deci-

sions of the church, etc. The doctrinal opinions of

those who diverge in any way from the belief of the

Romish Church are also called propositions, and the de-
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gree of divergence is indicated by corresponding quali-

fications. If tiie authorities of the Church (general

councils, or the pope himself) positively reject those

propositions, they are condemned propositions, i. e.pro-

positiones danmatce. The doctrines expounded, espe-

cially in writings, can be rejected summarily (in globo)

without specification, or with special mention of each

single proposition. In the latter case each condemned
proposition is described by an adjective, which indicates

its relation to the belief of the Church: heretical, bor-

dering on heresy, erroneous, false, blasphemous, danger-

ous, immoral, etc. Such sentences have been pro-

nounced, since the Reformation, among others, against

the works of Luther, M. Bajus, Jansenius, Quesnel, etc.

See Heresy; Index Expurgatorius.

Propi'OCtors are assistants ofproctors (q. v.).

Prorowit, a Slavic deity, was represented with

four heads on a common trunk. He carried a fifth head
on his chest, and held it in such a way that his eyes

could see through trvs intervals of the fingers. Many
explanations of t^is extraordinary figure have been
proposed, but none that is at all concordant with the

spirit of the Slavic religions: all these surmises are

based on the similitude of the image with that of Janus
quadrifrons.—Vollmer, Wbrterb. d. Mytkologie, s. v.

Prosar is the service-book containing the form of

the prose (q. v.).

Prosbol or Prozbul (bint/HS or i'COIlS) is

the name of a legal enactment instituted by Hillel I, or

the Great (q. v. ). Whether the word is equivalent to

the Greek TrpofiovXi) or irpoaj3o\i), or, as Sachs pre-

fers, 7rpi/c l3ov\y Trptofitvrwi', which latter is preferred

by Jost and Griitz, cannot be decided. The reason for

this curious legal provision, which, though contrary to

the law of Moses, was necessitated by the time, and on

the whole a very wholesome one, was that because, ac-

cording to the law (Deut. xv), the claiming of debts

was unlawful during the Sabbatical year, the rich would
not lend to the poor during that year, which seriously

impeded commercial and social intercourse. Hillel found

that under these circumstances the warning contained

in Deut. xv, 9 was disregarded, and in order to do away
with this evil he introduced the prosbol or prozbul, i. e.

a declaration made before the court of justice at the time
of lending not to remit the debt in the Sabbatical year.

The formula of this legal declaration was as follows

:

mn ^D'j "Oiia bipBiaia "pa
1""! isiba c=b 13-101:0

rtS^JKO --2T to 1323.X;r ^31^3 b^X ib 8J125—i. e.

•' I, A B, deliver to you, the judges of the district C, the

declaration that I may call in at any time I like all

debts due to me ;" and it was signed either by the

judges or witnesses. Comp. Jost, Geschichte d. Judt nth.

u. s. Secten, i, 265 sq. ; Griitz, Geschichte der Jitden, iii,

172; Edersheim, Hist, of the Jewish Nation, p. 305:

Frankel, Hodegetica in Mishnam (Leips. 1859), p. 39;

Weiss, Zur Geschichte der jiid. Tradition (Wien, L872),

i, 172; Sachs, Beitrage zur Sprach- u. Alterthumsfor-

schung (Berlin, 1854), No. 2, p. 70; Mishna, Shebiith, x,

1-5; Gittin, iv, 3; Peak, iii, 6; Schiirer, Lehrbuch der

neutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichte (Leips. 1874), p. 457
sq. ; Buxtorfii Lexicon Tabnudicum et Ghaldaicum, col.

1806 (revised edition by B. Fischer [Leips. 1869-74],

col. 898) ; Derenbourg, Essai sur Vllistoire et la Geo-
graphic de la Palestine (Paris, 1867), p. 188 sq. : Low,
Beitrage zur jiidischen Alterihumskunde (Leips. 1871),

vol. i, pt, ii, p. 88 sq. (B. P.)

Prose (Lat. Prosa), the French name for the Se-
quence. (1.) The prayer sung in the Mass after the
Gradual and before the Gospel on great festivals. It-

required the license of the diocesan or the superior of a

monastery before it could be used. (2.) A canticle in

which no metre is defined. An expression, in loose

measure, of the principal circumstances of a festival to

be added to the pneuma or adapted to its notes. St.

VIII.—T t

Caesarius of Aries required the laity in the diocese to
sing proses and antiphons in church— some in Greek
and some in Latin—aloud like the clergy, in order to
introduce among the people a love of psalmody and
hymns. These compositions, called prosce, are in rhyme,
but ignore the law of measure and quantity established
by the ancient Greeks and Romans. As they were sung
after the Gradual or Iutroits, they were likewise called
Sequatio (q. v.). The use of prosing began near the
close of the 9th century. Notker, abbot of St. Gall, cir.-

880, composed and favored the use of proses, but cer-
tainly did not invent them. He says that he found one
in an antiphonar brought from a Benedictine abbey
near Rome, which had been burned by the Normans in
841. Pope Nicholas first authorized their use. Proses
in the Middle Ages were written in the vulgar tongue
for the edification of the people. These proses, having
become exceedingly numerous, and in some places even
ridiculous, were retrenched by the Council of Cologne
in 1536, and of Rheims in 1564. The four proses used
since the time of Pius V are Victimce Paschali Laudes,
for Easter; Yeni Creator Spiritus, appointed by pope
Innocent III, at Whitsuntide; Lavda Sion Salvatorem,
for Corpus Christi Day, written either by Bonaventura
or St. Thomas Aquinas; and the Dies Irce, Dies Ilia,

used in the commemorations of the dead, and attributed
to Thomas de Cellano, or Salerno, a Franciscan, cir.

1230, cardinal Ursin (who died 1204), cardinal D'Aqua-
sporta (who died 1302), Humbert, general of the Do-
minicans (who died 1277), Augustus Buzellensis, or
Bonaventura. The Stabat Mater Dolorosa, written by
pope Innocent III, or Giacomo da Toda, a Minorite, in

the 14th century, is a prose. Possibly the chants used
by St. Aldhelm, bishop of Sherborne, sitting on the
bridge of Malmesbury, to win the attention of the pass-

ers-by, were of the nature of proses. In the 12th, 13th,

and 14th centuries rhythmical chants were sung at the
end of a banquet which the pope gave to his clergy.

At Sens, Lyons, Paris, and Rouen proses were in fre-

quent use (unlike the Roman custom), but they were
mere rhapsodies, as we have in one instance preserved
to us "Alle—necnon et perenne celeste—luia." After
the prose, the Mass-book Is removed from the Epistle
to the Gospel side, to represent the translation of au-
thority from the Aaronitish to the apostolical priest-

hood. — Walcott, Sacred Archaeology, s. v.; Burney,
Hist, of Music, s. v.

Proselyte (Trpoo))\vToc, one who has joined a new
faith) occurs only in the A. V. of the New Test.

| Matt,
xxiii. 15; Acts ii, 10; vi, 5; xiii, 43); but the Greek
word is occasionally used in the Sept. (1 Chron. xxii,

22. etc.) as a rendering of the Heb. "13, ger (a stranger,

as usually rendered; sometimes Gracized in the Sept.

ytuopac [Exod. ii, 19] from the Aramaic form K*li*S).

(The following article is based upon Plumtre's synopsis

[in Smith's Diet, of the Bible] of Leyrer's treatment of

the subject in Herzog's Real- Encyllopadie, with addi-

tions from other sources.) See Alien.
I. Historical Development of this Class.—The exist-

ence, through all stages of the history of the Israelites,

of a body of men, not of the same race, but holding the
same faith and adopting the same ritual, is a fact

which, from its very nature, requires to be dealt with
historically.

1. During the Patriarchal Age.—The position of the
family of Israel as a distinct nation, with a special re-

ligious character, appears at a very early period to have
exercised a power of attraction over neighboring races.

The slaves and soldiers of the tribe of which Abraham
was the head (Gen. xvii, 27), who were included with
him in the covenant of circumcision, can hardly perhaps
be classed as proselytes in the later sense. The case

of the Shechemites, however (ch. xxxiv), presents a
more distinct instance. The converts were swayed
partly by passion, partly by interest. The sons of Ja-
cob then, as afterwards, required circumcision as an in-
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dispensable condition | icxxiv,] 1 ». This, and apparently

this only, was required of proselytes in the pre-Mosaic

period.

2. From th Exodus <<• tin: Monarchy.—Tin- life ol Is-

rael under the law, from the very lirst. presupposes and

provides for the incorporation of men of other races.

The "mixed multitude'' of Exod. xii, 38 implies the

! proselytes more or less complete. Etisrec-

n ill.' earliest rules for the celebration of the

Passover (xii, 19). The "stranger" of this ami other

law- in the A.V. answers to the word which distinctly

means "proselyte," ami is bo translated in the Sept.,

ami the prominence of the class may be estimated by the

frequency with which the word recurs: nine times in

Exodus, twenty in Leviticus, eleven in Numbers, nine-

teen in Deuteronomy. The laws clearly point t<> the

position ofa convert. The "stranger' is bound by the

law of the Sabbath (xx, 10: xxiii, 12; Dent, v, 14).

Circumcision is the condition of any fellowship with

him (Exod. xii. 18 ; Niimh. i\. 11). lie is t.» he pres-

ent at the Passover (Exod. xii. 19), the Feast of Weeks
(Dent, xvi, 11). the Feast of Tabernacles (ver. 14), the

Da\ of Atonement (Lev. xvi, 29). The laws of pro-

hibited marriages (xviii, 26) ami abstinence from blood

(xvii, 10) are binding upon him. He is liable to the

same punishment for Molech-worship (xx. 2) and for

blasphemy (xxiv, 16); may claim the same, right
I

of asylum as the Israelites in the cities of refuge

(Numb, xxxv, 1">; Josh, xx, 9). On the other side he

is subjected to some drawbacks. He cannot hold land

(Lev. xix, 10). lie has no jus connubii with the de-

scendants of Aaron (xxi, 14). His condition is as-

sumed to he. for the most part, one of poverty (xxiii,

22), often of servitude (Dent, xxix, 1 1). For this rea-

son he is placed under the special protection of the law

(x, 18). He is to share in the right of gleaning (Lev.

xix. Id), is placed in the same category as the father-

less and the widow (Dent, xxiv, 17, 19; xxvi. 12; xxvii,

19 i, is joined with the Levite as entitled to the tithe

of every third year's produce (xiv, 29; xxvi, 12).

Anion- i he proselytes of this period the Kenites (q. v.),

who under Hobab a< mpanied the Israelites in their

wanderings, and ultimately settled in Canaan, were
probably the most conspicuous (Judg. i, l«'ii. The pres-

ence of the class was recognised in the solemn decla-

ration of blessings and curses from Ebal and Gerizim
(Josh.viii, 33).

The period after the conquest of Canaan was not fa-

vorable to the admission of proselytes. The people

had no strong faith, no commanding position. The
Gibeonites (ch. ix |

furnish the only instance of a con-

version, ami their condition is rather that of slaves

compelled to conform than that ol free proselytes. See

Nktiiimm.
:'>. 'I'h: Period of the Monarchy.—With the introduc-

tion of royalty, ami the consequent fame and influence

of the people, there was more to attract stragglers from

the neighboring nations, and we meet accordingly with

many names which suggest the presence of men of an-

other race conforming to the faith ol Israel. Doeg the

Edomite (1 Sam. xxi. 7). Uriah the Hittite (2 Sam. xi.

8), Arauuali the Jebusite {xxiv. 2:'. >, Xclek the Am-
monite (xxiii, 37), Ithmah the Moabite (1 Citron, xi,

46)—these two in spile of an express law to the con-

trary (Deut xxiii, 3)—and at a later period Shebnah
the scribe (probably

|
COmp. Alexander on Isa. xxii, 15),

and Ebed-Melech the Ethiopian (Jer. xxxviii. 7), are

examples that such proselytes might rise even to high

offices aboul the person of the king. The Cherethiles

and Pelethites (q. v.) consisted probably of foreigners

who had been attracted to the service of David, and
were content for it to adopt the religion of their master
(F.wald. Gesch. i. 330; iii. 183). The vision in Psa.

Ixxxvii oi a lime in which men of Tyre, Egypt, Ethio-

pia, l'hili-tia. should all he registered an g the citi-

zens of Zion, can hardly fail to have had its starting-

point in some admission of proselytes within the mem-

ory of the writer (Ewald and De Wette, ad loc). A
convert of another kind, the type, a- ii has been thought.
of the later proselytes of the -.itc (see below), is found
in Naamau the Syrian (2 Kings v. 15, 1«) recognising

Jehovah as his God, yet not binding himself to any
rigorous observance ol the law.

The position of the proselytes during this period ap-
pears to have undergone considerable changes. < >n the

one hand, men rose, as we have seen, to power and for-

tune. The case for which the law provided (Lev. xxv,
17) might actually occur, and they might he the crcd-

itors of Israelites a- di btors, i he mash rs of Israelites as

!

slaves. It might well be a sign of the times in the later

days of the monarchy that they became " very high," the
" head" and not the " tail" of the people ( Deut. xxviii.

13, II'. The pi. -lure had. however, another side. They
were treated by David ami S lornon as a subject class,

brought (like Periceci, almost like Helots) under a sys-

tem of compulsory labor from which others were ex-

empted (1 Chron. xxii. 2: 2 Chron. ii. 17. is.. The
statistics of this period, taken probably for that pur-

pose, give their number i i. e. apparently the number of

adult working males i at 153,600 (ibid.). Tiny were

subject at other limes to wanton insolence and outrage

(I'sa. xciv, 6). As some compensation for their Buffer-

ings they became the special objects of the care and
sympathy of the prophets. < hie after another of the

"goodly fellowship" pleads the cause of the proselytes

as warmly as that of the widow and the fatherless (Jer.

\ ii, 6; xxii. :!: Ezek. xxii. 7. 29; Zech. \ ii. 10; .Mai.

iii, 5). A large accession of converts enters into all

their hopes of the divine kingdom (Isa. ii. 2: xi. 10;

lvi, 3-6; Mic. iv, 1). The sympathy of one of them
goes still further. He sees, in the far future, the vision

ofa time when the last remnant of inferiority shall he

removed, and the proselytes, completely emancipated,

shall be able to hold and inherit land even as the Is-

raelites ( Ezek. xhii. 22).

4. From tin Babylonian Captivity t,, tht Destruction

ofJerusalem. The proselytism of this period assumed
a different character. It was for the most part the con-

formity, not ofa subject race, hut of willing adherents.

Even as early as the return from Babylon we have
tra.es of those who were drawn to a faith which they

recognised as holier than their own. and had "separated
themselves" unto the law of Jehovah I Nell. X, 28). The
presence of many foreign names among the Nelhinim

(vii, 46-59) leads us to believe that many of the new
converts dedicated themselves specially to the s. rvice

of the new Temple. With the conquests of Alexandi r.

the wars between Egypt and Syria, the struggle under

the Maccabees, the expansion of the Roman empire, the

Jews became mote widely known, and their power to

proselytize increased. They had suffered for their re-

ligion in the persecution of AntiochtlS, and the spirit of

martyrdom was followed naturally by propagandises.

Their monotheism was rigid and unl.eii.iin-. Scattered

through the East and West, a marvel and a portent,

wondered at and scorned, attracting ami repelling, they

presented, iii an age of shattered creeds and corroding

doubts, the spectacle of a faith, or at least a dogma.
which remained unshaken. The influence was somc-

times obtained well, ami exercised for good. I

of the great cities of the empire there w.ie men who
had been rescued from idolatry and its attendant de-

basements, and brought under the power of a higher

moral law. It is possible that in BOme cases the purity

of Jewish life may have contributed to this result, and

attracted men or women who shrank from the unutter-

able contamination in the midst of which tiny lived.

Tim converts w ho wen' thus attracted joined, with va-

rying strictness (see below >. in the worship of the .lews.

They wen- present in their synagogues (Acts xiii, 42,

13, 50; x\ii. 4: xviii. 7). They came up a- pilgrims

I., the great leasts at Jerusalem (ii. 10). In Tale-tine

its. If the influence was often stronger and Tetter. Even
Roman centurions learned to love the conquered nation,
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built synagogues for them (Luke vii, 5), tasted and

prayed, and gave alms, after the pattern of the strictest

Jews (Acts x, 2, 30), and became preachers of the new

faith to the soldiers under them (ver. 7). Such men.

drawn by what was best in Judaism, were naturally

among the readiest receivers of the new truth which

rose out of it, and became in many cases the nucleus of

a Gentile church.

Proselytism had, however, its darker side. The
Jews of Palestine were eager to spread their faith by

the same weapons as those with which they had de-

fended it. Had not the power of the empire stood in

the way, the religion of Moses, stripped of its higher

elements, might have been propagated far and wide by

force, as was afterwards the religion of Mohammed. As

it was, the Idumaeans had the alternative offered them

by John Hyrcanus of death, exile, or circumcision (Jo-

sephus, Ant. xiii, 9, 3). The Ituraeans were converted

in the same way by Aristobulus {ibid, xiii, 11, 3). In

the more frenzied fanaticism of a later period, the Jews

under Joseph us could hardly be restrained from seizing

and circumcising two chiefs of Trachonitis who had

come as envoys (Josephus, Life. 23 J. They compelled

a Roman centurion, whom they had taken prisoner, to

purchase his life by accepting the sign of the covenant

(Josephus, War, ii, 11. 10). Where force was not in

their power (the " veluti Juda?i, cogemus" of Horace,

Sat. i, 4, 142, implies that they sometimes ventured on

it even at Rome), they obtained their ends by the most

unscrupulous fraud. They appeared as soothsayers, di-

viners, exorcists, and addressed themselves especially

to the fears and superstitions of women. Their influ-

ence over these became the subject of indignant satire

(Juvenal, Sat. vi, 543-547). They persuaded noble

matrons to send money and purple to the Temple (Jo-

sephus, .4 nt. xviii, 3, 5). At Damascus the wives of

nearly half the population were supposed to be tainted

with Judaism (Josephus, War, ii, 10, 2). At Rome
they numbered in their ranks, in the person of Poppsea,

even an imperial concubine (Josephus, Ant. xx, 7, 11).

The converts thus made cast off all ties of kindred and

affection (Tacitus, But. v, 9). Those who were most
active in proselytizing were precisely those from whose
teaching all that was most true and living had departed.

The vices of the Jew were ingrafted on the vices of the

heathen. A repulsive casuistry released the convert

from obligations which he had before recognised, while

in other things he was bound hand and foot to an un-

healthy superstition. The Law of the Corban may
serve as one instance (Matt, xv, 4-6). Another is found

in the rabbinic teaching as to marriage. Circumcision,

like a new birth, cancelled all previous relationships,

and unions within the nearest degrees of blood were
therefore no longer incestuous (Maimon. ex Jebam. p.

982; Selden, De Jure Nat. ei Gent, ii, 4; Uxor Bebr. ii,

18). It was no wonder that the proselyte became
"twofold more the child of Gehenna" (Matt, xxiii, 15)

than the Pharisees themselves.

The position of such proselytes was indeed every way
pitiable. At Rome, and in other large cities, they be-

came the butts of popular scurrility. The words "cur-

tus," " verpes," met them at everv corner (Horace, Sat.

i, 4, 142; Martial, vii, 29, 34, *81
; xi, 95; xii, 37).

They had to share the fortunes of the people with

whom they had cast in their lot, might be banished

from Italy (Acts xviii, 2; Suet. Claud. 25), or sent to

die of malaria in the most unhealthy stations of the

empire (Tacitus, Ami. ii, 85). At a later time, they

were bound to make a public profession of their conver-

sion, and to pay a special tax (Sueton. Dnmit. xii). If

they failed to do this and were suspected, they might
be subject to the most degrading examination to ascer-

tain the fact of their being proselytes (ibid.) Among
the Jews themselves their case was not much better.

For the most part, the convert gained but little honor

even from those who gloried in having brought him
over to their sect and party. The popular Jewish feel-

ing about them was like the popular Christian feeling

about a converted Jew. They were regarded (by a
strange rabbinic perversion of Isa. xiv, 1) as the leprosy

of Israel, " cleaving" to the house of Jacob {Jtbam. xlvii,

4; Kiddush. lxx, 0). An opprobrious proverb coupled

them with the vilest profligates ("proselyti et paedera-

staj") as hindering the coming of the Messiah (Light-

foot, Bor. Iteb. in Matt, xxiii, 5). It became a recog-

nised maxim that no wise man would trust a proselyte

even to the twenty-fourth generation (Jidkuth Ruth, f.-

1G3 a).

The better rabbins did their best to guard against

these evils. Anxious to exclude all unworthy converts,

they grouped them, according to their motives, with a

somewhat quaint classification

:

"1. Love-proselytes, where they were drawn by the hope
of gaining the beloved one. (The story of Svllseus
and Sidonie [Josephus, A7\t. xvi, 7, § t>] is au example
of a half-finished conversion of this kind.)

"2. Mau-for-womaii, or Woman -for-man proselytes,
where the husband followed the religion of the wife,
or conversely.

"3. Esther-proselytes, where conformity was assumed to
escape danger, as in the original Piirim (Esth. viii,

17).
"4. King's-table proselytes, who were led by the hope of

court favor and promotion, like the converts under
David and Solomon.

"5. Lion-proselytes, where the conversion originated in a
superstitious dread of a divine judgment, as with the
Samaritans of 2 Kings xvii, 26''

(Gemara Ilieros. Kiddush. lxv, C; Jost, Judenth. i,

448). None of these were regarded as fit for admission

within the covenant. When they met with one with

whose motives they were satisfied, he was put to a yet

further ordeal. He was warned that in becoming a Jew
he was attaching himself to a persecuted people, that

in this life he was to expect only suffering, and to look

for his reward in the next. Sometimes these cautions

were in their turn carried to an extreme and amounted

to a policy of exclusion. A protest against them on the

part of a disciple of the Great Hillel is recorded, which

throws across the dreary rubbish of rabbinism the mo-
mentary gleam of a noble thought. "Our wise men
teach," said Simon ben-Gamaliel, " that when a heathen

comes to enter into the covenant, our part is to stretch

out our hand to him and to bring him under the wings

of God" (Jost, Judenth. i, 447).

Another mode of meeting the difficulties of the case

was characteristic of the period. Whether we may
transfer to it the full formal distinction between prose-

lytes of the gate and proselytes of righteousness (see

below) may be doubtful enough, but we find two dis-

tinct modes of thought, two distinct policies in dealing

with converts. The history of Helena, queen of Adia-

bene, and her son Izates, presents the two in collision

with each other. They had been converted by a Jew-

ish merchant, Ananias, but the queen feared lest the

circumcision of her son should disquiet and alarm her

subjects. Ananias assured her that it was not neces-

sary. Her son might worship God, study the law, keep

the commandments without it. Soon, however, a strict-

er teacher came—Eleazar of Galilee. Finding Izates

reading the law, he told him sternly that it was of lit-

tle use to study that which he disobeyed, and so worked

upon his fears that the young devotee was eager to

secure the safety of which his uncircumcision bad de-

prived him (Josephus, Ant. xx, 2, 5; comp. Jost, Ju-

denth. i, 341). On the part of some, therefore, there was

(

a disposition to dispense with what others looked upon

! as indispensable. The centurions of Luke vii (prob-

;
ably) and Acts x—possibly the Hellenes of John xii.

20 and Acts xiii, 42— are instances of men admitted on

the former footing. The phrases oi otfiouivoi irpom)-

\vtoi (Acts xiii. 43), oi fTf/3<>//fi;oi (xvii. 4, 17; Jo-

sephus, A nt. xiv, 7, 2), aveptq ti'Xafitlc (Acts ii, 5 ; vii,

2), are often, but inaccurately, supposed to describe the

same class— the proselytes of the gate (see Cremer,

Worterb. der neuiest. Gracitdt, ii, 476). The probabil-

ity is either that the terms were used g-enerallv of all
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converts, or. if with a specific meaning, were applied to

the full proselytes of righteousness (comp. a lull ex-

amination of the passages in question by X. Lardner,

On //>' Decra of Acts xv, in Works, xi. 305). The

two tendencies were, at all events, at work, and the

battle between them was renewed afterwards on boiler

ground and on a wider scale. Ananias and Eleazar

were n presented in the two parties of the Council of

Jerusalem. The germ of truth had been quickened

into a new life, and was emancipating itself from the

old thraldom. The decrees of the council were the sol-

emn assertion of the principle that believers in Christ

were to stand on the tooting of proselytes of the gate,

nut. df proselytes of righteousness. The teaching <>!

St. Paul as to righteousness and its conditions, its depen-

dence "ii faith, its independence "f circumcision, stands

out in sharp, clear contrast with the teacherswho taught

that that rite was necessary to salvation, ami confined

the term "right i-nos-" to the circumcised convert.

5. From tin- Destruction of Jerusalem downwards.—
III.' teachers who carried on the rabbinical succession

consoled themselves, as they saw the new order waxing
and their own glory waning, by developing the decay-

ing system with an almost microscopic minuteness.

I hey would at least transmit to future generations the

full measure of the religion of their fathers. In propor-

tion as they ceased tn have any power to proselytize,

they dwelt with exhaustive fulness on the question

how proselytes were to be made. To this period ac-

cordingly belong the rules and decisions which are often

carried back to an earlier age, and which may now be

conveniently discussed. The precepts of the Talmud
may indicate the practices and opinions of the Jews
from the second to the fifth century. They are very

untrustworthy as to any earlier time.

II. Debatable Questions.—The points ofinterest which
present themselves for inquiry are the following:

1. The Classification ofProselytes.—The whole Jew-
ish state was considered as composed of the two classes

—Jews, and strangers within their gates, or proselytes.

In later years this distinction was observed even to the

-.id nid generation; a child of pure Jewish descent on

both sides being designated 'Efipaloc, i£ 'E/ipatwv, a

"Hebrew of the Hebrews" (Phil. iii. 5), while the son

of a proselyte was denominated "i"«~"~. ben-ger, "son of

a stranger;" and if both parents were proselyte-, lie was

styled by the rabbins .".-."-. a contraction for 1JT"j3

n~;,~"" {Pirke Aboth, c. 5). Subordinate to this,

however, was a division which has been in part antic-

ipated, and was recognised by the Talmudic rabbins, but

received its full expansion at the hands of Maimonides
(llilc Mr/, i. (J). They claimed for it a remote an-

tiquity, a divine authority.

(1.) The term Proselytes oftfo Gatt (1?1?n "H5)wa8

derived from I he frequently occurring description in the

law. •the stranger (13) that is within thy gates" (Exod.

xx, 10, etc.). They were known also as the sojourners

(TiCUl "Ha), with a reference to Lev. xxv, 17. etc. To
them were referred the greater pan of the precepts of

the law as to the "stranger." The Targums of < tnkelps

and Jonathan give this as the equivalent in Deut. xxiv,

21. Converts of this class were nut bound by circum-
cision and tl ther special laws of the Mosaic Code. It

was enough for them to observe the seven precepts "i

Nba ho, Lex. /.'•'/-//. -. v. Noaehida; Selden, D< Jur.
A'.//. . ( >,, a/, i. 10), i. e. the -i\ supposed t<> ha\ e I"', ii

given to Adam > ii against idolatry, (2) against blas-

pheming, .ii bloodshed, (4) against unclean-

against theft, ii'.i oi obedience, with (7 |
the

prohibition of •• flesh with the blood thereol " given to

Noah. The proselyte was not to claim the prn ileges of
an Israelite, might not redeem his first-born, or pay the
half-shekel. He wa- forbidden to study the law under
pain of death

I
1 Ml.... /. c.) The later rabbins, when Je-

rusalem had passed into other hands, held that it was

unlawful for him to reside within the holy city | Mai-

mon. Beth-haccher. vii. 11'. In return they allowed

him to otl'er whole burnt-offering lor the priest to sac-

rifice, and to contribute money to the Corban of the

Temple. They held out to him the hope of a place in

the paradise of the world to come ( Leyrer). They in-

sisted that the profession oi hi- faith should be made
solemnly in the presence of three witnesses (Maimon.
///7c. Mel. viii. 10). The Jubilee was the proper sea-

son for his admission (Miiller, De Pros, in Cgolino,

XML 841).

All this seems so full and precise that we cannot

wonder that it ha- led many writers to look on it as

representing a reality, and most commentator- accord-

ingly have seen these proselytes of the gate in the <xt-

Qvfitvot, eii\a(3tt£, pofSov/tevot rbv &e.6v of the Acts.

It remains doubtful, howet er, whether it was ever more
t hail a paper scheme of w hat ought to be. di-gui.-ing it-

self as having actually been. The writers who are

most lull, w ho claim for the distinction the highest an-

tiquity, confess that there had been no proselj tea ot the

-ate since the two tribes and a half bad been carried

away into captivity (Maimonides, Hilc. .!/</. i. 6).

They could only be admitted at the jubilee, and there

had since then been no jubilee celebrated i Midler, /. c).

All that can be said therefore is. that in the time of the

New le-t. we have independent evidence i ut supra) of

the existence of converts of two degrees, ain't that the

Talmudic division is the formal systematizing of an
earlier fact. The word- "proselytes!' and oi ff£j3u/i£l'01

tov Bjdj/ were, however, in all probability limited to

the circumcised.

(2.) In contrast with these were the /'/••<,/;/!,.< of

Righteousness tjTiun ~ ""
" > . known also a- Proselytes

of the Covenant, perfect Israelites. By some writers

the Talmudic phrase proselyti tracti i

""""""
i is ap-

plied to them as drawn to the covenant by spontaneous

conviction (Buxtorf, Lex. s. v.), while others (Kimchi)
refer it to those who were constrained to conformity,

like the Gibt ites. Here also wo must receive what
we find with the same limitation as before. That there

were, in later time- especially, many among the Jews
who had renounced the grosser parts ot heathenism
without having come over entirely to Judaism, is be-

yond all doubt ; but that these were ever counted pros-

elytes admits of question. Certain it is that the prose-

lytes mentioned in the X. w Test, were all persons who
bad received eircunici-ion, and entind the pale of the

Jewish community; they wen' persons who, according

to the phraseology of the < Hd Test, had become Jews

(D'^'irPri/EI, joined, I'.-th. viii. 17). It is probable that

the distinction above mentioned was introduced by the

later rabbins for the sake of including among the con-

quests of their religion those who, though indebted

probably to the Jewish Scriptures for their improved

faith, were yet not inclined to submit to the ritual of

Judaism, or to become incorporated with the Jewish
nation. That this, however, was not the ancient view-

is clearly apparent from a passage in the Babylonian

Gemara, quoted by Lightfoot (Hor. Ueb. <t Talm. in

Mull. iii. 6), where it is said expressly that "no one

is a proselyte until such time as he has been circum-

cised." Fllrst, himself a Jew, confirms our suggestion;

for in a note upon the word "">. in his Concordantia

/.ilili. V. 7'.. he say-: "
I he Jew-, interpreting dogmati-

cally rather than historically, refer the word to him
who ha- abandoned heathen BUperstitions." Maimoni-

des, indeed, speaks of such a distinction, but the late-

ness of the period at which he flourished (A.D. 1160),

and the absence of any scriptural authority, require US

to consider his assertions a- referring to a time much
later than that ot the apostles. "According to my
idea." says bishop Toniline. " proselyte- were iho-e. and

those oni\ , w ho took upon ihem.-elvc- the obligal ion of

the whole Mosaic law, but retained that name till thev
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were admitted into the congregation of the Lord as I

adopted children. Gentiles were allowed to worship
|

and offer sacrifices to the God of Israel in the outer

court of the Temple; and some of them, persuaded of

the sole and universal sovereignty of the Lord Jehovah,

might renounce idolatry without embracing the Mosaic

law ; but such persons appear to me never to be called

proselytes in Scripture, or in any ancient Christian

writer" {Elements of Christian Theology, i, 260, 207).

Dr. Lardner has remarked that the notion of two sorts

of proselytes is not to be found in any Christian writer

before the fourteenth century {Works, vi, 522-533, 8vo,

and xi. 313-324; see also Jennings, Jewish Antiquities,

bk. i. ch. iii). The arguments on the other side are

ably stated in Townsend, Chronological Arrangements

of the New Testament, ii, 115, etc., Loud. ed.

2. Ceremonies of Admission.—Here all seems at first

clear and definite enough. The proselyte was first cat-

echised as to his motives (Maimonides, ut sup.). If

these were satisfactory, he was first instructed as to the

divine protection of the Jewish people, and then cir-

cumcised. In the case of a convert already circumcised

(a Midianite, e. g., or an Egyptian), it was still neces-

sary to draw a few drops of " the blood of the covenant"

(Gem. Bab. Shabb. f. 135 a). A special prayer was ap-

pointed to accompany the act of circumcision. Often

the proselyte took a new name, opening the Hebrew-

Bible and accepting the first that came (Leyrer, ut sup.).

All this, however, was not enough. The convert

was still a "stranger." His children would be counted

as bastards, i. e. aliens. Baptism was required to com-
plete his admission. When the wound caused by cir-

cumcision was healed, he was stripped of all his clothes,

in the presence of the three witnesses who had acted as

his teachers, and who now acted as his sponsors, the

"fathers" of the proselyte (Ketubh. xi; Erubh. xv. 1 ).

and led into the tank or pool. As he stood there, up to

his neck in water, they repeated the great command-
ments of the law. These he promised and vowed to

keep, and then, with an accompanying benediction, he

plunged under the water. To leave one hand-breadth

of his body unsubmerged would have vitiated the

whole rite (Otho, Lex. Rabb. s. v. Baptismus ; Reisk. be
Bapt. Pros, in Ugolino, vol. xxii). Strange as it seems.

this part of the ceremony occupied, in the eyes of the

later rabbins, a co-ordinate place with circumcision.

The latter was incomplete without it, for baptism also

was of the fathers (Gem. Bab. Jebam. f. 401, 2). One
rabbin appears to have been bold enough to declare

baptism to have been sufficient by itself (ibid.) ; but, for

the most part, both were reckoned as alike indispensa-

ble. They carried back the origin of the baptism to a

remote antiquity, finding it in the command of Jacob

(Gen. xxxv, 2) and of Moses (Exod. xix, 10). The Tar-

gum of the pseudo-Jonathan inserts the word "Thou
shalt circumcise and baptize" in Exod. xii, 44. Even
in the Ethiopic version of Matt, xxiii, 15 we find " com-

pass sea and land to baptize one proselyte." Language
foreshadowing, or caricaturing, a higher truth was used

of this baptism. It was a new birth (Jebam. f. 62, 1;

92, 1 ; Maimonides, Tssur. Bich. c. 14 ; Lightfoot, Harm,

of the Gospels, iii, 14; Exere. on John iii). The prose-

lyte became a little child. This thought probably had

its starting-point in the language of Psa. lxxxvii.

There also the proselytes of Babylon and Egypt are

registered as "born" in Zion. See Regeneration.
The new convert received the Holy Spirit (Jebam. f. 22

a, 48 b). All natural relationships, as we have seen,

were cancelled.

The baptism was followed, as long as the Temple
stood, by the offering or corban. It consisted, like the

offerings after a birth (the analogy apparently being

carried on), of two turtle-doves or pigeons (Lev. xii, 18).

When the destruction of Jerusalem made the sacrifice

impossible, a vow to offer it as soon as the Temple
should be rebuilt was substituted. For women-prose-

lytes, there were only baptism and the corban, or, in

later times, baptism by itself. The Galilaean female

proselytes were said to have objected to this, as causing

barrenness.

3. A ntiquity of these Practices.—Was this ritual ob-

served as early as the commencement of the 1st cen-

tury? If so, was the baptism of John or that of the

Christian Church in any way derived from or connected

with the baptism of proselytes? If not, was the latter

in any way borrowed from the former? This point has

been somewhat discussed above, but it will be enough
to sum up the conclusions which seem fairly to be

drawn from the extant information on the subject, es-

pecially the question of the baptism of proselytes.

(1.) There is no direct evidence of the practice being
in use before the destruction of Jerusalem. The state-

ments of the Talmud as to its having come from the

fathers, and their exegesis of the Old Test, in connec-
tion with it, are alike destitute of authority.

(2.) The negative argument drawn from the silence

of the Old Test., of the Apocrypha, of Philo, and of Jo-

sephus, is almost decisive against the belief that there

was in their time a baptism of proselytes with as much
importance attached to it as we find in the Talmudists.

(3.) It remains probable, however, that there was a
baptism in use at a period considerably earlier than that

for which we have direct evidence. The symbol was
in itself natural and fit. It fell in with the disposition

of the Pharisees and others to multiply and discuss
" washings" (/itt7rr«TjUo<, Mark vii, 4) of all kinds. The
tendency of the later rabbins was rather to heap to-

gether the customs and traditions of the past than to

invent new ones. If there had not been a baptism,

there would have been no initiatory rite at all for fe-

male proselytes. The custom of baptizing proselytes

thus arose gradually out of the habit which the Jews
had of purifying by ablution whatever they deemed
unclean, and came to be raised for the first time to the

importance of an initiatory ordinance after the destruc-

tion of the Temple service, and when, in consequence

of imperial edicts, it became difficult to circumcise con-

verts. This latter opinion is that of Schneckenburger

(Ueb. das Alter d.jiid. Proselyten-Taufe [Berlin, 1828]),

and has been espoused by several eminent German
scholars. To us, however, it appears exceedingly un-
satisfactory. The single fact adduced in support of it,

viz. the difficulty of circumcising converts in conse-

quence of the imperial edicts against proselytism, is a
singularly infelicitous piece of evidence; for. as the

question to be solved is, How came the later rabbins to

prescribe both baptism and circumcision as initiatory

rites for proselytes? it is manifestly absurd to reply

that it was because they could only baptize and could

not circumcise : such an answer is a contradiction, not

a solution of the question. Besides, this hypothesis

suggests a source of proselyte baptism which is equally

available for that which it is designed to supersede; for,

if the practice of baptizing proselytes on their introduc-

tion into Judaism had its rise in the Jewish habit of

ablution, why might not this have operated in the way
suggested two hundred years before Christ as well as

two hundred years after Christ? In fine, this hypoth-
esis still leaves unremoved the master difficulty of that

side of the question which it is designed to support, viz.

the great improbability of the Jews adopting for the

first time subsequently to the death of Christ a relig-

ious rite which was well known to be the initiatory rite

of Christianity. Assuming that they practiced that

rite before, we can account for their not giving it up
simply because the Christians had adopted it; but,

trace it as we please to Jewish customs and rites, it

seems utterly incredible that after it had become the

symbol and badge of the religious party which of all

others, perhaps, the Jews most bitterly hated, any con-

sideration whatever should have induced them to begin

to practice it. On the other hand we have, in favor of

the hypothesis that proselyte baptism was practiced an-

terior to the time of our Lord, some stronghy corrobora-
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tive evidence. 1. We have, in the first place, the unan-

imous tradition of the Jewish rabbins, who impute to

the practice an antiquity commensurate almost with

that of their nation. 2. We have the fact that the

baptism of John the Baptist was not regarded by the

people as aught of a novelty, nor was represented by

him as resting for its authority upon any special di\ ine

m. 3. We have the fact that the Pharisees

looked upon the baptism both of John and Jesus as a

mode of proselyting men to their religious views (John
i.. I 3). and that the dispute between the Jews and

some of John's disciples about purifying was apparently

a dispute as to the competing claims of John and Jesus

to make proselytes (iii, 25 sq.). 4. We have the fact

that on the day of Pentecost Peter addressed to a mul-

titude of persons collected from several different and
distant countries, .lews and proselytes, an exhortation

to "repent and be baptized" (Acts ii. 38), from which
it may be fairly inferred that they all knew what bap-

tism meant, and also its connection with repentance or

a change of religious views. 5. We have the fact that.

according to Josephus, the Essenes were accustomed,

before admitting a new convert into their society, sol-

emnly and ritually to purity him with waters of cleans-

ing {War, ii, 8, 7), a statement which cannot be un-
derstood of their ordinary ablutions before meals (as

Stuart proposes in his Essay on the Mode of Baptism,

p. 67 i : for Josephus expressly adds that even after this

lustration two years had to elapse before the neophyte
enjoyed the privilege of living with the proficients.

(>. We have the mode in which Josephus speaks of the

baptism of John, when, after referring to John's having
exhorted the people to virtue, righteousness, and godli-

ness, as preparatory to baptism, he adds. '-For it ap-

peared to him that baptism was admissible not when
they used it for obtaining forgiveness of some sins, but

for the purification of the body when the soul bad been
alreadj cleansed by righteousness" (Ant. xviii, 5, 2);
which seems to indicate the conviction of the historian

thai John did not introduce this rite, but only gave to

it a peculiar meaning. Yet John's proceeding was not

an act of initiation into any new system of faith, much
less comparable to a conversion from paganism; for the
subjects were Jews already. It was rather a general

ablution, in token of wiping off a long-accumulated
score of offences. See John the Baptist.

t I.) The history of the Xew Test, itself suggests the

existence of such a custom. A sign is seld chosen
unless it already has a meaning f<>r those to whom it is

addressed. The fitness of the sign in this case would
be iii proportion to the associations already connected
with it. It would bear witness on the assumption of

the previous existence of the proselyte-baptism that the
change from the then condition of Judaism to the king-
dom olCod was as great, as that from idolatry to Juda-
ism. The question of the priests and Levites, •• Why
baptizest thou then?" (John i, 25), implies that they
wondered, not at the thing itself, but at its being done
for Israelites by one who disclaimed the names which,
in their eyes, would have justified the introduction of
a new order. In like manner the words of Christ to

Nicodemua (iii. 10) imply the existence of a teaching
as to baptism like that above referred to. He. "the
teacher of israel," bad been familiar with "these things"

the new birth, the gifl of the Spirit as words and
phrases applied to heathen proselytes. He tailed to

grasp the deeper truth which lay beneath them, and to

see ib it they had a wider, a universal application. See

\ i lox m W \ lit:.

'•' I'hai the Jews directly borrowed 1 1 1
i - custom

from the Christians is an opinion which, though sup-
ported by I"e Weiie <in his Dt MorU Christi expiafo-
ii:n. cannot be for a moment admitted by any who re-

flect on the implacable hatred with which the Jews for

many centuries regarded Christianity, its ordinances,

and its professors. It is, however, not improbable that

there may have been a ictlex action in ibis matter from

|

the Christian upon the Jewish Church. The rabbins
saw the new society, in proportion as the Gentile ele-

ment in it became predominant, throwing off circum-

]

cision, relying on baptism only. They could not ignore
the reverence which men had for the outward sign,

their belie! that it was all but identical with the thing
signified. There was everything to lead them to give
a fresh prominence to what had been before subordi-

nate. If the Na/.arenes attracted men by their bap-
tism, they would Bhow that they had baptism as well

as circumcision. The necessary absence ol the corban
after the destruction of the Temple would also tend to

give more importance to the remaining rite. The
reader will find the whole subject amply discussed in

the following works: Selden, /' Jun Nat. et Gent, ii,

2; Otho, /.'.'-. Rabb. p. 65; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.et Tain.
in Matt. iii. ii: Danz in Meuschenii Nov. Test.ex Talm,
lUust. p. 233 sq., 287 Bq.; Witsius, (Earn. Feed, iv, 15;

Kiiiiinl. Comm. in Libros A. '/'. /Ji<i"r. ap. Matt. iii. ti;

and Dr. Halley's recent volume on the Sacraments

(Lond. 1844), p. Ill sq., all of whom contend for the

antiquity of Jew ish proselyte-baptism, while the follow-

ing take the opposite side: Wemsdorff, Controv. (fa

Bapf. Recent. § 18; Carpzov, Apparat. p. 17 Bq.; Pau-
lus. Comment, i. 279; Bauer, Gottesdienstl. I"< rfassung </< r

Alien Ihli. ii. '.vxi: Schneckenbnrger, Lib. sub. <-it.; and
Moses Stuart, in the American Bib. Rep. No. 10. See

also Bible Educator, ii. 38 sip See Baptism.
1. Two facts of some interest remain to be noticed in

this connection. (1.) It formed part of the rabbinic

hopes of the kingdom of the Messiah that then there

should be no more proselytes. The distinctive name,

with its brand of inferiority, should be laid aside, and
all, even the Xetliinim and the Mani/.erim (children of

mixed marriages), should be counted pure (Schbttgen,

Hor. Heb. ii. 614). (2.) Tartly, perhaps, as connected

with this feeling, partly in consequence of the ill-repute

into which the word had fallen, there is. throughout

the New Test., a sedulous avoidance oi it. The Chris-

tian convert, from heathenism is not a proselyte, but a

vt6<j>VT0C (1 Tim. iii. ii).

III. Literature.—In addition to the works cited above,

see. in general. Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. et Rabb. s. v. ~5:

Otho, Lex. Rabb. p. 65; Bodenschatz, Kirchl. Verfass.

<! r Juden, iv. 70 sq.; Schroder, Satzungen und Ge*

brauche des iiilui.-iiibli. Judenth.; the archaeologies of

Jahn (iii, 215 sq.), De Wette (p. 348 sq.), Keil (i,316

sq.), Carpzov, Lewis, and Bauer; Saalschiltz, Mosa-
isches Recht, ii. 690 sip. To! sq., 7:'." sq.; Leusden, Phil
llihr. Misc. p. 142 sip: the monographs by Slevogr,

Alting, and Midler, in (Jgolini Thesaur.; those cited

by Danz. Worterb. p. 797 sq.; append. p. 88; by Winer,

Realworterb. s. v.: bv Fttrst, Biblioih.Jud. i. 146; iii,

345,392, 159, 171. P38, 555; and by Vblbeding, Index

Programmatum, p. 22; and those written by Zorn
I Lips,

1703) and W<. finer (Gotting. 1743); also Lllbkerl in the

Stud, a. Krii. 1835, p. 681 sq.; and Schneckenbnrger,

Jud, Proselyten-Tanfe (BerL 1828).

PROSELYTES. This word is employed in modern
language to designate such individuals us have aban-

doned their faith and embraced another, and who. in

general, devote all their energy to the expansion of

their new creed. The endeavor to gain others to one's

own convictions, either by licit or illicit means, is called

prose/gtism. Biblical representatives ol ibis unfair sys-

tem are the Pharisees, to w horn I Ihrisl said, " Woe unto

you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass
sea and laud to make one proselyte; and when he is

made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than

yourselves." Every religion that believes in itself

must feel impelled to propagate its creed: the followers

of a doctrine to whom it is indifferent whether the num-
ber of those who share it with them increases or de-

creases have no true faith. The Christians are espe-

cially active in winning converts to their religion, but

this spirit is due entirely not to a selfish desire to en-
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large their borders and increase their numbers, but

to give to all the world the great truths to establish

which Christ came into the world in the form of man
and suffered death upon the cross. It is, moreover, be-

cause of the direct command given by the Saviour of

mankind that Christians feel impelled to make converts

of all non-believers. See Christianity; Missions. A
very different thing it is, however, for anybody, or for

bodies of men, to force conversion upon their fellows.

The Jews were the chosen people of God. They had a

right to consider themselves the armor-bearers of divine

truth, and if they felt impelled to carry " the law and

the prophets" to the strangers (C1 ""^), it was only a

reasonable consequence of the divine revelation which

they had enjoyed. But it was by the fair means em-

ployed that they could best indicate the moral sublim-

ity of divine teachings over philosophic schemes and

heathenish systems of religion. When, therefore, the

Jews, after the establishment of Maccabaean rule, com-
pelled, under Hyrcanus, the Idumaeans, and, under Aris-

tobulus, the Iturians, to embrace the Jewish faith and to

subject themselves to circumcision, there was an adop-

tion of measures for which the Old-Test, dispensation

furnished no warrant; and though it may be conceded

that their object was probably to advance the interests

of true religion, they yet, by the adoption of unauthor-

ized measures, evinced an unrighteous zeal which must
have been underlaid by a selfish purpose. Thus the

Roman Catholics have constantly striven for the propa-

gation of the Christian faith by measures wholly un-

warranted and not in uniformity with the lofty state of

its ethics.

The Jesuit Sambuga says, in defence of the Jesuitic

proselytism :
•• The mania of proselytism in priests is no

mania, but a holy zeal." The prince-cardinal von Ho-
henlohe approves of this defence in his Lichtblicke und

Erlebnisse ausder Welt unddem Priesterleben (Katisbon,

1836, 8vo), p. xxxix. But this defence is, after all, a

simple Jesuitic sophism. The mania of proselytism is a

mania, and because priests are subject to it, it does not

become therefore a holy zeal; or else we must admit
that anything done by avaricious and ambitious priests

of all persuasions (Christians and pagans) was holy, or

was the result of a holy zeal, and therefore not blame-

worthy, but, on the contrary, praiseworthy and com-
mendable. When proselytes are gained in such a wily

or violent manner as that resorted to by Jesuits; when
the means employed are money and promotions on one

side, threats and persecutions on the other, we perceive

in it the evidence of a most unholy zeal, against which
the founder of Christianity pronounced his anathema in

his condemnation of the priests of his time, the doctors

of the law, and Pharisees. For this very reason Christ

called them "children of hell." See Romanism. It is

a curious fact worth remembering that one of the main
features of the times of the Messiah was to be, accord-

ing to Jewish tradition, the utter abolition of proselyt-

ism, and the entire ceasing of all distinctions of an op-

probrious nature among men. The evil repute into

which the term proselyte hail fallen in the times of

Christ also caused the early converts to Christianity to

adopt the name of Neophytes (newly planted) instead.

See Neophyte. (J. H. W.)

Proseucha (Trpoatvxh'), a word signifying "pray-

er" and always so translated in the A. V. It is, how-
ever, applied, per meton., to a place of prayer—a place

where assemblies for prayer were held, whether a build-

ing or not. In this sense some hold it to be mentioned

in Luke vi, 12, where it is said that our Saviour went
up into a mountain to pray, and continued all night in

the proseucha of God (tv ry Trpoffiv\tj rov &tov),

which can very well bear the sense our translators have
put upon it— "in prayer to God." Yet Whitby and
others infer, from the use of parallel phrases, such as
" the mount of God," " the bread of God," " the altar of

God," " the lamp of God," etc., which were all things

consecrated or appropriated to the service of God, that

this phrase might here signify "an oratory of God," or

a place that was devoted to his service, especially for

prayer. In this sense the word must certainly be un-
derstood in Acts xvi, 13, where we are informed that

Paul and his companions, on the Sabbath day, went out

of the city, by the river side, ov tvopi&TO irpoatvx>)

Eivat, which the A. Y. renders " where prayer was wont
to be made." But the Syriac here has, " because there

was perceived to be a house ofprayer ;" and the Arabic,

"a certain place which was supposed to be a place of
prayer." In both these versions due stress is laid upon
ob ivopi&ro, where there was taken, or supposed to be
—or where, according to received custom, there was, or

where there was allowed by law— a proseucha, oratory,

or chapel; and where, therefore, they expected to meet
an assembly of people. Bos contends (Exercit. Philol.

ad loc), however, that the word ivofii^ero is redundant,

and that the passage ought simply to be, "where there

was a proseucha;" but in this he is ably opposed by
Eisner (Observ. Sacr. ad loc). See Philippi.

That there really were such places of devotion among
the Jews is unquestionable. They were mostly outside

those towns in which there were no synagogues, because

the laws or their administrators would not admit any.

This was, perhaps, particularly the case in Roman cities

and colonies (and Philippi, where this circumstance oc-

curred, was a colony) ; for Juvenal (Sat. iii, 29G) speaks

of proseucha", not synagogues, at Pome. They appear

to have been usually situated near a river or the sea-

shore, for the convenience of ablution (Josephus, A nt.

xiv, 10, 23). Josephus repeatedly mentions proseuchas

in his Life, and speaks of the people being gathered

into the proseucha (44. 4G). Sometimes the proseucha

was a large building, as that at Tiberias (/. c. 54), so

that the name was sometimes applied even to syna-

gogues (Vitringa, Synag. Yet. p. 119). Proseuchoe are

frequently mentioned as buildings by Philo, particular-

ly in his oration against Flaccus, where he complains

that the proseucha; of the Jews were pulled down, and
that no place was left them in which to worship God
and pray for Cresar (Philo, in Flacc. in Op. p. 752).

But, for the most part, the proseucha; appear to have
been places in the open air, in a grove, or in shrub-

beries, or even under a tree, although always, as we
may presume, near water, for the convenience of those

ablutions which with the Jews always preceded prayer,

as, indeed, they did among the pagans, and as they do

among the Moslems at the present day. The usages

of the latter exhibit something answering to the Jewish

proseucha; in the shape of small oratories, with a niche

indicating the direction of Mecca, which is often seen

in Moslem countries by the side of a spring, a reservoir,

or a large water-jar, which is daily replenished for the

use of travellers (Whitby, De Dieu, Wctstein, Kuinol,

on Acts xvi, 13; Jennings, Jewish Antiquities, p. 379-

382; Prideaux, Connection, ii, 55G).— Kitto.

" Questions have been raised," says the late Dr.M'Far-

lan, of Renfrew, -as to the origin of these, and their

being or not being the same with the synagogue. Phi-

lo and Josephus certainly speak of them and the syna-

gogues as if they were substantially one. The former

expressly declares that theyr were places of instruc-

tion. 'The places dedicated to devotion,' says he,

'and which are commonly called proseucha;, what are

they but schools in which prudence, fortitude, temper-

ance, righteousness, piety, holiness, and every virtue

are taught—everything necessary for the discharge of

duty, whether human or divine?' As the writer's ob-

servations were chiefly confined to the Jews of Alex-

andria and other parts of Egypt, this description will

chiefly apply to these. But there is no doubt, on the

other hand, that where synagogues existed, and espe-

cially in Judea, they did to some extent differ. We
are therefore very much disposed to concur in the

opinion that the oratory was substantially and in effect

a synagogue. But the latter was the more perfect form,
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and required, for its erection and support, special means. I from the country of his nativity, was a distinguished

There was in every synagogue a local court, deriving theologian of Gaul, and flourished in the lirst half uf

its authority, at least in Judea, from the Sanhedrim; the 5th century. He settled as a young man in Prob-

and there were office-bearers to be maintained ; whereas ence, and there became the intimate companion of a

in the oratory there docs not Beem to have been any certain Hilary, who on this account is called Uilariua

very fixed or necessary form of procedure. These Prosperianus. The two friends studied and wrote to-

might, for aught that appears, have been all or sub- gether in defence of orthodox Christianity in general,

Btantially all which belonged to the synagogue, or it and of Augustiuianism in particular. Vet. although a

might be little more than what we would call a prayer- stanch defender of the doctrines and person of St Au-
meeting. Hence, perhaps, t he reason of the preva-

lence of the one -the synagogue—in Judaea, and of tin-

other in Egypt and other countries not subject to Jew-
ish laws."

Ii i- highly probable that proseucha existed long

before synagogues. "Ii is remarkable," continues l>r.

M'Farlan, "that the only places where Daniel is saiil to

have been favored with visions, during the day, were

by the sides of rivers ( Dan. viii, 2, 16 ; also x, 4 ; \ii. 5,

gustine, be was no prii -i. still less a bishop, as has been

frequently asserted since the 7th century, but a married

layman, pious and well versed ill divine lore, who had
been impelled by the miseries of his time to devote

himself to an austere way of life (see Sirmondi, not. ad

viii. ep. 15; Sidon. Apol. and Holland, ad 25 Jun. in

comment praev. g l. ad vit s. Prosperi episc. in

/Emilia). Constant nailers and zealous disciples of St
Augustine, especially in the do, •trine of grace, Prosper

7; and ix. 21), the very places where oratories were and Hilary displayed ureal zeal in defending his doe-

wont to be. Ezekiel also received his commission by trims against the attacks of the Semi-Pelagians [see

one of the rivers of Babylon, and when 'among the Pecagianism] ; but finding that they were making very

captives of Israel (Ezek. i, 1). And he afterwards men- little headway against the heretics, who had largely

lions his having received visions in the same circum- weakened orthodoxy in Southern Gaul, Prosper wrote,

stances (iii. 15, 16). And Ezra, also, when leading back about 427 or 428, a biter entitled Epistola ml Augus-
Israel to the land of their fathers, proclaimed and ob- tinum • >• Reliquiis Pdagiana Hareseos in Gallia (con-

served a fast with them by the way: ami. as if to keep sidered of importance in affording material lor tin- lo-
op the same tender association-, be assembled them by tory of Semi-Pelagianism), in which he informed the

the river Ahava, where they remained three days (Ezra illustrious bishop of Hippo thai a number <! priests

viii. 15,32). I In i the very finest illustration which oc- and monks at .Marseilles asserted, contrary to the Au-
curs is that contained in the 137th l'sahn — 'By the I gustinian theory, that man must himself lake the lir-t

rivers of Babylon, there we sal down; yea, we wept, step towards his justification and salvation (ep. 225 and
when we remembered /ion. We hanged our harps 226 inter Ep. Aug."). Thus Prosper not only himself

upon the willows in the midst (hereof, for there ibey acted as defender of the catholic doctrine against the

that carried us away captive required of us a song; and Semi-Pelagians, but gave occasion to St. Augustine to

they that wasted us required of us mirth, saying, Sin-- write his (wo works on the predestination of the saints

us one of the songs of Zion' (1-3). The people of Is-
,
and on the gift of constancy

I
l>> Predestination* Sanc-

rael were accustomed, in after-times, to make choice of
j

torum, and De Bono Perst »< rantia I. Hut not all those

the hanks of rivers for their oratories, and ibis point of

agreement i- one of the grounds on which we are pro-

ceeding. But ii will hold equally good, whether the

Israelitish captives billowed, in this, the example of

whom Prosper names a- adversaries of Si. Augustine

were, like Cassian. Semi -Pelagians. The heroics ot

this Cassian Prosper exposed in a work which be suh-

scqiiently (about A. 1). 4:!(» l composed : /'« fi rutin l)ii

their fathers, or whether, as is more probable, their et Libero Arbitrio contra Collatorem. Prosper, still be-

circumstances in Babylon led to ibis choice. It is fore St. Augustine's death, wrote several works against

not unlikely that this led to a similar choice in after- the Pelagians, and especially the Semi-Pelagians. To
times, and particularly iii foreign countries. The poor these works of controversy belong his poem /'< Tngra-

captives of Babylon had perhaps no other covering or //'.-. so highly admired by the Jansenists, and a letter in

even enclosure than I he willows of the brook; and thus a certain I bilious. Alter (he death of Si. Augustine, his

may they have been driven, when seeking to worship master and friend. Prosper resumed with increased ar-

the God of (heir fathers, into the woody margins of dor his struggle against the Semi -Pelagians and the

Babylon's many rivers. Meeting in such places, as they defence of Augustine. Pur ibis purpose he wrote Re-

had been accustomed to do in the oratories of their na- sponsiones ad capitula calumniantium >',. *. .1 ugvstimim)

tiveland.it is not wonderful that many tender associa- Gallorum; Responsiones ad capiti/iu iilij<rti<iiiiim \'iu-

tions should be renewed."

After the return of the .lews from the Babylonian

captivity, synagogue worship was much enlarged and

improved, w hile oratories gradually diminished in num-

ii in. and Pro Augustino Responsiones ad />-

cerpta qua dt Genuensi CivitaU sunt missa. In I.".

I

Prosper, with his friend Hilary, made a journey to

Rome, where they saw pope Cele-tine I. and com-
ber ami importance. Hence, in later times, oratories plained that several priests at Marseilles taught erro-

were chiefly found in countries beyond the land of Is- neous doctrines without being rebuked by the Gallican

rael. Under the R an government synagogues were bishops, whereupon the pontiff addressed his well-known
discountenanced, but oratories, or places of meeting for letter of censure to those dignitaries

I
Epistola ad Epi-

devotional exercises, were generally permitted all over scopos Gallorum), praising highly the doctrine of St
the empire. Dr. Lardner thinks thai the synagogue. Augustine, and denouncing the heresy of Cassian, as

mentioned in Acts vi, 9 was really an oraton ; and Jo- well as those who -In mid either favor it by adoption or

Bephus -peaks of a very large one in i he city of ["iberias.

But ii was chiefly in foreign parts that proseucha in

later ti - wen- found. Josephus, in detailing the de-

cree passed in favor of the Jews at Halicarnassua, says,

'•We have decreed that as many men and women of

the .bw- a- an- willing bo in do ma\ celebrate I In ii

li\ suffering it- propagation. Armed with this author-

ity, Prosper ami Hilan returned home, and from the

numerous controversial tracts which they issued about

ibis lime, ii appears that they must have been con-

-lanily watchful ami active in defence of orthodoxy.

Nothing very definite i- known of Prosper after his re-

Sabbaths and perform their holy offices according to turn from Rome with Hilary, except that we cue ter

i he .lew i-i, law-: ami may make their proseucha a i the controversial tract -of w hich he was the author. Among
sea-side, according to the custom of their forefathers." these arc h, Gratia /><i '/ Libero Irbitrio Liber, in

Gardner, Faiths of aU Vations, -. \ .
See Riddle, reply to the doctrines of Cassian respecting free-will, as

Christum intiquities (see Index i; Stillingfleet, Works, laid down in the thirteenth of hi- Collationes Patrum,
vol. i: and the monographs cited by Yblbeding, Index whence the piece i- frequently entitled /'• <,,,iti,i /hi

Programmatum,ji.76. See Chapel; Oratory. adversus Collatorem, written about A.D. 182: Psolmo-
Prosper, St., Burnamed Aquitanus or Aquitanius, rum a Cusqut ad CL Erpositio, assigned by tin Bene-
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dictihe editors to A.D. 433, but placed by Schonemann
and others before A.D. 424 :

—

Sententiurum ex Operibus

S. Augustini dtlibatarum Liber units, compiled about

A.D. 451. He is commemorated by the Church ofRome
on June 25. The whole of the above will be. found in the

Benedictine edition of the works of Augustine ; the epis-

tle is numbered ccxxv, and is placed immediately before

another upon the same subject by Hilary; the remain-

ing tracts are all included in the appendix to vol. x.

If we believe Gennadius (De Vir. Must. c. 84), Prosper

was, after 440, called to Home by pope Leo I, and be-

came the secretary of that pontiff. We have no posi-

tive knowledge of the year of his death : it falls be-

tween 455 and 4G3. There are other writings of Pros-

per, among which we mention 106 small poems (epi-

grammata), in which an equal number of moral and
other passages of St. Augustine are poetically developed

;

a universal history, which reaches to the year 455, and
of which we find the best and most complete reproduc-

tion and explanation in Led. Antiq. Basnag. Cams.
vol. i, etc. The trearise De Vocatione Gentium belongs

probably to those works which have been erroneously

attributed to Prosper: it gives a milder color to the

hard assertions of Augustine and Prosper. For a list

and description of the character of these spurious writ-

ings, see Smith, Did. of Gr. and Rom. Biog. and My-
thol. s. v. The best edition of Prosper's works is the

Benedictine by Lebrun de Marette and Mangeant (Par.

1711, fol.). For a record of the time when Prosper's

different monographs first appeared in print, see also

Smith's Dictionary. Full information with regard to

the interminable controversies arising out of the works
of Prosper is contained in the notes and dissertations

of the Benedictines, in the dissertations of Quesnel and
the Ballerini in their respective editions of the works
of Leo the Great, and in a rare volume, De Viris Ope-
ribus SS. Patrum Leonis Magni et Prosperi Aquitani

Dissertationes criticee, etc. (Par. 1089, 4to), by Josephus
Antelmius, to which Quesnel put forth a reply in the

A////I an riilt .< I'aris'n n.« s. vol. viii and xv (August, 1639),

and Aiitelmius a reply in two Kjiistolre ])nabus Epistolm

P. Quesnelli Partibus Responsorim (Par. 1690, 4to). See
Tillemont, Mem. vol. xvi ; Oudin, De Script. Eccl. ;

Schrockh, Kirchengesch. vol. xv-xviii; Fleury, Hist.

Bed.; Dbllinger, Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte ; Ha-
genbach, Hist, of Doctrines (see Index) ; Neander, Ch.

Hist, ii, (330 sq. ; Hist, of Dogmas, ii, 375 sq. ; Gieseler,

Ch. Hist, i, 226 sq.; Schaff, Ch. Hist, iii, 859 sq.; Biihr,

Die christl.-romische Theol. p. 366 sq. ; Wiggers, Aug.
et Pelag. ii, 136 sq. (J. H. W.)
Prosperity, the state wherein things succeed ac-

cording to our wishes, and are productive of affluence

and ease. However desirable prosperity be, it has its

manifest disadvantages. It too often alienates the soul

from God, excites pride, exposes to temptation, har-

dens the heart, occasions idleness, promotes effeminacy,

damps zeal and energy, and in general has a baneful rel-

ative influence. It is no wonder, therefore, that the Al-

mighty in general withholds it from his children, and
that adversity should be their lot rather than prosper-

ity. Indeed, adversity seems more beneficial on the

whole, although it be so unpleasant to our feelings.

"The advantages of prosperity." says Paeon, "are to

be wished, but the advantages of adversity are to be

admired. The principal virtue of prosperity is tem-
perance; the principal virtue of adversity is fortitude,

which in morality is allowed to be the most heroical

virtue. Prosperity best discovers vice; adversity best
i

discovers virtue, which is like those perfumes which
are most fragrant when burned or bruised." It is not,

however, to be understood that prosperity in itself is

unlawful. The world, with all its various productions. '

was formed by the Almighty for the happiness of
[

man, and designed to endear him to us, and to lead
|

our minds up to him. What, however. God often gives
us as a blessing, by our own folly we pervert and i

turn into a curse. Where prosperity is given, there re-
|

ligion is absolutely necessary to enable us to act under
it as we ought. Where this divine principle influences
the mind, prosperity may be enjoyed and become a
blessing; for "while bad men snatch the pleasures of
the world as by stealth, without countenance from God,
the proprietor of the world, the righteous sit openly
down to the feast of life, under the smile o/ heaven.
No guilty fears damp their joys. The blessing of God
rests upon all they possess. Their piety reflects sun-
shine from heaven upon the prosperity of the worlds-
unites in one point of view the smiling aspect both of
the powers above and of the objects below. Not only
have they as full a relish as others of the innocent
pleasures of life, but, moreover, in them they hold com-
munion with God. In all that is good or fair they
trace his hand. From the beauties of nature, from the
improvements of art, from the enjoyments of social life,

they raise their affections to the source oVall the happi-
ness which surrounds them, and thus widen the sphere
of their pleasures by adding intellectual and spiritual to

earthly joys."

.Spiritual prosperity consists in the continual progress
of the mind in knowledge, purity, and joy. It arises

from the participation of the divine blessing; and evi-
dences itself by frequency in prayer, love to God's
Word, delight in his people, attendance on his ordi-

nances, zeal in his cause, submission to his will, useful-

ness in his Church, and increasing abhorrence of every-
thing that is derogatory to his glory (3 John ii). See
Blair, Sermons, vol. i, ser. 3; Bates, Works, p. 297.—
Buck. Theol. Did. s. v.

Prosphora (Gr. Trpcacfiopa, i. e. an oblatioii), one
of the words by which some of the early ecclesiastical

writers designate the Lord's Supper. The literal mean-
ing of the word is a sacrificial offering, and especially

the matter for a sacrifice: it has this signification in the
Epistle to the Hebrews. In Christian antiquity it is

used principally for the elements or "species" in the
Lord's Supper. Later Greek writers use the word ava-
(popd as synonymous with tvpoafopd, and rather in a
moral and spiritual than in a physical sense, and with
allusion to the exhortation, "Lift up your hearts." The
Latin word offertorium, which means a gift brought as

an offering, was formerly applied to the consecrated

bread. The words dvafopd and TTpoatyopd were in-

troduced by Justin Martyr, and brought into common
use by Irenreus. Irena?us contends that the Eucharist
should be regarded as a sacrifice ; he did, however, dis-

tinguish it from the Mosaic sacrifices, and speaks of a
symbolical presence of Christ in the elements.—Farrar,

Pedes. Did. s. v. See Coleman, Primitive Christianity,

p. 414; Kiddle. Christian Antiquities, p. 546.

Prcsser, Lomenzo D., a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, was a native of New York State, and
was born in 1805. He was early converted, and joined
the Church as a mere youth. In 1827 he was received

into the Pittsburgh Conference, and successively ap-

pointed to the following circuits, namely : Butler, Grand
River, Mercer, Hartford,Twinsburg,Windsor, and Colum-
biana. In 1836, when the Erie Conference was formed,

he fell into its bounds, and received from it his appoint-

ment to the following fields of labor, namely : Ellsworth,

Cleveland, Harmonsburg. M'Kean, Wesleyville. Char-
don, Chagrin Falls, Wesleyville. Edinborough Mission,

M'Kean, Albion, and Springfield. This last appoint-

ment he held in 1862. The next year he became su-

perannuated, and continued in that relation until his

death, April 13, 1869. He was of a nervous tempera-
ment, and bis burning zeal led him often to exert him-
self beyond his strength. His preaching was with
power, and at times his exhortations were overwhelm-
ing. See Minutes of Annual Conferences, 1869.

Prostitute, (a) female, in Hebrew nil't, iTlt,

it^rS, Jimp (on the last see Gesen. Thes. iii, 1197)';

(b) male, in Hebrew 1B"?J3. While all sexual inter-

course between others than married persons was for-
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bidden by the Mosaic law, especial prohibition was laid

upon [sraelitish women from hiring themselvi - as pros-

titutes ( Lev. xix. 29; comp, xxi, 9); and. with special

reference to the Phoenicians, they were forbidden to

abandon themselves to the use ofmen | Deut xxiii. 17).

The "hire of a whore" <""" ",:rX; comp. also Ezek.

xvi, 33, and RosenraHller, ud foe.) must not be accepted

by the priests as the subject of a vow, or a gift of devo-

tion in the Temple (Dent, xxiii, 18 I; this hire, consist-

ing in a piece of money or a kid (Gen. xxxviii, 17), if

1 at the Temple for a sacrifice, and received as

among other ancient nations, would have seemed to al-

low prostitution (comp. Mishna, Terumoth, vi. 2; .Mo-

vers Phonic, i. 680). In Paphos, a kid was offered to

the goddess "f love (Tacitus, Hist. ii,3). The Hetsene

used i" bring io Aphrodite Pandemos tin- sacrifice of a

goal (Lucian, Dial. Meret. \ ii. 1 i. The trade of pros-

titution was s etimes very profitable among the an-

cients (Herod, i, 93). In spite of all prohibitions, there

were always public prostitutes among the Hebrew*
who, probably, as among the Arabs and Persians, prac-

ticed dancing and music (Baruch vi, 8, 43; VVisd. i\.

•1; 1 Kings iii, 16; Prov. vi. 26 sq.; \ ii. 10 sq., 23,

27; Amos ii. 7; vii, 17; Hosea i. 2), and may have
been in part foreigners

i Movers, Phonic, i, 53), as l'lue-

nicians and Syrians (Judg. xvi. 1). Syrian harlots

travelled in the time id' the Roman empire, and were
called Imbubaja (Sueton. Nero, '27; Horace. Sat. i. 2,

l i, because they were sometimes skilled in playing on
the harp (see Heindorf, on Horace, 1. c; comp. Apu-
leieus, M< tarn, viii, p. 182, ed. Bip.). But the Hebrew
name ^~-} perhaps means, not a stranger, but the

strange women, like FPiT; hence, adulteress.

The harlots walked in public, adorned and veiled

(Gen. xxxviii, 14; Petron.&rfyr.'xvi; but see Pococke,
East, i. 76), or seated themselves by the wayside, and,

with seductive gestures, strove to lead aside travellers

(Gen. xxwiii, 11; Baruch vi, 43; comp. Dougtaei
Analect. i. p. 12 sq.). We may well suppose that the
harlots could be in some way recognised in dress. gait,

etc., even when they put on a show of modest behavior
(comp. Hartmann, Hebr. ii. 195 sq.). Ii is not probable
that, the veiling ever distinguished the harlots from
chaste women. See Veil. (Comp. Buckingham, Mesop.

p. 55.) In the brothels the girls bore peculiar names
which had become by some chance attached to them
(Senec. Controv. i. 2. p.84,ed. Bip.). Some would inter-

prel in allusion to this the words in Rev. xvii. ."). hut

see Ewald, ad he. At the time of the division of the
Hebrew kingdom, whoredom was practiced, especially

among the ten tribes, under the Syrian influences then
pouring in (comp. Numb. xxv. 1 sq.), often even in ser-

vice of the gods, especially oi' Astarte (Hosea iv, II; 1

Kings siv, 24; xv, 12; xxii, 17: 2 Kings xxiii. 7;

comp. Baruch vi,43; Herod, i, 199; Justin, xviii, 5

;

Strabo, viii, :;7.S; xii, 559; Val. .Max. ii. 6, 15; Augus-
tine, Civ. />< i. iv, L0; Heyne, in Commentat. Soc. (,',,/ii,,,/.

xvi. and see I iesen. ,<n Tsa. ii, 339 sip |. The law did not

establish municipal and p.. lice penalties against noto-
rious hail. .is. and the toleration of those from abroad
(which certainly was not the design of the law-giver.
tl gh ii is easily explicable among an < Iriental people
when polygamy was allowed) seem- in have been un-
conditional (see Potter, Greek Intiq. i, 354; Wachs-
muth, Hellen, Alterth. II. ii. 48). Winer. The exist-
ence "i companies of prostitutes in the sacred groves
and high-places of the ancient dews may rerve to ac-
COUUt I.. r the rendering which the Sept. gives to the
expression "high-places" in Ezek. xvi. 39, by a term
which in Greek denotes a place ..i indecent resort. The
Sukkoth /„,„,//,. iii, .rally "tabernacles of daughters,"
which l he men of Babylon are mentioned ill 2 Kings
xvii. 30 as having made, are probably places of the
same kind, being haunts ,.i wickedness. According to

Josephus i \nt. iv, 8,23), all intercourse with a prosti-

tute was illegal, which is natural, since even the sons

of public harlots could never attain citizen's rights

among the .lews (Deut. xxiii. 2), and had no claim to

share in their lather's inheritance (comp. Judg. xi, 1).

Among the tireeks and Romans, at the time ol the

appearance of Christianity, prostitution had become a
great public evil. The cause of this lay by no means
alone in the excessive worship of certain divinities

( Wisd. xiv, 2(1 sq.),but in the frivolity of the t inn sand
i he general decay of morals. In Rome harlots were le-

gally tolerated (Zimmerm. Rom. Rechtsalterth. I. ii, 189;
comp. Schoiigi ii. //../. //./.,. i. 168 s.p i. The laxer the

principles of men in general were on this subject in iis

various tonus, and the more boldly they avowed it

(comp. Terence. Ad.//,/,, i. 2. 21 sip; Eunuch, iii, 5, 35
sq.), t lie more vigorously ware the apostles compelled

to oppose unchastity w here ii had entered the < Ihristian

( Ihurch ( 1 Cor. v. 1 "sip
; 2 ( !or. xii. 21 : 1 Thess. iv. :i ; 1

Tim. i. lid. The apostolic decree in Acts xv. 20, 29
( comp. xxi, 25), which has often been denounced as not

genuine (Deyling, Obseiv. ii. 469 sip; Kuinol, Comment,
p. ,'i21 Sq.), was Sufficiently called for by the character

of the limes (comp. Tholuck, iii Meander's Denhdird. i.

143 sq.). The practice of prostitution was thin preva-

lent, too. among the .lens, especially the higher classes

(Rom. ii. 22; John viii. 7: see in general Michaelis,

Mos. Recht, v, 281 sq.). Winer. Among the Romans,
the abominable practice of combining immorality with
the worship of the g.,ds appears to have continued
down to the days of Constant inc. as is evident from a

passage in his life, written by Eusebius, where be men-
tions it in connection with the temple of Venus at

Apheca on Mount I.ibanus. Sacred prostitution forms

a part in the religious rites of heathen nations both in

ancient and modern times. Among the Phoenicians,

Babylonians, and other Eastern nations, it was the cus-

tom to erect adjoining the temples of their gods n -i-

dences for courtesans, who were supposed to be pleasing

to the deiiies. Strabo says that no fewer than 1000 of

these abandoned females were attached to the temple
of Aphrodite in Corinth, and were considered as an in-

dispensable part of the retinue of the goddess. Among
the Hindus we have the Linga worship (q.v. . See
also Adultery ; Fornication; Harlot; Sodomite.

Prostration. See Attitude.

Prostration in Prayer. See Posti re.

Protagoras {Upwrayopac), the first of that class

of Greek philosophers who look the name of Sophists

(q.v.), flourished near the opening ,,f the 5th century
B.C. He was a native of Abdera, according to the

concurrent testimony of Plato and several other wrih rs

{Prolog, p. 309, c; In />',/,. x. p. bin;, c; Heraclides

Pont. "/'. Diog. Laert. ix, .">•">; Cicero, De Nat. Deor. i,

2:!. etc.). There set ms to be no ground for the story

that he was in early life employed in manual labor, nor

for the supposition thai he was a disciple of I »i mocrilus,

with whom in point of doctrine he had absolutely noth-

ing in common. Protagoras mnsl have been older than

Democritus, as it is certain thai Protagoras was older

than Socrates, who was born B.C. 168 (Plato, Protag. p.

::i7. c: :;il. b; 361, e; comp. Diog. Laert. ix. 12, 56),

and died before him al I he age of nearly scvciil \ i Plato,

!/•»". p. '.'1. e; comp. '///,, if. p. 171. d: 164, e; l.ii-

thyd. p. 286, c), after he had practiced the sophistic

an for forty years in various Greek cities, especially

ai Alliens. Frei places the death ol Protagoras in B.C.

II I, assuming that Pythodorus accused him of teaching
atheism during the governme f the four Hundred
(Queest. Protag. p. 64), and accordingly assigns about

B.C. 180 as the date of his birth.

Thai Protagoras had already acquired fame during
his residence iii Abdera cannot be inferred from the

doubtful slalemenl lhal he was termed by ihe Ahderites

Xi'yur. and by Denmcril us ,;,i\or„i.m or ami,/ ,, T'.liau.

Var. Hist, iv, 20; comp. Suid. 8. vv. Tlpway. Anpoicp.,

etc Phavorinus, in Diog. Laert. ix. 50, gives to Pro-

tagoras the designation of ao$(a)- He was the first
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who called himself a sophist and taught for pay (Plato,

Prolog, p. 349. a; Diog. Laert. ix, 52). He must have

come to Athens before B.C. 445, since, according to the

statement of Heraclides Ponticus (Diog. Laert. ix. 50),

he gave laws to the Thurians, or, what is more proba-

ble, adapted for the use of the new colonists, who left

Athens for the first time in that year, the laws which

had been drawn up at an earlier period by Charondas

for the use of the Chalcidic colonies (for, according to

Diod. xii. 11,3 and others, these laws were in force at

Thurii likewise). Whether he himself removed to

Thuiii, we do not learn, but at the time of the plague

we rind him again in Athens, as he could scarcely have

mentioned the strength of mind displayed by Pericles at

the death of his sons in the way he does (in a fragment

still extant, Plutarch, De Consul, ad A pull. c. xxxiii.

p. 118, d) had he not been an eye-witness. He had
also, as it appears, returned to Athens, after a long ab-

sence (Plato, Pvotag, p. 301, c), at a time when the

sons of Pericles were still alive (ibid. p. 314, e; 329, a).

A somewhat intimate relation between Protagoras and

Pericles is intimated also elsewhere (I'lut. Pericles, c.

xxxvi, p. 172, a). His activity, however, was by no

means restricted to Athens. He had spent some time

in Sicily, and acquired fame there (Plato, Hipp. Maj. p.

282, d), and brought with him to Athens many admir-

ers out of other Greek cities through which he had
passed (Plato, Prutag. p. 315, a). He was accused of

atheism by one of his scholars, and was consequently

impeached for what he had written in his book On the

Gods, which began with the statement, "Respecting the

gods, I am unable to know whether they exist or do not

exist" (Diog. Laert. ix, 51, etc.). The impeachment
was followed by his banishment (ibid, ix, 52; Cicero,

De Nat. Dear, i, 23 ; Euseh. Prcep. Evang. xiv. 19, etc.),

or, as others affirm, only by the burning of his book

(Philost. Vit. Soph. 1. c. ; Josephus, C. Apian, ii, 37;

Sext. Emp. Adv. Math, ix, 50: Cicero, Diog. Laert. II.

cc). Ueberweg says that it would seem Protagoras

left for Sicily after his condemnation and was lost at sea

(Hist. ofPhilos. i, 74).

Writings.—From the list of the writings of Protagoras,

which Diogenes Laertius (ix, 55) doubtless borrowed

from one of his Alexandrine authorities (he describes

them as still extant, tori to. awZi'ifiti'a ai<Tov fiijiXla

Tavra : comp. Welcker's account of Prodicus, in his

Kleine Schriflen, ii, 447, 405), and which he gives prob-

ably with his accustomed negligence, one may sec that

they comprised very different subjects: ethics (Deoi

aptruJv and Uepi rwv ovk opSwe role. ar^pojiroiQ Tvpaa-

aofisviov, Htpi <pi\oTi[iiac,)
;
politics (Tltpi 7ro\iTtiac,

Uepi r//e iv (>PX\l Karaaraotwc : comp. Frei, p. 182,

etc.); rhetoric ('AvrCKoyvSiv cro, Tf-.yyn\ ipurrix&v), and
other subjects of different kinds (UponroKTiKoe, TIepi

/iaBi]fJidro)V, Uepi 7r«X»/c. Utpi rwv iv A'icov). The
works which, in all probability, were the most impor-

tant of those which Protagoras composed

—

Truth ('A\>)-

Sein), and On the Gods (Tlfpi QftDv)—are omitted in

that list, although in another passage (ix, 51) Diogenes

Laertius refers to them. The first contained the the-

ory refuted by Plato in the Tkecetefus (p. 101, c; 102,

a; 100, c; 170, e), and was probably identical with the

work on the Existent (Tltpi too ovtoq ), attributed

to Protagoras by Porphyry (in Euseb. Prep. Ennui.

x. 3, p. 468, Yiger). This work was directed against

the Eleatics (Ilpoc. tovq iv rb bv XiyovTcte,), and was
still extant in the time of Porphyry, who describes

the argumentation of the book as similar to that of Plato,

though without adding any more exact statements.

Doctrines.—With the peculiar philosophical opinions

of Protagoras we obtain the most complete acquaintance

from the Thewtetns of Plato, which was designed to re-

fute it, and the fidelity of the quotations in which is

confirmed by the much more scanty notices of Sextus

Empiricus and others. The sophist started from the

fundamental presupposition of Heraclitus that every-

thing is motion, ami nothing besides or bevond it. and

that out of it everything comes into existence; that
nothing at any time exists, but that everything is per-

petually becoming (Plato, Thecet. p. 150, 152: Sextus
Empiricus inaccurately attributes to him matter in a
perpetual state of flux, iiXjj ptvori], Pyrrhon, Hyp. i,

217, 218). He then distinguished two principal kinds

of the infinitely manifold motions, an active and a pas-

sive; but premised that the motion which in one con-

currence manifested itself actively will in another ap-
pear as passive, so that the difference is. as it were, a
fluctuating, not a permanent one (Theeet. p. 156, 157).

From the concurrence of two such motions arise sensa-

tion or perception, and that which is felt or perceived,

according to the different velocity of the motion; and
that in such a way that where there is homogeneity in

what thus meets, as between seeing and color, hearing
and sound (ibid. p. 150), the definiteness of the color and
the seeing, of the perception and that which is per-

ceived, is produced by the concurrence of corresponding
motions (ibid. 150, d ; comp. 159, c). Consequently, we
can never speak of Being and Becoming in themselves,

but only for something (rivi), or of something (tivvq),

or to something (irpoc n, p. 160, b; 150, c; 152, d;

Arist. Metaph. ix, 3; Sext. Emp. Hyp. i, 210, 218).

Therefore there is or exists for each only that of

which he has a sensation, and only that which he per-

ceives is true for him ( limit, p. 152. a: comp. Cratyl.

p. 386; Aristocles, in Euseb. Prcep. Evang. xiv, 20;

Cicero, Acad, ii, 40; Sext. Emp. I. c. and A dr. Math.
vii, 03. 309, 388, etc.); so that as sensation, like its ob-

jects, is engaged in a perpetual change of motion (Thecet.

p. 152, b ; Sext. Emp. Hyp. i, p. 217, fol.), opposite as-

sertions might exist, according to the difference of the

perception respecting each several object (Arist. Metaph.
iv, 5; Diog. Laert. ix, 5; Clem. Alex. Strom. v, 074, a;

Senec. Epist. 88). The conclusions hitherto discussed,

which he drew from the Heraclitean doctrine of eter-

nal becoming, Protagoras summed up in the well-known
proposition: the man is the measure of all things; of

the existent, that they exist; of the non-existent, that

they do not exist (Thecet. p. 152, a; 100, d; Cratyl. p.

385. e; Arist. Metaph. x, 1 ; xi, ; Sext. Emp. Adv.
Math, vii, 00 ; Pyrrhon. Hyp. i. 216 ; Aristocles, in Evseb.

Prcep. Evang. xiv, 20 ; Diog. Laert. ix, 51) ; and under-

stood by the man, the perceiving or sensation-receiving

subject. He was compelled, therefore, likewise to ad-

mit that confutation was impossible, since every affir-

mation, if resting upon sensation or perception, is equal-

ly justifiable (Plato, Eitthyd. p. 185, d, etc.; Isocr. He-
lena, Enc. p. 231, Bekk.; Diog. Laert. ix, 53); but, not-

withstanding the equal truth and justifiableness of op-
posite affirmations, he endeavored to establish a distinc-

tion of better and worse, referring them to the better or

worse condition of the percipient subject, and promised

to give directions for improving this condition, i. e. for

attaining to higher activity (Thecet. p. 107 ; comp. Sext.

Emp. Hyp. i, 218). Already, before Plato and Aristotle

(Metaph. iv, 4; comp. the previously quoted passages),

Democritus had applied himself to the confutation of

this sensualism of Protagoras, which annihilated exist-

tence, knowledge, and all understanding (Plutarch, Adv.
Colot. p. 1109, a; Sext. Emp. Adv. Math, vii, 389).

It is not every pleasure, but only pleasure in the

beautiful, to which Protagoras, in the dialogue which
bears his name (p. 351, h), allows moral worth ; and he
refers virtue to a certain sense of shame (aiSwc) im-
planted in man by nature, and a certain conscious feel-

ing of justice (Siicri), which are to serve the purpose of

securing the bonds of connection in private and political

life (ibid. p. 322, c, etc.) ; and, accordingly, explains

how they are developed by means of education, instruc-

tion, and laws (p. 325, c, etc.; comp. 340, c). He is

not able, however, to define more exactly the difference

between the beautiful and the pleasant, and at last

again contents himself with affirming that pleasure or

enjoyment is the proper aim of the good (p. 354. etc.).

In just as confused a manner does he express himself
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with respect to the virtues, of which he admits five

(holiness, boiorqc—ana four others), and with regard to

which be maintain.- thai they arc distinguished from

each cither in the same way as the parts of the counte-

nance (ibid. p. 349, b; 329, c, etc.). As in these ethical

opinions ol Protagoras we see a want of scientific per-

ception, so do we perceive in his conception of the Ile-

raclitean doctrine of the eternal flow of all things, and
the way in which lie carries it out, a sophistical en-

deavor to establish, freed from the fetters of science.

his subjective notions, setting aside the Heraclitean as-

sumption of a higher cognition and a community of ra-

tional activity (i\vvbc \6yog) by means of rhetorical

art. Thai he was master of this in a high degree, the

testimonies of the ancients leave indubitable. I lis en-

deavors, moreover, were mainly directed in the com-
munication of this art by means of instruction (Plato,

Protag. p. 312, c), to render men capable of acting and

speaking with readiness in domestic and political affairs

[ibid. p. 318, e). lie would teach how to make the

weaker cause the Btronger (rbv >j-toj \6yov Kptiirw

7rouiv, Aristot ffAe*. ii, 24; A. Gellius, JV. A . v, 3 ; Eu-

doxus, in Steph. Byz. a.v."A(idnpa: comp. Aristoph.

Nub. 1 13, etc., 245, etc, 873, 87 1. 879, etc. I. By way
of practice in the art he was accustomed to make his

pupils discuss theses (communes /'"/') on opposite sides

(and ideally i (Diog. Laert. i\. 52, etc; comp. Suid.

s. v.; Dionys. of Italic, [socr., Tin in I>io U . Laert.

ix,52; S< xt. Km p. Adv. Math. ix. .'i7; Cicero, Brut. 12);

an exercise which is also recommended by Cicero (Ad
At/, ix, 4), and Quintilian (x, >. § 10). The method
of doing so was probably unfolded in his AH of DispuU
(rixvi] tpioriKwv; seeabove). I Jut he also directed his

attention to language, endeavored to explain difficult

issagi - in the
|

lets, though nol always with the best

success (Plato, Protag. p. 388, c, etc.; comp. respecting

his and the opposed Platonic exposition of the well-

known lines of Simonides, Frei, p. 122, etc.). See Plato,

Tlipp. Maj. p. 282, c; Memo, p. 91, d; Theatt. p. 161,

a: 179, a: Quintilian, iii. 1, i 10; Diogenes Laertius,

l, etc.; Zeller, Philos. der Griechen, i. 244 sq.;

Fi-h.r. /.'nin.;i'i,t/.i ../' Christianity, p. 117; Butler, Hist.

of Ancient Philos. (see index in vol. ii); Smith. Diet,

of Gr. <ni't Rom. Biog. and Mythol. s. v., which we have
principally used; Qeberweg, Hist, of Philos. i. 73 sq.;

< ieist, 1 1' Protagora Sophista i
< liessen, 1 827

1

; Sprengel,

in his Evvaywyij rt\fii>r (Stuttg. 1828), p. 152 sip:

Herbst, Protagoras in " Philos.-hist. Studien" (Hamb.
1832), p. 88 sq.; Krische, Forschungen, i. 130 sq.; Frei,

Quatstiones Protagoreas (Bonn, 1845) ; Weber, Qucest.

Prot. i.Marl.. 1850); Beruays, in Rhein. Mus.f. Phil.

I850(vii), p. 164 sq.; Vitringa, Dt Prot. Vita et Phil.

((iron. 1853); Grote, Plato (L I. 1865,3 vols.); and
his Hist.of Greece, ch. lxvii; Mallet. Etudes Pkiloso-

phiques, vol. ii; and the literature under Sophists, es-

pecially Schanz, Vorsokratische Philosophy (Gotting.
1st;;,.

Protais and Geivais, Sis., flourished in the first

century of the ( lni-iian .era, and were mart\ redal .Milan

towards the year 68. These two brothers were Bons ol

St. Vital and St, Valeria, and their martyrdom appears
to have taken place in the lasl years of the reign of

Nero. Their memory was forgotten, until a vision re-

vealed the place of their sepulture to St. Ambrose, when
about to dedicate the Cathedral of Milan. The two
martyrs were buried in the Church ofSt.Nabor and St
Felix, and upon the representations of St, Ambrose their

coffins were discovered. Their names were plainly in-

scribed upon them, a- St. Ambrose announced only what
he had learned by revelation. The bone- were trans-

ferred to ii,, Basilica, and legends report many miracles
done by them during their transfer, which from the 6th
century was celebrated at Milan ami in tie African
I bun li. The worship of these two saints spread rapid-

ly, and in the 6th century a church was buill and dedi-

cated to them at Paris. This church has been several

times restored, and exists ret in thai city. The feasl

of St Gervais and of St. Protais is celebrated on the

l'Jtli of June.— Uoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. See
Bollandus, .1 ctu Sanctorum, .Inn. ; Tillemont, .l/< moires

Ecclesiastiques ; Baillet, Vies des Saints, 19 Juin. See

Ger> ajse.

Protasof, Ambrose, a Russian prelate, distin-

guished by a talent of oratory unusual in the Russian
Church, was born in 1769 at Moscow, lie became a

monastic at twenty-five, ami was made archimandrite
of a monastery near St. Petersburg ; subsequent]} rector

of the seminary of that capital, and in 1804 was elevated
to the episcopal see of Seula, from whence lie was trans-

ferred in ]nii7 to Kazan and Smirsk. He died in 1880

in Tver. His sermons evince a tub rant spirit. Some
have been published in /.' Messagerd* VEwope, others
in Ij /'its il, Iii Patrie, but have never been collected

in -eparate form. — I loci. r. Nouv. Biog. G ' m rale, s. v.

See Otto, Hist, ofRussian Literature, s. v.

Protection of the Church, a sort of right of

asylum within or near sacred precincts, which prevailed

in 10G4 in England from Ad\ enl to the octave of Epiph-
any, from Septuagesima to the octave of Easter, In m
Ascension to the octave of Penti cost, in Ember weeks,

throughout Sunday, on the vigils and feasts of apostles

and saints which were bidden on the previous Sunday.

All-Saints', the dedication-day of a church, in going to

synods, chapters, on pilgrimage, t.> a consecration, or to

church.—Walcott, Sacred A rchaology, s. v.

Protectees CardikIles. Every Roman Cath-
olic -late ol firs! rank enjoys the right oi b( il

sented in the College of Cardinal.- at Rome by ore or

several members who have been exalted to that high
dignity as natives or naturalized citizens of that state.

At the time of the universal domination of th

when the Roman see was mix. .1 in all the political con-

cerns of the European states, and before the permanent
office of the nuncio had become the regular channel of

communication between Rome and the Catholic rulers,

the cardinals were the natural representatives of the

ecclesiastical and political int. rests of their respective

countries, and their position was. of course, one of con-

siderable importance. Bui even in recenl times tin ir

influence has nol entirely vanished; for as they are

supposed to be besl acquainted with the institutions,

manners, customs, and language of the nations th< j re] -

resent, and therefore more capable oi giving the neces-

sary information about the ecclesiastical situation of

those nations, they are -till, in the different C

tioiis of which they are members, intrusted willi the n -

vision ot all accounts and n ports on the religious affairs

of their pro\ inces, but especially of the r< ferences

the worthiness of the elected or nominated archbishops

and bishops. Hence their name protectores .

With these must not be confounded the clericinationales,

or prelates, who occupy in the College of Cardinal.- the

situation of secretaries, and must be alternately French,

Spaniards. Germans; nor the croum-cardinals, i. .•. the

archbishops and bishops who are proposed for the car-

dinalate by the ruler of their country, nominal. .1 L\ the

pope, and who received the red bar. t ii the baud of

their Catholic sovereign, but must go to Rome to receive

the red hat out of the pope's own hands. The cardinal-

protectors reside ill their metropolitanat. . but have a

right, on the decease ol the pop''- to give their vote in

the .led ion of his successor, and arc them-, h . - eligible

to i In papacy. A- not every country has one of it> na-

tive- in the ( !ollege, one cardinal frequt nth unites in his

hands the protectorate of -. \
. ral countrii -. \V. tz< r u.

Welle. Kir, Ik ii- l.i.r. s. V.

Proterius (also call, d /'•
I tares probably his name,

but euphonized into the name by which he i- better

known), an Eastern prelate of some note because be

provoked a Bchism which continues t.> the present

day in the Beets known as the JaCobHet (q. V.) and

Melchites (q. \ .). lie flourished about the middle of the

0th century, and Buffered mart yrdom for the Church, lie
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had been made a priest by Cyril, bishop of Alexandria,

who was well acquainted with his virtues. On the

death of Cyril, the see of Alexandria was filled by Dios-

corus, who, knowing the reputation of Proterius, did all

in his power to gain his confidence and interest, that he

might, through him, accomplish his designs. But Pro-

terius was not to be corrupted; the welfare of the

Church was next his heart, and no worldly preferment

could bribe him to forego his duty. Dioscorus, being

condemned by the Council of Chalcedon for having

embraced the errors of Eutyches, was deposed, and Pro-

terius was chosen to fill the vacant see, and approved

by the emperor. This occasioned a dangerous insurrec-

tion, and the city was divided into two factions. Much
mischief was done on both sides, and Proterius was

brought into the most imminent danger. The civil

authority was set at naught, violence was resorted to,

nor was peace restored until a detachment of two thou-

sand men was despatched by the emperor to quell the

sedition. The discontented party, however, still beheld

Proterius with an eye of resentment; the attendance of

a guard became necessary; and, although of a mild

temper, he was compelled to procure the banishment

of several from the city. Upon the emperor Marcian's

death, the exiles returned to Alexandria, and seemed
resolved to be revenged for what they had suffered in

the last reign. Timothy, the head of the conspirators

against him, in the absence of Dionvsius, seized on the

great Church, and was uncanonically consecrated to the

see by two bishops of his faction, who had been deposed

for heresy. On the return of Dionvsius, the incendiary

Timothy was driven from the city, which so enraged

the Eutvchians that they assaulted the house of Pro-

terius, who fled to the neighboring church and took ref-

uge in the baptistery, thinking that the holiness of the

place and of the season (for it was Good-Friday) would
protect him. But he was pursued to the church, treated

with every indignity, murdered in cold blood, and his

body was dragged about the city, torn in pieces, burned,

and the ashes scattered in the sea. Proterius was so

highly esteemed that his writings were collected at

once and recommended as profitable for study to the

clergy. His memory is celebrated on Feb. 28; possibly

on that day, says Neale, because his name was then re-

stored to the diptychs. See Neale, Hist, of the East. Ch.

(Patriarchate of Alex.), ii, 5-13; Fox, Book of Mar-
tyrs,?. 77. (J.H.W.)

Protestant Church of Jerusalem. See Je-

Protestant Confessions. See Confessions.

Protestant Episcopal Church. This is the

legal title of one portion of the Church of Christ which
has its local habitation in the United States of Amer-
ica. The first part indicates its position relatively to

the Roman Catholic Church, as protesting against the

errors and repudiating the claims of that Church to su-

premacy in doctrine, discipline, and worship; the sec-

ond part of the title expresses its attitude towards
other Christian bodies who have rejected episcopacy

on the ground that it is not of divine origin, and, there-

fore, not of universal and permanent obligation. The
history of the Protestant Episcopal Church is conse-
quently of more than ordinary interest, since, on the
one hand, it has been compelled to resist the Roman
Catholics and their progress, and, on the other, has been
forced to maintain its position among Protestants, with-
out being able to form any union or engage in any con-
cert of action with them. In the present article it will

be the writer's aim to give a tolerably full account of
the history and progress of this Church, together with
some supplementary statements and remarks in regard
to its peculiar claims and adaptedness for the great
work of evangelizing our country and helping to make
the Gospel known throughout the dark places of the
earth where heathenism prevails.

I. History.—Here a natural division suggests itself

at once, viz. : (1.) History of the period during colonial

times to the close of the Revolutionary war. This pe-

riod covers rather more than a century and a half, and
during it Church people looked directly to the mother
country for ministerial supply and religious privileges

in general. (2.) The period after the Revolution, when
efforts were successfully made to obtain the episcopal suc-

cession from England, the Protestant Episcopal Church
was duly organized, its liturgy, articles, constitution, etc.,

were adopted, and its bishops and clergy in different

parts of the country were brought into union as one
body, with the General Convention as its central legis-

lative power. This period covers the years 1783 to

about 1808. (3.) The later history of the Church, mark-
ing its growth, increase in wealth and numbers, educa-
tional efforts, missionary labors, and the like, with as

full and accurate statistics as can be obtained of its pres-

ent position and work.

1. Early and Colonial History.—In the latter part of

the 16th century, Sir Humphrey Gilbert left England
to endeavor to form a settlement in America. Among
the motives avowed as influencing him were "the
honor of God, compassion of poore infidels captivated

by the devil (it seeming probable that God hath re-

served these Gentiles to be reduced into Christian

civility by the English nation), advancement of his

honest and well-disposed countrymen willing to ac-

company him in such honorable actions, and reliefe of

sundry people within this realme distressed." Though
Gilbert met with no success and was lost at sea, oth-

er efforts were made by his half-brother, Sir Walter
Raleigh, in 1584, in Carolina and Virginia. These too,

though in the main unsuccessful, were not wholly with-

out fruit. In 1G06 the Virginia Company obtained its

charter, and in 1607 the settlement at Jamestown was
begun. Among the articles and order of the charter it

was expressly required that " the presidents, councils,

and ministers should provide that the true word and
service of God be preached, planted, and used, accord-

ing to the rites and doctrine of the Church of England,
not only in the said colonies, but also as much as might
be among the savages bordering upon them." A cler-

gyman of the English Church, Rev. R. Hunt, accom-
panied the expedition, and with unwearied zeal, and
with piety and devotion worthy the highest praise,

labored in his vocation to the end of his life. Other
godly men followed, especially Rev. A. Whitaker, who
has been honored with the title "Apostle of Virginia."

Through his agency the Indian maiden Pocahontas
was converted and baptized, and proved herself of great

service to the colony. " As the first colonists of Vir-
ginia were exclusively members of the Church of Eng-
land, the legislature of the colony decreed a provision

for the clergy, at the rate of fifteen hundred pounds of
tobacco and sixteen barrels of flour annually for each
clergyman. As each new borough was formed, it was
ordered that a portion of glebe land should be set apart
for the use of the incumbent. Tithes were afterwards
instituted. Discipline was enforced by laws which, it

must be admitted, were unjustifiably severe; ami a per-

emptory enactment was passed that none but ministers

episcopally ordained should be allowed to officiate in

the colony" (Hawkins). Early efforts were made to

provide for the education of English and Indian youth
by founding a college, and ten thousand acres of land
were set apart, and large sums of money collected. In
1619, when Sir Thomas Yeardley became governor of
Virginia, the legislature manifested commendable zeal

in the same direction. The officers and agents of the
Company were urged to train up the people in true re-

ligion and virtue, and also " to employ their utmost care
to advance all things appertaining to the order and ad-
ministration of divine service according to the form
and discipline of the Church of England, carefully avoid-
ing all factious and needless novelties, which only tend
to the disturbance of peace and unity." The most ear-

nest desire was shown to convert the Indians to the
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faith of Christ, and t<> educate them in accordance with

this faith, Mr. G. Thorpe, a man of good parts and

breeding, was appointed head ol the new institution,

ami it was confidently hoped and expected that the red

men would ere long b< come ( Ihristians aud members of

a civilized community; but a rude shock was giveu to

this hopi I )
I)"- Indians, who, haling and fearing the

intruders, as they considered the whites to be, resorted,

in 1622, i" a Woody massacre; this, it may be noted,

would have been complete extermination, had not a

Christian Indian disclosed the plot the night before,

and thus prevented its entire fulfilment. The deplor-

able result was, the imbittering the feelings of all tow-

ards the Indians and a tierce war <>t' retaliation : so that,

for tie- time, the college, missionary labors, and Chris-

tian education were abandoned. In 1625 Virginia be-

came a royal colony, and though its religious concerns

wen- not so zealously looked alter as under i lie charter,

yet the people as a whole remained steadfast in llieir

attachment to the Church of England, and their deter-

mination to sustain it in every way in their power.

Virginia, too, where many cavaliers sough) refuge, was

loyal to the exiled monarchy when Cromwell came into

power, while New England, on the other hand, sympa-
thized heartily with the "lord protector" and his work.

After the Restoration, in 1660, the colonial legislature,

under Berkeley, the royal governor, gave early atten-

tion to the repairs and building of churches, the canon-

ical performance of the liturgy, the minisrrati if

God's word, the baptizing and Christian education of

the young, etc. It is, however, sadly true that religion

had greatly declined among the people; violent con-

tests occurred between the governors and the assembly

of the people; the ruling party was intolerant ; popular

discontent increased; and rebellion actually broke out.

So injurious were these disturbances and the wicked

passions to which they gave rise that almost of neces-

sity piety and godly life and conversation declined;

and the Church became weakened to such an extent

thal.it is recorded, out of fifty parishes, nearly all were

destitute ol glebe, parsonage, church, and minister, and

there were not more than ten in holy orders left. In

1685 Rev. James Blair came as missionary to Virginia.

Four years later he was appointed commissary of the

bishop of London, a position of great responsibility and
trust, especially with regard to discipline of loth clergj

and laity. He also held a seal in the council, and con-

tinued at his posl as commissary for more than half a

century, exercising a most beneficial influence in every

way. and particularly in restoring and enlarging the

good work of the Church. It was through his ener-

getic efforts and well-directed zeal that the College of

William and .Mary was chartered in 1692. Its design

was •that the Church in Virginia may he furnished

with a seminary of ministers of the Gospel; that the

youth may he piously educated in good letters and

manners: and that the Christian faith may he propa-

gated among the Western Indian-, to the glory of Al-

mighty God." Blair became president of this the sec-

ond college founded in America, and lived to a wry
advanced age.

The neighboring colony of Maryland, founded in

1633 by lord Baltimore, a Roman Catholic, with some
two hundred families and two or more priests of t hat

Church, was noted for freely opening its doors to "ev-
ery pi rson professing to believe in Jesus ( Ihrisr." The
colonial assembly in 1639 declared, in the words ol'

Magna I harta, that • Holy church within this prov-

ince shall have all her rights and privileges." Whether
by this term was meant the church of England or not,

it is certain that the influence and membership of that

Church were largely extended. The general progress

of the colony was so successful thai al lord Baltimore's

death, in 1676, there were in Man land ten counties and

about sixteen thousand inhabitants, the largest part of

whom were Protestants. At this date a letter was ad-

dressed to the archbishop of Canterbury by a clergy-

man named Yeo, complaining of the low state of morals
in the colony, and of the fact that the clergy of ihe
Church of England had no settled incomes like their

brethren in Virginia, and that consequently their po-
sition was neither so respectable nor so well calculated

i" effect good as it ought to he. Efforts were made to

induce the proprietary to provide maintenance for the
Church: this, however, he wholly refused. Seditious
movements thereupon were set on foot against him as

being a "papist," and it was maliciously rumored thai

the Romau Catholics, ill complicity with the Indians,

were purposing to massacre the Protestants. On the

accession of William of Orange in l(>s. a so-called
"Protestant revolution" took place, and for three years
the government was in the hands of the insurgents.

Lord Baltimore having been deprived of bis rights as

proprietary, a royal governor was sent into Maryland,
and in 1692 the Church ol' England was established by
law : the province was di\ ided into thirty parishes, and
tithes were imposed for support of the clergy upon ev-

ery inhabitant, no matter what might he his religious

opinions. The Roman Catholics and Quakers ofposed
this with all their might, and with more or less suc-

cess. In 1696 new laws were made, which still, how-
ever, recognised the Church of England as by law es-

tablished as entitled to all its rights, privileges, and
freedom. The clergy, feeling tie mid of aid from

home, begged tin- bishop of London to send them a

commissary at least (.since' they were not allowed to

have a bishop i. "to redress what was .Mnis- and sup-

ply what was wanting in the Church." Dr. Thomas
Bray, a very estimable and truly godly man, was the

one chosen to till this important position. At great

personal sacrifice he accepted it. He secured as many
pious and devoted clergj-men as he could to go with
linn to America, and was seiem enabled to increase the

number of those laboring in Maryland from three to

sixteen. He began the formation of colonial HI raries,

and as one step led to another, and as he jerceived

how great was the need and how important was the

re'sull of combined action on the' pari of the members
of the Church, he conceived the' noble idea of founding

the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and
that for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.

lie latter was chartered in June, 1701, the former in

1698. Early in March, 1700, I>r. Bray arrived in Mary-
land, and entered at once with zeal and diligence upon
his work. He assembled the clergy, delivered charges,

administered discipline, and was active in having a bill

passed by the legislature for the settlement and main-

tenance of the- parochial clergy. By this bill it was

provided "that the' Hook of Common Prayer and ad-

ministration of the sacraments, with the rites and cer-

emonies of the' Church, according to the' use of the

Church of England, the Psalter and Psalms of David,

and morning and evening prayer, therein contained, he

solemnly read by all and .'very minister or reader in

every church or other place' of public worship within

this province'." 1 lespite some opposition, the king gai e'

ihe enactment hi- consent, and it became law. Al-

though Dr. Pray's stay in Maryland was terminated in

1701, he never ceased his efforts in behalf of the t 'hurch

there; and it is on re'eord that out of some thirty thou-

sand inhabitants in Maryland at this date, the' majority

were in communion with the- Church ol England.

The Caroliuas and Georgia wire anion- the later

colonies in the' southern pan of America. Several in-

effectual efforts hail been made' from 1630 60 to found

settlements in the region of Albemarle Sound: but it

wa- not tin after the restoration of Charles II that a

body of noblemen (Clarendon, Albemarle, etc.) under-

took the task, and met with succe'ss. " Being excited,"

as they declared. •• by a laudable' and pious zeal for the

propagati f the Gospel, they begged a certain coun-

try in the parts of America not yet cultivated anil

planted, and only inhabited by some barbarous people

w ho have no knowledge of God." The charter allowed
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entire freedom of religious opinion, and no one was to

be disturbed on these matters by the public authorities.

We are sorry to say, however, that, notwithstanding

the pious and proper language quoted above, the noble

proprietaries made no provision for the spiritual inter-

ests of the colonists or for the conversion of the Indians.

The famous John Locke's "grand model" of govern-

ment (1670) turned out to be a grand failure, and was

abolished in 1693. George Fox, the founder of the

Quaker denomination, visited Carolina and gave quite

an impulse to the peculiar notions in religion which he

entertained. The religious condition of the colony at

the close of the century was on the whole very unsat-

isfactory, and ungodliness prevailed to a lamentable

extent. Early in the 18th century the majority of the

colonists were dissenters, yet acts were passed in 1704-

6, establishing the Church of England as the religion

of the province. This produced trouble and resistance

cf course, and was of no real advantage to the Church.

The Society for Propagating the Gospel sent mission-

aries into the Carolinas, and some, though mostly in-

effectual, struggles were made to stay the floods of un-

godliness, fanaticism, and semi-heathenism ; it was a

hard and almost hopeless contest during the greater

part of the century. Georgia owed its origin to Ogle-

thorpe's benevolent designs and efforts from 1732 on-

ward. Religious privileges were freely accorded. The
German Lutherans and Moravians were early in the

field. A small company of Jews came also; and a body

of Scotch Highlanders founded New Inverness in 1736.

At this date, too, John and Charles Wesley were in

Georgia. John Wesley was parish minister in Savan-

nah, and for a while matters went on very well and sat-

isfactorily, but ere long the strictness of Wesley in

en lolling the rubrics, and the dissatisfaction of the col-

onists who were very restive under Church discipline,

led to dissension and irreconcilabel differences; so that

Wesley "shook off the dust of his feet," as he phrases

it, and left Georgia in disgust. George Whitefield soon

after came to Georgia, and though he was continually

itinerating to and from England and through the

northern colonies, stirring up great excitement by his

fiery zeal and energy, yet his labors in Georgia as a

clergyman of the Church of England met with fair

success. The same statement may here be made as in

the case of the Carolinas, that missionaries of the So-

ciety for Propagating the Gospel did what they could

in behalf of religion and the Church; but they were

far too few and ill-supported to accomplish much.

Turning our attention from the southern colonies,

where, as in Virginia, the Church of England was plant-

ed at the date of the earliest settlement in America,

and where it flourished despite the fact of being de-

prived of an essential element in the life and growth of

the Church, viz. episcopal presence and supervision, we
may next glance at the more northerly portion of the

continent. New York (formerly New Netherland) was
first colonized by the Dutch in 1615 onward, and of

course was in its religious character presbyterian, like

the Hollanders at home. In 1664 it was seized by

the English, and became a part of the colonial em-
pire of England. After a time the Church of England

obtained precedence, and for a while was supported by
public tax. Trinity Church was founded in New York

city in 1696; the Kev. W. Vesey was its first rector,

and was also for fifty years commissary of the bishop

of London; it is probably the wealthiest church cor-

poration in the United States. New Jersey (New
Sweden), in like manner, and the banks of the Dela-

ware from the mouth inland, were settled by Swedes in

1638. Later (1676), the Quakers came in as colonists,

and though in religious profession the inhabitants were

principally Presbyterians and Quakers, yet there was
open toleration to all other Christian believers. Mis-
sionaries of the Society for Propagating the Gospel

were at an early day earnestly and zealously at work,

at several points in New Jersey, and besides the names

of Talbot, Beach, and others, that of Dr. T. B. Chandler,

of Elizabethtown, must ever be held in grateful mem-
ory by churchmen. The Protestant Episcopal Church
has always been comparatively strong in New Jersey.

Pennsylvania was founded by William Penn in 1081-

8-2. and. so far as religion was concerned, was tolerant to

all of every name. It deserves to be mentioned, too,

that, as in the early history of Virginia, kindness and

gentleness were displayed towards the native tribes,

and no Quaker blood was ever shed by the Indians-

The first Episcopal Church founded in Pennsylvania

was Christ's Church, Philadelphia, in 109o; and at va-

rious points the missionaries of the Society for Propa-

gating the Gospel were, during the early part of the

18th century, actively engaged in preaching the Gos-

pel. Great ungodliness prevailed in all directions, and

fanaticism, in its most offensive, hurt fid form, displayed

itself; but the clergy labored on, amid every discour-

agement, and their labors were blessed to a large extent.

In all the colonial enterprises thus far, as we have
seen, the Church of England was allowed a reasonably

fair and just privilege of ministering to the wants of

its own people, and extending its boundaries and in-

fluence, as best it could in accordance with the rights

of others. But when we look at New England, and

see what treatment the Church met with there, the

contrast is striking indeed. Here, as is well known,

the first settlers were those called in the ecclesiastical

history of the time Puritans. They were men who
had been engaged in long and fierce contentions with

the established Church in England. They were men
also of stern and unyielding natures, and among them,

the leading ones at least, for good reasons, as they held,

hated the Church with as nearly a perfect hatred as is

possible for man to attain. There was no term in the

vocabulary of reproach which they did not heap upon

the Church and its clergy and members, as well as its

liturgy and services. They refused to allow two cler-

gymen of the Church, who were in New England in

1623-24, to preach and labor in any way in their voca-

tion; and the brothers Browne, two of the original pat-

entees of the Massachusetts Bay Company, who desired

to enjoy the services of the Church of England, and

that too only in a private dwelling, were shipped off in

1629, without ceremony, by Endicott, the governor, on

the ground that they were "factious and evil- condi-

tioned." Thus was begun that series of oppressive ac-

tions and intolerant disregard of the rights of others

which resulted later in the judicial murder of the

Quakers. In a letter, dated April 7. 163(1, when a large

body of Puritans were embarking from England under

Winthrop and Saltonstall. they spoke of themselves as

men " who esteem it an honor to call the Church of

England, whence we rise, our dear mother; and we
cannot part from our native country, where she special-

ly resideth, without much sadness of heart, and many
tears in our eyes; ever acknowledging that such hope

and part as we have obtained in the common salvation

we have received in her bosom, and sucked it from

her breasts." Yet these same men and their succes-

sors, with strange and painful disregard of the plain

meaning of their words, resolved upon and put in prac-

tice intolerance in its most vengeful form. They had

suffered, as they averred, bitter persecution and griev-

ous wrong in England from the "lord bishops" in au-

thority there, who gave no heed to their conscientious

scruples in Church matters; but, so far from showing
forth love and gentleness and kindness and liberality

as regards other people's consciences, they seem, when
the ]iower fell into their hands, to have become, in all

matters relating to religion, harder than the granite

rock ; and, with a spirit as unpitying and hateful as

that of the Inquisition itself, they determined that no

man. woman, or child, where they had strength to stop

it, shoidd ever hold any opinion or have any religious

faith which they, the "lord brethren" of New England,

did not approve. They fined, imprisoned, or banished
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recusants of all sorts. "God forbid." said they, through

Endicott, an impersonation of bigotry, " thai our love

of truth should be so cold that we should tolerate er-

rors!" I hey allowed no one who differed from them

in live among them. Convicted Anabaptists were

"whipped unmercifully." Quakers, who with fanat-

ical \ iolence defied the magistrates and ministers, were

sentenced, after the lirsi conviction, to lose one ear;

after the second, another; after the third, to have the

tongue bored through with a red hot-iron; and sev-

eral of them were put to death; but in 166J Charles

II. by a peremptory order, forbade further outrage

"i miis kind. As to the Indians, though the colo-

ui i- were under chartered obligation to treat them

well and endeavor to convert them to Christianity,

these were looked u] as having no rights to be re-

spected, as wolves, savages, heat ben. and doomed, like

the Canaanites of old, to utter excision as speedily as

possible. It was only such men as Roger Williams in

Rhode Island, and the estimable John Eliot, the Apostle

to the Indians, and the comparatively lew who sympa-

thized with them, that helped to relieve New England

bigotry and intolerance from being denounced as utter-

ly detestable. The Puritans, in carrying out their prin-

ciples, organized what they called churches on th< same

plan of independency as that employed in civil m itters.

They looked upon themselves as under no restraint,

and as owing no obligation or courtesy to their "dear
mot Iter, t lie Church of England," and they thought and

acted as if they could just as readily have— to use a

pet phrase of later days- a church without a bishop as

a state without a king. Of course, under such a condi-

tion of affairs, and with such antagonism and prejudice

against the Church and all appertaining to it. it could

make little or no progress in New England; and it is

a tact to be noted that for some sixty years after the

landing on Plymouth rock there was not a single Epis-

copal church in all that part of the country. It was

not till tin- year 1679 thatCharles II. on the earnest

representation of some of the inhabitants through the

bishop ot London, caused a church to be built in BoS-

ton. William of < (range subsequently settled an annual

bounty of £100 lor endowment.

From ibis time onward, however, owing to the un-

wearied and judicious efforts of the Society for Propa-

gating the ( rospel, something began to be accomplished.

in despite of penal enactments and hitler, uncompro-

mising hatred. Missionaries were sent out to various

points in New England, as well as the other colonies

(except Virginia and Maryland); and as they were

honest, faithful men. abounding in labors, travelling

Over lar^e districts, and ministering the (iospcl to all

whom they met with, they deserve all honor, ami

their labors were not without fruit. Had the < buivb

of England listened to that supplication for bishops

Which went up continually and earnestly, and bad she

been permitted to send out worthy men for the epis-

copal office, the growth and prosperity of the < !hurch in

America would have been vastly greater and more se-

cure; but the ungodliness Of men in power, the ham-
pered condition of t be Established Church, ami tic ac-

tive opposition of the Puritans in New England and of

the dissenters in England as well as their special friends

in America, always succeeded in overpowering the cry

of the destitute and the numerous and powerful remon-

strances of the Society for Propagating the GospeL At

• time there were two nonjuring bishops in America,

viz. l>r. R.Welton and Dr. .1. Talbot
|
1722), the former

in Philadelphia, the latter in Burlington, N.J.; but they
were doI allowed to exercise episcopal functions except

bj stealth, and the government soon after interfered

and put an entire stop to all action on their part. As
calls 88 1704, a missionary of the society took up bis

residence in Newport, I.'. I., and continued there nearly

bait a century. During bis ministry, and that of sev-

eral helpers in tie work, be could not but note the de-

pressing effects of schism and heresy, there being then

quite as many denominations in Rhode Island a- there
have been in subsequent day-. Bishop Berkeley de-

serves to be named in this connection for his noble dis-

interestedness and zeal. In 17'J-~> he entered upon his

ureat philanthropic and Christian enterprise of erecting

a ..ill. ge at Bermuda, to serve as an institution for edu-
cating the children of the planters, and suitable ones
from among tin- natives as missionaries in order to con-

vert the savages to Christianity. In 1728 Berkeley
was in Rhode Island, ami had not the government of

Walpole kept him out of the £20,000 voted, he would
probably have accomplished his benevolent design.
I'be next year be returned to England, and reluctant-

ly gave up bis cherished plan. Some eighteen years
later he caused to be sent as a gift to the library of

Harvard College a very valuable collection of books.

containing such authors as Hooker. Pearson, Harrow.

Hammond, Clarendon, etc., and these no doubt helped

to leaven the minds of some in New England, who.
weary of the despotism of independency, and grieved
ami dist rosed at there being multitudinous sect- of all

kinds and characters, w ere disposed to seek, and did

seek, refuge in the sober, staid, and godly ways of the
( 'hutch of England. It i- also worthy of note here

that early in the 18th century, about thirty-live years

before Berkeley's donation to Harvard College, a libra-

is oi books, similar in character and value to those just

named, had been sent to Yale College, which was now
established in New Haven. At this date there was not

a single Episcopal Church in Connecticut, and very few

families of Church people. There were, however, in this

region, several earnest seekers after truth, dissatisfied

and cheerless iii their then position, among whom may
be named especially Timothy Cutler, an accomplished
scholar, and president of Vale College; Daniel Brown,
one of the tutors: and Samuel Johnson, a Congrega-

tional preacher at West Haven. These, in company
with others in like condition of mind, set to work to

examine into the important subject of the ministry

and doctrines of the apostolic and early Church. The
result was. rather to the astonishment and alarm of

most of their associates, a thorough conviction on their

part that there was no valid ministry except through
the laying-on of the hands of a bishop, and 1 li.rt the

doctrines set forth in the Prayer-1 k are the true and
full expression of the truth of the GospeL * If course.

Messrs. Cutler and Brown could not stay any longer in

Vale ( lollege, which neither recognised nor tolerated the

Church of England in any shape, but, in common with

Congregationalists generally, as we are gravely told,

"entertained fears lest the introduction of Episcopal

worship into the colony should have a tendency gradu-

ally to undermine the foundations of civil and religious

liberty." Accordingly these gentlemen resigned their

positions, and. accompanied by Mr. Johnson, they sailed

for England in November, 1722, were ordained to the

ministry, and (except Mr. Brown, who died of small-

pox returned to America as missionaries of the society

the following year. Dr. Cutler became rector ot Christ's

Church. Boston, and Dr. Johnson was settled at Strat-

ford, Conn. Both of them were among the foremost

men in the colonial Church, and were of especial service

in defending it- claims, warding oil' attacks, and pro-

moting it- growth ami welfare. Both, too, lived till

nearly the close of the colonial period, Dr. Cutler dying

in 1765, Dr. Johnson in 1 77J. In fact, the < hurch in

Connecticut was more than ordinarilj blessed, and we
find that, prior to the Revolution, it was- comparatively

vigorous ;md zealous in good works. The names ot

Beach, Seabury, Jarvis, Hubbard, and others abundant-

ly evince this. Without attempting to go into details,

it may here be slated thai down to the outbreak "I

tb. Revolution, the Society for Propagating the Cos-

pel maintai 1. on an average, thirty clergymen in the

New England slates, and about fifty in the other col-

onies. » in.- list of churches w hich was sent home by a

missionary in 1748 makes the number in New Hamp-
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shire two, in Rhode Island five, in Massachusetts twelve,

in Connecticut seventeen—total, thirty-six. It must be

borne in mind, too, that each missionary was placed in

the centre of an extensive district, and supplied as far

as possible the spiritual wants of the people, whom oft-

times he could reach only by long and even dangerous

journeys to and from distant settlements. The Society-

did all that its means allowed in sending missionaries

in all practicable directions, and it may justly and

properly be noted of its work that when it began its

operations in the colonies, it found but five churches;

and when compelled by the revolt of the colonies to

close its labors, it left the country with some two hun-

dred and fifty churches.

The Church of England in America was peculiarly

unhappy in its position just before and at the period of

the Revolution. It had no popular favor to fall back

upon in those days of trial. It was small in proportion

to other Christian bodies, especially in the north, and it

was hated and despised by the ill-informed multitude,

who regarded it as virtually identical with priestcraft

and tyranny. A considerable number of its clergy, par-

ticularly those who were English-born, felt compelled

by their ordination vows to adhere to the cause of the

king. This was sure to bring distress and trouble upon

them and the Church likewise; for when the disputes

with the mother country reached that crisis which cul-

minated in the war of the Revolution, there could be no

longer any hesitation as to the side which every man
must take. Then it became a necessity for a man to

side with his country or with the king's party; he

must be a patriot, heart and soul, or he must be ranked

with and suffer with the odious Tories. The result was
the abandonment of their fields of labor by most of the

clergy in the employ of the Society for Propagating

the Gospel, who found their only safety in flight to

England or the British provinces ; the closing of nearly

all the churches; and, worse than all, the disgraceful

ruin and defilement heaped upon many church edifices.

It was none the less hard and unjust to American
churchmen to be forced to bear all this in addition to

the trials of war, inasmuch as it is only simple justice

to put it on record, to the perpetual honor of the Church
and the vindication of its members against the freely

circulated charge of lack of patriotism in the great

struggle against the tyranny of the English govern-

ment, that the commander-in-chief of our army was a

churchman, and the first chaplain of Congress was Will-

iam White, a clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal

Church.

2. History subsequent to the Revolution, including the

full organization and entrance on its work of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in the United States.—When,
at last, the war was over, and the independence of the

United States was acknowledged (1783), it became a

matter of immediate concern to those who had hereto-

fore been dependent on England for ordination of cler-

gy, and for efficient and steady help from the Society

for Propagating the Gospel, to ascertain what was now
to be done. Here they were, few in numbers compara-

tively; cut off from all direct connection with the Eng-
lish Church ; having not even the small comfort of be-

ing considered as any longer in the diocese of London;

with no means of helping themselves; no bishops, few

clergy, and these scattered over a large surface of coun-

try; in great perplexity as to the proper course to be

pursued ; and reduced pretty nearly to the condition of

hopeless uncertainty. In Virginia, for instance, at the

beginning of the Revolution, there were 164 churches

and chapels and 91 clergymen; at the close of the great

struggle a large number of these churches had been de-

stroyed ; 95 parishes were extinct or forsaken ; of the

remaining 72, there were 34 without ministerial ser-

vices; while of the 91 clergy only 28 remained. But,

bad and distressing as was the state of affairs, it was
not altogether desperate. The great Head of the

Church did not abandon his people in their trouble.

VIII.—U u

Those brave and honest men who had tried for years

and years to induce the government and Church of

England to allow them to have a bishop—were thor-

oughly- conscious that they must not now give up in

despair. The mean and paltry reasons of state, and
the venomous prejudice that had been stirred up from

this side of the water against the continuous supplica-

tion for a bishop dining marly a century just past —
these could certainly no longer have any force ; for now
there was a new nation in the world, in no wise ham-
pered by any union of Church and State; now it could

not be pretended that there was any danger to public

liberty from the Episcopal Church having and enjoy-

ing what it regards as essential to its very life and
growth. To us, at this day, when a century of exist-

ence has been granted to the United States, and the

Protestant Episcopal Church has proved its right to be
what it has now become, it seems almost incredible

that it could ever have been seriously urged against

that Church that its having bishops of its own was
(in some strange, unaccountable way) hurtful and dan-
gerous to liberty and true patriotism. However singu-

lar it may appear that such an opinion should prevail

among fair-minded, intelligent persons, the fact is indis-

putable; this opinion did prevail, and did cause great

trial and suffering to the Church in America. All

that can be said is, that as prejudice is usually utterly

unreasoning, and will listen to nothing which militates

against its preconceived conclusions, so we have no al-

ternative but to attribute some, at least, of the opposi-

tion to the Episcopal Church to this hard, stony preju-

dice; while it is almost certain that a large part of the

opposition arose from settled hatred towards the Church
and a determination to prevent its growth and influ-

ence. Bishop White's testimony is instructive in this

connection. Writing in 1830, he says, "What a won-
derful change has the author lived to witness in ref-

erence to American episcopacy! He remembers the

ante -revolutionary times, when the presses profusely

emitted pamphlets and newspaper disquisitions on the

question whether an American bishop were to be en-

dured; and when threats were thrown out of throwing

such a person, if sent among us, into the river, although

his agency was advocated for the sole purpose of a com-
munion submitting itself to his spiritual jurisdiction

The order has existed among us for nearly the half of a

century, and not a single complaint has been heard, ei-

ther of usurpation to the injury of any other denomi-

nation, or of arbitrary government within our own."

Organization and union, as far as practicable, were now
of first importance. It was no new thing for the cler-

gy to meet in their several districts from year to year.

This had been done at intervals all through the 18th

century, up to the end of the colonial period. In Vir-

ginia and Maryland, where the Church of England was
established by law, meetings, consisting of a large num-
ber of the clergy and laity, were held in the spring of

1784-85. In Virginia, the chief effort was to rid the

Church of State control, to obtain liberty to act freely

in ecclesiastical matters, and to have the Episcopal

Church incorporated in accordance with the laws of

the state, so as to hold and retain its rights of property

in churches, glebe lands, etc. A general willingness

was expressed of uniting with Episcopal churches in

other states; but ground was taken in regard to bish-

ops and their office and position which alarmed the

Northern churches. The Virginia notion was to re-

duce a bishop to the lowest possible point, to use him
simply for ordaining and confirming, to make him serve

as a parish minister, and be amenable to the conven-
tion, etc. In Maryland, a special effort was made to

secure a bill of rights for the Episcopal Church, for

objects similar to those just named in the case of Vir-

ginia; <; a declaration of certain fundamental rights and
liberties of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Mary-
land" was set forth; and Dr. William Smith was chos-

en to go to England for the purpose of obtaining epis-
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copal nnlcrs. It may be mentioned here that, for van- I

ous and sufficient reasons, 1 >r. Smith did nol obtain the

proper papers, and was never consecrated. Farther

south, a convention, consisting of a small number of

clergy and laity, was held in Charleston, S. C, in 1785-

86. II"- feeling against the Church of England un-

very bitter in thai pari of the country, which had Buf-

fered greatly from the ravages "f the British armies.

This convention, acknowledging the need of the three

orders in the ministry, was willing to go so tar a- a

general approval of union, but stipulated that there

was io be no bishop settled in thai state without the

consent of the Church there. In January, 1784, Dr.

Beach, of New Brunswick, N. J., made a suggesti o

Dr. White, of Philadelphia, and Dr. Provoost,.of New
York, thai a conference of as many of the clergy as

could he conveniently got together he held, to take into

consideration the condition of Church affairs. Previ-

ously to this, in August, 1782, before the recognition of

American independence, and when it seemed as if the

ministry of the Church were almost annihilate,!. Dr.

White had issued a pamphlet, entitled "The Case of

the Episcopal Churches in the United States Consid-

ered." In this pamphlet, which excited considerable

attention, the writer, apprehending the possibility of

the Church being compelled to go forward without

olitaiuiii- the succession from Kile,km d, advocated the

formation of a new body, without bishops in the regular

line—in fact, a new presbyterian denomination. This.

however, was only in case absolute necessity required

such a course, and. as bishop White himself subsequent-

ly stated, il was suggested only for such a possible state

of affairs. The writer was. in realil j , too g 1 a church-

man not to embrace joyfully the opportunity which was

offered three years later of obtaining the succession in

the English line. A meeting of several clergymen from

New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, members of

the Corporation for the Relief of Widows and Children

of Clergymen, was held in New Brunswick, May 11.

1784. At this meeting a number of laymen were also

present, and another meeting was appointed for Octo-

ber in i he sa year in New i'ork. Accordingly, Oct.

6, 1784, some fifteen clergymen from New England,
New Fork, New Jersey, Delaware, and Maryland, and

eleven laymen from the same states, assembled in New
York. The principal result was the making of several

important recommendations, such as. that there he a

General Convention of the Episcopal Church; that

each State -end clerical and lay deputies: that the doc-

trines held by the Church of England he adhered to:

that the Prayer-book he altered only in so far as civil

changes demand: that in any state having a bishop, he

be, ex officio, a member of tic convention: that the

clergy and laity deliberate together, bul vote separate-

ly ; that the first meeting of a general convention he

held in Philadelphia on Tuesday before the feast of St.

Michael, in 1785, etc. Probably the mosl important

benefit secured by the action ol this body was a recog-

nition of the value and need of lay representation as

not only right in itself, hut also in admirable harmony
with the constitution of a republican form of govern-

ment. The New England feeling was quite Btrojig

against the having a lay element in Church councils,

and for a tew years it appeared as if serious discord

might arise, and hinder the union of the churches in

the several states.- hut. happily, the point was conceded.

though with some reluctance, by the Connecticut hi sh-

op and clergy in 1789. (hie oiler point of difference

existed at the time. The Connecticut sentiment was
decidedh in favor of securing a bishop first, and then

!
to act as a fully organized.Church, in passing

laws, revising the liturgy, etc, and such was tin urse

adopted in I li.it slate. I >i. Sai 1 Seahury. hishop-eled.

meeting with annoying difficulties and delays in Eng-
land, was consecrated by Scotch bishops, in November,
17*1. and. on his return home early iii the summer ol

1785, entered at once upon his duties as bishop ol I k>n-

nectii ut. The churches in the middle and more south-

erly portions of the country held .an opposite opinion to

thai entertained in Connecticut and Massachusi it -.and

in accordance therewith went forward, and took various

steps antecedent i" tie- obtaining ol I he succession from

England.

The first meeting of clerg} andlaitj which can prop-

erly he considered as approaching to a general conven-
tion was held iii Philadelphia in September ami « tctober,

1785. Seven Btatea were represented bj 16 clergymen
and 26 laymen. It was hoped that bishop Seabury and
some of the New England clergy might he present;

hut. as they were not satisfied a- yet on several points,

they declined attending. Dr. White was chosen pres-

ident, and Dr. Griffith, of Virginia, secretary, and the

convention proceeded promptly to the work of organ-

ization and revision. A plan for obtaining tie episco-

pal succession, and an address to the archbishops and

bishops of the Church of England were discussed and

agreed upon. These papers were mainlj the produc-

tion of Dr. White, and were manly and dignified in tone

and statement. A draft oi alterations of the liturgy, in

order io adapt il to the existing condition of civil af-

fairs, and to get rid of certain offensive features, was
sul unit ted. as was also an " Ecclesiastical Constitution ;"

and the work went on vigorously till the close ol the

session. Oct. 7. The committee on altering and im-
proving the Prayer-book were Drs. White, W. Smith,
and Wharton. They were authorized to make changes
of various kinds, "but in such a manner that noth-

ing in form or substance he altered j" to accompany the

volume with "a proper preface or addle--, setting forth

the reason and expediency of the alterations;" and to

publish the work for the use of Episcopal churches.

The result of their labors was the " Proposed Book," as

it is known in Church history. The major pan of the

alterations were made by Dr. Smith: and these altera-

tions, both as to matter and spirit, deserve the attention

of every student of our history. Besides a large num-
ber of verbal changes, the article " He descended into

hell," in the Apostles' Creed, .and the Nicene and Atha-

nasian Creeds, were ejected: the -Article- of Religion"

wire reduced to twenty: a calendar and table of holy-

days were set forth: a long preface (the basis ol the

preface to the Book of Com i Prayer as it now is)

was added, etc. The volume proved to be quite unsat-

isfactory. Its changes were looked upon a- too radical

by many of the clergy and com enl ions; .and hardly had
the i k been issued before it became evident that the

Church was not ready or willing to accept it. from

every quarter, when state conventions met, amendments
were proposed and urged upon the attention of the

Church : and nowhere was the book adopted, except ill

a few churches for temporary use. Hi-hop White says

it was -;i great error" to print the 1 k at all in it- then

condition, and still more to print a large edition in hope

of getting, by its sale, pecuniary returns to be used tor

charitable purposes. It was a crude and ill-digested

affair, and it never received the first sanction of the

Church. Subsequent general conventions ignored it

altogether, and ii will ever remain as the "Proposed
Hook," not the Book ofComi Prayer which was later

adopted, .and is the Church's perroani nl heritage.

At the meeting of the next convention in Philadel-

phia, June 20, 17m;. ten clergy and eleven laymen were
present. The prospect was bj no means encouraging.

Indeed, as bishop White states,"the convention as-

semhled under circmnsi anc. - which bore Strong ap-

pearances of a dissolution ol tie union in this early

stage of it." The correspond* nc< with t he archbishops

and bishops in England made il evident that there was
an apprehension existing in lie ir minds that the Amer-
ican Episcopal Church was scarcely sound in the faith,

and they answered cautiously and with reserve in re-

gard to the application for the episcopate. This was
quite natural, and it need occasion no surprise thai they

objected to many of the alterations in the l'rayer-hook,
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and to various features in the "Ecclesiastical Consti-

tution," as it was then arranged. Renewed and dis-

tinct assurances were expected from the American

Church that there was no intention whatever on its

part of departing from the Church of England in doc-

trine, or in discipline and worship, except in so far as

changed civil relations made it necessary, before the

venerable prelates were willing to act as they were

asked to do. There was also considerable unpleasant

feeling excited by an expressed determination of sev-

eral members of the convention (Provoost and K. Smith

especially) to throw doubt upon the validity of bishop

Seabury's orders, obtained from the line of the Scotch

nonjuring bishops. The convention showed its good

sense and discretion by refusing to take any action in-

imical to the bishop of Connecticut or his position ; a

resolution simply was passed advising the churches

then represented in convention not to receive ministers

ordained by any bishop in America, during the appli-

cation pending to the English bishops for episcopal

consecration. "A General Constitution of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in the United States," freed

from some serious former objections, was agreed upon,

as also an answer to the letter from the archbishops

and bishops of the Church of England. This latter,

with the constitution, it was hoped and expected wotdd

give entire satisfaction. At an adjourned meeting held

in Wilmington, Del., in October, 1780, the letter just

before received from the archbishops and bishops, with

forms of testimonials and the act of parliament author-

izing the consecration of bishops for foreign countries,

were read, and appropriate action was taken. A de-

claratory "Act of the General Convention of Clerical

and Lay Deputies of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Delaware, and South Carolina" was passed ; and it

was determined, in accordance with the earnest recom-

mendation of the archbishops and bishops, to restore the

omitted article (descent into hell) in the Apostles' Creed,

and to put back in its proper place in the Prayer-book

the Nicene Creed. At the same time it was resolved

that the Athanasian Creed be omitted altogether, only

one clergyman voting in its favor. Testimonials were
signed in behalf of Dr. White, Dr. Provoost, and Dr.

Griffith, bishops elect respectively of Pennsylvania,

New York, and Virginia. The convention refused to

give a like testimonial in favor of Dr. W. Smith, bish-

op elect of Maryland. On Nov. 2, 1786, Drs. White
and Provoost embarked for England, and arrived on

the 20th; Dr. Griffith, for personal reasons, was unable

to accompany them. When they reached London, they

were introduced to the archbishop by the American
minister, John Adams, who, as bishop White says, in

his Memoirs, "in this particular, and in every in-

stance in which his personal attentions could be either

of use or as an evidence of his respect and kindness,

continued to manifest his concern for the interests of a

Church of which he was not a member." After some
little delay, owing to Parliament not being in session,

the consecration took place, Sunday, Feb. 4, 1787, in

Lambeth chapel. The two archbishops, and the bish-

ops of Path and Wells and of Peterborough, united in

the solemn act of giving the apostolic succession to the

American Church.* The new bishops very soon left

England for home, and, after a long voyage of some
seven weeks, arrived in New York on the afternoon of

Easter-day, April 7. Thus, at last, was secured for the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States the

long and earnestly sought-for privilege of having its

organization rendered complete; thus, too, from this

date it took its place as a distinct national branch of

the Church of Christ, with all the privileges and duties

and responsibilities thereunto attached.

* This was certainly a connection by ordination witli the
Established church of England, but whether it. waa truly
i\n y apostolic succession," is a very different question,
which we do not think this the proper place to discuss.—Ed.

The General Convention of 1789 assembled, July 28,

in Philadelphia, bishop White presiding; bishop Pro-

voost was absent. There were seventeen clergymen and
sixteen laymen present from seven states, including

South Carolina; but none came from New England.
An application was made by the clergy of Massachusetts

and New Hampshire, asking for the consecration of

the Rev. Edward Bass as bishop. This application was
placed on the ground that there were now three bish-

ops (the proper canonical number) in America, and that,

consequently they were fully able to act in the premises.

A resolution was unanimously passed "that, in the opin-

ion of this convention, the consecration of the Right
Rev. Dr. Seabury to the episcopal office is valid." and
the general sentiment was strongly in favor of compli-
ance with the request of the Massachusetts clergy.

There was, however, an obstacle which hindered this

compliance at this time, viz., the obligation which bish-

ops White and Provoost felt themselves to lie under to

the English bishops, not to consecrate any to the epis-

copal office until there were three in the English line

in the United States. Dr. Griffith, in May, 1789, relin-

quished his appointment as bishop elect of Virginia,

and died in Philadelphia during the session. Hence,
it was thought best not to act at present upon the ap-
plication from Massachusetts. A body of canons, ten

in number, was adopted; a General Constitution of the

Church was agreed upon in substance; an appropriate

address was prepared, thanking the archbishops of Can-
terbury and York for their good offices in regard to the

episcopate ; also, an address was sent to the President

of the United States, which was courteously answered
by Washington ; and the convention adjourned, August
8, to meet again in the same place, Sept. 29. An
important part of the object of this adjourned session

was to secure the union of the churches in New Eng-
land with those already joined together. This was
now happily accomplished. Bishop Seabury appeared,

and took his place as a member of the convention, as

did also deputies from Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
New Hampshire. The third article of the constitution

was modified so as to secure to the bishops the right to

assemble and act as a separate house, in originating

measures, etc.; they also were to have from this time
a negative on the action of the lower bouse, unless ad-
hered to by a four-fifths vote. The bishops then with-
drew and organized as a house. Bishop Provoost being

absent on account of illness, bishop Seabury took the
chair. From this date there have been two houses,

whose concurrent action is necessary to the adoption
of any legislation, the bishops also (since 1808) having
the full negative on the action of the other house.

The convention now entered upon its most important
work, which was to provide and place on a firm foun-

dation the Book of Common Prayer for the American
Church. The English liturgy was made the basis, and
though entire independence of action was claimed by
the House of Deputies, as if there were no book of any
authority or obligation now in existence, yet there was,
after all, a sense of the propriety and fitness of varying
as little as possible from the Book of Common Prayer
of the Church of England. Five committees were ap-
pointed, to whom were assigned different portions of

the work, and they discharged their duties witli as

much expedition as was practicable. The result, as

soon as agreed upon by the house, was sent to the bish-

ops for their action. The alterations were principally

verbal, and for the purpose of adapting the services to

the needs and uses of a Church situate as the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church in the United States was and
is. An office of Visitation of Prisoners, a service for

Thanksgiving Day, and an order of Family Prayer
were added, as also Selections of Psalms to be used in-

stead of those for the day, Tate and Brady's version
of the Psalms, and some hymns in metre. One notice-

able change was made in the Communion Office, i. e.

putting in their proper place the oblation and the invo«
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cation of the Holy Spirit, as round in the iir-t Prayer-

book ol Edward Vl.and also in the Scotch Communion

Service. This was due mainly to bishop Seabury, who

was under something of a pledge to the Scotti

ops to secure this change, if possible. The meekness

and wisdom of bishop White were clearly evident in

i his matter, as in everything. He was always ready to

yield where principle was nol violated, and he puts il

1,11 record that his discussions with bishop Seabury were

entirely amicable and satisfactory to both parties. " I"

this day," he says, "there arc recollected with satisfac-

tion the hours which were Bpenl with bishop Seabury

on the important subjects which came before them, and

especially the Christian temper which he- manifested

all along." The Apostles' and Nicene Creeds were

adopted with hearty assent by the convention. A ru-

bric was prefixed to the former, as follows: "And any

churches may omil the words 'he descended into hell,' or

may, instead of them, use the words 'he went into the

place of departed spirits.' which arc considered as words

of the same meaning in the Creed." Bishop Seabury

desired much to have the Athanasian Creed inserted,

not as obligatory on all. as in the Church of England,

but as permissory lor those wishing to use it ; but, as

bishop White states, the House of Deputies " would not

allow of the creed in any shape." The consideration

of the " Articles of Religion" was postponed to a subse-

quenl convention. The Book of Common Prayer was

formally ratified by the bishops, clergy, and laity in

convention, Oct. L6, 17.s:»: " This Convention having,

in their present session, set forth .1 Book of Common
Prayer,and Administration of the Sacraments, and oth-

, r Rites and C( remonies of the Church, do hereby estab-

lish the said Book; and they declare it to he the Lit-

urgy of this church, and require that ii he received as

such by all the members of the same: and this Book

shall be in use from ami after the first day of October,

in the year of our Lord i<nf thousand seven hundred

and ninety." A number of canons were passed in re-

gard to episcopal visitations, publishing a list of the

clergy, observance of the Cord's day. etc. The conse-

cration of Dr. I'.ass was deferred. Dr. Madison, .it Vir-

ginia, was consecrated bishop in England, Sept. I'.'.

1790; and thus the full number ol bishops was secured

through the English line. Two years later the conse-

crati >f Dr.Claggett as bishop of .Man land united

both lines in the American episcopate, bishop Seabury

being present ami joining in the solemn act.

I he convention of 171)2 met. in New York Sept. 11.

There were five bishops, nineteen clerical and fourteen

lay deputies in attendance, and the session lasted seven

days. The Ordinal ua- revised and set forth, the alter-

ations being few. An alternate form at the ordination

of priests was furnished ; instead of " Receive the I loh

Ghost for the office and work of a priest in the Church

of (iod. now committed unto thee by the imposition of

our hands; whose sins thou dost forgive, they are for-

given; and whose sins thou dost retain, they are re-

tained. And he thou. "etc.; the bishop ordering is al-

lowed to say, "Take thou authority to execute the

office of a priest in the < Jhurch of (iod. now committed

to thee by the imposition of our hands. And he thou."

etc The consideration of the Articles was further post-

poned. An act was passed " for supporting mission-

aries to preai h I
he < lospel on the frontii ra of the

United states." in which it was recommended that

annual sermons he preached in all the churches, that

collections he made, and missionaries he sent out as

:.i\ be. these being under the canonical juris-

diction of the bishop of Pennsylvania. "Agreeably
to i he requirement of a canon adopted at the last con-

vention, a list of the clergy of the Church is printed in

the appendix to the journal, [ncluding the bishops,

the number given is one hundred ami eighty-four, no

lists having been handed in from New Hampshire ami

Massachusi tts, and there being no mention of the nnm-
n at that lime in North ( aiolina and

on the Western frontiers. 'With every allowance there

could not have been more than two hundred, the rep-

resentatives of nearly two thousand who. with English
orders, had labored on the American continent since its

earliest attempted settlement, two hundred and fifty

years before" (Perry). One other matter deserves to

he put mi record here, not only because of the impor-
tance of the object had iii view, both a- n uard- one
of the most influential denominations in the United
States ami the Protestant Episcopal Church, but also

because of the entire failure at that date of so earnest

and truly catholic a movement. We give it in the

language of bishop White :
" Bishop Madison had com-

municated to the author, mi their journey from Phila-

delphia to New York, a design which he had much at

heart that of effecting a reunion with the Method-
ists; and he was so sanguine a- to believe that by an

accommodation to them in a few instances, they would
he induced to give up their peculiar discipline, and
conform to the Leading parts of the doctrine, the wor-
ship, and the discipline of the Episcopal Church. It

is to he noted that he had no idea of comprehending
them, on the condition of their continuing embodied,
as at present. On this there was communicated to

him an intercourse held with Dr. Coke, one of the su-

perintendents of that society which might have shown
I., bishop Madison how hopeless all endeavors

a junction must pmve. Nevertheless, he persisted in

his well-meant design. The result of this was his in-

troducing into the House of Bishops a proposition,

which his brethren, after some modifications, approving

of the motive, hut expecting little as the result of it,

consented to send to the other house." 'I he proposi-

tion (as given by bishop White) was placed on a broad

and liberal hasis. leaving most of matters to future

discussion and settlement at a subsequent convention.

••On the reading of this in the House of Clerical and

Lay Deputies, they were astonished, and considered it

as altogether preposterous; tending to produce distrust

of the stability of the system of the Episcopal Church,
without the least prospect of embracing any other re-

ligious body. The members generally stated, as a mat-

ter of indulgence, that they would permit the with-

drawing of the paper, and no notice to he taken of it.

A few gent lemon, how e\ cr. \\ ho had -ot some slight in-

timations of the correspondence between Or. Coke and

the author, who would have been gratified by an ac-

commodation with the Methodists, and who thought

that the paper sent was a Step in measures to be taken

to that effect, spoke in favor of the proposition. Hut it.

was not to he endured; and the bishops silently with-

drew it, agreeably to ]ea\ e gh en." Bishop White gives,

in addition, the letter of Or. Coke, and an account of

several interviews had with him. The letter is ai

instructive one in many respects, and Bhowswhal Dr.

Coke thought of his supposed "episcopal" character,

derived from John Wesley; bishop White's remarks

and statements also are worthy of grave consideration.

The subject lias been more than once agitated, and

sunn limes men ha\ e l« come sanguine of t» ing all. to

effejcl the end desired: hut as the question of ordina-

tion still holds the place which it did in Dr. Coke's

day. and the Methodist ministers almost Certainly can-

not be brought to acknowledge the obligation of being

ordained by our bishops in order to officiate in our

churches, we apprehend that there never has been any
real probability of bringing the Methodists to a sense

..i the duty and propriety of becoming reunited t.. the

church a i
whose altars John Wesley always ministered,

ami whi.h heal least was never willing to abandon.
( Kving to the pre\ alence of epidemic disease in Phil-

adelphia and iis \ ieiniu . the convention of 1795 was
hut thinly at tended, and from the same cause no con-

vention was held in 1798. A special convention, how-
cver.mel in Philadelphia, June 11,1799. Eight states

were represented, nineteen clerical and ten lay deputies

being present Bishop Seabury, who had .lied in 1796,
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was succeeded by bishop Jarvis, consecrated Sept. 18,

1797. Dr. E. Smith was made bishop of South Caro-

lina in 1795, and Dr. Bass of Massachusetts in 1797.

At this convention an attempt was made to obtain its

approval of Dr. U. Ogden, bishop elect of New Jersey;

but it failed entirely, and Dr. Ogden a few years later

joined the Presbyterians. A proposition was made to

hold General Convention every rive years; a form of

consecration of a church or chapel was set forth ; and

seventeen articles were reported and read. These were

ordered to be laid over, and printed in the journal.

The clergy-list gives seven bishops and two hundred

and twelve clergymen. At the convention of 1801,

held at Trenton, N. J., Sept. 8, it was announced that

bishop Provoost had resigned his jurisdiction as bishop

of New York. Under the circumstances it was deemed

right to consecrate Dr. Benjamin Moore as his assist-

ant, the principle being distinctly stated that bishop

Provoost was bishop during his life, and that bishop

Moore was simply assistant or coadjutor, competent to

all episcopal duty, but still to act in concurrence with

bishop Provoost. The principal work of the conven-

tion was the final settlement of the question as to arti-

cles of religion. The printing of the seventeen arti-

cles, in the journal of 1799, produced one good result,

viz., showing how difficult it was and would be to agree

upon a new set of articles for the Protestant Episcopal

Church, and leading the minds of the convention to a

ready acceptance of the Thirty-nine Articles of the

Church of England. It was bishop White's view that

these articles were really "the acknowledged faith of

the Church" all along, and that the safest and most

satisfactory course was to make certain necessary

changes, arising out of the actual condition of affairs,

and then to adopt the Thirty-nine entire. This was
accordingly done, and, as bishop White states, the arti-

cles "were adopted by the two houses of convention,

without their altering even the obsolete diction in

them ; but with notices of such changes as change of

situation had rendered necessary." Article VIII was
amended by leaving out the Athanasian Creed. Arti-

cle XXI, on general councils, was omitted, the reason

being given in a note, " because it is partly of a local

and civil nature, and is provided for, as to the remain-

ing parts of it, in other articles." The XXXVth Arti-

cle, on the homilies, was retained, with a note added
suspending "the order for the reading of said homilies

in churches until revision of them may conveniently

be made, for the clearing of them, as well from obsolete

words and phrases as from the local references." Arti-

cle XXXVI was altered in so far as to set forth that

the ordinal of 1792 contained the Church's views and
principles on this important point. Article XXXVII
in the English Prayer-book was omitted, and a new one

substituted, " Of the Power of the Civil Magistrate."

The articles as a whole were then ratified by both

houses of convention, and they have ever since held

their place in the Prayer-book and standards of the

Church. Bishop White's remarks, in this connection,

deserve to be quoted: "The object kept in view, in all

the consultations held, and the determinations formed,

was the perpetuating of the Episcopal Church on the

ground of the general principles which she had inher-

ited from the Church of England ; and of not separating

from them, except so far as either local circumstances

required, or some very important cause rendered proper.

To those acquainted with the system of the Church of

England, it must be evident that the object here stated

was accomplished on the ratification of the Articles."

3. History of the Protectant Episcopal Church since

the beginning of the century.— The standards of the

Church having thus been adopted and secured, in the

final setting-forth of the Book of Common Prayer, its

history and progress since that date are those of a com-
pletely organized branch of the Catholic Church. That
it did not at once expand itself and cover the land is sad-
ly true, and that it has had in later years its times of

sore trial and despondency is equally true. There was
unhappily in the early part of the century a lack of

thorough education in Church principles; there were
the prevalence of sectarianism, jealousy felt by the

various Protestant denominations, the sleepless enmity

of the Roman Church towards the Protestant Epis-

copal Church, and wide-spread ungodliness on every

hand, resulting in spiritual torpor and almost death.

For a time it seemed (as Dr. Hawks says of Virginia)

as if naught but "gloomy darkness" enveloped the

Church. By a strange combination of circumstances,

the act of the legislature of Virginia confiscating the

glebes and Church property, which was resisted on the

ground of being clearly illegal, became law by the

death of the presiding judge in the court of appeals

the night before he was to deliver the decision, all

written out, securing to the Church its just rights.

The effect upon the Church in Virginia was fearful

and well-nigh disastrous, especially in the ruin and
utter abandonment of church edifices and the dying-

out of religion in every shape among the people. Even
when, in 1814, a brighter day began to dawn, "the
journals of the convention by which bishop R. C. Moore
was elected show the presence of but seven clergymen

and seventeen laymen. We look back upon the past,

and are struck with the contrast. Seven clergymen

were all that could be convened to transact the most
important measure which our conventions are ever

called upon to perform, and this in a territory where
once more than ten times seven regularly served at the

altar. We look back still farther, and find the Church,

after the lapse of two hundred years, numbering about

as many ministers as she possessed at the close of the

first eight years of her existence" (Hawks). In Mary-
land and its neighbor Delaware, matters were hardly

any better. " In 1803 there was a spirit of indifference

to religion and the Church too extensively prevalent

in the parishes ; nearly one half of them were vacant

;

in some, all ministerial support had ceased. Some few

of the clergy had deserted their stations; and of the

residue, several, disheartened and embarrassed by in-

adequate means of living, had sought subsistence in

other states. Infidelity and fanaticism were increas-

ing; and, on the whole, there never was a time when
ministers were more needed, or when it was more diffi-

cult to obtain them" (Hawks). Such was the state of

things in general at the South in the early part of the

19th century. Further North, in New York, New Jer-

sey, Connecticut, and much of New England, the pros-

pects wyere more cheering. The consecration of John
Henry Hobart as assistant to bishop B.Moore of New
York, May 29, 1811, and of Alexander Viets Griswold

for the eastern diocese (i. e. Massachusetts, Rhode Isl-

and, New Hampshire, and Vermont) at the same date,

were indications of healthy growth. The former be-

came especially prominent, during his episcopate of

nearly twenty years, as the representative of what are

called " High-Churchmen"* in the Protestant Episcopal

Church, and his influence on the character, claims, and
position of the Church in the United States, in the es-

timate of his own people as well as the various Chris-

tian bodies among whom he lived, can hardly be over-

valued. No one could possibly, or did, misunderstand

him, and he was so resolute withal in the open avowal
of his principles and convictions, and so ready to defend

them on all occasions, even that " unchurching" dogma,

as many like to call it, that it may be doubted if any
bishop or clergyman of the Protestant Episcopal Church

* Perhaps it may be well to say here that the terms
or appellations '• High-Churchman," " Low-Churchman,"
"evangelical," "ritualist or ritualistic," etc., are used
simply for convenience, and to save repeated periphrases.
The writer of these pages neither affirms nor denies the
applicability of the words to or about those specially con-
cerned. No disrespect, is meant to any one, on the one
hand, by the use of terms, nor, on the other, is any claim
of superiority made in behalf of those to whom the word
is applied.
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r done so much as John Henry Hobart in defin-

ing the position and claims, and educating, so to peak,

the whole Church to the adoption of fixed and settled

views on this important subject, 1 >i>li<-[> Hobart's per-

sonal character and devotion to his work, his i nques-

tioned purity of purpose in all that he did, hi- life-

arid cordial correspondence « ith bishop White
(whom no one ever charged with being a High-Church-

ngthened, undoubtedly, his influence; and even
those who differed with him, and represented whal are

called • Low-Church" views and principles, could not but

a high-toned, conscientious advocate of princi-

ples i" which they were, with equal conscientiousness,

totally opposed. It is not, probably, too much to affirm

thai the steadfast adherence of the Protestant Episco-

pal Church i" its standards of doctrine, discipline, and

worship, and its fixed and often expressed determina-

tion (through the General Convention and its action),

never to recede from its attitude towards either Rome
or Protestants of various names, are due in great meas-

ure to the labors, teaching, and publications of bishop

Hobart, and the large number of clergymen and laymen

« bo ii.i\ e been educated in the Church principles n itb

which his name is associated.

The act inn of the General < 'on vent ion. from this time

onward, lias been devoted to legislating for the best in-

terests of the Church, and as far as possible to baking

such stops as arc calculated, under God's blessing, to

promote the increase of faith and holy obedience, to

guard against the intrusion of error and unsound doc-

trine, and to place various matters of doubt or differ-

ence of opinion on such a footing that the largest toler-

ation I"- allowed, in these respects, consistent with pre-

serving the faith once delivered to the saints and the

maintenance of apostolic truth and order. In 1804 a

''Course of Ecclesiastical Studies" was set forth by the
bishops, and it slili remains in its original shape, ii.it-

v. ithstanding that many and valuable works, in the si \ -

era! departments of theology, have since been published,

and are in use in our seminaries and s.d Is of divin-

ity. The General Convention of 1871, in its canon on
examinations for orders, says : "In all these examina-

rence shall be had. a- closely as possible, to

the course of study established by the House of Bishops,

and to the hooks therein recommended, or equivalent

works of more recent date." In 1808 bhe bishops, in a

message to the House of Deputies, who had asked For

the enactment of the English canon concerning mar-

I

i— d thi ir doubts as to the propriety of en-

tering upon the question; and at a later date (1841)

there were two reports of committees presented on this

the majority adverse to legislation, the minor-

ity in favor of enacting the canon. Thus the matter

Stands, the civil law being supreme, except in regard to

marriage of divorced persons, which is as follows: "No
minister of ibis Church shall knowingly, after due in-

quiry, solemnize the marriage of any person who has

a divorced husband or w ife still living, if Buch husband
or wife has been put away for any cause arising after

marriage; but this canon shall not be held to apply to

theinuocent party in a divorce for the cause of adultery.

or to parties once divorced seeking to be muted again"

see Hoffman, Law ofth Protestant Episcopal Church,

]>. 71 84). The words of bishop White ought to be

quoted in this ci ection: " < m a retrospect of the

us of this convention there is entertained the

i it did not end without a general tendency to

consolidate the communion ; although, in the course of

the business, there had been displayed, more than in

any other convention, the influence of some notions

leading far wide of that rational devotion which this

Church has inherited from the Church of England.
The .spirit her.- complained of \>as rather moderated
than raised higher during the session. But it being

liable to be combined with schemes of personal conse-

quence, there i- no Foreseeing to what lengths it may
extend in future" In 181 I the subject of a th

seminary was discussed, and the need of such an insti-

tution began to be evident Three years later its or-

ganization was resolved upon, and initiatory measures

0] ted. It- offio rs, course of study, etc., wew
finally agreed upon in 1820, and it began its work.
The seminary was removed from New Haven to New
Jfork, and the next year it was finally established as
•

I he General Theological Seminary of the Protestant

Episcopal church in the United State-." By this ac-

tion, however, it was distinctly understood that there

was to be no hindrance to any state or diocese estab-

lishing a seminary of its own. Time has shown the
wisdom of ilds policy of non-interference; lor. in con-
sequence of the vast extent of territory of the United
states, ii i- i, Mind to l"- simply impossible to gather all

the candidates for orders in the Church within the walls

of the seminary in New York. We may mention here
that ilnre are divinity schools ,, r seminaries in Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio,

Wisconsin, and other Western slates and diocest -. \t

this convention the identity of the Protestanl Episco-

pal church with the i burch of England was declared

in the following terms : "It having been credibly stated

to the House oi Bishops that piestions in reference

to property devised, he ion- the Revolution, to congrega-
t ions belonging to the ' < Ihurch of England,' and to uses

connected with that name, some doubts have been en-

tertained in regard to the identity of the body to which
the two names have been applied, the House think it

expedient to make the declaration, and to request the

concurrence of the House oft Lerical and Lay Deputies

therein, that 'The Protestant Episcopal church in the

United States of America' is the same body heretofore

known in these slates by the name of -The Church of

England;' the change of name, although not of re-

ligious principle in doctrine, or m worship, or in dis-

cipline, being induced by a characteristic of the < Ihurch

of England, supposing the independence of Christian

churches, under i he di tic rent sovereignties tow hich, re-

spectively, their allegiance in civil concerns belongs. Bui

that, when the se^ erance a 11m led to took place, and ever

since, the < ihurch conceives of herself as professing and

acting on the principles of the < Ihurch of England is evi-

dent from the organizations of our conventions, and from

their subsequent proceedings as recorded in the jour-

nals, to which, accordingly, this convention r< er for

satisfaction in the premises. But ii would be contrary

to fact were any one to infer that the discipline exer-

cised in this Church, or that any proceedings therein,

tire at all dependent on the will of the civil or of the

ecclesiastical authority of any foreign country." The
result of this declaration was, some twelve years later

in Vermont, where the Society for Propagating the

Gospel had formerly owned lands, "thai all the mate-

rial points of law were settled in favor of the Church."

At this session also I he const i i ut ion of the I
' mestlC

.and Foreign .Missionary Society ot the < Ihurch was per-

fected, and the American Church has since done much
—though not so much as it might and ought to have

done in preaching the Gospel in the waste places in

our own land, and in sending the lighl of Christian

truth and power to heathen lands and peoples. From
lliis date the (lunch seems t0 have experienced more

fully than before the goodness and mercy of Cod in

Sending his -race upon ii. and to have given plain indi-

cations of healthy increase in the various parts of our

country.—Following the uniform plan, adopted under

bishop White's gentle but firm guidance and ti

of keeping clear of entanglements, the convention, in

1820, refused to allow the officiating of persons not reg-

ularly ordained; and such i~ the law at the present

day: "No minister in charge of any congregation of

ibis Church, or. in case of vacancy orabsi nee, no church-

wardens, vestrymen, or trustees ot' the COngTl

shall permit anj person to officiate therein without Buffi-

cienl e\ idence of his being duly licensed or ordained to

minister in this Church." Hence, whatever individual
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clergymen may venture to do in such cases in the way
of inviting ministers of various sorts into their churches,

it is always to be borne in mind that they do it of their

own will and pleasure, and in violation of the canon

which they have promised to obey. As a further illus-

tration of the Church's policy, it may be noted that, in

1823, an offer was made by the Colonization Society

that the Episcopal Church should send a delegate to

act with that society in its benevolent plans. It was

deemed inexpedient to accept the offer, the bishops

holding that the objects of this society were "more of

a political than religious nature."— At the convention

of 182(3 bishop Hobart presented a plan for shortening

the morning service, in respect to the Psalter, the Les-

sons, Litany, etc., and also for improving and rendering

more effective the confirmation service in the Prayer-

book. Quite unexpectedly, considerable excitement fol-

lowed this proposal, and three years later, when the

sense of the state conventions became known as ad-

verse to any changes in the services, the plan was
quietly dismissed from all further consideration. 80

strung is the conservative element in the councils of

the Church, and so great is the unwillingness to make
any—even the least—changes in the Prayer-book, that

daily morning and evening prayer, with all that be-

long to them, have continued to be, and are, obligatory

in their entire fulness. It is tolerably certain, however,

that some, if not many, of the wisest and most devoted

among the clergy would gladly welcome a permissory

use of a shorter form of daily service for certain occa-

sions, and under certain circumstances, where it would
tend to greater edification and obviate some of the

vulgar objections against liturgical forms and services.

Something looking to this result was accomplished by an

expression of the views of the bishops, at the General

Convention of 1856 ; but at the next convention (1859)
it was evident, from the course of debate on the " Memo-
rial," as it was called, and the general sense of the House
of Deputies, that the Church was not then, nor has it

since been, ready to make any ventures in the direction

of liturgical relaxation and Church comprehension.

In the " Great West," as it used to be called, it be-

came plain at this date that the Protestant Episcopal

Church had a work of no ordinary interest and impor-

tance to perform. The rapid filling-up of the states

west of the Alleghanies, and the sad fact that, in the

race for life and increase of wealth and power, religion,

in any and every form, was almost wholly ignored,

caused no little anxiety and concern to thoughtful men
in the older states; for it was too certain not to be

clearly seen that if the West were to be abandoned to

chance efforts and the zeal of a few religious men here

and there, the result would be that that portion of the

country would grow up into might and wealth virtual-

ly heathen or infidel, and would be without the restrain-

ing bonds of Christian faith and morals, and the civiliz-

ing and elevating influences of the Gospel of Christ.

In the good providence of God, there was a man, named
Philander Chase, whose heart was turned in this direc-

tion. After considerable experience in missionarv la-

bors in various quarters, Chase set out for Ohio in 1817,

determined to give himself to the work of an evange-
list in that part of the United States. His labors were
blessed, and he seemed to be the very man for the work
to be done; hence, in 1819 he was consecrated bishop

of Ohio. Every kind of labor and toil came upon him,

but he bore up under it all. Yet the deep conscious-

ness that, if the Gospel was to be preached, there must
be men to do it—men, too, educated and trained for this

special work, in a new country and among new settlers

—pressed heavily upon his mind, and caused him to re-

volve anxiously what he was to do in such a state of

affairs. He concluded to visit England, and to beg for

means to found a college and seminary in Ohio for the
education of young men for the ministry. I be voyage
was undertaken (though its expediency was doubted liy

many), and bishop Chase obtained in all some thirty to

forty thousand dollars in aid of his much-cherished ob-

ject. He returned home in July, 1824, and during the

next two years was busily engaged in laying the foun-

dation of Kenyon College and the Theological Semina-
ry at Gambier (both names being derived from prom-
inent donors to the cause). In due time the college

went into operation, bishop Chase assuming the presi-

dency. Nut long after, however, there anise differences

of opinion between him and the professors as to the ex-
tent of the bishop's powers in this office. The conven-
tion of the diocese sustained the professors, which led to

an immediate resignation by the sturdy old man, not
only as president of the college, but also as bishop of

Ohio. This was in September, 1831, and the case of hid

resignation of the diocese came before the General Con-
vention of 1832. The House of Bishops pointedly cen-
sured abandonment of the diocese under such circum-
stances; but, in order that the Church should not suffer

harm, the bishops united with the other House in ap-
proving the election of Dr. C. P. Mcllvaine, who was
consecrated bishop of Ohio, Oct. 31, 1832. Bishop
Chase, we may mention here, continued his course west-

ward, and was elected to the episcopate of Illinois in

1835. He visited England again, received further lib-

eral donations in aid of the cause of Christian educa-
tion, and founded another institution, which he called

Jubilee College. For this he obtained, in 18T7, a char-

ter to his mind on the point of the bishop's control in

its affairs. Since those days, headed by the venerable

Jackson Kemper, missionary bishop of the North-west,

sent out in 1835, the Protestant Episcopal Church has

not been altogether unmindful of its duty and privilege

;

and all through that vast field beyond the Mississippi,

even to the Pacific Ocean, there are heralds of the cross

engaged in their sacred vocation. The episcopate, since

1859, has been coextensive with the boundaries of the

United States; and the Church, in its complete organ-

ization, has been, and is, striving to bring men to the

obedience of the faith of Christ.

The venerable William White, in the fiftieth year of

his episcopate, was called away to his rest, July 17, 1836.

His name will ever be held in grateful memory by the
Church in America, as well for the long-continued and
earnest labors in its behalf which he was permitted to

perform, as for the wisdom and judgment of his course

on all occasions during a life extended far beyond the or-

dinary limit allotted to man. Meekness and gentleness,

a large-hearted liberality, a spirit of genuine toleration,

a willingness to yield for peace' sake in all matters

where principle was not. in his judgment, clearly in-

volved—these and the like qualities fitted him admira-
bly for the station he was called upon, in God's provi-

dence, to fill ; and we may with reverent thankfulness

trace the indications of God's goodness and mercy to

his Church in America, that such a man was raised

up to take large share in its early struggles and histo-

ry, and to live to so great an age as to see the " little

one become a thousand," and the grain of mustard-
seed grow up, and become a tree, and shoot out great

branches. Bishop White's biographer and intimate

friend, Dr. B. Wilson, classes him among " the Low-
Church divines, as they were called in England, of the

established Church in that country," and the good
bishop has been claimed as representing that portion

of the clergy in the Protestant Episcopal Church to

whom the same title has been applied. Doubtless,

bishop White was not what is termed a " High-Church-
man;" for, though he was on terms of great intimacy
with bishop Hobart (of whom we have before spoken),

and entertained for him warm affection and sincere re-

spect, yet he was never willing to express his assent to

all the views of bishop Hobart on the subject of the
ministry, and the necessity of the apostolic succession

in order to constitute a lawful ministry in the Church.
He held episcopacy to be of divine origin, and therefore,

of course, the best form and mode of Church govern-
ment; but, in view of the condition of the Protestant
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world, he did no! consider it to be absolutely necessary,

or that those who deparl from or reject il are guilty of

causing and perpetuating Bchism in the body of Christ.

(in th( other hand, he was nol at all a "Low-Church-

man," in the sense of undervaluing episcopal organiza-

tion and responsibility, or looking upon il as a matter

of litil no moment This was very evident by his

idherence to the < Jhurch's waj - and i ourse in

all matters where ii was needful to take a stand in re-

gard! her Christian bodies. His courtesy and kind-

ness of heart, and his truly charitable estimate of the

views held by pious people uol connected with the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church, and of the sincerity of their

motives and aims, naturally led li i in to look with favor

upon u hal mighl be proposed where it is usually i hough)

Christians of all names can work together for the c -

mon good ;
but, practical!} . in all such matters he main-

tained his ground as stoutly as any High-Churchman
ever did. He held steadily to the opinion that the

Protestanl Episcopal Church was much better off by
keeping to itself in all ecclesiastical affairs, ami that it

was entirely inexpedient to form unions or alliances of

any kind, or to "exchange pulpits," as the phrase is, or,

in fine, to run the risk of any sort of possible entangle-

ments with other denominations. This was the result

of settled conviction on bishop White's part, and it was

well understood to be so on all hands. It did not, how-

ever, prevent his having and presen ing personal inter-

course with Christians of every name; it did not lead

him to indulge in i lei i uncial ions of or interference with

cithers, however far they may, in his judgment, have

wandered from the true path; ami it did not produce

any ill feeling towards him by those who might have

complained, in his case as well as that of others, of what

is often termed " exclusiveness," or "bigotry," on the

part of the Protestanl Episcopal Church. If ever there

have been any who have gone down to their graves

without a single enemy, or without even a whisper

against their characters tor purity and integrity of life,

bishop White certainly deserves to lie ranked among
these. Since the venerable patriarch passed away, the

Protestant Episcopal church has continued to go for-

ward, increasing in numbers year by year,and growing,

it i- trusted, in mace and deeper and truer devotion to

the Lord and Blaster of us all. It has had its seasons

of controversy and earnest struggles (as what Church

lias not?) between men of differing views, conscien-

tiously and .sincerely held on both sides; and it has

seemed at times as if controversy were eating into the

very heart of thei 'hnrch. and arousing passions and tem-

pers far from accordance with the spirit of the Gospel.

Some notice of these must here be given, not only as a

part of the hi>tory of the Protestanl Episcopal Church.

but also as illustrating its present position and its proba-

ble future in the meat work of evangelizing this nation.

The Oxford Tract movement (begun at the Univer-

sity in 1833, culminating in Tract No. \c in 1841, and

extending over some tin years in addition) was

which was warmly, even hotly, debated, and produced

for the time a controversy of no small magnitude and

hilterness. The excitement in England, and the re-

sults flowing from the movement there, were transfer*

nd to America. Tarty spirit lifted its head on high.

Energetic supporters of the tracts and their teaching

entered the arena, and equally energetic opponents
ran^cl themselves against the tracts and all who fa-

vored them. tin the one side it was urged that the

tracts taught nothing more than the well-established

High-Church doctrines of the old English divines,

and it was claimed that this teaching was legitimate-

ly within the limits allowed by the standards of the

Church of England. It was also paid tha | there was
gnat need of rousing the minds of (hnrch people to

the importance of doctrines wh'nh had fallen greatly, if

not quite, out of sight, such as tin- apostolic succession,

the value and obligation of the holy Bacram nts, the

real presence in the Lord's Supper, the importance ol

priestly absolution, the necessity of securing a n turn to

the unity of the primitive Church, etc. < hi the other

Bide, the whole movement and tin- entire teaching of

the tracts wore fiercely denounced as tending directly to

Romanizing and unprotestantizing the ('hnrch. When
in England numerous perversions to Lome took place at

this time, and especially when John Henry Newman,
the coryphaeus of the whole undertaking, gave in his ad-
hesion to the Roman < 'hnrch

1 1845), it was triumphantly
affirmed that a similar result would happen in the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church, and thus prove to tin- world
how pernicious was the teaching of these tracts, No.

XC last and worst of all. Quite a number of persons

did abandon the communion of the Church, and submit

themselves to Rome; but there was nut anything like

the exodus which had been predicted, since between
1842 and 1852, including one bishop only (Ivi b, ofNorth
Carolina, in 1852), there were less than thirty who left

the Church's ministry for the sake of Roman Catholic

inducements, and this,-, witfa two or three exceptions,

were men of little or no influence in the Church or ci m-
mtinity. See Oxford Tra( rs. In connection with the
( txl'ord Tract movement, and more or less infected with
the unhappy spirit of discord existing at the time,

there occurred what is ordinarily known as -the Carey
Ordination." Arthur Carey was a student in tin- Gen-
eral Theological Seminary, a young man of excellent

character and good ability. He graduated in L843.

It was thought and generally understood thai he was
strongly inclined to the ultra teaching of the trails in

the direction of Romanism : and Drs. Hugh Smith and
Henry A nt hon. both ofNew York, who took some pains

to ascertain Carey's views and sentiments. deemed him
to he unlit for ordination in the Protestanl Episcopal

Church. The bishop of New Ifork, however i B.T.On-
derdonk), after an examination of the young man. held

by six presbyters in conjunction with Drs. Smith and
Anthon. decided that he was worthy to obtain orders.

Drs. Smith and Anlhoti publicly protested in the church

at the time of the ordination, hut bishop Onderdonk
went forward and ordained Air. Carey, duly 2, 1843.

i He died in March, 1844.) As was to he expected, this

action ot the' bishop of New rTork gave offence in vari-

ous parts of the Church. It was much discussed in re-

ligious journals and in pamphlets, and bisho] a Chase,

Mcllvaiue. and Hopkins c merited upon it in public,

and with much severity of language, [n January, 1844,

bishop Onderdonk addressed a pastoral letter to his

diocese, in which he protested against the course adopt-

ed by the above bishops, and called for a trial, if they
saw lit to initiate it. A trial, accordingly, was begun
at the (dose oi the year; but it was based, as we shall

see. on charges entirely diverse from theological un-

soundness. .Meanwhile, the General Convention of

1844 met in Philadelphia in October. Twenty-four

bishops were present, and ninety-three clerical and

eighty-four lay deputies. In addition to its other la-

bors, the whole matter of the ( txford Tract limv . ment,

and its effects upon the American Church, came up for

consideration. Several days were Bpenl in tin discus-

sion of the general subject of err.. is iii doctrine and

practice in the Church, and an earnest ellorl was made
t.. obtain from the convention a distinct and positive

condemnation of the error and false teaching which, it

was charged, were rife in the Church. We in id in.!

go into details, in the lower house resolutions were

offered asking the bishops to "promulgate a (dear and

distinct expression of the opinions entertained by this

convention respecting the rule of faith, the justifica-

tion of man. tin' nature, design, ami efficacy ot the sac-

raments," etc. li was ais,, slated, in an amendment,
that "the minds ofmany of the members of this! htirch

ihroiigl I its union are sorely grieved and perplexed

by the alleged introduction among them of serious er-

rors in doctrine and practice, having their origin in cer-

tain writings emanating chiefly from memLc rs of the

University of Oxford in England;" and. further, that
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"it is exceedingly desirable that the minds of such per-

sons should be calmed, their anxieties allayed, and the

Church disabused of the charge of holding, in her Arti-

cles and Offices, doctrines and practices consistent with

all the views and opinions expressed in said Oxford

writings, and should thus be freed from a responsibility

which does not properly belong to her." But the house

did not agree to any of the resolutions offered in this

shape. It was, however, finally "Resolved, That the

House of Clerical and Lay Deputies consider the Lit-

urgy, Offices, and Articles of the Church sufficient ex-

ponents of her sense of the essential doctrines of Holy

Scripture; and that the canons of the Church afford

ample means of discipline and correction for all who

depart from her standards; and, further, that the Gen-

eral Convention is not a suitable tribunal for the trial

and censure of, and that the Church is not responsible

for, the errors of individuals, whether they are members

of this Church or otherwise." Thus the house disposed

of the question ; and the bishops, on their part, in com-

pliance with certain memorials sent to them, gave ex-

pression to their godly counsel and warning in the pas-

toral letter which was soon after issued. In Decem-

ber, 1844, bishops Meade, Otey, and Eiliott made a for-

mal presentment against bishop Onderdonk, of New
York, "as being guilty of immorality and impurity."

The trial was held in the city of New York. There

were seventeen bishops present, constituting the court,

viz. P. Chase, Brownell, Ives, Hopkins, Smith, Mcll-

vaine, Doane, Kemper, Polk, Delancey, Gadsden, Whit-

tingham, Lee, Johns, Eastburn, Henshaw, Freeman; also

the three presenters, and bishop Onderdonk as respon-

dent. The trial began December 10, and was contin-

ued from day to day till January 3, 1845, when bishop

Onderdonk was pronounced guilty by eleven votes, and

sentenced to suspension from the office of a bishop and

from all the functions of the sacred ministry. Bishop

Onderdonk protested in the strongest terms his inno-

cence, and published a Statement of Facts and Cir-

cumstances in regard to his trial. It may be men-
tioned that the condemned bishop never acknowledged

himself to be in any wise guilty (died 1861). The
"Prayer of the Diocese of New York to the House of

Bishops for relief from sufferings consequent upon the

sentence of the Episcopal Court, January, 1845," was

made September 25, 1850; but this and all other efforts

put forth to have him restored failed; and a new canon

having been adopted applicable to the case of a diocese

with a suspended bishop, Dr. J. M. Wainwright was con-

secrated provisional bishop of New York, in November,

1852. During these years, since the General Conven-

tion of 1844, the tractarian controversy gradually sub-

sided. Both sides became weary of the struggle.

Nearly everything had been said which could be said.

A number of eminent men in the Church had put their

views into written shape (as Jarvis, Seabury, Hawks,

Mcllvaine, Hopkins, Stone, and others); and after a

while, the storm was lulled, the. atmosphere became

purified, and the Church was gladdened with a return

of sunshine and comparative peace and quiet.

The disturbed condition of the country, in conse-

quence of the secession from the Union of several of

the Southern States, caused no little anxiety to the

hearts of many of the Church's members, lest the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church too should suffer harm in the

great and terrible struggle which had been begun in

1860-61, and was to be fought out to the bitter end. It

was but natural that the bishops in the southern dio-

ceses should begin to meet and act separately, as if the

dismemberment of the United States were a completed

fact. They did so by organizing a council, framing a

constitution and canons, etc.; and for a time there was
grave apprehension lest the Church should be deprived

of its union and communion as heretofore. The Gen-
eral Convention of 1862 met in New York, with much
reduced numbers, of course ; and this subject came be-

fore the convention, and was fully debated. Resolu-

tions pledging support to the government were adopt-

ed; and a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer was

observed, October 8, 1862, in view "of the present af-

flictive condition of the country." At the next con-

vention, however, held in Philadelphia, October, 1865,

the Church was entirely reunited ; harmony and con-;

cert of action were restored ; and those who for some

years had been acting apart gladly joined again in

combined efforts for the good of the whole Church in

the United States. There was held a service of thanks- -

giving to Almighty God for the restoration of peace to

the country and unity to the Church. At this conven-

tion resolutions were adopted, urging that Christian

parents, in the discharge of their bounden duty, should

not only train their children in the ways of truth and

godliness; should not only furnish them with sound,

healthful reading and education in the Church's schools

and colleges; but should also strive, by prayer and spir-

itual culture, to form in their sons a desire to serve God
in the sacred ministry. In the House of Deputies it was

also li Resolved, That, m the judgment of this house, there

has never been a time in the history of our Church when
the demand for missionary effort, at home and abroad,

was so urgent and imperative as at the present moment

;

and that we earnestly call upon our constituents, in every

diocese of this Church, to arouse themselves to realize

the exigencies of the hour, and to labor and give and

pray with a freer heart and more fervent zeal." Further

resolutions advocated a system of itinerancy, and the due

use of lay aid in carrying forward the work of the Church.

The most recent controversy through which the

Protestant Episcopal Church has been called upon to

pass, or, perhaps, more exactly speaking, is still passing,

is that which is familiarly known as " ritualism." The
question took a definite shape as early as the General

Convention of 1868. Two reports, a majority and mi-

nority, were made in the House of Deputies, on the eon-

duct of public worship. The former pleaded for "lib-

erty in things indifferent or unessential, so long as uni-

ty can be maintained, and spiritual edification promoted,

in any other way ;" it also deprecated " the enactment

of any canon on the subject of ritual as unwise and in-

expedient at the present time." The minority report

urged strongly "the maintenance of our wonted uni-

formity and simplicity in public worship." and de-

nounced "all innovations on the common order of the

Church which wound the consciences of many of its

true and loving members," such as, "the burning of

lights in the order for the Holy Communion, the burn-

ing of incense, reverences to the holy table or the ele-

ments thereon, the elevation of the elements." etc. Af-

ter much debate, the action of the convention resulted

in referring all matters of doubt in these respects to the

godly counsel and judgment of the bishops in their re-

spective dioceses, and the appointment of a committee

of five bishops (viz. bishops A. Lee, Williams, Clark,

Odenheimer, Kerfoot), to consider whether any addi-

tional provision for uniformity in matters of ritual, by

canon or otherwise, is practicable and expedient, and to

report to the next General Convention. In October,

1871, the convention again came together, on this occa-

sion in Baltimore, Md. The attendance was very full;

distinguished visitors from England and from some of

the colonial churches were present; and a spirit of for-

bearance and good-will seemed to prevail, notwithstand-

ing so exciting a subject as "ritualism" was before the

convention. A very elaborate report was presented by

the committee of five, in which, after much sound rea-

soning on the importance and value of uniformity in the

public services of the Church, and the statement of the

fact that "diversities of use" had grown and spread, the

committee urged that some legislation was certainly

necessary. They specified the various additions in the

way of ornaments in the Church and novel practices,

such as having a crucifix or carrying a cross in proces-

sion, bowings, prostrations, mixing wine and water for

the Holy Communion, solitary communions, surpliced
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choirs, additional vestments freely used in some church-

es, and such like; and they recommended the appoint-

ment of a joint committee of three bishops, three pres-

byters, and three laymen to consider and report upon

these matters to the convention then in session. Such

a committee, consisting of able and well-tried men, was
appointed, and, through bishop Whittingham and Dr.

\V. C. Mead <>n behalf of the committee, reported a

"canon of ritual" In this proposed law it was affirmed

that " this Church recognises no other law ofritual than

such a^ ii shall itself hav< accepted or provided;" and

the provisions for ritual in this Church were Btated to

be (1) the Book of Common Prayer, with the offices

and ordinal thereto appended; (2) the laws of the

Church of England in use in the American provinces

before 1789, and not subsequently superseded, altered,

or repealed by legislation, general or diocesan, of this

Church; (3) the legislative or judicial anion or decis-

ions of this Church in its conventions, general or di-

ocesan, "i" by its duly constituted authorities. Ani-

mated discussions followed in the Bouse of Deputies.

Amendments and substitutes were proposed again and
again, and though the House of Bishops passed the can-

eported by the joint committee, the lower house did

not succeed in coming to any agreement as to this canon.
Ii was attempted to postpone indefinitely the whole
matter, but without success. The favorers of ritualism

endeavored to get the convention committed to some
action in accordance with their views; the opponents

of ritualism were equally urgent in seeking to obtain

legislation directly condemnatory ot numerous acts and

observances peculiar to the ritualistic party. A very

prominent advocate of the system (Dr. DeKoven, of

Wisconsin) made a speech against the canon as adopted

by the House of Bishops. He usedstrange andeven of-

fensive language in support of his sentiments and opin-

ions, and challenged any one who pleased so to do to

present him for trial, he having boldly adopted and ut-

tered as his own the words of one of the most ultra-

ritualists in England: "I believe in the real, actual

presence of our Lord, under the form ofbread and wine,

upon the ahars of our churches. I myself adore, and
would, if ii were necessary or my duty, teaeh my people

to adore, < Ihrist present in the elements under the form

ofbread and wine." The discussions, though exciting

and continued from day to day, were conducted with

good temper and general fairness. As. on the whole,

where neither side in a controversy is willing to yield,

it is usually found to be the easiest way to get out ol

present difficulty to pass some comprehensive resolu-

tions, which may mean more or less according to the

mode of looking at them by different parties, such was
the course now adopted. It was finally "Resolved, the

House of Bishops urring, That this convention nere-

bj expresses its decided condemnation of all ceremonies,

observances, and practices which are fitted to express

a doctrine foreign to that set forth in the authorized

standards of this Church. Resolved, That, in the judg-

ment of this house, the paternal i nsel and advice of

the right reverend lathers, the bishops of the Church.

are deemed sufficient, at this time, to secure the sup-

pression of all that is irregular and unseemly, and to

promote greater uniformity in conducting the public

worship of the Church and in the adminisl ration of the

holy sacraments." Thus, as we have intimated above,

the real question at issue was postponed rather than ad-

judicated. Ritualism went on its course with additional

vigor and confidence, and its opponents became more
and more dissatisfied with the existing state of things.

Consequently the Btruggle, as was to be expected, was
renewed again whin the General Convention met in

New STorli in October, 1874. Memorials were presented
from various quarters on this Bubject, resolutions were
introduced bearing directly upon it. and legislation was
earnestly called for in order to restrain what was termed
excess of ritual in the public Ben ice of the Church. In

the House oi Deputii - the question of confirmation of

the bishop elect (Dr. G. F. Seymour) of Illinois came
up. Jle was charged with being an active member of

the advanced ritualistic party; his case was discussed

for a whole week in seen i session, and. though Dr.
Seymour energetically denied the imputation- cast upon
him, alter a long Btruggle confirmation was refused by a

close vote—viz, nineteen to twenty-two clerical, thir-

teen to twenty-seven lay.
i
Four years later Dr. S. was

elected to the episcopate, and is now
|

1*7* bishop of

the diocese of Springfield, 111.) This result in the Sey-
mour case was looked upon as virtually a victory of the
anli-riluali.-ls. and alter much debate in both houses

agreement was bad to the following effect. A canon
was passed, almost unani usly nit. i. can. 22), requu>
ing every bishop to Buramon t he standing commits e as

a council of advice, in case complaint i- made to him in

writing, by tun or more presbyters, that ceremonies or

practices not authorized by the Book oft Sommon Prayer,

and symbolizing erroneous or doubtful doctrines, have
been introduced into any Church, specifying, in regard
to the Holy Communion, " the elevation ofthe elements

in such manner as to expose them to the view of the
people as objects toward- which adoration i- to be made;
any act of adoration ot or towards the elements in the

Holy Communion, such as bowings, prostrations, or genu-
flections; and all other like acts not authorized by the

rubrics ot i he Book oi I lommon Prayer;" further, if after

investigation it is found that such practices have been
introduced, the bishop shall admonish, in writing, the

offending minister to discontinue such practici - or cere-

monies; and if he disregard such admonition, it -hall he

the duty of the Btanding committee to cause him to he

tried f,.r a breach of his ordination vow. Every minis-

ter charged with violation of this cation i- t>. have op-

portunity to be heard in his own defence; the charges

and findings are to be in writing, and a record is to be

kept l.\ the bishop and the Btanding committee of the

proceedings in the case. Such was the latest direct ac-

tion of the highest legislative authority of the Church
on this subject. The opponents of ritualism have ap-

parently settled down in the conviction that the pn sent

canon is sufficient to enable the bishop- effectually to

repress, when necessary, all unseemly practices in this

direction. The favorers of ritualism, on the other hand

(at least, the more outspoken of them', have treated

with -cant courtesy the- action ofthe convention of 1*74.

and alrirm that "the canon is flagrantly unconstitution-

al, ami that no bishop ha- ever dared to put it in use.

and none ever will." At the General < onvention of

1ST" the matter was hardly at all alluded to. This the

anti-ritualists interpret as in their favor, in the confi-

dence that the Church has become weary of the dispute,

and i- disposed for the future to adhere to the old-fash-

ioned, simpler, less ornate ways of conducting public

Ben ice-. The ritualists hold the opposite \ iew, and it

was rather exult ine.lv proclaimed in a letter to the A"</''

York Tribune, by Dr. John Henry Hopkins (just after

the convention of 1*77 had adjourned', that the result

of the war against the Bystem, of which he i- one of the

ablest advocates, " is victory all along the line for the

ritualistic advance, and that this victory i- so complete

that the renewal of hostilities hereafter is hop

a party, it is certain that the ritualists have shown

themselves to he bold, confident, energetic, and full of

zeal iii behalf ot i he cause w huh they have undertaken

to maintain. In the American Church they arc prob-

ably not so numerous in proportion a- in the ( huivh of

England; but. as an offset to this, it is to be noted that

they have enlisted in their ranks numbers ofthe younger

clergy, and. in view "t what they have already aco m-
plished, they not unnaturally look forward to ultimate

and corapli te success. The bishops, to w bom are com-

mitted the oversight and regulation of this whole mat-

ter under the canon, are iii a rather difficult and delicate

position. A-. on the one baud, they are compelled to

tolerate much i hat i- regarded aa d< fective and in viola-

tion of the plain meaning of the rubrics and canons, so.
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on the other, they may reasonably be expected to shrink

from pressing too severely upon those who carry ritual-

istic practices to more or less of excess. The opinion

may here be expressed—simply as an opinion, without

reference to the merits of the questions at issue—that

ritualism has had its day, and that, while it may be ad-

mitted that considerable, perhaps even great, good has

resulted and may yet further result from this movement,

it will not be likely again to assume any special promi-

nence in the history of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

The bringing of this topic before the reader in con-

tinuous order, from its rise to the present time, has

necessarily led to the omission of a number of interest-

ing historical facts and incidents in the progress of the

Church of late years: these are herewith succinctly

presented in their proper sequence and connection.

On a previous page has been noted the action of the

General Convention on the subject of liturgical relax-

ation and Church comprehension. This was in 1856

and 1859. At the convention of 1868 various "me-
morials" were presented pleading for larger latitude in

the use of the Prayer-book. This was reported against

by the House of Bishops, and the following resolution

•was unanimously adopted :
" Resolved, That, in the opin-

ion of this house, such latitude in the use of the Book of

Common Prayer as the memorialists ask could not be

allowed with safety, or with proper regard to the rights

of our congregations." In 1874 the question of short-

ened services came up, but no definite action was had.

The convention expressed its sense by resolution sim-

ply. - That nothing in the present order of Common
Prayer prohibits the separation, when desirable, of the

Morning Prayer, the Litany, and the Order for the Ad-
ministration of the Lord's Supper into distinct services,

which may be used independently of each other, and
either of them without the others: provided that when
used together they be used in the same order as that in

which they have commonly been used and in which
they stand in the Book of Common Prayer." At the

next convention (October, 1877), the committee on

canons in the House of Deputies reported in favor of an

"order concerning divine service," more especially for

shorter services on other days than Sundays and the

greater festivals and fasts. To this the bishops declined

to agree, and by general .consent a joint committee was
appointed to sit during the recess on the matter of pro-

viding shortened services, by rubric or otherwise, this

committee to report in 1880.— In a country such as

ours, where the laws regulating marriage and divorce

differ considerably in different states, this subject must
necessarily cause much perplexity and annoyance to

the clergy, unless they have some law of the Church to

guide and control their action. This was long felt

throughout the Protestant Episcopal Church, and in

hope of some remedy or aid the matter was brought be-

fore the General Convention of 1868. A canon was en-

acted forbidding a clergyman to solemnize matrimony
where there is a divorced wife or husband of either

party still living, with a proviso in favor of the inno-

cent party in a divorce for the cause of adulter}'. In

1877 the canon was put in its present shape, as follows

:

'•No minister, knowingly after due inquiry, shall sol-

emnize the marriage of any person who has a divorced

husband or wife still living, if such husband or wife has

been put away for any cause arising after marriage:

but this canon shall not be held to apply to the innocent

party in a divorce for the cause of adultery, or to parties

once divorced seeking to be united again. If any min-
ister of this Church shall have reasonable cause to doubt
whether a person desirous of being admitted to holy

baptism, or to confirmation, or to the holy communion.
has been married otherwise than as the Word of God
and discipline of this Church allow, such minister, be-

fore receiving such person to these ordinances, shall re-

fer the case to the bishop for his godly judgment there-

upon : provided, however, that no minister shall, in any
case, refuse the sacraments to a penitent person in im-

minent danger of death." Questions touching the facts

of any case named in the former part of the canon are

to be referred to the bishop, and he is required to make
inquiry such as he deems expedient, and to deliver his

judgment in the premises. At the same convention

1
1*77 ), an effort was made to have the Table of Prohib-

ited Degrees, contained in the English Prayer-book, in-

serted in the American Book of Common Prayer, but it

did not meet the approval of the convention.— Some
extravagant and unwarranted assertions having been-

made at various times as to the meaning of " regenera-

tion," and its effects, etc., in the offices for infant bap-

tism, there was issued, at the General Convention of

187
1

, the following " declaration of the bishops in coun-

cil :" " Wc the subscribers, bishops of the Protestant

ICpiscopal Church in the United States, being asked, in

order to the quieting of the consciences of sundry mem-
bers of the said Church, to declare our conviction as to

the meaning of the word regt m rati in the offices for the

ministration of baptism of infants, do declare that, in

our opinion, the word regenerate is not there so used as

to determine that a moral change in the subject of bap-

tism is wrought in the sacrament" (signed by all the

bishops present, forty-eight in number).

The movement begun in Germany in 1870-71 by Dr.

Dullinger and others has been watched by the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church with deep interest and earnest

hope that it may tend ultimately to solid reform in the

Continental churches now in communion with Home.
In the convention of 1871, the bishops recorded their

hearty sympathy with the heroic struggle then being

made for religious liberty on the part of the Old-Cath-

olic Congress recently assembled in Munich ; and in

1874 it was "Resolved, That this house, with renewed

confidence, reiterates the expression of its sympathy
with the bishop and synod of the Old -Catholic com-
munion in Germany, and the promise of its prayers for

the divine blessing and direction on their work ; also,

that three bishops lie appointed a commission of this

house to keep up fraternal correspondence with the bish-

op and synod, for exchange of information and consid-

eration of overtures for reconciliation and intercommun-

ion between sundered churches."

The course pursued by the highest legislative author-

ity on the subject of churches or congregations estab-

lished in foreign lands in communion with the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church illustrates the views and princi-

ples on which this Church deems it right to act. Twen-
ty years ago. the Rev.W. O. Lamson began services in

Paris, specially for the benefit of Church people sojourn-

ing in or visiting that city. The General Convention

of 1859 recognised the propriety and lawfulness of hav-

ing Protestant Episcopal churches abroad. Congrega-

tions accordingly have been organized during the in-

terim since 1859 in Rome, Florence, Dresden, Geneva,

and Nice, making six in all at this date (1878). At the

General Convention of 1877 the matter was carefully

regulated by canon, which says, "It shall be lawful,

under the conditions hereinafter stated, to organize a

church or congregation in any foreign country (other

than Great Britain and Ireland, and the colonies and

dependencies thereof), and not within the limits of any
foreign missionary bishop of this Church." In order to

secure proper and legitimate action, and also suitable

control over these foreign churches or congregations, the

canon goes on to state fully the mode in which they

may be organized and conducted—viz. they must rec-

ognise their allegiance to the constitution ofthe Ameri-
can Church; must produce proper certificates; must be

in canonical submission to a bishop, who is in charge of

all such churches and is aided by a standing committee
duly appointed; and they must conform to the provis-

ions laid down for discipline, in case it become neces-

sary. The bishop in charge at this date (1878) is the

F>t. Rev. Dr. Littlejohn, of Long Island.

An association taking its rise in Europe, and calling

itself the " Evangelical Alliance," held its sixth General
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Conference in New York. < >ct, 2 12, L873. Ii was com-

posed of delegates from various Protestant denomina-

tions, foreign as well as American, who claim to be con-

sidered "evangelical" in the proper and precise sense of

thai word. Among its delegates from abroad was the

V, i\ ],\ .. I.\ Payne Smith, D.D., dean of Canterbury,

who brought with him a letter of sympathy from bis

grace. Dr. Tail, archbishop of Canterbury. The dean

took pari in the work of the Alliance, as did also a v< ry

few of the American Episcopal clergy; having frater-

nized with the Presbyterians at a public communion
service, he was called to account by Dr. Tozer (recently

an English missionary bishop in Africa, and just then

on a visit to New Jfork), and was censured through the

papers of the day. The assistant bishop of Kentucky.

Dr. Cummins, likewise joined in this irregular service,

and thereby foreshadowed what soon after took place

—viz. the commencement of the schism to which his

name bas been attached. He had become greatly dis-

satisfied with tlie state of affairs in the Protestant Epis-

copal < "ninvh
; he was impressed wit h the fact, as he es-

teemed it, that this Church is too exclusive and in con-

tinual danger of going over to Home, and so be made

up his mind to abandon it to its fate and set up a new
organization of his own. a sort of half-and-half Epis-

copal and Presbyterian arrangement. Under date of

Nov. 1
( ». 1*7;;. he addressed a letter to bishop Smith, his

diocesan, in which he enumerated various reasons or

causes for the course he had resolved upon, lie de-

clared that his conscience' was burdened with being

compelled to officiate as bishop in ritualistic churches

in Kentucky; that he had lost all hope of Seeing eradi-

cated from the Church's standards and services sacer-

dotalism and ritualism; that he was much hurl at be-

ing blamed for sharing in the service above alluded to

in a Presbyterian place of worship, and thai, conse-

quently, he had determined to transfer his "work and

office" to another sphere. Dr. Cummins was entirely

right in abandoning the Church if he could not slay in

it with a clear conscience, and labor in it in accordance

with his solemn vows at ordination, one of which was

especially. " with all faithful diligence to banish and

drive away from the Church all erroneous and strange

doctrine contrary to God's Word." Inasmuch, how-

ever, as he had abandoned Ilia post, and was soon after

degraded from the ministry, he had no "office" to carry

with him, though lie assumed that he had, and under-

took lo act as a bishop when he was no longer a bishop.

Bishop Smith of Kentucky (who was also senior bish-

op), on receiving Dr. Cummins's letter, immediately in-

stituted proceedings in accordance with the canon: Dr.

Cummins was at once suspended from all exercise of the

ministry; and the six months of grace allowed for re-

traction having passed away, the formal deposition took

place June 24, 1874 (ratified afterwards in full House of

Bishops at Genera] Convention in October. 1*74). See

Reformed Episcopal Church.
The ••Cheney case." as it has been called, may prop-

erly be dealt with in this connection, especially a- Mr.

Cheney has become quite prominent in the schismatical

body w hich Dr. ( lummins originated. The case, in sub-

stance, is as follows: The Rev. C. E. < Iheney, of Christ's

Church. Chicago, 111., having mutilated the service for

public baptism by omitting the words regeneraU ami

regeneration wherever they occur, was brought to tri-

al and suspended by bishop Whilehouse. February 18,

L871,the suspension to last until be should repent and

amend. .Mr. Cheney refused obedience; and the vestry

Of Christ's Church having invited him to continue with

them, despite the senienee.be acceded to their wish.

I In n iilt was thai he was tried by an ecclesiastical

court tor contumacy, ami. on the 2d of .lime, was finally

degraded. Hut the vestry continuing t" bold on to the

property of Christ's < Ihurch, contrary to law and justice,

Mr. Cheney remained where be was, until he joined the

followers of Dr. < lummins and his movement. The ques-

tion of the right to the property being a verj scrums

one, as involving the whole Bubjecl of the right of re-

ligious bodies to hold property ami prevent its aliena-

tion, the ease of Christ's Church. Chicago, was carried

into the courts, where, in accordance with precedent
in like cases, ii was decided in favor of the Protestant

Episcopal church in the diocese ofElinois. Not sat-

isfied with this, the parlii a inter. Stl d in e.e|tin_

sion of the church had the case taken by a]. peal to the

Supreme Court of the state, where, early in L878, singu-

larly enough, the decision of the lower court was re-

\ ersed, and judgment was given in favor of the vestry

ami congregation as against the diocese. So far as this

particular piece of property i- concerned, the math r is

of no great importance; but the principle involved is

of the gravest consequence. It has been decided, over
and over again, that all ecclesiastical organizations shall

possess the power to be governed by their own laws, M ,

long as those laws do not iui, rfere wiih the established

law of the land; and, consequently, that all property

belongs, of right, to those who adhere lo and sustain

the laws and principles of their respective organiza-

tions. If church property, by the action of vestries

and congregations, can be legally diverted from its

rightful ownership, in the way in which this in Chica-

go has been taken away from the Church, then there is

no tenure of property anywhere which is safe. The sub-

ject has aroused attention among other Christian bod-

ies, who are quite as much interested as the Protestant

Episcopal Church can be in the fundamental question

at issue It is to be hoped that the Supreme ( ourl of

the United States will be called upon to inti n

settle fully and clearly a point of so ureal moment to

all Christians or religious associations of every name.

In regard to the "provincial system." so called, we
may briefly state that, as early as [850, a motion was
made in the House of Bishops by bishop Delancey to

appoint a committee of live bishops, five clergymen, and

five laymen, t; to report to the next triennial General

Convention on the expediency of arranging the dio-

ceses, according to geographical position, into four prov-

inces, to be designated the Eastern, Northern. Southern,

and Western Provinces, and to be united under a Gen-
eral Convention or Council of the Provinces, having

exclusive control over the Prayer-book. Articles, Offices,

and Homilies of this Church, to be held once every

twenty years." In 1853 no action was had. I ut the

committee was continued, and the matter handed over

io the next convention. It came up in 1856, but was

indefinitely postponed by the bishops. Tie subject

was brought up again in 1874, was warmly discussed,

and again indefinitely postponed. In 1*77 a preamble

and resolution were offered in the House of Deputies

expressing a desire to obtain "an authoritative recog-

nition of the provincial system." and referring to the

committee on canons '-to inquire into the expediency

of repealing the prohibition against suffragan bishops,

and making such- canonical provisions as will enable

dioceses (just before described) to give the name and

style of provincial or comprovincial bishops to all such

bishops «in, max be elected and consecrated to assign-

ed districts within their respective jurisdictions." The
resolution was adopted; bul in the House of Bishops

the entire Bubjecl was again committed to

committee, to report at the convention of 1880. There

the mailer stands for the present. It remains to be

seen whether the Church will d> em it best to adopt

this 9vstem, or to continue under the arrange menl now
in existence. A canon w as adopt i d in 1 868 authorizing

federate councils, aB follows : "It isherebj declared law-

ful for the dioceses now existing, or hen after to exist,

within the 111 n i I - of any slate or commonwealth, to es-

tablish for themselves a federate convention, or council.

representing such dioceses, which may deliberate and

decide upon the common interests of the Church within

the limits aforesaid; bul before any determinate action

of BUCh convention, or council, shall be had. the powers

proposed to be exercised thereby shall be submitted to
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the General Convention for its approval. Nothing in

this canon shall be construed as forbidding any federate

council from taking such action as they may deem neces-

sarv to secure such legislative enactments as the common

interests of the Church in the state may require." No

definite action under this canon has as yet been carried

into effect in any state. The subject has been discussed

quite largely, and the various propositions connected

with it now rest with the same committee who have

the provincial system in hand and are to report in 1880.

An earnest and interesting communication to the

presiding bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church

was made, in 1871, by bishop Wilberforce, of Winches-

ter, in relation to the work then commenced in Eng-

land for the revision of the authorized version of the

Holy Scriptures. At the General Convention held the

same year, it was, in the House of Bishops, "Resolved,

That the Rt. Rev. the Presiding Bishop be, and hereby

is, requested to return to the Rt. Rev. the Lord Bishop

of Winchester a courteous and brotherly acknowledg-

ment of his communication relating to a revision of the

English of the Holy Scriptures, stating that this house,

having had no part in originating or organizing the

said work of revision, is not at present in a condition

to deliver any judgment respecting it, and at the same

time expressing the disposition of this house to con-

sider with candor the work undertaken by the Convo-

cation of Canterbury, whenever it shall have been com-

pleted and its results laid before them." The attitude

thus taken by the bishops in behalf of the Church is

one of cautious reserve, but perhaps not too much so,

considering the importance of the subject.

The Protestant Episcopal Church having made con-

siderable progress in Hayti (numbering eleven clergy in

1874), and needing episcopal supervision and aid, was

supplied with a bishop, under the arrangement of a

''Covenant" entered into with the Church in that repub-

lic, and the Rev. Dr. J. T. Holly was consecrated as first

bishop, in November, 1874. The terms of the covenant

made it the duty of the Church in the United States to

extend its nursing care to the Church in Hayti during its

early growth and development; and four bishops, with

the bishop of Hayti, were constituted a commission to

take episcopal charge of the Church in Hayti, and se-

cure its maintenance of the doctrine, worship, and dis-

cipline of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States, until such time as there should be three bishops

resident in Hayti, and exercising jurisdiction in the

Church there. When that time arrives, this Church
will cease from all further charge or care of the Haytian

Church.

The General Convention of 1877 met in Boston,

Mass., on Oct. 3, the first time that it met in that city

since its organization after the civil war. It was very

largely attended, and was marked by a spirit of good-

will and earnest effort to promote in every way the

interests of Christ's kingdom here on earth. There

were no specially exciting topics on hand (as ritualism,

etc.) ; and the action of the convention, so far as our

present purpose is concerned, can be summed up in

brief space. Probably the most important step taken

was the reorganization of the Domestic and Foreign

Missionary Society. Heretofore there had been a

Board of Missions (a very large and rather cumbrous

body), appointed triennially, and acting in the respec-

tive departments at home and abroad. After much
discussion, the following canon was adopted: "Consti-

tution of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society

of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States

of America, as established in 1820, and since amended at

various times.

"Art. I. This society shall be denominated," etc.

"Art. II. This society shall be considered as compre-
hending all persons who are members of this Church.
"Art. III. There shall be a Board of Missions of such

society composed of the bishops of this Church, and the
members for the time being of the House of Deputies
of this Church, bishops and deputies sitting apart as in

General Convention, or together when they shall so de-

cide. The Board of Missions thus constituted shall con-

vene on the third day of the session of the General Con-
vention, and shall sit from time to time as the business

of the board shall demand.
"Art. IV. There shall be a Board of Managers, com-

prising all the bishops as members ex officio, and fifteen

presbyters and fifteen lavmen, to be appointed by the
Board of Missions at every triennial meeting of the Gen-
eral Convention, who shall have the management of the
general missions of (hi- ( 'hurch, and shall remain in office

until their successors arc chosen, and shall have power to

fill any vacancies that may occur in their number. Eight"
clerical and eight lav members shall constitute a quorum.

erci-e all the corporate' powers of the Domestic and For-
eign Missionary Society. The Board of Managers shall

report to the General Convention, constituted as a Board
of Missions, on or before the third day of the session of
the General Convention.
"Art. V. The Board of Managers is authorized to form,

from its own members, a committee for domestic mis-
sions and a committee for foreign missions, and such oth-

er committees as it may deem desirable to promote special

missionary work, and is also authorized to appoint such
officers as'shall be needful for carrying on the work.

"Aut. VI. The Board of Managers is intrusted with

placed under episc

laws which it mfli

mentand for the g
alwetw that, in rel

o enact' all by-
* own govern-
ttees: provided
eses and mis-

shall be made tit gross to such dioceses and mis-ionary
jurisdictions, to be disbursed by the local authorities

thereof. The board shall notify to the several bishops

the gross stun so appropriated, and those bishops shall

regulate the number of mission stations, appoint the mis-
sionaries, and assign to them their stipends, with the ap-

proval of the Hoard of Managers.
"Art. VII. No person shall be appointed a missionary

who is not at the time a minister of the Protestant Epis-

copal (.'hurch of regular standing; but nothing in this sec-

tion precludes the committees from making pecuniary ap-
propriations in aid of missions under the care of other
churches in communion with this Church, or of employ-
ing laymen or women, members of this Church, to do

"Aut. VIII. The Board of Managers is authorized to

promote the formation of auxiliary missionary associa-

tions, whose contributions, as well as those specially ap-

propriated by individuals, shall be received and paid in

accordance with the wish of the donors, when expressed
in writing. It shall be the duty of the Board of Mana-
gers to arrange for public missionary meetings, to be
held at the same time and place as the General Conven-
tion, and at such other times .and places as may be deter-

mined upon, to which nil auxiliaries approved by the Board
of Managers may send one clerical and one lay delegate.

"Art. IX. This constitution may be altered or amended
at any time bv the General Convention of this Church.
All ca'n..ns, anil all action by or under the authority ofthe
General Convention, so far as inconsistent with the pro-

visions of this canon and such amended constitution, are

hereby repealed: provided ahoayit that nothing herein
shall in any manner impair or affect any corporate rights

of the said society, or any vested right whatever. This
canon shall take effect immediately."

The principal and immediate effect of this reorganiza-

tion was, on the part of the Board of Managers, a reso-

lution to reduce central expenses connected with the

mission work. Thus the department of home missions

to colored people was assigned to the care of the com-
mittee on domestic missions; a very considerable reduc-

tion of expenses was made in carrying on the work
among the Indians; several officers were dispensed with,

and a general reduction of salaries took place, the result

being a saving ofsome $12,000 per annum. It deserves

also to be stated here that the American Church Mis-

sionary Society, the especial agency of those of the cler-

gy and laity who declined in former years to act in con-

junction with the Board of Missions, now acceded to the

wish long before expressed by the board. The society

continued its organization as a society; the work in

Mexico, which had been very largely sustained by it,

was handed over to the foreign committee; and it was
resolved that, in general, its members should hereafter

act in concert with the Hoard of Managers of the newly
organized Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of

the Protestant Episcopal Church. This was deemed a

happy resolve on their part, and excellent results are

expected to follow in consequence.
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For some year- past there has been a growing desire

to add greater effectiveness to the labors of godly and

devoted women in the Church. The matter was brought

up at the Genera] Convention of 1874, but no action

Mas obtained. lu 1*" it came again before the con-

vention, and a canon of " Dea lesses or Sisters" was

proposed. After much discussion, however, the conven-

tion, apparently not feeling quite sure of its ground, re-

fused i" pass i lie proposed canon, and the following res-

olution was adopted : "That it be referred to a joint

committee of three bishops, three clerical and three lay

to inquire and report to the next I General ( in-

vention what legislation may he necessary and expe-

dient for the authorization and regulation of women
working in this Church under the name of deaconess or

sister." Thus the matter lies over till 1880.

As the Church of England recently adopted a new
Lectionary, it was deemed advisable by tin- convention

of 1*77 to place this revised Table "! Lessons for Sun-

days ami holydays before the Protestant Episcopal

Church. Accordingly, it was formally resolved byboth
houses that the l.eet ionary be permitted to be used un-

til the next General Convention. This Table, there-

fore, not only Of Lessons for Sundays and holydays. but

also oi Daily Lessons, and Lessons for Lent and for Em-
j

her Days and Rogation Days, is allowed to be used by

any clergyman in place of those in the calendar in the

Prayer-book, and a copy has been sent to every clergy-

man of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Whether it

will be found to be so great an improvement upon the

existing Table of Lessons as has been supposed In-

itially may be doubted. The trial, however, of three

years will lead to some settled agreement upon a mat-

ter so largely affecting the question of how to ohtain

the greatest edification in the reading ofHoly Scripture

in the public worship of the Church.

At the close of the convention of 1877 a joint resolu-

tion was adopted, which is worthy of being quoted in

this connection, inasmuch as it shows the spirit and de-

sire of this Church in regard to the very important as

well as difficult subject of public-school education :

/. That it is the solemn conviction of this Gen-
eral Convention, in both houses, that it is the duty of the
clergy and laity of the church to take, so tar as the op-

portunity is afforded them, an active interest in the pub-
lic schools provided by the Mate for the purpose of ex-
tending the important benefits of a secular education to

all onr citizens, and of diffusing side by side with these as

much of religious influence and instruction as i- p,.-- ,;.

i tnent them with thorough Christian teaching
elsewhere, and to add proper Church schools and institu-

tions for the whole, and more complete work ofeducation,
wherever they are needed and the means for their sup-
port can be commanded

;

/..
i
'V.j. That, with the concurrence of the House of

Deputies, a joint committee, consisting of two bishops,
lyters, and two laymen, be appointed to consider

this whole matter during the recess of the convention, to

collect facts and prepare sturL'estions for the next ( leuernl

Convention, and to promote, by any means deemed ad-

visable, the general work of Christian education."

II. Fundamental Principles, Constitution, Government,

ere— From what has already been stated, it is dear

that the Protestant Episcopal Church, while holding in

common with other Christians evangelical doctrines .as

the incarnation, the divinity ofOUT Lord, the atonement.

the inspiration of Holy Scripture, salvation through

faith in Christ, and all such like- at the same time takes

id that it is the American branch of the "one
holy Catholic Church" spoken of in the Nieene Creed.

It was planted on these Western shores, under God's

good pro\ idence, to be what it aims to be—the National

Church ofthe United States. It is a historical < Ihurch.

It tract ii lineage through the Church of England di-

rect^ back to the apostles of our Lord; and it gives, as

its deliberate judgment, that "it is evident unto all

men. diligently reading I [oly Scripture and ancient au-

thors, that from the apostles' lime then' have been these

orders of ministers in < Ihrist's < Shurch bishops, prices,

and deacons." It is not a new or recently formed de-

nomination, and in this respect differs from the great

hulk ofProtestant Christian bodies, whatever titles they
may give to their respective organizations. Its creed
i- the same creed which has been in use substantially

in the same form since the very beginning—viz. that
which is commonly called the Apostles' Creed ami the

Nieene Creed as finally set forth by the G< neral Coun-
cils iu the 1th century, and received everywhere and by
all throughout tin- Catholic Church. Its liturgy is the

very concentration id' the deep piety, soundness in the

faith, earnestness, zeal, and fervor ofthe wise and holy
and g I of all I he early as wall a- later ages; and its

services of prayer and praise, combining the use of this

liturgy with the continual and frequent reading ofHoly
Scripture in men's ears, tire in the truest and highest

sense of the word evangelical, and calculated to meet
all the longings ofthe pious soul for spiritual commun-
ion with God our Father, through our Lord Jesus Christ,

and through the quickening energj ofthe Holj Ghost.*

The position of the Protestant Episcopal Church rel-

atively to Protestantism, on the one hand, and Roman-
ism, on the other, i- somew hat peculiar, hut yet clearly

marked outand defined. It cannot, consistently at least,

recognise the validity ofthe ministry of the great body
of Protestant denominations, whether Presbyterian or

Congregational, for it distinctly enunciates that the

only lawful ministry is that in the three orders. Hence
it cannot have communion with them, or interchange

of services, or union of action in undertaking to spread

the Gospel throughout the world. It recognises, it is

true, the validity ofthe episcopate in the Roman Cath-

olic Church, but at the same time it positively and un-

qualifiedly repudiates tin- i not- in doctrine and worship

of that corrupt Church, not only in its own proper home
in Italy, hut also wherever, in violation ofthe ancient

canons, it ha- spread itself. The Protestant Episcopal

Church litis no sympathy* with, hut is in direct antago-

nism to, the claims of Rome in regard to the denial of

the sufficiency of Holy Scripture lor salvation, transub-

stantiation, sacrifice ofthe mass, purgatory, c< libacyof

the clergy, elevation ofthe Virgin Mary into a sort of

goddess to he worshipped, the absolute supremacy of the

pope by divine right over all the world in civil as well

as religious matters, etc Hence it cannot act in any
concert with the Roman Church, or further its plans

and purposes in any wise.

The constitution, framed for the purpose of uniting

the Church in working together a- one body, we give

in full. It was adopted in October, L789, and has re-

mained the same ever Since, with the exception of a

tiw alterations which became necessary in consequi nee

ofthe growth of the Church, the increase of the epis-

copate, and the format! f several dioceses within the

limits of the larger and more populous states.

"Art. I. There shall he a General Convention ofthe
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United states of
America on the first Wednesday in October in every
third year, from the year of our I.mil one thousand eight
hundred and forty-one, and in such place a- shall he de-
termined by the convention; and in case there shall he
an epidemic disease, or any oilier good Canse to lender it

necessary to alter the place fixed on for any such meet-
in- of the convention, the presiding hishop shall have it

in his power to appoint a nothei convenient plnci

as may he to the place so fixed on) for the holding of such
convention : and special meet in-s may he called at oilier

time-, iu the manner hereafter to he provided for; and
this ( 'lunch, in a majority of the diore-e- whi.h -hall

have adopted this Constitution, shall lie represented he-

fore they shall proceed to business, except that 'he rep-

resentation from two dioceses shall he sufficient to ad-
journ; and in all business ofthe convention freedom of
debate shall be allowed.

"Art. II. The Church in each diocese shall he enti-

tled to a representation of both the clergy and the Iniiy.

such representation shall consist of not more than four

Clerg] men niicl four Lay men. coin inn nicants in this Chun h,

residents in the diocese, and CtlOSeil in the manner pre-

scribed by the convention thereof; and in all questions,
when required by the clerical or lay representation from

h order shall have one vote; and the ma-

• This statement of, onrse represents our contributor's
opinion; hut the paragraph contains several points upon
which much might he -aid on both sides. —En.
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jority of suffrages by dioceses shall be conclusive iu each

order, provided
5

such majority comprehend a majority of

the dioceses represented in that order. The concurrence

of both orders shall be necessary to constitute a vote of

the convention. If the convention of any diocese should

neglect or decline to appoint clerical deputies, or if they

should neglect or decline to appoint lay deputies, or if

any of those of either order appointed should neglect to

attend, or be prevented bv sickness or any other acci-

dent, such diocese shall nevertheless be considered as

duly represented by such deputy or deputies as may at-

tend, whether lay or clerical. And if, through the neg-

lect of the convention of any of the churches which shall

have adopted, or may hereafter adopt, this Constitution,

no deputies, either lav or clerical, should attend at any
General Convention, the Church in such diocese shall

nevertheless be bound by the acts of such convention.

"Art. III. The bishops of this Church, when there

shall be three or more, shall, whenever general conven-

tions are held, form a separate house, with a right to

originate and propose acts for the concurrence of the

House of Deputies, composed of clergy and laity; aud
when any proposed act shall have passed the House of

Deputies, the same shall be transmitted to the House of

Bishops, who shall have a negative thereupon ; aud all

acts of the convention shall he authenticated by both

houses. And in all cases, the House of Bishops shall sig-

nify to the convention their approbation or disapproba-

tion (the latter with their reasons in writing) within three

days after the proposed act shall have been reported to

them for concurrence; and in failure thereof, it shall have
the operation of a law. But until there shall be three or

more bishops, as aforesaid, any bishop attending a Gen-
eral Convention shall be a member ex officio, and shall

vote with the clerical deputies of the diocese to which he
belongs; and a bishop shall then preside.

"Art. IV. The bishop or bishops in every diocese shall

be chosen agreeably to such rules as shall be fixed by
the convention of that diocese; aud every bishop of this

Church shall confine the exercise of his episcopal office

to his proper diocese, unless requested to ordain, or con-
firm, or perform any other act of the episcopal office, by
any Church destitute of a bishop.
"Art. V. A Protestant Episcopal Church iu any of the

United States, or any territory thereof, not now repre-

sented, may, at any time hereafter, be admitted on acced-

ing to this Constitution ; and a new diocese, to be formed
from one or more existing dioceses, may be admitted un-
der the following restrictions, viz.

:

"No new diocese shall be formed or erected within the

limits of any other diocese, nor shall any diocese be form-
ed by the junction of two or more dioceses, or parts of
dioceses, unless with the consent of the bishop and con-
vention of each of the dioceses concerned, as well as of
the General Convention ; and such consent shall not be
given by the General Convention until it has satisfacto-

ry assurance of a suitable provision for the support of the
episcopate iu the contemplated new diocese.

"No such new diocese shall be formed which shall

contain less than six parishes, or less than six presbyters
who have been for at least one year canonically resident
within the bounds of such new diocese, regularly settled

in a parish or congregation, and qualified to vote for a
bishop. Nor shall such new diocese he formed, if there-

by any existing diocese shall be so reduced as to contain
loss than twelve parishes, or less than twelve presbyters
who have been residing therein, and settled and qualified

as above mentioned : provided that no city shall form
more than one diocese.
"In case one diocese shall be divided into two or more

dioceses, the diocesan of the diocese divided may elect

the one to which he will be attached, aud shall thereupon
become the diocesan thereof; and the assistant bishop,
if there be one, may elect the one to which he will be at-

tached; and if it be not the one elected by the bishop, he
shall be the diocesan thereof.

"Whenever the division of a diocese into two or more
dioceses shall be ratified by the General Convention, each
of the dioceses shall be subject to the constitution and
canons of the diocese so divided, except as local circum-
stances may prevent, until the same may be altered in ei-

ther diocese by the convention thereof. And whenever a
diocese shall be formed out of two or more existing dio-

ceses, the new diocese shall be subject to the constitu-
tion and canons of that one of the said existing dioceses
to which the greater number of clergymen shall have be-

longed prior to the erection of such new diocese, until the

same may be altered by the convention of the new dio-

cese.
"Art. VI. The mode of trying bishops shall be pro-

vided by the General Convention. The court appointed
for that purpose shall be composed of bishops only. Iu
every diocese, the mode of trying presbyters and deacons
may be instituted by the convention of the diocese. None
but a bishop shall pronounce sentence of admonition, sus-
peusion, or degradation from the ministry, on any clergy-
man, whether bishop, presbyter, or deacon.
"Art. VII. No person shall be admitted to holy orders

until he shall have been examined by the bishop and by
two presbyters, and shall have exhibited such testimoni-

als and other requisites as the canons in that case pro-

vided may direct. Nor shall any person be ordained un-
til he shall have subscribed the following declaration :

" 'I do believe the Holy Scriptures oflhe Old and New
Testaments to be the Word of God, and to contain all

things necessary to salvation ; and 1 do solemnly engage
to conform to the doctrines and worship of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church in the United States.'

"No person ordained by a foreign bishop shall be per-

mitted to officiate as a minister of this Church until he
shall have complied with the canon or canons iu that

case provided, and have also subscribed the aforesaid
declaration.
"Art. VIII. A Book of Common Prayer, administra-

tion of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies
of the Church, articles of religion, and a form and manner
of making, ordaining, and consecrating bishops, priests,

and deacons, when established by this or a future Gener-
al Convention, shall be used in the Protestant Episcopal
Church in those dioceses which shall have adopted this

Constitution. No alteration or addition shall be made
in the Book of Common Prayer, or other offices of the

Chinch, or the articles of religion, unless the same shall

be proposed in one General Convention, aud by a resolve
thereof made known to the convention of every diocese,

and adopted at the subsequent General Convention, Pro-
vided, however, that the General Convention shall have
power, from time to lime, to amend the Lectionary; but
no act for this purpose shall be valid which is not voted
for by a majority of the whole number of bishops entitled

to seats in the House of Bishops, and by a majority of all

the dioceses entitled to representation in the House of
Deputies.
"Art. IX. This Constitution shall be unalterable, un-

less in General Convention, by the Church, in a majority
of the dioceses which may have adopted the same; and
all alterations shall be first proposed iu one General Con-
vention, and made known to the several diocesan conven-
tions, before they shall be finally agreed to or ratified in

the ensuing General Convention.
"Art. X. Bishops for foreign countries, on due appli-

cation therefrom, may be consecrated, with the approba-
tion of the bishops of this Church, or a majority of them,
signified to the presiding bishop, he thereupon taking or-

der for the same, and they being satisfied that the person
designated for the office has been duly chosen and prop-
erly qualified; the Order of Consecration to be conform-
ed, as nearly as may he, in the judgment of the bishops,
to the one used in this Church. Such bishops, so conse-
crated, shall not be eligible to the office of diocesan or
assistant bishop in any diocese in the United States, nor
be entitled to a seat in the House of Bishops, nor exer-

cise any episcopal authority iu said states."

From the constitution just given it is evident that

the General Convention is the highest legislative au-

thority in the Church, and its legislation is for the ben-

efit of the whole Church throughout the United States.

There is as yet no Court of Appeals, although it is felt

that there is need of such a court. It is believed that

it will ere long be constituted, so as to adjudicate upon

all those matters which a body, made up as the General

Convention is, cannot adequately judge or act upon.

Each diocese, whether a whole state or a portion of a

state, is independent of all control except that of the

general laws of the Church enacted by the General Con-

vention. Each bishop, and the clergy and laity under

his jurisdiction, meet in annual convention and legis-

late upon all subjects which specially concern the dio-

cese and the preaching of the Gospel within its limits.

Each parish also, consisting of its rector, vestry, and

congregation, is independent in its sphere of labor, sub-

ject only to the canons of the diocese and of the whole

Church, and to a visitation, at least yearly, of the bish-

op of the diocese. Thus freedom of thought and action

is secured to all, with a due and proper subordination to

higher authority in all cases where higher authority

must needs supervene.

The laws which regulate Church affairs are contained

in the " Digest of the Canons for the Government of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States," as

passed and adopted in the general conventions from 1859

to 1877. The canons are arranged in the most method-
ical and approved style of legal enactments ; they have

been prepared by some of the ablest canonists and law-

yers in the communion of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, and they cover the entire ground respecting

which the Church can legislate as a whole or united

body. They are distributed into Four Titles, Canons of

each Title, and Sections of Canons. Historical notes as
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I Theological seminaries and schools (iu 15 dioceses

and 1 missionary jurisdiction) 1G

to dates are added, so that any particular canon upon

any subject legislated upon by the Church may be

traced from its origin through all its modifications to

the present time. Title 1 is "< tf the Orders in the .Min-

istry and of the Doctrine and Worship of the Church."

There are twenty-four canons under this Title, and they
cover fully and explicitly all questions relating to can-

didates t"r orders, examinations, ordination of deacons,

ordination of priests, general regulation of ministers and
their duties, qualifications, consecration ami work of

bishops, domestic and foreign missionary bishops, mode
ol securing an accurate view of the Church, tin- use of

the Book uf Com mon Prayer, etc. Title II is" ( if Disci-

pline." There arc thirteen canons under this Title, re-

lating to offences for which ministers may be tried and
punished, dissolution of pastoral connection, renuncia-

tion of the ministn . abandonment of the communion of

the Church by a bishop, the trial of a bishop, judicial

sentences, regulations respecting the laity, etc. Title

III i> "Of the Organized Bodies ami Officers of the

Chinch." There are nine canons under this Title, hav-
ing n ference to meetings ofGeneral ( Convention, stand-

ing committees, trustees ofthe ( leneral Theological Sem-
inary, congregations and parishes, organization of new
dioceses, etc. Title IV relates to " Miscellaneous Pro-

visions." It has four canons, in reference to repealed

canons, enactment, etc, of canons, time when new can-

ons take effect. Our limits do not admit of printing

these canons in full, nor is it necessary, inasmuch as

they are readily accessible to all interested in their

contents.

III. Statistics.—As showing the steady increase and
spread of the Protestant Episcopal Church, we give the

bishops, clergy, and dioceses by decades since 1820, as

follows:

Years.
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from a bull published in 1172, confirming that of 1155.

The pope states the object of permitting the invasion

of Ireland to be that " the filthy practices of the land

may be abolished, and the barbarous nation which is

called by the Christian name may, through your clem-

ency, attain unto some decency of manners; and that

when the Church of that country, which has hitherto
j

been in a disordered state, shall have been reduced to

better order, that people may by your means possess

for the future the reality as well as the name of the

Christian profession."

In the reign of Henry VIII., papal supremacy was

abolished in Ireland, the bishops and clergy all accept-

ing the king as head of the Church. Queen Mary re-

established the pope's authority, but Elizabeth's rei.^n

gave a distinctively Reformed character to the Church.

Many rebellions occurring among the native Irish dur-

ing this reign, and Koine astutely throwing all her

weight against England, the Reformation came to be

regarded as essentially English, though the leading

clergy of the time assented to the change. The pope

took advantage of the anti-English feeling by send-

ing to the island multitudes of missionary bishops and

priests, who succeeded in holding the native Irish with-

in the pale of Roman Catholicism. During the two

folbwiug centuries, the Protestant Episcopal Church

(to which we now give this name, as during this period

the Presbyterian Church of Ireland rose to importance),

suffered many vicissitudes; but by the Revolution of

1G88 and the battle of the Boyne it was placed in a po-

sition of assured stability as a Protestant body. Still,

the very intimate connection between the Church and

the government, necessitated by the hostile elements

with which both had been surrounded, had exercised

upon the former a very unwholesome influence. The
Church had been treated as little more than a mere de-

partment of government. " Many of the bishops, dur-

ing this period, seem to have held High-Church views;

and, with some bright exceptions, a general deadness

in religious matters prevailed, and along with it an

indisposition to tolerate dissent in any shape whatev-

er. This deadness of religious life characterized all

the churches in the reigns of Anne and the Georges,

though bright examples may be cited of the contrary

spirit. The names of Richardson, Atkins, and Brown
may be mentioned with honor as those of clergymen

j

who, in the early part of the 18th century, took an ac-

tive interest in the work of evangelizing the native

Irish through the medium of their own language.

Archbishop Boulter, bishop Berkeley, and others may
be noted among the members of the Episcopal bench

who exhibited an earnest spirit of devotion and prac-

tical godliness. Wesley and his followers among the

Methodists did much by their labors, first inside and

th?n outside the Church, to awaken evangelical life

among all ranks of the national clergy. But English

influence was, during this period, too often used in a

wrong direction. English clergymen were frequently

thrust into the best Church livings in Ireland, and

Irish bishoprics were filled with Englishmen, while the

earnest parochial clergymen of the land were neglected

and despised. Dean Swift's witty description of the

honest clergymen nominated to Irish bishoprics being

waylaid and murdered by highwaymen on Hounslow
Heath, who then seized on their 'letters patent,' came
to Ireland, and got consecrated in their room, shows

what was thought, in some quarters, of many of the

men who, at this dark sera, bore spiritual rtde in the

Church of Ireland" (^Wright's Lecture on the Church

nf freland).

Perhaps no other Church in Christendom was so

much influenced by the Wesleyan revival of religion.

The evangelical leaven imparted at that time, assist-

ed by an intense antipathy to Romanism, has spread

through the whole Church, so that ritualistic and

Broad-Church elements are almost unknown within

its bounds. This fact is the more striking as some of

VIII.—X x

the most influential prelates have been, and are, Er.g-

lishmen of High-Church tendencies.

By Gladstone's disendowment act, known as the

"Irish Church Act, 18G9," it was provided that on and
after Jan. 1, 1871, the " Church of Ireland" should cease

to be established by law. A corporate body, named
"The Commissioners of Church Temporalities in Ire-

land," was appointed, to which body were intrusted all

the temporal affairs of the Church, until such time as

the representative body of the Church should supersede

-

them. This corporation -was endowed with extensive

powers for carrying out the purposes of the act. They
were freed from all restraints of the courts of law. and
received all the powers and privileges of the High
Court of Chancery. The Commissioners were ordered to .

ascertain the amount of yearly income which any per-

son, lay or clerical, derived from the Church, and " to

pay each year to every such holder an annuity equal

to the amount of yearly income so ascertained." This

annuity was to continue, even though the annuitant

should become disabled from attending to the duties

of his office, "by age, sickness, or permanent infirmity,

or by any cause other than his own wilful default." All

laws were repealed which would hamper the Church

in exercising the utmost freedom in self-government.

The ecclesiastical laws existing at the time of the dis-

establishment, including "articles, doctrines, rites, rubs,

discipline, and ordinances," were to continue binding on

the members of the Church, as if subsisting "by con-

tract;" except that nothing in these laws "should be

construed to confer on any bishop, etc., any coercive ju-

risdiction whatsoever." It was also provided that no

change should be made in the laws of the Church, so

as to deprive any person of his annuity.

By a convention of bishops and representatives of

the Church, held in Dublin in 1870, a constitution was

agreed upon. The preamble asserts a belief in the in-

spiration of the Bible, and a determination to preserve

the " three orders of bishops, priests or presbyters, and

deacons in the sacred ministry." It contains also a

protest "against all those innovations in doctrine and

worship which, at the Reformation, this Church did dis-

own and reject."

The supreme court of the Church is the Generul

Synod. It consists of three orders, viz., bishops, clergy,

and laity. It is also divided into two houses, viz., the

House of Bishops and the House of Representatives;

the former consisting of all archbishops and bishops,

the latter of 208 representatives of the clergy and 410

representatives of the laity, all these to be elected for

three years. " The bishops shall vote separately from

the representatives; and no question shall be deemed

to have been carried, unless there be in its favor a ma-

jority of the bishops present, if they desire to vote,

and a majority of the clerical and lay representatives

present, voting conjointly or by orders; provided al-

ways that if a question affirmed by a majority of the

clerical or lay representatives, voting conjointly or by

orders, but rejected by a majority of the bishops, shall

be reaffirmed at the next ordinary session of the Gen-

eral Synod by not less than two thirds of the clerical

and lay representatives, it shall be deemed to be carried,

unless it be negatived by not less than two-thirds of the

then entire existing order of bishops." The General

Synod has power to alter, abrogate, or enact canons, and

to control any regulation made by a diocesan synod, so

far as may be necessary to provide against the admis-

sion of any principle inexpedient for the common inter-

est of the Church.

The Diocesan Synod consists of the bishop, of the

beneficed and licensed clergymen of the diocese, and at

least one layman, called synodsman, for each parish in

the diocese. The bishop, clergy, and laity sit and de-

bate and vote together; but six members of either or-

der may call, upon any question, for a vote by orders.

If the bishop dissent from the other two orders with re-

spect to any proposed act of the synod, all action there-
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upon is suspended until the next annual meeting of the

synod; and shmld >uch act be then reaffirmed by two

thirds of each of the other orders, and the bishop still

dissent, it is submitted to the General Synod, whose de-

cision is final.

The representative body consists of the archbishops

and bishops, of one clerical and two lay members for

each diocese, and of such number of other persons elect-

ed as shall be equal to the number of dioceses. I his

i Board of Trustees, holding the temporalities

of the Church.

There is a Committee of Patronage in each diocese,

consisting of the bishop, one lay and two clerical mem-
bers. In each parish there are three persons named
parochial nominators. When an incumbent is to !»•

appointed, the Committee of Patronage and the paro-

chial nominators form a Board of Nomination, presided

>,\ er by the bishop, « ho has an independent and also a

casting vote. This hoard nominates a clergyman to

the bishop, who. if he decline to institute the nominee,

must give him. if so required, his reasons in writing for

so declining. Bishops are nominated by the diocesan

sy Is. anil confirmed by the Bench of Bishops.

The disestablished Church has already taken advan-

tage of its freedom to revise carefully the Book of ( !om-

mou Prayer. Some extracts from the preface to the

Revised Prayer-1 k, to he printed during this year

(1878), will show the object and animus of the revi-

sion: "When this church of Ireland ceased to be es-

tablished by law. and thereupon some alteration in our

public liturgy became needful, it was earnestly desired

by many thai occasion should he taken for considering

what changes the lapse of years or exigency of our

present times and circumstances might have rendered

expedient." "We now afresh declare that the posture

of kneeling prescrihed to all communicants is not ap-

pointed for any purpose of adoration of Christ's body

and blood uniler the veils of bread and wine, but only

for a signification of our humble and grateful acknowl-

edgment, and for the avoiding of such profanation and

disorder as might ensue if some such reverent and uni-

form posture were not enjoined." "In the Office for

Visitation of the Sick we have deemed it lilting that

absolution should he pronounced to penitents in the

form appointed in the Office for the Holy Communion."

The portions of the Apocrypha which were in the Ta-

ble "f Lessons have been expunged, and the rubric has

been omitted which directed the use on certain days of

the Uhanasian Creed.

The following are the numerical statistics of I lie

Iri-h Protestant Episcopal Church as compared with

other religious denominations in the island. The total

number of clergymen is about 1900.

The act of disestablishment technically decreed also

disendow ment. hut by far the greater part of the en-

dowment of the church w as absorbed by the compen-
sations -ranted. Most of those who were entitled to

annuities commuted their income, or compounded with

the ecclesiastical commissioners for a fixed sum. so ar-

ranged as tu leave a large capital sum tor church en-

dowmeut, and this endowment was augmented hy large

donations, amounting, in the first tire years of disestab-

lishment, to £1,180,108. A- an example of composi-

tion, the bishop of Deny was entitled to an annual

income of £13,781. Upon compounding, he received

£101,493, leaving a balance to the Endowment Fund
of the church of £100,288. The present endowment
ol the Church is upwards of £7,000,000.

See Dr. Todd. St. Patrick; Killen. Ecclesiastical His-

tory of Ireland; King, Church History of Inland;
Fronde. History of England; Godkin, Ireland and her

Churches; pamphlet- by Dr. C. II. H. Wright, on The
Divinity School <>/ Trinity College, Th, Church of In-
land,etc; Tin Irish Ecclesiastical Gazette,from 1871 to

1878; Thelrish Church Directory; Lanigan, /

tical History of Ireland. (G. C. J.)

Protestant Episcopal Free-Church Asso-
ciation. This body, formed in 1875 within the pale

of the Protestant Episcopal Church, advocates the free-

seat system for houses of worship, and ha- grown to

such large proportions in the -hurt time ofits existence

that it now goes hey 1 its originally intended mission

and assumes the work of Church extension also. i.e. it.

affords help to feeble churches, provided they do not rent

or sell pews. The secretary of the society reported at

its third annual meeting |
Max 13, 1878) 285 clerical. 13

life, and 126 annual contributors. Twenty-one of the

bishops of the < 'hurch are patrons.

Protestant Friends. See Free Congrega-
tions ; Rationalism.

Protestant Methodists. See Methodism;
Methodist Protestants.

Protestant Union of Germany is a body com-
posed of the members of the Evangelical Protestant

Church. It has been in existence since 1863. Ii- aim
is the complete separation of the Church from the State;

a synodical Church system for all Protestant Germany;
the union of religion and intellectual culture, faith and
science, i. e. the ad\ ancement of the I 'hri-tiau religion

in harmony with free investigations and ever-advancing

intellectual culture, and the waning against everything
hierarchical as well as against the radical denials of re-

ligion. It was projected in 1863 in the duchy ol Baden,

and in 1864 its headquarters were established at lleidel-

berg, where the annual meetings of the Union, called

provinces.
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Protestantentag. See Protestant Union of

Germany.
Protestantism is the advocacy of the authority

of the Sacred Scriptures above and without any other.

The Romanist and Jew hold to tradition (q. v.) as hav-

ing the warrant of authority, but the Protestants refuse

to yield to any arguments not clearly and directly drawn
from the sacred Word of God. There arise, of course,

various questions as to what this Word is, and how it is

to be interpreted. In regard to the former, the Protes-

tant holds that the Holy Bible is composed only of the

canonical writings of the Old and New Testament [see

Canon |. while the Roman Catholics also ascribe canon-

ical authority to the so-called Apocrypha of the Old
Testament. See Apockypha. The right of interpre-

tation the Roman Catholic Church claims to be hers

alone, while the Protestant Church concedes this right

in a stricter sense to every one who possesses the requi-

site gifts and attainments, but in a more comprehen-

sive sense to every Christian who seeks after salvation,

proceeding upon the principle that Scripture is its own
interpreter according to the analvgia Jidei. See In-

terpretation. With this is connected the assump-

tion of the Roman Catholic Church that the Vulgate

version, which it sanctions, is to be preferred to all other

versions as the authentic one, and is thus to a certain

extent of equal importance with the original, while

Protestants regard the original only as authentic.

The object of Protestant Christianity is freedom from

that ecclesiasticism which the primitive Church was
unacquainted with, and which owes its origin and de-

velopment to the mediaeval Church. "The Reforma-

tion, viewed in its most general character," says Ull-

mann (Reformers before the Reformation, i, 13), "was
the reaction of Christianity as Gospel against Christian-

ity as law." It is therefore inconsistent for Anglican

High-Churchmen and their followers on this side of the

Atlantic to assert that Protestantism is simply negative.

It is positive as well, for it not only discards one inter-

pretation of Christianity, but espouses another. It denies

the right of the Church to stand in authority of the indi-

vidual, but it gives a circumscribed and well-defined lib-

erty to the individual—not absolute license. " The lib-

erty which the Reformers prized first and chiefly," says

Prof. Fisher (Hist, of the Ref. p. 9), "was not the ab-

stract right to choose one's creed without constraint.

but a liberty that flows from the enforced appropriation

by the soul of truth in harmony with its inmost nature

and its conscious necessities." The nature of Protes-

tantism, the essence of Protestantism, the principle of

Protestantism, is freedom, but freedom only from the re-

straints of man, from a tyranny of conscience, from all

systems which had previous to the great Reforma-

tion been imposed upon man without any divine war-

rant. It is freedom on the basis of obedience to God
and to his holy Word. It is that freedom which con-

sists in the cheerful and ready obedience to the divine

Word and to the divine Will. It is the freedom of the

republic, and not the license of the commune; it is the

liberty of common-sense, and not the enthusiasm of the

idealist, "The principle of Protestantism," says Dr.

Schaff, "is evangelical freedom in Christ, its aim to

bring every soul into direct relation to Christ. Roman-
ism puts the Church first and Christ next; Protestant-

ism reverses the order. Romanism says, Where the

Church is (meaning thereby the papal organization),

there is Christ; Protestantism says, Where Christ is,

there is the Church; Romanism says, Where the Cath-

olic tradition is, there is the Bible and the infallible rule

of faith; Protestantism says, Where the Bible is. there

is the true tradition and the infallible rule of faith;

Romanism says, Where good works are. there are faith

and justification, Protestantism says, Where faith is,

there are justification and good works. Romanism throws

Mary and the saints between Christ and the believer;

Protestantism goes directly to the Saviour. Romanism
proceeds from the visible Church (the papacy) to the in-

visible Church ; Protestantism from the invisible Church
(the true body of Christ.) to the visible; Romanism
works from without, and from the general to the partic-

ular; Protestantism from within, and from the individ-

ual to the general. Protestantism is a protest against

the tyranny of man on the basis of the authority of

God. It proclaims the Bible to be the only infallible

rule of Christian faith and practice, and teaches justifi-

cation by grace alone, as apprehended by a living faith.

It holds up Christ as all in all, whose word is all-suffi-

cient to teach, whose grace is all-sufficient to save. Its

mission is to realize the universal priesthood and king-
ship of all believers by bringing them all into direct

union and fellowship with Christ" (Christian Intelli-

gencer, Jan. 14, 1869). Dr. Hagenbach objects to this

reduction of Protestantism to one fundamental princi-

ple, and offers three as its basis— viz. (1) the real prin-

ciple, living faith in Christ; (2) the formal principle,

the authority of the Scriptures as a rule of faith
; (3)

the social principle, forming a community, of which
Christ is the individual head, and of which all the mem-
bers are priests unto God (see Theol. Studien v. Kri/iken,

January. 1854, art. i). In this division every essential

characteristic of Protestantism seems to have been con-
sidered by this master theologian.

Romanists charge against Protestantism that its re-

sistance of dogmatism makes it synonymous with scep-

ticism (q. v.) and unbelief. This is very unfair. Prot-

estantism reposes implicitly on what it believes to be
the divine authority of the inspired writers of the

books of Holy Scripture; whereas scepticism and un-
belief acknowledge no authority external to the mind,
no communication superior to reason and science. Prot-

estantism, although by its attitude of independence it

seems similar to the other two systems, is really sepa-

rated by a difference of kind, and not merely of degree.
" The spiritual earnestness which characterized the Ref-

ormation," says Farrar (Crit. Hist, of Free Tkovgkt, p.

7 ).
•• prevented the changes in religious belief from de-

veloping into scepticism proper; and the theology of the

Reformation is accordingly an example of defence and
reconstruction as well as of revulsion." Protestantism

was a form of free thought, but only in the sense of a
return from human authority to that of Scripture. It

was equally a reliance on a historic religion, equally

an appeal to the immemorial doctrine of the Church
with Roman Catholicism, but it conceived that the New
Testament itself contained a truer source than tradition

for ascertaining the apostolic declaration of it.

Some writers—Romanists, and even some within the

Protestant fold, but hardly of the faith—have declared
" Protestantism a failure." They have attempted to

show that its territory is principally within the limits

it acquired in the period of the great Reformation, and
that its prospects for extension are lessening every day.

Maeaulay has treated this question in a spirited essay,

in which with certain reasons which are pertinent and
valuable is coupled a singular denial that the knowl-
edge of religion is progressive, or at all dependent upon
the general enlightenment of the human mind. Apart
from his paradoxical speculation on this last point, his

statement of the grounds of the arrest of the progress of

Protestantism, though eloquent and valuable, is quite

incomplete. The principal causes of this arrest have
been thus ably pointed out by Prof. Fisher (Hist, of the

RefpAlb sq.): (l.)The ferment that attended the rise

of Protestantism led to a crystallizing of parlies, and
thus incited to raise a barrier in the way of its fur-

ther progress. (2.) The political arrangements which
were adopted in different countries, in consequence of

the religious division, all tended to confine Protestant-

ism within the limits which it had early attained. (3.)

The want of the spirit of propagandism. Romanism is

always aggressive ; Protestantism, generally speaking,

maintains only that which comes within its sphere. (4.)

The counter-reformation of the Romish Church and its

avowed determination to remove gross abuses have stayed
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but too often the step ofaggression from the Protestants.

(5. The disjointed condition of Protestantism; its con-

stant warfarings of brother with brother; the absence

of a toleranl -pint for difference oi opinion in non-es-

sentials, havi facilitated the advance of their common
enemy, still further strengthened by perfect organiza-

tion. (6.) The inability of Protestantism to turn to the

the wide diversity of talents and char-

acter which is constantly developing in evangelical

Christianity. In Romanism [gnatius and Bellarmine

can labor side by side. In Protestantism Wesley and

VVhitefield must become the founders ol new sects, | 7.
i

The disposition of races. Montesquieu, in his Esprit

ties /."is. remarks thai Protestantism i- prevalenl in

Northern, < !atholicisra in Southern Europe, and explains

most judiciously, "C'esl que les peuples du nord ont et

ni,mm toujours tin esprit d'inde'pendance 1 1 de liberie,

que n'ont pas les peuples du midi."

If Protestantism he a failure, it has its failure in its

successes. These arc well set forth in the following ex-

tracl from Prof, fisher's address at the Evangelical Al-

liance t longress in 187 I

:

"(1.) Its whole character is favorable to civil and relig-
ious freedom and the promotion of the multiplied ndvan-
i tges which freedom brings in its train. Under Roman
Catholicism man was deprived of his personal rights;
under Protestantism he regained them. The progress of
civilization, in the long course of history, is marked by
the growing respect paid to the rights of the individual,
and the ampler room afforded for the unfolding of bis
powers, and for the realizing of his aspirations. There
was something imposing in those huge despotisms—
Kgypl, Assyria, I! ihylon, Persia—ill which a multitude of
human beings were welded together under an absolute
master. Such empires were an advance upon a primitive
state 'if things, where every man's hand was against his

neighbor. Vet they were a crude form of crystallization,
and they were intrinsically weak. The little cities of
< I eece, w ith their freer political life, and the larger scope
which they allowed for the activity and the culture of the
individual—communities of citizens proved more than a

match for the colossal might of the East. Among the
Greeks and Romans, however, although governments of
law had BUpphlUted naked force, the State was supreme,
and to the State the individual must yield an exclusive
allegiance. It was a great gain when the Christian
Church arose, and when the individual became conscious

•I' in allegiance of the soul to a higher kingdom nn alle-

I ich did not supersede his loyally to the civil .au-

thority, hat limited while it sanctioned this obligation.
Hat the Church itself a; length erected a supremacy over
the individual inconsistent with the free action of reason
and conscience, .and even stretched thai supremacy s > tar
as to dwarf and overshadow civil society. It reared a
i i:e, icracy, and subjected everything to its unlimited sway.
The Reformation gave hack to the individual hi- proper
autonomy. The result is a self-respect, an intellectual
activity, a development of inventive capacity and of en-
ergy of character, which give rise to such achievements

ce, in the field of political action, and in every
work where self-reliance and personal force are called
for, as would he impossible under the opposite system.
In the period immediately following the Reformation
Bignal proofs wen- afforded of this truth. The littlestates
of Holland, for example, proved their ability to cope with
Me- Spanish empire, to gniu their independence, and to
acquire an opulence and a culture which recalled the besl
days of the Grecian republics. They beal back their in-

m their soil, and sent forth their victorious na-
vies hi. very sea, while ai home they were educating
tint common people, fostering science and learning, ami
building up nnivci si lies famous tliroiiLrhoui Europe. Eug-
i on I. in i he a: f Elizabeth, proved thai the native \ Igor
of her people was reinforced in a rema kable i

the stimulus derived from the peculiar genius of the Prot-
ligion. It was I he period « hen she u
ft a I ascendency ;

the period, likewise, of Sh tke-

B i' on, ami Raleigh. \\ ho can doubt thai the
United States of America are. not indeed wholly, hut in

ebted tor their position, a- contrasted « ith
Mi xico and the political communities of South

\iaiiisi f the pott er oi the indit idual,
which i- the uniform and legitimate fruit of Protestant

"(-'.) Th. a Protestantism favors universal edu-
cation. The laj Christian, who is to read and interpret
the Scriptures, ami to lake part in the administration of
government in the < hurch, musl not he an illiterate per-
son. Knowledge, mental enlightenment, under the Prot-

?tem, are indispensable. The weight of personal
responsibility foi the i nlture ol his intellectual and spir-
itual nature which rests on every individual make- edu-
cation a matter of universal concern. Far more ha- been

done in Protestant than in Roman Catholic countries for
the instruction of the whole people. It is enough to refer
to the Common-school system of Holland and of .N'-w

England, and to Protestant Germany, to show how natu-
ral it is for the disciples of the Reformation to provide for
this great interest of society.1 la- I ee circulation of the Bible in Protestant lands
has disseminated an instrument of intellectual as well as
of religions improvement, I he good effect of which is im-
measurable. As a repository of history, biography, poe-
try, ethics, as well as a monitor to the conscience and a

guide to heaven, the Bible has exerted an inflneuce on the
common mind, in all Protestant nation-, which it would
he difficult to exaggerate. The practice of interpreting

ml of exploring its page- for fie-h truth affords
a mental discipline of a very high order. How often
have the Scripture- carried into the cottage ol

ant a breadth and refinement of intellect which otherwise
would never have existed, and which no agency employed
by the Roman Catholic Bystem, in relation to the same
social class, has e\ er hi-en ,,,-:,, engender !

"(3.) That Protestantism should be more friendly to
civil and religions liherty than the Roman Catholic sys-
tem would seem to follow unavoidably from the nature
of the two forms of faith. Protestantism involves, as u
vital element, an assertion of pcrsoual rights with respeel
to religion, the highest concern of man. ' Moreover, Prot-
estantism casts off the yoke of priestly rule, ami puts ec-

clesiastical government, in due measure, into the hands
of the laity. As we have already said, it is a revolt of the
laity against a usurped ecclesiastical onthoiity. The
Church of Koine teaches men that their first and most
binding duty is to how with unquestioning docil tj ami
obedience t<"> their heaven-appointed superiors. How is

it possible that Protestantism should uol foster a habit
of mind which is incompatible with a patient endurance
of tyranny at the hands of the civil power:' How can
Protestantism, inspiring a livelj sense of personal rights,
fail to bring with it. eventually ai least, a corresponding
respect for the rights of others, and a disposition to secure
their tights in tonus of goverment and in legislation?
How can men who are accustomed to judge for them-
selves and at independently in Church affairs manifest a
slavish spirit in the political sphere? On the contrary,
the habit of mind which the Roman Catholic nurture
tends to beget leads to servility ill the -nhje I towards
the ruler as long as an alliance is kept up between sover-
eign and priest. It is true that the Church of Koine can
accommodate itself to any ofthe various types of political

society. Her doctors have at time- preached an extreme
theory of popular tights and ofthe sovereignly ofthe
people. While the state is subordinate to th<

any form of government may he tolerated; and there
may he an interest on the part of the priesthood in incul-
cating political theories which operate, in their judgment,
to weaken the obligations of loyalty towards the civil

magistrate, and to exalt by contrast the divine authority
of the Church. When the civil magistracy pre-i - to
i sere se prerogatives, or to ordain measures, which are
deemed hurtful to the ecclesiastical interest, a radical

doctrine of revolution, even a doctrine of tyrannicide, has
been beard from the pulpits ofthe most conservative of
religion- bodies. Generally speaking, however, the Church
of Koine is the naiural all] and supporter of arbitrary
pi inciples Of government. The prevailing sentiment, the
instinctive feeling, in that Church is that the body ofthe
people are incapable of Belf-guidance, and that to give
them the reins in civil affairs would imperil the stability
of ecclesiastical control. To this reasoning it is often re-

plied by advocates ofihe Koinan Catholic system that
Protestantism opens a door to boundless tyranny by halv-
ing the temporal power without any check from the ec-

clesiastical. The siate, it is said, proves omnipotent : the
civil magistrate is delivered from the wholesome dread
of ecclesiastical censure, and is left free to exercise all

kiml-o! tyranny, without the powerful restraint to which
he wa- subject under the mediffiVlll system. He may
even violate the rights of conscience \> i 1 1 1 impunity. The
State, it is sometimes -aid. when lelea-ed from its subor-
dinate relation to the Church, i- a godless institution. It

becomes, like the pagan states of nutiqnity, i

'-

the rovince of rclig a- in secular affair-, ami all irre-

I"'< i-l b •d that
been guilty ol tyranny ; I hat. in

many instances, they cannot be , leared of the' charge of
unwarrantably interfering with the rights •! c

and of nttcmptillg t<> govern the belief ami regulate the
forms of worship of their subjects in a manner destruc-
tive of true liberty. The question is, whether these in-

stant - of iniegoverumeiit are the proper fruit ofthe Prot-
estant spirit, or something at variance with it. and the- e-

fore an evil of a temporary ami exceptional character
The imputation that the siate, a- constituted under Prot-
estantism, is heathen depends on the false assumption
that the ( hurch mid the priesthood, as established in the
Roman Catholic sysl ire Identical, or bo nearl) Identi-
cal that ore cann : sul Bis) without the other. I' i- as-

sumed that when the supervision and control which the
R i author-
ken off, nothing is left but an linchl i-tiau or an-
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tichristian institution. The fact that a layman can be as
good a Christian as a priest is overlooked. The Christiau
laitv who make up a commonwealth, and the Christian
magistrates who are set over them, are quite as able to

discern and quite as likely to respect personal rights, and
to net for the common weal, as if they were subject to an
organized priesthood. Since the Reformation a layman
has been the head of the English Church and State, and
civil magistrates in England have borne a part in ecclesi-

astical government. Without entering into the question
of the righteousness or expediency of establishments, or
broaching any of the controverted topics connected with
tliis subject, we simply assert here that the civil govern-
ment of England is not to be branded as unchristian or

antichristian on account of this arrangement. As far as
the administration of public affairs in that country has
been characterized by justice and by a regard for the well-

being of all orders of people, the government has been
Christian—as truly Christian, to say the least, as if the su-

premacy had been" virtually lodged with the pope, or with
an aristocracy of priests.

"History verities the proposition that Protestantism is

favorable to civil and religious freedom. The long and
successful struggle for independence in the Netherlands,
the conflict which established English liberty against the
despotic influence of the house of Stuart, the growth and
establishment of the Republic of the United' States, are
events so intimately connected with Protestantism, and
so dependent upon it, that we may point to them as mon-
uments of the true spirit and tendency of the Reformed
religion. That religious persecution has darkened the
annals of the Protestant faith, and that the earliest lead-
ers in the Reformation failed to recognise distinctly the
principle of liberty of conscience, must be admitted. But
Protestantism, as is claimed at the present day both by its

friends and foes, was illogical, inconsistent with its own
genius and principles, whenever it attempted to coerce
conscience by punishing religious dissent with the sword
and the fagot. Protestants illustrate the real character
and tendency of their system by deploring whatever acts
of religious persecution the predecessors who bore their
name were guilty of, and by the open and sincere advo-
cacy of religious liberty. Liberty of thought and freedom
of speech and of the press, however restricted they may
have been by Protestants in times past, it is the tendency
of Protestantism to uphold."

See Schenkel, Das Wesen des Protestan/ismus ('2d ed.

Schaffh. 1862); Frank, Gesck. der prot. Theol. (Leips.

1862-65, 2 vols.) ; Wylie, Hist, ofProf. ( Lond. 1874 sq.)

;

Gieseler, Eccles. Hist. iv. 131 sq. ; Hase, Ch. Hist. p. 437

sq.; Hagenbach, [list. ofDoctr. (see Index). (J. H. W.)

Protestants is a collective name for all genuine

believers in evangelical Christianity—those who protest

against the errors and renounce the communion of the

Romish Church. It was originally applicable to the

followers of Luther, but is now generally applied to all

Christians not embraced in the Roman Catholic, Greek,

or Oriental churches. See Reformation.
At first those who, in consequence of the religious in-

novations of Luther and his consorts in Germany and
Switzerland, stepped out of the Catholic community
were designated by no general name; they were called

Lutherans, Zwinglians, Anabaptists, etc., etc. They re-

ceived their collective name only in 1529 at the second

Diet of Spires. The first Diet of Spires had been held

in 1526. There it had been resolved, " Let even- state

of the empire conduct its affairs in such a way as it

thinks justifiable before God and the emperor." It was
an edict of tolerance, with reservation of the imperial

rights. The Roman Catholic party had been compelled

to make concessions by the ambiguous attitude of the

house of Wittelsbach. As soon, however, as the Bava-
rian dukes embraced more unequivocally the Catholic

cause, and had made a close alliance with the ecclesias-

tical princes, the emperor Charles V, in order to satisfy

the Romanists, resolved upon more energetic measures

against the innovators. In the spring of 1527, the Ro-

manists had already formed a secret league at Breslau,

yet until the emperor was successful in Italy no overt

measures could be thought of. After he had gained a

complete victory in Italy, the policy of repression was
boldly avowed, and in March, 1529, the second Diet of

Spires was convoked for this purpose by the emperor.

Ostensibly it was called to secure aid from the German
princes against the Turks, and to devise the most effect-

ual means by which to allay the religious disputes. Its

real object, however, appeared when Ferdinand, arch-

|

duke of Austria, and other popish princes, decreed that

in the countries which had embraced the new religion

it should be lawful to continue in it till the meeting of

a council, but that no Roman Catholic should be al-

lowed to turn Lutheran, and that the reformers should

deliver nothing in their sermons contrary to the re-

ceived doctrine of the Church. It was furthermore spe-

cially decreed, (1) that it shall be forbidden nowhere in

Germany to say or attend mass; (2) the preaching of

the doctrine of Zwingli about the Eucharist shall be
prohibited; (3) the Anabaptists shall not be tolerated;

(4) libels against religious parties and about religious

matters are interdicted. These articles did not meet
the pretensions of Luther's followers. The Lutheran
states asserted that in matters of faith a majority of

votes was not decisive, and that the resolutions of 1526,

unanimously voted, could only be abrogated by a unani-

,

mous vote. They, in consequence, protested against

the resolutions of the diet, and it was thus that the fol-

lowers of the Reformation were in derision called Prot-

estants. They declared their readiness to obey the em-
peror and the diet in all "dutiful and possible matters."

but against any order considered by them repugnant to

"God and his holy Word, to their soul's salvation, and

;
their good conscience," they appealed to the emperor, to

I
the free council, and to all impartial Christian judges.

The essential principles involved in the protest againet

this decree and in the arguments on which it was
grounded were (1) that the Catholic Church cannot be
the judge of the Reformed churches, which are no longer

in communion with her: (2) that the authority of the

Bible is supreme, and above that of councils and bish-

\

ops; (3) that the Bible is not to be interpreted and used

according to tradition, or use, and wont, but to be ex-
plained by means of itself, its own language, and con-

nection. As this doctrine—that the Bible, explained

independently of all external tradition, is the sole au-

thority in all matters of faith and discipline—is really

the foundation-stone of the Reformation, the term Prot-

estant was extended from those who signed the Spires

protest to all who embraced the fundamental principle

involved in it.

The protesting parties were as follows: John, the

elector of Saxony, the landgrave of Hesse, the mar-

|

grave of Brandenburg-Bayretith. a duke of Brunswick-
Liineburg, a prince of Anhalt. a number of Frankish and
Suabian imperial cities — Nuremberg, Dim, Kempten,
Nordlingen, Heilbronn, Reutlingen, Isny, St. Gall, Weis-
senburg. Windsheim, Strasburg, Constance, Liudau. and
Memmingen. The four last named had joined the pro-

test on account of the interdiction ofZwingli's doctrine,

which interdiction met with the entire approval of Lu-
ther and his zealous followers. The latter also accepted

the article against the Anabaptists, and, while Luther
approved of the protest, he exhorted at the same time
the Frotestant powers to destroy the impious Anabap-
tists with fire and sword, and accept the resolutions of

the diet in this respect. Now, the new doctrines being

in possession of a name which indicated their common
hostile relation to the Roman Church, the schism be-

came less curable, and reconciliation was thenceforth less

practicable than ever. See Reformation.
The term Protestant, which thus came to be synony-

mous with non-Romanist, was applied, first, as a conven-
ient historical term designating collectively all who
deny the usurped supremacy of the pope; secondly, as a
term of controversy implying (1) a condemnation of al-

leged Romish errors and superstitions, and sometimes

(2) a yet further assertion of certain tenets supposed to

be of the essence of Protestantism. This essential prin-

ciple of Protestantism is the sufficiency and authority

of the Scriptures as a religious rule of faith and practice.

Those, on the one hand, who deny its sufficiency are not
in principle Protestants. The former include not only
the Roman Catholics, but all those who maintain the

authority of the Church to speak for God, either in add-
ing to the doctrines of the Bible or in giving them a
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binding and authoritative interpretation; and those, on

the other hand, who deny its divine authority arc not

properly Protestants; and the latter embrace all those

wln> hold thai man's unaided reason is the all-sufficienl

guide and standard in religious faith and practice, and

thai the Bible i> only to be used like other hooks—as a

light, bul not as an authority. In 1659 it was staled

in Milton's Treatise of Civil Power in Ecclesiastical

Cases: -It is the general consent of all sound Protes-

tanl writers that neither traditions, councils, nor canons

of any visible Church, much less edicts of any magis-

trate or civil session, but the Scripture only, can he the

final judge or rule in matter- oi religion, and that only

in the conscience of even <'hri-tian to himself. . . .

With the name of Protestant hath ever been received

this doctrine, which prefers the Scripture before the

Church, and acknowledges none but the Scripture sole

interpreter of itself to the conscience. If by the Prot-

estant doctrine we believe the Scripture not for the

Church's saying, but for its own as the Word of God

—

then '"lulit we to believe what in our conscience we
apprehend the Scripture to say. though the visible

Church with all her doctors gainsay. . . . To interpret

the Scripture convincingly to his own conscience none
is able hut himself, guided by the Holy Spirit; and not

so guided, none than he to himself can he a worse de-

ceiver. . . . This is not the doctrine of the Church of

England. If the Church have authority in controver-

sies of faith, it is a matter of conscience to submit one's

private judgment to that authority. There coexist in

the Church of God two authorities mutually corrobora-

tive of each other, and, so far as individual interpreta-

tion of each, mutually corrective of each other—the

inspired Word and the inspired Church; the inspired

Word receiving its canonicity, its interpretation, from

the inspired Church, and the inspired Church tested in

its development by the inspired Word" < Bishop Forbes,

on Thirty-nine .1 rt. p. 95). Of course, since Protestant-

ism recognises the right of private judgment in the
interpretation of Scripture, it allows a wide divergence
of theological views, and such a divergence actually

exists. At the same time, the differences in the be-

lief of the various Protestant sects generally relate to

minor points, as of worship, ceremonial, and form of ec-

clesiastical government, nearly all the greal Protestant

denomination- being substantially agreed respecting the

fundamental points of doctrine as taught by theWord of

God. Mr.Chillingworth. addressing himself to a writer

in favor of the Church of Koine, speaks of the religion

of the Protestants in the following excellent terms:
'•Know then, sir, that when I >ay the religion of Prot-

estants is in prudence to be preferred before yours, on the
one side, I do not understand by your religion the doc-
trine of Bellarmine, or Barunius, or any oilier private
man among you, nor the doctrine of the Sorbonne, of the
Jesuits, or of the Dominicans, or of any other particular
company among you, |>ut thai wherein you all agree, or
profess io agree, the doctrine ofthe Council ofTrent ; so,

accordingly, on the other side, by the religion of Protes-
tants, I do not understand the doctrine of Luther, or Cal-
vin, oi' Melancthon, nor the Confession of Augsburg, or
Geneva, nor the < latechism ofHeidelberg, nor the \, i icles
of the ( iiiirch of England—no, nor the harmony of Prot-
estanl confessions; but thai in which they all agree, and
which lliev all subscribe with a '.'renter Ininnonv. a- a per-

fect rnleoffnith audaction- that is, the Bible. The Bible,
I say the Ki 1)1. ly— is tin' religion of Protestants.
Whatsoever else they believe beside it. nnd tin- plain, ir-

refragable, indubitable consequences of it, well may they
hold it. as a mailer of opinion; but as n matter of faith
and religion, neither can they with coherence to their
own grounds believe II themselves, nor require belief of it

of others, without most hi<,'h and most schismatical pre-
sumption. I, for my part, after a Ion-, and, as i verily

lid hope. Impartial, search of the trui' way to
eternal happiue— , do profess plainly that I cannot find
any rest for the sole of mv foot but "upon this rock only.
I see plainly, and with mj own eyes, thai there are popes
against pop,-- and council's against councils : sonic fathers
against other father-, the same fathers against them-
selves; a consent of fathers of one age against a consent
of fathers of another age; traditive interpretations of
Scripture are pretended, but there are few or none to be
found

: no tradition bnt that ofScriptnre can derive itself
from the fountain, but may be plainly proved either to

have been brought in in such an age after Christ, or that
in SUCh an age it was not ill. In a word, there is no suffi-
cient certainty but of Scripture only for any considering
man to build npon. This, therefore, and this only, I have
reason to believe. This I will profess; according to this
I will live; and for this, if there be occasion, I will not
only willingly, but even gladly, lo-e my life, though I

should be sorry that Christians should take it from me.
Propose me anything out of this book, and require wheth-
er I believe or no, and, seem it never so incomprehensible
to human reason, I will subscribe it with hand and heart,
a- knowing no demonstration can be stronger than this —
God hath said so, therefore it is true. In other things, I

will take no man's liberty of judging from him; neither
.-hall any man take mine from me."

The body of Protestant 9 consists, generally speaking,

of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway — all Lutheran; the

larger half,of the population of the Netherlands; about

half of the population of Switzerland, including the can-

tons of Aargau. Zurich. Berne, most of Yaud— all Cal-

vinistic; the English, Irish, and Scottish churches, with
their colonial and American daughters; the Scottish

Presbyterians; the large bodies of Lutherans, Calvin-
ists. Huguenots, in the other countries of Europe; the

English and Irish Nonconformists and their descendants

in the United state- and the colonies.

Of the chief of these Protestant denominations we
give here a brief narrative of the process of their

separate formation, referring the reader for fuller in-

formation to the separate articles under their respec-

tive lilies. "The Lutherans took the name and ac-

cepted the teachings of Luther, who, while maintaining

the doctrine of justification by faith alone, and the

authority and Sufficiency of the Scriptures, also main-
tained, in a modified form, the doctrine of the real

presence of Christ in the communion, and allowed

the use of images and pictures in the churches.

Zwingli, the Swiss reformer, denied that the Lord's

Supper was anything more than a commemorative
ordinance. Many of the Reformers in other coun-
tries shared his views, and out of the controversy be-

tween him and Luther sprang the Reformed churches

of Germany and Holland. Meanwhile John Calvin had
commenced his labors as the organizer of the Reforma-

tion. The product of his literary labor was the Insti-

tutes; of his executive labor, the Presbyterian form of

government For both he found, eventually, a free

field in Geneva, and his labors there not only gave to

tie.- Reformed churches of Switzerland their final char'

acter—a character which they bear to this day—but

furnished the model of doctrine and government which
the Presbyterian churches of Great Britain and the

United States have since largely adopted. This, also,

is substantially the form of government of the Reformed
( 'hiireh of France. Certain tenets peculiar to this form

of theology were repudiated by oilier leader- among
the Reformers. Arminius, in Holland, denied that the

Scriptures taught the doctrine of predestination and
others connected intimately, if not necessarily, with it.

Prom him sprang the Arniiiiians, who. as a sect, are re-

duced to an insignificant number, but whose doctrines

arc accepted in the main by the Met hodi-ts. by nio-l of

the Episcopalians, and by many in other den illations.

The Socinians denied that i be doctrines of the Trinity,

the atonement, and the proper deity of Jesus Christ

were to be found in the Bible. They thus revived the

views of the earlier Aria ns. while at the same time they

carried their denials much further. Their views have
found exprcs-iou in one wing of the Unitarian and Uni-

versalis! churches of the present day. Their most gen-

eral acceptance is in New England and in pans oi Great

Britain; but there are Socinian churches in nearly if

not quite all Prote.-tani communities. The Reforma-

tion in England was partly religious, partly political.

Henry VIII did not intend to modify the doctrine ofthe

Church, but only its government, and it- government
onlj -o tar a- to secure it- indepeiidc of the papacy

The movement was too deep and popular for him to

control: but the royal and ecclesiastical influence com-

bined to retain the Episcopal form of government ami
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the union of Cliurch and State. Both are still preserved

in the Church of England, and the former in the Epis-

copal Cliurch of this country. Its symbols of doctrine

allow equal liberty to Arminians and to Calvinists. The
civil and religious controversies which, a few centuries

later, plunged England into civil war, gave impetus and

organization, though not birth, to the idea of absolute

ecclesiastical independence. The result was the organ-

ization of churches which were mainly Calvinistic in

belief, but in which the absolute right of the people of

each < Iburch to manage their own affairs was maintain-

ed. In England they took the name of Independents,

in the United States that of Congregationalists. As
early as the days of Luther, the Reformers were divided

on the question of baptism ; those who maintained that

baptism should be administered only by immersion and

to adults took the name of Baptists, which they retain

to this day. The 18th century witnessed a general re-

vival of religious spirit, especially in England and the

United States, differing from that which characterized

the Reformation in that it was less a battle against er-

ror in doctrine, and more a simple awakening of Chris-

tian zeal to use for the redemption of the masses the

truths which the Reformation had brought to light.

Out of this awakening grew Methodism, which is sub-

stantially Arminian in doctrine and Episcopal in gov-

ernment, and differs from the Episcopal Church, from

which it came out, rather in the spirit and character of

its adherents than in theology. These churches rep-

resent the chief forms of Protestantism. There is also

a large number of minor denominations, but most of

them are offshoots from these great branches."

The total Protestant population of the world is esti-

mated (in Johnson's Illustrated Family Atlas) to be

between ninety-five and ninety -six millions, a little

more than half the Roman Catholic population. It is

thus divided:

United States 25
British America 2
South America
Dutch American possessions
Danish and Swedish possessions
Hayti
Spain
Portugal
France 1.

Austria and Venetia 3.

Prussia 11
Rest of Germany proper 11,

Italy, without Venetia
Swi i zerlaud 1

Holland 2,

Belgiam
Great Britain and Ireland 23
Denmark 2,

Sweden and Norway
Russia
Turkey
Ionian Islands.
Asiatic Russia
China
East and Farther India
Archipelago—
Persia
Arabia
English African possessions
Algeria
Egypt
Liberia
Madagascar
Australia and Polynesia 1

0011.1)00

oyo.noo

50,000
32,000
50,000
10,000
7,000

10,000
501, '.'50

233,448
2*7.44*
075.5112

50,000
,482,848

023,000

25,000
,000,000
,070,0110

,403.0110

,040,000
10,001)

2,000
40,000
30,000

3011,0110

50,000
1.000

2,000
050,000
10,000
2,000

50,000
7,000

100,000

Trof. Schem in his Statistics of the World (3d ed. 1875)

estimates the aggregate population connected with or

under the influence of Protestant churches at the close

of 1874 as follows :

Divisions.
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dignity reflected on this office, and the influence which

the archdeacons in all times exercised upon the bishops,

made ofthe proto- 01 arch-deacon, in the Greek-Russian

Church, a very important person. In larger parishes

several deacons arc employed, l>ut only the lir-t deacon

of an episcopal church is distinguished by ih<- honorary

title of an hi- or proto-diaconus.

Protonotarius Apostolicus is a notary ap-

pninted liy I In- i>a|i:il -it. Tin- i { 1 1 : 1 1 i I i i '
-
1 1 inn of -/iwmr

i- but honorary. In tin- apostolic chancery-

rules i In- word " prothonotary" i> regularly employed,
inn the papal bulls and rescripts '-all the -aim' function-

ary "notarius apostolicus." The papal notaries ap-

pointed in the city of Rome (in curia), and forming,

twelve in number, a special mil,-.' of prelates, are dis-

tinguished by thr addition
|
Nbtarii

|
"de numero par-

ticipantium" from those appointed abroad (extra curi-

am), vvlio are simply notarii or protonotarii, sometimes

with the specification "extra numerum." The former

are the regular and paid, the latter the extraordinary

and titular notaries. The origin of tin- papal notariate

i- assigned to the 1st century, for pope < tlemenl I is said

to have employed seven of them in noting the memo-
rabilia of the Church, and composing trustworthy ac-

counts of the various manners in which the martyrs

were brought to death. In later times it became the

1 usiness of the prothonotaries to write the biographies

of tin- popes, to draw up authentic minutes of the de-

bate in the Consistory of Cardinals, especially in cases

of beatification, canonization, etc. Their college was
increased to twelve members and endowed with great

• by pope Sixtus V. They precede in the pa-

pal chapel at different solemnities the Auditores S. Ro-

ue, all eumeral ecclesiastics .and lower prelates, and the

generals of orders. Formerly t hey e\ en enjoj ed prece-

dence over bishops, but Paul II decreed thai at Rome
and abroad they should step after the episcopate. I mly
in public consistories and in processional cavalcades four

prothonotaries take their place immediately after the as-

sistant bishops of the pontifical chapel, and consequently
in front of the episcopate. They are, moreover, not sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the ordinaries, but are placed
under the immediate protection of the pope; they can

freeh dispose by testament even of their beneficial fort-

une to the amount of 2000 ducats; they receive all

- and graces of the pope free of tax and stamp;
they have ir<-i' access to the papal chancery, to the

public consistories, and to the cardinal consistories, de-

bating cases of beatificatiot >r canonization. They are

entitled, under certain restrictions, to use portable altars

in saying mass, and at certain festivals to wear the pon-
tifical badges (comp. Sixt, V, Constt. "Romanus Ponti-

fex" and " Laudabilis"). They have also the peculiar

privilege of creating annually si\ doctors, who enjoy
all the rights of regularly graduated doctors; but

only residents of Rome can be thus promoted (Bened.
XIV. Const. Titter Conspicuos, A. iv CaL Septbr. 1711 i.

These distinctions belong exclusively to the regular

prothonotaries appointed by the pope himself. Those
"extra Btatum," and the titular notaries, who can he

appointed not only by the pope, but also by hi- legate
'/ latere, and. with some rest riet ions, hy the college oT
real prothonotaries, occupy in the Bcale of rank the de-
gree next to the canons of a cathedral, and only if they
are themselves provided with a eanonry have they pre-

over the other members of chapters. They
.iolel talari inn. with the maul let of the same

color. Iii ile performance of Church functions they are
permitted i he ring, but without jewel. Wetzer u.Welte,
KirchenrLexikon, s. v.

PROTOTYPE

Protopapas i- the archpriesl in the Creek Church
who siaii 1- on the left hand of t he patriarch (q. v.).

Hi- dignity i- entirely ecclesiastical: he administers
the holy sacrament to the patriarch at all high and sol-

emn masses, and receives it from him. He is the head
ecclesiastical dignitary, not only with respect to hi.- pe-

culiar privileges, but to his right and title to prece-
dence. Gardner, Faiths oftk World, b. v.

Protopresbyter
| rpwroc itpe(>£, usually called

protopopi I
is in the Russo-Greek Church an interme-

_i e between the bishop and the simple priests.

The situation and functions of the protopresbyter are

essentially the same as those of the former archpriests

of the episcopal cathedral-, and of the deans in the

country. Each cathedral ha- ii- protopresbyter, but

the -a me dignity exists in oilier important churches of

large cities where several popes are employed. This
till" belongs also to such popes of tie- first rank as

some rights oi -up, r\ ision and administration

over several surrounding parishes; for every diocese or

eparchy in Russia i- divided into several protopopates

(as in the Roman Catholic Church into deaneries).

This class of dignitaries forms, in litigious and disci-

plinary matters of ecclesiastical resort, the first in-

stance in the diocese. In important cities the proto-

popes are generally employed as counsellors, assessors,

or secretaries in the episcopal consistories or other ec-

clesiastical colleges. The distinguishing garment of

the protopopes is the so-called epigonaticon. The pro-

topresbyterate i- the most influential of the lower cleri-

cal functions, and the highest degree open to a secular

ecclesiastic; for in the Greek Church the episcopate,

and the still higher dignities, can only be occupied by
unmarried priests, or such as an' separated from their

wives by death or voluntary renunciation, and who be-

long to the monastical order, mostlj archimandrites

(abbots) and hegemoiu (priors). Wetz c u. Welte,

Kircht a- /.i .rili i a, s. v.

Protcpsaltes is the chit f singer or mash r of the

choir in Greek churches.

Protosyncellus is the vicar or assistant of a

Greek patriarch, who generally resides along with him
in his palace.

Piotothronus is. in the Greek Church, the name
of the lir-t bishop of an ecclesiastical province; he holds

the first rank after the patriarch or alter the metropoli-

tan. At the death of either of these latter dignitaries,

the protothronus assumes hi- jurisdiction until a suc-

cessor is installed.

Prototype is a term used in theology to designate

i he original type (q. v.) or form of anything, and espe-

cially in the following dogma: The prototypal form in

which Adam was created wa- the image ol God; in

Christ that image is restored: and it is the hope of the

t hristian that this form will he his also w hen he wakes
up after < Sod's likeness and i- satisfied i Psa. xv. 17). It

is a term, therefor.', thai has an anthropological, Chris-

tological, and an eschatological character, as referring

to Adam, to the Redeemer, and to the redeemed. Now,
in what does that likeness consist ? Not surely in out-

ward form, but in spiritual attributes, for God is Spirit.

But those attributes pertain to the soul invested in body,

which God has not; there fore the likeness of God must

be restricted to such divine attributes as are r< flectt d in

man independently of his material nature, such as a love

for all that is good and holy, right, reason, and free-will,

which constitute in him the "likeness and -lory" of

God 1 1 ('or. xi. 7 : Bee Glow I, and exclusive of other

attributes that serve only to mark the imperfection of

the creature. When Irenieus. therefore (c. Fleer, v, 6),

speaks ol the image of Cod as being sua naturd of a

bodily character, he may express correctly the philo-

sophical notion of the Deity, and therefore of the Ah ine

likeness, as derived from ancient school-, bul be hardly

speaks with the authority of Catholic antiquity on a

point which had a- yet received bul little consideration.

our only safe guide is the apostle, who expresses him-

self with Bufficicnl expHcitness. With him Christ is

the very " image of God" (2 Cor. iv, 4), " in the form of

i iod" i Phil. ii. G I, and •• the express image of his Per-

son," as well as •• the brightness of his glorj " (Hi b. i. B),
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" the image of the invisible God" (Col. i, 15). He is now

to us as the prototypal form in which Adam was created

full of grace and truth; and man's hope of having that

form restored in him hereafter depends on the genuine-

ness with which some few rays of that glory are reflect-

ed in his soul now. So it has been decreed from ever-

lasting that all who are called according to God's sancti-

fying purpose should be "conformed to the image of his

Son" (Rom. viii, 29) ; that " as we have borne the image

of the earthy," we may also " bear the image of the

heavenly" (ICor. xv, 49); that having his high ex-

emplar before us, and "beholding as in a glass the glory

of the Lord," by a continually progressive, sanctifying I

process, we "may be changed into the same image from I

glory to glory as by the Spirit of the Lord" (2 Cor. iii, !

18). It is of this "renewing in the spirit of our mind,"
j

according to the prototypal likeness of Christ, that the

apostle speaks when he exhorts his charge to " put on

the new man, which is renewed in knowledge after the

image" of the Creator (Col. iii, 10), and "after God
|

(m^-ir) is created in righteousness and in the holiness

of truth" (Eph. iv, 24). According to Roman Catholic

doctrine, original righteousness was not this prototypal '

likeness, but a superadded gift conferred alter the act

of creation was complete. So the Trideutine Catechism

says. "Quod ad animam pertinet, earn ad imaginem et ,

similitudinem suam formavit Deus, liberumque ei tri-

buit arbitrium ; omnes praeterea motus animi atque

appetitiones ita in eo temperavit, ut rationis imperio '

nunquam non parerent. Turn originalis just it he admi-

rabile donum addidit," etc. (ed. Colon. 1565. p. G3). The
council purposed, in the lirst instance, to express its

meaning as "justitiam et sanctitatem in qua Adam
conditus fuerat," but accepted the correction of Paceco,

and wrote "constitutus fuerat" (Pallavicini, Hist. Cone.

Trid. vii. 9).—Blunt, Diet, of Tlieol. s. v. For the teach-

ing of the schools on this point, see Scholastic Theol-
ogy; for the whimsical notions of Judaism, see Cabala.

Protracted Meetings. Sec Revival.

Proud, Joseph, an English minister of the New
Jerusalem Church, who was bom in the second half of

the last century, is noted as the author of several of the

ablest polemics ever issued by the Church of which he

was a much esteemed member. He died about 18G0.

His works are: Reply to Dr. Priestley's Letters on Swe-

denborg (1792, 8vo) :— Hymns for the New Church

(12mo) :—Jehovah's Mercy, a poem (8vo):

—

Unitarian

Doctrine Refuted (Lond. 180G, 8vo) : — Letters on the

Fundamental Doctrint s oftht Unitarian Religion (1808,

8vo):

—

The Aged Minister's Last Legacy to the New
Church (Birm. 12mo; 2d ed. Lond. 1855). See Sprague,

Annul* of the Ama: Pulpit, ix, 67.

Proudfit, Alexander Moncrief, D.D., an

American divine of much celebrity, was born at Pequa,

Pa., in 1770, and was educated at Columbia College,

New York (class of 1792). He entered the ministry of

the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church, and was

made pastor of the congregation at Salem, N. Y., in

1795, where he lived until 1835, when he became agent

of the American Colonization Society. lie resigned that

post in 1842. and died in 1843. He published: Discourses

on the Ruin ami Recovery of Man (Salem. 1806, I2mo;

again, 1813, 12mo) :

—

Discourses on the Leading Doc-

trines and Duties of Christianity (1815, 4 vols. 12mo) :—
a work on the Parables (1820, 12mo) :—and a number
of single Sermons, Tracts, etc. (1798-1830). See Mem-
oir of the late A.M. Proudfit, />./>.. etc., by John For-

syth, D.D., minister of the Union Church. Newburgh,
N. Y. (12mo), reviewed in the Mcth. Quar. Rev. vi, 358.

by R.W. Dickinson ; Sprague, A nnals of the A mer. Pul-

pit, ix, 67 ; Memorial Volume A . B. C. F. M. 1862, p.

114; Princet. Rev. Oct. 1846, p. 609.

Proudfit, John, D.D., son of the precedine-, was
horn at Salem, N. Y.. in 1804, graduated at Onion Col-

lege in 1823, and at Princeton Theological Seminary in

1826. After a brief settlement as pastor at Newbury-
port, Mass., he was elected professor of ancient lan-

guages in the University of the City of New York,

where he remained from 1833 until 1838. He then

spent some time, in Europe, and in 1841 accepted the

professorship of Latin and Greek literature in Rutgers

College. In 1854 his chair was confined to Greek lit-

erature alone. He resigned in 1861, and transferred

his ecclesiastical relation in 1864 to the Presbyterian

Church. After a second protracted residence in Eu-
rope, he enlisted in the service of his country, and din-

ing the war was an exceedingly devoted and useful

chaplain to the soldiers of the IT. S. Army, being located

on Bedloe's Island, in New York Harbor. After his re-

turn from the war he lived in New York City. He was
a sincere and devout believer in the religion which he
preached. His daily walk seemed to be "close with

God," until, at last, " God took him." He died of pneu-
monia in 1870, after a very short illness, perfectly sub-

missive to the will of the Lord and happy in the pros-

pect of heaven. Dr. Proudfit was an eminent classical

scholar and divine. His mind was highly cultivated,

his tastes were refined, and his public life was distin-

guished by bis devotion to literary and theological pur-

suits. He was a frequent contributor to religious news-
papers, and to the Princeton Review and other serial

publications. For some time he was editor of the New
Brunsicick Quarterly Review. In these periodicals he
was actively engaged in the discussion of the exciting

controversies connected with what is known as -'Mer-

cersburg theology." He edited an edition of Plautus

and other classical works. His scholarship was far

greater than his ability as a practical teacher of youth.

His sermons were always carefully elaborated in style,

elegant in expression, and evangelical in spirit, but his

quiet delivery failed to give them the power to which
their real merits entitled them. Some of these were

published by request, among which is A Baccalaureate

Discourst to th< Graduating Class of 1841 in Rutgers

College, one of the best specimens of his pulpit efforts.

Dr. Proudfit was unusually tall and slender, dignified in

appearance, with an intellectual head, benevolent lace.

and polished manners. He excelled as a conversation-

alist, being full of anecdote and illustration, and happi-

ly interweaving his reminiscences of public men and

incidents of travel in foreign lands. He took a deep in-

terest in the evangelization of the papal nations of Eu-

rope, and was familiar with the great religious questions

of those Ian. Is. (W.J.R.T.)

Proudfit, Robert, D.D., an eminent American

divine and educator, was born at Hopewell, Pa., June
(). 1777. and graduated at Dickinson College, Pa., in

1798. In 1801 lie was ordained, and installed as pastor

of the Associate Reformed Church at Broadalbin, N. Y.,

in which charge he continued until 1818, when he ac-

cepted an invitation to the professorship of Greek and

Latin at Union College, Schenectady, which situation

he filled with distinguished ability until 1849, wh< n. by
an act passed by the board of trustees of that college,

he was relieved from active duty, and assumed the title

of emeritus professor in the same institution. During

the whole time he was in active duty as professor, Dr.

Proudfit did not neglect the call of his sacred profes-

sion, and, while his health permitted, he ceased not to

preach the Gospel whenever he had opportunity. The
zeal and earnestness with which he labored for the

Master's cause gained many souls to the Church, and

Dr. Proudfit's memory is in the hearts of many made
happy by his agency. He died at Schenectady. X. V„
Feb. 11, 1862. See Wilson, Presbyt. Hist. Almanac

(1862), p. 306.

Proudhon, Pierre Joseph, a noted French social-

ist, was born of humble parents, July 15, 1809, at Besan-

con. After a rudimentary education, he engaged in

printing, and soon became an author—especially of an

Essai (l< Grammaire Generale, for which he received a
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pension. In 1840 he published his work entitled Qu'est-

i Proprieti, which eventually became infamous

from the answer which it gave to thai question "La
Propriete, c"esi < I ol!" and caused him the loss ol his

pension. During the Revolution he edited an inflam-

matory paper, which was -
i suppressed, bul gave him

such popularity thai lie was elected t" the Assembly.

His notorious principles of anarchy prevented his being

heard in the debates, and the papers which he issued in

revenge were suppressed for their scurrility. In 1849

he started a Bangui du PeupU to carry oul his com-
munistic ideas, bal il was closed by the authorities, and

he fled i" Geneva, but on his return to Pari- he was

imprisoned. During his three years ofincarceration he

married, and issued several remarkable political works.

lie died in obscurity al Paris, Jan. 19, 1865. His social

theories arc of the mosl extravagant and dangerous

character, greatly resembling the radical and immoral

principles of the communistic revolutionists who arc

now agitating Europe and this country. Sec Hoefer,

Nouv, Biog, Generalt . s. v.

Provender (iOBD?3, mispd), fodder for cattle

(Gen. xxiv, 25, 32). In the account of king Solomon's

stables, in 1 Icings iv, 28, we read, " Barley, also, and
straw lor the horses and dromedaries, brought they unto

the place where the officers were, every man according

to his charge." Harmer remarks upon this passage:

^'Besides provisions for themselves, the Orientals are

obliged to carry food for the beasts on which they ride

or carry their goods. That food is of different kind.-.

They make little or no hay in these countries, and .are

therefore very careful of their straw, which they cut

into small bits, by an instrument which at the same
time threshes out the corn; this chopped straw, with

barley, beans, and halls made of bean and barley meal.

or of the
| ided kernels of dates, are what they arc

wont to feed them with. The officers of Solomon arc

accordingly said to have brought, every man in his

month, barley and straw for the horses and dromeda-
ries; not straw to litter them with, there is reason to

think, tor it is not now used in those countries tor that

purpose, but chopped straw for them to eat, either alone

or with their barley, lie litter they use for them i-

their own dung, dried in the sun. and bruised between
their hands, which they heap up again in the morning,

sprinkling it in summer with fresh water, to keep it

fr torrupting. In some other places we rent of

provender and straw, nol barley and straw; because it

may b her things were used for their food ancient-

ly, as well as now. besides barley and chopped straw.

"". belil, of the word- used for provender (Isa.

.w\. 24), implies something of mixture, and the parti-

ciple of the verb from which it is derived is used lor the

mingling of flour with oil; so the verb in Judges \i\.

Jl may be a> well translated 'he mingled
\
food fori lie

asses' as'he gave them provender,' signifying that he
mixed some chopped straw and barley together for the

asses. Thus also barley and chopped straw, as it is

jusl alter reaping, unseparated in the field, might nat-

urally be expressed by the Hebrew word we translate

provender, which signifies barley and straw that had
been mingled together, and accordingly seems to be so.

I liej tcap every one his com iii the field' (Job xxiv.

6 ,' Hebrew, mingled com or dredge,' says the margin,
What ideas arc usually affixed to secondary translation

I do nol know, but Job apparently allude- to the prov-
ender, or heap of chopped straw, lying mingled together
in the held, at'tcr having passed under the threshing in-

strument, to which he compared the spoil- that were
taken from passen jers bo early as hi- time by those that

lived - what alter the present in. er of the wild

Arabs, which Bpoils are lo them what the harvest and
vintage were toothers. With this agrees that other pas-

sage oi Job where this word occur- (\ i. 6), ' Will tl \

low in complaint- over hi- provender?' or • fodder,' a- it

is translated in our version, n hen he baa nol onto straw

enough, but mixed with barley." Travellers in the

East, wherever they mention the subject, use much the

same term- as Walpole, who. in bis Journal, remarks.
•• Neither hay nor oat- arc known to the Turks; nor has

any nation in the East ever um d them for tie u

Si Foddi R.

Provenzale, I> wit. bex-Abraham, who flourish-

ed in the 16th century, was a preacher al Mantua, and

was so eloquent thai he was styled ":i"~" '.L"X~

QUJ, i.e. the prince of preacher- in his generation.

He wrote: 111 ~"~. a commentary on the Pentateuch

from an archaeological point ol view : - DM "Pffl

~"S~. a commentary on the Song of Songs:— TH
~l'Z~. a comparative lexicon, Hebrew, Latin. Greek,

and Italian: and ~'~ ":.". a Hebrew grammar.

See I in-i. ///A/. .///,/. iii. [23: De Rossi, D
Storico dealt Arttori Ebrei, p. 272 (Germ, transl. l>y

Haralx rger) ; Etheridge, Introduction to Hebrew Litera-

ture, p. 'J**. Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 239.

(B.P.)

Proverb. "'^- mash il, rendered in the A. V. "by-

word," "parable," "proverb" (irapa(So\ii, 7rapot/«'o),

expresses all and even more than i- conveyed by these

il > English representatives. It is derived from a root

~'~'l. mashdl, -to he likef' (Arab, mathala, t.

ble"), and the primary idea involved in it i- thai of

likenc--. comparison. This form of comparison would
very naturally l>c taken by the short, pithy sentences

which passed into use as popular -a_\ ings and proverbs,

especially when employed in mockery and sarcasm, as

in Mic. ii. 4; Ilah. ii. 6, and even in the more devel-

oped taunting song of triumph for the fall of Babylon
in 1-a. xiv, I. Probably all proverbial sayings were at

first of the nature of similes, hut the term ma
acquired a more extended significance. It was applied

to denote such short, pointed sayings as do not involve

a comparison directly, hut still convey their meaning
by the help of a figure, as in 1 Sam. .x. 12; Ezek. xii.

22, 23; x\ii. 2, :; (comp. irapa(io\i), Luke iv, 23).

Prom this stage of its application it passed to thai of

sententious maxims generally, as in Prov. i. I : \. 1 :

XXV, 1 : x.xvi. 7. !»; Eccles. xii. 9; Job xiii. 12, many of

which, however, still involve a comparison (Prov. xxv,
:;. II. 12, 13, l 1. etc.; xxvi. 1. •_'. ::. etc.). 'such com-
parisons are cither expressed, or the things compared
are placed side hy side, ami the Comparison left for the

hearer or reader to supply. Next we find it used of

those larger pieces in which a single idea is no longer

exhausted in a sentence, hut forms the germ ol the

whole, and is worked oul into a didactic poem. .Many

iii-lanoes of this kind occur in the firs I section of the

hook id' Proverbs; others arc found in .loh xxvii and

xxix. in both which chapter- .loh take- up hi- mashdl,

or "parable," a- it is rendered in the A.V. The "par-

able" of Balaam, in Numb, xxiii, 7 Hi; xxiv, 3 9,15 1'.'.

20, 21 22, 23 24, are prophecies conveyed in figures;

hut mashdl also denotes the "parable" proper, a- in

K/.ck. xvii. _ : xx. 19 (xxi, 5) ; xxiv, 3. Lowth, in his

notes on Isa. xiv, I. speaking of mashdl, say> :
" I take

i his to he the genera] name for poetic stj le among the

Hebrews, including every -on of it. a- ranging under

one, or other, or all of tha character-, sentt nt ion-, fig-

urative, and sublime; which arc all contained in the

original notion, or in i he use and application ofthe word

mashdl. Parables or proverbs, such as those of Solo-

mon, arc always expressed in short, pointed sentences;

frequently figural ive, being formed on Bome comparison,

both in the mailer and the form. Such, in general, is

the Btyle of the Hebrew poetry. Balaam's first proph-

ecy (Numb, xxiii. 7 Um i- called in- mashdl, although

ii ha- hardly anything figurative in it: hut it is beau-

tifully sententious, and, from the very form and manner

of ii. ha- greal spirit, force, ami energy. Thus Job's

lasl speeches, in answer to the. three frit ml-
| ch. xxvii-
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xxxi), are called mashdls, from no one particular char-

acter which discriminates them from the rest of the

poem, but from the sublime, the figurative, the senten-

tious manner which equally prevails through the whole

poem, and makes it one of the first and most eminent

examples extant of the truly great and beautiful in po-

etic style."—Smith. Sir W. Jones says, " The moralists

of the East have in general chosen to deliver their pre-

cepts in short, sententious maxims, to illustrate them

by sprightly comparisons, or to inculcate them in the

very ancient forms of agreeable apologues: there are,

indeed, both in Arabic and Persian, philosophical tracts

on ethics written with sound ratiocination and elegant

perspicuity. But in every part of the Eastern world.

from Pekin to Damascus, the popular teachers of moral

wisdom have immemorially been poets, and there would

be no end of enumerating their works, which are still

extant in the five principal languages of Asia." See

Parable. Our Lord frequently employed proverbs in

his public instructions; and the illustration of these

proverbs has occupied many learned men, who proceed

partly by the aid of similar passages from the Old Test.,

and partly from the ancient writings of the Jews, espe-

cially from the Talmud, whence it appears how much
they were in use among that people, and that they were

applied by Christ and his apostles agreeably to common
usage. The proverbs contained in the Old and New
Tests, are collected and illustrated by Drusius and An-
dreas Schottus, whose works are comprised in the ninth

volume of the Critici Sacri, and also by Joachim Zeh-

ner, who elucidated them by parallel passages from the

fathers, as well as from heathen writers, in a treatise

published at Leipsic in 1601. The proverbs which are

found in the New Test, have been illustrated by Vor-

stius and Visir. as well as by Lightfoot and Schbttgen

in their floras Hebraicce et Talmudicce, and by Buxtorf

in his Lexicon Chaldaicum Talmudicum et Rabbinicum,

from which last-mentioned works Rdsenmuiler, Kuinbl,

Dr. Whitby, Dr. Adam Clarke, and other commentators,

have derived their illustrations of the Jewish parables

and proverbs. See Kelly, Proverbs of all Nations (Lond.

1859, 8vo) ; Sterling, Literature of Proverbs (ibid. 1860,

8vo); Bofm, Book of Proverbs. See Proverbs, Book
of.

Proverbs, Book of, the 20th book of the Old
Test., according to the arrangement of the English

Bible, where it is placed between the Psalms and Ec-
clesiastes, doubtless from its presumed relation to the

other works of Solomon ; and in the Hebrew Bible it

likewise follows the Psalms as part of the Kethubim, or

Hagiographa. In the German MSS. of the Hebrew
Old Test, the Proverbs are placed between the Psalms
and Job, while in the Spanish MSS., which follow the

Masorah, the order is Psalms, Job, Proverbs. This lat-

ter is the order observed in the Alexandrian MS. of the

Sept.- Melito, following another Greek MS., arranges

the Hagiographa thus: Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes,

Song of Songs, Job, as in the list made out by the < loun-

cil of Laodicea ; and the same order is given by Origen,

except that the book of Job is separated from the others

by the prophets Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, and Ezckiel.

But our present arrangement existed in the time of Jer-

ome (see Prcef.in Libi\Regum,\\\ : "Tertius ordo ayu'i-

ypa<})a possidet. Et primus liber incipit ab Job. Se-

cundus a David. . . . Tertius est Solomon, tres libros

habens: Proverbia, quaj ill i parabolas, id est Masaloth
appellant: Ecclesiastes, id est, Coeleth: Canticum Can-
ticorum, quem titulo Sir Asirim prrenotant"). In the

Peshito Syriac, Job is placed before Joshua, while Prov-
erbs and Ecclesiastes follow the Psalms, and are sepa-

rated from the Song of Songs by the book of Ruth.
Gregory of Nazianzum, apparently from the exigencies

of his verse, arranges the writings of Solomon in this

order : Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, Proverbs. Pseudo-
Epiphanius places Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of

Songs between the 1st and 2d books of Kings and the
minor prophets. (The following article is based upon

that in Kitto's Cyclopaedia, with additions from other

sources.) See Bible.

I. Title.—As in the Pentateuch, the book of Proverbs

takes its Hebrew title from its opening words

—

h^C72

n^'P'J, or "OIZJ'Q, mishley, simply. From this are di-

rectly derived the titles it bears in the Sept. (jKapoi^iai

'EtakofiStvTOQ) and Vulgate {Liber Proverbiorwm qutm
Hebrcei" Mislt " appellant), and the name by which it is

universally known in English. Another title, perhaps
more appropriate to the book as a whole, is derived from

its chief subject, '• Wisdom." In the Tosaphoth to Baba
Bathra (fol. 14 6), we find Proverbs and Ecclesiastes

combined under the name ClESri IBS), " the book of

wisdom," and this title appears- to have passed thence

|

into the early Church. Clemens Roman. (Ep. ad Cor. i,

57) when quoting i, 23-31 says, ovtwq X«ya ?'/ irarapf-

toq ootyia, a name which, according to Eusebius | //. K.

iv, 22), was adopted by Hegesippus, Ireineus, and "the
whole band of the ancients," following the unwritten

Jewish tradition, and by Clem. Alex. (Strom, ii. 5; 22).

It is styled by Gregory Naz. (Orat, xi) iraiSaywyiierj

<ro(pia, and by Dion. Alex. aop) fiijlXoc. In the cata-

logue of canonical books compiled by Melito of Sardia

preserved by Eusebius (//. E. iv, 20), we find nap. 1a-
Xou. t) Kai 2o<pia, a name which, as well as Sapientia,

is of frequent occurrence in the early fathers (see Cote-

lerius in Clem. Rom. /. c. ; Vales, ad Euseb. I. c), though

by no means restricted to the book of Proverbs, being

equally used, as Cotelerius proves, of "Ecclesiasticus"

and "The Wisdom of Solomon," a circumstance from
which some confusion has arisen.

The word V^"£, mashdl, by which the so-called

"Proverbs" of Solomon arc designated (Prov. i. 1. 6; x,

1 ; xxv, 1 ; and 1 Kings iv, 32 [v, 12]), is more appro-

priately translated in the Vulgate "parabola." It is

akin to the verb P1I573, corresponding with the Arabic

maihala and the Syriac methal, " to be like," and pri-

marily signifies "a comparison," "similitude," "para-

ble" (Ezek. xvii, 2; xxiv, 3) ; whence it easily passed

to those pithy, sententious maxims so often in the East
appearing' in the form of a terse comparison, of which
many are to be found in the book before us—e.g. xxvi,

1, 2, 3, G, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 17—and then to " proverbs" in

general, whether containing a similitude or not (1 Sam.
x, 12; xxiv, 13 [14]; Eeeles. xii, 9). Its scope was
still further enlarged by its application to longer com-
positions of a poetical and figurative character e.g.

that of Balaam ( Numb, xxiii. 7, 18, etc., and Job xxvii,

\

1 ; comp. Psa. xlix, 5; Ixxviii, 2), and particularly to

taunting songs of triumph over fallen enemies— e. g.

against the king of Babylon (Isa. xiv, 4), the Chaldeans
' (Hab. ii, 0; comp. also Mic. ii, 4; Dcut. xxviii, 37; 1

Kings ix, 7). See Proverb.
But the book of Proverbs, according to the introduc-

tory verses which describe its character, contains, be-
I sides several varieties of the mashdl, sententious sayings

of other kinds, mentioned in i, 0. The first of these is

the tTTTI. chidah, rendered in the A. V." dark saying,"

"dark speech," "hard question," "riddle,'* and once

(Hab. ii, G) "proverb." It is applied to Samson's rid-

dle (Judg. xiv), to the hard questions with which the

queen of Sheba plied Solomon (1 Kings x. 1 ; 2 Chron.

ix, 1), and is used almost synonymously with mashdl in

Ezek. xvii, 2, and in Psa. xlix, 4 (5); Ixxviii, 2, in

which last passages the poetical character of both is in-

dicated. The word appears to denote a knotty, intri-

cate saying, the solution of which demanded experience

and skill : that it was obscure is evident from Numb,

xii, 8. In addition to the chidah was the fiX"1?"©, me-

litsdh (Prov. i, G. A. V. "the interpretation," marg. "an
eloquent speech"), which occurs in Hab. ii, G in con-

nection both with chidah and mashdl. It has been

variously explained as a mocking, taunting speech

(Ewald) ; or a speech dark and involved, such as needed

a inelits, or interpreter (comp. Gen. xlii, 23; 2 Chron.
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xxxii. 31 ; Job xxxiii, 23; l-a. sliii, 27) ;
ot again, as

by Delitzsch (Der Prophet flubukuk, p. 59), a brilliant

or splendid saying " Glatiz- oder Wohlrede, oratio splen-

itis, luminibus ornate? I. This last interpreta-

tion is based upon the usage of the word in modern He-

brew, but il certainly does not appear appropriate to

the Proverbs; and the first explanation, which Ewald

adopts, is as little to the point. It is better to under-

stand ii as a «l.-irli. enigmatical saying, which, like the

vxialu':!. might assume the character of sarcasm and

i rm iy. though ii"i essential to it See Parable.
V might be expected from the nature of the work

contemplated, the proverbs before us almost exclusively

bear reference to the affairs uf this life ; but " hile a fut-

ure existence is not formally brought to view, yet the

consciousness ofsuch an existence runs throughout, and

forms the basis on which many of the strongest, most

decisive, and oft-repeated declarations are made. Fur

example, ch. xi, 7 has no meaning except on t lie sup-

position that the writer believed in a future life, where,

if mil here, the hope and expectation of ^r<
«< >« I men

should in' realized. If death were, in bis judgment,

annihilation, it would ho equally the overthrow of the

expectation of the righteous as of the wicked. Sec

also, a- affording similar indication, eh. xiv, :!•_'; xxiii,

17. 18. See Immortality.
II.' ''/ icity. I Ii-' canonical authority of the book

Hi' Proverbs lias never been called in question, excepl

among the Jews themselves. We learn from the Tal-

mud (Shabbath, fol. 30 b) that the school «( Shammai,
thus early adopting the principle of the free handling

of Scripture, was led by some apparent contradictions

in tlir book (e.g. Prow xxvi, 1. 'n in question its in-

spiration, .-iinl in propose tn cast ii nut of the canon. Ii

is indeed certain, if we credit the Jewish tradition, that

it diil imt al once take ii- plac i a level with the

other canonical Scriptures, Imt. like the Antilegomena
of the N. v. Test., remained fur a time in suspense. Ac-
cording to Wolf (Bibl. Hebr. ii. llli) and Zunz (Gott.

Vortrag. p. 1 1 >. it was imt till the period of the Persian

riilr that "the nun of the great synagogue" admitted it

tn an equal rank with the other Hagiographa. In the

remarkable passage of the Talmud, however, which
contains the most ancient opinii f the Jews mi the

formation of the < >ld-Test. canon
i

/.'-/'»/ Bathra, p. 1 I.

apud Westcott, Bibb in tin Church, p. 36), its recogni-

tion i- fixed earlier: the Proverbs (" Meshalim") being

included with Isaiah, Canticles i

" Shir Hashirim" i. ami
Ecclesiastes ("Koheleth") in the memorial word Jam-
shak, specifying the books "written" i.e. reduced i"

writing by Hezekiah and his learned men. With the

trifling exception mentioned above, it- right to a place

in tin- canon has never been quest ioned since iis admis-
sion into it. and there is no 1 k of Holy Scripture

whose authority i- more unshaken. The amount of in-

spiration in the hunk has been a matter of speculation

since the days of Theodore of Mopsuestia, « ho believed
that the wisdom contained in it was that of Solomon
only, not of the Spirit of God; even as 8 e of the rab-

bins found in Ecclesiastes ho divine w isdom, but merely
that ni Sol hi. Leaving such vain and impracticable
distinctions, the canonical authority of the I i. is at-

tested to ii- by ilu- frequent use of ii in the X.w I. st.

The following i- a list of the principal passages:

Piov. i, 1G Hum. iii. 10, 15.
iii, 7 Rom. xii, If..

"iii, 11,1-.' I lei), xii. .'.. 0; Rev. iii, 10.

i fames lv, 0.

x, 12 1 Pet. iv, s.

•xl,31 i Pet. iv, 13.

xvii, 13 Rom. xii, 17; I These, v. 15;
1 Pet. iii, '.'.

xvii, 'J7 James i, 19.

XX, 9 1 J, ,1m i, s.

xx, -Jn Mntr. xv. 4 : Mark vil, 10.
xxii, s (Sept.) 2 Cor. ix, T.

•xxv, 21,22 Rom. xii. 20.
"XXvi, U 2 Pet. ii. 22.
xxvii, 1 Jnnies iv. |3, II. 1(5.

Of these . nily those marked with an asterisk are actual

quotations; in the others there is a more or less direct

allusion.

III. Divisions.—The thirty-one chapters of the book
of Proverbs may ho roughly divided into four sections:

I. I'll.- hortatory introduction (i ix); 2. Tin- first < "1-

lection of" the Proverbs ofSolomon," properh -

with its appendices (x \\i\
; 3. The second collection,

compiled by Hezekiah's scribt -
I xxv-xxix) •. 4. An ap-

pendix by different writers.

1. The lir>t uf these sections lias no continuous con-

ned inn. and is hardly capable uf any very accurate sub-

division. The separate chapters form in .-nine instances

a connected whole (e. g. ii. v. vii. viii, ix); sometimes
the connection due- imt extend beyond a few verses

(e.g.iii, 1 in. 13 26; iv, II 1'.': vi.'l 5,6-11). There
i- little coherence between the separate chapter-, ami
little unity beyond that of the general subjeel or the

mode of treating il ; so that if nne chapter were to be

removed, the organization of the whole would imt be

affected, and it would hardly he missed. Ewald, how-
ever, who. somewhat in defiance of the internal evi-

dence, looks nil this portion a- -an original whole, thor-

oughly connected, and cast, a- it were, at one gush,"

after the general introduction (i, 1-7) discovers three

subdivisions, marked a- w.ll by tin- contents as by the

position of the imperative verb at the beginning "t the

sections (e.g. i. 8; iv. 1: vi. 20); while in the smaller

divisions " my son" stands before the verb (e. g:i, 10,

15; ii. 1: iii. 1. 11,20; iv,21,etc). Ewald's subdivis-

ions arc— (1) a general ad nit ion tn the pursuit of

wisdom, imt fully completed, hut running oil' into par-

ticulars (i. 8 iii i. (2) an exhaustive enumeration of

the particular point- of his admonili.ni (iv, 1 vi, 29),

until nil the discourse, gradually rising in power and

grandeur, at last attains an almost lyrical flight (vi,

Jn ix). According to Delitzsch (in Herzog's Encyklojh)

this section is divisible into fifteen si parate -nam— I
|

i. 7-10; (2)i, 20-33; (3)ii, (4) iii. 1 18; (5) iii, 19 26;

nil iii. 27-35, (7) iv, 1-v, 6; (8) v. 7 23; (9) vi. 1-7,.

(10) vi, 6 II. (11) vi, 12 I'.': | 12) \i. 20-35; (13) vii;

i 14 i viii. (15) iv.

'.'. The second section ix xxiv'i evidently contains

three subdivisions i"i the collection of unconnected

proverbs or gnomes | x. 1-xxii. 16); (6) " the words of

i he u i-t
"

i comp. i. «'.
: Eccles. ix, 7, xii. 11), consisting

uf a mure connected -erics of maxims, with a hortatory

in face recalling the style uf the first section (xxii. 17-

xxiv. 22 i ; (c)a shorter appendix of proverbial sayings,

with the title "these also belong to the wise," ending
with a description of a sluggard (xxiv, 23-34).

:;. The third section i- a continuous s. ries of gnomic
sayings without any subdivision (xxv-xxix).

•1. The fourth section, like the second, separates into

three pari- (a) "the words of Agur," a collectii I

proverbial and enigmatical sayings (xxx), (6) "the
words of king Lemuel" (xxxi, 1 9); and (c) a short al-

phabetical poem in praise of a \ humus u an (xxxi,
Hi 31).

IV. History of ilu Text.—The variations from the

existing ofasoretic text of the hook of Proverbs pre-

-i in id by i he versions of the Sept.. the Peshito-Syriac,

the Targum, ami to some extent bj the Vulg

witness in the former existence of copies diffi

main ami imt unimportant points from that which has

become the authoritative text. The text, as preserved

in these ancient versions, differs from that of our He-
brew Bibles both in exec— and defect. They contain

clauses, verses, and sometimes paragraphs not in be

found in our extant copies, for the existence ofwhich il

i- difficult to ac mi. iinl.— thej formed part of the

1 k which was before the translators : while other por-

tion- are wanting, for the absence of which no sufficient

account can he given, excepl that they were not read

in iii. .ni. i. in Hebrew MSS. thej employed. Thevery
large number nf minor discrepancies, both in language

and arrangement, which we meet with, a!! tend to con-

firm this view, and ii well dcscr\ es consideration what
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influence these variations, which every student knows

are not confined to this book, should have on the ordi- I

narily received hypothesis of the integrity and purity
J

of the present Hebrew text. This, however, is not the

place for the prosecution of this investigation. We shall

content ourselves with pointing out the principal points

of variation.

1. To commence with the Sept., the earliest of the ex-

isting versions. The translation of this book, like that

of Job. proves a more competent acquaintance with the

Creek language and literature than is usual with the

Alexandrine translators. The rendering is more free

than literal, giving what the writer conceived to be

the general spirit of the passage without strict adher-

ence to the actual words. Bertheau remarks that the

version of this book appears to have been undertaken

rather with a literary than a religious object, as it was

not read in the synagogues or required for their internal

regulation. It is to this freedom of rendering that not

a few of the apparent discrepancies are due. while there

are others which are attributable to carelessness, mis-

conception of the writer's meaning, or even possibly to

arbitrary alterations on the part of the translators. In
]

some cases, also, we find two incompatible translations

fused into one— e. g. vi, -25; xvi, 26 ; xxiii. 31. Of the !

majority, however, of the variations no explanation can
j

be offered but that they represent a different original,

and therefore deserve consideration for the history of
j

the text.

In the first division (i-ix) these variations are less

considerable than in the second. Two verses appended

to ch. iv remove the abruptness of the close and com-

plete the sense. To the. simile of the ant (vi, 8), that

!

of the bee is added. The insertion after viii, "21 seems

out of place, and disturbs the continuity. In ch. ix
I

there are two considerable additions to the discription

of the wise and foolish women, which seem to complete

the sense in a very desirable manner. The variations

are much more considerable in the section x-xxiv. A
large number of verses are wanting (xi. 4 : xiii. 6 ;

xvi,

1-4; xviii, 23, 24; xix, 1, 2; xx, 14-19; xxi, 5; xxii,

0; xxiii, 23—which comes in very awkwardly in the

Hebrew text; xxiv, 8) ; the arrangement of others is
J

dislocated—e. g. ch. xv closes with ver. 20, vers. 30, 32,
j

33 standing at the beginning of ch. xvi, while a verse

very similar to ver. 31 is found after xvi, 17; xix, 3

stands as the last verse of ch. xviii ; in ch. xx vers. 20-
j

22 come, between vers. 9 and 10. The most extraordi-

nary dislocation, hardly to be ascribed to anything but

an error of the scribe, appears in eh. xxiv. After ver.

22 is introduced xxix,27. to which succeed four distichs

descriptive of the wrath of a king and urging attention

to the writer's words, not found in the Hebrew. We
then find xxx-xxxi, 9 (i. e. the prophecy of Agur and

of Lemuel), with the remainder of ch. xxiv, foisted in

between vers. 14, 15 of ch. xxx. The remainder of ch.

xxxi, the acrostic on a virtuous woman, stands in its

right place at the end of the book. The additions in

this section are also numerous and important. We find

proverbs intercalated between the following verses: x.

4, 5; xi, 16, 17 (bv which a very imperfect antithesis in

t he Hebrew is rectified); xii,li,12; 13.14, xiii. 9, 10;

13. 14 (found in the Vulgate, xiv. 15, 16) ; xiv. 22, 23;

xv,5,6; 18,19; 27,28; 28,29; xvii.6.7; 10.17; xviii.

22, 23; xix, 7, 8, xxii, 8, 9 (found with slight varia-

tions 2 Cor. ix, 7); 9, 10; 14, 15. In the dislocated ch.

xvi five or perhaps six new proverbs appear. Inter-

calated proverbs are also found ill the section xxv-xxix
—e.g. xxv, 10, 11; 20, 21; xxvi, 11. 12 (found also in

Eccles.iv,21), xxvii,20,21; 21.22; xxtx,25,26. Be-

sides these, a careful scrutiny will discover a large num-
ber of smaller interpolations throughout, many of which

are only explanatory clauses.

To specify the words and clauses which vary from

the Hebrew would carry us far beyond our limits. For

these and the comparison of the two versions generally,

the student mav be referred to Jiiger. Ubsuv. in Prov.

Solum, vers. Alex., and Schleusner, Opiisc. Critic. In

many of these cases the Sept. has probably preserved

the true reading (e. g. x, 10, b) ; but, on the whole,

Ewald and Bertheau agree that the Masorctic text is

the better and purer.

2. The Peshito-Syriac version, like the Sept., while

it agrees with the Hebrew text generally, presents re-

markable deviations in words and clauses, and contains

whole verses of which there is no trace in the Hebrew.
Some of the variations only prove a different interpre-

tation of the text, but others are plainly referable to a

difference in the text itself (e. g. vii, 22 sq. ; xv, 4-15;

xix, 20; xxi, 16; xxii, 21. etc.), and thus confirm the

view that at the time the version was executed— i. e.

anterior to the 4th century—the present Hebrew text

was not universally recognised.

3. The Vulgate translation of Proverbs, hastily exe-

cuted by Jerome in three days (together with Ecclesi-

astes and Canticles), offers largely the same phenom-
ena as the Sept. version. Many of the additions of the

Sept. are to be found in it— e. g. x, 4 ; xii, 11,13; xv,

5, 27 (comp. xvi, 0); xvi, 5, etc.; and in one or two
instances it has independent additions— e. g. xiv, 21;

xviii. 8. There can be little doubt that in these points

it preserves an authentic record of the state of the text

at a period anterior to any existing Hebrew MS.
4. We may conclude this basty review with the Tar-

gum. That on the Proverbs is considered by Zunz (p.

64), on linguistic grounds, to be nearly contemporaneous
with those on the Psalms and Job. and is assigned by
Bertheau to the latter half of the 7th century, though
it is not quoted before the 12th. The version is close,

and on the whole follows the original text very faith-

fully, though with some remarkable deviations (the

following are quoted by Bertheau—vii, 22; x, 3; xiv,

14; xxv, 1, 20, etc.). Its similarity to the Peshito is

too remarkable to be accidental (i." 2. 3. 5. 0. X, 10, 12,

13; ii, 9, 10. 13-15; iii, 2-9, etc.). and is probably to be

accounted for by the supposition of a subsequent recen-

sion of the text, which is very corrupt, based upon that

version. See Wolf, Biblioth. Ihb. ii, 1176; Dathc, Be
Rat. Consens. vers. Ckald. ei Syr. Prov. Solum.; Zunz.

Gottesdienst. \
r
ortrag.

V. Form and Style.— 1 . 'I lie difference of style and
structure between the first and second divisions is ap-

parent on the most cursory perusal. Instead of the de-

tached gnomes of the latter, we find a succession of

hortatory addresses, varying in length and differing in

subject, though for the most part on the same plan and

with the same general object, in which the writer docs

not so much, define wisdom as enlarge upon the bless-

ings to be derived from its possession, and the lasting

misery which is the consequence of the violation of its

precepts, and in the most powerful and moving language

urge the young to the earnest pursuit of it as the best

of all good things. Whether originally written as a

proem or introduction or not, it is certainly well fitted

to occupy its present place, and prepare the mind of the

reader for the careful consideration of the moral and
practical precepts which follow. The style is of a much
higher and more dignified character than in the suc-

ceeding portions; the language is more rhetorical; it

abounds in bold personifications and vivid imagery.

The concluding chapters (viii, ix) are cast in the grand-

est mould of poetry, and are surpassed in true sublimity

by (ew portions of Holy Scripture. At the same time,

when this portion is viewed as a whole, a want of ar-

tistic skill is discoverable. The style is sometimes dif-

fuse and the repetitions wearisome. The writer returns

continually on bis steps, treating of the same topic again

and again, without any apparent plan or regular devel-

opment of the subject.

As regards the form, we find but little regularity of

structure. The paragraphs consist sometimes of no

more than two or three verses (i, 8-9; iii, 11-12; vi,

1-5,6-11, 12-15,16-19); sometimes the same thought

is carried through a long succession of verses, or even
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an entire chapter (ii, 1-22: v, 1 20; vi. 20 35; vii. viii.

i\ i. A very favorite arrangement is a paragraph of

ten verses (i, 1" 19; iii. I l": 11-20; iv, m 19; viii,

12 21 : 22 31 - i form which, if we ma) trust the Sept.

version, i sisted also in the copies employed by them in

iv. 20 27; v, 6 11 : and. according i" the Peshito-Syr-

iac, in iv, 1 9. The parallelism of members is some-

timcs maintained, but frequently neglected. The par-

allels arc usually »yi ymous (e. -; i. 8 '.'. 11. 12. etc.).

The antithetical parallels found in iii, 32 35 belong to a

series of gnomes which disturb the harmony of the pas-

sage, and appear scarcely in their appropriate place. Ii

in i\ be remarked thai the name • Elohim" incurs only

six times in the whole book, and thrice in this section

iii. ."> 17; iii. 1 1. The other places arc xxv, 2: xxx.

."i 9. ( Ither unusual word- arc r"";n. •• wisdoms," for

wisdom in the abstract (i,20; i\. 1
; found also in xxiv,

7 i: n~T. "the strange woman," which occurs repeat-

edly (e. g. ii. Hi; v. :;. 20, etc., found nowhere else Bave

in xxii. II: xxiii, 23) ; and ~'~.-}- " the stranger" (ii,

16; vii, 5, etc.; found also in xx, 16; xxiii. 27: xxvii,

L3); i. e. the foreign prostitute, then as now lurking at

the dark corners of the streets, taken as tin- representa-

tive "i i he harlot sense seducing the young and inex-

perienced from true wisd.mi. Ewald also notices the

unusual construction of Z"~t'~. a dual fem. with a verb

in tlio masc. plur. i v. 2) : while in the next verse ii lias

properly a fem. plur., and die unusual plur. Z"'l'"5<

(viii. 1).

2. In the second division, " the Proverbs of Solomon,"

which form the kernel of the book, (x-xxii, 17). we
linil a striking similarity of structure throughout. Ev-
ery verse (reckoned by Delitzsch at 375) in its normal

form consists of two members, each containing three,

four, or more randy live short words. (The one ex-

ception to this rule
|
xix. 7

|
is probably due to the Ins-

of a member, which is supplied by the Sept.) Every
verse i- independent, with no necessary connection with

those that precede or follow, and. generally speaking,

no attempt at arrangement. Ewald's theory of a con-

tinuous thread of connection running through this col-

lection in iis original form, and binding together the

scattered sayings, has absolutely no evidence in its fa-

vor, and can only In- sustained by supposing an almost

total dismemberment of this portion of the hook. It is

true there are cases in which the same subject recurs in

two or three successive verse9 (e. g. \. 2 5; 1* 21 : xi.

I 8; 21 26), bul these are the exceptions, and only oc-

cur, as Ewald elsewhere allows, when, from the studied

brevity ol the proverbial form, a thought cannot he ex-

pressed in all its fulness in a single verse. The eases

in which the same characteristic word or words recur in

successive proverbs arc more frequent (e. i,
r

. x, 6, 7: 8,

HI; xi. 5, ii; 10, 11. etc.). But in every instance each

3 a single definite idea, nor do we ever meet

with two \crses so cm 'ted that the latter contains

the reason of the counsel, or the application of the illus-

tration given in the former.

Nearly the whole of the proverbs in the earlier part

of this division are antithetical; hut after the middle of

ch. w this characteristic gradually disappears, and is

almost i iiti rely lost in the concluding chapters. A large

number are synonymous (e. g. \i. 7. 25, 30; x ii. I I. 28;

\i\ . 13, 17. 19, etc. i. some aphoristic
i

<•. g. \i. 31 : xiii,

i ally with the comparative and ""
( e. g. xii.

9; xv. 16, 17; xvi. 8, '.'. etc.), or *~ 7X. ••much more"

U; xv. ll: xvii. 7 >. Others are synthetic (x,

18; xi. 29; xiv. 17. etc); only two arc parabolic >\.

2H: xi. 22).

The style is lower and more prosaic than in the for-

mer -eci ion. Ewald regards il as an example oi' the

most ancient and Bimpleal poetical style, full of prime-
val terseness, and bearing the visible stamp of antiquity
in its language and imagery without any trace of later

coloring. He remarks very justly that the proverbs in

this collection are not to he looked upon as a collection

of popular sayings, embodying mere prudential wisdom,
hut that they belong to the higher life, and are as broad
in their grasp of truth a- in their range of thought
The germ of many of them may have been found in

popular saying8; hut the -kill and delicacy with which
they have been fashioned into their present shape,

though of the simple-i kind, display the hand of a

master.

Ewald remark- i in following peculiar phrases a- oc-

curring in this section. • Fountain of life," x, 11; xiii,

II: xiv. 27: xvi, 22 (comp. Psa. xxxvi, 9 [10 i: tree
of life." iii. IS; xi, 30; xiii. 12: xv. 1: "snare- of

death." xiii. II; xi\.27ic p. 1'sa. xviii. .">
;

r. \ : and

the following favorite word- Xii"":. •• healing," in va-

rious similes and application-, xii. 18; xiii. 17: xvi, 21

ihut this als :curs in the former section, iv. 22; vi.

15) : rrri*2. "destruction," x. 1 1. 15, 29; xiii. 3; xiv,

28; xviii. 7: xxi. 15; and only in four other place- iu

the whole Bible: !?"". part, from rys. -to blow," xii,

17; xiv. 5. 25; xix. 5 9 (comp. vi. 19; Psa. xii. 6;

xxvii, 11): the unfrequenl roots r.bo, " perverseness,"

xi, ;i : xv, 4, and the verb r23. "to pervert." "de-

stroy," xiii. ti: xix, :J : xxi, 12: xxii. 12: the phrase

~~}~ N5. "shall not go unpunished," xi. 21 : xvi, 5;

xvii. 5 (comp. xxviii. 20; vi. 29): T". "he ihat pur-

sueth." xi. 19; xii. II: xiii. 21: xv. 9; xix. 7 (( p.

xxviii, 19 I, and now here else. Ewald instances also as

archaic phrases not met with elsewhere, ri^'":."5< ~tv,

"hut for a moment." xii. 19: "*" "". "hand join in

hand," xi. 21; xvi, 5: "rrr". "meddled with." xvii,

11: xviii. 1: xx. :!: "j:H5, " whisperer," "talebearer,"

xvi, 28; xviii. 8 (comp. xxvi, 20 22). The word "J",

i here i-." though frequent elsewhere, scarcely occurs

in Proverbs, save in this section, xi, 24; xii. 18; xiii, 7,

23; xiv. 12. etc.

o. With xxii. 17." the word- of the w i-," (comp. i, 6),

we are carried hack to the style and language of the

proem (ch. i ix I, of which we ari' also reminded by the

continued addle-- in the second person singular, and

the use of "my son." There i-. however, a difference

in the phraseology and language; and. as Maurer re-

marks, the diction is not unfrequently rugged and awk-
ward, and somewhat labored. Parallelism i- neglected.

The moral precept- are longer than those of ch. x-xxii.

hut not so diffuse .as those of the first section. We find

examples of the distich, xxii, 28; xxiii.'. 1

: xxiv. 7 10:

the trisiich. xxii. 29; xxiv. 29: hut the tetrastich is

the most frequent, the favorite form being thai in which
the second member gives the ground of the tir-t. xxii.

22, 23; 21. 2.".: 26, 27. etc. We also tin. I proverbs of

live members, xxiii. 1. 5; xxiv. :;. I: several of six.

xxiii. 1 Ii. 12 I 1. 19 21 : xxi\ . II. 12: .and one ol se> en.

xxviii. Ii 8. We have a longer strain, xxiii. 29 35,

against drunkenness.

4. The short appendix, xxiv. 2:'. 34, comprising more
"words of the wise," can hardly he distinguished in

style or form from the preceding. It closes with a

proverb-lay" of live verses on the e\ il- of -loth.

5. 'Idie second collection of "the proverbs ol Solo-

mon" (ch. xxv-xxix), transcribed i"7T"n. S

ypaij/avro, \q. perrjpav; Gr. Ven. uwr\vtyKav\ comp.

I'usev. Daniel, p. 322 note) by the scribes of Hezekiah,

closely resembles the former one. ["hei are. according

to Pusey, -identical iii language." It ha-, however,

some very decided points ol difference. the "para-

bolic" proverb is much more frequenl th.au the "anti-

thetical," the two members of the comparison being

sometimes set side by Bide without any con in cting link

(e. ";. xxv. 12. !.">
i, which i- in other ea-e- gi\ en merely

by \ -and." or •-. "so" txxvi. I. 2. 18 1'.': xxvii, 8,

etc.). The parallelism is sometimes strict, Bomelimes
lax and free. There is a want of the sententious brer-
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ity of the former collection, and the construction is looser

and weaker. The proverbs are not always completed

in a single verse (xxv, 6, 7; 9. 10; 21, 22; xxvi, 18.

19) : and more frequently than in tiie former section we
have series of proverbs with an internal connection of

subject (xxvi, 23-25; xxvii, 15, 1G, 23-27),* and others

in which the same key-word recurs (xxv, 8-10; xxvi,

3-12; 13-1G). This is not found so often after xxvii,

5; but a close examination of the text suggests the idea

that this may be due to a disturbance of the original

order (eomp. xxvii, 7, 9; xxviii, 4, 7, 9; xxix, 8, 10,

etc.). Ewald discovers a want of the figurative ex-

pressions of the earlier collection, and a difference of

language and phraseology, while Rosenmtiller remarks

that the meaning of the proverbs is more obscure and

enigmatical. The greater part of them are moral pre-

cepts. "The earlier collection may be called 'a book

for youth;' this 'a book for the people'" (Delitzsch)

;

"the wisdom of Solomon in the days of Hezekiah"

(Stier).

6. The three supplemental writings with which the

book closes (ch. xxx, xxxi) are separated from the

other portions and from one another no less by style

and form than by authorship. Ewald somewhat arbi-

trarily divides ch. xxx after ver. 14 (a division, how-

ever, sanctioned by the Sept.), and thinks it not im-

probable that ch. xxx and xxxi, 1-9 are from the

same pen. He also regards the opening verses of ch.

xxx as a dialogue, vers. 2-4 being the words of an ig-

norant disciple of Agur, to which the teacher replies.

The difference between the enigmatical sayings of Agur
(which rind a counterpart in the collections of Orien-

tal proverbs) and the simple admonitions of Lemuel's

mother is very great if we assign them to one author.

In ch. xxx we have, in Ewald's words, instead of moral

aphorisms, a succession of elegant little pictures illus-

trative of moral truths, evidencing a decay of creative

power, the skill of the author being applied to a novel

and striking presentation of an old truth. The ancient

terse proverbial form is entirely lost sight of, and the

style rises to a height and dignity warranting the use

of the term X*^^ (comp. Isa. xiii, 1 ; Hab. i, 1, etc.) ap-

plied to both. In " the words of king Lemuel"' we find

much greater regularity. The parallelism is synony-

mous, and is maintained throughout. The alphabetical

ode in praise of a virtuous woman

—

<: a golden ABC
for women" (Dbderlein)—has all its verses of about the

same compass. The parallelism is very similar to that

of the Psalms, especially those in which the same alpha-

betical arrangement is found.

VI. Authorship ami Date.—On these points the most

various opinions have been entertained, from that of the

rabbins and the earlier school of commentators, with

whom some modern writers (e. g. Keil) agree, who at-

tribute the whole book to Solomon (even ch. xxx, xxxi
are assigned to him by Rashi and his school), to those

of Ilitzig and other representatives of the advanced

critical school, who, however widely at variance with

one another, agree in reducing to a minimum the wise

king of Israel's share in the book which from the re-

motest antiquity has borne his name. In the face of

such wide discrepancies, where the same data lead care-

ful investigators (e. g. Ewald and Hitzig) to exactly

opposite conclusions, a satisfactory decision of the ques-

tion of authorship and date is hardly to be hoped for.

It may rather be doubted whether the evidence at pres-

ent before us is such as to admit of an absolute deter-

mination of the question at issue. Where so much
indeliniteness exists, all we can do is to balance proba-

bilities and to abstain from dogmatic decisions.

The evidence in favor of a composite origin of the

book appears, we must confess, irresistible. No unprej-

udiced person, we think, accustomed to the considera-

tion of such questions, could read the book for the first

time, even in English, without seeing in it the traces

of several different authors, or at least editors. Irre-

spective of the two concluding chapters, the express ref-

erence to other sages (QlEQPI, in xxii, 17; xxiv, 23;

comp. i, 6) indicates a diversity of authorship, while

the difference of style between various divisions of the

work strengthens the hypothesis. Indeed, a careful ob-

server will find at the very outset an indication of the

composite character of the book in the introductory

verses which profess to give the contents and character

(i, 1-7). These prepare us to find in it, not merely .

•proverbs" and "eloquent speeches" (margin, A. Y.

:

'•interpretation"), but also such "words of the wise" as

those we have just referred to, and "dark sayings" like

those of Agur.

Are we. then, to discard the title, " the Proverbs of

Solomon," and to consider that the designation has been

given to the book erroneously? To us this appears

rash in the extreme. We know from historical sources

that Solomon was the author of a very large number of

proverbs ; and nothing but that restlessness of specula-

tion which discards old beliefs simply, as it would seem,

because they are old, and seeks to unsettle all that has

hitherto been held certain, can discover any sufficient

reason for questioning that Solomon was the composer

of the greater part of those contained in our present

book, especially in the sections x-xxii, 1G; xxv-xxix.
However much these collections may have been modi-

fied in successive redactions, though too much has

probably been conceded to this hypothesis, of which
there is no definite trace, and by which a work may be

made to assume any form that may suit the theory to

be supported, we have no sufficient reason for doubting

that Solomon was the originator of the peculiar style

of poetry in which they are composed, and that, even if

they are not all to be referred to him, the mass are his,

and that they are all pervaded with his spirit, and may
be assigned to his epoch. Even those attributed to

"the ancients" may have been found by Solomon al-

ready floating in a semi-gnomic form, and recast by him
in a more distinctly proverbial dress. Eichhorn finds

in them no trace of language or thought subsequent to

the time of Solomon. Even Ewald, who insists most

on the collection as we have it having suffered from

abbreviations, transpositions, and unauthorized addi-

tions, remarks that the proverbs all breathe the happy
peace and growing civilization of Solomon's age; nor is

there any epoch either earlier or later to which we could

preferably assign them.

The proverbs in the later collection (ch. xxv-xxix),

though they present some diversities, do not differ so

essentially from the earlier ones as to give any sufficient

grounds for questioning the accuracy of the superscrip-

tion (xxv, 1). The title itself informs us that the com-
pilation was not made till four centuries after Solomon,

and the differences are not greater than might be looked

for in sayings that had been so long floating about

among the common people, and thereby subjected to

disfigurement and change. The indications of an al-

tered state of society and a decrease of confidence in

the rulers, in which Ewald discovers such unmistakable

proofs of a later date, are hardly so evident to others as

to himself. We know too little of the internal economy

of Solomon's reign to enable us to pronounce authorita-

tively that such and such expressions are inconsistent

with the state of the people and tone of thought at that

period.

The objection brought by Eichhorn and others against

assigning the proverbs in the two collections to Solo-

mon, that the genius of no one man, not even one as di-

vinely gifted with wisdom as Solomon, is sufficient for

the production of so large a number, is puerile in the ex-

treme. Those we possess are but a portion of the three

thousand ascribed to him (1 Kings iv, 32), and scarcely

give twenty for each of the forty years of his reign.

The general didactic tone of the book is asserted to be

more consistent with the character of a prophet or priest

than that of a king (Davidson). To this it is replied
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that this is true of kings in general, bul nol of sucli a

king as Solomon, to u hom God gave a « ise and under-

standing heart, wbose proverbs arc eminent I \ dida :tii

.

and who ha~ in 1 Kings viii discoursed on tin- divine

economy towards man in a way that no prophet or

priest i mid well surpass. The praises of monogamy,
and the strict injunctions against adultery, are urged

by Bertholdt a> reasons why Solomon, a [wlygamisl

himself, and Bathsheba's son, could nol be the author

ction. li is, however, a remarkable feature oi

the Old Test, in general, and nol peculiar to this place,

thai polygamy, however generally practiced, i~ never

thai invariably where the married state isspo-

ken of in terms of praise it is the union of one man to

one woman thai is held up to honor. Besides, the force

of this objection is considerably modified bj the reflec-

tion that precepts arc here given for the mass of men,
with whom m gamy is the general rule, though po-

lygamy may be 1 imon among i he richer classes i Wil-

kinson's Egypt, ii. 62); and also that the contrast lure

drawn (Prov.v, 18, etc.) is not between monogamy aud
polygamy, but between tlic marriage tic ami adulterous

connection. As to the supposition that the repeated

warnings against adultery could nol come from one

whose own mother fell into that sin. no greal weight

an b attached to it; for a moral and religious teacher

must disregard considerations which would influence

other men. The allusions to deeds of violence (i, 11

19; ii, 12, etc.) arc supposed by Ewald to indicate a

state oft fusion inconsistent with that state of peace

and social security which marked the reign of Sol

i 1 Kings iv. 25). To this it is replied that a condition

of greal private wealth, such as was the c lition of

Solomon's times, always tempts needy and unprincipled

men in acts of unlawful violence; and that nothing be-

yond crimes which now are committed in the mosl civ-

ilized and best-regulated countries are referred to in the

passages in question. Besides, Jwkea always afforded

in its caverns and wildernesses peculiar facilities for

robbers (Judg. vi, 2; 1 Sam. xxiv, 1). From a sup-
posed degeneracy of style, Ewald attributes this section

to the earlier part of the 7th century B.C. But other

critics do nol see this. Davidson thinks it indicates a

flourishing state of Hebrew literature, and refers it prob-

ably to the 9th century !!.('.. an opinion in which he

coincides with Hitzig. The grounds on which Ewald
relio for his alleged degeneracy of style seem weak.

Thus, he asserts thai the plural ishim (Prov. viii, \< is

so unusual as to indicate a very late date. It is cer-

tainly very unusual, for it occurs only three times (Filrst ).

Prom these, however, we cannot argue as to the date.

as one of them is in Isaiah, another in Psa. cxli, 3, at-

tributed to David, and the third in the passage above
referred to.

Similar and equally futile objections have been based,

l>y Bertholdt and others, on the familiarity display ed in

the proverbs with circumstances and conditions in life

With which it is supposed thai Solomon as a king could

have had no experimental acquaintance. For exam-
ple it is maintained that x. o; xii, 10,11; ,xiv. 1; xx.

1. must have been written by a landowner or husband-

man: x, 15, by a poor man: xi, II; xiv. 19, by a citi-

zen of a well-ordered state: xi. -Ji\. by a tradesman: xii.

I. by one who was not a polygamist : xiv, 1 ; xv. 25;
xvi, 1 1 : xvii. 2; xix, 13, II : xx. 10, 1 1. 23, by an ordi-

nary citizen : xxv. 2 7, not by a king, but by one who
had lived some time at a court : xxvii. 1 1, by a teacher
of youth: xvii. •_':'. 27, by a 9age who lived a nomadic
life: xxviii. 16, by free from those errors which
weakened Solomon's throne, and robbed bis son of hi

kingd It is needless to point out the weakness of

these fancied arguments which would affeel no one who
had nol a lie nry Of his own to support. They are akin
to those which have been used with as little success to

prove that no one man could have written the plays of

Shakespeare, and thej displaj the most marvellous ig-

norance of that many-sidedness and keenness of percep-

tion and insight which are characteristic of the highly
gifted among mankind.

As little weight is to be assigned to the objections

drawn from the repetitions. It is true that we find the
same idea, and even the same w ords, recurring not only
In the two collections (e. g. xxi, 9, xxv. -Jl: xviii, 8,

xxvi. 22; xxii. .'!. xxvii, 12; xxii. i:S. xxvi, 13 ; xix,

24, .xxvi, 15; xix, 1, xxviii, 6), but in the same collec-

tion (e. g. xiv. 12, xvi, 25; x. 1. xv. 20; xvi. •_'. xxi. •_';

x. 2, xi. I: xiii. II. xiv, 27; xx\i. 1
•_'. xxix. 20 . This

Inter is, however, no more, as Umbreil remarks, than
is natural in such a compilation, in the formation of

which i> very apt to forget what had already been

set down; while the former class of repetitions is easily

to be accounted for by the anxiety of the collt ctors to

lose nothing which had the stamp of Solomon's author-

ship, even though the same idea had already !

pressed in the earlh r collection : and it goes far to con-

firm the view that Solomon was the composer of the

whole.

The internal evidence derived from language, con-

struction, ideas, historic back-round, and the like

varies with every successive critic, ami is entirely in-

adequate to warrant .any decisive verdict. Ii- preca-

riousness i~ proved by the opposite results to which the
-line Jala lead various , imentators. Kail maintains

that every part of the 1 k. with the exception of the

last two chapter-, corresponds to the epoch of Solomon,

anil that only. Eichhorn agrees with this to a certain

exit nt. but limits the correspondence to eh. i-xxiv;
while Ewald, Hitzig, aud Beit beau, and other minor
critics, arrive at conclusions expressed with equal con-

fidence and at variance with these ail with one an-

other. There is. however, one evidence which speaks

strongly in favor of an early dat< the entire absence
of all nfi rence to idolatry. The form of religion ap-

pearing throughout is purely Jehovistic ias we have
noticed above, Elohim occurs only four times in the

body of the work), and false gods and foreign faiths are

not even referred to.

The above remarks refer chiefly to the collection of

proverbs properly so called, which we have no difficulty

in ascribing, on the whole, to Solomon as their ultimate

author. We may, if we choose, suppose that the men
of Ib/ekiah made a collection of unwritten proverbs

current among the people, and by them supposed, truly

or not. i,, have come down from Solomon : but the men
of Hezekiah, or whoever wrote the superscription of

xxv. I. declare those i h,-y put forth to have 1" en copied

from written records. Assuming this to bctle correct

view, the difference between these proverbs and those

which went before is, that whereas in Solomon's time
i he latter were arranged as we have them, the former

were in lle/.ekiah's time selected from more ancient

written records and added to the existing collection. It

gives us the idea, which is itself an extremelj probable

one. that voluminous records were made in Solomon's

lime of the wise king's sayings, either by himself or by
scribes. This idea derives considerable confirmation

from the notice in l Kings iv, 30 3 l. where we are told

of the accurate account taken of his compositions and

sayings, and even of the precise number of his proverbs

ami songs. We arc led to suppose, then, that in Solo-

mon's time a selection ,x xxii. 16) i.:e made by him-

self, or under his immediate Bupen ision, while in Ilez-

ekiah's time a further Belection was made, and an exact

transcript taken. A comparison of the proverbs in these

two collections lends Btrong confirmation to this view.

In selecting or arranging a collection in Solomon's time.

and under his inspection, the choice would naturally

fall upon the most perfect, and as alterations might be

freely made by their actual author, these would tend to

bring them into a still more finished form. Accord-

ingly, we find in the more ancient collection a certain

laslefulness and polish which the others do not pi-.i-s

In the former each \ . i
se contains its own perfect Sense,

\\u\ this usually comprised in a certain number of words.
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varying from seven to nine, beyond which they very
rarely extend. In the latter, while the sense is gener-

ally contained in one verse, it not nnfrequently runs

through two or more verses. Examples from these

might easily be produced as concise and perfect in form

as the others (e. g. xxv, 2, 3, 14); but very commonly
the sense is brought out in a much more diffuse manner
(e. g. xxv, 6, 7, 9, 10, 21, 22; xxvi, 18, 20; xxvii, 15,

16, 23-27). In the individual verses also we find occa-

sionally a far greater number of words than are ever

admitted into those of the older collection (e. g. xxv,

7, 20); and the parallelism, which never fails in the

verses of the earlier, is often wanting in those of the

later division (xxv, 8, 21, 22 ; xxvi, 10 ; xxvii, 1). This

agrees with the idea which we think warranted by a

comparison of xxv, 1 with 1 Kings iv, 32, 33, that the

proverbs in this collection are probably much as they

fell from Solomon's lips, and were first committed to

writing by himself or others under him ; and that while

the former collection received his own final corrections,

the men of Ilezekiah simply copied from the text before

them, but did not venture upon any alteration in the

form.

The case is somewhat different with regard to the

introductory chapters (i-ix), and there is more ground

for the diversity of opinion as to their date and author-

ship. It is certainly quite possible that the whole or

considerable portion of this section may have been writ-

ten by Solomon. The differences of style, of which
Ewald makes much, are, as Bertheau has shown, some-

what exaggerated by hirn, and are not perhaps greater

than may be accounted for by the different nature of

the compositions. The terse simplicity of a proverb

would be out of place in a series of hortatory addresses

such as those which characterize this section. Ewald
dwells with emphasis on the internal evidence of a late

date afforded by the state of society, and the tone of

feeling as portrayed here. But we repeat our former

remark, that we know too little of the internal history

of Judrea at this time to allow us to speak with so much
confidence on these points, and express our conviction

that the conclusions drawn by Ewald are not warranted

by the premises. The imagery all points to a large

and profligate city, such as Jerusalem may well have
become during the middle of Solomon's prosperous reign;

and the vivid representation of the habits of the foreign

prostitutes and lawless freebooters who roamed its streets

is hardly more than could have been attained by one
who, like Harun Alraschid, was fond of laying aside his

kingly 'state and visiting his city in disguise.

It is evident, from what we have remarked in a for-

mer section, that we regard the proem (ch. i-ix) in its

present form as a composite work, though very possibly

proceeding from one pen. The similarity of style, sub-

ject, and treatment, is strongly in favor of unity of au-

thorship, while the internal evidence favors the view
that it is compiled of various unconnected members,
collected and arranged subsequently to the time of their

composition. The date of this compilation it is impos-

sible to fix. The evidence on this point is faint and
untrustworthy, and has led different investigators to

very opposite conclusions. Ewald places it in the 7th,

Hitzig in the 9th century B.C., while Keil, as Ave have
seen, ascribes it to the time of Solomon. The resem-

blance that may be traced in this portion of the work
to the spirit and teaching of the book of Job, and the

recurrence of some of the words and images found there,

is employed both by Hitzig and Ewald to aid in deter-

mining the date of this section (comp. Job xv, 7 with

Prov. viii, 25; Job xxi, 17, Prov. xiii, 9; Job xxviii,

18, Prov. viii, 16; Job v, 17, Prov. iii, 11; see Pusey,
Daniel, p. 323, note 7). But as there is no unanimity
as to the date of the composition of Job, little help is to

be expected from this source, nor can we be surprised

at the diversity of opinion among those who have em-
ployed it : Ewald maintaining that the writer of Proverbs
had read and made use of Job; Hitzig. on the contrary,

VIII.—Y y

believing that the former is the earlier work, and that
the author of Job borrowed from Proverbs. The adop-
tion of such expedients proves most forcibly the com-
plete want of any decisive testimony which will enable
us to arrive at any trustworthy conclusion as to the
date of this section. In the midst of this uncertainty,

the above solution is as probable as any other—namely,
that it is due to Solomon's authorship out of materials
existing at his time.

The similarity in style between i-ix and the appen-
dix to the first collection of proverbs (xxii, 17-xxiv)
appears to favor the view that this supplement is due
to the same person by whom the proem was prefixed to

the book. Ewald enumerates several reasons for as-
cribing the two to the same writer (p. 42), but finally

decides against the unity of authorship. The proverbs
themselves, designated as "words of the wise," are evi-
dently distinguished from those of Solomon, and are
probably to be regarded as the adages of other sages,
which the compiler of the work thought too valuable to
be lost, and therefore appended to his larger collection.

The short supplement (xxiv, 23-34) is accounted for by
Umbreit on the supposition that the compiler had laid
aside his work for a time, and took it up again on the
discovery of fresh sayings worthy of preservation. He
renders D'^rf?, "/or," not " of the wise," and regards

them as directed to the compiler's scholars. Ewald,
Bertheau, Delitzsch, etc., defend the received transla-

tion.

It only remains for us to speak of the threefold sup-
plement (xxx, xxxi), with regard to the authorship
and date of which again nothing can be determined. It

would be hardly profitable to discus the marvellous fab-
ric of fanciful history and biography which has been
evolved from the scantiest materials by Hitzig, Bunsen,
and Bertheau. Those who desire it may refer to their

works to see the grounds on which "Massa" (A. V.
"the prophecy") is identified with a district in Arabia
(Gen. x, 30; xxv, 14; 1 Chron. i, 30) of which Lemuel
was king, and Agur with a descendant of the Simeon-
ites, who in the reign of Ilezekiah drove out the Amal-
ekites from Mount Seir (1 Chron. iv, 42); or, again, on
which it is sought to prove that Agur and Lemuel were
brothers, sons of the reigning queen of Massa. We
would rather commend to our reader Eichhorn's sensi-

ble words that "Agur should remain Agur, and belong
to the wise men of the old world of whom history gives
us no further information," and with him deprecate
"spinning a long thread of tedious conjectures about a
name, which do not advance us an inch in our insight
into the literature of the old world, or any profitable

learning." As little to the purpose is the fancy of Do-
derlein that the opening part of ch. xxx is a dialogue:
that Ithiel is a heathen; Agur a much valued servant
of Ithiel, to whom, as his master, his prayer (v, 7-9) is

addressed. Many are content with saying that Agur
was an unknown Hebrew sage, the teacher of Ithiel and
Ucal—names from which, also, many unprofitable specu-
lations have been built—and that he lived subsequently
to the reign of Hezekiah. Still more probable do we re-

gard the view which identifies him with Solomon him-
self under a fanciful name. SeeAciiK; Massa.
Lemuel—" to God," " devoted to God," after the anal-

ogy of bxb, Numb. iii. 24 (Pusey)—may certainly be

regarded as a figurative name descriptive of an ideal

king, "a monarch as he should be" (Ewald; Eichhorn;
comp. Pusey, Lect. on Daniel, p. xiii, note 1, p. 323, note
5). See Lkmuku
The alphabetical lay which concludes the whole has

usually been thought to belong to the latest period of
Hebrew poetry, and hardly to be placed higher than
the 7th century. Its style and language seem to dis-

tinguish it from the words of Lemuel, with which it has
sometimes been confounded; but we are again warned
against the precariousness of such grounds of argument
as to authorship.
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The results of out inquiry may be thus summed up.

The nucleus of the book is the larger collection ofprov-

sxii, 16). These may safely be regarded as

really whal they profess to be, "the proverbs of Solo-

mon." Whether they were arranged as we now have

them and published by him, there is no) sufficient evi-

dence to determine. It is probable, however, that the

collection was either contemporaneous with or not long

.1 to him. The greater cart of the hortatory

introduction (i-ix) may also be, with great probability

.

ascribed originally to Solomon, though \\ e incline to the

belief that its present form is due to a later

who collected the admonitions of the wise king, and pre-

tixed them to his book of proverbs. I he rame author

also appears to have added the appendix (xxii,17;

xxiv, 22), containing proverbs of which Solomon was

not the proper author, but perhaps only the earliest col-

lector, and after this from similar sources were supplied

the few supplementary sayings (xxiv, 23 34;. The
time w hen this was done raiiu.it be fixed, but there are

cogent arguments in favor of a late date. The second

collection, as its name declares, w as formed by the scribes

of Hezekiah, eir. B.C. 725. The last two chapters con-

tain compositions of the dates and authors of which

nothing certain can now be known. They, too, may
have been in some important sense due to Solomon, but

were probably inserted l>y a later editor.

It will not be worth while to enumerate the many
and widely varying theories of recent critics as to the

dates of the composition of the different parts of this

hook, and the time when it assumed its present form.

One or two of the most characteristic may !» specified.

Suffice it to say that Ewald would place the publication

of x-xxii, Hi about two centuries after Solomon, and

i ix in the first half of the 7th century. Not much
later the second collection of proverbs (xxv-xxix) was
added, the sections xxii. 17 xxi\ being due to the same
compiler. Hitzig, on the contrary, views i-ix as the

earliest part of the hook; x-xxii, 16 and xxviii, 17-

xxix being added about !!.< '. 750. Twenty-five years

later Ile/ekiah's collection followed; the gaps being

filled up and the volume completed by some unknown
compiler at a later period. The theory of Delitzsch

(Herzog, Encyklop., s. \. Spruche) is marked by more

calm sense, but even this is in parts not a little fanciful

tural. Rightly regarding x-xxii. 16 as the

kernel of the book, and mainly composed by Solomon.

lie divides the w hole into two portions- (1) i Xxiv, 22

put forth iii the time of Jehoshaphaf : the introduction

ti ix) and appendix (xxii, 16 xxiv, 22) being written

by the compiler, whom he regards as -a highly gifted

didactic poet, .and an instrument of the spirit of revela-

tion ." and (2 i xxiv, 23 xxxi, published in the r< ign of

Hezekiah . the introductory and closing portions < xxiv.

•_'o 34, and xxx. XXxi) being set on either side of the

collection of Solomon's proverbs to serve as a kind of

foil.

The two periods which .are generally selected in op-

position to the above views of the Solomonic author-hip

for the composition ol various parts of the I k are the

reign of Hezekiah and the times subsequent to the cap-

tivity. Neither of these periods seems to suit the gen-

eral character <d' Proverbs at .all so well as the reign ol

Solo i. Hezekiah found his kingdom in great domes-

tic misery -immersed in idolatry and subject to foreign

it home his pre-eminent character « as that of a

social and religious reformer, struggling against the sins

and evils ofhis times; abroad the most active period of

»as distinguished by a series of wars, during
some of which his kingdom was reduced to the verge
of ruin, the whole land overrun by hostile armies, its

fenced cities taken, and the king forced to submission.

'the terror of an Assyrian invasion also 1 -over the

land for years. The later period ofhis reign, indeed,

• tul: hut the evils of preceding reigns were far

from being eradicated, and he had before him the cer-

tain prospect, convej e.i ii\ prophecj . of the utter pros-
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i rat ion of his kingdom. Hi- chief works seem to have
been the making a pool and conduit to bring water to

Jerusalem. « m Id- death Judah relapsed into idolatry.

1 hi Hue - subsequent in the captivity were marked by
equally strong characteristics, and chiefly of a mournful

kind—a feeble, struggling, and t. ften languid and

depressed remnant, striving amid many difficulties to

maintain their ground and hear up amid manifold dis-

t-. Wiih ten hi r of these pi riods doi - the

haracter ol Proverbs agree. Royalty marks it

throughout, sharply distinguishing it from any period

subsequent tothecaptu it) ; as by other marked features

it hear- the impress oi a time different from Hezekiah's.

Its warnings are not against the public sins which dis-

1 it period, nor .are its consolations suited to the

public trials which were threatening to bring both king

and kingdom to the ground. Its pointed allusions to a

powerful monarchy, a numerous and wealthy people,

and such sins as readily spring up in a time of plenty;

its tine linens of Egypt, its high places thronged, its

roads covered with travel let--, it- gates and cities crowd-

ed and rejoicing, its precious stoms and line gold and

architectural illustrations, its people living beneath the

eye of their monarch and dependent on his good-will.

all seem to mark a reign when an absolute monarch
ruled over a great and wealthy people, who lived at east'

at home, and had no dreaded" enemy on their borders;

< who traded to distant lauds and brought their products

into common use; when the worship of Jehovah pre-

vailed through the land, and men had leisure lor learn-

ing; when wisdom sal on the tin . personified in

Solomon, and the evil- which mu-t ever exist while

man is a fallen being were evils inseparable from any
condition of humanity, and especially from one abound-

ing with the elements of material prosperity. Si e Sol-

omon.
VII. Commentaries. — The following are the special

exegetical helps on the whole book; a few of the most

important of them are designated by an asterisk: < >ri-

gen, Commentarii (in Opp. vol. iii); also Scholia (in

ISili!. J'dir. Gallandii, vol. xiv 1 : Basil, Commentarii (in

Opp. II. i); Bede, Expositio (in Opp. vol.iv; also in

Works, vol. ix); Honorius, Commentarius fin H/i/>. ]>.

1140); Ralbag [Levi ben-Gershon], CJI^S [with Ben-

Meira's commentary '. by Bafiolcs 1
l.eiiia. 1 192, fol.; af-

terwards in the Hah. Bibles; also [with Aben-Ezra,

etc.] in Latin by Ghiggheo, Amst. 1638, Ito); Arama,

~"'^;X ~P (Constant inop. s. a. 4to; with notes by

Berlin, Leips. 1859, 8vo); Imm. hen -Salon,-. GJ'HB

[with Kimchi on Psa.] (Naples, I486, fol.); Shalom

ben-Abraham, "jr:* ~p (Salonica, 1522, fol.: also in

Frankfurter's Bible); Melancthon, Explico

1525, and elsewhere later. 8vo); Munster, Adi

(Basil. L525, 8vo); Jos. ibn-Jachja, OIIB [with Job,

etc.] (Bologna, 1538, fol.; also in Frankfurtei -

Cajetan [Rom. Cath.], Enarratio (Lugd. 1545, fol.);

Kohiaii. ~~:~r (Constantinop. 1548, Ito); Arboreus

I
Rom. Cath. 1

. Commentarim (Par. 1549, fol.) ; Malven-

da
[
Rom. Cath. |, Explicatio tin Opp. Lugd. 1550, fol.);

Bayne, Commentarii (Par. 1555, fol. ; also in the Critici

Sacri,vo\. iiii; I.avater. Commentarii < rigur. 1562, Ito.

1565, 1572, 1586, fol.); Strigel, Scholia (Lips. 1565, Ne-

o-t. 1571, 8vo); Jansenius Rom. Cath. . \dnotationes

1 1.ova n. 1568. 8vo, and elsewhere later, with Psa., etc.);

Sidonius |
Rom. Cath. . Commentarii < Mog. I"i7i>. fol.);

Mercer, Commentarii (Genev. 1
'>..:. Fol.; also (with

n 1. 1651, fol.) ;
< lopt

.

1 insL by

Outrerd,L 1. 1580, I Mard. ben-Jakob, "OCE I

co«. 1582, Ito); Is. hen-Mo-,. -,*-;-- C»P (Lublin,

1592, Ito); Drabit, A uslegung (Erf. 1595, 8vo); Musset,

Commentain i Lond. 1596, 8vo); W ile 11 ks, ( ommentary

(in Works); Alspach, =""2 31 (Ven. 1601, It..; ami

hit. r el-, n here, fol. 1
< Heaver, Explanation (Lond. 1608,

1616, li"i; Hod. Exposition [on ch. ix-xvii] (Loud,
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1600, 4to); Agell [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius (Par.

1611, fol.); Cartwright, Commentarii (L. B. 1617, and
later elsewhere, 4to) ; Imninus, Expositio (Par. 1619, 2

vols, fol.) ; De Salazar [Rom. Cath.], Expositio (ibid.

1619-21, and elsewhere later, 2 vols, fol.); Jizchaki,

Cms [with Aben-Ezra's and others] (in Latin by

Ghiggheo, Mail. 1620, 4to; by Breithanpt, Gotha, 1714,

4to); Duran, 8173^13 pan (Yen. 1623, 4to) ; Egard,

Christenthum, etc. [on ch. i-ix] (Lub. 1624, Svo) ; Guille-

bert [Rom. Cath.], Paraphrasis (Par. 1626, 1637, 8vo);

A Lapide, Commentarius (Antw. 1635, fol.) ; Jermin,

Commentary (Lond. 1638, fol.) ; Bold, Commentarius

(Post. 1640, 4to); Maldonatns [Rom. Cath.], Commen-
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Providence (Lat.provideniia; ilr.Trp6i>oia; both
signifying foresight), a term importing the wisdom and
power which God continually exercises in the preserva-

tion and government of the world, for the ends winch
he proposes to accomplish.

I. The. Doctrine Proved. —-1. From Reason.— (1.)

From the existence of a Supreme Creator. If there be
a Supreme Being who created all things, it is reasona-

ble to infer that he upholds and governs all things;

hence, nearly all men concur in the belief of a superin-

tending providence.

(2.) From the perfections of the Supreme Creator,

viz., knowledge, power, wisdom, goodness, justice, and
righteousness, all of which reason teaches us to ascribe

to him in infinite measure. All things being known to

him, and all things being possible to him (if not essen-

tially contradictory), and he being able to discern the best

plan, and preinclined to execute that plan, a providence
becomes the natural and proper sphere for the activity

of his attributes. Moreover, being just and righteous,

his government of his rational creatures will necessarily

be by the principles of justice and righteousness; for

the end and perfection of these attributes consist in

their exercise. Hence power must uphold, wisdom di-

rect, goodness bestow, righteousness discriminate, and
justice adjudge; and this constitutes a providence.

(3.) From the dependence of God's creatures. That
which is not self-existent is contingent. The contin-

gent may cease to be, there being nothing in the nature
of things to insure its continuance; therefore, the per-

petuity of the contingent is dependent upon the will of
the self-existent. The Supreme Creator alone is self-

existent: hence, upon his will the existence of the cre-

ated depends ; and that will, in exercise, implies a prov-
idence.

( 4. ) From the order, harmony, and regularity observ-

able in the course of nature. The course of nature is

that wise adjustment and counterpoise of natural forces

by which the planets swing in their orbits, the seasons

revolve with the year, the tides ebb and flow in their
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intervals, the currents of the atmosphere shift to their

ever-changing conditions, the endless procession of life

keeps pace with the dead-march of decay, and all the

varied phenomena of the universe appear. Viewing

mderful complications in the lighl of their nec-

essary dependence upon the self-existent, God's handi-

work is plainly evident in the complexities of their

multiform evolutions, the equipoise of i heir contending

forces, and the continuity of adjustment, which proclaim

unceasing watchfulness and care.

(5.) Prom the moral facilities of men. Conscience,

which utters its authoritative "ought" or "ought not"

concerning suggested actions, must be delusive, if there

be no providence to note its verdict Bui if our sense

of responsibility be false, and we must hence discredit

the affirmations of our highest faculties concerning our-

selves, then is all truth visionary and all knowledge

misleading.

further, we have a faculty the legitimate expression

of which is worship ; hence .ill nations have their forms

of devotion. Bui to stand in awe of the Creator's jus-

tice, to trust in his goodness, to submit to his will, to

pray to him for the supply of our wauls, to depend upon

his wisdom for direction—all these acts of worship are

not only unauthorized but absurd, and our noblest in-

stincts are false to fact if there be no superintending

providence by which his responses may he indicated.

(G.) From the system of compensations which pre-

vails, embracing recompense lor suffering, compensation
for loss, and retribution for wrong. In this system, the

recompense includes the natural benefits of discipline,

and such compensative provisions of grace as the rea-

son recognizes as matters of fact in present human ex-

perience. The compensation comprises the reparative

processes by which loss in one direction is made up by
increased efficiency in another, as in the added keenness

of the senses of hearing and touch attending the loss of

sight. The retribution comprehends not only the nat-

ural operation of the law, "As a man soweth, so also

shall he reap," hut all those special illustrations of that

law in marked and mysterious judgments upon wrong-
doing which occasionally occur, and which hear such

likeness to the sin that men agree to call them retribu-

tive. In all these a providence is implied. The doc-

trine i< further proven

—

2. From the Scriptures.—(I.) By a class of passages

which declare in general his preserving power ((Jen.

xlviii, 15; Neh. i\. •'.; Job vii, 20; \. 12; xxxiii, 18;

Psa. xvi, 5; xxxvi, (I; lxvi, it; Isa. xlvi, 3-4 ; .Malt. x.

29; Luke xii, 6; Acts xvii.2*; Col. i. 17).

(2.) By a class of passages which assert God's con-

trol of the regular operations of nature (Exod. ix, 18;

xxiii, 26; 1 Kings xviii, I ; Job v, ID; ix, 5-6; xxviii,

21 27; xxxvi, 29-32; xxxvii, 6 16; xxxviii, 25; Psa.

Ixxiv, 17; Ixxxix, 9; civ, 10, 13 15, 19 21, 24-30; cv.

32; cxxxv,6-7; exxxvi, -J.".; cxlv, 15 16; cxlvii, 8 9J

I*; -xlviii, 8; [sa. xlv, 7; 1. 3; Jer. v. 22 24; x, 13;

xiv, 22; xxxi, :;.".; xxxiii, 20, 25 ; li. 16; Ezek. xxxii.

7-8; xxxviii, •.'•_'; Joel ii, 23; Amosiv,6 L0,13; Zech.
x, I : Matt. vi. 26, 28 32; Ads xiv, 17).

i .;. > By a class of passages which specifically declare

his sovereignty over birth (Gen. xxxiii. 5; xlviii,!);

Josh, xxiv, 3, I; l Sara, i, 27; Job x, 18; Psa. lxxi, 6;
exxxix, 15-16; Isa. xlvi,."); «/e(Josh. xiv. 10; 2 Sam.
xii, 22; Job vii, 1; xiv. 5; Psa. lxvi. 8 9; xci, 3 16;

Isa. xxxviii, 1-5 ; Phil. ii, 27; .lames v. II 15); diseas,

(Exod. ix. 15; xxiii, 25; Job ii. 10; v, 6, 17 18; Psa.

xxxix, 9, 13; Johnix,3); death (1 Sam.ii,6; xxv. •_'!>;

Job i, 21; xii, 10; xiv, 5 6; xxxiv, 1 I 15; Psa.lxviii,

• civ, 29; cxviii, 18); afflictions (Dent, viii,

6; Job v. 17; x, 17: l'sa. lxvi, 10 12; Ixix, 26; xciv,
!•-' 13; cxix,75; Prov.iii, 12; [sa.xxvi,16; xlviii. 10;

Jer. ii. 30; Lam. >. 12 1 l: iii, I. 32 33; Amos viii. 10;

Beb. xii, 5 6) j
pre pi rify

| Deut. viii, 18; I Sam. ii. 7

8; 2 Sam. vii, 8 9; xii, 7 8; I Chron.xvii,7 8; xxix,

12,10; Ezra v, 5; Job i. 10; xxxiv, 24; Psa. xxx, 7;
lxxv, 6-8; cxiii, 7-8; Prov. xxix, 26 ; Eccles. ix, 11,

compared with Prov. xvi. 3, 33; Luke i. 52-53; 1 Cor.

xvi. 2 I.

(4.) By a class which aver his government of chance
and accident (Exod. xxi, 12 13, compared with Deut
xix,4 5; 1 Kings xxii, 34, 38, compared with xxi, 19;
Prov. xvi, 33

(5.) By a class which proclaim his use uf noxious

animals for the purposes of his government (Exod.
xxiii, 28; Lev.xxvi,21 22; Deut vii, 20; Josh. xxiv,

12; Job v. 23; Jer. v, 6; EIos.ii, 18; Joel ii, 25 ; Amos
iv,9; vii, 1).

(6.) By a class which affirm his righteous retri-

butions (Lev. x. 1 3; xxvi. 11 39; Deut. xxv, 17 19;

xxviii, 23 24; 2 Sam. iii, 39; 2 Kings ix. 30-37; xix,

25-28; 2 Chron. vi. 26-27; Job v, 13; x, 11: xxxiv,
l I : Psa. xxxv, 6 8; lxxv, 6 8; Ixxxix, 30-32; xciv,

23; cvii, 33-31; Isa. v. 11 10.22 25; ix, 13 11; xiii. 11;

xxviii, 15. Comp. xxix, 6 ; Jer. xxii, 21 22; Ezek. xi,

21 : xxvi, 2 21 : xxxv, 1-15; Dan. v. 18 :;t>: Amos iv;

v; ( (had. 10-15; Zeph. i. 17; ii, 8 Hi: I lag. i, 10-11).

(7.i By a class which ascribe deliverances to God
(Josh. xxiv. 5 11 : 2 Kings v. 1 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 12, 16,

30; xxxvi. 22 21; xxxvii. 21 23).

(8.) By a class which delate his supreme authority

over men (l'sa. vii. 8; ix,8; x, 16; xxii, 28; xlvii.2.7,

8; lxxv. 7: lxxvi. 10; xevi. 10, 13; xcvii, 1; ciii, 19;
exxxix. :» 10; Eccl.ix,l; [sa.x,15; xiv. 20 27: Ezek.
xviii. I; Dan. iv,35; Rom.ix,19 21 1.

(9.) By a (lass which affirm his dominion over na-

tional prosperity and adversity ( Exod. xvii. 14; xxiii,

25-30; Deut. vii, 13; 2 Sam. xxii. 15; Ezra v. 12; Psa,

xviii, 13, 14; Isa. v, 3-30; xiii. 1. 6, 22; xlv. 7 . Jer.

xxvii.2 8,12,13; xlix.00: Dan. ii, 20, 21, 25, 37, 38; v,

21; Amos iii, 6 ; Obad. 1-1: Hag. ii. 17: Zeph.i, 14-18;

ii, 1-15; iii. 1 t-20; Ads xvii,26 .

(10.) By a class which declare that he sends bad
laws and base rulers, stirs up adversaries, ami sends ad-

versity (Judg. i\. 22. 23; 1 Kings xi. 1 1. 23; xi\. 15;

2 Kings viii, 12 ; xviii. 25; xix. 25; xxiv,20; 2 Chron.

xv, 5 6; Psa, cv, 25; Isa. xxii, 17-19; xxxvii. 26, 27;

Jer. xxvii, 0. 7: xxviii. 14; xlviii. II. 12; Iii."-; Lam.
ii.7; Ezek. xx. 21 26; Dan. iv, 17; IIos.xiii.il; Mic.

i, 12).

The teaching of the more than five hundred passages
cite 1 might he confirmed, were it necessary, by nearly

as many thousands more, showing with what emphasis

the Scriptures proclaim the doctrine <f divine provi-

dence.

II. The Doctrine Explained. 1. As Preservation, or

that by which all things are kept in being, with their

several essences and faculties, and are enabled to act

according to their respective natures I Heb. i.3).

2. As Gov< rum, nt. or I he control of all things in their

several spheres of being and acting, and directing them
to 1 he ends which he proposed to himself in their crea-

tion. This government i-

(1.) Immediate; as in the direct control of the mate-

rial universe by those modes of opt ration called forces

of nature, such as gravitation, electricity . etc.

(2.i Mediate; as km in the vegetable world, by the

laws which regulate the germination, growth, and de-

cay of its organizations; (b) in the animal kingdom, by
their controlling instincts; (c) in intelligent and moral

creatures, bj means of motives. This last is evidently

the mosl important as well as the most incomprehensi-

ble field of divine providence.

I he motives which a righteous and benevolent Be-

ing place- before hi- creatures can be only those « hich

will directly tend to secure their holiness and happiness.

Hut. as freedom of the will, in tie- sense of possible al-

ternative moral action, is one of the endowments of

-neh creature-, and as preservation secures the func-

tional activity of 8Uch will, whatever may result;

hence it follows that those holy motives may be disre-

garded, and. in BUCh an event, moral government must

be abandoned, or punitive and reformatory measures

must be instituted that will originate a different class
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of motives to reinforce those which have proved insuf-

ficient. Hence, the system of natural evil is placed over

against creature-freedom, both as a check and a correc-

tive, and is in itself no arraignment of God's goodness,

since it is a necessary means to a higher good. But
the problem of God's concurrence in moral evil is the

vexed question of the ages; yet, in point of principle,

it is settled in the fact of the creation of intelligent be-

ings with a capacity to sin and liability to become sin-

ners. Hence the vindication of the divine character

is legitimately the work of Theodicy, while the doctrine

of providence need only explain God's conduct.

All moral evil consists in a wrong determination of

a free will. God's purpose to preserve his creatures

pledges his concurrence in such action of the will only

so far as such concurrence may be necessary to enable

the will to act according to its freedom. The moral

character of the determination is fixed by the creature,

and he alone is responsible for it. But when the choice

is made, the moral character of the determination is

complete; and neither the occurrence nor non-occur-

rence of a resulting outward action can change, add to,

or take from the moral quality of the original volition

wherein the sin originated and was completed. As
soon, however, as the execution cf a determination is

attempted, the creature steps outside of his own inde-

pendent and responsible sphere, and enters the realm of

God's providence, where he assumes the control of all

events. The actions of men (in distinction from their

determinations), his control of the Church and of na-

tions, special providences, the course of nature, and the

works of grace are all included under the general term

events, for which God takes the absolute responsibility.

Hence it will be seen that the distinction often drawn
between the permissive and active providences of God
is of no practical value; and if any such distinction be

allowed, it must be by confining the word "permissive"

strictly to the free volitions of the will, and extending
the word " active" to all events, as explained above.

In this way alone can the emphatic statements of the

Scriptures, as classified above, be explained in harmony
with other passages which distinctly deny his complic-

ity with evil, i. e. in the sense of moral wrong. We
first bring fully into view the seeming impeachment
of his attributes contained in the classes of passages

above referred to, which may be epitomized, in princi-

ple, as follows: Exod. iv, 21; vii, 13; x, 1, 20; xiv, 7;

Deut, ii, 30 ; xiii, 1-3 ; Josh, xi, 20 ; 1 Sam. xvi, 14

;

xviii, 10; xix, 9; 1 Kings xii, 15; xxii, 20-22; 2

Chron. xviii, 22 ; xxv, 20 ; Psa. lxxviii, 49 ; cv, 25 ; Isa.

vi, 9, 10; xix, 14; xliv, 18; lxvi, 4; Jer. vi, 21; Ezek.
iii, 20; xiv, 9 ; Amos iii, 6; Zech. viii, 10; 2 Thess. ii,

11, 12; 1 Pet. ii, 8; Kev. xvii, 17. In striking contrast

with these stands the revelation of his character and
works in the following: Lev. xi, 45; Deut. xxxii, 4;

1 Sam. vi, 20 ; Job viii, 3 ; xxxiv, 10, 12, 23 ; xxxvi, 3
;

Psa. v, 4; xi. 7; xxxiii, 5; lxxxix, 14; xcii, 15; xcvii,

2; cxix, 137; Isa. v, 16; Ezek. xviii, 29; Hab. i, 13;

Zeph. iii, 5 ; Rom. ii, 2, 5, G ; James i, 13 ; 1 Pet. i, 15, 16

;

Rev. xvi, 7.

Truth cannot be inharmonious, much less contradic-

tory ; therefore, there must be some possible reconcil-

iation of these apparently conflicting statements. We
find that reconciliation in the divided sovereignty which
allows man to be supreme within the sphere of his vo-

lition, and attributes all outside of the mere mental fact

of free-will determinations to the will and operation or

co-operation of God. Upon any other hypothesis it is

not possible to draw the dividing line between divine

and human responsibility; and therefore, if this be de-
nied, the hope of constructing any consistent doctrine

of divine providence must be abandoned.
III. Some Objections Considered.—Objection 1. If prov-

idence be the care exercised over his creatures by a God
of infinite goodness and purity, he cannot be implicated
in the wicked actions of men. Answer. As a matter of

fact, he is concerned in them, else they could not exist

;

for, were he to refuse the concurrence of his upholding
power, men would drop into non-existence. Again, the
objection is destroyed by considering that actions have
no moral character whatever, as between the creature

and the Creator, such character being vested entirely

in the volitions of the will from which the actions re-

sult. Therefore, God can use the wicked actions of

men as he does any other indifferent thing, provided
that his own inu-pose in using them be right, which no
one disputes.

Objection 2. God's majesty is degraded by the as-

sumption contained in the doctrine of providence, viz.

that he is interested in all the minutia; of nature. An-
swer. If he has created faculties or forces, nothing that
they can evolve can be unworthy of his care.; besides,

things which seem to men most insignificant are often

causatively linked with stupendous results. Again, the
revelations of the microscope prove that the infinitesi-

mal are embraced within the sweep of the same laws
that pervade the infinite, and hence are under the same
benign care. Further, the impression of the grandeur
of the Infinite Intelligence, comprehensive as it may
be, from the contemplation of the rolling spheres and
interlocking systems of the universe, is, after all, less

profound than that which results from tracing his hand-
iwork in the conformation of the beautifully wrought
shells of the animalcula, and their exquisite life-appli-

ances and adjustments, which only the most powerful
glasses can reveal to human sight.

Objection 3. The prosperity of the wicked and the af-

flictions of the righteous are inconsistent with the sup-
position of a just and holy providence. Answe?: The
equal dispensation which the objection assumes to be
necessary under the government of God is an impossi-

bility; for the affections and interests of men are so

interlocked that exact justice could rarely, if ever, be
meted to the transgressor without involving conse-

quences to others which would be undeserved. Again,
the prosperity of the wicked, if they continue in their

evil courses, is always a curse to them in the end ; and
God's processes should not be condemned until their

final issue is known. On the other hand, the adversi-

ties of the righteous have attending or following com-
pensations which satisfy them that all is right ; and if

those who are chiefly interested are content, the objec-

tion of the mere observer should be esteemed of little

weight.

Objection 4. It is alleged that the laws of nature suf-

ficiently account for the order of nature; therefore, a
providence is not necessary. Answer. The laws of

nature are only the regular order which is found to

subsist, termed laws because of the uniformity of the

changes which occur, and signify certain results of pow-
er, but not power itself— effects, but not their causes.

These uniformities are, therefore, only modes in which
the self-existent controls the contingent, the manner in

which God manipulates his material creation.

IV. History of the Doctrine.—The idea of a superin-

tending or controlling Providence has appeared under
various forms, sometimes scarcely recognisable, depend-
ing largely upon the culture of the age and the state of
philosophical speculation at the time.

1. The primitive view, held during the childhood of

superstition, identified the gods with the elements of

nature. Thus Zeus, or Dis. originally meant sky, and
was worshipped as a god, afterwards known as Jupiter,

or Jove, and by the Canaanites and Babylonians called

Baal, Bel, or Belus. The earth was also worshipped as

Demeter and Cybele, called by the Anglo-Saxons Her-
tha; the sea as Neptune; the sun as Phoebus, or Apol-
lo ; the moon as Diana ; light as Indra. Fire as Agni
and .summer heat as Dormer, or Thor, are other in-

stances, in various localities, of the worship paid to the

elements or forces of nature as gods, each being accred-

ited a providence of its own. In the childhood of Oc-
cidental philosophy also, the Ionian philosophical phys-
icists of Greece, in their search for the principle whose
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existence should give a rational explanation of all

things (called the Beginning, or I- ir.-t Cause), identified

it with some elements of nature, as the "Water" of

Thales and Hippo of Samos; the "Air" ofAnaximenes;

the "Air -Intelligence" of Diogenes of Apollonia and

[dseus of Himera. Her mathematical philosophi re, the

Pythagoreans, looked for tliis first cause in incorporeal

elements, as in the "Numbers" of Pythagoras and the

" Infinite" of Anaximander. The Eleatice metaphys-

ical philosophers— regarded the world as the mani-

festation of God, as in the "Sphere" of Xenophanes,

Parmenides, and Zeno; while the dualism of the "Fire-

( ther" ofHeraclitus, ami the •• Love-mingler" of Emped-
ocles and Anaxagoras, and the materialism of the "At-

oms" of Leucippus and Democritus were similar in their

pantheistic ootions, and contained the idea of a provi-

dence in but a very crude and unsatisfactory form.

The Stoics taught that the working force in the uni-

verse is God; tin-1 consciousness of the universe is De-

ity; the human soul is a part of the Deity, or an em-
anation from him.

2. When the distinction between irregular and fortu-

itous "phenomena and the uniformities ofnature became
clear, the last were regarded as independent processes,

broken in upon by the interferences of the gods, who
were endowed with human passions ; such interferences

being the chances, accidents, irregularities, etc., of nat-

ure." rims Minerva wasthe goddess of wisdom; Mars.

the god of war; Mercury, the god of eloquence and

traffic; Pan, the god of terror: Laverna, the goddess

of thieves; Venus the goddess of beauty: Cupid, the

god of love ; Nemesis, of vengeance, etc.

3. The next advance was to the conception of one

supreme God, infinite in his perfections and works; a

sovereign Ruler bestowing rewards and inflicting penal-

ties by using nature as the instrument of his will, he

being a power above nature, and interfering with its

processes at his pleasure. This seems to have been in

part t lie view ol Socrates, and was the Judaieal notion

modified into special or general providences according

to persona] interest in the event. That the Christian

Church adopted this view in the main is evident from

the fact that the Apostles' Creed, and the confessions

6f faith of IreiKcus and Terlullian. and the NicffillO-

Constantinopolitan symbol (A.D. 325 and 381, the only

general confession covering the w bole field of systematic

divinity during 1500 years), contain no restatement of

the doctrine.

The Catholic Church added to this view the dogma
of Church infallibility, for which the Protestants sub-

stituted that of the infallibility of the Scriptures, both

ing special providential watchfulness.

I. The doctrine of determinate concursus advocated

by John Scotus Erigena in the middle of the 9th cen-

tury holds thai l here are two causes in all effects, the

firs! being in and not merely with the second, so that

the first cause, and not the second, makes the act what

it is. Augustine, the Schoolmen, the Thomists, and

Dominicans in the Latin Church, the Lutherans, Re-

formed, and mosl Calvinistic divines in the Protestant

Church have supported it, but in Mich sense that the

moral quality of a sinful act is referred to the creature,

and the effectual cause of the act only to God. General

concursus is a modification of the foregoing view, and

holds i hat God sustains creatures and their powers, and

excites them to act according to their nature. The
Franciscans and Jesuits, an g the Romanists, and the

Remonstrants and later Arminians, among the Protes-

tants, have advocated Ibis theory.

ius, Malebranche, and Bayle developed the

concursus into the occasionalism of philosophers, which
represents God as the sole actor, the creature only fur-

nishing him an occasion lo ael, and being merely the

instrument by which be absolutely ami irresistibly ac-

complishes his own designs. The dependence of the
creaiure upon the* reator, superseding all efficiency of

second cause-, as hi Id by Schleiermacher and the school

to which he belongs, Schweizer and Dr. Emmons, clas-

sifies them practically with the Occasionalists.

C. Leibnitz rejected the concursus and Cartesian

views, and propounded the theory of Pre-established

Harmony, somewhat akin in iis radical idea to the

-Annua Mundi" of Pythagoras, Plato, and th

andrian School; the "Archaeus" of Cornelius Agrippa,

Paracelsus, and Von Helmont; the " principium hylar-

chicum" of Henry More; the -plastic- nature" of Cud-
worth, and the "unconscious organizing intelligence"

lately advocated by Dr. Laycock and Mr. Murphy.
This theory holds thai there are two worlds, matter
ami mind, each incapable of acting upon the other, yet

both so adjusted to each other by a divinely pre-ar-

ranged harmony thai volition and muscular contraction

are contemporaneous. The volition would exi-t just

the same without the contraction, and the muscular
movement would take place just the same without the

volition, each being moved by a force within, but the

prearranged harmony secures that they shall seemingly
stand related as cause and < ffect ( iod i- a being of in-

finite perfections, ami the imperfections of creation are

accounted for by the nature of the monads of which
souls and bodies are composed.

7. Durandus, in the 1 lib century, proposed the me-

chanical theory, which affirms the independent activity

ol Coil's creatures in the use of powi rs given tothi m at

their creation—like a wound-up clock which goes of it-

self. It has been advocated by Scotus, Richard Baxti r,

and others, closely akin to ibis is the theory of such

writers as Prof. Tyndall, Dr. II. Hence Jones, and Dr.

Bastian, concerning -molecular attractions and repul-

sions communicated to matter at the creation." It- ex-

treme pantheistic development is found in the "self-

evolving powers of nature" of Owen, Huxley, and Ba-
den Powell.

8. Another view represents God as an all-perfect be-

ing, the upholder of all things, but denies his interfer-

ence with the laws of nature in miracles, and maintains

thai bis only interposition is by using natural causes to

' effect his purposes. Thus providence is law. and no in-

terpositions are possible unless provided for in the nat-

ure of the uniformities. Thus Hippocrates, the con-

temporary of Socrates, regarded all phenomena a- both

divine and scientifically determinable. Anaxagoras, in

his "Arranging Intelligence," held substantially to ibis

view. Duncanson (JProvidena of God) is a strong

modern advocate of this theory.

9. The Mind-efSciencj Theory denies that there are

any physical forces apart from mind, cither divine or

created. The only efficiency in the material universe

is the ever-operating will of Cod. Dr. Samuel Clarke,

Dugald Stewart. John Wesley, Nitzsch, Mtlller, Chal-

mers. Harris. Young. Whedon, ('banning. Martineau,

Hedge, Whewell, Bascom. Prof. Tulloch, Sir John Her-

schel, the duke of Argyll. Mr. Wallace, Proctor, Crock-

er, and many among the ablest recent writers have de-

fended this \ iew.

H). The true doctrine represents God as a being of

infinite perfections, upholding all things by a direct ex-

ercise of his potency : the uniformities of nature as his

ordinary method of working; its itTegularities his

method upon occasional conditions: its interferences,

his method under the pressure of a higher law, which

law is the necessary manifestation of his own nature.

1 1 i bus adopts the Judaic view of God's perfections, and

the complete subservience of nature lo his w ill : admits

the general concursus, especially as relates to the free-

dom of the finite will, accepts the Law theory in its

application to miracles, and sustains the Mind-efficiency

theory, w ith tin distinct disclaimer of pantheistic lean-

ings in the admission of the separate existence ol mate-

rial substance.

V. Special or Particular Providence.—Providence has

been defined :i- the wisdom and power which God
continually exercises in the preservation and govern-

ment ol the world for the ends which he- proposes t„
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accomplish. Special providence consists in such par-

ticular exhibitions of his wisdom and power in emer-

gencies as are calculated to awaken the conviction of

his interest in and guardianship over Ids creatures.

1. Proof.—The doctrine in question is proved by the

follow in -'considerations: (1.) It is necessarily included

in the general providence already established. (See

above.) The whole is made up of parts. If God has

no care of the whole, he has none of the parts. If he

has for the whole, the parts are included. Further—

the end which he proposes to accomplish in providence

is the revelation of himself as infinitely worthy of the

love of his creatures. This needs a special providence.

Moreover, a God who does not care for us as individuals

is tantamount to no God.

(2.) Special providence is implied in the doctrine of

prayer. Prayer is an instinct. The Scriptures direct

that instinct by coupling with the encouragement to

pray the announcement of a special providence that

watches over the very hairs of our heads, thus making

special providence the complement of prayer. Prayer

without a special providence to note and reward would

be a mere mockery of our impotence. Moreover, the

enlarged charter of prayer- privilege given to believers

under the Gospel dispensation is a personal application

of the Old-Test, doctrine of special providence over the

Jewish nation. That providence had relation to the

covenant detailed in Deut. xxvi-xxx; this privilege is

conveyed in such promises as Matt, vii, 7—11 ; xviii, 19;

xxi, 22; Mark xi, 24; John xv, 7; Heb. iv, 16; James

v, 15; 1 John v, 14, 15; and, being such, it necessarily

implies such special watch-care as was involved in the

Mosaic covenant cited above. See Prayer.

(3.) The same doctrine is inferred from the father-

hood of God. The denial of his fatherhood changes

him into a desolate abstraction, the contemplation of

which pours an ice-floe over the tide of human trusts,

and causes us to feel that we are " orphaned children in

a godless wrorld." But "As a father pitieth his children,

so the Lord pitieth them that fear him" comes to us

genial with the warmth of a sympathy and care that

we can appreciate and confide in.

(4.) It is involved in the atonement of Christ. The
propitiatory sacrifice—as prefigured in the separate sac-

rifices for each—was for men, not en masse, but as indi-

viduals, thus furnishing the greatest possible evidence

of care in the interests of utmost moment to the soul.

The agency by which this sacrifice is conveyed to the

mind—the Holy Spirit—is likewise personal in his min-

istry of impression, and as personal in his communica-
tion of the remedial efficacy of the one atonement, thus

demonstrating in appeal and in succor the loving care

of God.

(5.) It is revealed in the Scriptures as clearly as

the biographies of its noted characters, such as Joseph,

Samuel, Elijah, Ruth, Esther, Daniel, etc., can illustrate

it, and proclaimed as strongly as such texts as Luke xii,

6-7, 22-31 can express it, and enforced as powerfully

as such prayer- examples as The. friend seeking bread

and The unjustjudge can impress it.

(6.) It is illustrated in the experiences of Christians

of every age, until George Neumark's hymn

—

" Leave God to order all thy ways,
And hope in him, whate'er betide

;

Thou'lt find him in the evil days
An all-sufficient strength and guide.

Who trusts in God's unchanging love,

Builds on the rock that naught can move"—
has become a type of a distinct class of literature both

in verse and prose that is inexpressibly sweet to the

experienced believer, and of untold value to those who
are weak in faith.

2. The moral uses of the doctrine are—(1.) It deters

from sin. Theon of Alexandria taught that "a full

persuasion of God's seeing everything we do is the

strongest incentive to virtue ;" and he advised the civil

magistrate to place the inscription at the corners of the

streets—

" God seeth thee, O sinner !"

A full belief in special providence places that inscrip-

tion not upon the corners of the streets, but within the

chambers of the memory.

(2.) It excites watchfulness for his interpositions.

Abraham, after Mount Moriah ; the three Hebrews, af-

ter the fiery furnace; Daniel, alter the lions' den; Eli-

jah, after Cherith's cave, never failed to look for other

deliverances in the time of need.

(3.) It gives the assurance that all is right in our "

present circumstances, in view of the discipline needed,

and the final adjustment of rewards and penalties.

(1.) It leads to cheerful trust in all trials, and thus

sweetens the bitter draughts of life.

(5.) It inspires with hope in emergencies, and thus

enables the believer to meet unforeseen exigencies with

all his resources of mind and faith at hand, confident,

buoyant, and if possible conquering.

(6.) It imparts a patience that outlasts adversities,

a fortitude that yields to no disaster, and a confidence

that emerges unscathed from all furnaces of trial.

VII. Literature. —We cite in alphabetical order a

portion only of the very numerous works extant on this

subject : Aquinas, Summa Theol. p. i, q. 15, art. iii

;

Backerus, De Dei Providentia circa Mat. ; Bairus, De
Prov. Dei circa Peccata Hominum; Beza, Be Pro v. Dei

circa Res Temporales ; Bormann, Lehre der I orsi hung ;

the same, Betrachtungen iiber die n-ichtigsten ]\'arh< itai

der Religion; Chrysostom, De Providentia Dei; Clem-

ent, Strom, vi. 17, p. 821 sq. ; De Mare'e, Gottesverihei-

digung iiber die Zulassung des Bosen ; De Yries, Kxerci-

tationesRationales; Feldmami, Moira oder iiber die giitt-

liche Vorsehung; Fur Anbeter Gottes (Lond. 1780); Go-
mari Conciliatio Doct. Orthodora- de Procidentia ; Hugo
of St. Victor, De. Sacram. c. 19-21 ; Jacobi, Betrachtun-

gen iiher die weisen Absichten Gottes; J erome, Comment.

in A bacuc, c. 1 ; Junilius, De Partibus Legis Divince, bk.

ii, c. 3 sq. ; Kiippen, Die Bibel ein Werh der gijttlichen

Weisheit; Lactantius, De Via Dei, c. 13; the same, De
Opificio Dei,vel Formatiome Hominis, c. 5-17 ; Leibnitz,

Essais ele Theodic.ee; Martinii Com. de Gubernaiione

Mundi; Midler, Briefe iiber das Studivm der Wissen-

schaften, besonders <l, r Gi.schichie (Zurich, 1798) ; Neme-
sius, De Naiura Hominis, c. 42 sq. ; Plutarch, De Sera

Numinis Yindicta ; Rechenbergius, De Prov. Dei circa

Minima: Salvianus Massiliensis, De Gubernatione Dei

sire de Prov.; Sanders, Ueber die Vorsehung ; Schrockh,

Disp. Historica circa Proridcntiam Divinam, quando et

quam. dare loquatur (Vitembergaj, 1776) ; Seneca, -De

Providt utia, De Benefciis ; Theodoret, Sermones de Pro-

videntia; Turrettini Dissertation.es, diss. 4, 5, 6 ; Twisse,

Vmdicatio Providentim Dei; Yiret, De la Providence

:

Weismannus, De Prov. Dei contra Malum; Zollikofer,

Betrachtungen iiber das Uebel in der Welt. (S. H. P.)

Providence, Nuns of, a community of young
women at Paris, established about the year 1617 by
Madame Polaillon for the reception of poor virgins who
might otherwise be exposed, through poverty, to the

temptations of the world. This pious lady, having

formed the design, was discouraged from prosecuting it

by several persons, who represented to her that she had
not a fund sufficient to carry it on ; to whom she replied

that Providence should be her fund; and accordingly,

having succeeded in her undertaking, she gave to her

community the name of The Nuns of Providence.

Province, properly an outlying portion of an ex-

tended empire, such as the Persian or Roman. It is not

intended here to do more than indicate the points of con-

tact which this word presents with Biblical history and
literature.

1. (ni"1*!"^, medindh ; Sept. %(<jpa ; Vulg. provincial)

In the Old Test, this term first appears in connection

with the wars between Ahab and Ben-hadad (1 Kings
xx, 14, 15, 19). The victory of the former was gained

chiefly " by the young men of the princes of the prov-

inces," i. e. probably of the chiefs of tribes in the Gilead
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country, recognising the supremacy of Ahab, and hav- meets us as asserted by Paul (xxv, 11). In the council

tng a common interest with the Israelites in resisting (ovfiflovXiov) of Acts xxv. 12 we recognise the assess-

the attacks of Syria. They are specially distinguished ors who were appointed to take part in the judicial

in ver. 15 from " the children of Israel." Not the hosts functions of the governor. The authority of the lcga-

of Ahab, but the youngest warriors ("armor-bearers," ins proconsul, or procurator, extended, it need hardly

Keil, ad loc.~) of the land of Jephthah and Elijah, fight- be said, to capital punishment (subject, in the case of

Lag with a fearless faith, were to carry oil' the glory of Roman citizens, to the right of appeal), and, in most

the battle (comp. Ewald, Gesck. iii. 492 . cases, the power of inflicting it belonged to him exclu-

Rfore commonly the word is used of the divisions of sively. It was necessary for the Sanhedrim to gain

the Chaldaean (Dan. ii, 19; iii. 1,30) and the Persian Pilate's consent to the execution of our Lord (John

kingdom (Ezra ii, 1 ; Neh.vii,6; Esth. i, 1,22; ii, 3, xviii, 31). The strict letter of the law forbade govern-

etc.). The occurrence of t lie word in Eccles. ii, 8; v, 8, ors of provinces to take their wives with them, but the

lias been noted as an indication of the later date now cases ol Pilate's wife (Matt, xxvii, 19) and Drusilla (Acta

frequently ascribed to that book. The tacts as to the xxiv, 24) show that it had fallen into disuse. Tacitus

administration of the Persian provinces which come (A run. iii, 33, 34) records an unsuccessful attempt to re-

within our view in these passages are chiefly these: vive the old practice.—Smith. See Proconsi t.

Each province had its own governor, who cpmmuni- PROVINCE is, in ecclesiastical language, the juris-

cated more or less regularly with the central authority
diction or an archbishop. See Diocese.

for instructions (Ezra iv and v). 'lhus latnai. govern- _ . , _, , . . ,

or of the provinces on the right hank of the Euphrates,
Provincial. Ihe local sup. nor of the monasteries

applied to Darius to know how he was to act as to the Cabb°t> guardian, prior, etc. - stands und. r the supen is-

conflicting claims of the Apharsachites and the -bus '-'". >e distort sup, norsorrftfmtor*; these are sub-

(Ezrav). Each provincehad itsown system offinance,
ordinated to the superiors ofthe province, oi provincials,

subject to the king's direction (Herod, iii, 89). The who are themselves under the direction of the,

"treasurer" was ordered to spend a given amount upon "J l!" '"' /"- »"' head "' ""' whole community,

the Israelite- 1 Ezra \ii. 22), and to exempt them from Provincial Councils is the name given to the

all taxes (vii. 24). See Tax. The total number of synods held by the bishops of a single ecclesiastical

the provinces is given at. 127 (Esth. i, 1; viii, 9). province, and presided over by the metropolitan. The
Through the whole extent of the kingdom there was ecclesiastical superior of the province convokes the coun-

carried something like a postal system. The king's cou- cil. The resolutions of provincial councils in matters of

riers Q3i/3\io0opoi, the dyyapot ofHerod.viii, 98) con- discipline have legal force only within the limits of their

veyed his letters or decrees (Esth. i. 22; iii. bit. From own province. In respect to matters of faith, tin ir ri-

al] provinces concubines were collected for his harem (ii, I olutions, like those of the national councils, are decisive

3). Horses, mules, or dromedaries were employed on only when they have been confirmed by the pope and

this service (viii, 10). (Comp. Herod, viii, 98 ; Xenoph. accepted by the whole Church.

Cyrop. viii, (J; Ileeren's /'< rrians, eh. ii.) The word is

used, it must be remembered, of the smaller sections of

a satrapy rather than of the satrapy itself. While the

provi s are 127, the satrapies are only 20 (Herod.

iii, 89). The .lews who returned from Babylon are de-

scribed as "children of the province" (F./.ra ii. 1 ; Neb.

Provincial Synod. See Synod.

Provisio Canonica. See Provision.

Provision (Lat. provisio) is, in canon law, the be-

stowal of an ecclesiastical I"
i efia i q. \ .).

I. /// the Roman Catholic Church it involves the reg-

vii. 6), and bad a separate governor [see Tirshatha j
ular collation (q. v.)ofthe ecclesiastical functions. Any
of its ecclesiastical offices can only be thus Lawfully ob-

tained from a competent superior.

1. Extent and Classification. — (1.) The "provision"

includes three stages

—

(a) the designation of the per-

son on whom the benefice is bestowed

son(p~); (b) the collation of the office itself (collatio sire

institutio canonica ), for higher offices by papal confirma-

tion, for inferior functions by episcopal institution ; and
i.

i the act of putting the nominee in possession of the

office or the prebend, called, win n he is bishop, intkroni-

aiion, when he is a canon or other prebendary, installa-

of their own race (Ezra ii, 63; Neh. v, 14; viii, 9)

while they were subject to the satrap (TAB) of the w hole

province west of the Euphrates (Ezra v, 7; vi, 6).

2. (Eirap%ia.) In the New Test, we are brought

into contact with the administration of the provinces of

the Koman empire. The classification given by Strain.

(xvii, p. 840) of pio\ inces
I lirapxlai I

supposed to nerd

military control, and therefore placed under the imme-
diate government of the ( \esar. and those still belong-

ing theoretically to the republic, and administered by

the senate, and of the latter again into proconsular tion. The election or designation confers on the candi-

(virariKai) and praetorian (orparnyiKat), is recognised, date only a right of priority: the complete lawful pos-

more or less distinctly, in the Gospels and the Acts, session can only lie acquired by the canonic confirma-

See Proci t: \ mi:. ( yrenius (Quirinus) was the ijysuwv tion or institution.

of Syria (Luke ii. 2), the word being in this case used

for presses or proconsul. Pilate was the fiytfiuv of the

sub-province of Judaea (Luke iii. l ; Matt, xxvii, 2, etc, >.

as procurator with the power of a LegatUS; and the same

(2.) There are an ordinary and an extraordinary, a

free and an obligatory, a full and a partial provision. ( </)

When, as the rule requires, higher functions are confer-

red by the pope, lower ones by the bishop, this is called

title is given to his successors, Felix and Eestus I
Acts ordinary provision (provisio ordinaria) ; but if by some

wiii, 24; xxv, l; xxvi. 30). The governors of the special lawful title, a third person, or by the law of de-

senatorial provinces of Cyprus, Achaia, and Asia, on volution the next superior clerical functionary, or in

the other hand, arc rightly described as avSuiraroi,

proconsuls (Acts \iii.7: xviii, 12; xix, 38). [n the two
former cases the province had been originally an impi -

rial one, but had been transferred Cyprus by Augustus
(Dio Cass. 11 v. 1 1. Achaia by Claudius (Sueton. Claud.

25)— to the senate. The arparqyoi of Ads xvi, 22

(A. V. "magistrates"), on the other hand, wire the

duumviri, or praetors, of a R an colony. The duty of

consequence of special reservation the pope i- possessed

of the right of collation, this is an extraordinary pro-

vision (provisio extraordinaria~). (b) If the ordinary

collator is free and bound by no obligation as to the

person ol the nominee, the collation i- free t provisio rive

collatio Ii'" ni i
; but if he is bound by the right ofdesig-

nation enjoyed by a third person, the provision is re-

stricted, and inasmuch as the collator, if all canonic re-

tin- legati and other provincial gover s to report spe- quirements are met, i- held to admit the proposed per-

cial cases to the emperor is recognised in Acts xxv. 26, son. it is an obligatory one
|
provisio . i

and furnished the groundwork for the spurious Acta If the collator is entitled to all three acts of a full colla-

PUati. See Pilati . The right of any Koman citizen tion, his right of pro\ ision is called a Full one (jus pro-

to appeal bom a provincial governor to the emperor visionisplenum); but if he enjoys only one or the other
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of these attributes, he has only a partial right (jus pro-

visions minus plenum).

2. Requisites.—An ecclesiastic function can only be

bestowed on a person possessing certain qualities, and

must be occupied within a certain period and in a ca-

nonic way.

(1.) In regard to the qualifications of the candidate,

the canons require that he be capable and worthy (ido-

neus et dignus); that not only he have an untarnished

reputation, but also the required age, the necessary or-

ders, and the instruction demanded by the office, (a)

The required age varies with the functions. It is an

extraordinary rule which, in Hanover, even for simple

canonries, requires thirty years of age. (b) The candi-

date must belong to the clergy, and, in consequence,

must be at least tonsured, and be advanced enough to

be able to get the necessary orders within a year (Clem.

c. 2, " De Act. et Qual." i, 6; Cone. Trid. sess. xxii, c. 4,

" De Kef."). In ancient law the candidate, if his office

required higher orders than those of a subdeacon, could

receive a dispensation for seven years, to give him time

to complete his scientific education, and the benefice

meanwhile might be administered by a vicar (Sext.c. 34,

"De Elect." i, 6). The modern law reduces this term

to one year, which runs from the day of possession fully

obtained (Sext. c. 35, " De Elect." i, 6). If during this

period the orders have not been conferred, the benefice

is lost, if it is a curacy, eo ipso (Sext. c. 14, xxxv, " De
Elect." i, 6), otherwise only after previous warning (c. 7,

x, " De Elect." i, 6 ; Sext. c. 22, cod. i, 6) ; but in the lat-

ter case the bishop may grant a second dispensation of

one year (Cone. Trid. sess. vii, c. 12, " De Kef."). To get

into possession of a bishopric, the. elected person or nom-

inee must have obtained the subdeaconate six months

before his election or nomination (Cone. Trid. sess. xii, c.

2, " De Ref."). Abbots, holders of dignities, and func-

tions with which jurisdiction and charge of souls are con-

nected must be priests (c. 9, x, " De Act. et Qual." i, 14),

and especially in cathedral chapters half at least of the

canons must be presbyters (Cone. Trid. sess. xxiv, c. 12,

" De Kef."), although in the time of the Council of Trent

already many chapters—for instance, those of Cologne,

Treves, etc.— were exclusively composed of priests,

which is now always the case, (c) The candidate must

possess the scientific acquirements required by the of-

fice. The Tridentine rule decrees that the bishop must

have shown his capacity at some university (or lyceum)

as a teacher, or by degrees obtained in theology or canon

law, or other academical testimonies (Cone. Trid. sess.

xxii, c. 2, " De Ref."). The functions of cathedral scho-

lastics, of penitentiaries, and in general of all dignities

and half of the canonries, can only be bestowed upon

graduates (ibid. sess. xxiii, c. IS , sess. xxiv, c. 8,

12, "De Ref."). For candidates to prebends implying

charge of souls (curates, preachers) a trial is instituted,

and held by the bishop or his vicar - general and at

least three other examiners chosen by the diocesan

synod and put under special oath (Cone. Trid. sess.

xxiv, c. 18, " De Ref. ;" comp. Pii V " In Conferendis,"

d. 18 Maj. 1566, and Benedicti XIV " Cum illud," d.

14 Dec. 1742). As the diocesan synods, after a long

interruption, have only been revived of late, the papal

see has conferred full powers on the bishop (modo pro-

visorio), and, until the regular synods should be re-

established, to nominate, himself, these synodal exam-
iners and take their oath. Besides this examination re-

quired by the Church, most civil governments in Ger-

many prescribe a similar examination for the candi-

dates to the functions of curate or preacher.

(2.) In regard to the lime and manner of the provision,

the following principles prevail: (a) A newly estab-

lished clerical function must first be endowed ; an office

subsisting already must be not only really, but lawfully

vacant. Even to give expectancies, or promises of pro-

vision in case of vacancy, is prohibited. Every clerical

office must be filled in a given period of time—higher

offices within three months ; inferior offices, the provision

of which is left to the free collation of the bishops or

chapters, six months (c. 2, x, " De Concess. Praeb." iii, 8)

from the dav their vacancy was first known (c. 3, x,

" De Suppl. Negl. Pnel." i, 10). If the offices to be tilled

are patronal benefices, the lay patron is allowed a term

of four months (c. 3, x, " De Jure Patron." iii, 38) for

making his presentation, the clerical patron a term of

six months ; the latter being lawful even in cases where

a layman has transferred his right of presentation to a

church or ecclesiastical corporation (Sext. c. un. " De -

Jur. Patron." iii, 19), or where the patronate is mixed.

However, the civil legislation of several countries dis-

agrees in many cases with these rules. If the election,

postulation, nomination, or presentation have not taken

place within the allotted term, it is, for this case, lost to

the patron, and devolves upon the superior clerical au-

thority, (b) The benefice must be filled according to

the canons; consequently, with complete independence

both of the collator and the receiver (c. 2, x, " De his

quae Vi," i, 40), without diminution or heavier taxation

of the prebend (c. un. x, "Ut Benef. sine Diminut." iii,

12), and without simony. The admission of the state,

and often of individuals, to a share in the provision of

ecclesiastical benefices gave rise in the mediaeval Church

to the contention for investiture (q. v.), and remains as

vet unsettled. In some countries it was set at rest by

concordat; in others it is still unregulated, though the

right of final and complete provision is admitted to be-

long to the pope. In most Roman Catholic countries

the crown elects to bishoprics, and the pope is bound to

confirm the nominee of the crown, unless canonical cause

of rejection should appear. In Germany, the contest

with the papacy has on this account left vacant several

important provisions.

3. Form of the Provision.— (I.') Concerning the or-

dinary collation («) of higher offices. Archiepiscopal and

episcopal sees, abbacies, and other prelatures are filled

by election, postulation, or nomination, (b) The other

clerical functions are disposed of by the bishop in the

whole extent of his diocese. This right of filling the

vacant places is either entirely free, or it is more or less

circumscribed by the rights of third persons or by the

peculiar situation of the chapter, especially by the right

of presentation of the patrons. (2.) An extraordinary

provision takes place («) either jui-e devoluto. when the

person entitled to till the vacant office does not fulfil the

canonic conditions of the provision, or (b~)jure 7-eservato,

when the prebend is one of those the collation of whom
is reserved to the pope.

4. Institution or Installation.— (I.') The lawful colla-

tion of the office in question by the competent clerical

superior, which alone entitles to the possession of the

office and to the exercise of the rights of consecration

and jurisdiction connected with it, is made, for episco-

pates and prelatures, by the pope, by confirmation of the

elected or postulated person or nominee; for other func-

tions, by the bishop (c. 3, x, " De Instit." iii, 7; Cone.

Trid. sess. xxiv, c. 13, " De Ref."), through canonic

institution. The phrase institutio canonica appears in

Sext. c. 1, "De Reg. Jur." v, 12, and has since pre-

vailed ; the expressions collatio, institutio collativa, in-

stitutio verbalis, institutio mirtorisabilis, investitura. are

somewhat erroneously employed as synonymous with it.

Collatio beneficii ought to be used only for prebends free-

ly conferred by the clerical superior, as here the colla-

tion of the office makes one with the designatio personm,

both being included in the decree of collation. If the

office belongs to that class to which third persons (phys-

ically and morally qualified) have a right of election or

presentation, then institutio is the right word, and, better,

institutio canonica, to indicate that this institution made

by the competent clerical superior is alone the lawful col-

lation ; or institutio collativa, to indicate that the office is

really conferred only by the institution; institutio verba-

lis, to distinguish this verbal delivery of the office from

the act of putting a person in possession of it (installation.

While the libera collatio was always, and is still, an ab-
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solutely personal right of the bishop, neither the vicar-

genera] -"''
/ Una) <an perform itwithout Bpecial pow-

ers, nor the chapter, oor the capitular vicar appointed

by them
i

The institutio canonica, or coU

lativa, <>r verbalis, was formerly a regular official righl

of the archdeacon (c. 6, x. "De Instit." iii. 7 i, and i-

still a ri_^lit comprised in the general powers of the

vicar-general. This right of institution i <
> offices con-

nected with no charge of souls fan « xceptionally belong

even to other ecclesiastical persons or corporations,

cither in consequence of special favor or of prescription

(c 18, \. - De Praeser." ii. 26; c 2, ^ 2,"De Privil."v,

33). By this canonical institution the nominee obtains

the full right to his office and to the attributes of juris-

diction ami honorary distinctions connected H ith it. but

no right to take charge of souls: lor this he needs a

special authorization, lor which he must apply with-

in a period of two months from the 'lay when the

decree "l presentation or collation has been received

(Pii V -In Conferendis," d. 8 .Man. 1867); and this

is called the institutio, in a narrower sense, or insti-

tutio auctorisabilis, i. e. the special collation of the

charge of souls. The collation of the cura atdmarum
is, again, so exclusively a righl of the bishop that nei-

ther the archdeacon nor formerly the vicar-general, un-

less specially empowered, could confer it (c. 1. s,"De
Off. Archidiac." i, 23), nor. in general, any third person

even possessed of the full righl of provision. Now the

institutio tinr/uri.iiilii/i.< goes regularly together with the

institutio collativa, and is given at the episcopal resi-

dence after previous examination ( Cone. Trid. sess. vii;

c. 13, "De i.'ef."i and approbation, by means of sym-

bolical performances, by dressing the candidate in the

chasuble and barret (hence the name investitun ). receiv-

ing his profession of faith and oath of obeisance, and de-

livering the beneticiary a deed thereof, called "letter of

investiture." '1'his institutio auctorisabilis can be made
by the bishop himself or his vicar-general, who needs no

Longer a Bpecial mandate for it (Benedict] XIV'De
Syn. Dicec." lib. ii. c. .s). and, sede vacante, the chapter,

or the capitular vicar appointed by them (Sext. c. 1,

• De In-lit." iii. i',i.

i_'.i flie introduction into the cilice and prebend, or

putting into possession (institutio corporalis), is called

(a) for the bishop inthronization, and consists in this.

that the consecrated bishop, in his badges, takes solemn

possession of hi- cathedral and assigned residence. It

is combined, ii the bishop be consecrated in hi- own
church, into one act with the consecration; but if the

consecration take place extra diatcesin — in the met-

ropolitan church, or cathedral, of the consecrator dele-

gated by the pope— then, according to the traditional

custom, the bishop in pastoral habit, with crosier and

mitre, is received al bis arrival in thebanlieui ofhis seal

by tie- chapter .and the clergy of the city and surround-

ing country . and escorted t" some church situated in the

neighborhood, where, after a short prayer, he is clothed

in the pontifical robes ami badges, hence to be led in

solemn procession, all bells ringing, into his cathedral.

Here he is greeted with the hymn Eca SOCerdoS mui/-

nus, and while the clergy and the people sing the /'.

Jti urn. he takes his seat, gives the episcopal benediction,

and is then escorted to his residence, the cross being

carried before him. (6) The solemn admission of a can-

on i.fa cathedral or collegiate chapter is called installa-

I I
l

I liciary. in the bouse of the chapter, i~

clothed in the choir garments, and the capitular cross is

I to bi> neck, whereupon he recites the Credo
and swears the capitular oath, lb- is then led to his

seat in tii,' chapter (sedes in capUulo'), escorted to the

Church, ami here, also, shown bis place in the choir

{slaltum in choro, hence installalio). («) With cn-

i i other beneficiaries, the institutio corporalis

(now also called instaUatio) is performed at the place

of the prebend, the introduction into the office (ttn-

missio in spiritualia beneficii) by a legate of the bishop,

and the putting in possession of the prebend (j

iii temporalin) by a commissary of the civil govern-
ment.

In Austria, every ecclesiastic, upon getting into office,

all. r reci iving spiritual investiture at the hands of the

bishop, has. before his installation, to sign a written dec-

laration to the effect that hedoes not belong, nor will ever
belong, to any seer, t society. The spiritual installation

i- performed, in the name of the ordinariate. by the vicar

of the district or dean the first holyday all. r the arrival

ol the ecclesiastic at the place of his benefice; the world-
ly installation, in the name of the government, by a

hi. her functionary commissioned thereto; in patronal

prebends by the patron, according to the prevailing cus-

tom. In Prussia, the prebendary is generally pul into

possession by the archpriest (dean), in common with the

patron or with the Landrath, if the curacy be one ofthose
to which the government has the right of nomination.
J he deed of confirmation i- read in t he presence ol the

Community, the curate is introduced, ami put in
|
0S» —

sion of his residence with appurtenances. In Bavaria
the oath is exacted, after which the dean proceeds i"

the spiritual performance in the church, where he intro-

duces the new curate to hi- community. From the

church he is led again to his residence, where in i- in-

troduced to the community by the royal commissary.

Then the people are dismissed, and the same commis-
sary, in the presence of the episcopal plenipotentiary

and the civil functionaries and church trustei s, delivers

the keys of the house to the new curate. In Baden, the
curate is put in possession, in the name of the grand-

duke, by the grand-ducal dean and the functionaries of

the district, but only mediately, by a written order of

these officers; but a solemn institutio corporalis takes

place in the church in the presence of the archiepisco-

pal dean. Similar dispositions prevail in Wurtemberg,
in the kingdom of Saxony, the grand-duchy ol Hesse,

and in Nassau.—Wetzer u. Welte. Kirchen-Lex. s. v.

II. In tin Chun-It ofEngland, the bishop is nominally

elected by the chapter; but. in reality, the numbers of

the chapter are only permitted to name the particular

person whom tl rown presents to them for election

with the i-onoi il'ilin. In the Roman Catholic Church
of England and oflreland, the parochial clergy, togethi r

with the canons, recommend three candidates, one of

whom is commonly, although not necessarily, appointed

bj i he pope. < lhambi rs, s. \

.

III. In <h< Russo- Greek Church, the candidates are

presented by the holy synod, and the czar name- the

bi>hop from among them. See Hardwick, Hist, of the

Reformation, i. 350.

Provisor, (1) a chamberlain; (2) the Clugniac

bailiff of the ville or manor ami receiver of rents.

—

Walcol t. Sacri </ I rchceologg, s. v.

Provisors, Statute of. Clement V. in the be-

ginning of the I 1th century, went beyond all his pred-

ecessors by declaring that the disposal of all ecclesias-

tical benefices belonged to the pope. Tbi pope accord-

ingly made reversionary grants, or provisi is, as they

were called, during the lives of the incumbents; and he

resen ed such benefices as he thought tit for hi- ov< pe-

culiar patronage. England in particular sullen,] great-

ly from these papal encroachments during the r< ign of

Henry III. The parliament assembled at Carlisle in

the thirty-fifth year of Edward I sent a strong remon-

strance to pope Clement V against the
|

-| al . ocroach-

ments. Bui this remonstrance produced no effect. The
first prince who was bold enough i.. a--, n the power of

the legislature to restrain these encroachments was Ed-

ward III. After complaining ineffectually to Clement
Yi ot the h.inous abuse of papal reservations, he pro-

cured the famous statute of Provisors (25 Edw. Ill, stat.

6) to be passed i \.|). 1850). This act ordained that all

elections ami collations should be free act ording to law:

and that in case any provision, collation, or rest rvation

should be made by the court oi Rome of an) archbish-

opric, bishopric, dignity, or other ben. lice, the king
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should for that turn have the collation of such archbish-

opric or other dignities elective. This statute was for-

tified by several others in this and the succeeding reigns

down to the 3 Henry V, c. 4.—Eadie, Eccles. Diet. s. v.

Provoost, Samuel, D.D., an American prelate of

the Protestant Episcopal Church, was born in New
York Feb. 26, 1742, and passed A.M. in King's College

in 1758. Though educated in the Dutch Reformed

Church, he early became a convert to Episcopacy, and,

having entered Cambridge College, was ordained in

1766. On his return from England he became assist-

ant minister of Trinity Church, also of St. George's and

St. Paul's, New York. He subsequently retired to East

Camp till the close of the Revolution, engaging chiefly

in literary pursuits. In 1784 he was elected rector of

Trinity Church, New York, and a regent of the univer-

sity. He next acted as chaplain of Congress, and in

1786 was raised to the episcopate. He served also as

chaplain to the United States, and died Sept. 6, 1815.

He wrote a copious Index to the Historia PlanUxrum

of John Bauhin. See Sprague, .4 rmals of the A mer.

Pulpit, v, 240; A mer. Ch. Rev. Jan. 1872, p. 35, 46;

July, 1862, p. 668.

Provost (Lat. propositus, set over) is, in ecclesias-

tical language, the chief dignitary of a cathedral or col-

legiate church, from which use the title has been trans-

ferred to the heads of other similar bodies, whether re-

ligious, literary, or administrative. Properly, however,

the name is given to the highest dignitary in the met-

ropolitan or diocesan chapter, and is often held con-

jointly with the archdeaconry. The provost is the next

in dignity after the archbishop or bishop, a position

which is also the right of the prov

chapter. The name is also given to the superiors of cer-

tain religious houses of lesser rank, and the relation of

which to the more important houses is analogous to that

of the priory to the abbey. It was also given to certain

lay officials, whose duties, in relation to the Church and

the maintenance of its material condition, were similar

to those of the modern churchwarden. In the Protes-

tant Church in Germany, the name provost is some-

times used as synonymous with that of dean or arch-

priest; and occasionally, where several minor churches

or chapels are attached to one chief church, the minister

of the latter is called " provost." In England, the heads

of several colleges in the University of Oxford, and the

head of King's College. Cambridge, are designated prov-

ost. The head of Eton College is also so called.—Cham-
bers, s. v. See Walcott, Sacred A rcheeolof/y, s. v.

Prowe, a divinity of the Wends and Northern

Slaves, had the reputation of a wise but severe and ter-

rible judge. He was the god of justice, and carried, as

a symbol of wisdom, snakes on his breast: he held in

his hand an iron shield, which in doubtful cases was
made glowing for the fiery ordeal. His iron statue rep-

resents him in the shape of an old man clothed in a

long, folding garment; he wears chains around his

neck, and holds a sacrificial knife in his hand. He
was more especially worshipped at Stargard : he had a

temple in that city, and sacrifices were constantly of-

fered to him. Around bis sanctuary, and the wood
consecrated to him, the people assembled every Mon-
day : to penetrate into the holy forest itself was prohib-

ited under penalty of death, a prohibition which among
the Prussians secured likewise the solitude of the holy

spots. The priests drank of the blood of the victims,

and then, in the presence of the king and of the whole

people, requested the advice of the idol. Sentences

were then pronounced by the god, and orders given,

which nobody coidd think of contradicting; animals

and prisoners, in later times Christians, were immolated

to him. On Fridays, according to the old chroniclers,

women, children, and servants who brought offerings

were allowed the entrance of the holy wood ; a banquet
was held in its surroundings, and merry dances were
performed till an advanced hour of the night.

5 PRUDENCE
The same Prowe, it is believed, was also worshipped

under a different form : he stands on a column, his nude

form in a pair of boots; a bell lies at his feet. This is

asserted by the chronicle of Botho, which calls the god

Prono, and speaks of him as being the idol of Altenburg

or Stargard. E-otho may be mistaken in identifying

this booted deity with Prowe: other idols besides the

latter may have been worshipped at Stargard
;
perhaps

the chroniclers mistook one of them for the god of jus-

tice.—Vollmer, Worterb. d. Mythol. s. v. See Thorpe, -

Northern Mythology (sec Index in vol. iii).

Prozymites (from Greek Trpo,foi; tyfiri, leaven,

i. e.for leavened bread) is a term applied reproachfully

by the Western Church to the adherents of the Greek

Church because they contended for the use of leavened,

or common, bread in the Eucharist. The Latin Church

were Azymites (q. v.). See also Eucharist.

Prshemishl, the first fabulous duke of Bohemia,

the husband of the celebrated Libussa. His name is

synonymous with that of Prometheus: it means he, who

thinks in advance, probably because Prshemishl was a

seer, a great prophet. — Vollmer, Wurterb. d. Mythol.

s. v.

Frshipegala, a warlike divinity in Slavic mythol-

ogy, sanguinary as were his priests and all the gods of

the Slavonians. The Christian prisoners were beheaded

in front of his image, and their blood was presented to

him to drink.—Vollmer, Wurterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Prudden, Nehemiah. a New England minister of

the Gospel, flourished near the close of the last and the

opening of this century. He was born about 1750, and

of a collegiate |

was educated at Yale College. He became pastor of a

church at Enfield, Conn. He died in 1815. He is the

author of Marryin;/ a Sister <>f a Deceased Wife (1811) :

—Sermon in a Missionary Society (1815). See Bacon,

Hist. Discourses, p. 55 sq.

Prudence is the act of suiting words and actions

according to the circumstances of things, or rules of

right reason. Cicero thus defines it: "Est rerum ex-

petendarum vel fugiendarum scientia"—the knowledge

of what is to be desired or avoided. Grove thus :
" Pru-

dence is an ability ofjudging what is best in the choice

both of ends and means." Mason thus: "Prudence is

a conformity to the rides of reason, truth, and decency,

at all times and in all circumstances. It differs from

wisdom only in degree; wisdom being nothing but a

more consummate habit of prudence, and prudence a

lower degree or weaker habit of wisdom." It is divided

into, 1, Christian prudence, which directs to the pursuit

of that blessedness which the Gospel discovers by the use

of Gospel means; 2, moral prudence, which has for its

end peace and satisfaction of mind in this world, and the

greatest happiness after death ; 3. civil prudence, which

is the knowledge of what ought to be done in order to

secure the outward happiness of life, consisting in pros-

perity, liberty, etc. ; 1. monastic, relating to any circum-

stances in which a man is not charged with the care of

others; 5, economical prudence, which regards the con-

duct of a family ; 6. political, winch refers to the good

government of a state. The idea of prudence, says

one, includes due consultation—that is, concerning such

things as demand consultation—in a right manner and

for a competent time, that the resolution taken up may
be neither too precipitate nor too slow: and a faculty

of discerning proper means when they occur. To the

perfection of prudence these three things are further re-

quired, viz. a natural sagacity; presence of mind, or a

ready turn of thought; and experience. Plato styles

prudence the leading virtue; and Cicero observes that

"not one of the virtues can want prudence;" which is

certainly most true, since, without prudence to guide

them, piety would degenerate into superstition, zeal

into bigotry, temperance into austerity, courage into

rashness, and justice itself into folly.—Buck. Theol. Diet.

s. v. In a comparison ofprudence and morality, the for-
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mer has been called the vowel, the latter the consonant.

The latter cannot be uttered (reduced to practice) but

by means of the former. See Watts, Sermons, ser. 28;

Grove, Moral PhUos. voL Li, ch. ii: Mason, Christian

Mor. vol. i. ser. 1: Evans, Christian Temper, ser. 38;

Colerid - >• 13, 21 sq.

Prudentius, St., :i French prelate of the 9th cen-

tury, was a native of Spain. The name of his family

Be took the name ofPrudentius in mem-
pry of the Christian poet, his compatriot. Taken when
young to France, he passed several years at court,

where it appears he occupied some important charge,

mi i il his election as bishop of Troyes in 846; then he

subscribed. Feb. II. 847, to the privilege accorded by

the Council of Paris to Paschasius Radbertus, abbe of

Corbie. People came from all parts to consult him. and

he was called one of the most learned bishops of the

Gallican Church. Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, par-

ticularly wished to have advice how to treat Gott-

Bchalk, or Godeschalcus (q. v.), in the dispute about

predestination raised by Gottschalk. At first Pruden-

tius sided with Hincmar, but afterwards took a medi-

atory position. Towards the end of 849, or the be-

ginning of 850, he, however, abandoned Hincmar and

wrote in defence of Gottschalk, then a prisoner, and di-

rected his work to Hincmar and his confederate Papill-

itis, bishop of Lyons. Prudentius begins with an enco-

mium of St. Augustine, whose doctrines, he say--, were

also supported by Fulgentius and Prosper of Aquitanius.

He then affirms a twofold predestination, one to dam-
nation, the other to salvation. Vet God has not pre-

destined the reprobate to guilt, but to punishment.

Christ has given his blood only for the elect, for he

says it is givenfor many. It follows that it is God's

will not to call and save all men. These propositions

Prudentius undertakes to support by the authority of

the Scriptures, and of a number of fathers, especially of

the Latin Church ; the most recent of the latter author-

ities thus invoked is Beda. Ratramnus, a learned monk
of Corbie, and Servatus Lupus, the accomplished abbot

ofFerrieres, sided with the bishop of Troyes. Rabanus

Maurus speaks thus of this work, sent to him by Hinc-

mar :
" Prudentius's views converge sometimes with

ours, when he asserts that God is not the author of evil,

that the reward of the good is undeserved grace, and
the punishment of the bad just expiation. But when
he says that God, by his predestination, compels the

sinner to go to ruin, it seems to me that the conse-

quence of it is, according to the views of Gottschalk, a

twofold predestination (see Op. Sirmond. ii, 1296)." To-

wards the close of 851 Scotus Krigena published his

work on predestination against Gottschalk which he

had composed at the request of Hincmar. This work.

which undertook to solve the question from the philo-

sophical standpoint, and argued for the unbiassed free-

dom of the will, only complicated the dispute. Erige-

na was charged with Semi-Pelagianism and other

heroics. Wenilo. archbishop Oi Sens, extracted from

il nineteen articles, and sent them to Prudentius for ref-

utation, l'rudi ntius replied in a writing addressed to

Wenilo, and divided into nineteen chapters, followed

by an epilogue (BUHioth. Max. Patr. xv. 167-597).

This Tractatus de Pradestinatione contra ./<>//. Scot.

Eriff. was written in the year 852, and Gfrorer says ol

it: •Prudentius wrote against Erigena a ponderous
book-, in which the work of the philosopher was, with

cutting sagacity and Sturdy orthodoxy, so dealt with

that nothing remained of it." Tins, il should be re-

membered, i> the testimony of one who advocates pre-

destination, and agrees with Erigena that evil is only a

/!/) ov, condemnation, not a positive punishment on the

part -I i iod : that it only consists in the tormenting con-

sciousness of ha\ ing missed one', destiny. See Wili .

In the ensuing year (853) Hincmar held a national

synod at Chiersy—the first had taken place in 849
where four article. [Capitula Carisiacd), embodying a

moderate form of Augustinianism, were adopted against

Gottschalk. Although Prudentius put his name to

these "quatuor capitula," he soon afterwards endeavored
to refute them by writing a Tractoria Epistola adv. 1

ent. Carts. It is possible that he signed his

name at Chiersy by demand of king Charles the Laid.

Iii the later development of this contest, Prudentius

seems to have given up his position. He died April 6,

861, and is revered as a saint in Troyes. The Bolland-

i-t~ do not recognise his title to sanctity. Although
Prudentius held himself against opposing heresies, and
particularly against the doctrines o( the Pelagians and

Semi-Pelagians, he was suspected by some authors to

have concealed the truth in the prosecution of error,

and Les .\i/mi!,.< d, St. Beiiin accuse him of having
written articles against the faith. From a letter of

Servatus Lupus to Prudentius, we ham (Ep. 63) that

these two men were sent by king Charles to visit and
reform the monasteries of France. See Gallia Christi-

ana, iii: Breyer (canon at Troyes), Lift of Pruden-
tius (1725); Gfrorer, Gesch. <i< r Carolinger (1848), i,

210 sq. ; Wenck, Das Frankiscfo Reich nach

trag run Verdun I 1851 1, p. 382; Milman, Hist, ofLatin
< 'hristianitg, iii. 2 II sq.; Neander, ( '//. Hist. ( see Index)

;

Manguin, Vett. Auctorum qui in Sec. IX </< Pradest.

scripserunt <>i»ra ,i Fragm. (Paris, 1650, 2 vols. 4to);

Kurtz, Ch. Hist. t» thi Reformation, i 91, -1: Hard-
wick, Ch. Hist. (Middle Ages), p. 163 sq.; Hefele, Con-

ciliengesch. iv, 124 sq. ; Jahrb.Jiir </< uisch. Theol. 1859,

art. by Weizs&cker; Amer. Presb. Rev. Jan. 1861, p.

200. (J. II. W.)
Prudentius, Aurelius Clemens, one of the

earliest hymnists of the Latin Church, is greatly cele-

brated in ecclesiastical history, though generally over-

rated. Bentley calls him " the Horace and Virgil ol the

Christians." not even qualifying them as Latin Chris-

tians. There were certainly many hymnists previous

to Prudentius. and they sang in the tongue of Homer.

Plato, and the New Test the very thoughts, and fre-

quently in the very words, of evangelists and apostles.

The hosannas of Ephraim the Syrian bad the sound as

well as the sense of those of the children of Jerusalem;

and Clement of Alexandria. Gregory of Nazianzum, and

the unknown earliest singers of the Oriental I hurch

linked the passing hours with heaven by the sublimity

of their language and the simplicity of their faith. As
the truths of Christianity tir>t flowed in Creek from
inspired lips, so the songs of the Church came first

in Greek. When, finally, the mighty new thought

had been fitted to the comparatively stiff and narrow
mould of Roman speech, it was not the tongue of Pru-

dentius that gathered around it the spiritual and eccle-

siastical associations of centuries. The rugged grandeur

of expression, the calm and steady glow that wins for

the majesty of heaven, came rather in the Latin hymns
of Ambrose, Augustine, and Hilary of Poitiers. In

the words of an eminent critic. "The lire of Revela-

tion, in iis Strong and simple energy, by which, as it

were, il rends the rock, and bursts the icy barriers of

the human heart, predominates in those oldest pieces

of the sacred Latin poesy which are comprised in the

Ambrosian hymnology" | Fortlage).

Life. Prudentius was horn in A.D. 348, probably at

Saragossa, in Spain. Nothing is known regarding him
except w hat he has himself told in a poetical autobiog-

raphy prefixed to his works. From thi> we ham that

he received a Libera] education, was admitted to the

Roman bar, practiced as a pleader, and seem- to have

distinguished himself in his profession, as high civil

offices were twice offered to him. He was even called

upon to occupy a military post at the court of the em-
peror Theodosius I. He was already fifty years ol age,

when, like other prominent men of those troublous

times, he was agitated by earnest misgivings as to

"what all the honors and joys of this world might do

for him in eternity. In tie m he could not find Cod to

whom he belonged" (Prof, Cathem.v, 28 :>P. Hence

the resolution: "Let the soul, at the boundaries of life,
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renounce her folly and sin. Let her praise her God at

least by her songs, as she cannot do it by her virtues.

Let the day be spent in sacred hymns, and let not even

night interrupt the praises of God. I will struggle

against heresy, defend the catholic faith, annihilate the

sacrifices of the pagans, destroy thy idols, O Rome, I

will praise in my songs thy martyrs, glorify the apos-

tles" (I. c. ver. 35-42). These words indicate all the

different tendencies in his literary productions, which

reflect them.

Works.—We have from Prudentius's pen between

385 and 388 poems, a number of which bear Greek ti-

tles. The principal are— 1. Cathemerinon Liber (Book

[i. e. of hymns] for Daily Use), being a series of twelve

hymns, the first half of which were reckoned by the

author suitable for devotional purposes at different parts

of the day, and which the Latin Church has preserved

in some of its collections. 2. Apotheosis,
'

'AiroSikwaiQ

(a defence of the doctrine of the Trinity against here-

tics, with which are intermingled various discussions on

the nature of the soul, on original sin, and on the res-

urrection). 3. Hamartigeneia, 'Apapriy'ivua (On the

Origin of Evil, a polemic, in verse, against the Mar-

cionites and Maniehreans). 4. Psychomi ichia, A'vxoi-id-

Xia (The Combat of the Mind against the Passions, or

the Triumph of the Christian Graces in the Soul of a

Believer). 5. Contra Symmachum, Liber 1 (a polemic

against the heathen gods). 0. Contra Symmachum,
Liber 2 (a polemic against a petition of the Roman
senator Symmachus for the restoration of the altar

and statue of Victory cast down by Gratian). Pru-

dentius supports in these two poems the arguments set

forth by Ambrose against the proposition of Sym-
machus. The first book shows the shameful origin of

the old idolatry, exposes the absurdity and abomina-

tions of the heathen mythology, the corruption result-

ing from the want of a moral check, and how happily

Rome was inspired when it turned to Christianity. In

the second book he examines the reasons alleged by his

adversary, eloquently descants upon the cruel prac-

tice of gladiators' combats for the amusement of the

people, and, in order to show their brutalizing influence,

he instances a vestal attending in the amphitheatre,

and witnessing the struggles and agonies of the fallen

gladiators in the arena, exclaiming with joy that such

sights were her delight, and giving without compunc-

tion the signal to despatch the fallen. Arnobius (bk.

iv, towards the end) casts a similar reproach upon the

vestals. As, in both books, the subject was of a nature

to allow full scope to the genius of the poet, being emi-

nently favorable to enthusiastic apology, this is the

best of all his apologetical poems. 7. The Enchiridion

utriusque Testamenti s. Diptychon (forty-eight poems
of four verses each) is a historico-didactic work, of a

uniform tenor, relating to some of the most remark-

able events of the New and Old Test., as Adam and
Eve, Abel and Cain, Joseph recognised by his brothers,

the annunciation, the shepherds taught by the angels,

etc. Gennadius counts this work with the other poems
of Prudentius {De Script. Eccles. 13); but its authentic-

ity has been questioned, chiefly because it is less abun-

dant in ideas than the others. The following are deci-

dedly authentic, and, besides, excellent compositions : 8.

Fourteen poems, Ylepi 2,Tt<pdvwi>,Peri Stephanon Liber,

in honor of the martyrs for the faith—Laurentius, Eula-

lia, Vincent, Hippolytus, Peter and Paid, Agnes, etc. ; full

of warm feeling and splendid narratives. To the Chris-

tian lyrical poetry belong, 9, the twelve songs Ka%(f-
pivwv, mostly destined for the daily prayer-hours, which
were exactly observed in olden times. The first relates

to the dawning of the day (" ad galli cantum") ; Christ,

the rising light of the world, chases the dark powers of

night. Let him banish them also from our heart and
pour new light into our souls! The second is likewise

a morning-song. The third and fourth are table-pray-

ers. The fifth is to be recited at the lighting of the

candles; the sixth upon retiring for the night; the

seventh and eighth while and after fasting; the ninth,

an encomium on the Saviour, at all hours. To these

are added Songs for Exequies (on the Resurrection), on

the feasts of Christmas (" octavo Calendas Januarias")

and Epiphany. All these songs breathe an earnest,

Christian spirit; they show the rich symbolism of the

Christian life of old, and are therefore of great archaeo-

logical importance. Several passages of them and of

the hymns Xltpi Ere^dviov have been put into the

Breviary among the Church hymns. Prudentius culti-

vated, as we have seen, the two fundamental kinds of

Christian poetry, the didactico- panegyrical and the

lyric, which were the necessary consequences of the

historico-dogmatic and mystical character of Christian-

ity, and borrowed their forms from the ancient Roman
poetry, which is also chiefly didactico - parsenetic or

panegyric. The poetical form was employed at a very

early period for the popular interpretation and defence

of the Christian dogmas against pagans and heretics.

Prudentius achieved in a short time a great reputation

in the Church. Sidonius Apollinaris (Ep. ii, 9) com-
pares him witli Horace, who was his chief model in a

formal point of view; yet Prudentius moves in the

classical forms with incomparably greater ease than

his predecessors, Juvencus and Victorinus : he borrows

more than the latter writers from the ecclesiastical La-

tinity, to keep the expression of his thoughts free from

all pagan coloring. His phrases, it is true, show the

decay of letters and of good Latin, yet many parts of

his poems display taste as well as delicacy ; for instance,

his stanzas, Salvete, /lores martyrum, to be found in

the Roman Breviary for the feast of the Holy Inno-

cents. We are, however, at a loss to understand how
any scholars of our critical age can bestow unqualified

praise on Prudentius, and place him first in the list of

Christian versifiers. Nor are we ready to shut our eyes

wilfully to all the beauties of Prudentius's verse, and

declare his hymns simply "didactic essays, loaded with

moral precepts and doctrinal subtleties." His lyric style

is good, and his hymns are good specimens of the best

Christian song of the Latin Church in that early age.

"The stanzas," says Milman {Hist, of Latin Christian-

ity, viii, 309), "which the Latin Church has handed
down in her services from Prudentius are but the flow-

ers gathered from a wilderness of weeds." Prudentius,

even in Germany, was the great popular author of the

Middle Ages; no work but the Bible appears with so

many glosses (interpretations ot notes) in High Ger-

man, which show that it was a book of popular instruc-

tion (comp. Raumer, Einwirkung des Christenfhums nnf
die Althochdeutsche Sprache, p. 222). Had Ambrose
lived earlier, Prudentius would not have been remem-
bered at all; but as his contemporary he deserves a

place beside that great Church father, whom he never

excelled, but sometimes equalled as a hymhologist. The
earliest edition of Prudentius's works is that of Deven-

ter (1472). By far the best is that of Faustinus Arreva-

lus (Rome. 1788-89, 2 vols. -Ito). but excellent editions

are also those by Waitz (Hanover, 1613, 8vo); Chamil-

lard (in usum Delphini, Paris, 1687, Ito); and Gallandins,

Bibl. Patr. vol. viii. The newest and handiest is that

by Obbarius (Tubing. 1844), whose Prolegomena em-
brace a large amount of information condensed into a

small compass. See Gennadius, De Viris Illustr. 13;

Ludwig, Dissert. de Vila A . Prudentii (Viteb. 1G42. 4to)
;

Le Clerque. Vie de Prudence (Amst. 1689); Micldel-

dorpf, Comment, de. Prud. et Theol. Paid. (Vratisl. 1823-

27); Schaff, Ch. Hist. vol. iii; Christian Life in Song,

p. 74 sq., 98, 110 sq. ; Saunders. Evenings with tin Sn-

ored Poets, p. 34 sq. ; Maittaire, Poetce Latini, p. 1 587 sq.

;

Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnol. ii, 102 sq. ; Smith, Diet, of
Gr. and Rom. Biog. s. v. (J. II. W.)

Pruning-hook (fll^ta, mazmerdh; Sept. dpe-

iravov; Isa. ii, 4; xviii, 5; Joel iv, 10; Mic. iv, 3), a

knife for pruning the vine. The manner of trimming

the vine ("1 ~T, zamdr), signifying clipping, and also
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the singular instrument of the vine-dresser, were well

known even in the time of Moses (Lev. xxv,3,4),and

no doubl both were similar to those employed by the

Egyptians. Si e Kkii i
;
Vim

;
Vineyard.

Prussia (Ger. Preussen) is a kingdom of the new
German Empire, virtually embracing within its own
history the story of the whole empire, in which it is

ling ami ruling power. Before its recent ag-

grandizement, it consisted of two large tracts of land

extending from Russia on the easl to Holland and Bel-

gium on the west, soutb of the Baltic and mirth of Sax-

ony, Thuringia, Bavaria, etc., bul separated from each

other by the kingdom ofHanover, the duchies ofMeck-
leuburg and Oldenburg, the electorate of Hesse-Cassel,

duchy of Nassau, and some miner states. In 1866,

Prussia received large accessions of territory, having an-

nexed the kingdom of Hanover, the duchies of I lesse-

Cassel, Nassau, and Sleswig and Holstein, the free city

of Frankfort, and some districts of Bavaria and Hesse-

Darmstadt The area of Prussia was thus increased

from 108,212 Eng. sq. miles to 137,066, and the popula-

tion from 19,304,843 to 24,106,847, of whom 23,746,790

formed the civil population, and 310,055 the military,

the average density of the population being I7t; per

Eng. sq. mile. The variation in density is considera-

ble, the greatest being in the manufacturing district

ol Dusseldorf, in the Rhine province, where it is four

times the average, and smallest in the district of Kos-

lin, Pomerania, where il amounts to three fifths of the

average. Prussia is now divided into eleven provinces

and three annexes, with a population, according to the

Gotha Almanac for 1876, as follows:

Eng. sq. m. Pop. Dec. 1811.

1. Prussia 24,880 3,137,.
r45

2. Poseu 11,330 l,58d,843

3. Pomerania 12,130 1,431,633
t. Silesia 15,666 3,70T,167
5. Brandenburg 15,505 2 st;:;. •>•.".»

('..Saxony 9,729 2,103,174
7. Westphalia 7,771 1,775,175

ne province 10,2S9 3,r.7>.i.::47

9. Hesse-Nassau 5,943 1.400,370
in. Hanover 14,846 i;963,61S
11. Sleswig-Holstein 6,959 995,873

Dnch} ofLauenburg 455 19,546
Principality ofHobenzollern. 453
Territory of Jade 5 5,941

About 88 per cent, of the population are Germans.

Of the Slavonic tribes, the most numerous are Poles.

numbering two and a quarter millions, in Branden-

burg and Silesia (here are about 85,000 Wends, and in

Bast Prussia upwards of 117.1)00 Lithuanians: while

Western Prussia has rather more than 10,000 Walloons

using the French language, intermixed in its generally

German population, and Silesia lias nearly 59,000 Bohe-

mians or Moravians—making in all two and a half mill-

ions who do not use the German language, or who
employ it only as secondary to their native tongues.

Three distinct classes are recognised in Prussia—name-
ly, nob li is, burghers, and peasants. To the first belong

about 177.000 persons, including the high officials of the

stale, although that number does not comprise the va-

rious mediatized houses, of which sixteen arc Prussian,

and others belonging to different states, but connected

with Prussia by still existing or former territorial pos-

sessions. The burgher class includes, in its higher

fran. Ins. all public-office holders, professional men. ar-

tists, and merchants; while the peasantry— to which
belong all persons engaged in agricultural pursuits

—

are divided into classes, depending on the number of

employed on the land. etc.

I. History and Religion, The lauds founded by the

Baltic and n..w constituting East Prussia, and the ad-

joining territory on that side of the < Ider, form the orig-

inal home of the Prussians within the vast territory

i h.y now occupy. These lands were early occupied by
Slavonic tribes, nearly allied to the Lithuanians (q. v.)

and the Letts, li is conjectured thai they were visit-

ed by Phoenician navigators in the 4th century B.C.;

bul beyond the facl of their having come into tempora-

1> PRUSSIA
ry conflict with the Goths and other Teutonic hordes
prior to the great exodus ofthe latter from their north-
ern homes, little is known of the people till the 10th
century, when they tir-t appear in history under the
name of Borussi,OT Prussians. They were then a small
bul vigorous people, and had made themselves a terror

io their neighbors by bold inroad-, w hen the race of the
heroes and sea-kin-- arrived from Norway and Swe-
den. Scandinavian Gotha settled in the country, and
the southern Bhores of the Baltic sounded with the
praise of the exploits of Starkodder and Ragnar Lod-
brog.

1. Mythological Pt > iod. In the oldest historic times,

doubtless, the primitive inhabitants—Prussians, Lithu-
anians, CJlmarugians, Curlanders, Livonians, etc.—wor-
shipped the sun. the m i, the stars, and the pow< re of
nature generally. The Scandinavians,who were further

advanced in the arts of war and of peace, heller armed,
and skilled in agriculture, then brought in new gods,

among them the three supreme ruler-. Perkunos, Po-
tt impos, Pihollos, and most probably all their other dei-

ties. Much has been written and argued on the ques-
tion whether the three mentioned names, or the gods
to whom they an- said to have belonged, really existed,

or whether they were mere inventions of some imagina-

tive chroniclers. There are even writers who have dis-

covered in them the three persona of the Holy Trinity.

We shall not dwell on these speculations, but briefly

state what we positively know ofthe ancient mythology
of a people which occupies such a high rank among the

nations of Europe. Besides the three mentiom d, there

was another important deity, called Curcho, tl

of food. His image si 1 at the fool of many a holy
oak. There was one at the place where the city of

Ilciligenhcil was afterwards built. The apostle of the

Prussians cut the venerable tree with a hatchet, and

this circumstance gave the town its present name.
There were spread over the whole countrj sacrificial

stones, or altars, on which milk. mead, honey, bi er, Sour,

meat. fish. etc.. were offered to the god. Every year his

image was made anew, out of wood, on the con-, i rati d

spots; it was clothed in goat-skins and crowned with

herbs and ears. Then il was carried about amid the

shouts of the populace: dances and sacrifices ensued.

The interior -oils, in large number, have been divided,

not, perhaps, very properly, into gods of the hi a\ i ns, of

earth, of the water, of men. of the cattle, of the lower

world, into gods of labor, gods of trade, into good and
had gods. This was, no doubt, a kind of wor-hip of nat-

ure, similar to that which we find among all half-civil-

i/.eil nations. The holiest place in the land was Ro-

mowe. < »nly a priest was allowed to approach it 'I here

were hut few exceptions. Thus, hy special favor, a

powerful ruler was permitted to come near the conse-

crated Spot, and Io speak to the (iriwe. or hieji-pricst.

Bul not even those great personages were suffered to

come near the sanctuary, the ever-verdanl oak. and the

gods thai stood below it ; for il wa- surrounded with a

fence formed hy long pieces of white linen, something

like a mosl primitive tabernacle. To a great distance

the land around the sanctuary, and the wood which en-

circled ii.wa- consecrated. No one could enter this

forest, which occupied many square miles; and il. un-

wittingly, some wretch pui his fool into it, his life was
forfeited to the offended deities. No tree was felled

there, no wild animal chased. I" sides this celebrated

Romowe, there were other places of the same kind

spread all over the country, and whose names, com-

mencing with Romas, and partly preserved to our days,

aie i xpressive of calm and holiness. We find quite a

number of Buch names in Lithuania. In Prussia the

trees were held holy, as among the ancient i.ermans,

the Anglo-Saxons, the Rugians, Holsteinians, and kin-

dred peoples. There existed also single oaks and lin-

den-trees which were held in particular veneration as

being the -eat- of some divinity; they were approach-

ed with pious horror and deep reverence. The oak of
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Heiligenbeil, with a circumference of forty feet and a

diameter of nineteen, was the most celebrated. Some
mountains enjoyed the same honors. The best-known

of them was near Brandenburg, at a short distance from

the Frische Haff. Near the holy woods and trees there

were, as a rule, holy fields, which never were touched by

the plough. We also find holy springs, from which no

one could take water unless he previously offered a sac-

rifice : their water was believed to be a sure medicine

against certain diseases. There were also holy lakes,

either in a separate place or connected with the sanct-

uaries and forests : no one was allowed to fish in their

waters.

The gods adored in those consecrated places were,

besides those already named : Okopirn, the god of the

air and of tempests; Swaixtix, the god of the stars

—

a most important god in the North, with its long win-

ter nights ; Banhputtis, the god of the sea ; .-1 ntrimpos,

the angry god, who excites the waves; Wurskeite and

Szwambxaite, the protectors of cattle and poultry, wor-

shipped extensively in the whole country; Gardebis

and Jantiubobis, the protectors of oxen and sheep; Pei-

doitos, the god of trade, who made the sea propitious to

the mariner, and was specially honored on the sea-coast

;

Puskaitis, the god of woods and trees, who lived under

the foliage, and whose dwelling-places were held partic-

ularly holy. This god had, throughout the country, a

number of sanctuaries, where he was attended by a mul-

titude of strange, dwarf-like beings, which the imagi-

nation of the people had fitted out and ornamented in

the most fantastical manner. Pergubrius gave fertili-

ty to the fields; Zemberis strewed the earth with seeds,

and covered it with flowers and herbs; Peltcitte filled

with riches the houses and the barns; Ausweikis was

the god of health, resorted to by the sick and invalid.

To these must be added quite a number of female de-

ities. Jawirma watched over the germination and

growth of corn; Melletele covered the meadows and

gardens with herbs and grass; Strutis was the goddess

of the flowers; Gobjanja was the goddess of riches and

opulence ; Guze led the wanderers through deserts and

gloomy forests; Swaigsdunoka, the bride of the star-

god, directed the heavenly bodies on their path ; Laima
was the obstetric goddess, and fixed the destinies of the

new-born. The bad goddesses were, the sanguinary

Gittine,w\\o brought painful death; Magila, the wrath-

ful deity, who visited cruel misfortunes upon those she

disliked; Laune, who intervened in human affairs—now
sportively. now malignantly, leading the wanderer astray

by will-o'-the-wisps, seizing upon helpless children, etc.

Besides these gods and goddesses, there were tutelary

spirits—spirits of the woods, of the waters, of the earth,

most of them servants of the god Puskaitis—men of the

woods, dwarfs, elf's, called barsiucs, or perstiks. Similar

to these were the nightly spectres, who at twilight left

their dark recesses to seek food. They were appeased

by putting sacrificial meat in lonesome spots; thus they

became guardians of house and barn, and the childish

fancy shaped and ornamented them in the quaintest

manner. The animal kingdom, also, held many objects

for worship. The snake was the object of particular

veneration, being the favorite of Pot rimpos. Snakes were

believed to be a blessing for the house and household,

to be immortal, and to gain renewed youth with each

change of skin. They were dutifully fed in the holes

of old oak-trees, and gladly admitted into buildings and

chambers. Barren women fed them with milk, implor-

ing at the same time the blessings of Laima. Care-

lessness towards them was attended with misfortunes

of all kinds. This regard for the snake continued in

Prussia and in the neighboring countries till long after

the introduction of Christianity. The horse, especially

the white horse, was in great honor among all Northern

peoples, as well as among the Germans, as a spirit of

prophecy was said to dwell in him. All white horses

were consecrated to the gods, and no one would have

dared to mount a steed of that color. To beat or dam-

age it was a capital crime. Among the birds, the owl

enjoyed special regard, because it was believed that she

predicted to her friends the coining mishaps.

The gods being so numerous, it was but natural that

the priests should form a very large body. At their

head stood the Griwe, almost a god himself, so great

was the veneration in which he was held among all the

nations of the North. The waidlotes, griwaites, sig-

gones, wurskaiti, pustones, saitones, burtones, and swa-

kones were the members of a powerful hierarchy, and

exercised an unlimited influence upon those supersti-

tious tribes. There was no lack of female priests either

;

and it would seem that female deities were attended ex-

clusively by female priests, as male gods were worship-

ped only by male priests. Yet it is not likely that sac-

erdotal women were admitted into the Romowe. as the

Griwe, as well as all other priests, had to remain in sin-

gle blessedness. A transgression of this law was visit-

ed with capital punishment, the culprit being dragged

away from the holy ground and burned alive. There

is some contradiction between this stern enforcement

of the law of virginity and the way in which the body

of female waidlotes was recruited. If a woman had

been sterile in marriage, and became, after the death of

her husband, the mother of a son or of a daughter by
an unmarried man, she was considered as holy, and was

admitted to the number of the female priests. As far

as the institutions of the ancient Prussians are known,

they exacted from their priests a pure, pious, and holy

life. Those only could be admitted among the supe-

rior priests, the griwaites, who, during many years, had

shone by an exemplary life; and even the relations

whom the Griwe wished to be received into the sacer-

dotal body had to prove that their conduct had been

unblemished, or they were rejected. The priests were

supported entirely by the people, for we do not find any

mention of their being addicted to agriculture or any

art or trade. The sacrifices and offerings were their

principal income. They received beer, milk, fruits,

animals, tissues for sacerdotal garments, etc. Libations

were offered to the gods, and the liquid offering was

drunk by the priest. Sometimes this sacrifice was at-

tended with quaint ceremonies. At the great spring-

festival, the priest filled a cup with beer, took it be-

tween his teeth without touching it with his hands,

drained it, and then threw it over his head. Those

behind him caught it, filled it with beer, and brought

it back to him a second and a third time. The act of

emptying three times the cup was intended in honor

of the three great gods; the throwing of the cup was

the sacrifice brought to them, which human hands

durst not touch. After this ceremony the cup cir-

culated from mouth to mouth. Each worshipper took

it between his teeth, emptied it, and with his teeth the

neighbor took it from him. Finally, the benediction

was given to the people; a banquet ensued, in which

intoxicating beverages were so plentifully tasted that

the solemnity generally ended in bloody work, as is the

case, even in our days, with Poles, Lithuanians, and oth-

er nations.—Yollmer. Worterb. d. Mythol. s.v.

2. Introduction of Christianity. —We here substan-

tially give the account found in Wetzer u. Welte, Kir-

chen-Lt xikon, s. v.

"Several attempts to introduce the Christian religion

into Prussia had been fruitless. St. Adalbert, bishop of

Prague, died April •J::,
(
.>97, a martyr to bis faith, while en-

deavoring to convert the people to Christianity. Bruno,
of the family of the Barons von Qtierfurt, who, after re-

nouncing his canonry and entering the Benedictine con-

gregation of Camaldoli, had repaired to Prussia in 100S,

to preach there the Gospel and convert those pagan tribes,

also suffered martyrdom (Feb. 11, 100S). The endeavors
of the Polish princes to Christianize the Prussians by
force were still more unsuccessful. As the acceptance of

the Christian religion had been made a condition of peace

l.v Boleshis, duke of Poland, about 1018, they considered

the Christian communion as an obnoxious consequence

of unhappy warfare, as a yoke imposed by the foe, and
they shook" it, off every time when they felt strong enough
to do so. Thus the disinclination to the new worship

increased continually, until it leached the very pitch of
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•]'-_:--. Meanwhile Otto, bishop of Bamberg

(1124), preached with Buccess iu Pomerania, and Christian-
ity by degrees reached the banks of the Vistula. The
first christian ruler in Pomerania, Suhislas I, founded in

Dantzic, the; monastery ofoiiva, which became
si ed of the Christian faith was in
- - ia's soiL

lishmenl of Oliva's monastery
the Prussians, however, had succeeded (iu 11C1) in mak-
ing a sta t ] I ileslas IV of Polaud, and for a time
maintained n rude and savage kind of independence,
which the disturbed condition of Poland prevented its

ora breaking down. The fear of losing their
freedom if they adopted Christianity made the Prussians
obstinately resist every effort for their conversion ; and it

I till the middle of the 13th century, when the
knights of the Teutonic Order entered upon their famous
crusade against them, that the Christian faith was for-

tafa ish( 1 among them. The aggressive inroads
of the p iir.-in I'm— inns on the territories of th<

tian neighbors, and their advance Into Pomerania, were
1 1

1

lt causes of this important movement. Chris-
tianity was by the reverses of the Polish princes thrown
SO vastly upon the defensive that the Pomeranian duke
Grimislas, of Stargard and Scbnrtz, called in 119S some
knights of St. John into his dominions, and delivered
into their hands his castle of Stargard and some adjoin-
ing territories for operations against the Prussians. The
intimate commercial relations between Brunen and Livo-
nia facilitated the work of the missionaries, and gave

cess to the latter country. After the Christian
religion had been introduced into Pomerania and Li-

vonia, and an order of Christian knighthood had been
founded for its aid and maintenance," the prospects in
Prussia also seemed to brighten. Although the exer-
tions of Got i fried, abbot of the monastery of Cistercians
of Lukina (1207), in Poland, and of his fellow-monk
Philip, who suffered martyrdom, were not attended with
any enduring success, yet were two of the native princes
converted. A few veal's afterwards appeared the man to
whom was reserved the glorious achievement of intro-
ducing Christianity into Prussia. It was the Cistercian
monk Christian, of the monastery of OHva, a man distin-

guished by every virtue, and speaking fluently the Ger-
man, Latin, Polish, and Prussian languages. In 1210 he
obtained permission from pope Innocent III to go to
Prussia with some chosen companions, and his efforts
were crowned with such brilliant success that in the fall

of 1214, or at the beginning of 1215, he was appointed
bishop of Prussia, the new converts having hitherto been
committed to the pastoral care of the archbishop of Gne-
sen. The number of the converted Prussians was consid-
erable, and two of their princes, Warpodo, the ruler of the
land of l.ansania, and Suavobuno, who reigned in the land
of Lobau, bad made provisions for the maintenance of the
bishop.
"This partial triumph of Christianity excited the anger

of the heathenish Prussians, who were, besides, maddened
by the expeditions of Conrad, duke of Masovia. Help
from abroad was sorely needed. Crusades, however,
could not afford any lasting protection. The Order of
the Knights of Christ, called also Brother-knights ofDo-
brin. founded in Livonia in 1226 by bishop Christian, on
the pattern of the Knights of the Sword, was no match
for the savage fury of the Prussians: at the very begin-
ning of the war all the knights, save live, were killed in

battle near the spot where Strasburg was afterwards
built. By bishop christian's advice, the Teutonic Order
was applied to Tor assistance (1226). The grand-master,
Hermann von 8alza, asked consent of Fiederick II, who
not only granted the request, bui also promised his help.

and confirmed the donations of land formally made to
ti rder by duke Conrad of Masovia. After four years
of negotiations, duke Conrad made a solemn grant to the
order of the whole land of Culm, between the Vistula,

Drewenz, and Ossa, with all the conquests they should
add to it; while at the same time bishop Christian, and
Guutber, bishop of Plock, renounced in their favor all

their possessions, revenue-, and patronal rights in those
Countries, reset ving only their episcopal jurisdiction and
their pontificalia. At the same time the' pope
IX. in 1234, and [nnocent IV, In 1244, declared the present
and future conquests of the n f< Is of the papal see
('tii jut et i roprietatem B. Petri u ipimua et earn mtb

toliccem 1 erpetuo
tempore permanere sancimns, . . . Te Conrade magister
ejus doraus annulo nostra de terra investimus, ita quod
ipsa. . . nnllius nnquam snbjiciatnr dominio potestatis

;

in futnrnm . . . de terra pnganornm in eadem
,os contigeril adipisci, Anna et illibata voids

i
i ibus siih /ui c i ( proprd tat I

niodo statuimns perniaiienda'i. An annual trib-
ute was promised to the Roman court. At the same time
the pope Btipulated that in the newly acquired territories
churches should be built, C hop- and prelates appointed
at hie will, thai n portion of the land should be granted
to the latter dignitaries, etc. The grand mastei
Hermann Balk to be the leader ofthe knights he intended
to send to Prussia, and the administrator of the land
given to the order by duke Conrad; llermaun, probably

' of Westpbalian birth, was not only a distinguished war-
rior, but a man full of wisdom and experience in all
worldly matters: a pious knight, too, who during a space
of ten years had administered the possessions ofthe or-
der in Germany, and gained by his remarkable aptitude
the full confidence ofthe grand-master. All other high
functions were intrusted to equally distingui-'
sons. who. with a few knight- and a considerable bodv of
cavalry, set out on their way to Prussia. They arrived id
1228 in the dominions of c onrad of Masovia. ' Numerous
as was their host, yet the Prnssians counted a thousand
warriors where they counted one. Conrad could assist
them, but hardly make them formidable, by the addition
Of his forces, his weakness being the verv ca
had made their expedil lesirable. Poland was torn
by its unceasing troubles, and. I -

l in per-
petual warfare with her neighbors. Pomerania itself of-
fered no prospeel of help, as duke Swantepolk entertained
but hostile relations with Conrad, and with Poland in
general. It was a heroic daring in the Teutonic Order to
engage in their expedition under such unfavorable cir-
cumstances, They began the warwithont delay, assisted
by bands of Crusaders (l'j:;V , Gregory IX preaching the
crusade against Prussia with unabatfng zeal. The land
of Culm was occupied, with the lnlp of Swantepolk of
Pomerania, in spile of the desperate resistance of the
Prussians. The order, at the same time that it construct-
ed fort- to insure the new conquests, hel] ed German col-
onists in building cities in well - protected and fertile
places. Thorn was reared first, soon afterwards Culm,
both in 12:!'..', and M alien werder in 1233. The Prussians,
dismayed by the large body of troops arrayed on their
frontier, and knowing perhaps thai the crusaders were
engaged for the space of a year only, pretended to be un-
willing to tight and inclined to receive baptism. Bishop
Christian forthwith repaired to the district of Pomesania,
in order to preach and to baptize. But a few days after-
wards be was attacked by the pagans, bis companions all

killed, and the bishop himself led into captivity. The
pope now recommended caution to the Dominicans in
Prussia, and bade them beware ofthe wily stratagems of
the heathens. A spell of cold weather having made the
moorlands of Pomesania easy of access, the whole Chris-
tian army invaded that country at the beginning of 1234.
The poniesaniatis were defeated near the Sirgune River,
iu the neighborhood of a consecrated wood, after victory
bad been passing for several hours from host to host. The
battle was a most bloody one, and the spot where it had
raged was, hmg after the event, called 'The Field of the
Dead.' As its final gain by the Christians was due to
Swantepolk, an army of Pomesanians crossed the Vistula
and laid waste the whole land of Pomerania. The mon-
astery of Oliva, which had been recently put under papal
protection, was stormed and reduced to ashes. To pro-
tect the land of Culm against the vengeance of the infuri-

ated invaders, Hermann Balk erected the fori Of Linden
in 1234, which was the origin ofthe city of Rheden. This
kind of precaution was indispensable', as the crusaders
dispersed after a year's service, and the knights had to
hold the country with their side resources. There came
other difficulties: the order and bishop Christian could
not agree; there were grievous dissensions between the
oi der and duke i ion i ad . a contest arose between Swante-
polk of Pomerania and Henry of P.reslau, and cut off, for
the knights, all prospect of help from those quarters.
The pope, informed of this state of affairs, sent his legate,
bishop William Of Modena, with most extensive powers,
especially for the constitution to be given to the churches
and for the distribution of bishoprics in the northern
countries ; and he announced the arrival of his legale and
the object of his mission to the < hriBtian£ iu Livonia.
Prussia, Gothland, Finland. Ksihoiiia. Semgallen, and
Con Hand. The legate arrived in Prussia al the I eginning
of summer in 1234, and exerted himself at one- m com-
pounding the dispute between bishop Christian and the
order. The bishop had made a division ofthe land, taking
two thirds as his share, and left only one third to the or-

der; he had further expressed the opinion that the coun-
tries recently conquered for tin- Church were lawfully his.

The legate did not approve of these virus : he decided, ill

conformity with his instructions, that of all territories

Occupied and still to be occupied, two ih

the order, with all revenues connected with them—the
dime, for instance; that the bishop should have only one
third for ins share, but with this additional stipulation,

thai in the two thirds which want to the order, such ad-
vantages as could be enjoyed only by a bishop should
al-o accrue to the latter. 'The bishop was obliged to sub-

mil to the legate'- decision. The difficulties between the

order and duke Conrad could not be so easily removed.
The Knights of Dobrin had joined the Teutonic Order,
and the latter bad taken possession ofthe fort of Dobrin,
with all its dependencies, In -,. si of the
duke. The pope, in a bull of April 18, 1236, approved
the fusion of the Brothers of Dobrin with the Teutonic
Order, main]] al the request ol the bishop of Ploi k. The
latter and the papal legate, after negotiating through the
summer months, succeeded in Octobei in restoring eon-
cord. The knights delivered to Conrad the castle of Do-
brin- with its aependencies, and received In exchange
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other territories, of which the most important was Slonzk,
with its salt-mines. Gregory IX, in spite of his manifold
Italian cares and troubles, endeavored with all his might
to promote the enterprise of the order. The preaching
of the crusade was not interrupted in Germany, and
measures were taken to increase the number of the

knights. Fresh troops of crusaders having arrived from
Germany, the war was resumed. PomesaTiia and Poge-
sania were conquered: with the former of these prov-
inces the whole eastern shore of the Vistula was in the

power of the order. Those of the enemy who surrendered
were spared, experienced mild treatment, and were im-
mediately christened by the priests who followed the

army. Hermann Balk and his knights endeavored to

subdue by the influence of Christian meekness these sav-

age spirits, whose faith iu their gods was shaken by so

great misfortunes. A chronicler says: 'Not like lords,

but as fathers and brothers, they rode about the land, vis-

ited both the rich and the poor, invited the new Chris-

tians to their meals, took care of and nursed iu their hos-

pitals poor, sick Prussians, provided for widows and
orphans whose husbands and fathers had perished in the

war, and sent clever young men to Germany, especially

to Magdeburg, to get well instructed in Christianity and
in the German language, and to become afterwards teach-

ers in Prussia.' It was at this time that Henry Monte,
who became so distinguished afterwards, was brought up
in the celebrated monastery school of Magdeburg. The
expenses of these young men were paid with the alms
gathered in Germany. The landmaster's humane meas-
ures did not fail to make their impression even on the un-
converted part of the nation. All measures of coercion
had been prohibited. Wherever the order established its

authority churches were built: Thorn, Culm, Rheden,
Marienwerder, had their churches. The city of Elbing
built a church and a monastery iu the flrst year of its ex-
istence. Even the open country had not been left with-
out churches: we find in 1230 a mention of the parish of
Postelin, in Pomerania. Some pious men exerted them-
selves in order to instruct the people iu the Christian
faith. The papal legate, William of Modena, preached
with great success ; he was powerfully assisted by the
Dominicans, several of whom were masters of the Prus-
sian language. The most distinguished among these
monks was St. Hyacinth, who belonged to the house of
the counts of Odrovanz, one of the oldest, and most cele-

brated of the families of Silesia. His father was count of
Konski, and his uncle chancellor of Poland and bishop
of Cracow. Hyacinth was born in 1185 iu the castle of
Gross-Stein, district of Gross-Strelitz, in Upper Silesia,

and studied at Cracow, Prague, and Bologna. In the lat-

ter city he received the title of doctor of laws and theol-
ogy. On his return home he was promoted to a canonry
at the cathedral of Cracow, and assisted the bishop in

the administration of his diocese. When his uncle Ivo
of Konski became bishop of Cracow, he went to Rome,
and took along with him Hyacinth and his brother Ces-
laus. In the year 121S, when St. Dominic was in Rome,
both brothers entered the Dominican Order, and Hyacinth
became one of the most active northern missionaries.
Another powerful missionary was bishop Christian, but
his dissensions with the order could only be detrimental
to the cause of Christianity. Iu 1237 a pest-like disease
spread over the dominions of the order, and caused many
of the neophytes to waver in their new faith. On May i>,

123S, a treaty was concluded with Waldemar, king of
Denmark, through the exertions of the papal legate: the
king received the fort of Reval and the territories of Har-
rien and Wirland, while the order received the district of
Ierwen ; only no forts were to be built in the latter with-
out the king's consent. The king promised not to put
any obstacle in the way of the order in their work of con-
version, but to help them where he could: two thirds of
the conquests were to go to the king, one third was the
order's share. Hermann Balk, thus assisted by the Danes,
undertook an expedition against the Russians, who had
invaded the diocese of Dorpat ; but soon important events
recalled him to Prussia. The knight Hermann von Al-
tenburg, a pious man, but rigid and austere, whom the
grand-master had intrusted with the administration of
the dominions of the order during his absence, had not
imitated the wise moderation and patient meekness of
his superior. On hearing that a Prussian village had
gone over to paganism again, he set fire to it, and priests
and villagers perished iifthe flames. This created in the
country bitter dissatisfaction, and the fruit of the restless
labors and struggles often years seemed to be lost by one
reckless act. Other misfortunes had come upon the or-
der. Their old friend Swantepolk of Pomerania had
become their foe: it was fortunate that the duke was
threatened by other enemies, and found it prudent to
make peace. Then Hermann Balk was recalled by the
grand-master iu 123S, and took his departure after pro-
viding for the good administration of the country; hut he
never saw it again. He died March 5, 123!). On March 20 the
noble grand-master, Hermann von Sal/.a, died also, and was
succeeded by Conrad, landgrave of Thuringia. Henry of
Wida was appointed land-master in Prussia. After pro-
tracted hostilities with the Prussians and duke Swante-
polk of Pomerania, a treaty was concluded on Feb. 7, 1249,

VIII.—Z z

by which the provinces of Pomesania, Pogesania, Erm-
land, and Natangen submitted to the order and promised
conversion. The neophytes obtained all civil rights, were
allowed to enter the ecclesiastical state, and to become
members of regular congregations. These civil and other
rights were forfeited by their eventual apostasy. The
legate having put the question as to what worldly laws
the neophytes wished to have introduced, and what tri-

bunals they would most willingly recognise, they declared
for the legislation of the Poles : this they were granted
by the order. On being taught by the legate that all men
were equal, they promised to give up their heathenish
customs as to the burial of the dead, and those various
ceremonies in which the distinctions of rank were pre-
served even after death, and to bury their dead in Chris-
tian cemeteries. They also promised to renounce polyg-
amy; that no one should in future sell his daughter to

another man in matrimony, nor buy a wife for himself or
his sou : that nobody should henceforward marry his
mother-in-law, or the widow of his brother, nor any per-
son standing to him in a degree of relationship prohib-
ited by the canon, without a'license from the pope. No
child should be admitted to inherit his or her parents'
estate if the matrimony of the latter had not been of such
a description as to satisfy the exigencies of the Church.
The killing or exposing of children was prohibited; the
baptism of the uew-born, within a short period, was made
obligatory. As it was a consequence ofttae want of eccle-

siastics and of churches that many children had remain-
ed unchristened, the parents promised to present them all

for baptism in the course of a month. Such as should in-

fringe upon these prescriptions, or who refused baptism
for themselves, were to have their goods confiscated, to
be themselves coveted with a slight, garment, and ex-
pelled from the territory of the Christians. The Pome-
sanians promised to build thirteen churches from that
time to the next Whitsuntide, the Warmiaus promised
six, the Natangians three; each church to be properly
fitted out with its ornaments, chalices, books, and other
implements. It was agreed upon thai it the neophytes
failed to construct the churches promised by them, the
knights should be empowered to levy a tax on their es-

tates and build the churches themselves, even if it should
be necessary to recur to violent means. They promised
to attend worship, at least on Sundays and holydays.
The order, iu their turn, promised to furnish the churches
with priests and estate in the course of a year. Most mi-
nute and careful provisions were made for the mainte-
nance of the ecclesiastics. The neophytes further prom-
ised to keep the fasts prescribed by the Church, not to do
any hard work on Sundays and holydays, to confess their

sins at least once a year, to partake of the Lord's Supper
at Easter, and, in general, to submit their conduct to the
directions and teachings of the clergy. They pledged
themselves to bring every year the dime into the grana-
ries of the order; to defend the persons, honor, and
rights of the order; to keep aloof from any treasonable
practices against it, and to denounce such plots if they
were known to them. The order had always, even dur-
ing the excitement of the war, borne in mind the highest.

aim of their labors, the establishment and expansion of
Christianity. Honorius III had committed to bishop
Christian the care of establishing bishoprics, but he did
not even succeed in fully organizing the bishopric of
Culm. In 1236 Gregory II had enjoined on his legate to

divide the new countries into dioceses, and to establish

three bishops in them. In a bull of Oct. 1, 1243, the pope
informed Christian that he had divided Prussia into four
bishoprics, Culm being one of them. Christian was in-

vited to make choice of one of these bishoprics, but to

content, himself, according to the treaty concluded with
the order, with one third of the land. Bishop Christian
died in 1243 or 1244. His death greatly facilitated the leg-

ate's discharge of his duties, who now had full powers to

do as he deemed fit. The first diocese was to include the
land of Culm, as far as it is bounded by the rivers Vistula,

Dreweuz, and Ossa, with the addition of the district of
Lobau; the so-called Sassenland and the territory of
Gilgenburg belonged also to the first diocese. The sec-

ond diocese was bounded by the rivers Ossa and Vistula
and the lake of Drausen, and reached upwards to the
banks of the Passable or Passarge River: it comprised
Quidiu and Zanthis, and was called the diocese of Pome-
sania. The third diocese was bounded west by the
Frische-Haff, north by the Pregel River, or the Lipza,
south by the Drausen Lake and Passable River, and ex-
tended east to the boundaries of Lithuania. This was
the diocese of Ermland. A fourth diocese was to com-
prise the yet independent countries bounded west by the
Baltic Sea, north by the Memel, south by the Pregel, and
east by Lithuania. This was subsequently called the dio-

cese of Samland. The legate, on April 10,"l244, assembled
at Thorn the most distinguished clergymen of the neigh-
boring countries—the archbishop of Gneseu, the bishops
of Breslau, Leszlau, and Plock, a number of Polish ab-
bots, the most considerable of the Teutonic Knights, and
other men of high standing—to take their advice on the
constitution to be introduced into the new bishoprics.
The Dominican Heidenreich (the faithful assistant of
bishop Christian), who had been over ten years busy in
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the work of confession, was selected for the diocese of
Culm. The Dominican Ernest, from Torgau, a friend and
companion of Heidenreich, who had, like him, worked
many years for the expansion of Christianity, was select-

ed to he it e fl"6t bishop of Pomesnuia, A brother-priest

of the Tentonii O der, Henrj of Strateich, was a

p

point -

ifErmlund. The diocese of Su inland
in 1265 - I

-' bishop in the person of lieury of Stiitt-
i. . -priest of the 'teutonic Order. His suc-
,-.—.,!.( :n>:i.,n \on M iihlliauseii, a man distingtiished by

is well as by his knowledge, and who was also

a priest of the order, aid not arrive in Prussia until 1276.

pter was established t'n-i at Bcbdnewik, uear
sen, then in 1286) al Kouigsberg. The bishops,

owing in various impediments, did not occupy theit sees
ai once. Bishop Heidenreich of Culm (whether the two
others did the same cannot be ascertained) repaired to

the papal court, and was consecrated by (he pope him-
self at Lyons, probably in the course of the year L245. J'.y

this time the legate, \\ illiain of Modena, had arrived also

at i he & mri of Koine, and was boou promoted lo ihe bish-

opric of Sabina. It was u«i easy matter to rind a successor
to a man who had played snch a prominent pari in the
religious organization of the north— ill Prussia, Livonia,
Conrland, and Bsthonia, and displayed so much zeal, in-

telligence, and energy in most intricate affairs. The id-h-

ops of Prussia needed, above all, a man who had insight
and influence enough to draw positive limits between the

ind render final decisions in a number of con-
cerns where no rules had as yel been agreed upon. In

the year i'.'44, pope Innocent IV thought he had found
snch* a man in the person of the administrator of the dio-
cese of Lubeck, Bkbert—formerly archbishop of Armagh,
in Ireland. The legate was at the same time appointed
archbishop ofPmssia, l.ivonia, and Esthonia. That the
new archbishop might have an income proportioned to
his dignity, the pope .- litted to him the bishopric of
Cbienisee, which had just become vacant, and enjoined
the archbishop of Salzburg to deliver into the hands of
the archbishop of Prussia the administration of said dio-
cese. Towards the end of April, 1246, the pope sent him
the nrclliepiscopal pallium, and allowed him. at his re-

quest, to make use ofH during his sojourn in Lussia and
in the church of Liibeck ; but this righi was not to be ex
tended to his successors. At the same lime Bkbert went
to Kussia, to promote the fusion of the Russian and the
Roman Catholic ('lunch: and pi pi' Innocent IV recom-
mended him to reward the zeal of the knights by ap-
pointing one of the priests of their order to one of the
Prussian bishoprics. Bishop Heidenreich of Culm first

took in hand the administration of hie diocese. The
country had been devastated and neglected, was scantily
populated, '11111 churches were rare and separated by large

intervals. The bishop had to induce colonists to seme
in his diocese, and lie succeeded so well that after five or

six years he could think of the establishment of a cathe-
dral" church The cathedral was consecrated at Culm
in 1261, anil received the name of the Holy Trinity; at

the same time a chapter was founded, under the rule of

8t Augustine, and so richly endowed that, as soon as the

revenue of the lands could be collected, forty canons
mi ai be held. Besides the churches, the number of
which was continually increasing in cities and villages,

the land of Culm bad already several monasteries; for

instance, a Dominican monastery at Culm, and a Prancis-

"The history of the bishopric of I'ome-ania is little

known in the iir-t years of its existence: we only know
that bishop Kiiiest had taken possession of his see in 124T.

In 1265 he chose for bis residence Mnrienwerder, ami
there the cathedral was elected. The ftrst bishop of

Ermland, Henry of Strateich, died in 1249 or 1250. His
successor was 1 ther priest of the Ten ionic Order, An-
selm, who had bad a considerable share in the work of
Conversion and in the victories of the order. The divi-

sion of the land was made in 1255: the bishop chose the
middle part, in which the citv of Hi annshei g was situ-

ated. Hi. hop An-elm displaced indefatigable activity in

lh, discharge of his duties; took wise measures for the
n of youth, for the erection of new cbnri he-, etc.

The bishops of Prussia lived for a long time in verj dis-

tressing circumstances, owing to the frequent wars ami
to the disinclination of the neophytes to pay the dime.
Not being aide to live on I he produce of their own lands,

they had to live abroad. The archbishop of Prussia con-
sulted the pope in regard to these inconveniences, and

agreed that each <.r the tine.- bishops of Prussia
Could accept for his suh-isteiice all eccie-ia-l nal feud, if

it wen- transferred to him in a legal w ay : but he was to

I
\ i- long aslhe situation of the I'i u--:an t inn ch

made it desirable. The pope- displayed indefatigable
vigor in a-sisliug hv all means in forming the Church.

e xi .- coi.'tiu ua.lv heard exhorting p
monks to r< pai to the new produce* and share in the
work. I

: - I - eill IV addressed a bull to the
superiors of all mot ?iic orders, in which be urged them
to help the sister churches of Prussia, Livonia, nnd Estho-
nia, w here l ks were wanted, with their superabundant
wealth m this re-| en, or to have copies made tor them.
Honoring III and [unocent HI had done much for the

improvement of the schools. Honoring, in a special bull,
had invited Christian contributions for the purpose of es-
tablishing boys' schools, in order to promote the work of
conversion. The former legate, William of Modena, had
greatly distinguished him-elf in these efforts: he had
even learned the Prussian language, and translated Do-
natus for the Prussian bcI Is. The bishops also exerted
themselves strenuously for the establishment of public
instruction. We find trace- of country schools In Erm-
land as early as 1261. By an agreement between bishop
A use! m and the order, the knights, in their own domains,
we: e empowered to engage and to dismiss bi b lolmasters.
We infer thai Bchools lor the education id' the young
must also have existed in the most important cities, as
Thorn, Culm. Marienwerder, Elbing, Brannsbi
Kouigsberg. But we have no historical data on this

point, and we may well admit that the protracted and
savage warfare which made everything unstable in those
countries during so many years did not allow any regu-
lar development of public instruction. The work done in
other countries by monastery school- was at ilia! time of
little importance iu Prussia, the order not being favorable
to the establishment of monasteries. Much was done by
monasteries in cities, hut their influence was shut tip in
the town walls, and. besides, their number and their
means of influence were insufficient. Yet in the second
half of the l;;th century the necessity of providing the
people with a Christian education was deeply felt. Mot
only weie numerous churches built in the country, and
pi ieste called, hut the cathedral chapters, as may be seen
by the (iced of foundation of tin- l'oinesaiiian' chapter,
were established for the express purpose that the Catho-
lic faith should be more thoroughly taught. In conse-
quence, only men of education and aid lilies were received
into the chapters. Libraries were founded for the use of
the in le-iastics in the chapters: bishops endeavored to
increase by donations the number of books; the pope
himself came to the rescue, as we have Been above. The
archbishop of Pi tissia was, as we know, at the same time
papal legate : in this capacity he had many a contest with
the Teutonic Order, and in such case- both parties were
apt to exceed the limits of their rights. While the arch-
bishop violated acknowledged rights of the order, the or-
der made violent inroads upon the privileges of the arch-
bishop. The sad consequences of these hostile relations
appeared in 1248, when the establishment of a solid eccle-
sia-tical ((institution in the recuperated c itries made
an active interference of the archbishop i e< essary. The
three bishops of Prussia—Heidenreich of Culm, Ernest of
Pomesania, and Henry id' Ermland together with the
margrave Otto von Hrandenburg, interposed their media-
tion in 1249, and promoted between the order and the
legate mutual forgiveness for past wrongs and reconcilia-
tion for the future. The archbishop promised to assist
the order by his preaching, and by every other means, as
best he could, and to moke :omplaint, either at the
papal court or before any other judge, as to the rights and
privileges in dispute; while the knights, in their turn,
promised to molest him no more, and pay him all due re-

siled and veneration. At the same time the order pledged
itself to pay 300 marks in silver at fixed times to the arch-
bishop, while the latter engaged never to establish his

residem e in Prussia unless he had the express authoriza-
tion therefor from the superior of the order. This con-
vention w is concluded dan. in. 1249. Vet the trouble was
only temporarily removed. A complete reconciliation
could only be brought about by the interference of papal
authority; and the pope- were jh-i then otherwise en-
gaged. The schism iu the German empire was, as it

were, repeated in the Teutonic Order: there was a double
election. In such a lime of discord, obligations nnd prom-
ise- are easily forgotten, or at least neglected; and it

sometimes becomes impossible, or at least difficult, to
live up to one's engagements. The dispute began again
between the order and archbishop Albeit. But, a- the
inner dissensions of the order gave additional gravity to
exterior trouble., the land-master, Dietrich VOU Grunin-
gen, repaired to the papal court, and there represented the
great disadvantages with which the mi-sionaiv w..rk
would be attended if a good understanding could not be
restored. Innocent summoned the hiiul-ina-er and Ihe
archbishop for the ensuing Easter. The archbishop ap-
peared at the appointed time a! LyOUS, and Ihe pope sat-

isfied himself that he had exceeded bis powers a- a leg-

ale. In consequence, in September, 1250, the archbishop
was forbidden to make an\ further use of in- powers as
legate, or to make any episcopal appointments in the flll-

ine. either in Prussia, Livonia, ot Est In nin. Bui his ar-

chiepiscopal relation- to the ordei ueeded also positive
regulation: the decision about these matters was given
iii 1261. Tin- bishop- Peter of Albauo and William of
Sabina (the f%>rmer legate) ami cardinal Giovanni di San
Lorenzo were commissioned by the pope to make ar-
rangements. Thej negotiated on the ground of the rec-

ii prepared in 1249 by the bishops and margrave
Otto. Tun- ihe dispute was al iiyed, Feb. 24, 1261, and
bishop Bruno ofOlmiltz was requested by ihe pope to see
to the faithful oh-ei va me of the articles agreed upon.
But at the same time the seeds of new di-seii-ioii- had
been scattered. To give to the archiepiscopal dignity in
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the countries of the Baltic .a firmer support, bishop Will-

iam of Sabina directed, iu the pope's name, that the seat

of the archbishop should be Riga, which was in many re-

spects the most important and fittest city in those parts.

After the decease of the actual bishop of Riga, or if his

see should become vacant in any other way, the Church
of Ei"a should become archiepiscopal, and be transferred

to archbishop Albert. Meanwhile nothing should be al-

tered in the situation of the bishop of Riga, and the arch-

bishop should exercise iu his diocese only his archiepis-

copal jurisdiction. Nicolaus, bishop of Riga, died at the

close of 1258, and Albert, in 1254, established himself in

Livonia. He had already been empowered to exercise

again the power of a legate in Prussia, Livonia, and Es-

tkouia. But in Prussia, his ordinances in ecclesiastical

matters, and the exercise of his power as a legate, met
with some obstacles: there were the liberties and privi-

leges granted to the order by the popes; there were the

peculiar relations existing between the bishops and the

order, for under Heidenreich's successor the chapter of

Culm had adopted the rule of the Teutonic Order, and the

chapters of Samland and Pomesania had in their origin

been filled witli brothers of the order. The archbishop

submitted these difficulties to the pope, and expressed a

wish to be relieved of his duties as a legate so far as

Prussia was concerned, discharging the same only in Li-

vonia, Esthonia, and Russia. The pope complied with

this wish, reiterating the old injunctions not to do any-

thing in the lands of the order against the will of the

same. Albeit assumed in 1254 the dignity of archbishop

of Riga, and found himself, as such, in quite new relations

with the order in Livonia. The troubles which arose

out of them were again disposed of at the papal court,

whither both parties had again betaken themselves, Dec.

12, 1254. In the ensuing year pope Alexander IV, by a

bull, received the Church of Riga, with all its enumerated
'possessions, into the protection of the apostle Peter ; sub-

ordinated to it the bishoprics of Oesel, Dorpat, Wierland,
Corn-land, Culm, Ermland, Pomesania, Samland, and Rus-
sia; defined with accuracy the rights and liberties of the

archbishop, and delineated in all its bearings his situation

in regard to the clergy of those countries and to the Teu-
tonic Order. Thus the hierarchical affairs were settled.

The order enjoyed in their lands the patronal rights; the

bishops and chapters enjoyed them iu their own territo-

ries. In the lands of the order the bishop could pretend
only to what must needs be done by a bishop (" salvis ta-

meu episcopo in duabus fratrum partibus illis omnibus
qua? non possunt nisi per episcopnm exerceri"). Nothing
now prevented the blessings of Christianity being poured
over Prussia. But there were other obstacles in the way.
The people had been converted under compulsion, and
the true spirit of Christianity had poorly prospered iu

such a soil. The knights, to promote the knowledge of
the German language, and bring about a gradual fusion

of the Prussian and the German element, Used to appoint
German priests exclusively; the consequence was that

the pastor could speak to his flock only through the min-
istry of an interpreter. With the exception of Ermland,
all episcopal chapters were filled by brothers of the order,

and thus the grand-master's will was decisive in all epis-

copal elections. This was afterwards felt, when the order
had abated much of its strictly clerical spirit, to be a sore
disadvantage. The order was often engaged in disputes
with the bishops and the metropolitan, and by their refu-

sal to heed the papal interdict which such conduct brought
upon them they set a bad example. In a moral point of
view also the knights were not always shining lights;

and it is a sorrowful truth that a number of members of
the higher and lower clergy were not their superiors in

this respect. Even the most zealous of the archbishops
could not change this unfortunate state of things, the met-
ropolitan tie of Ermland, Samland, and Pomesania with
Riga, and of Culm with Gnesen, being a very loose one.
Iu"the dominions of the order few monasteries were es-

tablished, and not one could acquire might and influence
by its wealth: the acquisition of real estate by ecclesias-

tical corporations, or even by individual priest's, was sub-
ject to the agreement of the order, and this was usually
withheld. The two Cistercian monasteries of Oliva and
Pelplin were the only exceptions: under the protection
and by the liberality of the old dukes of Pomerania they
had acquired such extensive possessions that they were
surpassed by no other monastery, either in Pomerania or
in Prussia.

" The unhappy wars between the knights and the Poles
and Lithuanians, together with the moral degeneracy of
the order, led, in the 14th and 15th centuries, to the grad-
ual decline of their supremacy. In 1454 the municipal
and noble classes, with the co-operation of Poland, rose
in open rebellion against the knights, who were finally
compelled to seek peace at any rate, and obliged in 1466
to accept the terms offered to them by the treaty of
Thorn, by which West Prussia and Ermland were ceded
by them unconditionally to Poland, and the remainder of
their territories declared to be fiefs of that kingdom. In
1511 the knights elected as their grand-master the mar-
grave Albert' of Anspach and Baireuth, a kinsman of the
king of Poland, and a scion of the Frankish line of the
Hoheuzollern family. Although his election did not im-

mediately result, as the knights had hoped, in securing
them allies powerful enough to aid them iu emancipating
themselves from Polish domination, it was fraught with
important consequences to Germany at large, no less than
to the order itself." The state founded by the order had,

through the peculiar relations in which it stood to the

papal see, through its great privileges, and through the

weakness of the German emperors, secured a most inde-

pendent situation, which was still strengthened by the

circumstance that the bishops, being members of the or-

der which ruled the land, had more interest with this

worldly power than with the papal see. The monasteries
could put no check on the omnipotence of the order, for,

as a consequence of the nature of things, they were few
in number. This, and the political situation of the time,

facilitated the entrance of the Reformation into Prussia.

The grand-master of the Teutonic Order, margrave Albert
von Brandenburg, endeavored in 1519 to shake ofi" the

feudal supremacy of the pope. The wish of suppressing,
according to Luther's advice, "the foolish, nonsensical
rule of the order," of taking a wife, and making of Prus-
sia a worldly principality, induced him, after the peace of
Cracow, in 1525, to accept Prussia from the crown of Po-
land as a secular, hereditary feud.

Foreseeing that an example so momentous to the ec-

clesiastical dignitaries of Germany could not but arraign
many adversaries against him, duke Albert looked about
for allies, married the daughter of the king of Denmark
in 1526, and, by renouncing Roman Catholicism, entered
into the closest relations with the Protestants ofGermany.
Under the protection of king Sigismund of Poland he
could stand his ground, and the protestation of the pope
and of the members of the orders spoiled of their rights

was just as ineffectual as the '• Acht" pronounced against

him by the emperor. Charles V had beeu powerless
against him ; and Maximilian, who would have beeu
powerfully supported by the German nobility, did not
care to declare war against the house of Brandenburg, or

to break the good understanding existing between him-
self and his brother-in-law, the king of Poland, especial-

ly as he lived in the hope that one of his sons would iu

time ascend the Polish throne. The duke's example of

adopting the new faitli was followed by many of the

knights of Prussia, and Lutherauism, especially through
many considerate as well as coercive measures, made
rapid progress. Indeed, the whole country now began to

improve and thrive. "Albert improved the mode of ad-

ministering the laws, restored some order to the finances

of the state, established schools, founded the University

of Konigsberg (1544), and caused the Bible to be trans-

lated into Polish, and several books of instruction to be
printed in German, Polish, and Lithuanian. Upon his

death, in 150s, Protestantism had so strengthened in Prus-

sia that there remained not the least prospect of the Cath-
olic Church getting the supremacy again. His sou and
successor, Albert Frederick, having become insane, a re-

gency was appointed. Several of his kinsmen, in turn,

enjoyed the dignity of regent, and finally his son-in-law,

Joliann Sigismund, elector of Brandenburg, after having
held the administration of affairs in his bands for some
years, was, on the death of the duke in 1618, recognised

as his successor, both by the people and by the king of

Poland, from whom he received the investiture of the

duchy of Prussia, which, since that period, has been gov-
erned by the Hohenzollern-Brandenburg house.
"Here it will be necessary to retrace our steps in order

briefly to consider the polit'ical and dynastic relations of
the other parts of the Prussian state. In the 12th century
the northern Mark, comprising probably the territory be-

tween the Elbe and the Oder as far as its confluence with
the Spree, was held by the immediate descendants of Al-
bert, the Bear of Luxemburg, its first hereditary margrave,
who, during the next two or three centuries, extended
their dominions eastward beyond the Oder into Farther
Pomerania. On the extinction of this line, known as the
Ascanian house, a remote kinsman, Frederick VI, count
of Hoheuzollern, and margrave ofNiirnberg, became pos-
sessed—partly by purchase and partly by investiture from
the emperor— of the Brandenburg "lauds, which, in his

favor, were constituted into an electorate. This prince,

known as the elector Frederick I, received his investiture

in 1417. He united under his rule, iu addition to his

hereditary Franconian lands of Anspach and Baireuth, a
territory of more than 11,000 square miles. His reign was
disturbed by the insubordination of the nobles and the
constant incursions of his Prussian and Polish neighbors,
but by his firmness and resolution he restored order at

home and enlarged his boundaries. It is said that he
gained possession of the castles of his refractory nobles
by the aid of a 24-pounder, known as the ' Faule Grete ;'

but even this unwonted auxiliary was of no avail iu a
long war which he waged against the Hussites, who de-
vastated the land and razed many of his cities in revenge
for the part which Frederick had taken in acting as com-
mander-in-chief of the imperial army that had been sent
against them.
"Under Frederick's successors the Brandenburg rerri-

|

tory was augmented by the addition of many new acqni-
I sitions, although the system of granting appanages to the

I
younger members of the reigning house, common at that
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time, deprived the electorate of some of its original do-
mains — as, for instance, the margravate of Ans] ich

which passed, on the death of the elector Albert Achilles,

in 1 186, as in ii d< |
i ndenl state to his younger sons and

tln-ir descendant-, i Mr mosl considerable addition to the
electorate was the one to which reference lias already

been made, and whii h fell to the elector John Sigismund
throiiuli liis niai-: iji iii ii.'".' with Anne, daughter and
heiress of A linn i Insane, duke of Prussia.

jn consequence of this alliance, the duchy ofCleves, the

conntsbips of Baveusherg, the Mark, and Limhurg, and
she duchy of Prussia, now known as East Prns-
me incorporated with the Brandenburg territo-

rii-. which were thus more than doubled in area.
" Phe reign of John Sigismund's buco— r, Georg w il-

i e in (1619 I 11 ,., was distracted by the miseries of the
Thirty Years' war, and the country was alternately the
prey ofSwedish and imperial armies; and on the acces-

I org \\ ilhelm'e son, the greal elector Frederick
William, in nun, the electorate was sunk in the lowest
depths of social misery and financial embarrassment.
But so wise, prudent, and vigorous was the govt rumenl
ofthis prince that at his death, in 1688, be left a well-tilled

exchequer and a fairly equipped army of 88,000 men;
while the electorate, which now possessed a population
of one and a half million, and an ana of •)'.'. square
miles, had been raised by his genius to the rank ofa great

European power" (Chambers . Ilis successors, Frederick
in L68S 1713) and Frederick William l (1718-40 . each in

his own way increased the power and credit of Prussia,

which had been in 1701 raised to the rank ofa kingdom -

a most significant change not only in the secular, but also

in the ecclesiastical history of that country. Sweden had
sunk down from the eminence which it had held for a

time as the leading Protestant power ill the North : Prus-
sia now rose to take the place from which Sweden was
receding, and the apparently insignificant event of 1701 at

Kdiiigsberg was followed by very grave consequences,
both for Germany and Europe.

.'!. Reformation Period.- The religious history ofthis

early period of Prussia's aggrandizement is as full of in-

terest as the secular. Its people, at g whom, even in

the Kith century, heathenish customs maintained their

place side by side with Christian usage S, were among the

tirst to look favorably upon the new Gospel movement.
The German order they had learned to despise, and.

looking upon Christianity and knighthood as synony-
mous, tiny had steadfastly opposed conversion. But

now. when a gospel was preached discarding and op-

posing the papacy and all its agencies, the people be-

came reads converts; and the princes, accepting this

una! popular movement as insurmountable, suffered

themselves to be borne along with the tide. In Prussia

the priests even favored the new departure. "From
the success ofthe Reformation the princes expected the

|

forfeited property of the Church, the priests expected

wives, and the people freedom." So says .Marx (Ur-
sackt a '!< rschm lit n I \ rbri itung d. Ref.

;

Maw nee, 183 1
|

I.

In Prussia, even the bishop of Sanilainl. I ieorge of Po-

lentz i q. v.), and soon afterwards Queis, bishop of Pom-
erania, favored the movement; and the former linally

placed himself at the bead of it. and proclaimed on

Christmas-day, 1523, in the cathedral of Konigsberg,

with great joy, thai the Saviour had been horn once

more for his people. In 1525 the progress of the new
opinions was so great that when the country was con-

verted into a secular dukedom the entire populace sig-

nified their cordial acquiescence, and rejoiced to rank

themselves among the followers of Luther. A i ierman
liturgy was soon afterwards introduced, adhering as

closely as might lie to the ancient forms; the convents
were changed into hospitals; and by the help of postils

(q. v.), or expository discourses on the epistles and gos-

pels, regularly sent from Wittenberg, the doctrines of

thi cli rgj w ere kepi iii general harmony with each oth-

er, and also with the tenets advocated in the Lutheran

metropolis. The two bishops, together with three evan-

gelical preachers Luther had sent Briesmann, Spe-
rat. and Poliander— had prepared a Church discipline

(Agenda), and caused its adoption, under the title "Ar-
tikel der (Vreinonieii u. anderer Kirchenordniine;." by
Parliament i Landtag') in December, 1525. In 1540 the
discipline was enlarged, and in loll still further aug-
mented. In 1530 a confession of faith, consisting of

eleven articles, was promulgated, under the title " \s-

ticuli Ceremoniarum e Germanico in Latinum Wr-i el

nonnihil Locupletati," by a general synod at Kiinigs-

berg. This was the tirst corpus doctrince. When the

Augsburg Confession was published (1530-31), Albert
sent for a copy and caused it to be introduced into the

Prussian Church by episcopal decree, lint in 1544 Al-

bert determined upon the future independence of the

Prussian Church from Wittenberg, and to this end en-

dowed the University of Konigsberg - a high school

which was destined not only to play a greal pari in the

history Of Prussia and of < iermany. but of Poland also;

for from this university much Scriptural knowledge
spread to Poland, and gave rise to a strong reformatory

movement there (comp. Krasinski, Hist, ofth Ref. in

Poland, i. 158). Bui this university also became the
source ofa very serious theological controversy, which
came very near destroying the Protestant Church of

Prussia and seriously damaging the evangelical cause

in all (iermany. We refer to the Osiander (q.v.) con-

troversy. It began in 1549. Osiander was thai year

lecturing at ELonigsberg d< legt et evangelio, and next
year dt justificatione. He died in 1562, bul his Bon-

in-L-iw, Funk, continued to espouse ( (slander's views.

and in the controversy which ensued so much bad

bl I was raised that in 1553 the leaders of opposition
were obliged to ipiit tin country: and when, later, the

ude turned against the Osiandrians, Funk himself and
two other leaders paid for their distinction with their

lives, in 1566. See Funk, Johank; Morlin, Joachim.
Duke Albert then set about restoring the peace ol the

Church. He was not himself able to grapple with the

far-reaching theological, anthropological, and soteriolog-

ical questions which the Osiandrian controversy had
raised. He had as suddenly turned from one side to

the other as the prosperity of the ( Ihurch set med to de-

mand. He had unsettled all and settled none, but he

had, at least, the satisfaction of seeing one g 1 result

fr the agitation. It made evident the need of a gen-

erally accepted "< !onfession," and he intrusted its pr< pa-

ration toMorlin and Chemnitz, and in 1567 they brought

out the ( 'orpus Doctrina Pruti nicum, aiso called ],'> j» iitio

Corporis Doctrina Christiana, which became the sym-
bolical text-book of Prussia. Although it had been in-

tended to abide, so far as the cultus was concerned, by
the regulations of 1544, a revision was called for a fur

the publication ofthe Repetitio, and in 1568 was brought

out another Kirckenordnung v. Ceremonien vcii es in

Uebung Gottes Worts v. Reickung der hochiciira

IcramenU in den Kirchen des Herzogthums Preussen ,</<-

litillni in nit n soU. This linally established the evan-

gelical cultus.

In 1548 the reforming party in Prussia was greatly

strengthened by the arrival of multitudes of Bohemian
brethren, who were ordered, under most severe penal*

ties, to leave their country within forty-two days (May
i. 1548). Duke Albert offered them an asylum in his

siaics. whither thej migrated under the guidance «f

Matbias Sionius, the chief of the whole community.

Polish or West Prussia, together with the minor states

of Courland and Livonia, gradually underwent a simi-

lar transformation, owing to many favorable influences.

Luther's pamphlets, exposing the weaknesses of the pa-

pacj ami of Romanism, had free entrance in these coun-

tries. The bishop of Ermland, Fabian, nol onlj raised

no opposition himself, but, as the Romanists claim, was

even anxious thai the reform movement should suc-

ceed. Then the government of the Polish sovereign.

Sigismund Augustus, by granting plenary freedom "i'

religion to the towns of Dantzic, Thorn, and Elbing,

greatly facilitated the triumph ofthe Protestant opin-

ions, which was effected about the year 1560. < iermany.

at last, had conquered for herself by the Reformation

the valiant Prussians, and in the borders of Slavic and

Roman influence had firmly planted the seed ol < ierman

culture and (ierman Protestantism, which was to ger-

minate and spread so marvellously. The evangelical

Church of Prussia, which was always after in closes) in-

timacy and most active co-operation with ( ierman Prot-
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estantism, to which it owed its origin, had nevertheless

its own peculiar formation, and took lor its development

its own peculiar way. Most remarkable is the fact that

the prince under whom the Prussian evangelical Church

first established itself lived to see it rooted and grounded

in doctrine, cultus, and discipline. Duke Albert died

March 20, 1568.

4. Modern Period.—Frederick I was distinguished for

his rigid economy of the public money and an extraor-

dinary penchant for tall soldiers, and left to his son, the

great' Frederick II, a compact and prosperous state, a

well-disciplined army, and a sum of nearly nine million

thalers in his treasury. Frederick II (1740-86) dex-

terously availed himself of the extraordinary advan-

tages of his position to raise Prussia to the rank of one

of the great political powers of Europe. In the inter-

vals between his great wars, he devoted all his ener-

gies to internal improvement, by encouraging agri-

culture, trade, and commerce, and reorganizing the mil-

itary, financial, and judicial departments of the State.

By his liberal views in regard to religion, science, and

government, he inaugurated a system whose results re-

acted on the whole of Europe; and in Germany, more

especially, he gave a new stimulus to thought, and

roused the dormant patriotism of the people. Frederick

was not over-scrupulous in his means of enlarging his

dominions, as he proved by sharing in the first partition

of Poland in 1772, when he obtained as his portion near-

ly all West Prussia and several other districts in East

Prussia. His nephew and successor, Frederick William

II (1786-97), aggrandized his kingdom by the second

and third partitions of Poland in 1793 and 1795. Fred-

erick William III (1797-1810), who had been educated

under the direction of his grand-uncle Frederick the

Great, succeeded his father in 1797, at a time of ex-

treme difficulty, when Continental rulers had no choice

beyond being the opponents, the tools, or the victims

of French republican ambition. By endeavoring to

maintain a neutral attitude, Prussia lost her political

importance, and gained no real friends, but many covert

enemies. But the calamities which this line of policy

brought upon Prussia roused Frederick William from

his apathy, and, with an energy, perseverance, and self-

denial worthy of all praise, he devoted himself, with his

minister, count Hardenberg, to the reorganization of the

State. In the ten years which succeeded the battle of

Waterloo, Prussia underwent a complete reorganization.

Trade received a new impulse through the various com-
mercial treaties made with the maritime nations of the

world, the formation of excellent roads, the establish-

ment of steam and sailing packets on the great rivers,

and, at a later period, the organization of the customs

treaty, known as the Zollverein, between Prussia and
the other states of Northern Germany, and through the

formation of an extended net-work of railways. The
most ample and liberal provision was made for the dif-

fusion of education over every part of the kingdom and
to every class.

In like manner, the established Protestant Church
was enriched by the newly inaugurated system of gov-
ernment supervention, churches were built, the emolu-
ments of the clergy were raised, and their dwellings im-
proved ; but, not content with that, the king wished to

legislate for the Church in accordance with a set plan,

and determined to force a union of the Lutherans and
the Reformed, whose unhappy separation was painful to

the devoted king. This union scheme was not new. A
union tendency had shown itself early in the German
Church, and attempts were made to bridge over the

gulf which began to deepen between the Lutherans and
the Reformed in consequence of the differences on the
doctrine of the Lord's Supper. The so-called Concordia
of Wittenberg in 1536 and the Augustana Variata of

1540, with which also the Reformed Synod agreed, are

prominent proofs of this. For nearly half a century,

John Durajus (died 1680), an Anglican clergyman and
an apostle of union, travelled about for the accomplish-
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ment of his great object; but each of the three great

Protestant churches— Lutheran, Reformed, and Angli-

can—contended not only for a faith in the Christ re-

vealed in the Scriptures, which was the only basis of

union insisted upon by him, but for all those peculiari-

ties which separated it from the others. An agreement

for mutual ecclesiastical recognition (toleruntia ecclesias-

tica) was formed on the principles of Calixtus at the re-

ligious conference at Cassel in 1661, and resulted in the

transfer of the University of Rinteln to the Reformed

Church. But notwithstanding these concessions, which

gave the appearance of a unionistic and tolerating ten-

dency, the Lutheran divines, according to Tholuck, de-

clared that they would rather hold communion with the

papists, and regarded the hope that even Calvinists

might be saved as a temptation of the devil (Geist d.

lath. Theol. Wittenberg, p. 115, 169, 211). Yet, after

the Peace of Ryswick, when it became urgently impor-

tant to have fraternal connections between the Protes-

tant nations as a security against the dangerous exalta-

tion of the Catholic powers, the house of Prussia took

upon itself the task of adjusting the dissensions which

prevailed, principally among the Lutherans, by a union

of the two Protestant churches. The elector John
Sigismund of Brandenburg, while accepting the Re-

formed creed in 1614, did nevertheless adhere to the

Augsburg Confession—like the Brandenburg and Hes-

sian theologians at the Leipsic colloquium in 1631—and

his successors, the princes of Brandenburg and Prussia,

who remained in the Reformed communion, always

cherished a desire to bring their evangelical people to a

better understanding, and, if possible, a union in the

government and worship of the churches. The ap-

pointment of a few bishops constituted a part of the

ceremonial at the coronation of the first king of Prussia

(1700), but this suggested the idea of a union by the in-

troduction of the form of government which prevailed

in the Anglican Church. Temples of peace and union

churches were, however, consecrated in vain. Leibnitz

succeeded in breaking off the negotiations. There was,

none the less, full confidence that the object would one

day be brought of itself to a successful conclusion.

When the wars with France ended so favorably,

the king thought the day auspicious for the consumma-

tion of the dream of his reigning ancestry, and by royal

decree of Sept. 27, 1817 (the Jubilee of the Reformation),

king Frederick William III declared the union effected.

But the various Protestant churches refused to be joined

in the Utopian union prescribed for them. New diffi-

culties arose. The tendency to over-legislation was

long the predominating evil feature of Prussian admin-

istration. The State, without regard to the incongru-

ous elements of which it was composed, was divided and

subdivided into governmental departments, which in

their turn, under some head or other, brought every in-

dividual act under governmental supervision, to the

utter annihilation of political or mental independence.

The people, when they gradually began to comprehend

the nature of this administrative machinery, saw that it

made no provision for political and civil liberty, and de-

manded of the king the fulfilment of the promise he had

given in 1815 of establishing a representative constitu-

tion for the whole kingdom. This demand was evasive-

ly met by the king, who professed to take high relig-

ious views of his duty as a sovereign, and its immediate

fruits were strenuous efforts on his part to check the

spirit of liberalism. Every measure taken by other

sovereigns to put down political movements was vigor-

ously abetted by him. Siding with the pietists of Ger-

many, he introduced a sort of Jesuitical despotism. The
Landstdnde, or provincial estates, organized in accord-

ance with the system of the Middle Ages, were the sole

and inadequate mode of representation granted to Prus-

sia in that reign, notwithstanding the pledge made to

the nation for a full and general representative govern-

ment. A further attempt made forcibly to unite Lu-

theran and Reformed churches by royal decree of Feb..
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28. 1834, excited universal indignation, while tlic im-

prisonment, at a later period, of the archbishops of *
'"-

logne and Gnesen for their conduct in regard to the

vexed question of mixed marriages involved the king

in a long and fruitless dispute with the pope. In his

ecclesiastical regulations, the king was generally assist-

ed by the gentle Altenstein, hi- minister for public wor-

ship, with whose preferences lor the Hegelian philoso-

phy in the Church and in the schools he was often dis-

pleased, but whom be never would quite abandon.

\\ hen the civil power had absorbed all authorities pe-

culiarly ecclesiastical, the king estabhshed I L817 lpro\ in-

cial consistories, whose duties wen- confined to matters

exclusively spiritual, and did not include the location

of clergymen; district and provincial Bynods, composed

only of clergymen, and restricted within a narrow cir-

cle of duties, I > 1 1 1 intended to be an introduction to an

imperial synod; and a ministry tor public worship,

which was to be the organ through which the n>_\al

authority was exercised over the Church. The oath

which the clergymen were to take hound them to be

the servants of the State as well as of the Church. The
development which had taken place in the principles

of Protestantism, and the modes of speech occasioned

by the new scientific and literary education of the peo-

ple, ue\t rendered some alteration of the language of

the Church indispensable. New liturgies were there-

lore introduced into some established churches without

attracting much attention. A common form of worship

seemed to become necessary by the union which by the

year 1821 had been outwardly effected. The theolog-

ical commission appointed for composing such an in-

strument in Prussia accomplished nothing. The king

then published an Agenda which had been adopted by

his cabinet ( L822) for the use of the court church, gave

orders that it should be introduced into the garrison

Churches of his kingdom, and recommended it to all the

congregations of the realm, instead of the conflicting

ami arbitrary forms which had previously been used in

the different provinces. But it met with much opposi-

tion. The Reformed complained that it savored too

much of the old ecclesiastical formula. They objected.

too, to the burning of candles in broad daylight, and

the kneeling and singing of the preacher before the

altar, and the like, which seemed to them to betray

a Roman Catholic spirit. The rigid Lutherans com-
plained that it was not sufficiently orthodox, and was

too much reformed. On the other hand, the adherents

of the early theology of illuminism found it too ortho-

dox, too much in sympathy with the old ecclesiasti-

cism. They did not perceive in it their own theological

opinions, but just the reverse; and it was from their

standpoint that they very properly hesitated to make
use of expressions and ceremonies with which they

could connect no other sense than one contradictory to

their convictions. Some, also, were displeased with a

heterogeneous political element which they discovered

in il. Put no general opposition to it was apparent un-

til the government took some steps to draw over the

churches by various temptations or by coercion, and

Some author- contended that a Strict conformity to the

liturgy should lie required by a law on the territorial

system. In the midst of this confusion, no synodal con-

stitution was carried into effect ; for even the victorious

political parly took no pleasure in a measure which so

forcibly reminded them of the promised representative

Bystem. It was only in Westphalia and the Rhenish

that a synodal form on the basis of ancient

is introduced (1835), but even there the Bys-

tem left a- much to be desired a- it actually fulfilled.

The appointment of general superintendent- (1829),

with means at command for a very extensive sphere of

persona] influence, was looked upon a- a restoration of

the titular bishops to their former prelatical position,

and bence as the commencement ofa Protestant episco-

pacy The controversy now became legal, and the

jurists and theologians pronounced their different opin-
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ions in answering the question as to how far the king,
a- the prince of the country, was authorized in prescrib-

ing hi- ecclesiastical usages to the people and in foist-

ing a particular service upon them. It was only after

new negotiations and revisions, in which all possible

consideration was shown lor personal wishes and the
tradition- of the country, that the liturgy entered into

full force (1830) as that of the United Evangelical State

Church. By the union it was opposed even after this;

and. a- we have already seen, a second decree wa- ni c-

essary (1834) to give tin- -tamp of the government anew
to the effort The result was a public outbreak. In

.Silesia, especially, there was much trouble, and the re-

fractory spirit assumed an alarming form. Removals,
military force, and emigration were the sad results : and
finally there occurred a disunion among the Lutherans

themselves -some \ ielding to the force ofcircumstance -.

other- pushing their cause to the utmost, and still others

going to ruin in sectarianism. See Li hhkanism.
The accession of Frederick William IV. in 1840,

seemed to open a better prospect to the friends oi con-

stitutional freedom, but the reality was scarcely equal

to the expectations which had been warranted by the

professions of the government. Still, new hopes and
requirements had been excited, and a new life was in-

fused into every department of the State. Every branch

oi science, art, and literature was understood to receive

the attentive consideration of the sovereign, who pro-

fessed to be actuated by a love of universal progress.

He made similar professions in regard to religious tol-

eration, but the pietistic tendencies of his government
exerted a forced and prejudicial influence in public ad-

ministration everywhere.

At an early period of his reign, the king had ex-

pressed his determination to allow the Church, over

which the crown had acquired supreme power during

the Reformation, freely to form for itself its own exter-

nal organization. The transfer ofa part of tic

astic administration from the provincial governments to

the consistories in 1845 might be con-trued as an ex-

pedient to get an easier control of the Church by the

appointment of persons of a particular party. But when
the provincial synod- had a-.-emblcd in 1*14. composed
of the superintendents of each of the six eastern prov-

ince-, and a clergyman chosen from each diocese, the

king called a General Synod at Berlin—not of represent-

atives, but of distinguished persons in the Church, thir-

ty-seven of whom were clergymen and thirty-eight

were laymen. Under the presidency ofthe minister for

public worship, during a Bession continued from June 2

to Aug. 30, I846,"this body," says Hase, "which made
no pretensions to a legal authority, but had no restraint

on the expression of its opinion.-, and acted on conclu-

sions drawn from the proceedings ol the provincial syn-

ods, presented its views of the existing wants of ihe

Church. Its plan for a future ecclesiastical constitution

combined the consistorial administration proceeding di-

rectly from the crown with the synods proceeding direct-

ly from the congregations in regularly ascending circles.

The assembly had not been convened without some ref-

erence to its nature, and only a single voice was raised

in it in behalf of undisguised rationalism. But as the

great majority there, a- well a- in the previous provin-

cial synod-, declared itselfagainst not only uncondition-

al freedom of instruction, but the compulsory obligation

of cued-, the party led bj the Evangelical Church Jour-
nal found itself in a decided minority. The moral im-

possibility of compelling men to adhere- to tin- old creeds

wa- conceded; and yet ii wa- thought indispensable to

the completion of the union that a confession of faith

should be formed, to Berve a- a formula for ordination.

Lul the cold.— ion then composed expressed only tho.-e

sentiments which are essential to Protestant Christian-

ity in Scriptural language, and without the precision of

theological science. The orthodox minority i fourteen

io forty-eight), therefore, had reason to complain, not-

withstanding all that was .-aid lor the ir satisfaction, that
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the adoption of the new confession was a virtual abro-

gation of the old." The only concession to those con-

gregations and patrons who were especially attached to

the Lutheran or the Reformed type of doctrine or wor-

ship was the assurance given them that they should

have full liberty, without endangering the development

and existence of the union, to use their respective con-

fessions, if they wished, in a regular manner, to bring

those clergymen whom they called under obligation to

some creed. But the orthodox opposition from with-

out, in whose eyes such a body seemed a robber-synod,

in which Christ was denied, was powerful enough; at

least, to postpone the execution of these enactments, al-

though the ecclesiastical authorities had given them a

unanimous concurrence, and had pronounced them of

urgent importance. The superior Consistory was the

only court finally formed under them (January, 1848)

,

but as this was not sustained by any contemporary

synodal regulations, it was looked upon as a mere party

authority.

While the government and the Church gained so lit-

tle, the people became more and more restless. There

was a general displeasure against the bureaucratic spirit

of over-governing which characterized the administra-

tion and became daily more irksome to the nation. In

the Church it resulted in the successful formation of free

churches or Protestant communities espousing the in-

terests of a rational Christianity. A contemporaneous

excitement which had arisen in the Roman Catholic

Church, as the result of the schismatic movement due

to the stand taken by the chaplain Eonge on the ex-

hibition of the so-called holy coat (q. v.) of Treves,

further complicated the ecclesiastical relations. In the

State, revolution ensued. The king and his advisers,

underrating the importance of the movement of 1848 in

German}', thought they had satisfied the requirements

of the hour by granting a few unimportant reforms

and making equivocal promises of further concessions.

When at length, however, the citizens and troops came
into collision, and blood was shed, Frederick William

came forward as the proposed regenerator of his coun-

try, offering to lay down his royal title and merge his

kingdom in the common fatherland, for the salvation of

which he recommended a cordial union of all German
princes and people in one bond, and proposing himself

as the leader and guide of this new Germany. His own
subjects, and at first many Germans in other states,

were carried away by these Utopian schemes. The
publication of a political amnesty, the nomination of a

liberal ministry, the recognition of a civic guard, the re-

tirement of the prince of Prussia, the heir presumptive
—with whom every arbitrary measure of government
was believed to originate—and the summoning of a rep-

resentative chamber to discuss the proposed constitution

—all tended to allay the general discontent. But when
the National Assembly at Frankfort-on-the-Main, in

1851, in disregard of the wishes of the Prussian king,

declined to accept his proffered services, and elected the

archduke of Austria as lieutenant-general of Germany,
his ardor in the cause of the fatherland cooled, his

pledges to his own subjects were evaded as long and as

completely as the occasion permitted, and his policy be-

came more strongly tinged than before with the jealousy

of Austria. His powerful co-operation in putting down
the insurrection in Poland and the democratic party in

Baden gave, however, ample proof of his determined op-

position to every popular demonstration against abso-

lutism. The only exception during his reign is the ac-

tion of the Prussians in the war of the Sleswig-Holstein

duchies, when the Prussians, acting in concert with the

disaffected against their sovereign, the king of Den-
mark, occupied the ducal provinces in the name and on
behalf of the diet. But this was the work rather of him
who is now emperor of Germany, and is capable of ex-
planation even from an ultra-royalistic standpoint. The
latter years of the reign of king Frederick William IV
were characterized by great advance in the material
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prosperity and internal improvement of the country.

Extensive lines of railway and post-roads were opened,

the river navigation was greatly facilitated, treaties of

commerce were formed with foreign countries, great

expansion was given to the Prussian and North German
Zollverein, the army was put upon a footing of hitherto

unprecedented efficiency of arms and artillery, and the

educational system of the country was still further de-

veloped. The political freedom of Prussia cannot, how-
ever, be said to have made equal advance. The Cham-
bers which met for the discussion and framing of a

constitutional mode of government were constantly in-

terrupted and obstructed m the prosecution of their task
;

and the constitution, which is now established by law,

was modified every year between 1850 and 1857, until

it may be said to retain few of its original features.

In the Church also the great storm of 1848 wrought
destructively. An ecclesiastical administration became
odious, and count Schwerin, the minister for public wor-

ship, saw himself obliged to keep watch over the actions

of the consistories, which finally so displeased him that

j

he dissolved the superior consistory. He then appoint-
' ed a committee to devise a synodal constitution, to be

submitted to an imperial synod which should soon after

be convened, that thus the Church might construct her

future organization for herself. The outline of the elec-

toral law for the appointment of synods was published,

and defended by counsellors of the crown versed in ec-

clesiastical law. It proposed that the deputies should be

elected by the congregations, but that the existing syn-

ods should be made use of in the western provinces, and
that district and provincial synods should be arranged

so as to serve for electoral bodies in the eastern. Be-
fore the appointed synod could have its meeting, the

revolution was throttled, and the government again

abandoned all these liberal measures. It even denounced

the clamor for a synodal constitution as an ill-concealed

enmity to Christ (!), and the whole scheme of an election

by the people as a denial of God (!). The constitution

of Jan. 31, 1850, retained, with respect to religion, the

whole essential spirit of the German fundamental laws.

A collegiate supreme ecclesiastical council to decide in-

ternal affairs of the Church was formed by order of the

king from the evangelical portion of the ministry of

public worship, and a system of rules for the regulation

of congregational affairs was bestowed upon the six

eastern provinces. The supreme ecclesiastical council

from that period governed the Church in the king's

name; and Von Eaumer. the minister for public worship,

in the presence of the Chambers, declared that the new
doctrine was that the Evangelical Church exercises her

constitutional right independently to regulate and ad-

minister her affairs, by entire separation from and con-

sequent independence of the State, and by government
according to her ancient constitution by the sover-

eign as her most prominent member. By this happy
thought anxiety for the independence of the Church
was tranquillized, and the Chambers succeeded in re-

pelling all complaints about violations of those articles

of the fundamental law of the State which relate to the

independence of the Evangelical Church. The plan for

congregational government, which was looked upon as

the basis of true ecclesiastical freedom, contained a sus-

picious limitation of the power of choosing the vestries,

and an extraordinary requisition that the private mem-
bers should be bound by the three principal creeds, the,

confessions of the Reformation, and certain general laws

for the Church which were yet unknown. In some of

the eastern provinces this plan was protested against

by parties opposed to each other, but it was at last

gradually admitted into most of the congregations.

The free congregations (numbering about forty in Prus-

sia and the contiguous countries), which had in 1848,

like almost all associations, taken some part in politics,

and whose leaders had to some extent been involved in

the movements of the day, had nearly all their houses

of worship closed by the police under the new law against
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political societies. These proceedings were partially

confirmed by the judicial court.-; but sumo measures of

the police seemed so inconsistent with the freedom of

conscience guaranteed by t lie fundamental laws thai

inquiries were instituted respecting them even in the

Chambers (1852), where the government had avowed

its determination to exterminate by every legal means

the whole system of dissent. The supreme ecclesiasti-

cal council excommunicated all the free congregations,

without reference to the various tendencies among
them, and pronounced their baptisms invalid, while the

civil courts punished every official act of their ministers

as an invasion of the clerical office. Still there was con-

flict between civil and ecclesiastical authorities, and the

crown saw itself perplexed daily with t lit; disadvanta-

ges of dissent. By royal edicts of March 6, L852, and

July 12, 1853, the union movement was again given a

new lease of life, the king having determined to do

away with religious differences among all Protestants.

The result was far from gratifying. In the very next

fall (October, 1853) Dr. Rupp started a new congrega-

tion, in which the Bible was accepted as the original

source of truth, and the imitation of Chrisl was made
the supreme end of life. All ecclesiasticism was ig-

nored. In 185G (Nov. 4-Dec. 5) a general conference

assembled to remedy these dissensions, but it faded

to accomplish anything. The king remained summits

episcqpus, bul the Protestants retained by the constitu-

tion of Jan. 31, 1850, tit. ii. an. 12, liberty of conscience,

and the more recent immigrations from foreign lands

have made Prussia the home of Protestants of all shades

of religious opinion.

The obvious benefits of the preshyterial ami synodal

constitution in the Rhenish and Westphaliau churches,

the fuller co-operation there of ministers and elders, the

greater activity of the laity, the room afforded for the

exercise of discipline, the variety of home mission work,

and the facility for checking rationalistic tendencies,

which had given the Rhenish and Westphaliau branch

of the Prussian Church so great a power and influence,

were so apparent that it, would have been impossible for

the leading authorities of the Prussian Church not to

desire to extend this form of government, modified by

the consistorial constitution, over all her old provinces.

Consequently a royal order of June -". ,
. 1850, introduced

the institution of the general Church courts, and by an-

other of Sept. lo. is?:;, it became definitively the plat-

form for the congregations and synods there, while an

extraordinary genera] synod for these provinces was

announced. This synod was appointed by royal decree,

to , >i-t, of the eleven general superintendents, of

twelve deputies of the theological and the juridical fac-

ulties, of thirty members to be elected by the kin--, ami

of loll members of the eight provincial synods, who
were to be composed of not less than one third laymen
ami one third ministers. This general synod tint for

the fn-st time from Nov. 21 to Dec. 18, 1875. The new
ecclesiastical constitution of Prussia provides for a reg-

ular meeting of ibis general body al the call of the

kin-- every six years. The kin- is represented in it by
the president of the Obt rhirchenrath, the highest Church
tribunal in the state. 'I'he jurisdiction and competency
of the general sy 1. as summarized by a correspondent

of '/'/„ i ; id,-,, 1 1 'hrisiian . I dvocati . are shown by the fol-

lowing, which indicates also the nature ol the connec-

tion between ( Ihurch and Male :

'
]. 'I'he general synod co-operates with the king's func-

tionaries for promoting the Interests of the State church
mi the basis of the evangelical confessions of faith. 2.

Law- en icted by the kin-, as head of the Chnrch, mnst
have ii~ assi nt. Ii n i

i \ also propose new measures, bul

these cannot be laid before the king for sanction until the
cnltus minister has examined them and fonnd nothing
incompatible with the interests of the State in them. :;.

It legislates exclusively on: the amount of liberty of
teaching within tin- Chnrch; religious qualification- .mil

ordination vows of the candidates of ministry
hymnals, and catechisms; holy days to be hitrodnre I or

abolished ; and the form of discipline for refrn tory Chnrch
members and ministers. *• It controls the funds which
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the Oberkirchenrath had, and also the expenditure of the
appropriations for the Chnrch from the national treasury,
which was iii the hands of the culms minister heretofore.
6. Regular and periodical taxes upon the congregations
for Chnrch purposes can only be levied by iis con-en t. »;.

It can incite the king's fu nctiona lies (Oberkircfa ..

con-i-tories) to greater activity by taking the initiative in
proposing such new measures as are conducive to the
church's welfare, 'i'he oberkirchenrath cannot rejectthem
without giving its motive-. 7. It preserves the union of

e Chnrch interest by revoking any such resolu-
tions of a prominent synod as may be incompatible with
the ( hureli at large.''

The AdvocnU then continues as follows:

"The king, as gummus episcopus, governs the church
indirectly through its consistories—one in each province
composed entirely of theologians, except the president,

who must be a jurist, and directly through the Oberkirch-
enrath— the highest Church tribunal in the state — to
whom the consistories are respoo

Between the sessions of the general synod a cabinet.

composed of seven members, carries out the measures
of the general synod, and confers with the Oberhirchen-

rath respecting new measures.

It is not difficult for the members of the Lutheran and
the comparatively few Reformed churches in Prussia to

meet m the same synod-, because the union movement
has not only given ri.-e to a common legislative and ad-

ministrative busi-. but prepared the members and con-

gregations, notwithstanding all the value they assign to

their particular creeds, to lay greater stress upon that

which they have in common than upon that on which
they differ. 'I'he Lutheran churches have the Confes-

sio Auffustana IneariaUi from dune l>.">, | .">;;< i (or the

Augustana Variola from 1540), the Apologia

sionis Augustame, the \rticuli Smalcalderi, the Cate-

chismus Minor and Major Lutheri, and the Formula
Concordia (1577). The Reformed Church ha- the Bei-

delberg Catechism (1563), which it highly values. The
authority of these creeds—the Minor Catechism and
the Confessio Augustana perhaps excepted— is not

binding in till the details; and in the ordination vow
no declaration of allegiance to the symbols i- expected

from the young minister, bo that some of tbi

have nearly disappeared. So thoroughly ha- i he old

spirit of division died out that there is no longer any
opposition to communion of the two bodies in the same
church. Nor is this practice confined to the United
Church of Prussia; it is equally prevalent in the other

union churches of Germany, in the former duchy of

Nassau, in Anhalt-Bernburg, Dessau, Birkenfeld, Baden,

in the former electorate of Hesse, in Saxc-Weimar, in

Hildburghausen, Waldeck, Wurtemberg, and in one part

of the grand-duchy of Hesse. In Past l'rie.-land the

union has extended only to the government, and not to

worship or doctrine; in Rhenish Bavaria, in the union

deed, stress is laid on the common scriptural ground of

the churches.
^\*

i 1 1» the accession of king William [, Prussia's most

brilliant page of history opens. The civil and ecclesi-

astical affairs of that country now became the history

of a united, prosperous, and powerful people. Though
Bismarck, a- premier, himself controls pretty much all

the measures civil and ecclesiastical: though he at tir.-t

indicated by bis lines of action a policy of absolutism

and bureaucracy, time has unfolded a liberal and prac-

tical tendency in the government, and the only Bevere

opposition now encountered i- from the low social de-

mocracy in this country known a- Communism and

from the ultra-Romish subjects, who wage war against

the repressive measures adopted by the government

against Ultramontanism and Jesuitism, because of the

dangers they brood against the Stale. Sic IT.TKA-

MONTANI8M. The war of 1866 w ilh Austria established

the superiority of Prussia in Germany; the war with
fiance in 1870 solidified the work of the intervening

year-, and gave to the little kingdom the imperial

power on the L70tfa anniversary of the day when the

i lector of Brandenburg assumed the crow n ol Prussia.

II. Religious Statistics.— 1. General. According to

the census Of 1875, of the 25,742,404 inhabitants of
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Frussia, 16,636,990 returned themselves as belonging to

the Evangelical National Chinch ; of these, 13,266,620

are of the United Church, 2,905,250 Lutherans, and

465,120 of the Reformed Church. Of those who are

not of the National Church, there are 40,630 Luther-

ans, 35,080 Reformed, 3710 Moravians, 2620 Irving-

ites, 12,210 Baptists, 14,650 Mennonites, 2080 Angli-

cans, Methodists, etc., 8,625,840 Catholics, 1450 Greek

Church, 4800 German Catholics, 17,880 Freethinkers,

etc., 339,790 Jews, and 4674 of various other beliefs.

The Old Catholics are mentioned below. The Roman
Catholic population of Prussia decreased so rapidly after

the introduction of Protestantism that at the accession

of Frederick II in 1740 there were only 50,000 Catholics

in a population of 2,150,000 souls; the proportion of the

Catholics to the Protestants was, in other words, one to

forty-three. The kings did not recur to coercive meas-

ures, but the majority of the inhabitants of Prussia

hated Romanism, and caused it to undergo heavy tri-

als. When Prussia acquired Silesia, and after the divi-

sion of Poland, it was less of a Protestant power. The
number of the Catholics was so considerably increased,

especially after the treaty of Luncville (1801 ). that both

communions were represented by nearly equal num-
bers. This was again changed by the treaty of Tilsit,

the two treaties of Paris, and the congress of Vienna,

At present the Evangelical Church constitutes a major-

ity in the provinces of Schleswig- Holstein (99 per

cent.), Pomerania (97), Brandenburg (95), Saxony (93),

Hanover (87), Hesse-Nassau (70), and Prussia (70) ; the

Roman Catholic Church in Hohenzollem (93 per cent.).

the Rhine provinces (73), Poseu (64), Westphalia (63),

and Silesia (51). Of the Jews, fully one half live in the

eastern (formerly Polish) provinces. The members of

all churches recognised by the government enjoy equal

civil rights. The Old Catholics (q.v.) have been recog-

nised as a part, of the Roman Catholic Church, and the

bishop elected by them as a bishop ofthe Catholic Church.

Other denominations (Baptists, Methodists, German
Catholics, and Free Congregationaiists) are barely tol-

erated, though the constitution guarantees full religious

liberty. The Greek Church is also represented in Prussia.

One of the Greek communities belongs to the I'/iilijijiiiis

(q.v.), a branch of the Greek Raskolniks, who seceded

in the 17th century from the Orthodox Greek Church.

Like the Mennonites, they refuse the military service.

Their principal colony is at Alt-LTkta, in the kingdom
of Poland. The Mennonites are tolerated, with some
restrictions : they cannot increase their real estate, be-

cause the military service is in contradiction with their

religious opinions. They are in consequence in a state

of emigration, and their number decreases. Since 1830

they enjoy the same civil rights as all other Christian

subjects. The Roman Catholic Church is directed by

the two archbishops of Posen and Gnesen, and Cologne,

under whom stand the four bishoprics of Culm, Mini-

ster, Paderborn, and Treves. The two episcopal sees of

Breslau and Ermland are directly under the jurisdiction

of the pope; while the district of Glatz, in Silesia, be-

longs to the archbishopric of Prague, and Katscher, in

Upper Silesia, to that of Olmutz. In 1864 the Protes-

tants had rather more than 9000 licensed places of wor-

ship, with 6500 ordained clergymen; and the Roman
Catholic Church nearly 8000 churches and chapels, with

upwards of 6000 priests. In 1867 there were 24,382

churches of all denominations, and 224 monastic or con-

ventual establishments, with 5613 inmates, mostly de-

voted to purposes of education, or nursing the sick.

2. Education.— Education is compulsory in Prussia,

and its management and direction are under the control

of the State. In no country are better or ampler means
supplied for the diffusion of knowledge among all classes

of the community. Prussia has nine universities, viz.

Konigsberg, Berlin, Greifsvvald, Breslau, Halle, Bonn,

Kiel, Giittingen. and Marburg, with 5673 students, and
two Catholic colleges at Braunsberg and Minister. At
the close of 1867 there were in Prussia 33,942 schools

and educational establishments of every kind, exclusive

of the universities; and of these 153 were colleges or

gymnasia, about 1000 classical private schools, 58 nor-

mal, about 700 art, trade, and industrial schools, and
about 25,000 public elementary schools, with 35,000
teachers, and about 3,000,000 scholars. (See below.)

The management of the elementary national schools is

in the hands of the local communities; but the State

appoints the teachers, and in part pays their salaries,

the remainder being supplied by the public. In addi-

tion to the libraries of the several universities, there is

the Royal Library of Berlin, with 500,000 volumes and
about 10,000 MSS. Among the numerous scientitic, ar-

tistic, and literary schools and societies of Prussia, the
following are some of the more distinguished : the
Academy of Arts, founded in 1699; the Loyal Museum
of Arts; the Academy of Sciences; the Natural History,

Geographical, and Polytechnic societies of Berlin; the

Antiquarian Society of Stettin; the Breslau Natural
History and Historical societies, etc.

3. Charities.—Prussia has a large number of benevo-
lent institutions, towards the maintenance of which the

State gives annually about £16,000 sterling. In 1861

there were about 1000 public civil and military inlirma-

ries, in which upwards of 170,000 patients were under
treatment, and between 7000 and 8000 poor- and alms-
houses; while 800,000 poor received support through
these institutions or by extraneous relief. Prussia is

supplied with asylums "for the deaf and dumb, the blind

and the maimed, and has good schools for training mid-
wives, nurses, etc.

4. Churches.—We append a sketch of the principal

German churches, because it will in some manner enrich

the article, and will, besides, greatly add to what has

been said in the article Germany. The sketch and the

statistics are taken from the report of the Pan-Presby-
terian Council in Edinburgh in 1877.

"I. Constitution.—Each German state and each free city
has a Church of its own, in which the princes or the
magistrates, by whose co- operation the churches were
reformed, have to some extent, siuce the Diet of Spe.ver
in 1526, enjoyed the supreme administrative power. This
power they generally exercise by proxy, i. e. through the
minister of worship (Prussia, Baden, Saxe - Altenburg,
grand-duchy of Hesse, Mecklenburg, Wi'irtemberg); in
other cases through the Supreme ( lunch Council, or ober-
kirchenrath (Prussia, 1S49, 1*51

1 ; Meekleubnrg-Schwerin,
18-19; Baden); or through the general superintendents,
the consistories, and superintendents. To some extent,
likewise, for the last twenty-five or thirty years, the gov-
ernments have shared the administration of the Church
with the district, provincial, and general svn.uls (Prussia,
Wiirtemberg, Baden, Bavaria, Oldenburg)." This form of
Church government is called the consistorial (Konsisto-
rialverfdxxti nil's.

"The German churches have derived much benefit
from the hands of the princes ; but. the fact that, these ex-
ercise the right of control has often hindered the devel-
opment of the energies, the liberality, and the practical
sense of the lay element and the members of the congre-
gations at large, as well as prevented the co-operation of
the ministers and the people in Church work. Like the
noble king Frederick William IV of Prussia, who longed
to resign his episcopal functions into the proper bands,
some of the best princes have felt the necessity of giving
more self-government and liberty to the churches, and the
presbyterial and synodal constitution in the newly devel-
oped form in which it has been given in Prussia is an en-
deavor in this direction.
"In some of the Reformed churches, as in the Palati-

nate, the mode of government is similar to that of the Lu-
theran churches; but in others the presbyterial and syn-
odal constitution was developed.
"The presbyterial and synodal constitution was trans-

planted by fugitives, members of the French and Walloon
congregations in London (which John a Lasco had organ-
ized according to the form he had set up in East Fries-
land), to the lower part of the Rhine, to the duchies of
Julieh, Cleves, Berg, and Mark, which form now the north-
ern half of Rhenish Prussia, and a part of Prussian West-
phalia ; it was recognised and developed bv the Congress
of Wesel (15GS) and the Synod of Emden (1571), was in-
troduced into the duchy of Nassau (Synod of Herborn,
15S6), and with some modifications, at the end of the 17th
century, adopted even by the Lutherans in the territories
of Cleves and Mark.

'•This form of Church government was in 1S35 con-
firmed by the Kirchcnordnumj for the churches iu Rheu-
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ish Prussia and Westphalia. These churches, the Luther-
an as well a- the Reformed, arc essentially Presbyterian,

i.e.. besides the ministers, each congregation has a body
of elders and also I he duty of the elders is,

b the miuistei -. to take tin- oversight of the con-

gregations, and farther their well-being in all respects,

i.v Christian discipline. The deacons serve the

Church by works of love for the poor and afflicted. The
ministers, elders, and deacons form the presbytery of the
congregation (the Scottish Kirk session), the duty of

to advance the edification of the Church, to pro-

mote whatever is good, and to discourage all that is evil.

The members of this presbytery a lected for four years.

the presbytery there is, in larger congregations,
a more numerous representative body (<//, /,'. j.n-s,-,,!, ifi^n .

the number of which varies according to the size of the
congregation, and may amount to sixty, seventy, or more
members. This body has to consult and decide in mat-
ters of greater importance, and especially when ministers
or elders are to be elected. In the Reformed Calviuistic

Lippc-Detmold, in 1861, such a representative body was
iiisiimted besides the presbytery.

"All the ministers and one deputy from each congre-
gation form the district synod (the Scottish presbytery),

which meets yearly under the superintendent, who is

elected lieelv for six years by and from the members Of

the synod. His most important duties are—tl

of the ministers and presbyteries, the administration of

the property of the congregations in the district, the ex-
crrj-o of discipline, the information and encouragement
of the members as to the home mission work of the dis-

trict, and the preparation for the next provincial synod.
The superintendents, along with deputies from the dis-

trict synods (each of these sending one minister and one
elder i,' form the provincial synod, the president of which is

elected for six years, and which has for its special func-

tion to watch over the doctrine and the Spiritual affairs

of the Church. The proceedings of the synod require,

however, to be confirmed by the competent authorities of

the Mate. The provincial synod meets every third year,

but on extraordinary occasions it may be convened by the

president. The control of the affairs of the Rhenish and
Westphalian church is in the hands of the minister of
worship, the Consistory of Rhenish Prussia, and that of

Westphalia, and the government of the province. The
superintendents of Khcnish Prussia and Westpha-
are appointed by the king, act along with the

ries, but are independent of them,
laden similar provincial or diocesan and general
have existed since the union in 1-^1. The dio-

'nods are held every third year, the general every
seventh. Two thirds of the body of the diocesan synods
are ministers, and only one third laymen, who are not

elected by the repn-seutatives of the congregations, but by
clertoral'districts. To the general synod two dioceses send
one minister, and the ruling elders Kirclicmjciticinih-nitho

Of four dioceses send one lav man, who. however, must be
a member of a representative body of the Church. The
grand-duke nominate- a president, a theological professor

of the University of Heidelberg, and some lay and minis-
terial member-, to the Supreme Church Council
chenrath . The synod has a legislative, disciplinai \ . and
consultative character, and it has the initiative in the gov-
ernment in the church. Without its concurrence no law-

can be enact) d bearing on the government, doctrine, and
worship of the Church.

••In Wiirtemberg yearly diocesan Byuode were insti-

tuted by the edict of Nov. is, LS54, to take can- of the
moral and spiritual welfare of the congregations and of

the poor throughout the dioce-e, to control the ministers
and the elders, and to consult on matters of importance.
These are composed of all the ministers, and of as many
elder- id' each congregation as it. has ministers. These
are to be elected by the representative body of the con-
gregation, the so-called Church councillors. A select

committee has in the interval the direction of the affairs

of the dioceses.
••In Bavaria on the other side of the Rhine, according

to the union deed of 1818, there are diocesan and general
synods. The number of the lay deputies varies with the

if the evangelical inhabitant- of the diocese, so
that the lay element preponderates. The yearly diocesan
synods have partly a function of oversight, and partly of
consultation. The general synod meets every fourth
year, and lias the right of resolution, and expressing its

wishes when there is a vacancy in the consistory.
'• In Bavaria on this side or the Rhine yearly diocesan

ire held for consultation and for the election to

al synod. The whole of the ministers and an
equal body of elders, elected by the officials ofthe congre-
gation, lib' part. The general synod is composed ol

ministerial deputy from each diocesan district, one eldet
from every two diocesan districts, and one deputy of the
theological facility of Krlangen. The general Synod ha-
only the right of advice, resolution, and protest

'•'similar distt neral -\ Is are in Lutheran
Oldenburg, Heese, and Mecklenburg. The Lutheran
Churches of the province of Hanover and of Nassau.
though their territory belongs now to Prussia, have still

i themselves.

gen en
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"II. Statistical Notices.—(A.) Churches.—(X.) Ecanpclical
Church.— {a.) Prussia.—On Dec. 1. 1875, the German em-
pire had 4'J,,.

,
li,!'ln inhabitant-, of whom 25,600,000 were

Evangelic.,!-. 14,900,000 Catholics, and 512,000 Jews.
'•In the eight old Prussian provinces were, in 1871,

1'2.'27.V27'2 Kvangelicals, of a population of 20,246,671, and
M.V2 Kvangelie ,1 paii-he-. t ) i

•_' Kvangc e.,1 churc and
chapels, and 65S1 ministers. Rhet -h I'm-sia ab.i.e n,,-

hen/ollern included ba 90S,*;:;: i . ,i .
.

- out of
::.i;)1.'.ii'.'i.4.m> Kvangelical pat i-in--. :.i,i K\ ai gelical church-
es and chapels, and .V4 Kvangelical ministers. Westpha-
lia alone had B06.404 Evangelicals out of 1,755,175, :;'.'•.'

Evangelical parishes, 436 Evangelical churches, and 4-2'2

in the churches
of the eight old Prussian pi . >\ mm <•-, t here were 1304 per-
-oii- to one church, !-f.'. to one minister: in Rhenish
Prussia there were 1620, in Westphalia l-aii, t ie church,
and 1530 in Khcnish Prussia and 1911 in Westphalia to
one minister. In the old provinces there are 413 electoral
districts (the array districts included . and :-:*<• districts for

By I-: in Rhenish Prussia and Westphalia alone there
are 20 superintendents.
(if the new Prussian provinces, Hanover (in 1-71 had

1,713,711; '.»c; Kvangelical parishes, 1573 Evangelical
churches, mi Kvangelical ministers, and 102 superintend-
ents. Each parish bad an average of 1817, each church or
chapel of 1100, each minister of 1400 persons. In the for-

mer electorate of Hesse were 988,041 Kvangelicals, 652
Evangelical parishes, 1284 Kvangelical churches, and 681
ministers; on an average, each parish 1."dr., each church
769, each minister 1450 persons. There tire UU superin-
tendents.

• In SchleSWig-Holstcill there were, in 1871, 984,972 per-
son-, lis:; Kvangelical paiishes, lir. churches with 398 min-
isters; on the average, each parish had 2571, each church
2367, each minister 2475 persons. There are 27 superin-
tendents.

' hi each Prussian province there is a consistory; and
the Kvangelical chnri lies in the eight old provinces are
under the control ofthe Oberkirchenrath.

" (6.) Other German States.—Bavaria had, Pec. 1, IS75,

5,024,832 inhabitants, 1,:«o,'21s Kvangelicals. in.'.:, i

ical parishes. [584 Evangelical chin. lies. 1 :;:;•_' Kvangelical
ministers; on the average, belong to each Kvangelical
parish 1348, to each church b4S, to each minister 1102.
There are 81 superintendents.

" In Wiirtemberg there arel,SS1.505 inhabitants. 1. •_> t-.-i'.n

Kvangelicals, '.ma Kvangelical parishes, 1'2::.'> Kvangelical
churches, lllti Kvangelical ministers ; on the a\ erage each
parish has 1380, each church 1010, each minister 1161 per-
sons. There are 50 superintendents.

" P.aden has 1,506,531 inhabitants, 491,008 Kvangelicals,
363 Evangelical parishes, 400 Kvangelical churches, 441
Kvangelical ministers; each parish has on the average
1359, each church m.r>4, each minister llKi persons. There
are 24 supei intendents.
"The grand-duchy of Hesse has SS'2,349 inhabitants,

589,399 Evangelicals, 4iu Evangelical parishes, with 782
Kvangelical churches, 404 Evangelical ministers; each
parish has 7491, each church 7491, each minister 1209 per-
sons. Theie are _':; superintendents.

"Saxe-Weiniarhas'27.\4!t-2 Kvangelicals, y>:: Kvangelical
parishes, 536 Kvangelical churches, S16 Evangelical min-
isters : each parish has !i74. each church M4, each minister
si',:i persons. There are 27 superintendents.
"Anhalt has 198,107 Kvangelicals. 140 Kvangelical par-

ishes, 206 Evangelical rhurchc-. If:: K\ angelical ministers;
on the average each parish has 1387, each church 961, each
minister 1215 persons. There are 5 superintendents.

»(2.> Catholic Church.- -(c) Roman Catholic- The Ro-
man Catholic Church in Havana ha- --Jf p. : ishes, 1023
benefices, 6157 priests, and :;, 148,453 member- : each parish
has 1)820, and each priest Mill peo] Ie. The SI tie paid in

1874-75 to the Catholic Church £59,450, to the Protestant
constsi'vV.- i' 10,903.

'•The Catholic Church in Prussia has :! Church prov-
inces, u archdioceses and bishoprics, -'.'74 parishes and
benefices, 6072 priests, 4 seminaries for priests. Accord-
ing to the Budget far 1874, the government paid for the
Catholic Church .£102,065; in Alsace and Lorraine for the
Catholic worship there was paid, for 1876, £\ -

1

' In IheGei man empire Havana has go bishop :. -. In.;;,',:;

parishes and benefices, 17,898 priest-, and i:;.'.m ;:.".c mem-
bers hi 1871).

"(6. Old Catholics. According to the report ofthe
fourth Old-Catholic Synod, given In May, 1877, al Bonn,
there are now in Prussia 35 Old-Catholic congregations
with 6510 independent members ; in Baden, 44 congrega-
tions with 5670 independent members; in Bavaria,! Icon-
gregatlons with 3710 independent members; in Olden-
burg, 2 congregations with 104 independent members; in

Wurtemberg, I congregation with '.'4 independent mem-
ber-

:
r.f. mini-tei - aie connected with the Old Catholics;

they have in Germanv al least l-l congregations, and
16,557 independent members.

••In May, 1876, the same numbers of the congregations
were reported, only in Bavaria the number bad fallen to

81. Sixty ministers were at that time connected with
them, t more than now. Thev numbered ill May, 1-70,

in Prussia, children lnclnded,*20J504; in Baden, 17,203;
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in Bavaria, 10,110; hi Hesse, 1042; in Oldenburg, 249; hi

Wiirteniberg, 233.

"In May, 1ST5, there were in Prussia 32 congregations,
6030 independent members, and is, 705 persons ; in Baden,
35 congregations, 4371 independent members, 14,993 per-

sons; in Bavaria, 4245 independent members, 13,000 per-

sons; in Germany, 15,000 independent members, 47,737
persons ; 54 ministers.

"(Z>.) Schools.— (1.) Universities.—-In the winter session
of 1S75-76 there studied theology at Leipsic 337 ; at Tubin-
gen, 233 ; at Halle, 1S7 ; Berlin,' 1*02

; Erlangen, 134 ; GOtiin-
geu, 78; Jena, 04; Bonn, 51 ; Kiel, 50; Strasbnrg, 50; Mar-
burg, 40 ; Konigsberg, 44: Breslau, 39; Greit'swald, 33 ;

Rostock, 25; Giessen, 23: Heidelberg, 9— together, 1565 :

in the summer session of ls75 there were 1037 students of
theology.
"In the German empire are 20 universities, which had,

in W5, 10,557 students; the polytechnic schools had 300
teachers and 4428 students.
"In the 9 Prussian universities, the academy at Mini-

ster, and the lyceiim at Braunsberg, there we're, in the
winter session of 1*70-77, 907 teachers and S302 students;
in Berlin alone, 2490; in Breslau, 1219; Giittiugen, 991

;

Halle, S54; Bonn, 793: fi.">4 studied Kvangelir.il i neology,
274 Catholic theology, 2455 law, 1338 medicine, 3C44 phi-

losophy ; and besides the students, 2202 hearers attended
the lectures.

"(2.) High Schools.—The kingdom of Prussia has, ac-

cording to Dr. Wiese's historical-statistical work on the
higher schools, 221 gymnasia (155 Evangelical, 50 Catholic,

16 mixed), 32 progymna-ia, 92 Realschulen (in which lan-
guages, the arts, and sciences are taught—76 Evangelical.
16 Catholic), 22 higher middle-class schools, 27 provincial
trade-schools, 91 seminaries for young teachers (61 Evan-
gelical, 25 Catholic, 4 Jewish, 1 mixed), 207 higher schools
for young ladies (the Germans call them schools for daugh-
ters"), 35 institutions for the deaf and dumb, 14 for the
blind, and 7 higher military schools. The number of
scholars in these high schools amounted in 1874 to 128,000,
that of the teachers to 6900; the cost was £1,020,750.
"The whole German empire has 330 gymnasia, 14 pro-

gymuasia, 4S4 other high schools for young men, with a
total of 177,370 scholars.

" According to the list of the minister of worship, there
were on Sept. 1, 1874, in all Prussian elementary schools,
35,191 places for teachers, 1430 of which were filled by
Catholic female teachers without salary.
"The German empire has about 60,000 elementary

schools with 0,U00,l)0u scholars; for every 1000 inhabitants
about 150 attend school. The elementary education is

growing: in the year 1S72-73, 4.58 per cent. ; in the year
1873-74, 3.9S per cent. ; and in 1875-70 not quite 3 per cent,
of the recruits in Prussia could not read.

"(C.) Christian Associations.— (I.) Mission to the Heathen.
—Germany has eight of the sixty-three Evangelical Mis-
sion Societies for the heathen, of which only the Mora-
vian Mission stands in an immediate connection with the
Church. Of the 1559 mission stations and 2132 mission-
aries, Germany supports 274 stations and 470 mission-
aries; Germany and German Switzerland, 502 missiona-
ries. Germany contributed for mission purposes in one
year, £107,000.
"In 1875 the German missions had—

PRUSSIA
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visit the people from house to house, go to the poor and
the sick, help the ministers in large parishes, hold Bible-

classes, and conduct Sunday-schools and Tonne Men's
Associations, and other meetings. The Evangelical So-

ciety has now 22 colporteurs and city missionaries, and
sonic travelling preachers and evangelists. It has in the

last year begun popular apologetical lectures in large

town's with much success, and it is quite certain that much
i,. md must be done by it for Germany.

"It i- encouraging to think that abont 45 ordained min-
al work in the German home-mission field; yet

many more are wanted; many doors arc open for a larger

and freer distribution and proclamation of the Word of
G.kI.
"There is, besides, to be noticed the Reformed Church

in B( Kthi tin mi'l I:\t~t l-'rir.slaiul, colisistinir of !» coUL'ieL'a-

tii hi-, with ministers. Its standard is the Heidelberg
Catechism. The body was formed about thirty year- ago,

after failing to induce the Church authorities to make
certain reforms which it earnestly desired. It has no con-

nection with the State. It is understood to lie in corre-

spondence with the German Reformed Cbnrch iu North
America, with a special view to the formation of a college

for training ministers.

Another noteworthy movement to bo mentioned here
is the /'/.( h'riiii'h-h'rtil Church t,f (hrmany. Ill June,
]si;n. a number of Christians in Breslan, capital of Silesia,

i, formed themselves iutoa Church, Calvin istic in

doctrine and I'resbvterian in •roveminent, uii'ler the con-

viction that the National Protestant church in that prov-

ince was in many ways corrupt and unfaithful. They ob-
jected particularly to the Lutheran view of the sacra-

ments, and to the altars, images, and candles which the

Lutherans retain; to the prevalent neglect of the doc-

trine- ofgrace, and to the recognition ofthe king ns' first

bishop' of the Church. Not being prepared to join the

Reformed church of Bast Friesland, in consequence of

their observing festivals, and for other points of differ-

ence, they formed themselves into the Free Evangelical
Church of Germany. There are three ministers of this

Church, who have just formed themselves into a presby-

tery. There are deacons and elders in the congregations,
and an annual conference of elders. The conference has
adopted the Westminster Shorter Catechism. The mem-
ber- of this Church aim at the conversion both of .lews

and Gentiles. The Church has been fostered by one, him-
self a convert ofthe Jewish mission at Breslau, who takes

a deep interest in Jewish missions."

III. Literature.—See Kuw Organismus ". Statistik des

preuss. Stun/,.-: (Leips. 1842, 'id ed.) ; Frantz, Handb.

des preuss. Staates (QuedL and Leips. 18.">4-5o); Hase,

Church Hist. § 288, 374, 453, 456; Hagenbach, Church

lli.<t. \s/h and 19th Cent, (see Index I; Alzog, Universal-

Kirchengesch. (see Index in vol. ii); Scriptores Rerum
Prussicarum (Lips. 1863 sq.) ; Voigt, Gesch. Preussens,

vol. i.iv: Bender, l>< VeterumPmtenorum Diisi Braunsb.

1865); Beitragi z. Kirchengesch. des I9ten Jahrhunderts

(Augsb. L835); Ellendorf, Die kathol Kirch, Preussens

(Rudolfst. 1837); Ranke, Memoirs ofth House ofBran-
denburg and Hist, of Prussia (Lond. 1849, 3 vols. 8vo);

Krabbe, Die < vangt I Lawk skirch Pn usst n*i Berl. 1849)

;

Kurtz. Church Ili.<t. ii. 56, 327, 401 : Baur, Religious

l.if, in Germany (Lond. 1870, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Brit, and

For. Ev. Rev. Oct. L875, art. iv; Dorner, Hist, of I'm/.

Theol ii. ions,,.; Edwb.Rev. April, 1874, art. iii; Lond.

Qu. /.'"•. April, 1874, art. i; Chambers's Cyclop, s. v.,

which we have used in the treatment of secular history,

though without accepting its extreme anti-Prussian ex-

pressions.

Prynne, William, famous in the history of Eng-

lish Puritanism, was bom of a good family at Swans-

wick, in Somersetshire, 1600, and became a barrister^at-

law and member of Lincoln's Inn at the time when Dr.

Preston, a celebrated Puritan divine, was lecturer there.

It was the period when the illegal operations of the

Star-chamber and the courts of high commission bad

reduced England to a despotism equal to that ofFrance,

while the manners of the age were a Bcandal to religion

and good morals. Marshal. .Mantoti. Calamy. Burton,

and other preachers in London kepi alive the spirit of

earnest piety and love of freedom which soon after pro-

duced the Commonwealth, when the mere sighl Ol P.ur-

ton, a- Wale remark-, was a sermon against oppression.

Prynne was a person of sour temper and austere

practices, Temarkable for bis indefatigable devotion to

his 1 ks. His name -candy appears in the Law Re-

ports Of his time, and he never practiced at the bar to

any considerable extent. lie applied himself princi-

pally to the study of controversial divinity, and became
a devoted follower of Dr. John Preston (q. v.). In ac-

cordance with the doctrine- of the Puritans respecting
( 'Lurch government, he published, soon after he came to

Lincoln's Inn. several tracts against Arminiani-m and
againsl prelatical jurisdiction, by which, as well as by
promoting and encouraging motions in the superior

courts for prohibitions to the High Commission Court,

he greatly exasperated archbishop Laud and the clergy

against him. He was himself as ungentle as Laud.

Prynne was as unspiritual in his religion, and a- un-

sympathizing with the amenities ofhuman nature. He
tried all things by the dry logic which was to him all-

sufficient. Sometimes he would find a terrible sin in

the wearing of lone; curls—love-locks, as they were call-

ed—by men, sometimes in wrong opinions on the sub-

ject of predestination. In 1632 be suddenly made his

appearance with a virulent treatise entitled Histrio-

mastix, or a Scourgt of thi Stage -players, a tedious

work of more than a thousand pages, full of learning

and curious quotations, and written against plays,

masks, dancing, and especially against women -actors.

There was much room for the scourge of the satirist

in the degraded state ofthe morals ofthe stage. Vile

indecency tainted the highest dramatic efforts of the

time, and even the noblest characters could not be in-

troduced upon the stage unless they were smothered in

afoul morass of seething corruption. But Prynne's work
was too severe and too general in its Bweeping denun-

ciations to convince any one not convinced .already.

Bringing every charge under the sun against the play-

ers indiscriminately, he held them responsible for every

sin which the pages of history revealed to have been

committed by their predecessors in Greece or Lome;
but all this could not have brought the sad conse-

quences that followed. Some passages in this work
were supposed to be levelled againsl the queen, who
had acted in a pastoral performed at Somerset House;

and the language ofthe book was certainly, like most
others of that age, anything but, refined and compli-

mentary. The real cause of offence, in the eyes of

archbishop Laud,who originated the prosecution against

Prynne, was, of course, tar other than this libellous mat-

ter—namely, the opposition ofPrynne and bis entire par-

ty to the Arminian system and the jurisdiction ofthe

bishops. The information included both the aspersions

of the author against the queen and the lords of the

council for their share in the diversions ofthe age, and

his commendation of "factious persons." The cause

was tried before the Star-chamber, .and the condemna-

tion of Prynne was a matter of course. Alter a lull

hearing, he was sentenced to have bis book burned by
the common hangman, to be degraded from the bar

and turned out of the society of Lincoln's Inn. to be

degraded at Oxford, to stand twice in the pillory tit

Westminster and Cheapside, and to lose one of his ears

at each place, to pay a line of £5000, and then to he

imprisoned for life. This must have been a moderate

sentence in the eyes of some ofthe lords of the council,

for the earl of Dorset addressed the prisoner ill these

words: -Mr. Prynne. 1 declare you to be a schism-

maker in the Church, a Bedition-sower in the common-
wealth, a wolf in sheep's clothing; in a word, "/unit/in

malorum nequissimus. I shall tine him £10,000, which
is more than he is worth, yet less than be deserves, I

will not set him at liberty, no more than a plagued man,

or a mad dog, who, though he can't bite, will loam, lie

is so far from being a social .-mil l hat he i- not a ra-

tional soul. lie is lit to live ill dells with such beasts

of prey us wolves and tigers like himself; thei

condemn him to perpetual imprisonment; .-ind lor cor-

poral puni-hment I should have him branded in the

forehead, slit in the nose, and have his ears (Lopped

off." Prynne's sentence, outrageous a- it was. was not

received with that general indignation which it would

have called forth two or three yean later. The Inns
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of Court, who had been roused by his wholesale condem-

nation of the drama to spend thousands of pounds on a

gorgeous mask, which they presented to the king, and

some who afterwards took the foremost part in resistance

to the court, joined now in approval of its measures.

The prison with which Laud rewarded Prynne's enor-

mous folio, however, in nowise tamed this most obstinate

and narrow-minded of men. Three years afterwards,

while in the Tower under the above sentence, he issued

from its walls a new tract, attacking the bishops as de-

vouring wolves and lords of Lucifer. It was entitled

Newsfrom Ipswich, and sorely reflected upon Laud and

the hierarchy generally. For this publication he was

again prosecuted in the Star-chamber, and sentenced to

pay a tine of £5000, to be set in the pillory, to be branded

on both cheeks with the letters S and L (Seditious Li-

beller), to lose the remainder of his ears, and to be closely

imprisoned for life in Caernarvon Castle. The usual

consequence of undue severity appeared in the popular

sympathy and party spirit which these outrageous sen-

tences excited. The Puritan friends of Prynne flock-

ed to Caernarvon Castle in such numbers that it was

thought necessary to change the scene of his confine-

ment ; and after lie had been at Caernarvon about ten

weeks, he was illegally removed, by a warrant from the

lords of the council, to the castle of the Mont Orgueil,

in the island of Jersey. Here he remained until the

beginning of the Long Parliament, in 1641, when, upon

his petition to the House of Commons, he was released

by a warrant from the Speaker, and resolutions were

passed declaring, very truly, both the sentences against

him in the Star-chamber to be contrary to law. Clar-

endon and Anthony Wood describe the extraordinary

demonstrations of popular feeling in his favor on his

landing at Southampton and on his journey to Lon-

don (History of the Rebellion, i, 199 ; A thence Oxotm nsi s,

iii, 848). Soon afterwards he was returned as a mem-
ber of Parliament for Newport, in Cornwall, and about

the same time was made a bencher at Lincoln's Inn.

Besides, Parliament voted him, and the famous preach-

er Burton, and the physician Bastwick, two Puritans

who were included with Prynne, money in compensa-

tion; but this they never got, in consequence of the dis-

turbed state of the times. One of the principal fruits

of this high-handed proceeding of the law was the rous-

ing of the nation to indignant protests against those in

authority, and preparing the way for the changes of gov-

ernment that ensued; yet to the credit of Prynne be it

said that, notwithstanding all the injustice with which
he was treated, and the cruelty that was inflicted upon
him, he took no part in the violent proceedings of the

later years of the Long Parliament. Quite to the con-

trary, immediately before the king's trial Prynne was
ordered into the custody of the sergeant -at -arms for

"denying the supremacy of Parliament" in a pamphlet
entitled The Memento ( Hushworth, Collections, ii, 1389).

On Dec. 6 he was arrested by the army, and, together with

many of his party, ejected from the House of Commons.
From this time he became a bitter enemy of Cromwell
and the army party, and, in consequence of his writings

against them, was again imprisoned for several years at

Dunster Castle, in Somersetshire, and Pendennis Castle,

in Cornwall. He was expressly disabled by Parliament

"to officiate or be in any office concerning the adminis-

tration of justice within the commonwealth." In the

early part of the year 1(300. having returned to his seat

in the House of Commons as an excluded member, he

is said, in a letter to General Monk (Winwood, Memo-
rials, vol. iii), to have "exceedingly asserted the king's

right," but with so much of his characteristic bitterness

and imprudence that Monk sent for him and admon-
ished him to be quiet. Upon the dissolution of the

Parliament, in March, 1G00, he was elected to serve in

the new Parliament for the city of Bath. Soon after

the Restoration he was appointed keeper of the rec-

ords in the Tower, an office for which his habits of

study peculiarly fitted him, and which furnished him

with the opportunity of compiling his laborious and

useful collections respecting constitutional and parlia-

mentary history. He died in that office in 1669. Wood
calculates that he wrote a sheet of MS. for every day of

his lifetime after reaching man's estate. " His custom

was, when he studied, to put on a long quilted cap,

which came an inch over his eyes, serving as an um-
brella, to defend them from too much light: and, sel-

dom eating a dinner, would every three hours or more

be munching a roll of bread, and would now and then

refresh his exhausted spirits with ale. To this (says

the editor of Neale) Butler seems to allude in his ad-

dress to his muse:

'Thou that with ale or viler liquors
Didst inspire Withers, Prynne, or Vicars,
And teach them, though it were in spite
Of nature and their stars, to write.'"

His works amount to forty volumes, folio and quarto.

The most valuable, and a very useful performance, is

his Collection ofRecords, in four large volumes. Prynne
proposed to illustrate and prove in these the supremacy

of the kings of England in all ecclesiastical affairs with-

in the realm by records taken from the earliest periods

of English history to the reign of Elizabeth. He only

completed the design to the reign of Henry III. See

English Cyclop, s. v. ; Appleton, Biog. Diet. s. v. ; Greene,

Short Hist, ofthe Engl. People, p. 515 sq.; Gardiner, Hist,

of the Puritan Revol. ch. v; Stoughton, Eccles. Hist,

of Engl, i, 24, 43, 89, 121, 153, 455; Perry, Hist. Engl.

Ch. vols, i and ii; Collier, Eccles. Hist.; Clarendon, Hist:

of the Rebellion, bk. iii; DTsraeli, Miscell. p. Ill sq.

;

Knight, Popular Hist, of England, vol. iii, ch. xix;

Hume, Hist, of England, ch. Iii et al. ; and the copious

article in Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Authors,

s. v. (J. H. W.)

Prytaneum {irpvTavtioi>) was the common house

of an ancient Greek city or state in which a sacred tire

was kept constantly burning in honor of Vesta. It was

an appropriate building, where, in the name of the city

or state, the magistrates, known as the Prytanes, brought

suitable offerings to the venerated goddess. The rire-

service observed in honor of Vesta was distinguished by

the name of Prytanistis. The temple which was called

prytaneum was of a round form, in order, as some have

supposed, to represent the figure of the earth, and, ac-

cording to others, to represent the centre of the universe.

Plutarch thus speaks on the subject :
" It is also said that

Numa built the temple of Vesta, where the perpetual

fire was to be kept, in an orbicular form, not intending

to represent the figure of the earth, as if that was meant

by Vesta, but the frame of the universe, in the centre of

which the Pythagoreans place the element of fire, and

give it the name of Vesta and Unity. The earth they

suppose not to be without motion, nor situated in the

centre of the world, but to make its revolution round

the sphere of fire, being neither one of the most valuable

nor principal parts of the great machine. Plato, too,

in his old age, is reported to have been of the same

opinion, assigning the earth a different situation from

the centre, and leaving that, as the place of honor, to a

nobler element." If the sacred tire in the prytaneum

was accidentally extinguished, or even if it continued

burning, the vestal virgins invariably renewed it every

year on the calends of March by collecting the solar

rays in a concave vessel of brass. From the fire which

was kept burning in the prytaneum of the parent state,

the sacred fire was supplied to each of its colonics or

dependent states. Thucydides states that, before the

time of Theseus, a prytaneum was to be found in every

city or state of Attica. The prytaneum of Athens was

originally built on the Acropolis, but afterwards it. stood

near the agora, or forum.— ( lardner, Faiths of the. World,

s. v. See Smith, Diet, of Class. Antiq. s. v.

Psalm. See Psalmody ; Psalms, Book of.

Psalmanazar, George, a remarkable impostor in

the religious and literary world, was born, probably, in

the year 1680, and was of French origin. He received
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his education partly in a free school taught by two

Franciscan monks, and afterwards in a college of Jes-

uits in an archiepiscopal city, the name of which, as

also thai of his birthplace and of his parents, remains

unknown. Upon leaving the college, he was recom-

j

metaded as a tutor to a young gentleman, bui soon I'll

into a mean. rambling kind of life that produced in

him plenty of disappointments ami misfortunes. The

first pretence lie took up with was that of being a suf-

ferer for religion; and he procured a certificate thai he

was of Erish extraction, had hit the country for the

sake of the Roman Catholic religion, and was going on

a pilgrimage to Rome. Not being in a condition t<>

purchase a pilgrim's garb, he had observed, in a chapel

dedicated to a miraculous saint, that such a one had

been set up as a monument of gratitude by -
i wan-

dering pilgrim; and he contrived to take both staff and

cloak away at noonday. "Being thus accoutred," -ays

he -and furnished with a pass, I began, at all proper

places, i" I"-:: my way in a fluent Latin, accosting only

clergymen or persons of figure, by whom I could he un-

derstood, and found them Stlj SO generous ami cred-

ulous that I might easily have saved money and pul

myself into a much better dress before I had gone

through a score or two of mile-." His next trick was

to impose on men in the Ljarh of a soldier, menial pre-

ceptor, beggar, or vagrant nondescript, living on his

v. \[> as he could, according to the whim or necessity

of the hour. In the course of his wanderings, he was

thrown into the companionship of a colonel Lauder at

Siu\-. io whom he gave himself out. under I he name

by which he is so celebrated, representing himself as a

Japanese convert to Christianity, and native of the isl-

and of Formosa. The chaplain of the regiment took

Psalmanazar to England, and he instantly became the

religious lion of the day. his patron (who was a man
equally acute and unprincipled) skilfully availing him-

self of the connection to secure for himself preferment

in the Church. Different ecclesiastical dignitaries con-

tended for i hi' honor of being serviceable to him; and

through the influence ofthe bishop of < >xford, apartments

were assigned him at the university, in order that he

might prosecute his Btudies there. The talent, ingenu-

ity, and resource which he displayed in keeping up the

deception go far to account for what may seem to us the

strange credulity with which his story was received.

lie published, in Latin, a fabulous account of I he island

of Formosa, the consistency and verisimilitude of which

imposed upon the learned world, lie also invented a

language, compact and somewhat complex in structure.

and was able, in virtue of a memory no! less than aston-

ishing, to defy the ordinary methods of detection. In

the midst of his success, however, at the age of about

thirty-two, he became the subject of religious impres-

sion-, and his conscience awoke to the ignominy of the

deceit which he was practicing. Urged by whal seems

to have been a genuine feeling of penitence, he with-

drew himself from public notice, and for the rest of his

long life honorably earned hi- livelihood by literature,

in which he had a moderate success. Besides much

assiduous compilation for the booksellers, of history,

geography, and the like, he published several works

anonymously, one of which, . I« Essay on Miracles, % u

. was for some time exceedingly popular, and

another a version of the I'salms. On his death in Lon-

don in 1762, it was found that he had also busied him-

seli'in preparing for posthumous publication an account

of hi- curious career, which, under the title Memoirs

of , commonly known as Georg< Psalmanazar, a re*

jmiiil nativi "/' Formosa, written by himself, was some
year- alter given to the world. See the an. in Alli-

bone, Diet. <;/' Brit, and Amer. Auth. s. v.. and the ref< r-

ences there given; Chambers's Cyclop. 8. v. ; National

Repository . April. 1878),p.376. (J. II. W.)

Psalmister
i
Lai. Psalmista) or Psaltes

one of the interior orders in l he early Church, mentioned

first by the Council of Laodicea. The form used in their

designation was. according to the fourth Council of Car-
1

1 ag( .
" S< e that thou believes! in thine heart what thou

singest with thy mouth, and approve in works what thou
believes! in thy heart." See Precentor. The psaltes

went up into the ambo, or reading-desk, and sang out of

a hook. That such a mode of conducting public wor-
ship was only intended to be for a time is evident from
the circumstance that several ofthe fathers oftheChurch
mention this practice as existing in their time of the
people singing all together. The order of psaltes, on
their appointment to office, required no imposition of
hands or solemn consecration, hut simply received their

office from a presbyter, who used the form of words as

laid down hy the Council ofCarthage anil given above.

Psalmody, Am ll \ r. By this term we mean the

singing of sacred songs a- an acf of worship; and in

this article we shall speak only of its use in public wor-

ship, and we shall use the term in it- mos! inclusive

sense. In doing so, we substantially adopt the art. in

Kitto's Cyclopcedia.

The simple idea of psalmody is the expression of re-

ligious feeling in lyrical poetry and in musical cadence.

Rhythmical song seems to he the instinctive utterance

of all stmng emotion. Savage nations express them-
selves in language of natural poetry, uttered in the ca-

dence of a rude chant or musical recitative. In wor-

ship, the use of poetry and music i- coeval with society

(Plato, />> Leaib. lib. iii. c. 15; Lowth, lhl>. Poetry, lect.

I). Honfer wrote hymns to the gods; < trpheus was a

priest-musician, the tamer and sanctifier by his 1\ n of

whatever was rude and godless. The muse- were chief-

ly employed in the service of the gods (Phumutus, De
Natura Deorum, p. 157, ed. Gale), from which some of

them— e. g. Melpomene. Terpsichore. Polymnia— de-

rived their name-. ( '}• mens Alexandrinus tells us that

a chief pan of tin- worship of the Egyptians consisted

in singing hymns to their gods: ''First, a sir

before, bringing forth some one thing of the symbols of

music: and they say that he ought to take two books

out of those of Hermes, the one containing the hymns
of the gods, the other the method of a royal life. . . .

There are ten things which are suitable to the honor

of their gods, and comprise the Egyptian religion, viz,

sacrifices, first-fruits, hymns, prayers, shows, feasts, and
' such-like things" (Stiomaia, vi. 633, ed. Paris . Por-

phyry confirms this. The Egyptians, he say-, devote

"the day to the worship of their gods, in which, three

or four times—viz. morning and evening, noon and Bun-

setting—they sing hymns unto them" (
/>• Abstinent. iv,

Si. Concerning the Indians.he says, "they spend the

greatest pari ofthe day and nigh! in prayers and bj mns
to the god-" (ibid. 12, 1^: sic also Vita Pythog. p. 200,

ed. < lantab.). A remarkable passage occurs in the writ-

ings "f Arrianus. the Stoic philosopher. " If." says he.

••we are intelligent creatures, what else should we do.

both in public and private, than to sing a hymn to the

Deity, to speak will of him. and give thanks unto him V

Should we not. whether digging or ploughing or eating,

sing a hymn to God?" etc.
|
Arrian. Epictet. i. 16; also

iii. -Ji'. i. Herodotus tells us that Homer g
credit for composing hymns to the gods i

/- Vita Ho-

meri.c.9). I.Vwards were given in the Pythian games

to those who Bang the bes! hymns to the gods (1'ausa-

nias iii Phocicis, lib. x). The apostate Julian recom-

mends that many of the excellent hymns I" the gods

he committed to memory, most of which, he says, were

composed by the gods, some lew by men inspired by a

divine spirit (Opera, p. 5frl, ed. Paris)-. Saered song,

therefore, is no peculiarity of revealed religion. It

rests upon deep instincts of human nature, perhaps

of all intelligent moral nature: for at the creation "the

morning stars Bang together for joy," at the nativity

angelic song was heard by the shepherds of Bethle-

hem, and in the final heaven both angels and redeemed

men an represented a- singing rapturous songs before

the throne.

In defining sacred song as the utterance of strong
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emotion, we do not restrict it to praise, although praise

is the most natural and prominent form of it. Deep

sorrow and earnest prayer may also find their fitting

expression in musical song. Augustine thus defines the

more technical and Christian conception of a hymn :

"Hymnus est cantus cum laude Dei; si cantos est el

non laudas Deum, non dicis hymnum ; si laudas aliquid

quod non pertinet ad laudem Dei. non dicis hymnum"
{Psa.cxlviii). Church song is restricted to lyrical poe-

try, for this alone can express the consentaneous emo-

tion of a congregation. It excludes, therefore, didactic

poetry, which expounds doctrines or analyzes feelings

or inculcates duties; and it excludes dramatic poetry,

which expresses passion by action. It is also more

than mere lyrical poetry: it is lyrical poetry which as-

sumes the pure truth of God, and gives expression to

the deep religious feeling which it excites. A hymn is

an outburst of religious life.

In its form, worship-song may be either rhythmical

or metrical; the former was its primitive and more un-

cultured form; the latter is its subsequent and more

artistic form. The former is exemplified in the Hebrew
psalms and the Greek Christian hymns; the latter in

the Latin hymns of Ambrose and Gregory, and in the

subsequent hymnology of the Western Church. Each
of course requires a corresponding form of music—the

rhythmical hymn, a musical and ad libitum recitative,

closing with a cadence, technically known as a "chant ;"

the metrical hymn, a metrical tune. The anthem dif-

fers from both, in that it consists of certain rhythmical

or metrical words set to specific music, which seeks to

bring out their special emphasis, and is incapable of be-

ing used to any other. The anthem is, characteristi-

cally, the performance of choirs, and not the worship of

the congregation. In public worship, sacred song may
be either the singing of a choir to which the congrega-

tion are auditors, or the united act of the entire body
of worshippers, the choir and organ simply leading and

accompanying it. Without denying to the former the

character of worship, it is obvious that it is worship only

in a very restricted and imperfect sense. It is worship

of a much higher and more catholic character for the

whole congregation to unite in the utterance of relig-

ious feeling. Hence, as a rule, no composition should

be allowed in congregational worship too artistic or too

intricate for congregational use. On the other hand,

every kind of composition is legitimate that a congre-

gation can use, and through which it can express the

emotions of its spiritual life. Neither rhythmical psalm

nor metrical hymn has any natural or legislative pre-

rogative or sacredness in the Church of God.

The manner of singing, again, whether unisonal, as

in the early Church, or in part harmony, as in the mod-
ern Church ; whether antiphonal, between choir and

congregation, or between one part of the congregation

and another, as in many of the Jewish psalms, or uni-

versal and continuous by the whole congregation, is

immaterial, so long as the best expression of religious

feeling is secured.

In the Bible, the use and importance of sacred song

are fully recognised, and large provision for it is made.

The earliest fragment of song in the Bible is not sacred.

Lamech expresses himself in a snatch of song which

has all the characteristics of later Temple poetry.

The Jews seem almost to have restricted their use of

poetry and music to divine worship, probably because

their theocracy so identified their national and their

religious life as that the expression of the one was the

expression of the other. Music and song were joined

in holy marriage, and presented themselves hand in

hand to worship before the Lord.

The first record of Hebrew worship-song is the great

outburst of the newly liberated life of the people on the

borders of the Red Sea, where Miriam provided for the

expression of their praise in her magnificent song. This
is the earliest specimen of choral song that the world
possesses. It was probably sung antiphonally—Miriam

|

and the women on the one side, answered by Moses and
the men on the other.

We have minute accounts of the musical service of

the Tabernacle and of the Temple, as arranged by Da-
vid and Solomon; and especially of the great musical

celebration at the dedication of the latter, when we are

told that Jehovah especially responded to the invoca-

: tion of worshipping song (2 Chron. v, 12-14).

' Beyond all question the Temple service was the most
magnificent choral worship that the world has seen.

On great occasions the choir consisted of four thousand

singers and players (1 Chron. xxiii, 5 ; xxv) ; the state-

ments of Josephus (.4 nt. viii, 3) are evidently greatly

I
exaggerated. Its psalmody would consist, first, of such

' compositions as had been written by Moses and others,

J

with those of David. Asaph, etc. Some of David's

early psalms seem to have been adapted for Temple use

(comp. Psa. xviii with 2 Sam. xxii). Others were
doubtless composed specially for it. Hence most of

David's psalms, in the collection of Hebrew poetry so

designated, are inscribed " To the chief musician.''

From time to time fresh contributions of sacred song

would be made. As we possess it. the book of Psalms

was certainly not the Temple psalter. It is a collection,

or rather a combination of four or five separate collec-

tions, of Hebrew poetry, of long and gradual accumula-

tion, containing the Temple psalms, but containing also

many pieces neither meant nor fitting to be sung.

Hence the ritual and religious absurdity of singing in-

discriminately through the whole. Hippolytus, writing

in the 3d century, assigns the various authorship of the

collection as a reason why no author's name is affixed

to it i Hippolytus On the Psalms, quoted by Bunsen,

Christianity and Mankind, i, 458; see also ibid, ii, 176;

Josephus. A nt. vii. 12. 3).

From the structure of some of the psalms, as well as

from some expressions contained in them, it is certain

that they were sung antiphonally, probably by two

choirs responding to each other. Some of the psalms,

the 24th. for instance, were evidently alternated between
the priest and the people. Among the various suppo-

sitions concerning the meaning of the word - Selah,"

one is that it is the sign of a great chorus-shout of the

people. See also 1 Sam. xviii. 6; Neb. ix; Ezra iii. 10:

Isa.vi, 1-3; bishop Lowth On Hebrew Poetry, bet. xix:

Wheatley On the Common Prayer, eh. iii. ;• 9.

From 1 Chron. xxv. 7 it appears that Church music
was formally taught in the Jewish schools.

That Jewish song was celebrated throughout the
1 East is implied in the ironical request of the Babylo-

nians that their poor captives would "sing them one of

the songs of Zion."

It is to be observed that the singing of the Temple
was no part of the Levitical ritual: it was a fitting wor-

ship, independent of the specific economy with which it

was connected. It has, therefore, a certain permanent
authority as a scriptural precedent of worship-song.

Concerning the music used in the Jewish Temple we
have no certain traditions. The very meaning of the

musical accents in the book of Psalms is unknown.
Carl Engel (Music of the most Ancient Nations, ch. vi)

supposes that the musical system of the Hebrews, as

indeed of all the East, was derived from the Assyrians,

concerning whose musical knowledge, hitherto unsus-

pected, much interesting information has been derived

from the sculptures discovered by Mr. Layard and Mr.
Botta. It is probable that David, who was musician as

well as poet, composed music for the use of his psalms
in public worship. From the structure of Hebrew poe-

try this would necessarily be a musical recitative, or

••chant:" and as adapted for the use of worshipping
thousands, it would probably be very simple in charac-

ter. Whether the Jews had any form of written music

|

or not, or whether the music of their Temple psalms
was learned by the ear, and traditionally handed down
from generation to generation, is unknown. Certainly

! no trace of written music has come down to us. It is
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to be presumed that the music originally set to David's

psalms would be perpetuated from age to ago; and that

therefore the music to w hich our Lord and his disciples

sang the lesser Halle! on the "night on which he was

betrayed," and the music to which Paul and Silas sang

their prison songs, would be the old traditional T< mple

music. The tradition is thai the Peregrine Tone was

the music i" which the lesser Hallel was sung. All

this, however, is pure conjecture. There is not a parti-

cle of historical proof to throw light upon iL Nor is

this to be wondered at. considering the dispersions and

the unparalleled sufferings of the Jews, and when it is

remembered that we are equally ignorant of the music

of the Greeks and the Romans.
At the dispersion, Temple-song ceased. Burney says.

some Hebrew high-priesl being Ids informant. •• that .-ill

instrumental, and even vocal performances have been

banished from the synagogue ever since the destruction

of Jerusalem; that the little singing now in use there is

an innovation and a modern license: for the dews, from

a passage in one of the prophets, think it unlawful, or

at least unfit, to sing or rejoice before the coming of the

Messiah, till when they are hound to moum and repent

in silence" (Hist, ofMusic, i.
•_'.">

I i. It is probable, how-
ever, thai although at the dispersion the Temple music

was forever silenced, yel thai synagogue worship would

be speedily restored, and that, as far as possible, its ser-

vices would be based upon the old Temple prayers and

psalms, and that the traditional melodies of the latter

Would he sung to them.

The tir.st recorded uninspired psalmody of the syna-

gogue is not earlier than the 10th century, when Saa-

diah Gaon firs! introduced rhyme into Hebrew poetry,

(tn this subject, see Prayers "/tin Spanish andPortu-

giiese Israelites, with English Translation, by the Rev.

D.A-de Sola: Steinschneider, Jewish Lit. t Loud. 1857);

Charisi, ./< wish Lit.from the *th to the 18th Century, ch.

xviii.

No existing Jewish melodies can he proved to be of

any antiquity, compared with some Christian melodies.

Purely traditional, their origin is unknown. The ut-

most that can he -aid i- that for some four or five cen-

turies they have been handed down nu moriter. As we
possess them they .ire unmistakably modern in their

forms; bul then it is possible that beneath these mod-
em forms there may be a very ancient substance. The
Rev. 1». A. de Sola

i
Ancient Melodies "/tin Liturgy <;/'

itsh unit Portuguese Jews) says that a tradition

exists that the" Birchal Cohanim" is identical with the

melody used in the Temple for the blessing of the priests

(Numb. vi. 22-26), and that it is supported by great

probability, almost amounting to direct proof. The
"Song of Moses" is also supposed to lie the melody

sung by Miriam. Hut this i> pure conjecture. See also

MaimOnides, cb. xiv, § 11: Lightfoot, Templi Service;

Bingham, Antiquities, vol. xiv; Carl Engel, Music of
the most Ancimt \ntioii.<. ch. \ i.

In the Sept. the \\o,d vpvoc and its cognates are

used as representing several Hebrew words: but in al-

most every case the reference is to songs of praise or

thanksgiving to God. In the New Test, this i- the in-

variable USage of the terms.

In the Christian Scriptures very little is said con-

cerning sacred song. Matthew and Mark very touch-

cord lie conformity of our Lord, not to any
divine command, hut to a traditional custom, when he

and Ids disciples, after the institution of the Supper,

i hymn" (vfivfjaavrtc) before they went out to

the Mount of Olives iMati. xxvi. 30; Mark xiv. 26).

There i> e v. r\ reason to believe that what was sung on

this Occasion was the latter part of the Hal lei. the usual

I psalms of thanksgiving (Psa. cxv-cxviii).

Set II \i i i i. Wh.n Paul and Silas were imprisoned

at Philippi, "at midnight they prayed .and sang praises

unto God" (vfivovv rbv - >
', ^cts xvi, 25). Whether

what they sang were BOme of the .ancient psalms or

spontaneous utterances of adoration and worship we

have no means of determining. See Htmk. In his

epistles to the Ephesians (v, 19) and to the Colossians

(Hi, 16), the apostle Paul recognises and enjoin- the n-e

of sacred song. So does the apostle James i v. 13). Mi-
chaelis and others suppose thai such passages as Acts iv.

24-30 are fragments of apostolic hymns. The Apoca-
lypse contains some of the most magnificent bursts of
worship-song. In the passages just cited of Ephesians
and Colossians the apostle enjoins the use of hymns in

the social worship of Christians, classing them with
psalms and spiritual Bongs (xpaXfiolc Kai vpvoic, ko.1

<i>Cciic TrvivpaTiKatc,). In what relation these stood to

each other is a question which has occasioned consider-

able differences of opinion. According to some, the dis-

tinction between them was one of subject; according to

others, it was merely one ofform, having respect to the

manner in which they wire sung; while others con-

tend that the sowa whence they were derived, and the

general character of the composition, determined the

difference between them. Under these leading opin-

ions, endless differences of minor opinion have been ad-

vocated. Of those who adopt the first opinion is St.

Jerome, who thinks that the hymn was devoted to the

celebration of the divine majesty and goodness, that the

psalm was occupied with themes of an ethical nature,

and that the spiritual ode was occupied with things

above, and the subtle discussion of the concert of the

world, and the order and concord of creation (Comment.
in Eph. r. 19). ( Ithers. again, who hold the same gen-
eral view state the difference thus: The psalm belongs

to ethics; the hymn, as setting forth the praises of God
for redemption, to theology; and the ode, as celebrat-

ing the works of God in creation and providence, to

natural science (Thomasius. la Prafationibus, p. 525).

All this, however, is purely arbitrary. The second
opinion was held by Augustine, Basil, Hilary, and oth-

ers of the Christian fathers, and has been adopted by
several in more recent times. By some who take this

view, the distinction is supposed to lie in this, that the

xluX/ioi were compositions which were chanted to the

accompaniment of an instrument, the \pa\rf}piov, the

vpvot songs of adoration uttered by the voice alone, and
the wi'iii, short chants uttered also only by the voice

(Augustine, Etiarrat. in Psa. Hi: Basil. Mag. In Psa:

xxix ; Greg. Nyss. 'Jr. ii in Psalmos, cb. iii. etc. I : w bile

others think that the distinction is to he determined by

reference to the Hebrew terminology C^""'i".~"~" "'-".

~*;nr. which is in fact determining nothing, as the

distinction between these is itself entirely uncertain.

The third opinion is that of He/a (Nov. Test, ad loo.)

and Grotius (Comment.ad Matt. xxvi, 30, et h. 1.) ; they

think that by psalms tire designated the sacred songs

hearing thai name collectively in the Old-Test, canon;

by hymns such extemporary songs of praise as we have
in the utterances of Deborah, Hannah. Zachariah. and
Mary, and such as the apostle and his companion sang

in the prison at Philippi ; and by odes premeditate d com-
positions of a more elaborate nature and stricter form

than hymns. To this, in the general, most subsequent in-

quirers have given their consent ; only some think that

the term ••psalms" should not he restricted t" the com-
positions bearing that name in the < (Id lest.. hut should

he extended to all of a similar character which might
be composed for the use of the Church in later times;

and that by "spiritual odes'* tire to lie understood specif-

ically all sacred songs, of whatever kind, composed by

Special inspiration of the Holy Ghost (StOTTVaiOToi),

The former of these modifications is rendered almost

imperative by 1 Cor. xiv. 26; and the latter by the

general Bense of the adjective TrvevfiaTiKoc, in the New
Test. Not a few. despairing of satisfactorily discrimi-

nating these three kinds of sacred song, have contended
that the apostle merely accumulates terms for the sake

ot force, and that no distinction between them i- to lie

-ought (Clem. Alex. Padag. ii. 1, p. 565; Clericus, In

Not. apud Hammondii AtmoU, ad loc, etc.); but this
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otiose method of disposing of the difficulty has been
'

positions after their model— the angels' song at the

repudiated bv most. nativity, and the songs of Zacharias and Simeon leading

As to the form in which these early hymns of the the way. The earliest Christian hymns seem to have

Church were composed, we have no means of even been simple glorifications of Christ,

approaching a certain conclusion. Among the Jewish Eusebius intimates that private individuals wrote

Christians the chanting of the psalms was familiar, and hymns to Christ as God, which were generally sung

it would be easy for them to compose hymns that could (//. E. v. 38 : vii. 24 : ii. 17). In his letter to Trajan,

be suno- to their accustomed tunes; but with the Gen- Pliny says. " The Christians are accustomed to sing al-

tile converts it would be somewhat different. Among ternately between themselves, and to praise Christ as

the Greeks and Romans poetry had fixed metrical furms. a god"' (Pliny. Epist. lib. x. ep. 39), alluding probably

to which the tunes of the Hebrews could not be adapted, to the Gloria in Excelsis, the morning hymn of the

There is no reason, however, to believe that the early early Church.

Gentile Christians followed these metrical forms in their
J

The earliest extant fragment of Greek hymnody is

sacred poetry. The earliest specimens of Christian song found in the Padayoga of Clemens Alexandria

extant—the" hvmn to Christ, preserved by Clemens of . p. 312, 313, Potter's ed.). Bunsen says, however, that.

Alexandria: the evening hymn, referred to by Basil as this was never used in the public worship of the Church

in his time very ancient, handed down from the fathers i Christianity and Mankind, ii. 156).

(De Spir. Sane. c. 29); and the morning hymn, which ; Three early Christian hymns are preserved in the

has been incorporated with the liturgy of the Church venerable Alexandrian MS. as an appendix to the Old-

of England—have no traces of a metrical character, but Test, psalms. The first is the morning hymn of the

are, lfke the Biblical hymns, adapted only for being primitive Church, commencing with the iutroductory

chanted in recitative with a few and simple cadences, verse of the nativity song of the angels, hence called

("Primitiva ecclesia ita psallebat ut modico rlc-xu vocis the Angelical Doxology. It is found in the liturgy of

faceret psallentem resonare, ita ut pronuntianti vicinior the Greek Church, whence, about the year 380, it was

esset quam canenti,'
7

Isidon Hispal. De Ecd. Offic i. 5.) transferred by Hilary to the communion service of the

Such singing would no doubt be new to the Gentile Latin Church: thence again to the communion service

converts, but it would be speedily learned: and as they of the English Church.

probably had very little sacred music of their own, they i The other two are another short morning hymn in

would hail with delight this accession to their sources which the verse occurs. • Vouchsafe, O Lord, to keep

ofenjoyment, which served at the same time as a vehicle us this day without sin," afterwards incorporated in the

of the "devotional feeling that had been kindled within Te Deum : and an evening psalm, consisting of a cento

them. It has been suggested that in 1 Cor. xiii we of verses of the Old-Test, psalms.

have an apostolic bymrhand in Eph. v, 14; 1 Tim. iii.
'. Besides these, there is an evening hvmn of the Greek

16; James i, 17; Rev. i, 5. 6 : xv. 3. etc.. fragments of Christians. "Yfiroc tov \v\vikov, the "Hymn of the

hymns sung in the apostolic churches: but this is mere Kindling of the Lamp." corresponding to the "Ave Ma-

conjecture, though not without some probability. ria" hymns of Italy; concerning which Basil says, it is

The early Christians used the Jewish psalms in their " so ancient that he knows not who is the author of it"

worship, which would almost certainly be sung to their ^Bingham, bk. xiii, ch. v.
§

traditional Temple music. G. B. Martini says (Storia
|

The Ter Sanctus. or Seraphic Hymn, also belongs to

della Mitsica, i. 351) :
" This is the Hebrew chant of the the first three centuries, and is found in almost all the

psalmodies which ever since the time of David and Sol- ancient liturgies. It is little more than the Trisagium

omon has been transmitted from one generation to an-
|

of the seraphim in Isa. vi. See Palmer. Origines Litur-

other, and [therefore] goes beyond the first half of the gica?. ii. 126.

first age of the Church. These have not materially These arc the only fragments of Greek hymnody that

varied, but have been substantially preserved by the have been preserved to us. Of course they are rhyth-

Hebrew nation. Is it not. then, sufficient to convince mical. and would require a rhythmical tune or chant.

us that the apostles—who were born Hebrews, brought Much of early Christian song was probably antiphonal

up in the customs of their nation, wont to frequent the i Socrates. //. E. vi. 8 : Theodoret. //. E. ii. 24: as also

Temple and engage in the prayers and divine praises Hahn. Ueber den Gesang in der Syrischen Kirche. p. 54).

therein recited—should retain the same method and use The hymnody of the Syrian churches was much
the same chants with which the people used to respond

' more copious. They had an ampler music and poets

to the Levitical choir." Forkel (Geschichte der Musi?:, of higher inspiration. Its invention is attributed by

ii, 188) says: "This mode of reading the Scriptures Ephraem Syrus to the Gnostic Bardesanes (Horn, ad

with cantilation or chant has been adopted in the Chris- Heeret. 53. quoted by Dr. Burgess in his Introd. to the

tian Church from the Temple, and is still preserved in Select Metrical Hymns and Homilies ofEphraem Syrus.

the mode of chanting the collects, responses, etc." See p. 30). Metres were called after his name. Next to

also Dr. Saalsehiitz, Geschichte und Wiirdigung der Mu- him as an author of Syrian hymnody stands his son

sik bet den Hebraern, § 61. Harmonius. who is said to have invented new metres.

Thus, while the destruction of the Temple and the Ephraem Syrus flourished in the 4th century. For an

dispersion of the Jews suspended Jewish worship, the account of his contributions, see Burgess, Metrical

singing of the psalms and the traditions of their melo- Hymns, and Introduction. The Benedictine preface to

dies would be preserved in the Christian Church. If. the works of Ephraem Syrus. vol. v. says: -While the

therefore, we possess any vestiges of Jewish music at Greeks reduced their sacred hymnology to about eiirht

all, they are to be found in the Ambrosian or Gregorian times, and to this day confine themselves to these lim-

tones. The Rev. J. W. Blakesley (Four Months in At- its. the Syrians expatiate on 275. which their eeelesias-

geria, p. 36) visited a synagogue in Algiers, and was tieal books exhibit here and there, inscribing the proper

surprised to find that " the air to which the psalms were tunes at the beginning of individual hymns." The
chanted coincided almost exactly with one of the Gre- Syrians are said to have possessed a hymnology of

gorian tones." Hardly can we suppose that the early twelve or fourteen thousand hymns.

Christians either originated a new music or adopted
|

Great use was made of hymnody by the early her-

heathen music. eties: by the Gnostic Bardesanes. who endeavored to

We have no record of the introduction into the Chris- supersede the Hebrew Psalter by one of his own. eon-

tian Church of uninspired hymnody. It would be only raining also 150 psalms ^Theodoret. B
very gradually that Greek hymns, with corresponding by Paul of Samosata. who largely beguiled the faithful

music, would come into use. At first, probably. Chris- by his captivating hymns and music i Eusebius. //. E.

tian hymns would be little more than centos of the He- vii. So
| : by the Donatists in Africa, who adapted their

brew psalms, or evangelical imitations of them, or com-
|
hvmus to common airs of a wild and passionate eharae-

VIII.—A A A
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ter, thereby inflaming the enthusiasm of the people as

with a trumpet (Augustine, Confess.); and by Alius,

who made ili<' streets of Constantinople resound with

ballads written to well-known and seductive melodies,

Bung in torchlight processions.

Patristic notices of early Christian hymnology are

very numerous; our limits forbid more than mere ref-

erence to a few, in addition to those already given.

Justin .Martyr. Apql. ii : Tertullian. ApoL contra Gent.

a 39; De Anima, c. •'>: Ji< Jejunio; Cyprian, Epist. ad

Donat.; Origen, Contra Cels. lib. \iii. c. 67; Eusebius.

//. /•:. lib. iij c. 17: lib.v, c.28; lib.vii, c 24; lib.viiij

c. 9; Apost. Const, lib. xx, c. 57; Athanasius, Ep. 7. ad
l.<it.: Basil In Psalmos; Gregory of Nyssa, Psa. ii;

Jerome, Comm. Eph. lib. iii. c. 5; Epist. 17. ad Mar-
cell.; Epist. ad Uxorem, lib. ii. c.8; Ambrose, Hexam.

lib. iii. c. 5; Augustine, Confess, lib. ix, see. 1-1. 15, ">1

;

lib. x, sec. 49, 50; Chrysostom, On th Wsi Psalm ; Hil-

ary, quoted by Bingham, bk. xiii, ch. v, i 7. See also

Meander. Knrlz, and other Church histories; MUman,
Hist, oft 'hristiamty, voL iii. bk. ii. ch. iii. iv. See also

Devling, Hymni a Christianis decantandi, Obss. Sac. iii.

430; Walch, De Hymnis Eccl ApostoL
I 1737); Hilliger,

/>, i:<,il. Hymn. atom Odar. Sac. Discrimim (Viteb.

L720); Gerbert, DeCaniuetMusica a Prima Eccl Statu

ii.<r/m ml Prasens Tempus | Bamb. et Frib. 1771. _' vols.

!i»: : Bingham, Antiquities, bk. xiv, eh. ii; Works, iv.

117 sq.; Rheinwald, Christl. Archaologie, p. 262. For

collections and specimens of ancient hymns, see Poetce

Graci <'!iri.<ti<tui, mm rum I'/mm rids Centonibus ex

Sanctor. Pair. <>/</'. collecti in usum Gymnas. Soc. Jesu

(Paris, 1609); Maggi. Snrii llinini rlii si /ti/t/mii' intuitu

annonella Santa Chiesa (Venet. 1567); Hymni Ecclesice

( Breoiarw Parisiensi (Oxon. 1838)
;
[Faber] Hymns

translated from tin Parisian Breviary (Lond. 1839);

Daniel. Thesaurus Hymnologicus | Hal. et Lips. 1841-55,

3 vols.); Burgess. Select Metrical Hymns and Homilies

ofEphraem Syrus (Lond. 1853); Trench, Sacred Latin

Poetry (ibid. 1849); Mrs. P.arrett Browning, The Greek

Christian Poets (ibid.1863). See Hymnology.
PSALMt >DY, Christian. Those who refuse to ac-

cept the use of hymns in public worship interpret as sa-

- only the Psalms of David, and restrict the

term to the singing of metrical versions of the Psalms

to short, simple airs. They do this on the ground that

psalm-singing alone was practiced in Jewish worship,

and that anion- the earliest Christians the only sacred

songs were tin- Psalms. Psalmody, thus interpreted.

means the singing of metrical versions of the Psalms to

short, simple airs.

The service of the primitive Christian Church usu-

alh began with reading, or with the singing of psalms.

Th. charge of Pliny the Younger against the Chris-

tians was that they sang psalms to Christ "quasi Deo."

Xo authentic record, however, exists of the kind of

mi Indies sung to the psalms by those ancient Chris-

tians, nor are we to understand that their psalmody was

performed in one course at the opening of the service,

but rather that they afforded a most agreeable and de-

lightful introduction to the service, through which they

wen- interspersed, probably very much as hymns are in

modern Christian service. Nor were the Psalms the

only sacred songs employed in (he service of the early

Church. See Hymnology; Music; Poetry. Psalmodj

was always esteemed a considerable part of devotion in

lli. < Ihristian Church. The service of the early Church

usually opened with psalmody; but the author of the

Apostolical Constitutions prescribes firsl the reading of

the i ild T( -i.. and then the Psalms. The service was

usually performi d in the standing posture ; and as to the

maimer of pr nidation, the plain son-- was sometimes

used, being a gentle inflection of the voice, not much
different from reading, like the chant in cathedrals; at

other times more artificial compositions were used, like

our anthem-. As to the persons concerned in singing,

sometimes a single person sang alone, but the most an-

cient and general practice of the Church was lor the

whole assembly to unite with one heart and voice in

celebrating the praises id' God. After a time alternate

psalmody was introduced, when the congregation, di-

vidillg themselves into two parts, repeated the psalms
by course-, verse for verse, one in response to another,

and not. as formerly, all together. The mode of singing
all together was called symphony, while the alternate

mode was termed antiphony, and in the Wesl responso-

ria, the singing by responsals. This latter manner
of conducting the psalmody originated in the Eastern
( Imroh. and is attributed to bishop Ignatius of Antioch,
who tlourished in the early part of the 2d century. It

passed into the Western in tie time of Ambrose, bishop
of Milan. But in a short time antiphonal (q. v.) sing-

ing became the general practice of the whole < hurch,

and the ecclesiastical historian Sorrales informs us that

the emperor Theodosi us the lounger and hi- sisters were

accustomed to sing alternate hymns together every
morning in the royal palace. Augustine was deeply

affected on hearing the Ambrosian Chant at Milan, and
describes his feelings in these words: - The voices flowed

in at my ears, truth was distilled into my heart, and
the affection of piety overflowed in sweet tears of joy."

Eusebius tells us that Ambrose brought his famous mel-
odies to Milan from Antioch. These Ambrosian melo-
dies, and the mode of their performance by canonical

singers, continued in the Western (hurch till the time

oi Gregory the Great, who was devotedly zealous in the

cultivation of sacred music, having been the first to in-

troduce singing-schools at Rome. Gregory separated

the chanters from the clerical order, and exchanged the

Ambrosian Chant for a style of singing named, after

himself, the Gregorian Chant (q. v.), besides introducing

musical notation by Roman letters.

It seems to be a point fully established that antipho-

nal singing, and. as Sir John Hawkins conside rs it.

the commencement of Church music, originated in the

churches of the Last, particularly those of Antioch. Cae-

sarea. and Constantinople. The Greek fathers, Basil

and Chrysostom. were the original instructors of the

choral service in their respective churches. From the

Last Ambrose carried it to Milan, whence it was trans-

ferred to Rome, and afterwards passed into France, Ger-

many, and Britain. Pope Damasus ordained the alter-

nate singing of the Psalms, along with the Gloria

/'i(///aud Hallelujah; in A.D. 384, Siricius introduced

the Anthem; in A.D. 507, Symmachus appointed tin 1

Gloria in Excelsis to be sung; and in A.D. 690 the

Gregorian Chant was brought into use. When Greg-

ory, in A.D. 620, sent his chant into Britain, such

was the opposition manifested to its introduction

into the Church that 1200 of the clergy fell in the tu-

mult which ensued; and it was not until fifty years

after, when pope Vitalian sent Theodore the Greek to

till the vacant see of Canterbury, that the British clergy

were prevailed upon to admit the cathedral service in

accordance with the Romish ritual. Besides the psalms,

which had been used from the earliest times, and short

doxologies and hymns consisting of verses from the

Holy Scriptures, spiritual songs, 'especially those from

Ambrose of Milan ami Hilary of Poitiers, came to he-

useel in public we.rship in the- Western Church. The
Te /hum. often styled -the' Song of St. Ambrose." is

generally supposed to have been composed jointly by him

and St. Augustine early in the 1th century, though arch-

bishop Usher ascribes it to Nicetius, ami supposes it not

tei have been composed till about A.D. 500, Considerable

opposition, it is true', was manifested te> the introduction

of such meTe' human compositions into divine worship,

hut the' unobjectionable purity id' their Sentiments 1. d

to their adoption by many churches. The complaint,

however, began to be raised that Church music hail de-

viated from its ancient simplicity. It wa- especially

objected that secular music, or an imitation of the' light

airs of tie' theatre', was introduced in the- devotions

of the cimr.h. it was also ohjee'te-el that more regard

was had to i hi' sw eetnesfl of the composition than to the
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sense and meaning; thereby pleasing; the ear. without

raising the affections of the soul. Thus the Egyptian

abbot Pambo, in the 4th century, inveighed against the

introduction of heathen melodies into the psalmody of

the Church. About this time Church music began to

be cultivated more according to rule. In addition to

the Psalter and canonical singers, Church choristers

were appointed, who sang sometimes alone, sometimes

interchangeably with the choirs of the congregation.

In the 4th century the custom began to be introduced

into some churches of having a single person lead the

psalmody, who began the verse, and the people joined

him in the close. See Acrostics; Hypopsalma.

This individual was called the phonuscus or precentor,

and he is mentioned by Athanasius as existing in his

time in the Church of Alexandria. But difficulties and

abuses arose from the growing neglect of musical culti-

vation ; and, with a view of restoring public decency

and order, the Council of Laodicea, in the year 3G3,

considered it necessary to forbid the laity to sing in

church at all, except in certain simple chants of a pop-

ular description. One principal reason was probably

the adoption by the Arians of hymnology as a means

of spreading their heresy. At first the difficulty had

been overcome by providing similar compositions for

the orthodox. Augustine himself made a psalm of

many parts, in imitation of the 119th, to preserve his

people from the errors of the Donatists. Hilary and

Ambrose likewise made many hymns, which were sung

in their respective churches. (A complete collection of

all the ancient hymns, etc., in use in the different ser-

vices of the Romish Church has been published by Her-

mann Adalbert Daniel, entitled Thesaurus Hymnoloyicus,

etc. [Halle, 1841 sq.].)

Down to the Reformation, the music of the Church

was thus pretty much surrendered to the clergy and

trained musicians, and there were obstacles besides the

mere ordinances of the Church. The words of the songs

were in Latin, a tongue foreign to the people. The
music was of a nature so elaborately complex that none

could take part in it unless they had studied music as a

science. Yet psalmody was not entirely lost during the

dark ages. The study of sacred music received peculiar

attention in the 6th century, schools for instruction in

this important art having been established and patron-

ized by Gregory the Great, under whom they obtained

great celebrity. From these schools originated the fa-

mous Gregorian Chant, which the choir and people sang

in unison. Such schools rapidly increased in number,

and at length became common in various parts of Eu-
rope, particularly in France and Germany. The prior,

or principal, of these schools was held in high estimation,

and possessed extensive information. In the 8th cen-

tury pope Adrian, in return for the services which he

had rendered to Charlemagne in making him emperor

of the West, stipulated for the introduction of the Gre-

gorian Chant into the Gallic Church; and the emperor,

having paid a visit to Rome, where he kept Easter with

the pope, received from the hands of his holiness the

Roman Antiphonary, which he promised to introduce

into his dominions. About the end of this century all

opposition to cathedral music ceased, and for several

centuries thereafter Church music underwent little or

no change in the Church of Rome. It is a remarkable

fact, however, that from the 8th till the middle of the

13th century, not only was it considered a necessary

part of clerical education to understand the principles

of harmony and the rudiments of singing, but the clergy

were generally proficients both in vocal and instrumen-

tal music.

In the Eastern Church, where sacred music, as we
have seen, had its origin, there arose in the 8th century

a remarkable man, John of Damascus (q.v.), who was
not only a noted theologian, but a most accomplished

musician. On account of his great skill in the art of

vocal music, he was usually styled Melodos. To this

noted master of music the Eastern Church is indebted

for those beautiful airs to which the Psalms of David
are sung in our day. The Greek word ^/ciXXw is ap-

plied among the Greeks of modern times exclusively to

sacred music, which in the Eastern Church has never

been any other than vocal, instrumental music being

unknown in that Church, as it was in the primitive

Church. Sir John Hawkins, following the Romish
writers in his erudite work on the History of Music,

makes pope Vitalian, in A.D. 660, the first who intro-

duced organs into churches. But students of ecclesias-

tical archteology are generally agreed that instrumental

music was not used in churches till a much later date;

for Thomas Aquinas, A.D. 1250, has these remarkable

words :
" Our Church does not use musical instruments,

as harps and psalteries, to praise God withal, that she

may not seem to Judaize." From this passage we are

surely warranted in concluding that there was no eccle-

siastical use of organs in the time of Aquinas. It is al-

leged that Marinus Sanutus, who lived about A.D. 1290,

was the first that brought the use of wind-organs into

churches, and hence he received the name of Torcellus.

In the East, the organ was in use in the emperor's courts,

probably from the time of Julian, but never has either

the organ or any other instrument been employed in

public worship in Eastern churches; nor is mention of

instrumental music found in all their liturgies, ancient

or modern. Towards the time of the Reformation, a

general partiality for sacred music prevailed throughout

Europe, owing, as is generally supposed, to the encour-

agement which pope Leo X gave to the cultivation of

art. It is no doubt true that Leo was himself a skilful

musician, and attached a high importance to the art as

lending interest, solemnity, and effect to the devotional

services of the Romish Church. But to no single indi-

vidual can be traced the prevailing love for sacred mu-
sic in the 16th century, for, besides Leo X, we find

Charles V in Germany, Francis I in France, and Henry
VIII in England, all countenancing sacred music, and

treating musicians at their court with peculiar favor.

At the Reformation a greater part of the services of

the Romish Church was sung to musical notes, and on

the occasion of great festivals the choral service was
performed with great pomp by a numerous choir of men
and boys. That abuses of the most flagrant kind had
found their way into this department of Romish wor-

ship is beyond a doubt, as the Council of Trent found it

necessary to issue a decree on the subject, in which they

plainly state that in the celebration of the mass, hymns,

some of a profane and others of a lascivious nature, had

crept into the service, and given great scandal to pro-

fessors of the truth. By this decree the council, while

it arranged the choral service on a proper footing, free-

ing it from all extraneous matter, gave it also a sanc-

tion which it had hitherto wanted. From this time the

Church of Rome began to display that profound vener-

ation for choral music which she has continued to man-
ifest down to the present day.

The Reformers, observing the excessive attention

paid to musical services, endeavored to return to the

plainness of apostolic times. There had previously been

repeated efforts at such a transformation. " The Albi-

genses, during the hottest season of persecution, are

stated to have solaced themselves, in the very prospect

of death, with singing the psalms and hymns of their

Church. Psalmody was cherished by the disciples of

YVycliffe. The Bohemian Brethren published a hymn-
book with musical notes, from which it appears that the

melodies they used originated in the chants to which
the ancient Latin hymns of the Western Church were
sung" (Conder, The Poet of the Sanctuai-y, p. 6). That
psalmody was cultivated by the persecuted ancient Vau-
dois is evident from the fact that a large manuscript

collection of their psalms and hymns is preserved in the

library of Geneva (Monastier, Hist, de VEylise Vaudoise,

i, 124). But it was the Reformation in the 16th cen-

tury which restored to the people their right to partici-

pate in this primitive and edifying part of public wor-
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ship. Psalm-singing was taken up by the Reformers,

first For private devotion, and soon as a part of the ser-

vice of the Church, Luther and Calvin restoring to the

people their share in the musical part of public worship.

and furnishing them with the means of performing it

From the time that psalm-singing was adopted by the

Reformers, it was discountenanced by the Roman Cath-

olics, and Boon came to be regarded as a badge of Prot-

estantism. Metrical versions of the Psalms of David

were executed in the principal vernacular languages of

Europe; and some of the venerable Reformers are re-

corded as having applied themselves to the study of

music in order thai they might be enabled to compose

plain and solemn tunes in which all would lie able to join.

Lather was peculiarly qualified for providing the first

psalmody of the Reformation. Not only was he a great

poet and musician, but he was full of fervid spirit-

ual life. His hymnology, and that of his coadjutors-

Hans Sachs, Michael Weiss, Johann Kugelmann, Jo-

hann Schop, Johann CrUger, Paul Speratus, Justus Jo-

nas, Nicholas Decius, and other contemporary divines

and Reformers—were characterized and illustrated by

some dozen magnificent chorals, which excited great

enthusiasm. But psalmody, in the more modern sense,

began in the liith century, when Clement Marot, the

court-poet of Francis I of France, translated fifty-two

of the Psalms into French verse, dedicating them both

to his royal master—whom he likened to the Hebrew

psalmist—and to the ladies of France. The sacred song-

book, on its tir>t appearance, not being accompanied by

music, it became, the practice to sing the psalms to fa-

vorite tunes—often those of popular ballads, and for a

considerable time psalm-singing became a favorite fash-

ion among the gay courtiers of Francis. Marot's col-

lection was continued and concluded by Theodore Beza,

whose psalms had the advantage of being set to music.

Beza having in this the assistance of Calvin, who en-

gaged the best composers of the day to unite his sacred

songs with beautiful and simple airs of a devotional

character. Luther and Calvin differed, however, in

their ideal of psalmody: the former was favorable to

harmony in parts, while the latter confined himself to

the bare, unaccompanied melody. In 1529 Luther pub-

lished his first Hymn-book for the Congregation, which

was printed by Joseph King in Wittenberg, whence it

was also called" the Klug'sche. This collection contained

most of Luther's hymns, which may be read in an Eng-

lish translation in Luther as a Hymnist fjby the Rev. B.

Pick, l'hila. 1875).

Prior to Luther, the Moravian Brethren had published

a collection of hymns tin L504 I
compiled by their arch-

bishop, Lucas- the first example of a hymn-book con-

structed of original compositions in t he vernacular to be

found in any Western nation which had once owned the

supremacy of Pome. Some of its hymns, composed in

the Bohemian and German languages, are of older date

than the Reformation, and were highly commended by

Luther himself for their scriptural and devotional char-

acter. In the renewed Church of the Brethren psalms

and hymns continue to form an integral part of every re-

ligious service. Count Zinzendorf, who eminently con-

tributed to its revival in 1722, was himself a Christian

poet of no common order. The German hymn-book in

general use among the churches of the Brethren was

completed in 1778 by bishop Gregor, and lias passed

through numerous editions: it contains many hymns

derived from the Lutheran Church, and some even from

the primitive Christian Church. Si of the best hymns
in this collection have been translated into English verse,

and, With the addition of a number of English hymns,

constitute the hymn-book now in use among the con-

gregations of the Brethren in this country. The latest

edition, comprising 1260 hymns, is entitled Liturgy and

Hymns ofth Protestant Church of the Unilas I'mnun.

or United Brethren | Lond. 1849, 8vo).

In the Reformed Chnrch, sacred songs were limited

to the Psalms. As carlv as 1512 the La Forme dea

Prveires et Chontz ecclesiastiques ques avec la Manure,
etc, by Marot, was published. This collection contain-

ed only twenty-live psalms, to which Theodore Beza af-

terwards added the remaining psalms. To abridge the

time devoted to singing was an object of their concern,

when they could not banish it from their assemblies;

and the Helvetic Confession contains a censure on the

Gregorian Chant, and a commendation of its rejection

by many of the Protestant churches. (See DTsraeli,

( in iosities of Literatun [Lond. 1858], ii. 171. > The
first edition of the entire book of Psalms in verse ap-

peared in France in 1561, with the royal privilege, and

10,000 copies were immediately dispersed. These were
speedily set to music, and were generally sung in the

Reformed churches of France. Geneva, and French
Switzerland, notwithstanding their condemnation by
the college of the Sorbonne. Some expressions having
become obsolete, the task of retouching them was un-

dertaken, lirst by Valentine Convart, the first secretary

of the French Academy, and by one of the elders of the

church at Charenton; and afterwards by the pastors of

Geneva, who revised their undertaking, and almost re-

cast the work of .Marot and Beza. So dear, however,

was the memory of these first two poets of the French

Reformation that it was found necessary to preserve the

very number of their stanzas and the quantity of syl-

lables of their verses, and the ancient music of the

Kith century is to this day adapted to the singing of

the revised and corrected psalms (Musii des J'n>/t.<-

tmis Crli'brcs. vol. ii, pt. ii. p. 11, CM. Of late years the

Protestant churches in France have paid much atten-

tion to the improvement of their psalmody. To the

metrical version of Marot and Beza they have added

collections of hymns, with music, for various occasions.

The French version of Marot and Beza was translated

into Dutch metre by Peter Dathen, pastor of the first

Reformed church at Frankfort-on-the-Main, about the

year 1560, and adapted to the French tunes and meas-

ure. A new Flemish metrical version of the Psalms

was executed by Philip de Mamix. lord of St. Alde-

gonde. A Bohemian version by Stryx, said to be of

high merit, was published in 1590; and a Polish ver-

sion by Bernard Woiewodka, of Cracow, was printed at

Brecsz, in Lithuania, about the year 1565, under the au-

spices of prince Radzivil (Bayle, LHctionnaire, par Pes

Maizeaux, iv. 124; Milner, Lift of Dr. Isaac Watts, p.

350, note). What Marot and Beza were to the lie-

formed Church of France and French Switzerland, Lob-

wasser was t,> the Reformed Church of Germany, Ger-

man Switzerland, and Holland. Not I' the strictly

Calvinistic communities have a hymn-hook dating back
to the Reformation. David's Psalter was the tir>t hymn-
book of the Reformed or Genevan Church. The I k

of Psalms became the only hymn-book of the Reformed
churches in France. Switzerland. Holland. Italy. Cor-

many, and Scotland, "adapted to grave ami solemn

music, in metrical translations, whose one aim and -lory

were to render into measure which could be sung the

very words of the old Hebrew psalms."

England, in some measure a place of refuge, where

both forms of the Reformation lived tranquilly side by

side, but also a border land where both met and con-

tended, was given the treasures of psalmody at the mo-
ment of her embracing the new doctrines. Probably in

15:1s;, ami certainly before 15:'.:'. the venerable confessor

M\ li a < loverdale, bishop of Exeter, during the reign of

king Edward VI, published a metrical version of thir-

teen Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songes drawn out

,>f th,- Holy Scripture. The first verse of each psalm is

accompanied by musical note-, which evidently show-

that they were designed to be Bung (Coverdale's Re-

mains, p. 583). 'lie- next attempt to versify the Psalms

in English was made b] Thomas Sternhold, a native of

Hampshire, groom of the robes to king Henry VIII and

to king Edward VI, \\h<> published nineteen psalms,

most probably in 1549. This translation was at first

discountenanced by many of the dercv, who looked
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upon it as done in opposition to the practice of chanting

the psalms in the cathedrals. It was increased to thirty-

seven in 1551, with seven additional psalms translated

by John Hopkins; to eighty-seven, most probably in

1561, by Sternhold and others; and in 1503 was pub-

lished the entire book of Psalms, translated by Stern-

hold, Hopkins, and others. This version seems to have

been authoritatively introduced into the service of the

Reformed Church of England, being sanctioned both by
the crown and convocation; and it soon became ex-

ceedingly popular.

Vocal psalmody was soon after introduced into the

church service, the choral mode of singing being still

retained in cathedrals and collegiate churches, and the

liturgic hymns being retained in the Prayer-book.

Public singing of psalms by the whole congregation

was begun in the month of September, 1559, at the par-

ish church of St. Antholin, in the city of London, whence

it spread first into the neighboring churches, and from

them into distant towns. Bishop Jewel, in a letter to

Peter Martyr, dated March 5, 1560, says: "You may
sometimes see at Paul's Cross, after the service, six

thousand persons, old and young, of both sexes, all sing-

ing together and praising God" (Zurich Letters, p. 71).

Although several metrical versions of the Psalms were

published with the royal license, by archbishop Parker

(1560), Henry Dod (1603), George Wither (1623), King
James I (1631), and George Sandys (1631), the "old

version" of Sternhold and Hopkins continued to be

used in the churches until after the Restoration, not-

withstanding the efforts made, during the rebellion, to

recommend the introduction and adoption of the metri-

cal versions of Barton and Rous. The version of Stern-

hold and Hopkins fell into disuse after the publication

of A New Version ofthe Psalms of David, Jilted to th<

Tunes in Churches, by Nahum Tate (poet-laureate un-

der William III and Anne) and Dr. Nicholas Brady
(Lond. 1696 [2d ed. 1698], 8vo). This version, less lit-

eral in its renderings than its predecessor, and some-

what commonplace as regards poetical character, was
introduced to ths public under the sanction of an order

in council issued by king William III, of no legal force

or authority whatever since his decease, and permitting

it to be used "in all such churches and chapels and

congregations as think fit to receive the same." In

1703, it being found necessary to have a supplement

containing " the usual hymns, Creed, Lord's Prayer,

etc., with the Church tunes, Messrs. Tate and Brady
obtained a similar order in council for its adoption in

such churches, etc., as should think fit to receive the

same." Although the "new version," as it is now
commonly termed, encountered much animadversion

and opposition at its first publication, it is at present

used in most churches and chapels in England and

Ireland, as well as in the chapels of the Episcopal com-
munion in Scotland and in the British colonies. This

extensive use of the new version may be ascribed to its

intelligibility as a whole, tame as the largest portion of

it confessedly is, and to the fact that, almost ever since

its first publication, the copyright property has been

vested in the Stationers' Company, by whom, until of

late years, it has almost exclusively been published.

Modern hymns, selected according to the taste and at

the will of the incumbent, have to a large extent tak-

en in recent times the place of metrical psalms in the

Church of England.

Of the psalm tunes which came into use, some have
been attributed to Claude Goudimel, Claude Le Jeune,

and Guillaume Franc, and a few owe their origin to Lu-
ther. The well-known 100th Psalm is an adaptation

of Gregorian phrases by Guillaume Franc. The first

important collection of psalm tunes for four voices puh
lished in England was made by Thomas Ravenscroft,

Mus. Bac, and appeared in 1621; it was entitled " The
whole Booke of Psalms, etc., composed into four parts

by sundry authors, to such several tunes as have been
and are usually sung in England, Scotland, Wales, Ger

many, Italy, France, and the Netherlands." In this col-

lection were included contributions by Tallis, Morley,

Dowland, and all the great masters of the day, as well

as by Ravenscroft himself, who contributed the tunes

St. David's, Bangor, and Canterbury. The name of

John Milton, father of the poet, appears as composer of

the tunes York and Norwich. According to the then

prevalent usage, the subject, or air, was given to the

tenor voice. This custom was first departed from in

the Whole Book of Psalms, in Three Parts, published

in 1671, compiled and arranged by John Play ford

—

whom Sir J. Hawkins calls the "father of modern
psalmody"—where we have the more proper practice,

which has since obtained, of making the melody the

soprano part. Croft, Courteville, Cary, the Bachs, and

Handel have since that time contributed to the psal-

mody in use in Britain.

In 1603 was printed a Welsh translation of the

Psalms, made by William Myddleton, a celebrated poet

and navigator. Another version appeared about the

commencement of the 17th century, from the pen of

another eminent Welsh poet, Edmund Prys, archdea-

con of Merioneth. A revised edition of this version, by
the Rev. Peter Williams, is now in use throughout the

principality of Wales. An entire version of the Psalms

in the Erse, or native Irish language, made bv the Rev.

Ur. M'Leod, the Rev. F. H. Beamish, Mr. Thaddeus Con-

nellan, and Mr. David Murphy, was published at Lon-

don in 1836; and some portions of the Psalms have
been translated into the Mohawk language by an un-

known author (London, 1787, and Hamilton, Toronto,

1839), and into the language of the Munceys, a native

tribe of North Americans, by the Rev. Richard Flood, a

missionary to them from the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.

Admirably as most of the psalms are adapted to gen-

eral use in public worship, it was yet felt, in the English

churches, that some other metrical expressions of those

astonishing hopes and consoling promises which the new
dispensation has given to man in the N. T. would not

be altogether inappropriate. The great German Re-

former had written hymns, and many of the other Con-

tinental divines of the revived faith in Christ had done

likewise. Yet no English People's Hymn-book was
brought out until the closing years of the 18th centu-

ry, i. e. none that was placed on cottage tables beside

the Bible, and none for use when Christians met and

chanted beside the grave, although they had the Te

Deum and Magnificat and the Psalms. Bishop Maltby
published A Selection of Psalms and Hymns before his

elevation to the episcopate. Various selections were

made and published by various individuals, principally

(as it appears) since the year 1770, and these selections

are derived from Dr. Watts's Imitation of the Psalms

of David in the Language of the New Testament (1707),

and from his Hymns (1719) ; the Hymns of the Rev. Dr.

Doddridge; those of the Rev. Messrs. John and Charles

Wesley ; the Olney Hymns, composed by William Cow-
per and John Newton ; and the sacred compositions

dispersed through the works of the British poets of the

18th century. The Wesleys, however—so it seems

—

were the first who really gave a People's Hymn-book
to England, unless that of Dr. Watts, published about

the beginning of the 18th century (in 1709), may be

called so. " To Dr. Watts," says a modern biographer,

" must be assigned the praise of beginning, in our lan-

guage, a class of productions which have taken a de-

cided hold upon the universal religious mind. On this

account Christian worshippers of every denomination,

and of every English-speaking land, owe him an incal-

culable debt of gratitude. Mason, Baxter, and others

had preceded Watts as hymn-writers; but their hymns
were not used in public worship. Prejudice prevented

the use of anything beyond the Psalms, and those not

yet in their Christian rendering; but Watts made the

Christian hymn part of modern public worship." As a

supplement to Dr. Watts's hymns, Dr. Doddridge pub-
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lished a collection entitled Hymns Founded m
Texts mil Holy & After these sing-

era came the tn a hymns are song op to

tliis- day. and John Newton and Cowper, who produced

I

Of the state of psalmody among the Puritans at the

close of the 10th. and in the former part of the 17th

century, we have no certain information. During the

commonwealth. William Barton published a metrical

version in 1044. reprinted in 1045 with the license of

the Protector Cromwell. This version wa- -

with much favor, arid appears to have retained its pop-

ularity for many years. In 1040. Francis Rous, the

Presbyterian provost of Eton College, publis

sanctioned by the imprimatur
1 ommons,in pursuance of tl

mendation of the Westminster assembly of divines.

This version was subsequently revised by William

Barton for the optional use of churches in England,

but it never became popular. But the greatest im-

provement in psalmody, not merely among Protestant

s, but among all English congregations, was
effected by the learned and Rev. Dr. Fsaac Watts. For

a just appreciation of the value of his publication the

read r is necessarily referred to Mr. Cornier-

.
;

. 48-105, in which work will be found

notices of some eminent versifiers of psalms and hymns,
both Episcopalian and Nonconformist, who preceded

Dr. Watts. The - - of Dr. Watts, and
of his learned and pious friend the Rev. Dr. Doddridge.

are found in every selection of psalms and hymns which
has been published since the year 1770. All the great

3 from the Church of England now
have denominational hymn-books, containing the best

rsions or i - if the Psalms of David, together

with hymns selected from the most eminent modem
devotional

A curi • rsy on psalmody arose among the

- in the end of the 17th century. Whether
- _ gin public worship had been partially discontin-

ued during the times of persecution to avoid informers,

or whether the miserable manner in which it was per-

distaste for it, it appears that.

in 1691, Mr. Benjamin Reach published a tract entitled

. Psalms.

Hymns, etc.. proved to be a Holy Ordinance of Jesus

- it may seem strange that such a '

point should be disputed: but Mr. Reach was
to labor earnestly, and with a great deal of prudence

'

and caution, to obtain the consent of his people to sing

a hymn at the conclusion of the Lord's Supper. After

six years more, they agr s the thanhagiv-

: but it required still fourteen years more be-

fore he could persuade them to si>;ur every Lord's-day,

and then it was only after the last prayer, that those

who chose might withdraw without joining in it '. Nor

did even this satisfy these scrupulous consen

after all. a separation took place, and the inharmo-

eders formed a new church in Maj sT
where it was above twenty years longer before singing

. 1 could be endured. It is difficult at

1 to believe it ; but Mr. Ivimey q
- saying that Mr. Reach's wa* the first church

in which psalm-sincjiiiL; was introduced. This remark.

be confined to the Baptist

rian*. it seems, were not quite

so unmusical: for the Directory of the Westminster

istinctly stated that -it is the duty of Chris-

God publicly by singing of psalms to-

gether in the congregation.'' And besides the old

I t. John Patrick, of the Charter-house. I

made a version which was in very general use among !

terians. and I

was superseded by the far superior compositions of Dr.

however, like those of the Eng-
lish and - ishment, were drawled out in

notes of equal length, without accent or variety. Even

the introduction of the triple -timed tunes, probably
about the time of Dr. Watts's psalms, gave also trreat

offence to some people, because it marked the accent of

the measure. Old Mr. Thomas Bradbury used to call

this time "a long leg and a short one." The beautiful

compositions of Dr. Watts, the Wesleys, and others pro-
-• volution in modern psalmody. Better ver-

sions of the Psalms, and many excellent coll.

hymns, are now in use, and may be considered as high-
ly important gifts bestowed upon the modern Church

In Scotland, the early Reformers, while they banished
instrumental music from churches, paid great attention

to singing. In John Knox's Psalter, arranged for use

in churches, the metrical psalms are set to music in har-

mony of four parts. Several early translations of the

Psalms were produced in North Britain, but that of

Stemhold and Hopkins was used in worship fn m 1564

down to the middle of the 17th century. In 1632 an
attempt made by Charles I to supersede it by king

James's version i lutely and decidedly op-

posed than in England. During the Commonwealth,
the commission of the General Assembly, in pursuance

of a reference male to them in August. 1649, .-

the 23d of November following their decision in favor of

the revised version of Francis Rous, a m< mber of Crom-
well's council, which Parliament had in vain endeavored

to bring into general use in England. It was adopted

in the main to be used as the only authorized metrical

version of the Psalms for the Rirk of Scotland, not only

in congregations, but also in families. Thi ugh s

what rough and uncouth, it is sometimes expressive and

forcible, and perhaps nearer the original than any other

metrical translation of the Psalms. A few paraphrases

and hymns have since been added, by authority of the

General Assembly, and form together the psalmody in

use in Presbyterian worship in Scotland. In 1706 the

assembly commended the Scripture songs of Mr. Patrick

Sympson for use in private families: and t

them for public use the act was renewed in the follow-

ing year, and in 1708 the commission was authorized to

compare the remarks of presbyteries on tb< -

Thus matters pass .r<. In 174
-
.' t

bly anew expressed a wish for an addition to the psal-

mody, and in 1751 forty-five paraphrases had been se-

1 . 1781, after many delays, a new and fuller

collection was made, twenty-two being added to the

previous forty-rive selections. This collection, though
never formally sanctioned by the assembly, is that now
in use and [printed along with the Psalms in S

Bibles. Some of the paraphrases have an Arminian
tinge. In 17*7 a committee of the General Assembly,

duly empowered, published a selection of Paraphrases

ifseveral Passages ofScripture . . . t

in Churches. It retained, in substance, the translations

which had been published in 1745. under the authority

of the General Assembly, and which had been in use in

several churches: and a considerable number of new
paraphrases were added, chiefly from the psalms or

hymns ofDrs.Watts, Doddridge, and Blacklock, and Mr.

Logan. In 17*1 a faithful and beautiful version of the

psalmody of the Church of Scotland, in the Gaelic lan-

guage, was made by the Rev. John Smith, by whom it

d and published in IT- .
- 7 to 1822

the subject of a revision of the metrical psalms

fore every assembly. Sir Walter Scott, when applied

to, was wisely against the project; "for the Psalms,"

said he. -often possessed a rude sort of majesty, which

would be ill exchanged for mere elegant . I

addition to a collection of paraphrases was published by
My. The Relief Synod published a

hymn-book for their churches in 17'.'4. and en

The Burgher branch of the Secession had. in

!. dph F.rskine. the author of tl

to undertake the duty of enlarging the psal-

mody, but the proposal led to no result. '1 i

Presbyterian Church, after some years' preparation,
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published, in 1851, a hymn-book for the use of their

'

churches. The most of the paraphrases are incorpo-

rated into it. In addition to what is stated in the pre-

vious portion of this article about psalmody in Scotland,

it may be mentioned that there was published at the pe-

riod of the Reformation a Corn}

and SpiritudQ, Songs. Many of these are satires on the

Romish clergy, and many are profane 9ongs

sangis) metamorphosed. The Romish clergy published

a canon against this book—such was its popularity—

and the fifth Parliament of queen Mary passed an act

against such rhymes.

The first song of praise to Almighty God in the Eng-

lish language, on our New -England coast, was raised

by the Pilgrim fathers when they landed on Plymouth

Rock. Cold, ice-bound, without a roof over their heads.

they remembered their first Sabbath-day to keep it holy
— •• 10 of December, on the Sabbath day. wee rested," is

the simple and impressive record of their journal.

"Amid the storm tbey sang.

And the stars heard, and the sea.

And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang
With the anthem of the free."

As the first book ever printed with movable metal

types was the Bible, so, as if to keep up the sacred paral-

lel on this continent, the first book printed here was

a portion of the inspired volume -done into metre."

The first press was put up at Cambridge in 1639, by

Stephen Day. His first book was The Psalms in Metre,

faithfully translated for the use and
saints in public and private, especially in New England

(printed at Cambridge in 1640). This version was made
from the Hebrew by Thomas Welde. of Roxbury ; Rich-

ard Mather, of Dorchester: and John Eliot, the Apostle

of the Indians. They were a committee appointed by
the Congregational or Independent churches as early as

163G. In their preface they say. " "We have -

rather a plain translation than to smoothe our verses

with the sweetness of any paraphrase, and so have at-

tended to conscience rather than to elegance, and fidel-

ity rather than poetry, in translating Hebrew words

into English language and David's poetry into English

metre." Three hundred acres of land were granted to

Stephen Day. " being the first that set up printing."

Eliot's Indian Bible, in the Nipmuck language, was
printed at Cambridge in 1663, the whole of the type be-

ing set up by an Indian, and the Psalms " done in com-
mon metre"—of which the first verse from the 19th

Psalm may suffice as a specimen

—

"Ke=uk knkootnmnsheaumon
God wussosumoouk

Mamahehekesnk wnmatuhkon
Wuiana kausnonk."

In 1718 Dr. Cotton Mather issued his Psalterium Amer-
icanum : the Book ofPsalms in a translation exactly con-

formed unto the original, but all in blank verse,fitted unto

tunes commonly used in our churches. From this curious

book we extract a few lines, as printed

:

"PSALM XXIII.—A PSALM OF PAVITl.

"1. My Shepherd is th' eternal God I shall not be in
[any] want

:

"2. Iu pastures of a tender grass
|
He [e\er] makes me to

lie down :
| To waters of trauquillities

j
He sreutly car-

ries me .alone]

:

"3. My feeble and my iranderijio soul | He [kindly] does
fetch back again : In the plain paths of righteous-
ness 1 He does lead [and snide] me along

;

of the regard he has [exer] unto his glorious Name."
|

In an Admonition concerning the Tunes. Dr. Mather
states that •• the director of psalmody need only say.

• Sing with the black letter." or ' Sing without the black

letter." and the tune will be sufficiently dm
Belcher. Historical Sketches of Hymns and Hymn-writ-
ers, p. 47. 48—a work which contains much interesting

information on the whole subject of Church psalmody.
hymnology. and music). These and other primitive ef-

forts to furnish an American psalmody and hymnal were
not followed with success. Between the years 1755 and
1757 the version of the Psalms of 1640 was carefullv re-

vised by the Rev. Thomas Prince, M.A., and published

In 17*3 Mr. Joel Barlow, an American states-

man and poet, published a corrected and enlarged edi-

tion of Dr. Watts's version of the Psalms, and a

tion of hymns, with the recommendation of the General

Assembly of the Congregational Ministers of Connecti-

cut, at whose request the work had been undertaken.

Many of the psalms were altered, several wer-

anew, and several, which had been omitted by Dr.

Watts, were supplied. This collection was in general
'

use in that state until the bad character of the author

(who died a wretched infidel) brought them into dis-

repute: and in the year 1800, die Rev. Timothy Dwight.

D.D.. president of Yale College, published a revised edi-

tion of Dr. Watty's version of the Psalms ^in which he

versified upwards of twenty psalms omitted by Watts i.

with the approbation of the General Assembly

isters in the state of Connecticut, at whose r •
I I

had originally been undertaken. This edition, with the

contributions of Dr. Dwight. has never been adopted by
the Congregationalists of this country. Many of the

leading denominations in the United States of America

now have their own separate psalm- and hymi-
In 17>9 the new version of the Psalms by Messrs.

Tate and Brady was adopted entire by the Protestant

Episcopal Church in the United States of America, with

the addition of a few hymns. Since the year 1836 a

collection of 21 2 hymns has been in use under the au-

thority of the General Convention of that Church, com-

posed of the House of Bishops and of clerical and lay

delegates: and since October. 183-2. under the same au-

thority. 124 selections of entire psalms, or of portions

of psalms, from the new version i with certain necessary

alterations or corrections, and occasionally with the sub-

stitution of a better version) has been in use in all the

churches of that communion.
The constitution of the Reformed Church in America

declares that "Xo psalms or hymns may be publicly

sung in the Reformed Dutch) churches but such as are

approved and recommended by the^General Synod."

The manifest reason of this prohibition is to be found in

the vital relation that subsists between the psalmody

and the theology of that Church. This is further il-

lustrated by a rule of its General Synod which forbids

the issue of any edition of the psalms and hymns of this

Church without the Confession of Faith, the Catechisms,

and the Liturgy. The history of the hymnology of this

denomination, which dates back to the period of the

Reformation, makes an interesting chapter of the gen-

eral subject. From an elaborate report made to the

General Synod ot 1869 by the committee which pre-

pared the - Hymns of the Church."" we condense a brief

narrative : " The Church Orders ratified by the National

Synod of Dordrecht i A.D. 1018-19 >. which are still -rec-

ognised' as containing the distinctive and fundamental

principles of our Church government, declare that • the

one hundred and fifty psalms of David, the Ten Com-
mandments, the Lord's Prayer, the Twelve Articles of

the Christian faith, the songs of Mary. Zaeharias. and

Simeon, versified only, shall be sung in public worship."

The churches are left at liberty to adopt or omit that

entitled thou, vho art our Father. God.' All others

are prohibited. This usage, prevailing in the Nether-

lands, was transferred to this country. Several copies

of the psalm -books which the fathers brought with

them are in the hands of the committee." They are in-

variably bound up with the Bible, or the New Testa-

ment at least, the Catechism, and Liturgy. These
Psalms in Dutch are the version of Peter Dathe. the

eminent Biblical scholar and critic, by whom they
were translated: however, not from the original, but

from the French. This was zhefrst book in use in the

Reformed Church in America. It contains, besides the

Psalms, the Ten Commandments, the Song of Zaeharias,

the Song of the Virgin Mary, the Apostles' Creed, the

Lord's Prayer, the Articles of the Christian fail

lated from the German bv Jan Uvtenhoven\ tl
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ing Prayer, the Evening Prayer, the Prayer before

Sermon, Prayer before Eating, Prayer after Eating, the

Evening Prayer entitled Christe qui Lux es <t Dies,

and a translation by Abraham Van der Meer, from the

Greek Bible, of the lolst Psalm of David. Every!

word of these psalms and creeds and prayers is set
'

to music of a simple recitative character, in which

all might join, by Cornelius De Leeuw. This book was

in use in all the Dutch churches in this country, until

the consistory ofthe Reformed Protestant 1 Hitch < Ihurcb

of the city of New York found it necessary to have di-

vine service performed in the English language ; and
on Nov. !•. 1707. approved and recommended for the use

of their Church and schools an English psalm-book,

published by their order, " which is greatly indebted to

that of Dr. Brady and Mr. Tate, some of the psalms be-

ing transcribed verbatim from their version, and others ,

altered so as to lit them to the music used in the Dutch
Church" (prefatory note). This book contains, besides

the Psalms of David, fifteen pages of" hymns"—viz. the

Ten Commandments, the Song ofZacharias, the Song <>f

the Virgin .Mary, the Song of Simeon, the Creed, and
J

the Lord's Prayer—all set to the simple music in which

all the people joined, so that the compiler could truth-

fully say. " A great part of divine worship counts in

harmonious singing." This iirst book in English was
the second book in use in our churches. The '-Articles

of Union," adopted in 1771, make no mention of psal-

iii. uly. luil agree to "abide in all things" by the regula-

tions of the Synod of Doit, hereinbefore quoted. In'
1773 a new version of the psalms and hymns was com-
piled and adopted in the Netherlands, and was soon in-

troduced into some of the Dutch churches in America,

constituting the third bock thus used. It differs from

the preceding chiefly in the higher critical character of

the psalms. In 1787 the General Synod appointed a

committee to compile a psalm-book "out of other collec-

tions of English psalms in repute and received in the

Reformed churches; no congregation, however, to be

obliged thereto where that of the New-York consisto-

ry is in use." Additional instructions were given the

next year to print " some well-composed spiritual hymns
in connection with tin' psalms." Al'ter approval by the

Synod of L789, this book -was speedily published." It

contains, besides the Psalms of David, a century of

hymns, of which ••
1 to 52 are suited to the Heidelberg !

Catechism. ~>.\ to 7:! are adapted to the holy ordinance

of I he Lord's Supper, and Hymn 71, to the end, on mis-

cellaneous subjects." Among these are such titles as

"Christmas," "The Song of the Angels," "Resurrec-

tion," -Ascension," "Whitsuntide," "New Ifear," etc.

This book, prepared by order of the General Synod, be-

ing the /•mill booh used in their churches, is without

music, as have been all subsequent books until this

time. This selection continued in use for full a quarter

of a century, and is still an admirable one. In 1812, on

petition of the Classis of New York, the General Synod
requested the Rev. Dr. John H. Livingston to prepare

an improved and enlarged selection of psalms and

hymns. This was reported to the Synod of 1813, and
by its order was "forthwith introduced into all our

j

churches." Its use was recommended also 'Mo all fam-
ilies ami individuals in place of the book hitherto in use."

\.. radical change has been made in the psalmody of

the Reformed Church from thai day to this— the fifth

bool sanctioned in the churches. It embraced 273 more
hymns i ban the former collection. Additions, however,
were made, in 1831, of 172 hymns, and published as

Book II. Rev. I»r. Thomas DeWitl was chairman of

the committee which prepared it. This was the sixth

bi.nl;. In 1843 a book of Sabbath -school and Social

Hymns, :'..;i in number, was published by order of the
Synod, lu 1845 46 a committee, of which Rev. Dr.

[saac Ferris was chairman, prepared, by authority of the
Synod, a new arrangement of psalms and hymns, em-
bracing 342 additional selections. This was soon pub-
lished, and constituted the ,'. venih book thus used in the

Reformed Church in America—containing, in addition

to the psalms, 788 hymns. An edition with music has
been published within three or lour years past, under
the title of Tht Book ofPraise. In 1862 the Ftdton
Street Hymnrbook, which is used in the celebrated daily-

noon prayer -meeting which bears the name of that

street, and numbering 326 hymns, was published, and
"recommended to the- churches" by the Synod.

In this chronological sketch no reference has been
made to books in the French and German languages;
but so long ago as 1792 the Synod approved and rec-

ommended, in the French language, the psalms and
hymns compiled by Theodore de Beza and La Marot ;

and in the German language, the psalms and hymns,
published at Marburg and Amsterdam, used in the lie-

formed churches in Germany, in the Netherlands, and
Pennsylvania, In October, 1852, a valuable and large

collect!!. n of hymns in the German language was print-

ed by order of the General Synod, for use in the German
churches of this denomination. It was compiled by the

late Rev. John C. Guldin, of New York. Rev. Joseph I'.

Berg, D.D.. and Rev. Abraham Berky. since then a

German Hymn-bookfor Sunday-schools, with music, has
been issued. The General Synod of 1869 sanctioned a

new volume, entitled Hymns of the Church, with times,

which N now- coming in use in many congregations.

The full history of the preparation of this elegant vol-

ume is given in the Report of the Synod. In many re-

spects it is the most admirable collection of hymns for

public worship now in use among Protestant denomina-
tions. It numbers 1007 hymns, together with many
chants, sentences, etc. The music, which is designed
to promote congregational singing, i- "| a \. ry high or-

der. The wide range of topics, the rich selection from
the most celebrated devotional lyrics of all ages, and its

line adaptation to the great purpose of the praises of

God, entitle it to a foremost place among modern collec-

tions. The committee who made the compilation were

Lev. .John B. Thompson, Rev. Ashbel G. Vermilye, D.D.,

Rev. Alexander K. Thompson, D.D.. with whom was as-

sociated, as a prominent co-laborer, the Lev. Zachary

Eddy,D.D. This 1 k and the previous one are now
both in use in the Reformed Church in America. It has

also been introduced into a number of churches of other

denominations.

The hymn-books of the various other Christian de-

nominations embrace a large proportion of the psalms

and hymns which have become the property of »lie

Church universal, and of these it is necessary only to

give the titles, which we subjoin in a list of all hymn-
I ks. Hut there are hymns and hymnals characteris-

tic of the particular doctrines, ordinances, and Spirit of

the Methodists so distinctive in these respects that we
append a history oftheir hymn-books, recognising there-

by the general assertion that their hymns and tunes

b.-i\ e been among the greatest instrumentalities ot their

immense successes.

The origin of the first collection of hymns in use

among the Methodists of this country cannot be satis-

factorily ascertained. In 177:'. one ot Wesley's publica-

tions, divided into three books— 1. Hymns and Spiritual

Songs; •_>. Psalms and Hymns;;;. Redemption Hymns
(16th ed. Bristol).—was reprinted by [saac Collins, in

Burlington, N. J. At the formati f the Methodist

Episcopal Church in 1784, Wesley's abridgment of the

Book of Common Prayer, with a "Collection of l'salms

and Hymns" appended, wa^ adopted by the new com-

munion. It was not. however, long employed. There

is extant a copy of the Pocket Hymn-book (9th ed. Phila.

1788 I, This contains 250 hymns. We may infer from

the Dumber of Methodists in the country that the first

edition may have been published about 1785 or 1786.

There is also an edition "revised and improved," copy-

righted in 1802 by Ezekiel Cooper. Tins contains 320

hymns. In 1808 a sup).lenient was added by bishop

Asbury. containing .".:!7 hymns, the whole being pub-

lished ill two books. This was revised under tie mi-
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pcrvision of Nathan Bangs in the year 1820. To this

again a supplement was added in 1836. The General

Conference of 1848 appointed a committee to carefully

revise the then existing book, and to "judiciously mul-

tiply the number of hymns.*' Their work was com-

pleted, and approved by the Book Committee, the edit-

ors of the Book Concern, and finally by the bishops, by

whom it was commended to the Church in May, L849.

A revision of this hymn-book was undertaken in 1876

by order of that year's General Conference, and it is

completed at our writing (1878). The Hymnal, so it is

entitled, is to be the sole book containing songs of praise

to be used hereafter in the Methodist Episcopal Church.

The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, after the sep-

aration, in 1846 ordered the preparation of a collection

specially designed for its members, which was in some
respects a decided improvement on the book of 1820

with supplement. The various smaller bodies of Meth-
odists have employed books prepared bjr themselves.

During the last twenty years nearly every religious

organization has revised its " book of praise," and we ap-

pend a list of these standard collections used in America

and England

:

A. England.

1. Baptist.—Psalms and Hymns for Public, Social, and
Private Worship (1S57).

The New Hymn-book, published under the direction
of the Genera! Baptist Association (1S51).

Our Own Hymn-book, compiled by C. H. Spnrgeon.
2. Church of line/land.—The Year of" Praise, edited by

Dean Alford (1S67).

Christian Psalmo.lv. bv E. Biekersteth (1S33).

Psalms and Hymns, b'v E. H. Biekersteth (1S5S ; 6th
ed. 186T).

Psalms and Hymns for Public Worship, by Burgess
and Money (10th ed. 1836).

The Hymnal, by Chope (1S58).

Psalms and Hymns, by W. J. Hall (1S3G) ; sometimes
called the " Mitre" Hymn-book.

A Church Psalter aud Hymnal, by Harlaud (1855,

1S67).

A Selection of Psalms and Hymns, by Kemble (1S53).

The Church Psalter and Hymn-book, by VV. Mercer
(1S64).

The People's Hymnal (1S67).

The Sarum Hymnal, by Nelsou, Woodford, and Day-
man (1S68).

The Choral Book for England (1S65).

3. Congregational—The Hymn-book, by A. Reed (1S41).

The Church and Home Metrical Psalter and Hymnal,
by W.Win die.

Psalms, Hymns, and Passages of Scripture for Chris-
tian Worship, compiled by the Congregational Min-
isters of Leeds (1S53).

The New Congregational Hymn-book, compiled by a
Committee of the Congregational Union (1859).
[This is one of the most comprehensive and excel-
lent of modern English collections. It was com-
piled by a competent committee in London, who
were occupied from 1S55 to 1859 in its preparation.
They met frequently, and had the assistance of nu-
merous ministers and others iu all parts of the
country. It includes 1000 of the best psalms and
hymns, of nearly 200 writers of almost every coun-
try and religious denomination, and of variotis ages
of the world, from the time of David to our own.
It was prepared upon the broadest basis of Chris-
tian catholicity, and the sale of nearly a million
copies already evinces its usefulness and accepta-
bility to the worshipping assemblies iu English-
speaking countries.]

4. Methodist.—llymus for Divine Worship, compiled for
the Use of the Methodist New Connection (1865).

A Collection of Hymns for the Use of the People
called Methodists, by J. Wesley, with a Supplement
(1831).

The Wesleyau Methodist Hymn-book, by J. Everett
(1S53).

5. Presbyterian.—Psalms and Hymns for Divine Worship
for the Presbyterian Church in England (1S07).

6. Miscellaneous. — Hymns for Christian Worship, by the
Religious Tract Society (1866).

Psalms and Hymns for Public Worship, by the Soci-
ety for Promoting Christian Knowledge.

Hymnologia Christiana, or Psalms and Hymns, by B.
H. Kennedy (1S63).

B. America.
1. Baptist.—Baptist Praise-book, by Fuller, Levy, Phelps,

Fish, etc.

Songs for the Sanctuary.
The Psalmist, bv Baron Stow and S. F. Smith, with
supplement by Richard Fuller aud J. B. Jeter.
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2. Congregational.—Songs for the Sanctuary.

Plymouth Collection, by H.W. Beecher.
3. Lutheran.—A Collection of Hymns, aud a Liturgy, for

the Use of the Evangelical Lutheran Churches (ts65).

The Church-book.
4. Methodist.—Hymnal of the Methodist Episcopal Church

(1S7S).

5. Miinirimi.—Liturgy and Hymns for the Use of the Prot-
estant Church of the United Brethren, or Moravians
(IS72).

6. Presbiiterian.—Songs for the Sanctuary.
Church Hymn-book for the Worship of God, by E. F.

Hatfield.
Hymns and Songs of Praise, by Hitchcock and others.
Presbyterian Hymnal (official).

7. Protestant Episcopal. — Hymnal, according to the Use
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States of America.

Hymns, Ancient and Modern (I860).

Hymns for Church and Home, compiled by Burgess,
Miihlenberg, Howe, Coxe, and Wharton.

S. Undenominational.—Hymns of the Church, by Thomp-
son, Vermilye, aud Eddy. The use of tin's book is

required in all congregations of the Reformed Church
iu America.

C. German IIymn-uooks.

Germany is very rich in hymn-books, to enumerate
which would till pages. Each state, each province, has its

own hymn-book. The following may be mentioned among
the most, complete collections at present extant, viz. : 1,

The Geistlielier Liederschatz, containing 2020 hvmns (Bed.
1832, Svo); 2, Archdeacon Knapp's Ecamjelischcn Lieder-
schatz fur Kirche uiid Hans, containing 3072 hvmns (St.utt-

gard, 1S37, 2 vols. Svo); and, 3, The"clievalier Christian
Carl Josias Bunsen's Allgemeines Emngelisrhcs Gesang
una Gebet Buch (2d ed. Hamb. 1S46, Svo). This work is

deservedly held in the highest estimation in Germany.
Besides a selection of 440 of the choicest hymns of the Lu-
theran and Reformed churches, it contains a table of les-

sons from the Old and New Tests, for the whole of the ec-
clesiastical year, a series of formularies, and a collection
of prayers adapted to ordinary public worship, to the fes-

tivals celebrated by the universal Christian Church, aud
to sacramental and other occasions. The following are
the hymn-books used iu this country in the different de-
nominations:
1. Baptist. — Glaubensstimme der Gemeiiie des Herrn

(Hamburg, 1860).

2. Evangelical Association. — Gesangbueh der evangeli-
scheu Gemeinschaft (Cleveland, 1S77).

3. Lutheran.—Das gemeinschaftlicue Gesangbueh.
Lutherisches Gesangbueh.

4. Metlmdist. — Deutsches Gesangbueh der Bisch. Metho-
disten-Kirche (Cincinnati).

5. Moravian. — Gesangbueh zum Gebranch der evangel.
Bruedergemeinen (Bethlehem, Pa.).

6. Reformed and German Presbyterian. — Deutsches Ge-
sangbueh, von Ph. Schaff. This is one of the best
German hymn-books in this country.

During the American Civil "War (1861-65) many
new patriotic and Christian songs resounded through

the camps of the contending armies. The religious ser-

vices, the meetings for prayer, the labors of chaplains

and army missionaries, and of the sanitary and Chris-

tian commissions, and other voluntary organizations for

the temporal and spiritual welfare of the military and
naval forces, and for hospital service, were all attended

with the cheering influence of Christian song. Few
of these new songs, whether patriotic or religious, sur-

vive the conflict. But the dear old hymns that re-

sounded in the homes and churches of the soldiers in

happier times rang out their inspiring strains, and stirred

all the deepest sympathies and memories of peace and
love. Two of these little soldiers' and sailors' hymn-
books are before us as we write—one printed for the

Union and the other for the Confederate army. Both
of them contain a majority of the same familiar psalms

and hymns, both end with "Lord, dismiss us witli thy
blessing," and, with perhaps the exception of only a

single hymn, either collection could have been used
with equal profit on both sides of the line, just as they
used the same old English Bible. Was it not prophetic

of the restoration of national and Christian union which
is yet advancing to a blessed consummation? Not a

few waifs from the sea of newspaper and periodical lit-

erature have found fit and permanent places in modern
hymn-books, and in such exquisite collections as The
Changed Cross, The Shadow of the Rock, Drifted Snow-
fakes, and similar popular volumes of the poetry of

devotion and of affliction.
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It may be proper here to allude to the large addition
'

to our psalmody in consequence of the labors of evange-

lists, such as Bliss and Sankey. These have produced

numerous books of hymns, chiefly with the music at-

tached, which contain, along with much that is merely

ephemeral, some Bongs and nines which are destined to

survive the occasions that have called them forth.

We close this article with a brief reference to the

rease of hymns and tunes for children, and es-

pecially for Sabbath and mission schools. It is the

marvellous outgrowth of the city and home missionary

and Sunday-school system of the times. Advantage

has been taken of the demand to flood the market with

hooks which are utterly unworthy of their authors and

unlit for use—full of trashy verses, ami of tunes thai are

no better. Bui a happy reaction has begun, which

will soon result in elevating the standard, purifying the

taste, and ennobling this delightful branch of Christian

instruction and worship. The hot poetical and musical

talent of the country is now engaged in the work, and

we may soon look for its ripe fruit. The songs of the

children, like hooks and addresses for them, mus( not be

childish nor weak, if they are to bear their part in the

religious training of the rising race, and in an age like

this. The hosannas which were sung to Jesus in the

Temple by the youthful throng were in full unison and

of equal grandeur with those of the multitudes that

went before and that followed him. and spread their

garments in the way, and cried, saying. "Hosanna to

the Son of David!" "Hosanna in the highest!" See

Sunday School.
In the preparation of this article we have freely used

the labors of other reference books. We have also had

valuable contributions in sections from the pens of emi-

nent writers. Dr. \V. .1. R. Taylor has greatly enriched

our treatment of American psalmody, especially that

treating of the Reformed Church. The Rev. Dr. Pick

has aided in the bibliography. Those desiring fuller

information will consult the list of works quoted in the

article Hymnology.

Psalms, Book of, one of the most important of

the Biblical components, standing in the English

Scriptures at the beginning of the practical or experi-

mental hooks, and in the Hebrew Bible of the Kethu-

bim, or Hagiographa. (In the following accounts we
make use, in part, of the articles in Kitto's and Smith's

dictionaries, but we have thrown some new light, we
trust, especially upon the difficult questions connected

With the titles of the several Psalms.) See BlBLE.

I. General Title ofth Book.—This collection of sa-

cred poetry received its English name. Psalms, from

the Greek of the Septuagint, *a\juoi, in consequence

of the lyrical character of the pieces of which it con-

Bists, as intended to he sung to stringed and other in-

struments of music. The word (from \paX\u), to touch

or stoike a chord) is aptly defined by Gregory of Nyssa

(Tract, ii. in Psalmos, c. 3) as melody produced by a

musical instrument. Another name, Psalter, was given

to this book from the Greek Tpa\rr)piov, the *trin<i<<l

his/ ru mi ill to which its contents were originally sung.

See Psali i by.

Il does not appear how the Psalms were, as a whole,

anciently designated. Their present Hebrew appella-

tion is ~"'~~r. Tehillim, elsewhere rendered •• Praises."

But in the actual .superscript ions ofthe psalms the word

n:~r is applied only to one, Psa. cxlv, which is indeed

emphatically a praise-hymn. The Sept. (as above

noted! entitled them ^fdKfioi, or "Psalms," using the

word l(i\ji<'r at the same time as the translation of

","2Y2. mi ,,1,'ir. which signifies strictly a rhythmical

composition (Lowth, Protect, iii). and which was prob-

ably applied in practice to any poem specially intended,

by reason of its rhythm, for musical performance with

instrumental accompaniment Put the Hebrew word
is, in the Old 'lest., never used elsewhere in the plural;

and in the superscriptions ofeven the Davidic psalms it

is applied only to some, not to all; probably to those

which bad been composed most expressly lor the harp.

The Hebrew title. Z~~~T | Rabbinic form, with ~
i lid< d,

Z"T or ~~'~- /illim or i illiii}. signifies hymns i r pi aises,

and was probably ado]. ted on account ofthe use made
ofthe collection in divine service, though only a part

can be strictly called songs of praise, not a few being
lamentations and prayers. I here i~ i \ idently no prop-

er correspondence between the titles in the two lan-

guages, though each is suitable. The word answering

to "5i"ir is vfivoi, and not \f/a\fioi, which rather (as

above noted) corresponds to Z"~"Z'<". mizmoritn, lyric-

al odes—a name which, though so plainly appropriate,

Iocs not appear to have been generally given to the
hook, at least so far as the Hebrew usage can now be

ascertained. This is the more singular, inasmuch as no

fewer than sixty-five ofthe songs distinctly bear the

title of 11^7*2. while only one (Psa. cxlv. 1) is styled

n^nr. That the name ~"~"*2T" did. howevi r. obtain

in ancient times, rather than the present tit b-.
~~~.—.~,

may be presumed from the use of \l(i\[toi in the Sept,

and the New Test., and of mizmera in the Peshito. See

l'i: \|si .

In Psa. lxxii. 'jo we find all the preceding composi-
tions i i lxxii) styled Prayers of David, because many
of them are strictly prayers, and all are pervaded by
the spirit and tone of supplication. This notice has

Suggested that the Psalms may in the earliest times

have been known as lYDBFl, tephillolh, " Prayers;' and,

in fact. ••Prayer" is the title prefixed to the most an-

cient of all the psalms, that of Moses (Psa. xc). But
the same designation is in the superscriptions applied

to only three besides, Psa. xvii. lxxxvi. cii : nor have
till the psalms the character of prayers. See Pkayeb.
The other special designations applied to particular

psalms are the following: -P'i,
)
S/iir, "Song," the out-

pouring of the soul in thanksgiving, used in the

first instance of a hymn of private gratitude (Psa.

xxxi. afterwards of hymns of great national thanksgiv-

ing i Psa. xlvi, xlviii, lxv. etc.) ; b~Z'~Z. Maskil, "In-

struction" or ••Homily" (Psa. xxxii. xlii. xliv. etc;

comp. the ~~~Z'z:iZ. " I will instruct thee." in Psa. xxxii.

Si; ZTZ". Mil.iiiiii, "Private Memorial." if from the

root Bra (perhaps also with an anagranimaticnl allu-

sion to the root ")-•", "to support."" maintain ;" comp.

Psa. xvi. 5) (Psa. xvi, lvi lix); nSHSJ, Eduth, "Testi-

mony" (Psa. lx, Ixxx) : and """'-. Skiffgay6n,"Irreg-

ular or Dithyrambic Ode" (Psa. vii). The strict mean-

ing of these terms is in general to be gathered from the

earlier superscriptions. Once made familiar to the

psalmists, they were afterwards employed by them
more loosely. (See § iv, below.)

II. Numeration of th* Psalms. -The Christian Church
obviously received the Psalter from the dews not only

as a constituent portion ofthe sacred volume ofHoly
Scripture, but also as the liturgical hymn-book which
the Jewish Church had regularly used in the Temple.

The number of separate psalms contained in it is. by the

concordant testimony of all ancient authorities, one hun-

dred and fifty; the avowedly "supernumerary" psalm
which appears at the end ofthe Greek and Syriac Psal-

ters. -on Da\ id's victory over Goliath," being manifest-

ly apocryphal. This total number commends itself by
its internal probability as having proceeded from the

last sacred collector and editor ofthe Psalter. In the

details, however, of the numbering, both the Greek and

Syriac Psalters differ from the Hebrew. The Greek
translators joined together Psa. ix. x and Psa. Cxiv,

cxv, and then divided Psa. cxvi and Psa. cxlvii: this

was perpetuated in the \eis ion s derived From the Greek,

and among others in the Latin Vulgate. The Syriac
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so far followed the Greek as to join together Psa. cxiv,

cxv, and to divide Psa. cxlvii. Of the three divergent

systems of numbering, the Hebrew (as followed in our

A. V.) is, even on internal grounds, to be preferred. It

is decisive against the Greek numbering that Psa. cxvi,

being symmetrical in its construction, will not bear to

be divided ; and against the Syriac that it destroys the

outward correspondence in numerical place between the

three great triumphal psalms, Psa. xviii, lxvili, cxviii,

as also between the two psalms containing the praise of

the Law, Psa. xix, cxix. That Psa. xlii, xliii were

originally one is evident from the continuation of the

refrain. There are also some discrepancies in the ver-

sual Dumberings. That of our A.V. frequently differs

from that of the Hebrew in consequence of the Jewish

practice of reckoning the superscription as the first

verse. See Verse.

III. Ancient Collection and Division.— When the

Psalms, as a whole, were collected, and by ichom, are

questions that cannot be confidently answered. The
Talmudists most absurdly considered David the collec-

tor of them all (Berahoth, i, 9). It is certain that the

book, as it now stands, could not have been formed be-

fore the building of the second Temple, for Psa. cxxvi

was evidently composed at that period. In all prob-

ability' it was formed by Ezra and his contemporaries,

about B.C. 450 (Ewald,"/W. Bucket; ii, 205).

But in the arrangement of the book there is manifest

proof of its gradual formation out of several smaller col-

lections, each ending with a peculiar formula. The Psal-

ter is divided in the Hebrew into five books (detailed

below) and also in the Sept, version, which proves the

division to be older than B.C. 200. Some have fancied

that this fivefold division did not originally exist, but

that it arose simply from a desire to have as many parts

in the Psalms as there are in the law of Moses. But

strong reasons demand the rejection of such a fancy.

Why should this conformity to the Pentateuch be de-

sired and effected in the Psalms, and not also in Prov-

erbs or in the Prophets'? The l\ve books bear decided

marks, both from tradition and internal evidence, of be-

ing not arbitrary divisions, but distinct and independent

collections by various hands.

The first book (i-xli) consists wholly of David's songs

(see Vriemoet, Nomenclator Davidis ad solos Psalmos

pertinet [Post. 1628]), his name being prefixed to all

except i, ii, x, and xxxiii ; nor do we find in it a trace

of any but David's authorship. No such trace exists in

the mention of the "Temple" (v, 7), for that word is

even in 1 Sam. i, 9, iii, 3 applied to the Tabernacle ; nor

yet in the phrase " bringeth back the captivity" (xiv,

7), which is elsewhere used, idiomatically, with great

latitude of meaning (Job xlii. 10 ; Hos. vi, 11 ; Ezra xvi,

53) ; nor yet in the acrosticism of Psa. xxv, etc., for

that all acrostic psalms are of late date is a purely gra-

tuitous assumption, and some even of the most sceptical

critics admit the Davidic authorship of the partially

acrostic Psa. ix, x. All the psalms of book i being

thus Davidic, we may well believe that the compilation

of the book was also David's work. In favor of this is

the circumstance that it does not comprise all David's

psalms, nor his latest, which yet would have been all

included in it by any subsequent collector; also the cir-

cumstance that its two prefatory psalms, although not

superscribed, are yet shown by internal evidence to

have proceeded from David himself; and furthermore,

that of the two recensions of the same hymn (Psa. xiv,

liii), it prefers that which seems to have been more spe-

cially adapted by its royal author to the Temple service.

Others with less reason assign this division to the time

of Hezekiah, who is known to have ordered a collection

of Solomon's proverbs (Prov. xxv, 1), and to have com-
manded the Levites to sing the words of David (2 Chron.

xxix, 30).

The second book (xlii-lxxii) consists mainly of pieces

by the sons of Korah (xlii-xlix), and by David (li-lxv),

which may have been separata minor collections. At

the end of this book is found the notice, " The prayers

of David the son of Jesse are ended ;" and hence some

have thought that this was originally the close of a

large collection comprising Psa. i-lxxii (Carpzov, Intro-

ductio, etc., ii, 107). But that the second was originally

distinct from the first book is proved by the repetition

of one or two pieces ; thus Psa. liii is plainly the same

as Psa. xiv, with only a notable variation in the divine

name, D^ln'SX, Elohim, God, being used in the former .

wherever FvViT), Jehovah, Lord, is found in the latter.

So also Psa. lxx is but a repetition of Psa. xl, 13-17,

with the same singular variation in the divine name.

This division appears by the date of its latest psalm

(Psa. xlvi) to have been compiled in the reign of king

Hezekiah. It would naturally comprise, first, several

or most of the Levitical psalms anterior to that date,

and, secondly, the remainder of the psalms of David

previously uncompiled. According to others, this col-

lection was not made till the period of the captivity, on

the ground that Psa. xliv refers to the days of Jeremiah.

The third book (lxxiii-lxxxix) consists chiefly of

Asaph's psalms, but comprises apparently two smaller

collections—the one Asaphitic (lxxiii-lxxxiii). the oth-

er mostly Korahitic (lxxxiv-lxxxix). The collector of

this book had no intention to bring together songs writ-

ten by David, and therefore he put the above notice

at the end of the second book (see De Wette, Psalmen,

Einleitung, p. 21). This book, the interest of which

centres in the times of Hezekiah, stretches out, by its

last two psalms, to the reign of Manasseh : it was prob-

ably compiled in the reign of Josiah. In the opinion

of others, the date of this collection must be as late as

the return from Babylon, on the supposition that Psa.

lxxxv implies as much.

The fourth book (xc-cvi), containing the remainder

of the psalms up to the date of the captivity; and the

fifth (cvii-cl), comprising the psalms of the return, are

made up chiefly of anonymous liturgic pieces, many of

which were composed for the service of the second Tem-
ple. In the last book we have the Songs of Degrees

(cxx-cxxxiv), which seem to have been originally a

separate collection. There is nothing to distinguish

these two books from each other in respect of outward

decoration or arrangement, and they may have been

compiled together in the days of Nehemiah.

The five books may, with some propriety, be thus dis-

tinguished: the first Davidic, the second Korahitic, the

third A saphitic, and the two remaining liturgic. (Comp.

§ v, below.)

The ancient Jewish tradition as to this division is

preserved to us by the abundant testimonies of the

Christian fathers. Of the indications which the sa-

cred text itself contains of this division the most ob-

vious are the doxologies which we find at the end of

Psa. xli, lxxii. lxxxix, cvi, and which, having for the

most part no special connection with the psalms to

which they are attached, mark the several ends of the

first four of the five books. It suggests itself at once

that these books must have been originally formed at

different periods.

This conclusion is by various further considerations

rendered all but certain, while the few difficulties which

stand in the way of admitting it vanish when closely

examined. Thus there is a remarkable difference be-

tween the several books in their use of the divine names

Jehovah and Elohim to designate Almighty God. In

book i the former name prevails : it is found 272 times,

while Elohim occurs but fifteen times. (We here take

no account of the superscriptions or doxology, nor yet

of the occurrences of Elohim when inflected with a pos-

sessive suffix.) On the other hand, in book ii Elohim

is found more than five times as often as Jehovah. In

book iii the preponderance of Elohim in the earlier is

balanced by that of Jehovah in the later psalms of the

book. In book iv the name Jehovah is exclusively em-

ployed; and so also, virtually, in book v, Elohim being
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there found only in two passages incorporated from

earlier psalms. Those who maintain, therefore, that

the psalms were all collected and arranged at once, con-

tend thai the collector distributed the Psalms according

to the divine names which they severally exhibited.

But to this theory the existence of book iii. in which

the preferential use of the Elohim gradually yields to

that of the Jehovah, is fatal The large appearance, in

fact, of the name Elohim in books ii and iii depends in

great measure on the period to which many of the

psalms ofthose hooks belong—the period from the reign

of Solomon to that of Bezekiah, when through certain

causes the name Jehovah was exceptionally disused.

The preference for the name Elohim in most of the

Davidic psalms which are included in hook ii is closely

allied with that character of those psalms which in-

duced 1 >a\ id himself to exclude them from his own col-

lection, hook i ; while, lastly, the sparing use of the Je-

hovah in Psa. lxviii. and the three introductory psalms

which precede it, is designed to cause the name, when
it occurs, and above all Jah, which is emphatic for Je-

hovah, to shine ou( with greater force and splendor.

IV. Superscriptions.—Ail the I '.-alms, except thirty-

lour, bear superscriptions. According to some, there are

only twenty-live exceptions, as they reckon iT,!IP^!l,

hallelujah, a title in all the Psalms which commence
with it. To each of these exceptions the Talmud

(Babyl. Coil. Aboda Sarah, foL 24, col. 2) gives the

name N";T* N~""T". Orphan Psalm. It is confess-

edly very difficult, if not impossible, to explain all the

terms employed in the inscriptions; and hence critics

have differed exceedingly in their conjectures. The
difficulty, arising no doubt from ignorance of the Tem-
ple sic, «ns felt, ii would seem, as early as the age

of the Sept.; and it was lilt so much by the translators

of our A. V. that they generally retained the Hebrew
word-, even though Luther had set the example of

translating them to the best of his ability. It is worth

observing that the difficulty appears to have determined

Coverdale (1535) to omit nearly all except names of au-

thors; thus in Psa. lx. which is lix in his version, he

gives only a r.«iin>< ofDavid.
The authority of the titles is a matter of doubt. By

most of the ancient critics they were considered gen-

uine and ofequal authority with the Psalms themselves,

while mosl of the modems rejecl them wholly or in

part. They were wholly rejected at the close of the ith

century by Theodore of Mopsuestia, one of the ablest

and most judicious of ancient interpreters
|
Kosenmiiller,

Hist. Inii r/in iii/initis l.ihriiriim Sacrorum, iii. 256). < >u

the oilier hand, it deserves to he noticed thai they are

received by Tholuck and Hengsteuberg in their works

on the Psalms. Of the antiquity of the inscriptions

there can he no question, for they are found in the

.Sept. They are BUppOSed to be even much older than

this version, since they were no longer intelligible to

the translator, who often makes no sense of them.

Their obscurity might, however, have been owing not

so much to their antiquity as to the translator's resi-

dence in Egypt, and consequent ignorance of the psal-

mody of the Temple Bervice in Jerusalem. At any rate.

the appearance of the lilies in the Sept. can only prove

them to be al i a- ancient as the daysoi Ezra. Then
ii is argued by many thai they must be as old as the

Psalms themselves, since it is customary for Oriental

poets to pniix titles to their Bongs. Instances are

found in Arabic poems, but these are very unlike the

Hebrew inscriptions. Much more important traces of

the custom appear in Isa. xxxviii. !». in Ilab. iii, 1, and
in 2 Sam. i. 17, 18 (Tholuck, Psalmen, p. xxiv). The
other instances commonly appealed to in Exod. xv, 1 ;

Deut. xxxi, 30; Judg.V, I ;
_' Sam. xxii. 1. furnish no

evidence, since they are not proper titles of the Songs

so much as brief statements connecting them with the

narrative. But in •_' Sam. xxiii, 1 and Numb, xxiv, 3

there is strong proof of the usage, if, with Tholuck, we

take the verses as inscriptions, and not as integral parts
of the songs, which most hold them justly to be from
their poetical form.

The following considerations seem to militate against
the authority of the titles: (1.) The analogy between
them and the subscriptions to the apostolical epistles.

The latter are now universally rejected: why not t lie

former? (2.) The Greek and Syriac versions exhibit

them with great and numerous variations, often alter-

ing the Hebrew ( as in Psa. xxvii), and sometimes giv-

ing a heading where the Hebrew has none (as in Psa.

xciii-xcvii i. Would the ancient translators have taken
such liberties, or could such variations have arisen, if

the titles had been considered sacred like the Psalms
themselves? At any rate, the existence of these glaring
variations is sufficient to induce a distrust ol the titles

in their present form, even though they had been once
sanctioned by inspired authority. If ever Ezra settled

them, the variations in versions and manuscripts i Eich*

horn, Einkilung, iii. 190, 195) have tended since to

make them doubtful. (.">.) The inscriptions are occa-

sionally thought to be at variance with the contents of

the Psalms. Sometimes the author is believed to be
incorrectly given, as when David is named over psalms

referring to the captivity, as in Psa. xiv. 7: xxv. 22;
li, 20, 21; lxix, 36. It is not unlikely, however, as

Tholuck thinks, that these references to the exile were
added .luring that period to the genuine text of the
royal singer. < Hhers.as Calvin .ami Hengstenberg,with
far le-s probability, take these passages in a figurative

or spiritual sense. Also Psa. exxxix, it is supposed,

cannot well be David's, for its style is not free from

Chaldaisms. Then sometimes the occasion is incorrect-

ly specified, as in Psa. xxx. unless, indeed, this refers to

the dedication of the siti ofth Temple ( 1 Chron.xxii, 1),

as Rosenmiiller, Tholuck, and Hengstenberg think alier

Veueina. The real solution of the controversy lies in the

answer to this question: Do they, when individually

sifted, approve themselves as so generally correct, and as

so free from any single fatal objection to their credit, as

to claim our universal confidence':1 This cannot be fully

discussed here, although intimations are given below
calculated to confirm the accuracy of tin- titles as found

in the Hebrew and English Bible, especially as to au-

thorship and occasion. We must simply avow our con-

viction, founded on thorough examination, that they

are, when rightly interpreted, fully trustworthy, and

that every separate objection that has been made to the

correctness of any one of them can be fairly met. More-

oxer, some of the arguments of their assailants oh\ ious-

1\ recoil upon themselves. Thus when it is alleged that

the com cuts of Psa. xx xiv have no connection with the

occasion indicated in the superscription, we reply that

the fact of the connection nol being readily apparent

niideis ii improbable that the Superscription should

have been prefixed by any but David himself.

Of the terms left untranslated oi obscurt in our Bible,

ii may be will to offer some explanation in this place,

referring to them in alphabetical order for a fuller elu-

cidation, (in this subject most commentators offer in-

struction, but tin- reader may especially consult Ri sen-

miiller. Scholia in Comp. Redacta, iii. 1 1 22; De Wette)

Commentar tiber die, Psalmen, p. 27 :'>7
; Ewald, l'<nt.

Biicher, i. 169 180, 195. The following summary ex-

hibits the literary ami musical sj -ii ms of notation found

in the individual titles to the Psalms at one view, clas-

silied mulct the several terms and panicles used to point

out i heir bearing ami significance:

I. With the prefix ~. o'- {to or ba):

it. The author : namely,

i David: iii-viii, xi xxxii, xxxiv-xli, li, liil-lxv, lxviii-

lxx, lxxxvi, ci, ciii, cviii-cx, exxii, exxiv, exxxi, c.xxxiii,

exxxviii cxliv.

•j. Levites: (1.) Korahites only: xlii, xliv-xlix, Ixxxiv,

Ixxxv, Ixxxvii.

('.'.) AsaphCites] specially, as a branch of the Korah-
i;es: I, Ixxiii-lxxxiii.
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(3.) Ilernan the [Ezraite, i. e.] Korahite individually:

Ixxxviii.

(4.) Ethan the [Ezraite, i. e.] Korahite iudividually

:

lxxxix.

3. Moses: xc.

4. Solomon: lxxii, cxxvii.

5. General terms: (1) "Man of God," xc: (2) "Jeho-

vah's servant," xviii, xxxvi; (3) "an afflicted one," cii.

6. The person to whom the poem was dedicated, or by
whom it was set to music, or under whose direction it

was to be rendered :

1. tlSJ^n. ham-mcnatstsedch (A. V. "the chief musi-

cian"), the musical precentor of the Temple fur the time

being : iv-vi, viii, xi-xiv, xviii-xxii, xxxi, xxxvi, xxxix-

xlii, 'xliv-xlvii, xlix, li-lxii, lxiv-lxx, lxxv-lxxvii, lxxx,

Ixxxiv, lxxxv, Ixxxviii, cix, cxxxix, cxl.

2. Jednthuu in particular: xxxix.

c. The object or special purpose of the writer:

1. "PSTn, hazkir (to remind, A.V. "to bring to remem-

brance"), as a memeuto of some special deliverance, etc.

:

xxxviii, Ixx.

2. "THb, lammed (" to teach"), perhaps to be publicly

pronounced memoriter : lx.

3. m'3?, annolh (to reply, A.V. "Leannoth," q.v.), re-

sponsive, perhaps a note of the style of recitation : Ixxxviii.

4. iTTiPJ, toddh (confession, A.V. "to praise"), in ac-

knowledgment, i. e. of God's mercy : ci.

5. Commemorative of the Sabbath-day: xcii.

II. With the prefix 2, be- (ivith)

:

a. To designate the orchestral accompaniment: only

ril3 n53, negim'ith (q.v.), or stringed instruments in geuer-

al: iv,vi, liv, lv, lxviii, lxxvi.

6. To designate the occasion of composition : iii, xxxiv,

li, lii, lvi, lvii, lix, lx, lxiii, cxlii. The occasion is some-
times otherwise stated: vii, xviii, xxx.

III. With the preposition 7V, al (upon), to denote the

musical style ofperformance, as indicated by:

a. The instrument employed by the leader:

1. D n 2'4'"'i'i^, hash-shoshannim (the lilies, i. e. lily-shaped,

A.V. "Shoshaunim," q.v.), straight trumpets: xlv, Ixix

[D^iailU], lx {y^-O, sing.].

2. nbllO, machaldth (the smooth-toned, A.V. "Maha-
lath," q.v.), probably a lute or light stringed instrument:
liii, Ixxxviii.

3. r3^3, negindth, a stringed instrument in general:

lxi. See Neginotii.

4. r^flJil, hag-gittlth, the Gittitish, probably a peculiar

form of lyre: viii; or perhaps on an eight- stringed lyre.

See Gittitii.

b. The pitch of the singing:

1. rVp'D'i'il, hash-sheminith (the eighth), the octave, i. e.

in a " tenor" voice: vi, xii. See Sheminith.

2. Pll'sbi*, alamoth (q.v.), (virgins), in a. female key, i. e.

"soprano:" xlvi.

c. After the style of some noted performer: only Judu-
thun : lxii, lxxvii.

d. The tune or melody to be imitated:

1. "3b HITS, muth lab-Un (q. v.) (death to the son), i. e. a

ditty so beginning or thus entitled: ix.

2. ISn^n rb?N, ayyileth hasJi-shdhar (q. v.), (hind of
the damn), a popular song so called : xxii.

3. D^ph-I fibx Mil, yon&th elem rechokim (q. v.)

(dove of silence of distant ones), an emblematic title of
some_ well-known air: lvi.

4. (W omitted on account of the alliteration with bx)

HTyjp-bx [or r.n~], al-tashchith [or- cheth] (q. v.) (thou

mayest not destroy), the symbolical designation of some
familiar measure : lvii-lix, lxxv, lxxxi, lxxxiv.

IV. With the preposition bx (el, towards) ; in imitation
of (French a, la) some peculiar "quality" of tone (as we
say, the stop of the organ)

:

1. nib^PISIl, han-nechilbth (q.v.) (the contracted), the

flute or continuous sound : v.

2. D^SWllJ, shoshannlm (q. v.) (lilies), the trumpet blast

:

lxxx.

V. The species of poetical composition:

1. ""PUS, shir (song), simply an ode or lyrical piece : xlvi,

xlviii, lxv-lxviii, lxxv, lxxvi, lxxxiii, lxxxvii, Ixxxviii,

cviii. In some of these instances it is joined with the

term following. In a certain series it is coupled with the

expression rnb>53ri, ham-maaloth (the steps, A.V. "de-

grees," q. v.), i. e. climactic in construction of phrases

:

exx-exxxiv. In one case it is joined with the term

ni"P*P, yedidvth (i. e. "loves"), i. e. an epiUtalamium

:

xlv.

2. "liaTB, mizmOr (playing on an instrument), simply

a hymn, to be sung with musical accompaniment: iii-vi,

viii, xii, xiii, xv, xix-xxiv, xxix-xxxi, xxxviii-xli, xlvii-

li, lxii-lxviii, lxxiii, lxxv-lxxvii, lxxix, lxxx, lxxxii-lxxxv,

lxxxvii, Ixxxviii, xcviii, e, ci, cviii-cx, cxxxix-cxli, cxliii.

3. DF13E), miktdm (written, "michtam," q. v.), perhaps

i. q. a " set piece" or " mottet:" xvi, lvi-lx.

4. nbSPl, tephilldh, a "prayer:" xvii, lxxxvi, xc, cii,

cxlii.

5. nblltl, tehillAh, a "psalm" simply: cxlv.

6. b^SiCE, maskil (instructive, "maschil," q. v.), a di-

dactic poem: xxii, xlii, xliv, xlv, lii-lv, lxxiv, lxxviii,

Ixxxviii, lxxxix, cxlii.

7. PlrftS, cduth (precept, " eduth," q. v.), an ethical poem

:

lx, lxxx.

S. 'j'PBttS, shiggaybn (sighing, "shiggaion," q.v.), an ele-

giac or plaintive song: vii.

V. Original Authorship of the Psalms.—Many of the

ancients, both Jews and Christians, maintained that all

the Psalms were written by David, which is one of the

most striking proofs of their uncritical judgment. So

the Talmudists (Cod. Pesachim, x, 117); Augustine,

who is never a good critic (De Civ. Dei, xvii, 14) ; and

Chrysostom (Prol, ad Psalmos). But Jerome, as might

be expected, held the opinion which now universally

prevails (EpUt. ad Sophroniuni). The titles and the

contents of the Psalms most clearly show that they

were composed at different and remote periods by sev-

eral poets, of whom David was only the largest and

most eminent contributor.

1. David, "the sweet psalmist of Israel" (2 Sam.

xxiii, 1). To him are ascribed seventy-three psalms

in the Hebrew text (not seventy-four, as DeWette and

Tholuck state; nor seventy-one, as most others have

counted), and at least eleven others in the Sept.—name-

ly, xxxiii, xliii, xci, xciv-xcix, civ, exxxvii; to which

may be added Psa. x, as it forms part of Psa. ix in that

version.

To these psalms the collector, after properly append-

ing the single psalm of Solomon, has affixed the notice

that " the prayers of David the son of Jesse are ended"

(Psa. lxxii, 20); evidently implying, at least on the

prima facie view, that no more compositions of the

royal psalmist remained. How, then, do we find in the

later books— iii, iv, v—further psalms yet marked with

David's name? Some have sought to answer this

question by a reference to the authorship assigned in

the superscriptions of other psalms. If (as we shall

presently see) in the times posterior to those of David

the Levitical choirs prefixed to the psalms which they

composed the names of Asaph, Heman, and Ethan, out

of a feeling of veneration for their memories, how much
more might the name of David be prefixed to the utter-

ances of those who were not merely his descendants, but

also the representatives for the time being, and so in

some sort the pledges of the perpetual royalty of his

lineage ! The name David is used to denote, in other

parts of Scripture, after the original David's death, the

then bead of the Davidic family ; and so, in prophecy,

the Messiah of the seed of David, who was to sit on

David's throne (1 Kings xii, 16; Hos. iii, 5; Isa. lv, 3;

Jer. xxx, 9 ; Ezra xxxiv, 23, 24). Thus some seek to

explain the meaning of the later Davidic superscrip-

tions in the Psalter. The psalms to which they belong

are thought to have been written by Hezekiah. by
Josiah, by Zerubbabel, or others of David's posterity.

This view is supposed to be confirmed by various con-
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Biderations. In the later books, and even in book v

taken alone, the psalms marked with David's name arc

not grouped all together. In some instances there is

interna] evidence of occasion: thus Psa. ci can ill be

I with the historical circumstances of any pe-

riod of David's life, but suits exactly with those of the

opening of the reign of Josiah. Some of these psalms

— Psa. lxxxvi. cviii. cxliv—are compacted of passages

fmm previous psalms of David. Lastly, the Hebrew
text of many (sec. above all, Psa. c.xxxix) is marked

by grammatical Cbaldaisms, which arc entirely un-

paralleled in Psa. i lxxii. and which thus afford strong

ofa comparatively recent date. They cannot,

therefore, it is claimed, be David's own; yet it is held

that the superscriptions arc not on that account to be

rejected as false, hut must rather he properly inter-

preted, on the ground of the improbability that any

would, carelessly or presumptuously, have prefixed Da-

vid's name to various psalms scattered through a collec-

tion, while yet leaving the rest at leas) in l ks iv. v

— altogether unsuperscribed. Ingenious as is this ex-

planation, we prefer to adhere t" the simple and obvious

meaning of the titles as ascribing the psalms in question

to David himself, and we do nol feel constrained to seek

other authors by the nature of the contents.

When wo consider David's eminence as a poet, and

the delight he took in sacred song, we cannot wonder

that he should he the author of so many of the Psalms

—no fewer, in all likelihood, than half the collection:

tin' wonder rather should !»• that we do not find more
of his line odes, for it is certain he wrote some which
are not. in this hook: see in 2 Sam. i. 1!» 27 his lament

over s.-uil and Jonathan, and in xxiii, 1-7 his last in-

spired effusion. His character and merit as the father

of Hebrew melody and music— for it was in his hands

and under his auspices that these flourished most are

thus set forth by I lie son of Sirach (xlvii, 8-10), " In all

his work he gave thanks. To the Holy and Most High
he sane; songs with all his heart in words of praise (pij-

fKiri <7<i'//c i. ami he loved his Maker. He set singers

also before the altar, and from their music (y^ov) sweet

melody resounded, lie gave splendor to the feasts, and
adorned the solemn times unto perfection (fii-xpi OW-
reXeiag), in that they praised his holy name, and the

sanctuary pealed with music from early morn."

David's compositions are generally distinguished by
sweetness, soilness, and grace, hut sometimes, as in Psa.

xviii. they exhibit the sublime. His prevailing strain

is plaintive, owing to his multiplied and sore trials, both

before and after his occupation of the throne. How
often was he beset with dangers, harassed by foes, and

chastised of God ! Under these circumstances, how was
his spirit bowed down, and gave vent to its plaints

and sorrows on the saddened chords of the lyre! But
in the midst of all he generally found relief, and his

sorrow gave place to calm confidence and joy in God.

What wonder that a soul so susceptible and devout as

his should manifest emotions so strong, so changeful,

and BO various, seeing that he passed through the -real-

ist vicissitudes of life? God took him from the sheep-

folds to feed Jacob his people and Israel his inheritance

(Psa. lxxviii, 70, 71). See Herder, Geist der ebr. Poesie,

ii. 297 301 : and especially Tholuck (Psalmen, Einleit-

h ho gives a most admirable exhibition of the

psalmist's history and sen ices. See David.
I In- example and countenance of the king naturally

hd others to cultivate poetry and music. It appears

from Amos vi, 5 that lovers of pleasure look David's

compositions as a model for their worldly Bongs: how
much more would the lovers of piety he induced to fol-

low him by producing sacred Bongs and hymns! The
fine psalm in Hah. iii is an exact imitation of his style

as seen in Psa. xviii. The celebrated singers of his day-

were men. like himself, moved by the divine afflatus

not only to excel in music, hut also to indite hallowed

poetry. Of these psalmists the names of several arc

preserved in the titles.

2. Asaph is named as the author of twelve psalms
—viz. 1, lxxiii-lxxxiii. He was one of David's chief

musicians. All the poems bearing his name cannot he
hi-, for in I'sa. lxxiv. lxxix. and Ixxx there are mani-
fest allusions to very late events in the history of Israel.

Either, then, the titles of these three psalms must he

wholly rejected, or the name nni-t be h( re taken lor the
" sons ofAsaph ;" which i- not improbable, as the family
continued for many generations in the choral service

(

of the Temple. Asaph appear- from Psa. I, lxxiii. and
lxxviii to have been the greatest master of didactic

poetry, excelling alike in sentiment and in diction. No
critic whatever contends that nil these eleven belong to

the age of David, and. in real truth, internal evidence is

in every single instance in favor ofa Ian r origin. '1 In y
were composed, t hen. by the " sons of Asaph" (2 Chron.
xxix. 13; xxxv. 15, etc), the members, by hereditary

descent, of the choir which Asaph founded. It was to

;
be expected that these psalmists would, in superscribing

their psalms, prefer honoring and perpetuating tin m< m-
ory of their ancestor to obtruding their own

|
i rsonal

names on the Church a consideration which both ex-

plains the present superscriptions and also renders it

improbable that the person intended in them could, ac-

cording to a frequent but now waning hypothesis, he

any second Asaph of younger generation and of inferior

fame. See ASAPH.
3. The sons of Korah were another family of choris-

ters, to whom eleven of the most beautiful psalms are

ascribed. The authorship is assigned to the Korah-
ites in general, not because many of them could have
been engaged in composing one and the same son-, hut

because the name of i he particular writer was unknown
or omitted. See Korah. However, in Psa. lxxxviii
we find, besides the family designation, the name of the

individual who wrote it—viz.:

•1. Heman was another of David's chief Btfigt rs i|

Chron. xv, li>) : he is called the Ezraite, as being de-

scended from some Ezra, who appears to have been a

descendant of Korah; at least Heman is reckoned a

Kohathite ( 1 Chron. vi. So-oK), and was therefore
|
roh-

ablya Korahite, for the Kohathites were continued Tmd
counted in the line of Korah ; see 1 Chron. vi. 22, '>'.

38. Thus Heman was both an Ezraite and of the sons

of Korah. That Psa. lxxxviii was written by him is

not unlikely, though many question it. regarding this

term likewise as a mere patronymic. See Hf.man.

5. Ethan is reputed the author of Psa. lxxxix. He
also is called the Ezraite, hut this is either a mistake,

or he as well as Heman had an ancestor named Ezra,

of whom nothing is known. The Ethan intended in

the title is doubtless the Levite ofMerari's family whom
David made chief musician along with Asaph and He-
man (1 Chron. vi. 11: xxv, 1, tit. Sic Ethan.

6. Solomon is given as the author of I'sa. lxxii and

exxvii. and there is no decided internal eviih nee to the

contrary, though most consider him to he the subject,

and not the author, of I'sa. lxxii. See Solomon.

7. Moses is reputed the writer of I'sa. XC, and there

is no strong reason to doubt the tradition: hut theTal-

mudists, whom Origen, and even Jerome, follow, a-, ribe

to him also the ten succeeding psalms (xci c). on the

principle that the anonymous productions belonged to

the last-named author. This principle is manifestly

false, since in several of these psalm- we find evidence

that Moses was not the author. In I'sa. \cv the forty

years' wandering in the wilderness is referred to as past ;

in I'sa. xcvii, 8 mention is made ol /ion and Judah,

which proves that it cannot be dated earlier than the

tin fDavid; and in l'-a. xoi\. fi the prophet Samuel

is named, which al-o proves that Moms could not he the

writer. See Mosi 3.

Jeduthun is sometimes, -without just ground, held to

he named a- the author ol l'-a. \x\i\; the ascription

there being merely a dedication to the leader of the

Levitical orchestra. In the view of others, this, like

the superscriptions of I'sa. lxxxviii. lxxxix, "MaschU
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of Heman," "Maschil of Ethan," have simply a conven- I —for we shall not here discuss the theories of Hitzig

tional purport—the one psalm having been written, as,

iu fact, the rest of its superscription states, by the sons

of Korah. the choir of which Heman was the founder

;

and the other correspondingly proceeding from the third

Levitical choir, which owed its origin to Ethan or Jedu-

thun. See Jkduthun.
Many conjectures have been formed respecting other

writers, especially of the anonymous psalms. The Sept.

seemingly gives, as authors, Jeremiah (Psa. cxxxvii),

and Haggai and Zechariah (Psa. cxxxviii). But these

conjectures are too uncertain to call for further notice

in this place. Hitzig (Comment, iiber die Psalmen) as-

cribes to Jeremiah a large number of the elegiac or

plaintive psalms.

More particularly, the Psalms may be arranged, ac-

cording to the intimations of authorship contained in

the titles, as follows :

A. Exclusively Davidic i-xli.

(Only Psa. i, ii, x, xxxiii, are somewhat doubtful.)

B. Exclusively Levitical—
a. Korahites • .xlii-xlix.

b. Asaph I

C. Chiefly Davidic—
a. David li-lxiv.

6. Uncertain lxv-lxvii.

c. David lxviii-lxx.

d. Uncertain lxxi.

e. David (lor Solomou) lxxii.

D. Chiefly Levitical—
a. Asaph . . lxxiii-lxxxm.

b. Korahites lxxxiv-lxxxv.
c. David lxxxvi.

d. Korahites aud Heman lxxxvii, Ixxxviii.

e. Ethan lxxxix.
/.Moses xc.

g. Uncertain xci-c.

h. David ci.

i. Uncertain cii.

j. David . ciii.

k. Uncertain civ-cvii.

1. David cviii-cx.

mi. Uncertain cxi-cxix.

E. " Degrees"—
a. Uncertain cxx-cxxi.
b. David cxxii.

c. Uncertain cxxiii.

d. David cxxiv.
e. Uncertain cxxv, cxxvi.

/. Solomon cxxvii.

g. Uncertain cxxviii-cxxx.
ft. David cxxxi.
i. Uncertain cxxxii.

j. David cxxxiii.

k. Uncertain cxxxiv.
F. Miscellaneous

—

a. Uncertain cxxxv-cxxxvii.
6. David cxxxviii-cxlv.
c. Uncertain cxlvi-cl.

VI. Dates and Occasions of the Psalms.— The dates

of the Psalms, as must be obvious from what has been

stated respecting the authors, are very various, ranging

from the time of Moses to that of the captivity—a pe-

riod of nearly 1000 years. In the time of king Jehosh-

aphat (about B.C. 896) Psa. lxxxiii, setting forth the

dangers of the nation, as we read in 2 Chron. xx, 1-25,

was composed either by himself, as some suppose, or

most likely, according to the title, by Jahaziel, "a Le-

vite of the sons of Asaph," who was then an inspired

teacher (see ver. 14). In the days of Hezekiah, who
was himself a poet (Isa. xxxviii, 9-20), we may date,

with great probability, the Korahitic Psalms xlvi and

xlviii, which seem to celebrate the deliverance from

Sennacherib (2 Kings xix, 35). In the period of the

captivity were evidently written such laments as Psa.

xliv, lxxix, cii. and cxxxvii ; and after its close, when
the captives returned, we must manifestly date Psa.

lxxxv and cxxvi.

Some have maintained that several psalms, especially

lxxiv, were written even in the days of the Maccabees

;

but this is contrary to every probability, for, according

to all accounts, the Canon had been closed before that

time. See Canon. Moreover, the hypothesis of a Mac-
cabcean authorship of any portion of the Psalter can ill

be reconciled with the history of the translation of the

Septuagint. But the difficulties do not end here. How

and his followers Lengerke and Justus Olshausen, who

would represent the greater part of the Psalter as Mac-

cabaean—how is it that the psalms which one would

most, naturally assign to the Maccab«an period meet us

not in the close, but in the middle (i. e. in the second

and third books) of the Psalter? The three named by

De Wette (Einl. in das A . T. § 270) as bearing appar-

ently a Maccabtean impress are Psa. xliv, lx, lxxiv;

and, in fact, these, together with Psa. lxxix, are perhaps .

all that would, when taken alone, seriously suggest the

hypothesis of a Maccabasan date. Whence, then, arise

the early places in the Psalter which these occupy?

But even in the case of these, the internal evidence,

when more narrowly examined, proves to be in favor

of an earlier date. In the first place, the superscription

of Psa. lx cannot possibly have been invented from the

historical books, inasmuch as it disagrees with them in

its details. Then the mention by name in that psalm

of the Israelitish tribes, and of Moab and Philistia, is

unsuited to the Maccabaean epoch. In Psa. xliv the

complaint is made that the tree of the nation of Israel

was no longer spreading over the territory that God
had assigned it. Is it conceivable that a Maccabsean

psalmist should have held this language without mak-

ing the slightest allusion to the Babylonian captivity,

as if the tree's growth were now first seriously impeded

by the wild stocks around, notwithstanding that it had

once been entirely transplanted, and that, though re-

stored to its place, it had been weakly ever since? In

Psa. lxxiv it is complained that " there is no more any

prophet." Would that be a natural complaint at a

time when Jewish prophecy had ceased for more than

two centuries? Lastly, in Psa. lxxix, the mention of

"kingdoms" in ver. 6 ill suits the Maccabaaan time;

while the way in which the psalm is cited by the au-

thor of the first book of Maccabees (vii, 16, 17), who
omits those words which are foreign to his purpose, is

such as would have hardly been adopted in reference to

a contemporary composition.

The superscriptions, and the places which the psalms

themselves severally occupy in the Psalter, are thus the

two guiding clews by which, in conjunction with the

internal evidence, their various occasions are to be de-

termined. In the critical results obtained on these

points by those scholars who have recognised and used

these helps there is, not indeed uniformity, but at least

a visible tendency towards it. The same cannot be

said for the results of the judgments of those, of what-

ever school, who have neglected or rejected them ; nor,

indeed, is it easily to be imagined that internal evidence

alone should suffice to assign 150 devotional hymns, even

approximately, to their several epochs. The table on

the following pages exhibits all that can with proba-

bility be ascertained on this head as to each psalm.

VII. Canonici/y and Use.—The inspiration and ca-

nonical authority of the Psalms are established by the

most abundant and convincing evidence. They never

were, and never can be, rejected, except by impious im-

pugners of all divine revelation. Not to mention other

ancient testimonies [see Canon], we find complete evi-

dence in the N. T., where the book is quoted or referred

to as divine by Christ and his apostles at least seventy

times. No other writing is so frequently cited, Isaiah,

the next in the scale of quotation, being cited only

about fifty-five times. Twice (Luke xx, 42 and Acts

i, 20) we find distinct mention of the Book of Psalms

(Bi(3\oQ SraXjuwi/). Once, however (Luke xxiv. 44),

the name Psalms is used, not simply for this book, but

for the Hagiographa, or the whole of the third division

of the Hebrew Scriptures [see Hagiographa], because

in it the Psalms are the first and chief part, or possibly,

as Hiivernick suggests (Einleitung, § xiv, p. 78), because

the division consists mainly of poetry. It deserves no-

tice that in Heb. iv, 7, where the quotation is taken

from the anonymous Psa. xcv, the book is indicated by
David, most likely because he was the largest and most
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eminent contributor, and
also the patron and model

of the other psalmists. For

the same reasons many an-

cient and modern authors

often Bpeak of the book as

the Psalm* ofDavid (Carp-

zov, Introd. ii. 98 i, without

intending to ascribe all the

productions to him.

hi> vi r\ ageofthet Ihnrch,

the Psalms have been ex-

tolled lor their excellence

and their use for godly edi-

fying (Carpzov, I c p. 109

116). Indeed, if Paul's es-

timate of ancient inspired

Scripture (2 Tim. iii, 15-17)

can be justly applied to any
single hook, that book must
be the Psalma Even in

the X. I'. there is scarcely a

work ofequal practical util-

ity. Basil the Great and

Chrysostotn. in their homi-

lies (see SuiceriTfo s. E< «7< s.

s. v. \pa\fioc), expatiate

most eloquently, and yet

judiciously, on its excel-

lence. The closed Basil's

eulogy is to this effect :
" In

it is found a perfect ti eolo-

gy (ivravda hn BtoXoyla

TtXtia) : prophecy oi'Christ's

Bojourn in the flesh, threat-

ening ofjudgment, hope of

resurrection, fear of retribu-

tion, promises of glory, rev-

elations of mysteries— all

things are treasured in the

book of l'salms, as in some
great and common store-

house." Among the early

Christians it was customary
to learn the book by heart,

that psalmody might enli-

ven their social hours, and
soften i he fatigues and soothe

the sorrows of life. They
employed the l'salms, not

only in their religious as-

semblies, of which use we
find probable mention in 1

Cor. xiv, _'(".. hut alsoal their

meals and before retiring to

rest, as < ilement of Alexan-
dria testifies: bvoia Tip de<p

\bd\fiol xai v^ivoi —ain't rqv
icrriaoiv, npo Tt rFic tcoi-

rnc,. Of their use at meal.-,

we find an example also in

the institution of the Lord's

Supper (Matt. \\\i. 30).

For i heir modern liturgical

i Ps ilmody; Psal-
I I l:.

VIII. Classification. —
Various classifications ofthe

Psalms have been proposed

(Carpzov, Introd. ii. 182-

184). Tholuck would divide

them, a cording to the mat-
ter, into songs ofpraise, of

thanksgiving, of complaint,

and of instruction. De
Wette suggests another

method of sorting them

Psalm.
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xcvii.\
Ecviii.)

xcix.J.

c.J

CXI. 1

cxii. !

cxiii.
|

cxiv.J
cxv.

cxvi.)
cxvii. j

cxix
cxx
cxxi
cxxii.

cxxin.
cxxiv.
cxxv.
cxxvi.

exxvii.^
exxviii.

j

cxxix.
cxxx.
cxxxi.
cxxxii.
cxxxiii.
cxxxiv.
cxxxv.
cxxxvi.
cxxxvii.

cxxxviii.\
cxxxix. j

cxl.

cxli.

)

cxlii. )

cxliii.

cxliv.

cxlv.

cxlvi.
cxlvii.

cxlviii.

cxlix.

cl.

Second removal of the ark.

Dedication of Solomon's Temple

David's capture of Jerusalem
Dauiel's prayer for the restoration

Unknown. (Davidic.)

Second removal of the ark

Return from Babylon
Identical with Psa. lvii, 7-11 ; lx, 5-12.

Doeg's murder of the priests

Nathan's promise to David

Completion of the second Temple.

Dedication of Solomon's Temple

Completion of the second Temple

Ver. 1-4, 29. Dedication of Solomon'
Temple.

( Ver. 5-2S. David's capture of Jerusalem
Ezra's completion of the Jewish canon.
David's marriage with Abigail
Unknown. (Probably Davidic.)
David's restoration after Absalom's rebell-
ion

During the captivity.
Unknown. (Probably Davidic.)
Opposition of the Samaritans
Cyrus's decree

Construction of Solomon's Temple

Opposition of the Samaritans
During the exile.

David's submission to the pestilence
Dedication of Solomon's Temple
Unknown. (Probably Davidic.)
Dedication of Solomon's Temple ")

A var. of Psa. cxxxiv, cxxxvi, and cxv. . . >
Dedication of Solomon's Temple j

Jerusalem's fall

Unknown. (Probably Davidic.)

Doeg's slaughteifof the priests..,

David's retreat to Adullam

Absalom's rebellion
Close of David's wars
David's charge to Solomon
Building of the second Temple. ..?...

Dedication of the second Temple

Scriptu

(1 Chron.xv, 25-2S.
-<(Psa. xcviii, 7-9, is identical

( with 1 Chron. xvi, 32, 33.)

j2 Chron. vi, 1-6.

(2 Chron. vi, 7-10.
1 Sam. v, 9-12.

Dan. ix, 1-27.

/(Comp. 1 Chron. xvi, 8-22.)
\l Chron. xv, 1-24.

Ezra iii, S-13,

1 Sam. xxii, 6-23,

2 Sam. vii, 1-29.

Ezra vii, 14-22.

2 Chron. v, 1-14

Ezra vii, 14-22.

2 Chron. v, 1-14

I Sam. v, 6-9.

1 Sam. xv, 1-44.

Sam. xix, 9, 10.

Ezra iv, 1-5.

Ezra i, 1-4.

1 Kings vi, 11-14.

Ezra iv, 6-24.

1 Chron. xxi, 6-30.

2 Chron. vi, 1-11.

1 Kings viii, 1-11

•Jer. Iii, 5-27.

(Einleitung, p. 3), somewhat as below. It is obvious,

however, that no very accurate classification can be

made, since many are of diversified contents and un-
certain tenor. The following distribution will, perhaps,

best comprise them in their general import.

1. Hymns in praise of Jehovah— tehillim, in the

proper sense. These are directed to Jehovah, from va-

rious motives and views, e. g. as the Creator of the uni-

verse and Lord of all (Psa. viii, xix, Ixv, xciii, civ, cxlv,

cxlvii) ; as the Protector and Helper of Israel (Psa. xx,
xxix, xxxiii, xlvi, xlvii, xlviii, Ixvi, lxvii, lxxv. lxxvi,

cxxxv, cxxxvi) ; or as the Helper of individuals, with
thanksgiving for deliverance (Psa. xviii, xxx, xxxiv,
xl, exxxviii) ; while others refer to them or especial

attributes of Jehovah (Psa. xc,cxxxix). These psalms
contain the most sublime thoughts respecting God. nat-

ure, the government of the world, etc. ; they also furnish

the sources of many doctrinal ideas.

2. Temple hymns, sung at the consecration of the Tem-
ple, the entrance of the ark, or intended for the Temple
service (Psa. xv, xxiv, lxviii, Ixxxi, Ixxxvii, cxxxii,

cxxxiv, cxxxv). So also pilgrim songs, sung by those

who came to worship at the temple, etc. See Degrees.
3. Religious and moral psalms of a general charac-

ter, containing the poetical expression of emotions and
feelings, and therefore subjective, e. g. confidence in

God (Psa. xxiii, xlii, xliii. lxii, xci, cxxi, cxxv, exxvii,

exxviii) ; longing for the worship of the sanctuary
(Psa. xlii, xliii) ; and prayers for the forgiveness of
sin (Psa. li). So, also, didactic songs relating to relig-

VIII.—B B B

ion, or the expression of

some truth or maxim (Psa.

i, xv, xxxii, xxxiv, 1,

exxviii, cxxxiii). This is

a numerous class.

4. Elegiac psalms, con-

taining complaints under af-

fliction and the persecution

of enemies, and prayers for

succor. This class, which
comprises more than a third

of the whole collection, has

several subdivisions: (I.)

The lamentations or com-
plaints of particular indi-

viduals (Psa. vii, xvii, xxii,

li, Iii, lv, lvi, cix). (2.) Na-
tional lamentations, mostly

in a religious point of view
(Psa. xliv, lxxiv, lxxix,

lxxx, cxxxvii). Some are

both individual and national

lamentations (Psa. Ixix,

lxxvii, cii). Most of these

psalms are of a late date.

(3.) General psalms of com-
plaint, reflections on the
wickedness of the world
(Psa. x, xii, xiv, xxxvi).
Didactic psalms, respecting

the goodness of God, the

condition of the pious and
of the godless (Psa. xxxvii,

xlix, Ixiii, lxxiii).

5. Psalms relating to the

Icing, patriotic hymns, etc.

(Psa. xx, xxi, xlv, ex).

C. National psalms, con-

taining allusions to the an-

cient history of the He-
brews and of the relation

of the people to Jehovah
(Psa. lxxviii, cv, cvi, cxiv).

The Messianic psalms
ought properly to consti-

tute another separate class

(Psa. ii, xvi, xxii, xl, lxxii,

ex). Many of the prophetic psalms are distributed
among the other classes, while the few which cannot be
brought under any of the above classes and divisions
either constitute new ones by themselves or possess an
intermediate character.

IX. Literary Features. —The book has been styled
by some moderns the anthology of Hebrew lyric poetry,
as if it consisted of a selection of the most admired
productions of the sacred muse; but the name is not
altogether appropriate, since several pieces of the high-
est poetic merit are, to our knowledge, not included

—

namely, the songs of Moses, in Exod. xv and Deut.
xxxii; the song of Deborah, in Judg. v; the prayer
of Hannah, in 1 Sam. ii, 1-10 ; and even David's lament
over Saul and Jonathan, in 2 Sam. i, 18-27. To these
may be added the song of Hezekiah, in Isa. xxxviii, 9-
20, and the prayers of Habakkuk, in Hab. iii, and Jo-
nah, in Jon. ii. The truth seems to be, as Ewald and
Tholuck maintain, that the collection was made not so
much with reference to the beauty of the pieces as to their

adaptation for devotional use in public worship. This
view sufficiently accounts for omitting most of the above
pieces and many others as being either too individual or
too secular in their application. It may account for not
including the lament over Jonathan, and for the fact
that only two of Solomon's compositions (Psa. lxxii and
exxvii) are professedly given, though " his songs were a
thousand and five" (1 Kings iv,32,33). His themes were
secular, and therefore not suitable for this collection.

All the best judges, as Lowth, Herder, De Wette,

1 Sam. xxii, 6-23.

/I Sam. xxii, 1, 2.

(1 Chron. xi, 15-19.
2 Sam. xvii, 1-29.

I Sam. xxii, 1-51.

1 Chron. xxii, 1-19.

Ezra vi, 1-13.

Neh. xii, 27-43.
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Ewald, Tholuck, and others, pronounce the poetry of

the Psalms to be of the lyric order. "They are." says

De Wette(Einleifunffin dh Psalmen, p. 2), " lyric in the

propi r sense ; for among the Hebrews. as among the an-

cient s generally, poetry, singing, and music were united,

and the inscriptions to mosi of the Psalms determine

their connection with music, though in away not always

intelligible to us. Also, a- works of taste, thi

Bitions deserve to be called lyric The essence of lyrio

poetry is the immediate expression of feeling, and feel-

ing is the sphere in which most of the Psalms move.

Pain, grief, tear, hope, joy, trust, gratitude, submission

to God—everything thai moves and elevates the lean

is expressed in these Bongs. Most ofthem are the lively

effusions of I he excited, susceptible heart, the fresh off-

spring of inspiration and elevation of thought; while

<mly a few are spiritless imitations and compilations, or

unpoetic forms of prayer, temple hymns, and collections

of proverbs."' For Culler information on this subject . s< e

POI I RT.

X. Prophetic and Messianic Significance.—The moral

struggle between godliness and ungodliness, so vividly

depicted in the Psalms, culminates, in Holy Scripture,

in the life of the Incarnate Son of God upon earth. It

only remains to show that the Psalms themselves defi-

nitely anticipated this culmination. Now, there are in

the Psalter at least three psalms of which the interest

evidently centres in a person distinct from the speaker.

and which, since they cannot, without violence to the

language, be interpreted of any but the Messiah, may
be termed directly and exclusively Messianic. We re-

fer to Psa. ii, xlv, ex, to which may, perhaps, be added

Psa. lxxii.

It would be strange if these few psalms stood, in

their prophetical significance, absolutely alone among
the rest : the more so inasmuch as Psa. ii forms part of

the preface to the first hook of the Psalter, and would,

as such, be entirely out of place, did not its general

theme virtually extend itself over those that follow.

in which the interest generally centres in the figure of

the Buppliant or worshipper himself. Hence the im-

possibility of viewing the psalms generally, notwith-

standing the historical drapery in which they are out-

wardly clothed, as simply the past devotions of the his-

torical David or the historical Israel. Other arguments

to the same effect are furnished by the idealized repre-

sentations which many of them present: by the out-

ward points of contact between their language and the

actual earthly career of our Saviour; by the frequent

references made to them both by our Saviour himself

and by the Evangelists; and by the view taken of them
by the .lew-, as evinced in several passages of the Tar-

gum. There is yet another circumstance well worthy
of note iii its bearing upon thi- subject. Alike in the

earlier and in the later portions of the Psalter, all those

psalms which are of a personal rather than of a national

Character are marked in the superscriptions with the

name of David. It results from this that, while the

Davidic psalms are partly personal, partly national, the

Levitical psalms are uniformly national. Exceptions to

this rule exist only in appearance: thus Psa. lxxiii, al-

though couched in tin' lirst person singular, is really a

prayer of the Jewish faithful against the Assyrian in-

vaders; and in Psa. xlii, xliii.it is the feelings of an ex-

iled company rather than of a single individual to which
utterance is given. It thus follow- that it was only those

psalmists who were types of Christ by external office

and lineage a- well as by inward piety that were charged

by the Holy Spirit to set forth beforehand, in Christ's

own name and person, the Bufferings that awaited him
and the ^k.ry that should follow. The national hymns
of Israel are. indeed, also prospective; but in general

they anticipati rather the Struggles and the triumphs
of the ( hristiau t 'hureh than those of Christ him-ell'.

We annex a list of I he chief passages in the Psalms

which are in anywise quoted or embodied in the N.T.,

showing more or less clearly this anticipative character :

Psa. ii, 1,2, 7, 8, 9 j iv,4; v,9; vi,3,8; vii.,2,4-6; x.7;
xiv, 1-3; xvi, 8 11; xviii, I. 19; xix. -1: xxii, 1, 8, 18,

22; xxiii. ti ; xxiv. 1 ; xxxi. 5; x.xxii. 1. •_'; xxxiv. X,

12 16,20; xxxv,9; xxxvi. 1 ; xxxvii.ll; xl,6 8; xli,

!»: xliv,22; xlv, 6, 7; xlviii..: li. 1 : lv,22; lxviii. IK;

Ixix, i,9, 22, 23, 25; lxxv,8; lxxviii, 2, 24 ; lxxxii,6;

Ixxxvi,9; Ixxxix, 20; xc,4; xci.ll.p_': xcii,7; xciv,

11; xcv,7-ll; cii, 25 27; civ,4; cix,8; , x .l. 1: cxii.

'.': cxvi, m
;
cxvii. 1

; cxviii, 6, 22, .:;. 25, 26; exxv, 5:

cxl, 3. Sec Quotations.
\ 1. Moral i 'haracb ristics <<f<}u Psalms.—The great

doctrines and precepts embodied in the Psalms—what
views they give of God and his government, of man
ami his sinfulness, of piety and morals, of a future state,

and of the Messiah- are most ably set forth by Tholuck
in his I'.tiih tin itij, § 4.

Foremost among these meets us, undoubtedly, the
universal recourse to communion with Cod. "My
voice is unto God, and I will cry" i Psa. lxxvii. 1),

might well stand as a motto to the whole of tin- Psal-

ter: tor, whether immersed in the depths, or blessed

with greatness ami comfort on every side, it is to God
that the psalmist's voice seems ever to soar spontane-
ously aloft. Alike in the welcome of present deliver-

ance or in the contemplation of past mercies, he ad-

dresses himself straight to God as the object of ids

praise. Alike in the persecutions of his enemies and
in the desertions of his friends, in wretchedness of body
and in the agonies of inward repentance, in the mo-
ment of impending dang< r and in the hour of apparent

despair, it is direct to Cod that he utters forth his sup-

plications. Despair, we say: for such, as tar as the de-

scription goes, is the psalmist's slate in I '.-a. Ixxxviii.

Hut meanwhile he is praying: the apparent impossi-

bility of deliverance cannot restrain his Godward voice;

and so the very force of communion with God carries

him. almost unawares to himself, through the trial.

Connected with this is the faith by which he every-

where lives in (hid rather than in himself. God's

mercies, Cod's greatness, form the sphere in which his

thoughts are ever moving. Even when, through ex-

cess of affliction, reason is rendered powerless, the naked
contemplation of find's wonders of old forms his effect-

ual support ( Psa. lxxvii ).

Ii i> ni the essence of such faith that the psalmist's

view of the perfections of Cod should he true and viv-

id. The Psalter describes God a- he is; it ol,,ws with

testimonies to his power and providence, bis love and
faithfulness, his holiness and righteousness. Corre-

spondingly it testifies against every form of idol which

men would substitute in the living God's place, wheth-

er it be the outward image, the work of nun's hands

(Psa.cxv).or whether it be the inward vanity ot earth-

ly comfort or prosperity, to be purchased at the cost of

t he honor which cometh from God alone i Psa. iv). The
solemn "See that there is no idol-way i ~U" ~~*1) in

me" of 1'sa. exxxix— the striving ot the heart after the

very truth, and naught besides i- the exact anticipa-

tion of the •• Little children, keep you I'm ives from idols"

of the loved apostle iii the X. T.

The Psalms not only set forth the perfections of

Cod; they proclaim also the duty of worshipping him
by the acknowledgment and adoration of his perfec-

tions. They encourage all outward ritCS and means of

worship: new songs, use of musical instruments of all

kinds, appearance in God's courts, lifting-up of hands,

prostration at bis footstool, holy appart 1
i
A. V. " beauty

of holiness"). Among these tbej recognise the ordi-

nance of sacrifice t Psa. iv. v. xxvii. Ii
i
as an expression

of the worshipper's consecration ot himself to <
I

vice. Put not the less do they repudiate the outward
rile when separated from that which it was designed to

express | Psa. xl. Ixix i

: a broken and contrite heart is,

from erring man, the genuine sacrifice which Cod re-

quires
i

Psa. li).

Similar depth is observable in the view taken by the
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psalmists of human sin. It is to be traced not only in

its outward manifestations, but also in the inward work-

ings of the heart (Psa. xxxvi), and is to be primarily

ascribed to man's innate corruption (Psa. li, lviii). It

shows itself alike in deeds, in words (Psa. xvii, cxli),

and in thoughts (Psa. cxxxix) ; nor is even the believer

able to discern all its various ramifications (Psa. xix).

Connected with this view of sin is. on the one hand, the

picture of the utter corruption of the ungodly world

(Psa. xiv) ; on the other, the encouragement to genuine

repentance, the assurance of divine forgiveness (Psa.

xxxii), and the trust in God as the source of complete

redemption (Psa. exxx).

With regard to the law, the psalmist, while warmly
acknowledging its excellence, feels yet that it cannot so

effectually guide his own unassisted exertions as to pre-

serve him from error (Psa. xix). He needs an addi-

tional grace from above, the grace of God's Holy Spirit

(Psa. li). But God's Spirit is also a free spirit (ibid.)
;

led by this, he will discern the law, with all its precepts,

to be no arbitrary rule of bondage, but rather a charter

and instrument of liberty (Psa. cxix).

The Psalms bear repeated testimony to the duty of

instructing others in the ways of holiness (Psa. xxxii,

xxxiv, li). They also indirectly enforce the duty of

love, even to our enemies (Psa. vii, 4; xxxv, 13; cix,

4). On the other hand, they denounce, in the strong-

est terms, the judgments of God on transgressors. We
here particularly notice what are called the vindictive

psalms— namely, those which contain expressions of

wrath and imprecations against the enemies of God
and his people, such as Psa. lix, lxix, lxxix, and which,

in consequence, are apt to shock the feelings of some
Christian readers. In order to obviate this offence,

most of our pious commentators insist that the expres-

sions are not maledictions or imprecations, but simple

declarations of what will or may take place. But this

is utterly inadmissible; for in several of the most star-

tling passages the language in the original is plainly

imperative, and not indicative (see Psa. lix, 14: lxix,

25, 28; lxxix, 6). The truth is that only a morbid be-

nevolence, a mistaken philanthropy, takes offence at

these psalms ; for in reality they are not opposed to the

spirit of the Gospel, or to that love of enemies which
Christ enjoined. Resentment against evil-doers is so

far from being sinful that we find it exemplified in the

meek and spotless Redeemer himself (see Mark iii, 5).

If the emotion and its utterance were essentially sinful,

how could Paul (1 Cor. xvi, 22) wish the enemy of

Christ to be accursed (dvdSrtpa), or say of his own en-

emy, Alexander the coppersmith, "The Lord reward
him according to his works" (2 Tim. iv, 14) ; and, espe-

cially, how could the spirits of the just in heaven call

on God for vengeance ? (Rev. vi, 10.) See a good article

on this subject ("The Imprecations in the Scriptures")

in the American Bibliotheca Sacra for February, 1844.

Such imprecations in the Psalms, however, are usually

levelled at transgressors as a body, and are uniformly

uttered on the hypothesis of their wilful persistence in

evil, in which case the overthrow of the sinner becomes
a necessary part of the uprooting of sin. They are in

nowise inconsistent with any efforts to lead sinners, in-

dividually, to repentance. See Imprecation.
This brings us to notice the faith of the psalmists in

a righteous recompense to all men according to their

deeds (Psa. xxxvii, etc.). They generally expected that

men would receive such recompense, in great measure,
during their own lifetime. Yet they felt withal that it

was not then complete ; it perpetuated itself to their

children (Psa. xxxvii, 25 ; cix. 12, etc.) ; and thus we
find set forth in the Psalms, with sufficient distinctness,

though in an unmatured, and consequently imperfect,

form, the doctrine of a retribution after death.

XII. Commentaries.— The following are the special

exegetical helps on the whole book; we designate a
few of the most important by an asterisk, and we omit
many that are merely practical, homiletical, and litur-

gical: Origen, Selecta (in Opp. ii, 510); also Scholia

(in Galland's Bibl. Patr. vol. xiv) ; Eusebius, Commen-
tarii (Gr. and Lat. in Montfaucon's Collectio Nova, vol.

i) ; Athanasius, Expositions ; also Interpretatio, etc.

(all in Opp. vol. i and iii); Apollinarius, Metapkrasis
(Lat, and Gr. in Galland, v, 359); Gregory Nyssen.

Inscriptions (in Opp. i, 257) ; Jerome, Emendatio and
Be Virtute (in Opp. [SupposJ], vol. xi) ; also Brevia-

rium [spurious] (ibid, append.); Augustine, Enarrati-
ones (in Opp.; transl. Expositions, Oxf. 1847, 6 vols.-

8vo) ; Halius, Commentarii (in Opp. vol. i) ; Chrysos-
tom, Expositio (in Opp.vohv) ; Theodoret, Commentarii
(Gr. and Lat. Padua. 1565, 4to; Halle, 1768, 8vo; also

in Opp. vol. ii) ; Gregory Turonensis, Commentarii (in

Opp. p. 1257) ; Arnobius, Commentarium (in Bib/. Max.
Patr. vol. viii) ; Cassiodorus, Expositio (in Opp. vol. ii)

;

Isidore, Prohgus (in Mai's Script. Pet vol. iii); Albert,

Commentarii (in Opp. vol. vii) ; Bede, Commentaria (in

Opp. vol. viii) ; Remigius, Enarratio (in Bibl. Max.
Patr. vol. xvi) ; Bruno Herbip. Expositio (ibid. vol.

xviii); Bruno Altensis, Psalterium (in Opp. vol. i) ; Ru-
pert, In Psalmos (in Opp. vol. i) ; Euthymius Zigabe-
nus, Commentarii (Gr. and Lat. in Bibl. Max. Patr. vol.

xix; also Gr. Ven. 1530, fol.; Lat. Verona, 1530, fol.;

Par. 1545, 4to; 1560, 8vo); Hugo a St. Vict. Annota-
tions (in Opp. vol. i) ; Gerhobus, Commentarius (in Pez,

Thesaur. vol. v) ; Oddo, Expositio (in Bibl. Max. Patr.

vol. xx) ; Bonaventura, Expositio (in Opp. vol. i) ; Kim-
chi, ^JIIS (first published separately, s. 1. 1477, 4to, and

often later in various forms ; Lat. ed. Janvier, Par. 1666,

4to; in English by M'Caul, Lond. 1850. 12mo) ; Turre-
cremata, Expositio (Rom. 1470, 4to, and later in various

forms) ; Parez [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius (Valenc.

1493. fol., and often later elsewhere); Pelbart [Rom.
Cath.], Commentarius (Hag. 1504, 1513, fol.); Ludol-

phus, Expositio (Par. 1506, fol.); Felix Pratensis, Notce

(Ven. 1515, 8vo; Hag. 1522, 4to; Basil. 1526, 16mo)

;

Arnobius, Commentarius (Roterd. 1522, 4to) ; Bugenha-
gen, Ad?wtationes (Argent. 1524, 4to, and often later

elsewhere in various forms); Ayguaiuis [Rom. Cath.],

Commentaria (Complut. 1524, 2 vols, fol., and often later

in various forms); Cajetan [Rom. Cath.], Enarratio

(Ven. 1525; Par. 1532, 1540, fol.); Bucer, Commentarii
(Argent.' 1526, fol., and often; also in French, Geneva,

1553, 8vo) ; Titelmann [Rom. Cath.], Elucidationes

(Antw. 1531, fol., and often later and elsewhere in va-
rious forms) ; Campensis [Rom. Cath.], Interpretatio

[with Eccles.] (Par. 1534, 4to, and often later in various

forms and at various places ; also in French and English)

;

Parmensis [Rom. Cath.], Interpretatio (Ven. 1537, 1559,

4to) ; Flaminius, Explanatio (Ven. 1545, fol.; ed. Wald,

Hal. 1785, 8vo) ; Athias, D^fin U^IB [from Rashi,

Kimchi, etc.] (Ven. 1549, fol.) ; Foleng [Rom. Cath.],

Commentaria (Basil. 1549, 1557; Rom. 1585; Colon.

1594, fol.); Musculus, Commentarius (Basil. 1550, and
often, fol.); iEpinus, Enarrationes (Francf. 1555-56, 2

vols. 8vo) ; *Calvin, Commentarius (Genev. 1557 and
often, fol.; also in French, ibid. 1561 and often, fol.; in

English, Lond. 1571, 2 vols. 4to ; Oxf. 1840, 3 vols. 8vo

;

Edinb. 1845-49, 5 vols. 8vo) ; Vairlenius [Rom. Cath.],

Commentarius (Lov. 1557, 3 vols, fol.) ; Marloratus, Ex-
positio (Par. 1562 and often, fol.) ; Draconis, Psalterium

(Vitemb. 1563, fol.) ; Forerius [Rom. Cath.], Commenta-
rius (Ven. 1563, fol.) ; Strigel, Ilypomnemata (Lips. 1563,

fol. and 8vo: Neost. 1574, 8vo); Selnecker, Ausler/ung

(Norib. 1566 and often, fol.); Del Pozo [Rom. Cath.],

Elucidationes (Complut. 1567, fol.) ; Shoeib, &Oi3

D^riPl (Salonica, 1569, 4to) ; Jansen [Rom. Cath.],

Paraphrasis (Lov. 1569, 4to; Lugd. 1577, 1586, fol.);

Jachez, EJ*I*"I5 (Salonica, 1571, 4to); Moller, Commenta-

rius (Viteb. 1573, 8vo, and often in various forms); Ge-
nebrard [Rom. Cath.], Commentarii (Par. 1577, 8vo;

and often later and elsewhere in various forms) ; Hes-

husius, Commentarius ( Helmst. 1586, fol.); Arama,

nVsnn "rx-a (Ven. 1590, 4to ; Germ. ed. by Bathysen,
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Hanau, 1712, 12mo) ; Fischer, Auslegung (Ulz. 1590;

Leips. 1601, fol.); Menci \,Au legung | Leips. 1594, 1605,

foL); Palantber [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius (Brix.

1600; Ven. 1617, 4to); Dosma [Horn. Cath.]. I

[includ. Cant] (Madr. 1601, 4to); Nicholson, Analysis

[Engl.] (Lond. 1602, fol.); Alscheich, *5N tViaa'H

(Ten. 1605, Ho; Amst 1695, 4to; Jessnitz, 1721, fol.;

Zolkiew, 1764, foL); Gesner, Commentationes (Vitemb.

1605, 1609, 1629, 1665, fol.); Agelli
|
Rom. Cath.], Com-

mentarius (E 1606; Colon. L607; Par. 1611, fol.);

Bellarmine [Eom. Cath.], Explanaiio (Rom. 1611, lto,

and often later elsewhere); Achselrad, P?;J"3 (I Li-

lian. 1616, 4to); Witmeller [Rom. Cath.], Commenta-

rius (Constance, L617, ."> vols. 4to: in Germ., Cologne,

1643, 3 vols. 4to) ; Lorinus
[
Rom. Cath.], Commentarii

1 Lugd. L617, •" vols, fol., and '•fun later) ; Cramer, Aus-

legungen (Gies. 1618, 4to); Top, Commentarius (Lond.

1619, fol.) ; Coppen, Notee (Heidelb. 1619; Hanov. 1657,

lto . Schnepf, Commentarius (Lips. 1619, L628, 1635,

fol.); Dupin, Nota (Par. 1691, 8vo) ; Ainsworth, .1 rmo-

tations [with Pent and Cant] (Lond. L627, 1639, fol.;

in Dutch, Leon. 1690, fol.); Crommius [Rom. Catb.],

Expositio (Lov. L628, 4to; Antw. 1652, 8vo) ; Pulsictios

[Rom. Cath.], Expositiones (Ven. 1628, 4to); Marotte,

[Rom. Cath.], Commentarius [includ. other passages]

(Par. 1630, fol.); Wilcox, Exposition (in Works); Boj'8,

Exposition (in Works); Borghesius| Rom. Catb.], Com-
mentaria (Duaci, 1G34. 1637, 8vo) ; (iinnasius [Rom.

Cath.], Interpretationes (Rom. L636, 2 vols, fol.); Vic-

caro, Commentarius [rabbinical] (Lond. 1639, 1655,

fol.); Bohl, Auflosung (Rost 1639, 12mo; 1709, 8vo)

;

Maldonatus [R .Cath.]. Commentarii [includ. other

books] (Par. L643, foL); Gerscbau, Interpretatio [an-

cienl texts] (Rost. 1643, fol.); Dickson, Explication

(Lond. L645, 3 vols. 8vo; 1659, fol.; Glasg. L834, 2

vols. 12mo); Ford, Expositio (Lond. L646, 4to); Hul-

Bius, Annotationes (Lugd. 1650, 4to) ; Bythner, Lyn
[grammatical] (Lond. 1650, 4to, and often since in va-

rious forms); Mercado, 'CHS [includ. Eccles.] (Amst.

1653, 4toi; Heser [Rom. Cath.], Explanaiio (Ingolst

l654,8vo; enlarged, Monach. 1673,2 vols, fol.); Leigh,

Annotations [includ. other books] (Lond. 1657, fol.);

Hammond, Annotations (ibid. 1659, fol.; also in Works,

vol. iv) ; Price, A dnotationes (in Crilici Sacri, vol. iii,

ibid. 1660, fol.); Cocceius, Commentarius (L. B. L660,

fol.); Wright, Expositio (Lond. L662, fol.); Amyraut,

Paraphrasis (Salmur, 1662; Traj. 1762, 4to); Bake,

Commentarius (Francf. 1665, 1683, fol.) ; Le Blanc
|

Rom.
Cath.], Commentarius (Lugd. 1665 77; Colon. L680 '.'7.

6 vols. fol. i; La Palisse
|
Rom. Cath. |. Expositio (Tou-

Louse, 1 666, 2 vols. fol. I ; ( leier, Comm ntaiius 1 1 >resd. 1668,

2 vols. 4to, and later); Heser, Commentarius (Monach.
167::. 2 vols, fol.); Bull, Commentary (Lond. 1675, 4to);

Dauderstadt, Labores (Lips. 1679, foL); Hamer,Fer&fota-

ringi | Roterd. 1681, 4to); Ferrand
[
Rom. Cath.], Adno-

tationes (Par. 1683, 4to) ; Groenwegen, Verklaaringe

i I. mli. 1687, tto); Molderson, Condones (Antw. 1691,

8vo); Baxter, Paraphrast (Lond. 1692, 8vo) ; Van Til,

(Dort, lo'.i:; and later, lto; in (ienn., ( 'assel,

1697 and later. lto) ; Clutterbuck, Explanation (Land.

1702, 8vo); Frisch, Harfe (Stuttg. 1703, 8vo, and often

later); EHortum, Anmerkungen (Frankf. 1706, 4to) ; J.

Johnson, Notes (Lond. I707,8vo); De Carriferes
|

Koto.

Cath.], Commentaire (Par. 1709, L2 |; Am. Id. Be-

trachtungt Cassel, 1713, 8vo) ; Allix, A rgument (L 1.

1717. 8vo); P. L D. G.
|
Rom. fatl,.'. teflexim (Par.

1717. 2 vols. l'Jnio); Petersen. Aufschliessting (Francf.

1719, 4to); 11. Michaelis, Adnotationes (Hal. L720, lto);

I>u Ham. 1 Rom. ( lath. |, Adnotationes | Rothom. 1701,

12 | Chasan, *rn STpn (Amst 1724, 4to); Zeibicb,

Anmerk. (Eilenb. 1724, 8vo); M( rkerlibich, r*':r

Kimcbi
]

(Sulzb. 1728, 4to); [rboven, In Titulos (Lugd.

1728, lioi; Francke, Erkldrung (Hal. 1730 31, 2 vols.

4to); Zeysch, Einleitung (Leips. 1732, 8vo) ; Quesnel, /.'--

Jlexions (Par. 1736, 3 vols. L2mo); Franke, Nota (HaL

1738, 1827, 8vo); A. Johnston. .Vote (Lond. 1741, 8vo);
Foinard, Traduction (Par. 1712, 12mo); Madge, Version

(Lond.1744, lto); Van Bashuysen, Nota (ed. Meintell,

Suab. 17 11. 8vo); Oetinger, Einleitung (Essling. 17 is.

8V0 : -M .11 in i. Antintnl'mm.t I llolloll. 1748-5(1. 2 Vols.

•lto) : Edwards, Notes i Lond. 1755. 1x50, Svo
i ; Fcmviek,

Notes (ibid. 1759, 8vo); Burk, Gnomon (Stuttg. 1760, 2

vols. 4to); Green, Notes (Cambr. 1762. 8vo); Venema,
Commentarius (Leov. 1762 i'>7. 6 vols. 4to); Vatablus,
Annotationes (ed. Grotius and Vogel, Hal. 1767. 8vo);
Vogel, Tnscriptiones (ibid. 1767, 4to) ; Merrick.

eading, 176s. lto); Reach, ffypomnema (Prag.

1769 77. :i vols.8vo); Serranus, Metaphrasis (ed. Oke-
ly, Gr. and Lat Lond. 1770, 8vo); Home, Commentary
(Oxf. 1771. 2 vols. 4to, and often since in various forms);

Zacharia, Erkldrung (Gott 1773, 8vo) ; Knapp,
i Hal. 177;;. 1789, 8vo) ; Masillon, Paraphrase

|

French
|

(Far. 1776. 2 vols. l2mo) ; Moldenhauer, ErkUir. (Qued-
linb. 1777, 4to); Struensee, Uebers. [with Prov.] (Hal.

l783,8vo); Mendelssohn [Jewish], Uebers. (Berl. 17m;,

1785, svo,
: Seiler. r,/«/,-. (Erl. 1784, 1788, Svo); The-

nius. Erlaut. (Dresd. 17s:,. 8vo); Berthier, Reflexions

(Par. 1785, 8 vols. 8vo); Dathe, Nota | Hal. 1787, 1792,

svo,
; Boaretti, I nto | Ven. 1788, 2 vols.

svo,; Cole. Key (Cambr. 1788, 8vo); Varisco, Annota-

zioni (Milan, 1788, 8vo); Lowe, --N-
| Berl. 1788, 8vo,

and often); Briegleb, I ebers. \ tonst 1789-93, 5 vols.

8vo); Street, Notes (Lond. 1790, 2 vols. 8vo); Paulas,

Clavis (Jen. 1791; Heidelb. 1815, 8vo) ; Dimmock,
Notes (Lond. 17'.n. -lto); Muntinghe, Vertaald. (Leyd.

1791-92, 2 vols. 8\-o; in derm, by Schole, Halle, L792

sq.,3 vols.8vo); Wetzel, Animadversiones (Fran* f. 1792,

lto) ; Meir, - r "2 (ed. Satanow, BerL 1794 ; Vien. 1816,

svo,
; Travel, Paraphrase

I
Gloucester, 17'.H. 8vo) ; Red-

ding, Observationes (Franec. 179G, 8vo) ; Jacobi, . 1 ram rk.

(Jena, 1796, 2 vols. 8vo); Hezel, Uebers. (Altenb. 1797,

8vo); Klihnbl, Anmerk. (Leips. 1799, 8vo) ; Asulai,

r.'^nri roii (Leghorn, 1801, 4to); Kelle, Auflosung

(Meissen, 1801, 8vo) ; Berlin, Nota (Upsal. 1805, 8vo);

Geddes, Notes (Lond. 1807, 8vo) ; Pinchas, ~: ~"y-

C"> = "( Minsk. 1809,4to); Anon. Explications [French]

(Par.' 1809, 3 vols. 8vo); Vgier, Notes
(
French] (ibid.

1809, 2 Vols. Svo); *I>e Wetle. ( \ , n, ,n< nl ,, r I Heidelb.

1811, 1823. 18211. 1836. 1850. 1856. 8vo): Stulilm: /'/-

ldut.{ Ilamb. 1812, 8vo) ; s< barer. Anmerk. i Berne. 1812,

l852,8vo); Hacker, Erkldrung (Leips. l813,8vo); Stolz,

Auslegung (Zilr. 1814, 8vo); Reinhard, Erlaut (Leips.

181 l.svoi: Horsley, Motes [on a part only
j

I
bond. 1815,

1820, 1833, 1848, 8vo); Goode, Version (ibid. 1816,

8vo); Sheriflfe, Reflections (ibid. 1821, 2 vols. l2mo);

Ewart, Lectures (ibid. 1822 26, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Mant,
Notes (Oxf. 1824, 8vo); Hoys. Key (Lond. 1825, 8vo ;

Parkhurst, Translation (ibid. 1825, 8vo); Anon. Para-
phrasis (Argent 1826, 2 vols. 8vo); Anon. Illustration

(York. 1826, 2 vols, r.'tnoi; Kai-er. ErkUir. (Nltrnb.

1827, 8vo); Goldwitzer, Uebers. (Sulzb. 1827, 8vo);

Warner. Illustrations
I
Lond. 1828, 8vo) : Gower, Expla-

nation (ibid. 1831, l2mo); « lauss, Beitrdgt (Berl. 1831,

8vo); Noyes, Translation (Host. 1831, 1833, is;;;. 12 |;

Slade, Explanation (Lond. 1832, L2mo); Morison, Expo-

sition ( ibid. 1832,3 vols.8vo); Rogers, Aiiangt „>< rtf I
( >xf.

1838, - vols. l2mo); French and Skim -

1833, 1842, svo,; Keil. AusUgung [on sixty psalms)

(Leips. 1834 35, 2 vols. 8vo); Carpenter. Reflections

(Lond. 1835, 1841, l8mo); Sachs, Er/awr. (Berl. is:;:..

8vo); *Hitzig, Commentar (Heidelb. 1835 37, 2 vols.

svo); Fry, Exposition (bond. 1836, 1842, 8vo : Stier,

A uslegung [on seventy psalmB] (Halle, 1836, 8vo
;
Wal-

ford, Notes (Lond. 1837, 8vo); Rosier. Anmerk (Ktt-

nigsb. IS. ',7. 8vo) : Krabtner. I ilUinnui i Leips. 1837 38,

2 vols. svoi; Dargand, Traduction (bar. 18
-

Bush, Commentary (N. V. 1838, 8vo); *Ewald, /."//.7(>-

/•»//7
i
(i..i i. 1839, 1840, 1866, 8vo); Keble, Metrical Ver-

sion (Oxf. 1839, 8vo); Reisenthal, Versio (Herb 1840,

8vo); Wiener, 1>< Indolt (Erlang. 1840, Svo); Tucker,
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Notes (Lond. 1840, 12mo) ; Biesenthal, Commentar (Berl.

1841, 8vo) ; Anon. Commentar (ibid. 1842, 8vo) ; Deutsch,

Commentar (Leips. 1842, 8vo) ; *Hengstenberg, Com-

mentar (Berl. 1842-47, 1849-54 ; in Engl., Edinb. 1846-

48, 3 vols. 8vo); Tholuck, Auslegung (Halle, 1843, 8vo;

transl. by Mombert, Lond. 185G ; N. Y. 1858, 8vo) ; Cress-

well, Notes (Lond. 1843, 12mo); Gumming, Paraphrase

(ibid. 1843, 12mo) ; *Vaihinger, ErUarung ( Leips. is 15,

2 vols. 8vo) ; *Philips, Commentary (Lond. 1846, 2 vols.

8vo) ; Jones, Reflections (ibid. 1846, 12mo) ; Jebb, Trans-

lation (ibid. 18
:

46, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Lengerke, Auslegung

(Leips. 1847, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Clowes, Translation (Lond.

1849. 8vo) ; Pridham, Notes (ibid. 1852, 12mo) ; Weiss,

Exposition (Edinb. 1852, 8vo) ; Olshausen, ErUarung
(Leips. 1853, 8vo) ; Ryland, Commentary ( Lond. 1853,

12mo) ; *Alexander, Notes (N. Y. 1853-56,3 vols. 12mo)

;

Good, Notes (Lond. 1854, 8vo) ; *Hupfeld, Auslegung

(Gotha, 1855-62, 1867-69, 4 vols. 8vo); Schegg, ErUa-

rung (Mtin. 1856, 8vo) ; Hawkins, Notes (Lond. 1857,

12mo) ; Rokach, ITTIB (Leghorn, 1858, 8vo) ; Rendu,

Notes [French] (Par. 1858, 8vo); Claude, Notes [French]

(ibid. 1858, 8vo) ; Bonar, Commentary (Lond. 1859, 8vo) ;

*Delitzsch, Commentar (Leips. 1859-60, 2 vols. 8vo;

rewritten in the Commentary of Keil and Delitzsch)

;

*Thrtipp, Introduction (Lond. I860. 2 vols. 8vo) ; Wil-

son, Exposition (ibid. 1860, 2 vols. 8vo) ; De Burgh,

Commentary (Dubl. 1860, 8vo) ; Neale, Commentary [from

primitive and mediaeval sources] (Lond. 1860-71, 3 vols.

8vo); Hammer, Erlaut. (Leips. 1861, 8vo); *Perrowne,

Notes (Lond. 1864-66, 1868-70, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Kay, Notes

(Oxf. 1864, 8vo) ; Monrad. Oversatt. (Copenh. 1865, 8vo)

;

Kurtz, Zur Theologie (Leips. 1865, 8vo) ; Plumer, Studies

(Lond. 1867, 8vo) ; Barnes, Notes (N. Y. 1869, 3 vols.

8vo) ; Spurgeon, Exposition (Lond. 1870-72,3 vols.8vo)

;

Linton, Explanation (ibid. 1871, 8vo) ; Burton, Para-
phrase (ibid. 1871, 8vo); Conant, Version (N. Y. 1871,

4to); Cowles, Notes (ibid. 1872, 12mo) ; *Murphy, Com-
mentary (Lond. 1875, 8vo); M'Lean, Expositions (ibid.

1875, 8vo); Heiligstedt, Auslegung (vol. i, Halle, 1876,

8vo). See Old Testament.

Psalter. This word is often used by ancient writers

for the book of Psalms, considered as a separate book of

Holy Scripture. It obtained among later Church writ-

ers a more technical meaning as the book in which the

Psalms are arranged for the service of the Church. The
Roman Catholic Psalter, for instance, does not follow the

Scriptural order of the Psalms, but arranges them for

the various services in a different manner. In the Eng-
lish Psalter, as it exists in the Book of Common Prayer,

the Psalms are arranged in such a way as to give a read-

ing for every day in the month, and there are also spe-

cial selections to be used in the discretion of the minis-

ter. The translation is not that of the King James Ver-

sion (i. e. our common Bible), but the earlier version of

Cranmer's Bible, which accounts for the difference be-

tween the Psalms of the Prayer-book and those of the

ordinary version of the Bible. The use of the Psalter

as a system of psalmody seems to have been borrowed

from the synagogue. The Psalter was always a favorite

book, and one which obtained a most extensive use both
in private and public. It was regarded as an epitome
of the Bible, and as especially adapted to the use of

youth and the people, at large. The clergy were re-

quired to commit this book to memory. In later times,

when the Bible as a whole was denied to the people,

the Latin Psalter was left in their hands; and at the

time of the Reformation the penitential psalms were in

the hands and mouths of the people.

Sometimes the book, for the sake of convenience, was
divided into five portions, to correspond with the Penta-
teuch; and again the Psalms were arranged in different

classes according to their character, as hallelujah, bap-
tismal, penitential, burial psalms, etc. In the time of
St. Augustine and St.Chrysostom the burial psalms were
xxiii, xlii, xliii, lix, ci; in the Roman Church they are

sxiii, xxv, xxvii, and the seven penitentials; in the

V PSALTER OF SOLOMON
English Church, xxxiii, xc ; in the Greek Church, xci,

cxix ; and for clerks, xxiv, Lxxxiv. Beleth mentions

Psa. cxiv and Confitemini ; he says charcoal was placed

in the grave to show that the ground could never again

be occupied. Psalms Gradual, Pilgrims'
1 Songs, or Psalms

of Degrees, were Psa. exx to exxxiv, which were sung

in ascending the fifteen steps of Solomon's Temple. Hal-

lelujah Psalms were cxlvi to cl, each beginning with

the words "Praise ye the Lord." Psalms Lucernal

were those sung in the primitive Church at the light-

ing of the lamps the first hour of the night. The Clem-

entine Constitutions, Cassian, and St. Chrysostom men-
tion the office said at this time under the same appel-

lation. Psalms of Praise (Hallel) were Psa. cxiii to

cxviii, the hymn sung by Christ before his agony.

Psalms Penitential were seven: St. Augustine, when
dying and lying speechless on his bed, had the seven

psalms painted on the walls of his chamber, that, look-

ing towards them, he might resist any temptations of

the devil (Psa. vi, xxxii, xxxviii, li [Miserere], cii,

exxx [Z)e Profundi*], cxliii). Psalms Prostrate were

those during the saying of which seniors knelt in their

stalls and the junior monks lay prostrate on the floor or

forms. These were said after vespers and in Lent, be-

fore the Collects of the Hours and Verba mea auribus

percipe. Twelve psalms, called the Dicta, were sung

(with three lections and responsories and six anthems)

on the nocturns of ordinary days, one for each hour of

the night. Six, says Beleth, are sung at matins, lauds,

and other hours, in memory of the six works of mercy

;

live at vespers, one for each of the senses; and four at

compline, the number of perfection.—Walcott, Sacred

Archaeology, s. v.; Farrar, Eccles. Diet. s. v.

Psalter of Solomon. Under this title is extant

in a Greek translation a collection of eighteen psalms

or hymns, evidently modelled on the canonical psalms,

breathing Messianic hopes, and forming a favorable

specimen of the later popular Jewish literature. It

was first edited by De la Cerda, according to an Augs-

burg manuscript, now no more extant, in his Adversaria

Sacra (Lugd. 1626), and then again by Fabricius in his

Codex Pseudepigraphus Vet. Test. (1722, 2d ed.), i, 914

sq. An English version is given by Whiston, A utht ntic

Records (Lond. 1827), vol. i. Of late it has been edited

by Hilgenfeld, who collated for this purpose a Vienna

codex in his Zeitschrift (1868), p. 134-168, and in his

Messias Judaorum, who was followed by Geiger and

Fritzsche. Later transcribers have made Solomon the

author of these psalms, but the psalms themselves are

against this assumption; on the contrary, they are the

best proof of their later origin. Some—as Ewald, Grimm,
Oehler, Dillmann, Weiffenbach—assign these psalms to

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes (q. v.); others— as

Movers, Delitzsch, and Keim—to the time of Herod ; but

neither of these dates is correct. It is now generally

held by critics like Langen, Hilgenfeld, Ndldeke, Haus-

rath, Geiger, Fritzsche, Wittichen, that they originated

soon after the taking of Jerusalem by Pompey, and this

opinion is corroborated by the tenor of especially the

2d, 8th, and 17th psalms. Looking at the circum-

stances of the time which is presupposed in these psalms,

we find the following: A generation to which the

rule over Israel had not been promised took pos-

session of it by force (oie, ovk tTDjyytiXio uera jiiag

a(p£t\ovro, xvii, 6). They did not give God the honor,

but put on the royal crown and took possession of Da-

vid's throne (xvii, 7, 8). In their time Israel sinned.

The king was in transgression of the law (tv irapavo-

fiia), the judge was not in truth (ou/c iv ukifiiui), and

the people were in sin (/cai 6 XaoQ tv afiapriq, xvii, 21,

22). But God put these princes down by raising against

them a foreign man who did not belong to the tribe of

Israel (xvii, 8, 9). From the ends of the world God
brought a strong man, who made war with Jerusalem

and the country. The princes of the land, in their in-

fatuation, met him with joy, and said, " You are wel-

come ; come hither ; enter in peace." The doors were
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opened to him, and he entered like a father in the house
J

of his sons (viii, 15 20). Once in the city, tie also took

the castles and broke the walls of Jerusalem with the

battering-rams (viii, 21 ;
ii, 1 I. Jerusalem was trodden

down by the heathen (ii, 20); even the altar ol God

wa- ascended b\ foreign people (ii, 2). The most prom-

inent men and sages of the council were killed, and the

blood "i the inhabitants of Jerusalem was shed like the

water ol impurity (viii, 23). The inhabitants of the

country were carried away as captives into the West,

and the princes for a derision t xvii. 13, 14; ii, 6; viii.

24). At last, the dragon who took Jerusalem was

killed at the mountain of Egypt on the sea (ii, 29). It

hardly needs any further explanation that all these

events fully agree with the history of Pompey. The

princes who arrogated to themselves the throne ol I »a-

vid are the Asmonseans (q. v.), who, since the time of

Aristobulus I. called themselves kings. The lasl princes

of this house, Alexander Jannaius and Aristobulus II.

favored the Sadducees, and in the eyes of the Pharisaic

author they are sinners and unlawful. The "foreign and

strong man" whom God brings from the ends of the earth

is Pompey. The princes who meet him are Aristobulus

II and Hyrcanus II; the adherents of the latter admit

Pompey into the city, and he soon takes the other part

with lone (iv Kfiioi. ii, I), which was held by Aristo-

bulus's party. All the other circumstances fully agree

with what we know ofPompey's campaign in Palestine;

and the fact that the 2d psalm speaks of the manner

in which Pompey died, in B.C. 1<S . fully proves the as-

sumption that it was written soon alter this event, while

the 8th and 17th psalms, as well as the greater part of

the others, may have been written between f>:'> and 48.

The spirit which runs through these psalms is that

of Pharisaic Judaism. They breathe an earnest moral

tone and true piety; but the righteousness which they

preach, and the absence of which they deplore, is the

one which can only he attained by keeping the Phar-

isaic ordinances, the duccuoovvi) irpoarayfiarwv (xiv,

1 l. After death man is judged according to his works.

He is at liberty to choose between righteousness or un-

righteousness (comp. especially ix. 7). By doing the

former he will rise to eternal life (Hi, 16); by doing the

latter, eternal damnation is his destiny (xiii. 9 sip; xiv.

2 sq.; w i. Iii opposition to the unlawfully arrogated

reign of the Asmonseans, which is already overthrown

by Pompey, the author looks for the Messianic king of

the house of David who will bring Israel to the prom-

ised glory (xvii, 1,6, 23-51 ; xviii,6 10; comp.\ ii.'.": xi).

The hypothesis of Gratz (Gesch. d. Juden [2d ed. ].

iii. 139) that these psalms were written by a Christian

author deserves no refutation. Nor are we justified in

assuming Christian interpolations; for the sinlessness

and holiness which the author ascribes to his expected

Messiah
I
\\ ii. 11, 46) is not the sinlessness in the sense

of Christian dogmatics, but merely the strict legality in

the sense of Pharisaism. As to the original language

of the psalms, it is now generally held against Hilgen-

feld that it was Hebrew, because it is very Hebraizing,

which would not be the ease if Hilgenfeld were correct.

Hence we are just ilied in the assumption that the psalms

wire not written at Alexandria, bul in Palestine.

/ iterature. -Hilgenfeld, Zeilschrift /»/ wissenschaftl.

Theologie (1868), p. 134-168; (187 1'), p. 383-11 s
; Mes-

sias Judceorum Libria eorum pernio anU et paulo post

Chr. nat. conscriptis illwtratus (Lips, 1869), p. 1-33;

Geiger, l><r Psalter Salomo's (Augs. 1871), and review

of it in Gottinger gel. Anztigen (1871), p. 841 850, and

in Hauck, Theol. Jahresbericht, vi, 421 sq.; Fritzsche,

Libri Apocryphi Veteris Tettamenti Gract (Lips. 1871),

p. 569 589; Wittichen, Die Tdei des Reiches Goties, p.

155 160; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Israel, iv. B92 Bq.;

Grimm, Zu 1. Makkab. p. xxvii; < (elder, art. •• Messias"

in Herzog, Real-Encyklop. ix, 126 Bq.; Dillmann, art.

•• Pseudepigraphen," ibid, xii,305sq.; Weiffenbacb, Qua
Jem in Regno i 'a lesli Dignitas sit Synopticorum St nti ntia

eorponitur (Gissse, 1868), p. 19 Bq.; Movers, in Wetzet

u.Welte's Kirchen-Lexieon, i, 340; Delitzsch, Psalmen,
(1st ed.), ii, 381 sq.; Keim, GeschichU Jesu run X<i-

zaru, i, 243 (EngL tran.-l. [Lond. 1873], p. 31

Langen, Das Judenthum in Palestina zur Zeit Christi

(1866), p. 64 70; Noldeke, Altteslamentl. LUeratur

(1868), p. Ill sq.; Ilausrath. Zeitgeschichte, i. 164 sq.,

176; Carriere, l>< Psalterio Salomonis (Argentorati,

1870), p. 8, and Ewald's notice of it in Gottinger gel.

Anzeigen (1873), p. 237 240; Anger, Vorlesvngen uber
dii Geschichte der messianischen hl<< (1873), p. 81 sq.;

Schurer, NeutestamenUich Zeitgeschichtt (Leips. 1874),

p. l in sq.. 569 Bq.; Stanlev, Hist, oftfo Jewish Church
(N. V. 1877), iii. 335. I b! P.)

Psalterium Mariaimm i- the name by which
the devotion of the rosary i- sometimes indicated, be-

cause in it (excepting the initial prayers), instead of

the 150 psalms of the Scripture, the A vt Maria, in hon-

or of the Virgin Mary, is recited 150 times.

Psaltery, an Anglicism of the Greek i^aXrqpiov,

is used in the A. V. as the rendering of two Hebrew
words, both of which signified stringed instrumi nts of

music to accompany the voice. (In our treatment of

them we use. in part, the article in Smith's Diet, of the

Bible.") See Kitto's note on Psa. xcii, 3, in his Pictorial

Hilil, ; liihli Educator, i. 70, 215; and comp. Ml bi< \i.

Instri ments.

1. 353, or i>53i nebel, is so rendered in the A.V. in all

passages where it occur.-, except in Isa. V, 1"-': xiv. 11
;

xxii. 24 marg.; Amos v. S-'>: \ i. 5, where it is trans-

lated viol, following the Geneva Version, which has viole

in all cases except 2 Sam. vi, 5; 1 King-- x. 12 ("psal-

tery"); 2Esd.x,22; Ecclus. xl, 21 (" psaJterion") ; [sa.

xxii, 24 ("musicke"); andWisd. xix. 18 ("instrument

of musike"). The ancient viol was a six-stringed guitar.

"Viols had six strings, and the position of the fingers

was marked on the finger-board by frets, as in the guitars

of the present day" 1 Chappi 11. Pop. Mus. i. 246). In

the Prayer-book version of the Psalms, the Hebrew
word is rendered "lute." This instrument resembled

the guitar, but was superior in tone, -being larger, and

having a convex back, somewhat like the vertical sec-

tion of a gourd, or more nearly resembling that of a

pear. . . . It had virtually six strings, because, although

the number was eleven or twelve, five, at least, were

doubled: the first, or treble, being sometimes a single

string. The head in which the peg- to turn the strings

were inserted receded almost at a right angle" (Chap-

pell, i. 102). These three instruments—the psaltery 01

sautry. the viol, and the lute—are frequently associated

in the old English poets, ami were clearly instruments

resembling each other, though still different. Thus in

Chaucer's Flower and Leaf, p. 337

—

" \inl before hem went niinstreles many one,
As harpes, pipes, lutes, and sautr, ,•"

and again in Drayton's Polyolbion, iv, 35G

—

"The trembling lute some touch, some strain the viol

best."

The word psaltery in its present form appear- to hare
been introduced about (he end of the Kith century, for

it occurs in the unmodified form psalterion in two pas-

sages of the Geneva Version (1560). Again, in Ninth's

Plutarch (Them, [ed. 1595], p. 124) we read that The-
mi.-tocles, " being mocked . . . by some that had studied

humanitie. and other liberal] Bciences, was driuen fox

reuenge and his owne defence, to aunswer with greate

and BtOUte words. Baying, that ill deed he could no skill

to tune a harpe. nor a violl. nor to plaj of apsalterion

;

but if they did put a eitie into hi- hands that wa- •!

small name, wcakc. and title, be knew wave- enough

how to make ii noble, strong, ami meat." The Greek

xbaXrqpiov, from w hich our word i- derived, denote b an

in -tunnel it played with the lingers instead of a plectrum

or quill, the verb \LaX\uv being used (I'.urip. I

784 1 of twanging the bowstring (comp. i|/aXuoi 7. %<av,

Eurip. Ton, p. 17:; 1. But it only occur- in the s, pt as

the rendering of the Hebrew iub<l in Neb. xii, 27 and
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Isa. v, 12, and in all the passages of the Psalms, except

Psa. lxxi, 22 (^/aXjUoc) and Psa. lxxxi, 2 (KiSrapa), while

in Amos v, 23 ; vi, 5, the general term bpyavov is em-

ployed. In all other cases va(S\a represents nebel or

nebel. These various renderings are sufficient to show

that at the time the translation of the Sept. was made
there was no certain identification of the Hebrew in-

strument with any known to the translators. The ren-

dering i'«/3\ct commends itself on account of the simi-

larity of the Greek word with the Hebrew. Josephus

appears to have regarded them as equivalent, and his is

the only direct evidence upon the point. He tells us

{Ant. vii, 12, 3) that the difference between the Kivipa

(Ileb. ~!li3, Manor) and the i>«/3Aa was that the former

had ten strings and was played with the plectrum, the

latter had twelve notes and was played with the hand.

Forty thousand of these instruments, he adds {Ant. viii,

3, 8), were made of electrum by Solomon for the Temple
choir. Rashi (on Isa. v, 12) says that the nebel had
more strings and pegs than the kinnor. That nabla was
a foreign name is evident from Strabo (x, 471) and from

Athenaeus (iv, 175), where its origin is said to be Sido-

riian. Beyond this, and that it was a stringed instru-

ment (Athen. iv, 175), played by the hand (Ovid, Ars
Am. iii, 327), we know nothing of it; but in these facts

•we have strong presumptive evidence that nabla and

nebel are the same ; and that the nabla and psalterion

are identical appears from the glossary of Philoxenus,

where nablio= ^d\ri]g, and nablizo—il/dWio. and from

Suidas, who makes psalterion and naula, or nabla, syn-

onymous. Of the psaltery among the Greeks there ap-

pear to have been two kinds— the 7t?/kWc, which was
of Persian (Athen. xiv, G36) or Lydian (ibid. p. G35)

origin, and the /jaycicic. The former had only two

(ibid, iv, 183) or three (ibid.) strings; the latter as

many as twenty (ibid, xiv, 634), though sometimes

only five (ibid. p. 037). They are sometimes said to be

the same, and were evidently of the same kind. Both
Isidore (Z>e Origg. iii, 21) and Cassiodorus (Preef. in

Psal. c. 4) describe the psaltery as triangular in shape,

like the Greek A, with the sounding-board above the

strings, which were struck downwards. The latter adds

that it was played with a plectrum, so that he contra-

dicts Josephus if the psaltery and nebel are really the

same. In this case Josephus is the rather to be trusted.

St. Augustine (on Psa. xxxii [xxxiii]) makes the po-

sition of the sounding-board the point in which the

cithara and psaltery differ; in the former it is below, in

the latter above the strings. His language implies that

both were played with the plectrum. The distinction

between the cithara and psaltery is observed by Jerome
(Prol. in Psal.). From these conflicting accounts it is

impossible to say positively with what instrument the

nebel of the Hebrew exactly corresponded. It was prob-

ably of various kinds, as Kimchi says in his note on Isa.

Triangnlar Musical Instrument from Uerailaneum.

xxii, 24, differing from each other both with regard to

the position of the pegs and the number of the strings.

In illustration of the descriptions oflsidorus and Cassio-

dorus reference may be made to the drawings from

Egyptian musical instruments given by Sir Gard. Wil-

kinson (Anc. Kg. ii, 280, 287), some one of which may
correspond to the Hebrew nebel. Munk {Palestine, pi.

1G, figs. 12, 13) gives an engraving of an instrument

which Nicbuhr saw. Its form is that of an inverted

Delta placed upon a round box of wood covered with

skin. Abraham de Porta-Leone, the author of Shilte

Haggibborim (c. 5), identities the nebel with the Italian

Unto (the lute), or rather with the particular kind called

liuto chitarronato (the German mandoline'), the thirteen

strings of which were of gut or sinew, and were struck

with a quill. See Harp.
The nebel asor (Psa. xxxiii, 2 ; xcii, 3 [4] ; cxliv, 9)

appears to have been an instrument of the psaltery kind

of a peculiar form or number of strings (Forkel, Gesch.

iii r M us. i, 133). Aben-Ezra (on Psa. cl, 3) says the

nebel had ten holes; so that he must have considered it

to be a kind of pipe. As the latter term signifies ten,

and never occurs but in connection with the nebel, the

conjecture is natural that the two instruments may have
differed from each other only in the number of their

strings, or the openings at the bottom. Hence we meet
with the Sept. translation iv CtKax<>p3<{>, and in the

Chaldee, Syriac, and Arabic words expressing an in-

strument of ten strings, which is also followed in the

A. V. (Psa. xxxiii, 2; cxliv, 1). We see no reason to

dissent from this conclusion. Pfeiffer was inclined to

think that the asor may have been the quadrangular

lyre which is represented in different varieties in an-

cient monuments (figs. 1 and 2 of the accompanying cut),

and which has usually ten strings, though sometimes
more. See Viol.

r
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victory (xx, 28) ; at the restoration ofttae Temple under

Hezekiah (xxix, 25), and the dedication of the walls of

Jerusalem after they were rebuilt by Nehemiab (Neh.

xii. 27). In all these cases, and iii the passages in the

Psalms where allusion is made to it. the psaltery is as-

sociated with religious services (comp. Amos v, 23; 2

Esd. x. 22). I Jul ii had its part also in private festivi-

ties, as is evident from Isa. V, 12; xiv, 11 ; xxii. l' 1 :

5, where it is associated with banquets and

luxurious indulgence. It appears (Isa. xiv. 11) to have

had a Boft, plaintive note. The psalteries of David

were made of cypress (•_' Sam. vi. 5), those of Solomon

am or almug trees (2 Chron. ix, 11). See Psal-

mody.
2. Among the instruments of the band which played

before Nebuchadnezzar's golden image on the plains of

Dura, we again meet with the "psaltery" ("p~T:r2.

Dan. iii,."». LO, L5; •—.MDB, jwaanteriw). Thi I

word appears to he merely a modification of the Greek

\pakrripLOv. Attention is called to the facl thai tin-

word is singular (see Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 111C), the

termination "p " corresponding to the Greek -10v. This.

in a more narrow and exact sense, denotes an instru-

ment like the cithara (Lemprid. .1/ Sever'), played

with both hands, and called the magadis, fiay&Sit;

(Aihen. xiv. 636) i but according to Jerome (Procem. in

Psalm.) ii was the later Greek name for the nubia or

nebel above. See Music.

Psathyrians or Psatyrians, a sect of Arians,

who were followers of Theoctistus, a zealous pastry-cook

(ipa$vpo7riu\i]c) of Constantinople, who maintained the

heresy of Arius in the form that the first person in the

Trinity existed before the Son had a being; thus deny-
in-' the eternal generation of Christ. Brought to trial

in the Council of Antioch, A.D. 360, they maintained

thai the Son was not like the Father as to will; that

lie was taken from nothing, or made of nothing: and
that in God generation was not to be distinguish d from

creation. They were also called Douleians and Cyrti- I

ani. See Theodorus, //"/•. Fab. vol. iv.

Psaume, Nicholas, a French prelate, was born in

1518 at Chauinont-sur-Aine. diocese of Verdun, of very

humble parentage. He was educated by his uncle,

Francois Psaume, abbe of St Paul of Verdun, who senl

him successively to the universities of Paris, Orleans,

and Poitiers, and resigned the abbey in his favor in

1^38. Soon after, Nicholas took the habit of the Pre-

monstrantS. In 1548 the cardinal .ban de Lorraine

abdicated in his favor the bishopric of Verdun. He as-

sisted at the Council of Trent in 1550 and in 1562, ar-

guing against the abuse of the regular benefices, and
made for himself some enemies, lie died at Verdun,

Aug. 10, 1575. He gave to the world Collectio Actorum
<t Decretorum ConcUii Tridentini (Etival, 1725), a curi-

ous journal of all thai was done at the council from
Nov. 13, 1562, until its conclusion, which was published

by P. Hugo. abbe ii'Ki ival :- -Prist rvatifcontort U ( 'hange-

ment <i< Religion | Verdun, 1563, 8vo): an edition of the

canons of the provincial council of Treves in L548:

Missah
| L557) : Portrait >i, VEglUi | 1 573);

dedicated in the cardinal of Lorraine: — some other

lal ive to the I louncil of Trent, which he pub-

lished in 1564.- Hoefer, Now. Biog. Ginerale, s. \.

PseudepigrSpha (^evdiiriypa^a) means those

writings the title (iirtypaifrii) of which names a false

author instead of the true one. This designation is

often applied to the Apocrypha, although there are

many Apocrypha which name no author at all in their

title. A number of Protestant theologians restrict the

term pseudepigrapha to such writings of the ( ). T. as

were i iposed in the Creek language shortly before or

after Christ, and falsely attributed to the patriarchs and

prophets of the t lid Covenant, as, e. g. the testament of

the twelve patriarchs, the book of Enoch, etc. They
designate by the name of Apocrypha the writings falsely

attributed to the apostles and disciples of Jesus. See
Apocrypha.

Pseudodoxy (iptvSoSoZia, from if/evSoc., false-

hood, and $6%a, opinion) designates a false or decep-

tive opinion, and hence is emploj ed for superstition and
error. A synonymous expression is pseudodidascaly
(from diSaoKakia, instruction i, as he who holds errone-
ous opinions (t^evdooogoe), if he communicates them,
becomes a false teacher (il/EvBodiSaaicaXoc). The op-
posite of these two expressions ought to be orthodoxy
and orthodidascaly, bul the latter two words are used

in a somewhat different sense. See Hi rcRODOX. The
word pseudoUm is of recent formation, and means a
general inclination to the false, which shows itself in

thoughts, words, and doctrim s, as well as in acts and in

the social intercourse of life.

Pseudolatry (xpevSoXarpela, from tyeuioc,, false-

hood, and XarpBta, servict
I
designates afalst worship,

of which the Christian writer-, who seem to have tirst

formed this word, accus., i the pagans, on account <>f

their polytheism. I'm (idolatry has also penetrated

into the Christian Church: for where we find the wor-

ship of images (iconolatry, or idolatry i, there is pseu-

dolatry likewise.

Pseudology and Pseitdomancy fyevddkoyla,
vi,M'( ofiavTtia, from \6yoc, syce/;, and //«i nia, predic-
tion) are in the mutual relation of .species and genus.

The former refers to false and deceptive speaking in

general; the latter to the foretelling of future events,

in which, in this sense, there is neither truth nor wis-

dom. The same relation exists between the pseudolo-

gist and the pseudomantist, called also pseudo-prophet.
See Prophet. Comp. also Lucian's Pseudomantis, by
which title he designates an impostor of bis time called

Alexander (Alexander Impostor i. Pseudomania would
be simulated lolly (jjiavia); for mental diseases can be
simulated as well as bodily. Both pretences are mean,
the former still mote than the latter: for he who pre-

tends to be mentally diseased plays the part of a being

deprived of reason and freedom. Criminals sometimes

recur to this artifice to escape the responsibility oi their

actions; lawyers like, in desperate cases, t,, resort to the

plea of insanity. The judge must, where such an ex-

cuse is attempted, take the advice of the physicians,

who have to examine how far such a plea is warranted

by the facts, else this mode of defence would bad to

the impunity of all criminals. i\iii the mosl danger-
ous. The words tyevdofiavia and if/evdofiavreia are

both unknown to antiquity, although \f/evS6p.avriQ was
employed. Instead of ipevSoXoyia, the ancients used

also ipivCopviia (from /xrioc = \dyoc) ; hence it would

be a mistake if we employed the latter word for false

fables, alt hough myth is synonymous vritafable.

Psilanthropists are those who maintain the ex-

treme form of Unitarian doctrine thai < Ihrisl was m< rely

(if/iKoc) a man (avSpwirog), and not God and man
|

.-< nv$po>iro£ i in one person.

Psychici and Pneumatici (vtryiooi and irvtv-

uariKoi, sciL avSpunroi) arc often contrasted in such a

manner that the former word is employed in a lower

sens,., the second with a more refined and noble signifi-

cation. The Montauists thus designated the ortho-

dox, because they rejected the prophecies and pretend-

ed inspirations of their founder, and would nol receive

his rieid laws respecting fasting, etc. This was the

term constantly used by Tertullian after he had fallen

into the errors of the Mbntanists. He calls bis own
party the spiritual, and the orthodox tin carnal. Ter-

tullian. who ranged himself with the Pneumaticists,

wrote a book Contra Psychicos s. Orthodoxos. Bul this

meaning is very seldom given to these words in our

times. See Origi \. The latter found in the Script-

matic, psychical, and pneumatics] meaning, be-

cause man is composed of body, soul, and mind. The
name appears to have Originated with the Valeiil inians,

w ho stj led themselves the spiritual and tin perfect, and
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said they had no need of abstinence and good works,

which were unnecessary for them that were perfect.

Psychism (a new formation, from ipvX')> soul) is

the opinion that everything is soul. The followers of

this doctrine are called Psychists. Although poets put

a soul in every inanimate object, they do not belong to

this sect of philosophers ; for they do not think in the

least of suppressing all distinction between the somatic

and the psychical nature. Michel Petiiez, a Hungarian,

published in 1833 (Pesth, 8vo) a book in which he at-

tempts to prove that the so-called bodily world is com-
posed of nothing but souls. He divides the souls into

two classes, the living and the dead; the latter, in a

state of aggregation, constitute the bodies. This opin-

ion is not so new as it would appear at first sight. It

bears a striking resemblance to Leibnitz's monadology,

and may be a branch of that tree. Leibnitz considers

the whole universe as composed of monads, which he

divides into conscious and unconscious, or slumbering

;

he also holds bodies to be aggregations of the second

kind of monads. If they are consistent, the strict ideal-

ists will likewise be compelled to consider all that ex-

ists as soul or spirit, as they hold the bodies to be mere
representations or ideas, to which the thinking mind
lends objective existence. M. Quesne (Lettres sur le

Pstjchisme [Paris, 1852, 8vo]) teaches that there is a

fluid diffused throughout all nature, animating equally

all living and organized beings, and that the difference

which appears in their actions comes of their particular

organization. The fluid is general, the organization is

individual. This opinion differs from that of Pythag-
oras (q. v.), who held that the soul of a man passed in-

dividually into the body of a brute. While M. Quesne
holds that, though the body dies, the soul does not; the

organization perishes, but not the psychal, or psychical,

fluid. See Krug, Philos. Worterbuch, s. v.

Psychology (from ipvx'h the soul, and \6yog, a

discourse) is that branch of metaphysics which treats

of the nature and relations of the human spirit. It

has been divided into rational, or speculative, and em-
pirical, or practical. (See Fleming and Krauth, Vocab.

ofPhilos. s. v.)

Biblical Psychology is a term lately applied to the

doctrines of the Holy Scriptures on the subject, espe-

cially as to the distinction between the rational and

immortal soul in man (ffi"l, nvaifia), and the animal,

sensitive, and affectional spirit ('CJE3, ^vx'))- The sub-

ject has been treated with great acumen by Delitzsch

(Biblical Psychology, tr. from the German, Edinb. 18G7)
;

but the results are rather curious than satisfactory.

(See Brit. Quar. Rev. Jan. 1873, p. 162 ; New-Englander,
July, 1873, art. iv.) In fact, the Bible has no scientific

nomenclature, and the attempt to reduce its terms to

the strict definitions of modern classification, especially

on so obscure and abstract a subject, must necessarily

prove abortive. See Mind.

Psychomancy (from tyvxh, soul, anu pavrtia,
prediction) is the pretended art of summoning the

soids of the deceased, and learning the future by their

communications; it is one of the branches of divina-

tion, or mantics. The ancients use only i/zirv.'^airic,.

a sorcerer of this kind, and i|/nYOjuaj/refo)', the place'

where such performances took place (oraculum anima-
rum). The same art is called necromancy, and, in a

more extensive sense, pneumatomancy. See Divina-
tion.

Psychometry (a new formation, from ^v\i], soul,

and /.ikrpov, measure) is the art of measuring souls. It

cannot give an account with mathematical exactitude of

the powers of the soul and their effects; it must content

itself with an approximative valuation, the soul being a
quantity inapproachable to the senses, which cannot be
measured like bodies. Ch. Jul. Sim. Portius, a teacher

in Leipsic, invented an instrument of psychometry,
which he thus describes: '"The psychometer is an in-

strument which shows what a man is in respect to his

temperament, mind, and heart. One hundred and ten

different impressions can be made on the instrument.

The impression made by the person whose soul is meas-
ured shows by which of the one hundred and ten quali-

ties enumerated on a board"—and most arbitrarily and
illogically, as to that— "this person is distinguished

from others." We may ask, Only those by which he
or she is distinguished from, not also those which he
has in common with, other people? But, then, the in-

strument could not indicate any of those one hundred
and ten qualities, as each of them must be held in com-
mon by several persons. See the description of this

psychometer by its author (Leipsic, 1833, 8vo).

Psychopaimychisrn (^vx>),soul; irav,aU; and
vv£, night— the sleep of the soul) is the doctrine to

which Luther, among divines, and Forney, among phi-

losophers, were inclined, that at death the soul falls

asleep, and does not awake till the resurrection of the

body. Calvin wrote a treatise against this view in

1534, and there is much against it in Henry Mori's

Works. Pagett says, in his Heresiography, written

about 1638, that this " heresy" revived in his time
through the publication of a work entitled Man's
Mortality. See Soul-sleep.

Psychopneumones were those who maintained
the opinion that the souls of the good, after death, be-

came angels, and the souls of the evil became devils.

See Augustinus, Hceres. ch. lxxviii; Pnedest. Uteres.

ch. lxxviii.

Ptolemae'us, or Ptolemy (nroXe^aToc, i.e. " the

warlike," from 7rro\t/ioc — TroXepoe,), the dynastic name
of the Greek kings of Egypt (A. V. " Ptol'emee" or
" Ptoleme'us"), and hence employed also by many pri-

vate persons. The name, which occurs in early legends
(II. iv, 228; Pausan. x, 5), appears first in the historic

period in the time of Alexander the Great, and became

1. Ptolem-sus I, Sotek (son of Lagns), B.C. fcir. 323-2S5.

Arsinoe to 2. Ptoi.emjsus II, Puilapelphcs (B.C. 2S5-247), to 3. Arsinoe.

4. Ptolem.«us III, Euekgetes I (B.C. 247-222). 5. Berenice to Antiochus II.

6. Ptolemjsus IV, Philopatoe (B.C. 222-205), to 7. Arsinoe.

I

I

8. Ptolem-eus V, Epipuanes (B.C. 205-1S1), to Cleopatra (daughter of Antiochus Magnus).

9. Ptolem.eus VI, Piiilometob
(B.C. 181-140),

to Cleopatra (11).

10. Ptoi.em.eus VII, Euergetes II (Physcon), to 11. Cleopatra,
(B.C. 171-140-117) to (2) Cleopatra (14).

(12.) Cleopatra, 13. Ptolerujeus Eupator. 14. Cleopatra.
to Alexander Balas.
to Demetrius II.

15. Ptolem.ecs VIII, Soter II
(B.C.117-S1).
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afterwards very frequent among the states which arose

out of his conquests. For the following, which are the

only persons of the name mentioned in the Scriptures

(and these in the Apocrypha alone, although refer-

red to in Daniel), we adopt the statements found

in Smith's Diet, of the Bible. For the civil history

of the Ptolemies the student will find ample refer-

ences i" the original authorities in the articles in

Smil h's Did. oft lassieal Biography, ii. 581, eir.. and in

Pauly's Real-Enqjklopadie. The literature of the bud-

ject in its religious aspects has been noticed under Al-

exandria; Dispersion. A curious account of the lit-

erary activity of Ptolemy Philadelphus is given (by

.Simon de Magistris) in i lie Apologia sent. Pat.dt LXX
Vers., appended to Daniel sec LXX (Romaj,1772

;
but

this is not always trustworthy. More complete details

of the history of the Alexandrine libraries are given by

Ritschl, DA Alexandnnischen Bibliotheken (Breslau,

ind Parthey, Das Alexandr. Museum (Berlin,

1838). The foregoing table gives the descent of the

royal line as far as it is conni cted with Biblical history.

See Egypt.
1. Ptolemy I. Soter (1iot!)i>, savior), known as the

son of Lagus, a Macedonian of low rank, was gem r-

ally supposed to be an illegitimate son of Philip. He
distinguished himself greatly during the campaigns of

Alexander; at whose death, foreseeing the necessary

subdivision of the empire, he secured for himsell the

government of Egypt, where he proceeded at once to

lay the foundations of a kingdom i B.C. 323). His pol-

icy during the wars of the succession was mainly di-

rected inwards the consolidation of his power, and not

to wide conquests. He maintained himself against the

attacks of Perdiccas (B.C. 321) and Demetrius (B.C.

312), and gain id a precarious footing in Syria and Phoe-

nicia, in B.C. 307 he suffered a very severe defeat at

sea off I iyprus from Antigonus, but successfully defended

Egypt against invasion. After the final defeat of An-
tigonus, I!.*'. 301, he was obliged to concede the debat-

able provinces of Phoenicia and Coele-Syria to Seleucus;

and during the remainder of his reign his only impor-

tant achievement abroad was the recovery of Cyprus,

which he permanently attached to the Egyptian mon-
archj (B.C. !95). He abdicated in favor of his young-

est son, Ptolemy II Philadelphia, two years before his

death, n bich look place in B.C. 283.

Ptolemj Soter is described very briefly in Daniel (xi,

5) as one of those who should receive part of the empire

of Alexander when ii was "divided towards the four

winds of heaven." " Tin Icing of ih south [Egypt in

respect of Judaea] shall & strong; and om ofhisprinces

[Seleucus Nicator, shall be strong!; and he [Seleucus

shall fa strong aiovi him [Ptolemy], and have domin-

ion." Seleucus, who is here mentioned, tied from Bab-

ylon, where Antigonus sough.1 hi- life, to Egypt in 1!.<'.

:ik;. and attached himself to Ptolemy. At last the de-

cisive victory of [psus (B.C. 301), which was mainly

gained by his services, gave him the command of an

empire which was greater than any other held by Al-

exander's successors; and "his dominion was a great

dominion" (Dan. /. c). Jerome (ad Dan. 1. c.) very

strangely refers the latter clauses of the verse to Ptole-

my Philadelphus, ••whose empire surpassed that of his

father." The whole tenor of the passage requires the

Pentadractam of Ptolemy l.

: of king,

contrast of the two kingdoms on which the fortunes of
Judaea hung.

In • of his expeditions into Syria, probably B.C.

320, Ptolemy treacherously occupied Jerusalem on the
Sabbath, a fact which arrested the attention of the hea-
then historian Agatharcides (ap. Joseph. C. Ap. i. 22;
Ant. xii. I). He carried away many dews and Samari-
tans captive to Alexandria: but, aware probably of the
-reat importance of the good-will of the inhabitants of

Palestine in the event ot a Syrian war. he gave them
the full privileges of citizenship in ihe new city. In

the campaign of Gaza (B.C. 312) he reaped the fruits

of his liberal policy; and many Jews voluntarily emi-
grated to Egypt, though the colony was from the lirst

disturbed by internal dissensions (Josephus, as above;
Ilecat. ap. Joseph. C. A/-. I. a).

2. Ptolemy II, Philadelphus (Qikadektpog, i. e.

brother-loving), the youngest son of Ptolemy I, was
made king two year- before his death, to confirm the

irregular succession. The conflict between Egypt and
Syria was renewed during his reign ill consequence
of the intrigue of his halt-brother Magas. "But in

tfo end of years they [the kings of Syria and Egypt]
joined themselves together [in friendship]. For the

king's daughter ofth south
|
Berenice, the daughter of

Ptolemy Philadelphus] cam* [as bride] to the king of
tht north [Antiochus II . to mah an agreement" (Dan.

xi. t; '. The unhappy issue of this marriage has been
noticed already [see ANTIOl BUS II

|

: and the political

events of the reign of Ptolemy, who, however, retained

possession of the disputed provinces of Phoenicia and
Cult-Syria, offer no further points of interest in con-

ned ion with Jewish history.

In other respects, however, this reign was a critical

epoch for the development of Judaism, as it was for the

intellectual history of the ancient world. The liberal

encouragement which Ptolemy bestowed on literature

and science (following out in this the designs of his fa-

ther) gave birth to a new school of writers and think-

ers. The critical faculty was called forth in place of

the creative, and learning, in some sense, supplied the

place of original speculation. Eclecticism was the nec-

essary result of Ihe concurrence and comparison of dog-

mas; and it was impossible that the Jew, who was now-

become as true a citizen of the world as thi Greek,

should remain passive in the conflict of opinions. The
origin and influence of the translation of the Sept. will

be considered in another place. See Septi vgint. It

is en..nub now to observe the greatness of the conse-

quences involved in the union of (.nek language with

Jewish thought. From this time the dew was famil-

iarized with the great types of Western literature, and

in some degree aimed at imitating them. Ezechiel (6

roc lovda'tKwv rpayipSi&v TrovnTJiQ, Clem. Alex. Strom.
i. 23, § 155) wrote a drama on the subject of tl e Exo-

dus, of which considerable fragments, in fair iambic

verse, remain ( I'.useb. Prcep. Ev. ix.-JS.-_". 1
: Clem. Alex.

I. c.), though he does not appear to have adhered strictly

to the laws of classical composition. An elder Philo

celebrated Jerusalem in a long hexameter poem Euse-

bius quotes the 11th 1 k of which the few corrupt

lines still preserved (Euseb. Prap. Ev. i\. 20, 24, 28)

convey no satisfactory notion. Another epii

the Jews, was written by Theodotus, and as the extant

passages (ibid, i\. 22) treat of the history of Sichem, it

has br.n conjectured thai be WB9 a Samaritan. The
work of Aristobulus on the interpretation ot the law-

was a still more important result of the combination of

the old faith with Greek culture, as forming the ground-

work -I latei allegories. While the Jews appropri-

ated the fruits of Western science, the Greeks looked

towards the East with a new curiosity. The histories

of Berosus and Manetho and Hecatseus opened a world

as wide and as novel as the conquests of Alexander.

The legendary sibyls were taught to speak in the lan-

guage of the prophet-. The name of Orpheus, which
was connected with the first rise of Greek polytheism,
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gave sanction to verses which set forth nobler views of

the Godhead {ibid, xiii, 12, etc.). Even the most fa-

mous poets were not free from interpolation (Ewald,

Gesch. iv, 297, note). Everywhere the intellectual ap-

proximation of Jew and Gentile was growing closer, or

at least more possible. The later specific forms of teach-

ing to which this syncretism of East and West gave

rise have already been noticed. See Alexandria. A
second time, and in a new fashion, Egypt disciplined a

people of God. It first impressed upon a nation the

firm unity of a family, and then in due time reconnected

a matured people with the world from which it had been

called out.

Octodrachm of Ptolemy II.

Obv. AAEAtfiN. Busts of Ptolemy II and Arsinoe, r. Eev. 6ES1N. Busts
of Ptolemy I and Berenice, r.

3. Ptolemy III, Euergetes (Eiiepyirnc, i. e. well-

doer), was the eldest son of Ptolemy Philadelphia, and

brother of Berenice, the wife of Antiochus II. The re-

pudiation and murder of his sister furnished him with

an occasion for invading Syria (B.C. cir. 216). He
"stood up, a branch out of her stock [sprung from the

same parents] in his [father's] estate; and set himself at

[the head of] his arm;/, and came against the fortresses

of the king of the north [Antiochus], and dealt against

them and prevailed" (Dan. xi, 7). He extended his

conquests as far as Antioch, and then eastward to Bab-

ylon, but was recalled to Egypt by tidings of seditions

which had broken out there. His success was brilliant

and complete. " He carried captive into Egypt the gods

[of the conquered nations] with their molten images, and
with their precious vessels of silver and gold" (ver. 8).

This capture of sacred trophies, which included the re-

covery of images taken from Egypt by Cambyses (Jer-

ome, ad loc), earned for the king the name Euergetes—
"Benefactor"— from the superstitious Egyptians, and
was specially recorded in the inscriptions which he set

up at Adule in memory of his achievements (Cosmas
Ind. ap. Clinton, F. H. p. 382, n.). After his return to

Egypt (B.C. cir. 243) he suffered a great part of the

conquered provinces to fall again under the power of

Seleucus. But the attempts which Seleucus made to

attack Egypt terminated disastrously to himself. He
first collected a fleet, which was almost totally destroyed

by a storm ; and then, "as if by some judicial infatua-

tion," " he came against the realm ofthe king of the south

and [being defeated] returned to his own land [to Anti-

och]" (Dan. xi, 9; Justin, xxvii, 2). After this Ptole-

my "desisted some gears from [attacking] the king of
the north" (Dan. xi, 8), since the civil war between Se-

leucus and Antiochus Hierax, which he fomented, se-

cured him from any further Syrian invasion. The re-

mainder of the reign of Ptolemy seems to have been

spent chiefly in developing the resources of the empire,

Octodrachm of Ptolemy III.

which he raised to the highest pitch of its prosperity.

His policy towards the Jews was similar to that of his

predecessors, and on his occupation of Syria he "offered

sacrifices, after the custom of the. law, in acknowledg-

ment of his success, in the Temple at Jerusalem, and

added gifts worthy of his victory" (Joseph. C. Ap. ii,

5). The famous story of the manner in which Joseph,

the son of Tobias, obtained from him the lease of the

revenues of Judaea is a striking illustration both of the

condition of the country and of the influence of individ-

ual Jews (id. Ant. xii, 4). See Onias.

4. Ptolemy IV, Philopator (*t\o7rarojp, i. e.father-

loving). After the death of Ptolemy Euergetes, the

line of the Ptolemies rapidly degenerated (Strabo, xvi,

12, 13, p. 798). Ptolemy Philopator. his eldest son, who
succeeded him, was, to the last degree, sensual, effemi-

nate, and debased. But, externally, his kingdom re-

tained its power and splendor; and when circumstances

forced him to action, Ptolemy himself showed ability

not unworthy of his race. The description of the cam-

paign of Raphia (B.C. 217) in the book of Daniel gives

a vivid description of his character. " The sons of Se-

leucus [Seleucus Ceraunus and Antiochus the Great]

were stirred up, and assembled a multitude of great

forces; and one of them [Antiochus] came, and over-

jtowed, and passed through [even to Pelusium : Polyb.

v, 62] ; and he returned [from Seleucia, to which he had

retired during a faithless truce : Polyb. v, 66] ; and
they [Antiochus and Ptolemy] wen stirred up [in war]

even to his [Antiochus's] fortress. And the king of the

south [Ptolemy Philopator] was moved with choler,and

cameforth andfought with him [at Raphia] ; and he set

forth a great multitude; and the multitude ivas given into

his hand [to lead to battle].' And the multitude raised

itself [proudly for the conflict], and his heart was lifted

up, and he cast down ten thousamls (comp. Polyb. v, 86)

;

but he was not vigorous" [to reap the fruits of his victo-

ry] (Dan. xi, 10-12 ; comp. 3 Mace, i, 1-5). After this

decisive success, Ptolemy Philopator visited the neigh-

boring cities of Syria, and, among others, Jerusalem.

After offering sacrifices of thanksgiving in the Temple,

he attempted to enter the sanctuary. A sudden paral-

ysis hindered his design; but when he returned to Al-

exandria, he determined to inflict on the Alexandrian

Jews the vengeance for his disappointment. In this,

however, he was again hindered ; and eventually he

confirmed to them the full privileges which they had

enjoyed before. See Maccabees, The Third Book of.

The recklessness of his reign was further marked by
the first insurrection of the native Egyptians against

their Greek rulers (Polyb. v, 107). This was put down,

and Ptolemy, during the remainder of his life, gave him-

self up to unbridled excesses. He died B.C. 205, and

was succeeded by his only child, Ptolemy V, Epipha-

nes, who was at the time only four or five years old

(Jerome, ad Dan. xi, 10-12).

Tetradrachm of Ptolemy IV.

Egyptian talent. (Obv. Bust of king, r., bound with fillet. Eev. ITTOAE-
maiot fiAonATopos. Eagle, 1., on thunderbolt.) Struck at Tyre.

5. Ptolemy V, Epiphanes ('ETTKpavtg, i. ^.illustrious).

The reign of Ptolemy Epiphanes was a critical epoch
in the history of the Jews. The rivalry between the

Syrian and Egyptian parties, which had for some time

divided the people, came to an open rupture in the

struggles which marked his minority. The Syrian

faction openly declared for Antiochus the Great when
he advanced on his second expedition against Egypt;
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and the .lows, who remained faithful to the old alliance,

fled to Egypt in great numbers, where Onias. the right-

ful successor to the high-priesthood, not long afterwards

established the temple al Leontopolis. (Jerome [ad
Dan. xi. 1 1 places the flight of! »nias to Eg} pt ami the

foundation "t the temple "I' Leontopolis in the reign of

Ptolemi Epiphanes; but < taias was ^ t ill a youth at the

t in).- o) M- father's death, B.C. cir. 171.) See < »kj vs.

In the strong language of Daniel, •77" robbers of (hi

alted themselves to establish tin visum" (Dan.

xi, 1-1) — to confirm by the issue of their attempt the

iniih of the prophetic word, ami at the same time to

forward unconsciously the establishment of the heav-

enly kingdom which they sough) to anticipate. The
accession of Ptolemy, and the confusion ol a disputed

regency furnished a favorable opportunity for foreign

invasion. "Many stood up against th* king of the

south" under Antiochus the Great and Philip III of

Macedonia, who formed a league for the dismember-

ment of his kingdom. "So the king qfth north
\
An-

tiochus came, and cast "j* a mount, and took tin most

Ity
|
Sidon, to which Scopas, the general of

Ptolemy, bad fled: Jerome, ad foe], and the arms of
th smith did not withstand" al Paneas, B.C. L98, where
Antiochus gained a decisive victory] (Dan. xi. 11. 15).

The interference of the Romans, to whom the regents

had turned for help, checked Antiochus in his career;

but in order to retain the provinces ot < Jele-Syria. Plue-

nicia, and Judaea, which he had reconquered, really un-

der his power, while he seemed to comply with the de-

mands of the Romans, who required them to be surren-

dered to Ptolemy, "h gavt him
\
Ptolemy, his daugh-

ter Cleopatra] a young maiden"
j

as his betrothed wife
]

(Dan. xi. 17). But in the end his policy only partially

succeeded. After the marriage of Ptolemy and Cleo-

patra was consummated (Ii.C. 103), Cleopatra did -not

stand "ii his side," but supported her husband in main-
taining the alliance with Rome. The disputed prov-

inces, however, remained in the possession of Antio-

chus: and Ptolemy was poisoned at the time when he

was preparing an expedition to recover them from Se-

lettcits, the unworthy successor of Antiochus. B.C. 181.

Tetradrachm of Ptolemy V.

I
I kins:, r., hound with fillet adorned with

'.'
. hasiakiii iiTDAKMAinr. Eagle. 1., on thunder-

bolt.)

6. Ptolemy VI. Philometor | '\'i\<>jti)rc)f>, ue.mother-
loving). On the death of Ptolemy Epiphanes, his wife,

Cleopatra, held the regency for her young son. Ptolemy
Philometor, and preserved peace with Syria till she
died. B.C. 17:'.. The government then fell into unwor-
thy hands, and an attempt was made to recover Syria

(comp. '_' Mace. Lv, 21 I. Antiochus Epiphanes Bet ms to

have made the claim a pretext for invading Egypt
The generals of Ptolemy were defeated near Pelusium,

probably al the close of B.C. 171 (Clinton, F.H. iii,319;

l Mai c.i,16 sq.) ; and in the nexl j ear Antiochus, hav-
ing secured the person of the young king, reduced al-

most the whole of Egypt (comp. 2 Mace, v, 1). Mean-
while Ptolemy Euergetes [I, the younger brother of

Ptolemy Philometor, assumed the supreme power al

Alexandria; and Antiochus, under the pretext of re-

covering the crown for Philometor, besieged Uexan-
dria in II. ( '. 169. By this time, however, his sellish de-

signs were apparent
: th< brothers were reconciled, and

Antiochus was obliged to acquiesce for the time in the

arrangement which they made. But while doing so.

he prepared for another invasion of Egypt, and was al-

ready approaching Alexandria, when he was met hy
the Roman embassy, led by <

'. Popillius Lamas, who, in
the name of the Roman Benate, insisted on his immedi-
ate retreat

i

li.c. L68), a command which the late vic-

tory at Pydna made it impossible to disobey. (Oth-
ers reckon only three campaigns of Antiochus against
Egypt in 171. J7n. 168

[
Grimm on 1 Mace. i. 18]. Vet

the campaign of 169 Beems clearly distinguished from
those in the years before and after, though in the de-
scription of Daniel the campaigns of 170 and lo'J are

not noticed separately.
|

Tetradrachm of Ptolemy VI.

Egyptian talent, (06». Head of king, r., bound with fillet /.

MAtor •iaumhtofuX. Eagle, 1., with palm-branch, on thunderbolt.)

These campaigns, which are intimately connected

with the visits of Antiochus to Jerusalem in B.C. 17n,

168, are briefly described in Dan.xi,25 30: • //. An-
tiochus] shall stir up his power and his couragi against

tin king of th south with a great army} andthi king of
the south [Ptolemy Philometor] shall & stirred up to

batik with a very great and mighty army; but h shall

not stand: for they [the ministers, as it appears, in

whom he trusted] shall forecast devices against him.

Yea, they thatfeed ofth portion of his m<at shall de-

stroy him, and his army shall m, It away, and many shall

fall down slain. Ami hath tlasi l.ini/s' In a its shall be

to do mischief, and they shall spi ak lies at on* table [An-
tiochus shall profess falsely to maintain the cause of

Philometor against his brother, and Philometor to trust

in his -ood faith
|

: but it shall not prosper
|
the resist-

ance of Alexandria shall preserve the independence of

Egypt] ; for the end shall bt at tin livu appointed.

Then shall he [Antiochus] return into his land, and his

heart shall h against the holy covenant ; ami In shall do

•
<7»' its, and return to his own land. At th, tinu ap-

pointed hi shall return andcomt towards thi south; but

it shall not In as the former, so also the latter time.

\
His career shall be checked al once.

I

For tin ships of
Chittim

\
comp. Numb. xxiv. ~l\ : the Roman fleet] shall

com* against him: therefon h shall In dismayed and
return and havt indignation against tin holy covenant?

After the discomfiture of Antiochus, Philometor was
for some time occupied in resisting the ambitious de-

signs of his brother, who made two attempt- to add Cy-
prus to the kingdom of Cyrene, which was allotted to

him. Having effectually put down these attempts, he
turned his attention again to Syria. During the brief

reign of Antiochus Kupator he seems to have support-

ed Philip against the regent Lysias (comp. 2 Mace, ix,

29). After the murder of Eupator by Demetrius I,

Philometor espoused the cause of Alexander Balas, the

rival claimant to the throne, because Demetrius had
made an attempt on Cyprus; and when Alexander had

defeated and slain his rival, he accepted the overtures

which he made, and gave him bis daughter Cleopatra

in marriage (B.C. 150: l Mace. x, 51 58). 3fet, accord-

ing to 1 Mace. xi. I. 10, etc, the alliance was not made
in good faith, but only as a means towards securing

possession of Syria. According to others, Alexander
himself made a treacherous attempt on the life of Ptol-

emy (comp. 1 MaCC. \i. I
11

I, w liich caused him to trans-

fer his support to Demetrius II. to whom also he gave
his daughter, whom he had taken from Alexander.

The whole of Syria was quickly Bubdued, and be was
crowned al Antioch king of Egypt and Asia i l .Mace.

si, 18). Alexander made an effort to recover hi- crown,
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but was defeated by the forces of Ptolemy and Deme-
trius, and shortly afterwards put to death in Arabia.

But Ptolemy did not long enjoy his success. He fell

from his horse in the battle, and died within a few days

(1 Mace, xi, 18), B.C. 145.

Ptolemy Philometor is the last king of Egypt who
is noticed" in sacred history, and his reign was marked

also by the erection of the temple at Leontopolis. The
coincidence is worth}' of notice, for the consecration of

a new centre of worship placed a religious as well as a

political barrier between the Alexandrian and Palestin-

ian Jews. Henceforth the nation was again divided.

The history of the temple itself is extremely obscure,

but even in its origin it was a monument of civil strife.

Onias, the son of Onias III (Josephus, in one place

{War, vii, 10, 2], calls him " the son of Simon," and he

appears under the same name in Jewish legends; but it

seems certain that this was a mere error, occasioned by

the patronymic of the most famous Onias [com]). Herz-

feld, Ge.sch. d. Judenlh. ii, 557]), who was murdered at An-
tioch B.C. 171, when he saw that he was excluded from

the succession to the high-priesthood by mercenary in-

trigues, fled to Egypt, either shortly after his father's

death or upon the transfer of the office to Alcimus, B.C.

162 (Josephus, Ant. xii, 9, 7). It is probable that his

retirement must be placed at the later date, for he was
a child, Trali; (Josephus, Ant. xii, 5), at the time of his

father's death, and he is elsewhere mentioned as one of

those who actively opposed the Syrian party in Jerusa-

lem (Josephus, War, i, 1). In Egypt, he entered the ser-

vice of the king, and rose, with another Jew. Dositheus,

to the supreme command. In this office he rendered

important services during the war which Ptolemy Phys-

con waged against his brother ; and he pleaded these to

induce the king to grant him a ruined temple of Diana

(rqc aypiac Bovf5aar£u>e) at Leontopolis as the site

of a temple which he proposed to build " after the pat-

tern of that at Jerusalem, and of the same dimensions."

His alleged object was to unite the Jews in one body
who were at the time " divided into hostile factions,

even as the Egyptians were, from their differences in

religious services" (Josephus, A nt. xiii, 3, 1). In defence

of the locality which he chose, he quoted the words of

Isaiah (Isa. xix, 18, 19), who spoke of " an altar to the

Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt," and, according

to one interpretation, mentioned "the city of the Sun"

(0"inri "i n ") by name. The site was granted and the

temple built, but the original plan was not exactly car-

ried out. The Naos rose " like a tower to the height

ofsixty cubits" (Josephus, War, vii, 10, 3, Trvpyoj irapa-

7tX/;<tiov . . . eig i$i)Koi>Ta Tvi]\tiQ dvtffTijKoTa). The
altar and the offerings were similar to those at Jerusa-

lem, but in place of the seven-branched candlestick was
"a single lamp of gold suspended by a golden chain."

The service was performed by priests and Levites of

pure descent; and the temple possessed considerable

revenues, which were devoted to their support and to

the adequate celebration of the divine ritual (Josephus,

War, vii, 10, 3 ; A nt. xiii, 3, 3). The object of Ptolemy
Philometor in furthering the design of Onias was doubt-

less the same as that which led to the erection of the

"golden calves" in Israel. The Jewish residents in

Egypt were numerous and powerful : and when Jerusa-

lem was in the hands of the Syrians, it became of the

utmost importance to weaken their connection* with

their mother city. In this respect the position of the

temple on the eastern border of the kingdom was pe-

culiarly important (Jost, Gesch. des Judenthums, i, 117).

On the other hand, it is probable that Onias saw no
hope in the hellenized Judaism of a Syrian province

;

and the triumph of the Maccabees was still unachieved
when the temple at Leontopolis was founded. The date

of this event cannot, indeed, be exactly determined.
Josephus says (117/?-, vii, 10, 4) that the temple had
existed "343 years" at the time of its destruction, A.D.
cir. 71 ; but the text is manifestly corrupt. Eusebius
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(ap. Hieron. viii, p. 507, ed.Migne) notices the flight of

Onias and the building of the temple under the same
year (B.C. 102), possibly from the natural connection

of the events without regard to the exact date of the

latter. Some time at least must be allowed for the mil-

itary service of Onias, and the building of the temple

may, perhaps, be placed after the conclusion of the last

war with Ptolemy Physcon (B.C. cir. 154), when Jona-

than " began to judge the people at Machmas" (1 Mace.

ix, 73). In Palestine the erection of this second tem-

ple was not condemned so strongly as might have been
expected. A question, indeed, was raised in later times

whether the service were not idolatrous (Jerus, Joma, 43

d, ap. Jost, Gesch. dis.Iml utlmiiitA, 119) ; but theMishna,

embodying, without doubt, the old decisions, determines

the point more favorably. " Priests who had served at

Leontopolis were forbidden to serve at Jerusalem, but

were not excluded from attending the public services."

"A vow might be discharged rightly at Leontopolis as

well as at Jerusalem, but it was not enough to discharge

it at the former place only" (Menach. 109 a, ap. Jost, as

above). The circumstances under which the new temple

was erected were evidently accepted as in some degree

an excuse for the irregular worship. The connection with

Jerusalem, though weakened in popular estimation, was
not broken ; and the spiritual significance of the one Tem-
ple remained unchanged for the devout believer (Philo,

Be Monarch, ii, § 1, etc.). See Alexandria.
The Jewish colony in Egypt, of which Leontopolis

was the immediate religious centre, was formed of va-

rious elements and at different times. The settlements

which were made under the Greek sovereigns, though

the most important, were by no means the first. In

the later times of the kingdom of Judah many "trusted

in Egypt," and took refuge there (Jer. xliii, 6, 7) ; and
when Jeremiah was taken to Tahapanes. he spoke to

" all the Jews which dwell in the land of Egypt, which
dwell at Migdol and Tahapanes, and at Noph, and in

the country of Pathros" (Jer. xliv, 1). This colony,

formed against the command of God, was devoted to

complete destruction (Jer. xliv, 27) ; but when the con-

nection was once formed, it is probable that the Per-

sians, acting on the same policy as the Ptolemies, en-

couraged the settlement of Jews in Egypt to keep in

check the native population. After the Return, the

spirit of commerce must have contributed to increase

the number of emigrants; but the history of the Egyp-
tian Jews is involved in the same deep obscurity as

that of the Jews of Palestine till the invasion of Al-

exander. There cannot, however, be any reasonable

doubt as to the power and influence of the colony; and
the mere fact of its existence is an important consider-

ation in estimating the possibility of Jewish ideas find-

ing their way to the West. Judaism had secured, in

old times, all the treasures of Egypt, and thus the first

instalment of the debt was repaid. A preparation was
already made for a great work when the founding of

Alexandria opened a new era in the histor}' of the

Jews. Alexander, according to the policy of all great

conquerors, incorporated the conquered in his armies.

Samaritans (Josephus, Ant. xi. 8, G) and Jews (Jose-

phus, Ant. xi, 8, 5; Hecat. ap. Joseph. (
'. A p. i. 22) are

mentioned among his troops; and the tradition is prob-

ably true which reckons them among the first settlers

at Alexandria (Josephus, War, ii, 18, 7; C. Ap. ii, 4).

Ptolemy Soter increased the colony of the Jews in

Egypt both by force and by policy; and their num-
bers in the next reign may be estimated by the state-

ment (Josephus, Ant. xii, 2, 1) that Ptolemy Philadel-

phia gave freedom to one hundred and twenty thou-

sand. The position occupied by Joseph (Josephus,

Ant. xii, 4) at the court of Ptolemy Euergetes I implies

that the Jews were not only numerous, but influential.

As we go onward, the legendary accounts of the per-

secution of Ptolemy Philopator bear witness at least

to the great number of Jewish residents in Egypt (3

Mace, iv, 15, 17), and to their dispersion throughout the
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Delta. In the next reign many of the inhabitants of

Palestine who remained faithful to the Egyptian al-

liance fled to Egypt u> escape from the Syrian rule

(comp. Jerome, ad Dan. xi, 11. who is. however, con-

fused in his account). The consideration which their

leaders must have thus gained accounts for the rank

which a Jew, Aristobulus, is said to have held under

Ptolemy Philometor as "tutor of the king" (SiSdaKa-

\o£,2 Mace i. HM. The later history of the Alex-

andrian .lews has already been noticed. See Alexan-
dria. They retained ilieir privileges under the Ro-

mans, though they were exposed to the illegal oppression

of individual governors, and quietly acquiesced in the

foreign dominion (Josephus, War, \ii. 10, 1). An at-

tempt which was made by Bome of the fugitives from

Palestine to create a rising in Alexandria after the de-

struction of Jerusalem entirely failed: hut the attempt

gave the Romans an excuse for plundering, and after-

wards (B.C. 71 ) for closing entirely, the temple at Le-

ontopolis (Josephus, War, vii, 10).

7. " The son of Dorymenes" (1 Mace, iii, 38 ; 2 Mace,

iv, 45; comp. Polyb. v, 61), a courtier who possessed

great influence with Antiochus Epiphanes. He was
induced by a bribe to support the cause ofMenelaus (2

Mace. iv. 45-50), and afterwards took an active part in

forcing the Jews to apostatize ( 2 Mace, vi, 8, according

to the true reading). When Judas had successfully

resisted the first assaults of the Syrians, Ptolemy took

part in the great expedition which Lysias organized

against him, which ended in the defeat at Emmaus
( B.C. Hii'>) ; hot nothing is said of his personal fortunes

in the campaign (1 Mace, iii, 38).

8. The son of Agesarchus i Atb. vi. p. 246 ('). a Meg-
alopolitan, surnamed Macron (2 Mace, x, 12), who was
governor of Cyprus during the minority of Ptolemy

Philometor. This office he discharged with singular

fidelity (Polyb. xxvii, 12); but afterwards he deserted

the Egyptian service to join Antiochus Epiphanes.

11.- stood high in the favor ..I' Antiochus, and received

from him the government of Phoenicia and Ccele-Syria

(2 MaCC. viii, 8; x. 11, 12). On the accession of Anti-

ochus Eupator, his conciliatory policy towards the Jews

brought 1 1 i tn into suspicion at court. He was deprived

of his government, and in consequence of this disgrace

lie poisoned himself. B.C. cir. 164 (2 Mace, x, 13).

Ptolemy Macron is comn ly identified with Ptole-

my "the son of Dorymenes;" and il seems likely, from

a comparison of 1 Mace, iii, 3* with 2 Mace, viii, 8, 9,

that they were confused in the popular account of the

war. But the testin y of Athenseus distinctly sepa-

rates the governor of Cyprus from "the son of Dorym-

enes" by his parentage. It is also doubtful whether

Ptolemy Macron had Left Cyprus as early as B.C. 17n.

whin "the son of I >or\ meiio" was at Tyre (2 Mace.

iv, h"": though there is no authority for the common
Statement thai he gave up the island into the hands of

Antiochus, who did not gain ii till B.C. 168.

9. The son of Ahulius. who married the daughter of

Simon i In' Maccabee. lie was a man of great wealth,

and, being invested with the government of the district

ofJericho, formed the design of usurping the sovereign-

ty of Judaea. With this view he treacherously mur-

dered Simon and two of his sous ii Mace, nvi, il 16;

Josephus, Am. xiii. 7. 1; 8, 1. with some variations);

, hut John Hyrcanus received timely intimation of his

design, and escaped. Hyrcanus afterwards besieged

I

him in hi- stronghold of I >ok: hut in consequence of

the occurrence of the Sabbatical year, Ptolemy was en-

abled to make ins escape to Zeno Cotylas, prince of

Philadi Iphia
i Josephus, .1 m. xiii. 8, 1 1.

10. A citizen ofJerusalem, father of Lysimachus, the

Greek translator of Esther ( Esth. xiii). Whether this

is the same Ptolemy who is mentioned in the same

verse a- th< carrier of the hook to Egypt remains un-

certain. See Li siMACHus, 1.

Ptolema'is (HroXe/uuc), the name of two places

in Scrip! ure.

1. The same as Accho (q. v.). The name is, in fact,

an interpolation in the history of the place. The city

which was called Accho in the earliest Jewish annals,

.and which is again the Akka or St. Jean d'Acre ot cru-

sading and modern times, was named l'tolemais in the
Macedonian and Roman period-. In the former of these

period.- it was the most important town upon the coast,

and it is prominently mentioned in the first hook of

Maccabees (v, 15, 55 ; x, 1,58, 60; xii. 18). In the lat-

ter its eminence was far outdone by Herod's new city

of Csesarea. It is worthy of notice that Herod, on his

return from Italy to Syria. Landed at l'tolemais (Jose-

phus. . I i,l. xiv. I."). It. Still in the New Test, l'tolemais

is a marked point in Paul's travels both by land and sea.

lie must have passed through ii on all his journeys
along the greal coast road which connected ( a-area

and Autioch ( Acts xi. 30 : xii. 25: xv, 2, 30; xviii, 22);
and the distances are given both in the Antonine and
Jerusalem itineraries

I
Wesseling, Itin, p. L58, 584 I. But

it is specifically mentioned in Acts xxi. 7 as containing

a Christian i munity, visited for one day by Paul.

On this occasion he came to Ptolemais by Bea. He was

then on his return voyage from the third missionary

journey. The last harbor at which he had touched

was Tyre (ver. 3). From l'tolemais he proceeded, ap-

parently by land, to ( teesarea | ver. 8), and thence to Je-

rusalem (ver. 17).—Smith. See PAUL.
2. A place described as podoQopog, rose-producing (3

Mace, vii, 17). and supposed to be the iip/toc IlroXt/iaic

of Ptolemy (iv, 5, 57), in Central Egypt, in the Arsino-

ite nome, a district still abounding in roses (Mannert,

Geogr. der Griechen u. Romanen, x, 1. p. 419; Hitter,

Erdkunde, i. 795, 797).—Kitto.

Ptolemai'tes. a branch of the Gnostic sect of the

2d century, described by Irenajus as "a hud from the

Valentinians," take their name from their leader Ptol-

emy (q. v.), who differed in opinion from Yalentinian

with respect io the number and nature of the aeons, as

well as the authorship and design of some portions id"

the Old Testament. See PTOLEMY.

Ptol'emee, Ptoloniae'us, Ptol'omee, forms

of the name Ptolemy sometimes found in the Apocry-

phal books of Esther and Maccabees. See Ptolejletjs.

Ftol'emy. See Ptolemjecs.

Ptolemy was a Gnostic philosopher, in whom, ac-

cording to St. frenaeus (Preef. ail lib. i. Adv. liter.), the

system of Valentinus reached its bloom, [renaeus gives

a full exposition of it in his work Adv. Hcereses, lil>. i.

c i. 8. Ptolemy is also named by Tertullian, but with-

out any particulars of his history {Contr. Vdtent. c.

xxxiii), and in a very few words by Philaster i llnr.

c x xx i x ». Augustine 1 1In r. c. xiii I, Preedesl inatusi ffcer.

c. \ii>. and the continuator ot Tertullian (Pseudo-

Tertullian, ffar.c. xii). St. Epiphanius, in his great

work on heresies | Har. Lib. xxx, c. iii), communicates

a letter of this Ptolemy to flora, in which the for-

mer explains to the lady the fundamental features of

his doctrine. The only difference between the Ptole-

imeans and the Yakut inians in general appears to have

been in respect to the number of seons which they in-

vented for their respective systems, and the name of

Ptolemy is associated particularly with that of Herac-

leori as regards a duplex system of four. See lliu.u-

i i .i\i 1 1 >. In the year 1843 Mr. Stieren,who has since

made himself more generally known by his recently

cot enced edition of the works ol St. Lreneaus, pub-

lished a dissertation under the title /'< Ptolemcei Gno-

stici ad /'/'rum Epistola, etc (Jena-, ap. c. Hochhau-
sen i. in which he endeavors to prove that the doctrine

contained in the Letter to Flora is at variance with the

system of Ptolemy as known by the writings ot st.

tremens, and that, in consequence, the letter must he

considered as apocryphal. Hefele, in the Tiibingi r Quar-

talschrift, L845, p. 387 396, undertook to show thai there

is no real contradiction between the letter and the sys-
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tcm, and that neither the authenticity nor the integrity

(except one marginal note in cap. 1, § (!) of the former

can be questioned.—Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon,

s. v.

Pu'a (Numb, xxvi, 23). See Phuvah.

Pu'all, the form in the A. V. of the name of two

men and one woman, each different in the Hebrew.

1. (Heb. Puwah', WB, 1 Chron. vii, 1.) See Phu-

vah.

2. (Heb. Pudh, Jl^E, thought by Gesenius and

Fiirst to be for H^S 1

?, splendid; Sept. <J>oua, Vulg.

Phua.} The last named of the two midwives to whom
Pharaoh gave instructions to kill the Hebrew male

children at their birth (Exod. i, 15). B.C. cir. 1740.

In the A. V. they are called " Hebrew midwives," a ren-

dering which is not required by the original, and which

is regarded by many as doubtful, both from the improb-

ability that the king would have intrusted the execu-

tion of such a task to the women of the nation he was
endeavoring to destroy, as well as from the answer of

the women themselves in ver. 19. "for the Hebrew
women are not like the Egyptian women ;" from which

we may infer that they were accustomed to attend upon

the latter, and were themselves Egyptians. If we trans-

late Exod. i, 18 in this way, "And the king of Egypt
said to the women who acted as midwives to the He-
brew women," this difficulty is removed. The two,

Shiphrah and Puah, are supposed to have been the

chief and representatives of their profession; as Aben-
Ezra says, "They were chiefs over all the midwives:

for no doubt there were more than 500 midwives, but

these two were chiefs over them to give tribute to the

king of the hire." According to Jewish tradition. Shiph-

rah was Jochebed, and Puah Miriam; "because." says

Rashi, " she cried and talked and murmured to the child,

after the manner of the women that lull a weeping in-

fant." The origin of all this is an imaginary play upon
the name Puah, which is derived from a root signifying

" to cry out," as in Isa. xlii, 14, and used in Kabbinical

writers of the bleating of sheep.—Smith. Josephus (Ant.

ii, 9, 9) intimates that these were Egyptian women

:

but when it is considered that no Egyptian woman was
likely to pollute herself by rendering such offices to a

Hebrew woman ; that Puah and Shiphrah are described

as fearing Jehovah (Exod. i, 17) ; that their names are

Hebrew; and that though the words n*"C"fl nHls^TQS

may be translated "midwives of the Hebrews," they
more probably mean, as the A. V. gives them, " Hebrew
midwives;" and that had Moses intended to convey the

other meaning, he would have written "tl "X izb,

reason will be found for preferring the opinion that they
were Hebrew women.—Kit to.

3. (Heb. Pu'dh, !~WB, perhaps i. q. i~t£, mouth;

Sept. <£>ovd, Vulg. Phua.) The father of Tola, who was
of the tribe of Issachar, and judge of Israel after Abim-
elech (Judg. x, 1). B.C. ante 1319. In the Vulg., in-

stead of " the son of Dodo," he is called " the uncle of

Abimelech ;" and in the Sept. Tola is said to be " the

son of Phua, the sou (v'wc.) of his father's brother;"

both versions endeavoring to render " Dodo" as an ap-
pellative, while the Litter introduces a remarkable ge-
nealogical difficulty.—Smith.

Public Worship is the service of the different

religious bodies open to all worshippers, and is so desig-
nated in distinction from minor services intended simply
as auxiliaries to the devoted in their religious life. It

is usually supposed to be a service under charge of
clergy, though it need not be thus limited. It is at

any rate supposed to embrace a public address in behalf
of the truth espoused by the congregation convened.
In the Christian Church the outward forms of religion

tended in her very infancy to the imposing. From the
ancient temples the incense and many customs of hea-
thenism were transferred to the churches. By the use

of tapers and perpetual lamps, the solemnity of noctur-

nal festivals was combined with the light of day. The
people were called together by a piece of metal struck

by a hammer, until this method led to the adoption of

bells in the 7th century. Soon after the organ came
into use, and added to the spectacular action of Chris-

tian worship. But notwithstanding this unwarranted

tendency towards the dramatic, the expounding of Holy
Scripture and prayer formed a principal part in early

worship. In the Greek Church the principal part of

public worship consisted in the sermon, though it was
often only a rhetorical amusement rewarded by the

clapping of hands. As the Church had been formed

under the Roman empire, it retained many Roman
usages. The first to protest against the peculiarities of

the Romish clergy were the Christians of Britain, who
worshipped in the simplicity of apostolic times. But
no effectual check was put upon ecclesiastical usages

[see Image -worship] until the great Reformatory

movement which resulted in restoring the beautiful

and impressive order of the Saviour and his disciples.

See Worship. Nearly all Protestant churches have

regulations regarding the form and order of public wor-

ship. In the Anglican service-book the rubrics (q. v.)

present it. According to article xx, the Church has

power to decree rites or ceremonies that are not con-

trary to God's Word; and according to article xxxiv
"it is not necessary that traditions and ceremonies be

in all places one, or utterly like ; for all times they have

been divers, and may be changed according to the di-

versity of countries, times, and men's manners; so that

nothing be ordained against God's Word." But in this

same article provision is also made against unscriptural

(popish) innovations, as well as against the abandon-

ment of those regulations instituted by the proper au-

thority.

"Whosoever, through his pr'vate judgment, willingly
and purposely doth opeuly break the tradition* aud cere-
monies of the Church, which be not repugnant to the
Word of God, and be ordained and approved by common
authority, ought to be rebuked openly (that others may
fear to do the like), as he that offends against the com-
mon order of the Church, aud hurts the authority of the
magistrate, and wounds the consciences of weak breth-
ren. Every particular or national Church hath authority
to ordain, change, and abolish the ceremonies or rites of
the Church, ordained only by man's authority, so that all

things be done to edifying."
Canon 6 provides : "Whoever shall affirm that the rites

and ceremonies of the Church of England by law estab-
lished are wicked, anti- Christian, or superstitious: or
such as, being commanded by lawful authority, men who
are zealously and godly affected may not with any good
conscience approve them, use them, or, as occasion re-

quirelh, subscribe unto them; let him be excommuni-
cated ipsofacto, and not restored until he repent, and pub-
licly revoke such his wicked errors."
Canon SO. "The churchwardens or questmen of every

church and chapel shall, at the charge of the parish, pro-
vide the Book of Common Prayer, lately explained in
some few points by his majesty's authority, according to
the laws and his highness's prerogative in that behalf;
and that with all convenient speed, but at the furthest
within two months after the publishing of these our con-
stitutions. Every dean, canon, or prebendary of every
cathedral or collegiate chinch, aud all masters and other
heads, fellows, chaplains, and tutors of or in any college,
hall, house of learning, or hospital, and every public pro-
fessor and reader in either of the universities, or in every
college elsewhere, and every parson, vicar, curate, lect-

urer, and every other person in holy orders, and every
schoolmaster keeping any public or private school, aud
every person instructing or teaching any youth iu any
house or private family as tutor or schoolmaster, who
shall be incumbent, or 'have possession of any deanery,
canonry, prebend, mastership, headship, fellowship, pro-
fessor's place or reader's place, parsonage, vicarage, or
any other ecclesiastical dignity or promotion, or of any
curate's place, lecture, or school, or shall instruct or teach
any youth as tutor or schoolmaster, shall at or before his
admission to be incumbent, or having possession afore-
said, subscribe the declaration following: 'I, A. B., do
declare that I will conform to the liturgy of the Church
or England, as it is now bv law established' (13 aud 14
Charles II, c. 4, s. S, and 1 William, sess. 1, c. S, s. 11). And
no form or order of common prayers, administration of
sacraments, rites, or ceremonies, shall be openly used iu
any church, chapel, or other place than that which is pre-
scribed in the said book (§ 17)."
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Canon 4. "Whosoever shall affirm that the form of

God's worship in the I nun b of England, established by
law, and contained in the Book of Common Prayer and
Administration ot'Sa< rameuts, is a corrupt, superstitious,

or unlaw l'ul worship of God, or containeth anything in it

that i- repugnant t<> the Scriptures, let him be excommu-
nicated 1/ixn j'K-t': :t ml not restored but by the bishop of

ibishopj after bis repentance and public
a of such his wicked errors/'

S.
" [f any minister, after he hath subscribed to

the Book of Common Prayer, shall omit to nse the form
of prayer, or any of the orders or ceremonies prescribed

immnnion Bo ik, lei him be suspended: and if

after a month be do not reform and submit himself, lei

him be excommunicated ; and then if be shall nol submit
himself within the space of another mouth, let him be de-
posed from the ministry."

Canon IS requires that "no man shall cover bis bead
in the church or chapel in the tit >f divine service, ex-

cept he have some infirmity, in whicb case let him wear a

nightcap or coif. All manner of persons then present
shall reverently kneel upon their knees, when the general
confession, litany, or other prayers are read; and shall

stand up at the saying of the Belief, according to the rules

in that behalf prescribed in the Book of Common Prayer.
And likewise, when in time of divine service the Lord Je-

BUS shall be mentioned, due and lowly reverence shall be
done by all persons present, as it bath been aCCUBtomed ;

testifying by these outward ceremonies and gestures their

inward humility, Christian resolution, and due acknowl-
edgment that the Lord Jesus Christ, tbe true eternal Sou
Of God, is the only Saviour of the world, in whom alone
all the mercies, -race-, and promises of God to mankind,
for this life and the life to come, are fully and wholly
comprised. And none, either man, woman, or child, of
what calling soever, shall be otherwise at such times
busied in the church than in quiet attendance to hear,
mark, and understand that which is read, preached, or
ministered: savin- in their due places audibly, with the
minister, the t 'oiifession. the hold's Prayer, and the < 'reed,

and making such other answers to the public prayers as are

appointed in the Book of Common Prayer; neither shall

they disturb the service or sermon by walking or talking,

Or any other way; nor depart out of the church during
the time of divine service or sermon without some urgent
or reasonable cause."
Canon 14. "Tbe common prayer shall be said or sung

distinctly and reverently, upon such days as are appointed
to be kept holy by the Book ofCommon Prayer, and their

eves, and at convenient and usual times oftln.se days, and
in such places of every church, as the bishop of the dio-

cese or ecclesiastical ordinary of the place shall think
meet for the largeness or strai'tness of the same, so as the

peop e imy be most edified. All ministers likewise shall

observe the orders, rites, and cerei ties prescribed in

the Book of Common Prayer, as well in reading the Holy
Scriptures and saying <>f prayers as in the administration
of the sacraments, without either diminishing in regard
of preaching or in any other respect, or adding anything
in the matter or form thereof."
Preface to the Book of Common Prayer: "All priests

and deacons are to say daily the morning and evening
prayer, either privately or openly, not being let by sick-

nesa or some other urgent cause. And the curat.' that

ministereth in every parish church or chapel, being at

home, and not being otherwise reasonably bindered, Bhall

say l hi' same in t be parish church or chapel where he min-
istereth ; and shall cause a bell to be tolled thereunto, a

convenient time before he begin, that the people may
( to bear t;..d's Word, and to pray with him."
The American reviewers omitted from the Prayer-book

the 4.
r
,th canon of 1832, which enjoins that "every minis-

ter shall, before all sermons and lectures, and on all other
occasions of public worship, use the Book of Commou
Prayer as the same is or may be established by the au-
thority of the General Convention of tliis Church. And
ill performing said service, no other prayer shall be used
than those prescribed by the said book."

The Westminster Directory enacts:

"Lei all enter the assembly, not irreverently, but in a
grave and seemly manner, taking their Beats Or places
Without adoration, or bowing themselves towards one

In . The coiigre-atioii being assembled, the
minister, after solemn calling mi them to the worshipping
of the greal name of God, is I" begin With prayer. The

i n shin b.-ing begun, the people are wholly to nt-

11 it, forbeai ing to read anything except what the
minister is then reading or citing ;

and abstaining much
m all private whisperings, conferences, saluta-

tions, or doiu • reverence to any person present, or coming
i ;.ll gazing, sleeping, and other indecent

behavior which may disturb the minister oi pi

hinder themseh others in the service of God. If any,
through necessity, be hindered from being present at the
beginning, they ought not,when they come into the con-

. to betake themselves to their private devotions,
but reverently I mpose themselves to join with the as-

sembly in that ordinance of God which is then in hand."

This injunction to begin with prayer lias been univer-

sally departed from in Scotland, and the reason assigned

is this: "The reader or precentor began the service

with reading a chapter, and gave out a psalm as tbe

minister came into church —so that the minister, the

psalm being sung, began with prayer. Butthi
tor's function has ceased since the middle or towards the

end of last century, and the minister now begins with
praise, doing himself what used to be done by his sub-
ordinate." See l'i:i CEMTOR; K'l \l.li:.

In most of the American churches the principal ob-

jecl of public worship is the expounding of the Word
of God by the minister in a sermon. This is usually

preceded by song and prayer and the reading of the

Scriptures, and followed by prayer and song. The or-

der of arrangement differs, being usually regarded as

immaterial. See Church; Clergy; Litany; Pray-
er; Worship.
Publican (reXwvnc). The word thus translated

belongs only, iii the New Te.-t.. to the three Synoptic

Gospels. The class designated by the Greek word were
employed as collectors of the Roman revenue. The
Latin word from which the English of the A. Y. has

been taken was applied to a higher order of men. It

will be necessary to glance at the financial administra-

tion of the Roman provinces in order to understand the

relation of the two classes to each other, and the grounds
of the hatred and scorn which appear in the New Test
to have fallen on the former.

The Roman senate had found it convenient, at a pe-

riod as early as, if not earlier than, the second Punic
war, to farm out at public auction the vectigalia (direct

taxesi and the portoria (customs, including the octroi

on goods carried into or out of cities) to capitalists who
undertook to pay a given sum into the treasury

licum), and so received the name of publicani il.ivy,

xxxii. 7 ). Contracts of this kind fell naturally into the

hands of the eguites, as the richest class of Romans.
These knights were an order instituted as early as the

time of Romulus, and composed of men of great consid-

eration with the government- "the principal men of

dignity in their several countries." w b cupied a kind

of middle rank between the senators and the people

(Josephus, Ant. xii, 4). Although these officers were,

according to Cicero, the ornament of the city and the

strength of tbe commonwealth, they did nol attain to

great offices, nor enter the senate, so long as they con-

tinue. 1 in the order of knights. They were thus more
capable of devoting their attention to the collection of

the public revenue. Not unfrequenl 1\ the sum bidden

w i in beyond the means of any individual capitalist, and

a joint-stock company (societas) was formed, with one

of the partners, or an agent appointed by them, acting

as managing director (piagisler; Cicero. Ad Div. xiii.

9). Under this officer, who commonly resided at Koine,

transacting the business of the company, paying profits

to the partners and the like, were the submaffistri, liv-

ing in l be provinces. Under them, in like mama r. were

the portitores, the actual custom-house officers (doud-

uh rs), who examined each bale ofgoods exported or im-

ported, assessed its value more or less arbitrarily, wrote

out the ticket, and enforced payment. The latttr were

commonly natives of the province in which they were
stationed, as being brought daily into i tact with all

classes oi the population. The word rtKStvai, which

erymologically might have been used of the publicani

properly so called (Tt\)j, i.'ir.: ii;iiii'.«:is used popularly,

and in the New Test, exclusively, of the portiioi es. The
same practice prevailed in the East, from which an illus-

tration oi it has been preserved - bj Josephus. He
tells us that on the marriage of Cleopatra to Ptolemy,

the latter received from Anliocbus as his daughter's

dowry Coele-Syria, Samaria, Judaea, and Phoenicia; thai

"u] the division ol the taxes between the t «.. kings.

the principal men farmed the taxes of their several

countries." paying to the kings the stipulated sum; and

thai "when the day came OH which the king was to let

i
the taxes of the cities to farm, and those that were the
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principal men of dignity in their several countries were

to bid for them, the sura of the taxes together of Ccele-

Syria, and Phoenicia, and Judaea, and Samaria, as they

were bidden for, came to eight thousand talents" (Ant.

xii, 4, 1, 4). Those thus spoken of by the Jewish his-

torian as ''principal men of dignity" were the real pub-

licani of antiquity. In the Roman empire especially

they were persons of no small consequence ; in times of

trouble they advanced large sums of money to the State,

and towards the close of the republic they were so gen-

erally members of the equestrian order that the words

equites and publicani were sometimes used as synony-

mous (Smith, Diet. Gr. and Pom. A ntiq. s. v.).

The publicani were thus an important section of the

equestrian order. An orator wishing, for political pur-

poses, to court that order, might describe them as ••rios

equitum Romanorum, ornamentum civitatis, firmamen-

tum Reipublica?" (Cicero, Pro Plane. 9). The system

was, however, essentially a vicious one—the most de-

testable, perhaps, of all modes of managing a revenue

(comp. Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, vol. ii), and it

bore its natural fruits. The publicani were banded to-

gether to support each other's interest, and at once re-

sented and defied all interference (Livy, xxv, 3). They
demanded severe laws, and put every such law into ex-

ecution. Their agents, the portitores, were encouraged

in the most vexatious or fraudulent exactions, and a

remedy was all but impossible. The popular feeling ran

strong even against the equestrian capitalists. The
Macedonians complained, as soon as they were brought

under Roman government, that " ubi publicanus est, ibi

aut jus publicum vanum,aut libertas sociis nulla" (Livy,

xlv, 18). Cicero, in writing to his brother (Ad Quint.

i, 1, 11), speaks of the difficulty of keeping the publicani

within bounds, and yet not offending them, as the hard-

est task of the governor of a province. Tacitus counted

it as one bright feature of the ideal life of a people un-

like his own that there "nee publicanus atterit" (Germ.

29). For a moment the capricious liberalism of Nero
led him to entertain the thought of sweeping away the

whole system of portoria ; but the conservatism of the

senate, servile as it was in all things else, rose in arms
against it, and the scheme was dropped (Tacitus, Ann.
xiii, 50), and the " immodestia publicanorum" (ibid.) re-

mained unchecked.

If this was the case with the directors of the com-
pany, we may imagine how it stood with the underlings.

They overcharged whenever the}' had an opportunity

(Luke iii, 13). They brought false charges of smug-
gling in the hope of extorting hush-money (ibid, xix,

8). They detained and opened letters on mere sus-

picion (Terence, Phorm, i, 2, 99 ; Plautus, Trinumm.ni,

3, 64). The injuries poriitorum, rather than theportoria

themselves, were in most cases the subject of complaint

(Cicero, .4 d Quint, i, 1, 11). It was the basest of all

livelihoods (Cicero, De Off. i, 42). They were the

wolves and bears of human society (Stobanis, Serm. ii,

34). Uavrtg n\a>vai, TravTtc. upizaytq had become
a proverb, even under an earlier regime, and it was
truer than ever now (Xenoph. Comic, ap. Dicrearch.

Meineke, Frag. Com. iv, 59b"). Of these subordinate

officials there appear to have been two classes, both in-

cluded by us under the general name publican— the

apxiTeXwvai, or " chief of the publicans," of whom we
have an instance in ZaccliKus ; and the ordinary publi-

cans (rtXiuvai), the lowest class of servants engaged in

the collection of the revenue, and of whom Levi, after-

wards the apostle Matthew, is an example. The for-

mer, the apxirik&vai, appear to have been managers
under the publicani proper, or associations of publicans,

already spoken of. They were intrusted with the su-

pervision of a collecting district, and it was their duty
to see that, in that district, the inferior officers were
faithful, and that the various taxes were regularly gath-
ered in. Their situation was thus one of much greater

consequence than that of the ordinary i; publican" of the
Gospels. Thev seem to have possessed a much higher
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character, and many ofthem became wealthy men. Zac-

chseus is the only example of an ap\iTe\wi>)](; mention-

ed in the New Test., and it is the ordinary reXwj/at,

neither the farmers of the revenues, nor the superin-

tendents whom they employed, but a still lower class of

servants, who most interest us. These were not the

publicani, but the portitores of the Roman empire, who
derived their name from their levying the taxes known
as the portoria. 'The portoria included the duties upon
imported and exported goods, and upon merchandise

passing through the country—one important source of

the wealth of Solomon :
" Resides that, he. had of the

merchantmen, and of the traffic of the spice merchants"

(1 Kings x, 15). They included also the tribute or

head- money levied from individuals, and the various

tolls which appear to have been exigible for the use of

roads and bridges. They thus extended over a large

number of particulars, and, however honorably and gen-

tly the function of the poriitor had been discharged, it

would have been impossible for him to avoid that odium
which the tax-collector seldom escapes from the tax-

payer. But the office, invidious enough in itself, was in

the ancient world rendered still more hateful, as we
have seen, by the inquisitorial proceedings and the un-

scrupulous exactions of those who discharged its duties.

The frightful abuses practiced in conquered provinces

by the governors who were sent to rule them are well

known to all; but the same system of abuse marked the

whole army of officials from the highest to the lowest,

only that the lowest came in contact with the great

mass of the people, and that their petty interferences

and severities must have been felt, under one form or

another, by almost all. To such an extent, indeed, did

these exactions proceed, even in the very neighborhood

of Rome, that at one time the Roman government, as

the only means of introducing a remedy, abolished all

the import and export duties in the ports of Italy

(Smith, Diet. Gr. and Pom. A ntiq. s. v. Portitores).

All this was enough to bring the class into ill-favor

everywhere. In Judaea and Galilee there were special

circumstances of aggravation. The employment brought

out all the besetting vices of the Jewish character. The
strong feeling of many Jew7s as to the absolute unlaw-

fulness of paying tribute at all made matters worse.

The Scribes who discussed the question (Matt, xxii, 15)

for the most part answered it in the negative. The
Galilaeans or Herodians, the disciples of Judas the Gau-
lonite, were the most turbulent and rebellious (Acts v,

37). They thought it unlawful to pay tribute, and

founded their refusal to do so on their being the people

of the Lord, because a true Israelite was not permitted

to acknowledge any other sovereign than < lod (Josephus,

Ant. xviii, 2). The publicans were hated as the instru-

ments by which the subjection of the Jews to the Roman
emperor was perpetuated, and the paying of tribute was
regarded as a virtual acknowledgment of his sovereign-

ty. They were also noted for their imposition, rapine,

and extortion, to which they were, perhaps, more espe-

cially prompted by having a share in the farm of the

tribute, as they were thus tempted to oppress the people

with illegal exactions that they might the more speed-

ily enrich themselves. Theocritus considered the bear

and the lion the most cruel among the beasts of the wil-

derness, and among the beasts of the city the publican

and the parasite. In addition to their other faults, ac-

cordingly, the publicans of the New Test, were regarded

as traitors and apostates, defiled by their frequent inter-

course with the heathen, willing tools of the oppressor.

They were classed with sinners (Matt, ix, 11; xi, 19),

witli harlots (xxi, 31, 32), with the heathen (xviii. 17 ).

In Galilee they consisted probably of the least reputable

members of the fisherman and peasant class. Left to

themselves, men ofdecent lives holding aloof from them,

their only friends or companions were found among
those who, like themselves, were outcasts from the

world's law. Scribes and people alike hated them.

The Gospels present us with some instances of this
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feeling. To eat and drink "with publicans" seems to

the Pharisaic mind incompatible with the character of

a recognised rabbi Matt, ix, 11). They spoke in their

.-corn oi our Lord as the friend of publicans (xi, 19).

Rabbinic writings furnish some curious illustrations

i.i the same feeling. The Chaldee Targum and I.'. Sol-

omon find in "the archers who sit by the waters" of

Judg. v. 11, a description of the nkwvai sitting on the

banks of rivers or sons ill ambush for the wayfarer.

uistry of (be Talmud enumerates three classes

ol men with whom promises need not be kept, and the

three are murderers, thieves, and publicans (Nedar. iii.

; I. \" money known to come from them was received

into the alms-box of the synagogue or the corban of

the Temple i Baba Kama, x. l >. To write a publican's

ticket, or even to carry the ink lor it on the Sabbath-

day, was a distinct breach of the commandment {Shabb.

\in. •_' i. They were not iii io sit in judgment, or even

to give testii ly
I
Sanhedr. fol. 25, 2). Sometime-, there

is an exceptional notice in their favor, h was recorded

as a special excellence iii the father of a rabbi thai.

having been a publican for thirteen years, he had les-

sened instead of increasing the pressure of taxation

(il)iil.). The early Christian fathers take up the same
complaint. "Publicanus ex officio peccator," exclaims

Tertullian : and from the exhaustless vocabulary of

Chrysostom they have heaped upon them every epithet

of abuse. See the pas-ages bearing upon ibis point in

Wetstein's rtbte on Matt, v, 16; also Suicer's Tkesaurus,

s. v. 'IVXioi //(; Grotius, Ad Matf. xviii; Lightfoot, //"/.

//«//. ml Mult, xviii.

The class thus practically excommunicated furnished

some of the earliest disciples boih of the Baptist and
of our Lord. Like the outlying, so-called "dangerous

classes" of other limes, they were at least free from hy-

pocrisy. Whatever morality they bad was real, and not

conventional. We may think of the Baptist's preach-

ing a- having been to them what Wesley's was to the

colliers ofKillgSWOOd or the Cornish miners. The pub-

lican who cried in the bitterness of his spirit. " Cod be

merciful i" me a sinner" (Luke xviii, 13), may be taken

as the representative of those who had come under this

influence 'Man. xxi, 32). The Galilsean fishermen had
probably learned, even before their Master taught them,

to overcome their repugnance to the publicans who with

them had been sharers in the same baptism. The pub-

licans (Matthew perhaps among them) had probably

g back to their work learning to exact no more than

what was appointed them (Luke iii, 13). However
startling the choice of Matthew, the publican, to lie of

the number ol the twelve may have seemed to the

Pharisees, we have no trace of any perplexity or offence

on the part of the disciples.

The position of Zacchseus as an ap\iTiKwvnQ (Luke
xix. 2) implies a position of some importance among
the persons I bus employed. Possibly ihe balsam trade,

of which Jericho was the centre, may have brought

larger profits; possibly he was one of the svbmogistri

in immediate communication with the bureau at Rome.
That it was possible for even a Jewish publican to at-

tain considerable wealth we rind from the history of

John the teXwvtjq (Josephns, War, ii. II, 4), who acts

with the leading dews and offers a bribe of< ight talents

to the procurator, Geasius Florus. The fact that Jericho

was at ibis time a city of the priests 1 2,000 are said to

bave lived there gives, it need hardly be said, a special

significance to our Lord's preference of the bouse of

Zacchseus. When Jesus \ isited the house of Zaccbaeus,

who appears to have been eminently honest and up-

right, he was assured by him that be was ready to give
one ball ol his goods to the poor, and if he had taken

anything from any man by false accusation, to "restore

him fourfold" i Luke xix, * i. This was in reference to

the Roman law, which required thai when any farmer

was convicted of extortion be should return four rimes

the value of what he had fraudulently obtained. There
is no reason to suppose thai eitht r Zacchseus or Matthew
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bad been guilty of unjust practices, or that there was
any exception to their characters beyond that of being
en-aged in an odious employment. Some other exam-
ples of this occur. Suetonius (Vesp. I) mentions the
case of Sabiiuis. a collector of the fortieth penny in Asia,
who had several statues er< cted to him by the cities of
the province, with this inscription, " To the honest tax-
farmer."- Kino; Smith: Fairbairn. See BtbU Educa-
tor, iii. r.':;. For monographs on the publicans, si e V..1-

beding, Index Programtnatum, p. 52, 67. See Tax-Gath-
1 1:1 R.

Publicani, English Waldenses (q. v. . of whom
Rapin, in relating the transactions of the councils of

Henry II. gives tin- following account, in the authority

of archbishop Usher: • lb nry ordered a council to meet
at ( txford in 1 166, to examine the tend- of certain lit re-

in-, called Publicani. Very probably they were disci-

ples of the Waldenses. who began then In appear.
When they u, re asked in I lie council who they were,

they answered they were Christians and followers of the

apostles. After that, being questioned upon the Creed,

their replies were very orthodox a- to the Trinity and
incarnation. But (says Rapin) if the historian is to

be depended on. they rejected baptism, the Eucharist,

marriage, and the communion of saints. Tiny showed
much modesty and meekness in their whole behavior.

When they were threatened with death, in order to

oblige them to renounce their tenets, they only said,

'Blessed are they that sutler for righteousness
1

sake.'"

There is no difficulty in understanding what were their

sentiments on these heretical points. When a monk
says they rejected the Eucharist, it is to be undt rstood

they rejected the doctrine of transubstantiation ; when
he says they rejected marriage, he means thai they de-

nied it to be a sacrament, and maintained it lobe a civil

institution ; when he says they rejected the communion
of saints, nothing more is to be understood than that

they refused to hold communion with the corrupt

Church of Rome; and when he says that they rejected

baptism, we understand by it thai they rejected the bap-
tism of infants. These were the errors for which they
were branded with a hot iron in their forehead-. See

Lvimey, Hist, of th Baptists, i, ."id sq. ; Brown, Relig.

Cyclop. s.v.

Publius (Gnecized noVXioc), the (hid' man-
probably the governor of Melita, or Malta, who re-

ceived and lodged Paul and hi- companions on the oc-

casii f their being shipwrecked off that island (Acts

xxviii. 7 i A.M. 55. It soon appeared thai he was en-

tertaining an angel unawares, for Paul gave proof of his

divine commission by miraculously healing the father

of Publius of a fever, and afterwards working other

cures on the sick who were brought to him. Publius

possessed property in .Melita: the distinctive title given
lo him is "the lir-l (irp&TOQ) of the island;" and two

inscriptions—one in Greek, the other in Latin—have
been found at Civita Vecchia, in which thai apparently

official titleoccurs. An inscription found in Malta d( s'ig-

naies the governor of the island by the same title. (See
I.ewin's St. /'mil, ii. •Jul", where the originals ai

-bowing this to be tin ly natural interpretation.)

Publius may perhaps have been ihe delegate of the Ro-

man praetor of Sicily, to whose jurisdiction Melita, or

Malta, belonged. The Roman martyrologies asserl that

be was the first bishop of ihe island, and thai be was
afterwards appointed to succeed Dionysius as bishop of

\ i In ii-. .brume record- a t radii ion thai he was crowned
with martyrdom i

/'• Viris Illust.xix; Baron, I/./."/, i.

554 . Smith. See Walch, /'• Publio ~\h<t<i> MelUen-

sium (Jen. L755 ,

Pucci. FbANI i -i .1 I, ai. l'nr, ;,,.<>. an Italian theolo-

gian, noted as the founder oi a heretical school. Nourished

in ihe 16th century, lie was a native of Flort in e, ami

belonged to a noble and ancient family which produced

three cardinals. He went to Lyons to engage in com-
merce, but having assisted in the religious dis]
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frequent at that epoch, he left his country to give him-
self to the study of theology. From Lyons he went to

England, and in 1574 he took the degree of master of

arts at Oxford. In adopting the greater part of the

opinions of the Reformation, he expected to make ample

use of that most precious conquest, liberty of search

;

he joined himself to no sect, or, rather, he took from

each that which best accorded with his own mind, nat-

urally bold and restless. This independence created for

him enemies and disputes in all the countries which he

visited ; he led a wandering life, and instead of passing

for a person of troubled mind in search of truth, he was
loaded with invectives and charged with fanaticism.

At Oxford, being a candidate for a chair, he was advised

to write a thesis Be Fide in Deum qitce et qua/is sit, and

raised the opposition of all his future colleagues, less by
the scruples which he had shown of the method ofcom-

prehending God than because he had openly combated

the dogmas of Calvinism. Pucci then went to Basle,

and there made the acquaintance of Faustus Socinus,

but a dispute that he had with him about the first man,

and his ideas of universal mercy, exposed him anew to

persecution. Exiled from Basle in 1578, he returned

to London, where his opinions, too frankly expressed,

caused him to be imprisoned. After his release, he took

refuge in the Low Countries ; but always studying, writ-

ing, and disputing, he did not rind his halting-place un-

til he reached Poland. At Cracow he encountered two
Englishmen—John Dee and Edward Kelly, companions

of John a Laski ; they won Pucci to the study of oc-

cult science, and persuaded him that by familiar inter-

course with spirits he would have the privilege of dis-

covering much that was unknown. The attraction of

the marvellous, and the novelty of the phenomena that

John Dee seemed to control, were strong enough to

attach Pucci for four years. The papal nuncio at

Prague became acquainted with Pucci, and by his per-

sonal influence drew him into the bosom of the Romish
Church in 1586. In 1592 Pucci wrote a book dedicated

to pope Clement VIII, under the title Be Christi Salva-
toris Efficacitate (Gouda, 1592), in which he used new
arguments in support of the doctrine of the universal

atonement as follows: "Christ having made an atone-

ment for all men by his death, no other means are

now necessary for salvation than those which are pro-

A-ided by natural religion, and not only those who bear

the name of the Saviour, but all honest men, can be

saved, even in paganism." The doctrine thus espoused

was not likely to please the pontiff, though he was hon-

ored by the dedication, and Pucci was made so uncom-
fortable that in 1595 there came from him a public re-

traction of his preceding opinions. He then received

sacerdotal ordination, and became secretary of cardinal

Pompey, with whom he passed the last years of his life

in peace. He died in 1600. He had composed the fol-

lowing couplet to be engraved upon his tomb

:

"Inveni portnm: spes et fort una, valete !

Nil mihi vobiscum, ludite nunc alios."

Some authors have asserted without proof that Pucci

was sent to Rome and burned. See Unicersalist Quar-
ter///, July, 1873, art. i ; Ittig, Be Puccianismo ; Schmid,
Br. F. Puccio in Naturalistis et Indifferentistis Redivivo

(Lips. 1712, 4to) ; Bayle, Hist. Bict. s. v. (J. H. W.)

Puccianites is the name of the followers of Fran-

cesco Pucci (q. v.), a class of Italian Universalists. See
Univkrsalism.

Pucelle, Abbe, a French ecclesiastic who flourished

in the first half of the 18th century, is noted as one of

the ablest defenders of the Gallican liberties. He was
born at Paris in 1655, and was in Parliament in 1714

when the adoption and registration of the bull Unigenitus,

which aimed at the destruction of the Jansenists (q. v.),

was discussed, and he most vigorously opposed this act

on the part of the French state. He was then one of the

clerical counsellors of the "Grand Chamber." In 1730,

also, after the archbishop of Paris, De Vintimille, at-

1 PUDENS
tempted to enforce the Unigenitus, and the king had
suffered the "lit de justice" to strengthen the papists,

Pucelle stood strong, and caused the counsellors to keep
their places and assert the independence and supremacy
of the temporal power of France over Roman ecclesiasti-

cism. They contended that it does not belong to eccle-

siastics to define the limits between civil and spiritual

authority; that the laws of the Church do not become
laws of the State until they are sanctioned and promul-
gated by the sovereign; and that the ministers of the
Church are accountable to the king and the Parliament
for any offence against the statute law of the realm
(see Memoires du Marechal Due <1, Richelieu, iii, 203).
It was the first step of the opposition of the clergy of

France to the crown and the hierarchy. See Franck;
Gallican Church. Of Pucelle's " personal history

nothing further is accessible to us than that he was
obliged to go into exile after 1732, and returned only

when peace was concluded between court and Parlia-

ment. He died at Paris Jan. 7, 1745. See Guettee,
Hist, de VEglise de France; Jervis, Hist. Ch. of France,
ii, 220, 231, 272. (J.H.W.)

Puchta, Christian Rudolph Heinrich, a Lu-
theran minister, was born Aug. 19, i808, at Cadolzburg,
in Middle Franconia. After having received his pre-

paratory education, he entered the university in 1826,

and studied at Erlangen and Berlin. In 1832 he was
appointed vicar at Munich, in 1837 he went to Erlangen
as private teacher, and in 1839 he was appointed professor

of philosophy and religion at the newly founded lyceum
in Speyer. Being mentally and physically broken down
by too much work, he retired from his professorship un-

til 1842, when he took charge of the small congregation

at Eyb, not far from Anspach. Here he wrote his

Morgen- und A bendandachten (Erlangen, 1843). For ten

years he labored at Eyb, in the meantime restoring his

broken health. In 1852 he was called as second pastor

of St. James's to Augsburg, advanced in 1856 to the posi-

tion of the first pastor, and died Sept. 12, 1858. Puchta
was one of the most excellent of modern hymnists, his

hymns being full of depth and richness of thought. Be-
sides his Morgen- und .1 bendandachten, he also published

Ber Hausaltar (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1857); Hand-
buch derpraktischen Kateckese (Stuttgart, 1854), 1st pt.

His hymns are found in Knapp's Liederschatz and in

some of our modern hymn-books. See Knapp, Biogra-
phy ofPuchta. printed in the preface to Puchta's hymns
(Stuttgart, 1860). p. iv-xxiii ; .1 ugsbui -g, r A llg, ineine Zei-

tung, 1858, No. 268; Koch. Geschichti des deutschen Kir-
chenliedes, vii, 277 sq. ; Zuchold, Bibliothecu Theologica,

ii, 1021; Hauck, Theol. Jahresbericht, 1865, p. 404 sq.

(B.P.)

Pudari were, in the Indian mythology, gigantic be-

ings with flaming hair and a number of arms, who were
held in great honor as protectors of the cities. Temples
were built in their honor outside of the places which
stood under their guard. Sacrifices, even human victims,

were offered to them.—Tollmen Worterb. </. Mythol. s. v.

Pudas, an Indian god whom we find frequently in

the company of Ixora (one of the incarnations of Siva).

Nothing is known as to his attributes. His Appearance
is strange and grotesque : he is small, with an enormous
belly ; his head is surrounded with snakes; another snake
winds itself in many circles around his legs, chest, and
arms; his right hand holds a staff.—Yollmer, Worterb.

d. Mythol. s. v.

Pu'dens (Gra'cized, Uovdi]Q), a Christian friend of

Timothy at Rome. St. Paul, writing about A.D. 64,

says. • Eubulus greeteth thee, and Pudens, and Linus,

and Claudia" (2 Tim. iv, 21). Pudens is commemo-
rated in the Byzantine Church on April 14, in the Ro-
man Church on May 19. He is included in the list

of the seventy disciples given by Pseudo-Hippolytus.
Papebroch, the Bollandist editor (A eta Sanctorum. Mail,

iv, 296), while printing the legendary histories, distin-

guishes between two saints of this name, both Roman
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senators— one the host of St. Peter and friend of St.

Paul, martyred under Nero; the other the grandson of

the former, living about A.D. 150, the father of Nova-

tus, Tiroothj (who is said to have preached the Gospel

in Britain), Praxedis, and Pudentiana, whose house, in

the valley between the Viminal bill and the Esquiline,

served, in his lifetime, for the assembly ofRoman Chris-

tians, and afterwards gave place to a church, now the

Church of Sta. Pudenziana, a >li' >rt distance at the back

of the Basilica of Sta. Maria Maggiore. Earlier writers know from Lhe Epistle to the Romans (xvi, 13) thai i lie

2 PUDENS
Romanizing Britons of that time with Claudia Rufina

and with Christianity (see Musgrave, quoted by Fabri-

cius, Lux EvangdU, p. 702). The wife of Aulus Plan-

ting who commanded in Britain from A.D. 4.o to A.D.
.')•_'. was Pomponia Grsecina, and the Rufi were a branch
ut her house. She was accused at Rome, A.D. 57, on a

capital charge of "foreign Buperstition;" was acquitted,

and lived, fur nearly forty years, in a state of austere

and mysterious melancholy (Tacit. Ann. xiii, 32). We

(as Baronius, Ann.4&, § 61; 59, § 18; L62) are disused

to believe in the existence of one Pudens only. About

the end ot t he Hiih century it was observed (F.de Mon-

ceaux, Eccl. Christiana Vderis Briiannica Incunabula,

Tournay, 1614; Estius, or his editor; Abp. Parker, /'•

Anliquit. Britann. Eccl. 1605; M. Alford, Annates Eccl.

Brit. 1663; Camden, Britannia, 1586) thai Martial, the

Spanish poet, who went to Rome A.D. 66 or earlier, in

hi- twenty-third year, and dwelt there for nearly forty

years, mentions two contemporaries, Pudens and Clau-

dia, as husband and wile i Kpig. iv. L3 I; that he men-
tion- Pudens or Aulus Pudens in i,32; iv, 29; v. 18;

\i. 58; vii, 11,97; Claudia or Claudia Rufina in viii.

60; xi, 53; anil, it might he added. Linus, in i. 76; ii.

54; iv, 66; xi,25; xii,49. That Timothy and Martial

should each have three friends bearing the same nanus

at the same time and place is at least a very singular

coincidence. The poet's Pudens was his intimate ac-

quaintance, an admiring critic of his epigrams, an im-

moral man if judged by the Christian rule, lie was

an rjmbrian and a soldier. First he appears as a cen-

turion aspiring to become a primipilus; afterwards he

is on military duty in the remote north, and the poel

hopes that on his return thence he may be raised to

equestrian rank. His wife Claudia is described as of

Briiish birth, of remarkable beauty and wit. and the

mother of a flourishing family. A Latin inscription

found in 17-_'.'l at Chichester connects a [Pudjens with

Britain and with the Claudiau name. It is as fol-

Fac-simile of the Pudens Inscription at Chichester.

lows, if we fill out the usual abbreviations: "
|

N • p-

tiino et Minervae teniplum [pr]o salute domuS di\i-

nae auctoritate Tiberii Claudii [Co gidubni regis le-

gati Augusti in Brit., colle gium labrorum el qui in

. ris -inn
|

de -no dedicaverunt, donante aream

ite, Pudentini filio." A comer of the Btone was
broken off, and tin' letters within brackets have been

conjecture. The inscription thus commem-
orates the erection of a temple by a guild of carpenters.

with ihe sanction of king Tiberius Claudius Cogidub-

ite being the gifl of [Pud]ens, the son of

Pudentinus. Cogidubnus was a native king, appoint-

ed and supported by Rome i Tacit, laricola, 14). He
reigned with delegated power probably from A.D. 52

in A.D. 76. If he i,,i,i a daughter, she would inherit,

the name ( 'lamlia. and might, perhaps a- a hostage, In

educated at Rome. Another link cems to connect the

Rufi were well represented among the Roman I hris-

tians in A.D. 55. Modern researches among the Col-

umbaria at Rome, appropriated to members of the im-

perial household, have brought to light an inscription

in which the name of Pudens occur- a- that ut a -. r-

vaut of 'Tiberius or Claudius (Journal of Classical and
Sacred Philology, h . 76 i. Smith.

In certain ancient documents. called the Ads of Pas-
tor, it is recorded that Pudens, after the death of his

wife, desired that his house should be consecrati I a- a

church, and that this was done; that subsequently. at

his daughters' request, a baptistery was constructed

there; that these daughters gathered together their

slaves, both from the city and from their country pos-

sessions, and gave liberty to those who were Christians,

and exhorted those who were not believers in the holy

law of Christ, and that tin; act of manumission was cel-

ebrated in the title (church) established by Pudens;
that there, also, in a time of persecution, Praxedis and
Pudentiana sheltered those who throngh their instru-

mentality had bee e believers; and that afterwards,

when the latter, and her brother Novatus also, were
dead, his property, with the consent of Timotheus, pass-

ed into the hands of Praxedis. by whose request the

thernue, or baths, of Novatus, which are described as

spacious and no longer in use. wen- consecrated as a

church, in the name of Pudentiana, by Pius (bishop of

the Church in Rome, A.D. 139-155). In this place, it

is further reported, Pius also consecrated a baptistery.

—.—. Here, moreover, af-

rfgk terwards. when a

IvSii I r, ' at Pers" '
" 1 "' n

P==|fif arose, numbers of

H Christianswere con-
cealed by l'raxedis,

ami nourished ^ ith

food and with the

word of God. Pu-

dens and his daugh-
ters, it is also nar-

rated, were buried

in the mm tery of

Priscilla, on the Via

Salaria. Anastasius,

librarian of the Vat-

ican in the '.'th cen-

tury, also asserts that

PiuS dedicated the

tin ruin of Novatus
as a church in honor

of Pudentiana. 'The same fact is said to be affirmed by

Damasus in the latter pari of the lib century. These

may be mere repetitions. 'The Acts of Pastor locate

the house of Pudens in the Vicus Patricius, which cor-

responds with the modern V ia di Sta. Pudenziana. On
this street still -lands a church, which is reputed to be

the oldest in Home. It is named Sta. Pudenziana, and

is supposed tO be located where Pudens and his family

mice dwell. 'lhe text of lhe AdS of Pastor is unset-

tled, and is not free iv anachronisms. The docu-

ments cannol have come in their present form, or forms

rather, from their reputed author, or from the 2d cen-

tury. Since Tilleuionl'- learned criticism, they have
fallen into disrepute. lhe Bollandist writer in the

Acta Sanctorum is compelled t>> propose alterations of

the text without authority, and to suppose the exist-

ence oi two
i
ereons. each named Pudens, .me either the
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grandfather or the paternal uncle of the other. Nor
does anything preserved in the interior of the present

church of Pudentiana carry us back decisively to the

first generations of Roman Christians; the older portions

of the edilice, however, do contain such indications.

One of the priests of the Church of St. Pudentiana

attended a Roman synod in the year 499, and was en-

rolled as "Presbyter Tituli Pudentis" (Presbyter of the

Church of Pudens). The building was repaired or re-

built under Adrian I (A.D. 772-795) ; but portions of

an older structure remain. The north aisle runs back

much beyond the choir and its apse. In its side to-

wards the choir there is a slab with the inscription

siricivs bpiscopvs. Siricius was bishop A.D. 384-

398. It is thought that at this time, and in that of

Innocent I (402-417), an old hall, or basilica, of a fami-

ly mansion which had been used as a church, and was
called "Titulus Pudentis," was taken down, and a new
church constructed. One wall, however, was left stand-

ing—the one at the end of the north aisle and in the

rear of the choir. It is now the outer end wall of the

church. This, according to competent judges, is a con-

struction of the 1st century, and a part of some great

palace. Its large hall windows can be readily distin-

guished. Made in the 1st century, they are now filled

up with brickwork of the 2d. At this time the hall

seems to have been changed for some purpose distinct

from its primary design. The present church stands

in the original hall of the palace. Probably long be-

fore its construction the hall itself was a place of assem-

bly for Christians in Rome. There are, also, some sub-

terranean chambers, said to have been first opened in

1865. Here are three long, narrow, vaulted rooms, now
opening into each other, but originally separated by
brick walls. The walls are regarded as 1st -century

work; but the openings which throw together the three

chambers were evidently made subsequently, and ap-

parently in the 2d century. This is indicated by the

construction of the arches. In the original or lst-cen-

tury wall may still be seen hot-air flues, such as be-

long to thermal. The cutting of the arches would have
spoiled the baths. It secured an admirable arrange-

ment for the meetings of a Christian Church in troub-

lous times. The combined chambers made a spacious

room, remote from the street and below its level. Its

windows were apertures in the clear-story, and opened

into an inner area. Worship could be conducted with-

out attracting attention. The testimony of the walls

and the bricks and the arches thus accords with the

ancient tradition that the disused baths of Novatus, the

son of Pudens, were dedicated about the middle of the

2d century as a Christian church. It is thought that

in still another room of this subterranean portion of the

traditional mansion of Pudens there was once a bap-

tistery. Tradition may present another point of con-

tact with these baths. In Justin Martyr's examination

by the praefect of Rome (about A.D. 106), the following

dialogue is reported

:

"Prce/eet. Where do you assemble?
''Justin. Where each one chooses and can. . . . The

God of the Christians is not circumscribed by place, but,
being invisible, fills heaven and earth, and everywhere is

worshipped and glorified by the faithful.

"Propfeet. Say,"where do you assemble, or into what
place do you collect your disciples?

"Justin. I dwell above one Martin's, at the Timotine
Bath. ... I know of no other meeting than his.
" /'rup/ect. Are you not, then, a Christian ?

"Justin. Yes, I am a Christian."

In the Roman tradition, the house of Pudens was the

place where Christians coming to Rome were freely en-

tertained; and in the baths of Novatus or Timotheus
were held, in Justin's time, Christian assemblies.

On the Via Salaria is a cemetery called after Pris-

cilla, the traditional mother of Pudens, which bears un-
mistakable signs of having been used by persons of

wealth and standing belonging to the earliest genera-
tions of Roman Christians. These evidences are suffi-

ciently indicated in Northcote and Brownlow's Puma

Sotteranea, and need not here be specified. It may be

added, however, that, in the lower story of this cata-

comb, imprints have been found of the seal of a pvdens
felix upon the cement which closes a loculus or grave

(De Rossi, Images dc la T. S. Vierge chokies clans les

Catacombes de Pome [Rome, 1863], p. 17). The cogno-

men suits exactly the tradition that the Pudens family

belonged to the gens Cornelia (Cornelius Sulla being

the first who took the surname Felix), and the further

uniform tradition that this cemetery was their burial-

place. The traditions are thus confirmed which repre-

sent a Pudens family of wealth and distinction to have
been very early connected with the Christian Church
in Rome. The}' increase so far the coincidences in fa-

vor of the identity of Martial's friends with the Pudens
and Claudia of Paul's Epistle. The resemblance is one

of family distinction, as well as of name, time, and place.

See The House of Pudens in Pome: a Lecture delivered

to the Royal Archaeological Institute, June 2, 1871, by
John Henry Parker, C.B., F.S.A., etc.; reprinted from

the Archaeological Journal.

On the whole, although the identity of St. Paul's Pu-

dens with any legendary or heathen namesake is not abso-

lutely proved, yet it is difficult to believe that these facts

add nothing to our knowledge of the friend of Paul and

Timothy. The identity is favored by Alford, Convbeare

and Howson, and others. Objections to the details of the

story do not seem to be insuperable. The difficulty is

that so much is pure conjecture. In the Acts of Pastor,

the wife of Pudens, and mother of his children, is named
Savinilla. The Welsh legends are said to affirm Pudens's

marriage with Gladys, the daughter or niece of Caracta-

cus. The facts and arguments are treated at great length

in a pamphlet entitled Claudia and Pudens, by archdea-

con Williams ( Llandoven-, 1848), p. 58 ; and more briefly

by dean Alford, Greek Testament (ed. 1856), iii, 104; and

by Convbeare and Howson, Life of St. Paul (ed. 1858),

ii, 594 ; also by Lewin, St. Paul, ii, 392 sq. They are in-

geniously woven into a pleasing romance by a writer in

the Quarterly Review, xcvii, 100-105. See Prof. Smyth
in the Bibliotk. Sacra, 1875. p. 174 sq. ; also Usher, Keel.

Brit. Antiquitales, § 3, and Stilliugtleet, Antiquities.

Pudentiana, St. Among the Roman families

who, in the 2d century, emhraced the Christian faith,

one of the most distinguished seems to have been that

of the senator Pudens, his mother Priscilla, and his

daughters Pudentiana and Praxedis. Pudens is fre-

quently alleged to have been a disciple of the apostles

Peter and Paul, and there is really a Pudens named in

the second letter to Timothy; but this Pudens seems

not to be identical with the father of Pudentiana and

Praxedis. According to the Bollandists, our Pudens

was converted by pope Pius I, who lived in the middle

of the 2d century. After the death of his wife, the

new convert had his house transformed into a church.

He taught his two daughters the doctrines and all good

works of Christianity, in which they soon distinguished

themselves, converting to their new faith, with the as-

sistance of the pope, who used to say mass in the now
consecrated building, not only the members of their

family and inmates of their house, but a large number
of other pagans. We do not know when Pudens and

his holy daughters died. Pudentiana, as well as Praxe-

dis, had churches in Rome in the earliest times. See

the Bollandists on May 19, where a learned commenta-
ry is given about Pudens and his two daughters, with

the documents relating to them. See Pudens.

Fudicitia (Ai'owf), a personification of modesty,

was worshipped both in (ireece and at Rome. At Ath-

ens an altar was dedicated to her (Pausan. i, 17, § 1).

At Rome two sanctuaries were dedicated to her, one

under the name of Pudicitia patricia, and the other

under that of Pudicitia plebeia. The former was in the

Forum Boarium, near the temple of Hercules. When
the patrician Virginia was driven from this sanctuary

by the other patrician women, because she had married
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the plebeian consul L.Volumnius, she built a separate

sanctuary to Pudicitia plebeia in the Vicus Longus

(Livy, -x. 23; Festus, p. 242, ed. Miiller). No woman
who had married twice was allowed to touch her statue;

and Pudicitia, moreover, wa9 considered by some to be

the same as Fortuna Muliebris. She is represented in

works of art as a matron in modest attire. See llirt.

Mythol. Bilderb. p. 114, tab. 13.—Smith, Diet, of Gr.

and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. B. v.

Flier natus in Bethlehem. Thisjoyous Christ-

mas hymn, which belongs to the 14th century, of a

beautiful simplicity, and absorbing easily so much the-

ology in iis poetry, continued long a great favorite in

the Lutheran churches of Germany, well-nigh to this

day. The original is given l>y Daniel. Thesaurus, i.

334; Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry, p. '."7: Simrock,

Laudes Sion, p. 42; Konigsfeld, Hymnen, ii. 304. Eng-

lish translations arc given in Li/rn Missiiuiini. p. ss
:

Christian Life in Song, p. 173 ; Schaff, Christ in Song,

p. 50. German translations arc given by Simrock and

Konigsfeld, and especially by Hoffmann von Fallersle-

ben in his GeschicM des deutsch. Kirchenliedes, p. 340 sq.

See also Trench, Daniel, and especially Wackernagel,

who, in his Das deutsche Kirehenlied, i, 198 200, gives

ten forms of this hymn. (B. P.)

Pueri (boys), a name often given in the Latin Church
to catechumens (q. v.). They Merc also called Audi-

elites, Incipientes, Noviiii, Rudes, Tirones.

Pueris Similes (lib: boys) is a sect of Anabaptists

mentioned by Bullinger in his treatise on Anabaptism

(q.v.). They practiced childish tricks, under the no-

tion that this was being childlike, as required by the

Gospel precepl of entering into the kingdom of heaven

by becoming as a little child. Hence they would ride

upon sticks and hobby-horses, and take oil' their clothes

thai they might practice the innocence of childhood;

ending, of course, in extremely immoral excesses.

Puffer, Isaac, a well-known pioneer preacher of

American Methodism, was horn in Westminster County,

Mass.. in June. 1784. As a hoy he came with his par-

ents to Central New York. At fifteen he was converted.

Ten years later he joined the New York Conference as

a travelling preacher, and was .appointed to the Otsego

Circuit, then a far-reaching territory, which in the fol-

lowing year was incorporated in the Genesee * 'i mtii

-

cure. That conference was then made to cover not

only much of Northern and Western New York, hut

also the Upper and Lower Canadas. In this large held

Puffer labored for full forty years with remarkable per-

severance, and had the pleasure of seeing the mosl won-

derful results that ever crowned the labor of any Meth-

odist preacher. Though his early advantages must

have been inconsiderable, he became one of the most

useful, it might almost he said one of the most popular,

preachers of his time. His great strength lay in the

ease and skill with which he quoted the Scriptures.

The Bible was tie' one hook he knew, and he used it

with most marvellous power and success. Me was the

sturdy opponent of Calvinism .and Uhiversalism, and

combated them with such vigor that he was regarded

as ;i worthy foeman for the best advocates of those forms

of Christian dogma. After hi- superannuation in 1843

the venerable preacher contented himself with visiting

hi- former charges, until, in 1848, he was attracted

West, and lived chiefly in Wisconsin and Illinois. New
ns, new scenes, and new calls to moral combat

had a reinvigorating influence, and he again became ac-

tive until 1858, when he suddenly died after a short ill-

ness. Puffer was of a large, muscular frame, and made
then fore a striking appearance in public. He also at-

tracted, aside from his religious earnestness, by a fine

musical voice. lie was an honest, devoted, childlike

Christian, .and blessed his generation by his life and his

work-. See Memoir ofthi Rev. B. G. Paddock, p. B41

sip; Conable, Hist, qftht Genesei Conference, ch. i, § 7

;

ch. ii, § 5.

Puffer, John M., a minister of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, was horn in Richford, Vt., Jan. 29, 1835.

From a child he was noticeably correct in his habits,

and thus well tilted for a lite of self-reliance. His
mother died when lie was about six years of age, and
In- educational opportunities were limited to the district

school and a few terms at the academy. He was con-

verted in 1852, and united with the Methodists. He
was lii i nsed to preach in 1856. The following year he
entered the Troy Conference, and filled the following

appointments: Johnson and Hyde l'ark. under the pre-

siding elder: Essex, Mil and Pittsford, one year

each : Essex, X. Y.. two years. By a change of confer-

ence boundaries he went into Vermont Conference in

1862, and was stationed at •rami [sle two years; at St.

Alban's Bay, one year; at Highgate, Waterbury Centre,

Randolph, ami Chelsea, two years each: and at Barre,

hi- last appointment, which he served only the fracl ion

of a year, when called from toil to reward. He died

•Ian. 7. 1874. Puller labored with great acceptance, and

almost literally "ceased at once to work and live." His

last sermon was upon a funeral occasion, while ill him-
self, on the text. "If a man die. shall he live again V
- Conferena Minutes, 1874, p. 96.

Puffer, Reuben, D.D., an American divine of

note, was horn at Sudbury, Mass.. in 1756, .and was ed-

ucated at Harvard College, class of ! 77s. He then

studied divinity, and became pastor of a Congregational

church in Bolton (afterwards called Berlin i, Mass. lie

held this place until his death, in 1829. He published:

Election Sermon 1 1803) : Dudleian Lectun hi Harvard
Collegi | 1808):- Convention Sermon (1811):—Two Ser-

mons i 1826) : and s secular addresses. See Sprague,

Annals of tin Amer. Pulpit, ii. 206 sq.

Puget, Pierre, called the Michael Angelo of France,

on account of his ability in painting and architecture,

as well as in sculpture, and perhaps also on account of

a kindred enthusiasm and decision id' character, was
horn in 1622 at Marseilles, where his father practiced as

an architect and sculptor. It was from him that he re-

ceived his first instructions in art. after which he was

placed under a shipwright, or builder of galleys, to learn

to carve the ornaments used in these vessels. Disgusted

with the drudgery of such workmanship, he set out for

Italy, and passed a considerable time at Florence, where
he pursued his studies as a sculptor with gnat success.

He next repaired to Koine, whither he wa- attracted hy

the fame of l'ietto de Cortona. 1 1 • became the pupil

of that artist, hut made such progress that he accompa-

nied him to Florence as assistant to paint the ceilings

of the l'itti palace. He suddenly resolved upon return-

ing to France, when only twenty-one. Hut. commis-

sioned to design a vessel of extraordinary magnificence;

Puget proceeded a second time to Rome, and there sp< nt

between live and six years: what afterwards became
of his valuable collection of drawings is not known.

On bis second return from Italy he painted: but ex-

ec-six e application so seriously affected his health that

he confined himself thenceforth to architecture and

sculpture. His talents met with employment at Tou-

lon and Marseilles, and for the latter city he projected

many embellishments, which established hi- reputation

as an architect : and he further gave proof of great -kill

in engineering by different ingenious machines and in-

ventions. He wa- -cut hy I'onipiet to Genoa lor the

purpose of selecting marble tor some of the works pro-

posed to he executed at M ar-eilles : Imt that minister

being shortly afterwards disgraced, instead of returning

home. Puget preferred remaining at Genoa, where he

produced some of hi- most noted pieces of -culpture.

the two statue- of St. Sebastian and St. Ambrosius, and

the grand bas-relief ot the Issumption, in the chapel of

the Albergo de' Poveri, besides various architectural

ornament-. Ai length he was recalled hy Colbert, Who
obtained for him a pension of 1200 crown-, in conse-

quence, it is -aid. of the earnest recommendation of Bcr-
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nini. That the patronage of the one and the recom-

mendation of the other were not discredited is proved

by his two celebrated performances at Versailles, the

Milo o/Crotona and the group of Perseus and Androm-

eda, the former of which is generally reckoned the chef-

d'n uvre of his chisel, and a work that will bear compar-

ison with the antique. He died at Marseilles, where he

spent, his last days, Dec. 2, 1G94.W:'ngl. Cyclop, s. v.

;

Lenoir, Musee des Monuments Franc-ais, s. v. ; Iloefer.

\oiii-. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Fugillaris is a name for the reed of gold or silver,

or ivory, used for drinking from the chalice (q. v.).

Fugin, Augustus Nouthjiore Wjelby, one of the

most distinguished of modern ecclesiastical architects,

was the son of a French gentleman who lied to England

at the period of the Revolution. He was born in 181 1,

and commenced his professional career as a scene-painter

and decorator at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden,

and then devoted himself to decoration in furniture, etc.

Joining the Roman Catholic Church, he determined

thenceforth to devote his best energies to ecclesiology,

and during the few years that he lived to practice his

profession he was called upon to erect a larger number

of Roman Catholic churches, chapels, convents, and

schools than has probably fallen to the lot of any Eng-

lishman since the Reformation. The following list in-

cludes his chief works: the cathedral church of St. Ma-
rie at Derby, one of his earlier and more pleasing works;

St. Chad's, Birmingham; three churches at Liverpool;

St. Wilfred's, Manchester; church and convent at Edge-

hill; churches at Oxford, Cambridge, Reading, Kenil-

worth, Stockton-on-Tees, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Pres-

ton, Keightley, Rugby. Northampton, Stoke-upon-Trent,

Brewood,Woolwich, Hammersmith, Fulham, Pontefract,

St. Edward's near Ware, Buckingham, and St. Wilfred

near Alton ; a church, and a convent and chapel, at Not-

tingham; convents of the Sisters of Mercy at London,

Birmingham, and Liverpool; a priory at Downside, near

Bath ; colleges at Radcliffe and Rugby ; improvements
at Maynooth ; and cathedrals, with schools and priests'

houses attached, at St. George's (Southwark), Killarney,

and Enniscorthy. To these must be added the exten-

sive and costly works executed for his great patron, the

earl of Shrewsbury, consisting, besides the alterations

made in the mansion, of a church, school-house, and
monastery at Alton Towers; and a church at Cheadle,

which has the most splendid interior of any of his

churches. The very pretty gateway to Magdalen Col-

lege, Oxford, is one of the very few works executed by
him for any Protestant body; indeed, he is said to have
refused to accept any commissions for Protestant places

of worship. The list of works given above would in

truth seem to have been more than sufficient to exhaust

the time and energies of a man who ceased laboring at

the age of forty
;
yet he was chiefly employed during

his last years in designing and superintending the orna-

mentation of the New Palace of Westminster, which prob-

ably owes its somewhat extravagantly mediaeval and
ecclesiastical character to Pugin's idiosyncrasies. But,

besides the practice of his profession, he found time to

add to its literature a second and revised edition of his

< 'ont?asts:—a treatise on the True Principles of Pointed
or Christian Architecture (1841) :

—

An Apology for the

Reciral of Christian Architecture (18-13):—a Olassary

of Ecclesiastical Ornament (1844) :—a treatise on Flori-

ated Ornaments (1849) : — and a treatise on Chancel

Screens (1851). As he advanced in life his religious

feelings took more and more entire possession of him.

In 1850 he wrote and published An Address to the In-

habitants of Ramsgate

:

— An Earnest. Appeal for the

Recical of the Ancient Plain Song

:

— The Present State

of Public Worship among the Roman Catholics; and
other pamphlets of a religious character. At length,

overtasked with all this excessive labor and excitement,
his intellect began to give way, and in his fortieth year

he was removed to a lunatic asylum. For a brief space

5 PUL
his mental powers were so far restored that it became
practicable for him to return to his home at Ramsgate

;

but he expired there Sept. 14, 1852, three days after his

return. He was buried in a vault of his own church of

St. Augustine, which he had built on his estates. Pu-
gin was a man of extraordinary industry and energy,

and he possessed a very unusual amount of knowledge

and great ability. He attempted, however, too many
things, and he worked too much and too fast to produce

many great works, even had he been a man of original
.

power. In truth, his was not a creative mind, and he

lacked comprehensive thought. See English Cyclop.

s. v.

Pu'hite (Heb. only as a collective, and with the

art. hap-Puthi', ^rilBil, patronymic from some unknown
primitive; Sept. 'Htp&eiv v. r. MKpiBi/x ; Vulg. Aphu-
thei), a designation of the second named of the "fami-
lies of Kirjath-jearim" descended from Shobel (1 Chron.
ii, 53). " There is a Jewish tradition, embodied in the

Targum of R, Joseph, that these families of Kirjath-

jearim were the sons of Moses whom Zipporah bare

him, and that from them were descended the disciples

of the prophets of Zorah and Eshtaol" (Smith).

Pui, the name of a fraternity, partly religious, in

honor of St. Mary, and partly literary, established in

Picardy and Normandy, and translated to England
about the beginning of the 14th century, deriving its

name from the Virgin of the Cathedral of La Puy, to

which pilgrims greatly resorted. They yearly elected

a prince, who was crowned with garlands or circlets,

like those still used on certain occasions by the city

companies; the loving cup was gayly passed at the

election, and the author of the best ballad royal was
also crowned. They had a chaplain - priest to sing

masses, maintained a grand feast annually, and kept a

common hutch for the contributions of the brotherhood.

There was a chapel of St. Mary de Pui at Westminster.

No woman was admitted at their meetings. Perhaps

Putts, another form, may allude to the Song of Solomon
(iv, 15).—Walcott, Sao-ed Archceology, s. v.

Pak. See Paint.

Pui (Heb. id. P*1B [for derivation, sec below]), the

name of a people and of a man.
1. (Sept. <i>ovd v. r. $oi;£ ; Vulg. Africa.) A country

or people located at a great distance from Judaea, and
named once (Isa. lxvi, 19) between Tarshish and Lud:

"The nations (d^fi), [to] Tarshish, Pui. and Lud,

that draw the bow, [to] Tubal and Javan, [to] the

isles afar off." Hitzig, Knobel, and some others sup-

pose that the true reading is BIB, Put, which is else-

where joined with Lud (Ezek. xxvii, 10; Jer. xlvi, 9;

A. V. " Libyans"); and which is sometimes rendered in

the Sept. $>oud (Gen. x, G ; 1 Chron. i, 8), the same form
which occurs here in that version; for this, however,
there is no MS. authority, and we are therefore bound
to receive the Masoretic reading as correct. Gesenius

observes (Thesaur. s. v. ?*IB) that *OVA could be easily

changed to 3>OYA by the error of a copyist. See Pitul.

If a Mizraite Lud (q. v.) be intended in this connection,

Pui may be African. It has accordingly been compared
by Bochart (Phaleg, iv, 2G) and Michaelis (Spicileg.

i, 256; ii, 114) with the island Philee, called in Coptic

Pelak, Pilak, Pilakt ; the hieroglyphic name being
Eelek, P-eelek, or Eelekt (Quatremere, Memoire sur
I'Egypte, i, 387 sq.). This island was inhabited jointly

by Egyptians and Ethiopians (Strabo, xvii, 818 ; Diod.
Sic. i, 22; Pliny, v, 10; Ptolemy, iv, 5, 74; comp. Mannert,
X, i, 235 sq.), and Bochart supposes the name to be, like

Elephantine, derived from a word meaning elephant

(XP^B). But it mnst be kept in mind that the other

names here mentioned are those ofgreat countries, while
Philaa is a very small island. Isaiah would scarcely

speak of the Jewish people being driven to it. It seems
much more probable that Pui was the name ofsome dis-
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tant province of Africa; and perhaps the suggestion of
Uesenius (Thesaur.p. 1094) may be right, thai we have

a vestige of the old name in the word LloXo which ap-

pears on inscriptions (( bampollion, Grammaire, p. 159).

Hitzig (Grabsckrifl des Darius, p. 71) finds a Phul not

far from Punicus. This only adds to the uncertainty.

See l
<•> i-]'.

2. (Sept. 'I'ii/X v. r. <$ov\a, <bova, <lj r(\<»\', &a\wg\
Vnlg. Phul.) A king of Assyria, and the iir>t of these

monarchs who is mentioned in the Bible (2 Kings sv,

19, 20; 1 Chron. \. 26). Menahem, having succeeded

in mounting the throne of Israel, proceeded to make
himself master of the whole territory belonging to that

kingdom. Setting forth from Tirzah, he attacked and

k by storm Tiphsah, or Thapsacus, on the Euphrates,

which had once more been made a border town of Israel

by the conquests ofJeroboam II, whose victorious career

had restored the ancient boundaries of the land in thai

direction as they had been in the days of Solomon (2

Kings xv, 16; xiv, 25, 28; 1 Kings iv. 24). lie ap-

pears to have thus drawn on himself the notice of Pul,

B.C. 769. Menahem is thought by some to have in-

herited a kingdom which was already included among
the dependencies of Assyria; for as early as B.C. 880

Jehu gave tribute to Shalmaneser, according to the in-

scription "ii the black obelisk [see Shalmanksee
;

and if Judaea was, as it seems to have been, a regular

tributary (rum the beginning of the reign ofAmaziah
1 B.< !.

s :'.7 i. Samaria, which lay between Judaea and As-

syria, can scarcely have been independent. Under the

Assyrian system the monarchs of tributary kingdoms,

on ascending the throne, applied for "confirmation in

their kingdoms" to the lord paramount, and only he-

came established on receiving it. We may gather from

2 Kings XV, 1!*, 20 that. .Menahem neglected to make
any such application to his liege lord, Pul—a neglecl

which would have been regarded as a plain act of rebell-

ion. Possibly, in the campaign against Tiphsah, we
must regard .Menahem as having attacked the Assyrians,

and deprived them for awhile of their dominion west of

the Euphrates. However this may have been, it is evi-

dent that Pul looked upon Menahem as an enemy. He
consequently marched an army into Palestine for the

purpose of punishing his revolt, when Menahem hast-

ened to make his submission, and having collected by

means of a poll-tax the large sum of a thousand talents

Of gold, he paid it over to the Assyrian monarch, who
consented thereupon to "confirm" him as king. See

Mix Wll.M.

There is great difficulty in determining whai Assyrian

king is referred to under the name PuL I le musl ha\ e

ruled over Assyria as the immediate predecessor ol Tig-

lath-pilcser II. for this Latter monarch, according to Sir

H. Rawlinson (Afkenaum, No, 1793), is recorded to have

received tribute in his eighth year from Menahem,
whose rei^n occupied only ten years. For some time

Sir II. Rawlinson identified him with a king whose

cuneiform name he has variously represented as Tva-

lush. Vul-lush, and Yama-zala-khus (Oppert, Hee-likh-

khus), and who reckoned among the countries tributary

t" himself thai of Khumri or Samaria (Rawlinson, //<-

rodotus, i. 467). [Smith revives this theory (Assyrian

Eponym Canon, p. 1*7) of the identity of I 'id with IV-
i he reads the name), who, according to his

dates, invaded Damascus in B.C.773.] This identifica-

tion, however, Rawlinson gave up on ascertaining thai

the lately deciphered Assyrian canon interposed the

reigns of three kings, comprising thirty-seven years, in

addition to a probable interregnum of two or three

years between this king and Tiglath-pileser i \thena urn,

No. 1805). Subsequently he suggested that one and the

same individual i- denoted by the names Pul and Tig-

lath-pileser in the sacred narrative. His chief argu-

ment for this is thai in i Chron. v. 26 the same evenl

namely, the deportation of the tribes beyond the Jor-

dan—is attributed to the two kings associated together

as if they wen- one and the same indu idual
I
Ithenceum,

No. 1869 I. But, as already remarked by Win* r i /?. ahc.
ii, 259), the passage in 1 Chron. does nol necessarily a>-

cribe to the two kings the accomplishment of tin same
measure. 1'ul is mentioned in it as the firsl Assyrian
king who came into collision with the Israelites, and
thus prepared the way for the subsequent deportation

of the transjordanic tribes. Bui that this measure is

attributed solely to Tiglath-pileser, as in 2 Kings xx.

29, is manifest from the use ol the singular -"-".".
I >r.

Julius < »pperl. who accepts the account of < Itesias, and
takes it to refer to the subversion of the firsl Assyrian
empire, supposes Pul to be the Babylonian Belesys.

The eminent AsSVriologisI Dr. Ilincks maintains that

"Pul became king of Babylon, holding Assyria in sub-

jection, in 787 B.C. Tiglath-pileser revolted from him
ana established an independent kingdom of Assyria in

768 B.C." [Alhenamm, No. 1810). The main difference

between this view and that ofDr.Opperl i~ that Dr.

Ilincks supposes a considerable interval to have elapsed

between Belesys, the conqueror ol Nineveh. and Pul. It

certainly appears the most plausible opinion; .and it

seems safest t,, acquiesce in it until further discoveries

of cuneiform students had to a more exact determina-

tion. It is in accordance with the Scriptural elm lo-

gy, and it falls in with what we can -l.an of Assyrian

historj from classical and monumental sources. The ac-

count of Ctesias, as found in Diodorus Siculus i Hist, ii),

though rejected by Sir II. Rawlinson and his followers

(comp. Prof. Rawlinson, Anc. Mom. ii. 521 i, has p ceived

the support of many eminent modern critics. It has

heel I shown to h« reconcilable with the liiirrat i \ o ol He-
rodotns {Hist. i. 102, 106^, which contains intimations

that there had been a subversal of the Assyrian empire

prior to its final overthrow alluded to by that historian

(see Winer, Realw. i. 104). It is admitted that the As-

syrian canon, in the period between [va-lush IV and
Tiglath-pileser II. e,ives indication "of troublous times,

and of a disputed, or. at any rate, a disturbed succession"

(Rawlinson, Anc. Mou. ii. ;>st.;.i. The writer last cited

also asserts thai the inscriptions of Tiglath-pileser II

"support the notion ofa revolution and change of dynas-

ty in Assyria at this point of its history" (Rawlinson,

Herodotus, i, 468). That Pul was a Iiahyloiiian hold-

ing rule in Assyria at this time is confirmed by the

notice of Alexander Polyhistor (Euseb. Chron. i. 4):

••Post bos ail exstitisse Chaldseorum regem, cui nomen
Phulus erat j" and also by the form of the name. The
name Pul. while having, according to Prof. Rawlinson,

its counterpart among known Babylonian names, is

wholly alien to the rules on which Assyrian names are

formed. They are "always compounds, consisting of

two, three, or mote characters" (Anc.Mon. ii, 388, note).

Kitto. The name is probably the same as the San-

scrit pala, lofty, highest ; hence lord, king: perhaps the

same as In I. i. e. lord. The same Syllable is found in the

names SardanapaAis and Nabqpo/assar. Pul is also men-
tioned in the extracts of Alexander Polyhistor, in Ku-

sebins (Chron. Arm. i, II I, but not elsewhere. Eusebius

adds. •• Polyhistor says that Seiiechetilms was king after

him." hut this is not to he understood of immediate suc-

cession. See Assyria,

Pulaha, a divinity of Indian mythology. Brahma
created nine Brahmins from different parts of his body.

At the same time Sunyambhu. P.rah ma's son, created the

t<n celebrated rishis. ,. r forefathers, of all e'xistim;' be-

ings. These are' identical with the nine Brahmins men-

tioned, and one of them is Pnlaha. lie was so pious

thai he could, by his prayers. reate mi n, animals, and

gods. Vollmer, "WSrterb. •/. Mythol. s. v.

Pulcheria, .I'.i.ia. one' of the most celebrated saints

of the' Creek Church, was an empress. She was the

eldest daughter of the emperor Arcadius, ami was horn

between 898 and loo. in early youth she' showed rare

intellectual uin^ and a fervent piety. Her wisdom was

an object of genera] admiration. She was about fifteen

when she i-aim- to assist her younger brother Theodo*
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sins TI in the government. Pulcheria then made a vow
of eternal chastity, prevailed upon her sisters to follow

her example, and gave to the Byzantine court the pu-

rity which should prevail in a monastery. Some writ-

ers charge that this chastity was feigned from political

reasons, Pulcheria desiring to prevent the marriage of

her sisters, and thus avoid controversy on the claims to

the throne. By her wisdom and piety the prosperity

of the empire was certainly promoted : she seemed to

be its good genius. She defended zealously the purity

of the Christian faith against the doctrines of Nestorius

and Eutych.es, and her influence was most beneficial at

the synods of Ephesus and Chalcedon. St. Cyril of

Alexandria sent her his celebrated work Be Fide ad
Pulcheriam. She was in correspondence with the popes,

especially with Leo I. This great pope, in many letters,

praises her wisdom and kindness. He entreats her, in

449, to take measures against, the heresy of Eutyches

(Jaffe, Reg. Pontif. n. 203, 204, p. 37) ; rejoices at the

vigor and energy of her faith (Ibid. n. 226, p. 339), and

praises her activity in suppressing Eutyehianism (451

;

ibid. n. 237, p. 40). There are in all ten letters extant

from Leo I to Pulcheria. The learned Theodoret, bishop

of Cyrrhus, also praised her attachment to the Church,

and interceded with her for his city, heavily burdened

with taxes (Theod. Ep. 43 ; Baron, ad aim. 444). All

her contemporaries praise her beneficent influence. She

dissuaded her brother Theodosius from Nestorianism,

and celebrated the victory of the orthodox creed over

this heresy by building a splendid church in honor of the

Virgin Mary (Niceph. //. E. xiv, 2 ; Baron, ad ami. 431).

She sent valuable presents to Jerusalem, and built a

number of new churches (Baron, ad ami. 439, 453). She
was several times exposed to the plots of the courts,

which tried to destroy her good understanding with her

brother and his wife Eudocia. In 446 she retired en-

tirely from the court; but her absence was soon felt.

After the death of Theodosius, Pulcheria and Marcianus,

who had been honored with the title of Augustus, and
whom she had wedded, took the reins of the empire.

She had married for the good of the empire, and with

the stipulation that she should be allowed to keep her

vow of virginity. After benefiting the Church in many
ways as empress, and opposing Eutyehianism with the

same decision as she had previously Nestorianism, she

died, Sept. 11, 453. Her saintship is recognised by the

Latin as well as by the Greek Church. Baronius (ad

aim. 453) and the Bollandists (vol. i, Jul.) erected literary

memorials to her memory. Benedict XIV permitted,

by decree of the Congregation of the Kites of Jan. 31,

1752, to the regular canons of St. Augustine in Portugal,

and to some houses of Jesuits, the celebration of her

feast on July 7, sub ritu dupliei : soon afterwards, Feb.

11, the same year, this permission was extended to the

whole company of Jesus. These decrees, with the office

and mass of St. Pulcheria, are in the appendix of Benedict

XIVs work Be Sanctorum Canonizatione. The oration

of the feast praises the chastity of the saint, and her

zeal for the purity of the faith. See Smith, Bid. of
Gr. and Rom. Biog. and Mythol. s. v. ; Wetzer u. Welte,
Kirchen-Lexikon, vol. xii, s. v.; Hefele, Conciliengesch.

vol. ii ; Alzog, Kirchengesch. i, 309; Milman, Hist, of
Latin Christianity, ii, 243 sq. (J. H. W.)

Pulear, or Ganesha, a divinity of Indian my-
thology, was the son of the wife of Siva, Parwati. She
formed him, without the co-operation of her husband,
by shaping into the frame of a youth what was washed
away from her body during her bath. Siva thought

himself betrayed by Parwati, and in his wrath he struck

off the head of the young god. When he found out his

mistake, he wished to heal his victim ; but the head had
been carried away by the waters of the Ganges, and
had been eaten by fishes. Siva solved this difficulty

by telling the son of his wife to cut off the head of the

first creature he should meet and put it on his shoulders

:

as misfortune would have it, this creature was an ele-

phant. Therefore Ganesha is always represented with

an elephant's trunk. Ganesha sits astride of a mouse,

which is nothing else than the metamorphosed giant

Gedjemuyashurim, vanquished by him while warring
against the gods. Ganesha is incredibly strong, and
therefore of great use to the gods in their perpetual

warfare against the daemons. He is a great eater, and
would eat the whole world if he had his own way : ii is

only in the sea of sugar, in which he has a floating

abode, that he can, in some measure, satisf\r the crav-

ings of his hunger. Being the favorite son of Siva,

he is worshipped like that god himself, and invoked

first before every sacrifice. The Indians believed that

he could at his will accumulate or remove obstacles: all

Indian books commence with a prayer to him. His
image is frequently found painted on the house doors,

and almost, every family has his statue in bronze, mar-

ble, or clay. Pulear is his name as god of matrimony :

it was the natural question of his father at his first ap-

pearance in the world— Pulei-ar, i. e. Whose son?—
Yollmcr, Worterb. der Mythologie, s. v.

Figure of Pulear.

Pulgar, Isaac, a Jewish convert to Christianity,

flourished at Avila, in Spain, about 1300 to 1349. He
was a friend of Abner of Burgos, better known (after his

baptism) as Alphonso of Valladolid, against whom he af-

terwards wrote a polemical work entitled niSlpfl D,

" The Book of Answers." He also wrote, besides some
other works which are still in MS., a work under the title

rpOl^En ES1 ^i'nitlin niSl, "A Contest between an

Orthodox and a Philosopher," wherein he endeavors to

reconcile the difference between philosophy and faith,

and which was reprinted after a Paris MS. in the D5't3

D"'3£t of E. Ashkenasi (Frankf. a. M. 1854), p. 12-19.

Pidgar was the first to say that "the belief in the Mes-
sianic redemption is not an essential point of Judaism,

with which it stands or falls, although many passages

in the prophets speak of the coming of the Messiah."

See Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 110 sq. ; De Eossi, Bizionario

Storieo degli Autori Ebrei, p. 266 (Germ, transl. by
Hamberger); the same, Bibliotheca Judaicd Aniichris-

tiana, p. 93; Gratz, Geschichte der Juden, vii. 337 sq.,

485 sq. (2d ed. Leips. 1873) ; Wolf, Bibl. Bebr. i, 1259.

(B. P.)

Puliahs, the lowest of all Indian castes, or, rather,

the scum of the lowest, being still more despised than

the Pariahs. They are not allowed to walk on the regu-
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lar roads, but must..'it the distance of a hundred paces,

warn erery wanderer of their vicinity by uttering a

well-known yell. They ate not even allowed to dwell

in huts, I. in livi al a great distance from all inhabited

plai es, in dense forests, w here they build their nests on

tree-, like monkeys.—Vollmer, Worterb.d. Mythol. s. v.

Puller, Timothy, D.D., an English divine of some
i. flourished in the second half of the 17th

century. He was rector of Sacomb, Herts, in 1671, and
ol it. Marj le Bow in 1679. He died in 1693. He pub-

lished Moderation "/tin Church of England (Loud.

1679, 8vo; now ed. by the Rev. Robert Eden. L843,8vo).

See Fuller, Tracts ofAnglican Fathers, iii, 309.

Pulleyn, Robkrt, an English Roman Catholic

prelate of the 12th century, was born, according to Ful-

ler, in the county of Oxford. After having studied in

Paris, lo returned to England in 1130, ami found the

University of Oxford devastated ami almost mined by
the Danes, and lie zealously contributed to restore it to

its previously flourishing condition. In the reign of

Henrj 1 lie was charged with the work of explaining
the writings of, and commenting upon, Aristotle, and hi'

acquitted himself in this double task to the threat satis-

faction of his scholars and the kin-', his constant patron.

lie received as recompense the archdeaconry of Roches-
ter. After a short time he returned to Paris, and taught

theology at the Sorbonne. In vain his bishop sum-
moned him to return to England, and in order to com-
pel him to do so, seized the revenues of his benefice.

Pulleyn appealed againsl these proceedings to the pope,

who decided in his favor. Such was his renown that

Innocent 1 1 summoned him to Rome, and there received

him with -real honor. In 11 1 1 Celestine II created him
cardinal, and SOOH after Lucius II made him chancel-

lor of the I; an Church, lie died in L150. Pulleyn
wrote several works. The one which remains to us is

the Sententiarum Liber (Paris. 1655). From it it is ev-

ident that he preferred the authority of the Bible and
of reason to the testimony of the fathers or to the sub-

tle! ies of iii,. scholastics. Pulleyn belonged to the Abe-
lard school of theology, and inclined to free dialectic dis-

cussion. He advocated the doctrine of free will, hut did

not admit gratia irnsi.<iil,ili.<. "Through pride," he

writes, •man fell: his salvation must proceed from the

opposite epiarter. The rational man, who was des-

tined to rule over nature, must humble himself before

the sensible elements t<> receive grace through them."

Bui I Iii- was a lowering of the idea of humility to an

outward act. He favored, strangely enough for one

so liberal in many things, the withholding of the cup
from the laity, in order, as he taught, "that the blood

might nol !»• spilled again," and supported the doctrine

Of indulgences (q. V.) in a mosl extreme manner. But
the mosl eeeeutn, of all his I hoolngical notions was the

absurd question he raised as to the exact moment at

which, and (he manner in which, the union of the di-

vine nature of the Son with the human assumed in the

womb of .Mary had taken place; and that on the ero>s

only Christ's body had died, hut not the whole man
Christ. Pulleyn appears to have written also on the

Apocalypse. There are still twenty of his sermons pre-

served a ig lie Lambeth MSS. See Wright, Biog.

Brit, ii, 183; Hardwick, Church Hist, of thi MiddU

,
p. 163, 264; Meander, Dogmas, ii, 486, 521, 524

Bq., ei al.. Hagenbach, Hist, of Doctrines, ii. 1 I. H,65,
et al.

^
Pulling, Alonzo B.. a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal! liuivh. was horn at Ridgefield, C i., Nov.
28, 1818. lh experienced religion in the summer of

1840. lh was licensed to preach .March I. 1845, was
into I hi New York Conference in the fol-

lowing May, and appointed to Ponsetl and Killing-
worth i lircuit, « hich he si rved two years. He was ad-
mitted io full membership June 21, 1848, and ordained
deacon. He wa9 then appointed to West Granby, which
charge he si rved two years; was ordained an elder at

New Haven in .May. 1850, and appointed to Pleasant
Valley ami New Hartford Mi-ion. where belabored two
years. He thenceforth served New Milford, Woodbury,
.ami Berlin ; was supernumerary one year, and was afti r-

wards stationed at Southington .and Forestville,Wi it-

port, Ansonia, Seymour, New .Milford. Nichol's farms,
Roxbury, East Village, and Riverside. In 1876 failing

health compelled him to take a superannuated relation.

lie died dan. 12, 1878. See Minutes of Annual Confer-
ences, 1878, p. 50.

Pulolah is the name of the temple of the Grand
Lama at Deshesho. It signifies •the temple with the
golden roof." In this temple dwell, when l he Dalai

Lama is present. 800 priots. exclusively employed in

his service. In the interior, it is said, there is a multi-

tude of statues, every one representing a woman with a

chihl in her arms. These are probably the mothers of

as many former dalai lamas. -Vollmer. Worterb.d. My-
thol. s. v.

Pulpit (
"•"."", migdol, Neb. viii, 4. properly tower),

an elevated stage, whence Ezra read the law unto the

congregation (comp. ix, 4). See Bible Educator, ii. 263.

PULPIT (L&t.pulpitum; Fr.chaire,pupitre meaning
a lectern, lection being a book-desk), an elevated place

from which sermons arc delivered. Ezra, w hen reading

the law. stood on a pulpit of wood high above the peo-

ple i Neh. \ iii. ii; and Solomon prayed on a brazen scaf-

fold ( 2Chron. vi. 13). In mediaeval times tin. word desig-

nates the rood-lofi. Becon uses it in its mod. rn sense.

It is said to remind the hearer of ( hrist going up on the

mountain to preach his Sermon of Beatitudes. < >ri-i-

nally. it would appear to have been used chiefly for the

singing, chanting, or recitation which forms part of the

public service, and was a kind of stage sufficiently large

to accommodate two. or even more, chanters. For the

convenience of the hearers, this stage began to be used
by the bishop, priest, or deacon, in the delivery of the

homily : and thus, by degrees, a tribune expressly suit-

ed to the latter use alone came to be introduced. The
earliest pulpit was the ambo, tribune, or tribunal, as it is

called by l'rudetitius. F.piplianius says that St.Chrys-

ostom usually preached from the ambo; so did Si. Am-
brose and St. Augustine: and Nicephorus records that

Macedonius, patriarch of Constantinople in 489, mount-
ed the .-1111110 when he desired to dear himself of a

charge of heresy. In some of the older churches, the

ambo, or pulpitum, is slid used for the chanting of the

Gospel and Epistles. The ambo was placed in the cen-

tre of the church by the- Greeks; it is in the middle

of the nave al St. Pancras's, at Lome, on the left Bide,

but on the right at Milan and Ravenna. Al St. Clem-
ent's, Rome, the Epistle desk is on the left, and that of

the prophecies on the right. At Charms. Bayeux, and
Roiamenl the matin lections were snug on the left side

of the choir-entrance, and the desk was tailed the leg-

end at Chartres. At Bourges, an eagle Btood in front

of the matin altar. A pulpit at Orleans and Chalons-

sur-Marne was used for reading the Epistle, Gradual,

Tract, and Alleluia; the Gospel was sung on the west

side of the Julie at Chartres. Chalons, and l.\ oils, that

for the lections facing the east. At Bayeux and No-

yoll i here were Beveral deska At Lyons and Vienne;

i he < lospel was read in the lower part of the choir, and

the Epistle from the ambo: but the latter was used at

both times al l.'heiins, Cambrai. lours. Rouen, Sens,
( 'luilons. l.aon. Soissons, Noyon, Amiens, He am ais, Sen-

lis, Orleans, Meaux, Tournay, Bayeux, and St Denis.

The desk for reading the < lospel was called the pulpit
;

the lectern held the choir-books. The former was mov-
able, bo as to be transferred from the one Bide to the

other of the choir, and used by the subdeai for read-

ing the Epistle; whereas the lectern stood n the cen-

tre of the choir asa fixture, and was common to all the

cantors in lime of singing. Both, from their c noii

ornament, the symbol of St. John Evangelist, w ere call-

ed the Eagle; and it appears on the amboues of 1'is-
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• toja of the 13th century, and in three ancient churches

at Rome. The deacon, taking the Book of the Gos-

pels, richly bound in ivory, metal, and jewelry, carried

it processionally, preceded by thurifers and taper-bear-

ers, to the north side, where the pulpit stood. Fulk,

abbot of Lobbes in the 9th century, made a wonderful

eagle, on which burned four tapers in the form of a

cross; a censer was contrived in its neck, which poured

fragrant smoke from the beak and flaming eyes of the

bird; and the head and wings were movable, for the

convenience of turning the book. Often the other three

evangelists were represented as writing the words sung

by the deacon; at Messina there is one with the pel-

ican, as the symbol of the Saviour, above all. At Nar-

bonne, in the cathedral, there is a movable pulpit of

the 14th century, consisting of two iron supports set sal-

tierwise, and supporting a bookstand of supple leather.

Those of St. Augustine's, Canterbury, and Bury St. Ed-
mund's, mentioned in the 12th century, were movable
until the 14th century. In Belgium, the ambo or a

faldstool, set before the altar, served as a pulpit. Ac-
cording to John de Garlande, who wrote at the close of

the lltli century, a pulpit is the ascent of steps to the

lectern, upon which the chant- or reading- book was
laid. The double pulpits of Milan, Narni, and Perugia

connect the tradition with the ambones; those of Tole-

do are of bronze, and those at Seville are still used for

singing the Gospel and Epistle. In three of the an-

cient churches at Rome, the Epistle ambo is square,

and stands on the north; while that for the Gospel is

round, and stands on the south side, with flights of stairs

leading up to it. The ordinary pulpit also stood on the

south side, as at Toledo, because the Gospel was preach-

ed from it. The jube for the gospeller and epistoler in

large churches took the place of the ambo, and within

two centuries was used by the preacher at Rouen; but
in smaller churches a pulpit was used, yet there is no
existing example or record of such furniture until the

13th century. Pulpits were formerly placed not only

in churches, but also in the refectories of monasteries,

as at Beverley, Shrewsbury, Chester, etc. ; in the clois-

ters, as at St. Die, in France; and occasionally in pub-
lic thoroughfares, as on the north side of the church of

Fotheringay, Northamptonshire.

Notre Dame; at St. L6, in Normandy, and in the outer

court of Magdalen College, Oxford. In France there

are several overlooking cemeteries. In churches the

pulpits were formerly always placed in the nave, at-

tached to a wall, pillar, or screen, and the ecclesiastics

and others who occupied the choir during the mass re-

moved into the nave to hear the sermon: this custom
was continued at Ely until quite recently.

The church pulpit is usually hexagonal or octagonal,

and of wood, possibly in allusion to Christ's preaching
from the boat (Luke v, 1). In Roman Catholic church-
es the pulpit is generally distinguished by sonic relig-

ious emblems, especially by the crucifix; and the pul-

pits of the Low Countries and of Germany are often

masterpieces of wood -carving, the preaching -place in

some of them forming part of a great artistic group, as

of the Conversion of St. Paul, the Vocation ofPi /< r ami
Andrew, the Temptation of Adam and Ece, and other

similar subjects.

Bcanlieu, Hauts.

Early pulpits were, no doubt, movable, and kept in

corners until required for use, like that still preserved
at Hereford ; and at Bury, the analogium, or pulpit, we
know, was removed from the chapter-house into the

church when it was necessary. This, no doubt, is the

cause of their present rarity. There are fine exam-
ples of pidpits at King's Sutton, Kingsbury Episcopi,

Wolvercot, North Kilworth, Dartmouth, and Framp-
ton (which has images of saints). Those of Sudbury,
Southwold, Hereford, and Winchester are of wood, and
of the 16th century. The earliest Jacobean example
is at Sopley (1606). There are stationary pulpits of

stone at Wells of the 16th century, at Worcester (1504),

Ripon, Combe, Nantwich, and Wolverhampton. The
oldest wooden pulpit is at Fulbourne (cir. 1350). In It-

aly there are examples of the 13th and 14th centuries at

Siena and St. Miniato, Florence; in Germany there are
stone pidpits at Freiburg and Ulm of the latter part of

the 15th century; at Avignon, in France; and Nieuport,

in Belgium. There is a Byzantine pulpit, said to have
been brought from St. Sophia's, Constantinople, at St.

Mark's, Venice. Romanesque pulpits may be seen in

St. Ambrose's, Milan ; St. Mary's, Toscanella ; and St.

Sabino's, Canova. There is an octagonal pulpit, dated
1482, at Ratisbon ; that of Kidrich is cir. 1491. An hex-
agonal pulpit is at St. Andrew's, Pistoja. The octago-
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nal pulpil of Perugia ia used for giving the benedic-

tion. There is a superb 13th-century pulpit on seven

pillars in the baptistery al Pisa, with Lecterns for the

ind Epistle on the Btaira, Abbot Wygmore's

pulpit, Gloucester, was on the north, and placed against

the third pillar westward of the crossing. The Bouth,

«.r men's, side is the most common position, as al Wells,

Chartres, Haarlem, Aix. and formerly at Winchester.

i ugh, Gloucester, and Worcester. In England

the pulpits were copied from tbose ol the refectory, and
<

I in the open air. In cathedra] churches the

pulpit was often large enough to contain several persons,

as the bishop, when preaching, was accompanied by Ids

two archdeacons. Gilding and color were nol employed
..n pulpits until the L5th century. Many of these pul-

pits were highly enriched with carving; thai ofWorces-

ter lias the Neta Jerusalem, and one of stone at Newton
Nottage has the Scourging sculptured upon it. One at

Burnham Norton, of wood, i- painted with t lie Doctors

<;/'///. Church. In the 16th century stone pulpits were

introduced. There are magnificent wooden pulpits al

Strasburg | 1 181 |; Mayence, Antwerp, Faye la Vineuse,

Nuremberg, Brussels (1699); and Vienna, from which

John Capistran preached a Turkish crusade in L451.

At Durham there was an iron pulpit, or arabo, in the

galilee, Ir.im which the Sunday sermon was preached

to women. There is another on the north-west at San
Gil, Burgos ; and two like ami .ones, fitted with desks, of

the 15th century, flank the screen of Zamora. The two

pulpits of Milan are of metal, and circular. At Aix the

choir pulpit is silvergilt and jewelled. At Lugo, one

of the two metal amhones has an eagle on the south.

The pulpil (in Arabic, mimber) forms one of the scanty

appliances of Mohammedan worship.- -Walcott, Sacred
A rckitecture, s. v.; Parker, Glossary ofA rchitt etun . s. v.

Pulpit Eloquence. As pulpits in churches are

constructed lor the convenience of preachers and preach-

ing, so the term pulpi(,by a common form of metonymy,
is often used to signify the collective body of the clergj

or those who use the pulpit. By a slight variation of

the same principle, the term is also made to signify the

collective agency of preaching, as seen in the phrases

"influence of the pulpit" and "power of the pulpit." In

a signification which, to some extent, blends both the

above meanings, the term pulpil is often used in the

figure of personification, as in the expressions "Let the

pulpit sp.ak." "The voice of the pulpit must be heard."

The \\"id is thus used in the well-known passage of

< lowper:

I
- the pulpit iiu (ho sober use

Of its legitimate, peculiar powers)
Musi -land acknowledged while the world shall stand,
The most important and effectual guard,
Support, ami ornament of virtue's cause."

From sucb uses as a substantive, the same word derives

its significance as an adjective; it being often used in

the expre.-~i.nis " pulpil orator." "pulpil eloquence," and

the like. The term pulpit eloquent* has. in fact, come
into genera] use as designating (1) the quality and char-

acter ofthe eloquence produced from the pulpit, and
| 2)

the body ofeloquent productions now in preservation as

representing the utterances of preachers ofthe present

and past gi nerations.

No just treatment of eloquence in any of its phases
can ignore the fad that its highest character and results

can only be secured from the expression ofthe living

lli.re musl he voice for the ear. action for

i
I ind a certain projection ofthe s.-ni ini. in -. the

Bympathii . and the emotions of an animated goul upon
Is and hearts of others. Nor can it be denied

thai the sympathy of numbers in an audience reacts

upon a spi aki r and augments within him the power of

moving those whom he addresses. Hence, whether elo-

quence be considered subjectively as thai subtle power
which enables an orator t < . influence men by uttered

language, or objectively in the effects produced upon
those to whom he speaks, il net ds to be heard and felt

in ..rder to be appreciated in its completeness. Never-
theless, this fullest realization of eloquence has ii- limi-

tation-. f,,r when once heard and hit it is in that sense

ended. Ii can thenceforward only be remembered a- a

thing ofthe past. It can neither be repeated nortrans-
1 ferred to other persons, times, or places. In view of this

condition of eloquence in its highest realization, we can
more fully appreciate the eloquence ofwritten or printed

language, which i> to some extent independent both of
speakers and hearers, and which may, iu a partial but

yet not wholly unsatisfactory degree, represent to per-

sons distant, both in time and space, the utterances of

eloquent men. To this end, writing and printing are

conservative agencies "I I
-- UtiaJ importance and of in-

estimable value. By means of them the ..rations and
sermons of one age are handed down to ages following,

and, so far as reading is substituted for hearing, the au-

diences of orators and preachers are multiplied without

limit. It <s therefore t.. what is preserved in books thai

any article upon the eloquence ofthe past must cliierly

refer.

In order to rightly comprehend the character and
relative importance of pulpit eloquence, reference must
be made to preaching (q. v.) as a divinely appointed

agency for the promotion ol Christianity in the world.

When il was so appointed by the Lord .testis Christ (see

Matt, xxviii. 19; Mark iii. II : xvi. 15), a new and pe-

culiar field was opened for eloquence. Indeed, a new-

dignity was conferred upon human speech in making it

the chief agency for the spread of that truth which was
designed to make men free from sin and to prepare them
for the heavenly world. The very nature of this higb
appointment indicates that the pulpit, as representing

the public utterances of Christian ministers, affords un-

rivalled opportunities for the production and employ-
ment of eloquence in its best forms. 1. It demands
capacity, convictions, and moral power on the part of

preachers, which should go very far towards making
them eloquent men. 2. It furnishes them with ever-

recurring .and highly favorable occasions for addressing

assemblies, for that object it .avails itself ofthe con-

secrated time ofthe holy Sal.hath and ofthe sanctuary

a> a hallowed place for the delivery of its message. ''<

The themes which it appropriately discusses are all of

an elevating and inspiring character, having an intrin-

sic importance superior to that of any earthly int. rot.

being also invested with the authority of divinely re-

vealed truth. It was in the light ofsuch considerations

that John Quincy Adams declared that "the pulpit is

especially the throne of modern eloquence." Certainly,

neither the hema ofthe Greeks nor the forum ofthe Ro-

mans ever afforded such an agency of power over hu-

man minds and hearts. Nor is this agency limited in

its exercise to any narrow routine of forms or circum-

stances. It is as much in place and as full of power in

the catacombs as in a cathedral: on the shores of Galilee

as in the synagogues of the.lews: in the sequestered

glens where persecuted worshipper- gather as in church-

es where kings and magistrates assemble. Indeed, iis

greatest triumphs have often been in circumstances out-

wardly the most untoward and in which any earthly

record was impossible. Hence, while the function of

preaching has been iii exercise for neatly ninetet n cen-

turies by countless thousands of preachers, bin a v.ry

Bra all proportion of the sermons thai have been deliv-

ered have been, or could have been, preserved t.. the

reading world: yet the combined literature of the an-

cient ami modern pulpit is of immense extent.

Il i- by no mean- a—limed that all printed sermons

are eloquent in any superlative sense. Many, no doubt,

are far less so than thousands that have vanished wiih

the breath thai uttered them, OI have only lived in the

memory and lives ..f those who heard them. Never-

theless, study and eriii. :ism arc limited to those prod-

ucts Ofthe pulpil which have been preserved from the

oblivion ol the pa-i and made accessible i" persons liv-

ing in subsequent periods. But of these there is an
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ever-increasing abundance, so that the task of the stu-

dent is necessarily one of selection. A general or com-

prehensive view of pulpit eloquence can only be obtained

by the study of the subject in chronological order, begin-

ning with the apostolic age and descending to the pres-

ent period, with proper attention to the characteristics

of successive periods. The limits of the present article

only admit of a summary outline.

I. The Period of the Apostles and Early Fathers.—
Notwithstanding the brevity of its record, the New
Testament is by no means silent as to the subject of

preaching. The Gospels not only contain our Lord's

Sermon on the Mount, but many fragments of the ad-

dresses or sermons which he delivered to his disciples

and the multitudes. The Acts of the Apostles report

in brief several of the discourses of Peter and Paul,

while the Epistles may be understood to be summaries

of the discussions and instructions which the different

apostles were accustomed to give in their discourses as

preachers. The specimens of preaching contained in

the New Testament are, in fact, more full and satisfac-

tory than any found in ecclesiastical history for several

centuries after the close of the sacred canon. Indeed,

our chief mode of forming any judgment of the preach-

ing of those early centuries is from the fruits following.

Even Eusebius, who wrote in the early part of the 4th

century, acknowledges himself indebted to tradition for

all that he knew of those successors of the apostles who
had " spread the seeds of salvation and of the heavenly

kingdom throughout the world far and wide."

During most, if not all, of this period, pulpits were

not in existence, and even churches, as separate religious

edifices, were unknown, or, at most, only beginning to

exist. Worshippers, instead of assembling in large

numbers, met by twos and threes wherever they could

escape the surveillance of persecutors. Such circum-

stances would necessarily control, to no small extent,

the form of address employed by Christian ministers

and teachers for the propagation of the Gospel, making

especially necessary personal address to individuals

wherever a listener could be found. Moreover, as the

New-Testament Scriptures only existed in fragmentary

manuscripts, it would be necessary to employ a part of

the time allotted to pastoral instruction in reciting and

explaining such portions of them as were in the posses-

sion of the several pastors and teachers.

The prevailing form of ministerial address during the

period referred to must, therefore, have been that of ex-

planation and exhortation; but of its efficiency in the

best result of eloquence— namely, that of persuading

men to abandon error and embrace the truth—the prog-

ress of Christianity during that period of abounding pa-

ganism is the best possible proof. The power of the

early preachers of Christianity, like that of the apostles

themselves, must have consisted chiefly in a straight-

forward utterance of the truth—the direct witness of the

Gospel and its appeal to the human heart. There is no

reason to think that oratory was studied, or perhaps

thought of; but the influence of Christian truth and life

was in plain words brought to bear upon the thoughts

and lives of others, as well as upon the errors and super-

stitions of heathenism.

II. The Period ofthe Later Fathers, or the Oratorical

Period of the Ancient Church.— During and following

the age of Constantine, Christian churches became com-
mon, and the canon of Scripture having been completed,

copies were multiplied by transcription. But as manu-
scripts were costly, they could rarely be possessed by in-

dividuals, not always even by churches; hence a great

part of the work of preachers was to expound consecu-

tively portions of the sacred text. Thus homilies or fa-

miliar expositions of Scripture became the form of pul-

pit address which primarily characterized that period.

Voluminous and valuable examples have come down to

us in the homilies of Athanasius, Ephraem Syrus, Basil,

the Gregories, the Cyrils, Hilary, Ambrose, Chrysostom,
and Augustine.

The same period was also marked by the cultivation,

among the more prominent preachers, of the Grecian

style of oratory. Several of the most distinguished

fathers having not only been students, but teachers of

rhetoric, they did not neglect opportunities offered them

for sacred orations and panegyrics. The latter style of

address, in fact, became very common in commemoration

of the martyrs and in celebrations of the great feasts of

the Church.

The best specimens of the Christian oratory of this

period have been much eulogized, and having been of-

ten pointed out as models for study and imitation, have

exerted no little influence on the preaching of modern

times, more particularly in France and on the continent

of Europe. Even the historian Gibbon, in a paragraph

which severely, but not without justice, censures certain

serious errors into which many of the teachers of the

Church had already fallen, says, " But the compositions

of Gregory and Chrysostom have been compared with

the most splendid models of Attic, or at least of Asiatic,

eloquence."

That the mistakes of the preachers of the ancient

Church came largely from ignorance, and that the ten-

dency of education and enlightenment was to increase

the influence of truth and the power of the pulpit, is

sufficiently evident from the edict of the apostate em-

peror Julian, which prohibited the Christians from teach-

ing or being taught the arts of grammar and rhetoric.

The motives which prompted the edict are thus set forth

by Gibbon: "Julian had reason to expect that (under

the influence of his edict) in the space of a few years

the Church would relapse into its primeval simplicity,

and that the theologians who possessed an adequate

share of the learning and eloquence of the age would be

succeeded by a generation of blind and ignorant fanat-

ics incapable of defending the truth of their own princi-

ples or of exposing the various follies of polytheism."

Notwithstanding the early death of Julian and the res-

toration of the civil rights of the Christians, yet, through

a series of untoward events, to which prevailing corrup-

tion in the Church greatly contributed, the evils of gen-

eral ignorance and the degradation of preaching and of

the clergy came only too soon and remained too long.

From the first development of ceremonialism in the

Church there was manifested a tendency to limit preach-

ing to bishops only. This tendency grew with the mul-

tiplication of ceremonial observances, until it resulted in

a general transposition of preaching from its primary

design as an ever-active agency of evangelization into

a ceremony itself, in which it was shorn even of its ora-

torical power. When the number of preachers was re-

duced to a minimum, the chances for the development

of the talent of eloquence were correspondingly dimin-

ished, and the more so since an election to the office of

bishop would do little towards conferring the gift of elo-

quence upon men previously unaccustomed to preach.

Thus it may be seen that what has been called the ora-

torical period of the ancient Church derived that char-

acter from a comparatively few men of extraordinary

ability, rather than from the general prevalence of

preaching power among the clergy. Moreover, the lat-

ter part of that period witnessed a serious decline in the

spirit and practice of preaching, which was destined to

project itself forward into centuries following.

III. The Period of the Middle Ayes.—The terms

-Middle Ages" and "Dark Ages" have long been nearly

synonymous; but historians have not often pointed out

with sufficient clearness the extent to which the dark-

ness of those ages was chargeable to the incompetence

and unfaithfulness of those who, as Christian teachers,

ought to have been the light of the world. The causes

of the prevailing ignorance and degradation were nu-

merous and complicated, but nothing would have more

certainly or powerfully tended to remove them than

true and zealous utterances from the clergy in the char-

acter of Christian preachers. Churches, and even cathe-

drals, existed in great numbers, but the idea of preach-
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ing hail fallen so low that postils came to be substituted

for sermons. The term postil, primarily meauing a note

u | mi i ,i i, \i or texts '/' '' '"• came to designate a re-

ligious discourse follow ing the reading (in Latin » of the

Gospel and Epistle of the day at public mass. The term

diminutive, showing thai preaching was re-

garded as "i small account in comparison with the cere-

monials of worship. The postil in its best form—that

of a running comment on the verses of a Scripture les-

son resembled the homily. Ii continued in use, both

among Roman Catholics and Protestants, for several

generations after the dawn of the Reformation. Persons

specially skilful in delivering postils were called postil-

lists, or postillators. Specimens of the postil abound in

siastical Literature of the period under consider-

ation, bul few of them are of much presenl value. The
besl sermons of the period that hav< me down to us

are several discourses delivered by bishops in connection

with the festivals of the Church, such as the Advent,

Whitsuntide, ( Shristmas, the < Irucifixion, and the Ascen-

sion. As these topics involved Scripture narrations,

thej rose in character far above those treated in connec-

tion with the festivals of the saints, of which tradition

furnished the staple material. The most tangible,

though sinister, results of preaching in mediaeval times

were produced by the so-called preachers ofthe ( Irusades.

Those results were not the peaceable fruits ofrighteous-

ness, bul passion, strife, and bloodshed. Peter the Her-

mit, a fanatical monk ofthe 11th century,was the preach-

er and prime instigator of the first Crusade. On this

warlike mission lie traversed Europe from country to

country, enlisting high and low in his desperate scheme,
lie even induced pope Urban II to join him in ha-

ranguing a vast multitude assembled at Clermont, in the

south of franco, preparatory to the tirst great movement
towards the Holy Land. It was under I lie hortations

of Urban that the multitude cried out Dew id cult, and

thus initiated the war-cry of all the Crusades. Ber-

nard ofClairvaux, subsequently canonized as St. Ber-

nard, preached the second Crusade. He was not only

appointed by Louis VII, king of France, for that pur-

pose, bul commissioned by pope Eugenius III to offer

plenary indulgence to those who would join the new
Crusade. He also provided himself with badges in the

form of a cross to be attached to the shoulders of all who
would eiili-t. Whereas Peter stirred the lowest dregs

of the populace. Bernard succeeded in enlisting kings,

emperors, barons, and knights to attempt " to rescue the

home and sanctuary of David from the hands of the

Philistines." Parliaments and mass-meetings were held

and addressed by Bernard from a loftj pulpit, and at

these the response t.> Ids appeals was the reiterated

shout ]), us id mil. In such circumstances, and backed

by such influences, it was said that the eloquence of

Bernard "raised armies and depopulated cities." Ac-
cording to his own Statement, towns were deserted so

thai the only people left iii them were widows and or-

phans whose husbands and fathers were yet living.

The third and fourth Crusades were set in motion by

the ordinary influences of papal power and kingly au-

thority, without any special co-operation of the pulpit.

The tilth, however, was brought into action by a preach-

er named bulk, a Frenchman, As a result of previous

i Ii -asters, the spirit of crusading had so far declined that

for two years the preaching Of Fulk seemed unavailing.

length it began to be said thai miracles attested

his exhortations, and soon after pope Innocent III senl

: umi roiis nuncios, who traversed Europe of-

fering absolutions and indulgences to stimulate enlist-

ments. Robert de Courcon, an Englishman by birth.

was the preacher of the sixth Crusade. lie bad been

an assistant to Fulk, under whom he bad learned the art

of exciting lie p ( ripli . Uthough inferior in talents to

the earlier preachers ol the Crusades, he was equal to

any of them in zeal and fanaticism, and if history does

not misrepresenl him, heal length became so unscrupu-

lous as to embezzle the alms of his followers. The sev-

enth and eighth Crusades followed like receding waves
of the sea, growing smaller and weaker as the impulses
ot fanaticism abated. They were without any preach-

ers of distinction, and may be regarded as result- ol the

earlier agitation.

The general decadence of preaching throughout the

Roman < 'liurch became a pretext, during the latter part

of the mediaeval period, for the organization of several
preaching orders of monks. Had these orders devoted
themselves to intelligent activity in proclaiming the

truths of t o.d's Wdrd and the practical duties of Chris-

tianity, the best of results might have been expected.

Bul their zeal was devoted to very different obji cts. It

was, in fact, absorbed in efforts to excite persecution

against the Albigenses and other supposed heretics, to-

gether with general exertions to promote the schemes

of the papacy and the inquisition. Heme it is not sur-

prising that the preaching orders as Buch failed to make
any valuable contribut ions to the eloquence of the pulpit

or to stimulate activity in preaching among the clergy

at large. < )i the ecclesiastical celebrities of the tnedia-

val period, few can be mentioned on account of distin-

guished ability as preachers. The two men who, per-

haps, more than others deserve such mention were An-
tony of Padua, subsequently canonized as a saint, and
the Jesuit Antonio Vieyra, both natives of Portugal
of the former, it has been said that -his rare talentsas

a preacher caused him to be employed on unceasing

missions through the north and centre ofItaly, especial-

ly in the neighborhood of Bologna ami Padua." "We
have the most ample testimony to the popularity of his

sermons. The churches where he was to preach wire

thronged from daybreak. .Multitudes were unable to

force their way in at the doors. Often it happened that

the preacher had to come out of the building and ad-

dress his auditors in the open air. Shops were closed,

thoroughfares deserted. The crowds that Hocked to

sermon were sometimes calculated at thirty thousand
persons. Nor were the effects less striking— Italian

hatreds reconciled; men thai had prepared the stiletto

for an enemy hurrying into bis embrace, a forgiving

and a forgiven friend; women leaving oil' their orna-

ments, and selling them for the beiieiit ofthepoor; old.

hardened sinners brought to immediate confession"

t Xcale. Mi, I'm ml Preaching). As in the case of many
other popular preachers. Antony was greatly given to

allegorizing, often introducing into his sermons animals,

birds, and even lishes. and putting into their mouths

quaint messages lor human ears.

Vieyra was bom in 1608, later than the usual limit

of the period under consideration; nevertheless, from

his style and general character, be has been usually

called the last of the mediaeval preachers.'' 'Ihc great-

er part of his life was spent in Brazil, though for a lime

he served as court preacher at Lisbon. During that

period he visited various cities of Europe, and even

preached at Lome in the Italian language. His labors

as superior of the missions i;i Brazil were Belf-Sacriftl nig.

requiring him to travel thousands ol leagues on foot

through the wildest regions, and to traverse immense
rivers in canoes; yet be was ever ready to preach to a

few natives through an interpreter, or to persons of rank

and influence in society. His great talent was satire,

which he did not scruple to employ both in and out of

the pulpit. At Maranhatn. one of the northern cities

of Brazil, be preached a noted sermon •• To the I isb< -."

after the method of Antony of Padua. It was based

upon the text "Ye are tin- salt of the earth." Ill style

and ingenuity it is not unlike his book entitled Tht Ait

of Stealing, which is regarded as a species of classic in

the Portuguese language. Vieyra lived to an advanced
age and died at the city of Labia, having, in eircimi-

BtanceS where printing was difficult, published Hot less

than thirteen volumes of sermons, which were followed

b\ tWO others after bis death.

IV. 'flu Modern Period. The beginning of the great

Reformation was characterized by a revival ol' preach-
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ing. It was by preaching that the Reformers sought to

expose the errors and corruptions into which the Church
had fallen, as well as to set forth the doctrines of the

Word of God. Thus Peter Waldo in the south of France,

Wycliffe in England, Huss and Jerome of Prague in

Bohemia, Savonarola in Italy, Luther and Melancthon

in Germany, Zwingli in Switzerland, and Farel and

Calvin in Switzerland and France, pursued similar

courses and with similar success. Wherever such men
were not overborne and crushed by opposition, they

were sustained and followed by an ever-increasing num-
ber of preachers. Hence it may be said that since the

Reformation preaching has been in all Protestant coun-

tries a universal accompaniment of public worship. It

has not only been maintained at a single service on the

Lord's-day, but usually twice or thrice in each church,

and often at other times during the week. This custom

has called into action a vast number of preachers, and

developed the preaching talent of the Church more
thoroughly than it had ever been previously cultivated

subsequent to the apostolic age.

As attack prompts defence, so the zeal of Protestant

preachers called out new activity and enlisted new tal-

ent among the preachers of the Roman Catholic Church.

The preaching orders became greatly stimulated. Preach-

ing ceased to be confined to bishops. Priests and curates

began to preach, at least to the extent ofendeavoring to

antagonize Protestant influences. Thus in the two great

sections of Christendom a new prominence was given to

the preaching office. It is true that among Roman
Catholics the mass still held the precedence and preach-

ing did not universally become a part, of Sabbath ser-

vices. Nevertheless, in Protestant countries Roman
Catholics came by degrees to maintain preaching in

about as great frequency as the Protestants around
them. Even the seating of churches and cathedrals

for the convenience of auditors—a custom still unknown
in Roman Catholic countries—has come to be common
among the Roman Catholics of England and America.

It may thus be seen that the influence of the Refor-

mation tended to increase in various ways the activity

and power of the pulpit. It certainly secured for preach-

ing a degree of prominence and frequency unknown to

any previous period following the days of the apostles.

While the impulse thus given to pulpit eloquence has

never died out, its effects have been variable in different

countries and at different periods. In Germany, for ex-
ample, after the Reformation became so far established

as to be incorporated into the political institutions of the

people, the Protestant pulpit suffered a decline in its

power from which it has not even yet fully recovered.

The causes of that decline were numerous, involving the

influence of Jesuitic opposition, false philosophy, scepti-

cism in various forms, and, worst of all, a prevalent in-

difference to the power of religious truth and the neces-

sity of a personal religious life.

In France the most celebrated epoch of pulpit elo-

quence occurred during the reign of Louis XIY, a mon-
arch who, notwithstanding personal vices and official

cruelties that have made his name detestable, was a
zealous patron of preaching. Through his command
and example, attendance upon court preaching was
made fashionable in a dissolute age, and it cannot be

doubted that the influence of his patronage greatly

stimulated the study and practice of pulpit oratory

among the Catholic clergy of his day. It is not less

true that his influence fostered among the preachers
that appeared before him a spirit of servility and adula-

tion wholly unworthy of the ministerial office. The ex-
tent to which such truly great men as Bossuet, Massil-

lon, and even Bourdaloue carried personal compliment,
not to say flattery, in their sermons before the king and
the aristocracy, is equally offensive and amazing to

readers of the present day. When to the names just

mentioned that ofFenelon is added, we have a represen-
tation of the highest phase of pulpit oratory known to

the Catholic Church of France in any age. The Prot-
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Church of France, including Switzerland, has fur-

nished many distinguished preachers. Calvin and Farel,

of the period of the Reformation, were worthily suc-

ceeded by such men as Du Moulin, Faucheur, Daille,

Claude, Superville, Saurin, Vinet, Monod, and many
others. The positions of these men were comparatively

obscure, and their circumstances often greatly embar-
rassed by persecution

;
yet the specimens of printed ser-

mons by which they are represented to succeeding gen-

erations compare favorably with any to be found in their

own or other languages. During the current century,

Roman Catholic preachers of great ability have been

rare in France. Beyond Lacordaire, Ravignan, and Hy-
acinthe, few can be named as having attained a national

reputation.

Great Britain may be said to be the home of mod-
ern pulpit eloquence. Taking England, including Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland, into one viewr

, it may be doubted
if any country of the world has produced more or better

sermons during the last three hundred years. Since

the days of Wycliffe, preaching in Great Britain has

been common among " all classes and conditions of men."

Successive generations have been educated to appreci-

ate it, so that not only has the pulpit been free to speak,

but the masses of the people have been disposed to

hear. The British pulpit, moreover, has been favored

above that of any other European country in two aux-
iliary conditions of great importance, namely, the free

use of the Word of God and the religious observance

of the Lord's-day. Without the former, there is no
valid basis for pulpit instruction or appeal, and hence
the sermon usually degenerates into a mere oration.

Without the latter, hearers are wanting, or at least

irregular in attendance, a circumstance that deprives

preachers of one of the most inspiring motives for dili-

gent preparation and high effort. More truly than in

any other country, unless possibly in the English-speak-

ing portions of North America, the pulpit of Great Brit-

ain has been an exponent of the religious life and senti-

ments of the people. Its utterances have consequently

been greatly diversified at different periods and in dif-

ferent circumstances. In times of religious indifference,

and in those portions or branches of the Church in which
religious sentiment has run low, preaching has declined

to its lowest grade of influence; whereas in periods of

religious awakening, and in the more evangelical sec-

tions of the Church, pulpit eloquence has attained its

maximum power, not only in the sermons of a few men
of extraordinary talent, but in the average ability and
success of great numbers of preachers. England, having
not only had a free pulpit, but also a free press, has fur-

nished a body of sermon literature unsurpassed in qual-

ity and extent by that of any other country in the world.

The more distinguished preachers of Great Britain may
be classified by epochs and religious associations. The
names of Wycliffe, Latimer, Knox, and Jewell repre-

sent the great preachers of the Reformation. A similar

selection for the 17th century would embrace the names
of Jeremy Taylor, Barrow, Baxter. Bunyan, Howe,
Charnock, Tillotson, South, and possibly many others.

In the 18th century, Wesley and Whitetield, as preach-

ers of extraordinary zeal and effectiveness, were instru-

mental in awakening a religious movement which ex-
tended not only throughout Great Britain, but, in fact,

throughout the English-speaking world. One of its

effects was to improve the tone and quality of preaching
in all the churches. The number of great preachers

who have adorned the British pulpit in the course' of

the 18th and 19th centuries is beyond enumeration.
The following are representative names, and associated

with volumes of published sermons : Cecil, Robert Hall,

Chalmers, Wardlaw, Richard Watson, Robert Newton,
Duff, Guthrie, F. W. Robertson, Stanley, Melville, Pun-
shon, and Spurgeon. To this list might be added the

names of a large number of other preachers of no less

moral and intellectual worth, and of nearly equal though
somewhat more local celebritv.
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The freedom of the English pulpit, and. in fact, a

greater freedom than was enjoyed in England at that

dav. came to America with the Pilgrim Fathers. Hav-

ing been by them established on the Atlantic coast, it

has been i xti tided with the advance of civilization un-

til the whole continent has fell its power. The pulpit

in America, as in Greaf Britain, has been greatly aided

i mplishmenl of its mission by the general ob-

fthe Christian Sabbath and a free use of the

Holy Scriptures. The importance of preaching has also

jnised from the first in the Church architect-

ure of America. All edifices constructed as places ol

worship, from the log structures of the frontier to the

great tabernacles of crowded cities and the Unman Cath-

olic cathedrals, have been seated for auditors. In these

and other conditions of society, not excepting that of

all churches being alike thrown upon the voluntary

system of self-support, the Christian pulpit has had in

America one of its fairest and widest fields of effort, It

would not have been creditable if in such circumstances

pulpit eloquence had not been extensively and success-

fully cultivated. That it lias been \\ ill appear from the

long lisi of good and greal preachers who have adomed
the American Church, many of whom have given to

the world volumes of published sermons. Probably in

no country has the average grade of pulpit eloquence

been higher than in the United Males ofAmerica; and,

owing in part to its vast extent, in no country is it more
difficult to determine ulm may justly be said to have

attained a national reputation as preachers. The truth

i- thai each greal denomination of Christians forms, in

a certain sense, a world of itself, within which the prin-

eipal preachers are far better known than in other sim-

ilar worlds Surrounding. Nevertheless, there have not

been wanting a goodly number of men whose reputa-

tion for pulpit eloquence has transcended all denomina-

tional boundaries and become indeed national. Without
attempting to make an arbitrary decision as to all whose
name- mighl be thought worthy of record in this cate-

gory, it may be safe to designate a few both of the dead
and the living. In so doing we purposely limit our list

to a careful selection, preferring for the most part to

consider living men a- candidates for a similar list in

future years. If our selection is judiciously made, it

will be sufficient to append in chronological order, with-

out title ol' classification, the names of the men win.

may be pronounced as, thus far, the representative

preachers of America: e. g. Jonathan Edwards, Samuel

Davies, Timothy Dwight, John M. .Mason. John Sum-
merfield, Edward Paj son, John Newland Matlit. Lyman
Beecher, William Ellery Cbanning, Francis Wayland,
Stephen (din. HeiiiN B. Bascom, Charles P. M'llvaine,

George W. Bethune, Stephen II. Tyng, and Matthew
Simpson. No doubt the above lisi might be considera-

bly increased even at the present time; but sinct there

i< no all-.. lute standard of determination, it is deemed
preferable to incur 1 he risk of error by diminution rather

than by excess.

In such a connection, it is only just to remark that

In modi ni times the press serve-, as an important factor

in the creation of public reputations, both local and na-

tional. Hence those preacher.- who have availed llicin-

si Ives of its agency as a means of giving their Bern -

to the public, and others whose friends have been zeal-

ous to do a similar office for them, have become much
more widely known than many of equal and perhaps

greater ability who have not been thus represented.

But as mere publicity does not secure reputation, it is

thai the reputation of some men has been

more damaged than helped by the publication of their

sermon-, ii is, in fact, no uncommon thing that pub-

lished sermon- wholly fail to COnvej to readers the im-
pre-sion thej produced upon their hearers when deliv-

ered. Hence, to form historic judgments of i he ability

of preachers, attention should be given both to the in-

fluence they exerted upon their auditors and to the

matter they employed in their Bermons, as tested by the

established principles of criticism. It was not our in-

tention to include among the preachers named above
any who have not favorably passed the double ie.-t.

That many others have already done so will no doubt

be the opinion of some; but time, which tries all things,

w ill enable readers at a future day better to determine.

Even a cursory survey of the varied character and
results of pulpit eloquence during the nineteen c< nturii s

of its history is Buggestive of important lessons. A few
may be noted

:

1. There arc different kinds of pulpit eloquence. In

order to be intelligently studied or judged, sermons must
be classified. Some are didactic, having for their chief

object instruction in Christian truth. Seme an- horta-

tory, having for their object the enforcement of truth

already familiar. Some arc cxegctical. seeking to l

'.-

pound the meaning of the Scriptures, Some are illus-

trative, seeking to create an interest in Christian truth

by exhibitions of its correspondences in nature, in hu-

man consciousness, and in the facts of history: while

some are composite, seeking to blend two or more el' the

above characteristics into a harmonious whole. Each
of these different kinds of pulpit address demands a style

of language and discussion adapted to its special object.

Inattention to this fact might lead to gross misjudg-
mi nt- <m the part of critics, and equal mistake - on the

part of preachers. A hortatory style of address might
spoil a didactic discourse, while tin i buss of didactic

address would render an exhortation powerless. An
essential element, therefore, in determining whether a

given sermon is eloquent is a just consideration of its

object. Accepting the etymological, and in fact the

scriptural, idea of eloquence- namely, that of speaking
well t Exod. iv, 14)—it must be conceded that a certain

degree of eloquence must be recognised in sermons well

adapted to the promotion of the most common and fa-

miliar objects of Christian discourse. But inasmuch as

the higher and more difficult results of human effort

challenge degrees of admiration not accorded to well-

doing in more common matters, so it is customary to

restrict the term eloquence to those higher and more

unusual qualities of speech which excite emotions and

control actions. In fact, one of the best definitions of

eloquence states it to be the language of emotion. This

definition implies that it is easier to instruct the mind
and convince the judgment than to move tin- sensibil-

ities of men. Nevertheless, instruction and conviction

are essential conditions to the excitement of Btrong

emotion-, few speakers accomplish the latter without

t he use of those conditions as antecedent agl

2. The natural temperament of speakers governs in a

asure the kind of eloquence in which they may
excel. Sons of thunder and sons of consolation have
each their mission; but for either to attempt the office

or adopt the style of the Other is to hazard failure.

Nevertheless, mere natural endowments are insufficient

to insure success without studious self-cultivation;

whereas laborious efforts in right line- tend to the

highly successful development of ordinary tali nts. An

instance in point is that of Thomas Guthrie, the distin-

guished preacher of the free Church of Scotland, than

whom no man ever wielded the power of illustration

more i ff< i tively. ^ et, a- shown in hi.- biography, that

power was acquired by diligent and continuous effort

alter hi- entrance into mature ministerial lite, and as a

result of personal experiences < om being him ol its im-

portance.

:;. Successful pulpit address demand- a wise choice of

subjects, the \ i\ id presentation of thought, and the use

of language adapted to the comprehension of hearers.

The character and influence ol the Christian pulpit have

at times been greatly lowered by the introduction of

improper topic- topic- either trivial in themselves or

out of harmony with the spirit and truths of the I iospeL

But even when the themes of discussion have been ap-

propriate, the peculiar and more important objects of

preaching have often been neutralized by languid ut-
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terances, or by styles of expression ill adapted to the

comprehension of the hearers addressed. The expres-

sion of the apostle Paul, "In the Church I had rather

speak live words with my understanding, that by my
voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand

words in an unknown tongue" (1 Cor. xiv, 19), eluci-

dates an important principle of all true eloquence. No
matter how eloquent a man may be in his own estima-

tion, if others fail to comprehend him his efforts will

be to them either an enigma, or at best a vain show.

In short, all genuine pulpit eloquence must be in har-

mony with those principles of human nature on which

the success of secular eloquence depends. It was criti-

cally and justly shown by lord Brougham that the tri-

umphs in eloquence secured by Demosthenes were won
by his " handling in succession a variety of topics all

calculated to strike his audience." So the successful

proclamation of the Gospel depends largely upon the ca-

pacity of its preachers to present in striking forms, and

in proper succession, the great truths of God's Word
and providence.

4. The higher degrees of pulpit eloquence are not at-

tained apart from deep religious feeling on the part of

preachers. Men who are secular in their lives and low

in the grade of their religious opinions and experience

neither choose the themes that strike the deep chords

of the human soul, nor are capable of treating them in

the most affecting and moving manner. Whereas men
who have a profound sense of the divine presence and

authority, who have a vivid conception of the realities

of eternity, the value of immortal souls, and the power
of Christ as the Saviour of the perishing, they, and they

only, have the proper moral basis for effective, and

hence, in the most important sense, eloquent religious

address to their fellow-men. " Out of the fulness of

the heart the mouth speaketh." When, therefore, the

heart is full of God's truth and love, it gives forth its

sentiments in impressive utterances, and makes objec-

tive to others the eloquent feelings that glow within it.

When the emotions of the speaker are not enlisted— in

other words, when subjective eloquence is wanting on

his part—the objective results of eloquence cannot be

produced in the minds and hearts of hearers.

5. The higher effects of eloquence depend largely

upon accessories favorable both to speakers and hearers.

It is not sufficient that an orator realize in himself the

qualities and conditions essential to eloquence. He also

has need of all available agencies as helps in the task

of transferring his thoughts and emotions to others.

His first requisite is language, as a common medium
for the expression and reception of thought. But the

force of the best language may be greatly weakened by
indistinct articulation, by feeble utterance, by uncouth

gestures, and other faults of delivery. On the other

hand, it may be greatly intensified by a corresponding-

physical expression, in which not only the tongue ad-

dresses the ear, but the eye, the countenance, the atti-

tudes, and the action of an earnest speaker fix the gaze

of his auditors and concentrate the magnetism of his

presence and purposes upon the perception and sympa-
thy of his hearers. That the full effect of such an ad-

dress may be realized, the auditors need to be comforta-

bly placed, and within easy range of his voice, since

any form of discomfort, or any effort to understand, dis-

tracts their attention and weakens the impression they

will receive. When, in circumstances like these, the

thoughts and emotions of an eloquent man flow into the

souls and kindle the emotions of a mass of hearers, their

presence, in turn, reacts upon him, quickening his men-
tal powers, and rousing his sensibilities to a degree un-
attainable in other circumstances. This mutuality of

emotion rises with the increase of numbers and the

unity of sentiment that pervades the mass. It may be
said, therefore, that when speakers are equal to their

task, large audiences are important, if not essential, to

the higher effects of eloquence. Favorable expectancy
on the part of hearers is also another condition greatlv

VIII.—D D D

helpful to a speaker. It relieves him of the necessity

of creating a bond of sympathy between himself and
persons ignorant of him, or perhaps prejudiced against

him. It is in this respect that a speaker's reputation

may become to him an auxiliary of great value. While
the conditions above specified, and others of like char-

acter, are not always within the control of ministers of

the Gospel, and may sometimes be dependent on con-

tingencies quite beyond their control, nevertheless a

diligent discharge of ministerial and pastoral duty tends

to create them. It was a precept of the ancient rheto-

ricians that the orator must be a good man, ami a Ger-

man writer has published a book to demonstrate that

eloquence is a virtue. It is in accordance with princi-

ples thus sanctioned that extensive personal acquaint-

ance, a high moral and religious character, and a repu-

tation based on faithful labor and habits of doing good,

all challenge sympathy, attract hearers, and awaken
hopeful expectations.

6. The influence of the Holy Spirit is the crown-

ing auxiliary of pulpit eloquence. Apart from this the

preacher is like any other man. But, over and above

all merely human aids, a Christian preacher of the right

character and spirit is entitled to expect the influence

of the Holy Ghost to give to the truths he may utter

increased impressiveness, and to his hearers increased

sensibility.

It is only under this last-named condition that pulpit

eloquence can be hoped to attain its highest power.

But this is a condition that no indolent man can rea-

sonably hope to enjoy. It neither follows in the train

of religious presumption, nor of an undue reliance upon
genius or personal ability, but rather comes in answer

to "the fervent, effectual prayer of a righteous man."

He, therefore, who as a minister of the Gospel would,

according to the apostolic injunction, study to show
himself " approved, a workman that needeth not to be

ashamed," should be equally diligent in the acquisition

of sacred knowledge, and in the highest possible culti-

vation of his powers of expression, that he may with

confidence ask for the unction of the Holy One as a
means of rendering his utterances as a preacher of

Christian truth in the highest degree efficacious. In

view of this supreme object, the diligent study of pulpit

eloquence, whether in its history, its principles, or its

diversified illustrations, both in the published sermons

and in the biographies of distinguished preachers, is of

equal interest and importance.
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Pulse (n^-iT, zeroim, and B*>3S"Vr, zeronim; Sept,

oairpia ; Theod. TTTSppara ; Vulg. legumince) occurs only

in the A. V. in Dan. i, 12, 16, as the translation of the
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above plural nouns, the literal meaning of which is

"seeds" of any kind. The food on which "the four

children" thrived for ten days is perhaps not to be re-

stricted to what we now understand by "pulse," i. e.

the grains of leguminous vegetables: the term probably

includes edible seeds in general. Gesenius translates

the words "vegetables, herbs, such as are eaten in a

half-fast, as opposed to flesh and more delicate food."

Probably the term denotes uncooked grains of any kind,

whether barley, wheat, millet, vetches, etc.—Smith.

( hir translators have also inserted in italics the word
'• pulse" as one of the "parched" sorts of provision which

Barzillai brought to king David (2 Sam. xvii. 28). In

this they are probably right. Leguminous Beeds roast-

ed are still used in the East; and in his commentary

on Matt x.\i. 12 Jerome mentions roasted chick-pease,

along with raisins and apples, as the small-wares in

which the huckster fruiterers used to deal: "Frixum
cicer, uvseque passae, et poma diversi generis." Allu-

sions in l'lautus and Horace show thai parched pease

were a familiar article of diet among the poorer Ro-

mans.—Fairhairn.

Pulton, Akdrbw, a Roman Catholic divine of the

Society of Jesus, flourished in the second half of the

17th century, and is noted as a zealous defender of his

order and Church. He was quite a pulpit orator, but

he was more successful still as a polemic. He pub-

lished, Remarks upon Dr. Ten-Lion's Narrative, etc.

(LonoL l<;.s7.4tot:-AV// to a t'hallmye (1688) -.—Total

Defeat of tin Protestant Rule ofFaith I Ito). See Oli-

ver, Bwg. of English Jesuits; Macaulay, Hist, ofEng-

land, vol. ii. eh. vi.

Pumbaditha (Nri""'£), a name celebrated in

Jewish literature as the home of one of the great schools

of Judaism, was located in Babylonia, and derived its

name from its situation at the (puni) month of the Bei-

ditha, a canal between the Tigris and Euphrates. Its

academy, except only that of Sura (q. v.), was the most

enduring and influential of all the Rabbinic institutions

in Babylonia. Founded towards the end of the 3d cen-

tury by l;. Jehudah ben-Jecheskel, one of the most dis-

tinguished disciples of Abba Areka, also called Kali

(ip v.Kit flourished until towards the beginning of the

11th century, thus moulding, shaping, and influencing

the life and literature of the Jews. .Many of the rector-.

of this academy acquired a great renown for their Rab-

binic lore, some of whom have already been mentioned

in this Cyclopaedia, or will be treated in the succeeding

volumes. The following list, giving the names of the

famous teachers at that academy, prepared after a care-

ful and diligent perusal of the best authorities, we hope

will aid the student of Jewish literature, since it is not

easy to bring the membra disjecta into a chronological

order out of the rmli.i iwlii/tstaque moles of the. different

sources: A p#

1. I?. Jehudah ben-Jecheskel 297 299

2. ( lhasda of Kafri 299-309
:;. Kabba ben-Nachman 309 330

4. Joseph ben-Chija, the Blind (.p v.) 330-333

5. Abnji ben-Cajlil 333 338

6. Rabba bar-Joeeph bar-Chama :cs :::._'

7. Machinal! hen-Isaac 3.V_> :i.Mi

8. Chama ofNahardea 356 ::T7

9. /chid ben-Ushaja 377-385

10. Dimi ben-Chinena 3s.r> :;ss

1 1

.

Rafrem ben-Papa 388-400
1.'. K. Kahana 400 ill

13. Mar Sutra -Ill III

ii. Acha ben-Bahba in U9
1.'.. <; .1. ilia of lie-Katil 419 133

10. Rafrem II 433 US
17. Rachumni, or Nachnmni 443 160

18. Sam;, ben-Rabba 466 171

19. R, Jose 471 520

At this time the final redaction of the Babylonian Tal-

mud (q. \.i wat made. and. according to Jewish tradi-

tion, to I;. Jose, who forms the end of the Araoraim

( Soph Haraah),lhe honor i> assigned of" completing to

write and oi Bealing the < lemara of Bab) Ion, in the twen-

ty-fourth year of his rectoral and magisterial dignity.

739- 701

ret- T64
764 T71

771- 773
773- 782

in the year from the creation 4260, and 311 years from
the sealing of the Miahna." Alter the death of R Jose,

the chronological chain is interrupted, and, with the

exception of a few names which have come down to us,

it is difficult to say who filled the space up to the year

670, for the probability is that, in the vicissitudes and

persecutions of those times, the names of those famous

teachers have been forgotten. With Mar Rabba, who
belonged to the so-called Gaonastic period, the chrono-

logical order can again be followed down to the last of

the heads of the academy ol Pumbaditha, whose death

sealed the closing of that famous academy forever. The
following are the names: circa a.t>.

1. Mar Rabba 670 630
2. .Mar l!u>sai, or Postanal 680- 689
3. Hnnal Man ben-Joseph CS9- 700
4. R. Cbija of Mesene 700- 710
6. Mar-Rabjah 710- 719
6. Natronai ben-Nehemia, surnamed Mar

Janka 719- 730
7. Mar Jehndah 730- 739
8. Mar Joseph ben-Chutanai

)
9. Samuel heii-Mari

10. Mar Natroi Kahana ben-Emunn . .

.

11. Abraham Kahana
12. R. Dadai ben-Nachman
13. Chananja bcn-Mcsharshaja
14. Malkaben-Acha
15. Rabba ben-Dndai
16. R. Shinui a few months
17. Chaninai hen -A bnah am Kahana 782- 786
is. Iluna Mar Halevi ben-Isaac 7S6- 788
19. Manasseh ben-Joseph 788- 7'."-,

20. Isaiah ben-Abba 790- 798
21. .Joseph hen-Shila 798- 804
22. Mar Kahana ben-Chaninai 804- 810
23. Abumari ben-Abraham -

21. Joseph hen-Abba S14- S16
25. Mar Abraham ben-Sherira 816- 82S

]!. Jusijili Iten-Cliijit iiiiti-Uiiim.

26. R.Joseph ben-Chija sole Gaon S28- 833
27. R. Joseph ben-Rabbi B33 842

2S. Paltoj ben-Abaji 845

29. Meuachetn ben-Joseph ben-Chija S5S- S60
Mar Mattathias anti-Goon.

30. Mar Mattathias sole Gaon 8G0- 869
81. Rabba ben-Ami 869- s72
32. Mar Zeniach i. ben-Paltoj B72- 890
33. Hai ben-David 890- S97
34. Kimoj ben-Achai 897- 906
35. Mar Jehudai ben-Samuel 906- 917
36. Mar Kohen Zedek ii. ben-Joseph 917- 930
37. Zemach ben-Kafhai 930- 938
38. Chaninai hen-Jchudai 938- 943
39. Aaron Ibn Saiirada 943- 960
40. Nehemia ben-Kohen Zedek 960- 96S
41. Sherira ben-Cbanania 968 998
42. Hai ben-Sherira 99S-1038

Literature.— Pinner, Compendium des hierosolymita-

nischen u. babylonischen Talmud (Berlin, 1832), p. 117

sq.; Monatsschriftjur Gesch. u. Wissenschafl d. Juden-

thums, i. 203 sq., 403 sq.; vii, 336 sq., 381 sq.; (irlitz,

Gesch. <!i r J111!, //.vols. iv. v; Ginsburg, in Kitto's Cyclo-

paedia, arts. " Education" and "Scribes;" Jost, Gesch. der

Judenth. u.s, Secten, vol. ii (see Index in vol. iii); Cas-

sel, Leitfaden lurjiid. Gesch. ». Literaiur (Berlin, 1872),

p. -\x. ;Vi; Ktheridgc, In/rod. to Hebrew Literature, p.

L6J 220 1 where names and dates are, however, very often

incorrect); Liber Juchassin siv* I I raphicum

et Historicum (ed. 11. Filipowski, Lond. 1857 1, p. 199 sip;

Worm an, in Kiddle and s, l - ( . lop, of Education,
art •• Hebrews, Education of." (B. I'.

Piinchao was the greatest of the Peruvian gods,

the lord of (he day. Ihe creator of light.

Pundeka (»p*lS1B), a village of the tribe of Dan

mentioned in the Talmud (Schwarz, Palest, p. 144);

now the village Fundak,abo\ii midway between Nablus
and the plain of Sharon toward- Jaffa, On the BOUth side

of the road (Robinson. Later Researches, p. 135 , \ ui

«le Velde, Memoir, p. 340.

Piingel, Ninii.u s. Dr., a Roman Catholic divine,

was bom at Mllnster iii 1802. Having completed bis

studies, he was ordained priest in L825, and for several

years labored as chaplain in Riesenbeck and Mllnster.

From 1835 to 1846 he superintended the parish of Kie-

Benbeck, in the meantime pursuing his studies. The
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result was his work on Gerson's tract, De ParmUs ad

Christum. Trahendis, together with a Vita Gersonis,

which he published in 1853, and thus became a privat-

docent at the University of Minister. He soon became

professor of pastoral theology, and died April 24, 1876,

as senior of the chapter.— Literarisc/wr Handweiser,

1876, p. 238.

Punishment (most properly expressed in Hebrew

by some form of 1j?B,/?«Z.,

dc/, strictly "to visit," and in

Greek by koKcloiq or ripwpia, but frequently denoted

by other terms). (The following account is based upon

that found in Smith's Diet, of the Bible, with additions

from other sources.) See Corporal, Inflictions.

I. Historical Review of Bodily Inflictions among the

Hebrews.— The earliest theory of punishment current

among mankind is doubtless the one of simple retalia-

tion, "blood for blood" [see Blood Revenge], a view

which in a limited form appears even in the Mosaic law.

Viewed historically, the first case of punishment for

crime mentioned in Scripture, next to the fall itself, is

that of Cain, the first murderer. His punishment, how-

ever, was a substitute for the retaliation which might

have been looked for from the hand of man, and the

mark set on him, whatever it was, served at once to

designate, protect, and perhaps correct the criminal.

That death was regarded as the fitting punishment for

murder appears plain from the remark of Lamech (Gen.

iv, 24). In the post-diluvian code, if we may so call it,

retribution by the hand of man, even in the case of an

offending animal, for blood shed, is clearly laid down
(ix, 5, 6); but its terms give no sanction to that

"wild justice" executed even to the present day by in-

dividuals and families on their own behalf by so many
of the uncivilized races of mankind. The prevalence

of a feeling of retribution due for blood shed may be re-

marked as arising among the brethren of Joseph in ref-

erence to their virtual fratricide (xlii, 21). The punish-

ment of death appears among the legal powers of Judah,

as the head of his family, and he ordered his daughter-

in-law, Tamar, to be burned (xxxviii, 24). It is de-

nounced by the king of the Philistines, Abimelech,

against those of his people who should injure or insult

Isaac or his wife (xxvi, 11, 29). Similar power seems

to have been possessed by the reigning Pharaoh in the

time of Joseph (xli, 13).

Passing onwards to Mosaic times, we find the sentence

of capital punishment, in the case of murder, plainly laid

down in the law. The murderer was to be put to death,

even if he should have taken refuge at God's altar or in

an asylum city, and the same principle was to be carried

out even in the case of an animal (Exod. xxi, 12, 14, 28,

36 ; Lev. xxiv, 17, 21 ; Numb, xxxv, 31 ; Deut. xix, 11,

12 ; and see 1 Kings ii, 28, 34). Moses, however, did

not allow parents to be put to death for their children,

nor children for their parents (Deut. xxiv, 16), as did

the Chakteans (Dan. vi, 24) and the kings of Israel

(comp. 1 Kings xxi; 2 Kings ix, 26).

The extensive prescription of capital punishment by
the Mosaic law, which we cannot consider as a dead let-

ter, may be accounted for by the peculiar circumstances

of the people. They were a nation of newly emanci-

pated slaves, and were by nature perhaps more than

commonly intractable ; and if we may judge by the laws

enjoined on them, which Mr. Hume well remarks are a

safe index to the manners and disposition of any peo-

ple, we must infer that they had imbibed all the de-

grading influences of slavery among heathens. Their

wanderings and isolation did not admit of penal settle-

ments or remedial punishments. They were placed un-

der immediate divine government and surveillance.

Hence, wilful offences evinced an incorrigibleness which
rendered death the only means of ridding the communi-
ty of such transgressors, and this was ultimately re-

sorted to in regard to all individuals above a certain

age, in order that a better class might enter Canaan
(Numb, xiv, 29, 32, 35). If capital punishment in Chris-

tian nations be defended from the Mosaic law, it ought

in fairness to be extended to all the cases sanctioned by

that law, and, among the rest, as Paley argues, to the

doing of any work on the Sabbath day (Mor. Phil.b.v,

c.7).

II. Capital Crimes under Mosaism.—(4.) Absolute.—
The following offences also are mentioned in the law

as liable to the punishment of death:

1. Striking, or even reviling, a parent (Exod. xxi,

15, 17).

2. Blasphemy (Lev. xxiv, 14, 16, 23 : see Philo, V.

M. iii, 25; 1 Kings xxi, 10; Matt, xxvi, 65, 66).

3. Sabbath- breaking (Numb, xv, 32-36; Exod. xxxi,

14; xxxv, 2).

4. Witchcraft, and false pretension to prophecy (Exod.

xxii, 18 ; Lev. xx, 27 ; Deut. xiii, 5 ; xviii, 20 ; 1 Sam.

xxviii, 9).

5. Adultery (Lev. xx, 10 ; Deut. xxii, 22 : see John

viii, 5, and Josephus, Ant. iii, 12, 1).

6. Unchastity

—

a. Previous to marriage, but detect-

ed afterwards (Deut. xxii, 21). b. In a betrothed wom-
an with some one not affianced to her (ibid. ver. 23).

c. In a priest's daughter (Lev. xxi, 9).

7. Rape (Deut. xxii, 25).

8. Incestuous and unnatural connections (Lev.xx, 11,

14,16; Exod. xxii, 19).

9. Man-stealing (Exod. xxi, 16; Deut. xxiv, 7).

10. Idolatry, actual or virtual, in any shape (Lev. xx,

2; Deut. xiii, 6, 10, 15; xvii,2-7: see Josh, vii and xxii,

20, and Numb, xxv, 8).

1 1. False witness in certain cases (Deut. xix, 16, 19).

Some of the foregoing are mentioned as being in ear-

lier times liable to capital or severe punishment by the

hand either of God or of man, as (1) Gen. ix, 25 ; (5)

Gen. xii, 17 ; xx, 7 ; xxxix, 19 ; (6) Gen. xxxviii, 24;

(8) Gen. xix, xxxviii, 10.

(Z?.) Relative.— But there is a large number of of-

fences—some of them included in this list—which are

named in the law as involving the penalty of" cutting

off (HT3 ; Sept. iZoXoSpevoj') from the people." On

the meaning of this expression some controversy has

arisen. There are all together thirty-six or thirty-sev-

en cases in the Pentateuch in which this formula is

used, which may be thus classified:

1. Breach of Morals.—Under this head we have the

following

:

Wilful sin in general (Numb, xv, 30, 31).

Fifteen cases of incestuous or unclean connec-

tion (Lev. xviii, 29, and xx, 9-21).

2. Breach of Covenant, as follows

:

*fUncircumcision (Gen. xvii, 14 ; Exod. iv, 24).

Neglect of Passover (Numb, ix, 13).

*Sabbath-breaking (Exod. xxxi, 14).

Neglect of Atonement-day (Lev. xxiii, 29).

fWork done on that day (Lev. xxiii, 30).

*fChildren offered to Molech (Lev. xx,3).

*jWitchcraft (Lev. xx, 6).

Anointing a stranger with holy oil (Exod. xxx,

33).

3. Breach of Ritual, as follows:

Eating leavened bread during Passover (Exod.

xii," 15, 19).

Eating fat of sacrifices (Lev. vii, 25).

Eating blood (Lev. vii, 27 ; xvii, 14).

*Eating sacrifice in an unclean condition (Lev.

vii, 20, 21; xxii, 3, 4, 9).

Offering too late (Lev. xix, 8).

Making holv ointment for private use (Exod.

xxx, 32, 33).

Making perfume for private use (Exod. xxx, 38).

Neglect of purification in general (Numb, xix,

13, 20).

Not bringing offering after slaying a beast for

food (Lev. xvii, 9).

Not slaying the animal at the tabernacle door

(Lev. xvii, 4).
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Touching holy things illegally (Numb, iv, 15, I

18, 20 ;
and see 2 Sam. vi, 7 ; 2 Chron. xxvi.

21).

In the foregoing list, which, it will be seen, is classified

according to the dew supposed to be taken bj the lav

ofthe principle of condemnation, the cases marked with
* are (a) those which .'ire expresslj threatened or act-

ually visited with death, as well as with cutting off.

In those i'm marked t. the hand of God is expressly

named as the instrument of execution. We thus find

that of («) there are in class 1 seven cases, all named
in Lev. xx, 9 16; in class 2, four cases; in class 3, two

cases; while of (6) we find in class 2 four cases, of

which three belong also to (a), and in class 3 one

case. The question to be determined is, whether the

phrase "cut off" be likely to mean death in all cases;

and to avoid that conclusion Le Clerc, Michaelis, and

others have suggested that in some of them— the cere-

monial "nes it was intended to be commuted for ban-

ishment or privation of civil rights (Michaelis, Laws
ofMoses,v6Lv\,§ 237, p. 436, trans.). Rabbinical writ-

ers explained "cutting off" to mean excommunication,

and laid down three degrees of severity as belonging to

it (Selden. D( Syn.\,6). See Anathema. Km mosl

commentators agree that, in accordance « ith the prima-

facu meaning of Heb. x. 28, the sentence of "cutting
oil'" must he understood to lie death -punishment, of

some sort. Saalschiitz explains it to he premature
leal b by < oid's hand, as if God took into his own hand
such cases of ceremonial defilement as would create

difficulty for human judges to decide. Knobel thinks

death-punishment absolutely is meant; so Corn. a La-

pide and Ewald. Jahn explains that when God is said

to cut off, an act of divine providence is meant, which

in the end destroys the family, hut that "cutting oil''

in general means stoning to death, as the usual capital

punishment of the law. Calmet thinks it means pri-

vation of all rights belonging to the Covenant. It may
be remarked (a) that two instances are recorded in

which violation of a ritual command took place with-

out the actual infliction of a death-punishment: (1)

that of the people eating with the blood (1 Sam. xiv.

that of Qzziab <-' Chron. xxvi. 19, 21), and
that in tie- latter case the offender was. in fact, excom-
municated for life; (/>) that there are also instances of

tin directly contrary course, viz. in which the offend-

ers were punished with death lor similar offences: Na-
dab and Abihu (Lev. x, 1.2): Corah and his company
t Numb, wi, 10,33), who "perished from the congrega-

tion:" Czzah (2 Sam. vi, 7): ami. further, that the lep-

rosy inflicted on Uzziah might be regarded as a virtual

death (Numb. xii. 12). To whichever side of the ques-

tion this case may be thought to incline, we may per-

haps conclude that the primary meaning of "cutting

off" is a sentence ofdeath to be executed, in some cases,

without remission, but in others voidable (1 ) by inl-

ine, bate atonement on the offender's part; (2) by di-

rect Lnterpositi if the Almighty, i. e. a sentence of

death always ••recorded." but not always executed.

It is also probable that the severity of the sentence

produced in practice an immediate recourse to the pre-

scribed means ,,f propitiation in almost every actual

remonial defilement (Numb. xv. 27. 28). See

Saalschiitz, .1 /«•/,. //,/„. x. 71. 7.">, vol. ii, 299; Knobel,

Calmet, Corn, a Lapide on Gen. a vii, 13, 14; Ceil, Bibl.

Arch. vol. ii, p. 264, ii 153; Ewald, Gesch. App. to vol.

iii.p. 158; .lalm.
.

I \ ch. Bibl. § 257.

111. Penalties. Punishments, in themselves, are two-

il and secondary; and in the cases we are con-

sidering thej were either native or foreign.

i I.) Of capital punishments, properly Hebrew, the

follow in:;- only are prescribed by the law.

1. Stoning, which was the ordinary mode of execu-

tion (Exod. xvii, 4 ; Luke xx, 6; John x, 31; Acts xiv.

We find it ordered in the cases which are marked
in the lists above as punishable with death; and we
lnay remark further that it is ordered also In the case

of an offending animal (Exod. xix, 13 ; xxi, 29). The
false witness, likewise, in a capital case would, by the
law of retaliation, become liable to death (Deut, xix, 10;
Maccoth, i. 1. 6). In the case of idolatry, and. it may
be presumed, in other cases also, the witnesses, of whom
then- were to be at least two, were required to cast the
first stone (Deut. xiii, 9 ; xvii. 7; Johnviii,7; Acts vii,

58). The Rabbinical writers add that the fir.-t Btone
was cast by one of them on the chest of the convict,
and if this failed to cause death, the bystanders pro-
ceeded to complete the sentence {Sanhedr. vi, 1,3, !;

Goodwyn, Moses and Aaron, p. 121). The body was
then to be suspended till sunset ( Deut. xxi. 2o : Josh,
x, 2G; Josephus. Ant. iv. 8, 21 1. and not buried in the
family grave {Sanhedr. \ i. 5 ;

.

2. Hanging is mentioned as a distinct punishment
(Numb. xxv. 4; 2 Sam. xxi. 6, 9), but is generally, in

the case of .lews, spoken of as following death by some
other means. Banging alivi may have been a Canaan-
itish punishment, since it was practiced by the Gibeon-

iti 8 on t he sons of Saul (2 Sam. xxi. It
I.

.'!. Burning, in pre-Mosaic times, was the punishment
for unchastity (Gen. xxxviii, 21 i. Under the law it is

ordered in the case of a priest's daughter (Lev. xxi. 9),

of which an instance is mentioned {Sanhedr. vii, 2)

;

likewise in case of incest (Lev. xx, 14) ; but it is also

mentioned as following death by other means (Josh. \ ii.

25), and some have thought it was never used exo pt-

ing after death. Among the heathens this merciful

preliminary was not always observed, as, for instance,

in the case of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego 1 1 >afl.

iii). The Rabbinical account of burning by means of

molten had poured down the throat has no authority

in Scripture.

4. Death by th sword or spear is named in the law
(Exod. xix, 13; xxxii, 27; Numb. xxv. 7), although
two of the cases may be regarded as exceptional: but

it occurs frequently in regal and post-Babylonian times

(Judg. ix. 5; 1 Sam. xv, 33; xxii. 18; 2 Sam. i. 15; iv,

12: xx. 22: 1 Kings ii. 25,34; xix, 1; 2 Kin;.- \. 7
;

2 Chron. xxi. 1: .ler. xxvi. 23 ; Matt, xiv. 8, L0

in which more than one case of assassination, either

with or without legal forms, is included.

5. Strangling is said by the rabbins to have been

regarded as the most common but hast severe of the

capital punishment -. .and to have been performed by
immersing the convict in clay or mud. and then stran-

gling him by a cloth twisted round the ne<

wyn, M. and A. p. 122: Otho, Lex. Rah. s. v. "Suppli-

cia;" Sanhedr. vii. 3; Cer Porter, Trav, ii. 177: (
'. I>.

Michaelis. 1>,' Judiciis, ap. Pott, SylL Coram, iv. § 10,

12i. This Rabbinical opinion, founded, it is said, on
oral tradition from .Moses, has no Scripture authority.

(/».) Besides these ordinary capital punishments, we
read of others, either of foreign introduction or of an ir-

regular kind. Among the former,

1. Crucifixion (q. v.) is treated separately, to which
article the following remark may be added, that the

Jewish tradition of capital punishment, independent of

the Roman governor, being interdicted for forty years

previous to the Destruction, appears in fact, if not in

time, to be justified (John xviii, 81, with lv Wettc,

Comment.; Goodwyn, p. 121 ; Ceil, ii, 264; Josephus,

A ut. xx. 9, l l.

2. Drowning, though not ordered under the law. was

practiced at Rome, and is said by St. Jerome to have

been in use among the Jews (Cicero, Pro St tt. R

25; Jerome, Com. on Mutt. lib. iii. p. 138; T\Iatt. xviii,

6; Mark ix, 42). Josephus records that the Galilseans,

revolting from their commanders, drowned the parti-

sans of Herod {Ant. xiv, I

.".. Sawing asunder or crushing beneath iron instru-

ments. The former is said to have been piacticed on

Isaiah: the latter may, perhaps, not always havi

death, and thus have been a torture rather than a capi-

tal punishment (2 Sam. xii. 81, and perhaps Prov. xx,

26; Heb.xi,37; Just Mart. Trgph, 120). The
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of sawing asunder, as practiced in Barbary, is described

by Shaw (TVcra. p. 254).

4. Pounding in a mortar is alluded to in Prov. xxvii,

22, but not as a legal punishment. It is mentioned as

a Cingalese punishment by Sir E. Tennant (Ceylon, ii.

88). Something similar to this, beating to death (rvfi-

57f<i'i<r/<oc),was a Greek punishment for slaves. It was

inflicted on a wooden frame, which probably derived its

name from resembling a drum or timbrel in form, on

which the criminal was bound, and beaten to death (2

Mace, vi, 19, 28 ; comp. ver. 30). In Josephus {De Mace.)

the same instrument is called rpo^oC) or " wheel" (5, 9).

Hence, to beat upon the tympanum, to drum to death,

is similar to "breaking on the wheel" (Heb. xi, 35).

David inflicted this among other cruelties upon the in-

habitants of Kabbath-ammon (1 Chron. xx, 3).

5. Precipitation, attempted in the case of our Lord at

Nazareth, and carried out in that of captives from the

Edomites, and of St. James, who is said to have been

cast from "the pinnacle" of the Temple; also said to

have been executed on some Jewish women by the Syr-

ians (2 Chron. xxv, 12 ; 2 Mace, vi, 10 ; Luke iv, 29

;

Euseb. //. E. ii, 23). This punishment resembles that

of the Tarpeian rock among the Romans.

6. The Persians had a singular punishment for great

criminals. A high tower was rilled a great way up

with ashes, the criminal was thrown into it, and the

ashes, by means of a wheel, were continually stirred up

and raised about him till he was suffocated (2 Mace,

xiii, 4-6).

Criminals executed by law were buried outside the

city gates, and heaps of stones were flung upon their

graves (Josh, vii, 25, 26 ; 2 Sam. xviii, 17 ; Jer. xxii, 19).

Mohammedans, to this clay, cast stones, in passing, at

the supposed tomb of Absalom (Fabri Evagatorium, i,

409 ; Sandys, Trav. p. 189 ; Raumer, Palast. p. 272).

(C.) Of secondary punishments among the Jews, the

original principles were,

1. Retaliation, " eye for eye," etc. (Exod. xxi, 24, 25

;

see Gell. Noct. Att. xx, 1). Retaliation, the lex talionis

of the Latins, and the di'mrtirovSog of the Greeks, is

doubtless the most natural of all kinds of punishment,

and would be the most just of all if it could be instan-

taneously and universally inflicted; but when delayed,

it is apt to degenerate into revenge. Hence the desir-

ableness that it should be regulated and modified by
law. The one-eyed man mentioned by Diodorus Sicu-

lus (xii) complained that if he lost his remaining eye,

he would then suffer more than his victim, who would
still have one left. Phavorinus argues against this

law. which was one of the twelve tables, as not admit-

ting literal execution, because the same member was
more valuable to one man than another; for instance,

the right hand of a scribe or painter could not be so

well spared as that of a singer. Hence that law, in

later times, was administered with the modification,

" Ni cum eo pacet," except the aggressor came to an

agreement with the mutilated person, de talione redi-

menda, to redeem the punishment by making compen-
sation. Moses, accordingly, adopted the principle, but

lodged the application of it in the judge. "If a man
blemish his neighbor, as he hath done, so shall it be

done to him. Life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth,

wound for wound, stripe for stripe, breach for breach"

(Lev. xxiv, 19-22). He, however, makes wilful mur-
der, even of a slave, always capital, as did the Egyp-
tians. Roman masters had an absolute right over the

lives of their slaves (Juvenal, vi, 219). The Egyptians
doomed the false accuser to the same punishment which
he endeavored to bring on his victim, as did Moses
(Deut. xix, 19).

2. Compensation, identical (restitution) or analogous;

payment for loss of time or of power (Exod. xxi, 18-36

;

Lev. xxiv, 18-21 ; Deut. xix, 21). The man who stole

a sheep or an ox was required to restore four sheep for

a sheep, and five oxen for an ox thus stolen (Exod.
xxii, 1). The thief caught in the fact in a dwelling

might even be killed or sold ; or if a stolen animal were

found alive, he might be compelled to restore double

(Exod. xxii, 2-4). Damage done by an animal was to

be fully compensated (ver. 5). Fire caused to a neigh-

bor's corn wras to be compensated (ver. 6). A pledge

stolen, and found in the thiefs possession, was to be

compensated by double (ver. 7). All trespass was to

pay double (ver. 9). A pledge lost or damaged was to

be compensated (vers. 12, 13); a pledge withheld, to be

restored with 20 per cent, of the value (Lev. vi, 4, 5).

The "sevenfold" of Prov. vi, 31, by its notion of com-
pleteness, probably indicates servitude in default of full

restitution (Exod. xxii, 2-4). Slander against a wife's

honor was to be compensated to her parents by a fine

of one hundred shekels, and the traducer himself to be

punished with stripes (Deut. xxii, 18, 19).

3. Stripes, whose number was not to exceed forty

(Deut. xxv, 3) ; whence the Jews took care not to ex-

ceed thirty-nine (2 Cor. xi, 24 ; Josephus, A nt. iv, 8, 21).

This penalty was to be inflicted on the offender lying

on the ground in the presence of a judge (Lev. xix, 20

;

Deut. xxii, 18). In later times, the convict was strip-

ped to the waist and tied, in a bent position, to a low
pillar, and the stripes, with a whip of three thongs, were

inflicted on the back between the shoulders. A single

stripe in excess subjected the executioner to punish-

ment (Maccoth, iii, 1, 2, 3, 13, 14). It is remarkable that

the Abyssinians use the same number (Wolff, Trav. ii,

276). We have abundant evidence that it was an an-

cient Egyptian punishment. Nor was it unusual for

Egyptian superintendents to stimulate laborers to their

work by the persuasive powers of the stick. Women
received the stripes on the back, while sitting, from the

hand of a man; and boys also, sometimes with their

hands tied behind them. The modern inhabitants of

the valley of the Nile retain the predilection of their

forefathers for this punishment. The Moslems say,

"The stick came down from heaven a blessing from

God." Moses allowed corporal punishment of this kind

by masters to servants or slaves of both sexes (Exod.

xxi, 20). Scourging was common in after-times among
the Jews, who associated with it no disgrace or incon-

venience beyond the physical pain it occasioned, and
from which no station was exempt (Prov. xvii, 26;

comp. x, 13; Jer. xxxvii, 15-20). Hence it became
the symbol for correction in general (Psa. lxxxix, 32).

Solomon is a zealous advocate for its use in education

(Prov. xiii, 24 ; xxiii, 13, 14; comp. Ecclus. xxx, 1). In
his opinion, " the blueness of a wound cleanseth awray
evil, and stripes the inward parts of the belly" (Prov.

xx, 30). It was inflicted for ecclesiastical offences in

the synagogue (Matt, x, 17; Acts xxvi. 11). Among
torturing or tedious penalties,

4. Scourging with thorns is mentioned (Judg. viii,

16). Reference to the scourge with scorpions, i. e. a
whip or scourge armed with knots or thorns, occurs in

1 Kings xii, 11. So in Latin, scorpio means a knotted

or thorny switch. The stocks are mentioned (Jer. xx,

2); passing through fire (2 Sam. xii, 31); mutilation

(Judg. i, 6; 2 Mace, vii, 4; and see 2 Sam. iv, 12);

plucking out hair (Isa. 1, 6; Neh. xiii, 25); in later

times, imprisonment, and confiscation or exile (Ezra vii,

26 ; Jer. xxxvii, 15 ; xxxviii, 6 ; Acts iv, 3 ; v, 18 ; xii,

4). Imprisonment, not as a punishment, but custody

till the royal pleasure was known, appears among the

Egyptians (Gen. xxxix, 20, 21). Moses adopted it for

like purposes (Lev. xxvi, 12). It appears as a pun-
ishment inflicted by the kings of Judah and Israel (1

Kings xxii, 27; 2 Chron. xvi, 10; Jer. xxxvii, 21); and
during the Christian ajra, as in the instance of John
(Matt, iv, 12) and Peter (Acts xii, 4). Murderers and
debtors were also committed to prison, and the latter

" tormented" till they paid (Matt, xviii, 30 ; Luke xxiii,

19). A common prison is mentioned (Acts v, 18); and
also an inner prison, or dungeon, which was sometimes

a pit (Jer. xxxviii, 6), in which were " stocks" (Jer. xx,

2; xxix, 26; Acts xvi, 24). Prisoners are alluded to
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(Job iii, 18), and Btocka (xiii, 27). Banishment was

inflicted by the Romans on John (Kev. i, 9). As in

earlier times imprisonment formed no part of the Jew-

Hi system, the sentences were executed at once (see

Esth. vii, 8 l": Selden, De Syn. ii, c. L3, p. 888). Be-

fore death, a grain of frankincense in a cup of wine was

given to the criminal to intoxicate him I ibid. 889). The
command lor witnesses to cast the lir.-t stone shows

that the duty of execution did not belong to any spe-

cial officer (Deut. xvii, 7).

/'.i ( >f punishments, especially non-capital, inflict-

ed by other nations we have the following notices: In

Egypt, the power of life and death and imprisonment

rested with the king, and to some extent also with of-

ficers of high rank (Gen. ad, 3, 22 ; xlii, 20). Death
might be commuted for slavery (xlii, 19; xliv, 9, 33).

The law of retaliation was also in use in Egypl (Wil-

kinson, . I ncu ni Egyptians, ii. 214, 215, 217). In Egj pt,

and also in Babylon, the chief of the executioners, Rab-
Tabbachim, was a great officer of state (Gen. xxxvii,

3<>: xxxix; xl; Jer. xxxix, 13 ; xli. 10; xliii, 6; lii, 15,

16; Dan. ii, 14; Mark vi, 27; Michaelis, Mos. Recht, iii,

412; Josephus, Ant. x, 8, 5). lie was sometimes a eu-

nuch (Josephus, Ant. vii, 5, 4). See Cmkkktiiite.

Putting out the eyes of captives, and other cruelties,

as Haying alive, burning, tearing out the tongue, etc.,

were practiced by Assyrian and Babylonian conquer-

ors: and parallel instances of despotic cruelty are found

in abundance in both ancient and modern times in Per-

sian and other history. The execution of Hainan and

the story of Daniel are pictures of summary Oriental

procedure (2 Kings xxv, 7; Esth. vii, 9, 10; Jer. xxix,

22; Dan. iii, 0; vi, 7, 24 ; comp. Herod, vii, 39 ; ix, 112,

113; see Chardin, Voy. vi, 21, 118; Layard, Nineveh, ii,

369, 374, :!77; Nin. and Bab. p. 45G, 457). The duty

of counting the numbers of the victims, which is there

represented, agrees with the story of Jehu (2 Kings x,

7 |, and with one recorded of Shah Abbas Mirza, by Ker
Porter (Travels, ii, 524, 525 ; sec also Burckhardt, Syria,

p. 57 ; and Malcolm. Sketches of Persia, p. 17 |.

With the Romans, stripes and the stocks, irevreov-

piyyov %v\ov, n* rvus and columbar, were in use, and

imprisonment with a chain attached to a soldier.

There were also the l!l»-nr custoilin in private houses

(Acts xvi. 23; xxii, 21; xxviii, 16; comp. Xenoph.
11.11. iii. :;. 1 1 : Herod, ix, 37 ; Plautus, Rud. iii, 6, 30,

34, 38, 50; Aristot. Eq. [ed. Bekker] 1044; Josephus,

Ant. xviii, 6, 7 ; xix,6,l; Sallust, Cat. 47).

Exposure to wild beasts appears to be mentioned by
St. Paul (1 Cor.xv,32; 2 Tim. iv, 17), but not with any

precision. The lion's den was a Babylonian punishment

(Dan. vi), and is still customary in Fez and Morocco (see

accounts of, by Hoesb c ii. p. 77).

PUNISHMENT, Fdture. The obvious fact that the

Sufferings of the wicked in this life are not in proportion

to their sins has led even the heathen of all ages to the

belief in a state of retribution after death. The Scrip-

tures abundantly confirm this position, s" that few in

the present day deny its truth in some form. The only

questions that arise arc those relating to its character

and its duration. The former of these points has been

discussed under Hell Punishments; the latterwe will

briefly consider here.

1. No one approaching the New Testament without

Lved opinions could get any other impression

from its language on this subject than that the punish-

lo i the wicked in hell are to be everlasting, (for

special passages, see Matt, xii, 82; xxv; xxvi,24; Mark
i Rev. xiv, 11; xx, 10.) Moreover, aparl

from -],i
. i.-ii passages, the general tone of the New Tes-

tament indicates the final and irrevocable ruin of those

who persist to the last in sin and in the rejection of

( Ihrisl the Saviour.

2. In the ancient Church, the Alexandrian theolo-

gians were the first t" teach that there could lie an end

to the punishments of helL According to them disci-

pline and reformation were the only ends of punishment.

so that it could not be eternal: the final end is a-xoKa-

Taaraaic. the entire freedom from evil. Hence Clement
say>. •' If in this life there are so many ways for purifi-

cation and repentance, how much more should there be

after death! The purification of souls, when separated

from the body, will be easier. We can sit no limits to

the agency of the Redeemer; to redeem, to rescue, to

discipline, i> bis work ; and so will he continue to oper-

ate after this life" (Stromata, vi. 638). Clement did
not deem it proper t,, express bimsell more fully respect-

ing this doctrine, because be considered that it formed
a part of the Gnosis. Hence he says. "As to the rest, I

am silent, and praise the Lord" (ibid. vii. 706). Origen
infers from the variety of ways and methods by which
men are led to the faith in this life that there will be a

diversity in the divine modes of discipline after death;

notwithstanding this, however, he considers it extri noe-

ly important that every one should in this life become
a believer. Whoever neglects the Gospel, or alter bap-

tism commits grievous sins, will suffer so much heat iez

punishments alter death
|
In Joann. vi. 267). The doc-

trine of a general restoration lie found explicitly in 1

Cor. xv, 28. Yet he reckons this among the (inostic(or

esoteric) doctrines; for he says. •• It would not be useful

for all to have this knowledge: but it is well if at least

fear of a material hi 11 keep them back from sin" ( //(

Jerem, l!<ou. xix). (See Neander, Hist, of Dogmas, i,

254.) "But, in opposition to these, the doctrine of the

eternity of future punishments was affirmed by Other

equally distinguished teachers, e. g. Basil, John of Con-
stantinople, among the Greeks, and. among the Latins,

by Jerome, Augustine, and others." Gregory ol Nyssa,

however, defended the restorationism (arroKaraaraaic.)

of Origen. Augustine, on the other hand, opposed it

strenuously ; the whole spirit of bis system, and his full

and strong conception of the justice of God, were fun-

damentally opposed to restorationism. "The doctrine

of Origen was condemned by the Council of Alexan-

dria, A.D. 399, and afterwards by many other councils,

and the doctrine of the eternity of future punishments

was established as the faith of the Church" (Knapp,

Theology, § 158). The doctrine of purgatory s grew
up to take the place of the theory of restorationism.

"The doctrine of the limited duration of future punish-

ment fell into very ill repute in the Western t !hurcb,on

account of its being professed by some of the enthusias-

tic and revolutionary parties in the 16th century (e.g. by
the Anabaptists I, and from its being intimately c u ct-

ed with their expectations and schemes. The mere

profession of the doctrine came to be regarded as imply-

ing assent to the other extravagances of these parties,

and as the signal lor rebellion. Hence it is rejected in

the symbolical books of the Lutheran Church as an

Anabaptistieal doctrine (Avgs. Confess, art. xvii). In

the form in which this doctrine w as held by these sects

it deserves the most unmingled disapprobation. Again,

among the ill-famed Christian free-thinkers e. -. the

Socinians—there were some who professed it. In mod-
ern times it has been the same. Tins doctrine has been

advocated in the Protestant Church both by mi n who
have stood in suspicion of enthusiasm (eg. Peterson,

Lavater, and others) and by some of the free-thinkers

in philosophy ami theology, although for very different

causes and on very different grounds by these two

classes" (Knapp, ut sup."). See Burnet, Dt Statu Mor-
tuorum; Cotta, HUtoria Succincta Dogmatis d\ Posna-

rum Ttifernalium Duration) (Tubingen, 1771. 8vo);

Dietelmair. Antiq. Comment. Fanatici dt djroranwrewc

iravrwv (Altorf, 1769, 8vo); Tillotson, Sermons, vol. ii

5

Lewi-. Tht Natun of Hell (Lond. I7'_'u. 8vo) : Strong,

Doctrim -

;

/' Eternal Misery (Hartford, 1796, 8vo);

Stuart. Exegetical Essays on rutin; Punish

dover, 1830, I'Jmoi: l'.aimiu'arteii. Vindida J'n minim

AEternarum (Halle, 17 12): Meth, Quar. /.'. v. April. 1861

;

New-Englander, 1861, p. 63; Contemporary /.'>. April,

1872; Presbyterian Rev. Oct. 1872. See also the arti-

cles PURGATORY, Rj mini HON, and UN1VER3AT.TBM,
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under which latter title the subject will be more fully-

treated.

Pu'nites (Ileb. Puni, ISIB, a Gentile term, from

Puvvah, MB ; Sept. 6 &ova drjpog v. r. 6 <i>ovai), a

collective term for the descendants of Phuvah or l'ua

(Numb, xxvi, 23). See Phuvah.

Punjabi or Sikh Version. A version of the

New Test, for the people inhabiting an extensive coun-

try of North-west Hindostan called Punjab was com-

menced in 1807 at Serampore, but the fonts of type

were destroyed by fire. The loss, however, was soon

replaced, and in 1813 the Gospels and Acts were an-

nounced as finished. In 1815 the entire New Test., in

an edition of 1000 copies, was completed, and in 1832 a

second edition was undertaken. The translation of the

Old Test, was also undertaken, and in 1820 the Penta-

teuch and historical books were issued, and now the

whole Bible, published by the Serampore Mission, is road

in Punjabi, as the seventy-third report of the British

and Foreign Bible Society (1877) shows. (B. P.)

Pu'non (Heb. Punon', 'pIS, darkness [Gesenius],

ore-pit [Fiirst] ; Sept. Qivwv v. r. <Pivw), a camp sta-

tion of the Israelites on their journey to Canaan (Numb.

xxxiii, 42), on the east side of the mountains of Edom,
and perhaps belonging to that district, since a duke
Pinon is mentioned (Gen. xxxvi, 41 ; 1 Chron. i, 52)

among the chieftains of the Edomites. It lay next be-

yond Zalmonah, between it and Oboth, and three days'

journey from the mountains of Abarim, which formed

the boundary of Moab. By Eusebius and Jerome (Ono-

masticon, <&tv6Ji>, "Fenon") it is identified with Pinon,

the seat of the Edomitish tribe of that name, and, fur-

ther, with Phceno, which contained the copper-mines

so noted at that period, and was situated between Pe-

tra and Zoar. It is often mentioned by other Christian

authors (see Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 1095). It is not to

be identified with the modern Tufileh (Burckhardt. ii,

677 ; see Raumer, Zug der Israel, p. 46) ; but on the

Kalaat Phendn of Seetzen (Zach's Monad. Corresp.

xvii, 137) we must await more particular intelligence.

See Exode.

Punti Version. The Punti, or Canton Collo-

quial, as it is sometimes called, is a dialect spoken by a

large population which is to be found in and around

Canton, in China. Into this dialect only portions of

the Bible were translated, viz. Mark's Gospel, by the

Rev. G. Piercy, and published in 1872, with the title

Ma kofiih yin chuen. Luke's Gospel was translated in

the Roman character by members of the Rhenish Mis-

sion, and published in 1867, with the title Das Evange-
liiiin des Lucas in Volkesdialekte der Punti Chinesen.

John's Gospel was translated by the Rev. C. F. Preston,

and published at Canton on wooden blocks, under the

title Yd han chuen fiih yin shoo. In 1872 St. Paul's

Epistles—Galatians to Philemon—were published, un-

der the title Paou le ta hwuy seaou shoo, as translated

by Mr. Piercy; while the Acts of the Apostles were also

published in the same year, with the title She t'oo hiny

chuen, in the translation of Mr. Preston. These are ail

the parts of the New Test, published in that dialect, of

which St. Mark and St. Luke have been reprinted by
the American Bible Society, changing the term for

"God." Of the Old Test., the book of Genesis was
translated by the Rev. G. Piercy, and published in 1873,

under the title K'ew yo chwang she k'e, to which the

book of Psalms must be added, which has been trans-

lated by the Rev. A. B. Hutchinson, of the Church Mis-

sionary Society, and was published in 1876. Comp. the

annual reports of the British and Foreign Bible Society

for 1872, 1873, 1874, and 1877. (B. P.)

Pupilla Oculi {pupil of the eye) is a clerical manual
written by John de Burgh. It was very popular during

the 15th and 16th centuries.

Puppet-plays (Lat. pupa, a girl; Fr. poupee, a

doll) are exhibitions in which the parts of the different

characters are taken by miniature figures worked by
wires, while the dialogue is given by persons behind

the scenes. These plays are of very ancient date, and,

originally intended to gratify children, they ended in

being a diversion for adults. In China and India pup-

pets are still made to act dramas, either as movable fig-

ures or as shadows behind a curtain. In Italy and

France puppet-plays were at one time carried to a con-

siderable degree of artistic perfection ; and even Lessing '

and Goethe, in Germany, thought the subject worth
their serious attention. In England, they are mentioned

under the name of motions by many of our early au-

thors; and frequent allusions to them occur in the plays

of Shakspeare, Ben Jonson, and the older dramatists.

The earliest exhibitions of this kind consisted of repre-

sentations of stories taken from the Old and New Tes-

taments, or from the lives and legends of saints. They
thus seem to have been the last remnant of the morali-

ties of the 15th century. See Mysteries. We learn

from Ben Jonson and his contemporaries that the most

popular of these exhibitions at that time were the Prod-

igal Son and Nineveh with Jonas and the Whale. Even
the Puritans, with all their hatred of the regular stage,

did not object to be present at such representations.

The most noted exhibitions of the kind were those of

Robert Powel, in the beginning of the 18th century (see

Chambers, Book of Days, ii, 167). So recently as the

time of Goldsmith, scriptural "motions" were common;
and in She Stoops to Conquer reference is made to the

display of Solomon's Temple in one of these shows. The
regular performances of the stage were also sometimes

imitated ; and Dr. Samuel Johnson has observed that

puppets were so capable of representing even the plays

of Shakspeare that Macbeth might be represented by
them as well as by living actors. These exhibitions,

however, much degenerated, and latterly consisted of a

wretched display of wooden figures, barbarously formed,

and decorated without the least degree of taste or pro-

priety, while the dialogues were jumbles of absurdities

and nonsense.—Chambers.

Purana (literally, "old," from the Sanscrit purd,

before, past) is the name of that class of religious works

which, besides the Tantras (q. v.), is the main foun-

dation of the actual popular creed of the Brahminical

Hindus (q. v.). According to the popular belief, these

works were compiled by Vyasa (q. v.), the supposed ar-

ranger of the Vedas (q. v.), and the author of the Ma-
habhdrata (q. v.), and possess an antiquity far beyond

the reach of historical computation. A critical inves-

tigation, however, of the contents of the existing works

leads to the conclusion that, in their present form, they

do not only not belong to a remote age, but can barely

claim an antiquity of a thousand years. The word
Purana occurs in some passages of the Mahabhdrata,
the law-books of Yajnavalkya and Manu (q. v.) ; it is

even met with in some Upanishads and the great Brah-

mana portion of the White-Yojur-Veda; but it is easy

to show that in all these ancient works it cannot refer

to the existing Purana, and therefore that no inference

relative to the age of the ancient can be drawn from

the modern. There are, however, several circumstances

tending to show that there were a number of works

called Purana which preceded the existing, and were

the source whence these probably derived a portion of

their contents. The oldest known author of a Sanscrit

vocabulary, Amara-Sinha, gives as a synonym of Pu-
rana the word Pancha-lakshana, which means "that

which has five (jpanchan) characteristic marks" (Jak-

shana) ; and the scholiasts of that vocabulary agree in

stating that these lakshanas are : 1. Primary creation,

or cosmogony ; 2. Secondary creation, or the destruction

and renovation of worlds; 3. Genealogy of gods and
patriarchs ; 4. Manwantaras, or reigns of Mantis ; and, 5.

The history of the princes of the solar and lunar races.

Such, then, were the characteristic topics of a Purana

at the time, if not of Amara-Sinha himself—which is
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probable— at least, of his oldest commentator-. Set

the distinguished scholar most conversant with the ex-

isting Puranas, who, in his preface to the translation of

the Vvhnu-Purdna, gives a more or less detailed ac-

count of their chief contents (Prof. II. EL Wilson), ob-

serves, in regard to the quoted definition of the com-

mentators on Amara-Sinha, that in no one instance do

the actual Puranas conform to it. exactly; thai "to

some of them it is utterly inapplicable; to others, il

only partially applies." To the Vishnu -Purdna, he

adds, it belongs more than to any other Purina; but

even in the case of this Purana he shows that it fan-

not be supposed to be included in the term explained

by the commentators. The age of Amara-Sinha is.

according to Wilson, the last half of the century pre-

ceding the Christian era; others conjecture that it dates

some centuries later. On the supposition, then, that

Amara-Sinha himself implied by Pancha-lakshana the

sense given to this term by his commentators, there

would have been Puranas about 1900 years ago; but

none ofthc.se has descended to our time in the shape

it then possessed. Various passages in the actual Pu-

ranas furnish proof of the existence of such elder Pu-

ranas. The strongest evidence in this respect is that

afforded by a general description given by the Matsya-

Purdna of the extent of each of the Puranas (which

are uniformly stated to be eighteen in number), includ-

ing itself; for, leaving aside the exceptional case in

which it may be doubtful whether we possess the com-
plete work now going by the name of a special Purana,

Prof. Wilson, in quoting the description from the Mat-
sya-Purdna, and in comparing with it the real extent

of the great majority of Puranas, the completeness of

which, in their actual stale, does not admit, of a rea-

Bonable doubt, has conclusively shown that the Mat-
sya-Purdna speaks of works which are not those we
now possess. We arc. then, bound to infer that there

have been Puranas older than those preserved, and that

their number has been eighteen : whereas, on the con-

trary, it will lie hereafter seen that it is very doubtful

whether we are entitled to assign this number to the

actual Purana literature.

The modern age of this latter literature, in the form

in which it is known to us. is borne out by the change
which the religious and philosophical ideas taught in

the epic poems and the philosophical Sutras have un-

dergone in it; by the legendary detail into which old-

er legends and myths have expanded; by the numer-
ous religious rites— not countenanced by the Vedic or

epic works- which are taught; and. in some Puranas

at least, by the historical or quasi-scientific instruction

which is imparted in it. To divest that which, in these

Puranas. is ancient, in idea or fact, from that, which is

of parasitica] growth, is a task which Sanscrit philolo-

gy has yet to fulfil; but even a superficial comparison

of the contents of the present Puranas with the ancient

lore of Hindu religion, philosophy, and science must
convince every one that the picture of religion and life

unfolded by them is a caricature of that afforded by the

Vedic works, and thai il was drawn by priestcraft, in-

terested in submitting to its sway the popular mind,

and unscrupulous in the use of the means which bad to

serve its ends. The plea on which the composition of

the Puranas was justified, even by great Hindu author-

probably because they did not feel equal to the

task of destroying a system already deeply rooted in

the national mind, or because they apprehended that

ii at large would remain without any religion

at all, if, without possessing the Vedic creed, il likewise

beci deprived of that based on the Puranas tins

plea is besl illustrated by a quotation from Sayana, the

celebrated coi intator on the three principal Vedas.

Ik /.'/',•/•. eil. Midler, vol. i. 1 1.
."».'!>: '•Women and

Siidras. though tiny, ton, are in waul of knowledge,
have no righl to the Veda, for they are deprived of

[the advantage of] reading it. in consequence oft lair

not being invested with the sacred cord; but the knowl-

edge of law [or duty] and that of the supreme spirit

arises to the;u by means of the Puranas and other

books [of this kind]." Yet. to enlighten the Hindu
nation a- to whether or not these hooks—which some-
times are even called a fifth Veda teach thai n

which is contained in the Vedas and [Jpanishads, there
would be no better method than to initiate such a svs-

tem of popular education as would reopen to the native

mind those ancient works, now virtually closed to it.

Though the reason given by Sayana, as clearlj re-

sults from a comparisi f the Puranas with th

works of Sans. -rit literature, is bul a | r justification

of the origin of the former; and though it is likewise

indubitable that, even al bis time (the middle of the
lath century A.D.). they were, as they still are. not
merely an authoritative source of religion for "women
and Sudras." but lor the ureal majority of the males of

other castes also, ii nevertheless explains the greal va-

riety of mailer of which the present Puranas are com-
posed—so greal and so multifarious, indeed, that, in the

case 'i some of them, it imparts to them 8 kind ol ey-

clopaedical character. They became, as it seems, the

source of all popular knowledge; a substitute to the

masses of the nation not only for theological litera-

ture, but for scientific works, the study of which was
gradually restricted to the leisure of the learned few.

Thus, while the principal subjects taught by nearly all

the Puranas are cosmogony, religion (including law),

and the legendary matter which, to a Hindu, assumes
the value of history, in some of them we meet with a

description of places which gives to them something of

the character of geography; and one. the Agni-Purd*
na, also pretends to teach archery, medicine, rhetoric,

prosody, and grammar; though it is needless to add
that its teaching has no real worth.

One purpose, however, and that a paramount one, is

not included in the argument by which Sayana en-

deavored to account for the composition of the Pu-
ranas; it is the purpose of establishing a sectarian

creed. At the third phase of the Hindu religion, two

gods of the Hindu pantheon especially engrossed the

religious faith of the masses—Vishnu (q. v.) and Siva

(q. v.), each being looked upon by his worshippers as

the supreme deity, to whom the oilier, as well as the

remaining gods, was subordinate. Moreover, when the

power or energy of these gods bad been raised to the

rank of a separate deity, it was the female Sakti, or en-

ergy, of Siva who. as Durga, or the consort of this god,

was held in peculiar awe by a numerous host ,.| h< liev-

ers. Now, apart from the general reasons mentioned
before, a principal object, and probably ih* principal one,

of the Puranas was to establish, as the case might be,

the supremacy of Vishnu or Siva, and, it may be like-

wise assumed, of the female energy of Siva, though the

worship of the latter belongs more exclusively to the

class of works known as Tantras. There are. accord-

ingly, Vaishnava- Puranas, or those composed for the

glorj of Vishnu; Saiva-Puranas, or those which extol

the worship of Siva; and one or two Puranas. perhaps,

but merely as far as a portion of them is concerned,

will be more consistently assigned to the Sakta wor-

ship, or that of 1 >ur-a. than to that of Vishnu or Siva.

•The invariable form of the Puranas." says Prof.

Wilson, in his preface to the Vishnu-Purdna, "is that

of a dialogue, in which some person relates ii- con-

tents in reply to the inquiries of another. This di-

alogue is interwoven with others, which are repeated

as having been held on other occasions, between dif-

ferent individuals, in consequence of similar questions

having been asked. The immediate narrator is com-

monly, though not constantly, I aharshana, or Ro-

maharshana, the disciple of Vyasa, who U supposed to

communicate what was imparled to him by his precep-

tor as lie had heard il from some other Sage. . . . Lo-

maharshana is called Suta, as if it were a proper nam.';

but it is. more correctly, a title, and Lomaharsbana wa,
'a Suta.' that is. a hard or panegyrist, who was ere-
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ated, according to the Vishnu-Puruna, to celebrate the

exploits of princes, and who, according to the Vayu and

Padma Purdnas, has a right, by birth and profession,

to narrate the Puranas, in preference even to the Brah-

mins." The number of the actual Puranas is stated to

be eighteen, and their names, in the order given, are

the following: 1. Brahma-; 2. Padma-; 3. Vishnu-; 4.

Siva-; 5. Bhagavata- ; 6. Naradiya- ; 7. Markande-

ya-; S.Agni-; 9. Bhavishya- ; 10. Brahma-vaivarila-

;

11. Liiuja-; 12. Vardha- ; 13. Skanda-; 14. Vdmana-;
lb.Kurma-; 16. Matsya- ; 17. Gartida-; and L8. Brah-

manda - Purdna. In other lists, the Agni-Pin-dna is

omitted, and the Vdyu-Purdna inserted instead of it;

or the Garuda and Brahmanda are omitted, and re-

placed by the Vdyu and Nrisinha Purdnas. Of these

Puranas," 2, 3, 5, C, 10, 12, 17 and probably 1, are Pu-

ranas of the Vaishnava sect; 4, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, of the

Saiva sect; 7 is, in one portion of it, called Devima-
hatmya, the text-book of the worshippers of Durga;
otherwise, it has little of a sectarian spirit, and would,

therefore, neither belong to the Vaishnava nor to the

Saiva class ; 14, as Prof. Wilson observes, " divides its

homage between Siva and Vishnu with tolerable im-

partiality ; it is not connected, therefore, with any sec-

tarial principles, and may have preceded their introduc-

tion." The Bhavishya-Purdna (9), as described by the

Matsya-Purdna, would be a book of prophecies ; but

the Bhavishya-Purdna known to Prof. Wilson con-

sists of five books, four of which are dedicated to the

gods Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, and Twashtri; and the

same scholar doubts whether this work could have any
claim to the name of a Purana, as its first portion is

merely a transcript of the words of the first chapter of

Manu, and the rest is entirely a manual of religious

rites and ceremonies. There are similar grounds for

doubt regarding other works of the list.

If the entire number of works, nominally, at least,

corresponding with those of the native list, were taken

as a whole, their contents might be so defined as to em-
brace the five topics specified by the commentators on

the glossary ofAmara-Sinha
;
philosophical speculations

on the nature of matter and soul, individual as well as

supreme ; small codes of law ; descriptions of places of

pilgrimage ; a vast ritual relating to the modern wor-

ship of the gods; numerous legends; and, exception-

ally, as in the Agni-Purdna, scientific tracts. If taken

individually, however, the difference between most of

them, both in style and contents, is so considerable that

a general definition would become inaccurate. A short

description of each Purana has been given by the late

Prof. H. H. Wilson in his preface to his translation of

the Vishnu- Purana; and to it, as well as to his de-

tailed account of some Puranas in separate essays (col-

lected in his works) we must therefore refer the reader

who would wish to obtain a fuller knowledge of these

works.

The age of the Puranas, though doubtless modern,

is uncertain. The Bhagavata, on account of its being

ascribed to the authorship of the grammarian Vopa-
deva, would appear to yield a safer computation of its

age than the rest; for Vopadeva lived in the 12th cen-

tury, or, as some hold, 13th century after Christ; but

this authorship, though probable, is not proved to a cer-

tainty. As to the other Puranas, their age is supposed

by Prof. Wilson to fall within the 12th and 17th centu-

ries of the Christian aera, with the exception, though,

of the Markandeya-Purdna, which, in consideration of

its unsectarian character, he would place in the 9th or

10th century. But it must be borne in mind that all

these dates are purely conjectural, and given as such by
the scholar whose impressions they couvey.

Besides these eighteen Puranas or great Puranas,

there are minor or Ujiapurdnas, " differing little in ex-

tent or subject from some of those to which the title

of Purana is ascribed." Their number is given by one
Purana as four ; another, however, names the following

eighteen: 1. Sanatkumdra- ; 2. Narasinha- ; 3. Nara-

diya- ; 4. Siva- ; 5. Durvasasa- ; 6. Kdpila- ; 7. Md-
nava-; 8. Ausanasa-; 9. Vdruna-; 10. Kalikd-; 11.

Samba-; 12. Nandi-; 13. Saura- ; 14. Pardsara- ; 15.

Aditya- ; 16. Maheswara-; 17. Bhagavata- (probably,

however, a misreading for Bhdrgava) ; and 18. Vdsish-

tha-Vpapurdna. Another list, differing from the lat-

ter, not in the number, but in the names of the Upa-
puranas, is likewise given in Prof. Wilson's preface to

the Vishnu -Purana. Many of these Upapuranas are,

apparently, no longer procurable, while other works so

called, but not included in either list, are sometimes
met with ; for instance, a Mudgala- and Ganesa-Upa-
purdna. The character of the Upapuranas is, like that

of the Puranas, sectarian; the Siva- Upapurdna, for in-

stance, inculcates the worship of Siva, the Kdlika-l'pa-
purdna that of Durga or Devi.

Both Puranas and Upapuranas are for a considerable

portion of their contents largely indebted to the two
great epic works, the Mahabhdrata (q. v.) and Rama-
yana (q. v.), more especially to the former of them.

Of the Puranas, the original text of three has already

appeared in print: that of the Bhagavata. in several

native editions, published at Bombay, with the com-
mentary of Sridharaswamin, and partly in a Paris edi-

tion by Eugene Burnouf, which remained incomplete

through the premature death of that distinguished

scholar; that of the Markandeya-Purdna, edited at

Calcutta in the Bibliotheca Indica, by the Rev. K. M.
Banerjea; and that of the Linga- Purdna, edited at

Bombay ; for, regarding a fourth, the Garuda-I'tird-

na, edited at Benares and Bombay, it seems doubtful

whether that little work is the same as the Purana
spoken of in the native list. Besides these, small por-

tions from the Padma, Skanda, Bhavishyottara. Mar-
kandeya, and other Puranas have been published in

India and Europe. Of translations, we have only to

name the excellent French translation by Burnouf of

the first nine books of the Bhagavata, and the elegant

translation of the whole Vishnu-Puruna, together with

valuable notes, by the late Prof. II. II. Wilson, which is

now in course of republication in his Works, in a new
edition, amplified with numerous notes, by Prof. F. E.

Hall.

—

Chambers's Cyclop, s. v. For general informa-

tion on the character and contents of the Puranas, see

especially Wilson's preface to his translation of the

Vishnu-Purdna
(
Works, vol. vi, Lond. 1864) ; Burnouf's

preface to his edition of the Bhagavata (Paris, 1840)

;

Wilson, Analysis of the Purdnas (Works, vol. iii, Lond.

1864, edited by Prof. R. Post); Banerjea, Introduction to

the Markandeya (Calcutta, 1862) ; and Muir, Original

Sanscrit Texts on the Origin and History of the People

of India (Lond. 1858-1863), vols, i-iv ; Hardwick, Christ

urn! nth, r Masters (see Index in vol. ii); Mliller, Chips,

ii, 3, 75, 316 ; Clarke, Ten Great Religions (see Index).

Purasa was, according to the Indian mythology,

the first man—the father of the human race ; his wife,

the first woman, Prakrit i. gave birth to the ancestors

of the Indian castes.—Vollmer, Wdrierb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Purcell, Henry, an English composer of great

note, celebrated especially as the author of church

music, was born at Westminster hi 1658. He was the

son of a musician attached to the chapel of Charles II.

At the age of six, having lost his father, he was admit-

ted into the choir of boys at the royal chapel. His
masters were Cooke, Pellham, Humphrey, and Dr. Blow.

He was remarkable for precocity of talent; but, what
was better, he seconded the liberality of nature by his

zeal and diligence. His progress was so rapid that,

while still a member of the choir, he produced several

anthems of his own composition, which were eagerly

sought for almost as soon as written ; and at eighteen

he received the fullest recognition of his ability, by be-

ing chosen organist of Westminster Abbey (1676) to

succeed Dr. Christopher Gibbons. In 1682, Purcell was
given the place of organist of the royal chapel, and this

position he held until his death, in 1695. Purcell is the
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first English composer who introduced the use of various

instruments in the church to support the voice, -which,

until then, the organ had alone accompanied. The orig-

inal character of his music, the variety of its forms, the

majesty ofstyle which governs all hisworks—principal-
ly J,,- /, ihiim and his Jubilate—extended the renown

ofParcel] throughout Great Britain. Although English

writers are extravagant in t In ir eulogies in comparing

Purcell to Scarlati and to Keiser,ye1 he is doubtless the

greatest composer England has produced. He has treated

of all kinds of music, and upon all has impressed the seal

of his greatness. < >ne is astonished at the great fruit-

fulness of li is genius, when it is considered how young
he died, li is said of Purcell thai "his anthems fat ex-

ceed in number those of any other composer, and would

alone have furnished sufficient employment for a mod-
erately active mind and a life of average duration." Ii

is to be regretted, however, that his ambition was hound-

less. He attempted dramatic music, for which the

vividness of his imagination and the fertility of his in-

vention remarkably fitted him; bul he had been reared

in the midst of religious influences, and if confined to

ecclesiastical music would have stood out as its cura-

tor and propagator in the modern Church. His efforts

in several directions weakened any one line he under-

took to cover, and he tailed to attain that perfection

which alone entitles to enduring greatness. His own
countrymen so greatly revered his memory that they

buried him in the mausoleum of their greatest. He
rests in the north transept ofWestminster Abbey. His

epitaph was composed by Dryden. Apart of the music

written for the theatre has been published in the collec-

tion ofAirs composedfor the Theatre and on otherOcca-

sions, by Henry Purcell (Lond. 1697). All his sacred

works, which have retained their place to the present

day, and include fifty anthems, besides the 'i< Deum
and Jubilate, with orchestral accompaniments, a com-

plete service, and a number of hymns and psalms, have
been collected by M. Vincent Novello, who has published

them in seventy-two numbers, under the title of Pur-

cell's Sacred Music (Lond. 1826-36). This publication

is preceded by a notice of the life and works of the

composer and his portrait. Sec Ambros, Gesch. der

Musik | Leips. 1878, 8vo), vol. iv.

Purchas, John, an Anglican divine. noted especial-

ly in the department of belles-lettres, was born at Cam-
bridge in 1823, received his preparatory training at Rug-

by, and then studied at Christ's College, Cambridge, in

L840, graduating in 1844. Entering the Church ofEng-
land, .Mr. Purchas became curate of Ellsworth, Cam-
bridge, in 1851, remaining there two years. In 1856 he

was appointed curate ol'< >rwell. in the same county. and

remained until 1859. In 1861 he went to St. Paul's, in

West Street, Brighton, and soon became notorious for

his ritualistic proclivities. He was appointed perpetual

curate in St. James's • lhapel, Brighton, becoming incum-

bent in 1866. His mode of conducting public worship

culminated in his trial in the Court of Arches, the case

being subsequently carried by appeal before the judicial

committee of the Privy Council. The final result of

these trial- was that Mr. 1'urehas was admonished to

discontinue the use of certain vestments, lighted candles.

incense, wafer bread, and the ceremonies he had prac-

tice,! in the regular services. He failed to obey, how-
ever, and was in consequence suspended <</< officio on

Feb. 7. 1872, a sequestration being levied upon his lay

property to defray the costs of the proceedings. He
contemplated thereafter entering the Roman Catholic

Church, imt was probably prevented by his sudden ill-

ness and decease in October. INT -

.'. Among the works
published by him were the Directorium Anglicanum,

which torn,- the texfr-1 k ofAnglican ritualism. His

other work- ;,re: Tkt Miser's Daughter, a comedy and

poems (1839): Poems and Ballads (1846): Boot of
Feasts, a series of sermons (1853):

—

Th* Death ofEze-
/;./'.< ii //;;—and Thra Sermons, preached at St. rani's,

West Street, Brighton (1866).

PURGATORY
Purchas, Samuel, a learned English divine, and

compiler of a valuable collection of travels, was born at

Thaxstead. in Essex, in 1577, and educated at Cam-
bridge. In 1604 he was instituted vicar of Eastwood,
in Essex, bur, leaving the cure of it to his brother, re-

moved tn London, the better to carry on the great work
he had undertaken. He published the first volume in

1613,and the four last in I625,under this title: Purchas:
his Pilgrimagt . or Rt lotions ofth World, "ml th Rt lig-

ions observed in All Ages mi' I Places discovi redfrom the

Creation unto this present. In 1615 he was incorporated

at < Ixford, as he Btood at < iambridge, bachelor of divin-

ity, and a little before bad been collated to the rectory

of St. .Martin's. Ludgate, in London. Hewas also chap-

lain to Abbott, archbishop of Canterbury. By the pub-
lishing of his books he brought himself into debt : how-
ever, he did not die in prison, as some have asserted, bul

in his own house, ami about 1628. His Pilgrimages, and
the learned Hackluyt's Voyages, led the way to all other

collections of that kind, and have been justly valued and
esteemed, lloissaru says of Purchas that he was "a man
exquisitely skilled in languages and all arts divine and

human; averygreat philosopher, historian, and divine:

a faithful presbyter of the Church of England; very

famous for many excellent writings, and (specially for

his vast volumes of the East and West Indies, written

in his native tongue" (in Biblioth. Joannis Boissardi).

See Wood, Athena Oxonienses; llallam. Lit. Hist, of
Earqpe,iii,227; Allibone,Dtcf. Brit. andAmer.Auth.s.v.

Purdman, in Indian mythology, is an embodiment
of Kamadewa. in which he was born as son of Krishna

and Rukmani. The gigantic demon Samber caused

him to be cast into the sea: he was swallowed by a

fish, but the fish being caught, the child was saved and

brought back to his parents.—Vollmer, Worterb. </. My-
tkol. s. V.

Purgation, a clearing of an accused person from

impeachment by oath of himself and others: this, in

090, was done at the altar. The number of witnesses,

or consacrameutals, varied ; the common man had four.

In Wales three hundred were required; and in 1194

the bishop of Ely purged himself with one hundred

priests' hands. The practice was general among the

Teutonic nations; in England it was called the iil/m.

If the offence was alleged to have been committed in

Lent or on a festival, a triple purgation was enjoined

in bus. See Ordeal.

Purgatory (L&t.purgatorium,{i , urgo,\ cleanse)

is the name given in ecclesiastical language to the place

of durance which the Church of Pome and the Eastern

Church teach holds the departed souls until fitted for

the divine presence. According to the teachings of

these churches, the Protestant is wrong in declaring

thai Christ brings a full and perfect pardon for all the

sins of man. Before man can lie received into heaven,

his soul must be purged by lire from all carnal impuri-

ties. Christ only affords a way whereby eternal pun-

ishment may be escaped, and though contrition (q. V.)

secures forgiveness ol sins, the ordinarj icperii nces of

penitence, attrition, must be supplemented bj penance.

In other words, it is necessary, according to Romish
theology, to complete salvation and purification, that

the soni should Buffer a part of the penalty of its sins;

and if these are not voluntarily borne in penances in

this life, they will be inflicted in purgatory ill the life

to ci .except when special suffering, inflicted by I>i-

% iii. Providence, serves the same purifying purpose.

The doctrine of purgatory does not, then lore, involve

the idea of the future redemption of the impenitent.
•• The sonls who go to purgatory are only such as die in

the state of grace, united to Jesus Christ. It i- their

imperfect works for which they are condemned to that

place of .suffering, and which must all be there con-

sumed, and their stains purged away from them before

they can go to heaven." The Council of Trent decides

thus: "If any one say that after the grace of JUStifica-
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tion received the fault is so pardoned to every penitent

sinner, and the guilt of temporal punishment is so blot-

ted out that there remains no guilt of temporal punish-

ment to be done away in this world, or that which is to

come in purgatory, before the passage can be opened

into heaven, let him be accursed." Elsewhere it is said,

" There is a purgatory, and the souls detained there are

helped by the suffrages of the faithful, but principally

by the sacrifices of the acceptable altar"—a statement

obviously vague and indefinite. It leaves the most im-

portant inquiry undetermined— viz. whether the souls

in purgatory are in a state of happiness or misery : they

are "detained," but nothing more as defide is stated.

By referring, however, to the Catechism of the Council

of Trent, drawn up by order of the fathers there assem-

bled, we get a clearer and more explicit definition

:

"There is a purgatorial fire, where the souls of the

righteous are purified by a temporary punishment [ad

definition te.mpus cruciatce expiantur], that entrance

may be given them into their eternal home, where

nothing that is defiled can have a place. And of the

truth of this doctrine, which holy councils declare to be

confirmed by the testimony of Scripture and of apostolic

tradition, the pastor will have to declare more diligent-

ly and frequently, because we are fallen on times in

which men will not endure sound doctrine" (Cone. Tri-

dent, sess. vi, can. 30 ; sess. xxv, § 1 ; Catech. Trident.

c. vi, qu. 3). Thus a definite meaning is given to the

vague teaching of the council : there is a purgatorial

fire, and the souls of the faithful are punished for a de-

fined period till their sins are expiated. The almost

universal belief prevailing among Roman Catholics

—

though they do not consider torment byfire as being de-

fide, but only the most probable opinion—is that purga-

tory is a place of suffering or punishment for imperfect

Christians. Thus Dr. Vilmer, though he says that "in

the Council of Trent all is contained that is necessary to

be believed on this subject," yet afterwards defines pur-

gatory "as a place of temporary punishment" which is

not asserted by, and goes beyond, the decree of the coun-

cil (End of Controversy, p. 173. 174). Bellarmine says,

"Purgatory is a certain place in which, as in a prison,

the souls are purged after this life which were not fully

purged in this life—to wit, so that they may be able to

enter into heaven, where no unclean thing can enter;"

and elsewhere, " that the fathers unanimously [sic] teach

that the pains of purgatory are most severe or terrible"

(De Purgatorio, ii, 14).

The arguments advanced for purgatory are these: 1.

Every sin, how slight soever, though no more than an

idle word, as it is an offence to God, deserves punish-

ment from him, and will be punished by him hereafter,

if not cancelled by repentance here. 2. Such small sins

do not deserve eternal punishment. 3. Few depart this

life so pure as to be totally exempt from spots of this

nature, and from every kind of debt due to God's jus-

tice. 4. Therefore, few will escape without suffering

something from his justice for such debts as they have
carried with them out of this world, according to the

rule of divine justice, by which he treats every soul

hereafter according to his works, and according to the

state in which he finds it in death. From these posi-

tions, which the advocates of the doctrine of purgatory

consider as so many self-evident truths, they infer that

there must be some third place of punishment; for since

the infinite holiness of God can admit nothing into

heaven that is not clean and pure from all sin, both
great and small, and his infinite justice can permit none
to receive the reward of bliss who as yet are not out of

debt, but have something in justice to suffer, there must,

of necessity, he some place or state where souls depart-

ing this life, pardoned as to the eternal guilt of sin, yet

obnoxious to some temporal penalty, or with the guilt

of some mortal sins (peeaita mortalia), or some venial

faults (peccata venalia), are purged and purified before

their admittance into heaven. Those in purgatory are

relieved by the prayers of their fellow-members here on

earth, also by alms and masses offered up to God for

their souls. Such as have no relations or friends to

pray for them, or give alms to procure masses for their

relief, are remembered by the Church, which makes a

general commemoration of all the faithful departed in

every mass and in every one of the canonical hours of

the divine office. Besides the above arguments, the

following Bible passages are alleged by them in support

of these views: 2 Mace, xii, 43-4G (on which they rely,

on the supposition of its being inspired) ; Matt, v, 25

(the " prison" therein referred to being interpreted by

them to mean purgatory) ; xii, 32; 1 Cor. iii, 11-15; xv,

29 ; Rev. xxi, 27 ; as well as on certain less decisive

indications contained in the language of some of the

Psalms, as xxxvii (in the A. V. xxxviii), 1; lxv, 12;

Isa. iv, 4; xxii, 14; Mai. iii, 3. Respecting all these

passages as containing the doctrine of a purgatory, ar-

guments are drawn not alone from the words themselves,

but from the interpretation of them by the fathers.

The direct testimonies cited by Roman Catholic writ-

ers from the fathers to the belief of their respective ages

as to the existence of a purgatory are very numerous.

We may instance among the Greeks, Clement ofAlexan-

dria, Stromata, vii, 12 ; Origen, Horn, xvi, c. 5, 6, in

Jeremiam; vi, Horn, in Exod.; xiv, Horn, in Levif.;

xxviii, Horn, in Numb. ; Eusebius, De Vila Constantini,

iv, 71; Athanasius, Qucest. xxxiv, ad Antioch.; Cyril

of Jerusalem, Cat. Mystag. v, 9 ; Basil, Horn, in Psalm.

v, 7 : Gregory of Nazianzum, xii, Orat. de Laude A tha-

nasii ; Gregory of Nvssa, Orat. de Bapt. ; as also Epi-

phanius, Ephraem, Theodoret, and others. Among the

Latins, Tertullian, Cyprian, Arnobius, Lactantius, Hilary,

Ambrose, and, above all, Augustine (from whom many
passages are cited), Paulinus of Nola, and Gregory the

Great, in whom the doctrine is found in all the fulness

of its modern detail. The epitaphs of the catacombs,

too, occasionally supply Romish controversialists with

some testimonies to the belief of a purgatory, and of the

value of the intercessory prayers of the living in obtain-

ing not merely repose, but relief from suffering for the

deceased; and the liturgies of the various rites are still

more decisive and circumstantial. Beyond these two

points, Romish faith, as defined by the Council of Trent,

does not go. The council expressly prohibits the popu-

lar discussion of the "more difficult and subtle ques-

tions, and everything that tends to curiosity or super-

stition, or savors of filthy lucre."

Of the further questions as to the nature of purgato-

ry, there is one of great historical importance, inasmuch

as it constitutes one of the grounds of difference between

the Greek and Latin churches. As to the existence of

purgatory, both these churches are agreed, and they are

further agreed that it is a place of suffering ; but, while

the Latins commonly hold that this suffering is " by fire,"

the Greeks do not determine the manner of the suffer-

ing, but are content to regard it as " through tribula-

tion." The decree of union in the Council of Florence

(1439) left this point free for discussion. Equally free

are the questions as to the situation of purgatory ; as to

the duration of the purgatorial suffering ; as to the prob-

able number of its inmates; as to whether they have,

while there detained, a certainty of their ultimate sal-

vation; and whether a "particular judgment" takes

place on each individual case immediately after death.

Throughout the Eastern liturgies there is no express

mention of the purgatorial suffering of souls in the inter-

mediate state. In the apostolical constitutions and in

the liturgy of St. Chrysostom, the Church prays for

those who rest in faith (irrrkp ru>v iv ttigtu avairav-

oapiviov etiftupii', lib. viii, c. 13). In other liturgies,

as of St. James, St. Mark, and St, Basil, there is prayer

for the rest and forgiveness of the departed (rag ipvxac

avcnravGov: St. Mark). Even in the Roman canon

there is only a prayer for those resting in Christ, and a

common inscription in the catacombs over the depart-

ed is In pace. Such statements are not, indeed, neces-

sarily inconsistent with the departed Christian being
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in a state of Buffering; f>r even then he would rest

from the sorrows ami trials of life, and have the assured

hope of eternal life. Still, where there is no direct al-

lusion (as in the Mozarabic and Galilean missals I to the

suffering of the departed, we cannot fairly and reason-

ably suppose thai a state of suffering is implied when
id departed are said to he at rest. Such an

expr< ssion musl be taken in its ordinary meaning as de-

noting a mure or less perfect happiness.
I
The theory of

the early Church, which may be called tin- "Judgment-

day Purgatory," we treat of below.) See Bellarmine,

]>, Purgatorio; Suaresius, /'• Purgatorio; and on the

Creek portion of the subject, Leo Allatius, De Utriusqvt

in DogmaU d\ Purgatorio Perpetud Consensione.

The mediaeval doctrine and practice regarding pur-

gatory wore among the leading grounds of the protest

of the Waldenses and other sects of that age. The Re-

formers as a body rejected the doctrine.

In the modern Romish < 'hutch the doctrine of purga-

tory lias led to others more directly injurious and cor-

rupting. By the terror which it inspires it gives the

priesthood power to impose penances; it leads to in-

dulgences (q. v.) and prayers lor the dead, lor it is held

that i ho Bufferings in purgatory may he greatly miti-

gated and shortened by the prayers, the services, the

masses, the charities, and other works of supererogation

of their friends upon the earth. The extent to which
this doctrine has been employed in increasine- the in-

come of the Church receives a significant illustration in

one singular fact. There exists a purgatorial insurance

company which, for a certain premium paid annually.

insures the payor a given number of masses for his soul

in the event of his death, and the certificates of this in-

surance company may be seen hung up on the walls in

hundreds of rooms in the tenement-houses of our great

cities, i specially of New York.

Protestantism, in rejecting the doctrine of purga-

tory, takes the -round that it is inadmissible to de-

pend upon any authority outside of the Uible and not

in harmony therewith. It not only, however, re-

fuses to admit the authority of tradition or the testi-

monies of the fathers, lint, at the same time-, alleges

that most, if not all. of the passages quoted from the

fathers as in favor of purgatory are in themselves in-

sufficient to prove that they held any such doctrine as

that now taught by the Roman Catholic Church, some

of them properly relating only to the subject of prayer

for the dead (q. v.), and others to the doctrine of Lim-

bo (q. v.). That the doctrine of purgatory is the fair

development of that which maintains thai prayer ought

to be made tor the dead. Protestants generally ackmra I-

edge, bni refuse to admit that the fathers carried out

their views to any such consequence. ForOrigen says.

" We, alter the labors and Strivings of this present life,

hope to be in the highest heavens," not in purgatory.

So Chrysostom, "Those that truly follow virtue, after

thej .lie changed from thi- life, are truly freed from

their fightings, and loosed from their bonds. For

di .nil. to such as live honestly, is a change from worse

things to better, from this transitory to an eternal and

immortal life that hath no end." Maearius. speaking

of the faithful, says, "When they go out of their bod-

ies, i be elioirs of angels receive their souls into their

proper places, to the pure world, ami so lead them to

tie- beid." Hence Athanasius says, -To the right-

eous it is not death, but only a change, for they are

Changed from this world to an eternal rest. And as a

man comes out of prison, so do the saints go from this

trouble-, ,i ni . in,, to ti„. good things prepared for them."
1

. these lather.- were- no purgatorians, since they

unanimously affirmed that the souls of the saints go di-

rectly from earth to in aven, never touching upon purga-

tory. To these we may add Cennaditis. who asMires us

that, "after the ascension of the Lord to heaven, the

souls of all the BaintS are with Christ, and. going out of

the body, go to Christ, expecting the resurrection of their

body." Prosper tells us: "According to the language

of the Scriptures, the whole life of man upon earth is

a temptation or trial. Temptation is to be avoided
until the fight is ended; and the fight is to b.

when, after this life, secure victory succeeds the fight;

bo that when all the soldiers of Christ, being helped

by God, have to the end of this present life unwearily
resisted their enemies, their wearisome travail being
ended, they may reign happily in their country." Evi-
dently they do not, according to Prosper, go from one
fight here to another in purgatory, but immediately
from the Church militant on earth to the Church tri-

umphant in heaven. lint whatever the views of some
Church lathers en the subject, a- a doctrine it was un-
known in the Christian Church for the lirst boo years,

and it does not appear to have been made an article of

faith until the loth century, when "the clergy," aaye
Mo-Ik ini, "finding these superstitious terrors admirably
adapted to increase their authority and promote their

interest, used every method to augment them; ami by
tin- most pathetic dis ses, accompanied with mon-
strous fables and fictitious miracles, they labored to es-

tablish the doctrine of purgatory, and also to make it

appear that they had a mighty influence in that for-

midable region" t Eccl. Hist. c< nt. x. pt, ii. ch. iii. i I).

•• Purgatory as a burning-away of -ins." said Dollingei

at the Bonn Conference of Old Catholics in bs 7o. -was
an idea unknown in the Mast as well as the West till

Gregory the Great introduced it. What was thought
was that after death those who were not ready for Ik av-

en were kept for some time in a state ofpreparation, and

that the prayers of the living were an advantage for

them. Sirlwm itiono] Saints. Gregory th< Great
added the idea of a tormenting tire. This the school-

men gradually converted into doctrine which the} as-

sociated with papal indulgence, till it came to apply
to the dead generally, which, of course, made all seek

indulgence. It went on to have degrees: some could

receive indulgence for a few of their .-ins. others for all,

and so on; so that eventually the pope, having already

the keeping of heaven and the dominion on earth, ob-

tained also sovereignty under the earth." Certain it

is. and beyond reasonable dispute, that the doctrine of

purgatory, in all its representations and forms, is a va-

riation from scriptural authority: divine revelation af-

fords it no countenance. The doctrine of an ,'

ate state (q. v.), from which the merits of Jesus Christ

cannot deliver man, is not only "grounded on no war-

ranty of Scripture." but is so far positively "repugnant
to the Word of God" as it is contrary to the absolute

and unreserved offers of mercy, peace, and happiness

contained in the Co-pel. and as it derogates from the

fulness and perfection of the one expiatory sacrifice

made by the death of Christ for the sins of mankind.

For the Scriptures say, "The dead know not anything,

neither have they any more a reward, for the memory
of them is forgotten. Also their love and their hatred

and their envy are now perished; neither have they

any more a portion, forever, in anything that i- di ne

under the sun" ( l'.ccles. ix. 5. 6); whereas this R< mish

doctrine of an intermediate stale for purgation teach-

es, quite to the contrary, that when they ate .lead

they have a part or portion in the prayers oi the faith-

ful and the sacrifices of the altar. Again, the Script-

ure makes mention but of a twofold receptacle of souls

after death- the one of happiness, the other oi misery

(l Sam. xxv, 29; Mattvii, 13, 11: viii, 11 : Luke xvi,

_''_'. 23); whereas this doctrine brings in a third, called

purgatory, between heaven and hell, half happiness and

half misery. Again, Scripture sa_\ s. "The blood of Je-

sus Christ, his S..n. clean-, th
|

or purgeth
|
us front all

-in" i i John i. 7); but this doctrine would persuade

US there are some sin- which are to be purged awa\ by

the prayers and good works of others. To name no

mere, t be Co-pel represents Lazarus as at once con-

voyed to a stale of comfort and joy (Luke xvi. 22, 23);
Christ promised to the penitent thief upon thi

•• 7"Am dag shalt thou lie with me in paradise" (Luke
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xxiii, 43) ; Paul exults in the prospect of a " crown of

righteousness after death" (2 Tim. iv, 8) ; and he rep-

resents " to depart and to be with Christ" (Phil, i, 23),

and " to be absent from the body and present with the

Lord" (2 Cor. v, 8), as states which were immediately to

follow each other. On the contrary, this Romish doc-

trine about purgatory bids him not to be so hasty, for

he might depart and yet not be with Christ ; he might

pass from death, and yet not to life ; he might and must

be absent from the body a good while before he can be

present with the Lord ; he might go from earth, yet

not to heaven, but to purgatory, a place St. Paul never

dreamed of.

The Bible passages quoted by Romanists as in direct

support of the doctrine of purgatory, Protestants sim-

ply set aside as a ridiculous attempt at malpractice in

exegesis. First it is answered that the books of Mac-

cabees have no evidence of inspiration, and that the

second of these books, whence the support is purported

to come, is far from being one of the best books of the

Apocrypha (q. v.) ; besides, that the passage referred to

would rather prove that there is no such place as pur-

gatory, since Judas did not expect the souls departed

to reap any benefit from the sin-offering till the resur-

rection. The texts quoted from the Scriptures have

no reference to the doctrine, as may be seen by con-

sulting the context, and any just commentator upon

it; they relate to nothing more than prayer for the

dead. The text Matt, xii, 32 is explained as relating

to the final judgment; and 1 Cor. iii, 11, 15, as relating

to a trial of works, and not of persons ; while 1 Cor. xv,

29 is regarded as having nothing more to do with the

subject than any verse taken at random from any part

of the Bible. (An excellent examination of all these

passages was made in the Episcopalian, Feb. 16, 18(57.)

What is called the "historical" or critical view of

the genesis of this doctrine is well given by Neander
{Dogineiu/eschichte, vol. i). This learned Church histo-

rian conceives that its source is to be sought for in the

ancient Persian doctrine of a purifying conflagration

which was to precede the victory of Ormuzd, and con-

sume everything that was impure. From the Persians

it passed with modifications to the Jews, and from them
found its way into the ethical speculations of the more
cultivated Christians. It harmonized admirably with

the wide-spread philosophical notion borrowed by the

Gnostic Christians from Neo-Platonism, that matter is

inherently evil. If, then, the body was to rise, it must
be purged of evil, and the instrument of purification—
fire—was at hand for the purpose. Moreover, the high
and pure conception of the character of God revealed in

the New Testament, necessitating a corresponding mor-
al excellence on the part of his worshippers—" without

holiness shall no man see the Lord,T—must have great-

ly assisted in the establishment of the doctrine ; for how
could men, only lately gross heathens, possessing yet

but the rudiments of the new faith, and with most of

their heathen habits still clinging about them, be pro-

nounced " holy" or " fit for the presence of God V" Their

"faith" in Christ was sufficient to save them, but the

work of sanctification was incomplete when they died,

and must go on. Probably it was a strong Christian

feeling of this sort that determined the reception of

the doctrine of purgatory into the creed of the Roman
Church, rather than any Gnostic philosophizings, though

the Neo-Platonic divines of Alexandria are the first to

mention it.

It remains for us to speak of the theory in the Chris-

tian Church regarding the preparation for final admis-

sion into the divine presence. Blunt is pleased to call

it the "Judgment-day Purgatory." In its support are

pleaded the words of the apostle Paul literally under-

stood, that the " fire shall try every man's work," and
that even he who has built wood, hay, straw, stubble, on
the true foundation " shall be saved, yet so as by fire"

(1 Cor. iii, 11-15). In proof of this doctrine is also

quoted the frequent use of the word jire in connection

with Christ's coming or the Day of Judgment (see Psa.

i, 3; Isa. iv, 4; Dan. vii, 9; Zech. xii, 9; Mai. iii, 2, 3;
iv, 1). Many of the Church fathers are cited in sup-

port of the belief that Christians must pass through

the fire on the Day of Judgment, though all will not be

injured by it—the highest saints passing through un-

hurt, and others suffering a punishment proportioned to

their sins, till "the wood, hay, straw, and stubble" built

on the true foundation be consumed. Among the fathers

of the Western Church, St. Hilary thus speaks of the

severity of the Judgment-day purgation by fire, through
which all, even the Virgin Mary, must pass {Luc. ii, 35;
Tract, in Psalm, cxviii, lib. iii, § 12) ; and St. Ambrose
says :

" We must all pass through the fire, whether it be

John the Evangelist, whom the Lord so loved that he
said to Peter, ' If I will that he remain, what is that to

thee ; follow thou me.' Of his death some have doubt-

ed, of his passing through the fire we cannot doubt;

for he is in paradise, and not separated from Christ"

(Jerome, in Psalm, cxviii, serm. xx, § 12, et vid. § 15).

St. Jerome likewise compares the ten revolted tribes of

Israel to heretics, and the other two " to the Church, and
to sinners [members] of the Church, who confess the

true faith, but on account of the defilement of vice [vi-

tiorum sordes~\ have need of the purging fires" (Jerome,

Comment, in Amos, lib. iii, c. 7). Again he says, "As
we believe that the torments of the devil, and of all

infidel [negatorum] and wicked men who have said in

their hearts ' There is no God,' are eternal, so of sinners,

although Christians [the common reading is "sic pecca-

torum atque impiorum et tamen Christianorum." "In
vetustiori Ambrosiano MS, 'sic peccatorum et tamen
Christianorum,' verius opinor ad Ilieronymi mentem"
(Note, Migne ed.)], whose works are to be tried and
purged by fire [in igne~\, we believe that the sentence

of the Judge will be lenient [inoderatani], and tem-
pered with mercy." "Let me not be among those,"

says St. Augustine, " to whom thou wilt hereafter say,

Go into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his

angels. Neither chasten me in thy hot displeasure, so

that thou mayest cleanse me in this life, and make me
such that I may after that stand in no need ofthe cleans-

ing fire for those who are to be saved so as by fire.

Why? Why, but because they build upon the foun-

dation wood, stubble, and hay. Now, they should build

on it gold, silver, and precious stones, and should have
nothing to fear from either fire ; not only that which is

to consume the ungodly forever, but also that which is

to purge those who are to escape through [per'] the

fire. For it is said, he himself shall be saved, yet so as

by fire. And because it is said he shall be saved, that

fire is thought lightly of. For all that, though we shall

be saved by fire, yet will that fire be more grievous than

anything that man can suffer in this life whatsoever"

(Augustine on the Psalms [Oxf. transl.], ii, 71). Again,

"But if he shall have built on the foundation wood,

hay. stubble, that is, have built worldly attachments on

the foundation of his faith; yet if Christ be in the foun-

dation, so that he have the first place in the heart, and
nothing absolutely is preferred to him, even such are

borne, even such are tolerated. The furnace shall

come; it shall burn the wood, the hay. t lie stubble: but

'himself, he saith, shall be saved, yet so as by fire.'

This shall the furnace do ; some it shall sever to the left,

others it shall in a manner melt out to the right" ( ibid, v,

105). To illustrate the doctrine of the Eastern Church,

a passage may first, be quoted from Clement of Alex-

andria: "We say that fire sanctifies not flesh, but sin-

ful souls, speaking of that fire which is not all-devour-

ing, such as is used by artisans (iraiKpayov Kal jidvav-

trov), but of that which is discriminative ((ppoi'tpor),

pervading the soul which passes through the fire" (Clem.

Alex. Stromata, lib. v, c. 6). Origen often speaks of

the Judgment-day fire : thus he says that though Peter

and Paul must pass through the fire, they shall hear

the words, "When thou passest through the tire, the

flame shall not harm thee" (Orig. Homil. iii, in Psalm.
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xxxvi; rid. Homil. vi, in Kxod.). St. Basil, in his Com-

mentary on Isaiah (iv, i), says that baptism may be

understood in three senses—in the one, of regeneration

by the J 1< »1>- Spirit; in another, of the punishment of

sin in the present life; and in a third, " of the trial of

judgment by fire." They who have committed deadly

sins after they have received the knowledge of the

truth, need the judgment which is by fire (rrjc iv tc.j

Kaifian Kpiaeutg) (Basil. Opera, t. i. ad loc. Gaume).
In his work on the Holy Spirit, illustrating the passage

••lie- BhaU baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with

fire," he calls the trial of judgment a "baptism of tire;"

as the apostle says. " the fire shall try every man's work

of what sort it is" ( ibid, iii, p. 40). Gregory of Na/ian-

zum, speaking of the Novatians, says: "Perchance in

the future world they shall be baptized with tire, the last

baptism more severe and long continued, which devours

as grass the Stubble, and consumes every vestige of

wickedness" (Sairava waanq Kaxiaq koi<ih>t))tci) (<Jreg.

Naz. Opera, i. ii. c. 358, Migne). Also in one of his

poems he speaks of standing in tear of the fiery river of

judgment (jikoOQ (ftojiwv 'tarijKu 7Ti'pa>7ror«/(oi') {ibid.

t. iii, c. 1423 I. < hregory of Nyssa says, speaking of in-

fants who die unbaptized: "How shall we judge of

those who thus died? Shall that soul behold its Judge,

and shall it be placed with others before his tribunal?

Shall its past life be judged, and will it receive a de-

served recompense, purified by fire according to the

teaching (ipiorur) of the Gospel, or refreshed by the

dew of benediction?" (Greg. Nyss. t. iii. c. 161). So

he teaches, in another oration, that "we must either be

purified in this present life by prayer and the love of

wisdom 'tpikoGocpicu;), or after our departure hence in

the furnace of the purging lire" (ibid. t. iii, c. 498). See

Willet. Xi/m>]).<is I'li/iimiti ; Bull, On the Trinity; Haag,

HisUdes Dogmes; Elliott, Delineation ofRomanism, ch.

xii; Cramp, Text-book of Popery ; Knapp. Theology,

p. 52 : Xeander. Hist, of Dogmas, p. tils sq. ; Doddridge,

Lectures, lect. 270; Barnett, On the XXXIX Articles,

art. 22 ; Edgar. Yiiriatimig <>/' I'oprry, eh. xiv ; Falter,

Difficulties of Romanism, p. 157-192, 448-471, 2d ed.;

and especially Hale. Doctrine of Purgatory and the

Practice of Prayer for the ])<<i<l l-'..nnnin<d (Loud.

1843); Alger, Hist, of the Doctrm of a Future Life;

Hagenbach, Hist, of Doctrines, ii. 126 sq., 130 sq., 326

sq. : Tractsfor the Times, No. 79 and No. 90 ; Wetstein,

h, VanitaU Purgatorii; Allen, Defend of Purgatory;
Marshall, Doctrim of Purgatory, Patriarchal, Papistic

cal,and Rational; Valverde, Ignis Purgatorius Asser-

tus; Bellarmine, De Controversiis Fidei; Usher, An-

swer i" a Jesuit's Challenge; Hall. Doctrine of Purga-
tory ; Kitto, Journ. of Sacred Literature, i. 289 sq.

;

vol \\ Wesleyan Mag. 1843, p. 832 sip See also the

literature quoted in the art. Hades; Intermediate
State. (J.H.W.)
PURGATORY, Rabbinic. The doctrine of purga-

tory (q. v.) is not only a peculiarity of the Romish

Church, but also of orthodox Judaism. The latter

maintains "that the souls of the righteous enjoy the

beatific vision of God in paradise, and that the souls of

the wicked are tormented in hell with tire and other

punishments. It teaches that the Bufferings of the

most atrocious criminals are of eternal duration, while

others remain only for a limited time in purgatory,

which does not differ from hell with respect to the place.

but i" the duration. They pray for the souls of the

dead, and imagine that many are delivered from pur-

gatory on the great dav of expiation. They suppose

that Few, unless guilty of heresy, or certain crimes

specified by the rabbins, shall continue in purgatory

above a \ • ar, and that there are but few \\ ho Buffer eter-

nal punishment." Maimonides (q. v. I, Abrabanel (q.i .),

and other celebrated Jewish writers maintain the anni-

hilation of the h icked. < ithers suppose that the Buffer-

ings of hell have the power of purifying souls and expi-

ating sin. This statement will be made the more clear

when we examine some of the writings bearing on this

subject. Among the prayers of the Feast of Taberna-
cles we find the following declaration and prayer: -It
is customary among the dispersions of Israel to make
mention of the souls of their departed parents,

the day of atonement, and the ultimate days of the three

festivals, and to offer prayers for the repose of their

souls. -May God remember the soul of my honored
father. A. B., who is gone to his repose: for that 1 now
solemnly vow charity for bis sake; in reward of this,

may his soul be bound up in the bundle of life, with the

BOulS of Abraham. Isaac, and Jacob; Sarah, Lehckah.
Rachel, and Leah; with the rest of the righteous males
and females that are in paradise, and let us say Amen.'
• .May ( lod remember the soul of my honored mother.' "

etc. In the Jewish ritualistic work called Joreh Deah,
by Joseph Karo (q. v.), p. 376, we read : "Therefore the

custom is for twelve months to repeat the prayer called

Caddish, and also to read the lesson in the prophets,

and to pray the evening prayer at the going-out of the

Sabbath, for that is the hour when the souls return to

hell; but when the son prays and sanctifies the public,

he redeems his father and his mother from hell." The
doctrine of the Talmud is that those who die in com-
munion with the synagogue, or who have never been
Jews, are punished for twelve months, but that Jewish

heretics and apostates are doomed to eternal punish-

ment. "Israelites who sin with their body, and also

Gentiles, descend into hell, and are judged there for

twelve months. After the twelve months their body is

consumed and their soul is burned, and the wind scat-

ters them under the Boh a of the fee t of the righteous, as

it is said: ' Ye shall tread down the wicked, for they

shall be ashes under the soles of your feet' (Mai. iv. o).

But heretics, and informers, and Epicureans, who have

denied the law or the resurrection of the dead, or who
have separated from the customs of the congregation,

or who have caused their fear in the land of the living.

who have sinned, or caused many to sin. as Jeroboam,

the son of Nebat, all such go down to hell, and are

judged forever" (jtosh Hashanah, p. 17, a). According

to this, the dying Israelite ought to expect twelve

months of torment, and his surviving son ought to re-

peat the prescribed prayer for twelve months: but the

rabbins have commanded that the prayer should be re-

peated only for eleven months, to intimate that the de-

ceased was not so wicked as to be obliged to remain all

the time of torment: "The custom is not to sa\ Sad-
dish more than eleven months, bo as not to cast a re-

proach on the character of the deceased father and

mother as if they were wicked, for twelve months are

the term appointed for the wicked" (Joreh Deah, i.l).

As to the prayer used, it is found in all Hebrew prayer-

books, and runs thus: -.May bis great name be exalted

and sanctified throughout the world, which he has cre-

ated according to bis will. May he establish his king-

dom in our lifetime, and in the lifetime of the whole
house of Israel, soon, and in a short lime, and saj ye,

Amen. Amen. May his great name be blessi d and glo-

rified for ever and ever. May his hallowed name be

praised, glorified, exalted, magnified, b red, and most

excellently adored ; blessed is he. fan JCCI I ding all bless-

ings, hymns, praises, and beatitudes that are repeated

throughout the world, and say ye Amen. May our

prayer be accepted with mercy and kindness. Maj the

prayers and supplications of the whole house of Israel

be accepted in the presence of their father, who is in

heaven, and say ye Amen. Blessed be the name of the

Lord from henceforth and for evermore. May the ful-

ness of peace from heaven, with life, be granted unto us,

and all Israel; and say ye Amen. My help is from the

Lord, who made heaven and earth. May be who mak-
eth peace in his high heavens bestow peace on us. and

on all Israel; and sav ye Amen." See Adams. Hist.

of the Jews, ii. 249 Bq.; M'Caul, Old Paths, p. 295 Bq.;

Basnage, Hist des Juifs (Taylor's trans!.), p. 390; Bo-

denschatz, Kirchlicht Verfassung </</• heiligen Juden, iii,

78 sq. (B.P.)
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Purification (prop. i"I*li"|B, tohordh, KaSapto-poc),

a ceremony enjoined in the Mosaic law for the purpose

of cleansing from pollution or defilement (Numb, xix, 9).

Purifications were, for the most part, performed with

water, sometimes with blood and with oil (Heb. ix, 21,

22; Exod. xxx, 26-29; Lev. viii, 10, 11). Sometimes

fire was used for the purpose of purging or purifying

(Isa. i, 25 ; x, 26 ; Zech. xiii, 9 ; Mai. iii, 3).

In its legal and technical sense, the term is specially

applied to the ritual observances whereby an Israelite

was formally absolved from the taint of uncleanness,

whether evidenced by any overt act or state, or con-

nected with man's natural depravity. The cases that

demanded it in the former instance are defined in the

Levitical law [see Uncleanness] : with regard to the

latter, it is only possible to lay down the general rule

that it was a fitting prelude to any nearer approach

to the Deity; as, for instance, in the admission of a

proselyte to the congregation [see Proselyte], in the

baptism (ica$api<T[i6g, John iii, 25) of the Jews as a

sign of repentance [see Baptism], in the consecration

of priests and Levites [see Levite; Priest], or in the

performance of special religious acts (Lev. xvi, 4; 2

Chron. xxx, 19). In the present article we are con-

cerned solely with the former class, inasmuch as in this

alone were the ritual observances of a special character.

The essence of purification, indeed, in all cases, consisted

in the use of water, whether by way of ablution or as-

persion ; but in the majora delicta of legal uncleanness,

sacrifices of various kinds were added, and the ceremo-

nies throughout bore an expiatory character. Simple

ablution of the person was required after sexual inter-

course (Lev. xv, 18 ; 2 Sam. xi, 4) ; ablution of the

clothes after touching the carcass of an unclean beast,

or eating or carrying the carcass of a clean beast that

had died a natural death (Lev. xi, 25, 40) ; ablution

both of the person and of the defiled garments in cases

of gonorrhoea dormimtiu.nl (xv, 16, 17)—the ceremony
in each of the above instances to take place on the day
on which the uncleanness was contracted. A higher

degree of uncleanness resulted from prolonged gonor-

rhoea in males and menstruation in women: in these

cases a probationary interval of seven days was to be

allowed after the cessation of the symptoms; on the

evening of the seventh day the candidate for purifica-

tion performed an ablution both of the person and of

the garments, and on the eighth offered two turtle-

doves or two young pigeons, one for a sin-offering, the

other for a burnt-offering (vers. 1-15, 19-30). Contact
with persons in the above states, or even with clothing

or furniture that had been used by them while in those

states, involved uncleanness in a minor degree, to be
absolved by ablution on the day of infection generally

(vers. 5-11, 21-23), but in one particular case after an
interval of seven days (ver. 24). In cases of childbirth

the sacrifice was increased to a lamb of the first year,

with a pigeon or turtle-dove (xii, 6), an exception be-

ing made in favor of the poor, who might present the

same offering as in the preceding case (ver. 8 ; Luke ii,

22-24). The purification took place forty days after

the birth of a son, and eighty after that of a daughter,

the difference in the interval being based on physical

considerations. The uncleannesses already specified

were comparatively of a mild character : the more se-

vere were connected with death, which, viewed as the

penalty of sin, was in the highest degree contaminating.

To this head we refer the two cases of (1) touching a

corpse, or a grave (Numb. xix. 16), or even killing a

man in war (xxxi, 19) ; and (2) leprosy, which was re-

garded by the Hebrews as nothing less than a living

death. The ceremonies of purification in the first of

these two cases are detailed in Numb. xix.

A peculiar kind of water, termed the water of un-

cleanness (iT^tl-ip, A. V. "water of separation"), was
prepared in the following manner : an unblemished red

heifer, on which the yoke had not passed, was slain by

the eldest son of the high-priest outside the camp. A
portion of its blood was sprinkled seven times towards

("^Q ri33~'>X) the sanctuary; the rest of it, and the

whole of the carcass, including even its dung, were then

burned in the sight of the officiating priest, together

with cedar-wood, hyssop, and scarlet. The ashes were

collected by a clean man and deposited in a clean place

outside the camp. Whenever occasion required, a por-

tion of the ashes was mixed with spring-water in ajar,

and the unclean person was sprinkled with it on the

third and again on the seventh day after the contrac-

tion of the uncleanness. That the water had an expia-

tory efficacy is implied in the term sin-ojferinf) (nXBH,

A. V. " purification for sin") applied to it (Numb, xix,

9), and all the particulars connected with its prepara-

tion had a symbolical significance appropriate to the ob-

ject sought. The sex of the victim (female, and hence

life-giving), its red color (the color of blood, the seat of

life), its unimpaired vigor (never having borne the

yoke), its youth, and the absence in it of spot or blem-

ish, the cedar and the hyssop (possessing the qualities,

the former of incorruption, the latter of purity), and the

scarlet (again the color of blood)— all these symbolized

life in its fulness and freshness as the antidote of death.

At the same time, the extreme virulence of the unclean-

ness is taught by the regulations that the victim should

be wholly consumed outside the camp, whereas generally

certain parts were consumed on the altar, and the offal

only outside the camp (comp. Lev. iv, 11, 12) ; that the

blood was sprinkled towards, and not before, the sanc-

tuary; that the officiating minister should be neither

the high-priest, nor yet simply a priest, but the pre-

sumptive high-priest, the office being too impure for

the first and too important for the second; that even

the priest and the person that burned the heifer were

rendered unclean by reason of Iheir contact with the

victim; and, lastly, that the purification should be ef-

fected, not simply by the use of water, but of water

mixed with ashes which served as a lye, and would,

therefore, have peculiarly cleansing qualities. See

Purification-waters.
The purification of the leper was a yet more formal

proceeding, and indicated the highest pitch of un-

cleanness. The rites are thus described in Lev. xiv,

4-32 : The priest having examined the leper and pro-

nounced him clear of his disease, took for him two

birds "alive and clean," with cedar, scarlet, and hys-

sop. One of the birds was killed under the priest's

directions over a vessel filled with spring-water, into

which its blood fell; the other, with the adjuncts, ce-

dar, etc., was dipped by the priest into the mixed blood

and water, and, after the unclean person had been seven

times sprinkled with the same liquid, was permitted to

fly away " into the open field." The leper then wash-

ed himself and his clothes, and shaved his head. The
above proceedings took place outside the camp, and

formed the first stage of purification. A probation-

ary interval of seven days was then allowed, which

period the leper was to pass " abroad out of his tent
:"

on the last of these days the washing was repeated,

and the shaving was more rigidly performed, even to

the eyebrows and all his hair. The second stage of

the purification took place on the eighth day, and was
performed " before the Lord at the door of the taber-

nacle of the congregation." The leper brought thither

an offering consisting of two he-lambs, a yearling ewe-

lamb, fine flour mingled with oil, and a log of oil. In

cases of poverty the offering was reduced to one lamb,

and two turtle-doves, or two young pigeons, with a less

quantity of fine flour, and a log of oil. The priest slew

one of the he-lambs as a trespass-offering, and applied

a portion of its blood to the right ear, right thumb, and

great toe of the right foot of the leper; he next sprin-

kled a portion of the oil seven times before the Lord,

applied another portion of it to the parts of the body

already specified, and poured the remainder over the
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leper's head. The other he-lamb and the ewe-lamb,
|

or the two birds, as the case might be wore then offer-

ed as a sin-offering and a burnt-offering, together with

the meat-offering. The significance of the cedar, the

scarlet, and the hyssop, of the running water, and of

the "alive (full of life) and clean" condition of the

birds, is the same a.s in the case previously described.

The two stages of the proceedings indicated, the first,

which took place outside the camp, the readmission of

the leper to t lie community of men; the second, before

the sanctuary, his readmission to communion with < iod.

In the first stage, the slaughter of the one bird and the

dismissal of the other symbolized the punishment of

death deserved and fully remitted. In the sec. ml. the

use of oil and its application to the same parts of the

body as in the consecration of priests (Lev. viii, 23, -1)

Bymbolized the rededication of the leper to the service

of Jehovah. See Purification-offering.

The ceremonies to be observed in the publication of

a house or a garment infected with leprosy were iden-

tical w ith the tirst stage of the proceedings used for the

leper (Lev. xiv, 33-53). See Leprosy.

The necessity of purification was extended in the

post- Babylonian period to a variety of unauthorized

cases. Cups and pots, brazen vessels and couches, were

washed as a matter of ritual observance (Mark vii. I).

The washing of the hands before meals was conducted

in a formal manner (vii. 3), and minute regulations

are laid down on this subject in a treatise of the Mish-

na entitled Vadaim. These ablutions required a large

supply of water, and hence we find at a marriage least

no less than six jars containing two or three firkins

apiece, prepared for the purpose (John ii, G). We
meet with references to purification after childbirth

(Luke ii. 22), and after the cure of leprosy (Matt viii.

4; Luke xvii, 14), the sprinkling of the water mixed
with ashes being still retained in the latter case (Heb.

ix, 13). What may have been the specific causes of

nncleanness in those who came up to purify themselves

before the 1'assover (John xi, 55), or in those who had
taken upon themselves the Nazarite's vow (Acts xxi,

24, 2G), we are not informed; in either ease it may
have been contact with a corpse, though in the latter

it would rather appear to have been a general purifi-

cation preparatory to the accomplishment of the vow.

Sic W VsIIINC.

In conclusion, it may be observed that the distinc-

tive feature in the Mosaic rites of purification is their

expiatory character. The idea of nncleanness was not

peculiar to the dew: it was attached by the Greeks to

the events of childbirth and death (Thucyd. iii, 104;

Enrip. //)//. in Taur. 383), and by various nations to

the case of sexual intercourse (Herod, i, LIS; ii. 64;

Pers. ii, lil>. But with all these nations simple ablu-

tion sufficed: no sacrifices were demanded. The Jew
alone was taught by the. use of expiatory offerings to

discern to its lull extent the connection between the

outward sign and the inward fount, of impurity.—Smith.

See Af.l. N.

PURIFICATION in the Christian Church. The
Protestant Church recognises no ceremonial purifica-

tions, because it does not seek lor anything emblematic
to poinl to the necessity of holiness in the people of the

Lord. Christ taught purification of the heart only, and

/angelical Christians teach purity of heart as

the. tit condition in which to approach the Deity in wor-
ship; the blood of the Son of ( cod has Ulg cleansed from
all sin those who accept of his atonement in righteous-

ness. See Imporits : Six.

In the Roman Catholic Church and the Greek Church,
as well ,-i ime ol the ultra-ritualistic churches which
still cling to Protestantism, acts of purification prevail

to tent. There is, firstly, the act ofpurification

after the communion in the mas~. It relates |
,;

| t,. the

purification of tin. chalice : - wine is poured into it

by the servant of the altar, and slightly shaken with a

circular motion, to take in all particles of the holy blond :

then the chalice is emptied in two draughts, the mouth
touching the same place from which the holy blood has
been drunk. During this performance the prayer Qftod
ore sumsimua i- recited: this prayer stands in an old

Gothic missal of Charlemagne's time as Postcommunio.
In the oldest times of Christianity the purification of

the chalice was done with water, which was afterwards

poured into a special vessel placed at the side of the

altar, and called piscina (q. v.). It was Innocent III

who directed that the purification of the ehaliee should
In- done with wine, (b) To the periodical purification

of the ciborium (<\. v. }, which is performed after the par-
taking of the holy blood and before the purification of

the chalice, by gathering with wine the rest of the holy
bloodlefl in the ciborium, and emptying it as before, and
then wiping out its inside with thepuriftcatorium (q. v.).

There is, secondly, the act of purification for women,
which has been derived through rather than from the

Jewish rite (Lev. xii). It is based upon the practice of
the Blessed Virgin Mary, whose compliance with the de-

mand of the Jewish ceremonial law is related in Luke
ii, 22-24. The Romish Church has in commemoration
of this purification act instituted a festival called Feast

of Purification of tin- Blessed Virgin Mary; and as by
the Levitical law the ceremony was appointed for the
fortieth day after childbirth, the feast is put on Feb. 2

(reckoning from Dec. 25. the Natis ity of Christ). As on
the same occasion the Holy Virgin complied also with
the law of Numb, xviii. 15, by the offering prescribed in

redemption of the first-born, the festival is also called by
the name of the Presentation ofth Child Jesus, or the

Feast of Simeon, and sometimes, also, of the Meeting
(occursus), in allusion to Simeon's meeting the Virgin

Mother, and taking the child into his arms (Luke ii. 25 ).

The date of the introduction of this festival is uncertain.

The first clear trace of it is about the middle of the 5th

century, during the reign of Marcia, and in the Church
of Jerusalem. Its introduction in the Roman Church, in

494, was made by pope Gelasius the occasion of trans-

ferring to a Christian use the festivities which at that

season were annexed to the pagan festival of the Luper-

calia.

In the Church of England, the restoration of woman
to the privileges of the Church is accompanied by a sol-

emn thanksgiving for deliverance in her great danger.

The title of the service. The Thanksgiving of II omen

after Childbirth, was adopted in 1552 to bring this point

into prominence. The old Sarum title. Ordo ml Purifi-

candam Mulierem post Partum, and that in the Prayer-

book of 1549, 'I'h' Order ofth Purification of l! b nen,

seemed to mark an unholiness in the woman which the

service removed. The Puritans objected to the use of

the service for this very reason —"For what else doth

this churching imply hut a restoring her unto the ( hurch,

which cannot be without some bar or shutting forth pre-

supposed?" They complained, too, against such indi-

vidualizing of prayer and praise (see the controversy

between Cartwright andWhitgifi and Hooker, in Kc-

ble, 3d ed. of Hooker's Works, ii. 434-438). In the

Sarum use the service was read at the church door, ante

ostium ecclesia ; in the book of 1549, -nigh unto the

quire door," afterwards at the altar rails: now at •some

convenient place." The solemn readmission of the

woman to divine service of the Sarum use has been

wholly discontinued. The Look of Common Prayer re-

quires of the woman to he -decently apparelled," which

means that she shall appear .-it church veiled. Hooker

gives an instance where a woman appeared unveiled

and was therefore excommunicated, and when the case

was appealed to the bishops tiny confirmed the de-

cision. Palmer says that all ill. We-t, en rituals and

that of Constantinople had offices for this rite. A ser-

vice of the 10th century is given by Migne, Cursus

(Paris. 1841), exxxviii: "Benedictio Puerperse secun-

dum usum .I'.thiopum." The anointing the forehead of

the woman and child, SOi ra n iirlimi, . the imposition of

hands, the reception of holy communion, the giving of
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incense, are parts of this rite. Sec Siegel, Christliche

Atterthiimer (Index in vol. iv); Kiddle, Christian An-

tiquities (see Index) ; Brit. Quar. Rev. July, 187
1 , p. 1 10.

See also Ablution. (J. H. W.)
Purification-offerings were such as the law en-

joined upon those who had been raised from leprosy,

unclean issues, haemorrhages, and childbed. See Pol-

lution. Those for lepers were the most burdensome,

since a trespass-offering was among them.

1. The purifying offerings of menstrual women and

of men after unclean issues were just the same (Lev.

xv). And the eighth day after the cure was certain,

each brought two turtle-doves, or young pigeons, to be

slain by the priests—the one as a sin-offering, the other

as a burnt-offering (xv, 14 sq., 29 sq.). Drink-offerings

are not expressly mentioned in connection with these.

See Woman.
2. The offerings of purification of women after child-

birth (Lev. xii, 6-8), offered thirty-three or sixty-six

days after confinement, consisted in a yearling lamb as

a burnt-offering, and a young pigeon or a turtle-dove

as a sin-offering. In case of poverty, two turtle-doves

or young pigeons sufficed—the one as a burnt-offering,

the other as a sin-offering (comp. Luke ii, 24). See

Child.

3. More extended was the purifying ceremony of

healed lepers (Lev. xiv; comp. Neguim, in the Gth part

of the Mishna, ch. xiv). The ritual is composed of two

parts: («) vers. 2-8. The healed leper brought to the

priest for cleansing must present two small birds, alive

and clean (according to the Negaim, xiv, 5, they must

be in form, size, and value precisely alike and bought at

the same time; but this was not necessary; comp. Lutz,

])< Duab. A i-ib. Purgat. Leprosi Destin. eurumq. Myster.

[Hal. 1737]). The one was to be slain over an earthen

vessel filled with fresh spring-water (and then buried;

Negaim, xiv, 1), and the living bird, together with a

bundle consisting of cedar-wood, scarlet wool, and hys-

sop, was dipped into the vessel, now containing water

and blood mixed together, and the leper was sprinkled

with it seven times. The priest then let the living bird

loose into the open air (perhaps bearing away the guilt).

See Expiation. Then the man healed was required to

wash, shave off all his hair, and bathe. He was now so

far cleansed as no longer to render unclean the place he

occupied {Negaim, xiv, 2), and might again abide in

the city, but was required to " tarry abroad out of his

own tent" or house. This is referred by the rabbins, as

a euphemism, to sexual intercourse, but without reason

(yet Bahr follows them ; Symbol, ii, 520 sq.). The cere-

mony with the two birds is not a sacrifice, but a mere
symbol of the purifying of the blood from the humors
of the disease, and the return of freedom on the part of

the leper again to associate with men (otherwise ex-

plained in Bahr, op. eit. p. 515 sq.). (b) Vers. 9-31. On
the seventh day, the leper was required again to shave

his whole body with the utmost care—not even sparing

the eyebrows—to wash, and to bathe. A special cham-
ber was provided in a corner of the women's court-yard

of the second Temple for this purpose (Middofh, ii, 5;

comp. Negaim, xiv, 8. Bahr is mistaken, and contra-

dicts Lev. xiv, 9, in referring this washing to the eighth

day). On the eighth day he presented two lambs and

a yearling sheep. The lamb was first slain as a tres-

pass-offering, and the healed man was touched with its

blood in three places—on the right ear, the right thumb,

and the great toe of the right foot. Then the priest

took the oil offered by the leper, and. after sprinkling of

it seven times " before the Lord," touched the leper with

it in the same three places of the body, and poured the

remainder over his head. Finally, the sin-offering and
the burnt-offering were slain. Poor persons were al-

lowed to bring for these two turtle-doves or young
pigeons. See Leprosy.
The putting of the blood on the body, as well as

touching it with oil, in this second service, is considered

as a ceremony expression- reconciliation ; but the rab-

VIII.-E E E

bins consider the final anointing with the oil as the es-

sential part (Negaim, xiv, 10), because in this connec-

tion alone is mention made of "an atonement before the

Lord" (Lev. xiv, 1«). In other respects, the whole cere-

mony strongly resembles the consecration of priests

(Bahr, op. cit. 521 sip). The cutting-off of the hair be-

longed to the medical police of the law, for the leprosy

conceals itself most easily under the hair, and hence the

last traces of the disease could thus be detected. ( >n the

ceremonies of purification in consecrating priests and

Levites, see those articles.—Winer, ii, 319. See Naz-
AEITE.

Purification - waters (m; - "
1", mey-nicPddh\

properly wati rs qfunch anm as. i. e. ofpurification ; Sept.

i'Cwp pavTiapov, trill* r nf aprinldiiig, after the Chaldee

usage; comp. nedah', mi to sprinkle [see Kosenmiiller,

mi .Xii nth. xix. 9
j ). This was a holy water of cleans-

ing, which was mixed with the ashes of a red or red-

dish-brown heifer—one which had never been under the

yoke (comp. Dent, xxi, 3; Bochart, liieroz. i, 328 : on

the age of this heifer the interpreters of the law were

not agreed; see Para, i, 1; Jonathan, on Numb. 1. c,

speaks of a two-year-old). With this water those who
bad contracted impurity by contact with a corpse or

otherwise were sprinkled by means of a sprig or branch

of hyssop, and were thus cleansed (Numb, xix, 2 sq.

;

xxxi. 19 sip ; Heb. ix. 13; Joseph us, Ant. iv, 4, 6; comp.

the Talmudical tract Para, in the (5th part of the Mish-

na). The ceremony of burning the heifer, which was
accounted a sin-offering (Numb. xix. 9, 17), was as fol-

lows according to the law (comp. Mishna, Para. vi. 4 |

:

A priest, who had set himself apart and purified himself

for this work for seven days previous (ibid, iii, 1 ; Jo-

sephus ascribes the duty to the high-priest, which may
have been the custom in his time, although the Mishna

usually speaks only of a priest, iii, 1, 9, 10; comp. Philo,

Opp. ii, 252; Para, iii, 8), led it out of the Temple

(through the east door, Mishna, Middoth, i, 3) before

the city (on the Mount of Olives, Para, iii, 6), slew it,

and burned it entire, with its flesh, skin, blood, and dung

(Numb, xix, 5), on a fire fed with cedar-wood, scarlet

wool, and hyssop (comp. Lev. xiv, (i). The ashes were

then gathered, and kept in a clean place outside the city

(according to the Para, iii, 2, they wrere divided into

three parts, one of which was kept in a court outside the

Temple, the second on the Mount of Olives, and the

third was given to the priests). A heifer was burned

thus anew whenever the supply of ashes was exhausted.

The Para (iii, 5) tells us that only nine in all were

ever burned, and only one of them before the captiv-

ity (Jerome, Ep. l<)<s ad Eustach., says that one was

burned yearly). A part of these ashes was mixed with

fresh water (comp. Para, viii, 8), and a clean person

sprinkled with it the unclean on the third and on the

seventh day after the contraction of uncleanness. With
it, too, the house of the dead and the vessels rendered

unclean by a corpse were sprinkled. He who burned

the heifer, the priest who slew her, and the man who
collected the ashes were unclean until evening (Numb,
xix. 7. 8, 10). The same took place in the use of the

water; he who sprinkled it on the unclean, and all that

touched it, were unclean until evening (xix, 21 sq.).

This is analogous to Lev. xvi, 24. 20. 28: although in

that case the uncleanness contracted by contact with

the goats was considered as removed immediately after

the required washings. Clericus properly remarks on

this passage in Numbers, " The victim was considered as

unclean through the sins which the prayer of the priest

placed on his head. The ashes of this victim cleansed

the unclean by taking his pollution ; but they also de-

filed the clean, because no pollution could seem to pass

from them to the water." The last clause, however, is

not clear.

The whole ceremony is peculiar, and suggests many
questions which have never been fully solved. In par-

ticular, the svmbolic meaning of the details is still un-
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settled, as the disagreement of recent expositors shows

(ISiihr, Symbol, ii. 193 Bq.; Hengstenberg, Moses und

Egypten, p. 181 Bq.; Anonymous, Evangel. K.-Z. 1843,

No. L9; Baumgarten, Comment, zum I'mtnt. ii. :;;;;; sq.;

Philippson, Pentat. p. 768 Bq.; Kurtz, in the Stud. n.

Krit. [
l*li>

|,
iii. 029 sq.). We cannot here dwell upon

this unfruitful investigation, but will refer singly to the

principal points.

1. I be purification of those made unclean by a corpse

ted, nol by the usual means of cleansing pure

water—bu I by this sharp fluid, because this Kind of

uncleai bs was considered very deep and sad. The
i. ason of this is obvious. Hence the means oi cleansing

is a kind of lye, which is strong in its action. We find

ashes and lye among the means of purification used not

merely by the Romans (Virgil, Eclog, viii, 101; Ovid,

/'us/, iv. 639, 725, 733; Arnob. Gent. v. 32), bul by the

old Persians, who made their most powerful cleansing

stuff oul of water and ashes by means of tire (Zenda-

vesta, iii, 216; another kind of sacred water used by
Egyptian priests is mentioned in .Elian. Anim. \ ii. 15 I.

Besides, this lye among the Israelites was made, nol

Oul of ashes in general, bul from the ashes of a sin-

offering, and from that which alone remained of this

Bin-offering.

2. A heifer, not a bull (Lev. iv. 11), is used, perhaps

(Bahr, p. 198) because the female sex is that which

brings forth life (comp. Gen. iii. 20; otherwise Heng-
stenberg and Baumgarten—the former interpreting too

outwardly, op. tit. p. 182; the latter too artificially).

But the object may have been simply to distinguish

this particular sin-offering, when the animal was made
a means to a hallowing purpose, from that in which it

was presented to Jehovah in his sanctuary as a sacrifice

of reconciliation. Yet physical uiicleauncss is always

less burdensome than sin against the moral law (comp.

Philippson, p. 769 >. Why a red heifer? The explana-

tion of Spencer I Leg. Hit. ii. 15, 2, 6), thai a red heifer

was chosen in token of opposition to the Egyptian cus-

tom of sacrificing red cattle toTyphon, who was fancied

to I fa red color (Plut. fsidor. 22), is worthless. The
recent expositors of the symbols waver between red as

the color of lift (Bahr, Kurtz) and of sin and death

(Hengstenberg). According to the rabbins, Solomon

did not know the reason, and no ancient tradition re-

specting it has reached us. The secret will never he

discovered. It it lie said that red heifers were chosen

lor their scarcity, which rendered them prized in the

Easl i IJeland. Antiq. Sacr. ii. •'>. 2:!; AmraVceis [ed.

I.elle . p. 71 i. the answer is only rendered more diffi-

cult. Rarity is not made an object in the directions

given. Perhaps the dark color is simply selected as ac-

cording wii li i he serious nature of the work in hand, and

aiding to keep the removal of sin steadily before the

eye. White heifers were untitled for this purpose:

black ones are very rare in the East. As the accom-
paniments cedar-wood, hyssop, and scarlet wool, which
Maimonides in his time already fell the difficulty of

explaining—have never yet been fullj accounted for,

Kiln's explanation is the most intelligent (p. 502 Bq.),

while Baumgarten's is absurd. See Hyssop.
8. The twofold sprinkling on the third and seventh

daj s lias an analogy in two other places
i Lev. xii. 2 sq.

:

civ, B Bq.). That terrible impurity was not to lie re-

moved in a moment; its serious nature demanded two

periods of effort. Three and se^ en, too. are significant

numbers in themselves. 'The seven, or week, is also a

i Omplete period, and with it the cen umnx
ot purification ends.

4. The reason why the heifer was burned without the

holy city, and the persons occupied in this work were

accounted unclean, i- not the impurity of the sacrifice in

itself (as Bahr has well remarked), bul in the fact ofits

relation Willi il -i mi. lean thin-- death and the

corpse.

See, in general, M osi - Maimon. Tr. a\ Vacca Unfa,
Ilehr. et I .at. (ed. /ell. r. Amsterd. 1711 >; Marck, f>is-

tert. ad Vet. Test. Fascic. p. 114 sq. ; Deyling, Observat.

iii, 89 sq. ; Th. Dassov. De Vacca Rufa, Observat. Tn-

strux. (J. <i. W. Dunkel. Lips. 1758); Bashuysen, Dt
Aspersioni Sacra ex Mente Gemaristar. isirv. 1717.;

IMand. Antiq. Sacr. ii. 5, 2:).— Winer, ii. 504.

Purificatoiium is a piece of linen folded several

times, which is used in drying the chalice and willing the

paten during the ma--. Ii was Originally a towel fast-

ened to the piscina, or ve88el placed at the side of the
altar. Only in later times il took the present simpler

j

form — probably at the time when the priest himself
drank the wine which had been used for the purification

of the chalice and the ablution oft he fingers. The clean-

ing of the jntrificatoritim, as it comes in immediate con-

tact with the consecrated forms, must, by prescription

of the canon, he done by the priest himself. It- length

and width must he about half an ell, and as it is exclu-

sively employed for the ritual use. it must be conse-

crated and marked in the middle with a cross. The
(i reeks use a sponge lor the cleaning of the chalice and
paten—a custom mentioned by Chrysostom

I llm/til. in

Epist. ml Ephes. i. Wet/er u. Welte, Kirchen-Lex. s. v.

Purifier. See Pcrificatorium.

Pu'rim ("""""E. I'n rim ; Sept. &povpai v. r. <J>poi;-

fiifl, etc.; also ~"-"n *"". days <;/' //,. Purim, Esth.

ix. 26, 31 ), the annual festival instituted hy Mordecai,
at the suggestion of Esther, to commemorate the won-
derful deliverance of the Jews in Persia from the de-

struction with which they were threatened through the

designs of Hainan i Esth. ix ; Josephus. .1//'. xi. 6, 13).

(In the following article we chiefly follow that by (iins-

hurg in Kitto's Cyclopaedia, with additions from other

sources.) See Festival.
I. Name of the Festival and its Signification.—The

name C"~"S (singular ""•
i. which is derived from the

Persian pare, cognate with pars, part, and which is

explained in Esther (jii, 7; ix. 24) by the Hebrew

?^"5, lot, has been given to this festival because it re-

cords the casting of lots by Haman to ascertain when
he should carry into effect the decree which the king
issued tor the. extermination of the Jews (Esth. ix. 24).

The name <bpovpai, which, as Schleusner {Lex. in /.A' A'.

s. v.) and others rightly maintain, is a corruption of

<Povpai, is the Greek pronunciation of the Hebrew
term. In like manner, the modern editors of Josephus

have changed $povpdiot into QovpaXoi {Ant. xi. 6, 13).

The old editors imagined that Josephus connected the

word with r/iooi'onr. In 2 Mace. xv. 'M\ this festival is

denominated ij \lapdo\aiKr) i)pipa.

It was probably called Purim by the Jews in irony.

Their great enemy Hainan appears to have been very

superstitious ami much given to casting lot-
| Esth. iii,

7). They gave the name Purim, or Lois, to the com-
memorative festival because he had thrown lots to as-

certain what day would he auspicious for him to carry

intO effiBCl the bloody decree which the kill-;' had issued

at his instance ( ix. 2 1 i.

Ewald, in support of his theory that there was in pa-

triarchal times a religious festival at every new and full

moon, conjectures that Purim was originally the full-

moon fea-i of Adar, as tin- Passover was that of Nisan,

and Tabernacles that of Tisri.

II. '/'hi Minimr iii which tin Feast was ami still is

iihs, i r,J. All that the Bible tell- us ahoiii it is that

Mordecai ordered the 1 llh and loth ol Adar to lie k< pi

annually by the Jew-, both nigh and alar; that these

two days arc to he made day- of feasting and of joy, as

well a- of interchange of presents and of Bending gifts

to the poor, and that the Jews agreed to continue to

observe this festival every year in the same manner as

they had begun it (Esth. ix. 17 24), No further di-

rection- are given about its observance, and the Bible

le re, a- •!-. « hi ie. l. ii tin rites and ceremonii - to de-

velop themselves with the circumstances of the nation.

It is not ca-y to conjecture what may have been the
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ancient mode of observance, so as to have given the oc- I of Haman the congregation stamp on the floor, saying,

casion something of the dignity of a national religious
j

" Let his name be blotted out. The name of the wicked

festival. The traditions of the Jews, and their modern shall rot!" while the children spring rattles. The pas-

usage respecting it, are curious. It is stated that eighty-
j

sage in which the names of Haman and his sons occur

rive°of the Jewish elders objected at first to the insti- ! (Esth. ix, 7, 9) is read very rapidly, and if possible in

tution of the feast, when it was proposed by Mordecai ' one breath, to signify that they were all hanged at the

(Jerus. (iem, Megillah; Lightfoot, on John x, 21). A
;

same time, the congregation stamping and rattling all

preliminary fast was appointed, called " the fast of Es-
,

the time. It is for this reason that this passage is writ-

ther," to be observed on the 13th of Adar, in memory
J

ten in the MSS. in larger letters than the rest, and that

of the fast which Esther and her maids observed, and the names are arranged under one another. After the

winch she enjoined, through Mordecai, on the Jews of
j

Megillah is read through, the whole congregation ex-

Shushan (Esth. iv, 16). See Mordecai.
j

claim, " Cursed be Haman ; blessed be Mordecai. Cursed

The following is the mode in which the festival of
i
be Zoresh (the wife of Haman) ; blessed be Esther.

Purim is kept at the present da)'. The day preced-
! Cursed be all idolaters; blessed be all Israelites, and

in<r i. e. the 13th of Adar—is kept as a fast-day, and ! blessed be Harbonah who hanged Haman." The vol-

is "called "the fast of Esther" (nP3X P n :"n), in ac- umc is then solemnly rolled up. Lastly, the following

•.i n i cti,;"io;,;.i> f„mniWK«ti, benediction is pronounced hv the reader: "Blessed art
eordauce with the command ot this Jewish queen (hstli. i j

.

- n\ i i ,„<.c.:..„ „c ,~,™,,k,.,™ thou, O Lord our Cod, Km;;- ol the universe, who hast
iv, o, 6): and sundrv pravers expressive ol li'pi'iitauce, ' '. *>

. ,
. . I contended our contest, indeed our cause, hast avenged

humiliation, etc. (HlPrtO), are introduced into the
, our^^ requUed &n fche enemieg of Qur ^^ aa&

regular ritual for the day. As on all the fast-days,
| |ast delivered us from our oppressors. Blessed art thou

Exod. xxxii, 11-14; xxxiv, 1-11, are read as the lesson
i who hast delivered thv people from all their oppressors,

from the law, and Isa. Iv, G-lvi, 9, as the Ilaphtarah. If
; thou Lord of saiVatioii !" All go home and partake of a

the 13th of Adar falls on a Sabbath, the fast takes place repast said t0 consist ma inlv of milk and eggs.
on the Thursday previous, as no fasting is allowed on

j
0n the morning of the 14th ofAdar the Jews again re-

this sacred day, nor on the preparation-day for the Sab-

bath. Some people fast three days, as Esther enjoined

at. first. On the evening of this fast- day— i. e. the

one closing the 13th of Adar and introducing the 14th,

as soon as the stars appear—the festival commences,

when the candles are lighted, and all the Israelites resort

sort to the synagogue, insert several appointed prayers

into the ordinary daily ritual ; Exod. xvii, 8-16 is read

as the lesson from the law, which relates the destruc-

tion of the Amalekites, the people of Agag (1 Sam. xv,

8), fhe supposed ancestor of Haman (Esi.h. iii, 1), and

the Megillah or the Book of Esther as the Haphtarah,
to the synagogue, where, after the evening service, the 1 uuder the same circumstances as those of the previous

book of Esther, called, tear' t^o\i)v, the Megillah (nlrnp,
i evening. The rest of the festival is spent in great re-

the Roll), is read by the prelector. Before commencing
|

joicings; presents are sent backwards and forwards

to read it he pronounces the following benediction :
!
among friends and relations, and gifts are liberally

" Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King of the uui- I forwarded to the poor. Games of all sorts, with danc-

verse, who hast sanctified us with thy commandments,
|
ing and music, commence. In the evening a quaint

and hast enjoined us to read the Megillah! Blessed art
|

dramatic entertainment, the subject of which is eon-

thou, O Lord our God, King of the universe, who hast
j

nected with the occasion, sometimes takes place, and

wrought miracles for our forefathers in those days and i men frequently put on female attire, declaring that the

at this time. Blessed art thou, O Lord our God, King
j

festivities of Purim, according to Esth. ix, 22, suspend

of the universe, who hast preserved us alive, sustained
|
the law of Deut. xxii, 5, which forbids one sex to wear

us, and brought us to this season !" The Megillah is
j

the dress of the other. A dainty meal then follows,

then read. The prselector reads in a histrionic manner, I sometimes with a free indulgence of wine, both nn-

suiting his tones and gestures to the changes in the mixed and mulled. According to the Gemara (Meffilla,

subject-matter. As often as he pronounces the name
|

vii, 2), "tenetur homo in festo Purim eo usque inebri-
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an. nt nullum discrimen norit inter maledictionem 11a-

manisel benedictionem Mardocbsei."

From the canons which obtained in the time of

Christ, we learn tha( the Megillah had to be written

in Hebrew characters, on good parchment, and w ith ink

(Mishna, Megilla, ii, 2); that if the L4tb of Adar fell

on a I'm sdaj or Wednesday, the inhabitants of villages

read the Megillah on the Monday in advance, or on

Thursday, because the country people came to town to

attend the markets and the synagogues in which the

law was read and tribunals held | Megilla, i. 1 .'5); that

any one was qualified to read il except deaf people,

d minors (ibid. ii. I), aud that it was lawful to

read ii in a foreign language t<> those who understood

foreign languages (ibid. ii. 1), Bui though the Mishna

allows ii i" be read in other languages, yel the Megillah

is generally read in Hebrew.
I he rejoicings continue on the 15th, and the Eestival

terminates mi the evening of this day. During the

whole of the festival the Jews may engage in trade, or

any labor, il' they arc so inclined, as there is no prohibi-

tion against it. When the month Adar used to he

doubled, in the Jewish leap-year, the festival was re-

peated "u tin' 1 ltli and 15th nf the sec 1 Adar.

Ii would seem that the .lews wen- tempted in associ-

ate the Christians with the Persians and Amalekites in

tlir iiir-i^ uf tin' synagogue (see Cod. Theodos. xvi, 8,

18). Hence probably arose the popularity of the feast

of l'uriin in those ages in which tin- feeling nf enmity

Was -I strongly manifested between Jews and chris-

tians. Several Jewish proverbs arc preserved which

strikingly show the way in which Piirim was regarded,

such as, "The Temple may fail, but l'urim never:"

The Prophets may fail, hut not the Megillah." It

was .--aid thai no books would survive in tin- Messiah's

kingdom except the law and the Megillah. This af-

fection for the hook and the festival connected with it

is the more remarkable because the events on which
tin \ are founded affected only an exiled port ion of the

Hebrew race and because there was so much iii them
to shock i he principles and prejudices of the Jewish
mind. So popular was this festival in the days of

Christ thai Josephus tells lis that, "even now, all the

Jew- that are in the habitable earth keep these days

festivals, and send portions to one another" (Anl. xi. (i,

13), and certainly iis popularity has not diminished in

the present day.

III. Did Christ celebrate this Feast? Ii was tirst

suggested by Kepler that tin- ioprrj tSiv 'lovSaiup of

John v, 1 was the feast of Purim. The notion has

been confidently espoused by Petavius, Outram, Lamy,
Hug. Tholuck, l.iicke. < Ushausen. Stier, Wieseler, Winer,

ami Anger (who, according to Winer, has proved the

point beyond contradiction), and is favored by Alford

and Ellicott. The question is a difficult one. Ii seems

i- tx generally allowed that the opinion of Chrysostom,

Cyril, and most of the father-, which was taken up by

Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, and Bengel, that the feast was

Pentecost, and that of Cocceius, thai it was Tabernacles

(which is countenanced by the reading of one inferior

MS.), are precluded by the general course of the nar-

rative, ami especially by John iv, 35 (assuming that

t lie words of our Lord which are there given were spok-

en in seed-time) compared with v. 1. The interval in-

'. a comparison of these texts could scarcely

have extended beyond Nisan. The choice is thus left

between l'urim and the Passover.

Tin- principal objections to l'urim are. (a) thai it was
not necessary to go up to Jerusalem to keep the festi-

val; (6) thai il is not very likely thai our Lord would

have made a poinl ol paying especial honor to a festi-

val which appear- in have had imt a very small relig-

ious element in it, and which seems rather to have I.ecu

i he mean- of keeping alive a feeling of national revenge
and haired. Ii i> alleged, on the other hand, that our
Lord'- attending the feasl would he in harmony with
Iii- deep sympathy with the I.. Inc.;- of the Jewish

' people, which went further than hi- merely "fulfilling

all righteousness" in carrying out the precept- of the

Mosaic law. Ii i- further urged that the narrative of

John is hoi made out by supposing that the incident

at the
i

1 of Bethesda occurred al the festival which
was characterized by showing kindness to the poor,

and that our Lord was induced, by the enmity of the

Jews then evinced, not to remain at Jerusalem till the

Passover, mentioned John \i. 1 Stiet .

The identity of the Passovet with the feasl in ques-
tion has been maintained by Irenaais. L.u-i hiu.-. and
It loret, ami. in modern times, by Luther,

(.rutins. Hengstenberg, Gresswell, Wander. Tholucl:,

Robinson, and the majority of commentators. The
principal difficulties in the way are, (a) the omission

of t lie article, involving the improbability thai the

greal festival of the year should be spoken of as "a
feasl of the .lew- :"

(6) thai a- I ur 1."id did

to the Passover mentioned John vi, I, he must have
absented himself from Jerusalem for a year and a half.

thai is. till the feasl of Tabernacles (John vii, 2).

Against these points ii l- contended thai the applica-

tion of totiTi) without the article to the Passover is

countenanced by Matt, xxvii. 15; Luke xxiii. 17 (o mp.
John xvih. 39 i : indeed.it makes hut little difference

in Hellenistic Greek whether the article is present or

ahsetii with a noun thus in regimen with a following

genitive; thai ii is assigned as a reason for his staying

away from Jerusalem for a longer period than usual,

thai " the .lews sought to kill him" (John \ ii. 1 : r\'. v,

18); thai this long period satisfactorily account- for

the surprise expressed by his brethren (John vii. 3);
and thai, as it was evidently his CUStOI \ i-il Jeru-

salem once a year, he went up to the feast of Taher-

I

nacles (vii, 2) instead of going to the Passi

still more conclusive argument in favor of the Passover

is the use of the peculiar epithet SevrtpoirptnToc, in Luke
vi, 1, for the Sabbath following, which can mean ther

than that occurring after the Paschal week. Moreover,

the fact of the ripe bul unharvested barley at that

time leads to the same conclusion. See Pjvssovkr.

The arguments on one side are best sit forth by
Stier and Olshausen on John v. 1. I>y Keplei

Chronica, Frankfort, 1615), and by Anger i Dt Temp, in

Act, Apost. i,21); also, in Hug's Jntrod. (pt. ii, § 64), and

in Locke's Comment. on St..John's Gospel (see the Engr
lish translation ofLilcke's Dissertation in the appendix

to Tittmann's Meletematn Sacia, or a Comma
St. John's Gospel, in Bib. Cabinet, vol. xlv) ; those on

the other -ide. by Hengstenberg (Christology vol. ii,

-on the Seventy Weeks of Daniel," p. 108 111. Engl.

irausl.. Washington, 1839); Robinson, Ilarn

on the "Second Passover;" and Neandcr, Lift ofChrist,

i lid. See also Lic.htfooi. Kuini'.l. and Tholuck, on

John v, 1, and Gresswell, Diss. viii. vol. ii ; Ellicott

Lect. Id."..

IV. Literature.—See Carpzov, App. Crit. iii, 11; Re-

land, Ant. iv, 9; Schickart. l'urim sivt Bacchanalia

Judaorum (Crit. Sac iii, col. 1184) ; Buxtorf, S

xxix. The Misbnical treatise MegiUa contain- direc-

tions respecting the mode in which the scroll should ho

written out and in which ii should he read, with other

matters, not much to the point in hand, connected w ith

the service of the synagogue. See also Stauben, La

Vit Juive en Alsact ; Mills. British Jeics,p. If

inield. Betrachten O^B bs (Erlang. 1807 : Bible

Educator, iii. 26. See Esthi r.

Puritans, a name given to a large party in the

reign of queen Elizabeth, who complained thai the

Reformation in England wa- left in an imperfect state,

many abuses both in worship and discipline being still

retained. The name Puritans was derived from the

frequent assertion of those who composed the party

that the church of England was corrupted with the

remains of popery, and that what they desired was a
" pure" system of doctrine and discipline; hut the Lug-
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lish word " Puritans" happens accidentally to represent

the Greek name "Cathari" which had been assumed

by the Novatians, and which had been adopted in Ger-

many during the Middle Ages in the vernacular form
" Ketzer" for the Albigens'es and other opponents of

the Church. It first came into use as the designation

of an English Church party about the year 1564 (Ful-

ler, ('//. Hist, ix, 66), but after a few years it got to be

used also as inclusive of many who had separated from

the Church of England. It was gradually superseded

as regards the latter by the names of their various

sects, as Independents, Presbyterians, Baptists, etc., and

as regards the former by the term "Nonconformists."

At a still later time, towards the end of the 17th cen-

tury, (he Church Puritans were represented by " Low-
Churchmen," and the Non-Church Puritans by "Dis-

senters."
^

The presence of a Puritan party in the Church of

England is, however, traceable for two centuries before

the name of " Puritan" was assumed. In the 14th cen-

tury the common people had become alienated from

their parish priests by the influence of the friars, who
had authority from the pope to preach and to receive

confessions wherever they pleased, and quite indepen-

dently of the ordinary clergy. This extra -parochial

system of mission clergy weakened the hold of the

Church upon the populace at. large; and, when the

friars themselves began to lose their influence, aliena-

tion from the clergy developed into alienation from the

Church. Thus arose the Lollards of the loth centu-

ry, a party which made no attempt to set up separate

places of worship or a separate ministry, but which in-

troduced its antisacerdotal principles into many parish

churches, and made many of the clergy as strong op-

ponents of the existing ecclesiastical system as was
WyclifTe himself. During the trying times of the

Reformation the party thus formed was largely aug-

mented by those whose opposition to Romish abuses

had. by a similar excess, developed into opposition to

the whole of the established ecclesiastical system—men
who thought that "pure" doctrine and "pure" wor-

ship could only be attained by an utter departure from

all that had been believed and practiced during the

times when the Church of England had contracted im-
purities of doctrine and worship through popish influ-

ences.

While Luther's movement was at its height, the par-

ty which thus became the progenitors of the Puritans

was formed into a society under the name of "The
Christian Brethren," which seems, from the faint view
we get of it, to have been very similar to that organ-

ized by John Wesley two centuries later. The head-
quarters of the Brethren were in London, but they had
gained a footing at both the universities, apparently

among the undergraduates and younger graduates. As
early as the year 1523, a body of Cambridge residents
" met often at a house called ' The White Horse' to con-

fer together with others, in mockery called Germans,
because they conversed much in the books of the di-

vines of Germany brought thence. This house was
chosen because those of King's College, Queen's Col-

lege, and St. John's might come in at the back side

and so be the more private and undiscovered" (Strype,

l-'.a-l s. Mem. i, 568, ed. 1822). Among those mentioned
as so meeting are the names of Barnes, Arthur, Bilney,

Latimer, and Coverdale, familiarly known as precursors

of the Puritan movement in Edward VI's and queen
Elizabeth's reign. A few years later, in 1527, similar

gatherings were detected at Oxford, where the names
of Frith, Tavemer, Udal, Farrar, and Cox, Edward VI's

tutor, are found among those who met together for the

same purpose (ibid, i, 569). Among the Oxford party

the men of Wolsey's college held a conspicuous posi-

tion, and his leniency towards all who were brought
before him on charges of heresy was very striking.

The principles which were developed among the

more extreme section of these early Puritans may be

seen by an extract from a work written by William

Tyndale (himself a friar and a priest), who was their

representative man. Writing of the ministerial office-,

he says: "Subdeacon, deacon, priest, bishop, cardinal,

patriarch, and pope be names of offices and service, or

should be, and not sacraments. There is no promise

coupled therewith. If they minister their offices truly,

it is a sign that Christ's Spirit is in them; if not, that

the devil is in them. . . . O dreamers and natural beasts,

without the seal of the Spirit of God, but sealed with'

the mark of the beast, and with cankered consciences,

. . . By a prLst understand nothing but an elder to

teach the younger, and to bring them unto the full

knowledge and understanding of Christ, and to minister

the sacraments which Christ ordained, which is also

nothing but to preach Christ's promises. . . . According,

therefore, as every man believeth God's promises, long-

eth for them, and is diligent to pray unto God to fulfil

them, so is his prayer heard; and as good is the prayer

of a cobbler as <if a cardinal, and of a butcher as of a

bishop; and the blessing of a baker that knoweth the

truth is as good as the blessing of our most holy father

the pope. . . . Neither is there any other manner of cer-

emony at all required in making our spiritual officers

than to choose an able person, and then to rehearse him
his duty, and give him his charge, and so put him in

his room" (Obed. of Christ. Man [Park. Soc. ed.], p.

254-259).

These floating elements of Puritanism had, however,

very little compactness and unity except in the one

particular of opposition to the principles and practices

which then prevailed in the Church of England. But
in the latter years of Henry VIII's reign, Calvin was
consolidating a system of doctrine, worship, and ecclesi-

astical discipline which was exactly calculated to unite

in a wieldy form the individual particles which had
previously been comparatively powerless for want of

cohesion. Calvin gained some personal influence iii

England by means of pertinacious letters addressed to

the king, the protect >r Somerset, and archbishop Cran-

mer; but the principles of his system were chiefly

propagated through the introduction of some of his

foreign disciples into positions of influence in the

Church of England. Thus an Italian named Pietro

Vermigli, who had been an Augustinian friar, was made
regius professor of divinity at Oxford, and is known
to history as Peter Martyr (q. v.). A similar appoint-

ment was made at Cambridge, where the regius pro-

fessor of divinity was a German named Martin Bucer

(q. v.), who had been a Dominican friar. Paid Biieher,

or Fagius, a companion of Bucer, was destined for the

professorship of Hebrew at Cambridge, but died in

1549. Bernard Ochinus (q. v.), ex-vicar-general of

the Capuchin friars and confessor to pope Paul III,

came from Geneva with Peter Martyr, and was made
canon of Canterbury, being afterwards banished from

place to place on the Continent for his Soeiuianism and

his advocacy of polygamy. John a Lasco, the Pole,

was an inmate of Lambeth Palace, where he and other

foreigners formed a kind of Calvinistic privy council to

Cranmer; and John Knox (A.D. 1505-72), the Scotch

preacher, was at one time carrying out his duties as

chaplain to the young king, and at another going on a

roving commission to preach down the Church in Nor-

thumberland, Durham, and the other northern counties

(Jackson, Works, iii, 273).

It was not to be expected from his character that

Henry VIII, though he rescued the kingdom from the

papal yoke, would proceed very far in reforming the

religion of the country. His successor, however, Ed-
ward VI. a young prince of earnest piety, was likely,

had his valuable life been spared, to have carried out a

real reform, which would have rendered the Church of

England more simple in her ritual and more strict ii\

her discipline than she has ever had it in her power to

be. But Mary succeeded to the throne, and the an-

cient superstitions were restored. Several congrega-
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tions of German Protestants, fleeing from Continental

persecution, bad found an asylum in England. One of

the principal of these was settled in London under the

pastoral care of John a Lasco, a mau of great repute,

the friend and patron of Erasmus; while another was

placed by the duke of Somerset, the protector during

the king's minority,at Glastonbury, upon the lands of

the famous monastery then recently dissolved. The
influence of the foreigners in matters of religion, bow-
ever imperceptible, must have already been such as to

excite suspicion, for they were commanded to leave

the kingdom without delay. Nor did they retire alone.

A furious hurst of persecution drove a\ i « 1 1 them a thou-

sand Englishmen, who felt that to remain at home \\a~

to inenr a needless hazard. The Low Countries, the free

cities of the Rhine, and Switzerland were now rilled

with these wanderers. Frankfort, Basle, Zurich, and

Geneva particularly attracted them: for there the doc-

trines of the Reformation had taken the strongest hold,

ami there its most eminent professors dwelt. Mingled
with these were the leaders of the Continental Refor-

mation. The English refugees had constant inter-

course with Calvin, with Gualter, with Peter Martyr,

and John a Lasco. and. above all. with Henry Bullinger.

On the death of Mary, the English exiles returned

home, " bringing nothing back with them." says Ful-

ler, "but much learning and some experience." It, i.s

likely that they were influenced by the manners of the

German churches. On their return to England, the

contrast between the splendor of the English ceremoni-

al and the simplicity of that abroad was the more strik-

ing. Their opponents never ceased to attribute much
of the discontent that followed to the Genevan exile.

"They were tor the most part Zwiii"dian-e;nspellers at

their going hence.'' says lleylin, " and became the great

promoters of the Puritan faction at their coming home."

The Puritans themselves were never unwilling to own
their obligations to the German Reformers, still, how-
ever, founding their scruples rather upon what they

themselves conceived to he the absence of scriptural

simplicity than upon the practice of other Christians.

The question of the hahits. or. as it has since been

termed, the vesliarian controversy (q. v.), most unset-

tled them, and it then began to wear an anxious, if not

a threatening aspect.

It was urged by the dissatisfied party that the im-

position of the vestments was an infringement ofth tr

(hri>iian liberty. They were called under the Gospel

to worship God in spirit .and in truth: and no outward
forms or splendors could contribute in any w
assist the devout mind in a service so spiritual and ex-

alted, tin the trary. the tendency of these official

garments was to distract the worshipper, and to debase

his devotions by an admixture of those sentiments

which are allowed no -place in spiritual things. The
Church of Christ was only safe in its simplicity, and
such was its inward glory that any attempts to deco-

rate could hut iii fact degrade it. They objected, too.

that the vestments against which they were contend-

ing had a Jewish origin, and belonged not to the Chris-

tian ministry, lint to the priest 1 1 of the house of

Aaron. To introduce them into the Church of Christ

waste pervert their meaning. They were a pan of the

divinely appointed constituti I the Jewish Church,
and had passed away, together with the rest of ii > fig-

urative and mystic ceremonial.

It was a further objection, and one that appeal, i not

only to divines and controversialists, but to.the feelings

of the common people, that the vestments were identi-

cal with all the superstitions of popery. They were
looked u| as the badge of antichrist; and those who
wore them were regarded with suspicion, as men ei-

ther indifferent to i he cause of the Reformation, or not
yet sufficiently enlightened as to the danger, and in-

deed the sinfulness, of approaching the most distant

confines of a system which ought to he avoided with
alarm and horror. -If we are hound to wear popish

apparel when commanded, we may he obliged to have
shaven crowns, ami to use oil. and cream, .and spittle,

and all the rest of the papistical additions to the ordi-

nances of ( Ihrist."

The accession of Elizabeth, after the brief hut bloody
reign of Mary, revived the hopes of those who had
been longing for a day of more complete reformation.

Hut it Boon became quite apparent that the queen,
though opposed iii principle to popery, was resolved,

notwithstanding, to retain a- much show and pimp in

religious matters as might b< possible. A meeting of

convocation was held in the beginning of the year

156*2, at which the proposal lor a further reformation

was seriously discussed. Sis alterations in particular
were suggested the abrogation of all holidays except

Sabbaths and those relating t" Christ; that in prayer
the minister should turn his face to the people: that

the signing of the cross in baptism should be omitted

;

that the sick and aged should not be compelled to

kneel at the communion; that the partial use of the

surplice should be sufficient; and that the use of organs
should he laid aside. By a majority of one. and that

the proxy of an absent person, these proposed altera-

tions were rejected.

From thi> time the court party and the Reformers, as

they may he termed, became more decidedly opposed

to each other. The difference in their views is well

described by Dr. Hetherington in his History <;/' the

Westminster Assembly. '-The main question," says he.

-on which thev were divided may he thus stated:

whether it were lawful and expedient to retain in the

external aspect of religion a close resemblance to what
had prevailed in the times of popery, or not? The
court divines argued that this process would lead the

people more easily to the reception of the real doctrinal

changes, when they saw outward appearances so little

altered, so t hat this method st emed to he recommended
by expediency. The Reformers replied that this tend-

ed to perpetuate in the people their inclination to their

former superstitions, led them to think there was. after

all. little difference between the Reformed and the Pa-

pal churches; and. consequently, that if it made them
quit poperj the more readily at present, it would leave

them at least equally ready to return to it should an

opportunity offer: and for this reason they thought
it lioi to leave as few traces of popery remaining as

possible. It was urged by the court party that every

sovereign had authority to correct all abuses of doctrine

ami worship within his own dominions: this, they as-

serted, was the true meaning of the Act of Supremacy,
and consequently the source of the Reformation in Eng-
land. The true Reformers admitted the Act ofSuprem-
acy in the sense of the queen's explanation given j M

the Injunctions, but could not admit that the conscience

and the religion of the whole nation were subject to the

arbitrary disposal of the sovereign. The conn party

recognised the Church of Rome as a true Church, though

corrupt in some points ofdoctrine ami government : and

this view it was thought necessary to maintain, for

without this the English hishops could not trace their

succession from the apo>iies. Hut the decided Reform-

ers affirmed the pope to he antichrist, and the Church

of Rome to he no true Church; nor would they risk the

validity of their ordinations on the idea of a BUCCession

through such a channel. Neither party denied that

the Bible was a perfect rule of faith: hut the court par-

ty did not admit it to he a standard of Church govern-

ment and discipline, asserting that it had been left to

the judgment of the civil magistrate in < Shristian coun-

tries to accommodate the government of the church to

the policj of the State. The Reformers maintained the

Scriptures to he the standard of Church goi eminent and

discipline as well as of doctrine; to the extent, at the

very least, that nothing should he imposed as necessary

which was not expressly contained in, Or derived from,

them by necessary consequence, adding that if any dis-

cretionary power in minor matters were necessary, it
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must be vested, not in the civil magistrate, but in the

spiritual office-bearers of the Church itself. The court

Reformers held that the practice of the primitive Church

for the. four or five earliest centuries was a proper stand-

ard of Church government and discipline, even better

suited to the dignity of a national establishment than

the times of the apostles; and that, therefore, nothing

more was needed than merely to remove the more mod-

ern innovations of popery. The true Reformers wished

to keep close to the Scripture model, and to admit nei-

ther office-bearers, ceremonies, nor ordinances, but such

as were therein appointed or sanctioned. The court

party affirmed that things in their own nature indiffer-

ent, such as rites, ceremonies, and vestments, might be

appointed and made necessary by the command of the

civil magistrates; and that then it was the boundcn

duty of all subjects to obey. But the Reformers main-

tained that what Christ had left indifferent no human
laws ought to make necessary ; and, besides, that such

rites and ceremonies as had been abused to idolatry,

and tended to lead men back to popery and supersti-

tion, were no longer indifferent, but were to be rejected

as unlawful. Finally, the court party held that there

must be a standard of uniformity, which standard was

the queen's supremacj- and the laws of the land. The
Reformers regarded the Bible as the only standard, but

thought compliance was due to the decrees of provin-

cial and national synods, which might be approved and

enforced by civil authority."

From this contrast between the opinions of the two

parties, it is plain that, though the use of the sacerdotal

vestments formed the rallying-point of the whole con-

troversy, its foundation lay deeper than any mere out-

ward forms. The queen gave strict orders to the arch-

bishop of Canterbury that exact order and uniformity

should be maintained in all external rites and ceremo-

nies. Nay, so determined was she that her royal will

should ba obeyed that she issued a proclamation re-

quiring immediate uniformity in the vestments on pain

of prohibition from preaching and deprivation from of-

fice. Matters were now brought to a crisis by this de-

cided step on the part of the queen. Multitudes of

godly ministers were ejected from their churches and
forbidden to preach anywhere else. Hitherto they had
Bought reformation within the Church, but now, their

hopes from that quarter being wholly blasted, they

came to the resolution in 150(3 to form themselves into

a body distinct from the Church of England, which
they regarded as only half reformed.

Elizabeth was enraged to see her royal mandate
so signally set at naught. The suspended ministers

took strong ground, and, having separated from the

Church as by law established, they published a treatise

in their own vindication, boldly declaring that the im-

position of mere human appointments, such as the wear-

ing of particular vestments by the clergy, was a decided

infringement on Christian liberty, which it was not

only lawful but a duty to resist. In the face of perse-

cution, and under threats of the royal displeasure, the

Puritans, who, since the Act of Uniformity had been

passed, in 15G2, were sometimes called Nonconformists,

continued to hold their private meetings. Their first

attempt to engage in public worship was rudely inter-

rupted by the officers of justice, and under color of law
several were sent to prison and were afterwards tried.

The party, however, continued to increase, and so in-

fected were the younger students at Cambridge with
the Puritan doctrines that the famous Thomas Cart-

wright, with three hundred more, threw off their sur-

plices in one day within the walls of one college.

The religious condition of England at this time was
truly deplorable. "The Churchmen," says Strype, in

his Life of Parker, " heaped up many benefices upon
themselves, and resided upon none, neglecting their

cures; many of them alienated their lands, made un-
reasonable leases and wastes of their woods, granted
reversions and advowsons to their wives and children,

or to others for their use. Churches ran greatly into

dilapidations and decays, and were kept nasty and
filthy, and indecent for God's worship. Among the

laity there was little devotion. The Lord's day was
greatly profaned and little observed. The common
prayers were not frequented. Some lived without any
service of God at all. Many were mere heathens and

atheists. The queen's own court was a harbor for

epicures and atheists, and a kind of lawless place, be-

cause it stood in no parish. Which things made goo.d

men fear some sad judgments impending over the na-

tion."

To provide a remedy for the ignorance and inefficien-

cy of the clergy, associations were established in differ-

ent dioceses for the purpose of conducting "prophesy-

ings," as they were called, or private expositions of

difficult passages of Scripture. These meetings, how-
ever, excited the jealousy of the queen, who issued an

order for their suppression. The Parliament seemed to

be somewhat disposed to mitigate the sufferings of the

Puritans, and in 1572 two bills were passed having

that object in view. Encouraged by this movement
in their favor, they prepared a full statement of their

grievances under the title of an "Admonition to the

Parliament ;" and in this document, which is understood

to have been the production of Cartwright, the Parlia-

ment was urged to reform the churches. Instead of

obtaining redress, several of the leading Puritans were

imprisoned and treated with great severity. The de-

cided opposition which the queen had manifested to all

reform in the Church finally led the Puritans to sur-

render all hope of any legislative act in favor of their

views; and being most of them Presbyterians in prin-

ciple, those of them resident in London and its neigh-

borhood formed themselves into a presbytery, although

the step thus taken called forth from the queen another

proclamation enforcing uniformity.

In 1572, a Presbyterian Church was formed and a
meeting-house erected at Wandsworth, in Surrey. Field,

the lecturer of Wandsworth, was its first minister; and

several names of consideration with the Puritans, in-

cluding those of Travers and Wilcox, were among its

founders. Presbyteries were formed in other parts of

the kingdom, and numerous secret meetings were held

in private houses, Which gave more alarm to the gov-

ernment, or at least a stronger pretext for severity.

Even moderate men began to express anxiety. To
meet the danger, the High Court of Commission was now
first put in motion. It empowered the queen and her

successors, by their letters patent under the great seal,

to authorize, whenever they thought fit, and for as long

a period as they pleased, a commission of persons, lay

or clerical, to exercise all manner of jurisdiction, under

the queen and her successors, in spiritual things; and

"to order, visit, reform, and redress all heresies, errors,

schisms, abuses, contempts, offences, and enormities

whatsoever." One of its first acts was the violent sup-

pression of the Presbyterian meeting at Wandsworth ;

its subsequent labors were of the same character. Not-

withstanding these severities, Puritanism continued to

increase; for the persecution which does not extermi-

nate a religious party never fails to strengthen it. And
while the cause was gaining strength in London, it was

taking firm root in the great seats of learning.

The Puritans were now effectually separated from

the Church of England, and were organized under a
different form of Church polity. But the independent

attitude which they had thus assumed rendered them
only the more obnoxious to the queen and the High-
Church party. Stronger measures were accordingly

adopted to discourage them and destroy their influence;

many of them were silenced, imprisoned, banished, and

otherwise oppressed. In 1580, an act of Parliament was

passed prohibiting the publication of such books or

pamphlets as assailed the opinions of the prelates and

defended those of the Puritans. This was followed in

the same session by another act authorizing the inflic-
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tioh of heavy fines and imprisonment upon those who

absented themselves from "church, chapel, or other

place where common prayer is said according to the

A>-[ of I 'iiil'oniiit \
."

The eflFecl of these harsh and rigorous enactments

was to render the Puritans bolder and more deter-

mined. X" longer Limiting their complaints agaiusf

the Established I burch to merely outward rites and

cere lies, some of them even wen! so far as to re-

nounce her communion, and to declare her a- scarcer}

entitled I- the name of a Christian Church. Political

discussion broke in upon religious inquiry. I he hie-

rarchy was assailed, the Prayer-book vilified, and min-

isters who had been silenced for their irregularities

were listened to, perhaps with the greater satisfaction

because of their nonconformity, in the prophesyings.

i he general religious condition of the country mean-

while suffered greatly. In many counties scarcely one

preacher could be found. In some dioceses there were

two or three; there was a general thirsl for religious

instruction, but the people, as the archbishop told the

.queen, were allowed to perish for lack of knowledge.

Grindal resolved to take the "prophesyings" under his

own care, and at the same time to remove the causes

of objection. He therefore forbade the introduction of

politics, the speaking of laymen, or ministers sup-

pressed, and the allusions, hitherto not unfreqnent,

to matters of government; and instead of a chairman

i lected by the societies, he placed the meetings for the

future under the care of the archdeacon, or oi - e

grave divine to be appointed by the bishop. Ten
hi -Imps heartily approved of the primate's decision, and

encouraged the prophesyings in their dioceses. But

the queen regarded them with great dislike, and the

courl resolved on their suppression. It was in vain the

faithful primate remonstrated with the queen. -Alas!

madam, is the Scripture more plain in an}- one thing

than thai the Gospel of Chrisl should be plentifully

preached? I am forced, with all humility, ami yet

plainly, to profess thai I cannot with safe conscience.

and without offence to the majesty of God, give my
assent to the suppressing of the said exercises." In

vain did the earl of Leicester and the Lord r treasurer

Burleigh, who presented the remonstrance, add the

weight of th ir intercessions. 'I he queen was enraged,

and the primate, who was old and sick, was ordered to

consider himself a prisoner in his ow rj house, and would
probably have been deprived if death had not stepped

in to his release. He died July (',. 1583. Preaching

fell into coi

i

tempt..and the Church of England has nev-

er since entirely recovered from the blow. There has

always since this event heen a party in the Church

which has regarded this divine ordinance with real or

v ell-feigned contempt.
One of the leaders of the extreme section of the

Puritan party was Robert Brown, who is thought to

have heen the founder of she Independent or Congre-

gational ( burch in England. See Bbowkists. The
greater number of the Puritans, however, were either

Presbyterians, or still retained their connection with
the ( 'hurch of England. But in all circumstances they

iven the objects of the mosl bitter and unrelenting bro-

tilitj on the pan ot Elizabeth. The tide of persecu-

tion ran high ami strong. In vain did the House of

Commons attempt to throw the shield of their protec-

tion over the poor oppressed Puritans; the queen was
inexorable, and parliament was compelled to yield.

In this stall' of matters all hope of a legislative

remedy was abandoned, and the Puritan ministers set

themsi Ives i \ ise plans for their own usefulness and

effic v as < liristian teachers. Although many of

the Puritans thus formed separate Beets, a very large

proportii f them still continued in the Church; and

very subtle measure - were taken by some' of their lead-

r- a l.'vv vear- later, under Cartwright's aelvie-e ami di-

rection, for the inoculation of the country with Presby-

terian principles in such a manner as to avoid the h>r-

feiture of t In ir benefices, ( 'n May 8, 1582, sixty cler-

gymen from the eastern counties met at Cockrield. in

Suffolk, of which parish one- of them—Know-stub—waa
vie-ar (oddly enough, Cockheld i- within a short dis-

tance of Hadleigh, w here the earliest plan- of the Trac-
tarians were- laid), tee consult about the ordinary Puri-

tan platform—"apparel, matter, form, days, fastings, in-

junctions," etc. They adjourned to Cambridge, and
from thence tee London, "where they hoped to he' con-

cealed by the general resorl ol the people to Parlia-

ment." At Length, under the guidance of Cartwright,

the late' Margaret professor, and of Travers, afterwards

Hooker's opponent, ami whe* was at the- time domestic
chaplain and tutor in the family of lord Burleigh, this

convocation of Puritan clergy framed the following

systematic plan for grafting their new system em that

of the Church. The document is of sufficient impor-

tance to in- -iven at lull length

:

"Concenmtg Ministers. —Let do man, though he' 1 e a
university man, offer himself to the ininistiv: nor let

any man take upon him an nncertaiu and vague minis-
try, though it he' i ffert-il unto him.

'• But Slich as lie' called r i » the' ministry hy s n

Chmch, let them impart it onto that Classis oi I

whereof themselves are, or else nnto some greatei « hurch
assembly; and if such shall be found fit by them, then let

tlie'in he commended by their letters nnto "the bishop, that
they may he ordained ininisicis by him.
"Those ceremonies in the Le.ok of Common Prayer

which, being taken from popery, are in controversy
onght to be omitted anil given over, if ii maj he done
without danger of being put from the ministry. Bui if

there be any imminent danger to be deprived, then this
matter must he communicated to the Classi- in which
that Church is, that by the judgment thereof it may be
determined what ought to he done.

If subscription ti i f Religion and to the
Book of Common Prayer shall he again urged,
ihonghl that the' Book of Articles may be sul

unto', according to the statutes 13 Eliz., that is. mite) such
of them only a- contain the sum of Christian faith and
doctrine of the sacraments. But, for many weighty causes,

neither the' rest of the Articles in that boi k nor the- Book
of Common Prayer may he allowed: no, ihongh a man
si !d he' deprived of his ministry for it.

"Concerning ( hurchicardens.—i\ seemeth Unit church-
wardens and collei tors for the pen r might he thus turned

"When they are to he' chosen, lei the Church have'

warning fifteen day- before id' tin- time of elect

of the ordinances of the realm ;
hut especially of Christ's

ordinance touching appointing of watchmen ami < \ «m-

seers in his church, who are' to foresee that none offence
1 do arise in the- Church; and If any such hap-

pen, that by them it be duly abolished.
"Of Ccllectorsf, r th, P m I J. And tonchiDg

deacons of bi th son- v :/.. men at 'i we men the » hnn n
shall be nioni-hed what is required hy the apostle; and
that they are net tee choose men of enstom and of course,
or e,t riches, but for their faith, zeal, ami integrity; ami
that the church is to pray, in the meantime, t <

> i e' so eli-

leiti'd that they make choice of them that be meet,
••

I e", the' names of such as are chosen be published the
next Lord's day, and after that their duties to the Church,
ami the church's towards them, shall he declared; then
let them be ret eived nnto the ministry to which they are
chosen with the general prayers of the whole Church.
"Of Classes. The brethren are to be requested to or-

dain a distribution of all churches, accordin<» to these
Mile- in that behalf thai are' set eh wu in the Synodieal
Discipline, touching classical, provincial, comilial, or of

i ommencemeuts ami assemblies for ihe w hole' kingdom.
"1 1:.' Classes are to 1 e required t < > keep aits of memo-

rable matters, which they shall see delivered to
I

till assembly, that from thence they may he brought by
i
i,e pro\ incial assembly.
"They arc to d< al earnestly with patrons to present tit

men whensoever Rny Church is fallen void in that Classic.

"The comitial assemblies are t" be admonished t<>

make collections for tin' relief of the poor and . r si hol-

ai'-, hut espccialh- for i lie relief of such ministers here as

are put onl for not subscribing to the articles

i.v the' bishops; also lor relief of Scottish ministers am!
mil ior other profitable ami necessary uses.

"All the provincial synods mnsl continually aforehand
Ibresee in due time t" appoint tin' keeping of their next
provincial synods, and for tin' sending of chosen persons
with certain instructions unto tin' national synod, to be
I,,, ideai w laai-oe'Vea- tic Parliament fot the- kingdom shall

he called, and at -..ine' cei tain I me every yea

i

ous Positions mid Proceedings [1503], p. 40; Neal, // it. of
II,,' I;,, it, in*, i. 346

A I look of Discipline was prepared for their direc-

tum in their pastoral we.rk; ami this document was
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subscribed by upwards of five hundred of the most de-

voted ministers in England.

The High-Church party now took a bold step in ad-

vance. Dr. Bancroft, in a sermon which he preached

at Paul's ('loss. Jan. 12, 1588, maintained the divine

right of bishops, thus exposing the Puritans to the

charge of heresy. The promulgation of a doctrine so

novel and startling excited the utmost commotion

throughout all England. Many of the moderate sup-

porters of episcopacy were not prepared to coincide in

the extreme view which Dr. Bancroft had taken, and

the friends of royal supremacy were alarmed lest the

propagation of such opinions might lead to an infringe-

ment of the queen's prerogative as head of the Church

of England. The Puritans, on the other hand, were for

a considerable time disposed to treat the whole matter

with ridicule, and, accordingly, the famous Martin Mar-

Prelate tracts were issued at this time, characterized by

the most pungent wit and caustic satire, levelled against

the bishops and their supporters. These anonymous

pamphlets were circulated in great numbers through-

out the country, and read with the utmost avidity by

all classes of the people. The authors of these clever

though coarse productions were never discovered, and

their damaging effect upon the High-Church party was

only arrested by the seizure of the printing-press from

which they had been thrown off.

But the evil which Bancroft wrought was not limit-

ed to the extravagant assertion of the divine right of

episcopacy; he persecuted the Puritans with such re-

lentless fury that in one year three hundred ministers

were silenced, excommunicated, imprisoned, or com-

pelled to leave the country. An act was passed for

the suppression of conventicles on pain of perpetual

banishment. In short, throughout the whole reign of

Elizabeth, the Puritans were assailed with the most

cruel persecution in almost every conceivable form. At
length, as the life of the despotic queen approached its

close, the hopes of the oppressed and down -trodden

party began to revive. The throne, when vacant, was
likely to be filled by James VI of Scotland, whose edu-

cation in a Presbyterian country, as well as his avowed
preference for a Presbyterian Church, was likely to

predispose him to favor their views.

March 24, 1003, queen Elizabeth died, and the Scot-

tish king was proclaimed sovereign of England. The
Puritans lost no time in taking steps to call the atten-

tion of the new king to the heavy grievances under

which they had long labored. As James was travel-

ling southwards to take possession of the English

throne, a document, commonly known by the name of

the Millenary Petition, was put into his hands, in the

preamble of which the petitioners declared—and hence

the name—" That they, to the number of more than a

thousand ministers, groaned under the burden of human
rites and ceremonies, and cast themselves at his majes-

ty's feet for relief." This petition was signed by seven

hundred and fifty ministers, which was probably about

one half of the Puritan ministers in England. As was
to have been expected, the prelatic party also assailed

the royal ear with plausible statements of their High-
Church views. James professed to have a peculiar

skill in theological debate, and by way of appearing to

be impartial, he arranged a public discussion of the con-

tested points to take place in his presence on an ap-

pointed day. This is well known as the Hampton
Court Conference, which ended in convincing the Puri-

tans that they were utterly mistaken in looking for

protection, not to speak of favor, from the new monarch,
who had evidently become a sudden convert to Epis-

copacy, and that, too, of the strongest and most High-
Church character.

James had no sooner ascended the throne of Eng-
land than he began to manifest a disposition to be still

more tyrannical and despotic than even Elizabeth her-
self had been. The High Commission, which had long
been an engine of the most cruel oppression against the

Puritans, was continued ; subscription to canons and ar-

ticles was enforced with the utmost rigor, and those

ministers who refused to subscribe were silenced or de-

posed. Thus insulted and oppressed, both by the gov-

ernment and the dominant party in the Church, the

Puritans felt it to be important that their true princi-

ples should be thoroughly understood by the people*

With this view a treatise was published, entitled Eng-

lish Puritanism, which afforded a full and impartial

statement of their peculiar opinions.

The extent to which James was disposed to push the

royal prerogative was well fitted to awaken alarm both

in the Parliament and the people. Both civil and re-

ligious liberty were evidently in danger, and Parlia-

ment prepared to interfere and to demand redress of

grievances which had now become intolerable. "But
the king," says Dr. Hetherington, " met all their re-

monstrances and petitions for redress with the most

lofty assertions of his royal prerogative, in the exercise

ofwhich he held himself to be accountable to God alone,

affirming it to be sedition in a subject to dispute what

a king might do in the height of his power. The
Parliament repeated the assertion of their own rights,

accused the High Commission of illegal and tyrannical

conduct, and advocated a more mild and merciful

course of procedure towards the Puritans. Offended

with the awakening spirit of freedom thus displayed,

the king, by the advice of Bancroft, dissolved the Par-

liament, resolved to govern, if possible, without par-

liaments in future. This arbitrary conduct on the

part of James aroused, in the mind of England, a deep

and vigilant jealousy with regard to their sovereign's

intentions, which rested not till, in the reign of his

son. it broke forth in its strength and overthrew the

monarchy."
Deprived of all hope of redress, numbers of the Puri-

tans tied to the Continent, and some of them, having

there become imbued with the principles of Indepen-

dency, returned to introduce that system of Church

polity into England. Thus arose a body of Christians

which ere long assumed a prominent plpce both in the

religious and political history of the kingdom. The
king, though a professed religionist, was still more a

politician; and so completely was the former character

merged in the latter that he had come to rank all as

Puritans who dared to limit the royal prerogative or

to uphold the rights and liberties of the people as es-

tablished by law and the constitution of the country.

|

To the maintenance of despotism in the State he added

also the fostering of a novel theology in the Church,

avowing his hostility to the Calvinistic views in which

[

he had been reared in Scotland, and bestowing his fa-

vors upon those of the English clergy who were begin-

ning to teach Arminian sentiments. The condition of

the country, both in a political and religious aspect, was

every day becoming more agitated, and matters were

fast ripening for a great national convulsion, when the

deatli of James, in 1C25, and the accession of his son

Charles I, arrested the revolutionary .tendencies for a

time. Additional cruelties, however, were inflicted upon

the Puritans under the new reign; fresh ceremonies of

a thoroughly Komish character were introduced by Laud

with the royal sanction; and, in consequence, numbers

who refused to conform were obliged to seek refuge in

other countries.

A few years before the new reign had commenced,

a body of Puritans, unable longer to endure the perse-

cution to which they were exposed, had embarked as

exiles, seeking a new home on the western shores of

the Atlantic, and had formed a settlement in New Eng-
land, destined to be the foundation of a new empire.

This colony of the Pilgrim fathers (q. v.) received vast

accessions in consequence of the arbitrary measures of

Laud. An association for promoting emigration to New
England was formed on a large scale. Men of rank and

influence and ejected Puritan ministers of high stand-

ing encouraged the scheme, and a grant of land from
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the government was applied for. The kinp; was not

opposed i" the design, and a patent was obtained for

rnment and company of Massachusetts Hay.

Emigrants to the number of 200 Bel sail, and. landing

at Salem in 1629, established a new colony there.

Next vear 1500 left the shores of England, including

mam both "I wealth and education. The desire for

emigration on the part of the oppressed Puritans con-

tinued i" gather strength, and year after year large

numbers of them proceeded to New England. Neal al-

leges thai had not the civil power interfered to check

for emigration, in a few years one-fourth part

of the property of the kingdom would have been taken

to America. But the government became alarmed, and

a proclamation was issued "to restrain the disorderly

transporting of his majesty's subjects, because of the

many idle and refractory humors, whose only or prin-

cipal end is to live beyond the reach of authority."

Next day an order appeared to "stay eight ships now

in the river of Thames prepared to go for New England,"

and the passengers, among whom was Oliver Crom-
well, were obliged to disembark. Notwithstanding the

cluck thus given to emigration, it is calculated thai

during twelve years the emigrants amounted to no less

than 21,000 persons.

The tyrannical conduct of Charles and his minions,

both in the government and the Church, soon precipi-

tated the country into all the horrors of a civil war,

which ended in the death of the king by the axe of

the executioner, and in the establishment of the Com-
monwealth under the protectorate of Cromwell, By
the act of Sept. Hi. 1642, it was declared that prel-

acy should be abolished in England from and after

Nov. 5, 1643, and it was resolved to summon togeth-

er an assembly of divines in order to complete the

necessary reformation. In the meantime, various en-

actments were passed lor the suppression of some of

the most crying evils, and for affording some support

to those Puritan ministers who had been ejected in

former times for nonconformity, or had recently suffer-

ed from the ravages of the king's army. It was a re-

Hgioua age; and though the people had trampled the

crown beneath their feet, they showed no disposition to

depreciate tlie office of the clergy. During the heat

of the war the Puritans, who almost to a man sided

with the Parliament, preached to large congregations;

and, in all the great towns at least, they had the im-

plicit ear of the people. Episcopacy being at an end,

they acted, for a while, according to the dictates of

conscience or mere taste; the surplice was generally

laid aside: and extempore prayer was used in the par-

ish churches even before the ordinance of Parliament

appeared, in 1645, forbidding the Hook of Comn
Prayer. 'Hie old Puritanism, however, was now pass-

ing away. A generation had arisen in whose eyes the

principles of Cartwright were crude and imperfect.

They no longer < tended against the forms and vest-

ments, but against the constitution of the Church of

England. Prelacy, by which we understand the epis-

copacy titled and associated with civil authority, was

detested; all forms of prayer were decried; and episco-

pacy, even in its mildest tonus, was thought unscriptu-

ral. Thus Puritanism, properly so called, became ex-

tinct because the grounds of the old contention no long-

er existed. The later Puritans appeared and immedi-
ate! \ tell into two great parties. Presbyterians (q. v. land
Independent si i].v.i. for nine months after the passing

lor the abolition of prelacy there was no fixed

and legalized form of Church government in England
at all. Even Charles had consented to the removal of

the bishops from the House of Lords; and though he
had not sanctioned the abolition of the hierarchy, yet

a large party regarded the measure as called tor in the

circumstances of the country. In this state of matters

the Westminster Assembly of Divines "a-- convened,

consisting largely ol Puritan preachers who had gradu-

ally become attached to Presbyterianism, The Iiule-

1 pendent or Congregational party in the Assembly, how-
ever, though few in point of number, yet had sufficient

influence to prevent presbytery from being established

in England. Throughout the days of the Common-
wealth Puritanism existed in the form chiefly of Inde-

pendency. On Dec. 25, L655, Cromwell issued a proc-

lamation that thenceforth no minister of the Church
of England should dare to preach, administer the sac-

raments, or teach schools, on pain of imprisonment or

exile. After the Restoration ol < lharlea II. in 1662, the

j

name of Puritan was changed into thai ol Noncon-

formist, which comprehended all who refused to ob-

serve the riles and subscribe to the doctrines of the

Church of England in obedience to the Act of Uniform-
ity. By this act nearly 2000 ministers of the Church
ol England wen- ejected from their charges and thrown
into the ranks of the Nonconformists (q. \ . I.

It may he proper to mention, in conclusion, the doc-

trinal Puritans. These formed, in fact, the moderate
Church party during the reign of Charles I. Their
leaders were bishops Havenant. Hall. Williams, and

Carleton. The title ol doctrinal Puritans was fastened

upon them by the Laudian party. They held and

taught the doctrines of the Reformation, in opposition

to the sacramental system which Laud had recently

introduced. They entertained no scruples as to the

forms and ceremonies of the Church of England, to which
they willingly conformed. Hut they rejected with in-

dignation the innovations of the Laudian party, who,
in return, branded them with the name of Puritans.

It was an entirely new application of the word, and
one against which they did not fail to protest It

seems to have been first used about 1625 by bishop

Montague in a controversy with Carleton. and the lat-

ter exclaims, "This is the first time that I ever heard

of a Puritan doctrine in points dogmatical, and I have

lived longer in the Church than he hath done. I

thought that Puritans were only such as were factious

against the bishops, in the point of pretended disci-

pline: and so I am sure it hath been understood in our

Church." The controversies which have ever since i x-

isted within the bosom of the Church of England now
for the first time appeared. The construction of the

baptismal offices became a subject of contention, and

the whole question of baptismal and sacramental grace.

The doctrinal Puritans adhered to the ancient forms of

worship, and tor doing so were severely harassed. I he

Laudian party maintained ••that whatever rites were

practiced in the Church of Rome, and not expressly

abolished at the Reformation, nor disclaimed by any

doctrine, law. or canon, were consistent with the Church
of England." Under this general maxim they intro-

duced a multitude of ceremonies such, for instance, a-

bowing to the east and placing candles on the altar,

now gorgeously decorated once more -which had long

I.ecu dismissed as badges of popery. Thus in a short

lime a difference was apparent between the two par-

lies both in doctrinal teaching and in visible forms.

To complete the quarrel, the Laudiana were of the Ar-

minian school, while the doctrinal Puritans wire mod-

erate CalvinistS. For twenty years the doctrinal Pu-

ritans were Subjected to all manner of annoyance; hut

thej remained Bteadfasl in their attachment to the

Church, and when (he storm hurst upon it they were

exposed to all its fury. They took no share in Laud's

convocation of 1640, and greatly disapproved of its ar-

bitrary measures. Hut the popular rage made no dis-

tinctions, and the Church Puritans Buffered just as

much as their old opponents of the high prelatic party.

The Church itself was overthrown; and in the dark-

ness and confusion that ensued they disappear from

sight during the civil war.

The literature of the Puritans, as a religious party,

consists chieflj ol controversial and practical theology,

and in both its ability is confessed by friend and foe.

As Whitgifl and his disciple Hooker exhausted the ar-

gument in favor of episcopacy and a liturgical Church,
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so did Cartwright and Travers that in behalf of Presby-

terian discipline. The student, after a wide search

among the combatants of later times, rinds, to his sur-

prise, how insignificant are all their additions to a con-

troversy opened, and, as far as learning and argument

can go, finally closed, by the earliest champions on either

side. Of the practical divinity of Elizabeth's reign, a

large proportion was contributed by the Puritans. The
party embraced men of high rank and general educa-

tion as well as men of theological learning ; and the lit-

erature of the age bears many tokens of tlieir influence.

If we descend to the next age, the names of the great-

est men of the reigns of James, Charles I, and the Com-
monwealth present themselves as in a greater or less

degree connected with the Puritans. Selden, White-

lock, Milton, with their pens; Eudyard, Hampden,
Vane, in Parliament; Owen, Marshall, Calamy, Baxter,

and a host of others, in the pulpit ; Cromwell, Essex,

and Fairfax, in the field—all ranged themselves under

the Puritan cause. Never was a party more distin-

guished in its advocates; never was a cause lost amid

more hopeful prospects, or when to human eyes its tri-

umph was more secure. In 1G50 it was at the summit
of its pride and power, with the Church of England at

its feet. Ten years afterwards its influence had passed

away; and, in the persons of the Presbyterians who
crossed over to propitiate the young king at Breda, it

was submissively pleading for its life. See Zurich Let-

ters; Strype, Life of Cranmer; Paull, Life of Whit-

gift- ; Brook, Memoir of Thomas Cartwright ; Hall,

Hard Measure and Shaking of the Olive Tree; White-
lock, Memorials ; Speeches in this Great and Happy
Parliament, 1615; History of the Westminster Assem-

bly; Clarendon, History of the Great Rebellion; Neal,

History if the Puritans; Heylin, History of the Refor-

mation, and Life of Laud; Gardiner, History of the

English Revolution (republished in the excellent series

of history manuals by Scribner & Co., New York);

Marsden, Dictionary of Sects and Heresies; and the ex-

haustive articles in Gardner. Dictionary of Faiths, and

Blunt, Dictionary of Historical 'Theology, both of which

we have freely used.

Purity, the freedom of anything from foreign ad-

mixture; but more particularly it signifies the temper

directly opposite to criminal sensualities, or the ascen-

dency of irregular passions. See Chastity.
Purity implies— 1. A fixed, habitual abhorrence of

all forbidden indulgences of the flesh. 2. All past im-

purities, either of heart or life, will be reflected on with

shame and sorrow. 3. The heart will be freed, in a

great measure, from impure and irregular desires. 4.

It will discover itself by a cautious fear of the least de-

gree of impurity. 5. It implies a careful and habitual

guard against everything which tends to pollute the

mind. In the relations of the sexes purity was strictly

guarded in the early Church. It needed to be so, for

heathenism around it was one mass of defilement, as the

first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, the satires

of Juvenal, the poems of Catullus, Petronius Arbiter,

Johannes Secundus, etc., abundantly show. Women
were, therefore, forbidden to wash in the same bath

with men. If a clergyman bathed with women, he

was to be deposed, and a layman so guilt}' was to be

excommunicated. A man, by one of the laws of Jus-

tinian, might divorce his wife if she had been found

bathing with men. Certain kinds of dancing and
songs were also strictly forbidden, especially at mar-
riage feasts, for they were the remains of old pagan
obscenities. Women, also, were not allowed to keep

vigils in churches under pretence of devotion, because

the practice led to secret wickedness, as the council of

Elvira intimates. Lascivious books were condemned,
and these at the period must have been common.
Stage-plays were no less put under ban. Cyprian says,

" Adultery was learned by seeing it acted." To know
what this means, the reader has only to be referred to

the English comedies of the reign of Charles II. The

heathen deities in those primitive times were brought
upon the stage—the wanton Venus and the rake Jupi-

ter—and men, as Cyprian says again. " imitate the gods
whom they worship." The impurities of the stage

were virtually the "pomps of Satan," which Christians

renounced at baptism. For similar reasons intemper-

ance was reprobated. "Drunkenness and lust," said

Tertullian, "are two devils combining." Changing of

their respective dresses on the part of the sexes was
also condemned. " If any woman," said the council of'

Gangra, "on pretence of living a religious life, take the

apparel of men, let her be anathema." Similar enact-

ments may be found in more recent times. " The Gen-
eral Assembly of the Church of Scotland, by their act,

July 19, 1649, finding that scandal and abuse arose from
promiscuous dancing, do therefore discharge the same

;

the censure is referred to the several presbyteries." By
the Church discipline of Franee, c. xiv, art. 27, "those
who make account to dance, or are present at dancing,

after having been several times admonished, shall be

excommunicated upon their growing obstinate and re-

bellious, and all Church judicatures are to see this act

put to execution." By art. 26, " all persons who wear
habits to have open marks of dissoluteness, shame, and
too much newness, as painting, naked breasts, and the

like, the consistory shall use all possible means to sup-

press such badges of immodesty by censures. All ob-

scene pictures, which are apt to dispose and incite to

unclean thoughts and desires, are declared to be most
improper furniture for the houses of Christians, and
therefore the users of them may fall under Church
censure, if they be not removed." See Taylor, Holy
Living; Evans, Sermons on the Christian Temper, ser.

23 ; and Watts, Sermons, ser. 27 ; Meth. Qu. tier. April,

1873, art. ii.— Buck, Theol. Diet. s. v.; Eadie, Eccles.

Diet. s. v.

Purkhiser, Micah Gilbert, a minister of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, was born in Washington
township, Clermont County, O., Oct. 15, 1813. In his

nineteenth year he was converted at a camp -meet-
ing, and united with the Church. In 1834 he was li-

censed to preach, and in the following year joined the

travelling connection in the Ohio Conference, and was
appointed to Monroe Circuit, in Michigan Territory.

During the year he rode about 2000 miles, preached

nearly 200 times, obtained many seals to his ministry,

and for his living received the modest sum of $47 37^.

His next appointment was to Spring Arbor Circuit,

His next charge was as assistant on Georgetown Cir-

cuit, O. Next he preached on the West Charge, Cin-

cinnati, and then removed to Batavia Circuit, where he

labored two years. His subsequent appointments were

:

1841, Fulton, Guyandotte, W. Va. ; Frankfort, West
Union, Highland, New Lexington, West White Oak,
New Richmond, Goshen, Clarksville. Highland, Lynch-
burgh, New Market, Union, Miamisburgh and German-
town, New Paris, Highland, and Sinking Springs. At
the conference of 1869 he took a supernumerary relation,

and he died April 29, 1875. See Minutes of Conferences,

1875, p. 114.

Purmarm, Joiiann G.. a German theologian and
educator, was born Jan. 1, 1733, at Kbnigsberg. After

having completed his studies, in 1760 he was appointed

co-rector at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and in 1770 rector

of the gymnasium, and there he died, Dec. 11, 1813.

He wrote, A rchceologke Georyicce Spec, de Re Rustica

Veterum Hebrworum (Frankf.-on-the-Main, 1786-87) :

— Geschichte des Glaubens an einen Gott (ibid. 1795-96,

2 pts.) : — Fata Doctrines de Immortalitate Animorum
(ibid. 1798-1802, 6 pts.) :—De Paschate Christ, ex An-
tiquitate (ibid. 1799) :

—

Xarratio de Synodo Ecclesiast.

anno 794. a Carol,, M. Francfurti ad Mcenum habita

(ibid. 1794, 2 pts.). See Winer, Handbuch der theoloo.

LAteratur, p. 717 and Index; Fiirst, Bill. Judaica, iii,

124. (B.P.)

Purner, John Milton, a minister of the Methodist
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Episcopal Church, was bom in Cecil County, Md., March

31, [833. He was converted al Elktnn, .Md.. in 1854,

and was for some time engaged in business al Oxford,

l'a. In 1858 he felt called to preach, and was made

assistant pastor on Lewistown Circuit. In the follow-

ing year he joined the Philadelphia Conference, and

was made junior preacher on Laurel Circuit, Del., in

! on Church Creek Circuit, Md., in I860. In

1861 ami L862 lie was in charg< Aries Circuit, Md.

[i .1 L864 in- was in charg i Sharptown < ir-

cuit, Md., .-iihI in L865 was appointed junior preacher

(in Priucess Anne Circuit, Md., ami al tin- same time

attended the Biblical [nstitute, Concord, N. II. In

186G lie was in charge of Atlantic Circuit, Va., and in

1867 lie preached in Accomac Circuit for a short time,

whence lie was removed by the presiding elder and ap-

pointed in charge of Princess Anne Circuit, Md. There

li,- closed his labor and his life in September, 1867. See

Minutes oft 'onft fences, l.-i(>7.

Purple i " •--'"•?• '"'.'/"""'" from the Sanscrit rdga,

red; see Gesen. Thes. s. v.; Chald. ""•'"X. argevdn,

from the same ro.it. in _' Chron. ii, 7 ;
Dan/v, 7. 16, 29 ;

Sept. and Greek Test, jroptyvpa ; Vulg. purpura) oc-

curs in Exod. xxv. 1; xxvi, 1. 31, 36; xxvii, Hi:

xxviii, .">. 6, 8, 15, :;:!: xxxv. 6, 23, 25, 35; xxxvi. 8,

:;.,. :;7: xxxviii, 18, 23; xxxix, 1, 2, 3, 5, K 24, _".•:

Numb. iv. L3; Judg. vui, 26; 2 Chron. ii. 11; iii. 11;

K-ih. i,6; vui, 15; Prov. xxxi, 22; Cant. iii. 10; vii,

5; Jer. x. !t; Ezek. xxvii. 7. 16; Ecclus. xlv, 10; Bar.

vi. 12, 72; 1 Mace. iv. •_'.!; viii. 14, x. 20, <r2; 2 Mace.

iv. 38; Mark xv, 17. 20; Luke xvi, I'd. John xix, 2,

5; Art- xvi, 11; Rev. xvii, 4; xviii, 12, 16. In

many ol these passages the word translated "purple"

means " purple cloth," <>r some other material dyed

purple, as wool, thread, etc.; but no reference occurs

to tin. means by which the dye was obtained, except

in 1 ."Mace. iv. I'd. where we have iropfvpa StaXaaaia,

"purple of the sea" (comp. Diod. Sir. iii. 68; Josephus,

War, \. 5, 1 i. There is. however, no reason to doubt

that it was obtained, like the far-tamed Tyrian purple,

from the juice of certain species of shell-fish. Differ-

ent ace. nmt- are given by the ancients respecting the

date and origin of this invention. Some place it in

the reign of Phoenix, second king of Tyre. B.< .
;

others al the time that Minos I reigned in Crete.

B.C. L439, and consequently before the Exodus (Sui-

das, s. v. 'RpaicXrjc, "• 7di. lint the person to whom
tiic majority ascribe it is the Tyrian Hercules, whose

dog, it is said, instigated by hunger, broke a certain

kind ol shell-fish on the coasl of Tyre, and his month

he, -..1111111;' stained of a beautiful color, his master was

induced to try ii- properties on wool, and gave his

first specimens to the king of Tyre, who admired the

color so much thai he restricted the use of it by law

to the myal garments (Pollux, Onom. i. 1; Achilles

Tatius, />< Clitoph.; Pahephat. in Chron. Paschal, p.

43). It is remarkable thai though the Israelites, as

early a- tin- firsl i struction ..i the tabernacle in the

wilderness, appear to have had purple stuff in profu-

sion (Exod. xxv, I I), which tiny had most likelj

brought with them out of Egypt, yel no instance oc-

cur- in the pictorial language of the Egyptians, nor

in Wilkinson's Ancient Manners and Customs, of (In 1

actual process of dyeing either linen or woollen, al-

though dyes similar to the Tyrian wire found among
them. These facts agree, al least, with tin' accounts

which ascribe the invention to the earliest ol these

two periods, and the pre-eminent trade in it to the

Tyrian-. The Greeks attributed ii- first introduction

among themselves to the Phoenicians (Eurip. Phcen,

1497). Their word <f>olvi%, Phoenix, means Loth I'lm-

nician and purple. The word iropfipa is, according

to Martinius, ..i Tyrian origin. Though purple dyes

were by no mean- .online. 1 to the Phoenicians (comp.

Ezek. xxvii, 7. •purple from the isles of Elisha," sup-

posed to mean Elis, •• and from Syria." ver. 16), y. l

violet porples and scarlet were nowhere dyed so well

as at Tyre, whose shores abounded with the best kind

ofpurples (Pliny, Hist. Nat. ix, CO, p. 524, ed. Harduin),

and which was supplied with the best wool by the

neighboring nomads. The dye .ailed purple by the

an. i. in-, and its various shades, were obtained from
many kinds of shell -fish, all of which are, however.

ranged by Pliny under two classes: one called "bucci-
nuui." because shaped like a horn, found, he Bays, in

cliffs and rocks, and yielding a sullen blue dye. which
he compare- to the color of the angry raging -.a in a

tempest : the other called " purpura," or - pelagia," the

proper purple -hell, taken by fishing in the sea, and

yielding the deep-red color which he compares to the

rich, fresh, and bright color of deep-red purple i

to coagulated blood, and which was chiefly vain, rl | ibid.

c. 61,62). The latter is the Murex trunculus ..t Linnaeus

and Lamarck (see Syst, Nat. p. 1215, and Animaux sans

Vertebres [Paris. 1822], vii. 170). Both BOrta were

supposed to he as many years old as they had spi-

rals round. Michaelis think- that Solomon allude- to

i heir shape when he says (< ant vii, 5), " The hair of
thine head is like purple," meaning that tic tresses

(Sept. itXokiov KE<pa\rje, Vulg. coma capitis) were tied

up in a spiral or pyramidal form on the top. others

Say that the word "purple" i- here used like the Latin

puipureus, for beautiful, etc.. and instance the "pur-
purei olores," " beautiful swans" ol Horac. . iv, 1,

Kit. and the " purpureus capillus" of Virgil (Georg 1.

405); but these phrases are not parallel. The juice of

the whole shell-fish was not used, hut only a little thin

liquor called the flower, contained in a while vein or

vessel in the neck. The larger purples were 1,token at

the top in e-ei at this vein without injuring it. but the

smaller were pressed in mill- (Aristot. Hist. An. v. 13,

75; Pliny, Hist. Nat. ix. 60). The Murex trunculus

lias been demonstrated to he the species used by the

ancient Tyrians by Wilde, who found a concrete mass
of the shells in sonic of the ancient dye-pots sunk in

the rocks of Tyre (Narrative
|
Dublin, 1840 I. ii. 482).

It is of common occurrence now- on the same coasts

(Kitto, Physical History .;/' Palestine, p. 118), and
throughout the whole of the Mediterranean, and even
of the \llantie. In the Mediterranean, the countries

iiio-i celebrated for purples were the shores of l'clo-

I

i. -u- and Sicily, and in the Atlantic th. coasts of

Britain. Ireland, and France. Horace alludes to the

African (Cai-m. ii, l'i. 35). There is. indeed, an essen-

tial difference in the color obtained from the purples of

different coasts. I bus the -lull- from the Atlantic are

-aid to give the darkest juice; those of the Italian ami
Sicilian coasts, a violet or purple; and those of the

Phoenician, a crimson. Ii appears from the experi-

ments of Reaumur and Duhamel that the tinging

juice is perfectly white while in the vein: hut upon

being laid on linen, it soon appears first ol a light-

green color, and. if exposed to (he air and sun. soon

alter changes into a deep green, in a lew minutes into

a sea-green, and in a few more into a blue; thence it

speedily heeomes of a purple red, and in an hour more
of a deep purple red. which, upon being washed in

scalding water and soap, ripens int.. a most bright and

beautiful crimson, which is permanent. The ancients

applied the word translated "purple" nol in one color

only, hut to the whole class of dyes manufactured from

i he juices of shell-fish, as distinguished from the vege-

table dyes (colores kerbacei), and comprehending not

only what is commonly called purple hut also light and

dark purple, and almost every shade between. Various

methods were adopted to produce these different colors.

Thus, a sullen blue was obtained from the juice of

i lie line, mum alone: a plain red. yel al-o deep and

brown, from the pelagia; a dark red by dipping the

wool. elc. first in the juice ol the purpura, and then in

that of the buccinum ; a violet (which was the ame-
thyst color so much valued by the Romans) by revers-

ing the process; and another, the most valued and ad-
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mked of all— the tyriamethystus—by again clipping

the amethyst in the juice of the pelagia. This Pliny

calls dibapha Tyria; so named, he says, because "bis

tincta" (Hist. Nat. ix, 39). No reference to this proc-

ess occurs in the Scriptures, but it is often alluded to in

Roman authors. Thus, Horace (Epod. xii, 21): " Mu-
ricibus Tyriis iteratas vellera lanae" (the wools with

Tyrian purple double dyed). Other varieties of color

may have been produced by the use of various species

of mollusks, and of those from different coasts. The
Phoenicians also understood the art of throwing a pe-

culiar lustre into this color by making other tints play

over it, and producing what we call a shot color, which

seems to have been wonderfully attractive (Pliny, ix,

41).

Purple was employed in religious worship both

among Jews and Gentiles. It was one of the colors

of the curtains of the tabernacle (Exod. xxvi, 1) ; of

the veil (ver. 31); of the curtain over the grand en-

trance (ver. 36) ; of the ephod of the high-priest (xxviii,

5. 6), and of its girdle (ver. 8) ; of the breastplate (ver.

15); of the hem of the robe of the ephod (ver. 33);

(comp. Ecclus, xlv, 10); of cloths for divine service

(Exod. xxxix, 1; comp. Numb, iv, 13), resumed when
the Temple was built (2 Chron. ii,7, 14 ; iii. 14). The
material upon which the Jews used purple and other

brilliant colors, at least in their sacred paraphernalia,

seems to have been exclusively wool, which, it is well

known, takes colors better than linen. See Taber-
nacle. Pliny records a similar use of it among the

Romans: " Diis advocatur placandis" (Hist. Nat. ix,

GO; Cicero, Epist. ad Atticum, ii, 9). The Babylonians

arrayed their idols in it (Jer. x, 9; Bar. xii, 72). It

was at an early period worn by kings (Jtulg. viii. 26).

Homer speaks as if it were almost peculiar to them (//.

iv. 144: 1 Mace, viii, 14). Pliny says it was worn by
Romulus and the succeeding kings of Rome, and by
the consuls and first magistrates under the republic.

Suetonius relates that Julius Caesar prohibited its use

by Roman subjects, except on certain days; and that

Nero forbade it altogether, upon pain of death. The
use of it was bestowed by kings upon favorites, etc.;

Josephus says by Pharaoh on Joseph (Ant. ii. 5, 7).

It was given by Ahasuerus to Mordecai (Esth. viii,

15); to Daniel by Belshazzar (Dan. v, 7, 16, 29). It

was the dress of an ethnarch or prince, and as such

given by Alexander to Jonathan (1 Mace, x, 20, 62, 64,

65; comp. 2 Mace, iv, 38). In the last chapter of the

Proverbs it is represented as the dress of a matron
(ver. 22). It was at one time worn by Roman ladies

and rich men (Livv. xxxiv, 7, and Valerius Max. ii. 1).

See also the parable of the rich man and Lazarus (Luke
xvi, 19). In Esth. i, 6, it appears as part of the royal

furniture of Ahasuerus; and in Cant, iii, 10, as the

covering of the royal chariot.; and Pliny refers to its

general use, not only for clothes, but carpets, cushions,

etc. (ix, 39). The robe in which the Praetorian guard ar-

rayed the Saviour, called vXcut'c kokkiv)] by Matthew
(xxvii, 28), and irop<pvf>a by Mark (xv, 17, 20), and
\\ia~iov Tropcpvpoiif by John (xix, 2), and which ap-

pears to have been the cast-off sagum of one of their

officers, was no doubt scarlet—that is, proper crimson,

as will hereafter appear— of a deeper hue and liner

texture than the sagum or chlamys of the common
soldier, but inferior in both respects to that of the

emperor, which was also of this color in the time of

war, though purple during peace. The adjectives used

by the evangelists are, however, often interchanged.

Thus a vest, which Horace (Sat. ii, 6, 102) calls "rubro
cocco tincta." in 1. 106 he styles "purpurea." Brau-
nius shows that the Romans gave this name to any
color that had a mixture of red (De Vestitu Sacerdo-
tum [Lugd. Bat. 1680], i. 14). Ovid applies the term
" purpureas" to the cheeks and lips (A mo?: i, 3). In
Acts x, 14, reference is found to Lydia, of the city of
Thyatira, a seller of purple cloth. The manufacture
seems to have decayed with its native city. A col-

I ony of Jews which was established at Thebes in Greece

I in the 12th century carried on an extensive manufac-
tory for dyeing purple. It ultimately became super-

seded by the use of indigo, cochineal, etc., whence a

cheaper and finer purple was obtained, and free from
the disagreeable odor which attended that derived from
shell-fish (Martial, i, 50, 32). The method of the an-

cients in preparing and applying it, and other partic-

lars respecting its history, uses, and estimation, are

most fully given by Pliny (Hist. Xat. ix. 36-42). The'
best modern books are Amati, De Restitutione Pvrpu-
rarum (3d ed. Cesena, 1784) ; the treatise by Ca-
pelli, De Antiqua et Nupera Purpura, with notes; and
Don Michaele Rosa, Dissertazione delle Porpore, etc.

(1768). See also Dictionnaire des Sciences NatureUes.

xliii, 219, etc. ; Bochart, edit. Rosenmuller, iii. 675, etc.

:

Heeren, Historical Researches, translated (Oxford, 1833),

ii, 85, etc. Steger, De Purpura, Sacm- Dignitatis Insig-

ni (Lips. 1741).

Crimson (Heb. fcarmil', b"~*'~, a Persian word akin

to Sanscrit krimi, Eng. crimson. It occurs in 2 Chron.

ii, 7-14; iii. 14, Sept. kckkwoc, Vulg. coecinum). This

word is by some supposed to signify another kind of

shell-fish, yielding a crimson dye, so called because

found on the shore near Mount Carmel. If so, these

words (Cant, vii, 5), " thine head upon thee is like

Carmel," may contain another reference to the shape

I of some sort ofpurpura (Bochart, iii, 661, etc.). Gese-
nius says it is a word belonging to later Hebrew, and
most probably of Persian or Armenian origin.—Kitto.

The purple dye itself was a liquor, contained in a

vein situated in the neck of the animal, which when
first opened resembled cream in color and consistence.

Small shells were collected and bruised in mortars, but

the larger ones were opened singly, the fluid carefully

removed, and mingled with salt to prevent decomposi-

tion. It was diluted with five or six times as much
water, and kept moderately hot in leaden or tin ves-

sels for eight or ten days, during which the liquor was

|

often skimmed, to separate all the impurities. After

this, the wool to be dyed, being first well washed, was
' immersed, and kept therein for rive hours, then taken

out, cooled, and again immersed, and continued in the

liquor till all the color was exhausted (Thomson, Hist.

of Chemistry, i, 91). Prior to the researches of Mr.
Wilde, noticed above, it had been concluded that the

purpura of Pliny was the Mnrex truncidus of Lin-

naeus from indirect evidence. The buccinum of the

same ancient writer is thought to be the Purpura pa-
tula of Lamarck; and probably the P. hipUlus, one of

the most abundant of species on the rocky shores of Eu-
rope, including Great Britain, may have been the chief

of the smaller sorts. It has been supposed by some
that the concbyliiim of Pliny, winch gave a paler and
bluer purple, was our JantMnafragilis ; but this is out

of the question, because though this snail-like mollusk

discharges a violet thud, it is exceedingly volatile, and

therefore wholly unfit for dyeing, whereas unalterable

permanency characterized the Phoenician purples, Sca-
Itiria clathrus, another European shell-fish which dis-

charges a coloring thud, is liable to the same objec-

tion, unless the ancients had some mode of fixing what
we find evanescent. Colonel Montagu instituted some
experiments on this. "The purple juice," he says,

" may be collected either from the recent or dried

animal, by opening the part behind the head; and as

much can be procured from \'w<: individuals as is suf-

ficient, when mixed with a few drops of spring-water,

to cover half a sheet of paper." Neither volatile nor

fixed alkali materially affects it ; mineral acids turn it

a bluish green or sea-green ; sulphuric acid renders it

a shade more inclining to blue; vegetable acids prob-

ably do not affect it. since cream of tartar did not in

the least alter it. These colors, laid on paper, were
very bright, and appeared for some months unchanged
by the action of the air or the sun ; but being exposed
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for a whole summer to the solar rays in a south win-

dow, they almost vanished. The application of al-

kali to the acidulated color always restores it to its

primitive state, and ii i9 as readily changed again by

mineral acid (Montagu, Testacea Brit. Supp. p. 122).

The circumstance thai the fluid effused by Janthina

ami Scalaria is purple from the first is conclusive

against its being the purple dye of the ancients, who

Dog-whelk

—

Purpura
lapillus.

Tyriau Rock- shell

tell us distinctly that this was while or cream-like

while within the vein. This agrees accurately with

the genera Murex and Purpura, as may be readily test-

ed in the ease of /'. lapillus,

the common dog-whelk of

the British coast. Montagu
thus records the resull oi his

experiments on this species

:

"The part containing the

coloring-matter is a slender

longitudinal vein,jus( under

i he skin on the back, behind

the head, appearing whiter

than the rest of the animal. The fluid it sell is of the col-

or and consistence of cream. As soon as ii 13 exposed to

the air it becomes of a bright yellow, speedily turns to

a pale green, and continues to change imperceptibly,

until it assumes a bluish cast, and then a purplish red.

Without the influence of the solar rays, it will go
through all these changes in the course of two or three

hours: l>ut the process is much accelerated by expos-

ure to the Miu. A portion of the fluid, mixed with

diluted vitriolic aeid. diil not at firsl appear to have
been sensibly affected; but, by more intimately mix-
ing ii in the sun. it became of a pale purple, or pur-

plish red, without any of the intermediate changes.
Several marks were now made on line calico, in order

to try if it wore possible to discharge the color by such

chemical mean- as were at hand: and it was found that

after the color was fixed at it- la-t natural change, ni-

trous no in,, re than vitriolic acid had any other effect

than that of rattier brightening it: aqua regia, with or

without Boluti f tin. and marine aeid. produced no
change; nor had fixed or volatile alkali any sensible

effect. It does imt in (he least give out it- color to

alcohol, like cochineal, and the SUCCUS of the animal
o| Turbo 1

Sniliirin
1 clatkrus ; but it communicates its

very disagreeable odor to it most copiously, so that

opening the bottle has been more powerful in it- effects

on the olfactory nerve- than the effluvia of assafcetida,

to which it maybe compared. All the markings which
had I,ecu alkalized and acidulated, together with those

to which nothing bad been applied, became, after wash-
ing in soap and water, of a uniform color rather brighter

than before, and were fixed at a tine unchangeable crim-

son" 1 Test. Brit. Supp. p. 106). The changes of color are

absolutely dependent on the stimulus of light. Dr.

Bancroft found that linen stained with the fluid of

the Purpura might be kept for years shut between

the leaves of a book without any visible change, which
at, the expiration of its incarceration presently passed

through all the changes, under the influence of light,

to a glowing purple (On Perman. Col. i. 145). Reau-
mur asserts that the immature egg-capsules of the

same mollusk will yield the dye more abundantly, and

with more facility, than the animal itself I Hist. Acad.

Sci. 1711). It would appear as if the knowledgi ol

this art bad never been lost, but bad been perpetu-

ated even in Great Britain from the classical ages.

Bode, in the 8th century, alludes to it familiarly, ami

with admiration of the brilliancy and permanency of

the hue (Hist, Eccles. Ax;/, i. 1 1 : and Richard of Ci-

rencester speaks of i! in the 14th (Descr.ofBrit.jt.28).

About the same time the following description was giv-

en in a translation of Higden's Polychronicon: "
I ber is

alls,, of she! that we dyeth with fvne reede. The reed-

ne-.-e ther of is wondre fayre and stable and steyn-

eth nevyr with colde ne with hete ne with drie but

ever the eldere the hew is fayrere" (Of Bretayne, i.

38). Three hundred years later the art was practiced

for profit by persons on the coast of Ireland, who guard1

ed it as an beir-looin secret. Cole, however, found that

the Purpura lapillus was the shell employed.—Fair-

bairn. See Bibb Educator, iii, 327 s,j.. i\. 217; and

coni]i. ( 'ol.ul:.

Purple Manuscript 1 r. uu \ Pubt-uri

times called •:/,, Cotton Ms.." variously designated as

HPToyAoroyoy
ercuernroHy
MIHOyKGCTin
A£>y/vo CM B x*^

TroyKy/^y Tor
Specimen of the Codex Purpureas (containing John \^. 20:

turs,
1
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N, J, and T of the Gospels), a beautiful uncial MS. of

the Greek Gospels, of which only twelve leaves remain :

four of these (containing Matt, xxvi, 57-65; xxvii, 20-

34; John xiv, 2-10; xv, 15-22) are in the Cotton Li-

brary {Codex Cottonianus, the "J" of Wetstein) of the

British Museum; two (containing Luke xxiv, 13-21,

and 31-39) are in the Imperial Library at Vienna ("N"
of Wetstein and others) ; and six (containing Matt, xix,

0-13: xx, 6-22; xx, 29-xxi, 19) are in the Vatican Li-

brary at Home (called " T" by Scholz). These are writ-

ten in silver letters (now turned black), occasionally in

gold letters, on purple vellum, in a large round hand,

and in two columns, with the Ammonian sections and

Eusebian canons in the margin. The date is of the

end of the 6th or the beginning of the 7th century.

Some of the fragments were collated in part by Wet-
stein and Scholz, and the whole were accurately pub-

lished by Teschendorf in his Monumenta Sacra Inedita

(Lips. 1846). See Tregelles, in Home's Introd. iv, 177
;

Scrivener, Inti-od. p. 110 sq. See Manuscripts, Bib-

lical.

Purpose of God. The word purpose is common-
ly used and preferred to the word decree when God's de-

termination regarding man's relation to eternity is re-

ferred to. The word purpose owes its use to the fact

that it is more comprehensive and expresses the idea of

intelligent design, and therefore more clearly and with

less of prejudice sets forth the true scope of the divine

government. See Predesti nation.

Purpureus, Codex. See Purple Manuscript.

Purse (O"1
^, Ids, Prov. i, 14; a "bag" for money,

Isa. xlvi, 6, or for weights, Deut. xxv, 13: Prov. xvi,

11; MiavLll; jSaXavrioj/, Luke x, 4 ; xii,23 ["bag"]
;

xxii, 35, 36 ; but £i.'>vj/, Matt, x, 9 ; Mark vi, 8, is the

girdle, as elsewhere rendered). The Hebrews, when on

a journey, were provided with a bag, in which they

carried their money (Gen. xlii, 35 ; Prov. i, 14 ; vii, 20
;

Isa. xlvi, 6), and if they were merchants, also their

weights (Deut. xxv, 13; Mic. vi, 11). This bag is va-

riously termed in Heb. D^S, Ms (as above) ; "VPS, tse-

ror ; and "^I.H, charit. The last occurs only in 2

Kings v, 23 (" bags") ; Isa. iii, 22 (A. V. " crisping-

pins"). The latter is supposed to refer to the long,

round form of the purse. The money-bag is described

in the New Test, by the terms fSaXavriov (as above,

peculiar to Luke x, 4; xii. 33; xxii, 35, 36), and yXwcr-

aoKofiov (peculiar to John xii, 6; xiii, 29). The former

is a classical term (Plato, Conviv. p. 190, e, avonaoTa
fiaXavria); the latter is connected with the classical

yXiouaoico^ulov, which originally meant the bag in

which musicians carried the mouthpieces of their in-

struments. In the Sept. the term is applied to the

chest for the offerings at the Temple (2 Chron. xxiv, 8,

10, 11), and was hence adopted by John to describe the

common purse carried by the disciples. The girdle also

served as a purse, and hence the term Z/i)vr\ occurs in

Matt, x, 9, Mark vi, 8. See Girdle. Ladies wore
ornamental purses (Isa. iii, 23). The Eabbinists for-

bade any one passing through the Temple with stick,

shoes, and purse, these three being the indications of

travelling (Mishna, Berachoth, 9, § 5).—Smith. See
Bag; Money.

Purslain. See Mallows ; White of an Egg.

Purtenance (-?£, he'reb, midst, or inner part)

stands improperly in one passage of the A. V. (Exod.
xii. 9) lor the riscera, or "inwards" (as elsewhere ren-

dered), of a sacrificial victim.

Puru, in Hindu: mythology, was the son of Jajadu
and of Devajani, the daughter of a Brahmin. He was
the boldest warrior in the army of the Devas during
their struggles against the daemons and giants : he dis-

tinguished himself by the terrible use he knew how to

make of his war-hatchet. There was another Puru—
the first king of India from the family of the Children

15 PURVEY
of the Moon: his father, Buddha, was the son of the

Moon. He is the forefather of the whole dynasty of the

Children of the Moon, who were all celebrated rulers,

and seemed to have founded on the upper Ganges an

eternal empire. The kings Dushmanta, Kuru, Drita-

rashtra, Pandu, etc., belonged to this family, in which

Krishna was born several times.—Vollmer, Wurterb. d,

Mythol. s. v.

Purus, in Hindu mythology, was the name of the

first man created, the Adam of the Indians. The name
of his wife was Pargute. See Puru.

Purver, Anthony, a Quaker preacher of great note

for his remarkable literary attainments, especially his

exegetical knowledge, was born at Up Hurstbourne, in

Hampshire, about 1702. He was originally appren-

ticed to a shoemaker, but later he was employed in

keeping sheep. Though his early education was very
limited, his capacity and inclination for the acquisition

of learning were very great. He round leisure for study,

and his curiosity being excited by the perusal of a tract

in which some inaccuracies of the A. V. were pointed

out, he determined to study the original languages of

the Scriptures. He secured the assistance of a Jew in

the acquisition of Hebrew, Chaldee, etc., and other aid

for learning Greek and Latin. He joined the Society

of Friends, and preached among them. While labor-

ing as a schoolmaster at Andover, he occupied him-

self in preparing a new version of the Scriptures ; and
this, after spending more than thirty years over it, he

published by the aid of Dr. Fothergill, who gave him
£1000, and carried it through the press at his own ex-

pense. It appeared in 1764, entitled A New Transla-

tion of the. Old and New Testaments, with Notes, Critical

and Explanatory, in two volumes folio, beautifully got

up. Notwithstanding the enormous labor bestowed

upon it by its author, and though there is now and
then a better rendering to be found in it than in the

A. V., Purver's translation, as a whole, is not of much
critical value. The style is crude and bombastic, the

very reverse of what might have been expected from a

member of the society whose language is so simple;

while the notes, though containing much valuable mat-

ter, abound in contemptuous expressions about the la-

bors of others in the same department. Purver's Bible

is therefore deservedly scarce. He died in 1777. See

Orme, Biblioth. Bibl. s. v. ; Kitto, Bible Diet. s. v. ; Alli-

bone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A uthors, s. v. (J. H. W.)

Purvey, John, the friend and fellow - laborer of

Wycliffe, with whom he lived in his latter years. His

denunciations of the errors of the Romish Church, as

well as his endeavors to make the Bible accessible to

the people at large by translating it into English, drew

upon him the severest penalties which it was in the

power of the hierarchy to inflict. He was forbidden, by
a mandate of the bishop of Bristol, dated August, 1387,

to preach in the diocese where he officiated after the

death of Wycliffe ; his books were declared to be errone-

ous and heretical, and were among those which the bish-

ops of Worcester, Salisbury, and Hereford were author-

ized to seize (May 29, 1388 , Jan. 18, Dec. 16, 1389). Some
years after, however, he made a recantation at St. Paul's

Cross (Sunday, March 6, 1401), and was admitted (Aug.

11, 1401), on the presentation of the archdeacon of Can-
terbury, to the vicarage of West Hy the, in Kent, which
he resigned Oct. 8, 1403. He then returned to the sim-

ple teaching of the Bible, denouncing the erroneous doc-

trines of the Church, for which he was again imprisoned,

and in 1421 recanted a second time, at Saltwood, before

archbishop Arundel. He is supposed to have died about

1427. Purvey immortalized his name through his

translation of the Scriptures into English. As the Bible

of late translated by Wycliffe required correction, he
tells us, in the general introduction, that he undertook
to make the version more faithful, intelligible, and pop-

ular. The plan which he adopted to effect this, ac-

cording to his own description, was as follows : With
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the assistance of several fellow-laborers he (1) corrected

the Latin text by comparison ol Bibles, doctors, and

glosses; (2) studied the text thus corrected with the

gloss and other authorities, particularly De Lyra on

the OKI I'est;
I

• made special reference to the works

of grammarians and theologians for I he meaning of dif-

ficult words and passages; and I
I i did nol translate lit-

erally. I'm ai cording to the mux- and meaning as clear-

mld, taking '-arc to have many persons of

ability present at the correction of the translation. He
numerous textual glosses in the < >ld Test., and

isionally omitted those of WyclifFe's version,

but made no such insertions in the NewTest.,and care-

fully excluded all the glosses which were introduced

into the former version. That he improved upon \\ j c-

lifFe's translation is beyond doubt, as may be seen from

a comparison of the following passages in the respective

versions: Gen. ix, 13; Exod. xxix, 2; Deut. xxxii, 2

;

xxxiii, 7 ; Josh, v, 15 ; vi,25; Jobx,l; \i. 1-: xiv,12;

Matt. xii, 5 ; xiii. •">_•;
1 Cor.iii,13 15; which are point-

ed out by the erudite editors, the Rev. Josiah Forshall

and sir Frederic Madden, who for the first time publish-

ed this early English version, together with Wycliffe's

translation, in an entire form, in parallel columns, 4

vols, tto, Oxford University Press, 1850. Purvey's

translation of the New Test, was first published by

Lewis (Lond. 1731, fol.) as Wycliffe's translation: ii

was then erroneously reprinted as Wycliffe's by Bauer

(Lond. 1810, 4to), and by Bagster in the English Hex-

opla. Comp. Foxe, The Acts and Monuments, Towns-
end's ed. I Lond. 1844), iii, 285, 292, 822, 826; and the

elaborate preface by Forshall and Madden to their edi-

tion of WyclifFe's and Purvey's translations ol the Bible.

Kit to. J yclop. s. v.

Purveyor. This word is not found in the A. A'..

although it would perhaps represent the meaning of the

lleh. iS3, nitstsdb', in I Kings iv. f>. 7. rather than the

word KaSeoTafiivoi, or the similar "officers" of our ver-

sion, 'ldie Hebrew word, however, is the Niphal (pas-

sive) participle of the word -'.»:. natsab', to put or sta-

tion, and is literally translated by the Greek, which lias

the same meaning, tin appointed, Solomon divided his

Kingdom into twelve part-, and these mi u were placed.

one oyer each province, to procure provisions for the

king's household. Thus he was enabled to entertain

foreigners, and to support a vast number of ui\e-. ser-

vants, and attendants | Patrick, Comment. ad Inc.). The
number twelve refers, not to the tribes, but the months
of the year, each being required to furnish the provi-

sions "i a month. These collections probably corre-

sponded to tax-gathering a ig the moderns. Patrick

thinks the officers were merely purchasers; hut Kit to

regards this as an error (Kitto, Pict. Bible, ad loc).

Rosenmilller calls these officers head collectors of taxes
(' Mi. a. a. Sforaenland, iii. 166), and Ewald thinks they

were stewards of the royal domains; but Then'] us - /./,-/.

Flandb. ad loc.) holds that they were officers of higher

rank, of whose duties the supply ol the royal table form-

ed only a part. Josephus calls them riytfiovEQ |
Inf.

a iii. '_'.
1 1. >ee Palestine; Solomon.

Puseyism is on,' of the names by which the ritual-

istic movement of the Church of England ami her off-

spring is sometimes designated, but it is properly de-

scriptive only of the followers of the much-eelel .rated

Oxford professor in theology, the Rev. l>r. E. Ik Pusey.

Though he was by no means alone in originating the

movement to which his name lias been given, the Pusey-
ites now form a very different class from that which or-

tdkepl alive what is known as the Tractarian

movement, and of which we have treated in the art.

( l\t ORD L'ftAl i

The Tractarians advocated the acceptance by the

Church of England of the doctrines of Apostolical Suc-

cession. Priestly Absolution, Baptismal Regeneration,

the Real Presence, the Authority of the Church, and of

Tradition. "Scripture and tradition." says one of the

Tractarians, " taken together, are the joint rule of faith"

i No. 7«. p. •_'. English ed.). "Consentient patristical

tradition."'says Kehie in hi- St vmons, "is the record of

that oral teaching ofthe apostles which the Holy Spirit

inspired." By this patristic tradition, which these trac-

tarians extolled as an infallible ml erpretat i f Script-

ure and te-t of doctrinal truth, they understood the

voia of Catholic antiquity, or the voice ofthe theolo-

gians ol the Nicene age, o| th, lih century: and yet a

majority of them were at one time devoted to the Arian
heresy, l-'or example, Froude -ays. "Your trumpery
principles about Scripture being the sole rule in funda-

mentals, i nau-eaie the word" , i. H3). Thus, having
broken .away from the corner-stone of Protestantism, it

was easj for them to accept the Romish view ofthe
sacraments (q.v.), restoring also the old Romish num-
ber of seven i liacl 90), and affirming with the Church
of l;, mie that -the sacraments, and not preaching, are
the sources of ill \ i 111- -.race." Says Mr. I», nni-on. "I
understand the Tractarian doctrine ofthe sacraments
to be this:

"I. That man is 'made a member of Christ, the child
of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven,' in
and by holy baptism.

'•II. That man 'made a member of Christ, the child of
(oid. and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven,' iii and
by holy baptism, is renewed from time to time in holy
communion.

"III. That 'a death unto sin and a new birth unto
righteousness' are civet, to every adult and every infant,
in and by the outward visible si^n ,,r form in baptism,
•water in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
ofthe Holy OllOSt.'

•• IV That the gift may he received, in the case ofadnlts,
worthily or unworthily, but that it is always received.
"V. That the body" and blood of Christ are given to

every one who receives the sacramental bread and wine.
"VI. That the gift may be received worthily or unwor-

thily, but that it is always received."

" Antiquity," wrote the author ofTrad 90, "continually

affirms a ckanat intkt sacred elements" (p. 73). Palmer,

in hi- Letterto n Protestant Catholic, declared that -the

bread and win,- are changed by the consecration of the

priest and the operation ofthe Holy Ghost, and become

th,- very body and blood of our Lord" (p. 30). ••The

table is properly an altar." said their organ, the British

Critic, "and altars presume it propitiatory sacrifice"

(duly. 1841, p. I'll.* With such views of the sacra-

ments evangelical views on regeneration were impossi-

ble lor the Tractarians. and tin re need he no surprise

that they stigmatized the grand Protestant doctrine

of justification by faith alone as a "Lutheran heresy."

" Whether any one heresy." says the I'liti,; "has ever

infested the Church so hateful and unchristian as this

doctrine [of justification], it i- perhaps not necessary to

determine: none certainly has ever prevailed so subtle

and extensively poisonous. We must plainly express

our conviction that a religious heathen, were he really

I,, accpt the doctrine which Lutheran language ex-

presses, -o tar I i making any advance, would sustain

a heavy loss in exchanging fundamental truth for fun-

damental error" ( No. l\i\ . p. .I'.'l |. Again, speaking of

the Tractarian parly, this open confession is made:
• We cannot stand where we arc: we um-t go backward

,,r forward, and it will surely be the latter. A- w , go

on. we must recede more and more from the
|

i

if any such there l,e. ofthe English Reformats

li\. p. 15). "The Reformation," Bays Froude i. 133),

"was a limb badlj set; it must he broken again, in

order to he righted." "Utterly reject and anathema-

tize the principle of the Reformation as a heresy, with

all its forms, sects, and denominations," .-ays rainier

i
/.,//,/• to Goligktly, \>. 9).

" This inference i- undoubtedly collect, and a- I

not sacrificed in Protestant churches, the table mi which
the sacramental elements ale placed ought not to be
termed an altar, but a table. Altars are not congenial to

the -pirit of Protestantism; and a- the thing w
is. the name also should be

dropped.
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The Traetarian movement terminated with New-
man's secession to Rome, but its effect remains in sev-

eral visible results: the revival and strengthening of

the High-Church part}-, which still maintains, to a great

extent, the principles advocated in the Tracts; the in-

troduction of various alterations in the mode of perform-

ing divine service, such as the use of the surplice in-

stead of the gown, intoning the prayers and singing the

responses, the elevation of the communion-table into an

altar, the substitution of low, open benches for high

pews; a remarkable impulse given to the building and

restoration of churches, and the revival of Gothic archi-

tecture in all parts of England ; the secession of many
English clergy and laity, some of them men of consider-

able ability and distinction, to the Church of Rome

;

and the establishment of colleges and sisterhoods, and

other religious and charitable institutions, under Epis-

copal auspices.

Dr. Pusey himself, in his earlier years, inclined to that

Protestant view of Christianity according to which all

things and ceremonies acting on the senses must be re-

moved from the Church (see his Rise and Decline of
Rationalism in Germany). But he gradually turned

away from that system in which the heart and soul are

sustained by the intellectual appreciation of theological

truths, and came to accept another which is dependent

upon the outward actions of the body— one which

abounds in observances, reaching the heart through the

medium of the senses, and encouraging a habit of devo-

tion by the use of bodily action. This change in Pusey's

ideas is attributed to the influence of his friend, John
Henry Newman, and in the year 1833 Pusey accepted

the confession of faith and practice drawn up by New-
man. The publication of writings called Tractsfor the

Times was in 1841 interdicted by the bishop of Oxford,

but the ninety that had reached the public gave a clear

insight into the new religious tendencies. Newman,
Pusey, and their friends wished no fusion with the Ro-

man Church, some of the tenets of which filled them
with actual horror; but they tried to introduce into the

English Church, the origin of which they did not ap-

prove and the decay of which they acknowledged, such

doctrines as the Romish Church has distinctively pre-

served. Newman tried, in consequence, to conciliate

the Thirty-nine Anglican Articles with the resolutions

of the Council of Trent, in which, of course, he did not

succeed, as he could satisfy neither of the parties, Cath-

olics nor Anglicans. Newman was made aware that

his position between the two churches was a false and
untenable one, and he passed over to Romanism. His
example was followed by several ecclesiastics and pro-

fessors of the High Church, and by men belonging to

the first families of the kingdom. Pusey, however, has

persevered in his former course. He and his followers

have remained to this day in the Anglican Church, the

situation of which they do not despair of mending. But
they discard the name by which they are generally des-

ignated as a class. In 1870, Dr. Pusey himself wrote

respecting this party-name as follows: "I never was a

party leader, I never acted on any system. My name
was used first to designate those of us who gave them-
selves to revive the teaching of forgotten truth and
piety, because I first had occasion to write on baptismal

regeneration ; but it was by opponents, and not by con-

federates. We should have thought it a note against us

to have deserved any party name, or to have been any-
thing but the followers of Jesus, the disciples of the

Church, the sons and pupils of the great fathers whom
he raised up in her. I never had any temptation to try

to form a party, for it was against our principles. . . .

Then, personally, 1 was the more exempt from this

temptation, because God has given me neither the pe-

culiar organizing abilities which tempt men to it, nor

any office—as that of an archdeacon—which would en-

title me directly to counsel thus. . . . My life, contrary

to the character of party leaders, has been spent in a

succession of insulated efforts; bearing, indeed, upon

VIII.—F F F

one great end—the growth of Catholic truth and piety

among us, or, contrariwise, resistance to what might
hinder, retard, or obscure it ; but still insulated" {Eiren-

icon, iii, 338).

The Puseyites have adopted from the Romish Church,

without assenting in a general way to her dogmas, a

number of ritual institutions, and even some points of

faith. They affix to their churches portable crosses;

have burning tapers on their altars; adorn chasubles

and Prayer-books with crosses; have a Latin choir;

and, what is more than these exterior conformities, they

have declared for the Romish doctrine about the situa-

tion and power of the Church, and about the sacraments,

the number of which they have increased; they also

introduced auricular confession. In the doctrine of jus-

tification, where it was first intended to deviate from

the Roman Catholic tenets, the resolutions of the Tri-

dentinum were finally admitted as a base. The Pusey-

ites went even the length of acknowledging in the pope

a pre-eminence of spiritual honor and authority; they

say that, as patriarch of Rome, not only his spiritual,

but also his temporal authority extends over Italy; that

the Church of England is bound to recognise it; and
that all decrees of the Council of Trent may be authori-

tatively construed in such a sense as to make them ac-

ceptable to the Anglican Church. The Puseyites call

themselves Catholics, & branch of the universal Catholic

Church : they object most decidedly to being called

Protestants. They regard the Church as one organic

body, and primitive apostolic Christianity as a mere
germ or seminal principle, to be developed and properly

matured in the progress of ages. They adopt as such

legitimate additions to Biblical Christianity obvious

gross corruptions, which gained currency in the Church
in different centuries, and were taught by leading fathers

or councils— a practice which "throws an uncertainty

about the lineaments of Christianity, and opens the

door for every species of error that designing men may be

inclined to adopt, while it enables the so-called Church
Catholic to justify every one of her errors, both doctri-

nal and ritual" (Schmucker). Another gross appendage

sometimes associated with this theory of development is

that Christ has placed himself in some kind of physical

connection or concorporation with the mass of his dis-

ciples, the Church, by which his body nourishes them in

some mystical manner through the Eucharist, and fur-

nishes the germ of their resurrection bod}-. Though
Newman, still before his perversion, recommended, in

the Ninetieth Tractfor the Times, the acceptance of the

doctrines of purgatory, of the invocation of saints, and

of papal authority, Pusey has persisted in rejecting

them. He also rejects the worship of Mary, the use

of Latin in the mass, and the communion in one form

(comp. Pusey, A Letter to his Grace the Archbishop of
Canterbury [Oxf. 1842], and The Holy Eucharist [ibid.

1843]). As Puseyism is in progress among the culti-

vated classes of England, especially among the clergy,

and as it is thought to be only a forerunner of Catholi-

cism, it is combated by the English bishops with admo-

nitions, speeches, and disciplinary measures. They do

not tolerate the rites introduced by the Puseyite eccle-

siastics, and pronounce them a " mixture of Romanism
or popery." They ordain no student of divinity if sus-

pected of Puseyistic tendencies. At the University of

Oxford, the seminary of the High-Church clergy, the

antagonism of Puseyites and anti-Puseyites has broken

out so openly that there is a storm of both parties on

every vacant professorship. Puseyism has its represen-

tatives in the most influential literary papers : the Quar-

terly Review has published a series of articles in favor of

the Puseyite innovations. The chief adversaries of the

Puseyites, or Anglo-Catholics, are the Evangelicals, a

party which originated in Methodism— the latter be-

ing opposed both to the Puseyites and to the Episcopa-

lians. If we compare the judgment of the English

papers of different colors on the religious situation of

Great Britain, and especially on Puseyism, we find a
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ue ueca\. ami iiitiniun^ tuc cujuaiiaoouucuii ui me
rch i" tin* circumstance thai, owing to the opposi-

of tin- bishops, reformation could not completely

great diversity of appreciations. The radical press of

ih. Dissenters, averse to Anglicanism, rejoices at its

visible decay, and attributes the embarrassment of the

Church
ti'.n

its \vi>rk. It could only produce an imperfect

I form, and was smothered in the arms of an

exterior political priesth I. The Tory papers original-

ly advocated Puseyism, in which they saw a support for

tin' High-Church; Inn they soon changed their mind

:

reewith the Whig papers on this point that the

manner in which philosophy is taught at the I m\ erei-

i \ of i txford is the cause of these religious phenomena.
It is thought that the facility with which so many
leave the High-Church lor Puseyism, and from Pusey-

ism step over to Romanism, is due to the miserable sit-

of philosophical studies in general, and espe-

cially in the latiindinarianism of the Aristotelian logic

winch is tanght at Oxford, and of the Platonic mysti-

cism after the scholastic fashion. Others expect from

Puseyism a regeneration of the High-Church and ofthe

whole Anglican religious situation. See Petri, Wurdi-
iiuuii des Wesi ns und <!< r lu dt utung des Puseyismus (Gott.

1843); Schleyer, Der Puseyismus nach seinem Ursprung
und als Lehrsystem (Freib. 1845); Hurst's Hagenbach,
Church //:.-/. ']*//< ,,,„l lit/A i; „i„,;,.<. ii. :;!••_> „.,.: Sehu-

maker, Elemental Contrast (Gettysb. 1852); Garbett,

Puseyandlh University ofOxford (1847); Taylor, In-

cit nt i 'hristianity and th Doctrines of tin Oxford Tracts

for the Times (Lond. 1844, 3 vols.); Fletcher, Lectures

on th Principles qfikt Roman Catholic Church and of
Puseyism (Lond. 1846); Boyd, England, Rome, and Ox-
ford (Lond. 1846); Saville,^ Letter to Rev. Dr.Pusey
on Auricular Confession (Lond. 1878); Dorner, Hist.

Prot. Thiol, ii, 488 sq., 504 sq.; London Academy, 1873,

p. 87; Nov. 14. 1874, p. 529; Ch. of Engl. Quar. Rev.

July, 1855, art. vii; Amer. Presb. Rev. Oct. 1861
;
Rez,

. Kritiken, 1838 47; Brit, and For. Rev. 1844,

p. ": 1846, p. 189; Christian Remembrancer, Jan. 1866,

p. 164; Oct. 1868, p. 881. (J. II. \V.)

Pushtu Version. Pushtu is the language spo-

ken in Afghanistan (q. v.), in Asia: hence it is also

called Afghan. We have not as yet a complete ver-

sion of the Holy Scriptures. The New Testament was
first translated by the Rev. J. Lowenthal (d. 1864), a

convert from Judaism. Besides the New Testament, the
historical hooks of the < >ld Testament have hen pub-

lished by the Serampore Mission. At pr< sent the Rev. I

.

P. Hughes, of the Church Missionary Society at Pesha-

wer, is preparing a translation of the Old Testament in

Pushtu. The commit tec of the British and Foreign Bible

Society had some sheets of his MS. printed by the zinco-

photographic process, to be submitted to Afghan schol-

ars with a view ofhaving the whole work printed in the

same manner. For the study of the language, comp.
Bellew, A Dictionary of th Pukkhto or Pukshto Lan-
guage, on a Si a- and Improved Systt m (Lond. 1867) ; the

same. .1 Grammar ofth Pukkhto or Pukshto Language
(ibid.1867); Raverty, I Dictionary ofth Pukhto,Push-
to, ! Language ofth Afghans; with Remarks on the

Originality of the Language, and its Affinity to th Se-

mitic hikI other Oriental Languages (ibid. I860); the

same, I Grammar ofth Pukhta, Pushto,or Language

of the Afghans (ibid. I860); Selectionsfrom th Poetry

oftheAfghans (ibid. 1862); The Gulshan-i-Roh : being

. Prose and Poetical, in the Pushto or Afghan
Language (ibid. 1860); Th Poetry of the Afghans,

from th IGth to the VMl, Century (ibid. 1863); Dom, A
Chrestomathy of the Pushtu or Afghan Language (St.

Petersburg, 1847). and his contributions to Th Pushtu
Grammar in the Memoires dt V Icademu Tmpirialt des

Saencesd SL-Pitersbourg (ibid. 1840, 1845); F.MUller,

J >it Conjugation des A vghdnischen I'< rbums (Wien, 1867)

:

Ueber du Sprach der Ivghdnen (ibid. 1862 63); E.

Trumpp, Grammar ofth Pashto, or Language ofth
Afghans, compared with the Iranian and North-Indian

Idioms (Tubingen, 1873). (B.P.)

Pusillanimity is a feebleness of mind, by which
one is terrified at mere trifles or imaginary dangers, un-
authorized by the most distant probability.

Puspadanta, in Hindu mythology, was one of the
celebrated twelve Buddhas who were particularly wor-
shipped by the Jainas. He was the son of Sugriya
and of Roma, from the family oflkswaku. He is rep-

resented as a man ending in'the body of a fish.—Voll-
mer, Worterb. d. MythoL -. \.

Pustkuchen-Glanzow, Fr. (Vii.. a German
theologian of some note, flourished as pastoral Wiebels-
kirchen, near Treves. He was horn Feb, 4, 1793, at

Detmold, and died Jan. 2, 1834. Hi wrote, Di Urge-
schichii der Menschheitin ihrein vollen Umfangi (Lemgo,
1821):

—

Uistorisch-kritisch Untersuchung der bibl. Ur-
geschichU (Halle, 1823): -Wiederherstellung des achten
Protestantismus, etc. (Hamb. 1827):— i?er Bervf des
i nun/I I. Pfarn rs nach .« im m Zwt ck u. W\ st n, etc.

| Bar-
mi n. l

v o-' i: Grundziigt des Christenthums (Hamb. 1827,

3d ed.) :—Glaubens- u. Sittenlehn I Barmen, 1831 33, 2

vols.)
: Maria, odi rdu Frommigki ildt r II'. ih r( Hamb.

I827,2ded.)r—Kirche, SchuU u. Haus (Elberfeld, 1832).

See Winer, Handbuch der theolog. Literatur, p. 717 (see

Index i; Fttrst, Bibl. Judaica, iii, 124; Zuchold, BM
Theohgica, iii, 1022; Diestel, Gesch. des Alien Testa-

ments, p. 726, 7:;:;. ii;. P.)

Piistrich, an ill-shaped Slavonic idol: it is of

bronze, and hollow. It represents a small, chubby boy
holding one of his hands over his head. The head has
two holes, one at the top, the other at the place ol the
month. It is believed that the priests used this figure

to terrify the people by the spectacle of an infuriated

deity. It was filled with water, and. the holes being
stopped, put on a fire: in due time the stoppers were
driven out of the holes with considerable noise and tre-

mendous eruption of steam and boiling water, other
more modern investigations would lead to thi

sion that the chubby god was nothing but an instrument

of distillery.—Vollmer, Worterb. d. MythoL s. v.

Put i 1 Chron. i. 8; Xah. iii. it). See Phut.

Pute'oli (Grsecized Hon'oAo) [Acts xxviii, 13 . but
in classical (. nek often novnoXoi; a Latin word, from
puteus, a well, on account id' the vselli

volcanic origin with which it abounded), a maritime
town of Campania, in Italy, oil the northern shore of

the ha\ of Naples, and about eight miles north-west

from that city. Here Paul landed on his way to Rome
(Acts xxviii. 13 I. A- above noted, it derived its name
from its tepid hath-, and the district in which they
exist is now called Terra di Lavoro. The earlier name
of Puteoli, u Inn the lower part of Italy was I (reek, was

Dicatarchia; and this name continued to be used to a

laic period. Josephus uses it in two passagi

xvii. 12, 7: xviii, 7. 2); in a third (Life,3), he speaks

of himself (after the shipwreck w hicb, like St. Paul, he

hid recently gone through) as diaau&eic. n'r rrjv Ai-

Kaiapxiav, tjv TIotioXovc lraXoi KaXovoiv. So Philo,

in describing the curious interview which he and his

fellow J wish ambassadors had here with Caligula, uses

the old name (Legat, ml Caium, ii. 521). Its Roman
history may he said to have begun with the Second Punic

War. It was a favorite watering-place of the Romans,
as its numerous hot -springs were judged efficacious

tor the cure id' various diseases. Ii was also the port

where ships usually discharged their passengers and

cargoes, partly lo avoid doubling the promontory of

Circeiuro, and partly because tin re was no commodious
harbor nearer to Rome. Hence the Bhip in which Paul

was conveyed from Melita lauded the prisoners at this

place, where the apostle staved for a Week I
Acts NN \ ,ii.

13). [n connection with St. Paul's movements, we must
notice ii- communications, in Nero's reign, along the

mainland with Rome. The coast road leading north-

ward I" Sinucssa was not made till the reign ol' D6mi-
tiau: hut there w;t- a cross-road leading to Capua, and
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Map of the Bay of Ptiteoli.

there joining the Appian Way. See Three Taverns.

The remains of this road may be traced at intervals

;

and thus the apostle's route can be followed almost

step by step. We should also notice the fact that there

were Jewish residents at Puteoli. We might be sure

of this from its mercantile importance ; but we are pos-

itively informed of it by Josephus (Ant. xvii, 12, 1) in

his account of the visit of the pretended Herod-Alex-

ander to Augustus; and the circumstance shows how
natural it was that the apostle should find Christian

"brethren" there immediately on landing. From this

port it was that the Roman armies were despatched to

Spain, and here the ambassadors from Carthage

ed. It had the privileges of a

colony from a very early period,

and these were successively re-

newed by Nero and Vespasian, I

the latter bestowing on the place '

the title of Colonia Flavia. Pu-

teoli was at that period a place

of very great importance. We
cannot elucidate this better than

by saying that the celebrated

bay a part of which is now
" the bay of Naples," and in

early times was "the bay of

Cumae," was then called - Sinus

Puteolanus." The city was at

the north-eastern angle of the

bay. Close to it was Raise, one

of the most fashionable of the

Roman watering-places. The
emperor Caligula once built a

ridiculous bridge between the

two towns; and the remains of

it must have been conspicuous

when St. Paul landed at Pu-

teoli in the Alexandrian ship

which brought him from Malta.

See Castor and Pollux; Mel-
ita; Rhegium; Syracuse. In

illustration of the arrival here

of the corn-ships we may refer

to Seneca (£/;. 77) and Sueto-

nius (Octai: 98). No part of the

Campanian shore was more fre-

quented. The associations of

Puteoli with historical person-

ages are very numerous. Scipio

sailed from hence to Spain. Cic-

ero had a villa (his "Puteola-

num") in the neighborhood.

Here Nero planned the murder

of his mother. Vespasian gave

to this city peculiar privileges,

and here Hadrian was buried.

In the 5th century Puteoli was

ravaged both by Alaric and

Genseric, and it never afterwards recovered its former

eminence. It is now a fourth -rate Italian town, still

retaining the name of Pozzuoli.

The remains of Puteoli are considerable. The aque-
duct, the reservoirs, portions (probably) of baths, the

great amphitheatre, the building called the temple of

Serapis. which affords very curious indications of

changes of level in the soil, are all well worthy of no-

tice. But our chief interest here is concentrated on

the ruins of the ancient mole, which is formed of the

concrete called Pozzolmut , and sixteen of the piers of

which still remain. No Roman harbor has left so solid

a memorial oi itself as this one at which St. Paul land-

Mole of Puteoli
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ed in Italy. Here, too, was the statue erected to Tibe-

rius to commemorate his restoration of the Asiatic cities

destroyed by an earthquake, and of which Btatue the

pedestal with its inscription remains al st entire to

this day. See Mazzella, Situs el Antiquitaa Puteol. in

Grsevius and Burnam, Thesour. ix. pt i\
; Romanelli,

I , Pozzuoli (Naples, 1817); Jorio, G

i Lbwenigh, Die Landschafi Poz-

zuoli (Aachen, 1841); Lewin, St. Paul, ii, 218 sq. See

I Pai [..

Pu'tiel (Heb. Putiel', ;n--j". afflicted of God;

Sept. &ovnrjk), the father ol the wife of Eleazar the

priest and the mother of Pbinebas (Exod.vi, 25). B.C.

cir. L619. In modern Jewish traditions Putiel is con-

founded with Jethro the Midianite, "who fatted the

calves for idolatrous worship" (Targum Pseudojon. On

Exod. r't. 25; Gemara of Sota by Wagenseil, c. viii.

§6).

Putnam, Franklin, a Presbyterian minister, was

born in Marietta, 0., July 22, 1801. After receiving a

good academical training, he entered Athens College,

( ).. and graduated with honor in 1823. During the last

year of his college course he was converted, and though

up to this time the law had been the objeel of his stud-

ies, the Gospel now became his all-absorbing hope. He
entered the Theological Seminary at Auburn, X.V., and

in 1826 was Licensed by Oneida Presbytery, N. V. In

1827 he returned to Ohio, and was appointed to labor

as a missionary and evangelist to the feeble churches in

Springfield, Qrbana, and Buck Creek, O. Subsequently

he accepted a call to Springfield Church, and was or-

dained and installed pastor by Dayton Presbytery;

here lie labored for eighteen months, when he accepted

a call to the Church in Dayton, 0. In 1837, at the di-

vision in the Church, he resigned, and accepted a call to

Circleville, < ».. where he continued to labor lor over six

years, when, by reason of paralysis of one half of liis

body, he resigned his charge, and removed to Dela-

ware, 0. Here, after devoted care on the part of Ids

family, his health was restored, and he resumed preach-

ing and ministered to the Church at Delaware, and sub-

sequently at Tiffin, Greenville, and Republic. < >.. and

Thorntown, End. He died at the latter place Oct 11,

1859. Mr. Putnam was a logical thinker, ami full of

zeal for the cause of Christ; an excellent pastor, ever

ready in sorrow to administer comfort and consolation.

See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Almanac, L861,p. L62. (J.L.S.)

Putnam, George, D.D., a Unitarian minister of

the did School, was born in Massachusetts in 1808, and

was educated at Harvard University, class of L826. lie

early entered the ministry, and finally became pastor at

lioxlairy. .Mass.. where he sustained a pastorate of

nearly half a century, enjoying not only the warm af-

fection of ids own people, hut the highest respect and
confidence of the whole community. Away from home
also Dr. Putnam wielded a very wide influence in all

directions, and he was beloved by men of every relig-

ious school in an eminent degree. I >r. Putnam was

more than an ordinary man. He was not only pos-

sessed "i ih'' most noble personal characteristics, but

was endowed with excellent scholarship, remarkable

intellectual powers, and great wisdom in judgment He
was always vigorous, fresh, ami often very eloquent in liis

pulpit discourses. For years his Past-day and Thanks-
giving services were largely attended by visitors from
what was then the adjoining city ( Boston), to listen to

his tl ghtful ami powerful discussions upon public

and national questions. A shock of paralysis in 1872

warned him that the period of his vigor was terminat-

ing, and lie was obliged to consent to have a younger
associate with him in the pastorate. For the last two
years before his death", which occurred in L878, lie was
aide to render Bervici ly al tin' marriage or funeral

of some one of Ids beloved parishioners, who. in these

joyful and painful domestic MTa-, especially welcomed
even the trembling voice of their old pastor. From

1849 to 1850 Dr. Putnam was editorially connected with

tin- Christian Examiner. lie- published a number !'

separate sermons, orations, , t,-.

Putnam, Jonathan W.. a minister of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, was bom in Leyden, N. T., July

31, 1815. lie wa.s converted at the age of twelve, and

was received into the Methodist Episcopal < hurch. He
was Licensed to exhort in L835; in L836 he received li-

cense to preach. He travelled four years in the New-
Jersey Conference, ami then went to the Wisconsin

Conference. In L856 he was transferred to the East-

Genesee Conference, ami stationed at East Palmyra.

Afterwards he was successively appointed to Tyrone,

Catharine, Soutbport, Jackson, Canton, Prattsburgh,

I hresden, .and Middlesex, lie had just b< gun the work
of the second year on this last charge, with good prom-

ise of .success, when death overtook him on Septs '.'.

1871. See Minutes ofAnnual Conferences, 1872, p. 130,

131; Northern Christian Advocate, 1871.

Putsha, in Hindu mythology, is the name of the

small, bloodless sacrifices, consisting of fruits and flow-

ers, which were offered to the genii, as well as to the

three greal gods.

Putshiaii, in Hindu mythology, is the name of

the Brahmins who, after twelve years' study, determine

to di -\ ote their Lives entirely to the gods, and in conse-

quence attach tic msi Lves to some pagoda.

Puxis is the box in which the consecrated hosts fur

the sick are preserved. See l'v.x.

PuZZa is a Chinese goddeSS who has sole, ri -• m-
blance to the Cybele of the Greeks and the [sis of the

Egyptians. The bonzes relate that three genii ot the

female se.x descended once from their heavenly ahode

to enjoy a hath in an earthly stream. The water had

scarcely touched their bodies when the most beautiful

of them perceived on her garment a lotos-plant, with

blossoms and fruit, and could not imagine whence the

plant had come. She could not resist the desire of

tasting the fruit ; but this was attended with evil con-

sequences, for behold a little son was horn from hi r al

the same moment. She brought him up, and when
he had reached the years of maturity she returned to

heaven. This nymph was Puzza; and, as her offspring

became a mighty ruler of the heavenly empire of ( hina.

she was worshipped as the queen of the world, the

1 1 mi her of all that is good, and the supporter of all that

is living. Puzza is represented with eighteen arms.

sitting on a flower, and her head surrounded with an

aureola.—Yollmer. Worterb. </. MythoU s. v.

Pyer, John, an English minister who labored suc-

cessively with the \Vcsle\ans ami the Independents,

was born in L790. He began his labors as a tint mis-

sionary, devoting himself entirely to the connected

evangelistic work. After the tint ceased to he the

property of tin- Methodist body, he built a chapel at

Mam hosier, where he remained nine years. As lie

changed his doctrinal views, he abandoned the Wes-
leyan church, and joined the Congregationalista For

the succeeding four years he was agent of the London

Christian -Instruction Society. Hi-health finally re-

quired him to seek a less laborious position, ami he be-

came the Congregational pastor of.South Molton. Later

he removed to Cork, and in 1889 accepted a pastorate

at Devon, where he remained the last twentj years of

his life, and died in 1859, laborious and active to the

very last : he was found by the servant- lit. l, s~. having

literally fallen asleep in -h mi-. I'm. na- I he writer of

a lew useful hymns; ai iu them, "Met again in Je-

sus' name." which is found in the X.ir Congregational

Hymn-book, No. 808.

Pygarg CptJ'nl. dishon, from dush, "r"~. to tread,

or perhaps duts, H'T '> leap; Sept. iruyapyoc, Vulg.

pygargus) occurs only i Deut xiv. .">
i in the list of .dean

animals, being the name apparently of some ;

. though it i- by no means easy to identify it.
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The Greek irvyapyoQ denotes an animal with a " white

rump," and is used by Herodotus (iv, 192) as the name
of some Libyan deer or antelope. JSlian (vii, 19) also

mentions the -xvyapyoc,, but gives no more than the

name; comp. also Juvenal {Sat, xi, 138). It is usual

to identify the pygarg of the Greek and Latin writers

with the addax of North Africa, Nubia, etc. (Addax
nasomaculatus), known to the ancient Greeks under

the same title (Oryx addax, Lieht.), which has been

recognised as a beast of chase in the old Egyptian
sculptures. It is widely spread over Central Africa,

extending to the borders of the Nile in Nubia, and is

well known to the Arabs, who still distinguish it by
its ancient name, with the familiar prefix of Abu, or

father

—

Father Addas. The addax is a coarse and
heavy antelope, three feet high at the withers, with a

large clumsy head and stout legs. The horns exist in

both sexes, are long, twisted outwards, covered with
rings nearly to the points, which are sharp ; the tail is

long and tufted. The head and neck are of a deep red-

dish brown color, with a band of white across the face

;

the forehead and throat are clothed with coarse black

hair, and all the rest of the body and limbs is of a

whitish gray hue. It is one of that group of antelopes

in which we may clearly discern an approach to the

bovine race. See Ox.

\m
Addax Antelope {Oryx addax).

Against this identification of the dishon with the ad-

dax, however, there are some considerable objections.

In the first place, this antelope does not present at all

the required characteristic implied by its name; and,

in the second, there is much reason for believing, with

Ruppell (Atlas zu der Iieise im nord. Afrihi. p. 21) and
Hamilton Smith (Griffith's Cuvier's Anim. Kingdom, iv,

193), that the addax is identical with the strepsia ros

of Pliny (N. II. xi, 37), which animal, it must be ob-

served, the Roman naturalist distinguishes from the

j)ygarcjus (viii, 53). Indeed, we may regard the iden-

tity of the addax and Pliny's strepsiceros as established

;

for when this species was, after many years, at length

rediscovered by Hemprich and Ruppell, it was found to

be called by the Arabic name of akas or adas, the very

name which Pliny gives as the local one of his strepsi-

ceros. The pygargus, therefore, must be sought for in

some animal different from the addax. The required

characters seem to be found in a group of antelopes de-

scribed by Mr. Bennett (Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. i). They
have many peculiarities in common with the group
which includes the spring-bok (Antidorcas euchore ) and
the houte-bok (Damalis pygarga), those fine white-
ramped species of South Africa, but are distinguished

by the characters of the horns, which are larger, thick-

er, more bovine, and of bolder curvature, turning first

almost horizontally backwards, and then hooked ab-
ruptly forwards. The legs are long, the neck long and
slender, and there is a white patch on the throat in all

the species. The group is confined to the northern
half of the African continent. The best-known species

is the mhorr (Antilope mhorr, Bennett), which stands

two feet eight inches high at the croup. The horns

are ringed from the base about half-way up, whence to

the tip they are round, smooth, and obtusely pointed.

The expression of the face is gentle; the eye large,

dark, and liquid. The tail is long, close-haired at the

base, but tipped with a tuft of long black hair—a very

ox-like character. The general hue of the coat, which
is short and sleek, is a deep brownish red; the line of

the belly and the inner surface of the limbs are white.

But the whole region around the base of the tail is pure
white, abruptly separated from the dark red of the Hanks;

the patch running forwards in a point on each hip, and
downwards on the posterior surface of the thighs. The
strong contrast of the two colors has a very singular

effect, and would probably be seized on to form a de-

scriptive appellation. Two males of this beautiful spe-

cies were sent to the Zoological Society from Morocco;
they were not, however, indigenous to that country,

but had been brought from the eastern side of the des-

ert. The species is hunted by the Arabs for the sake

of the stomachal concretion called bezoar, to which it is

peculiarly subject, and which is so highly valued in

Oriental pharmacy. These stones are called in Mo-
rocco baid el-mhorr, or mhorr's eggs. There is, how-
ever, another species, considerably larger than the

mhorr, but having the same general form and the same
distributions of the colors. It is the addra (A. rufi-

collis), a fine beast found in the wastes of Nubia by
Ruppell, and by Hemprich and Ehrenberg in Uongola.

This animal stands about three feet three inches high
at the croup, and is five feet four inches in length. It

is seen in considerable flocks on the eastern borders of

the Great Desert, and may well have been the pygarg
of the ancients.— Smith ; Fairbairn. See Tristram,

Nat. Hist, of the Bible, p. 126; Wood, Bible Animals, p.

Ill sq. ; Bible Educator, ii, 24, 135, 167. Comp. Ante-
lope.

Pygmies of Western Africa. The existence

of pygmy races of human beings in Africa has often

been asserted, and many circumstances less easily cred-

ible than their diminutive size have been reported. Du
Cliaillu has recently discovered the actual existence of

a pygmy race, but of whom the diminutive size is the

only remarkable characteristic. He found them in the

mountainous country on the east of the southern great

branch of the Ogobai. They are called Obongos, and
live in the midst of negro tribes of ordinary stature.

They showed extreme timidity on being visited by a
white man. In stature they are only about four feet

and a half. They subsist chiefly on animal food, but

partly also on the roots, berries, and nuts which they
find in the forests. In their mental calibre, these pyg-
mies vary as greatly as ordinary races. Hence there is

no settled theory as to their religious tendency, some
of them comprehending their religious need, while oth-

ers seem to be almost void of any religious conscious-

ness. See Pre-Adamites ; Religion.

Pyle, Thomas, an eminent Anglican divine, was
born at Stodey, near Holt, Norfolk, in 1674. He was
educated at Caius College, Cambridge, and, after tak-

ing holy orders, distinguished himself as minister of St.

Margaret's parish, in King's Lynn. He was afterwards

made prebendary of Salisbury by Dr. Hoadlv for Ins

services in the Bangorian Controversy. His Paraphrase
on the Acts and all the Epistles is an excellent work, of-

ten reprinted. He published, besides, Paraphrase of
the Books of the Old Testament (Lond. 1717-25, 4 vol's.

8vo) :

—

The Scripture Preservative against Popery (ibid.

1735):— and three volumes of Sermons. He died at

Lynn in 1757, greatly respected and highly admired in

all England for his excellency in purpose and superior-

ity in scholarship. See Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii. 172;

Gentleman's Magazine (Lond. 1783), p. 659, 692; Nich-

ols, Literary A necdotes.

Pynchon, William, an English divine, was born

in the second half of the 16th century, and, after mi-
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t^@
Hieroglyph of Memphis,

grating to this country, settled at Roxbury, Mass., in t lie pyramids was co-

1630, aged 71 or 73. In 1637 he removed to Springfield, eval with that of the UiiiU
Mass. lit- finally returned to England, and died at city. It is probable /wwvw
Wraysbury, Buckinghamshire, in 1662. He published, thai the title of being

Th Meritorious Pria of Christ's Redemption (Lond. tin- builders <>l them,

l655,4to); which was so heretical in tendency and the honor of being buried in them, were given
that ii offended tin- Puritanic fathers, and was burned t" the monarcha by whom they wen- finished. The
on ii.,- Common by order of the authorities of Massa- pyramids arc solid unds raised over the sepulchral

//,. Jewes, Synagogvu (1652, 4to):— Tim* chambers of the kings, the firel an ..fan Egyptian
and Manner how the First Sabbath was Ordained, etc. monarch being to prepare hi- future "eternal abode."

Ho). For this purpose, a passage of the size of the intended

Pyne, Smith, D.D, a clergyman of the Protestan. ™<*>&*S™. ™ '->' •""""-'l " •»"• ™ck at a suit-

Episiopal Church, was a native of Ireland, and was ed- .

a1,
'
incl

1

,ne " lowei l!
-

:"" ! al ;l

7
1 -';""' ^pth a

'
, , ,

|
,

. ,. • • rectangular chamher was e\.a\ate< m the solid rock.
ucated al l-.tmi and Oxford. England. Alter arriving /.,-,, , ,

, . i- i i i i i

< >ver this chamh.r a cuhica mass o masonrv. o sonare
in this conntrv he stmlie.l thcolou'v. ami was admitted ,, ,

, ,
, , • , •••,'. Z

, , , ", ,
, ,, , , , „. .i Mocks, was then paced. ha\ inur the on ice o the shaft

to holy orders by lushop Ilohart m L826. !!< was n> , . .. . ' , & . ,. ,. ,

open. Additions continued to be made to tin-- cubical

mass both in heighl and breadth as long as the mon-
arch lived, so that at his death all that remained to he

done was to lace or mi th the exterior of the step-

formed mound. Bui in Bome cases the masonry passed

bevond the orifice of the shaft, which involved the (-on-

to holy order- by bishop

turn rector of a parish al Elizabeth, N. J.; Christ

Church, Middletown, Conn.; St. John's Church. You-
kers. N. Y. : Calvary parish and St. John's Church,

Washington. In the latter position he remained up-

wards of twenty years. During the war. Dr. Pyne
worked in the camps and hospitals and among the sol- ,

diers, He was at one time a trustee of th! General iT" "' "' ,"''
""w Bh*ft

'
ha™g lU onfic* ^yon*

J

f -

Theological Seminary, and of Trinity College, Han-
Ihep^id was faced by adding courses ol long blocks

io,d. lie died in New York , 7. 1875.
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to a ti.it or even surface, commencing from the summit.
Pyramid (-con/tic, perhaps from the Egyptian The outer masonry, however, or casing, as il is called,

br I, a -tincture of the shape of the geometric figure so has in most instances been partially stripped off. Pro-

called, erected indifferent parts of the Old and the New vision was made for protecting the vertical joints by
World, the most important being the pyramids ofEgypl placing each stone half way over another. The ma-
aud .Mexico. Those of Egypl were considered one of sonry is admirably finished, and the mechanical means
the seven wonders of the world. They arc in all seventy by which such immensi masses of stone were raised to

in number, of different sizes, lying between 29 and 30 their places has long been a mysten ; the discovery,

N.lat., and are masses ofstone or brick, with square bases however, of large circular holes in some of the stones

and triangular sides. Although various opinions have ' has led to the conclusion thai they wire wound Up by
prevailed as to their use, as that they were erected for machines. The stones were quarried on or near the spot;

astronomical purposes, for resisting the encroachment sometimes, however, granite taken from the quarries of

of the sand of the desert, for granaries, reservoirs, or Syene was partially employed. The entrances were
sipiil.lm-. the last - mentioned hypothesis has I.ecu carefully filled up, and the passage protected by stone
proved to be correct in recent times bj the excavations portcullises and other contrivances, to prevent ingress

of the late general Howard Vyse. They were all the to the sepulchral chamber. There appears to have been
tombs of monarchs of Egypt who nourished from the also a door, or pylon, at the entrance of the shaft, orna-

fourth to the twelfth dynasty, none having been con- mented with Egyptian sculptures and hieroglyphs. The
Btructed later than that time, the subsequent kings be- sides of the pyramids face the cardinal points, and the

ing buried at AU dos, Thebes, and other places, in tombs i ntrances face the north. The work ol the largi r pyr-
oi a \' iy different construction. The picture of a pyra- am ids was executed by corvees of laborers,

mid forms a pari of the hieroglyphic name of Memphis. The mosl remarkable and finest p\ ram ids are those

and the immutability of mosl things in Egypt leads us of I rtzeh, situated on a level space of the Libyan chain

to infer, from this circumstance, that the foundation of al Memphis, on the wesl hank of the Nile. The largest

thr< ' an- the mosl fa-

mous. The firsl or

Cnat Pyramid, as ap-

pears from the t xea-

vaiions of Y\ se, was
the sepulchre of the
( 'heops of I lerodotus,

tint himl" s.orChem-

mis. of Diodorus, and

the Suphis of Mane-
tho and Eratosthenes

(Shufu I. l;.c. 2218-

2186 . The name of

the founder ol the

Great I \ ramid has

been detected in a

small tomb iii iis mi-

ni, di.ite vicinity. It

- i- written in Greek by

Manetho, ]

whii h is >aid by Era-

tOStlieill - to mean ill

EgJ ptian KOfiaOTOQ,
w ho has much

hair." The hiero-
glyphic name. Shufu,

has also the same

meaning as in theGeneral View of the Pyramids.
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EXPLANATION
Entrance lo Pyramids thus, E

• i^#-~c^i hit:/ -;'
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3
H

J ' /2-Sh.f.No.l ^\ //'' I >/ C \ J

\&S\ K
i] -

- THIRD PYRAMID ' "I

In -W

Plan of the Pyramids of Gizeh

Coptic, "much hair." Its height was

r^ >K\ 480 feet 9 inches, and its base 764 feet

^ 2L\ square, having an area of about 13 acres.

'
jC-b Its slope or angle is 51° 50'. It has,

however, been much spoiled and stripped

of its exterior blocks for the building of

^L , I Cairo. The original sepulchral cham-

L ^P^# ,jer
' ca^et^ tne Subterranean Apartment,

%.-"- M 46 feet by 27 feet, and 11 feet 6 inches

high, has been hewn in the solid rock,

and was reached by the original passage,

320 feet long, which descended to it by
an entrance at the foot of the pyramid.

The excavations in this direction were subsequently

abandoned on account of the vast size attained by the

pyramid, rendering it impracticable to carry on the en-

trance on a level with the natural rock, which had been

cat down and faced for that purpose. Accordingly a

second chamber, with a triangular roof, was constructed

in the masonry of the pyramid. 17 feet by 18 feet 9

inches, and 20 feet 3 inches high. This was reached

by a passage rising at an inclination of 26 3 18', termi-

nating in a horizontal passage. It is called the Queen's

Chamber, and occupies a position nearly in the centre

of the pyramid. The monument—probably owing to

the long life attained by the monarch—still progress-

ing, a third chamber, called the King's, was finally con-

structed, by prolonging the ascending passage of the

Queen's Chamber for 150 feet farther into the very cen-

tre of the pyramid, and, after a short horizontal pas-

sage, making a room 17 feet 1 inch by 34 feet 3 inches,

and 19 feet 1 inch high. To diminish, however, the

pressure of the superincumbent masonry on the flat roof,

five small chambers were made vertically in succession

Entrance of the Great Py
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above the roof, the last one pointed, varying in height been broken into by the caliph Alaziz Othman ben-

from 1 foot I inches to 8 Peel 7 inches, the apex of the Yussuf, A.I>. 1196. Subsequently, it was opened by

top one being rather more than 69 feet above the roof Belzoni. The masonry is inferior to the first, but it was

of the King's Chamber. The end of the horizontal anciently cased below with red granite. The casing

was finished in a superior style, and cased with Mill remains at the summit.

red syenitic granite; and in the King's Chamber was The third pyramid, built by Blencheres, or Myceri-

us of the king, Cheops, 7 feel 6j uus (brother of Chephren, B.C. 2163 2130), is much
i mg, 3 feel •"• inches broad, and 3 feel 5 inches Bmallerthan theothei two, being only

hi for whom the pyramid was built. As the heat 218 feet high by 854 feel 6 inches

square. Ii also has two sepulchral

chambers, both in the solid rock. The
lower sepulchral chamber, which held

a sarcophagus of rectangular shape, of

inasun's marks.

of this chamber was stifling, owing to want of ventila-

tion, two small air-channels, or chimneys, about nine

[uare, were made, ascending to the north and

smith sides of the pyramid. They perfectly ventilate

this chamber. Alter the mummy was deposited in the whinstone, had a pointed root, cul like

King's Chamber, the entrance -was closed with granite an arch inside; but the cedar coffin, in

ises, and a well made at the junction of I he up- shape of a mummy, bad b» n moved
ward-inclined and horizontal passages, by which the to the upper or large apartment, and
workmen descended into the downward-inclined pas- its contents there rifled. Among the

Bage, after carefully closing the access to the sepulchral debris oftbe coffin and in the chambers

chambers. The changes which took place in this pyr- were found the legs and pari of the

amid gave rise to various traditions, even in the days trunk of a body with linen wrapper,

of Herodotus, Cheops being reported to lie buried in a supposed by some to be thai of the monarch, bul by
chamber surrounded by the waters of the Nile. It took others to be that of an Arab, on account of the anchy-
a long time for its construction—100,000 men being losed right knee. This body and fragments of the coffin

employed on it. fur thirty years. The operations in were removed to the British Museum; but the -tone

tliis pyramid l>y general v"yse gave rise to the discov- sarcophagus was unfortunately lost off Carthagena, by
cry of marks scrawled in red ochre in a kind of cursive the sinking of the vessel in which it was being trans-

hieroglyphs on the blocks brought from the quarries of ported to England. There is a hieroglyphic inscription

Turah. These contained the name and titles of Shufu very beautifully engraved on the fragment of the coffin,

(the hieroglyphic form of Cheops) : numerals and di- containing a royal name, which nails Menka-re. The
reclions for the position of materials: with them were masonry of this pyramid is most excellent, and it was

anciently cased half-way up with black granite.

The second pyramid has a

line ofChambers Cnt in the rock,

and on its eastern side are the

ruins of a temple. The third has

a similar temple and avenue;
and. indeed, the eastern face of

the ( ,ieal Pyramid has traces.

though more indistinct, of ,-i

similar structure: hut the sec-

^
ond temple, that of Chephren,
is distinguished by having the

Sphinx ranged in front of the

c< ntiv ot ii- eastern face, bi ar-

ing all the marks ofhaving been

connected with it by communi-
cations cut through the rock

under- gmund. Between the

paws of the Sphinx a perfect

temple was discovered, a few
\ ears ago, by Belzoni, on char-

in- awaj the sand by which it

bad been choked up for

There are six other pyramids
of interior size and int(

Glzeh : one at Aim Rush, five

miles to the north-west of the

same spot, is ruined, hut of large

dimensions: another at Zow \ et

el-Arrian, also made of lime-

stone, i- siill more ruined : an-

other al Kigali, a spot in the

also much mini d, and built lor

the monarch User-en-Ra, bj some supposed to he Bu-
siris. There are five of these monuments al AbusJr,

one with a name supposed to he that of a monarch
of the third dynasty: and another with that of I he

king Sahura. A group of eleven pyramids remains

at Sakkara. one with a doorwaj inlaid with porcelain

tiles, and having a royal name. Five other pyramids
are ai Dashur, the northernmost of which, built of

brick, is supposed to he that of the king Asychis of

Herodotus, and ha- a name of a king apparently about

the twelfth dynasty. Other- arc at Meydfin and 111a-

hun; and two at Biahmo, at Medinel el-Fayum, appar-

ently the sepulchres of the la-t king- of [he twelfth dv-

A. Pyramid when cased and i

1

I

1 >. \ itaral rock.

Section of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh.

/<. I ». - . tnlii

of/..

«\ Subterranean chamber,
out of d.

f. Pit dug by general II. Vyse.

• ulipli El
i. Aacendlng

j. Mouth of well.
k. Well.
/. Horizontal gallery leading

m. Queen'a I hitmber.
71. ttrrnt gull, ry.

o. \ eatibule.

bamber.
q. Sarcophagua in the King's Chamber,
r. Davidaon5

! Chamber.
... Wellington'* Chamber.

' l::i!lil..r.

I uthnot'a CI

Queen's Chamber.

Hieroglyph of
Chephren,

The second pyramid is situated on a |
\ icinity of Abuslr

higher elevation than the first, and w as

built by shufu [I, or Chephren
i
B.< .

2186 2163), the bod of shufu I. His
name reads Shefri : he is called Suphis
II by Manetho, and I Sephrenes bj I le-

rodotus. It is inscribed on a beautiful

table! in the British Museum, which
was brought froi e of the tombs
in ii Memphis, and was engraved in

memory of a personage who acted as

superintendent of the building of the

pyramid. This pyramid has tw se-

pulchral chambers, and appear- to have
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nasty. Some small brick pyramids of the kings of the

eleventh dynasty are at the Drah Abit Negr at Thebes.

In Nubia, the ancient Ethiopia, are several pyramids,

the tombs of the monarchs of Meroe, and of some of the

Ethiopian conquerors of Egypt. They are taller in pro-

portion to their base than the Egyptian pyramids, and

generally have a sepulchral hall, or propylon, with

sculptures, which faces the east. The principal groups

of these pyramids are at Bege Rauie, or Begromi, 17°

N. hit., in one of which gold rings and other objects of

late art, resembling that of the Ptolemaic period, were

found. See Egypt.
In Assyria, the Birs Nirnriid, or Tower of Belus, was

a kind of step-shaped pyramid of seven different-colored

bricks, dedicated to the planets by Nebuchadnezzar.

See Babel. The Miijellibe, another mound, was of

pyramidal shape. The pyramid also entered into the

architecture of the tomb of Sardanapalus at Tanus, and

of the mausoleum of Artemisia at Halicarnassus. A
small pyramid, the sepulchre of C. Cestius, imitated

from the Egyptian in the days of Augustus, still exists

within the wall ofAurelian at Rome. Temples and oth-

er monuments of pyramidal shape are found in India,

China, Java, the Polynesian Islands, and elsewhere.

The Toltecs and Aztecs erected temples in Mexico,

called Teocalli, or abodes of gods, of pyramidal shape,

with steps or terraces by which to ascend and reach an

altar, generally placed on the summit, where they per-

formed human sacrifices and other rites. These, how-
ever, are not true pyramids, the pure and simple form

of which is restricted to Egypt. The pyramid entered

extensively into the architecture of the Egyptians, and

appears on the tops of obelisks and tombs as a kind of

roof. Small models of pyramids, with inscribed adula-

tions to the sun, or having royal names, were also placed

in the tombs. See Lepsius, Ueber den Bau der Pi/ra-

miden (1843), p. 143,217; "Wilkinson, Topogr. of Thebes

(Loud. 1*35); Vvse, Operations carried on at Gizeh in

1837 (ibid. 1840-42) ; Perring, \leivs,etc. (ibid. 1839-42);

Gliddon, O/ia JEgyptiaca (ibid. 1849) ; Taylor, The

Great Pyramid (ibid. 1859, 1864); Smyth,. Life and
Work at the Great Pyramid (1867); also, Our Inheri-

tance in the Great Pyramid (Lond. 1864, 1866, 1877,

a work full of fanciful theories) ; St. Day, Plates and
Notes (Edinb. 1869).

PYRAMID, a sepulchral monument in imitation of a

spire of flame. Beleth mentions one built at Tours, and
another, called St. Peter's Needle, at Rome.—Walcott.

See Effigies.

Pyrker, Johann Ladislav of Felso-Eor, a Ro-
man Catholic prelate, and a poet of some talent, was born

Nov. 2, 1772, at Langk, in Hungary. His father was
the manager of an estate. John studied first at the

gymnasium of Stuhlweissenburg and the academy of

Etinfkirchen, and then decided to enter the service of the

State. His application for admission in the chief chan-
cery at Ofen having met with a refusal, he accepted a

situation as private secretary in the house of a count

at Palermo, but never performed these functions ; for,

while on his journey, in the spring of 1792, and on the

point of passing over to Sicily, he suddenly changed his

mind and returned. On his journey home he escaped

an ambush of pirates, which circumstance gave origin

to the tale that he was taken by pirates, sold at Al-

giers, and escaped to Genoa. The aspect of the South
exercised an animating influence upon Pyrker's poetical

talent. On his return through Venice and Vienna, he
made the acquaintance of a former Cistercian monk
and applied for admission to that order. His request

was granted at Lilienfeld (Lower Austria), Oct. 18, 1792
He studied theology at St. Polten, received holy orders

in 1796, and subsequently exercised several monastical
functions. In 1807 he became curate of Timiz. In

1811 he was recalled to his monastery as prior, and in

1812 he was elected abbot of Lilienfeld. In 1818 he was
appointed bishop of Zips, where he founded a seminary

for country teachers. In 1820 he became patriarch of

Venice, and in the ensuing year primate of Dalmatia,

chaplain of the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom, etc. In
1827 he was called to the archiepiscopal see of Erlau,

which post he held until his death, at Vienna, Dec. 2,

1847. Pyrker was a man of amiable manners, a con-

scientious and courageous priest, a Mtecenas.to the arts,

a father to the poor, an ornament to science, and en-

joyed general esteem and affection. His heart rests in

the cathedral at Erlau ; his body, in conformity with his

will, in a spot of the cemetery of Lilienfeld chosen by
himself. His epitaph, chiselled on a simple slab of mar-
ble, is also of his own composition : Ossa I. L. P. Patr.

. 1 rch iej>. Agru nsis ri qu u scant in pace. Of his w< irks, we
consider it appropriate to mention here only PerU u der

heiligen Vorzeit (Vienna, 1821; 2d ed. 1826) :—Bilder
cms dem Leben Jesu und der Apostel (Leips. 1842-43)

:

— Legenden der Heiligen (ibid. 1842). His complete

works were published at Stuttgart (1832-34, 3 vols.;

new ed. 1843). Severe critics miss in Pyrker's poems
creative freshness and the charm of an original fancy;

but they cannot deny the power and beauty of his poet-

ical pictures, the pronounced relief of his characters, and
his masterly management of the language and rhythm.

See Ignaz Hub, Deulschlands Balladen- und Romanzen-
Dichter (Carlsruhe, 1849, 2d ed.),p. 188; Winer, llaudb.

der theol. Literatur, ii, 351, 718 ; but especially Briihl,

Gesch. der lcathol. Literatur, Beutschlands (Vienna,

1861), p. 340 sq.

Pyliaeus, John Christopher, a Moravian itiner-

ant and missionary among the Indians, was born April

25, 1713, at Pausa, in Swabia, graduated at the Univer-

sity of Leipsic, and immigrated to America in 1740.

After having spent a part of the year 1743 in the Mo-
hawk country, in order to learn its language and cus-

toms, he opened a so-called " Indian school" at Bethle-

hem, Pa., in which he prepared young men for mission-

ary service among the aborigines, and, in particular,

taught them the Mohawk tongue. The illustrious Da-
vid Zeisberger (q. v.) was one of his pupils. He con-

tinued such instructions at GnadenhUtten, a missionary

settlement in Pennsylvania, whither he removed in 1747,

taking part at the same time in the work of the mission.

Besides translating a number of hymns into the Mo-
hawk, he wrote three valuable treatises on this lan-

guage, which, however, were never printed. The MSS.
are deposited in the library of the American Philosophi-

cal Society, Philadelphia. In 1751 he went to England,

where he labored in the ministry for nearlv twenty Years.

He died at Herrnhut, Saxony, May 28, 1785. (E. *de S.)

Pyrrlio (Uvppiov), a Greek philosopher of much
eminence, is especially noted as the founder of the Pyr-

rhonian or first Sceptic school of Greece. He was the

son of Pleistarchus. or Pleistocrates, and a native of Elis,

a town of Peloponnesus. He lived about the time of

Philip and Alexander of Macedonia, and was originally

a poor painter; but, after having learned the elements

of science from Dryson,he followed Alexander the Great

in his Eastern expedition, and thus became acquainted

with the doctrines of the Indian gymnosophists and the

Persian magi (Diog. Laert. ix, 11. 2). He was also

an ardent admirer of Democritus. During the greater

part of his life he dwelt in quiet retirement, abstaining

from pronouncing any decided opinion upon anything,

and endeavoring to preserve the greatest calmness and

composure in whatever circumstances he was placed.

Notwithstanding this apparently inactive and indolent

mode of life, he was highly honored by his country-

men, who not only made him their high-priest, but, for

his sake, decreed that all philosophers should be exempt
from payment of taxes (Diog. Laert. ix, 11,5). Pau-

sanias (vi, 24, 4) saw his statue in a portico at Elis, and

a monument erected in honor of him at a little distance

from the town. The Athenians honored him with the

franchise of their city. He died at the advanced age

of ninety. Cicero (not so far wrongly either) ranks him
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among the Socratics; and, indeed, he was as much op-

posed to the pretensions of the Sophists as Socrates him-

Belf, though from a differenl poinl of view. An undis-

turbed peace of mind (airaSria) appeared to Pyrrho the

highest objecl of philosophy; and, thinking that this

peace of mind was disturbed by the dogmatic systems

and the disputes of all other philosophic schools, be was

led i" scepticism ; bul he was by no means ofthat class

oi thorough-going scepticism which is usually associat-

ed with his li.-inic. ami which i- synonymous with abso-

lute and unlimited infidelity. He simply considered a

real scientific knowledge of things to be altogether im-

possible. His fundamental principle was. thai there is

nothing true or false, right or wrong, honest or dishon-

est, just <>r unjust; that there is no standard in any-

thing, hut that all things depend upon law and custom,

and that uncertainty and doubt belong to everything.

Yet, like the eminent modern German thinker, he ap-

pears i" have tenaciously maintained the obligations of

morality, and be declared virtue tn be the only thing

worth striving after (Cicero, De Fin. iv. 16). < In all

occasions, t herefore, he answered his opponents, " What
yuii say may lie true, hut I cannot decide." This and

other similar expressions drew upon him the ridicule of

his adversaries; and most of the absurd anecdotes re-

specting his conduct in the common occurrences of life,

whi( h Diogenes repeats with all the credulity of a gos-

sip, are probably the fabrications of Ids opponents,made
for the purpose ofridiculing Pyrrho. He had many dis-

tinguished followers and disciples, who are called Pyr-

rkonii, or -imply Sceptics: some of them are mentioned
and characterized by Diogenes Laertiust i\. c.7,etc, and

c.12; comp. Gellius, xi, 5; and Cicero, Dt 0?'at.iii,17).

Their doctrines and mode of reasoning are seen clean si

in the works of SextusEmpiricus: their object was rath-

er to overthrow all other systems than to establish anew
one: hence we can scarcely speak of a school of I'vr-

rhonists, inasmuch as they opposed every schooL The
whole philosophy of Pyrrho and his followers is called

Pyrrhonism a name which in subsequent times has

hi en applied to any kind of scepticism, though the Pyr-

rhonian philosophy in realitj is, as we have seen above,

only one particular, and an elementary, form of scepti-

cism. Cicero, in several passages, -peaks of the philos-

ophy of Pyrrho as long exploded and extinct. Pyrrho

himself is said by some ancient authors to have lefl no

works l" hind him; the tropes or epochs, or fundamen-

tal principles of his philosophy, being justly ascribed to

one or more of his followers. Bul Sextus Empiricus

(Adv. Math. i. 282) says that he wrote a poem address-

ed to Alexander the Great, for which he was richly re-

warded; and Athenseus (x,p. H9) quotes a passage from

a work of Pyrrho, the character of which is entirely un-

known. The first writer on the scepticism of Pyrrho is

said to have been Timon, his friend and disciple, w hose

life is written by Diogenes Laertius. See English Cy-

clop, s. v.: Smith, Diet, of Class. Biog. s. v.: Kingsley,

Alexandria andher Schools, \>. 59 sip: Ueberweg, Hist.

qfPhilos. (see Index in vol. ii); Mackintosh, Works, i.

306,307; Bordas-Demoulin, Melanges Philosophigyes

(Par. L846),p. 17 sq. (J.H.W.)

Pyrrhonii. See Pyrrho.

Pyrrhonism. See Pyrrho.

Pyr'rhus ( Tlvppoc, fiery- haired, a common Greek

n in the best MSS. a- the name of the

father ofSopat( r, Paul's companion ( Acts xx. 1 '. See

Norah a.

Pythagoras, one of the earliest and most cele-

brated sage? of Greece, the alleged originator ot the

name and of the profession of philosopher, and the

rounder of a seel which enjoyed great and enduring
reputation. Notwithstanding the numerous fables

which are interwoven with the traditionary accounts

of his career, il is certain thai none of the elder philos-

ophers "i i. recce attained higher eminence in specula-

tion, impressed himself more forcibly on the contem-

' porary world, or influenced more widely and more per-
manently the character of subsequent investigation.

Engaged equally and simultaneously in abstract inqui-

ry and in scientific research, at once theorist and prac-
tical politician, and predominant wherever his efforts

wire directed, he instituted a Bchool, a religious fra-

ternity, a secret society, and a political association, all

combined in one body; and he controlled tor many
years the public movement of the community in which
lie had fixed his abode. His political ascendency was
a potent influence during a considerable part of his

life, and was prolonged, in a mitigated and disguised

form, through successive generations. His sect sur-

vived alike the peculiar circumstances which had fa-

vored its original establishment ami the violent catas-

trophe which crushed the primitive association, and,
after his characteristic doctrines had been accepted.

witl dilicatioiis and addition-, by other schools, de-

voted it-elf with marked earnestness to the public .and

private ethic- which had chiefly attracted the regards

of the master. Hi- discoveries, or happy conjectures,

in mathematics, in astronomy, in music, etc, fascinated

Plato, and were largely incorporated into the all-em-

bracing system of Aristotle. Even in cases in which
they were questioned, rejected, or almost forgotten by
later antiquity, they have been revived by modem phi-

losophy, and may frequently be recognised as furnish-

ing the corner-stones tor modern sciences. To Pythag-
oras have been ascribed the anticipation of the Coper-

nican system, the demonstration of the relation bi tween
the sipians of the -id. - of a right-angled triangle, and
the determinati if the mathematical hasi- of the the-

ory of music. To him musl also he assigned the hon-

or of introducing, however fantastically, numerical rela-

tions for the explanation of the laws and opt ration- of

the material universe. A man connected so prominent-

ly and so effectively with so many important branches

of human research .and of human action, at the v i ry

outset ol systematic speculation and systematized ac-

tivity, may well excite wonder and attract curiosity—

a

wonder which is converted into amazement by reputed

miracles, and a curio-'uy which is baffled and bewilder-

ed by the accumulation of myths around his name and

around all the salient incidents of his career.

1. Lift "nil TmOOTS. The ill tail- of the life and opin-

ion, oi Pythagoras, as transmitted to us by the ancients,

are -o confused and contradictory, and are so blended

with fantastic fables, thai it is impracticable to extract

from them a plain, trustworthy, and consistent account

i Brucker, Hist. Crit. Phil, i. 991 I. The founder, in a re-,1!

mole age, of a secret society at once religious and polit-

ical, philosophical and scientific, afforded an apt frame

on which to hang the exaggerations of admit ii

pic- ami the credulous fancies of his own and of other

generations. We have no authentic remain- and no

contemporary memorials of the Samian philosopher.

The rdics attributed to his earlier follow* rs arc not ac-

knowledged to he genuine. The special work- of Ar-

istotle and of his pupil-. Dicsearchus, Aristoxenus, and

Heraclides Ponticus, on the subject of the Pythagore-

ans, were early lost. A few -cant notices -urvive in

Herodotus. Heraclitus, Xenophaues, [socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle; hut our chief sources of information are the

late writers Diogenes Laertius, Porphyry, and iambli-

Chus. Whatever material- may have been accessible

to them, the] cannot be supposed to have had credi-

ble authorities for their compilations. I he

uncritical habits of Diogenes do not invite confidence,

while the mythical and thaumaturgic proclivities of the

Xeo-I'latouisls do provoke constant suspicion. These

miracle-mongers would greedily welcome anj marvel-

lous legends, and would not he scrupulous about adding

embellishments or fictions of their own to the talc- of

wonder which tiny mighl find already in circulation.

We are singularly unfortunate in regard to this pioneer

in philosophy. Antiquity has bequeathed to us much
in regard t" him which i- absurd as well as incredible;
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it has left little that can be received without hesitation,

to form a portrait of the man, or to furnish an adequate

scheme of his doctrines.

The birth of Pythagoras is placed by Mullach in the

first year of the 43d Olympiad (B.C. 608), on the strength

of a "legend reported by Eratosthenes and cited by Di-

ogenes Laertius. The same date is deduced, with some

uncertainty, from a statement made by Antiochus and

preserved by Clemens Alexandrinus. The nativity of

Pythagoras is brought down nearly forty years later by

accepting the declaration of Aristoxenus that he left

Samos at the age of forty, in the reign of Polycrates.

The difference between these estimates is sufficient to

destroy any confidence in either, and distrust is increased

by the very dubious character of early Greek chronolo-

gy; yet each of these deductions has been espoused by

eminent scholars. Bentley and Larcher are on the side

of Mullach ; Dodwell attaches himself to the declara-

tion of Aristoxenus; Grote, apparently convinced of the

inconclusiveness of all reasoning on the subject, aims at

the golden mean, and places the birth of Pythagoras

about B.C. 580. The only safe conclusion is that the

philosopher began to flourish in the second half of the

6th century before Christ.

The birthplace of Pythagoras, if less doubtful than

the date of his birth, has been more variously deter-

mined. He is usually designated the Samian. This

rests, primarily, upon a passage in Herodotus, in which

the curious story of Zamolxis is related. Grote con-

siders the passage decisive. On referring to the text,

it will be found that Herodotus says nothing positively

of the philosopher's place of birth. The general belief

of antiquity, however, accredited Pythagoras to Samos,

and it is only this belief that is attested by Isocrates

(Busir. c. xi). Aristoxenus represented him as a Tyr-

rhenian from Lemnos or Imbros. By some writers he

was represented as the son of a Phliasian refugee who
settled in Samos. Neanthes regarded him as a Syrian

or Tyrian ; Theopompus and Aristarchus entertained

the opinion of Aristoxenus; Hippobotus and Hermip-
pus endorsed the common belief.

Contradictions continue to multiply. There is no

agreement in regard to the paternity of Pythagoras.

The accepted tradition presents him as the son of Mne-
sarchus; Justin, however, names his father Demaratus.

Those who assigned a Phliasian origin to his father

gave him the name of Marmacus, which Voss and Fa-

ber think that Justin blunderingly converted into Dem-
aratus. Tzetzes, a very late author indeed, calls his

mother Pytha'is. His father is variously reputed to

have been an engraver of gems and a rich merchant;

he may have been both or neither. Two brothers, old-

er than himself, are given to Pythagoras—Eunomus, or,

according to other accounts, Eunostes, and Tyrrhenus.

These names are very suspicious.

These confusions and perplexities are noticed, not

with any desire of exhibiting the numerous opinions

which prevailed in relation to the birth of Pythagoras,

but to show how uncertain and unauthenticated, even
in antiquity, were those points in his history which
were least apt to provoke diversity of statement. If

there were such differences in such matters, there is lit-

tle reason to expect trustworthy accounts in regard to

more important concerns, where enforced secrecy pro-

moted fanciful conjecture, where the love of the mar-
vellous might indulge itself without check or fear of

detection, and where the character of the school cher-

ished the wildest inventions and encouraged their ac-

ceptance. The story is. throughout, involved in fable

and in superfetations of fable.

Tradition has been wholly unrestrained in relating

the education of Pythagoras. Several teachers have
been assigned to him. He is said to have been placed

by his uncle Zo'ilus under the charge of Pherecydes in

the island of Lemnos. He is reported to have after-

wards attached himself to Hermodamas, or Leodamas
(both names are given), the grandson of Creophylus,

the cyclic poet. He is alleged to have been the disci-

ple of Thales, of the Milesian Anaximander, and of the

Cretan Epimenides, who is even a more shadowy per-

sonage than himself. The true significance of this

combination of names may probably be found in the

disposition of later times to regard Pythagoras as in-

structed in all the learning of the Greeks. Yet the

accumulation of Hellenic knowledge was not considered

a sufficient equipment for his career. He is supposed

to have set out, while still young, on extensive travels

through the Oriental world, just as the mediaeval sages

were believed to have gathered their stores of learning

from the Saracenic schools in Spain and in the East.

Egypt seems to have been the first foreign country

visited by Pythagoras. He is said to have been com-
mended to Araasis by a letter from his friend Polycra-

tes, and to have remained in the country long enough
to acquire all the wisdom of the Egyptians—their lan-

guage, arithmetic, geometry, religious rites, etc. Dur-
ing his stay, he is alleged to have been captured by the

Persian armies of Cambyses, and to have received the

instructions of the Magi; he is also said to have stud-

ied astrology with the Chaldwans, and to have received

from the Brahmins in India their peculiar doctrines.

This last imagination is apparently a late deduction

from the correspondence of the Pythagorean metemp-
sychosis with Hindu tenets. Hermippus and Porptay-

ry ascribe to him also studies among the Jews. He
may have visited Crete, and there is no improbability

in the supposition that anxiety to note the institutions

of Lycurgus may have carried him to Sparta.

After a long and uncertain absence, Pythagoras re-

turned to Samos, and opened a school, at the request of

his countrymen, for the dissemination of the marvels of

learning which he had collected in his extensive trav-

els. His pupils were few and listless, and his method
of teaching— by signs and symbols— irritated rather

than enlightened his acolytes. To add mystery to his

instructions and a divine sanction to his wisdom, he vis-

ited Delos and other oracular shrines. To these jour-

neys may be assigned his appearance at the Olympic
Games, and his celebrated invention of the name of
" Philosopher," though this is also referred to a con-

versation with the Tyrant of Phlius, and probably did

not originate with him.

Having, by these journeys, by frequent intercourse

with the divinities, by the pretension of a divine ori-

gin and of miraculous gifts, and also by the admiration

excited in the congresses of men, extended and height-

ened his reputation, Pythagoras came back to Samos,

and reopened his school under brighter auspices than

before. He gave public instruction in ethical and po-

litical philosophy, and freely responded to those who
consulted him in regard to the government of the isl-

and. But, besides conducting this public academy, he

provided a retreat for those who sought and were deem-
ed worthy of more recondite education. Outside of the

city he procured a cave, to which he retired with his

more select disciples. Here he spent much of the night,

as well as of the day, in esoteric instruction, and espe-

cially in teaching the wonders of mathematical science.

He added the arts of the charlatan to the learning of

the scholar and the wisdom of the sage.

Samos, however, proved an uncongenial abode.

Whether his philosophical vocation was too much in-

terrupted by the embassies and public duties imposed
on him by his countrymen, or the Samians displayed

too little aptitude for philosophy; whether he was of-

fended by the tyranny of his friend Polycrates. or im-

perilled by that of Syloson, the brother and successor

of Polycrates, it is vain to inquire. It is sufficient to

know, from the universal testimony of antiquity, that

Pythagoras abandoned Samos, and migrated to South-

ern Italy, which proved singularly hospitable to philos-

ophy. But there is as much discrepance in regard to

the time when this migration took place as in regard

to other circumstances in the life of the Samian teach-
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er; it is placed about B.C.531 by Fynes Clinton, in 529

by I rebenreg, and other dates are given.

Crotona received the emigrant. He was soon sur-

tonndedby numerous admirers, belonging to the wealth-

ier and more influential pari of the population. He is

said to bai e ui I
thest . to the number of three hun-

dred or more, in asecrel organization. Among the ear-

- of his residence in Crotona is men-

tioned il. reformation of the manners and

morals of the people, produced by bis persuasive ad-

dress, by the authority of his divine pretensions, by his

imposing demeanor, and by his judicious counsels. Bis

disciples were of the rich ami noble class, and, by con-

verting them to a more sober and abstemious life, lie

would necessarily suppress luxury and sensuality; for

these are ool the vices of poor laborers and "rude me-

chanicals." Moreover, as the political control was still

in tin- hands of the aristocracy, though already contest-

ed, political interest might conspire with religious en-

thusiasm and philosophical convictions in facilitating

a reform requisite to maintain a doubtful ascendency.

That aristocratic rule was continue, i by the action of

Pythagoras was the belief of later times: and that Cro-

tona was strengthened by the reformation is shown by

its subsequent victory over Sybaris, under Pythagorean

leadership. How far the Pythagorean rule was inten-

tionally political, how far Pythagoras directed his se-

cret society to political aims, cannol be ascertained, and

has been diversely determined. It has been well ob-

served lhat a select body of influential men. interested

in the maintenance of a specific policy; bound togeth-

er by the closest ties of opinion, sentiment, and affec-

tionate regard; united, moreover, by secret obligations,

would necessarily employ concerted action in public af-

fairs. It should also be observed that the Greek schools,

until the close, or nearly the close, of Plato's career, had
always a decided political inclination.

It may well be supposed that l'yt hagoras, who had
already tested, at Samos, the efficacy of supernatural

claims, would avail himself of like arts to establish his

predominance in a new land. He bad previously pre-

sented himself as a sou of Phoebus, and he is said to

have been worshipped in Italy, after his death, as the

offspring of the Hyperborean Apollo; bis golden thigh

had been shown to Abaris at the Olympic Games as

evidence of his divi lescent, The claim was conso-

nant with the whole tenor of Greek genealogy, and is

d by many striking parallels in Greece and in

other lands. He offered, in continuation of his doctrine

of the transmigration of souls, his recognition, in the

temple of Juno at Argos, of the shield of Euphorbus,

slain in the Trojan War, whose body he had then in-

habited.

"Ipse ego (jam memini) Trojani tempore belli,

Pantholdes Euphorbus cram" (Ovid, Met. xv, 160,161).

To the earlier years of his residence at Crotona may
be assigned bis death, burial, and resurrection, and his

report of the wonders of I he netherworld; to the same

time may l>e referred (though there is really no chro-

nology in these matters I bis familiar intercourse with

animals, hia handling snakes with impunity, his predic-

tion of earthquakes, his control over tempests, his iv-

moval of pestilences, etc. To the closing years of his

life must be referred his remarkable apparition to his

friends at Metapontum and Tarentum simultaneously,

ami hia public conversation with them. It is scarcely

surprising thai the Neo-Platonists, by whom his biog-

raphy was composed (or consarcinated), should have
pic- mi.

I him a the counterpart and rival of Christ
It is natural thai the-e miraculous endowments should

rded as the hold inventions of late pagans; but

this solution i- nol satisfactory, as some ofthem are ev-

idently ofmuch earlier origin, and all of them appear, in

modified forms, in other myths in widely separated re-

gions. There are many points in the story of Pythag-
oras which appear to be only late survivals of primitive

superstitions and delu

The high and various endowments of Pythagoras,
real and fictitious, rendered him singularly successful

in the institution of his school at Crotona. The most
important, the most credulous, or the most zealous of
hi- pupils were constituted a- a Becrel Bociety, were
subjected t" the most stringent discipline, and to the
most absolute obedience to their inspired teach r. Ac*
cording to some traditions, the pp.petty of all was sur-

rendered for the common use. This is scared} proba-

ble, as the age of communism bad not yet arrived. '1 he

Statement may simply indicate that tho means o| the

members wore freely employed for common objects, and
that the wealthier brethren generously ministered to

the requirements of the | ri r.

The society seems to have been divided into two
classes: the more advanced, or . 3oterical, and the neo-

phytes, or cxoterieal. < n her di\ isions .are also mention-

ed, as into Pyihagorici, Pytkagort t, and Pytkagm ista . ac-

cording to their pro-res- in the studies of the sect, and
the intimacy of their communion with their common
superior.

The candidates for admission were carefully scruti-

nized, and great attention was paid to physiognomy
and the external indications of moral and mental qual-

ities. If accepted, they had to pass through a long pe-

riod of probation. It was credited in after-times that

they had to maintain silence for live years; that, dur-

ing this period, they were not allowed to 1m hold the face

of the master; and that they wen- required to undergo
other tests of titness for membership. Silence, or the

government of the tongue ^nir;in i, was prescribed as

earnestly as by St. .lames: but the length and

t he siknee required were not uniform in all cases. The
fellows of the guild received instruction in all the knowl-
edge then existent, either directly from the scholarch

himself, or through the intervention of his more instruct-

ed pupils. The esoteric .studies have been differently

supposed to have been the political theories and the po-

litical projects of Pythagoras, and the mystic religious

rites, or orgies, which rendered the society a theosophic

sect : they were probably the latter.

The publication of the characteristic Pythagorean
doctrines was absolutely prohibited; and when these

were published by Philolaus, in a later ape the proced-

ure was regarded as a grave infraction of Pythagorean
proprii lies. Daily self-examination, which pr< supposes

habitual meditation, was a constant requirement
'• They Bumni'd the actyonns of the daie

Ecue nyghte before they slept."

Such reverence was paid to the declaration- of the

master that all contradiction, cavil, and doubt were
unknown, livery difference of opinion was promptly
settled by the autocratic dictum. A/rec i'pa.

In the midst ot the luxury, sensuality, idli ness, and

extravagance tor which Crotona. like other cities of

Magna Graecia, was noted, the greatest restraint was
imposed on the elect in regard to all those vices which

undermine or fritter away morality. .Modesty and sim-

plicity in dress, decorum in behavior, absb miousni — in

fond, abstinence from meats, beans, and other articles of

food, and moderation in all things, were earnestly incul-

cated. The institutions of Pythagoras appear to have

been, in many respects, an anticipation ot the monastic

life of the early mediae al Benedit tint -. Heall bful rec-

reations lor mind and body, music and gymnasl

of which embraced a large and varied sphere, B

ou.l\ prosecuted.

I he members of the association were si gregated from

••tin' vulgar herd." not merely by their seen t organiza-

tion and higher culture, but also l,\ the pride ol l' arn-

ing, of creed, of power, and by the haughty a rapt for

inferiors which usually attends such pride. I lie mys-

tic secrecy and the careful separation from the multi-

tude were maintained by signs and enigmatic symbols,

which enabled Pythagoreans to recognise each other

with certainty and without display.

The best and the latest investigators of the perplex-
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eel subject of Pythagoreanism agree in rejecting the

opinion that Pythagoras intended to found a distinct

political organization for the purpose of maintaining

aristocratic authority. Nevertheless, if any weight is

to he given to concurrent testimony, or to the natural

tendencies of an aristocratic organization held together

by secret bonds, or to the existing condition of Greek

communities, the Pythagorean fraternity did secure the

control of Crotona, and instituted affiliated societies in

Metapontum and other neighboring cities. The influ-

ence exercised by the Pythagoreans may well have

been favorable to private morals, to public virtues, and

to general prosperity. But the power of an exclusive,

arbitrary, and haughty section of the community, and

the constraint imposed by it on the free action as well

as on the accustomed passions, the sensual gratifica-

tions, and the avidity of license, which is the first man-
ifestation of the spirit of progressive freedom, would be

certain to provoke reaction. It would thus be in per-

fect consonance with the natural order of events that

the story should be true which related that, after Py-
thagoras had taught at Crotona for twenty years, the

people made a combined attack upon the ccenobitic as-

sociation assembled in the house of Milo the athlete.

Cylon, a noble who had been refused admission into the

society, and Ninon were the reputed leaders. Tire as-

sailants are sometimes said to have been only Crotoni-

ates; at other times they are reputed to have consisted

also of deputations from the other cities in which Py-
thagorean clubs had been established. The canaculum
was burned to the ground, and most of the congregation

lost their lives. According to some accounts, Pythago-

ras himself perished in the flames; according to others,

he escaped, retired to Metapontum, and soon after died,

or was slain. This calamity is calculated to have hap-

pened about B.C. 510, when Pythagoras was ninety-

eight years of age, if the earliest date of his nativity be

accepted. The same story, however, with the requisite

modifications, is told in regard to the Pythagoreans of a

later generation. But there are so many and such in-

consistent narratives of the end of the philosopher, and

of the suppression or dispersion of the Pythagorean or-

ganization, that no greater certainty can be expected in

these matters than is attainable in regard to other points

in his career. The whole story is as mythical as the

fable of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table, though unquestionably encrusting a large sub-

stratum of fact. "The stories told of him," says Cox,
" must be classed along with the tales which related the

exploits of the Messenian Aristomenes."

Pythagoras was married, and had a family consist-

ing of two sons, Telauges and Mnesarchus, and three

daughters or more, Damo, Muia, and Arignote, all of

whom became his disciples. Telauges is said to have
succeeded him in the conduct of the school. But the

disciples appear to have been scattered, the school bro-

ken up. and the sect utterly dissipated as a community,
though its chiefs continued to be named, as late, at least,

as Archytas ofTarentum. His wife, and the mother of

Jiis children, is usually reported to have been Theano,
the daughter of Brontinus of Crotona; but she is called

a Cretan, and the daughter of Pythonax, by Suidas.

Confusion and discord attend every step of the inquiry.

II. Writings and Doctrines.—All the works ascribed

to Pythagoras are spurious beyond all doubt. The
Golden Song is not excepted from this censure. Da-
vid, the scholiast of Aristotle (p. 13, 1. 15-26, r. ed. Bran-
dis), gives the reasons assigned by Pythagoras for his

refusal to commit anything to writing, and explicitly

assigns the Golden Song to a nameless Pythagorean.
This shows how utterly destitute the ancients them-
selves were of genuine Pythagorean texts, and how un-
certain are all sources of information. The earliest

documents are the Fragments of Philolaus, whose au-

thenticity is still debated, and the Golden Song, often

ascribed to Lysis, but. in all probability, the production
of a later age. As Philolaus was the pupil of Archytas

and the instructor of Simmias and Cebes, he belonged
to the Socratic asra ; and, as Lysis was the teacher of

Epaminondas, he may be regarded as the contemporary

of Plato. The interval must have been considerable

between Pythagoras and Philolaus, as Archytas, the in-

structor of the latter, was regarded as the eighth in the

succession of the Pythagorean scholarchs. Yet the dis-

tinctive doctrines of Pythagoras must have been bruit-

ed abroad long before the publication of Philolaus ; for

we find among the fragments of Xenophanes an epi-

gram on the Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis,

and Xenophanes was born before the death of Pythag-
oras. But the doctrines of Pythagoras, deducible from
earlier and later writers, cannot be regarded as even a
fragmentary exposition of a definite system construct-

ed by him. The)' are only the mutilated expression of

his leading principles, as interpreted and expanded by
those who claimed to be representatives of his teachings.

The remnants of the early Greek inquirers, whether di-

dactic or speculative, exhibit their disposition to employ
terse aphorisms for the utterance of their views. This

is the tendency of all primitive speculation. While rec-

ognising the unsystematic character of the exposition

thence resulting, it is well also to remember the com-
mendation and employment of the same mode of com-
munication by Francis Bacon in a period of much am-
pler knowledge and more diffused intelligence.

Gathering from the unsatisfactory materials that re-

main the distinctive doctrines of Pythagoras, they ap-

pear to be these : The soul is, in its nature, immortal,

and akin to divinity. It consists of two parts : the ra-

tional, which is alone immortal; and the sensuous, or

irrational, which is ultimately mortal. Plants possess

the latter. In this distinction may be found the germ
of the Aristotelian dogma of three souls : the intelli-

gent, the animal, and the vegetative. The rational

soul is pure ; the irrational, impure, because immersed
in matter: both are united in man. The former attests

his divine nature and origin ; the latter guides and gov-

erns his material frame, with which it is united in life,

and through which it is diffused. Death is the with-

drawal of this complex soul from the corporeal invo-

lucre in which it has been enclosed, and which it has

animated. The spirit, thus released, dwells in the cir-

cumambient air, retaining, in shadowy guise, its former

shape, visible as a ghost, or intervening in the affairs of

men through dreams and other influences. Souls that

have divested themselves in life of the taint of their ir-

rational companion, and of their corporeal environment,

enter into enduring bliss, and become wholly divine, ap-

parently without loss of individual nature.

ill- <V u7roXci>(<ac awjxa ec u'&tp' e\euSrepov e\5r]?,

(aatat uiiitaTof, ieoi u/i/JpoTof, ovk 'i-ri 3-hjto?

(Carm. A ur. 70, 71).

Souls not liberated from the vices and passions of the

lower soul, or from the impurities and temptations of

their material vesture, float for a time in the air, tor-

mented by the Furies and the ministers of vengeance,

till they are allowed a new trial, and are subjected to a
new ordeal, by passing into new bodies, human or bestial.

"animam sic semper eandem
Esse, sed in varias doceo mini-are rienras"

(Ovid, J/W. xv, 171, 172).

The air is always full of souls, undergoing the penal

consequences of their sins, and awaiting their descent

into new bodies.
" penitusque necesse est

Multa diu concreta modis inolescere miris"
(Virgil, jEn. vi, 737, 73S).

This is the noted metempsychosis of Pythagoras, which
is usually conceived to have been of Hindu origin, but
is often referred to an Egyptian source, though having
little correspondence with the metensomatosis or the
anacatastasis of Egyptian mythology. It is much more
reasonable to consider it a philosophical adaptation of

the primitive beliefs in regard to spiritual existence af-

I ter death (see Tylor, Primitive Culture).
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It is an obvious deduction from the doctrine of me-

tempsychosis that animal life should be scrupulously

regarded, and that animals should nol be slaughtered

l'ur food. The butcher is a homicide, if not a murderer.

Ii is a natural consequence from the doctrine of disem-

bodied spirits thai Pythagoras Bhould have attached

great ini| ams and other spiritual commu-
. The sanctity of all life, and the considera-

tion of human life as a probation and as a progress to a

higher existence, explain his strong condemnation of

suicide.
'The Kvci-lastiiiL.' had fixed

His canon 'gainst Belf-slaughter."

(Seel hom.Aquin./S'MnMBa rAeo2o^.II,ii,qa.xxiv,art.v.)

Not only the spirits of men arc divine, according t<>

l'\ thagoras, but those of the sun. moon, and stars, which

move al such musical intervals from each other, and in

such regulated concord, as to produce the music of the

spheres a doctrine welcome to the poetic imagination

of Plato.

"Such harmony is in immortal souls.

l'.nt while this muddy vesture ol

J). ah grossly close it in, we cannot hear it."

The ontology of Pythagoras was intimately asso-

ciated with his transcendental theory of numbers. It

can scarcely be determined which suggested the oth-

er, or by what series of reciprocal reactions both were

produced. The cosmogony attributed to him is much
more manifestly an evolution from the numerical fan-

tasy which has always been held to be the most dis-

tinctive part of Pythagoreanism.

MuUach justly observes thai the exposition of the

significance and potency of numbers in the Pj-thagore-

an theory would require an ample volume: hence he

notices them very briefly. The like course must be

adopted here, and a summary, abridged from an abridg-

ment by Baring-Gould, musl suffice.

'• 1. The unit,

all. It is the syi

servation, and h l'liili

first ofnnequals. It rep-

ot- Monad, is the beginning and end of
eqnality, con-
gm. 15).

contrasts, the

Bymbol of diversity, di\ i

' ••
::. Tine,', or the Triai

resents God and the soul of man.
-I. Four, or the Tetrad, is the mosl perfect of nuni-

bere; the root, or origin, of all things, whence the soul

derives its ctenml nature: hence it furnishes the Py-
thagorean oath.

[ Vu u i

It,.-, o uewiov tpioetai {Curm. Aur. 47, 4S |.

"5. Five, or the Pentad, is everything, supplying the

principle of everything, and repelling evil spirits.

, ot the 1 level, is the number of good fortune.
;. Seven, or the Heptad, is a sacred number, gener-

ating good and evil.

ht, or the Octad, the first cube, is a perfect num-
ber.

•'.'. Nine, or the Ennead, being the square of three, is

sacred.
'• in. Ten, or the Decad, the sum of the first four num-

bers, contains till numeric, relations. All science proceeds

from it and returns to it (comp. Philolai Fragm. 13)."

Whether numbers constituted the essences of things,

Or were only .similitudes, or symbols, is still in dispute,

and was. perhaps, never clearly determined. The lan-

i \ii-iotle (.1/./. 1. vi is vague and indistinct.

Thai they were generally employed in a symbolic sense

is apparent. The monad was the firsl principle of all

things, the origin whence all things emanated; it was

at once the odd and the even, the limited and the unlim-

md the universe. The dyad,or firsl evolution

of number, was the even, and represented the interval

n mes. The triad generated the

e Bcale ol numbers. The tetrad was the union

oi ih • triad > ith the unit, or of the dyad with itself, and

trical body. The pentad was physical

and accidents of sense. Num-
iii. represented point-

; bj the procession of

points, lines are formed; by the movement ol lines, sur-

faces; bj the progress of surfaces, solids, l'rom these

all bodies, and the four elements of earth, air,

water, fire, which undergo constant change and recipro-

cal conversion.

•• Nec specie- ana cuique manet : rcruniqne novatrix
Ex ahis alias separat Nntnra I

\

Nee peri) in tanto qnicquam, mihi credite, mundo,
Sed variat, faciemque uovat" ^J\ id, Mit. xv, -25-J-255).

A fifth element was added bj the pentad; this was the

upper air. the surrounding ether, the Quint ssi nee.

These five cosmic elements were also Bymbolized by
the five mathematical bodies. 1 he cube was the earth;

the pyramid, fire; the octahedron, air: the dodecahe-

dron, space, or ether; and the eicosahedron, water. All

were contained within the enveloping sphere. Such
are the bare outlines of the Pj thagorean cosmogony.
Much more influential than this in the intellectu-

al development oi Greece was the moral instruction.

which long continued to form a large part of Pythag-

orean speculation. Morals were divided into two de-

partments : disciplinary, or elhicd. for the perfection of

the individual ; and political, for the furtherance of the

common welfare. In both parts, great stress was laid

upon the obligation and the beneiii of friendship, which
extended, also, to the metaphysical and to the material

constitution of the universe, producing the harmony of

the former, and the attraction.-, combinations, and ab-

sorptions of the latter. The efficacy, in actual life, of

the Pythagorean friendship is exemplified by the well-

known ,-tory of Damon and Pythias. The Pythagore-

an Symbols belong mainly to practical morals, and ex-

hibit a decided advance on the contemporaneous sen-

timents of the Greek world. They are unauthentic.

Many belong to a later dale, many are simply cen mo-

nial, and others are general and traditionary precepts.

Condensed and inadequate as i- this summary of the

alleged career and teachings of Pythagoras, it reveals

the powerful influence exercised by him on the com-
munities with which he was associated, and on the later

generations which professed the adoption of his alleged

philosophy-. Admit ling the Utmost confusion and un-

certainty in the chronology of both his biography and

bis doctrines, and the fabulous nature of much that was

a.-ciibed lo him, he must yet be denied worthy of the

reputation he lefi behind him, and is still "clarum et

venerabile nomen."

111. Literature.—AN the historians of ancient philos-

ophy, and all the extended histories of Grei ce, ni cessa-

rily treat of Pythagoras with more or less fulness and

with more or less discernment. Brucker, as usual, pro-

vides an ample accumulation of materials; l'< Ix rweg is

brief but perspicacious; while Ritter is very copious and

discreet, Grote's observations are valuable. Of more
special >ou ices of information may be (numeral, d: Mul-

lach, Fragmenta Philosophorum Grcecorum (Paris, l
s 7,". .

77); Ilieroclis Commentarius in Carmen Annum tap.

Mullach, Fragm. Phil. Grate); iristotelis Metaphysi-

al, lib. i, ix, xii, xiii; Diogenes Laertius (ed. Hnbner,

Lips. 1828 31, 2 vols.); Porphyrii Pythagora Vita;

[amblichi Pythagora Vita (ed. Kiessling, Lips. 1813);

l-'aliri.-ii Bibliotkeca Graca, i, 750 804; Mason, ap.

Smith. Diet. Greek and R and Myth.s. v.;

Schiller. Diss. <f< Discipl. Pythagora .- Terpstra, Di So-

dalitiiPythagor. Origin* (Utrecht, 1824) ; \Vendt(JDi Re-

bus Princ. sec. Pyihagoram (Lips. 1
s -'7 i; Ritti r, Gesch.

der pythag. Philosophit (Hamburg, 1826); Kris.be. De

Societatis a Pythag. condita Scq • ttingen,

1830); Beckmann, / > Pythagoreor. Peliquiii

1844); also Qucestiones Pythagorica I Braunsbi rg, 1852

1858); Langel, Pythagore, sa Doctrim et son Histoire,

in the /.'"•». des Deux Mondes I
Pari-. 1864

;
Z. Her. /'//-

thagoras und dii Pythagorassagi (Leips. 1865
;

Bal er,

Pythagoras dei' Weisi von Samos (Nordhausen, 1865);

Rathgeber, Grossgriechenland und Pythagoras (Gotha,

1866); thai-net. Pythagon (Paris, 1873); Mem,,.

Quelques Mots sur l< PhUosoph Pythagon (Douai,

1876). (G. I. II.

Python occurs in the margin of Acts \\i. 16, u

spirit of Python, where the text of the A. V. reads «
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spirit of (Urination. The word Python (JlvSraJv in

Greek mythology) is the name of a serpent or dragon

slain by Apollo, "then transferred to Apollo himself; in

later times used for diviners, soothsayers, held to be

inspired of the Pythian Apollo (Plutarch, Be Defect.

;

Orac. c. q.). The Pythones, like the oboth, " familiar

spirits," among the idolatrous Hebrews (Lev. xix, 31 ; 1

Sam. xxviii, 3, 7, 8, 9), were called cvntritoquists because

the god or spirit was supposed to be in them, and to

speak from their bellies without any motion of the lips.

See Necromancy.

Pythonism (from Pytlionissa, a prophetess in-

spired by the Pythian god in Delphi. Apollo, who killed

the serpent Python in the country called Pytho, near

Mount Parnassus) is the ecstatic striving after super-

natural enlightenment, in order to be able to foresee

the future: it is oracular mania. This degeneracy of

the natural instinct of curiosity is well described by

an anonymous author in the writing Une Pythonissi
( 'mit: mporaine (Paris, 1835, 8vo). This book relates

the adventures of a young lady of noble extraction, who
is inveigled by the arts of a modern Pythoness, and, by

her superstitious regard for the insane oracles of her

teacher, gets from aberration to aberration, and falls at

last into all kinds of turpitudes—into crime, vice, and

misery. Pythonism is also called Sibyllinism.

Pyx (ttv^oc, the box-tree; hence a box, properly

6oa:wood), the sacred vessel used in the Roman Catholic

Church to contain the consecrated eucharistic elements,

which are preserved after consecration, whether for the

communion of the sick or for the adoration of the faith-

ful in the churches. Already in the 4th century the host

was kept in a special vessel, but this vessel was not

called by its present name
until the Councils of Tours

and York in 1179. lis use

was enjoined by pope Inno-

cent HI, in 1215, and by

Odo of Rouen, in 1206. to

be over or near an altar.

The form of the Pyx lias

varied very much at differ-

ent times. Anciently it

was sometimes of the form

of a dove, which was hung
suspended over the altar.

More commonly, however,

it was, as its name implies,

a simple box. Up to the

13th century the material

was ivory, but subsequently, when it became rare, it was
generally made of the precious metals, or at least of

metal plated with gold or silver. At present, the pyx
is commonly cup-shaped, with a close-fitting cover of

the same material. The interior is ordered to be of

gold, or at least plated with gold. Like all other sacred

utensils connected with the administration of the Eucha-

rist, it must be blessed by a bishop, or priest delegated

by a bishop. See Walcott, Sacred A rchceol. s. v. ; Siegel,

Christliche Alterthumer (see Index in vol. iv); Barnum,

Romanism, p. 476; Elliott, Romanism ; Chambers's En-

cyclop, s. v. See also CiBoiuujr.

Pyx, Ashmoleau Museum,
Oxford.

Q.

Quadragesima (fortieth day) is a name some-
times applied to the Lenten season, or more properly to

the first Sunday of Lent (q. v.). It is so called by anal-

ogy with the three Sundays which precede Lent, and
which are called respectively Sept uagesima, seventieth

;

Sexagesima, sixtieth ; and Quinquagesima, fiftieth.

The whole period of Quadragesima is in the Roman
Catholic Church accounted as tenvpux clausum.

Quadrangle is an architectural term used to de-

scribe a square or court surrounded by buildings. The
buildings of monasteries were generally arranged in

quadrangles. See also Quadeatum.

Quadrans. See Farthing.

Quadratum (squared), a name which was given to

the nave of a church because of its square form. See
Church; Nave; Quadrangle.

Quadratus, bishop of Athens, flourished under the

government of Antoninus Pius. Quadratus is reputed

to have been a disciple of the apostles and a native

of Athens. Under emperor Adrian, while Publius was
bishop of Athens, the Christians were persecuted and
the congregation scattered. When Quadratus later suc-

ceeded to the episcopate of Athens, he wrote, for the

purpose of ending the persecution of his co-religionists,

an Apologyfor the Christian Faith, and presented it to

the emperor. This Apology, which had the desired ef-

fect, was extant in Eusebius's time, who tells us that
it showed the genius of the man and the true doctrine
of the apostles ; but we have only a small fragment, pre-

served by Eusebius in the fourth book of his history,

wherein the author declares that '-none could doubt
the truth of the miracles of Jesus Christ, because the
persons healed and raised from the dead by him hail

been seen, not only when he wrought his miracles, or
while he was upon earth, but even a very great while
after his death : so that there were many," says he,
'• who were yet living in our time." Yalesius, and oth-
ers upon his authority, make of this Quadratus a differ-

ent person from Quadratus the bishop of Athens ; but
this assertion is generally rejected. Jerome affirms

I

that the Quadratus of Athens and the one reputed to

have lived at Magnesia were the same. Nothing certain

can be collected concerning the death of Quadratus;

but it is supposed that he was banished from Athens,

and then put to a variety oftorments, under the reign of

Adrian. See Eusebius, Hist. Peeks, iv, 3 ; Cave, Hist.

Lit.; Donaldson, Literature of the Early Centuries;

Lardner, Works; Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii, 173; Smith,

Diet, of G r. and Rom. Biog. s. v.

Quadrio, Francesco Saverio, a learned Italian

Jesuit, was born in Yaltellina, Dec. 1, 1695. He was
of an infirm and susceptible temper, which involved

him in sundry broils and disappointments, in conse-

quence of which he sought and obtained leave to quit

the Order of the Jesuits and assume the garb of a secu-

lar priest or abbe. He died at Milan, Nov. 21, 1756.

He is noted principally as a secular writer. His his-

torical and descriptive work on his own country, which
he dedicated to pope Benedict XIV— Dissertazioni

Criticostoriche mtorno alia Rezia, di qui/ dalle Mj>i

oggi dettaVaUellina (Milan, 1755, 3 vols.4to)—is the best

account extant of that secluded region. But, the prin-

cipal work of Quadrio is his general history of poetry in

all ages and countries; Storia e Ragione d'ogni Poesia

(Bologna and Milan, 1741-52, 7 vols. 4to), a laborious

work, containing a vast, deal of information not found

collected in any other compilation; and, notwithstand-

ing several mistakes and imperfections, is a very use-

ful library book. Its composition occupied the author

a considerable part of his life. See Hoefer, Xouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Quadripartite is the technical term for the di-

visions of a vault into four triangular spaces.

Quadrisacramentarians is a controversial name
for some German reformers in Wittenberg and vicinity

who maintained that there are four sacraments neces-

sary to salvation. \ i/., baptism, the Lord's supper, ab-

solution, and holy orders. See Melancthon. Loci Comm.
See also Sacramentarians.

Quadrivium (quatuor, four, and via, a road), the
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name given, in the language of the schools of the West,

to the higher course ol the mediaeval studies, from its

consisting of four branches, as the lower course, for an

analogous reason, was called Trivium, or "Three Roads."

The quadrivium consisted of arithmetic, music, ge -

try. and astronomy, ii would carry us beyond our lim-

its to detail the nature and extenl ofeach ofthese brani li-

es as pursued in the mediaeval schools. The reader

will find much curious and new matter on all questions

of this nature in the volumes of the works of Roger

Bacon, lately edited in the series issued under authori-

ty of the Master of the Rolls, as also in the Introduc-

tion prefixed to the volumes.

—

Chambers's Encyclop. s. v.

Quail (ibiS [Ki /•(',"":;• \.seldv; Sept oprvyo/xr/rpa;

Vulg. coturnix) occurs in Exod. \iv. 13; Numb. xi,31,

32; l'sa. cv. 10, when- it is mentioned as food of the Is-

raelites while they were in the desert. According to

Seh uli en, 1 1 hi
:;.

//,!>. i,231), the Hebrew tpfej is derived

from an Arabic root -to lie fat." The round, plump form

of the (mail is eminently Suitable to this etj mology : in-

deed, ii- fatness is proverbial. Josephus (.1///. iii. I. 5 I,

too, expressly names the bird referred to lure ortyx, op-

tv'C Iii fact, the Hebrew word "P3",p is unquestionably

identical with the Arabic salwd, a "(mail." Neverthe-

less, Various opinions have been held as to tin- nature

of the food denoted by the Hebrew seldv, which on two

distinct occasions was supplied to the Israelites in the

wilderness (see Exod. xvi, 13, on which occasion the

people were between sin and Sinai; and Numb, xi, 31,

32, when at the station named, in consequence of the

judgment which befell them. Eibroth-hattaavab |. Lu-

dolf,for instance, an author of high repute, has endeav-

ored to show that the seldv were locusts (see his DisSi r-

tu/if> <! Locustis, cunt Diatriba, etc. .[Franc, ad Moen.

1694]). His opinion has been fully advocated and adopt-

ed by Patrick (< 'ommenLon Numb. xi, 31, 32). The dews

in Arabia also, as we learn from Niebuhri Besckreib.von

Arab.]). 172), "are convinced that the birds which the

Israelites ate in such numbers were only clouds of lo-

custs, and they laugh at those translators who sup-

pose that they found quails where quails were never

seen." Rudbeck (IchthyoLBibl.Spec.'i) has argued in

favor of the seldv meaning " flying-fish," some species

of the genus Exocetus. Michaelis at one time held the

same, opinion, but afterwards properly abandoned it (see

Rosi nmuller, Not, ad Bochart, Hieroz. ii, 649). A later

writer, Ehrenberg | Gt ograph. /.< Uschr. ix,85 ), from hav-

ing observed a number of " flying-fish" (gurnards, of

the genus Trigla of Oken, Daclylopterus of modern
ichthyologists) lying dead on the shore near Elim, be-

lieved that this was the food of the Israelites in the

wilderness, and named the fish Trigla Tsraelitarum,

Hermann von der Hardt supposed that the locust bird

[Pastor roseus) was intended by seldv; and recently

Mr. Forster {Voice of Israel, p. 98) has advanced an

opinion that -red geese" of the genua Casarca are to

be understood by the Hebrew term. A similar explana-

tion lias been suggested by Stanley <s. and I', p. 82)

and adopted by Tennenl {Ceylon, i. 187, note): ibis i- ap.

parently an old conceit, for Patrick i
on Numb, xi,31 i al-

ludes io such an explanation. Some writers, while they
hold that the original word denotes "quails," are of

opinion that a species ofsand-grouse I
Ptt rod s alchata),

frequenl in the Bible lauds, is also included under the

term (see Rosenm tiller [Not.ad Hieroz. ii, 649], Faber

fin Flarmar, ii. 142], and Gesenius [Thesaur. s. v.

13'!'] i. It is usual io refer to Hasselquisl as the author-

ity for believing that the Kata (sand-grousi I

is denot-

ed: this traveller, however, -was rather inclined to be-

lieve, with some of the writers named above, thai "lo-

cust-." and not birds, are to he understood (p. 1 13) j
and

it, is difficult to make oul what be means l.y l',lrti<> I .<-

raelitarum. Linnaeus supposed be intended by it the

common "quail." In "le paragraph be states that the

Arabians call a bird "of a grayish color and less than

Sand-grouse {Pterocles Alchata).

our partridge" by the name of Katta. lie adds -An
Selaw?" This cannot be the Pterocles alchata. The
view taken by Ludolf may be dismissed with a very

few words. The expression in Psa. lxxviii. 27, of

"feathered fowl" [TIZ T'V |, which is used ill refer-

ence to the .« lav, clearly denotes some bird, and Llldolf

quite fails to prove that it may include winged insets.

Again, there is not a shadow of evidence to support the

opinion that seldv can ever signify any "locust." this

term being used in the Arabic .and i he cognate lan-

guages io denote a "quail." As to any species of"tly-

ing-fisb,"whether belonging to the genus Dactylopterus

or to that of Exocetus, being intended, it will be enough
to state that "flying-fish" are quite unable to sustain

their flight above a few hundred yards at the most, and
never could have been taken in the Red Sea in numbers
sufficient to supply the Israelitish host. The interpre-

tation of .filar by "wild geese" or "wild cranes." or any
-wild fowl." is a gratuitous assumption without a par-

ticle of evidence in its favor. The Casarca, with which
Mr. Forster identities theseldv,ia the C.ruiila,a bird of

about the size of a mallard, which can by no means an-

swer the supposed requisite of Standing three feet high
from the ground. " The large red-legged cranes" of

which Prof. Stanley speaks are evidently white storks

(Ciconia alba), and would fulfil the condition as to

height; but the flesh is so nauseous that no Israelite

could ever have done more than have tasted it. With
respect to the Pterocles alchata, neither it. nor indeed

any other species of the genus, agrees with the Script-

ural account of the s< lav. The sand-grouse is a bird of

strong wing and of unwearied flight, and never could

have been captured in any numbers by the Israelitish

multitudes. It is at all times a tenant of the wilder-

ness far from water, and. strictly taken, is perhaps not

a clean bird, all I lie species subsisting, for the most

part, on larvae, beetles, and insects. \\,. much ques-

tion, moreover, whether the people would have eaten

to excess lor so much the expression translated " fully

satisfied" (Psa. lxxviii, 29) implies- of the flesh of this

bird, for. according to the testimony of travellers, from

Dr. Russell (History of Aleppo [2d ed.], ii. 194) down
to observers of to-day, the flesh of the sand-grouse is

hard and tasteless. The oorvyo/uqrpa, or " quail-moth-

er," of the Sept. should not be passed over without a

brief notice. It is not easy io determine what bird is

intended by this term as used by Aristotle and Pliny

{ortygometra). According to the account given of this

bird by the Greek and Latin writers on natural history

just mentioned, the ortygometra precedes the quail in

its migrations, and acts as a sort of leader to the flight.

Some ornithologists, as Helen and Fleming I Brit, Anim.

p. 98) have assigned this term to the •• land-rail" i ' 'rex

pratensis), the Roi des Cailles of the Frencl

Quaglie of the Italians, and the Wacbtelkdnig of the

Germans, but with what reason we are unable to say.

Probabh the Sept. uses the term as a Bynom m ofoprvZ,
or to express the g 1 condition in which the birds

were, lor Hesychius explains hprvyopiirpa by 5prv$
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inreppeyi^)]C, i- e -
" a qiliul of larSe size." See Par-

tridge.

The objections which have been urged by Patrick

and others against "quails" being intended are very

easily refuted. The expression " as it were two cubits

[high] upon the face of the earth" (Numb. xi,31) is ex-

plained by the Sept., by the Vulg., and by Josephus

(Ant. iii, 1,5) to refer to the height at which the quails

flew above the ground, in their exhausted condition

from their long flight. As to the enormous quantities

which the least successful Israelite is said to have taken

(viz. " ten homers") in the space of a night and two days,

there is every reason for believing that the " homers"

here spoken of do not denote strictly the measure of

that name, but simply " a heap ;" this is the explana-

tion given by Onkelos and the Arabic versions of Saadi-

as and Erpenius in Numb, xi, 31. Indeed, the inspired

historian has himself shown that a complete covering

of the ground with a compact mass is out of the ques-

tion. For he has informed us that the people " spread

them all abroad for themselves round about the camp."

This was in order to dry them in the sun for keeping,

and it would require to be performed before decomposi-

tion had begun to set in; therefore the ground about

the camp was free and clean for the drying process,

which could not have been if it had been covered a

yard deep with birds, twenty bushels to the square yard.

As it was, however, the store they collected in thirty-

six hours lasted them for a whole month. The bodies,

after having been split and cleansed, may have been

simply dried in the sun without any antiseptic; for

desiccation having once taken place, which a few hours

of sunshine would be sufficient to accomplish, the stock

would be preserved in the arid climate of the desert for

an indefinite period. Thus the flesh of animals taken

in hunting is simply sun-dried in South Africa, and thus

the stock-tisch of the Norwegians is prepared from the

cod, without salt. It is possible that a portion of the

preserved meat may have been salted. The Egyptians
used a large quantity of salt provisions, particularly fish

and fowl ; and the processes of splitting and salting

geese are well depicted in the paintings of the tombs.

The Hebrews would thus be sufficiently familiar with
the art ; and we know, from the ordinances concerning

sacrifice (Lev. ii, 13), that they carried salt with them.

But that they had, or could on the spur of the occasion

procure, salt enough for the curing of a hundred millions

of bushels of quails (allowing twenty millions to have
been consumed in the fresh state), is altogether improb-

able. A comparatively small quantity may have been
so preserved, but the bulk was doubtless simply sun-

dried. The Egyptians similarly prepared these birds

(see Herodotus [ii, 77], and Maillet [Lettres sur VEgypie,

ix, 21 ; iv, 130]). See Exode.

Common Quail (Coturnix Dactylisonans).

Quails form a subdivision of the Tetraonida, or grouse

family, being distinguished from partridges by their

smaller size, liner bill, shorter tail, and the want of a

VIII.—G G G

red naked eyebrow and of spurs on the legs. There are

several species, whereof the common, now distinguished

by the name of Coturnix dactylisonans, is abundant in

all the temperate regions of Europe and Western Asia,

migrating to and from Africa in the proper season.

Thus it crosses the Mediterranean and Black seas twice

a year in vast multitudes; but being by nature a bird

of heavy flight, the passage is partially conducted by
way of intermediate islands or through Spain, and in

the East, in still greater numbers, along the Syrian
desert into Arabia, forming, especially at the spring

season, innumerable flocks. This quail, the only species

of the genus known to migrate, has, in fact, a very wide
geographical range, being found in China, India, the

Cape of Good Hope, and England, and, according to

Temminck, in Japan (see Col. Sykes's paper on The
Quails and Hempodii of India [Trans, of Zool. Soc. vol.

iij). Enormous flights of this bird, after crossing an im-

mense surface of sea, are annually observed at the spring

and fall to take a brief repose in the islands of Malta,

Sicily, Sardinia, Crete, in the kingdom of Naples, and

about Constantinople, where on those occasions there is

a general shooting-match, which lasts two or three days.

This always occurs in the autumn. The birds, starting

from the Crimea about seven at night, and with a north-

erly wind, before dawn accomplish a passage of above

sixty leagues in breadth, and alight on the southern

shore to feed and repose. In the vernal season the di-

rection of the flight is reversed, and the}' arrive in sim-

ilar condition on the Russian coast. The same phenom-
ena occur at Malta, etc.; and as gregarious birds of pas-

sage are known to guide their course by given land-

marks, which they distinguish with unerring precision,

and which, unless they have been driven out of their

usual direction by storms of wind, they invariably ar-

rive at or over before they take a new flight, so also

quails congregate in Arabia in numbers proportionate

to the surface of Western Asia, whither they are pro-

ceeding. The providential nature of their arrival with-

in and around the camp of the Israelites, in order that

they might furnish meat to a murmuring people, ap-

pears from the fact of its taking place where it was not

to be expected; the localities, we presume, being out of

the direction of the ordinary passage ; for, had this not

been the case, the dwellers in that region, and the Isra-

elites themselves, accustomed to tend their flocks at no

great distance from the spot, would have regarded the

phenomenon as a well-known periodical occurrence.

Aristotle (Anim. viii, 14) mentions the habit; and

Pliny (Hist. Nat. x, 23) states that they sometimes

alight on vessels in the Mediterranean and sink them

!

Belon found quails alight in autumn on a vessel bound

from Rhodes to Alexandria ; they were passing from the

north to the south, and had wheat in their craws. In the

preceding spring, sailing from Zante to the Morea,

he saw flights of quails going from south northwards.

Buffon relates that M. le Commandant Godelun saw

quails constantly passing Malta during certain winds

in May, and repassing in September ; and that they

flew by night. Tournefort (Voyage, i, 329) says

that all the islands of the Archipelago at certain sea-

sons of the year are covered with these birds. Col.

Sykes states that such quantities were once caught

s
in Capri, near Naples, as to have afforded the bishop

S no small share of his revenue, and that in consequence

he has been called Bishop of Quails. The same writer

mentions also (Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. ii) that 160,000

quails have been netted in one season on this little

island. M. Temminck says that in spring such pro-

digious numbers ofquails alight on the western shores

of the kingdom of Naples, about Nettuno, that one

hundred thousand are taken in a day (Yarrell, Brit,

Birds [2d ed.], ii, 404). It is interesting to note the

time specified :
" it was at even" that they began to

arrive ; and they, no doubt, continued to come all the

night. Many observers have recorded that the quail

migrates by night, though this is denied by Col. Montagu
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(OrtrithoLDict. 6. v.). "On two successive years I ob-

served enormous flights of quails on the north coasl of

Algeria, which arrived from the south in the night, and
were at daybreak in Bnch numbers through the plains

thai scores ol sportsmen had only to >li«><.t as fast as

ill. \ ci uld reload" (H. B. Tristram). When the num-
bers, however, are very great, and the distance to be

remote, we can well imagine that both day
ami nighl would be spent on the wing, as on the second

occasion recorded in the sacred text. The expression

"quails from t lie sea" (Numb. xi. :; 1 i must not be re-

stricted to denote that the birds came from the sea as

their starting-point, hut it must be taken to show the

direction from which they were coming. The quails

were, at the time of the event narrated in the sacred

writings, on their spring journey ol' migration uorth-

wanN.au interesting proof, as Col.Svkes has remarked.

of the perpetuation of an instinct through -nine 3300
years; the flight which ted the multitudes at Kibroth-

hattaavah might have started from Southern Egypt and
crossed the Red Sea near Ras Mohammed, and so up the

gulf of Akabah into Arabia Petraea. The Israelites

would have had little difficulty in capturing large quan-
tities of these birds, as they are known to arrive at

places sometimes so completely exhausted by their

flight as to be readily taken, not in nets only, but by
the hand. See Diod. Sic. (i, 82 [ed. Dindorf ]), Pro-
per Alpinus (Rerum /Egypt, iv, 1 ), and Josephus

I
Int.

iii,5). S\ kes
I

/. c. I
says "they arrive in spring on the

shores of Provence so fatigued that for the first lew

days they allow themselves to he taken by the hand."

Diodorus tells us (i, 60) that the inhabitants of Rhino-
colura, a town on the border of Palestine and Egypt,
placed long nets made of split reeds along the shore a
length ofmany furlongs, in which the quails were arrest-

ed that hail crossed the sea in flocks; and that they then

preserved them for future subsistence. In the northern

parts of Persia and Armenia, according to Morier, quails

are taken in great abundance, and with great ease, with

the simplest possible machinery. The men stick two
poles in their girdles, on which poles they so stretch a

coal or a pair of trousers that the sleeves or the legs

shall project like the horns of a beast. Thus disguised.

they prowl about the fields with a hand-net, and the

quails, .simply supposing the strange object to be a

horned beast, and therefore harmless to them, allow

him to approach till he throws the mi over them.

Rude as such a contrivance seems, the Persians catch

quails thus with astonishing rapiditj (Second Journey,

p- 343 i. The flesh of the quail, t! gh of an agreeable

quality, is -aid h\ some writers to he heating, and it has

been supposed by Bome that the deaths that occurred

from eating the food in the wilderness resulted partly

from these birds feeding on hellebore ( Pliny. Hist. Nat,

x, 23) and other poisonous plants; hut this is exceed-

ingly improbable, although the immoderate gratifica-

tion of the appetite for the space of a whole month
(Numb. xi,20) on such food, in a hot climate, and in the

case "f a people w ho .at the time of the wanderings rare-

ly tasted flesh, might have induced dangerous symptoms.
"The plague" seems to have been directly sent upon

the people by God as a punishment for their murmur-
ings, and perhaps is not even in a subordinate sense to

be attributed to natural causes. Kitto, Smith, Pair-

bairn. See, in general. Bochart, Tfieroz. ii. 648 sq.;

Bartlett, / 'y Days in tfo Desert,p. 10; Tristram, Nat.

>le, p. 229; W I, Bibli Animals, p. 430
sq.; Bill Educator,!, 157,250; iii.88.

Quaini, l.i n.i. an Italian painter, the son of Fran-
cesco, was horn .-it Bologna in 1643. After having ac-

quired the rudiments of the art and a knowledge of

tive from his father.be became a disciple first of

Guercino, and afterwards of his relation Carlo Cignani,
in who>e school he was contemporary with Marc Antonio

I
iiini. His improvement was so great that in

a i rw j ears he was emploj ed, as w ell as Franceschini. to

assist Cignani in the execution of some of his -real

works. Tin ir method of handling and coloring was so

similar that it was difficult to determine what part of

any work was executed by either of them. InCignani's
principal works, however, it seems that Quaini painted
the landscape, the architecture, ami other ornaments,
and Franceschini the figures. After Cignani's death
the two artists continue. 1 to work tog( ther. They were
employed at Bologna. Modena, Piacenza, Genoa, and
home, where they painted the cartoons for a cupola in

St. Peter's, which has Bince been executed in mosaic
Quaini also painted many historical subjects from his
ow ii compositions, which were t ntirely finished by him-
self. In the church of St. Joseph at Bologna there is a

j

picture of the Visitation; in La < arita, the dead Christ

Supported by tht Virgin; and in the church ol St. Nich-
olas the principal altar-piece is by Quaini -it represents

St. Nicholas in Prison Visited by tht Virgin and mi
\ngel, and is favorably spoken of by Lanzi. Quaini

died in 1717.

—

English Cyclop.s.v. Sec Spooner, Biog.

Hist.qftht I- im .1 rts, s. v.

Quakers. See Fkii kds.

Quam despectus. qi aw deje< i i s. is the begin-
ning of a passion-hymn, written by the doctor seraphic

cus, St. Bonaventura (q.v.), of which the first stanza
runs thus;

•• Qnam despectus. quam dejectus,
Rex ccBlornm est effectas,

Ut snlvnrel eseculum ;

Esui ivit et sitivit.

Pauper et egcuus ivit

Usque ad patibulum."

This beautiful hymn has been translated int.. English

by P. S.Worsley, and from the Lyra Messianica, p. 277,

we subjoin the lirst stanza :

"Oh. what shame and desolation,
Working out the world's .salvation,

Deigned the King of Benveu to bear!
See li i ill bowed with sorrows endless,
Hungry, thirsty, poor, and friendless,
Even io ill.' cross repair."

For the original, see Trench. Sacrt ! Latin /'<
< try (Lond.

1864), p. 143 sq. (B. P.)

Quam dilecta tabernacula is the beginning of

a prose ofAdam of St.Victor (d. about 1192) lor the ded-

ication of a church. ••This hymn," says Mr. Trench,
"of which the theme is. the dignities and glories of the

Church, as prefigured in the Old Testament and fulfilled

in the New. is the very extravagance of typical appli-

cation, .and were it only as a study in mediaeval typolo-

gy, would hi' worthy ol' insertion
;
hut it has other and

higher merits, even though it must he owned rather

that the poet's learned stuff masters him. than that he

is able effectually to masti r it. Its title indicates that it

was composed for the occasion of a church's dedication,

the services of which time were ever laid out for the

carrying of men's thoughts from the temple made w it li

hands to that spiritual temple, on earth or in heaven,

'whose builder and maker is God.'" We subjoin the

lirst verse:

"Quam dilecla tabernacula
Domini virtiitmn et atria !

Quam electi architect!,
Tula Bdiflcia,

Qute non movent, inimo (event,
\ emus, tinmen, pnivia I"

There are two English translations of ibis prose, one by

W. P. Flower, in Lyra Mystica, p.21 1 sq. " How loved

thy halls and dwelling-place" and the other by Neale,

in his Mediaval Hymns, p. lb', sq.. with explanatory

notes. A third translation, bul only of the last si an / ;l s.

is given by Mr. Bonar in the Sunday at //

1878 '. which, lor their beauty, we subjoin ;

'• Finn ;: . Bhndowed
This onr dn> ofgrace displays !

( III the I'olllll Witll our I .Mil ed
II. ;

. we rest, and Bing, and praise,

Now the bridal day has come !

'• Days of which the silver trumpets
Of the Etncieut feasts first told;
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Day of days, whose promised glory
Israel's holy psalms unfold,
Giving voice to solemn sound.

"Thousand, thousand are the praises
To the Bridegroom which they raise

;

With one voice in triumph singing
Through the everlasting days,

Hallelujah, without end."

See Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry, p. 227 sq.; Mone,
Ifymni Latini, i, 316; Koch, Geschkhte des deutschen

Kirchenliedes, i, 109. (B. P.)

Quandt, Johann Jacob, a Lutheran theologian,

doctor and professor of theology, was born March 27,

1686, at Kiinigsberg, in Prussia, where he also died Jan.

17, 1772. as church-counsellor and general superintend-

ent. Of his writings we mention, Judenpredigt (Kim-

igsberg, 1710):— De Atramento Hebrmorum, ex Pan-
dectis Talmudicis (ibid. 1713) :

—

De Cultris Circurnciso-

riis et Secesjii/is Hebraorum (ibid. 1713) :

—

De Cornibus

Altai-is Exterioris (ibid. 1713) :

—

De Cinere in Sacris

highest in Judaea, called Quarantana (by the Arabs
Kuruntul), in allusion to the forty days' fasting of Je-

sus, and which is supposed to be the mount alluded to

in Matt, iv, 8 (see Thomson, Land and Bool; ii, 450;

Wilson, Bible Lands, ii, 12) ; but by some it is identified

with the Rock of Rimmon, where the defeated Benja-

mites took refuge (Judg. xx,47). " The mountain rises

precipitously, an almost perpendicular wall of rock,

twelve or fifteen hundred feet above the plain, crowned
with a chapel on its highest point. The eastern front

is full of grots and caverns, where hermits are said once

to have dwelt in great numbers. At the present day,

some three or four Abyssinians are said to come hither

annually to pass the time of Lent upon the mountain,

living only upon herbs. There is nothing else remark-
able about this naked cliff to distinguish it from the

other similar ones along the Ghor and the Dead Sea
farther south. The tradition which regards the moun-
tain as the place of our Lord's temptation, as well as the

Hebrceorum (ibid. 1713) :—Dissertatio de Sagan (",50) I
name Quarantana. appears not to be older thau the age

sive Pontificis Maximi Suffraganeo (Lips. 1708). re- i

of the Crusades" (Uubiuson, Z?^. /?es. ii, 303).

printed in Ugolino, Thesaurus Antiqvitatum Sacrarum, Quare impedit (i. e. why he hinders) is the title

etc. xii, No. 16 :—De Christo Vero Eccksio Fimdamt nt<> ,,f an English action whereby a person who has pur-
in Nomine Sethi typice adumbrato Gen. iv, 25 (Konigs- : chased an advowson, or right of presentation to an ec-

berg, 1726). See Fiirst, Bibl. Judaica, iii. 124 ; Winer, clesiastical benefice, sues any one who disturbs or hin-
Handbueh der theolog. Literatur, i, 637 ; ii, 718 (Leips. ders him in the exercise of his legal right.—Chambers's
1838). (B.P.)

|

Encydop. s. v.

Quanian Version. The Quanes, a wandering Quare incumbravit (why he has cumbered or
people, for whom this version is made, inhabit that most taken possession). During a plea between two persons
northerly portion of Lapland which is called Finmark
or Norwegian Lapland. This dreary region, having for

its northern boundary the Arctic or Frozen Ocean, is

the habitation of about 6000 people, called the Quanes,

who till within the last half century were left without

any version of the Scriptures in their vernacular dialect.

The Bible Society of Finland sent to them copies of the

Finnish Testament, but this version was unintelligible

to them, and even so the Lappish Testament, although

they speak a dialect of Laplandish. In 1822 the Brit-

ish and Foreign Bible Society voted £200 to promote

a version in Quanian, and it was not till the year 1828

that arrangements for the immediate translation of the

New Testament were made by the Norwegian Society.

The execution of the translation was committed to Mr.
Stoekrleth, a missionary of eminent devotedness, who
in 1828 was laboring as a pastor among the uncivilized

tribes of Laplanders under the seventy-first degree of

north latitude, where, during two months of the year,

the sun never rises. In 1840 the translation of the

New Testament was completed, and an edition was pub-
lished at Christiania, under the superintendence of the

Norwegian Bible Society. See The Bible of Every
Land, p. 324. (B. P.)

Quanwoii is, in Japanese mythology, an embodi-
ment of the goddess Amida. She is represented with a

multitude of hands, each holding a different object,

probably things useful to men, whom she has under-

taken to make happy. Her temples are splendid, of

extraordinary dimensions, and ^^m,
filled with idols : 33,333 are said d
to be contained in the temple

of Miako ; hence its name, Sa?i

mun San Tsin, which signifies

the temple of the 33,333 images.

A large number of children are

represented around her in her

pictures: they are the gods
themselves looking up to her

with love and veneration.—Yoll-

mer, Worterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Quarantana. In the moun-
tainous wilderness between Je-

rusalem and Jericho, in which,

according to tradition, our Lord's

temptation took place, there is a

very high mountain, one of the

for the possession of an advowson [see Quaue impedit],

if the bishop admits the presentee of one of them within

six mouths, the other can have a writ of this form

against the bishop.—Eadie, Eccles. Diet. s. v.

Quare non admisit (why he has not admitted).

When one has recovered an advowson, and the bishop

refuses to admit his presentee, such a writ may be em-
ployed.

Quarrel (Fr. carre, square) is a technical term em-
ployed in architecture to describe a diamond -shaped
pane of glass, or a square one placed diagonally. It is

also the name of a small piercing in the tracery of a

window. A wax taper (q. v.) used in churches is also

called " quarrel."

Quarry P^pS, pesil, but only in the plur.; Sept.

ykvTCTa, Vulg. idold). In the account of the exploit

of Ehud in Judg. iii, 19, 26, for the "quarries that were

by Gilgal" of our version, or, as the Syriac and the Chal-

dee read, stone-pits or quarries, the primary signification

of images of false gods may be intended, as in Deut. vii,

25; Isa. xlii, 8; Jer. viii, 19; li, 52; Hos. xi. 12. etc.,

and it is so understood by the Sept. and the Vulg. in

the above text. W^e have no knowledge of any quar-

ries at Gilgal, in the plain of Jericho; and Booth-

royd conjectures that idols might have been erected at

Gilgal by Eglon, and that the sight of them there in-

spired Ehud with new ardor to execute his purpose.

Kosenmiiller, after Rashi, adheres to the above inter-

Enormous Stone in the Quarry near Baalbek.
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pretation of quarries, and in this Fnrst and Keil agree.

The last-named interpreter remarks that the Gilgal in-

tended cannot be the one mar the Jordan, but that in

the hills of Ephraim. See Gilgal. Gesenius regards

Pesilim as tin- name of a place. Casscl. in Lance's I \int-

mentary, understands by it boundary -stones, i. e. "ter-

mini," of an idolatrous form. That the ancient Canaan-

ite> had extensive quarries is evinced by the eyclopean

blocks at i be foundation of the temple at Baalbek (q. v. >.

Quarterly Fast. See Pasting.

Quarterly Meeting. See Meeting, Qi vk-

1 I .1:1. V.

Quartodecimani, a name in ecclesiastical his-

tory lor those Christians of Asia .Minor who. in the first

ages of the Church, annually commemorated the death

of Christ at the 11th of Nisan, the time when the Jews
celebrated the Passover

j

see Paschal Controversi I.

and three days after the resurrection of Jesus, totally

ignoring the regard for the day of the week usually

taken as the one on which this event is believed to have
occurred. This difference it was determined to adjust

at i In < ouncil of Nice in A.D. 325, when it was decreed

that the practice of observing Friday as the day of cru-

ciiixion (q. v.), and the following Sunday as the day of

ascension (q. v.), should prevail. Those who refused

to accept this decision of the council were denominated
(>iiiirtinli ciinani, because of their contending for the

fourteenth day of the first Hebrew month as the proper

time for observing Easter, quartadecima haws, on the

fourteenth day of the moon. They are sometimes
called PaschUes. The Audseans, Montanists, Novatians,

and other sects were Quartodecimani. See Schaff, Ch.

Mist. vol. ii; Kiddle, Christ inn. Antiquities} Waterland,

Works, vol. vi.

Quar'tus ( Graecized Kovaproc, for the Latin quar-

tus, fourth), a Christian resident at Corinth, and. from

his name, apparently a Roman, whose .salutations Paul

communicated to the Church of Koine in his epistle

thereto (Rom. .\\i. 23). A.D. cir. 50. There is the

Usual tradition thai be was one of I he seventy disciples;

and ii i- also said that he ultimately became bishop of

Berytus (Tillemont, i, 334).

Quas laudes tibi nos, Pater, canemus, is the

beginning of one of the hymns written by the "precep-
tor Germanise," Philip Melancthon (q.v.). It was com-

posed in the year 1527, and is based on 1'sa. cxi. It is

found with his oilier poems, of which he composed al-

i about 400, in Bretschneider's Corpus Reforma-
torum (Hal. Sax. 1842), VOL x. A selection of about

fifty-one, together with a German metrical translation

was published by I tberhey. Mehltichtkon's Gedichte, OUS-

gewahii und ubersetzl (Halle, bei Mllblmann, 1862). See

Koch, Geschickte des deutscken Kirclu nli< <h .>. i, ~lb\K

(Ii. P.)

Quaser. The Scandinavian Edda tells us that the

divine families of the Ascs and Vanes, having warred

against each oilier fur many years, fell tired at last of

these never-ceasing disputes, and determined to create

a being on whose wisdom they might safely rely, and

whom they would take for their umpire. Ases 8»d

Vanes spat into a common vessel, ami formed Quaser.

He was bo wise that no one could ask him a question

which be was not able to answer. Therefore, having
pronounced his sentence in the quarrel of the gods, be

travelled about in the world to imparl bis wisdom to

men. Bul two g nes. l'ialar and ( ialar. killed him.

mingled In- bl 1 with honey, and lluis prepared a de-

licious mead, which made poets ol all those \\ bo tasted

ii. 'lie- gods having shown some anxiety as to what
had become ol the ureal sage, the gnomes managed to

spread the rumor thai Ouaser had been choked by bl-

own wisdom (a phra-e which has become proverbial in

the north), as nobody could relieve him of ii by his

questions. Shortly afterwards the same dwarfs killed

the giant Gilling and In- w ife by crushing them \\ itb a

mill-stone while sleeping. The giant Suttung, Gil-

ling's son, avenged his father by exposing the murder-
ers on a deserted island, to die there ol starvation. In

this extremity they offered him. to ransom their Uvea,
their poetical mead. Suttung listened to their propo-

sition, set them free, and had the precious liquid care-

fully guarded by his beautiful daughter Gunloda in the

interior of a mountain. Odin, by a stratagem, pene-
trated into the mountain, gained the favor of the young
giantess, and drank the mead to the last drop.—Voll-

mer, Worterb. d, Mythol. >. v.

Quasimodogemti is a term sometimes used to

denote the lir-t Sunday after Easter. It is of compara-
tively late origin, and is derived from the Latin version

of 1 Pet. ii. 2: Quasi modo geniii infantes, etc.—"As
new-born babes," etc. See i; ister,

Quatember are fasts observed in the Church of

Kome. and by other ecclesiastical bodies, among them
the Church of England. According to Jewish custom,

the four seasons of the year were observed as occasions

for fasting. These -were the four fast-weeks: one after

Ash-Wednesday, Pentecost, the Crucifixion (Sept. 14),

and after Lucia (Dec. 13). The fast-days were Wednes-
day. Friday, ami Saturday. Wednesday was the day
on which the quarterly offerings were brought, and it

was principally called Quatember-day. In the German
Protestant Church these fa-Is wire lor a Ion- linn ob-

served also.

Quater'nion (nrpaBiov, " body of four). "A
quaternion of soldiers"

|
Acts xii. 1 1 was a detai hmenl

of four men. which was the usual number of a Roman
night-watch (Veget.Z)« Re Milit.m,8\ Philo, In Flacc.

p. 98; Polyb. vi, 33, 37). See Soldier, lYter, there-

fore, was guarded by four soldiers, two within the prison,

probably attached to bis person, and two outside the

doors; and. as the watch was usually changed every

three hours, it was necessary that the ••four quater-

nions" mentioned in the text should be appointed for

(he purpose. See Prison. Or one set of sentinels may
have been posted at the door of the cell (which was
probably thought to be so secure as not to require a

guard within), and another at the outer or street gate

(Walch, hi line/is J'lt/i. in bis Dissert, ad loc). See
Pkteh.

Quatremere, Ivuknnk Marie, a celebrated French
< orientalist, was bom at Paris, Jul)' 12. 1782. He began
bis studies at a very early age, and as a youth was noted
for his remarkable attainments. In 1807 he was em-
ployed in the Imperial Library, and in 1809 was Called

to the professor's chair at Rouen. In 1815 he was ap-

pointed to the Academy of Inscriptions, and in 1819 in-

structor of Hebrew. Cbaldec, and Syriac al the College

ofFrance, In 1827 he became professor ofPersian. He
was now known as one ofthe greatest ( orientalists in the

world, and was especially noted as an Egyptologist, and
how well he deserved this distinction appears from his

publications in this line of study. In bis religious pro-

clivities he was Gallican ami Jansenist lie used bis

lien freely against the innovations of tin papists and

against their assumptions. We have not room here (o

mention his severe satires against the I 'ltramonlanes,

but refer the reader who desires to Btudy them to Ke-
nan's Essays. Quatremere died Sept, 18, bs .">7.

Quaw, James E., a minister of the Reformed
i Dui. In Church, lb- graduated ai the New Bruns-

wick Theological Seminary in 1828, and was engaged
during hi- ministerial life chiefly in missionary work

among feeble churches in \.w \ oik ami Michigan, lie

was the author of two remarkable books- -Tlu Cold

Water Man, a powerful plea lor total abstinence, and
Biblt Baptism, or the Tmmerser Instructedfrom Various

Sources. The latter has passed through n number of

editions, and is a real thesaurus of information, and of

learned, acute, and valuable discussion of the mode of

baptism. The Object i> to place before its readers the

reittto of learned investigation, and to prove that hn-
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mersion is not the only scriptural mode of baptism

;

that sprinkling is scriptural, and that infants are proper

subjects of that ordinances The individuality of the

author's character, life, and ministry, and his indepen-

dence of thought and treatment of his subject, may be

gathered from his prefatory statement :
" Many of the

materials for the following work were collected while

the author was travelling in primitive apostolic style in

different parts of the great American valley. In these,

his ministerial joumeyings, he usually preached six or

eight times a week, while he often travelled on foot

without purse or scrip or two coats, sometimes with

scarcely one, often for days without bread and occasion-

ally without water. But the mighty God of Jacob was
always with him. . . . This book was written in a West-

ern log-cabin, in a room which at one and the same

time answered for a study, a parlor, a sitting-room, a

dining -hall, bedroom, and kitchen. The hours which

for six or eight months the author could spare from the

discharge of the duties of a New-Testament bishop, he

has, in this rather romantic study, devoted to this work."

Mr. Quaw was lost on Lake Erie in the dreadful wreck

of the steamer Erie in 1845. He was a godly and self-

denying man, peculiar in appearance and manner, a

faithful missionary to the needy, and an able writer.

(W. J. R. T.)

Quedara Wardon is a Hindu festival in honor
of the goddess Parwati (q. v.). It imposes on him who
has once celebrated it the obligation of celebrating it

every year. The participants in this solemnity are dis-

tinguished by a yellow string, which they carry around

their arm. They fast the whole day of the feast.—Voll-

mer, Worterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Quedil is a Hindu feast in honor of the goddess

Mariatale. The performances are the same as those of

the goddess Mariyammai. Mariatale is probably iden-

tical with the latter.—Vollmer, Worterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Quedlinburg, Synods of. Several ecclesiastical

councils were held in this German city in mediaeval

times. The first took place in 1085. The bishops who
sided with pope Gregory VII assembled it immediately
after Easter, and it was presided over by the papal leg-

ate Otto di Ostia. Among those who attended were
archbishops Gebhard of Salzburg and Hartwick of Mag-
deburg; the bishops Adalbere of Wiirzburg, Altmannof
Passau, Bernard of Merseburg, Guntherof Zeiz, St. Ben-
no of Meissen, Albert of Worms, Burchard of Halber-
stadt, Herrmann of Metz, Reginhard of Minden, Wigold
of Augsburg, Gebhard of Constance, Heinrich of Bam-
berg. The council recognised, first, the primacy of the

pope, whose decisions it was allowed to no one to alter

or to criticise. In conformity with the decrees of for-

mer popes, the consecration of the bishops unlawfully

established by Henry IV, Wenzel of Mentz, Siegfried of

Augsburg, Norbert of Chur, etc., was declared null, and
likewise all other ordinations and consecrations of the

same kind. The synod rejected the erroneous asser-

tions of Wenzel of Mentz in regard to excommunication.
Excommunications are only valuable when they are pro-

nounced according to the forms adopted by the Church.

The six following resolutions are of a general kind : The
sixth canon recommends to the priests, deacons, and
subdeacons perpetual continence; the seventh canon
prohibits the lays from touching the altar-palls and holy

vessels ; according to the eighth canon, the lays shall

not take hold of the dimes without having the consent

of the legitimate owners ; the ninth canon directs that

the spring fast of Quatember shall be held in the first

week of Lent, the summer fast in the week of Pente-

cost; the tenth canon decrees no one shall eat eggs or

cheese during the forty days of Lent; the eleventh can-

on declares that the choice made by the legate Otto of

Gebhard as bishop of Constance, and everything done

by the legate in that city, is approved by the council.

At the close of the council the anathema was pro-

nounced, with burning tapers, against the anti - pope

Wibert (pseudo-Clemens III), the heresiarch ; against

the apostate Hugo of Albano, who had presided at the

Council of Worms in 1076; against Johannes (Petrus),

archbishop of Porto, and against Petrus, late chancellor

of the pope ; against archbishop Liemar of Bremen, Udo
of Hildesheim, Otto of Constance, Burchard of Basle,

Huzmann of Spire, deposed bishops; finally, against the

usurping bishops Wenzel, archbishop of Mentz; Sieg-

fried, bishop of Augsburg; Norbert, bishop of Chur, and

all their followers. See Labbe, Concil. x; Hardouiu,

Concil.x'i; Hartzheim, Cone. Germ.; Binterim, Deu'tsehe

Cone. vol. iii ; Flotho, Koniy Heinrich VT(Stuttg. 1855).

Two other synods were held at Quedlinburg— one in

1105, for the reformation of manners; a third in 1121,

about the situation of the empire and the investitures.

See Wetzer u. Welte, Kirehen-Lex. s. v.

Quedu was, in Hindu mythology, the son of Kas-
siaba and Siugfriede. He and his brother Rahu were re-

doubtable giants and wicked daemons. They tried to

prevent the gods from preparing the beverage of im-

mortality, the amrita. The gods having succeeded in

j

their enterprise, by causing the Mandar Mountain to

rotate in the middle of the milk sea, the two giants

robbed the vessel which contained the amrita. The
sun and moon had been witnesses to the robbery: they

denounced it to Vishnu, who cut off the heads of the

giants at the very moment when they carried the im-

mortalizing liquid to their lips. A drop of the amrita

had already made the two heads immortal; they flew

towards the sky, and there became planets. They are

only visible at the time of eclipses. They are fierce en-

emies of the sun and moon, which they pursue and try

to swallow.—Vollmer, Worterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Queen. The Hebrews had no word properly an-

swering to our term queen in the sense of a female sov-

ereign, neither had they the dignity which that word

denotes. Of the three Hebrew terms used as the equiv-

alents of " queen" in the A. V. (jTVsbn ; bad : rnT25),

the first {malkah) alone is applied to a queen reynant

;

the first and second (sheydl) equally to a queen consort;

without, however, implying the dignity which in Euro-

pean nations attaches to that position; and the third

(yebirdli) to the queen mother, to whom that dignity is

transferred in Oriental courts. The etymological force

of the words accords with their application. Midkdh
is the feminine of me'leh, " king ;" it is applied in its first

sense to the queen of Sheba (1 Kings x, ]), and in its

second to the chief wife, as distinguished from all other

females in a royal harem (Esth. i, 9 sq. ; vii, 1 sq.

;

Cant, vi, 8) : the term " princesses" is similarly used in

1 Kings xi, 3. Sheydl simply means " wife," i. e. of the

first rank, as distinguished from mere concubines; it is

applied to Solomon's bride or perhaps mother (Psa. xlv,

9), and to the wives of the first rank in the harems of

the Chaldee and Persian monarchs (Dan. v, 2, 3 ; Neh.

ii, 6). Gebirdh, on the other hand, is expressive of au-

thority ; it means " powerful" or " mistress," being the

feminine of I^SS, yebir, " master," or " lord." The fem-

inine is to be understood by its relation to the mascu-

line, which is not applied to kingly power or to kings,

but to general authority and dominion. It is, in fact,

the word which occurs twice with reference to Isaac's

blessing ofJacob :
;i Be lord over thy brethren ;" and " I

have made him thy lord" (Gen. xxvii, 29, 37). It

would therefore be applied to the female who exercised

the highest authority, and this, in an Oriental house-

hold, is not the wife, but the mother, of the master.

Strange as such an arrangement at first sight appears,

it is one of the inevitable results of polygamy : the num-
ber of the wives, their social position previous to mar-
riage, and the precariousness of their hold on the affec-

tions of their lord combine to annihilate their influence,

which is transferred to the mother, as being the only fe-

male who occupies a fixed and dignified position. Hence
the application of the term yebirdh to the queen mother,

the extent of whose influence is well illustrated by the
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narrative of the interview of Solomon and Bathsheba,

as given in 1 Kings ii. 19 sq. The term is applied to

Blaachah, Asa's mother, who was deposed from her dig-

nity in c
|

'<•< r idolatry (1 Kings xv, 13; -J

Chron. xv, 16 -
mtrasted with Joram (2

!. . 13,
•• the children of the king and the children

tnd to the mother of Jehoiachin or Jec-

oniah(Jer. riii, 18; comp. 2 Kings xxiv, 12 ; Jer.xxix,

>). In i Kingsxi, 19, the text perhaps requires emen-

dation, the reading followed in the Sept, rivt".", "the

elder," according better with the context. The limited

use which is made even of the restricted term gebirah is

somewhal remarkable. It is only employed twice with

to th irij'i ofaking; in one of these two cases

il is applied to the wife of the king of Egypt, where the

condition of the royal consort was more queenly than in

Palestine
I

1 Kings xi, 19; comp. Wilkinson, Anc. Egypt.

ii. 59; in. 64; \. 28); and in the other to Jezebel, the

wife ofAhab, who, as the daughter of a powerful king,

appears to have enjoyed peculiar privileges in her matri-

monial siate (2 Kings \. 13). In two other places it is

not clear whether the king's wife or mother is intended

(.ler. xiii, 18; xxix, - ) : and in the remaining passages

ii U pointedly rehired to the king's mother in such

terms as clearly show that the state which she held was

one of positive dignity and rank (1 Kings xv, 13; "2

Chron. XV, 1''". Si e WlFE.
The result of all inquiry into the subject seems to

show thai amon- the Jewish kings the usages bearing

on this point were nol different from those which are

still exhibited in Western Asiatic courts. Where wom-
an never becomes the head of lie- State, there can he

no queen regnant
;
and where polygamy is allowed or

practiced, there can he no queen consort. There will.

however, be a chief wife in the harem; and this is no

doubt the rank indicated in the Bible by the words

which we render " queen." This rank may be various-

ly acquired. The first wife of the king, or the first

whom he took nfitr hi* accession, usually obtained it;

ami if -he i< hoth of high birth and becomes the mother

of the first son, her position is tolerably secure: but if

she possesses neither of these .advantages, she may be

superseded in her position as head of the harem by a

wife of higher birth and connections subsequent^

espoused, or by one who becomes the mother of the

heir apparent. The king, however, will sometimes act

according to his own pleasure in this matter, promote

any favorite lady to this dignity, and also remove her

from il at his pleasure: but more generally he finds il

convenient to follow the established routine. The daugh-

ter oi the king of Egypt was, doubtless, from her high

rank, the chiet wife of Solomon ; as was Jezebel, for the

same reason, the chief wife of Ahab. In like manner

the high-born mot her of Absalom was probably the chief

wile of David, although it is possible that the mother

of the eldest son, An n. at lirst enjoyed that distinc-

tion, which, we may safely presume, ei entually devolved

on l'.athshi ha. after her son Solomon had been recog-

nised as the heir. In one of Mr. Morier's amusing

books (JTajji Baba in England) there is a passage

which striking]} illustrates this matter. The court of

Persia is there represented a- being perplexed how to

answer a letter which, in ignorance of Eastern customs,

had been addressed by the queen consort of England

-to the queen of Persia." The cause of the dilemma

thus created was that "Although the shah's principal

wife is call, ,1 i lie I.anon harem, or head of I he 91 rsglio,

yet her situation in the State bears as little affinity to

that ol I lie queen oi England as one may say the she

buffalo kepi in i he enclosure for food and milk has to the

cow fed and worshipped by the Hindu as his god. < >ur

shah can kill and i n ate bat - at pleasure, w hereas the

queen of I n rland maintains her post till the hand of

fate lays her in the grave" (comp. Chardin, Voyages

[ed. [jangles], vol. \ i. cb. xii : Thornton's Turkey, ii,

264 286), Verj different was, and is to this day, in

Western Asia, the position of the king's mother, whose
state is much the nearest to that of a European queen
of any with whhh the East is acquainted. It is found-
ed on that essential principle oft triental manners which
in all cases considers the mother oi the husband as a far

superior person to his wife, and as entitled to more re-

spect and attention. This principle should be clearly

understood; tor it extends throughout the Bible, and is

yet entirely different from our own social arrangi menrs,

under which the mother, as soon as she becomes wid-

owed, abandons her place as lead of the family to the

daughter-in-law. -Mr. I rqubarl has admirably illus-

trated and developed this principle in his Spirit of the

387 sq.); and his remark-, although primarily

illustrative ofTurkish manners, ate. with some unessen-

tial limitations, applicable to the ancient and modern
East In p. 389 there is an anecdote of the late Ibra-

him Pasha, who is represented as staying a whole
week in I he harem of his mother, wailing to find a fa-

vorable opportunity ofpressing a request upon her : and
when admitted, kissing her feet, refusing to be seated,

and standing an hour and a half before her with his

arms crossed, without, aftt r all. succeeding in the suit

which he—the conqueror of Syria and the victor of

Konieh—preferred to an aged woman. The arrange-

ment in the seraglios of the more magnificent Hebrew
liionarchs was probably similar to that of Turkey, with

this difference, that the chief women in the harems of

the Jewish sovereigns entered il as wives, and not as

sla\es. The grand signior, from an indeterminate

number of female slaves, selects bis favorites, who are

distinguished by the title of cadun, which, as ii means

-lady of the house," seems nearly equivalent to the

Hebrew gebirah. The number of these is said to be

limited to seven, and their raid, seems to correspond to

that of the "wives" of the Hebrew seraglio, whose num-
ber was unlimited. The mother of a boy i- called has-

seJsy, unless the boy die, in which ease she descends to

her former rank. The caduns, or wives, of a deceased or

deposed sultan are all removed from the imperial harem

to a separate palace, with the single exception of the

valide sultan, the mother of the reigning sultan, who
has her liberty, a palace, and revenues to support a suit-

able establishment. But

the hassekies, or those

who have a son living,

are treated with marked

respect, as in the natural

course of events they

maj become valide. I he

title of sultan (for the

Turkish has no distinc-

tion of gender), though

from courtesy it may be

given to the hassekies,

is, strictly speaking, ap-

propriate only to the

mi\ ereign's mother, and

to the sons and daughters

of the imperial family

(Thornton, ii, 276; Urqu-

hart, ii, 433). This state-

ment, especially the last

point of it. strikingly il-

lustrates the view We

have taken as to the

nmre queenly position of

the fine's mother than

of his wife in the Jewish

and other Asiatic courts.

It must be clearly un-

derstood that this posi-

tion is by DO mean- pe-

culiar to the modern
East, or to the Jews

among the ancii nl < tri-

entals. lleercn. indeed. Ancient Egyptian QneeD.

ns7
]
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thinks that the power of "the queen mother" was even
more considerable among the ancient Persians than

among the modern Turks (Hist. Researches, i, 400) ; and
the narratives of Herodotus and Ctesias respecting the

tyrannical influence exercised by Parysatis, Amestris,

and others bear ample testimony to this fact. The care-

ful reader of Scripture will easily be able to trace the

same ideas respecting the position of the king's mother
among the Israelites. In how marked a manner does

the mother of Solomon come forward at the end of her

husband's and the beginning of her son's reign ! She
takes an active part in securing her son's succession ; it

is in the conviction of her commanding influence that

Adonijah engages her to promote his suit, alleging "he
will not say thee nay ;" and then, when Bathsheba ap-

pears before her son, the monarch rises from his place,

advances to meet her, bows himself before her, and seats

her on the right hand of his throne (1 Kings i, ii).

That the king's mother possessed high dignity is fur-

ther evinced by the fact that Asa found it necessary to

remove his mother, Maachah, li from being queen," on

account of her abuse of the power which that character

conferred (1 Kings xv, 13). Jezebel was, as already

stated, very powerful in the lifetime of her husband;

but it is only under her son that she is called " the

queen" (gebiruh) ; and the whole history of his reign

evinces the important part which she took in public

affairs (2 Kings ix, 22, 30, 37; x, 13). Still more
marked was the influence which her daughter Athaliah

exercised in Judah during the reign of her son Ahaziah,

which was, indeed, such as enabled her at his death to

set the crown on her own head, and to present the

anomaly in Jewish history of a regnant queen (2 Kings
xi).—Kitto; Smith. See Woman.
QUEEN OF HEAVEN. In Jer. vii, 18; xliv, 17,

18, 19, 25, the Heb. C^rrt rO^S, meleketh hash-sha-

mayim, is thus rendered in the A. V. In the margin is

given " frame or workmanship of heaven," for in twenty

of Kennicott's MSS. the reading is r2X5"3, of which

this is the translation, and the same is the case in four-

teen MSS. of Jer. xliv, 18, and in thirteen of Jer. xliv,

19. The latter reading is followed by the Sept. and
Peshito Syriac in Jer. vii, 18, but in all the other pas-

sages the received text is adopted, as by the Vulg. in

every instance. Kimchi says " X is wanting, and it is

as if P.3X3"3 =' workmanship of heaven,' i. e. the stars

;

and some interpret ' the queen of heaven,' i. e. a great

star which is in the heavens." Rashi is in favor of the

latter; and the Targum renders throughout " the star

of heaven." Kircher was in favor of some constella-

tion, the Pleiades or Hyades. It is generally believed

that the " queen of heav-
en" is the moon (comp.

"siderum regina," Hor-
ace, Carm. Sec. 35, and
" regina coeli," Apul. Met.

xi, 657), worshipped as

Ashtaroth or Astarte, to

whom the Hebrew wom-
en offered cakes in the

streets ofJerusalem. Hit-

zig (Der Proph. Jeremia,

p. (54) says the Hebrews
gave this title to the

Egyptian Neith, whose
name in the form Ta-nith,

with the Egyptian article, appears with that of Baal
Hamman, on four Carthaginian inscriptions. It is little

to the purpose to inquire by what other names this god-
dess was known among the Phoenician colonists; the
Hebrews, in the time of Jeremiah, appear not to have
given her any special title. The Babylonian Venus,
according to Harpocration (quoted by Selden, Be Bis
Syris [ed. 1G17], synt. 2, cap. 6, p. 220), was also styled
"the queen of heaven." Mr. Layard identifies Hera,
" the second deity mentioned by Diodorus, with Astar-

PhoBuiciau Coin with Head of
Astarte.

te, Mylitta, or Venus," and with the " ' queen of heaven,'
frequently mentioned in the sacred volumes. . . . The
planet which bore her name was sacred to her, and in

the Assyrian sculptures a star is placed upon her head.
She was called Beltis, because she was the female form
of the great divinity, or Baal; the two, there is reason
to conjecture, having been originally but one, and an-
drogyne. Her worship penetrated from Assyria into

Asia Minor, where its Assyrian origin was recognised.

In the rock tablets of Pterium she is represented, as in

those of Assyria, standing erect on a lion, and crowned
with a tower or mural coronet, which, we learn from Lu-
cian, was peculiar to the Shemitic figure of the. goddess.
This may have been a modification of the high cap of
the Assyrian bas-reliefs. A figure of Astarte found in

Etruria represents her as winged (Rawlinson, Herod. ii,

404). To the Shemites she was known under the names
of Astarte, Ashtaroth, Mylitta, and Alitta, according to

the various dialects of the nations among which her
worship prevailed" (Nineveh, ii, 454, 450, 457). It is so

difficult to separate the worship of the moon-goddess
from that of the planet Venus in the Assyrian mytholo-

gy when introduced among the Western nations that
the two are frequently confused. Movers believes that

Ashtoreth was originally the moon-goddess, while ac-
cording to Rawlinson (Herod, i, 521) Ishtar is the Baby-
lonian Venus, one of whose titles in the Sardanapalus
inscriptions is " the mistress of heaven and earth" (^see

Onias. De C^m PC3B [Alt. 1666]). See Ashto-
RETH.

With the cakes (0*3^. cavvanim ; Sept. xav&ree)
which were offered in her honor, with incense and liba-

tions, Selden compares the nirvpa (A. V. ". bran") of

Ep. of Jer. 43, which were burned by the women who
sat by the wayside near the idolatrous temples for the

purposes of prostitution. These niTvpa were offered in

sacrifice to Hecate while invoking her aid for success iu

love (Theocr. ii, 33). The Targum gives "paW^S, har-

dutin, which elsewhere appears to be the Greek xeipiSm-

tvq, a sleeved tunic. Rashi says the cakes had the im-

age of the god stamped upon them, and Theodoret that

they contained pine-cones and raisins.—Smith. See
Cake.

QUEEN OF THE SOUTH. See Sheba.

Queen Anne's Bounty is the name given in

England to a fund appropriated to increase the income
of the poorer clergy. It was created out of the first-

fruits ami tenths which before the Reformation were ex-
acted by the pope from the clergy. These were funded
by a statute in queen Anne's time; hence the name.
See Chambers's Encyclop. s. v. See Annates.

Queensferry Declaration. After the defeat at

Bothwell Bridge, the stricter and more violent portion

of the Covenanters drew off from the main body, and ad-

hered exclusively to the ministers Cameron and Cargill.

An outline of their opinion had been composed, and the

document was found in possession of Hall of Haugbhead,
on his apprehension at Queensferry on June 3, 1G80.

Hall was mortally wounded as he was defending him-
self, and Cargill, his companion, escaped. This docu-
ment, unsigned and unfinished, and named after the

place where it was seized, after affirming adherence to

the Scriptures and the covenanted work of reformation,

goes on, however, to say :
" We do declare that we shall

set up over ourselves, and over what God shall give us

power of, government and governors according to the
Word of God; that we shall no more commit the gov-
ernment of ourselves, and the making of laws for us, to

any one single person, this kind of government being
most liable to inconveniences, and aptest to degenerate
into tyranny." This bold avowal of revolution was soon
charged against the entire Presbyterian body, and in-

creased persecution was the result.—Eadie, Eccles. Cy-
clop.8.v. See Covenanters; Rltherglen Decla-
ration; Sanquhar Declaration.
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Queiss, Ebebhasd von. a German prelate of the I

Ei formation period, flourished neat the opening of the

16th century. In 1523 he was made bishop of Pomera-
.

nia. hut in the following year he fell constrained to an-

nounce his abandonment of the old faith and became

Protestant, [n 1527 he resigned his worldly power (the

episcopates of Germany then holding secular as well as

ecclesiastical sway i into the bands of the duke of Pome-

rania. He also abandoned the celibate, and in every

way he identified himself with the- Protestant cause.!

He was overshadowed by the greatness of his predeces-

sor in the - •
. I >• orge von Polentz

i q. v.
),
and little is

known ofQueiss after 1527. Probabl] his decease only

- later was the reason for this obscured page in

his life's history.

Quelen, Hya< djthb Louis de, a French Roman
Catholic prelate Of note, was born at Paris. Oct 8,

1778, and was educated at the seminary in Si. Sulpice.

In 1807 he was ordained to the priesthood, and made
shortly after secretary of cardinal Fesch. When this

noted dignitary fell out with Napoleon, Quelen accom-
j

panied his eminence to Lyons. I'nder the Restoration

he became general vicar of Talleyrand, took an active

part in the i stablishment of the concordat, and was re-

warded for hisvaluable Bervices by the bishopric mpar-
tibus ofSamosata in lxi'J. When Talleyrand was ele-

vated i" the archbishopric of Paris. Quelen was made!
utor cum spt succedendi, and on Oct, 20, 1821,

|

i Talleyrand in the primacy of Frame. He
made many journeys and busied himself greatly with

mtroversiesi Francis de Sals. Vincent de Paul I;

but hi> stout advocacy of Ultramontanism and the Jes-

uits, whose expulsion from France in 1828 he vainly en-

deavored to prevent, made him very unpopular, and he

was subjected to repeated attacks in his palace by the

mobs of Paris iii 1830 and 1831. He lived on, however,

until 1839, when sudden death ended the ignominious

role of this great ecclesiastic. See Henrion, Vie et Tra-
|

vaux Apostoliques de .1A. de Quelen; D'Exauvillez, Vk
I lavel, Hist, (hret.des Dioceses de France, s. v. \

Quenstedt, Johanh Andreas, a German theolo-

gian, was born at Quedlinburg in 1617, studied at Ilelm-

Btadl under Calixtus and Hornejus, and in Wittenberg

under Leyser. Won to the theology of the latter high-

Bcl 1. he became in 16-16 theological adjunct, in 1649

extraordinary, and in 1660 ordinary professor of theology
'

at Wittenberg, and always distinguished himself as a

most ardent Lutheran. He died in 1688. His most

celebratedwork, Theologia Didactico-polemiea, .

A ittenb. 1685), is a most elaborate treatise

of Lutheran scholasticism, and constitutes one of the

best polemics of its distinguishing dogmas. Other

works of his of note are. I >< SepuUura Veterum (ibid.

1648, 8vo, and later):— Dialogus de Patriis TUustrium

Doctrina et Scriptis Virorum (ibid. 1654, 4to):

—

Dis-

putaticmes Exegetica m Epistolam <i<l Colossenses (ibid.

1664, In., : -Ethica Pastoralti (ibid. 1678, 8vo, and:

later): - Antitpjitates Biblica et Eccksiastica (ibid.

. and later). Personally Quenstedt was a

mild, unpretentious character, and even his polemics is

nothing less than zealoticaL He appeared on the stage

when the period of dissolution had touched Lutheran*

ism and rejuvenated the old orthodox spirit, and gave

it new and attractive form. His power was not only

with his pen. but in the university. See Hagenbach,

set I
'• -

. Jocher, AUgem, G

/ . . -. Tli-luck. Wittenberger Theologen, p. 214

Mchlt der protest. Dogmatik, i. 357 sq.

(.I.II.W.

Quental, Bartholomed do, a Portuguese theolo-

gian, was born of noble parentage, Aug. 22, 1626, in the

5t Michael. Azores. In 1643 be was at m to Por-

tugal to study at Evora and other Portuguese high-

BChools, and alnr taking holy order- became I the

i- of the king. He greatly served papal in-

terests, ami was distinguished by pope Clement XI with

the title of " the venerable." Quental introduced the

"Congregation of the Oratory," and in other ways
strengthened Romanism. He died at Lisbon, Dec. 20,

1698. Hi- principal \\.>rk- are. Meditacoes
I
Li-h. 1666-

95,6vols.8vo):—/Sermoetl ibid. 1692, tto). See Nicerou,

Memoires, voL xlii.—Hoefer, A1 ..//<•, xli.

300.

Queras, Mathtjrix, a French controversialist, was
born at Sens, Aug. 1. 1614, Btudied theology at Paris,

where he obtained the doctorate, and was attached to

the Sorbonne. He was a Jansenisl in proclivity, and in

1656 refused to abandon the Port-Royalists even on the

threat of being ousted from his professorship. He was
rewarded for his consistency by the archbishop ol S> ns,

who made Queras one of his grand vicars and placed

him at the head of his theological seminary. In 1674.

upon the death of his protector, Queras was obliged to

retire to Troves, and became prior oi Bt.Quentin. He
spent the remainder of his life, like the Port-Loyalists.

in retirement and penitence. He died April '.'. 1695.

His most important works is Eclaircissement de cttte

Ce&brt ei Tmportantt Question, referring to the decisions

of the Council of Trent on the dogmas of justification

and grace |
Paris. 1683, 8vo), in which he take- ground

against the council.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gt nerah . s. v.

Querents, Stkod of. In the year 403 a council was
held at a place in the neighborhood ofChalcedon. The
spot is designated t7ri Spvv (to the oak), and the coun-

cil is therefore known as the t 'oncilium ad Qui n um. It

was presided over by Paul, bishop of Heraclea. Theoph-
ilus of Alexandria here bucci i d( d in i Hi cting the dep-

osition of his archenemy St. John Chrysostom, which
was decreed by the thirty-six bishops present, among
whom were Acacius of Berea, Severianus of Cabala, in

Syria. Antiochus of Ptolemais, and Cyprian of ( Ihalce-

don. St. Chrysostom was cited, but refused to appear,

nnli ss I beopbilus, Acacius. Antiochus, and others of his

declared foes withdrew. The emperor Arcadius, yield-

ing to the wish oi bis wife Eudoxia, who bad deter-

mined the ruin of Chrysostom. continued the judgment

of the council, and banished him to Bithynia. How-
ever, an earthquake, which occurred on the very day of

his departure, terrified the empress to such a degree that

be was instantly brought back, and re-entered Constan-

tinople in triumph.— Landon. Man. of & uncils, p. 501.

See Chrysostom.

Querini, Axgexo MArta, an illustrious Italian prel-

ate of the Church of Lome, was bom at Venice, of noble

parentage, in 1680. He first studied under the Jesuits,

and at the age of seventeen entered the Benedictine or-

der. Having become well acquainted with the I in I k.

Hebrew, and Biblical learning, he was made instructor

of the novices, for whom he wrote a dissertation,Dt Mo-
saicce J/i.<t"/iir Prcestantia. He afterwards travelled

four years in Prance. England, Holland, and Germany,
and enjoyed the society of some of the most distin-

guished men of those countries. In his CommentarU de

A'< bus ml st /'< rtint ntibus, he gives Borne account of what

he saw and the conversations he had with many learned

men. < hi his return to Italy he published several works

on liturgic antiquities: Vetiu Offidum Quadragerimale

Grcecia Orthodoxa: DiafrUta udPriorem Partem Ve-

tera Officii : — De Ecclesiasticorvm Offiaarum apud
[ntiguitatt : />< Hymnu Quadragesimalibus

Gracontm:—DeAim Canticis Quadragesimalibvs. In

1721 Querini was made archbishop of Corfu, and he

wrote on the antiquities and history of thai island. In

1728 he was transferred to the set ol Brescia, and Boon

afb r he was made a cardinal and librarian of the Vati-

can. It wa- ain r hi- promotion to tlo Bee ol Brescia

that he wrote bis literary history "I Brescia. He also

published the Lhot t ofPaid II (q. v.) and Paul in (q. v.),

in the former ofwhich he endeavored to char the mem-
ory of that pope from the charges of Platina and other

historians; and he edited a collection of the epistli b of

cardinal Reginald Pole. His other works consist of die-
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sertations upon literary subjects, both sacred and pro-

fane, and of numerous epistles, chiefly in Latin. Car-

dinal Querini was in every respect one of the most dis-

tinguished prelates of the Roman Church in the 18th

century. Spotless in his morals, modest and simple in

his habits, generous, meek, and charitable, he concil-

iated the esteem of men of all countries and opinions.

Frederick the Great wrote to him in the most flattering

terms. Voltaire dedicated to him his tragedy of Semir-

amis and other works. Querini labored particularly to

improve the town of Brescia, of which he was bishop.

He completed the structure of its handsome cathedral,

founded a clerical college, a house for female instruction

in the Val Camonica, and, lastly, he established the pub-

lic library of Brescia. He died in 1755.

—

English Cyclop.

s. v.

Quesnel, Pasquier, a celebrated French priest of

the Oratory, was born of Scottish descent, at Paris, in

1634. He studied at the Sorbonne, and in 1657 enter-

ed the Congregation, to which his two brothers belong-

ed also. Those were times that tried men's souls. All

France was agitated by the controversy which threat-

ened the exodus of Holland from the domain of Roman-
ism. The heresy of Jansen had found warm advocates

in France also, and Quesnel was himself one of the most
ardent of these. In 1671 he brought out his Abrege de

la Morale de I'Ecangile, which constitutes only the

opening of the now celebrated work of his. Le Nouveau
Testament en Francais, avec des Reflexions Morales

(first complete ed. Paris, 1687, and often since). This

work most unequivocally condemned much in the pa-

pacy, and advocated pretty boldly many features of Jan-

senism. Voltaire says that thirty pages of this book,

properly qualified and softened, would have prevented

much of the disturbance which Jansenism created in

France. In 1675, Quesnel made the breach wider by
his publication of the works of Leo I and of St. Hilary

of Aries, greatly enriched by marginal notes, in the

interest and defence of the rights of the Gallican

Church. Of course, the book was placed on the Index,

and its author proscribed at Rome. The superior of

the Oratorians, pere Abel de Sainte-Marthe, was him-
self an enthusiastic Jansenist, and positively endorsed

Quesnel. But when the archbishop of Paris, De Har-
lay, exiled Sainte-Marthe. Quesnel found France a very

undesirable home, and he determined to go beyond its

borders. In 1681 he was not even left to make his

choice, for he was in that year driven from Paris. At
first he went to Orleans. His persistent refusal to aban-

don Jansenism made him uncomfortable here also. In

1684. finally, his order promulgated an anti-Jansenistic

formula and demanded the signature of all its members.
Quesnel refused to comply, and, feeling insecure, retired

to Brussels, where he found the great Arnauld living,

also in exile, on account of his Jansenistic proclivities.

The two theologians became intimate companions and
wrought much together, until the death of Arnauld, in

1694, terminated their relations. One of the most tell-

ing labors in defence of Jansenism brought out at Brus-

sels by Quesnel was his Reflexions Morales. Notwith-
standing its favorable treatment of Jansenism, the work.

by its spirit of devotion and fervor, attracted mam-
readers and warm admirers. Its beauties made even
the moderate Ultramontanes forget the Jansenistic pro-

clivities of the pen that wrote it, and all bestowed high
encomiums on it. Several bishops were loud in its

praises. Even the ultra-Jesuits would read it to catch

its holy influences; and Voltaire {Steele de Louis AVI",

vol. ii) asserts that it was freely read at Rome. He
tells the story that the abbe Renaudot, one of the most
learned men in France, being at Rome the first year of

Clement XI's pontificate, went one day to wait upon
this pope, who loved men of letters, ami was himself a

man of learning, and found him reading Quesnel's

book. "This." said his holiness, "is an excellent per-

formance; we have no one at Rome capable of writing

in this manner. I wish I could have the author near

me.
-

' Yet this very pope in 1708 published a decree

against it, and afterwards, in 1713, issued the famous

bull Unigenitus, in which were condemned a hundred

and one propositions extracted from it. We must not,

however, look upon this condemnation of Clement XI
as a contradiction to the encomium he had before

given; it proceeded entirely from reasons of state. The
warmest advocate of the Reflexions was cardinal de

Noailles (q.v.). While still bishop of Chalons he had

defended Quesnel's works. Later, in the archiepiscopal

see of Paris, he again espoused the cause of the Port-

Royalists, and, of course, of Quesnel. In 1696 he even

brought out an edition of the Reflexions at Paris. But
the Jesuits were at work, and they finally succeeded in

securing the pope's disapproval of the work, and in

blackening the character of its author. They accused

him of plotting against the authorities and as a danger-

ous and seditious person. In 1703 Quesnel was arrest-

ed by order of king Philip V, at the instigation of the

archbishop of Malines. and put in prison. He was res-

cued, however, by Jansenistic friends, and made good

his escape to Amsterdam, where he spent the remainder

of his days building up Jansenism in Holland and

strengthening it in France and Belgium also. He
died in 1719. The titles of all his writings fill in Moreri

several columns. We have room here to mention only,

L'Idee du Sacerdoce et du Sacrifice de Jesus-Christ

(Par. 1688, 12mo) :—Causa Arnaldina (ibid. 1697, 8vo) :

—La Paix de Clement IX, ou Demonstration des deux

Faussetes Capitales acancees dans I'Histoire de cinq Pro-

positions contre la Foi des Disciples de Saint-Augustin,

etc. (ibid. 1701, 2 vols. 12mo) -.—Consultation sur le Fa-
meux Cas de Conscience (ibid. 1704, 12mo):—La Disci-

pline dt I'Eglise (ibid. 1698, 2 vols. 4to) -.—Tradition de

CEglise Romaine sur la Predestination des Saints et sur

la Grace Fffieace (ibid. 1687. 4 vols. 12mo). See Guettee,

Hist, de I'Eglise de France, vols, x and xi ; Ceillier. Diet.

Hist, des Aut. Eccles. ; Jervis. Hist of the Church of
France (see Index) ; Reuchlin, Gesch. v. Port-Royal, vol.

ii; Neander. Christian Dogmas; Hagenbach. Hist of
Rationalism, p. 381 ; Princeton Review, 1856, p. 132 ; Mo-
reri, Diet. Ilistorique. s. v. (J. H. W.)

Question, Modern, is, in Scotland, "Whether it be

the duty of all to whom the Gospel is preached to re-

pent and believe in Christ?" and it is called modern be-

cause it is supposed never to have been agitated before

the early part of the last century. It originated in

Northamptonshire, in the churches in which Mr. Davis

of Rothwell preached, though it does not appear that he

took an active part in it. The question thus started

was pursued by a variety of inferior writers down to the

time of Andrew Fuller, who very ably supported the

positive side of the question, namely, that faith is the

duty of all men. although, through the depravity of hu-

man nature, men will not believe till regenerated by the

Holy Spirit. On the other side it was contended -that

faith was not a duty, but a grace," the exercise ofwhich

was not required till it was bestowed. On this subject

Mr. Fuller published The Gospel Worthy of All Accej)-

tation; or, The Duty of All Men to Believe in Jesus

Christ. Thereupon Fuller was attacked by Mr. Hutton,

a Supralapsarian, on the one hand, and by Mr. Daniel

Taylor, an Arminian. on the other, to whom he replied

by .4 Defence of his former tract.—Eadie. Eccles. Cyclop.

s. v.

Questmen are parish officers whose duty it is to

assist church-wardens.

Quetif, Jacques, a French Dominican, was born in

Paris. Aug. 6, 1618. At a very early age he entered the

order, and in 1635 was sent to Bordeaux to study theol-

ogy. In 1642 he was ordained to the priesthood at

Paris. After tilling several positions of trust in houses

of his order in provincial towns, he was recalled to

Paris, in 1652. and placed in charge of the library of the

Jacobin convent. Thereafter, he became noted for his

bibliographical attainments and his intimate knowledge
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of the canon law. He died March 2, L698. We have

from liim : Bien ltd 7 > Formalis Explicatio

gumma 7 /„/. D. Thoi Paris, 1657, fol. i :
-

Concilii Trid. Ca • ibid. 1666, 12mo) i- Vita Hier.

Savonarola (ibid. 1674, 3 vols. 12mo) :

—

Petri Morini

Opuscula et Epislola (ibid. 1675, 12mo) :

—

Scriptores

OrdinisPnnli' (itoriim ft-n n.<ifn iliiil. 171'J sip 2 vols. lb], ).

nplete aud continued by Echard. See Scrip-
"in. ii. 7 16 : Niceron, Memoires,

xxiv ; .M' 'i-ri. Diet. Ili<t. s. v.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.Ge-
. s, v.

Quetzalcoatl, a Mexican divinity, represented by
t-feathered serpent, is the god of the air. He

was, while on earth, a high-priest in the city of Tuta,
and was so immensely rich that his houses were buill

with nothing bul gold and precious stones. He was, al

the same time, a legislator of incredible wisdom; his

commands were published from the top of a mountain
by a herald whose voice could be heard at a distance of

three hundred miles. It was to him that useful inven-

tions were due; he was, besides, a favorite of the gods,

who, For !n- 3ake, loaded the land with blessings of al]

kinds. In that lime an ear of corn was of such a size

that it was no light burden for a strong man. But as

the country, through him, grew happy to excess, and
as the gods were well aware thai such unmixed felici-

ty was nol i" the advantage of the people, they advised
him to emigrate. He did so, went to Cholula, where
the people chose him for their ruler. His reign was as

prosperous as could be expected. After his death he
was worshipped as god of the air. Almost all peoples,

even those hostile to Cholula, recognised his divinity

and built temples in his honor.—Vollmer, Worterb. d.

Myihol s. v.

Qnevedo y Villegas, Francisco Gomkz de, a
Spanish author of note, was born in Madrid, Sept 26,

1580; was educated at the university at Alcala, and
when only fifteen years of age took his degree in theolo-

gy. He would probably have risen to great distinction

in the Church had not his hoi temper involved him in

strife and controversy, which ended in a duel and exile,

lb i. moved to Italy and there also led a restless and
eventful life, lie died at Yillanueva de los Infantes in

1645. Many of his writings were confiscated by the

government, but among those that reached the public
we arc interested in the treatises ">, //,, Providena of
God:— God's Politics and < In ist's Govt rnmt nt, in which
he attempts a complete body of political philosophy
based upon the example of the Saviour :

—

On ii Holy

Lift .- The Militant Lift ofa Christian, etc. I here is

a complete edition of his works by Sancho (Madrid,

1790 94, 11 vols. 8vo), and a more recent one by Guerra

y Orbe (ibid. L852).

Quiatli is. in the mythology of the Hindus, the

conceiving force resting (therefore sterile, ineffectual)

in Brahma, Ii i- called bis wife, and as such is op-
[

posed to the prolific goddess, Saraswati, The latter is

the feminine element of Brahma in its exterior appear-
ance: Quiatri i- the same resting in himself. Vollmer.

. d, MythoL s. v.

Quiches, Kiches, or Utlatecas, a semi -civil-

ized nation of Guatemala, occupying, al the time of the

conquest, the greater part of what is now called Los
AltOS, or the highlands, of Guatemala, including the

districts ol Quiche, Totonicapam, and Quesaltenango.
Their traditions indicate that they sprang from the

Toltec stock. Their records, as written out by mem-
bers of the royal house immediately after the conquest,

give a long array of kings, and imply a high antiquity.
It Beeras that the. Kachiquels and Zutugils were om t t

in-

braced in the Quiche kingdom, and that their separation
was the act of the king Acxopil, who divided his power
with his two so,,s. retaining to himself the capital and
surrounding regions, which preserved the name of Qui-
che. These three divisions, subsequently becoming
hostile, wc re easily c [tiered by the Spaniards, Al-

varado encountered his most vigorous resistance in

Quiche', where the king, Tecum-Umam, went out to
meet him. according to the chroniclers, with 232,000
men. They fought with great bravery; but mu-kitrv
and cannon, and, above all. the terror"inspired by the
Spanish horse, proved too powerful tor the rude means
of resistance at their command. The battle lasted six

daw the In, bans fighting desperately a- they tell back.
The king at last was slain by Alvarado, and the subju-
gation of the Quiches was completed. The ruins ol the
city of Quiche, described by Mr. Stephens, attest the
grandeur and power of this people, and give a fair sup-
port to the early accounts ol their numbers. The dis-
trict whi,h they occupied is the best-populated portion
of Guatemala, and is almost purely Indian, the ancient
language being still in general use. The people are

described by Arthur Morelel as "an active, courageous
race, whose heads never grow gray, persevering in th< ir

industry, skilful in almost every department of art, good
workers in iron ami the precious metals, generally well-

dressed, neal in person, with a firm step and indepen-
dent bearing, and altogether constituting a class of cit-

izens who only require to be better educated to rise

equal to the best." Their language is regarded as a
purer dialect than either the Kachiipiol or Zutugil,

with which it is compared by Fray Lldefonso Flores,

in his Arte di In Liiii/ini Kachiquel (Guatemala, 17.".:;'.

Much lias recently been done for a better know It dge of

this people by Brasseur de Bourbourg, especially in his

Grammaire de In Lasngut Quichit mist i n Parallele

avecsesDeux Dialectes Cakckiquel et TzutuhU, avec un
Vocabulaire, servant d'Introduction mi Rabinal Achi,

Drame Indigent (Paris, 1862); and Popul Voh
y

lt Livre

Sacre it les Mythes dt VAntiquitt Americaine, avec Us
Liv7-esNeroigue.il/ Historiques dt Quicht (1861).—TAe

l mt , . Cyclop, s. v.

Quicliuas, the dominant people in the empire of

Peru under the incas. who made their language the
general one of their territory. The Quichuas extend-
ed from Lake Titicaca to Quito, and towards t lie coast

to the territory of the I Ihinchas and Yuncas. The Ay-
maras, extending from Lake Titicaca to what is now
the southern limit of Bolivia, were tirst reduced by the

Quichuas under the incas. The Quichuas are gay,
cheerful, energt tic, and, under the wise sway of the in-

cas, -''in to have risen rapidly in many arts. They
were assiduous cultivators of the soil; maize and other

grains raised in Titicaca were sent to all parts of the
empire as sacred presents, and the inca himself gave an
example of the honor of agriculture. The] wove and
spun the wool of the llama, vicuna, and alpaca: they
worked mines of gold, silver, and copper; buill suspen-

sion-bridges; erected adobe houses with gables, niches,

and arches, and temples of the same material or stone,

culling and fitting the blocks with an accuracy and

finish thai cannot be excelled; made sterile tracts pro-

ductive by a wise and extended system of azequias and
aqueducts, and also by excavating till moisture was
reached. In astronomy they had not reached as high

a degree as the Mexicans: aud in literature, though
preserving records mainly by quipus,ot knotted cords,

they cultivated poetry, .and had dramas, as well as

touching song-, thai won the admiration of the Span-
iards. The incas claimed to descend from the sun, and
introduced the worship Of that luminary. They re-

duced the Cbancas and Huancas, apparently intrusive

eastern tribes, and then attacked the Yuma-, the people

of the coast, whose capital was al ( Ilium, near Trujillo,

and who worshipped I'achac.iinac. creator of the World

et whom there were a famOUS idol and temple at the

place that still bears the name), the god Rimac (who bad

a famous oracle near Lima |, and other deities, After a

long and bloody war, the inca ( apac Yupanipii over-

threw Chuqui Manca, king ofChimu, and reduced the

Yuncas. They were compelled to accept the sun-wor-

ship; but the inca allowed me temple ol Pachacamac
to stand, as its fame was spread through most of South
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America. There are remnants of the Yuncas still re-

taining their language at Moche, Eten, etc. ; it is en-

tirely different from the Quichua. The priests of the

sun dressed in white, and practiced celibacy and fasts.

Near each temple was also a convent of virgins of the

sun. The men wore woollen tunics and leggins, the

women long skirts and short cloaks, joined by gold, sil-

ver, or copper clasps. The incas were distinguished by

the llautu, a fillet with a ball descending between the

eyes. After the Spanish conquest, the Indians lost much
of the arts they had gained, and retrograded generally.

A desperate effort was made by the Quichuas in the last

century to recover their freedom ; but their leader, Tu-

pac Amaru, a descendant of the incas, was taken and

torn in pieces by horses in the plaza of Cuzco in 1780.

There is a series of grammars of the Quichua, begin-

ning with that of Fray Domingo de San Tomas (Valla-

dolid, 15G0), and coming down to Markham, Contribu-

tions towards a Grammar and Dictionary of Quichua

(London, 1864). Ollantay, a Quichua drama, and sever-

al songs of the haravecs, or bards, have been published.

— The A mer. Cyclop, s. v.

Quick, John, an English Presbyterian divine, was
born at Plymouth in 1636. Having determined to en-

ter the ministry, he was ordained in 1658. AYhen the

Nonconformity bill of 1662 was passed, he joined the

conforming party, and was subjected to imprisonment.

After his release, he went to London, and became the

pastor of a Presbyterian congregation. He also inter-

ested himself in the French Protestants, and cared for

those of the Huguenots who touched London on their

way to a refuge from the intolerant measures of their

own countrymen, lie even wrote in their defence Sy-
nodicou in Gallia Reformata (Loud. 1692, 2 vols, fol.),

being a history of the Reformed Church in France

;

and lames Sacrce Gallicance, a biography of fifty Re-
formed French preachers, interrupted, however, by the

death of Quick, which occurred in 1706. He left in

manuscript several sermons and treatises, which all

evince a superior mind. See Allibone, Diet. Brit, and
A mer. A uth. s. v. ; Hook, Eccles. Biog. viii, 183.

Quicksands, The (>) Svpng, Vulg. Syrtis), more
properly, The Syrtis (Acts xxvii, 17), the broad and
deep bight on the North African coast between Car-
thage and Cyrene. In the above passage it is stated

that when the ship in which Paul was embarked was
driven past the isle of Clauda on the south, the mari-
ners, as would now be said, struck the sails, and scudded
under bare poles, lest they " should fall into the quick-
sands." The original word syrtis denotes a sand-bank,

or shoal, dangerous to navigation, drawn, or supposed to

be drawn (from avpw, " to draw"), together by the cur-

rents of the sea. According to others, the name is de-

rived from serf, an Arabic word for " desert." For two
reasons this region was an object of peculiar dread to

the ancient navigators of the Mediterranean— partly

because of the drifting sands and the heat along the

shore itself, but chiefly because of the shallows and the

uncertain currents of water in the bay. Joseph us, who
was himself once wrecked in this part of the Mediter-
ranean, makes Agrippa say ( War, ii, 16, 4), (poftepai Kai

rolg aKovovm Si'ipme. So notorious were these dan-
gers that they became a commonplace with the poets

(see Horace, Odes, i, 22, 5; Ovid, Fast. iv. 499; Yirgil.

Jl.il i, 1 11 ; Tibul. iii, 4, 91 ; Lucan, Phars. ix, 431). It is

most to our purpose here, however, to refer to Apolloniiis

Rhodius. who was familiar with all the notions of the

Alexandrian sailors. In the fourth book of his Argo-
naut. 1232-1237, he supplies illustrations of the passage
before us in more respects than one—in the sudden vio-

lence (avap-ndyCnv) of the terrible north wind (6Xoj)

Bopiao SrutWa), in its long duration (ivvta irdaac
Nu*Tac o/uuc (coi roarra (pip' i'lpaTa). and in the terror

which the sailors felt of being driven into the Syrtis

(IIpo7rp6 /<a\' tvCoSi Svpnv, oSf' , ovk'eti vugtoq oiric-

ato Nj/iot ttsXei). See Clauda; Eukoclydox. There

were properly two Syrtes—the eastern, or larger, now
called the Gulf of Sidra, and the western, or smaller,

now the Gulf of Cubes. It is the former to which our

attention is directed in this passage of the Acts. The
ship was caught by a north-easterly gale on the south

coast of Crete, near Mount Ida, and was driven to the

island of Clauda. This line of drift, continued, would

strike the greater Syrtis, whence the natural appre-

hension of the sailors. See Ship. The danger was not

so imaginary in this case, we apprehend, as Dr. Falconer

{Dissert, on St. Paul's \'oyage, p. 13) conceives; for the

apprehension does not appear to have been entertained

till the ship had been driven past the isle of Clauda,

which, as we take it, is mentioned merely as the last

point of land which had been seen till the ship was
wrecked on the isle of Melita. The position of that

island must be regarded as indicating the course in

which they were driven ; and if that were Malta, it is

clear that, had that course not been arrested by the in-

termediate shipwreck, they would, in all probability,

have been driven upon the Syrtis Minor, which we
may therefore conclude to have been the subject of

their apprehension. That apprehension only becomes

"imaginary" when Meleda in the Adriatic is taken, as

Dr. Falconer himself takes it, for the Melita of Script-

ure. It may, therefore, be added to the arguments in

favor of Malta that its identification with Melita gives

reality to the fear entertained by the mariners, which,

under the other alternative, must be supposed to have

been imaginary'. See Malta. The best modern ac-

count of this part of the African coast is that which is

given by Admiral Smyth (in his Memoir on the Medi-
/< rram an, p. 87-91, 186-190), who was himself the first

to survey this bay thoroughly, and to divest it of many
of its terrors.—Kitto; Smith. See Shipwreck.
Quicunque vult. These are the initial words of

the symbol known as the Athanasian Creed. The
real composer of this ancient formulary being unknown,

its origin is a mere matter of conjecture. A cursory-

notice of its history in ancient and modern times is all

that can be here attempted. It probably had its origin

in the Gallican Church. It was first used in that

Church. Gallican councils and bishops have always

treated it with especial deference. Churches which re-

ceived the Gallican Psalter received with it this '' e.x-

positio tidei." The oldest known translation into the

vernacular was Gallican, as prescribed by Hincmar of

Rheims to his priests. The first writers who cite its

words were Avitus of Vienne and Caesarius of Aries ; the

oldest commentator upon its text was Venantius Fortu-

natus, bishop of Poitiers; and MSS. were nowhere so

abundant or so ancient as in Gaul (Waterland).

This " Creed," to use its scholastic title, first appeared

in Latin, the Greek copies that exist being independent

versions from that language. The age also of the old-

est Latin MSS. exceeds that of the Greek exemplars by
several centuries. The oldest Latin copy is referred by
archbishop Usher to the beginning of the 7th century,

and was in the Cottoniari collection (De Symb. Prof, ii,

3). The Treves MS., acephalous, is of nearly equal

antiquity. Five MSS. of the 8th century are known :

the Ambrosian of Milan; the Cottonian in king Athel-

stan's Psalter, referable with certainty to A.D. 703, and

professing to be " Fides St. Athanasii Alexandrini ;" the

Colbertine, copied in Saxon character from the Treves

MS. shortly after the middle of the century, and, like

the original, imperfect at the beginning; the Paris MS.
of equal date, also in Saxon character; and the copy

written in letters of gold which was presented by Char-

lemagne, while only king of France, to Adrian I on his

accession to the pontificate, A.D. 772. It is still pre-

served at Vienna. The Greek copies are of much later

date, and Montfaucon had never seen one that was more
than three hundred years old (Diatribe, p. 727).

The earliest form in which this "expositio fidei" is

found is the commentary of Venantius Fortunatus in

the middle of the 6th century, showing that it was then
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of popular use. The fourth Council of Toledo also

(A.D.633) adopted many of its more striking expres-

sions. Rome, distrustful of novelties, only admitted it

after long delay, as Waterland says, aboul A.I). !);i0.

Thus it was accepted by the churches of the Weai "as

soon as. nr sooner than, the Niceuc ( Jreed."

This dogmatic composition has a direct hearing on

the Apollinarian error, which was condemned by pope

Damasus, A.D.375. This heresy bad much in common
with the Eutj chian error of the middle of the 5th cen-

tury: but the latter had certain distinguishing features

of which do notice is taken in the treed, and for this

reason the clauses that contravene both errors may be

safely applied to Apollinarian notions: we need not

look for its origin therefore so low as the Eutychian
period ( Harvey, Hist, and Theol. of Cads, p. 549 557 ).

in which the dying embers of Apollinarianism kindled

up again. Neither can its product ion range later than

the Nestorian controversy, which commenced with the

first year of the patriarchate of Nestorius (A.D. 128),

and led to the Council of EpheSUS (A.I). 431) ; other-
wise i In crucial term Scotokoc must as certainly have
found its way into it as that the term bflOOVOlOQ was
made the "lapis Lydius" of orthodoxy by the Nicene

fathers; hence this "expositio fidei" must have been
written before the year A.P. 428 t Waterland. Harvey).

But by how many years did it anticipate the council?

There are undeniable points of resemblance between
many of its expressions and the terms used by Augus-
tine in his work h, TrimtcOe (A.D. 416; Harvey, p.

562 564); which furnished the copy, the father or the

Creed? Waterland affirms the former, but reasons quite

as cogent point to the latter conclusion. Augustine
says that the phrases used by him in defining the three

Persons of the Godhead were adopted also by catholic

writers his predecessors; and, in fact, the writer of the

Creed may have borrowed the corresponding terms, in

some few cases, from Tertullian, but abundantly from

Ambrose. The Creed, then, so tar as its phraseology is

concerned, is quite as likely to have been written be-

tween A.D. 381, when Ambrose completed his work 1><>

Spiritu Sancto, and A.l >. 416, when Augustine put forth

his work De Trimtate, as after this latter date.

Further, the rudimental statements of the Creed are

more fully developed in the work of Augustine. The
Creed simply says, "The Holy Ghost is of the Father
and the Son; neither made, nor created, nor begotten,

but proceeding." The most unbending Greek theolo-

gian would have allowed the statement to pass unchal-

lenged. E. t:. Cyril of Alexandria says of the Holy
Spirit. • For he is termed the Spirit of Truth, and Christ

is truth; and he proceeds (irpox&Tcu) from him, as in

fact he does from God and the father" {Ep. Synod.;
comp. Harvey, \'in<l<x Cathol, i. 188). Thus also Ba-
sil says "the Spirit proceeds from Gcd, not by genera-
tion as the Son. but as the Spirit of his mouth ;" where
it is manifestly intended that as the spirit proceeds

from <;,„l the Father, so also he proceeds from Cod tin-

Word. Ambrose makes the matter more plain: " Dei

Spirit us et Spiritus Christi et in Patre est. et in Filio,

quia oris est spiritus" (Ambrose, lh Spir. Sand, i, 11,

37, 111: iii. 6). There is an Augustinian definiteness

also in those oilier words of Ambrose: " El si Spirilimi

dicas, et Deum Patrem, a quo procedil Spiritus, et Fili-

um, quia Filii quoque est Spiritus, nuncupasti" (ibid.).

The third Person was universally acknowledged to be
of the lather and of the Son. and his origination was
allowed to be by procession; that which was denied

was his process,, ,u from the Son as well as the Father,
instead ol from the bather by the Son. Hut the work

iii originated all the discussion that followed.

and in lad led t" that schism between the churches "\

lie I
I
and of the West which has never again been

healed. Augustine expresses himself with his usual

roundness ami perspicuity upon a point that was a re-

sult ,,| scriptural reasonings collected into one focus of

light (lh J', in. i\, 29; xv, 17 i. The concluding chap-

ters of his work are filled with statements of the pro-
cession of the Holy Spirit, and a comparison of these
with the more shadowy lines of the Creed satisties the

judgment that Augustine was indebted to the Creed,
and not the ( reed to Augustine. Then again i

instances by way of illustration the union of a spiritual

ami a material nature in the individual man: "As the

reasonable soul anil tlesh is one man. so God and .Man
is one ( hrist." The illustration is exactly to the point

;

but. Augu8tlne follows out the idea ill a strain of subtle

argumentation that runs through six books of Ids work;
finding points of analogy between the doctrine of a

Trinity in Unity and the unity of the mind existing
in different states; and falling into modes of expression

that arc exactly square with others in the Cm d :
"

I lac

igitur tria, memoria intelligentia voluntas, quoniam
non sunt tres vita? sed una vita: nee tres mentes sed
una mens: consequents! utique nee tres substantia' sunt

sed una substantia" </'. /'///,. x. 18). Both tin Creed
and Augustine argue from man's bodily and mental con-
stitution, but the convincing simplicity of the former

and the strained scholastic reasoning of the latter con-

vince the mind that here .-i-r.-iin the Creed was the ar-

chetype. Diverging, therefore, at this point from Wa-
terland, who dales the Creed A.D. 420, four years alter

the publication of the work / '< Trinitate, we may now
see whether we can assign a prior date for its composi-
tion.

It should be borne in mind once more that the Apolli-

narian heresy is the latest form of error of which the

Creed takes cognizance. Hut that heresy never took

root in the churches of the West: therefore no newly
appointed GalHcan bishop would have gone out of his

way to condemn it. as Waterland supposes Hilary to

have done on his appointment to the see of Aries. " li

is hardly in keeping with the mild -credo' of a newly
installed prelate. But in the year A.I). 401 we can

point to a most popular and zealous bishop of \\ , stem
Gaul, apostolical in his labors among the benighted
population of the Nervii and Morini (Pas de Calais) as

well as in his self-inflicted poverty t Paulin. Nol. Ep..18

ad Victric), who was accused publicly of teaching her-

esy, and that evidently of Apollinaris ; who also gave
account of his faith in a confession that, without any

great degree of improbability, may be identified wiih

this exposition of the catholic faith. This eminent son
of the Church was Victricius, confessor and bishop of

Rouen, who at the close of the 4th century was consid-

erably advanced in years" (Harvey, Hist, and 'rim-], of
Creeds, p. 578). The terms of this confession are

sketched out by Paulinus of N'ola {Ep. 37 ad Victric 3,

4), and they harmonize remarkably with those of the

Creed [ibid, p. 5, 6). There are historical reasons fox

believing that this confession was presented at Home
between A.D. •"•'.»'.» and -hi:.' when Anastasius was pope

I Harvey. Ilist, and TheoL of Creeds). But the name
of Victricius was in time expunged, and it then stood

as the production of Anastasius. Hence, since one com-

mentator terms it " bides Anastasii." ami a codex as-

cribes it to Anas/Aasius. il is highly probable that this

name was connected with the Creed at an earlier date

than that of Athanasiiis. into which it easilj passed.

The name of Athanasius is tirst placed at the bead in a

copy of the 8th century, which leaves a wide margin of

three hundred years for I he change of title. The earliest

MS. (( ot Ionian, now lost) assi u m d no name to the Creed,

but simply styled it " Fides Catholica." as does also Ye-

iianlius Forlunalus in his commentary. The reasons for

assigning it to Victricius have ben thus summed up:

"(l.l Its careful, well-considered terms are more

consistent with the mature age of Victricius, who had

attained the honor of confessor forty years before the

dale now assigned to the Creed, in 401, than with the

youth of Hilary, who was only eieht-and-t u etity years

of age when he is supposed DJ Waterland to have com-
posed the hymn on his advancement to the episcopate.

(2.) Its style, though Dot that of an apology in vindica-
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tion of the writer's faith, agrees well with the supposi-

tion that he was accused of the errors that he anathe-

matizes. (3.) Its matter is exactly parallel with the

subjects upon which Victricius, if we may judge from

the expressions of Paulinus, was called to defend him-

self. With respect to both of these particulars, the sup-

position that Hilary should have been the author is sin-

gularly unsatisfactory to the judgment. His exposition

of faith on entering upon his episcopal office would

scarcely have been pointed with anathemas which the

history of his time persuades us were not required. In-

deed, the Creed can only be assigned to Hilary upon

the supposition that Apollinarianism infested the Galil-

ean Church at the date of his appointment to the see

of Aries—a supposition wholly contrary to fact. But
since we know that Pelagian tenets had then taken a

firm root in the south of France, we know also the di-

rection that any inaugural exposition by Hilary must

have taken. (4.) Again, if Hilary had been the author

of the Creed, his name must have commanded respect,

and he would scarcely have met with such hard words

from pope Leo I as may be found in his epistle to the

French bishops, A.D. 445 : e. g. ' Non est hoc . . . sa-

lubritatem impendere diligentiie pastoralis, sed vim in-

ferre latronis et furis. . . . Potest forsitan ad depravan-

dos vestra? sanctitatis animos Hilarius pro suo more

mentiri" (Leo, Ep. 10). On the other hand, the highly

probable communication between Victricius and Anas-

tasius, and the preparation of a confession of faith by
the Gallican confessor, indicate the process whereby the

name of Athanasius may have been placed at length,

by assimilation, at the head of the Creed. For these

reasons, therefore, it is considered that the authorship

of the Creed may be referred to the confessor Victricius,

bishop of Rouen ; and that the date of the production

may be assigned to the year 401" (Harvey, On the Three

Creeds, p. 583). See Waterland, On the A thanasian Creed

;

Harvey, Hist, and Theol. of the Three Creeds ; Blunt,

Annotated Prayer-book, which latter work should be

consulted with reference to its liturgical use.—Blunt,

Diet, of Theol. s. v. See Creed.

Quiddity, or Quidity (quidditas, from quid,-wheLt),

a term employed in scholastic philosophy as equivalent

to the to tI i]v t'ivai of Aristotle, and denotes what was
subsequently called the substantial form. It is the an-

swer to the question, What is it?

—

quid est ? It is that

which distinguishes a thing from other things,and makes
it what it is, and not another. It is synonymous with
essence, and comprehends both the substance and qual-

ities; for qualities belong to substance, and by qualities

substance manifests itself. It is the known essence of

a thing, or the complement of all that makes us con-

ceive of anything as we conceive of it as different from

any or every other thing.—Krauth's Fleming, Vocab. of
Philosophy, s.v.

Quien, Le. See Le Quien.

Quiercy, Council of (Concilium Cai-isiacense).

An ecclesiastical council was there held in 849 by
Hincmar and thirteen other bishops, who condemned
Gottschalk, a Predestinarian, and sentenced him to be

flogged and imprisoned at Hautvilliers, where he wrote

a profession of faith similar to that which he had pre-

sented at the Council of Mayence in 848. See Labbe',

Concil. viii, 55.

Another council was held at the same place in 858.

From this body the bishops of the provinces of Kheims
and Rouen wrote a long letter, full of reproaches, to Louis,

king of Germany, blaming him for invading France upon
the invitation of the disaffected nobles of Charles, and
declaring that it had come to their ears that, in the

course of his march through the various dioceses, cruel-

ties and abominations had been committed surpassing

those of the heathen themselves. See Labbe, Concil.

viii, 654.

Quietism is the doctrine that the highest character

of virtue consists in the perpetual contemplation and

love of supreme excellence. It recognises this excel-

lence only in God, and maintains that perfect union

with God must be effected, and that it is best attainable

by a state of passive rest or quiet, more or less absolute.

The quietude aimed at, beginning with an act of so-called

resignation of self, is a state of mental inactivity, without

thought, reflection, hope, or wish. In this state it is

supposed that the soul is brought so immediately into

the divine presence as to be merged in it by an essential

union. Quietism, accordingly, is not peculiar, for it re-

quires no basis of Christology. It results from every

philosophical system by an excess or perversion of con-

templation, when the ethical tendency of the mind is too

weak to preserve a just balance with the contemplative.

Vaughan (Hours with the Mystics, vol. i, ch. ii, p. 43)

observes that " the same round of notions, occurring to

minds of similar make under similar circumstances, is

common to mystics in ancient India and in modern
Christendom." He gives a summary of Hindu mysti-

cism, that it (1) lays claim to disinterested love, as op-

posed to a mercenary religion; (2) reacts against the

ceremonial, prescriptive, and pedantic literalism of the

Vedas; (3) identities in its pantheism subject and ob-

ject, worshipper and worshipped; (4) aims at ultimate

absorption into the Infinite
; (5) inculcates, as the way

to this dissolution, absolute passivity, withdrawal into

the inmost self, cessation of all the powers— giving

recipes for procuring this beatific torpor or trance
; (6)

believes that eternity may thus be realized in time
; (7)

has its mythical, miraculous pretensions, i. e. its theur-

gic department
; (8) and, finally, advises the learner in

this kind of religion to submit himself implicitly to a

spiritual guide—his yaru. Of these articles, the third,

fourth, fifth, and sixth give quietism, properly so called;

and it is a question whether the manifestation of this

doctrine in Christianity adds anything essential to the

definition of article five, so as to save Christian quietism

from the pantheistic conclusions of articles three and

four.

In the Christian Church this mystical theology is

defined by its professors to be that doctrine which re-

veals to man the hidden essence of God's Being. The
way to this wisdom is in three stages, the purgative,

the illuminative, the unitive ; the first purging the will

from low affections, the second communicating to the

intellect the knowledge of God, and the third leading

the soul thus prepared to union and deification.

The table at head of page 846, and taken from Ar-

nold's Historia Theologice Mysticce, gives this theology

in outline. Some parts of it need an initiated inter-

preter.

It is evident that this scheme, if at all carried out to

its legitimate consequences, leads directly to the error

of those enthusiasts who supposed the kingdom of Christ

to be an earlier and inferior dispensation, the reign of

the Spirit the later and perfect dispensation. Men are

taught by it, not the superiority of love to knowledge

in St. Paul's sense, but that they may become more

perfect by disregarding the knowledge of an earlier

state, by becoming again children in understanding.

To that earlier state are referred the power of Christ's

resurrection and the sacrament of the holy eucharist.

What the higher sacrament of unction is does not ap-

pear. In working out this scheme, Molinos taught as

follows: 1. The perfection of men, even in this life,

consists in an uninterrupted act of contemplation and

love, which contains virtually all righteousness; that

this act once effected lasts always, even during sleep,

provided that it be not expressly recalled ; whence it

follows that the perfect have no need to repeat it. 2.

In this state of perfection the soul ought not to reflect

either on God or on itself, but its powers ought to be

annihilated, in order to abandon itself wholly and pas-

sively to God. 3. Perfect prayer is this state of quie-

tude, in which there should be absolutely no thought

or wish or hope. Vocal prayer, confession, all external

things, are but hindrances. 4. In prayer the first act of
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only by intuition. In this pure intuition, the good, or

the absolute being, gazes upon itself through the me-
dium of our own spirits. To close the eye against all

things transient and variable, to raise ourselves to this

simple essence, to take refuge in the absolute, this must
be regarded as the highest aim of all our spiritual ef-

forts" (Prof. C. A. Brandis, in Smith's Biog. Diet, art,

Plotinus, p. 427). Plotinian contemplation may find a

place in the system of John Smith and Henry More,

but it may also pass as readily into the reveries of Mo-
linos. It is to be considered whether the tendency of

such contemplation is not to reduce the Father mani-

fested in the Son to the cold abstraction of the Plotinian

Deity.

In the Church there have been two kinds of mysti-

cism, one a churchly mysticism, which allies itself with

the ordinances and rites of the Gospel ; the other sub-

jective or inward, which gradually rejects more and

more all that is external, and even at last passes beyond

the contemplation of the humanity of our Lord, and the

sacraments which make men partakers of his body, to

"seek a resting-place beyond all that is created in the

Logos as he existed prior to the incarnation and crea-

tion" (Dorner, On the Person of Christ, II, i, 233). This

unchristianizing of Christianity, this presentation of the

great drama without its central figure, this removal of

God Incarnate from the mystery of godliness, as the re-

sult of a perverted or depraved mysticism, is exhibited

more than once in the history of the Church. The
words quoted from Dorner on the subject were used re-

garding Maximus Confessor. We may resume and con-

tinue them. "True love and knowledge unite to seek

a resting-point beyond all that is created, beyond even

the humanity of Christ: their final goal is the pure and
bare (yu/ivdc) Logos, as he existed prior to the incar-

nation and the creation. It is clear that in the last in-

stance Christ is hereby reduced to the position of a

mere theophany, and that the historical significance of

his person is destroyed. The same thing appears also

from his application to the professedly highest stage of

the words. Even though we have known Christ after

the flesh, yet now know we him no longer. So far was
Maximus Confessor from attributing eternal significance

to the God-man that he regarded the humanity of Christ

rather in the light of a hindrance to the full knowledge
and love of the pure God—a hindrance which must be

surmounted by those who aim to reach the highest stage"

(Dorner, I. c, and see note 48 there referred to). So in

Italy, Marsilius Ficinus and John Pico of Mirandola

turned Christianity in many respects into a Neo-Pla-
tonic theosophy.

In the article Mysticism (q. v.) this subject is more
opened, and the schools of mysticism of the Greek and
Latin churches classified. In the article Hesychasts

(q. v.) is related the quietism of the Greek Church. The
directions of the abbot Simon for producing the visions

of quietism (supposed to have been written in the 11th

century) are still in existence: "Alone in thy cell, shut

thy door, and seat thyself in a corner ; raise thy mind
above all things vain and transitory; recline thy beard

and chin on thy breast; turn thy eyes and thy thoughts

towards the middle of thy belly, the region of the navel;

and search the place of the heart, the seat of the soul.

At first all will be dark and comfortless; but if you per-

severe day and night, you will feel an ineffable joy ; and
no sooner has the soul discovered the place of the heart

than it is involved in a mystic and ethereal light." At
present it is only necessary to point out that these He-
sychasts had the same rule as the Hindu Quietists, viz.

that to produce the state of abstraction the eyes must
be steadily fixed on some particular object. The Hin-
dus presented the tip of the nose, the Hesychasts the

navel.

In German mediaeval mysticism a quietistic element
is met with. It, however, borders on pantheism, very
much as the pantheism of Dionysius the Areopagite
borders on quietism.

The real founder of quietism in the Church is thus re-

puted to be Molinos (q. v.), a Spanish priest, whose opin-

ions, published at Rome towards the end of the 17th cen-

tury, called forth violent opposition from the authorities

of the Church, but met with many supporters in Italy,

Spain, France, and the Netherlands. He seems to have
held " that religion consists in the perfect tranquillity of

a mind removed from all external and finite tilings, and
centred in God, and in such a pure love of the Supreme
Being as is independent of all prospect of interest or re-

ward." In more modern times Fe'nelon and Madame
Guyon have taught quietism. They arc, however, usu-

ally called Semi-Quietists. The two following propo-

sitions from Fe'nelon's Maxims of the Saints were con-

demned by Innocent XII in 1699 : 1. There is attaina-

ble in this life a state of perfection in which the expec-
tation of reward and the fear of punishment have no
place. 2. Souls may be so inflamed with love to God,
and so resigned to his will, that if they believed that

God had condemned them to eternal pain, they would
absolutely sacrifice their salvation. Madame Guyon
thought she had learned a method by which souls might
be carried to such a state of perfection that a continual

act of contemplation and love might be substituted for

all other acts of religion. She came forward as one of

the chief promoters of quietism in France, and hence
arose a celebrated controversy between Bossuet and
Fe'nelon—the former of whom attacked and the latter

defended several of that pious lady's opinions. See the

dissertation by M. Bonne], De la Controvi rse de Bossuet

et Fenelon sur le, Quietisme (Nevers, 1850, 8vo) ; Dr.

Burnet, Tracts (1689, 12mo), vol. i ; Eecueil des Diverses

Pieces concernant le Quietisme et les Quiitistes (1G88)

;

Weisman, Hist. Eccles. § xvii.

Quinisextum, Concilium CZvvoOoq irsvSeicTTi, as

a complement of the fifth and sixth, so-called, oecumen-

ical councils, A.D. 555 and 680), was held at Constan-

tinople in 692, and intended to complete the disciplinary

measures proposed, but not completed, at the previous

councils. The meetings of this council were held in a

hall in the imperial palace called Trullus, and hence it

received, also, the name of the Trnllau < 'ouncil. It was
composed chiefly of Oriental bishops, and its canons

were publicly received in all the churches within the

territories of the Greek emperors. Although the Ro-
man legates subscribed to the acts of this council, it

was never recognised by the Romish Church nor by its

then ruling pope, Sergius I. This is due to the deci-

sions of the council regarding the number of the apos-

tolical canons, against enforced clerical celibacy, the

rank of patriarchs, the fasting on Sabbath eves, the

partaking of blood, etc. See Schaff. Ch. History; Mil-

man. Hist, of Christianity ; Butler. Ch. History, i. 859;
Piddle, Hist, of the Papacy; Mosheim, Eccles. Hist. vol.

i ; Lea, Celibacy.

Quiim, William, a minister of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, was born June 20, 1790. He was con-

verted in his sixteenth year, and about four years after

began to preach. In 1817 he joined the Philadelphia

Conference. His various fields of labor, as indicated in

the Conference Minutes, were: Talbot Circuit. 1817;

Caroline, 1818; Dauphin, 1819; Lewiston, 1820 ; Dor-

chester, 1821-22 ; Accomac, 1823-24 ; and Annamessex,
1825. He then took a supernumerary relation until

1838, when, entering again the active work, he served

the Church on Salisbury Circuit, 1839-40; Kent, 1841-

42; Milford, 1843-44; 'and Berlin, 1845. Declining

health then obliged him to lake rest, and he settled at

Newtown. Pa., where he died Dec. 13, 1867. He was a
well-cultured man and did honor to his Church and gen-
eration as a student and a Christian. See Minutes of
A nnual Conferences, 1868.

Qninquagesima is the name by which the Sun-
day before Lent (q. v.) is designated. The first Sun-
day in Lent being called Quadragesima, this being

further from Easter was called Qninquagesima (or
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fiftieth Sun. lay |, reckoning the distance from Easti r in

round numbers. Ii was sometimes called Quinquagesi-

'entia, in order to distinguish it from the <<i tur

Quinquagesima, "r interval between Easter and Whit-

suntide, called Quinquagesima paschalis,ot latitiat. It

is also called > ve-Sunday (q.v.). In ordinary years

Quinquagesima is the forty-ninth day before Easter; in

leap-year it is the fiftieth.

Quinquarboreus, Joannes (or JeanCinqarbre),
: Frenchman, was a native of Aurillac, in Au-

vergne. In 1554 he was made regius professor of the

Hebrew language at Paris; in 1575 lie was made dean

of the faculty, and occupied this position until t lie

year 1">*7. when he died. He wrote, ItutituHo Lingua
Ehraic<c,cum \uli.<. etc. (Paris, If. Hi) : />, R. Cnuumn-
i(i,i Hebraica Opus (ibid. 1549, 1556, 1582; Accessit </-

iam I. Hi< r de iVotis, i. e. Abbri viaturis Hebrceorum [Ven-
ice, 1588, and Paris, ltjtiit. cum Notts I'. I 'ignolii

|
)

:

—

Notm
in Clenardi Grammatica Hebraica (Paris, 1549, 1564).

He also translated into Latin the Chaldee of Jonathan
on Host a, Jot I. .1 mos (ibid. 1556 and 1563 I. Sec F first.

Bibliotheca Judaica, ii, 106; iii, 124; Steinschneider,

Bibliographisches Handbuch, p. 113; Wolf. Bibliotheca

lh hr. iv. 250,298; Jocher, Allgetn. GeleArten- Lexikon,
s. v. (B.P.)

Quinquarticular Controversy is a dispute

which arose at Cambridge in 1594 between the Armin-
ians and Calvinists respecting the following five points:

predestination, free will, effectual grace, perseverance,

and the extent of redemption, in 1626 two fruitless

conferences were held on these same points; and in

1G30 bishop Davenant preached at court on these dis-

puted matters,and thereby gave greal offence to Charles

I. The next year the controversy was revived at Ox-
ford, and in Ireland, ofwhich archbishop Usher was then

primate. The king issued certain injunctions concern-

ing the bounds within which these points might be dis-

cussed; but these limits having been exceeded by Thom-
as Cooke, a fellow of Brazenose College, Oxford, in a

Latin sermon preached before the university in 1034,

he was compelled to make a public recantation.—Farrar,

Eccles. Diet. s. v. See Collier. Eccles. Hist.; Mosheim,
Eccles. Hist. voL ILL See, also, Dort, Synod of ; Five
Pol Ms.

Quinquatria.an ancient Roman festival celebrat-

ed in honor of .Minerva on .March 1!». Some writers

allege thai its observance was limited to one day; oth-

ers, however, say that it lasted for live days. This last

is the opini f Ovid, who considers ii to have been a

festival held in commemoration of the birthday of Mi-
nerva; and hence ii was customary for women on that

day to consult diviners and fortune-tellers.—Gardner,

Faiths ofth World,a.v.

Quinquennalia, games celebrated among the an-

cient Romans in imitation of the Creek festivals at the

end of every four years. On these occasions keen com-
pel itions were carried on in music, gymnastics, and

borse-racing. Quinquennalia were observed in honor
of Julius ( laesar, and also of Augustus; but they seem to

have been celebrated with peculiar splendor under Nero.

from whose time i hey were discontinued, until at length

they were revived by Domitian in honor of Jupiter Ca-
pitolinus. Gardner, Faiths ofth* World,s. v.

Quintillani were a sect of Montanists who ap-

peared in Phrygiaabonl 189. They were bo called from
their prophetess, Quintilla of Carthage. < me ofthe pe-

culiar tenets of this strange seel was thai women are by

til itled to perform episcopal and other

ministerial amies. They attributed extraordinary gifts

to Eve, in consequence of her having eaten of the for-

bidden tree, and quoted the history of Miriam, and the

four daughters '•( Philip, u ho were prophetesses, in vin-

dication of l heir proceedings. In their assemblies vir-

gins appeared in white robes, personating prophetesses.

The errors of this seel were condemned in the Council
of Laodicea in 320. Tertullian charges the Quintillani

with having opposed baptism, and wrote a work on that
subject.

Quintillians. See Quintillani.

Quintin Matsys, sometimes called the Farriarof
intwerp, was famous for having been transformed from

a blacksmith to a painter by the force oi love. He had
loll..wed the trade of a blacksmith and farrier near twen-
ty years, when, falling in love with a painter's daughter,
who was very handsome, and disliked nothing in him
but his profession, he quitted his trade and bi took him-
self to painting, in which art, assisted by a good natural
taste, a master, and the power ol love into the bargain,
he made a very uncommon and surprising progn Hi
was a painstaking, diligent imitator of ordinary life, and
much better at representing the defects than the beau-
tiesol nature. One of his best pieces is a Descentfrom
theCrosSjia the chapel at the Cathedral ofAntwerp, for

which, and a multitude of other histories and portraits,

he gained many admirers, especially for his laborious

neatness, which, in truth, was the principal pari of his

character. He died in L529. His works are dispersed
throughout Europe.

Quin'tus Memniius (2 Mace. xi,34 i. Sei Mim-
MIC8.

Qui procedis as OTtroqi e (who proceedest from
both, i. e. from the Father and the Son) is the beginning
of a sequence of Adam of St. Victor to the Holy Spirit,

omitted entirely by the compilers of Songs ofth* Spirit.

The first verse runs thus in the original :

"Qui procedis ah ntroque,
Gemtore, Geni toque,

Pariter, Paraclite,
Redde lingnas eloqnentes,
Fac ferveutes in te mentes
Flamma tua divite."

There is an English translation, by P. S.Worsley, in the

Lyra Myslica, p. 170 sq., and by Caswall, in Hymns and
Poems, Original and Translated, p. 136 sq. German
translations are given, together with the original, in

Konigsfeld, Lateinische Hymnen, ii, 181 sq.; Simrock,
Lauda Sion, p. 209 sq. ; Bassler, Auswahl allchrisilicher

Lieder, p. Ill, 221. See Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry,

p. 187; Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnol.ii,73; Cautier. .l./uw

ili S.Victor,i, 115; Rambacb, A nthologu chistlicher Ge-
sange,j>. 293; Fortlage, Gesangt chrisilicher I

401. (B. P.)

Quirenus. See Ci rexu 3.

Quirinalia, a festival celebrated among the ancient
Romans in honor of Quirinus. It was kept on Feb. 17,

being the day on which Romulus, who was called Qui-
rinus, was said to have been carried up t.. heaven.

Quiiini. See Qi i ki.ni.

Quirk is an architectural term for a small acute
channel or recess much used in mouldings.

Quiroga, Joseph, a Spanish Jesuit, was bom at

Lug... in Galicia, and distinguished himself as a mis-

sionary in America. During his residence here he col-

lected much information respecting the territories he
\ Cited, and on his return to Europe published his trav-

els. He died in 1784

Quisqueja. This island. one of the Greal Antilles,

now called St, Domingo »r Hayti, was, at the time ofthe

discovery of this part ofthe world, inhabited bj a peace-

able and harmless population, wb.. were soon annihi-

lated bj Spanish cruelty. They adored the Bun (Tona-
tiks) and the moon (Tona) Both luminaries resided at

first on the earth, in the island of Quisqueja, of course,

where a splendid cave was their mansion. Finally, they
went toTurii (the heavens), thence to diffuse their light

over the world. The cave is still shown ; it bas a diam-
eter of 200 feet, and is 130 feet high. The purity of its

lorui bet. .kens the interference of human art. The tig-

ures of gods, genii, guardian spirits, are engm ed in the
walls. In a large number of places idols must have
stood in ancient times. This supposition is in accordance
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with the scanty traditions that have reached us. More
than a thousand idols were distributed at intervals in

the interior (says the tradition), and the two largest, rep-

resenting the sun and moon, stood at the entrance. This

seems to have been the only temple of Quisqueja, for

multitudes of worshippers flocked to it every day from

all parts of the island. They believed that their coun-

try was the cradle of the human race. The first men
were shut up in two caves of the Kauta mountain, and

there watched by a giant. The jailer, having once vent-

ured out of this recess, was changed into stone by the

sun, whose rays were too powerful for him. The cap-

tive men, thus liberated, came forth in their turn. Many
were those who shared the giant's fate, being trans-

formed into animals, stones, or plants. Little by little

those denizens of darkness became used to the light of

day. The souls of men repair to the mountains which

cover the middle part of the island, and there, in a cool

country, rich in springs, they feed on the savor}' fruit

of the memmey-tree, called by the Spaniards apricots

of St. Domingo. The living men piously abstain from

touching those fruits, so as not to deprive the souls of

their subsistence.

Their country was, primitively, much larger, and

was not an island; but a terrible flood inundated the

land, leaving only discovered the tops of the mountains.

This happened under the following circumstances: A
rich man, called Toja, lost by a sudden death his young-

est son, whose mother had died in giving him birth. Not
to part from the dear remains, he put them into a large

pumpkin. After some time he took off the lid, and saw,

to his dismay, that the pumpkin was filled with green-

ish water, in which a multitude of fishes and aquatic

monsters were swimming about. In his terror he had

recourse to his friends, and deliberated with them what
was to be done. Meanwhile his other children took the

pumpkin in their midst to have a look at the sea which,

they had heard, was hidden in it. When they saw
their father returning from his call, conscious of punish-

able inquisitiveness, they put the pumpkin roughly on

the ground and ran away. The funereal vessel, thus

carelessly handled, got a' rent, and hence the waters of

the sea flowed, without intermission, night and day, until

all lower parts of the earth were covered, and the moun-
tain-tops alone protruded from the universal ocean.

Those tops became islands and the abode of the surviv-

ing few. The sun and moon sent to Quisqueja as their

representatives two other gcds, Tokahuna and Temno,
the supreme rulers. Other superior beings followed, and

were all, more or less, solemnly worshipped. Images of

stone and of clay were made of them, and decorated the

great temple and the interior of the huts. These gods

were thankful for the worship they received, and in re-

turn granted the pious people successful fishing and
hunting, victory in battle (their images were fastened

in battle with a string to the forehead of the combat-
ants), plentiful crops, rain or sunshine, as circumstances

required. The women were blessed with happy child-

beds and the girls with pleasant husbands. A great

festival was solemnized every year in honor of all these

gods. The cacique on that occasion appeared with a

drum made of the trunk of a hollow tree, which he beat

unremittingly. The whole township followed him to

the temple, where the priests received every coming
crowd with tremendous shouts, and took possession of

the offerings. The latter consisted of thin flour cakes,

which were broken in the presence of the god, and small

portions of them given back to the heads of the fami-

lies. Those little slices were carefully preserved through
the whole year. A general dance followed. It was at

this solemn occasion that most of the matrimonial offers

and arrangements took place. All traces of this ancient

pagan worship were destroyed by the fanatical Span-
iards, and the small Indian people was exterminated.

—

Vollmer, Wbrterb. d. Mythol. s. v.

Quisshion (pulvinar, .cussinus, culcitrum), a cush-

ion, usually of velvet, and stuffed with wool or horse-

VIII.—H H H

hair, for the service-book on the south side of the altar,

appears in Henry VFs Book of the Hours, and was used

by bishop Andrewes. In the former it is on the south

side, in the latter on the north. Albertis mentions the

wooden desk, plated (legile), as a modern substitute.

The book was first set on the right side and afterwards

moved to the left side of the altar at mass.—Walcott,
Sacred A rclueol. s. v.

Quistorp, a family of Christian theologians, of

whom we mention the following:

1. Berxhard Fr., was born at Rostock, April 11, 1718.

In 1753 he was made superintendent, in 1766 doctor and
professor of theology, in 1779 general superintendent,

and afterwards chancellor and curator of the University

of Greifswalde, where he died, Jan. 4. 1788. He wrote,

Dissertatio Epist. de A theismo Benedicts de Sjrinoza (Ros-

tock, 1743) :

—

Diss.Epist.de Collatione Librorum S,-rij>-

turce Sacrce in Interpretation! .s'. .s'. hand Tnjusta (ibid.

1736):

—

Disp. Exegetico - dogmatica eaque Inaug. de

Judceis Corde Compunctis (ibid. 1749) :

—

Ob die A Itvater

vor und nach der Sundfluth, haben schreiben lednnen?

Disp, de Notione Filiorum et Filiarum Dei (ibid. 1751) :

—Disp. de Adoptione Ecelesiastica V. T. (ibid. 1755) :—

•

()b, cite die sogenannte grieehische Uebersetzung der sieb-

zig Dolmetscher von der Bibel des A . T. zu Stands ge-

hommen, schon eine grieehische Uebersetzung der ftimf
Biicher Moses vorhanden geivesen sei / (ibid. 1750) :

—

Num Michalis Archangeli cum Diabolide Corpore Mosis

Disceptatio Fabula siti (Greifswalde, 1770) :

—

De An-
gelas Dei in Legislatione Sinaitica Ministris, Gal. Hi, 19

(ibid. 1771) :—I)isp. de *H m33 H^'2 "P3 STTin

abs. "Il-Ppbn. reperto 2 Chron. xxxiv, 14, 15, et 2 Kings

xii,8 (ibid. 1771):—De Triplici Ckristi Officio (ibid.

1784). See Fiirst, Bibl. Judaica, iii, 124 sq. ; Winer,

Theol. Ilandbuch, p. 430, 719.

2. Johann (1), was born at Rostock, Aug. 18, 1584.

Having completed his studies at his native place and

at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, he travelled through Hol-

land, Brabant, and Flanders, and after his return, in

1G15, he became professor in his native city. In

1616 he was made doctor of theology, in 1645 he was
called as pastor and superintendent of St. Jacobi, and
died at Dobran, May 2, 1648. He wrote, Annotationes

in Omnes Libros Biblieos (Frankfort, 1698) -.—Comment.

in Omnes Epp. Pauli:—Castigatio Hebraorum, etc.

See Fiirst, Bibl. Judaica, iii, 125; Jocher, Allgcm. Ge-

lehrten-Lexikon, s. v.

3. Johann (2), son of the preceding, was born at Ros-

tock, Feb. 5, 1624. He studied at Greifswalde, Kbnigs-
berg. Copenhagen, and Leyden, was made doctor of the-

ology, and died as rector magnijicus Dec. 24, 1689. He
wrote, Catechesis Antipapistica

:

—Pia Desideria, etc.

See Jocher, Allgem. Geleh rten-Lexikon, s. v.

4. Johann Nikolaus, son of the foregoing, was born

at Rostock, Jan. 6, 1651, studied at his native place and
Konigsberg, travelled through Germany, Holland, and
Denmark, and after his return, in 1676, he was made
deacon of St. Nicolai, afterwards pastor and superintend-

ent, and finally professor of theology. He died Aug.

9, 1715. His writings, which are very numerous, touch

upon almost every department of theology, and are enu-

merated by Jocher in his Allgem. Gelehrten-Lexikon,$.v.

See, also, Diestel, Geschichte des A lien Testaments in der

chrisll. Kirche (Jena, 1869), p. 372. (B. P.)

Quitaztli is, according to Mexican mythology, the

serpent woman who, at the beginning of the fourth age
of the world, populated the earth by the successive birth

of a number of twins. The latter are represented on
monuments holding in their hands the shells of the eggs

from which they have crept.—Vollmer, Wbrterb. d. Jfy-

thol. s. v.

Quitman, Frederick Henry, D.D., an eminent
American divine of the Lutheran Church, was born in

1760, and after studying theology at home and abroad

became pastor at Rhinebeck, on the Hudson, and
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greatly distinguished himself in the pulpit and the

press." He died in L832. Among his noteworthy pub-

lications are a Treatise on Magic (1810) :—Evangelical
Catechism (1814) : Hymn-bool of tht Synod of New
York (1817 . Sa Evangel Rev. Oct. 1858, p. 186;

Spiague, I dsofth American Pulpit, ix, 115 sq.

Quiver is the rendering in the A. V. of two very

different Hebrew words. The English word " quiver"

is a variation of "cover" (from the French couvrir),

ami therefore answers to the second of the two Hebrew

word-. See Armor
j. •'?.. t<h. This occurs only in Gen. xxvii,3 "take

thy weapons (literally " thy things" ). thy quivt r and thy

bow." It is derived (by Gese-

nius, Thesaur. p. 1504, and FUrst,

Handworterb. ii. 528 |
from a roo(

w bich lias tin- force of hanging.

The passage itself affords no clue

to its meaning. It may then-

fore signify either a quiver or a

suspended weapon -lor instance,

such a sword as in our own lan-

guage was formerly called a
• hanger." Between t bese two

significations the interpreters are

divided. The Sept., Vulg., and

TargumPseudo-Jon. adhere to the

former; < >nkelos,tbe Peshito and

Arabic versions, to the latter.

2. ncrx. ashpdh. The root

of this word is uncertain (Geseni-

us, Thesaur. p. 161). From two

of its occurrences, its force would

seem to be that of containing or
A
"SS

t

JSSff^
th « ^ (P-- CXXvii, B,;.>:,.

xhx, "2). It is connected with

armus only in Lam. iii. 13. Its other occurrences are

Jobxxxix,23; Isa. xxii,6; andJer.v,16. In each of

these the Sept. translates it by "quiver" (0apirpa i,with

two exceptions, Job xxxix, 23, and Psa. cxxvii, 5, in

the former of which they render it by "bow," in the

latter by lirtSvu'ta.

The quiver is a ease or box for arrows, which was

slung over the shoulder in such a position that a soldier

could with ease draw out the arrows when he wanted

them (Isa. xlix, 2 ; Jer.v, 16). There is nothing in the

Bible to indicate either its form or material, or in what

way it was carried, 'flic quivers of the Assyrians are

h Quiver.

rarely shown in the sculptures. When they do appear,

they are sometimes richly decorated w ith -roups of fig-

Assyrian Warrior with Quiver.

Ancient Egyptian Archer and Quivei

ures and fanciful designs. They were worn at the back,

with the top between the shoulders of the wearer, or

hung at the side of the chariot. The Egyptian war-

Qnivera on Greek Sculptures.
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riors, on the other hand, wore them slung nearly hori-

zontal, drawing out the arrows from beneath the arm

(Wilkinson, A nc. Egypt, abridgm. i, 354). The quiver

was about four inches in diameter, supported by a belt

passing over the shoulder and across the breast to the

opposite side. When not in actual use, it was shifted

behind, or hung at the side of the chariot, like that of

the Assyrians. See Chariot. Among the ancient

Greeks, "the quiver was principally made of hide or

leather, and was adorned with gold, painting, and

braiding. It had a lid (ffw/ia) , and was suspended from

the right shoulder by a belt passing over the breast and

behind the back. Its most common position was on the

left hip, and is so seen in the annexed figures, the right-

hand one representing an Amazon, and the left-hand an

Asiatic archer.
" Quiver" is also used figuratively for house, and ar-

rows for children (Psa. cxxvii, 5). See Archer.

Quobdas is the magic drum used by physicians

and sorcerers among the Laplanders to chase the evil

spirits which are supposed to be the cause of the dis-

eases. It is covered with figures of animals and mys-

terious characters, and embellished with divers orna-

mental appendages.

Quod permittat is, in the Church of England, a

writ granted to the successor of a minister for the recov-

ery of pasture by the statute of Edward I, c. 24.

Quoin, the outer angle of a wall.

Quotations, Biblical. The verbal citations con-

tained in Scripture are of three classes : (a) Those which

the later writers of the Old Test, make from the earlier.

(b) The quotations made by Paul from heathen authors

—viz. Acts xvii, 28 from Aratus, Phcenom. 5, or Cle-

anthes, Hymn, ad .Tor. 5 ; 1 Cor. xv, 33 from Menan-
der's Thais; and Tit. i, 12 from Callimachus, Hymn, ad

Jov. 8, according to Theodoret, or Epimenides accord-

ing to Jerome, Chrysostom, Epiphanius, and others. To
these may be added Gal. v, 23, where the words Kara
tujv toiovtojv ouic tart vofiog are identical with the

words of Aristotle, Pol. iii, 8 ((Jill, Notes and Queries,

v, 175). Perhaps also Acts xiv, 17 and James i, 17,

from their rhythmical form, may be quotations, (c)

Those which the New Test, contains from the Old Test.

The first and third of these classes are the most impor-

tant, and the onh/ ones demanding special notice here.

The following treatment as to the former is based upon

that in Eairbairn's Did'ionary, and as to the latter upon
the article in Kitto's Cyclopcedia, with additions from

other sources.

I. Parallel Passages of the Old -Testamerit Script-

vres.—The principal of these are the following : Many
sections of the books of Chronicles seem to be quoted

from the earlier Scriptures. The historical chapters of

the book of Isaiah (xxxvi-xxxix) are repeated in 2

Kings xviii-xx. The last chapter of Jeremiah reap-

pears ia 2 Kings xxiv, xxv. Of Psa. xviii we have two

copies, one in 2 Sam. xxii. Compare also Gen. xlvi

with Numb, xxvi, and Ezra ii with Neh. vii. Other

instances are cited : Hab. ii, 14 from Isa. xi, 9 ; Jon. ii,

3 from Psa. xlii, 8 ; ii, 5 from Psa. lxix, 2 ; Obad. i, 8

from Jer. xlix; and several passages in the later Psalms,

which are found also in the earlier. The reader will find

a list of the variations discovered by a comparison of

most of the foregoing passages in the notes to Cappelli,

Crit. Sac. (i, 30-44^ [ed. 1775]). See also Kennicott.

Biblia Ilebraica (ii, 727, etc.), and State ofPrinted He-
brew Text (pt. i).

The question to be determined is, Are we to regard

each of the textual variations thus brought to light as

a blunder to be corrected in one or other of the parallel

Scriptures, or as a deviation (intentional or otherwise)

on the part of the later writer from the language of the

earlier? In considering this question a distinction must
be made between two classes of parallel passages—the

one class consisting of those in which the same story is

told, or the same sentiments expressed, by two different

writers, and the later writer avails himself of the lan-

guage of the earlier, though it maybe without any very

exact or servile adherence in every word and clause

;

the other consisting of those in which a public or other

document is inserted in two separate records. It would

seem that such variations as are met with in passages

of the former description are more likely to be designed

and original, being probably traceable to the free use

which the later writer made of the materials furnished

by the earlier; and that variations met with in passages

of the latter description are more likely to be blunders

arising from the negligence of transcribers and similar

causes. But this anticipation is only partially realized,

inasmuch as errors of transcription are found in the for-

mer class of passages, and alterations obviously designed

are found in the latter. Let us illustrate this by four

examples, two of each class.

1. The very remarkable prophecy contained in Isa.

ii, 1-4 is found also in Mic. iv, 1-3. The variations are

few and of no great importance. But, such as they are,

there is no reason to suppose that the text of either of

these passages ever differed from what it is now. It is

of no consequence in the present inquiry whether Micah

borrowed from Isaiah or Isaiah from Micah, or both

from an older prophet. There is no evidence whatever

that the later writer made it a matter of conscience to

reproduce in every minute particular the language of

his predecessor. His heart was too full of the great

thought embodied in the language to permit him to be

minutely attentive to every fold of the dress in which it

had been presented. Possibhy, also, the quotation was

made from memory ; and, if so, the wonder is not that

any varieties of expression are found in it, but that they

are so few and so trivial. In such a case as this, there-

fore, it would be quite unwarrantable to correct the one

passage from the other. The text in both passages is

accurate and genuine, and any attempted emendation;!

with the view of bringing the two passages into rigid

harmony would certainly be alterations for the worse,

not for the better.

2. The prophecy of Nathan in 2 Sam. vii occupies

a very conspicuous position in the Old Test., and, as we
might expect, the whole narrative is repeated in 1 Chron.

(xvii), not, however, without a very considerable num-
ber of alterations. In this case, also, it is quite evident

that most of the alterations are to be traced to the au-

thor of Chronicles, and cannot be regarded as various

readings. As is usual, the later writer makes a free use

of the earlier narrative, adapting it and the language in

which it is conveyed to the circumstances of his own

time. Thus he writes "P"H for in, prefers C^X to

i-fi'rn or ^SIX, sometimes substitutes Msba for ilD^aa,

kingdom, and alters or omits words or clauses which ap-

pear to him obscure or unessential. The most remark-

able omission is in ver. 13 as compared with ver. 14 of

the narrative in Samuel. Compare also ver. 17 with

ver. 19 of Samuel. Still, though it is evident that

most of the variations between the two narratives are

to be traced to the design of the later author, and

cannot be regarded as errors of transcription, we do

not think that all of them can be accounted for in this

way. Two instances may be given, in the one of which

the text in Chronicles may fittingly be corrected by that

in Samuel ; in the other the text in Samuel may be cor-

rected by that in Chronicles. (1.) In 1 Chron. xvii, 18,

19 we read, "What can David speak more to thee for

the honor of thy servant, Tp!2>'~rx Tj23. . . . For

thy servant's sake, and according to thine own heart

hast thou done all this greatness." Not to mention the

difficulty in the construction of the Hebrew in ver. 18,

it is evident that the spirit of the whole passage is quite

out ofharmony with the context. Accordingly, on turn-

ing to the corresponding verses in Samuel, we are not

surprised to find the sentiment expressed very different

indeed, the words being " And what can David say more

unto thee ... for thy word's sake, and according to
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thine own heart,

-

' etc. (ver. 20, 21). It is not improb-

able that what we cannoi bul n gard as the i

readings in Cbronicli s are to be traced to the similarity

between *13*lV and "133^ in the former ofthe two verses,

and ~"~ and ""-" in the latter. Ii may be added

that in the Septuagint translation of Chronicles the ob-

jectionable words are omitted. | 2.) The "Hut instance

is in "_' Sam. vii. 28, compared with 1 Chron. xvii, 21.

In the for r we read, according to the authorized

translation, " What one nation in the earth i- like thy
.. ii like Israel, whom God went to redeem for

to himself, and to make him a name, and to do

great things and terrible, for thy land, befon

p3B53.from before), which thou redeemedstto

thee from Egypt, [from] the nations and their gods?"

The text of this verse is obviously very confused; and

in order to extract from it some tolerable sense, our

translators have rendered "S" as it it were ":E3 and

have inserted from, w ithoul any authority, towards the

close. Now, without venturing to affirm that the text

in i Ihronicles is to be received as iii every particular the

true and genuine one. we have no hesitation in borrow-

ing from it what we believe to be an important emen-
dation of the text in Samuel—viz. the substitution of

1B1IP, to drive out, for "JX"lS<i | the words are v< rj sim-

ilar),for thy land. This will allow us to give "~" its

proper force, and render unnecessary the insertion ofthe

unauthorizedfrom; the meaning oft lie latter half of

the verse when thus corrected being as follows: "To
drive out from before thy people, whom thou redeemedst

to thee from Egypt, nation.-, and their gods."
.">. The two remaining examples are of a differeni

ion, consisting not of historical or prophetical

passages freely math- use of by a later writer, but of

documents of which we have, so to speak, two editions.

The firsl is David's noble song ofthanksgiving, ofwhich
two copies ha\ e i le down to us —the one incorporated

with the history in 2 Sam. xxii. the other with the

psalm-book as Psa. xviii. Now. on comparing these

two copies ofthe same song, we find scarcely a single

line "i ii ne exactly identical with the corresponding

line ofthe other; some ofthe variations being of ex-

tremely little importance,others ofgreater moment The
question In re again arises: How are these variations to

l"' accounted for? How comes it thai two copies of

the same soul;-, handed down to US in the same volume,

should, though identical in the general sentiments ex-

pressed, in the train of thought, and in the order of the

verses, present so many minute differences in the details

of the composition? < »n first thought, we are disposed

to conclude, somewhat rashly, that all the variations

must be regarded as errors of transcription, and that in

this case there is no room for the hypothesis of design
Mi the part of i he author or editor, inasmuch as we have
here the ease not of an independent author adapting to

his own purpose the materials furnished by previous

writers, but ofa collector giving insertion to a document
which, one would suppose, h is his duty to present as

nearly as possible in the words ot the original author.

On comparing, however, the psalm with the history, it

nl thai all the variations cannot he accounted
for in this way. For example, the very first words ol

the psalm, - 1 will love thee. (> Lord, my Btrength,"do
not appear in the other copy ; and of this the only ad-

missible explanation plainly is that the words in ques-
tion constitute an authorized addition to the song in its

original form, the addition being made probablj for the
of adapting it more perfectly to liturgical use.

[f this explanation he admitted, it follows thai of this

Bong ther bav< been transmitted to us two authorised
editions the one, which is inserted in the history, pre-
senting the song in its original form; the otln r present-

ing it in the slightly altered form which was giyen to it

when incorporated with the authorized hymn-hook of

the Hebrew nation. In this way a considerable num-

ber ofthe variations may be accounted for. hut not, by
any means, all of them; for, with regard to many of

them, it i- impossible to discover any useful purpose
which could he served by their introduction; and sev-

eral of them are just the sort of alterations which most
usually arise from the mi-take of transcribers- a-, lor

example, the interchange ot letters of similar form, the

transposition of letters, etc. i thus tor x~*\ and he »•".«

seen, in .' Sam. xxii. 11. we find in Psa. xviii. 11 [10

J

N-;--. and h< didfly; and for ";H" in •_' Sam. xxii,

46 we find ',:rr,~ in Psa. x\ iii, 16
|

15 I. The text in

Samuel is the more antique in form -as. for example, in

the more sparing insertion ofvowel letter-: bul that of

i in- Psalm appears to have been more carefully pre-

served. Thus, there is little douht that for — ^r.. in 1

Sam. xxii, 26, we ought to read ".". as in the Psalm;

and in ver. 28, TX" of Samuel ought to he read "rX"
or nrX *~. as iii the Psalm; and in the second clause

also the reading in the Psalm is much to he preferred.

So in vers.:;:;, 1 1. 17, 49. ( >n the other hand, in \ i rs. •"'.

43, the reading in Samuel may be preferred to that of

the Psalm.

4. Our la-i example is thi Decalogue, of which we
have two editions, in Kxod. xx and Deut. v, between
which there are not a tew differences, some ot , sider-

able importance, lint it is very doubtful whether any
of the-, differences can be laid to the charge ot the

Copyist; certainly the more important of them must
he traced to the author. Tiny are principally to lie

found in the fourth and tenth commandments: in the

latti r, the two tirst clauses are transposed in Deuteron-

omy, and a slight addition and alteration made: and in

the former, the remember of Exodus is exchai

observi in Deuteronomy; thy cattlt is expanded into

thine or and thmt ass and all tin/ cattle ; and the •• rea-

son annexed" in Exodus- "For in six days." etc. is

entirely omitted in Deuteronomy, and another state-

ment substituted for it—"That thy man-servant and

maid-servant may rest as well as thou; ami remember
that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt," etc.

lie other alterations are of less importance. In each
ofthe fourth and fifth commandments, the clause -As
the Lord thy God hath commanded tine" is insi rtcd in

Deuteronomy, the promise in the latter being also ex-

panded by the addition of the clause •'that it may he

well with thee;" and in the ninth, WltJ ~"
(falsi wit-

ness') is substituted for ~~- ""• N,,u
-
,h,,|V 's "" l

one of these variations which can he certainly traced

to the oversight ofa transcriber. It is, indeed, on tirst

thought, surprising that any writer, however conscious

of the guidance of the Divine Spirit, should have vent-

ured to depart, even in the minutest particular, from the

i/>.-is.*ini(i verba ofa document which hail been stamped
in so special a manner with the impress of Heaven. It

is, perhaps, the most remarkable example of that com-

plete mastery ofthe essential over the accidental, ofthe

spirit over the letter, which distinguishes the entire rev-

elation at once ofthe old Testament and ofthe New.

Bul to explain this phenomenon does not fall within

our present purpose. It is sufficient to remark that

most of the variations are evidently to he traced to the

first composition of the hook of I leuteronomj . and that

none of them can with any degree of certainty be placed

in the category of various readings. See De< vloqde.

From the tour examples of parallel passages which

have been under review, the follow ing conclusions have
I... ii elicited: i".> That most ofthe variations are to be

traced to the author or editor, and not to the copi >-t :

and. in all such cases, both forms of the passage must he

preserved as belonging equally to the sacred text, (b.)

That, notwithstanding, a considerable number of varia-

tions still remain w hich cannot be accounted tor in this

way, hm probably arose through oversight in transcrip-

tion. In such cases ii i- allowable to correct the more

faulty text by the more accurate; hut. in the absence
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of any external testimony to the accuracy of the read-

ing which we prefer, such corrections must be intro-

duced with caution, and might, perhaps, with greater

propriety be placed in the margin (as was the practice

with the ancient Jewish critics) than incorporated with

the text. The variations of this class would have ap-

peared still more numerous had we selected our exam-

ples of parallel passages from those which are occupied

with lists of names or numbers. See Kennicott, Disser-

tation on the State of the Printed Hebrew Text, pt. i.

II. Quotations from the Old Testament in the New.—
These form one of the outward bonds of connection be-

tween the two parts of the Bible. They are manifold

in kind; but all that we need here to say respecting

them may be summed up under the following heads

:

1. Sources whence the Quotations are made.—These

are two—the Hebrew original and the Septuagint trans-

lation. On comparing the passages, in order to appor-

tion the quotations between these two sources, we find

that by far the larger number are taken, either wholly

or chiefly, from the Sept., while a very few materially

differ from both the Sept. and the Hebrew. The latter

were probably quoted from memory, the occasion not

requiring punctilious accuracy in the citation. For the

most part, the deviations from the text of the Hebrew
or the Sept. are not material. They may be classed as

follows

:

(1.) Changes of person, number, or tense in particular

words. Thus, in Matt, xxvi, 31, we read, 7rar«?w rbv

iroipiva, Kai Sia<JicopTn<j5i)rrtTai rd Trpofiara rtjg iroi-

/.ivtjg ; while the Sept. gives it, Trdra&vruv woipiva, Kai

SiartKopTn<T3!)rsovTai, k. t. X. (Zech. xiii, 7) (this is the

reading of the Alexandrine Codex ; that of the Vatican

differs considerably: rrardKart rovg iroip'tvag Kai tK-

(nrdiraTt rd Trpofiara); John xix, 30, 'Ogtovv ov gw-
rpifiifGtrai avrov, for 'Oarovv oil Gvvrpiiptre air av-

rov, Exod. xii, 46; 1 Pet. ii, 24, Ov rip pioXwri avrov

id$i]T£, for [iwXiotti avrov idBtjptv, Isa. liii, 5, etc.

Comp. also Matt, xi, 10 with Mai. iii, 1 ; and John xix,

37 with Zech. xii, 4.

(2.) Substitution of synonymous words or phrases for

those used in the Sept. or Hebrew : e. g. John xiii, 18,

'O rpwywv per ipov rbv dprov, inyptv iir' ipi r>)v

rrr'tpvav aurov, for 'O iaSiiov dprovg pov iptydXvvtv

iir kfik rrrtpviGpov, Psa. xl (xii), 9. Comp. Heb. viii,

8 sq. Matt, xii, 20, where ^SiT 1? lOSI^ npxb (Isa.

xiii, 3) is rendered by ewe. dv tKfidXy tig inKog ruv

Kptaii'. Sometimes the words thus substituted are sy-

nonymous with those for which they are used only his-

torically ; as when Paul (Gal. iv, 30) calls Isaac 6 vibe,

ri/C tXtvSrtpag, in a passage quoted from Gen. xxi, 10,

where, in the words of Abraham, he is mentioned by
name as 6 vibe pov 'Iguuk. Occasionally, also, this

kind of substitution is effected by the use of a word
describing a species for one designating the genus to

which it belongs; as when Paul, in 1 Cor. iii, 20, substi-

tutes the words tCjv goQwv for the more general ex-

pression, twv dvSpuTrwv, used in the passage (Psa. xix,

11) which he quotes; or as in Matt, xxii, 37, where Cia-

voia is put for IKtt, the special kind of strength intend-

ed being that of the mind.

(3.) Words and phrases transposed : e. g. Rom. x. 20,

Ei>pt3i)v roig ipi pi) Zrjrovaiv, ip<pavi)g iytvo\ii\v roig

tf.it /.n) iirtpwrCoGiv, for 'Eptyavng tyti'iftijv roig ipi

pi) iirtpojrioGtv, fvpidrfv roig ipi pi) l,i)tovgiv, Isa.

lxv, 1, etc. The Codex Alex, gives this passage ex-
actly as cited by Paul.

(4.) Words and clauses interpolated or added : e. g.

John vi, 31, dprov tK rov oi'pavov edutKev avroig <pa-

ytiv, where the words tK rov and (paytiv are an ad-
dition (comp. Psa. lxxviii, 24); 1 Cor. xv, 45, 'Eyivtro

b Ttp&Toc dvSpionoQ ' Acdp. tig il/v\>)v tSiaav, where
the words irpwroc and 'AoVfyt are added by the apos-

tle (comp. Gen. ii, 7). These additions are made some-
times from parallel passages, and sometimes of the writ-

er's own'device, for the purpose of rendering the mean-

ing of the passage clearer, or connecting it more readily

with the preceding or subsequent context.

(5.) Words omitted and passages abridged : e. g.

Matt, iv, Ii, roig dyyiXoic avrov ivrtXeirai Trtpi gov,

Kai tTri xupwv dpoixri Gt,pi]7rore TrpoGKo\p?jg rrpbg Xi-

Sov rbv TvbSa gov, for roic dyytXoie avrov ivrtXtirat

iripi gov, rov Cta<j>vXd%ai ge iv Trdoaig rale, beoig gov

tiri x^puv dpovai Gt, pl/TTore TrpoGKu\pijg rrpbg XiStov

r. tt. g., Psa. xc, 11, 12. Comp. also Matt, xxii, 24 with
Dent, xxv, 5 ; Rom. ix, 27, 28 with Isa. x, 22, 23 ; Heb.
iv, 4 with Gen. ii, 3, etc.

(0.) Passages paraphrastically rendered, or the gen-

eral sense only given : e. g. Rom. ix, 25, where we have
a paraphrastic rendering of Hos. ii, 23; Rom. x, 6 sq., a
free rendering of Deut. xxx, 12 sq. ; 1 Cor. i, 31, where
the general sense of Jer. ix, 24 is given ; comp. also 1

Pet. ii, 22 with Isa. lix, 9.

(7.) Several passages quoted together, so as to form

one connected sense : e. g. in 2 Cor. vi, 16-18 we have a

passage made up of no less than three different pas-

sages—Lev. xxvi, 11; Isa. Hi, 11; Jer. xxxi, 1. Comp.
also Mark i, 2, 3, where Mai. iii, 1 and Isa. xl, 3 are com-
bined; also Rom. xi, 8, where Isa. xxix, 10 and Deut.

xxix, 4 are strangely mixed together.

(8.) Several of these species of deviations combined
together : e. g. Rom. ii, 24, rb yap bvopa rov Vtoii Si

ifiag fiXaGcptjptirai iv roic. iSvigi, lor ci vfidc Cid

rravrbg rb bvopd pov j3XaG(pi]pftrai iv roig iSvtGi.

Here we have the substitution of row Qtoii for /xoy,and

the omission of Sid navrbg. Comp. also Rom. xi, 3

with 1 Kings xix, 14, for an instance of the combina-

tion of omission, substitution, and transposition.

(9.) Passages rather indicated, or hinted at, than

formally quoted: e. g. Eph. v, 14, "Eytipat b KaSrtvSwv,

Kai dvdara ik rwv rtKptiv, Kai tTrapavGu Got b Xpiarog.

The difficulty of assigning this quotation to any pas-

sage in the Old Test, has been felt by all interpreters,

and various theories have been proposed for the sake of

removing it. The most probable, however, seems that

which regards these words as formed upon Isa. Ix, 1-3,

and the passage as rather hinted at than quoted.

Comp. also Heb. xiii, 15 with Hos. xiv, 2. To this head

may be also referred John vii, 38, where no particular

passage is quoted, but such passages as Isa. xliv, 3 ; lv,

1 ; lviii. 1 1 ; Zech. xiv, 8 ; xiii, 1, are alluded to.

In the quotations of all kinds from the Old Test, in

the New we find a continual variation from the letter

of the older Scriptures. To this variation four causes

may be specified as having contributed:

First. All the New-Test, writers quoted from the

Sept.—correcting it, indeed, more or less, by the Hebrew,

especially when it was needful for their purpose; occa-

sionally deserting it altogether; still abiding by it to so

large an extent as to show that it was the primary

source whence their quotations were drawn. Their use

of it may be best illustrated by the corresponding use

of our liturgical version of the Psalms—a use founded

on love as well as on habit, but which, nevertheless, we
forego when it becomes important that we should fol-

low the more accurate rendering. Consequently, when
the errors involved in the Sept. version do not interfere

with the purpose which the New-Test, writer had in

view, they are frequently allowed to remain in his quo-

tation (see Matt, xv, 9 [a record of our Lord's words]
;

Luke iv. 18 ; Acts xiii, 41 : xv, 17 ; Rom. xv, 10 ; 2 Cor.

iv, 13; Heb. viii, 9; x, 5; xi, 21). The current of

apostolic thought, too, is frequently dictated by words

of the Sept., which differ much from the Hebrew (see

Rom. ii, 24; 1 Cor. xv, 55 ; 2 Cor. ix, 7; Heb. xiii, 15).

Or even an absolute interpolation of the Sept. is quoted

(Heb. i, 6 [Deut, xxxii, 43]). On the other hand, in

Matt, xxi, 5 ; 1 Cor. iii, 19, the Sept. is corrected by the

Hebrew ; so, too, in Matt, ix, 13 ; Luke xxii, 37. there is

an effort to preserve an expressiveness of the Hebrew
which the Sept. had lost: and in Matt.iv, 15, 16 : John
xix, 37 ; 1 Cor. xv, 54, the Sept. disappears altogether.

In Rom. ix, 33 we have a quotation from the Sept, com-
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bined with another from the Hebrew. In Mark xii,

30; Luke x,
-

J7: Rom. xii, 19, the Sept. and Hebrew are

superadded the one upon the other. In the Epistle to

the Hebrews, which in this respecl stands alone, the

Sept. is uniformly followed; except in the one remark-

able quotation (Heb. x, 30), which, according neither

with the Hebrew nor the Sept., was probably derived

from the last-named passage i Rom. xii, 19), wherewith

it exactly coincides. The quotation in 1 Cor. ii. 9

seems to have been derived, nol directly from the Old

Test., bul rather from a Christian liturgy or other docu-

ment into which i hr language of Isa. lxiv, 4 had been

transferred.

Secondly. The New-Test, writers must have frequent-

ly quoted from memory. The < >ld Test, had been deep-

ly instilled into their minds, ready lor service whenever

needed ;
and the fulfilment ofits predictions,which they

witnessed, made its utterances rise up in life before them

(comp. John ii. 17,22). It was of the very essence ol

such a living use of Old-Test, Scripture that their quo-

tations of it should not of necessity be verbally exact

Thirdly. Combined wiih this there was an alteration

of conscious or unconscious design. Sometimes the ob-

ject of this was to obtain increased force; hence the

variation from the original in the form of the divine

oath (Rom. xiv, 11)
;

or the result "I quake" substi-

tuted lor the cause (Heb. xii, 21 }; or the insertion of

rhetorical words to bring out the emphasis (Heb. xii,

26); or the change of person to show that what men
perpetrated had its root in God's determinate counsel

(Matt. xxvi. :>1). Sometimes an Old-Test, passage is

abridged, and in the abridgment so adjusted, by a little

alteration, as to present an aspect of completeness and

yet omit what is foreign to the immediate purpose (Acts

i. 20; 1 Cor. i. 31). At other times a passage is en-

larged by the incorporation of a passage from another

source. Thus in Luke iv, 18, 19, although the contents

are professedly those read by our Lord from Isa. lxi. we
have the words " to set at liberty them that are bruised,"

introduced from [sa. lviii, 6 (Sept.): similarly in Rom.
\i. 8, I »eut. xxix. -1 is combined with Isa. xxix, 10. In

some cases still greater liberty of alteration is assumed.

In Rom. x, 11 the word iraQ is introduced into Isa.

xxviii, 16, to show that that is uttered of Jew and Gen-

tile alike. In Rom. xi, 26, 27, the " to Zion" of Isa.lix,

^'(i (Sept. ci'ekev 2i<iii/) is replaced by "out of Sion"

(suggested by Isa.ii,3); to Zion the Redeemer had al-

ready come : from Zion. the Christian Church, his law

was to go forth: or even from the literal Jerusalem

(comp. Luke xxiv,47; Rom. xv. 19), for till she was de-

stroyed the type was still in a measure kept up. In

Matt, viii, 17 the words of Isa. liii, 4 are adapted to the

divine removal of disease, the outward token and wit-

ness of i ha i sin which Christ was eventually to remove

by his death, thereby fulfilling the prophecy more com-
pletely. Lor other, though less striking, instances of

variation see 1 Cor. xiv, 21 ; 1 1'et. iii, 15. In some
places, again, tin- actual words of ti riginal are taken

up, hut employed with a new meaning ; thus the lp%6-

fiivoQ, which in Hab. ii, 3 merely qualified the verb, is

in Heb. x, 37 made the subject to it.

Fourthly. Still more remarkable than any alteration

in the
,

, not at ion itself is the circumstance that in Matt
xxvii. 9 Jeremiah should be named as the author of a

I

really delivered byZechariah; the reason be-

ing, as has been well shown by Hengstenberg in his

I /. that the prophecy is based upon that in

Jer. xviii, xix, and that without a reference to this

original source the most essential features of the fulfil-

ment oi Zechariah's prophecy would be mis lerstood.

The case is, indeed, not entirely unique; for in the

Creek of Mark i, 2, 3, where Mai. iii, 1 is combined with
i the name ol Isaiah alone is mentioned; it was
on his prophecy that that of Malachi partly depended.
i >n the other hand, in Matt, ii, 23 ; John vi. I">, the com-
prehensive mention of the prophets indicates a refer-

ence not only to the passages more particularly con-

I templated. Isa. xi. 1
;

liv, 13, but also to the general
tenor of what had been elsewhere prophetically uttered.

See Nazabene. On John vii, 38 it may suffice here to

remark that perhaps the hest solution of the difficulty

is to regard our Lord as not making any direct quota-
tion from any part of the < >ld Test, but as only referring

in metaphorical language, suited to the strain of his

previous address (comp. ver. 37), to a fact which in

plainer style is unquestionably announced in the ancient
prophecies, viz. the abundant possession of divine

knowledge by those who Bhould live under the Mes-
siah's reign. The passage James iv, 5 is beset with dif-

ficulty. Not only is there doubt as to what"Scripture"
is cited, hut much obscurity hangs over the meaning of

the winds themselves so adduced. We cannot enter

into the details of the investigation. Referring for

i hese to Huther's note on the passage in Meyer's Com-
mentor, pt 15, the substance of which is given by dean
Alford in his notes,we coin, m oursi Ives here with say-

ing that some interpreters understand nvEOfia of the

human spirit, and translate. " the spirit I temper, feeling

of mind] which dwells in us lusts to envy [covetous-

! ness];" while others understand it of the Holy Spirit,

or the Spirit implanted in the soul by Cod. and trans-

late, either, "The Spirit which dwelleth in us lusts
[
de-

sires, inclines
|
against envy ;" or. "The Spirit which he

[God hath placed in us jealously desireth [usforhim-
i self]." In neither case can the stab mi nl be r< ferred to

any single passage in the Old Test; hut if the last ren-

dering he adopted, the writer may he supposed to refer

generally to those parts of the Old Test, in which God
is represented as dwelling in his people (Numb, xxxv,
34 : L/ek. xxxvi. 27), and as desiring them wiih a j< al-

ous affection (Dent, xxxii. in sq.). This is far from sat-

isfactory, but it seems the hest solution that has bei n

offered.

2. Mod< in which Quotationsfrom tin all Test, in tin

New Test, are introduced.—For this purpose certain for-

mulas are employed, of which the following is a list:

kari.V or Ovrw ykypairrai, IhiJc ysypairrat, Eari )
>-

ypap.fiivov, '0 \6yoe <j yeypaujuivof, Kara m yt - pau-

fiivov,'Ep
,

p'k5r), KaSwc, eiprjrai, Kara rv eiprnievov, H
yf>u<pi) H-e or \iyti, or simply Aiya (sup. Bgoq rel.

-f>tn;»'l7iir), lln>ii\n iv n) yxKjitj. O j-i'Hor i\tyfv,

EiprjKt Si tic, BXJ7rf-£ to vprtfikvov, OiroWort iiri-

yvtoTE, KaSwg i\<l\l|<^^. Tort iicknpw$Ti >) ypa<pi\,

'iva l oirioc") n-\rjpto5y (raXawSp I ro pijSi v <,

Surenhusius is of opinion, and labors to prove, that by

attending to the force of these different formula; we
may ascertain with what inn nl the words tin \ i. spec-

tively introduce are quoted, as each formula, he asserts,

involves a different meaning [I'm/, in Bib. CatalL). A
fatal objection, however, to this opinion is that we find

the very samt quotations, expressed in the same words

and brought to prove the very same points, introduci d

by different formula: in different Gospels (Hornt

ii, 339). At the same time, there are obviously two
classes of these formulae, the difference between which

is distinctly marked by the circumstance that, while

some of them merely express the fact that what follows

is a quotation, others of them intimate the existence of

a material relation between the passage quoted and the

Bubjecl ofwhich the writer quoting it is treating. Thus,

when it is simply said. '•The Scripture sailh." nothing

more is necessarily implied than that what follows is

taken from the Old Test.: hut when it is -aid. ••Then

was the Scripture fulfilled which saith," or "This was

done thai the Scriptures might he fulfilled," we immedi-

ately perceive that the writer would intimati a real

connection of some sort betwt en the even! he is n cord-

ing and the statement wiih which he compares it in

the passage quoted. We may therefore so far adopt

the hypothesis of Surenhusius as to admit a distinction

betWI en these two classes, and expect to find ill the pas-

sages i tit rod need h\ the latter of them something more

than a mere verbal quotation. See Fulfil,

I;. -Mi a the quotations introduced by these formuhe,
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there are a considerable number scattered through the

writings of the apostles which are inserted in the train

of their own remarks without any announcement what-

ever of their being cited from others. To the cursory

reader the passages thus quoted appear to form a part

of the apostle's own words, and it is only by intimate

acquaintance with the Old-Test. Scriptures, and a care-

ful comparison of these with those of the New Test.,

that the fact of their being quotations can be detected.

In the common version every trace of quotation is in

many of these passages lost, from the circumstance that

the writer has closely followed the Sept., while our ver-

sion of the Old Test, is made from the Hebrew. Thus,

for instance, in 2 Cor. viii, 21, Paul says, Trpovoov/iEvoi

Ka\d ov fiovov h'wiriov Kvpiov, dXXd icai ivdiiriov

ai'3pw7rwi', which, with a change in the mood of the

verb, is a verbatim citation of the Sept. version of Prov.

iii, 4. Hardly any trace of this, however, appears in

the common version, where the one passage reads,

" Providing for honest things not only in the sight of

the Lord, but also in the sight of men ;" and the other,

" So shalt thou rind favor and good understanding in

the sight of God and man." So, also, in I Pet. iv, 18,

the apostle quotes word for word from the Sept. ver-

sion of Prov. xi, 31 the clause d 6 SiKaiog fioAic oio'Ce-

rat, 6 aatjii)Q kcii u^utpTioXoQ ttov <f>ai>drai ; a quo-

tation which we should in vain endeavor to trace in

the common version of the Proverbs, where the pas-

sage in question is rendered, " Behold, the righteous

shall be recompensed in the earth ; much more the

wicked and the sinner." Such quotations evidently

show how much the minds of the New-Test, writers

were imbued with the sentiments and expressions of

the Old Test, as exhibited in the Alexandrine ver-

sion.

3. Purposesfor which these Quotations are introduced.

—These, as appears from an examination of the pas-

sages, are as follows

:

(1.) For the explanation or proof of some doctrinal

position. Thus Paul, for the sake of explaining and
confirming his doctrine of the efficacy of faith, quotes

repeatedly from Hab. ii, 4 the sentence " The just shall

live by faith." So, also, in order to prove that mere
natural descent from Abraham did not of itself entitle

any one to the divine favor, the same apostle quotes

the terms of God's promise to Abraham, in which he
expressly declares that in Isaac alone, of all Abraham's
family, was the seed of Abraham— i. e. the spiritual Is-

rael—to be called or chosen. Comp. also Rom. iv, 7, 8 ;

ix, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21 ; xii, 19. 20 ; xiv, 10, 11, etc. It

is to be observed that the passages thus adduced are al-

most always found in writings addressed to Jews, and
are therefore to be regarded as containing argumenta e

concessis. They are always applied, if not in the words,

at least in the sense, of the original from which they are

taken.

(2.) For the purpose ofpointing out the application of
the passage quoted to some statement or description in the

context into which it is introduced. From the circum-

stance that several of the passages thus adduced are, in

the phraseology of the New Test., as well as in that of

the Rabbinical writings, said to be " fulfilled," it has

been hastily inferred by some that they are all to be re-

garded as designed prophecies of the events to which
they are applied. For this opinion, however, no ade-

quate support seems to be afforded by the phrase in

question. The general idea attached to the verb 7r\?j-

poio is that of filling up to its full capacity anything of

which it is predicated. Thus the Jews are said by
Christ to have filled up the measure (TrXtipwaarE to

fisrpov) of their fathers (Matt, xxiii, 32). The phrase

in question consequently is susceptible of application to

whatever is thought of as supplying the complement of

any given capacity, and that whether it is used in a lit-

eral or tropical sense. Hence it is appropriately used

in the New Test, with respect to passages quoted from

the Old Test, in the following cases :

First. When it announces the accomplishment of a
prophecy contained in the words quoted. As the predic-

tion is a mere empty declaration, as it were, until the fact

predicted has occurred ; so that fact, by giving mean-
ing and force to the prediction, is viewed as its comple-

ment or filling up. Thus, the New-Test, writers, in re-

cording the facts of our Lord's history, when they come
to any which formed the subject of ancient prophecy,

whether explicit or typical, direct the attention of their

readers to the circumstance by adducing the prediction

and intimating its fu/fIntent in the fact they have re-

corded.

Secondly. When it introduces some description or

statement which affords a parallel to what the writer

has been saying. Such a description being regarded as

involving a fact of general applicability to the human
race, or to certain portions of it, is thought of as being,

so to speak, in a state of deficiency until the measure of

its applicability has been filled up. Each new case,

therefore, which affords a parallel to that to which the

description was originally applied goes so far to supply

this deficiency by affording another instance in which
the description holds ; and hence the New-Test, writers

are in the habit of quoting such descriptions as having
been fulfilled in the cases to which they are applied by
them. Thus a passage from the prophecies of Jeremiah,

in which a description is given of the desolation caused

by the divine judgments upon the Jews, under the

beautiful personification of Rachel rising from the dead
looking in vain for her children, and refusing to be com-
forted because they are not, is adduced by Matthew (ii,

17, 18) as fulfilled in the sorrow which was produced by
the massacre of the babes in Bethlehem by order of

Herod. No person who studies the context of the pas-

sage as it occurs in the Old Test, can suppose for a mo-
ment that it contains a ]irediction of the cruelties which
were perpetrated on the occasion related by the evan-

gelist. The sole purport of the quotation seems to be
to intimate, as bishop Kidder remarks, that "such an-

other scene of sorrow appeared then (upon the murder
of the innocents) as was that which Jeremy mentions

upon another sad occasion" (Demonstration oftheMes-
sias, pt. ii, p. 215). See, also, Sykes, Essay on the Truth

ofthe Christian lit ligion, etc., p. 217, 218 ; Blaney, ad loc. ;

Henderson, ad loc, and On Hos.ii, 1 ; De Wette, On Matt.

ii, 17, 18; and Marsh's Notes to Michcelis, i, 473. Comp.
Matt, xv, 7, 8, with Isa. xxix, 13; Matt, xiii, 14 with
Acts xxviii, 25 and Isa. vi, 9, etc.

It appears, then, that even when a quotation is intro-

duced by a part of the verb irXijpooj, it does not neces-

sarily follow that it is to be regarded as containing a

prophecy. This is true as well of the conditional for-

mula iva (oTruig) nXriptoSrj, as of the more direct tote

tTrXrjpioSi], for these particles, as used in the New Test.,

frequently express nothing more than that occasion is

given for a particular action or remark.

Besides the passages introduced asfulflled, there are

others referable to the same general head, which are in-

troduced by others of the formula; above mentioned.

Of these, some belong to both the classes just described

—prophecies of which the New Test, announces the ful-

filment, and general descriptions to which something

parallel is brought forward. Another class consists of

moral and religious maxims, which are adduced as ap-

plicable to the state of things of which the writer or

speaker is discoursing, and which, though not said to be

fulfilled thereby, are quoted under essentially the same
idea. Such sentences embody, as it were, certain laws

of human nature and conduct, certain general facts in

the human economy, of which we are to expect the

verification wherever the necessary conditions are ex-

emplified. Like the laws of physical science, therefore,

they are dependent for their verification upon the ex-

amination of the phenomena appropriate to that region

to which they belong ; and as no law of science can be

said to lie absolutely beyond the possibility of refuta-

tion until every one of the phenomena which it em-
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braces has been examined and been found to support it,

every experiment "r occurrence thai favors it may be

Baid to fill up what is wanting to its perfect and unde-

niable certainty. Hence the New-Test, writers, in re-

cording events or describing characters which accord

with and so • scemplify the truth of the mora] maxims

of the Old rest.,spi ak ol these as if they had contained

actual pn -intimai ions of the occurrence to \\ hich they

arc applied. They contain, in fact, the norm, or t uL . ac-

cording i" which the matter in question has occurred.

The usage of the New-Test, writers in the cases we
have been considering is illustrated by thai of the Rab-

binical writers in their quotations from the Old Test,

as Surenhusius has largely shown in his work upon this

subject (B//3Xoc KaraXXavqc, etc., lib. i; see, also,

Wanner, .1 ntiquitates Hebrceorum, i, 527 sq. |. instances

have also been adduced of a similar usage by the clas-

sical and ecclesiastical writers. Thus, Julian introduces

Diogenes Sinopensis as Baying that "he fulfilled and
endured the curses out of the tragedy" (on avrbc,

imrXfipoi teai viroftsvei rdr Ik rtjg rpaywSiai apag).

Olympiodorus says of Plato that "a swarm of bees

made honey on his lips, thai it might become true con-

cerning him, -And from his tongue flowed a strain

sweeter than honey,'" which is what Homer says of

Nestor. Epiphanius says of Ebion, " But in him is fid-

filled that which is written; I had nearly been in all

mischief, between the Church and the Synagogue" (dW
iv aur({i 7r\i)povrai to yeypafipivov, k~. r. \. |

Hceresis

Ebion. c. i]). So, also, the Latin implere is used by
Jerome: "Caeterum Socraticum illu<l impletur in nobis,

Hoc tantulum scio, quod nescio" (Ep. l't.'i ad l'aulin.').

Comp. • Hem. Rom. Ep. l ad t 'or. sec.:;.

Thirdly. The New-Test, writers make quotations from

the Old, for the purpose of clothing their own ideas in

language alreadyfamiliar to their readers,or attractive

from its beauty,force, or dignity. The writings of the
< lid Test, were the great classics of the Jewish nation.

venerable at once for their literary value and their di-

vine authority. In these the youth of Judaea were
carefully instructed from their earliest years, and with
their words all their religious thoughts and feelings

were identified. Hence it was natural, and nearly un-

avoidable, thai in discoursing of religious subjects they
should express their thoughts in language borrowed
from the l ks which had formed the almost exclusive

objects of their study. Such quotations arc made for

merely literary purposes—for ornament ofstyle,for vig-

or of expression, tor felicity of allusion, or for impres-

siveness of statement. I he passages I bus incorporated

with the writer's own thoughts and words are not ap-

pealed to as proving what he says or as applying to

any circumstance to which he refers
;
their sole use ap-

pear- to be to express in appropriate language his own
thoughts. Thus when Paul, after dissuading the Ro-
man Christians from the indulgence of vindictiveness,

adds, in the words of Solomon (Prov. XXV, '-'
1 . 22),

rtierefore, if thine enemy hunger, teed him; if he

thirst, give him drink, for in so doing thou shah heap
coals of tire upon Ids head." the quotation evidently

Berves no other purpose than to express, in language of

an appropriate and impressive kind, the duty w hich the

apostle would enjoin, am I which would have been equal-

ly intelligible and equally binding if expressed in his

own words as when uttered in those ol the inspired

author of the Proverbs. On what other principle,

moreover, are we to account for the quotation made by
Paul, in Horn. x. is. from the 19th Psalm, where, in

of the diffusion of the Gospel among the Jews,
he says, "Bui I 3ay, have they not heard? Yes, verily,
their so,

1 1 ,,1 went into all the earth, and their words into

the end ot the world" a passage originally applied by
'In- Psalmist to the heavenly bodies? To insist upon
regarding this as a prediction of the diffusion of the

Gospel, or as furnishing even a parallel to it, is surely to

sacrifice reason aid common-sense to prejudice or some
favorite theorv.

It has appeared to some that the hypothesis of an ac-

commodation of words originally used of one thing to

designate another is inconsistent with due reverence to

the divine Word. But wherein does the alleged irrev-

erence of such a practice lie? To employ the words of

Scripture to express low and unworthy ideas, or for the

sake of giving point to mere worldly reasonings, i- to

use them irreverently; hut to use them to convey ideas

ted as those original!) attached to them, if not

more so (which is the case. e.g.. in Rom. x, 18), has hut

little appearance of treating them with irreverence.

The only ground on which such a charge could he

maintained is. that words once employed by ;m inspired

writer in a peculiar combination become thenceforward

sacred to tin expression in thai combination ofth mm
hi: a they were first used to designate, whatever others

they may he susceptible of expressing, lint who is

there that could seriously attempt to defend such a po-

sition as this? If this were the ease, every quotation

not made expressly as authority would he liable to cen-

sure; and, as the number of such in the New Test, is

indisputably considerable, hardly any of its writers

would stand clear of blame. See Accommodation.
The truth is. the practice ol' making use, in this way,

of previous and popular writers is one which was com-
mon not. only in the days of the apostles, hut which
can hardly fail to he common wherever an established

national literature exists. In proof of this we have

only to examine the writings of the later classics of

Greece and Rome, which abound in quotations direct

and accommodated from their earlier authors. We see

the same course pursued by the Rabbinical writers to-

wards the ( )ld Test, and by the ( hri-tiau fathers towards

both the Old Test, and the New Test, as well as towards

the profane classics. Indeed, such quotations form so

apt and natural an ornament of style that writers of all

ages and countries, where the means of doing SO exist,

have availed themselves of it. Why, then, should we
wonder that such a practice should have been followed

by the sacred writers, who, in other respects, appear to

have obeyed in the preparation of their works the or-

dinary rules and usages, both grammatical and rhetori-

cal, of literary composil ion V

Literature.—Surenhusius, B//3Aoe KriraWayi/g, in

quo secundum Vet. Theol. Hebrceorum Formulas aUegan-
i!i it M<nh).< interpretandi conciliantur Loca ex V. in X.

T. allegata (Amst.1713, 4to); Drusius, ParaUela Sacra:
h. e.Loconiui I'. /'.mm iis qua in N.citantur conjuncta

Commemoratio, Ebraict et Grosce,cum Notis (1616, Ito;

published also in vol.viii of the Critici Sacri) ; Hoff-

mann, Demonstratio Evangelica i><
r ij>.<n,n Scriptura-

riim Consensum ex Oraculis V. '/'. in A'. aUegatis declar

rata, edidit /'. G. Hegelmaier |
177:; 7:t 81, :' vols. Ito);

Michaelis, Einleitung in die gottlkhen Schriften des A.

/,: ErsU e Th il. p. 223 -265
| Eng.transL by Marsh, i, 200-

246); Owen, Modes of Quotation usedbyth I >

Writers Explained and Vindicated (1789, Ito); Ran-

dolph, Prophecies am/ otht r Texts cited in tin A. »• Test,

compared with tin Hebrew Original ami with tin x<i*t.

Version (1782, Ito); Koppe, Excursus I in Ep. ad Ro-
manos,N. I'. Koppianum (1806), Lv,346; Home, Intro-

duction, ii, 281 (8th ed.); Davidson, He, utics, ch.

\i: Gough, A< w Test. Quotations Collated with th, old

Test, i Lond. 1853 i
; Alexander. < 'cmnection ami Harmony

of the old and New Test (ibid. 1853, 2d ed.); Stier,

Words •/tin Lord Jesus (Amer. ed.), i. 132 sq.

QUOTATIONS of THi Old Testameni in rai

Tai.mi t>. In order to understand many quotations

which are cited in the Talmud from the ."scriptures, we
mu8l remember that the ancient rabbins, in their collo-

quies and disputations, did not use a MS., bul cited

from memory a mode of citation open found in the

\, w ["est Dr. M. Steinschneider, in his essay Jewish

Literature, in Ersch and Gruber's Allgem. EnfycL§ 2,

vol. xxvii. p. 875, makes the following statement : "The
influence of the Bible on gnomonics in particular is

shown in the following steps—(1. i Biblical precepts were
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used unchanged in meaning and expression, as senti-

ments or favorite sayings of particular persons.* (2.) Bib-

lical sentences, unchanged in form, were made by ex-

tending or contracting their contents into new expres-

sions of various truths, which had elsewhere been clothed

in known proverbs, so that these last were in some sense

deduced from the Bible. A wide field was thus opened

for the Midrash; and, finally, the words of the Bible

were made into proverbs with an entirely different sense.f

(3.) Lastly, Biblical phrases and ideas were used more or

less intentionally in newly formed sententia?,J and passed

into proverbial forms, as they are to be found in the old

Halachah (e. g. Peak, ii, 2).

1. As the ancient rabbins made the Bible their study

for years, we must not wonder when, in their colloquies,

they were able to quote a correct Biblical text. And
yet we must bear three things in mind, in order not to

have a misconception of the matter. To make this in-

telligible, we will quote the following examples:

(a.) The Talmudists sometimes erroneously attribute a
Biblical verse to another context. Thus we read in the

Talmud (Pesachim, fol. 109, col. 1), " It is every man's

duty to rejoice with his household on the feast, for itjs

written, 'And thou shalt rejoice in thy feast,'" Slfta©!

~5rt3 (Deut. xvi, 14, where reference is made to the

Feast of Tabernacles). The Tosaphoth on this passage,

however, reads, "And thou shalt rejoice, thou and thine

household" (^n^S^I rtPX TH-cr;). Now the original

reading was that as in the Tosaphoth, which is found

in Deut. xiv, 26, where the second tithe is spoken of.

The rabbins, however, thought that the reading alluded

to in the Tosaphoth is found in the section which treats

of the Feast of Tabernacles ; hence, when the editors

of the Talmud found out the mistake, they substituted

for the reading -mm nnx nnaci that of nnaiui

-pro.
(b.~) Sometimes sentences are quoted in the Talmud as

Biblical which are not/bund in the Bible. In Berakoth,

fol. 61, col. 1, in fine, we read: Bab Nachman said

Manoah was an ignorant man (V"lXtl 03.'), for it is

written, "He went after his wife" (Judg. xiii, 11). R.

Nachman, the son of Isaac, asked, should this not also

apply to Elkanah, for it is written, "And Elkanah went
after his wife;" and to Elisha, of whom the Scripture

says, "And he arose and followed her" (2 Kings iv,

30) ? He followed her, indeed ! Yes, but he followed

her words and advice, and so here likewise he (Mano-
ah) went after her words and counsel. The Tosaphoth
correctly remarks on what the Talmud says concerning

Elkanah: Xipan >=2 nt pi OS "pXO X!tt IBinE;

i. e. " It is an error, for this verse is not found in the

whole Scripture."

* To illustrate Steinschneider's statement, we give the
following example. In the Talmud (Sidda, fol. 51, col. 2)

it was said in the school of R. Ishmael, "He will magnify
the law and make it honorable" (Isa. xlii, 41).

t Iu the Talmud (Sabbath, fol. 10, col. 1) the question
was raised, how long the judges were obliged to sit at
court. R. Sheshel answered, " Until mid-day." To which
R. Chama said, "Where do you find this in the Script-

ure?" The answer was, "It is said, 'Woe to thee, O
land, when thy king is a child, and thy princes eat in the
morning' (Eccles. x, 10)." R. Jeremiah once engaged
himself with R. Sera in the law. When the time for the
evening prayer had already advanced, R. Jeremiah be-
took himself quickly to read it. To this R. Sera applied
the passage (Prov. xxviii,9), "He that tnrneth away his
ear from hearing the law, even his prayer shall he abom-
ination" (Sabbath, fol. 1!>, col. 1). Of R. Tarphon it is said
that when some one told him something intellectual, he

used to say msi *fifi£D, "A knop and a flower in one

branch" (Exod. xxv, 33) ; but when the tale was not ac-
cording to his taste, he used the words (Gen. xlii, 39),
"My son shall uot go down with you" (Bercshith liabba,
cb. xci).

* E. g. "painSln 013 -p^S hniU "OD, i.e. "He al-

ready drank for thee the cup of consolation" (Bercshith
Rabba, fol. 20, etc.) : i. e. to be comforted over something.
The phrase "cup of consolation" is found in Jer. xvi, 7.

Ibid. fol. 55, col. 2, in fine, we read :
'• It is said in the

name of B. Banah, once I had a dream, and I went to
all [interpreters of dreams—the passage having refer-

ence to the twenty-four interpreters of dreams said to

I have been at Jerusalem], and the interpretation of the
one was different from that of the other, but all were
fulfilled, to fulfil what is said : All dreams go after the
interpretation. But is this a verse of the Scripture?
Yes, and according to R. Eliezer, who said, Whence do
we know that all dreams go after the interpretation?
For it is said, 'And it came to pass as he interpreted'

(Gen. xli, 13)."

In the Talmud (Pesachim, fol. 56, col. 1) it is said

that Jacob, before his death, cited the words BD "1113

151 nbrjb imsba nin=; i. e. "blessed be the glori-

ous name of his kingdom for ever and ever." But such
a quotation is nowhere found in the Scriptures.

In Yoma, fol. 85, col. 2, and Berakoth, fol. 62, col. 2,

we read that the Scripture says, "If any one wants

to kill you, kill him first" (liinb DS'tfn -pinb K2),

but such a passage is nowhere found. Oftentimes quo-
tations are made from Ecclesiasticus, and are introduced

by the phrases generally applied to scriptural passages,

as in Niddah, fol. 16, col. 2 pTClb) ; Berakoth, fol. 48,

col. 1 (^rcl) ; Erubin, fol. 65, col. 1 (1aX3TB)j Baba

Kama, fol. 92, col. 2 (DiJOniS llStt}, Judg. xi, 3;

fTlina WQ lit im, Gen. xxviii, 9; fc&llBa'l

^OinrS, Ecclus. xiii, 20). As these passages are al-

ready enumerated in this Cydopcedia, we can only refer

to the art. Ecclesiasticus (vol. iii, p. 44, a).

(c.) Bib/iced phrases are here and there changedfor
the sake of brevity. In Erubin, fol. 31, col. 2 (Berakoth,
fol. 27, col. 2; Kiddushin, fol. 54, col. 1), those things
are mentioned which may be used for the Erub (i. e.

the ceremony of extending the Sabbath boundary).
But to prove those things which may not be used, the

phrase is lb Dpi C]OD«1 "jPOl. But these four words

are nowhere found in this connection together.

Sometimes some verses are contracted into one, as

Deut. xi, 5 and 6, in Rosh ha-Shana, fol. 4, col. 2 ; Prov.
xix, 17 and 14, 31, in Berakoth, fol. 18, col. 1; Ezek.
xv, 4, and Jer. xxxvi, 22, in Sabbath, fol. 20, col. 1;
Lev. xiv, 39 and 44, in Maccoth, fol. 13, col. 2 ; Lev. xix,

13, and v, 23; ibid. fol. 16, col. 1. The same is often

the case in the New Test., e. g. Matt, xxi, 5, where Isa.

lxii, 2 and Zech. ix, 9 are connected ; Isa. vi, 9 and 10

in Mark i, 11 ; Isa. xl, 6, 7, and lii, 10, in Luke iii, 4, 5,

6; Exod. xvi, 14, 15; Numb, xi, 7; Psa. lxxviii, 24 in

John vi, 31, 49, etc.

2. Having thus shown the mode of quotations, we
will now give a list of passages which are read other-

wise in the Talmud than in our Bible :

A. Passages quoted in the Mishna.

1. Lev. xxv, 36, WXa npn~?X; Baba Metsia, ch. v,

§ 11, Uaa.
2. Numb, xxviii, 2, Cnbx maXl ; Taanith, ch. iv, § 2,

ombx.
3. Numb, xxxii, 22, 0"ip3 Cn^fTl ; Shekalim, ch. iii,

§ 2, Q1lp3 [thus likewise in two MSS.].

4. Deut.xxiv,19, nurivxb; PeaA,ch.vi,§4,3ian-bn
[three times].

5. Josh, viii, 33, the words bXlia^SI to "lixb are

quoted Sotah, ch. vii, § 5, but instead of Cilaiiyi the

reading is lllBlffil [probably on account of the ante-

cedent T2pt1 and following l^EVOl ; the reading in

the Mishna is also marked by Michaelis, Bibl. Hebr. 1720,

ad loc, and so likewise in the Syriac, Chaldee, and Arabic
versions],

6. Isa. x, 13, intailB; Yadaim, ch. iv, § 4, ip.DV.3 [iu

the Bible (with the exception of our passage) FlO'J is

always read with the Samech].

7. Ezek. xlvi, 21, ^"IXpa MaiX ; Middoth, ch. ii, §5,

filSXpa ;'31X [probably ou account of the following
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rV'Sp" in v, 22; EE~X is the reading also of one

|

MS.:.

B. Am isix.14, rs-r- --" r-l'l' rx TEE."!; Yada-

im, ch. iv, 5 4. reada after
"""" >X~i E.""\

9. M;il. iii, 16, "ISO; Aboth, ch. iii, § 3, "ECE [which

.

,- seven MSS. and the Syr.].

23, x--:n rrbx CEb rb'ti *z:n n:n
;

/. ch.viii,§7, x^ajn lmba rx ==b r&ffl "::n

cviil, 27, -:"!N D^K; Berakoth, cb.vii, J :;.

ffln
1
' -".~i'~X [!"lISll is the reading of eleven MSS.].

12. Job i, i, x-,"n ieti nn xinn ickm mm
E^nbx; sotah, ch. v, 5 5, dv&x xi"1 "ie:-* :rr\x.

13. Prov. xxii, 2S, oblE; tt'a/f, ch. v, 5 6, C"'-*" [but

ch. vii, § 3, the reading is, as in the Bible, obi:.'].

14. 2 Chron. xxviii, U>, "a*"abn ; Sotah, ch. viii, § 1,

E'a-abn.
B. Passages quoted in the Gemara.

15. Gen. vii, S, mh'J i"l|!J1&$ i
Pexachim. fol. 3, col. 1,

rnnna njj-'x.-

L6. Gen. vii, 23, flona-IS B'JNB ; Berakoth, fol. CI,

col. 1, TS1.

17. Gen. xv, 2, in Berakoth, fol. 7, col. 2, we read: "R.
Joi ii. ni.iii -aiil.in the name ofR.Simeon ben-Yochai, from

the day when God created the world, no one called him

Lord CJ11S) until Abraham came and called him Lord, for

it is written (Gen. xv, 8), 'And he said, Lord God p3"lX

iTirP), whereby shall 1 know that I shall inherit it
?"'

[But'in xv, 2, we already read mm 121X 21-X 133X11.]

18. Gen. xxv, 6, nmaxb -I1ZJX D^lBJ^Bfl 133bl; in

the I- reshith Rabba, sect. Ixi. fol. 07, col. 4 (where the ques-

tion is whether Abraham had one or more concubines), it

is stated that the reading is E)E33b^E [one concubine.

This reading of the Midrash is followed by Rashi, who, in

his commentary on Gen. xxv, C, remarks, "The textual

reading is aa"b*£, defective, because Abraham had only

one concubine, namely, Hagar, who was identical with
Keturah." But this reading is contrary to the Masorah,

which distinctly remarks that the word EPEJjb^B occurs

twice entirely plene, that is, with the two Yods after the
two Chinks. The one instance is in Gen. xxvi, C, and the
other in Esth. ii, 14].

19. Gen. xxxv, is, ","£133 plene; in Sotah, fol. 30, col. 2,

where the passage in ch. xlix, 27, rpd* EXT '"2".Z, is

treated, we read that, with the exception of xlix, 27, the

word "pa^Sa is written
'
~2^iZ, defective. [From this

statement, it seems that at that time Gen. xxxv, 18; xlii,

4; xliii, 14, 16, 29; xlv, 12 was written *|1Q133.]

20. Exod. xii, ::, b$SiB? MS; in Pesaehim, fol. 6,

col. 2, bx-^- ":E r-V [so Sam., Sept., Syr., Vnlg., Tar-

gum; com p. our Horce samaritance on Exodus, in Bibli-

otheea Sacra, July, 1870, loc. cit. ; in the Talmud editions of

Prague, Vienna, and Warsaw, the word ^33 is omitted].

21. Exod. xii, 6, ft'ft ah'nb; Erakin, fol. 13, col. 2,

prx-n lainb.
'"'

"

22. Exod. xiii, 16, hStSl'a : Dent, vi, S, PlBBB ; xi, 18,

FlBBlB; in Menachoth, fol. 34, col. 2, we read, "The
snges propound, Rabbi Ishmael said in HBOIS? DBOUb
riBBlab, the four compartments [in the phylactery] arc

indicated.'' [To understand this, we will remark that the

word TE-- occurs only three times, as indicated above
;

in two instances it has no 1 (Dent, vi, S; xi, 18), and in

the third (Exod. xiii, 10) there is a 1 after the first -. i. e.

TZ'~"- . Inn i- R. Ishmael regards it as a dual, and
make- of the three words four, to obtain the four com-

phylacteries. But Chayim, in his Intro-
duction to Lhe Rabbinic Bible, tells us that "in the correct

codices, as well is in the Book of Crowns,* the reading is

rEE-b (Deut.vi.8; xl, 18) and fiBBloVl (Exod. xiii, ion,

but then- i- no * between the S and the ft
;
yet I myself

* The Book of Crowns ("pan ISO) is an ancient trea-

tise, containing Masoretical rules on the ornamental let-

ters. Ii bos lately been published, for the first time, by
Burges (Paris, 1800).

have seen that in the ancient Book of the Crowns, even

rE-'-5 in Dent, xi, Is is written with a", after the first 12."

The latter statement proves that our present reading is

correct.]

23. Exod. xxxi, 1, -12m* ; in Berakoth, fol. 55, col. 1,

-;x-\
•24. Lev. iv. 26, 30,34, M^g, defective; in Sanhedrin,to\.

4, col.l, we read that the school of Shammai read r":~p

ni3"»p r-:-p, while that of Billel, r:~- r:~p rvttnp

[i. e. once plene written ; the same is also -aid in Zeba-

chim, fol. 37, col. 2; comp. also the note in Michaelis, Biblia

Eebr. ad loc.].

25. Lev. x, 12, *;i" : Berakoth, fol. 01, col. 1, lOK"»l.

26. Lev. xv, 10, X'E"rv : Kidda, foL 33, col. 1, KBSrtl

rr:.
27. Lev. xviii, is. nyrr xb nrrx-bx rnSK}; Kid-

duehin, fol. 50, col. 2, xb nr-nx bx nrx x-p "_xn
npr.

2S. Numb, v, 19, Err xb EX: Git/ in, fol. 00, Yoma,

foi. 37, coi. 2, anr xb =x arr ex.

29. Numb, xviii, 10, iT-JSP EJ'Vmp'Q *~'~Z1 ; in the

Talmud seems once to have stood ~3""" after tt)*iH, at

leasi this is intimated in the Tosaphoth, or additional com-
mentary to the Talmud; Erakin, fol. 18, col. 2, where it

is stated im:x:iE xb^ r^ft fcflpB ~nx 131BBnl,i.e.
"We sought for this reading, bul could not find it."

30. Deut. vi, 7, S]3Sa2JEl1 ; Berakoth, fol. 2, col.l, ~j3Ea"3

[thus likewise the Samar. and Vulg.].

31. Deut. vi, 9, rVlt.TH ; Menachoth, fol. 34, col. 1, R. Melr

seems to have read WlTO.

32. Deut. vi, 20, fTQ to EirX ; Jerusalem Talmud, Pesa-

chim, ch.X, §4, i:r*X.

33. Dent, xxiii, 1, TEX C]33 ; Berakoth, fol. 21, col. 2,

-:= rx.

34. Deut. xxv, 7, 1723? HEX xb ; Yebamoth, fol. 10G,

col. 2, R. Ashai found it. Kahaua, who, being perplexed

about it, read ">a31 H3X xbl (with 1 conjunctive). In

correct codices, as is also evident from the Masorah, it is

read HEX xb [some Hebr. MSS., 1 Sam., the Syr., Ar.,

and Vulg. have xbl].

35. Josh, iii, 17 is quoted in Berakoth, fol. 54, col. 1,

but instead of mm T"iE '

(

',~Xn it reads ft'rr 7 -
X,

and for iljn bz ^ft "HEX IS the reading is ET ~iV

osn br.

36. Josh, x, 11, bx^r^ 13B53 ; Berakoth, fol. 54, col. 2,

bx~r- -:e -:e~
37. Josh, xiv, 7, 10. These two verses for the sake of

brevity are thus contracted (see No. l, c, above), Erakin,

fol. 13, col. i, nsia c^'E-x p abr n-:xp n (?) "bsa

rx bsnb ssia loipa n -tzv nr- -r-x nbra
_.......„.

gjap, p = .._, .- ;x nr ->. •— xn, i.e. "It is

said of Caleb, forty years old was I when Muses the ser-

vant of the Lord sent me from Kadesh-barnea to espy out

the land, and now I am this day fourscore and five years

old."

38. Josh, xvi, 6, rib'j r:xn ; Zebachim, fol. 118, col. 8,

Rabbi Abdini bar-Chasa said, the Scripture sa S, *lb*l

itb^EJ r:xr, to which the commentary remarks,

X-p-ca ITlKSa xb- r.-EE'n. i.e. "I have Bought

but not found it in the Scripture, but I found in Joshua

xvi, nb^r r:xr ":xr bax
39. Judg. xv, '.'(»; xvi, 31, where Samson is said to have

judged l-iai'l twenty years (xvi. 31). The Talm. Micros.

Sotah, fol. 17, "One passage reads, and be jndged Israel

forty years, and another thai be Jndged Israel twenty

years. R. Acha answered, From this we see that the

Philistines feared him twenty years after his death, just

as they did twenty years before it." ion this passage

K. Chayim, in bis preface to the Kabbinie Bible, in ikefl

the following interpretation: "To me it appears, how-
ever, that there is no difficulty in it ; for what the Talmud
-peak- about Samson refers to the Midrashlc interpreta-

tion, viz. 'Why is the verse, that he judged Israel twenty
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years, repeated twice ? R. Acba answered, From this we
see that the Philistines feared him (viz. Samson) twenty
years after his death, just as they did twenty years before
it, and this makes forty years.' Heuce the Talmud does
not say, Why is it written iu the text, 'he judged Israel

forty years?' but simply, 'he judged forty years,' that is,

accordiug to the Midrash. And now everything comes
out right when thou lookest into it." We may well sub-
scribe what Claudius Capellanus, in his Mare Rabbinicum
Infidum, p. 350, note, says, "Tarn insigne mendacium quod
decepit doctissimum Buxtorfium facile corruet vel sola

adductioue loci Talmudici." This much is certain, that in

the time of the Talmud, one codex at least had the read-

ing, judg. xv, naia D15531X.]

40. 1 Sam. ii, 24, Dll33>a ; in Sabbath, fol. 55, col. 2,

"is not the reading dl!3Sa ? Whereupon R. Hunnah
ben R. Joshua said the reading is d!33>a." [Rashi re-

marks that the reading of the most trustworthy codices

is d"*13Sa plene, i.e. with a Yod after the Resh.]

41. 2 Sam. iii, 35, ni!3nb ; Sanhedrin, fol. 20, col. 1, it is

written ni!3nb, but is read ni!3nb [a number of MSS.

read ni!3nb ; comp. also the Diets, of Kimchi, Lib. Rad.

s.v. ni3, and Menachen ben-Sarug, Lex. Rad. "13 and "13

(ed. Filipowski, Lond. 1854, p. 4S, 109)].

4r 2 Sam. xxiv. 15, 1p3Eia ^TOIS 131 tV\F* )F\^

ISIS n?"l?1; Yoma, fol. 22, col. 2, 35'3 131 PI "jnil

isia ns> isi ip3ii ",a.

43. 2 Kings xvii, 31, TI133 ; Sanhedrin, fol. C3, col. 2,

*n33 [D. Kimchi also asserts to have seen the Nun Cj)

final, instead of the "j majuscular, as written now].

44. 2 Kings xxiii, 17 ; in Erakin, fol. 33, col. 1, the whole

verse is quoted with the exception of 1111BS TUX nbxn.
45. Isa. xxxviii, 16, 1311(1111

; Berakoth, fol. 55, col. 1,

Trinni.
46. Isa. xlii, 5, dilia'l31 ; Bereshith Rabba, sect, xii,

fol. 15, 3, dnidl*31 [i. e. leaders].

4T. Isa. lviii, 7, d|"nn xb ; Jerusalem Talmud, Kethu-

both, ch. xi, § 3, D5Snh bx.

4S. Ezek.xl,4S; xlvii.l; Erubin, fol.2,co1.1,bx 31H31
Pl^lil dblX nns ; but such a passage is not to be found

iu the Scriptures. [Tosaphoth remarks on this passage,

"Such a passage is nowhere to be found, but we find

written (xl, 4S) J"P3ri 3blX and rV?3!l nn3 (xlvii, 1)."]

49. Ezek. xliv, 9, is quoted Moed Katon, fol. 5, col. 1, but

with the addition I3mi!jb after HUlpa.

50. Hos. iv, 11, SJiini plene; Yoma, fol. 76, col. 2, it is

written WIT! and read fflllTl.

51. Amos iv, 6, IplM 13X 351 ; Nidda, fol. 65, col. 1,

inna 1338 da.

52. Amos viii, 11, flll-p 1131 nx ; Sabbath, fol. 13S,

col. 2, !"!1PP 131 nx [^131 is found iu the ed. princeps,

but later editions, Kimchi, Aben-Ezra, Sept., Syriac, Vulg.,

Targum, read 131].

53. Amos ix, 11, ni313 nx 1)Fl3ttJ1 ; Berakoth, fol. 2S,

col. 1 (ed. princeps), ni3'J nx aiffla 15311. [Later ed.

reads as in our text of the Bible.]

54. Micah iv, 2, di'lS ; 'Berakoth, fol. 55, col. 2, di"35J.

55. Zech. xii, 10, ibx ; Suklta, fol. 52, col. 1, libx [forty

codices have libx, and so many Jewish commentators].

56. Mai. i, 2, 3p5?i ibi"!X3 ; many editions of the

Talmud have ipbX3 for ibnxa, but this is of no im-

portance, since the ed. princeps, Sanhedrin, fol. 62, col. 1,

only quotes the first part of the verse till 0313*1 15*.

57. Psa. v, 5, rpai xb nnx rri psn'bx xb 13

551 ; Chagiga, fol. 12, col. 2, xb, ilPlX S1ZJ1 pEtl'bx xb

551 ?|1!|aa3 lia\ But this does not stand in the Bible

as Tosaphoth already remarked, Xlpa i"1T "pX.

5S. Psa. xvi, 10, 7|il hdn ; Erubin, fol. 19, col. 1 ; Yoma,

fol. 87, col. 1 (in five eds. of the Talmud) read "liDH [so

likewise Sept., Syriac, Vulg., Jerome].

59. Psa. ivi, ii, bbnx ninia 131 bbnx dinbxs

131; Berakoth, fol. 60, col. 1, 131 bbllX mni3
ninbx3.

00. Psa. lxviii,21, niXijin piab; Berakoth, fol. 8, col.

i, niabi.

61. Psa. xcv, 5, 51121 lili ni33i1 ; Kethuboth, fol. 5,

col. 1, 112J1 3iD3m 31PD 111.

62. Psa.xcvii,7, 5iinnnjp; Jerusalem Talmud, Eduyoth,

fol. 44, col. 1, llnniai [comp. Epistle to the Hebrews, i, 6,

Kpocnivvyiaiijiaaav, k.t.A.].

63. Psa. exxvii, 5, ipSOXTX; Kiddtishin, fol. 30, col.

2, without HX.
64. Psa. exxxix, 5, I153B3 ; Chagiga, fol. 12, col. 1, "IE3.

65. Prov. viii, 13, 3?1 nX3b ; Pcsachim, fol. 113, col. 2,

551 1X3VJ.

66. Prov. xi, 17, 1DH ttJIX ; Taanith, fol. 11, col. 2, 11)18

lion.

67. Prov. xv, 1, 3112J1 ; Berakoth, fol. 17, col. 2, 31\BS.

6S. Job ii, 8, liapilb ; Midrash Bereshith Rabba, sect.

lxiv (towards the end), l^arilb.

69. Job xiii, 4, bbx ; Chullin, fol. 121, col. 1, bibx.

70. Job xiv, 6, tlP55~i3 ; Jerusalem Talmud, Berakoth,

ch. v, §1, nnx 13.

71. Job xxxvi, 5, DXpi xbl 1133 bx-jri; Berakoth,

fol. S, col. 2, dn DXai Xb 1133 bx ^n, without the Vav
before xb. [It may be that the Talmud confounds this

passage with Job viii, 20, nn-DXpi xb bx-j!l.]

72. Job xxxvi, 11, 5|b3i ; Sanhedrin, fol. 10S, col. 1, lbd\

73. Ruth iii, 15, I3n ; Midrash Ruth, ad loc. n3n
31ns.

74. Eccles. ix, 14, Qibiia filll'SB ; Nedarim, fol. 32,

coi. 2, diaini diiixa.

75. Eccles. ix, 15, d3n ; Nedarim, fol. 32, col. 2, d3m.
76. Eccles. x, 5, X3J*13J ; Kethuboth, fol. 62, col. 2 ; Moed

Katon, fol. IS, col. 1 ;

T
Baba Mezia, fol. 6S, col. 1, KUII'D.

77. Dan. ii, 29, Berakoth, fol. 55, col. 2, where for nn3X,
{1311351, Ipbo is written -311551, lpibd, n3X.

7S. Dan. iv, 14, "p^lp iaXa>] ; Pesachim, fol. 33, col.

1 ; Sanhedrin, fol. 3S, col. 2, 'pEJllp laX£31 [some cod-

ices have also 15CX33 1
].

79. Dan. vi, IS, ninpm ; Nidda, fol. 69, col. 2,

nixn.im.
80. Dan. x, 13, Dll&il 1I1X ; Berakoth, fol. 4, col. 2,

diion }-q inx.
SI. Ezra iv, 3, ISipbxb ni3 n'"33b ; Erakin, fol. 5,

coi. 2, isinbx ni3 nx niasb.

82. Neh.iv,16, n3Xb^ di'sJll lafija nbibll; Megil-

!«/t , foi. 20, coi. 2, imxbab ciim laioab nbibn
: but

in Berakoth, fol. 2, col. 2, nsxb'S and lattJa are extant.

53. Neh.viii,8, dinbxn niinS 12S3; Nedarim, fol.

37, coi. 2, dinbxn m-n isod [nun, so likewise the

Sept., Vulg., Syr.].

54. Neh. viii, S, di.lbxn, ibid, dinbx ; but iu Megillah,

foi. 3, coi. 1, Dinbxn.

85. Neh. viii, 15, nb"b ; Sukka, fol. 37, col. 1, SlfejSp,

86. Neh. viii, 17, bnt?n~b3 Sj'lOS?] ; Erakin, fol. 32, col.

2, nbian 133 llBSJil
i
for 5'ld.i read 5"Jini, ibid.

87. 1 Chron in.. 17, "'33 bxip^> p l&X h.l|)31 i lC^

Sanhedrin, fol. ST/.coL 2, bxinblU 133 11QX ni33i 133

133.

8S. 1 Chron. iv, 10, ilSla fllipSI 15255 Tjll rtnljll
;

Tcmurah, fol. 16, col. 1, insla ni!3551 11^55 111.

89. 1 Chron. v, 24, I5't3i1 13551 ; Baba Bathra, fol. 123,

coi. 2, isiaii isn.
90. 1 Chron. xvi, 5, Slattia ; Erakin, fol. 13, col. 2,

5'iairnb.
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, 'tzzz • Berakoth, fol. 7, col. 2,

d'-hk lasijatt r-frx-bs; *wa.

fol. 64, col. i, diik nais nbx b=.

KAAMAII

91. 1 Chron. xvii

imbrb.
92. l Chron. xxvi,

93. 1 Chron. xxvi, 24, l"IUJT3""|2; Baba Bathra, fol. 110,

col. i, rr::-: '-.

94. i Chron. xxvii, 84, WJia""jS J^T"1?' Berakoth,

fol. 3, coi. 2, j-nim p lrnai

95. 2 Chron. xxxi, 13,
"""-:•"

: Sanhedrin, fol. 103,

coi. i, lb -inm -nbx r~:.— --m ^x-a.

96. Iu fine, we will quote the following interesting pas-

sage. Iu the Jerusalem Talmud, Taatiith, fol. GS, col. 1,

the following: "Three codices [of the Pentateuch]

were found in the court of the Temple, one of which had

the reading "pSO, the other 1EMBST, and the third dif-

fered in the number of passages wherein X"!~l is read

with a Yod; thus in the one codex it was written "p50,

dwelling [Dent xxxiii, 27], while the other two codices

had (13*15/0 : the reading of the two was therefore de-

clared valid, whereas that of the one was invalid. In the

second codex, again, ^BIOSJI was found [in Exod. xxiv,

11], while the other two codices had ^^"rX; the read-

in:' in which the two codices agreed was declared valid,

and that of the one invalid. In the third codex, again,

there were only nine passages which had JOn written

with a Yod [as it is generally written X1!~l, with a Vav],

whereas the other two had eleven passages
; the readings

of the two were declared valid, and those of the oue in-

valid."

3. The different passages which we have presented

here, and which might be yet increased to a great ex-

tent, do not justify us id presuming that the readings

found in the Talmud were those of the Old-Testament
codices of that time, and much less in the presumption
that the readings of the Talmud are to be preferred to

those of our text, for the following reasons: l.We have
not as yet a critical edition of the Talmud; 2. The
formulas -p xbx -p xnpr bat, i. e. " read not so. hut

so," and mioab ex iaii snpab nx an, i.e. "there

is a solid root for the reading of the text, and there is a

solid rool for the traditional pronunciation." already in-

dicate that these variations arose partly for the sake of

allegory, partly for exegetieal purposes. Thus Richard
Simon, Disquisit. i 'rit, </< I 'ariis Bibl. Edit. cap. iii. p. 17,

remarks on the formula ~- xbx ~; X~pr bx.-Cavcu-

dumest, neistaloquendi formulaquam frequenterin Tal-

mudeusurpantm legos sic sed sic &d lectionumvarietatem
trahatur. Lusus enim est. allegoricus illis doctoribus

admodum familiaris qui servata dictionum ut italoquar
substantia diversos unius ejusdemque voeis iegendae
modos pucriliter comminiscuntur." To illustrate this,

the following may suffice. Isa. liv. 13, we read, "thy
sons," ~^3, but in Berakoth, fol. 64, we read. • Do not

read -—.z 'thysons,'hul -|-:2 'thy builders, thy wise,'

whereby it should be proved thai 'the wise build the

peace in the world.'" Sanhedrin, foL37,col. 1. the won!

TV'W3> " his raiment." in < leu. xxvii, 27, is read I^ISSlj

"in- perfidious," to prove thereby the perfidy of .lose

ben-Joe'ser's nephew, (for more such examples the

reader i- referred to <;. Surenhusius B«'j8\oc pcaraX-

\ayi)c, p. 59 sip [Amst. 1713].) As to the second

formula. '"= =X BJ1, Buxtorf (./'• Punct Antiq. p. 96,

103-110) makes the following correct remark: I'.-us

vero hujus axiomatis Talmudici hie est. Cum de re

sen qua-stione aliqua disputant ae iu diversas sententias

abeunt, Baepe accidit ut uterque dissentientium funda-

mentum suum in uno eodemque Script une loco, imo et

in eadem voce ponat : unus sc. in communi et recepta

lectione, alter in lectione mystica et allegorica, eadem
ilia voce Bed aliis vocalibus animata vel aliter explicata.

Trior dieit : est mater lectionis, q.d.: mea Bententia in-

nititur communi et receptee lectioni, cum punctis et

vocalibus propriis, sensui literati. Alter dieit : est mater

lectionis, b. e. ego meam sententiam elicio et clue,, ex

sensu mystico et lectione vel expositione aliqua per tra-

ditionem accepta, qua didici, bane rocem pro infinita

fecunditate legia sic quoque posse legi el explicari."

To illustrate this, the following may suffice: In Exod
\ii. !•', we read concerning the Passover, " In one house

shall it be eaten." t;X". Hut in the Talmud. Pesachim,

fol. 86, col. 2. two inferences are deduced from this pas-

sage. R. Jehudah maintains that the man who par-

takes of the Passover, /A must eat it (bs&O) in one

place ("inx r.^S^), but that the Passover itselfmay be

divided, ami a part of it maj he eaten by another com-

pany in another place; basing bis argument upon the

rVHIOO, viz. bzX"\ he must < at it at on plac< . Where-

as K. Simeon maintains that the Passover itself must

be eaten ('"X*
I
in one place (IfiX r"2'. and cannot

be divided between two different companies in different

places, though the man himself, after having eaten bis

Passover at home, may go to another place and partake

of another company's Passover; basing bis argument

upon the X~~ -. viz. bzx". it must >>, , at( n vn i

To the same category belongs the rule that C""2'w

(Lev. xii, 5) is to be read C -;"-"!1

. two weeks, and not

D^Saiij, seventy days; and that nbrO (Lev. xxiii. 19)

is to be pronounced Sbna, in th mill:, and ii"t ~~". in

//,, fat,

1. Literature.— Compare Pesaro, Aaron di, r"i-T
"pHX; 'pnsrV-S (Frankf. ad Yiadr. fol.). which also

gives all the passages found in the Midrashim and So-

har; Surenhusius Bi/3\oc KaraXXayrjc (Amsterd. 1713);

Weisse,in Bechinath ha-Olam (ed. Stern,Vienna, 1847),

praef. p. xix adn.; Fromman, Opuscula Philologica, i,l-

46; Schorr, in Ue-chalut (Lemberg), i, 97 116; ii,56;

Geiger, in Judische Zeitschrift, iv (1866), p. 13, 99 sq.,

L65 171: s. Rosenfeld, hlinn "n -fz (Vilnai,

1866); Buxtorf filius, Anticritica, pr, ii. cap. xxi. p.

sos; Strack, Prolegomena Critica (Lips. 1873), p. 59

sq. (Ii. 1'.)

Quotidian (secta chori), payment for duties per-

formed in choir and personal attendance at divine ser-

vice. The prsesentiarius paid it in foreign cathedrals.

Quotidiana Oratio (daily prayer) is the name
sometimes applied to the Lord's Prayer on account of

its daily use by Christians. See LOBD'S PbAI i R,

Qwanti, the god of war among the Chin, -,
. Mag-

nificeut processions are held in honor of this deity.

—

Gardner, Faiths oftht World, > \.

R,

Raa, on,' of the principal deities of the Polynesians,
or South-Sea [slanders. The third order id' divinities

Consisted of the descendants of l.'aa.

These were numerous and varied in their character,

some being gods of war and others of medicine.—Gard-
n, r, / aiths of tin World, s.v.

Raah. See Gledi .

Ra'amah [some Raa'mah] (Heb. Ramah', rr::"?;

onci Rama', &M33>^ [1 Chron. i, 9], a shuddering, hence

a horse's miiif. as in .lob xxxix. 1'."; Sept. 'Pr/fia, but

'Pajujua |
v. r. 'I'rry/io j

in Ezek. xxvii, 22; Vulg.Regma

and Reetna), the fourth bod of Cush, and the father of

Sheba and Dedan (Gen. \. 7 ; l Chron. i. 9), B.C. post

2513. It appears that the descendants <>i i 'u>b colonized

a large part of the interior "I Africa, entering that great

continent probably by the strait of Uab-cl-Mandeb. A
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section of the family, however, under their immediate

progenitor, Raamah, settled along the eastern shores of

the Arabian peninsula. There they founded nations

which afterwards became celebrated, taking their names
from Raamah's two sons, Sheba and Dedan. See Cusii;

Though Sheba and Dedan became nations of greater

importance and notoriety, yet the name Raamah did

not wholly disappear from ancient history. Ezekiel, in

enumerating the distinguished traders in the marts of

Tyre, says, "The merchants of Sheba and Raamah, they

were thy merchants: they occupied in thy fairs with

chief of all spices, and with all precious stones, and gold"

(xxvii, 22). The eastern provinces ofArabia were famed

in all ages for their spices. The position ofSheba (q. v.)

is well known, and Raamah must have been near it.

There can be little doubt that in the classical name
Regma (Pey/<a of Ptolemy, vi, 7, and 'Pf/yjua of Steph.

Byzantium), which is identical with the Sept. equiva-

lent for Raamah, we have a memorial of the Old-Test.

patriarch and of the country he colonized. The town

of Regma was situated on the Arabian shore of the Per-

sian Gulf, on the northern side of the long promontory

which separates it from the ocean. It is interesting to

note that on the southern side of the promontory, a few

miles distant, was the town called Dadena, evidently

identical with Dedan (q. v.). Around Regma Ptolemy

locates an Arab tribe of the Anariti (Geog. vi, 7). Pliny

appears to call them Epimaranitse (vi, 26), which, ac-

cording to Forster (Geog. of Arabia, i, (54), is just an

anagrammatic form of Ramanitce, the descendants of

Raamah—an opinion not improbable. Forster traces

the migrations of the nation from Regma along the

eastern shores of Arabia to the mountains of Yemen,
where he finds them in conjunction with the family of

Sheba (ibid. p. 60-71). There the mention of the Rha-
manitcB tribe by Strabo, in connection with the expedi-

tion of Gallus (xvi, p. 781), seems to corroborate the

view of Forster. Of Sheba, the other son of Raamah,
there has been found a trace in a ruined city so named
(Sheba) on the island of Awal (Marasid, s. v.), belong-

ing to the province ofArabia called El-Bahreyn, on the

shores of the gulf. See Sheba. Be this as it may,
however, there can be no doubt that the original settle-

ments of the descendants of Raamah were upon the

south -western shores of the Persian gulf. Probably,

like most of their brethren, while retaining a permanent

nucleus, they wandered with their flocks, herds, and
merchandise far and wide over Arabia. For the differ-

ent views entertained regarding Raamah, see Bochart

(Phaleg. iv, 5) and Michaelis (Spicileg. i, 193).—Kitto.

The town mentioned by Niebuhr called Reymeh (Descr.

(Je I'A rabie) cannot, on etymological grounds, be con-

nected with Raamah, as it wants an equivalent for the

5> ; nor can we suppose that it is to be probably traced

three days' journey from San'a, the capital of Yemen.
—Smith.

Raami'ah (Heb. Raamyah', fP"^"?, thunder of
Jehovah; Sept. 'PttX/za [v. r. Naafiin]), one of the

chief Israelites who returned from exile with Zerub-

babel (Neh. vii, 7), B.C. 445. In the parallel list ( Ezra

ii, 2) he is called Reelaiah, and the Greek equivalent

of the name in the Sept. of Nehemiah appears to have
arisen from a confusion of the two readings, unless, as

Burriugton (Geneal. ii, 08) suggests, 'l
y
teX/.ia is an error

of the copyist fur 'VttXaia, the uncial letters ai having
been mistaken for m. In 1 Esdr. v, 2 the name ap-

pears as Reesaias.—Smith.

Raam'ses (Exod. i, 10). See Rameses.

Rab. See Rabbi; Rabbinism.

Rab, properly Abba Arikha, a noted Jewish teacher,

was born at Kaphri, a small place between Sura and
Nehardea, in Babylon, about A.D. 170. In early life

he went in quest of knowledge into Palestine, and be-

came one of the most favorite scholars of Jehudah the

Holy (q.v.). On his return to the East he labored,

some say for thirty years (between A.D. 188 and 219)j
at Nehardea as meturgeman, or amora, under Shila and
Samuel; and at the close of that relationship, he entered

upon the higher sphere of school rector and judge at

Sura (or Sora), where he exercised those offices till the

end of his life. "In this college, which was called Be-

Rab (H^3), being an abbreviation of Beth-Rab (S";ni2),

the school ofRab, the disciples assembled two months in

the year—viz. Adar and Elul—'m autumn and spring,

for which they were denominated Yarche Kallah ppll?
1-&3), the months of assembly ; and into it all the people

were admitted a whole week before each principal fes-

tival, when this distinguished luminary delivered ex-
pository lectures for the benefit of the nation at large.

So eager were the people to hear him, and so great were
the crowds, that many could find no house accommoda-
tion, and were obliged to take up their abode in the open
air on the banks of the Sora River (Succa, 20 a). These

festival discourses were denominated riffle ("^"i), and

during the time in which they were delivered all courts

of justice were closed (Baba Kama, 113 a)." After hold-

ing the presidency for about twenty-eight years, Rab
died in A.D. 247, lamented by the whole nation. The
esteem in which he was held during his lifetime is best

expressed in the title " Rab," i. e. teacher, by which they
called him, just as Jehudah the Holy was called "Rabbi"
or "Rabbenu" in Palestine. One of Rab's main works
was the systematic exposition of the Mishna (q. v.), a
copy of which, as revised and somewhat amended by
Rab himself, in his later years, he had brought from
Palestine. This second recension of the Mishna be-

came the authorized or canonical form of that work,
and, under the Aramaic name of Mainita de Bi-L'ab,
" the Mishna of the School of Rab," constituted the text

of the Babylonian Talmud. But, besides his labors as

an oral expositor on the Mishna, Rab was the author of

two important works which greatly contributed to the

advancement of Biblical exegesis. These were, Siphra

or Sijihra de Be-Rab, " the Book of the School of Rab"

(3"l'1-1 K120), a Midrash on Leviticus; and Siphre

or Siphre de Be-Rab p"l h21 "H£5), a similar com-

mentary on Numbers and Deuteronomy. These works

have, indeed, been sometimes attributed to other au-
thors, but the greatest weight of authority assigns them
to the doctor of Sura. An analysis of these works is

given in the article Midkash, where also some of the

editions are mentioned. The best edition of the Siphra
is that of M. L. Malbim, with the commentary llatora

r< hamitzra (Bucharest, 1800), and that of Weiss (Vienna,

1862) ; tin 1 Siphre has been best edited by M.Friedmann
(ibid. 1804). Rab also enriched the present Seder Tephi-

loth, or Ora\ r of Common Prayers, and some of the finest

prayers and thanksgivings are the production of his pen.

See Gratz, Gesck. d, Juden, iv, 214, 232, 279, 289, 293;
Fiirst, Kultur- u. Literaturgeschichte der Juden in Asien,

p. 33 sq. ; id. Bibliofheca Judaica, iii, 1 25 sq. ; Etheridge,

Introduction to Hebrew Literature, p. 157 sq.; Ginsburg,

in Kitto, art. "Rab;" De Rossi, Dizionario degli Autori
Ebrei (Germ, transl. by Hamberger), p. 272 sq. ; Joel,

Etwas iiber die Biicher Sifra und Sifre (Breslau, 1873)

;

but above all, the excellent, monograph by Miihlfelder,

Rab: ein Lebensbild zur Geschichte des Talmud (Leips.

1871). (B.P.)

Rabad ("CXI), or Abraham Ibn-Daud, for which

the acrostic stands, a noted rabbi, was born at Toledo

about 1110, and died as a martyr 1180. He was one of

the most renowned Talmudists of his time, highly es-

teemed for his historical knowledge. He is the author

of the nba^tl O (The Successions of Tradition), written

in the form of annals, giving the history of the world

from Adam to his own time (1101), and showing the

uninterrupted chain of tradition to his day, against the

opinion of the Karaites, who denied all tradition. As a

supplement to this chronicle, Ibn-Daud wrote a succinct
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history of the Roman empire, from its foundation by

Romulus till the West Gothic king Reccared, entitled

Memoirs of th Events ofRorm C811 —Zi yz:.,.

and the History ofth* Jewish h'in;/.< during the Second

Tempi | -:r r"Z ;x--- -Zfz'^zn). These his-

tories were tirst published, together with 1 1 j
<

- Seder

Olam, in Mantua (1513), then in Venice (1545), and

Basle ' L580) ; the Sepher Ha-kabbalah by itself, with

i! Rabba and Sutta (Cracow, 1820), and

with a Latin translation by Gilbert Genebrard (Paris,

1572). He also wrote a work in Arabic, Akida Rqfina ;

in Hebrew, Emunah Ramah (ed-Weil, Frankfort-on-the-

Main, L857), on the elements of nature and tlnir capa-

bility of leading to elements of religious faith ; on these

elements of faith, and on the medicine for the soul in its

infirmities. He also wrote Astronomical Notices and

Replies to Abn-Alpharag on the section of the law named
the "Journeyings,"i.e. Numb, xxxiii, etc. See Flirst,

Bibl. Jud. i. 7 Bq.; (iriii/. Gesch. der Juden, vi, 176-

183, 212; Jost, Gesch. des Judenth. u. s. Sekten, ii, 425;

Dessauer, Gesch. der Juden, p. 295; Braunschweiger,

Gesch. der Juden in <!<n romanischen Staaten, p. 70 sq.;

Lindo, History of the Jews in Spain, p. 60; Finn, Se-

phardim, p, L93; Etheridge, Tntrod. to Hebrew Litera-

ture, p. 251; Ueberweg, History of Philosophy, i. 420,

127; (iuggcnheimer, Du ReJigionsphUosophie des JR.

Abr. ben-David ha-Li vi I
Augsburg, L860); Levita. M{ts-

soreth Jia-Massoreth (ed. Ginsburg, Lond. 1867), p. 108.

(13. P.)

Rabanus Maurus. See Rhabanus.

Rabardeau, Michel, a French Jesuit, was born at

Orleans in 1572. and became a member of the order in

1595. He had enjoyed the very best educational facil-

ities, and was therefore employed by the Society in its

schools, lie taught philosophy and moral theology,

and became successively rector of Bourges and of

Amiens. He died at Paris in 1649. He is celebrated

especially for his mastery of casuistry and his intimate

knowledge of the canon law. In the domain of the

latter he displayed his power in 104n, when Hersaul
the ( hratorian sought a schism in the Church of France

by his work Optati Galli de Cavendo Schismate, after

cardinal Richelieu had attempted the assumption of the

patriarchate. Rabardeau, in his Optatus Gallus /'• nigno

Manu Sectus (Paris, L641, 4to), defended the cardinal,

and tried to prove that such an assumption bore in it

no trace of a schism, as the patriarchates of Jerusalem

and Constantinople in nowise interfered with the power
of the Roman papacy and its supreme authority. Of
course, at Rome the book was displeasing, and was put

into the ///</<r. See Sotwell, Bibl, Scriptor. Xoc. Jesu.

—Hoefer, Nouv. />i<>;/. Generate, s. v.

Rabat is a linen neck-collar worn by ecclesiastics.

Rabaudy, Bernard de, a French theologian, was
bom in 1681, at Toulouse, of an ancient noble family.

At an early age he took the monastic vow with the Do-
minicans, and. al'ter having completed his education, he

taught at Limoges and in the University of Toulouse.

In 1706 he was nominated superintendent of the order

in France, and in 17 1
*

» was made successor to the gener-

al of the order in a professorship at Toulouse. He diet!

there Nov.3, 1731. He wrote, Exercitationes Theologica
(Toul. 171 !. 2 vols. 8vo), and Quassliones de Deo Una
(ibid. 1718, 8vo). See Echard, Bibl Script. Ord. Pra-
dicat. vol. ii. Hoefer, Nouv. Biog, Generate, a. v.

Rabaut, Paul, a French Protestant dn ine, who was
a martyr to the cause of true Christianity in France, was
bom at Be'darieux, mar Montpelier, in 1718. lie was
educated at tin- seminary in Lausanne for the holy office

of the ministry, ami became one of the "Preachers of

the Desert," among whom he soon ranked a- i i
r - 1 in

many respects. In L743 hi was made pastor of the Re-
formed Cburch at Nismes, and there became the leader
of French Protestantism. This was a time of persecu-

tion indeed. The government of Louis XV had taken

up anew the task of rooting out the heretical doctrines

which had flourished their banner in the face of the very
man who had given authority to his government by
saying •• I.', tut <'<.<! moi." In -pile of all opposition, and
in the face of a host of plotting enemies, Rabaut main-
tained his position, ami in 17s.", he was even emerited.

lint in 1793, when the great Revolution succeeded, he
was arrested as a traitor, and only gained bis freedom in

1794 by the reversal of the 9th Thermidor. lie died

shortly alter (Sept. 25, 1794). Rabaut took part in the

Reform National Synod of 1711. and was presiding offi-

cer Of that in 1763; ami although his heterodox views
on many important points made him a pronounced

Chiliast in doctrine and an Episcopalian in government,
he was yet so greatly revered for his fortitude, consist-

ency, frankness, and devotion to Protestantism that his

leadership was never rejected, hut always gladly ac-

cepted by the Huguenot successors. He was not a great

man. His education was moderate, his power in the

pulpit ordinary. It was hi- sterling qualities of charac-

ter that made him a leader in the [arael off ranee. His

eldest son, Paul, also called St. Etienne, who was born in

1743, and was both preacher and lawyer, distinguished

himself as a leader of the Revolution, to which both

he and his wife fell martyrs. Ii was his influence

that carried through the National Council religious

equality for all France. His novel Triompht d* VInto?

lerance (Lond. 1779; republished at Paris in 1820 and

1826 under the title /.« Vieux Cevenol) is important for

the history of French Protestantism. Another son (the

second), Antoine R.-1'ommier. who was horn Oct 24,

1711. was also a preacher, and likewise distinguished

himself in the Revolution. He finally entered the civil

service, but in 1815 he was obliged to quit France on
account of his having voted for the execution of Louis

XVI, and was only allowed to return in 1818. He died

at Paris in 1820. He published Amtuain Ecclesiastkpu .

a VUsagt des trois Seances sur /'. /,'. et les Prot. Fran-
caisau XYIIb Siecle (Lausanne, bs .'>!u. See New York

Nation, xviii, 2<'>7; L<<nA,<n Academy, Aug. 1, 1874, p.

119; Dc Felice. Hist, of the French Protestants, p. lit!.

451,462; Register, Studien u.Kritiken,1838 17: Smith.

Hist, oftht Huguenots; Bridel, Sketches ofPaul Rabaut
ini,l tin French Protestants of the 18th Century (transl.

from the French, with an Appendix containing portions

of Paul Rabaut's writings now first published [Lond.

L861, 12mo]). (J.II.W.)

Rab'bah (Heb. Rabbah', ft3^), the name of sever-

al ancient places both east and west of the Jordan, al-

though ii appears in this form in connection with only

two in the A. V. The root is rut,, meaning much, and
hence great, whether in size or importance (Gesenius,

Thesaur. p. 1254; Furst, Handworterb. ii. 347). The
word survives in Arabic as a common appellative, ami

is also in use as the name of places—e. g. Rabba, on the

east of the Dead Sea; Rabhah,B temple in the tribe of

Medshidj i Freytag, ii. 107 a); and perhaps also Rabat,

m Morocco. (In the following account we chiefly fol-

low that found in Smith. Dict.ofthe A'//,/., with addi-

tions from other sources. ) See I.' wan.

1. A very Strong place on the east of Jordan, which,

when ii- name is Urst introduced in the -acred records,

was the chief city of the Ammoiiit es. In five passages

(Deut, iii. 11 : 2 Sam. xii. 26; xvii. 27: Jer. xlix. 2;

Ezra xxi. 20) it is styled at length ~"2V "-. "??>

Rabbdth-bene-Amm6n, A. V. •• Rabbath of the Ammon-
ites," or " of the Children Of \mi I;" hilt elsewhere

(Josh. xiii. 2.">: 2 Sam. xi. 1 ; \ii. -_'7. 29; I Chron. xx.

l: Jer. xlix, 3; Ezraxxv, 5; Amos i, 14) simply "Rab-
bah." The Sept. generally has iv, •>'>,;>. but in Bome
MSS. occasionally 'Paj3d&, or r) 'Pa/3/3a. In Dent.

iii. 5 it is 7i, aKjoa rwv vi&v Auuwv in both MSS.
In Josh, xiii, 25 the Vat, has"Apa/3a // ianr Kara
irpoawTTov 'ApdS, where the tirst and last words of the

sentence seem to have changed places. Other various

readings likewise occur.
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Rabbah appears in the sacred records as the single

city of the Ammonites ; at least no other bears any dis-

tinctive name, a fact which contrasts strongly with the

abundant details of the city life of the Moabites.

Whether it was originally, as some conjecture, the Ham
of which the Zuzim were dispossessed by Chedorlaomer

(Gen. xiv, 5), will probably remain forever a conjecture.

The statement of Eusebius (Onomast. s. v. 'A^fiai') that

it was originally a city of the Rephaim implies that it

was the Ashteroth Karnaim of Gen. xiv. In agree-

ment with this is the fact that it was in later times

known as Astarte (Steph. Byz. quoted by Ritter, p.

1155). In this case, the dual ending of Karnaim may
point, as some have conjectured in Jerushalawre, to the

double nature of the city—a lower town and a citadel.

When first named it is in the hands of the Ammonites,

and is mentioned as containing the bedstead of the gi-

ant Og (Deut. iii, 11), possibly the trophy of some suc-

cessful war against the more ancient Rephaim. With
the people of Lot, their kinsmen the Israelites had no

quarrel, and Rabbath- of- the -children -of- Amnion re-

mained to all appearance unmolested during the first

period of the Israelitish occupation. It was not in-

cluded in the territory of the tribes east of Jordan ; the

border of Gad stops at "Aroer, which faces Rabbah"
(Josh, xiii, 25). The attacks of the Bene-Ammon on

Israel, however, brought these peaceful relations to

an end. Saul must have had occupation enough on

the west of Jordan in attacking and repelling the Phi-

listines and in pursuing David through the woods

and ravines of Judah to prevent his crossing the riv-

er, unless on such special occasions as the relief of

Jabesh. At any rate, we never hear of his having

penetrated so far in that direction as Rabbah. But
David's armies were often engaged against both Moab
and Amnion. His first Ammonitish campaign appears

to have occurred early in his reign. A part of the

army, under Abishai, was sent as far as Rabbah to keep

the Ammonites in check (2 Sam. x, 10, 14), but the

main force under Joab remained at Medeba (I Chron.

xix, 7). The following year was occupied in the great

expedition by David in person against the Syrians at

Helam, wherever that may have been (2 Sam. x, 15-

19). After their defeat the Ammonitish war was re-

sumed, and this time Rabbah was made the main point

of attack (xi, 1). Joab took the command, and was
followed by the whole of the army. The expedition

included Ephraim and Benjamin, as well as the king's

own tribe (ver. 11), the "king's slaves" (ver. 1, 17, 24),

probably David's immediate body-guard, and the thirty-

seven chief captains. Uriah was certainly there, and,

if a not improbable Jewish tradition may be adopted,

Ittai the Gittite was there also. See Ittai. The ark

accompanied the camp (ver. 11), the only time that we
hear of its doing so, except that memorable battle with

the Philistines, when its capture caused the death of

the high-priest. On a former occasion (Numb, xxxi,

6) the " holy things" only are specified—an expression

which hardly seems to include the ark. David alone,

to his cost, remained in Jerusalem. The country was
wasted, and the roving Ammonites were driven with all

their property (xii, 30) into their single stronghold, as

the Bedouin Kenites were driven from their tents in-

side the walls of Jerusalem when Judah was overrun

by the Chakkeans. See Rechabite. The siege must
have lasted nearhy, if not quite, two years ; since during

its progress David formed his connection with Bathshe-

ba, and the two children, that which died and Solomon,

were successively born. The sallies of the Ammonites
appear to have formed a main feature of the siege (2

Sam. xi, 17, etc.). At the end of that time Joab suc-

ceeded in capturing a portion of the place—the " city of

waters," that is, the lower town, so called from its con-

taining the perennial stream which rises in and still

flows through it. The fact (which seems undoubted)

that the source of the stream was within the lower city,

explains its having held out for so long. It was also

called the "royal city" (llZ'ib^Ztl "PS), perhaps from

its connection with Molech or Milcom—" the king"

—

more probably from its containing the palace of Hanun
and Nahash. But the citadel, which rises abruptly on

the north side of the lower town, a place of very great

strength, still remained to be taken, and the honor of

this capture, Joab (with that devotion to David which
runs like a bright thread through the dark web of his

character) insists on reserving for the king. "I have
fought," writes he to his uncle, then living at ease in

the harem at Jerusalem, in all the satisfaction of the

birth of Solomon—" I have fought against Rabbah, and
have taken the city of waters ; but the citadel still re-

mains : now, therefore, gather the rest of the people to-

gether and come; put yourself at the head of the whole
army, renew the assault against the citadel, take it, and
thus finish the siege which I have carried so far," and
then he ends with a rough banter (comp. 2 Sam. xix, 6)
—half jest, half earnest—" lest I take the city and in

future it go under my name." The waters of the lower

city once in the hands of the besiegers, the fate of the

citadel was certain, for that fortress possessed in itself

(as we learn from the invaluable notice of Josephus,

Ant. vii, 7, 5) but one well of limited supply, quite in-

adequate to the throng which crowded its walls. The
provisions also were at last exhausted, and shortly after

David's arrival the fortress was taken, and its inmates,

with a very great booty, and the idol of Molech, with
all its costly adornments, fell into the hands of David.

We are not told whether the city was demolished or

whether David was satisfied with the slaughter of its

inmates. In the time of Amos, two centuries and a

half later, it had again a " wall" and " palaces," and was
still the sanctuary of Molech—" the king" (Amos i, 14).

So it was also at the date of the invasion of Nebuchad-
nezzar (Jer. xlix, 2, 3), when its dependent towns

("daughters") are mentioned, and when it is named in

such terms as imply that it was of equal importance

with Jerusalem (Ezra xxi, 20). At Rabbah, no doubt
Baalis, king of the Bene-Ammon (Jer. xl, 14), held such

court as he could muster, and within its walls was plot-

ted the attack of Ishmael which cost Gedaliah his life

and drove Jeremiah into Egypt. The denunciations of

the prophets just named may have been fulfilled either

at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, or five years

afterwards, when the Assyrian armies overran the coun-

try east of Jordan on their road to Egypt (Josephus,

Ant. x, 9, 7). See Jerome, on Amos i, 41.

In the period between the Old and New Testaments,

Rabbath-Ammon appears to have been a place of much
importance and the scene of many contests. The nat-

ural advantages of position and water supply, which had
always distinguished it, still made it an important cita-

del by turns to each side during the contentions which
raged so long over the whole of the district. It lay

on the road between Heshbon and Bosra, and was the

last place at which a stock of water could be obtained

for the journey across the desert ; while', as it stood on
the confines of the richer and more civilized country,

it formed an important garrison station for repelling

the incursions of the wild tribes of the desert. From
Ptolemy Philadelphus (B.C. 285-247) it received the

name of Philadelphia (Jerome, on Ezra xxv, 1), and
under this name it is often mentioned by Greek and
Roman writers (Pliny, Hist. Nat. v, 16 ; Ptolemy, Geoff.

v, 15), by Josephus (War, i, 0, 3 ; i, 19. 5; ii, 18,*1), and
upon Roman coins (Eckhel, iii, 351 ; Mionnet, v, 335), as

a city of Arabia, Coele-Syria, or Decapolis. The district

either then or subsequently was called Philadelphene

(Josephus, War. iii, 3, 3), or Arabia Philadelphensis

(Epiphanius, in Ritter, Syrien, p. 1155). In B.C. 218 it

was taken from the then Ptolemy (Philopator) by An-
tiochus the Great, after a long and obstinate resistance

from the besieged in the citadel. A communication
with the spring in the lower town had been made since

(possibly in consequence of) David's siege, by a long
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say I. Among the ruins of an " immense tem-
ple" mi the citadel hill, Mr. Tipping saw some
prostrate columns live feel in diameter. lis

coins are extant, some bearing the figure of

Astarte, some the won! Herakleion, imply-
Lng a worship of Hercules, probably the con-
tinuation of that of Molecb or Blilcom. From
Stephanas of Byzantium we learn that it was
also called Astarte, doubtless from its contain-

ing a temple of thai goddess. Justin Martyr,
a native "f Shechem, writing about A.I >. 1 10,

speaks of the city as containing a multitude

Coin of Philadelphia, showing the Tent or Shrine of Ilerakles, the of Ammonites
I Dial, with Trypho), though ii

Greek equivalent of Molech. would probably not be safe to interpret this

too strictly.

Philadelphia became the seat of a Chris-

'!'. : AVT-K Ui'J Jlf 1M»VP
U IOM I'M I [A.V.C.
HI'AK 1. J

secret subterranean passage, and had not this been dis-

covered to Antiochus by a prisoner, the citadel might
have been enabled to hold out (Polybius, v, 17). Dur-

ing the struggle between Antiochus the Pious (Sidetes)

and Ptolemy, the son-in-law of Simon Maccabaeus (B.C.

cir. L34), il is mentioned as being governed by a tyrant

named Cotylas (Ant. xiii, 8, 1). Its ancient name,
though under a cloud, was still used; it is mentioned

by Polybius (v,71) under the hardly altered form of

Rabbatamana ('PajS/Sarauava). About B.C. 65 we
hear of it as in the hands of Aretas (one of the Arab
chiefs of that name i. who retired thither from Judaea

when menaced by Scaurus, Pompey's general (Josephus,

War, i. t">. :»). The Arabs probably held il till the year

B.C. 30, when they were attacked there by Herod the

Great. 15ut the account of Josephus ( War, i, 19. 5, G)

seems to imply that the city was not then inhabited.

and that although the citadel formed the main point of

the combat, yet that it was only occupied on the in-

stant. I be water communication above alluded to also

appears nol to have been then in existence, for the

people who occupied the citadel quickly surrendered

from thirst, and the whole affair was over in six days.

At the ( Christian sera Philadelphia formed the eastern
limit of the region of Persea (Josephus, War, iii.3,3). It

was of the cities of the Decapolis, and a- far down as

the lib century was esteemed oi fthe most remark-
able and strongest cities of the whole of Ccele-Syria
(Kusebius. (/wimas/.; Ainmianus Marc, in Kilter, p.

1157). lis magnificent theatre (said to be the largest

in Syria i. temples, odeon. mausoleum, and Other public

buildings were probably erected during the 2d and 3d
centuries, like those of Jerash, which they resemble in

style, though their scale and design are grander (Lind-

tian bishop, and was one of the nineteen sees

Of "PalffiStina tenia" which were subordinate to BoStTB
(Reland, PalassU p. 228). The church still remains -in
excellent preservation" with its lofty steeple (lord Lind-
say i. Some of the bishops appear to have signed un-
der the title of Bakatha; which Bakatha is by Epi-
phanius (himself a native of Palestine) mentioned in

such a manner as to imply that it was but another name
for Philadelphia, derived from an Arab tribe in whose
possession it was at thai time (A.D. cir. 100). Bui ibis

is doubtful (see Reland, PakesL p. 612; Ritter, p. 1157),

When the Moslems conquered Syria, they found the
city in ruins (Abulfeda in Ritter, p. 1158; and in note
to lord Lindsay); and in ruins remarkable for their ex-
tent and desolation even for Syria, the "laud of ruins."

it still remains. The ancient name has been preserved
among the natives of the country. Abulfeda calls it

Amman {Tab. Syr. p. 19), and by that name il is still

known. The prophet Ezekiel foretold thai Kabbah
should become "a stable for camels," and the country
"a couching-place for docks" (Ezek. xxv. 5). This has
been literally fulfilled, and I'.urckhardt actually found

that a party of Arabs had stabled their camels among
the ruins of Kabbah. Too much stress has. however,
been laid upon this minute point by Dr. Keith and
others {Evidence from Prophecy, p. 150). What the

prophet meant to say was that Amnion and its chief

city should be desolate; and he expressed il by refer-

ence to facts which would certainly occur in any for-

saken site in the borders of Arabia; and which are now
constantly occurring not in Kabbah only, but in main-
other places. Kabbah lies aboul twenty-two miles
from the Jordan at the eastern apex of a triangle, of

which Heshbon andes-Sall form respectively the south-

ern and northern points. It is about fourteen miles

THE RUINS OF

RABBATH -AMM0N
(PHILADELPHIA)

From de Saafari\faa& cnTerre Sainte.

from the former and twelve

from the latter, .brash is

due north, more than twen-

ty miles distant in a straight

line, and thirty-five by the

usual road (Lindsay, p.278).

It lies in a valley which is a

branch, or perhaps the main
course, of the Wady Zerka,

usually identified with the

Jabbok. The Moiet-Am-
man, or water of Amman, a

mere streamlet, rises within

the basin w hich contains the

ruins of the town. The
main vallej is a w inter tor-

rent, inn appears to be per-

ennial, and contains a quan-
tity oi fish, by one observer

said to be trout (see Burck-

hardt, p. 858; «i. Robinson,

ii. 171: "a perfect fish-pond,"

Tipping }. The Btream runs

from west to east, and north

of ii i- the citadel on ii- iso-

lated hill. The public build-
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ipproaching it from the South.

ings are said to be Roman, in general character like

those at Jerash, except the citadel, which is described

as of large square stones put together without cement,

and which is probably more ancient than the rest.

Among the ruins are chiefly noticeable a spacious

church, built with large stones, and having a steeple;

a temple, with part of the side walls and a niche in

the back wall remaining; a curved wall along the

water- side, with many niches, and in front of it a

row of large columns, four of which remain, though
without capitals; a high-arched bridge over the river,

still perfect, apparently the only one that had existed.

The citadel on the hill, a structure of immense strength,

and the theatre have been referred to above. The re-

mains of private houses scattered on both sides of the

stream are very extensive. They have been visited,

and described in more or less detail, by Burckhardt

{Syria, p. 357-360), Seetzen (Reisen, i, 396; iv, 212-

214), Irby (June 14), Buckingham (£. Syria, p. 68-82),

lord Lindsay (oth ed. p. 278-284), G. Robinson (ii, 172-

178), lord Claud Hamilton (in Keith, Evid. of Pro/,/,.

ch.vi), De Saulcy (Dead Sea, i.387 sq.), Tristram (Land

ofIsrael, p. 544 sq.), Porter (Handb.for Palest, p. 302),

Badeker (Palastina, p. 319). and the Rev. A. E. North-

ern, in the Quar. Stati ntu ut of the " Pal. Explor. Fund,"

April, 1872. p. 57 sq., where a plan is given.

2. (MS'in, with the definite article; Sept. Sw^/3a
v. r. 'Ap£/3/3a ; Vulg. Arebba) a city of Judah, named,
with Kirjath-jearim. in Josh, xv, 60 only. It lay

among the group of towns situated to the west of

Jerusalem, on the northern border of the tribe of Judah
(Keil, Comment, ad loc). It is probably only an epithet

for Jerusalem itself, which otherwise would not appear

in the list. See Judah [Tribe of).

3. In one passage (Josh, xi, 8) Zinox is mentioned
with the affix Rabbah

—

Zidon-rabbah. This is pre-

served in the margin of the A. V., though in the text it

is translated " great Zidon."

4. Although there is no trace of the fact in the Bible,

there can be little doubt that the name of Rabbah was
also attached in Biblical times to the chief city of

Moab. Its Biblical name is "Ar," but wre have the tes-

timony of Eusebius (Onomast. s. v. Moab) that in the

4th century it possessed the special title of Rabbath-
Moab, or, as it appears in the corrupted orthography of

Stephanus of Byzantium, the coins, and the Ecclesias-

tical Lists, Rabathmoba. Rahbathmoma, and Ralba or

VIII.—I i i

Robba ifoabitis (Reland, Pctlfst. p. 226. 957 ; Seetzen,

A', isen, iv, 227; Bitter, p. 1220). This name was for a
time displaced by Areopolis, in the same manner that

Rabbath-Ammon had been by Philadelphia : these, how-
ever, were but the names imposed by the temporary
masters of the country, and employed by them in their

official documents ; and when they passed away, the

original names, which had never lost their place in the

mouths of the common people, reappeared, and Rabba,

like Amman, still remains to testify to the ancient ap-

pellation. Rabba lies on the highlands at the south-

east quarter of the Dead Sea, between Kerak and Jibel

Shihan. Its nuns, which are unimportant, are de-

scribed by Burckhardt (July 15), Seetzen (Reisen, i,

411), De Saulcy (Jan. 18), and Porter (Handb.for Pal-
estine, p. 297 sq.). See An.

Rab'bath of the Children of Ammon, and of

the Ammonites. (The former is the more accurate,

the Hebrew being in both cases "(1523 "\!J3 "" ; Sept.

>'/ UKpa Tiov v'uuv 'A/J/.IWV, P«/3/3d$ viu>v 'Afifidiv ;

Vulg. Rabbath filiorum Amnion.) This is the full ap-

pellation of the place commonly given as Rabbah (q.v.).

It occurs only in Deut. iii, 11 and Ezek. xxi, 20. The
th is merely the Hebrew "construct state." or mode of

connecting a word ending in alt with one following it.

Comp. Gibeath; Kirjath; Ramath, etc.

Rabbenu Gershom, or, more properly, Rabbi
Gershom bex-Jehuda, the reputed founder of the

Franco-German Rabbinical school, in which the studies

of that of Babylonia were earnestly revived, was born

about 960, and died in 1028. He was called " The An-
cient," "The Light of the Exile," and was the founder

of monogamy and other " institutions" among the Jews,

which were for a long time disputed and rejected, and
himself was placed under ban for attempting to abro-

gate the Mosaic precept respecting the marriage of a
man with the childless wife of his deceased brother.

Gershom also wrote a commentary on the Talmud, and
some hymns and penitential prayers, which are extant

in the Machzor. For reasons unknown he went to

Mayence, where lie founded a college, which soon at-

tracted the youth of Germany and Italy. See Flirst,

Bibl. Jud. i, 328 ; De Rossi, Dizionario Storico (Germ,

transl.), p. 114; Griitz, Gesch. cler Juden (Leips. 1871),

v, 364 sq. ; Braunschweiger, Gesch. der Juden in den

romanischen Staaten, p. 32 sq. ; Jost, Gesch. d. Judenth.
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a. a. SJ.ini. ii. :>>': Dessauer, Gesch. d. Tsra

310; Etheridge, Tntrod. to Heb. Literature, p. 283 sq.;

Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 69; Zunz, Litera-

turgesch. </. synagogalen Poesie, p. 238; id. SynagogaJU

Poatie, p. 171 171: Delitzsch, Zar GescA. derjiid. Poe-

sie, p. 51, 156; Adams, ///.«/. <;/'///< ./etc*, i, 226; l'rau-

kel, Monatsschrift, L854, p. 230 sq. (B. P.)

Rabbemi Tam. See I a.m.

Rab'bi QPafifii,
"~

I, a title of honor given by the

their Learned nun. authorized teachers of the

law, and spiritual heads of the community, and which

in the New. Test is frequently given to Christ (In

the following article we mainly adopt thai given by

Ginsburg in Kin..'- Cyclopadia, with additions from

other soui

I. Different Forms, and tfu Signification of tin Title.

I be ti rni "~. Rabbi, is a form of the noun -~. ll<ih

(from -" to multiply, to become great, distinguished),

which in ilic Biblical Hebrew denotes agreat man; one

distinguished eitherfor age, position, Office, or skill (Job

xxxii, 9; Dan. i, 3; Prov. xxvi, 10) ; bul in the canon-
ical I ks il does not occur with this suilix. I; is in

post-Biblical Hebrew that this term is used as a title,

indicating sundry degrees by its several terminations for

those who arc distinguished for learning, who are the

authoritative teachers of the law, and who arc the ap-

pointed spiritual heads ofthe Jewish community. Thus,

for instance, the simple term ~"\ Bab, without any ter-

mination, and with or without the name of the person

following it, corresponds to our expression teacher, mas-
/ r, diSaoicaXog, and is the lowest degree; with the pro-

nominal suffix first person singular—viz. "Z~t, Rabbi,

'Pa/3/3«, my Rabbi (Matt. xxiii, 7. 8 ; xxvi, 25, 49; Mar!,

ix,5; si, 21 : \i\. 15; John i. 38, 19; iii. 2, 26; iv, 31
;

vi, 25; i\. 'J: \i. 8)—if is a higher degree; and with

the pronominal suffix first person plural—viz. )Z~}. Rab-

bdn, 'IV •> ->nr. our teacher, our master, in the Chaldee
form—it is the highesl degree, and was given to the pa-

triarchs '"X-r:) or the presidents of the Sanhedrim.

Gamaliel I. who was patriarch in Palestine A.I). :>()-."i0,

was the firsl thai obtained this extraordinary title, and
nol Sit i heii-Ilillel. as is erroneously affirmed by Light-
fool {Harmony of the Four Evangelists, John i. 38).
This is evident from the following Statement in the

Aruch ofR. Nathan (s. v. -"X): "We do nol find thai

the title Rabbon began Inf.. re the patriarchs rabbon
Gamaliel I. rabbon Simon his son (who perished in the

destruction of the second Temple), and rabbon Jochanan
ben-Zakkai, all of whom were presidents." Lightfoot's

mi-iake is all the more strange since he himself quotes

this passage elsewhere (comp. Hebrew and Talmudical

Exercitations, Man. xxiii, 7). "jan, however, which, as

we have said, is the noun yi, with the Chaldee pro-

nominal Buffix firsl person plural, is also used in Aramaic

as a noun absolute, the plural of which is "•:" and

c~:" (comp. Chaldee paraphrase on Psa. Ixxx, 11;

Ruth i. 2); pronominal suffix second person singular~"" (Song of Songs vi, I); pronominal snilix third

person plural yirT\331
i Psa. Ixxxiii, 12). Accordinglj

I
in Mark x. 51, which in John xx. h', is spelled

i '. i- i he equivalent of ''Z~;. Rabbani, my mas-
ter, giving the Syriac pronunciation to the Kamets un-
der i hey;. .-/,. As such ii is interpreted by the evangel-
ists

i Su anKaXoc, John i. 39; xx. 16; Man. xxiii. 8).

H. Origin and Dati of these Titles. Nathan ben-Je-
chiel (q. v.) tells ns. in his celebrated lexicon denomi-
nated Aruch (s.v. -"X. which was finished A.D. 1101,
that Mar Rab Ja 31 rira Gaon, and his son
llai. the co-Gaon

i
\.l». 999), for an explanation of the

origin and import ofthese different titles, and thai these
spiritual head- ol the Jewish community in Babylon re-

plied as follows: --The title Rab pi) is Babylonian,

and the title Rabbi (*G1 I is Palestinian.' I I

dent from the fact that some of the Tanaim and A -

raim are simply called by their names without any title

—e.g. Simon the Just, Antigonus of Soho, Jose ben-

Jochanan, Rab, Samuel, Abaje, and Rabba; some ofthem
hear the title Rabbi ("Ol) e. g. rabbi Akiba, rabbi Jose,

rabbi Simon, etc.; some oi them have the title Mar
"i e.g. m.'ir I'kha. mar Januka, etc.; some the title

oi Rab pi)—e.g. rah Hana, rab Jehudah, etc. ; while

some of them have the tide Rabbon <""> e.g.rabbon

Gamaliel, rabbon Jochanan ben-Zakkai, etc. The title

J'nbbi ("~ i i- thai of the Palestinian sages, who re-

ceived there of the Sanhedrim the laying-on of the

hands, in accordance with the laying-on of the hands

as transmitted in unbroken succession by the elders

(-"P'i. and were den inated Rabbi, and received

authority to judge penal cases; while Ral pi) i- the

title of the Babylonian sa jes, v bo receivi <1 the laying-

on of hand- in their colli . The more ancii

• •rations, however, who were far superior, had no such

titlesas Rabbon (pi i, Rabbi pallor RaJp1),< ither

lor the Babylonian or Palestinian sages, a- i- evident

from the fact that Ilillcl I. who came from Babylon, had
not the title l:,il,l,,,n (

"~
> alia. led to hi- name: and

thai ofthe prophet-, who were very eminent, ii is simply
said 'Haggai the prophet,' etc. ; 'Ezra did not come up
from Babylon,' etc., without the title Rabbon being af-

fixed to their names. Indeed, we do not find thai this

title is of an earlier date than the patriarchate. Ii be-

gan with rabbon Gamaliel the elder (A.D. 30), rabbon
Simon, his son (who perished in the destruction of the

second Temple), and rabbon Jochanan ben-Zakkai, all

of whom were patriarch- or presidents ofthe Sanhedrim

{Z-H.--: ). The title A',//./.; (

---
|, too, comes into

vogue among those who received the laying-on of hands
at this period— as. for instance, ral. hi Zaddok, ral. hi

Eliezer ben-Jacob, etc.. and dates from the disci| 1. - oi

rabbon Jochanan ben-Zakkai downwards. Now the or-

der of these title.- is as follow-: /,',//./.; i- greater than

Rab; Rabbon, again, is greater than A'.//././.- while the

simple name i- greater than Rabbon. No ..p.. i- called

Rabbon except the presidents." From this declaration

ofSherira Gaon and llai. that the title Rabbi obtained

among the disciples of Jochanan ben-Zakkai, the eru-

dite i.r.H/ concludes that "we must regard the title

Rabbi, which in the Gospels, with the exception of that

by I,uke. is given to John the Baptist and to Jesus, as

an anachronism. We must also regard as an anachro-
nism the disapprobation put into the mouth of Jesus

against the ambition ofthe Jewish doctor-, who love to

he called by thi- title, and the admonition to in- dis-

ciples not to Miller themselves to he styled Rabbi

Kfiti (>>l\orm i oi VpaflftaTtic.') .'. . i;ti\ii-:.n ,

avSpiairwv perjSpi pa/3/3t. V/uir Si pi) KXi^dqrE

dafifli, Matt, xxiii, 7, 8). This, moreover, show- that

whin the Gospels were written down the title Rabbi
stood in so high a repute that the fathers could

nol hut transfer ii to Christ" (Geschichtt <!< r Juden
Berl. 1853

|

iv, 500). Bul e\en supposing that the

title Rabbi came into vogue in the days ol Jochanan
ben-Zakkai, this would by no means warrant Gratz's

conclusion, inasmuch as Jochanan lived upwa
a hundred years, and survived four presidents \ i/.

Ilillcl 1 (B.C. 30 L0), Simon 1 I
\.1>. 10 30), Gamaliel I

(A.D.30 50), and Simon II (A.D. 50 70), and it might
therefore ohtain in the early day- of this luminary,

which would he shortly after the birth of Christ. The
Tosaphotb at the end of Eduyolh, however, quoted in

the Aruch in the same article, gives a different account

of tin. origin of this title, which is as follows: "He who
ha- disciples, and whose disciples again have disciples,

is called Rabbi; when hi- disciples are forgotten i.e. if
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he is so old that his immediate disciples already belong-

to the past age), he is called Rabbon ; and when the dis-

ciples of his disciples are also forgotten, he is simply

called by his own name." This makes the titles coeval

with the origin of the different schools, and at the same

time accounts for the absence of them among the earliest

doctors of the law.

Some account of the rabbins and the Mishnical and

Talmudical writings may be found in Prideaux (Connec-

tion, pt. i, bk. 5, under the year B.C. 446 ;
pt. ii, bk. 8,

under the year B.C. 37) ; and a sketch of the history of

the school of Rabbinical learning at Tiberias, founded

by rabbi Judah Hak-kodesh, the compiler of the Mishna,

in the 2d century after Christ, is given by Robinson

(Biblical Researches, ii, 391). See also Note 14 to Bur-

ton, Bampton Lectures, and the authorities there quoted

—for instance, Briiker (ii, 8:20) and Basnage (Hist, des

Jui/s, iii, G, p. 138). Compare Hill, De Rabbinis (Jen.

1741); Bonn, ibid. (Erf. 1750) ; Miiller, De Doctoribus

(Vitemb. 1740). See Master.

Rabbim. See Batii-kabbim.

Rabbinic Bibles, also called Mikraoth Gedoloth

(mbltS PHSOpB), or Great Bibles, is the name given

to the following Hebrew Bibles, which, besides the orig-

inal text, also contain the commentaries of sundry Jew-
ish rabbins.

i. oibpDix sis-in fj ir-sin d^rri nssist

-i-p b-j ynsn si c"32id . . . I'laiiai-ns bsi

nKit^iia xr-Pi:x-3 waais bsr;i, foi. This

is the first Rabbinic Bible published by Bomberg, and

carried through the press by Felix Pratensis (q. v.)

(Venice, 1516-17) (niO = 278). It consists of four

parts, with a separate title-page to each, and with the

following contents

:

a. The Pentateuch, with the Chaldee paraphrase of Ou-
kelos (q. v.) and the commentaries of Rashi (q. v.).

6. The Prophets, with the Chaldee of Jonathan ben-
Uziel (q. v.) and the commentaries of Kinu'hi (q. v.).

c. The Hagiograplia,\\v,. the Psaluix, with the Targum
of Joseph bar-Chija (q. v.) and 1). Kimchi's (q. v.) com-
mentary; Proverbs, with Joseph's Targum and David Ibn-
Jacbja's (q. v.) commentary; Job, with Joseph's Targum
and the commentaries of Nachmanides (q. v.) and Farris-

RABBINIC BIBLES

sol (q.v.); the Five Megilloth (i. e. Canticles, Ruth, Lam-
cututiunx. Eeetexiaxtes, and Kxther), with Jos-eph's Targum
and Rashi's commentary; Uaitiil, with Haitian's tq. v )tuui-

mentary; Ezra, NehemiaJi, and Chronicles, with Rashi'e

and Simon Darshan's, or Cara's (q.v.). commentary. Ap-
pended to the volume are the Targum Jerusalem on the

Pentateuch, the second Targum on Esther, the variations

between Beu-Asher (q. v.) and Ben-Naphtali, the differ-

ences between the Eastern and Western codd., Aaron
hen-Asher's (q.v.) Dissertation on the Accents, Maimon-
ides's (q. v.) thirteen articles of faith, the 013 precepts

(q.v.), a table of the Parashioth and Haphtaroth (q.v.),

according to the Spanish and German rituals.

This edition, however, did not prove acceptable to the

Jews, since it did not come up to all the requirements

of Masoretic rules, as can be seen from the remark Le-

vita makes in his Masoreth ha-Masoreth: "Let me
therefore warn and caution every one who reads the

folio or quarto editions of the four-and-twenty books

published here in Venice in the year 1517 to pay no at-

tention to the false remarks printed in the margin, in

the form of Keri and Kethib, plene and defective, Mil'

I

and Milra, and variations in the nun Is and accents, or

to any of those tilings which ought not to have been

clone, "as I have stated above. The author of them did

not know how to distinguish between his right hand

and his left. Not being a Jew, he knew nothing about

the nature of the Masorah, and what he did put down

simply arose from the fact that he sometimes found va-

riations in the copies which he had before him, and, as

he did not know which reading was the correct one, he

put down one in the margin and another in the text.

Sometimes it so happened that he put the correct read-

ing into the text and the incorrect one into the margin,

and sometimes the reverse is the case; thus he was

groping in darkness like a blind man. Hence they are

not to be heeded, for they are confusion worse confound-

ed." When Levita states that the editor was no Jew,

he is wrong: he was born a Jew, in 1513 embraced

Christianity at Rome, and died in 1539. The defec-

tiveness of this first edition induced Bomberg to under-

take another edition, for which he employed as editor

the celebrated Jacob ben-Chajim (q.v.), and which he

published under the title

2. . . . Olpn m!"P 1S1Z5, i. e. Porta Dei Suncta

(Venice, 1524-25, 4 vols. fol.). This edition is an im-

provement upon the former, and its contents are as fol-

lows :

a. The first volume, embracing the Pentateuch (fllir.),

begins, 1, with the elaborate introduction of the editor,

in which he discusses the Masorah, the Keri, and Kethib,

the variations between the Talmud and the Masorah, the

Tikune Sopherim (Qi"lE",D ni"ipri), and the order of the

larger Masorah ; 2, an index of the sections of the whole

Old Test, according to the Masorah ; and, 3, Aben-E/.ra's

preface to the Pentateuch. Then follow the live books
of Moses in Hebrew, with the Chaldee paraphrases of On-
kelos and Jonathan ben-Uziel, and the commentaries of

Rashi and Aben-Ezra, the margins being tilled up with as

much of the Masorah as they would admit.

b. The second volume, comprising the earlier prophets

(Q13V4JK1 D-'X'OS), i. e. Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and

the Kings, has the Hebrew text, the Chaldee paraphrase

of Jonathan ben-Uziel. and the commentaries of Rashi,

Kimchi, and Levi beu-Gershon, and the Masorah iu the

margin.
c. The third volume, comprising the later prophets

(d^31"inx CiOaD), i.e. Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and

the twelve minor prophets, contains the Hebrew text, the

Chaldee paraphrase of Jonathan ben-Uziel, the commen-
taries of Rashi, which extend over all the books in this

volume, of Aben-Ezra on Isaiah and the minor prophets,

and of Kimchi on Jeremiah, and the Masorah in the

margin.
d. The fourth volume, comprising the Hagiographa

(Q^ir"), gives the Hebrew text, the Chaldee para-

phrase of Joseph the Blind, the commentaries of Rashi

on the Psalms, Ezra, Nehemiah, the Five Megilloth, and
Chronicles; of Aben-Ezra on the Psalms, Proverbs, Job,

Daniel, the Five Megilloth, Ezra, and Nehemiah ; of Levi
ben-Gershon on Proverbs and Daniel; of Saadias on
Daniel and the second Targum of Esther.

But the most valuable part of his labors are the appen-

dices to this volume, which are, "1, the Masorah which
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conlu not be got into the margin of the text in alphabetical

order, with Jacob beu-Chajim's directions :
•-'. the various

readings of Ben-Asher and Ben-Naphlali, and the East-

ern and Western codd. : and, 3, a treatise upon the points

and accents, containing thework mS^Mrtl Tlpiil ""Sll,

or ~"~'l~ ""-. by Moses Nakdan, Jacob ben-Chajim

bestowed the utmost labor in amassing the Masorah and

in pnrifying and arranging those materials whicb Felix

! hed very incorrectly in the flrsl edition

Rabbinic Bible. He was, moreover, the

first who, in his elaborate introduction, furnished the
;. denl With a treatise on the Masorah: and his

edition of the Bible is of great im] criticism
• ;, inasmuch as from it mosl of the lb

Kennicotl published a Latin tn

of Jacob ben-Chajim*s valuable introduction

anonymous MS. in the Bodlei in Library in an abridged
form (comp. Dit rtatii h Secoti Oxford, 1759], p. 229-

244), and G osbn ; has ) ab ished an Eog ish I

of the whole with expl matory notes in the J
Sacred Literature, IS63. In after-life Jacob hi

: Christianity, a circumstance which will accouul

for Elias Levita's vituperations again th m tm'::: "~~
~"~: ~"~li- ilTHX, i.e. ' Lei hi- soul be bound up in

a bag with holes '
."

3. A revised and improved edition of the second

Bombergian Bible was published al Venice in 1546 18,

undei the supervision of Cornelius Adelkind. The
changes made in this edition consist in omitting Aben-

Ezra's commentary on Isaiah and the .Minor Prophets,

while Jacob ben-Asher's up v.) commentary on the

Pentateuch and Isaiah di Trani's (q. v.) commentary on

Judges and Samuel are i

1. Bomberg's fourth Rabbinic Bible, by .loan, de

Gara, carried through the press and corrected by Isaac

ben-Joseph d?0 and Isaac ben-Gershon Treves (Ven-

ice, 15G8, 4 vols. fol.). The correctors remark at the

end thai they have reinserted in this edition the por-

tion of the Masorah which was omitted in the edition

of 1546 18. Appended is the so-called Jerusalem Tar-

gum on the Pentateuch. Wolf (/;ili/i<>//urn Ihln-, ii.

372) says: "In catalogo quodam MSS. codicum Hebr.

BibL Bodlej. observatum vidi, quod h»c editio opera

Genebrardi passim sit. castrata in iis qua? contra rem

Christianam e( pracipue contra Romanos dicuntur;"

bul Steinschneider (in Catalogue Libr. Hebr.") states,

"sed exemplar tale in Bodl. non exstat."

5. WWl =--!•:•- -,- STTin ^looin ftwn
V1-" "rx-'i-l lOffl

"-•-;. published at Venice

in 1617 19 | I vols, fol.) by Pietro and Lorenzo Braga-

din, and edited by the celebrated Leon <li Modena (q. v.)

and Abraham Chaber-Tob ben-Solomon Chajim Sopher.

It contains the whole matter of the foregoing edition,

and is preceded by a preface written by Leon di Modena.

This edition, however, is of less value to the critical stu-

dent, being castrated by the Inquisition, under whose
censorship it was published, as may be seen from the

remark of the censor at the end :
•• Visto per me, Fr. Re-

nato da Mod. a. 1626."

6. -rVr-c" ---r — i ban -;rv-i»ia "V-r n
... i. e. God, thy salvation is in thy word, and thy

kingdom is from generation to generation], printed al

Basle in L618 L9 (2 vols. fol.), and edited by John Bux-
torf. This Bibli is divided into four pans, the latter

of which, consisting of the later prophets and Hagiog-
rapha, i- dated 1619. The title-page i- followed by a

Latin preface bj Buxtorf, a table of the number of chap-

ters in the Bible, .and a poem of Al.en- L/ra <m the He-
brew language. Besides the Hebrew texl and the
1 paraphrases, il contains a- follows: I, Rashi on
the wholi Old b-i.; 2, ^ben-Ezra on the Pentateuch,
Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, Psalms, dob. the Five Me-
gilloth, and Daniel; •".. Moses Kimchi on the Proverbs,

Ezra, and Nehemiah; I. 1>. Kimchi on Chronicles; 5,

the earlier prophets and Proverbs; 6, Saadia-

on Daniel; 7, Jacob ben-Asher on the Pentateuch; 8,

Jachja on Samuel
; 9, the Masorah Finalis and Buxtorfs

Tiberias, etc; 10, the various readings of Ben-Asher
and lieu-Xaphtali: ii. the variations between the East-

ern and Western codices: 12, a treatise on the accents.

The whole is formed after Jacob ben-Chajim's second

edition ( 1.0 It; IS), with soin in etioiis and alterations

by Buxtorf. Buxtorf, in editing this Bible, has erected

to himself a lasting monument. 01 course, like every
human work, it i- imperfect ; but, in spite of its defi-

ciencies, the -indent luu-t still thank the (alitor for this

work, and Richard Simon, in his Histi

V. T. p. 513, certainly doe- great injustice when he

says: "Bien qu'il pretende que son edition est plus

exacte que les autres, les Juifs c< pendant ne I'i stimenl

pas beaucoup, a can- des fautes qui s'y rencontrent,

surtoiit dans les commentaires des rabbins, oil il a

laisse les erreurs des copistes, qui etoient dans

tions prece'dentes, el il y en a ajoute de nouvelles. II

seroil ne"cessaire d'avoir de bons exemplaires manuscrits

immentaires d. - rabbin-, pcur les c<

une iniinite d'eridroits; el c'esl a quoi Buxtorfe devoit

plutol s'appliquer, qu'§ reformer la punctuation du texte

Caldaique."

7. rtiaa r~*~p ~z~. or the Amsterdam Rabbinic

Bible, edited by Moses Frankfurter (Amsterdam, 1724

27, 1 vols, royal foL). This is unquestionably the mosl

valuable of all the Rabbinic Bibles. It is founded upon
the Bomberg editions, and gi\ es nol only their contents.

but also those of Buxtorfs, with much additional matter.

This is the last Rabbinic Bible which is described in

bibliographical works, and for this reason we give here

the literature pertaining to the above Bibles: Wolf,

Bibliotheca Hebr. ii, 365 sq. ; I/- Long-Mash, Bibliotheca

Sacra, L, 95 sip; RosenmUlli r. Handbuch di r bibl. Litera-

tur, i. 249 sq.; Steinschneider, Catalogus Libr. Hebr. in

Bibliotheca Bodleiana, coL 6 sq. ; Ginsburg, in Kitto, s. v.

"Rabbinic Bibles;" Carpzov, Critica Sacra

1748), p. 109 sq.; R. Simon, Histoin Criiiqut du Vieux

Test. p. 512 sq. See Frankfurtj R.

a. The first volume, including the Pentateuch, contains:
1, an index of the things explained by li. Alalia- -

according to the P< rasha, oth; 2, a treatise by the game
a ut leu- on the Law : 3, approbations of the synagogues of
Amsterdam, Frankfort, and others; 4, an explication by
Mo-es (the am hoi) of the si;:ns used to dcsiirnai'

thors referred to; 5, ancient prefaces at the head of for-

mer editions ; 6, an index of I lie chapters of the I ks of
the Old Tc-t.

: T. the prefaces of R. Chiskuni; 8, the pref-

ace of Levi ben-Gershon ;h'alh i- , with a revision of the
Talmud ;

'.», the preface of 1!. Alalia.- Seforno ; 10, the pref-
ace of Aben-Ezra.
To the Bacred text arc added the Targums (thai ofOn-

kelos in the Pentateuch; in the other volumes
exist . the a tentaries of Rashi, Aben-Ezra, B i

i T i-

rini.tiiet.reaier and the Lesst r Ha» rah, the notes in this

vol. of Levi ben-GershoD, Cbisb n . 3 i b de Letkiaa,
: be /" 1 1 Voach " Precepts of Ni i

a" andthi c mmenl a-

ry oi'i;. Abdias Seforno. The Komets Minchah a collection
from various commentaries} is added by the editor. The
columns arc so disposed that the Hebrew text and the
Targum are in the centre of the page, printed in square
t.\pe; the I.es-er Ma-orah in the inierniediate -pace, and
the Greater Masorab (likewise in sqnare type) al the bot-
tom. At the sides, in large round (Rabbinic) letters, in

the inner margin, is the commentary of Rashi; in the
outer margin, that of Aben-Ezra and sometimes that of
Chiskuni, In the lesser column, In small round type, are

placed Baal-Tuiim, the / -.y.„,w,, and the K
tart of the page, the commentaries of
in small round type.

ne contains the earlier pn
;

HI gum and Masorah a- a
'

f Rashi, Ralbag, and Esaias, also ex-
Keli Jakerb) R.Samuel Laftado, and

ehah

;

i: ilbas i

6. The
compani
the conn
tracts fri

the '/ . ehah Ki tanah extracts fri m the c me
Moses Usheich I R. Aaron ben i h

meutarj called Left Aharon on the boob of Joshua and
Judges) of th litor in the mnrgta The prefaces of
Kimchi, Levi ben-Gershon, aud R. Samuel Laflado in the
Keli Jaker, follow the title of this volume.

c. The third volume contains the later propl
Pxt. eti'., a 1 1 aiiL-ed a- hit u e >. w ith I he comment
Rashi, b'adak ii;. David Kimchi), Aben-Ezra on Isaiah
and Jeremiah, R. Samuel in do, R. Jacob ben-Rab, R.
Abdias Seforno, Sam lei Vlmesnires,andR.Isaai G
and the Minehal ' ah a series of extracts similar to
he abi ivt by tl e editor.

,!. The fourth volume, containing the Kethubim (in like

style . in- the prefai es of Aben-Ezra, Aben-Esnias, and
i n-Zemnch In the Ohel ifeshnat and the Mixhpat

Zedek. There are also various commentaries on the Ha-
giogrnpha, by Rashi, Aben-Ezrn, Isaac Jabez, Aben-Je-
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chaja ; Abdias Seforno on the Psalms, and extracts from the

Miuzma Lattora of Samuel Arepol
; on the Proverbs, by

Kashi, Abeu-Ezra, Ralbag, Aben-Jechaja, Menahem Ham-
meiri, with the commentary Kali Venaki of Solomon ben-

Abraham ; on Job, by Kashi, Abeu-Ezra, Aben-Jechaja,

Isaac Jabez, Rambau, Abo, Perizol, Abdias Seforno, and
Simeon ben-Zemach ; on the Canticles, by Kashi, Abeu-
Ezra, Ralbag, Aben-Jechaja, Isaac Jabez, Meri Arama,
and Abdias Seforno; on Ruth, by Rashi, Abeu-Ezra, Ral-

bag, Aben-Jechaja, and Isaac Jabez; on Ecclesiastes, by
the same commentators, with the addition of Abdias
Seforno; on Esther, by Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Ralbag, Aben-
Jechaja; on Daniel, by Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Saadias, Aben-
Jechaja, Isaac Jabez, and Ralbag: on Ezra and Nehe-
miah.'by Rashi, Aben-Ezra, Aben-Jechaja, and Isaac Ja-

bez ; on Chronicles, by Rashi, Radak, and Aben-Jechaja.

The' editor has also added his own commentary through-

out this volume of the work, under the title Minchah
Ercb. At the end of the work are placed the Greater Ma-
sorah, the variations of the Eastern and Western Recen-
sions (so called), and the treatise on the accents. Each
of the assistants in the work is celebrated in Hebrew
verse.
According to Wolff, this edition of the Rabbinic Bible

is the most copious and the best. Some interpolations

from MSS. have been introduced, in some instances en-

tire, in others by extracts. Verses 36 and 3T of Josh, xxi
have been rejected, and this is marked in the margin,
which states that they exist in some MSS., but not in the

most correct and ancient ones. In some copies designed
for the use of Christians, Tyscheudorf has remarked that

the treatise of R. Abdias Seforno, De Scopa Legis, is want-
ing.

8. The latest Rabbinic Bible, with thirty-two com-

mentaries, is the d^fflTTiB n"b D2 mb 1™ mxipa,
published at Warsaw by Lebenson (1860-68, 12 vols,

small fob). It contains, besides the original Hebrew,

the Chaldee of Onkelos and Jerushalmi on the Penta-

teuch, the Chaldee on the prophets and Hagiographa,

aud the second Targum on Esther. Of commentaries,

it contains that of Rashi on the whole Bible; Aaron
Pesaro's (q. v.) Tolclot Aaron ; Asheri's and Norzi's

(q. v.) commentary on the Bible ; Aben-Ezra on the

Pentateuch, the Five Megilloth, the Minor Prophets,

the Psalms, Job, and Daniel; Moses Kimchi on Prov-

erbs ; Nachmanides on the Pentateuch ; Obadiah de

Seforno (q. v.) on the Pentateuch, Song of Songs, and
Ecclesiastes; El. Wilna (q. v.) on the Pentateuch, Josh-

ua, Isaiah, and Hezekiah ; S. E. Lenczyz and S. Edels

on the Pentateuch; J. H. Altschuler on the prophets

and Hagiographa ; D. Kimchi on the later prophets

;

Ralbag on Joshua, Kings, Proverbs, and Job; Is. di

Tram on Judges and Samuel ; S. Oceda (q. v.) on Ruth
and Lamentations; Eliezer ben-Elia Harofe on Esther;

Saadias on Daniel. It also contains the Masorah Magna
and Parva, a treatise on the vowel-points and accents,

the various readings between Asher and Naphtali, and
the introduction of Jacob ben-Chajim. This edition is

recommended by the greatest Jewish authorities in Po-
land, as Meisels, of Warsaw ; Muscat, of Prague ; Heil-

prin, of Bialystock, etc. (B. P.)

Rabbinical Dialect. By this terra we under-

stand that form of the Hebrew language in which the

principal Scripture commentators among the rabbins

wrote, as Kimchi, Aben-Ezra, Abrabanel, Rashi, together

with the Mishna, the Jewish Prayer-books, etc. Books
in this dialect are generally printed in a round char-

acter, more resembling writing than the ordinary

square Hebrew letters; but the power, value, and pro-

nunciation of the letters are precisely the same as in

Biblical Hebrew. The Rabbinical characters are given
below. Although substantially Hebrew, yet this dialect

has so many peculiarities as to require a separate study.

The scholar who is well versed in the pure or classic

Hebrew of the Holy Scriptures would be unable to read
the first two lines in the Talmud without an especial in-

doctrination in its grammatical forms, aside from the
difficulty of explaining words derived from the Greek,
Latin, French, Arabic, and the like. The orthography,
too, of this dialect has, to the reader of pure Hebrew,
often an uncouth, and at first sight unintelligible, ap-
pearance. This is caused bj- the habit of inserting the

letters X, 1, 1, instead of using the corresponding vowel-

9 RABBINICAL DIALECT

points, and thus X stands for T

or ., as iSKffl for 13B, "WO for P iu nebrew X

»» ; 1 stands for ^ or T , as nblD 3 3

for 0^3, Pmsi for linsb; i J a

for • or ,., as fflll^B for OTS, 7

"ICS^X for^:2X ; also for
:
or P n

dagesh.asriri-^bforrir-b, 1

itO-G for HSO. Sometimes a '
T

radical in verbs is dropped either P " n
at the beginning, middle, or end y <> jj

of a word. It drops the first, as
? |( ^

-tn for nnx. tua for w:s, x; for

x:x. : for ",:x, na for -irx, 1 i?

1

1 :

I

-1

P

t a

i
'

D

'J

S| D

y s

p
-i

PD for ?3X. It drops the sec-

ond, as ^X for IIS, Qp for Dtp,

MB for nvs, n^n for D^nn,
nir, for flinti ; or it drops the

third, as ^N for "pX, *1 for *f 3,
^

"O for mS, 13 for "p=. 3ffl for T
D

TWO, 213 for 3313, -D for Sin. T -

Parts of words are often pro- ?
longed, as by doubling letters, "5

or inserting double Yod; and to -

this and many other peculiar-

ities must be added the use P
of numerous abbreviations, re-

quiring a study in itself— thus e. g. X X may be "X
-i-six^sx "is-iK, ist^k -i3X,nnx "lax^nx ',318,

tcsx in, "-ex y:x, ^ nN r "^ x
;
rnax in. -ix

D^iaiS; nrxx stands for i^s i:-3x dfiias

We give a list of such works as will help the stu-

dent in this branch of literature. (I.) Grammais.—3.
H.Mai, Grammatica Rabbinica (Giessen, 1712); Mer-

cer, fiX^IX IX InX-iraa ipinpi "imb, Tabula in

Gr. I. Chald. qiue et Syr. dicitur : multa interim de Rab-
binico et Talmudico Stilo traduntur (Paris, 1560); Ee-

land, Analecta Rabbinica (Ultraj. 1723); Millius, Cata-

lecta Rabbinica (ibid. 1728) ; Alting, Synopsis Instituiia-

ninn Rabbinorum ( Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1701) ; Danz,

"|!2*i*l Xrb^D, sire Rabbinismus Enucleatus (Jena. 7th

ed. 1735) ; Cellarius, Rabbinismus sive Inst. Gram. Rab-
bvnorum Scriptis, Legendis, et hitellig. accommodata
(Zeiz, 1684) ; Genebrard, Isagoge ad Lee/enda et luU l/i-

genda Rabbinorum Comment. (Paris, 1563); Tychsen,

EL m. Dialect. Rabb. (Biitzow, 1753) ; Dukes, Die Sprache

der Mischna, lexicogr. undgrammat. betrachtet (Essling-

en, 1846); Geiger, Lehr- u. Lesebuch zur Sprache der

Mischna ( Breslau, 1845) ; Landau, Geist und Sjirache

der Hebraer nach demzweiten Tempelbau (Prague, 1822)

;

Luzzatto. Element! (irammafica/i del Caldeo Jiiblico edel

Dialetto Talmudico Babilonese (transl. into German by
Kriiger [Breslau, 1873]); Faber, A nmerkungen zur Er-
lernung des Talmudischen und Rabbinischen (Gottingen,

1770); Weiss, Studien fiber die Sprache dee Mischna
(Heb. [Vienna. 1807]) ; Nolan, An Introduction to Chal-

dee Grammar, etc. (Lond. 1821).

(II.) Rabbinical Lexicons and Word-books.—Buxturf,

Lexicon Chaldaicum, Talmudicum,et Rabbinicum (Basle,

1640, fol. [new ed. by Fischer, Leips. 1866 sq.j); id.

Lexicon Breve Rabbinico-Philosqphieum (ibid. 1607, and
often since) ; Hartmann, Supplementa ad J. Buxtorfii et

W. Gesenii Lexicon ( Rostock, 1813 ) ; id. Thesaurus

Lingua Hebraicce e Mishna augend, (ibid. 1825-26);

Low}', C"1""" IllflP, Worterbuch enthedtend hebr.

Wdrter u. Redensarten, die sich im Talmud befinden

(Prague, 1845-47, 2 pts.); Nathan ben-Jechiel. Ha-
Aruch (Rome, 1515) , Dessauer, Leshon Rabbanan 1 Er-

langen, 1849); Stem, Ozar ha-Millin (Vienna, 1864);
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Levy, Neuhebraisches und chaldaisches Worterbuch

(Leips. 1875 m|. i; Rabinei, Rabbvnisch-aramdisches

Worterbuch I
Lemberg, 1857); Young, Rabbinical Vo-

cabulary^ i tc.
I
Edinb. b. a. i.

(III. i Miscellaneous.- For the abbreviations, comp.

Wolf (Bibl. Il.hr. vols. ii. ivi. and also Buj

Fischer), where al the end of each letter the abbrevia-

tions of the respective letter arc given. (B. P.)

Rabbinism is thai development of Judaism which,

return from Babylon, bul more especially after

the ruin of the Temple and the extinction of the public

became a new bond of national union, and the

great distinctive feature in the character of modern Ju-

daism. After the return from the Babylonian captivi-

ty, the Mosaic constitution could lie but partially re-es-

tablished. The whole structure was too much shatter-

ed, and its fragments too widely dispersed, to reunite in

their ancienl and regular form. The Levites who had

returned from the captivity, it is true, were the officiat-

ing priesthood, and no more. They were bound to be

acquainted with the forms and usages of the sacrificial

ritual: bul the instruction of the people and the inter-

pretation of the law by no means fell necessarily within

their province. From the captivity the. lews brought

with them a reverential, or. rather, a passionate, attach-

ment to the Mosaic law ; and this it seems to have been

the pi ii. I. in policy of their leaders, Ezra and Nehemiah,

to encourage by all possible means as the great bond of

social union, and the unfailing principle of separation

fr the resl of mankind. By degrees, attachment to

the law -auk deeper and deeper into the national char-

acter: it was not merely at once their Bible and their

statute-book; it entered into the mosl minute detail of

common life. "Bul no written law can provide lor all

possible exigencies. Whether general and comprehen-

sive, or minute and multifarious, it equally requires the

expositor to adapt it to the immediate ease which may
occur, either before the public tribunal or that of the

private conscience. Hence the law became a deep and

intricate study. Certain men rose to acknowledged em-
inence for their ingenuity in explaining, their readiness

in applying, their facility in quoting, and their clearness

in offering solutions of, the difficult passages of the writ-

ten statutes. Learning of the law became the greal

distinction to which all alike paid reverential homage.
Public and private affairs depended on the sanction of this

self-formed spiritual aristocracy," or rabbinical oligarchy,

which, itself held together by a strong corporate spirit,

by community of interest, by identity of principle, has

contributed, more than any other external cause, to knit

i
in one body the widely dispersed members ofthe

Jewish family, and to keep them the distinct and sep-

arate people which they appear in all ages of the world.

The fir-t stage of development appears in the work
of the so-called Sopherim, the lasl of whom was Simon
the Jusl (q. v.); and their work will be more fully de-

scribed in the art. Scribes. The Sopherim were fol-

lowed by another class of men. known as the Tanaim,
or ti achersofthe law

| the vofiodiSaoicaXot in the N.T.).

comprising a period from B.C.200 toA.D. 220. While we
i description of their work for the art. S< 1:11:1s.

we will only mention that from this school proceeded the

oldest Midrashim, as Mechiita, Siphra, and Sipkri [see

Mini: \sii 1. and the Mishna (q.v.). The mosl distin-

guished rabbins of the Tanaim |
who are in part given al-

ready, or win be given, in this ( i/clopo'dia) were: I. Au-
tigonusol 3oho (B.C. 200 170), whose famous maxim
B like servants who serve their master for the

sake of receiving wages, bul belike servants who serve
their master without expecting to receive wages*, and
let the fear of the Lord be upon you" ! Ibotk, i. 3)
a maxim pronounced by Pressense (in his Jesus Christ

:

his Times, etc.) a- a noble and almost, evangelical
'

|i*
truly a mosl beautiful maxim, and one denoting

• The clause in brat kets i- found In the Vmer. ed. of
1SCS, but is omitted in the 4th Engl. ed. (London, 1671).

a legitimate reaction from the legal formalism which
was in process of development" 1- said to have given
rise to Sadduceeism; 2. Jose ben-Joesi r. ofZereda, and
bis companion, Jose ben-Jochanan, ol Jerusalt m ;

:;. Jc-

chanan, the high-priest (commonly called John llyr-

canus, q. v.); I. Jehoshua ben-Perachja, the reputed

teacher of Christ, and his colleague, Nithai of Arbela

(q.v.) ; 5. Simon ben-Shetai b
1 q. v. 1 and Jehudah ben-

Tabai; 6. Shemaja (q.v.) and Abtalion; 7. Ililhl I (q.

v.); 8. simon ben-Hillel I (q.v.); 9. Gamaliel I (q.v. 1;

10. simon 11 ben-Gamaliel (q. \. . who fell al the de-

fence of Jerusalem; 11. Jocbanan ben-Zachai (q.v);

12. Gamaliel II, of Jabne (q.v.); 13. simon II ben-Ga-
maliel II (q.v.) and R. Nathan ba-Babli (q.v.); 11.

Jehudah I the Holy (q.v.); and. 15. Gamaliel III.

The Tanaim were followed by the Amoraim, 01 later

doctors of the law: and the fruits of their work are laid

down in the Tali I (q. v.), the completion of which
1 about A.D. 500 i terminated the period of the Amoraim,
io be opened by that of the Saboraim, or the teachers

of the law after the conclusion of the Talmud. To this

period (A.D. 500 657), perhaps, belongs the collection,

or final redaction. o| some •(' the lesser Talmudic trea-

tises and the Masorah
1 q. v. t. After the \

came the so-called Gaonim, or the last doctors of the

law in the chain of Rabbinic succession, comprising a

period fnun A.D. 657 i^ 1040. 'I he work of these dif-

ferent schools, together with the biographies of tin most,

distinguished men. will be treated more fully in the art.

Scribes.
tin the dissolution of the Babylonian schools, Spain,

Portugal, and Southern France became the centre of

Rabbinism. As early as about A.D. 1000 the Talmud is

said to have been translated into Arabic. In Spain,

the most flourishing school was that of Cordova, found-

ed by .Moses ben-Chanoch (q.v.). Besides Cordova,

Rabbinism flourished in Granada, then in Lucena, the
most famous representative of which was Isaac ben-

Jacob Alfasi (q.v.). To the 11th and l'Jth centuries

belong especially Jehudah ha-Levi ben-Samuel (q.v.),

Aben-Ezra (q. v.), the Kimchis (q.v.), and Solomon

Parchon (q.v.). In France flourished Gershom ben-

Jehudah, or Rabbenu < iershom 1 q. v.), and Rashi (q. v.).

Bul the most distinguished of all was Moses Maimon-
ides (q. v.), of Cordova, whose philosophical treatment

of tradition divided Judaism, after his death, into two

hostile parties; and the Spanish and French schools

were divided for some tine-. When, 111 1305, A-her

ben-Jechiel, ofGermany, came into Spain, he succeeded

in bringing the French school, which was hostile to

philosophy, to supremacy, and thus philosophy was
proscribi d. Bul there was another kind of philosophy

it it deserve thai name at all which was especially

cultivated in these times ill,, so-called Cabala, as it

especially appears in the Sohar (q.v.). As the fore-

mosl representatives of this branch of literature, we
mav mention Meir ibn-Gabbai (q. v.), Joseph Karo (q.

v.i. Salomo al ELabez, Moses Cordovero (q.v.), [saac

Loria (q. v.), Moses Galante (q. v.), Samuel Laniado (q.

v. . Jacob Zemach, and FJajim Vidal. The invention

of the art of printing produced a new activity in the

Church as well as in the Synagogue; and the first

printed edition of the Talmud, in 1520, al Venice; the

edition of the second Bomberg Rabbinic Bible, by Ja-

cob ben-Chajim, in 1526; and the writings of Ulias

Levita (q.v.), an- the fust Jewish fruit- of the art.

Rabbinism was again revived and represented in the

schools of Hro.lv. Lemberg, Lublin, Cracow. Prague,

I'urih. Frankfort, Venice, and Amsterdam. The party

spirit which, in former ages, was represented in the

-Spanish and French schools was revived in the Portu-

gueso - Italian and Germano - Polish school-. Moses

Mendelssohn (q.v.), and in- friends as Bartwig Wes-
sely. David l'ricdliindcr. and Others opened a new ep-

och, and endeavored to enlighten their coreligionists;

but the chasm was nol healed. On the contrary, a

final division was produced; and Reformed and <>rtho-
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dox Judaism are the two antipodes of the present day.

As a religious system, " Rabbinism," says the late Dr.

M'Caul, " has fared like all other religious systems : it

has had prejudiced assailants to attack, and over-zeal-

ous admirers to defend it. The former have produced

whatever they could find objectionable; the latter have

carefully kept out of view whatever seemed to its dis-

advantage. The truth is, that it is a mixed system of

good and bad. Founded on the inspired writings of

Moses and the prophets, it necessarily contains much
truth and wisdom ; but, expounded and enlarged by

prejudiced men, it presents a strange incongruity of

materials."' See the art. "Rabbinism," in Ilerzog's

Real-Encykl.; the same art. in Theol. Universal- Lex-

icon; Wesen des Rabbinismus, in Jost, Gesch. </. Judenth.

u.s.Secten, i,227 sq. ; M'Caul, Sketches of Judaism and

the Jews (London, 1838), ch. iv—" Rabbinism Considered

as a Religious System," p. G9 sq. (B. P.)

Rab'bith (Heb. n"^. Rabbith' [always with the

art.], multitude; Sept. 'Pa/3j3d& v. r. Aa/3ipiov),a city

in the tribe of Issachar (Josh, xix, 20). Schwarz

{Palest, p. 166) found a village, Arubuni, three English

miles west of Beth-shean, which he is disposed to iden-

tify with the Rebbo of Jerome, and the Rabbith of

Joshua. But this is beyond the bounds of Issachar.

Probably the locality in question is in the north-east part

of the tribe, possibly at the ruins Sumurieh (? Samaria).

Rabbling, a term employed to denote the sum-
mary ejectment, on Christmas-day, 1688, of Episcopal

clergymen and their families by the Scottish populace,

after the Revolution. The incumbents were turned out

of their houses, and often into the snow; the church

doors were locked, and the key was taken away. These

measures were certainly harsh and uncalled for; but the

people had been exasperated, especially in the west

country, by twenty-five years of bloodshed and persecu-

tion. Though they were " rude, even to brutality,"

yet, as lord Macaulay says, " they do not appear to

have been guilty of any intentional injury to life or

limb." The better part of the people put a stop to the

riotous proceedings on the part principally of the Cam-
eronians: but a form of notice, or a threatening letter,

was sent to every curate in the Western Lowlands.

—

Eadie, EccUs. Cyclop, s. v.

RABBLING ACT, a law passed by the Scottish Par-

liament, in 1698, to prevent disturbance and riots at, the

settlement of ministers. The Episcopalians in the North

rabbled the Presbyterians, especially on the day of an

ordination ; for they did not like to see their incumbents

supplanted. So violent were their measures that the

legislature had thus to interfere against them.—Eadie,
Eccles. Cyclop, s. v. See Revolution Settlement.

Rabbo'ni (Paj3j3ovvl, or 'Paflfiovi, for Chaldaic

,23^i, my master), the title of highest honor applied by

the Jews to the teachers of the lawr
. See Rabbi. In

Mark x, 51 (where it is translated "Lord"), and John
xx, 16, it is applied to Christ; but, as it seems to us,

rather in its literal acceptation than with reference to

the conventional distinction which it implied (if such

distinction then existed) in the Jewish schools. There

were but seven great professors, all of the school of

Hillel, to whom the title was publicly given. There is

some difference as to their names, and even the Tal-

mud varies in its statements. But the only one there

whose name occurs in Scripture is Gamaliel, unless, in-

deed, as some suppose, the aged Simeon, who blessed

the infant Saviour (Luke ii, "25), was the same as the

Rabban Simeon of the Talmud.—Kitto. See Simeon.

Rabe. See Rosenbach.

Rabh. See Rab.

Rab'-mag (Heb. 5 ;"-^, Rub-mar/, chief magician;

Sept. 'Prt/3-/tay or 'Pa/3ap«\), a word found only in

Jer. xx xix, 3 and 13, as a title borne by a certain Nergal-

sharezer who is mentioned among the "princes" that

accompanied Nebuchadnezzar to the last siege of Jeru-

salem. Nergal-sharezer is probably identical with the

king, called by the Greeks Neriglissar, who ascended

the throne of Babylon two years after the death of Neb-

uchadnezzar. See Nergal-sharezer. This king,

as well as certain other important personages, is found

to bear the title in the Babylonian inscriptions. It is

written, indeed, with a somewhat different vocalization,

being read as Rabu-Emga by Sir 11. liawlinson. The
signification is somewhat doubtful. Rabu is most cer-

tainly " great," or " chief," an exact equivalent of the

Hebrew Tl, whence Rabbi, " a great one, a doctor
;"

but Mag, or Emga, is an obscure term. It has been

commonly identified with the word "Magus" (Gesenius,

ad voc. i,~0 Calmet, Commt ntair< Litteral, vi, 203, etc.)

;

but this identification is somewhat uncertain, since an

entirely different word—one which is read as Magusu
—is used in that sense throughout the Behistun in-

scription (Oppert, Expedition Scientifique en Mesopota-

mia, ii, 209). Sir H. Rawlinson inclines to translate

. mga by " priest," but does not connect it with the

Magi, who in the time of Neriglissar had no footing in

Babylon, lie regards this rendering, however, as pure-

ly conjectural, and thinks we can only say at present

that tiie office was one of great power and dignity at

the Babylonian court, and probably gave its possessor

special facilities for obtaining the throne.—Smith. See

Magi.

Rab'saces (PatpaKnc), a Graecized form (Ecclus.

xlviii, 18) of the name Rab-siiakeii (q. v.).

Rab'-saris (Heb. O-nS-n"?, Rab-Saris), a name

applied to two foreigners, but probably rather the des-

ignation of an office than of an individual, the word sig-

nifying chief eunuch ; in Dan. i, 3, Ashpenaz is entitled

the master of the eunuchs (Rab-sarisim). Luther trans-

lates the word, in the three places where it occurs, as a

name of office, the arch-chamberlain (der ErzJcdmmei--

1

1

-. ih r obi rste Kammerer). Josephus (Ant. x, 8, 2) takes

them as the A. V. does, as proper names. The chief

officers of the court were present attending on the king;

and the instance of the eunuch Narses would show that

it was not impossible for the Rab-saris to possess some
of the qualities fitting him for a military command.

In 2 Kings xxv, 19, a eunuch (D^ID, Saris, in the

text of the A. V. "officer," in the margin " eunuch") is

spoken of as set over the men of war; and in the sculpt-

ures at Nineveh " eunuchs are represented as command-
ing in war; fighting both on chariots and on horseback,

and receiving the prisoners and the heads of the slain

after battle" (Layard. Nineveh, ii, 325).— Smith. But
whether his office was really that which the title im-

ports, or some other great court office, has been ques-

tioned. The chief of the eunuchs is an officer of high

rank and dignity in the Oriental courts; and his cares

are not confined to the harem, but many high public

functions devolve upon him. In the Ottoman Porte

the Kislar Aga, or chief of the black eunuchs, is one of

the principal personages in the empire, and in an of-

ficial paper of great solemnity is styled by the sultan

the most illustrious of the officers who approach his

august person, and worthy of the confidence of monarchs

and of sovereigns (D'Ohsson, Tab. Gen. iii. 308). It is,

therefore, by no means improbable that such an office

should be associated with a military commission; per-

haps not for directly military duties, but to take charge

of the treasure, and to select from the female captives

such as might seem worthy of the royal harem.—Kitto.

See Eunuch.
1. (Sept. 'Vafieapilc v. r. 'Paipic.) An officer of the

king of Assyria sent up with Tartan and Rab-shakeh

against Jerusalem in the time of Hezekiah (2 Kings
xviii, 17). B.C. 71."..

2. (Sept. Na/Sowapc/c v. r. Na/SovJap/c.) One of

the princes of Nebuchadnezzar, who was present at the

capture of Jerusalem, B.C. 588, when Zedekiah, alter en-
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deavoring to escape, was taken and blinded and Benl in

chains to Babylon (Jer. xxxix, 3). Bab-saris is men-

tioned afterwards ver. 13) among the other princes who
at the command of the king were Benl to deliver Jere-

miah "ut of the prison. It is nol improbable thai we

have nol only the title of this Bab-saris given, bul his

name also, either Sarsechim (ver.3) or (ver. 13) Vebu-

orshipper of Nebo, l-a. xlvi, 1 1, in the same

way as Nergal-sharezer is given in the same passages as

the name of the Bab-mag.- Smith.

Rab-sha'keh (Heb. Rabshakeli', """J" : Sept

'l\i\l>'n:iir v. r. 'PajSffanjs I, an Aramaic name, signi-

fying chief cup-bearer, but applied to an Assyrian gen-

eral (2 Kings xviii, 17. 19,26,28,37; xix, l. 3; [sa.

xxxvi, 2,4, 12, 13,22; xxxvii,4,8). B.C. 713. Not-

withstanding its seemingly official significance, it ap-

pears to have been used a- a proper name, as Butlei

with us: for the person who bore it was a military

chief in high command under Sennacherib, king of As-

syria. Vi i ii is nol impossible, according to Oriental

usages, thai a royal cup-bearer should hold a military

command; and the office itself was one of high distinc-

tion, in the same way as Rab-saris denotes the chief

eunuch, and Rab-maff, possibly, the chief priest See

Bawlinson, Ancient Monarchies, ii, 140. Luther, in his

version, is nol quite consistent, sometimes (2 Kings
xviii. 17: Isa. xxxvi. 2) giving Bab-shakeh as a proper

name, bul ordinarily translating it as a title- of office

—

arch-cupbearer (//</• F.r::.trli< /</<>. The word Rab may
be found translated in many places of the English ver-

sion; for instance. 2 Kings xxv, 8, '20; Jer. xxxix, 11 :

Dan. ii, 14 (B^riSZJ"^), Rab-tabbachim, "captain of

the guard"—in the margin, "chief marshal," "chief of

utioners;" Dan. i,3, Rab-sarisim, " master of the

eunuchs;" ii. 18 ("^ijiO~^),Rab-siffnin, "chief of the

governors;" iv. 9; v. 11 r-"~~~~z~ i, Rab-chartum-

min, " master of the magicians; Jonah i, 6 ("nn tP).

Rdb-kachobeL "ship-master." It enters into the titles

Rabbi, Babboni, and the name Kabbah.—Smith: Kitto.

See i: \r.m.

Bab-shakeh is the last named of three Assyrian gen-

erals sent againsl Jerusalem in the reign of Hezekiah.

Sennacherib, having taken oiler cities of Judah, was
now besieging Lachish; and Hezekiah, terrified at bis

-. and losing, for a time, his linn faith in God,

sends to Lachish with an offer of submission and trib-

ute. This he strains himself to the utmost to pay,

giving for the purpose not only all the treasures of the

Temple and palace, but stripping off the gold plates

with which he himself, in the beginning of bis reign,

had overlaid the doors and pillars of the house of the

Lord (2 Kings xviii. 16; _' Chron. xxix, 3 ; see Raw-
linson, Bampton Lectures, iv, 141; Lavan I. Nineveh and
Babylon, p. 145). Bul Sennacherib, nol content with

this—his cupidity being excited rather than appeased

—sends a great host againsl Jerusalem under Tartan,

Bab-saris, and Bab-shakeh; nol so much, apparently.

with the objeel of at present engaging in the Bit I

the citj as with the idea that, in its present disheart-

ened state, the sighl "I an army, combined with the

threats and Bpecious promises of Bab-shakeh, might in-

irrender at once, m Isa. xxxvi, xxxvii, Bab-
Bhakefa alone is mentioned, the reason of which would
seem to be thai be .acted as ambassador and spokesman,
and came bo much more prominently before the people
than the others, Keil thinks that Tartan bad the su-

preme command, inasmuch as in 2 Kings he is men-
tioned first, and, according to [sa. xx, 1, conducted the

siege of Ashdod. In 2 Chron. xxxii, where, with the
addition of some nol unimportant circumstances, there
is given an abstract ot these events, it is -imply said

that (ver. 9) "Sennacherib king of Assyria sent his

Bervants to Jerusalem." Bab-shakeh seems to have dis-

charged bis mission with much zeal, addressing him-
self, not only to the officers of Hezekiah, bul to the pi o-

ple on the wall of the city, setting forth the hopeless-

ness of trusting to any power, human <>r divine, to de-

liver them out of the hand of " the greal king, the king
of Assyria," and dwelling on the many advantages to

be gained by submission. .Many have imagined, from
the familiarity of Bab-shakeh with Hebrew, that he ei-

ther was a Jewish deserter or an apostate captive of
Israel. Whether this be so or not, it i- nol impossible

that the assertion which he makes on the pari of bis

master, thai Sennacherib bad even the sanction and
command of the Lord Jehovah for hi- expedition against

Jerusalem elm I now come up without the Lord to

destroy it? The Lord said to me, Go up againsl this

land to destroy it" |. may have . to thi prophe-
cies ot Isaiah (viii,7,8; x,5,6) concerning the desola-

tion of Judah and Israel bj the Assyrians, of which, in

some form, more or less correct, he bad received infor-

mation. Being unable to obtain any promise of sub-

mission from Hezekiah, who, in the extremity of bis

peril returning to trust in the help of the Lord, is en-

couraged by the words and predictions of Isaiah, Bab-
shakeh goes back to the king of Assyria, who bad now-

departed from Lachish. Smith. See Hezkkiah.

Rabulas of Edessa, an Eastern pr< late who flour-

ished near the opening of the 5th century, was a stu-

dent ol Hieodorus of Mopsuestia, and, in 131, was prom-
inently identified with the Antiochites at the council

in Ephesus. In the following year, however, t'yril of

Alexandria succeeded in gaining Babulas to his Bide;

and after this we bear of bim as a devoul orthodox.

lie energetically opposed Nestorius, and greatly weak-
ened the BTestorians. He condemned the bishop of

Edessa, the writings ofDiodorus of Tarsus and of The-
odoras of Mopsuestia, banished and drove off the teach-

ers from the school at Edessa who were reputed favor-

able to their doctrines, and thus became an unwilling

instrument in the founding of the school at Nisibis by
Barsumas and in the spread of Nestorianism in t he East.

lie died in 436. His successor at Edessa was [baa I
q.v. >.

Under the name of Rabulas there is extant an old ca-

nonical collection of the Syrian Church, pieces of which
are contained in the edition of the Nomoncanon of ISar-

Hebraeus by Mai (Script.Vet. Nov. Coll. vol. x).

Rabnsson, Paul, a French monastic, was bom
Sept 5, 1634, at Gannat After having entered monas-
tic lite among the Clugniacs, be taughl theology in the

abbeys of St. Martial at Avignon, and St. Martin des

Champs at Paris. He was also made twice the general

of hi- order i 1693 1705, 1708 14). He died at Paris.

Oct 23, 1717. He wrote works of interest only to the

student of his order. See Nice'ron, Memoires, vol. i.

—

Hoefer, Now, I log. Generale,s.v.

Ra'ca ('IWrti.a term of reproach nsed by the Jews

of our Saviour's age (Mattv,22). Critics an

that it is but the Greek form of the Chaldee term

X~"~. reyka' (the terminal N being the definite arti-

cle, used in a VOCaHve sense), with the Sense of - worth-

less;" but they differ as to win tber this term should lie

connected with the root p 5)*!, conveying the notion of

emptiness (Gesen. Thesaur. p. 1279), or with one of the

cognate roots pjr~ (Tholuck) or ~~~ (Ewt

veying the notion of thinness (Olshausen, De W. tte, ">/

Matt. p,22). The lir.-t of these views i- probably cor-

rect. Wo may compare the use of p--. •• vain," in

Judg. ix. I ; xi. .".. n!.. and of c,
v'i in .lain.- ii. 20. J< BUS,

contrasting the law of Moses, which could only take

notice ofoverl act-. «itb his own, which rcinU rs man
amenable for his motives and feelings, says in effect:

"Whosoever i- rashly angry with his brother La liable

to the judgment of God; whosoever call- his brother

raca i- liable to the judgment of the Sanhedrim; but

Whosoever call- bim fool (jllitpt) becomes liable to the

judgment of Gehenna." To apprehend the higher

criminality hero attached to the term fool, which may
nol at first seem very obvious, it is necessary to observe
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that while "raca" denotes a certain looseness of life and

manners, "fool" denotes a wicked and reprobate person :

foolishness being in Scripture opposed to spiritual wis-

dom (Lightfoot, llor. llebr. ad toe.). See Fool.

Racchei is the name sometimes given by mistake

to the Zacckei (q. v.).

Racci, Matteo, a noted Jesuit missionary of the

16th century, is closely identified with the Romanizing

work of that asra in the Chinese empire. The very

year which marks the death of Xavier (1552), marks

the occurrence of an event which opened China to the

Europeans. A party of Jesuit missionaries, at whose

head was Racci, in that year landed stealthily at Ma-
cao. These missionaries of Rome had determined to

win over the Chinese to Christianity by stratagem.

They had studied mathematics and natural science, with

a view to astonish the natives by their exhibitions.

Some objects, common enough in Europe, but unheard

of in China, were prepared as presents for the manda-
rins and others. A clock that showed the rising and

setting of the sun and moon; a prism that by the emis-

sion of its rainbow-rays was mistaken for a fragment of

the celestial hemisphere, and maps which exhibited the

world of barbarians, with China filling the east and

Europe in the remote west, produced sensations of won-
der such as had never before stirred the placid spirit of

the viceroy of Canton. Instead of driving them away
from the country, as they feared, he actually detained

the Jesuits to exhibit and explain their wonders; for

only they had the secret of keeping that curious ma-
chine in action, and only they could manage the spec-

trum, and expound the new system of geography. Lit-

erary men crowded the palace to see the Jesuits and to

hear their wisdom, and the missionaries thus gained an

influence which they knew well how to utilize. The
popularity thus acquired by Racci, Ruggiero, and others

was truly astonishing; and by virtue of an imperial

edict, Racci took up his residence near the royal palace.

and enjoyed the highest reputation for learning. He
courted the literati; withheld from their knowledge

such parts of the sacred history and doctrine as were

likely to offend their prejudices or wound their pride;

by his influence at court secured the protection of his

brethren in the provinces; and by extreme sagacity

surrounded himself with a considerable number of per-

sons who might be variously described as pupils, parti-

sans, converts, or novices. In a secret chapel he dis-

closed to the more favored symbols of his worship, yet

so shaped as not to be repugnant to their heathen no-

tions, and intermingled with other symbols from the

religion of Confucius. Racci died in 1G10, and was
honored with a solemn funeral. The remains of a for-

eigner never before had such a distinction. It is said

that both mandarins and the people saluted with a

mournful admiration the corpse of the Jesuit as it was
taken to the grave by a company of Christians, with a

splendid cross going before it ; and that it was interred,

by the order of the emperor, in a temple dedicated to

the true God.

Rac(c")ovian Catechism was a Polish Protes-

tant compilation stating the different articles of the

Slavic Reformers. It was published in 1605 at Racova,

a city in the Polish palatinate Sandomir, which owed
its origin to the Reformer John Sieminsky, and by his

son's (Jacob) acceptance of the Socinian doctrines be-

came the headquarters of this branch of the Polish Re-

formed Church. Racova became the seat of a theologi-

cal school. The general synods were held there, ofwhich
those of 1580 and 1603 are of historic importance; and,

the printing of the Socinians being done there, the

catechism came to be known as the Raccovian. It was
prepared by Schmalz, Morkorzowsky, and Yijlkel, and
was based on the theological writings of F. Socinus. A
Latin edition was published in 1609, dedicated to King
James I. of England; a German edition in 1608, dedi-

cated to the Wittenberg Universitv. In 1818 Rees

made an English version of the Raccovian Catechism.

An abridgment was published in Polish and German in

1605, 1623 ; and in 1629 in Latin. See Krasinski, Hist.

of the Ref. in Poland, ii, 370 ; Gieseler, Ecclt ••. Hist. vol.

iv; Mosheim, Eccles. Hist. vol. iii ; Liddon, Dioinity of
Christ (see Index) ; Farrar, Critical Hist. «f Fr< e

Thought, p. 391; Waterland, Works, vol. vi; Hallam,

Mr. to Hist, of Lit. i, 554 ; ii, 335. (J. H. W.)

Race (prop. "ITO, Eccles. ix, 11; cpo/iog, "course;"

but in the A. V. the rendering, likewise, of !"HX, a path,

and in the New Test, only of aywv and otuSioc').

Races were evidently known to the Hebrews (Eccles.

ix, 11). In the New Test, there are allusions to the

various gymnastic sports and games celebrated by the

Greeks. So the term "race" is often used in compari-

sons drawn from the public races and applied to Chris-

tians, as expressing strenuous effort in the Christian

life and cause; and we are exhorted to strive after the

rewards of the Gospel as strenuously as the athletes did

in the public games (1 Cor. ix, 24-27 ; Gal. ii, 2 ; v, 7

;

Phil, ii, 16 ; iii, 14 ; 2 Tim. ii, 5 ; iv, 6-8 ; Heb. xii, 1).

Among the principal public games noticed by the his-

torians are the Olympic, which were celebrated every

fifth year, the Pythian, Nemean, and the Isthmian.

These exercises principally consisted in trials of strength

and skill—in running on foot, wrestling, leaping, throw-

ing the dart and discus, also in the horse-race and char-

iot-race. See Game.
The stadium in which they took place was an oblong

area terminated at one end by a straight line, at the

other by a semicircle having the breadth of the stadium

for its base. Around this area were ranges of seats rising

above one another in steps. After the Roman conquest

of Greece, the form

of the stadium was
often modified, so as

to resemble the am-
phitheatre, by mak-
ing both its ends

semicircular, and by
surrounding it with

seats supported by
vaulted masonry, as

in the Roman am-
phitheatre. The
Ephesian stadium
still has such seats

around a portion of

it.

The most strict

and laborious prepa-

ration was made for

these agonistic con-

tests, and the whole

course of prepara-

tion, as well as the

contest, was gov-
erned by strict and
established rules.

The athletes who
contended for the

prize were divested

of clothing ; every

impediment was re-

moved ; the prize

was placed on a tri-

pod in the middle of

the stadium, in the

full view of the com-
petitors; and the

crown was placed

upon the conquer-

or's head the mo-
ment the issue was
proclaimed by the The Stadiurn at Ephesus, as restored

judges. Those per-
by Ki
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Ancient Greek Chariot-race.

sons who designed to contend in these games were

obliged to repair to the public gymnasium at Elis ten

months before the solemnity, where they prepared them-

selves by continual exercises. No man who had omitted

to present himself in this manner was allowed to con-

tend for any of the prizes; nor were the accustomed re-

wards of victory given to such persons, if by any means
they introduced themselves and overcame their antago-

nists. No person who was himself a notorious criminal,

or nearly related to any such, was permitted to contend :

and, further, if any person were convicted of bribing his

adversary, a severe fine was laid upon him. Nor were

these precautions alone though! a sufficient guard against

evil and dishonorable contracts and unjust practices, but

the contenders were obliged to swear that they had

spent ten whole months in preparatory exercises; and

both they and their fathers, or brethren, took a solemn

oath that they would not. by any sinister or unlawful

means, endeavor to stop the fair and just proceedings

of i lie games i Potter, Greek .1 niiq.).

The races themselves were (1) thefoot-race, (2) the

hora -race, (3) the chariot-race, | 1
i the torch-race,

either (a) on foot or (6) on horseback. Of all these

the (irst was the simples! and the besf tesl of personal

capacity. Hence the exercise of running was in great

I'M cei n among the ancient Grecians, insomuch that those

who prepared themselves for it thought it wortb their

while to use means to hum or parch their spleen, be-

cause it was believed to be a hindrance to them and to

retard them in their course. Homer tells us that s\\ ift-

ness is one of the mosl excellent endowments a man can

be blessed withal:

"No greater honor e'er has been attain'd
Thau what strong hands or nimble feet have gaiu'd."

Indeed, all those exercises thai conduced to til men lor

war were more especially valued. Swiftness was looked

upon as an excellent qualification in a warrior, both be-

cause it serves for a Midden assault and onset, and like-

wise for a nimble retreat
;
and tin r< fore it i- not to he

wondered at thai the constant character which Homer
gives of Achilles i-. that he was swift of foot ;

and in

the Holj Scripture, David, in his poetical lamentation

over those two great captain- Saul and Jonathan, takes

particular notice ofthis warlike quality of theirs: "
I hey

were swifter than eagles, stronger than lions" (2 Sam. i,

23). See Ahimaaz.

Ancient Greek Torch-race on Foot

Such as obtained victories in any of these games, es-

pecially the Olympic, were universally 1 red nay.

almost adored. At their return home they rode in a

triumphal chariot into the city, the walls being broken

down to give them entrance: which was done (as Plu-

tarch is of opinion) to signify that walls are of small use

to a city that is inhabited by men of courage and abil-

ity to defend it. At Sparta they had an honorable post

in the army, being stationed near the king's p< rson. Ai

some towns they had presents made to them by their

native city, were honored with the first place at Bhows
and games, and ever after maintained at the public

charge. Cicero reports that a victory in the Olympic
games was not much less honorable than a triumph at

Rome. Happy was that man esteemed who could hut

obtain a single victory: if any person merited repeated

rewards, he was thought to have attained the utmost

fejicity of which human nature is capable; but if he

came off conqueror in all the exercises, he was elevated

above the condition of men. .and his act i"ii- sl\ led won-

derful victories. Nor did their honor- terminate in

themselves, hut were extended t<> all about them; the

city that gave them birth and education was esteemed

more honorable and august : happy were their relations,

and thrice happy t heir parent-. It is a remarkable story

which Plutarch relate- <ii a spartan who, meeting Di-

agoras, that hail himself been crowned in the Olympic

games, and Been In- aons .and grandchildren victors.

embraced him and said. "Now die. Diagoras; for thou
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Those who take an interest in such interpretations may
find the whole Btory of Rachel and Leah allegorized

by St Augustine (< tra Faustum Manichatum, xxii

li h iii. vol. \ iii. 132, ' tc, • d. Migne) and Justin Martyr
c 13 !. p. 360; see also Archer.

Rachel a Church [Lond. 1843]). See Ja-
( OB.

In Ji r. \wi. 15, L6, the prophet refers to the histor-

ical event of i lie i Kile of I be ten tribes t represented by
"Ephraim") under Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, and

. occasioned by their dispersion i- Kings xvii,

20), under the symbol of Rahel (q. v. i, i. e. Rachi I, the

maternal ancestor of the tribes of Ephraim and Manas-
seh, bewailing the fate oilier children. This lamenta-
tion was a /.v/» <ir symbol of another connected with the

early history of our Lord, which met with its fulfilment
in the mournful scene at Bethlehem and its vicinity.

when so many infants were slaughtered under the bar-
i -I Herod (Matt, ii, 16 18). See Ramah.

RACHEL'S TOMB (btrrrTOj?, Kibrdth Racket;

Sepi. in Gen. fur the former half of the title uvrifiiiov,

but in Jer. xlviii. 7. and 2 Kings v. L9, Kafipahd. This

seems to have been accepted as the name of the spot

|

Demetrius in Eus. I'r. Ev. ix. 21 |, and to have been

actually encountered there by a traveller in the 12th

century
|
Burchardde Strasburg, by Saint-Genois, p. 35 '.

who gives the Arabic name of Rachel's tomhas Cabrata,
or Carbata. The present name is Kubbet Rahil.Le.
"Rachel's grave"). "Rachel died and was buried in

the way to Ephrath, which is Bethlehem. And Jacob
set a pillar upon her grave: that is the pillar of Ra-
chel's grave unto this day" Mien. xxxv. 19, 20). As
Rachel is the first related instance of death in child-

bearing, so this pillar over her grave is the first recorded
example of the setting-up of a sepulchral n ument ;

caves having been up to this time spoken of as the

usual places of burial. The spot was well known in the

time of Samuel and Saul (] Sam. x,2 I; and the prophet
Jeremiah, by a poetic figure of great force and beauty,

represents the buried Rachel weeping for the loss and
captivity of her children, as the bands of the exiles, led

away on their road to Babylon, passed near her tomb
(Jer. xwi. 15 17). Matthew iii. 17. 18) applies this

to the daughter by Herod of the infants at Bethlehem.
See I,' \l Mil..

The position of the Ramah here spoken of is one of
the disputed questions in the topography of Palestine

[see Ramah]; but the site of Rachel's tomb, "on the
way to Bethlehem," "a little way to come to Ephrath,"
"in the border of Benjamin," has never been questioned.
It is al t five miles south of Jerusalem, and half a

mile north of Bethlehem. "It is one of the shrines

which Moslems, dews, and Christians agree in honor-
ing, and concerning which their traditions are identi-

cal, h was visited by Maundrell in 1697. The de-

scription given by I>r. Robinson (i, 218) may serve as

the representative of the many accounts, all agreeing
with each other, which may be read in almost every
i b of Eastern travel. It is "merely an ordinary
Moslem toely, or tomb of a holy person a small square
building of -tone with a dome, and within it a tomb in

the ordinary .Mohammedan form, the whole plastered

over with mortar. Of course the building is not an-
cient: in the 7th century there was here only a pyra-
mid of stones. It is now neglected and falling to decay,
though pilgrimages are still made to ii by the Jews.
The naked walls are covered with minis in several lan-

any of them in Hebrew. The general cor-

rectness of lb, i radii ion which has fixed upon this spot

for the tomb of Rachel cannot will be drawn in ques-
tion, since it is fully supported by the circumstances of
the Scriptural narrative, It is also mentioned by the
/,'///. Hieros., A.I'. :;:;::. and by Jerome

I Ep. Ixxxvi, a<I

Eustoch. Epitaph. Paula) in the same century." since

Robinson's visit, it has been enlarged by the addition
of a square court on the east side, with high walls and
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arches (Zafer Researches, p. 273). Schwarz (Palest.

p. 109 sq.) Btrongly Bupports the identity of the true

grave of Rachel with the m iment which now bears

that name (see also Bibliotheca Sacra, 1830, p. 602;
.In,n a. of Sac. Lit. April. l*r,l . This i ument is

particularly described by Backett (Must, of Script
p. 1"1 sq. '. s, , Ih.i in i.iii m.

'

Rachel's Tomb.

Racine, Bonaventure, a French priest and his-

torian, was born at Chaunv. Nov. 25, 1708, and was the
son of the most illustrious of French poets. lie was
educated at Paris, in the College Mazarin, and made re-

markable progress in the languages and in theology.

In 1729 hi' was placd at the bead of the <

Kabasteins; but in 1731, becoming satisfied of tin- in-

justice done the Jansenists in the bull Unigenitus [see

Jansenism], he took ground against it. and thereby so

displeased the powers that were at Koine and at Paris

that he was displaced. The bishop of Montpellier, how-
ever, took his part, and gave him the presidency of the

college at Lunel. Hut the Jesuits set the flames of op-

position going, and Racine was obliged to quit Lunel
in much haste. He went to Paris, and there supported
himself by teaching as a private tutor after having
been ousted, by order of the cardinal Fleury. from a

minor position lie had secured at a Paris college. Final-

ly the bishop of Auxerre, M. de < !aj lus, took an interest

in Racine, called him into his diocese, and gave him a

canonicate in his cathedral. He died Maj 1">. 17."-"..

He wrote much. 1 lis principal work is an A

VHistoirt Ecclesiastigrui (Paris, L748 56, 13 vols. 4to),

which clearly reveals the position of its author on the

important ecclesiastical questions ,,f hi. lime, and is a

valuable index to the Jansenistic proclivities of France
in the 18th century. His Reflexions .-•»> VBistm l -

clesiastigui (2 vols. L2mo) are not less valuable. See

Feller, Diet. Historigue, s. v. Hoefer, Nouv.Bi
lilt, . S. V.

Radbertus. See Paschasius.

Radbod, St., a Dutch prelate of the Church of

Koine, flourished in i he second half of the 9th ei ntury.

I le was educated ai ( iologne, and. being of noble birth,

was much at the court of Charles the Bald. In 899 be

was placed over the church at Utrecht, and he ruled

this episcopal charge with great devotion and honor.

He died, according to Mabillon, in '.'is. For bis writ-

ings, see Histoin Liitiram <!• in France, vi. L58.

Rad'daidlcb. A',,,/,/,//.---, irampli g; Sept'Patf-

Sat v.r.Zniiuii'i, the fifth of the seven sons of Jesse,

and an elder brother of king David tl Chron. ii. lit.

I!.C. lot'.s. lie does not appear in the Bible elsewhere

than in this list, unless he be, as EwaW conjectures

(Geachichte, iii, 266, i :), identical with Rei (q.v.).

Radegunda, St., daughter of Berthar, a prince of

Thuringia, flourished in the earlier part of the 6th cen-

tury. Having been carried as a pri-otier to France in

the twelfth year of her age bj Clothaire V, al that time
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king of the district whose capital is now called Soissons,

she was educated in the Christian religion, and when
she reached a maturer age was induced, very reluctant-

ly, to become his wife. Her own wish having been to

become a nun, her married life was in great measure

given up to works of charity and religion, and Clothaire

complained that he "had married a nun rather than a

queen." Romanists delight in extolling her virtues, and

many curious feats are reported to have been performed

by her. Thus they tell that one day, as she walked

in her garden, she heard the prisoners, who were only

separated from her by a wall, weeping and imploring

pity. She thought only of her own sorrows in the past,

and she prayed earnestly for them, not knowing how
else to aid them; and as she prayed, their fetters burst

asunder, and they were freed from captivity. Event-

ually, about the year 553, Radegunda obtained the

king's leave to retire to a monastery at Noyon, where

she was consecrated a deaconess by the bishop Medard.

Soon afterwards she founded a monastery at Poitiers,

in which she lived as a simple sister, but which she

endowed richly, not only with money and lands, but also

with relics and other sacred objects obtained from the

Holy Land and all the more eminent churches of the

East and West. It was on the occasion of the transla-

tion to her church at Poitiers of a relic of the holy cross

that the Christian poet Venantius Fortunatus composed
the celebrated and truly magnificent Latin hymn, Vexilla

Regis Proderent. Radegunda outlived him by more than

a quarter of a century, during which she was regarded

as a model of Christian virtue ; and her life has formed

the subject of many beautiful legends, still popular in

Germany and France. Her monastery, before her death,

which took place in 587, numbered no fewer than 200

nuns. Her feast is held on August 13, the anniversary

of her death. In ecclesiastical paintings she is repre-

sented with the royal crown, and beneath it a long veil.

See Butler, Lives of the Saints, Aug. 13; Montalembert,

Monks of the West, vol. ii, bk. vi; Chambers's Encyclop.

s. v. ; Rettberg, Kirchengesch. Deutschlands, vol. ii.

Rader, Matth^jus, a learned German Jesuit, was
born at Jeichingen, in the Tyrol, in 1561. He nourished

for a while as a teacher of rhetoric at Augsburg, then

joined the order, and was engaged in various important

missions for the Jesuits. He died at Munich in 1634.

He published several editions of classical and ecclesias-

tical writers, and wrote, among others, Vita Canisii

(1614) :—Bavaria Sancta (1615) :—Bavaria Pia (1628):

— Viridiarium Sanctorum (1604-12).

Radewin, Florentinus, a Roman Catholic of

note, was born at Leyerdam, in Holland, about 1350,

studied at Prague, and was for some time canon at

Utrecht. He became associated with Gerard de Groot,

and was one of the founders of the Brethren of the

Common Life, and after De Groot's death (1384) was
placed at the head of the brotherhood. He died about

1400. He was also the founder of the convent of the

regular canons at Windesheim, near Zwolle, and of the

frater-house at Deventer; he thus became, so to speak,

the second founder of the Brethren of the Common
Life. His Life was written by Thomas a Kempis. See
Ullmann, Reformers before the Reformation, ii, 81 sq.;

Gieseler, Kirchengesch. 'ii, 3, 226 sq. (J. II. W.)

Radha Vallabhis, a Hindu sect which worships

Krishna as Radha Vallabha, the lord or lover of Radha.
This favorite mistress of Krishna is the object of adora-

tion to all the sects who worship that deity, but the
adoration of Radha is of very recent origin. The
founder of this sect is alleged to have been a teacher

named Hari Vans, who settled at Yrindavan, and es-

tablished a math there, which, in 1822, comprised be-

tween forty and fifty resident ascetics. He also erect-

ed a temple there which still exists.—Gardner, Faiths

of the World, s. v.

Raey, John nrc, a Dutch theologian and philoso-

pher, flourished in the second half of the 17th century,

at Leyden. He was a devoted Cartesiahist, and dis-

tinguished himself greatly as such in 1665 at public

disputation. He was in favor of complete alienation

of philosophy from religion, and had a dangerous tend-

ency to scepticism of the very worst character. See
Spanheim, Epistola, in Opp. i, 059.

Raffaelle. See Raphael.

Rafflenghen, Franz, a Dutch theologian of note,

was born at Lancy, near Ryssel, in 1539. He was edu-

cated at Leyden University, and greatly distinguished

himself in the Greek and Oriental languages. He was
first made professor of the former at Cambridge, and
later of the latter languages at his alma mater. He
died in 1597. Rafilenghen corrected the Antwerp Poly-

glot, and wrote, Lexicon Arab. (Leyden, 1599):

—

Diet.

Chald.:—Gramm. Hebr.,a.nd other works.

Raffles, Thomas Stamford, Sir, an English
philanthropist, was llritish governor of the island of

Java from 1811 to 1816, and, after a visit home, re-

turned to the East as resident at Bencoolen, in Sumatra,

and was instrumental in founding a college for the pro-

motion of Anglo-Chinese literature. He died in Eng-
land, 1826. He published a Hist, of Java.

Raffles, Thomas, D.D., LL.D., an English Inde-

pendent divine of great celebrity as a pulpit orator and
theologian, was born in London. May 17, 1788, of good

parentage, and was connected with Sir Thomas S. Raf-

fles. He pursued his theological studies at Homerton
College, and in 1809 was settled as a Congregational

minister at Hammersmith. In 1812 he accepted a call

from the Great George Street Chapel in Liverpool, and

remained sole pastor until 1858, when he was furnished

a colleague as an assistant. In 1860 he resigned his

charge, and withdrew from the responsibilities of the

stated ministry altogether, his health having become
inadequate to any considerable labor, yet he preached
frequently after that at the opening of chapels and on
other similar public occasions. He died in August,

1863. Probably no minister in the Congregational body
in England has been more widely or more favorably

known during the last half century than Dr. Raffles.

Besides being one of the most popular preachers in

Great Britain, and being called abroad on occasions of
public interest oftener, perhaps, than any other one, he
has done good service to the cause both of literature

and religion by his pen. In 1817 he published a high-

ly interesting volume of Letters during a Tour through

Some Pa?-ts of France, Savoy. Switzerland, Germany,
and the Netherlands. Shortly after the commencement
of his ministry he preached a sermon before the London
Missionary Society, which attracted great, attention and
was very widely circulated; and several other of his

discourses have been given to the public and received

with great favor. He was accustomed to celebrate the

return of the new year by an appropriate piece of po-

etry, which was printed and sent forth among his friends

as a most welcome remembrancer. He has, in addition

to these pieces, written many beautiful hymns, some of

which have found their way into some of the collec-

tions of sacred song. He is also the author of a Memoir
of the life and ministry of his predecessor, the Rev.
Thomas Spencer, a work which passed through many
editions, and in America it has been several times re-

printed. His Lectures on Christian Faith and Practice,

though widely circulated, deserve to be better known
than they are, being a clear and conclusive exposition

and vindication of the Gospel and the rule and motives
of morality. He published several separate sermons
preached on various public occasions, and contributed

frequently to periodicals. See The Patriot (Liverpool),

Aug. 20, 1803; X. Y. Observer, Sept. 19, 1863; Prince-

ton R< v. April, 1870, art. iii.

Rafin, Gaspard, a French Protestant minister, was
born at Realmont (Tarn), in the first half of the 16th

centurv. He was a devoted Huguenot, and his home
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was the raUying-place of French Protestants during the

days of oppression and persi cution.

Ra'gau (Payav; Vulg. Ragau I, the Greek form of

the name of a place and of a person.

1. A place named only in the Apocrypha [Judith i.

f,, 15). In ill'- latter verse the "mountains <<t Ragau"

arc mentioned. Ii is probablj identical with Rages
(q.v.).

2. One of the ancestors of our Lord, -<>n of Phalec

35). He is the -ami' person with J.'i i (q. v. i,

s.m of Peleg; and the difference in the name arises

translators having followed the Greek form, in

which the Hebrew " was frequently expressed bj y, as

is the case in Raguel (which once occurs for Reuel),

Gomorrha, Gotholiah (for Atholiah I, Phogor i
lor Peor),

etc. Smith.

Ra'ges ('Payjj, 'Payoi; Vulg. Rages, Ragau) was
an important city in north-eastern Media, where that

country bordered upon Parthia. Ii is nol mentioned in

the Hebrew Scriptures, but occur- frequently in the

book of Tobil (i, 11: v, 5; vi, 9, L2, etc.), and twice in

Judith (" Ragau" [i, 5, 15]). According to Tobit, it was
a place i" which some ol the israelitish captives taken

}>\ Shalmaneser (Enemessar) had been transported, and

thither the angel Raphael conducted the young Tobiah.

In the book of Judith ii is made the scene of the great

battle between Nebuchodonosor and Arphaxad, wherein

the latter is said to ha\ e been defeat* d and taken pris-

oner. Neither of these accounts can be regarded as

historic, but the latter may conceal a fact of some im-

portance in the history of the city.

Rj is a place mentioned by a ureal number of

profane writers. The name is said to have I.ecu de-

rived from the chasms (payag) made in the vicinity by

earthquakes (Strabo, i, 13). It appears as Ragha in the

Zendavesta, in [sidore, and in Stephen; as Raga in the

inscriptions of liarius: /:/in;/n- in Duris of Samos ( l'r.

ibo (xi, 9, ;; 1 ), and Arrian ( Exp. Alex, iii, 20);

and Rhagcea in Ptolemy (vi, 5). Properly speaking,

R a town, but the town gave name to a province,

which is sometimes called Rages or Rhagae, sometimes

Rhagiana. It appears from the Zendavesta that here

was "I the earliesl settlements of the Arians, who
were mingled, in Rhagiana, with two other races, and

wire thus broughl into contact with heretics (Bunsen,

Philosophy of Universal History, iii, 485). [sidore calls

1 the greatest city in .Media" (p. 6), which may
have been true in his day: but other writers commonlj
regardil as much inferior to Ecbatana. Ii was the place

i" \\ hi. ih Frawartish | Phraortes), the Median rebel, fled

w hen defeated by I tarius I [ystaspis,and at which he was
made prisoner by one of Darius's generals (Beh. Tnscr.

eol.ii. par. 13). See MEDIA. This is probably I he fact

which the apocryphal writer of Judith had in his mind
when he spoke ofArphaxad as having been captured at

Ragau. When Darius Codomannus fled from Alexander.

intending to make a final stand in Bactria, he must have

passed through Rages on his way to the ( laspian Gates;

and so we find thai Alexander arrived there, in pursuit

of his enemy, on the eleventh day after he quitted Ecba-

tana | Arrian, Exp. Alex. iii. 20). In the troubles which

followed the death of Alexander, Rages appears to have
gone to decay, bul ii was soon after rebuilt by Seleucus

I (Nicator), who gave ii the name of Europus iSirah.

- m. ph. Byz. ad VOC '. When I he I'arthians

took it. ikes called it Arsacia, after the Vxsaces of the

day: hut it soon afterwards recovered its ancient ap-

pellation, as wi see bj Strabo and [sidore. That appel-

lation it ha- ever since retained, with only a Bligl

raption, tie- nun- being -till known by the name of

Rhey. These ruins lie about five miles south-east of

Teheran, and cover a 3pace 1500 yards long by 3500

yards broad. The wall- are well marked, and are ..I

prodigious thickness; they appear to have been flanked

by si rone; tower-, and are connect! d w it h B loftj citadel

at their north-eastern angle. The importance ol the

place consisted in its vicinity to the Caspian Crate.-.

which, in a certain sense, it guarded. Owing to the
barren and desolate character "t the -real salt desert
of Iran, every army which seeks t" pas- from Bactria,

India, and Afghanistan to Media and Mesopotamia, or

via versa, must skirt the range of mountains which
runs alone; the southern Bhore of the Caspian. These
mountains .-end out a rugged and precipitous .-pur in

about long. 52 '-'.".'
I'., from Greenwich, which runs far

into the desert, and can only he rounded with the ex-
tremest difficulty. Across this spur is a single pass the

Pylae Caspian of the ancients— and of this pass the pos-

sessors of Rhagea must have at all times held the keys.

The modern Teheran, built out of its ruins, ha- now
superseded Rhey; and it i- perhaps mainly from the

importance of iis position that it ha- become the Pi r-

sian capital. For an account of the ruins of Rhey, sic

Kcr Porter, Travels, i. 357 364; ami compare Fraser,

Khorassan, p. 286. Smith.

Ragged Schools i- the
\ opular name for a volun-

tary agency providing education for destitute children,

and so preventing tin m from falling into vagrancy and
crime. Vagrant children, and those guilty of slight

offences, are provided for in the English Certified

Industrial School; but the two institutions are in

Croat Britain frequently combined. See [kdustmai
Schools. The movement which established ragged
schools was almost simultaneous with that which insti-

tuted reformatories. John Borgia, an unlettered labor-

ing mason, established a "ragged school" towards the

close <>f the la-i ci ntun . composed of thievish and va-

grant children gathered from the streets and by-ways
of Rome. A few years later, John rounds, an unedu-
cated cobbler, for twenty years, till his death in 1839,

gathered into his shop the most destitute and degradi d

children of Portsmouth, and thus instituted the tir.-t

ragged school in England. Both wrought miracles

among the juvenile gamins of the street The mental,

industrial, moral, and religious training which tin \ im-

parted to the juvenile generation of their time was a

work most appropriately honored a- •the beginning of

the greatest of all social problems." It saved thousands

of children from beggary and vice, and raisi d multitudes

from the verge of infamy to the rank of a useful and
honored life. The first school in which education was

accompanied by oiler of food was opened bj Sheriff

Watson in Aberdeen in 1841, and from thenci

feeding-schools spread over all the country. London
had a ragged Sunday-school in 1838, which eventually

became a freeday-scl 1. Field Lane followed in 1843.

The Ragged School Union of London in 1864 numbered
•_'ni day-schools, with 17,983 scholars (of these, 28 19 w< re

industrial i : lso Sunday -schools, with 23,360 scholars;

and 205 night-schools, with 8325 scholars. The number
of schools throughout the country cannot he ascertained,

as they arc not officially known. A Privy-council min-

ute of 1856 allowed a capitation -ram ,,f £2 I
1 '.-, to every

child fed in the schools. This was withdrawn in 1859,

as was al-o the -rani of one third the cost of material

used in industrial training. ,Man\ of the existing

scl Is certified under the Act of 1857, a- in Scotland

under Mr. Dunlop's Act of 1854 : km tin -e act- operated

\ en slightly in changing the eharacti r of the schi ols,

though introducing the principle of compulsorj deten-

tion, more full\ worked out under recent acts. In the

present code of government education, ragged schools

arc left out. The\ ci htain grants en tin same con-

ditions as other schools conditions t" them often diffi-

cull and unnecessary. For industrial teaching, 1 1 1
< \

receive nothing. The ragged school joined t

titled industrial is precluded from aid from any quarter.

There are -till, it i- estimated, '.'.''.nun ragged childn n in

the -tieets of London. School- for the instruction of

poor colored children were established bj the Friends

of Philadelphia as early as i77n. and their benevolent

care ha- n.. I relaxed in tin- respect tor an entile C( Uturj .

( 'hambi rs's l 'ncyclop. -. \

.
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Ragstatt, Frederic, of Weile, a minister of the

Reformed Church, was born, of Jewish parents, at Metz

in 1648. In the year 1671 lie was baptized at Cleves in

the faith of the Reformed Church ; and his conversion

and public confession of the divine truths of Christianity

were not less remarkable. Shortly after his baptism,

when scarcely twenty-three years of age, he published

a Latin apology: Theatrum Lucidum, exhibens Verum

Messiam, Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum, ejusque

Honorem Defenders contra Accusationes Judceorum seu

Rabbinorwn in Genere, speciatim R. Lipmanni Nizzachon

(Amst. 1671), in which the name of the Messiah, our

Lord Jesus Christ, was gloriously maintained against

the abominable Nizzachon of the famous Rabbi Lip-

mann (q. v.). Having studied at Groningen and Ley-

den, in 1680 he was called to the pastorate at Spyk, near

Gorcum, in South Holland, where he labored with great

blessing, bringing many of his former coreligionists to

the foot of the cross. Besides his Theatrum, he pub-

lished some other writings. See Fiirst. Bibl. Judaica,

iii, 128 sq.; Jocher, Gelehrten-Lexikon, s. v. " Von Weile
;"

Wolf, Biblioth. Heir. I, iii, 4 (Nuremb. 1850); Bayle,

Dictionnaire, s. v. ; Kalkar. Israel u. die Kirche, p. 63 sq.

;

Delitzsch, Wissenschaft, Kunst u. Judenthum. p. 138; Da
Costa, Israel and the Gentiles, p. 561 sq. (B. P.)

Ragu'el (Heb. Reuel', b&WS'l ; Sept. 'Payovrfk), a

less correct Anglicism of the name Reuel (q. v.).

1. A prince-priest of Midian, the father of Zipporah,

according to Exod. ii, 21, and of Hobab according to

Numb, x, 29. As the father-in-law of Moses is named
Jethro in Exod. iii, 1, and Hobab in Judy, iv, 11, and
perhaps in Numb, x, 29 (though the latter passage ad-

mits of another sense), the prima-facie view would be

that Raguel, Jethro, and Hobab were different names
for the same individual. Such is probably the case

with regard to the two first, at all events, if not with

the third. See Hobab. One of the names may repre-

sent an official title, but whether Jethro or Raguel is

uncertain, both being appropriately significant (Jethro =
'•pre-eminent," from "in"1

, "to excel," and Raguel=
"friend of God," from ?X Wl). Josephus was in

favor of the former (rovro, i. e. 'It^eyXaTot-, r\v I-kIkKi]-

fia t({j 'Payovtyup, Ant, ii, 12, 1), and this is not un-

likely, as the name Reuel was not an uncommon one.

The identity of Jethro and Reuel is supported by the

indiscriminate use of the names in the Sept. (Exod. ii,

16, 18) ; and the application of more than one name to

the same individual was a usage familiar to the He-
brews, as instanced in Jacob and Israel, Solomon and
jedidiah, and other similar cases. Another solution of

the difficulty has been sought in the loose use of terms

of relationship among the Hebrews; as that chothen

C",r,n) in Exod. iii, 1 ; xviii, 1 ; Numb, x, 29, may sig-

nify any relation by marriage, and consequently that

Jethro and Hobab were brothers-in-law of Moses; or

that the terms db (3X) and bath (n3) in Exod. ii, 16,

21, mean grandfather and granddaughter. Neither of

these assumptions is satisfactory, the former in the ab-

sence of any corroborative evidence, the latter because

the omission of Jethro, the father's name, in so circum-
stantial a narrative as in Exod. ii, is inexplicable; nor
can we conceive the indiscriminate use of the terms
father and grandfather without good cause. Never-
theless, this view has a strong weight of authority in

its favor, being supported by the Targum Jonathan,
Aben-Ezra, Michaelis, Winer, and others.—Smith. See
Jethro.

2. Another transcription of the name Reuel, occur-

ring in Tobit, where Raguel, a pious Jew of " Ecbatane,
a city of Media," is father of Sara, the wife of Tobias
(Tob. iii, 7, 17, etc.). The name was not uncommon,
and in the book of Enoch it is applied to one of the
groat guardian angels of the universe, who was charged
with the execution of the divine judgments on the

(material) world and the stars (xx, 4 ; xxiii, 4, ed. Dill-

mann).

Ragueiiean, Frederic de. a French prelate who
flourished in the second half of the 16th century. He
was of noble birth, and after taking holy orders, his

uncle vacated the bishopric of Marseilles in order to

make room for him. He became a zealous and devoted

ecclesiastic, and in many instances displayed more than

ordinary manliness. As he was suspected of a strong

leaning towards Protestantism, the leaguists greatly an-

noyed him, and he finally quitted the country, as his

life was threatened. He took refuge with Christina

of Lorraine in Italy, until after the abjuration of Henry
IV, when Ragueneau returned to France ; but he paid

for his trust in the change of the times by his life's

blood. He was assassinated Sept. 26, 1603, in bis castle.

See Hoefer. Nouv. />!•';/. Generate, xli.473,474 ; . I rret da.

Parlement de Provina centre les An/curs J* VAssassinat

commis sur la Personne de F. da Ragueneau (new ed.

Marseilles, 1854, 8vo).

Ra'hab, the form, in the A. V., of two names quite

different in the Hebrew.

1. (Heb.Rachab', 3rp, wide; Sept.'Pa%aj8 [and so

in Matt, i, 5, "Rachab"], 'Padj.5 ; Josephus, 'Pa\i'ijhjc,

Ant. v, 1, 2.) A woman of Jericho at the time of the

Eisode, whose name has become famous in that con-

nection (Josh, ii) and in Jewish lineage (B.C. 1618).

In the following account of her, we chiefly follow that

found in Smith, Diet, of the Bible, with additions from

other sources. See Exode.
1. Her History.— At the time of the arrival of the

Israelites in Canaan she was a young unmarried wom-
an, dwelling in a house of her own alone, though she

had a father and mother, and brothers and sisters, liv-

ing in Jericho. She was a " harlot," and probably com-
bined the trade of lodging-keeper for wayfaring men.

She seems also to have been engaged in the manufact-

ure of linen, and the art of dyeing, for which the Phoe-

nicians were early famous; since we find the flat roof of

her house covered with stalks of flax put there to dry,

and a stock of scarlet or crimson
(
h5^, skani) thread

in her house—a circumstance which, coupled with the

mention of Babylonish garments at vii, 21 as among
the spoils of Jericho, indicates the existence of a trade

in such articles between Phoenicia and Mesopotamia.

Her house was situated on the wall, probably near the

town gate, so as to be convenient for persons coming in

and going out of the city. Traders coming from Mes-
opotamia or Egypt to Phoenicia would frequently pass

through Jericho, situated as it was near the fords of the

Jordan; and of these many would resort to the house
of Rahab. Rahab, therefore, had been well informed
with regard to the events of the Exodus. She had
heard of the passage through the Red Sea, of the ut-

ter destruction of Sihon and Og, and of the irresistible

progress of the Israelitish host. The effect upon her

mind had been what one would not have expected in a

person of her way of life : it led her to a firm faith in

Jehovah as the true God, and to the conviction that he
purposed to give the land of Canaan to the Israelites.

When, therefore, the two spies sent by Joshua came to

her house, they found themselves under the roof of one

who, alone, probably, of the whole population, was friend-

ly to their nation. Their coming, however, was quickly

known : and the king of Jericho, having received infor-

mation of it—while at supper, according to Josephus

—

sent, that very evening, to require her to deliver them
up. It is very likely that, her house being a public

one, some one who resorted there may have seen and
recognised the spies, and gone off at once to report the
matter to the authorities. But not without awakening
Rahab's suspicions; for she immediately hid the men
among the flax -stalks which were piled on the flat

roof of her house, and, on the arrival of the officers sent

to search her house, was ready with the story that two
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men—of what country she knew not—had, it was true.

be her house, bul bad left it just before the gates

; for the night, If the) pursued th< m at once,

she added, thej would I"' Bure to overtake them. Mis-

led by the false information, the men Btarted in pursuit

!- of the Jordan, the gates having been opened

to lit them out, and immediately closed again. When
, :. and the people were gone to bi d, Rahab

stole up i" the house-top, told the spies what had hap-

pened, :u h1 assured them of her faith in the God of Is-

rael, and her confident expectation of the capture of the

whole land by them -an expectation, she added, which

v, as shared bj her countrymen, and had produced a great

panic among them. She then told them her plan lor

their escape: it was to let them down by a cord from

the window of her house, which looked over the city

wall, and that they should flee into the mountains which

bounded the plains of Jerii ho, and lie hidden there for

three days, by which time the pursuers would have re-

turned, and the lords of the Jordan be open to them

again. She asked, in return for her kindness to them.

that they should swear by Jehovah that, when their

countrymen had taken the city, they would spare her

life, and the tives of her lather and mother, brothers

and sisters, and all that belonged to them. The men
readily consented; and it was agreed between them that

she should bang out her scarlet line al the window from

which they had escaped, and bring all her family under

her roof. If any of her kindred went out-of-doors into

the street, his blood would be upon his own head; and

the Israelites, in that case, would be guiltless. The

evenl proved the wisdom of her precautions. The pur-

suers returned to Jericho after a fruitless search, and tin-

spies got safe hack to the [sraelitish camp. The news

thej brought of the terror of the Canaanites doubtless

inspired Israel with fresh courage, and within three days

of their return the passage of the Jordan was effected,

[n the utter destruction of Jericho which ensued, Joshua

gave the strictest orders for the preservation of Rahab
and her family: and. accordingly, hefore the city was

burned, the two spies were sent to her house, and they

brought out her. her father, and mother, ami brothers,

and kindred, and all that she had. and placed them in

Saf i\ in the [sraelitish camp. The narrator adds, "and
she dwelleth in Israel unto this day:" not necessarily

implying that she was alive at the time he wrote, hut

that the family of strangers of which she was reckoned

the head continued to dwell among the children of Is-

rael. May not the three hundred and forty-five "chil-

dren of Jericho" mentioned in Ezra ii, 34; Neh. vii, 36,

and "the men of .lericho" who assisted Nehemiah in

rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem ( Neb. iii,2 |
ha\ e been

their posterity? Their continued sojourn anion-- the

Israelites ,-,s a distinct family would he exactly analo-

gous to the caM-s ,,f the rLenites, the house of Rechab,

the Gibeonites, the house of Caleb, and perhaps others.

Si e .ll l.-ll 11(1.

\ i aids Rahab herself, we learn from Matt, i, 5

became the wife of Salmon, tin- son of Xah-

shon, and the ancestress of Boaz, Jesse's grandfather.

Tin- suspicion naturally arises that Salmon may have

been one of the spies whose life she saved, and that

gratitude for so great a benefit led, in his case, to a more

ission, and obliterated the memory ofanj past

attaching to her name. We are expressly told

that the spies were " young men" (Josh, vi, 23) Sept.

I
, ii. I : and the example of the former spies

who were Bent from Kadesh - Barnea, who were all

'•In ails of l-rael" (Numb, xiii, 3), as well as the im-

portance of the . en ice to be performed, would lead one
i that they would he persons of high station.

But, however this may he. it is certain, on the authori-

ty of Matthew, that Rahab became the mother of the

hue ii which Bprang David, and, eventually, Christ;

and there Can he little doubt that it was so staled in

the public archives from which the evangelist extract-

ed our Lord's g< nealogj . in w hich only four women are

named— viz. Thamar, Rachab, Ruth, and Bathsheba

—

who w re all, apparently, foreigners, and named for that

reason: for that the Rachab mentioned by .Matthew is

Rahab tin- harlot i- a- certain as that David in tie- gt n-

ealogy is the same person as David in the I

Samuel. The attempts that have been made to prove

Rachab different from Rahab (chiefly by Outhov, a
Dutch professor, in the / ens. iii, 438: the

earliest expression of any doubt is by Theophylact, in

the 1 1th century i in ordi r to g< i out ol the chronolog-

ical difficulty, are Bingularly absurd, and all thi

because, even if successful, they would not diminish the

difficulty as long a- Salmon remain- a- the son of Xah-

Shon and the aiiee-tor of BoaZ. However, as there are

still found those who follow < luthov in his opinion, or at

least speak doubtfully (Valpy, Greek Test, with Eng-
lish notes, on Matt.\,b\ Burrington, On tht Genealogies,

i, 192 I'.'l.ele.: Kuinol.o,, MattA,5\ (ilshaus.-n. ////-/.).

it may he as well to call atn tit ion. with Dr. .Mill (p. 131),

to the exact coincidence in the age of Sail a- the

son of Nahshon, who was prince of the children of Ju-

dah in the wildernes i, and i hat of Rahab tin- harlot and

to observe that tin- only conceivable reason for the men-
tion of Rachab in Matthew's genealogy is that she was

a remarkable and well-known person, as Tamar, Ruth,

and Bathsheba wen-. The mention of an utterly un-

known Rahab in the line would be absurd. The allu-

sions to •• Rahab the harlot" in Heb. xi,31 ; James ii. 25,

by classing her among those illustrious for their faith,

make it still more impossible to suppose that Matthew-

was speaking of any one else. The four generations,

Nahshon. Salmon. Boaz, Obed, are. never! I

necessarily all consecutive. See David. Thi

not scom. however, to he any force in Bengel's remark.

adopted by Olshausen, that the article i.'j.- rrjg'Paxap)

proves that Rahab of Jericho is meant, seeing that all

the proper names in (he genealogy which an- in the

oblique case have the article, though manj of them oc-

cur nowhere else, and that it is omitted before ftlaplae

in ver. Hi. See GENEALOGY 01 JESUS CHRIST.

The Jewish writers abound in praises of Rahab, on

account of tin- great service she rendered their ances-

tors. Even those who do noi deny that she was a

harlot admit that -In- eventually became the wife of a

prince of Israel, and thai many great persons of their

nation sprang from this union. The gen( ral statement

is. that she was ten years of age at the time the He-

brews quitted Egypt; that she played the harlot dur-

ing all the forty years they were in the wilderness; that

she became a proselyte when the spies were received

by her: and that, after the fall of Jericho, no less a per-

BOnage than Joshua himself made her his wife. Site

i- also i ounted as an ancestn ss of Jeremiah, Maasi iah,

llanameel. Shallum, Baruch, Ezekiel, Neriah. Seriah,

and lluldah the prophetess. See Talm. Babyl.

fol. 14, col. 2 : l
r
uchasin,x,l; Shalshalet Hal

i: Abarbanel, Kimchi, etc.. on Josh. vi. 25; Mitzvoth

Toreh, p.112; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. ad Matt.i. 1: M. u-

s. hen. N. T. Talmud, p. W>. See Joshua.

•_'. RahaVs Character. This ha- been a p

deep interest and no little controversy. In tic narra-

tive of these transactions. Rahab is called l

-
:

which our own. after the ancient versions, renders -har-

lot." Tin- Jewish writers, however, being unwilling to

entertain the idea of their ancestors being involved in

a disreputable association at tin- commencement of their

-rcat undertaking, chose to interpret the word

ess," one who keeps a public-house, as if from "i"".
" t<>

nourish" (Josephus, A nt. v. 1
;

ii and vii: comp.the Tar-

gum, ami Kimohi and Jart hi o U tin- i, xt i. Christian

translators, also, an- inclined to adopt this interpreta-

tion for the sake of tic character of a woman ofwhom
the apostle speaks well, and who would appear, from

Matt.i. I. t" have become, bj a subsequent marriage

with Salmon, prince of Judah, an ancestress ol Jesus,

Hut we must he content to take lads as they stand,
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and not strain them to meet difficulties; and it is now
universally admitted by every sound Hebrew scholar

that !"I31T means " harlot," and not " hostess." It sig-

nifies " harlot" in every other text where it occurs, the

idea of " hostess" not being represented by this or any

other word in Hebrew, as the function represented by it

did not exist. (See Frisch, De Muliere Peregrina up.

Heb. [Lips. 1744].) There were no inns; and when
certain substitutes for inns eventually came into use,

they were never, in any Eastern country, kept by wom-
en. On the other hand, strangers from beyond the riv-

er might have repaired to the house of a harlot with-

out suspicion or remark : the Bedawin from the desert

constantly do so at this day in their visits to Cairo and

Bagdad. The house of such a woman was also the only

one to which they, as perfect strangers, could have had

access, and certainly the only one in which they could

calculate on obtaining the information they required

without danger from male inmates. This concurrence

of analogies in the word, in the thing, and in the prob-

ability of circumstances ought to settle the question.

If we are concerned for the morality of Rahab, the best

proof of her reformation is found in the fact of her sub-

sequent marriage to Salmon : this implies her previous

conversion to Judaism, for which, indeed, Iter discourse

with the spies evinces that she was prepared. Dis-

missing, therefore, as inconsistent with truth and with

the meaning of HSit and iropvj], the attempt to clear

her character of stain by saying that she was only an

innkeeper, and not a harlot (TravcoKivrpla, Chrysostom

and Chald. Vers.), we may yet notice that it is very pos-

sible that to a woman of her country and religion such

a calling may have implied a far less deviation from

the standard of morality than it does with us (•• vitse

genus vile magis quam flagitiosum :" Grotius), and,

moreover, that with a purer faith she seems to have
entered upon a pure life. See Haulot.
As a case of casuistry, her conduct in deceiving the

king of Jericho's messengers with a false tale, and,

above all, in taking part against her own countrymen,

has been much discussed. With regard to the first,

strict truth, either in Jew or heathen, was a virtue so

utterly unknown before the promulgation of the Gospel

that, so far as Rahab is concerned, the discussion is

quite superfluous. The question, as regards ourselves,

whether in any case a falsehood is allowable—say to

save our own life or that of another—is different, but

need not be argued here. The question, in reference

both to Rahab and to Christians, is well discussed by
Augustine, Contr. Jfendacium (Opp. vi, 33, 34 ; comp.
Bullinger, 3d Dec. Serm. iv). With regard to her tak-

ing part against her own countrymen, it can only be

justified— but is fully justified— by the circumstance

that fidelity to her country would, in her case, have
been infidelity to God, and that the higher duty to her

Maker eclipsed the lower duty to her native land. Her
anxious provision for the safety of her father's house

shows how alive she was to natural affections, and seems

to prove that she was not influenced by a selfish insen-

sibility, but by an enlightened preference for the service

of the true God over the abominable pollutions of Ca-
naanitish idolatry. If her own life of shame was in

any way connected with that idolatry, one can readily

understand what a further stimulus this would give,

now that her heart was purified by faith, to her desire

for the overthrow of the nation to which she belonged
by birth, and the establishment of that to which she

wished to belong by a community of faith and hope.

Anyhow, allowing for the difference of circumstances,

her feelings and conduct were analogous to those of a
Christian Jew in Paul's time, who should have prefer-

red the triumph of the Gospel to the triumph of the
old Judaism, or to those of a converted Hindu in our

own days, who should side with Christian Englishmen
against the attempts of his own countrymen to estab-

lish the supremacy either of Brahma or Mohammed.
VIII.—K K K

This view of Rahab's conduct is fully borne out by
the references to her in the N. T. The author of tht

Epistle to the Hebrews tells us that " by faith the har-

lot Rahab perished not with them that believed not,

when she had received the spies with peace" (Heb. xi,

31); and James fortifies his doctrine of justification by
works by asking, "Was not Rahab the harlot justified

by works, when she had received the messengers, and
had sent them out another way?" (James ii, 25). In

like manner Clement of Rome says, " Rahab the harlot

was saved for her faith and hospitality" (ad Corinth, xii)".

The fathers generally (" miro consensu :" Jacobson)

consider the deliverance of Rahab as typical of salva-

tion, and the scarlet line hung out at her window as

typical of the blood of Jesus, in the same way as the

ark of Noah and the blood of the paschal lamb were—

a

view which is borne out by the analogy of the deliver-

ances, and by the language of Heb. xi, 31 (role, cnruS)]-

oamv, " the disobedient" ), compared with 1 Pet. iii, 20

(aTTfj^i'iaaaiv irort). Clement (ad Corinth, xii) is the

first to do so. He says that by the symbol of the scar-

let line it was " made manifest that there shall be re-

demption through the blood of the Lord to all who be-

lieve and trust in God," and adds that Rahab in this

was a prophetess as well as a believer—a sentiment in

which he is followed by Origen (in lib. Jes., Horn. iii).

Justin Martyr, in like manner, calls the scarlet line " the

symbol of the blood of Christ, by which those of all na-

tions who once were harlots and unrighteous are saved ;"

and in a like spirit Irenasus draws from the story of Ra-
hab the conversion of the Gentiles, and the admission

of publicans and harlots into the kingdom of heaven
through the symbol of the scarlet line, which he com-
pares with the Passover and the Exodus. Ambrose,
Jerome, Augustine (who, like Jerome and Cyril, takes

Psa. lxxxvii, 4 to refer to Rahab the harlot), and The-
odoret, all follow in the same track ; but Origen, as usu-

al, carries the allegory still further. Irenajus makes the

singular mistake of calling the spies three, and makes
them symbolical of the Trinity ! The comparison of

the scarlet line with the scarlet thread which was bound
round the hand of Zarah is a favorite one with them.

See Irenajus, < 'ontr. Her. iv, xx ; Just. Mart. ( 'ontr. Tryph.

p. 11 ; Jerome, Adv. Jovin. lib. i ; Epist. xxxiv ad Nepot.

;

Breviar. in Psa. Ixxxvi; Origen, Comm. in Malt, xxvii;

Chrysost. Horn. 3 in Matt., also 3 in Ep. ad Horn. ; Ephr.

Syr. Rhythm 1 and 7 on Nativ. : Rhythm 7 on tht Faith
;

Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechet. Lect. ii, 9; x, 11. Bullin-

ger (bth Dec. Serm. vi) views the line as a sign and seal

of the covenant between the Israelites and Rahab.

The Jews, as above observed, are embarrassed as to

what to say concerning Rahab. They praise her high-

ly for her conduct ; but some rabbins give out that she

was not a Canaanite, but of some other Gentile race,

and was only a sojourner in Jericho. The Gemara of

Babylon mentions the above -noted tradition that she

became the wife of Joshua— a tradition unknown to

Jerome (Adv. Jovin.). Josephus (Ant. v, 1) describes

her as an innkeeper, and her house as an inn (tcarayw-

yioi'), and never applies to her the epithet iropvr], which
is the term used by the Sept.

See the Critici Sacri, Thesaur. Nov. i, 487 ; Simeon,

Works, ii, 544; Gordon, C/uist as Made Known, etc. ii,

268; Ewald, Gesch. Isr. ii, 24G ; Niemeyer, Charah. iii,

423 sq. ; Abicht, De Rachab Merefrice (Lips. 1714)

;

Gaunter, Hist, and Char, of Rahab [insists that she

could not have been a harlot] (Lond. 1850) ; Hoffmann,

RahaVs Erettung (Berl. 1861). Sec Joshua.

2. (Heb. Ra'hab, Sfn, strength; Sept. 'P«a/3, Psa.

lxxxvii, 4; to ktjtoc, Job xvi, 12; vmpS)<pavoc, Psa.

Ixxxix, 10 ; omits Isa. Ii, 9). A poetical name signify-

ing "sea monster," which is applied as an appellation

to Egypt in Psa. lxxiv, 13, 14; lxxxvii, 4; Ixxxix, 10;

Isa. Ii, 9 (and sometimes to its king, Ezek. xxix, 3;

xxxiii, 3 ; comp. Psa. lxviii, 31)—which metaphorical

designation probably involves an allusion to the croco-
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diles, hippopotami, ami other aquatic creatures of the

Nile (q. v.). As the word, if Hebrew, radically denotes

"fierceness, insolence, pride," when applied to Egypt, il

would indicate the national character of the inhabitants,

- thinks ii was probably ofEgyptian origin. but

accommodated to Hebrew, although no likely equiva-

lent has been found in Coptic, or, we may add, in an-

cient Egyptian (Thesuur. & v.). That the Hebrew

meaning is alluded t" in connection the proper
- not seem to prove that the latter i- Hebrew

but this is rendered very probable by its apposite char-

its sole use in poetical books. See Bi hemoi h.

I be same word occurs in a passage in Job, where it

is usually translated, as in the A. v.. instead of being

treated as a proper name. Xet many interpreters, com-
paring this passage with parallel ones, insist that it

refers to the Exodus: "He divideth the sea with his

power, and by his understanding be smiteth through

the proud"
|
or • Kahab"

]
i xxvi, 12 ). The prophet

Isaiah calls on the arm of the Lord, "
|

Art
|
not thou it

that hath cut Rahab, [and] wounded the dragon?

[
An I not thou ii which hath dried the sea. the waters

ofthe great deep; that hath made the depths ofthe sea

a way i.ir the ransomed to pass over?" |
li. 9, 10 ; comp.

15). In Psa. lxxiv the division ofthe sea is mentioned

in connection with breaking the heads ofthe dragons

and the headset' I.e\ iathan (ver. i:i. 1 l>. Si >. too. in l'sa.

lw\i\ God's power to subdue the sea is spoken of im-

mediately before a mention of his having " broken Ra-

hab in pieces" (ver. 9, 1" I. Rahab, as a name of Egypt,

occurs once only without reference to the Exodus: this is

in Psa. lxxxvii, where Kahab. Babylon, Philistia, Tyre,

and Cush are compared with Zion (ver. 4, 5). In one

other passage the name is alluded to with reference to

its Hebrew signification, where it is prophesied that the

aid ofthe Egyptians should not avail those who sought

it, and this sentence follows : r~'i" ~n Sin 1

}, " Insolence

(i.e. 'the insolent'), they sit still" dsa. xxx. 7), as (le-

senius reads, considering it to be undoubtedly a prover-

bial expression. See CROCODILE.

Ra'ham
i Heb. Rach'am, "zrr.h,lhi: Sept. 'Paifi),

the -on of Sbema and father ofJorkoam, in the geneal-

ogy of the descendants of Caleb the son of Hezron, of

the tribe of Judah | 1 Chron. ii. 11 i.
!'..('. post 1600.

Rashi and the author ofthe Qucest. in ParaL, attributed

to J i regard Jorkoam as a place, of which Raham
was founder and prince.

Rahauser, Frederick A., a German Reformed
minister, was born in York < !o., Pa., in 1782, of humble
bui excellent parentage. He was brought up as a

weaver, the profession of his father. His early edu-

cational advantages were very limited. At the age of

twenty-one he went to Hanover, Pa., there studied

with a Lutheran minister, ami then determined to pre-

pare- for the work of the mini-try. His brother Jona-

than greatly aided him. ami Frederick Rahauser pleased

as a preacher as soon as he entered upon the ministe-

rial task. He was ordained in 1808, and preached for

nearly half a century. lie served during this period

several large and laborious charges, which are now
among the most prosperous and prominent places in the

Reformed Church. In those early days all ministers

did hard work, for then the fields were large and the

laborer- were yet fewer than now. His first settlement

was at Emmettsburg, Md., in the s mer of 1808. This

charge, which he served with great acceptance for about

eight years, then included Gettysburg, Taneytown, An-
other distant points. Some of the congrega-

re -even. ten. twelve, and even twenty miles

apart. But during all his hard service his general

health was good, so that he rarely failed to meet an ap-

pointment In 1816 he accepted a call to the church at

Harrisburg, Pa., to which he ministered till 1819, when
lie removed to Chambersburg, Pa. To ibis charge he

gave bis matured and most vigorous labors, and there

faithfulness al.-o was attended with success for a period

of seventeen years. In L836 he removed to Tiffin, O.,

and for four years was pastor of the German Reformed
Church in that city. In 1840 he took charge of some
country churches in Sandusky and Seneca counties, in

a region called the Black Swamp. Here he continued
the work of bis ministry, till declining years and failing

i nergies disabled him from the active duties of his holy
office. He lived with his children until his death. July
15, 1865.

Ra'hel, a form originally adopted everywhere in

the A. V. (in the edition of 161 1 1 for the present famil-

iar name Rachel up v. '.but retained in our present

Bible only in .br. xxxi. 15, apparently by a mere over-

sight ofthe later editors.

Rahu is. iu Indian mythology, the daemon who is

imagined to be the cause of thi eclipses of sun and
i i. When, in consequence of the churning of the

milk sea. the gods had obtained the amrita, or bever-

age of immortality, they endeavored to appropriate it

to their exclusive use: and in this attempt they had
also succeeded, after a long struggle with their rivals,

the Daityas, or daemons, when Rahu, one of the latter.

insinuating himself among the gods, obtained a portion

oi the amrita. Being detected by the sun and moon.

In- bead was cut off by Vishnu : but. t he amrita having

reached his throat, his head had already become immor-
tal; and out of revenge against sun and moon, it now
pursues them with implacable hatred, seizing them at

intervals, and thus causing their eclipses. Such is the

substance of the legend as told in the Mahabhdrata
(q.v.). In the Puranas (q.v.), it is amplified by al-

lowing both head and tail of the daemon to

heaven, and produce the eclipses ol sun and m I,

when the head ofthe daemon is called Rahu and his

tail Kitu. both, moreover, being represented in some
Puranas as the sons of the daemon Viprachitti and

his wife Sinhika. In the Vishnu-Purana, Rahu is also

spoken of as the king of the meteors. Chambers's

Encyclop. s. v.

Rai Dasis, a Hindu sect founded by Rai D.is. a

disciple ofRamanand. It is said to be confined to the

chamois, or workers in hides and in It ather, and among
the very lowest ofthe Hindu mixed tribes. This cir-

cumstance, as Prof. II. II. Wilson thinks, renders il dif-

ficult, if not impossible, lee ascertain whether the sect

siill exists.—Gardner, Faithsqftfo World, s. v.

Raiford, Matthew, a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, was born in Jefferson Ce...

Ga., July 12, 1789. He enjoyed the comfortable as-

surance of grace at or before the tenth year of his age,

and joined the Church in his eleventh year. He was

licensed to exhort March 28, 1818, and was licensed to

preach Dec. 6. He entered the Georgia Conference at

the ensuing session, and filled various appointments

until 1842, when he ceased t" be- an effective preacher.

lie wa- Bprely afflicted !'<>r several years before his

death, but often spoke ol it with calmness and Christian

confidence. Hedied in Monroe Co., Ga., April 16, 1849.

Minutes ofAnnual Conf.oftht .'/. i .

p. 25.

Raikes, Henry, an Anglican divine of considera-

ble note, was born Sept. 24, 1782, and was the- see-em.

I

-hi of lb as Raikes, a gentleman distinguished in

English civic life. He was educated at Eton and Cam-
bridge University, where he graduated at St, John's

College, in 1804, with second-class honors. The m-xt

three years were Bpenl on the- Continent in extensive

travels. He enjoyed the >< e.i, iv of i i i

<

-
me.-i cultured,

and returned, in 1808, to enter the service of the Church

with more- than usual intellectual and social qualifica-

tions. He became curate of Bt tchworth, in Surrey,and

later of Burnham, in Buckshire, h hence be removed to

Bognor, in Sussex; and finally enjoyed the distinction

of holding the chancellorship of « hester for eighteen

j . are. He refused, about 1829, the- bishopric of < Calcut-

ta and a valuable- preferment in the North of Ireland
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and in Lincolnshire. He was attached to his home,

and loved the quiet and retirement of his parish. lie

died in February, 1854. Chancellor Raikes's varied and

great learning was scarcely known by bis most intimate

friends. His was so unpretentious a nature that few

were aware of his acquirements in Oriental learning

and patristic subjects. His printed productions are his

least valuable efforts. Yet among these lesser works

and contributions to the religious periodicals of the day,

he published a volume of Sermons of a very original

type, on the "Divine Attributes;" but this volume in-

curred the fate of most works adopted by a party as its

manifesto in great temporary popularity and early ob-

livion. A far more important work, and one of vast in-

fluence on the Church, was his Essay on Clerical Educa-

tion. It materially influenced the universities to the

recognition of a higher truth, of a more precious learn-

ing than had, at that time, scarcely found a place in the

extensive range of university studies and examinations.

It is to be regretted that, besides the repeated publica-

tion of series of sermons, the productions of Chancellor

Raikes are left in MS. form. He was so well qualified

for original work, and did so much of it in certain un-

explored fields, that it is to be hoped his writings will,

some day, find their way to print in a complete edition.

See Gentleman's Mag. (Lond.) 1855, i, 198 sq. (J. H. W.)

Raikes, Richard, uncle of Henry, was a clergy-

man of the Church of England, and flourished near the

middle of the 18th century. He was educated at St.

John's College, Cambridge, and held a fellowship from

that university. After taking holy orders, he was made
prebendary of St. David's. He was a man of exact

learning and of refinement of taste. He was the early

teacher of Henry. The founder of Sunday-schools also

received much help and encouragement from this divine,

who himself published Essays on Sunday-schools. See

Gentleman's Magazine (Lond.), 1855, p. 199.

Raikes, Robert, the noted English philanthro-

pist who founded the modern Sunday-school (q. v.),

was a native of Gloucester, England, where he was born

in 1735. His ancestors were people of good rank, and

some of them are distinguished as clergy and politi-

cians. His father was a printer and an editor. He
published the Gloucester Journal, a county Tory news-
paper, and the first journal that attempted to give a re-

port of parliamentary proceedings, which was consider-

ed, at the time, so great a breach of privilege that he

was reprimanded at the bar of the House of Lords in

the dark days of George I and under the partisanship

of lord-chancellor King. Robert was brought up with

a view of succeeding his father in business, and en-

joyed, therefore, a liberal education. Having finally

become proprietor of the Journal, he managed to give

his paper a wide influence and respectful reading. He
was a truly devout man, and carried his Christianity

into every-day life. He was not only scrupulous about

his church attendance on the Sabbath, but made it the

rule to frequent early morning prayers on week-days at

the Gloucester cathedral. A man who could thus de-

vote the hours of a working-day to the glory of his

God was likely to cherish an interest in his fellows

also. Raikes was particularly interested in the lowly

and the degraded. He visited prisons and went about

the streets seeking to do good wherever there was need
of aid or counsel. The improvements in prison disci-

pline at the close of the last century in England are

largely due to Robert Raikes. His newspaper was an
important agency which he used freely, and thus pow-
erfully affected public opinion in favor of the suffering

and degraded classes of society. In 1781 his attention

was directed to the children of the poor. He had, by
frequent intercourse with the common people, learned

of their low intellectual state and the absolute neglect

suffered by the rising generations. He was struck, as

he himself tells us in one of his letters written in 1784,

with the number of wretched children whom he found

in the suburbs of Gloucester, chiefly in the neighbor-

hood of a pin manufactory, where their parents were
employed, wholly abandoned to themselves, half clothed,

half fed, and growing np in the most degrading vices.

The state of the streets was worse on Sunday, when
the older children, who were employed in the factory

on week-days, were joined to their younger associates;

and all manner of excesses became the theme of com-
plaint on the part of the shopmen and the property-

owners generally. Even the farmers near there com-
plained of the depredations frequently committed by
juvenile offenders. Raikes determined to provide a
remedy for this growing evil. He saw very clearly

the surest result in education, and therefore sought the

help of four excellent teachers and devoted Christian

women, whom he paid a small allowance for their ser-

vices, and, gathering the children on the Sabbath-day;

attempted the kind of work which has given shape to

the modern Sabbath-school. He procured the help of

the clergy, and the enterprise begun in such an unpre-

tending manner grew into proportions of which Kaikes

himself had not had the faintest idea. The instruction

was at first confined to reading and writing. Instead

of secular text-books, the Bible was the principal read-

ing-book used, and so the children were made familiar

with the Gospel's great benefits to man. How he got

the children we will let him tell in his own language:

"I went around," he says, "to remonstrate with num-
bers of the poor on the melancholy consequences that

must ensue from a fatal neglect of their children's mor-
als. I prevailed with some, and others soon followed;

and the school began to prosper in numbers. The chil-

dren were to come soon after ten in the morning and
stay till twelve ; they were then to go home and re-

turn at one, and, after reading a lesson, they were to be

conducted to church. After church they were to be

employed in repeating the catechism till half-past five,

and then to be dismissed with an injunction to go home
without making a noise, and by no means to play in

the street. With regard to the rules adopted, I only re-

quired that they come to the school on Sunday as clean

as possible. . Many were at first deterred because they

wanted decent clothing, but I coidd not undertake to

supply this defect. Although without shoes and in a

ragged coat, I rejected none on that account; all that I

required were clean hands, a clean face, and the hair

combed. If they had no clean shirt, they were to come
in that which they had on. The want of decent ap-

parel at first kept great numbers at a distance, but they

gradually became wiser, and all pressed to learn. I had
the good luck to procure places for some that were de-

serving, which was of great use. The children attend-

ing the school varied from six years old to twelve or

fourteen. Little rewards were distributed among the

most diligent ; this excited an emulation." The mode
of procedure is thus described by himself: " Upon the

Sunday afternoon the mistresses take their scholars to

church, a place which neither they nor their ancestors

ever entered with a view to the glory of God. They
assemble at the house of one of the mistresses, and walk

before her to church, two and two, in as much order as

a company of soldiers. I am generally at church, and

after service thev all come round me to make their

how. and. if any animosities have arisen, to make their

complaint. The great principle I inculcate is to be

kind and good-natured to each other; not to provoke

one another; to be dutiful to their parents; not to of-

fend God by cursing and swearing, and such plain pre-

cepts as all may comprehend." Although other schemes

may have been formed on a larger scale and excited a

more romantic interest, none were ever so productive

of more extensively beneficial results. The necessity,

and the advantages to be derived from the establishment,

of such schools seem to have occurred about the same
time to several individuals in various parts of the coun-

try ; and although Mr. Stoke, in particular, the rector of

St. John's, Gloucester, cordially co-operated in the erec-
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tion and superintendence of the Sunday-schools in that

city, yet, for the energetic developmenl of the principle,

for the carrying-out into practical details and bringing

it in the most advantageous form before the country bo

ns to render ii a prolific source of public benefit, to Rob-

ert Raikes, beyond all dispute, belongs the honorable title

of the 1 ounder of Sunday-schools. Three years after

the inauguration of the Gloucester instituti the in-

habitants of an obscure districl where he had fixed a

school remarked that -the place had become quite a

heaven upon Sundays compared to what it used to be."

Scl Is of the same kind were, ere long, opened in most

of the large towns in England. A Sunday-school So-

ciety was opened in London under the auspices of siieh

men .-is Henry Thornton, bishops Barrington, Porteus,

and ot her well-known Christians of the period; and. at

a genera] meeting of that association, held on duly 11,

17*7. it was resolved unanimously thai, in consideration

,>i i In- zeal and merits of Robert Raikes, he be admitted

an honorary member of the society. Wit bin t he sphere

of his own immediate experience. Raikes had the Mih-

faction of seeing the happiest fruits spring from the

institutions in Gloucester; for. out of all the thousands

ol
]

• children who were educated at those Sunday-
schools, it was found, after a long series of years, thai

not one had ever been either iu the city or county

prisons. Raikes died in 1*11. See Gentleman's Maga-
eim il.ond.i. 1784 L831, pt. ii, 132, 294; Sketch of Hu

Lift ofJRobt. Raikes, and the History of Sunday-schools
(N. X. l8mo); Cornell. I.

if, of Robert Raikes | X. V.

1864 i; Jamiespn, Christian Biography, s. v.

Raikes, Timothy, the grandfather of Robert

Raikes, was a clergyman of the Church of England,

and of some note, lie was born near the middle of the

17th century, and was educated at St. John's College,

Cambridge. After taking holy order-, he was vicar of

Tickhill. lie held the vicarate of Hessle, near Hull, ,at

the lime of his death, in 1722.

Raillon, 3 u ques, a French prelate, born at Bour-

goin, July 17. 1762, was educated for the priesthood at

the seminary in Lucon, in which he had been placed by
bishop Mercy of thai place. After graduation he was

made a curate of Montaigu, bul was obliged in the Rev-
j

olutionary period to quit his parish, and lived for some

time at Paris, where he took the defence of the priests

in his Appelau Peupk Catholiqut I
l~92,8vo*). But he

became only notorious, and, by the gravity of the situa-

tion, was force,! from the country. He lived for a while

at Soleur, in Switzerland, then al Venice, in Italy, ami

only returned to France in 1804. lie at once became

teacher in the house of l'ortalis, then minister of cul

ins. and by his influence Raillon was in 1809 made

professor of pulpit oratory iii the theological faculty at

Paris, and titulary can, I Notre Dame. In the latter

capacity he pron ced the funeral orations u] mar-

shal Lannes and other distinguished countrymen of his.

and bo markedly acquitted himself in this task that he

was given the episcopacy of Orleans in 1810. The un-

pleasant relations then existing between the govern-

ment of France and the papacy, however, prevented bis

confirmation, and in 1816 he went into retirement at

Paris. The. government, however, was unwilling to

Buffer the loss of such a faithful and efficient ecclesias-

tic, and in 1829 he was nominated bishop of Dijon and

promptly confirmed as such. In 1830 he was made arch-

bishop ol Aix, and there he resided until his death, in

i
- in bis departure from Dijon a medal was struck

in In- i o ioi i". ids diocese, so greatly was he beloved.

The recently expired Dupanloup ( 1878), who figured as

bishop, and more recently as archbishop, of Orleans, al

one time involved Raillon in controversy and took offen-

sive ground; bul Raillon was universally supported by
the French press and a majority of the French clergy,

and for a while bishop I tupanloup lost much of his pop-

ularity on account of his conduct in this affair. His

works are of a secular character, excepting the Histoire

,!, Saint-Ambros< (which was to form four or five vols.

in 8vo, but of which the MS. was lost I. See Hoefer.
Nouv. Biog. Generate, b. v. (J. II. \\ .

i

Rails or mi. Altar date from the time of bishop

Andrewes, who calls them - wainscot banisters." and
I.and. who intended to preserve the altar from profana-
tion by their use. They are. in fact, the cam • lit moved
eastward, resembling the mediaeval " reclinatorium," and
answer to the primitive altar-veils and Greek "iconos-
tasis." At Leamington Priors, St. German's, and Wim-
borne they are covered with a white linen cloth at the

time of holy communion, a relic of the custom for com-
municants to hold the houselling-cloth (dominicale, for

the Lord's body) below their chin for the purpose of re-

taining upon it any portion of the sacrament which
might fall during the administration. The custom was
disused at the coronation ofWilliam IV. St. Augustine
and Cssarius of Aries mention a linen cloth (linteamen)

used by women for the same purpose. Walcott. Sacred
Archceol. >. v.

Raiment. See Clothing; Dress; Garment.

Raimondi, Giovanni Battista, a eel, brand
Italian Orientalist, was born at Cremona in loin, re-

moved in his youth to Nap], ~. w hi ie he sludh d at the

university theology, philosophy, and mathematics, and
then spent some lime in Asia stud} ing Eastern civiliza-

tion and languages. Returning to Italy, he became en-

gaged in various literary enterprises, and enjoyed the

society of the great and the ham,,!. He brought out

an edition of the (los|,cls in Arabic with a Latin inter-

linear translation 1 1591 1, an, 1

, wrote grammars of Syriac

and Arabic. He was also engaged on a polyglot Bible

more complete than that of Alcala or of Antwi rp, and
only ceased labor when the death of pope Gregory XIII

(1585) and the departure of cardinal Ferdinand de1

Medici (1587) deprived him of the necessary funds for

such an enterprise. He died about 1610. He was en-

gaged after l .">.s7 i n the compilation of Oriental MSS.
and other like labors. See Tiraboschi, Delia Letteratura

Italiana.— -Hoefer. Nouv. Biog. Genirale, b.v.

Raimondi, Marc Antonio, an Italian engraver

who devoted himself to classical and sacred art. was

born at Bologna in 1487. lb' was a student lirst of

Francesco Francia, but perfected himself under Raphael,

who fa\ore, 1 him so greatly that Raimondi may be

placed by the side of his great master. The two artists

together exerted such a meat influence upon this par-

ticular branch of art thai the works of that time have
never been excelled in drawing and clearness of outline,

though much surpass,,! in gradation of tone and deli-

cacj of modelling. It should be remembered that it was
from the drawings, and not the finished pictures, of

Raphael that Marc Antonio worked. He was especial-

ly remarkable for the exactness with which he copied :

h, seems to have been willing to lose himself entirely

in the master he reproduced. His life may be said n>

have been devoted to multiplying the works of Ra-

phael, lie also executed a few plates after Michael

Angelo,Mantegna, Bandinelli, and Giulio Romano. He
was imprisoned on account of some plates after the de-

signs of the latter, which were so indecent as lo enrage

Clement \ II. and it was with difficulty that his release

was obtained by s,une of the cardinals and Bandinelli.

In 1627 Raimondi was in full favor in Rome, when he

was driven away by the Backing of the Spaniards. He
was plundered, and fled to Bologna. His last work was

done in 1539, in which year he is said to have been killed

by a nobleman of Rome, because he had engraved a sec-

ond plate of the Hfurderofthi Innocents, contrary to his

agreement. His works are numerous, and in selecting

them -real attention should be paid to the different im-

pressions, fir some of the plates have been retouched

by those who have bad them, until they are greatly

changed. The best impressions have no publisher's

name. Ileinekcii gives a complete catalogue '1 his

prints. Very fine collections arc iii the Locvrc and in
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the British Museum. At Venice Ralmoncli engraved,

after Diirer, two sets of prints—viz. those illustrating

the life of the Virgin and the life and Passion of Christ.

See Hoefer, Nouv. Bioej. Generate, s. v.

Rain, Heb. "113^, matdr, and also C':3,j«/«i, which,

however, rather signifies a shower of more violent rain;

it is also used as a generic term, including the early and

latter rain (Jer. v, 24 ; Joel ii, 23). Another word, of a

more poetical character, is D'12'1 2"i, rebibim (a plural

form, connected with rab, "many," from the multitude

of the drops), translated in our version "showers" (Deut.

xxxii, 2; Jer. iii, 3; xiv, 22; Mic. v, 7 [Heb. 6]; Psa.

lxv, 10 [Heb. 11] ; lxxii, G). The Hebrews have also

the word d"lT, zerem,, expressing violent rain, storm,

tempest, accompanied with hail—in Job xxiv, 8, the

heavy rain which comes down on mountains; and the

word *"P"05, sagrir, which occurs only in Prov. xxvii.

15, continuous and heavy rain (Sept. tv fifiepa xal
lt'

pivy).

Early Rain means the rains of the autumn, iTl"*,

yoreh, part, subst. from inT1
,
" he scattered" (Deut. xi,

14; Jer. v, 24); also the Hiphil part. !"!""", moreh (Joel

ii, 23) ; Sept. vztoq irpioifiog.

Latter Rain is the rain of spring, ©ipPTa, malkosh,

(Prov. xvi, 15; Job xxix, 23; Jer. iii, 3; Hos. vi, 3;

Joel ii. 23 ; Zech. x, 1) ; Sept. vtrbe, ih/^or. The early

and latter rains are mentioned together (Deut. xi, 14;

Jer. v, 24 ; Joel ii, 23 ; Hos. vi, 3 ; James v, 7).

In a country comprising so many varieties of eleva-

tion as Palestine, there must of necessity occur corre-

sponding varieties of climate. An account that might
correctly describe the peculiarities of the district of Leb-

anon would be in many respects inaccurate when ap-

plied to the deep depression and almost tropical climate

of Jericho. In any general statement, therefore, allow-

ance must be made for not inconsiderable local varia-

tions. Contrasted with the districts most familiar to

the children of Israel before their settlement in the land

of promise— Egypt and the Desert— rain might be

spoken of as one of its distinguishing characteristics

(Deut. xi, 10, 11; Herodotus, iii, 10). For six months
in the year no rain falls, and the harvests are gathered

in without any of the anxiety with which we are so

familiar lest the work be interrupted by unseasonable

storms. In this respect, at least, the climate has re-

mained unchanged since the time when Boaz slept by
his heap of corn; and the sending of thunder and rain in

wheat harvest was a miracle which filled the people with

fear and wonder (1 Sam. xii, 16-18); so that Solomon
could speak of " rain in harvest" as the most forcible ex-

pression for conveying the idea of something utterly out

of place and unnatural (Prov. xxvi, 1). There are, how-
ever, very considerable, and perhaps more than compen-
sating, disadvantages occasioned by this long absence

of rain: the whole land becomes dry, parched, and
brown; the cisterns are empty; the springs and fountains

fail; and the autumnal rains are eagerly looked for, to

prepare the earth for the reception of the seed. These,

the early rains, commence about the end of October or

beginning of November, in Lebanon a month earlier

—

not suddenly, but by degrees : the husbandman has thus

the opportunity of sowing his fields ofwheat and barley.

The rains come mostly from the west or south-west
(Luke xii, 54), continuing for two or three days at a
time, and falling chiefly during the night. The wind
then shifts round to the north or east, and several days
of fine weather succeed (Prov. xxv, 23). During the

months of November and December the rains continue

to fall heavily, but at intervals ; afterwards they return,

only at longer intervals, and are less heavy ; but at no
period during the winter do they entirely cease. Jan-
uary and February are the coldest months, and snow
falls, sometimes to the depth of a foot or more, at Jeru-

salem, but it does not lie long : it is very seldom seen

along the coast and in the low plains. Thin ice occa-

sionally covers the pools for a few days, and while Por-

ter was writing his Handbook; the snow was eight inches

deep at Damascus, and the ice a quarter ofan inch t hick.

Rain continues to fall more or less during the month of

March; it is very rare in April, and even in Lebanon

the showers that occur are generally light. In the val-

ley of the Jordan the barley harvest begins as early as

the middle of April, and the wheat a fortnight later; in

Lebanon the grain is seldom ripe before the middle of

June. See Robinson {Biblical Researches, i. 429) ancl-

Porter {Handbook, ch. xlviii). See Palestine.

With respect to the distinction between the early

and the latter rains, Robinson observes that there are

not at the present day " any particular periods of rain

or succession of showers which might be regarded as

distinct rainy seasons. The whole period from October

to March now constitutes only one continued season of

rain, without any regularly intervening term of pro-

longed line weather. Unless, therefore, there have been

some change in the climate, the early and the latter

rains for which the husbandman waited witli longing

seem rather to have implied the first showers ofautumn

which revived the parched and thirsty soil and pre-

pared it for the seed ; and the later showers of spring,

which continued to refresh and forward both the ripen-

ing crops and the vernal products of the fields (James v,

7; Prov. xvi, 15). In April and May the sky is usual-

ly serene ; showers occur occasionally, but they are mild

and refreshing. On May 1 Robinson experienced show-

ers at Jerusalem, and " at evening there were thunder

and lightning (which are frequent in winter), with

pleasant and reviving rain. May 6 was also remark-

able for thunder and for several showers, some ofwhich

were quite heavy. The rains of both these days ex-

tended far to the north, . . . but the occurrence of rain

so late in the season was regarded as a very unusual cir-

cumstance" {Biblical Researches, i, 430 [he is speaking

of the year 1838]). In 1856, however, " there was very

heavy rain accompanied with thunder all over the re-

gion of Lebanon, extending to Beirut and Damascus,

on May 28 and 29; but the oldest inhabitant had never

seen the like before, and it created," says Porter ( Hand-

book, ch. xlviii), "almost as much astonishment as the

thunder and rain which Samuel brought upon the Is-

raelites during the time of wheat harvest." During Dr.

Robinson's stay at Beirut on his second visit to Pales-

tine, in 1852, there were heavy rains in March, once for

five days continuously, and the weather continued varia-

ble, with occasional heavy rain, till the close of the first

week in April. The "latter rains" thus continued this

season for nearly a month later than usual, and the re-

sult was afterwards seen in the very abundant crops of

winter grain (Robinson, Biblical Researches, iii, 9).

These details will, it is thought, better than any gen-

eralized statement, enable the reader to form his judg-

ment on the "former" and "latter" rains of Scripture,

and maj? serve to introduce a remark or two on the

question, about which some interest has been felt,

whether there have been any change in the frequency

and abundance ofthe rain in Palestine, or in the periods

of its supply. It is asked whether " these stony hills,

these deserted valleys," can be the land flowing with

milk and honey; the land which God cared for; the

land upon which were always the eyes of the Lord,

from the beginning of the year to the end of the year

(Deut. xi, 12). So far as relates to the other considera-

tions which may account for diminished fertility, such

as the decrease of population and industry, the neglect

of terrace -culture and irrigation, and husbanding the

supply of water, it may suffice to refer to the article on

Agriculture, and to Stanley {Sinai and Palestine,

p. 120-123). With respect to our more immediate sub-

ject, it is urged that the very expression " flowing with

milk and honey" implies abundant rains to keep alive

the grass for the pasture of the numerous herds supply-

ing the milk, ami to nourish the flowers clothing the
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ii. .u bare hill-sides, from whence the bees might gather

their stores of honey. Ii is urged thai the supply of

rain in its due season a erne to be promised as contin-

gent upon the fidelity of the people
| Deut. xi, 13-15;

Lev. nx\ i. 3 5 i, and thai as from time t" time, to pun-

ish the people for their transgressions, " the showers

have been withholden, and there hath been no latter

rain" (Jer. iii. 3; 1 Kings x\ii. xviii), so now. in the

great and long-continued apostasy oi the children of Is-

rael, there bas come upon even the land of their for-

feited inheritance a like long-continued withdrawal of

tin favor of God, who claims the sending of rain as one

oi his special prerogatives (Jer. xiv, 22). See Calen-
dar. Jewish.

I be e.-uiy rains, ii is urged, are bj comparison scanty

and interrupted, the latter rain- iia\ e altogi I her ceased,

and hence, ii is maintained, the curse has been fulfilled,

"Thy heaven thai is over thy bead shall be brass, and
the earth thai is under thee shall be iron. The Lord

shall make the rain of thy land powder and dust" i I lent.

xxviii, 23, -1: Lev. xxvi. 19). Without entering here

int.. i he consideration of the justness of the interpreta-

tion which would assume these predictions of the with-

holding of rain to he altogether different in the manner
of their infliction from the other calamities denounced
in these chapters of threatening, it would appear that,

so far as the question offact is concerned, i hen- is scarce-

ly sufficient reason to imagine that anj meat and marked
changeswith respect to the rains have taken place in Pal-

estine. In early days, as now. rain was unknown for half

the year; and if we may judge from the allusions in

Prov. xvi. 15; Job xxix. _':>. the latter rain was even

then, while greatly desired and longed for. thai which
was somewhat precarious, by no means to be absolutely

counted on as a matter of course. If we are to take as

correct our translation of Joel ii. 23, "The latter rain in

the first (month)," i.e. Nisan orAbib, answering to the

latter part of March and the early part of April, the

times of the latter rain in the days of the prophets

would coincide with those in which it falls now. The
same conclusion would he arrived at from Amos iv, 7,

•
I have withholden the rain from von when t here were

yet three months to the har\ est." The rain here spoken
of is i he latter rain, and an interval of three months be-

tween t he ending of the rain and i he beginning of har-

vest would seem to be in an average year as exceptional

now as it wa- when Amos noted it as a judgment of

God. We may infer also from the Song of Solomon, ii,

1 1 13, where is given a poetical description of the burst-

ing-forth of vegetation in the spring, that when the

-w inter" was past, the rain also was over and gone. We
can hardly, by any extension of I In- term "winter."

bring ii down to a later period than that during which
the rains still fall.

It ma\ be added that travellers have, perhaps uncon-

sciously, exaggerated the barrenness of the land, from

confining themselves too closely to the southern portion

of Palestine; the northern portion, Galilee, of such pe-

culiar interest to the readers oi the GOSpels, is fertile

and beautiful (see Mauley. Sinai and Palestine, ch. x.

and Van de Velde, there quoted), ami in his description

of the valley of Nablus, the ancient Shechem, Robinson
< Biblical Researches, ii. 275) becomes almost enthusias-

tic I [ere a scene ofluxuriant ami almost unparalleled

verdure hursts upon our view. The whole valley was
tilled with gardens "I vegetables ami orchards of all

fruits, watered by several fountains, which
burst forth in various pan- ami flow westward in re-

freshing Btreams. It came upon us suddenly, like a

scene of fairy enchantment We saw nothing like it in

all Palestine." The account given by a recent lady

travel! r
|
Egypti in Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines, by

Miss Beaufort i of the luxuriant fruit-trees and vegeta-
bles which she saw at -Mc-hiillam's farm in the vallej of

Iria-. a little south of& thlehem (possiblythe site ol Sol-
o n's gardens, Eccles. ii, 4 6), may serve to prove how
much now. as ever, maj he . lied, ,| by irrigation (<i.v.).

Lain frequently furnishes the writers of the Old Test.
with fori ible and appropriate metaphors, varying in their

characti r according as thej n gard it as the beneficent
and fertilizing shower, or the destructive storm pouring
down the mountain-side and sweeping away the labor
of years. Thus Prov. xxviii. :i. of the poor man that op-
presseth the poor; Ezek. xx xviii, 22, of the just punish-
ments and righteous vengeance ol God (comp. Psa. xi,

6; Job xx, 23). On the other hand, we have it used of
speech wise and lining, rein -hing the souls of men

; ol

words earnestly waited for and needfully listened to

(Deut. xxxii. •_'; Job xxix. 23); of the cheering favor
of the Lord coming down ince more upon the penitent
soul; of the gracious presence and influence for good of
the righteous king among his people; of the
gifts, and graces of the reign oi the Messiah (Hos. \ i, 3 ;

I' Sam. xxiii. 1 ; Psa. lxxii. 6 I. - Smith.

Rain Dragon, 'I'm . a Chinese deity, from whose
capacious mouth ii is believed the waters are spouted
forth which descend upon the earth in the form of rain.

Ihi- god i- worshipped by those who cultivate the soil,

only, however, when his power is fell either by the ab-

sence of rain or by too abundant a supply. Sometimes
the farmers earnestly implore him to give them more
rain and sometimes less. In cases ofdroughl each fam-
ily keeps erected al the front door of the house a tab-

let on which is inscribed, " To the Dragon King of the

Five Lakes and the Four Sea-." Before this tablet, on

an altar of incense, thej lay out their sacrificial i BR rinc,s

to propitiate the gods. Processions are also got up,

among the farmers particularly, to attract the favor of

the gods. On these occasions there may sometimes he

seen a huge figure of a dragon made of paper or of

cloth,which is carried through the strei ts w ith sound of

gongs and trumpets.—Gardner, Faiths qftht World, 8. v.

Rainald of Citeaux, a mediaeval ecclesiastic,

flourished in the tirst half of the 12th century. He was
son ofMilon, and had St. Bernard for teacher. In 1113,

on the death of St. Stephen, he hecamc abbot of Citeaux,

and here he gave shelter to Abelard, and became the

mediator for the restoration of thai great mediaeval phi-

losopher and theologian io papal favor. In III s Rai-

nald was president of a general chapter of his order.

lie died Dec. 13, 1151. He published a Recueil (in

eighty-seven chapter- 1 on divers chapters of the Order
of Citeaux. etc. See Gallia Christiana, vdLiv, coil. 985;

Histoin Litterain *!< la France, xii, 418 ; Re'musat,Pte

de Abelard, i, 25 1.—Uoefer, Nouv. Biog. i

Rainaldi, Francesco, an Italian Jesuit, wa- born

at Matelica, in the Ancona marshes, in L600. At twen-

ty-two he entered the Order of the Jesuits, and passed

his life at Rome in the house of the Society of Jesus,

lie died in 1(177. We mention of his writings. Lumen
ffominis Devoti

|
Rome, 1633, 24mo) :

—

Cibo dell' Anvna
(ibid.1637, L2mo): '-Vita J. Lainez (ibid. 1672, 8vo).

See Southwell. Bibl. SOC. Jtan. p. 246. II 01

Biog.G '«/<.s.v.

Rainaldi, Theophilus. See Raynaud.

Rainbow i.
1 1 el >. r\V}]?,kesheth, i.e. a bowwithwhich

to shoot arrows, Gen. ix, 13-16; Ezek. i, 28; Sept. ro^ov,

soKcclus.xliii.il: Vulg.arcu*. In Ihc New Te-t. Rev.

iv, 3; x. I
|, 7oic), the token of the covenant which God

made with Noah when hecamc forth from the ark that

the waters should no more become a ll 1 to destroy all

flesh. With respect to the on enanl itself, as a charier

ol mil aml blessings and mercies (" the world's covenant,

m.t the Church's"), re-establishing the peace ami order

of physical nature, which in the flood had undergone k "

great a convulsion, sec Davidson, "" Prophecy, lect. iii.

p. 7b so. With respect I., the token of the covenant,

the right interpretation of Gen. ix. 13 b& msto be that

God took the rainbow, which had hitherto been but a

beautiful object Bhining in the heavens when the sun's

rays fell on falling rain, and consecrated it as the sign

of bis love ami ihc wiine-s of his promise. The bow in

Ihc cloud, seen by even nation under lma\ en. is an tin-
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failing witness to the truth of God. Was the rainbow,

then, we ask, never seen before the flood? Was this

"sign in the heavens" beheld for the first time by the

eight dwellers in the ark when, after their long impris-

onment, they stood again upon the green earth, and saw
the dark, humid clouds spanned by its glorious arch?

Such seems to be the meaning of the narrator. Y3t

this implies that there was no rain before the flood, and

that the laws of nature were changed, at least in that

part of the globe, by that event. There is no reason to

suppose that in the world at large there has been such

a change in meteorological phenomena as here implied.

That a certain portion of the earth should never have

been visited by rain is quite conceivable. Egypt,

though not absolutely without rain, very rarely sees it.

But the country of Noah and the ark was a mountain-

ous country ; and the ordinary atmospherical conditions

must have been suspended, or a new law must have

come into operation after the flood, if the rain then first

fell, and if the rainbow had consequently never before

been painted on the clouds. Hence, many writers have

supposed that the meaning of the passage is, not that

the rainbow now appeared for the first time, but that it

was now for the first time invested with the sanctity of

a sign; that not a new phenomenon was visible, but

that a new meaning was given to a phenomenon al-

ready existing. The following passages, Numb, xiv, 4

;

1 Sam. xii, 13 ; 1 Kings ii, 35, are instances in which

"jro, nathdn, literally "give"— the word used in Gen.

ix, 13, "I do set my bow in the cloud"—is employed in

the sense of " constitute," " appoint." Accordingly there

is no reason for concluding that ignorance of the natural

cause of the rainbow occasioned the account given of

its institution in the book of Genesis.— Smith. See

Noah.
The rainbow is frequently seen in Palestine in the

rainy season, and thus it furnishes a common image to

the sacred writers. There is a reference to the rain-

bow, though not named, in Isa. liv, 9, 10 ; and it is men-
tioned in other passages. "As the appearance of the

bow which is in the cloud in the day of rain, so was the

appearance of the brightness round about" (Ezek. i, 28).

"And there was a rainbow round about the throne in

sight like unto an emerald" (Rev. iv, 3). "And I saw
another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed

with a cloud, and a rainbow was upon his head" (x, 1).

These three passages correspond with and reflect light

upon each other. The rainbow in all of them is the

designed token of God's covenant and mercy, and of his

faithful remembrance of his promise. " Look upon the

rainbow," says the son of Sirach (Ecclus. xliii, 11, 12),

"and praise him that made it: very beautiful it is in

the brightness thereof; it compasseth the heaven about

with a glorious circle, and the hands of the Most High
have bended it." Among the Greeks and Romans, the

personified rainbow, Iris, became the messenger of the

gods, and the natural rainbow seems to have been con-

ceived as the passage-way on which Iris came down to

men (Serv. on Virgil's .]'.». v, 610). The Indian my-
thology made a yet nearer approach to the Biblical

view (Von Bohlen, India, i, 237) ; but the Edda repre-

sents the rainbow as a bridge connecting heaven and
earth (see, in general, Menzel, Mythol. Forsck. p. 235

sq.). On the physical views of the ancients with re-

gard to the rainbow, see Forbiger, ffandb. d. nit. Geog.

i, 59G sq. See Schlichter, De Iride ejusque EmhU m.

(Hal. 1739); Ausfeld, De hide Dilurii non redituri

Signo (Giess. 1756). See Bow.
Scientifically considered, the rainbow is a natural

phenomenon which is formed by rays of light from the

sun (occasionally the moon) striking drops of falling

rain, being refracted in entering them, reflected back,

in part, from the opposite side of the drops, and refracted

again on leaving them, so as to produce prismatic col-

ors, some of which meet the eye. In the inner or pri-

mary bow, the light is refracted downwards, and under-

goes but one reflection : while in the outer or secondary

bow the light, striking the lower side of the drop, is first

refracted upwards, and reflected twice within the drop

before leaving it; hence its light is fainter. Both pre-

sent the colors of the prismatic spectrum; but in the

primary bow the tints gradually ascend from the violet

to the red, while in the outer the violet is more elevated.

The colors of the rainbow are the result of the decom-

position of white light in its passage through the glob-

ular drops of water forming a shower of rain.

Rainbow, Edward, D.D., an English prelate, was
born at Bliton, Lincolnshire, in 1608. was educated at

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, and Magdalen College,

Cambridge, and, after taking holy orders and filling

minor appointments, was made master of Magdalen Col-

lege in 1612. In 1650 he was deprived on account of

nonconformity, but in 1660 was restored. In 1661 he

was appointed to the deanery of Peterborough, and in

the following year became vice-chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. In 1664 he was elevated to the

episcopacy by being made bishop of Carlisle. He died

in 1684. He published three separate Sermons (1634,

1649, 1677). See A theme Oxon.; Life, by Jonathan

Banks (Lond. 1688, 8vo) ; Funeral Sermon, by the Rev.

Thomas Tully (1688, 12mo).

Raine, James, an English divine, was born at

Lovington in 1791, and, after receiving full educational

advantages at the University of Cambridge, took holy

orders, and finally became rector of Meldon, and libra-

rian to the dean and chapter of Durham. He died in

1858. Dr. Raine devoted himself largely to antiqua-

rian studies, and published several valuable works on

English ecclesiology ami Church antiquities. We have

room here to mention only Saint Cuthbert (Durham,

1828, 4to). See, for further details, the excellent article

in Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Authors, ii, 1725.

Raine, Matthew, another English divine, brother

of the preceding, was born in 1760, and was educated at

the University of Cambridge, in Trinity College, of

which he became a fellow in 1783. In 1791 he was

made schoolmaster of the Charter House, in 1809

preacher of Gray's Inn, and in 1810 rector of Little

Ilallingbury, Essex, but died shortly after. He pub-

lished Sermons (1786, 1789). See Chalmers, Biog. Diet.

xxv, 491.

Rainerio, Sacchoni, an Italian ecclesiastic, flour-

ished in the first half of the 13th century. He was a

native of Piacenza. He was originally a Catharist, but

abandoned his brethren, entered the Church of Rome,

became a Dominican monk, and when made inquisitor

became one of the worst persecutors of his former co-

religionists. In 1252 a conspiracy against him was dis-

covered in time to prevent his murder, but he was

never restful after that time, and when Pallavicino

gained the upper-hand at Milan, Rainerio was driven

from the city. He died in 1259. He wrote much, and

wielded a powerful pen, for he was a man of much learn-

ing. His Summa de Catharis et Leonistis, written for

the information of the Inquisition, is the principal source

of information regarding the Catharists. The best edi-

tion of this work is by Gretser (Ingolstadt, 1613). See

Gieseler, Kirchengesch. i, 598 : and his De Rainerii Sum-
ma (Gott 1834); Milman, Hist, if Latin Christianity,

v, 61-66; Piper, Monumental Theol. § 140. (J. II. W.)

Raines, John, a minister of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church, was born in Hull, England, Jan. 14, 1818.

He came to the United States while yet a child, and at

the age of nineteen years professed conversion, and

united with the Church. Four years later he became a

local preacher, and in 1845 was received on trial in the

Genesee Conference, He gave to the Church twenty-

six years of uninterrupted labor, when he was seized

with blindness. He died in Canandaigua, N. Y., Sept,

4, 1877. He was a man of strong convictions, earnest

and uncompromising piety, and devoted to his work.—
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Minutes of Annual Conferences of thi M. E. Church,

1877, p. 149.

Rain-makers are. in Kaffreland, a class of crafty

and designing men who profess to have supernatural

influenci and
i

When no rain lias fallen upon

the land for several months, and the ground is parched

and dry, and both grass and water are becoming ex-

. the people apply to the rain-maker.

who immediately exerts himself on their behalf, if they

bring him satisfactory presents. A large gathering of

the people dow takes place, an ox is slaughtered, and a

large quantity of Kail re beer is imbibed; and when the

rain-maker has become sufficiently animated by the

pari he takes in the feast, lie commences his incanta-

tions, lie dances nmnd tin- camp-tire, and exerts him-

selfwitb such violent gesticulations thai the perspira-

tion streams down his naked body. He then commands
the people to go and look towards the western horizon

for the appearance of the rain-clouds. If no indication

of coming showers is seen, the wily rain-maker tells the

deluded natives that the presents which they have

brought him are not sufficient. They then go to bring

more, the feast is renewed, and the heathen ceremonies

are repeated to gain time: and if the foolish exercises

are continued till a shower actually falls, the rain-mak-

ers triumph in their success. The presence of Christian

missionaries in Kaffreland has of late years greatly im-

paired the power and influence of the rain-makers, and

bids fair to annihilate the gross deception altogether.

See Gardner, Faiths ofAll Nations, s. v.

Rainoldi e >s (also written Raynolds, Reynolds, and

occasionally in the Latin Reginaldus), John, was a cel-

ebrated English divine of the second half of the 16th

century. lie was horn at Pinhoe, Devonshire, in

l.")i:», was educated at Merton College, Oxford, and

Corpus Christi College, of the same university; and

was chosen probationer fellow in 1566. He finally took

holy orders, and in 1593 was promoted to the dean-

ery of Lincoln. In L598 he was offered a bishopric, and

at the same time was called to the presidency of Cor-

pus Christi College, lie cared less tor distinctions than

lor scholarly tasks, and therefore gave the preference

to tin' oiler of his alma mater. In this new position he

became famous beyond sea-, as well as in England.

Hi- learning and readiness of application gave him a

reputation second to none in England: and the king.

who prided himself on his own reputation for scholar-

ship, and desired above all things to maintain this rep-

utation, leaned greatly on this distinguished divine,

and always favored his projects. It is thus that we
owe to Rainolds the King James Version of the Script-

ures, for it is well known that Rainolds urged the king

to the undertaking, and demonstrated its necessity, lb'

was a meat Hebraist, and made translations of small

portions al first, anil, reading these to the king in his

private chamber, convinced his royal master of the

waul, and the good likely to be accomplished as well

as the renown to be gained. See ENGLISH VERSIONS.

Rainolds died in 1607. Bishop Hall speaks of Rainolds

as being near to a miracle in his prodigious treasury of

knowledge; John Milton refers to him .always as "our
famous l>r. Raynolds;" and Wood, in his Athena Oxon.

ills him ••the very treasury of erudition."

llallam. in his Constitutional Hist, ofEngland, calls him
if not altogether, the most learned man in

England" (i. 297), and in his Literary Hist. of Europi
(i. 560 i,

"
I
le in,, -i eminently learned man of the queen's

reign." He published a number of separate sermons,

treatises againsl the Church of Rome, and some other

theological productions, of which there is a complete list

in W lil///'//o Oxon. ii. ii 19), We have room here
to mention mdy. Sea Theses di s. Scriptura <i Ecdesia
(bond, lost i: Ruppelse,1586; Lond. 1602, 8vo ; in Eng-
lish, 1598, 12mo ; 1609, Ito): ///. ,,'/,,//,/, qftht Confer-

enct i><tir<in ./"//// Rainoldes <iml John Hart touching th<

II,, i, I '/,,'/ Faith oftht Church, etc. (1584, 1588, 1598,

: Latin. Oxoa 1619, I I. : Oraii ties duce in

ColL Corp. Christi (Oxon. 1587, 8vo l:—D< Romance Ec-
clesia Idololatria in Culth - iquiarum, Ima-
ginum,Aqua, Salts, Olei,etct 1596, Ito): Thi Overthrows

of Stagi Plages, by the Way of Controversy betwixt D.
Gager ami />. Rainoldes, etc. (1599, 4to; Middleburgh,
L600, Ito; Oxf. 1629, Ito); see Collier. Hist, of Dra-
matic Poetry, iii. 201, and his Bibl. Account of Early
Kn'/li.-ih Literature (1865), s. v. " Rainoldes ;" Archceol.

Nov. 1841, p. 11

1

:— Defend oftht Judgment of the

Reformed Churches tint u Mm, may lawfullie not only

j, nt await his Wif for her Adultirie, but <ih,> marrie

Another, etc I 1609 l I, Ito) :— Censura Librorum Apo-
cryphorum I • '• ris Teslami „tl i < tppenheim, ltil 1. -J vols.

-Ito; very rare); not only in this work, but in the

Hampton Court Conference also (where, by the way,

he sided with the Puritans), Rainolds protested against

the reading of apocryphal lessons in the public service

of the Church:— The Prophesii <•/ Obadiak, ser us

(Oxon. 1613, 4to) :

—

Orationes duodecim [including The
Sum mi of th Conference, etc.] in Coll. Corp. Christi

( ltil 1. Hi-js, Svni: the first oration was published in an
English transl. by J. Leicester i Lond. 1638, l2mo >:— The

Original of Bishops and Metropolitans (1641, Ito):—

Judgment concerning Episcopacy, whether it I" God's Or-

dinana (Lond. 1641, 4to):

—

Prophesii ofHaggai, fifteen

sermons (1649, 4to). See the literature quoted in Alli-

bone, Vict, of Brit, and Amer. Authors, s. v. : Middle-

ton. Evangel Biog.voL ii ; Soames, Hist, oj (hi (lunch

ofEngland inthi Elizabethan Reign (see Index); Froude,

Hist, ofEngland (see Index in vol. xii I.

Rainor, Mix/ns. a minister of the .Methodist

Episcopal Church near the opening of our century, was
admitted to the work of the itinerancy in 1790, and
travelled in Dutches- (N.Y.) Circuit with Peter Mori-

arty, under the superintendence of fret born Garrettson

(q. v.). In 1791 he was colleague of Lemuel Smith at

Hartford. Conn. In 17'.e_' he labored at Lynn. Sub-

sequently he travelled the Elizabethtown (N.J.) and
Middletown (Conn.) circuits. In 1795 be withdrew
from the conference, and afterwards from the Church.

He was a young man of promise, and acceptable among
the people as a preacher. After bis withdrawal from

the Methodist Church, he joined the Protestant Episco-

pal Church, and afterwards became a CTniversalist. See

Stevens, Memorials ofNew England Methodism, p. 127,

Rainssant, Jean Firmin, a noted French Bene-

dictine monk, was born at Suippes, near Chalons-sur-

Marne. in 1596, ami took the monastic vow in 1613 at

Verdun. In 1627 he became prior of BreuiL in the

diocese of Rheiras, and so distinguished himself by
austerity and purity that he was by cardinal Richelieu

selected in 1C30 as one of the thirty who were to reform

the Clugny Congregation. In 1633 he became prior

of Ferrieres, in Gatinais; but alter the union of the

ClugniaCS and Maurists ceased in Hill, he gave the

preference to the last congregation. In bib") he was
elected prior of the abbey of St.-( o rmain-di IS- 1 'i • s. at

1 '.iris. In 1651 he was elected visitor of the province

of Bretagne. ( to his very first journey in the country

he fell from his saddle and broke a leg; from the in-

juries thus sustained be sickened and died. Nbv.8, 1651,

in the convent of Lehon, near Dinan. He contributed

largely to the literature on monasticism in later mediae-

val linns: and whatever he wrote is valuable to the

student of this subject, because Rainssant freely con-

fessed the failings of the ascetics of the Church ofRome,
and earnestly Bought their reform. We bave not room
here to insert a b-t of his writings, but refer to Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. dm nth. xli. 197, and Le Cerf, Biblioth. dts

Auteurs d\ la Congregation </V St. Maur.

Raisins (diplBS, tsimmukim, 1 Sam. xxv, 18;

x\\. 20; 2Sam. xvi, 1; l Chron. xii, 20) signifies dried

-rapes, or rather cake- made of them, such as the Italians

still call simmdki. Crapes are often thus preserved for

food
i
Numb, vi, 3). See Grape; Vine.
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Raisse, Arnold, a French theologian, was born at

Douai near the opening of the 17th century. He was

canon of the Church of St. Peter, and as such had am-

ple opportunity to explore the vast treasures of this

church and neighboring churches and monasteries for

the ecclesiastical history of the Low Countries. He
died in 10-14, leaving a large material for the history

of the saints in the Netherlands, and its stores have

not yet been fully exhausted. His other writings are

of no special interest now.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene-

rale, s. v.

Ra'kern (1 Chron. vii, 16). See Rekem.

Rak'kath (Heb. Rakkath', V.^, shore; Sept.

'PctKK&S v. r. AaiciS), a fortified city in the tribe of

Naphtali, mentioned only in Josh, xix, 35, where it is

grouped between Hammath and Chinnereth. We may
hence infer that it lay on the western shore of the lake

of Galilee, not far distant from the warm baths of Tibe-

rias,which are on the site ofthe ancient Hammath (q. v.).

According to the rabbins (Megilla, 6 a), Rakkath stood

upon the spot where the city of Tiberias was afterwards

built (see Lightfoot, Opp. ii, 223). See Cinnereth.

Rakkath appears to have fallen to ruin at an early pe-

riod, or at least it was not a place of sufficient note to

be mentioned in history, and the name passed away al-

together when Tiberias was founded. The statement

of Josephus that ancient tombs had to be removed to

make room for the buildings of Tiberias does not, as

Dr. Robinson supposes, make it impossible that the city

stood on the site of Rakkath (Josephus, Ant. xviii, 2, 3

;

Robinson, Bib. Res. ii, 389). Rakkath may have stood

close on the shore where there were no tombs; while

Tiberias, being much larger, extended some distance up

the adjoining rocky hill-sides, in which the tombs may
still be seen. Thomson {Land and Book, ii, 66) iden-

tifies Hammath with the Emmaus of Josephus (Ant.

xviii, 2, 3), and supposes Rakkath to be the same name
with the Arab Kerak, at the mouth of the Jordan ; but

this latter rather represents the ancient Tarichiea (q. v.).

The enumeration of the towns in the connection re-

quires us to understand this to be the same with the

name preceding, i. e. Hammath-Rakkath. See Naph-
tali, Tribe of.

Rak'kon (Heb. ha-Rakkon', "ip 1

?!"!, with the arti-

cle; the temple [of the head], Gesen. ; a well-watered

place, Fiirst; Sept. Teptkojj', Vulg. Arecon), one of the

towns in the inheritance of Dan (Josh. xix. 46), ap-

parently not far distant from Joppa. As it is men-
tioned between Me-jarkon and Japho, the site is pos-

sibly that of the village Kheibeh or Ktibeibeh, marked
on the maps as lying north of the Nahr Rubin, west of

Akir (Ekron).

Rakshas, or Rakshasa, is, in Hindu mythology,

the name of a class of evil spirits or demons, who are

sometimes imagined as attendants on Kuvera, the god
of riches, and guardians of his treasures, but more fre-

quently as mischievous, cruel, and hideous monsters,

haunting cemeteries, devouring human beings, and ever

ready to oppose the gods and to disturb pious people.

They have the power of assuming any shape at will,

and their strength increases towards the evening twi-

light. Several of them are described as having many
heads and arms [see, for instance, Ravana], large teeth,

red hair, and, in general, as being of repulsive appear-

ance; others, however, especially the females of this

class, could also take beautiful forms in order to allure

their victims. In the legends of the Mahabhdrata,
Ramayana, and the Puranas, they play an important
part, embodying, as it were, at the period of these com-
positions, the evil principle on earth, as opposed to all

that is physically or morally good. In the Puranas,

they are sometimes mentioned as the offspring of the

patriarch Pulastya, at other times as the sons of the

patriarch Kasyapa. Another account of their origin,

given in the Vishnu-Purdna, where, treating of the

creation of the world (bk. i, ch. v), is the following:
'• Next, from Brahma, in a form composed of the quality

of foulness, was produced hunger, of whom anger was
born; and the god put forth in darkness beings emaciate
with hunger, of hideous aspects, and with long beards.

Those beings hastened to the deity. Such of them as

exclaimed, 'Not so; oh! let him be saved,' were named
Rakshasa (from raksh, save); others who cried out,

' Let us eat,' were denominated, from that expression,

Yaksha (from yaksh, lor jaksh, eat)." This popular

etymology of the name, however, would be at variance

with the cruel nature of these beings, and it seems,

therefore, to have been improved upon in the Bhaga-
vata-Purdna, where it is related that Brahma trans-

formed himself into night, invested with a body; this

the Yakshas and Rakshasas seized upon, exclaiming,

"Do not spare it—devour it!" when Brahma cried out,

"Don't devour me (md mam jakshata) — spare me!
(rakshatd)." (See F. E. Hall's note to Wilson's I

r

zshnu-

Purdna, i, 82.) The more probable origin of the word
Rakshas—kindred with the German Recke or Riese—is

that from a radical risk, " hurt," or " destroy," with an
affix sas; hence, literally, the destructive being.

—

Cham-
bers's Encyelop. s. v.

Rakusians is the name of a Christian sect whom
Mohammedan writers speak of as having existed among
them in Arabia. Nothing is definitely known about

them. Their tenets appear to have been those of the

Mendceans (q. v.) or Sabia?is (q. v.), still further cor-

rupted by Ebionite influences. See Sprenger, Moham-
med, i, 41; ii, 155; iii, 387. 395; Weil, Mohammed, p. 249,

386; Ueberweg, Hist, of Philosophy, i, 409.

Ralbag, so called by Jews from the initial letters

of his name, 'I'JIJ "p "vb "l =R. Levi bm-Gershon, and

known by Christian writers by the name Magister Leo

de Bannolis or Gersonides, was born in 1288 at Bafiolas,

not far from Gerona, and died about 1345. Little is

known about the personal history of this remarkable

Hebrew beyond the fact that, by virtue of his residence

in Orange and Avignon, he was providentially exempt-

ed from the fearful sufferings inflicted upon his brethren

in 1306, by the cruel government of Philip the Fair and
his successors, and that he was thus enabled quietly to

consecrate his extraordinary powers to the elucidation

of the Scriptures, as well as to the advancement of

science. His principal work, and perhaps the greatest

on religious philosophy, is his E'iTI r*"~r!2"2 D, The

Wars of God (Riva di Trento, 1560 ; Leipsic, 1866). In

this work Gersonides had the audacity to confess the

eternity of matter, so that it was ironically called " The
Wars with (against) God." But, as free as God's sun,

he uttered his convictions, careless of consequences, and
without fear of offending this or that man, sect, or es-

tablished opinions. He believed in the progressive nat-

ure of thoughts, and added his to those of his predeces-

sors, leaving the consequence in the hand of God, and
believing that " time develops truth." " Truth," he

says, "must be brought to light even if it contradicts

the revealed law most emphatically ; as the Bible is

no tyrannical law which intends to impose untruth for

truth, but its design is to lead us to true knowledge"

(introd. p. 2 b , sect. vi. p. 69 a). This great philosoph-

ical work treats: 1. Of the immortality of the soul (on

which there are fourteen chapters); 2. On dreams and
prophecy (eight chapters) ; 3. On the omniscience of

God and the conflict between philosophy and religion

(six chapters) ; 4. On Providence, viewed from the phil-

osophical and religious standpoints (seven chapters).

The remaining portion of the work is a cosmogony de-

signed to show the harmony between the statements of

the Bible and the phenomena of the universe. That
part of his work which treats on astronomy, and which
describes an astronomical instrument invented by Ger-

sonides to facilitate observations, was so much appre-

ciated that pope Clement VI, in 1342, had it translated

into Latin ; and Kepler, as he says in a letter to John
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Remus, took much trouble to get the book of rabbi

Levi, ;i> he calls him (utinam <ij»«l Rabbinos inveniri

posses tractatum /.'. Levi qumtum defensionum Dei).

The same was done bj Pico de Mirandola and the great

Reucblin, who quotes largely from Gersonides. Though
bis authorship with philosophical and scientific

productions h hen about thirty | L318), yel he published

Leal work till he was thirty-seven years of age,

from which time he unremittingly devoted himself to

the exposition of the Bible. His first, commentary is

mi the book of Job, and was finished in 1325. Twelve

months later I 1326 i he published a commentary en the

Song of Songs, and in L328 a commentary en Coheleth,

or Ecclesiastes. About the same time Kalbag finished

his -commentary on the first chapters of Genesis, treat-

ing on the bexahemeron, and shortly after issued an

exposition of Esther i L329). The Pentateuch now en-

gaged his attention, and after laboring on it eight

years (1329 1337), be completed the interpretation of

this difficult part of the < Md Test. In 1338 he finished

a commentary on the earlier prophets— i. e. Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, and Kings together with his com-
ments 'in Proverbs, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chron-

icles. The following are the editions of his exegetical

works: i"!~T~ ~V U."
— B, Commentary on th Penta-

feucA (first printed at Mantua before 1480, then by Corn.

Adelkind, Venice, 1547, and then again in Frankfurter's

Rabbinic Bible, Amst. 1724-1727) :—DiS-MS h" ttJl1"»6

~":""1'N~. Commentary on th Earlier Prophets (Leira,

and in all the Rabbinic Bibles; latest edition, Konigs-

berg, I860: -excerpts of the commentaries on the Penta-

teuch and the earlier prophets, entitled rTPWlP,, Util-

ity, were published in 1550, and a Jewish-German ver-

sion of them is given in Jekutiel's German translation

of the Bible [Amst. 1676-78]) :—^CJB 5" --"Z.

Commentary on Proverbs (Leira, 1492, and in all the

Rabbinic Bibles); a Latin translation was published by

(Milan, 1620) :_2TX bv Bl-Pfi, Commen-

tary on Job (Ferrara, 1177. and in all the Rabbinic

Bibles); a Latin translation of eh. i v was published

by L. II. d'Aquine (Paris, 1623), and of eh. iv-viii

by Chr. Ludovicus (Leipsic, 1700): "- ''" -'-"

r— r'-rrp -~rx BiTUSH, Commentary on Sony of

Songs, Esther, Ecclesiastes, and Hath, with an introduc-

tion by Jacob Morkaria (Riva, 1560): ~'J -— •:

"H m :~. Commentary on Daniel, published in Italy before

1480, in Pratensis's Rabbinic Bible, and in Frankfurter's.

The commentaries on Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles,

which he finished in 1338, are still in MS., Cod. MSS.

Opp. 288 Q. and Mich. 623. -As to his mode of inter-

pretation, Ralbag first gives an explanation of the words

(m?Bin ~"N") in each section, then propounds the

meaning according to the context (UJT'PBin TW^S),

and finally gives the utility or application of the passage

i:-::t.; See Flirst, Biblioiheca Judaica, i, 82 84;

Steinschneider, Catalogus Libr. Jlebr. in Bibl Bodl. col.

1607 L615; Wolf, Biblioiheca Hebr. i, 726, etc. ; iv,892;

Ginsburg. in Kit to. b. v.; Joel, in Frankel's Monatsp

schrifl, ix, 223, etc. I
Leips. I860), x, 11 60, 93 111.

137 145, i".'7 312, 333 344, xi, 20 31, 65 7.".. 101 114;

Or.it/. Geschichte d. Juden, vii, 345 352 I
Leips. 1873)

;

-
1 '. d. Judenth ". .••. Seeten, iii. 83; Etheridge,

I Hebrew Literature, p. 201 sq. ; De Rossi.

Stoi ico degli .1 utori Ebn i, p. 114 sq. (Germ,

transl.); Basnage, Histoin des Juifs (Taylor's transit.

p. 673: Ueberweg, History of'Philosophy,!, 121; Prantl,

Gesch. d. Logik, ii. 394 396; Margoliouth, Modern Ju-

daism Investigated, p. 253 | London, 1843); Levy, Du
Exegesi beiden fra >. Israelilen, etc, p. 34 sq. (Leips,

1873). (B. P.

Rale (Rasle, or Rasles*. Sebastian, a French

Roman Catholic missionary, was Lorn in 1657 or 1658,

in the province of Franche-Comte. Having entered

the Order of the Jesuits, he was despatched to the for-

eign work in 1689. He arrived at Quebec in the fall of
that year, and labored faithfully anion- the Indians for

their conversion, and for a time with much Bhow of suc-
cess. But his venturesome spirit led him into dangerous
paths: he frequently went far beyond the territory of

those savages friendly u> him, and he finally paid for

his daring with his life. He was killed in 1724, while
out on an expedition with Indian- : but not by the sav-

j

ages—he fell pierced with English bullets. He had
been guilty of great cruelty to Englishmen who had
fallen into the hands of Indians, and this was only a re-

venge for his treachery to the whites. His death was
a loss not only to Roman Catholics, but to the world

of learning. Rale was a superior linguist, and had made
himself master of the aboriginal languages and compiled

a dictionary of the Abnaki language- of which the MS.
is in the Harvard Library—which was published at the

express h ish of great savants. A monument was erect-

ed to his memory by bishop Fenwick. Aug. 20, 1833.

See Mi moir, by <
'. Francis. I ).I ).. in Sparks. . 1 mer. Biog.

2d series, vol. vii. (J. II. \\ .i

Raleigh, Walter, Sir, the distinguished English
soldier, navigator, and writer of the Elizabethan age,

deserves a place here on account of his contributions

to sacred son--. He was horn at Hayes, near the COaBt

of Devonshire, in 1552, and was educated at Oriel Col-

lege, Oxford. In 1569—about a year after graduation

he entered the volunteer corps which, under Cham-
pernon, went to 1'rance to fight for the Huguenots.
Subsequently he fought, under the prince of Orange,
in the Netherlands, against the Spanish. In 1579 he

made his first venture in navigation, which through
life continued, at intervals, to attract him. He then

sailed, in conjunction with his half-brother, sir Hum-
phrey Gilbert, with the purpose of founding a colony in

North America. But the expedition proved unsuccess-

ful; and during the year following he held a captain's

commission in Ireland, where, in operations against the

rebels, he distinguished himself by his courage and eon-

duct. He attracted the notice of queen Elizabeth; and,

for some years afterwards, he was constant in his attend-

ance upon the queen, who distinguished him by em-
ploying him. from time to lime, in various delicate of-

fices o| trust, and by substantial marks of her favor.

The spirit of enterprise was. however, restless in the

man. and in 1584, a patent having been granted him
to lake possession of lands to be discovered by him on

the continent of North America, he titled out two ships

at his own expense, and shortly achieved the discovery

and occupation of the territory known as Virginia—

a

name chosen as containing an allusion to the "virgin

queen" herself. Elizabeth also conferred on Raleigh

the honor of knighthood. If we except the questiona-

ble benefit with which his name remains connected

—

of the introduction of tobacco into Europe, no imme-
diate good came of the colony; and, after some years

of struggle, during which he sent out several auxiliary

expeditions, he was forced to relinquish hi- connection

with it. In 1587 88, the country being menaced by a

Spanish invasion, Raleigh was actively and responsibly

occupied in organizing a resistance, and held command
of the queen's forces m Cornwall. In the latter year

he shared, with new access oi honor, in the series of

actions which ended in the defeat and dispersion of the

great Armada, and was thanked and rewarded tor his

services. His private marriage with Elizabeth Throck-

morton, one of i lie queen's maids of honor, incurred her

Majesty's severe di-ph a-ure. and he was banished from

court. He u"\\ recurred to those schemes ol conquest

and adventure in the New World which formed one

main dream of his life, and in 1595 headed an expe-

dition to Guiana, having for its object the discovery

of the tabled El Dorado, a city of gold and gems, the

existence of which in these regions was then generally

believed in. Of this brilliant but fruitless adventure,

on returning, he published an account. Having re-
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gained the royal favor, he was made, in 1596, admiral

in the expedition against Cadiz, commanded hy How-
ard and the earl of Essex, and was admittedly the main

instrument of its success. Also, in the year following,

he took part in the attack on the Azores made by the

same commanders. In the court intrigues which ended

in the downfall of the earl of Essex, he, after this, be-

came deeply involved; and certain points of his con-

duct—as, notably, the sale of his good offices with the

queen in behalf of such of the earl's adherents as would

buy them—though easily regarded by the current mo-

rality of the time, have fixed somewhat of a stain on a

fame otherwise so splendid. With the death of Eliza-

beth, in 1603, ends his brilliant and successful career.

Her successor, James, from the first regarded him with

suspicion and dislike. He had, besides, made powerful

enemies; and, when accused of complicity in a plot

against the king, though no jot of evidence of bis be-

ing any way concerned in it was produced at his trial,

a verdict was readily procured finding him guilty of

high-treason. The language of the prosecutor, attor-

ney-general Coke, was outrageously abusive. He call-

ed Raleigh " a damnable atheist," " a spider of hell," a
" viperous traitor," etc. Sentence of death was passed,

but James did not venture to execute him ; and he was

sent to the Tower, where, for thirteen years, he remain-

ed a prisoner, his estates being confiscated, and made
over to the king's favorite, Carr, subsequently earl of

Somerset. During his imprisonment, Raleigh devoted

himself to literary and scientific pursuits, his chief mon-
ument in this kind being his History of the World, a

noble fragment, still notable to the student as one of

the finest models of quaint and stately old English style.

Certain of his poetical pieces, giving hint of a genius

at once elegant and sententious, also continue to be

esteemed. In 1615 he procured his release, and once

more sailed for Guiana. The expedition, from which
great results were expected, failed miserably. He him-
self, in consequence of severe illness, was unable to ac-

company it inland ; and nothing but disaster ensued.

To add to his grief and disappointment, his eldest and

favorite son was killed in the storming of the Spanish

town of St. Thomas. He returned to England, broken

in spirit and in fortunes, only to die. On the morning
of Oct. 29, 1618, he was infamously executed, nominally

on the sentence passed on him sixteen years before,

but really, there is reason to suppose, in base com-
pliance, on James's part, with the urgencies of the

king of Spain, who resented his persistent hostility.

Raleigh was a man of noble presence, of versatile and
commanding genius, unquestionably one of the most
splendid figures in a time unusually prolific of all splen-

did developments of humanity. In the art and finesse

of the courtier, the politic wisdom of the statesman, and

the skilful daring of the warrior, he was almost alike

pre-eminent. The moral elevation of the man shone

out eminently in the darkness which beset his later

fortunes; and the calm and manly dignity with which
he fronted adverse fate conciliated even those whom
his haughtiness in prosperity had offended. Raleigh's

Life has been written by Oldys, Cayley (Lond. 1806, 2

vols.), and P. F. Tytler (Edin. 1833). His poems were

collected and published by Sir E. Brvdges (Lond. 1814) ;

his Miscellaneous Writings, by Dr. Birch (1751, 2 vols.)
;

and his Complete Works, at Oxford (1829,8 vols.).

Rale(i)gh, Walter, D.D., nephew of the forego-

ing, was born in 1586, and was educated at Magdalen
College, Oxford. He took holy orders, and finally be-

came, in 1620, rector of Chedzoy, Somersetshire. In

1630 he was made chaplain to the king, and won much
favor from Charles I. In 163-1 he was made prebend
of Wells, in 1611 was promoted to the deanery of Wells,

and later became rector of Streat, with the chapel of

Walton, Wiltshire. During the rebellion, he fell under
suspicion, and was imprisoned in his house. While
thus confined, he was stabbed, one day (1616), in an en-

counter with the guard, from whose impertinent curi-

osity he was determined to hide a private letter. Eng-
land lost in this divine an eloquent preacher and a

scholarly man. Chillingworth said of him that he was
the best disputant he ever met with. His works are

—

Reliquice Raleghance ; being discourses and sermons on

several subjects, with an account of the author by bish-

op Patrick (Lond. 1679, 4to; 1689, 4to) :— Certain Que-

ries Proposed by Roman Catholic*, and Answered by Dr.

Walter Raleigh (pub. by Howell, 1719, 8vo). See Wood,
Athence Oxon. ; Gentleman's Magazine (Lond.), 1857, ii,

643; 1858, i, 82.

Ralston, Samuel, D.D., a Presbyterian minister,

was born in the county of Donegal, Ireland, in 1756;

studied at the University of Glasgow; and, after en-

tering the ministry, emigrated to this country in the

spring of 1794. After itinerating about two years in

Eastern Pennsylvania, he went West, and in 1796 be-

came pastor of the united congregations of Mingo Creek

and Williamsport (now Monongahela City), where he

remained for the rest of his life, being pastor of the

latter branch thirty-five years, and of the former forty

years. In 1822 he was made D.D. by Washington Col-

lege, Pa., and died in Washington County, Pa., Sept. 25,

1851. As a preacher, he was eminently didactic and

distinctive, clear, copious, and profound in the exposi-

tion and defence of truth. His published works are

mostly of a controversial character; among them we
find— The Curry-comb (1805):— a work on baptism,

comprising a review of Campbell's debate with Walker,

and letters in reply to his attack upon this review :

—

A
Brief Examination of the Principal Prophecies of Dan-
iel and John:—A Defence of Evangelical Psalmody.—
Sprague, Annals, iv, 146.

Ram (Heb. id. D1, high), the name of three men in

Scripture.

1. (Sept. 'Apap,v. r.'Appdv and 'Opdfi; Vulg. .4 raw.)

The son of Hezron and father of Amminadab, B.C. cir.

1780. He was born in Egypt after Jacob's migration

there, as his name is not mentioned in Gen. xlvi, 4.

He first appears in Ruth iv, 19. The genealogy in 1

Chron. ii, 9, 10 adds no further information concerning

him, except that he was the second son of Hezron, Jer-

ahmeel being the first-born (ver. 25). He appears in

the New Test, only in the two lists of the ancestry of

Christ (Matt, i, 3, 4; Luke iii, 33), where he is called

Aram.
2. (Sept. 'P«jU, v. r. "Pav, 'Apdfj. ; Vulg. Ram.) The

first-born of Jerahmeel, and therefore nephew of the

preceding (1 Chron. ii, 25, 27). B.C. post 1780. He
had three sons—Maaz, Jamin, and Eker.

3. (Sept.'Pa/i, v. r. 'Apdfi : Vulg. Ram.) Elihu, the

son of Barachel the Buzite, is described as "of the kin-

dred of Ram" (Job xxxii, 2). Rashi's note on the pas-

sage is curious :
" ' of the family of Ram,' Abraham ; for

it is said, ' the greatest man among the Anakim' (Josh,

xiv) ; this [is] Abraham." Ewald identifies Bam with

Aram, mentioned in Gen. xxii, 21 in connection with

Huz and Buz (Gesch. i, 414). Elihu would thus be a

collateral descendant of Abraham, and this may have

suggested the extraordinary explanation given by Rashi.

—Smith. See Aiiam.

Ram (^X, dyil ; Kpwg). As this animal, fat-

tened, was a favorite article of food (Gen. xxxi, 38;

Ezek. xxxix, 18), it was considered, when offered as

sacrifice, of higher value than sheep and lambs (Gen.

xv, 9, Numb, xv, 5, 6; xxiii, 1 sq. ; xxviii, 11 sq., 28

sq. ; Mic. vi, 7), and the legal ritual gave exact direc-

tions on the sacrifice of them. The rams were some-

times burnt-offerings (Lev. viii. 18, 21; ix, 2; xvi, 3;

xxix, is ; Numb, vii, 15; Psa. lxvi, 15; Isa. i, 11 ; Ezek.

xlv, 23, etc.). sometimes thank-offerings (Lev. ix, 4, 18;

Numb, vi, 14, 17; vii, 17; xxviii, 11. etc.), sometimes

trespass -offerings (Lev. v, 15, 18, 25; vi, 6; comp.

Lev. xix, 21 ; Numb, v, 8 ; Ezra x, 19, etc.). The ram,

too, appears not only in public and private offerings in

general, but especially in the purifying sacrifices of the
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Nazarite (Xuml>. vi, 14) and the sacrifices of Priestly

Consecration. It was nol used as a sin-offering. Jn

2 Chron. xxix. 21 only th seven h -gt >ats belong to the

sin-offering, as ver. 23 shows; the rams, with the other

animals, forming the burnt-offering. The use ol the

ram as thank- ami trespass-offering is pointed out in

Exod. xxix, 22 i comp. Lev. viii. 16; ix. 19; Isa. xxxiv.

6). The Greeks and Romans used rams for sacrifice

only Exceptionally; yet comp. Pliny, H.N. xxxiv. 19,

1!". In Egypl this was more frequent (Wilkinson, v,

191 sq.) : only in the Thebais it was prohibited, save at

i animal festival of Ammon (Herod, ii. 42).

On the symbolic Use of the ram in Daniel to signify the

Persian empire, see Cattle, No. II; and on the Bat-
ii ring-ram, see 8. v. The use of ram's skins for cover-

ing is alluded to in Exod. xxv, 5; xxvi, l J ; xxxvi, 19;

xxxix,:;t. and is still eommon in Palestine, where they
are also "dyed red" (Exod. xxv. 5) for the use of the

shoemakers (Thomson, Land and Book, i, 139).—Winer.
.See Mil i.r.

Ram, Battering (13; Sept, Ptkooramc, x«P«?i
Vulg. aries). This instrument of ancienl siege opera-

tions is twice mentioned in the Old Test (Ezek. iv,2;

xxi. 22
| 27]) ; and as both references are to the batter-

ing-rams in use among the Assyrians and Babylonians,

it will only be necessary to describe those which are

known from the monuments to have been employed in

their sieges. With regard to the meaning of the He-
brew word there is but little doubt. It denotes an en-

gine of war which was called a ram, either because it

had an iron head shaped like that of a ram, or because,

when used for battering down a wall, the movement
was like the butting action of a ram.

In attacking the walls of a tort or city, the first step

appears to have been to form an inclined plane or hank
of earth (comp. Ezek. iv, 2—"cast a mount against it").

by which the besiegers could bring their battering-rams

and other engines to the foot of the walls. "The bat-

tering-rams," says Mr. Layard, " were of several kinds.

Some were joined to movable towers which held war-

riors and armed men. The whole then formed one

great temporary building, the top ofwhich is represent-

ed in sculptures as on a level with the walls, and even
turrets, of the besieged city. In some bas-reliefs the

battering-ram is without wheels; it was then, perhaps,

Constructed upon the spot, ami was not intended to be

moved. The movable tower was probably sometimes

unprovided with the ram. but I have not met with it

so represented in the sculptures. , . . When the machine
containing the battering-ram was a simple framework
and did not form an artificial tower, a cloth or some
kind of drapery, edged with fringes and otherwise or-

namented, appears to have been occasionally thrown
over it. Sometimes it may have been covered with
hides. It moved either on four or on six wheels, and
was provided with one ram or with two. The mode
of working the rams cannot be determined from the

Assyrian Sculptures. It may be presumed, from the

representations in the bas-reliefs, that they were partly

.suspended by a rope fastened to the outside of the ma-
chine, and that men directed and impelled them from

within. Such was the plan adopted by 'be Egyptians,
in whose paintings the warriors working the ram may
1 through the frame. Sometimes ibis engine
was ornamented by a carved or painted 6gure of the

divinity kneeling on one knee and drawing
a bow. The artificial tower was usually occupied by
two warriors: one discharged his arrows against the

whom be was able, from his lofty position, to

harass more i fiectually than if be had been below; the
other held up a shield for his companion's defence.

Warriors arc not unfrequently represented as Stepping
from the machine to the battlements tamers on
the walls hurled stom a from slinks and discharged their

arrows against the warriors in the artificial towers:

while the rest of the besieged were no less active in en-

deavoring to frustrate the attempts of the assailants to

make breaches in their walls. By dropping a double

chain or rope from the battlements tiny caught the
ram. ami could either destroy it> c flScacy altogethl r. or

break the force of its blows. Those below, however,
by placing hooks over the engine ami throwing their

whole weight upon them, struggled to retain it in its

place. The besieged, if unable to displace the batter-

ing-ram, sought to destroy it by lire, and threw lighted
torches or firebrands upon ii

;
but water was poured

upon the flames through pipes attached to the artificial

tower" (Nineveh mid its Remains, ii. ou7-370).—Smith.
See Batterwg-Ram.

Ram, Pierre Francois \ \\ n b de, a Belgian his-

torian and theologian, was born at Louvain, Sept. 2,

1804, studied at Marines, and in 1823 was made profess-

or in a seminary of the same place, and taught there un-
til ils suppression, in 1825. lie was then made archi-

vist to the archbishop of the diocese of Marines. In

1827 he took holy order-, and two years after was ap-
pointed professor of ecclesiastical history and philoso-

phy in the theological seminary at .Malines. of which,
when (in 1834) enlarged to a university, he was made
rector. In 1835 be was transferred to Louvain, and
there taught until his death, in 1862. lie was a learn-

ed man and greatly revered by his countrymen. His
writings were very numerous. Besides his biography
of the principal saints ami celebrated persons of the
Low Countries— a work in which he freely used the
writings of Raine—Ram published the following works
of interest to us: Synodicum Belgicum, sivi Acta om-
nium Ecclesiarum Belgii a Concilio Tridendno usque
ad 1801 (Mai. 1828- 58)-, Historia Philosophic (Louv.
is:;-.' 34,8vo); P* des Saints di Gorfescard (Louv. 1828-

35, "22 vols. 8vo, and often); Documents relatifs avx
Troubles du Pays *l> Liege, sous les Princes -eveques

Louis de Bourbon et Jean dt limn. [455 1585 (Brux.

I844,4tp),a most important chapter from a Romanist on
a noteworthy period of the ante-reformation movement
in the Low Countries, etc. See Querard, J. a France
Litteraire, vol. xi, for full bibliography.

Ra'ma (Tafia), the Greek form of Ramah, found
in Matt. ii. 18, referring to Jer. xxxi, L5. The original

passage alludes to a massacre of Benjamites or Eph-
raimites (comp. vers. P. 18) at the Kaiuah in Benjamin
or in Mount Ephraim. This is seized by the evan-
gelist and turned into a touching reference to the

slaughter of the innocents at Bethlehem, near to which
was (and is) the sepulchre of Rachel. The name of

Rama is alleged to have been lately discovered attached

to a spot close to tb<- sepulchre. If it existed there in

Matthew's day. it may have prompted bis allusion,

though it is not necessary to suppose this, since the

point of the quotation does not lie in the name Raman,
but in the lamentation of Rachel for the children, as is

shown by the change of the vioic of the original to

riicva. The allusion is doubtless to Ramah, one of the

leading cities of Benjamin, and not. as many have sup-

posed, to some place of that name mar Bethlehem.

The passage is a difficult one. but the difficulty may be

solved by a careful examination of the topography of

the district The difficulties are these: I. Why is

Rachel, the mother of Benjamin, represented as weep-

ing for her children, seeing that Bethlehem was in

.hiil, ih and not in Benjamin? The reply i-. Rachel

died and was buried mar Bethlehem (Gen. xxxv, 19);

the border of the tribe of Benjamin r< ached to her s. p-

ulchre (1 Sam. x, 2); not only were the children of

Bethlehem slain, but also those "in all the coast there-

of," thus including pari of Benjamin. The spirit of the

departed Rachel is then represented as rising from the

tomb and mourning her slaughtered children. 2. But
why was the voice of lamentation heard in Ramah,
nearly ten miles distant? The answer is now easy.

So deep was the impression made by the cruel mas-

sacre, that the cry of distress went through the whole
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land of Benjamin, reaching to the capital of the tribe.

—Kitto.

Rama is, in Hindu mythology, the name common
to three incarnations of Vishnu, of Parasurama, Rama-
Chandra, and Balarama. See Vishnu.

Ramadan, the ninth month in the Mohammedan
year. In it Mohammed received his first revelation,

and every believer is therefore enjoined to keep a strict

fast throughout its entire course, from the dawn—when
a white thread can be distinguished from a black thread

—to sunset. Eating, drinking, smoking, bathing, smell-

ing perfumes, and other bodily enjoyments, even swal-

lowing one's spittle, are strictly prohibited during that

period. Even when obliged to take medicine, the Mos-
lem must make some kind of amends for it, such as

spending a certain sum of money upon the poor. Dur-

ing the night, however, the most necessary wants may
be satisfied—a permission which, practically, is inter-

preted by a profuse indulgence in all sorts of enjoy-

ments. The fast of Ramadan, now much less observed

than in former times, is sometimes a very severe afflic-

tion upon the orthodox, particularly when the month

—

the year being lunar—happens to fall in the long and
hot days of midsummer. The sick, travellers, and sol-

diers in time of war, are temporarily released from this

duty, but they have to fast an equal number of days at

a subsequent period, when this impediment is removed.

Nurses, pregnant women, and those to whom it might
prove really injurious, are expressly exempt from fast-

ing. We may add that according to some traditions

(Al-Beidawi), not only Mohammed, but also Abraham,
Moses, and Jesus received their respective revelations

during this month. The principal passages treating

of the fast of Ramadan are found in the second Surah
of the Koran, called "The Cow."

—

Chambers's Encyclop.

s. v. See Wellsted, City of the Caliphs, ii, 245.

Ra'mall (Heb. Ramah', ttEl) signifies a heir/lit, or

a high place, from the root Wl, to be high; and thus it

is used in Ezek. xvi, 24. Very many of the ancient

cities and villages of Palestine were built on the tops

of hills, so as to be more secure, and hence, as was nat-

ural, such of them as were especially conspicuous were

called by way of distinction iTQlh (with the article),

the Hi iffht ; and this in the course of time came to be
used as a proper name. We find no less than five

Ramahs mentioned in Scripture by this simple name,
besides several compounds, and in modern Palestine

the equivalent Arabic name is of very frequent occur-

rence. With regard to most of them the traveller can
still see how appropriate the appellation was. In the

A. V. we have various forms of the word

—

Ramdth
(n^), the status constructus (Josh, xiii, 26), Ramdth

(n'irn and Pbn), the plural (Josh, xxi, 36; 1 Sam.

xxx, 27); and Ramathdim (Q^r^), a dual form (1

Sam. i, 1). Remeth (p^"}) appears to be only another

form of the same word. In later Hebrew, ramtha is a

recognised word for a hill, and as such is employed in

the Jewish version* of the Pentateuch for the rendering

of Pisgah. See also Arimathjsa. (In the following

account we largely follow that in Kitto's Cyclopaedia,

with important additions from other sources.)

1. Ramah of Benjamin (Sept. 'Papa and 'Apapd,
v. r. 'lapd, 'Pappd, 'Pappdv, Bapd , Vulg. Rama), fre-

quently mentioned in Scripture. Joshua, in enumer-
ating the towns of Benjamin, groups Ramah between
Gibeon and Beeroth (xviii, 25). This position suits the
present Ram-Allah , but the considerations named in

the text make it very difficult to identify any other site

with it than er-Ram. It is probably this place which
is mentioned in the story of Deborah, "She dwelt under
the palm-tree of Deborah, between Ramah and Bethel
in Mount Ephraim" (Judg. iv, 5). The Targum on this

passage substitutes for the Palm of Deborah, Ataroth-
Deborah, no doubt referring to the town of Ataroth.

This has everything in its favor, since Atara is still

found on the left hand of the north road, very nearly

midway between er-Ram and Beitin. Its position is

clearly indicated in the distressing narrative of the

Levite recorded in Judges xix. He left Bethlehem for

his home in Mount Ephraim in the afternoon. Passing

Jerusalem, he journeyed northward, and, crossing the

ridge, came in sight of Gibeah and Ramah, each stand-

ing on the top of its hill; and he said to his servant,

" Come and let us draw near to one of these places to

lodge all night, in Gibeah or in Ramah" (ver. 13). The
towns were near the road on the right, and about two
miles apart. The position of these two ancient towns

explains another statement of Scripture. It is said of

Saul (1 Sam. xxii, 6) that "he abode in Gibeah under

a tree in Ramah." The meaning appears to be that

the site of his standing camp was in some command-
ing spot on the borders of the two territories of Gibeah
and Ramah. When Israel was divided, Ramah lay be-

tween the rival kingdoms, and appears to have been

destroyed at the outbreak of the revolt; for we read

that " Baasha, king of Israel, went up against Judah,

and built, Ramah" (1 Kings xv, 17). It was a strong

position, and commanded the great road from the north

to Jerusalem. The king of Judah was alarmed at the

erection of a fortress in such close proximity to his cap-

ital, and he stopped the work by bribing the Syrians to

invade northern Palestine (vers. 18-21), and then carried

offall the building materials (ver. 22). There is a precise

specification of its position in the catalogue of the places

north of Jerusalem which are enumerated by Isaiah as

disturbed by the gradual approach of the king of As-

syria (Isa. x, 28-32). At Michmash he crosses the

ravine; and then successively dislodges or alarms Geba,

Ramah, and Gibeah of Saul. Each of these may be

recognised with almost absolute certainty at the present

day. Geba is Jeba, on the south brink of the great

valley; and a mile and a half beyond it, directly be-

tween it and the main road to the city, is er-Ram, on

the elevation which its ancient name implies. Ramah
was intimately connected with one of the saddest epochs

of Jewish history. The full story is not told, but the

outline is sketched in the words of Jeremiah. In the

final invasion of Judaea by the Babylonians, Nebuchad-
nezzar established his headquarters on the plain of

Hamath, at Riblah (Jer. xxxix, 5). Thence he sent

his generals, who captured Jerusalem. The principal

inhabitants who escaped the sword were seized, bound,

and placed under a guard at Ramah, while the con-

querors were employed in pillaging and burning the

temple and palace, and levelling the ramparts. Among
the captives was Jeremiah himself (xl, 1,5, with xxxix,

8-12). Perhaps there was also a slaughter of such of

the captives as, from age, weakness, or poverty, were
not worth the long transport across the desert to Baby-
lon. There, in that heart-rending scene of captives in

chains wailing over slaughtered kindred and d< solated

sanctuaries, was fulfilled the first phase of the prophecy

uttered only a few years before: "A voice was heard in

Ramah, lamentation and bitter weeping: Rachel weep-

ing lor her children, refused to be comforted for her

children because they were not" (Jer. xxxi. 15). That
mourning was typical of another which took place six

centuries later, when the infants of Bethlehem were

murdered, and the second phase of the prophecy was
fulfilled (Matt, ii, 17). As Ramah was in Benjamin,

the prophet introduces Rachel, the mother of that tribe,

bewailing the captivity other descendants. See Rama.
Ramah was rebuilt and reoccupied by the descend-

ants of its old inhabitants after the captivity (Ezra ii,

26; Neh.vii,30). The Ramah in Neh. xi, 33 is thought

by some to occupy a different position in the list, and
may be a distinct place situated farther west, nearer i he

plain. (This, and Jer. xxxi, 15, are the only passages

in which the name appears without the article.) The
Sept. finds an allusion to Ramah in Zech. xiv, JO, where
it renders the words which are translated in the A. V.
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"and sliall be lifted up (!TCX~i. and inhabited in her

place," by " Ramah shall remain upon her place." Ac-

cording to Josephus «liu calls ii 'Pafia&dtv), it was

forty Btadia <li>t.-int from Jerusalem (Ant. viii, 12, 3);

and Eusebius and Jerome place it in the sixth mile

north of the holy city (Onomast. B.v."Rama;" Inn in

his commentary on II"-. v. 8, Jerome says in septimo

-tans thai ill his day it was a

small village (ad Sophoniam, i, 15).

Modern travellers arc right in identifying Raman of

Benjamin with the village oi er-Rdm (Brocardus, vii

;

Robinson, Bill. Res. i. 576); thougli Maundrell and a

few others have located ii al N< i «\ Samwil. Er-Ram
is five miles north of Jerusalem and four south of

I.ethcl. The site of (iiheah of Saul lies two miles

southward, and (ieba about the same distance eastward.

Ram is a small, miserable village; but in the walls and
foundations of the bouses are many large hewn stones.

and in the lanes and fields broken columns and other

remains of the ancient capital. The situation is com-
manding, on the top of a conical hill, half a mile east

ot ill. great northern road, and overlooking the broad

summit of the ridge; the eastern view is intercepted

by bare ridges and hill-tops. The whole country round

Ramah lias an aspect of stern and even painful desola-

tion; but this is almost forgotten in the great events
which the surrounding heights and ruins recall to

memory. On the identity of this Ramah with that of

Samuel, see RAMATHAIM-ZOPHIM.
2. Ramah of Asheb (Sept 'Papa; Vulg. ZTorwia),

a town mentioned only in Josh. xix. 29, in the descrip-

tion of the boundaries of Asher. It would appear to

have been situated near the sea-coast, and not far from

Tyre, towards the north or north-east. Eusebius and
Jerome mention this place, but in such a way as shows
tin \ knew nothing of it further than what is stated by
Joshua. In the Vulgate Jerome calls it norma, making
the Hebrew article n a part of the word: this, however,

is plainly an error f i )nomast. s. v. "Rama;" and note

by Bonfrere I. Robinson visited a village called Ramek,
situated on the western declivity of the mountain-range,
about seventeen miles south-east of Tyre. It ••stands

upmi an isolated bill in the midst of a basin with green
fields, surrounded by higher hills." In the rocks are

numerous ancient sarcophagi, and the village itself lias

some remains of antiquity. He says "there is no room
for quest ion but that this village represents the ancient

Ramah of Asher" | Bibl. Res. iii. <'
1 1. Its position, how-

ever, notwithstanding the assertion of so high an au-

thority, doe- not at all correspond with the notice in

Script ore, and the name Ramah was too common to

indicate identity with any degree of certainty. Another
l.'.'imi li has been discovered on a little tell, two miles

BOUth-easI of modern Tyre, and about one mile north-

east of Ras-el-Ain, the site of ancient Tyre (Van de

Velde, Map and Mmtoir, p.342). In position this vil-

lage answers in all respects to the Ramah of Asher.

3. Ramah of Gilead (2 Kings viii. 29; 2 Chron.
.\xii. 6), identical with b'amolb-t lilead (q. V.).

4. Ramah of Naphtali (Sept. \parj\ v. r.'Porjua;

Vulg. A rama), one of the strong cities of tin- tribe,

menti id only in Josh, six, 36, and situated apparently
to the south of Hazor, between thai citj and the Sea
Of Galilee. Relaild seems inclined to identity it with
the Ramah of Asher; but they are evidently distinct

cities, as indicated both by ancient geographers and the
sacred wriier (Palast. p.*963). Eusebius and Jerome
record the name, though they appear to have known

of the place (Onomast. 8. v. " Rama"). Beth-
-.--_ _._

a p]ace m (; ;i |ji (
.,. ,,,, :l mountain,

and famous for its von. according to the Talmud
(Menaekoth, viii, 6), i- thought by Schwarz (Palest.

p. 178) to lie the Ramah of Naphtali. About six miles

west bj south of Safed, on the leading road to Lkka, is

lern village called /,'./»/./>. It stand- on the

declivity of the mountain, surrounded by olive-groves,

and overlooking a fertile plain. It contains no visible

traces of antiquity: but the name and the situation

render it highly probable that it occupies the site of
Ramah of Naphtali. It was visited by Schulte in 1847
(Kitter. Pal. und Syr. iii. 772), and b\ Robinson in 1852
(Bib. Res. iii. 7!H. See also Hackett. Jlllustr. of Script.

p. 240; Thomson, Land and /;.„,/.. i. 515. See Rama-
THITE.

5. Ramah <>k Samuel, the birthplace and home
of that prophet il Sam. i, 1'.': ii. 11, etc.), and the city
elsewhere called Ramathaim-zophim.

6. Ramah of the South. See Ramath-xegeb.
7. A place mentioned in the catalogue of towns re-

inhabited by the Benjamites after their return from the
captivity (Neh.xi, 33). It maj be theRamab ot Benja-
min (above, No. 1 |,

or the Ramah of Samui 1. but its po-

sition in the list (remote from (ieba. Michmash, Bethel,

ver.31 : comp. Ezra ii, 26, 28) seems to remove it farther

west, to the neighborh lofLod,Hadid,andOno. There
is no further notice in the Bible of a Ramah in this di-

rection: but Eusebius and Jerome allude to one. though
they may be at fault in identifying it with Ramathaim
and Arimatha-a ( Onomast. s. v. " Armatba Sophim :" and
the remarks of Robinson, Bibl. Res. ii. •_':'.'.»». The situa-

tion of the modern Ramleh agrees very well with this,

a town too important and too well placid not to have
existed in the ancient times The consideration that

Ramleh signifies "sand," and Ramah "a height," is not

a valid argument against the one being the legitimate

successor of the other, if so. half the identifications of

modern travellers must he reversed. Beit-ur can no

Longer he the representative of Beth-boron, because in-

means "eye." while koron means "caves;" nor Beit-

lahm. of Bethlehem, because lahm is •• Hesh,"and leh< m
"bread;" nor el-Aal, of IHealeh, because </ is in Arabic
the article, and in Hebrew the name of God. In these

cases the tendency of language is to retain the sound
at the expense of the meaning.- Smith.

8. Ramah near Hebron, called Er-Samek, or Ra-
mi/ el-Khaiil -Ramah of Hebron, or Ramah of the

Friend, i. e. Ramah of Abraham, or the High-place of

Abraham the Friend of God. It lies about two miles

north of Hebron, a little to the right or east of the

road from Hebron to Jerusalem, on an eminence, the

lop and southern slope of which are covered with an-

cient foundations, the principal of which are tin se ot a

large building, apparently a Christian church. The
ruins are described by Wolcott i Bibtioth, Sac. i. 45),

and bj Dr. Wilson (Lands of tk< Bible, i, 382). The
to] imands a fine view of the mediterranean through
a gap in the mountains towards the north-west. Ibis

Ramah the .lews call the •• House of Abraham." where.

they say. Abraham lived when he dwelt at Mamre.
lint the ''plain of Mamre," with the great Sindian, or

evergreen oak in the middle of it (if not the same, the

offspring, most probably, of the tree i. under which Abra-

ham entertained the angels, would seem to have an-

ciently lain to the west of Hebron, a- Machpelah, which
i- ai Hebron, is said to be before, i. e. to the east of.

Mamre. Ii is very possible, however, thai Abraham
may have had his habitation or tent at Ramah tor a

part of the time be was al .Mamie or ihmi Hebron, or.

which is still more probable, the altar which he erect-

ed i
ton. xiii. 1M. Ids high-place, or place ot worship,

ma\ have been at er-Rameh, or Ramel el-Khalil, " the

bigh-place ol the Friend," i. e. of Abraham the friend

of God, while be dwell or had hi- lent in the ]
lain of

Mamre.

Some suppose that ibis Ramah may he the Ramah
of Samuel ami the pla.e where Saul wa- anointed.

Wolcott and Van tie Velde contend for this. But ibis

place i- far too distant from Rachel's tomb to admit of

the supposition, not to speak of other insuperal le diffi-

oullies. '1'be place where SiiMiiul was w ben he anoint-

ed Saul was evidently near or not far from Rachel's

tomb ( 1 Sam. x. 1-1 1 i. Il is much more prof,able that

Bethlehem, or the high-place at or mar Bethlehem,
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was the place where Samuel anointed Saul. The name

of Ramet el-Khalil implies that that place had to do

with Abraham the friend of God, and not with Sam-

uel.—Fairbairn.

Ramanandis, a Hindu sect which addressed its

devotions particularly to Ramachandra, and the divine

manifestations connected with Vishnu in that incarna-

tion. The originator of this sect was Ramanand, who
is calculated by Prof. H. H. Wilson to have flourish-

ed in the end of the 14th or beginning of the 15th

century. He resided at Benares, where a mat'k, or

monastery, of his followers is said to have formerly ex-

isted, but to have been destroyed by some of the Mus-

sulman princes. The Ramanandis reverence all the

incarnations of Vishnu, but they maintain the superi-

ority of Kama in the present age or Kali-Yug, though

they vary considerably as to the exclusive or collective

worship of the male and female members of this incar-

nation. The ascetic and mendicant followers of f!ama-

nand are by far the most numerous sectaries in Gan-
getic India. In Bengal they are comparatively few;

beyond this province, as far as to Allahabad, they are

probably the most numerous, though they yield in in-

fluence and wealth to the Saiva branches. From this

point they are so abundant as almost to engross the

whole of the country along the Ganges and Jumna.

In the district of Agra they constitute seven tenths of

the ascetic population. The numerous votaries of the

Ramanandis belong chiefly to the poorer classes, with

the exception of the Rajputs and military Brahmins.—
Gardner, Faiths of the World, s. v.

Ra'mathite (Heb. Ramathi', ">?pQ""l, an inhabitant

of Raviah ; Sept. 6 PafXaSraloc), an epithet of the

Shimei (q. v.) who was over the vineyards of king Da-
vid (1 Chron. xxvii, 27). The name implies that he

was native of a place called Ramah, but of the various

Ramahs mentioned none is said to have been remarka-

ble for vines ; nor is there any tradition or other clue by
which the particular Ramah to which this worthy be-

longed can be identified. See Ramah.

Ra'math-le'hi (Heb. Ramath' Lechi', ifth Pixn,

craggy height [see below J; Sept. 'Avaipeaic aiayovoc;

Vulg. Ramathlechi, quod interpretatur elevatio maxilla ).

The origin of this name, which occurs only in Judg.

xv, 17, forms one of the most romantic episodes in

Scripture history. Samson, having been bound with

two new cords, was given up to the Philistines at a

place called Lehi, a name which signifies "jawbone."

When the enemy attacked him, he burst his bonds,

seized the jawbone (lehi) of an ass that lay upon the

ground, and with this odd weapon slew a thousand of

them. Then he threw away the jawbone, and, as a

memorial of the event, and by a characteristic play

upon the old name, he called the place Ramath-lehi—
that is, the lifting (or wielding?) of the jawbone; and
so it is interpreted in the Vulgate and in the Sept.

See Samson. But Gesenius has pointed out (Thesaur.

p. 752 a) that to be consistent with this the vowel-

points should be altered, and the words become flB*]

Tib; and that as they at present stand they are ex-

actly parallel to Ramath-mizpeh and Ramath-negeb,

and mean the " height of Lechi." If we met with a

similar account in ordinary history, we should say that

the name had already been Ramath-lehi, and that the

writer of the narrative, with that fondness for parono-

masia which distinguishes these ancient records, had
indulged himself in connecting the name with a possi-

ble exclamation of his hero. But the fact of the posi-

tive statement in this case may make us hesitate in

coming to such a conclusion in less authoritative rec-

ords. For the topography of the place, see Lehi.

Ra'math-miz'peh (Heb. Ramath' ham-Mits-

peh', f!31J"2n t"2^, high -place of the watch-tower;

Sept. 'Apafiio? Kara rryv ~Maaar\(pu, v.r.'Pa/iioS Kara

T))v Maa<f>d ; Vulg. Ramath Masphe). In defining

the boundaries of the tribe of Gad, Joshua states that

Moses gave them inheritance . . . : "from Heshbon
unto Ramath-mizpeh, and Betonim" (Josh, xiii, 2G).

This place is nowhere else mentioned ; and it appears

to have constituted one of the landmarks on the north-

ern border of the tribe, which ran from the banks of the

Jabbok, in the parallel of Jerash, to the southern end of

the Sea of Galilee. It was in this region Jacob and
Laban hail their remarkable interview and entered into

the covenant. The place where they vowed to each

other was marked by a heap of stones, and called both

Galeed and Mizpah (Gen. xxxi, 48, 4'.>). This would

seem to suggest the identity of the Mizpah of Jacob
and Ramath-Mizpeh. See Gad; Jegaii-Sahadutha.
There was a Mizpeh in Gilead, on the north-east border

of Gad, and close to the territory of the Ammonites.

In later times the latter became the great gathering-

place of Israel east of the Jordan. See Ramoth-
gilead. It apparently was the same as Ramath-miz-
peh. In the books of Maccabees it probably appears

in the garb of Maspha (1 Mace, v, 35), but no informa-

tion is afforded us in either Old Test, or Apocrypha
as to its position. The lists of places in the districts

north of es-Salt, collected by Dr. Eli Smith, and given

by Dr. Robinson (Bill. Res. 1st ed. App. to vol. iii), con-

tain several names which may retain a trace of Ramath,

viz.Rumeimtn (1G7 b), Reimun (1GG a), Rumruma (105 a)
;

but the situation of these places is not accurately

known.

Ra'math-ne'geb, or Ramath of the South
(Heb. Ramath' Ke'geb, 255 Hp 1

! ; Sept. BaptS Kara

\if3a, v. r. 'lafiiS Kara \ij3a ; Vulg. Ramath contra

auslralem plagam), a place apparently on the extreme
southern border of Simeon. In this form it is only

mentioned in Josh, xix, 8; and, from the peculiarity of

the construction, there being no copulative, it would
seem to be only another name for Baalath-beer, as

suggested by Reland (Pala-st. p. 9G4), and interpreted by
Kcil (ad loc); yet the Sept. makes the places distinct.

Re this as it may, Negeb is manifestly the name of a

district, and not a general term, signifying "south."

See Negeb. Ramah is not mentioned in the list of

Judah (comp. Josh, xv, 21-32), nor in that of Simeon
in 1 Chron. iv, 28-33; nor is it mentioned by Eusebius

and Jerome. Van de Velde {Memoir, p. 342) takes it

as identical with Ramath-lehi, which he finds at Tell

el-Lekiyeh ; but this appears to be so far south as to be

out of the circle of Samson's adventures, and, at any
rate, must wait for further evidence.

In 1 Sam. xxx, 27, South Ramoth (jM~flia*l, in

the plural; Sept. 'Papa vurov, v. r. 'PafiaS votov ;

Vulg. Ramoth ad meridiem) is mentioned as one of

the cities to which David sent portions of the spoils

of the Amalekites. Doubtless, it is the same place

called by Joshua Ramath-negeb. The name should

be written Ramoth -negeb. The site is unknown, and
the region where it stood is, in a great measure, unex-
plored.

Ramatha'im - zo'phim ( Heb. with the art.

ha-Ramatha'gim Tsophim', D^SIiJ C*""C~il. the tiro

heights, watchers; Sept. 'AppaSaip 2i0a, v. r. 'Appa-

Saip 2w0('/t, making the art. n part of the word;

Vulg. Ramathaim Sopkim), the birthplace of the proph-

et Samuel (1 Sam. i, 19), his own permanent and offi-

cial residence (vii, 17 ; viii, 4), and the place of his sep-

ulture (xxv, 1). It was in Mount Ephraim (i, 1). It

had apparently attached to it a place called Naioth, at

which the "company" (or "school," as it is called in

modern times) of the sons of the prophets was main-
tained (xix, 18, etc.; xx, 1); and it had also in its

neighborhood (probably between it and Gibeah of Saul)

a great well, known as the well of Has-Sechu (xix, 22).

See Sechu. This is all we know of it with any degree

of certainty.
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Ramathaim, if interpret* 1 aa a Hebrew word, is dual
" the double eminence." I lis may point to a pecu-

liarity in ilic shape or nature of the place, or may be

an instance of the tendency, familiar to all students,

which exists in language to force an archaic or foreign

name into an intelligible form. Ii is given in its com-

plete shape in the Hebrew text and A. V. but once (1

Sam. i. i . Elsewhere (i, 19 ; ii. 11 : vii. 17; viii. 1 : xv,

34 ; xvi, 13; xix. liS, 19, 22, _'.;: xx. 1 : xxv. 1 ; xxviii.

in the shorter form of Ramah (q. v.). The
Sept., however (in both MSS.), gives ii throughout as

Armathaim, and inserts ii in i. :i after the words ''his

city," where ii is wanting in the Hebrew and A. V.

Gesenius questions the identity of Ramathaim-zophim
and Ramah (Thesaurus, p. L275); but a comparison of

l Sam. i. I with \<r. 19 shows without doubi that the

same place is referred to. It is implied by Josephus,

and affirmed by Eusebius and .lerome in the Onomas-
ticon ("Armathem Seipha"); nor would it ever have

been questioned had there not been other Ramahs men-
tioned in the sacred history. Of the force of " Zophim"
no feasible explanation has been given. It was an an-

cient name on the east of .Ionian (Numb.xxiii, 14), and

there, as here, was attached to an eminence. In the

Targum of Jonathan, Ramathaim-zophim is rendered
• Ramatha of the scholars of the prophets;" but this is

evidently a late interpretation, arrived at by regarding

the prophets as watchmen (the root of zophim, also that

of mizpt h. having the force of looking out afar), coupled

with the fact that at Naioth in Kamah there was a
school of prophets. The most natural explanation ap-

pears to be that Zuph, one of Samuel's ancestors, had
migrated from his home in Ephratah (I Sam. i, 1 ; 1

» Ihron. pi, 35), and settled in a district to which he gave
his own name, and which was afterwards called the land

of Zuph (1 Sam. ix, 5). Ramah, or Ramathaim, was
the chief town of this district, and was hence called

R&vaathaim-Zopkim, that is, "Ramah of the Zuphites"
(set Robinson, Bib. Res. ii, 7). See Zophim.
The position of Ramathaim-zophim is regarded by

many scholars as one of the puzzles of Biblical geogra-

phy. \- the city is one of greal interest, it may be

well to give the principal theories as to its site, and
then to state the data on which alone the site can be

determined.

(1.) Eusebius and Jerome locate it near Diospolis or

Lydda (Onomast. s. v. "Armatha Sophim"), and identify

it with the Ariroathsea of the N. T. |
Matt, xxvii, 57).

Jerome's words are: ••Armathem Seipha: the city of

Ilelkana and Samuel. It lies near (irXij/rioy) Diospo-

lis: thence came Joseph, in the Gospels said to be from

Arimathiea." Diospolis is Lydda, the modern Ludd;
and the reference is, no doubt, to Ramleh, the well-

known modern town, two miles from Ludd. Jerome
agrees with Eusebius in his translation of this passage;

but in the Epitaphium Paulce | EpisLcviii) he connects

Ramleh with Arimathsea only, and places it hand pro-

mi a Lydda, This last identification may be correct;

for the Sept. 'ApfiaSraifi seems to be the same name as

lie New-Test. 'ApifiaSaia, and represents the Hebrew
~T'Z~~. with the article. There is no doubt there

was a city called Armatha or Ramathem on the plain

near Lydda at an early period: and its modern repre-

sentative may be Ramleh. as suggested by Reland and
oiler- Reland, Paloest. p. 580, 969 ; see, however, Rob-

inson, Bib. r . ii. 238). Bul Ramah of Samuel could

not have 1 so far distant from Gibeah of Saul: and
I atal obstacle to this identification in the fact

that Ramleh ("the sandy") lies on the open face of the

maritime plain, and cannol in any sense be said to

be in Mount Ephraim or any other mountain district

Eusebius possibly refers to another Ramah named in

Neh. m.:;.;.

(2.) Some would identify this city with Kamah of

Benjamin (Gesenius, Tkesaur. p. 1275; Winer, Real-

Worii rb, s. v. " Rama") ; bul this Kamah seems too close

to Saul's residence at Gibeah to suit the requirements of
the sacred narrative in 1 Sam. xix. 18. ( Vet see below.)

(3.) Robinson has suggested that the site of Kamah
may be that now occupied by the village of Soba. which
stands on a lofty and conspicuous hill -top. about six
miles wesl of Jerusalem. Soba, he thinks, may be a
corruption of the old name Zuph. [ts elevation would
answer well to the designation Ramah. It might be

regarded as included in the mountains of Ephraim, or,

at least, as a natural extension ol them: and a not very
wide detour would take the travi Her from Soba to <iib-

eah by the tomb of Rachel i Bib. Res. ii. 7 9). 'I he ar-

guments are plausible, but nol convincing; and it must

be admitted that even Robinson's remarkable geograph-
ical knowledge has failed to throw light on the Bite of

Ramathaim-zophim.

(4.) Wblcott, seeing on the spot the difficulties at-

tending Robinson's theory, and finding a remarkable
ruin, called Ramet el-Khulil, near Hebron, concluded
that this was the site of Samuel's city. A summary
of his reasons is given by Robinson in the Biblical Gab-
on i ixliii. 51 : sec also Bib. Res. iii, 279). They are not

more convincing than those advanced in favor of Soba,
yet they have been adopted and expanded by Van de
Veldc (Xurrat. ii, 48-54 ; Mi moir, p. 341). This is also

supported by Stewart (Ten/ and Khan, p. 2 17 |.

(5.) Gesenius thinks that Jebel Fureidis, or, as it is

usually called. Frank Mountain, the conspicuous conical

hill three miles south-east of Bethlehem, is the true

site of Kamah (Thesaurus, p. L276). This, however, is

pure conjecture, without any evidence to support it.

(6.) Ewald is in favor of the little village of Ram-
Allah, a mile west of Beeroth (Geschiehte, ii. 550, nob ).

It is doubtless situated in Mount Ephraim, retains the

old name, and the name Allah, "God," might be an
indication of some old, peculiar sanctity; bul it is open
to the same objections as all others north of Rachel's

tomb. Lieut, fonder inclines to this position (Tent

Work in Palestine, ii, 116), remarking that near it is a

ruined village called Sueikeh, perhaps the Sechu of 1

Sam. xix. •_'•_'.

(7.) ( >ne of the most ancient, and certainly one of the

most plausible, theories is that which locates Ramath-
aim-zophim at Neby SamwiL It is most probably to

this place Procopius alludes in the statement that Jus-

tinian caused a well and a wall to be erected for the

convent of St. Samuel (Be ^Edific. Just. v. 9; comp.
Robinson, Bib. Res. i, 459). From the 7th century,

when Adamnanus described Palestine, and spoke of

-the city of Samuel, which is called Ramatha" t Early
Travels [Bohn ]. p. 5), down through the Middle Ages to

the present day, the name of the prophet has been con-

nected with tins spot; .and the uniform tradition of

Jews, Christians, and Mohammedans has made it the
place of his birth and burial (see authorities cited in

Robinson, I. c). The Crusaders built a church over

the alleged tomb, which, after the fall of the Latin

kingdom, was converted into a mosque; and its walls

and tall minaret are Still visible' from afar (QuaresmiuS,

ii. 727; Pococke, ii. 48). Neby Samwll is unquestion-

ably the site of a very ancient city; its position On the

summit of a high conical hill would give it a just title

to the name Kamah: it probably lay within the region

termed the •.Mountains of Ephraim;" and it would
form an appropriate residence for the great judge of

Israel. It is near this place that the great well of

Sechu, to which Saul came on his way to Kamah. now-

called Saunters fountain, near licit [ska, Or licit Isku.is

thought by some to be found; and near Neby Samwll
is licit Hantnah, supposed to be Naioth. the College of

Prophi i
. or "the House of Instruction" ><\' the Jewish

Targum, which was connected with Kamah of Samuel

1 1 Sam. xix. is _'
l ). See Naioth. Vet there are very

formidable objections to its identification with Ramath-
aim-zophim. It appears to be too near Gibeah, the

capital of Saul's kingdom, to form a safe refuge foi

David when he tied from that monarch : it is not an
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hour's ride distant, and it is in full view. It has been

shown, besides, that Neby Samwll is most probably the

site of Mizpah (q. v.).

(8.) Bonar {Land of Promise, p. 1/8, 554) adopts er-

Ram, which he places a short distance north of Beth-

lehem, east of Rachel's sepulchre. Eusebius (Onomast.

s. v. "Pttj&cif) says that " Rama of Benjamin" is near

(TT(pi) Bethlehem, where the '"voice in Rama was

heard ;" and in our times the name is mentioned, be-

sides Bonar, by Prokesch and Salzbacher (cited in Rob-

inson, Bib. Res. ii, 8, note') ; but this cannot be regarded

as certain, and Stewart has pointed out that it is too

close to Rachel's monument to suit the case.

(9.) Schwarz (Palest, p. 152-158), starting from Gib-

eah of Saul as the home of Kish, fixes upon Rameh,

north of Samaria and west of Sanur, which he supposes

also to be Ramoth, or Jarmuth, the Levitical city of Is-

sachar. All that is directly said as to its situation is

that it was in Mount Ephraim (1 Sam. i, 1) ; and this

would naturally lead us to seek it in the neighborhood

of Shechem. But the whole tenor of the narrative of

the public life of Samuel (in connection with which

alone this Ramah is mentioned) is so restricted to the

region of the tribe of Benjamin, and to the neighbor-

hood of Gibeah, the residence of Saul, that it seems im-

possible not to look for Samuel's city in the same local-

ity. It appears, from 1 Sam. vii. 17, that his annual

functions as prophet and judge were confined to the

narrow round of Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpeh—the first

on the north boundary of Benjamin; the second near

Jericho at its eastern end; and the third on the ridge

in more modern times known as Scopus, overlooking

Jerusalem, and therefore near the southern confines of

Benjamin. In the centre of these was Gibeah of Saul,

the royal residence during the reign of the first king,

and the centre of his operations. It would be doing a

violence to the whole of this part of the history to look

for Samuel's residence outside these narrow limits.

Those Scriptural allusions which tend to indicate the

position of Ramathaim-zophim are the following, and
they are our only trustworthy guides. The statements

of Eusebius and later writers can have little weight;

and, indeed, it appears that all knowledge of the city

was lost before their time.

(a.) In 1 Sam. i, 1 we read, "There was a certain

man of Ramathaim-zophim, of Mount Ephraim." From
this it would appear, at first sight, that Ramathaim was
situated in the district called Mount Ephraim. The
construction of the Hebrew, however, does not make
this quite certain. The phrase D^EIU O"i r,"2-iri""j'0

CnSX "itra might possibly mean, not that Ramath-

aim was in Mount Ephraim (which would be expressed

rather by IfQ), but that Elkanah was in some way of
Mount Ephraim (the Hebrew is 1112), though resid-

ing in Ramathaim. The statement of the sacred writ-

er, therefore, does not form an insuperable objection to

a theory that would locate Ramathaim beyond the

bounds of Mount Ephraim. Besides, the extent of the

region called Mount Ephraim is nowhere defined. It

may mean that section of mountain allotted to the

tribe of Ephraim, or it may have extended so as to in-

clude part, or even the whole, of Benjamin. In the

mouth of an ancient Hebrew, the expression would
mean that portion of the mountainous district which
was, at the time of speaking, in the possession of the

tribe of Ephraim. "Little Benjamin" was for so long

in close alliance with, and dependence on, its more pow-
ful kinsman, that nothing is more probable than that

the name of Ephraim may have been extended over
the mountainous region which was allotted to the

younger son of Rachel. Of this there are not want-
ing indications. The palm-tree of Deborah was "in
Mount Ephraim," between Bethel and Ramah, and is

identified with great plausibility by the author of the
Targum on Judg. iv, 5 with Ataroth, one of the land-

marks on the south boundary of Ephraim, which still

VIII.—L L L

survives in 'Atara, two and a half miles north of Ramah
of Benjamin (er-Ram). Bethel itself, though in the

catalogue of the cities of Benjamin (Josh, xviii, 22),

was appropriated by Jeroboam as one of his idol sanct-

uaries, and is one of the "cities of Mount Ephraim"
which were taken from him by Baasha and restored

by Asa (2 Chron. xiii, 19 ; xv, 8). Jeremiah (eh. xxxi)

connects Ramah of Benjamin with Mount Ephraim
(ver. G, 9, 15, 18). It could scarcely have embraced any
portion of Judah. since the two tribes were rivals. for

sovereignty. The allusions to Mount Ephraim in 1

Sam. ix, 4; Josh, xvii, 15; Judg. xvii, 1, appear to con-

line the name to the territory of the tribe.

(6.) Ramah would appear to have been at some con-

siderable distance from the residence of Saul at Gibe-

ah. Such, at least, is the conclusion one would naturally

draw from the following passages: 1 Sam. xv, 34, 35;

xix, 18-23. But in neither of these passages is it clear-

ly asserted nor certainly implied. In another passage

the immediate proximity of Gibeah and Ramah seems

to be directly stated (1 Sam. xxii, 6). This passage, it

is true, may either be translated (with Junius, Miehae-

lis, De Wette, and Bunsen), "Saul abode in Gibeah un-

der the tamarisk on the height" (in which case it will

add one to the scanty number of instances in which the

word is used otherwise than as a proper name) ; or it

may imply that Ramah was included within the pre-

cincts of the king's city. The Sept. reads Bama for

Ramah, and renders the words " on the hill under the

field in Bama." Eusebius, in the Onomasticon (s. v.

'Pafid), characterizes Ramah as the "city of Saul." In

any case, there seems to be no insuperable objection

against the identity of Ramah of Saul with Ramah of

Benjamin.

(e.) It is usually assumed that the city in which Saul

was anointed by Samuel (1 Sam. ix, x) was Samuel's

own city, Ramah. Josephus certainly (Ant. vi, 4, 1)

does give the name of the city as Armathem, and, in his

version of the occurrence, implies that the prophet was at

the time in his own house ; but neither the Hebrew nor

the Sept. contains any statement which confirms this,

if we except the slender fact that the "land of Zuph"
(1 Sam. ix, 5) may be connected with the Zophim of

Ramathaim-zophim. Robinson admits that "the answer

of the maidens (ix, 11, 12) would, perhaps, rather imply

that Samuel had just arrived, possibly on one of his

yearly circuits in which he judged Israel in various

cities" {Bib, Res. ii, 10). It cannot be questioned, in-

deed, that, apart from all theories, the whole course of the

narrative leaves the impression that Samuel was in his

own house in Ramah when Saul visited him. He was
there when the Lord informed him, apparently on the

preceding day (comp. 1 Sam. viii, 4, 22; ix, 15, 16), of

his intention to appoint a king. The words of Saul's

servant, too, convey the same impression :
" When they

were come to the land of Zuph, Saul said, Let us re-

turn ;" but the servant said, " Behold now, there is in

this city a man of God ... let us go thither" (ix, 5, G).

This would scarcely apply to a place in which Samuel
was but a casual visitor. But, on the other hand, the

place of the interview could not have been within the

tribe of Benjamin, because [1] the Lord, in foretelling

to Samuel the coming of Saul, said, "To-morrow, about

this time, I will send thee a man out of the land of Ben-

jamin" (1 Sam. ix. 16) ; and [2] Saul, when in search of

the asses, " passed through Mount Ephraim, and passed

through the land of Shalisha ; then through the land

of Shalim ; and he passed through the land of the Ben-

jamites" (ver. 6). Then they came " to the land of

Zuph." The land of Zuph was consequently south of

Benjamin. So, in returning home (apparently to Gibe-

ah) from the place of the interview, Saul's way led past

Rachel's tomb, the site of which is well known, near

Bethlehem. It follows, from the minute specification

of Saul's route in 1 Sam. x, 2, that the city in which
the interview took place was near the sepulchre of Ra-

chel, which, by Gen. xxxv, 16, 19, and other reasons, ap-
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pi ars to be fixed with certainty as close to B thlehem.

This supplies a strong argument against its being Ra-

mathaim-zophim, rince, while Mount Ephraim, as we
have endeavored already to Bhow, extended to within a

few miles north of Jerusalem, there is nothing to war-

rant the supposition that it ever reached so far south as

the neighborh i of Bethlehem. Saul's route will be

. i -nieiitly discussed under the head of Sai l;

but the question of both his outward and his homeward
journey, minutely as they are di tailed, is beset with dif-

ficulties, which have been increased by the assumptions

ofthe commentators. For instance, it is usually taken for

granted that his father's bouse—and therefore the Btart-

ing-point of his wanderings was Gibeah. True, Saul

himself, after he was king, lived at Gibeah; but the

residence of Kish would appear to have been at Zela,

where bis family sepulchre was (2 Sam. sxi, l 1 1; and

ol Zela ii" trace bas yet been found. The A. V. has

ad< led to the difficulty by introducing the word " meet"
in \. :; as the translation of the term which is more
accurately rendered "find" in the preceding verse.

Again, w here h as I be " hill of < rod," the gibath-Elohim,

with the netsib of the Philistines? A netsib of the Phi-

listines is mentioned later in Saul's history (1 Sam.xiii,

3) as at Geba, opposite Michmash; but this is three

miles north of Gibeah of Saul, and does not at all agree

with a situation mar Bethlehem for the anointing of

Saul. The Targum interprets the "hill of God"as"the
place where the ark of God was." meaning Kirjalh-jea-

rim. There is no necessity whatever for supposing that

Samuel was at Ramah when he anointed Saul. The
name of the place where Samuel was at the time is not

given in the sacred narrative, the language of which

rather implies that it was not his regular abode; for ii

says that he had come that day into the city to attend

a sacrifice or a feast of the people (1 Sam. ix, 11, 12 ).

The city was most probably Bethlehem, with the in-

habitants of which Samuel was connected, being a de-

scendant of Zuph, an Ephrathite. and was likely to have

been invited to their feast: and the land of Zuph, into

which Saul had come, must have been the region of

Bethlehem. That Samuel was in the habit of visiting

Bethlehem for the purpose of sacrificing is certain from

1 Sam. \\i. I 5 (coxnp. XX, 29). We may therefore

conclude thai he had come at this time thither from

Ramah of Benjamin,
i hi i he h hole, Ramathaim-zophim is as likely to have

been the Ramah of Benjamin .as any other.

Ra'mathem (PapaSeu v. r. 'PaSaueiv; Jose-

phus, 'PauaSa [ Ant. xiii. 4, !>
]

; Vulg. Ramathan i, one

of the three "governments" (vouoi and roirapxiai)

which wire added to Judaea by king Demetrius Nica-

tor out of the country of Samaria (1 Mace, xi, 34) ; the

others were Apbserema and Lydda. It no doubt de-

rived its name from a town of the name of Ramathaim,
probably that renowned as the birthplace of Samuel the

prophet.—Smith.

Ramayana is the name of one of the two great

epic poems of ancient India (for the other, see YIaha-

bharata). Its subject-matter is the history of Rama,
one of the incarnations of Vishnu i q. v., and see K Lma),
and its reputed author is Valmlki, who is said to have
taught his poem to the two sons of Rama, the hero of

tin hi tory; and. according to this legend, would have
been a contemporary of llama himself. But though
this latti r account is opi n i" much doubt, it seems cer-

tain thai Valmlki unlike Vyasa (q. v.), the supposed
compiler of the Makabhdrata was a real personage;
and. moreover, thai the Ramayana was the work ol one
Bingle poet not like the Mahabhdraia. the creati f

various epochs and different minds. As a poetical com-
position, the Ramayana is therefore far superior to the

Mahdbkarata ; and ii may be called the best ureal

poem of ancient India, fairly . laiming a rank in the lit-

erature of the world equal to that of the epic poetry of

Homer. Whereas the character ol the Mahabkarala

is cyclopsedical, its main subject-matter overgrown by
episodes ol the Bl diversified nature, its diction dif-

fering in merit, both from a poetical and grammatical
point of view, according to the ages that worked at its

completion -the Ramayana has but one object in view.

the history of Kama. It- episodes are rare, and re-

stricted to the early portion of the work, and it- poeti-

cal diction betrays throughout the same finish and the

same poetical genius, Nor can there be any reasonable

doubt as to the relative ages of both poems, provided
that we look upon the Mahabhdraia in the form in

which it is preserved as a whole. Whether we apply
as a test the aspect ol the religious life, or the geo-
graphical and other knowledge displayed in the one
and the other work, the Ramayana .appears as the older

of the two. Since it is the chief source whence our in-

formation of the Kama incarnation of Vishnu is derived,

its contents may be gathered from that portion of the

article Vishnu which relates to Ramachandra, The
Ramayana contains (professed!) - 24,000 epic verses, or

slokas, in seven honks, or kandas, called the Bdla-Ay-o-
illiiju-. Annum-. Kishlrindhd-, Sundara-, Yuddha- (or

Lankd-),m\d Uttara-kanda. The text which has come
down to us exhibits, in different sets of manuscripts,

Buch considerable discrepancies that it becomes neces-

sary to speak ol two recensions in which it now exists.

This remarkable facl was first made known by A.YV.
von Schlegel, who, in Europe, was the first to attempt
a critical edition of this poem; it is now fully corrob-

orated l>y a comparison that may be made between
the printed editions of both texts. The one is more
concise in its diction, and has less tendency than the

other to that kind of descriptive enlargement of facts

and sentiments which characterizes the later.poetn -

I

India; it often also exhibits grammatical forms and pe-

culiarities of an archaic stamp, where the other studi-

ously avoids that which must have appeared to its edi-

tors in the light of a grammatical difficulty. In short,

there can be little doubt that the former is the older

and more genuine, and the latter the more recent, and

in some respects more spurious, text. A complete edi-

tion of the older text, with two commentaries, was pub-
lished at Madras in 1856 (in the Telugu character-, vol.

i-iii); another edition of the same text, with a short

commentary, appeared at Calcutta in two volumes

(1860), ami a more careful and elegant one at Bombay
(1861). Of the later edition, Gaspare Gorresio has

edited the firsl six hook- (vol. i v. Paris, 1843 50)
without a commentary, hut with an Italian, somewhat
free, translation in poetical prose (vol. i x. Paris, 1847-

58). Former attempts at an edition and translation

ol' the Ramayana remained unfortunately incomplete.

The earliest was that made by William Carey and

Joshua Marshroan, who edited the first two books, and
added to the text a piose translation in English and ex-

planatory notes (vol. i iii, Serampore, 1806-10; and
vol. i. containing the firsl hook. Dunstable, 1808). An-
other edition, of an eclectic nature, is that by A. W. von

Schlegel; it contains the lirst two 1 ks of ih, text,

and an excellent Latin translation of the firsl 1 k and

twenty chapters of the second (vol. i. pts. i and ii. and
vol. ii, pt. i. Bonn, 1846 I.

Various episodes from the

Ramayana, it may also he added, have at various times

occupied sundrj editors and translators. - Chambers's

Encyclop. s. v.

Rambach, August Jakob, was hom May 28,

1777, at Quedlinburg. Having completed hi- studies

al Halle, he was appointed on .Ma\ 2, 1802, deacon "\

St. Peter's al Hamburg. On Dec. 20, 1818, he suc-

ceeded his lather as pastor of St. Michael's. In the

year 1827 the Marburg University honored him with

the degree of doctor of divinity, and in 1834 he was
made senior of the ministry al Hamburg. In 1846

bodily infirmities obliged him to resign the pastorate,

and he retired lo his country-seat in ( Mtcnsen. where

he died Sept. 7, 1851. His main study was that of

*. and bis library contained 2200 volumes on
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that subject. lie wrote, Supplement? ::>/ Richtt /
'.-• biogr.

Lexicon geist I. Liederdichter (Hamburg, 180-1) -.—Luther's

Verdienst urn den Kirchengesang (ibid. 1813). But his

greatest work is Anthologie christlicher Gesange aus der

alten mid mittleren Zeit (Altona, 1816-33, 6 vols.); a

very valuable collection of Greek, Latin, and German

hymns. Comp. Koch, Geschichte des Kirckenliedes, vii,

36, 70 ; Zuchold, Biblioikeca Theologica, ii, 1026 ; Peter-

sen, In Memoriam A. J. Rambachii, etc. (Hamburg,

1856). (B. P.)

Rambach, Johann Jakob, was born at Halle

Feb. 24, 1693, and died April 19, 1735, at Giessen, where

he was professor of theology and tirst superintendent.

During his comparatively short life he devoted himself

to sacred studies, and produced some valuable works.

Besides assisting Michaelis in the preparation of his

Hebrew Bible, and of his AdnotaHones Uberiores in IIa-

giographd, he was the author of Institutiones Herme-

neutica; Sacra?, of which the eighth edition appeared in

1764 :

—

Exercitationes Ilennen., sire p. it Institut. IFerm.

(Jena, 1728; 2d ed. 1741):

—

Comment. ITerm. de Sensus

Mgstici Criteriis (ibid. 172s, 1731). His other works

are dogmatical anil polemical.—Kitto.

Rambam. See Maimonides.

Ramban. See Nachmanides.

Ranibour, Abraham, a French Protestant theolo-

gian, was born at Sedan, the seat of French evangelical

Christianity, about 1590, studied at the academy in

that place, and closed his career there by his thesis De
Potcstate Ecclesice (1608, 8vo). After ordination, he be-

came pastor of the parish of Francheval. In 1616 he

was called to Sedan, and preached there until 1620,

when he was made a professor in his alma mater. He
held the chair of theology and Hebrew, and so greatly

distinguished himself that he was four times honored

with the rectorate of that excellent Protestant seminary

of divinity. He died in 1651, and left his colleagues to

mourn the loss of a great and good man. All his writ-

ings give proof of profound scholarship, and a more
than usual mastery of ancient Bible lore. He was an

excellent polemic, and what he wrote as such the Ro-

manists always found unanswerable. We note here, of

his writings of this character, Be Christo Redemptore

(Sedan, 1620, 4to), and Traite de I' Adoration des Images

(ibid. 1635, 8vo). His sixty-one theses on different

Biblical subjects have been inserted in the Thesaurus

Theologies Seelanensis, vol. ii. See Ilaag, La, France

Protestante, s. v.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Rameau, Jean-Philippe, a very celebrated French
musician who cultivated sacred music and was a noted

organist, was a native of Dijon. He was born in 1683.

His father was also a musician, and was, at the time of

Jean-Philippe's birth, organist in the Sainte-Chapelle

of Dijon. He was an enthusiast in his love for music,

and taught his children the classical works long before

they knew their letters. After travelling for some time,

creating everywhere great sensation by his wonderful

musical genius, Jean-Philippe settled as organist of the

cathedral at Clermont, in Auvergne. In middle life he

removed to Paris, and became organist of Sainte-Croix

de la Bretonnerie. In 1722 he published his Traite de

VHarmonic, which laid the basis of his future renown.

He died in 1764. His compositions were mostly of a

secular character. One of his operas, Samson, was
never permitted to be put on the stage, because, as it

was argued, it prostituted sacred music. Voltaire and
D'Alembert were personal friends and warm admirers

of Rameau. See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Ramenghi, Bartoloiieo, an Italian artist of note,

usually called // Bagnacavallo, from the place of his

birth (Bagnacavallo, on the road from Ravenna to Lugo),
which took place in 1484, was a pupil of Raphael, and
one of his principal assistants in the Vatican, and, after

the death of his great master, carried the principles of
his st.vle to Bologna, and assisted to enlarge the char-

acter of that school. Raphael was his model and test

of excellence, and he did not attempt to look beyond

him. Though possessing less vigor than Giulio Ro-

mano or Perino del Vaga, Bagnacavallo acquired more
of the peculiar grace of Raphael's style, especially in his

infants, and his works were much studied by the great

scholars of the Caracci. There are, or rather were, works

by Bagnacavallo in the churches of San Miehele in Bos-

co, San Martino, Santa Maria Maggiore, and Sant' Agos-

tino agli Scopettini in Bologna. He died at Bologna ju

1542. See Lanzi, Lives of Paint < is ; F.uglish Cgclop.

s. v. ; Spooner, Biog. Diet, of the Fine Arts, s. v.

Ram'eses (Ileb. Rameses', D^'C"^ ; Sept. 'Pa-

fieaar] v. r. 'Pa/ifw/'/c), or Raam'ses (Ileb. Raam-
ses', DD"2"'l, only in Exod. i, 11 ; Sept. 'VapujG7\), the

name of a city (Fxod. i, 11 ; xii, 37; Numb, xxxiii, 3,

5) and district (Gen. xlvii, 11) in Lower Egypt. There

can be no reasonable doubt that the same city is desig-

nated by the Rameses and Raamses of the Hebrew text,

and that this was the chief place of the land of Rameses,

all the passages referring to the same region. The
name is Egyptian, the same as that of several kings of

the empire, of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth

dynasties. In Egyptian it is written Ra-meses or Ra-
mses, it being doubtful whether the short vowel under-

stood occurs twice or once : the tirst vowel is represented

by a sign which usually corresponds to the Hebrew S>

in Egyptian transcriptions of Hebrew names, and He-
brew of Egyptian. The name means Son of the Sun,

such titles being common with the ancient kings of

Egypt, one of whom was probably the founder of the

city. See Egypt.
The tirst mention of Rameses is in the narrative of

the settling by Joseph of his father and brethren in

Egypt, where it is related that a possession was given

them "in the land of Rameses" (Gen. xlvii, 11). This

land of Ilamcses (Cp~2"^ "^X) either corresponds to

the land of Goshen, or was a district of it, more proba-

bly the former, as appears from a comparison of a par-

allel passage (ver. 6). The name next occurs as that

of one of the two cities built for the Pharaoh who first

oppressed the children of Israel. ''And they built for

Pharaoh treasure cities (iYl33t)E ^3), Pithom and

Raamses" (Exod. i, 11). So in the A.V. The Sept.,

however, reads ttoXhc. bxvpc'ic, anil the Vulg. urbes ta-

bernaculorum, as if the root had been "~^. The sig-

nification of the word KlSSO 1

? is decided by its use for

storehouses of corn, wine, and oil, which Ilezekiah had

(2 Chron. xxxii, 28). We should therefore here read

store-cities, which may have been the meaning of our

translators. The name of Pithom indicates the region

near Heliopolis, ami therefore the neighborhood of Go-
shen, or that tract itself; and there can therefore be no

doubt that Raamses is "Rameses in the land of Goshen."

In the narrative of the Exode we read of Rameses as

the starting-point of the journey (Exod. xii, 37; see

also Numb, xxxiii, 3, 5). See Goshen.
If, then, we suppose Rameses or Raamses to have

been the chief town of the land of Rameses, either Go-

shen itself or a district of it, we have to endeavor to

determine its situation. Lepsius supposes that Abu-
Kesheid is on the site of Rameses. His reasons are that

in the Sept. Heroiipolis is placed in the land of Rameses

(kc&' Hpiuioi' ttoXw, iv ytj P«/itcir;7, or tic, yrjv 'Pa-

j[t£(7cr;)), in a passage where the Hebrew only mentions
" the land of Goshen" (Gen. xlvi, 28), and that there is

a monolithic group at Abu-Kesheid representing Turn
and Ra, and between them Rameses II, who was proba-

bly there worshipped. There would seem, therefore, to

be an indication of the situation of the district and city

from this mention of Ileroopolis, and the statue of Ram-
eses might mark a place named after that king. It

must, however, be remembered (a) that the situation

of Ileroopolis is a matter of"great doubt, and that there-
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fore we can scarcely take any proposed situation aa an

indication of that ofRami ses; (&) thai the land of Barn-

eses may be thai of Goshen, as already remarked, in

which case the passage would nol afford any more pre-

cise indication of the position of the » ii > I Jameses than

thai it was in Goshen, as is evident from the account

of the Exodus; and (c) that the mention of Heroopolis

in the Sept. would seem to be a gloss. It is also neces-

sary to consider the evidence in the Biblical narrative

of the position of Barneses, which seems to point to

in pari of the land of Goshen, since two full

marches, and i>art at least of a third, brought the [sra-

elites from this town to the Bed Sea; and the narra-

tive appears to indicate a mute for the chief can di-

rectly towards the sea. Alter the second day's journey

they "encamped in Etham, in the edge of the wilder-

i Exod. xiii, 20), and on the third day they appear

to have turned. IT. however. Barneses was where Lep-
sius place- it. the route would have been almosl u hollj

through the wilderness, and mainly alone; the tract bor-

dering the lied Sett in a southerly direction, so thai

they would have turned almost at once. Even could

it lie proved that it was anciently called Rameses, the

case would not be made out, for there is good rt ason to

suppose that many cities in Egypl bore this name.
Apart from the .ancient evidence, we may mention that

there is now a place called " Bemsees" or " Bamsees" in

the Boheireh (the great province on the west of the

Bosetta branch of the Nile), mentioned in the list of

towns and villages of Egypt in De Sacy's Abd-allatif,

p. 664. It gave to its district the name of " H6f-Rem-
sees' or "Ramsees." This "Hdf" must not be con-

founded with the " Hof" commonly known, which was
in the district of Belbeis.—Smith. Of the old transla-

tor-, only Saadias and Pseudo-Jonathan point out a

place tor Barneses; the rest all preserve the name from
the Hebrew (comp. Arab, of Erpen, On Exod. i. 1 1 i.

Saadias <dves Heliopolis ; Jonathan, Pelusium. The
latter is certainly wrong; the former is supported by
Jablonski QOpusc. ii. 136), on the ground of a Coptic

etymology. lint Heliopolis. which Teschendorf also

(Reis. i. 175, and Dissert, de Tsr. j><r Man Rub. Trans.

p. l."> Bq.) makes to be Raamses, is elsewhere always
called i in op v.). and is expressly distinguished from

Barneses by the Sept. (Exod. i, 11; here the! od. Medi-
olan. reads indeed final "Qi/,bul this amounts to nothing
againsl the lb-brew text). Others ias Bengstenberg,
Moses, p. 18 sip: Ewald, Tsr. Gesch. ii, 52 sq.; Forbiger,

Handb. ii. 784) understand Heroopolis (comp. Sept. al

Gen. xlvi. 28; where, however, the region of Raamses
is spoken of. as above, and it is only asserted that He-
roopolis lay in this district). To the same purpose is

the view of Clericus, Lakemacher {Observ. PkiloL \i.

321 sq.), and .Mnller (Sal,,,-. Observ. Philol. p. 189) thai

Barneses is Avaris (Gr. ivapig,' V "'""";>• in the Saitic
(or. according to Bernard's plausible emendation, the

Sethrotic) district (Ptolemy, iv, 5, 53), a place fortified

by Salaiis, the king of the Hyksos (Josephus, Apion, i.

II, '-'i'.; comp. Michaelis, Suppl. p. 2261 ». For Avaris
(according to Manetho, in Josephus, Apion, i. 26 I

is the
city ofTyphon, and this is probably Heroopolis itself

( up. BosenmUller, Altertk. iii. 261; Ewald, ii. 53)
Winer. The location of Barneses is doubtless indicated
by the present '/'.// l:<im<i.<. a quadrangular mound near
Belbeis. See Bi d Sf v. Passage oi .

\" n mm,, in for determining under what dynasty
thi l ode happened has been founded on the name
Barneses, which ha- been supposed to indicate a royal
builder. S.c PHARAOH. We need only say that the
highest 'late to which I.'; 'Ses I can be reasonably as-

signed (B.C. 1302 i i- inconsistent with the true date of
th l odi (B.i altl gh we find .a prince of
the same name two centuries earlier, so that the place
might have taken its name either from this prince.

or a yet earlier kin- or prince Barneses. That the
last supposition is the true one bo ms to be established
by the occurrence of the name in Gen. xlvii, 11, as

early as the time of Joseph (B.C 1874). See Ciiro-
KOl '".V.

Rames'se (Papanrif), the Greek form (Judith i,

'.'i of the name of the land of BAMESES (q. v.).

Rami'ah tlb-h. Ramyah',ft*Xl'i,fated of Jehovah;
Sept. "Papid), an Israelite of the son.- of Parosh, who
divorced his Gentile wife under the influence of Ezra
(Ezra .x. 25). B.C. 458.

Ramirez, Francisco, a Boman Catholic prelate of

Mexico, was born in the city ol Mexico in 1823. He
early decided upon the priesthood, and was educated at

home and in Europe, w here he in came a great favorite

with many distinguished ecclesiastics, and therefore en-
joyed rapid promotion in oflSce. Alter holding various
positions of responsibility, be became identified with the
opposition against Juarez in politics, and prepared the
way for the imperial rule under Maximilian, lie was
then bishop of Caradro. Winn tin- empire had been
established, Bamirez became the- emperor's almoner, ami
subsequently cabinet councillor. He was also made vic-

ar apostolic of Tamaulipas, Mexico. With the downfall
of Maximilian, Bamirez's stay in Mexico became' an im-
possibility. He cse-ape-el to Texas, and lived in obscurity

ami want ai Brazos Santiago until Julj 18, 1869.

Ramists, the followers of l'eter Ramus, a French
logician in the 16th century, who distinguish* d himself
by his opposition to the philosophy "l Aristotle. From
the high estimation in which the Stagyrite was at that

time held, it was accounted a heinous crime to contro-

vert his opinions; and Ramus, accordingly,was tried and
condemned as being guilty of subverting sound morali-

ty and religion. The se.lc ground of his offence was
that he hail framed a system of logic at variance with
that ot Aristotle. "The attack which Ramus made,"
says the eleler M'Crie, in bis Lift of Melville, "on the

Peripatetic philosophy was direct, avowed, powerful,

persevering, ami irresistible, lie possessed tin acute

mind, acquaintance with ancient learning, an anient love

of truth, and invincible courage in maintaining it. He
hail applied himself with avidity to the study of the

logic of Aristotle; ami the- result was a conviction that,

it was an instrument utterly unlit tin- discovering truth

in any of the sciences, and answering no other purpose

than that of scholastic wrangling and digladiation. His

conviction he communicated to tin- public; ami. in spite

of all the resistance made by ignorance and
i
rejudice,

he succeeded in bringing over a great part of tie- learn-

ed world to his views. What Luther was in the

( Ihurch, Ramus v,as in tin- school-. lb- e,\ erthrew the

infallibility of tin- Stagyrite, .and proclaimed the right

of mankind to think lor themselves in matters of phi-

losophy- a right which he maintained with the most

undaunted fortitude, and which he sealed with his

blood. If Ramus hail neit shaken the' authority of the

long-venerated Organon of Aristotle, the- world might
not have Been the Novum Organum e.f Bacon. The
faults of the- Bamean system of dialectics hav< le

acknowledged. It proceeded upon the radical princi-

ples of the logic of Aristotle; its distinctions often turn-

ed more upon weirds than things; and the artificial

method and uniform partitions which ii prescribed in

treating every subject were unnatural, and calculated te>

flier, in-had of forwarding, the- mind iii tin discovery

of truth. Rut it discarded many of the- useless specula-

tions ami mui-h of the> unmeaning jargon respecting

predicables, predicaments, ami topie-s which made' so

greal a figure in the' ancient logic. It inculcated u]

its disciples the necessity of accuracy .and order in ar-

ranging their own ideas and in analyzing those ofothers.

And a- it advanced no claim to infallibility. Submitted

all ils rules le. the- lest <>| prai'lical usefulness, .and set

tin- only legitimate end of the whole- logical apparatus

constantly l" fore- the- eye- of the student, it- faults were
-..on discovi red. and \ ielded readily to a more- improved

method of reasoning and investigation."

After the death of Ramus his logic found very (X-
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tensive favor and acceptance in various countries of Eu-
rope. He defined logic to be " ars bene disserendi," and

like Cicero considered rhetoric an essential branch of it.

It was introduced by Melancthon into Germany; it had

supporters also in Italy; and even in France itself, where

the logic of the Stagyrite was held in veneration, the

Kamean system was largely favored. Andrew Melville

taught the doctrines of Ramus at Glasgow, and his weak

on logic passed through various editions in England be-

fore 1600. The same system was also known at this time

in Switzerland, Holland, and Denmark. The most note-

worthy Ramists were, among others, Andomar Talajus

(Talon) and his two disciples, Thomasius Frigius, of Fri-

bourg, and Franciscus Fabricius; Fr. Benchus, Wilh. Ad.

Scribonius, and Gaspar Pfaff'rad. There was also a class

of eclectics who tried to unite the method of Ramus with

the Aristotelian logic ofMelancthon. Among these, most

noteworthy is Rudolph Goclenius, who was of service to

psychology, and whose pupil, Otto Cassman, prosecut-

ed his researches into psychological anthropology. To

these may be added the poet John Milton. See Wad-
dington, Ramus (Paris, 1855, 8vo), where a catalogue of

Ramist works is given ; Desmaze, Ramus (1861) ; and

Cantor, in Gelzer's Protest. Monatsbldtter, Aug. 2, 1867.

Rammohun Roy, a celebrated Hindu convert to

Western civilization and a liberal Christianity, is noted

especially as the founder of a theistic school of thought

among the Hindus, and in a certain sense may be pro-

nounced the forerunner of Sen. Rammohun Roy was
born about 1774 at Bordnan, in the province of Bengal,

of Brahminic parentage of high caste. Reared like oth-

er youths of India, he enjoyed his elementary training

at home, and was then placed under the care of the

great masters of the Vedas ami the Shastras, and, both

at Patna and afterwards at Benares, acquired great pro-

ficiency in the sacred writings of Hinduism. His famil-

iarity with the Arabic, Persian, and Sanscrit languages

led him to an examination of the religious doctrines of

the various sects of India, and finally to those of the

West. He had evinced a sceptical turn of mind while

yet a youth ; and, once led away into these inquiries, he

was soon forced to abandon the ground of his ancestry.

But instead of accepting the inspired religion of the

Christians, he sought the engrafting of its ethics upon

the old faith of India, and the restoration of Hinduism
in its ancient purity, as the first step to this accom-
plishment, His parents unyieldingly opposed his pur-

pose. His father sent him away and disinherited him.

His mother conceded the superstitious basis of her

faith, but pleaded for its observance on the ground of

duty towards her people and race. "You are right,"

she said to him, when she was about to set out on a

pilgrimage to Juggernaut ;
" but I am a woman, and

cannot give up observances which are a comfort to

me." A wanderer from home, he spent two or three

years in Thibet, where he excited general anger by de-

nying that the Lama (q. v.) was the creator and pre-

server of the world. He was finally recalled by his

father and restored to paternal favor. But in a short

time, as he tells us himself, "my continued controver-

sies with the Brahmins on the subject of their idolatry

and superstition, and my interference with their custom
of burning widows, and other pernicious practices, re-

vived and increased their animosity against me; and,

through their influence with my family, my father was
again obliged to withdraw his countenance openly,

though his limited pecuniary support was still contin-

ued to me." His father died in 1803, and he then pub-
lished various books and pamphlets against the errors of

the Brahmins, in the native and foreign languages. He
says: "The ground which I took in all my controversies

was, not that of opposition to Brahminism, but to a per-

version of it ; and I endeavored to show that the idola-

try of the Brahmins was contrary to the practice of

their ancestors and to the principles of the ancient

books and authorities which they professed to revere

and obey." In order to deprive him of caste, the Brah-

mins commenced a suit against him, which, after many
years of litigation, was decided in his favor. Of the
body of Hindu theology comprised in the Vedas there
is an ancient extract called the Vedant, or the Reso-
lution of all the Veds, written in Sanscrit, Rammo-
hun Roy translated it into Bengalee and Hindostanee,
and afterwards published an abridgment of it for gratu-
itous circulation; of this abridgment he published an
English translation in 1816. He afterwards published
some of the principal chapters of the Vedas in Benga-
lee and English. He was at different times the pro-
prietor or publisher of newspapers in the native lan-

guages, in which he expressed his opinion freely against
abuses, political as well as religious, especially the
burning of widows. He was also, in conjunction with
other liberal Hindus, proprietor of the Bengal Her-
ald, an English newspaper. His intimate association

with the English, and the constant interchange with.

European thought and familiarity with the West gen-
erally, led him at last to abandon the old ground en-

tirely, and he brought before his countrymen the ex-
cellence of the moral theories of Christianity in 1820 in

a work which he entitled The Precepts of Jesus, the

Guide to Peace and Happiness. It was written in Eng-
lish, Sanscrit, and Bengalee, and consists, besides se-

lections from the New Test., of such commentaries as a

Hindu apostate who abandoned heathenism for bald

theism would be likely to produce. The divinity of

Christ is ignored, the miracles are rejected, and many
other portions of the Gospel held to be fundamental in

orthodox Christianity; and the simple morality of Jesus

is held up as " a guide to happiness and peace." The
position taken in this work not only encountered the

opposition of his abandoned friends ; his new associates

also felt grieved and disappointed, and, in the first hour
of disappointment, severely rebuked his false theology.

He was replied to, and a controversy opened on the

great question of the Trinity. His Appeal, published

not under his own name, but as coming from a " friend

of truth," and, later, his treatise on the unity of God,
entitled One Supreme Being, greatly modified his first

position, and showed that he took, at least, the ad-

vanced ground of a Unitarian of the Old School, and
recognised in Jesus Christ the " Son of God, by whom
God made the world and all things." In April, 1831,

Rammohun Roy visited England, and he associated

generally with the Unitarians, whose chapels he visit-

ed as a worshipper. He also took great interest in the

political questions of the day. The great question of

parliamentary reform was then agitating the county.

Of the Reform Bill he wrote that it " would, in its con-

sequences, promote the welfare of England and her de-

pendencies—nay, of the whole world." His society was
universally courted in England. He was oppressed with
invitations to attend social parties and political and ec-

clesiastical meetings. His anxiety to see everything

and to please all led him to overtask himself to such

an extent that his health, long failing, at last broke

down. He died at Bristol, Sept. 27, 1833. The ad-

verse circumstances of his birth were such as might
easily have enslaved even his powerful understanding,

or, still more easily, might have perverted it to selfish

ends; but he won his high position by an inflexible

honesty of purpose and energy of will, and had he lived

he might have become an important factor in the prop-

agation of Christianity in the East. See sketch of

his life, written by himself, in the Athenceum, No. 310,

Oct. 5, 1833; Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, Aug. 2,

1834; Carpenter, Review of Labors, Opinions, and Char-
acter of Rajah Rammohun Roy ; Pauthier, in the Revue
Encychpedique, 1833; Asiatic Journal, vol. xii; Theol.

Eclectic, June, 1869; English Cyclop, s. v.

Rammok. See Dromedary.

Ramoth. See Coral.

Ra'moth (Heb. Ramoth', tivcft [but MiaS^ in

Deut. iv, 43; Josh, xx, 8; 1 Chron. vi, 73, 80], heights,
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plur. ofRamah [q. v.]: Sept. usually 'Papu&, but 'Pij-

,/!.,.- 111 Ezra \. 29, 'Pafifiu>B in 2 Chron. xviii, 2. ''•. ">.

etc.), the name of three towns in Palestine, and also of

one man.
1. , >. pi. ,)

'

i
',;,(.. >. One ofthe four Levitical cities

of [ssachar aci ording to the catalogue in 1 Chron. i vi.

73). In the parallel list in Josb. (xxi, 28, 29), among
other variations, Jaemuth (q. v.) appears in place of

Ramoth. Ii seems impossible to decide which is the cor-

rect reading; or whether, again, Rkmi in (q.v.),atown

of Issachar, is distinct from them, or one and the same.

2. A city in the tribe ofGad i Deiitiv. 13; Josh. x\,

8; xxi, 38; L Chron. vi, 80), elsewhere called Ramoth-
i.II.I AD ' q. v.).

3. Sept, 'Papa.) A city in the tribe of Simeon

("South Ramoth," 1 Sam. xxx, 27). See Ramath-
M i.l I :.

4. (Heb. text Yirmoth', 7"'2~". raarg. ve-Ramoth',

r""~". and Ramoth; Sept. 'PrjfiwB v. r. Mnfiiiv.') An

[sraelitish layman of the sons ofBani, who renounced his

strange wife at Ezra's instigation i Ezra \. 29 . B.C. 158.

Ramoth-gilead i Heb. Ramoth' Gilad'', ~'/z: r
-:~

;

Sept,'PefXfiaS,'Pefi/iu>$,and'Pafi(t>S rdkaud; EptpaS-

ya\aa£ v. r. 'PafipwS; Josephus, ipapaSa ; Vulg. Ra-

moth Galaad), the "heights ofGilead;" orRAMOTH IN

GILEADOsbaa nbtfl; Sept. i, 'Pafimd Iv VaXaaS,
'

Xniijiw :-.!'(/'/'.' '- Va\aad,Y.T.'Pafipu$,'Pafub$; Vulg.

Ramoth in Galaad, Deut i\. 13; Josh. xx,8; xxi, 38,
1 Kings xxii, 3 [in the A. V. only] ; also written plene,

T"Z~. in 1 Chron. xxii, '<: and simply Ramah, """'.

in 2 Kings viii, -J!', and 2 Chron. xxii, 6), one of the

chief cities of the tribe of Gad, on the cast side of the

Jordan. Ii was allotted to the Levites, and appointed
acitj of refuge (Dent. iv,43; Josh.xx,8). Thelatter
fact would seem to indicate that ii occupied a central

position in the tribe, and also probably in the country
assigned to the [sraelites east of the Jordan. Ramoth
played for a time an important part in [sraelitish his-

tory, and was the scene of many a hard struggle. It

was apparently a strong fortress, and considered the key
of the country. Hence, when taken bythe Syrians, the

kings ol [srael andJudah regarded it as a national loss.

affecting both kingdoms, and they combined to drive

out the common enemy il Kings xxii. 4 sq.). The
united attack was unsuccessful, and the king of Israel

was mortally wounded in the battle
i xxii, 34-37). At

a later period, apparently in the reign ofJoram (2 Kings

i\. 1 I. 15; enmp. Josephus, Ant. ix, 6, 1 1, Ramoth was
taken from the Syrians and held, notwithstanding all

the efforts of rlazael to regain it, Joram, having been
wounded in the struggle, left his army under the com-
mand of Jehu, and returned to Jezreel to be healed f2

Kings viii. 29 >. During his absence Jehu was anointed
by order of Elisha (ix, 1. 2), and commission d to exe-
cute vengeance on the wicked house ol Ahab (ver.7 10).

Leaving Ramoth, Jehu drove direct to Jezreel. The
king, expecting news from the seal of war, had watch-
men sel on the towers, who saw his chariot approach-
ing iver. 16, 17). The rest of the story is well known.
See \ii\n: Jehu. After this incident Ramoth-gilead

no iimre in Jewish history.

The exact position of Ramoth is nowhere defined in

Scripture. I he name i Ra otk, " height

to indicate that it occupied a commanding position on
the summit of the range of Gilead. In 1 Kings iv, 13,

we read that when the districts Of Solomon's purveyors
were arranged, the son oi Geber was Btationed in Ra-
moth, and had charge of all the i ities of. lair the son of

Manasseh, both in Gilead and Bashan ; and these cities

extended over the whole north-eastern section of Pales-

tine beyond Jordan. Various opinions have keen enter-

tained regarding the site of this ancient city. Some
would identity it with Jerash, the old Roman Gerasa,
whose ruins are the most magnificent and extensive

east of the Jordan (see £i ja lin of Tvdela, by Vsher);

but this is too far north, and Jerash, he-ides, lies in a

valley. Kwald would locate it at the village of /,'< imun
among the mountains, five mile- west of Jerash I Gesch.

Tsr. iii. 500). For this there is no evidence whatever.
( ithers locate ii on a site bearing the name of JeVM, ex-

actly identical with the ancient Hebrew Gilead, which is

mentioned by Sect/en (Reisen, March 11. 1806), and
marked on his map (ibid, iv I and that of Van ih' Wide
(1858) as four or five miles north of es-Salt. Schwarz
(Palest, p. 232 sq.) identifies this Ramoth with Kvllat

el-Rabat, which is situated on one of the highest points

of the mountain of Gilead. not far from the Wady Rajib,

and west of Ajlun. It is even now strongly fortified,

and is visible at a great distance, especially to the north-

east. The most probable opinion regarding the site of

Ramoth is that which places it at the village of es-Salt.

This is indicated (a) by its position on the summit of a

steep hill; (6) by its old ecclesiastical name Saltus

Bieraticus, which appears to point to its original "sac-

erdotal" and •holy" character. Ramoth having been

both a Levitical city and a "city ofrefuge" (see Reland,

•
:^m*®m^

-Salt (Ramoth-gilead. From a photograph by the Edi
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Palcest. p. 213) ;
(c) by the fact that about two miles to

the north-west of es-Salt is the highest peak of the

mountain -range still bearing the name Jebel Jilad,

"Mount Gilead;" and (d) by the statement ofEusebius

that Ramoth-gilead lay in the fifteenth mile from Phil-

adelphia towards the west, and this is the exact distance

of es-Salt from Rabbath-Ammon (Onomast. s. v. "Ram-

moth"). The situation of es-Salt is strong and pictur-

esque. The hill on which it stands is separated by deep

ravines from the loftier mountains that encompass it,

and its lower slopes are covered with terraced vineyards,

while the neighboring hill- sides and valleys abound

with olive-groves. On the summit stands the castle, a

rectangular building with towers at the corners, and de-

fended by a deep moat hewn in the rock. The founda-

tions appear to be Roman, if not earlier, but the upper

walls are Saracenic. In the town itself, which contains

some three thousand inhabitants, there are few remains

of antiquity. In the cliffs and ravines beneath it are

great numbers of tombs and grottos (Handbook for

Sinai and Palestine, p. 308). Es-Salt is famous for its

vineyards, and its raisins are esteemed the best in Pal-

estine. They are carried in large quantities to Jerusa-

lem (Burckhardt, Syria, p. 349; Irby and Mangles.

Travels, p. 321 ; Ritter, Pal. und Syr. p. 1121-38; Abul-

feda, Tab. Syr. p. 92; Buckingham, Travels, p. 20).—

Kitto. It is now the only inhabited place in the prov-

ince of Belka. It is still a place of comparative strength,

and overawes the Bedawin by a garrison under the

pasha of Damascus. Tristram says of it, "Ramoth-
gilead must always have been the key of Gilead—at

the head of the only easy road from the Jordan, opening

immediately on the rich plateau of the interior, and with

this isolated cone (the Osha) rising close above it, forti-

fied from very early times, by art as well as by nature.

Of the fortress only a tall fragment of wall remains, and

a pointed archway, with a sort of large dial-plate, carved

deeply in stone, surrounded by a rose-work decoration. It

appears to be all modern Turkish work" (Land of Israel,

p. 555). There is a plateau, he further tells us, on the

road towards Jordan, and there probably the battle was
fought where Ahab received his mortal wound—that be-

ing the only place where chariots could come into play.

Winer and others identify Ramoth-gilead, Ramath-
mizpah, and Mizpah of Gilead. On this, see Mizpaii

;

Ramah.

Ramoth-negeb. See Ramath-negeb.

Rampalle, Jeanne, a French female ascetic of

note, was born Jan. 3, 1583, at Saint-Remy; displayed

at an early age a tendency to a contemplative life; and
when old enough to be admitted to a monastery, joined

the Ursulines of Avignon, until, in 1602, she determined

to found a home of her own, and established it on the

rule of St. Augustine. She then took the name Jeanne
de Jesus, provided the constitution and such religious

books as she believed her companions to be in need of,

e. g. Retraite Spirituelle ; Pratique de Devotion, etc., also

hymns and songs. She died July 6, 1 G36. See Vie de la

Mere Jeanne de Jesus (Avignon, 1751, 12mo).—Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Rampart fall, cheyl, Lam. ii, 8; Nab. iii, 8; else-

where " trend)," " bulwark," etc.), a fortification or low

wall surrounding and protecting a military trench (2

Sam. xx, 15; Isa. xxvi, 1, etc.; eomp. 1 Kings xxi, 23;
Psa. xlviii, 14). See Army; Siege. In the Talmud
the Hebrew word is applied to the interior space sur-

rounding the wall of the Temple (Lightfoot, Opp. ii,

193). See Temple.

Rarnpelogo (or RampeloccA Antonio, an Ital-

ian theologian, was born at Genoa and flourished in the

second half of the 15th century. He was an Augustin-
ian monk, and passed for a learned controversialist in

his times. According to some modern ecclesiastical

writers of Rome, Rarnpelogo was such an eloquent and
persuasive disputant that he was called to the Council of

Constance in order to convert the Hussites. He is the

author of Repertorium Biblieum, which was put in the

Index by pope Clement VIII, but which, nevertheless,

has often been printed (Ulm, 147C, fol. ; Nuremb. 1481
;

Milan, 1494, etc.). See Oudin, Be Script. Eccles. iii,

2310.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Rampen, Henri, a Belgian divine, was born at

Hui, Nov. 18, 1572. Studied successively at Cologne,

Mayence, and Louvain, and taught Greek and philoso-

phy at the college in Lys. From 1620 to 1637 he taught

exegesis of the Scriptures at the university, of which

he was several times rector. He finally entered the

practical work of the ministry, and secured a canonicate

at Breda, but did not like this work, and returned to ped-

agogy as rector at St. Anne College. He died March 4,

1641. He published Commentarius in Quatuor Evang< /in

(Lond. 1631-34, 3 vols. 4to ).— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene-

rale, s. v.

Ramrayas, a sect of the Sikhs, deriving their appel-

lation from Rama Raya, who flourished about A.D. 1660.

They are by no means numerous in Ilindostan.—Gard-

ner, Faiths of the World, s. v.

Ram's Horn (VOV1
,
yobel', Josh, yi, 4, 13 ; else-

where "jubilee," " trumpet"). The Hebrew word ken 11,

i. e. horn, is also used for the crooked trumpet, a very

ancient instrument. Sometimes it was made of the horns

of oxen, and sometimes ram's horns were employed. It

is probable that in later times they were made of metal.

They were employed in war, and on solemn occasions

(Exod. xix, 13). The latter word is also rendered cornet

(Dan. iii, 5, 7, 10-15). See Jubilee ; Musical Instru-
ments.

Rams' Skins Dyed Red (Dia^fcW d^lK Trrj

[Exod. xxv, 5 ; xxxv, 7],'oroth < //'/;/ m< uddamim ; Sept.

ceppara icpioiv r'jpvSrpocarojph'a; Vulg. pelles arietum

rubricuta) formed part of the materials that the Israel-

ites were ordered to present as offerings for the making
of the tabernacle (Exod. xxv, 5), of which they served

as the outer covering, there being under the rams' skins

another covering of badgers' skins. See Tabernacle.
The words may be rendered "red rams' skins," and then

may be understood as the produce of the African audad,

the Oris tragelaphus of naturalists, whereof the bearded

sheep are a domesticated race. The tragelaphus is a

distinct species of sheep, having a shorter form than the

common species, and incipient tear-pits. Its normal
color is red, from bright chestnut to rufous chocolate,

which last is the cause of the epithet pinple being given

to it by the poets. Dr. Harris thinks that the skins in

question were tanned and colored crimson ; for it is well

known that what is now termed red morocco was man-
ufactured in the remotest ages in Libya, especially

about the Tritonian Lake, where the original a\gis, or

goat-skin breastplate of Jupiter and Minerva, was dyed
bright red; and the Egyptians had most certainly red

leather in use, for their antique paintings show harness-

makers cutting it into slips for the collars of horses and
furniture of chariots.—Kitto. It is much more prob-

able, however, that the skins were those of the domestic

breed of rams, which, as Rashi says, "were dyed red

after they were prepared." See Ram.

Ramsauer, Otto IIeinricii David, a hymnist of

the Reformed Church, was born Nov. 19, 1829, at Ol-
denburg. Having made his preparatory studies at the

gymnasium of his native place, lie went, in 184s. to Zu-
rich, in Switzerland, where the well-known Dr. J. P.

Lange especially attracted him. While yet a student
he wrote a collection of hymns, entitled Der Fried* und
die Freude der Kirche, which were edited by his teacher
in 1851. In 1852 he was appointed vicar to dean Frei

in Trogen, in Switzerland, whom he also succeeded in

the pastorate. Three years afterwards, May 27, 1856,

he died in the vigor of life. Some of his hymns are

very fine, but have not yet found a place in any of our
modern German hymn-books. See Koch, Geschichte des
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fleutschen KirchenUedes, vii, 384; Zuchold, Bibliotheca

Theological, 1027. (B. P.)

Ramsay, James P., a Presbyterian minister, was

born near Canonsburg, Pa., Aug. 26, L809. He gradu-

ated from Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pa., in L827;

prosecuted the study of theology under his venerated

father, then sole professor in the Theological Seminar}

of the Associate Church; was licensed to preach Aug.

27, L833, by the Presbytery of Chartiere, and was or-

dained and installed pastor of the congregation of Deer

Creek,New Bedford, Lawrence Co., Pa., July l. 1835, by

the Associate Presbytery of Obio. For about twenty-

two years be continued faithfully testifying the Gospel

of the grace of God among this people. I in i. Ids health

failing, he subsequently located himself in New Wil-

mington, and for a time exercised his ministry there,

lie died Jan. 30, 1862. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Alma-
nac, L863, p.362. (J. L. S.)

Ramsdell, Hezekiah S.. a minister of the Metho-
dist Episcopal Church, was born al Chatham, Conn.,

Dec. 4, 1804. When ten years old, the death of his

father lefl him to support himself. At sixteen he was
converted, and commenced preaching at nineteen. He
joined the New England Conference in 1825, and his

successive appointments wire. Needham, Chelsea, Vt.;

Craftsbury, Vt.; [risburg, \'t. : Tolland. Conn.; Wind-
sor. Conn.: Tolland and Stafford, Manchester, Conn.;

East Putnam, Conn. ; Colchester, Conn. ; EastPutnam,
Vernon, Conn.; Vernon and Windsorville, East Putnam,
Coventry. From 1833 to L861, and again from 1868,

impaired health prevented him from active work. He
frequently spoke on temperance, of which lie was an

earnest, able advocate, lie also served with marked
ability in the Senate of the State of Connecticut,

and tilled various offices of responsibility and trust.

Those conversant with his comparatively brief, active

ministry speak of him as an able, eloquent preacher,

and as equally an indefatigable pastor. In one locality

his earnest advocacy of truth raised the anger of some,

and they resolved at his next visit to tar and feather

him. It was no idle threat; the preparations were
made; his brethren urged him not to go, hut he was

fearless, and went The leader of the mob was awaken-
ed, converted, and became his fast friend. Mr. Ramsdell

lived to see his views prevail among his fellows. He died

Oct. 23, 1*77. See Minutes ofAnnual Conferences, 1878.

Ramsey, William I'... a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, was horn in Rutherford Co.,

Tenn., March 12, 1831. lie embraced religion in 184(5,

was licensed to preach in 1863, ami was admitted on trial

in the Memphis Conference in the fall of that year. Mi-

health failing him in I*,", 1. he entered Andrew College,

from which he graduated in 1858. lie was readmitted

into the Conference in the same year, granted a super-

numerary relation in 1862, and in 1863 served in the Con-
federate army as chaplain lor four months. He died of

consumption, July, 1865. Mr. Ramsey was sweet-spirit-

ed, modest, and unassuming. -Minutes of innual Con-

ferences ofthe Meth. Episc. Church, Smith. L865, p. 594

Ramus, Petbds, also known by his original name
I'n in ,u lii Ramie, was the French philosopher of the

16th century who broke the fetters of barbarous scholas-

tic thought ami led men into the clear light of Platon-

ic philosophy. He is usually called one of tin found-

ers ot modern metaphysics, and this is certainly true in

so Car as Ramus prepared the way for Descartes (q. v.i

in philosophy, and for Pascal in theology, as we -hall see

Ramus was born of very humble parentage
at Cuth, a village in Ycrmandois, in 1515. lie was
Obliged, H hi n old • nough to be Of any service, to per-

form duties as a Bhepherd. lie loved the broad, open
Gelds, but lie loved i ks more. He studied as much
as his bumble assoi tations could afford him the means
of knowledge, and finally, satisfied that he could only
get more away from home, lefl for the city. He went
straight to the capital, though yet a youth of a little

over eight. Homesickness compelled him to return to

the paternal root, and he walked home as he had walked
to Paris, but only to return soon again to the city where
he had found SO much to learn, and tx lore he was twelve

he was once more at Pari-. He could not enter school,

as his pockets were empty and hi- stomach unsatisfied.

He hired out as a servant to a rich -indent at the College
de Navarre, and. hy devoting the day to his duties, ob-
tained the night for study, and. uii.ler hi- master's guid-
ance and help, made rapid progress. At the age of

twenty-one he was ready to pa— examination as if be
had been within the wail- ot a college. The indomita-
ble spirit of the boy bad made a resolute man ; and, un-
like most students. In- had not only learned the dtcta of
the savans. hut had formed an opinion which was his

only own. In presenting himself lor the degree of

master, he came forward a- the champion of reform in

ools ol thought. He undertook to prove the

then almost impious task that Aristotle was not infalli-

ble. He had gradually withdrawn from Aristotelian-

ism a- an authority, and pleaded now for the exercise

of individual reason as against the ••authority." which
scholasticism imposed on all students of philosophy.

Enthusiast as he was, he was led to make the extrav-

agant statement in hi- thesis that ••.all that Aristotle

had said was false" (qiuecungvi abAristotelt dicta essent,

commentitia esa I. It speak-, however, a great deal for

the ability he showed on this occasion that his judges,

although themselves Aristotelians, were compelled to

applaud him. Ramus was immediately made a teach-

er in the College du Mans, and along with two learned

friends opened a special (lass for reading the Greek
and Latin author.-, designed to combine the study of

eloquence with that of philosophy. His audience was
large, and his success as a teacher remarkable. He
now turned his attention more particularly to the sci-

ence of logic, which, in his usual adventurous spirit, he

undertook to "reform;" and no one acquainted with his

system will deny that many of his innovations were

both rational and beneficial. His attempts excited

much hostility among the Aristotelians: and when his

treatise on the subject (Dialeclica Partitiones~) appear-

ed in 1543, i: was fiercely assailed hy the do. -tors of the

Sorhouue. the Academy of Geneva, the majority of the

high-schools of the Continent, which had all. ill alliance

with the Church, given Aristotelianism tin' supreme
rule. The University of Paris linked itself with ju-

rists, councillors, the king's ministers, the king himself,

to crush this bold innovator. He wa- charged with

impiety and sedition, and with a desire to overthrow
1

all science and religion through the medium of an at-

tack on Aristotle. On the report of an irregular tribu-

nal appointed to consider the charges made against

him, ili« king ordered hi- work- to he suppressed, and

forbade his teaching or writing against Aristotle on

pain of corporal punishment. Ramus now devoted
himself exclusively to the study ot mathematics, and

to prepare an edition of Euclid. Cardinal- Charles de

Bourbon and Charles de Lorraine befriended him, and
through their intlueuoe he was permitted to begin a

course of lectures on rhetoric ai the College de Presles,

the plague having driven away numbers of Btudents

from Paris. He was finally, in 1545, named principal

of this college, ami the Sorhouue ineffectually endeav-

ored to eject him on the ground of the royal prohibito-

ry decree. The decree u a- cancelled in 1545, through
the influence ol the cardinal de Lorraine. Ramus raised

the College de Presles from a condition ofdecai to the

height of prosperity, and his reputation went over all

the land as an educator as well a- philosopher. In

1551 cardinal Lorraine BUCCeeded in instituting for him
a (hair of eloquence and philosophy at the College

Royal, and his inaugural address i Pro Philosophica Dis-

cipline
|
Pari-. 1551

|
I

i- reckoned a masterpiece of the

kind. He devoted tin first eight years of bis teaching
i.. i ho first three of the • liberal arts" (grammar, rheto-

ric, and logic i, which he called elementary or exoteric,
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and published three grammars successively— Greek,

Latin, and French. He also mingled largely in the lit-

erary and scholastic disputes of the time, and on ac-

count of his bustling activity came under the satire of

Rabelais: But though Ramus had innumerable adver-

saries, he might have defied them all, so great was his

influence at court, had his love of "reformation" not

displayed itself in religion as well as in logic. In an

evil hour (for his own comfort) he embraced Protes-

tantism. He had long been suspected of a leaning that

way, and, as we have seen, his intellect was by nature

scornfully rebellious towards the ipse dixit of "author-

ity ;" but he had for years decently conformed to the

practices of the Catholic cult, and it was only after car-

dinal Lorraine, in reply to the Conference of Poissy

(1561), frankly admitted the abuses of the Church and

the vices of the clergy that he ventured formally to ab-

jure the older faith. The outbreak of the religious wars

in France plunged him into the dangers of the time,

and he finally perished in the fatal massacre of St. Bar-

tholomew, August, 1572. It is believed that he was

assassinated at the instigation of one of his most violent

and persistent enemies, Charpentier, rector of the College

de Presles.—Chambers's Encyclop. s. v. See Eamists.

Ranee, Armand Jean le Bouthillier de, the

well-known founder of the reformed order of La Trappe,

was born Jan. 9, 1626, at Paris, where he was educated.

Having taken his degree in the Sorbonne with great

applause, and embraced the 'ecclesiastical profession, he

soon became distinguished as a preacher, and through

the favor of cardinal Richelieu obtained more than one

valuable benefice. He possessed as a young man a large

fortune, and, notwithstanding his clerical character, was
carried away by the gayety and dissipation of Parisian

life. After a time, however, having embraced the cause

of cardinal Retz, he displeased and finally forfeited the

favor of cardinal Mazarin ; and being deeply moved by
the death of a lady, the duchess de Montbazon, to whom
he was much attached, he withdrew altogether from

Paris, resolved to distribute all his property among the

poor, and to devote himself exclusively to the practice

of piety and penitential works. Finally, he resigned all

his preferments (of which, by the abusive practice of

the period, he held several simultaneously) with the ex-

ception of the abbacy of La Trappe, to which convent he

retired in 1G62, with the intention of restoring the strict

discipline of the order. The history of the reforms

which he effected will be found under the head Trap-
pists. He lived in this seclusion for thirty-three years,

during which he published a large number of works,

chiefly ascetical. He died Oct. 27, 1700. The only re-

markable events of his literary life are his controversy

with Mabillon, in reply to his Etudes Monastiques, on

the subject of the studies proper for the monastic life,

which is entitled Traite de la Saintete des Devoirs <l<:

VEtat Monastique, and his controversy with Arnauld,

which drew upon Ranee the hatred of the Jansenists.

Ranee's works are numerous. In his youth he edited

Anacreon in one volume, octavo (Paris, 1639), with a

dedication to cardinal Richelieu. His most notewor-

thy publications of his religious life, aside from those

referred to, are, Explication sur la Regie de St.-Benoit

(Paris, 1G89, 2 vols. 4to) :

—

Abrege des Obligations des

Chretiens:—Reflexions Morales sur les Quatres Evange-
listes (Paris, 1699, 12mo) :

—

Conferences (on the same

;

1699):

—

Relation de la Vie et de la Mort de Quelques

Religieux de la Trappe (1696, 4 vols. 12mo), and other

works on monastic life and its reforms, etc. See Tille-

mont, Vie de Ranee (1719, 2 vols. 12mo) ; Marsollier,

Vie (1703); Chateaubriand, Vie; Moreri, Diet. Hist. s.v.

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v. ; Chambers's Ency-

clop. s. v.

Ranconnier, Jacques, a French Jesuit missiona-

ry, was born in 1 (500 in the county of Bourgogne, en-

tered the novitiate of the Jesuits at the age of nineteen

in Malines, and in 1625 went into the missionary work

in Paraguay. He labored very successfully for seven

years among the Itatines, whom he converted to Chris-

tianity, such as he had to offer, and died among this new
people of the Gospel about 1640. He wrote frequent

reports of the progress of his work in Paraguay, which
are valuable contributions to the history of that South
American country. See Sothwell, Bibl. Script. Soc.

Jesu, p. 209 ; Charlevoix, Hist, de Paraguay, liv. viii.

—

Hoefer, Now. Biog. Generate, s.v. See also Paraguay.

Rand, Asa, an American Congregational divine,

born at Rindge, N. H., Aug. 6, 1783, was educated at

Dickinson College, where he took his degree in 1806,

studied for the ministry, and was ordained at Gorham,
Me., Jan. 18, 1809, as pastor of a Congregational Church.

In 1822 he undertook the editorial care of the Christian

Mirror at Portland, Me., and held this until 1825, when
he took the principalship of a female seminary at Brook-
field. In July, 1826, he accepted the editorship of the

Boston Recorder, the Youth's Companion, and the Vol-

unteer, the last a religious monthly. His health, which
had for some time been failing, and had originally forced

him from the ministry, finally compelled him also to

leave the editorial chair, and he connected himself with

a book-store and printing-office at. Lowell, Mass. He
finally went back to editorial work, and started the

Loicell Observer, a weekly paper. In 1835 he again be-

gan to preach and address public audiences. He took

up the slavery question and spoke in behalf of abolition

in Maine and Massachusetts. From 1837 to 1842 he

preached in Pompey. N. Y., then became pastor of the

Presbyterian church in Peterborough, N. Y., the home
of the celebrated abolitionist Gerritt Smith. His last

years Mr. Rand spent at Ashburnham, Mass., where he

died Aug. 24, 1871. He was, while at Gorham, a fre-

quent writer for the religious quarterly published at

Portland for 1814-18, and, besides occasional sermons,

put in print a volume of Familiar Sermons:—a Review

of Finney's Sermons:—New Divinity Theology, a vindi-

cation of the same:—and a Letter to Dr. Lyman Beecher.

See Sprague, Annals of the A mer. Pulpit, vol. i.

Rand, William, an American divine of colonial

times, flourished in the first half of the 18th century.

He was a student at Harvard University, class of 1721,

then took holy orders, and became pastor at Sunder-

land, Mass., of a Congregational Church. In 1746 he

removed, in the same capacity, to Kingston, N. Y., and
died there in 1779. He published five separate ser-

mons (1739-1757). See Sprague, Annuls of the Amer.
Pulpit, i, 386.

Randall, John, an English divine of note, was born

about the middle of the 16th century. He was educated

at Oxford University, in St. Mary's Hall, and Trinity

College, and, after taking holy orders, became rector of

St. Andrew Hubbard, London/in 1599. He died in 1622.

His published works are: Sermons on Matt, v, 20, and

on 1 Pet. ii, 11, 12 (1620, 4to):—Sermons on Rom. viii,

38, 39 (1623, 4to) :—Nature ,f God and Christ
I
1624,

4to) -.— Great Mystery of Godliness (1624, 4 to; 3d ed.

1640) :— The Sacraments (1630, 4to) :—Lectures on the

Lord's Supper (1630, 4to) .—Twenty-nine Lectures of the

Church (1631, 4to).

Randall, Matthew, a distinguished layman of

the Baptist denomination, was born in London. His

mercantile tastes led him into business vocations, where

he met with success as a merchant. Soon after the

peace of 1783, he came to the United States, and took

up his residence in Philadelphia, where he remained

nearly all his life. For two or three years he lived in

Burlington, N. J. While in this place he was baptized

by Rev. Dr. Staughton, and continued a member of the

Burlington Church until his death, which took place in

Philadelphia, Sept. 14, 1833. Dr. Baron Stow says of

him that " he was highly esteemed in Christian circles,

and his early familiarity with Robert Hall and Drs.

Ryland and Stennett was of importance to him in mat-

ters of theology, as well as of taste and piety." He
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add-: "Having the confidence of the authorities of

Pennsylvania, he was appointed to several important

offices, the duties of which be creditably performed."

See The Missionary Jubilt e, p. 118. ( J,
<

'. S. i

Randallites. See Free-will Baptists,

Randle, Richmond, a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, South, was originally a member of

the Tennessee < !onference, where he travelled fire years.

II ferred in 1836 to the Arkansas Conference,

which then included Louisiana wesl of the Mississippi

River. Here he labored efficiently in Btations and as

presiding elder until the Conference of 1844, when he

took a superannuated relation. In 1845 lie became
again ell'.-, ii\c. and so continued until 1861, serving as

presiding elder for nine of these years. His sons having
v. .hint tered, he accompanied them to the war. s i to

die. He was a man of deep and fervenl piety, a true

friend, a noble and useful preacher. Minutes ofAnnual
Con/. M. /:. Church, South, 1861, p. 323.

Randle, Thomas "Ware, a minister of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, South, was born in Stewarl

County, Tenn., April L3, L815. He was admitted on
trial in the Tennessee Conference in 1832, and 'Mil-

timed to lie an active and \er\ efficient preacher until

within a few months of his death, which took place Aug.
26, 1859. lie was several times a delegate to the Gen-
eral Conference. Mr. Handle was a Christian gentle-

man, mildest and kind. His talents as a preacher were
excellent, and his zeal knew no abatement. Minutes of
Annual Con/, M. /•.'. Church. Smith. 1859, p. 116.

Randle, William, a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, was born in September, 1807.

lie was enlivened when about thirty years ,i| age, and
ived on trial in the Tennessee Conference in

1841. ll«' labored successfully until 1862, when he be-

came supernumerary. In 1866 he resumed active work
as presiding elder on Cross Plains (now Fountain Head)
district, where he closed his life, .May 2, 1869. He was
a man of artless simplicity, true sincerity, and ardent
zeal. Minutes ofAnnual Conf. M. E. Church, South,

1869, p. 349.

Randolph, Francis, D.D.,an English divine, was
horn in 1755. lie was made prebend of Bristol in 1791,
and died in 1831. He published, Letter to William Pitt

ontJu shir, Trade (Loud. 1788, 8vo) : Scriptural Re-
vision ofSocinian Arguments in Answer to I',. Uobhousi
(1792,8vo): -Correspondent with tht Earl and Countess

ofJersey | L796,8vo):—Sermons on Idventi L800,8vo):

Bath, 1803, 8vo): Stateofth Nation (1808,
8vo): Book ofJob (from the Heb.by Elizabeth Smith,
with Preface and Annotations by F. R.

[
Bath, 1810

]
I.

Randolph, John, a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, was horn ill Trigg County.
Ky., .May 9, 1829. He was converted in is 17 (or

1848), licensed to preach Nov. 23, L850, and admitted
on trial in the Louisville Conference in 1851. He filled

twelve important fields of labor, continuing his work
until the first Sunday in dune, 1863. The staple of his

preaching, as of all he did, was -iron- practical sense,
sanctified and rendered efficient by deep piety. Min-
utes ofAnnual Conf. M. /.'. Church, South, 1864, p. IM.

Randolph, Samuel E., a minister in the Meth-
opal Church, South, was horn in Tennessee.

He enten d the Tennessee Conference, from which he
was transferred in I860 to the Florida Conference. H<

n 1861 with the Lowndes Volunteers, and in
three mouths fell a victim to disease al Camp Alle-
ghany, Va.. Aug. 29, L861

—

Minutes ofAnnual Conf. M.
/:. Church, South, I861,p.345.

Randolph, Thomas, an English divine of not,..

was horn \„ ... 30, L701, at Canterbury, studied al ox-
ford University, where he was bursar, and after complet-
ing his theological course was in 17_'.~> admitted to or-
ders, then taught for a while, and finally accepted two
benefices in Kent. In i, 18 he was elected president of

Corpus Cbri-t i College, and later was given a professor-

ship in theology | 1768). He died at I ixford .March •_>}.

1783. Dr. Thomas Randolph published a work on the
Prophecies cited in tht New Testament compared with the

Hebrew Original and th Septuagint Version, which is ex-
ceedingly valuable and scarce. •• I: presents," says Orme,
"at sview the Heb. text, the Sept. version ofit, and the

quotation in the Greek N'\\ Test." The substance of the
work is incorporated in Home's ( hapter on Quotations.

|

His son John, who was horn duly 6, 171V. and was
educated at Oxford, became under his father's adminis-
tration professor ol Greek and theology, in 1799 was
made bishop of Oxford, was transferred to the see of

Bangor in 1807, and in 1809 to that of London, where
he died July 28, L813. He was a member of the Royal
Society of London, and published several sermons. See
Gentleman's J/a#azt°n*',lxxxiii,lxxxiv.andthe biograph-
ical sketch prefaced to the collected writings of Thomas
Randolph; Saunders. Evenings with Sacred Poets, p. •-'•'•1

;

Hook. Ac/,,, Biog.viii, 191. (J. II.W.i

Ranew, Nathaniei . an English divine ofthe 17th

century, noted as a Nonconformist who was ejected at

the Restoration, was minister of Little Eastcheap, Lon-
don, and afterwards vicar of Tilsted, Essex. He died

in 1672, aged aboul seventy-two. He published, Soli-
huh Improved by Divint Meditation, etc. (Lond. 1670,

8vo; last ed. 1847, l8mo), a very excellent work in the
domain of practical theologj i lecouni concerning the

Saint's Glory, etc., equally devout in spirit and excel-

j

lent in composition and purpose.

Ranfaing, Marie Elisabeth de, a French lady.

celebrated as the foundress of a religious order, and
known under the name of Elizabeth of the Cross of

Jesus, was horn. Nov. 30, 1592, at Remiremont, of a

noble Lorraine family, and was noted for her beauty.

I She was affianced to a man lor whom she had not the

shadow of affection, and therefore objected to wedlock;
and when her parents persisted, she sought the retire-

ment ofthe monastery. She was, however, brought hack
to society, and married M. Dubois, by whom she had
three children. Her husband's death and other mishaps
led her to determine the founding of a religious com-
munity made up wholly of women reclaimed from a life

of debauchery. The number of these women having
increased, the prince bishop of Toul thought proper to

form them into a religious order, under the name of

•Our Lady of Refuge." Mrs. Dubois and her three

daughters took the dress belonging to the monastery
dan. 1. 1631. In 1634 I'rhau Y1II gave his approval to

this order. It extended over several of the cities of

the realm, especially Avignon, Toulouse, Moiitpcllier,

and Rouen; and it survived the storms of the Revolu-

tion. The mother of Ranfaing died the death ofa saint,

dan. 1 1. 1649. Sec Hoed. Nouv. Biog. Generate, >. v.

Range is the rendering of two Heb. words of mark-
ed import, besides one or two in an ordinary sense.

1. "Z.l.ir (only in the dual. C"~"~. lira
'

I

xi, 35, " ranges for pots"), apparently a cooking-furnace,

perhap- of |
cry (as it could be broken), and double

(as having places for two pots or more, or, perhaps, con-

sisting of two stoves set together). See Oven; Pot.

2. FJ^iZJ, sederah', a rank, or row. of soldiers, drawn

up in cordon ("range," 2 Rings xi, 8, 15; 2 Chron.
xxiii. 14); also timh. rs or chambers in the stories of a

building (hoard.'' 1 Kings vi, 9). See Athaliah,
I I Mil I .

Rangier'us i, a French cardinal of mediaeval times.

was born, aboul 1035, in the diocese of Rheims. St. Bruno
of that place was his tutor. ( >ne ofhis pupil- was Eudes
of Chatillon, pope under the name ofUrban II. Rangier
went, to lake the habil "f Benedictine, to Martnontii i-.

where he would probably have died in ohscurily. had it

not been for contention which arose among the monks,
and Raoul of Sangeais, archbishop of Tours. Rangier'a

abbot, Bernard of Saint-Venant, charged him with a
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mission to Rome, to maintain the rights of the abbey.

The two ecclesiastics obtained a bull conformed to their

wishes; but Rangier was kept at Rome by Urban II,

who soon made him cardinal, and, in 1090, archbishop

of Reggio. In 1095 he went with the pope to France,

and took part in the Council of Clermont, where the tirst

crusade was decided upon. After the Council, Rangier

followed Urban II to Limoges and to Poitiers, and found

himself, March 10, 1096, at the consecration of the abbey

of Marmontiers. He soon after returned to his own dio-

cese, and left it no more, excepting to assist Rascal 1

1

at the Council of Guastalla (HOG). Ughelli speaks of

him as a man ofgreat power ('
; vir magine auctoritatis").

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Raiiieri, St., an Italian ascetic of mediaeval times,

was born, in or about the year 1100, of a noble family

of Pisa. In his youth, the Romish legends say, he had
a vision : an eagle appeared to him, bearing in his beak

a blazing light, and said, " I come from Jerusalem to

enlighten the nations." But Ranieri refused to heed
this call to a religious life, and gave himself up to

pleasure. But, in the midst of his debaucheries, he

was one day surprised by the visit of a holy man, who
persuaded him to desert his sinful life. Soon he em-
barked for Jerusalem, where he took off bis own gar-

ments, and wore the schiavina, or slave-shirt, ever after

in token of humility. For twenty years he was a her-

mit in the deserts of Palestine, and during this time is

reputed to have had numberless visions. On one oc-

casion, he felt his vows of abstinence to be almost more
than he could keep. He then had a vision of a gold-

en vase, set with precious stones, and full of oil, pitch,

and sulphur. These were set on tire, and none could

quench the flames. Then there was put into his hands
a small ewer of water; and when he turned on but a

few drops, the fire was extinguished. This vision he
believed ro signify human passions by the pitch and
sulphur, but the water was the emblem of temperance.

He then determined to live on bread and water alone.

His reverence for water was very great, and most of his

miracles were performed through the use of it; so that

he was called San Ranieri deW Acqua. But when he
tarried with a host who cheated his guests by putting

water in his wine, the saint did not hesitate to expose
the fraud; for he revealed to all present the figure of

Satan, sitting on one of the wine-casks, in the form of a

huge cat with the wings of a bat. He did many mira-

cles after his return to Pisa, and made converts by the

sanctity of his life and example. When he died (July

17, 1161), man}' miraculous manifestations bore witness
to his eminent holiness. All the bells in Pisa were
spontaneously tolled; and the archbishop Villani, who
had been sick in bed for two years, was cured to attend
his funeral. At the moment in the funeral service

when it was the custom to omit the Gloria in Exa l-

sis, it was sung by a choir of angels above the altar;

while the organ accompanied them without being play-

ed by any perceptible bands. The harmony of this

chant was so exquisite that those who heard it thought
the very heavens were opened. He was buried in a
tomb in the Duomo. After the plague in Pisa in 1356,

the life of this saint was painted in the Campo Santo

by Simone Memmi and Antonio Yeneziano. These
frescos are most important in the history of art. and con-

sist of eight scenes from the life of St. Ranieri : 1. His
conversion; 2. He embarks for Palestine; 3. He assumes
the hermit's dress; 4. He has many temptations and
visions in the desert; 5. He returns to Pisa; 6. He ex-
poses the fraud of the innkeeper; 7. His death and funeral

obsequies; 8. His miracles after death.—Mrs. Clement.

Hand-book <>/' L<<ji ndary and Mythological A rt, s. v.

Ranke, Carl Ferdinand, doctor of theology and
philosophy, and brother of the famous historian. Leopold
Ranke, was born at Wiehe. in Tliuringia, in 1802. Hav-
ing finished his preparatory studies at the gymnasium
in Pforta, he betook himself to the study of philology

and theology. He soon became the head of the Qued-
linburg Gymnasium. In 1837 he was called to Gottin-
gen, and in 1812 to Berlin, where he not only superin-

tended the Frederic-William Gymnasium, but also the
Loyal Real-school, the Royal Elizabeth School, etc. He
died March 29, 1876. Ranke was not only an able

philologist and pedagogue, but also an excellent Chris-
tian, and took an active part in the inner mission and
Bible Society. He wrote. Plan und Ban des Johan-
neischen Evangeliums (Berlin, 1854) :— De Libris Eis-
toricis Novi Testamenti (ibid. 1855) :—Clemens von M-
exandrien u. Origenes als Tnterpreten der heiligen Schrift
(ibid. 1861):—Das Klagelied der Bebraer (ibid. L863),

etc. As a contributor to Piper's Evangelical Year-book,
be wrote on the apostles Andrew (vii, 94), James the
Elder (viii, 139), Timothy (i, 70), Titus (i, 68) ; on Sym-
phorianus (xix, 60), Perpetua and Felicitas ( ix, 56), Sat-
urninus (xx, 63), Arethas (xiii, 129), Eustasius (xviii,

96), Olaf Petersen (xix, 170), and contributed the Ger-
man translation of Clement ofAlexandria's hymn, 2r<5-

/.nov ttwXiov aCawv, to Piper's monograph on that hvmn
(xix, 29.31). See Schneider. Theol. Jahrbuch (1877), p.

227 ; Literarischer Handweiser (1876), p. 235. (B. P.)

Ranke, Friedrich Heinrich, doctor of theology
and Ober-Consistorialrath, brotherof Carl Ferdinand, was
born at Wiehe in 1797. Having completed bis stud-

ies, he labored as a pastor at Riickersdorf, not far from
Nuremberg, and then as dean at Thurnau. In 1840 he
was appointed ordinary professor of dogmatics at the
Erlangen University. In 1841 he was made counsellor

of consistory at Bayreuth, and shortly afterwards he
was appointed Ober-Consistorialrath. Some years ago
he retired from his different offices, and died Sept. 2,

1876. Of his writings we mention, Untersuchungen
ilber den Pentateuch (Erlangen, 1834-40, 2 vols.) :

—

Pre-
digten:—Gebete tiber Worte der heil. Schri/t (Frankfort-

on- the -Main, 1867):— The Institution of the Lord's

Svpper (ibid. xi. 81):

—

David, in Piper's Evangelical
Fear-booJc (viii, 106). See Fiirst. Bibl. Jud. iii, 129;

Zuchold, Bibliotheca Theologica. ii. 1028; Winer, Hand-
buch der theol, Literaiur, i. 78; ii. 108, 327, 330, 732;
Schneider, Theol. Jahrbuch ( 1877), p. 227

;
/.//, rarisch r

Eandweisen 1876), p. 235, 550 ; Hauck, Theolog. Jahres-
bericht (1867), p. 382. (B. P.)

Ranken, David, a Scotch divine, was a member
of the Episcopal Church of Scotland at Edinburgh in

the first half of the 18th century, and was an author of

some repute. He published, Thret Discourses, 1 Pet.

iii, 13. 14 (Edin. 1716, 8vo) :—Three Discourses, 1 Pet.

iii. 1 1. 16 (1716, 8vo):— Serm., 1 Pet. iii, 13-16 (1717,

8vo) :—Serins. (1720, 8vo) :

—

Three Discourses. Phil. i.

27 (1722. 8 vo).

Rankin, Thomas, a somewhat noted minister of

the early Methodist Episcopal Church — one of Wes-
ley's general assistants—was born in Dunbar, Scotland,

1738. lie was religiously trained by his parents, and,

at an early age, expressed the desire to become a min-
ister of the Gospel. Alter the death of his father,

he formed bad acquaintances, and gave himself up to

worldly amusements. When he was seventeen years
of age. Dunbar was visited by troops of dragoons, among
whom were a number of devout Christians, who held

meetings morning and evening. Young Rankin at-

tended, and was deeply impressed. He afterwards re-

moved to Edinburgh, where he came under the personal

influence of Mr. Whitetield, and was decided to devote

himself to Christian work. With this inn pose in view,

he prepared to enter the College at Edinburgh. Cir-

cumstances, however, occurred which prevented his

taking a collegiate course; and. by the advice of a

friend, he sailed for America, to engage in a commercial
enterprise. Wearying of this life, he was glad to find

himself once more in Scotland, breathing a more con-
genial religious atmosphere. Shortly after his return,

he met a Methodist minister, who saw the unsettled

condition of his mind, anil invited Rankin to visit, with
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him, the different Methodist societies ofthe North. He
waa even prevailed upon to preach, though he consent-

ed with great reluctance, and waa bo dissatisfied with

hima If thai be waa often well-nigh resolved to attempt

it no more. While in this state of mind, he listened to

Hi" preaching of Wesley, and from that time had the

miration lor him. After a great spirit-

ual conflict, he sought Wesley, and related to him his

of I be two preceding \ ears. Wesli y ad-

vised him t" persevere in his religious work, ami so re-

is doubts that he expressed himself willing to

be known everywhere "as a poor, despised Methodist

preacher." He was regularly appointed in 1 7
•

', 1 to the

Sussex Circuit, and in the following year to the Shef-

field Circuit, A i the next Conference, be was appointed

to the Devonshire Circuit. In 1 7
»

", i be became assistant-

preacher in the Cornwall Circuit. In 1765 he was ap-

pointed i" spend a part of the year in the Newcastle

and a pari in the Dales Circuit. In 1766 he was sta-

tioned n; the Epworth Circuit, and, upon request

of Hi" people, was returned the second year. In 1768

he was appointed to labor again in the west ol Corn-

wall. In 1769 he was Bent to the London and Sussex

Circuit, ami also travelled with John Wesley on his

preaching tour through the kingdom. In L770 he ac-

c impanied Wesley to the west of England, and every-

where their labors met with great success. In 1771 he

was once more stationed with his friends in Cornwall
While at the conference held at Leeds, he met captain

Webb, lately arrived from America, Wesley had be-

come greatly dissatisfied with the management ofthe
American mission, and. when the question came up he-

fore the conference, intimated his desire to send Ran-
kin as general superintendent. The appointment was
made: and he. together with George Shadford, sailed

for America in 177:!. Soon after his arrival, Rankin
called a conference, the lirsi ever held in America, July
-I, 177::. at Philadelphia. Asbury had been previously

appointed and sent over as the general assistant ofthe
societies in America: hut as Rankin had travelled sev-

eral j ears longer, he took precedence over Asbury when
he reached here. Besides, the displeasure "i Wesley
against the American work had probably led him to

s led for the place a man who could claim superiority

over Asbury. Rankin, therefore, held the place of

"general assistant" while here, and presided at the

Conferences which convened while he was in America.
He was stationed at New York and Philadelphia alter-

nately, and remained in this country until 177s. when
he again appears at work in England. lie visited,

while here, many ofthe churches then within the terri-

tory known as the Philadelphia Conference, and would

probably have remained, had not the Revolutionary

Struggle made his stay ill-advised. Immediately alter

his return to England, he was stationed at London,
where he lived tWO years. In 1783 he asked to he made
a supernumerary; and after this date he lived quietly

in the English metropolis until his death, .May 17. 1810.

He was buried in City Road, mar Wesley, lie was a

truly pious man. but too stern and uncompromising to

as a leader; and he failed in this country to he

of any especial sen ice to Asbury, w bom he was intended
to assist. He never wavered in difficulties and trials,

an- 1 showed a truly heroic spirit iii the hour of need. His

irregular education had probably as much to do with
his inconsistencies of conduct as his natural propensity
to the severe aspects of life. See Stevens, HisLqfMethod-
ism, i. 239; and his //!.</. of the .'/. /'. <'l>. (see Index)

;

' I/. /''/,.( \.y. l838,2vols. l:'mio.i,

77 124; Wakeley, Lost Chapters (see Index) ; Sprague,
Annals ofthe Amer. Pulpit, vn, 28 34. (J. II.W.i

Ransom > 'jT'lD, pidyon', Exod. xxi,30; " rt demp-
tion," Psa. xlix, 8; or D'P'IQ, pidyom', "redemption,"

Numb. iii. 19,51
; elsewhere ~tz, Icopher, forgiveness, or

bxj, to act the part ofGo ! [q. v. ; N. T. Xirpov, or av-

riXvrpov), a price paid to recover a person or tiling

from one who detains that per- r thing in captivity.

Hence prisoners of war or slaves an- .-aid to he rau-

Bomed when they are liberated in exchange lor a valu-

able consideration
| i ( ,,r. vi. p.'. 20 . Whatever is sub-

stituted or exchanged in e pensation for the party is

hi- ransom; hut the word ransom is more extensively

taken in Script ore. A man i- -aid to ransom hi- life

(Exod. xxi, 30); that i-. i.. substitute a Bum of i ley

in-:ead of his life as the penally of certain offences

(Exod. xxx. ll': Job xxxvi. 18). The poll-tax of half

a sbekt 1 for every Hebrew was deemed the ransom, or

atonement money, and was declared to he a heave-of-

fering to Jehovah, to propitiate for their lives (Exod.

sxx, 12 l''. i. Some oi the sacrifices (as the sin- ami

trespass-offerings) might I" regarded as commutations
or ran>ouis (Lev. iv. 1 35 : v. I 19). In like manner,
our Blessed Lord is said to give himself a ransom lor all

(1 Tim. ii. <J; Matt. xx. 23; -Mark x, 43)—a substitute

for them, bearing sufferings in their stead, undergoing
that penally which would otherwise attach to them
(Rom. iii. 34; vii, 23; 1 Cor. i, 30; Eph. i, 7; iv, 30;
I lei.. i\. 13). .-see Redemption.

Ranters is (1) one of the many names by which
the Presbyterians designated the most advanced ofthe
mystical radicals of tin- Cromwellian period. They
were Antinomian heretics, and were probably related

io the Familists (q.v.),to whom Puller (Ch. Hist, iii,

•ill sq.) traces them. In Ross's rLavoefitia, the Rant-

I

ers are described as making an open profession of lewd-

ness and irreligion; a- holding that God, angels, devils,

heaven, hell, etc., are fictions and fables : thai Mo-,-,

John the Baptist, and our Lord were impostors; that

praying and preaching are useless: thai all ministry

has come to an end: ami that sin is a mere imagina-

tion. He says that in their letters the Ranters en-

deavored to be strangely profane and blasphemous, ut-

tering atheistical imprecations: and he uives a speci-

men which quite bears out his words. He also alleges

that they sanctioned and practiced community of wom-
en (ed. 1655, p. 287). Much the same account, also, is

given a few years later by l'agitt (Heresiography [ed,

1662
|, p. 259,294 ). Baxter also writes respecting them:

1 have myself letters written from Abingdon, where.

among both soldiers and people, this contagion did

then prevail, full of horrid oath- and curses, and blas-

phemy not lit to be repeated by the tongue and pen of

man: and this all tittered as the effect of knowledge

and a part of their religion, in a fanatic si rain, and

fathered on the Spirit of God" {Own Lift a

p. 77 1. The following passage is found in a I. If, if
Bunyan, added to an imitati f his work which is call-

ed I If Third Part of the Pilgrim's Progress : "About
this time" tin Uunyan's early life), "a very large liber-

ty being given a- to conscience, there started up a sect

of loose, profane wretches, afterwards called Ranters and

Sweet Singers, pretending themselves safe from, or be-

ing incapable of. sinning: though, indeed, they were the

debauches! and profligate wretches living in their ban-

dy meetings and revels. For, fancying then.

Adam's state, as he was in Paradise b< lore the fall, they

would strip themselves, both men and women, and si

catch as catch could: and to it they went, to satiate

their Inst under pretence of increasing and multiply-

ing" (An Account »f tl,, Lift and Actions of Mr. John
Bunyan, etc.

]

London. 1692
|,

p. 22 I. t See Weingarten,

RevoluHons-Kirchen Englands [Leips, 1868 . p. 107 Bq.;

Blunt, Diet, of Sects, s. v.). (2.) In recent times since

1828 the name of ".Ranters" has been given to those

Primitive Methodists who separated from the main body
of .Methodist.-, and were distinguished by their unusual

physical demonstrations. Blunt, Diet, of Sects, -.v.

Raoul de Flaix, a French monastic, flourished

near the middle of the 12th century. It is difficult

i- . numerate definitely his works. He is undoubtedly

i he author of Commentaiti sur /< Ltvitiqui (Cologne,

1686, foL). The authors of the Literary History if
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France claim for him a discourse abridged from the

Work of Six Days, which is found in a manuscript in

the King's Library, No. C47 ; also a Commentary on the

Proverbs, of which they mention a copy at Cambridge

in the library of Pembroke College; ami a Commentary
on the Epistles of St. Paul. They add that Raoul de

Flaix commented on Nahum and the Apocalypse.

These glossaries on Nahum and the Apocalypse exist,

in fact, under the name of Master Raoul (Magistri Ra-

dulfi), in a volume of Clairvaux, which is numbered
at present 227 in the library of Troves. But this is a

mistake into which Lelong led the authors of the Lit-

erary History. A commentary on the Song of Songs,

published in some ancient editions of Gregory the Great,

had been attributed to Raoul de Flaix. Lelong and
Mabillon having proved that this work is by Robert de

Tombelaine, abbey of St. Vign de Bayeux, the authors of

the Literary History have thought it necessary, in con-

sequence, to strike the Canticle of Canticles from the

list of sacred books annotated by our Raoul. But in

that they appear to be mistaken. In fact, the volume
of Clairvaux which is to-day preserved in the library

of Troyes offers us, besides the glossaries on the Apoca-

lypse and Nahum, glossaries on the Canticles entirely

different from those which have been published under

the name of Gregory and restored to the abbot Robert.

Sanders mentions also, among the works of Raoul de

Flaix, a theological summary

—

Summa Radulfi Flavia-

censis—and a treatise, De Amore Carnis et Oiiio Carnis

—works of which we have no other account.—Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Raoul de St. Trond, a Belgian monastic, was
born at Moutier-sur-Sambre, in the diocese of Liege,

studied at Liege, and then entered the Benedictine or-

der at Aix-la-Chapelle. He was there made sacristan,

master of a school, and grand provost. He was a very
devout man ; and, dissatisfied with the lax condition of

the monastery at Aix, he left for St. Trond, where, af-

ter two years, he was made prior, and introduced the

reforms of the Clugniacs. In 1108 he was elected ab-

bot, and took part in the quarrel for the pope which
agitated the Liege diocese and resulted in its division.

He went twice to Rome, where he was warmly received

and had much influence. He died March 6, 1138. He
wrote: Gesta Abbatum Trudonensium Orel. Sancti Bene-

dicti, in D'Achery's Sjiirikgium, vii, 344 sq. :

—

De Sus-

ceptione Puerorum in Monasteriis.'m Mabillon's Analec-

ta:—Contra Simoniacos, Lib. VII, which is still in MS.
See Gallia Christiana, iii, 958 -960 ; Ceillier, Hist, des

A ut. Eccles. xxii, 68.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Raoul de Vaucelle, a French monastic, was born

probably at Merston, in England, and flourished in the

first half of the 12th century, first a monk at Clairvaux,

and later as abbot of the new monastery founded at

Vaucelle, in the diocese of Cambray, by St, Bernard.

Raoul is renowned both for his magnificence and for

his charity. In the time of want, he supported for

months as many as five thousand paupers. Charles de

Visch, in his Bibtiotheque Cistercienne, counts him among
the learned writers of his time, and attributes to him
many works; but, according to Pastoret, these works
are lost, He died in 1152.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene-

rale, s. v.

Rapaport, Salomo Jehuda Low, a noted Jewish
scholar, was born at Lemberg, in Austrian Galicia, in

1790. He first attracted attention among his corelig-

ionists by notes to a Talmudical work of his father-in-

law, and subsequently rose to the highest rank among
the Hebrew writers of the age by critico-biographical

sketches of Saadia Gaon, Rabbi Nathan, Hai Gaon, the

poet Eleazar Kalir, etc., in the Bikkure ha-Ittim (Vien-
na, 1828-31); by contributions to the Kerem Chemed
(Vienna and Prague, 1833-43); and by numerous other

dissertations in Hebrew and German, inserted in vari-

ous other publications. He translated into Hebrew
verse Racine's Esther, entitled iTTliT rmSO (Vien-

na, 1827). He also published, under the title of *p" 6
pS". a linguistic and archaeological lexicon, of which

only one part has as yet appeared (Prague, 1852). His

poetical contributions in the Bikkure may be identified

by the cipher "PU.\ Having officiated for some time

as rabbi at Tamopol, he was elected, in 1840, to till a

similar office at Prague, where he died, Oct. 16, 1867.

Besides his numerous essays, which are to be found in

the different reviews and periodicals, he published, in.

1861, a criticism on Frankel's Darke ha-Mishna, enti-

tled Dibre Shalom ve-Emeth. See Fttrst, Bill. Jiul. iii,

131 sq.; Etheridge. Introduction to Hebrew Literature, p.

482; Gratz, Gesch. d. Juden, xi, 485 sq.; Jost, Gesch. d.

Judenth. u. s. Secten, iii, 343 sq. ; Stern, Gesch. d. Juden-
thums, p. 218 sq. ; Dessauer. Gesch. d. Israelite)!, p. 533 sq.

;

Geiger, Jiid. Zeitschrift (1867), p. 241 sq.; id. Nachge-
lassene Schriften (Berlin, 1875), ii, 262; Zunz, Die Mo-
natstage des Kalenderjahres (Eng. transl. by the Rev. B.
Pick, in the Jewish Messenger, N. Y., 1874-75) ; Cassel,

Leitfaden zur jiid. Gesch. u. Literatur (1872), p. 114;
Delitzsch, Zur Gesch. d. jiidischen Poesie, p. 102, 118,

155 ; Kurlunder, S. L. Rapaport : eine biograjihische

Skizze (Pesth, 1868). (B. P.)

Raper, William H., a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, was bom in Western Pennsylvania,

Sept, 24, 1793. He was first brought to notice by the

service he rendered his country in the second war with
England. In 1819 he was received on trial in the Ohio
Conference, and remained in the effective ranks for about
thirty years. He served the Church in various posi-

tions, and always acceptably. He was honored by be-

ing sent to several general conferences, and had many
admirers and friends. He died while travelling with
bishop Morris to Aurora, Ind., Feb. 1 1, 1852. Mr. Paper
was a profound theologian, of amiable social qualities,

fearless and earnest.

—

Minutes ofA nnual Corf, ofM. E.

Ch. 1852, p. 123.

Ra'pha (Heb. Kapha', NE'n. as in 1 Chron. viii, 2),

or Ra'phah (Heb. Rap/iah', ~S", as in 2 Sam. xxi,

16, meaning giant [q. v.], as translated in 1 Chron. xx,

4, 6, 8; 2 Sam. xxi, 16, 18, 20, 22; Sept. 'Pa^/'/c, v. r.

'Va<pd and 'Pa>paia), the name of two men. See also

Beth-Rapiia.

1. The last of the five sons of Benjamin, son of Ja-
cob (1 Chron. viii, 2, " Rapha"). B.C. post 1927. The
name does not occur in the original register of the

family (Gen. xlvi, 21) ; but at Numb, xiii, 9, Raphu was
the name of the father of the person chosen from Ben-
jamin to spy out the land of Canaan— showing the

name, or something similar, to have belonged to the

tribe. Raphah is apparently but a variation of the

name of Posh (q. v.). See Jacob.

2. The son of Binea, and father of Eleasah; eighth

in lineal descent from David's friend Jonathan (1 Chron.
viii, 37, "Raphah"). B.C. post 1000. He is called

Rephaiah in 1 Chron. ix, 43.

Ra'phael ('P«^«//\=bX£"\ "the divine healer"),

"one of the seven holy angels which ... go in and out

before the glory of the Holy One" (Tob. xii, 15). Ac-
cording to another Jewish tradition, Raphael was one

of the ./bar angels that stood round the throne of God
—Michael, Uriel, Gabriel, Raphael. His place is said

to have been behind the throne, by the standard of

Ephraim (comp. Numb, ii, 18) ; and his name was in-

terpreted as foreshadowing the healing of the schism
of Jeroboam, who arose from that, tribe (1 Kings xi, 26,
see Buxtorf, Lex. Rabb. p. 47). In Tobit he appears as

the guide and counsellor of Tobias. By his help; Sara
was delivered from her plague (Tob. vi, 16, 17), and To-
bit from his blindness (xi, 7, 8). In the book of Enoch
he appears as " the angel of the spirits of men" (xx, 3;
comp. Dillmann, ad loc). His symbolic character in

the apocryphal narrative is clearly indicated when he
describes himself as "Azarias the son of Ananias" (Tob.
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v, 12), the messenger of the Lord's help, springing from

the Lord's mercy. See ["obit. The name, in its Heb.
form, occurs in 1 Chron. x.wi. 7 as that of a man,

—

Smith. See Rephael.

Raphael, m.
i
L&LSanctus Raphael; Iial. San Raf-

faello : Fr. St. Raphw I ; < 5erm. />> r ll< iligt Rafm I), the

same with the above, is considered the guardian angel

of humanity. He was sent to warn Adam of the danger
of sin, and its unhappy consequences.

"Be strong, live happy, and love! hut first of all

]lim whom to love IS to obey, and ki

His °rreai command. Take need lesl passion Bway
Thy judgment to do aught which else free-will
W.»uid nol ndmit. Thiue and of all thy bous
The weal or woe in thee is placed. Beware I" (Milton).

He was the herald who bore to the shepherds the
"g 1 tidings of great joy which shall be lor all peo-

ple." He is especially the protector of the young, the

pilgrim, and the traveller. In the apocryphal romance.

his watchful care ol I he young Tobias during bis e\ ent-

fuljournej i- typical of his benignity and loving con-

descension inwards those whom he protects. His coun-

tenance is represented as full of benignity. Devotional
pictures portray him dressed as a pilgrim, with sandals

;

his hair hound with a diadem or a lillei : the staff in his

hand, and a wallet, or panetikre, hung to his belt. As
a guardian spirit, he bears the sword and a small cas-

ket, or vase, containing the "fishy charm" (Tob. vi, 6)
againsl e\ il spirits. Asguardian angel, he usually leads

Tobias. Murillo's painting, in the Leuchtenberg Gal-
lery, represents him as the guardian angel of a bishop
who appears as a votary below. St. Raphael is com-
memorated in the ( liurch of Rome on Sept. 12.

Raphael, or Raffaello Santi or Sanzio, called

by his countrymen "II Divino" i. e. -the Divine," is

ranked by almosl universal opinion as the greatest of

painters. He was certainly the Sophocles of the glori-

ous art of form and color. He was born at Urbino
April 6, L483. In 1497, on the death of his father,

Giovanni Santi, who was his lirst instructor, he was
placed under Pietro Perugino (q. v.), the most distin-

guished painter of the period, who was then engaged
on important works in the city of Perugia. The pro-

found feeling, the mystic ecstasy, which characterized

the Hmbrian school while yet under the leadership of
ii- founder, the Perugian, and before il degenerated into

the mannerism and facile manufacture at which .Mi-

chael Angelo sneered, look possession of the soul of

Raphael. He soon acquired a wonderful facility of ex-
ecution, lie showed such -real taleni thai Perugino
employed him on his own works; and so well did he
perform his task thai it is difficult now to separate the
work of the master from that of the pupil. In 1504
Raphael visited Florence, and improved his style by
studying composition and expression in the works of

Masaccio, the sweet and perfeel modelling of Leonardo
da Vinci, and color and effeel in those ol Fra Bartolo-

meo. lie seems to have lived in Florence till 1508,
when he went to Rome, on the invitation of pope Julius
II. His celebrated frescos in the Vatican, and numer-
ous important works, were then commenced. Julius
died in 1513, bul his successor. Leo X. continued Ra-
phael's services, and kepi his great powers constantly in

Raphael and Rome are M i j ,, 9 terms in

the history of Italian art of the 16th century. Though
Michael Angelo labored at Rome, and the impress ol

bis genius is everywhere in the avenues of Roman art,

yet by common consent the Roman scl 1 ofarl owes
its origin and life to Raphael. It becamethe grandest
of all the Italian schools of painting, ami gave concrete
reality to the aspirations and longings of iii> predeces-
sors bj • i

, heighl all hut ultimate. The
Roman -

| the virility and boldness of
with the simplicity and the devotional Bweet-

ness oi rjmbria and Siena; in short, all Italian excel-
lences Raphael gathered in his Roman creation; bul
with the ani t who gave il birth the school alone can

be identified, and, illustrious as were many of his pupils,

his own death marks the lading hour o," the Roman
school. ( If all the Roman painter-, it was Raphael
alone who made his works not less the expression and
measure of all the knowledge, philosophy, ami poetry
id' his time than witnesses to hi- genius and vouchers
for what we call the immortality of his fame. He
achieved the labors of a demigod; his successors wrought
like mere men. Raphael had scarcely reached his

prime when a sudden attack of fever carried him oil', on
the anniversary of hi- birth, in 1520. -The works of

Raphael are generally divided into three classes: his

first style, when under the influence of Perugino's man-
ner; hi- second, when he painted in Florence from 1504
to 1508; and his third style, which is distinguishable
in the works executed bj him all. r he settled in Rome.
Each of these styles has il- devoted admirers. Those
who incline to art employed in the service of religion

prefer the lirst manner, as embodying purity and relig-

ious feeling. His last manner, perfected when the taste

for classical learning and art was Btrongly excited by
the discovery of numerous valuable works of the classic

period, is held by many connoisseurs as correctly em-
bodying the highest an: while hi- middle, or Floren-

tine, style is admired by some as exemplifying his pow-
ers freed IV whal they deem the rigid manner of Pe-
rugino, and untainted by the conventionalism of , lassie

art. In all these different styles he his \, ,f| works of

great excellence. The Coronation ofth Virgin, in the
gallery of the Vatican, and the Sposalizio, or Marriage
of the Virgin, in the Brera Gallery at Milan, which is

an improved version of Perugino's Sposalizio, painted
in 1 1:95 lor the cathedral of Perugia, belong to the first

period. The s/. Catharine, in the National Gallery,

London; the i'.itionihuK at. in the Borghese (iallerv.

Home; La Belle Jardiniere, in the Louvre, belong to

his second period. The St. Cecilia, a) Bologna; the
Mml, miKi di San Sisto, at Dresden; the Cartoons, at

Hampton Court: the Transfiguration, and all the Vat-
ican frescos, except Theology, <>r tfo DispuU on the

Si u -11111,, „/. the first he executed on his arrival from
Florence, are in his third manner, or that which pecul-

iarly marks the Roman school in its highest develop-

ment" i('hambers). The two great Madonna- ol Ra-
phael are the Madonna della Sedia and the Madonna di.

San Sisto. The former, which is at the I'itti Palace,

Florence, i-. according t<> critical standards, nol so per-

fect a- others ol the same painter which have failed to

obtain universal popularity. Bul as a representation
of the Roman view of the Holy Family, nothing could

be more beautifully expressed, We see only a happy
mother Lending over the lovely child in the intensity
of her affection and content, while the babe looks forth

fr the picture with a strange -lance of conscious su-

periority. The Madonna di San Sisto cannot he de-

scribed, and no copies of ii. photographs or engravings.

Can convey a correct idea. In this work Raphael
reached the perfection of his type, humanity raised to

divinity. The grace and beauty of the Virgin seem
aparl from and above earthly associations. In the sol-

emn, thoughtful, yet childlike expression id' the infant

Christ there is the foreshadowing of the sufferer, the
Saviour, and the Judge. Ii is singular thai not until

1827, when the picture was cleaned, were the innumer-
able heads of angels surrounding the Virgin discovered.

The Transfiguration, which was Raphael's last and also

hi- greatest work, he hit unfinishi d. Ii seems as if be
had labored while already on the way to heaven, and
we do not wonder thai Vasari. in his ecstasy ofJOJ over
this work by human hands, wiih so much of heavenly
skill in ii. is led to exclaim, " Whosoever shall desire to

see iii what manner < hrisl transformed into tin. God-
head -lendd he rcpresi ni,d. hi lnm come and behold it

in this picture." "Raphael," says Lanzi, -is by < i-

n .on-, nl placed al the head of his arl. nol because
he excelled all others in every department of painting,

Liu i.. .an-. no oiii.r artist has ever possessed the van-
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ous parts of the art united in so high a degree." See.

besides Yasari and Lanzi, Robertson, The Great Painters

ofCh ristendom (published by Cassell, Lond. and N. Y., and

handsomely illustrated), p. 79-95 ; Radcliffe, Schools and

Masters of Painting (N. Y. 1877, 12mo), ch. viii et al.;

Mrs. Clement, Painters, etc. (ibid. 1877, 12mo), p. 473-485;

Duppa, Life ofRaphael (in Engl., Lond. 1815); Wolzo-

gen, Raphael (tr.by Burnett, ibid. 1806); Quatremere de

Qnincy, Vie. de Raphael (tr. into Engl, by llazlitt, 1846;

;

Perkins, Raphael and Michael Angelo (Lond. and Bost.

1878) ; Lond. Quar. Rev. April, 1870. (J. H. W.)

Ra'phah (1 Chron. viii, 2). See Kapha.

Raph'aim ('Paipatv, but some MSS. omit), a name
given (Judith viii, 1) as that of the son of Gideon and

lather of Aeitho in the ancestry of Judith. It is evi-

dently^C^XSI, Rephaim (q. v.).

Raphall, Morris Jacob, a Jewish rabbi, was born

at Stockholm, Sweden, in September, 1798. He was

educated at the Jewish college of Copenhagen, and was

so precocious that in his thirteenth year he received

the Hebrew degree of Chabir Socius (analogous to the

• fellowship" of the English universities), which enti-

tled him to the honorable designation of Rabbi. In

1812 he went to England, where he remained for six

years, devoting himself to the study of the English lan-

guage. The next six years he spent in travelling and

studying in Europe. On his return to England in 1825

he married, and took up his residence in London. In

1832 he gave some lectures on the Biblical poetry of

the Hebrews, and in 1834 commenced the publication

of the Hebrew Review, the first Jewish publication ever

issued in England. When this had reached its seven-

ty-eighth number, ill-health compelled him to relin-

quish it. In 1840 he acted as secretary of Ur. Solomon

Herschel, the chief rabbi of London, and in 1841 he was

appointed rabbi preacher of the synagogue at Birming-

ham, England. He was also the chief instrument in

founding the first national school in England for the

Jews, of which he acted as head master. In 1849, hav-

ing previously received the degree of Ph.D. from the

University of Giessen, he was called to New York as

rabbi preacher to the Anglo-German congregation B'nai

Jeskurun, where he died, June 23, 1868. His main work

is his Post-Biblical History of the Jews (N. Y. 1806, 2

vols.), and the translation of Eighteen Treatises of the

Mishna, in connection with D. A. de Sola (2d ed. Lond.

1845). Besides, he translated into English from the

works of Maimonides, Albo, and Wessely, which trans-

lations are found in the Hebrew Review. (B. P.)

Raphel, Georg, a German Lutheran divine of

some note, was born in 1673, and was last superintend-

ent of Li'ineburg. He died in 1740. He was one of

the best commentators of that class of exegetists who
have attempted to illustrate the Bible from classic au-

thors. His Annotaiiones in Sacrum Scripturain con-

tains historical illustrations of some passages in the old

Test, and philological explanations of many in the

New, chiefly taken from Xenophon, Polybius, Arrian,

and Herodotus. He also edited the Greek homilies of

Chrysostom, with a Latin translation and notes, an-

nexed to the edition of the Annotations published at

Leyden (1747, 2 vols. 8vo). See Orme, Biblioth. Bibl.

s. v. ; Home, Introd. to the Scriptures.

Ra'phou (PacpHwv; Alex, and Joseph us. 'Pa<pwv;

Peshito, Raphon), a city of Gilead, under the walls of

which Judas Maccabreus defeated Timotheus (1 Mace,

v, 37 only). It appears to have stood on the eastern

side of an important wady, and at no great distance

from Carnaim—probably Ashteroth-Carnaim. It may
have been identical with Raphana, which is mentioned

by Pliny (Nat. Hist.v, 16) as one of the cities of the

Decapolis, but with no specification of its position. Nor
is there anything in the narrative of 1 Mace, of 2 Mace,

(ch. xii), or of Josephus (Ant. xii, 8, 3) to enable us to

decide whether the torrent in question is the Ilieromax,

the Z< rka, or any other. In Kiepert's map, accompa-

nying Wettstein's Hauran, etc. (1860), a place named
Er-Rdfe is marked, on the east of Wady Hrer, one of

the branches of the Wady Mandhur, and close to the

great road leading to Sanamein, which last has some

claims to be identified with Ashteroth-Carnaim. But

in our present ignorance of the district this can only be

taken as mere conjecture. If Er-Rafe be Raphana, we
should expect to find large ruins.—Smith.

Ra'phu (Heb. Raphu', JMB'H, healed; Sept.'Pa0or>),
'

father of Palti, which latter was sent with Caleb and

Joshua as a spy into the promised land; representing

the tribe of Benjamin (Numb, xiii, 9). B.C. ante 1658.

Rappists, also known as Harmonists, are a

Christian people living in community of goods, and in

celibate state, at Economy, Pa., in the vicinity of Pitts-

burgh, and hence also not infrequently called Econo-
mites. They owe their origin to George Rapp, a

German, who was born at Iptingen, in Wlirtemberg, in

October, 1757, of humble parentage, and had enjoyed

only a moderate education. Having always been a de-

vout Christian and a close reader of the Bible, he be-

came convinced that the lifeless condition of the churches

was ill in accord with the vital character of apostolic

Christianity, and in 1787 began to preach among those

of like mind with himself in the little village where he

was then living. The clergy resented this interference

with their office, and both Rapp and his adherents were

visited with all manner of persecution, and denounced

as "Separatists," a name which they bore ever after

while in Germany, and which they themselves accepted

gladly. In the course of six years the Rappists num-
bered" not less than 300 families, scattered over a dis-

tance of twenty miles from the home of George Rapp.

The consistent manner in which the Separatists bore

themselves gave little opportunity for positive accusa-

tion, yet they were constantly annoyed by government

and clergy, and in 1803 finally determined to end all

strife by emigration to a land of freedom. Rapp, accom-

panied by his son and two other followers, came to this

country in advance to select a home for all like-minded

with himself. In the course of one year 600 persons

came over, and were settled by Rapp in different parts

of Pennsylvania and Maryland, while he himself, with

several skilful mechanics and ingenious persons, prepared

for a family home for the Separatists the land he had

purchased in Butler County. Pa., along the Coneque-

nessing Creek. On Feb. 15, 1805, those who had come

with Rapp, and such others as had followed thither, or-

ganized themselves formally ami solemnly into the

'• Harmony Society," agreeing then to throw all their

possessions into a common fund, to adopt a uniform and

simple dress and style of house, to keep thenceforth all

things in common, and to labor for the common good

of the whole body. Later in the spring they were

joined by fifty additional families ; and thus they finally

began with what must have made up all together less

than 750 men, women, and children. But these were

all accustomed to labor, and with such a leader as Rapp

then was—in the prime of life, only forty-eight years

old. of robust frame and sound health, with great perse-

verance, enterprise, and executive ability, and remark-

able common-sense—the society got on very success-

fully. In the first year they erected between forty and

fifty log-houses, a church and school-house, a grist-mill,

a bam, and some workshops, and cleared 150 acres of

land. In the following year they cleared 400 acres

more, and built a saw-mill and a tannery, and planted a

small vineyard. A distillery was also a part of this

j-ear's building—a thing not so very strange in those

davs of general tendency towards strong drink among
the laboring classes—though they themselves indulged

only very moderately in any intoxicating liquors. Rapp
was the general in all departments. He planned for

all. He was their preacher, teacher, guide, and keeper.

Until 1807 community of goods and the hope of the
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approach of (be millennial reign alone distinguished the

Rapputs from other Christians; but in thai year an un-

usual religious awakening Led them to determine upon

a still closer life with God, and, having become per-

suaded that it was the duty of the followers of Jesus to

conform in all things to the life of Christ and his apos-

tles, the Rappists, in the spirit of the apostle Paul, that

"He that is unmarried careth for the things that belong

to the Lord, how he may phase the Lord; but lie that

is married careth for the things ofthe world, how he may
please his wife," forsook marriage, and since that time

celibacy is one ofthe distinguishing tenets ofthe Har-
monists, and they that have wives do truly live "as

though they had none." A member writing on the con-

stancy of the Rappists to the decision of 1807, in 18G2.

says, '
( lonvinced of the truth ami holiness of our pur-

pose, we voluntarily and unanimously adopted celibacy,

altogether from religious motives, in order to withdraw
our love entirely from the lusts of die tlesh. which, with

the help of God and much prayer and spiritual warfare,

we have succeeded well in doing now for lifts- \cars."

In 1814 the Rappists determined to remove to Indi-

ana, and the unanimity of feeling which prevailed when
the council so ordered proves how well organized and
how sincere they all were. Thej Bettled in the Wa-
bash valley, on a tract of 27,000 acres, and called the

place ".New Harmony"— a property which, in 1824,

they sold to Robert Owen (q. v.), who settled upon it

his New Lanark colony ami bought and removed to

the property they still hold at Economy. For some
years the society was in a most flourishing condition,

and, by frequent accessions from Germany, maintained
their ground remarkably until 1831, when an adven-
turer—Bernhard .Midler by right name, who had as-

sumed the title Graf, or count, Maximilian de Leon,

and had gathered a following of visionary Germans-
joined the Economists, and sowed the seed of discord.

In 1832 Rapp determined upon a dissolution, and 250
members—about one third— left Economy fur Philips-

burg, where they settled. to break up in a short time,

and finally to furnish a small quota to the Bethel Com-
munity in .Missouri. Thereafter the Economists no
more sought for accession. But they have steadily in-

creased in wealth in spile of all their removals and nu-
merical decadence ; and now own. besides I heir village and
estate at Economy, much property iii other places, hav-
inga large interest in coal-mines and oil-wells, and rail-

roads and manufactories, and controlling at Beaver Falls

the largest cutlery establishment in the United Slates.

\i present the town of Economy counts about 120

houses, very regularly built, and ii is well drained and
paved. It has water led from a reservoir in the hill-.

abundant shade-tree-, a church, an assembly hall, a store.

and different factories. The house which the society

built for their founder is a sort of museum, and serves

also as a pleasure resort to all that remain ofthe Rappists,

who, according to Nordhoff, number about 1 10 persons,

mnsi of whom are .'mid. and none under forty, with some
:>."> ii'h,j,t,i} children, and an equal number living there
with parents who are hired laborers, these numbering
about ion. The whole population is German, and Ger-
man is the medium of communication on the street and
in the church, as well as in the houses. Most of the men
wear for week-day dress blue •• roundabouts." like boys'

and pantaloons ofthe same color, and broad-
brimmed bats; and are full of quiet dignity and genuine
politeness. On Sunday the men wear long coats. The
women are dressed quite as oddly as the men. with their

Bhorl loose owns, kerchiefs across the shoulders, and
Caps thai run U] he top of a high back-comb. The
present dress ot the Harmonists was worn by Rapp and
his associates when they came to this country, and con-
tinued from choice bj them and their successors.
The agreemt nt,or articles of association, under which

the • Harmons Societj ' was formed in 1805, and which
has been signed by all members thenceforward, reads R8
follows:

I

" Whereas, by the favor of Divine Providence, an associ-
ation or community has been formed by George Rapp
and many others upon the basis of Christian fellowship,
t he principles of which, being faithfully derived from the
SacredScriptures.inclodethegovernmeut ofthe patriarchal
age, united to the community of property adopted in the
days ofthe apostles, and wherein the simple objl

is to approximate, bo for as human imperfections may al-

low, to the fulfilment of the will of God, by the exercise
of those affect ions and the practice of those virtues which
are essential to the happiness of man iu time and thrOUgh-

j

out eternity:

"And whereat it is necessary to the good order and
well-being of the said association that the conditions of
membership should be rJearlj understood, and that the
lights, privileges, and duties Of every individual therein
should be so defined as to prevent mistake or disappoint-
ment, on the one hand, and contention or disagreement,
on the other;

" Therefore, he it known to all whom it may concern
that we, the undersigned, citizens ofthe county ot Bea-
ver, in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do severally
and distinctly, each for himself, covenant, grant, and
agree, to and with the said G >rgi Rapp and his associ-
ate.- as follows, viz. :

"Article 1. We, the undersigned, for ourselves, onr
heirs, executors, and administrators, do hereby give,

grant, and forever convey to the said George Rapp ami
his associate-, and to their heirs and assigns, all our prop-
erly, l eal. personal, and mixed, whether it he lands and
tenements, goods and chattels, money or debts due to us,

jointly or severally, in possession, in remainder, or in re-

version or expectancy, whatsoever and wheresoever, with-
out evasion, qualification, or reserve, as a free gift or do-
nation, for the benefit and use ofthe said association or
community; and we do hereby hind ourselves, our heirs,

executors, and administrators, to do all Buch other acts as

may be necessary to vest a perfect title to the same in the
said association, and to place the said property at the full

disposal of the superintendent of the said "community
without delay.
"Article 2. We do further covenant and agree to ami

with the said George Rapp and hi- associates that we
will severally submit faithfully to the laws and regula-
tions of said community, and will at all times manifest a
ready and cheerful obedience towards those who are or
may be appointed as superintendents thereof, holding
ourselves hound to promote the interest and welfare ot

tin- said community, not only by the labor of our own
hands, but also by that of our children, our fain

all others who now are or hereafter may be under our
control.

"Article 3. If, contrary to our expectation, it should so
happen that we could not render the faithful obedience
aforesaid, and should be induced from that or any other
cause to withdraw from the said associati then and in

such c ase we do expressly covenant and agree to and
with the said George Rapp and his associates that we
never will claim or demand, either for ourselves, our chil-

dren, or for any one belonging to us, directly or indirect-
ly, any compensation, wages, or reward whatever for our
or their labor Or sen ices rendered to the said community,
Or to any member thereof; hut whatever we or our fami-
lies jointly or severally shall or may do, all shall he held
and considered as a voluntary service for our brethren.

'•Article 4. In consideration of the premises, the said

George Rapp and his associates do. by these presents,
ado),! the undersigned jointly and severally as members
ofthe said community, Whereby each of them obtains the
privilege of being present at every religious meeting, and
of receiving not only for themselves, bnt also for their
children and families, all such instructions in church and
school as may be reasonably required, both for their tem-
poral good and for their eternal felicity.

"Article 5. The said George Rapp and his associates

further agree to supply the undersigned severally with all

the :essaries ot life, as clothing, meat, drink, lodging,
etc, for themselves and their families. And this provi-

sion is not limited to their days of health and Btrength;
but when any of them shall become sick, infirm, or other-
wise unlit for labor, the same support and maintenance
shall be allowed as before, together with bucd medicine,

care, attendance, and consolation as their situation may
reasonably demand. And If at any time after they have
become members ofthe association, the father or mother
of a family should die or he Otherwise Separated from the

Community, and should leave their family behind, such

familj -had not be leil orphan- or destitute, but shall

partake ofthe same rights and maintenance as before, so

long as they remain In the association, as well in sickness
as in health, and to such extent as their circumstances
may require.

"Article 6. And if it should so happen, as above men-
tioned, that any of the undersigned should violate his or
their agreement, and would or could not Bubmil to the

laws ami regulations of the Chnrch or the community,
and for that or any other cause should withdraw from the

nssol iation, then the said George Rapp and his associates

agree to refund to him or them the value of all Buch prop-

erty a- he 01 they may haw brought into the community,
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i'n compliance with the first nrticle of this agreement, the

said value to be refunded without interest, in one, two, or

three annual instalments, as the said George Rapp and
his associates shall determine. And if the person or per-

sons so withdrawing themselves were poor, and brought

nothing into the community, notwithstanding they de-

part openly and regularly, they shall receive a donation

in money, according to the length of their stay and to their

conduct, and to such amount as their necessities may re-

quire, in the judgment of the superintendents of the asso-

ciation."

In 1818 a book in which was recorded the amount of

property contributed by each member to the general

fund was destroyed. In 1836 a change was made in

the formal constitution or agreement above quoted, in

the following words

:

"1. The sixth article [in regard to refunding] is entirely

annulled and made void, as if it had never existed ; all

others to remain in full force as heretofore. 2. All the

property of the society', real, personal, and mixed, in law
or equity, aud howsoever contributed or acquired, shall

be deemed, now and forever, joint aud indivisible stock.

Each individual is to be considered to have finally and ir-

revocably parted with all his former contributions, wheth-
er in lands, goods, money, or labor; and the same rule

shall apply to all future contributions, whatever they may
be. 3. Should any individual withdraw from the society

or depart this life, neither he, in the one case, nor his rep-

resentatives, in the other, shall be entitled to demand an
account of said contributions, or to claim anything from
the society as a matter of right. But it shall be left alto-

gether to the discretion of the superintendent to decide
whether any, aud, if any, what allowance shall be made
to such member or his representatives as a donation."

On the death of "Father" Rapp, Aug. 7. 1847, the

articles were re-signed by the whole society, and two
trustees and seven elders were put in office to perform

all the duties and assume all the authority which their

founder had relinquished with his life.

Under this simple constitution the Harmon}' Society

has flourished for sixty-nine years; nor has its life been

threatened by disagreements, except in the case of the

count de Leon's intrigue. It has suffered three or four

lawsuits from members who had left it, but in every

case the courts have decided for the society, after elab-

orate, and in some cases long-continued trials. It has

always lived in peace and friendship with its neighbors.

Its real estate and other property was, from the foun-

dation until his death in 1834, held in the name of

Frederick (Reichert) Rapp, who was an excellent busi-

ness man, and conducted all its dealings with the out-

side world, and had charge of its temporalities gener-

ally, the elder Rapp himself avoiding all general business.

Upon Frederick's death the society formally and unani-

mously imposed upon father Rapp the care of the tem-

poral as well as the spiritual affairs of the little common-
wealth, placing in his name the title to all their property.

But, as he did not wish to let temporal concerns interfere

with his spiritual functions, and as, besides, he was then

growing old, being in 1834 seventy-seven years of age,

he appointed as his helpers and subagents two members,

R. L. Biiker and J. Henrici, the latter of whom is still,

with Mr. Jonathan Lenz, the head of the society, Mr.

Biiker having died several years ago.

The theological belief of the Harmony Society natu-

rally crystallized under the preaching and during the

life of father Rapp. It has some features of German
mysticism, grafted upon a practical application of the

Christian doctrine and theory. At the foundation of

all lies a strong determination to make the preparation

of their souls or spirits for the future life the pre-emi-

nent business of life, and to obey in the strictest and
most literal manner what they believe to be the will of

God as revealed and declared by Jesus Christ. In the

following paragraphs is given a brief summary of what
may be called their creed :

1. They hold that Adam was created " in the likeness
of God ;" that he was a dual being, containing within his
own person both the sexual elements, reading literally,

in confirmation of this, the text (Gen. i, 20, 27), "And God
said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness,
aud let them have dominion ;" and, " So God created man
in his owu image, iu the image of God created he him ;

male and female created he them;" which they hold to
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denote that both the Creator and the first created were
of this dual nature. They believe that had Adam been
content to remain in his original state, he would have in-
creased without the help of a female, bringing forth new
beings like himself to replenish the earth.

2. But Adam fell into discontent, and God separated
from his body the female part, and gave it him according
to his desire, and therein they believe consisted the fall

of man.
3. From this they deduce that the celibate state is more

pleasing to God; that in the renewed world man will be
restored to the dual Godlike and Adamic condition; and,

4. They hold that the coming of Christ aud the renova-
tion of tiie world are near at hand. This uearness of the
millennium is a cardinal point of doctrine with them;
aud father Rapp firmly believed that he would live to see-

the wished-for reappearance of Christ in the heavens, and
that he would be permitted to present his company of
believers to the Saviour whom they endeavored to please
with their lives. So vivid was this belief in him that it

led some of his followers to fondly fancy that father Rapp
would not die before Christ's coming; and there is a
touching story of the old man that when he felt death
upon him, at the age of ninety, he said, "If I did not
know that the dear Lord meant I should present you all

to him, I should think my last moments come." These
were indeed his last words. To be in constant readiness
for the reappearance of Christ is one of the aims of the
society; nor have its members ever faltered in the faith

that this great event is near at hand.
5. Jesus they hold to have been born "iu the likeness

of the Father-" that is to say, a dual being, as Adam be-
fore the fall.

6. They hold that Jesus taught and commanded a com-
munity of goods, aud refer to the example of the early
Christians as proof.

7. They believe in the ultimate redemption and salva-
tion of all mankind ; but hold that only those who follow
the celibate life, and otherwise conform to what they un-
derstand to be the commandments of Jesus, will come at

once into the bright and glorious company of Christ aud
his companions; that offenders will undergo a probation
for purification.

8. They reject and detest what is commonly called

"Spiritualism."

—Nordhoff, Communistic Societies, p. 81-86. (J. H. W.)

Raratongan Version. Raratonga, the largest

and most important of the Harvey Islands, between '500

and 600 miles west of Tahiti, and discovered by the Rev.

John Williams, of the London Missionary Society, in

1823, is inhabited by about 3500 inhabitants. The lan-

guage of Raratonga is spoken throughout the other six

islands of the Harvey group : and although it has a close

affinity to the Tahitian and Marquesan idioms, yet a

distinct version of the Scriptures was found necessary.

The Raratongan version mainly devolved on the Rev.

John "Williams, and in 1830 the Gospel of St. John and

the Epistle to the Galatians were printed. In 1836 an

edition of 5000 copies of the New Testament was pub-

lished in London by the British and Foreign Bible So-

ciety. In 1842 a second edition of 5000 copies was
printed, and in 1851 the entire Scriptures were pub-

lished by the same society, having availed itself of the

Raratongan version prepared by Mr. Buzacott, a mis-

sionary at Raratonga. Of the first edition 5000 copies

were printed, but in 1854 a subsequent edition of 5000

copies was rendered necessary, which is still in course

of circulation. The good effects of reading this version,

and the change thereby produced in the state and char-

acter of the natives of Raratonga, have been thus de-

scribed by the martyred Williams :
" In 1823 I found

them all heathens; in 1834 they were all professing

Christians. At the former period I found them with

idols and maraes; these, in 1834, were destroyed. I

found them without a written language, and left them
reading in their own tongue the wonderful works of

God." See The Bible of Every Land, p. 378 sq. (13. P.)

Rashba (X ;'"), the initials of Rabbi Solomon

ben-Abraham Ibn-Adrat, a native of Barcelona, who
was born about 1285, and died in 1310. He studied

under Nachmanides (q. v.), and in 1280 he was ac-

knowledged president of the school of Barcelona, and

a kind of oracle with the East and the West, with which

he maintained an extensive correspondence. He was

an acute thinker, an enemy to all equivocation, and an

advocate of the open truth. He wrote a large collec-
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tion of D^'C'in, or Novellas, discussive and expository

of Talmadic law, published in successive portions and

times:— rvOIOni r~"Nr. Questions and Answers on

law and ritual subjects (Lemberg, 1812) :—rVnax, Let-

ters (ibid. 1809): -~~r, r~rzv. On Sabbath and

Festival Observances > Iimla, 1820):—r~~n miD, Th.

I.inr of th House, domestic regulations from the lal-

mud (Prague, L811):— H115X lUIIS, Explanations

qfth Agadoth (Furtb, 1766). He also prohibited the

study of Grecian philosophy until after twenty -live

years of age. See Flint, Biol. Jud. i. 18 Bq.; De Rossi,

Dizionario Storico degli Autori Ebrei (Germ, transl.),

p. 26; Griitz, Gesch. d. Juden, -v'ri, l.">7 Bq.; Lindo, Hist,

of the Jews in Spain, p. 112; Finn, Sephardim, p. 301

Bq.; Etheridge, Introd. to Hebrew Literature, p.
•-'.">•-':

DessaueT,Gesck.d.Isi-aelken,p.2%; but especially the

monograph by Dr. Perles, Salomo ben.- Abraham ben-

Aderet, sein Leben u. s, Schriflen, nebst handschriftlichen

Beilagen lumersten Mali //< runs,/,!/, Inn (Ihvslau, 1863),

ami tin- reviews ofthal monograph in Frankel's Monats-

schrift, 1863, p. 183 Bq.; Geiger, Jud. Zeitschrift, 18G3,

p.59sq. (B. P.)

Rashbam (Z 313*1), the initials of Rabbi Sami e .

i.i x-.M iVi;. Rashi's daughter's son, who was born at Ra-

mero about 1065, and died in 1 154. He was a sober exe-

gete, appealing to the "intelligentes." He completed

the commentaries on certain Talmudic treatises left un-

finished by lii.s grandfather Rashi (q.v.), and also the

commentary on Job. Rashbam's literal, grammatical,

and exegetical principles in the interpretation of the

Word of God convinced his grandfather to such a de-

gree that he declared that if he had to rewrite his cx-

positious he would adopt those principles. In this

manner Rashbam wrote his commentary on the Penta-

teuch, under the title of C~ 2)"liri S, The Exposition

of'Rashbam, which was published for the lirst time in

the edition of the Hebrew Pentateuch, with several

commentaries (Berlin, 1705). It was republished in

the imperfect condition from Oppenheimcr's MS., be-

ginning with Gen. xviii, and ending with Dent, xxxiii.

;>. in the excellent edition of the Hebrew Pentateuch,

with sundry commentaries (Amsterdam. 1727-29). Dr.

A. Geiger published from a Munich MS. a portion of

the missing commentary, extending from Gen. i, 1-31,

in the Kerem Chemed (Berlin, 1854), viii, 11 51, which,

however, has not been inserted in the excellent edition

of the Pentateuch, w ith sundry rabbinic commentaries.

published at Vienna in 1859, in which Rashbam's com-

mentary is given. A supercommentary, entitled
"~~

bsfra',3, Tin Horn of Samuel, on Rashbam's exposi-

tion, by S. S. Hessel, was published in Frankfort-on-the-

Oder in 17_'7. Rashbam also wrote a Commentary on

lb. Fivi Megittoth, of which that on the Son-- of Songs
and Ecclesiastes was published by A. Jellinek (Leipsic,

1855), while excerpts from the other three Megilloth

were also edited by the same author
| ibid. 1855 i. Rash-

bam is also said to have written a commentary on the

Psalms, which was edited by Isaac Salanow. Berlin,

and reprinted in Vienna in 1816; but it is very doubtful

whether he is really the author. See Flint, Bibl. Jud.

|.; De Rossi, Dizionario Storico degli Autori
'ii. transl.), p. 285; Ginsburg, in Kitto's Cy-

rlo/i. s. \ .
-. Griitz, Gesch. </. Juden, vi, 158 sq.; dost.

Gesch. d. Judenth. u. s. Secten, ii, 391; iii, 34; Lew. Ex-
egesi bet den franzos. Juden (Leips. 1873), p. 17 sq.

.

Ginsburg, Commentary on Ecclesiastes, p. 12 sip, where
the iir-i chapter of the commentary on Ecclesiastes is

given in English (Lond. 1861 I; id. Song ofSongs (ibid.

1857), p. !:; sq.; Zunz, Zur Geschichte «. Literatur

(lierl. 1845), p. 7u Bq.; Geiger, in b""3BS3 'V-: (ibid.

1847), p. 29 89; id. Par handatha (Leips. 1855), p. 20

24; Jellinek, in his edition ol the Song of Songs and
Ecclesiastes (ibid. 1855 . p. \ ii sq. d'>. P.)

Rashbaz (y z - i), the initials of Rabbi Simon

ben-Zemai h Duron, who belonged to a family which,

originally of Provence, was then settled in Spain, and ul-

timately emigrated to Algien. In the persecution that

took place in 1391, Simon Duran. with a number of his

coreligionists, emigrated to Algien, win-re. from his

profound learning, be obtained the title of the Creat.

Here he succeeded Ribash (q. v.), who bad also fled

from Spain, as the head of all the Jewish congregations,

which position he occupied until his death, in 11 1 1. He
wrote various works, some bo violent against Christian-

ity and Modernism that they have very properly been

suppressed by his coreligionists. Of his works we

mention E2B1UQ ~~"N. T/u Lover oftlie Just, a eom-

mentary on dob. with an introduction on the princi-

ples upon which it should be expounded; edited by

Jos. Malcho (Venice, 1590), and reprinted in Frankfurt

his Rabbinic Bible:—n*i3X "~. Shield of the, Fa-

thers, a great theological work, in three parts, treating

of different subjects, especially of the fundamental arti-

cles of religion ; to be found in the Bodleian and in <>ji-

penheimeriana ; one part is a commentary on the trea-

tise Abolh (Livorno. 1762; Leipsic. 1855), while the sec-

ond part, which is very severe against Christians and
Turks, has been published by his son under the title of

":."" nop, Bow mid shi, Id. He was also famed for

his medical abilities, and practiced with great reputa-

tion in Aragon. His profound erudition in Rabbinical

lore, philosophy, and medicine procured for him the es-

teem of the learned Israelites of bis lime. His learned

solutions of upwards of 700 points ot law are consulted

at the present day. See Funt, Bibl. Jud. i. 216 sq.;

De Rossi, DizionaiHo Storico degli Autori Ebrei (Germ.

transl.), p. 92; id. Bibliotheca Aniichristiana, p. 109,

111; Lindo. Hist, of tlir Jews in Spain, p. 194; Finn;

Sephardim, p. 387; Basnage, Hist, des Juifs | Daylor's

trans!.), p. 657; Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p.

128; Etheridge, Intro,/, to Hebrew Literature, p. 289j

Gratz, Gesch. <l. Juden (1875), viii. 101, 154, 170 Bq.;

Jost, Gesch. il. Judenth. u.s. Secten, iii. 87 ; Zunz, Lit, m-
turgesch. </. synagog, Poesit (Berl. 1865), p. 251

;
Cassel,

Leitfaden der jud. Gesch. ». Literatur, p. 13; but espe-

ciallv Jaulus, It. Simeon ben-Zemach I in run. in Fran-

kel's Monatsschrift, 1874, p. -_'ll sq. (R P.)

Rashi p'b-l), formed of the initials of Rabbi Sol-

omon I/ciiAKi. or Isaaki ben-Isaac, the great Tal?

mudic scholar and commentator, founder of the German
no-French school of Biblical exegesis, and erroneously

called Jarchi, was bom in KH<> at Troyes, in Cham-
pagne, and not at Lunel, in Perpignan. He was the

son of a thorough Talmudist, and thus from his youth
imbibed an insatiable desire to become master of Rab-

binic lore. He was a pupil of R. Isaac ben-Jakar, the

greatest pupil of Rabbi Genhom (q. v.). As to the

extent of his seliolarship, it is a matter of dispute.

Basnage terms him one of the most learned of the rab-

bins, w bile .lost lakes but a low estimate of his scientific

and literary attainments. However this ma\ be, be

was certainly a master in Israel in the ordinary learn-

ing of his people, the Holy Scriptures, and the whole

cycle of Talmudic lore. He spent much of his lite m
wandering from place to place, visiting the different

seats of learning in Italy, Greece, Palestine, Egypt,
Persia, and Germany, giving lectures and maintaining

disputations in the Jewish schools. At Worms they

may still show, as they could a few yean ago, the

chamber where he taught o class of stu lents, and the

tone seal hewn in the wall from which he dispensed

bis instructions. His famous lectures secured for him
the distinguished and witty title of Parshandatha

(xni3dD), i.e. Interpreter of thi Law, which is the

name of one of Hainan's sons (Esther i\.7i. Under

the title
*"~ ";•;" z. Le wrote a commentary on

thirty treatises of the Talmud, printed in the editions,
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of that work, and the several books separately in many
different editions; they are also published with super-

commentaries and glossaries:—rt-X *p*lS S, A Com-

mentary on A both (Cracow, 1621, a. o.) :—tTPSOCn S,

A Commentary on the Mishna, condensed from that on

the Talmud (Berlin, 1716): — A Commentary on the

100 Chapters of the Bereshith Rabba, i"Q"l t£5"Vra O
I-PUJSOab (Venice, 15(58):—a collection of Halachoth,

entitled C"HSn O (Constant. 1802): — penitential

hymns, or Selichoth. Besides these, and other works

too many to be enumerated, he also wrote on the Old

Test., under the general title of Perush al Esi-im va-

arba, "21X1 d"ni3i b'J 1T11E, which, for the most

part, is found in the Rabbinic Bibles. They have also

been published in different portions in numerous edi-

tions, with and without the text, especially that on the

Pentateuch, a good and critical edition of which has

been edited by Dr. A. Berliner (Berlin, 1866). Various

parts have also been translated into Latin by different

authors, but more extensiveby by B. J. F. Breithaupt,

1710-14 (viz. Pentateuch, 1710; historical books, 1714;

Prophets, Job, and Psalms, 1713), who also accompanied

the translation with very learned and extensive anno-

tations, besides giving the supercommentaries entitled

miS 115 by Lowe (Prague, 1578), and d"»a.3n TlBttJ

by Sabbatai Bass. Rashi, having been long engaged

in writing annotations on the Talmud, formed the habit

of composing after the manner of that work, in an ex-

tremely concise and obscure style, and with the fre-

quent use of its terms and idioms. He condensed as

much as possible, and endeavored to give the precise

original thought by a natural method of interpretation,

by explaining the grammar of the passage, by para-

phrasing its meaning, by supplying the wanting mem-
bers of elliptical forms, and by sometimes rendering a

word or expression into the French of that day. At
the same time, he did not fail to bring forward the re-

ceived interpretations of the Talmud and Midrashim,

and to point out the support which the Rabbinical Ha-
lachoth receive from such passages as he thought avail-

able. The rigid brevity of his style, which often leaves

the reader in perplexity as to his meaning, has served

to call forth a number of supercommentaries on his

works by several Jewish authors, which are enumerated

in Fi'irst. In his commentaries on the Bible he com-
bines the traditional exposition contained in the Tal-

mud and Midrashim with a simple and liberal explana-

tion of the text, and does not see any inconsistency in

putting side by side with the Halachic and Hagadic
interpretation his own verbal interpretations, which are

sometimes at variance with tradition. Though unac-

quainted with the labors of the Spanish grammarians
and expositors, he incorporates in his commentaries

all the lore contained in the cyclopaedias of Jewish tra-

dition, as well as the learning of the French expositors,

and all are made tributary to the elucidation and illus-

tration of the Scriptures. Rashi's piety and learning

were so great, and his influence upon the Jewish nation

by means of his expositions was so extraordinary, that

his comments are almost looked upon as part of the

Bible, and his interpretations in the present day are re-

garded by the most orthodox Jews as the authoritative

import of Holy Writ. Rashi died July 13, 1105. See

Furst, Bibl. j'ud. ii, 78-90 ; De Rossi, Dizionario Sto-

rico degli Autori Ebrei (Germ, transl.), p. 125 sq. ; Kit-

to, Cyclop, s. v. ; Herzog, Real-EncyHop. s. v. ; Theolog.

Unicersctl-Lexikon, s. v. ; Steinschneider, Catalogus Li-

brorum Ilebr. in Bibl. Bodleian, col. 2340-2357 ; Turner,

Jewish Rabbis, p. 17 sq., 69 sq., 110 sq. ; Basnage, Hist.

des Juifs (Taylor's transl.), p. 630; Geiger, J'ud. Zeit-

schnft, 1867, p. 150 sq. ; id. Parshandatha (Leips. 1855),

p. 12, etc.; Zunz, in Zeitsch riftfur die Wissenschaft des

Judmthums (Berl. 1822), p. 277, etc.; id. Ileisst Rashi
Jarphi? in Jost's Annalen, i, 328 and 385, etc. ; Zunz,

Zur Geschichte n. Literatur (ibid. 1845), p. 62, etc. ; id.

Literaturgesch. zur synagogalen Poesie (ibid. 1865), p.

252 sq.; Synagogale Poesie (ibid. 1855), p. 181-183;
Ki.nchi, Liber Radicum, p. xliii sq. (Berol. 1847, ed.

Biesenthal and Lebrecht) ; Griitz, Gesch. d. Juden (Leips.

1871), vi, 70 sq.; Braunschweiger, Gesch. d. Juden in

den roman. Staaten (Wiirzb. 1865), p. 53 sq. ; Jost,

Geech, d. Judenth. u. s. Secten, ii, 230 sq. ; Dessauer, Gesch.

• 1. Israeliten (Bresl. 1870), p. 311; Adams, Hist, of the

Jews (Bost. 1812), i, 256 ; Etheridge, Introd. to Heb. Lit-

erature, p. 282 sq., 406 sq. ; Ginsburg, Levita's Masoreth
ha-Masore.th (Lond. 1867), p. 105; id. Ecclesiastes (ibid.

1861), p. 38 sq.; and Song of Songs (ibid. 1857), p. 40
sq. ; Keil, Introd. to the Old Testament (Edinb. 1870), ii,

383 sq.; Bleek, Einleitunq in das Alte Testament (Berl.

1865), p. 100, 103, 105; Diestel, Gesch. d. Alten Testa-

ments (Jena, 1869), p. 196, 199, 339, 522; Levy, Die Ex-
egese bei denfranzosischen Israeliten vom lOten bis 14/en

Jahrhundt. (Leips. 1873), p. 10 sq.; and the interesting

essay in Merx's Archiv fur wissenschaftliche Erfor-
schung des Alten Testaments, i, 428 sq. ; Siegfried, Rashi's

Einftuss avf Nicolaus von Lyra unci Luther in der Aus-
leg'ung der Genesis (Halle, 1870). (B. P.)

Raskolniks (that is, Schismatics), the general

name used to denote the various sects which have dis-

sented from the Russo-Greek Church. The first body
that left the Established Church was the sect of the

Strigohiiks, which arose in the 14th century. Another
more remarkable sect appeared in the latter part of

the 15th century in the republic of Novgorod, teaching

that Judaism was the only true religion, and that Chris-

tianity was a fiction because the Messiah was not yet

born. The chief promoters of this sect were two priests

called Dionysius and Alexius, the protopapas of the cathe-

dral of Novgorod, together with one named Gabriel, and
a layman of high rank. These secret Jews conformed

outwardly to the Greek Church with so great strictness

that they were reputed to be eminent saints, and one

of them, Zosimus by name, was raised, in 1490, to

the dignity of archbishop of Moscow, and thus became
bead of the Russian Church. By the open profession

of adherence to the Established Church of the country,

the members of this Jewish, or rather Judaizing, sect

managed to conceal their principles from public notice;

but they were at length dragged to light by Gennadi-

U8, bishop of Novgorod, who accused them of having

called the images of the saints logs; of having placed

these images in unclean places, and gnawed them with

their teeth; of having spit upon the cross, blasphemed

Christ and the Virgin, and denied a future life. The
grand -duke ordered a synod to be convened at Mos-
cow on Oct. 17, 1490, to consider these charges; and al-

though several of the members wished to examine the

accused by torture, they were obliged to content them-
selves with anathematizing and imprisoning them.

Those, however, who wrere sent back to Novgorod were
more harshly treated. "Attired," says count Krasin-

ski, "in fantastic dresses intended to represent demons,

and having their heads covered with high caps of bark,

bearing the inscription, ' This is Satan's militia,' they
were placed backwards on horses, by order of the bish-

op, and paraded through the streets of the town, ex-

posed to the insults of the populace. They had after-

wards their caps burned upon their heads, and were

confined in a prison—a barbarous treatment, undoubted-

ly, but still humane considering the age, and compared
to that which the heretics received during that as well

as the following century in Western Europe.''

The metropolitan Zosimus, finding that the sect to

which he secretly belonged was persecuted as heretical,

resigned his dignity in 1494, and retired into a convent.

About the beginning of the 16th century, a number of

these Judaizing sectarians fled to Germany and Lithua-

nia, and several others wdio remained in Russia were

burned alive. The sect seems to have disappeared

about this time; but there is still found, even at the

present day, a sect of the Raskolniks which observes sev-
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eral of the Mosaic rites, ami are called SubotnUri, 01 Sat-

urday-men, because they observe the Jewish instead of

ilie Christian Sabbath.

Soon after the Reformation, though Protestant doc-

trines were for a long time unknown in Russia, a seel

nt heretical Raskolniks arose who began to teach that

there were no sacraments, and that the belief in tin-

divinity of Christ, the ordinances of the councils, and

the holiness of the saints was erroneous. A council of

nvened to try the heretics condemned them
t<> be imprisoned lor life. Towards the middle of the

17th century various sects arose in consequence ol the

emendations introduced into the text of the Scriptures

and the Liturgical books by the patriarch Xicon. This

reform gave rise to the utmost commotion in the coun-

try, and a large body both of priests and laymen vio-

lently opposed what they called the Niconian heresy,

alleging that the changes in question did not correct,

but corrupt, tin- Bacred books and tin- true doctrine.

The opponents of the amended books were numerous
and violent, particularly in the north of Ibissia, on the

shores of the White Sea. By the Established Church
they were now called Raskolniks. They propagated

their opinions throughout Siberia and other distant

provinces. A great number of them emigrated to Po-

land and even to Turkey, where they formed numerous
settlements. Animated by the wildest fanaticism, many
of i hem committed voluntary suicide, through means
of what they called a baptism of fire; and it is be-

lieved that instances of this superstition occur even
now in Siberia and the northern parts of Kussia.

The Raskolniks are divided into two great brandies,
the Popovschins and the Jii '.jinpursrliiiis, the former
having priests, and the latter none. These again are

subdivided into a great number of sects, all of which,
however, are included under the general name of Ras-

kolniks. The Popovschins are split into several parties

in consequence of a difference of opinion among them
on various points, but particularly on outward ceremo-
nies. They consider themselves as the true Church,
and regard it as an imperative duty to retain the un-
corrected text of I be sacred books. They consider it

to be wry sinful to shave the beard, to eat bares, or to

drive a carriage witli one pole. The separation be-

tween the Raskolniks and lie- Established Church was
rendered , iplete by Peter the Great, who insisted

upon all his subjects adopting the civilized customs of
the West, among which was included the shaving of

the beard. Peters memory is in consequence detested
by the Raskolniks; and some of them maintain that he
was the real Antichrist, ha\ ing shown himself to be so

by changing the times, transferring the beginning of

the year from the 1st of September to the 1st of Jan-
uary, abolishing the reckoning of the time from the

beginning of the world, ami adopting the chronology
of the Latin heretics who reckon from the birth of

( Ihrist.

The most numerous class of the Raskolniks are ad-
bereiits of I lie old text, who call themselves Sin rOVt rl.i

(those of the old faith), and are officially called Staroo-

those of the old rites). There are very numer-
ous Beets also included under the general denomination
of /.'• zpopovschms, or those who have no priests. The
most remarkable are the Skoptzi, or Eunuchs; the
Khkstovsckiki, or Flagellants; the Malakanes, and the

Bui the purest of all the sects ol Rus-

are the Martinists, who arose In the be-

ginning of the present century, and have signalized

bj their benevolence and pure morality.

Gardner, Faithsofthe fVorld,B.v. SeeRt ssianSe rs;

Ri sso-Gri i k i in ri ii.

Raspoui, Cesare, an Italian cardinal, was bom
••'I Ravenna, Jul} L5 1615, of noble family, and lived at

Rome in bis youth, lb- Mu. lied under the Jesuits with
BUCh SUCCeaS that they made him speak ill public at

fourteen year-, of age. Urban VIII gave him. among
other presents, an abbey with a rental of 300 crowns.

A poem entitled Prutceps Hiero-politicvs, dedicated to

testified to the gratitude ol lie young bene-

ficiary, lie studied Creek: wrote some poetry, both

serious and comic, in Italian: and. by the advice of car-

dinal Iiarherini. he abandoned his studies of antiquity

for canonical law. Admitted to the degree of Doctor,
he took possession, in 1036, of a prelieiidaryship .if the

Collegiate Church of St. John Lateran. The office of

keeper of the records of thai chapter gave him the op-

portunity to collect materials for the history of that

church, which he published in 1656. lie showed so

much zeal and prudence in fulfilling the important du-

ties with n hich lie wa- intrusted that Innocent X. ene-

my of the Barberinis, loaded him with additional favors.

During a voyage which he made t.. France, he recon-

linal Iiarherini with the pope, and was so hap-

py as to put an end to the division which bad existed
so long between these two families, arresting the mar-
riage of the niece of Innocent X with Maffeo Barberini.

Then- is a curious manuscript ol this voyage in existence,

commencing Nov. 5, 1648, and ending March 1'.'. 1650.

Being appointed health officer by Alexander VII, he
saved the pontifical domain from the pestilence and
famine which ravaged the neighboring countries. In

the great quarrel which happened between the ( ..r>i-

can guards and the duke de Crequi, ambassador of the

king of France, armed with full power by the pope.

be showed such a spirit of conciliation that, after the

treaty of Pisa, concluded in 1664, the pope accorded to

him the cardinal's bat (1666), and called him to the

government of the duchy of I'rbiuo. which he kept in

spite ofgreaf bodily Buffering. He died at Rome, Nov.

21, 1675. His tomb i> in the Church of St. John Late-

ran. lie left a large part of his wealth to the hospital

of the catechumens. We have of his works Bistoria

Basilica S.Joarmis Latt rani; he also left, in manuscript,

Memoires sur sa Vit : —RecueUdes Statute, etc.—Hoefer,

.\ ouv. Bioff. < " neralt . s. v.

Raspoui, Felice, an Italian nun. was born at Ra-
venna in 1523 of an illustrious house, which, since the

1-th century, had given prelates, captains, senator-, and

magistrates to several little Italian states, she was but

three years old when the death of her father, senator

/eseo. left her to the care of a mother, who brought her

up with great rigor. In order to divert her mind from
1

the severe treatment she had to endure, she learned the

Latin language: studied, in the translations. Aristotle

and Plato; and made the work- of the holy fathers the

object of her constant meditations. She was compelled

to enter the convent of Sant' Andrea di Ravenna.

Hit learning and beauty were celebrated by many
poets ol the time. She w a- chosen superior ofthe con-

vent in 1507. She died July :'.. 1573. She left a Traiti

d\ la Connoissana <! Dieu, and a JHaloffUt surVExcel-

Una <A VEtat Monacal, See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Ge-

nerate) s. V.

Ras'ses, Children <>t (viol 'Paweic; Vuig.JiKi

Tharsis), one of the nations whose country was rav-

aged by Holofernes in bis approach to Judaea (Judith

ii, 23 only ). They are named next to hud i I.\ dia . and

apparently south thereof. The old Latin version reads

Thiras <t Rasis, with which the Peshito wa- probably
in agreement before the present corruption of it- text.

Wolff | Das Buch Judith
\
1861

|, p. '•'"'. 96) restores the

original Chaldee text of the passage a- Thar- and Ro-

308, ami compares the latter name w iih RhoSUS, a place

.hi the (in if of is- us. between the Ras el-Khanzir (Rhos-

ICUS Scopulus) and Iskcuderi'in. or Alexandrctta. If

t he above restoration of the original text is c..rre< t. the

interchange of Meshech and Rosos, as connected with

Thar, or Thiras (see Gen. \, 2), i- very remarkable;
since if Meshech be the original ofMuscovy, Rosos can

hardly be other than that of Russia. See RoSH. -

Smith. The Vulg. reads Tharsit, which has led some

in suppose that the original wa- ^'"^'"r.an.l that Tar-

sus is meant. Fritzsche proposes to find the place in
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'Pwcroc, 'Pwffffoc, a mountain -range and town south

from Amanos {Exeg. llandb. p. 143).—Kitto.

Rastall, John, a learned London printer of the first

half of the 16th century, deserves a place here for his

controversy with John Frith, which resulted in his he-

coming a Protestant. He was educated at Oxford, and

he died in 1536. Though he printed, edited, and trans-

lated as well as compiled many books, he is principally

known in connection with his Threr Dialogues, of which

the Neio Boke of Purgatorye (1530, fol.) was answered

by Frith ; his Apology against John Frith ; and The

Church of John Rastall. See Allibone, Diet, of Brit.

and . 1 met: A uth. ii, 1743 ; Wood, A thence Oxon. i, 100.

Rastenburg, Conversation at. This was a re-

ligious conference, held in 1531, to consider the rights

of the Anabaptists in Prussia. On the Lutheran side,

the debate was conducted by Poliander (q. v.), Spera-

tus (q. v.), and Brismann ; on the part of the Anabap-
tists, Peter Zenker (q. v.), preacher at Dantzic, replied.

Duke Albert was present, and finally decided against

the Anabaptists, who were banished peremptorily from

the country. The Conversation at Rastenburg had
been preceded by a synod, held there in 1530, on which
occasion Zenker had presented his confession of faith.

Rastignac, Armand Anne Auguste Anto-
nin Sicaire, de Chapt de, a French prelate, nephew
of Louis Jacques (q. v.), was born in 1726. He had
scarcely received the degree of D.D. when he was made
vicar-general by the archbishop of Aries. In the con-

ference of the clergy in 1755 and 1760, he voted for the

refusal of sacraments to the opponents of the bull JJni-

genitus. Three times he refused the bishopric; and
when, in 1773, his uncle, marshal Biron, obtained for

him, without his knowledge, the Abbey of Saint-Mes-

main, in the diocese of Orleans, he hastened to resign

a priory which he held in commendam. He was de-

puted by the clergy to the States-general in 1789; but

in August, 1792, he was imprisoned, and on the 3d of

September following he was massacred. Among his

works are

—

Questions sur la Propriete cles Biens-fonds

Ecclesiastiques en France (Paris, 1789, 8vo) :

—

Accord
de la Revelation et de la Raison contre le Deisme (ibid.

1791, 8vo). See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Genercde, s. v.

Rastignac, Aymeric, de Chart de, a French
prelate, was born about 1315. He was a descendant

of an ancient family, originally from Limousin. After

filling various ecclesiastical preferments, he became, in

1359, bishop of Volterra, Tuscany. In 1361 he was
transferred by Innocent VI to the bishopric of Bou-
logne, and at the same time was made governor of that

city. In 1364 the emperor Charles IV conferred on

him a diploma which gave him the title "prince of

the empire." While chancellor of the University at

Boulogne, he made for it a name which it preserved

for a long time. In 1371 George XI transferred him
to the bishopric of Limoges, and in 1372 the duke of

Anjou made him governor-general of Limousin. He
died at Limoges, Nov. 10, 1390.— Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Rastignac, Louis Jacques, de Chart de, a

French prelate, was born at Rastignac in 1684. He
was the third son of Francois de Chapt, marquis of

Rastignac. In 1714, after having been made prior of the

Sarbonne, and also grand vicar of Lucon, he received

the degree of D.D. In 1720 he was made bishop of

Tulle; and in 1723 the king gave him the abbey La
Couronne, in the diocese of AngoulOme, and, two days
afterwards, transferred him to the archbishopric of

Tours. Pope Benedict XIII eulogized him in a short

speech in 1725, on account of the zeal which he showed
in opposing the Jansenists; but the many dissensions

which he afterwards had with the Jesuits caused him
to favor the Gallican body, and even the Jansenists.

He had displayed so much talent in the meetings of

the clergy in 1726, 1734, and 1743 that he was chosen

to preside over those of 1745, 1747, and 1748; and the

speeches which he delivered during the different ses-

sions are monuments of his knowledge and eloquence.

In 1746 he established the foundling hospital, Madeleine,

at Tours. By a mandamus, in 1747, he condemned the

book of pere Pichon, LEsprit de I'Eglise; and, in order to

counteract the pernicious principles of this Jesuit, in

1748 and 1749 he wrote three works—one upon repent-

ance, one upon communion, and the third upon Chris-

tian justice in relation to the sacraments of penance and
the eucharist. So many complaints were made that

cardinal Rohan, by order of the king, instructed four

bishops to examine the work. They wrote to M. de
Rastignac, asking for explanations; but he refused to

make any. He used the greater part of his income in

assisting the poor. He died Aug. 2, 1750.— Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Genercde, s. v.

Rat. See Mole.

Ratcliffe, William P., a minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, was born in Williamsburg,

Va., Feb. 18, 1810. He was admitted to the ministry

in the fall of 1834. and was transferred to the Arkansas
Conference at its first session, 1830. He labored faith-

fully for more than thirty years, not only filling cir-

cuits, stations, and districts, but also serving as Bible

agent. He died in the village of Mount Ida, Mont-
gomery Co., Ark., May 1, 1868.—Min. of A ntiual Conf.

M. E.'Ch., South, 1868, p. 274.

Ratel, Louis Jean Baptiste Justin, a French
priest, was born at St. Omer, Dec. 14, 1758. He was
the son of a hatter, and was placed by his uncle, a dig-

nitary in one of the abbeys of Artois, in the Seminary
of the Thirty -three at Paris, where he studied theol-

ogy. Having taken license, he was, while yet very
young, appointed to the living of Dunkirk. But,

although French, this parish was dependent on the

Dutch diocese of Ypres; and each nomination of a cu-

rate became the occasion of litigation. The abbot Ra-

tel defended this benefice when the Revolution broke

out. Having taken up arms in 1792, he did not wait

to be exempted from the service on account of the

weakness of his sight ; and, during the terrors of the

period, he took refuge with his family in the village of

La Roche-Guyon. He afterwards returned to Paris, and
organized and directed the correspondence with the Ven-
deans and the Norman Federation. He aided, also, the

famous English admiral Sir William Sidney Smith to

escape from the Temple, and published many pamphlets

which attracted attention, particularly that one which

related to the coup d'etat of 18th Brumaire. Concealed

in Boulogne, he there secretly fulfilled the duties of

agent of count dArtois, then succeeded, amid a thou-

sand dangers, in escaping to England, where he was
long known under the names of Dubois and Lemoine.

His relations with lord Castlereagh and the principal

members of the English cabinet enabled him to be of

great service to French emigrants. It was also by his

mediation that Pichegru and Moreau were reconciled.

Although absent, he was accused of various conspira-

cies; and he was condemned to death, and a price set

on his head. He was long searched for by the imperial

police. He did not return to his native city till April,

1814. During the Hundred Days he retired to Ypres,

where he fell sick; and, after the return of the Bour-

bons, he went to live on his place at Maigiral, where he

died, Jan. 26, 1816.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Rates, Church, money raised annually in the par-

ishes of England for the maintenance or repair of the

parish church, etc. Rates are agreed on by the parish

in vestry assembled ; and they are charged, not on the

land, but on the occupier. The parish meetings are

summoned by the church-wardens, who, if they neglect

to do so, may be proceeded against criminally in the

ecclesiastical courts. See Church -wardens. Not
fewer than eighteen bills have been before Parliament

these last twenty years for the modification or settle-
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meat ofchurch-rates. In Ireland, these rates liavcbeen

altogether abolished by the Church Temporality Act

of 1833.—Eadie, Ecclt s. < 'yclop. s. v.

Rathbuu, V \u.\ i im . an American divine of colo-

nial days, flourished near the opening of the 18th cen-

tury as pastor of a Baptisl Church at Pittsfield, Conn.,

arid later at Stonington, Conn., where he died in 1723.

IK- « as al one time a member of the Shaker communi-

ty, but three months sufficed to satisfy him that his

in other folds. He published a tract against

the Shakers, entitled Sonu Brief Hints of a Religious

etc. i Hartford, 1781, l2mo, and often).

Rathel, Wolfgang Christopher, a German edu-

cator, of note also as a writer on patristics, was born at

Selbitz, April 12,1663; was educated al Jena; and, after

teaching privately, was-, in 1689, made professor of He-
brew al the gymnasium at Bayreuth, in 1697 eccle-

siastical superintendent of Neustadt, and in this posi-

tion savagely opposed all inroads of the Pietists. He
died June 28, 1729. Among his works of interest to us

i- />, Bibliotkeca Patrum (Neust 1726, fol.). Hoefer,

fibuv. Biog, Generate, xli,459, 160.

Ratherius < Rathter) of Liege, a monastic of me-
di.i-val times, was born of a noble family, probably in 890.

lb- was reared in the convent al Lobach, in the dio-

Gcse of Liege, and was afterwards one of its monks. In

926, when his friend Hilduin,also a monk, wont to Ita-

ly to visii his nephew, king Hugo, Ratherius accompa-
nied him. Hilduin was made first bishop of Verona

(S3) I, and shortly after archbishop of Milan: and upon
this promotion, bis friend Ratherius was placed in the

vacated see ol Verona. In 934, when Arnold of Hava-

na invaded Italy, Ratherius sided with the invader:

and when Arnold was successfully disposed of, Rathe-

rius was promptly deposed and imprisoned at Pavia.

During his incarceration he wrote his Pratoquia (in

six 1 ks). By the intercession of powerful friends he
was put into the custody of I he bishop of Arno, and
thence escaped, iii 'XV.K to Southern Prance. He was
private tutor for a time, and in 944 returned to Lobach.

lie was full of ambition, and pined for the opportunity
to return to Italy, finally, made bold by hope of re-

gaining the king's favor in open confession, he hast-

ened i" Hugo's presence, and really secured the for-

feited place. But though restored to the sec. he could

not recover the favor of his parishioners; and, after

various vicissitudes, he returned to the dwelling-place

0/ his youth -e more. In 952 Otho I he Great call-

ed him into the vicinity of his brother Bruno; and
when he was elevated to the archbishopric of Cologne,

Ratherius was made bishop of Liege. He proved, how-
ever, very soon that the disappointments of life had
tpld too -really upon his whole character to fit him
any longer for .ureal responsibilities. He failed in all

his undertakings, politically and ecclesiastically; and
ihc discontenl in the see was so great and widespread
ili.-u the emperor fell compelled to dispossess him. and
retire htm to i he little abbey of Alna, a dependence of

Lobach. Even here he made himself extremely un-

popular by his overzealous defence of the sacramental

views of Paschasius Radbertus. In 961, for the third time,

the see of Verona was given to him, but the clergy of the

dlOCCSe Succeeded again in effecting his removal. Ill-

was once more after ihis a monk at Lobach and abbot al

Alna. lie died before he had secured the Abbey of
i r which he strove finally as if an honor to be
coveted. He died al the house of the count ofNamur,
April •-'.">, 974. His writings, which are numerous and

valuable, are collected i edition by P. ami II. Bal-

lerini (Verona, 1765). See Vogel, Ratherius von Vero-

na (Jena, 1854,2 vols. 8vo); Lea. Hist, of Celibacy;
Miosheim, Eccles. Hist. vol. ii, Gieseler, Eccles. Hist.;

Ffoulkes, Divisions of Christendom, i. 7; Milman, Hist.

Lat. Christianity, iii. 171, 172. (J. II. \\ .i

Rathmaim, Herrmann, a German theologian of

the l'ieiistic tendency, was born at Lubeck in 1585;

.studied at Leipsic. Rostock, and last at Cologne, where
he became magister of the philosophical faculty, and
delivered philosophical lectures at Frankfort- on -the-
Main and Leipsic until 1612, when he became dean
of St. John's Church at Dantzic. In K'.IT h<- took a

like position al St Mary'.-, in the same place, and in

1626 was mad.- pastor of St Catharine's. He died

June 30, 1628. He got into a controversy with his

zealous Lutheran colleague, John Corvinus (q. v. Re-
garding Mysticism and Osiandrianism. Rathmann was
a very devout man. and rejected the mere profession

of faith as sufficient to entitle a person to Christian

fellowship. He also distinguished between the mere
letter of the Holy Word and iis inner meaning, regard-

ing the former as a dead, fruitless instrument ("instru-

mentum passivum, lumen instrumentale historicum"),

which could only take life by the inspiring influence

of i he Holy Spirit. The Kbnigsberg theologian- < Isl-

ander scho.,1
1 accused him of Schwenkfeldianism ; those

of Jena, of Calvinism ; only Rostock accepted his the-

ology as orthodox. See Dorner, Gesch. der deutschen

Theologie, p. 551 sip: Prank. Gesch. d. prof. Theol. i.:v>">

sq.; Nieduer. Zeitschr. f. hist. Theol. 1854, p. 43-181.

(.J. II. W.i

Rath'umus (Pc&upoc. v. r. PaSvoc; Vulg. Rathi-

mus), "the Btory-writer" (I Esdr. ii. 16, 17. 25, 30 i, the

same as •• Rehum the chancellor" | Ezra i\ . 8, 9, 17. 23).

Ratich, Wolfgang, a distinguished German edu-
cator, was horn in 1571, at Wilsten, in Holstein. A
difficulty in speech compelled him to give up the min-
istry, for which he had intended lilting himself; and he
applied himself to the study of the Hebrew ami Arabic
languages and mathematics. He claimed to he the in-

ventor of a new system of instruction, vastly superior

to the prevailing ones, and in 1612 addressed a memo-
rial to the Diet of Frankfort, in which he asserted that

not only could old and young in a short time easily

learn Hebrew, Greek, Latin, German, philosophy, the-

ology, and the arts and sciences, but that uniformity

of language and religion could be introduced into the

whole empire. Several princes were lid to interest

themselves in his scheme. Professors Iblw i^ and .lung.

of G iessen, and Granger. Pre n del, Walter, and Wolf, of

Jena, were invited to investigate it. Thej judged it

excellent in theory, and made a favorable reporl upon
it. Ratich agreed with prince Ludwig of Anhalt-Ko-
then and duke John Ernest of Weimar to instruct

children by his new system, and also by it to qualify

teachers to give instruction in any language, iii lcs^,

lime ami with less labor than by any other method
used in Germany. A printing-office was furnished

him in Kotheii. and his books were printed in six lan-

guages. A school was established for him. with one

hundred and thirty-five scholars. But Ratich proved

incompetent to give practical effect to his theories.

lie became unpopular, and. being an earnest Lutheran,

fell under the ban of the religious prejudices ot a com-
munity attached to the Reformed faith. His

failed in a shorl lime. Prince Ludwig quarrelled with

him. and. in 1619, imprisoned him , but he was released

in 1620, after having signed the declaration thai "he
had claimed and promised more than he knew or could

bring to pass." Hi- system was now at lacked by some
who had been his friends. The COUnteSS Sophia vhii

Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, however, recommended him
to the Swedish chancellor, Oxenstiema. At the re-

quest of thai statesman, I>rs. Bruckner, Meyfart, and

Ziegler examined his method; and i hey again made
a favorable reporl upon it in 1634. Ratich, without

doubt, had a practical conception of the objects of ed-

ucation, lb- preferred to give instruction in those

branches which could he made useful in life rather than
to pay so much attention to the dead languages. In

his memorial to the Diet at Frankfort, he held that a

child should lirsl learn to read and speak the inothir-

tongue correctly, so as to he able to use the German
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Bible. Hebrew and Greek should then be learned as

the tongues of the original text of the Bible, after

which Latin might be studied. His views were em-
bodied in a number of rules, or principles, the chief of

which are : 1. Everything should be presented in its

order, a due regard being always had to the course of

nature. 2. Only one thing should be presented at a

time. 3. Each thing should be often repeated. 4.

Everything should be taught at first in the mother-

tongue; afterwards other languages may be taught.

5. Everything should be done without compulsion, l!.

Nothing should be learned by rote. 7. There should

be mutual conformity in all things. 8. First the thing

by itself, and afterwards the explanation of it ; that is

to say, a basis of material must be laid in the mind be-

fore any rules can be applied to it. Thus, in teaching

grammar, he gave no rules, but began with the reading

of the text, and required that the rules should be de-

duced from it. 9. Even-thing by expression, and the

investigation by parts. In his Methodus he has left

minute directions to teachers concerning the details of

the course, and the proper methods of instruction; but

they are very prolix, and impose an immense amount
of labor on the teacher, without seeming to call for a

corresponding degree of exertion on the part of the pu-

pil. Comenius, after reading his book, remarked that

he "had not ill displayed the faults of the school, but

that his remedies were not distinctly shown." Ratich's

works were written in Latin, and are diffuse, tedious,

and somewhat pedantic. He died in 1G35. See Bio-

graphic Wniverselle, s. v.

Ratier, Vincent, a French preacher of note, was
born in 1G34. At sixteen years of age he entered the

Order of the Dominicans, and in 1694 was made superior-

general of the order in France. He resigned this posi-

tion in 1698, and died near the opening of the 18th cen-

tury, greatly respected on account of his indefatigable

zeal. He had preached with great success in the prin-

cipal cities of France. He wrote, Octave Angelique de

Saint-Francois de Sales (Orleans, 1CG7, 8vo) :—Oration
Funebre de Jeanne-Gabrielle Dauvet des Marets,Abbesse

du Mont-Notre-Dame, pres Provins (Orleans, 1690, 4to).

—Hoefer, Nouv, Biog. Generate, s. v.

Ratification is. in the Book ofCommon Prayer, used

to indicate the act of confirming and sanctioning some-
thing previously done by another, as in assuming the ob-

ligations of baptism at the reception of confirmation.

Rationale. (1.) The chairs of theology and phi-

losophy (during the scholastic ages) were the oracular

seats from which the doctrines of Aristotle were ex-
pounded as the rationale of theological and moral truth.

" There cannot be a body of rules without a rationale,

and this rationale constitutes the science. There were
poets before there were rules of poetical composition;

but before Aristotle, or Horace, or Boileau, or Pope could

write their arts of poetry and criticism, they had con-

sidered the reasons on which their precepts rested, they

had conceived in their own minds a theory of the art.

In like manner, there were navigators before there was
an art of navigation ; but before the art of navigation

could teach the methods of finding the ship's place by
observations of the heavenly bodies, the science of as-

tronomy must have explained the system of the world."

Anthony Sparrow, bishop of Exeter, is the author of a

work entitled .4 Rationale upon the Book of Common
Prayer.

(2.) A peculiar form of the bishop's pallium (pecto-

rale, \oyuoi'~), appropriated by the bishops of Rome to

themselves from the time in which they began to as-

sume the title of pontifices maximi and the dignity of

the high-priests of the Old Testament. It was some-
times sent by the Roman pontiffs to other bishops as a

mark of distinction and favor. It was in the form of

a trefoil, quatrefoil, or oblong square, like the piece of

stuff worn by the Aaronic high-priest. It appears in

England on bishop Gifford's monument at Worcester in

1301. It was worn, perhaps for the last time on record,

at Kheims. The pope has a formal, and cardinals and
Italian bishops wear superb brooches to clasp their copes.

The Greek iripttTTsSriov, worn by patriarchs and metro-

politans over the chasuble, is an oblong plate of gold or

silver, jewelled.

(3.) The word rationale is also the name of a treatise

explaining the meaning, and justifying the continuance,

of that ceremonial which it was thought fit to retain in

the Church of England in the year 1541. The mem-
bers of the committee to whom this subject was in-

trusted were warmly attached to the splendor of the

Roman ritual, and, of course, made few alterations. The
collects in which prayers were offered for the pope, and
the offices for Thomas a Bccket and some other saints,

were omitted; but so slight were the changes intro-

duced that in many churches the missal and breviary

already in use were retained. The Rationale Dicino-
rum Ojfciorum of Durand, bishop of Mende, written in

the latter part of the 13th century, gives the "reasons"
of the forms and ceremonies of Romish worship. See
( lollier, Eccles. IJist. v, 106 ; Burnet. Hist, of the Ref. i,

63; Itiddlc, Chris/ tan Antiq. (see Index).

Rationalism, a term applied to a specific move-
ment in theology which assumed definite shape about
the middle of the 18th century, and culminated in the

first decades of the 19th. Its chief seat was in Prot-

estant Germany. Its distinguishing trait consisted in

erecting the hitman understanding into a supreme judge
over the. Word of God, and thus, by implication, denying
the importance, and even necessity, of any miraculous

revelation whatever. But a tendency to rationalism

has existed to some degree wherever human thought
has made the least advances. Especially are its out-

breaks distinctly recognisable at several points along the

course of the history of theology ; and in several coun-
tries it had existed as a clearly defined movement even
before its full development in Germany. (In the chief

features of this article, we shall follow the paper of Dr.

Tholuck in Herzog's Real-Kncyklop. xii, 537-554.)

I. English Rationalism:—Sporadic tendencies towards
rationalism existed among the Averrhoists in the mid-
dle Ages, and among the anti-Trinitarians of the 16th

century; but these were largely of a philosophical or a

mystical type. But in English deism the tendency

became definitely' theological and an ti- Biblical. In

reaction against the confessional persecutions and in-

tolerance of the 17th century, not a few gifted minds
were led to look for a really tenable position only in

the elementary traits that are common to all confes-

sions, and even to all religions whatsoever. This led

gradually to a denial of the necessity of revelation, and
to an exclusive reliance upon the light of nature {lumen

naturce). This lumen became thus both the source and
the judge of all religious truth. This movement was
variously styled naturalism, deism, and occasionally also

rationalism. English deism differs, however, in this

respect from German— that it proceeded mainly from

non-theologians, and was openly hostile to the Bible;

whereas German rationalism sprang from theologians

eminent in the Church, and it professedly honored the

Scriptures as a valuable summary of the highest relig-

ious truths. The former, according to Nitzsch ( Systt m,

§ 28), was largely a denier of rev< lation ; the latter was
a philosophical exegete. But as the former relied, in the

last instance, on the lumen naturce, and the latter on the

so-called "sound human understanding," the ultimate

result was identical.

II. Rationalism in the Netherlands.— This arose si-

multaneously with English deism. Here, also, the tol-

eration of different confessions led to latitudinarianism.

The tendency was further promoted by a revival of

classical humanism. Forerunners of rationalism ap-

peared before the middle of the 17th century. Voetius

{Disput. Theol. l, 1) mentions a work (of 1633) which
did not hesitate to hold thus: Natu rails ratio judex

et norma fidei. The tendency was systematically pre-
'
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pared fur by the Cartesian philosophy. Without di-

rectly touching the foundations of faith, it yel silently

undermined them by the fundamental maxim, De om-

nibus dubitandum. This maxim, though reverently in-

tended, yel resulted, in practice, in a thoroughly anti-

Biblical drift. Duker and Kuril held thai buman rea-

son is as infallible as < rod, its author; and that if it ever

errs, this results from mere lack of attention to its inner

light. The influence of Spinoza was in the same direc-

tion. In bis Tractatus Theologico-politicus, he hadsub-
religion of the Bible to a philosophical inter-

pretation which was fatal to its positive validity. His

disciple, L.Meyer, taughl unhesitatingly (1666), Quid-

quid rationi conirarium, illud rum est credendum. Also

from the time of Spinoza forward there appears, even

among devoul theologians, a tendency to break loose

from orthodox traditions. This is further promoted by

the works of gifted French refugees—Bayle, Le Clerc,

and others.

III. German Rationalism. — This subject falls natu-

rally into the following five subdivisions: the period

of preparatory discussion (1000 L750); the period of

historical criticism i
17.">u 17*11); the period of philo-

sophical criticism (1780-1800); the period of the so-

called rationalismtu vulgaris (1800 1814); the period

of philosophical rationalism (from Kant to Feuerbach).

I. Preparatory.—II was only incidentally thai for-

eign rationalism attracted the attention of I .erman the-

ologians before t he close of the 17th century. The ear-

liest assailant of Herbert of Cherbury and of Spinoza

was Musaeus, in L667 and L674. Bui a German basis

for rationalism had already been laid. In the midst

of the violence of orthodox polemics, Calixtus had laid

the foundations for a less rigid tendency. The Thirty
Years' War (1618 1648) had spread immorality among
the masses and indifference among the nobility. The
succeeding years of material prosperity and of French
luxury still further undermined the power of the old

orthodoxy. But the Lutheran Church still firmly held

its old position till towards the close of the century.

The Reformed Church was the tirst to be affected.

Duisburg became the rallyinir-point of suspected Car-

tesians from all quarters. Here II. Hulsius (1088) de-
fended the principle of Roell, that reason is the ulti-

mate judge in matters of faith, and substituted syllo-

gistic argumentation for the testimonium internum. He
also declared thai theo 1,

i

Uy was the handmaid of phi-

losophy . instead of the converse. The same views were
found elsewhere in Reformed circles. Bashuysen held.

in a dissertation (Zerlist. 1727 I, thai reason is the test

of faith, and that none but fanatic appealed to a testi-

monium spiritus. Similar sentiments soon found place
in Lutheran schools, though not in the thcol)gical fac-

ulties. Thomasius, firsl at Leipsic, then at Halle, was
the firsl to give to them much pr inence. His main
endeavor of life was the " dissipation of prejudices" from
every field of though! or inquiry, and the criterion of his

efforts was a prudential regard for the "useful;" and as

the only judge of the "useful" was the so-called com-
mon-sense of the educated classes, it is plain that the
rationalistic foundation was already fully laid. But the
name rationalism was as yel almost wholly unknown.
and in outward form the authority of the Scriptures
was still almost universally admitted.

Inside of the German Church of the 17th century,
i to the middle of the 18th, there prevailed
el streams of life the subjective devoti i

pietism, and a subjective proclivity to individual crit-

icism both of them having this in common, thai they
opposed the objective validity of formal orthodoxy. On
the pari ol pietism, this opposition was not consciously
intended; bul in laying such exclusive emphasis on the
Bible as opposed to creeds, and on the witness of the
Spirit as opposed to priestly guidance,il actually did so
in fact Thus the venerable Michael Lang, of Altdorf,
allowed himself, in his t al for vital piety, to Btigmatize
the orthodox symbols as ape-Bibles and sectarian doc-

uments. Speiier found the yoke of these symbols In-

supportable in some points: Joachim Lange and others

actually disregarded them on occasion. Haferung se-

riouslyobjects tothe formula that goodworks spring from

faith. The pious Rambach virtually undermines tin

orthodox theory of inspiration. The form ofdogmafe
n to undergo a change. Breithaupl (1700) and

Freylinghausen |
17u:'>i purposely avoided the tradition-

al phraseology in their systems of theology. And this

tendency from within the Church was promoted by in-

fluences which came now from England and Holland.

The force of this influence may be judged of by t lie

opposition it at lirst met with. I.ilienthal mentions,

between 1680 and 1720, no less than forty-six works

againsl atheism, twenty-seven against rationalism, and
fifteen against indifferentism. The forms of the oppo-

sition varied all the way from a natural desire for a
(dear understanding of the grounds of faith to an ab-

solute indifference, or even a frivolous atheism. The
eminent Leipsic pastor Zeidler i 1735) thought to hon-
or the Bible by the utmost conn nipt of systems of doc-

trine. Out of pietism there -prang a number of warm-
hearted mystics, who laid ex< lusive stress on the "in-

ner spark, the inner word." thus opening the path to

every sort of vagary. Under the guidance of this '-in-

ner word," Dippel presented, in 1697, a very free criti-

cism of the dogmas of inspiration and atonement. Li3-

scher complained, in 17_'.">. that even good theologians

were falling into the danger of insisting simply on < hris-

tian love and morals, and forgetting the danger from as-

saults of false teachers. In the same year, an eminent

publicist called for a consolidation of the Lutheran and
Reformed confessions, asserting that, after all. piety and
love were the only things essential. Edelmann began,

in 1735, with slighl variations from strict orthodoxy,

and ended, with Spinoza, in denying the personality of

God and the immortality of the souL The aged Lii-

schcr sorrowfully laments, in 1746, that, after his forty-

seven years of faithful ministry, the condition of theol-

ogy ami of the Church was only growing w.>r-e and

worse; and sadder still is the lament of Koch, in 1754,

that the Bible had almost lost all respect on the part

of the cultured classes, and that it was abandoned to the

ignorant as a collection of childish fables.

All the preceding inroads upon orthodox tradition

had been carried out under the demands of the so-called

sound human understanding. It was mostly tie work
of non- theologians. Bul from the beginning of the

18th century, a definite philosophical system was made
to serve the interests of rationalism. Leibnitz and
Wolffthrew out thoughts that powerfully contributed to

ends which their authors were very far from intending.

Leibnitz's distinction of doctrines into those w bich can

be rationally proved and those which are above reason

was used to cast positive suspicion upon the whole of

the latter class. Wolff's distinction of theology into

the two parts, natural and revealed, was turned to the

same service. As natural theology could give a reason

for its dicta, and revealed theology could not, it came to

pass that almost the whole stress was laid upon the

former. But this incipient undermining process was as

yet hardly felt outside of the professional circles. The
pulpit remained almost unaffected. The most eminent

example of the union of the old with the new tenden-

cies was in the case of Matthew Pfaff, professor in Tu-
bingen (1716), then in Giessen 1 1756 i, who died in 1700.

Holding fast to the chief old landmarks, he yel relaxed

much from confessional rigidity, and earnestly labored

for the union of the two < ierinau . hurches. The men-
tion of Pfaff brings us to the close of this tirst phase of

German rationalism.

•J. /'//. Period of Historical d-itici n. ["he condition

of theology, and, indeed, of science and art also, about

the middle of the 18th century, was that of a mummy-
like stillness and a shallow -v steiiial i/.ation. The vital

contest which had broken out in Spener's time between

pietism and orthodoxy had lost its vigOI and died away.
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The second generation of Halle pietists had left the

stage, J. H. Michaelis in 1738, J. Lange in 1714 ; G.

Francke outlived his age— until 1770. So, also, had

departed the last champions of the old orthodoxy—
Wernsdorf in 1729, Cyprian in 1745, Loscher in 1749

;

Wolff, having outlived the vitality of his own system,

departed in sadness in 1754. The superficial and pe-

dantic Gottsched still held his mastery in the fine arts.

An unproductive, compiling spirit prevailed in science

and theology. " Most of our preachers," says Erenius,

"give now large attention to the making of collections

of curiosities, stamps, and old coins." There was want-

ing a fresh wind to fill the weary sails of life. But just

now the lacking stimulus was abundantly supplied; it

was furnished by the furor of criticism which broke out

first on the field of history, then on that ofphilosophy.

Although Thomasius and others had already done

something in the field of historical criticism, this was
only from a superficial, empirical standpoint. It was
only when historical criticism assumed a thorough and

systematic form that it wrought its full clarifying and
revolutionizing effects on the whole field of theology.

New investigations were now instituted ; every nook

and corner of antiquity, linguistics, and science of every

form was subjected to a searching and sifting such as

had never before been paralleled; and the results at-

tained were such as clearly required a re-examination

and reconstruction of the whole circle of the religious

sciences. It is true the main motive which inspired

the critical movement was devoid of deep religious

character, and hence many of its boasted results have
proved to be untenable ; but many others are admitted,

and accepted by all parties as absolutely unassailable.

Also, on this critical field, English deism had been in

the advance, and had contributed no insignificant re-

sults. Toland, Collins, Tindal, and Bolingbroke had un-

settled the popular faith in the authenticity of the can-

on, insisting that the multiplicity of apocryphal books,

some of them accepted by the fathers, threw doubt, upon
all the others; that many passages in the Gospels were

manifestly spurious; that the time of the settlement of

the canon was absolutely unknown ; that the genuine

sacred books of the Jews had perished in the time of

the Exile, etc. Ilobbes gave lengthy reasons for dis-

believing the Pentateuch ; Collins threw discredit upon

Daniel; Morgan gave to the views of Toland and Bol-

ingbroke an attractive rhetorical expression, thus dis-

seminating them among the uneducated. Collins as-

sailed the very foundations of the historical argument

—

to wit, the prophecies—insisting that the predictions of

the Old Testament relate, when properly interpreted, to

very different things from those to which the New-Tes-
tament writers apply them. Only in one of the Proph-

ets—Daniel—are there real predictions , but these relate,

not to Christ, but to political events. Moreover, these

prophecies of Daniel " were written after the events."

In Germain^ the full tide of revolutionary criticism

takes systematic form in Semler of Halle. By Sender

almost the whole circle of orthodox landmarks was
thrown into confusion: the Bible-text was assailed; the

pertinency of standard proof-texts was denied ; the gen-

uineness of Biblical books was contested ; the foundation

was dashed away from numerous usages and dogmas
which bad hitherto passed as absolutely unassailable.

Although many of the points which Sender made were

subsequently further developed and accepted as sound,

yet the immediate effect in his day was to throw doubt
into the whole arsenal of orthodoxy.

The general effect was to set in motion an unpar-

alleled vigor of critical investigation. It spread like

wildfire among all the universities and all ranks of the

clergy. Biblical criticism and exegesis, the history of

the Church and of doctrine, were speedily enriched and
enlarged. In Halle, Semler found an able anil like-spir-

ited pupil in Gruner, at Leipsic labored the cautious but

progressive Emesti (since 1759); Michaelis represented

the movement at Gbttingen (since 1750) ; Griesbach,

Diiderlein, Eichhorn, at Jena ; Henke at Ilelmstedt

;

Tbllmer, Steinhart, at Frankfort-on-the-Oder. Undei
the labors of these and kindred critics there was scarce-

ly a single dogma that remained unscathed. But the

general inspiration, the purpose, of the whole is not the
overturning, but only the clarification, the correct con-
struction, of the Biblical teachings. Even the authority

of the Church is held fast to by Semler, though in a pe-
culiar manner. The symbols and forms of the Church
are useful in preserving external unity and uniformity.

Criticism is simply the right of the private judgment
of the individual. His position seemed practically to

involve a doubt of the possibility of attaining to objec-

tive truth ; his radical mistake was the assumption that

religion can exist without a doctrinal basis. Starting
out from the warm atmosphere of pietism, he gradually
descended until he had little more reverence for the ora-

cles of God than for the fables of Ovid. Holding that
the inner conviction of our own truth-loving heart is

the sole test as to the inspiration of a book, he decided

against the claim of Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, and
the Canticles; he doubted the genuineness of Joshua,

Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel; he held that the

Pentateuch is but a collection of legendary fragments.

The New Testament is better than the Old, though some
of its parts are positively pernicious; the Apocalypse is

the fabrication of a fanatic; the Gospel of John is the

only one which is useful for the modern Church. There
are two elements in the Bible, the transitory and the

eternal. It is the prerogative of criticism to sift among
the chaff and select out the scattered grains of pure
truth. Much of the Bible was written simply for local

or party purposes : it was never intended for general

use. A principle of which Semler made large use was
the celebrated "accommodation theory." He insisted,

namely, that Christ and the apostles taught many things

byway of mere accommodation to the whims and preju-

dices of the age. They did not abruptly contradict many
false views that prevailed, but they partially accepted

them, though planting within them a substratum of ab-

solute truth. To sift out this truth from the encasement
of rubbish is the privilege of the clear-sighted modern
critic. In the field of dogmatics Semler was almost

ferocious in his iconoclasm. For the Protestant or even
the apostolical fathers he showed the most thorough

disrespect. One after another of the central dogmas of

orthodoxy fell under the hammer of his criticism, and
seemed to be dissipated forever. And what Sender did

at Halle, a bold choir of like-minded men did in other

parts of Germany.
Of very considerable influence in this second half of

the 18th century were translations of the works of Eng-
lish and Dutch rationalists and deists. Semler him-
self acknowledges his great indebtedness to AVettstein

and Le Clerc. The biographies of the day are full of

references to the wide influence of Toland and Tindal.

The same fact is evinced by the scores and scores of

clerical attempts at refuting these sceptics.

From the lawless subjectivism of Semler the descent

was easy to the most absurd and degrading consequen-

ces. Two theological writers especially carried out the

logical consequences in both their writings and their

lives. Edelmann took up the tradition of Thomasius,

and constructed his whole system of theology from a

superficial utilitarian standpoint. Not what is true, but

what is of use to the subject, was his whole inquiry.

The result was that he simply reduced Christianity to

a feeble and insipid deism. But the climax was reached

in Bahrdt. This man used his eminent popular talents

to ridicule the Bible, to blaspheme Christ, and to de-

grade to the very lowest infamy the name of theologian.

His popular treatises were read by the ten thousand, and

produced great evil. But his career as a whole marked
a turning-point in the tide of rationalism. Criticism,

when left unguided by any fixed principle of objective

truth, was found to be fruitless and to lead only to de-

struction. It became necessary to look about for some
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i orner-stone of truth upon which to stay the tottering

edifice of theology and religion. The various attempts

in discover this const >•

:;. The Period ofPhilosophical Criticism (1780 L800).

—After tti" decline of the popularity of Weill', the vital-

ity of philosophy in Germany stood al the zero point. So

long as philosophy was represented by the feeble eclec-

ticism of Mendelssohn, Garve, Sulzer, Meiners, Plainer,

Reinh ird, and Flatt, the criticism of the Semler school

could Batter itself with standing upon philosophical

ground; for both tendencies were built upon the one

principle of the so-called " sound human understanding."

K Kant came, both systems were overturned at

a blow. Kant showed thai our transcendental knowl-
hes no further than our experience, and that

our knowledge of supernatural objects is defensible only

as postulates of the practical reason. Philosophy and
theology musl concede thai the proofs for the existence

of God avail no further than simply to establish a prob-

ability. The subjective morality of utility was oxer-

thrown by the principle thai no morality is possible Bave

where it is grounded upon a purely objective "ought."
It was shown that the whole duty of theology was, by
the help of religious ideas, to contribute to the suprem-
acy of tie' "ought" in human society. But also the

philosophy of Kant took on somewhat of the coloring

of the age, and many of the old rationalists interpreted

it as favorable to them. Thus the three Kantian jm.</n-

lni<.< of the practical reason were metamorphosed into

mere hypotheses of the theoretical reason. The objective

categorical imperative was identified with the subjective

voice of, science; and that ••morality is the chiefthing
in religion" was said to lie the very essence of the old

subjectivism, lint there were two phases to the matter:
while one current of rationalistic theology welcomed
Kant and vainly hoped to force the new wine into tile

old bottles, another current mocked at it as mere mys-
ticism and scholastic jargon. I mly a few deeper-sight-

ed men, such as Schmidt, Vogel, and Tieftrunk, saw the
folly of both of these positions—saw that the new was
utterly subversive of the old.

1. /'//< Period of the So-called Rationalismus Vulgaris

(1800 L833). The attitude of the theology dominant
at. the dawn of the 19th century was thus: The Holy
Scriptures rationally interpreted were still revered as the

codes of a rational religion and morality. lint with

every advance step in what was called historical exe-
gesis, the discrepancy between the traditional sense of
ile Bible and the new construction which reason en-

deavored to put upon it became more strikingly ap-
parent. Semler's accommodation theory was made to

apply to every narrative and every doctrinal statement
of the whole Bible. Every passage in the Scriptures

was thoughl to be so enveloped in a Judaistic haze as
to render necessary a greal deal of clarification before

the trie- sense could be reached. The New Testament
citations from the Old were thought to be totally mis-

applied. Jesus was thoughl by some to have been a

veritable fanatic John the Baptist regarded him as sin-

less: but did Jesus think so himself? The myth theory

begai w to play it- /-;/,. I.. Bauer published in 1800
a Hebrew mythology of the old and New Testaments;
the miracles were explained away as mere natural
events.

As early as 17'.M the aspeel of matters was thus
summed up by Riem: -The champions of the religion
of pure reason have already advanced so far that all the
best theologians are going over to them, and all candi-
dates for po ition bold them in -real honor, It has
aln tdj om to bi a settled matter that reason is the
court of highest appeal; and that this court will not

decide against itself is easy to see." a writer in 1792
had said: "The truth of a doctrine rests upon rational

grounds. If it can stand the test of reason : if ii does
not contradict any of the results of science and expe-
rience; if it commends itself to all rational men. then it

is true, and no fanatic can prove the contrary." Krug

went so far in 1705 as to deny to Christian truth any
more permanent worth than that ofthe teachings ofany
other transitory system of philosophy. "Let no one say-

that God Could make none other than a perfect revela-
n. There is no perfect revelation. The utterances

of holy men spring up from their soulsjusl as the utter-

ances of other men; hence tiny necessarily bear the
coloring of the environment from which they sprang."
Such sentiments were legislatively condemned in some
parts of Germany; but nol so in Prussia. Here the
Chief i liuivl, councillor, Teller, on being asked whether
any positive confession was any longer to be exacted of

candidates for Church member-hip. replied that, apart
from baptism and the eucharist, no other yoke was to

be imposed; on the contrary, every applicant was to be

unhesitatingly received with the simple formula: -I
baptize thee upon thy confession of Christ, the founder
of a more spiritual and more joyous religion than that

of the society [the world] to which thou bast hitherto

belonged."

With the changed phase of things at the close of the

18th century, the term - rationalism" came into more
frequent use. At lirst it was chiefly used by opponents.

.Men like Gabler contrasted rationalism with the funda-
mental principle of Protestantism, to wit, the normative
authority of the Bible, Bhowing the utter inconsistency
of the two. Henceforth it is used mainly as a term of

reproach: it was never cordially accepted by those to

whom it was applied.

As soon as rationalism became clearly conscious of il-

attitude towards revelation, it felt more fully than ever
the necessity of defining its own fundamental principles.

Also an external stimulus urged ii to this step. Hith-
erto it had peaceably reclined its head on the bosom of

each successively rising system of philosophy; but since

the rise of the speculative systems of Fichte and Schel-

ling, such an alliance was impossible. The haughty
speculative systems disdained to fraternize with the

superficial reasonings of the "sound human understand-
ing." Also, even rationalism stood aghast at the bot-

tomless abyss of the pantheistic mysticism of Schelling;

and numerous works of rationalistic source assailed the

new ••atheism." lint the empirical platitudes of ration-

alism met with only ridicule and sneers from the new
lords of the intellectual world. Fichte, Schelling. and
Gothe agreed in Btigmatizing the best principles and
the whole system of the rationalists as commonplace
and vulgar.

Ai list, however, there appeared a system of philoso-

phy under the wings of which the rationalists felt that

they could flee for refuge; ihiswas the faith-philosophy

of Jacobi. The radical weakness of the old rationalism

was that it -axe no scope to the spontaneities of senti-

ment and the heart, but rather measured everything by
the cohl, dry processes of argumentation. It was utterly

ungenial, unpoetic; a mere probability was the highest

word it could say in behalf of the most central truths.

Ih'' Byste i .lac. .hi remedied this. It supplemented

the coldness of mere intellectual probability by the

•'immediate certainty of feeling:" it restored to faith
ii- colegitimacy with knowledge. Accordingly, all the

belter representatives of honest rationalism hailed the

faith-philosophy of Jacobi, and used it to re-cue the

sinking bark of the current theology. Notahh wa- this

the case with Gabler, who now urged as the deepest

proof of the truth of religion a " Nbthigungsgcfuhl mit
Iran— pro, hen <l< r allgenieinen Yeriiunl I " that is. he

held that religious truth commend- itself directly to our

inner consciousness «iih all the compelling force of in-

tuition. From this time forward it became common to

lay great stress upon what, with Kant, was the impera-

tive of the practical reason, and to style it the faith of

rea-on < Vernunftglauben). This procedure was partial-

ly justified by Kant himself, who claimed to h

limits to reason only in order to give greater play to

faith. 1
1 was still more justified by the Half-Kantians,

such as Bouterweck, who derives all the idea- of reason •
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from a so-called truth-feeling and truth-faith. This is

the philosophic ground upon which are hased the defini-

tions of reason and the understanding as given in the

theology of Bretschneider and Wegschcider; to wit, that

reason is the faculty for generating ideas directly out

of consciousness without the intervention of the discur-

sive activity, while understanding is the faculty for con-

firming and elucidating these ideas.

Thus rationalism has, since the beginning of the 19th

century, made considerable advances beyond its previous

dry and shallow common-senseism. It was helped to

this by the philosophy of Fries, who, by his doctrine of

faith and insight, placed reason in antagonism to the

understanding; and still more so when this philosophy

was adopted by the gifted and noble-minded De Wette.

For a long while yet—into the third decade—the tone

and foibles of rationalism remained largely the same as

those given to it by the abstract, shallow prosiness of

Nicolai and of Teller, of Semler, and in some respects of

Gabler. Rbhr and Paulus follow in the steps of Teller

;

Bretschneider and Wegscheider reproduce much of the

loose syncretism of a Semler. The chief scientific weak-

ness of Wegsch eider's celebrated Inslitutiones lies in its

dearth of definitely fixed ideas and in its avoidance of

decided utterances. He asserts: "In rebus gravissimis

ad religionem pertinentibus convenire omnes gentes."

Hasc raises the question whether any real student of the

history of philosophy could agree to this. Wegscheider's

only defence is to timidly insert a. fere omnes. He re-

iterates the old demonstrations of the existence of God;
and when Kant's antinomies stare him in the face, he

concedes that, taken singly, these demonstrations are

not conclusive, but thinks that they are so when token
j

all together. Hahn declares that deism and naturalistic
j

rationalism are identical. Wegscheider indignantly pro-

tests, inasmuch as rationalism accepts revelation thus far:

" that God endowed the founder of Christianity with

extraordinary inner gifts, and gave him many outward
tokens of special guidance."

At this point there rises the so-called supernaluraliM

school. It includes those who protested against the

absolute autonomy of reason in matters of religion ; and
though many of its adherents still clung to views irrec-

oncilable with due reverence for the Bible, still it formed

the platform upon which a higher and more Biblical

standpoint was subsequently reached. Among these

supernaturalists were men like Storr and Flatt in Wlir-

temberg, and Reinhard in Dresden. But by the begin-

ning of the second decade of the century even these

feeble supernaturalist voices were silent, and rationalism

seemed to remain solitary and victorious upon the field

of battle. Yet the dry crumbs of rationalism could not

satisfy the deep wants of the German nation ; the stim-

ulus to a deeper insight and a richer faith came from

without. It was from the thunder-strokes of the Leip-

sic and the Waterloo victories that the rejuvenation of

German life went forth. This rejuvenation brought in

its train a restoration of life, first in the German Church
and then in German theology. . Inside of theology the

rationalistic movement continued until 1825. Among its

ablest assailants at this time areTittmann and Sartorius;

but outside of the schools many signs indicated that its

reign was over. The new policy of the Prussian gov-
ernment discountenanced it; the religious and patriotic

enthusiasm occasioned by the tercentenary of the Refor-

mation (1817) was uncongenial to it, the theses of

Harms and the disputation of Leipsic (which had the

courage to summon the rationalistic clergy to resign

their clerical positions) were of the same purport. In

1830 the new Kirchenzeitung of Hengstenberg went so

far even as to call for the expulsion of rationalistic pro-

fessors from the universities. As yet, however, it was
but a small band who opposed rationalism. But they

had the courage of faith and the vitality of truth on

their side, and their influence was very deeply felt.

Just at this time the decisive influence of Schleier-

macher came to the help of the opponents of rational-

ism. With all its rationalistic methods, the system of
this great theologian was hostile to rationalism as a
whole. It promoted a positive faith in a positive Chris-
tianity; it was powerfully influential in implanting a
reverence for positive religion in the higher and learned

circles of German life ; it regarded religion as one of the
essential necessities of human nature, and it saw in the
Church an organization essential to the nurture of re-

ligion. The period was now past -whenfaith and culture

were regarded as uncongenial to each other. In effecting

this change in public sentiment, Fichte and Schelling
'

contributed no inconsiderable increments to the potent
influence of Schleiermacher. The very last scientific ef-

fort of rationalism was made on the appearance of Haee's
Hutterus Pedirivus. In this book Hase transports him-
self into the sphere of ancient Protestant orthodoxy, and
attempts such a presentation of it as shall harmonize
with the rich fruits of modern culture. The school of

Rbhr assailed (1833) this book with desperate earnest-

ness; but the very choice of its weapons betrayed the

forlorn hope of the cause. The replies which Hase made
to these assaults may be regarded as having given the

death-blow to scientific rationalism. As a result of the

contest, rationalism was forced to confess that the "rea-

son" upon which it leans for support is simply the com-
mon-sense of man in general. Henceforth the system
is branded with the title rationalism ns vuh/aris, against

which Bohr himself has no other objection to make
save that the adjective communis would be a little more
polite.

.">. Philosophical Rationalism.—During the whole pe-

riod of theological rationalism there had existed a cur-

rent of j>hilosophical rationalism. The climax of this

current was reached when Hegel persuaded himself that

he had imposed upon Christianity such an interpreta-

tion as presented it as the adequate expression of the

very highest philosophical truth. But this climax-pe-

riod was but of momentary duration. When the vapors
of enthusiasm were dissipated, it was seen that this

transfiguration of Christianity was but a delusion. The
downward flow of speculative rationalism begins with
Strauss's Dojgmatik (18-10). In this work it is shown
that the connection between speculative thought and
Christian doctrine is only of the very slightest kind.

The next downward step was taken by the Young He-
gelians, when they taught, with Feuerbach, that phi-

losophy alone can give any real satisfaction to thought,

and that religion can serve at best only a practical need.

This changed opinion in regard to the nature of relig-

ion sprang from a changed position in philosophy. The
proud monism of Hegel had given place to a feeble du-

alism. Feuerbach denies that speculative thought is

the only instrument for philosophizing, and insists that

the telescope of the astronomer and the hammer of the

geologist arc also entitled to respect. Thus induction

is substituted for deduction, and the entering wedge for

the whole stream of modern materialism is started in

its course. The climax of speculative degradation was
reached when, in the hands of the more advanced Young
Hegelians, philosophy completely discrowned itself, and
confessed that the sum total of attainable useful truth

is to be found in the path of material experiment and
practical observation.

We have now reached the close of rationalism as a

vital movement. It sprang out of a reaction against the

stiff, formal orthodoxy of the opening 18th century. It

expired in 1833, under the critical strokes of Hase and
the religious inspiration that went out from Schleier-

macher. Taking up the inspiration of Schleiermacher,

and rising to a much higher theological position than

he, a noble company of the most gifted theologians of

any age have completely rescued German scientific the-

ology from the dishonor and obscuration which had be-

fallen it during the rationalistic period. Pre-eminent
among these rehabilitators of orthodoxy are such men
as Xeander. Nitzsch, Ewald, Julius Midler, Dorner,

Twesten, Olshausen, Sack, Ebrard, LTImann, Hundes-
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hagen. Lucke, Umbreit, Stier, Hagenbach, Gieseler,

Bleek, Tholuck, Rothe, and their disciples. In the hands

of these men Christian theology lias been raised to the

dignity of the noblest of sciences; and Bupreme rever-

ence for Christ and the Bible have been shown to con-

sist well with the profoundest learning and the greatest

speculative ability.

15m the scattered echoes of German rationalism were

long in entirely dying away. Faint imitations oi the

.i went out over all the other Protestant na-

[ invaded modern Holland and England and

France and America. But in these countries it was

but a foreign importation, and it has Bhown no vital

power of original production, And even in Germany
there are individual representatives of the dead system.

But these are without popular power or scientific sig-

nificance. They are simply echoes from a buried past.

IV. Literature.—On the general subject of rational-

ism, consult Stiiudlin, (lesck. des Rationalismus und Su-
pranaturalismus (1826); Saintes, Hist, du Rationalisms

(1841); Hagenbach, Gesch. des I8ten und I9fen Jahr-

hunderts (1856); Hundeshagen, Der deutsche Protes'

tantismiu (1850); Auberlen, Di< gottlicke Ojfenbarung

(Basl . 1861 64); Beyschlag, Ueber das " Leben Jesu"

von Renan (Halle, 1864); Bockshammer, Ojfenbarung
nit I Tkeologu (Stuttg. 1822); Bretschueider, Ueber die

Grundprincipien der evang. Theohgu (1832); La Saus-

Baye, La Crise Religieusi en Hollande (Leyd. I860);

Curiiil, F< in r!itch mil .seine. Stellung ztir l!< 'iyini mid

Philos. der Gegenwart (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1851);

Engelhardt, Sckenkel und Strauss (Erlangen, 1864);

Feldmaun, l> r Wahn Christus mil sein rechtes Symbol
(Altona, I<si*)."i

) ; Van Prinsterer, /.< Parti , I nti-revolution

naire et Cmih <.<i<nni>il il nit /'/-.'//is, Hiformee des Pays-

Bas (Amsterdam, I860); Haffuer, Die deutsche .4a/-

klarung (Mainz, 1861 1; II sld, Jesus <l , Christ / irich,

1865); Henhofer, Der Kampf des Unglaubens (Heidel-

berg, 1861); Iletike. /,' iibiiutli.oii'ix mil Traditionalis-

mus in 19/en Jahrhund rt (1864 i; De Groot, Die Gro-
ninger Theologen (Gotha, 1863) ; Hurter, Ueb rdie Rechte

der Vernunfl und des Glaubens (Innspruck, 1863); Kah-
ilis, /' /• innere Gang des deutsclim I'mi, stiintisiiins .«it

der Min< ,1 .< vorigt n Jahrhun h rts (Leipsic, 185
1 1 : Mi-

colas, Du GottheitJesu (Regensburg, 1864) ; Noack, Die

Freid nicer in der /' ligion (Berne, 1851 I; Riggenbach,
Der heutig Rationalismus (Basle, 1862) ; Rilckert, Der
Rationalismus (Leipsic, 1859); Sckott, Briefe ii'i r Re-

ligion (Jena, 1826); Schwartz, /m- Gesch. der neuesten

Theologie (Leipsic, 1864); Tholuck, Du Gesch. des Ru-
ms (Berlin, 1865); Astie, IjCS Pin- I

Nouvelles (Paris, 1862); C tlaui, Ufa Position (ibid. I860);

Fazet, Lettres <i mi Rationaliste (ibid. 1864); Franco i,

dism (Brussels, 1858) ; Lups, Le Traditiona-

lism* et I Rationalisme (Liege, 1859); Re'musat, I'/ii-

losophit Religieuse (Paris, 1864); Farrar, Critical Hist,

of Free Thought (Lond.1863); Draper, Intellectual De-

\ofEurop\ (N.Y.1863); Hedge, Reason in Re-
I -i. is 1 '.:.!: Jelf, Supremacy of Scripture (Lond.

1861 : Hansel, Limits of Religious Thought (ibid. 1859);
Puse . Historical Inquiry (ibid. 1826); Rigg, Modem

Theology (ibid. 1859); Schaff, Germany, its

T/ieology (Philadel. 1857); Hurst, Hist. of Rationalise)
(X. V. 1865); Wuttke, Christian Ethics (N. V. 1873),
vol. i: Lecky, Rationalism in Europe (ibid. 1866);
Schaff. C; dsofi -iirisi, „ lorn (ibid. 1877 I, vol. i. (J.P.'L.)

Ratisboii, a city of < lermany, is noted in ecclesias-

tical history as the seat of several important Church
t Ratisponenses). The first of t hoc was

tn this council the errors of Felix, bishop
of [Jrgel, who maintained thai Christ is only the adop-
tiae Son of U id, were condemned, and he himself sent

to Rome to pope Adrian, before whom he confessed and
abjured hi- heresy in the church of St. Peter; he main-
tained, with Elipandus, that Christ, as to his human
nature, was the S, f (,,,d by adoption only. See
I.abbe. Condi, vii. 1010. See also Fklicians.
A second council was held in 796. Grievous com-

plaint- having been made both by the priests and laity

of the ministrations of the chorepiscopi, it wa- decided

in this council that the latter had no power to perform
episcopal function-, being only priests, and that, conse-

quently, all the previous act- were null and void; it

was al-o forbidden to make any new chorepiscopi. This

rank, however, among the clergy did not entirely cease

until the middle of the 10th century. See Labbe, ( '•»//-

cil. vii. 1 152.

A third council wa- i he conference held in 1541, and
generally called the Diet of Ratisbon. Though it had
in view the settlement of all religious differences be-

tween the Protestants and the adherents to papal au-
thority, it only resulted in effecting a mutual agreemi in

to refer the settlement of their differences to a general

council. See Riddle, Hist. of thi Papacy; Mosheim, /.'«•-

dee. IIi*t.; Meth. Quar. Rev. Jan. 1872, p. 143; Marsden,

Hist.ofthi Sects of Christendom; Buchanan, Treatist <*/<

Justifications Farrar, Crit. Hist, of Fret Thought. See
al-o Reformation.
Ratramnus of Coebky, an Aquitanian monk of

the first half of the 9th century, i- noted in ecclesiasti-

cal history as the controversialist of Paschasius Rad-
bertus on the subject ol tin- holy i ueliarist dp v.). Ra-
tramnus's personal history is scarcely known, except

that he was the personal friend of Godeschalcus, and
was regarded in his day as one of the ablest d< fi od( r-

of Augustinianism. lie i- semi times called Bertram
the Monk, or Bertram tin Priesf,bui it is thought that

this is a corruption of 1!. Ratramnus, "Beatus" being
sometimes prefixed to the names of venerated writers,

even when there had been no act of beatification. His
literary activity falls between 830 and 868. One of the
works in defence of Augustinianism which proves its au-

thor to have been more ihau ordinarily versed in patris-

tic literature is by Ratramnus, and is entitled In Pre-

deslinatiom /hi. It was written at the request "\ king

Charles the Bald in 850. He lays down the following

Augustinian dogmatics: "Theelect are destined to mem
cyand salvation; the godless to eternal punishment; the

latter are given over to sin only in so far as. on account

of their fori -ecu hard-heartedness and w ickedi.i --. the

divine help towards goodne8S is denied them." .Mere

important is his controversy with Paschasius on the eu-

idiarist, which led to the composition of his work Liber

de Corpore et Sanguim Domini, also written at tin- ex-
press wish of the king in 844, and being a defence of

pure symbolical sacramental doctrine. To the question

of Charles t lie Bald, "Quod in ecclesia ore lidelium -u-

mitur, corpus et sanguis Christi utrum in mysterio fiat

an in veritate?" be answered -with the distinction of

what occurred really, perceivablv, "in veritate." and
what •• in mysterio" comes to pa—. A change, be In 1,1,

occurred in the euchari-t. but not a real, pete, ivable

one: ii is ili,- mere act of faith which make- br, ad and
w ine l lie spiritual food and drink of the body and blood

of ( lni-i. I he bonk wa- lo.-t sight of after a time, and

it was even ascribed, when met with, to Scotus Erige-

na. and as such it was burned in 1050 by the Synod of

Vercelli in the Berengarian Controversy. During the

English Reformation the work was suddenly resurrected

from iis obscurity, and had much influence. It was
published at Cologne in 1532, after having been brought

into notier by bishop Fi.-her. of Rochester, as early as

1526, thai prelate referring to it as maintaining the tut/i-

o//r- doctrine of the euchari-t. It largely influenced the

minds of archbishop Cranmer and bishop Ridley; and,

a- it proved of more service t,> the Protestants than to

the Romanists, it wa- put into the Index in 1559 by

the censors of the Tridentine Council. In England an

edition was brought out in English by William Hugh,
under the name of Tin />>"/. of Bertram, in 1548. In

the Bibliotheca Maxima, containing Ratramnus's writ-

ings, this work is omitted, on the ground thai it is a

forgery of the Reformers, or i-. at least, so hopelessly

interpolated by supposititious heretics that it is not

worth while to attempt its restoration. Vet there are
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theologians even in the Church of Rome who main-

tain the position assumed by Katramnus as defensible.

Against Hincmar of Kheims Ratramnus defended Gode-

schalcus in the dispute over the trina deltas ; but this

apology is lost. Another work is his Liber de Eo, quod

Christus ex Firgine natus est, in which it is not ques-

tioned that Mary, utero cluuso, conceived, but rather

the opinion which sprang up at about that time, that

the conception had been incerto tramite. Katramnus

gained most renown among his contemporaries by his

work Contra Grcecorum Opposita, with which, by re-

quest of Hincmar of Rheims, he opposed the encyclica

of Photius in 867, and defended the Oriental Church

and her dogmas. In the Migne edition, these works

are in the Patrohgie, exxi, 1-346 and 1153-1156. See

Mabillon, Benediktiner Annalen, vol. ii and iii; Hist.

Lift, rain' </< la France, v, 332-351; Hilgenfeld, Zeit-

schriftf. hist. Theol. 1858, p. 546 sq.; Baur, Dogmen-

gesch. vol. ii; Gieseler, Eccles. Hist.; Soames, Hist, of
the Reformation, iii, 118 sq. (J. H. AV.)

Ratte, Guitard de, a French prelate, was born at

Montpellier in 1552. He was advisory clerk in the

Parliament of Toulouse. When imprisoned with the

president, Duranti, he showed so much opposition to the

government that his house and library were pillaged,

and he was condemned by Parliament to be executed.

Henry IV indemnified Ratte by giving him the abbey

of Saint-Sauveur of Lodeve, and a life-pension of 12,000

francs. For his fidelity to the king, he afterwards re-

ceived the abbey of Val-Rieher, in the diocese of Ba-
yeux, and that of Saint-Chinian, in the diocese of Saint-

Vous. He was made vicar-general at Montpellier and

archdeacon of Valence, and in 1596 bishop of Montpel-

lier. On his way to Toulouse he was attacked by three

large dogs, and mortally wounded. He died July 7,

1602. See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Rattles (Fr. crecelle, tarturelle, rattelh ; Lat. cro-

talum). Prior to the introduction of hells (q. v.), rat-

tles of wood or of iron were struck or shaken by the

hand to summon the people to worship. The Celtic

cloe, which preceded the use of bells, was a board with

knockers. The Greeks used the ayioa'th]pov (sacred

iron), a mallet and plate of iron, and the dyia %v\a
(sacred wood), two clappers, as a summons to prayer.

The latter are mentioned by John Climacus as used for

rapping at the cell-doors in the monasteries of Pales-

tine, in the 6th century, as a night signal and waking-

hammer. At University and New colleges, Oxford, fel-

lows are summoned to a meeting in common room by
the blow of a hammer at the stair-foot. By the rule

of Pachomius a trumpet was used. At Burgos the

clappers are called matraca ; in Italy, serandolu ; and in

some parts of France, symandres, which sound for ser-

vice between the Mass on Maundy-Thursday and the

Gloria in Excelsis, sung on Easter eve in the mass after

Nones, when the bells are disused, in memory of the

Lord's silence in the tomb, and the speechless timidity

of the apostles—a custom dating from the 8th century.

At Caen the ceremonial gives the signal for censing

with tablets. Neogorgus says that boys carried rattles

in the procession of Good -Friday.— Walcott, Sacred
Archceology, s. v.

Rattray, Thomas, D.D., an English prelate, flour-

ished in the first half of the 18th century. He was ed-

ucated at Oxford University, took holy orders shortly

after graduation, and, after rilling various ecclesiastical

preferments, became in 1727 bishop of Dunkeld, and in

1739 primus. He died in 1743. His publications are,

Essay on the Nature of the Church, etc. (Edinb. 1728):

—The Ancient Liturgy of the Church of Jerusalem

(Lond. 1744, 4to) :

—

Some Particular Instructions con-

cerning the Christian Covenants (ibid. 1748).

Ratze(n)bergei', Matth.^us, a physician at the

court of the elector Joachim in the Reformation period.

He took such an important part in the Protestant move-
ment that he deserves a place here. He was born at

Wangen, in Wurtemberg, in 1501, and was educated at

the University of Wittenberg, where he was the con-
stant companion of Luther; and when, by the decided

part he had taken at the court of the elector Joachim,
where he was court physician, he was obliged to aban-
don a most lucrative position and practice, he was, by
the intercession of his dear school friend, made body
physician of the count of Mansfield, and held this posi-

tion until, in 1538, the elector John Frederic of Saxony
made him his court doctor. He was also the house
physician of the great Reformer himself, and frequent-'

ly together the two friends discussed the exciting

questions of the day, the physician being daily drawn
closer and closer towards the earnest evangelical preach-

er. Ere he was aware of it, Ratzenberger was as much
a student of theology as of medicine, and finally he
wrote theological treatises, many of which have re-

tained their value, and attest the unconscious influ-

ence of Martin Luther upon him. All his writings
1 betray a desire of approval for the Lutheran position,

and they are therefore valuable as an index of much
that Luther thought, but never wrote himself. Hence,
also, Ratzenberger's Historia Lutheri, newly edited by
Neudecker (Jena, 1850), is one of the most valuable con-

tributions to the material for Luther's memoirs. The
Historica Relatio de Johanne Friderico, etc., first men-
tioned in Arnold's Kirchen v. Ketzergesch., later as His-
toria A rcana, and finally published under the title D. M.
Ratzenberger's geheime Geschichte, etc. (Altorf, 1775), is

now generally regarded as a forgery of the anti-Me-

lancthonians, and W. von Reiffenstein, of Stolberg, is

supposed to have been its author (1570). After the

death of Luther, Ratzenberger was one of his executors,

and an editor of the German edition of the Reformer's

writings published at Jena. See the Life of Luther

bv Seckendorf; Biographic, von Andreas'Poach (Jena,

1559). (J.H.W.).

Rau, a name common to many literati, of whom we
mention the following

:

1. Christian, was born Jan. 25, 1613, at Berlin, stud-

ied at Wittenberg, and was made magister in 1636. He
then went to Kbnigsberg, Leipsic, Rostock, Hamburg,
and Upsala, where he was offered a pastorate, which he

declined. In 1638 he visited England, and in 1639 set

out for the Orient, and resided a short time at Smyrna,
where he learned Turkish, Persian, Italian, Spanish,

and Modern Greek. In Constantinople he made a val-

uable collection of old books, and in 1642 was made
professor of Oriental languages at Oxford; in 1G44 he

was called to Utrecht; in 1645 he lectured at Amster-

dam, in 1650 at Upsala, in 1669 at Kiel, and finally set-

tled at Frankfort-on-the-Oder in 1671, where he died,

June 21, 1677. His best work is Concordantiarum
Uebr. et Chald. J. Buxtorfio Epitome (Berl. and Frankf.

1677). A number of other works are enumerated in

Jbcher's Gelehrten-Lexikon, iii, 1926. See Fiirst, Bill.

Jud. iii. 134: Winer, Handbuch der theolog. Literature

p. 121, 721 ; Steinschneidcr, Bib/iographisches Handbuch,

p. 114.

2. Heribert, a rationalist and preacher of the so-

called German - Catholic Congregation, was born at

Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1813, where he also died, Sept.

26, 1876. He wrote, Allgemeine Geschichte der christl.

Kirche von ihrem Entstehen bis auf die Gegemvart

(Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1846) :

—

Neue Siunden der An-
dacht (4th ed. Leips. 1863, 3 vols.) :

—

Sermons, etc., pub-

lished at different times. See Literarischer Handiveiser,

1876, p. 551 ; Zuehold, Bibl. Theolog. ii, 1032.

3. Joachim Justus, doctor and professor of theology,

was born April 11, 1713, at Berlin, studied at Jena, and
in 1736 was called to Kbnigsberg as professor of theol-

ogy and Oriental languages, where he died, Aug. 19,

1749. He wrote, Diatribe Hist.-philos. de Philosophia

L,actaniii Firm. (Jena, 1733):

—

Kurzgefasste Anfangs-
griinde der hebr. Grammatik nach den Lehrsatzen des D.

Danz (Konigsb. 1739; published by (>. D. Kypke, ibid.

1749, etc.). See Jbcher, Gelehrten-Lexikon, s. v ; Fiirst,
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BiblJud, iii,134; Steinschneider, Bibliogr. Handbuch,

p. 114; Winer, Uandbuch d, r tht oL Literatur, i. 40, 909;

ii, 721.

4. .Ioiiann I :
i

• i RHARD, professor of theology, was

bom at Altenbach, in tbe principality of Siegen, and

died in l77i' at Herborn. He wrote, Dissertatio </> Pre-

cious Uebraorum (Marburg, 1717) :—Diatribe dt Syna-

goga Magna (Utrecht, L725): Dissert. PhilotogicO-

d, Libamim Facto fn Sacra Mensa Exod.

a i
Herborn. 1732 : Vota et Ammad-

,,, 11eh . Relandi Antiquitates Vetemm Hebr.

(ibid. 1743): Exercitatio Academica deNiibe super Ar-

eata Foederis (ibid. 17J7 58; reprinted, Utrecht, 1760):

_ /in,, Dissertationes Sacra Antiquaries (ibid. 1760).

See Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 134; Winer. Handbuch der

theol. Literatur, i. 137 139; ii. 722.

5. Joii.vNN Wilhblm, doctor ;iml professor of theol-

ogy, was born at Rentweinsdorf, in Franconia, March 9,

1745. In 1770 he was repetenl at Gottingen; in 177:!.

rector at Peine, in Hanover; in 1 77.". he was made rector

and professor of theology at Dortmund, and in 177'd or-

dinary professor of theology at Erlangen, where he died,

July 1, 1807. lie wrote. Nonxulla ad Quastion. an

Oratio Montana Apostolor. Iniiiandor. Causa dicta sit

( Erlangen, L802-3 ) :— Uatt rsuckungt n die wahre - 1 nsicht

dei Bergpredigt betrefend (ibid. 1805):— Freim&thige

Untersvehungen iiberdi Typologie (ibid. L784) :—De Jo.

Bapt. in rem Christ. Studiis (ibid. 1785-86) -.—Materia-

lien :ii Kanzelvortragen (ibid. 1797-1806). See FUrsc,

Bibliotheca Judaica, iii. 134 ; Winer. Handbuch der theo-

logischen Literatur, i. 246, 247, 390, 556, 557, 559; ii,

122,722. (B.P.)

Rauch, Christian Daniel, one of the most dis-

tinguished German sculptors, and noted for his work in

the latter years of his life in sacred art, was born atArol-

sen, the capital of the principality ofWaldeck, in 1777.

lie began the study of sculpture as a boy, hut the death

of his father in L797 obliged him to accept the humble

but profitable position of valet to Frederick William

II, king of Prussia. Under Frederick William III, who
conceived a great liking for young Rauch, facilities for

: and modelling statues were afforded him, and

he was even recommended as a pupil in the Academy
of the Fine Arts. A statue of Endymion and a bust of

queen Louisa of Prussia, executed at this time, convinced

the king of Ranch's abilities; and although his request

tor dismissal had been repeatedly refused, he was now

granted his request, and given a small pension in order

to be enabled to proceed to Rome tor further improve-

ment He spent six years in that city, working at his

profession, and enjoyed the friendship of Thorwaldsen.

Canova. and also of William Humboldt, at that time

Prussian minister there. Among his works at this time

were bass-reliefs of Hippolgtus and Phasdra, a Mars
,i,i,i Venus wounded by Diomedes, a colossal bust of the

king of Prussia, a bust of the painter Raphael Mengs,

etc. In L811 he was called by the king of Prussia to

Berlin, to execute a monumental statue ofqueen Louisa.

This great work obtained for Rauch a European repu-

tation. It is in the mausoleum of the queen in the gar-

den of Charlottenburg. Not quite satisfied with this

triumph, he commenced a new statue of the queen,

which he finished eleven years afterwards, and which is

i i lie a masterpiece of sculpture. It is placed

in the palace of Sans-Souci, near Potsdam. Rauch, af-

ter tin-, lived principally at Berlin, but occasionally

visited Rome, Carrara, and .Munich, lie labored inde-

fatigably in his profession, and by 1824 had executed
seventy bust8 in marhle. of which twenty were of c. dos-

sal si/e. II.- died at Dresden, while on a visit there

Dec. :;. 1857. His greatest secular work is the magnif-

icent monument of Frederick the Croat, which adorns

Berlin, lit- greatest work in sacred art is his Moses
(in, a/,, in the entry of the Friedenskirche (Church of

ii Pot-, lam. Ii was begun in 1854 and finished

in 1855, and i- really his last great work. Noteworthy
are aLso his group of the first two polish kings, in the

cathedral at Posen, his statues of Schleiermacher and

Kant, and his representations of Faith, Hope, and Love

in the church at Arolsen.

Rauch, Christian Henry, distinguished as that

missionary of the Moravian Church who began its work
among the North American Indian-, was horn at Bern-

burg, < rermany, duly 5, 1715. He arrived in this coun-

try July Id. 17 1it. and s after visited Shekomeko,

Dutchess County, X. V.. a village inhabited by .Mohi-

cans and WampanoagS, notorious tor their evil ways,

and especially for their love of Strong drink. Various

other missionaries had .attempted to convert them u iih-

ou< success. Rauch, on bis arrival, went into the hut

of the worst savage of the whole clan, Wasamapah by

name i imonly known as Tschoop, seated bimsell at

his side, told him of the Saviour, and then, saying that

he was very tired in consequence of his long journey.

lay down by the fire and went to sleep. This simple

act of trust made a deep impression upon the In-

dians. He won their confidence. TschOOp was con-

verted and baptized, and became an eloquent and en-

thusiastic preacher of the Gospel; other converts were

gathered in. and a flourishing mis-ion was established

at Shekomeko, which subsequently spread to New Eng-

land. In 17.")7. Rauch went to Jamaica as missionary

to i in negroes. He died on the island of Jamaica, Nov.

11, 1763. See Spangenberg, Account of tin Manner in

which tin I
r
nit< d tin tin; n carry <<n tin ir Missions (Lond.

1788), p. 62, 63; Amer. S. S. Union, Tschoop, tin Con-

r, r/,,1 li„linii Chief; Schweinitz, Lift and Times //., is-

h, rg\ r. ch. v. (E. de S.

)

Rauch, Frederick Augustus, Ph.D.. D.D..

first president of .Marshall College, Mercersburg, Pa..

was horn at Kirchhraeht, in Hesse-Darmstadt, Germa-
ny, duly 27. 1806. At the age of eighteen he entered

the University of Marburg, and took his diploma in

l<s-J7. He then became a teacher in Frankfort, and af-

terwards spent a year at the University of Heidelberg.

In his twenty-fourth year he became extraordinary pro-

fessor in the University of Giessen. After one \ ear he

was called as ordinary professor to Heidelberg, hut this

appointment he never realized. Having uttered his

mind too freely on the subject of government in some

public exercises at Giessen, he arrayed the civil powers

against himself, and was compelled to provide for his

safety in voluntary self-expatriation. He arrived in

this country in the fall of L831. He spent one Near at

Easton, as professor of German, in Lafayette College,

and in the study of the English language. In .lime.

1832, he was appointed to take charge of the classical

school connected with the seminary of the German Re-

formed Church at York. Pa. The same year he was

ordained to the holy ministry. In 1835 he removed to

Mercersburg. and became the tirst president of Marshall

College, which position he ably tilled till his death.

March 2, 1841. Shortly before his death he published

his I'si/r/m I,ii/i/. which has passed through a number of

editions, and is used as a text-hook in its department

of philosophy in several of our colleges. Thi Inner

l.'if, is a posthumous work, bi ing a -e e tion of sermons

by Dr. Rauch, edited by the Lev. Dr. Gerhart. Thor-

oughly learned, deeply pious, ardent, generous, and no-

ble, Dr. Rauch's brief life has left behind it a lasting

influence. In March. 1859, his remain- were removed
io Lancaster, Pa., under the auspices of the alumni of

.Marshall College and the board of trustees of Franklin

and Marshall College, on which occa-ion a eulogy on

his life and character w as delivered by his distinguished

colleague, Prof. .1. W. N'evin. D.D.

Raucourt, Loins Marie, a French prelate, was
born in 1748. He entered the Benedictine Order, and

Studied theelogj in many of iis monasteries. In 1768

he was made procurer of the abbey of Clairvaux, in

177:; prior, and in 1783 abbot He did much in embel-

lishing this abbey, and greatly increased the library.

Being expelled during the Revolution, he tied to Jn-
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vaneourt, where he lived in retirement till 1804, when
he settled in Bar-sur-Aube, where he died in 18:>4.

Rauhe Haus (Germ, fur Rovgh House), the, a

great juvenile reform institution at the little hamlet of

Horn, three miles from the German port of Hamburg,
owes its origin to John Henry Wichem, the founder

also of the German Home Mission Work. See Inner
Mission. The peculiar name which it bears {Rough
House) is not due to any peculiar feature of the institu-

tion, as one might suppose, but rather to an awkward
translation of the German j'atois into the classical lan-

guage. The house in which the institution was first

located was built some hundred and fifty years ago by
a certain Mr. Ruge, a gentleman of wealth and culture,

and in every sense quite contrary in character to the

name given him in classical German. People of Ham-
burg's suburbs always knew the place by the name of

the "Ruge House," and so the institution was called

Rauhe Haus when it was first opened on Nov. 1, 1833,

by Wiehern, with the assistance of his mother, he being

then but a young man of twenty-five, and as yet not

even in social relations with the opposite sex. For
years previous to this event Wichem had conceived a

plan for the amelioration of the condition of the lower

classes. While at the university his mystical tenden-

cies were noted. He frequently gave himself up to

practices of great personal self-denial, and he formed an
association of young men for self-improvement and re-

ligious edification. There was a constant longing for

entire and unconditional consecration to God's service

in this band, who all recognised the great fact that

Christianity is only a truth to those who experience it.

An acquaintance with Dr. Julius, then well known as a

philanthropist, who had visited England and America
in the interests of prison reform, only quickened Wieh-
ern in his purposes, and when, on his return from the

university to Hamburg, he was placed in charge of a

Sabbath-school in the religiously neglected suburbs of

St. George, Wichem conceived a plan that should enable

him to begin the task for which he felt himself called

of God. Though poor himself, his father having died

while he was yet scarcely out of the years of infancy,

and his mother having depended upon him for years,

he yet set about to realize his purpose. All the diffi-

culties that arose in his way only acted as fresh incen-

tives to exertion. His enthusiasm knew no restraints

nor barriers. Finally he succeeded in interesting the

syndic Seiveking, a man of warm heart and full pocket-

book. A house upon his estate which was occupied by
a gardener was vacated for Wichem as a place in which

to try his schemes by actual experiment. It was a

small space for so vast an undertaking, but Wiehern
was quite content to let his enterprise have a small be-

ginning. Full of faith, and encouraged by what was
already gained, he made immediate arrangements for

the occupancy of the Rauhe Haus (see illustration),

small and poor as it was, and however uninviting its

little windows, and thatched roof, and low ceilings ap-

peared. With the help of a few interested friends, such

The original Rauhe Haus.

repairs as were absolutely necessary were made, he en-
tering the premises himself as an inmate. The day of
opening was marked by the admission of three boys;
in a short time the number increased to twelve, and
thus humbly began beneath that roof of straw, on the
Seiveking estate, a movement for the neglected youth'
of Germany whose influence is seen and felt not only in]

that country, but all over the Continent and far beyond
it, and whose results can never be estimated by mortal
man. A careful examination shows that, so far as the
children of the Rauhe Haus alone are concerned, a very
moderate estimate gives eighty per cent, of them as

saved from what would inevitably have been a life of

vice or crime. Describing this most Christian charity,

Elihu Burritt says:

"These boys had been treated or regarded as a species
of human vermin, baffling the power of the authorities to
suppress. They had slept under carts, in doorways, herd-
ing with swiue and cattle by night, wheu begging or
thieving hours were past. Such were the boys that found
themselves looking at each other in wonder and surprise
the first evening ihey gathered around the hearth-stone
of that cottage-home. There was no illusion about this
sudden transformation in their experience. In their
midst was that bland, benevolent man, with his kind eyes
and voice, looking and speaking to them as a father to
his children. And there was his mother, with the law of
kindness on her lips, in her looks, in every act and word ;

and he called her mother, and they call her mother; and
the first evening of their common life she became the
mother of their love and veneration; and they, ragged,
for.-aken, hopeless castaways, conceived in sin and shapen
m iniquity, became the children of her affection. This
cottage, away from the city and its haunts, with its bright
fire by night and the little beds under the roof—with its
great Bible and little Psalm-books, was to be their home.
The great chestnut-tree that threw out its arms over it,

and all the little trees, and the ditches, hillocks, and
bushes of that acre, were their own. . . . The feeling of
home came warming into their hearts like the emotions
of a new existence, as the father spoke to them of our
house, our trees, our cabbages, turnips, potatoes, pigs,
and geese and ducks, 'which we will grow for our com-
fort.'"

The boys at once set to work. At the end of the first

week they had made a year's progress in this new life

and its hopes and expectations. The faith that they
could do something, be something, and own something
grew daily within them. " So eager did they become,"
says the first report of the institution, "to accomplish
the undertaking that they frequently worked by lan-

tern-light in the evening, rooting up bushes and trees,

in spite of snow or rain."

As the number of pupils increased, and there seemed
danger that the size of the family would seriously affect

|

its domestic character, Mr. Wiehern divided the com-
pany into households, containing from twelve to fifteen

each—the children themselves, as each new house was
required, performing a large part of the work. The
first colony, "under the care," as the report says, "of

I

an earnest young disciple of the law of love, who had
come from a distance to discipline his heart and life to

the regime of kindness, and who had lived in their

midst as an elder brother," commenced their separate
family life with affecting ceremonies. On a bright

Sabbath morning, and in the presence of sev-

eral hundred friends, the new cottage was
dedicated "to the Good Shepherd, through
whose love and help twenty-seven boys had
already been gathered into a sheltering fold."

With numbers and resources increased, new
cottages of the same unpretending character

were built in a semicircle around the Rough
House. Girls were admitted, and separate

cottages were constructed for them; and a
new building was erected which afforded a
more commodious residence for the superin-

tendent, a chapel, kitchen, and other apart-

ments for the general use of the little com-
munity, which grew to be quite a village. In
1851 Mr. Burritt found a considerable cottage-

village, with workshops, dwelling-houses, a
little chapel, a wash- and drying - house, a
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printing-office, bake-house, and other buildings. There

wire in all about seventy boya and twenty-five girls.

constituting four families of boys and two of girls. Each

family-house was und< c the charge of a superintendent

(male or female), assisted by one or more brothers, as

they arc called the superintendent being ordinarily a

candidate for the ministry. The brothers arc young

men of the best character, who undergo a training of

; mr \ ears, after which they devote themselves

to the can' of similar institutions now rising all over

Germany, quickened into life by this blessed experi-

ment; or they become city missionaries, carrying the

Gospel personally to the neglected and wretched. From
thirty to forty brothers are inmates of this institution

at one time, receiving no remuneration but their living,

superintending the industry and aiding in conducting

the moral discipline of the establishment. In its daily

life this singular village is separated into three impor-

tant divisions: domestic, educational, and industrial.

Each family is to some extent an independent commu-
nity. The members eat and sleep in their own dwell-

ing, and the children belonging to each look up to their

own particular father or mother as home-bred children

to a parent. Each household has thus its individual

character, its peculiar interest and history, and each

bears some name of its own. such as the Beehive, the

Dove's-nest, and the like. The bond of union is the

loving father at the head of the whole institution:

closely drawn by the morning and evening gatherings

for prayer in the chapel or mother-house, and the cele-

bration in common ofthe many festivals of the Church.
The superintendents of the several houses meet the

chief weekly to render their reports, and to discuss all

questions of discipline. In their turn, each separate

family visits him once a -week in his study; and the

record of each member, whether good or bad, is fully

considered and passed upon—any child being admitted,

at the close of the interview, to private conference with
him, a privilege that is often improved. The children

were told at the beginning that labor is the price of

living, and that they must earn their own bread if they

would enjoy it. Mr. Wichern did not point them to

ease and affluence, bul to an honorable poverty, -which

tbe\ were taughl was not in itself an evil. In illustra-

tion of this, the dress, food, and furniture ofthe cottages

are ofthe simplest character. The secular education

given is ofthe most rudimental description, reaching
about the average ofthe German primary schools

three quarters ofthe weekly recitations being devoted

to the study of the Bible Catechism, Church history,

and to music. The principal labor, farming, is carefully

taught in all its branches; in addition, instruction is

given by the brothers in printing and other trades. The
boys remain at the Rough House about four years, and
the girls five. They are then apprenticed to service,

chiefly in the city of Hamburg, whenever the work of

redemption is sufficiently confirmed to admit of their

exposure again to temptation. Bul it must not be in-

ferred fmui the duration of their term of reform that

the Rough House holds iis inmates by force. As they
come voluntarily, so they stay until dismissed by their

own choice. The simple means relied upon for the ac-

complishment of this great reform work are prayer, the

Bible, singing, affectionate conversation, severe punish-
ii unavoidable, and constant, steady employ-

useful labor. " In a peculiar manner." says Dr.

Peirce, "Wichern relied upon the Word of Cod. He
made th whole Bible the familiar companion and food

ofthe pupil. The whole Scripture was made to open
to their minds, in an impressive scries of readings, like

a mine of prici It as metal reaching a climax in the
1 of the New Testament The thought that,

miserable, wicked, despised as they were. Christ, the
Son of God, lov< d them loved them enough to Buffer

and die for them, and still loved them united their

heart-, and gave them both hope and a Strong incentive

to n formation."

As the Rauhe Ilaus is now constituted, it is partly

a refuge for morally neglected children, partly a board-

ing-school for the moral and intellectual education of
those children of the higher classes « hose vicious or un-
manageable character makes them lit subjects for train-

ing by such competent hand- as the Rauhe Han- super-

intendents; lastly, a training-school for those who wish
to become teachers or officials in bouses ol correction,

hospitals, etc., in promotion ofthe objects ofthe Home
Mission. This is an especially important enterprise.

Its trained men are employed in positions of tru-l, such

as prison directors, stewards of estates, and superintend-

ents of charitable houses. It was founded in 1845, and
is a kind of conventual house. Entrance into this in-

stitution is limited to the age of twenty to thirty, lie-

sides religious belief and g I character, freedom from
military duties, bodily and mental health, some scho-

lastic acquirements, and a knowledge of some craft or

of agriculture are required. The boarding-school was
established in 1851, and at the same time a seminary
was founded, in which twelve brethren of the Rauhe
Hans are especially prepared for school-work. A print-

ing-office, a bookbinder's shop, and bookselling, form

part of the institution also. The last named has its

principal depot at Hamburg, and from it trade with

all Germany has been opened. The Ranhe Man- has

brought out numerous publications, and all these enjoy

a very large sale. A monthly periodical called /"//«-

gende Blatter, devoted to the Inner Mission, is printed,

edited, and circulated by the Rauhe Hans. It may be

added also that during the recent German wars the in-

mates furnished the principal organizers of what was
like our "Sanitary Commission" in the war with the

South. Dr. Wichern is still living as we write (1878),

hut he has retired from all activi connection with the

Rauhe Hans. See Aimer. Education, Monthly, Jan. 1868,

art. i: (Luth.) Ev. Quar. Rev. .Ian. 1874, p. 129; Na-
tional Repository, Dec. 1878, art. iii: Hurst's Hagen-
bacb, Church Hist, ofthe \&th and VJth Centuries (see

Index). (J.H.W.)

Raiilin, Hippolyte, a devoted Minim, was bom
about 1560, at Rethel. For many years he preached
with great success, and was considered one ofthe most
eloquent men of his day. In the capacity of a provin-

cial of his order he governed the province of Lyons;
afterwards that of Lorraine. He wroti .

thodoxe, Mystirieux, </ Prophetiqut sur VAntiquite, /'/-

gnUe, Noblesse, et Splendeur des Fleurs <! Lys (Paris,

1626). See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. \.

Raulin, Jean, a French preacher, was bom at

Toul in Ml:!. After finishing his studies, be received
the degree of 1>.I>. Before this time he had composed
a commentary upon the Logic of Aristotle. In 1481 he

was made president of the college at Navarre, and so

acquitted himself that he was greatly esteemed. De-

siring to live a more secluded life, he entered the Abbey
ofClugny in l 197, and by his exemplary life led many
others to follow his example. Under the direction of

cardinal Amboise, he greatly aided in reforming the

< >rder of St. Benedict. Raulin enjoyed the same reputa-

tion a- Barlette, Millaid, and Menot His sermons were

plain, methodical, and replete with citations made from

sacred writings and scholars. He wrote. / pistola t Paris,

1520) :

—

Doctrmak de Triplici Aforte, h'aturali, CuU
pee, <i Gehenna (ibid. 1520). Hi- Set ons in Latin

were published in Paris in 1642. lie died Feb. 6, 1514.

See Hoefer, \<>nr. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Raumer, Frederic von, the accomplished Ger-

man historian, was bom at \\ orlitz, in Anhalt-Dessau,
in 1781. In 1811 he was appointed professor of history

at Breslau, and in 1819 he was called to Berlin. In

1859 he was released from the duty of lecturing, but he
still continued till near his death, dune 13, 1873. He
«a- tlie Nestor ol all German historians, and senior of

all the living German professors. He is the author ofthe
well-known History oftlu Hohenstavfen Dynasty ( 1823-
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27, and often, 6 vols.), a work deserving praise for its

interesting narrative of the events of a romantic period.

lie also published Lectures on Ancient History (3d ed.

1861, 2 vols.) :

—

History of Europefrom the Close of the

loth Century (1832-50, 8 vols.), a work marked by the

conciliatory style in which it describes the contentions

of various religious and political parties. Besides, he

wrote a number of other works, as Handbuch zur Gesch.

d. Literatur (1864-66), etc., which we pass over. See Lit-

erarischer Handwt iser, 1873, p. 300 ; Gostwick and Har-
rison, Outlines of German Literature, p. 551 sq. (B. P.)

Raumer, Karl Georg von, doctor of philosophy

and theology, brother of the well-known historian Fred-

eric (q. v.), was born April 7, 1783, at Worlitz, in An-
halt-Dessau. Having graduated at the Joachimsthal

Gymnasium in Berlin, he went to Gottingen for the

study of languages, history, and poetry. From Gottin-

gen he went to Halle in 1803, where he attended the

lectures of Wolf and Becker, and where he also made
the acquaintance of StefTens, who introduced him in

1805 to the famous geologist Werner at Freiberg. In

1808 we see Raumer at Paris, in 1810 at Berlin ; in 1811

he is professor and member of council for mining at

Breslau. The Franco-Prussian war. in which he acted

as adjutant to general Gneisenau, being over, he was
called in 1819 as professor to Halle, where he remained

till I823j being obliged to leave the place in consequence

of distrust aroused against him. He then acted as tu-

tor in the Dittmar Educational Institution at Niirnberg,

when, in 1827, he was called as professor to Erlangen,

where he died, June 2, 1865. Raumer took a very lively

and active interest in all matters promoting the king-

dom of God. He is best known as the author of, Pald-

stina (Leipsic, 1835, and often since) :

—

DerZug d* r Isra-

eliten aus Aegypten nach Canaan (ibid. 1837) :

—

Beitrage

zur biblischen Geographic (ibid. 1843) :

—

Geschickte der

Padagogik (3d ed. Stuttgart, 1857, 1861, 4 vols.) :—and
as the editor of Augustine's Confessiones, with notes

(ibid. 1856, and often). See Fiirst, Bibl. Judaica, iii, 134

;

Zuchold, Biblioth. Tkeohg. ii, 1033 ; Literarischer Hand-
weiser, 1873, p. 300; Winer. Theolog. Handbuch, ii, 722;

Thomasius, Rede am Grabe des Sierra Karl v. Raumer
(Erlangen, 1865); Raumer, Leben von ihm selbst (Stutt-

gart, 1866) ; Hauck, Theolog. Jahresbericht, 1865, p.

734 sq. ; 1866, p. 361 sq. (B. P.)

Raumer, Rudolph von, professor of languages

and son of Karl Georg von Raumer, was born April 14,

1815, at Breslau. He prepared himself at the gymnasia
in Erlangen and Niirnberg, and in 1832 entered the

University of Erlangen, continuing, however, his stud-

ies at Gottingen and Munich. In 1840 he commenced
lecturing at Erlangen, in 1852 was made professor in

ordinary, and died there Aug. 30, 1876. He wrote Die
Einwirhing des Christenthums auf die aUkochdeutsche

Xprache (Stuttgart, 1845), which he concludes with the

remarkable words that "the destiny of our (the Ger-

man) pei pie will always be connected with Christian-

ity :"— Ein Wort der Yerstdndigung iiber die Schrift:

die Einwirhing des Christenthums, etc. (ibid. 1852):

—

Geschiehte der germanischen Philologie, vorzugsweise in

Deutschland (ibid. 1870). See Zuchold, Bibl. Theolog.

ii, 1033; Literarischer Handweiser, 1873, p. 300; 1876,

p. 352; Schneider, Theolog. Jahrbuch. 1878, p. 226 sq.

(B. P.)

Raus(s), Lucas, one of the earlier Lutheran minis-

ters in this country, was born in 1723 in the city of Her-
manstadt, in Transylvania. He was the son of Lucas
Raus, an eminent German divine, under whose careful

training he enjoyed the best opportunities for mental
and moral culture. Designed for the Christian ministry,

his studies were prosecuted at the universities of Leip-

sic and Jena. He immigrated to the United States in

1750, and at once identified himself with its interests.

He commenced his labors in Philadelphia, and, as there

were few organized Lutheran churches at the time and

the members were scattered, his work was verv much
YIII.-N >' N

I of an itinerant character. In 1754 he removed to York,

Pa., where he continued to reside until his death, which
occurred July 11, 1788. Mr. Raus enjoyed the reputa-

tion of being an accomplished scholar, particularly in

the department of the Latin, Greek, and Oriental lan-

guages. He conversed with great fluency in several

j

modern languages. His descendants are still numbered
among the citizens of the place in which he so iong la-

bored. See Luth. Observer, April 19., 1878.

Rauscher, Joseph Othmar, one of the most prom-
inent ecclesiastical princes of Austria and of the 19th
century, was born Oct. 6, 1797, at Vienna, being the
son of an imperial officer. He first intended to study
law, which he did for three years, but afterwards betook
himself to the study of theology, and. almost twenty-
six years of age, he was ordained priest Aug. 27, 1823.

For two years he labored as vicar at Hiitteldorf, not far

from Vienna, but he was soon called to Salzburg as pro-

fessor of canon law and Church history. Here he com-
menced the elaboration of a comprehensive Church his-

tory, of which the first two volumes, reaching down to

Justinian (Sulzbach, 1824-29), promised so well for the
young author that he undoubtedly would have become
one of the brightest stars among the Roman Catholic

historians were he left in his position; but in 1832 he
was appointed director of the Oriental Academy at Vi-
enna, and from that time on he was invested with dif-

ferent offices, to which also belonged the instruction of

the present Austrian emperor and his brothers. In
1849 the metropolitan archbishop of Salzburg, prince

Friedrich von Schwarzenberg, his former pupil and now
his friend, appointed Rauscher to the bishopric of Seck-
au. For four years he discharged his episcopal duties,

amid great difficulties, in the most zealous and happy
manner, when, in 1853, the emperor appointed him to

the archiepiscopal see. In his new position the em-
peror intrusted to him a mission which forever con-
nected his name with the Church history of Austria,

viz. the negotiation of a concordat between Austria and
the Apostolic See. which, unhappily for Austria, was
signed Aug. 18, 1855. For this deed Rauscher was made
cardinal, Dec. 17 of the same year. For twenty years
Rauscher moulded the ecclesiastical as well as political

affairs of Austria; for his position made him not only
the intimate counsellor of the emperor, but also a prom-
inent member of the House of Peers. It would be too

long to enumerate his numerous speeches and pastoral

letters, which are all distinguished both by the depth
of thought as well as by their rhetoric and noble lan-

guage. He also took a prominent part in the last Vat-
ican Council, and died Nov. 24, 1875. See Literarischer

Handwt ist r. 1875, p. 470; Kurtz. L.ehrbuch der Kirchen-
geschichte (9th ed. Mitau, 1874), ii, 344, 363 sq. (B. P.)

Rautenberg, Joiiann Wilhelm, father of the
Inner Mission at Hamburg, was born at Moorflath, near
Hamburg, March 1, 1791. He studied at Kiel under
Twesten, and at Berlin under Neander, who both influ-

enced him, and brought him nearer to Him whom he
afterwards proclaimed with such fervor and blessing.

In 1820 he was appointed pastor of St. George, a suburb
of Hamburg, where, amid many difficulties and obsta-
cles, he labored for forty-five years. He promoted ev-
ery Christian enterprise which furthered the kingdom
of God, and the many societies which he assisted with
his word and cornsel are his lasting monument. He
died March 1, 1865. Rautenberg is well known as a
hymn-writer and preacher. After his death Sengel-
mann published Festlich Nachkla/nge, a collection of 169
hymnological pieces (Hamburg, 1865); he also pub-
lished Predigten (ibid. 1866). See Koch, Geschiehte des
deutschen Kirchenliedes, vii, 292 sq.; Zuchold, Biblioth.
Theolog. ii. 1034; Lowe, Denhwurdigkeiten nus dem Le-
ben u. Wirken llautenbergs (Hamb. 1866); Hauck. The-
ologischer Jahresbericht (1866), ii, 198 sq., 701 sq. (B. P.)

Rautenstrauch, Franz Stephax. a German the-
ologian of the Romish Church, was born at Flatten, Bo-
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hernia, in 1734, became a Benedictine monk at Bran-

nan, and was there teacher of philosophy, theology, and

canon law. In 177.'i be was made prelatua of the con-

venl and director of the theological faculty at Prague,

and in the following year was called to Vienna to assist

in the Ministry of Education. He died at Erlau, Hun-

gary, in 17 s ">. He was a more than ordinary man. and

as a Romanist enjoyed the confidence of all liberal-

minded men. He was a favorite al the courl of the

scholarly emperor, and was the intimate friend of Hont-

lieim (q. v.), whose liberal ideas he favored; but on

these V r\ are,. mil- he had much to -idler from the en-

mity of the Jesuits. He prepared the scheme for the

course of instruction lor the theological faculty in the

Austrian universities, and published several minor works.

On the occasion ol the visil ol pope Pius VI in Vienna,

lie wrote Patriot Betrachtungen, etc.; bul he is besl

known by bis Synopsis Juris Ecclesiastici (Vienna,

1776). See Sabrockh, Kirchengesch. sett der Reforma-
tion, vii, 1 1 1

si). Herzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v.

Ravana (from the causal of the Sanscrit ru, cry,

alarm; hence literally be who causes alarm) i> the

name of the Edkshasha (q. v.) who. at the time of

Kama, ruled over Lanka or ( 'eylon. and. having carried

oil' Slta, the wile of Kama, to bis residence, was ulti-

mately conquered and slain by the latter. Ravana is

as having been a giant with ten faces, and. in

consequence of austerities and devotion, as having ob-

tained from Siva a promise which bestowed upon him

unlimited power, even over the gods. As the promise

of Siva could not lie revoked, Vishnu evaded its efficacy

in becoming incarnate as Kama, and hence killed the

daemon-giant.

—

Chambers's Encyclop.s.v. See Vishsu.

Ravanel, Pierre, a French Protestant theologian,

was horn about 1680. He was a descendant of the cel-

ebrated Jean Mercier. lie was pastor of a church at

Souzet. His works are. Biblioiheca Sacra, sive The-

simus (Geneva, 1650,

«/r/ Bibliothecam Sa-
saurus Scriptural Canonica Ampli
1660, 2 vols.) : A dditamenta Novo
cram (ibid. 1G85).

Raven t~~". 'oreb'; Sept. and New Test Kopa%,

Vulg. corvus), the well-known bird of that name which
is mentioned in various passages in the Bible. There

is no doubt that the Heb. 'oreb i> correctly translated,

the old versions agreeing on the point, and the etymol-

ogy, from a root (-"^') signifying "to he black," favor-

ing this rendering. A raven was sent out by Noah
from tic ark to see whether the waters were abated

(Gen. \iii. 7 i. This bird was not allowed a- food by
the Mosaic law (Lev. \i. I'm: the word 'oreb is doubt-

less used in a generic sense, and includes other species

of tic genus Corvns, such as the crow (C. coror, . and
the hooded crow (ft comix). Ravens were the means,
under the divine command, of supporting the prophet

Elijah at the brook Cherith il Kings wii. 4,6). They
arc expressly mentioned as instances of God's protecting

love and goodness (.lob xxxviii. II ; Luke \ii. 24; Psa.

cxlvii, 9). They are enumerated with the owl. the bit-

tern, etc., as marking the desolation ofEdom (Isa.xxxiv,

11). "The locks of the beloved" are compared to the

flossy blackness of the raven's plumage (Cant.v, 11).

The raven's carnivorous habits, and especially bis read-

iness h, attack the eye. arc alluded to in l'rov. xxx, 17.

See I 'i B. I he sept, and Vlllg. differ materially from
the Hebrew and our A.V. in Gen. viii. 7: f,.r whereas
in the Hebrew we read "that the raven went forth to

and fro
j

fi the ark
|
until the waters were dried up."

in the two old versions named above, together with the

Syriac, the raven is represent,,! ;1 s •• not returning until

the water was dried from off the earth." On this sub-
jecl the reader may refer to Houbigant (Not. Crit. i.

12), Bocharl (ffieroz. ii, 801), RosenmMller (Schol in

V. /.\ Kalisch (Genesis), and Patrick (Commentary),
who -hows the manifest incorrectness of the Sept. in

representing the raven as keeping away from the ark

while tbe waters lasted, but as returning to. it when
they wen- dried up. 'the expression " to and fro" clearly

proves that the raven must have returned to the ark at

intervals. The bird would doubtless have found food in

the floating carcasses of the deluge, hut would require

a more solid resting-gronnd than ih,y could afford. See
I 'i

i

i ,.i . The subject oi Elijah's sustenance at Cherith

by means of ra\ ens has given oca-ion to much fanciful

speculation. It has been attempted to show that the

'orebim ("ravens") were the peopli of Orbo, a small

town near Cherith : this theory has been well answered

by Poland (Palcest. ii. 913). Others have found in the

ravens merely merchants: w bile Michaelis has al tempt-

ed to show that Elijah merely plundered tbe ravens'

nests of hans and other game! Keil (Comment, on 1

Kings xvii
I
makes the follow ing just observation: -The

text knows nothing of bird-catching and nest-robbing,

I mi acknowledges the Lord and Creator of the creatures,

who commanded the ravens to provide his servant with

bread and llesh." It has also keen well replied that an
animal unlit for food or sacrifice did not necessarily defile

what it touched. "An ass was as unclean as a raven;

yet no one was polluted by riding on an ass. or by eat-

ing that which an ass had carried." An objection more
to the point would hi' that the flesh which ravens would

bring would leave the prophet no opportunity ot being

satisfied that it was such a- he could lceally receive;

either that it was the flesh of a clean beast, or, if SO,

that it bad not died with the blood undrained. But to

this, too, the answer is obvious; if Jehovah could so

restrain and overrule the instincts of these voracious

birds as to make them minister to bis servant, he could

also take care that they should select nothing hut what

was lit. and he could give Elijah confidence that it was
so. Some, however, understand .1 rabs to he there meant.
Nee Elijah.

The raven belongs to the order Insessores, family

Corvidat. The raven is so gem-rally confounded with

the carrion crow that even in the works of naturalists

the figure of the latter has sometimes been substituted

for that of the former, and the manners of both have

been mixed up together. They are. it is true, very

similar, belonging to the same Linnsean genus, Conws,
and having the same intensely black color; hut the

raven is the larger, weighing about three pounds; has

proportionably a smaller head, and a bill fuller and

stouter at the point. Its black color is more iridescent

(hence the comparison to the bridegroom's locks. Cant,

v. 1 1 i. with gleams of purple passing into green, while

that of the crow is nmre steel-blue; the raven is also

gifted with greater sagacity ; may lie taught to articu-

late -words; is naturally Observant and solitary: lives

in pairs; has a most acute scent: and Hies to a great

height. Unlike the crow, which is gregarious in its

habits, the raven will not even sutler its young, from

the moment they can shift for themselves, to remain

within its haunt : and. therefore, though a bird found

in nearly all countries, it is nowhere abundant I
Bo-

Raveu (Corrus corax).
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chart, Hieroz. ii, 796 sq. ; Kimchi on Psa. xiv, 7).

Whether the raven of Palestine is the common species,

or the Corvas montanus of Temminck, is not quite de-

termined; for there is of the ravens, or greater form of

crows, a smaller group including two or three others, all

similar in manners, and unlike the carrion crows (Cor-

vus corone, Linn.), which are gregarious, and seeming-

ly identical in both hemispheres. Sometimes a pair of

ravens will descend without fear among a flight of

crows, take possession of the carrion that may have at-

tracted them, and keep the crows at a distance till they

themselves are gorged. (Comp. Horace, Ep. i, 16, 48

;

Aristoph. Thesmopk. 9-42). The habits of the whole

genus typified by the name 'oreb render it unclean in

the Hebrew law; and the malignant, ominous expres-

sion of the raven, together with the color of its plumage,

powers of voice, and solitary habits, are the causes of

that universal and often superstitious attention with

which mankind have ever regarded it.

In the mythological history of the Gentiles, we find

the appellation of Ravens bestowed upon an oracular

order of priesthood. In Egypt, it seems, the temples of

Ammon were served by such—perhaps those priests

that occur in the catacombs playing on harps, and

clothed in black. More than one temple in Greece had

similar raven priests. It was the usual symbol of

slaughter among the Scandinavians; and a raven ban-

ner belonged to the Danes, and also to the Saxons; one

occurs among the ensigns of the Normans in the Bayeux
tapestry; and it was formerly a custom in the Benedic-

tine abbeys on the Continent to maintain in a very

large cage a couple of ravens, where several are record-

ed to have lived above fifty years. The Raven of the

Sea, that ominous bird in Northern mythology, is prop-

erly the cormorant—the morvran of the Celtfe. Jew-

ish and Arabian writers tell strange stories of this bird

and its cruelty to its young ; hence, say some, the

Lord's express care for the young ravens after they

had been driven out of the nests by the parent birds

;

but this belief in the raven's want of affection to its

young is entirely without foundation. To the fact of

the raven being a common bird in Palestine, and to its

habit of flying restlessly about in constant, search for

food to satisfy its voracious appetite, may, perhaps, be

traced the reason for its being selected by our Lord and

the inspired writers as the especial object of God's pro-

viding care. There is something weird and shrewd in

the expression of the raven's countenance; a union of

cunning and malignity, which may have contributed

to give it among widely severed nations, and in re-

mote ages, a character for preternatural knowledge.

Its black hue—the hue of night and of mourning—its

recluse, solitary suspicion, and its harsh croak have

no doubt increased its uncanny reputation. Certain

it is that the " infausta comix" has long been feared

and hated as the messenger of evil and the prog-

nosticator of death, while the Romans dedicated it

to Apollo as the god of divination. An anonymous

writer familiar with the habits of the bird has ingen-

iously suggested an explanation of its divining power.

" The smell of death is so grateful to them that they

utter a loud croak of satisfaction instantly on perceiv-

ing it. In passing over sheep, if a tainted smell is per-

ceptible, they cry vehemently. From this propensity

in the raven to announce his satisfaction in the smell

of death has probably arisen the common notion that

he is aware of its approach among the human race, and

foretells it by his croakings. I have no doubt the idea

is founded in truth, although I think the coming event

is not communicated to the raven by any immediate

or supernatural impulse, but that in passing over a hu-

man habitation from which a sickly or cadaverous

smell may escape, it is perfectly natural for him to an-

nounce his perception of it by his cries" {Zoologist, p.

217). The shepherd has a better reason for calling

the raven a bird of ill omen. A more vigilant or more

cruel enemy to the flock can hardly exist, and it fre-

quently makes its ferocious assaults on the yet living

victim. — Kitto; Smith: Fairbairn. See Wood, Bible

Animals, p. 439 sq. ; Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the Bible,

p. 198 sq.

Ravenna, an important city of Central Italy, forty-

three miles east-southeast from Bologna, and four and

a half miles from the Adriatic, with a population of

nearly 60,000 people, was once the capital of the em-
pire (from A.U. 401), and is not only a very ancient

city, whose history is of great interest to Christianity

on account of its early relation to the Church, but more
particularly on account of the different ecclesiastical

councils which have been held there, and the disputes

which the metropolitanate of Ravenna maintained in

early mediaeval days with the bishopric of Rome, espe-

cially in the 7th century, under Constans (600), in the

8th against pope Hadrian, and in the 9th, when in 861

the strife was finally put at rest at a synod in Rome.
Aside from the council of bishops in 419, called by Ib>-

norius to decide upon the choice of popes between Boni-

face and Eulalius, the following councils of Ravenna
(Concilia Ravennata) are noteworthy:

(I.) Held July 22, 877, by pope John VIII, at the

head of forty-nine bishops (Holstenius and Labbe say

the number of bishops was 130). The object of this

council was to remedy the disorders of the Church.

Nineteen chapters remain to us, relating to the disci-

pline and privileges of the Church ; also a letter con-

firming the possession of a monastery to the bishop of

Autiui.

Chap. 1. Enjoins the metropolitan to send to Rome for

the pallium within three months after his consecration,
and forbids him to exercise auy of the functions of his of-

fice until that be done.
2. Enjoins that all bishops elect shall be consecrated by

their metropolitans within three months after election,

under pain of excommunication.
3. Forbids metropolitans to make use of the pallium ex-

cept on great festivals and during mass.
5, C, 7, and 8. Excommunicate and anathematize those

who rob the Church, injure ecclesiastics, and commit va-

rious other crimes.
9. Declares those persons to be themselves excommuni-

cated who voluntarily communicate with the excommu-
nicated.

12. Excommunicates those who absent themselves from
their parish church on three Sundays successively.

lit. Forbids judges and royal commissioners to hold
courts and to lodge in churches.

—Labbe, Concil. ix, 299.

(II.) Held in 898 (or 904, according to Labbe) by

John IX, in the matter of Formosus and Stephen ; the

emperor Lambert being present and seventy-four bish-

ops. Ten regulations were approved.

1. Enacts the observation of the canons of the fathers,

and all that is contained in the capitularies of Charle-

magne, Louis le Dehonnaire, Lothaire, and Louis II.

:;. Confirms the privileges granted to the Church of
Rome by the emperors.

4. Approves all that had been done in the Council of

Rome, A.D. SOS, in the matter of Formosus.
5. (3, 7, 8, 0, and 10. Relate to the political circumstan-

ces of the Roman see.

—Labbe, Concil. ix, 507.

(III.) Held in April, 967. In this council the em-
peror, Otho I, yielded to the pope, John XIII, the city

and territory of Ravenna. Heroldus, archbishop of

Salzburg, was deposed and excommunicated; the act

of deposition being subscribed on April 25 by the em-
peror and fifty-seven bishops, including the pope. Last-

ly, Magdeburg was erected into an archbishopric : this,

however, was not completed until the following year.—

Labbe, Concil. ix, 674.

(IV.) Held May 1, 997, by Gerbert, archbishop of

Ravenna, and eight suffragans. Three canons remain,

of which
1. Condemns an infamous custom which existed in the

cathedral of Raveuna of selling the holy eucharist and
chrism.

—Labbe, Concil. ix. 766.

(V.) Held April 30, 1014, by the new archbishop, Ar-

nold, to remedy the abuses caused by the long vacancy

of eleven years, and the intrusion of Adalbert, who had
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unlawfully conferred holy orders and dedicated certain

churches. It was determined that those upon whom
orders had been thus conferred should remain suspended

until the matter could be minutely considered ; and that

the consecrations of churches and oratories made by
Adalberl were null and void.— Labbe, Condi. ix. 833.

(VI.) Held bj Peter, cardinal of St. Anastasia, in

1128. Hire the patriarchs of Aquileia and Venice, or

Grade, were deposed, having been convicted of favoring

schismatics. Pagi; Labbe, Concil. x, 936.

i VII.) Held in L286, July 8, by Bonifacius the arch-

bishop, who presided, assisted by eighl bishops, his suf-

Nine canons were published.

2. Exhorts the clergy to almsgiving, and grants indul-
ges es to those who feed and clothe the poor.

3. Relates to the dress of the clergy j and forbids tliem
to carry anus without the bishop's permission.

5. Orders that the usual daily distributions shall be
made only to those canons who attend the holy office.

—Labbe, Concil. xi. 1238.

(VIII.) Held in 1310 by Rainaldus the archbishop.

in the mailer ,,r the Templars. Present, eighl bishops

of the province, three inquisitors, two preaching friars,

and one -Minorite: seven Templars were brought before

them, who constantly affirmed their innocence. < hi the

following day it was determined thai they who bad
confessed from a fear of torture only should be consid-

ered innocent; nevertheless, there were five who went
through the canonical ordeal.— Labbe. Concil. \i. 1633.

I
IX. i Held in l.;i l by Rainaldus the archbishop, five

bishops and six proctors attending. Thirty-two cauous
were published.

2. Orders mass to be said dailv for a month by the other
la-hops in behalf oi a bishop deceased.

3. Orders that yearly, on July 20, a solemn service shall
be said for the deceased bishops; and that uii that day
twelve poor persons shall be fed.

I. Enjoins the same thing on behalf of patrons and ben-
efactors of churches.

G Orders thai the sacraments be administered fasting.
1". Enjoins curate- to warn the people every Sunday,

after the gospel and offertory, of the festivals" and fa-t-
da\ s in the coming week.

l'l. Orders that the form of baptism shall be publiclv
said in church three time- a year.

15. order- that the canon " omnis ntrinsque soxas" shall
be published at Advent and Lent. Thai medical men
shall not vi-it a patient a second time if he have not called
in the priest.

It',. Forbids to give a benefice to any one who caunot
read .ir chant

I -. i >i dei - annual Synods.
j::. Orders that .lew's shall wear a distinguishing badge.
•2<\. Renews the ran,, ideal penalties for striking, mal-

treating, and driving the clergy from their churches.

—Labile. Concil. \\. 1569.

(X.i ll'ld in Kill by the same archbishop, assisted

by six bishops and four deputies. Twenty canons were
published.

'.'. Forbids to ordain to the priesthood persons under
twenty-five years of age; also to ordain a deacon under

oul a sub-deacon under sixteen vears.
6. Orders that the church bells shall 'be rung when a

bi-hop passes, thai the people may come OUt tO receive
his blessing upon their knee-

: also regulates the form to
be ob-erved by the chapter of a cathedral upon the bish-
op's visit.

8. Declares, tinder pain of excommunication, that no
monks, or other persons, can claim exemption from epis-
copal visitation upon plea of prescriptive right, or any
other plea.

10. Enacts that the clergy shall be soberly dressed : that
II not cany arm-, nor die-- m colored clothes

j

liall wear a elo-e cassock, ob.-ci ve the tOUSUre,
and I ;> their hair cnl short, eta

ii I liids men to enter the monastic houses of fe-
male-.

.
W. Orders i in ites to teach their people the form of ban-

: year.
16. Order- fasting and almsgiving on the three davs be-

fore the meeiing of provincial councils.
29. Revokes the permission given to monks to preach

euces.

—Labbe, Concil xi. [603. See also Milman. Hist, of
Latin Christianity ; Hefele, ( oncUiengesch. vol. v. el al.;

Landon, Manual of Councils, s. v. For the Council of
Ravenna held in L317, see Bologna.

Ravenscroft, John Stark, D.D., an Episcopal
minister in America, afterwards bishop of North Caro-
lina, was born mar Blandford, Prince George County,
Va.. in 1772. He entered William and .Mary College in

1 r89, but with little profit, and, on his return li

Land soon after, settled in Lunenburg County. In 1810
his mind changed, and he joint d the " Republican Meth-
odists," and became a lay elder in their Church. lie

was subsequently ordained in the Protestant Episcopal
Church, became assistant minister al Richmond, and
was elected bi-hop the -auie year. In 1828 he retired

to Williamsburgh from ill-health, .and. on his return to

North Carolina, died March 5, 1830. He published
several Sermons and Charges:—also, Tin Doctrim of
ili< Church Vindicated, tic: Revealed Religion Defend-
ed against th No-Comment Principle. Sixty-one Ser-
mons and a Memoir (2 vols. 8vo) wen- also published
after his death. See Sprague, Annals ofth Amu. Pul-

pit, v, 617.

Ravenscroft, Stephens, a ministerofthe Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, was bom of pious and respecta-

ble parentage in Staffordshire, England, March 6, 1803,

was converted very young, and licensed to preach in

his eighteenth year by the Wesleyans. In 1838 he

emigrated to the United State-. lie was a great ad-
mirer of republican institutions, .and as loyal a citizen

as ever breathed the lice air oi America." In [839 he
was admitted into the Indiana Conference, and appoint-

ed to Booneville. His subsequent appointments were
Mount Vernon, New Lebanon, Carlisle, Spencer. Bloom-
field, and Howling Green. While on the last-named
charge his health failed, and he was located al his own
request, lie moved with his family to Point Com-
merce, and supplied Linton and New Albany circuits.

He afterwards travelled as a Bible agent in Clark and
Floyd counties until his health became so poor thai he
had to give up the work entirely, lie then moved to

Rockport, Ind., where, as a supply, he ended his nine

years' service as a local preacher. In 1859 he was re-

admitted into conference and placed on the superannu-
ated list, which relation he sustained until his death.

In 1869 he moved to W'orthington, Ind.. and in 1*70 to

Petersburg!), Ind.. where he was appointed postmaster,

and where he died, Oct. 20, 1871. See Minutes ofConf.
1872, p. 79.

Ravenscroft, Thomas, an eminent English mu-
sical composer, deserves a place here tor hi- devotion to

.-acred subjects. He was boni in L592, received his

musical education in St. Paul's choir, .and had the de-

gree of bachelor of music conferred on him when only
fifteen years of age. In 1611 appeared his Melismata,
Musical Pkansies, a collection of twenty-three part-

songs, some of them of great beauty: and three years

later he brought out another collection of part-songs
under the title of BriefDiscourses, with an essay on the
old musical modes. Turning his attention to psalmody,

he published in 1621 a collection of psalm-tunes for four

voices, entitled The Whol Booh of Psalms, a
into Four Parts by Sundry Authors to such Tunes as
havt been and are usually sung m England, Si

Wales, Germany, Italy, France, and tht Netherlands.

This was the first publication of its kind, and all similar

works of later date- have ben largely indebted to it.

Among the contributors to this collection were Tallia,

Morlej . How la i id, and all the great masters of the day;
the name of John Milton, the father of the poet, appears

as the i poser of York and Norwich tunes; while St.

David's, Canterbury, Bangor, and many others which
have since become popular, are by Ravenscroft bun-, If.

Each oi the L50 Psalms has a distinct melody assigned

to it. Two collections of secular songs similar to the

Melismata, and entitled Pammelia and Deuteromelia,

have been assigned to Ravenscrofl : but it is probable
that only a few of these songs were composed by him,
while he may have revised and edited the w boh . A
selection from the ifdismata, Brief Discourses, Pam-
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melia, and Deuteromelia was printed by the Roxburghe

Club in 1823. He died about 1640.—Chambers. See

also Engl. Ch. Register, vol. i; Amer. Quar. Ch. Rev.

Jan. 1871, p. 526.

Ravesteyn, Josse (in Latin Tiletanus), a Belgian

theologian, was born about 1506 at Tielt, Flanders. He
was educated at Louvain, and taught theology there.

He was sent by Charles V to the Council of Trent

(1551), then to the Colloquy of Worms (1557), and dis-

tinguished himself at these ecclesiastical councils by his

knowledge and moderation. In 1559 he replaced Buard
Tapper in the charge of the nuns who had the care of

the hospital of Louvain. He had twice been elected

rector of the university of that city, and held divers

benefices of imperial munificence. " He was," said Pa-

quot, " a wise doctor, quick at controversy, a zealous

defender of the Church, and much opposed to the errors

of Baius, whom he regarded as his most ardent adver-

sary." He died at Louvain Feb. 7, 1571. His princi-

pal writings are, Confessionis editce a Ministris A ntwer-

piensibus Confutatio (Louvain, 1567, 8vo) ; the Confes-

sion of the pastors had already been refuted by William

of Linda :

—

Apologia Catholicce Confutationis, etc. (ibid.

1568, 8vo); directed against the Centuries de Magde-
bourg, of which Matthew Flach Francowitz was the

principal author:

—

Apologia; Decretorum Concilii Tri-

dentini de Sacramentis (ibid. 1568-70, 2 vols. 12mo). He
left several works in manuscript.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generale, s. v.

Ravignan, Gustavus Francis Xavier Dela-
croix de, one of the most celebrated of Roman Catholic

preachers of our times, and also a distinguished member
of the Jesuit Order, was born at Bayonne Dec. 2, 1795.

He studied in the Lycee Bonaparte at Paris, and was
by his parents intended for the legal profession, which
he also entered by obtaining his degree and being

named auditor of the Cour Royale at Paris. In 1821

he received an appointment in the Tribunal of the

Seine. The prospect thus opened for him, however,

lost its attraction after a change of views in religion

had made him serious about the future, and in 1822 he

formed the resolution of relinquishing his career at the

bar, and entering the Church. Having spent some
time in the College of St, Sulpice, he soon passed into

the novitiate of the Jesuits at Montrouge, and thence

to Dole and St. Acheul for his theological studies, at

the termination of which he was himself appointed a

professor. The religious fervor of his soul found ex-

pression in many of the material forms which prevail so

generally among the Romanists of his order. Thus, for

example, he wore for a long time, as a mark of penance,

a leather girdle stuck full of needles, around his waist,

on the bare body. On the expulsion of the Jesuits from

France in 1830, father Ravignan withdrew to Freiburg,

in Switzerland, where he continued to teach in the

schools of his own order; but after some time, when he

was supposed to have gained sufficient notoriety by the

afflictive discipline of his body, he was transferred to

the more congenial duty of preaching, first in several

of the Swiss towns, and afterwards in Savoy, at Cham-
ber}', at St. Maurice, and other places. At length, in

1835, he appeared in the pulpit of the cathedral of

Amiens. In the following year he was chosen to preach

the Lenten sermons at the church of St. Thomas d'Aquin

in Paris; and finally, in 1837, was selected to replace

Lacordaire (q. v.) at Notre Dame in the duty of con-

ducting the special " conferences" for men which had
been opened in that church. For ten years father Ra-
vignan occupied this pulpit with a success which has

rarely been equalled, and his Conferences are regarded

as models of ecclesiastical eloquence. In 1842 he un-

dertook, in addition, to preach each evening during the

entire Lent; and it is to the excessive fatigue thus in-

duced, as well as to the many trials imposed, that the

premature break-down of his strength is ascribed. To
the labors of the pulpit he added those also of the press.

He published an Apology of his order in 1844; and in

1854 a more extended work with the same view. Cle-

ment XIII et, Clement XIV (2 vols. 8vo), which was in-

tended as a reply to the Life of Clement XIV by the

Oratorian father Theiner. These, with some occasional

Sermons and Conferences, constitute the sum of the pub-
lications issued during his life. In 1855 he was invited

by the emperor Napoleon III to preach the Lent at the

Tuileries. He died Feb. 26, 1858, in the convent of his

order at Paris. None of the Jesuit preachers of our

times have so zealously labored among the Protestants

as father Ravignan, but, alas! too frequently he em-
ployed measures in no way adding honor to the already
overcast name of the Jesuitical order. His Memoirs
have been published by his brethren, and a collected

edition of his works and remains has been for some time
in progress. The Memoir has been translated into Eng-
lish, under the title of The Life of Father Ravignan, bv
father De Ponlevoy (Dublin, 1869; N.Y. 1869).

Ravle is, in ecclesiastical language, the name of a
cloak worn by women mourners. See Mourning.

Rawlett, John, an English theologian, was born
about 1642, and was a lecturer in divinity at Newcastle-
upon-Tyne at the time of his death, in 1686. He pub-
lished, Explication of the Creed, the Ten Commandments.
and the Lord's Prayer (Lond. 1672, 8vo ; 1709, 8vo) :—
Dialogue between Two Protestants (1686, 8vo) -.—Chris-

tian Monitor, in Welsh (Oxon. 1689, 8vo) -.—Treatise of
Sacramental Covenanting (5th ed. Lond. 1692, 8vo).

Rawley, William, an Anglican divine of some
note, was born about 1588, and was educated at Bene't

College, Cambridge, of which he was made fellow in

1609. He finally took holy orders, and in 1612 became
rector of Bowthorpe, Norfolk; in 1616, vicar of Land-
beach, Cambridge. He was chaplain and amanuensis
to lord Bacon, and subsequently chaplain to Charles I

and Charles II. He wrote prefaces and dedications to

some of Bacon's works, and translated several of them
into Latin. In 1638, after Bacon's death, he published

them in folio form ; and in 1C57 he published, under the

title of Resuscitatio, several other of Bacon's tracts, with

a memoir of the author prefixed. In 1661 he repub-

lished the Resuscitatio, with additions. He died in 1667.

See Chalmers, Biog. Diet. s. v.

Rawlin, Richard, an English Independent divine,

was born in 1687, and flourished as pastor of an Inde-

pendent congregation in Fetter Lane, London. He
died in 1757. He published, Christ the Righteousness of
his People, seven Discourses on Justification by Faith in

Him (1741, 8vo; 1722, 1797, 12mo).

Rawlings, Charles, a Wesleyan preacher of some
note, was born May 24, 1813, at Cheltenham. He was
destined for mercantile life, but finally, brought under

the influence of the Wesleyans, he was converted and
taken into the Church. In 1836 he entered the minis-

try, and for twenty-nine years filled some of the best

circuits in the connection. He last held the appoint-

ment of superintendent of the Swansea (English) Cir-

cuit. He died July 14, 1865. See Cambria Daily

Leader (of that. date).

Rawlinson, George, an English divine, noted

also as a scientist, was born in 1828, and was educated at

King's College and Emmanuel College, Cambridge. In

1854 he was made curate of St, Mary's, Vincent Square,

London. In 1856 he was appointed professor of applied

sciences at Elphinstone College, Bombay, where he re-

mained until his death in September following. He
published in 1857, at Bombay, a work on dynamics.

His Elementary Statics, edited by Edw. Sturgis, was
published at Cambridge and London (1861, 8vo). See

Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Authors, s. v.

Rawlinson, John, D.D., an English divine, noted

also as an educator, flourished in the first half of the 17th

century. He was at one time principal of St. Edmund's
Hall. He published, Three Sermons (Lond. 1609-11 ;
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Oxon. 1612, li"

|
:—Sermon . -\ ibid.

1616, Ho):

—

Sermons on huh xxii, 18 (Lond. 1616, 4to)

:

-Four Lent Sermons (1625, 4to). See Allibone, Diet,

ofBrit, and Amer. Authors, -. v.

Rawson, Grindal, an early American preacher,

was born in 1658, and was educated al Harvard College,

where he graduated in 1678. He entered the mini-try.

and w a- pastor of a Presbyterian congregation at Men-

don, Ma -.. from 1680 until his death, in 1715. He pub-

lished Election Sermons i Bost 1709, 16mo). See Ma-

ther. Deaths oftfood Men.

Rawson, Joseph, D.D., an English divine, flour-

ished near the opening of last century as canon of Lich-

field. He published nine single St rmons (1703 16), and

a Narrativi of his case (Lond. 1737, 8vo). See Wan.
Bib. Brit. b. v.

Ray, Benjamin, an English clergyman, flourished

in the first half of the lasl century. He was perpetual

curate •t' Surfleet and curate of Cowbitt, and died in

1760. lie contributed to the Trans, of the Spalding

Society, to the Gentleman's Magazine, 1711 (on an an-

cient coin, etc.), and to the Philosophical Tra
\7'<\ (on a water-spout), and left some works in manu-

script. See Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Authors,

S. V.

Ray, John, a celebrated English naturalist, of hum-
hie origin, bul indomitable perseverance, was the author

of two works showing the relation of science to religion

(77/. Wisdom of God in the Works of Creation [Lond.

1691, and often since]; and Three Physico-Theological

Discourses [ibid. 1693, and later]). He was born in 1628

at Black Notley, in Essex; was educated at Braintree

School, and at Catharine Hall and Trinity College, I Sam-

bridge; lost his fellowship in the latter college by refus-

ing to ci imply with the Act of Uniformity ;
travelled on

the Continent for three years with Mr. WHloughby and

other friends; became a fellow of the 1 loyal Society,

and died in 1705. His works are numerous and valua-

ble, chiefly on scientific and literary subjects. See Al-

libone, Diet, of Brit, and .1 nu r. . I uthors, s. v.

Ray, Thomas, a minister of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, was bora in Pennsylvania, Oct 18, 1794,

became a Christian in early life, and, after preaching

for several year-, in 1833 joined the Indiana Conference,

within whose limits he travelled until his death, Jan. 31,

1871, al [nwood, lnd.- -Minutes ofAm.Conf. 1*7 1. p. is i.

Raybold, George A., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was horn in Philadelphia, Pa., Oct.

18,1802. He was converted in April. 1822, and began
to preach in 1825. In April. 1829, he withdrew from

the Methodist Episcopal Church, and joined the Meth-

odisl Protestanl Church, bul reunited with the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church in September, 1831. In 1833

be was admitted on trial in the Philadelphia Confer-

ence, ordained deacon in 1835, and elder in \x.\~. When
the New Jersey Conference was formed, he was set off

with it. and continued to till the several appointments

to which he was assigned until 1*17. when he was
granted a supernumerary relation. For over thirty

was a great Sufferer from disease, and yet

maintained a devout, patient spirit until his death, at

Haddonfield, N. J., Dec. !. 1876.—Minutes of Annual
ofthi M. /'. Church, 1877, p. 159.

Rayland, John, D.D., a. learned minister of the

Baptist denomination in England, was horn al War-
wick Jan. 29, 1753. In bis childhood he developed re-

markabli I cholar. Having been thoroughly
trained under the tuition of his father, he became his

assistant in the si i 1 under his charge, and bis suc-

cessor when he retired from his official duties. Hi be-

gan to preach in 1771 al Northampton and its vicinity.

In 17*1 he became colleague with his lather in the pas-

torate of the Northampton church, and sole pastor on

the removal of bis father to Enfield. He occupied this

position for ten years, and then became pastor of the

Broadmead Chapel in Bristol, and at the same time

president of the Baptist Institute in that place. Here
he continued until his death,May 25, 1825. Brown Uhi-

versity conferred the degree ol D.D. on Dr. Rayland in

177-J. His S< rmons, etc., were collected after his death,

and published in two octavo volumes. The funeral ser-

mon of I >r. Rayland by Robert Hall presents a most

charming portraiture i f this excellent man. (J. C. S.)

Raymond, St. (Spanish, San Ramon), a Roman
Catholic prelate who flourished in Spain in the tir.-t

half of the 13th century, is frequently called by his sur-

name Nomatus, which he owe- to the fact that he was
taken out of the body of his mother after her death by
i he i lesarean operation. He was thus horn at Portel, in

Catalonia, in 1204, and was of a gentleman's family of

small fortune. His early life was spent in the moun-
tain fastnesses of his native country: but when he had
attained to the years of a maturer youth, he Bel out tor

the court, and there attracted attention. The dissipa-

tion of bis royal associates disgusted him, and he sought

the ret i rem, -in of the cloister, lie joined the Order of

Mercy, which aimed at the redemption of captives from

the Moors, and was admitted by the founder himself,

St. Peter Nolasco (q. v.). While in Algiers he was
taken up by the authorities, and punished with excruci-

ating torture-, of the body; but he bore all meekly, and
even continued his work after his release. The story

goes that the governor, when informed of the incurabil-

ity of Raymond's zeal of propagandism, had him seized

anew, and his lips were bored through with a red-hot

iron and fastened with a padlock. He was released

alter eight months' imprisonment, and taken back to

Spain by friends of his. and under direction of the pope

of Rome, who shortly after made him a cardinal. lie;

was also made the general of his order, and a- such was

invited to vi-it Rome. On his way thither he fell sick

at Cardona, only six miles from Barcelona, and died

Aug. 31, 1240. Both pope Gregory IX and king .lames

of Aragon as.-isted at his funeral. Pope Alexander VII

inserted Raymond's name- in the Martyrohgy in 1657.

See Butler, Lives of thi Saints, viii, 567 sq.

Raymond oi Magnelonne, a French mediaeval

prelate, flourished near the opening of the 12th century.

It. is supposed that he was of the family of the nobles of

Montpellier. He was bishop from 1129, but not with-

out opposition. Bernard, count of Substantion, finding

the choice of Raymond contrary to his views, lor re-

venge, tried to destroy the church of Magnelonne; but

the constancy of Raymond triumphed over this opposi-

tion, and forced the same Bernard to make public con-

fe— ion of his fault. The name of thi- bishop i- cited in

many of the acts mentioned or published by t lie Gallia

Christiana and L'Uisioiri de Languedoc of M. Vaissette.

He died in November, 1159.—Hoefer, •

nirale, s. v.

Raymond or Penafort {Saint), a Spanish Do-
minican, was born in 1175 at the chateau of Penafort,

in Catalonia, and belonged to one of the noble families

of Spain allied to the royal house of Aragon. lie was
educated at Barcelona, ami made such progress that at

the age of twenty he taught the liberal arts at that.

place. He went to perfect himself at the University

of Bologna, where he received the title of duet or in civil

ami canonical law. Attracted by hi- reputation, w hich

was still rising. Beranger, bishop of Barcelona, on his

returning to his church from Rome, went in see him at

Bologna, and succeeded in persuading him to return

with him to Spain, lie did not. however, content him-

self with the mere discharge of the duties of his canon-

ieatc and bis archdeaconry in the Barcelona cathedral,

but wa- very much occupied with all manner of good

works. He finally felt persuaded to take the Dominican
habit. April 1. 1222, His example was followed by

several persons distinguished for their knowledge and

birth. Pope Gregory IX called him to Rome, ami em-
ployed him in 1228 in the collection of the Decretals:
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he wished even to raise him to the metropolitan see of

Tarragona, but Raymond preferred the solitude of Bar-

celona to all the advantages which his friends bad hoped

for him. Nominated general of his order in 1238, he

gave up his charge two years later, and contributed

much by his zeal and counsel to the establishment of

the Order of Mercy. Peter Nolascus was one of his

converts, and so were many other distinguished charac-

ters of that period. Indeed, his influence is said to have

been so great that the expulsion of the Moors from

(Spain is principally attributed to him. Raymond was
also made the spiritual director of the king of Aragon,

and he persuaded his royal master James to favor the

establishment of the Inquisition in his kingdom and in

Languedoc, and the popes permitted him to provide for

the offices of this tribunal. Pope Clement VIII canon-

ized him in 1G0I. We have of his works a collection

of Decretals, which forms the fifth volume of the canon
law. This collection is in five books, and the author

has joined several decrees of the councils to the consti-

tutions of the popes :—a Summa on penitence and mar-
riage, which he had printed many times : — an abridg-

ment of this work, and divers other works which have
not been printed, and which do not merit it. Raymond
de Penafort died at Barcelona Jan. 6, 1275. He is com-
memorated Jan. 23.—Hoefer, Nouv. L'iog. Generate, s. v.

See Butler, Liccs of the Saints, i, 200 sq. ; Mrs. Jame-
son, Legendary and Mythological A it (see Index).

Raymond ok Sabunde (or Sebunde), a French
ecclesiastic, who was a native of Spain, but flourished

in the first half of the 15th century at Toulouse, is noted

as a philosopher and theologian. About 143G he taught

medicine at Toulouse, and perhaps also theology. He
is especially noteworthy as the author of Liber Naturaz

s. Creaturam, etc., which has had several emendations

and translations. Raymond sought in a rational, yet

in some respects rather mystical, manner to demonstrate

the harmony between the book of nature and the Bible.

He asserts that man has received from the Almighty
two books, wherein he may discover the important facts

which concern his relation to his Creator, viz. the book
of Revelation and that of Nature; affirming the latter

to be the most universal in its contents, and the most
perspicuous. He endeavored by specious rather than

solid arguments to deduce the theology of his age, even
in its more peculiar doctrines, from the contemplation

of nature and of man. " Setting out with the consider-

ation of the four stages designated as mere being, life,

sensation, and reason, Raymond (who agrees with the

Nominalists in regarding self-knowledge as the most
certain kind of knowledge) proves by ontological. phys-

ico-teleological, and moral arguments (the latter based

on the principle of retribution) the existence and trii>

ity of God, and the duty of grateful love to God, who
first loved us. His work culminates in the mystical

conception of a kind of love to God by which the lover

is enabled to grow into the essence of the loved" (Ueber-

weg). This attempt of Raymond of Sabunde to prove

the doctrines of Christianity from the revelation of God
in nature has no imitators. It certainly deserved, from

its just observations on many subjects, especially on

morals, greater success than it met with. Montaigne
directed to it the attention of his contemporaries by a

translation he made of it. (See Montaigne's observa-

tions in his Essays, lib. ii, ch. xii.) The best Latin

editions of the Liber Natures are those of Frankfort,

1635, and Amsterdam, 1761. See Matzke, Die natiirl.

Theol. des R. v. Sab. (Breslau, 1846) ; Nitzsch, Qucest.

RaimundancB, in Zeitseh. fur hist. Theol. 1850. No. 3;

Zockler, Theol. Natur. (Frankf. 1860), vol. i ; Hagen-
bach, Hist, of Doctrines (see Index); Ritter. Chris!/.

Pfrilos. ii, 747-754; Ueberweg, Hist, of Philos. i, 465-

467.—Herzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v.

Raymond, Lully. See Lully.

Raymond, Martin, a Spanish Dominican who
flourished in the 13th centurv, near its middle, was in

1250 presiding officer of the eight colleges which the
kings of Castile and Aragon had erected in the Domin-
ican convents for the study of the Oriental tongues.
The principal object of these schools was to fit out mis-
sionaries, and to aid the work of missions in all possible

Avays. Our Raymond was one of the greatest promoters
of that work in his time, and his name deserves to be
commemorated in the annals of Christian missions. He
died after 1286. He is especially known by his Pugio
Fidei contra Mauros et Judeeeis, ed. by I >e Voisin (Paris,

1651), and by Carpzov (Leipsic, 1687). See Hagenbach,
Hist, of Doctrines, i, 383; ii, 17.

Raynaud (Rainaldi), TuEorniLus, a celebrated
Italian Jesuit, was born Nov. 15, 1583, at Sospello, near
Nice. He studied at Avignon, and became quite ac-
complished as a student of philosophy. In 1602 he en-
tered the Society of Jesus, and was made one of their

teachers at Lyons. At first he taught elementary
branches, but soon found advancement, and was finally

given a professorship of philosophy and theology. In
1631 he was chosen confessor to prince Maurice of Sa-
voy, and repaired to Paris. Here he was made uncom-
fortable by unpleasant relations to Richelieu, who, hav-
ing been attacked by a Spanish theologian lor the

alliance of the French government with the German
Protestants, had asked Raynaud for a reply and been
refused. Raynaud was, at his request to the order,

transferred to Chambe'ry, and this bishopric soon becom-
ing vacant, he was solicited to fill it. But he was far

from being pleased, and even prepared to return to Lyons.
He did not again revisit Savoy until 1639, and then
only to his unhappiness. He had, during his sojourn

at Chambe'ry, contracted a close friendship with father

Pierre Monod, his companion ; and when he heard of

his detention in the fortress of Montmelian, he tried in

every way to have it brought to an end. Richelieu
took offence at this ardent affection, which was natural

between friends, and, not being willing to permit rela-

tions between Raynaud and a prisoner of the state, he
solicited and obtained from the court of Savoy the ar-

rest of the unfortunate Jesuit. At the end of three

months he was released, and sought refuge at Carpen-
tras, which then belonged to the Papal States. But
the aversion of his enemies would not leave him long
undisturbed. By order of the cardinal-legate Antonio
Barberini, he was conducted to Avignon, and locked in

a chamber of the pontifical palace. With difficulty re-

leased, he left for Rome, with the manuscript of Hetero-

clita Spiritualia, of which the impression had been sus-

pended, submitted it for examination to father Ale-
gam be. and obtained the authority to publish. In 1645
he returned to Rome in company with cardidal Fede-
rigo Sforza, and was presented to the pope and the Sa-
cred College as one of the most ardent champions of

the papal rights. He afterwards made two journeys
to the Eternal City, the first time in 1647, and there

occupied for some time a theological chair; the second
time in 1651, when he assisted at the general assembly
of his order. He afterwards obtained permission to es-

tablish himself at Lyons, and there passed the rest of

his life in teaching and composing his works. He died

Oct. 31, 1663. Father Raynaud had all the qualities of

a good friar : he was sober, pious, and very charitable

;

but by his pen he did not spare his adversaries, and
showed himself severe and irascible. He wrote a great

many works, which, though extravagant in style, tedi-

ous, and trivial, were nearly all received with favor.

Tiraboschi was unable to forbear comparing them "to
one of those vast magazines full of merchandise of all

kinds, good and bad, ancient and modern, useful and
useless, in which every one could find, with taste and
patience, everything which suited him." The writings
.if |iire Raynaud worth mentioning here are, Thcologia
Naturalis (Lyons, 1622, 1637, 4to) :—Splendor VeritaHs
Moralis (ibid. 1G27, 8vo; under the name of Stephanus
Emonecus) '.—Moralis Disciplina (ibid. 1629, fol.) :

—

In-
diculus Sanctorum Lvgdunensium (ibid. 1629, 12mo):

—
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Culoinismus, Pi

- Paris, 1630, 12mo; un-

der the name of Riviere): -D< Communione pro Mor-
tuis (Lyons, 1630, 8vo); he pretends thai the sacraments

have no virtue except for those who receive them un-

censured by the Church "I" Rome:

—

De Martyrio per

I : in the index of this l s he

tried i i show tl al those who exposed themselves vol-

nntarily to the plague in assisting those who had it were

the real martyrs: Vova Libertatis Explicatio (Paris,

1632, It": against father Gibieuf, an Orator:

—

Meta-
morphosis Laironis in Apostolum Apostoliqut in Latro-

ons, 1634, 2 vols. 8vo); followed by several

other treatises: De Ortu Infantium contra Naturam,

wholly alien to the spirit of the Jewish law and people
(John viii. 22; comp. Ewald, Alterth. p. 198; Grotius,
/'< Jure Belli, II. xix, 5), has been the subject of con*
Biderable discussion. Ii was quoted by the DonatistB

as the -ingle fact in Scripture which supported their fa-

natical contempt of life (Augustine, I p. 104,6). Au-
gustine denies the fitness < »t 1 1 n model, and condemns
the deed a- that of a man "non eligendae mortis sapiens,

sed ferends homilitatis impatiens" (Augustine, I. c;
comp. r. Gaud. i. 36 39). Al a later lime the favor

with which the writer of 2 Mace, views the conduct of

Razis— a fact which Augustine vainly denies was
urged rightly by Protestant writers as an argument

per Sectionem Ccesaream (ibid. 1637, 8vo); a singular against the inspirati fthe book. Indeed the whole
and curious book:—Hipparchus <L Reli<ji<>*<> \*gntiiitnn narrative hreathes the spirit of pa^an heroism, or of the

(Francopolis [ChamberyJ, L642,8vo); a satirical work, later zealots (comp. Josephus, War, iii. 7: iv. 1. 10),

translated into French (Chambery, L645, 8vo) by Tri

pier, teacher of the natural children of the duke of Sa

voy : and Amsterdam 1 1761, L2mo) :

—

Dypticha Mariana
(Grenoble, 1643, tto): Mala Bonorum Ecclesiastico-

runt (Lyons, 1644, tto): -De Tncorruptiom Cadaverum
(Avignon, 1645, 8vo); a dissertation written upon (he

dead body of a woman which was found in 1642 at Car-

pentras without any signs of decomposition, although
it had been buried for a long time; Raynaud pretended

thai the Lncorruption of the body was not due to natural

causes, nor to the artifices of the devil, but to God him-
self; but, adds he, as this last supposition is far from

being demonstrated, it will be well to find what God
himself has decreed on this subject:

—

Heteroclita Spiri-

tualia (Grenoble, 1646, 8vo; Lyons. 1654, 4to); a col-

lection of the extraordinary practices which Superstition

and ignorance have introduced into religion:— Vitce ac
Mortis Humana Terminalia (Orange, 1646, 8vo); he
had not then reason to doubt, following the author, that

God lias fixed the term of life for the good and the
wicked: but ordinarily the length of the life of men
and their death depend upon natural causes:

—

Trinitas

Patriarcharum (Lyons, 1647, 8vo) ; notices upon Sime-
on Stylites, Francis de Paulo, and Ignatius de Loyola:

ata de Mails ac Bonis TAbHs, deque Justa out

Injusta eorumdem Confixiont (ibid. 1650, tto); this work,
full of research, is an answer to an attack on his De
Martyrio per Pestem: -Theologia Patrum (Antwerp,

1652, foL): De Sobria Alterius Sexus Frequentatiom
per Sacrn.i <i A'.7/y/o.<o.< //<>i<iines(liyoas, 1653, 8vo):—
Scapulan Marianum (Paris, 1653, 8vo) : /<< Pileo Ex-
teriusque Capitis Tegminibus, tarn Sacris quam Prqfanis
(Lyons, 1655, 4to): Eunuchi, Nati, Facti, Mystici, ex

Sacra et Humana Literalura Illustrati ; Puerorum
Emasculatores ob Musicam quo Loco Habendi (Dijon,

1655, tto); under the name of Jean Heribert, he treated,

very diffuse manner, the subject of eunuchs; hut

and the deaths of Samson and Saul offer no satisfactory

parallel (comp. Grimm, ad foe.).—Smith.

Razor is the rendering in the A. V. of the following

words: I.
""". morah' (Sept oiSripog, %vpov; Vulg.

novacula, ferrum: from r.~"C. ••scrape." or "sweep."

Gesenius connects it with the root R^Ji, " to fear" [7'/<e-

saur. p. 810]). This word occurs in Judg. xiii. 5; \vi,

17; 1 Sam. i. 11. 2. ~l'T. ta'ar (Sept pOfKpaia ; Vulg.

gladius: from iYIS, to lay bare), a more general term

(Numb. vi. 5; l'.-a.'lii. 2; [sa. vii, 20; Ezek. v, 1) for a

sharp lnij'i (as rendered in Jer. xxvi. -J.'!) or sword
i -sheath." 1 Sam. xvii, 51, etc. ; although many regard

this as a different word of the same form I. The barber

is designated by ~:r>. gaUab' (Sept. Kovptvt;; Vulg.

tonsor,2 Sam. xx, 8). "Besides other usages, the prac-

tice of shaving the head after the completion of a VOW
must have created among the .lews a necessity for the

special trade of a barber (Numb, vi, !>. 18 ; viii. 7
; Lev.

xiv. 8; Judg. xiii. 5; Isa. vii. 20; Ezek. v. 1; Acts

xviii. 18). The instruments of his work were probably,

as in modern times, the razor, the basin, the mirror, and

perhaps, also, the scissors, such as are described by Lu-

cian {Adv. Tndoct. ii. 395> ed. Amst; see 2 "Sam. xiv,

26). The process of Oriental shaving, and especially

of the head, is minutely described by Chardin (Voy.

iv, 111). It may be remarked that, like the Levites,

the Egyptian priests were accustomed to shave their

whole bodies
I
Herod, ii. 36, 37)" (Smith). The Psalm-

ist compares the tongue ofDoeg to a sharp ra Psa,

Iii. 2) starling aside from what should be its true oper-

ation to a cruel purpose and effect. In the denuncia-

tion of the woes that were to he brought upon .ludah ill

the time of Aha/, by the instrumentality of the Assyr-

ians, we have the remarkable expression. " In the same

day shall the Lord shave with a razor that is hired.

he had forgotten the most essential point, whether thev "amely, by them beyond the river, by the king of As-

were able to marry; this question was very fully treated
>

.

vri;1
-
''"' 1|,,; " 1

-
;"" 1 ""' ,,;lir of tl "' lri

'
; '""' " >lia"

in his work Traite des Eunuques (1707,4to): Hercules also consume the heard" (Isa. vii, 20). Ii seems likely

Commodianm (Aix, 1565, 8vo); under the name lh.no- thai there is here an implication of contempt as well as

rat Li ..lard; n is a virulent Batire against dean de Lau- suffering, as the office of a barber ambulanl has seldom

noi:— Trias Fortium David (Lyons, 1657, tto); re-
been esteemed ofany dignity either in the East or West

marks upon Robert d'Arbrissel, St Bernard, and Cesar
of I !u~: Missi Evangelici ad Siwas, Japionam et Oras

i \mu.
j

Lyons] 1659, 8vo); under the name
of Leger Quintin:— Parascevasticum (Lyons, 1661,

tto): Hagiologium Lugdunenst (ibid. 1662, 8vo) :

—

De

To shave with the hind razor the head, the feet, and

the heard is an expression highly parabolical, to denote

the niter devastation of the country from one end to

the other, and the plundering of the people from the

highest to the lowest bv the Assyrians, whom God em-
' iutorum Cyriacorum aCensvra (ibid. 1662, P10.^ ** ,lis instrument to punish the rebellious Jews.

8vo). See Dupin, BibliotLdes Auteurs Eccles.; \ice-
ron. Memoires, vol. xxvi. His Life, written by him-
self, is preserved in the Jesuit Library at Lyons. Sec
also Sotwei, Script. Soc.Jesu. -Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Ge-
nt rale, -. v.

Ra'zis i'I'./.mc. Vulg. Raziai), '-one of the elders

of Jerusalem," who killed himself under peculiarly ter-

rible circumstances, that he might not fall "into the
hands of the wicked" (2 Mace, xiv. 37 16). In dying

S( B 'RBI EC

Rea, John, I >.!>.. a Presbyterian divine, was horn

in the village ofTully, Inland, in 1772. He emigrated

to the United States in 1799, and. after remaining at

Philadelphia a short time, "1 left on foot," he says,

••travelled mostly alone through the wilderness, sad.

gloomy, and dispirited, until, after many days. I arrived

wesl ol the Uleghany Mountains, stopping at the house

of Mr. Porter, a Presbvterian minister." He now la-

he is reported to have expressed his faith in a resurrec- bored and struggled amid many .adverse circumstances
tion (ver. 16) a belief elsewhere characteristic of the to secure a literary course of education, teaching school
Maoahaan conflict This act of suicide, which was | and studying alternately, until he graduated with honor
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at Jefferson College, when it was only a small school

kept in a log-cabin near Canonsburg, Pa. He studied

theology under the direction of Dr. John M'Millan, was

licensed by the Ohio Presbytery in June, 1803, and, af-

ter itinerating awhile in the wilderness of Eastern Ohio

among some Indian camps, he was appointed to supply

the newly organized churches of Beechsprings and

Crabapple, over which he was ordained and installed

pastor in 1805. The country was settled rapidly, and

his charges grew as fast, so that it soon became neces-

sary to have the relation between these two churches

dissolved, that he might labor all his time at the Beech-

springs. "So untiring and devoted was this servant

of Christ that, besides constantly ministering to his own
large congregation, he found time to be instrumental

in raising up some six or seven separate societies that

went out as colonies from the mother Church, and are

now self-sustaining and prominent congregations." He
died, after a ministry of fifty-two years, Feb. 12. 1855.

Dr. Kea was pastor of the Church at Beechsprings forty-

five years, and the history of the Presbyterian Church
in Eastern Ohio is closely connected with his biography.

He was a close, persevering student, clear in the ar-

rangement of his subject, original in his thinking, and

independent in thought and expression. See Wilson,

Presb. Hist. Almanac, 1867. p. 193. (J. L. S.)

Read, Francis H., a minister of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was born in Harrison County, Va.,

Nov. 25, 1812, was converted in his youth, joined the

Church promptly in 1829, and in 1834, feeling called of

God to the holy ministry, entered the travelling con-

nection within the bounds of the Pittsburgh Conference,

Pa. When the West Virginia Conference was formed,

he became united with it, and there labored until 1855,

when he was located. He removed to Illinois, and
shortly after entered the Rock River Conference, and
was appointed to the Newark Circuit. After two years

he again took a location, and removed to Iowa. In

1858 he was admitted into the Iowa Conference, and
afterwards, by the formation and division of territory,

he fell first into the Western Iowa, and then into the

Des Moines Conference. His appointments in these

conferences were Hopeville Circuit, Osceola, Chariton,

Ottawa Circuit, Corning, and the Atlantic District. In

this field truly "he died at. his post." His death oc-

curred July 13, 1871, at Panora, Guthrie County, Iowa.

See Minutes of the Annual Conferences, 1871, p. 218, 219.

Read, Henry Clay, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Stanford, Lincoln Count}', Ky., Jan. 30, 1826.

He graduated at Centre College, Danville, Ky., in 18-19,

and at the theological seminary at Princeton, N. J., in

1850; was licensed by Transylvania Presbytery June

27, 1850, and began his labors at Westport, Lagrange,

and Ballardsville, Ky. In 1851 he moved to Glasgow,

Ky., and was ordained over that Church April 9, 1852.

In 1858 he moved to Columbia, Ky., and engaged as

joint principal of the high-school in that place, during

which period he preached half of his time to the Church
there, and the churches of Edmonton and Munfords-

ville. In 1859 he took full charge of the Church and

school, but discontinued the school in 1862. He was a

commissioner to the General Assembly of the Presbyte-

rian Church which met in Peoria, 111., in 1863. He
died Oct. 23, 1863. Mr. Read was a most exemplary

Christian, a man of sound judgment, and a good preacher.

See Wilson, Presb. Hist. A Imanac, 1864, p. 191. (J. L. S.)

Read, Thomas Buchanan, an American artist

of some renown, deserves a place here for his distinc-

tion in works on sacred subjects. He was born in

Chester County, Pa., in 1822. When but seventeen

years old he entered the studio of a sculptor in Cincin-

nati, intending to devote himself to sculpture for life

;

but painting soon proved the more attractive to him,

and he practiced sculpture only as an amateur. In 1841

he went to New York, then to Boston, and settled in

Philadelphia in 1846. He visited Europe first in 1850,

since which time he has lived in Florence and Rome,
passing some interval in Cincinnati. His pictures and
his poems have the same characteristics, as might be
expected. They are full of aerial grace and delicacy

;

an exquisite refinement and an ideal charm mingle in all

he did. And yet he sometimes wrote with the spirit

we find in Sheiidan's Ride, and painted with such force

as is seen in Sheridan and his Horse. Among his most
charming pictures is his Star of Bethlehem. He died in

Europe, where he had resided for over five years, while

on his way home in 1872.

Reader, one of the five inferior orders of the ChiiTch

of Rome. The office of reader is of great antiquity in

the Church, dating as far back as the 3d century." It

is, however, abundantly evident that it was not a dis-

tinct order, the reader (in the Latin Church at least)

never having been admitted to his office by imposition

of hands. According to the Council of Carthage, the

Bible was put into the hands of the appointee, in pres-

ence of the people, with these words :
" Take this book,

and be thou a reader of the Word of God, which office

thou shalt faithfully and profitably perform. Thou
shalt have part with those who minister in the Word
of God." At the time of the Reformation, readers were
admitted in churches and chapels for which no clergy-

man could be procured, to the end that divine service

in such places might not be altogether neglected. The
office, or rather the name, is still continued in the Church
of England. The following is the pledge to which, at

the time of the Reformation, the readers were obliged

to subscribe

:

"Imprimis, I shall not preach or interpret, but only
rend that which is appointed by public authority. I shall
not minister the sacraments or other public riles of the
Church, but bury the dead, and purify women after their
childbirth. I shall keep the register-book according to
the injunctions. I shall use sobriety in apparel, and es-
pecially in the church at common prayer. I shall move
men to quiet and concord, and not give them cause of of-

fence. I shall bring in to my ordinary testimony of my
behavior from the honest of the parish where I dwell,
within one half year next following. I shall give place,
upon convenient warning, so thought by the ordinary, if

any learned minister shall be placed there at the suit of
the patron of the parish. I shall claim no more of the
fruits sequestered of such cure where I shall serve but as
it shall be thought meet to the wisdom of the ordinary.
I shall daily, at, the least, read one chapter of the Old Tes-
tament, and one other of the New, with good advisement,
to the increase of my knowledge. I shall not appoint in
my room, by reason of my absence or sickness, any other
man, but shall leave it to the suit of the parish to the or-

dinary for assigning some other able man. I shall not
read but in poorer parishes, destitute of incumbents, ex-
cept in the time of sickness, or for other good considera-
tions to be allowed by the ordinary. I shall not, openly
intermeddle with any artificer's occupations, as covetously
to seek a gain thereby, having in ecclesiastical living the
sum of twenty nobles, or above, by the year."

In Scotland also, at the Reformation, readers were ap-

pointed to read the Scriptures and the common prayers

—that is, the forms of the Church of Geneva. They
were not allowed to preach or administer the sacraments.

The readers were tempted now and then to overstep

these limits, and were as often forbidden by the General

Assembly, till, in 1581, the office was formally abolished.

The First Book of Discipline says

:

"To the churches where no ministers can be had pres-
entlie must be appointed the most apt men that distinct-

lie can read the common praiers and the Scriptures, to
exercise both themselves and the Church, till they grow
to greater perfection : and in process of time he that is

but a reader may attain to a farther degree, and, by con-
sent of the Church and discreet ministers, may be permit-
ted to minister the sacraments; but not before that he be
able somewhat to perswade by wholesome doctrine, be-
side his reading, and be admitted to the ministerie, as be-
fore is said. . . . Nothing have we spoken of the stipend
of readers, because, if they can do nothing but reade, they
neither can be called nor judged true ministers, and yet
regard must be had to their labors; but so that they may
be spurred forward to vertue, and not by any stipend ap-
pointed for their reading to be retained in that estate.

To a reader, therefore, that is newly entered, fourty merkes,
or more or lesse, as parishioners and readers can agree, is

sufficient: provided that he teach the children of the par-
ish, which he must doe, besides the reading of the com-
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mon prayer?, and bookes of Hie Old and New Testament.
If from reading he begin to exhort and explain the Script-

be augmented, till finally

he come to the honour of a minister. But if he be found
unable after two yeares, then must he be removed from

. .1 of ail stipend, that another

may be proved as long; for this alwaies i- to !>< avoided,

that none who is judged unable to come at any time to

some reasonable knowledge, whereby he may edifle the

Kirk, shall be perpetually susteined upon the charge of

the Kirk. Farther, it must be avoided that no child, nor
hiii age—that is. within twentie-one yeares of

idmitted to the ofiice of a reader."

The name occurs, however, in Church records long after

that period, for in many places the office was tacitly

permitted. The precentor sometimes bore ii : and ex-

torters—persons who read the Scriptures and added a

few words of remark—were found in various towns.

—

Eadie, Eccles. Cyclop, s. v. See Precentor,

Reading, <>i:ii;ntai. Modi: of (Ueb. ^7~- to rail

aloud; nvaytvwcwrw). Mr. Jowetl remarks, in his

Christian Researches in Syria, etc.. that "when persons

are reading privately in a book, they usually go on

reading aloud with a kind of singing voice, moving
their lead- and bodies in time, and making a monoto-

nous cadence a! regular intervals, thus giving empha-
sis, although nol Mich an emphasis as would please an

English ear. Very often they seem to read without

perceiving the sense, and to be pleased with themselves

merely because they can go through the mechanical art

of reading in any way." This practice may enable us

to "understand how it was that Philip should bear at

what passage in Isaiah the Ethiopian eunuch was read-

ing before be was 'united to come up and sit with him
in tic chariol (Acts \ i ii, 30, 31). The eunuch, though

probably reading to bimself, and not particularly de-

signing to be heard by bis attendants, would read loud

enough to be understood by a person at some distance."

See Book.

Reading, Councils op (Concilia Redingensia).

The iirst of these was held in July, 1279, by archbishop

Peckham oft lanterbury, assisted by bis suffragans. The
twelve following constitutions were published:

1. Renews the twenty-ninth constitution of Othobon
against pluralities, and directs bishops to cause a register
to be kept of all incumbents in their dioceses, with all

ars relating to them and their livings.

2. Relates to Commendaries, and declares such as are
held otherwise than the constitution of Gregory, made in

the Council of Lyons, 1273, permits, to he vacant.
3. Orders all priests, on the Sunday after every rural

Chapter, to explain to the people the sentences ,,| excom-
mumcntion decreed by the Council of Oxford in 1222; and
to publish four times in each year the constitutions of
Othobon concerning baptism at Easter and Pentecost,
and that concerning concubinaries at the four principal
rural chapters, the laity being fust dismissed.

i. Orders that children born within eight days of Pen-
tecost and Easter shall be reserved to be baptized at these
times; bnl that children horn at other tunes shall be bap-
tized at once, for fear of sudden death.

5. Orders the eighth constitution of Othobon (1368)
oncubinary priests to be read openly in the four

principal rural chapters, and declares that snch reading
shall he taken as a monition. If the dean or his deputy
neglect this, he is directed to fast every Friday on bread
ami w iter urn ii i he ne\t chapter.

6. Relates i<> the i hrism: orders that what remains of
iiii-m shall be burned when the new is conse-

crated; directs that priests shall be bound to fetch the
churches every year from their bishops

I ister; forbids to use" any other than the new
chrism, under the heaviest penalties.

uiseerated host be kept in a fair

pyx, within a tabernacle
: that a fresh host be consecrated

I's day j that it be carried to the sick by a priest
in surplice and stole, a lantern being carried before and n

i the people may "make humble adora-
tion win' e-.H \ t the K;ng of Glory is carried uudei the

- I' custom of praying for the dead to be
"holy and who esome;" and ordains that upon the death
of any bishop of the province of Canterbury his surviving
brethren shall pet rot m a solemn office for the dead, both
singly in their chapels, nnd together, when called to ae-

rie death ol'the said
bishop : orders, I . say one mas- for
the Bonl of I n. mid entreats all exempt
religious priests and Beculars to do likewise.

9. Relates to the preaching of indulgences, and orders
caution in so doing, " lest the keys oi the Church be de-
spised."

10. Forbids to set free, or admit to purgation, on slight
grounds, clerks who. having been put in prison for their
crimes, are delivered to the I aun h as convicts.

11. Enjoins that care be taken to preserve tin

of friars and nuns; forbids them to sojourn loug iu the
it their parents and friet

12. Forbids parishioners to dispose of the grass, trees,
or root- growing in consecrated ground; leaves BUCh
produce at the disposal of the rectors; forbids the latter,

h itbout sufficient cause, to spoil or grab up sm h

are an ornament to the churchyards and places there-
abouts.

Then follows (in some copies) an injunction that the

clergy of each diocese should si nd at least two deputies

to the next congregation, to treat with the bishops for

the common interests of the Church of England. This

injunction, however, is by Borne persons said to be not

genuine. In this same council a deed protecting tlie

liberties of the scholars at Oxford was drawn up, in

which the archbishop declared that, "moved by their

devout prayers, he received under his protection their

person- and property, and confirmed to them and their

successors the liberties and immunities granted to them

by bi-hops. kings, and others ol the faithful;" it is also

provided thai sentence- ol suspension ami excommuni-
cation passed by the chancellor, or bis deputies, etc.,

upon men on account of offences committed by them in

the university shall be put into execution throughout

the province of Canterbury; further, it is ordered that

the benefices of clerks found in arms by day or night, to

the disturbance of the peace of the university, shall be

sequestered for three years; and if the clerk- so offend-

ing be unbeneficed, they shall be incapable of holding

any benefice for live years, unless they .shall make com-
petent satisfaction in the interim.

Thirteen prelates attended this council, viz. the arch-

bishop, and the bishops of Lincoln, Salisbury, Winches-
ter, Exeter, Chichester, Worcester, Bath, Llandaff, Here-

ford. Norwich. Bangor, and Rochester.— Johnson, Eccles.

Canons; Labbe", Condi, xi, 10G2; Wilkin-. ( 'on il. ii, 33.

Reading-desk, the desk or pew from which t lie

minister reads the morning and evening prayer. In
tin early part of the reign of Edward VI it was the cus-

tom of the minister to perform divine service at the

upper end ol'the choir, near the communion-table; to-

wards which, whether standing or kneeling, he always
turned bis face in the prayers. This being objected to.

a new rubric was introduced tin the fifth year of king

Edward), directing the minister to turn so that the peo-

ple might best hear. In some churches, however, the

too great distance of the chancel from the body ol'the

church hindered the minister from being distinctly

heard by the people; therefore the bi-hops. at the so-

licitation of the clergy, allowed them in several places

to supersede their former practice, and to have desks or

reading-pews in the body of the church : which dispen-

sation, begun at Iirst by some i'rw ordinaries, grew by

degrees to be more general, till at last it came to 1" a

universal practice; insomuch that the Convocation, in

the beginning of the reign of James I. ordered that in

every church there should he a "convenient -eat made
for the minister to read service in." It is remarkable

thai the reading-desk is only once recognised in the

Prayer-book, viz. in the rubric prefixed to the Comroi-
iiation; and also that the rubric prefixed to the Com-
munion office supposes the continuance of the old prac-

tice of reading the service in the choir or chancel. See

A.mbo; l.i en us.

Reading-in, a form required of each incumbent on

taking possession of bis caire in the ( 'hurch of England,
Idie minute of the procedure is .as follows :

•• Memorandum, Thai on Sunday, the -day of
,

in the year of our Lord , the reverend A 1'., clerk,

rector, or vicar of , in the comity of and dio-
cese of , did read in this ChUICh of aforesaid
the articles of religion commonly called the Thirty-nine
Article-, agreed npon iu ( m voc itiou in the year of our
Lord 1562, and did declare his unfeigned assent and cou-
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sent thereto ; also, that he did publicly and openly, on the

day and year aforesaid, in the time of divine service, read

a declaration in the following words, viz. 'I, A B, declare

that I will conform to the liturgy of the United Church
of England and Ireland as it is how by law established.'

Together with a certificate under the right hand of the

reverend , by divine permission lord bishop of ,

of his having made and subscribed the same before him ;

and also that the said A B did read in his parish church
aforesaid, publiclv and solemnly, the morning and even-

ing prayer, according to the form prescribed in and by the

book intituled the Book of Com inna Prayer and Adminis-
tration of the Sacraments, and other Bites and Ceremonies

of the Church, accord inq to the Use. of the Church of Eng-
land ; together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, printed
as thai are to be sung or said in Churches; and the Form
and Manner of Making, Ordaining, and Consecrating Bish-

ops, Priests, and Deacons; and that immediately after

leading the evening service, the said A B did openly and
publicly, before thecongregation there assembled, declare

is unfeigned assent and consent to all things therein

prescribed, in these words, viz. 'I.

declare my unfeigned assent and consent to all and ev
A B, do

erything contained and prescribed in and by the book in-

tituled the Book of Common Prayer and Administration

of the Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies of the

Church ; according to the Use of the Church <f England, to-

gether with the Psalter or Psalms of David, printed as theg

are to be sung or said in Churches, and the Form and Man-
ner ofMaking, Ordaining, and Consecrating Bishops, Priests,

and Deacons.' And these things we promise to testify

upon our corporal oaths, if at any time we should be duly

called upon so to do. In witness whereof we have here-

unto set our hands, the day and year first above written."

—Eadie, Eccles. Cyclop, s. v.

Reading, John, an English theologian, was born

in 1588, in the county of Buckingham. He was curate

at Dover, and afterwards chaplain of Charles I, but he

manifested so much zeal in defending the cause of the

king that in 1042 he was cast into prison, where he re-

mained seventeen months. Archbishop Laud having

conferred upon him, during his detention at the Tower,

the parish of Chatham and a prebend at Canterbury, the

king wotdd not allow him to take possession of either of

these benefices; and he even had a new imprisonment

to undergo. When in 1GG0 Charles II landed at Dover,

it was Reading who was first congratulated, upon his

retnrn, on the renown of the city. We have several

religious works written by Reading, among others, A
Guide to the Holy City (Oxford, 1651, 4to):—An Anti-

dote to Anabaptism (1G54, 4to); also several sermons,

Reading died Oct. 26, 1667, at Chatham, Kent. See

Allibone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A uthors, s. v.

Reading, William, an Anglican divine, flour-

ished in the early opening of last century as keeper of

the Library of Sion College, London. He prepared an

edition of the early ecclesiastical historians (Eusebius,

etc.) in Greek and Latin, with notes (Cantab. 1720, 3

vols.). He also wrote, Sermons (1714, 8vo):

—

Hist, of
Jesus Christ (Lond. 1716, 12mo; 1851, 32mo; 1852,

32mo) :

—

Sermons—Mortification, Holiness, etc. (1724,

8vo):— Bibliothecos Cleri Londinensis in Collefjio Siu-

nesi Catalogus Duplici Forma concinncttus (1724, fol.) :

—Sermons Preached out of the First Lessons of Every

Sunday in the Year, u-ith an Appendix of Six Sermons

(4 vols. 8vo—i, ii, 1728 ; iii, iv, 1730 ; 1755. 4 vols. 8vo)

;

very rare; commended by D'Oyle and Maret in their

Commentary on the Bible: — Sermons (1731, 8vo) :

—

Tracts on Government (1739, 8vo).

Readings, Various. See Various Readings.

Reai'a (1 Chron. v, 5). See Reaiah.

Reai'ah (Heb. Reayah', •"^X*, seen of Jehovah),

the name of three Hebrews.

1. (Sept. 'Pacta v. r. 'Paid.) A " son" of Shobal son

of Judah (1 Chron. iv, 2). B.C. post 1658. He is ap-

parently designated by the epithet Haroeh (ftX^n,

ha-Roeh, the seer; Sept. 'Apacr, Vulg. qui videbat; evi-

dently a mere corruption of Reaiah). See Shobal.

2. (Sept. 'Ptjx«-) Tne son of Mieah and father of

Baal, apparently phylarchs of the tribe of Reuben not

long before the invasion of Tiglath-Pilescr (1 Chron. v,

5, A. V. " Reaia"). B.C. ante 720.

3. (Sept. 'Paid v. r. 'Paa'id, etc.) One of the Nethi-

nim whose posterity returned from Babylon with Zerub-
babel (Ezra ii, 47 ; Neh. vii, 50). B.C." ante 536.

Real Presence, in the eucharist, is a doctrine

forming an article in the belief of the Roman, the Greek,

and other Eastern churches, and of some bodies or indi-

viduals in other Christian communions. Those who es-

pouse the real presence in the eucharist hold that, under

the appearance of the eucharistic bread and wine, after

consecration by the minister, Christ himself is really and
substantially present, body and blood, soul and divinity.

The word really is used in opposition to " figuratively;"

and the decree of the Council of Trent, which is the au-

thoritative expositor of the Roman Catholic belief, con-

joins with that word the terms "truly" and "substan-

tially," the former being used in order to exclude the

notion of a barely typical representation, such as is rec-

ognisable in the Paschal Lamb and the other Messianic

types of the old law; and the latter for the purpose of

meeting the view ascribed to Calvin, that Christ, as ap-

prehended by the faith of the believer, was, for such be-

liever, rendered virtually present in the eucharist, and
that his body and blood were received in virtue and effi-

cacy, although not in corporal substance. See Lord's
Supper.

In the Protestant churches of the Reformation, this

question became a matter of serious conflict between
Lutherans and Zwinglians. The belief of the Roman
and Eastern churches as to the reality of the presence

was shared by Luther, who, however, differed from Cath-
olics as to the mode. One school of divines in the An-
glican Church, whose doctrine became very prominent
in the time of Laud, and has been revived in the late

Tractarian movement, also hold to transubstantiation in

such a forbidding form to the Protestants as to stand

entirely alone within the fold of Protestantism. Yet it

must be remarked that between Roman Catholics and
all other theological schools, of whatever class, one mark-
ed difference exists. According to the former, the pres-

ence of Christ in the consecrated eucharist is perma-
nent; so that he is believed to be present not alone for

the communicant who receives the eucharist during

the time of his communion, but also remains present in

the consecrated hosts reserved after communion. On
the contrary, all the Lutherans, and almost all Angli-

cans, confine their belief of the presence to the time of

communion, and all, with hardly an exception, repudiate

the worship of the reserved elements, as it is practiced

by Catholics. See Consubstantiation ; Lutheran-
ism.

In the Protestant Episcopal Church, while the "real

presence" is undoubtedly held, yet it is considered as

of a spiritual and heavenly character. The homily on
the sacrament expressly asserts, "Thus much we must
be sure to hold, that in the supper of the Lord there is

no vain ceremony, no bare sign, no untrue figure of a

thing absent ; but the communion of the body and blood

of the Lord in a marvellous incorporation, which by the

operation of the Holy Ghost is through faith wrought
in the souls of the faithful," etc. In the Office of the

Communion, the elements are repeatedly designated as

the body and blood of Christ; and after their reception

we give thanks that God " doth vouchsafe to feed us,

who have duly received these holy mysteries, with the

spiritual food of the most precious body and blood of

[his] Son our Saviour Jesus Christ." The Catechism,

in agreement with this, defines the " inward part" of

this sacrament to be " the body and blood of Christ,

which are spiritually taken and received by the faithful

in the Lord's supper." The 28th Article asserts, re-

specting the eucharist, that "to such as rightly, wor-
thily, and with faith receive the same, the bread which
we break is a partaking of the body of Christ ; and, like-

wise, the cup of blessing is a partaking of the blood of

Christ." " By maintaining this view," says Stoughton,

"the Church supports the dignity of this holy sacra-

ment without involving the dogma of transubstantia-

tion, which she everywhere repudiates, asserting that it
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cannot ho proved by Holy Writ, but it is repugnant

to ill" 1 plain words of Scripture, overthrowetb the nat-

uiv of a sacrament, and hath given occasion to man}'

superstitions." Instead of this—i.e. a corporal presence

by the change of the elements into the natural body

ami Mood of Chrisl -she goes on to assert that "the

hoily of Chrisl is given, taken, and eaten in the supper

only after a heavenly and spiritual manner. And the

mean whereby the body of Chrisl i- received and eaten

in the supper is faith" (Article XXVIII). See Water-

land, Works, voL vi ; Wtilet,Si/n.Pap.; Wheatley, Com-
monPrayer; Hooker, Ch. Polity ; North Brit.Rev.Zaa.

1870,p.272. See Transi bstantiation.

Realino, Bernardino, an Italian Jesuit scholar,

was born Dec. 1, 1530, al Carpi. Sou of a gentleman
in the service of Luigi di Gonzaga, he received an ex-

cellent education at Modena, and graduated at Bologna.

He studied jurisprudence, and made himself known by
a commentary upon the Nuptials of Thetis and Peleus

of Catullus (Bologna, 1551, tto I, when one of bis parents

began an unjust lawsuit to take away part of his for-

tune. The affair lasted a long time, and was finally

left to the verdict of an arbitrator, who hastened to de-

cide against Realino without even hearing him. About
the time of the encounter at Carpi, this arbitrator ad-

dressed him in verj strong terms, and, in great wrath,

Realino gave him a -word-cut in the face. Condemned
for this bold action, the young man fled to Bologna.

Made doctor of law in 1556, he obtained in the same
year the office of magistrate of Felizzano, a borough of

Milan ; after this he became attorney of Alessandria;

then the marquis of Peschiera gave him control of the

vast domains which he possessed in the kingdom of
Naples. At the age of thirty-four he grew weary of the

world, arranged his affairs, and entered, at Naples, the
Society of Jesus (1564). He there distinguished himself

by a zeal, a pal ienee, and a charity tor the poor in which
he was always consistent. Having received, in 1574,
the order to lay the foundation of a college at Lecce, he.

did ii just before bis death. An inquiry was started to

establish his rights to canonization, but the court of
Rome refused the application. Realino composed quite
a number of small books, mentioned by Sotwel; his

notes upon ancient authors have been inserted in vol. ii

of the Thesaurus Criticus of Gruter.— Hoefer, Nouv.
Bioff. General . s. v.

Realism is a distinct and readily apprehended doc-

trine in the higher ranges of metaphysics, character-

izing the whole scheme of speculation with which ii

may be associated. A Realist is one who maintains
this doctrine. Realism asserts that General Terms,ot
Ideas, .as they are called by Plato, such as M,ni. Horse,

Plant, have a substantive, or real, existence independent

of their actual and individual manifestations. This
dogma early encountered opposition, which became so

violent in ihe 12th and ensuing centuries as to distract

philosophy, and to excite controversies that disturbed

creeds ami kingd s, and that siill survive, though in

disguised forms and with greatly diminished virulence.
The war of words frequently proceeded to blows and
slaughter. Excommunication often attended the less

1
ulai side. Tracts, pamphlets, and formidable vol-

umes were Sustained or resisted with carnal and san-
guinary weapons. Communities were divided by the
bitter logomachy into hostile factions. The Church
swarmed with discords. Universities were arrayed
against each other, or were torn by intestine dissen-
sions. Cities Were opposed to cities; slates to stales;

one religious order to another; and the conflict between
the temporal and spiritual sovereignty was exacerbated
and widened by the metaphysical strife. Brucker, and
multitudes less cognizant than be of the influence oi

metaphysical conclusions on the condition and iduct

ofgovernments and societies,have superciliously sneered
at these envenomed and long-enduring contentions, aa
in e r.U the blind sophistries of men bewildered bv vain

abstractions or futile fantasies. But a philosophical
problem which has remained unsolved tor thousands of

years, which engrossed and embattled the most acute
intellects for centuries, and which has not yet ceased to

produce perplexity and division; which enlisted the

zeal alike of the scholar and the people, the priest and
the prince, can be regarded as frivolous only by those

who fail to discern the intellectual forces and associa-

tions by which the progress of the world is moulded.
Sir William Hamilton, indeed, doubts the continued ex-

istence of any Realist doctrine, and regards it "as curi-

ous only in a historical point of view;" hut this opin-

ion apparently results from inattention to the trans-

formations which speculative tenets undergo. and to the

vitality of old doctrines through the instrumentality of

new disguises. There is a true metempsychosis of met-
aphysical questions:

"Nee manet nt fnerat, ncc formaa servat easdem,
Sed tamen Ipsa eadem est : animam sic semper candem
Esse, sed in vaiias doceo migrare flgurae."

Sir William Hamilton's scant notices of Realism and
Nominalism are ingenious, subtle, delicate, lint I bey-

want compass, completeness, and depth.

Twin-born with Realism was Nominalism (q. v.), its

direct opposite, which strenuously denies the reality of

General Terms, and maintains that they are names only,

logical entities, convenient artifices of expression (nomi-

na mera, voces nudce, flatus vocis, articulated air, "vox
it praterea nihil"). Springing, as these antagonist

views do, from the weakness of the human mind, which
is unable to comprehend the primordial origin of being,

and which is inevitably inclined to consider its imperfect

knowledge complete and conclusive, the opposition be-

gan with the beginning of systematic speculation, ac-

companied its development, and acquired predominance
in the ages characterized by dialectical earnestness and

verbal precision. The contradictory tenets were upheld
by rival sects of Hindu philosophers; they produced a

wide severance of opinion in the brightest, sera of Greek
philosophy ; they remained irreconcilable, though at

times indistinct, in the schools of Alexandria : they
burst out into clamorous fury in the Middle Ages, when
the loftiest intellects were employed in laying the foun-

dations of systematic theology and of orthodox expres-

sion.

Between the extreme and contradictory schemes of

Realism and Nominalism was interposed, chiefly by the

keen perspicacity of Abelard,bul in accordance with the

probable views of Aristotle, a doctrine of compromise
which has been designated Conceptualism. The Con-
ceptualist theory holds that General Notions,oi I'ni-

versals, have a real existence in individuals, but no real

or substantial being without them. It recognises their

positive existence in the mind, which derives them by
abstraction and generalization from particulars, and em-
ploys them as the sie,ns or names of the elasses of con-

crete realities to which they are applicable. The Realist

doctrine is that, before Socrates. Plato, and Phsedo, or

any other individual men existed. Man, as an abstract

ilea, bad an essential and immutable reality, and that

Socrates, Plato, and Phsedo were men solely in conse-

ipieuce of possessing this ideal maul d Kara
\

The Nominalist, on the other band, alleged that human-
ity existed only in Socrates. Plato, Phsedo, and other

individuals; that the term was only an intellectual de-

vice for indicating the common properties character-

istic of Socrates, Plato, and Phsedo by gi\ ing them the

general name A/an, and thus embracing them in one

class. The Conceptualist agreed with the Nominalist in

refusing an absolute existence to the general term M,ui.

and in assigning to it a real existence only in conjunc-

tion with Socrates, Plato, Phsedo, etc., bul be endeav-

ored t" satisfy the demands of the Realist by admitting

that the conception Mm/, attained by abstraction and

generalization from individuals, had an actual existence,

and wa- an intelligible reality in the mind apprehend-

ing it. Thus Abelard was antagonist at once to Will—
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iam of Champeaux and to Roscellinus. Employing the

quaint but precise language of the schoolmen, the Real-

ists held universalia esse ante rem; the Nominalists,

universalia esse post rem ; the Conceptualists of various

types, universalia esse in re. To the last should be

added et etiam in intelleetu. These distinctions may
appear shadowy and impalpable, but metaphysics dwells

amid such "airy shapes," and these have had a marked
influence and serious consequences in politics, law, mor-
als, philosophy, and religion :

" inclusas animas, supe-

rumque ad lumen ituras."

Nominalism has already met with due consideration.

See Nominalism. The present notice will consequent-

ly be confined to Realism, except so far as Nominalism
and Conceptualism may be inextricably entwined with

it.

I. Origin of Realism.—It would be misplaced indus-

try, and inconsistent with the brevity required here, to

investigate the Realist doctrines which were entertained

and developed in the philosophy of the Hindus. But
the mediaeval dogma is so intimately connected with

the tenor of Greek speculation that a reference to its

remote source in the schools of Athens cannot be avoid-

ed. The controversy between Realism and Nominalism
did not become predominant in speculation till the close

of the 11th century, but the antagonism was distinctly

declared from the times of Plato and Aristotle. The
wide differences which separated the schemes of the

great teacher and his greater pupil in their explana-

tion of the intelligible universe (mundus intelligibilis')

were plainly manifest to the successors of those great

heresiarchs. The doctrine of Plato and the earnest op-

position of Aristotle may be best appreciated by the

careful consideration of the multitudinous passages in

the text of Aristotle referred to in the index of Bonitz

(Aristotelis Opera [ed. Acad. Berolin.], vol. iv) under

the head of " Plato, 2." Evidences not merely of the

continued antagonism of the Academic and Peripatetic

schools, but also of the recognition of the gravity and
the consequences of this antagonism, are abundant in

the subsequent ages. It may suffice to refer to Ploti-

nus (Ermead. Ill, ix, 1 ; V, v, 1 ; IX, iii, 10), to a passage

in Porphyry, which will soon require to be cited, and to

Hesychius Milesius (Fr. 7, ii, 53, Fragm. Eistor. Griec.

iv, 173), who has stated clearly and precisely the Pla-

tonic thesis ("Eori Si twv atSwv 'iv iKaarov aiCiov tb

Kai vm)na Kai Trpoc, tovtoiq airaSsg. Aw icai <pnaiv

iv Tij (pvou tuq iSu'ic iaravai KaSc'nrep liapaciiypara,

rd o' dWa ravraiQ ioucivai, tovtwv dpotwfiaTa KaSi-

OTwra). But the divergence of the schools in regard

to Universale, or genera generalissimo, and to abstract

notions generally, remained an indeterminate disputa-

tion in the Hellenic world, and was not raised to su-

preme importance till it passed, in the mediaeval period,

from transcendental ontology to dialectics and theolo-

gy. The germ of the grand debate is found in one of

the associates of the Neo-Platonic schools, but it scarce-

ly vegetated till the scholastic period. Porphyry had
said, in his introduction to the Categories of Aristotle

(Schol. Aristot. ap. Aristot. Opera [ed. Acad. Berolin.],

iii, 1), that he would abstain from the more recondite

inquiries, and aim only at a concise presentation of the

simpler topics. " For," he proceeds, " I will decline to

speak of the essential character of genera and species,

or to inquire whether they are substantially corporeal

or incorporeal, and whether they are separable or exist-

ent only in perception, since this is a most profound in-

vestigation, and requires other and deeper examination."

The Greek of Porphyry was almost entirely unknown
to mediaeval speculators, but the Latin paraphrase of

Boethius was familiar to them, and constituted, as it

were, a text-book of elementary logic. Thus the ques-

tion of the nature of Universals was distinctly raised,

and the opposite views which were entertained on the

subject divided reasoners into hostile camps, and led to

those passionate controversies which have been already

alluded to. It was only gradually, however, that the op-

position became clear and well marked, and connected it-

self closely with the gravest interests that have occupied
the minds of men. In the first half of the 9th century,

Rabanus Maurus, commenting on the text of Porphyry
just quoted, but using the version of Boethius, recognises

the conflictofopinion (Cousin, Introd.aux (Euvres Inedits

oVA belard, p. 77), and is supposed to have inclined to the

Nominalistic side (Caraman, Ilist.des Rev.de la Philoso-

phie, i, 249). It would probably be more correct to con-
clude that he sought a ground of conciliation between
the two extremes. The difficult problem was, however,
brought forward into distinct contemplation. If there

was any tendency in Rabanus Maurus to what was af-

terwards known as Nominalism, the reaction showed it-

self promptly. In the next generation, the philosophy
of Johannes Scotus Erigena, which was founded on an
imperfect acquaintance with the Neo-Platonic teachings,

ran into decided Pantheism, in accordance with the re-

sults of those teachings, as developed by Plotinus. Re-
garding God as the source whence all things proceed,

by which all things are sustained, and to which all

things return—representing creation as the self-evolu-

tion of the Creator, and destruction as the self-reabsorp-

tion, he rendered God all things and all things God.
The basis of his whole scheme was involved in the Pla-

tonic theory of ideas [see Platonic Philosophy], and
in the Realist tenet universalia ante rem. Not merely
were the body and spirit of Scotus's philosophy hete-

rodox, but it contained several particular conclusions

which were deemed heretical, and which provoked the

ecclesiastical censure which they received. The Pan-
theistic doctrines of Scotus Erigena naturally excited

opposition when the results to which they led became
apparent. If God were all things, then necessarily all

things would be essentially God—being the external

and phenomenal manifestations of the divine activity,

and constituting, at the same time, the divine essence,

inasmuch as their whole support was a real existence

in the divine substance. It is the inevitable tendency
of a metaphysical dogma to be unfolded by its acolytes

into its ultimate logical consequences, which reveal the

extravagances and the hazards of the position. It is

the inevitable tendency of such revelation to arouse an-
tagonism, and to suggest security in the opposite ex-
treme. By such oscillation between contradictory ten-

ets, the human intellect is kept from stagnation, and
research and meditation are constantly stimulated. The
Pantheism of Scotus Erigena annihilated independent

individual existence and individual responsibility; and
it obliterated the distinction between the Creator and
the creation. The refutation of his errors was sought
in the examination and denial of his premises, as well

as in the repudiation of his conclusions. His views had
been founded on the supposititious writings of Diony-
sius the Areopagite, which were steeped in Neo-Pla-
tonism (q. v.). Their antidote was expected from the

school of Aristotle, whose logical opinions were gradu-
ally disseminated throughout Western Europe, through
Saracenic and Jewish channels, and which had been
partially known through Boethius during nearly all

mediaeval times.

But the latter part of the 9th, the whole of the 10th,

and most of the 11th century were eminently unfavorable

to diligent study and tranquil speculation. It was the

period of Arab ravage and encroachment in the Eastern

Empire; the period of the ruthless descents of Danes and
Northmen in the Western; the period when the reign-

ing dynasties of France and England were changed

;

when Italy was distracted by invasions and by wars
between contending emperors; and when the fierce

strife between the secular and spiritual authority be-

came peculiarly acrimonious. As the result of these

wide-spread disturbances, discord and anarchy, lawless-

ness and rapine, general wretchedness and insecurity

prevailed. Two centuries thus elapsed before the great

question of Universals distinctly emerged out of the

earlier discordances of opinion. Towards their conclu-
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sion, a purely theological question bad arisen, which

recalled eager inquiry into the nature of Universal*.

This was the denial of transubstantiation by Berenga-

rius on grounds which implied Nominalism.

the same i inn-, the doctrine of Nominalism

was explicitly assi rted by Roscellinus, a canon "I I lorn-

usually regarded as the founder

of the sect, bul may have been preceded by liis master,

Johannes Surdus (John the Deaf), of whom very little is

known. Roscellinus held thai "genera and species are

i. 3, bul only words denoting abstractions;"

that, consequently, " there an- no Bucb things as uni-

versal, bul only individuals." Realism is tlm- directly

contradicted. These speculations pointed towards dan-

gerous heresies in theology. Roscellinus, denying all

but individual existences, assailed the unity of persons

in the Trinity, and thus maintained Tritheism. The
Church was at once aroused. Numerous confutations

were propounded, the most celebrated of which was the

tractate of Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, I>< Fide

Trinitatis. Anselm holds the Realist doctrine of Uni-

versals, and i- occasionally betrayed into extravagance.
His polemics is. however, theological rather than dia-

li ctical "i- in. taphysical. lie attacks perilous errors in

religious belief, an. I assails speculative opinions only in-

cidentally. Remusat, while considering him a decided

Realist, deems that his prominence in the controversy

between Realism and Nominalism has been exagger-

ate. 1 i Remusat, St. . I nselmt
,
pt. ii, ch. iii, p. 494). Ef-

forts were made to reconcile the conflict between the

ii doctrines, but they only rendered the issue

an. I the antagonism more pronounced. William de

Champeaux (De Campbellis) held that "the Universal

or genus is something real; the individuals composing
the genus have no diversity of essence, bul only of acci-

lements." This is the tir-t precise asseveration

of Realism in mediaeval philosophy. With William de

Champeaux "the essence of things is ascribed to the

genera, the individual is reduced to a simple accident.

With Roscellinus, the individuals alone exist, and they

constitute the essence of things. With Champeaux.
the essence of things i- in the genera to which they be-

long, lor SO far a- tiny arc individuals they are only

accident-" (Caraman, Hist, des Rev, <l' l,t Phil. vol. ii.

ch.ii,p. 18).

Thenceforward the greal controversy proceeds with

increasing ardor, and furnishes the battle-field for the

rival Schools and rival Schoolmen of lie- Middle Ages.

The further consideration of these dissensions belongs,

however, more appropriately to the discussion of the

oi ni of scholasticism. See Scholasticism.
II. Vatun of Realism.— The general character of

Realism has been exhibited sufficiently to render its or-

igin and evolution intelligible. A fuller explanation is

needed to enable us to understand the importance which
it assumed in mediaeval speculation. Cicero has said

that •there is nothing so absurd as not to have been

maintained by some of the philosophers." It is easier

to ridicule than to appreciate the reveries of philosophy.

Tin. aberrations of metaphysics and tie- paradoxes of

ire ..uly the zealous and inadequate expres-

sion of far-reaching truths imperfectly apprehended.

We certainly should not complain of either the excesses

or the blindness of the schoolmen, in an age which is

inclined t.. accept protoplasm as a sufficient explanation

of all life, and evolution a- a complete exposition of

creation, or a substitute for it. Vet. even in these cases.

much is charged upon the hieropbants which they do

irl of their doctrines. Realism was the

mediaeval and dialectical reproduction of the Platonic
ideas. It a I thai general terms. BUCh as Mnn.
Horse, I c, were not merely logical de-

vices, cieai no- of abstraction, ingenuities of language,
hut were realities, separable (xiopiara) from the being
of individual men, horses, trees, flowers, etc. In Plato

and the Platonic Bchool these ideas were supposed to

have a real, primordial, changeless, and eternal exist-

1

enee in the Divine Mind, as the archetypes of all things
that are made. It demands no extraordinary range of

intellect to point out the presumption of attempting to

determine the contents of the Divine .Mind and the

mod.- of it- procedure in ordering the creation. It

needs no great intellectual effort to dilate upon the

practical incongruities of representing Socrates a- a

transitory accident
; having no real existence except so

! far as he partakes of the one. universal, ideal Man, who
is immortal, incorporeal, immaterial, and unchangeable;
communicated and communicable to all men. past, pres-

ent, and future : completely contained in each, yet abun-

dant for all. and independent of each and of all. These
objections blink or evade the subtleties of the problem.

These sneers do not reach the difficulty with which the

greatest philosophers have struggled, and struggled in

vain. No doubt our knowledge "i </< m rals and specials

is attained (so far as the human mind is capal

certaining the process of attaining knowledge) by ab-

straction from individual things observed, and by re-

combination of their accordant characteristics. No
doubt the abstract terms, so arrived at. are the instru-

ments of linguistic and logical classification, which we
employ unsuspiciously ill reasoning and conversation.

I'.ut is this all? Is this a complete solution of the enig-

ma? Is it not a mere screen which t ceals the real

enigma from its? There is a general, not an individual.

resemblance between all men- homo simillimus komini
nihil similius komini quam homo. They are alike in

consequence of their participation in a common human-
ity. Our knowledge of this humanity may be—must
he—derived by generalization from the common char-

acteristics of all men. But, again, it should be asked,

Is this all? Does our knowledge precede or follow this

possession of a common humanity? Doe- it do any-

thing more than recognise its presence? How does

the common humanity come into existence? How does

it continue in existence? How i- it to he interpreted?

Is there no plan or order in creation? No eternal de-

sign in the purposes of the Creator? Is everything
spasmodical, momentary creation, with observance of

antecedent forms? Whence, then, such observance,

and the maintenance id' uniformity, and all the charac-

teristics of preordination? How does it occur that the

earth proceed- ever to "bring forth the living creature

nj'h r lti< kin, I. cattle and creeping thing, and beast of

the earth afU r his kin!." if the several kinds and genera

and species are mere abstractions, pure figments of the

generalizing faculty? Did (his unvarying observance

of the type arise, without any reality of the type, by
the accidental collision of atoms in all the infinite vari-

ety of their hypothetical contacts, and by survival of

t he fittest, through self-adaptation to their shifting sur-

roundings? No permanent forms, transmitted from

generation to generation, from age to age, could thus

he maintained. The unmitigated repudiati f Real-

ism leads straight to the acceptance of the creed
i

i Lu-

cretius and Darwin and Herbert Spencer.
" Nam certe neqne consilio Primordia rernm
Ordinl se quaeqne, ntque sagaci mente locarnut

:

Nee qnos qnaeque darent molus pepigere profecto
;

Sed quia multiinodis, inulti-. mntata, per Omne
K\ iiit'uiiio vexantur percita plagis,
omne -elms motus, el i oetus experinndo,
Tandem devenient in talc,- d;s;,o-,t,iras,

Qualibus baec I'dei- con -:-:.: -mum ,

El nuiltos etinm magnos sen ata pei ni

i ;

-. mei iii motus coujecta 'at convet

The answer of the Epicurean herd will not solve the

riddles proposed. Realism offered a very different so-

lution, which, however inadequate and unsatisfactory it

may be deemed, did not affect to treat the questions as

-hallow or unimportant. Bul may there not be some

genuine truth, obscured, disguised, mutilated, lame

yet, nevertheless, struggling into meaning, in the the-

ory of Realism? I- there not a plan, a divine order,

throughout all creation? Are there not type- intelli-

gible, potential, not actual types -to he accounted for?

Has a concepti fth< reason uever varying, but per-
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sisting as long as the reason and the objects of reason

endure— has such a conception a less real existence

than the concrete and material, or individual forms

which correspond to the conception, but which are

changing at all times during their existence, and are

born to perish ? The existence is of very different char-

acter, but is it less truly existence? The ambiguity
and vagueness of their terms may not have been recog-

nised by the mediaeval Idealists and Realists. Are they

always clearly apprehended by their critics? Have
the censors of Realism fully appreciated the incompre-

hensibility and variability of the Realist doctrine with-

out loss of its distinctive character and without sacri-

fice of its essential tenet? Doubtless the theory of

Realism was indistinct, not rigorously determined, and
scarcely palpable. Doubtless the modes of its state-

ment were obnoxious to grave exceptions, and led to

misapprehensions and misconceptions on the part even
of its advocates. The subjects with which the theory

dealt may very well lie beyond any determinate grasp

of the human faculties. But an earnest effort was made
to interpret the great, mysteries of existence—the per-

manence of type, with the variability and fragility of

all embodiments of the type. This world may be "all

a fleeting show, for man's illusion given ;" but is there

nothing unseen behind it which is true, and which fur-

nishes its unalterable patterns? There is some justifi-

cation, or at least some elucidation, of the thesis of the

Realists to be deduced from the conclusions of compara-
tive anatomy. Aristotle taught that the skeletons of

the beast, the bird, and the fish revealed a common type,

with characteristic deviations {De Part. Animal.). Six
centuries later. Lactantius, or the Pseudo-Lactantius, re-

produced the same tenet in a remarkable passage : "Una
dispositio, et unus habitus, innumerabiles imaginis pra>

ferat varietates" {De Opific. Dei, c. vii). In our own
day, the distinguished comparative anatomist Owen has

demonstrated the validity of the conjecture of Aristotle

by his work On the A rchetypal Skeleton of Vertebrate

Animals; and Dr. M'Cosh has given, perhaps without
full recognition of its import, a most instructive appli-

cation of the principle in his Typical Forms and Special-

Ends in Creation. Is there no truth, no validity, no
reality in the types?

Is Realism, then, to be regarded as true? By no
means. It only contains an element, an unsegregated

element, of truth. It is a very important element, but

it is dimly entertained and extravagantly expressed.

Is its opposite, Nominalism, true? Again the answer
must be, By no means. It contemplates only one side

of the truth; runs into equal extravagance, and ex-

cludes utterly the indispensable particle of truth con-

tained in the adverse doctrine. Is the truth attained

by combining the antagonistic views? Not so. The
two schemes cannot be united, and can scarcely be rec-

onciled, except by regarding them as imperfect exposi-

tions from opposite points of view. Moreover, two par-

tial and fragmentary truths can never make the whole
truth. Truth is a consistent, harmonious, organic

whole. It can never be attained by dovetailing patches

of truth, or by forming a mosaic.

Philosophy, in its development, is a series of errone-

ous and conflicting positions. One extreme provokes

another extreme ; but the conception of first principles,

and the range of deductions from them, become en-

larged and cleared with the progress and succession of

errors, although the full and precise truth mav never be

reached.

The truth which seems to be involved in Realism is

this: Universals, genera, species, represent the perma-
nent forms of the intelligible creation. They attest a

settled and regular order in the sensible universe. They
reveal a preordained, or predetermined, plan in the sev-

eral classes of existence; an enduring truth; an abiding

uniformity in the midst of individual deviations and
transitory manifestations; a design habitually fulfilled;

types which subsist, though actualities vanish. A part,
|

at least, of the error of Realism—for neither its whole
truth nor its whole error can be distinctly grasped and
perspicuously expressed—consisted in presenting these
important conclusions in an exaggerated form, so that
they contradicted the partial truth equally involved in

Nominalism : that individuals have a real as well as an
actual existence, and that the generic and specific terms
which are habitually employed, and are indispensable in

language, are modes of classifying our perceptions and
conceptions, and are used altogether independently of
any ulterior suggestions which may be implicated in

them.

The Nominalist denied a metaphysical truth because
it was not embraced within the sphere of his logical re-

quirements. The Realist assailed the logical truth be-

cause it failed to embrace an ontological explanation,
and appeared to be at variance with it.

Bitter contradictions and acrimonious hostilities nec-
essarily resulted from the antagonism, in consequence
of the inevitable association of the conflicting doctrines

with adverse parties and interests in theology, in Church
and in State.

III. Literature.—The historians of philosophy, who
embrace the philosophy of the Middle Ages, necessarily

pay much attention to Realism and Nominalism. More
special sources of information are, Caraman, Hist, des

Revolutions de la Philosophic en France; Baumgarten
Crusius, De Vero Scholast. Real, et Nominal. Discrimine
(Jena, 1821); Cousin, Fragmens Philosophiques (Paris,

1840); id. Introd. aux O'Aivres Inedits
d'
'Abelard ; Exner,

Nominalismus und Realismus (Prague, 1842); Kohler,
Realismus und Nominalismus in ihrem Einftuss avf die

dogmat. Syst. des Mittelalt. (Gotha, 1857); Haure'au,

Philosophic Scolastique (Paris, 1858); Cupely, Esprit de
In Philosophie Scolastique (ibid. 1868). Much valuable
suggestion may also be obtained from Re'musat, Abe-
lard (ibid. 1845, 2 vols.); id. St. Anselme (ibid. 1853).

To these may be added, Emerson, Realism and Nomi-
nalism. (G. F. II.)

Reanointers is the name of a Russian sect, which
dates from about the year 1770. They do not rebaptize

those who join them from the Greek Church, but they
insist upon their having the chrism again administered
to them. They are said to be especially numerous in

Moscow. See Russian Sects.

Reaping p2|5, katsar', to cut off; 3-tpiZw). Reap-

ing in Palestine was usually done by the sickle, to which
reference is occasionally made in Scripture. See Sickle.
But there can be little doubt that the modern practice

of pulling up by the roots, instead of cutting the corn,

also prevailed to a considerable extent in ancient times.

The corn seldom yields so much straw as in this coun-
try, and pulling is resorted to in order to obtain a larger

supply of fodder. Maundrell thus describes the practice

as he noticed it in 1697: "All that occurred to us new
in these days' travel was a particular way used by the
country people in gathering their corn, it being now
harvest-time. They plucked it up by handfuls from
the roots, leaving the most fruitful fields as naked as if

nothing had ever grown on them. This was their prac-

tice in all the places of the East that I have seen ; and

Ancient Egyptians Reaping.
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the reason is thai they may lose none of their straw.

which is generally very short, and necessary lor the

sustenance of their cattle, no hay being here made. I

mention this." be adds, "because il Beems to give light

to thai expression of the Psalms (exxix, 6), 'which

witheretfa before it be plucked up,' where there seems

to be a manifest allusion to the custom." This un-

doubtedly is the correct meaning of the expression; and

the real allusion is losl sighl of by the rendering in the

A.V.,"before it growetb up." Ii grows, hut withers

he plucking-time comes an emblem of the

premature decay and fruitlessness of the wicked. See

Ai.KK I 1.1 I BE.

Reason denotes thai function of our intelligence

which has reference to the attainment of a particular

class of truths. We know a greal many things by im-

mediate or actual experience. Our senses tell us that

we are thirsty, that we bear a sound, thai we are af-

fected by light. These facts are truths of Bense or of

immediate knowledge, and do not involve the reason.

Reason comes into play when we know a thing not

immediately, but by some indirect process; as when.

from seeing a river unusually swollen, we believe thai

there have been heavy rains at its sources. Here the

mere sense tells us only that the river is high. It is

by certain transitions of thought, or by the employ-
ment of our thinking powers, thai we come to know the

other circumstance that in a remote part of the coun-

try there have been heavy rains.

In ascertaining these truths of reason or of inference,

as they are called, there are various steps or operations.

described under different names. Thus we have (1)

Deduction, or Syllogism; (2) Induction; and (3) Gen-

eraUzation of notions, of which Abstraction and Defini-

tion are various phases. These are well represented by

their several designations. The nature of the function

or faculty denominated Reason, or the Reasoning Facul-

ty, can be explained by showing how it results from the

fundamental powers of the intelligence.

There is another .and peculiar signification attached

to the word reason, growing oul of the philosophy of

Kant i q. v.), which maintains a distinction between rea-

son and understanding, the latter being that faculty

called by the Greeks vou£, and by Hamilton called the

"Regulative Faculty." Chambers's Encyclop.s. v. See

1 leming and krauth. Vocab. of Philosophy, s. v.

REASON, Use of, in Religion. The sublime,

incomprehensible' nature of some of the Christian doc-

trines has so completely suhducd the understanding of

many pious men as to make them think it presumptu-

ous to apply reason in any way to the revelations of

God; and the many instances in which the simplicity

of truth has been corrupted by an alliance with philoso-

phy confirm them in the belief that it is safer. as well

as more respectable, to resign their minds to devout im-

pressions than io exercise their understandings in any

speculations upon sacred subjects. Enthusiasts and fa-

natics of all different names and sects agree in decrying

the use of reason, because it is the very essence o| fanat-

icism to sulistifule. in place of the sober deductions of

reason, the extravagant fancies of a disordered imagina-

tion, and to consider these fancies as the immediate illu-

mination ofthe Spirit of (iod. Insidious writers in the

deistical controversy have pretended to adopt those seii-

of humility and reverence which are insepara-

1 luistians, and even that total subjection

of reason to faith which characterizes enthusiasts. A
pamphlet was published about the middle of the last

century thai made a noise in its day, although ii is now
forgotten, entitled Christianity ift Founded on Argu-
ment, which, whili to a careless reader it may seem to

magnify the Gospel, does in reality lend to undermine
our faith by Separating it from a rational assent; and
Mr. Hume, in the spiril of this pamphlet, concludes his

Essay on Miracles with calling those dangerous friends

or disguised enemies to the Christian religion who have

undertaken to defend it by the principles of human rea-

son. "Our most holy religion," lie says, with a disin-

genuity very unbecoming his respectable talents, --is

founded on faith, not on reason;" and -mire reason is

insufficient to convince us of its veracity." The Church
of Koine, in order to subject the minds of her votaries

to Iter authority, has reprobated the use of reason in

matters of religion. She has revived an ancient posi-

tion, that things may be true in theology which arc

false in philosophy; and she lias, in some instances.

male the nieril of faith to consist in the absurdity of

that which was believed.

The extravagance of these positions has produced,

since the Reformation, an opposite extreme. While
those who deny the truth of revelation consider reason

as in all respects a sufficient guide, the Socinians, who
admit that a revelation ha- be. n made, employ reason

as the supreme judge of its doctrines, and boldly strike

out of their creed every article that is not altogether

conformable to those notions which may be derived

from the exercise o| reason. These controversies con-

cerning the use of reason in matters of religion are dis-

putes, not about words, but about the essence of Chris-

tianity. Bui a few plain observations are sufficient to

ascertain where the truth lies in this subject.

The first use of reason in matters ofreligion is to ex-

amine the evidences of revelation; for. the more entire

the submission which we consider as due to everything
that is revealed, we have the more need to be satisfied

that any system which professes to lie a divine revelation

does really come from (hid. See Faith ani> Re VSON.

After the exercise of reason has established in our

minds a firm belief that Christianity is of divine ori-

gin, the second use of reason is to learn what are the

truths revealed. As these truths are not in our days

communicated to any by immediate inspiration, the

knowledge of them is to be acquired only from hooks

transmitted to us with satisfying evidence that they
were written above seventeen hundred years ago, in a

remote country and foreign language, under the direc-

tion of the Spirii of (hid. In order to attain the mean-
ing of these I ks, \\c must study the language in which
they were written; ami we must study, also, the man-
ners ofthe times and the state ofthe countries in which
the writers lived, becau-e these arc circumstances to

which an original author i~ often alluding, and by which
his phraseology is generally affected ; we musl lay to-

gether different passages in which the same word or

phrase occurs, because w ii hout this labor we cannot ob-

tain its precise signification ; and we mnsl mark the dif-

ference of style and manner which characterizes differ-

ent writers, because a right apprehension of their mean-
ing often depends upon attention to this difference. All

this supposes the application ofgrammar, history, geog-
raphy, chronology, and criticism in matters of religion

—

that is. it supposes that the reason of man had been pre-

viously exercised in pursuing these different branches

of knowledge, and thai our success in attaining the true

sense of Scripture depends upon the diligence with
which we avail ourselves of the progress thai has been

made in them. It is obvious thai every Christian is

not capable of making this application. But this is no

argument against the use ofreason, ofwhich we are now
speaking; for they who use translations and commen-
taries rely oiih upon the reason of others instead of ex-

ercising their own. The several branches ol knowledge
have been applied in every age by some persons for the

benefit of others: and the progress iii sacred criticism

which distinguishes the present limes is nothing else

than the continued application, in elucidating the Script-

ure, of reason enlightened by every kind of subsidiary

knowledge, and very much improved in this kind of

exercise by the employment which the ancicnl . las-ics

have given it since the revival of Letters.

After the two uses of reason that have been illus-

trated, a third comes to he uicnlioncil. which may be

considered as compounded of both, Reason is of emi-
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nent use in repelling the attacks of the adversaries of

Christianity. When men of erudition, of philosophical

acuteness, and of accomplished taste, direct their talents

against our religion, the cause is very much hurt by an

unskilful defender. He cannot unravel their sophistry

;

he does not see the amount and the effect of the con-

cessions which he makes to them; he is bewildered by
their quotations; and he is' often led, by their artifice,

upon dangerous ground. In all ages of the Church
there have been weak defenders of Christianity; and
the only triumphs of the enemies of our religion have
arisen from their being able to expose the defects of

those methods of defending the truth which some of

its advocates had unwarily chosen. A mind trained to

accurate and philosophical views of the nature and the

amount of evidence, enriched with historical knowledge,

accustomed to throw out of a subject all that is minute
and irrelative, to collect what is of importance within

a short compass, and to form the comprehension of a

whole, is the mind qualified to contend with the learn-

ing, the wit, and the sophistry of infidelity. Many such

minds have appeared in this honorable controversy dur-

ing the course of this and the last century ; and the suc-

cess has corresponded to the completeness of the furni-

ture with which they engaged in the combat. The
Christian doctrine has been vindicated by their mas-
terly exposition from various misrepresentations; the

arguments for its divine original have been placed in

their true light; and the attempts to confound the mir-

acles and prophecies upon which Christianity rests its

claim with the delusions of imposture have been effect-

ually repelled. Christianity has in this way received

the most important advantages from the attacks of its

enemies; and it is not improbable that its doctrines

would never have been so thoroughly cleared from all

the corruptions and subtleties which had attached to

them in the progress of ages, nor the evidences of its

truths have been so accurately understood, nor its pe-

culiar character been so perfectly discriminated, had not

the zeal and abilities which have been employed against

it called forth in its defence some of the most distin-

guished masters of reason. They brought into the ser-

vice of Christianity the same weapons which had been

drawn for her destruction, and, wielding them with con-

fidence and skill in a good cause, became the successful

champions of the truth. See Rationalism.
The fourth use of reason consists in judging of the

truths of religion. Everything which is revealed by
God comes to his creatures from so high an authority

that it may be rested in with perfect assurance as true.

Nothing can be received by us as true which is contrary

to the dictates of reason, because it is impossible for us

to receive at the same time the truth and the falsehood

of a proposition. But many things are true which we
do not fully comprehend ; and many propositions, which
appear incredible when they are first enunciated, are

found, upon examination, such as our understandings

can readily admit. These principles embrace the whole

of the subject, and the}' mark out the steps by which
reason is to proceed in judging of the truths of religion.

We first examine the evidences of revelation. If these

satisfy our understandings, we are certain that there can

be no contradiction between the doctrines of this true

religion and the dictates of right reason. If any such

contradiction appear, there must be some mistake. By
not making a proper use of our reason in the interpreta-

tion of the Gospel, we suppose that it contains doctrines

which it does not teach ; or we give the name of right

reason to some narrow prejudices which deeper reflec-

tion and more enlarged knowledge will dissipate: or

we consider a proposition as implying a contradiction,

when, in truth, it is only imperfectly understood. Here,

as in every other case, mistakes are to be corrected by
measuring back our steps. We must examine closely

and impartially the meaning of those passages which
appear to contain the doctrine; we must compare them
with one another; we must endeavor to derive light

VIII.—O o o

from the general phraseology of Scripture and the anal-

ogy of faith ; and we shall generally be aide, in this way,
to separate the doctrine from all those adventitious cir-

cumstances which give it the appearance of absurdity.

If a doctrine which, upon the closest examination, ap-
pears unquestionably to be taught in Scripture, still

does not approve itself to our understanding, we must
consider carefully what it is that prevents us from re-

ceiving it. There may be preconceived notions hastily

taken up which that doctrine opposes; there may be
pride of understanding that does not readily submit to

the views which it communicates; or reason may need
to be reminded that we must expect to find in religion

many things which we are not able to comprehend.
One of the most important ofiices of reason is to recog-

nise her own limits. She never can be moved, by any
authority, to receive as true what she perceives to be
absurd. But if she has formed a just estimate of hu-
man knowledge, she will not shelter her presumption in

rejecting the truths of revelation under the pretence of
contradictions that do not really exist; she will readily

admit that there may be in a subject some points which
she knows, and others of which she is ignorant; she

will not allow her ignorance of the latter to shake the

evidence of the former, but will yield a firm assent to

that which she does understand without presuming to

deny what is beyond her comprehension. Thus, avail-

ing herself of all the light which she now has, she will

wait in humble hope for the time when a larger meas-
ure shall be imparted.—Watson, Theol. Diet. s. v.

Re ay, Stephen, an Anglican divine, was born at

Montrose. New Brunswick, in 1782, was educated at St.

Alban's Hall, Oxford, and was Laudian professor of Ara-
bic from 1840 till his death. He published, Observations

on the Defence of the Church Missionary Society against
the Objections of the Archdeacon of Bath, by Pileus

Quadratus (1818, 8vo) :—Narratio he Josepho e Sacro
Codice (1822):— Texius Ilebraicus (Lond. 1822, 1840,

12mo).

Reay, William, an English divine of the Estab-
lishment, flourished near the middle of the 18th century.

He was curate and lecturer of Wordsworth in 1755. He
died in 1756. He published Sermons, with Preface bv
T. Church, D.D., prebend of St. Paul's (Lond. 1755, 8vo).

Re'ba (IIeb.?V. VZ-t.four; Sept.'Po/3<k in Numb.,

'Po/3f in Josh. ; Vulg. Hebe), one of the five kings of

the Midianites slain by the children of Israel in their

avenging expedition when Balaam fell (Numb, xxxi,

8; Josh.xiii, 21). B.C. 1858.

Rebaptism. The ancient Church, if it did not

openly declare against the repetition of baptism, cer-

tainly refused to rebaptize, and supported its position

by assigning, not one, but many reasons. It espe-

cially maintained that there is no example of rebap-
tization in Scripture; and as baptism succeeds to cir-

cumcision, which was the entrance and seal of the old

covenant, and could not be repeated, so baptism, being
the sign and seal of admission to the new covenant, the
breaches of this covenant are not to be repaired by re-

peated baptisms. There were in the early Church some
heretics who rebaptized, such as the Marcionites; but
the Catholic Church disapproved of the practice. In
one of Cyprian's epistles there is a question referred to

Stephen, bishop of Rome, whether it was necessary to

rebaptize heretics who sought admission to the Catholic
Church ; or whether it should be deemed sufficient, pro-
ceeding upon the acknowledged validity of their bap-
tism, to receive them with the simple ceremony of im-
position of hands and ecclesiastical benediction. The
Roman bishop acceded to the latter opinion. The Afri-

can bishops, on the other hand, declared the baptism of

heretics to be null and void, and would not recognise

their confirmation at the hands of a Catholic bishop as

sufficient for their reception into the Church. They
demanded another baptism, to be followed by the usual
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confirmation, notwithstanding the Church ofRome per-

I in maintaining that the baptism of heretics,

provided only thai it had been administered in due form,

aiii^ valid and sufficient and ought not to be repeated.—

Farrar, Theol. Diet, b. v. la the modern Church rebap-

1 1—1*1 is practiced by the Romanists and the Anglicans.

The latter deny the validity of other Protestant bodies

if such oppose the divine right of apostolical succession.

The Baptists, ol course, recognise as valid only immer-
sion, and not infrequently repeat this ordinance if it

has been performed by persons known as Poedobaptists

(q.v.). See Elagenbacb, Hist, ofDoctrines, ii. 364 sq.;

Hbfling, Lekn von der Tau/< (Erlang. 1846). See also

Anabaptists; Baptism.

Rebec'ca (Pef&Kica I, the Graecized form (Horn, ix,

10) of the name Rebek vb (q. v.).

Rebek'ah (Heb. Eibkah', ~~z~, a noose, i.e. en-

snarer; Sept., New Test., and Josephus, 'PejSEKica), the

daughter of Bethuel (Gen. xxii, 23 I
and sister ol Laban,

married to Isaac, who Btood in the relation of a first

cousin i" her father and to Lot She i- first presented

to us in the account of the mission of Eliezer to Padan-
aram (ch. xxiv), in which his interview with Rebekah,
her consent and marriage, arc relate. 1. Ii.< '. 2023. The
elder branch of the, family remained at Haran when
Abraham removed to the land of Canaan, and it is there

that we first meet, with Laban, as taking the leading

part in the betrothal of his sister Rebekah to her cousin

[saac (xxiv, 10,29-60; xxvii, 43; xxix, 4). Bethu-
el, his father, plays so insignificant a part in the whole
transaction, being in fact only mentioned once, and that

after his sou I xxiv. .Mil, that various conjectures have
been formed to explain il. Josephus assert-- that Bethu-
el was dead, and that Laban was the head of the house
and his sister's natural guardian {Ant. i, 16,2), in which
case • Bethuel" must have crept into the text inadver-
tently, or he supposed, with some (Adam Clarke, ad
loc. i. to he i he name of another brother of Rebekah. Le
CI. -re (//( I'tiil.) mentions i he conjecture that Lot Intel

was absent at first, but returned in time to gh e his con-

sent to the marriage. The mode adopted by Prof. Blunt
(Undesigned Coincidences, p.35) to explain what he terms
-the consistent insignificance of Bethuel," viz. that lie

was incapacitated from taking the management of his

family by age or imbecility, is most ingenious; but the
prominence of Laban may be sufficiently explained by
the custom of the country, which then, as now

i see Nie-

buhr, quoted by Rosenmllller, ad I >c. . ga^ e the brothers

the main share in the arrangement of their sister's mar-
riage and the defence of her honor (comp.Gen. xxxiv.
13; Judg. xxi. _'_'; 2 Sam. xiii. 20 29). See Bl mi i i.

The whole chapter has been pointed out as uniting most
of the circumstances of a pattern marriage—the sanc-
tion of parents, the guidance of God, the domestic u-

pation of Rebekah, her beauty, courteous kindness, « til-

ing consent and lesly, and Success in retaining her
husband's love. For nineteen years she was childless;

then, after the prayers of [saac and her journey to in-

quire of the Lord, Esau and Jacob were born: and, while
the younger was more particularly the companion and
favorite of his mother (Gen. xxv,19 28), the elder be-

lief of mind to her ixxvi. 35). When Isaac
was driven by a famine into the lawless country of the
Philistines, Rebekah's beauty beanie, as was appre-
hended, a source of danger to her husband. But Abim-
elech was restrained by a Bense of justice such as the
conduct of his predecessor (ch. xx i in the case ol Sarah
would nol lead Isaac to expect It was probably a con-
siderable time afterwards when Rebekah suggested the
deceit that Was practiced by Jacob on his blind father.

She directed and aided him in carrying it out, foresaw
the probable consequence of Esau's anger, and prevented
it by moving Isaac to send Jacob away to Padan-aram
(.Ii. xxvii) to her own kindred (xxix, 12). B.C. L927.
I heTargum Pseudo-Jon. states (Gen. xxxv, 8) thai the
news of her death was brough Jacob at Allon-bachuth.

1

It has been conjectured that she died during his sojourn
in Padan-aram; for her nurse appears to have left Isaac's

dwelling and gone back to Padan-aram before that pe-
np. xxiv, 59, and xxv. 8), and Rebekah is not

mentioned when Jacob returns to his father, nor do we
hear of her burial till it is incidentally mentioned by
Jacob on his death-bed | xhx. :;i i. Paul

| Rom. ix, in")

refer- to her as being made acquainted with the pur-
pose of God regarding her children before they were
born. For comments on the whole history of Rebekah,
see Origen, Horn, in Genesin x and xii; Chrysostom,
Horn, in Genesin, v. 18 54. Rebekah's inquiry ol God,
and the answer given to her. are discussed by Deyling,
Obser. Sac. i. 12, p. 53 sq., and in an essay by J. A.
Schmid in Nov. Thes. Theol.-phttolog. i, L88; also by
Ebersbach (Helmst 1712). Smith. The agreement of
the description of Rebekah in Gen. xxii with modern
Eastern customs and scenes is well noticed by Thom-
son, Land and Book, ii, 103. See [saa< ; Jacob.

Reber, Juki. l... a minister of the t German Reformed
Church, was born in Berks County. Pa., Nov. 8, 1816.

He spent his youth on a farm, and afterwards learned

the printing business. He pursued his studies in the

college and seminary at Mercersburg, Pa., from 1837 to

L842, and was ordained in May, 1843. He was pa-
tor successively in Brush Valley. Centre County. Pa.;

Jonestown, Lebanon County.Pa.; Millersville, Lancas-
ter County, Pa.; Codorus, York County. Pa. II. died
Aug. 15, 1856. In 1850 .Mr. Reber published a small
work in German entitled An Earnest Wordon
Spirit ami Sect-Work, which passed through two edi-

tions, lie also wrote much for the periodicals of the

daj in ( rerman and English, in both of which languages
lie was able to write with equal vigor and correctness.

He was possessed of a strong, original mind, was an
earnest and powerful preacher, and manifested a labo-

rious, self-sacrificing spirit.

Recanati, Mbnahem di, a Jewish writer, was born
in Recanati (the ancient Recinetum) about 1290, and is

the author of a commentary on the Pentateuch (U311B

~-"r~ bs), which is little else than a commentary
on the Sohar. This commentary, which was first pub-
lished by Jacob ben-Chajim in Bomberg's celebrated

printing establishment (Venice, 1523; then again ibid.

1545; and in Lublin. 1595), has been translated into

Latin by the famous Pio della Mirandola. lie also

wrote E^in C. a treatise forensic, moral, and c< rc-

monial (Bononia, 15:58) :—T*Z~n T03B, an exposition

of tin' precepts of i he law (Constantinople, 1544). Be-
sides these works, he wrote a number of others, which
are still unpublished. See Fttrst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 135 sq.;

De Rossi, Dizionario Storico (Germ, transl.), p. 275;
Steinschneider, Catalogus Libr. Hebr. in Bibl Bodlei.

col. 1733 :'.7: Etheridge, Tntrod. to Ihhr. Literature, p.

•JS0; Ginsburg, Kabbalah, p. lbs sip; Jost, Getch. </.

Jud nth. a. s. Si Cten, iii. 77. (B. P.)

Receipt ok Custom. See Custom.

Recensions of the Old Testament. Under this

head we present an outline of the history of the print-

ed Hebrew text, not in the manner of Bartolocci, Wolf,
and Le-Long-Mash, who give a Ion-- li-i of editions, but

according to the different recensions which the Hebrew
text underwent from time to time. The hi-tory of the

imprinted text in it- dill, rent periods has already been

Heated in the article Old Testament (q. v.). Prom
the article MANUSCIUPT8 (q. V.) it will be seen that

some of the most important MSS. are lost, and that

they are only known to us from quotations. JTel a

great many MSS. of the < Hd Test, existed iii the differ-

ent countries where Jews resided; and, as certain rules

and regulations were laid down by the scribes accord-

ing to which M^S. were to I.,- written, it i- but nat-

ural to infer that the MSS. of the different countries

would, in the main, correspond with each other. After

the invention of printing, many were desirous of pub-
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Iishing corrected editions of the Holy Scriptures, though

they seldom gave an account of the materials they used.

The history of the printed text is important as showing
the manner in which our present copies of the Hebrew
Uible were edited, and the sources available for obtain-

ing the exact words of the original. In order to do this

we must examine the different editions according to

the text which they contain; we must know the differ-

ent degrees of relationship in which the editions stand

to each other; in a word, we must have the genealogy

of the present editions.

Before entering upon the history of the printed text,

we must mention, first, the editions of different parts of

the Old Test, which formed the basis of later editions.

The first part of the Hebrew Scriptures which was pub-

lished is

—

(I.) B^bnr, i. e. Psalterium Hebraicum cum Commenta-

ry Kimchii ('237 [i. e. A.D. 1477], 4to, or sm. fob, sine loco).

This very rare edition is printed on 149 folios, each page
containing forty lines, but without divisiou of verses, in

majuscular and minuscular letters. Only the first four

psalms have the vowel-points, and these but clumsily ex-

pressed. Each verse is accompanied by Kimchi's com-
mentary. The pages and psalms are not numbered. The
Soph Pasuk (i. e. :) is often omitted, especially when two

verses stand by each other. For ITi"P, often an empty

space is left, sometimes omitted; in the space we often

find an inverted he, i_!> or an inverted vav, <,, in the word

iTHT1
; often the word is expressed by a sign of abbrevi-

ation, ", which generally occurs in the commentary. In

Psa. cxix, 1 we find IT1 !! 1 , i. e. a yod for a vav. The let-

ters 2 and 3, ~j and *7, 1 and and T, 3 and 3 ;
1"

and 113 can hardly be distinguished from each other. The

text is far from being correct, as a few examples will

show. Thus, in

Psa. i, 3 we read i~P^2, in Van der Hooght, ^"S
i,5 " dwv-13 " sipina

ii, 1 p-n

iv, 1

p^n

manias " i^rny
TH3 Tiata " -mb Tiata

It is divided into five books, as can be seen from super-
scriptions to Psa. xli, Ixxii, lxxxix, and cvi. As to the
commentary, it is very valuable, because it contains all

the anti-Christian passages of Kimchi, which are not
found in later editions. At the end two epigraphs are
printed, one in rhyme, the other in prose. See ou this
edition, Eichhorn, Repertorium, vi, 134 sq. ; De Rossi, A n-

nales Hebrceo-typographici, p. 14; and De Hebraicir '/. '/«<-

graphics Origine cic Primitiis, etc., p. 13 ; Kenuicott, Dins.
Gen. inV.T. p. 91.

(ii.) Ven BJTT'ai biipsis bi:nn as irsm
3 50*1 Sf",i1P12, i. e. Pentateuchus Ilebraicus cum T'unctis

et cum Paraphrasi Chaldaica et Commentario Rabbi Salo-

monis Jarchi (Bononiie, 242 [i. e. A.D. 1482], fob). This
copy is printed on 21S parchment leaves. Above and be-
low the Hebrew Rashi's commentary is given, while the
Chaldee is printed on the side of the Hebrew. The text
is very correct, and when compared with Van der Hooght's,
the latter seems to be a reprint, of this Pentateuch. The
harmony of this Pentateuch with that found in Van der
Hooght's edition is of the utmost importance for the
printed text. In the first place, it corroborates the fact

that, prior to the year 1520, the beginning had already
been made to print the Hebrew text according to recent
MSS. and the Masorah ; in the second place, we must ad-
mit that all variations which are found in the Pentateuch
printed at Soncino in 14SS, and which is a reprint of our
edition, are nothing but negligences of the printer and cor-
rector, in so far as these variations are not supported by
the Masorah, and hence cannot be regarded as a testimo-
ny against the Masoretic text. In the third place, we see
that all MSS. and editions which were prepared by Jews
are of the utmost correctness, and that the variations are
nothing but an oversight of either the copyist or printer.
At the end is a very lengthy epigraph in Hebrew, to give
which in an English translation space forbids. See Eich-
horn, Repertorium,\, 92 sq., where the variations of this

Pentateuch from Van der Hooght's text are given.
(III.) liuth, Ecelesiastes, Canticum Cantieorum, Threni

cum Comm. Jarchi, et Esther cum Comm. Aben-Ezrre (sine

anno et loco [but probably Bononiie, 1482], fob). See De
Rossi, De IgniitisXonnuUisAntiquissiniisHebr.TextusEdi-
tionibus (Erlangen, 17S2).

(IV.) Prophetce Priorcs ac Postcriores cum Comm. Kim-

chii (Soncino, 1485-SG, 2 vols. fob). On this, see Eichhorn,
Reperturium, viii, 51 sq.

(V.) Qitinque Megilloth et Psalterium (Soncini et Casali,
14S6).

(VI.) Quatuor Sacra Vohimina, sen liuth, Canticvm,
Threni et Ecelesiastes (ibid. I486), with vowel-points, but
with no accents.

(VII.) Hagiographa, with different commentaries (Nea-
poli,14S7).

(VIII.) Bihlia Uehraica Intenra cum PnneUa et Aecentihus
(Soncini, 248 [i.e.A.D. 148S],foI.). This istheflrst complete
Hebrew Bible, with vowel-points and accents. It is very
rare; only nine copies are known to be extant, viz. one
at ExeterColIesie, Oxford ; two at Rome, two at Florence,
two at Parma, one at Vienna, and one in the Baden-Dur-
lach Library. According to Brims (Dissertat. General, in
V. Test. p. 442 sq.), the text is printed neither from an-
cient nor good MSS., but is full of blunders; and Kenui-
cott asserts that it contains more than 12,000 variations
("qua; una editio ab exemplaribus hodiernis discrepat in
locis plus quam 12,000"). How carelessly the printing was
executed may be seen from the fact that ver. 10 of Psa.
lxxiv was interpolated after ver. 12 of Psa. lxxxix.

(IX.) Pentateuchus Ilebraicus absque Punctis, etc. (1490).
(X.) Pentateuchus ruin Jluphtaroth et Meuillotli Ilebraice

(sine loco et anno, 4to [1490-95?]). For a 'long time only
two copies were known to be extant ; one in the Library
of St. Mark at Florence, and one in the library of the car-
dinal Zelada. De Rossi, however, procured some copies.
Between 1490 and 1494 twelve other editions of differ-

ent books were published, which we will not enumerate
for want of space. In 1494 the Uiblia llebraiea cum Punc-
tis (4to) was published at Brescia ; remarkable as being
the one from which Luther's German translation was
made. The Royal Library at Berlin preserves that copy in
a case. This edition has many various readings. As it

cannot historically be proved that in the edition of this
Bible MSS. have been used—on the contrary, in its lectio-

nibiis siinnilaribus it agrees with the edition of Soncino
(14SS)—it is very probable that it was reprinted from the
Soncinian text. A full description of this Bible is given
by Schnlze, Vollstdndigere Kritik (Berlin, 1706). A collec-
tion of various readings is given by I.e-I.ong-Mash in the
Ilibliotheca Sacra. Between 1494 and 1497 four other edi-
tions of different parts of the Hebrew Old Test, were pub-
lished, which would make the number either of entire
editions of the Old Test, or of single parts thereof about
twenty-eight, and which all belong to the 15th century.

I. The first main recension was the Complutensian text
of 1514-17. The editions which were published in the
following centuries are mainly taken from one of the three
main sources : the Complutensian Bible, the Soncinian Text
of 148S, and Bow berg's (1525) : yet there is a fourth class,

which contains a mixed text, composed of many old edi-
tions. The Complutensian text was entitled Bihlia Sacra
Polyglotta, etc. (in Compluteusi Univer.-itate, 1514-17).
See Polyglot Blums. This was followed by the Heidel-
berg or Bertram's Polyglot (Sacra Biblia Ilebraice, etc.) (ex
orBciua Sanctaudreana, 1586, 3 vols, fob; republished in
1599, 3 vols, fob ex officina Commeliniaua, and in 1616, 3
vols, fob ibid.).

II. The second main recension, or the Soncinian text
of 148s, was the basis of:

1. Biblia Rabbiniea Bmnbergiana T, curavit F. Pratensis
(Venice, 1517-1S). See Rabbinic Bibles.

2. Romberg's Editions (4to): a. the first published in
151S; /3. the'second in 1521

; 7 . the third in 1525-28; 6. the
fourth in 1533; e. the fifth in 1544.

?,. Minister's Editions of 1534, 1536, and 1540. The first

contains the Hebrew text only, and was published by
Froben at Basle. This edition is very rare and valuable
on account of a collection of various readings, partly taken
from MSS., which must have been collected by a Jewish
editor. The other two editions have, besides the He-
brew, a Latin translation.

4. Robert Stephens's first edition (Paris, 1539-44, 4 vols.).

This was not published as a whole, but in parts, each hav-

ing a title. The first part that was published was ISO
S~P:."w"\ or Projihetia Isaice (ibid. 1539). Of variations,

we subjoin the following: i, 25, -p:PO ; ver. 29, B^XB ;

iii, 16, nilpiapil; vi, 5, ipalS; viii, 6, r&C'il (dagesh

in b) ; ver. 13, DZ^n"^ ; x, 15, PX1 ; ver. 16, 1THD ; ver.

IS, ClD -3 ; ver. 33, 'DEUJ'1
, etc. The secoud part con-

tained the twelve minor prophets (1539) ; the third, the
Psalms (1540); the fourth, the Proverbs (154<i) ; in the
same year also Jeremiah, Daniel, the five Megilloth ; in
1541, Job, Ezra, Ezekiel ; in 1543, Chronicles, the former
prophets, and the Pentateuch. Richard Simon, in his
Ilistoire. Critique du V. T. p. 513, makes this remark on
that edition : "Si Ton a egard a la beaute des caracteres,
il n'y a guercs de Bibles qui approchent de cello de Robert
Estiennein quarto; an moins d'nne partie de cette Bible;
mais elle n'est pas fort correcte." The same is confirmed
by Carpzov, Critica Sacra, p. 421: "Plurimis autem sca-
tere vitiis, non in punctis modo vocalibus et acccntnum,
sed etiam in Uteris, imo in integris nonnunquam vocibus
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deprehenditur," etc. j and Samuel Ockley, in his Tntroduet.

ad IAnguas Orient, cap. ii, p. 34, says: " lhec Roberti Ste-

phani editio pulchris quidem characteribaa est inrpressa
. . . sed plunbns mendis scatet, qua; libri puleherrinii ni-

torem tarpiter foedarnnt."
HI. The third main recension was tin' Bombergian text

of 1525. \ new nsion ofthe text, which has had more
than any on the text of later times, was Bom-

berg's second edition of the Rabbinic Bible, edited by -la-

cob ben-Chajim (Venice, 1526 26, 4 vols. fol.). See Rab-
binic Bibles. This edition was followed by—

1. A', st.i'licnx's second edition, published in parts, like

Paris, 1644-46, 16mo).
_'. Bomberg's third Rabbinical Bible (1547-10). See RAB-

BINIC BlBLl S.

:;. .1/. .1. .hixt in in in\ h'riitiuiis, published at Venice in

1551, 1552, 1503, and 1873.

4. J. de Gara'a Editions, published at Venice, viz. : a. an
edition in 4to, 1566; ft. I dition in 8vo, 156S; c. a Rab-
binie Hiblc (150s, 4 vols, fol.) [see Rabbinic Bibi i

edition in 8vo, 1570; > an edition in 4tO, 15m': /. an edi-
tion with Rashi's commentary (1595, 4to); g. the same
edition, published in 1607.

5. Plant in's Manual E>lilinns, published at Antwerp,
viz.: a, an edition in 4to, 8vo, and 16mo, in 1566; b. a 4to
edition in losu

;
,-. an Svo edition in 1590.

' r.'iiti'iits. published at Wittenberg in 158C and
15S7.

7. ihirtiinnui's Eilitiiinx, published at Frankfort-on-the-
Oder in 1

s. lintiuuliii's I-jlitinns, published at Venice, viz. : a. an
edition in 4to and l2mo 1614-15); 6. a Rabbinic Bible
[seeRABBiNii Bibt.es 1611 18, 4 vols, fol.) ; c. a 4to edi-

9 : d. a 4to edition (lr.'.'M
: ,. a 4tO edition, with

Italian notes (1678); /. Biblia llibnra ,vi usnm JudCBO-
rum (17n7. 4to) ; ,1. Biblia Hebraiea, with a Spanish com-
mentary in Rabbinic letters, "con licenza de* superiori"
(1730, tto).

t». /. • /,.• hi limiri. 'r<' s, or Cephas Ebm's Editions, pub-
lished at Geneva in 1618, in 4to, svo. and ISino, are but a
reprint of No. 3.

IV. The fourth main recension, or mixed text, was
formed from Nos. II and III above, and was the Antwerp

i . or Biblia Sacra Hebraice (Antwerp, 1507) [see
Polyglot Bibles], which was followed by—

1. The Paris Polyglot. See Polyglot Bibles.
2. The London, or Walton's Polyglot. See Polyglot Bi-

BLl ).

:;. Planting Hebrew-Latin Editions (Antwerp, 1571, 1583).

In the first edition, in (Jen. iii, 15, where the Vnlg. has
" ipsa conteret caput," with reference to the Virgin Mary,

we read nitl, instead of 1X1 !"i, with a little circle above to

indicate a different reading in the passage (KTl). But
this corruption was not made by Arias Montanus, the
Latin translator.

4. The Burgos Edition, a very rare reprint of Plantiu's
first editi pub -. in Spain, in 1581 (fol.).

5. Th. <;.,,. rn Eiit;,,,is,u\ Ik-brew and Latin, published
in I609ai 11618
0.77. /- ,/.. ,-, ]iublished in 1013 (large 8vo).
7. 'Hi, Vienna l..i, :,,.,,. published in 174:; (larj.
s. /,', in.eeins's /'.,/ -il,,t iliul Manual Eli/inns. See Iii 1-

M 001 I >.

v. lii't/rr's Text. Several older editions contribnted to
Hntter's Bibles:

(i. Biblia Sacra, etc. (Hamburg, 15S7, fol. i. The outward
appearauce of this edition is splendid. In the margin the
number of chapters i- marked, ami every fifth verse.
From the preface we see that llutter perused the editions
of Bomberg, Miinster, Stephens, etc. This edition was
only printed once, but was published ill 15SS, 1590, and
1603 with new title-pages.

b. Biblia Sacra Pol ujlotta (incomplete; only the Penta-
I Ruth) Nuremberg, 1599).
reprinted in Nisse
urge Svo . with the title Sacra
litionibus, etc.

text revised accurately after
leviating here aud there from
1-hed b\ BUXtOlTS editi, .lis,

VIZ.

:

a. The Manual I i . 1611, Svo), which was fol.

lowed by—
1. Jam i ' n (Amst. 1639), or MSaiXI Z" -

:."'.

eh bun- Israel's Edition (ibid. 1635, 4to). It

would have been well if the editor bad staled which four
editions he perused, and to Which the mistakes, which are
not a few in this edition, are to be ascribed. I

Of the books is rather mi-
eommon

;
the ll.-urio-raphu and live Megilloth Come be-

fore the earl ei and later prophets. As to the edition it-
self, K. Simon, in his //,.',,„, r,,ii,,ae, p. ,M I, remarks:
" [.'edition en quarto de Menass, h-n-I-rael. :, A.u-leidan.
en 1635, a cette commodity, qu'ellc est non senlemenl cor-
recte, maie anssi a dena colonnes : an lieu que les editions
de Rol erl Eslienne et de Plnntin poul a longues lignes et
par consequent incommodes pour la lecture."

teuch, Joshua,
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Van der Hooght's text is found iu all English editions

of the Hebrew Bible published by Duncan or Bagster,
and is also made the basis of—

12. The Hexaglot Bible [see Polyglot Bibles] (Lond.
1S76, 6 vols, royal 4to).

13. The Bade Edition of 1S27.

14. Uahn's Editions, published at Leipsic in 1S31, 1832,

1833, 1S39, and 1SG7; the last is superior to the former, as
can be seen from the preface. Hahn's text has also been
reprinted in the polyglot of Stier and Theile (Elberfeld,

1S47, and often). There is also a small edition of Halm's
Bible (in 12mo), with a preface by Kosenmuller, in small
but clear type. The last of this edition was published in

1S6S.

15. Thcile's Editions (ibid. 1S40 ; 4th ed. 1S73). This edi-

tion may be regarded as one of the best Hebrew Bibles
according to Van der Hooght's recension. Wright, in his

The Book of Genesis in Hebrew (Lond. 1S59), has followed
Theile's text.

XII. Ojntz's Text, or Bill tea Hebraica rum Optimis Tm-
pressis, etc. Studio et Opera D. H. Opitii (Kiloni, 1709,

4to). Opitz compared for this edition three codices and
fourteen printed editions, which are enumerated in the
preface. This text was reprinted in—

1. Zullichoif Biblia cum Ptivfatioite Michaelis (1741, 4to).

2. Evanc/clische deutsche Original- Bibcl, containing the
Hebrew and Luther's German translation (Kiloni, 1741).

XIII. Editions tcith a Revised Text. With Van der
Hooght's edition a textus receptus was given, which was
corrected and improved from time to time. But the more
the Masorah and ancient Jewish grammarians were stud-
ied, the more it was found that the present text, while on
the whole correct, did not come up to the requirements
and rules laid down by ancient grammarians, for, as De-
litzsch observes, in the edition of the Old Test., the mi-
nutest points must be observed, trifling and pettifogging
as they may appear to the superficial reader; "yet Iwra
ev r, uia K<rpa«x maximi apud nos ponderis esse debet."
Thus it came to pass that from time to time new editions

of the Hebrew text were published ["HOail ^3 b", i. e.

in accordance with the Masorah. Of such editions we
mention, passing over the editions of single parts of the
Old Test.,

1. The edition published at Carlsrnhe (1S3G-37) and ed-
ited by Epstein, Koseufeld, and others.

2. Philipj)sohn's Israelitisehe Bibcl (Leipsic, 1S44-54). But

this edition, says Delitzsch, "quamquam textum ^D bx
i~nO.cn conformatum se exhibere praedicat, Masorethicte

diligeutise vix ullum vestigium ostendit et vitiis plnrimis
scatet."

3. Letteris's Edition, or iTTin StWl 'I'lpi! ISO
n->nWD1 Q1X123 (Vienna, 1S52, 2 vols. Svo). This edi-

tion was reprinted by the British and Foreign Bible Soci-
ety at Berlin, with the corrections of Theophilus Abram-
sohn (1SGG, and often ; latest edition, 1874). With an Eng-
lish title-page, " The Hebrew Bible, revised and carefully
examined by Myer Levi Letteris," the society's edition
was published (?) by Wiley and Son (N. Y. 1S75).

4. A new edition, which, as we hope, will become the
standard text for the future, is that commenced by Baer and
Delitzsch. As early as 1SG1,S. Baer, in connection with Prof.

Delitzsch, published the D'blin ISO, or LiberPsahnorum
Hebraicus. Textum Masorethicum accuratius qttam adhitc

factum est expressit . . . JS'otas criticas adjecit S. Baer.
Prsefatus est F. Delitzsch (Lipsire, 1SG1). Mr. Baer, who
for about twenty years has made Masoretic lore his spe-

cialty, the results of which he partly gave to the public iu

his n?2X mill (Rodelheim, 1S52), was best adapted for

such a task, and his connection with Prof. Delitzsch, one
of the greatest living Hebrew scholars, is the best guar-
antee that the work is in able hands. An improved edi-

tion of the Psalms was published in 1S74, under the title

mbftn "ISO, Liber Psalmorum Hebraicus atque Latinus

ab Hieronymo ex Hebrceo conversus. Consoeiata opera
ediderunt C. de Tischendorf, S. Baer, et Fr. Delitzsch. In
the preface, which is prepared by Delitzsch, we get a great
deal of instructive matter as to the sources used for this
edition. The Hebrew and Latin text is followed by Ap-
pendices Critical, et Masorethictv of great value to the stu-
dent. Both these editions are published in 12mo. Be-
sides the Psalms, which in their present size are proba-
bly not intended for a complete edition of the Old Test.,
they published—

(i.) ^wen niaanb 'irxn iso xin niisx-o -iso

min, Liber Genesis, Textum Masorethicum accitratissinte

expressit, e Fontibus Masorce varic illustravit, Kotis Criti-

cis confirmavit, S. Baer. Praefatus est edendi operis adju-
tor Fr. Delitzsch (Lipsise, 1SG9, gr. Svo). The title fully

indicates the contents of the work, which, however, we
will specify. The Hebrew text is followed by

—

a. Specimen Lectionum in hac Editione Genesis recepta-

b. Loci Genesis Voealem non productam in Medio Extre-
move Verm retinentes.

c. Scriptural Genesis inter Scholas Orientates et Occiden-
tales controversce.

d. Loci Genesis a Ben-Asher et Ben-Xaphtali diverse
Punctis signati.

e. Loci Genesis Consitniles qui facile confuitduntur.

f. Loci Genesis Linn-la J'asch notati.

(j. Sections Libri Genesis Masorethicce.
It. t onsjircttts Xotarum Masorcticarttvi : a. Varietas scrip-

tionis et lectionis; /i. Aduotationes Masoreticre; 7. Clau-
sula libri.

(2.) Liber Jesaice . . . (Lipsise, 1S72), containing the same

.

critical matter as Geuesis.
(3.) Liber Jobi . . . (ibid. 1S75). Opposite the title-page

stands a fac-simile of the Codex T^hufutkale No. 8 a,

which gives a good specimen of the Babylonian system
of punctuation.

(4.) Liber Duodecim Prophetarum . . . (ibid. 1S7S).

The prefaces which precede the Hebrew text in all these
volumes give an account of the various MSS., editions,
etc., which have been perused for each book, and are full

of instruction to the student of the sacred text. When
completed, this edition of the Old Test, will form not a
recensiou, but the recension of the best Hebrew text with
which the student can be furnished.

Literature.— For the different editions of the Old

Test., see Le-Long-Mash, Wolf, Bartolocci, Bosenniiil-

ler, and introductions to the Old Test., together with

Davidson, Biblical Criticism, i, 137 sq., and De Eossi,

De Hebraicce Typographic Origine, etc. (Parma, 1770);

id. De Typograpltia Hebrtro - Ferrariensi, etc. (ibid.

1780); id. De Ignotis KonnuUis Antiquissimis Hebr.

Textus Editt. etc. (Erlangen, 17821; id. Annales //,.-

braio -typographici, etc. (Parma, 1795). For various

readings, see the editions of Kennicott, Michaelis, Jahn,

Eeineeeius-Meissncr-Diklerlein ; the Varice Leclionesof

De Eossi (ibid. 1784, 4 vols.); Davidson, The Hebrew
Text of the Old Testament, etc. (Lond. 1855)—following,
as Davidson does, De Eossi and Jahn, his work, besides

being deficient, cannot always be relied upon; Pick,

Horai Samaritance, or a Collection of Various Readings

of the Samaritan Pentateuch compart <l with the He-
brew and other A ncient Veisions, in Bibl. Sacra (Ando-

ver, 1876-78); Strack, Katalog der hebr. Bibelhand-

schrif/en in St. Petersburg (St. Petersburg, 1875). For
critical purposes, see, besides the articles Quotations
of the Old Testament in the Talmud and Maso-
rah in this Cyclopaedia, together with the literature

given in those articles, Strack, Prolegomena Critica in

V. T. (Lipsia?, 1873); id. Zur Tt.t thritik </<s Jesaias, in

Lutht rische '/.< itschrift (Leipsic, 1877), p. 17 sq., and his

preface to the edition of the Prophetarum. Coder Baby-
lonicus Pet ropolitanus (Petrop. 1876) ; Meir Ila-Levi

Abulafia (q. v.), mirb a^O miDa ISO (Florence,

1750; Berlin, 1761), Lonzano, min "I1X (Venice, 1618;

Berlin, 17-45) ; Norzi (q. v.), "O nH3^ (Vienna, 1813)

;

also in the Warsaw Eabbinic Bible ; Heidenheim, ttJOIH

aiS-iS -11X13 (Eodelheim. 1818-21); Kimchi, Liber

Radicum edd. Lebrecht et Biesenthal (Berlin, 1847)

;

Frensdorff, Die Massora Magna (Hanover and Leipsic,

1876); Geiger, Urschrift mid Uebersetzungen d< r Libel

(Breslau, 1857), p. 231 sq. ; the critical notes appended

by Baer and Delitzsch to the different books edited by
them ; the Masechet Soferim (q. v.), best ed. by J. Mid-

ler (Leipsic, 1878); the forthcoming work of Ginsburg

on the Masorah, which will be published in 4 vols.—viz.

vol. i, the Masorah Magna, lexically arranged; vol. ii,

the Masorah Parva ; vol. iii, an English translation,

with explanatory notes; vol. iv. the original Hebrew
text of the Bible according to the Masorah; and De-
litzsch, Complutensische Varianten zu dun Alttestament-

lichen Texte (ibid. 1878). (B. P.)

EECENSIONS of the New Testament. After

the critical materials at the basis of the New-Test, text

had accumulated in the hands of Mill and Bentlcy, they

began to be examined with care. Important readings

in different documents were seen to possess resemblances

more or less striking. Passages were found to present

the same form, though the MSS. from which they were

derived belonged to various times and countries. The
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thought suggested itself to Bengel that the mass of ma-
terials might be definitely classified in conformity with

such peculiarities. The same idea afterwards occurred

to Semler. Bengel classified all the documents from

which various readings are collected into two nations or

families the Asiatic and the African. To the former

belonged the Codex Alexandrinus as the chief; to the

latter the Greeco-Latin codices. At first thai eminent

critic does not seem to have had a very distinct appre-

ol the subject; ami i berefore he speaks in gen-

eral i' mi- of it iii hi- edition <>f the Greek Testament
published in 1734; but in the posthumous edition of the

Apparatus Criticus (1763, edited by Burkius) lie is

more explicit. Semler was the tirst thai used the term
of a particular class of MSS., in his ffermeneu-

tische Vorfo r> itung
\ 1765). This critic, however, though

acquainted with Wetstein's labors on the text of the

New Test, had nothing more than a dim notion of the
subject, lie followed Bengel without clearly under-

standing or enlarging his views. Griesbach was the

first scholar who treated the topic with consummate
learning and .-kill, elaborating it so highly that it lie-

came a prominent subject in the criticism of the New
Test But he had the benefit of Wetstein's abundant
treasures. The term recension applied to MS. quota-

tions by ancient writers, ami versions of the Creek
Testament bearing an affinity to cue another in charac-

teristic readings, became a classical word in his hands,

and has continued so. The appellation is not happily
chosen. Family, nation, class, or ord\ r would have been
more appropriate: because re<en-<i>>n su^ests the idea

of revision, which is inapplicable. If it bo remembered,
however, that the word denotes nothing more than a

certain class of critical documents characterized by dis-

tinctive peculiarities in common, it matters little what
designation be employed.

The sentiments of Griesbach, like those of Bengel,
developed and enlarged with time. Hence we must not
look tor exactly the same theory in his different publi-

cations, in his Dissertatio Critica dt Codicibus Quatuor
Evangeliorum Origenianis (pars prima, published in

1771 1. he says that there are. perhaps, iht-ee or four re-

censions into which all the codices of the New Test.

might be divided
I Opuscula Academica, edited by Gab-

ler, i. 239). In the preface to his first edition of the

Greek Testament <1777i. he states that at. the begin-

ning of the 3d century there were two recensions of

the gospels, the Alexandrian and the Western. In the

prolegomena to the tirst volume of his second editi f

the Greek Testament, the matured sentiments of this

able critic are best set forth. There lie illustrates the

Alexandrian recension, the Western, and the Constanti-

nopolitan. The first two are the more ancient, belong-

ing to the time in which the two collections of the

New-Test, writings, the evayyeXiov and fl d7rdoroXo£,
were made. The Alexandrian was an actual recension

arising .at the time when the two portions in question

wi re put together; the Western was simply the acci-

dental result of carelessness and arbitrary procedure on
the part of transcribers and Others in the MSS. current

before the air0OT0\0C., or epistle-, were c, | Heeled. Tile

Constantinopolitan arose from the intermingling of the
other two. .-111. 1, like the Western, is no proper recension,

but was rather the result of a condition of the docu-
ments brought about by the negligence and caprice of

copyists or meddling critics. The Alexandrian i- pre-

sented by the mss. C. I.. :;:;. 102, [06, and by B in the
last chapters of the four gospels; by the Memphitic,
Ethiopic, Armenian, and Philoxenian versions; and the

quotations ol CI ins Vlexandrinus, Origen, Eusebius,
Athanasius, Cyril of Alexandria, and Isidore of lviu-

Sium. The Western accords with tin' GrtBCO-Latin cod-
ices, with the \nie-IIieronymian Latin version.;,,,,!

With I! in the gospel of .Matthew; also with I. 13,69,
lis. L24, 131, 157; with the Thebaic and Jerusalem-
Syriac versions, and the quotations of Irenaeus in Latin.

Cyprian, Tertullian, Ambrose,and Augustine. The third

I or Constantinopolitan is shown in A, E, F, G, H, S, ofthe
gospels, the Moscow codices of the Pauline epistles, the

Gothic and Slavonic versions: and in the quotations of

such fathers as lived during the 1th. 5th, and 6th cen-
turies in Greece, Asia Minor, and the neighboring prov-

inces. The text ill ChrySOStora e described by CTies-

bach as a mixed one: and of P,Q,and T he says that

they accord sometimes with the Alexandrian, -mi. times
with the Western. The Alexandrian recension sought
to avoid and change whatever might be offensive to

Greek ears; km the Western preserved the harsher gen-
uine readings when opposed to the genius of the Greek
language; Hebraizing ones; readings involving sole-

cism or unpleasant to the ear. The Alexandrian sought
to illustrate word- and phrases rather than the sense;

the Western endeavored to render the sense clearer and
less involved by means of explanations, circumlocutions,

additions gathered from every side, as well as by trans-

positions of words and sentences. It also preferred the

readings which are more full and verbose, as well as

supplements taken from parallel passages, sometimes
omitting what might render the sense obscure or seem
repugnant to the context or parallel passages, in all

which respects the Alexandrian i- purer, The Alexan-
drian critic acted the part of a grammarian, the West-
ern that of an interpreter. In all these point- Cries-

bach asserts that the Constantinopolitan commonly
agrees with the Alexandrian : but with this difference,

that it is still more studious of (1 reek propriety, admits
more glosses into the text, and intermingles either

Western readings, which differ from the Alexandrian.

or else readings compounded of Alexandrian and West-
ern. Xo recension is exhibited by any codex in its

original purity {Prolegomena nnentum
[3d cd. by Schulz], vol. i. p. lxx sq.).

Michaelis thinks that there have existed four princi-

pal editions: 1. The Western, used in countries where
the Latin language was spoken. •_'. The Alexandrian or

Egyptian, with which the quotations of Origen coin-

cide and the Coptic version. 3. The Edessene edition,

embracing the MSS. from which the old Syriac was
made. 4. The Byzantine, in general use at Constanti-

nople after that city became the capital of the Eastern

empire. This last is subdivided into the ancient ami
the modern {Introduction <<> tin New Test., translated

by Marsh, ii. 175 sq., 2d ed.).

Assuredly this classification is no improvement upon
Gricsbach's.

Somewhat different from Griesbach's system is that

of Hug, which was tirst proposed in hi- Einleitung in

das in a, Testament (1808). 1. The KOtvq :k-i~<>rm_: i.e.

the nio-t ancient text, iiiuevi-ed. which came into ex-

istence in the 2d century, found in I). 1. 13, 69, 124, of

the gospels; in D. I'., V. c. of Paul's epistles; in D, E,of
the Acts; and in the old Latin ami Thebaic versions.

The Peshito also belongs to this class of text, though
it differs in sonic respects from D. "_'. About the mid-
dle of the 3d century, Hesychius, an Egyptian bishop,

made a recension of the cmi'i; tKCoair. To this belong

B,C, 1.. of the gospels; A, B, C, 40, 30, 367, in the Ads:
A, P.. c. 10, 367, in the Catholic epistles; \. B, I . 16,

367, 17. of the Pauline epistles; and A. <
'. of the Apoca-

lypse. It appears in the citations of Athanasius, Mar-
cus and MacariuS the monks. Cyril of Alexandria, and
Cosmas ihdicopleustea This recension had ecclesias-

tical authority in Egypt and Alexandria. 3. About the

same' time, Lucian, a presbyter of Antioch, in Syria, re-

vised the koivtj iicdoffic as it then existed in the Peshi-

to, comparing different MSS. current in Syria. In this

way he produced a text which did not wholly harmo-
nize with the He.-ychian because be was less studious

of elegant Latinity. It appears in L. V. G, II. s. V. of

the gospels, and b, h, of the Moscow Evangelistaria col-

lated by Matthii. with most of the cursive MSS.; in f,

B„ b, d, c. m. k I Mallhai |, of the Act.-; in g I Matthai),

I. k. 1. in. c. d. of the Pauline and Catholic epistles; in r,

k. p, l,o, Moscow MSS.. of the Apocalyp.-e; in the Goth-
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ic and Slavonic versions, and the quotations of Theo-

phylact, though his text is no longer pure. 4. A fourth

recension Hug attributes to Origen during his residence

at Tyre. To'it belong A, K, M, 4.2, 106, 114, 116, and

10 of Matthai in the gospels, the Philoxenian Syriac,

the quotations of Theodoret and Chrysostom. From
this summary it appears that Hug's icoivt) ticoWic

agrees substantially with the Western recension of

Griesbach. It is more comprehensive, as including the

Peshito, with the quotations of Clement and Origen.

The Hesychian recension of Hug coincides with the

Alexandrian of Griesbach.

Eichhom's system is substantially that of Hug, with

one important exception. He assumed an unrevised

form of the text in Asia, and, with some differences, in

Africa also. This unrevised text may be traced in its

two forms as early as the 2d century. Lucian revised

the first, Hesychius the second. Hence, from the close

of the third century, there was a threefold phase of the

text—the African or Alexandrian, the Asiatic or Con-

stantinopolitan, and a mixture of both. Eichhorn de-

nied that Origen made a new recension (Einleitung in

das neue Testament, vol. iv, § 35 sq.).

In 1815 Nolan published an Inquiry into the Integrity

of the Greek Vulgate, in which he propounded a pecul-

iar theory of recensions. He divided all the documents

into three classes—the Palestinian, equivalent to Gries-

bach's Alexandrian ; the Egyptian, identical with Gries-

bach's Western ; and the Byzantine. The three forms

of the text are represented, as he assumed, by the Co-

dex Vaticanus and Jerome's Vulgate, with the Codices

Vercellensis and Brixianus of the Latin version. The
last two contained a more ancient text than that rep-

resented by the version of Jerome. The Palestinian

recension, which he attributes to Eusebius of Cajsarea,

is greatly censured as having been executed by this

father with arbitrariness and dishonesty, since he tam-

pered with passages because of their opposition to his

Arian opinions. At the end of the 5th century this

recension was introduced into Alexandria by Euthalius,

and was circulated there.

Scholz made two classes or families— the Alexan-
drian or Occidental, and Constantinopolitan or Oriental.

Griesbach's Western class is contained in the former.

He referred to the Alexandrian several of the ancient

MSS., and a few later ones—the Memphitic, Thebaic,

Ethiopic, and Latin versions, and the ecclesiastical writ-

ers belonging to Western Europe, with those of Africa.

To the Constantinopolitan he referred the MSS. belong-

ing to Asia Minor. Palestine, Syria, Eastern Europe, es-

pecially Constantinople, with the Philoxenian, Syriac,

Gothic, Georgian, and Slavonic versions, besides the fa-

thers of these regions. To the latter he gave a decided

preference, because of their alleged mutual agreement,

and also because they were supposed to be written with

great care after the most ancient exemplars; whereas

the Alexandrian documents were arbitrarily altered by
officious grammarians. Indeed, he traces the Constan-

tinopolitan to the autography of the original writers.

Kinck agrees with Scholz in classifying all docu-

ments under two heads—the Occidental and the Ori-

ental ; the former exhibited in A, B, C, D, E, F, G, in

the epistles, the latter containing the cursive MSS.
The former he subdivides into two families—the Afri-

can (A. B, C) and the Latin codices (D, E, F, G). He
finds in it the result of arbitrary correction, ignorance,

and carelessness.

Tischendorf's view, given in the prolegomena to the

seventh edition of his Greek Testament, is that there

are two pairs of classes—the Alexandrian and Latin,

the Asiatic and Byzantine. The oldest form of the

text, and that which most bears an Alexandrian com-
plexion, is presented in A, B, C, D, I, L, P, Q. T, X, Z,

A, perhaps also R, in the gospels. A later form, bear-

ing more of an Asiatic complexion, is in E, F, G, H, K,

M, O, S, U, V, T, A. For the Acts and Catholic epistles

the oldest text is given in A, B,C; for Acts probably

D and I also. For the Pauline epistles the oldest text

is represented by A, B, C, H, I, D, F, G, the first five be-

ing Alexandrian, the last two Latin ; D standing be-

tween the two classes. A and C in the Apocalypse

have a more ancient text than B.

Lachmann disregarded all systems of recensions, and
proceeded to give a text from ancient documents of a
certain definite time—the text which commonly pre-

vailed in the 3d and 4th centuries, drawn from Orient-

al MSS.—with the aid of Occidental ones in cases where
the former disagree among themselves. In his large

edition he follows the united evidence of Eastern and
Western MSS. His merits are very great in the de-

partment of New-Test, criticism; but this is not the

place to show them. He does not, however, profess to

give a text as near as possible to that which he judges
to proceed from the sacred writers themselves, as Gries-

bach and Tischendorf have done. On the contrary, he
has simply undertaken to present that form of the text

which is found in documents belonging to a certain

period as a basis contributing to the discovery of the

authentic text itself. His text is an important aid to

the work of finding out the original words; not the

original itself, as he would have given it. For this

reason his edition contains readings which, in his own
opinion, could not have been original. His object was
therefore somewhat different from that of most editors.

But he set an example of rigid adherence to the task

proposed, and of critical sagacity in eliminating the

true text from ancient documents of the time, evincing

the talents and skill of a master. Since his time it has

been the fashion among inferior critics and imitators to

attach undue weight to antiquity. Uncial MSS. and
their readings have been too implicitly followed by
some.

Tischendorf more recently adopted the same views

as those of Lachmann, holding that the most ancient

text alone should be edited, though it may not always

be what the sacred authors wrote. This principle be-

ing laid at the basis of his eighth edition, lately com-
pleted, made a considerable difference between it and
the seventh. The internal goodness of readings, the

context, and sound judgment are thus excluded, and
this at the expense of something more valuable; for

mere outward and ancient testimony can never elicit

what ought to be an editor's chief object—the presenta-

tion of a text as near the original one as can be pro-

cured. The oldest text of the best MSS. and versions

is valuable only so far as it assists in attaining that

object. It is owing to the undue elevation of antiquity

that such a reading as 6 juovoyn'?)c 0£<'c in John i. 18

has been given in the text of a recent edition. The
same excessive veneration for antiquity has led to the

separation of (i ykyovtv from ovSe iv (John i, 3) in mod-
ern times. Lachmann is exceeded by smaller followers,

not in his own exact line.

To Griesbach all must allow distinguished merit.

He was a consummate critic, ingenious, acute, candid,

tolerant, and learned. His system was elaborated with

great ability. It exhibits the marks of a sagacious

mind. But it was assailed by many writers, whose
combined attacks weakened its basis. In Germany,
Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Hug, Schulz, Gabler, and Schott

made various objections to it. In consequence of Hug's
acute remarks, the venerable scholar himself modified

his views. He did not, however, give up the three re-

censions, but still maintained that the Alexandrian and
Western were distinct. He admitted that the Syriac,

which Hug had put with the koivtj, was nearer to that

than to the Alexandrian class; but he hesitated to put
it with the Western because it differed so much. He
denied that Origen usecf the kowi), maintaining that

the Alexandrian, which existed before his time, was
that which he employed. He conceded, however, that

Origen had a Western copy of Mark besides an Alex-
andrian one; that in his commentary on Matthew,
though the readings are chietly Alexandrian, there is
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a great number of such as are Western, and which

appear in !>.. L3, 28,69, L24, l:;i. L57, the old

ulgate, and Syriac. Thus Origen had various

il hand, as be himself repeatedly asserts, Gries-

bach also ( ceded that Clemens Alexandrinus had va-

rious copies, differing in the forms of their texts. Hence
his citations often agree with the Kotvij in ooiq and 1).

Thus ( >rigen and I i :rai nl cease, in some measure, to be

standard representatives of the Alexandrian recension.

1

i iesbach, resulting from many acute

idi I > I In.;- and others, amounted to

this thai the nearness of Mss. and recensions to one

another was greater than he had before assumed; that

his two ancient recensions had i -e points of contact

with one another in existing documents than he had

clearly perceived. The line between his Alexandrian

and Western classes became less perceptible. This, in-

deed, was the weak point of the system, as no proper

division can be drawn between the two. In the appli-

cation of his system he professed to follow the consent

of the Alexandrian and Western recensions, unless the

internal marks of truth in a reading were so strong as

to outweigh this argument. But he departed from his

principle in several instances, as in I Cor.iii, !: Gal. iv,

11: Phil. hi. 3; 1 Thess.ii,7; Heb.iv,2.

In the year 1814 Dr. Laurence published objections

to Griesbach's system, many of which are unfounded.
Some of his observations are pertinent and fair; more
are irrelevant. He does not show much appreciation

of i he comparative value ofMSS. and texts, and reasons

in a sort of mechanical method against Griesbach. It

is evident that he was somewhat prejudiced against the

Alexandrian recension. < Observations like the following

show an animus against the German critic: -Too much
dazzled, perhaps, by the splendor of intricate and per-

plexing research, he overlooked what lay immediately
before him. When he threw his critical howl among
the established theories ofhis predecessors, he too hastily

attempted to set up his own without having first totally

demolished theirs, forgetting that the very nerve of his

criticism was a principle of hostility to every standard

text" (Remarks upon th System/it it- Cltt.<.-iji<-tiii'>n •/'

MSS. adopted by Griesbach, p. 57). The pamphlet of
rl scholar is now almost forgotten, yet it pro-

duced considerable effect at the time of its appearance,
when the reprinting of Griesbach's Greek Testament in

England was associated with the active dissemination

of Unitarian tenets, and the ac< plished German him-
selfwas unjustly charged with leaning to similar \ iews.

In America, Mr. Notion subsequently animadverted
upon the same system with considerable acuteness and
plausibility. It is evident, however, that he did not

fully understand all Griesbach's sentiments; he had not

studied the peculiar readings of MSS., the quotations

of the fathers, .and the characteristics of ancient ver-

sions, yet he has urged son bjections forcibly and
conclusivi ly against the adoption of the system.

Hug's theory of recensions, so far as it differs from

Griesbach's, is without foundation. It makes Origen
use the Koivrj ticoWic, whereas his usual text agrees
with the Alexandrian. The Hesychian recension was
employed at least a hundred year- previously by ('leni-

ent of Alexandria, and that Hesychius was really the
author of a recension is historically baseless; he may

Cted, in some places, a few copies which he
used. I

I e n cension attributed to Lucian is also desti-

tute of historical proof. The basis of this is supposed
to have been the i:<>ifi) hSoaig as it existed in Syria.

Again, it is very improbable that Origen undertook to

revise the koivtj ikSooiq. It is true that Jen
peals to the < mplai - of < Irigen, but this does not im-
ply that the latter made a revision of existing epics.
The Alexandrian father used copies of the New Test
select* d with care, and probal lj corrected them in va-
rious places, but he did not undertake in his old age the
lal us task of making a peculiar revision. The si-

lence of ancient writers, i spi i tally of Eusebius, who is

most copious in his praises of Origen, speaks strongly

against the critical studies of the Alexandrian father iii

the New-Test text We believe, then lore, that the re-

cension system ofHug is nnsustained by historical data.

Succeeding critics have refused to adopt it. Griesbach
himselfmade several pertinent objections to it. It was
also assailed by Scbott, Rinck, Gabler, and others. Mr.
Norton, too, opposed it

Nolan's system is fundamentally wrong. There is no
evidence that the Codex Brixianus contains the Latin
version in its oldest form, and therefore the assumed
connection of it with the Byzantine text fails to Bhow
that the latter is the most ancient and b -i n

live of the original Greek. The Codex Brixianus, on
the contrary, is itself a revision of the old Latin text.

Nolan thinks that the Codex Vercellensis has a text

corrected by Eusebius of Vercelli after that which he

brought from Egypt on his return from exile, lint this

form of the text circulated in the West before Eusebius,
and i he Palestinian recension, which he supposes to have
been introduced into Alexandria by Enthallus, was there

before; thus the system so ingeniously elaborated by
the critic is historically erroneous. It introduce- arbi-

trary and baseless conjectures into the department of

criticism, ignores facts, and deal- in unjust accusations

against ancient writers, such a- Eusebius of ( ., -area.

who were as honest as the zealous upholder himself of

the Byzantine text. All attempts to maintain the most
recent in opposition to the most ancient text must nec-

essarily fail. Thoroughly erroneous as Nolan's theory
is. it was eagerly welcomed by some advocates of the

received text in England. Mr. Home could say of it,

even in the ninth edition of his Introduction to tie Crit-

ical Study andKnowledge <>/th< Scriptures, "The integ-

rity of the Creek Vulgate he has confessedly established

by a series ,,f proofs and connected arguments the most
decisive that can be reasonably desired or ex|

With regard to Scholz.'s system, which is identical

with P.engil's. it maybe preferable to Griesbach's so far

as it allows but two classes of documents; it is certainly

simpler. His estimate, however, of tfo ruin, of families

i- erroneous. He failed to prove that the particular

:
form of the text current in Asia Minor and Greece dur-

ing the lirst three centuries was the same as that pre-

sented by the ( lonstantinopolitan MSS. of a much later

dale. lb- did not show that the Byzantine family was
derived from the autographs of the original writers in a

very pure state: and he was obliged to admit that the

icxi which obtained ai Constantinople in the reigns of

Constantine and Constance was collated with the Alex-

andrian, a circumstance which would naturally give rise

to a mingling of readings belonging to both. Eusebius

stati a that he made out fifty copies of the New Test for

the use of the churches at ( 'oiistaul i nople at the requi Si

of Constantine; and as we know that he gave a decided

preference lo Alexandrian copies, it cannot be doubled

that he followed those sanctioned by < Irigen's authority.

Constantinopolitan codices differ in their characteristic

readings from the Alexandrian, but the preference be-

ne kilter, not lo the former. Why should jun-

ior be placed above older documents? Antiquity may
be overbalanced by other considerations, and certainly

the Alexandrian MSS. are neither faultless nor pure.

Hut the 'Byzantine and later MSS. are more corrupt

Numbers must not be considered decisive of right read-

ings in opposition to antiquity, yet numbers had an un-

due influence on Scholz's mind. Rinck ha- r< futed his

supposed proofs of the superiority of Constantinopolitan

MSS., and Tischendorf ha- more elaborately done the

same in i he preface lo his first edition of the Greek

Testament (1841). In fact, Scholz's historical proofs arc

no better than fictions which true history rejects.

No definite system of recensions such as those >'\

Griesbach, ling, and Scholz can be made out. because

bins of division cannot be drawn with accuracy. Out
knowledge of the wax's in which the early icxi was de-

teriorated—ofthe influences to which it was exposed, the
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corrections it underwent in different places at different

times, the methods in which it was copied, the princi-

ples, if such there were, on which transcribers proceed-

ed—is too meagre to build up a secure structure. The
subject must therefore remain in obscurity. Its nature

is such as to give rise to endless speculation without

affording much real knowledge; it is vague, indefinite,

shadowy, awakening curiosity without satisfying it.

Yet we are not disposed to reject the entire system of

classification as visionary* It is highly useful to arrange

the materials. The existence of certain characteristic

readings may be clearly traced in various monuments
of the text, however much we may speculate on their

causes. It is true that in several cases it is very diffi-

cult to distinguish the family to which a particular

reading belongs, because its characteristics may be di-

vided between two classes, or they may be so mixed
that it is almost impossible to detect the family with
which it should be united ; the evidences of its rela-

tionship may be so obscure as to render the determina-

tion of its appropriate recension a subtle problem. It is

also unquestionable that no one MS. version or father

exhibits a recension in a pure state, but that each form

of the text appears more or less corrupted. The specu-

lations of the critics to which we have referred have
had one advantage, viz. that they have made the char-

acteristic readings of MSS. better understood, and ena-

bled us to group together certain documents presenting

the same form of text. Thus in the gospels, N, A, B,

C, D, I, L, P, Q, T, X. Z present an older form of the

text than E, F, G, H, K, M. S. U. V, T. Among the

former, N, B, Z have a text more ancient and correct

than that of the others.

Matthai repudiated the whole system of recensions

as useless and absurd. We question whether he was
warranted by learning, penetration, or judgment to use

the contemptuous language which he applied. His in-

dustry in collating MSS. and editing their text was
praiseworthy, but he had not the genius to construct a

good text out of the materials within his reach. He
overestimated his Moscow codices, and looked on Gries-

bach's merits with envious eye ; hence his diatribe

on recensions shows more ardent zeal than discretion.

What, sentence can show the spirit of the man better

than this?—"Griesbach has been hammering, filing, and
polishing for thirty years at this masterpiece of uncriti-

cism, unbelief, and irreligiousness in Semler's recension-

manufactory" (Ueber die sogenannten Recensiomn, welche

dt r lit rr Abt Bengel, der I/err Doctor Sender, und der

lh rr (li In im-Kirc/n uriith C riesbaeh, in dem ijrieckischen

Tex/e des N. T. wollen entdecM haben, p. 28). Prof. Lee
employed language equally strong with Matthai's, but

not so scurrilous, though of the same tendency: "Inge-

niosai ilke familiarum fabrics, ut mihi videtur, in uiuim

tantummodo finem feliciter exstructre sunt; ut rem in

seipsa baud valde obscuram, tenebris /Egyptiacis obscu-

riorem reddant; Editoresque eos qui se omnia rem acu

tetigisse putent, supra mortalium labendi statum, nescio

quantum, evehere" (Prolegomena in Biblia Polyglotia

J.oiniiiii nsia Minora, p. G9). Neither is sufficiently em-
inent to be justified in the employment of phraseology

from which masters in criticism like Gric-baeh would

refrain. Hear the veteran scholar, in his last publica-

tion, speaking of Hug

:

T< Dubitationis igitur causas ex-

ponere mihi liceat, sed paucis et modeste, nee eo animo,

ut cum viro doctissimo quern permagni me facere inge-

nue profiteor, decertem, sed ut turn alios viros harum re-

rum peritos, turn in primis ipsum excitem et humanissi-

me invitem ad novum instituendum causa?, qtue in uni-

versa re critica Novi Testamenti maxim i momenti est,

examen, quo ea, si ullo modo fieri id possit, ad liquidum

tandem perducatur" (Mdetemata de Vetustis TextusNovi
Testamenti Recensionibus, particula ii, p. 42). The pre-

ceding observations will help to account for the varying
schemes of different critics. Some may look for greater

exactness and nicety than others, hence they will make

more families of documents; others, with less acuteness
or ingenuity, will rest satisfied with classes more strong-

ly marked by the number of materials they embrace or
the breadth of territory over which they were supposed
to circulate. There is no possibility of arriving at pre-

cision. The commingling of readings has obliterated

many peculiarities in the progress of time, though
enough has been left to form the basis of a rough classi-

fication.

It is more difficult to classify the ancient versions,,

such as the Peshito-Syriac, because their texts have
suffered frequent interpolations and changes. In the
quotations of the lathers we must make allowance for

mi-mo rite r citation, without expecting great care or at-

tachment to the letter. Griesbach, however, denies that

Origen quoted from memory—and none has investigat-

ed the citations of the Alexandrian father with equal
labor—but the state of his commentaries is far from
being what we could wish, and the original is often lost

or corrupted.

The term recension is sometimes applied to the Old
Test, as well as the New Test. There the materials

hitherto collated all belong to one recension, viz. the

Masoretic. Some, indeed, have divided them into Ma-
soretic and Ante-Masoretic, but the latter cannot be
traced. At present we are acquainted with only one
great family, though it is probable that particular re-

visions of parts of the Old Test, preceded the labors of

the Masoretes. Whether the Karaite Hebrew MSS.

—

of which many have been recently brought to St. Peters-

burg—present a different form of the text from the Ma-
soretic will be seen after they have been collated; it is

certain that their vowel-system is different from the

present one. We expect, therefore, that important read-

ings may be furnished by these very ancient codices.

See Bengel, Inlroductio in Crisin N. T., prefixed to

his edition of the Greek Testament (Tubingen, 1734,

4to); Semler, Yorbereitungeii zirr Ilermemuiik (Halle.

17(10-69, 8vo); Michaelis, Introduction to the X. T., by
Marsh, ii, 173 sq.; Griesbach, Opnscula (edited by Gab-
ler. with the Preface of the latter [Jena, 1824-25, 2 vols.

8vo]); id. Commentarius Criticus in Textum Gracum,
particular i and ii (ibid. 1798, 1811, 8vo) ; id. Prole-

gomena to the second edition of his Greek Testament

(1796, 8vo) ; Eichhom, Einleifung (Gott. 1827, 8vo), vol.

iv; Bertholdt, Einleitung (Erlangen, 1812, 8vo), vol. i;

Schulz, Prolegomena to the third edition of Griesbach

(Berl. 1827, 8vo) ; Hug, EMeit. (4th ed. Stuttgart, 1847,

8vo), vol. i; De Wette, Einleit. in das neite Testament

(6th ed. Berl. 1860, 8vo); Sehott, Isagogt Historico-

critica (Jena, 1830, 8vo) ; Matthai, Ueber die sogenann-

ten Recensionen, etc. (Leips. 1804, 8\- ( >) ; Scholz, Biblisch-

kritiscke Reise, etc. (ibid. 1823, 8vo); id. Prolegomena
to tin X. T. (1830), vol. i; Laurence, remarks on Gries-

bach's Sysii mafic Classification ofMSS. (Oxford, 1814,

8vo); Rinck, Lucubratio Critica in Acta Apost., JI/>/i.

Cathol. it Paulin. etc. (Basil. 1*30, 8vo) ; Tischendorf,

Prolegomena to his edition of the Greek Testament
(Leips. 1841. 8vo). with the Prohgomena to his seventh

edition (ibid. 1859), and his article Bibeltext in Herzog's

Encyklopddie; l\euss, Die Geschichte der h iligt n Schrif-

ten neuen Testaments (4th ed. Brunswick, 1864); Nor-
ton. Genuineness of tin Gosp< Is ( Boston, 1837, 8vo), vol.

i ; Davidson, Treatise on Biblical Criticism (Edinburgh,

1852), vol. ii.— Kitto. Sec Criticism; Manuscripts;
Various Readings.
Reception of the Holy Ghost. In the act

of conferring the orders of the ministry simple, or of its

higher functions, such as the eldership or bishopric, the

solemn words are used, " Receive the Holy Ghost."

Having been originally used by Jesus when he com-
raissioned his apostles, the expression has been retained

by the Church as the most proper and authoritative

form in which the powrers of the Christian priesthood

can be conveyed. " That the Church is vindicated."

says Stoughton, "in employing them at the consecra-

tion of bishops is manifest from the fact that the min-
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isterial powers of office are identically tbe same with

those held by the apostles, and if given at all must pro-

ceed from the same source—i. e. the Boly Ghost." In

the ordination of priests the same principle will apply.

"Those under the designation of presbyters <>r elders

also received their authority from this divine source,

notwithstanding t liat there might ho one or more inter-

medial!' links in the chain of transmission." "Take
id Paul to the elders of Ephesus, "unto your-

selves and to all the flock over the which the Holy

Ghost hath made you overseers." If. therefore, it be

thai the bishop has the power of ordaining, it

follows that he stands as an agent between the heavenly

source of authority and the candidate to whom that

authority is to be given, and is qualified to pronounce,

"Receive the Holy Gbosl for the "Dice and work of a

priest [or bishop
]
in the Church of I iod," etc.

We have quoted Stoughton because he fully exhibits

the High-Church noti f ordination (q. v.), but we do

not wish to be understood as iis endorsers. Even the

Low-Church clergy ofthe Anglican communion and the

Protestant Episcopal Church refuse to give ii approval.

See Episcopacy. In the Methodist Episcopal Church
bishops are not regarded as the successors of the apos-

tles, and the apostolical succession of its ministry is not

maintained. See art. Episcopai y. § iv. The form of

ordination is very like in the different churches, and its

variability of opinion depends upon the interpretation

of the language employed.

RECEPTION, RELTGIOl S, of monks, nuns, and other

religious persons, is the ceremonial whereby they are

admitted to the probationary state called the novitiate

(q. v.). Before the ceremony of reception a short pre-

paratory stage must Ik passed through by the candidate

(called at this stage '.i "postulant'"), the duration of

winch usually ranges from two to six months. The
ceremony of the reception, called also "clothing," is per-

formed by a bishop, or a priest delegated by a bishop, and
consists in blessing tbe religious dress or habit and in-

vesting the postulant therein with appropriate prayers,

the hair being at the same time cut off and the secular

dress laid aside, in token of the renunciation of the world
and ii- pomps and pleasures. The reception, however, is

underst I to be only a provisional step, and the novice
remains free to return to secular life at any time during
the novitiate. Chambers's Encyclop. s. v

Receptorium was the name of an ecclesiastical

outer building, a kind of speaking-room, a parlor con-

tiguous to the ancient churches; it is sometimes called

salutatorium (q.v.). Mention of it occurs in Sidonins
Apollinaris (1. v. epist. L7), Sulpitius Severus (Dial. ii.

1), the first Council of Macon (can. ii), Theodoretus.
and many other authors. Theodoretus relates that

Tbeodosius, when he came to request absolution from
St, Ambrose, found the saint sitting in salutatorio.

Scaliger is wrong in supposing this to be a room in

the bishop's mansion-, il adjoined the church, and was
a part of the church building. In the receptorium

the sacred utensils, the ornaments, .and robes of the
i mediaeval I clergy were deposited for safe-keeping.
Here the clergy were accusl id to retire tor private

devotions, preparatory to their engaging in public ex-
ercises. It was also a general audiencc-r n. where
friends and acquaintances met to exchange their affec-

tionate salutations and inquiries, and where the bishop
or the priests received the people who came to ask their

n ommend themselves to their prayers, or

to take their advice in matters of importance. Sulpitius
Seven,- , Dial. ii. i i shows us si. .Martin sitting in a
kind ol sacristy, and bis priests in another, receiving
visitors and transacting business.

Receveur, Francois Joseph Xavier, a French
priest and historian, was bom at Longeville (Doubs)
April.'in. 1800. Hardly had he received his orders when
he was 'died to Paris ,< >,i.. \s>\

\ to till a subordinate
position in the cabinet of the minister of ecclesiastical

affairs and of public instruction. From June. 1828, to

June, 1829, he was head of the bureau of secretaryship

to the same minister. Afterwards appointed a teach-

er in the theological faculty of Paris (May l. 1831 >.

he became titular professor of moral philosophy March
1. 1841, and dean of the faculty Dec. 6, 1850.

" He had
not long been relieved from these last duties when lie

died in bis native country. May 7. 1854. The various

positions which he tilled permitted him to devote his

labors to several important works. We have: Re-
\cherches Philosophiques sur A Fondement </< hi Certi-

tude (Paris. 1821, l2mo): Accorddi I" Foi avec la Rai-
son,ou Exposition des Principes sur lesquels reposi In Foi

Cat/mjique (ibid. ls.'iO .".;!. li'mo): -Kami sur la Xature

de I'Aiiii. .<nr rOrigim des Idees <t l<- Fondement di In

Certitudi (ibid. 1834, 8vo) :

—

Tractatus Theologicus de

Justitia et Coniractibus (ibid. 1835, l2mo): Introduc-

tion a la Theoloffi (Beaancon, 1839, 8vo): Histoirt de

VEglist depuis son r'.t<ihli.<.« im nt jiisr/u'au Pontifical de

Crerjoire XVI ( Paris. L840 17. 8 vols. 8vo).
' As an

editor, abbe* Receveur has given a new edition of the

Tkeolooie Dogmatique et Morale of Bailly (1*30), and
another of the Theologit Moral of Liguori, to which

he has added some notes (1833). Collector for the

Nouvelk Biographii ff< n<Irak . be died a short time after

having contributed the articles Saint-Cyprien and Saint-

CyrUle-i -Hoefer, Nouv, /;i<></. Generate, s. v.

Re'chab (Heb. Rechab', ~-~. n rider; Scpt.'Pn-

Xa/3), the name of three men.
1. The first named of the two "sons of Rimmon the

Beerothite," "captains of bands." who murdered Ish-

bosheth in his bed in order to gain favor with David,

but were put to death by him. with expressions ol ab-

horrence for their crime ,

-_> Sam. iv, 5-12). B.C. 104G.

Josephus calls him Tkuimus (Qdwoc, Ant. vii, 2, 1).

The other's name was P.aanah (q. v.).

2. The "father" ofJehonadab (or Jonadab, Jer. xxxv,
<>). who was Jehu's companion in destroying the wor-

shippers ol' P.aal (2 Kings x, 15, 23). See JEHONADAB,
B.C. ante 882. He was the ancestor of the Rechabites

(q. v. ..

3. The father ol Malcluah. which latter was ruler of

part of Beth-haccerem, and is named as repairing the

dung-gate in the fortifications ofJerusalem under Nehe-
miali i Xeh. iii. IP. B.C. ante44G.

Rech'abite [properly /,'. 'ckabiti
]

(Heb. always in

the plur. and with the art.. ka-Rekabim', "~Z~n. a

patrial from Rechab; Sept. Apxafieiv, 'PetyajSsti', etc.),

a tribe who appear only in one memorable scene of

Scripture (Jer. xxxv. 2 18). Their history before and

after it lies in some obscurity. We are left to search

out and combine some scattered notices, and to get from
them what light we can.

I. In 1 (limn. ii. 55 the house of Rechab is identi-

fied with a section of the Kenites « bo came into ( 'anaan

with the Israelites and retained their nomadic habits.

and the name of Hemath is mentioned a- tbe patri-

arch of the whole tribe. See Hemath; Kkmtk. It

lias been inferred from this passage that thedeso ndanls

of Rechab belonged to a branch of the Kenites settled

from the lirst at Jabez, in .ludab. See JEHONADAB. The
fact, however, that Jehonadab took an active part in the

revolution which placed Jehu on the throne seems to

indicate that he ami his tribe belonged to Israel rather

than to .In. lab. and the late date of I Chron., taken to-

gether with other facts i infra), makes ii more probable

that ibis passage refers to the locality occupied by tbe

Rechabites after their return from the captivity. In

confirmation of ibis view, ii may be noticed that the

" shearing-house" of 2 Kings \. n was probablj the

known rendezvous of the nomad tribe of the Kenites

with their Hocks of sheep. See Shi iring-hoi sk.

Of Rechab himself nothing is known. He may have
been the father.be may have been the remote ancestor,

ofJehonadab. Tic meaning of I he word makes it prob-

able enough that it was an epithet passing into a proper
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name. It may have pointed, as in the robber-chief of

2 Sam. Lv, 2, to a conspicuous form of the wild Bedouin

life; and Jehonadab, the son of the Rider, may have

been, in part at least, for that reason, the companion

and friend of the fierce captain of Israel who drives as

with the fury of madness (2 Kings ix, 20). Another

conjecture as to the meaning of the name is ingenious

enough to merit a disinterment from the forgotten learn-

ing of the lGth century. Boulduc (De Eccles. ante Leg.

iii, 10) infers from 2 Kings ii. 12; xiii, 14, that the two

great prophets Elijah and Elisha were known, each of

them in his time, as the chariot (33"% Re'keb) of Israel,

i. e. its strength and protection. He infers from this

that the special disciples of the prophets, who followed

them in all their austerity, were known as the " sons of

the chariot," Bcne-Rekeb ; and that afterwards, when the

original meaning had been lost sight of, this was taken

as a patronymic, and referred to an unknown Rcchab.

At present, of course, the different vowel-points of the

two words are sufficiently distinctive; but the strange

reading of the Sept. in Judg. i, 19 (on 'Prjxafi Siwtii-

\aro avrole, where the A. V. has "because they had
chariots of iron") shows that one word might easily

enough be taken for the other. Apart from the evi-

dence of the name and the obvious probability of the

fact, we have the statement (quantum valeat) of John
of Jerusalem that Jehonadab was a disciple of Elisha

(De Instit. Monach. c. 25).

II. The personal history of Jehonadab has been dealt

with under that name. Here we have to notice the

new character which he impressed on the tribe of

which he was the head. As his name, his descent, and
the part which he played indicate, he and his people

had all along been worshippers of Jehovah, circumcised,

and so within the covenant of Abraham, though not

reckoned as belonging to Israel, and probably therefore

not considering themselves bound by the Mosaic law
and ritual. The worship of Baal introduced by Jezebel

and Ahab was accordingly not less offensive to them
than to the Israelites. The luxury and license of

Phoenician cities threatened the destruction of the sim-

plicity of their nomadic life (Amos ii, 7, 8; vi, 3-6). A
protest was needed against both evils, and, as in the case

of Elijah, and of the Nazarites of Amos ii, 11, it took the

form of asceticism. There was to be a more rigid ad-

herence than ever to the old Arab life. What had been

a traditional habit was enforced by a solemn command
from the sheikh and prophet of the tribe, the destroyer

of idolatry, which no one dared to transgress. They
were to drink no wine, nor build house, nor sow seed,

nor plant vineyard, nor have any. All their days they

were to dwell in tents, as remembering that they were
strangers in the land (Jer. xxxv, 6, 7). This was to be

the condition of their retaining a distinct tribal exist-

ence. For two centuries and a half they adhered faith-

fully to this rule ; but we have no record of any part

taken by them in the history of the period. We may
think of (hem as presenting the same picture which
other tribes, uniting the nomad life with religious au-

sterity, have presented in later periods.

The Nabatha?ans, of whom Diodorus Siculus speaks

(xix, 94) as neither sowing seed, nor planting fruit-tree,

nor using nor building house, and enforcing these trans-

mitted customs under pain of death, give us one strik-

ing instance. The fact that the Nabathnsans habitually

drank " wild honey" (/is'Ai dypioi') mixed with water

(Diod. Sic. xix, 94), and that the Bedouin as habitually

still make locusts an article of food (Burckhardt, Bed-
ouins, p. 270), shows very strongly that the Baptist's

life was fashioned after the Kechabitish as well as the

Nazaritish type. Another is found in the prohibition

of wine by Mohammed (Sale, Koran, Prelim. Diss. § 5).

A yet more interesting parallel is found in the rapid

growth of the sect of the Wahabis during the last and
present century. Abd-ul-Wahab, from whom the sect

takes its name, reproduces the old type of character in

all its completeness. Anxious to protect his country-

men from the revolting vices of the Turks, as Jehona-
dab had been to protect the Kenites from the like vices

of the Phoenicians, the Bedouin reformer felt the neces-

sity of returning to the old austerity of Arab life. What
wine had been to the earlier preacher of righteousness,

the outward sign and incentive of a fatal corruption,

opium and tobacco were to the later prophet, and, as

such, were rigidly proscribed. The rapidity with which
the Wahabis became a formidable party, the Puritans

of Islam, presents a striking analogy to the strong po-

litical influence ofJehonadab in 2 Kings x, 15, 23 (comp.

Burckhardt, Bedouins and WaludAs, p. 2*3. etc.).

III. The invasion of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar in

B.C. 607 drove the Rechabites from their tents. Pos-

sibly some of the previous periods of danger may have
led to their settling within the limits of the territory

of Judah. Some inferences may be safely drawn from

the facts of Jer. xxxv. The names of the Rechabites

show that they continued to be worshippers of Jeho-

vah. They are already known to the prophet. One
of them (ver. 3) bears the same name. Their rigid

Nazaritish life gained for them admission into the house

of the Lord, into one of the chambers assigned to priests

and Levites, within its precincts. They were received

by the sons or followers of a " man of God," a prophet

or devotee, of special sanctity (ver. 4). Here they are

tempted, and are proof against the temptation, and their

steadfastness is turned into a reproof for the unfaithful-

ness of Judah and Jerusalem. See Jeremiah. The
history of this trial ends with a special blessing, the full

import of which has, for the most part, not been ade-

quately apprehended: "Jonadab, the son of Rechab,

shall not want a man to stand before me forever" (ver.

19). Whether we look on this as the utterance of a

true prophet, or as a vaticinium ex erentu, we should

hardly expect at this precise point to lose sight alto-

gether of those of whom it was spoken, even if the

words pointed only to the perpetuation of the name and

tribe. They have, however, a higher meaning. The

words "to stand before me" (^SS? "!"2") are essential-

ly liturgical. The tribe of Levi is chosen to "stand

before" the Lord (Dent, x, 8 ; xviii, 5, 7). In Gen. xviii,

22; Judg. xx, 28; Psa. exxxiv, 1 ; Jer. xv, 19, the litur-

gical meaning is equally prominent and unmistakable

(comp. Gesenius, Thesaur. s. v. ; Grotius, ad loc). The
fact that this meaning is given ("ministering before

me") in the Targum of Jonathan is evidence (1) as to

the received meaning of the phrase; (2) that this ren-

dering did not shock the feelings of studious and de-

vout rabbins in our Lord's time ; (3) that it was at least

probable that there existed representatives of the Recha-

bites connected with the Temple services in the time

of Jonathan. This, then, may possibly have been the

extent of the new blessing. The Kechabites were sol-

emnly adopted into the families of Israel, and were rec-

ognised as incorporated into the tribe of Levi. Their

purity, their faithfulness, their consecrated life, gained

for them, as it gained for other Nazarites. that honor.

See Priest, Hebrew. In Lam. iv, 7 we may perhaps

trace a reference to the Rechabites, who had been the

most conspicuous examples of the Nazaritish life in the

prophet's time, and most the object of his admiration.

It may be worth while to refer to a few authorities

agreeing in the general interpretation here given, though
differing as to details. Vatablus (Crit. Sac. ad loc.) men-
tions a Jewish tradition (R. Judah, as cited by Kimchi

;

comp. Scaliger, Elench. Trihceres. Serrar. p. 26) that the
daughters of the Rechabites married Levites, and that

thus their children came to minister in the Temple.
Clarius (ibid.) conjectures that, the Rechabites them-
selves were chosen to sit in the great council. Sanctius

and Calmet suppose them to have ministered in the

same way as the Nethinim (Calmet, Diss, sur les Re-
c/iab. 1726). Serrarius (Triheeres.) identifies them with

the Essenes; Scaliger (loc. cit.) with the Chasidim. in
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whose name the priests offered special daily sacrifices,

and who. in this way. were "standing before the Lord"

continually.

rV.It remains for us to see « nether there arc any traces

of their after-history in the Biblical or later writers. It

is believed that there are such traces, and that they con-

firm the statements made in the previous paragraph.

1. We have the singular beading of Psa.lxxi in the

) Sdl'iC, v'liJV 'lu)l'UCUji, KUl TtJ)> TTfllO-

rui}' <i<\iKt\c)7irT~3)-i'Tior). which, however, is evidence

merely of a tradition in the 3d century B.C. indicating

thai the "sons of Jonadab" Bhared the captivity of Is-

rael, and took their place among the Levitical psalm-

ists \\ ho gave expression to the sorrows of the people.

The psalm itself belongs to David's time. See Psalms.

2. I here is the significant mention of a son of Rechab

in Nrli. iii. 14 as co-operating with the priests. Levites,

and princes in the restoration of the wall of Jerusalem.

3. The mention of the house of Rechab in l Chron.

ii, 55, though nol without difficulty, points, there can be

little doubt, to the same conclusion. The Reehabites

have I ome scribes (B>1310, sopherim). They give

themselves to a calling which, at the time of the return

from Babylon,was chiefly, ifnot exclusively, in the hands

of Levites. The other names (Tirathites. Shimeath-

ites. and Suehathites in the A. V.) seem to add nothing

to our knowledge. The Vulg. rendering, however (evi-

dence of a traditional Jewish interpretation in the time

of Jerome), gives a translation based on etymologies,

moreor less accurate, ofthe proper names, which striking-

ly confirms the view now taken: "Cognationes quoque

Scribarumhabitantium inJabes,canentesatqueresonan-

tes, et in tabernaculis commorantes." Thus interpreted,

the passage points to a resumption of the outward form

of their old life and its union with their new functions.

The etymologies on which this version rests are, it must

be confessed, very doubtful. Scaliger (Elench. Trihcer.

Serrar.c.23) rejects them with scorn. Pellican and

Calmet, on lite other hand, defend the Vulg. rendering,

and Gill (ad foe.) does not dispute it. Most modern in-

terpreters follow the A. V. in taking the words as prop-

er names. It deserves notice also that while in 1 Chron.

ii. 54, 55 the Kechabites and Netophathites are men-
tioned in close connection, the "sons of the singers" in

Neh. \ii. 28 appear as coming in large numbers from

the villages of the same Netophathites. The close

juxtaposition of the Reehabites with the descendants

of David in 1 Chron. iii, 1 shows also in bow honorable

an esteem they were held at the time when that book

Was compiled.

1. The account of the martyrdom of James the

.lust given by Hegesippus (Euseb. H. E. ii 23) brings

the name of the Reehabites once more before us, and

in a very strange connection. While the scribes and

Pharisees were stoning him. '-one of the priests of the

Bonsoi Rechab, the son of Rechabim, who are mentioned

by Jererniah the prophet," cried out, protesting againsl

the crime. Stanley (Sermons and Essays on th \pos-

tnlir \ :/
.

. p. :;:;.;.. struck with the seeming anomaly of a

priest. -not only not of Levitical. but nol even of Jew
ish descent," supposes the name to have been used Loose-

Heating the abstemious life of dames and other

Nazarites, and points to the facl thai Epiphanius (Har,

lx.wiii. 1 l i ascribes to sum the brother of dames,

the words which Hegesippus puts into the mouth of

the Rei habite,asa proof that it denoted merely thi Naz-

aritisb form of life. Calmet (loc.cit.) supposes the man
to have been one of the Rechabite Nethinim, whom the

informant ol Hegesippus took, in bis ignorance, for a

pri.-i. I lie view which lias been here taken presents,

it is believed, a more satisfactory solution. It was hard-

ly pos.-ible thai a writer like Hegesippus, living at a

time when the details of the Temple services were fresh

in the memories of i, should have thus spoken oi I he

Rechabim unless there had been a body of men to whom
the name was commonly applied. He uses it as a man

would do to whom it was familiar, without being struck

by any apparent or real anomaly. The Targum of Jon-
athan on Jer. xxxv. 19 indicates, as has been noticed,

the same fact. We may accept Hegesippus therefore

as an additi tl witness to the existence of the Reeha-
bites as a recognised body op to the destruction of Jeru-

salem, sharing in the ritual of the Temple, partly de-

scended from the old "sons of Jonadab," partly recruited

by the incorporation into their ranks of men devoting

themselves, as did dames and Simeon, to the same con-
s' crated life. The form of austere holiness presented

in the life of Jonadab, and the blessing pronounced on

his descendants, found their highest representatives in

the two brothers of the Lord.

5. Some later notices are not without interest.

Benjamin of Tudcla. in the l'.'th century (ed. Asher,

1840, i. 112-114), mentions that near El Jubar (=Pum-
beditha) he found Jews who were named Reehabites.

They tilled the ground, kept, (locks and herds, abstained

from wine and flesh, and gave tithes to teachers who
devoted themselves to studying the law and weeping
for Jerusalem. They were 100,000 in number, and were
governed by a prince, Salomon han-Nasi, who traced

his genealogy up to the house of David, and ruled over

the city of Thema and Telmas. A later traveller, Dr.

Wolff, gives a yet stranger and more detailed report.

The Jews of Jerusalem and Yemen told him that he

would find the Kechabites of Jer. xxxv living near

Mecca {Journal, 1820, ii, 334). When he came near

Senaa be came in contact with a tribe, the Beni-Khaibr,
who identified themselves with the sons of Jonadab.

With one of them, Musa,Wolff conversed, and he reports

the dialogue as follows: "I asked him,' Whose descend-

ants are you?' Musa answered, 'Come, and I will show
you.' and read from an Arabic Bible the words of Jer.

xxxv, 5-11. He then went on. I ome, and you will

find us (1(1,000 in number. You see the words of the
prophet have been fulfilled: Jonadab the son of Rechab
shall not want a man to stand before me forever' " (ibid,

p. 335). In a later journal (ibid, 1839, p.389) he men-
tions a second interview with Musa, describes them
as keeping strictly to the old rule, calls them now by
the name of the Beni-Arhad, and says that Beni-Israel

of the tribe of Dan live with them. A paper On lu-

cent Notices of th Reehabites, by Signor Pierotti, was
read ai (he Cambridge meeting of the British Associa-
tion (October, 1S(>2). lie met with a tribe calling them-
selves by that name near the Dead Sea. about two miles

south-east from it. They had a Hebrew Bible, and said

their prayers at the tomb of a Jewish rabbi. They
told him precisely the same stories as had been told to

Wolff thirty years before.—Smith. The details, how-
ever, whether correct or not. apply to Talmudical Jews
more than to Reehabites. They are described as living

in caverns and low houses, not in tents—and this in

Arabia, where Bedouin habits would cease to be singu-

lar; nor are any of the Rechabite rules observable in

them except t hat. of refraining from wine— an absti-

nence which ceases to be remarkable in Arabia, where
no one drinks wine, and where, among the strongholds

of Islam, it could probably not be obtained without dan-

ger anil difficulty. There were large numbers of I'al-

mudical Jews in Arabia in the time of Mohammed, and
these supposed Kcchai iii es are probably descend) d from

abod] oi them. See Witsius, Dissert. dt Rechabitis, in

Miscell, Sacra, ii. L76 sq.; Carpzov, Apparat, p, L48j

Calmet, Dissert, sur les Richabites, in Commentairi Lit-

tend, vi, 1« 21.- Kitto. for the modern temperance

organization by this name, see Temperance.

Rechac, Jean Giffkk de (whose religious name
was Jean d< Sainte-Mari I, a French Dominican, was

horn at Quilleboeuf Aug. 25, 1604. He look the habit

ofa monk, and taught Greek and Hebrew at Paris, then

at Bordeaux. He travelled in the Orient as an apos-

tolic missionary, and visited the isle of Scio and Con-

stantinople. Returning to Paris about the end ol 1631,

he became in 1037 prior of the convent of the Duinin-
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icans at Rouen, and devoted himself with success to

preaching. Being sent to Bordeaux in 1640, he col-

lected numerous materials for writing the history of his

order; and when, in 1056, the monks of St. Domi-
nic founded several houses in France, he was charged

with the erection of divers novitiates. He died April 9,

1660. We have of his works, Les Vrais Exercices Solides et

1'ratii/ncsde la Vie Spirituelleet Iteligieiise (Rouen, 1638-

40, 4 vols. 12mo) :— Vie de Saint-Uyacinthe (Paris, 1643,

12mo) :

—

Les Vies de Trois Bienheureux de Bretagne, Yves

Makreuc, Eveque de Rennes, Alain de la Roche, Pierre

Quint in (ibid. 1645, 12mo) :— Vie de Renaud de Saiut-

Gilles, Doyen de Saint-Agnau a"Orleans (who died in

1220) (ibid. 1646, 12mo) :— Vie de Saint-Dominique, avec

la Fondation de tous les Convents des Freres Precheurs de

Vun et de I'autre Sexe en France et dans les Pays-Bus (ibid.

1647, 4to) :

—

Les Vies et Actions Memorables des Saintes

et Bienheureuses de VOrdre des Freres Precheurs (1635,

2 vols. 4to) :—and a great number of other works printed

or in MS., among them Prqpketies de Nostradamus ex-

pliquees (Paris, 1656, 12mo), published without the name
of the author.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Re'cliah (Heb. Rekah', FTS"!, hindermost; Sept.

'P>;X«i^ vr - *P»Z0a)- I" 1 Chron. iv, 12, Beth-rapha,

Paseah, and Tehinnah the father, or founder, of Ir-na-

hash, are said to have been " the men of Eechah." In

the Targum of R. Joseph they are called " the men of

the Great Sanhedrin," the Targumist apparently reading

12^.. Schwarz regards it as the name of a place in-

habited by the posterity of Judah, and identities it with

"a village Rashiah, three English miles to the south of

Hebron" {Palest, p. 116).

Reche, Joiiann Wilhelm, the main representative

of the Kantian rationalism in the Lutheran Church of

the Rhine countries, was born Nov. 3, 1764, at Lennep.

In 1786 he became pastor of the newly organized Lu-
theran church at Hiickeswagen, and in 1796 pastor at

Miihlheim-on-the-Rhine, where, during the Revolution,

he published a translation of Marcus Aurelius's philo-

sophical treatise Td ei'c kavrbv (1797), in order to show
how a man should become a stoic. After the taking of

the Rhine countries by Prussia, he became a member of

the consistory of Cologne, which in 1826 was dissolved.

In 1830 he retired from the ministry to his country-seat

at Wesseling, between Cologne and Bonn, being dissatis-

lied with the new religious movement of his time, and
died as an angry philosopher Jan. 9, 1835. He published

some hymns, which, though of little value, are, however,

found in some of the modernized German hymn-books.

He also published a collection of sermons in two vol-

umes, which are enumerated in Zuchold, Bibliotheca

Theologica, ii, 1035 ( comp. also Koch, Geschichte des

deutschen Kirchenliedes, vi, 259). (B. P.)

Rechenberg, Karl Friedrich Wilhelm, a Lu-
theran minister, was born Feb. 10, 1817, at Bamickow,
near Kcinigsberg, in Prussia. From 1835 to 1840 he stud-

ied in the seminary of the Berlin Missionary Society,

and in 1841 he came to this country to work among his

countrymen. His first pastorate was at Syracuse, N. Y.,

where he labored for about fifteen years. In the year

1855 he was called to Albany, at which place he re-

mained three years. He then went to Canada, where he

labored for about thirteen years in Toronto and for five

years at Montreal. Among his coreligionists he was a

prominent member, and was the first president of the

Canadian synod. He also edited for a long time the

paper of his denomination, and as president of the Mis-

sionary Board he cared for his countrymen with word

and sacrament. His bodily infirmities obliged him to

retire from his large field of labor, and he accepted the

call of a small congregation at Port Chester, N. Y., in

1875, where he died Dec. 13, 1877. (B. P.)

Recluse (Lat. reclusus, also inclusus, "shut up"), a

class of monks or nuns who, from a motive of special

penance, or with a view to the more strict observance

of Christian perfection, remained shut up from all con-

verse, even with members of their own order, in a small

cell of a hermitage or other place of strict retirement.

This practice, which was a kind of voluntary imprison-

ment, either from motives of devotion or penance, was
not allowed except to persons of tried virtue and by spe-

cial permission of the abbot ; and the recluse, who took

an oath never to stir out of his retreat, was with due

solemnity locked up in the presence of the abbot or the

bishop, who placed his seal upon the door, not to be

removed without the authority of the bishop himself.

Everything necessary for support was conveyed through

a window. If the recluse were a priest, he was allowed

a small oratory with a window which looked into the

church, through which he might make his offerings at

mass, hear the singing, and answer those who spoke to

him ; but this window had curtains before it, so that he
could not be seen. In later mediaeval times the recluse

was allowed a small garden near his cell for the plant-

ing of a few herbs and for recreation in fresh air. If he
fell sick, his door was opened by the authorities for the

sake of affording assistance. The celebrated mediaeval

theologian Rabanus Maurus was a recluse when elected

archbishop of Mentz. Nuns also were found to practice

the same voluntary seclusion, especial!}' in the Benedic-

tine, Franciscan, and Cistercian orders. A rule special-

ly designed for female recluses was composed by yElred

of Rcresby, and is preserved by Holstenius in his Codex
Regularum Monasticarum, i, 418 sq. In a wider sense,

the name recluse is popularly applied to all cloistered

persons, whether men or women—even those who live

in community with their brethren. The inmates of

the celebrated French retreat for Jansenists— Port-

Royal— were also called recluses.— Chambers's Ency-
clop. s. v. ; Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchen-Lexikon (art. " In-

clusi") ; Cults, Scenes, and Characters ofthe Middle Ages
(Lond. 1873).

Recognitions. See Clementines.

Recollet (Lat. recollectus, " gathered together") is

the name given to the .members of certain reformed

bodies of monastic orders, whether of men or women, in
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the Roman Catholic Church. Among orders ofmen, an

offshoot of the Augustinian hermits, which, under Louis

de Montaya, in 1530, obtained considerable popularity

in Spain. was called by this name, and the order still

exists at Medina Sidonia, Leon, and Pamplona; but out-

side of Spain, this order is better known under the title

of the !>' formed Franciscans,who originated aboul 1592,

and were established in Prance under Henry IN' and

Louis \ I V, and spread thence into Belgium, their houses

in these ml ri< - and I Germany becoming bo numerous

thai they reckoned no Less than ten provinces. In the

French army of Louis XIV the Reformed Franciscans

used i" administer the sacrament. A reform of the Cis-

tercian order of nuns in Spain was also called by the

same name
| ( 'hambt rs). See Bistoire du I 'It rge St culi r

el Regulier, ii. 367 sq.; Wetzer u.Welte, Kirchen-Lex.

ix, 71.

Reconciliatio Poenitentium is the act by
which offenders of the Church are restored to ecclesi-

astical rights and privileges. See Penitents.

Reconciliation (usually some form of "E3, to

cover sin, KaraXXayjj) is making those friends again

who were at variance, or restoring to favor those hav-

ing fallen under displeasure. Thus the Scriptures de-

Bcribe the disobedient world as having been at enmity
with God, but "reconciled" to him by the death of his

Sen. The expressions "reconciliation" and "making
peace" necessarily suppose a previous state of hostility

between God and man. which is reciprocal. This is

Sometimes called enmity, a term, as it respects God,
rather unfortunate, since enmity is almost tixed in our

language to signify a malignant and revengeful feeling.

( if t his. t he oppugners of the doctrine of the atonement

have availed themselves to argue that as there can be

id such affection in the divine nature, therefore recon-

ciliation in Scripture docs not mean the reconciliation

of God to man. but of man to God, whose enmity the

example and teaching of Christ, they tell us. are very

effectual to subdue. It is, indeed, a sad and humbling
truth, and one which the Socinians, in their discussions

on the natural innocence of man, are not willine,- to ad-

mit, thai by the infection of sin "the carnal mind is en-

mity to God;" that human nature is malignantly hostile

to God and to the control of his law. But this is far

from expressing the whole of that relation of man in

which, in Scripture, he is said to be at enmity with God,
and so to need a reconciliation—the making of peace

between God and him. That relation is a legal one, as

thai of a sovereign, in his judicial capacity, and a crim-

inal who has violated his laws and risen up against his

authority, and who is therefore treated as an enemy.
I he word ;

; \-*o<i<; is used in this passive sense, both in

the Greek writers and in the New Test, So. in Horn.

xi, 28, the Jews, rejected and punished lor refusing the

Gospel, are said by the apostle, "as concerning the Cos-

pel." to he ••cue inies for your sake-," treated and ac-

counted Such :

'• hut. as touching the (lection, they are

beloved for the fathers' sakes." In the same epistle

(v. 10) the term is used precisely in the same sense,

and that with reference to the reconciliation by Christ :

•• for if. when we were enemies, we were reconciled to

Cod by the death of his Soil." i.e. when we were ob-
jects of the divine judicial displeasure, accounted as en-
emies, and liable to he capitally treated a- such. En-
mity, in the sense of malignity and the sentiment of

hatred. is .el, led to this relation in the case of man , hut

it is 0" pan of the relation itself, it is rather a case of
it, as ii i- one ol the actings of a corrupt nature which
render man obnoxious to the displeasure of Cod and the
penally of his law. and place him in the conditio;) of an
enemy. It is this judicial variance anil opposition l.e-

' i and man which is referred to iii the term
reconciliation, and in the phrase "making peace." in

the \ew Test.; and the hostility is therefore, in its

own nature, mutual.

lint that there is no truth in the notion that recon-

ciliation means no more than our laying aside our en-

mity to God may also lie shown from several express

passages, The first is the passage we have above cited:
•• For if. when we were enemies, we were reconciled to

Cod" (Rom. v. Hii. Here the act of reconciling is as-

cribed to God, and not to us; hut if this reconciliation

consisted in the lay ing-aside ot our own enmity, the act

would he our- alone. And. further, that it could not be

the laying-aside of our enmity i- char from the text,

which speak- of reconciliation while we were yet ene-

mies. The reconciliation spoken of here is not. as Soci-

nus and his followers have said, our conversion. For
that the apostle is speaking of a benefit obtained for us

previous to our conversion appears evident from the

opposite members of the two sentences—"much more.

being justified, we shall he saved from wrath through

him;" "much more, being reconciled, we shall he saved

by his life." The apostle argues from the greater to

the less. If God were bo benign to us before our con-

version, what may we not expect from him now we are

converted? To reconcile here cannot mean to convert,

for the apostle evidently speaks of something greatly

remarkable in the act of Christ. But to convert sin-

ners is nothing remarkable, since none but sinners can

be ever converted; whereas it was a rare and singular

thing for Christ to die for sinners, and to reconcile sin-

ners to God by his death, when then' have been but

very t\:w good men who have died for their friends. In

the next place, conversion is referred more properly to

bis glorious life than to bis shameful death; but this

reconciliation is attributed to his death a- contradistin-

guished from his glorious life, as is evident from the an-

tithesis contained in the two verses. Besides, it is from

the latter benefit that we learn the nature ofthe former.

The latter, which belongs only to the converted, i onsists

of the peace of God and salvation from wrath (Rom. V,

9, 10). This the apostle afterwards calls receiving the

reconciliation. And what is it to receive the reconcili-

ation but to receive the remission of sins'? (Acts x, 43).

To receive conversion is a mode of speaking entirely

unknown. If, then, to receive the reconciliation is to

receive the remission of sins, and in effect to he deliv-

ered Irom wrath or punishment, to be reconciled must
have a corresponding signification.

"God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself,

not imputing their trespasses unto them" (•-' Cor. v. I'd).

Here the manner of this reconciliation is expressly said

to be not our laying aside our enmity, hut the non-im-

putation of our trespasses to us by God; in other words,

the pardoning of our offences and restoring us to favor.

The promise on God's part to do this is expressive of

his previous reconciliation to the world by the death of

Christ; for our actual n nciliation is distinguished

from this by what follows, "and hath committed to us

the ministry of reconciliation." by virtue of which all

men were, by 'he apostles, entreated and besougbl to he

reconciled to God. The reason, too, of this reconcilia-

tion of (hid to the world, by virtue of which he prom-
ises not to impute sin. is grounded by the apostle, in the

last verse of the chapter, not upon the laying-aside of

enmity by men, but upon the sacrifice of Chrisl ; "For
he hath made him to he sin" (a sin-offering) " for us, w ho

knew no sin. that we mighl he made the righti

of (iod in him." "And that he mighl reconcile both

unto < tod iii one body by the cross, bavin- -lain the en-

mity thereby" (Eph. ii, 16). Here the act of reconciling

is attributed to Christ. Man is not spoken ol a- recon-

ciling himself to God; hut Chrisl i- said to reconcile

•lews and Gentiles together, and both to God, "by bis

cross." Thus. sa\ S the apostle, " he is our peace ;" hut

in what man tier i- the peace effected? Not, iii the lirst

instance, by subduing the enmity of man's heart, hut by
removing the enmity of •• the law." •• lla\ ing ah. dish-

ed in." or by. "his flesh the enmity, even the law of

commandments." The ceremonial law only i- here

probably meant ; for by its abolition, through its fulfil-

ment in Christ, the enmiu between dew- and < ..utiles
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was taken awa}-. But still it was not only necessary

to reconcile Jew and Gentile together, but to "reconcile

both unto God." This he did by the same act; abol-

ishing the ceremonial law by becoming the antitype of

all its sacrifices, and thus, by the sacrifice of himself, ef-

fecting the reconciliation of all to God, "slaying the en-

mity by his cross," taking away whatever hindered the

reconciliation of the guilty to God, which, as we have
seen, was not enmity and hatred to God in the hu-

man mind only, but that judicial hostility and variance

which separated God and man as Judge and criminal.

The feeble criticism of Socinus on this passage, in which
lie has been followed by his adherents to this day, is

thus answered by Grotius :
" In this passage the dative

Qi<{), to God, can only be governed by the verb airoica-

raXk&Zy, that he might reconcile ; for the interpretation

of Socinus, which makes to God stand by itself, or that

to reconcile to God is to reconcile them among them-

selves that they might serve God, is distorted and with-

out example. Nor is the argument valid which is

drawn from thence, that in this place Paul properly

treats of the peace made between Jews and Gentiles;

for neither does it follow from this argument that it was

beside his purpose to mention the peace made for each

with God. For the two opposites which are joined are

so joined among themselves that they should be pri-

marily and chiefly joined by that bond; for they are

not united among themselves, except by and for that

bond. Gentiles and Jews, therefore, are made friends

among themselves by friendship with God."

Here, also, a critical remark will be appropriate. The
above passages will show how falsely it has been assert-

ed that God is nowhere in Scripture said to be recon-

ciled to us, and that they only declare that we are rec-

onciled to God; but the fact is, that the very phrase of

our In ing reconciled to God imports the turning-away

of his wrath from us. Whitby observes, on the words

KciTaWciTTtiv and KaraWayi), "that they naturally

import the reconciliation of one that is angry or dis-

pleased with us, both in profane and Jewish writers."

When the Philistines suspected that David would ap-

pease the anger of Saul by becoming their adversary.

they said, "Wherewith should ho reconcile himself to

his master? Should it not be with the heads of these

men ?" Not, surely, how shall he remove his own anger

against his master? but how shall he remove his mas-

ter's anger against him?—how shall he restore himself

to his master's favor? "If thou bring thy gift to the

altar and there rememberest that thy brother hath

aught against thee," not that thou hast aught against

thy brother, "first be reconciled to thy brother," i. e.

appease and conciliate him ; so that the words, in fact,

import " See that thy brother be reconciled to thee,"

since that which goes before is, not that he hath done

thee an injury, but thou him. Thus, then, for us to be

reconciled to God is to avail ourselves of the means by
which the anger of God towards us is to be appeased,

which the New Test, expressly declares to be meritori-

ously "the sin-offering" of him "who knew no sin,"

and instrumental!}', as to each individual personally,

"faith in his blood."—Watson, Theol. Diet. s. v. See

Propitiation.
" We know," says Farrar, " that God cannot literally

feel anger, or any other passion ; nor can he be literally

grieved and pained at anything man can do, since (as

the 1st article of our [Anglican] Church expresses it)

he is without body, parts, or passions ; though in Script-

ure hands and eyes and other bodily members are figu-

ratively attributed to him, as well as anger, repentance,

and other passions. But all these are easily understood

as spoken in reference to their effects on us, which are

the same as if the things themselves were literally what

they are called. It is well known to astronomers that

the sun keeps its place, and yet they, as well as the

vulgar, speak familiarly of the sun's rising and setting

without any mistake or perplexity thence arising, be-

cause the effects on this earth—the succession of light

and darkness—are exactly the same as if the sun did

literally move round it daily. In like manner, when
the Scriptures speak of God's wrath, fierce anger, etc.,

against sinners, it is meant not that he literally feels

angry passions, but that the effect on men will be the

same as if he did. And, similarly, when 'reconcilia-

tion' with God is spoken of, it is to be understood as

meaning that the effects of the death of Christ are such

as to cause men to be regarded by God with that favor

with which he would regard them if literally returned

from a state of enmity to a state of reconciliation."

See Nitzsch, Practise///- Tin ologie ; Fletcher, Works (see

Index) ; Presbyterian Confessions ; Pearson, on the Creed;

Goodwin, Works ; Knapp, Christian Theology; Reynolds

[John], On Reconciliation ; Kitschl, Critical History of
the Christian Doctrine ofJustification and Reconciliation

(Edinb. 1872) ; Pope, Compendium of Christian Theology

(Lond. 1875, 12mo), p. 196-200.

Recordare Sanctis Crucis is the beginning of a
passion-hymn composed by the "Seraphic Doctor," St.

Bonaventura (q. v.). This is his best poem, and con-

sists of fifteen stanzas, the last bearing a strong resem-

blance to the next to the last of the Stabat Mater Dolo-

rosa. There are two English translations of this hymn

—

one by Dr. H. Harbaugh in the Mercersburg Review, 1858,

p. 481 ("Make the Cross your Meditation") ; another by
Dr. J. W.Alexander, of which the first stanza runs thus:

"Jesus' holy cross and dying,
Oh, remember! ever eying

Endless pleasure's pathway here;
At the cross thy mindful station
Keep, and still'iu meditation

All unsated persevere."

It has also been translated into German by Simrock, in

his Lauda Zion Salvatorem, p. 269 ; by Rambach, in his

Anthology, i, 315, "An des Herm Kreuz zu denken,"

which is now generally found in German hymn-books

;

by Stadelmann, in Bassler's AuswaJil altchristlicher

Hymnen, p. 118, " Woll des heiligen Kreuzes denken;"

by Kbnigsfeld, in his collection of Latin Hymns, i, 151,
" An des Herrn Kreuzesleiden." The English of Alex-

ander is given in Sehaff's Clwist in Song, p. 165. (B. P.)

Recorder (T,3iO> mazkir', a remembrancer; Sept.

dvafiifivrjGKwv, v—o^i')]fiaToypa(j)0£), an officer of high

rank in the Jewish state, exercising the functions, not

simply of an annalist, but of chancellor or president of

the privy council (Isa. xxxvi, 3, 22). The title itself

may, perhaps, have reference to his office as adviser of

the king; at all events, the notices prove that he was
more than an annalist, though the superintendence of

the records was without doubt intrusted to him. In

David's court the recorder appears among the high of-

ficers of his household (2 Sam. viii, 16; xx, 24; 1 Chron.

xviii, 15). In Solomon's he is coupled with the three

secretaries, and is mentioned last, probably as being

their president (1 Kings iv, 3). Under Hezekiah, the

recorder, in conjunction with the prefect of the palace

and the secretary, represented the king (2 Kings xviii,

18, 37). The patronymic of the recorder at this time,

Joah the son of Asaph, makes it probable that he was a

Levite. Under Josiah, the recorder, the secretary, and
the governor of the city were intrusted with the super-

intendence of the repairs of the Temple (2 Chron. xxxiv,

8). These notices are sufficient to prove the high po-

sition held by him.—Smith. The same office is men-
tioned as existing in the Persian court, both ancient and
modern, where it is called waka nuivish ; and also in the

time of the Roman emperors Arcadius and Honorius,

under the name of magister memories. In Ezra iv, 15,

mention is made of " the book of the records," and in

Esth. vi, 1 ; x, 2, of " the book of records of the chron-

icles," written by officers of this nature. Many of the

royal annals of Egypt and Assyria were sculptured on

the obelisks, slabs, and monuments, and are still in fine

preservation; and already they have contributed to the

illustration of the inspired records. See Scribe.
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Records, a frequent name for the books and papers

of a Church, which contain a record or account of the

history and temporal business of the parish. In these

books arc written, from time to time, all such transac-

relate to the election of officers, the purchase or

sale etc, of ( Ihurch property, the erection of buildings,

tging of ministers, the Bupporl of public wor-

ship, and other matters connected with the temporal af-

fairs of the Church. Under the name of " parish rec-

ords," or -Church records," may also be included the

register, containing the minister's account of baptisms,

marriages, etc—Stoughton, Kecks. Diet. s. v. See Reg-
ister.

Rectitude (or Uprightness) is the choice and
pursuit of those things which the mind, alter due in-

quiry and attention, clearly perceives to be lit and good,

and the eschewing of those that are evil. "Jtectiludt

of conduct," says Whately, "is intended to express the

term KctropSbXTic,, which Cicero translates recta effectio;

opa he translates r< ctum factum. Now the defi-

nition of tcaropSuipa was vopov irpooraypa, 'a thing

commanded by law' (i.e. by the law of nature, the uni-

versal law). Antoninus, speaking of the r< asoning fac-

ulty, how, withouf looking further, i( rests contented in

oergies, adds, ' for h hich reason are all actions

of tliis species called rectitudes (KaropSutaug, Kara 6p-

3>6g, righl onwards), as denoting the directness of their

progression right onwards'" (Harris. Dialogm on Hap-
piness, p. 73, note). "Goodness in actions," says Hooker
( / cell • Pol. bk. i, § 8), " is like unto straighlness ,- where-

fore that which is done well we term right, for, as the

straight way is most acceptable to him that travelleth,

because by il he cometh s test to his journey's end,

s<\ in action, that which doth lye the cvenest between

us and the end we desire must needs be the fittest for

our use." It' a term is to be selected to denote that in

action and in disposition of which the moral faculty ap-

proves, perhaps the most precise and appropriate is rec-

titude.ot Tightness. "There are other phrases," says Dr.

lo id i Ictivt Powers, Essay v,ch.vii)," which have been

used, w hich I see no reason for adopting, such as. acting

contrary to tht relations of things—contrary to the reason

ofthings—to thefitness ofthings—to the truth of things—
These phrases have nol the author-

ity of common use. which, in matters of language, is

great. They seem to have been invented by some au-

thors with a view to explain the nature of vice; but I

do nol think they answer that end. If intended as defi-

nitions of vice, they are improper: because in the mosl

favorable sense they can bear, they extend to every kind

of foolish and absurd conduct as well as to that which

is vicious." Bui whal is rectitude, or tightness, as the

characteristic of an action? According to I 'rice and

others, this term denotes a simple and primitive idea,

and cannot be explained, '-It might as well he asked

whal is truth, as the characteristic of a proposition? Ii

is a capacity of our rational nature to see and acknowl-

edge truth: but we cannot define what truth is. We
call it the conformity of our thoughts with the reality

of things." " It may be doubted how far this explana-

tion makes the nature of truth more intelligible. In

like manner some explain rectitude by Baying thai it

consists in a congruity between an action and the rela-

the agent It is the idea we form of an action,

when it i- in every way conformable to the relations of

' and the circumstances in which he is placed.

On contemplating Buch an action we approve of it, and

feel thai il n e were placed in such circtimstanci s and in

such relations, we Bhould be under an obligation to per-

form it. Now ib" circumstances and relations in which
man is placed ari i from his nature and from the nature

of things in general; and hence it has been said that

is founded in tht nature and fitness of things,

i. e. an action is right when it is lit or suitable to all the

relations .and circumstances of the agent, and of this lit-

iscience or reason is the judge. Conscience or

' - nol constitute the relation-: these must arise

from the nature of man and the nature of things. But
conscience or reason judges and determines as to the

conformity of actions to these relations; and these rela-

tions arising necessarily from the very nature of tilings,

the conformity with them, which constitutes

is said to l><
i U run/ and immutabU " (Krauth's Fleming,

I 'ocab. of I kilos, s. s .).

Rector (Lat. rector, a ruler), the title of several

classes of clerical and collegiate officials, some of which
are referred to undi r their respective heads.

1. As regards clerical rectors, the title, in it- n

dinary English use. is applied to the clergyman who
holds complete and independent charge of a parish.

This use, however, is a departure from the canonical

signification of the title, which meant rather a clergy-

man who was appointed to govern a parish where the

chief parochial jurisdiction was vested in a religious

corporation or in some non-resident dignitary. The
office of vicar is an outgrowth of the rectorate, on the

appropriation of benefices to monasteries and other re-

ligious houses of old; and the distinction between rec-

tor and vicar, which is therefore to be noticed here, is

as follows: The rector has the righl to all the ecclesi-

astical dues in his parish, whereas the vicar has gener-

ally an appropriator or impropriator over him. who is

entitled to part of the profits, and to whom lie i-. in

effect, only perpetual curate, with an appointment of

glebe and generally one third of the tithes. See Vicar.
2. In certain of the monastic orders, the name rector

is given to the heads of convents, as it, is

3. Also given to the heads of universities, colleges,

seminaries; and similar educational corporate institu-

tions.— Chambers's Encyclop. s. v.; Eden, Theol. Did.

s. v.

Rectory. "A rectory or parsonage," says Spel-

inan. " is a spiritual living, composed of land, tithe, and
other oblations of the people, separate or dedicate to

God in any congregation, for the service of his Church
there, and for the maintenance of the governor or min-

ister thereof, to whose charge the same is committed."

—

Eadie, Kecks. Cyclop, s. v.

Recusant is, in English law. a person, whether Pa-

pist or Protestant, who refuses or neglects to attend at

the worship of the Established Church on Sundays and
other days appointed for the purpose. The offence may
be dated back in its origin to loo I, when king Henry
became head of the Church ; but. as a legal one. may be

held to date from 1 Elizabeth, c. 2. '-There were four

classes punishable under the statutes against recusan-

cy : simple recusants;' ' recusants convict,
1

« ho

ed themselves after conviction ; 'popish recusants,' who
absented themselves because of their being Roman
Catholics; and 'popish recusants convict.' who absent-

ed themselves after conviction. It was against the last

two classes that the statutes were mainly directed. In

addition to the general penalties of recu>aucy. the pop-

ish recusants, for wilfully hearing mass, forfeited 1 < u

>

mark-
| £66 13s. Id.) ; and for saying ma—. 200 marks,

or £133 6s. 8d., in addition (in both cases) to a year's

imprisonment. They were disabled, unless they re-

nounced popery, fr inheriting, purchasing, or other-

wise acquiring lands, ami they could not keep or teach

schools under pain of perpetual imprisonment. Pop-

ish recusants convict could not hold any public office;

could not keep arms in their bouses; could not appear

within ten miles of London under penalty of £100;
could not travel above live miles from home without

license; could not bring any action at law- or equity;

could n"i have baptism, marriage, or burial performed

exci pi by an Anglican minister all under penalties of

forfeiture and imprisonment. Protestant dissenting rec-

usants were relieved from the penalties of recusation

by the Toleration Act ol I Will. and Mary.c. IS. Cath-

olic- were partially relieved in the year 1791, and com-

pletely by the Emancipation Act of 1829.

Encyclop. s. v.
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Red. See Color; Ruddy.

Red Heifer. See Purification, Water of ; Sin-

offering.

Red Sea, the usual designation of the large body
of water separating Egypt from Arabia. (The follow-

ing account of it is chiefly based upon that contained in

Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.} See Sea.

I. Names.—The sea known to us as the lied Sea was

by the Israelites called the sea (D*tl, Exod. xiv, 2, 9, 16,

21, 28; xv, 1, 4, 8, 10, 19; Josh/xxiv, 6, 7; and many
other passages); and specially "the sea of Suph"

(C^O-D?, Exod. x, 19; xiii, 18; xv, 4, 22; xxiii, 31;

Numb, xiv, 25; xxi, 4; xxxiii, 10, 11; Deut. i, 40; xi,

4; Josh, ii, 10; iv, 23; xxiv, G; Judg. xi, 10; 1 Kings
ix, 26; Neh. ix, 9; Psa. cvi, 7, 9, 22; cxxxvi, 13, 15;

Jer. xlix, 21). It is also perhaps written Suphah',

!"1S!|0 (Sept. Zwofi), in Numb, xxi, 14, rendered "Red
Sea" in the A. V. ; and in like manner, in Deut. i, 1,

5)10, without D\ The Sept. always renders it >) IpvSpa

SdXaaaa (except in Judg. xi, 16, where CpO, 2/0, is

preserved). So, too, in the New Test. (Acts vii, 36

;

Heb. xi, 29) ; and this name is found in the Apocrypha

(1 Mace, iv, 9 ; Wisd. x, 18 ; xix, 7) and Josephus (A nt.

viii, 6, 4). By the classical geographers this appella-

tion, like its Latin equivalent Mare Rubrum or M.
Erythrmun, was extended to all the seas washing the

shores of the Arabian peninsula, and even the Indian

Ocean : the Red Sea itself, or Arabian Gulf, was 6 'Apd-

fiiOQ koXttoc., or 'Apafincog k., or Sinus Arabicus, and
its eastern branch, or the Gulf of the 'Akabah, AlXa-
viti]q, 'EXaj'irijg, 'EXaviTiKog koXttoc, Sinus jElanites,

or S. JElaniticus. The Gulf of Suez was specially the

Heroopolitic Gulf, 'Hpojo7roXiVr/c koXttoc, Sinus lleroo-

polltes, or S. HerobpoHtieus. Dr. Beke {Sinai in A rubia

[Lond. 1878], p. 361 sq.) contends (in keeping with his

wild notion that the Mizraim of the Bible was not Egypt,
but the peninsula of Arabia) that the Gulf of 'Akabah,

and not that of Suez, was the Yam-Siiph of the He-
brews, chiefly on the rash assumption that the former

only was known to the Israelites, whereas the itinerary

of Moses clearly distinguishes Eziongeber on the one

from the crossing at the other (Numb, xxxiii, 8, 10, 35,

36). Among the peoples of the East, the Red Sea has

for many centuries lost its old names : it is now called

generally by the Arabs, as it was in mediaeval times,

Bahr-el-Kulzum, "the Sea of El-Kulzum," after the an-

cient Clysma, "the sea-beach," the site of which is near,

or at, the modern Suez. In the Koran, part of its old

name is preserved, the rare Arabic word yamrn being

used in the account of the passage of the Red Sea (see

also El-Beydawi, Comment, on the Kuran, vii, 132, p.

341 ; xx, 81, p. 602). These Biblical names require a

more detailed consideration.

1. Yam, W1 (Coptic, iom; Arabic, yamm), signifies

" the sea," or any sea. It is also applied to the Nile (ex-

actly as the Arabic bahr is so applied) in Neh. iii, 8,

"Art thou better than populous No, that was situate

among the rivers (yeorlm), [that had] the waters round

about it, whose rampart [was] the sea (yam), and her

wall was from the sea (yam) '?" See also Isa. xix, 5.

2. Yam-Suph, r^O'E^; in the Coptic version, phiom

nshajn; A. V. "Red Sea." The meaning of suph, and
the reason of its being applied to this sea, have given

rise to much learned controversy. Gesenius renders it

rush, reed, sea-weed. It is mentioned in the Old Test,

almost always in connection with the sea of the Exodus.
It also occurs in the narrative of the exposure of Moses

in the "IN"^ (yeor) ; for he was laid in suph, on the brink

of the year (Exod. ii, 3), where (in the suph) he was
found by Pharaoh's daughter (ver. 5) ; and in the " bur-

den of Egypt" (Isa. xix), with the drying-up of the

waters of Egypt, " And the waters shall fail from the sea

(yam), and the river (nahdr) shall be wasted and dried

-up. And thev shall turn the livers (nahdr, constr. pi.)

VIII.—P P p

far away; [and] the brooks (yeor) of defence (or of
Egypt?) shall be emptied and dried up: the reeds and
flags (suph) shall wither. The paper reeds by the
brooks (year), by the mouth of the brooks (yeor), and
everything sown by the brooks (yeor) shall wither, be
driven away, and be no [more]. The fishers also shall

mourn, and all they that cast angle into the brooks
(yeor) shall lament, and they that spread nets upon the
waters shall languish. Moreover, they that work in

fine flax, and they that weave net works (white linen ?)
shall be confounded. And they shall be broken in the
purposes thereof, all that make sluices [and] ponds for

fish" (ver. 5-10). Suph only occurs in one place besides
those already referred to. In Jon. ii, 5 it is written,
"The waters compassed me about, [even] to the soul;
the depth closed me round about, the weeds (sujjh) were
wrapped about my head." With this single exception,
which shows that this product was also found in the
Mediterranean, suph is Egyptian, either in the Red Sea
or in the yeor, and this yeor in Exod. ii was in the land
of Goshen.

The signification of r^O, suph, must be gathered from

the foregoing passages. In Arabic, the word with this

signification (which commonly is "wool") is found only
in one passage in a rare lexicon (the Mohham MS.).
The author says, " Suf-el-bahr (the suf of the sea) is

like the wool of sheep. And the Arabs have a proverb,

'I will come to thee when the sea ceases to wet the

suf} " i. e. never. The ClIO of the Z*1

, it seems quite

certain, is a sea-weed resembling wool. Such sea-weed
is thrown up abundantly on the shores of the lied Sea.

Fiirst says, s. v. TflD, "Ab .Ethiopibus herba qusedam

sttpho appellabatur, qure in profundo Maris Rubri crescit,

quae rubra est, rubrumque colorem continet, pannis tin-

gendis inservientem, teste Hieronymo de qualitate Maris

Rubri" (p. 47, etc.). Diodorus (iii, c. 19), Artemidorus

(ap. Strabo, p. 770), and Agatharchides (ed. Miiller,

p. 136, 137) speak of the weed of the Arabian Gulf.

Ehrenberg enumerates Fucus latifolius on the shores of

this sea, and at Suez Fucus crispus, F. trinodis, F. tur-

binatus, F. papillosus, F. diaphanus, etc., and the spe-

cially red weed Trichodesmium erythraum. The Coptic

version renders suph by shari (see above), supposed to

be the hieroglyphic sher (sea?). If this be the same as

the sari of Pliny (see next paragraph), we must con-

clude that shari, like suph, was both marine and fluvial.

The passage in Jonah proves it to be a marine product,

and that it was found in the Red Sea the numerous pas-

sages in which that sea is called the sea of suph leave

no doubt.

3. The " Red Sea," 7) IpvSpd SdXaacra. The origin

of this appellation has been the source of more specula-

tion even than the obscure suph, for it lies more within
the range of general scholarship. The theories advanced
to account for it have been often puerile and generally

unworthy of acceptance. Their authors may be divided

into two schools. The first have ascribed it to some
natural phenomenon, such as the singularly red appear-
ance of the mountains of the western coast, looking as

if they were sprinkled with Havana or Brazil snuff, or

brick-dust (Bruce), or of which the redness was reflected

in the waters of the sea (Gosselin, ii, 78-84) ; the red
color of the water sometimes caused by the presence of
zoophytes (Salt; Ehrenberg) ; the red coral of the sea;

the red sea-weed; and the red storks that have been
seen in great numbers, etc. Reland (De Mare Rubra,
/lis.-;. Miscell. i, 59-117) argues that the epithet raZwas
applied to this and the neighboring seas on account of

their tropical heat; as, indeed, was said by Artemidorus
(ap. Strabo, xvi, 4, 20), that the sea was called red be-

cause of the reflection of the sun. The second have en-
deavored to find an etymological derivation. Of these

the earliest (European) writers proposed a derivation

from Edom, " red," by the Greeks translated literally.

Among them were Fuller (Miscell. Sacr. iv, c. 20); be-
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The Ked .Sea anil Jcbel Atakah, near Suez. (1 )h by the Editor.)

forehim Scaliger, in his notes to Festus, s. v. "^Egyptinos"

(ed. 1574); and still earlier Genebrard (Comment.ad Ps.

106). Bochart (PhaJeg,iv, c.3i) adopted this theory (sec

Reland, Diss. Xfwceft fed. 1706] i, 85). The Greeks

and Romans tell us that the sea received its name from

a great king, Krythras, who reigned in the adjacent

country (Strabo, xvi, 1, § 20; Pliny. //. X. vi, c. 23,

§ 28; Agatharch. i, § 5; Philostr. iii, 15; and others).

The stories that have comedown to us appear to be dis-

tortions of the tradition that Himyer was the name of

apparently the chief family of Arabia Felix, the great

South Arabian kingdom, whence the Himyerites and

Homeritse. Himyer appears to he derived from the

Arabic "ahmar," red (Himyer was so called because of

the red color of his clothing \_En-NUweyri in Caussin,

i, 54]) ; '•aafar" also signifies "red," and is the root of

the names of several places in the peninsula so called on

account of their redness (sec Mardsid, p. 263, etc.) ; this

may point to Ophir: tpoivit, is red, and the Phoenicians

came from the Erythraean Sea (Herod. vii, 89).

II. Physical Description.— In extreme length, the

Red Sea stretches fr the Strait of Bab el-Mandeb
(or rather Has Bab el-Mandeb), in lat. 12 40' X., to the

modern head of the Gulf of Suez, lat. 30 X. Its great-

est width may lie stated roughly at about 200 geograph-

ical miles; this is about lat. 16° 30', but the navigable
channel is here really narrower than in some other por-

tions, groups of islands and rocks stretching out into the

sea between thirty and forty miles from the Arabian

coast and fifty miles from the African coast. from
Bhore i" -hole, iis narrowest pan is at Ras Benas, lat.

24 . on the African coast, to Ras Berid) opposite, a little

north of Yembo', the port of El-Medlneh; and thence

northwards to Ras .Mohammad (i.e. exclusive of the

gulfs of Suez and the Akabah) the sea maintains about

the same average width of 100 geographical miles.

Southwards from Ras Benas it opens out in a broad

reach: contracts again to nearly the above narrowness

at Jiddah | xectly Juddah), lat, 21 30', the port of

Mekkeh, and opens to its extreme width south of the

last-named port.

\i Ras Mohammad the Red Sea is split by the gra-

nitic peninsula of Sinai into two gulfs the westernmost,
or Gulf of Suez, is now about 130 geographical miles in

length, with an average width ofabout eighteen, though
il c acts to less than ten miles; the easternmost, or

Gulf Of el -'Akabah, is only about ninety miles long
from the Strait ofTiran to 'Akabah, and of proportion-
al' narrowness^ The navigation of the Red Sea and
Gulfoi .-sue/ near the shores Is very difficult from the
abundance of shoals, coral-reefs, rocks, and small islands,

which render the channel intricate, and cause strong
currents often of unknown force and direction; but in

mid-channel, exclusive of the Gulf of Sue/, there is

generallya width of l dies clear, except the Daedalus
reel

|
Wellsted, ii, 300). The bottom in deep soundings

is in most places sand and stones from Suez as far as

Jiddah, and thence to the strait it is commonly mud.
The deepest sounding in the excellent Admiralty chart,

is 1054 fathoms, in lat. 22° 30'.

Journeying southwards from Suez, on our left is the

peninsula of Sinai; on the right is the desert coast of

Egypt, oi limestone formation, like the greater part of

the Xile valley in Egypt, the cliffs on the sea-margin
stretching landwards in a great rocky plateau, while

more inland a chain of volcanic mountains (beginning
about lat. 28 4' and running south i rear their lofty peaks

at intervals above the limestone, generally about fifteen

miles distant, of the most importance is Jebel Gharib,
6000 feet high; and as the Strait of Jubal is passed,

the peaks of the primitive range attain a height of about

4500 to 6900 feet, until the " Elba" group rises in a huge
mass about lat. 22°. Farther inland is the Jebel ed-

Dukhkhan, the "porphyry mountain" of Ptolemy (iv,

5, § 27; M.Claudianus, see M tiller. Geogr. Min. Atlas vii),

6000 feet high, about twenty-seven miles from the coast,

where the porphyry quarries formerly supplied Rome,
and where are some remains of the time of Trajan (Wil-
kinson, Modern I';i;ii>i and Thebes, ii, 383); and besides

I these, along this desert southwards are "quarries of vari-

ous granites, serpentines, breccia verde. slates, and mica-

; ceous, talcose, and other schists" (ibid. p. 382). Jebel

ez-Zeit, " the mountain of oil," close to the sea. abounds
in petroleum [ibid, p. 385). This coast is especially in-

teresting in a Biblical point of view, for here were some
of the earliest monasteries of the Eastern Church, and

in those secluded and barren t mtains lived very early

Christian hermits. The convent of St. Anthony (of the

Thebais), "Deir Mar Antuniyns," and that ol St, Paul,
" Deir Mar Bolus," are of great renown, and were once

important They are now, like all Eastern monasteries,

decayed; but that of St. Anthony gives, from its monks,

the patriarch of the Coptic Church, formerly chosen

from the Nitrian monasteries (ibid. p. 381 I. South of

the - Elba" chain, the country gradually sinks to a plain,

until ii rises to the highland ofJidan, lat, 15 . and thence

to the strait extends a chain of low mountains. The
greater part of the African coast of the Red Sea is sterile,

sandy, and thinly peopled first beyond Sue/ by Bedou-

in chiefly of the Ma'a/i tribe; south of the Kuseir road

are the Abab'deh ; and beyond, the Bisharis, the south-

ern branch of whom arc called by Arab writers Iiejii,

whose customs, language, and ethnology demand a care-

ful iu\ estigati which would undoubtedly be repaid by

curious results (see El-Makrlzi's Khitat, Descr.ofthe
J>'i jii. and Descr.ofihi I>>.«rt ofEydhdb; Quatreraere's

Essays on these subjects, in his '/< moires Hist. </ Geogr.

sur FEgypte, ii, 184, 162; and Tfu Genesis of tht Earth

and of Man, 2d ed, p. 109); and then, coast-tribes of

Abyssinia.

The Gulf of el-'Akabah (i.e. "of the mountain-road'")

I is the termination of the long valley of the (jhor or
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'Arabah that runs northwards to the Dead Sea. It

is itself a narrow valley ; the sides are lofty and pre-

cipitous mountains of entire barrenness; the bottom is

a river-like sea, running nearly straight for its whole

length of about ninety miles. The northerly winds rush

down this gorge with uncommon fury, and render its

navigation extremely perilous, causing at the same time

strong counter-currents ; while most of the few anchor-

ages are open to the southerly gales. It " has the ap-

pearance of a narrow deep ravine, extending nearly a

hundred miles in a straight direction, and the circumja-

cent hills rise in some places two thousand feet perpen-

dicularly from the shore" (Wellsted, ii, 108). The
western shore is the peninsula of Sinai. The Arabian

chain of mountains, the continuation of the southern

spurs of the Lebanon, skirt the eastern coast, and rise to

about 3500 feet; while Jebel Teibet-'Ali, near the strait,

is G000 feet. There is no pasturage and little fertility,

except near the 'Akabah, where are date-groves and

other plantations, etc. In earlier days this last-named

place was, it is said, famous for its fertility. The island

of Graia, Jeziret Fara'un, once fortified and held by the

Crusaders, is near its northern extremity on the Sinaitic

side. The sea, from its dangers and sterile shores, is en-

tirely destitute of boats.

The Arabian coast outside the Gulf of the Akabah
is skirted by the range of Arabian mountains, which in

some few places approach the sea, but generally leave a

belt of coast country, called Tihameh, or the Ghor, like

the Shephelah of Palestine. This tract is generally a

sandy parched plain, thinly inhabited, these character-

istics being especially strong in the north (Niebuhr,

Descr. p. 305). The mountains of the Hejaz consist of

ridges running parallel towards the interior, and increas-

ing in height as they recede (Wellsted, ii, 242). Burck-
hardt remarks that the descent on the eastern side of

these mountains, like the Lebanon and the whole Syrian

range east of the Dead Sea, is much less than that on

the western; and that the peaks seen from the east or

land side appear mere hills (Arabia, p. 321 sq.). In

clear weather they are visible at a distance of forty to

seventy miles (Wellsted, ii, 242). The distant ranges

have a rugged pointed outline, and are granitic; at

Wejh, with horizontal veins of quartz; nearer the sea

many of the hills are fossiliferous limestone, while the

beach hills " consist of light-colored sandstone, fronted

by and containing large quantities of shells and masses

of coral" (p. 243). Coral also " enters largely into the

composition of some of the most elevated hills." The
more remarkable mountains are Jebel 'Ein-Unna (or

'Eynuwunna, Mardsid, s. v. " 'Ein," "Ovvi] of Ptol.),

6090 feet high near the strait; a little farther south,

and close to Mo'eileh, are mountains rising from 0330 to

7700 feet, of which Wellsted says :
" The coast ... is

low, gradually ascending with a moderate elevation to

the distance of six or seven miles, when it rises abruptly

to hills of great height, those near Mowilah terminating

in sharp and singularly shaped peaks. . . . Mr. Irwin

[1777] . . . has styled them Bullock's Horns. To me
the whole group seemed to bear a great resemblance to

representations which I have seen of enormous icebergs"

(ii, 170 ; see also the Admiralty chart, and Midler's Geogr,

Min.~). A little north of Yembo' is a remarkable group

the pyramidal mountains ofAgatharchides; and beyond,

about twenty-rive miles distant, rises Jebel Radwa. Far-

ther south Jebel Subh is remarkable for its magnitude
and elevation, which is greater than any other between
Yembo' and Jiddah; and still farther, but about eighty

miles distant from the coast, Jebel Has el-Kura rises be-

hind the holy city Mekkeh. It is of this mountain that

Burckhardt writes so enthusiastically (how rarely is he

enthusiastic!), contrasting its verdure and cool breezes

with the sandy waste of Tihameh (A rabia, p. 65 sq.).

The chain continues the whole length of the sea, term

nating in the highlands of the Yemen. The Arabian

mountains are generally fertile, agreeably different from

the parched plains below and their own bare granite

peaks above. The highlands and mountain summits of

the Yemen, "Arabia the Happy," the Jebel as distin-

guished from the plain, are precipitous, lofty, and fertile

(Niebuhr, Descr. p. 161), with many towns and villages

in their valleys and on their sides. The coast-line itself,

or Tihameh, " north of Yembo', is of moderate elevation,

varying from fifty to one hundred feet, with no beach.

To the southward [to Jiddah] it is more sandy and less

elevated ; the inlets and harbors of the former tract

may be styled coves, in the latter they are lagoons"

(Wellsted, ii, 244). The coral of the Red Sea is remark-

ably abundant, and beautifully colored and variegated.

It is often red, but the more common kind is white; and
of hewn blocks of this many of the Arabian towns are

built.

The earliest navigation of the Red Sea (passing by
the prehistorical Phoenicians) is mentioned by Herod^
otus. ' Scsostris ( liameses II) was the first who, passing

the Arabian Gulf in a fleet of long vessels, reduced under

his authority the inhabitants of the coast bordering the

Erythraean Sea. Proceeding still farther, he came to a

sea which, from the great number of its shoals, was not

navigable;" and after another war against Ethiopia he

set up a stela on the promontory of Dira, near the strait

of the Arabian Gulf. Three centuries later, Solomon's

navy was built " in Eziongeber, which is beside Eloth,

on the shore of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom" (1

Kings ix, 26). In the description of the Gulf of el-

'Akabah, it will be seen that this narrow sea is almost

without any safe anchorage, except at the island of Graia

near the Akabah, and about lift}' miles southward the har-

bor of ed-Dhahab. It is supposed by some that the sea has

retired here as at Suez, and that Eziongeber is now dry

land. See Elatii ; Eziongkbek. Solomon's navy was
evidently constructed by Phoenician workmen of Hiram,
for he " sent in the navy his servants, shipmen that had
knowledge of the sea, with the servants of Solomon."

This was the navy that sailed to Ophir. We may con-

clude that it was necessary to transport wood as well as

men to build and man these ships on the shores of the

Gulf of the Akabah, which from their natural formation

cannot be supposed to have much altered, and which
were, besides, part of the Wilderness of the Wandering;
and the Edomites were pastoral Arabs, unlike the sea-

faring Himyerites. Jehoshaphat also "made ships of

Tarshish to go to Ophir for gold ; but they went not,

for the ships were broken at Eziongeber" (1 Kings xxii,

48). The scene of this wreck has been supposed to be

ed-Dhahab, where is a reef of rocks like a " giant's back-

bone" (= Eziongeber) (Wellsted, ii, 153), and this may
strengthen an identification with that place. These
ships of Jehoshaphat were manned by "his servants,"

who, from their ignorance of the sea, may have caused

the wreck. Pharaoh -necho constructed a number of

ships in the Arabian Gulf, and the remains of his works
existed in the time of Herodotus (p. 159), who also tells

us that these ships were manned by Phoenician sailors.

The fashion of the ancient ships of the Red Sea, or

of the Phoenician ships of Solomon, is unknown. From
Pliny we learn that the ships were of papyrus and like

the boats of the Nile; and this statement was no doubt

in some measure correct. But the coasting craft must
have been very different from those employed in the

Indian trade. More precise and curious is El-Makrizi's

description, written in the first half of the 15th century,

of the ships that sailed from Eidhab on the Egyptian
coast to Jiddah : "Their 'jelebehs' (P. Lobo, ap. Quatre-

mere, Memoires, ii. 164, calls them 'gelves'), which carry

the pilgrims on the coast, have not a nail used in them,

but their planks are sewed together with fibre which is

taken from the cocoanut-tree, and they calk them with

the fibres of the wood of the date-palm; then they 'pay'

them with butter or the oil of the Palma Christi, or with
the fat of the kirsh (Squalus carcharias; Forskal, Descr.

Animalivm, p. viii, No. 19). . . . The sails of these jele-

behs are of mats made of the dom palm" (the Khitat,

"Desert of Eidhab"). The crews of the latter, when
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in it exceptionally Phoenicians, as were Solomon's and

Pharaoh -necho's, were without doubt generally Ara-

bians rather than Egyptians those Himyerite Arabs

whose ships carried all the wealth of the East either to

tlic Red Sea or the Persian Gulf. The people of 'Oman,
the south-easl provint fArabia, were ai g the fore-

mosl of these navigators
|
El-Mes'udi's Golden Meadows,

MS., and Thi \ccounUofTwo Mohammedan Travellers

of tki 9lk Century'). It was customary, probably to

avoid tin- dangers and delays of t lie narrow seas, for the

ships engaged in the Indian trade to transship their car-

he Strail of Bab el-Mandeb to Egyptian and

other vessels of the Red Sea (Agath. § 103, p. L90; anon.

Peripl. § 26, p.
-~~, ed. Muller). The fleets appear to

have sailed about the autumnal equinox, and returned

in I December or the middle of January
i
Pliny, //. N. vi,

c. xxiii. § 26; comp. Peripl. passim I. Jerome says that

the navigation was extremely tedious. At the present

day the voyages are periodical and guided by the sea-

sons; bul the old skill of the seamen has nearly depart-

ed, and they are extremely timid, rarely venturing far

from the coast.

The lied Sea, as it possessed for many centuries the

most important sea-trade of the East, contained ports

oi celebrity. Of these, Elath and Eziongeber alone ap-

pear to he mentioned in the Bible. The Herobpolitic

Gulf is of the chief interest— it was mar to Goshen; it

was the see if the passage of the Red Sea; it was
also the seat of the Egyptian trade in this sea and to

tli.' Indian < >eean. Heroopolis is doubtless the same as

Hero, and its site has Been probably identified with the

modern Abu-Kesheid, at the head of the old gulf. By
tli- consent of the classics, it stood on or near the head
of the gulf, and was sixty-eight mile's (according to the

Itim in 1
11 of Antoninus) from Clysma. by the Arabs called

el-Kulzum, near the modern Sue/, which is close to the

present head. Suez is a poor town, and has only an
unsafe anchorage with very shoal water. On the shore

of the Herobpolitic Gulf was also Arsinoe, founded by
Ptolemy Philadelphia; its site has not been settled.

Berenice, founded by the same, on the southern frontier

of Egypt, rose to importance under the Ptolemies and
the Romans; it is now of no note. On the western
coast was also the anchorage of Myos Hormos, a little

north of the modem town el-Kuseir. which now forms
the point of communication with the old route in ( loptos.

()n the Arabian coast the principal ports an' Mu'eileh,
Yembo' (the port of el-Medineh), Jiddah (the port of

Mekkeh), and Mukha. by us commonly written Mocha.
The Red Sea in most parts affords anchorage for country
vessels well acquainted with its intricacies, and able to

creep along the coast among the reefs, and islands that

girl the shore. Numerous creeks on the Arabian shore

(called "shurum," sing, "sharm") indent the land. Of
these the anchorage called cs-Sharm, at the southern
extremity of i he peninsula of Sinai, is much frequented.

The commerce of the Red Sea was. in very ancient

times, unquestionably great. The earliest records tell

of the ships of tin' Egyptians, the Phoenicians, and the

Arabs. Although the ports of the Persian Gulf received

a pari of the Indian traffic, and the Hirayeritic maritime
cities in ih<- south of Arabia supplied the kingdom of

Sheba, the trade with Egypt was, we must believe, the

mosl important of the ancient world. That all this

traffic found its way to the head of the Herobpolitic
Gulf semis prosed by the absence of any important

Pharaonic remains farther south on the Egyptian coast
Bul tin shoaling ..f the head of the gulf rendered the

navigation, always dangerous, more difficult : it destroyed
the former anchorages, and made it necessary to carry
merchandise across the deserl to the Nile. This change
appears to have been one of the main causes of the de-
cay oi the i imerce of Egypt. We have seen that the

long-voyaging ships shitted their cargoes to Red-Sea
craft at the strait ; and Ptolemy l'hiladelphus, after

founding Arsinoe and endeavoring to reopen the old

canal of the Red Sea, abandoned the upper route and

established the southern road from his new city Berenice,

on the frontier of Egypt and Nubia, to Coptos, on the
Nile. Straho tells us that this was done to avoid the

dangers encountered in navigating the sea (xvii,l,§45).

1 hough t he stream of commerce was diverted, sufficient

seems to have remained to keep in existence the former

ports, though they have long since utterly disappeared.

Under the Ptolemies and the Romans the commerce of

the Red Sea varied greatly, influenced hy the decaying
-late ,,f Egypt and the route to Palmyra i until the fall

of the latter). But even its best state at this time can-

not have been such as to make us believe that the [20

ships sailing from Myos Hormos. mentioned by Straho

i ii. v. vi 12), were other than an annual convoy. The
wars of Heraclius and Chosroes affected the trade of

Egypt as they influenced that of the Persian Gulf.

Egypt had fallen low at the time of the Aral) occupa-
tion, and yet it is curious to note that Alexandria even
then retained the shadow of its firmer .".lory. Since
the time of .Mohammed the Red Sea trade has heen in-

significant. But the opening of the Sue/ ( 'anal has late-

ly rendered it the great thoroughfare to India.

BED SEA, Passage of. The departure of the Is-

raelites out of Egypt was their independence-day and
the date of the nation's birth. As such it is always re-

ferred to in Scripture in terms of lofty jubilee and de-

vout acknowledgment of the power of Jehovah, which
was so Strikingly displayed at almost every step. Two
hundred and sixteen years before this event, their patri-

arch. Jacob, had hit the laud of his childhood and old

age, and emigrated with all his family to Egypt, then

the most highly cultivated land on earth. Settled in

the most fertile part of the country, they had grown to

a population of some two millions of souls. Divine
Providence bad specially fostered them. But Dow. for

about eighty years, the Egyptian government, under a

new and jealous dynasty, had adopted a severe policy

towards them, and they were gradually reduced to a

condition of servitude. Nevertheless, Jehovah had not

forsaken them. Moses had been in process of training

all these later years as an instrument for their deliver-

ance, and the time hail at length arrived for their eman-
cipation. We need not here review the mighty acts

of divine interference by which the Egyptian court were

finally compelled to grant the release of the Hebrews.

We will come at e to the scenes of their exit from

the country. The region where it occurred is not only

memorable from the inspired narrative of that event,

hut is likewise remarkable for its natural features, and

interesting on account of the modern associations of the

vicinity.

Goshen, the territory occupied by the Israelites in

Egypt, -was an extension eastward of the "Delta," 01

triangular alluvial plain around the mouths ol the Nile.

It seems to have corresponded substantially to tin pres-

ent valley of Tumeilat, which is a fertile, tongue-shaped

tract about eighteen miles long, and averaging about

two and a half miles broad, extending along the present

railway which branches oil' to [smailia from the direct

hue between Alexandria and Cairo. Westward Goshen
probably included, likewise, a considerable tract of the

adjoining Delta. The ruins scattered along the con-

tinuation of the valley, still farther east, are thought to

indicate a populous region there likewise, and heme the

name of Goshen is usually extended t siderahly far-

ther in that direction : hut the neglect of irrigation has

allowed the sands of the desert on either side to en-

croach upon this narrow tract, so that it is now almost

uninhabitable The portion named above, however, is

still so rich that it was sold in 1863 for two million dol-

lars, and is now worth much more. See < Ioshen.

The government works upon which the Israelites

were compelled to serve were public edifices in the two

cities Pithom ami Raamses, or Rameses, doubtless situ-

ated in or near the land of < ioshen. The first of these

place- i- generally identified with the present '/'.// , I-

Kebir,a village in the centre of the valley of Tumeilat
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with remains of antiquity in its vicinity. The other

is probably represented by Tell Ramsis, a quadrangular

mound on an arm of the Nile opposite the modem vil-

lage of Belbeis, located on the Damietta branch of the

railway, about seventeen miles south-west of the former

place. The canal which conveys the sweet water of

the Nile from Cairo to Suez passes through both these

villages, parallel with the railway, by way of Ismailia,

pursuing very nearly the same line as the ancient one

constructed for the same purpose, but choked up and

obliterated for many centuries. By this route small

craft, during the Roman period and the Middle Ages,

used to furnish a communication with the market at

Memphis for the citizens of Clysma, which was situ-

ated in the immediate vicinity of Suez, as traces of the

name still attest. The Suez Canal, which was opened

in 18G9 for navigation between the Mediterranean and

the Red Sea, has made this neighborhood public to

thousands of persons travelling across the isthmus to

India and China, as large steamers sail directly through

it from European ports to these distant lands. Those

who wish to see more of Egypt can disembark at Alex-

andria, take the cars for Cairo, and thence back by way
of Ismailia, intercepting their vessel again at Suez.

Thus most of the spots rendered memorable by the ex-

odus of the Israelites have been rapidly seen, at least

from a distance, by multitudes of passengers on their

way to and from the more distant East. The abrupt

contact of modern improvements with these ancient

scenes is calculated, perhaps, to dissipate some of the

romantic haze which the imagination of Bible-readers

usually throws around them, but deepens rather than

lessens their interest by the familiarity of approach.

After these preliminaries, we are prepared to follow

the Hebrews in their exit from the land of their bond-

age. On the eve of the Passover, corresponding to our

Easter, they had rendezvoused, by divine appointment,

at Rameses. Memphis, the capital, was forty miles dis-

tant, and hence Moses's final interview with Pharaoh,

when the Israelitish leader uttered the ominous words,
" Thou hast spoken well, I will see thy face again no
more," must have taken place at some nearer point.

The sacred meal was eaten in haste, the destroying an-

gel at midnight smote all the first -born, and by the

morning light the Israelitish host were on their march.
As it is expressly stated that "Cod led them not by
the way of the land of the Philistines, . . . but by the

way of the wilderness of the Red Sea" (not the desert

between Cairo and Suez, as Palmer thinks [Sinai from
the Monuments, p. 144], but the great desert of et-Tih if-

self), we are sure that they took the direct south-easterly

route towards the head of the Gulf of Suez, doubtless

corresponding substantially with the modern pilgrim

road. This way would lead them out of the fertile val-

ley of Goshen across a rolling gravelly plain between
low hills of shifting sand the whole distance. There
was no obstruction to their journey, and they would

make rapid progress. They had but little household

stuff, for Orientals, especially those of nomadic habits

such as the Israelites inherited from their tent-dwell-

ing forefathers, are not apt to encumber themselves

much with furniture. Rain-water would be abundant

in the pits and rocks along their path at that time of

the year, and they carried with them provisions enough
to last several days. Their first day was a long one,

and they, no doubt, were anxious to fall as soon as pos-

sible into the main Haj road. Their first camp is call-

ed Succoth, or "booths" (Exod. xii, 37 ; xiii, 20; Numb.
xxxiii, 5(5), probably a rough khan, like those estab-

lished in all ages along this thoroughfare. The pres-

ent Derb el-Ban, a northern branch of the great pilgrim

route, leads direct from Belbeis, south-west down the

valley by way of Rubeihy and Aweibet, and falls into

the main Haj road at the castle of Ajrud, sixty miles

from Belbeis. Ajrud has been thought by many to

correspond to the next station of the Israelites, "Etham,
in the edge of the wilderness" (Exod. xiii. 20 ; Numb.
xxxiii, 0). It is a long-established Egyptian outpost

f ' few
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Map of the rtegion between the Nile and the Red Sea.
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on the frontier of the desert The whole air of the sa-

cn 'l narrative gives us the impression that this was a

greal landmark for travellers, and that it formed the

first or immediate poini of destination for the Hebrews

on their journey. Iiii - bi Etham, it will be necessa-

ry to allow thirty miles for each day's journey, which,

under the pressing circumstances, is nol extravagant,

although an ordinary day's march in caravan is only

about tw< ntj miles. See Etham.
A i Etham the Israelites received this divine com-

mand: " I'um and encamp before Pi-hahiroth, between

Migdol and the sea, over againsl Baal-zephon: before

ii shall ye encamp by the sea" (Exod. xiv, 2). This

ilirrciii.n must be carefully examined, as il is the only

pri cise description we have of the actual crossing-place

of the Red Sea by the Israelites. It is substantially re-

peated in ver. 9, where the Egyptians are said to have

overtaken the Hebrews "encamping by the sea, be-

side Pi-hahiroth, before Baal-zephon." Of the names
of these localities no trace at present exists : their iden-

tification, therefore, must depend upon a comparison of

the circumstances of the narrative, with some slight

corroboration from the etymology and historical appli-

cation of the names. Three or lour places have been

selected by different writers as rivals for the honor of
(

this remarkable crossing, and their claims have been

somewhat hotly contested, at times. We propose calm-

ly and carefully to discuss their respective merits, and

to be guided by the cxjdi.it terms of the Biblical ac-

count, irrespective of any theological considerations as

to whether the miracle involved may thus be enhanced

or lessened. We take them up in their geographical

order.

1. On the Mediterranean Shore.—M. Brugsch has re- !

cently discovered a new crossing-place for the Israelites

on their passage out of Egypt, which, on account both

of the fame of the author and his confident announce-

ment, has attracted no little attention (L'Exode et les

Monuments Egyptians: Discours prononce a l'occasion

du Congres International d'Orientalistes a Londres,

par Henri Brugsch-Bey, dele'gue de son Altesse Ismael

Premier, le Khedive d'Egypte ; accompagne d'une carte

[Leipsic, J.CHinrichs, 1872, 8vo |,p.36). He conceives

thai they did nol cross the Red Sea at all. hut a noted

the Sirbonian Bog of antiquity, the modern
Sabdket Bardawal -a shallow lake along tin- Mediter-

ranean,on the confines of Egypi towards Palestine, lie

thinks he has found all the names of the Biblical ac-

count in the Egyptian papyri, and that he has succeed-

ed in identifying them with modern localities. Thus
(.)u lie sets down as equivalent to Ann. a city, according

to him, in the Heroopolitic nome. Pi-beseth or Bubas-

tis is, of course, Tell-Bast Goshen he traces, through

the hieroglyphical Phacoussa, to the modern Kits or,

Facus; and in the Sit limit i.- nome on the north of this

he finds mention of l'ithan and Sukkoth, with I'l-ram-

Bes, or Rameses, in the same neighborhood. Etham he

conjectures to In Khetam, noticed as another of three

ancient stations in this latter region of Tanis-Rameses;
the remaining one adjoining being Migdol, which, of

course, must he the Magdolum of classical writers, and

the present Tell es-Semut Baal-Zephon becomes Mount

Casius, and Pi-hahiroth is the entrance upon the nar-

row sand-beach separating the Mediterranean from the

Sirbonian Lake just east of Pelusium. Many of these

identifications, which M. Brugsch gives with great brev-

ity, and without the detailed authority, the reader might

reasonably question, both on the -round of strained ety-

mological rest mblance and inadequate historical data

for position. I *.iii we prefer to call attention to a few

palpable discrepancies with the scriptural narrative,

which seem to put this locality utterly out of the ques-

tion, notwithstanding the author's .lain) of their perfect

accord. To lie sure, the Hebrews, on this theory, sim-

ply threaded their way along a narrow heach till they
came to a bar which allowed them an easy crossing-

place over the marsh, and M. Brugsch candidly admits

(p. 32), "The miracle, it is true, then ceases to be a
miracle; but let us acknowledge, with all sincerity,

that Divine Providence always maintains its place and
authority." What childlike faith !

In the first place, it certainly was the Red Sea that

the Israelites crossed on this occasion. True, the his-

tory in Exodus does not explicitly name the body of

water, hut the immediate context and other passages
of Scripture do so most definitely ami unequivocally

i Exod. xv. 4-22; Dent. xi. 1 : Josh. iv. -J.",; xxiv, 6;
Psa. cvi, 9; exxxvi, 13, 15, etc.). Josephus distinctly

understands it so (\<4«r. ii, 15, 1), and the New-Test
writers ;m- equally clear (Acts xii, 36; Heb. xi, 29).

Even M. Brugsch has fell himself obliged on his map
to call the Sirl iau Sea Yum Suf, the Hebrew name
exclusively applied to the Arabian Gulf, thus coramit-

ting a twofold blunder.

In the next place, the route which this theory selects

for the Israelites on setting out is exactly the one « hich

they avoided. '-And it came to pass, when Pharaoh
had let the people go, that God led them not through

the way of the land of the Philistines, although that

was near. . . . hut ( tod led the people ahont, through the

way of the wilderness of the lied Sea" ( Kxod. xiii, 17,

18). Moreover, it makes no proper account of the ab-

rupt turn, or rather retrogression, on their way in ordet

to leach the sea (Exod. xiv. 2 i.

finally, this view is wholly unsupported by any lo-

cal tradition, and requires a displacement of the well-

settled positions of Marah, Elim, etc. This latter M.
Brugsch locates at "the place which the Egyptian
monuments designate by the name of Aalim or Tent-

lira ; that is to say. 'the city of fishes,' situated near the

Gulf of Suez, in a northerly direction." Moses, how-
ever, speaks of no -city" there, much less so large a one

as Heroopolis, which M. Brugsch sets down there on

his map; hut only of some wells and palms.

This view of the Red-Sea crossing M. Brugsch reiter-

ates in his latest work (Gesch. Aegyptens, Leips. 1877),

hut "he has not won a single Egyptologist of note to a

theory which demands so many conjectures in geogra-

phy and such fanciful analogies in philology"! Dr. J. 1'.

Thompson, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, July, 1877, p. 544).
•.'. At tin "Bitti r Lakes." These are a series of -hal-

low ponds of brackish « ater, some of t hem of very con-

siderable extent, stretching at intervals from the head

of the Gulf of Siii'/. to the Mediterranean. They arc

supposed to have formerly constituted a continuous wa-
ter connection between those two greal seas, which has

since been broken by a change of level, leaving these

isolated basins partly salt from the remnant of sea-

water. A few geological evidences in support of this

theory have been adduced, the most palpable of which
is the fact that sea-shells, of the same character with

those now thrown up by the Red Sea. may be Been

alOllg the shore of these lakes (see I »f. llarmall. Egypt

and the Holy Land, p. 106). This would seem to indicate

a continuity of these bodies of water in earlier times.

(See further in Laborde. Commentairi Geographiqut sur

PExod
|
Paris, 1841,fol.],p.79 a.)

The great bed of the 1 Inter Lakes extends in a north-

erly and southerly direction, and is separated from the

Red Sea by a sand-bank 1000 to 5000 meters long, which
is seldom c than one meter higher than the sea. It.

is forty to titty lower than the water-level of the sea

basin, and from plain indications was once covered w it Ii

the sea (Du Bois Aime'e, in the Descr.di VEgypt. Modi,
188 sq., Ni ed.). Before il bad a connection with the

Nile by means of the well-known canal, and thus re-

ceived fresh water, its waters were bitter i
Strabo. xvii,

Mil). It is a favorite theory that it was originally

embraced in the HeroSpolitan Gulf (Stickel, in the

Stud. a. Kritiken, 1850, p. 328 sq.). Vet this is no proof

that the ancient Heroopolis was situated in the inner

corner of the Arabian Sea (Strabo, xvi, 767; xvii, 836;

Pliny, vi, 83), and that \.s-.l> Bailed thence (Strabo,

wi.Ti'.Si; but more probably this city was located far
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north of Clysma, the modern Kolsum, near the present

Suez (Ptolemy, iv, 5, 14, and 54; Itinerar Anton, p. 107,

ed. Wess.), namely, somewhere about the modern Abu-
Keislied, or Mukfar (Knobel, Commentar zu Exodus,

p. 140 sq.). Its ruins are still visible there (Cliampol-

liou, Egypt*. Li, 88). Its importance gave name to the

entire adjacent nome and to the contiguous gulf. Both
were likewise more properly designated from Arsinoe",

which was situated near tbe present head of the bay
(see Smith, Diet, of Greek and Roman Geography, s. v.

"Arsinoe"). This latter seems to have been the official

designation of the place which was popularly termed
Clysma (namely, the beach, to icXioua [Keland, Palcesti-

na, p. 472, 556]).

A rise of the intermediate land has been inferred

from the stoppage of the ancient canal along this line;

but this can readily be accounted for by the drifting-in

of sand and the neglect of the banks. On tbe other

hand, that no material change of level has taken place

in this region in modern times seems to be proved by
the fact that the fresh-water canal now actually con-

veys water from the Nile to Suez, just as it formerly

did, without any considerable cutting for that purpose.

The brackishness of these lakes merely argues a con-

nection at some period with the Mediterranean, and not

necessarily with the Red Sea likewise, and the shells

and other marine indications are probably traces of this

connection only. In fact, the immense lagoon of Lake
Menziileh still reaches almost to Lake Timsah, the prin-

cipal or deepest of the Bitter Lakes, and there is noth-

ing but flats and marshes in this direction; whereas
southerly the Suez Canal required extensive excava-

tions for its continuance to the Gulf of Suez, cutting in

some places, not through sand and silted debris merely,

but through firm strata of clay and crystalline alabaster.

This theory rests upon so problematical a foundation

that it has not been much resorted to in this discussion

except for the purpose of strengthening the location of

the Israelites' crossing at Suez, by way of showing that

the water at the latter point was deeper anciently than

now, and so preserving the greater appearance of a mir-

acle in the case. It is thus incidentally alluded to by
Calmet and Robinson, and by several later writers.

But for this purpose, if it proves anything, it proves too

much ; for if at the time of the Exodus the Red Sea
extended thus far north, there is no occasion to seek

for any other place of crossing, so far as a sufficiency of

water is concerned.

Aside from these geological and theological specula-

tions, there is in favor of this crossing-place only the

shorter distance from Belbeis, rendering it an easy three

days' journey of only fifteen miles per day to any point

that might be selected in the vicinity of Ismailia. The
attempt of Fiirst (Hebrew Lexicon, p. 766) to identify

Baal-zephon with Heroopolis is mere conjecture; and

his remark that Migdol is the Magdolnm of Herodotus

(ii, 159) is founded on a mistake (repeated in Smith's

Diet, of Greek and Roman Geography, ii, 246), for Me-
giddo in Palestine is doubtless there intended. (See

Rawlinson, Herod, ii, 207.) The Magdolnm of Egypt
was twelve miles west of Pelusium (.4 ntonine Itinerary,

p. 14), entirely too remote for the precise indication of

locality in the Mosaic narrative.

Against the location of the miracle at the Bitter

Lakes are the following facts in the Biblical text: (1.)

In order to go round the head of the sea (if thus far

north) the Israelites would be obliged to start, not by
"the way of the wilderness," as the text states, but pre-

cisely by that direct "way of the land of the Philistines"

which the text expressly says they did not take (Exod.

xiii, 17, 18). (2.) There would be no change of their

course requisite or possible in order to reach this point,

as the word "turn" (xiv, 2) demands; they were al-

ready going on the direct and only route they could

well have taken. Indeed, if the region of Lake Timsah
were then so low as to be filled from the Red Sea, it is

difficult to see how the water from the Mediterranean

on the other side could have been kept out, and then
there would be a continuous lake from sea to sea, and a
miracle would have been necessary, at all hazards, in or-

der to effect the passage anywhere. The Hebrews had
no occasion to " turn" at all, for that matter. (3.) In that
case Pharaoh's observation (ver. 3, 4), "The children

of Israel are entangled in the land, the wilderness hath
shut them in," would have been very inapt ; at least, its

force is not at all clear; for, go which way they might,
the material obstacle would be the same, viz. the water
merely. (4.) There is no local or historical tradition

confirmatory of this spot; in short, circumstances on
this theory are all so uncertain and ill-defined that we
may safely dismiss it as altogether hypothetical. If we
are to determine anything definite concerning the place
of the transaction, it must be based upon the known re-

lations of the localities as they now exist.

Kalisch thinks (Comment, on Exod. ad loc.) that the
Israelites turned northward*; but in that case likewise,

as Shaw long since observed (Travels, p. 311), they
could not in any proper sense have become "entangled
in the land" nor "shut in by the wilderness," for all

would have been free before them to escape ; in fact, they
would have been only pursuing a more direct route to

Canaan.

3. At Suez.—This location of the event in question
has a far greater array of names in its support, among
the most notable of whom is Dr. E. Robinson (in the
Biblical Repository, 1832. p. 753 sq., repeated in hhBibl.
Res. i, 80), who followed in the wake of Xiebubr (Trgv-
els in Arabia, translated by Heron [Edinb. 1792]. i, 198,

451), and whose views have been substantially repro-

duced by the latest writers. Other important authori-

ties on the same side are Laborde (Commentain Geo*
graph ique, p. 77), who cites, as having adopted it with
some modification, the earlier writers. Le Clerc, G. Baer,
Du Bois Aimee, Salvator, etc., to whom we add the au-
thor of Murray's Hand-bookfor Egypt (ed.1873 ). p. 279;
Keil, Comment, on the Pentateuch (Clarke's translation,

Edinb. 1866, 3 vols. 8vo), ii, 46 sq. The obvious purport
of the arguments adduced in favor of this as the place
of the Israelites' passage is, notwithstanding the dis-

claimer of most of its advocates, to reduce the miracle
to its minimum terms, and to find a spot where it is

practicable by merely natural forces. This has created
a prejudice against it in the minds of most readers, and
induced a controversy not always temperate or logical.

Let us look at the arguments on both sides from scriptu-

ral sources purely.

In favor of this view we may say that—(1.) The dis-

tance from Belbeis (assuming that to correspond sub-
stantially with the site of Rameses) sufficiently agrees
with the requirements of a three days' march, being
about fifty miles in a straight line. (2.) The general
direction is about the required one for the Israelites at
the outset. (3.) The adjoining localities are thought
to correspond with those of the Scripture account : thus
it is generally agreed that Migdol (the tower) answers
to some fortress on Jebel Atakah. (4.) There are shoals
reaching nearly or quite across the channel at this point,

so that an east wind might readily lay it bare; and it

is, moreover, so narrow that the Israelites could easily
cross in the few hours presumed to have been occupied
in the passage.

Other features of this locality do not well tally with
the requirements of the case, and some appear abso-
lutely to contradict the Biblical statements. Even the
above coincidences— especially the last—when more
closely examined, do not prove satisfactory. (1.) The
direction to "turn" from the regular course hitherto

pursued by the fugitives does not admit of an adequate

explanation on this view. The word is an emphatic

one, not the ordinary ">ID, or (1^3, to turn aside or

au-ay, but 3VJJ, to return, turn back, viz. actually retro-

grade. (Ewald, who treats the record in his usually ar-

bitrary and irreverent manner, is yet too good a scholar
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not to feel the force of this expression, which he con-

strues by saying thai Moses "led the- host half-way

back" [///.</. ofIsraeli translated by Martineau, London,

1869,5 vols. 8vo), Li, 69
j

). At least a marked digression

or detour is required to meel the significance of this

term. Bui Suez U directly on the beaten track of all

ages, and precisely in the line which the Israelites had

already Keen pursuing. 1 1 is true the immemorial Haj

route does nol acl ually come down to the Tillage of Suez

itself, as, ol i ourse, it does not cross the head of the gulf

there: it passes a mile or two above, so as to avoid the

Bui t his small divergence would be quite incon-

siderable in the direction of a whole day's march; for

the order to "turn," be it observed, was given at Hi ham
before setting oul the third day, not near its close, or in

the vicinity of the sea, where the difference in direction

might have been more perceptible. This last consid-

eration is, therefore, altogether too insignificant to justi-

fy the Hebrew term. (2.) None of the places given in

the Biblical account as fixing the spot determine it at

Suez. Even Jebel Atakah, ifMigdol, is too far away
to be naturally selected for such a minute specification

of the immediate scene. Any point from Ras Atakah
to the south end of the Bitter Lakes would be "east"

at®» 33

Map of the Ilead of the Gulf of Suez

of ot "before") that mountain in this general sense.

As for Pi-hahiroth (whether Hebrew for nmiilh of the

ravines, or. as is more likely. Coptic for fhi sedge-plat),

it finds no special adaptation to any place in thai neigh-

borhood. The attempt to identify it with Ajrud fails

utterly, for the Hebrew .and Arabic names have but one
radical letter in common. Equally unsatisfactory is

every effort to discover Baal-zephon in .any prominent
landmark north of Jebel Atakah. (Some writers refer

Migdol to Muktdla, but this seems to be an error for

the pass Mantulah, and therefore fails of verbal corre-

spondence.) There is in that direction nothing but a

flat, monotonous tract of sand, with no Btriking name or

object to lix upon. (3.) At Suez the Israelites, so far

from being hemmed in by barriers on either .-ide and

an impassable sea in front, as the Biblical situation evi-

dently was. had nothing to do if they wished to escape

but to act just as every caravan at Suez now does, sim-

ply kee] across the opt n plain around the head of

the bay—an easy, free, and direct passage of some three

or four miles at farthest. At Suez it was impossible

for them to be either "entangled in the land" or "shut
in by the wilderness." The w ay was dear, so far as nat-

ural obstacles or intricacy was concerned, and no troop

of six hundred cavalry even
could effectually cut them
off from it : certainly no en-

emy in the rear could hinder

them, i l.t "A strong east

wind Mowing all night"

across the head of the gulf

t Exod. xiv,21 ) would leave

by morning no "wall of wa-
ters" either "on the right

hand or on the left" of pas-

sengers at Suez. As will

be seen by inspecting the

soundings on the accompa-
nying sketch from the ISrit-

ish sailing-chart, the chan-

nel opposite Suez i- (except,

of course, the artificial bed

the Swv/. ( anal ) nowhere
over four feet deep at low-

water, and not more than

one twelfth of a mile wide.

It could be waded across

without any miracle or ex-

tra wind at all; in fact, this

actually been done. ( )ne

traveller hired a man to walk

through the water at ebb-

tide at Suez, which he ef-

fected, holding bis hands

over bis bead ( Madden,
Travels, ii. 1 13, 150). So all

the way down to the bar at

the mouth of the creek

w hich puts up into Suez the

water is at the most only

live Or six feel deep ( in one

or two spots '. and generally

three or four at ordinary low

tide, with a tolerably uni-

form width of about one

tenth of a mile. Bui a

powerful and prolonged east

wind, acting up be mass

of water in tin' outer or

broad part of the bay itself,

would so greatly lower the

tide on the eastern shore,

w here I he channel of Suez

lies, as to drain the latter al-

most, if not absolutely, dry

throughout its whole ex-

tent. It is true there would
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be water enough left in the bay itself to prevent an

enemy from surrounding the passing host on that side,

but on the north there would be no such protection.

Thus, even on the supposition that the term "wall" is

used in ver. 22 in the sense of defence, the explanation

clearly fails to meet the language of the text :
" The wa-

ters were a wall unto them on the right hand and on the

left." We desire to insist on this fact, and to us it ap-

pears decisive of the whole issue. But the phraseology

seems to us to be stronger even than this interpreta-

tion. The term "wall" (HEO) is rarely, if ever, used in

this metaphorical sense of protection, but invariably

(1 Sam. xxv, 16 is, we believe, the only doubtful in-

stance) signifies some physical barrier, whether of stone

or other material, placed more or less vertically for the

purpose of protection. Its meaning is by no means ful-

filled in the supposition of a vague water-line, shelving

away at a distance on one side. Surely nothing but a

desire to minify the preternatural element in the dis-

cussion could lead to the adoption of so inadequate an

interpretation; for the language, it must be remem-
bered, occurs not in a poetical or figurative connection,

but in a plain, prosaic history. The poetical version

Map of the Bay cf Suez.

of the transaction (Exod. xv, 8) uses much stronger

language: "The floods stood upright as a heap, and the

depths were congealed in the heart of the sea." The
phraseology here, although figurative, no doubt correct-

ly represents the facts as seen by an eye-witness. Psa.

lxxviii, 13, " He made the waters to stand as a heap,"

shows the same traditional interpretation, and Heb. x,

2 confirms it, "Baptized unto Moses in the cloud and
in the sea"—that is, wet with the spray.

For these reasons, even if we coidd find no better

crossing-place for the Israelites, we should be disposed

to reject the one at Suez as not fairly meeting the

scriptural requirements in the case.

4. At Eds Atdkah.—This place has been preferred as

that of the crossing by the great majority of writers

and travellers, including Pococke, Joly, Monconys, Shaw,
Ovington, Sicard, Bruce, Arundale, Raumer, Kitto, Olin,

Wilson, Durbin, Bartlett, Porter, Bonar, Murphy, etc. It

seems to us to meet the demands of the Biblical ac-

count more perfectly than any other. This cape is sit-

uated about six miles, in a direct line, south of Suez,

opposite the southern end of Jebel Atakah. It is a

tongue running out more than a mile into the water

beyond the average shore-line, and continued nearly a

mile farther by a
shoal, over which
the water at ordi-

nary low tide is not

more than fourteen

feet deep. Beyond
this again stretch-

es, for nearly a

mile and a half in

the same direction,

a lower shoal, cov-

ered nowhere by
more than twenty-
nine feet of water

at low tide. Oppo-
site this point there

reaches out, for about

two miles from the

eastern shore, a sim-

ilar shoal, only thir-

ty feet under water
at its deepest place.

The entire width of

the sea at this point

is about five miles,

while the space
where it is not over

fifteen feet deep is

but three and a half

miles, and the chan-
nel, itself not over

fifty feet deep, is less

than three quarters

of a mile wide. The
sea immediately
above and below this

spot, in the channel,

is about seventy feet

deep. Here, then,

is a place where a
strong and contin-

ued east wind, of the

preternatural char-

acter implied in the

sacred narrative,
might open a pas-

sage suitable for the

occasion, and leave

a mass of water fit-

ly comparable to a
"wall on either

hand." Moreover,
the Israelites would,
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in that case, emerge on the shore near Ayi'm Musa
(Wells of Moses), the very name of which, in addi-

tion to other local traditions, represents the scene of

the event
A close examination of the text itself confirms this

view of the transaction. It Bays i Exod. xiv, 21), "Je-

hovah caused the sea to go (Tibial made it walk") by a

strong east wind all night, . . . and the waters were

divided i ""J?"', were split)." Similar is the language

in ver. 16: "Divide it (the sea), and the children of

Israel shall go . . . through the midst of the sea." The
statement thai the wind blew "all night" gives no just

countenance to the inference that the Israelites did nol

begin the passage till near morning, and therefore could

have gone but a very short distance in all, or, at least,

when the. wind lulled and the miracle ceased. For

aught that appears, they may have already walked

many miles, or even have continued their march some
time the next forenoon if necessary in order to cross.

True, the text says (ver. 27), "The sea returned at the

turning of the morning (~££ ^'"S 5
,
" f daybreak;

comp. Judg. xix, 25, 26) to its usual bed (":r"l N*5. to

Us perennial flow)" but it does not necessarily follow

from i hi- that the Israelitish host had at that time all

reached the opposite shore. Indeed, rather the contra-

ry is intimated by the statement, given subsequently to

this, that "the children of Israel walked upon dry land

in the midst of the sea" (Exod. xiv, 29), as if thej con-

tinued their march some time after the overthrow of

the Egyptians in their rear. Nor is it certain from

ver. 2Q thai both camps remained quiet all the night,

although such might be the inference at firsl Bight.

The tme state of the case appears to have been aboul

this: the Egyptians overtook the Israelites about night-

fall, jusl as they were about to encamp (fi^ft, in the

act ofpitching tin ir l< nts, <>r preparing to do so) near the

shore "t the Bea (ver. 9), and marched down directly

upon them (ver. 10). In their dismay at the prospecl

of instant destruction, Moses ordered them to press for-

ward immediately (ver. L5, r -S"\ mul they shall pull

up stakes, that is. break up their preparations for camp).
While they were doing this I hi' wind Sprang up. which
did not lull till daylight As they were marching to

the beach the guardian pillar took its position in their

rear (ver. 19), and so followed them all night as a light

to their steps (ver. 20). W hen they had reached the

middle ol the sea (ver. 21), and the Egyptians were
not far behind them (ver. 22), the morning began to

dawn i \ er. 2 1 i, and to pn\ em i he enemy from o\ ertak-

ing the fugitives the march of the Egyptians was mi-
raculously retarded, so that they, in their panic, were
about to retreal (ver. 25). This they would hardly
have thought of doing had they been nearly across.. >r

bad it been but a little way to the opposite shore: in-

deed, every reference to their destruction shows that

they were ye! in the middle of the sea. So, too, was
Moses apparently at this juncture, when, at his extend-

ed rod. the water behind the host— who had gained
somewhat by the delay of the enemy—began to fall,

and the Egyptians actually turned to flee, but were

overtaken in the heart of the sea (ver. 27 t. while the

Israelites continued their march through the channel,

still open in front of them (ver. 29), till they reached
the shore, which the following waves soon strewed with
the corpses of the foe (ver. 30). From this recital of in-

cidents in the exact order of the text, it appears that

the march really lasted some part of the night, and we
consequently require a considerable width of water for

its occurrence.

Has Atakah, too, seems to correspond to the geo-

graphical features of the case. The point where the

Israelites struck the western coast-line of the bed Sea

is (as we have seen above) explicitly defined in three

passages of the sacred itinerary, which we translate lit-

erally: "Speak to the sons of Israel, and they shall re-

turn ^i'^'*") and encamp before ("IS?) Pi-ha-Chiroth,

between Migdol and the sea; before ("IE?) Ba'al-Tse-

phon, opposite it (irQ3) shall ye encamp upon (b?) the

sea" (Exod. xiv, 2). "And they
[
the Egyptians] over-

took (W'ffijl) them [the Israelites] encamping upon

the sea; upon (5") Pi-ha-Chiroth, which is before

Ba'al-Tsephon" (ver. 0). "And they [the Israelites]

removed from Etham, and he [Israel] returned (~'^^y>

upon (??) Pi-ha-Chiroth, which is before Ba'al-Tse-

phou; and they encamped before Migdol" (Numb,
xxxiii, 7). The meaning of Pi-hahirotb, if it be He-

brew, can only be mouth of tin' gorges (root "I'lH, to

hoy,); or, if Egyptian (as (ie-enius and Eiirst prefer),

it is doubtless sedgy spot ( Coptic, pi-achi-roth, " the

place of meadows," according to Jablonski). In either

etymology it would most probably designate a grassy

shore, as at the opening of a valley with a brook into

the sea. Such a spot is found in the reedy plain (some-
times called Badeah) at the mouth of a wide valley just

south of .lehel Atakah. The writer's Egyptian drago-

man, who was thoroughly familiar with these localities,

called it W&drGhubbeh ("cane-valley"); Robinson calls

it Wady Tawdrik, others Wady Musa, and still other

names are assigned to it. Itaal-zephon is doubtless a

Hebrew rendering of the name of a place "sacred to

Typhon," the Greek form of the Egyptian malignant,

deity, of whose haunt in this vicinity there are traces

in ancient writers (see the I lebrew lexicographers :

. In

that case it was probably a mountain, or at least an
eminence, in accordance with the heathen preference

for hills as sites of shrines. Migdol i^ the common
I bbrew word for a tOVX r. and was, t hcrefore. most like-

ly also a commanding position. It occurs, however, as

the name of a town in this quarter of Egypt (Jer. xliv,

1; xlvi, 14), and may he nothing more than a Hebra-

ized form of the Coptic megtol, " many hills" (see the

authorities in Gesenius). In Ezek. wix. 10; xxx, 6,

it recurs in the phrase n:."p i^lSp, which may most
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naturally be rendered from Migdul of Seventh ; in the

English Eible, "from the tower of Syene," after the

Vulg. a turre Syene; but the rendering of the Sept., airb

MaycwXov 'iwQ [once Kai] 1vi]vr)Q, suggests that the

latter name should be pointed FI31&, to Seven, thus

marking out the natural limits of Egypt, from Migdul

on the north to Assuan on the south, precisely as to-

day ; and this conclusion is generally adopted by mod-

ern scholars. Flirst, in his Hebrew Lexicon, gives a cu-

rious interpretation of this whole geographical question:

"From Migdol a road led to Baal-zephon, the later He-

robpolis on the Red Sea, and therefore the Red Sea

is mentioned with it, Exod. xiv, 2 ; Numb, xxxiii, 7."

Most readers, however, will prefer to see in these texts,

so carefully worded in almost exact agreement with

each other, a precise indication of the very spot where

the Israelites crossed ; and if the above reasons be cor-

rect, we ought to find on each side of the crossing-place

a conspicuous landmark, probably a mountain. This we
exactly have at the valley in question, with Jebel Ata-

kah (" hill of liberty") on the north, and Jebel Abu-
Daraj (" hill of the father of steps," that is, long march)

on the south, and a fine well -watered plain between

suitable for an encampment. In this position the Is-

raelites would be effectually hemmed in by the sea in

front, the mountains on either hand, and the Egyptians

in their rear. The enemy, of course, came directly

down from Memphis along Wady et-Tih ("the valley

of wandering"), which terminates in the wady in ques-

tion, thus intercepting the Israelites, who could not es-

cape along the narrow, rocky margin of the shore around

the point called Ras Atakah. The writer tried to trav-

el that rough coast and found it impracticable enough.

Small companies, as was the case with Dr. Durbin, may,

indeed, pass slowly along it, but not so great and encum-

bered a multitude as the Israelites. Besides, it is about

a day's march by this route from Ras Atakah to Suez.

and the Egyptians might readily have intercepted the

fugitives by sending a detachment around the other

side of the mountain.

The particular path by which the Israelites reached

Ras Atakah from Ajrud has not been agreed upon by
the advocates of this point of crossing. Sicard thought

they came down Wady et-Tih from Memphis; but this,

as we have seen, is not at all likely. Most others sup-

pose that they came first to Suez, and then along the

shore. But if they came that way, why might they not

escape by the same ? As we have just seen, they could

do neither. There remains, therefore, the supposition

that they passed around partly behind and across Jebel

Atakah. This exactly tallies with the command to

" turn" back from Etham. From Ajrud the route would

thus be not merely a deflection, but in part an actual ret-

rogression, as the accompanying map shows. A path is

laid down on several of the maps of this region between

the highest and westernmost summits of Jebel Atakah,

which the fugitives would most naturally take. By this

route the distance for the third day's march from Ajriid

to the spring on the shore at the mouth of Wady Ta-

warik would be a little less than thirty miles, the aver-

age allowed above for each of the previous days' travel.

Thence to the extremity of Ras Atakah is not quite ten

miles, and thence to Ayun Musa is scarcely seven miles

more. The journey does not seem to us to be an im-

practicable one under the urgency of the circumstances.

It might be materially shortened for each of the suc-

ceeding days, especially the last, by locating Etham on

the Haj route, somewhat to the west of Ajrud—a sup-

position not at all forbidden by any known fact.

Kurtz (History of the Old Covenant [Clarke's transl.

Edinb. 1859, 4 vols. 8vo], i, 357 sq.) has an extended

observation on the time that elapsed upon the route

from Rameses to the Red Sea, which he argues must
have been more than the three days that appear in the

narrative (by implication only, however, for there is no

express statement to that effect). We condense his

statements into the following points : (1.) Jewish tra-

dition assigns seven days, and this seems to have been

the origin of the Passover week. (2.) The term 2?S73,

"journey," denotes only an encampment, while the suc-

cessive days of travel are expressed by D*1^, or " day's

journey." (3.) In Numb, x, 33, we find stations three

days apart, with no locality named between ( the

same, we may add, is the case in xxxiii, 8, 16). (4.)

It would have been impossible for the Israelites all to

rendezvous at one place and start together, especially

as they all kept the Passover in their own homes the

preceding night, and were not allowed to leave till

morning (Exod. xii, 22). (5.) The distance, under any
calculation, was too great for a three days' continuous

march. (<>.) The message to Pharaoh of their move-
ments at Etham (xiv, 5) requires at least four days
from that point to the Red Sea—two for him to get the

information, and two more for his army to be got ready

and overtake the Israelites. To these arguments we may
add the fact that a whole month was consumed (Numb.
xxiii, 3; Exod.xvi, 1) in making the first eight stations

(Numb, xxxiii, 5-11), containing—so far as the narra-

tive directly states—but ten days of marching. As the

remainder of the time could hardly have been all spent

in camp—of which, moreover, there is no mention in the

account—there arises a suspicion that the most promi-

nent stations only are named, or those where more than

one night's halt was made, or some noteworthy incident

occurred. Of course the fugitives would travel faster,

longer, and more continuously, till they were escaped

from Egypt, and more leisurely after the event at the

Red Sea had relieved them from danger. Be all this as

it may, it is in an}' case clear that they could as easily

journey from Ajrdd to the mouth of Wady Tawarik in

one day as they could from Tell Ramsis to Ajrud in two.

5. Capt. Moresby ( in Aiton's Land of the Messiah,

p. 118 sq.) is of the opinion that the Israelites crossed at

Ras Tarafineh, south of Mount Abu-Deraj, some sixty

miles belowr Suez, where the sea is twenty miles wide

and two hundred and fifty feet deep. This accords with

certain traditions of the Arabs of the Desert, who name
the warm springs in the rocks opposite after Pharaoh.

The inducement, however, to this view seems chiefly to

be a desire to exaggerate the miracle.

6. The last and most preposterous theory broached is

that of Dr. Beke (Sinai in Arabia [Lond. 1878]), who
contends that the eastern arm of the Red Sea, i. e. the

Gulf of Akabah, and not the Gulf of Suez, is that which

the Israelites crossed. He is driven to this conclusion

by his chimerical idea that Mount Sinai is not the tra-

ditional mountain in the peninsula, but Jebel Baghir,

east of 'Akabah. See Sinai.

Among the localities named, the choice really lies be-

tween Suez and Ras Atakah, and of these we decidedly

prefer the latter.

Besides the works cited above, and the commentaries

on Exodus, the question has been discussed by the fol-

lowing among the more modern writers: Kit to, Pictorial

History of the Jews (Lond. 1843. 2 vols, small 4to), i,

187 sq. ; Latrobe, Sciipture Illustrations (ibid. 1838,

8vo ), p. 29 sq. ; Raumer, Beitrage zur biblischen Geo-

graphic (Leips. 1843, 8vo), p. 1 sq. ; Sharpe, in Bart-

lett's Forty Days in the Desert (Lond. 2d ed. large £vo),

p. 23 sq.; Wilson, The Lands of the JIM (Edinb. 1847,

2 vols. 8vo), i, 149 sq. ; Olin, Tr<ir<!.< in Egypt, etc.

(N. Y. 1843, 2 vols. 12mo), i, 342 sq. ; Durbin, Observa-

tions in the East (ibid. 1845, 2 vols. 12mo), i, 120 sq.;

Porter, in Murray's Hand-booh for Syria ( Lond. ed.

18G8, 12mo), i, 9 sq. ; Palmer, Desert of the Exodus
(X. Y. reprint, 1872, 8vo), p. 42 sq.; Bonar, The Desert

of Sinai (ibid, reprint, 1857, 12mo), p. 82 sq. : Morris,

Tour through Turkey, etc. (Phila. 1842, 2 vols. 12mo),

ii, 219 sq.; Strauss, Sinai und Golgotha (Berl. 1850,

12mo), p. 147 sq. One of the most recent monographs
on the subject—that of Unruh, Der Zvg <}• r Israelites

aus Aegypten nach Canaan (Langensalza, 1860, 8vo)

—
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after extending the Gulfoi Suez bo Tar nortli as nearly

to join a deep bay of the Mediterranean, locates Succoth

at the narrow isthmus, Pi-hahiroth ai Sue/., and the oth-

er scriptural localities |
Etham, Migdol.and Baal-zephon

|

east of the gulf, which on this view was not actually

crossed at all. This is the rationalistic theory fully

carried out. The lively writer i Kinglake) of Eothen

(Lond. 1844; X. V. 1845, 12mo), p. 188, thus briefly puts

the main points of the controversy: "There are two

(/pinions as to the poinl at which the Israelites passed

the Red Sea. One is that they traversed only the very

small creek at the northern extremity of the inlet, and

thai they entered the bed of the water at the spot on

which Sue/, now stands; the other that they crossed the

sea from a poinl many miles down t In- coast The I Ox-

ford theologians, who. with Milman, their professor, be-

lieve that Jehovah conducted his chosen people without

disturbing the order of nature, adopt the tirst view, and

suppose thai the Israelites passed during the ebb-tide,

aided by a violent wind. One among many objections

to this supposition is that the time of a single ebb would

not have been sufficient for the passage of thai vasl

multitude of men and beasts, or even for a small fraction

of it. Moreover, the creek to the north of this point

can he compassed in an hour, and in two hours you can

make the circuit of the salt marsh over which the sea

may have extended in Conner times. If, therefore, the

Israelites crossed so high up as Suez, the Egyptians, mi-

le" infatuated by divine interference, might easily have
recovered their stolen goods from the encumbered fugi-

tives by making a .slight detour." See Exode.

Redditio Symboli i rehearsal of the creed). In

early times the candidates tor baptism were accustomed,

on Maundy-Thursday, to recite publicly the creed in the

presence of the bishop or presbyters, and this act was
designated redditio symboli.

Redeemer, a frequent rendering of the Heb.bfetS,

goSl, which strictly means the nearest kinsman. It is

thus applied to Christ, as he is the avenger of man
upon his spiritual enemy, and delivers man from death
and the power of the grave, which the human avenger
could not do. The right of the institution of ijo'el was
only in a relative—one of the same blood—and hence
our Saviour's assumption of our nature i> alluded to and
implied under this term. There was also the right of

buying hack the family inheritance when alienated;

and this also applies to Christ, our goil, who has pur-

chased back the heavenly inheritance into the human
family. Under these views Job joyfully exclaims, "

I

know thai my Redeemer (my goel) liveth," etc. Wat-
son, TheoL Diet. a. v. See (Joel; Jesi s Chkist; Me-
diator,

Redemption, in theology, denotes our recovery

from sin and death by the obedience and sacrifice of

Christ, wl ti this account is called the "Redeemer"
dsa.lix. 20; Job \i\, 25). "Being justified freely by
lu~ grace, through the redemption thai is in Christ

Jesus" (Rom. iii, 24). "Christ hath redeemed us from
the curse of the law, being made a curse for us" (Gal.

iii, 13). "In whom we have redemption through his

blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of

his grace" (Eph. i. 7). " Forasmuch as ye know that

redeemed w ith corruptible things, as Bilver

and gold, from your wain conversation received by tra-

dition from your fathers; bul with the precious bl I

of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without
spot" i 1 IVi.i. 18, 19). "And ye are not your own. for

l hi with a price" ( 1 Cor. vi. 19, 20).

By redemption those who denj the atonement made
by Christ wish to understand deliverance merely, re-

garding only tin effect, and studiously putting out of
sight the cause from which it flows. Bul the very
terms used in the above-cited passages, "to redeem" and
"to he bought with a price," will each he found to re-

fute this notion of a gratuitous deliverance, whether

redemption," says Mr. Cill. "is from the Latin. an. 1 signi-

fies buying again; and several words in the Creek lan-

guage of the Xew Test, arc used in the affair of our re-

demption which signify the obtaining of something hv
paying a proper price for it ; B (times the simple \, rl.

ciyopd'^w. to buy, is used; so the redeemed are said to

be bought unto God by the bl 1 of Christ, and to be
bought from the earth, and to be bought from among
men, and to be bought with a price—that is. with the
price of Christ's blood il Cor.vi,20); hence the Church
of God is said to he purchased with it (Acts \\. 28).

Sometimes the compound word i'ZayopaZto is used,

which signifies to buy again, or out of the hands of an-
other, as the redeemed an- bought out of the hands of

justice, as in Gal. iii. 13; iv, 5. To redeem literally

means 'to buy hack;' and Xvrpow, to redeem, and d7ro-

Xv-fx.jnic. redemption, are. both in Creek writers and in

the Xew Test., used for the acl of setting free a captive

by paying Xvrpov, a ransom or n d* mption prici ." Yet.

as Crotius has fully shown by reference to the use of
the words both in sacred and profane writers, redemp-
tion signifies not merely • the liberation ofcaptives," but
deliverance from exile, death, and every other evil from

which we may he treed: and Xvrpov signifies every-

thing which salislies another so as to effect this deliv-

erance. The nature of this redemption or purchased
deliverance (for it is not gratuitous liberation, as will

presently appear) is therefore to he ascertained by the

circumstances of those who are the subjects of it. The
subjects in the case before us are sinful men: they are

under guilt, under -the curse of the law." the servants

of sili. under the power and dominion of the de\ il. and
"taken captive by him at his will." liable to tin death
of the body and to eternal punishment. To the whole
of this case the redemption- -the purchased deliverance

of man as proclaimed in the Gospel— applie- itself.

Hence in the above-cited and other passages it i> said,

"We have redemption through his blood, the forgive-

ness of sins." in opposition to guilt ; redemption from
"the curse of the law;" deliverance from sin, that "we
should lie set free from sin ;" deliverance from the power
of Satan; from death, by a resurrection; and from future

"wrath" by the gift of eternal life. Throughout the

whole of this glorious doctrine of our redemption from

these tremendous evils there is. however, in the Xew
Test.,a constant reference to the \)7<><n: th< red* mption

price, which Xvrpov is as constantly declared to be the

death of ( 'hrist. which he endured in our stead. " The
Sou of man came to give his life a ransom lor many"
(.Matt. x\. 28). "Who gave himselfa ransom for all"

il Tim. ii. ti). "In whom we have redemption through
his blood" (Eph. i, 7). "Ye were not redeemed with cor-

ruptible things, as silver and gold, hut wit h the precious

blood of Christ" (d Pet. i. 18, 19). That deliverance of

man from sin. misery, and all other penal evils of his

transgression, which constitutes our redemption by
(.'hrist. is not. therefore, a gratuitous deliverance, grant-

ed without a consideration, as an acl of mere preroga-

tive; the ransom—the redemption price was exacted

and paid: one thing was given for another the precious

blood ofChrist for captive and condemned men. ( If the

same import are those passages which represent us as

having been " bought" or " purchased" by Christ. Peter

speaks of those "who denied the Lord rdv tryopaaavra

avrovQ, that boughl them;" ami Paul, in the passage

above cited, says, "Ye are bought with a price" (i}yo-

pao&nn !
- « hich price is expressly said bj John to he the

blood ofChrist: "Thou wast slam, and basl redeemed

us to God (jjydpaffac, hast purchased us
i by thy Mood"

(Rev. v, 9). The ends of redemption arc. that the jus-

tice of God might !><• satisfied; Ids people reconciled,

adopted, sanctified, and brought to glory. Tin' proper-

ties of it are theBe : (I t it is agreeable to all the perfec-

tions of Cod; (2) what a creature never could merit,

and therefore entirely of free grace; (8) it is special

and particular: (I) full and complete; (5) it is cter-
Irom sin or punishment. ,, r both, -our English word nal as to it> blessings. See Edwards, Hist. ofRedemp-
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Hon; Cole, On the Sovereignty of God; Lime-street Leet.

lect. 5; Watts, Ruin and Recovery ; Owen, On the Death

and Satisfaction of Christ ; Gill, Body of Divinity

;

Pressense, Religion ; Goodwin, Works ; Knapp, Theolo-

gy, p. 331 ; Bullet. Thiol. Avril, 1868; Calvin, Institutes;

Evangel. Quar. Rev. April, 1870, p. 290 ; Presbyt. Con-

fess.; Werner, Gesch.der deutschen Theol. ; Meth.Quar.

Rev. Oct. 1868 ; July, 1874, p. 500 ; Jan. 1876, art. ii

;

Presbyt. Quar. Rev. July, 1875, art. ii ; Fletcher, Works;
New - Englander, Jul}*, 1870, p. 531; Barnes [Albert],

The Atonement in its Relations to Lair and Moral Gov-
i rnnu nt ( Phila. 1858, 12mo) ; Princeton Rev. July. 1 *.">!>

;

Oct. 1859; Bibl. Sacra, Jan. 1858; Delitzsch, Bibl. Psy-

chol, p. 482; Miiller, On Sin; Pearson, On the Creed;

Liddon, Divinity of Christ; Pin, Jesus-Christ dans le

Plan Dirin de la Redemption (1873). See Propitia-

tion; Reconciliation; Satisfaction.

Redemptorists, Order of, or " the Congregation

of the Most Holy Redeemer," was established by Alfonso

Maria di Liguori (q. v.) in the city of Scala in 1732,

and spread first in the kingdom of Naples and in the

Papal States. The end of this institute was the asso-

ciation of missionary priests who should minister by

special services to the spiritual wants of the abandoned

in towns and villages, without undertaking regular or-

dinary parochial duties. After St. Alfonso had found-

ed several houses of his community, pope Benedict XIV
solemnly approved of his rule and institute, under the

above title, Feb. 25, 1749. The order rapidly found fa-

vor, and was introduced into other countries, chiefly

through the instrumentality of Clement Maria Hoff-

bauer. This man, the first German Kedemptorist, was
born in Moravia Dec. 26, 1751. He became a baker,

and exercised his profession for some years in the Pre-

monstrant convent of Bruck. Here he obtained the fa-

vor of the abbot, who made him commence his studies.

After studying four years very actively, he left the con-

vent in 1776 with a view to turn hermit, and spent two

years at the renowned shrine of Mtthlfrauen. When
the hermitages were abolished, he went to Vienna, where
he supported himself by working at his former trade.

In company with his friend Peter Emanuel Kunzman,
who eventually joined the Liguorians as a lay-broth-

er, he made several pilgrimages to Rome, and subse-

quently completed his studies at Vienna. Here he

became acquainted with John Thadda?us Hibel, who
was afterwards his most zealous follower and firm friend.

The two friends visited Rome, and together entered the

convent of the Priests of the Most Holy Redeemer. The
rector of the convent designated them some time after to

go to Germany to establish the order there, and thus to

supply the place of the Jesuits, who had been expelled.

After they had finished the necessary studies, they were

ordained. They went in 1785 to Vienna ; but as there

was no prospect of Joseph II allowing their order to be

established in Austria, they turned their attention to

Poland. Through the mediation of the papal nuncio

Saluzzo, they obtained the church of St. Benno at War-
saw and a dwelling-house, and from this their followers

subsequently received in Warsaw the name of Bennon-

ites. The priests of the new order, during the first

years of their establishment, were in the habit of preach-

ing every Sunday and feast-day in the open air; but

as this was subsequently forbidden by the civil author-

ities, they commenced preaching every Sunday in their

church of St. Benno two sermons in Polish, two in Ger-

man, and one in French. Their activity was rewarded

by great success, for in 1796, shortly after they had
commenced, the number of their communicants had
reached, it is said, 19,000. Natives of Poland, in large

numbers, entered the order; and Hoffbauer, during his

sojourn in Poland, even opened a seminary for the

clergy. In 1794, the order was invited to Mitau, in

Courland, and Hoffbauer sent three priests to establish

it there. In Warsaw they obtained a second church

—

that of the Holy Cross. In 1799 the order numbered
twenty-five members in that city. As the}' were at a

great distance from Rome, Francis de Paulo had, in

1785, given Hoffbauer full power to establish colleges,

receive members, etc.; and in 1792 he appointed him
his vicar-general. In 1801 or 1802 they were invited

to Switzerland, and in 1803 some of them were sent

there. They settled at first, on the estate of the duke
of Schwarzenherg at the frontier of Switzerland, and
afterwards in the village of Jestetten, on Mount Ta-
bor. In August, 1803, Hoffbauer went to Rome, after-

wards to Poland, and thence to Mount Tabor. While
.

at the latter place he received a request to send a mem-
ber of his order to the church at Trvbcrg, in the Black
Forest, a place of pilgrimage. Still the two establish-

ments at Mount Tabor and at Tryberg proved unsuc-
cessful, and were subsequently abandoned. In 1806
Hoffbauer returned to Warsaw ; but the very next year
proceedings were instituted against the society, their

papers searched, and finally the community was sup-

pressed by the military authorities. The fathers were
imprisoned in the fort of Ktistrin, where they were re-

tained one month, and then sent back two by two to

their native country. Hoffbauer retired to Vienna,
where he sought to reunite his order. In 1813 he was
appointed confessor and ecclesiastical director of the

Ursuline convent of that city, an office which he re-

tained until his death. The church of the convent was
soon transformed into a mission church, Hoffbauer's

reputation as a confessor became considerable, and he
preached, besides, every Sunday in the church of St. Ur-
sula. As he died March 15, 1820, lie did not witness the

establishing of his order in Austria; although, one month
after his death, the Redemptorists were permitted to es-

tablish a college, and before the close of the year the

emperor granted them a church at Vienna. In the fall

of 1826 they formed a branch establishment at Frohn-
leiten. The Liguorians now continued in Vienna un-

til driven out of it in March, 1848. In Bavaria the

king authorized, March 11, 1811, fifteen to twenty mem-
bers of the Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer to

establish themselves at Alt-Oetting. On the other hand,

the government, became satisfied in 1848 that the Re-
demptorists and their doctrines would prove dangerous

to Bavaria. They were therefore replaced by the Ben-
edictines. The authorities gave as their reasons for

this change that the fathers were instilling fanatical

views among the people by means of the confessional,

and that their preaching excited the lower classes to

disorder. A part of the members of the society re-

moved to America after its dissolution, others went to

Austria, and some became secular priests. In France
the Redemptorists established themselves first at Visch-

enberg, in the diocese of Strasburg: they were sup-

pressed by the revolution of July, 1830, but succeeded in

obtaining their re-establishment, and have at present

several establishments in France. The Redemptorists

still adhere to the rule of their original constitution.

We find in the Catholic Directory for England for this

year, after mention of their church at Bishop Eton,

Liverpool, a memorandum to the effect that " this is not

a parochial church—hence the fathers do not baptize

children, or assist at marriages and funerals, except in

cases of necessity; but they are always ready to hear

confessions, visit the sick, administer the sacraments,

preach, and instruct." The Redemptorists have also a
house at Clapham, Surrey. Of late years they have
been busily pursuing their mission in various parts of

Ireland. In America they have founded establishments

at New York, Baltimore, Ph iladelphia, Pittsburgh, Roch-
ester, Albany, Buffalo, and Mouzon. According to the

Catholic Directory, they number over 100 members in

this country, about 90 of them priests, who have charge

of 20 or mon; churches, mostly at important centres,

viz. New York (2), Rochester, Buffalo, and Elmira,

N. Y. ; Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Baltimore (4),

Annapolis, Ilchester, etc., Md. ; New Orleans (3), La.

;

Chatawa,Pike County, Miss. ; Detroit, Mich. ; Chicago,

111.; St. Louis, Mo. They are building a church in
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Boston; and the large cathedral on Fifth Avenm . N't n

York, which has co8l over $1,000,000, is under their

supervision. They have 5 convents in Maryland, with

a novitiate and a nous 27 or 28 clerical

members (including the provincial, the " Very Rev. Jo-
|

seph Helmprbi bt, C.SS.R."), 5 novices, 36 lay brothers,

and 50 stu lents connected with them; 2 bouses in New
York city, with 11 priests and J lay brothers; and

houses in other cities, etc, usually with from 1 to 8

priests, besides lay brothers, connected with each. The
ters is al present ai Nbcera dei Pagani, in the

kingdom of Naples. Their present number, according

to the Statistical Year-book of the Roman Catholic

Church, is about 2000.

I here is also a congregation of female Redemptorists,

which Liguori instituted in 1732. They had two es-

tablishments in Austria— at Vienna and Stein — but

these were also abolished ill 1848. They have still a

house at Bruges, in Belgium. Pbsl stated in 184 1 their

ns as consisting of their colleges in the king-

dom of Naples. Sicily, and the Papal Mates; in Austria.

the colleges of Vienna, Eggenberg, Mautern, Frohnlei-

ten, Marburg, [nnspruck, and the hospitals of Leoben

and Donauberg; in Bavaria, the college of Alt-Oetting;

in Belgium, that of Liege, St. Trond, Tournay, and the

hospital of Brussels; in Holland, the college of Wittem;
in America, the colleges of Baltimore and Pittsburgh,

and the missionary Btations of Albany, Buffalo,' Phila-

delphia, Detroit, Rochester, and New York; in Switzer-

land, the college of Freiburg; in France, the establish-

ments of Vischenberg, Landser, and one near Nancy:

in England, a station at Falmouth. See Posl, Clemens

Maria Hoffbauer (Regensb. 1844) ; Henrion, Gesch. d.

Monchsorden; Herzog, Real-Encyklop. viii, 440 ; Bar-

num, Romanism u.< it Is, p. 318, 319.

Redemptorist.

Redenbacher, Wu.mki.m. an evangelical German
minister and senior of the chapter of Gunzenhausen,
was horn in 1800, and died duly 11. 1876, at Doruliau-

seu. lie was a popular < Ihristian writer, and published,

Christlichet I Nuremb. 1855, 3 vols.): Einfach
Betrachtungen, das Gan i der HeUslehn umfassend (2d

ed. ibid. I
s

, .i
i Gt 'ncktlicki Zeugnissefur den Glau-

I Iresden, 1850, 1858, 2 vols. | : Kurze Reformations-
GeschickU (Stuttgart, 185G). See Zuchold, BibL Theol.

ii, 1039; Schneider, Theol. Jahrb. 1877, p. 227. (B. P.)

Redford, Okorge, D.D., an English Congrega-

tional minister, was born in London Sept. -27. 1785, and
was educated at Boston College and the University of

Glasgow. IlisiirM settlement a- a minister was al lx-
bridge, where he remained fourteen years. In 1825 be

became pastor of the Congregational church at Worces-
ter. in 1855 he was thrown from his carriage, and -ut-

tered a nervous shock from which he never recovered.

lie retired to Edgebaston, near Birmingham, and his

congregation al Worcester allowed him £H"i per an-

num, lie died May 20, I860. He was a man of great

industry and talent. Faithful in his pastoral work to a

remarkable degree, he gave himself largely to litera-

ture, lie was for some years editor of the Congrega-

tional Magazine, and was a frequent contributor to the

Eclectic and to the British Quarterly Review, lie

published, besides a number of minor writings, the

Pasto}-'8 Sketch-book (12mo): Holy Scriptun Veri-

fied, the Congregational lecture lor 1837 (8vo); Faith

Triumphant (1841, 12mo): Tht Great Change, a trea-

tise on conversion (1843, l8mo): Body and Soul Con-
,/./, red (1847, 8vo): I if of (In » v. II'. Jay:— Life

of th Htr.j. A.James (1860, 12mo). lie was made
D.D. by Amherst College, and LL.D. by the Univer-

sity of Glasgow in L834. English Congregational Year-

book, 1861.

Redman (Redmayne l, John, l>.I>.. an English

divine, flourished in the lirst half of the Kith century.

He was a native of Yorkshire, and was horn probably

in 1 !!>'.>. lie was educated at Corpus Christi College,

Oxford, and at l'aris. He became public orator of the

university, master of King's Hall, first master of Trinity

College, archdeacon of Taunton, prebend of Wells and

of Westminster, and died in 1551. lie was one oi i In-

most learned men of his age, according to bishop Bur-

net. Dodd says that "he divided himself between

both religions;" hut on his death-bed he certainly pro-

fessed to embrace the cardinal doctrines of the Reform-

ers. He published nothing; hut after his death ap-

peared, Ojiu.-i de Justifications (Antw. 1555, tto): —
Ilymnus in quo Peceator Justificationem quaerens Rudt

Imagine describitur:— The Complaint of Grace (1556,

8vo) :

—

Resolutions conct rning th Sacrarm nL etc.

Reece, Richard, a preacher of Methodism in Eng-

land, who travelled without interruption tor a longer

period than any other .Methodist preacher -no less than

fifty-nine years—and thus figured at one time as the

oldest, effective Methodist preacher in the world, was
born about the year 1765. In 1823 he visited this coun-

try with John Hannah as a delegate of the Wesleyans

to the Methodist Episcopal Church ; and he spent some
time here visiting the societies, from Lynn, Mass., to

Winchester, Va., and by his and Hannah's profound

interest attested the general unity of all Methodists.

In is hi he was obliged to take a supernumerary rela-

tion, and he died in 1850. " He was a good, if not a

great, preacher," says Stevens, "and a most amiable

man. He is still generally remembered, by both Eng-
lish and American Methodists, lor his perfect courtesy

and his venerable appearance. His person was tall, his

complexion ruddy, his bead silvered w ith age. his voice

commanding, his language flowing and pertinent, his

piety tranquil, and his wisdom in counsel always relia-

ble. He lived to share ill the centenary eel, bratlOD of

Methodism, and by proposing thai ii should he signal-

ized in England by the contribution of a million dol-

lars for its public charities, excited the suspicion that

his usual good judgment had Buffered from the effect of

age; but the people justified his calculation by giving

seventy-five thousand dollars more. He was honored

with an election to the presidency of the Conference."

Sec Stevens, //is/, if M , ihuili.im'. ii. 315, 316; iii. 236,

308; West, Sketches of Weslcyan Preachers (N.Y.1848);

Wesleyan Maguzim ,1850, p. 652. (J. II. \\
. |

Reed. I. This is the rendering in the A. Y. of the

following words in the original. (In the following ac-
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count wo make use, in part, of the articles on the subject

in the dictionaries of Smith and Winer.)

1. Usually kaneh (!"T3p; Sept. /caXa/toc, /cnXfr/iicncoc;,

KaKafiivog, tt;/yoc, ajKwv, £uyoc, TrvSrpljv; Vulg. culnnis,

calamus, amnio,fistula, stateru), the generic name of a

reed of any kind. It occurs in numerous passages of the

Old Test., and sometimes denotes the " stalk" of wheat
(Gen. xli, 5, 22). or the " branches" of the candlestick

(Exod. xxv and xxxvii) ; in Job xxxi, 22, kaneh de-

notes the bone of the arm between the elbow and the

shoulder (os humeri) ; it was also the name of a measure

of length equal to six cubits (Ezek. xli, 8 ; xl, 5). The
word is variously rendered in the A. V. by " stalk,"

" branch," " bone," " calamus," " reed."

In the New Test, the corresponding Greek word, kci-

Xafioc, may signify the " stalk" of plants (Mark xv, 36
;

Matt, xxvii, 48, that of the hyssop, but this is doubtful),

or "a reed" (Matt, xi, 7; xii, 20; Luke vii, "24 ; Mark
xv, 19), or a " measuring-rod" (Rev. xi, 1 ; xxi, 15, 10),

or a "pen" (3 John 13).

Strand (Flor. Palasst. p. 28-30) gives the following

names of the reed plants of Palestine: Saccharum offi-

cinale, Cyperus papyrus (Papyrus antiquoruni), C. ro-

tundas, and C. esculentus, and A rundo scriptoria ; but no

doubt the species are numerous. See Bove (Voyage en

Palest., Annal. des Scienc. Nat. 1834, p. 165) :
" Dans les

deserts qui environnent ces montagnes j'ai trouve plu-

sieurs Saccharum, Milium arundinaceum et plusieurs

Cyperace's." The A rundo donax, the A . ^Egyptiaca (?)

of Bove (ibid. p. 72), is common on the banks of the

Nile, and may perhaps be " the staff of the bruised

reed" to which Sennacherib compared the power of

Egypt (2 Kings xviii, 21 ; Ezek. xxix, G, 7). See also

Isa. xlii, 3. The thick stem of this reed may have been

used as walking-staves by the ancient Orientals; per-

haps the measuring-reed was this plant. At present the

dry culms of this huge grass are in much demand for

fishing-rods, etc. See Mktrology.
Some kind of fragrant reed is occasionally denoted

by the word kaneh (Isa. xliii, 24 ; Ezek. xxvii, 19 ; Cant.

iv, 14), or more fully by kench bosem (Q'i"2 i"!3p) (see

Exod. xxx, 23), or by kaneh hat-tob (niah FlSjJ) (Jer.

vi, 20), which the A. V. renders " sweet cane," and " cal-

amus." Whatever may be the substance denoted, it is

certain that it was one of foreign importation, "from a

far country" (Jer. vi, 20). Some writers (see Sprengel,

Com. in Dioscor. i, xvii) have sought to identify the

kaneh bosem with the Acorns calamus, the "sweet
sedge," to which they refer the KaXafioc apiopariKoe.

of Dioscorides (i, 17), the saXa/joc. tvcoSije. of Theo-
phrastus (Hist. Plant, iv, 8, § 4), which, according to

this last-named writer and Pliny (//. N. xii, 22), for-

merly grew about a lake " between Libanus and anoth-

er mountain of no note;" Strabo identities this with the

Lake of Gennesaret (Geog. xvi, p. 755, ed. Kramer).
Burckhardt was unable to discover any sweet-scented

reed or rush near the lake, though he saw many tall

reeds there. " High reeds grow along the shore, but I

found none of the aromatic reeds and rushes mentioned

by Strabo" (Syria, p. 319); but whatever may be the

"fragrant reed" intended, it is certain that it did not

grow in Syria, otherwise we cannot suppose it should

be spoken of as a valuable product from a far country.

Dr. Royle refers the KaXafioc aptouariKoe; of Dioscor-

ides to a species of A ndropogon, which he calls A. ca-

lamus aromaticus, a plant of remarkable fragrance, and

a native of Central India, where it is used to mix with
ointments on account of the delicacy of its odor (see

Royle, Illustrations of Himalayan Botany, p. 425, t. 97).

It is possible this may be the " reed of fragrance ;" but

it is hardly likely that Dioscorides, who, under the term

ffyoTi'Ot', gives a description of the Andropogon schce-

nanthus, should speak of a closely allied species under a

totally different name. See Cane.
" The beasts of the reeds," in Psa. lxviii. 30, margin,

literally from the Hebrew, but rendered in the text

Andropogon schoenanthus.

of the A.V. "the company of spearmen," probably means
the crocodiles. Yet for other interpretations see Rosen-
m idler ad loc. Gesenius, on Isa. xxvii, 1, understands
Babel. See Crocodile.

2. Wroth (rn"i^; Sept. r6 a\i to *Xwpoi> ttuv) is

translated " paper-reed" in Isa. xix, 7, the only passage

where the plural noun occurs. There is not the slightest

authority for this rendering of the A. V., nor is it at all

probable, as Celsius (Hierob. ii, 230) has remarked, that

the prophet, who speaks of the paper-reed under the

name gome in the preceding chapter (xviii, 2), should

in this one mention the same plant under a totally dif-

ferent name. " 'A roth," says Kimchi, "is the name to

designate pot-herbs and green plants." The Sept. (as

above) translates it by "all the green herbage." The
word is derived from 'ardh, "to be bare," or "destitute

of trees;" it probably denotes the open grassy land on
the banks of the Nile; and seems to be allied to the

Arabic \ira (locus apertus,spaliosus). Michaelis (Suppl.

No. 1973), Rosenmuller (Schol. in Jes. xix, 7), Gesenius
(Thesaur. s. v.), Maurer (Comment, s. v.), and Simon
(Lex. Heb. s. v.) are all in favor of this or a similar

explanation. Vitringa (Comment, iii Isaiam) was of

opinion that the Hebrew term denoted the papyrus,

and he has been followed by J. G. Unger, who has

published a dissertation on this subject (I)e "11", hoc

est de Papyro Frutice [Lips. 1731, 4to]). See Paper-
reed.

3. In one passage (Jer. Ii, 32) agdm (C3X; Sept. cv-

cm]pa,\ ulg. palus) is rendered "reed" (but elsewhere

"pond" or "pool"), and is there thought to designate a

stockade or fort enclosed by palisades.

II. Other Hebrew words representing, more or less

accurately, various kinds of reedy plants are the fol-

lowing:

1. It has been made a question whether the Hebrew
agmon', )" -?X, which is mentioned in opposition to the

palm -branch (Isa. ix, 13; xix, 15), and is translated

" rush" in the A. V., does not rather mean reed. Both
were, and are. used for making ropes (Sonnini, Trav. ii,

41G; Pliny, xix, 9; comp. Job xl, 26). See Gesenius,

Ewald, Knobel, and others ; also Celsius, Hierobot. i, 465

sq. See Rush.

2. The Hebrew achu', OTX, originally an Egyptian

word ( see Jerome, ad Isa. xix, 7 ; comp. Jablonski,
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Opusc. i, 45; ii, ICO; Gesen. Tkesaur. i, G7), occurs in

Gen. xli, 2; Job viii, 11: in the lirst place the A. V.

has meadow, in the second rush. It seems to mean, not

reed, bat "reed-grass," Carex (comp. Celsius, Uierobot.

i,340sq.). "11 the other hand, suph, 5)10, Exod. ii, 3,

5, growing on the Nile, but distinct from lcaneh, may l>e

the sari (Pliny, xiii, 15). See Flag.

3. The word go'me, X~j<, Gr. /3ir/3\oc, the papyrus,

paper-reed (so rendered, among the old interpreters, by

... Job loc. ri/.; Isa. xviii. 2 ; Vulg. Isa. xviii.

2; Syr. Isa. xviii, xxxv ; Arab. Exod. ii, 3. In the Tal-

mud this word means rush; comp. Mishna, Erubin, x,

11. Tlie leaves were used lor binding wound-', does

nol belong to the genus Arundo,&ad is not a proper

reed (called by Pliny, xxiv, 81 akin to the reed). It is

the Cyperus papyrus of Linnaeus, Class, iii, Monogynia.
This plant, anciently so important, grew abundantly in

the Egyptian swamps (even perhaps in those of the

Nile, Pliny, xiii. 22; comp. v,8. Hence Ovid, Metaph.

xv. 75;!-. Trist. iii. x, 27, calls this river papyrifi r; comp.
J/m/.x. 1,3), and is mentioned Isa. xxxv, 7: Job viii.

11 5 Exod.ii..'i; Isa. xviii. _'. The A.V. has rush in the

lirst two places, bulrush in the others. It is now rarely

met with in Egypt (according to Minutoli, A bhandl.

verm. Inhalts
|
fieri. L831 |. vol. ii. No. 7. only at Dami-

etta; while Pluver, Egypt. Naturgesch. p. 55, sa)rs it does

nol now grow in Egypt), bul in Palestine it is occa-

sionally found at the Jordan ( Yon Schubert, iii, 259).

It has a three-edged stalk, which below bears hollow.

sword-formed leaves, covering each other; it grows to

a height of ten feel or more, and has above a flower

cup of reddish leaves, out of which a thick body of

hair-like shoots spring up (comp. Theophr. Plant, iv,

'.1
1. The root is as thick as a man's arm. and is used as

fuel I
Dioscor. i, 115); vessels were framed of the stalks

(Exod.ii, 3; Isa. xviii, 2; Pliny, vi, 24; vii, 57, p. 417

;

Hard. Plutarch, hid. c. 18; Lucan, Iv, 136; Rosellini,

Monument. I 'iv. [I, iii, 124; Wilkinson, iii, 185 sq.), which
sailed very fast (Helidor. jEthiop. x, 4). Sails, shoes,

ropes, sieves, mattresses, wicks, etc.. were made of the

green rind ( l'liny. xiii, 22; xviii, 28; xxviii, 17; Herod.

ii.::7: Veget. Veterin. ii, 57 ; Philo, Op. ii, 182; comp.

Wilkinson, iii. 62, 146), bul especially paper, on the

mode of preparing which comp. Pliny, xiii, 23 sq. (see

Rosellini, Monument. Civ. II, ii, 208 si).: Becker, Chari-
<•/(.-•. ii. 21 '.» sq. I.

See Writing. The plant is now called

berde or berdi by the Arabs (so Job viii, 1 1, in the Ara-

bic 1. See Papi in s.

III. It will thus be seen that the reeds named in the

Bible may be popularly distinguished as three.

1. The water-reed in pools, marshes, and on the shores

of rivers, as of the Nile I
Exod. ii,3, 5) and of the Jordan

( 1 Kings xiv. 15; .lob viii, 11; Isa. xix. : xxxv. 7 ).

The mosl common -pedes are Arundo phragmites and

Arundo calamagrostis (comp. Oken, Botany, i. 805).
See 111 I.Kt'sii.

2. The Stronger reed, adapted tor slaves and canes.

and as measuring-rods ( Ezek. xl, 3 sip: Apoc. \i. I;

\\i. 15 Mp: 2 Kings xviii. 21; Isa. xxxvi. 6; Ezek.

xxix,6; Matt. xxvii,29; Mishna, Shab. xvii, 3 ; Diog.

Laert. I'm,, ,,,. 6 1, 1 lie I rundo </• nax, whose hard, woody
stem reaches a height of eight feet, and is thicker than
a man's thumb. This, too. i- \ ,ry frequent on the banks

of the Nile ( Forskal, Flora, p. 21: < p. Descript. </<

\i\. 74).

;;. I'll" writing-reed
I Arundo scriptoria) (3 John 13;

see Mishna, Shab. viii. 5). It -rows in the marshes be-

tween the Euphrates and Tigris; at Hellah, in the Per-
sian Gulf, etc. The stalks are lirst soaked, then dried.

and when properly cut and split make tolerable pen-.

formerly the writing-reed grew in Egypt, in Asia

Minor, and even in Italy (Pliny, xvi, €4 ; Martial, xiv,

36; comp. Beckmann, Gesch. der Erfindungen, iii, 18sq.;

see on the Hebrew name. Celsius, Uierobot. ii. 312 sq. 1,

Si e l'i v
See, in general, Prosp. Alpin (Plant. /Egypt, c. 30,

6 KKED
p. 53) and Vesting (p. 107) upon it; RottbolL Descr.

Norar. Plant. ( I Iain. 177.; 1 i. 32 sq.; Celsius, Uierobot.

ii. 137 sip: BocUei a Stapel, ('••mm. 428 sip; Bruce,

Travels, v. L3 sip. 279, with plate i; Montfaucon, in the

.1/, moires '/• 1'Acad.des Tnscript.vi,b92 sip: oken, Bot-

any, i. 819 sq.

Reed, Alauson, a Baptist missionary, was born in

Chesterfield. Mass., in 1807. lie pursued his studies ;u

the Hamilton Literary and Theological Institution (now
Madison University), X. V.. and was appointed Aug. 3,

1835, a- a missionary by the American Baptist Mission-

ary Union to labor among the Chinese living in Bang-
kok, siam. Having acquired a knowledge of the l.ni-

guage, he took a Boating-house on the Meinam, two
miles above Bangkok, ami began bis evangelical la-

bors among the ( Ihinese. While thus occupied, he was
stricken down by disease, and died Aug. 2'.', bs37.

(J.C.S.)

Reed, Alexander, D.D., a Presbyterian minister,

was born at Washington, Pa., Sept.28*, 1832. He was
the son of the Hon. Robert I.'. Heed, a child of the cov-

enant dedicated to God in baptism, and early instructed

both by precept and example in the ways of religion.

His preparatory education was received in the English

department of Washington College, and he graduated

at that institute in 1851. After his graduation he went

to Georgia and engaged in teaching, and while there

joined the Church on a profession of religion under the

ministry of the Rev. Dr. Haker, an eminent evangelist.

In 1853 he entered tin- Western Theological Seminary
at Pittsburgh, Pa., and was graduated in 1856. The fol-

lowing year he was ordained and installed pastor of the

Presbyterian Church ofOctorara, Pa. Here his labors

were greatly blessed, and the bonds ofaffection between

him and his people greatly strengthened, until the

year 1864, when they were dissolved to enable him to

accept the pastorate of the Central Church, Philadel-

phia. This call removed him to a wider sphere, and

brought him to a more responsible position in a great

city al one of the most critical periods of our national

history. His sympathetic nature, ready and effective

oratory, very soon attracted attention, and other duties

than those merely of the pastorate were soon laid upon

him. He was active and influential in the organization

of the 'Christian Commission." the spirit and object

of which appealed to his sympathies and patriotic im-

pulses, and some of Ids most stirring and powerful ad-

dresses were made in behalf of this great interest. He
was not only alive to all the duties connected with his

pastorate, but to all the general social and moral inter-

ests of the community. He gave to all the boards of

the Church his zealous and faithful support, and at one
time his personal attention as president of the Hoard of

Ministerial Relief and also the Board of Publication.

In the year 1873 l>r. Reed was called to the Westmin-
ster Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, X. V.. and in ac-

cepting this call he threw himself with all his accus-

tomed ardor into the labors of his new field. At the

end of two year- he was obliged, from declining health,

to resign his charge. With the hope of regaining his

health, he spent a year and a half in Europe, but In- re-

turned without any perceptible change for the belter.

Thinking that the dryand bracing air of Colorado might
prove beneficial, he accepted the pastorate of the church

in Denver City. Though in feeble health, he labored

among that people, and greatly endeared himself I"

them by bis affectionate nature and end t pulpit

ability. Bul bis work was evidently done, and be was

obliged to relinquish the active duties of the pastoral

office, lie was one of the nio-t genial and compan-
ionable of men; a smile of heavenly sunshine played

around bis features and kindled in his eye, and no

amount of sickness could cloud the sunshine or -top the

exuberant flow of ids feelings, lie seemed to have

caught the light and lived in the glory of the better

world. I»r. Reed wa- a godly man. a man of faith and
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prayer. lie devoted himself wholly to the work of the

ministry because he loved it. All his faculties were
alive and active in the great cause in which he was en-

gaged. By his strong power of will he seemed to hold
the forces which were moving upon life's citadel in

check until his brother, Dr. T. 13. Keed, who was on his

way to visit him in his distant home, might reach him.
When he arrived, and he had committed to him the

charge of his beloved wife and children, in perfect peace

he laid himself down to die. He died at Denver, Col.,

Nov. 18, 1878. (W. P. S.)

Reed, Andrew, D.D., an English Independent
divine, noted as one of the greatest philanthropists of

our age, was born in 1788 at London, where his father,

a pious man, was a watchmaker in Butcher Row, St.

Clement's Danes. Many a time, it is said, Andrew's
mother would keep the shop while his father was off on
a preaching tour; for he was much given to itinerating

in the suburban towns, proclaiming among the benight-

ed ••the truth as it is in Jesus," and so interested became
lie in this glorious work that Mrs. Reed found it needful

to provide for the family herself by opening a china-

shop, which she kept for twenty years in Chiswell

Street. Young Andrew was brought up in the trade of

his father, and no one supposed that he would ever leave

watchmaking to go on the same errand as his father.

Sent to a school in Islington to get such an education

as was needful for an ordinary artisan. Andrew evinced

a predilection not only for all study, but especially for

the dead languages. He begged to be allowed to study

Greek and Hebrew. The careful mother, anxious to

prevent her son's defection— for she hoped from him
support in the business his father had so much neglected

—took him finally from school and apprenticed him to

a master. But the temptation of books was a very
harmless one compared witli the temptations of another

kind that awaited Andrew in his new situation. His
master's son was a wild youth, and the young appren-

tice entered on his diary the following: "By the wicked
behavior of my master's son I was made still worse. I

went twice or thrice to the accursed play-houses." On
this account he got his indentures cancelled and re-

turned to the parental roof. Working the usual hours

at watchmaking, in his leisure he kept his mother's

books, instructed his sister, and taught a little orphan
girl, their servant, to read and write—thus early begin-

ning his orphan work. Books, books, evermore books,

were the choice friends of his leisure hours; and though
he worked well at his trade, his good mother in her

diary might well write down, " These are things which,

if the lad be for business, show too much taste for study."

She was so far right that God was leading him through

secular to sacred pursuits. Andrew Reed's Hebrew and
Greek studies led him to theology, and his joy knew no

bounds when it was decided in the family counsels that

he might go to college. He dismantled his little work-

shop, sold his tools, and laid out the money in books.

He entered Hackney Seminary, a collegiate and theo-

logical school of the Independents. -It is needless to say

that when he was ready to graduate his record was al-

ready begun as a preacher. He bad many invitations

to settle. Among other calls was that of colleague to

the celebrated preacher Matthew Wilks (q. v.) at the

Tabernacle. But Reed gave the preference to the

church in the "New Road, East London, where he re-

mained the pastor for half a century. He resigned the

place on Nov. 27, 1861, the anniversary of his birth and

of his ordination. He died Feb. 25, 18G2, happy to the

last and conscious of his Master's love. Rarely, if ever,

was such a record closed as this event ended. More
than most men— even Christian ministers— Dr. Reed
seems to have lived in the presence of some great pub-

lic purpose, and to have consecrated, or rather sacrificed,

all things to its accomplishment. Thus we read in

the Memoir published by his sons (Lond. 1863) that at

times he was so engrossed that he would not dine with

his familv lor a week. "In the last four years," he

VIII.—Q Q Q

writes in his diary, "I have been four hundred times to

Earlswood [asylum for idiots] ; each time has consumed
the best part of a day, so that I may fairly say that it

has cost me a whole year." Indeed, nothing less than
a consecration like this could have accomplished Dr.
Reed's work. He must, moreover, have combined the
physical strength of a giant with the powerful will of
the Christian philanthropist. He was one of the most
successful and popular preachers of his day—the labori-

ous pastor of one of the largest churches in the metrop-
olis; and yet he found time to originate not only the
Hackney Grammar-school, but five great national be-
nevolent institutions—viz. the London Orphan Asylum,
the Infant Orphan Asylum at Wanstead, the Asylum
for Fatherless Children at Eeedham, the Idiot Asylum
at Earlswood, with its branch establishment at Colches-
ter, and the Hospital for Incurables. The aggregate
cost of their erection was £129,320; they accommodate
2110 objects of charity; and their total receipts under
his administration amounted to the respectable sum
of £l,043;56b' 13*. Id. Emphatically was his "a life,

with deeds to crown it." Andrew Reed began his

work among the seafaring population of London. He
befriended the parents, established schools for the chil-

dren, and founded the first penny bank for savings.

Besides these stupendous works of faith and labors of

love, he founded a Home for Incurables ; and, not forget-

ting the interests of education while employed in help-

ing the helpless, he was the friend of the Hackney
Grammar-school, and always the active promoter of

Sabbath and day schools for the children of the indus-

trial classes. He not only refused all remuneration for

his great services, but contributed, besides, a large part

of his yearly income in charity. The rive asylums that
he founded alone received from his hand £4540. When
he opened a chapel he was ever ready with his £10, £20,

and even £50, to encourage its friends to discharge a

debt incurred in its erection. He lived in the most
simple way, that he might have the more to give to

him that needed. His remarkable success in his vast

and varied enterprises he owed to his extraordinary

business powers, his great sagacity, and his determined
will. Few men saw more clearly what was to be done,

or knew better how to do it. One record strikingly ex-
hibits the stern kind of discipline that he was wont to

exercise upon himself, and the resolute determination

with which he concentrated his energies upon his object

:

"The measure of mercy is the measure of obligation.
Of the course I should take at present I see nothing. All
is dark, very dark. Work which I had thought to d«> is

now abandoned. This one thing is left me, and I will do
it. For discipline I will do it. I have naturally a love for
the beautiful, and a shrinking, almost, a loathing, of in-
firmity and deformity. The thing I would not do is the
very thins: I am now resolved to do. Alas! poor idiot!
while he is the greater sufferer, I am the greater sinner."

His benevolence was both a natural enthusiasm and a
sacred religious duty, and whatever his warm heart

prompted, his clear head conceived and his strong hand
executed. A keen discriminator of character, he knew
how to bend the wills of others to his purpose. As a

speaker, he was endowed with very great power of elo-

quence. After the fashion of his generation, he was
somewhat rhetorical and magniloquent, but there was
a mighty power of passion in him. His Sermons and
( 'hargt .-, recently published, contain specimens of a very
high order of pulpit eloquence; and few sermons of

modern times have produced a greater effect than his

missionary sermon at Surrey Chapel. His power in the

pulpit was attested by his own crowded chapel, and by
the large numbers whom he admitted to his Church
fellowship. He was a polemic of no mean power—"a
sharp threshing-instrument having teeth;" and perhaps

earl Russell never listened to a more powerful or skilful

storm of rhetoric than at the British and Foreign School

meeting in Exeter Hall, when Dr. Reed claimed him as

a leader in opposition to Sir J. Graham's Factories Bill.

Dr. Reed's power of work was immense ; his recreation
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was change of benevolent employment, either the en-

ergetic prosecution of some philanthropic scheme or a

campaign of provincial preaching. Amid all his lit-

erary and other labors, he * 1 i < 1 not think of writing his

life. One of his Bons, perceiving that his venerable

father was fasl failing, asked him if he had ever ar-

ranged any memoir. Dr. Reed replied by writing the

following note

:

/ boy «7io said he iconld icrite my life, and
' i- matt i iitl.s:

A.R.
I was BOBN YK8TEBT) n :

I SHALL 1>IK To-Mouitow :

,\\l> I Ml SI Mil M'NN PAT
IN I I I.I.IM, WHAT I UAVK H"N I .

BUT IN IIIIINi; WHAT I MAY FOB
HIM

WHO HAS HONK ALL FOR ME.
. PROM THE PEOPLE; 1 HAVE LIVED FOE THE

PI OPI.B—
THE MOST FOB THE MOST ITNHAPPV :

AMI Till. PB IPI.E, WHEN THEY KNOW IT,

WILL not ALLOW ME TO DIE ODT OF LOVING BEMEMBBANOE."

What can l"' added to such a summary? "It is not

surprising that the suns of Dr. Andrew Reed should wish

to publish thi: history of his life of goodness and active

benevolence—though, in fact, the permanent records of

his character and works exisl in the many institutions

which owe their existence to his activity and devotion."

These are the words of the queen of England in refer-

ence to a man who was the honored instrument of doing
such a vast amount of good that his name undoubtedly
ranl^ among the first philanthropists of the age. Dr.

Reed wrote many works in practical theology, princi-

pally on practical religion— all of which have had a

most extensive circulation, and of which a list is given

in Allihone. Dr. Reed is the author of many hymns,
among which is the one beginning " There is an hour
when I must part." In 1835 he visited this country as

a representative of the Congregational Union of Britain,

and made many friends here. On his return home, he
wrote on his Visit to the American Churches, and the

work was republished here (N. Y. 1835, and often).

See, besides, the Memoir (Lond. 1863, small 8vo ; 3d ed.

1867); London Reader, 1863, ii, 724; London Patriot,

Dec. 17. 1863; Eclectic and Congregational Rev. dan.

1864; Allihone. Diet, of Brit, and Amer. Auth. s. v.;

Grant, Metropolitan Pulpit, 1839. ii, 265-278; Mm of
th rimes

I
L862), p. 648.

Reed, Caleb, an American divine, who belonged
to the New Jerusalem Church, was horn in 1707. He
entered the minis! ry. but. was finally made editor of t he

Ntio Jerusalem Magazine, and continued its manage-
ment for twenty years. He died in 1854. His publi-

cations were of a secular character.

Reed, Fitch, D.D., a minister of the Methodisl
Episcopal Church, whose memory is precious in all the
communities where he has resided, was born March 28,

1795. His early Christian training was under Calvin-
istic influences, but, in his nineteenth year, while study-
ing medicine, he was converted under the labors of the
Rev. Marvin Richardson, and accepted Arminian doc-
trines as preferable. In L815 be was licensed to preach,
and was employed upon a circuit by Dr. Nathan Bangs,

riding elder. In 1817 he was admitted into the
New York Conference, and was sent to the extreme
eastern point of Long Island. His second appoiutmenl
was Dunham Circuit, in Canada East, which offered him
all the hardships which the Severity of a northern win-
ter, a new country, unimproved and sometimes almost
impassable roads,a poor people, and ill-constructed log-
huts could afford. Of this he himself told, as follows.

in a semi-centennial sermon: -I did at firsl wonder that
my loi had fallen jusl here, and thought that possibly,
after all. the bishop had made a mistake; yet the harsh
climate, the ban) work, and plenty of it. and harder fare
were jusi what Infinite Wisdom saw I needed. I praise
the Lord to this day for Dunham Circuil : ii s a v ed me
from an early grave." His next lid. 1 of labor was in the

wilderness lying north of Lake < Intario. To this region
be was sent as the tirst minister of the Gospel, within
about twelve months after the firsl settlement had been
made. He established his appointments, organized his

circuit, which be travelled on foot, making bis way
through the trackless foreBl by the aid of a com],ass,

and carrying with him "an Indian hatchet, as a defence

against wild beasts and as a means of constructing

bridges over streams of water too deep to ford." From
1820 to 1828 Mr. Reed was a member of Genesee Con-
ference. He tilled some of its most, important stations,

and. when twenty-eight years of age, was appointed

presiding elder of Susquehanna District. After eight

years he was again transferred to New York Conference

and stationed at Rhinebeck, and subsequently in New
York city. Brooklyn, Poughkeepsie, and other important

tields of labor, including New Haven District. In 1848

he was transferred to Oneida Conference, to which he

gave fourteen years of effective service, including seven
years in the office of presiding elder. In (he year 1862

he was compelled by increasing bodily infirmities to

retire to the superannuated relation, and thereafter,

though his love for the work never abated, be preached

only as health and opportunity would permit. He died

Oct. 10, 1871. leaving behind the record of a life well

spent in the service of his heavenly Master. See Chris-

tian Idvocate, Dec. 0. 1871.

Reed, John ( I), D.D.. an American Unitarian di-

vine, was born in Framingham, Mass.. m 1751, and was
educated at Yale » lollege, class of 1772. He studied for

the ministry, and became pastor at Bridgewater, Ma—..

in 1780. He finally took interest in political affairs, and
was a member of Congress from 1794 to 1800. He died

in 1831. He published various sermons and theological

treatises of passing value. See Sprague, Annals of the

Amer. Pulpit, viii, 143.

Reed, John ( 2), D.D.. a clergyman of the Protes-

tant Episcopal ( 'hurch.was horn at Wickford, I.'. I., a 1
t

1777. He had his thoughts early turned towards the

ministry, and went to Union College with a view to

greater efficiency in the sacred work. < >n May -.'7. 1806,

he was made a deacon, and on dune 17. 1808, priest

His firsl pastorate was at St. Luke's Church, Catskill,

N. Y. In 1810 he became rector at Chris) Church.

Poughkeepsie, and there preached for thirty-five years,

in his latter years having the aid of an assistant. He
died duly 6, 1845. A tablet, erected in the church by
the vestry, records the high respect and veneration in

which he was held by his parish. He was a careful ob-

server, a diligent student, a man of God, and an accept-

able preacher. "His whole demeanor." said the Kev.

Dr. John Brown, of Newburgh, N. Y.. at the funeral

service, " showed that his
[
Reed's] besl treasure was in

heaven." He published a small work in defence of

episcopacy, and two or three separate Sermons. See

Sprague, Annals of tin Anu-r. f'n/jiit, v. 506 50!): Alli-

hone. Diet, ofBrit, and Amer. Authors, s. v. (J. II. W.

)

Reed, Joseph, a Roman Catholic priest, was horn

at Waterbury, Conn., aboul 1845. In 1869 ho was or-

dained at Troy, N. Y.. and, after supplying a mission at

Birmingham, Conn., and serving as a curate at the

cathedral in Providence, R. I., was appointed secretary

and chancellor of the diocese of Hartford. Conn. He
died in 1877.

Reed, Nelson, a pioneer minister of the Methodisl

Episcopal Church, was born in Ann Arundel County,

Mil.. Nov. 27, 1751. Nothing positive is known of his

early history. In 177'.) his name appears on the min-

utes as a travelling preacher, and be is believed to have

thus preached for lour years. His appointments were.

in 177!» to Fluvanna; in 1780, Amelia : in 1781, Calvert

:

in 1782, Little York ; in 1783, Caroline ; in 1784, Dover.

From 1785 to 1796 he had the charge of districts in

Maryland and Virginia. In I7:»t', he was stationed at

l-ell's Point; in l7o7. at Baltimore city; in 1798, at

I'ell's Point asain; in 1799, on Baltimore Circuit. In
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1800 his name is found among those "who are under a

location through illness of body or family concerns," and
it disappears now from the minutes until 1805, when we
find him again on the Baltimore Circuit. The next year

he was placed in charge of the Federal and Annapolis

Circuit. In 1807, 1808, 1809, and 1810 he presided over

the Baltimore District, on which were stationed at that

time some of the strong men of the itinerancy. In

1811, 1812, 1813, and 1814 he presided over the George-

town District. In 1815 we find him on the Baltimore

District again, where he presided four years. In 1819

he stands connected with the Baltimore Circuit as a

supernumerary. In 1820 his name appears on the super-

annuated list; in this relation he continued till the close

of his life. At the time of his death, which occurred in

October, 1840, he was the oldest Methodist preacher in

Europe or America. See Minutes of Annual Confer-

ences, 1840; Sprague, Annuls of the Amer. Pulpit, vii,

68-70.

Reed, Sampson, a Swedenborgian of note as a

writer especially, was born at West Bridgewater, Mass.,

in 1800, and was educated at Harvard College, class of

1818. He became editor of the New Church Magazine
and co-editor of the New Jerusalem Magazine, and died

in 1875. He published Observations.

Reed, Samuel, a minister of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, Avas born in Union County, O., Nov. 18,

1816. He entered the ministry in 1838, and was sent

to the Peru Circuit as a supply. He was admitted into

the Conference, and travelled Auburn Mission in 1839-40,

Frankfort in 1841-42, Vincennes in 1843, Evansville in

1844, Bedford in 1845, North Indiana Conference, Cov-
ington, in 1846-47. This fall he went to St. Louis and
remained one year, returned with impaired health, and
was superannuated for five years following. He was
again made effective and appointed to New Harmony in

1853, to Petersburgh in 1854, to New Albany in 1855,

and to Bedford in 1856, where he remained to the close

of that conference year, when he superannuated a second

time. He declined in health, but lingered on until Feb.

6, 1869.— Minutes of Annual Conferences, 1869, p. 187.

188.

Reelai'ah (Heb. Reelayah', n^?*
\

fearer of Je-

hovah; Sept. 'P«\<ttc), one of "the children of the

province" who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel

(Ezra ii, 2) ; called in the parallel passage (Neh. vii, 7)

by the synonym Raamiah (q. v.).

ReeTius (Vtikiac, v. r. BopoAiVrf), one of the Is-

raelites who returned with Zerubbabel from Babylon

(1 Esdr. v, 8) ; inserted in place of the Bigvai of the

Hebrew lists (Ezra ii, 2 ; Neh. vii, 7) by confusion for

the Reelaiah of Ezra's list.

Rees, Abraham, D.D., a dissenting minister who
held a distinguished rank in the literary and scientific

world, was the son of a Welsh Nonconformist minister,

and was born at Montgomery in 1743. Intended for the

ministry, he was first placed under Dr. Jenkins, of Car-

marthen, whence he was removed to the Hoxton Acad-

emy, founded by Mr. Coward, where his progress in his

studies was so rapid that in his nineteenth year he was
appointed mathematical tutor to the institution, and

soon after resident tutor, in which capacity he continued

upwards of twenty-two years. In 1768 he succeeded

Mr. Read as pastor to the Presbyterian congregation of

St. Thomas's, Southwark. On the death of Mr. White,

in 1783, Rees accepted an invitation to become minister

of a congregation in Jewin Street, Cripplegate, where

he continued to officiate till the time of his death, June

9, 1825. On the establishment of the dissenting semi-

nary at Hackney in 1786, Dr. Rees, who had, in con-

junction with Drs. Savage and Kippis, seceded from

that at Hoxton two years before, was elected to the

situation of resident tutor in the natural sciences. This

position he held till the dissolution of the academy,

which took place on the death of Dr. Kippis (q. v.). It

is, however, in a literary capacity that Dr. Rees is prin-

cipally and most advantageously known. In 1776 he
was applied to by the proprietors of Chambers's Encyclo-

pedia to superintend a new and enlarged edition of that

valuable compilation, which, after nine years' incessant

labor, he brought to a conclusion in four folio volumes.

The success of this work stimulated the proprietors to

still further exertions. A new undertaking, similar in

its nature, but much more comprehensive in its plan,

and printed in quarto size, was projected and carried on
by him ; and he had at length the satisfaction to see

the new Cyclopedia, now generally known by his name,
advance from the publication of the first volume in

1802 to its completion in forty-five volumes with undi-

minished reputation. His other works, besides those

of a secular character, are, Practical Sermons (1809-12,

2 vols.) :

—

The Principles of the Protestant Dissenters

Stated and Vindicated:—besides a variety of occasional

discourses. See Jones, Christian Biography, p. 357;
Annual Biography, 1825: London Gentleman's Maga-
zine, 1825.

Reesai'as (Pijaaiac), given (1 Esdr. v, 8) in place

of the above Reelaiah (Ezra ii, 2) or Raamiah (Neh.

vii, 7).

Reese, E. Yates, D.D., a minister of the Meth-
odist. Protestant Church, but especially noted as a

writer, was born about the year 1820. He early en-

tered the ministry, and, after filling many positions of

prominence in the pastorate, became editor of the Meth-
odist Protestant newspaper at Baltimore, and was in

this position until, in 1860, in a fit of mental derange-

ment, he committed suicide. The Lutheran of Phila-

delphia thus commented at the time: "Dr. Reese was
one of the noblest and most genial of men. His paper

was among the very best of the denominational organs

in our country; but it was much more than a denomi-
national organ, immeasurably more than a sectarian

one. He drew around him many admirable writers,

not only of his own Church, but of other churches, but

no pen among them all was so versatile, so happy, as his

own. He was a poet and an orator, who consecrated

every gift to the service of the Saviour of men. His
consecration had a wonderful charm. His delicacy of

feeling, his fine tact, his generosity and large catholic-

ity of feeling, made him very dear to all that knew
him." Such testimony from another denomination is

surely rare; but it was reprinted also by the Reformed
Messenger of the German Reformed Church, and thus

given still further approval than the bounds of one out-

side denomination.

Reese, Levi R., a minister of the Methodist Prot-

estant Church, was born in Harford County, Md.. Feb. 8,

1806, enjoyed a good preparatory training, and taught

school for a while after he was seventeen. When about

twenty years of age he joined the Methodist Episcopal

Church, but shortly after the agitation opened which
resulted in the formation of the Methodist Protestant

Church, he was, it is said, the first preacher appointed

by the new body. The first three years of his ministe-

rial life were spent at Philadelphia and New York. In

1833 he was appointed by the Maryland Annual Con-
ference to labor in Alexandria. Va., and there succeeded

so well that he was successively given "every impor-

tant position and every official position within the gift

of the body with which he was connected." He was
for two years president of the Church, and repeatedly a

representative in their General Conference. In 1837 and
1838 he was chaplain to the United States Congress.

He died in Philadelphia Sept. 21, 1851. He was highly

esteemed as a preacher, and the seals of his ministry are

all through Maryland. See Sprague, Annals of the

A mer. Pulpit, vii, 751-754.

Reese, Thomas, D.D.. a Presbyterian minister,

was born in 1742. was educated at the College of New
Jersey, class of 1768, and became the pastor of the

Presbyterian Church at Salem, S. C, and subsequently
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of two churches in Pendleton District, S. C. Be died

in 1796. He published, Essay on the Tnftuena of Re-
/;,-;/ Society 1788 : Farewell Sermon: -

Two Sermons (in the - 1 tin rican Preach r, vol. i and ii ).

See Sprague, Annalt of tin Amer. Pulpit, iii. 331.

Reeve, Thomas, D.D.. an Anglican divine of the

17i!i century, flourished as preacher of Waltham Abbey,

I He published, Sermons (Lond. L632, Ito):

: Public D< votions 1 1651, l2mo) :

i, ifor Nineveh, or London's Precedent for Mer-

cy, delivered in certain Bermons, etc. (1657, fol.); "An
extraordinary work, very severe in lashing and expos-

ing the vices of the age; the .sermons are a very lively

picture of London manners now unknown; . . . this is

one of the scarcesl l ka in English theology" (Beloe,

A iff. iii. 80-84):—an abridgment, entitled Lot R -

membrancer,Yias published soon afterwards:

(1660, Ito):— England's Backioardness, etc., a sermon

(1661,8vo): -Discourses (1661, 4to): Sermon (1661,

Ito): England's Restitution, etc.: Sermons (1661, ito).

See Allil e, Diet, of Brit, and Amer. A uth. s. v.

Reeves, William, an Anglican divine, was born in

1668, and was educated at King's College, Cambridge,

of which he was made a fellow. He took holy orders,

and in 1694 became rector of Cranford, Middlesex, and

in 1711 vicar of St. .Mary. Reading. He died in 1726.

lie published, Sermons (1704, 4to) : — Sermon (1706,

4to):

—

The Apologies of Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and

Minucius Felix in Defence of the Christian Religion, with

\nitory of Vineentius Lirinensis concerning the

Primitive /.'<</• of Faith (transL, with notes and a pre-

liminary discourse upon each author, Lond. 1709-16, 2

vols. 8vo). ••The translation is generally perspicuous

and faithful. The notes contain a good deal of learn-

ing, and frequently illustrate the meaning where it is

obscure. The preliminary dissertation may be consid-

ered an answer to the valuable work of Daille on the

same subject" (Orme). See Allibone, Diet. ofJBrit. "»</

.1 /;/' /'. .1 It III. s. V.

Refectory, the dining -hall of a monastery, col-

The internal arrangement- and fittings were

very similar to those of the ordinary domestic balls,

except that it was usually provided with a raised desk

or pulpit, from which on some occasions one of the in-

mates of the establishment read to the others during

meal -time. There are remains of old English refec-

tories at Chester and Worcester now used as a -. hool-

house, at Carlisle and Durham as a library, and a! Beau-

lieu as a church. Portions of the beautiful arcaded

walls of one remain at Peterborough. It was usually, as

at Lanercosl and Rievalle, raised upon cellarage, which
at Clugny contained the bath-rooms; and in Benedic-

tine friars' .and regular canons' houses it lay parallel to

the minster, in order that the noise and fumes of dinner

might not reach i he sanctuary; but inmost Cistercian

bouses, as Beaulieu, Byland, Ford, Netley, Tintern, Rie-

valle, Fumess. anil Kirkham. Maulbrnun. (Tairvaux.

Braisne, Savigny, and ISnupMn.it stood at right angles

to the cloister, as it did in the Dominican convents of

Toulouse .and Paris. A few foreign monastic refectories

were ol two alleys, as Tours, Alcobaca, the Benedic-

tines', and St. Martin des Champs at Paris. ,\i St. Al-

ban's an abbot, on hi- resignation, went to reside in a

chamber which he had fitted up under the refectory.

i dinner-hour was three p. M. The small bell

rang and the monks came out from the parlor and washed
at the lax atory, an I then entered t he ball, i wo and two,

taking their appointed places at the side-tables. At I he

high-table on the dais the superior sat. in the centre of

the east wall, undi c a cross, a picture of the Doom, or

• Supper, having the squilla-bell on bis right

hand, which he ran- at the beginning and end ofdin-
i jually the number ofeach mess varied between

i hree aid ten persons. Each monk drew down his cow I

and ate in silence. While the hebdomadaries or servers

ol the week laid the dishes, the readi r of the week be-

gan the lection from Holy Writ or the lives of saints

in the wall pulpit. During dinner all the gate- were

closed, and no visitors were admitted. After dinner the

broken fragments were sent down to the almonry for

the
i

r and sick, and the brethren either took the me-
ridian sleep, talked in the calefactory, read, or walked,
Km in -mne h hi-'- went iii procession to the cemetery
and prayed a w bile ban headed among the grave- ofthe

brotherhood. At Durham the frater-house wa- used

only on great occasions. It wa- titled with benches

and mats. The ordinary tare was pulse, fruit, veg< ta-

bles, bread, fish, eggs, cheese, wine, or ale; and the

evening nnal. the biben -. collation, mistum, or caritas,

consisted of bread and wine, and was followed by prayer

in church before bedtime. The dinner-hour at length

became put back to noon, and the supper was continued

at the old time, about five P. M. At the entrance of the

ball there was a large ambry for the mazers, cups, and

plate. The Clugniacs distributed the unconsecrated

Imsts in hall. The Last Supper of Leonardo da Vinci,

painted for the Dominicans of Milan, represents the

high -table of a refectory of the order. French or

Latin only wa- allowed to ],< spoken in hall or i Loisti r,

and in 1337 meat was not eaten on Wednesdays and
Saturdays during Advent, or from Septuagesima to

Easter-day. The hall of a guest-house was lined with

beds at Clugny and 1'arl'a. for men on one side and for

women on the other, while movable tables down the

centre were laid out at meal-time.— Walcott, Sacred
.1 rcha ology, s. v.

Refine. The art of refining, as referred to in Script-

ure, wa- of two different kinds, according as it was ap-

plied to liquids or to metals ; and the processes, in them-

selves quite diverse, are expressed by different word-.

In respect to liquids the primary idea was that of strain-

ing or filtering— the word for which was 7~". zakdk

(Da. x.nv, 6); but in respect to metals it was that of

melting, and thereby separating the ore from the dross

and for this the word was T~^. tsardph. Put the first

word also in the course of time came to be ust d

or other metals, to denote their refined or pure state

(1 Chron. xxviii, 1«; xxix. I: Job xxviii, 1 ; Psa. xii,

6; Mai. iii. 3 I. In figurative allusions, however, to the

idea of refining, while both words might have been em-
ployed, we find almost exclusive use made of that which
points to the more searching process of purification by

lire (Isa. i,25; xl, 19; xlviii,10; Zeck. xiii, 9; Mai. iii,

2,3). Hence the term "refiner" or smelter i~~^. tso-

reph ; T"'S". metsareph, Mai. iii. 2, 3) denotes a worker

in metals, specially of gold and silver (Prov. xxv. 4), a

founder (Judg.xvii, i), a goldsmith (Isa.xli, 7). That the

ancients acquired, in comparatively remote times, Bome
knowledge and -kill in this art, as in theworking ofmetals

generally, admits of no doubt. See Mi i ai . The EgJ p-

tians carried the working of metals to an extraordinary

degree of perfection, as their various articles ofjewelry

preserved in museums evince; and there is no doubt

that tin Hebrews derived their knowledge of these arts

from this source— though there is evidence that the an

of working in copper and iron was known before the

flood it.' n. i\. 22). The Egyptian mments also

give various representations on the subject, and in par-

ticular exhibit persons blowing at the fire, with a pet of

metal on it. in order to raise it to a melting heal. Sic

Bellows. The creation of a heat sufficiently intense

lor the purpose wa- the chief element in the proct -- "t

refining, although, probably, borax and other substances

were applied to expedite and perfect the result. The

refiner's an was especially essential to the working of

i h<- precion- metals. It consisted in the separation of

the dross from the pure ore, which was effected by re-

ducing the metal to a fluid stale by the application ol

heal, and by the .aid ol solvents, such a- alkali ,~~:

A. Y. "purely." l-a. i. 25) or had (Jer. \ i. 29), which.

amalgamating with the dross, permitted the extraction
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of the unadulterated metal. The Hebrews evidently

understood the process of melting the metals, not only

ti> make them fluid for the purpose of casting, but also

for separating from the precious metals the mixed com-

mon minerals, such as silver from the lead ore with

which it was combined (Ezek. xxii, 18-22; xxiv, 11).

The instruments required by the refiner were a crucible

or furnace ("VD) and a bellows or blowpipe (nS 1

?). The

workman sat at his work (Mai. iii, 3,
'• He shall sit as a

refiner") ; he was thus better enabled to watch the proc-

ess, and let the metal run off at the proper moment.

See Mink. The notices of refining are chiefly of a fig-

urative character, and describe moral purification as the

result of chastisement (Isa. i, 25; Zech.xiii, 9; Mai. iii,

2, 3). The failure of the means to effect the result is

graphically depicted in der. vi, 29 :
" The bellows glow

with the fire (become epiite hot from exposure to the

heat); the lead (used as a solvent) is expended ("iZJXE

DO [foe]) ; the refiner melts in vain, for the refuse will

not be separated." The refiner appears, from the pas-

sage whence this is quoted, to have combined with his

proper business that of assaying metals: "I have set

thee for an assayer" ("pn2; A. V. "a tower," ver. 27).

See Fining-pot.

Reformatio Legum Eccxesiasticarum, a code

of Church laio, first projected by Cranmer at the com-
mencement of his primacy, and accomplished, after va-

rious impediments (1551), by a sub-committee of bish-

ops, divines, canonists, and secular doctors of the law.

It was ready to be submitted to king Edward, but his

sudden decease prevented the royal confirmation, and
so the project came to an end. The work, consequent-

ly, is not, and never was, of any authority; but it is a

valuable record, as throwing a clear light on the views

of the Reformers. It not only reveals their plans with
respect to canonical jurisprudence, but their opinions on

Christian doctrine.

Reformation, The, is the name commonly given

to the religious and ecclesiastical movement of the l'Gth

century which resulted in the overthrow of the then all-

powerful authority of the Roman popes in a large por-

tion of the Christian world, and in the construction of a

number of new religious organizations. The name it-

self is highly significant, and points to the importance of

the new departure in the history of Christianity which
then began. It has come into quite general use even
among Roman Catholic writers, although the theolo-

gians of that Church have attempted to substitute for it

other terms, like the "so-called Reformation," and the

"separation of the Church." We have already had oc-

casion in numerous articles of this Cyclopaedia to refer

to detached portions of the Reformation. The Church
history of no important country of Europe could be com-
plete without a mention of its reformatory movements,
whether they were successful or unsuccessful, and the

biographies of the great fathers of the Reformation con-

sist chiefly of an account of their labors in behalf of the

reconstruction of the Church upon a new basis. The
present article treats of the great turning-point in the

history of Christianity as a whole.

I. Forerunners of the Reformation.—Like most of the

great events in the history of mankind, the Reformation
has had its preparatory history, in which attempts of a

similar nature were made for the same purpose, meeting
with no or but partial success, but yet smoothing the

way for the marvellous changes which were achieved
by the victorious reformation of the lGth century.

1. All the Reformed churches which have sprung from
the movements of the 16th century are agreed in regard-

ing the undue power which the bishops of Rome at an
early time began to arrogate to themselves, and the cen-

tralized constitution which consequently was forced upon
the Christian Church, as one of the most fatal deviations

from the doctrines of the Bible and the practice and the

life of the apostolic age. In a wider sense of the word,

all the efforts, therefore, which have been made to re-

press and abolish the arrogant and encroaching power

of the Roman popes, and to bring back the Church to its

purity in the time of her founder and his first disciples,

might be called preparatory and forerunning movements

of the great Reformation. These movements have been

manifold and widely different in their origin, progress,

and ramifications, and each of them has to be individu-

ally judged by its own character and history. Indeed,

throughout the Middle Ages, even when the power of

the papacy was most despotic and absolute, a reformato-

ry tendency was pervading the Church, often confining

itself to secrecy and occult labors, but frequently burst-

ing the bonds of the Church, proclaiming its reformato-

ry principles in public, and defying the ire of an enraged

hierarchy. Some of these outbursts ran smoothly on

in the channels of a purely evangelical belief; others

became impregnated with fanatical, sometimes even

anti-Christian, elements, anil threatened with a common
overthrow both the State and the Church of the times.

Among the more prominent reformatory movements in

the earlier part of the Middle Ages were those of the

Albigenses, the Cathari, and the Waldenses, to all of

which (and many others) this Cyclopaedia devotes spe-

cial articles.

In the latter part of the Middle Ages, the deviation of

the ruling Church from Scripture and primitive Chris-

tianity became more and more glaring, and the corrup-

tion among all classes of the clergy, from the highest, to

the lowest, more and more general. The call for a " ref-

ormation in the head and members" spread rapidly, and

even great nations began to look upon the reformation

of the Church as a national cause. It has been justly

remarked that the meaning given to the term " refor-

mation in the head and members" was by no means
uniform, and that " every one understood it to mean pri-

marily that which he most desired—the removal of what
seemed to him most oppressive and unchristian." All

malcontents, however, appeared to agree in regarding

the administration of the Christian Church by the pa-

pal court as utterly depraved, and as subversive of true

Christianity.

The efforts made for putting an end to papal mis-

rule and achieving a reformation of the Church were

chiefly of two kinds. The one class found the seat of

the degeneration not so much in a departure from the

doctrine of the Bible as in the usurpation by the popes

of greater power than belonged to them by divine and

Church right. These men strongly believed in the con-

tinuity of the visible Church ; they rejected the right of

separation and secession, and looked upon the oecumen-

ical councils of the Church as the only medium through

which the needed reformation of the Church should be

effected. This school had for a long time a centre in

the most famous literary institution of the Church—the

University of Paris. Its chief representatives were Peter

d'Ailly, the chancellor, his pupil Gerson, and Nicolas de

Clemanges, rector of that university. The hearty sup-

port of many of the foremost princes of the age, includ-

ing several emperors, was secured, and at the three great

councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basle the majority of the

assembled bishops and theologians expressed their con-

currence in these views, and earnestly endeavored to ef-

fecta radical reformation on this basis. The joyous hopes

which had been raised in the Church by these reforma-

tory efforts were, however, sorely disappointed when the

pope succeeded in dissolving the Council of Basle.

Much more thorough than this class of reformers were

a second, who not only turned against papal usurpations

in the government of the Church, but also by a study

of the Scriptures were led to look upon the entire doc-

trinal system of the Church, as it had gradually devel-

oped under the misguidance of the popes, as an apostasy

from the Christianity of the Bible, and who therefore

believed that, more than a reformation in its head and
members, the Church needed a reformation in its spir-

it and doctrines. The foremost representatives of this
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school were Wyclifife in England, and Huss in Bohemia.

To Wyclifife the papacj appeared as anti-Christianity,

and the papal power, in hi- opinion, was not derived

from « rod, but from the emperor. He rejected altogeth-

er the existing hierarchical constitution of the Church,

and advocated the substitution for it of the presbyterial

constitution as lie believed ii to have existed in the

apostolical age. To the traditions of the Church lie ab-

solutely denied an authoritative character, and declared

the whole Scripture to be the only source and rule of re-

ligious knowledge. llnss derived his views of Church

reform largely from Wyclifife, and in 1 1 1
<

» was excom-
municated from the < !hurcfa as a Wycliffite. < >ne of the

centra] doctrines of the reformation of the 16th century

rose, however, iii his sj stem to greater prominence, and

he also resembled li is great followers more than Wyc-
liffe by arousing the masses of the people in behalf of

reform. Neither Wyclifife nor Huss succeeded in carry-

ing through a reformation. When the English govern-

ment, which had protected Wyclifife during his life-

time from personal injury, began a bloody persecution

against his followers, most of whom were found in the

higher classes and among the men of learning, the re-

formatory movement in England came to a sudden stand-

still. The reformatory ideas of Huss appeared for a time

to gain complete control of an entire country, and thus

to establish a stronghold of evangelical Christianity in

tin- centre of Europe. But internal dissensions and the

superior power of the German emperor annihilated in

1434 the prospects of the Hussite movement, which
dwindled down into a small sect called the Bohemian
anil .Moravian Brethren. Numerically too weak to

exercise a missionary influence upon the remainder of

Christian Europe, this religious denomination will yet

always he counted among the ripest and most delicious

fruits of the reformatory tendencies of the .Middle Ages.

Nothing shows better the vast difference between the

two classes of reformers who have been characterized in

i lie ,iIh,\ e lines than the fact that (ierson, the most gift-

eil representative of the first named, was the leading

spirit at the ( 'oiuicil of ( ionstance which sentenced Huss
i.. he burned at the stake. Besides these two broad cur-

rents "l reformatory movements which an- visible in the

Church history of the latter part of the Middle Ages,

there were a large number of theological writers who
bravely contended for bringing the corrupt Church of

their time- hack to the purity of Bible ' Ihristianity, and

who more or less discussed all the -real reformatory

questions which agitated the world in the 16th century.

Ai g the most celebrated of these reformers were John
i I 'ui .per i of Coch. rector of a convent of nuns at Mechlin.

John Wessel i Gansforl I, called by his friends l.ns Mun-
di, and John (Ruenrath) ofWesel. Though many of

these writers made undisguised assaults upon the re-

ceived doctrines of the Church, their views, if not di-

rectly addressed to the people, were frequently tolerated

a- learned opinions ol the school.

! the most gifted reformatory preachers of the

Middle Age8 appeared towards the close of the loth cen-

tury in Italy. With a rare eloquence and bbldness he

attacked the immoral life prevailing in both * Ihurch and
Slate, and demanded a radical reform of both. Though
few reformatory preachers have ever succeeded better

than Savonarola in swaj ing I be emotions oflarge mass-

es of the people, hi' did not lay the foundation of any

reformatory organization; and when he was burned at

was no one to continue the work of his

life.

•_'. At the , lose of the 16th century, the < hurch had

I
in repressing all the reformatory movements

of the Middle v < -. .u least so far as to prevent, mostly

by the Bword • >! the secular arm. the consolidation of

any of these movements into a powerful ecclesiastical

organization, like that of the Eastern Church. Hut her

triumph, after all. was more apparent than real. Her au-

t in. in \ had been thoroughly undermined, and remained

Shaken in even- eouiitn of Europe. The threats of the

Church might extort reluctant recantations from a num-
ber of intimidated reformers; hut her very successes of

this kind had the effect of spreading the latent discon-

tent with a religious organization which so palpably

cared more for power than lor tin purity of Christian

doctrine and Christian lite. Other powerful agencies
aided in Bbaking the belief ol the educated classes in

i In' < hurch. The most influential among them w as t he

school of the Humanists, who used the revival of clas-

sical studies for promoting a .u'e ueral literary culture,

which not only fully emancipated itself from the guar-

dianship of the Church, lut frequently assumed an in-

different and antagonistic position even with regard to

Christianity. Especially in Italy, humanism became an
enthusiastic worshipper of paean antiquity, and it be-

came quite common that high dignitaries of the church
v\ere iii the circles ot their friends and acquaintances

known as avowed atheists. Even pope Leo X was cred-

ited with the remark—and, whether true or not true, it

was regarded as credible by his contemporaries—"It is

generally known how much we and our- ha\ e profited by
the fable of Christ." While in Italy many of the leading

humani-ts became opponents of Christian belief, though
they had no objection to retaining their positions, which
often were id' the highest rank, in the Church, the chief

patrons of the classical studies in the Teutonic countries

were mostly men of earnest Christian convictions, who
cultivated them with a view to strengthening the cause

of Christianity, and of reforming tin Church, li was

especially the community of the Brothers of the Com-
mon Lite who founded a number of exec lk nt -.hi ill-.

in which the highest attainments in the- revived classi-

cal studies, and an i ducat ion in the principles of (arm -t.

purified Christianity, were aimed at. Though the com-

munity as a whole never entered into an oppositional

attitude with regard to the Church, but rather, like its

greatest member, Thomas a Kempis, limited itself to

teaching, preaching, and practicing that which in the

system of the ruling Church appeared to he unobjec-

tionable to earnest and pious Christians, its teachers and
pupils generally favored the idea of a Church reforma-

tion, and in the 16th century many of them became m-
thusiastical co-workers in the reformatory labors of Lu-
ther. Zw ingli, and Calvin.

The labors of such nun could not fail to kindle in

Germany still more the desire for a reformation, and
to strengthen the expectation that in resuming the

work of reformation on a grand scale the German na-

tion would take the lead. As early a- 1 157, chancellor

Mayer of Me ntz wrote to Tinea- Sylvius, subsequently

pope l'ius 1 1 :

• Tin' i < rman nation, once the queen of

the world, hut now a tributary handmaid of the Roman
Church, begins to arouse herself as out of a dream, and

is resolved to throw off the yoke." This spirit of pre-

paring for the overthrow of the papal yoke and the pu-

rification of Christianity at the' proper time wa- fondly

nurtured by hundreds of learned and pious men in the

latter part of the' loth and the beginning of the 16th

centurv ; and w hen at le llgth the righl lead) r app< aii d

at the' fulness of time, he found hundreds of thousands

ready to fall at once into line a- combatants in the' grand

army of reform.

II. Luther's Reformation in Germany.- While tin fore-

runners of the Reformation diffused in the Church the

yearning for a radical purification of Christianity, and

while the humani-ts were' educating a race much better

lit l id for being the standard-hearer- of a thorough reform

than we-re' the' reformers of preceding centuries, a num-

ber of other great events co-operated lor bringing the

mediaeval history of mankind to a close, and for usher-

ing in a new iera. Maritime discoveries of unparalleled

magnitude widened the horizon of the European nations

and led to a rapid growth of commerce, to an increase

of manufactures, and a greater and more general dififu-

-i f wealth. Th.' invention '•!' the art of printing

diffused knowledge among the masses of the people to

an extent which former generations would have regard-
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ed as impossible. Feudalism and mediaeval chivalry

collapsed before the rise of the wealthier and more in-

telligent, burgherdom of the cities and towns, on the one

hand, and the consolidation of powerful stales under

centralized governments, on the other. The new forces

which obtained a controlling influence upon modern so-

ciety were not always, and not by necessity, hostile to

the ruling Church ; but it is at once apparent that when
in alliance with reformatory Church movements they

were a considerable aid in raising up more formidable

oppositions to the popes and their Church than those

which had been put down in the Middle Ages. Soon
after the beginning of the 16th century, Germany, then

the soil most favorable to religious reform, produced the

man who succeeded in carrying through the reforms

which the preceding centuries had so often in vain at-

tempted, who dealt to the papacy a heavier blow than it

had received since the separation of the Eastern Church,

and whose name, forever associated with " The Refor-

mation," stands at the portal of modern history as one

of its greatest pillars. No one disputes the eminent po-

sition which Martin Luther occupies in history, nor the

extraordinary qualities which elevated him to it. The
Manual of Church History, by Dr. Alzog, which has

been translated into nearly all the languages of Europe,

and is very extensively used in the theological schools

of the Roman Catholic Church, says of Luther: l, If we
look upon his agitated, eventful life, we must count him
among the most remarkable men of all centuries, al-

though he has not grasped his mission as a reformer

of the Church. We must also recognise his courage,

though it frequently degenerated into defiance—his un-

tiring activity, his popular, irresistible eloquence, spark-

ling wit, and disinterestedness. He did not lack a pro-

found religious sentiment, which yearned for satisfaction,

and which constitutes the fundamental character and
the most brilliant feature of his system." A Protestant

Church historian (Kurtz) justly calls Luther a religious

genius, who was called to his great work by the rarest

union of the necessary qualifications and gifts of the in-

tellect, sentiment, character, and will ; who was trained

and educated by a providential guidance of his life;

who, in his own life, had passed through the entire es-

sential course of reformation, had tested in himself its

divine power, and then could not but make the holiest

and dearest experience of his life serviceable to all the

world.

1. The origin of the German Reformation was quite

humble and indefinite. Pope Leo X, of whom even
Roman Catholic writers must say that " he does not ap-

pear to have experienced the blessing and power of the

Christian faith," and that "religion was not to him the

highest affair of life," had arranged for a very extensive

sale of indulgences. It was not deemed worth while

to assign fur such an outrage upon the religious senti-

ment of pious Christians a more specious pretext than

that the proceeds of the sale were intended for a war
against the Turks and the erection of St. Peter's church.

The real destination of the money, it was quite common-
ly believed, was to defray the exorbitant expenditures

of the pope's court and to serve as a marriage dowry of

his sister. Archbishop Albert of Mentz, of whose Chris-

tian belief as little was known as of that of the pope,

authorized the sale in Germany on condition that fifty

per cent, of the gross income should flow into his own
pocket. A Dominican friar (Tetzel) carried on the trade

with an effrontery which outraged the sentiments of

thousands of earnest Christians. Among those who
were urged by their conscience to rise against this

profanation of Christianity was Luther, then a young
monk in an Augustinian convent. When a young stu-

dent, he had been driven by his anxiety for the salva-

tion of his soul into the retirement of a convent. After

long doubts and mental troubles, he had derived from a

profound study of the Scriptures, and of the writings of

Augustine and Tauler, the consolatory belief that man
is to be saved, not by his own works, but by faith in the

mercy of God in Christ. When he became a doctor of

the Sacred Scriptures, he was deeply impressed with the

duty imposed upon him by the oath he had to take on
the occasion of teaching and making known to the world
the truths of Christianity. Both as an earnest Christian,

who sincerely believed in the Christianity of the Script-

ures, and as a conscientious teacher of theology, Luther
felt himself impelled to enter an energetic protest against

the doings of Tetzel. In accordance with the principles

of the Church of Rome, he wrote to several neighboring

bishops to stop the sale of indulgences, and only when
this appeal remained unheeded he determined to act

himself. On the eve of All-Saints' Day, Oct. 31, 1517,

he affixed to the castle church of Wittenberg the cel-

ebrated ninety-five propositions, which are generally

looked upon as the beginning of Luther's reformation.

Both Protestant and Roman Catholic writers are agreed
that these theses involved by no means on Luther's part

a conscious renunciation of the Roman Catholic faith.

Luther himself showed this clearly by his subsequent
appeal to the pope; but Dr. Hase justly remarks that

Luther certainly must have been aware that he had
thrown out a challenge to the most powerful prelates

and monks. On the other hand, the opposition to

Rome was so widespread that Luther's words worked
upon public opinion as the kindling spark in a powder-
magazine. Even the pope, who had at first looked upon
the matter as another monkish quarrel, became startled

at the electric shock which it produced throughout the

Christian world. Serious measures for arresting the
progress of the movement were resolved upon. At first

the pope cited Luther to Rome, but at the request of

the University of Wittenberg and the elector of Saxony
the concession was made that the papal legate, Thomas
deVio,ofGaeta (better known in history under the name
Cajetanus), should examine Luther in a paternal man-
ner. The characteristic feature in Luther's line of de-

fence was the rejection of the arguments taken from the

fathers and the scholastics, and the demand to be re-

futed by arguments taken from the Bible. It was also

remarkable that soon after appealing from the cardinal's

treatment to the pope when better informed, he was
urged on, by a fresh papal bull in behalf of indulgences,

to change his appeal and to direct it to an oecumenical

council. Soon after, the Roman court found it expedient
to change its policy with Luther, and to endeavor to

bring him back by means ofcompromise and kindliness.

The papal chamberlain, Karl von Miltiz, a native of

Saxony, was so far successful that Luther promised to

write letters in which he would admonish all persons to

be obedient and respectful to the Roman Church, and
to write to the pope to assure him that he had never
thought of infringing upon the privileges of the Roman
Church. The promised letter was actually indited; its

language is full of expressions of humility, and exalts

the Roman Church above everything but Christ him-
self. He also promised to discontinue the controversy

if his opponents would do the same. But soon he was
drawn into the Disputation of Leipsic (June 27 to July
15, 1519), which the vainglorious Dr. Eck (even Roman
Catholic writers thus characterize him) had originally

arranged with Carlstadt. History awards to Dr. Eck
the glory of having been the more clever disputant, but
Luther's cause was nevertheless greatly benefited by it.

The arguments of his opponents drove Luther onward
to a more explicit rejection of Romish innovations. He
was led to assert that the pope was not by divine right.

the universal bishop of the Church, to admit a doubt of
the infallibility of councils, and to be convinced that not

all Hussite doctrines were heretical. At the same time,

the reformatory movement was greatly strengthened by
the universal sympathy that began to be expressed with
Luther, by the alliance with the liberal humanists and
knights of Germany, and especially by the open acces-

sion to his cause of one of the greatest scholars of the

age, Dr. Melancthon. The conflict between Rome and
Luther now became one fur life and death. Dr. Eck re-
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turned from a journey to Home with a bull which de-

clared Lutbei a heretic and ordered the burning of his

writings. Luther, on the other hand, systematized Ids

dews in three works, all of which appeared in 1520: To

his Imperial Majesty mid tht <'liri<iinn Nobility <;/' the

German Nation; On the Babylonian Captivity of the

Church; and Sermon on tht Freedom ofa Christian Man.

Finally he broke away the last, bridge of retreat by

publicly burning I
Dec. 10, 1520) the papal bull with tin-

papal canon law. The pope succeeded in prevailing

upon the German emperor and the German Diet of

Wormsi L521 I to proceed againsl Luther; and when the

latter firmly refused to recant, and avowed thai he could

yield nothing bul to the Holy Scriptures and reasonable

argument, he was placed under the ban of the empire;

bul so greal was the discontent in Germany with Rome
that the same assembly that condemned Luther fur

opposing the faith of their ancestors presented 101 ar-

ticles ofcomplaint againsl the Roman see. The ban of

the empire involved serious dangers for Luther, for it

gave permission to any one to assault his person and

seize upon his property; but he was saved from these

dangers by his secluded life at the Castle of Wartburg,

to which disguised horsemen, according to a previous

understanding with the elector, but againsl his own
desire, had conducted him. Far from the turmoil of

political agitation, he found time nol only to issue sev-

eral powerful polemical essays (againsl auricular con-

fession, against monastic vows, against masses for the

dead, and against the new idol of the archbishop of

Mentz), which refuted the rumor thai he was dead, bul

to conceive and partially execute the plan of translating

the Bible into the native tongue. During the absence

of Luther from Wittenberg, the Reformation under the

leadership of men who were more impetuous and prac-

tical, but less circumspect and theological, assumed a

more aggressive turn against Home. Several priests re-

n teed celibacy and were married; Carlstad t adminis-

tered the Lord's supper in both kinds, and in the German
language. To these changes Luther made no objection;

hut when Carlstad! began to commil open acts of vio-

lence in disturbing the public worship of the Roman
Church — when enthusiastic prophets appeared from

Zwickau, who boasted of immediate divine revelations,

rejected infant baptism, and denounced Church, State,

and science he emerged oi more from his seclusion,

silenced by powerful sermons his adversaries ai Witten-

berg, and once more placed himself at the helm of the

movement. In intimate union with Melancthon, he

now labored for completing the theological Byste f

the Church which began to rear itself on the basis of

his reformatory movement. Luther himself gave Ids

chiefattention to continuing the translation of the Bible

in German, which was com].hied in 1534, and consti-

tutes in every respei i
i of the master-productions of

the reformatory age; while Melancthon, in his cele-

brated work on theological science
| Loci Communes

Rerum Theologicarum), gave to the theological leaders

of the new Church a hand hook of doctrine which, a- a

literary production, ranked with the hot works thai the

Church ofRome had produced up to thai lime.

In Rome, Leo X had meanwhile (1521) been suc-

ceeded by Adrian VI, the sun of a mechanic of Utrecht,

who. while Btrongly attached to the continuity of the

external Church and opposed to the separation already

produced by Luther, was at the same time sincerely and

I devoted to the cause of a religious reform.

The energy displayed by him and the success obtained

were, however, by no means commensurate with the

honest} of In- convictions. During his short adminis-

traii 1521 '-'•;> he was neither able to arrest the anti-

Church reformation of Luther nor to smooth the way
for the introduction of any reforms within the Church.
The latter were hat sd in Rome no leas than the former.

and when Adrian died hi' was succeeded hy a human-
ist, I lenn m VI I. who, like Leo X. was anxious to pre-

eerve the splendor and the power of the papal court,

and showed not the least interest in the purity of rc-

ligion.

In Germany, during this interval, the protracted ab-

sence of the emperor bad prevented the adoption of

any stringent measures tor the suppression of the Ref-

ormation, and allowed the latter to -iriki- deeper r.^i-

in the nation. The majority of the princes, ii is true,

were not yet willing to pari with the religion of

their fathers, and to identify themselves with the

movement which they though! represented their be-

loved ancestors as heretics, They mistrusted Rome,
however; persisted in demanding reforms; contented

themselves with resolving at several successive diets

i hal i he Edict ol Worms should he carru d out as much
as possible, and thus enabled the princes and free cities

which were friendly to the Reformation to consolidate

it within the boundaries of their states. When ike papal

legate I lampe ggio bui a • di d at the 1 >iet of Ratisbon, in

1524, in bringing about an alliance between Ferdinand

of Austria, the dukes of Bavaria, and most of the bish-

ops of Southern Germany i"r the preservation of the old

faith and for carrying out the Edict ofWorms, landgrave

Philip of Hesse and i lector John of Saxony, at a mi 1
1-

ing held at Gotha, took the initiatory step for a count* r-

alliance of the friends of the Reformation. Luther and
Melancthon were at lirst opposed to the conclusion of

any offensive ami defensive alliance, on the ground that

God's cause should not he defended by carnal weapons.

When, however, the danger appeared to increase, a de-

fensive alliance between the landgrave and the elector

was concluded in 1526 at Torgau, and was soon joined

by a number of other princes, As the < mperor became
involved in a law foreign war in which i he pop

I he side of his enemies, the Diet of Spire unanimously

agreed upon the decree that until the meeting of a free

genera] council every state should act with regard to the

Edict of Worms as it might venture to answer to tied

and his imperial majesty. This decree gave to the states

which were friendly to the Reformation time to reorgan-

ize the churches of their territories on the basis of the

Reformation. The lead was taken by the elector John
the Constant of Saxony. Melancth Irew up the ar-

ticles of visitation, in accordance with which, in 1529, a

general Church visitation of ecclesiastical and lay coun-

cillors look place. Among the results of tins visitation

were the compilation of two catechisms hy Luther for

more ( flScient instruction of the children in the elements

of religion, the appointment of superintendents to i ser-

cise spiritual supervision, and the introduction of an ec-

clesiastical constitution,which became thecoma
el for the churches in the other German stat< s. Luth< r.

in the meantime | 1525 >. had followed the example of

many of his clerical friends and married. As the con-

tinuing centre of the entire movement, Luther exerted

a powerful influence in many din ctions as professor and

author by an extensive correspondence far beyond the

horders of Germany, and by supplying the churches

with a great number of excellent Church hymns in the

native tongue. By these Church hymns, as well a- by

his translation ofthe Bible, Luther al the same time oc-

cupied so prominent a position in the history of G< rman

literature that Germany as a nation appeared to be un-

do the greatest indebtedness to him. and ii- further

progress to he closelj linked to the success of the Ref-

ormation. A number of theological controversies into

which Luther was drawn, and of w hich those with kin<;

Henry VIII of England, with Erasmus, with Carlstadt,

and Zwingli were the most important, belong more to

the personal history of Luther than to thai of the Ref-

ormation.
_'. A mw cri>is for the German Reformation began in

1529 with i he- Diel ol Spire'. The emperor having vic-

toriously finished hi- war-, was now free' from foreign

entanglements, ami showed himselfdetermined to main-

tain the religious unity of the empire. A very numer-

ous attendance of bishops and prelates secured a Cath-

olic majority, which, in accordance with the imperial
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demand, decreed that the Edict of Worms should be car-

ried through in the states which had hitherto acknowl-

edged its authority, but that no innovations should be

required in the remaining provinces; that none should

be obstructed in celebrating the mass; and that the

privileges of every spiritual estate should be respected.

Against this recess, which if carried out would have

made a further progress of the Reformation impossible,

Electoral Saxony, Hesse, Limeburg, Anhalt, the mar-

grave of Brandenburg, and fourteen imperial cities en-

tered a protestation, from which they were henceforth

called Protestants. They appealed from it to the em-

peror—to a free council and a German national assem-

bly. Philip of Hesse urged the evangelical princes to

assume a defiant attitude for the defence of the Refor-

mation, and, in order to strengthen their alliance, ad-

vised a union with the imperial cities that favored the

Reformation of Zuingli. In accordance with his wishes,

a theological colloquy was arranged at Marburg (Oct. 1

to :i. 1529), in which Zwingli, Luther. (Ecolampadius,

and Melancthon took part. They failed to effect an

agreement in the doctrine of the Lord's supper, but

parted with the mutual promise to end the public con-

troversy. Soon after the evangelical princes assembled

at the Convention of Schwabach, Luther had drawn up,

on the basis of the articles of Marburg, the so-called sev-

enteen Schwabach articles, which the Zwinglian cities

were requested to sign as conditional of their admission

to the alliance. The request was, however, declined, and

the convention remained without result. At the next

Diet of Augsburg (1530) the emperor intended to put an

end to the religious strife. The elector of Saxony there-

fore requested his theologians to draw up a brief summa-
ry of the evangelical faith, and they accordingly present-

ed to him a revision of the Schwabach articles at Torgau

(the Torgau articles). The elector was accompanied to

Augsburg by Spalatin, Melancthon. and Jonas. Luther,

who was still under the ban of the empire, remained be-

hind at Coburg. The emperor's arrival was delayed,

and Melancthon used the time up to the opening of the

diet (June 20) for composing, on the basis of the Torgau

articles, the famous Confession of Augsburg (q. v.), the

first of the symbolical books of the Lutheran Church,

which, after being approved by Luther, was signed by

the states. It had been drawn up both in Latin and in

German; and although the emperor desired the Latin

text to be read, it was at the request of the elector pub-

licly read to the diet in German (June 25). Some of

the princes admitted that they had derived from this

document a clearer conception of the Reformation than

they had possessed heretofore of its character and de-

sign; but the emperor commissioned the Catholic theo-

logians Faber, Eck, Cochlseus, and Wimpina to prepare

a " confutation" of the Confession, which was read on

Aug. 3. The emperor declared that he was determined

to stand by the doctrines laid down in the confuta-

tion; that he expected the same from the princes;

that he was the patron of the Church, and not willing

to tolerate a schism in Germany. He refused to receive

the "Apology of the Augsburg Confession," which had

been composed by Melancthon in reply to the "confuta-

tion." The recess of the empire of Sept. 22 announced

that the confession of the Protestants had been refuted,

but that time for consideration would be given to them
until April 15 of the next year; until then all should re-

frain from diffusing their heresy by writing or preach-

ing; and within six months a general council would be

called for the ultimate settlement of the matter. The
Edict of Worms was to be carried out, and the imperial

court was to proceed against the disobedient. As, soon

after the close of the diet, a legal process was actually be-

gun against the Protestant states for having confiscated

the property of the Church, the Protestant powers met
at Smalkald, and concluded (1531) a defensive alliance

for six years, at the head of which the elector of Saxony
and the landgrave of Hesse were placed. Fortunately

for the new alliance, the emperor was soon again in-

volved in a war with the Turks, who threatened an in-

vasion of Austria and Germany, and his desire to obtain

the aid of the Protestant churches once more disposed

him favorably towards toleration. New negotiations

resulted in the conclusion of the religious peace of Nu-
remberg (July 23, 1532), which enjoined upon both par-

ties mutual friendship and Christian love until the ap-

proaching council. Pope Clement VII so far yielded to

the demands of the emperor that he promised in 1533 to

convoke a council within the space of a year at Mantua,

Bologna, or Piacenza ; but he demanded, at the same
time, from the Protestants a previous unconditional sub-

mission to the decrees of the council. This promise the

Protestants naturally refused to give, though they were

ready to attend the council and plead their cause. The
power of the Protestants in the meanwhile was greatly

strengthened by the accession of the dukes ofPomerania

and Wiirtemberg, and by a union with the cities which
favored the Zwinglian Reformation; and which, after a

religious colloquy, held at Cassel in 1535, between Me-
lancthon and Bucer, agreed in May, 1536, upon the Wit-

tenberg ( 'oiieord. by which the cities unequivocally ac-

cepted the Augsburg Confession. When in July, 1530,

the pope actually convoked the council at Mantua, the

Protestant states met again for consultation at Smal-

kald. They accepted and signed the " Articles of Smal-

kald" which had been composed by Luther, and which

presented the doctrines of the Reformation in much
stronger terms than the Confession of Augsburg, and

they remained unanimous in the resolve not to attend

an Italian council, at which the pope would appear both

as a party and as a judge. The council did not meet,

but in 1538 a " holy league" for the suppression of

Protestantism was formed at Nuremberg by the arch-

bishops of Mentz and Salzburg, the dukes of Bavaria,

George of Saxony, and Henry of Brunswick. But the

next year George died, and was succeeded by his Prot-

estant brother Henry, who found it easy to carry through

the Reformation; and a few years later (1512), Henry
of Brunswick was driven from his dominions, into which

his conquerors likewise introduced the Reformation.

The elector of Brandenburg. Joachim I. a decided enemy
of Luther, was likewise (1535) succeeded by a Protes-

tant son. Thus gradually the Reformation gained over

to its side nearly all the secular princes of Germany, with

the exception of the dukes of Bavaria and the house of

Hapsburg, which found it necessary to adhere to the

old faith on account of its connection with Spain, Bel-

gium, and Italy. Several new attempts were made to

effect a reconciliation of the contending parties. The
Colloquy of Worms (1540) remained without any result.

At the Diet of Ratisbon (1541), where Rome was repre-

sented by the pious legate Contarini, who himself fa-

vored the fundamental doctrines of Protestantism as they

were then maintained, an agreement was effected be-

tween the theologians concerning the doctrine of justifi-

cation and other points, but it was found impossible to

harmonize views on transubstantiation. The Protes-

tants, but not the Catholics, hail to pledge themselves

to abide by the agreed articles (the Ratisbon Interim)

until the meeting of the council. The pope was finally

prevailed upon by the emperor to open (Dec. 13, 1545)

the long-promised council at Trent, a city of the Ger-

man empire. The emperor still adhered to the plan to

force the pope into a Catholic reformation of the Church,

and the Protestants into submission to the Church. An-
other colloquy at Ratisbon was arranged in 15415 to draw-

up a basis of union to be submitted to the council, but it

remained without result. At the same time, the em-
peror was determined to break the political power of

Protestantism by annihilating the Smalkald alliance,

and in this he was quite successful. The elector and

the landgrave were declared guilty of high-treason, and

in the ensuing Smalkaldie war. in which duke Maurice,

though himself a Protestant, fought from political mo-

tives on the side of the emperor, both princes were de-

feated and made prisoners. The other members of the
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league, with the exception of a few cities, submitted, nations, the "Religious Peace of Augsburg" was con-
The emperor was anxious nol to give to his expedition eluded. It guaranteed the free ex< rcise "I religion to
the name of a religious war. bul the pope accorded a the Catholics and the adherents of the Confessi* f

plenary indulgence to all who would aid in the extermi- Augsburg. According to the " territorial system," which
•rman state had
dominion. The

where he had been invited to act as umpire between the subjects of both Protestant and Catholic governments
< its of Mansfeld. In order to prevent the participa- who wen- unwilling to conform to the ruling religion
tion of the Protestants in the council, the pope caused retained only the righf to leave their country without

nation of the heretics. Shortly before the beginning of now came into use, the prince ofeverj Get
the war (Feb. 18, 1546), Luther had died at Eisleben, aright to reform the Church within his d<

tin- immediate condemnation ofsome important Protes-

tant doctrines in the tirst session of that body; ami to

escape the reformatory pressure of the emperor, he trans-

ferred the council (March, 1547), on the pretext that in

Trenl ii was threatened by the pestilence, to Bologna,
« here it soon dissolved. The emperor was greatly dis-

satisfied, and determined to go on with his own re-

formatory policy for preserving the religious unity of

Christendom. At his request, the conciliator)- and no-

ble-minded bishop of Naumburg, Julius von Pflugk,

and the court preacher of the elector of Brandenburg,
John Agricola, drew up the Augsburg Interim (1548),
which was adopted by the diet, and was to serve as the
standard according to which all matters relating to re-

ligion should be arranged until the decision of the coun-
cil. At first the Interim was intended to be valid for

both Protestants and Catholics, but it really remained
iii force only among the former, to whom it conceded
the marriage of the clergy, the use of the cup in the
sacrament, .and some indefinite constructions of particu-

lar doctrines of the Catholic Church. The Protestants

obstruction. The Protestants remained in possession of
the ecclesiastical benefices which they held in 1555. But
with regard to the luture.it was provided that all spirit-

ual states of the empire which should subsequently go
over to the Augsburg Confession should by thai act-for-

feil their offices and possessions. The Catholics n mem-
bered with Tear the losses which they had sustained by
the secession of the grand master of the • ii rman order,

Albert of Brandenburg, and with which they were
threatened by the sympath) with the Reformation of
the archbishop Hermann of < lologne; and they therefore

believed that on the adoption of the articles securing to

them the possesion <>f hishoprics and other ecclesiastical

states, even if their actual incumbents should become
Protestants, the very existence of their Church would
depend. The article called " Ecclesiastical Reservation"
(Reservatum Ecclesiasticum) was proclaimed by the
Roman lung Ferdinand as an actual ordinance of the

diet, though the Protestants loudly protested against it.

and their protest bad to be recorded in the peace.

III. Zidnglis and Calvin Reformation in Switzer-
submitted to the Interim with great reluctance; and land.—Next to Germany, Switzerland became the prin-
even the emperor's ally. Maurice of Saxony, did not risk cipal source of the Reformation. Bul it sent forth two
its unconditional introduction, and at his advice the

Leipsic Interim (1548) was drawn up by Melancthon, in
which the greater part of the Catholic ritual was de-
clared to lie indifferent (adiapkoron),nnd therefore fil to

1m- retained. It also declared that the power of the pope
and of the bishops might be acknowledged so long as

they used it for the edification, and not for the destruc-

tion, of the I Ihurch. Bul even this more Protestant In-

terim gave no satisfaction, and the fermentation contin-

ued until the new pope. Julius III. reconvoked the ( loun-

cilofTrent for .May 1. 1551. The emperor demanded thai

cipal

currents which have never fully united, though many
connecting canals have been buill between them, and
both are now usually acknowledged as belonging to

one comprehensive system, which is commonly desig-

nated as the Reformed Church. One of the movements
originated in German, the other in French, Switzerland.

At the head of the one was I'lric Zwingli, al the head
of the.other John Calvin. The thirteen cantons which
constituted Switzerland at the beginning of the 16th
century were still in nominal connection with the (icr-

man empire: and the same causes, therefore, w hich have
Protestants should attend the council, but Maurice made been referred to in our account of Germany favored the
the attendance dependent upon the condition that Prot- growth of the Reformation in Switzerland. Dissatis-

estants should receive the right of voting, thai the for- faction with and contempt of Rome were, moreover, pro-
mer resolutions against the Protestants should be annul- moted in Switzerland by the large number of mercc
led. and that the pope himself should lie Subject to a naries who were employed in t he military sen ice of t he
general council. Melancthon elaborated as the basis of popes, and who, after returning home, not onh diffused

the doctrinal negotiations the <'tmj'<s.<i<> Saxonica, or a knowledge of the utter corruption prevailing in Rome,
Repeiitio ('<mu .<.<i<niis A nt/nstanee. Protestan I deputies
from Wiirtemberg, Brandenburg, Saxony, and Stras-

burg appeared al Trent, and Melancthon, accompanied

by several theologians of Wittenberg, set out to join

them. The situation of the Reformation was radically

changedwhen Maurice concluded a secret alliance against

the emperor wit ha number of Protestan I prince- and the

Catholic king of France, to whom, for his assistance, the

t hree < lerman hishoprics of Met/, 'foul, and Verdun were
m a. in rously surrendered by the allies. Maurice, in a

short and decisive war (1552), completely defeated the

emperor, whowas sick at [nnspruck, and compelled him
to agree to the Treaty of Passau (July 30, 1552), which

tndgrave of Hesse al liberty (the elector of Sax-
ony had been liberated previously), opened the impe-
rial council to the adherents of the i:< formation, prom-
ised a diet lor the settlement of the religious differences,

and provided a permanent peace tor at least all those
who sympathized with the Augsburg Confession. The
continuance of the war between Germany ami France
delayed the convocation of the Diel of Augsburg until

Feb., 1555. Both parties in Germany had arrived af

the conviction that the ho| f terminating the reli

hut by their own unworthy lives helped to bring Rome
into disrepute.

1. Dlric Zwingli, who gave the firsl impulse to the

Reformation in German Switzerland [see Zwingli],
had reeeh ed his education at the universities ofVienna
and Basle, and in the latter place had joined himself to

a circle of enthusiastic admirers of ancient learning

and of enlightened religious \ ievt - w ho gathi red around

Erasmus. It was more classical education and scien-

tific study of the Holy Scriptures than, as in the ease

of Luther, religious experience which made Zwingli an

earnest advocate of religious reform, although, like his

teacher Erasmus, he continued to hope for a reforma-

tion within the Church by the ecclesiastical authorities

themselves. Such views were entertained quite gen-

erally in Switzerland: and thus, il gh Zwingli in

1518 raised his voice againsl the effrontery of a trader

in indulgences, the Franciscan monk Bernardin Samson,
he was appointed papal chaplain by the papal legate.

Hi- preaching againsl the corruption- prevailing in the

Church became more earnest after he had been ap-

pointed, in 1519, "Lent priest" in Zurich. The influ-

ences proceeding from Lutherdidnol remain without ef-

ious controversy by means of religious colloquies or by feet upon him. and he began to be looked upon in Zurich
general conn, il si be abandoned for the present, as a Lutheran at heart. When he designated the rule of
d that peace and order in the empire could only be

]
fasting as an ordinance of man. the Council of Zurich,

in 1522, took his part against the bishop of Constance

ana cnai peace ami ortter in the eni]

maintained by mutual forbearance. After long nego-
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Zwingli's first reforming work. Von Ertiesen und Frey-

h, it ill r Spyseni which was published at this time, gave

a new impulse to the movement. In the same year,

Zwingli, in the name of the reformatory party among
the clergy, addressed the Diet of Lucerne and the bish-

op of Constance in behalf of a free preaching of the

Gospel; he also demanded the abolition of priestly celi-

bacy. In accordance with Zwingli's wish, the Council

of Zurich arranged on Jan. 29, 1523, a religious confer-

ence, at which Zwingli presented the reformatory doc-

trines he had preached in sixty-seven articles, and de-

fended them sq successfully that the Council of Zurich

charged all the preachers to preach the pure Gospel in

the same manner. Soon after, Zwingli received an ef-

ficient colaborer in his reformatory efforts by the ap-

pointment of Leo Judse as Lent priest at Zurich. Sev-

eral events signalized at this time the steady advance

of the cause. The council allowed nuns to leave their

convents, several of the clergy married without hin-

drance, a German baptismal service was introduced, and

the cathedral chapter, at its own request, received new
and suitable ordinances. In other cantons, especially

in Lucerne, Fribourg, and Zug, a violent opposition was
manifested against the Reformation, but in Zurich its

success was fully secured. The council convoked a new
conference for October 26, upon images and the mass, to

which all Swiss bishops and cantons were invited, but

only Schaffhausen and St. Gall sent delegates. No
champion for images and mass was found at the con-

ference, and the Council of Zurich concluded to promote

the reformation of the canton by diffusing the proper

instruction in the country districts, for which purpose

Zwingli, the abbot Von Cappel, and Conrad Schmidt,

commander of the knights of St. John at Kussnacht,

were appointed. With the assent of the council, Zwin-
gli published his Christian Introduction, which was to

explain to the people more fully the meaning of the

religious Reformation. Soon new reformatory meas-

ures were adopted by the council. The shrined pictures

in the churches were shut up, and every priest was left

free to celebrate mass or not as he chose (Dec, 1523).

On Whit-Sunday, 152-1, the work of removing the im-

ages from the churches was begun, and it was com-
pleted in thirteen days. The abolition of many other

usages followed in rapid succession; and the transfor-

mation in religious service was completed by the cele-

bration on April 13, 14, and 16, 1525, of the Lord's sup-

per again in its original simplicity in the great min-

ster. The publication of Zwingli's I)e Vera et Falsa

Religione and the first part of the Zurich translation

of the Bible likewise gave a favorable impulse. Be-
yond Zurich, the Reformation was carried through in

nearly the whole canton of Appenzell, and in the town
of Miihlhausen; a broad foundation was laid in Berne

by the preaching of the prudent Berchtold Haller; in

Basle, Wolfgang Fabricius Capito and Caspar Hedio
were the first preachers, and in 1524 the authorities

conceded to John CEcolampadius those conditions in

regard to reform under which he accepted an appoint-

ment as minister. The Reformation also gained a firm

ground in Schaffhausen and St.. Gall. The majority of

the cantons were, however, still opposed to the Refor-

mation, and the Diet of Lucerne (Jan., 1525) endeav-

ored to satisfy the longing for a reformation without

rending the Church. Its decrees, however, did not go

into effect; and the Catholic cantons, in accordance with

the advice of Dr. Eck, arranged a new religious dispu-

tation at Baden (May 19, 1526), where CEcolampadius

acted as the spokesman of the Reformed theologians.

Though both parties claimed the victory, the Refor-

mation continued to make progress. In the summer
of 1526, the Grisons granted religious freedom : in April,

1527, the Reformed party obtained a majority in the

Council of Berne, which, after a new disputation at

Berne (Jan. 6, 1528), officially introduced the Reforma-

tion. Decisive measures for securing the preponder-

ance of the Reformation were taken in 1528 bv St. Gall,

and in 1529 by Basle and Glarus. As the most zeal-

ous of the Catholic cantons, especially Sehwyz, Uri,

Unterwalden, Lucerne, Valais, and Fribourg, resorted to

forcible measures for the suppression of the Reforma-
tion, Zurich and Constance, on Dec. 25, 1527, formed a

defensive alliance under the name of Burgher Rights.

It was joined in 1528 by Berne and St. Gall; in 1521) by
Biel, Miihlhausen, Basle, and Schaffhausen; in 1530 by
Strasburg, which had been repelled by the German
Protestants. The landgrave of Hesse also was received

into it in 1530, at least by Zurich and Basle. In the

meanwhile fiveCatholic cantons—Lucerne, Zug, Sehwyz,
Uri, and Unterwalden—had concluded ( April, 1529) a

league with king Ferdinand for the maintenance of the

old faith. A war declared by Zurich in 1529 against

the five cantons was of short duration, and the peace was
favorable to the former. In 1531 the war was renewed,

and the forces of Zurich were totally defeated at Cap-
pel, Zwingli himself finding his death. The peace

which Zurich and Berne were forced to conclude was,

on the whole, humiliating ; it recognised, however, and
secured both confessions of faith. Soon after the bat-

tle of Cappel, CEcolampadius died (Nov. 23, 1531) of

grief for the losses of the Reformed Church. Henry
Bullinger in Zurich, and Oswald Myconius in Basle,

now became the leading spirits among the Reformed,

whose strength was greatly impaired by internal dis-

sensions and by the progress of the Anabaptists. The
Catholic cantons succeeded in arresting the further

spread of the Reformation in German Switzerland, and
in repressing it by force in some free districts and in

parts of the cantons Soleure and Glarus; but in the

remainder of the Reformed cantons, especially in Zurich

and Berne, the population steadfastly continued to ad-

here to the cause of religious reform.

2. In French Switzerland, the reformatory movement
began in 1526 in the French parts of the cantons Berne
ami Biel, where the Gospel was preached by William
Farel, a native of France. In 1530 be established the

Reformation in Neufchatel. In Geneva a beginning

was made as early as 1528; in 1534, after a religious

conference held at the suggestion of the Bernese, in

which Farel defended the Reformation, public worship

was allowed to the Reformed ; rapid progress was then

made through the zeal of Farel, Froment, and Yiret;

and in 1535, after another disputation, the papacy was
abolished by the council and the Reformation adopted.

In 1536 John Calvin [see Calvin] arrived in Geneva,

and was induced by Farel to remain in the city and to

aid him in his struggle against a party of freethinkers

who called themselves Spiri/itels. In October of the

same year he took part with Farel and Yiret in a re-

ligious disputation held at Lausanne, which resulted in

the adhesion of the Pays-de-Vaud to the cause of the

Reformation. In 1538 both Calvin and Farel were ban-

ished by the council, which had taken offence at the

strict Church discipline introduced by the Reformers.

Soon, however, the friends of the Reformation regained

the ascendency, and Calvin was recalled in 1541. while

Farel remained in Neufchatel. For several years Cal-

vin had to sustain a desperate struggle against his op-

ponents, but in 1555 they were finally subdued in an
insurrection set on foot by Ami Perrin. From that

time the reformatory ideas of Calvin were carried

through in both Church and State with iron consist-

ency, and Geneva became a centre whence reformatory

influences spread to the remotest parts of Europe. By
an extensive correspondence and numerous religious

writings, he exerted a strong personal influence far be-

yond the boundaries of Switzerland. The theological

academy of Geneva, founded in 1588, supplied the

churches of many foreign countries, especially France,

with preachers trained in the spirit of Calvin. When
Calvin died, in 1564, the continuation of his work de-

volved upon the learned Theodore Beza. Calvin dis-

agreed in man}' points with Zwingli, whose views grad-

ually lost ground as those of Calvin advanced. The
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Second Helvetic Confession, the most important among
the symbolical books of the Reformed Church, which
was compiled by Bullinger in Zurich, published in 1566,

and recognised in all Reformed countries, completed the

superiority of < lalvin's principles over those of Zwingli.

;:. Although the majority of the German Protestant

churches remained in connection with the Lutheran

Reformation, a German Reformed Church which wore

in ietic aspeel sprang up in several

pari- of Germany. In 1560 the elector Frederick III

dl the Palatinate embraced the Reformed creed, and

organized the Church of his dominions according to

Reformed principles. By his authority, Ursinus and

Olevianus composed the Heidelberg Catechism, which
soon came to be regarded no) only as the standard

symbolical book of the German Reformed Church, bu<

was highly esteemed throughoul the Reformed world.

Maurice, the learned landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, after

several fruitless attempts to reconcile the Lutheran
and Reformed churches, joined the latter in 1564, and
compelled the Lutheran Church of his dominion to

enier into communion with Calvinism. In Anhalt,

Calvinism was introduced chiefly from attachment to

Melancthon, and Nassau introduced the Heidelberg

Catechism in consequence of its relation to the house
• I Orange. The most important accession to the Re-

formed Church of Germany was that of John Sigis-

mund, elector of Brandenburg, who on Christmas daw
1613, received the Lord's supper in the court church of

Berlin according to the Calvinistic ritual. Although
he tried, as all princes of these times did. to induce the

people to follow his example, the overwhelming ma-
jority of the country continued to remain Lutheran.

Among the free imperial cities, it was especially Bremen
which adopted the Reformed creel.

IV. //) English Reformation.—In England the writ-

ings of Luther were warmly welcomed by many, espe-

cially by those who secretly adhered to the doctrines of

Wycliffe. King Henry VIII, who was a great admirer

of St.Thomas a Becket, wrote against Luther (1521) the

work Adsertio VII Sacramenlorum, for which he re-

ceived from the pope the title Defensor Fidei. He also

wrote the emperor of Germany a letter in which he

called lor the extirpation of the heretics. But Luther-
anism found zealous adherents even at the English

universities, and an English translation of the Bible

( 1526 i by Frith and Tyndale, members of the universi-

ty ot Cambridge, had a decisive effect. Soon the king
tell out with the pope, because the latter refused to annul

Henry's marriage with Catharine of Aragon, the niece

of the emperor ( 'harles V. The kin--, who repn sented

that his marriage with Catharine, his brother's widow,
was open to objections, laid the matter, by advice of

Thomas < Iranmer, before the < Shristian universities: ami
when replies were received declaring the marriage with
a brother's wife as null and void, the king separated

from Catharine, married Anne Boleyn, and fell under

the papal han. The English Parliament sundered the

connection between England and Rome, and r< gnised

the king as the head of the Church. Henry was de-

Birous of destroj ing the influence of the pope over the

Church ofEngland, to which, in other respects, he wished
to preserve the continuity of its < latholic character. The
cloisters were subjected to a visitation in L535, and to-

tally abolished in 1536; and the Bible was diffused in

the mother tongue 1 1538) as the only source of doctrine;

but the statute of 1539 imposed distinct limits upon the

Reformation, and, in particular, confirmed transubstan-

tiation, priestly celibacy, masses lor the dead, and au-

ricular confi ion. \ considerable number of those who
refused to comply with the religious changes introduced
into England were executed. A powerful party. headed
by Thomas Cranmer, after 1533 archbishop of Canter-
bury, and Thomas Cromwell, after 1534 royal vicar-

general for ecclesiastic affaii
, exerted a silent influence

in behalf of a nearer approach towards the Reformed
churches of continental Europe. They met with little

succ( ss during the reign of Henry, hut obtained a ma-
jority in the regency which ruled England during the

minority of Edward VI. I'eter Mart] r, < techino, Buo r.

and Fagius were .ailed to England to aid Cranmer in

carrying through the Reformation. The basis was laid

in the Hook of Homilies (1547), the new English liturgy

(the Book of Common Prayer, 1548), and the Forty-two
Articles (1552); hut the labors ol Cranmer were inter-

rupted by the death of Edward V I (1553). His suc-

cessor, queen .Mary, the daughter of Henry and Catha-
rine of Aragon, was a devoted partisan of the Church
ot Rome, during who-.- reign Cranmer and from three

hundred to four hundred other per>on> were •

on account of their religion. A papal nuncio appeared
in England, and an obsequious parliament sanctioned

the reunion with Rome; hut the all'ectioiis of the peo-

ple were not regained, and the early death of Mary
(1558) put an end to the official restoration of the Pa-

pal church. Queen Elizabeth, the daughter of Henry
and Anne Boleyn, whose birth, in consequence of the

papal decision, was regarded by the Roman Catholics

as illegitimate, resumed the work of her father, and

npleted the English Reformation, as distinct both

from the Church of Rome and the Reformations of

Germany and Switzerland. The Hook of Common
Prayer which had been adopted under Edward was
so i hanged as to he less oll'eiisive to Catholics, and by
the Act of Uniformity, June, 1559, it was made bind-

ing on all the churches of the kingdom. Most of the

( a i holies conformed; of9400 clergy, their bem Bet - were

only lost by fourteen bishops, fifteen heads of ecclesias-

tical corporations, fifty canons, and about eighty prie-ls.

Matthew Parker, the former teacher of the queen, was
appointed archbishop of Canterbury. The validity of

his ordination, which was not sanctioned by the pope.

nor made according to the Roman rite, was at once dis-

puted in numerous < at holic writings, hut has also found

s Catholic defenders, as Le Cuurayer. The Confes-

sion of Faith which had been drawn up under Edward
in forty-two articles was reduced to thirty-nine articles.

and in this form it was adopted by a convocation of the

clergy at London in 1562, and by Parliament made, in

1571, the ride of faith for all the clergy. According to

the Thirty-nine Articles, the Scriptures contain every-

thing necessary to salvation ; justification is through

faith alone, hut works acceptable to (hid are the neces-

sary fruit of this faith; in the Lord'.- supper tie re is ;l

communion of the body of Christ, which is spiritually

received by faith; ami predestination is apprehended
only as it is a source of consolation. Supreme power

over the Church is vested in tin' English crown, hut it

is limited by the statutes. Bishops continued to he

the highest ecclesiastical officers and the tir-t barons

of the realm. Subscription to the articles was made
binding only on the clergy: to the laity freedom of

conscience was allowed. The adoption oi' the Thirty-

nine Articles completed, in the main, the constitution

of the Episcopal Church of England. Some parts of

the Church government and the liturgy, especially the

retaining of sacerdotal vestments, gave ureal offence to

a number of zealous friends of a radical religious refor-

mation who had suffered persecution during the reign

Of Mary. and. w Idle exiles, had Income strongly attached

to the principles of strict Calvinism. The)- demanded
a great* r purity of the < 'liurch t hence their name Puri-

tans), a simple, spiritual form ofworship, a Btricl church

discipline, and a Presbyterian form ofgovernment. The
Act of Uniformity (1559) threatened all Nonconform-

ists wilh line- and imprisonment, and their ministers

with deposition and banishment. When the provisions

of the ad began to he enforced, a number of the Non-

conformist clergy formed separate congregations in con-

nection with presbyteries (since 1572), and a consider-

able portion of i he clergy and laity of the Established

i hutch bj mpatbized with them. The rupture between
t he part ies was w idened in 1592 by an act of Parliament

that all who obstinately refused to attend public wor-
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ship, or led others to do so, should be imprisoned and

submit, or after three months be banished; and again in

1595, when the Presbyterians applied the Mosaic Sab-

bath laws to the Christian Sunday, and when Calvin's

doctrines respecting predestination excited animated

disputes.

A much more uncompromising opposition than that

by the Puritans was made to the Established Church
by Robert Brown, who embraced (from 1580) Calvinism

in its strictest form, denounced the English Church as

a false Church, and demanded that, in accordance with

the apostolic example, every congregation should be an

independent Church. His adherents, who were vari-

ously designated as Brownists, Independents, and Con-
gregationalists, renounced all fellowship with the Church
of England, and met with great success, though Brown
himself returned to the Church of England. In 1593

there were about 20,000 Independents in England : those

who fled to Holland founded a number of churches there,

and from Holland the Pilgrim fathers brought this branch

of the English Reformation over to the New World.
The Stuarts entertained immoderate opinions as to

the royal authority in Church and State. James I. the

son of Mary Queen of Scots, remained, in spite of the

Gunpowder Plot (1005), mild towards the Catholics, but

bitterly opposed to Puritanism. The Catholic element

in the Established Church was greatly strengthened,

and an attempt was even made to restore episcopacy

in Scotland. A bond of union was, however, given to

all parties by an excellent new translation of the Bible

into English, with which king James's name is honor-

ably connected. Charles I followed in the footsteps of

his father; and as the bishops sided with him in his

conflicts with Parliament and his endeavors to enforce

the divine right of kings, the king's overthrow, which
ended in his execution (1649), involved the overthrow

of the supremacy of the Episcopal Church. The Par-

liament summoned an assembly of divines at West-
minster— the Westminster Assembly (1043-49)—and,

in accordance with the proposition of this assembly,

introduced a Presbyterian form of government and a

Puritanic form of worship. Soon after the death of

Cromwell, however, the Stuarts were recalled (1000) and
the Episcopal Church re-established. The Test Act

(1673) prohibited every one from holding any public

office unless he had acknowledged the king's ecclesi-

astical supremacy and had received the sacrament of

the Lord's supper in an Episcopal church. In conse-

quence of the adherence of James II to the Church of

Rome, there arose one more conflict between the Eng-
lish king and the Episcopal Established Church; but

when William III of Orange became king the consti-

tution of the Church was definitely settled (1G89). The
Church of England retained the Episcopal form of gov-

ernment, and Ireland was placed under the jurisdiction

of the Church of England. This connection between

the Established Church of England and the Established

Church of Ireland remained until 1870, when the latter

was disestablished and its official connection with the

Church of England severed. The " Church of Ireland"

since then forms an independent, self-governing body;

while the Scotch Episcopal Church and the Protestant

Episcopal Church of the United States agree with the

religious creed of the Church of England, but frame

their Church laws with entire independence.

V. The Presbyterians of Scotland.—The first knowl-

edge of the Reformation begun in continental Europe

was brought to Scotland by several Scotch students of

Wittenberg. They tried to circulate Luther's writings,

but found the ground not favorable to a reformation, be-

cause king James V had intimately allied himself with

the clergy for the purpose of curbing the power of the

nobility. Stringent measures were adopted against the

favorers of the Reformation. The first victim was Pat-

rick Hamilton (March 1, 1528), a youth of royal blood,

who, while studying in German)', had imbibed a love

of the Reformation. Two more Reformers were burned

in 1534 ; in 1539, five in Edinburgh and two in Glasgow.
Nevertheless, the adherents of the Reformation stead-

ily increased in number, especially among the nobles.

When James V died, the leader of the reformatory par-

ty, James Hamilton, earl of Arran, succeeded in seizing

the regency. When the latter saw his political in-

fluence endangered by the Reformed earl of Lennox,
he was gained over by the widowed queen and by
David Beautoun (Beton), cardinal-archbishop of St.

Andrew's, to the Catholic side, and persecution began
afresh. The Catholic party derived some advantages
from the national war against Henry VIII of England,
as the latter was looked upon as a patron of reformatory

movements; but the burning of George Wishart, one
of the theological leaders of the Reformation, rallied the

reformatory party anew. Lender the guidance of John
Knox they began to advance more firmly, and to de-

velop their ecclesiastical affairs more definitely. As
both Knox and Wishart had been educated at Geneva,
and were firmly addicted to the Reformed Confession,

the reformed type of the Reformation now obtained in

Scotland a decided and lasting ascendency over the Lu-
theran. The Reformed party allied itself with the Eng-
lish government, the Catholics with that of France.

The latter sent the young daughter of James V, Miry
Stuart, to France for education, where she was subse-

quently married to king Francis II of France, and im-
bibed an enthusiastic attachment to the Church ofRome.
In 1554 the fanatical dukes of Guise, the brothers of

the widowed queen, became regents of Scotland. The
French influence was strongly used for the repression

of the reformatory party, which, on the other hand,

was benefited by the accession to the English throne

nf Mary, daughter of Henry VIII. Protection was af-

forded to the English Protestants who had fled on account

of their religion, and freedom of worship was again se-

cured by the native friends of the Reformation. John
Knox, who in 1540 had had to flee from Scotland, re-

turned in 1555 to strengthen the Reformed faith and to

urge on the nobility and the people to an unceasing

contest against the idolatries of Rome. Dissatisfied,

however, with the feeble support which he found, Knox
returned in 1550 to Geneva, in which city he received

from the Scotch bishops the sentence to the stake which
had been passed against him. The stirring letters which

Knox wrote to Scotland from Geneva led (1557) to the

formation of a defensive league of the Protestant nobil-

ity—the "Congregation of Christ." The accession of

Elizabeth to the English throne was followed in Scot-

land by the adoption of new measures against the Ref-

ormation, which French troops were to carry into effect.

This led to a furious outbreak of the Reformed party.

John Knox once more returned, the Covenant of May
31 was signed, a new alliance with England was con-

cluded, and the widowed queen deposed as regent. The
iconoclastic devastation of Catholic churches and clois-

ters began at Pertn and rapidly spread over the king-

dom. A civil war which ensued was concluded by the

treaty of Edinburgh (1500), which recognised the rights

of the Reformed. The Scotch Parliament, which met
soon after, immediately abolished the papal jurisdiction

over Scotland, forbade the mass, and approved an en-

tirely Calvinistic Confession (Conflssio Srottica). In

the next year (1501) the Presbyterian Church govern-

ment was set in order in the Book of Discipline. These
acts of the Parliament were, however, not sanctioned by
the government until 1507. after the overthrow of Mary
Stuart, who. notwithstanding her fanatical zeal in be-

half of Pome, had been unable since her return from

France (1561) to arrest the complete victory of the Re-
formed party. While the theology of the Scotch Con-
fession was strictly Calvinistic, the episcopal benefices

were allowed to continue, as the regents during the mi-
nority of James VI, and still more James himself, had
a strong personal interest in their preservation. Mel-

ville, the successor of Knox, induced the Assembly of

1578 to adopt a strictly Presbyterian Church constitu-
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tion. which admits no Church office except (he four rec-

ognised by » lalvin of pastor, doctor, elder, and deacon.

The sanction of this Church constitution (th<
-

Book "I Discipline) bj Parliament and the youthful

king was not obtained until 1592. James was. however,

personally averse t" Presbyterianism ami a Btrong ad-

I
.in episcopal form of government He left no

mean- untried, especially alter he had united tin- crown

of England with that of Scotland, to force an episcopal

i, .nil i government upon the Church of Scotland.

Charles 1 went still further than his father, ami gave t"

the Scotch a Liturgy which the Presbyterians denounced
a- a service to Baal. The union of Scotch Presbyterians

with the Puritans ami Independents of England led to

tin- overthrow of Charles I. In Kilo a new league and
covenant was adopted, and in 1645 Scotland received

the Westminster standards. After the execution of

Charles I. the Scotch, from opposition to Cromwell, pro-

claimed Charles il. who had signed the covenant, as

king. This led. however, to a serious and lasting di-

vision among Scotch Presbyterians, other divisions,

from various cause-, followed in the course of time, and
even at the present time | 1879) Scotch Presbyterianism
js splil up into a large number of divisions. The Presby-

terian character of the people has. however, remained
unimpaired. Cromwell, who several times defeated the

Scotch, did not allow the assembly to meet, hut in no
other way interfered with the freedom of the Scotch

Church. Charles II relapsed into the Sluart tendency
to introduce Lpiscopalianism : hut on the expulsion of

the Stuarts in 1689, the Church constitution of 1592,

and the Westminster Confession were definitely restored.

'I'., the adherents of an Episcopalian Church an act of

1712 granted freedom of worship, and in 1 7'.»2 they re-

ceived the lull enjoyment of civil rights.

VI. Tfo Reformed Church ofHolland. Nowhere did
the Reformation find a more favorable soil than in the

Netherlands, which were closely united with Germany,
being regarded as a fief of the empire. The people were
noted for their industry and love of freedom, and were
then lore inclined to an earnest opposition to every
form of ecclesiastical and civil despotism. Besides, the

Brethren of the Common Life, the Begbards, and other

religious communities had awakened and fostered an
interest in a purer, more scriptural form of Christianity,

which, at the beginning of the Kith century, was far

from being extinct. Therefore Luther's writings, al-

though they were condemned by the University of Lou-
vain, were enthusiastically received in the flourishing

cities "f Flanders, Brabant, and Holland. As the Neth-
erlands were the hereditary laud of the emperor Charles

V. he made the utmost efforts to suppress the reforma-
tory movemenl : and the penal law which was issued al

Worms in 1521 was carried out with greater earnestness

in the Netherlands than in Germany. In 1528 twoAu-
gustinian t d*s. Henry Yos and John Esch, were exe-
cuied at Brussels the first martyrs of the Reformation.
Other edicts against the Protestants followed, and with
t hem new executions. The progress of the Reformation
was, however, not (lucked ; hut. in consequence of the

closer connect ion of i he people with Prance and Switzer-

land, it took a Reformed rather than a Lutheran type.

The vigor of the persecution during the reign of Charles

tewhal mitigated by the mild disposition of the

two Mad i holders. Margaret of Savoy, and Mary, widowed
queen of Hungary, the latter of whom, a Bister of the

as even suspected of a secrel sympathy with
mation; and in many places the execution of

the obnoxious decrees was even prevented hy the out-

spoken personal inclinations of municipal and provincial

authorities. An effort made by CharlesVl 1550) to es-

tablish a regular inquisition, after the pattern of the

Spanish, was not successful. Philip II did not shrink

from measures of the utmost cruelly to enforce Bubmis-
Bion to the laws and to the Council of Trent; hut. in-

stead of submitting, the people rallied for the defence
of their religious and civil liberty. A Cahinistic con-

fession of faith i Confessio Belgica) was in 1562 drawn
up by Guido de Bres, and in 1566 it was recognised by
a synod of Antwerp as a symbolical hook of the Re-
formed churches of the Netherlands. In the latter year
a defensive league, the Compromiss, was also concluded
by the nohh-s. which spread with great rapidity. The
name ol Gueux

| Beggars), hy which the court at lirst had
ridiculed the confederates, was received by the people
as a title of honor, and served as a rallying-point lor a

great national movement towards freedom. When the
stadtholder Margaret of Parma fell unable to curb any
longer the rising opposition, the duke ofAlba undertook
to extinguish the Reformation with lire and sword. In

the southern provinces he was successful; hut seven of

the northern provinces formed, in 1579, the Union of

Utrecht, and renounced allegiance to the king of Spain.

A long and bloody war of independence followed, which
terminated in the establishment of the independent
Dutch Republic. In the southern provinces, which re-

mained under the crown of Spain, the Reformation
was almost wholly extinguished. The Dutch Republic,

though only one of the smaller Protestant states of fat-

rope, soon added to the reputation of the Reformation

by the conspicuous position it occupied in regard to lit-

erature and art. to civilization and to maritime con-

quest. In the inner history of the Reformed churches,

the Arminian controversy [see ARMINIANISM
]
and the

Synod of l>ort (q. v.)—which was attended by dele-

gates of the English Episcopal Church and the churches

of Scotland, the Palatinate, Hesse, Switzerland, Wette-
ran. Geneva, Bremen, and Emden—were of considerable

importance. The decision of the Synod of Don led for

a time, both in Holland and in the Reformed churches

of several oilier countries, to a complete victory of strict

Calvinism over a party which demanded more Biblical

simplicity and less rigid conformity with the system of

any theologian, even if it he Calvin: hut soon strict Cal-

vinism lost more ground in Holland than in any other

Reformed Church, and rationalism obtained an ascen-

dency so decisive and of so long duration that in the 19th

century a numerous party of orthodox members of the

National Church separated from the latter and consti-

tuted a free Reformed Church. The Hutch Reformed
Church has planted large and flourishing ofFsl ts in

North America and several countries of South Africa,

and thus contributed an important share to the ascen-

dency which Protestantism enjoys in these regions. In

Belgium, under the cruel rule of the Spaniards, but very

few and small Reformed congregations were able to con-

tinue their always endangered existence, until, in the

19th century, the reunion of the country with Holland

began an era of greater freedom and of progress, which
continued after the erection of Belgium into an inde-

pendent kingdom. Now Belgium has again a National

Reformed Church, which is still one of the smallest Re-

formed national churches of Europe, but is recognised

by the Slate, enjoys a steady progress, and the out-

spoken sympathy of many of the foremost statesmen of

the country.

VII. The Lutheran Reformation in the Scandinavian

Kingdoms. At the time when Luther began hi- ref-

ormation, Christian II ruled over all the Scandinavian

countries—Denmark. Norway. Iceland, and Swedi n. lie

was an unprincipled tyrant, who favored the Reforma-

tion in Denmark in order to sirip the bishops of their

political power, while in Sweden he executed the noblest

men under the plea thai they were under the papal ban.

As early as 1519 he called Martin l.'eiuhard from Wit-

tenberg to Copenhagen into the theological faculty, and

in 1521 he issued a decree encouraging the marriage of

the priests. When, in [522, a papal delegate appeared

in Denmark. < hri-lian took hack hi- decree "U the nnr-

ria i the priests. He wa-. nevertheless, deposed in

1523, and among the grounds of the deposiiion which

the estates brought forward was, that he had infected

his wife' with the Lutheran heresy, and introduced pro-
' moters of this same heresy into the Catholic kingdom
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of Denmark. Christian was succeeded l>y his uncle,

Frederick I, duke of Holstein, who strongly inclined to-

wards the Reformation, but who had, nevertheless, to

promise to the estates of Denmark to put down, with

persecution, the heresy that was pressing in. In the

hereditary duchies of Schleswig and Holstein all violent

interference with the great religious struggle was in

1524 forbidden, and the king's well-known sympathy

with the Reformation greatly promoted the more rapid

diffusion of Luther's doctrines and writings. The pro-

vincial of the Carmelite order, Paulus Elia?, translated

part of the Psalms; the New Test., translated by John

Michelsen, a companion of the expelled king, Christian

II, and printed in Leipsic in 1524, found a large circula-

tion, and in 1525 the reading of the Bible was declared

free. The nobility at an assembly at Viborg showed

itself favorable; the king declared himself openly for it

in 1526 ; the Diet of Odense, in 1527, deprived the bish-

ops of their ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and granted re-

ligious liberty to all, and the right of marriage to the

clergy until the meeting of a general council. Viborg,

in Jutland, Malmo, in Scania, and Copenhagen became

important centres of the movement, which now spread

with great rapidity over the whole kingdom. At the

Diet of Copenhagen in 1530, which was to attempt a

reunion of the parties, the Lutheran preachers, with John
Jansen (preacher at Copenhagen) at their head, pre-

sented a confession of faith in forty- three articles.

Though the object for which the diet had been con-

voked was not attained, the predominance of the Lu-

therans was now fully decided, and the king openly

ranged himself on their side. On the death of Frederick

I the bishops used the political power which had been

left to them for a last attempt to put down the Reforma-

tion, but it was of no avail. The new king, Christian

III, by energetic and violent measures, soon destroyed

the last remnant of the old Church and completed the

victory of the Reformation. Immediately after his ac-

cession to the throne, he confirmed the freedom of re-

ligion. On Aug. 20, 1536, all the bishops were impris-

oned. A diet held at Copenhagen decreed that the

bishops should thereafter be deprived of all secular

power, and that the Church property should be con-

fiscated, and divided among the king, the nobility, and
ecclesiastical and charitable institutions. When the im-

prisoned bishops declared their willingness to renounce

their dignities, they were restored to liberty; only Ron-
nov, bishop of Roeskilde, refused, and died in prison. At
the invitation of the king, John Bugenhagen came to

Denmark, crowned (1537) the king and the queen, con-

secrated two evangelical bishops or superintendents, and
took a leading part in the framing of a new Church
constitution, which was published on Sept. 2, 1537, and
sanctioned by the Diet of Odense in 1539. From that

time all Denmark has firmly adhered to the Lutheran

Church. For many years no other worship was allowed

;

and, even after the establishment of complete religious

liberty in 1848, more than ninety-nine per cent, of the

entire population continue to be classed as Lutherans.

On the progress of the Reformation in Norway we
are but imperfectly informed. A monk Anthony is men-
tioned who preached the Gospel in Bergen. The ma-
jority of the bishops and the clergy appear to have been

opposed to the Reformation, which was almost unknown
until the reign of Christian III; then the Danish gov-
ernment began to introduce the Reformation. Olaf

Engelbreehtsen, archbishop of Drontheim, soon aban-

doned his opposition to the Danish king and tied (1537)

with his treasures to the Netherlands, and resistance to

the new Church constitution soon ceased. Many of

the bishops and clergy, however, left their positions;

there was a scarcity of preachers, and the people for a

long time showed a marked preference for Catholicism.

But when the people had become settled in their new
belief they became strongly attached to the Lutheran
Church, with which now full}' ninety-nine per cent, of

the population are connected.

REFORMATION
Iceland had become a part of the Danish kingdom by

the Calmar Union of 1397, and the decree of the Danish
Diet of 1536, which declared the Evangelical Church as

the State religion of Denmark, became also valid for Ice-

land. For several years the two bishops of the country

successfully neutralized the efforts of the Danish gov-

ernment. In 1540 Gifur Einarsson, who had studied in

Wittenberg, became bishop of Skalholt, and began the

introduction of the Reformation. His successor, Martin

Einarsson, worked in the same direction, but was vio-

lently opposed by the other bishop, John Aresen, of

Holar, who even took him prisoner, and had Gifur's

bones dug up and interred in an unconsecrated place.

But finally bishop Aresen was overpowered, and in 1550

executed as a rebel. This ended all opposition to the

Reformation in Iceland. The entire population, as in

Denmark and Norway, has ever since belonged to the

Lutheran Church.

In Sweden the Reformation was hailed as a useful

ally in the struggle for shaking off the yoke of Den-
mark and re-establishing the national independence.

The bishops and higher clergy were the strongest

supporters of Danish rule, and when Gustavus Vasa
achieved the freedom of Sweden and was elected king

(1523) by the Diet of Strengnas he was looked upon
by the bishops as a dangerous enemy. The king, who
needed part of the immense wealth of the clergy to re-

lieve the people of their taxes, at first endeavored to

gain pope Adrian VI's co-operation for a reformation

of the Church. When this was found to be useless, he

commissioned the brothers Olaf and Lawrence Petersen,

who had studied at Wittenberg, to introduce the Lu-

theran Reformation. The two brothers had returned to

Sweden in 1519, gained a number of adherents, the most

prominent of whom was the archdeacon Lawrence An-
dersen, and Olaf 's sermons had made a great sensation

at the Diet of Strengnas. The king appointed Olaf

preacher in Stockholm, Lawrence Petersen professor of

theology in Upsala, and Lawrence Andersen his chan-

cellor. In 1526 a public discussion took place under the

king's protection at Upsala, and a translation of the New
Test, into Swedish was made by chancellor Andersen.

The bishops, however, whose prominent champion was
bishop Brask, of Linkoping, made a successful resistance

to the progress of the Reformation; and the people,

though irritated against the power and wealth of the

clergy, manifested at the same time a superstitious at-
'

tachment to the old Church. To bring matters to a

crisis, the king offered (1527) at the Diet of Westerns to

resign; but the Estates, placed before the alternative of

either accepting the king's resignation or of surrender-

ing the Church to his discretion, chose the latter. On
account of the very outspoken aversion of the lower

classes of the people to a change of religion, the king

proceeded, however, with great caution. According to

the so-called Westeras Ordinance the bishops were to

give efficient preachers to the congregations, otherwise

the king was to* see to it. The bishops were to hand
in to the king a schedule of their revenues, that he

might determine how much should remain to the church-

es and what was to fall to the crown. The priests, in

secular matters, were to be under the jurisdiction of the

king; the Gospel was to be read in all the schools; ex-

communication was to be pronounced only after an in-

vestigation before a royal court. An assembly of clergy

at Orebro in 1529 declared in favor of the Church Ref-

ormation, but retained many usages of the old Church,

as the Latin language at divine service, the elevation

of the host at the eucharist, the prayer for the dead,

and the episcopal constitution. In 1531 Lawrence Peter-

sen became archbishop of Upsala, and in 1537 another

assembly of the clergy at Orebro provided for a more
thorough evangelical purification of divine worship.

The continuing aversion of the people to the new order

of things was ascribed by the king to a want of energy

on the part, of the bishops, and he therefore appointed

George Normann, a Pomeranian nobleman, superin-
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tendenl of all the clergy of the kingdom, with a number
of custodians and religious councillors as overseers of

particular provinces. This arrangement was received

with genera] disfavor, and led to a number of conspira-

cies. At the death of the king (1560) the ecclesiastical

condition of the kingdom was Quite undecided. The
oldest -hi and successor of Gustavus, Eric XIV, re-

moved some iii"rc Catholic elements from the new con-

stitution of the Swedish Church, and gave a hospitable

asylum to persecuted Protestants of every erred: the

orthodox Lutherans suspected him of an inclination

towards Calvinism, which, however, did not gain any
ground in Sweden. Eric's brother and successor, John
III. was prevailed upon by bis < iatholic wife, w bo was a

Polish princess, and by the hope of succeeding to the

Polish throne, t < > attempt the re-establishmenl oi a

losi t connection with i lie Church of I .'nine, The king
was willing to recognise the supremacy of the pope, but

demanded a number id' concessions for the Swedish
( lnireli. The archbishop of Upsala was gained for the

plan, a stronglj R anizing liturgy was introduced, but

the boldness of the Jesuits incensed clergy and people

against the counter-reformation, and the king finally

took offence at the refusal "t" the pope to accept his

proposition. The death of the Catholic queen and the

ond marriage with a Lutheran princess put an

end tn the negotiations with Rome, though the king

stubbornly clung to the new liturgy. WhileJohnwas
wavering between Catholicism and Protestantism, his

younger brother (diaries, who was regent of South Er-

ineland. was an unflinching protector of the Reforma-

tion, and did not hesitate to incur the anger of his royal

brother by affording a place of resort to the Lutheran

clergy who had been expelled from the royal dominions

for their unyielding character. King John was succeed-

ed
( 1592 i by his sen Sigismund,who was already king of

Poland and had been brought up a Catholic. Popular
opinion by this lime had undergone a great change,

and demanded, prior to the recognition ofSigismund, a

guarantee of tin- Lutheran State Church. An ecclesi-

astical council at Upsala (1593), which was convened by
duke Charles a- regent, decreed, even before the arrival

ofSigismund, the exclusion oft Catholicism from Sweden,
and the official authority of the Confession of Augsburg.
In L595 i he I >iei of Sonderkbping declared the Lutheran

Church as the only tolerated Male Church. In 1599

duke Charles was appointed administrator, and in 1604

he was elected king. The new king was somewhat in-

clined to Calvinism, but he confirmed the resolutions

of the dieis in favor id' the exclusive rights of the Lu-

theran State Church, which since then has retained full

control of the kingdom.

VIII. Protestantism in tin Austrian States.— In the

various states governed by the house of Hapsburg
both the Lutheran and the Reformed Reformation
spread with great rapidity. Great enthusiasm was
awakened by Luther's Reformation in Bohemia, where
deep-rooted opposition to Rome still pervaded the masses

of the people. Both the Bohemian Brethren and the

i alixtines entered into communication with the Ger-

man Reformer. Though a full union between Luther
and the Brethren, who had never returned to the

communion with Lome, was not effected, there was a

mutual recognition as evangelical Christians; and the

Brethren, whose number now increased again rapidly,

and who in 1533 handed in their confession of faith to

Ferdinand, helped to strengthen the reformatory host

in Europe. Vmong the Calixtines, so large a number
adopted the doctrines of Luther that an assembly of the

Estates in 1524 declared in fax or of a continuation "I

tin- reformation begun by Huss in the way si t forth by
Luther. Ai ill. time of the Smalkald war. a majority

of the Bohemians were attached to the Reformation;
i he Estates denied to I ing Ferdinand the aid of their

t roups, and united with I he elector. When they had

finally to submit, the king gave orders that in future

only Catholics and Utraquists Bhould be tolerated in

the royal domain-, and a large number of the Breth-
ren deemed ii best to emigrate to Poland and Russia.
In the last year- ol his lite Ferdinand showed a great) r

moderation towards Protestants, and hi- bod .Maximil-
ian II was even, by Protestan ts as well as Catholics,
regarded a- a secret friend of the Reformation; but he
was unable to protect the Prot< scants of his stati - against
the persecutions instigated by the Jesuits, In 1575 the
( 'alixtines and Brethren united and presented a common
confession ol faitb, and reo h ed from Maximilian an oral

pledge of recognition. In L609 the king was forced

to give to the adherents of the Confession ol 1575
e.pial rights with the Catholics; but practically the
persecutions c inued. When the Estates of Bohemia
n fused to recognise Ferdinand as their king, and elected
the Protestant elector of the Palatinate. Frederick V.

the Thirty Years' War broke out. in the course of
which appeared the fatal decree of ICl'7. thai hit to

the people only the alternative of becoming Catholics
or leaving the country. Notwithstanding the rigorous

persecution, which lasted for more than a hundred years,

several thousand Protestants maintained themselves se-

cretly both in Bohemia ami Moravia; but to-day nine-
ty-six per cent, of the Bohemians and ninety-five per
cent, of the Moravians are connected with the Church
of Rome.

In the southern provinces of Austria the Reforma-
tion likewise spread at an early period. Luther's writ-

ings were eagerly read in Vienna as early as 1520. In

1528 more than one half the nobility of the archduchy
of Austria were evangelical. The Estates demanded
freedom of religion in lob.' at [nnspruck, in 1548 at

Augsburg, and in I55C at Vienna, and bishop Nauuea,
of Vienna, intended to resign because the government
tolerated the appointment of Lutheran professors at the

University of Vienna. Under Maximilian the Estates

called the Lutheran theologian David Chytraeus to Vi-

enna to compile a Jin"/.- ofReligion and a Church Agen-

da, and their use was sanctioned by Maximilian after

long reluctance. Lower Austria was at once almost

wholly won over to Protestantism; but the numerous
and bitter doctrinal controversies of the Protestants

made it easy for the Jesuits to enforce a COunter-refor-

mation. Gradually stringent laws demanded here, as

in Bohemia, either a return to the Catholic religion or

emigration; but how generally the people continued to

be secretly attached to Protestantism became apparent
when the victorious Hungarians and Tran-vlvanians
compelled the government, in 1606, to promise n ligi0U8

toleration. Whole towns at once returned to Protes-

tantism, and in 1610 the emperor .Matthias had to rec-

ognise the equal rights of the churches. The reviving

hopes of Protestantism were, however, cruelly destroyed

by the Thirty Years' War. which led to the utter i \-

tirpation of the Protestant congregations. In Austria,

as in all other countries, the Reformers paid a special

attention to the promotion of education; and for the

ignorant South Slavic tribes in particular, where Pri-

mus Truber displayed a remarkable literary and re-

formatory act ivity, the Reformation promised to lie the

beginning of a national literature and of an sera of civ-

ilization. With the suppression of the Reformation,

the sia\> relapsed into the utmost ignorance, from
which only now an efficient system ol State education is

gradually extricating them. How thoroughly Protes-

tantism has been eradicated in these provinces, in most

of which it constituted at one tune a majority of the

population, may be seen from the fact that at present

l here are hardly any Protestants in Carinihia and the

I \ rol. and that they are only pi r c. in. of the pop-

ulation in Slyria, two in Upper and Lower Austria, five

in Carinihia. and fifteen in Silesia.

The number of Hungarian students at Wittenberg at

the time when Luther began his reformation was so

una! that his reformatory views became at once widely

known in Hungary, and found many friends. \- earl]

as 1518 several adherent- of the Reformation were
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burned. The diet of 1523 passed a decree that all Lu-

therans and their patrons should be seized and burned.

But the number of Protestants was already considera-

ble: in Hermannstadt they had in 1523 the upper-hand;

a new bloody law passed in 1524 remained ineffective,

and in 1525 the live royal cities declared in favor of the

Reformation. The civil war which followed the death

of king Louis II, who fell in the battle of Mohaes in

152G, was favorable to the progress of Protestantism.

Although both rivals for the throne—archduke Ferdi-

nand of Austria and John of Zapolya, voyvode of Tran-

sylvania—issued laws of persecution, they were unable

to carry them out. The number of influential preach-

ers rapidly increased. As the first preacher, Thomas
Preussner, of Khsmark ( about 1520 ), is mentioned

;

among the most distinguished were Matthias Devay
(called Lutherus Ungaricus), Leonhard Stbckel, who
drew up the Confessio Pentapolitana, which the free

cities of Upper Hungary in 1549 presented to the king,

and John Honter, who had studied in Basle and worked
in his native city, Kronstadt, as a preacher and at a print-

ing-press. In 1529 Hermannstadt expelled all priests

and monks, and Kronstadt soon followed this example.

The episcopal sees which became vacant after the bat-

tle of Mohaes were partly not filled, and partly came
into the hands of friends of the Reformation. Several

bishops, as Kechery of Yeszprim, Thurczo of Neutra,

and Andrew Dudith, who had attended the Council of

Trent, openly became Protestants; and even the pri-

mate of Gran, Nicholas Olah, approved Stockel's Con-
fession of Faith. The widow of king Louis II, to whom
Luther wrote a letter and dedicated his translation of

the Psalms, appointed an evangelical court preacher.

Neither Ferdinand, who by the peace of 1538 was con-

firmed in the possession of the throne, nor John of Za-
polya, who was to retain during his lifetime the royal

title, Transylvania, and a portion of Upper Hungary,
regarded it as safe to adopt stringent measures against

the Protestants. The widow of John, Isabella, who, after

John's death, endeavored to retain her husband's pos-

sessions, with the aid of the Turks, for her son John
Sigismund, favored the Protestants; and in that part

of the country which was subject to the Turks the Ref-

ormation advanced without any obstruction. Thus the

Reformation obtained a decided ascendency in all Hun-
gary and Transylvania. At one time only three fami-

lies of magnates were Catholic ; the archiepiscopal see

of Gran remained vacant for twenty years; the whole

Saxon population of Transylvania, at the Synod of

Medves (1544), adopted the Confession of Augsburg,

which for a long time remained a bond of union for all

the Protestants of Hungary and Transylvania. Among
the Magyars, however, Calvinism finally obtained the

ascendency, and in 1566 all the Hungarian Reformed
churches signed the Helvetic Confession. In Transyl-

vania, in 1564, a Lutheran superintendent was appointed

for the Saxons, and a Reformed for Magyars and Szek-

lers. In 1571 religious freedom was also extended to

the Unitarians; and from this time Transylvania has

always had four religions recognised by the State (reli-

oiones ?*ecept<e). In Hungary the Jesuits succeeded in

arresting the further progress of Protestantism, and in

instigating new and bloody persecutions. Repeatedly

the Protestant priuces of Transylvania, aided by the

Hungarian Protestants, compelled the kings by force of

arms to confirm anew the religious freedom of Protes-

tantism; but each time these promises were immedi-
ately broken. In 1634 the majority of the Hungarian
Diet had again become Catholic, and from that time

persecutions naturally became all the more oppressive.

Though, in spite of all these persecutions, the Protes-

tants maintained themselves, they constitute at present

only a minority of the population—about twenty-three

per cent, in Hungary proper, and twenty-four per cent,

in Transylvania.

IX. Protestantism in Poland, Prussia, and Livonia.—
Towards the close of the Middle Ages the kings of Po-

VIII.—R R R

land showed a firmer attachment to the Papal See than

any other government of Europe. As, however, the

powerful nobles were almost independent of the king,

those of them who favored a religious reformation were

able to give an asylum to many persecuted heretics dur-

ing this period. The Hussite movement met with a

great deal of sympathy, and a Polish translation of the

Bible came into wide circulation. Luther's doctrines

were favorably received by a large portion of the Polish

nobility, which at that time was distinguished for its

scholarship, and especially by the large German com--
mercial cities of Polish Prussia. In the neighboring

grand-mastership of Prussia, the domain of the Teutonic

Order, the grand master Albert of Brandenburg called

himself in 1523 two Lutheran preachers to Konigsberg.

The two bishops, and soon the grand master himself,

confessed the Reformation, and in 1525 Albert took the

duchy of Prussia in fief from Poland. The Reformation

was soon generally accepted.

The success of the Reformation in Livonia was equally

rapid, notwithstanding the determined opposition of

the archbishop of Riga. The city of Riga took the

lead, and in 1538 joined the League of Smalkald.

Nearly all the population soon followed. The grand

master Conrad Keltler followed the example of Albert

of Brandenburg, and in 1561 assumed the title of duke
of Courland and Semigallia. This duchy also was a

Polish fief: that part of Livonia which was situated on

the other side of the Dwina was united by a special

treaty with Poland on condition that it should be per-

mitted to profess the Confession of Augsburg.

The success of the Reformation in these two fiefs en-

couraged its friends in Poland proper. King Sigis-

mund, who died in 1548, was opposed to Protestantism,

but unable to arrest its progress. His son, Sigismund
Augustus, favored the Reformation, entered into negoti-

ations with Calvin, and granted religious liberty to the

cities of Dantzie, Thorn, and Elbing. Notwithstand-

ing the utmost efforts made by the national Catholic

party, with bishop Hosius at its head, the Diet of Pe-

trikow, in 1565, demanded a national council for the

express purpose of introducing priestly marriage, the

Lord's supper under both kinds, and other reforms. In

1583 an edict of religious toleration was passed, but in

the next year Hosius caused the adoption of the decrees

of the Council of Trent by the diet, and in 1565 the

Jesuits who were called by him established their first

college. The progress of the counter-reformation which
now set in was greatly aided by the divisions existing

among the Protestants. The Reformed effected a na-

tional organization in 1547; the Lutherans in 1565.

The Bohemians retained their separate Church consti-

tution, and the Unitarians, who had able leaders in

Ladius Socinus, Blandrata, and Occhino, became likewise

numerous. In 1570 the Reformed. Lutherans, and Bo-

hemians agreed at the Synod of Sandomir upon a gen-

eral confession to which all three could subscribe, but

which left room for the retention by each Church of its

doctrinal peculiarities. This Protestant union proved

sufficiently strong to secure in 1573 the adoption of a

general religious treaty, which guaranteed equal rights

to Catholics and Protestants. A strong reaction against

Protestantism began under king Stephen Bathori (1586

to 1587). His successor, Sigismund HI, by conferring

offices and dignities exclusively upon Catholics, induced

many nobles to renounce Protestantism. In 1717 the

erection of new Protestant churches was forbidden, and

in 1733 the Protestants were excluded from all public

offices. The increasing persecution of all non-Catholics

led finally to the interference of Prussia and Russia, and
to the partition of Poland.

X. Protestantism in Italy, Spain, and France.— 1. In

Italy the revival of the classical studies and the obser-

vation of the corrupt condition of the ruling Church
had diffused among the educated and literary classes a

widespread contempt not only of the Catholic Church,

but of Christianity in general. The friends of a refor-
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mation of the Church had, however, organized societies

in K c Venice, and other cities, and the writings of

the German and Swiss Reformers met therefore with a

great deal of sympathy in all parts of Italy. < me party

of Italian reformers, which counted among it s members
Beveral cardinals, as Contarini and Pole, was averse to a

separation from the Church, and hoped for an evangel-

ical regeneration of the old Church. Another party

came oul in favor of a thorough reformation, first in

Ferrara (under the protection of the duchess Renata, a

French princess), then in Modenaand many other cities.

A prominent centre oi reformatory movements was sub-

sequently in the city of Naples, where the Spanish no-

1.1. man Juan Valdez displayed a remarkable activity,

and where two of the greatest preachers of Italy—Ber-

nardino Occhino, the general of the Capuchins, and the

learned Augustinian Peter Martyr Vermigli — wore

gained for the Reformation. Translations of the princi-

pal writings of German and Swiss Reformers, mostly

under assumed names, found a wide circulation, and the

Italian reformers themselves published a large number
of writings, the most celebrated of which is the work

entitled On tin Benefit of r/,,i.<t. Under Paul III the

evangelical < latholics, like Contarini and his friends, had

for a time a leading influence upon the government of

the Church: hut in 1542 a decided reaction began when
the pope, by the advice of cardinal Caraffa, who had for-

merly been a friend of Contarini, appointed an inquisi-

tion for the. suppression of Protestantism. Many ofthe

leading friends of the Reformation tied to foreign coun-

tries; among them Occhino, Vermigli, Vergerio (bishop

of i apo d' [stria), and Caraccioli, a nephew of cardinal

Caraffa. When Caraffa became pope, under the name
of Paul IV, the persecution extended also to the Cath-

olics of evangelical sentiments, including a number of

cardinals and bishops. Under Paul V an Imix Libro-

rii in Prohibitorum led to the suppression of all literature

friendly to Protestantism. Protestantism in Italy, as

in other countries, had been divided into Lutheranism

and Calvinism, with a prevailing inclination to the lat-

ter: and And -Trinitarian followers of Servetus bad

likewise become numerous, although they had to keep

their opinions secret. The division of the Protestants

weakened their power of resistance, and before the end
of the century the Inquisition had destroyed all ves-

tiges of Protestant communities. Among the distin-

guished martyrs ofthe Reformation were Carnesecchi

and Palearius; two Waldensian congregations in Cala-

bria were rooted out in a terrible massacre.

2. The union of Spain under one ruler with Germany
and the Netherlands facilitated the introduction ofthe

writings of the German Reformers. Besides, from

Beam, which was wholly Protestant, the doctrines of

the Swiss Reformation spread into Aragon. Seville

and Valladolid became tin. chief seats of the Refor-

mation. Diego <le Valera, John Egidius, Ponce de la

Fuente (all of Seville). Alfonso and Juan Valdez, and

Augustine Castalla were among its prominent friends.

Francis Fnzonas and Juan Perez translated the Bible.

From fear of the Inquisition, the Spanish Protestants

never ventured to constitute congregations; the Inqui-

sition, nevertheless, discovered them, and exterminated
them with merciless cruelty. In 1570 Protestantism

was regarded as fully extinct.

3. France, during the Middle Ages, had often taken a

leading part in opposing the claims ofthe papacy, and

iii assert ing i lie superiority of general councils over the
pope; but ii had shown no sympathy with a thorough
reform of doctrine. When Luther's views became known
in Prance. I h.y were condemned ( 1521 I by t he Sorboune.

One of the French bishops, Guillaume Briconnet, took,

however, an active interest in the reformation of the

Church, lb- called to his aid men like Lefevre, Farel

(who was at that time regent ofthe college of cardinal

LeMoine at Paris), Roussel, and others; but when the
charge of heresy was raised against him. lie cut loose

from his Reformed friends, and in 1628 pronounced

against Luther. When Parliament was appealed to for

the suppression of Protestantism, it lent at once its arm
to the clergy for bloody persecution. In 1524 -lean le

Gere, of 'Meaux. the tirst martyr of the Reformation,

was • secuted in Met/.. In L529 a great sensation was
aroused by the hanging and burning of Louis de lier-

quin, a royal councillor and zealous adherent of the

Reformation, whose writings and translations had pre-

viously
| 1523 I

been condemned by the Sorboune. Pran-
. i~ I was an admirer >-\' Erasmus, and by nature averse
to any decisive attitude in religious affairs; he was,

moreover, quick in detecting tin- advantages which an
alliance between the Protestant princes of Germany and
the ruler of Prance against the < !atholic ( mperor <>f < ,. r-

many might have for him and for Prance. On the

Other hand, he was afraid of disturbing the religious

unity of France, and desirous of securing the pope's aid

in his war against the German emperor. Thus his

course jn the progress ofthe religious controv* rsies was

wavering and undecided. At his court, and even in his

family, both parties were represented, the chief patron
..('the Reformation being his sister Margaret, queen of

Navarre. While the persecution ofthe Lutherans went
forward, and, in January. 1535, several of the I.

were executed in Paris in a barbarous way. Prancis as-

sured the Protestant princes of Germany that he was
really in favor of a religious r. formation, and that only
some fanatics were punished m France. Of considera-

ble interest are the negotiations which took place be-

tween Francis and Melancthon. The king became ac-

quainted with Melancthon in consequence oi a memorial
which the latter addressed in 1531 to Guillaume Bellay,

and in which he explained the essential points ofthe
Reformation, and how they might be reconciled with
the Catholic doctrine. Melancthon's Loci Communes
pleased the king much. In 1535 John Sturm, then pro-

fessor in Paris, invited Melancthon to France. Melanc-
thon answered cordially, and was then formally invited

by the king himself, by cardinal Bellay, Sturm, and
Guillaume Bellay. Luther was in favor of accepting

the invitation, but the elector sharply refused to give

him permission. Melancthon therefore did not go, but
in August ofthe same year his Consilium, with many
alterations, was presented to the Sorboune for their de-

cision, in the form of a confession of faith, and it was
declared by them to be thoroughly objectionable. The
king, nevertheless, announced in December to the Prot-

estanl princes assembled at Smalkaldthal he had formed
a favorable ..pinion ofthe articles of Melancthon. Soon,

however, the king, chiefly through the influence of

cardinal Tournon, ceased to manifest any sympathy
with the cause ofthe Reformation. With it the con-

nection of Frenchmen with the Lutheran Reformation

seems to have come t.. an end. until, at a later period,

the conquest of German territories gave to Prance a

considerable number of Lutheran congregations.

The friends whom bishop Briconnet had called to

Meaux to assisl him in his reformatory work remained

mostly, like himself, within the old Church, contenting

themselves with diffusing spiritual and evangelical feel-

ings among Catholics. Lefevre (Faber Stapulensis),

after having tied to Strasburg on account of the charges

of heresy brought against him, was recalled by Francis I,

appointed librarian at Blois, where he translated the Old
Testament, and spent the end of hi- lite at tie- court of

Margaret of Navarre. Gerald Roussel, who tied with

Lefevre to Strasburg, became subsequently bishop of

Oleron, where be introduced important reforms, but

never ceased to be suspected of h« Te-\ . L\ en Marga-

ret of Navarre, the zealous pan- fall friends ofthe

Reformation, who reformed all the churches of her little

state according to evangelical principles, never regarded

it necessary to separate externally from the Catholic

Church. Her course was disapproved by Calvin, but

her work was continued by her daughter Jeanne d'Al-

bret, the wife of Antoine of Bourbon, and in 1569 the

Reformation was fully carried through in liearn.
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The main reformatory movement of France, which

has played a conspicuous part in its ecclesiastical as well

as political history, attaches itself to the name of John
Calvin. He was a native of France, and became thor-

oughly imbued with reformatory ideas while studying

at Bourges and Paris. He had to flee in 1533, spent a

short time at the court of the queen of Navarre, re-

turned to Paris, but had to flee again to Switzerland in

1534, when he wrote his Institutes, in the preface of

which he exposes the injustice of the king. From
Basle he went to Geneva, where, with the exception of a

few years which he spent in Strasburg, which was then

a German city, he remained until the end of his life,

as the author and recognised leader of one of the two

great divisions of the Reformation of the 16th century.

Though he was not allowed to return to France, Geneva
became the hearth and home from which the Reforma-

tion in France itself was constantly receiving new food.

In the latter years of the reign of Francis the perse-

cution of the Reformed increased in severity ; and es-

pecially the Waldenses in Merindol and Cabrieres, in

Provence, suffered from a most horrible persecution,

which in 1545 ended in a general massacre. Notwith-

standing the persecution, the number of the Reformed
grew steadily; it was very large even at the death of

Francis I, in 1547, and rapidly increased during the reign

of Henry II. Regular congregations began to be formed

in the large cities in 1555, and in 1559 a general syn-

od held at Paris agreed upon a confession of faith and

a Church order. (For the further history of the Re-
formed Church, see France.) The subsequent histo-

ry of the Reformed, to whom soon the name of Hugue-
nots was generally applied, is closely connected with

the political history of France. They were forced in

self-defence to act no less as a political than an ecclesi-

astical party. While the Catholics adhered to the fa-

natical Guises, the Protestants looked for protection to

the Bourbons. In 1570 they received in the Peace of

St. Germain equal rights, and several fortresses as a

guarantee of the peace; but two years later (1572), St.

Bartholomew's Eve was the beginning of the most ter-

rible ordeal through which they passed in their entire

history, more than 30,000 of them being massacred

during one month. King Henry HI was driven by the

arrogance of the Guises into the ranks of the Hugue-
nots, and was soon after assassinated by the Dominican
Clement. Then the first Protestant, Henry of Navarre,

ascended the French throne. To save the Protestant

cause, he submitted externally to the Catholic Church

;

but to his former coreligionists he preserved his sym-
pathy and secured equal rights in the Edict of Nantes.

During the reigns of the following kings the Huguenots
again passed through a series of severe persecutions

:

under Louis XIV the Edict of Nantes was revoked, and

a large number of families compelled to emigrate, and
to settle in foreign countries. The French Revolution

at last began for them the sera of religious freedom.

XI. Main and Minor Divisions.— The Reformation

swept with irresistible power over all Europe. In some
countries it was totally extinguished by fire and blood

;

in others it maintained itself as the religion of the mi-

nority ; in others still it became the predominant or the

exclusive religion of the people. Fifty years after its

beginning it numbered many millions of adherents. All

these millions agreed in protesting against the claim

of Rome to be the only true Christian Church, and in

the desire to restore a purer form of Christianity. The
immense majority rallied around three centres—the Lu-
theran, the Reformed, the Anglican Reformation. These
three main divisions, and even the principal subdivis-

ions, of the 16th century have retained their identity

to the present day. To the old subdivisions new ones

have been added. Thus, in the 18th century, the Wes-
leyan Methodists sprang from the Church of England,

and, with an unparalleled rapidity of growth, soon took

a front rank among the most numerous subdivisions of

the Reformed churches. The subdivisions have again

been subdivided into a number of minor sects, and in

many of them, at times, the old doctrinal platforms of

the founders of the Reformers appeared to have been

abandoned, leaving nothing but the name of the Church
as a bond of connection with the Reformation of the 16th

century. The very name, however, and the remaining

consciousness of a live connection with the great move-
ment of the 16th century have proved elements of great

conservative force, and have been largely instrumental

in keeping the territory which the three great branches

of the Reformation conquered in the 16th century un-

diminished up to the present day. While it has been
the prevailing tendency in the history of the subdivis-

ions to develop independent life-organisms illustrating

the vitality of the principles and theories which led to

their separate existence, attempts have never been want-
ing to strengthen the bonds of union connecting them.
Many subdivisions which had been formed in conse-

quence of disagreeing views on particular points of be-

lief or Church government have been reunited on the

basis of the points common to all, allowing the right to

disagree on points of minor importance. In modern
times, attempts have even been made to find a perma-
nent bond of union for all the subdivisions of the large

groups of the Protestant churches. Thus, all the bish-

ops of the churches in doctrinal conformity with the

Church of England have twice been called to meet in

Pan-Anglican councils. All the Reformed and Presby-
terian churches met in 1877 for the first time in a Pan-
Presbyterian Council in Edinburgh. The General Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church took, in 1876,

the first step towards the convocation of an CEcumenical
Council of Methodism.

While the large majority of the millions which in

the 16th century rose up against and separated from
the Church of Rome rallied around three large centres,

it was but natural that many, in the search of a pure

Christianity, arrived at different results. Some of these

dissenters never succeeded in forming sects ; others be-

came numerous, and have, in the course of time, assumed
large dimensions. To the latter class belong the Bap-
tists, the Anti-Trinitarians, the Friends, and many oth-

ers. All of these have long had to struggle for toler-

ation, because Protestant governments united with the

Catholic in persecuting and suppressing them. More
recently, however, the principle of religious liberty has

gradually come to be recognised in nearly all Christian

countries, and enabled individuals as well as sects to

carry out the great principles which lay at the bottom
of the Reformation of the 16th century to the best of

their understanding, and to worship God according to

the dictates of their own conscience. About the middle

of the present century (1845), an attempt was made to

unite in one association, called the Evangelical Alliance,

Christians belonging to all denominations collectively

called evangelical, and to represent, on a larger scale

than had ever been attempted before, the unity of all

these churches in the more important articles of faith,

notwithstanding their separation by external organiza-

tion. A list of nine articles was drawn up, to which, it

was thought, all Christians wishing to be regarded as

evangelical might be expected to assent. In the list of

these articles are included the inspiration of the Bible,

the Trinity, the utter depravity of human nature, jus-

tification by faith alone, the eternal blessedness of the

righteous and the eternal punishment of the wicked, the

divine institution of the Christian ministry. According
to this programme, it could and did become a rally-

ing-point for Lutherans, Reformed, and Presbyterians,

Congregationalists, Methodists, Baptists, Moravians, the

evangelical or Low - Church party of the Anglican
churches, and a number of minor denominations. It

was objected to by the so-called high and strict Church
parties among Anglicans and Lutherans, by Unitarians

and Universalists, by the Friends, by the Annihilation-

ists. and by all Anti-Trinitarians and Rationalists.

XII. Central and Fundamental Principles of Ike Ref-
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ormatbm.—The parties which withdrew from the Church

'

of Rome in the 16th century and tried to restore a purer

form of Christianity took differenl roads and arrived at

different results; yel there was one principle in which

the) all agreed, and which may be declared to be pre-

eminently the central principle ofthe Reformation this

was the absolute authority ofthe Holy Scriptures. Ev-

ery Reformed < Ihurch charged the » Ihurch ofRome with

and usages n inch the form< t deemed

anti-scriptural, and which on that ground il i

The three large divisions of the Reformation were all

more intent upon eliminating from the creed of Chris-

tendom what could be proved to be anti-scriptural than

to undertake the revisi f every article of the cried

by a scriptural test exclusively. Thus they all retained

what the early councils had defined on the essence of

the Godhead and the person of Christ. Gradually other

parties amse which demanded a greater prominence for

the necessity ofthe scriptural affirmative proof, and that

not too great a stress should be laid upon the testimony

ofthe early Church. Hence many doctrines which the

greal Reformed churches of the L6th century agreed in

continuing in their creeds were by other Christian in-

quirers declared to lack the foundation of a clear script-

ural proof, and on that ground either rejected or held as

indifferent on which Bible Christians had a right to dis-

agree. All these parties, however, h< Id fasl to the fun-

damental principle thai the Bible was the supreme

authority for the believer in Christ. Other sects and

parties have made a distinction between the written

Scripture and the Word or Spirit of Christ, and placed

the latter above the former; others, again, have found

a hidden sense in the Bible besides the literal: yet all

these parties concur in recognising the central principle

ofthe Reformation. A total change ofthe hasis ofthe

Reformation was attempted by the Rationalists ofthe

18th and 19th centuries, who wanted to have the Bible

regarded and interpreted as any other hook, recognising

w hat appeared to agree with sound reason, and claiming

the right to reject all the remainder. The divergence

between this view and the central principle of the Ref-

ormation is so apparent, and so radical that the long-

continued coexistence of both views in many of the Eu-

ropean State churches can only be explained from the

facl that the churches were enslaved by the State, ami

treated not as forms of religion, but as a division ofthe

Stale administration. The introduction of self-govern-

ment into these churches rapidly develops a tendency

towards the complete separation between the Rational-

istic and the Biblical concept ion of < Ihristianity.

Theologians have sometimes called this principle the

formal principle of the Reformation, or the principium

cognoscendi. They have distinguished from ii the ma-

terial principle, or principium essendi, which proclaims

the justification ofthe sinner by faith alone. Both are

intimately connected. When the Church is no longer

viewed as the infallible teacher of the true Christian

doctrine, but the inquirer after Christian truth is point-

ed to.the Bible and to Christ himself, the soul's salvation

can only he found in a direct relation between < Ihrist and

the Christian soul. The doctrine occupies however, a

somewhat differenl position in the doctrinal systems oJ

different Protestanl churches. See .Ii stu h vtion.

XIII. The Reformation's Place in tin- History ofthe

Christian Church and in the History ofthe World. Ii

on all sides, and not even denied by the Cath-

olics, that the Reformation is f the greal turning-

points in the Christian Church, ami that with ii I" gins

an entirely new sera. The compulsory uniformity of

the Church was forever at an end. Church history.

henceforth, has not to deal only with one predominant

and all-powerful Church, but with a number of rival

churches, the number of which has steadily increased.

For a time, the leading reformatory churches in close al-

liance with the governments of th< untries in which

they prevailed endeavored likewise to enforce conform-

ity with their doctrines and laws; but tins course was

gradually recognised to lie untenable, and religious tok
(ration, and subsequently the freedom of religious con-

fession, has become one ofthe characteristic features of
the Reformed countries. The Catholic < ihurch continues
up to the present day to brand the principle of r< ligious

liberty a- a heresy id' modern times; hut it is a notable
facl that marly all the Catholic countries which nomi-
nally continue to adhere to the doctrine of the Church
entirely disregard whai their Church declares to he the

Catholic principle, and have introduced the Protestant

principles of religious freedom into their legislation.

In universal history, the Reformation is by all histo-

rians designated as one of the great movements which
mark the transition from the .Middle Ages to modern
times. A characteristic feature ofthe countries which
adopted the Reformation is the progress towards polit-

ical free, |,, m. ami the separation between Church and
State. The ( latholic • ihurch in the Middle Ages claimed

a far-reaching influence upon civil legislation. It

claimed the sole right of legislating on marriage atlairs.

exempted priests and monk- from civil jurisdiction, and

accumulated within iis hand a very large proportion of

the nation'8 wealth. Though the Reformed State church-

es pursued different courses in reforming the civil codes,

the tendency to make all citizens equal before the law

j

can be directly traced to the Reformation.

Although the Catholic church still hasa larger mem-
bership than all the Reformed churches combined, the

power and the commanding influence upon the destinies

of mankind are more and more passing into the hands

I

of states the governments of which are separated from

Rome. In the New World, the ascendency ofthe United

States and British America, in both ofwhich Protestant-

ism prevails, over the states of Spanish and Pi

America is not disputed even by Catholics. In Europe,

England has become the greatest world-power, and in

its wide dominions new great Protestant countries are

springing into existence, especially in Australia and

South Africa. In Germany, the supreme power has

passed from the declining Catholic house of Ilapsburg

to the Protestant house of Hohenzollern, and the new
Protestant German Empire marks an addition of the

greatest importance to the aggregate power ofthe Prot-

estant world. The combined influence ofthe three gr< at

Teutonic peoples—the United States, Greal Britain, and

Germany—continues to be cast in a steadily increasing

ratio for the defence of that freedom from the dictation

ol Rome which wasfirsl won by the Reformation. That

freedom is now not only fully secured against .any pos-

sible combination of Catholic states, but the parliaments

of most ofthe latter, as Prance, Italy, Austria, Portugal,

are as eager in the defence of this freedom as the Prot-

estant slates. Thus il may he said that, after an exist-

ence of about 350years, the Reformation has totally an-

nihilated the influence of Rome upon the laws and the

government ofthe civilized world.

XTV. Literature.—A great many works which are

sources for the history of the Reformation have been

mentioned in the .articles on the Reformers and on partic-

ular churches. The following list contain-, works which

more specially treat ofthe history ofthe Reformation:

Sleidani />< Statu Religionis el Reipublica, (

sure, Commentarii (Stmsburg, 1555; Engl. transl. by Bo-

hun, lend. 1689); Sculteti Armalium Evangelii passim

per Europam /><<;, „,, Sexto SalutisParta Saa
vati Decas let II

|

embracing the time from 1516 to 1536]

(Heidelb. L618); Burner, Hist,ofth< Reformation (Lond.

HiT'.t sip"): Gerdes, Introductio in Hist. Evangelii Sac.

XVIpassim per Europam Renovati (Groning. 1744 52,

tom.iv); II audi bach. Vorlesungen Uberdas Wesen undGe-

schichti der Reformation in Deutschland und der Schweiz

(Leips. 183<I 13,6 vols.; Engl, transl. by Evelina Moore.

Edinb. 1878 sq.); Clausen, Populan Vortrdge iiber die

Reformation | Leips. 1837) ; 1 t'Aubigne*, Histoire • !< I" Re-

formation mi XVIiemi Steele (Paris. L8S5 53, 5 vols.;

Engl, transl. N. V. 1843 Bq.) ; and the supplementary His-

toin ilt la Reformation nu temps de Calvin (Pari-. 1862
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sq. 8 vols. ; Engl, transl. N. Y. 1862-79) ; Beausobre, Hist,

de la Reform. (1785); Neudecker, Gesch. der Reform.

(Leips. 1843), and Gesch. des Protest, (ibid. 1844, 2 vols.)

;

Dbllinger, Die Reform. (1846-48, 3 vols.) ; Gaillard, Hist,

of the, Reform. (N. Y. 1847); Guericke, Gesch. der Reform,

(Berlin, 1855) ; Stebbing, Hist, of the Reform, (Lond.

1850) ; Waddington, Hist, of the Reform, (ibid. 1841).;

Hardwick, Hist, of the Ch. during the Reform. (Camb.

1856); Soames, Hist, of the Reform. (Lond'. 1826) ; Fish-

er, Hist, of the Reform. (N. Y. 1873). On the doctrinal

history of the Reformed churches, see Dorner, G< sch. di r

Prot. Theologie (1867, Engl, transl. 1871); and Schaff,

Creeds of Christendom (N. Y. 1877, 3 vols.). (A. J. S.)

REFORMATION, Festival of the. This is an an-

nual commemoration in Germany of the great event of

the 16th century. It is held on Oct. 31, to remind of the

opening of the Reformation by the nailing of the ninety-

five theses on the church doors at Wittenberg (Oct. 31,

1517). It is first celebrated as a secular feast, and on the

following Sabbath as an ecclesiastical commemoration.

REFORMATION RIGHTS (jus reformandi) are

the privileges granted to the different princes of the

Reformation compact at the Augsburg Interim in 1555

to introduce into their states either the Catholic or Prot-

estant faith, and to maintain it as the faith of the peo-

ple. The peace of Westphalia, in 1G48, brought in

modifications, but modern events have made so many
changes that the rights of the Reformation exist only

in name. At present it is religious liberty which each

state concedes to its subjects, and the only question re-

maining is whether Church and State shall have any
interdependence. See State.

Reformed Baptists. See Campeellites.

Reformed Churches, the name usually given to

all the churches of the Reformation. In a conventional

sense, it is used to designate those Protestant churches

in which the Calvinistic doctrines, and still more the

Calvinistic polity, prevail, in contradistinction to the

Lutheran (q. v.). The influence of Calvin proved more
powerfid than that of Zwingli, which, however, no doubt

considerably modified the views prevalent in many of

these churches. The Reformed churches are very gen-
erally known on the continent of Europe as the Calvin-

istic churches, while the name Protestant Church is in

some countries almost equivalent to that of Lutheran.

One chief distinction of all the Reformed churches is

their doctrine of the sacrament of the Lord's supper,

characterized by the utter rejection not only of transub-

stantiation, but of consubstantiation ; and it was on this

point mainly that the controversy between the Luther-

ans and the Reformed was long carried on. See Lord's
Supper. They are also unanimous in their rejection

of the use of images and of many ceremonies which the

Lutherans have thought it proper to retain. Among
the Reformed churches are those both of England and
Scotland (notwithstanding the Episcopalian government
of the former and the Presbyterianism of the latter), the

Protestant Church of France, that of Holland and the

Netherlands, many German churches, the once flourish-

ing Protestant Church of Poland, etc., with those in

America and elsewhere which have sprung from them
(Chambers). See Protestantism; Reformation.

Reformed (DUTCH) Church in America, one
of the oldest and most influential bodies of Christians

in this country.

I. Name.—The former title of this denomination in-

dicated its historical relations, " the Reformed Protes-

tant Dutch Church in North America." It is "Re-
formed," as distinct from Lutheranism; "Protestant,"

as protesting against Rome; "Dutch," as expressing its

origin in Holland. In 1867, by an almost unanimous
vote of its General Synod, with the concurrence of the
great majority of the classes, the name of the Church
was restored to its simple and original form—the Re-
formed Church. The history and reasons of this change
are fully presented in an elaborate report, which is ap-

pended to the minutes of the General Synod of 1867.

The word " Dutch" was originally introduced to distin-

guish the Church from the " English" Church, by which
the Episcopalian denomination was generally known, in

the State of New York, after the Dutch colonial govern-

ment had surrendered to the British in 1664. The
Hollanders who settled New York and Albany, and in-

termediate places, came over as members of the "Re-
formed Church of the Netherlands" and representatives

of "the Reformed Religion." It was not until thirty

years after the cession of the province to the British

that the word "Dutch" was incorporated in the style

and title of a single Church when William III of Eng-
land gave a charter to the Netherland Reformed Con-
gregation in the city of New York as the "Reformed
Protestant Dutch Church." In resuming its original

name the Church has lost none of its historical associa-

tions, and has only dropped what had long been regard-

ed by many as a hindrance to her advancement.

II. Reformed Church in Holland. — The Reformed
Church of the Netherlands was a legitimate outgrowth

from the great Reformation of the 16th century. The
conflict for civil and religious liberty in the Low Coun-
tries was preceded by the labors of those "Reformers
before the Reformation," Wessel Gansevoort and Ru-
dolph Agricola. Both of these illustrious scholars and
teachers were natives of Groningen. They were stu-

dents of the Bible, who, fifty years before Martin Lu-
ther, came to a clear knowledge of the great doctrines

of the faith with which he shook the world. But it

was not until many years after he had taken his posi-

tion that he saw the writings of Gansevoort, and then

he felt constrained to make the fact public, lest his ene-

mies should use their agreement of views to his own
disadvantage. Gansevoort was an eminent teacher at

Heidelberg, Louvain, Paris, Rome, and at last, as head
of a celebrated school, in his native Groningen, where
he died in 1489. Agricola was professor in the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg, and was noted for his classical

and scientific attainments, and especially for his skill in

the use of the Greek New Test. The labors of these

great and good men mightily prepared the Way for the

civil and religious conflict which followed under Charles

V and his son Philip II of Spain. Iivangelical truth

struck its roots deep down into the hearts of the people.

Confessors and martyrs for Christ were never wanting
for the persecutions of the government and the Inqui-

sition. The poor people called their churches "the

Churches of the Netherlands under the Cross" They
worshipped privately for many years, in scattered little

assemblies, until they crystallized into a regular eccle-

siastical organization. The ban of the empire and the

curse of the Romish Church could not keep down the

rising spirit of the heroic believers in Christ aiid liberty.

Every new act of tyranny fanned the sacred flame.

Popular field-preachers, like Herman Strijker and Jan
Arentsen, gathered thousands of people beneath the

open sky to listen to their powerful eloquence. The
whole country was stirred to its depths. The hymns of

Beza and Clement Marot, translated from the French,

rani;' out the pious enthusiasm of the multitudes. Babes
were brought for baptism, and alms were collected for

the poor. At length three pastors were set apart to

the ministry of the Church in Amsterdam, deacons and
deaconesses were appointed to distribute alms to the

needy saints, and churches were organized. In 1563
the Synod of Antwerp was held, which adopted the

Belgic Confession, and laid the foundations of that no-
ble Church to which subsequent synods only gave more
permanent shape. Her scholars and theologians, her
schools and universities, her pure faith and holy living.

her active zeal and martyr spirit, gave the Reformed
Church of Holland the leading position among the sis-

ter churches of the Continent. Her catholic feeling

and religious liberty made her a refuge for the perse-

cuted of other lands. The Waldenses and the Hugue-
nots, the Scotch Covenanters and the English Puritans,
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found a welcome at her altars; and John Robinson and

i he voyagers of the Maj flowi t learned in Holland some

of the !»•>[ lessons which they brought with them to

Plymouth Bock.

111. History of the Reformed Church in America.— I.

Origin.—The R< formed church in America was founded

by emigrants from Holland, who formed the colony of

the New Netherlands, under the authority of the States-

General and under the auspices of the Dutch Easl In-

dia Company. Hendrick Hudson arrived in New STork

harbor Sept. 11. 1609, in the Half .Moon, and proceeded

as far a- Fort Orange (now Albany). Trading-posts

were established there and on .Manhattan [sland i New
JTork i in 1614. The emigrants came for trade, but they

did nol neglect religion and the public worship of God.

I bey had no ordained minister and no organized Church

for several years; but two " krank - besoeckers," or

"zieken-troosters"—literally "comforters of the sick,"

pious persons who were often commissioned as aids to

the ministers of the Gospel in the mother-country-

came over with governor Minuil in 1626. These were

Jansen Krol and Jan Huyck. "They met the people

on Sundays in an upper room above a horse-mill, and

read the Scriptures and the creeds to them. This was
///< beginning of public worship in New Amsterdam."

There is evidence, however, that "a considerable Church
was organized in that city as early as 1619," and that

"a list of members in full communion of the Church of

Now 1 oik is still extant, dated 1622" ( Life of Dr. J"/ni

II. Livingston, p. 79, note).

The first minister of the Gospel who came to this

country from Holland was the Rev. Jonas Michaelius,

a graduate of the University of Leyden, and afterwards

a missionary in San Salvador and Guinea. He preached

in New Amsterdam from 1628 to 1G33, and then re-

turned to Holland. See .M h iiAKi.it s. In the spring

of the same year his successor, the Rev. Everardus Bo-

gardus, arrived, bringing with him the first schoolmas-

ter, Vi.-nn Roelandsen, who organized the parochial

sol i of the Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church. This
school is still in existence, without a break in its suc-

cession of nearly two hundred and fifty years. It is

sustained by the Collegiate Church, and has always

boon "an instrument of much good to the Church and

to the community." A history of it has been published

in a small volume by its present principal, Mr. Dun-
shee. I his intimate connection of the Church and the

school was characteristic of the early Reformed church-

es, and it antedates the claim of priority made for the

New England Puritans by several years. The upper

room in. Francis Molemaker's horse -mill was relin-

qnished as a place of worship upon the arrival of domi-

nie Bogardusin 1633, and a plain, frail w leu church-

building and a parsonage were erected near what is now

Old Slip, on the East River. In 1642, at the suggestion

ot i he famous navigator David Petersen de Yrios. funds

were raised for the erection of a stone edifice within 'he

fort (now the Battery i, where the people worshipped

until the church was finished in Garden Street in 1693.

A church was planted in i be colony of Rensellaerswyck

I
Ubany i under the patronage of Kilian van Rensellaer,

a pearl-merchant from Amsterdam, who founded a col-

ony upon the large tract of laud of which he was the

first patron. In 1642 he secured the ser\ ices of the

l.'c v. Johannes Megapolensis, whose call Btatea that " By
tie Btate of navigation in the Bast and West [ndies a

door is opened through the special pro\ id. nee ,,l God,
also iii the New Netherlands, tor the preaching of the

( lospel of Jesus < Ihrist for the salvation of men. as g i

fruits have been already witnessed then 1 through God's
mercy."' lb- was also t he firsl I 'n. test.ant missionary to

the Indians in this country, preceding the labors c.l

John Idiot near lie-ton by three or four years. See

Megapolensis. Hit uccessors Dellius and Lydius did

the same good work.

2. First Period. •The Dutch rule in Manhattan la-t-

ed fifty years from the establishment of the first trading-

station. The Church had been organized about thirty

years. The city of New Amsterdam, at the dale of [tie

surrender, contained only 1500 inhabitants: and there
were but live Reformed churches in the whole province
New York. Albany. Flatbusb and Flatlands, Esopus

(or Kingston), and Breuckelen (Brooklyn). There
were six ministers— the two Megapolenses, Drisius,

Schaats, Polhemus. and Blom." They were men of
thorough education, and. as far a- we can learn, diligent

in the ministry. There were also a church at Bergi n,

which was the first of an} denomination in New Jersey,

organized in 1660, and one at New Amstel, Del., which
subsequently dropped out of the connection. Tin- Hol-
landers numbered, at the time of the surrender, about
l". souls. This first period of the Church was nec-
essarily one of very small beginnings. The churches
were planted in the wilderness. They encountered all

the difficulties of new colonies -surrounded by savage
tribes, separated by long distances from each other, and
dependent entirely upon Holland for their clergy and
school-teachers. Civil affairs were sometimes unhap-
pily mixed up with religious interests, and the growth
was slow indeed.

3. The second period covers nearly three (piarters of

a century (1664 to L737), during which about fifty

churches were added to the denomination, (if these

fourteen were in New .Jersey, about twenty on the banks
of the Hudson River, about half as many in the valleys

of Schoharie, Orange, and Ulster, and a half-dozen on

Long Island and Statin Island, forty-two ministers

began their labors, some of them only remaining a short

time, among these churches; and at the close of the

period there were sixty churches, and seventeen minis-

ters of Hollandish extraction in America. When the

English rule began in New York, emigration from Hol-

land almost ceased. Frequent collisions occurred with
the British governors of the province. Governor An-
dros sent a minister of the Church of England [

see

Van Ranslaer, Nicholas] to Albany to take posses-

sion of the Dutch church there: and governor Fletcher,
failing to impose the use of the English language by
law upon the Hollanders, procured the passage of a bill

by the Assembly settling a maintenance for ministers,

which was so worded that, while it might apply to dis-

senters, ii practically subserved the Church of England,
and made it substantially the Established Church in

the counties of New York. Kings, Queens, Richmond,
and Westchester. Church-rates were exacted by the

government for the support of these Episcopalian min-
isters. The line of separation between the Dutch and
English gradually became more distinct. Many of the

Hollanders, to escape English oppression, removed to

New Jersey, and settled principally in Middlesex, Som-
erset. Monmouth, and Bergen counties, where they laid

the foundations of churches that have long been great

and powerful. Some French Huguenots, who tied from

religious persecutions in the Old World, also settled in

New York. Westchester, and lister counties, and on

State n [sland. for their benefit, the Collegiate Church
of New York called Samuel Drisius, who could preach

in French as well as in Dutch and English; and Daille,

Bonrepos, and Perrel ministered t" the pious exiles.

They fraternized heartily with the Dutch churches,

and ultimately were absorbed in the one organization.

Their descendants in the same localities still form a

strong constituent element of the Reformed ( burch in

America.

In 170!> a large body of Germans from the Palatinate,

fleeing from religious persecution, settled upon Livings-

ton Manor, in Schoharie < ount\ . N. ^ .. and in the \ alley

"i the Mohawk. Among them were- many Swiss, who
SOUght the same sheltc r in ill.- New World. I 'liable to

obtain help from the Church in their fatherland, and

living beside their Dutch neighbors, they naturally

sought and received assistance from them, 'flu 1 (la-sis

of Amsterdam, at tin- request of the Church of the Pa-

latinate, agreed to aid the Germans upon condition that
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they would adhere to the Heidelberg Catechism, the

Palatinate Confession of Faith, the Canons of the Synod

of Dort, and the Kules of Church Government of Dort.

Ministers were sent over. A coetus or American Classis

was formed by the direction and under the jurisdiction

of the Synod of Holland, which charged the Classis of

Amsterdam with the supervision of the affairs of the

German Church in America, which then extended among
the German settlements in Pennsylvania, Maryland,

Virginia, the Carolinas, New Jersey, and New York.

This relation subsisted forty-six years, until 1793, when
the coetus asserted its independence of the Church in

Holland. See German Reformed Church in Amer-
ica. In Schoharie and Columbia counties, and in the

valley of the Mohawk, the German and Holland ish ele-

ments have, to a great degree, united in the Reformed

churches.

4. The third period in this history dates from the

first effort of the Dutch churches to secure an indepen-

dent organization—1737 to 1702. Their entire depend-

ence upon the Church in Holland for ministers, their

growth in numbers and their distance from the mother

country, the necessities of a new country, and the lack

of facilities for educating their clergy, the delays, ex-

pense, and anxieties occasioned by the necessity of

sending young men to Holland for training and ordina-

tion, and other good reasons growing out of their posi-

tion and the ecclesiastical restrictions of the Classis of

Amsterdam, led to the organization of a coetus, or ec-

clesiastical association, in New York in 1737. A plan

was carefully framed, submitted to the churches, and
sent to Holland for approval by the classis. This plan

embraced a yearly meeting of clerical and lay delegates

for the transaction of ecclesiastical business only, to pro-

mote the welfare of the churches, and in entire subordi-

nation to the Classis of Amsterdam. But nine years

passed away before that body gave its sanction. The
first meeting of the coetus was held in September, 17-17,

and the first German coetus in the same month.
The powers of this body were too limited to make it

really effective. It had no authority to ordain any
man to the ministry without special permission, nor to

decide finally upon any question. But these restric-

tions only roused the spirit of independence in the

younger ministry, and generated the powerful opposi-

tion of the adherents of the policy of the mother
Church. In 1753 measures were taken for forming an

American Classis, which was organized in 1755. This

event caused the withdrawal of the conservatives, who
were thereafter known as the " Conferentie" the Dutch
word for the Latin coetus. From this time until 1771

the conflict between these parties rent the Church asun-

der. Ministers, churches, and people entered into the

strife with the most bitter animosities. The coetus

were noted for their practical zeal, their pious and pro-

gressive earnestness, and their high sense of the rights

and duties of the Church in this country. The confe-

rentie possessed more learning, and some of its members
occupied the highest places in the Church. In num-
bers they were nearly equal. In spirit, while both were

often extremely culpable, the Conferentie are generally

credited with being the most intemperate. Yet they

should be regarded as impelled by their zeal for a thor-

oughly educated ministry, and for the order and wor-

ship of the Church. But the quarrel grew apace.

Preachers were sometimes disturbed in their pulpits;

public worship was often interrupted, or actually stopped,

by violence. Church doors were locked against one or

the other party by their opponents. Tumults were ex-

cited on the Lord's day at the doors of the sanctuaries.

Personal, domestic, and public divisions were made be-

tween those who had always before been friends. Re-

ligion suffered sadly, and the Church seemed almost on

the brink of ruin, when at length the hour of deliver-

ance and the deliverer came.

In 1701) John 11. Livingston, then a young man, ar-

rived in Holland to study for the ministry at the Uni-
I

versify of Utrecht. His heart was filled with anxiety

for the churches at home, whose dissensions he had wit-

nessed and deplored. With great wisdom he embraced
every opportunity to spread information and take coun-

sel with leading men in Holland respecting the state

of things in America. He prepared a plan of union,

secured the assent of the ecclesiastical authorities, and
returned to New York as pastor of the Church in that

city, in 1770, with his olive-branch. In October, 1771,

a convention was held in New York, at which there,

were present twenty-two ministers and twenty-five el-

ders, from thirty-four churches. The plan of union was
presented by Dr. Livingston, discussed in a friendly

manner, with a sincere desire for peace, ratified by that

body, and transmitted to Holland for final approval by
the Classis of Amsterdam. In 1772 their favorable an-

swer was received, dated Jan. 14 in that year. (A trans-

lation is printed in full in Corwin's Manual of the Re-

formed Church, p. 11, 12.) This practically ended the

long strife. A general synod was organized, with five

classes. The power of licensing and ordaining minis-

ters was granted to the new and independent body, and
the way was thus peacefully prepared for the formal

and final organization. The articles of union were only

intended as a temporary scaffolding for the erection of

a more permanent ecclesiastical structure. In 1788 the

doctrinal symbols of the Church, and the articles of

Church government used in Holland, were translated

by a committee of the synod. In 1792 the whole work
was reviewed by the synod, adapted to the wants of the

Church in this land, and adopted as the constitution of

the Reformed Dutch Church. At this time there were

one hundred and thirty churches and fifty ministers.

During the whole period of strife ninety new churches

were organized, and eighty-eight ministers began their

labors among them. Before the first attempts at inde-

pendent organization, for forty years prior to 1730, the

average growth in ministers and churches was only

seven of each per decade. During the next sixty years,

the average per decade arose to seventeen. These facts

tell the story of the differing policies of the coetus and
conferentie.

The separate organization which was thus secured

has remained to this day, a monument of providential

interposition, and of the wisdom and piety of its chief

human agent, Dr. Livingston, who is justly revered as

the father of the Reformed Church in America. The
constitution adopted in 1792 continued in force for the

space of forty years. In 1832 it was revised, and again

in 1874.

5. Causes of Slow Growth.—It has often been a mat-

ter of surprise to persons unacquainted with these and
other facts that this oldest Presbyterian Church organi-

zation in this country has been of such slow growth.

The reasons are self-evident. The Dutch rule in New
Amsterdam lasted only about thirty years; and when it

ceased, the population of the city was but 1500. The
English Episcopal Church rose almost to the power of

a state establishment. " The Presbyterians of Ireland

and Scotland, for a hundred and twenty-five years, were

practically excluded by the continued use of the Dutch
language from the Church assemblies of the Reformed,

and they established their own churches nearly half a

century before an English word was heard in a Dutch
church." The introduction of English preaching by
the Rev. Dr. Laidlie, who was called by the Church of

New York for this purpose, was the result of a long

strife, and the commencement of a longer struggle

against the use of this restrictive tongue. The damage
to the Church from this cause alone was almost incalcu-

lable, keeping multitudes away from its sanctuaries, and
driving many of the younger families into the Episcopal

and Presbyterian churches. The first English sermon

was preached in the church in New York in 1764 by
Dr. Laidlie. The dependence of the American churches

upon the mother Church in Holland for more than a-

hundred and fifty years also produced its natural results
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iii dwarfing their growth and diminishing their strength.

They were men- attachments to a foreign body, without

ecclesiastical organization on the spot, save by a consis-

tory, with no powers of legislation, licensure, or ordina-

tion, with no colleg i or theological .seminary to supply

a new mini-try. distracted by internal troubles, and

bound hand and foot by Old-World alliances, prejudices,

ami powers. The only wonder is that the Reformed

Church maintained its separate existence, and that it

achieved its independence at last. After the articles of

union were adopted in 1772. the Revolutionary War
added greatly to the embarrassments of the Church.

Many ministers were obliged t<> leave their flocks tor

years. I Ihurch edifices were sometimes used for British

cavalry stables and riding-schools, and military prisons;

and the fairest portions of the goodly heritage were oc-

cupied by tin' opposing armies. After peace was de-

clared, the Church grew slowly hut surely, and laid the

foundations other educational and benevolent institu-

tions upon a broad and enduring basis. The tenacity

of the Dutch character is abundantly illustrated in the

r\N. me difficulty with which this Church has been in-

duced to break oil its old traditional relationships and

attachments to iis foreign origin. It never has yielded

one of them until it was compelled to do so by long con-

flicts.

IV. Theological Standards.—The doctrinal symbols

of the Reformed Church in America, which are still the

same with those of the Reformed Church in Holland,

are, (1) the Belgic Confession; (2) the Heidelberg Cat-

echism, and tin- 1 lompendium of the christian Religion,

which is an abridgment of the Heidelberg Catechism,

designed lor the young and to prepare for the Lord's

supper; (3) the Canons of the Synod of Dordrecht.

The use of the Westminster Shorter Catechism in Sun-

day-schools lias been also sanctioned by the General

Synod. The Hellenbroek Catechism was formerly much
employed by pastors and in Sabbath-schools, but it is

now out of use.

These standards harmonize with each oilier, and in

all essential points with the Thirty-nine Articles of the

Church of England, with the Westminster Confession

of faith, and with the confessions of the Reformed

churches of Germany, France, and Switzerland. The
theology of the Reformed Church is " Calvinistic," in

tie' moderate sense of that historical term, ami it is

Calvinistic amply because she believes ii to be scriptu-

ral. The liberality with which Bhe'holds her standards

is sufficiently attested by the very large number both

of ministers and communicant members whom she has

received from other evangelical bodies. The Heidel-

berg < iatechism is held in the sense in which it is inter-

preted by the Synod of Doll.

V. Church Government.— The government of the

Church, in common with that of all Reformed churches,

is Btrictly Presbyterian. Her constitution recognises

'• the offices of the Church of Christ to be

:

" 1. Ministers ofthe Word.
" •-'. Teachers of theology.
" :t. Elders.
" 4. Deacons."

1. Ministers "/'//,, Word. -"No person shall be al

lowed to exercise the office of a minister wit bout being

regularly Inducted thereto, according to the Word of

God and the order established by the Church" (Con-

stitution, an. ii. § 1 ). Croat care is required in the ed-

ucation of students and in the examinations of candi-

dates for the holy office by the classes, which have the

power of licensure, ordination, and installation. The
candidates for both licensure and ordinal ion are required

to sign certain "formulas," pledging themselves t>> a

hearty belief an. 1 persuasion ofthe theological standards

ofthe Church, and "diligently to teach and faithfully

to del', nil the same without either directly or iii. 1 1 re. ll\

contradicting the same by our public preaching or writ-

ings." If difficulties, or doubts, or change of views oc-

cur respecting doctrine, they engage that they -will

neither publicly nor privately propose, teach, or defend
the same, either by preaching or writing, until they
have first revealed such sentiments to tie consistory,

olas>is. or synod, that the same may be there exaroitK d :

being always ready cheerfully to submit to the judg-
ment ofthe consistory, classis, or synod, under the pen-
altj oi being, in case of refusal, ipso facto suspended
from office." < Mher provisions, however, guard the rights
of conscience and of individual judgment against any
harsh or unjust treatment.

Ministers an- regarded as bound t.. the service oi the

sanctuary tor life, and are not at liberty to secularize

themselves -except for i_
r n at and important reasons,

concerning which the classis shall inquire and deter-

mine." Superannuated and disabled ministers may be

••declared emeriti, and be excused from all further s< r-

\ ice in the Church during such infirmity." In the

case of pa-t..rs thus incapacitated and retired, coi

tions are required to provide a reasonable support, with
the approval of the classis.

Tin' parity of the mini-try is effectually secured by
the following article of the constitution: •-Ml ministers

ofthe Gospel are equal in rank and authority. All are

bishops or overseers in tie Church, and all are equal

stewards ofthe mysteries ol God. No superiority shall

therefore be ever claimed or acknowledge d by .me min-
ister over another, nor shall there be any lor.!- over

God's heritage in the Reformed churches" i art. ii. ^ 16).

Licentiates and ministers of churches with which the

Reformed Church holds correspondence are received

upon the usual certificates of dismission from those

bodies: unless there be grounds of presumption against

their doctrines and morals; and then inquiries are to

be proposed to satisfy the classis as to the propriety of

proceeding freely in each case. Foreign ministers must
present their credentials before the classis prior to invi-

tation by any consistory to preach in its church : and no

classis can receive any smh minister without strict ob-

servance ofthe rules ofthe Church provided for these

cases. Ministers coming from non-corresponding bod-

ies must always be examined respecting their theolog-

ical views before they can be received.

2. Teachers of theology, or professors in the theologi-

cal seminary, .are to be appointed only by the General

S\ nod the office is for life, or during good behavior

—

"and to that synod a professor of theology shall always
be amenable for his doctrine, mode .

. t tea. bine:, and
moral conduct." He is also required to sign a constitu-

tional formula expressing fidelity to the Church and
her theological standards, etc. And. to complete the

independence and personal responsibility of the pro-

fessor to the General Synod, it i- provided i art. iii. ;j 1
1,

that • no professor, w bile in office, shall have the pasto-

ral charge of any congregation, or be a member of any
ecclesiastical assembly or judicatory; but. a- a minister

of the Gospel, may preach and administer, or assist in

administering, the sacraments in any congregation, w ith

the consent of the minister or consistory." Six months'

notice ..f intention to resign his office must be sent to

the president ofthe General Synod before it can be ac-

cepted by I hat body. .Most of these provisions respt cl-

ue tea. hers of theology are peculiar to the Reformed
Church. Their practical effect has been excellent.

3. I. Elders and deacons. See " Consistory," below.

VI. Judicatories.—Thi

1. The Consistory.
2. The Classis.
:;. 'iii.- Particnlar Synod.
4. The General Synod.

i. /' Consistory is the primary ecclesiastical body,

corresponding t.> the session ofthe Presbj terian < Ihurch.

It is composed of the minister, elders, <im/ </../

( Ihurch. To the ,11, rs, with the minister, are committt d

i he chief spiritual functions of the Church, especially in

admitting persons to the communion, in maintaining dis-

cipline, and in choosing delegates to the classis. To the

is confided tin- care of the poor. " When joined
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together in one board, the elders and deacons have an

equal voice in whatever relates to the temporalities of

the Church, to the calling of a minister, or the choice

of their own successors, in all which they are consid-

ered the general and joint representatives of the peo-

ple" (art. vi, § 2). In New York and New Jersey the

minister, elders, and deacons constituting the consistory

are the legal trustees of the corporate rights and prop-

erty and temporal interests of the churches which they

represent. It is believed that this plan possesses supe-

rior advantages to that which prevails in the Presby-

terian churches, which have a separate board of trustees,

chosen from the congregation, and are often composed

of men who are not professors of religion.

In another important respect the consistory of the

Reformed Church differs from the session of the Pres-

byterian Church. In the latter the elders are chosen

for life, and thus make a permanent body of officers.

In the Reformed Church elders and deacons are elected

by the male communicants for two years. The term

of one half of the consistory expires each year; they

are eligible for immediate re-election if it is deemed de-

sirable to retain their services, and this often occurs.

This principle of rotation in office has its obvbus and
great advantages, harmonizing with our republican sys-

tem of government in Church and State, bringing grad-

ually into active service all the best available talent of

each congregation, and permitting such changes as may
be demanded for the welfare of the Church and congre-

gation without giving needless offence to any who may
pass out of office.

The Great Consistory is an advisory body, intermediate

between the consistory and the classis, and is composed
of all who have previously been elders and deacons in

the same Church. This arrangement works admirably

in cases upon which the acting consistory may need

counsel; as, for instance, in the settlement of a pastor,

the erection of Church buildings and parsonages, etc.

This is an institution peculiar to the Reformed Church
alone in this country, and has stood the test of the

whole history of its organization.

In this way also the Presbyterian principle of "once
an elder always an elder" is practically preserved, the

official character of both elders and deacons being recog-

nised in this body, although they may not be in active

service in the consistory. Besides this, it often hap-

pens that persons who have not been acting as elders

in any given Church for many years are appointed

and sit as delegates in the Particular and General
synods.

2. The Classis is the body next above the consistory,

and corresponds to the Presbytery of the Presbyterian

Church in its general organization and functions. It

is composed of not less than three ministers, and one
elder from each Church represented, within certain

limits which are prescribed by the Particular Synod.
Stated meetings are held twice a year. To the classis

belongs the right to license, ordain, install, dismiss, sus-

pend, and depose ministers, to exercise a general super-

vision over the spiritual interests and concerns of the

several churches, and to try and decide cases of appeal

from judicial decisions of consistories, subject also to ap-

peal to the Particular Synod. For promoting the doc-

trinal purity, the spiritual interests, and the general wel-

fare of the churches each consistory is required annual-

ly, at the spring session of classis, to present a full re-

port, in writing, with statistical information respecting

its religious condition. At the same meeting the fol-

lowing constitutional questions are asked of every pas-

tor and elder

:

1. Are the doctrines of the Gospel preached in your
congregation in their purity, agreeably to the Word of
God, the Confession of Faith, and the Catechisms of our
Church ?

'.'. Is the Heidelberg Catechism regularly explained,
agreeably to the Constitution of the Reformed Church ?

:'.. Arc the catechising of the children and the instruc-
tion of the youth faithfully attended to?

4. Is family visitation faithfully performed?

5. Is the 5th section, 2d article, 2d chapter of the Con-
stitution of our Church (which relates to oversight and
discipline of Church members) carefully obeyed ?

G. Is the temporal contract between ministers and peo-
ple fulfilled in your congregation?

The replies are required to be noted in detail in the

minutes of the classis, and sent up to the Particular

Synod for inspection. It is now also required to report

whether the contributions enjoined by the General Syn-

od for specific benevolent objects have been taken in

each church.

3. The Particular Synod dates back to the year 1704.

Previous to that time the only ecclesiastical bodies were

the consistory, classis, and synod, or, as they were de-

nominated, the Particular and General bodies. These

met annually. The first synodal assembly was only

provisional; it possessed and exercised the right to ex-

amine students of theology for licensure until the year

1800. This function was afterwards devolved upon the

classes alone. The Particular Synod is a court of ap-

peal in judicial cases which are carried up from the

classes. It has power to form new classes, to transfer

congregations from one classis to another, and has a

general supervisory power over its classes. It also con-

firms the nominations of the classes for delegates to the

General Synod. It meets annually, and is composed of

four ministers and four elders from each classis.

The four Particular synods now existing are those of

.Y« ir York, organized in 1800, composed of nine classes;

Albany, organized in 1800, composed of ten classes;

chiciif/n, organized in 185G, composed of five classes;

Xew Jirunsirick, organized in 1869, composed of nine

classes. At the session of the General Synod held in

1869 the Particular synods were reorganized upon the

basis of a plan which is intended to increase their pre-

viously limited powers, and to bring them into more

systematic and direct contact with the spiritual inter-

ests and benevolent agencies of the Church. See Min-
utes of Gen. Synod, 1869, p. 626, 633.

4. The General Synod.—The long conflict between

the ccetus and conferentie which ended in 1771 resulted

in an assembly of representatives of both parties, who
styled themselves "A Reverend Meeting of Ministers

and Elders." They organized what were called a " Gen-

eral" and five "Particular" bodies, which were subse-

quently called by the names familiar in Holland, "syn-

od" and "classis." The General Body was merely a

provincial and provisional assembly—a sort of ecclesi-

astical bridge over which the Church passed from her

dependence upon the mother Church in Holland to her

condition of real independence and separate American

organization. At first it was a conventional assembly,

consisting of all the ministers in the Church, with an

elder from each separate Church. It met triennially.

In 1800 it was made a delegated body, consisting of

eight ministers and eight elders from each of the two

Particular synods of New York and Albany, which were

constituted in that year, only two ministers and two

elders being admitted from each classis. In 1809 the

delegation was increased to three ministers and three

elders, who are nominated by each classis and con-

firmed by their respective Particular synods. By the

present Constitution, each classis having more than fif-

teen churches is entitled to one additional delegate

for each additional five churches. In 1812 the ses-

sions were made annual. This body meets on the

first Wednesday in June, and it continues in session

about ten days. It exercises a general supervision over

the entire Church. It is the court of last resort in ap-

peals of judicial cases from the lower bodies. It has

power to form and change the Particular synods. It

elects professors of theology and has supreme control

of the theological seminaries. The benevolent boards

of the Church are its creations. It maintains friendly

correspondence with various ecclesiastical assemblies of

other denominations. It has no power to alter or amend
the Constitution of the Church, but can only recommend

such changes, which must be submitted, through it, to
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the classes, and can be adopted only by the votes of a

majority of these bodies. The General Synod was in-

corporated in 1818 by an act of the Legislature of the

State of New York.

The fiscal conci rns of the whole Church are managed

under this charter by the Board of Directum of < 'orpo-

raHon, which is elected annually by the General Synod,

and consists of a president, three directors, and a treas-

urer. The personal and real estate and all the synods'

property are confided to the custody of this board, which

is thus made the chief fiscal agenl of the Church. Its

affairs arc reported annually to the synod. For more

than sixty years it has managed its large trust with the

mosl exemplary diligence, fidelity, and success, and « ith

scarcely the loss of a dollar from all its investments.

The board reported in 1878 that the assets in the hands

of the treasurer. June 1. amounted to $451,411.69; this

was in addition to the large real estate owned by the

synod al New Brunswick, N. .1.. in the buildings and

grounds of the theological seminary, and in those of

Hope College, al Holland, Mich.

VII. Usages. I. Mode of Worship.—All the Re-

formed churches of the Continent adopted liturgies for

the observance of public worship, including the offices

for the administration of sacraments, the ordination of

ministers, elder-, and deacons, and for the infliction of

discipline in excommunication, etc. The Scottish He-

former John Knox prepared a liturgy for the Church of

Scotland which was used for some time, hut which was

ultimately swepl away by the same anti -ritualistic

storm in which Puritans and Presbyterians were driven

to the opposite extreme of bold simplicity in public

worship. The liturgy of tin' Reformed Church of Hol-

land—with the omission only of a prayer in the mar-

riage service and an article on the consolation of the

sick is accurately given in the English translation.

which is now in use in the Reformed Church of America.

It is "precisely what it was in 1619, and substantially

as when tirst adopted in 1568 by the Synod ofWesel."

Like all the Reformed liturgies, it is based on that of

John Calvin. Bui its shape was given chiefly by John
Alasco, the popular pastor of the Reformed Church in

London, w hich numbered, under his ministry, over three

thousand members, who were refugees from persecution

in their native land. This Church still exists. Alasco

also prepared a new liturgy, using bis old one and that

ofStrashurg, a translation of which, from the French, was

published by Pollanus, Calvin's successor, who founded

a Church at Glastonbury, England. It was written in

Latin, and then, in 1551, translated into Dutch by John

Uytenhove, an elder of the Church in London. The lit-

urgy of the Reformed Church in the Netherlands was

prepared by Peter Dathenus, an eminent minister, who,

when driven from Holland by persecution, settled with

some of his fellow-exiles in the Palatinate at Franken-

thal, near Heidelberg. He first translated the Heidel-

berg < latechism into the Holland language, and also the

psalms of Beza and Marol from their French originals.

He dedicated the volume containing these symbols

(psalms, catechism, and liturgy) "to all the churches

and ministers of Jesus Christ sitting and mourning
under the tyranny of antichrist." Subsequently, the
•• Form for Adult Baptism," and the ••Consolation of the

Sick and Dying," and the •Compendium of the Chris-

tian Religion," a condensation of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism which was in place of another brief catechism—
ho intended to unite with the Church, were

iss l. in L57d the Synod of Dordrecht directed the

liturgy to be used in all the churches. For a full ac-

count see Eutaxia, orttn Presbyterian Liturgies, ch. \i:

and Prof. Demai History and Ecclesiastical Char-
acti ristics of th Ref. Ch. ch. viii.

The liturgy is officially declared to be a pari of the

Constitution of the Reformed Church {Minutes of Gen.

Synod, iv, \-~>. 126). The offices for the administration

of baptism and the Lord's supper, lor ordination of min-

I deacons, and those for excommunica-

tion and for readmitting the excommunicated are also

declared by the Constitution to be essential, and must be
used. The tonus of prayer. marriage-si n ice, etc, are

nol essential, but simply remain as formulas and speci-

mens, which may or may not he used, at the option of

the minister. The prayers were used for a time, but
always in connection with extempore prayer, .'since

the latter part of the 17th century they have been
dropped in public worship in Holland. When English
preaching had been established in the Church of New-
York, three Mar- after Dr. Laidlie's advent, a transla-

tion of this liturgy into English—which is more accu-
rate and faithful than elegant in style was procured
and introduced by the collegiate consistory. The same
year also (1767) singing in the English language was
commenced in that Church. I he volume used was an
amended edition of Brady and Tate's version, in which
the old music was retained and the rhyme adapted to

it. See Psalmody,
Several attempts have been made to revise thelit-

urgy, all of which have failed of tinal adoption by the

classes, to whom, under the constitution, tiny were re-

ferred for final decision.

•_'. Other Customs (essential and non-essential).—In

181 I the Genera] Synod adopted a report of a commit-
tee on this subject which is still the law of the Church.
The essential customs and usages which ar& deemed
necessary to he continued in the Church an- expressed
in the explanatory articles ol the constitution; such as

singing the psalms ami hymns approved of and recom-

mended by the General Synod; preaching from the Hei-
delberg Catechism; observing the forms in the admin-
istration of baptism and the Lord's supper, etc., as con-

tained in the liturgy, etc. "Other customs and usages
prevail in the Church which are deemed non-essential,

and in many instances are either wholly dispensed with

or partially retained in our congregations, according to

the taste or circumstances of pastors or people ; such as

the arrangements observed in the performance of public

worship—the number of times of singing psalms and
hymns; reading sermons and preaching them from
memory or extemporaneously; sprinkling in baptism
one or three times; sitting or standing in receiving the

Lord's supper; preaching on Ascension-day. Good-Fri-

day, and other days which have long been observed
both in Holland and America" (Minutes, 181 I. p. 31, 32).

In the Constitution adopted in 1832, however, "for

the purpose of uniformity in the order of worship,"

a directory is set forth which "is to be observed in all

the churches." In Holland all the clergy wear the offi-

cial pulpit dress or gown during their performance of

public worship. In this country the custom prevails

chiefly in the cities of Philadelphia. N< w York. Albany,
Newark. New l'.runswick, etc., and in some of the coun-

try and village churches.

VIII. Institutions.— 1. Colleges.—Zeal for the training

and perpetuation of an educated ministry—which pro-

duced ike unhappy division of the Church in the la-t

century—soon led to various plans for the establishment

of proper schools for that purpose in this country. Lew
ministers came from Holland: and the time, cost, and

dangers, the difficulties and disappointments, incurred in

sending youth to be educated in the universities of the

mother country were too great to furnish a supply from
i his source. The number of churches rapidlj outgrew
the pastors. In L754, in order to defeat the vements
of the coins tor independence, a plan was adopted, by
a pro\ ision w hich was inserted in the charti r of Kin-'.-,

i now Columbia) College, in New York, giving the con-

sistory ol" the Church of New York the right to appoint

a professor of theology in that institution. But, fearing

thai such an arrangement would produce an episcopa-

lian defection, the Rev. Theodore Frelinghuysen, of Al-

bany, projected an academy or s, miliary, in which the

Dutch language only should be used, and which should

combine the advantages of both the German gymnasia
and the university system. In L759 he sailed lor Eu-
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rope to urge his project; but he never returned, having
been lost at sea upon his homeward voyage. The con-

ferentie opposed his plan, in a letter to the Classis of

Amsterdam, and it perished with him.

Ten years later—in 1770—and chiefly by the power-

ful influence of Rev. Dr. Jacob E. Hardenbergh, its first

president—a charter was obtained from governor Will-

iam Franklin of New Jersey, then a British province, for

a college, the object of which is stated to be "the edu-

cation of the youth in the learned languages, liberal and
useful arts and sciences, and especially in divinity, pre-

paring them for the ministry and other good offices."

It was called—in honor of the queen of George III

—

"Queen's College," and retained this name until, in

1825, it was changed— in memory of one of its prin-

cipal benefactors, Col. Henry Rutgers— to "Rutgers
College." It is located at New Brunswick, N. J. This
institution was suspended during the Revolutionary

War, and again in 1795, when it was revived, chiefly

by the efforts of the Rev. Dr. Ira Condict, its vice-pres-

ident. Dr. John H. Livingston was appointed president

in 1810. But in 1816 its doors were closed again until,

in 1825, it resumed its work, which has continued with-

out interruption since that time. The centennial year

was celebrated, with appropriate services, at the com-
mencement held in June, 1870. A large endowment has

been secured. The course of instruction has been great-

ly enlarged and the standard of scholarship elevated.

The faculty is full, and the number of students in 1878-

79 was 173. In 1864 a scientific school was organized

in connection with the college, and designated by the

Legislature of New Jersey " the State College for the

Benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts," as pro-

vided for by an act of the Congress of the United States

in 1862. It was opened in 1866. The course of study

embraces mining, metallurgy, agricultural chemistry,

civil engineering, and mathematics, with other branches

of scientific education. The college possesses an astro-

nomical observatory, a museum of natural history, an
agricultural farm of one hundred acres, and ample facil-

ities for the illustration of scientific studies. The gram-
mar-school, which is as old as the college, occupies a

large and appropriate building opposite the college

grounds. The college faculty embraces a president,

vree-president, eleven professors, and an assistant pro-

fessor. The buildings include the main college edifice

;

Van Nest Hall, in which are the rooms of the liter-

ary societies and lecture-rooms; Geological Hall, which
contains an armory, the museum of geology, mineral-

ogy, and natural history, and the chemical laboratory

;

the Kirkpatrick Chapel, a large and handsome Gothic

building erected in 1873, in which also is the library of

the college; the Schenck Observatory; and the presi-

dent's house. There are no dormitories belonging to

the college. The library is of great value, although

not adequate to the wants of the institution. The
museum is extensive and contains many rare curiosi-

ties and specimens. Valuable prizes are given at each

commencement to successful competitors in oratory,

composition, classics, mathematics, mineralogy, spelling,

English grammar, modern history, mental and moral

philosophy, and for the best essay on Christian missions.

The Vedder Lectureship was founded by Mr. Nicholas

F. Vedder, of Utica, who gave a fund of $10,000, in 1873,

on this among other conditions, that the General Synod
should "every year elect some member of the Reformed
Church in America to deliver to the students of the

seminary and of Rutgers College at least five lectures

on the" present aspects of modern infidelity, including

its cause and cure." The following courses of lectures

have been delivered upon this foundation : 1874, by
Isaac S. Hartley, D.D., of Utica, on Prayer and Mod-
ern Criticism; 1875, by Tayler Lewis, LL.D.. of Union
College, on Nature and the Scriptures; 1876, by Talbot

W. Chambers, D.D., of New York, on The Psalter, a

Witness to the Divine Origin of the Bible; 1877, by
William R. Gordon, D.D., of Schraalenbcrg, N. J., on

The Science of Revealed Truth Impregnable, as shown
by the A rgumeututice Failures of Infidt It'/// and Theoret-

ical Geology. All of these lectures have been published
under the general title of The Vedder Lectures.

" Hope College," located at the city of Holland. Mich.,

was chartered in 1866, and grew out of a flourishing

academy which was started as a civil and parochial

school in the infancy of the colony of Hollanders, founded
by the Rev. Dr. Albertus C. Van Raalte, on Black 1 liver

and lake, in that state, in the year 1846-47. This insti-

tution embraces a preparatory school, collegiate, scien-

tific, and theological departments, under the ecclesiasti-

cal supervision of the General Synod, and in the imme-
diate charge of its council and faculty. It possesses am-
ple college grounds, good buildings, an endowment of
funds which are augmenting yearly, a tract of land
called •• the James Suydam farm of Hope College," after

a great benefactor, and many appliances for a liberal

training. The course of instruction is thorough, and
will be expanded with the demands of the times. The
faculty consists of a president and five professors, with
subordinate teachers. The whole number of pupils in

June, 1878, was 98, of whom 65 were in the preparatory
department, and 33 in the academic course.

2. Theological Seminaries.—A professor of theology,
Dr. John H. Livingston, was chosen in 1784, and at the

same time Dr. Hermanus Meyer was appointed profess-

or of languages, and two years later, also, as lector in

theology. In 1792 Drs. Solomon Froeligh and Dirck
Romeyn were appointed additional professors of didac-

tic theology. Other appointments were subsequently
made—Rev. Drs. John Bassett, Jeremiah Romeyn, and
John M. Van Harlingen. All of these professors and
lectors originally taught their students at their own
places of residence. The seminary proper, under Dr.

Livingston, was located in 1796 at Flatbush, L. I., and
in 1804 was transferred to New York, where it remain-
ed until its final location, in 1810, at New Brunswick,
N.J.

These facts substantiate the claim that the Reformed
Dutch Church in America was the first if all her Prot-
estant sisters to reduce theological education in a system,

the first to demand that it be in charge of a professional

instructor, and the first to appoint a theological profess-

or. But for the outbreak of the Revolutionary war,
her theological seminary would have been started in

the year of American independence, 1776. Dr. Liv-
ingston occupied the professorial chair from 1784 to

1825; and previous to the removal to New Bruns-
wick he and his colleagues sent forth 91 students

into the ministry. After various ineffectual efforts

to secure a proper endowment, the professorship was
merged in Queen's College by a covenant between the

synod and the trustees of that institution. In the year
1825, the seminary had three resident theological pro-

fessors, and was fully organized. Additional articles

of agreement were now entered into with the trustees,

by which a theological college was organized, and the

name changed from Queen's to Rutgers. Three years

later, a Board of Education was established to care for

beneficiaries. In 1865 another theological professorship

was added, and the covenant between the synod and the

trustees of Rutgers College formally annulled. The fol-

lowing year, Hope College was organized in Holland,

Mich., and in a twelvemonth more a theological depart-

ment in the same place. In the year 1856, Mrs. Anna
Hertzog, of Philadelphia, donated $30,000 for the erec-

tion of a suitable edifice for the use of the seminary, upon
the condition that it should bear the honored name of

her deceased husband, "the Peter Hertzog Theological

Hall." The building was speedily erected—three stories

in height, 120 feet long—and contains a small chapel,

double rooms for sleeping and study purposes, to accom-
modate about sixty students; lecture-rooms for the pro-

fessors, rector's residence, and refectory. It stands in the

midst of seven acres of land, which were also donated for

the purpose by Messrs. James Neilson, David Bishop, and
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Charles P. Dayton, and Francis and Wessell Wcssclls.

The site is commanding. Three professors' booses have
been buill upon it. and another one, directly opposite,

has been bought ami presented to the < ieneral Synod by

Messrs. James Suydarn and Gardner A. Sage, of New
York, at a cost of $18,000. Mrs. Hertzog also left by

will $10,000 i" be invested, the interest of which is to

keep the ball in repair. By the munificence of its

friends the building has been thoroughly refitted and

furnished in the best manner to make it a pleasant

Christian home for the students. In 1*7:; the James
Suydarn Hall was opened for use. This large, substan-

tial, and costly building, containing a chapel, lecture-

rooms, museum, and gymnasium, was the gift of the

late James Suydarn of New York, who laid its corner-

stone hiu did not live to sec it completed. Mr. Suydarn

also endowed the professorship of didactic and polemic

theology which bears his name, in the sum of $60,000;

and these, with various gifts and legacies to the theo-

logical seminary and other specific Church purposes,

amount to more than £:Jf>(i,ui)(i. This was in addition

to other bequests to the American Bible and Tract

societies; and the seminary and the Bible Socii \\

were also made his equal residuary legatees. A bronze

statue of Mr. Suydarn, somewhat larger than life size,

the gift of friends, was unveiled on the day of dedica-

tion of the hall. The Gardner A. Sage library build-

ing is the gift of the generous founder whose name
it hears, and who Superintended its erection and has

provided for iis maintenance ami support. It is per-

fectly fire-proof, and combines every modern arrange-

ment for heating, ventilation, light, and security from

dust and other annoyances. It has room for about

100,000 volumes. The library at present numbers over

30,000 volumes, to w hich additions have been constant-

ly made by donations, and principally from a fund of

$53,763, of which a balance of about $15,000 remains

unexpended. The selection of hooks is confided to a

competent committee of the (Ieneral Synod, in co-oper-

ation with the theological professors. The library has

a very complete Biblical critical apparatus, including

fac- similes ol the Sinaitic, Vatican, and other MSS.;
! Sanctorum ( Bollandist |, 60 vols.; Migne's

Patrology, 320 vols., embracing all the fathers, Greek
and Latin: and many of the best and rarest editions

of standard works imported from Europe.

The permanent endowment of the seminary, which is

still in progress,nowamounts to over $200,000, besides the

real property held for its uses. There ate four professors,

and thirty-two students now in its classes, while the hall

is filled with other young men of the college ami pre-

paratory school who are on their way to tin 1 ministry.

The course of instruction is thorough, and embrai es I be

usual department- of theological study in similar insti-

tutions, with the addition of those subjects which are

specially relate. 1 to the Reformed Church, such a- the

Confession of Faith, Canons of Dort, Heidelberg Cate-

chism, the ecclesiastical polity, and the constitutional

law of the denomination. The whole number of grad-

uates from its establishment in 1810 to 1879 is 609.

The government of the seminary is vested in the

faculty and iii a Board of Superintendents, which is

chosen by the General Synod and meets annually. A
standing committee of the synod has the chat

temporal affairs.

The • Ideological Seminary in Hope College" had for

its first professor Rev. Cornelius E.t Irispell, D.D.,whowas
el© ted 03 t be < ieneral Synod in 1867 to the chair of di-

dactic and
|

i ne' I beology, and I he other professor- in

Hope < lollege were im ited to act as lectors, in 1869 two

additional professors were elected. There is a Hoard of

Superintendents, which consists of the Council of Hope
College, with duties and prerogatives like those of the

seminary at New Brunswick. The endowment of this

institution has been begun. In 1*7*. on ace it of

financial embarrassments, the theological department

was suspi nded and the -indent- wint to other institu-

tions. A few young men have pone out from its walls

to preach the Gospel, two of them as foreign mission-
ariea

:;. Parochial SckooU.—A few of these are aided by
the Board of education. They an- almost exclusively

confined to the German ami Holland Churches.
1. Foreign Missions, From her earliest days, her

ministers gave special care to the evangelization of the

heathen Indians. During the existence of the United
Foreign Missionary Society, she statedly contributed to

its funds; and when that organization was dissolved, and
its stations transferred to the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions, she continued her efforts

in connection with it. In 1832 the (ieneral Synod ap-

pointed its own Hoard ofForeign Missions, proposing to

organize missions of their own Church to be a
through the medium of its prudential commit! e. hi

1836 the first band of missionaries went out to seek a

settlement in Northern India, but subsequent^ Located

in the island of Borneo. Alter working a long while
harmoniously in this relation, prompted by a desire to

accomplish the utmost that might be gained by an in-

dependent denominational effort, it was thought most

desirable to sever the connection existing betwei n tin ir

society and thai of the American Hoard. This was ac-

cordingly done in 1858. The number of members is

twenty -four— one half being laymen, and one third

elected annually by the General Synod. A number of

missionaries at, several times, under the auspices of the
board, have been sent out to China. India, and Japan.

Chief among the servants of the Church in tin 1 ton ign

field were the 1,'ev. John Scudder, M.D., of thi

Mission: the 1,'ev. David Abeel, D.D., the first Ameri-

can missionary to China; and the Rev. I > r. < ornelius

V. A. Van Dyck, the translator of the Arabic Bible, who,
although in the employ of the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions, yet retains his relation

to the Reformed Church, from which he went out as a

missionary physician. 'Ike Mission to the Dyaks in

Borneo was given up in 1849, some of the missionaries

having been transferred to Amoy in China, and the

others returned to America.

The China Mission was organized at Amoy in 1844,

at the original suggestion ofthe Rev. David Abei I. D.D.,

who visited that city in 1842, just alter it had been de-

clared of the five open ports. The first missionaries

were Rev. Messrs. William J. Pohlman and Elibu Duty.

Its prosperity has been wonderful. The .Mission now
(1879) consists of seven churches and seventeen sta-

tions, comprising, according to the last report, a mem-
bership of 598 communicants. Over these in Amoy
and adjacent cities there arc now four missionarii - and

four assistants, with three native pa-tors settled over
and sustained by two churches in the city of Amoy and
ili<- Church of Kang-than and Opi. The Mission em-
ploys twelve native catechols or preachers and has

eight students under theological instruction. A build-

ing tor the theological students ha- been erected at

Kolongsu, called ••the Thomas De Witt Theological

Hall." Contributions for religious and benevolent pur-

poses from the native Christians in 1867 were $940.69

in gold.

The Arcot Mi—ion in India was organized in 1854,

being composed oi the sou- ofthe celebrated missionary,

the Rev. John Scudder, M.D., ofMadras,^ ith their fami-

lies. The (la— is of Arcot wa- formed in 1854, w ilh the

clerical missionaries ami three native elders. Accord-
ing io the report of 1*77. tin' classis i- composed of

twenty churches, with a membership of 764 commu-
nicants. With them are connected forty station- and

out-stations, the whole number of regular attendants

upon the means of grace being 4398. Contributions

for religious and benevolent purposes in bs 77 amount-
ed io $368 in gold. There are six missionaries and
eight assistants in this important field of labor, with
two native pastors ami twenty-one catechists, twen-
ty-six Bible-readers, twenty-eight teachers, and nine-
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teen colporteurs. There are two seminaries for males

and females, a preparandi school for training native cat-

echists and pastors, and thirty-eight day schools with

1233 scholars. The missionaries and native helpers

make frequent tours into the surrounding country.

The statistics of this work for 18G9 were, C635 sermons

preached to 15G,408 hearers, and books and tracts dis-

tributed 5035.

The press is used freely to print the Scriptures, cate-

chisms, and practical, religious, and educational works.

The hospital and medical dispensary at Arcot has

received the highest official praise from lord Napier,

the governor-general, and an increased allowance from

the government. The number of patients treated in

1877 was 9G73, an average of twenty-six per day. A
medical class of young natives is connected with it.

The Gospel is daily preached to all comers, and portions

of the Scriptures, tracts, and good books are offered to

all who can read. A simple and brief story of Christ's

love to fallen man is carried away by every patient on

the printed ticket given to him on his first application,

and which he must show at each subsequent visit.

The Japan Mission originated at a monthly concert

for prayer for missions held in Feb., 1859, in the South

Reformed Church, New York, when one elder offered to

give $800 per year to support a missionary in Japan,

another made a similar promise, and the Church pledged

itself for a third like sum. On May 7, 1859, the Board

of Foreign Missions sent out three missionaries—Eev.

Samuel H. Brown, M.D. (who had been a missionary in

China for several years), Rev. Guido F. Verbeck, and

D. Simmons, M.D., with their wives, and Miss Caroline

E. Adriance—who reached Kanagawa Nov. 1 of that

year. Rev. James H. Ballagh was sent out in 1862,

and Rev. Henry Stout in 1868. Dr. Simmons and wife

resigned in 1860, and Miss Adriance went to Amoy,
where she became an assistant missionary, and died in

1863. She always bore her own expenses as a volun-

teer missionary. The missionaries engaged chiefly at

Yokohama, Nagasaki, and Tokio in teaching the gov-

ernment schools, translating the Word of God, circu-

lating the Scriptures, tracts, and books in Chinese, and
instructing inquirers in the way of salvation. Mr. Bal-

lagh began a Japanese religious service in 1866, the

average attendance being about twenty persons. The
first two native converts, Wakasa, a nobleman, and

Ayabe, his younger brother, were baptized by the Rev.

G'. F. Verbeck, May 20, 1866, the day of Pentecost, at his

residence in Yokohama. Wakasa's attention was first

drawn to Christianity by a copy of the New Test, in

English, which some Japanese picked up out of the

water in the bay of Nagasaki, and which was prob-

ably lost overboard from an American or English ship.

He did not rest until, five or six years after, he pro-

cured a Chinese translation of it, which he eagerly read.

Thus this " bread cast upon the waters" was found
" after many days" in the soul of the first Japanese

convert to Christianity. In March, 1872, the first na-

tive Christian Church was organized by the Rev. James
H. Ballagh at Yokohama with eleven members. In

1877 it had 145 communicants. The edifice in which

it worships cost about $6000, of which the first thou-

sand was given by the native Christians of Honolulu.

Sandwich Islands. It seats about 450 persons. In

January, 1878, there were fifteen organized churches

of all Protestant denominations with over 1300 com-
muning members. Of these, four churches with 201

communicants belong to the Reformed Church in Amer-
ica.

The present missionary force of this Church 'in Ja-

pan consists of six missionaries and eleven assistant

missionaries, with one native ordained minister and two

catechists or preachers. There is one academy at Yoko-

hama, the Isaac Ferris Seminary, for girls, of whom
there were thirty-seven at latest date. A theological

class or school of eleven young men is also established,

under the instructions of the Rev. James L. Amerman.

Another school for girls is at Nagasaki. The Rev. Dr.

G. F. Verbeck has been for many years connected with
the Imperial University at Yeddo, under the auspices

of the government, and he has also been engaged with

Drs. Brown, Hepburn, and others in the work of trans-

lation of English works into Japanese and ot Japanese

works into English. Of the large number of Japanese

youth who came to this country for education, a score

or more were students in Rutgers College and its gram-

mar-school. Several of them have united with Chris-

tian churches in the United States, and some have gone"

back to Japan to preach the Gospel and to serve Christ

in other stations. The outlook of this mission work in

Japan is full of promise. Dr. Brown has long been en-

gaged with Dr. Hepburn and others in translating the

Bible into Japanese.

In addition to these Oriental Missions, the board has

also co-operated with other missionary boards in the

plan of Indian agencies under the government of the

United States. The tribes assigned to it are the Pimas,

Maricopas, and Papagoes ; the Mohaves on the Colorado

River Reserve; and the Apaches on the White Mountain
Reserve, numbering in all about 9000 souls.

The Woman's Board of Foreign Missions, an efficient

auxiliary to the Synod's Board, was organized in Feb-

ruary, 1875. It has between fifty and sixty auxiliaries;

is devoted to the increase and maintenance of woman's
work for women in heathen lands; and contributes lib-

erally to the general work. Its principal field is Naga-
saki, Japan, where it has undertaken to establish a fe-

male seminary , and it has also begun to labor for China.

It has published in an elegant volume, with maps and

many illustrations on wood, a very complete Manual of
Foreign Missions of the Reformed Dutch Church in

A mi rim (8vo, 326 pp.).

The ordinary appropriations of the Board of For-

eign Missions for the year ending June 1, 1879, were

$55,600.

5. Home Missions.—The Board of Domestic Missions

consists of twenty-four members, half of whom are lay-

men, and one third are elected annually by the General

Synod. It was reorganized in 1849, with a correspond-

ing secretary exclusively devoted to its service. Pre-

vious to this, for a number of years, the duties of that

office were performed voluntarily by settled pastors.

All the Reformed churches were on missionary ground

until the independent organization of the denomination

was secured in 1771. Soon after this event, ministers

and elders were occasionally sent out upon tours of ex-

ploration among destitute populations to preach the

Gospel, and to establish mission stations and churches.

As the result of these labors, a few new churches were

organized — one in Virginia, six in Kentucky, six in

Lower Canada, and elsewhere in the regions of the Dela-

ware and Susquehanna rivers, and Central New York.

It was then determined to concentrate efforts nearer

home, and the distant churches—some of which yet live

in other denominations—were left alone. In 1822 the

-Missionary Society of the Reformed Dutch Church"

was organized in the city of New York. A Northern

Board, located at Albany, was appointed by the Synod
in 1828 to act under the society located at New York,

and a new impetus was given to the work. In 1831 a

new Board of Missions was constituted for the whole

Church, all the mission work being confided to its care,

of which the present board is the lineal successor. It

was incorporated in 1867, and now holds its own funds.

The Church Building Fund and the Sabbath-school in-

terests of the denomination, excepting publications, are

confided to its care. More than half of the churches

of the denomination owe their existence to the fostering

care of this board. In the West, nearly the whole of

the English churches of the Particular Synod of Chicago

have grown up under its benign influence. The Hol-

land churches have been mostly self-sustaining. During

the year ending June, 1878, this board aided 102 church-

es, of which fifty-eight were at the East, forty-two in
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the West, ami two in the South. The numher of fami-

lies in the Mission churches was 6787 and 8896 Church
members, of whom 1040 were received during the year.

There were 134 Sabbath-schools, with 1 1,339 scholars.

Tin- inn. mi' from .-ill sources for the missionary opera-

tionswas $35,130.32. Since 1832 more than three hun-

dred churches have been organized—about half of these

in the single decade of 1850-60—and many of these un-

der the auspices of this board. Thousands of Holland-

ers, most ofwhom are in this denomination, have settled

in Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, and adjoining states dur-

um the last thirty years. These have formed an impor-

tant element in the missionary growth and extension

of the Church in t lie North-west. Of its nearly 79,000

members, about 11,000 are Hollanders.

6. I he Board of Education, which was organized as

a voluntary society in the city ofNew York in 1828, was
adopted by the General Synod in 1832. It consists of

twenty-lour members, who are elected for three years

each, one third of whom are elected annually. It has

the immediate care of all the beneficiaries and educa-

tional interests of the Reformed Church, including such

beneficiaries as receive aid from the Van Benschoten

and Knox funds, which are held by the trustees of Kut-

gers < lollege. Every beneficiary must be a member in

good and regular standing in the Reformed Church,
and must also have been a member of some Protestant

Church for one year previous to making his application

for aid. He must be recommended to the board by the

pastor and consistory of the Church, and by the classis

to which said Church belongs, after sustaining a satis-

factory examination as to his need of assistance, and
physical, mental, and spiritual qualifications for study

and for the holy ministry. Every precaution is taken

against the introduction or continuation of improper

candidates. Repayment of all money received from the

board is required from those who do not complete their

course of ministerial preparation, unless they are, in the

judgment of the board, providentially hindered. The
board will accept from all beneficiaries after their li-

censure two years' service under the care of the Hoard

of Domestic .Missions, as a full satisfaction for all aid

rendered to them by the Board of Education. This is

a wise provision, which has secured many excellent,

young laborers in the home missionary field. All the

students.-ire considered as under the pastoral care of the

corresponding secretary. In 1865 the powers of the

board were enlarged to enable it to co-operate with the

various classes in the establishment of academies and
classical schools within their bounds. The board be-

came incorporated in 1870, to enable it to hold legal pos-

session of its funds and to secure others that may be

devised to it. by will. In addition to the Knox Fund
(•-•-'< i. the Van r.ensehoten Fund ($20,3 13.57), the

Smock Fund ($500), the Mandeville Fund ($2000), and
the Yoorhees Fund ($:»6. ). which are held by the

trustees of Rutgers ( lollege, and the interest of which is

paid out to beneficiaries of this board, it holds twenty-
live scholarships, ranging from $1700 to 810.000, mak-
ing in all a capital of over $120,000, besides the annual

Church collections and private donations, amounting in

1877 7s to $11,299.74 all for the education of young
men for the ministry. It also holds certain trust funds

for Hope College, and receiver moneys for parochial

scl Is which are under its care. The total income for

the year ending dune 1, 1878, was $33,508, and the to-

tal number of young men under its care for the same
period was eighty-three.

About one third ofthe present ministry oftbe Church
have been aided by this board in their studies for the

sacred office, lis beneficiaries are not confined to any
particular literary institution, but must study theology

in one ofthe seminaries of the Reformed Church.
7. The Board of Publication was organized in 1865

by authority of the General Synod. It consists of

twelve ministers anil twelve laymen, one third of whom
are elected annually by the Synod. To it are " intrust-

ed, with such directions as may from time to time be
given by the General Synod, the superintendence of all

the publications of the Reformed Church, and the circu-

lation of such works pertaining to the history, govi ro-

dent, doctrines, and religious literature of said Church
and of other evangelical denominations as shall be
properly approved." It has a corresponding secre-

tary and general agent, and a depository located in

the city of New York. Its printing and binding are

done by contract. It publishes a semi-montbly news-
paper called the Sower and Gospel Field, which is the
accredited organ of all the boards of the Church. The
catalogue of its books and tracts, for denomination-
al and general uses, is large, and constantly receiving
new additions. Sales are made at a moderate profit

Gratuitous distributions and liberal discounts are made
to weak churches, poor Sunday-schools and for mis-
sionary purposes. During the civil war in the United
States, it sent forth large gratuitous supplies into the

armies of the Union; and since the cessation of hostili-

ties it has done a good and large work of benevolent
circulation in the South, particularly among the freed-

men. In India it has published the Heidelberg Cate-
chism in Tamil during the year ending June. 1870; and
a supply of its elenum an books for Sabbath-school and
general instruction has been asked for and sent to Japan
for use in the government schools under the care ofthe
missionaries oftbe Reformed Church. The total asa ts

of the board, June 1, 1878, were reported to the Synod
as $12,343.64. Receipts for the year. $9,102.39.

8. The Widows' Fund, or Relief Fund, for disabled

ministers and the widows and orphaned children of de-

ceased ministers, was organized in 1837. Its benefits

are limited to subscribing ministers who may pay $20
in full, or £10 or $5 annually, and who shall receive,

pro rata, the annuities which may be due upon personal

disability, or, at their own decease, by their families.

Congregations are urged to secure an interest in the

fund for their pastors by making the requisite contribu-

tion yearly. The funds, which are intrusted to the Board
of Direction of Corporation, are invested in bonds and
mortgages and in government bonds. One half of the

annual payments by ministers, and donations, when
specially directed by the donor, are considered income;
the other half of the annual payments by ministers, all

other donations, and church collections, are considered
as principal, and the interest thereof only is used as in-

come. The maximum amount to be paid to parties

interested in the fund are: to a minister disabled by
sickness or age. $200 per year; to a minister's widow,
$200; to children of clergymen, both of whose parents

are deceased. $75 per year each until they are sixteen

years of age. Other provisions regulate minor pay-
ments. The amount of each annuity is of course de-

pendent ujion the number of annuitants, and may vary
yearly. The maximum may be increased when the state

of the fund shall warrant it. The amount of this fund

June 1. 1878, was $49,307.99; and the sum paid to an-

nuitants during the previous year was $2,259.99.

9. The Disabh il MinisU rs' Fund, which reaches a class

who cannot avail themselves of the Widows', or Relief,

Fund, was organized in 1855, under the title of the Sus-

tentation Fund. It is also in trust of the Board of

Direction of Corporation. Its moneys are to he kept
invested, and to be "used for the support of disabled

ministers and the families of deceased ministers, irlnn

sue/, may I" in need." Applications for aid are made
through and recommended by the classes to which the

applicants belong. Contributions which are donated

Specifically for principal are so n-ci! ; all other contribu-

tions go to the yearly disbursements, and any surplus

( liat remains i^ carried to principal and placed at inter-

est upon first-class securities. Aged and infirm ministers

are thus assisted, and .also the needs families of deceased

clergymen. The amount of this fund reported June 1,

1878, was $19,61 L85, ofwhich $1 1,222 was appropriated

to its beneficiaries.
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10. The Church-building Fund is held in trust and

dispensed by the Board of Domestic Missions at its dis-

cretion. Aid is given from it only to churches which

shall have no debt after receiving assistance from this

fund. A first bond and mortgage is taken from such

church, and the Domestic Board may remit the interest

•thereon ; but the church must then make a yearly con-

tribution for the fund; and every church aided is to

pay back the aid received as soon as practicable. The
receipts for the year ending June 1. 1878, were $9,659.80.

IX. Correspondence.—The General Synod holds official

correspondence, by interchange of delegates (or by let-

ter), with the following ecclesiastical bodies : the Synod
of the Canada Presbyterian Church ; the General Synod
(triennial) of the (German) Reformed Church in the

•United States; the General Assembly of the Presbyteri-

an Church in the United States; the General Synod of

the Reformed Presbyterian Church ; the General Assem-

bly of the United Presbyterian Church of North Amer-
ica; the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States (South) ; the General Synod of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in the United States; and

the General Council of the Reformed Episcopal Church.

With the Reformed Church in South Africa, and the

Waldenses of Piedmont, occasional correspondence is

held by letter, and also with the Eree Church of Scot-

land and other ecclesiastical bodies in Europe. The
spirit of this correspondence is well described by one of

the Church's most venerated ministers, in these words,

respecting her catholic sentiments and action:

"Our Church has been distinguished by a steady and
united adherence to her standards and order, and at the
same time by a kind and friendly relation to other evan-
gelical denominations. She has enjoyed peace within her
own bosom, while agitating questions have troubled, and
even rent, other churches. She has borne a full propor-
tionate share in contributions to Christian benevolent
institutions, snch as the American Bible Society, the
American Tract Society, and others. She is desirous and
anxious, in a sense of privilege and responsibility, to em-
ploy greater efforts for increasing the degree and extent
of her influence in doing all she can for the spread of the
Gospel and the salvation of souls. Her pacific character,
her freedom from the ultraisms of the day, her evangelical
principles, the peculiar features of her government and
order, and the attitude in which she has been found by
the side of other evangelical denominations, all tend to

commend her to the favorable regard of all the friends of
evangelical truth who desire the 'peace and prosperity'
of the Church of Christ."

X. Statistics.— 1. Numbers and Funds.— From the

minutes of the General Synod held June, 1878, we de-

rive the following statistical information: the Reformed
Church then embraced 4 particular synods, 33 classes,

505 churches, 542 ministers, 6 candidates for the minis-

try, 43,490 families, 78,066 communicants, of whom were

received during the previous year 3943 on confession and
1966 by certificates; baptisms of infants, 3874; of adults,

1044; catechumens, 24,445; Sabbath - school scholars,

80,109; contributions for religious and benevolent pur-

poses, $203,103; for congregational purposes, $788,222.

2. Periodicals.—The Christian Intelligencer, weekly,

owned and edited by private individuals; the Sower and
Gosjul Field, semi-monthly paper, organ of the Church
boards; and The Mission Monthly, published by the

Board of Foreign Missions.

XI. Denominational Literature.—The following are

some of the most important publications:

1. Theological and Exegetical.—John H. Livingston,

D.D., late Professor of Didactic and Polemic Theology,

Lectures on Theology ; an A nalysis by Rev. Ava Neal

(1 vol. 12mo, out of print) ; James S. Cannon, D.D., Pro-

fessor of Church History and Government and Pastoral

Theology, Lectures on Pastoral Theology (1 vol. 8vo, 616

pp.), an exhaustive work; Alexander McClelland, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Criticism and Sacred Languages,

Canon and Interpretation of Scripture (1 vol. 12mo, 336

pp.); John T. Demarest, D.D., Commentaries on the

1st and 2d Epistles of Peter ( 2 vols. 8vo ) ; John T.

Demarest, D.D., and William R. Gordon. D.D., Chiis-

tocracg (1 vol. 12mo); other works by W. R. Gordon,

D.D. : Child's Guide in Reading the Scriptures, 132 pp.

;

Supi-eme Godhead of Christ, 188 pp.; Particular Provi-
dence, Illustrated by the Life ofJoseph, 492 pp.; .4 Three-

fold Test of Modern Spiritualism, 408 pp.; The Church

ofGod and her Sacraments, 208 pp. ; A. R. Van Nest , D.D.,

Life and Letters of George W.Bethune, D.D. (1869, 1 vol.

crown 8vo) ; Geo. W. Bethune, D.D., Lectures on the

Heidelberg Catechism (2 vols, crown 8vo) ; other works
by the same author: Sermoiis (1 vol.); Orations ami
Addresses (1 vol.); Poems (1 vol.); History ofa Penitent,

being an exposition of Psalm cxxx (1 vol.) ; Early Lost,

Early Saced (1 vol.); Fruit of the Spirit (1 vol.) ; Rev.
John Van der Kemp, Sermons on the Heidelberg Cate-

chism (2 vols. 8vo, out of print); The Vedder Lectures,

1874, 1875, 1876, 1877. Among the American contribu-

tors to Schaff's edition of Lange's Biblical Commentary
are Prof. Tayler Lewis, LL.D. (Genesis, Job, Ecclesi-

astes), M. B. Riddle, D.D. (Romans, Galatians, Ephe-
sians, ( olossians), T. W. Chambers, D.D. (Amos, Zeeha-
riah), John Forsyth, D.D., LL.D. (Joel), and C. D. Har-
t ran ft, D.D. (Numbers). A critical edition or version

of the Heidelberg Catechism is now in process of prep-

aration by a Committee of Synod, of which a tentative

copy, with a historical introduction, was published in

Minutes of General Synod, 1878, p. 185-222. See also list

of works issued by the Board of Publication, including

three vols, of Tracts and many miscellaneous books illus-

trating the history, polity, theology, and usages of the Re-
formed Church. Besides these are a number for general

circulation, and not denominational. The Neiv Bruns-
wick Review, edited by the late Prof. John Proudfit,

D.D., reached only a few numbers; the Evangelical Quar-
terly Review, edited by Rev. Joseph F. Berg, D.D., late

professor of didactic and polemic theology, extended over

about two complete volumes. Both of these reviews are

valuable contributions to the literature of the Church.

2. Historical and Biographical.— Brodhead, History

of New York (2 vols.) ; Colonial History of New York

(3 vols.); Documentary History of New York (4 vols.);

David D. Demarest, D.D., Professor of Church Govern-
ment and Pastoral Theology, History and Characteris-

tics of the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church (1 vol.

12mo, 221 pp.) ; Benjamin C. Taylor, D.D., A nnals ofthe

Classis ami Township of Bergen (1 vol. 12mo, 479 pp.);

Sprague, Annals of the Reformed Dutch Church, vol. ix,

with historical introduction ; Rev. E. T. Convin, Manual
of the Reformed Church in America (1 vol. 8vo; 2d ed.

revised and enlarged, 1879), an invaluable work; Alex.

Gunn, D.D., Memoirs of Rev. John IF. Livingston, D.D.

(1 vol. 12mo) ; Magazine of the Reformed Dutch Church

(1827, 4 vols.), containing a valuable series of articles

by the late Rev. John B. Romeyn, D.D., on the his-

tory of the Reformed Church in Holland and in this

country ; Rev. John A. Todd, D.D., Memoirs of Rev.

Peter Labagh, D.D. (1 vol. 12mo); E. P. Rogers,

D.D., Historical Discou?ses on the Reformed Protestant

Dutch Church in Albany (1858, 1 vol. 8vo, 120 pp.);

Thomas De Witt, D.D., Reformed Dutch Church in New
York (1857, 1 vol. 8vo, 100 pp.) ; One Hundred and Fif-
tieth Anniversary of the Reformed Church in New Bruns-

wick, N. J., memorial volume, Richard H. Steele, D.D.,

pastor (1867, 1 vol. 8vo, 222 pp.) ; Francis M. Kip, D.D.,

One Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Reformed
Church in Eishkill, N. Y. (1866, 64 pp.) ; Minutes of the

General Synod, 1771-1870; Constitution and Digest of
A cts of General Synod (revised, 1874) ; articles published

in the Christian Intelligencer by Thomas De Witt, D.D.,

mostly from original documents procured by loan from

the Classis of Amsterdam, Holland, and others from John
R. Brodhead, Esq., the historian of New York ; W. Carlos

Martvn, The Dutch Reformation (Amer. Tract Society,

X. V.. 1870, 1 vol. 12mo); Eutaxia, or the Presbyterian

Liturgies, by a Presbyterian Clergyman (New York,

M. W. Dodd, 1855, 259 pp.); Rev. George R. William-

son, Life of David Abeel, D.D. ; Rev. J. B. Water-
bury, Life of Rev. John Scudder, M.D.; Works of Dr.

Scudder and Dr. Abeel; Von Alpen, History of the Hei-
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delberg Catechism, translated by Prof. J. F. Berg, IU>.

(Phila. 1854, 1 vol. 8vo). l>r. Berg also published sev-

eral volumes mi prophecy, the Second Advent, Church

and State, etc.; Centemiial Discourses, a series of twenty-

two sermons delivered in the year 1876 by order of the

General Synod, intended to sel forth the relations of the

Reformed < Jhurch to liberty and to faith and education,

'and other topics appropriate to the Centennial year of

the republic (8vo, 601 pp.). Quarter-Millennial Anni-

versary qftkt Reformed Protestant Dutch Church oftfo

City of New Fork, L628-1878 (1879, 8vo, 104 pp.).

(W.J.R.T.)

Reformed Episcopal Chinch, the official des-

ignation of a distinct body oi ( !hristians in America and
i in .u Britain.

I. History. This ecclesiastical organization took its

rise in the city of New York Decern bi t 2, l*7:i. The
Rt. Rev. < leorge David Cummins, D.D., assistant bishop

of the Protestanl Episcopal Church in the diocese of

Kentucky, separated from thai Church, in a letter to

presiding bishop Smith dated November 10, 1873.

Within one month from that date, the Reformed Epis-

copal Church was organized, with Dr. Cummins as its

tirst bishop. Bishop Cummins was born December 11.

1822. lie was related on the maternal side to the

eel heated bishop Asbury, of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, but was of Episcopal descent on both sides.

lie was graduated al Dickinson College, Carlisle, in

1841, in the nineteenth year of his age. In the year

1843 he became connected with the Episcopal Church,

and in 1845 was ordained to the diaconate by bishop

Alfred Lee. of the diocese of Delaware, Alter a min-

istry of great eloquence, power, and success in different

prominent fields of labor during twelve years, he was

consecrated to the episcopate as assistant bishop of the

diocese of Kentucky iii 1866. During October, 1*7:;.

the Evangelical Alliance met in New York city. llish-

op Cummins was in attendance, and on the eighth day

of that month delivered an address on the subject—

and Reformed Doctrines on the Subject of
Justification, Contrasted. On the 12th, Sunday, the

bishop participated in a joint communion in the Pres-

byterian Church of which Dr. John Hall is the pastor,

delivering an address and administering the cup. The
storm of adverse criticism that followed this act served

to mature and intensifj the conviction that bad been

gathering form and volume before in the bishop's mind,

that the Church he had loved and served so well had

fully and finally drilled from its old evangelical and

catholic position. It was about this time, just at what

point we do not know, that the thought of a separation

from the old Communion arose, and ripened into fixed

purpose. The first outward movement looking towards

the organization of a separate Communion took place

October 30. An account of the meeting then held is

here given in the language of a prominent clergyman

Rev. Dr. 11. I'.. Leacock— who was present and par-

ticipated in its deliberations:

" By invitation of bishop I 'ummins, five clergymen and
Ave laymen were brought together at the residence ,>i \n
John A. Dake, of New York city. The bishop startled

them by announcing his deieminati >f withdrawing
from the Protestanl Episcopal Church, when urged U>

reconsider his decision, be promptly stated that this was
i aide ground— that it was a question between

himself and God, and as such he had Fettled it, and that

mination was unalterable. He then said that Ids

object in c a at together was to advise as to his future.

i roposil ions before him. He had been
Mexico, and give himself to the work of

ition and building-up of the Chnrcb of Jesus.
Should he do this? or Should he remain In this country,
ami here ministry and his episcopal office}
Those who fell rree to speak advised his remaining in this

country by all mi ins, and then and there he determined
th .1 this country s<h and be the 'sphere of labor' to which
he would transfer his 'work and office, ' Steps were taken

nrnment of this meeting looking toward*
in the hands of the printer the book which the

bishop refers to In Ids letter of resignation, written Nov.
to thai l'i iyer-1 k sanctioned

by William White.' We may regard this meeting as the

Bret movement, outside of bishop Cummins himself, tow-
ed- the formation of the Reformed Episcopal Church."

November 10, the bishop addressed a letter to bishop
Smith, his superior in the diocese of Kentucky, and the

presiding bishop of the general Church, resigning bis

position as a bishopofthe Protestanl Episcopal Church.
• hi tin' I2ib ofNovember he paid an unannounced \ Mt
to the Rev. Marshall I!. Smith, a! Passaic, N. J., set k-

ing rest and quiet of mind. Mr. Smith had withdrawn
from the same church, for the same causes, and con-

nected himself with the ministry of the "Reformed
Church of America" in the year 1869, During this

visit, without any prearrangement, be was met by the

Rev. Mason Gallagher, who had also withdrawn from
the Protestant Episcopal ( 'hureh in 1*71. and ( oL 11. n-

jamin Aycrigg, a prominent layman of that church
In New Jersey, who bad withdrawn October 30, 1873.

I bese gi ntlemen testify that, in the deeply serious and
interesting interview,which was greatly protracted, there
was. in the beginning, no foreshadowing of its practical

issue. They cannot recall the precise poinl in the con-

versation where the thought of concerted action took

shape. Underwhat they fully believe Divine guidance,

i bat thought did rise, take form and body, and grOTI into

purpose, until, in the form dictated by the bishop, the

call for a meeting of clergymen and laymen of like mind
was written and issued. It was in these words, inserted

here as important history :

" New V,i:k. Nov. 15,1873.

"Dkar Broth™,—The Lord lias put into the hearts
of some of his servants who are, or have been, in the
Protestant Episcopal Church, the purpose ofrestoring the
Old truths of their lathers, and of returning to the use of
the Prayer-book 0fl785, set forth by the General Conven-
tion of that year, under the especial guidance of the vener-
able William White, D.D., afterwards the first bishop of
the same church in this country. The chief features of
that Prayer-book, as distinguished from the one now in

use, are the following: 1. The word ' priest ' does not ap-
pear in the book, and there is no countenance whatever
to the errors of sacerdotalism. 2. The Baptismal Offices,

the Confirmation Office, the Catechism, and the Order for
the Administration of the Lord's Supper contain no
sanction of the errors of baptismal regeneration, the real
presence of the body and blood of Christ in the elements
of the communion and of a sacrifice offered by a priest in
that sailed feast. These are the main features that len-
der the Prayer-book of 1785 a thoroughly scriptural litur-

gy, such as all evangelical Christians who desire liturgical

worshipcan use with a good conscience. On Tuesday, the
second day of December, 1S73, a meeting will be held in

Association Hall, comer ofTwenty-third street and fourth
avenue, in the city of New York, at in o'clock A.M., to
oiirani/e an Episcopal church on the basis of the Prayer-
book of L78S a basis hi'oad enough to embrace all who
hold 'the faith once delivered to the saints.' as that faith
is maintained by the Reformed churches of Christendom

;

with no exclusive and unchurching dogmas towards Chris-
tian brethrenwho differ from them in their views ofpolity
ami church order. This meeting you are cordially and af-

fectionately invited to attend. The purpose ofthe meeting
is to organize, and not to discuss the expediency of or-

ganizing. A verbatim reprint of the Prayer-book of its;,

is in press, and will be issued during the month ofDecem-
ber. May the Lord guide you and ue by his Holy spirit.

i.i. ikge Davis Ct trains.

"

That meeting was held on the day appointed, and

the "Reformed Episcopal Church" organized with eight

clergymen and twenty laymen, all of whom were ai the

time, or had been, ministers or laymen in the Protestant

Episcopal church and actively identified with the Evan-

gelical or ••Low-Church" parly in that Church, no one

being allowed to vote but those who had signed i he call.

The Rev. Charles Edward Cheney, of ( Ihicago, v a- . 1. ct-

ed bishop, bis consecration to the office taking place later

in the same month.

In justification of ibis action, writ! rs in th(

of the Reformed Episcopal church poinl to the actual

state of the Evangelical bcI 1 or party in the Protes-

tanl Episcopal communion. The errors and i Masses

oi the Tractarian school had been in process of devel-

opment for a period of nearly forty years. Often and

thoroughly confuted on the ground of scriptural argu-

ment, they had grown to such w idespread influence and

strengih as to be last absorbing all the vital forces of
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the Church. They had become prescriptive, and, by
legislative enactment and judicial trials, were repressing

evangelical life and energy. Efforts had been made to

procure the condemnation and expulsion of these errors

from the Church. The results were of so partial and
inadequate a character as to encourage rather than

check the reactionary movement towards mediaeval

error and superstition. Then efforts were made to se-

cure revision of the Prayer-book, but only with humil-

iating failure. Petition after petition to the General

Convention was treated wi^i scarcely concealed con-

tempt. Even the poor relief of liberty to use alternate

phrases in the Baptismal Offices was unceremoniously

denied to a numerously signed petition. In these ef-

forts to obtain relief many participated who are not as

yet in the Reformed Episcopal Church, but whose action

shows how deeply and earnestly men who loved the pure

truth of the Gospel then felt on the subject. Thus, at a

meeting in Chicago, June 1G and 17, 1869, among others

who strongly advocated revision of the Prayer-book was
Rev. Dr. Andrews, ofVirginia, one of the ablest presbyters

of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and a member of

the General Convention. Rev. Dr. Richard Newton, the

present rector of the Church of the Epiphany, Phila-

delphia, introduced the following resolutions :

" Resolved (as the sense of this Conference), That a eare-
ful revision of the Book of Common Prayer is needful to
the best interests of the Protestant Episcopal Church."

"Resolved, That all words and phrases seeming to teach
that the Christian ministry is a priesthood, or the Lord's
supper a sacrifice, or that regeneration is inseparable from
baptism, should be removed from the Prayer-book."

These resolutions were unanimously adopted. But
neither these nor any other efforts to obtain redress

were of any avail. An imperious and haughty major-

ity bound and held every conscience, and the Church
followed the sacramentarian drift unchecked. Those
who organized the Reformed Episcopal Church were
convinced, by a long course of stubborn facts, that the

cause dear to them, as the cause of the true Gospel of

Christ, was at stake; that they must either sacrilice the

truth or go outside of the old organization to defend

and propagate it. Conviction and conscience led them
to their action.

The Church thus taking shape in ecclesiastical his-

tory, though yet comparatively a small body, has, during
the five years of its existence, grown, it is believed, with
almost unexampled rapidity. Its apologists emphasize
certain facts in this growth :

1. The Extent of Territory it Covers.—Christian de-

nominations have, for the most part, been local in the

early stages of their history, as the causes out of which
they have sprung have been local. The imperative

need of this Church is shown by the fact that it sprang

up almost simultaneously in remote parts of the land,

as from a soil quite prepared for the seed. Wherever
the Episcopal Church was in existence, the reaction

towards mediaeval corruptions in doctrine and ritual

was more or less pronounced; and the recoil from these

developments of error equally decided. The Reformed
Church took immediate and strong hold of many and
widely separated communities, quickly absorbing all

the means and ministers which the infant communion
could supply. Within two years from its origin it held

positions at various points from South Carolina to Van-
couver's Island, on the extreme west of the British North
American possessions. The Church is now planted

firmly in fifteen states in this country, in the maritime
provinces and the various larger cities in the Dominion
ofCanada. In May, 1877, the General Council resolved,

in answer to repeated solicitations, to introduce its work
into Great Britain and Ireland. Already that work has
extended into some ten or twelve dioceses.

2. The Friendliness with which this Church has been

received by Protestant Christians and Churches.— The
old Protestant Episcopal Church had met with opposi-

tion in many places, and the habitual complaint of its

ministers and missionaries was that the growth of the

VIII.—S s s

Church was hindered by the prejudice and unfriendly

criticism of the people. The Reformed Episcopal Church
finds no such difficulty. The people everywhere seem
willing that it should take its place in the sisterhood of

churches, and gather from all communities its appropri-

ate elements. The freedom from assumption in this

Church thus wins its welcome, and opens for it that path

of progress which, it is believed, leads on to a great future.

3. The Overruling Hand of God in Harmonizing Inter-

nal Differences among tin L< ading and Influi ntial Minds
in the Church.—It is no easy thing, under the most favor-

'

able auspices, for a number of men severing their con-

nection with an old organization and constructing a new,

to agree together in anything like a moderate position.

In this case the difficulty was enhanced by the circum-

stances of the separation. The men who left the old

Church, though actuated by a common opposition to v

particular errors in that body, held views, in many cases,

divergent in regard to the positive principles to be in-

corporated in the new organization. These differences

have at times appeared so grave that no human wisdom
could find a path through them along which all could

travel in harmony. Some conservative by habit of

mind; others with an equally strong tendency to reach

out towards the true ideal of a Church for the age we
live in; and all men, by the very necessities of their

stand, of a somewhat independent tone of mind, it was
found by them hard to yield individual and personal

views and preferences far enough to coalesce in a really

organic structure. In every case of difficulty in the

councils arising from these causes, however, the Spirit

of the Lord appeared to lead the way. His presence

and agency was at times so manifest as to awaken live-

ly emotions of wonder and gratitude. Though in this

Church at present, as in all others where intelligent

men are free to think and to maintain their views, all

do not think alike in everything, there is perhaps as

much harmony as can be found in any, and much more
than marks most other, communions. In this fact of

special divine guidance, this Church seems to see the

pledge of future growth and success in its work.

II. Doctrines and Usages.— 1. Speaking generally,

the doctrines of the Reformed Episcopal Church may
be identified as those of Orthodox and Evangelical

Protestantism. The men who organized the Church
were of that class of clergymen and laymen in the old

Protestant Episcopal Church who had been largely

associated with the Christians of other Protestant

Churches, and harmonized with them in belief and
practice. In their choice and adjustment of doctri-

nal standards, they could but give expression to this

agreement. When they set forth in the " Declaration

of Principles" the belief that "the Holy Scriptures of

the Old and New Testaments are the Word of God, and
the sole Rule of faith and practice," thus making the

Bible the only ultimate fountain of authority in the set-

tlement of religious questions ; and when they revised

the old Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England,
not changing their substance, but making them more
distinctive, and adapting them to present phases of life

and thought, they but put the Church squarely on the

great platform of Evangelical Christianity. This Church,
if not broader, is somewhat less particular in its doc-

trinal basis than some of its sister Communions. Thus\
like the old Episcopal Church, it holds in its bosom, and
freely tolerates, clergymen of the Calvinistic and Armin-
ian schools of thought. The eighteenth "Article of Re-
ligion," entitled "Of Election, Predestination, and Free
Will," runs thus: "While the Scriptures distinctly set

forth the election, predestination, and calling of the peo-

ple of God unto eternal life, as Christ saith, 'All that the

Father giveth me shall come to me,' they no less posi-

tively affirm man's free agency and responsibility, and
that salvation is freely offered to all through Christ.

This Church, accordingly, simply affirms these doc-

trines as the Word of God sets them forth, and submits

them to the individual judgment of its members, as
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large and liberal allowance for the peculiarities of peo-

ples living under contrasted systems of civil govern-

ment, and growing np with tastes and social habits and

modes of thought of distinct types. The Reformed

Episcopal Church in America and in England is the

same Church, yet the streams that Bow out of the one

fountain, as they diverge into these several nationali-

ties, an immediately modified by the civil, social, and

ecclesiastical soil and climate they find, identical in

doctrine, spirit, and organic life, they vary somewhat

in the forms of organization and worship that adapt

them i" their respective spheres. Already a policy is

taking shape by which each national Church shall en-

joy a limited independence of legislation, discipline,

and worship, thus to work out its own history and des-

tiny. Just what shall constitute the nexus, the vital

ligature that shall make the Church, however widely

extended, a unit, an organic bod}-, cannot yet be iden-

tified. Such, however, will undoubtedly be the connec-

tion that it will embrace provision for the meeting of a

council within a certain term of years, and having un-

der its control t hose wide questions that affect the char-

acter and interests of the Church as a whole. This

Church was not organized for a day or for a place, but

for the world and for time.

These statements in regard to doctrines, orders, wor-

ship, discipline, and general usages are little more than

an expansion of the original declaration of principles

adopted at the organization of the Church, Dec. 2, 1873,

which is given as a comprehensive summary :

I. The Reformed Episcopal Church, holding "the faith

once delivered to the saints, "declares its belief in the Holy
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as the word
of God, and the sole rule of faith and practice; in the

creed commonly called the Apostles' Creed ; in the divine
institution of the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's
supper; and in the doctrines of grace substantially as

they are set forth in the Thirty -nine Articles of Re-
ligion.

II. This Church recognises and adheres to episcopacy,

not as of divine right, but as a very ancient and desirable
form of Church polity.

III. This Church, retaining a liturgy which shall not be
imperative or repressive of freedom in prayer, accepts the
Book of Common Prayer, as it was revised', proposed, and
recommended for use by the General Convention of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, A.D. 1785, reserving full lib-

erty to alter, abridge, enlarge, and amend the same, as

may seem most conducive to the edification of the peo-
ple, " provided that the substance of the faith be kept en-
tire."

IV. This Church condemns and rejects the following

erroneous and strange doctrines as contrary to God's
Word:

Fit st, That the ( Ihurcb of Christ exists only in one order
or form of ecclesiastical polity.

Second, That Christian ministers are "priests" in anoth-
er sense than that in which all believers are a "royal
priest hood.''

Third, That the Lord's table is an altar on which an ob-
lation id" the body and blood of Christ is offered anew to

the father.
/''in th, That the presence of Christ in the Lord's supper

is a presence in the elements of bread and wine.

Fifth, That regeneration is inseparably connected with
baptism.

III. Statistics.—The statistics of this Church thus

early in its history are necessarily fvw and simple. If,

however, they are carefully noted, they will, it is be-

idicate wider extension and more rapid growth

than have marked most other ecclesiastical bodies in

the bt ;inning of their history.

1. The Number of Clergymen as reported to the last

council (that of 1878) was eighty-eight, ofwhom six were

bishops, sixiy-oii. presbyters, and twenty deacons. Al-

ready i he list bas swollen to more than one hundred, and

i- increasing as rapidlj as places and means of support

can be provided lor those receiver 1 or ordained; while the

number of applicants tor orders and for admission from

the ministry in other churches, against whom the door

IS necessarily closed lor want of ability to sustain then).

IS larger than ever before. The tabular report of

the Committee on the State of the Church, cover-

ing other items made at the last council, .May. 1*7*.

was very imperfect, as many of the parishes had failed

to report. How far it understates the full strength of
the Church it is impossible to determine. In it- state-

ment of the number ofcommunicants it is thought to be
very much below tin; actual number. It is as follows:

Communicants (assumed)
Sunday scholars
Sunday-school teachers
Baptized, i. e. during the year preceding
Confirmed in said year.

if the parishes for all objects

10,000

7,814
744
744
G15

Value of Church property at lime of council 000,031
Other property for educational purposes 200,000

Upon this table the committee remark: "This exhibit
shows an increase of more than 8172,000 over the

amount reported in 1*77. notwithstanding the perhaps

unparalleled depression of the past year."

2. I. iii rary Institutions.—Of these the Reformed Epis-

copal Church can, as yet, boast but one, and that only

in the infancy of what it is hoped will, in due time of

maturity, he a vigorous and influential life. The Uni-
versity Of the West is al present Organized suh-tatl-

tiallyon the plan of the London University. Non-res-

ident professors prepare questions on which students are

required to stand rigid examinations by written an-

swers. In this university scheme, only the Martin

College of Theology is thus far in organized working
order. This has taken precedence to meet the wants
of the Church in the education of its ministry. The
times demand a ministry not only of thorough scholastic

attainments, but well taught in theology in connection

with the peculiarities of the Church they are to labor

in. The Church seeks to compass this end by subject-

ing all students in theology to a uniform system of

questions in all departments of theological learning.

The present plan may be modified when a sufficient en-

dowment fund shall have been secured to meet the re-

quirements of a local institution. Through the munif-

icent liberality of a gentleman of the State of New
York. Edward Martin. Esq., the Church is in possession

of landed estate in the suburbs of Chicago of large pres-

ent and much larger prospective value. On this prop-

erty the authorities of the university propose, eventual-

ly, to erect suitable buildings for the several colleges

as they shall, from time to time, take form. It is their

purpose, as the ability of the Church increases, to spare

no pains to make the institution worthy of the Church
and of the country.

;;. Church TAterature. -The Reformed Episcopal

Church supports two papers that set forth its principles

and defend its interests. Tin J-'pixcopal L'tconli /: pub-

lished in Philadelphia, is a weekly paper which has be-

come historic. It was the oldest weekly issue in the

Protestant Episcopal Church, in which, during more
than a half of the century, it advocated those principles

of ecclesiastical polity and Christian life and doctrine

that are still emblazoned on its banner. Transferred

to the Reformed branch of the Church, it but continues

its old work in new relations, and proves a highly im-

portant agent in the defence and extension of I he truth ill

the newly organized communion. The Appeal is pub-

lished in Chicago and Xew York, and issued bi-weekly.

While aiming specially to meet the needs of the ( Lurch
in tin' gnat Wcst.ii has extensive circulation in all parts

of the land; and. though only about three years of age,

displays much energy and ability. Its editor-in-chief

is the present presiding bishop. Dr. Samuel fallows, and

he is aided by an efficient staff of clergymen of large

ability and culture. This paper exerts wide influence

in the Church. So early in its history, and with the

lime ami energy of its clergy severely taxed by initial

parochial work, this Church ha- not as yet produced

literary or theological works of extensive and standard

Character. Its ephemeral productions, however, from

the nature of the case largely apologetic, are already

numerous. Nearly all the prominent clergymen of this

Church have been forced by attacks, often from the
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highest sources, to defend both their Church and their

personal action in conforming to it. These writings

constitute a body of argument, doctrinal and ecclesias-

tical, to which the Church points all inquirers with en-

tire confidence, and the more so since, so far as is known,

there has been no attempt to confute any single one of

the many publications in question.

Such, in brief, are the history and principles of the

Reformed Episcopal Church — an organization called

into existence, its advocates believe, by the providence

and spirit of God, and destined to exert a very deep, ex-

tensive, and lasting influence, not only in the country

of its birth, but in the world. (J. H. S.)

Reformed German Church. See German
Reformed Church.

Reformed Methodist Church, an American

offspring of the Methodist Episcopal Church, had its

origin in 1814, and was started by a bod}- of local preach-

ers and exhorters, the most prominent and influential

of whom was the Rev. Elijah Bailey, an ordained local

preacher in the Vermont Conference. They had be-

come dissatisfied with the polity (if the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, and especially that part of it which re-

lates to the powers and prerogatives of the episcopacy.

They asserted that a leaning towards prelacy as it ex-

ists in the Roman Catholic hierarchy was developing

in the Methodist Episcopal Church, and, their fears not

receiving that general guard for which they prayed, they

at length concluded to separate themselves from the old

Church and found a new and reformed body. For the

purpose of gaining a large number of ready, active la-

borers for their new organization, they resorted to the

formation of a community of goods on a farm which
they purchased at Bennington, Vt., and sustained for

about two years. But the attempt to maintain them-
selves as a community proved abortive, and the mem-
bers of it soon scattered to different parts of the states

of Vermont and New York, and to Upper Canada. In

the British territory they succeeded in raising up a

number of Reformed societies. In the States, however,

their success was small. The dispersion of the commu-
nity above alluded to operated favorably to the interests

of the Church as a whole, as, after that period, they were

favored from time to time with gracious revivals of re-

ligion. Thousands, no doubt, in following years have

been converted to God through the instrumentality of

the preachers of this Church. As a denomination, how-
ever, they did not prosper like other organized ortho-

dox churches. They suffered much from dissensions in

their own ranks and important secessions from their

numbers. About half of their ministers and many of

their most flourishing societies left them and joined the

Protestant Methodists; and at one time an entire con-

ference of Reformed preachers went over to that denom-
ination. At the time of their greatest prosperity they

had five annual conferences and about seventy-five min-

isters and preachers, and from three to four thousand

members. After the organization of another Methodist-

ic branch in the United States (the Wesleyan), most of

the ministers and members of the Reformed Church be-

came identified with that branch, and finally the body
was merged into the so-called Afethodist Church.

Doctrines.—In all matters of theology the " Reform-

ers" are, or were, Methodistic, if we except their belief

in the gift of healing, by which physical maladies

might be removed through the power of faith. This
belief had gained for the Keformers the names of fanat-

ics and enthusiasts; but they have returned the com-
pliment by accusing their calumniators of scepticism

and infidelity.

Church Government.—The form of Church govern-

ment selected by the Reformers was strictly congrega-

tional, admitting of lay representation in their general

and annual conferences; the former body not meeting
periodically, but only at the call of the latter bodies.

Their general rules are similar to those of the parent

body, with the addition of some forbidding war, slavery,

etc.

The only periodical published under the auspices of

this Church at any time was the Luminary and Reform-
er, edited by Mr. Bailey, a son of the founder of the

Church. The paper, however, has for years been dis-

continued. See Methodism (20).

Reformed Presbyterian Church. This body,

like many others, is known by different names: its

members have been designated as Mountain Men, Old

Dissenters, Cameronians, and Society People ; but their

most common designation is Covenanters. The name
of "Mountain Men" was given them because they are

a remnant of those who were driven to hills, moors, and
other uninhabited places by persecution in the reign of

the Stuarts in Scotland. They are called " Cameroni-

ans" from Richard Cameron, one of their leaders during

that persecution. They were called " Society People"

because they were often confined to prayer-meetings in

private as their only means of social worship when their

ministers were killed or banished. For the name " Cov-
enanters," see that article in vol. ii of this work. The
history of these people has been given well, though
briefly, under articles Cameron; Covenanters; Pres-
byterian (Reformed) Church; Scotland, Church
of. This article is intended to present their peculiar

characteristics, the leading points in which they differ

from other Presbyterian bodies.

1. A prominent feature is their separation from the

State. In this country, as well as in the British isles,

they withhold an oath to the government, whether in

naturalization, in taking office, or anything which im-
plies full allegiance ; nor do they vote for any officer so

qualified, whether the office be legislative, judicial, or

executive; neither do they sit on juries under oath.

This position they occupy, not as the Quakers, who ob-

ject to an oath entirely as well as to the forcible ex-

ecution of law. Covenanters in this country approve

of the representative system, and of a definite constitu-

tion reduced to writing as a righteous measure, and one

which should be adopted by every nation under heaven.

From the beginning they gave their sanction and en-

couragement to the cause of American independence;

and they would gladly enjoy the full privileges of citi-

zenship were it not for the evils connected with the

government. However they may fail in particular in-

stances, their design and desire are to promota the influ-

ence of all the good regulations and laws of the coun-

try, and to live quiet and peaceable lives in all godli-

ness and honesty.

2. They give great prominence to the universal do-

minion of the Lord Jesus Christ. They hold that as

king in his Church, he has settled all her institutions

and ordinances. Other denominations admit this in

the general, while many claim the right of modifying,

altering, instituting, or abolishing religious observances.

With the decreeing of rites and ceremonies Covenant-

ers have no sympathy. Besides this kingship in his

Church, they claim for Christ, according to the gift of

the Father, uncontrolled dominion over all things, out-

side of the Church as well as within ; and that this ex-

tensive authority is used by him for the benefit of his

body, the Church ; that he may send his messengers

into heathen countries; that he may use angelic pow-
ers at his pleasure ; that he may supply his people with
temporal support and subdue all their enemies; that he
may raise the dead and judge the world at the last day
(Psa. ii, G ; Ixxxix, 19 ; ex, 3 ; Isa. ix, 6, 7 ; Dan. vii, 14

;

Matt, xi, 27; xxviii, 18; Luke i, 32; Johniii,35; v, 27;

xvii, 2 ; Rom. xi v, 9 ; Eph. i, 20 ; Heb. ii, 8 ; 1 Pet. iii, 22).

3. They consider the Church and the State as the

two leading departments of Christ's visible kingdom on
earth, or, as Merle dAubigne has designated them, the

two poles of human society. In this view they labor

much for the purity and power of the two great ordi-

nances, the Gospel ministry and the civil magistracy;

both being equally of God, both being under the sov-
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ereignty of Christ, and each, in its sphere, to be regu-

lated, in a Christian land, by the written law. Where
this law is either entirely disregarded or flagrantly \ io-

lated, they refuse to take any part either in Church or

State.

I. They lay greal Btress on the witnessing character

of ili.' < inn. l, l-.i. sliii, 10: "Ye are my witnesses,

saith the Lord"). This idea enters largely into the

constitution of the New-Test organization Acts i. 8:

" Bui ye shall receive power, after thai the Holy Spirit

npon you; ami ye shall lie witnesses unto me
belli iii Jerusalem, ami in all Judaea, an. I in Samaria, and
unto the uttermost part of the earth." I'lii- pre-ent-

the double aspect of the Church's work—one. the sal-

vation of men; one. the glory of God; both harmoniz-

ing in the services of ministers and people together

< A. t- i. -J2 ; ii, 32, 40 ; iii, 15; iv,33; v,32; x,39; \iii.

:il : xx. 21; xxii. 15, 1*: xwi. L6, 22; sxviii,23; Rev.

i,2,9; vi,9; m.:; 12; sii, 11,17; xix, 10).

This feature is presented often in the epistles, and
implies three- things: (a) setting forth the whole truth

of God, keeping nothing Lack; \l>) applying that truth

to the parties addressed: (c) pointing out the contrary

evils. Following out this idea. Covenanters have, be-

sides their Confession (</), a Testimony specifying the

evils of the time.

... Among other things, they bear a practical testimo-

ny against the moral evils in the Constitution of the

United States. In one important particular the Con-

stitution has already been amended—the clans. 9 bear-

ing on slavery. In this amendment Covenanters re-

joice, and take courage to labor for further advance.

In the antislavery conflict they stood among the fore-

mosl : they (.reached, they wrote, they labored in all

available ways against the slave-holding interest The
articles which they still wish to see amended are such

as the following

:

(1.) In all the Constitution there is no recognition

of God, the Sovereign of the world and Source of all au-

thority and power. Justice Bayard and other authors

labor earnestly in offering apologies for this defect ; but

all these apologies are set aside by the I hil, initio)! of
Independence, in the simple fact that the Supremo is re-

peatedly acknowledged in that, memorable document as

nature's Cod, as the Creator, as Divine Providence, and
as the Judge of the world; as One on whose protection

the nascent empire could exercise a '•linn reliance"

while struggling for existence. When independence

was achieved and a prosperous career fairly entered,

his name is lopped off in the new Constitution; and. al-

though the document has been repeatedly amended, the

place for his name is still left a blank. In fact. Benja-

min Franklin could not succeed in having prayer ..tier-

ed in the convention that frame. 1 the Federal Constitu-

tion. We think this is the first nation known to his-

torj that has set up a government without acknowl-

edging any deity whatever, 'line it is thai many of

th.ir deities were no) worth the honor, while we as a

nation have refused to honor "the God in whose hand
our life is. and whose are all our ways." Thai he should

be acknowledged in the Constitution ami obeyed in Hie

administration Is shown by the following, among other

considerations: (a.) He is not only the Creator of men,
Inn h.- is the Author of national blessings. II.- gave
the nation its existence at the first, .-.ml holds ihi- en-

tire control of all iis destinies, (h.) Civil government
is one of his institutions for the good of men and for

lii.s own glory among men. Not only did he direct the

people of Israel t ip judges and officers, but in the

New Test he recognises such officers as hi- ministers,

and their power as his ordinance, lb- claims obedi-

ence to them as bis representatives, and that 1 r

shall be given to tl for his sake, while he tells all

nations that there is no authority unles.s ii he of God
(Koin. xiii, 1 7; 2Petii,13 17; fit iii, 1). All Chris-

tians are agreed that civil government set upon moral

principles is the ••ordinance of God." This implies.

requires even, an acknowledgment of him in the Con-
stitution as well as elsewhere. ( ,-. i There are many
very solemn services in the exercise of en il rule. Take
one of many : A fellow-mortal is charged with mur-
der, and must be dealt with, whether he be a citizen or

not. This dealing is a Bolemn affair in the sigbl of

God: ti' whether we lei him loose on society: (ii)

whethi r we hang him up by the neck until lie is dead;
iiii) whether he is sem to the penitentiary for life;

ii\ i whether he is found guilty or innocent of the
charge. In any and all of these cases civil rulers have
the destiny of that man in their control for life, as well
as an influence which may reach, for good or for ill. to

eternity. This responsibility cannot lie evaded, and
it can be properly met in the fear of Cod only. So of
war and peai i

. « hi re thousands are involvi d at once.

So of sanitary regulations, s.. of license to sell strong

drink, gunpowder, and poisonous drugs, (d.) He
verely threatens and awfully punishes the nations that

will not honor and serve him. (>.i He has given abun-
dant promises to nations who win serve him. (_/'.)

There is the same responsibility on a nation that there

is on an individual to serve the Lord (.lei, xxxiv. 29).

(.7.) The United States have received such favors frora

God, in quality and quantity, as have never been be-

stowed on any other nation, not even on the chosen
family of Israel. Why should we not acknowledge in

the most solemn and public manner the hand of him
that gives?

(2.) The qualifications for rulers are very defective

in the Constitution of the United States. Son,.- offi-

cers are required to be of a certain age. and born in the

country. It is taken for granted that they will be moil
of ability. This is right so far as it goes; but if a ruler

is to be regarded as the minister of God, some degree of

moral characU r ought to be required, and the < loustitu-

tion is the proper place to begin: then the people can

select men of the highest order of Christian morality.

(3.) The law of God as supreme law is formally set

aside, superseded by three provisions: (a) the -will of

the people as stated in the preamble : (6) the Constitu-

tion itself as the expression of that will; (c) laws of

Congress and treaties with foreign powers in carrying

out the Constitution, art. vi, s; 2. II' these provisions

meant no more than the relation to particular States, it

would not be objectionable; hut there is no allusion to

a higher law in any part of the document.
tl. Covenanters claim the universal application of the

divine law to all the institutions of men. and l.. the

man in all bis relations -the- Church, the family, the

civil, military, commercial, financial, legislative, judicial,

s.i.-ial. and all possible connections of man with man.
They take no stock in street-car or railroad companies,

or any institutions which desecrate the Sabbath or oth-

er w i»- trench on any of the ten commandments. They
have always excluded freemasons from their fellowship.

7. They hold the Old Test, as still the word of Cod.

and of equal authority with the New.
8. In praise they use exclusively the book of Psalms.

Th.y al-o disapprove of instrumental music in churches.
'.i. They claim that the pray< r-meeling, in which min-

isters and people stand on the same level, is a divine

ordinance as much as family worship and public ]>reach-

ing. On this item they and the Methodists were long

the only witnesses. For some twenty-five years the

id.-a has h.-en spreading, until all respectable I...dies

have their prayer-meetings, to say nothing of irregular

associations. While other denominations regard rath-

er the utility, propriety', and expediency of these meet-

ings, Reformed Presbyterians stand for their divim in-

stitution as well, basing their position on such Scriptures

as the following: Heb. x. _'.'.; CoLiii, L6; .Mai. iii, 10;

John xx. 19; Acts x\i. 13.

m. Besides their adhi rence to the Scotti

nant-. they hold thai covenanting is an ordinance of the

N.w Test as well a- ol the Old. This th.y find held

forth in prophecy (Isa. xix, L8-21 ; xliv, 5; lxii. I : Jer.
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1, 5) and exemplified in the apostolic Church (2 Cor.

viii. 5).

11. They hold strictly close communion, on a doctri-

nal as well as practical basis, according to Acts ii, 42

;

2 Thess.iii,6; xiv, 15. (R.H.)

Reformed, True, Church. See True Reformed
Church.

Reformed Wesleyans. See Wesleyans.

Reformers. See Camfbellites.

Reformers, Wesleyan. See United Free
Church ; Methodists.

Refrigerium. Refreshment is one of the elements

of happiness which the Church implores for her dead:

"locum refrigerii," says the Memento of the Dead of the

mass canon," ut indulgeas deprecamur." These words are

found in the oldest liturgies; we rind them in a prayer

(Ante Sepulturam) of St. Gelasius's sacramentary (see

Muratori, Lit. Rom. Yet. i, col. 749) :
" Ut digneris dare

ei . . . locum refrigerii;" and in a collect of the same li-

turgical monument (ibid, i, col. 700) :
" Dona omnibus

quorum hie corpora requiescunt refrigerii sedem."

I. The word refrigerium is generally employed by the

sacred and ecclesiastical authors for a meal, or any re-

freshment of the body by food. In the Book of Wisdom
(ii, 1) the wicked express thus the idea that death puts

an end to all material enjoyments: "Non est refrigeri-

um in line hominis." Paul, speaking of the hospitable

treatment he had experienced at the hands of Onesipho-

rus (2 Tim. i, 10), says, " Sa?pe me refrigeravit." Ter-

tullian calls the agape a refreshment given by the rich

to the poor (Apolog. xxxix): "Inopes refrigerio isto ju-

vamus." According to the same author the mitigations

of the rigor of the fast (De Jejun. x) are a refreshment

for the flesh of the Christian (' carnem refrigerare"). In

several passages of the Acts of St. Perpetua, " refrige-

rare" is used of those meals which the faithful were

sometimes allowed to enjoy with the martyrs in their

jails. "Why," says Perpetua to the tribune, "do you
not grant us some refreshments [Quid utique non per-

mittis refrigerare] '? We are noble convicts—Caesar's

own convicts—destined to fight on his anniversary. You
ought to make it a point that we should appear on that

occasion in good, fleshy condition [si pinguiores illo pro-

ducamur]."
Paradise being in the Scriptures, especially in the

New Test. (Matt, xxii, 2; xxv, 10, etc.; Rev. xix, 7,

etc.), often compared to a banquet, it was but natural

that refreshment should be used in a figurative sense for

the heavenly banquet :
" Justus ... si morte prreoccu-

patus fuerit, in refrigerio erit." The following passage

of the Acts (iii, 20) is also understood of the refreshment

at the Lord's table: "Cum venerint tempora refrigerii a

conspectu Domini." Tertullian (De Idol, xliii) employs
the same image in describing the felicity of Lazarus,

who, driven away, while living, from the table of the

rich man, sits down, after his death, with Abraham, to

the eternal banquet: "Lazarus apud inferos in sinu Abra-

ham refrigerium consecutus." This same refrigerium is

the favor which the faithful wife implores for her dead

husband: "Pro anima ejus orat, et refrigerium adpostu-

lat" (De Monogam. x). St. Perpetua saw her brother

Dinocrates in that place of refreshment: "Video Dino-

cratem refrigerantem" (.1 ct. cap. viii). The prayer men-
tioned above, from the sacramentary of St. Gelasius, and

which is still recited in the Roman Catholic Church,

seems literally to request for the faithful soul a seat at

the heavenly table (" refrigerii sedem").

II. This idea is expressed on a number of Christian

tombs, the refrigerium being spoken of as enjoyed by
the saints, or as wished to those from whom it is still

withheld in expiation of their sins. With the former

meaning we find :
" In refrigerio" (Boldetti, p.418); "In

refrigerio anima tua" (Fabretti, p. 547) ;
" In refrigerio

et in pace" (Gruter, 1057, 10) ; " In pace et in refrige-

rio" (Act. Sunct. v, 122). In most cases it is a wish

plainly expressed. The verb may be understood, as in

"Ob refrigerium" (Fabretti, p. 114, n. 283); or "Dul-

cissimo Antistheni conjugi suo refrigerium" (Collect, of

M. Perret [lxi, 5J). Hut we find the same wish ex-

pressed in a verbal form: "Victoria refrigereris spiritns

tuns in bono" (Wiseman, Fabiola, p. 2); •'Augustus in

bono refrigeres dulcis" (Act. Sanct. v, 80) ; "Refrigera

cum spirita sancta" (Marangoni, Cose Gent. p. 4G0). The
same formula is found on a marble of the year 291

(see Boldetti, p. 87): " Caio Vibio Alexandre et Atisiaa

L'ompeie refrigeretis" (Perret. v. xlvi. 10). If there were

any doubt as to the meaning of these formuhv, it would

be removed by a comparison with those inscriptions in

which the name of God appears, e. g. :
" Antonia anima

dulcis tibi Deus refrigeret" (Boldetti, p. 418); " Deus
refrigeret spiritum tuum" (Lupi, Sev. Epit. p. 137) ;

" Re-

frigera Deus animam horn. ..." (Ferret, xxvi, n. 115)

;

" Spirita vestra Deus refrigeret" (Boldetti, p. 417) ;
" Cu-

ius spiritum in refrigerium suscipiat Dominus" (Mura-

tori, Nov. Thesaur. p. 1922, 1
). The following was found

by Marchi on the cemetery of St. Callixtus, in Greek

characters: "Deus Christus Omnipotens spiritum tuum
refrigeret." Sometimes the refreshment is asked for

the deceased by the intercession of the saints.—Marti-

gny, Did. des A ntiq. Chretu mies, s. v.

Refuge. See Asylum; Church.

REFUGE, Cities of. See City of Refuge.

Refugee (Fr. refugie), a name given to persons

who have fled from religious or political persecution in

their own country and taken refuge in another. The
term was first applied to those Protestants who found

an asylum in Britain and elsewhere at two different pe-

riods, first during the Flemish persecutions under the

duke of Alva in 1507, and afterwards, in 1085, when
Louis XIV of France revoked the Edict of Nantes and

drove so many of the Huguenots (q. v.) into involun-

tary exile. Of the numerous French artisans who set-

tled in England on this last occasion, the most part

Anglicized their names, as by substituting Young for

" Le Jeune," Taylor for " Tellier," etc., so that their pos-

terity can now hardly be recognised as of foreign ori-

gin. According to Lower (Patronymica Britannica), De
l'reux became Deprose, and "Richard Despair, a poor

man," buried at East Orimstead, was, in the orthogra-

phy of his forefathers, Despard. There were also refu-

gee families of a higher class, some of whose descend-

ants and representatives came to occupy a place in the

peerage. The Bouveries, earls of Radnor, are descended

from a French refugee family. The refugee family of

Blaquiere was raised to the Irish peerage; and Charles

Shaw Lefevre (lord Eversley) is the representative of a

family of Irish refugees. The military employment
offered in Ireland after 1688 maintained a considerable

number of foreign Protestants. General Frederick Ar-

mand de Schomberg was raised by William III to the

peerage, becoming eventually duke of Schomberg. A
Huguenot officer of hardly less celebrity was Henry
Massue (marquis de Ruvigny), created by William III

earl of Galway. Lord Ligonier was also of a noble

Huguenot family, and England has had at least one

refugee bishop in Dr. Majendie, bishop of Chester, and
afterwards of Bangor. Among other refugees of note

may be enumerated Sir John Houblon, lord mayor of

London in 1095, one branch of whose family was repre-

sented by the late lord Palmerston ; Elias Bouherau, or

Boireau, D.D., whose descendant was created a baronet

as Sir Richard Borough of Baselden Park, Berkshire ; as

well as Martineaus, Bosanquets, and Papillons, whose
descendants have attained more or less eminence in

the country of their adoption. The first French Revo-
lution brought numerous political refugees to England,
and Great Britain is noted throughout Europe for af-

fording a ready asylum to refugees of all classes, both

political and religious. See Weiss, History of the French

Protestant Refugees,from the Revocation of the Edict of
Ntintes to the Present Time, translated by Ilardman

(Lond. 1854) ; Burns, History of the French, Walloon,
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Dutch, and other Foreign Protestant Refugees settled in

EnyhtiuU Loud. 1 *lii i; Smiles. /'//< Jlii;iuenuts,thtir Stt-

tl< in, nts, Indusli I and, In land, and Am, r-

iea (X. V. 1868).

—

Chambers's Encyclop. s. v.

Regale, the Dame given to the privilege by which
the kin«r of France claimed to enjoy the revenues of a

see daring its vacancy. See Reg u.i \.

Regalia (or Regale), Kuan of, is the possession

of certain privileges in ecclesiastical things. As the

regalia Petri we distinguish the various rights and

high prerogatives which, according to Romanists, be-

long to the pope as a kind of universal sovereign and

king of kings. Under regale, however, is generally

understood the righl which sovereigns claim in virtue

of their royal prerogative. The question as to the ex-

tent of these privileges has frequently been the suhject

of controversy between kings and popes. It involved

several points as to presentation to heneficcs, most of

which formed the object, from time to time, of negotia-

tion by concordat ; l>ut the most serious conflict arose

Out of the claim made by the crown to the revenues of

vacant benefices, especially bishoprics, and the co-ordi-

nate claim to keep the benefice or the see vacant for an

indefinite period, in order to appropriate its revenue.

This plainly abusive claim was one of the main grounds

of complaint on the part of the popes as to the practice

of lay investiture (q. v.), and it reached its height in

England under the first Norman kings, especially Will-

iam Rufus. The most memorable conflict, however, on

the suhject of the regalia was that ofInnocent XI (q.v.)

with Louis XIV, which was maintained with great per-

tinacity on both sides for several years, the king extend-

ing the claim to some of the French provinces which
had until then been exempt from it, and the pope re-

fusing to confirm any of the appointments of Louis to

the sees which became vacant as long as the obnoxious

claim should be persisted in. The dispute continued

till after the death of Innocent. Louis XIV having gone

bo far as to Beize upon the papal territory of Avignon in

reprisal; but it was adjusted in the following pontificate,

the most obnoxious part of the claim being practically

abandoned, although not formally withdrawn. The con-

test grew out of the interpretation of French canon law

which gives the right to the kings of France to enjoy

the revenues of all bishoprics during their vacancy, and

also to present tO their prebends and all other their

dignities without cure of souls. Such presentations

might be made whether the dignity were vacant both

dejun and defacto, as by death, or only either d* jure,

as if the incumbent were convicted of a crime or had
accepted another dignity, or ,!• facto, as if the regale

should open after the presentation of an incumbent, but

before he had taken possession. The regale lasted till

a new admission to the bishopric was fully completed

by taking the oath of allegiance, when a mandate was

issued by the ( 'hauibfe des Comptes i" the commissary
of the regale to restore the revenues. This righl had

one or two singular privileges : it occurred not onlyona
vacancy, but also when a bishop was made a cardinal, and
lasted till he repeated the oath of allegiance ; it lasted

thirty years as regarded patronage, so that if the king
should leave a dignity vacant and the new bishop till

it up, the king might appoint a fresh incumbent at

any time within this date; it was absolutely in the

king's discretion, and subject to no other constitutions

whatever. The regale was at different times deprived

of ch of its original extent: certain bishoprics, as

those of Languedoc, Provence, and Dauphine, claimed
entire exemption; and though a decision of Parliament

pronounced at one time that the right extended over

the whole kingdom, this was afterwards quashed, and
the quest imi remained undecided. Abbeys w hich were
formerly subject to the regale were discharged, and an

attempt tO replace them under it quite failed. Finally

all right to the revenues was resigned by Louis Mil
and that of patronage was retained. See Commentain

•h M. Dupuy sur I, Traiti des Liberies <!> M.Pithon, i,

1 It.;. Sir also Si i-kt.MAi v. Papal.

Regals (perhaps from rigabeUo, an instrument used
prior to the organ in the churches ol ftaly), a small

portable finger-organ in use in the 16th and 17th centu-

ries, and perhaps earlier. Many representations exist

of this instrument, including one sculptured on Melrose
Abbey. The tubes rested On the air-chest, which was
filled by the bellows; and the bellows were managed
with one hand, and the keys with the other.—CAam-
li, rs's Encyclop. s. v.

Re'gem (Heb. id, befriend; Sept. 'Peyi/i v. r.

Taytp), the first named of six sons of Jahdai (q.v.),

apparently of the family of Caleb (1 Chron. ii. 47).

B.C. post 1658.

Re'gem-me'lech (Heb. It, 'gem M, 'I,
/.."""" =.'".

friend ofthe king; Sept. ' ippeodp [v. r. 'Apfttoioip] 6

(3aai\evc; Vulg. Rogommelech), the name of a person

w ho, in connection with Sherezer, was sent on behalf of

some of the captivity to make inquiries at the Temple
concerning fasting (Zech. \ ii. 2). B.C.cir. 517. In the

A. V. the subject of the verse appears to be the captive

.lews in Babylon and Bethel, or "the house of God"
is regarded as the accusative alter the verb "I motion.

The Sept. takes "the king" as the nominative to the

verb "sent," considering the last part of the name Re-

gem-melech as an appellative, and not as a proper name.
What reading the- Sept. had it is difficult to conjecture.

In the Vulgate, Sherezer, Regem-melecb, and their men
arc the persons who sent to the house of God. The
Peshito-Syriae has a curious version of the passage:
•• And he sent to Bethel, to Sharezer and Rab-mag; and
the king sent and his men to pray for him before the

Lord;" Sharezer and Lab-mag being associated in Jer.

xxxix. :'.. 13. The Hexaplar-Syriac, following the IV-

shito, has •• Rab-mag." < >n referring to Zech. vii. 5, the

expression "the people of the land" seems to indicate

that those who sent to the Temple were not the captive

Jews in Babylon, but those who had returned to their

own country; and this being the case, it is probable that

in ver. 2 •• Bethel" is to be taken as the subject : "and
Bethel," i.e. the inhabitants of Bethel, -sent." From its

connection with Sherezer. the name Regem-melech (lit.

"king's friend," comp. 1 Chron. xxvii. 33) w::~ probably

an Assyrian title of office.—Smith. See Rab-m \,..

Regeneratio, a term applied to baptism because

when any one becomes a Christian he enters upon a
real and new spiritual life. See BAPTISM.

Regeneration (iraXiyyevsaia, Tit. iii, 5, a bt ing

born again), that work of the Holy Spirit by which we
experience a Change of heart. It is expressed in Script-

ure by being born anew (John iii. 7. • from above"); be-

ing quickened (Eph. ii, I); by Christ being found in

the heart (Gal. iv, 19); a new creation
| 2 < lor.v, 17): a

renewing of the mind (Rom. xii. 2); the washing, i. e.

the purifying of regeneration (Tit, iii. 5); a resurrec-

tion from the dead (Eph. ii. 6); a putting off the old

man, and a putting on the new man (iv, 22 24). And
the subjects of this change are represent, d as begotten

of God (John i, 13 ; 1 PeLi, 3); begotten of the Spirit

(John iii. 8 I ; begotten of water, even oi the Spirit (ver.

5); new creatures (GaLvi,15); and partakers ofthe divine

nature (- Pet. i. P. The efficient cause of regeneration

is the divine spirit. Man is not the author ol the regen-

eration (John i, 12, 13 ; iii.l: Eph.ii,8,10); theinstru-
nii ni al cause is the word of God (James i, 18; l Pet, i.

23; l Cor. iv. 15). The change in regeneration con-

sists in the recovery of the moral image of God upon

the heart; that is. so as to love him supremely and

serve him ultimately as our highest end. Regenera-

tion consists in the implantation of the principle of love

to God, which obtains the ascendency and habitually

prevails over iis opposite. Although the inspired w rit-

erS USe various terms and modes of speech tO describe

this change of mind, styling ii conversion, regeneration,
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a new creation, etc., yet it is all effected by the word of

truth or the Gospel of salvation gaining an entrance

into the mind through divine teaching, so as to possess

the understanding, subdue the will, and reign in the af-

fections. In a word, it is faith working by love that

constitutes the new creature or regenerate man (Gal. v,

6; 1 John v, 1-5). Regeneration, then, is the recovery

of the moral image of God, and consequently of spiritu-

al life, to a soul previously dead in trespasses and sins.

It is the work of the Holy Spirit, opening the eyes of

the mind, and enabling the sincere penitent to believe

the Gospel and receive Christ as his only Saviour.

This gracious work is in accordance both with the char-

acter of the Holy Spirit and with the constitution of

man ; hence, by it no violence is done to an)- physical,

intellectual, or moral law or mode of action in human
nature. The change is produced in the will, or heart,

that is, in the moral, and not the natural, faculties of

the soul. As depravity is wholly in the will and heart,

the source and seat of all moral action, the divine oper-

ation consists in renewing the heart, and communicat-

ing a change of views, with a relish for the things of

the Spirit. As justification places us in a new relation

to God, so regeneration produces in us a new state of

mind. In the case of children dying in infancy, they,

of course, need regeneration to fit them for the eternal

world. And there can be no difficulty in conceiving

that they are regenerated by the Holy Spirit, in virtue

of Christ's death, in the same sense in which they are

depraved, in consequence of Adam's transgression ; the

disposition to sin is removed, the disposition to holiness

is implanted, and thus their salvation is secured. The
evidences of regeneration are conviction of sin, holy

sorrow, deep humility, knowledge, faith, repentance,

love, and devotedness to God's glory. The properties

of it are these: 1. It is a receptive work, and herein it

differs from conversion. In regeneration we receive

from God ; in conversion we are active and turn to him.

2. It is a powerful work of God's grace (Eph. iii, 8).

3. It is an instantaneous act, for there can be no medi-

um between life and death; and here it differs from

sanctification, which is progressive. 4. It is a complete

act, and perfect in its kind ; a change of the whole man
(2 Cor. v, 17). 5. It is a great and important act, both

as to its author and effects (Eph. ii, 4, 5). G. It is an in-

ternal act, not consisting in bare, outward forms (Ezek.

xxxvi, 26, 27). 7. Visible as to its effects (1 John iii,

14). 8. Delightful (1 Pet, i, 8). 9. Necessary (John

iii, 3). See Conversion ; New Birth.

Our Lord in one instance (Matt, xix, 28) uses the

term regeneration for the resurrection state. Accord-

ingly, Dr. Campbell translates it " the renovation," and
remarks that the relation is here to the general state

of things in the future world, where all things will be-

come new. See New Creation; Restitution.
REGENERATION BY WATER. In our Lord's dis-

course to Nicodemus (John iii) occurs this remarkable

statement : "Except a man be born of water and of the

Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." This

coupling of water-baptism with spiritual regeneration

as an essential condition to Christian privilege has oc-

casioned considerable difficulty to expositors, controver-

sialists, and pious inquirers. A view of the entire con-

text is important as a preliminary to the just interpre-

tation of this passage.

Nicodemus sought a private interview with Jesus,

evidently for the sincere purpose of information as to

the Great Teacher's doctrine. Waiving all compli-

mentary prefaces, Jesus at once propounds the one es-

sential condition of discipleship—namely, the new birth.

Nicodemus finds two difficulties in this—first, in his age,

and, secondly, in the physical paradox itself. The latter

perplexity evidently arose from his understanding the

requirement in a literal sense. It is not so clear wheth-
er the former difficulty is but the same expressed in

another form or an entirely different one—namely, the

hardship of demanding a religious change in a person

of such a confirmed standing as himself. In favor of

the latter view are adduced the traditionary allusions

to the baptism of proselytes to Judaism (which, how-
ever, do not very certainly establish that custom, or, at

least, its special significance), and especially the bap-

tism by John (which excited no surprise, showing that

its significance was readily understood); but there is

little or no evidence that these or any similar Judaic

lustrations were currently designated by the peculiar

terms here employed, ytvvriSjjvai avwbev, born from
_

above, or born again. See Proselyte. But, however

this may have been, it is plain that Nicodemus was
chiefly stumbled by the apparent necessity of under-

standing the words of Jesus in a strictly literal or phys-

ical sense. Hence our Lord explains that not ajl<*li!ii.

but a spiritual, birth is meant, and he repeats this dis-

tinction in varied form (the "water" and "Spirit" of

ver. 5 respectively corresponding to and being further

interpreted by "flesh" and "Spirit" in ver. G). This

serves to show that the expression " born of water"

(ytvvnSrivai eg I'Oaroc) has reference, not to a spirit-

ual purification, but to a physical ablution ; that is, to

personal baptism, such as Nicodemus was already fa-

miliar with, and such as was to be instituted by Christ

himself. (We discard as precarious and offensive an

interpretation which we have heard propounded of

this expression as referring to the semen virile, based

upon the alleged use of D^ in that sense in Isa. xlviii,

1 ; for that signification is not well established any-

where, even in Hebrew, much less in the Aramaic,

which it is assumed that Christ here spoke, and certain-

ly not in the Greek by which the conversation is rep-

resented.) The only real difficulty to us in the pas-

sage arises from the conjunction of baptism and regen-

eration as being both requisite in the case ; thus giving

apparent countenance to the dogma of baptismal regen-

eration, or, at least, to the doctrine that baptism is es-

sential to a Christian's acceptance with God. This

difficulty is relieved by the following considerations

drawn from the passage itself and from others parallel

with it

:

1. The principal stress is laid by Christ upon the sec-

ond part of the requirement—namely, the spiritual birth.

This is evident from the omission of all reference to

baptism in vers. 6 and 8.

2. The language of ver. 5 can, at most, only mean
that baptism and regeneration are both essential, but

not necessarily in the same sense or to the same degree;

certainly not that they are identical, nor that one im-

plies the other. The phraseology positively forbids

such a confusion of the two.

3. The association here of baptism with a spiritual

change is no more emphatic than in several other pas-

sages similarly laying down the conditions of Christian-

ity—e. g. "Teach all nations, baptizing them" (Matt,

xxviii, 19); "He that believeth and is baptized shall

be saved" (Mark xvi, 16; but note the omission in the

clause following, " He that believeth not shall be damn-
ed") ;

" Repent and be baptized everyone of you" (Acts

ii, 38); "Arise and be baptized, and wash away thy

sins" (xxii, 16).

4. Our Lord himself dispensed with baptism in the

admission of at least one member into bis kingdom,
namely, the dying thief (Luke xxiii, 42,43).

ft. Christ certainly does mean to attach importance

to water-baptism as an initiative rite into his Church
or kingdom. The body of believers exists under two
aspects, the visible and the invisible—the outward or

nominal, and the inward or real. Baptism is as imper-

ative a mark of admission to the former as spiritual

new birth is to entrance into the latter. In order to

full recognition as a member of both, the two acts are

truly essential. This doctrine, which orthodox ecclesi-

astics have always maintained, is thus strictly in ac-

cordance with the tenor of the text in question.

On the dogma of baptismal regeneration, see the Bi-
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bliotheca Sacra, April. 1876 ; Prot. Episc. Quar. Rev. Oct.

I860; Meth. Quar. Rev. Oct 1854.

Regensburg. See Ratisbon.

Reggio, Isaac Sami el, a Jewish writer, was born

Aug. 15, 1784, mi Gorz, in Illyria. As the son of a rabbi,

he received a thorough Jewish education, and \\\\\\ liis

brillianl powers he soon became master ofJewish litera-

ture, and acquired an extraordinary knowledge of He-

brew. His talents and fame secured for him the ap-

pointment to the professorship of mathematics at the

when Illyria became a French province. He
i bis father in the rabbinate of his native place.

and died Aug. 29, 1855. < »f his many writings, we men-

tion, :"':rn *

(

~ fl-lin "IX*;, a treatise on the in-

spiration of the Mosaic law. incorporated in the intro-

duction i" the Pentateuch (Vienna, 1818):- r~T
ETibx. .,</// Traduaione Jtaliana edun Comento Ebreo,

an Italian translation of the Pentateuch, with a He-
brew commentary and a mosl elaborate introduction,

in which he gives an account of 148 Hebrew exposi-

tions of the Pentateuch of various ages (ibid. 1821, .

r
.

vols. 8vo): On th Necessity of having <> Theological

Seminary in //(////.written in Italian (Venice, 1822); in

consequence of which the Collegium Rabbinicum was

opened at Padua in 1829, for which he had drawn up

the <on-titnti.ni: — r,H
m t'Z'h"tr,' H" nn, Religion

and Philosophy (Vienna, 1827 | : -a disquisition, Win th r

Philosophy is in Opposition to Tradition, iTllfift ~X
nbsprrbx l;:nn (Leipsic,1840):—II Libro <r Isaia,

Versioni Poeticafatta suU' Original Testo Ebraico (Vi-

enna, L831):—a historico- critical introduction to the

hook of Esther, entitled TCX rbrrs-bx rrz'z
i ibid.

1841 i. Besides these, Reggio wrote numerous treatises

on various points connected with the Hebrew Script-

ures and literature in the different Jewish periodicals.

Set I trst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 139 142: Steinschneider, Cata-

logs Libr. ll.hr. in Biblioth. Bodl. col. 2135-2137; Gei-

ger, Leo da Modena (Breslau, 1856), p. 57 •'>:'.: id. Nach-

gelassi »- Schriflt » (Berlin, 1*7.".
I, ii. 272; dost. Gt sch. ,/.

Judentk. u.s. Secten, iii, 346; Dessauer, Gesch.d. Israeli-

ten, p. 534; /on/. ///. Monatstagi des Kalenderjahres

(Berlin, 1872; English transl. by the Rev. B. Tick in

Messenger, N. Y. 1874 7."". .1'.. P.)

Regina Cceli | Lai. for Queen of heaven), an appel-

lation often given by the ancient Romans to Juno.

Region-round-about, tin-: (// jrepi'xwpoc). This

term had perhaps originally a more precise and inde-

pendent meaning than it appears to a reader of the A. V.

to possess. It is used by the Sept. as the equivalent of

the singular Hebrew word hak-kikkdr ("in, literally

••the round"), a word the topographical application of

which i- not dear, hut which seems in its earliest oc-

currences to denote the circle or oasis of cultivation in

which stood Sodom and Gomorrah and the rest of the

live "cities of the Ciccar
n (Gen.xiii, 10 12; xix. 17. _'.">.

'_>*. 29; Dent, xxxiv, :!). Elsewhere it has a wider

meaning, tl gh still attached to the .Ionian (2 Sam.

xviii, 23; 1 Kings vii, hi: 2Chron.iv,17; Neh. iii, 22;

xii. 28). It is in this less restricted sense that -f-oi-

OCCUrs in the New Test. In Malt. iii. 5 and

I.nke iii.;; n denotes the populous and nourishing re-

gion which contained the towns of Jericho and its de-

pendencii - in the Jordan valley, enclosed in the amphi-

theatre of ii,,- hills of Quarantana, a densely populated

region, and important enough to be reckoned as a dis-

tinct -ecu.,,, ,; Palestine "Jerusalem, Judaea, and all

the arrondissement of Jordan" (Matt, iii, 5; also Luke
vii. 17 i. It is al-o applied to the district of Gennesaret,

a region which presents certain similarities to that of

Jericho, b< ii ' enclosed in the amphitheatre of the hills

of Ilatlin anil hounded in front by the water of the lake.

as iii, other «as by the Jordan, and also resembling it

in being very thickly populated (Matt, xiv, 35; Mark
vi. 55: Luke vi, 37; vii, 17).—Smith. It is perhaps

nearly equivalent to the modern Arabic appellation of

the O'hur. See Topographical Terms.

Regionarii, one of the three classes of subdeacona
at Rome, appointed in the 11th century, and employed
in various occupations in the several regiones or districts

of that city. The other classes were called Palatini
(q.v.) and Stationakii (q.v.).

Regis, Jean Bapi i-h di . a French Jesuit ami ge-

ographer, was horn at Istrcs. in Provence, about If'.''-",,

and was sent as a missionary to China about 1700. His

scientific attainments gained him a place at court and
the favor of the emperor Hang-he, who. in 17o7. placed

him at the head "t a commission of Jesuits to make a

survey and draw up a ma], of the Chinese empire. His

labors were interrupted in 1724 when the emperor
Yung-ching proscribed the Christian religion. He wrote

a full history of hi- labors, a . ondensation of which may
be found in Du Halde's Description <1, /,, Chine. He
translated into Latin the Yih-king, edited by Julius

Mold (Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1834, 2 vols!). The
MS. is in the National Library, l'aris.

Registers. See Diptychs.

Registers <>i < Irdination were first ordered to be

presen ed in 1237 in the bishop's house or in the cathe-

dral.

Registers, Parish, were required to be kept as a

record of baptisms, marriages, and burials in 1538 by
Cromwell, by the royal injunctions of 1547, and i lie 70th

Canon of lint."..

Regium Donum, a sum of money annually al-

lowed by government to dissenting ministers. It orig-

inated in a donation, made in the way of royal bounty.

by George II, in the year 17'.':;. consisting of £500, to

be paid out of the treasury, for assisting first of all the

w idow >. and afterwards either ministers or their widows,

who wanted help. The lirst motion for it was made by
Mr. Daniel Burgess, who had for some time been secre-

tary to the princess of Wales, and was approved by lord

Townshend, secretary of state, and Sir Robert Walpole,

chancellor of the exchequer, who entered readily into

the measure because the Ih-sentirs proved themselves

very friendly to the house of Brunswick, and he wished
to reward them for their loyalty. When the money
was paid, a strict charge was given that the matter

should he kept very secret Some few years after, the

sum was raised to £850 half-yearly: and at present,

though no longer a regium donum, it is still annually

granted by Parliament, amounting to about t'oiMin. but

including the relief granted t.. "Poor French refugee

clergy, poor French Protestant laity, and sundry small

charitable and other allowances to the poor of St. Mar-
tin's-in-the-Fields. and others."—Buck, Theol. 1

REGIUM DONUM, Irish, a pecuniary grant, voted

annually by the British Parliament, out of the national

exchequer, t.. aid certain bodies of Presbyterians in Ire-

land by providing stipends for their ministers. This

grant, which now amounts to about tin.nun a year, is

divided among six different bodies of Presbyterians,

viz. : 1. The ( .eneral Assembly, comprising the two bod-

ies formerly known as the Synod of Ulster and the Synod

of Seceders. 2. The Secession Synod. :;. The Remon-
strants, or Unitarian Synod of Ulster. 1. The Presby-

tery of Antrim. 5. The Synod of Minister. Unitarian.

i',. The Presbytery of Minister, orthodox. During the

reign of .lames I Presbyterianism was introduced int..

In land, and under the mild sway of l -h, r their clergy-

men became incumbents of parishes, and were permitted

i,, enjoj tithes and other emoluments. Put after the

accession ofCharles II they were wholly dependent upon

their Rocks. In 1672 the king gave >ir Arthur lollies

£600 t.. be divided among them. William III issued

an order. June 19, 1690, authorizing the payment of

L\-^») t,, Patrick Adair and six other clergymen. In

the following year this bounty was removed from the

customs, ami made payable out of the Irish exchequer.
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Such was the origin of the Regium Donurn in its pres-

ent permanent character. There was this important

change made, however: the power of allocating the

amount was taken from the trustees and transferred to

the lord lieutenant. In 1831 the grant was placed on

the Irish miscellaneous estimates, and in 1838 the clas-

sification principle was abandoned, and £75 Irish cur-

rency was promised to every minister connected with

the Synod of Ulster and the Secession Synod, with the

proviso (1840) that he was to receive at least £35 of

yearly stipend. The amount required was increasing at

the rate of £400 a year, to meet the demands of new
congregations. The Kegium Donum was withdrawn by

the act of 1809, which came into force Jan. 1, 1871, dis-

endowing the Irish Episcopal Church.—Eadie, L'ccles.

Cyclop, s. v.

Regius, the Latinized name of Urban Konig, a

learned theologian, preacher, and writer, and also an in-

fluential promoter of the Reformation. He was born in

1490 of parents in moderate circumstances, and resident

at Langenargen, near Lake Constance. At the age of

seventeen he was admitted to the University of Fri-

bourg as a student of theology, and by his application

and progress won the favor of his professors; but an

injudicious defence of the disputations of John Eck,

later the noted opponent of Luther, led to his suspension

from the university ami to his subsequent removal to

Basle. After a brief sojourn in Basle, he was called to

the chair of poetry and oratory in the University of In-

golstadt, where Eck was likewise employed as professor

of theology, and where a circle of humanists were then

striving to bring the classics into honor. Regius dis-

tinguished himself to such a degree as to receive from

the hands of the emperor Maximilian a laurel crown in

recognition of his services, and saw his classes grow
continually. But his success was interrupted by the

neglect of patrons to settle bills which he had been

compelled to assume for their sons who were his pupils.

so that, in utter discouragement, he became a soldier in

the imperial army—a situation from which he was fort-

unately delivered by the interference of Eck, who se-

cured his discharge from the army and also the pay-

ment of his debts, as well as an increased salary for the

future.

Regius, however, began to dislike the studies in which
he was engaged, and to manifest a growing predilection

for theology. He was especially impressed with the

influence of the Wittenberg reformatory movements,

and found greater pleasure in the evangelical doctrines

taught by Luther and Melancthon than in scholasti-

cism. The consequence was a growing coolness be-

tween Eck and himself, which led him to seek a release

from the university. The influence of John Faber,

vicar-general of the see of Constance, and a book writ-

ten by himself, entitled De Dignitate Sacerdotum, recom-

mended him to bishop Hugo of Constance, and secured

from that prelate the appointment of episcopal vicar in

spiritualibus. A year later he was made doctor of the-

ology (1520), and appointed preacher at the Augsburg
cathedral. His evangelical attitude excited the oppo-

sition of the papal party against him, and compelled

his removal; but he soon returned, and labored with

great energy for the extension of the evangelical doc-

trines, from 1522 to 1530, by presenting them to the

people in sermons from the pulpit of St. Ann's Church,
and by disputations and controversial writings. Luther

came to regard him as the principal supporter of evan-

gelicalism in Suabia, while Eck charged him with black

ingratitude, and persecuted him with passionate hatred

and malicious cunning. It was perhaps owing to the

bitterness of such experiences that he concluded to im-
itate the example of other Reformers and establish fur

himself the refuge of a home. He married Anna Weiss-

briick, a native of Augsburg, who sustained him faith-

fully while he lived, and by whom he became the father

of thirteen children.

The fame of Regius had in the meantime become«o

extended that his counsel and aid were frequently sought

even by distant cities and countries. Duke Ernest of

Liineberg, sumamed the Confessor, urged him to assist

in introducing the Reformation into that territory, and
Regius pledged his services to that end, removing to

Celle, and assuming the functions of court preacher.

He was soon appointed general superintendent over the

whole duchy, and in that position was enabled, by judi-

cious counsels and restless activity, to rapidly advance

the interests of the Reformation. Two years were spent

in superseding the Romish clergy and their services

with an evangelical ministry and worship, in improving
the schools and gymnasia of the country, and also in es-

tablishing the infant Church on a legal foundation, and
in securing the transfer of the confiscated goods of mon-
asteries to the use of the Church ami of schools. A call

to return to Augsburg at this time (1532) was declined,

ami his life was thenceforward spent in the service of

the prince and people of the duchy of Liineberg, though
he took an active part in the introduction and develop-

ment of Protestantism in other places : e. g. the county

of Hoya, the cities of Hildesheim, Hanover, Brunswick,

Minden, and Hbrter, the territory of Schaumburg, etc.

He also responded to the request of count Enno for

evangelical preachers by sending Martin Ondermark
and Matthias Gunderich to East Friesland. lie ranks,

accordingly, as one of the leading Reformers in North
Germany. In 1537 he accompanied duke Ernest to the

convention at Smalcald, and signed the Smalcald Arti-

cles; in 1538 he was present at the Convention of Bruns-

wick, and in 1540 at Ilagenau, where an abortive at-

tempt at reconciliation between the papal and the evan-

gelical parties was made, and where the king, Ferdinand,

issued a decree for a religious conference at Worms.
Physical inability prevented Regius from participating

in the proceedings of the latter diet. A severe cold in-

curred on his return from Hagenau resulted in a dan-

gerous sickness, and on May 23, 1541, he ended his use-

ful life. The veneration of his contemporaries proved

his worth.

In appearance, Regius was a man of medium height

and spare and delicate figure, easy and yet resolute in

his bearing, and characterized by an air of intelligence

and moral earnestness. His writings breathe the same
Christian spiritwhich belonged to his personality. They
number ninety-seven different works, which were pub-
lished at Nuremberg in 15G2, the German in four parts,

and the Latin in three. His exegetical works deserve

attention on account of their practical aim, and the

thoroughness and skill with which the sense of Script-

ure is developed in them; and, in addition, the follow-

ing are worthy of note : Formula? qucedam caute et eitra

Scandalum Loquendi de Prmcipuis Christiana Doctrince

Locis < 1 535), which has almost reached the position of a
symbolical book:— Catechismus Minor (1536), and Ca-
techismus Major ( 1537). which are peculiar in that the

questions are placed in the mouth of the pupil, and the

answers are assigned to the teacher:

—

Erklarung der

zwolf Artikel des christlichen Glaubens (1523); and
others, among them several books on Church discipline,

which have been often reprinted.

Literature.—The writings of Urban Regius himself

contain sources respecting his life, as does also the Vita

Urbani Liegii, etc., written by his son Ernest. Comp.
also Bertram, lief.- u. Kirchenhist. d. Stadt Liineberg

(1719); Meier, Ref.-Gcseh. d. Stadt Hannover (1730);

Lauenstein, Hildesheim Reformationshistoria (1720);
Gcffken, Dr. Urb. Regius, seine Wahl zum ersten Ilamb.

.Superintend, nt,n. etc.': Schlegel. Kirchen- u. Ref.-Gesch.
r. NorddeutschL (Hanover. 1828), yoL ii ; Havemann,
Gesck. ,1. Lamle Braunschweig und Liineburg (Gutting.

1855), vol. ii ; Heimbiirger, Urbanus Regius, etc. (Harab.

and Gotha, 1851) ; Hagen, Deutschlands lit. u. rel.

1 'erhallnisse im Ref.-Zeitalter (Erlangen. 1841-44) ; Uhl-
horn. Urban Regius im Abenilmabls.-trei/e, in the Jahrb.

f. deutsche Theologie (1860), vol. v, No. 1.— Herzog,

Real-EncyHop. s. v.
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Regius Codex. Sec Paris Manuscript.

Reguum, a name for the tiara or diadem of the

popes, encircled with three crowns. It is I Bays [nnocenl

HLcir. 1200) the imperial crown, representing the pope's

power as plenary and absolute over all the faithful. Ac-

cording to some authors, Hormisdas lirst wore a crown

which had been senl to him as a mark of fealty l>y the

emperor Yna-ta.-ins. to whom Clovis had presented it in

550, while Mime refer it to a gift of Constantine to pope

At the entrance of a church the pope, when
borne on his litter, laid aside the regnum and put on a

mitre, bui resumed the former when he left

the building. Paul II madeanew regnum, and enriched

it with precious stones, when its use had Long lain dor-

mant. At firsl it was a tall r id or conical cap, end-

ing in a mund hall, and wreathed with a single gold

crown, representing regal and temporal power. It is

mentioned in the 11th century. In the 9th century, on

mosaics, Nicholas I is represented wearing two circles,

the lower labelled "The crown of the kingdom, from

God's hand," and the upper inscribed "The crown of

empire, from St. Peter's hand." Boniface VIII (1294-

1303 i added a second or spiritual crown, while Benedict

Ml (1334), others say John XII or Urban V, contrib-

uted the third coronet of sacerdotal sovereignty, and

about thai time the ornament assumed an oval form, and

was no longer straight-sided. The patriarch of Constan-

tinople wears two crowns on the tiara. On putting on

the tiara, the cardinal-deacon says to the pope. "Re-

ceive the tiara, adorned with three crowns, and know
that thou art father of kings and princes, the ruler of

the world." The crowns represent the three realms of

heaven, earth, and purgatory, according to Baur; but as

Jewel explains it. the three divisions of the earth

—

Europe, Asia, and Africa. Pope Adrian VTs effigy at

Viterbo has no crowns on the tiara.—Walcott, Sac. Ar-

chcRol. s. v. See Tiara.

Regula Fidei. See Faith, Pile of.

Regular Canons (Lat. Canonici Regulares, canons

hound by rule), the name given, after the reform intro-

duced into the Bystem of cathedral clergy in the 11th

century, to the members of those canonical bodies which

adopted that reform. They were thus distinguished from

the so-called "secular canons," who continued exempt

from rule, and who are represented down to modern
times by the canons, prebendaries, and other members
of cathedra] chapters, in those churches in which the

full cathedral system of the Roman Catholic Church is

maintained. The rules of the regular canons being va-

riously t lined in different countries and ages, a vari-

ety of religious orders arose therefrom—Augustinians,

Premonstratensians, etc. — Chambers's Encychp. s. v.

See (
' VNONS, I.'i .i.l LAR.

Regular Clerks are modem religious orders found-

ed for preaching, medicine, or education. The principal

are the Theatines (q. v.), founded by Paul IV. and the

Oratorians (q.v.), instituted in 1550 by Philip Neri, of

Florence.

Regulars or Regulares. During the 4th and 5th

centuries Ll was not customary to place monks, as such,

on an equal footing with the clergy, nor were they re-

garded as part of the clerical body until the 10th centu-

ry. Before this they wen- distinguished by the name

or regulares, and afterwards a distinction

full] made between clerici saculares, i. e. parish

priests, and those who wire charged with the care of

souls, and clerici regulares, i. e. those belonging to mo-
nastic ordi re. I hi - name was applied to the latter be-

cause they were bound to live according to certain rules

(regulas). -Kiddle. Christian Antiq,

Rehabi'ah (Heb. Rechabyah', "!""-. enlarg< dby
Jehovah : also, in the prolonged form. Rechabya'hu,

ili-p^ni, 1 Cliron. xxiv. 21 : xxvi.25; Sept. 'Paafiia or

it . \. r. 'Pa ">'oi or 'Pa/3«'ac), the only b t Eli-

ezer, son of Moses; himself the father of many sons (1
Chron. xxiii. 17). of whom the eldest was Isshiah (1

Chron. xxiv, 21) or Jeshaiah (1 Chron. xxvi. 25 I.
1!.<

'.

post 1G18.

Rehearse, in the Prayer-hook, is understood to im-
ply distinctness of utterance, in opposition to a low and
hesitating manner, as in the catechism—" Rehearse the

articles of the belief." Sometimes the word simply de-

notes Baying or reading, or a recapitulation; as where
Latimer remarks in a sermon. ••

I will therefore make an
end. without any rehearsal or recital of that which i~ al-

ready said."— .Staunton. Diet, ofthi Church, >. v.

Rehfuss, Carl, Dr., a Jewish rabbi, was horn Feb.

9, 17U2. at Altdorf, in Breisgau. When fifteen years of

age he went to fverdun, in Switzerland, to attend the
lectures at the Pestalozzi Institution there. He then

entered the Iyc< um at Rastatt, and alter due preparation
was enabled to attend the lectures at the Heidelberg

University, where he was promoted, Aug. 25, 1834, as

doctor of philosophy. Having completed his studies,

he was appointed preacher of the Jewish congn gation

at Heidelberg, where he died. Feb. L8, 1842. He trans-

lated into German the C^nn C, a Jewish ritual used

for the sick, etc. (Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1834). Be-

sides, he published a numher of schoi 1-1 ks. Sei I ret,

Bibl. Jud. iii. 112 sq.; BLayserling, Bibliothek jiidischer

Kanzelredner, i.:'.5.s sq.; Steinschneider, Bibliogr. ttand-

buch, p. 115; Zunz, Die Monatstagt des Kalenderjahres

I Berlin, 1872; Engl.transl. by Rev. Ii. Tick in the Jew-
ish Messenger, X. Y. 1874-75); AUgemeine Zeitung des

Judenthums, I842,p. 248. (B.P.)

Re'hob (Heb. Rechob', zrr [twice - : n-. 2 Sam.

x, 8; Neh. x, 11]. a Street, from its width ; Sept. 'I'mi/S

v. r. 'Pow/3, etc.), the name of two men and also of three

places in the north of Palestine.

1. The father of the Hadadezer, king ofZobab,whom
David smote at the Euphrates ( 2 Sam. viii. 3, I 2 I. I (.( .

ante 1043. Josephus {Ant, vii, 5. 1) calls him Aratis

('Apuoc). and the old Latin version Arachus. The
name possibly had some connection with the district

of Syria called Rehob, or Beth-rehob (2 Sam. x. 6, 8).

2. A Levite who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
(Neh. x, 11). B.C.410.

3. The northern limit of the exploration of the spies

w ho explored ( lanaan t Numb. xiii. 21). It is sp< cified

as being " as men come unto llamath." or. as the phrase

is elsewhere rendered, "at the entrance of llamath,"

i.e. at the commencement of the territory of that name.

by which in the early hooks of the Bible the great val-

ley of Lebanon, the Bika'ah of the prophets, and the

Buka'a of the modern Arabs, seems to be roughly des-

ignated. This, and the consideration of the improba-

bility that the spies went farther than the upper end

of the Jordan valley, seems to fix the position of Rehob

as n't far from Tell el-Kady and Banias. This is con-

firmed by the statement of Judg. xviii, 28, that Laish

or Dan (Tell el-Kady) was "in the valley that is by

Beth-rehob." I>r. Robinson {Later Bib. Res. p. .'oil

proposes to identify it with ffunin, an ancient fortress

in the mountains north-west of the plain of Huleh, the

upper district of the .Ionian valley. Bui .-i nee the names
IJuheih. of a valley, and Deir-Rabba, of an Arab ruin, are

found near Banias, Thomson {Land and Book, i, 391)

prefers that vicinity. There is no reason to doubt that

this Rehob or Beth-rehob was identical with the place

mentioned under both names in 2 s.im. x. 6, 8, in con-

nection with Maacah. which was also in the upper dis-

trict of the Huleh. See 111 111-1:1 HOB.

4. i me of the towns allotted to Asher (Josh. xix. 28),

and which from the lisl appears to have been in (dose

proximity to Xidon. It is named between Ebron, or Al>-

don, and Hammon. Schwarz, from Bome Jewish writer,

gives it a position seven and a half miles east of Tyre,

on the river Leontes; referring, perhaps, to the modern

village Rt lieh or Harziyeh.
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5. Asher contained another Kehob (Josh, xix, 30).

One of the two was allotted to the Gershonite Levites

(xxi,31 ; 1 Chron. vi, 75), and of one its Canaanitish in-

habitants retained possession (Judg. i, 31). The men-

tion of Aphik in this latter passage may imply that the

Kehob referred to was that of Josh, xix, 30. This, Eu-

sebius and Jerome (Onomasticon, s. v. "Roob") confound

with the Rehob of the spies, and place four Roman miles

from Scythopolis. The place they refer to still survives

as Rehab, three and a half miles south of Beisan, but

their identification of a town in that position with one in

the territory of Asher is obviously inaccurate.—Smith.

The Rehob in question is possibly represented by the

modern Tell Kurddny. south of the river Belus, near the

northern base of which is a village with a perennial

spring (Robinson, Later Bib. Res. p. 104).

Rehobo'am (Heb. Rechdbdm, C^'^rn, erilarger of

the people [see Exod. xxxiv, 24, and comp. the name

EvpiSiipoe,'] ; Sept. 'Poj3odfi ; Josephus, 'Pofioapoc,

Ant. viii, 8, 1), the only son ofSolomon, by the Ammonit-

ish princess Naamah (1 Kings xiv, 21, 31), and his suc-

cessor (xi, 43). Rehoboam's mother is distinguished

by the title " the (not ' an,' as in the A. V.) Ammonite."

She was therefore one of the foreign women whom Sol-

omon took into his establishment (xi, 1). In the Sept.

(I Kings xii, 24, answering to xiv, 31 of the Hebrew
text) she is stated to have been the "daughter of Ana
(i. e. Hanun) the son of Nahash." If this is a transla-

tion of a statement which once formed part of the He-
brew text, and may be taken as authentic history, it

follows that the Ammonitisb war into which Hanun's

insults had provoked David was terminated by a re-

alliance. Rehoboam was born B.C. 1014, when Solomon

was but twenty years old, and as yet unanointed to the

throne. His reign was noted for the great political

schism which he occasioned. (In the following account

we chiefly follow that in Smith's Diet, of the Bible.)

From the earliest period of Jewish history we per-

ceive symptoms that the confederation of the tribes was
but imperfectly cemented. The powerful Ephraim could

never brook a position of inferiority. Throughout the

book of Judges (viii, 1 ; xii, 1) the Ephraimites show a

spirit of resentful jealousy when any enterprise is un-

dertaken without their concurrence and active partici-

pation. From them had sprung Joshua, and afterwards

(by his place of birth) Samuel might be considered

theirs; and though the tribe of Benjamin gave to Israel

its first king, yet it was allied by hereditary ties to the

house of Joseph, and by geographical position to the

territory of Ephraim, so that up to David's accession

the leadership was practically in the hands of the latter

tribe. See Ephraim, Tribe of. But Judah always

threatened to be a formidable rival. During the earlier

history, partly from the physical structure and situation

of its territory (Stanley, Syr. and Palest, p. 162), which
secluded it from Palestine just as Palestine by its geo-

graphical character was secluded from the world, it had
stood very much aloof from the nation [see Judah,
Tribe of], and even after Saul's death, apparently

without waiting to consult their brethren, " the men of

Judah came and anointed David king over the house

of Judah" (2 Sam. ii, 4), while the other tribes adhered

to Saul's family, thereby anticipating the final disrup-

tion which was afterwards to rend the nation perma-
nently into two kingdoms. But after seven years of

disaster a reconciliation was forced upon the contending

parties; David was acknowledged as king of Israel, and
soon after, by fixing his court at Jerusalem and bring-

ing the tabernacle there, he transferred from Ephraim
the greatness which had attached to Shechem as the

ancient capital and to Shiloh as the seat of the national

worship. In spite of this he seems to have enjoyed
great personal popularity among the Ephraimites, and
to have treated many of them with special favor (1

Chron. xii, 30; xxvii, 10, 14), yet this roused the

jealousy of Judah, and probably led to the revolt of

Absalom (q. v.). Even after that perilous crisis was
passed, the old rivalry broke out afresh and almost led

to another insurrection (2 Sam. xx, 1, etc. [comp. Psa.

lxxviii, GO, 07, etc., in illustration of these remarks]).

Solomon's reign, from its severe taxes and other oppres-

sions, aggravated the discontent, and latterly, from its

irreligious character, alienated the prophets and pro-

voked the displeasure of God. When Solomon's strong

hand was withdrawn, the crisis came (B.C. 973). Reho-

boam selected Shechem as the place of his coronation,

probably as an act of concession to the Ephraimites, and

perhaps in deference to the suggestions of those old and

wise counsellors of his father whose advice he after-

wards unhappily rejected. From the present Hebrew
text of 1 Kings xii the exact details of the transactions

at Shechem are involved in a little uncertainty. The
general facts, indeed, are clear. The people demanded
a remission of the severe burdens imposed by Solomon,

and Rehoboam promised them an answer in three days,

during which time he consulted first his father's coun-

sellors, and then the young men '-that were grown up

with him and which stood before him," whose answer

shows how greatly during Solomon's later years the

character ofthe Jewish court had degenerated. Reject-

ing the advice of the elders to conciliate the people at

the beginning of his reign, and so make them " his ser-

vants forever," he returned as his reply, in the true spirit

of an Eastern despot, the frantic bravado of his con-

temporaries, "My little finger shall be thicker than my
father's loins. ... I will add to your yoke: my lather

hath chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you

with scorpions" (i. e. scourges furnished with sharp

points; so in Latin, scoipio, according to Isidore [Origg.

v, 27], is "virga nodosa et aculeata, quia arcuato vul-

nere in corpus infligitur" [Facciolati, s. v. ]). There-

upon arose the formidable song of insurrection, heard

once before when the tribes quarrelled after David's re-

turn from the war with Absalom :

"What portion have we in David?
What inheritance in Jesse's son?
To your tents, O Israel ?

Now see to thy own house, O David !"

Rehoboam sent Adoram or Adoniram, who had been

chief receiver of the tribute during the reigns of his

father and his grandfather (1 Kings iv, 6; 2 Sam. xx,

24), to reduce the rebels to reason, but he was stoned to

death by them, whereupon the king and his attendants

fled in hot haste to Jerusalem. So far all is plain, but

there is a doubt as to the part which Jeroboam took in

these transactions. According to 1 Kings xii, 3 he was

summoned by the Ephraimites from Egypt (to which

country he had fled from the anger of Solomon) to be

their spokesman at Rehoboam's coronation, and actual-

ly made the speech in which a remission of burdens was

requested. There is no real contradiction to this when
we read in ver. 20 of the same chapter that after the

success of the insurrection and Rehoboam's flight, "when
all Israel heard that Jeroboam was come again, they

sent and called him unto the congregation and made
him king." We find in the Sept. a long supplement to

this Pith chapter, possibly ancient, containing fuller de-

tails of Jeroboam's biography than the Hebrew. See

Jeroboam. In this we read that after Solomon's death

he returned to his native place, Sarira in Ephraim,

which he fortified, and lived there quietly, watching the

turn of events until the long-expected rebellion broke

out, when the Ephraimites heard (doubtless through his

own agency) that he had returned, and invited him to

Shechem to assume the crown. From the same supple-

mentary narrative of the Sept. we might infer that more

than a year must have elapsed between Solomon's death

and Rehoboam's visit to Shechem, for, on receiving the

news of the former event, Jeroboam requested from the

king of Egypt leave to return to his native country.

This the king tried to prevent by giving him his sister-

in-law in marriage ; but on the birth of his child Abijah,

Jeroboam renewed his request, which was then granted.
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It is probable that during this year the discontent of

the northern tribes was making itself more and more

manifest, and that this led to Rehoboam's visit and in-

tended inauguration. The comparative chronology of

ns determines them both as beginning in ibis

year.

< In Rehoboam's return to Jerusalem he assembled an

army of lKH. men from the two faithful tribes of Ju-

dah and Benjamin (the latter transferred from the Bide

of Joseph i" thai of Judah in consequence of the posi-

tion of David's capital within its borders), in the hope

of reconquering Israel. The expedition, however, was

forbidden by the prophet Shemaiah, who assured them
thai the separation of the kingdoms was in accordance

wiih (bid's will ( 1 Kings xii. 24). Still, during Reho-
boam's lifetime peaceful relations between Israel and

Judah were never restored (2 Chron. xii. 15; 1 Kings

xiv,30). Rehoboam now occupied himself in strength-

ening the territories which remained to him by build-

ing a number of fortresses of which the names are given

in •_' ( 'broii. xi. 6 10, forming a girdle of "fenced cities"

round Jerusalem. The pure worship of (bid was main-

tained in Judah. and the Levites and many pious Israel-

ites from the North, vexed at the calf-idolatry intro-

duced bj Jeroboam at Dan and Bethel, in imitation of

the Egyptian worship ofMnevis, came and settled in

the -out hern kingdom and added to its power. But

Rehoboam did not check the introduction of heathen

abominations into his capital. The lascivious worship

of A-litoreth was allowed to exist by the side of the

true religion (an inheritance of evil doubtless left by

Solomon), "images" (of Baal and his fellow-divinities)

were set up, and the worsl immoralities were tolerated

(1 Kings xiv. 22 24 ). These evils were punished and
put down by the terrible calamity of an Egyptian inva-

sion. Shortly before this time a change in the ruling

Portrait ofRehoboam. (From the Bgyptit

bouse bad occurred in Egypt The twenty-first dynasty
of Tanites, whose last king. Pi-bam or Psusennes, had
been a dose ally of Solomon (iii, 1; vii. 8; i\. 16; x,

28, 29), was succeeded by the twenty-second of Bubas-
tites, whose firs! sovereign, Sbishah (Sheshonk, Seeon-
chis, i'lii'Tiu-i/i |,was himselfconnected, as we have seen,

with Jeroboam. Thai be was incited by him to attack
Judah is very probable. At all event-, in the fifth year
of Rehoboam's reign the country was invaded by a host

ofEgyptians and other African nations, numbering 1200
chariots. 60,000 cavalry, and a vast miscellaneous mul-
titude of infantry (B.C. 969). The line of fortresses

which protected Jerusalem to the wesl and south was
forced, Jerusalem itself was taken, and Rehoboam had
to purchase an ignominious peace by delivering up all

the treasures with which Solomon bad adorned 'be

Temple and palace, including bis golden shields, 200 of

the larger and 300 of the smaller size (x, 16, 17), which
were carried before him when be visited the Tem| le in

slate. We are told that after the Egyptians bad re-

tired, his vain and foolish successor comforted himself

by substituting shields of brass, which were solemnly
borne before him in procession by the body-guard, as if

nothing had been changed since his father's time
I
Ewald,

Geschichtt des Volkes Israel, iii. 348, -bil). Shishak's
success is commemorated by sculptures discovered by
Cbampollion on the outside of the great temple at Kar-

\\\ •U\. £*— l~.

Hieroglyph of the above. (The final character, read kah,
denotes a region or country.)

nak, where among a long list of captured towns and
provinces occurs the name Judah Malkah (kingdom of

Judah). li is said that the features of the captives in

these sculptures are unmistakably Jewish | Rawlinson,

Herodotus, ii, 370. and Bampton Lectures, p. 126; Bun-
sen, Egypt, iii, 242). After this great humiliation the

moral condition of Judah seems to have improved (2

Chron. xii. 12), and the rest of Rehoboam's life to have
been unmarked by any events of importance, lie died

B.C. 95b", after a reign of seventeen years, Inning as-

cended the throne at the age of forty-one (1 King- siv,

21 : 2 Chron. xii. 13). In the addition to the Sept. al-

ready mentioned (inserted after 1 Kings xii. 24) we read

that he was sixteen years old at his accession—a mis-

statement probably founded on a wrong interpretation

of 2 Chron. xiii. 7, where he is called "young" (i. e.

new to his work, inexperienced) and ' tender- hearted"

(
^^5-~-, wanting in resolution and spirit ). He had

eighteen wives, sixty concubines, twenty-eight sons,

and sixty daughters. The wisest thing recorded ofhim
ill Scripture is that be refused to waste away hi- sons'

energies in the wretched existence of an Kastt rn zenana,

iii which wi may infer, from his helplessness at the age

of forty-one, thai he had himself been educated, but dis-

persed them in command of the new fortresses w hich be

bad I milt about the country. <M his wives, Mahalath.

Abihail. and .Maachah were all of the royal house of

Jesse. .Maachah he loved best of all. and to her son

Aliijah he bequeathed his kingdom. See Kie-liug. Hist,

I';, in 1
1

'„ ami (Jena, 1753). See Ji hah. Kingdom of.

Re'hoboth [many Reho'both
I I Heb. Rechoboth',

rvnrH [oncet"Orn,Gen.x, 11 \,wia\ places, i.e. streets,

as in Prov. i. 20, etc.). the name of three places.

1. Rehoboth rut Well (Sept, tvpvyftipia ; Vulg.

latitude), the third of the series of wells dug by Isaac

in the Philistines' territory (Gen. xxvi, 22). lie bad
dug several wells before, but was obliged to abandon
them in consequence of the quarrels of the Philis-

tines. When this one was completed they did not

strive for it. lie celebrated bis triumph and In -lowed

its name on the well in a fragment of poetry of the

same nature a- those in which Jacob's wives gave
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names to his successive children :

" He called the name
of it Rehoboth (room) and said,

'Because now Jehovah hath made room for us
And we shall increase in the laud.'"

The name was intended to indicate the fact that the

patriarch had at length got space to rest in. Most of

the ancient versions translate the word, though it must
evidently be regarded as a proper name. Isaac had

left the valley of Gerar and its turbulent inhabitants

before he dug the well which he thus commemorated
(ve.r. 22). From it he, in time, " went up" to Beersheba

(ver. 23), an expression which is always used of motion

towards the land of promise. The position of Gerar

has not been definitely ascertained, but it seems to have

lain a few miles to the south of Gaza and nearly due

east of Beersheba. In this direction, therefore, if any-

where, the wells Sitnah, Esek, and Rehoboth should be

searched for. The ancient Jewish tradition confined

the events of this part of Isaac's life to a much nar-

rower circle. The wells of the patriarchs were shown
near Ashkelon in the time of Origen, Antoninus Mar-
tyr, and Eusebius (Reland, Pakest. p. 589) ; the Samar-
itan version identities Gerar with Ashkelon; Josephus

(Ant. i, 12, 1) calls it "Gerar of Palestine,'" i. e. of Phi-

listia. It is a remarkable fact that the name clings to

the spot still. In the wilderness of et-Tih, about twen-

ty-three miles south-west of Beersheba, is a wady called

er-Ruhaibeh, in which and on the adjoining heights

are remains of antiquity thus described by Robinson:

"In the valley itself is the ruin of a small rough build-

ing with a dome, built in the manner of a mosque. On
the right of the path is a confused heap of hewn stones,

the remains of a square building of some size, perhaps

a tower. On the acclivity of the eastern hill we found

traces of wells, a deep cistern, or rather cavern, and a

fine circular threshing -floor, evidently antique. But
on ascending the hill on the left of the valley we were

astonished to find ourselves amid the ruins of an an-

cient city. Here is a level track of ten or twelve acres

in extent entirely and thickly covered over with con-

fused heaps of stones, with just enough of their former

order remaining to show the foundations and form of

the houses, and the course of some of the streets. The
houses were mostly small, all solidly built of bluish lime-

stone, squared and often hewn on the exterior surface.

Many of the dwellings had each its cistern, cut in the

solid rock; and these still remained quite entire. . . .

Once, as we judged upon the spot, this must have been

a city of not less than twelve or fifteen thousand inhab-

itants" (Bib. Res. i, 106). This identification is adopted

by Rowlands (in Williams, Holy City, i, 405), Van de

Velde (Memoir, p. 3-13), Stewart (Tent and Khan,

p. 343), and Bonar (Desert of Sinai, p. 316). Dr. Rob-
inson could not find the well itself. Dr. Stewart found

it "regularly built, twelve feet in circumference," but
" completely filled up." Mr. Rowlands describes it as
" an ancient well of living and good water."

2. Rehoboth the City (Heb. Rechoboth' 'I?; rOTTl

T'S, i. e. Rehoboth City ; Sept. 'Pow/SwS' izo\iq v. r.

'Potujiwc; Yulg.platea; ciritatcs), one of the four cit-

ies built by Asshur, or by Nimrod in Asshur, according

as this difficult passage is translated. The four were
Nineveh, Rehoboth-ir, Calah, and Resen, between Nine-

veh and Calah (Gen. x, 11). It has been supposed by
recent commentators that these four constituted one

(jreat city. They argue that the tirst name. Nim n //.

is the chief, and that the other three are subordinate.

"He built Nineveh, with (taking 1, not as a copulative,

but as the sign of subordination) Rehoboth-ir, Calah.

and Resen, between Nineveh and Calah." From this it

would follow that the four places formed a large com-
posite city, or range of towns, to which the general

name " Nineveh" was given (see Keil and Delitzsch,

ad foe). This appears to put too great a strain upon
the passage; and it is better, because more natural, to

take them as distinct places. They were most prob-

ably not far distant from each other; and as Nineveh
and Calah stood on the Tigris, the others may be looked

for there also. The Samaritan seems to understand

Sittace in South Assyria, which was thence called Sit-

tacene ( Ptolemy, vi, 1,2), and is different from the

Mesopotamian Sittace near the Tigris (Xenoph. A nab.

ii, 4, 13; corap. Mannert, Geogr. v. ii, 383 sq.), on the

site of the modern Old Bagdad. Ephrem has Adiabene,

a well-known district of Assyria; but not. as Miehaelis

supposes (Spicil. i, 243), also a city. Schulthess (Parad.

p. 117) refers it to the Euphrates, and considers it the"

same as Rehoboth Ilan-nahar (No. 3, below). In that

case we must understand Assyria in a wide sense, as

the Assyrian empire, which is improbable. Bochart
gives a far-fetched supposition, resting on conjectural

etymology (Phaleg, iv, 21 ). Jerome, both in the Vul-
gate and in his Qua'stiones ad Genesim (probably from

Jewish sources), considers Rehoboth-ir as referring to

Nineveh, and as meaning the "streets of the city."

The readings of the Targums of Jonathan, Jerusalem,

and rabbi Joseph on Gen. and 1 Chron., viz. Platiah,

Platiutha, are probably only transcriptions of the Greek
word TvXaruat, which, as found in the well-known an-

cient city Plataea, is the exact equivalent of Rehoboth.

The name of Rahabeh is still attached to two places in

the region of the ancient Mesopotamia. They lie, the

one on the western and the other on the eastern bank
of the Euphrates, a few miles below the confluence of

the Khabur. Both are said to contain extensive an-

cient remains. That on the eastern bank bears the

affix of malik, or royal, and this Bunsen (Bibelwerfc)

and Kalisch (Genesis, p. 2G1) propose as the representa-

tive of Rehoboth. Its distance from Kalah-Sherghat
and Nimrud (nearly 200 miles) is perhaps an obstacle

to this identification. Sir H. Rawlinson ( A thenasum,

April 15, 1854) suggests Selemiyah in the immediate
neighborhood of Kalah, "where there are still exten-

sive ruins of the Assyrian period," but no subsequent

discoveries appear to have confirmed this suggestion.

3. Rehoboth by the River (Heb. Rechoboth' han-

Nahar', nnsn rVQh'l, i.e. Rechoboth of the Rirer

;

Sept. 'Pow/Sirjj' [v. r. 'P<i>/3iu3 ] >) Trapd Tvurapov
;

Yulg. de Jluvio Roboth, or Rohohoth, aim juxta amnem
sita est), the city of a certain Said or Shaul, one of the

early kings of the Edomites (Gen. xxxvi, 37; 1 Chron.

i, 48). The affix " the river" fixes the situation of Re-

hoboth as on the Euphrates, emphatically "the river"

to the inhabitants of Western Asia (see Gen. xxxi, 21;

xv, 18; Deut. i, 7; Exod. xxiii, 31). The Targum of

Onkelos adds, "Rehoboth, which is on the Phrat.'" There

is no reason to suppose that the limits of Edom ever

extended to the Euphrates, and therefore the occur-

rence of the name in the lists of kings of Edom is pos-

sibly a trace of an Assyrian incursion of the same nature

as that of Chedorlaomer and Amraphel. At all events,

the kings of Edom were not all natives of that country.

Schultens in his note (Index Geogr. in Yit. Salad, s. v.

"Rahaba") identifies it with Rehoboth of Gen. xxxvi,

37 ; and this is the view of Bochart (Opp. i, 225), Winer,

Gesenius (Thesaur. p. 1281), and others ; but as the Eu-
phrates was far distant from the site of Nineveh, there

is a strong probability against this opinion. Rahabah
is mentioned by Abulfeda. In his day there was a
small village on the site. The name still remains at-

tached to two spots on the Euphrates—the one, simply

Rahabeh, on the right bank, eight miles below the junc-

tion of the Khabur, and about three miles west of the

river; the other four or five miles farther down on the

left bank. The latter is said to be called Pahabeh-
malih, i.e. "royal" (Kalisch, Kaplan), and is on this

ground identified by the Jewish commentators with

the city of Saul. The existence of the second locality,

however, rests but<on slender foundation. It is shown
on the map in Layard's Nineveh ami Babylon, and is

mentioned by the two Jewish authorities named above;

but it does not appear on the map of colonel Chesney.
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The other locality is unquestionably authentic. Ches- I

ney says,"On the right bank of the Euphrates, al the

north-western extremity ol the plain of Shinar, and
j

i hree and a half miles south-wesl of the town of Maya-
din, are extensive ruins around a castle still bearing the

nameofKehoboth"(i, 119; ii, 222).

Re'hum (Heb. and Chald. Reckum', ~"!"H, co7»- ]

: Sept 'Peov/i, but in Neh. iii, 17 'YaoupJ),

the name of five men.

1. One of the '•children of the province" who re-

turned from the Babylonian captivity with Zerubbabel

(Ezra ii. 7). B.C. 536. In the parallel passage (Neh.

\ ii. 7 ) he is called NEHUM.
2. One of the priests who returned from Babylon at

the same time (Neh. xii, 3). B.C. 53G. In a subse-

quent verse ivcr. 1
">

) lie seems to be called Hakim (q. v. ).

3. A Persian officer in Samaria, joint author with

Shimshai of a letter which turned Artaxerxes against

the building-plans of the dews (Ezra iv. 8, 9, 17, 23).

B.C. 535. "He was perhaps a kind of lieutenant-gov-

ernor of the province under the king of Persia, holding

apparently the same office as Tatnai, who is described

in Ezra v. 6 as taking part in a similar transaction, and

is there called 'the governor on this side the river.'

The Chaldee title, tJSB-isa, Mel-item, literally 'lord

of decree,' is left untranslated in the Sept. BaXra/i and

the Vulg. Beelteem; and the rendering 'chancellor' in

the A. V. appears to have been derived from Kimchi
and others, who explain it, in consequence of its con-

nection with 'scribe.' by the Hebrew word which is

usually rendered ' recorder.' This appears to have been

the view taken by the author of 1 Esdr. ii, 25, 6 ypaQiov

ret -KpoaTviTTTovTa , and by Josephus (Ant. xi, 2, 1). 6

tt«)'7« tu i:paTTo\iiva ypcicjxoi'. The former of these

seems to be a gloss, for the Chaldee title is also repre-

sented by BfiXriSfioc;" (Smith).

4. A Levite, sou of Bani, and one of the builders of

the wall of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (Neh. iii, 17).

B.C. 145.

5. One of the chief Israelites who signed the cove-

nant with Nehemiah (Neh. x, 25). !>.<'. 410.

Re'i (Heb. Bey', W, friendly ; Sept. 'IV v. r.

'Pnai), one of king David's officers, who refused to rebel

with Adonijah (1 Kings i, 8). I!.*'. 1015. "Jerome
(Quasi. //'In: ad Ioc.) states that he is the same with

'Hiram the Zairiie.' i. e. Ira the Jairite, a priesl or

prince about the person of David. Ewald (Gesch. iii.

2GG, note), dwelling <m the occurrence of Shimei in the

same list with Rei, suggests that the two are David's

only surviving brothers, Rei being identical with Rad-

DAI. This is ingenious, but there is nothing to support

it. while I here is the ureal objection to it that the names

are in the original extremely dissimilar, Rei containing

the Aim, a letter which is rarely exchanged for any

other, but apparently never for Daleth (Gesenius, The-

saur. p. 976 i" (Smith I.

Reich, Georg, a German doctor of theology, was

born in 1813, and died < )ct. 1. 1hi;-_>. as pastor ol Reich-

elsheim, in Hesse. He wrote, l>h Avferstehung des

Hi i in als Heils/hatsache, with special reference to

Schleiermacher (Darmstadt, 1845) : Die LehrfortbiU

dung in der evangelisch-protestantischen Kirche, auf
tnd der augsburgischen Confession (Hamburg

and Gotha, 1847):
'

/>/• eoangelisch-lulherische Kirch
im Grossherzogthum Hessen (Stuttgart, 1855). SeeZuch-
old, Bibl. Theol. ii. 1043, 1355, 1369. (B. P.)

Reichaiclt, John Christian, a minister of the

Episcopal Church, was born at Ruhrort, on the Rhine,

in 1803. He was educated lirst. at the public Bchool in

bis native place, and afterwards pursued his studies at

the gymnasium at Duisburg. Feeling a desire to de-

vote himself id missionary work, he*vas recommended
to the missionary society al Barmen, which received

him, and he was renl by ii to the excellent JaVnicke's

Missionary Institution at Berlin. Janicke had no funds

at command to enable him to send forth missionaries,

but the -missionary societies in England, in Holland,
and elsewhere were thankful to avail themselves of

those who bad been trained by the venerable pastor In

Berlin. In the year 1824 the London Society for Prop-:

agating the Gospel among the dews appointed Mr.

Reichardt for the mission in Poland, in connection with
Mr. Becker, a former pupil of father Janicke. During
1825 and 1826 he travelled extensively through Poland;
from 1827 to 1830 he was engaged in frequent mission-

ary journeys in Holland and Bavaria, and in 1831 he
was active, together with the late Rev. M. S. (after-

wards bishop) Alexander, in preaching the Gospel to

the Jews in London and the principal towns of Eng-
land. From thai time his permanent residence was at

London, in prosecution of the missionary work in behalf

of his society. In October, 1857, Mr. Reichardl left

England on a special mission to Jerusalem, where he
also remained for a time. After bis return from Jeru-

salem, his time and efforts were mainly directed to the
work of the society in England, with occasional vis-

its to various missionary stations. His main work,

however, was the revision of the text of the Hebrew
New Test,, which was printed and published several

times, and in correcting for the press multiplied edi-

tions of the Old Test, which the London Society, as

well as the British Bible Society, published. He also

took part in the training of candidates for mission-

ary employment, and. alter he was permitted to la-

bor until his death, March 31, 1873. In connection

with his missionary work, he published a number of

pamphlets, which have been translated by bis fellow-

laborers into Dutch, French, etc, viz. ~t—i
"- irPttJOj

or Proof8 that Jesus of Nazareth is (hi Son of David
(Loud. 1851, and often):— 'n n~JZ rPlBa, or Proofs

that iln Messiah, the Son of David, is also tlie Son of
God (ibid. 1851, and often) :—imbx Vl b&W* V~2
*inx n, The Scriptural Docirim of tin God of Israel

(ibid. 1851. and often):—mimaM Tr, The Two
Covenants, or Mosaism and Christianity (2d ed. ibid.

1857):

—

Investigation of the Prophet Joel with Special

Reference toth Coming Crisis (ibid. 1867). See Jewish

Intelligencer (Lond.), 1851, p. 427 sq.; 1867, p. .".1 sq.;

May. 1873; Dibre Emeth,oder Stimme der Wahrheit

(Breslau, 1873), p. 97 sq.; Delitzsch, Saai avfHoffmmg
(1873), x, 228 sq.; Ftlrst, Bill. Jud. iii. 143; Zuchold,

Bibl. Theol.\\,im. (B. P.)

Reiche, Johann Georg, a German doctor and pro-

fessor of theology, was born in the year 1794 at. Leese,

in Hanover. Having completed his studies, he was
appointed in 1*17 collaborator at the gymnasium in

('(He. and in 1819 he became Repeteni at Gottingen.

In the year 1821 he travelled extensively, and after his

return in 1822 he commenced his private lectures at the

University of Gottingen. In 1827 he was appointed

extraordinary professor of theology, and in 1835 doctor

and ordinary professor, which position he occupied till

bis death. Aug. !». 18i>3. Reiche is best known as a

commentator on the New Test., and as such he pub-

lished, Authentia Posienoris ml Thessalonienses Episto-

hr YiniUchr (Hi it tinmen. 1829 ) :— IV-rsurh < ii" r iiiis/lihr-

lichen Erklarung des Btiefes Pauli an du Romer (ibid.

1832, 1834, 2 pts.): Codicum MSS. N. T. Grcecorum

aliquot Insigniorum in Bibliotheca Regia Parisiensi As-

tervatorum Nova Descriptio et cum Textv Vulgo Recepto

t 'ollatio pra missis quibusdam d\ Negl cti ( 'odkum MSS.
A. '/'. sin,Hi Causis Observationibus (ibid. 1847

in, i, fmiiis Criticus in A'. T.,quo Loca Graviora et /';'///-

ciliora Lectionis Dubia accural* Recensentur et Expli-

cantur (ibid. 1853 62, vol. i iii): Commentarii in A. '/'.

Critici Specimen I
ibid. 1863). See Winer, Handbuch der

theol. Literatur, i. 89, 257, 258, 11 l. 450, 725; Zuchold,

Bibl. Theol ii, 1044 sq.; Literarischer Handweiser furs

kathol Deutschiand, 1864, p. 73. (B. P.)

Reichel, John Frederick, a distinguished bishop
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of the Moravian Church, was born at Leuba, in Alten-

burg, Germany, May 16, 1731. His father and grandfa-

ther were both Protestant clergymen, and the latter was
expelled from Bohemia on account of his faith. Reichel

studied theology at the University of Jena, and entered

the ministry of the Lutheran Church , but after a service

of only four years he joined the Moravian communion,
for which he had always had a strong predilection. He
labored in various capacities and in various countries

until 1769, when he was elected to the executive board

of the Unitas Fratrum, known as the Unity's Elders'

Conference. In this body he remained for forty years,

until his death. After his consecration to the episco-

pacy in 1775, he undertook many official visitations,

extending them as far as the East Indies and the Cape
of Good Hope. The most remarkable was that which
be hell in America in the midst of the Revolutionary

War, from 1778 to 1782. He visited nearly all the Mo-
ravian churches cf this country, in many of which the

war had caused unfortunate agitations and strife, and
succeeded in restoring peace. He died at Berthelsdorf,

in Saxony, Nov. 17, 1800. (E. de S.)

Reid, Adam, D.D., a Presbyterian minister, and
a native of Scotland, was educated in Glasgow Univer-
sity, and at the Theological Seminary of the Secession

Church under Dr. Dick. Having completed Ins studies

in 1842, he came to America. He supplied the First

Presbyterian Church in Amenia, N. Y., about a year

and a half, when he was called to the Congregational

Church of Salisbury, Conn. His reputation as a preach-

er was very extensive, and he received calls at different

times to important charges in Baltimore, Boston, Chica-
go, and Buffalo. His habits were very regular ; he gave
a part of each evening to the preparation of his sermons,

which he wrote out with great care and regularly com-
mitted to memory. As a memoriter preacher he was
unusually effective. His style was logical and impres-

sive, being adorned with the choicest diction. He did

very little pastoral work, but his congregation was
more than paid by the richness of the intellectual feasts

which he constantly served. He was above the medi-

um height, slender and straight as an arrow, and very

clerical in his appearance, which gained for him the

sobriquet of " priest Reid," by which he was known in

all the surrounding country. When at home he wrote

a sermon ever)- week, many of which, however, he never

preached. When he had passed his seventieth year, his

congregation reluctantly accepted his resignation and
appointed him pastor emeritus. He died Nov. 29, 1878.

(W. P. S.)

Reid, John Wilson, a Presbyterian minister, was
born in Cabarras Co., N. C, in 1807. He pursued his

early studies amid many embarrassing circumstances,

and his literary and scientific studies chiefly under Dr.

John Robinson, of North Carolina. In 1831 he removed

to Georgia and opened a classical school, during which
time he studied theology under the direction of S. K.

Talmage, D.D., of Augusta, Ga., was licensed by Hope-

well Presbytery in September, 1833, and soon after or-

dained by the same presbytery, and was subsequent-

ly connected with Olivet, South Liberty, Lincolnton,

Double Branches, Salem, Woodstock, Bethany, and Lex-

ington churches, and also as a general domestic mis-

sionary agent. He died at his residence in Woodstock,

Ga., July 11, 1867. Mr. Reid for about thirty years la-

boriously followed the occupation of teaching in con-

nection with the exercise of his ministry. The village

of Woodstock, Oglethorpe Co., Ga., was built up by the

subject of this sketch and a few other gentlemen of

wealth and intelligence, for the sake of social, educa-

tional, and religious privileges. For a few years Mr.

Reid carried on simply a high-school; but his capaci-

ty, skill, and success in training young men rapidly in-

creased his reputation: it was thought, therefore, ad-

visable to secure still greater privileges by establish-

ing a more regular organization. Consequently, quite

VIII.—T T T

a full literary, classical, and scientific curriculum was
arranged in four divisions, and the school henceforth

took the name of Philomathean Collegiate Institute.

The change was made at the suggestion and by the

aid of the Hon. Alexander H. Stephens, and the or-

ganization accomplished all that its friends expected.

See Wilson, Prtsbyterian Historical Almanac, 1868, p.

365. (J. L. S.)

Reid, Joseph, a Presbyterian minister, was born

in 1842, near Romeo; Mich. He was of Scotch parent-

age and received a careful religious training. He was
graduated at the Michigan University and received his

theological training in Union Seminary. He was reg-

ularly ordained, and went to Kansas to enter the mis-

sionary field. At a place called Manhattan, and the re-

gion around, lie spent five years of arduous toil, when he
returned to Michigan, that he might be near his parents

and comfort them in their feebleness. He remained in

Michigan, preaching as opportunity permitted, and was
looking forward to a settlement when he was attacked

with a disease which ended his life. He died at Romeo
in 1877, after a ministry of only seven years. (W. P. S.)

Reid, Thomas, a celebrated Scotch divine and
metaphysician, was born at Strachan in 1710. He was
educated at Marischal College, Aberdeen, and became
its librarian, a position which be resigned in 1736. In

1737 he was presented by King's College, Aberdeen, to

the living of New Machar, Aberdeenshire, and was ap-

pointed professor of moral philosophy in the above-

named college in 1752. In 1764 he succeeded Adam
Smith as professor of moral philosophy in the Univer-
sity of Glasgow, retiring in 1781. He died Oct. 7, 1796.

He published, Essays on the Powers of the Human Mind
(Edinb. 1819, 3 vols.8vo) :

—

Inquiry intothe Human Mind
(Edinb. 1763 ; 5th ed. 1801, 8vo). These and numerous
Essays, etc., were collected and published under the title

of The Works of Thomas Reid, D.D., now folly Col-

lected, etc. (6th ed. Edinb. 1863, 2 vols. 8vo). See Alli-

bone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A utkors, s. v. See Scot-
tish Philosophy.

Reid, William Shields, D.D., a Presbyterian

minister, was born in West Nottingham, Chester Co.,

Pa., April 21, 1778, and graduated with honor at Prince-

ton College in 1802. He was then for about two years

assistant teacher in an academy in Georgetown, D. C,
afterwards in Shepherdstown, Va. ; then, about 1804,

he became professor in Hampden Sidney College, and
finally president of that college some two years later.

He was licensed by the Presbytery of Winchester in

the spring of 1806, and dissolved his connection with

the college about eighteen months afterwards. In 1808

he settled at Lynchburg, Campbell Co., Va., where he

opened a school for males as a means of support, and
at the same time labored to build up a Presbyterian

Church in the village. In this he succeeded, and was
installed as pastor in 1822. Still, his principal field of

labor was his school, which after a while became a
boarding-school for young ladies, and stood first among
similar institutions in Virginia. Here his labors for

the good of his charge were crowned with distinguish-

ed success. Having become incapacitated for public

labor, he resigned his charge in 1848, and lived in re-

tirement till his death, June 23, 1853.—Sprague, .1 nnuls

ofthi Amer. Pu Ipit, iv, 388.

Reily, James Ross, a minister of the German
Reformed Church, was born in Meyerstown, Lebanon
Co., Pa., Oct. 31, 17.ss. He began his theological stud-

ies with Dr. Becker, of Baltimore, Md., in 1809, was li-

censed in 1812, and became pastor of churches in Ly-
keu's Valley. Dauphin Co., Pa. In 1813 he was sent

as an exploring missionary to North Carolina, after

which he returned to his charge. He was called to Ha-
gerstown, Md., in 1819; resigned in 1825, to accept the

appointment of agent to go to Europe with a view of

securing aid from the Reformed churches there lor the

endowment of the Theological Seminary of the German
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Reformed Church and collecting books for ita library.

In this he was successful, returning in November, 1826.

He became pastor in York. Pa., in 1827. His health

failing, he resigned in July, 1831. He now supported

himself in a secular calling amid continued ill-health,

and died .March 18, 184 I. Mr. Reily was a man of great

energy and originality, and withal somewhat eccen-

tric; in the pulpit he was grave, earnest, and more I ban

ordinarily eloquent He preached in German and Eng-

lish.

Reily, John, a minister in the Reformed Presby-

terian Church, was born in Ireland about 1770, and came

to this country when about seventeen. He engaged in

teaching in Philadelphia and vicinity for Beveral years,

but studied theology, and was licensed to preach by the

Special Presbytery at Philadelphia, May 24, 1809. He
was taken on trial Aug. 15, 1812, ordained in 1813, and

sent as missionary to South Carolina. Kentucky, and

Ohio. He had not been long in South Carolina before

he was installed as pastor of the united congregations

of Beaver Dams and Wateree, where he labored with

great acceptance and success until his death, August,

1820. Mr. Reily was a man of childlike simplicity, god-

niy. singleness of purpose, and undaunted in-

trepidity.- Sprague, Annals qfth* Amer. Pulpit, is, 60.

Reimarus, Hermans Sami el, a learned German
philologist, was born at Hamburg, Dec. 22, 1694, and

Studied first under his lather and afterwards under Wolf
and Fabricius. He next went to study at Jena, and

later at Wittenberg. After having travelled over Hol-

land and England, he was appointed rector at Weimar
in 1723, and in 1729 was called to Hamburg as teacher

of Hebrew in the gymnasium. He died there. March

1. 1765. His theological writings are a Dissertatio de

Assessoribus Synedrii Magni (Hamb. 1751, 1 to) :

—

Die

vornekmsten Wahrheiten <l><_>• natiirHrhen Hilir/ion (ibid.

1754), and a few others of less importance. He is espe-

cially credited with the editorship of the famous Wol-

fenbuttel Fragments (q. v.). See Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

General* , s. v. ; Herzog, Real-EncyMop. s. v.

Reinbeck, .Toiiann GusTAV,a German theologian

and philosopher, was horn Jan. 25, 1683. His father,

Andreas, was superintendent at Brunswick, ami pub-

lished two enormous volumes on the Hebrew accents.

Johann studied theology at Halle, pursuing Hebrew

under Michaelis, and philosophy under Wolf. He was

called in 17<i'.» as preacher to the Friedrichswerder

Church in Berlin, and in 171(1 became pastor of the

Church of St. IVter at Cologne. He was a favorite

with Frederick William I. and also with Frederick the

Great. He died Aug. 21, 1741. Reinbeck is the author

of several Biblical, homiletical,and philosophical works.

which are enumerated in Hoefer, Nouv, Biog. Generate,

s. v.

Reineccius, Christian, a Lutheran divine, was

horn dan. •_'•_'. 1668, at GrossmUhlingen, in Zerlist. and

died Oct. 18, 1752, at Weissenfels, w here for about thirty

years lie had acted as rector of the academy. Reineccius

was a voluminous writer, ami his Disseiiations, which

he published as rector of Weissenfels, are s-t ill very val-

uable. Besides his edition of Lankisch's Concordanlid

m Gi rmanico-Hebraico-Graca | Lips. 1718), and

of Vetut Testamentum Gracum <r Version* Septuaginta

Tnterpretum,una cum Libris Apocryphis, etc. (ibid. 1730

.".7 i. he published "-T" --x-~: n~T. i. e. Biblia

Hebraica, ad 0} icvm et Editionum Fidem

Jtecensita, etc. (ibid. 1725). In the preface we ate told,

a- i< alread} indicated in the title-page, that in editing

this Bible MSS. h i\ e been perused, but their use i- no-

where pointed out. An alphabetical table of the Para-

Shioth and a table of ihe I laphl ami !i are given at tin-

end. Ihe type is correct, A s ( ml edition of the

Hebrew Bible was published in 1739, which is but a

reprint of the first, repeating even it- mistakes, and

making still greater "lies. A third edition was pub-

lished in 1756, after Reineccius's death, by C. G. Pohl,

who also wrote the preface, in which he speaks of the

i hanges made by him. In 1793, Doderlein and Mi i---

ner published Reineccius's Bible I'mn Variis Lectionv-
I, n.< ex Ingenti Codicum Copia " C. Kennicotto et ./. /;.

il, Rossi Collatorum, which is very valuable. It was
republished by Knapp (Halle, 1818). Reineccius also

wrote. Index Bfemoriaiis, quo Voces Hebraica •< ChaU
daica V. '/'. Omnes, etc. I Lips. 1723, ami often), which
is appended to some editions of his Hebrew Bible:—
Manual* Biblicum ex Concordantiis Gratis Adomatum,
in ijiin Voces <•! Kin 1 'in in s in I. A'.V I nil ijiiiiiim V* rsione

Bibliorum Gratca if in Apocryphis I'. T.,necnon in Tex-
lu Originali Grace A'. 'J'. Occurrentes, etc.

| ibid. 17;; 1 1

:

Biblia Sacra Quadrilinguia V. T. Bebr. giving the He-
brew, Greek (according to Grabe's text i. the i ierroan of

Luther, and Latin translation ol Seb. Schmid,3 vols., the

three containing the Apocrypha in Greek, Latin, and
German (ibid. 1751):

—

tumm Hebraica Lingua V.T.
etc. (ibid. 1704; lasted, by Rehkopf, 1788). Sei I ttrst,

Hilil. ./ml. iii. Ill sip: RosenmUller, Handbuch jiir die

I. iii ralur, i. 236 sip: Winer, Handbuch der theol. Lite-

ratur, i,35,39, 17. 120,321,527,591 ; ii,726; Theol. Unv-

versal-Lexikon, 8. v.; Carpzov, Critica Sacra (2d ed.

1748), p. 408, 125 : Kitto, < 'ychp. s. v. (B. P.)

Reinhard, Franz Volkmar, an eminent Ger-

man Protestant theologian, was born in the duchy of

Sul/.baeh in 1753. lie studied with his father, a cler-

gyman, until he was sixteen, when he entered the gym-
nasium of Ratisbon. Here he remained live years, and
in 177.! removed to the University of Wittenberg. In

1782 he was appointed professor'of theology, ami in

1784 preacher to the university ami assessor ol the con-

sistory. In 1792 he was preacher to the court at Dres-

den, ecclesiastical counsellor and member of the su-

preme consistory, ami held these positions until his

death, Sept, 6, 1812. lie published. Sermons (Sulzbach,

1811,36 vols.) :— Christian Ethics (5 vols.):

—

Confes-

sions, etc.

Reinhard, Lorenz, a German doctor of t biology,

was born Feb. 22, 1700, at Hellingen,in Franconia. Af-

ter the completion of his studies, be was first tutor and

afterwards professor at the gymnasium in Hildburg-

hausen. In 1727 he was called as deacon and professor

of the gymnasium to Weimar, and in 1711 as superin-

tendent to Buttstadt where he died. Nov. 15, 1752. He
wrote. 1 h Libra Sapientia nmi Canonico, etc. (Wittenb.

1719) :

—

Die Theologied* r Patriarch* n vor und nach der

Silndfluth, etc. (Hamb. 1737): Observationes PhiloL-

ereg. in Evangel. Muni Sekctissima (Lips. 1737):

/in rim: Controversial cum Reformatis, una i Br< -

viario Controversial rum Arminianis (Weimar, 1735) :

Chronotaxis Cantici Canticorum Sahmonis, etc. (ibid,

1741):— Commentatio il< Assapho, etc. (ibid. 1742):—
I'.rLliiriiinj nmi /.i rgli* ill rungd* < Buchi s Hiob, etc.(l leips,

1749 50). See Winer, lininlli. ill i- thirl. Literatur, i.

_' 17. 353; ii. 727; Ftlrst, Bibl. Jud. iii. 117. 1 11. P.)

Reins, a name for the lcidneys, derived from the Lat-

in renes, and in our English Bible employed in those

passages of the Old Test, in which the term for kidneys

(I
—". helayClK) is used metaphorically, i. e. i scept

hi the I'- iilalouch ami in [sa. xxxiv. (!. where this word

is rendered "kidneys." In ihe ancient system of phys-

iology the kidneys, from the sensitiveness ol that part

Of the person, were believed to be the >eat of doire and

longing, which accounts for their often being coupled

with ihe heart (Psa.vii,9; xxvi, 2; Jer. xi, 20; xvii.

in. etc). See Krosi v>.

Ihe word -rein-" is once used (Isa. xi. 5) .-is the

equivalent of "z"S'7i. chalatsdyitn, < lse\i ben translated

• loins" (q. v.).

Reischl, Wii.ui ui Carl, a German Roman < !ath-

olic divine, doctor and professor of theology at Munich,

was born in thai city dan. 13, 1818. Having completed

his studies in bis native place, he was made a priest in
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1835, .and, after having occupied several positions as

priest and chaplain, he was promoted in 1842 as doctor

of theology. For some time he lectured at Munich, but

in 1845 went to Amberg, occupying the chair of profess-

or of dogmatics and exegesis. In 1851 he was called to

Regensburg as professor of Church history and canon

law, till he was recalled to his native city in 1867 as pro-

fessor of moral philosophy, where he died, Oct. 4, 1873.

In connection with others, he published a commentary on

the Holy Bible, the New-Test, part being his sole work.

See Literariscker Handweiser, 1873, p. 494. (B. P.)

Reiser, Anton, a German theologian, was born at

Augsburg, March 7, 1628. He was first preacher at

Schemnitz, and in 1659 became pastor of the Lutheran

church at Presburg. Having in 1672 espoused Calvin-

ism, he was thrown into prison and at length banished.

Eventually, however, he served as rector of the gymna-

sium at Augsburg, preacher at Oeringen, and after 1678

as pastor of the Church of St. James at Hamburg, where

he died, April 27, 1686. He was the author of a num-
ber of theological treatises, enumerated in Hoefer, Nouv.

Biog. Generate, s. v.

Reiske, Joiiann. a German theologian, was born

May 25, 1641, and died at WolfenbVittel, Feb. 20, 1710.

He is the author of Exercitatio Philologica de Sudducce-

is (Jena, 1666):

—

Tkeocratia, Rispnblica nine E.remjiln

(ibid. 1670) :

—

De Lingua Vernacula Jesu Ckristi (ibid.

1670):— Conjecturce in Jobum et Prov. Salom. (Lips.

1679):— De Scriptorum Romanorum Judaicam circa

Historian, Falsis Nai-ratiuncuHs, etc. (Wittenb. 1691):

— Exercitationes de Valicin. Sibyl/. (Lips. 1688). See

Fiirst, Bibl. Jud. iii, 150 ; Winer, Handb. der theol. Li-

teratur, i, 137, 557, 562 ; ii, 728 ; Jocher, Gelehrten-Lex.

s. v. (B. P.)

Reissmarm, Johaxn Valentin von, a German
doctor of theology, and bishop of Wurzburg, was born

Oct. 12, 1807, at Allersheim, in Lower Franconia. He
completed his studies at the University of Wurzburg,

which honored him with the degree of doctor of philos-

ophy and theology. Towards the end of the year 1830

he was ordained priest and appointed to Volkach, but

in 1834 he was called to Wurzburg as ordinary professor

of exegesis and Oriental languages. This prominent

position he occupied till Dec. 7. 1846, when he became
a member of the chapter, and for a number of years he

stood at the head of the diocesan government. In 1861

he was made provost of the cathedral ; and when, in 1870,

his bishop died, he was appointed by the king of Bava-
ria, Oct. 23, 1870, bishop of Wurzburg, and confirmed

by the pope in the following year. He occupied the

episcopal see only a few years, and died Nov. 17, 1876.

See Literariscker Handweiser, 1876, p. 53 sq. (B. P.)

Reiter, Ernst Anton, a Roman Catholic priest,

was born in 1821 at Amsberg. He received holy orders

in 1846, and came in 1854 as missionary to the United

States. In 1859 he was appointed pastor of the German
church of the Trinity at Boston, Mass., and died May 5,

1873, at Erie, Pa. He wrote a very important work on

the statistics of the Roman Catholic Church of the Unit-

ed States, entitled Schemutismus derkatholischen deutsck-

en Geistlichleit in den Ver.Staaten Nordamerikas (N.Y.

1869). See Literariscker Handweiser fur das bttholiscke

Deutsckland, 1869, p. 465 sq. ; 1873, p. 271. (B. P.)

Reiter, William, a minister of the German Re-
formed Church, was born in Lancaster County, Pa., Sept.

13, 1799, and spent his youth in Westmoreland Coun-
ty, Pa. He studied theology privately with several

ministers successively in Stark County, O., preaching

meanwhile in the way of missionary tours under their

direction. He was ordained in 1823, and took charge
of a number of German Reformed congregations in Tus-

carawas Count}', O., in whose service he continued up
to the time of his death, May 8, 1826. He was a dil-

igent student, and a minister that had much of the true

missionary spirit.

Reithmayr, Franz Xaver, doctor and professor

of theology, a Roman Catholic divine of Germany, was
born in 1809 at Illkofen, near Regensburg. In 1832 he

was made priest; in 1836 the Munich University made
him doctor of theology; in 1837 he was extraordinary

professor; in 1841 ordinary professor of the New Test,

exegesis, and died Jan. 26, 1872. Reithmayr was one

of the most prominent, theologians of the Roman Cath-

olic Church, and published in 1838 a work on patrology,

in 1845 a Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (Re-

gensb. 1845). In 1832 he published his Introduction to

the Canonical Books of the Xnr Testament (ibid.); and
in 1865 a Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians.

His last great work was the edition of a German trans-

lation of the fathers, which he edited in connection

with others, and which is still in the course of publi-

cation at Kempten, under the title Bibliotheh der Kir-

ckenvdter. See Zuchold. Bibl. Theol. ii, 977, 1051 ; Lite-

rariscker Handweiser, 1871, p. 52 sq., 106; 1872. p. 142.

(B. P.)

Re'kem (Heb. id. C£"\ rariegation, or perhaps i. q.

/'i</i in), the name of three men, and of a city.

1. (Sept. 'PoKap; A. V. Rdkem, the name being "in

pause," Cp"!.) Brother of Ulam, and a descendant of

Machir, the son of Manasseh, by his wife Maachah ; ap-

parently a son of Sheresh (1 Chron. vii. 16)» B.C. ante

1619.

2. (Sept. 'Pokou v. r. 'Pekou.') One of the five kings

of the Midianites slain by the Israelites along with Ba-
laam (Numb, xxxi, 8 ; Josh, xiii, 21). B.C. 1618.

3. (Sept. 'Pokou, 'Pa'tp, v. r. 'Pekoju.) The third

named of the four sons of Hebron, and father of Sham-
mai, of the tribe of Judah (1 Chron. ii, 43, 44). B.C.

post 1618. "In this genealogy it is extremely difficult

to separate the names of persons from those of places

—

Ziph, Mareshah, Tappuah, Hebron, are all names of

places, as well as Maon and Beth-zur. In Josh, xviii,

27, Rekem appears as a town of Benjamin, and perhaps

this genealogy may be intended to indicate that it was
founded by a colony from Hebron" (Smith).

4. (Sept. 'PbkeuJ) A city in the territory of Benja-

min, mentioned between Mozah and Irpeel (Josh, xviii,

27). Josephus, ir> speaking of the Midianitish kings

slain by Moses (Ant. iv, vii, 1), mentions a city named
after Rekem (No. 2, above), which was the chief city

of all Arabia, and was called 'Apeictpt], A receme, by the

Arabians, but Petra by the Greeks. This is, of course,

different from the Rekem of Benjamin. As the latter

is in the group situated in the south-west quarter of the

tribe, the site was possibly that of the present ruins

called Deir Yesin, about three miles west of Jerusa-

lem (Robinson, Researches, ii. 141; Badeker, Palastina,

p. 288).

Rekesh. See Horse.

Reland, Adriaan, a celebrated Orientalist, was
born July 17, 1676, at Ryp, a village in Northern Hol-

land, where his father was pastor. He early devoted
himself to the study of Oriental languages under Leus-

den, with the aid of Henry Sicke. After staying six

years for this purpose at Utrecht, he went to Leyden
to finish his theological studies. He was soon after-

wards offered a professor's chair at Linigen, but he pre-

ferred to return to his aged father. In 1699 he was
made professor of philosophy and Oriental languages at

Harderwyck, and two years afterwards was called to

teach Oriental languages and ecclesiastical antiquities

at Utrecht, a position which he filled to the end of his

days, having in 1713 refused a professor's chair at Fra-
neker, and in 1716 another at Leyden. He died <>l

small-pox, Feb. 5, 1718. Reland is admitted to have
been by far the greatest Orientalist of his day, and his

writings display exhaustive learning, the most pains-

taking accuracy, and sound judgment. He was also

not lacking in imagination, as some of his earlier pro-

lusions show. To these admirable qualities he added
great affability of manners and a noble sweetness of
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character. Of his numerous writings we here mention

only the mosi important: Analecta Rabbinica (Ultraj.

1702): /> Religiont Mohaminedica (ibid.1705 and later):

-Dissertationes Miscellanea (ibid. 1707) :

—

A niiqnitaies

Veterum Hebrceorum (ibid. 1708): />> Numis Vet. Ue-

brmorum (ibid.1709): Palcestina ex Monumentis Veteri-

bus Illustrata i ibid. 171 1 1, a work which in it- way can

superseded: —Di Spoliis 7*cmp/»(Traject.l716):

—Elenchus Philologicus (Ultraj. 1709). See Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. General . b. v. ; Herzog, Rt al-Encyklop. >. v.

Relic-case. See Reliquary.

Relics. By this term arc usually understood the

bodies or clothes of saints and martyrs, or the instru-

ments by which they were pul to death or suffered tor-

ment, which were so revered in the Romish Church as

to be worshipped and carried about in procession. The
honoring of the relics of saints, on which the Church

of Rome afterwards founded her superstitious and lucra-

tive use of them, as objects of devotion, as a kind of

charms, or amulets, and as instruments of pretended

miracles, appears to have originated in a very ancient

custom thai prevailed anion-- Christians, of assembling

at the cemeteries or burying-places of the martyrs for

the purpose of commemorating them and of performing

divine worship. Here they displayed their affection

for their brethren by such rites as were dictated by fer-

vent affection and were consistent with the principles

of religion. In the 4th century the boundary between

respeel and worship was passed. Helena, the mother

ol Constantine, made a journey to Jerusalem and there

discovered, as she supposed, the wood of the true cross,

a part of which she gave to the city of Jerusalem, and

sent the other part to Constantine, who encased it in his

own statue and regarded it as the palladium of his new-

city. When the profession of Christianity obtained the

protection of the civil government, under Constantine

the < in at. stately churches were erected over sepulchres,

and the names and memories of the departed were

treated with every possible token of affection and re-

sp ct I his reverence, however, gradually exceeded all

reasonable hounds: and those prayers and religious

services were thought to have a peculiar sanctity and

virtue which were performed over their tombs; hence

the practice which afterwards obtained of depositing

relies of saints and martyrs under the altars in all

churches. This practice was early thought of such im-

portance that St. Ambrose, in the 4th century, would

nol consecrate a church because it had no relics; and

the Council of Constantinople, in Trullo
I
A.l>. 692), or-

dained that those altars should be demolished under

which were found no relics. Such was the rage for them
al one time that even Mabillon, the Benedictine, justly

complains that the altar- were loaded with suspected

relics, numerous spurious ones being everywhere offered

to the piety and devotion of the faithful, lie adds, too,

that hones are often consecrated which, so far from be-

longing to saints, probably do not belong to Christians.

From the catacombs of Italy. Sicily, and other places

which had served as the burial-places of the primitive

Christians, although the catacombs have both before

and since heen used for other purposes, numerous relics

have been taken. Even a- early as 386 Theodosius

ed to pass a law- forbidding the people to dig

up the bones of martyrs or traffic in their remains.

The superstition grew until, in the 9th century, these

re not only treated with veneration, hut were

Bupposed to have the virtue of healing disorders ofbody
and mind and defending their possessors against the

devices and assaults of the devil. Nor was this efficacy

destroyed or lessened when the relic was distributed in

fragments. In the llth century relics were tried by
lire, and those which did not consume were reckoned

genuine, and the rest not. Relic-collecting ha- been

carried to great lengths in Europe, the Italian churches

especially being full of fictitious relic-. The following

i- only a sample of those in the Church of Santa Croce

di ( o rusalemme: three pieces of the true cross, the title

placed over the cross; two thorns from the crown of our
Lord; the Bponge extended to our Lord with vinegar
ami eall; a piece of the veil and hair of the Virgin: a

phial full of the blood of Jesus; some of the manna
gathered in the desert, etc.

Relics of -aim- wen' regarded a- the palladia of cities,

as St. Martin's body was carried out to the gates of

Tours in 845 to repel a Biege by the Dane-. St. Wer-
burgh's relics were home in procession to quell a fire at

Cheatt r. and the canon- i„,re them through the diocese

to invite alms for the erection of Salisbury Cathedral.

At Lichfield the hells were rung at their departure and
return. In the 6th century the custom ofswearing upon

relics, as later upon the Gospels, began. Relics were,

and still arc. preserved on the altars whereon ma— is

celebrated, a square hole being made in the middle of

the altar large enough to receive the hand, and therein

i- deposited t he relic, being tir.-t wrapped in red silk and
enclosed in a leaden box. In Catholic countries these

relics are popularly esteemed the most precious treasures

of the churches, and in earlier times they had even a

high marketable value, large sums having been often

raised by necessitous prince- by the sale fir mortgage
of pieces of the "true cios-." etc. Before the Reforma-
tion relies were in demand in Scotland, and their sale

was a fertile source of revenue to the monk-. They
were forbidden to he brought into England by several

statutes, and justices were empowered to search houses

for them and to deface and destroy them when found.

This fully has not been without learned and labored de-

fence, antiquity and Scripture both having heen ap-

pealed to in its support. Bellarmine cites the following

passages: Exod. xiii, 19 ; Deut. xxxiv, 6 ; 2Kingsxiii,

21; xxiii. 16-18; Isa. .\i. L0; .Matt. i\. -Jo 22; Acts v.

12 15; xix, 11, 12. But there is no doubt that the

worship of relics is an absurdity, without the una ran tec

of Scripture, directly contrary to the practice of the

primitive ( Ihurch, and irreconcilable with common-sense.
Latin monographs upon relics and relic-worship have

been written by Cellarius (Helmst. L656), Jung ( Hanov.

1783), Kortholl (1680), Morellus (Rome, L721 I, Steger

(Leips. 1688), Haiti (1655), Kiesling, Rambach (Halle,

1722). See Barnum, Romanism as It Ts; Methodist

Quar. Rev. Oct. 1866; Mosheim, Eccles. Hist.; Neander,

Uist. of Christian Church.

Relief Syncd (or Church). See Scotland,
CHUKCHES mi .

Religion ( Lat. relego, religo). This word, accord-

ing to Cicero {Div. Instit. I I, i- derived from, or rather

compounded of. r< and legere, to read over again, to

reflect upon or to study the sacred hooks in which re-

ligion i- delivered. According; to Laclantius | I h (",ril.

I hi, lib. x. i'. 3), it comes from re-ligare, to hind hack.

because religion is thai which furnishes the true ground

of obligation.

Religion has heen divided into natural and revealed.

By natural religion is meant that knowledge, venera-

tion, and love of God, anil the practice ol' those duties

to him. our fellow-creature-, and ourselves, which are

discoverable by the right exercise of our rational facul-

ties, from considering the nature and perfections of

God, and our relation to him and to one another. By
revealed religion i- understood that discovery which he

ha- made to us of his mind and will in the Holy Script-

ure-. A- respects natural religion, some doubt wheth-

er, properly Bpeaking, there can he any such thing;

since, through the fall, fea-on i- BO depraved that man.

without revelation, is under the greatest darkness and

misery, as may he easily seen bj considering the his-

tory of those nations who arc destitute of it. and who
are given up to barbarism, ignorance, cruelty, and evils

of every kind. So tar as this, however, may hi' ob-

served, the light of nature an give us no proper

idea- of ( Sod, nor inform us what worship will be BCCl pt-

able to him. It does not tell us how man became a
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fallen, sinful creature, as he is, nor how he can be recov-

ered. It affords us no intelligence as to the immortality

of the soul, the resurrection of the body, and a future

state of happiness and misery. The apostle, indeed, ob-

serves that the Gentiles have the law written on their

hearts, and are a law unto themselves; yet the greatest

moralists among them were so blinded as to be guilty of,

and actually to countenance, the greatest vices. Such

a system, therefore, it is supposed, can hardly be said to

be religious which leaves man in such uncertainty, ig-

norance, and impiety. See Natural Theology. Re-

vealed religion forms the correlate of natural religion,

or the religion of reason. It is not the result of human
investigation, but being the result of an extraordinary

communication from God, is therefore infallible; where-

as, on the contrary, all processes of human thought are

more or less subjected to error. Hence we can explain

why it is that religion gives itself out to be, not a prod-

uct of the reason merely, not anything which originated

from human inquiry and study, but a result of a divine

revelation. The religious feeling is undoubtedly a pro-

pension of human nature; yet without a divine revela-

tion the mind would sink in dark and perpetual disor-

der. Of the whole family of man, existing in all ages,

and scattered over every quarter of the globe, there is

not one well-authenticated exception to the fact that,

moved by an inward impulse, and guided by revelation

or tradition, man worships something which he believes

to be endowed with the attributes of a superior being.

Even the occasional gleamings of truth found in the

various idolatrous systems are but the traditions of an-

cient revelations, more or less corrupted, which have

descended from the first worshippers. Revealed religion

comprehends, besides the doctrines of natural religion,

many truths which were beyond the reach of human
reason, though not contradictory thereto, and for a

knowledge of which we are indebted directly to the Old

and New Testaments. While other religions had been

variously accommodated to the peculiar countries in

which they flourished, Christianity was so framed as to

be adapted to the whole human family. It is the one

thing needful for the elevation of our race, and is des-

tined alike to universality and perpetuity.

In all forms of religion there is one part, which may
be called the doctrine or dogma, which is to be received

by faith; and the cultus, or worship, which is the out-

ward expression of the religious sentiment. By relig-

ion is also meant that homage to the Deity in all the

forms which pertain to the spiritual life, in contrast

with theology, the theory of the divine nature and gov-

ernment. See Theology.

RELIGION, Philosophy of, the science of religion

;

the application of philosophical principles to the discus-

sion of its general character, origin, and claims. It

presents, 1, religion in general; 2, revealed religion; 3,

the Christian religion; 4, the Christian Church. This

subject is discussed by Apelt (18G0), Beneke (1840),

Chateaubriand, Deuzinger (1857), Fiehte, Hegel ( Werhe,

vol. xi), Kant (Religion innerhalb, with Kirehmann's

notes), Krug (1819), Morrel (Philosophy of Religion; see

the Methodist QuarU rly Rt vit w, July, Oct., 1850), Pascal

(Pensees), Otto Pfleiderer (1869), Heinrich Ritter (1858,

1859), Arnold Ruge (1869), Schleiermacher (Monohgen),

F. X. Schmid (1857), and Spinoza. See Fleming and

Krauth, Vocabulary of Philosophy, p. 854.

RELIGION, Primitive. Far in the distance, behind

Buddhism, Brahminism, Zoroastrianism, Confucianism,

and all the ten religions so graphically set forth by Free-

man Clarke, there lies a primitive faith of great power,

to which our attention is called in Heb. xi. 2 : "For by
it the ancients obtained a good report." To this primi-

tive religion all the later forms of truth, of error, and of

idolatry, with all the mixtures of good and evil pertain-

ing to religions now ancient, owe their origin, whether

we can or cannot trace the genealogy. The faith of all

the patriarchs anterior to the call of Abraham may be

reckoned to this early form of the knowledge, fear, love,

and service of the true God. How it came that de-

scendants of Shem, of Ham, of Japhet, are soon found

precipitated in ignorance, crime, and abominable idola-

try, we are told in Rom. i, 28: "And even as they did

not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave

them over to a reprobate mind." Thus they lost that

faith in which they had been instructed by Noah dur-

ing three centuries after the deluge. Some there were

who held the truth in part long centuries after others'

had become utterly apostate. Abraham kept the straight

course of truth, broadening, deepening, and accumulat-

ing strength, through Moses, David, .Solomon. Ezra,

John the Baptist. Christ himself, the apostles. W'vc-

liffe, Luther, and the Reformed churches, to the present

day. Deviations of more or less latitude from this line

have been found in even- age, as well as in our own,

many of these deviations holding enough of the Gospel

to secure for long periods the validity of their claim to

a share of the primitive religion, bringing glory to God
and salvation to men. To delineate briefly the relation

of these to the main trunk is the object of this article.

I. Egyptian.—When Abraham went to Egypt to es-

cape the famine (Gen. xii, 10), he found that the Lord

held intercourse with Pharaoh, and that Pharaoh and

his men had regard to the Lord's will, and rendered that

obedience which is better than sacrifice. This fear of

the Lord we find very happily developed in the time of

Joseph, when he had interpreted Pharaoh's dreams.

The king of Egypt not only believed the revelation, as

from God, but he and bis counsellors went to work to

improve their opportunity. "The thing was good in

the eyes of Pharaoh, and in the eyes of all his servants.

And Pharaoh said to his servants, Can we find such a

one as this is? a man in whom the Spirit of God is?"

(Gen. xli, 38). It might be well for the nations now
that are nominally Christian to take lessons from this

king and his court. AVhatever was the form of their

religion, it is there recognised as valid for the welfare

of the nation. And when Joseph, at a later date, bought

up the land for Pharaoh, the land of the priests was re-

served to them. When Joseph's father is introduced to

Pharaoh, the king, after conversing with him, conde-

scended to receive the blessing of Jacob, when it was

well understood that " the less is blessed by the better."

It was not until another dynasty took possession of the

throne—a king that knew not Joseph—that we hear in

that court the haughty challenge, " Who is the Lord

that I should obey his voice? I know not the Lord,

neither will I let, Israel go." Under this new regime,

Egypt was transformed into an apostasy, on which were

executed the ten plagues ; and. finally, the king and bis

army were precipitated to the bottom of the sea. The
sphinx of Egypt belongs to this ancient religion, and had
nothing to do with the grovelling ideas of worshipping

crocodiles and other crawling things. Even in Joseph's

time, and no doubt in Abraham's, the ancient religion

had declined, or the Egyptians would not have held

"every shepherd" in abomination, as Moses was in dan-

ger of being stoned should he offer sacrifice in their

land.

II. Philistine.— Abimelech, king of the Philistines,

had a remnant of the true religion. When Abraham
came to Gerar, he thought, "Surely the fear of God is

not in this place." This proved to be a great mistake,

for God came to Abimelech in a dream by night; Abim-
elech heeded the warning, restored Sarah, sought rec-

onciliation through Abraham's prayer, and dealt very

liberally with the patriarch, giving him presents, and

offering him his choice of the laud. Soon after Abra-

ham's return from the Philistine country, Abimelech

and Phicol, the general of his army, made a visit, and

entered into a friendly covenant with him at Beersheba.

Although the friendly feeling was much diminished in

the days of Isaac, the Philistine government entertained

a high respect for Isaac, not merely as Abraham's son,

but as the Blessed of the Lord. Abimelech, Ahuzzath,
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and Pbicol the genera], came to Isaac and renewed their

covenant of peace at the same place where they bad

made il with bis father. During the time of Jacob we
find no friendly association with the Philistines. In

Joshua's time their land was to In- given to Israel. Dur-

ing the period of the Judges we find only hostility,

civil and religious. The worship ofDagon and other

idols had m>\v supplanted every vestige of the ancient

faith. Beelzebub was the god of Ekron. David burned

the images that he found in ihe conquered camp. The
overthrow of Saul was published in the house of their

idols, and his armor deposited in the temple of Ashta-

roth. Their soothsaying is noted by Isaiah (ii, G I. I be

illegal associations formed with Ashdod in the days of

Kehemiah were most damaging to the people of the

Lord. Goliath defied the God of Israel, and cursed Da-

vid by his gods.

III. Canaanitish. -Another illustration of the primi-

tive religion we have in Melchizedek and his people.

lie was king of Salem, priest oi the Most High, and a

very eminent type of the expected Deliverer. While
Melchizedek lived, and others of the same faith, in suf-

ficient numbers to have influence in the nation, it was

announced to Abraham that the iniquity of the Amorites

was "not yet full." Some four hundred years were yet

allowed them to improve or misimprove their pri\ ileges.

A very tew. like Rahab of Jericho, were willing to obej

the trnih; Imt the seven nations, as such, had whollj

apostatized to the grossest idolatry. Il i- possible, al-

most probable, that there was still some regard tor the

true religion among those known as Jebusites, although
they did not surrender to Joshua. The following con-

siderations are in their favor: (a.) They were long

spared alter the other nationalities had been broken up.

They held their capital till the time of David, (b.)

This capital was the ancient seat of .Melehi/.ekek. where

we might expect the truth to he kept in families when
the nation hail given it up. (c.) Araunah the Jeblisite

is honorably noted in the history of David, after their

capital had surrendered. ('/. ) At Araunah's threshing-

floor the destroying angel suspended his work, (e.) He
made to David a noble oiler victims for the sacrifice,

and wood to hum it from his farming implements. (/.)
He is living in Jerusalem, not as an idolater, hut ap-

parently like the people around him. (</.) In 2 Sam.
xxiv, _':!. the Hebrew reading is. -All these did king
Araunah give to the king." This would indicate that

he was a lineal descendant of the royal line of Melchiz-

edek, and was king of the Jebusites when they surren-

dered to David. At all events, he was possessor of the

soil, though a conquered subject ; anil he readily fell in

with the new religion, although it was an advance on

that of his ancestors, for some such reasons, he read-

ily sold the old homestead—the floor for fifty shekels

of si her. thefarm for six hundred shekel- of gold.

IV. Mesopotamian. Terah and his sons, Abram, Na-
hor, and llaran. in I'r of the Chaldees, were brought

up in this primitive religion; hut it had become cor-

rupted by idolatrous excrescences, and although they

belonged to the witnessing line, they became involved
in the idolatry, as we read (Josh. wiv.'J i. "They sen ed

other gods." To preserve yet a faithful testimony*

Abraham was called out of that land when he was about

seventy years old. had the covenant of Cod renewed to

him. and commenced a renovated service on the hasis

of the old faith, with new revelations. Abraham, after

the death of his lather, removed to ( 'anaaii. leaving a

residue at llaran, where he had resided five years.

Thus freed Iron, all family connections, except those

under bis own control, he carried down the true religion

in its purity to [saac and Jacob, with their adherents,

all ruin- a- strangers in a foreign country. The an-

cient religion -till received new developments of the

coming Deliverer, superadded to all former revelations;

nor was it a new religion, hut a new editi if the old.

that was given to Moses. Meantime, the old religion

retained, in the family of Nahor, Bome at least of the

'old corruptions. The teraphim, for exampli

wished to introduce into Jacob's family. Laban called

the-e his gods; the Sept. calls them idols. On what
terms of religious observance Jacob lived in Laban's
family we have nothing specific; hut. after the parting
we find that each had his own distinct religion. Laban
swear- by the God of Abraham and the God of Nahor—
tie- God of their lather. Jacob appeals to the God of

Abraham, ami the Fear of Isaac (Gen. xxxi, 12, 53).

The memorial pillar points to him who is the Rock of

Ages, while the heap of gathered stones seems to indi-

cate the church'- confessi if imperishable truth-, on

which we all hold communion with one another and
with God in his ordinances. How long this imperii ctly

organized Church continued in Padan-aram we have
no indication, hut we know that the Aramite- were no
friends to Israel in the days of the kings. A very in-

teresting item on the religion ol Bethuel's family is

connected with the visit of Abraham's prime minister.

Ihe friends of Rebekah recognise Jehovah, the cove-
nant God; and they give their farewell blessing in the

name of the promised Deliverer: "Let thy seed possess

the -ate of those who hate him," Excepting Luther,

translators have made sad work with this verse (xxiv,

GO).

Perhaps to this connection belongs Balaam the sooth-

sayer; from Aram, from the mountain- of the east, from

the river of his people, from Pethor of Aram-naharaim.
From some source he had obtained a profound knowl-
edge of God and of his ways; yet so perverted was his

heart that he endeavored to bring all that knowledge
to effect the destruction of Israel, from the to]

rocks he could see the Deliverer coming, yet so deep

was hi- malignity that he could meet death in this

world and damnation in the next rather than have this

man rule over him, He furnishes an awful example of
those who hold the truth in unrighteousness.

V. Midianitish.— In those days we have brought up
a most beautiful example of the ancient faith—Jethro,
ihe prince and priest of Midian, Ii i- true that the

Midianites were descended from Abraham by Keturah;
hut their relations with Isaac and his descendants would
not have kept up, and did not keep up. Ihe faith of

Abraham in its advanced stages. All that they re-

ceived directly from Abraham needed some kind of sup-

port after they were sent away from Isaac: this support

could come only from the scattered fragments of primi-

tive religion Boating among their new association-, and

collected into a focus by such a man as Jethro. So
soon as he is oil' tlu' staue. superannuated or dead, and
hi- son Ilohah has joined the camp of Moses, we find no

more faith among the .Midianites, nor any friendship for

the people of the Lord.

VI. 3fagian.—In the court of Persia, as late as the

captivity, we fmd traces of the primitive religion. Not

only was Cyrus individually called for special sen ice, but

i here was much favor shown to the Jews bj native Per-

sians, while foreign satraps, like Sanhallat. Tobiah, and

Geshem, used all their craft, as well as their power, to

frustrate the labors of Nehemiah in restoring the city.

How often they obtained a partial SUCCeSS need- not to

he told lure; nor does this invalidate the idea ol friendly

relations when these could have fair play. 'Writers like

James lie. man Clarke, after tracing far into antiquity

ihe Zoroastrian faith, are unwilling to recognise an an-

cient faith to which belong the griffin, the sei-pent, the

sacredfire, the sacred tr<< . and other items, while traces

of it are found mixed in with later observances. Such

writers can see any religion only as the philosophical

outgrowth of the human mind, bul not as a divine rev-

elation, of a different oast is a late writer in the Brit-

ish mi,/ I'm, 'mil Evangelical R< vii w, the Lev. .). Murray

Mitchell, LL.D. When treating of another, though ad-

joining, country, he uses the following phraseology:

•While we can now trace the great nil -ion of India

without interruption almost up to it- fountain-head . . .

for nearly four thousand years, it isfar otherwist with
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the ancient religion of Persia." See the Methodist Quar-

t< rly Review, January, 1879. India itself! Is there not

enough truth (though seen through a distorted medium)

to carry us far beyond the period of the Vedas? To
say nothing of moral precepts, a Creator, a Triad—
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva— the Incarnation of Vishnu

in the ten Avatars, these and other items claim our at-

tention as remnants of patriarchal revelation.

However much or little they may have learned from

the return of Balaam's retinue, after he was killed in

battle (Numb, xxxi, 8), certain it is that the primitive

religion furnished a healthy stock on which to engraft

the "Star of Jacob" in Persia and all over the East,

whence came the Magi to Jerusalem when Christ was
born in Bethlehem of Judaea.

VII. Arabian.—Among the very interesting details

of the ancient religions we rind Job and his friends.

Without going into minute inquiry, let us place him
somewhere about the period of Terah, the father of

Abraham. He is classed with "the sons of the East;"

yet we cannot locate him in the far East like the Per-

sian Magi. His own name, and the names of his

friends, resemble more than any other the names of the

Seirites, among whom, in later times, Esau and his pos-

terity intermingled and intermarried. In Gen. xxxvi
we find the names Temanite, Jobab, J-.'/iji/m:. Teman,

with others not identical, but of the same general cast

as the names of Job's associates. The faith of these

godly men, wherever they may have lived, is of a very

high order, and their knowledge of < rod and of his ways
is of the highest degree. Neither by Job nor by any
of his friends is there the least allusion to the covenant

of Abraham. Whatever mistakes they labored under,

they are recognised as true worshippers, and God deals

with them as his own.

VIII. Assyrian. — Late discoveries by Layard and

Rawlinson have brought us into contact with the an-

cient Assyrians in much of their religion, as well as war
and civil policy. Among the sculptures exhumed, none

are more interesting than the winged quadrupeds fin-

ished off with a human head, or the human form with

eagle's head and wings. These carry us back to the

early cherubim, the forms of which must have been

preserved by Noah and his sons. At first sight these

Assyrian images may seem no more than mere idols

—

false gods ; but that would not account for their close

affinity with the living creatures of Ezekiel and the

Ttuaapa £wa of John's Revelation. While no one of

the Assyrian sculptures embodies the four principles of

Ezekiel and John, yet two of them, taken together, do

embody the four identical principles, and no more. The
winged lion and the winged ox have the aspect of a

man, lion, eagle, ox, and nothing besides. The reason

for making them double arose from the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing the body of the ox from that of the lion in

the same figure. Nor is it impossible that the Assyr-

ians could have borrowed from Ezekiel; almost equally

certain that they did not borrow from Moses. This

leaves us the only course, that of authentic tradition

from Noah and Shem, as they had the figures down from

the garden of Eden. Whether these winged figures

were worshipped by the Assyrians or not, it is of impor-

tance to notice that they were not the highest objects

of adoration, for they are found bowing themselves be-

fore the Supreme, the symbol of Supreme Deity being

a human form sitting in a winged circle or globe.

While the races of Shemites occupied one part of Meso-

potamia and the Hamites another, they were sufficiently

contiguous to afford the opportunity of corrupting one

another in the matter of worship, as well as in the man-
ner. We have already seen that the best family of the

Shemites—Terah and his sons—had gone into idolatry

in connection with the true worship, and needed refor-

mation in the days of Abraham ; we may safely infer

that other Shemites, as well as the families of Ham,
were more deeply involved, and went still further from

the truth till the days of Sardanapalus, Nebuchadnez-

zar, and Belshazzar. Whether in the Abrahamic line

there was kept any physical type of the original cheru-

bim until renewed by Moses is nowhere recorded. Yet

there are some hints worthy of our serious considera-

tion. («.) Rebekah went somewhere to inquire of the

Lord and received a specific answer. May not this

have come from sacred utensils still in the custody of

Abraham ? (6.) Before Moses had set up the new tab-

ernacle there was some kind of tabernacle in use (Exod.

xxxiii, 7). (c.) A sacred chest belonged to many of

the ancient idolatries. Was it copied from a true orig-

inal? ((/.) In the higher rank of families the teraphim

were long retained in connection with the true religion.

Not only did Rachel import them from Laban's house,

but Michal brought one into David's; and they are

classed with recognised symbols in Hos. iii, 4. On the

other side they are classed with idols, and were used

by the king of Babylon for idolatrous purposes. May
they not have been like the brazen serpent, at first a

mere memorial of truth, afterwards turned into an ob-

ject of false worship. See Tkraphim.
IX. Inferences. — Other ancient religions we must

pass over here in order to take a survey of the leading

features of the primitive, from which they are all de-

rived, and from which they all inherit some features in

common, while each seems to have dropped other mat-

ters, according to their various tastes and circumstances

(see Princeton Rev. July, 1872 ; Tayler Lewis, The Prim-

itive Greek Religion).

On what foundation did the primitive faith rest its

confidence?

1. The knowledge, fear, and reverence which Adam
retained even after the fall. Let it be fairly admitted

that Adam, by transgression, was lost—lost to all spirit-

ual good accompanying salvation ; that the first of all

the commandments—love—was completely obliterated

in his heart; that he was dead in trespasses and sins.

Still the apostle tells us that where the law of love had

been written there was still left to tpyov tov vofiov

ypaTTTov, the "work" of the law, which work is still

written in the heart of even the heathen (Rom. li, 14,

15). This work he places largely in the domain of

knowledge, and even conscience, yet it is not in any

degree the law of love (i, 32) :
" Who, knowing the

judgment of God, that they who commit such things

are worthy of death, not only do the same, but have

pleasure in them that do them." This by nature is

our own moral state; yet, blessed be God, knowledge,

memory, reason, conscience, have not been entirely de-

stroved, though conscience has been seared, and all the

faculties greatly debilitated. Adam, on leaving the gar-

den, still retained the sad remembrance of happiness in

great variety, now lost, lost ! lost ! ! Lost forever

through the former channel. With all that he had lost,

who is there among us that would not travel a long,

long pilgrimage to hear him tell the beauty of the gar-

den inside; the perfect satisfaction of everything he

saw, heard, felt, while innocent; the nature of that ho-

liness which is only now to be regained by incessant la*

bor, suffering, and watching; unimpeded communion
with God. Darwin himself, and the modern race of

improved baboons, might envy the intellect which he

retained even then. Acquaintance with God! Fel-

lowship of the Spirit! Seeing him as he is! Social

worship in the holy family! The first Sabbath-day!

2. The promise of a Seed, a coming Deliverer, while

as yet he had no child. Modern theologians can see in

the first promise a deliverance, but many of us cannot see

a personal Deliverer. It was not so with Eve, the

mother of all living (Gen. iv, 1): <;
I have obtained a

man, the Lord."* What if she were mistaken in the

time, the individual, and many other material consider-

ations? What if she were a Millenarian? An Adven-

tess? Such can be found under brighter skies to-day.

* The particle TX here, however, is correctly rendered
' from" in the English version.—Ed.
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She bad faith in One who is able to save to the utter-

most Set- Si ed of Promise. Through .-ill those an-

cienl faiths noted above there are traces of the coming
One. Some of them retain ibis idea while they have

losl many others, ami sunk into dark paganism. Wit-

ness the ten Avatars of Vishnu, as well as the " Desire

of all nations" < Hag. ii. 7).

.".. The institution of sacrifice. This needs no( lure

to be discussi d ;
how early ii was observed, how exten-

sively propagated, however altered and perverted, it

held a place in all ancienl religions, teaching in some
sense or other the doctrine of atonement by blood, as

well as of purification by blood and water. S< e Ai.i \i:

;

A rONI mint: S \' Kit mi .

4. The cherubim. For the structure and uses of these,

see the word. For their spiritual meaning, see Living
( REATUKES; Seraphim. Sel over against the sword

of flame, they were the symbols of mercy to those rec-

onciled by the sacrifice. Their place in the ancient re-

ligions is well known, even after those religions had de-

parted far from primitive rectitude, both in ritual ami
moral code.

The sphinx of Babylon and Egypl ; the griffin of

Assyria, Persia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome; the Serapis

of Egypt, Greece, and Rome; the apes of Egypt; the

Moloch of Moab and the Ammonites; the Baals of

Syria, in all their variety; the ox of Bengal; the live

buffalo of Calcutta; the triform LdolofChiun; and hun-
dreds of other sacred images, including the teraphim—
these all were derived from tin' original cherubim at the

east of Paradise. At first these imitations may have
been considered as mere memorials of the early devo-

tion of honored and godly ancestors; hut, in process of

theological improvements, they became associated with

the sun, moon, stars, fructifying and other general pow-
ers of nature, as well as with the more spiritual de-

mands <if man's higher nature, till they are seen clothed

with the attributes of deity, and worshipped ami served

more than the Creator. To the tradition of the early

cherubim, we think, more than to the inventive genius

of any priesthood, must he traced these homogeneous
idols with all their diversities of aspect. The true sym-
bolism of tin' cherubim belonged to the universal ami
primal religion; the idolatrous imitations had their di-

versities from human fancy. This will account for the

worship of the golden calf, to w hich t he Israelites them-
selves were so easily seduced. Of all the depreciated

forms of the early cherubim the Assyrian quadrupeds
.are tin' most complete, Layard passes high encomi-

um on the skill and judgment of the inventory (?) in

sel eel in-- I he lour highest forms of mm ii la ne life to rep-

resent the higher sphere of existence, while he utterly

ignores the divine originals from which they were
copied.

The cherubs at the Garden of Eden set over against

the sword of flame, as will as those seen by Ezekiel

evolved from a mass of lire, evidently were intended to

symbolize that, mercy which rejoices against judgment
and delivers from wrath to come.

5. 'lie- flaming sword kept before the mind of wor-
shippers the Justice to he satisfied. Whether we trace

this to the sword of flame, the death of the victim, or the

universal conscience.it is equal!} a portion of the prim-

itive religion. The soul that sinneth deserves to die

(Rom. i. 32). Ami we know no hetter symbol that could

have been introduced to exhibit the wretchedness of

those who are twice dead.

6. The tree o] life, untouched, waved it- laden branch-

es in the garden lone,- after the expulsion of our first

parents. While this emblem must of necessity call up
the feeling of deep regret, it would, at the same time.

after the door of mercj was opened, call lor all the joy

and all the effort that belong to a well-grounded hope.

That tree could never be regained, perhaps not desira-

liat il Bhould be; but another Tree of Life in

a higher paradise yields its fruit every month (Rev.

xxii).

Here it may be proper to observe that each of these
early emblems of man's recovery is. from the very gate
• -I Edi M. carried uninterruptedly clown the stream of

revelation till we come to the last chapter of the last

l k; while other emblems have been added as occa-
sion might demand. The rainbow had an early place.

and holds its position till the last (Rev.x,l).
7. < Occasional revelations made to such men as Enoch,

Noah, ami perhaps Lantech, the father of Noah (Gen. v.

29), were still added to the former stock, and thus were
all advances made to rest on the word of God. Before
the use of writing, and even after, we find appeal- made
io what had been taught to the ancestors, whether by
Providence or by revelation (dob viii,8; xv, 10, 1*;

I).,,!, iv. :;i
;
xxxii. 7: lVa. xliv, 1 I. We think that

none of the revelations that God ha- made have ever

been lost.

\. Features. Having seen the sure basis of this

early religion, it is proper to glance at some of it- char-

acteristics.

1. It was a universal religion, adapted to man us such

in every climate and for all time, having its primary
relation to eternity. It was the work of evil men then,

as it is now, to lop off and add to the truth ol God till

they had as many religions a- languages throughout
the world.

•_'. Ii was monotheistic : one Lord, one faith, one spir-

it, one Mediator, one ( lod and Father of all. The ques-

tion whether the Persians borrowed from the Hebrews
or the Hebrews from the Persians has no place here;

the origin of both from one primitive source is sufficient

to account for all the items of similarity, or even identi-

ty, in the two religions. So. also, we may reckon of the
Hebrews and Egyptians, the Hebrews and the (.reeks,

ami all affinities of this kind. While the primitive re-

ligion was monotheistic, there are many indications of

a plurality of persons, as in Gen. i. 1. where a singular

verb is joined with ZT~N. as in a thousand other in-

stances. So, too. ch. i. 24 and iii. 22.

3. Delight in all that God has revealed of himself

—

the fact, as well as the doctrines, of inspiration. Adam
was extensively a prophet—a seer. Not merely had

he the intimation of the Deliverer, but there was given

to him the future history of the whole race— the stand-

in--, irrepressible conflict, the numerous progeny, the

heavy labor, the sore pain, the deep sorrow, all ending
in the death of the body and its return to dust On
the other hand, the productiveness of the soil for con-

stant support, acceptance of his service, occasional vic-

tories over evil, final triumph over sin and Satan in the

(hie Seed. The third chapter of Genesis is too little

studied. If John the Baptist could point io the Lamb
of God, Adam had the first intimation of his coming,
whether Adam was born of woman or not. So happily

and largely are the words of inspiration connected with

our redemption thai Christ is pleased to wear the hap-

py name, the Word of God.
lint here, again, while the nations in separating from

one another look, each one, some degree of respect for

the Word revealed, or for some pan of it. it was rest r\ ed

to one nation only to preserve it pure and entire. " To
the .lews were comm i 1 1 ed I he oracles of God." I Mhi r

nations retained a glimmering tradition, a tetragram-

maton, a holy phrase, of which they knew not the

meaning and used it merely as a charm a i vXaicrfipi-

iii'. How the true believer in every age and country

appreciates the word, we may learn, if not by happy

experience, by Psa. cxix. Under these beams of the

Sun of Kighteousness, Enoch walked with God. Light

and life ami love are again restored. If we come to

the particular doctrines of this primitive religion, we
have many scattered hints of. say, acceptance w ith God,

in the sacrifice of Abel ; a higher life, in the translation

of Enoch; retribution, in the conscience of Cain; call-

ing on tin' name of the l.ofd. in the days of l.nos: judg-

ment combined with mercy, in the deluge and the cities
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of the plain; intercession, by Abraham; and from the I

same source, that the Judge of all the earth will do

right; family government and instruction; covenant

with God; precepts given to Noah; and many, very

many, of the doctrines of Christianity. But what a vac-

uum we should have just here were it not for the book

of Job! Wherever the patriarch may have lived, or in

whatever age, besides the lesson Of his own biography,

we have, in the speeches of himself and of his friends,

a very full development of the patriarchal theology.

Whether each particular doctrine of Watson's Institutes

or Hodge's Outlines could be deduced from the hook of

Job, or whether each expression in it is to be relied on '

as correct, we shall not here inquire; but certain it is

that each chapter contains a mass of theological thought

befitting our age as well as that in which it was deliv-

ered. It opens with the doctrine of holiness, without

which no man shall see the Lord. Next we have God's

blessing on all that Job possessed, as in Psa. cvii, 38.

Then his anxiety about his children—their liability to

sin. We have the atonement in his offering sacrifices;

particular atonement, "to the number ofthem all.'" The
humblest resignation when all was taken from him

—

•• Blessed be the name of the Lord." The Kinsman—

a

living Redeemer, and his coming to the earth. The
speciality of providence is iterated and reiterated. But,

not to dwell ou the more common doctrines, we find

some of those which would be an attainment even in

our own time. Civil-service reform is taught, or rath-

er taken for granted, in ch. xxxiv, 17, 18; and national

reform in all its depth comes in ver. 29, 30 :
" When he

giveth quietness, who then can give trouble? and when
he hideth his face, who then can behold him? whether

it be done against a nation or against a man only : that

the hypocrite reign not, lest the people be ensnared."

Let any one take up the book of Job under this aspect,

and he will see how much of the Gospel there is in

such passages as ch. xxii, 21-30; xxxiii, 14-30. Alto-

gether, apart from the plot of the poem, there is wrought
into the speeches a vast amount of the deep knowledge

of God, not by the inspiration of the several speakers,

but by their earnestness in using the floating capital

which belonged to the patriarchal faith. The occasion

was such as made an extraordinary call on their knowl-

edge, and on their skill in using it.

We must here pass in silence the ancient religions of

those respective nations which issued in the many gods

of Greece and Rome, of the Celtic tribes, and the Gothic

hordes. There was truth underlying them all, but oh,

how deeply buried in the filth and rubbish of ages

!

It is not to be denied that the worship of mere nat-

ure furnished the element of these fallen religions. We
have enough of that in Jer. xliv among the chosen peo-

ple. But it is never to be admitted that any religion

was ever originated by man, however it may have been

manipulated "by art and man's device." No historian

can feel that Mohammed, even with the assistance of

the monk Sergius, originated Islam; his claim was to

restore the ancient religion of the world. Mecca was
a place of pilgrimage ages before he was born. All his

revelations were ostensibly to restore and improve the

primitive faith of Adam, of Abraham, and of Ishmael.

A large amount of popery, even, is, independent of di-

vine revelation, brought down from ancient traditions

much later than the primitive faith. Paul preached at

Athens the service of God, who made the world and all

things therein (as the people had been taught by their

own poets) ; though he was still, in a great measure, the

Unknown, and the apostle was esteemed a setter-forth

of strange deities. While we rejoice in the abundance

of our Scriptures, it is to be remembered that Adam,
Seth, and Enos did not require so much as we do. They
were born to a bright inheritance near the throne of

their heavenly Father. "Adam who was the son of

God." Thus, while we have added line upon line as it

was needed, the true religion is, like its Author, " the

same yesterday, to-day, and forever." (R. H.)

Religiosi, a term applied, until the 10th century,

to those who led a monastic life, to distinguish them
from the clergy and laity. They were also called Ca-

nonici and Regulares (q. v.).

Religious, in a general sense, is something that re-

lates to religion ; and, in reference to persons, that which

indicates that they give their attention to religion, and

are so influenced by it as to differ from the world. It

was also applied to members of monastic orders. See

Religiosi.

RELIGIOUS CORPORATIONS. In the United

States, as there is no civil patronage to the Church,

societies for public worship are incorporated in accord-

ance with the statutes of the several states. In most

of them there is a provision enabling any body of

persons composing a fixed congregation to constitute

themselves a corporation, and to elect trustees to hold

and manage the property in its behalf. Some of the

older denominations are incorporated under special acts

and with particular regulations. A convenient digest

of these legal prescriptions is given in Hunt's Laws of

Religious Corporations (X. Y. 1876, 8vo). In many
states there are likewise general laws for the incorpora-

tion of most kinds of benevolent, literary, and other

bodies of a religious and social character. See Church
and State.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. Both nature and rev-

elation teach that it is the duty of parents to care for

the religious education of their children. The mind of

the child is in a receptive condition, and the first light

it receives should be light from heaven, the first truths

those that are eternal and immutable, never to desert

them. The mind of the child cannot be shut up until

he is of an age to investigate and determine for him-

self. It becomes, therefore, a high duty to furnish the

expanding intellect with truths such as piety cherishes.

The apostle says, "Fathers, bring up your children in

the nurture and admonition of the Lord" (Eph.vi, 4).

In the education of children several mistakes are to be

avoided: (1.) That the habits of children only arc to

be regarded, and that, in time, principles will follow of

course. Habits, without principles of piety, are noth-

ing better than a citadel ungarrisoned and uncommand-

ed. (2.) That many of the subjects of religion are be-

yond the capacity of children, and that, therefore, to

instruct them in Christianity is only to load their mem-
ories with words. Yet we do not defer other kinds

of instruction till their nature and use can be completely

understood by the pupil. But, in fact, the principles

of religion are some of the most simple and intelligible

which can be, proposed to the human mind. (3.) That

to furnish children with religious ideas is to infuse into

them prejudices. But we must be careful to discrimi-

nate between religious ideas and prejudices, for the lat-

ter is an unexamined opinion. And, further, by this

very conduct we prejudice him against religion as some-

thing unworthy his concern, or beyond his comprehen-

sion. We do not so treat literature, polities, or science.

(4.) That the child will acquire in school and the public

institutions of the Gospel an adequate sentiment and

knowledge of religious truths. But if the love or nat-

ural interest of the parent in the child does not stimu-

late him to this duty, can it be expected that it will be

voluntarily assumed by others? The institution of

Sunday-schools does not diminish, in the least, the re-

sponsibility of those having charge of children to train

them for God. See P.edagogics.

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY is the absolute freedom of

religious opinion and worship based upon the fact that

all men are bound by the laws of God and are responsi-

ble to him. From this primary and supreme obligation

the conscience cannot be freed, and hence no human gov-

ernment has a right to hinder any form of religion, nor

to support any to the injury of others. Tins implies the

equality of all churches, religious associations, or per-

sons in the matter of protection or restraint by the civil
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powers. We mii-t not confound religious liberty with
religious toleration, for the latter i- the assumption of

the right by civil process to regulate religious affairs;

and to permit implies the right to prevent. This sev-

of spiritual and civil affairs is emphatically

taught by our Lord: "My kingdom is not of this

world" (John sviii,36). A distinctive American prin-

ciple of government is that what is religious i- neces-

sarily, from its very character, beyond th^Sontrol of

the civil government In the United States, therefore,

liberty is an absolute personal right, All de-

nominations, churches, and religious faiths are equal

and free in the eye of the law, nunc receiving gratuities,

bjected to inequalities. Then' is, thus, an en-
tire divorce of Church and State. The Constitution of
the United States contains these two articles: " No re-

ligious test shall ever be required as a qualification to

any office <>r public trust under the United States ;" and
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establish-

ment ofreligion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."

The state constitutions are equally emphatic, and gener-
ally more specific in the expression of their jealousy of

ecclesiastical ambition and sectarian intolerance,

example w as sel bj Rhode Island, w hich has the honor
ofbeing the first state in the world tu incorporate in its

organic law, and to practice, absolute religious liberty.

Under the influence of this American principle of gov-
ernment much change has been wrought in other conn-
trie-. Toleration is becoming general, and the tenden-
cy is towards unrestrained liberty of worship. France
bestows patronage upon several denominations; Ger-
many, though claiming the management of ecclesiasti-

cal affairs, interferes but little with the right of worship.

In Russia, Spain, and Italy there is less of former ex-
clusiveness, and in the two latter countries different

forms of faith are entitled to protection. Under Eng-
lish rule the colonies enjoy perfect religious liberty;

the Anglican Church has been disestablished in Ireland,

and there is in Great Britain no public position, not ec-

clesiastic, for the tenure of which a particular religious

belief is required, except the throne and governorship
of a few colleges. The connection of Church and State
is increasingly regarded as corrupting to the church.
destructive of the purity and spirituality of religion, and
antagonistic to the rights of men. See Brook, History

ofReligious Liberty; Johnson, Universal Cyclop.; .Mad-
ison. Memorial and /'< monstranct ; Wayland, Discourses.

RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES, associations for the pro-

motion of personal piety established anion-- mem-
ber- of the Church of England about 1678, and which
existed until the rise of the Methodist They began
with a few young men who had been impressed bj the

preaching of Dr. Horneck, preacher at the Savoy, and
of Mr. Smithies, lecturer at St. Michael's, Cornhill. The
organization was somewhat similar to the societies of

St. Vincent de Paul in Paris, or like those of the Col-

iiid other pietistic communities in Holland and
Germany. The members met once a week for religious

ci and devoti the meetings being conducted
with singing, Scripture reading and exposition, and
with special preparation for the holy communion. Tin \

added also practical works of Charity, the establishment
and maintenance of schools, the visitation of the pom.
find support ofmissions in America. They were closelj

1

• ith the Society for the Reformation ofMan-
ners, established in 1691, and efficient allies to the So-

Promotion of Christian Knowledge. That
at ( Klord was joined by John and Charles Wc-ley. and
by George Whitefield. One of the last of the annual
meetings of the London religious societies was held al

Bow Church in 1738. See Woodward, Rise <//»/ Prog-
ress of Religious Societies; Nelson, Address i<< Persons

of Quality; id. Festivals and Fasts i Preface I; Blunt,
Hist, of Sects, etc. s.v.

Reliquary, a vessel for holding relics, and enclos-
ing, in the loth centUTJ . three -rains of incense in honor obeyed and Buffered in their own persons; and upon this

Ancient Portable Reliqnai ies.

he Holy Trinity. It usually took the form of the
:j.,".' building in which it was kept, as at the Sainte-( lhapelle

in Paris and Nivelles at the end of that century. In

the 14th century cathedrals adopted for their reliqua-

ries the form of a church, while in chapels and parish

churches preference was given to images of gold and
silver. Sometimes they take the shape of a coffer, or

a transparent bier carried by ecclesiastics; a case-like

cruet, a rose, a quatrcfoil, a canister in an angel's hand:
horns, as at Canterbury; a triptych, like the triple en-

trance of a church; a lantern tower and spin-, etc. In

some cases the church bearing the name of a saint lias

his monument, but in other cases the relics only were

preserved in portable shrines. Sometimes the reliquary

took the form of some popular saint, a chest, or an altar.

At Chichester the relic-chest of St. Richard is of oak,

contains a door which was opened
when the relics were exposed, and
a slit for the reception of offerings

in the cross-bar below it. At first

the reliquaries were portable, to form

accessories of a procession. In 7 15,

rdics and the
cross v ere car-

ried in the Eo-
lation proces-

sions in Eng-
land. At Rome
the •• thn e ri 1-

ics";ue exhibit-

ed on Good-Fri-

day— the por-

tion of the true

CrOSS, the blade

ofthe spear that

pierce. 1 the l.'e-

deemer's side.

and the veroni-

ca(q.v.). About
the beginning ofthe 13th century the reliquaries upon
tic altar took the form ofthe limb or bust, called a corset

(or corselet). They were arranged on great festivals on
the r I-beam or retable above the high-altar. See
Walcott, Sacred .1 rchaology, s. v.

Relly. See Ilia. i.yam 1 1
~.

Rellyanites, or Ri i i\ w Ukivi rs u ists, the fol-

lowers of Mr. .lames Kelly. I le lbs i commenced bis min-
isterial character in connection with Mr. Whitefield, and
was recen ed with great popularity. Upon a change of

his view s be encountered reproach, and w as pronounced

by many as an enemy to godliness, lb- believed that

Chrisi as a Mediator was s,. united to mankind that his

actions were theirs, his obedience and Sufferings theirs,

and. consequently, that be has as fully restored the

w hot.' human race l.. the divine favor as if all had

Modern stationary Reliqtia
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persuasion he preached a finished salvation, called by the

apostle Jude " the common salvation." The Rellyanites

are not observers of ordinances such as water baptism

and the sacrament, but profess to believe only in one bap-

tism, which they call an immersion of the mind or con-

science into truth by the teaching of the Spirit of God

;

and by the same Spirit they are enabled to feed on

Christ as the bread of life, professing that in and with

Jesus they possess all things. They inculcate and main-

tain good works for necessary purposes, but contend that

the principal and only work which ought to be attended

to is the doing real good without religious ostentation;

that to relieve the miseries and distresses of mankind
according to our ability is doing more real good than

the superstitious observance of religious ceremonies. In

general they appear to believe that there will be a res-

urrection to life and a resurrection to condemnation:

that believers only will be among the former, who as

first-fruits, and kings and priests, will have part in the

first resurrection, and shall reign with Christ in his

kingdom of the millennium; that unbelievers who are

after raised must wait the manifestation of the Saviour

of the world under that condemnation of conscience

which a mind in darkness and wrath must necessarily

feel; that believers, called kings and priests, will be

made the medium of communication to their condemned
brethren, who, like Joseph to his brethren, though he

spoke roughly to them, in reality overflowed with affec-

tion and tenderness; that ultimately every knee shall

bow and every tongue confess that in the Lord they

have righteousness and strength; and thus every en-

emy shall be subdued to the kingdom and glory of the

Great Mediator. Kelly was succeeded (in 1781) by an

American preacher, Elhanan Winchester, who had been

a Calvinistic Baptist, but the congregation in London
was soon broken up. This movement by Kelly was the

first attempt to consolidate a sect of which Universal-

ism should be the leading tenet. A Mr. Murray belong-

ing to this society emigrated to America, and preached

these sentiments at Boston and elsewhere. Mr. Kelly

published several works, the principal of which are,

Union:— The Trial of Spirits:—Christian Liberty:—
One Baptism:—The Salt of Sacrifice

:

—Antichrist In-

sisted:—Letters on Universal Salvation:—The Cheru-

bimical Mystery. See Universalists.

Rely, Jean de, a French preacher, was born about

1430. He was made doctor of theology at Arras, and
became successively canon, chancellor, and archdeacon

of Notre Dame at Paris, and rector of the university.

In this capacity he drew up in 1461 the Remonstrances

which the Parliament presented to Louis XI for the

maintenance of the Pragmatic Sanction, written with
remarkable energy of style, and often reprinted both

in French and in Latin. In 1483 he was deputy to

the States-General of Tours, and presented to Charles

VIII the result of their deliberations. In 1490 he be-

came canon of St. Martin of Tours, and in Dec, 141)1.

he was elected bishop of Angers. He accompanied
Charles VIII to Italy, where he was charged with sev-

eral duties near pope Alexander VI. Rely died at Sau-

nmr March 27, 1499. Besides the Breviary of St. Mar-
tin of Tours, he revised by royal commission the trans-

lation of the historical books of the Bible by Guyart de

Moulins (1495, foL).—Hoofer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Remali'ah (Heb. Remalydhu, ^Tf^^q"}, protected

of. I, kovah ; Sept. 'PafteKiog or 'Po/xeXioc, v. r.'Pofiekia),

the father of Pekah, king of Israel (2 Kings xv, 25, 27,

30, 32, 37; xvi, 1, 5; 2 Chron. xxviii, 6), probably a

man whose character was such as to make his name a

reproach to his descendants (Isa. vii, 4, 5-, viii, 6). B.C.

ante 756. See Pekah.

Rembrandt, commonly called Rembrandt van Rhyn,

was the son of Hermann Gerritsz, and was born in his fa-

ther's mill on the banks ofthe Rhine, between Leyderdorp

and Koudekerk, near Leyden, June 15, 1606 (or 1608).

The former date rests on the authority of Orlers, Descrip-

tion ofLeyden (1641). The latterdate rests on the paint-

er's marriage certificate, lately discovered, dated June 10,

1634, in which Rembrandt's age is stated to be twenty-

six. He became the pupil ofJacob van Swanenburg, with
whom he remained three years. He studied also under
Pieter Lastman at Amsterdam, and Jacob Pinas at Haar-
lem. He settled at Amsterdam in 1630, and appears to

have died there, according to Immerzeel, July 19, 1664;

but no register of his burial has yet been discovered.

Rembrandt was equally distinguished as an etcher and-

a painter. His etchings amount to nearly 400, and
they are dated from 1628 to 1661. The chief char-

acteristic of his works is forcible light and shade.

Among his most remarkable historical paintings are

Moses Destroying the Tables ofthe Law

:

—The Sacrifice

of Abraham:—The Woman. Taken in Adultery:— The
Descentfrom the Cross:— The Nativity

:

—Christ, in the

Garden with Mary Magdalene:—and The Adoration of
the Magi. There are 640 of his paintings specified in

Smith's Catalogue. The best of them are still owned
in Holland. He is well represented in the National

Gallery, and his influence has been more direct upon
the British school of painters than that of any other

master. See Immerzeel, Aanteekeningen op de Lofredd
op Rembrandt, also De La vi ns en H'< rh n der Hollandsche

en Vlaamsche Kunstschilders, etc. (1843); Bartsch, Le
Peintre-graveur ; Burnet, Rembr. and his Works (1848);

Middleton, Etched Work of Rembr. (Lond. 1879).

Re'meth (Heb. id. Tttft, height; Sept. 'Pappc'iS

v. r. 'Papeete), a city in the territory of Issachar (Josh.

xix, 21), called, as it seems, Ramoth (q. v.) in 1 Chron.

vi, 73. As the place is named in the first of the above

passages next to En-gannim (Jenin), the site is possi-

bly represented by a tell with ruins south of Zerin (Jez-

ree] ) between Sundela and Mukeibileh. Dr. Porter

(in Kitto's Cyclop, s. v.) suggests that the place may be

identical with the ruined fortress and village called

Wezar, perched upon the northern rocky face of Mr,

Gilboa (Robinson, Researches, iii, 157, 160 ; new ed. iii,

339).

Remi. See Remigius.

Remigius of Auxeere was a learned French Ben-

edictine monk in the 9th century, and was brought

up in the abbey of St. Germain, Auxerre. He was ap-

pointed teacher to the schools belonging to the monas-
tery, afterwards taught at Kheims, then went to Paris

and opened the first public school in that city after

learning had sunk under the ravages of the Normans.

His works are. ( 'ommentarius in Omnes Davidis Psa/mos

(Cologne, 1536) :

—

Enarraiiones in Posteriores XL Mi-
nores Prophetas (Antwerp, 1545), with the Commen-
taries of CEcumenius on the Acts and Epistles, and those

of Arethas on Revelation :—and Expositio Misses. See

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Remigius, or Remi (St.'), of Lyons, a celebrated

French archbishop in the 9th century, and grand almo-

ner to the emperor Lothaire, succeeded Amolo in the

above see about the year 853 or 854. It is supposed to

be this St. Remigius who, in the name of the Church of

Lyons, wrote an answer to the three letters of Hincmar
of Kheims, and others, in which he defends St. Augus-
tine's doctrine on grace and predestination. This an-

swer may be found in the Vindicia- Predestinationis et

Gratia} (1650, 2 vols. 4to), and in the library of the fa-

thers. He presided at the Council of Valence in 855,

and others of the same kind ; and, after founding some
pious institutions, he died Oct. 28, 875. See Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v.

Remigius, or Remi (St.'), of Kheims, a very cel-

ebrated French archbishop, was raised to the see of

Kheims about 460. He distinguished himself by his

learning and virtue, converted and baptized king Clovis,

and died Jan. 13, 533. Some Letters and a Testament

in the library of the fathers are attributed to him. See

Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generale, s. v. ; Herzog, Real-En-

cyklop. s. v.
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Remigius, or Remi, or Strasburg, a bishop

known only for having founded the monastery of

Aschau. He died in 803. He is often confounded with

abbi Rem of Miinster, who died in 768. See Hoefer,

Nouv. Biog. Gem rale, s. v.

Reminiscere i n membt r), a name sometimes given

to the set I Sunday in Lent, from the first word of the

fntroit, - Remember, <> Lord, thy tender mercies," etc.

(Psa.xs

Remling. Franz Xaver,8 Roman Catholic divine,

was born in 1803 al Edenkoben. In 1827 he was or-

dained a priest, and in 1852 he became a member of the

chapter. In 1853 the Academy of Munich appointed

him as corresponding member, and in 1856 the .Munich

University honored him with the degree of doctor of

philosophy. He died June 28, 1873. He wrote, Das

Reformationswerk in der Pfalz (.Mannheim. 1846):

Geschichtt <l< r liixth,,/, \u Spcyer (Main/.. 1852 54, 2

vols.) :

—

Urkundenbuch zur Geschichtt der Bischbft von

Speyer (ibid. 1852, 1853 sq.). See Zuchold, Bibl.Tkeol.

ii, 1054; Literarischer Handweiser, 1S05, p. 443 sq.:

1866, p. 298; 1873, p. 430. (15. 1'.)

Rem'mon (Josh. xix, 7). See Rimmon.

Rem'mon-meth'oar [some Metho'ar~] (Josh, xix,

13). See Rimmon.

Remobotll and Sarabaites, names given to as-

sociations of hermits in the early Church who refused

to submit to monastic regulations. The Remoboth,

whose name originated in Syria, are mentioned as be-

longing to this class by Jerome (Ay>. 18 ad Eustochium,

h, Custodia VirginitatW). He says that they were more
numerous than other monks in Syria and Palestine;

that they lived in the towns in complete independence,

and in companies of not more than two or three per-

son- ; t hat they supported themselves by labor, and often

quarrelled among themselves. A similar class of her-

mits, living in Egypt, is mentioned in Cassian (('<>ll<i/ii>.

xviii. c. 7) under the name Sarabaites, said to have been

applied to them because they separated themselves from

the monasteries and personally made provision for their

needs.— Herzog, Real-Encyklop. s. v.

Remond(orRaemoncL, Florimondde, a French

historian, who was horn about 1540, and died in It)!)
-

.',

is noteworthy here only for his spleen against the Hu-
guenots, winch he vented especially in his Intichr-ist.

lie also wrote iii refutation of the story of the popess

.loan (q. v.), as did likewise his son, abbt Charles Re-

HOXD, among other things. Sec Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

! . S. V.

Remonstrance, a complaint framed by the Com-
mons of England in 1628, and addressed to Charles I,

Betting forth the increase of popery in consequence

of the relaxation of the penal laws; the preferments

given to papists; and a commission being issued to

compound lor the penalties incurred by popish recu-

sants. It also described the discouragement shown to

orthodox preachers and teachers, and the prohibition

of their i ks. The king attempted to suppress this

remonstrance, and afterwards published an answer to

its allegations.

Remonstrants, a name given to the Armisiaks
(q.v.) by reason of a remonstrance which, in 1810, they

made in the States of Holland against the decree of the

Synod of I'ort. which condemned them as heretics.

Episcopius and Grotius were al the head of the Remon-
strants. The Calvinists presented a counter-address,

and were called ( ontra-remonstrants.

Rem'phan ('Pi/n/un' v. r. 'PeQav > is named in

Acts vii. 43 as an idol worshipped bj the Israelites in

the desert, in a passage quoted by Stephen from Amos
v. 26, where the Sept. has 'Paupav (v. r. 'Po/i^S), for

the Heb. "jl*?, Chiun, (In the following discussion we

chiefly follow Poole's article in Smith's DicUofth Bi-

ble.) Much difficulty has been occasi d by this cor-

responding occurrence of two names so wholly different

in sound. The most reasonable opinion seemed to he

thai Chiun was a Hebrew or Shemitic name, and Rem-
phan an Egyptian equivalent substituted by the Sept.

The former, rendered Saturn in the Syriac. was com-
pared with the Arabic and Persian Kaywdn,"the plan-

et Saturn,'' and, according to Kircher, the latter was
found in Coptic with the same signification; but per-

haps he had no authority for this, excepting the sup-

posed meaning of the Hebrew Chiun. They, indeed.

occur as such in the Coptic-Arabic Lexicon of Kircher

(Ling. /Egypt. Restit. p. 49; (Edip. JEgypti, i. 386); hut

Jablonski has long since shown that this ami other

names of planets in these lexicons are of Greek origin,

and drawn from the Coptic versions of Amos and the

Acts (Jablonski, Remphau . I.>;r//>tii>r.. in Opusc. ii. 1

sq.). Egyptology has. moreover, shown that this is

not the true explanation. Among the foreign divin-

ities worshipped in Egypt, two, the god Renpu, per-

haps pronounced Rempu, and the goddess Ken. occur

together. Before endeavoring to explain the passages

in which Chiun and Remphan are mentioned, it will he

desirable to speak, on the evidence of monuments, of

the foreign gods worshipped in Egypt, particularly

Renpu and Ken. and of the idolatry of the Israelites

while in that country.

Besides those divinities represented on the monu-
ments of Egypt which have Egyptian forms or nanus.

or both, others have foreign forms or names, or both.

Of the latter, some appear to have been introduced at

a very remote age. This is certainly the case with

the principal divinity of Memphis, l'tah.the Egyptian

Hephaestus. The name l'tah is from a Shemitic root,

for it signifies "open," and in Heb. we find the root

nrQ, and its cognates. '-he or it opened "whereas t here

is no word related to it in Coptic. The figure of this

divinity is that of a deformed pygmy, or perhaps un-

born child, and is unlike the usual representation- of

divinities on the monuments. In this case there can

he no doubt that the introduction took place at an ex-

tremely early date, as the name of Ptah occurs in very

old tombs in the necropolis of Memphis, and is found

throughout the religious records. It is also to be no-

ticed that this name is not traceable in the mythology
of neighboring nations, unless, indeed, it corresponds to

that of the flaraiKOi or TlardiKoi, whose image-, ac-

cording to Herodotus, were the figure-heads of Phoeni-

cian ships fiii. .'17). The foreign divinities that seem

to be of later introduction are not found throughout the

religious records, but only in single tablets, or are other-

wise very rarely mentioned, and two out of their lour

names are immediately recognised to be non-Egyptian.

They are Renpu, and the goddesses Ken. Anta, and

Astarta. The first and second of these have foreign

forms; the third and fourth have Egyptian form.-:

there would therefore seem to be an especially foreign

character about the former two. ( 1.) Renpu, pronounced

Rempu (?), is represented a- an Asiatic, with the full

beard and apparently the general type of face given on

the monuments to mo.-t nation- ca-l of Egypt, and to

the IJebu or Libyans. Thi- type is evidently that of

the Shemites. His hair is bound with a fillet, which

i- ornamented in front with the head of an antelope.

(2.) Ken is represented perfectly naked, bedding in both

hands corn, and standing upon a lion. In the last par-

ticular the figure of a goddess at Maltheiyyeh, in As-

,-\ ri.'i.inay be compared
i
Lavard. Nim veh, ii, 212). I rom

this occurrence of a similar representation, from her be-

ing naked and carrying corn, and from her being wor-

shipped with khem. we m.'l\ Suppose that Ken diTC-

Bponded to the Syrian goddess, at [east when the latter

had the character of Venus. She is also called Eetesh,

which i- the name in hieroglj phics of the great I linite

tow n on the ( (routes. This in the present case i> prob-

ably a title. ~'^"~~
: it can scarcely be the name of a

town where she was worshipped, applied to her as per-
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sonifying: it, (3.) Anata appears to be

Analtis. and her foreign character seems

almost certain from her being jointly wor-

shipped with Kenpu and Ken. (4.) Astarte

is of course the Ashtoreth of Canaan. On
a tablet in the British Museum the prin-

cipal subject is a group representing Ken,

having Khem on one side and Kenpu on

the other; beneath is an adoration of Ana-

ta. On the half of another tablet Ken and

Khem occur, and a dedication to Kenpu
and Ketesh.

We have no clue to the exact time of

the introduction of these divinities into

Egypt, nor, except in one case, to any
particular places of their worship. Their

names occur as early as the period of

the 18th and 19th dynasties, and it is

therefore not improbable that they were

introduced by the Shepherds. Astarte is

mentioned in a tablet of Amenoph II, op-

posite Memphis, which leads to the con-

jecture that she was the foreign Venus
there worshipped, in the quarter of the

Phoenicians of Tyre, according to Herod-

otus (ii, 112). It is observable that the

Shepherds worshipped Sutekh, corre-

sponding to Seth, and also called Bar (that is, Baal),

and that under king Apepl he was the sole god of the

foreigners. Sutekh was probably a foreign god, and

was certainly identified with Baal. The idea that the

Shepherds introduced the foreign gods is therefore part-

ly confirmed. As to Kenpu and Ken we can only offer

a conjecture. They occur together, and Ken is a form

of the Syrian goddess, and also bears some relation to

the Egyptian god of productiveness, Khem. Their

similarity to Baal and Ashtoreth seems strong, and per-

haps it is not unreasonable to suppose that they were

the divinities of some tribe from the east, not of Phoeni-

cians or Canaanites, settled in Egypt during the Shep-

herd period. The naked goddess Ken would snggest

such worship as that of the Babylonian Mylitta, but

the thoroughly Shemitic appearance of Kenpu is rather

in favor of an Arab source. Although we have not

discovered a Shemitic origin of either name, the absence

of the names in the mythologies of Canaan and the

neighboring countries, as far as they are known to us,

inclines us to look to Arabia, of which the early my-
thology is extremely obscure.

The Israelites in Egypt, after Joseph's rule, appear

to have fallen into a general, but doubtless not univer-

sal, practice of idolatry. This is only twice distinctly

stated and once alluded to (Josh, xxiv, 1-1 ; Ezek. xx,

7, 8; xxiii, 3), but the indications are perfectly clear.

The mention of Chiun or Remphan as worshipped in

the desert shows that this idolatry was, in part at least,

that of foreigners, and no doubt of those settled in Low-
er Egypt. The golden calf, at first sight, would ap-

pear to be an image of Apis of Memphis, or Mnevis of

Heliopolis, or some other sacred bull of Egypt ; but it

must be remembered that we read in the Apocrypha
of "the heifer Baal" (Tob. i, 5), so that it was possibly

a Phoenician or Canaanitish idol. The best parallel

to this idolatry is that of the Phoenician colonies in

Europe, as seen in the idols discovered in tombs at

Camirus in Rhodes by M. Salzmann. and those found
in tombs in the island of Sardinia (of both of which
there are specimens in the British Museum"), and those

represented on the coins of Melita and the island of

Ebusus.

We can now endeavor to explain the passages in

which Chiun and Remphan occur. The Masoretic text

of Amos v, 26 reads thus: "But ye bare the tent [or
" tabernacle"] of your king and Chiun your images, the

Babylonian Cylinders, with figures of gods and stars.

Kal to dorpov tov SeoTi vpwv 'Vcaipav, tovq tv—ovq
avTwv ovg iirou]aaTt tavrolg. The Vulg. agrees with
the Masoretic text in the order of the clauses, though
omitting Chiun or Remphan. " Et portastis taber-

naculum Moloch vestro, et imaginem idolorum vestro-

rum, sidus dei vestri, quaj fecistis vobis." The passage
is cited in the Acts almost in the words of the Sept.:
" Yea. ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star

of your god Remphan, figures which ye made to wor-
ship them" (Kal avtXufitrt tt\v gki]v))v tov MoXcjft
Kal to aoTpov tov Sitov vfiwv Pt/.t(j)ui', rovg tvttovc,

ovq t7rou)rraT£ TrpofTKvvfiv avToTc). A slight change
in the Hebrew would enable us to read Moloch (Mal-
cam or Milcom) instead of "your king." Beyond this

it is extremely difficult to explain the differences. The
substitution of Remphan for Chiun cannot be accounted
for by verbal criticism. The Hebrew does not seem as

distinct in meaning as the Sept.; and if we may con-

jecturally emend it from the latter, the last clause would

be "your images which ye made for yourselves ;" and

if we further transpose Chiun to the place of "your

god Remphan," in the Sept., C=b"2 nl3D "X would

correspond to ""PS CZ^riSX 33lD rX; but how can

we account for such a transposition as would thus be

supposed, which, be it remembered, is less likely in the

Hebrew than in a translation of a difficult passage? If

we compare the Masoretic text and the supposed orig-

inal, we perceive that in the former E31>Q^2£ "jTD cor-

responds in position to C^ilPN 2^12, and it does not

seem an unwarrantable conjecture that "p^S having

been by mistake written in the place of 3Z13 by some

copyist, WabjJ was also transposed. It appears to

be more reasonable to read "images which ye made"

than " gods which ye made," as the former word occurs.

Supposing these emendations to be probable, we may
now examine the meaning of the passage.

The tent or tabernacle of Moloch is supposed by

Gesenius (Tkesaur. s. v. MSO 1 to have been an actual

tent, and he compares the oKTjvfj 'itpc'i of the Cartha-

ginians ( Diod. Sic. xx, 65). But there is some diffi-

culty in the idea that the Israelites carried about so

large an object for the purpose of idolatry, and it seems

more likely that it was a small model of a larger tent

or shrine. The reading Moloch appears preferable to

star of your gods [or "your god"], which ye made for "your king;" but the mention of the idol of the Am-
yourselves." In the Sept. we find remarkable differ- monites as worshipped in the desert stands quite alone,

ences; it reads, Kal dvtXdiitTt ti)v aictjvijv tov M"o\dj£, It is perhaps worthy of note that there is reason for
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supposing thai Moloch was a name of the planet Sat-

urn, and that this planet was evidently Bupposed by

the ancient translators to be intended by Chiun and

Remphan. The correspondence of Remphan or Rai-

phan to Chiun is extremely remarkable, and ran. we

think, only be accounted for by the supposition that

- ;. tran-latcr <>r translators of the prophet had

Egyptian knowledge, and being thus acquainted with

the ancient joint worship of Ken and Renpu, substi-

tuted the latter for the former, as they may have been

unwilling to repeal the name of a foreign Venus. The

star -I Remphan, if indeed the passage is to he read so

as i" connect these words, would be especially .appro-

priate if Remphan were a planetary god; but the evi-

dence for this, especially as partly founded upon an

Arabic or Persian word Like Chiun, is nqt sufficiently

strouj,- to enable us to lay any stress upon the agree-

ment. In hieroglyphics the sign for a star is one of

the two composing the word Seb, "to adore," and i>

undoubtedly then- used in a symbolical as well as a

phonetic Bense, indicating that the ancient Egyptian

religion was partly derived from a system of star-wor-

ship; and there are representations on the monuments
of mythical creatures or men adoring stars {Ancient

Egyptians, pi. 30 a). We have, however, no positive

indication of any figure of a star being used as an idol-

atrous object of worship. From the manner in which

it is mentioned, we may conjecture that the star of

Remphan was of the same character as the tabernacle

ofMidocli.au object connected with false worship rather

than an image of a false god. According to the Sept.

reading of the last clause, it might he thought that

these objects were actually images of Moloch and Rem-
phan: but it must l>e remembered that we cannot Bup-

pose an image to have had the form id' a tent, and that

the version of the passage in the Acts, as well as the

Masoretic text, if in the latter ease we may change the

order of the words, gives a clear sense. As to the m< an-

ing of the last clause, it need only he remarked that it

does not oblige us to infer that the Israelites made the

images of the false gods, though they may have done

so. a- in the case of the golden calf; it may mean no

more than thai they adopted these gods.

It i- to he observed that the whole passage does not

indicate thai distinct Egyptian idolatry was practiced

bj th( Israelites. It is very remarkable that the only

false gods mentioned as worshipped by them in the

desert should he probably Moloch and Chiun and Rem-
phan, of which the latter two were foreign divinities

worshipped in Egypt. From this we may reasonably

infer that while the Israelites sojourned in Egypt there

was also a great si ranger-population in the Lower ( !oun-

try, and therefore that it is probable that thentheShep-

herds slid occupied the land. See Schroder. U< Taber-

nac. Molochi et Stella l><i Rempk. (Marb. 1745); Mains.

Disseri.de Kium et Remphan (1763); Journ, Sac. Lit.

Oct 1852, p. L039; Gesenius, Thesaur. p. 669, 670.

See < iniv.

Renaissance (Ft. new birth), a term used alike in

architecture, sculpture, and ornamental art, to designate

a revival period or style after the Middle Ages. The
Renaissance had its origin in Italy, where, at best, Goth-

ic architecture secured but a precarious hold. The dis-

early in the 15th century) of the productions

of the ancients in statuary and painting, and the bring-

ing to light of Long-hidden stores of Greek and Latin

MSS. (as, for instance, Vitruvius on the architecture ol

the ancients), could not fail to bring Roman buildings

into promiuent notice, and to predispose the public mind

in favor of the classic style. A new system was con-

sequently developed, during the first stages of which
(namely, the Transition period) the elements of Roman
architecture came again into use, although the tonus

which belong to the Later-Romanesque period—as, for

instance, the division of the window-arches by mullions

were nol entirely abandoned. Starting in Italy, this

new style reached il- /eiiith iii that country ill the

course of the same century. Although derived from

that of Italy, each country had its peculiar Renaissance,

described accordingly as French, German, and English

Renaissance, preserving a general likeness, but each ex-

hibiting traits exclusively its own.

1. Italian. At the early epoch of its exist

new style of architecture displays not so much an alter-

ation in the arrangement of the spaces and of the main
features of the buildings as in the system of ornamen-
tation and in the aspect of the profiles. During the ear-

ly period the endeavor was maintained to adapt classi-

cal forms with more or less freedom to modern buildings,

while later (in the L6th century . a scheme based on an-

cient architecture was universally prescriptive. Two
distinct styles belong to this tir-i period, viz. the Early
Florentine ami the Early Venetian. In the Roman Re-
naissance, the system of the second period, which Con-

fines itself more closely to classical elements, is more
prevalent. The decoration of the interiors id' the build-

ings of the Renaissance is copied from ancient Roman
architecture. The rooms are either vaulted or have
flat ceilings; hut in both cases they are adorned with

paintings, after the manner id' those discovered in the

Baths of Titus. Ornamented panels were employed in

large palaces for horizontal ceilings, as also in church-

es, though in the latter case they were more often ap-

plied to cupola vaultings, as notably in St. Pel'

Rome.
2. French.—France was the first to introduce the new-

style north of the Alps. Fra G'lOCOndo, an Italian artist,

having been summoned thither by Louis XII. Giocon-
do erected for cardinal D'Amboise, the minister of that

monarch, the celebrated Chateau Gaillon. At this time

the Flamboyant (q. v.) style was still in its vigor, and
the consequence was that a blending of the two styles

Centra] Pavilion of the Tnileriea (as designed by De-
lorme).
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temporarily prevailed. After the period of Philibert

Delorme, who completed the chapel of the Chateau

d'Anet in the Renaissance style (1552), the Gothic style

was, as a rule, abandoned. At the same time, the gen-

eral arrangement of the Gothic churches was retained,

and it was only the Renaissance syrstem of decoration

which was substituted for the Gothic. The ground-plan,

the proportions, and the whole structure, with its fly-

ing buttresses, pinnacles, clustered columns, and deeply

recessed portals, are borrowed from the pointed style.

It was only in the details and in the ornamentation that

the Renaissance was followed. The Tuileries, as built

for Catherine de Medicis, is a great example of French

Renaissance when at its best. In its elevation richness

is perceptible without excess, and symmetry is attained

without stiffness : in fact, it presents a design in which

aesthetic laws are fully considered, and the details har-

moniously, if not magnificently, executed.

3. German.—The Renaissance style was not employed

in Germany before the middle of the 16th century, and

the most noteworthy instances of it are the Belvedere

of Ferdinand I on the Hradschin at Prague, and the so-

called Otto Henry buildings at Heidelberg Castle. In

Germany, as in other countries, the elements of the pre-

ceding style are intermingled with those of the Renais-

sance during the early period of its prevalence. The
fault of the German Renaissance style is a certain heavi-

ness—an exuberance, not to say extravagance, in its con-

structive character and decorative details.

4. Spanish.— In Spain an Early Renaissance style

appears, a kind of transitional Renaissance, belonging

to the first half of the 16th century. It consists of the

application of Moorish and pointed-arch forms in con-

junction with those of classical antiquity. In this way
a conformation was produced which was peculiar to

Spain, and the style is characterized by bold lightness,

by luxuriance in decoration, and by a spirit of romance.

In the reign of Charles V, this ornate Early Renais-

sance style gave place to a later one, which, in reality,

belongs to the Rococo style. Among the Renaissance

edifices of Spain may be mentioned the upper gallery

of the cloister of the Convent of Huerta, the town-
hall of Saragossa and of Seville, and the Alcazar at To-
ledo.

5. English.—The Italian Renaissance style was in-

troduced into England about the middle of the lGth

century by John of Padua, the architect of Henry VIII.

English buildings of this style are distinguished by ca-

pricious treatment of forms, and generally exhibit a de-

ficiency of that grace and dignity, both in details and
ensemble, which lend a peculiar charm to Italian struct-

ures in the same style. Longleat House, Wiltshire, and
Wollaton Hall are specimens of this style. See English

Cyclop, s. v.; Rosengarten, Architectural Styles. See
Rococo; Romanesque Architecture.

Renanali. See Peacock.

Renaudot, Euskre, a French savant, was born at

Paris, July 20, 1646. His early studies were carried on

among the Jesuits, and in the College of Harcourt. On
their completion he entered the Congregation of the

Orator}-, but without taking orders. Though he re-

mained but a short time in this institution, the whole
of his life was passed in similar ones, and was devoted

to his favorite studies of theology and Oriental liter-

ature. His knowledge of ecclesiastical affairs caused

him to be employed in many negotiations with foreign

countries, and his talent made him a favorite at court.

In 1700 abbe Renaudot went to Rome, and received from
Clement XI the prion' of Frossay, in Brittany. Dur-
ing his whole career he endeavored to re-establish the

printing of the Oriental classics, and interested the duke
of Orleans in the subject, but it was never accomplished.

He died at Paris, Sept. 1, 1720. Renaudot's writings

were numerous, though he published nothing until a few
years before his death. We mention, Defense de la Per-
petuite de la Fui, etc. (Paris, 1708) -.—Gennadii Patri-

arch™ Homilm de Eueharistia, etc. (ibid. 1709):— La
Perpetuite </< In Fui de VEglise sur /is Sacrements, etc.

(ibid. 1713) :

—

Uistoria Patriarckarum A lexandrinorum
Jacobitarum, etc. (ibid. 1713). This is the most com-
plete work ever written upon the history of Egyptian
Christianity. It is based upon the Arabic narrative of

bishop Severus, and contains a complete list of the Jac-
obite patriarchs from Cyril to John Touki, who lived

early in the 18th century :

—

Liturgium Orientalium Col-

lect io (ibid. 1715-16):

—

Anciennes Relations des Itides et

de la Chine, etc. (ibid. 1718). Besides these, he left'

works on purely literary subjects, and several valuable

MSS. :

—

IJistoire de Saladin:—Histoire des Patriarches

Syriens et de la Secte Nestorienne, and Traite de VEglise

d'Ethiopie. See De Beri, Hist, de VAcad. des Imcript.

v ; Niceron, Memoires, xii and xx.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Rend is the translation of several Heb. and Gr.

words in the Bible. The following only are of special

significance.

1. The rending ("^£> pt'jyvvpi) of one's clothes is an

expression frequently used in Scripture as the token of

the highest grief. Reuben, to denote his sorrow for Jo-

seph, rent his clothes (Gen. xxxvii, 29) ; Jacob did the

like (ver. 34), and Ezra, to express the concern and un-
easiness of his mind, and the apprehensions he enter-

tained of the divine displeasure on account of the peo-

ple's unlawful marriages, is said to have rent his garments
and mantle (Ezra ix, 3), that is, both his inner and upper
garment. This action was also an expression of indigna-

tion and holy zeal ; the high-priest rent his clothes, pre-

tending that our Saviour had spoken blasphemy (Matt,

xxvi, 65), and so did the apostles when the people in-

tended to pay them divine honors (Acts xiv, 14). See
Clothing.
To rend the garments was in Eastern countries and

among ancient nations a symbolical action, expressive

of sorrow, fear, or contrition. (See the monographs on
the subject in Latin by Grunewold [Hafn. 1708] ; Hilli-

ger [ Wittenb. 1716] ; Rohrensee [ibid. 1668] ; Schroder,

f Jen. 1716]; and Wickmannshausen [Wittenb. 1716].)

The passage in Joel (ii, 13), "Rend your hearts, and not

your garments," is in allusion to this practice. But the

phrase here is a Hebraism, meaning " Rend your hearts

rather than your garments," or "Rend your hearts, and
not your garments only ;" for the prophet does not for-

bid the external appearances of mourning, but he cau-
tions them against a merely hypocritical show of sorrow,

and exhorts them to cherish that contrite and broken
spirit which is acceptable in the sight of God. See
Burial; Mourning.

2. In the prophet Jeremiah (iv, 30), when he de-

nounces the divine judgments upon the people, it is

said, "Though thou rentest (2^£) thy face with paint-

ing ;" the Hebrew has, instead of face, " eyes," and the

expression is an allusion to the Eastern practice of paint-

ing the eyes, which we have explained under the words
Eye and Paint.

Rendu, Louis, a French prelate, was born at Meyrin,
Dec. 19, 1789. He entered the priesthood and spent his

life in teaching and scientitic research. In 1833 he
published a work entitled De VInfluence des Lois sur les

Maurs et des Mceius sur les I^ois. This gained for the

author a wide reputation. He was afterwards made
bishop of Annecy. His works were entirely scientific

—

on geology, meteorology, chemistry. He died Aug. 18,

1859. See Mgr. Louis Rendu, by the abbe G.Mermillod.
—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Renee d'Este, duchess of Ferrara and princess of

France, whose career was closely interwoven with the

history of the Reformation, was the second daughter of

king Louis XII and Anne of Brittany, and was born at

Blois, Oct. 29, 1510 (according to some authorities, Oct.

10 or 25; we follow Bonnet [J.], Lettres de J. Calvin, i,

43). She was married July 30, 1527, to duke Hercules
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of Forrara. and became the mother of live children;

and in the literature and art

bin- made the court ofFerrara a centre of culture which

emulated that of Florence and the Medici. Her sym-

pathies, directed no less by personal conviction than by

the traditions "t' her family and her early education,

were with the Reformation. She encouraged Bruccioli

to prepare an Italian version of the Bible, and allowed

him to dedicate to her the first edition (1541 -

afforded a refuge to fugitive Protestants. Calvin availed

himself of this asylum in 1535, and thus began a rela-

tion which was o( great value to tin- duchess while he

I. was allowed to pray ami expound the Script-

ures in a chapel which is still shown, until remon-

strances from Rome induced the duke to banish him.

and with him all the Protestant friends of his consort,

down tn the servants brought with her from France.

influence led to the persecution of Rene'e in

The relations of Ferrara with France had been

broken off, and political added to religious prejudices

aggravated the situation; hut beyond restraints and
-lie suffered little, until in 1545 the Inquisi-

tion was established in Ferrara and the reconquest of

the land to Romanism began. The co-operation of

Henry II of France was secured: Pence was compelled
to listen to sermons in denunciation of her principles:

her husband caused her to lie imprisoned with two of

n, and placed her daughters Leonora and Lu-

cre! ia in a convent. These measures broke her spirit

and brought her to confession and attendance on the

I to liberty Dec. 1, 1554, after an
imprisonment of two and a halt" months. She had en-

joyed the counsel ^>( Protestant friends during much of

her period of trial: Calvin had written frequent letters.

and had sent Francis Morel (of Collanges) to act as her

spiritual adviser: and her former secretary. LeonJamez,
sustained her faithfully: but. in the heat of a

in in which but few stood firm, her resolution

gave way. The unfaltering fidelity of the whole of her

i life atoned for that single and temporary
lapse. I'he experience of Pence was sufficiently trying

in other .1. Her daughter Anna was
married, against the earnest protest ^>i' her mother, to

the chief opponent of the Protestant cause, duke Fran-

ciaofGuis - .29 48). Her eldest son, Alphonso,
quarrelled with his father and tied the country in 1552.

Her husband died Oct.:!. loo: 1

, after exacting from her

an oath that she would no longer correspond with Cal-

vin, from which she was, however, absolved by Calvin.

Alphonso succeeded his father, and. influenced by pope

Pius IV. at once compelled his mother to renounce his

country or her faith. She chose the former alternative,

and returned to France in September. 1560, leaving her

children in Ferrara. France was at this period troubled

with the disputes of Navarre andConde with the Guises,

and Conde lay in prison awaiting death. Renee did not

hesitate t" censure the disloyal cruelty of the Guises;

and when their power was broken, on the death of Fran-
cis II. -he became the open promoter of the Reforma-
tion. She invited 1'rotestant clergymen into the coun-

try and caused Protestant worship to be held at her -eat

of Montargis and wherever -lie might make a tem-
porary home in other places; but she was none the less

earnestly engaged in promoting peace between the con-

tending parties. At Montargis -he -,. compromise d their

bat they were definitively laid aside. Her
charities and her conn-els were expended upon appli-

: .--. When her son-in-law, the duke of

• ar which during thirty year- drench-
ed France with !

'.
1. -lie determined that Montargis

should be a i Protestant fugitiv< -.

of Guise died Feb. 24, 1563, and the peace of Amboise
.red in March of the same year; and. a- she

was thereafter forbidden to celebrate the worship of her

Church in Paris, even in her own house, she retired per-

manent!}
'

i though she subsequently accom-
panied Charles IX* on his tour through the kingdom.

She founded a school, enlarged and beautified the town.

and took a lively interest in the translation of the New-
rest, into Spanish. At this time she received a last let-

ter from tab in. written (.April -1. 1564 ) while be w a- on
his death-bed. by the hand of his brother. From this

peri.nl the re, ords of her life become rare. The eecond
religious war (Sept, L567, to March. 1568) did not dis-

turb her. She was al the H6fe lde LaOD in Paris during
St. Bartholomew's Night, but was exempted from the
general massacre, and succeeded in rescuil _

ot her coreligionists, whom she carried to Montargis
and aided to effect their ultimate escape. She ended
her noble life .lime 12, 1575. An eloquent testimony to

her faith was included in her will. Her remain- \\ . re in-

terred in the church at Montargis. Sec Munch Ernst
j,

Renota von Este und ihn - I] ."..;. 2 vols.), not
important and not always trustworthy; Catteau-Calle-

ville. 17. dt Renh d< Frana (BerL 1781 83). Brief

biographies are given in MCrie. Hist, of th> Ref. tn

Italy; and Gerdes, Specimen Italia Reformata : and a

more detailed life in Young, Life and ,

Paleario (Loud. I860, 2 vols. I; Bayle, /../ /'/

testante, viii; Bonnet [Jules], La Vi» i'l

and Lettres dc Jean Calvin.— Ilerzog, lUal-Enci/klop.

s. v.

Renesse, Lri'wi.. Gerard van, a Patch ascetic

author, was bom at Breda, May 11. 1599. As an evan-
gelical minister he preached at Maerssen, in the province

of Utrecht. In 1638 he was called to Breda, where he
founded a college, of which he was the tir.-t director and

of theology. The University of < txford con-

ferred upon him the degree of doctor of theology. lb'

was a tine linguist, and corresponded with the most cel-

ebrated theologians of his time. His principal works
are. Painted ./< zebel (1654) :—Treatises on tin < 'or,-. .1 u-

thority, and Duty of Elders in the Church (1659 64):

and Meditations on religious subjects. These are all

written in Flemish. — lloefer, your. I

-. V.

Rennell, Thomas (1), P.P.. an English clergy-

man, was born in 17.~>4. and was educated at Eton and

at King's College, Cambridge. He became curate of

Barnack, and prebendary of Winchester (resigned 1797);
r.ctor ,-t' St Magnus's, London Fridge, in 1792; master

of the Temple from 1797 to 1827 ; dean of Winchester in

1805; r. etor of Alton. Hants, in 1809; vicar of Barton

Stacey. Hants, in 1814 He died in 1840. He published,

am (Lond. 17:':: 98), and a volume i f Dis-

courses (ibid. 1801). Mr. Pitt styled him "the Demos-
the pulpit." See Allibone. Did. of Brit, and

.1 m, r. A uthors, s. v. ; Darling. Cyclop. BObUogr. s. v.

Rennell, Thomas (2), D.D., a learn. .1 English di-

vine, son of the above, was born at Winchester in 17o'7,

and was educated at Eton and at King's Coll

He became Christian advocate at Cambridge
and vicar of Kensington in 1816; and master of St.

Nicholas's Hospital and prebendary of Salisbury in 1823.

lie died in 1824. Mr. Rennell was one of the i

and contributors to the (Eton) Miniaturi and i!.-

Critic, and a contributor to the Museum Criiicum. He
published, Palt ntes Morbi:—Animadversions

o

tarian Version oftlu New Test. (1811, 8vo):-
o» Scepticism (1819, l2mo; 6th ed. 1824

Inspiration, etc. (1822, 8vo):- v d. Lond.

1831, 8vo). See Allibone. J'irr. of Brit. ,n,<l A
. -. v.: Darling. '

. -. v.

Renniger, or Rhanger, Michael, was born in

Hampshire, l-V.".'. and was educated at, and a fellow of,

Magdalen College, Oxford. He embraced the princi-

ples of the Reformation, resided chiefly at Strasburg

during the r.i_ni of Mary, and was made chaplain to

Elizabeth on her accession. He became prebendary of

Winchester in 1560, precentor and prebendary of Lincoln

in 1567, archdeacon of Winchester in 1575, and preben-

dary of St. Paul's, in 1583. lie died Aug. 26, 1609, and

was buried in the church of Crawley, lie wrote: Cur-
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mina in Mortem Duorum Fratrum (Lond. 1552, 4to) :

—

I,, /;; r a Gregoru XIII Fvroribus contra Elizabeth-

am Begvnam Anglice (1582, 8vo) :

—

Exhortation to TVa*

Love, Loyally, and Fidelity to Her Majesty (1587, 8vo):

—Syntagma /lortatiom/m ad Jacobum Begem AngUte

(1604, 8vo;:—Translation front Latin of Bishop Poy-

neCs Apology or Defend, ofPi tests' Marriage. See Al-

libone, Diet, of Brit, and A mer. A uth. s. v.

Renou, Jean Baptistk, a French Orientalist, was

born at Angers. He entered the Congregation of the

Oraton-, and was superior of the convent of the order

at Laon, where he died Dec. 26, 1701. Two of his post-

humous works may be mentioned : Method? pour ap-

prendre facilernent les Langues Hebratque et Ckaldaique

(Paris, 1708):— and a Dictiormaire Hebratque (ibid.

1709).—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Renoult, Jkah Baptiste, a French controver-ial-

ist, was born about 1664 Alter passing four years in

the order of the Cordeliers, he laid aside his habit, em-

braced Protestantism, and in 1695 went to London, where

he openly taught Calvinism. He served the parish of

Hungerford (1706), then that of the Pyramid (1710;.

and was finally called to Ireland. The date of his death

is unknown. His works are, Le Vrai Tableau du Pa-
phme (Lond. 1698) :

—

Taxe de la ChanceUerie Romaine

( ibid. 1701) i—Les A ventures de la Madonna et de Fran-

cois '/'.1 ssise (Amst. 1701) v—L'A ntiquite et la Perpetuite

de la Religion Protestante (ibid. 1703; Geneva. 1737;

Neufchatel, 1821):

—

Histoire des Variations de VEgUse

Gallicane (Amst. 1703). See Haag Brothers, La France

Protestante.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Gene

Renovation. Those who hold to baptismal re-

generation make a distinction between renovation and

regeneration. " Regeneration,'' says Dr. Hook, " comes

only once in or through baptism : renovation exists be-

fore, in, and after baptism, and may be often repeated."'

Renovation takes up the work of regeneration, daily re-

newing the person in God's grace. Another difference

between regeneration and renovation is usually made
by Calvinistic theologians, that regeneration once given

can never be totally lost any more than baptism, and

so can never need to be repeated in the whole; where-

as renovation may be totally lost. See Regenera-
tion.

Renshaw, Richard, a Presbyterian minister, was

born in Manchester, England, April 1, 1776. He re-

ceived a fair education, which was improved by foreign

travels, an account of which was published in Manches-

ter in 1804. He entered the ministry as a Wesleyan.

and began preaching in 1808 among the New Connec-

tion Methodists, but afterwards became an Independent.

He emigrated to America in 1856, and in 1858 was ad-

mitted as a member of the Iowa Valley Presbytery.

His extreme age prevented him from taking a Church,

though he was willing to preach whenever opportunity

offered. He died Sept. 5, 1859. Mr. Renshaw was a

man of great decision of character and of undoubted

piety. See Wilson, Presb. Hist. Almanac, 1861, p. 163.

(J. L. S.)

Rensselaer, Van. See Tan Rensselaer.

Renunciantes (renouncers), a name applied to

monks, from their formal renunciation of the world and

all secular employments. Many of them kept their es-

tates in their own hands, but had no more use of them
than if they had been transferred to others.

Renunciation, a form which constitutes a charac-

teristic portion of the baptismal ceremonial. The per-

son about to be baptized (or his sponsors, if an infant)

renounces the works of the devil and of darkness, espe-

cially idolatry and the vices and follies of the world.

This renunciation is of very great antiquity, and it was

probably of apostolic origin. In the Roman Catholic

Church the question is, "Hast thou renounced Satan,

and all his works and all his pomps?"' The candidate

is expected to answer in the affirmative, turning to

YIII.-U u D

j

the west as the place of darkness. In the baptismal

service of the Church of England and of the Methodist
Episcopal Church the question is asked. " Dost thou re-

nounce the devil and all his works, the vain pomp and

glory of the world, with all covetous desires of the same
and the carnal desires of the flesh, so that thou wilt not

follow nor be led by them:'" The answer is, "I re-

nounce them all."

Renunciatores. See Apotactic i.

Renwick, James, a noted Nonconformist divine,

was born at Dumfriesshire, Scotland, Feb. 15, 1662. He
was an uncompromising Covenanter, and was executed

Feb. 17, 16^8. for •' denying, the king's authority, owning
the covenants," etc. He wrote, with Alexander Shields,

An Informatory Vindication of the Covenanters
I
Edinb.

1744, small 8voj :

—

A CI* I ofPrefaces, Lect-
ures, and Sermons, etc. (Glasgow, 1777. -

Reordination, the repetition of the sacramental

ordinance of ordination, has ever been held to be con-

trary to the true theory of sacraments, and has been

forbidden by the Church under pain of severe penalties.

The ground of this prohibition is well expressed by Me-
rinos, quoting the Council of Trent (Seas, xxiii. c. 4j

:

"In the sacrament of orders, as in baptism and confirma-

tion, a character is conferred which cannot be effaced or

taken away.*' The historical evidence as to both the

doctrine and practice of the Church is full and complete.

The 68th apostolical canon condemned it, and pro-

nounced sentence of deposition on the ordainer and the

ordained. The third Council of Carthage (canon 52)
' forbade it along with rebaptism. "Whether the ordina-

tions of heretics and schismatics are to be held valid,

and whether those who have received them are on their

reconciliation to be received in their several orders, is a

question in respect to which the practice of the Church
has varied considerably. The Council of Nice decreed

that those who had been ordained by Meletius should

be admitted to serve the Church by reordination. The
68th apostolical canon, while condemning the reordi-

nation of those once ordained in the Church, allows

that of those who had only received heretical ordina-

tion. The second Council of Saragossa (A.D. 592) rati-

fies the baptism of the Arians, but condemns their ordi-

nations. In later times the practice of the Roman Cath-

olic Church has al.-o been very contradictory. Thus the

ordinations of Formosus were declared null by Stephen

VI, considered valid by John IX. and again declared

invalid by Sergius III. The modern Roman practice

of reordaining those ordained in the Church of England

!
is not based on any decree of the Church, and has not

been invariable. The custom of the Church of England
forbids reordination in the case of those ordained within

the Church, and asserts the indelibility of the ordina-

, tion character. See Aquinas, Summ. pars iii.qu.xxxviii,

art. ii ; Augustine, Cont. Parmen. lib. ii. c. 13 : Ep. 50 ad
Bomfac. ii. 661 < ed. Bened.) ; Bingham, Christian Antiq.

bk. iv, cb.7; Courayer, Valid. Angl. Ord. (Oxf. 1844)

;

j
Palmer, On the Church, pt. vi, ch. vi; Blunt, Diet, of

I Doct. s. v. See Ordination.

Repairs of Churches. Canon 85 of the Church

i
of England enacts, "The church-wardens or questman

shall take care and provide that the churches be well

and sufficiently repaired, and so from time to time kept

and maintained," etc., specifying the work upon win-

l

dows, floor, churchyard, walls, and fences. They are

also to "see that at even- meeting of the congregation

peace be well kept, and that all persons excommuni-
cated, and so denounced, be kept out of the church."

Canon 86 adds, " Even- dean, dean and chapter, arch-

deacon, and others which have authority to hold ec-

clesiastical visitations by composition, law, or prescrip-

tion, shall sun-ey the churches of his or their jurisdic-

tion once in every three years in his own person, or

cause the same to be done," etc. Usually the repair of

the church belongs to the rector, and that of the nave

to the parishioners.
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The repairing of the Established churches in Scot-

land belongs to the heritors, « ho, if they resolve to build

a new church, must build ii so large as to accommodate
two thirds of the examinable permanent population, or

persons above twelve years of age. The presbytery can

ordain the heritors to make the necessary repairs, can

appoint a visitation i" a decayed church, receive the re-

port of the tradesmen, and come in a decision. Un-
endowed congregations build and repair their own [daces

of worship.

Repentance (-"!, utravoia) signifies a change

of the mind from a rebellious and disaffected state to

that submission ami thorough separation from iniquity

by which converted sinners are distinguished (Matt, iii,

2 8). Repentance is sometimes used generally for a

mere change of sentiment, and an earnest wishing that

something were undone thai has been dune. In a sense

analogous to this God himself is said to repent; but
this can only he understood of his altering his conduct

towards his creatures, either in the bestowing of good
pr infliction of evil—which change in the divine con-

duct is founded on a change in his creatures; and thus,

Bpeaking alter the manner ofmen, God is said to repent.

In this generic sense also Esau '-found no place of re-

pentance, though he sought it carefully with tears;"

thai i>. lie could not move his father Isaac to repent of

what he had done, or to recall the blessing from Jacob
and confer it on himself (Ileh. xii, 17; Rom. xi, 29; 2

Cor. vii. 10). There are various kinds of repentance,

as (I) a natural repentance, or what is merely the effect

ol natural conscience; (2) a national repentance, such
as the dews in Babylon were called unto, to which tem-
poral blessings were promised (Ezek. xviii. 30) ; (3) an
external repentance, or an outward humiliation for sin,

as in the case of Ahab; (4) a hypocritical repentance.

as represented in Ephraira (Hos. vii, 16) ; (5) a legal re-

pentance, which is a mere work of the law and the ef-

fect of convictions of sin by it, which in time wear oil'

and c.mie to nothing; (6) an evangelical repentance,

which consists in conviction of Bin, accompanied by sor-

row for it, confession of it. hatred to il. and renunciation
of ii. A legal and an evangelical repentance are distin-

guished thus: l. A legal repentance (lows only from a
sense of danger and fear of wrath, hut an evangelical
repentance produces a true mourning for sin and an
earnest desire ofdeliverance from it. 2. A legal repent-
ance flows from unbelief, hut evangelical is always the
fruil and consequence of a savin- faith. :'.. A legal re-

pentance consists of an aversion to God and to his

holy law. hut an evangelical flows from love to both.
l. A legal repenta dinarily flows from discourage-

ment and despondency, hut evangelical from encourag-
ing hope. 5. A legal repentance is temporary, bul evan-
gelical is the daily exercise of the true Christian. 6.

A legal repentance does ai most produce only a partial

and external reformation, hut an evangelical is a total

of heart and life. The author as well as object
of true repentance is God (Acts v, 31). The subjects of

il are sinners, since none hut those who have sinned can
repent. The means of repentance is the Word and the
minister- of it; yel soraeti a private consideration,

sanctified afflictions, conversation, etc., have been the

instruments of repentance. The blessings connected
with repentance are pardon, peace, and everlasting life

(xi. 18 . The time of repentance is the present hie (Isa.

lv . ': I. cles. ix, 50). The evidences of repentance are
faith, humility, prayer, and obedience (Zech. xii, l"'.

The necessity of repentance appears evident from the
evil of sin; ii,,. misery it involves us in here; the com-
mands given ii- to repent in God's Word; the promises
made to the penitent

;
and the absolute incapability of

enjoying God here oi hereafter without it, SeeDickin-
Bon, Letters, let. ''; Owen, On the I30M Psalm; Gill,

Body ofDivinity, s. v. " Repentance;" Ridgley, Body <;/'

Divinity, quest. 76; Davies, Sermons, vol. iii'. serm. 44;
nons, serm. 1; Whiictield. Sermons ; Saurin,

Sermons (Robinson's transL), voL iii; Scott, Treatiseon
Repentance. See Penance'; Penitence,

Repentinae, a term for 8tah holidays.

Repetition. ( lui Lord in his sermon on the Mount
(Matt, vi, 7 ') cautions his followers againsl using rain

repetitions (/JarroXoyfai) in prayer. See Peayer,
Forms of. It is well to distinguish that this is not di-

rected againsl simple repetitions, which may often arise

in the fervor .and urgency of earnest supplication, but
against the vain repetitions ofsuch as think, whether in

theory or practice, ••that they shall he heard for their

much speaking." The idea that a prevailing merit was
attached to much Bpeaking in prayer with multitudi-

nous repetitions has been, and is. found in mosl of the

false systems of religion. Perhaps we find it among
Baal's worshippers, who "called upon the name of Baal
from morning to noon. Baying, Baal, hear us!" (1
Kings xviii. I'd). The practice was certainly common
among the classical heathen, and is noticed by some
of their more serious writers with disapprobation and
laughed at by their satirists. If we may judge by the

hymns of Homer, Orpheus, ami Callimachus, we may
suppose thai the pagan prayers were so stuffed up with
synonymous epithets and prerogatives of the Deity as

to be justly liable to the censure of "vain repetitions."

The Jews adopted this and other bad practices, inso-

much that it was one of their maxims, " He that multi-

plies prayer shall he heard." The same idea was incul-

cated with much earnestness by Mohammed, and is at

this day exhibited in full force among his followers.

Witness the following from the Mishat-ul-Masabih

:

"The prophet said, Shall I not teach you an act by
which you may attain the greatness of those who have
gone before you, ami by which you shall precede your
posterity, excepting those who do as you do? Then
they said, Instruct us, () prophet of God. He said, Re-
peat after every prayer Subkan Allah! |(> most pure

God!
]
eleven times, and I llaho acb /

j
God is very great

|

eleven times, and Alhamdo lilldhi
\

praise to God]
eleven times." Compare this puerility with the sub-

lime instructions of our Saviour. Bul again: " Who-
ever says Suhhan Allah and Bihamdihi a hundred times
in a day. his faults shall be silenced, though they be as

great as the waves of the sea. Whoever says, morning
and evening. Sub/tan Allah and Bihamdihi a hundred
times, i ne will brine,- a better dei, l than his on the

day of resurrection, except one who should have said

like him. or added anything thereto." To these instruc-

tions the Mohammedans have been most attentive.

There are those among Christians, especially Roman
Catholics, who repeal the Lord's I'rayer and other forms
a greal number of times, and vainly think that the ,,ft-

ener the prayer is repeated the more efficacious it is,

i. e. if repeated two hundred times it will be twice as

good as if repeated only one hundred times. (See tl o

literature in Volbeding. Index Programmatum, p. :'.:'•;

Hase, l.ihui Jesu, p. 229.) See Ave Maria; Pater-
noster; Ros \i:v.

Repetitions in the Liturgy. An objection has

been made i,, the Liturgy of the English Church that it

Involves vain repetitions and a useless prolixity. It is

replied, repetition is one t hi tig. bul a rain repetition quite

another. The repetitions in the Liturgy are principally

in the cry "Have mercy upon us." and in the use of

the Lord's Prayer twice, or at most thrice, in the long-
est services, and in the responses in the Litany ami the
Decalogue. Reference is also made to the example of
our Saviour who prayed thrice in Gethsemane, " saving
the sanu words" (Matt. xxvi. 44). further, the peti-

tions which we address to Heaven must, fat the most
part, have the same general drifl : and there can be no

advantage in arranging them in a perpetuallv changing
dress, nor will they he the hetter received because ol

their novelty.—Staunton, Diet, of the Church,*. v.

Re'phael (Heb. RephaiV, bKfil, healed of God;
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Sept. 'Pa<pariX), a son of Shemaiah the Levite, of the

house of Obed-edom, an able-bodied porter in the ser-

vice of the house of God in David's reign ( 1 Chron.

xxvi, 7). B.C. cir. 1015.

Re'phah ( Heb. Re'phach, 1~IB"1, riches ; Sept.

'Pa<pi)),a. son of Beriah, of the tribe ofEphraim, ances-

tor of Joshua (1 Chron. vii, 25). B.C. post 1618.

Rephai'ah (Heb. Rephctyah', !"^EH, healed of Je-

hovah ; Sept. 'Patyaxa v. r. 'PoHpaia, etc.), the name of

five Israelites.

1. The second named of six sons of Tola, head of a

family in Issachar (1 Chron. vii, 2). B.C. ante 1658.

2. Son of Binea, and eighth in lineal descent from

Saul's son Jonathan (1 Chron. ix, 43). B.C. long post

1000. He is also called Rapha (1 Chron. viii, 37).

3. Son of Ishi, and one of the chieftains of the tribe

of Simeon, in the reign of Hezekiab, who headed the ex-

pedition of five hundred men against the Amalekites of

Mt. Seir and drove them out (1 Chron. iv, 42). B.C.

cir. 725.

4. Son of Hur, and ruler of "the half" of Jeru-

salem. He aided in rebuilding the wall (Neh. iii, 9).

B.C. 445.

5. Son of Hananiah and father of Arnan, among the

descendants of Zerubbabel (1 Chron. iii, 21) ; the same
with Rhesa (q. v.) of the genealogy of Christ (Luke
iii, 27).

Repha'im [many Reph'aivti] (Heb. usually with

the art. ha-Repha'im' , C^XS"!!! [see below]), a name

which frequently occurs, and in some remarkable pas-

sages, as that of a race of unusual stature, who originally

dwelt in the country east of the Jordan. The earliest

mention of them is the record of their defeat by Chedor-

laomer and some allied kings at Ashteroth Karnaim
(Gen. xiv, 5). They are again mentioned (xv, 20);
their dispersion recorded (Deut. ii, 10, 20), and Og the

giant king of Bashan said to be "the only remnant of

them" (iii, 11; Josh. xii,4; xiii, 12; xvii, 15). Extir-

pated, however, from the east of Palestine, they long

found a home in the West ; and in connection with the

Philistines, under whose protection the small remnant
of them may have lived, they still employed their arms
against the Hebrews (2 Sam. xxi, 18 sq. ; 1 Chron. xx,

4). In the latter passage there seems, however, to be

some confusion between the Rephaim and the sons of

a particular giant of Gath, named Kapha. Such a name
may have been conjectured as that of a founder of the

race, like the names Ion, Dorus, Tent, etc. (Bottcher, De
Jnferis, p. 96, note) ; Rapha occurs also as a proper name
(1 Chron. vii, 25 ; viii, 2, 37). It is probable that they had
possessed districts west of the Jordan in early times, since

the "valley of Rephaim" (icoikdc rwv Tvravuv, 2 Sam.
v, 18; 1 Chron. xi, 15; Isa. xvii, 5; k. tCov yiydvriov,

Joseph. Ant. vii, 4, 1), a rich valley south-west of Jeru-

salem, derived its name from them. That they were
not Canaanites is clear from there being no allusion to

them in Gen. x, 15-19. They were probably one of

those aboriginal peoples to whose existence the tradi-

tions of many nations testify, and of whose genealogy
the Bible gives us no information. The few names re-

corded have, as Ewald remarks, a Shemitic aspect (Gesch.

des Volkes Is?: i, 311); but from the hatred existing be-

tween them and both the Canaanites and Hebrews, some
suppose them to be Japhethites, " who comprised espe-

cially the inhabitants of the coasts and islands" (Kalisch,

on Gen. p. 351). See Canaanite.

D^XB"! is rendered by the Greek versions very vari-

ously (Sept. 'Pa<paeip, yiyavTiQ, y?iyevei(:, Stopaxoi,

TiTciitc,, and iarpoi [Psa. lxxxvii, 10; Isa. xxvi, 14,

where it is confused with D^XST ; comp. Gen. 1, 2], and

sometimes vvcpoi, T&vrjicoTu; especially in the later

versions). In the A. V. the words used for it are " Re-
phaim," "giants," and " the dead." That it has the lat-

ter meaning in many passages is certain (Psa. lxxxviii,

10 ; Prov. ii, 18 ; ix, 18 ; xxi, 16 ; Isa. xxvi, 14, 19). The
question arises, how are these meanings to be reconciled?

Gesenius gives no derivation for the national name, and

derives ""I = mortui. from NB"i, sanavit, and the proper

name Rapha from an Arabic root signifying " tall," thus

seeming to sever all connection between the meanings
of the word, which is surely most unlikely. Masius,

Simon, etc., suppose the second meaning to come from

the fact that both spectres and giants strike terror (ac-

cepting the derivation from HB^, remisit, " unstrung -

with fear," R. Bechai, on Deut.ii); Yitringa and Ililler

from the notion of length involved in stretching out a
corpse, or from the fancy that spirits appear in more
than human size (Ililler, Syntagm. Hermen. p. 205 ; Virg.

sEn. ii, 772, etc.). J. D. Michaelis (ad Loicth S. Poee.

p. 466) endeavored to prove that the Rephaim, etc., were
troglodytes, and that hence they came to be identified

with the dead. Passing over other conjectures, Bottcher

sees in XBT and riBT a double root, and thinks that the

giants were called CNB"! (languefacti) by a euphe-

mism ; and that the dead were so called by a title which
will thus exactly parallel the Greek tca/iorrec., KtK/.ii]ic6-

teq (comp. Buttmann, Lexil. ii, 237 sq.). An attentive

consideration seems to leave little room for doubt that

the dead were called Rephaim (as Gesenius also hints)

from some notion of Sheol being the residence of the

fallen spirits or buried giants. The passages which
seem most strongly to prove this are Prov. xxi, 16

(where obviously something more than mere physical

death is meant, since that is the common lot of all),

Isa. xxvi, 14, 19, which are difficult to explain without

some such supposition, Isa. xiv, 9, where the word

b^IRS (Sept. oi up%avrtQ ti~]q yrjc), if taken in its lit-

eral meaning ofgoats, may mean evil spirits represented

in that form (comp. Lev. xvii, 7), and especially Job
xxvi, 5, 6. " Behold the gyantes (A. V. " dead things")

grown under the waters" (Douay version), where there

seems to be clear allusion to some subaqueous prison of

rebellious spirits like that in which (according to the

Hindu legend) Vishnu the water-god confines a race of

giants (comp. TrvXdpxoc, as a title of Neptune, Hesiod,

Theog. 732 ; Nork, Brammin. und Rubb. p. 319 sq.). See

Giant. Branches of this great unknown people were
the following

;

1. Emim (D'1 72",X; Sept. 'O/zjuiV, 'IfijiaXoi), smitten

by Chedorlaomer at Shaveh Kiriathaim (Gen. xiv, 5),

and occupying the country afterwards held by the Mo-
abites (Deut. ii, 10), who gave them the name B'1 73",X,

" terrors." The word rendered " tall" may perhaps be

merely " haughty" (laxvovrtq). See Emim.

2. Anakim (E^pi"). The imbecile terror of the

spies exaggerated their proportions into something su-

perhuman (Numb, xiii, 28, 33), and their name became
proverbial (Deut. ii, 10; ix, 2). See Anakim.

3. Zuzim (D^TIT), whose principal town was Ham
(Gen. xiv, 5), and who lived between the Anion and the

Jabbok, being a northern tribe of Rephaim. The Am-
monites who defeated them called them Zamzummim,
D^ST^T (Deut. ii, 20 sq., which is, however, probably

an eariy gloss).—Smith. See Jour. Sac. Lit., Oct. 1851,

p. 151 sq.; Jan. 1852, p. 363 sq.; April, 1852, p. 55 sq.;

July, 1852, p. 302 sq.; Oct. 1852, p. 87 sq.; Jan. 1853,

p. 279 sq. See Zuzim.

REPHAIM, Valley of (Heb. E'mek Rephaim', p£3>

D^XSl; Sept. ?'/ KoiXdg twv Tiraviov or PiydvTOJv; in

Josh, yt) or 'EfitK 'Pacpatv; in Isa. (pdpayt, areped,

Vulg. ral/is Raphaim or gigantvm; A. V." valley of the

giants" in Josh, xv, 8; xviii, 16), a valley beginning

adjacent to the valley of Hinnom, south-west of Jerusa-

lem, and stretching away south-west on the right of the

road to Bethlehem (Josh.xv, 8; xvii, 5; xviii, 6; 2 Sam.

v, 18, 22). The valley appears to derive its name from

the ancient nation of the Rephaim. It may be a trace
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of an early settlement of theirs, possibly after they were

driven from their original seats east of the Jordan by
Chedorlaoraer (Gen. xiv, 5), ami before they again mi-

grated northward to the more secure wooded districts in

which we find them at the date of the partition of the

country among the tribes (Josh. xvii. 15 ; A.V. "giants").

In this case ii is a parallel to the "mount of the Amal-

ekites" in the centre of Palestine, and to the towns

bearing the name of the Zemaraim, the Avim, theOph-
nites, etc, which occur so frequently in Benjamin.

The palley of Rephaim is first mentioned in the de-

scription given by Joshua of the northern border of

Judah. The passage is important: "The border went

np by the valley of the sou ofHinnom unto the south

side of the Jebusite: the same is Jerusalem; and the

border went up to the top of the mountain that lieth be-

fore the valley of Ilinnom westward, which is at the

end of the valley of the giants northward" (xv,8). The

list clause in the Hebrew is not quite clear (n^p2
n:*i^ Z^XZ~~~'2V). It may mean that the boundary-

line was north of the valley, or that the valley was north

of the boundary. The latter construction is possible;

but the former is unquestionably the more natural, and

is supported by the Sept. and the Vulgate, and also by
tn. i-t commentators. If this interpretation be admitted,

the situation of the valley is certain: il lay on the south

of the hill which enclosed Ilinnom on the west. This

view is further strengthened by the notice inJosh. xviii,

16. When David was hiding from Saul in the cave of

Adullam, wc are told that the Philistines, no doubt tak-

ing advantage of intestine troubles, invaded the moun-
tain fastnesses of Israel. A band of them pitched in the

valley of Rephaim, and at the same time seized and

garrisoned Bethlehem, David's native place (2 Sam.
xxiii, 13, 14). It was then that three of his warriors, to

gratify a wish of their chief, broke through the enemies'

line, and drew water from the well by the gate of Beth-

lehem. The narrative shows clearly that the valley of

Rephaim could not have been far distant from Bethle-

hem i 1 ( Ihron. xi, 15-19). The '• hold" (ver. 14) in which

David found himself seems (though it is not clear) to

have been the cave of Adullam. the scene of the com-
mencement of his freebooting life; but, wherever situ-

ated, we need not doubt that ii was the same fastness

as that mentioned in 2 Sam. v, 17, since in both cases

the same word (iTMXfitt, with the definite article), and

that not a usual one, is employed. The story shows

very clearly the predatory nature of these incursions of

the Philistines. It, was in '-harvest time" (ver. 1.'!).

They had come to carry off the ripe crops, for which the

valley was proverbial (Isa. xvii, 5), just as at Pas-dam-
mini ( 1 Chron. xi, 13) wc find them in the parcel of

ground full of barley, at Lehi in the field oflentiles (2

Sam. xxiii, 11), or at Keilah in the threshing-floors (I

Sam. xxiii, 1). Their animals (rprf) were scattered

among the ripe corn receiving their load of plunder.

The "garrison," or the officer in charge of the expedi-

tion, was on the watch in the village of Bethlehem. On
two other occasions, soon after David was proclaimed
kin^. the Philistines invaded the mountains and drew
up their armies on the same plain; they were at once

attacked by David's veterans and routed with great

slaughter (2 Sam. v. is, 22; 1 Chron. xiv. 9-13). The
destruction inflicted on them and on their idols was so

Bignal thai it gave the place a new name, and impressed
ttsell on the popular mind of Israel with such distinct-

ness thai tie prophel Isaiah could employ it, centuries
after, as a s\ mbol of a tremendous impending judgment
of God nothing 1.- than the desolation and destruc-
'i 't' the whole earth | Da. xxviii, 21, 22). See P] r \-

ZI.M. Moi X I.

Bui lr. >ni none of these notices do we learn anything
of the position of the valley. JosephllS ill one place
(•!"'. \ii. t, h says dial the valley of Hie giants was
near Jerusalem ; and in another place (vii, 1J. n. when
narrating the story of the drawing of water from the

well at Bethlehem, in which he makes a strange blun-

der, he says the valley extended from Jerusalem "to the
city of Bethlehem." Eusebius and Jerome, on the other
band, place it on the north of Jerusalem (Onomast. s. v.
•• Raphaim" i. and in the territory of Benjamin (ibid. 8. y.
•• l'.mec Raphaim"). Their notices, however, are brief

and unsatisfactory (see Onomast. s. v. " Coelas Titano-
nmi." and the excellent note by Bonfrere). A position

north-wesl of the city is adopted by Filrsl (JBandw. ii,

383 b), apparently on the ground of the terms of Josh.

xv,8, and xviii. 16, which certainly do leave it doubtful

whether the valley is on the north of the boundary or

the boundary on the north of the valley; and Tobler, in

his last investigations (Dritte Wanderung. p. 202), con-

clusively adopts the Wady DerJasin i W.Makhrior, on
Van de Yelde's map ), one of the side valleys of the great

Wady Beit Ilaniua, as the valley of Rephaim. This

position is open to the obvious objection of too great

distance from both Bethlehem and the cave of Adullam
(according to any position assignable to the latter) to

meet the requirements of 2 Sam. xxiii, 13. Since the
latter part of the loth century the name has been at-

tached to the upland plain which stretches south of

Jerusalem, and is crossed by the road to Bethlehem
the Buk'ah of tin' modern Arabs (Tobler, Jerusalem, ii,

401). Dr. Robinson says, "As we advanced (towards

the holy city) we had on the right low hills, and on
the left the cultivated valley or plain ofRephaim, or the
•e-ianis.' with gentle hills beyond. This plain is broad,

and descends gradually towards the south-west until it

contracts in that direction into a deeper and narrower

valley, called Wady el-Werd, which unites farther on

with Wady Ahmed, and finds its way to the Mediterra-

nean. The plain of Rephaim extends nearly to the
' city, which, as seen from it, appears to be almost on the

same level. As wc advanced the plain was terminated

by a slight rocky ridge, forming the brow of the valley of

Ilinnom" (Reseurc/im, i,
"_' 1

'.
' ) . It is true that this tract

has more of the nature of a plateau or plain considera-

bly elevated than a valley in the ordinary sense. But
' on the south-west it does partake more of this charae-
1 ter (see Bonar, Land of Promise, p. 177). and possibly

in designating so « ide and open a tract by the name of

the Rephaim valley there was a sort of play on the giant

race with which il was associated, as if it, like them,

musl set at naught ordinary dimensions. South of

Mount Zion—the most southern pari of the valley of

Gihon—is called Wady Rafaalh by the Arabs, which
corresponds to Rephaim in Hebrew. Hence Schwarz
infers that this is the true valley of Kephaim, though
usually taken for that of the son of Ilinnom (Palest,

p. 240). See Jerusalem.

Repha'ims, so the Hebrew plural Rephaim up v.)

is incorrectly pluralized again in English in the A. Y.

((Jen. xiv. 5; xv. 20).

Reph'idim (Heb. Rephidim', C^TSi. supports,

i. c., perhaps, resting-places; Sept. .and Josephus, 'Va<pi-

rn. .1 station of the Israelites on their journey through

the Arabian desert, to which they passed fr the Deserl

of Sin (Exod. xvii, 1 ), situated, according to Numb.
xxxiii, II sip. between Alush and the wilderness of

Sinai. Here the Amalekiles attacked [srael, bul were

repulsed
I
Exod. xvii. 8 sip). Here also Moses struck

the rock, from which the fountain of water leaped forth;

to which the later Jewish traditions added many other

wonders, as that the rock itself followed the people in

theirjourney, supplying water alwaj -
1 BeeWettstein and

Schottgen, on I Cor. x, I: Buxtorf, Exercit. p. 391 Bq.).

The knowledge of this miraculous -ill of water reached

the Romans. Tacitus alludes to it , Hist. v. :; i. and sup-

poses i hat Moses was guided by wild asses, and then by

the green pasture, to the exacl spot where water was

e iealed (comp., in the Grecian mythology, especially

Pausan. iv, 36, 5; but the legend of Hippocrene [Ovid,

Met. v. 256 sip
|

has scarcely any points of resemblance).

The most definite indication a- to the situation ofReph-
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idim is incidentally supplied in the Scripture account

of the above miracle. While encamped at Rephidim,

" there was no water for the people to drink," and they

murmured against Moses. He was therefore command-

ed to "go on (1I33J, pass. i. e. cross the desert shore) be-

fore the people," and with his rod to smite " the rock in

Horeb," upon which ( "i^SSil bv, the towering cliff

bounding the range et-Tih) Jehovah stood. (This ad-

mirably suits the entrance ofWady Hibran, but is utter-

ly vague and inapt if spoken of the interior.) In con-

sequence of this, Rephidim was called Massah ("temp-

tation") and Meribah (" chiding"). As the Israelites,

though encamped in Rephidim, were able to draw their

needful supply of water from " the rock in Horeb," the

two places must have been adjacent. Assuming Jebel

Miisa to be Sinai (or Horeb), and that the Israelites ap-

proached it by Wady es-Sheik, which is the only prac-

ticable route for such a multitude coming from Egypt,

it follows that Rephidim was not more than one march
—and apparently a short one—distant from the moun-
tain. Notwithstanding this indication, however, the

position ofRephidim has created much discussion among
travellers and sacred geographers. Josephus appears to

locate it very near to Sinai, and states that the place

was entirely destitute of water, while in their preceding

marches the people had met with fountains {Ant. iii, 1,

7, and 5, 1). Eusebius and Jerome say it was near

Mount Horeb ( Onomast. s. v. " Raphidim" ). Cosmas
places it at the distance of six miles, which agrees pret-

ty nearly with that of Nebi Saleh (Topographia Chris-

tiana, v, 207 sq.). Robinson removes it some miles far-

ther down Wady es-Sheik to a narrow gorge which
forms a kind of door to the central group of moun-
tains. He gets over the difficulty in regard to the

proximity of Horeb by affirming that that name was
given, not to a single mountain, but to the whole group
{Bib. Res. i, 120). See Horeb. Mr. Sandie places Reph-
idim at the extreme end of Wady er-Rahah, and iden-

tifies it with a Wady Rudhwan. He supposes that the

Israelites marched from the coast plain of el-Kaa by
Wady Daghadah {Horeb and Jerusalem, p. 150). This

route, however, would scarcely be practicable for such a

multitude. Lepsius (ed. Bohn, p. 310 sq.), Stewart {Tent

and Khan), Ritter {Pal. und Syr. i, 738 sq.), Stanley

{Syr. and Pal. p. 40 sq.), and others, locate Rephidim
in Wady Feiran, near the base of Mount Serbal, especial-

ly at the oasis of el-Hesmeh or the rock Hesyel-Khatatin

(Palmer, Desert of the Exodus, p. 135). The great dis-

tance from Sinai—twelve hours' march—and the abun-

dance of water at Feiran appear to be fatal to this the-

ory. No spot in the whole peninsula has such a supply

of water, and Feiran is on this account called " the par-

adise of the Bedawin." The position of Rephidim, it is

thus seen, largely depends upon the route which the Is-

raelites may be supposed to have taken from the Desert

of Sin to Mount Sinai. Murphy
(
Comment, on Exod.

p. 174 sq.) regards that by way of Wady Hibran as be-

ing out of the question, partly on account of its length

(whereas it is really little, if any, farther than either of

the two other practicable ones, especially the northern

one by way of the Debbet er-Ramleh, which he prefers),

and partly on account of the narrow and difficult passes

(especially Nagb Ajamch) along it, which, however, are

no worse than many others in different parts of their

identified route (see Palmer, Desert of the Exodus
[Amer. ed.], p. 228). Keil, who likewise prefers the

same northern route for reaching Sinai, observes {Com-
ment, on Pent, [Clarke's ed.] ii, 75) that Rephidim lay

at only one day's distance from Sinai (Exod. xix, 2).

He therefore locates Rephidim at the point where the

Wady es - Sheik opens into the plain er-Rahah, al-

though this would be almost at the foot of Sinai, and
past several fountains which would have relieved their

thirst without the need of a miracle. If, on the other
hand, we should place Rephidim at the other end of the

Wady es-Sheik, this, according to Keil's own showing,

would be about as far from Sinai as the mouth of Wady
Hibran, which last is, after all, only twenty miles, fol-

lowing the windings of the valleys. The great objec-

tion to the access by way of the Debbet er-Ramleh is

that although this (as the name signifies) is in the main
a sandy plain, yet there are not wanting springs at va-
rious points along its course—one especially, Ain el-Ak-

dar (i. e. " the green"), being situated just at its junction

with Wady es-Sheik (Robinson, Bib. Res. i, 125). By
the way of the plain el-Kaa and Wady Hibran, on the

contrary, there is total drought, so that the Israelites, as

the narrative requires, would have exhausted the stock

brought probably from Elim, without having been mean-
while in a region where their scouts could have procured
water within any reaching distance. For the same rea-

son, the most natural route of all—by way ofWady Fei-

ran—must be suspected, which, as already said, is the
best watered and most fertile of all in that vicinity

{ibid, i, 126). There is still another route from the Red
Sea at Ras Abu-Zenimah (where the Israelites evident-
ly encamped) to Sinai—namely, by way of Sarabet el-

Khadlm. This, although not so smooth as by wadies
Feiran and es-Sheik, is nevertheless quite practicable,

and is often taken by modern travellers. This route is

advocated by Knobel, Keil, Cook (in his Speaker's Com-
mentary'), and others, who find the Desert of Sin in Deb-
bet er-Ramleh, Dophkah in Wady Tib, and perhaps
Alush in Wady el-Esh. The water supply on this route

is good, but the presence of a military force of Egyp-
tians at the mines in Sarabet el-Khadim is a grave ob-

jection to its having been followed by the Israelites.

There are two traditionary spots fixed upon as the scene

of Moses' smiting of the rock, and hence called Hajr
Musa, or " Moses's Rock." One is pointed out by the

Arabs in Wady Feiran, and the other by the monks in

Wady Lejah. The former is too distant and the latter

too near for the Biblical account. See Meribah. If

the Israelites approached Sinai by way ofWady Hibran,
we should look for Rephidim at the entrance of that

valley from the plain along the Red Sea, as suggested
under the article Exode ; but if they reached Mount
Sinai by way of Wady Feiran, as most writers suppose,

or by way of Sarabet el-Khadim, then we must prob-

ably look for Rephidim somewhere near the entrance

from Wady es-Sheik to the plain er-Rahah, perhaps at

the pass of el-Watiyeh, indicated above by Robinson.

This defile was visited and described by Burckhardt
{Sy?-ia, etc., p. 488) as at about five hours' distance from
where it issues from the plain er-Rahah, narrowing be-

tween abrupt cliffs of blackened granite to about forty

feet in width. Here is also the traditional " seat of

Moses." Within the pass the valley expands, affording

ample space for a large camp. The nearest water is in

Wady Sheb, two miles distant to the south-west (Por-

ter, Hand -book, p. 05). See Ridgaway, The Lord's

Land, p. 57 sq. The arguments in favor of the location

of Rephidim at el-Watiyeh are forcibly presented by
Mr. Holland in Jerusalem Recovered, p. 420 sq. See
Sinai.

Reposoir. 1. A receptacle for the tabernacle in

the procession of Corpus Christi. 2. A chapel and shel-

ter for travellers on the wayside, common in Italy : one
of the 13th century is near Fismes. A pilgrim's chapel

remains on Lansdown, near Bath.

Repousse, a French artistic term signifying ham-
mered work.

Representation. The theological use of this

word by English writers of the lGth and 17th centuries

was, in the strict sense of its Latin original, that of

"presenting over again" in reality; the subordinate

idea of "portrayal" as in a picture, being little, if at

all, in use by them. Thus when bishop Pearson writes,

"by virtue of his death, perpetually represented to his

Father, 'he destroyeth him that hath the power of

death,' " the word refers to our Lord's continual plead-

ing of the sacrifice once offered. It is of importance to
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remember this use of the term "representation.*' as

it is not [infrequently used with reference to the eu-

charistic sacrifice; and by losing sight <>f the sense in

which the word was undersl 1 by former writers.

modem readers have understood "representation'' to

mean a dramatic or pictorial imitation rather than a

real and actual making present, and offering over again,

of thai which is present by virtue of the once only of-

fered sacrifice. Blunt, Diet, ofTheology, a. v.

Representation, Lay. See Lav Representa-
tion.

Representers, or Marrow Men. See M ubrow
COS l l:<>\ ERST.

Reproach (usually "--. oimSog), the act of find-

ing fault in opprobrious terms, or attempting to expose

to infamy and disgrace. In whatever cause we engage,

however disinterested our motives, however laudable

our designs, reproach is what, we must expect. But it

becomes us not to retaliate, but to bear u patiently;

and so to live that every charge brought against us

be groundless. If we be reproached tor righteousness'

sake, we have no reason to be ashamed, nor to be afraid.

All good men have thus suffered, Jesus Christ himself
especially. We have the greatest promises of support.

Besides, it has a tendency to humble us, detach us from
the world, and excite in us a desire for that state of

blessedness where all reproach shall be done awav.

—

Buck, Theol. Diet. s. v.

Reprobation is equivalent to rejection; and by it

is usually understood the Calvinistic doctrine, that a

portion of mankind, by the eternal counsel or decree of

God, has been predestined to eternal death. Condition-

al reprobation, or rejecting men from the divine mercy,

because of their impenitence or refusal of salvation, is a
scriptural doctrine. Against the unconditional, absolute

reprobation taught by rigid Calvinists, the following

objections may In: urged: L It cannot be reconciled to

the love of Ged. "Cud is love." "lie is loving to

every man, and his tender mercies are over all his

works." _'. N'or to the wisdom of God; for the bring-

ing into being a vast number of intelligent creatures

under a necessity of .sinning and of being eternally lost.

teaches no moral lesson to the world; and contradicts

all those notions of wisdom in the ends and processes

of government which we are taught to look for, not only
from natural reason, but from the Scriptures. 3. Nor
to the grace of God, so often magnified in the Scriptures.

For it does not, certainly, argue superabounding rich-

ness of grace, when ten thousand have equally offended,

to pardon one or two of them. 4. Nor to those pas-

sages of Scripture which represent God as tenderly

compassionate and pitiful to the worst of his creatures.

"I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth;"
"The Lord is long-suffering to us ward, not willing
that any should perish." 5. Nor to his justice. We
may allirm that justice and equity in Cod are what
they are taken to be among reasonable men; and if

men everywhere would consider it as contrary to jus-

tice that a sovereign should condemn to death one or

more of his subjects for not obeying laws which it was
utterly impossible for them to obey, it is manifestly

unjust to charge God with acting in precisely the same
manner. In whatever light the subject be viewed, no
fault, in any right construction, can be chargeable upon
'he person bo punished, or, as we may rather say, de-
stroyed. Bince punishment supposes a judicial proceed-
ing which this act shuts Out Kvery received notion
ol justice is thus violated. <',. Nor to the sincerity of
God in offering Balvation by Christ to all who hear the
Gospel, of whom this scheme supposes the majority, or

at least great numbers, to he among the reprobate.

Thai God oilers Balvation to those win, lie knows will

never receive it. is true; but there is here ii" insincerity.

for the atonement has been mad.- fir their sins. 7. Nor
with the scriptural declaration, that "God is no re-

specter of persons." To have respect of persons is a

phrase in Scripture which sometimes refers to judicial

proceedings, and signifies to judge from partiality and
affection, and not upon the merits of the question.
" ( )f a truth I perceive that < Sod is no respecter of per-

sons ; but in every nation he that feareth him, and
worketh righteousness, is accepted with bim"(Acts \.

34, 35). But if the doctrine of reprobation bo true,

then it necessarily follows that then- is precisely thin

kind of respect of persons with Cod. 8. This doctrine
brings with it the repulsive and shocking opinion of

the eternal punishment of infants. The escape from
this is either by annihilation of those dj ing in infancy,

or by assuming that they are among the elect '.'. This

doctrine destroys the end of punitive justice. That
end can only be to deter men from offence, and t<> add
strength to the law of God. But if the whole body of

the reprobate are left to the influence of their fallen

nature without remedy, they cannot be deterred from
.sin by threats of inevitable punishment : nor can they

ever submit to the dominion of the law of Cod : their

doom is tixed. and threats ami examples can avail noth-

ing. See Watson. Bib. Diet. s. v. Comp. Ele< cioh.

Reproof
|

"
v" - "^rH t\ f7X°c)j blame or repre-

hension spoken to a person's face. It is distinguished

from a reprimand thus: he who reproves another, points

out his fault, and blames him; he who reprimands af-

fects to punish, and mortifies the offender. In giving
reproof, the following rules may be observed: 1. We
should not be forward in reproving our elders or su-

periors, but rather to remonstrate and supplicate for

redress. What the ministers of God do in this kind,

they do by special commission as those that must give

an account (1 Tim. v, 1; Ileb. xiii, 17). 2. We must
not reprove rashly; there should he proof before re-

proof. 3. We should not reprove for slight matters,

for such faults or defects as proceed from natural frail-

ty, from inadvertency, or mistake in matters of small

consequence. 4. We should never reprove unseason-

ably, as to the time, the place, or the circumstances.

5. We Should reprove mildly and sweetly, in the calm-

est manner, in the gentlest terms. 6. We should not

affect to be reprehensive; perhaps there is no one con-

sidered more troublesome than he who delights in find-

ing fault with others. In receiving reproof, it may be

observed, 1. That we should not reject it merely lie-

cause it may come from those who are not exactly on
a level with ourselves. 2. We should consider whether
the reproof given be not actually deserved ; and wheth-
er, if the reprover knew all, the reproof would not

be sharper than it is. .",. Whether, if taken humbly
and patiently, it will not be of great advantage to

us. 4. That it is nothing but pride to suppose that we
are never to be the subjects of reproof, since it is hu-
man to err.—Buck, Theol. Dot. s. v.

Reptile, a word not used in the A. V., which des-

ignates this class of animals by the term "creeping

thing" (q.V.), but covers thereby a much wider range

of creatures. The following are the true reptilio. men-
tioned in Scripture. They almost exclusively consist

of various unknown species of serpents and lizards. ( )f

course both these classes were unclean to the Hebrews.

"Leviathan."

t batrdchoa " frog."
'

't tsephardid " frog."
I chmnel "snail."
! kddch " chameleon."
! leta&h " lizard."

1 ' semamith "spider."
imsiit meth " mole."
U6b " tortoise."

akshdb "adder."
cupia '• a-p."
drakon " dragon."
echidna " viper."
1 I'll' h " viper."
)»'tli.n "adder."
shephipMn "adder."

[taipha " cockatrice."

Requiem, a musical mass for the dead in the

Frog.

Serpent
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Church of Rome, so called from the words of the In-

troit, " Requiem geternam dona eis, Domine," Give them
eternal rest, O Lord, etc. (2 Esdr. ii, 34, 35) ; and the

antiphon for the psalms in place of the Gloria Patri.

Reredos (written also lardos, from Fr. Farriere-

dos~), the wall or screen at the back of an altar, seat, etc.

It was usually ornamented with panelling, etc., espe-

cially behind an altar, and sometimes was enriched with

a profusion of niches, buttresses, pinnacles, statues, and

other decorations, which were often painted with brill-

iant colors. Reredoses of this kind not unfrequently ex-

tended across the whole breadth of the church, and were

sometimes carried up nearly to the ceiling, as at St. Al-

ban's Abbey, Durham Cathedral, Gloucester Cathedral,

St. Saviour's Church, Southwark ; Christ Church, Hamp-
shire, etc. In village churches they were generally sim-

ple, and appear very frequently to have had no ornaments

formed in the wall, though sometimes corbels or niches

were provided to carry images, and sometimes that part

of the wall immediately over the altar was panelled.

Remains of these,

more or less injured,

are to be found in

many churches,
particularly at the

east ends of aisles,

as at St. Michael's,

Oxford ; Hanwell
and Enstone, Ox-
fordshire; Solihull,

Warwickshire, etc.

;

and against the east

wall of the transept,

asinSt.Cuthbert's,

Wells. It was not

unusual to decorate

the wall at the back
of an altar with

panellings, etc., in

wood, or with em-
broidered hangings

of tapestry -work,

to which the name
of reredos was giv-

en : it was also ap-

plied to the screen

between the nave
and choir of a

church. The open

fire-hearth, fre-

quently used in

ancient domestic

balls, was likewise

called a reredos.

—

,cir. 14-20.
barker, Glossary of
A re// itect.s. v.

Rescissory Act, an act of the Scottish Parlia-

ment passed on the restoration of Charles II, annulling

all acts passed between 1G38 and 1G50 for religion and
the Reformation; denouncing the Solemn League and
Covenant and the Glasgow Assembly of 1638, and de-

claring that the government of the Church, as an es-

sential royal prerogative, belongs alone to the crown.

—

Eadie, Fecks. Cyclop, s. v.

Rescript, or Codex Rescrittus, a manuscript,

the original writing of which had been virtually wiped
out, and the works of some saint or father written over

it. A codex of this class is that called Codex Ephra-
emi in the Imperial Library of Paris. Several works

of the Syrian father were written on portions both of

the Old and New Testaments. It has been published

by Tischendorf, with a curious fac-simile of the older

and newer handwriting. By the application of a chem-
ical tincture, the original writing of a rescript can now
be well deciphered.— Eadie, L'ccles. Cyclop, s. v. See

Palimpsest.

Resemblance to God. See Image of God.

Res'en (Ileb. id. "~~, a halter, as in Isa. xxx, 20;

Sept. Ar«xf/i v. r. Aacn)), an ancient town of Assyria,

described as a great city lying between Nineveh and
Calah (Gen. x, 12). Many writers have been inclined

to identify it with the Rhesina or Rhescena of the Byz-
antine authors (Amm. Marc, xxiii, 5; Procop. Bell.

Pers. ii. 19; Steph. Byz. s. v. 'Fioiva), and of Ptolemy
(Geograph. v. 18), which was near the true source of

the western Khabour, and which is most probably the

j

modern Ras el-A in. There are no grounds, however,
1

for this identification except the similarity of name
(which similarity is perhaps fallacious, since the Sept.

evidently reads "3T for "JCJ1, but not the Samar.), while

it is a fatal objection to the theory that Rescena or Re-

sina was not in Assyria at all, but in Western Mesopo-
tamia, 200 miles to the west of both the cities between
which it is said to have lain. Biblical geographers

have generally been disposed to follow Bochart (Phaleg,

iv, 23) in finding a trace of the Hebrew name in La-
rissa, which is mentioned by Xenophon (A nab. iii, 4, 9)

as a desolate city on the Tigris, several miles north of

the Lycus. The resemblance of the names is too faint

to support the inference of identity; but the situation

is not irreconcilable with the scriptural intimation.

Ephrem Syrus (Comment, ad loc.) says that Rassa,

which he substitutes for Resen (the PeshitohasTfasw?),

was the same as Rish-A in (fountain-head) ; by which
Assemani understands him to mean, not the place in

Mesopotamia so called, but another Rish-Ain in Assyria,

near Saphsaphre, in the province of Marga, which he
finds noticed in a Syrian monastic history of the Middle
Ages (Assemani, Biblioth. Orient, iii, 2, p. 709). It is,

however, still uncertain if Rassa be the same with Rish-

Ain; and, whether it be so or not, a name so exceed-

ingly uncommon (corresponding to the Arabic Ras el-

Ain) affords a precarious basis for the identification of a

site so ancient. The Larissa of Xenophon is most cer-

tainly the modern Nimrud. Resen, or Dasen—which-
ever may be the true form of the word—must assuredly

have been in this neighborhood. As, however, the

Nimrud ruins seem really to represent Calah, while

those opposite Mosul are the remains of Nineveh, we
must look for Resen in the tract lying between these

two sites. Assyrian remains of some considerable ex-

tent are found in this situation, near the modern village

of Stlamiyeh, and it is perhaps the most probable con-

jecture that these represent the Resen of Genesis (see

Rawlinson, Ancient Monarchies, i, 204). No doubt it

may be said that a "great city," such as Resen is de-

clared to have been (Gen. x, 12). could scarcely have
intervened between two other large cities which are

not twenty miles apart; and the ruins at Selamiych, it

must be admitted, are not very extensive. But perhaps
we ought to understand the phrase "a great city" rela-

tively— i. e. great, as cities went in early times, or great,

considering its proximity to two other larger towns. If

this explanation seem unsatisfactory, we might perhaps

conjecture that originally Asshur (Kileh-Sherghat) was
called Calah, and Nimrud Resen ; but that, when the

seat of empire was removed northwards from the former

place to the latter, the name Calah was transferred to

the new capital. Instances of such transfers of name
are not unfrequent. The later Jews appear to have
identified Resen with the Kileh-Sherghat ruins. At
least the Targums of Jonathan and of Jerusalem explain

Resen by Tel-Asar (lobn or IDSbn), " the mound of

Asshur."—Kitto: Smith. See Assyria.

Resentment, generally used in an ill sense, im-
plying a determination to return an injury. Dr. John-
son observes that resentment is a union of sorrow with
malignity; a combination of a passion which all en-

deavor to avoid with a passion which all concur to de-

test. The man who retires to meditate mischief and
to exasperate his own rage; whose thoughts are em-
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ployed only od means of distress and contrivances of

ruin ; whose mind never pauses from the remembrance

of his own sufferings but to indulge some hope of en-

joying the calamities of another, may justly be num-

bered among the most miserable of human beings

among those who are guilty, who have neither the

gladness of prosperity nor the calm of innocence.—Buck,

Theol Diet. s. v.

Reservation, or Restriction, in ethics, is the

keeping back in the mind; equivocation, by a phrase

which means one thing to the users and another to

those who hear it. It may be distinguished as real and

HI' iilnl.

1. Real restriction takes place when the words used

are not true if strictly interpreted, but there is no devi-

ation from truth if the circumstances be considered.

One man asks another. Have yon dined? and the an-

swer given is. No. The party giving this answer has

dined, times without number; but his answer is re-

stricted by the circumstances, as to-day, and in that

sense is true.

2. Mental restriction consists in Baying so far what

is true and to be believed, but adding mentally some

qualification which makes it not to be true. A debtor,

asked by his creditor for payment of his debt, says. "
I

will certainly pay you to-morrow," adding to himself,

" in part ;" whereas the words audibly uttered referred i"

the whole amount. See Fleming and Kraut h. Vocabu-

lary of I'liilosophiral Sriiiii-i-, s. v.

Reserve in Teaching. This is the suppression, in

the instruction of the great mass of Christians, of a por-

tion of those Gospel doctrines which are most earnestly

set forth in Scripture, as if they were a sort of eso-

teric mystery of which ordinary believers arc unwor-

thy, and which should be reserved as a reward for a

long course of pious submission. The maintainers of

this system of teaching affect great mystery about the

highest and most sacred doctrines of Christianity I
such

as the atonement, the divinity of our Lord, etc.); they

regard them as ton solemn and divine to be ruh/arizedby

being explicitly ami prominently put before the Chris-

tian world at large. They would therefore "economize"

the knowledge ofsuch deep doctrines, reserving them for

communication to those worthy of being initiated, mean-
while asserting that the ordinary Christian is put in pos-

session of these truths, and to a certain degree derives

virtue out of them, by partaking of the sacraments, etc.

It is on the authority of the fathers that the advocates

of "reserve" chiefly dwell as most fully and expressly

supporting the principle; but they adduce also, in jus-

tification of the system, the reverence it has a tendency
to begel lor sacred things (as if it were reverence, and
not superstition, in those who know not what they are

reverencing), and allege thai doing thus they are act-

ing a merciful part in keeping those in ignorance who
would not make a profitable use of knowledge, (just as

if they had the power of discerning spirits). They con-

tend that, they are imitating the most perfect Pattern

of wisdom and mercy, who thus economizes light anil

knowledge (e. g. concealing the < lospel at first under the

veil of the .Mosaic ritual), as if it, were a system of phi-

losophy of their own they undertook to teach, or as it

they were imitating the Deity in i cealing what he

had revealed. The example of our Lord is appealed to.

who, they Bay, taughl openly by parables, but privately

explained the mysteries of his kingdom to his disciples;

a case quite inapplicable, as our Lord used nsirci, not

to his disciples, hut towards wilful unbelievers. The
system is also vindicated by studiously confounding it

with the gradual initiation of Christians in the knowl-
edge of their religion, and the necessity ofgradual teach-

ing; and the care requisite to avoid teaching anything
which, though true in itself, would he falsely understood
by the hearers is confounded with the system of with-
holding a portion of Gospel truths from those able and
willing to receive it. It is almost needless to add that

the entire system is opposed to the Word of God. which
commands ministers not to shun to declare to the peo-

ple "all the counsel of God." and that it is calculated to

throw doubt and uncertainty upon the whole Christian

religion; for. as in this system of • reserve" there may
l.e an indefinite number of degrees, none can ever be

sure that he has fathomed the system and ascertained

what is the real inmost doctrine of its advocates. See

the Lev. l>r. West's Sermon on Reserv< in Teaching.—
Eden, TheoLDict.s.v,

Reserved Cases, among Roman Catholic casu-

ists, are certain sins which are to be dealt with by high-

er ecclesiastics than the mere priest, who may. how-

ever, bestow absolution if the penitent he at the point

of death. To this class of sins belong heresy, simony,

sacrilege, and certain offences against the priesthood.

Re'sheph (Heb. id. t'C"^. flam .
as often; Sept.

'Pat7i<p v. r. 1.apa<p), one of the descendants of Ephra-
ini. a -son" of Beriah (q. v.) (1 Chron. vii, 25). B.C.

post 1658.

Residence. In the early Church then' were laws

regulating the residence of the clergy, and their design

was to hind them to constant attendance upon their

duty. The Council of Sardica had several canons relat-

ing to this matter. The seventh decreed that no bishop

should go tig (rrpaToTTtCov, to the emperor's court, unless

the emperor by letter called him thither; hut if any pe-

tition was to be preferred to the emperor relating to any

civil contest, the bishop should depute his apocrisarius,

or resident at court, to act for him, or send his a conomus,

or some other of his clergy, to solicit the cause in his

name, that the Church might neither receive damage
by his absence nor be put to unnecessary expenses. An-
other canon of the Council of Sardica limited the absence

of a bishop from bis church to three weeks, unless it

were upon some very weighty and urgent occasion. An-
other allowed the same time for a bishop to collect the

revenues of his estate, provided he there celebrated di-

vine service every Lord's day. By two other canons,

presbyters and deacons were similarly tied. The Couu-
cil of Agde made the like order for the French churches,

decreeing that a presbyter or deacon who was absent

from his church for three weeks should he three years

suspended from the communion. By a rule of the fourth

Council ofCarthage, every bishop's house was to be near

the church. The fifth council prescribed that every bish-

op should have his residence near his principal or cathe-

dral church, which he should not leave, to the neglect

of his cure.

In Great Britain, at the present time, residence is now
regulated by 1 ami 2 Vict. c. 10G. The penalties for it,

without a license from the bishop, are, one third of the

annual value of the benefice when the absence exceeds

three hut does not exceed six months; one half of the

annual value when the absence exceeds six but does not

exceed eight months; and when it has been for the whole

year, three fourths of the annual income are forfeited.

Certain persons .are exempted from the penalties of non-

residence, as the heads of colleges at < Ixford and ( lam-

bridge, the warden of Durham University, and the head-

masters of Eton, Winchester, and Westminster schools.

Privileges for temporary non-residence are granted to a

great number of persons who hold offices in cathedrals

and at the two universities of Oxford and Cambridge.

See Bingham, Christian Anliq.bk.vi,cih. iv. p. 7
; Eadie,

Eccles. Cyclop, a. v.

Resignation, a patient, unresisting submission to

the will oft iod. acknowledging both his power and right

to afflict. The obligations to this duty arise from: 1.

The perfections of (iod (Dent. \\\rj. [). •_'. The pur-

pose oi (iod (Eph. i, in. 3. The commands of God
dleb. xii.'.n. 4. The promises of God (1 lvt.v. 7). 5.

Our own interest (H0S.il, 11. 15). 6. The prospect of

eternal felicity (Heb. iv. 9). See Lai n n. i .

RESIGNATION, Ecclesiastical. The ancient

Church was very strict in the matter of resignations,
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and yet there were cases in which they were allowed

:

1. When a bishop, through the obstinacy, hatred, or dis-

gust of any people, found himself incapable of doing

them any service, and that the burden was an intoler-

able oppression to him ; in that case, if he desired to

resign, his resignation was accepted. Thus Gregory

Nazianzen renounced the see of Constantinople be-

cause the people murmured at him as a stranger. 2.

When in charity a bishop resigned, or showed himself

willing to resign, to cure some inveterate schism. Thus
Chrysostom announced his willingness to resign if the

people had any suspicion that he was a usurper. In

such cases canonical pensions were sometimes granted.

The following are the rules that prevail in the Church
of England : It can be made only to a superior, and it

must be to such superior as the one from whom it was

immediately obtained; for example, where institution

was required, the party having the right to institute is

the same to whom resignation is to be made ; and in

the case of donatives, resignation is to be made to the

patron. Resignation must be made personally, and not

by proxy : that is, it must be made either by personal

appearance before the ordinary, or by an instrument

properly attested and presented to him. It must be

made without any condition annexed ; in the words of

the instrument, it must be made " absolute et simplici-

ter," and it must further be, in the words of the same
instrument, "sponte et pure." It must also be made
voluntarily, and it must not proceed from any corrupt

inducement. If an incumbent take any pension, sum
of money, or other benefit, directly or indirectly, for or

in respect of the resigning of a benefice having cure of

souls, such a transaction is criminal in the view of the

law, and both the giver and receiver in it are liable to

legal penalties. No resignation can be valid till accept-

ed by the proper ordinary, but the law has provided no

remedy if the ordinary should refuse to accept. In as

far as legal decisions have hitherto gone, the ordinary

is no more compellable to accept a resignation than he

is to admit persons into holy orders. When a resigna-

tion has been accepted, notice is to be given to the pa-

tron, if different from the ordinary; and lapse does not

begin to run, as against the patson, until notice of the

vacancy has been properly given to him. A Pres-

byterian minister resigns to the presbytery in whose
bounds his charge is. See Bingham, Christian Antiq.

bk. vi, ch. iv, p. 2 ; Eden. Theol. Did. s. v.

Resolutioners, or Resolutionists, were those

who approved of the answer given by the commission-

ers of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland

(which met at Perth in the time of Charles II) to the

question proposed to them by the Parliament, viz. what
persons were to be admitted to rise in arms against

Cromwell. The resolution was, that all persons capable

of bearing arms were to be admitted, except those of

bad character, or obstinate enemies to the Covenant.

Those who supported it were called Resolutioners, while

those who opposed it were designated Protesters or A?iti-

Resolutioners.

Respect of Persons (irpo<T<*)Tro\i]\pia, Pom. ii, 11

;

Epb. vi, 9 ; Col. iii, 25 ; James ii, 1 ; a later Greek word,

found only in the New Test., and modelled after the use

of rt"'j with C5S), partiality for individuals. God ap-

pointed that the judges should pronounce sentence with-

out respect of persons (Lev. xix, 15 ; Deut. xvi, 17, 19).

That they should consider neither the poor nor the rich,

the weak nor the powerful, but should attend only to

truth and justice. God has no respect of persons. The
Jews complimented our Saviour that he told the truth,

without respect of persons, without fear (Matt, xxii, 1G
;

Isa. xxxii, 1-16). Jude (ver. 16), instead of the phrase

" to have respect of persons," has " to admire persons."

Our English term respect seems to imply some kind

of deference or submission to a party; but this is not al-

ways the proper meaning to be annexed to it in Script-

ure. When we read (Exod. ii, 25) " God had respect to

the children of Israel," it can only express his compas-

sion and sympathy for them ; when God had respect to

the offering of Abel (Gen. iv, 4), it imports to acceptfa-
vorably, to notice with satisfaction. (Comp. 1 Kings
viii, 28 ; Numb, xvi, 15.)—Calmet,

Respond, before the Reformation, was a short an-

them interrupting the middle of a chapter ; when two

or three verses had been read, the respond was sung,

after which the chapter proceeded.

RESPOND, a half-pillar

or pier, in Middle-age archi-

tecture, attached to a wall to

support an arch, etc. Re-
sponds are very frequently

used by themselves, as at

the sides of the entrances of

chancels, etc., and are also

generally employed at the

terminations of ranges of

pillars, such as those between

the body and aisles ofchurch-

es. In these last-mentioned

situations they usually cor-

respond in form with the pil-

lars, but are sometimes dif-

ferent. The name frequent-

ly occurs in mediaeval con-

tracts,and mayhave its origin

in the notion of the two pilas-

ters responding to, i. e. cor-

responding with, each other.

Tims the breadth of the nave

of Eton College chapel "be-

tween the i-esponders" was
directed by the will of king

Henry VI to be thirty-two

feet.—Parker, Gloss, of Ar-

Respond, Fotheringay,
North Hants.

•hitect, s. v.

Responsales were a

sort of residents in the im-

perial city in the name of foreign churches and bishops,

whose office was to negotiate as proctors at the em-
peror's court in all ecclesiastical causes wherein their

principals might be concerned. The institution of the

office seems to have been in the time of Constantine,

or not long after, when, the emperors having become
Christians, foreign churches had more occasion to pro-

mote their suits at the imperial court than formerly.

However, we find it established by law in the time of

Justinian. It does not appear from that law that re-

sponsales were clergymen, but from other writings we
may easily collect it. See Bingham, Christian Antiq.

bk. iii, ch. xiii, p. 6.

Response. Among the Hebrews the usual response

by the people to prayer was by the utterance of the

word .1 men at the close; and this practice was naturally

adopted, or rather continued, by Christians likewise.

This word ("'EN), literally "firm, true," was used as a

substantive, " that which is true," " truth" (Isa. Ixv, 16).

It was employed in strong asseverations, fixing, as it

were, the stamp of truth upon the assertion which it ac-

companied, and making it binding as an oath (comp.

Numb, v, 22). In the Sept. of 1 Chron. xvi, 36 ; Neh. v,

13; viii, 6, the word appears in the form 'Afiffv, which
is used throughout the New Test. In other passages

the Hebrew is rendered by yevoiTO, except in Isa. Ixv,

16. The Vulgate adopts the Hebrew word in all cases

except in the Psalms, where it is translated Jiat. In

Deut. xxvii, 15-26, the people were to say "Amen" as

the Levites pronounced each of the curses upon Mount
Ebal, signifying by this their assent to the conditions

under which the curses would be inflicted. In ac-

cordance with this usage we find that among the rab-

bins "Amen" involves the ideas of swearing, accept-

ance, and truthfulness. The first two are illustrated by
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the passages already quoted, the last by 1 Kings i. 36;

John iii. .:. •"), 11 (A.Y. '•verily"), in which the asser-

tions are made with the solemnity of an oath and then

strengthened by the repetition of •• Amen.'' ••Amen''

was the proper res| Be of the person to whom an oath

was administered (Neb. v, 13 ; viii, 6; 1 Chron. xvi, 36

;

Jer. xi, 5, marg.) ; and the Deity, to whom appeal is

made mi such occasions, is called "the God of Amen"
(Isa.lxv. 16), as being a witness to the sincerity of the

implied compact. With a similar significance Christ is

called "the .1.7"//. tie- faithful ami true witness"
I
Rev.

iii. 14: comp. John i . 11; Xvi, 6; 2 Cor. i, 20). It is

matter of tradition thai in the Temple the " Amen" was

no! uttered by the people, but thai instead, at the con-

clusion of i he priest's prayer-, t hey responded, " Blessed

be the name of the glory of his kingdom lor ever and

ever." Of this a trace is supposed to remain in the Con-

cluding sentence of the Lord's Prayer (comp. Rom. xi.

36). But in the synagogues and private houst - il was

customary for the people or members of the family who
were present to say ••Amen" to the prayers which were

offered by the minister or the master of the house, and

the custom remained in the early Christian Church
(Matt, vi, 13; 1 Cor. xiv. 16). And l i • • r only public

prayers, but those offered in private, and doxologies

were appropriately concluded with •Amen" (Rom. ix,

5: xi,36; xv, 33; xvi, 27; -' Cor. xiii, 13, etc.).—Smith.

See Ami \.

Responses. Short sentences, so called from their

being the answers of the people to the officiating min-

ister. The design of responses is. by giving to the peo-

ple a part in the service, to quicken this devotion and
engage their attention. It is much to be regretted that

congregations do not in general join in the parts of the

service allotted to them, as such neglect is the means
of making our worship appear to many both cold and
formal. Anciently all the people were allowed to join

in psalmody and prayers, and make their proper re-

sponses. Of the latter there were several. (1.) Amen.
This, iii the phraseology of the Church, is denomina-
ted oraiionis signaculum, or devotee concionis responsio,

and intimates that the prayer of the speaker is heard,

and approved by him who gives this response. (2.)

Hallelujah. This was adopted from the Jewish psal-

mody, particularly from those psalms (cxiii-exviii)

which were sung ai the Passover, called the Great Hillel,

or llallel. The use of this phrase was tir-t adopted by
the Church at Jerusalem, and from this was received by
the other churches, and was restricted to the fifty days

between Easter and Whit -Sunday. In the Greek Church
it was expressive of grief, sorrow, and penitence, while

in the Latin it denoted a joyful spirit. (:i.) Hosanna.

The Church, both ancient and modem, has ascribed to

this word a meaning similar to that of hallelujah. The
true signification is Lord save" (Psa. cxviii, 25). (I.)

"0 Lord have mercy"

—

Kuplt eXInffOJ'. The Council of

Vaison, A.I). 192, canon .".. ordained that this response

should be introduced into the morning and evening
worship, ami into the public religious sen ice. Gregory
the Great introduced a threefold form, " Lord," " Lord
have mercy." • Christ have mercy." (.">.

i " Glory, glory
in the highest," in use on festive occasions in the .">th

century, and in general use in the 7th century. (6.)

"The Lord be with you;" " Peace be with you." ordained

by lie < ouncil of Braga, A. I). 561, to be the uniform
salutation of bishops and presbyters when addressing
the people. I he last-mentioned salutation alone « a- in

use in the Greek Church. See Col, man. Christ. Aniiq. ,•

Eden, '/'//< "/. Diet, b. v.

Responsorii Psalmi mean either the repetition

of tin- veiaeS by the people, or the repetition of the
last words of the psalm, with the addition of the
-amen" or the doxology; or that the psalms were so

selected as to correspond to the subject of the lessons

which had been read.— Eadie, Eccles. Cyclop, s. v.
" Psalmody."

Ressnunt, Red-
cliffe Church,
Bristol.

Ressaunt (probably l'r. restentir)^

an old English term for an ogee-mould-

ing. It was also applied to other archi-

tectural members that hail the inflect-

ed outline of this moulding.—Parker,
Gloss, ofA rchitect. s. v.

Rest, or Repose, was enjoined

upon the Israelites on the Sabbath
day for the glory of God, in that he

rested after the six days of creation. See SABBATH.
Pest also signifies a fixed and secure habitation. •• Ve

shall go before your brethren until the Lord shall give

resl to your brethren, as well as to you. and until ye are

come int., the land whither ye are ^'oing to possess it"

( Dent. iii. 20). So also Deut. \ii. 9 i

•• For ye are not as

yet come to tin- resl and to the inheritance which the

Lord your God giveth you," i. e. you are not as yet set-

tled in that laud which you are to possess. Naomi savs
to Ruth, "My daughter, shall I not seek resl for thee,

that il may be well with thee?"( Ruth iii. 1 I -i.e. I shall

endeavor to procure you a settlement David, speaking
of the ark of the covenant, which till bis time had no
fixed place of settlement, says. "Arise. () Lord, into thy
rest, thou and the ark of thy strength" (Psa. exxxii. 8).

Likewise Eccles. xxxvi. 15: "O be merciful unto Jeru-
salem, thy holy city, the place of thy rest."

Rest has the following figurative meanings: to lean,

or trust in (2 Chron. xxxii, 8) ; to coniinui faced I
I-a. li.

4); to come to an end (E/.ek. xvi. 12; xxi, 17); cease

from war (Josh, xiv, 15),

Pest, like sleep, is in the Scriptures sometimes used
as the symbol of death. Thus the patriarch exclaims,

"For now should I have lain still and been quiet, I

should have slept; then had I been at rest, with kings

and counsellors of the earth" (Job iii, 13); and thus a
charge is given to Daniel: "Go thou thy way till the

end be: for thou shalt rest, and stand iu thy lot at the

end of the days" (Dan. xii. 13). This phrase also occurs
in 1 Sam. xxviii, 15; Job xi, 18; Acts ii, 2G; Rev.vi,

9; and is common on Jewish monuments for the dead,

as •.May his rest be in the garden of Eden, with the

other just men of the world." "May his soul rest in

peace till the Comforter come." "May his rest be in

the garden of Eden, with other ju>t men. Amen,
amen, amen, Selah."

In a moral and spiritual sense, rest denotes a cessa-

tion from carnal trouble and sin (Matt xi. 28, 29). Fi-

nally, it is used to represent the tixed and permanent
state of repose enjoyed by the blessed in heaven; and
to this Paul makes an application of what is said of the

settlement of the Israelites in the Laud of Promise :
" I

sware to them in my wrath that they should not enter

into my rest," i.e. into the land of Canaan (Psa. xcv,

11). '•Therefore." says Paul ( lleb. iii. 17 19; iv, 1-3),

-as they could not enter therein by reason of their un-

belief, let us be afraid of imitating their example: for

we cannot enter but by faith." etc. See SaBBATISH.

Restitution, a term applied in the A. Y. in two
very different senses.

l. /'nin! (C?'J, to repay, Exod. xx, 1 II. etc.: else-

where "requite," etc.; but iu Job x\. L8, ~~"":r.

change, as elsewhere rendered), that act of justice by
w bich we restore to our neighbor whatever we have un-

justly deprived him of; a point insisted on under both

the old and the new covenant (Exod. xxii, 1: Luke
xix,8). Justice requires thai those things which have
been si. .leu or unlaw fully taken from another should be

restored to the party aggrieved, and that compensation
should be made lo him by the aggressor. Accordingly

various tines ( ,r pecuniary payments were exacted by

the Mosaic lau : as.
|
|.i Fines, OSS, onesh, strictly so

called, went commonly to the injured parly, and were
of two kinds: fixed, i.e. those of which the amount was
determined by some Btatute as. for instance, that of

Deut xxii, 19, or xxii, 29; and undetermined, or where
the amount was left to the decision of the judges (Exod.
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xxi, 22). (2.) Twofold, fourfold, and even fivefold res-

titution of things stolen, and restitution of property un-

justly retained, with twenty per cent, over and above.

He who, by ignorance, should omit to give to the Tem-
ple what was appointed by the law—for example, in the

tithes or first-fruits— was obliged to restore it to the

priests and to add a fifth part besides, over and above

which he was bound to offer a ram for his expiation.

Nehemiah prevailed with all those Israelites to make
restitution who had taken interest of their brethren

(Neh. v, 10, 11), and Zacclnvus (Luke xix, 8) promises a

fourfold restitution to ail from whom he had extorted

in his office as a publican. The Roman laws condemn-
ed to a fourfold restitution all who were convicted of

extortion or fraud. Zacchams here imposes that penal-

ty on himself, to which he adds the half of his goods,

which was what the law did not require. (3.) If a man
killed a beast, he was to make it good, beast for beast

(Lev. xxiv, 18). If an ox pushed or gored another

man's servant to death, his owner was bound to pay for

the servant thirty shekels of silver (Exod. xxi, 32). In

the case of one man's ox pushing the ox of another man
to death, as it would be very difficult to ascertain which

of the two had been to blame for the quarrel, the two
owners were obliged to bear the loss between them

;

the living ox was to be sold, and its price, together with

the dead beast, was to be equally divided by them. If,

however, one of the oxen had previously been notorious

for goring, and the owner had not taken care to confine

him, in such case he was to give the loser another and

to take the dead ox himself (ver. 3G). (4.) If a man dug
a pit and did not cover it, or let an old pit remain open

and another man's beast fell into it, the owner of such

pit was obliged to pay for the beast and had it for the

payment (vers. 33, 34). (5.) When a fire was kindled

in the fields and did any damage, he who kindled it was
to make the damage good (xxii, 6). See Damages.

Moralists observe respecting restitution : (1.) That
where it can be made in kind, or the injury can be cer-

tainly valued, we are to restore the thing or the value.

(2.) We are bound to restore the thing with the natural

increase of it, i. e. to satisfy for the loss sustained in the

meantime and the gain hindered. (3.) Where the thing

cannot be restored and the value of it is not certain, we
are to give reasonable satisfaction according to a mid-

dle estimation. (4.) We are at least to give by way of

restitution what the law would give, for that is gener-

ally equal and in most cases rather favorable than rig-

orous. (5.) A man is not only bound to restitution for

the injury he did, but for all that directly follows from

the injurious act; for the first injury being wilful, we
are supposed to will all that which follows upon it.

2. Apocatusfdsis, a term which, in its Greek form, oc-

curs but once in the New Test, in the phrase "restitu-

tion of all things," cnroKaTaaraaig irch'rioi' (Acts iii,

21). As an event, it is in that passage connected with

the "refreshing (ai'ai^S'C) from the presence of the

Lord" (ver. 19). The grammatical construction as well

as exegetical interpretation of the whole passage has

been greatly disputed by commentators (see Meyer,

Commentar. ad loc.) ; but Alford (Greek Test, ad loc.) re-

gards both these as being decisively settled by the par-

allel expression of our Saviour—that Elijah " will re-

store all things," cnroKciTaaTaati iravra (Matt, xvii, 11).

The principal opinions of interpreters are thus summed
up by Kuinol {Comment, ad loc.) : (</) De Dieu, Lim-
bach, Wolf, and others understand by the times of "re-

freshing" and "restitution" (i. e. the predicted period

when the due position will be assigned each one), the

days of the lastjudgment, the times of affliction to the

impious and contumacious, but of relief, quiet, and safe-

ty to the saints. In support of this view they adduce

the frequent argument of the sacred writers to induce

Christians to diligence and hope drawn from the pros-

pect of the last day (Acts xvii, 30 sq. ; 2 Pet. iii, 7 ; xi,

13 sq. ; comp. especially the similar language of 2 Thess.

i, 7; ii, 10), and the fact that Jewish writers were ac-

customed so to speak of it (Pirlce Aboth, iv, 17). (6)
Schulz ( in his Dissert, de Temporibus tijq draipi'&wQ, in

the Biblioth, Hagan, v, 119 sq.) understands the time of
death, the terminus fixed to each man's life, the future

rest of the dead in the Lord; a view which Barkey
(ibid. p. 411) justly opposes by this, among other con-

siderations, that if this had been Peter's meaning it is

strange he had not used clearer and more customary
phraseology, (c) Kraft (Obss. Sacr. fascic. ix, 271 sq.)

remarks that Peter on this passage derives his argument
not merely from the hope of pardon, but also from ihe
benefits already bestowed by God, and therefore consid-

ers this "refreshing" to be the liberation afforded by

Jesusfrom the ceremonial yoke of bondage of the Jewish
law, an exposition which is well refuted by Barkey (Bibl.

Hag. iii, 119 sq.), who pertinently remarks that Peter

at this very time was not himself free from legal preju-

dices, (d) Barkey (ibid, v, 397 sq.) thinks these " times

of refreshing" are the period of the delay of the divine

judgment upon the Jews, the time of the divine long-

suffering, in which the zeal of the Almighty's vengeance
was remitted or relaxed. He regards the expression
" Jesus Christ" here as put for " the word of Jesus

Christ," and so refers the words " he shall send," etc., to

the preaching of the doctrine of Jesus, (e) In the opin-

ion of Grotius, Hammond, and Bolten, the " times of re-

freshing" are the time of the freedom of Christians from
Jewish persecution and the calamities impending over

the wicked and refractory Jews (Matt, xxiv, 33 ; Luke
xxi, 28) ; while the " times of restitution" are the time of

the fulfilment of the predictions concerning the overthrow

of the capital and polity of the Jews (comp. Matt, xxiv,

15, 30). (/) Ernesti (in his Opusc. Theol. p. 477), who
finds a follower in Doderlein (Institutio Theol. Christ, ii,

§ 223, obs. 6), interprets the term apocatas/asis as mean-
ing a new, greater, and truer perfection of religion, the

doctrine of the Gospel clear and free from all shadows
of figures and rites; first announced by John, then pro-

mulgated by Jesus among the Jews, and finally propa-

gated by the apostle everywhere. This view he forti-

fies by the observation that " times of restitution" is

equivalent to "time of reformation" (oiopSojvic., Heb.ix,

10). (g) Also Eckermann (Theologische Beitrdge, I, ii,

112 sq.) interprets the "apocatastasis of all things" to

mean the universal emendation of religion by the doc-^

trine of Christ, and the " times of refreshing" to be the

day of renewal, the times of the Messiah. The same
writer, however, afterwards (ibid. II, i, 188 sq.) rejects

this exposition on the ground that the parallel passages

(Matt, xi, 17 ; Mark ix. 12) speak of Elijah as to precede

and rectify Jewish faith and morals. He therefore con-

cludes that Peter was referring to a restoration of the

Jewish polity in its original splendor. Yet finally (in

his Erkldrung alter dunkeln Stellen des N. T. ii, 184) he

returns to his original opinion, (h) Rosenmiiller, fol-

lowing Morus, understands the " times of refreshing" to

denote happy times, not merely the day of the resurrec-

tion of the dead, but also spiritual benefits of every kind

which Christians enjoy in this and the future life (Mo-
rus: the Messianic times), and refers the "times of res-

titution" (full and perfect fulfilment of prophecy) to the

consummation of that auspicious period when all ene-

mies shall be subdued (1 Cor. xx, 25 sq. ; Heb. x, 12, 15

;

comp. Psa. ex, 1), and every influence opposing true re-

ligion removed. Many of these interpretations are ob-

viously fanciful, and most of them too vague, although

some contain an element of truth. The word cnroKa-

TaaTaaiQ signifies emendation, restoration to a pristine

condition, change to a better state. (So Josephus, Ant.

xi, 3, 8 ; iv, 6 ; Philo, De Decal. p. 767 b ; De Rer. Die. Her.

p. 522 c. Hesychius and Phanorinus likewise explain

it by TeXtitDVig; but the scholiast in the Cod. Nosq. ad

loc. renders avp~\i]pi<iaiQ, 'iicfia<nc. In like manner

aTroKaiiaravHii signifies to complete, bring to a conclu-

sion ; see the Sept. at Job viii, 6, where it corresponds

with Elb'iJ ; so in Gen. xli, 13 ; Jer. xxii, 8 ; comp. Polyb.
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iv, 23, 1 ; Diod. Sic. xx, 34.) By the expression " until

the times of the apocatastasU of all things which God

hath spoken," etc., Peter means the time when all

affairs shall be consummated, all the prophetical an-

nouncements shall be accomplished, including the in-

auguration of the kingdom of the Messiah and it- at-

tendant events, the full extension of the Gospel, the res-

urrection, judgment, etc, in Bhort, the end of the world

lausen, De Wette, Backett, and most others,

See Eschatologt.

Restoration, The, a name generally given to the

return of the Church of England to the previously ap-

pointed ecclesiastical polity, and to their allegiance to

the regular prince, Charles II. which took place in 1660.

Ii bas been appointed, by authority, that May 29 in

every year shall be kept with prayer and thanksgiving

to Almighty God for this event. See Hook, Church

J)ir/. s. v.

RESTORATION of i hi. Jews. This term is ap-

plied to two very different classes of prophecies relating

to the Hebrew race.

I. Their Returnfrom Captivity.—It is maintained by
Vcm Bohlen (Genesis, p. cxvi) that the ten tribes inter-

married so freely with the surrounding population as

to have become completely absorbed; and it appears to

be a universal opinion that no one now knows where

their descendants are. But it is a harsh assumption

that such intermarriages were commoner with the ten

tribes than with the two; and certainly, in the apostol-

ic days, the twelve tribes are referred to as a well-known

people, sharply defined from the heathen ( Acts xxiv, 7:

.lames i. 1 1. Not a trace appears that any repulsive

principle existed at that time between the Ten ami the

Two. "Ephraim no longer envied Judah, nor Judab
vexed Ephraim;" but they had become "one nation;"

though only partially "on the mountains of Israel" (Isa.

xi, 13; I'./.ek. xxxvii, 22). It would seem, therefore,

that one result of the captivity was to blend all the

tribes together, and produce a national union which had
never been effected in their own land. If ever there

was a difference between them as to the books counted

saend. that difference entirely vanished; at least, no
evidence appears of the contrary fact. When, more-
over, the laws of lauded inheritance no longer enforced

the maintenance of separate tribes and put a difficulty

in the way of their intermarriage, an almost inevitable

result in course of time was the entire obliteration of this

distinction; and, as a fact.no modern Jews know to what
tribe they belong, although vanity always makes them
Choose to say that they are of I he two or three, anil not

of the ten tribes. That all .lews now living have in

them the blood of all the twelve tribes ought (it seems)
to be believed, until Borne better reason than mere as-

sertion is advanced against it.

When Cyrus gave permission to the Israelites to re-

turn to their own country, and restored their sacred

vessels, it is not wonderful that few persons of the ten

tribes were eager to take advantage of it. In two cen-
turies they had become thoroughly naturalized in their

Eastern settlements; nor had Jerusalem ever been the

centre of proud aspirations to them. It is perhaps re-

markable that in Ezra ii. 2, 36 (see also x, 18,25), the

word Israel is used to signify what we might call the

laity as opposed to the priests and I.evites. which
might seem us if the writer were anxious to avoid

asserting that all the families belonged i" the two
(If this is not the meaning, it at least Bhows

that all discriminating force in the words Israel and
./»./,/// was already lost. So. too. in the I k ol Esther,
the twelve tribes through all parts of the Persian em-
pire arc called .lews.) Nevertheless, ii was to lie .<x-

pected that only those would return to Jerusalem whose
expatriation was very recent, and principally those
Whose parents had dwelt in the holy city or its imme-
diate neighborhood. The re-migrants, doubtless, con-
sisted chiefly of the pious and the poor; and a- the lat-

ter proved docile to their teachers, a totally new spirit

reigned in the restored nation. Whatever want of zeal

the anxious Ezra might discern in his comrades, it is

no Blight matter that he could induce them to divorce

their heathen wives— a measure ,.f harshness which
I'atd would scarcely have sanctioned (1

(
'or. vii. 12) J

and the century which followed was. on the whole, orre

of great religious activity and important permanent re-

sults mi the moral character of the nation. liven the

prophetic spirit by no means disappeared tor a century

and a half; although at length both the true and the

false prophet were Bupplanted among them by the learn-

ed and diligent Bcribe, the anxious commentator, and
the over-literal or over-fignrative critic. In place of a

people prone to go astray after sensible objects Of ado-

ration, and readily admitting heathen customs; attach-

ed to monarchical power, but inattentive to a hierarchy:

careless of a written law. and movable by alternate im-

pulses of apostasy and repentance, we henceforth find

in them a deep and permanent reverence ior Moses and
the prophets.au aversion to foreigners and foreign cus-

toms, a profound hatred of idolatry, a great devotion to

priestly .and Levitical rank, and to all who had an ex-

terior of piety ; in short, a slavish obedience both to the

law and to its authorized expositors. Now first, so far

as can be ascertained (observe the particularity of de-

tail in Neh. viii, 4, etc.), were the synagogues and houses

of prayer instituted and the law periodically read aloud.

Now began the close observance of the Passover, the

Sabbath, and the sabbatical year. Such was the change
wrought in the guardians of the sacred books that,

whereas the pious king Josiah had sat eighteen years

on the throne without knowing of the existence of "the
book of the law" (2 Kings xxii. 3. Si, in the later peri-

od, on the contrary, the text was watched over with a

scrupulous and fantastic: punctiliousness. From this

sera the civil power was absorbed in that of the priest-

hood, and the Jewish people affords the singular specta-

cle of a nation in which the priestly rule came later in

time than that of hereditary kings. Something anal-

ogous may, perhaps, be seen in the priestly authority

atComana. in Cappadocia, under the Roman sway (Cic-

ero, Ep. ad Div. xv, 1. etc.).

In their habits of life, also, the Jewish nation was
permanently affected by the lirst captivity. The love

of agriculture, which the institutions of Moses had so

vi-orou-ly inspired, had necessarily declined in a for-

eign laud; ami they returned with a taste for com-
merce, banking, and retail trade, which was probably

kept up by constant intercourse with their brethren

who remained in dispersion. The same intercourse in

turn propagated towards the rest the moral spirit which
reigned at Jerusalem. The Egyptian .lews, it would

seem, had gained little good from the contact of idola-

try (Jer. xliv, 8); but those who had fallen in with
the Persian religion, probably about, the time of its

great reform by Zoroaster, had been preserved from

such temptations, and returned purer than they went.

Thenceforward it was the honorable function of Jerusa-

lem to act as a religious metropolis to the whole dis-

persed nation: .and it cannot he doubted that the ten

tribes, as well as the two. learned to be proud of the

holy city, as the great and free centre of their name
and their faith. The same religious influences thus

diffused themselves through all the twelve tribes Ol I
—

rael.—Kitto. See DiSPi KSSD.

2. Their Futim Return in Palestine. -It is a favor-

ite view with many that the Israelii Mi race, now scat-

tered over the face of the earth, will eventually be

brought hack to their own land. To this is generally

added the belief that they will yet return in a convert-

ed, i. e. Christian, state. The final ingathering of the

•lews, no less than of all Gentiles, is certainly taught,

not only in the I >ld Test., but Liken ise in t In- New | see

Rom. xi. 1 1 25). But it appears to he an error to infer

that, therefore, they will generally be restored to their

original home. Sec Swaine, Objections to the. Restorer
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Hon ofihe Jews (3d ed. Lond. 1861); Browne, Restora-

tion of the Jews (Edinb. 1861) ; Clarke, Restoration of
the Jews (Loud. 1861). See Millennium.

Restorationists, the name assumed by a body

of professing Christians who are to a very great extent

identical with the Unitarians, on the one hand, and the

Universalists, on the other. Their peculiar doctrine is,

that all men will ultimately become holy ami happy.

Thej' maintain that God created men only to bless

them, and that he sent his Son to " be for salvation to

the ends of the earth." They further teach that man's

probation is not confined to this life, but extends through-

out the mediatorial reign of Christ; and that, as he died

for all, all will eventually be saved. They consider that

punishment is reformatory in its character, and has for

its object the conversion of the sinner. Although the

Restorationists, as a separate body, have only existed for a

few years, their sentiments are by no means new. Some
of the early fathers— Clemens Alexandrinus, Origen,

Didyraus of Alexandria, Gregory Nyssen, and others

—

believed and advocated the restoration of all fallen in-

telligences. A branch of the German Baptists, before

the Reformation, held and propagated the doctrine. In

Europe many prominent names may be cited as its ad-

vocates. It was introduced into America about the

middle of the 18th century, but not much taught until

about 1775 or 1780, when John Murray and Elhanan

Winchester became its advocates. Afterwards we find

Dr. Chauncey, of Boston; Dr. Rush, of Philadelphia;

Dr. Smith, of New York; and Mr. Foster, of New
Hampshire, as advocates, although most of them con-

tinued in the ranks of the various sects. In 1785 a

convention was organized at Oxford, Mass., under the

auspices of Messrs. Winchester and Murray ; and as all

who believed in universal salvation believed that the

effects of sin and the means of grace extended into a

future life, the terms Restorationist and Universalist

were synonymous, and the convention adopted the lat-

ter as their distinctive name. In 1818 the Rev. Hosea

Ballou, of Boston, advanced the doctrine that all retri-

bution is confined to this world; to which was added

by others the doctrine of the mortality of the soul, that

the whole man died a temporal death, and that the res-

urrection would introduce all men into everlasting hap-

piness. As a result a distinct sect, by the name of Uni-

versal Restorationists, was formed at Mendon,Mass., Aug.

17, 1831 ; but it soon became extinct. The Restoration-

ists maintain that a just retribution does not take place

in time ; that men are invited to act with reference to a

future life ; that there are grades of reward and punish-

ment; that it is not death or the resurrection that intro-

duces men into heaven. The Restorationists have never

been numerous ; they are found more extensively in Mas-
sachusetts, although they have a few societies in other

states. At one time they published a weekly newspaper,

and had from twenty to thirty ministers, with from two
to three thousand members. Very many, however, are

found in the other sects who entertain the peculiar views

of the Restorationists. See Ballou, Ancient History of
Universalism; Belcher, Religious Denominations ; Foster,

Examination of Strong ; Hudson, Letter and Reply;

Chauncey, Salvation of all Men; Hartley, On Man;
Stonehouse, Universal Retribution; Smith, On Divine

Government. See Universalis}!.

Resurrection (uvacrTaaie) of the Body, the re-

vivification of the human body after it lias been forsaken

by the soul, or the reunion of the soul hereafter to the

body which it had occupied in the present world. This is

one of the essential points in the creed of Christendom.
I. History of the Doctrine.—It is admitted that there

are no traces of such a belief in the earlier Hebrew
Scripture. It is not to be found in the Pentateuch, in

the historical books, or in the Psalms; for Psa. xlix,

15 does not relate to this subject ; neither does Psa. civ,

29, 30, although so cited by Theodoret and others. The
celebrated passage of Job xix, 25 sq. has indeed been

strongly insisted upon in proof of the early belief in this

doctrine; but the most learned commentators are agreed,

and scarcely any one at the present day disputes, that

such a view of the text arises either from mistranslation

or misapprehension, and that Job means no more than
to express a confident conviction that his then diseased

and dreadfully corrupted body should be restored to its

former soundness; that he should rise from the depressed

state in which he lay to his former prosperity; and that

God would manifest ly appear (as was the case) to vindicate

his uprightness. That no meaning more recondite is to be

found in the text is agreed by Calvin, Mercier, Grotius,

Le Clerc, Patrick, Warburton, Durell, Heath, Kenni-
cott, Doderlein. Dathe, Eichhorn, Jahn, De Wette, and
a host of others. That it alludes to a resurrection is

disproved thus: 1. The supposition is inconsistent with

the design of the poem and the course of the argument,

since the belief which it has been supposed to express,

as connected with a future state of retribution, would in

a great degree have solved the difficulty on which the

whole dispute turns, and could not but have been often

alluded to by the speakers. 2. It is inconsistent with

the connection of the discourse; the reply of Zophar
agreeing, not with the popular interpretation, but with

the other. 3. It is inconsistent with many passages in

which the same person (Job) longs for death as the end

of his miseries, and not as the introduction to a better

life (ch. iii; vii, 7, 8; x, 20-22; ch. xiv; xvii, 11-16).

4. It is not proposed as a topic of consolation by any of

the friends of Job; nor by Elihu, who acts as a sort of

umpire; nor by the Almighty himself in the decision

of the controversy. 5. The later Jews, who eagerly

sought for every intimation bearing on a future life

which their Scriptures might contain, never regarded

this as such ; nor is it once referred to by Christ or his

apostles. 6. The language, when exactly rendered, con-

tains no warrant for such an interpretation ; especially

the phrase "yet in my flesh shall I see God," which
should rather be rendered " out ofmy flesh." See Job,

Book of.

Isaiah may be regarded as the first Scripture, writer

in whom such an allusion can be traced. He compares

the restoration of the Jewish people and state to a res-

urrection from the dead (xxvi, 19, 20); and in this he

is followed by Ezekiel at the time of the exile (ch.

xxxvii). From these passages, which are, however,

not very clear in their intimations, it may seem that in

this, as in other matters, the twilight of spiritual mani-

festations brightened as the day-spring from on high

approached ; and in Dan. xii. 2 we at length arrive at a

clear and unequivocal declaration that those who lie

sleeping under the earth shall awake, some to eternal

life, and others to everlasting shame and contempt.

In the time of Christ, the belief of a resurrection, in

connection with a state of future retribution, was held

by the Pharisees and the great body of the Jewish peo-

ple, and was only disputed by the Sadducees, Indeed,

they seem to have regarded the future life as incom-

plete without the body ; and so intimately were the two

things—the future existence of the soul and the resur-

rection of the body—connected in their minds that any
argument which proved the former they considered as

proving the latter also (see Matt, xxii, 31; 1 Cor. xv,

32). This belief, however, led their coarse minds into

gross and sensuous conceptions of the future state, al-

though there were many among the Pharisees who
taught that the future body would be so refined as not

to need the indulgences which were necessary in the

present life; and they assented to our Lord's assertion

that the risen saints would not marry, but would be as

the angels of God (Matt, xxii, 30; comp. Luke xx, 39).

So Paid, in 1 Cor. vi, 13, is conceived to intimate that

the necessity of food for subsistence will be abolished in

the world to come.

In further proof of the commonness of a belief in the

resurrection among the Jews of the time of Christ, see

Matt, xxii; Luke xx; John xi, 24; Acts xxiii, 6-8.
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Josephus is not to be relied upon in the account which
'

he gives of the belief of his countrymen {Ant. xviii. 2;

War, ii. 7), as he appear- to use terms which might

suggest one thing to his Jewish readers and another to

i he Greeks and Ro man-, u ho scouted the idea of a res-

urrection. It is clearly taughl in the Apocryphal books

of the Old Test, (Wisd. iii. 1. etc; iv, 15; •-' Mace \ ii.

1 1. 23, 29, etc). Manj Jews believed that the wicked

would nol be raised from the dead; but the contrary

was the more prevailing opinion, in which Paul e

took occasion to express his concurrence with t lie I'har-

I tS wiv. l.i i.

But although the doctrine of the resurrection was

thus prevalent among the .lews in the time of Christ, ii

might si ill have been doubtful and obscure to US bad not

Christ given to it the sanction of his authority, and de-

clared it, a constituent pan of his religion (e. g. Matt.

xxii: John v. viii, xi). He and his apostles also were

can lul to correct the erroneous notions which the Jews
entertained on this head, and to make the subject more

j

obvious and intelligible than it had ever been before.

A special interest is also imparted to the subject from

the manner in which the New Test, represents Christ

as the person to whom we are indebted for this benefit,

which, by every variety of argument and illustration,

the apostles connect with him, and make to rest upon

him (Acts iv, 2; xxvi, 3; 1 Cor. xv; 1 Thess. iv, 14,

etc.).

II. Scripture Details.— The principal points which

can be collected from the New Test, on this subject are

the following: 1. The raising of the dead is everywhere

ascribed to Christ, and is represented as the las; work

to be undertaken by him for the salvation of man (John

v. 21 ; xi. 25; 1 Cor. xv. 22 sq.; 1 Thess. iv. 15; Rev.

i. 18 '. 2. All the dead will be raised, without respect to

age, rank, or character in ibis world (John v. 28, 29;

Acts xxiv, 15; 1 Cor. xv, 22). 8. This event is to take

place not before the end of the world, or the general

judgment (John v. 21; vi. 39, 40; xi, 24; 1 Cor. xv,

'22-28; 1 Thess. vv,Ab\ Rev. xx. 11 ). I. The manner
in which this marvellous change shall be accomplished

i- necessarily beyond our present comprehension, and

therefore the Scripture is content to illustrate it by fig-

urative representations, or by proving the possibility and
intelligibility of the leading facts. Some of the figura-

tive descriptions occur in Matt, xxiv: John v; 1 Cor.

xv. 52; 1 Thess. iv, 16; Phil. iii. 21. The image of a

trumpet-call, which is repeated in some of the-.' texts,

is derived from the Jewish custom of convening assem-

blies by sound of trumpet. .

r
>. The possibility of a res-

urrection is powerfully argued by Paul in 1 Cor. xv, 32
sij.. by comparing ii with events of common occurrence

in the natural world. (See also ver. 12-1 1 : and comp.
Acts iv, J.i Kitto. 6. The numerous instances of an

actual raising of individuals to Life by our Lord and his

apostles, nol to speak of a few similar acts by the Old-

Test, prophets, and especially the crowning fact of our

Lord's resurrection from the grave, afford some light on

these particulars. (See below.) 7. The fact of the

genera] judgment (q. v.) is conclusive as to t he literal

truth of t his great doctrine.

But although this body shall be SO raised as to pre-

serve its identify, it must yet undergo certain purifying
changes to iii it for the kingdom of heaven, and to"ren-

der it capable of immortality (1 Cor. \\. 35 Bq. I, BO that

it shall become a glorified body like that of Christ (ver.

49; Rom. vi,9; Phil. iii, 21); and the bodies of those
whom the las) day finds alive will undergo a similar

change without tasting death (1 Cor.xv, 51, 53; 2 Cor.

.. I : I ThesB. iv. 15 Bq.; Phil. iii. 21 |.

III. Theories on tfu Subject. Whether the soul, be-

tween the death and the resurrection of the present

body, exi-ts independent of any envelope, we know not.

Though it may be that a union of spirit with body is

lb.' general law of all created spiritual lit.-, still this

view gives no countenance to the notions of those who
have attempted to prove, from certain physiological

opinions respecting the renewal — every few years— of

the human frame during life, and the final transmission
of its decomposed elements into other forms of being,

that the resurrection of the body is impossible. The
apostle a-en< the fact that the "dead shall be raised

incorruptible, and we shall be changed; for this cor-

ruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must
put on immortality" (1 Cor. xv. :;.'. 53). While this

passage affirms tin- identity of the body before and after

the resurrection, it by no means affirms the identity of

the constituent particles of which the body is. at differ-

ent periods. Bupposed to be made up. The particles of

a man's body may change several times bet ween infancy

and old age; and yet. according to our ideas of bodily

identity, the man has bad all the time "the same body."

So also all the particles may be changed again between
the process of death and the resurrection, and the body
yet retain its identity (see the Bibliotkeca Sur/ii. ii.

613 sq.). Doubtless the future body will be incorrupti-

ble, infrangible, and capable of being moved at will to

any part of the universe. The highest and most length-

ened exercises of thought and feeding will doubtless not

occasion exhaustion or languor so as to divert in any
way the intellect and the affections from the engage-
ment- suited to their strength and perfection (see the

Brit, awl For. Evang. tt< v. April. 1862 I. But that there

is no analogy—that the new body will have no connec-

tion with, ami no relation to, the old; and that, in fact,

the resurrection of the body is not a doctrine of Script-

ure—does not appear to us to hav.e been satisfactorily

proved by the latest writer on the subject (Bush, Anas-
tasis, N. Y. 1845); and we think so highly of his inge-

nuity and talent as to believe that no one else is likely

to succeed in an argument in which lie has tailed.

Among the speculations propounded as a solution of

i lie problem of i be resurrection, the most ingenious, per-

haps, as well as fascinating, is the ;/, rm theory, which
assumes that the soul at death retains a certain ethereal

investiture, and that this has, by virtue of the vital force,

the power of accreting to itself a new body for the ce-

lestial life. This is substantially the Swedenborgian
view as advocated by the late Prof. Bush, and has re-

cently received the powerful support ofMr. Joseph Cook
in his popular lectures. It is thought to be counte-

nanced especially by Paul's language
I

1 Cm-, xvi con-

cerning the ".spiritual body" of the future state , ver. I >.

and hi- figure of the renewed -rain i ver. ".7
|. I hi- ex-

planation, however, is beset with many insuperable diffi-

culties.

(d.) The apostle's distinction between the psychical

(^/vX"C('r-"" :"" r;l1 ") •'""' tnepneumatical (irvtvpariKov,

"spiritual" | in that passage is not of ;//,//, , }„1 1 , vtriKov,

physical) as opposed to immaterial or disembodied: for

both are equally called body {aStpa, actual and tangible

substance), such a- we know our Lord's resurrection

body was composed of (Luke xxiv. 39). It is merely,

as the whole context shows ("corruptible incorrupti-

ble." "mortal immortal." etc i. the difference between
the feeble, decaying body of this life in its present nor-

mal state, and the glorious, fadeless frame of the future

world in its transcendent condition hereafter; in short,

its aspect as known to us here from natural phenomena,

and its prospect as revealed to us iii Scripture. 'Ibis

appears from the contrasted use of these term- in an-

other part of the same epistle ( 1 Cor. ii. II. 15) to de-

note the unregenerate as opposed to the regenerate

heart, the former being its usual or depraved, and the

latter its transformed or gracious, stale.

(6. |
In like manner the apostle's figure of grain as

sown, while it admirably illustrates, in a general way.

the possibility of changes in the natural world

as that which will take place iii the resurrect ion body,

yet like all other metaphors was never intended to

teach the precise modi of that transformation, and ac-

cordingly it fails in several essential particular- to cor-

n-pond to the revival of the body from the grave. 1.

The seed never actually dies, not any part of it. It is
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the germ alone that possesses vitality, and this simply

expands and develops, gathering to itself the material

of the rest of the seed, which undergoes chemical and

vital changes fitting it for nutriment until the young

plant attains roots and leaves wherewith to imbibe

nourishment from the outer world. This whole process

is as truly a growth as that anywhere found in nature;

it is, in fact, essentially the same as takes place in the

hatching of an egg or the gestation of an animal. 2.

The real identity of the original plant or seed and its

successor or the crop is lost in this transmutation, as the

apostle himself intimates (ver. 37). It is, in fact, the re-

production of another but similar thing rather than the

continuation or renewal of the same. The old plant,

indeed, perishes, but it never revives. The seed is its

offspring, and thus only represents its parent. Nor is

the new plant anything more than a lineal descendant

of the old one. We must not confound the resurrection

with mere propagation. The young plant may, we ad-

mit, in one sense be said to be identical with the germ
sown, notwithstanding the great change which it takes

on in the process of growth; and this is the precise

point of the apostle's simile. But we must not press his

figure into a literal strictness when comparing things so

radically different as the burial of a corpse and the

planting of grain. The principle of life is continuous

in the latter; but this is not a distinct substance, like

the soul; it is merely a property of matter, and in the

case of the body must cease with physical dissolution.

(c.) We would ask those who maintain this theory a

simple question: Is the so-called germ or "enswathe-

ment" which is supposed to survive, escape, or be elim-

inated from the body at death—is it matter or is it

spirit? We presume all will admit that there are but

these two essential kinds of substance. Which of these,

then, is it? It must, of course, belong to the former

category. Then the body does not actually and entirely

die! But this contradicts all the known phenomena in

the case. The whole theory under discussion is not

only a pure begging of the question really at issue, but

it is improbable and inconsistent. There is absolutely

not the slightest particle of scientific or historical evi-

dence that the body leaves a vital residuum in dissolu-

tion, or evolves at death an ethereal frame that survives

it in any physical sense whatever as a representation.

We remand all such hypotheses to the realm of ghost-

land and li spiritualism."

(</.) In the case of the resurrection of the body of

Jesus, which is the type of the general resurrection, and
the only definite instance on record, it is certain that

this theory will not apply. Not only is no countenance

given to it by the language of Holy Scripture concern-

ing the agency which effected that resuscitation, viz. the

direct and miraculous power of the Holy Spirit, but the

circumstances obviously exclude such a process. There
was the defunct person, entire except that the spark of

life had fled. If it be said that there still lingered about

it some vital germ that was the nucleus around which
reanimation gathered, what is this but to deny that

Jesus was truly and effectually dead? Then the whole
doctrine of the atonement is endangered. In plain Eng-
lish, he was merely in a swoon, as the Rationalists as-

sert. It may be replied, indeed, that the revivification

of our Lord's body, which had not yet decomposed, of

course differed in some important respects from that of

the bodies of the saints whose elements will have dis-

solved to dust. But on the ordinary view the two agree

in the essential point, viz. an actual and full return to

life after total and absolute extinction of it; whereas
under the theory in question one main element of this

position is denied. It matters little how long the bo'dy

has been dead, or to what extent disorganization has

taken place—whether but a few hours, as in the case of

the son of the widow of Nain ; or four days, as in that of

Lazarus; or thousands of years, as in that of the saints

—

at the final judgment. It is equally a resurrection if life

have utterly left the physiealorganism,andnot otherwise.

We conclude, therefore, that there is no scriptural,

consistent, or intelligible view except the one common-
ly entertained by Christians on this subject, viz. that the

pure and immaterial soul alone survives the dissolution

of the body, and that at the last day almighty power
will clothe this afresh with a corporeal frame suitable to

its enlarged and completely developed faculties, and
that the identity of the latter will consist, not so much,
if at all, in the reassemblage of the individual particles

of which its old partner was composed, much less of

some subtle and continuous tertium quid that emerged
from the decaying substance and reconstructs a new
physical home for itself, but in the similar combination

of similar matter, similarly united with the same im-

mortal spirit, and with it glorified by some such in-

scrutable change as took place in our Saviour's body at

the transfiguration, and as still characterized it when
preternaturally beheld by Saul on his way to Damascus.

IV. Literature.—This is very copious (see a list of

works on the subject in the appendix to Alger's Doctrine

of a Future. Life, Nos. 2929-3181). We here mention

only a few of the most important: Knapp. Christian

Theology, translated by Leonard Woods, D.D., § 151-153;

Hody, On the Resurrection ; Drew, Essay on the Resur-

rection of the Human Body; Burnet, State of the Dead;
Schott, Dissert, de Resurrect. Corporis, adv. <S'. Burnetum

(1763) ; Teller, Fides Dogmat. de Resurr. Camis (1766)

;

Mosheim, De Christ. Resurr. Mort., etc., in Dissertatt. ii,

52(5 sq. ; Dassov, Diatr. qua Judceor. de Resurr. Mart.

Sentent. ex Plur. Rabbinis (1675); Neander, All. Ge-

schichle, etc., I,iii, 1088, 1096; II, iii, 1404-1410; Zehrt,

Ueber d. Avferstehung d. Todten (1835); Hodgson, Res.

of Hum. Body (Lond. 1853). See Resurrection of
Christ.

RESURRECTION of Christ. This great fact, by
which " he was declared to be the Son of God with pow-
er," stands out everywhere prominently on the pages of

the New Test, as the foundation of the Christian faith

(Rom. i, 2 ; Acts xiii. 32, 33 ; 1 Cor. xv, 3-15). Accord-

ing to the Scriptures the disciples were assured, by the

testimony of their senses, that the body of Christ, after

his resurrection, was the same identical body of human
flesh and bones which had been crucified ami laid in the

sepulchre (Matt, xvi, 21 ; xxvii, 63; xxviii, 5-18
; Mark

xvi, 6-19; Luke xxiv, 5-51; John xx, 9-26; Acts i,

1-11). Our Lord himself took special pains to make the

impression upon the minds of his disciples that in his

crucified body he was actually raised to life. He ap-

pealed to the testimony of their own senses: "Behold,"

says he, "my hands and my feet, that it is I myself;

handle me, and see; for a spirit hath not flesh and

bones, as ye see me here." He showed them his hands

and his feet, which the nail-prints attested to be the

same which had hung upon the cross. Our Lord also

invited Thomas to thrust his hand into his wounded

side ; and, to remove the last remaining shadow of doubt

from the minds of his disciples that it was he himself in

the same human body, " lie called lor food, and he took

and did eat before them" (Luke xxiv, 39-43; John xx,

27). The fact also that our Lord continued forty days

upon earth after his resurrection, in the same human
body in which he was crucified, shows plainly that he

did not rise from the tomb in a glorified body. And the

evidence is equally strong that he now dwells in heaven

in a glorified body (Phil, iii, 21 ; Col. iii, 4).

Since this event, however, independently of its im-

portance in respect to the internal connection of the

Christian doctrine, w.as manifestly a miraculous occur-

rence, the credibility of the narrative has from the ear-

liest times been brought into question (Celsus, apud

Origen. cont. Cels. i, 2 ; Woolston, Discourses on tin Mir-

acles, disc, vi ; Chubb, Posth. Works, i, 330 ; Morgan,

The Resurrection Considered [1744]). Others who have

admitted the facts as recorded to be beyond dispute, yet

have attempted to show that Christ was not really dead,

but that, being stunned and palsied, he wore for a time

the appearance of death, and was afterwards restored to
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consciousness by the cool grave and the spices. The
rd'ni at inn of these views may be Been in detail in such

works as Less, Ueber du Religion, ii. >'-; id. Auferste-

hungsgesckichte, nebst Anhang (1799); Doderlein, Frag-

ment* und Antifragmente (1782). The chief advocates

of these views are Paulus | Hist. Resurrect. Jes.
[ 1795]),

and, more recently, Henneberg (PhUoL-histor.-krit.

Commentar iib. d. Gesch. d. Begrabn,, d. Avferstehung u.

526
j

I. "If the body of Jesus

Christ," -a\ s Saurin, " were nol raised from the dead, it

must have been stolen away. Bui tins theft is incredi-

ble. Who committed it ? The enemies ofJesus < !hrisl ?

Would they have contributed to his glory by counte-

nancing a report of his resurrection ? Would his disci-

ple8? It is probable they would not, and it is next to

certain they could not. How could they have under-

taken to remove the body— frail and timorous creat-

ures, people who fled as soon as they saw him taken into

custody ? Even Peter, the most courageous, trembled at

the voice of a servant-girl, and three times denied that

he knew him. Would people of this character have
dared to resist the authority of the governor? Would
they have undertaken to oppose the determination of

the Sanhedrim, to force a guard, and to elude, or over-

come soldiers armed and aware of danger? If Jesus
Christ was not. risen again (I speak the language of un-
believer.- ). he hail deceived his disciples with vain hopes

of his resurrection. How came the disciples not to dis-

cover the imposture? Would they have hazarded them-
selves by undertaking an enterprise so perilous in favor

of a man who had so cruelly imposed on their credulity?
15ut were we to grant that they formed the design of

removing the body, how could they have executed it?

How could soldiers, armed and on guard, suffer them-
Belves to be overreached by a few timorous people?
Either (says St. Augustine) they were asleep or awake

;

if they were awake, why should they suffer the body to

be taken away? If asleep, how could they know that

the disciples took it away ? How dare they then de-
pose that it was stolen?"

The testimony id' the apostles furnishes us with argu-
ments, and there are eight considerations which give
the evidence sufficient weight. 1. The nature of these

witnesses. They were not men of power, riches, elo-

quence, credit, to impose upon the world: they were
poor and mean. 2. The number of these witnesses. (See
1 Cor.xv; Luke xxiv.31: Mark xvi. 14; Matt, xxviii,

10.) It is not likely that a collusion should have been
held among so many to support a lie, which would be
of no utility to them. 3. The facts themselves which
they .avow: not suppositions, distant events, or events
related by others, but. real facts which they saw with
their own eyes (] John i). 4. The agreement of their

evidence :
t hey all deposed the same tiling. 5. Observe

the tribunals before which they gave evidence: Jews
and heathens, philosophers and rabbins, courtiers and
lawyers. 1 f t hey had been impostors, the fraud certainly
would have been discovered. G. The place in which
they bore their testimony. Not at, a distance, where
they might not. easily have been detected, if false, but
at Jerusalem, in the synagogues, in the pratorium. 7.

The time of this test in y : not years after, but three
days after, they declared he was risen; yea, before the
rage of the Jews was quelled, while Calvary was yet
«lyed Will, the blood they had spill, >d. [fit had heel, a
fraud, ii i- not likely they would have come forward in

such broad daylight, amid so much opposition, 8. Last-
ly, the moth t - w bich induced them to publish the res-
urrection: nol to gain fame, riches, glory, profit; no, they
' sposedthi in- ]> ufferinganddeath,andproclaimed
the truth from conviction of its importance' and certainty.

• i: etions have also been raised upon the apparent
discrepancies of the Gospel narratives of the event
These discrepancies were early perceived-, and a view
of what the fathers have d in the attempt to recon-
cile them has been given bj Niemeyer (£)< Evangelista-
ruia in Narrando Chrisli in Vitam Reditu Di

I [1824]). They were first collocated with much acute-
' ness by Morgan in the work already cited, and at a later

date by an anonymous writer, whose fragments were
i edited and supported by Leasing, the object of which
seems to have been to throw uncertainty and doubt over
the whole of this portion of Gospel history. A numer-
ous host of theologians, however, rose to combat and re-

fute this writer's positions, among whom we find the

names of Doderlein, Less, Sender, feller. Maschius,Mi-
chaelis. Pleasing, Eichhorn, Herder, and others. Among
those who have more recently attempted to reconcile

the different accounts is Griesbach, who. in hi- excellent

Prolusio dt Fontibus mate Evangelista suasd* Resurrec-

tione Domini Narrationes hausi rint
I 1793), remarks that

all the discrepancies are trifling, and nol of such mo-
ment as to render the narrative uncertain and suspect-

ed, or to destroy or even diminish the credibility of the
evangelists, but serve rather to show how extremely
studious they were of truth, "and how closely and even
scrupulously they followed their documents." (iriesbach

then attempts to show how these discrepancies may
have arisen, and admits that, although unimportant,

they are hard to reconcile, as is indeed evinced by the

amount of controversy they have excited. The princi-

pal one of these discrepancies has been discussed under

APPEARANCE.
For works on the general subject, besides those re-

ferred to under the preceding article, see Malcolm, Theo-
logical Index, s. v. : Darling. < yclop. Bibliog. (see Index);
and for monographs on the various points connected
with our Lord's resurrection, see those cited by Yolbe-

ding, Index Programmatum, p. ti7 sip; and by llase, Le-
ben Jem, p. 160, 221, .'.'."), 227, 230; also the following:

Clausenitz, De Mortuorum Tempore Resurrect, et c/ir.

Resurrectione (Hal. 1741); Kunadius, De Sanctis Redi-

»t»ts(Viteb. 1665); Hobichhont, />< Sanctis Resurgente
< 'hfi.<i<> /'i.<iiri/i ntibus (IJos. 1696) ; Schurzmann, De An-
astasi Atlieniensibiis pro Dm Itabita

I
Lips. 1708). Nu-

merous articles on the subject are to be found in religious

periodicals, among which, as the latest, we name Jourtu

Sac /.it. Jan. 1853, Oct. 1854 ; Studu n u. Kritib n, 1870,

i: Zeitschr.f. wissenchaftl. Theol. 1863; Theol. and Lit.

Journal Oct. 1857, Oct. 1858; Land. Bib. Rev. April,

1849; Brit, and For. /•>. Rev. April. 1862; Bibl Sacra,
June, 1852. Oct. 1860, Oct. 186't ; .Y« w-Englander, May,
1857; Met'h. Quar. Rev. Oct 1873, Oct 1877; Christian

Quar. April, 1876; Amer. Fresh, and Thiol. Rev. July
and Oct. 1867; South. Presb. Rev. Oct I860; Mercersb.

Rev. April, 1861; Danvilb Rev. March, 1863 ; Universal-

ist Quar. April and Oct 1861. SeeJssi s Christ.

Reticulated Work (Lat opus reticulatum=neb-
work), masonry constructed with diamond-shaped stones,

or square stones placed diagonally. In the city of

Home this mode of decorating the surface of a wall is

generally characteristic of the period of the early em-
pire; it was frequently imitated in Romanesque work
in the tympanum of a door-way. especially in Norman
work.—Parker, Gloss, of Architect, a. v.

Retribution, Future. That man is a responsible

being, and that Ids responsibility extends into his future

state of existence, is generally admitted throughout I ln-

world. The denial of all punishment in a future state,

rests chiefly upon the two unscriptural and contradicto-

ry dogmas the immaculate spirituality and th<

materialism of the human soul. The position believed

to be taught in the Scriptures is this, that all sinners who
do n,,t repent and take refuge in the Saviour in the pres-

ent life shall in the future state Buffer everlasting punish-

ment, as the necessary andjust retribution of their sins.

This doctrine, however awful it must be acknowledged
by all to be, appears to be taught in the Scriptures, and

has been held by very large portions of the Church in all

ages. We shall not. however, depend upon this fact as

a proof, though it affords what logicians call a violent

presumption, that it was an original part of Christianity.

We present the following 88 Scripture proof, and urge,
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1. Those passages which declare that certain sinners

shall not enter the kingdom of heaven (Matt. v. 20; vii.

13, 21-23; xviii, 3; Mark x, 23-27; Luke xiii, 21. 26;

John iii, 3-5; 1 Cor. vi, 9, 10; Gal. v, 19-21; Eph. v,

5; Heb. iii, 19; iv, 1, 13). If some men, according to

the language of these Scriptures, are to be excluded

from heaven, they must necessarily sink to hell; for

the Scriptures give us no intimation of a middle

state.

2. Those passages of Scripture which describe the fut-

ure and final state of men in contrast (Psa. xvii, 14, 15;

Prov. x, 28 ; xiv, 35 ; Dan. xii, 2 ; Matt, iii, 12 ; vii. 13.

14, 21; viii, 11, 12; xiii, 30-43, 47-50; xxiv, 46-51;
xxv, 23-40 ; Mark xvi, 16 ; Luke vi, 23, 24, 47-49 ; John
iii, 16; v. 29; Pom. vi, 21-23; ix, 21-23; Gal. vi, 7, 8;

Phil, iii, 17-21 ; 2 Thess. i, 5-12 ; 2 Tim. ii, 19, 20 ; Heb.
vi, 8, 9; 1 Pet. iv, 18). These passages are believed

to refer to the final state of man because— (1) in sev-

eral of them the state is expressly called their end. (2)

The state of the righteous and that of the wicked are

put in exact opposition to each other; and if one is not

final, neither is the other. (3) There is a dead silence

about any succeeding state; and (4) the phraseology of

some of the passages will admit of no other interpreta-

tion.

3. Those passages of Scripture which apply the terms

"everlasting," "eternal," "forever," and "for ever and

ever" to this future state (Dan. xii, 2; Matt, xviii. 8:

xxv, 41-46; Mark iii, 29; 2 Cor. iv, 18; 2 Thess. i, 9;

2 Peter ii. 17; Jude 6,7, 13; Rev. xiv, 10-12; xix, 3;

xx, 10).

4. Those passages which express future punishment

by phrases which implv its everlasting duration (Matt.

x, 28; xii, 31, 32; Ma'rk iii, 39; ix, 43-48; Luke ix,

25; xiv, 26; John iii, 36; viii, 21 ; xvii, 9; Phil, iii, 10;

Heb. vi, 2; x, 26, 27; James ii, 13; 1 John v, 16).

5. Those passages which intimate that a change of

heart and a preparation for heaven are confined to this

life (Prov. i, 24-28 ; Isa.lv, 6, 7; Matt, xxv, 5-13; Luke
xiii, 24-29 ; John xii, 36 ; 2 Cor. vi, 1, 2 ; Heb. iii, 1-10

;

xiii, 15-22; Rev. xxii, 11).

6. Those passages which foretell the consequences of

rejecting the Gospel (Psa. ii, 12; Prov. xxix, 1; Acts

xiii, 40-40 ; xx, 26 ; xxviii, 26, 27 ; Rom. x, 12 ; 1 Cor.

i, 18; 2 Cor. ii, 15, 16; iv, 3; 1 Thess. v, 3; 2 Thess. i,

8; ii, 10-12; Heb. ii, 1-3; iv, 1-11; x, 26-31, 38, 39;

xxii, 25-29; James ii, 14; 1 Pet. iv, 17, 18; 2 Pet. ii,

1-21 ; iii, 7). The Gospel being the only way of salva-

tion for man (Acts iv, 12), its rejection is that of the

only method of salvation. See Punishment, Eveii-

l.vstixg ; Universalisji.

Rettberg, Friedrich Wiliielm, a German theo-

logian, was born at Celle, Aug. 21, 1805. After teaching

in several small institutions, he became professor of the-

ology at Marburg, where he died, April 7, 1849. His

works are, De ParabolisJesu Christi (Gottingen, 1827) :

—Cyprianus nack seinem Leben und Wirken (ibid. 1831) :

— Heilslehren des Christenthums nack den Grundsdtzen

dei- lutherisciien Kirche (Leips. 1838) :

—

Kirchengesckichte

]>, utschlands (I rottingen, 1840-48).—Hoefer, Nouv.Biog.

Generate, s. v.

Retz, Henri de Gondi de, a French prelate, was
born at Paris in 1572. He was canon of Notre Dame,
and held many rich abbeys. In 1596 he became coad-

jutor of his uncle, cardinal Pierre de Gondi, bishop of

Paris, with the promise of succeeding to his title. He
received the cardinal's hat in 1618, and, as cardinal de

Retz, took part in the affairs of State. He published one

work, Ordonnnnces Synodales. He was the last bishop

of Paris. His death occurred at Be'ziers, Aug. 2, 1622.

—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Retz, Jean Francois Paul de Gondi, Cardi-

nal de, often written Rais, a French prelate, was born at

Montmirail in Oct. 1614. By birth he was a Knight
of Malta, and was destined by his father for the Church,

in the hope that he might succeed his uncle as arch-

VII I.-X x x

bishop of Paris. The ecclesiastical life was wholly dis-

tasteful to him, and his earlier years were spent in prodi-

gality and excesses of all kinds; but, at the same time,

he prosecuted his theological studies with great success,

and received valuable benefices. He was made canon
of Notre Dame in 1627, and adopted the title of abbe de
Retz. His ambition and hardihood gained for him the

friendship of the count de Soissons, and by the conspir-

acy planned by that nobleman he hoped to be released

from his ecclesiastical life and enter upon a political

one, which was more congenial to his intriguing nat-

ure. After the death of the count, he devoted him-
self with more regularity to his profession, and succeed-

ed in gaining so great a popularity that Louis XIII,

on his death-bed, appointed him coadjutor to his uncle,

the bishop of Paris. In this position he gained the

hearts of the people by his charities and great atten-

tion to all the outward requirements of religion. Dur-
ing the wars of the Fronde he rendered valuable assist-

ance to the royal cause; but finding that he was dis-

trusted, he finally became the secret leader of the popu-
lar party, and the greatest opponent of cardinal Mazarin.

He was made cardinal in 1652, and received tempting

offers of a position as ambassador of France to the Holy
See; but before he had decided to accept this proposi-

tion, he was arrested by order of Louis XIV, and was
kept closely confined at Vincennes. On the death of

his uncle, March 21, 1654, his friends took possession of

the archbishopric in his name. By resigning his claims,

he succeeded in gaining a change of residence, and was
removed to the Chateau of Nantes. He escaped from
his confinement Aug. 8, 1654, and after many adventures

reached Spain. Philip IV offered him an escort, and
he immediately hastened to Rome, where he declared

himself archbishop of Paris, the pope having refused to

acknowledge his resignation. Retz subsequently trav-

elled through Europe; and having been prohibited by
Louis XIV from occupying his archbishopric in person,

he governed it b}- vicars and subordinates until 1662,

when he formally resigned all claim to it in considera-

tion of receiving other valuable benefices. He was rec-

onciled to the king, and received permission to establish

himself at Commercy, where he kept up a petty state,

and occupied himself in study and works of charity.

He died at Paris, Aug. 24, 1079. His writings are chief-

ly political, and as such are not of interest here. But
his greatest work is his Memoires, composed during his

years of retirement. They were first published in 1717,

and have been translated into several foreign languages.

See Memoires du Cardinal de Retz; Le/tres de Madame
de Sevigne ; Voltaire, Siecle de Louis XIV.—Hoefer,

Nouv. L'iog. Generate, s. v.

Retz, Pierre de Gondi de, a French cardinal, was
born at Lyons in 1533. After entering the ecclesiasti-

cal life, he received many favors from Catherine de' Me-
dici, and advanced rapidly. He was made bishop of

Langres in 1505, and was transferred to the see of Paris

in 1570, and became grand - almoner, chancellor, and

chief of the council of Charles IX. He was several

times ambassador to the Holy See, and in 1587 was cre-

ated cardinal. He refused to take the oath of allegiance,

and explained his reasons in a letter, to which the writ-

ers of the League replied with passion. In 1592 he was
sent by Henry IV on an embassy to the pope. He died

Feb. 17, 1616. Retz was an honest but parsimonious

man, and possessed little genuine talent.— Biog. Uni-

verselle, s. v.

Re'ii (Heb. Rev.', I"*!, friend; Sept. 'Payav v. r.

'Payav, 1 Chron. i, 25), the son of Peleg and father of

Serug in the Abrahamic ancestry (Gen. xi, 18, 21 ; 1

Chron. i, 25). B.C. cir. 1950. He is called Ragau in

Luke iii, 35. He lived 239 years. "Bunsen (Bibehcerk)

says Reu is Rolia, the Arabic name for Edessa, an asser-

tion which, borrowed from Knobel, is utterly destitute

of foundation, as will be seen at once on comparing the

Hebrew and Arabic words. A closer resemblance might
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be found between Reu and Rhagm, a large town offic-

ially if the Greek equivalents of the two names

be taken" I
Smith).

Reu'ben (Heb. Reuben', "~"N~. set a son [see be-

kra !: Sept and New Test. 'Pow/3qy), the name of one

ofthe .l.w i>h patriarchs and ofthe tribe descended from

him. ("In the following account we make use in part of

the article in Smith's Diet, ofthe Bible, s.v.) See Jacob.

1. Reuben was Jacob's first-born child (Gen. xxix.

on of Leah, apparently an unexpected fruil of

the marriage (vcr. 31: Josephus, Ant. i, 19,8). B.C.

1919. This is perhaps denoted by the nam.- itself,

whether we adopt the obvious signification oi its pres-

ent form — reu'ben, i.e. "behold ye, a son!

. p. L247 b)—or the explanation given in the

text, which seems to imply that the original form was
•":"2 ""X", rati bSonyi, "Jehovah hath seen my afflic-

tion,
1
' or that ol Josephus, who uniformly presents it as

Roubel ('Poi'/3?j\or, so also in Ant. ii, 3, 1), and explains

it (An/, i. 19, 8) as the "pity ol God"—t\eov tov Qeov,

as if from bx2 '"IX'H (Furst, Heb. Lex. p. 1269). The

Peshito (Rubil) and the Arabic version oi Joshua agree

with this last form. Redslob (Di* alttestamentl. Namen,

p. 86) maintains that Reubel is the original form of the

name, which was corrupted into Reuben, as Bethel into

the modern Beitin, and Jezreel into Zerin. lie treats

it as signifying the "flock of Bel," a deity whose wor-

ship greatly flourished in the neighboring country oi

Moab, and who under the name of Nebo had a famous

sanctuary in the very territory ol Reuben. In this case

it would be a parallel to the title, " people of Chemosh,"
which is bestowed on .Moab. The alteration of the ob-

noxious syllable in KcuW would, on this theory, find a

parallel in the Merib&aai and Eshbaal of Saul's family,

who became Mepbibosheth and Ishbosketh. IJut all this

is evidently fanciful and arbitrary.

The notices of the patriarch Reuben in the book of

Genesis and the early Jewish traditional literature are

unusually frequent, and on the whole give a favorable

view of his disposition. To him, and him alone, the

preservation ol Joseph's life appears to have been due.

B.C. 1895. His anguish at the disappearance of his

brother, and the frustration ol his kindly artifice for de-

livering him (Gen. xxxvii, 22); his recollection of the

minute details of t lie painful scene many years after-

wards (xlii, 22); his offer to take the side responsibility

ol the safety ol the brother who had succeeded to Jo-

seph's place in the family (vcr. 37), all testily to awarm
and (for those rough times) a kindly nature. We are,

however, to remember that he, as the eldest son, was
more responsible lor the safety of Joseph than were the

others, and it would seem that he eventually acqui-

esced in the deception practiced upon his lather. Sub-
sequently Reuben offered to make the lives of bis own
sons responsible for thai ofBenjamin, when it was neces-

sary to prevail on Jacob to let him go down to Egypt
(vers. 37, 38). The fine conduct of Judah in afterwards

undertaking the same responsibility is in advantageous
contrast with ibis coarse, although well-meant, pro-

posal. For his adulterous and incestuous conduct in

i he matter oi Bilhah, Jacob in his last blessing deprived

him oi the pre-eminence and double portion which be-

longed to his birthright, assigning the former to Judah
and the latter to Joseph (xlix,3, 4; com p. vers. 8-10;
xlviii. 5). < H this repulsive crime we know Irom the
Scriptures ., uiy the fact (xxxv,22). In the post-Bibli-

cal traditions n is treated either as not having actually
occurred (as in the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan), or else

as the result oi a sudden temptation acting on a hot and
vigorous nature (as in the Testament ol the I'welve

Patriarchs) a parallel, in some oi its circumstances, to

the intrigue of David with Bathsheba, Some severe
temptation there musl surely have been to impel Reu-
ben to an act which, regarded in it8 social rather than
in its moral aspect, would be peculiarly abhorrent to a

patriarchal society, and which is specially and repeat-

edly reprobated in the law of Moses. The Rabbinical
version of the occurrence (as given in the Targum
Pseudo-Jonathan) is very characteristic, and well illus-

trates ii,,. difference between the spirit of early and of

late Jewish history. "Reuben went and disordered
the couch of Bilhah, his lather's concubine, which w.as

placed right opposite the couch of Leah, and it was
counted unto him as if he had lain with Iter. And
when Israel heard it. it displl ased l)i'. i. and he said, Lo!
an unworthy person shall proceed Ii- me. as fshmael
did from Abraham, and Esau from my father. And the

Holy Spirit answered him and said. All are righteous,

and there is not one unworthy among them." lo uben's

anxiety to save Joseph is represented as arising from a

desire to conciliate Jacob, and his absence while Joseph

was sold, from his Bitting alone on the mountains in

penitent fasting. These traits, slight as they are. are

those of an ardent, impetuous, unbalanced, but not un-

generous, nature; not crafty and cruel, as were Simeon

and Levi, but rather, to use the metaphor of the dying

patriarch, boiling up (TBS, A. V. ••unstable." Gen. xlix,

4) like a vessel of water over the rapid wood-lire ofthe

nomad tent, ami as quickly subsiding into apathy when
the fuel was withdrawn.

2. The Tribe ofReuben. -At the time ofthe migra-

tion into Egypt (or rather at the time of Jacob's de-

cease), Reuben's sons were four (Gen. xlvi, 0; 1 Chron.

v,3). From them sprang the chief families ofthe tribe

(Numb, xxvi, 5-11). One of these families—that of

Pallu—became notorious as producing Eliab, whose sons

or descendants, Dathan and Abiram, perished with their

kinsman On in the divine retribution lor their conspira-

cy against Moses I
svi, 1 : xxvi, 8 1 1 |. The census at

Mount Sinai ( i. 20, 21 ;
ii. 1 1 ) shows that at the Exodua

the numbers ofthe tribe were 16,500 men above twenty
years of .age. and lit for active warlike service. In point

of numerical strength, Reuben was then sixth on the

list. Gad, with l">.f>.>0 men. being next below. ( »n the

borders of Canaan, after the plague which punished the

idolatry of Baal-peor, the numbers had fallen slightly,

and were -13,73(1; (iad was -ltl.,jl>(>; and the position ,,f

the two in the list is lower than before, Ephraim and
Simeon being the only two smaller tribes (xxvi, 7. etc. ).

During the journey through the wilderness the position

of Reuben was on the south side ofthe Tabernacle. The
"camp" which went under his name was formed of his

own tribe, that of Simeon (Leah's second son), and thai

ol Gad (sou oi Zilpah, Leah's slave). The standard of

the camp was a deer w lib the inscription. " Hear. ( I Is-

rael ! the Lord thy God is one Lord!" and its place in the

march was second (Targum Pseudo-Jonathan [ Numb, ii,

10-16]).

The Reubenites, like their relatives and neighbors on

the journey, the Gadites, hail maintained through the

march to Canaan the ancient calling of their forefathers.

The patriarchs were ••feeding their flocks" at Shechem
when Joseph was sold into Egypt It was as men whose

"trade bait been about cattle from their youth" that

they wen- presented to Pharaoh (Gen. \1\ i. 32, 3 I . and

in the land of Goshen they settled "with their flocks

and herds and all that they had" (ver. 32; xlvii. 1).

Their cattle accompanied them ill their flight from

Egypt I Exod. \ii. 38 I
: not a hoof was left I.(hind ; and

there arc frequent allusions to them on the journey

(xxxiv,3; Numb, xi, 22; Deut. viii, 13, etc.). lint it

would appear that the tribes who were destined to settle

in the confined territory between the Mediterranean and

the Jordan had, during the journey through the wilder-

ness, fortunately relinquished that taste for the posses-

sion of cattle which they could not have maintained al-

ter I heir set t lenient til a distance from the wide pastures

ol the wilderness. Thus the cattle had come into the

hands oi Reuben, Gad, and the halfofManasseh
I
Numb.

\\\ii. I !. ami it followed naturally that when the na-
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tion arrived on the open downs east of the Jordan, the

three tribes just named should prefer a request to their

leader to be allowed to remain in a place so perfectly

suited to their requirements. The country east of Jor-

dan does not appear to have been included in the origi-

nal land promised to Abraham. That which the spies

examined was comprised, on the east and west, between

the " coast of Jordan" and " the sea." But for the pu-

sillanimity of the greater number of the tribes it would

have been entered from the south (xiii, 30), and in that

case the east of Jordan might never have been peopled

by Israel at all. Accordingly, when the Reubenites and

their fellows approach Moses with their request, his

main objection is that by what they propose they will

discourage the hearts of the children of Israel from

going over Jordan into the land which Jehovah had

given them (xxxii, 7). It is only on their undertaking

to fulfil their part in the conquest of the western coun-

try, the land of Canaan proper, and thus satisfying him
that their proposal was grounded in no selfish desire to

escape a full share of the difficulties of the conquest, that

Moses will consent to their proposal.

The " blessing" of Reuben by the departing lawgiver

is a passage which has severely exercised translators and

commentators. Strictly translated as they stand in the

received Hebrew text, the words are as follows:

"Let Reuben live, anrt not die,

Aud let his meu be a [small] number."

As to the first line there appears to be no doubt, but the

second line has been interpreted in two exactly opposite

ways. 1. By the Sept.,

"And let his men be many in number."

This has the disadvantage that ISC 1? is never em-

ployed elsewhere for a large number, but always for a

small one (e. g. 1 Chron. xvi, 19 ; Job xvi, 22 ; Isa. x,

19 ; Ezek. xii, 16). 2. That of our own A. V.,

"And let not his men be few."'

Here the negative of the first line is presumed to convey
its force to the second, though not there expressed. This

is countenanced by the ancient Syriac version (Peshito)

and the translations ofJunius and Tremellius, and Schott

and Winzer. It also has the important support of Ge-
senius (Thesaur. p. 968 a, and Pent. Sam. p. 44). It is,

however, a very violent rendering. 3. A third and very

ingenious interpretation is that adopted by the Veneto-

Greek version, and also by Michaelis (Bibelfur Unge-

lekrten, Text), which assumes that the vowel-points of

the word T^'?, "his men," should be altered to IT'S,
" his dead"

—

"And let his dead be few"

—

as if in allusion to some recent mortality in the tribe,

such as that in Simeon after the plague of Baal-peor.

These interpretations, unless the last should prove to

be the original reading, originate in the fact that the

words in their naked sense convey a curse, and not a

blessing. Fortunately, though differing widely in de-

tail, they agree in general meaning. The benediction

of the great leader goes out over the tribe which was
about to separate itself from its brethren, in a fervent

aspiration for its welfare through all the risks of that

remote and trying situation. Both in this and the
earlier blessing of Jacob, Reuben retains his place at

the head of the family, and it must not be overlooked
that the tribe, together with the two who associated

themselves with it, actually received its inheritance be-

fore either Judah or Ephraim, to whom the birthright

which Reuben had forfeited was transferred (1 Chron.
v, 1).

From this time it seems as if a bar, not only the ma-
terial one of distance, and of the intervening river and
mountain-wall, but also of difference in feeling and hab-
its, gradually grew up more substantially between the
Eastern and Western tribes. The first act of the for-

mer after the completion of the conquest, and after they

had taken part in the solemn ceremonial in the valley

between Ebal and Gerizim, shows how wide a gap al-

ready existed between their ideas and those of the

Western tribes. The pile of stones which they erected

on the western bank of the Jordan to mark their boun-

dary—to testify to after-ages that, though separated by
the rushing river from their brethren and the country

in which Jehovah had fixed the place where he would
be worshipped, they had still a right to return to it for

his worship—was erected in accordance with the unal-

terable habits of Bedouin tribes both before and "since.

It was an act identical with that in which Laban and
Jacob engaged at parting, with that which is constant-

ly performed by the Bedouin of the present day. But
by the Israelites west of Jordan, who were fast relin-

quishing their nomad habits and feelings for those of

more settled permanent life, this act was completely

misunderstood, and was construed into an attempt to

set up a rival altar to that of the sacred tent. The in-

compatibility of the idea to the mind of the Western
Israelites is shown by the fact that, notwithstanding

the disclaimer of the two and a half tribes, and not-

withstanding that disclaimer having proved satisfac-

tory even to Phinehas, the author of Joshua xxii re-

tains the name mizbeach for the pile, a word which in-

volves the idea of sacrifice—i. e. of slaughter (see Ge-
senius, Thesaur. p. 402)—instead of applying to it the

term gal, as is done in the case (Gen. xxxi, 46) of the

precisely similar " heap of witness." Another Reuben-
itish erection, which long kept up the memory of the

presence of the tribe on the west of Jordan, was the

stone of Bohan ben-Reuben which formed a landmark
on the boundary between Judah and Benjamin (Josh.

xv, 6). This was a single stone (Ebeii), not a pile, and
it appears to have stood somewhere on the road from

Bethany to Jericho, not far from the ruined khan so

well known to travellers.

The doom, " Thou shalt not excel," was exactly ful-

filled in the destinies of the tribe descended from Reu-
ben, which makes no figure in the Hebrew history, and
never produced any eminent person. No judge, no
prophet, no hero of the tribe of Reuben is handed down
to us, unless it be "Adina the Reubenite, a captain of

the Reubenites, and thirty with him" (1 Chron. xi, 42).

In the dire extremity of their brethren in the north

under Deborah and Barak, they contented themselves

with debating the news among the streams (532) of

the Mishor. The distant distress of his brethren could

not move Reuben : he lingered among his sheepfolds,

and preferred the shepherd's pipe and the bleating of

the flocks to the clamor of the trumpet and the turmoil

of battle. His individuality fades more rapidly than
Gad's. The eleven valiant Gadites who swam the Jor-

dan at its highest, to join the son of Jesse in his trouble

(1 Chron. xii, 8-15) ; Barzillai ; Elijah the Gileadite

;

the siege of Ramoth-gilead, with its picturesque inci-

dents—all give a substantial reality to the tribe and
country of Gad. But no person, no incident, is recorded

to place Reuben before us in any distincter form than as

a member of the community (if community it can be
called) of " the Reubenites. the Gadites, and the half-

tribe of Manasseh" (ver. 37). The very towns of his

inheritance—Heshbon, Aroer, Kirjathaim, Dibon, Baal-

meon, Sibmah, Jazer—are familiar to us as Moabitish,

and not as Israelitish, towns. The city life so charac-

teristic of Moabitish civiHzation had no hold on the

Reubenites. They are most in their element when en-

gaged in continual broils with the children of the des-

ert, the Bedouin tribes of Hagar, Jetur, Nephish, No-
dab; driving off their myriads of cattle, asses, cam-
els; dwelling in their tents, as if to the manner born

(v, 10), gradualhy spreading over the vast wilderness

which extends from Jordan to the Euphrates (ver. 9),

and every day receding further and further from any
community of feeling or of interest with the Western
tribes. See Moab. Thus remote from the central seat
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of the national government and of the national religion,

it is not to be wondered at thai Reuben relinquished

the faith of Jehovah. "They weni after the gods of

tin- people of the land whom God destroyed before

them," and we hear little more of them till the time of

Hazael, king of Syria, who ravaged and for a time held

n of their country (2 Kings x, 33). The Last

historical notice which we possess of I hem, while it re-

cords tlii- fact, records also as its natural consequence,

thai the Reubenites and Gadites and the half-tribe of

Manasseh were carried off by Pul and Tiglath-pileser,

and placed in the districts on and about the river Kha-

bur, in the upper part of Mesopotamia -" in Halah, and

Habor, and tiara, and the river Gozan" (1 Chron. v, 26).

The following is a list of all the Biblical localities in

the tribe of Reuben, with their probable identifications.

For the boundaries, see Tribe.

Abaiim. Mountains. El-Belka.
Almon-diblnthaim. Town. [N. of Dhiban]

?

Arnon. River. Mojeb.
Aroer. Town. Arair.
Ashdoth-pisgah. Brooks. SeePisGAii.
Ataroth. Town. Atoms.
Baal-meon. do. Main.
Bajith. do. See Baal-meon.

Bamoth (-baal). j ''i",^
1 '"") [Jebel Htmeh]1

Beer (-elim). Well. ' [On Soil Hadan]?
Beon. Town. See Baal-meon.
Beth-baal-ineon. do. See Baal-meon.
Beth-diblathaim. do. See Almon-jwblathaim.
Beth-jeshimoth. do. Beit-Jismutht
Bi I on. do. See Baal-meon.
Beth-peor. Temple. [N. W. of Hesban] ?

Bezer. Town. [Buraziny!
Dibon [or Dimon]. do. Dhiban,
Elealeh. do. EUAl
Heshbon. do. Hesban.
Jahaz. do. [Khan es-Shiby}
Eedemoth. do. [Kd-Dideilatl ?

Kiijathaim. do. Kureyatt
Lasha. do. See Cali.ibeiwe.
Mattanah. do. [In plain ArdRamadan]?
Medeba. do. Mniaba.
Mephaatn. do. iEm el-Weled] 1

Miunith. do. Minyah.
Misgnb. do. See Bamoth.
Nahaliel. do. [N. of Wady Maleh] ?

Nebo. Mount. Jebel Neba.
Nophah. Town. [El-Habeis]1
Pisgah. Mount. Sec Nemo.
8bJ)

Iib'mah
bma,,

'} Town- »*r*»
Zareth-snahar. do. Zarat
Zophim. Field. [Plain of Medeba}?

The country allotted to the Reubenites extended on
the south to the river Anion, which divided it from the

Moabites (Josh. xiii,8, 16); on the cast it touched the

desert of Arabia; on the west were the Dead Sea and
the Jordan. The northern border was probably marked
by a line running eastward from the .Ionian through
Wady Besban (vers. 17-21 ; Numb.xxxii,37,38). This
country had originally been conquered and occupied by
the Moabites; but they were driven out a short time

Jeth-Trararv

( ' A D " « u ,

rshoph^n'
Abel-ceramirn

Map of the Tribe of Reuben.

before the Exodus by Sihon. king of the Amorites. wha
was in his turn expelled by the Israelites (Deut. ii:

Numb. xxi. 22-31 i. Immediately after the captivity

the Moabites again returned to their old country and
occupied their old cities. This is the reason why, in

the later prophets, many of the cities of Reuben are i m-
braced in the curses pn unced upon Moab (.ler. xlviii).

The territory was divided into sections— the western
declivities towards the Dead Sea and the Jordan valley,

which were steep, rugged, and bare, with the little sec-

tion of the lower plain of Jordan dulled in Scripture

'the plains of Moab"
[
Numb. xxii. 1

]
) at their base;

and the high table-land stretching from the summit of

the ridge away towards Arabia. The latter, from its

even surface, as contrasted with the rocky soil of West-
ern Palestine, received from the accurate sacred writers

the appropriate name Mishor (q. v.). Under its modern
name of the Belka it is still esteemed beyond all others

by the Arab sheepmasters. It is well watered, covered
with smooth, short turf, and losing itself gradually in

those illimitable wastes n bub have always been, and al-

ways will be, the favorite resort of pastoral nomad t iilie>.

The whole region is now deserted
;
there is not a single

settled inhabitant within its borders. Its great cities,

mostly bearing their ancient name-,, are heaps of ruins.

The wild wandering tribes of the desert visit it period-

ically to feed their fiocks .and herds on its rich pastures,

and to drink the waters of its fountains and cisterns.

See Burckhardt, Travels in Syria, p. 065 sq.; Irby and
Mangles, Travels, p. 460 sq.; Porter, Hand-look for
Syria, p. 298 sq.

Reu'benite (Heb. with the art. ha-Reubeny',

^^"X-in; Sept. 'Povfifiv, occasionally oi utoi 'Pow/3qv

or 'Povj3i]i'i), a descendant of Reuben (Numb, xxvi, 7,

etc.).

Reuchlin, .Ioiiann von, an eminent German schol-

ar, who adopted the Graecized name of Capnio, was born

at Pforzheim in 1451. After serving in different politi-

cal functions, he became, in 1520, professor of Creek and

Hebrew at Ingolstadt, whence he removed to Tubin-

gen, thence to Stuttgart, where he died, Dec. 28, 1521.

Resides his memorable services in connection with clas-

sical literature and general culture, he may be regarded

as the principal promoter of the study of Hebrew in his

day. lie published a Hebrew grammar and lexicon

under the title Ad Dionysium Fratrem suum dt Rudi-

mentis ll<l>nii,-i.< Libri III (s. 1. 1506, Ito), of which an

improved edition, by Seb. Minister, appeared in 1537

(Basel, foL). Reuchlin wrote also D, Accentibuset Ortho-

graphia Linn. II<1>. ( Hagenau, 1518, Ito).— Kitto.

Reii'el (Heb. Reilel', b»Wl,friend of (in,!; Sept.

'Payovrjk; A. Y. Raguel
|

Numb, x, 29]), the name of

three or four men.

1. A son of Esau by Bashemath (Gen. xxxvi. I. 10;

1 Chron. i, 35, 37) ; bis four sons
I Gen. xxx\ i. 13) were

princes, i. e. chiefs of the Edomites (ver. 17). P>.< '. post

1963. SeeKsu.
2. A Midianitish priest and nomadic herdsman in the

wilderness, to whom Moses tied from Egypt, and whose

daughter Zipporah he married (Exod. ii, 16 sq.); but in

Exod. iii, 1: iv. 18, Jethro i- called father-in-law of

Moses, and in iii, 1 is made priest and herdsman. Va-

rious methods are suggested for meeting the difficulty:

(1.) Josephus (A at. ii. 12, 1) considers Renel and Jethro

as two names of one man. So I.engerkc ( /<< naatl, i, 39 I)

and Bertheau (Isr. Gesch. p. 242). (2.) Aben-Ezra, fol-

lowed by Rosenmuller, understands by father in Exod.

ii, is. grandfather. (3.) Ewald {Isr. Gesch, ii. 14)
thinks "Jethro son of" lias fallen out of the text before

Reuel in Exod. ii, 18. (-1.) Ranke {Pentat. ii, 8) under-

stands the word chothen', "" rendered father-in-law,

to mean brother-in-law, and compares the ambiguous
use of the Greek yafifipoQ. We must then suppose

thai Jethro had succeeded lo the priesthood and Hocks

of Iii- deceased father i Exod. iii. I). (">. ) < t'.hers find a
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double genealogical tradition (Hartmann, Pentat. p. 223

sq. ; comp. De Wette, Einleit, ins A . T. p. 19(5). On this

supposition the "compiler" must have been very care-

less. The third explanation derives no support from

the fact that the Sept., in Exod. ii, 16, twice mentions

Jethro as father of seven daughters. The translators

might have considered Reuel as the grandfather, and

this would support No. 2. The fourth supposition is

forced. If we must decide for any particular view, it

seems simplest to understand grandfather for father

(Exod. ii, 18), since Reuel was the father of the house

until Jethro acquired independence. See Hobab ; Ra-
GL'EL.

3. Father of Eliasaph, the leader of the tribe of Gad
at the time of the census at Sinai (Numb, ii, 14). In

the parallel passages (i, 14 ; vii, 42, 47 ; x, 20) the name
is given Deuel (q. v.).

4. Son of Ibnijah, father of Shephatiah (1 Chron.

ix, 8), of the tribe of Benjamin. B.C. ante 1018.

Reii'mah (Heb. Reiimah', ilE^SO, elevated [Ge-

sen.], or pearl [Fiirst]; Sept. 'Ptvpa), a concubine of

Nahor, Abraham's brother ; and by him mother of Te-

bah and others (Gen. xxii, 24). B.C. cir. 2040.

Reuss, Benigna vox (Countess), a German hym-
nist, was born at Ebersdorf Dec. 15, 1095. where she also

died, Aug. 1, 1751. She was a sister of count Henry
XXIX of Reuss-Ebersdorf, and of the countess Erdmuth
Dorothea, wife of count von Zinzendorf. She was a

godly woman, and wrote some hymns, one of which haa

been translated into English : Komm Segen aits der

Hoke (Engl, transl. in Sacred Lyrics from the German,

p. 155,
li Attend, O Lord, my daily toil"). (B. P.)

Reuterdahl, Henrik, a Swedish Protestant di-

vine, was born in 1795 at Malmo, in Sweden. He stud-

ied at Lund, and in 1817 commenced lecturing as "pri-

vat docent" of theology. In 1824 he was made adjunct

to the theological faculty, in 1820 prefect of the semi-

nary, in 1827 member of the chapter, in 1838 librarian,

and in 1844 professor of theology at Lund. In 1852 he

was appointed state-councillor and head of the depart-

ment for religious matters, which position he occupied

till 1855, when he was made bishop of Lund, and in 1850

archbishop of Upsala. He died in 1870. He wrote,

On the Study of Theology (Lund, 1834) :

—

Introduction

to Theology (ibid. 1837) -.—History ofthe Swedish Church

(ibid. 1838-63, 3 vols.). Besides, he also published

since 1828 the Theologish Quartalskriff, and continued

the Apparatus ad Historiam Suedo - Gothicam, com-
menced by Celse. His De Fontibus Histoi-ice Ecclesias-

tical Eusebiance, published in 1826, in 4 pts., is still of

great value. See Winer, Handbuch der theologischen

Literatur, i, 833, 892, ii, 730, Zuchokl, Bill. Theol. ii,

1059 sq. (B. P.)

Reval-EsthonianVersion of the Scriptures.
This version, which is used by the inhabitants of the

north of Livonia, including the three adjacent islands

of Oesel. Dagden (or Dagiie), and Mohn, was first print-

ed at Reval in 1739, and partly published at the expense
of the celebrated count Zinzendorf. In 1815, through

the zeal of Dr. Paterson, and the aid afforded by the

British and Foreign Bible Society, an edition of 10,000

copies of the New Test, was printed. Prior to 1824 the

Russian Bible Society published 5100 copies of the Old
Test., and some recent editions have been issued at

Dorpat. Of late the American Bible Society has un-
dertaken the publication of the whole Bible in the Re-
val-Esthonian, now printing at Berlin, which is proba-

bly now ready, having the previous year (1876) issued

an edition of 20,000 copies of the New Test., with the

Psalms, in 12mo. We subjoin the Lord's Prayer in that

dialect, from Dalton's Das Gebet des Herrn in den Sprachen

Russlands, p. 65: "Meie iza, kes sa oled taewas, pttb.it-

setud sagu sum nimi, sinu rlk tulgu, sine tahtmine

sundigu kui taewas nenda ka ma, peal; meie igapae-

wane leib auna mejle tana-piiew; ja anna andeks meile

meie wolad, kui ka meie andeks anname oma wolglas*

tele; ja ara siida meid mitte kiuzatuze sisse. waid peas-

ta meid lira kurjast; sest sinu paralt on rlk, ja wagi ja

au igaweste. Amen." See Bible of Every Land, p.

330 sq. ; Dalton, Das Gebet des Herrn in den Sprachen
RussUuids, p. 25 sq., 05; Annual Reports of the Ameri-
can Bible Society, 1870, 1877. (B. P.)

Revelation (<<7ro/c«Ai>4/ig), a disclosure of some-
thing that was before unknown- ; and divine revelation

is the direct communication of truths before unknown
from God to men. The disclosure may be made- by
dream, vision, oral communication, or otherwise (Dan.

ii, 19; lCor.xiv,26; 2 Cor. xii, 1 ; Gal. i, 12; Rev.i,l).

Revelation is not to be confounded with inspiration.

The former refers to those things only of which the sa-

cred writers were ignorant before the}' were divinely

taught, while the latter has a more general meaning.
Accordingly revelation may be defined that operation

of the Holy Spirit by which truths before unknown are

communicated to men ; and inspiration, the operation

of the Holy Spirit by which not only unknown truths

are communicated, but by which also men are excited

to publish truths for the instruction of others, and are

guarded from all error in doing it. Thus it was revealed

to the ancient prophets that the Messiah should appear,

and they were inspired to publish the fact for the bene-

fit of others. The affecting scenes at the cross of Christ

were not revealed to John, for he saw them with his

own eyes (John xix, 35) ; but he was inspired to write

a history of this event, and by supernatural guidance

was kept from all error in his record. It is therefore

true, as the apostle affirms, that every part of the Bible

is given by inspiration of God (2 Tim. iii, 16), though
every part of the Bible is not the result of immediate
revelation. For convenience' sake, we call the whole
Bible a revelation from God, because most of the truths

it contains were made known by direct communication
from God, and could have been discovered in no other

way; and generally it is only the incidental circum-
stances attending the communication of these truths

that would be ascertained by the writers in the ordinary

modes of obtaining information.

Concerning a divine revelation, we remark that, 1.

It is possible. God may, for aught we know, think

proper to make known to his creatures what they before

were ignorant of; and, as a Being of infinite power, he
cannot be at a loss for means of communication. 2. It

is desirable; for while reason is necessary to examine
the matter of revelation, it is incapable, unaided, of

finding out God. 3. It is necessary ; for without it we
can attain to no certain knowledge of God, of Christ,

and of salvation. 4. Revelation must, to answer its ends,

be sufficiently marked with internal and external evi-

dences. These the Bible has. 5. Its contents must
be agreeable to reason. Not that everything revealed

must be within the range of reason; but this may be

true, and yet there be no contradiction. To calm, dis-

passionate reason there is nothing in doctrine, com-
mand, warning, promises, or threatenings which is op-

posed thereto. 6. It must be credible; and we find

the facts of Scripture supported by abundant evidence

from friend and foe. 7. Revelation also must necessa-

rily bear the prevailing impress of the circumstances and
tastes of the times and nations in which it was originally

given. The Bible, however, though it bears the dis-

tinct impress of Asiatic manners, as it should do, is most
remarkable for rising above all local and temporary pe-

culiarities, and seizing on the great principles common
to human nature under all circumstances; thus showing
that as it is intended for universal benefit, so will it be

made known to all mankind. The language of the Bi-

ble is the language of men, otherwise it would not be a
divine revelation to men. It is to be understood by the

same means and according to the same laws by which
all other human language is understood. It is addressed

to the common-sense of men, and common-sense is to be

consulted in its interpretation
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In a narrower sense. li revelation" is used to express the

manifestation ofJesus Christ to Jews and Gentiles (Luke

ii, 32); the manifestation of the glory with which God

will glorify his elect and faithful servants at the last

judgment (Rom. viii, 19), and the declaration of his

just judgments in his conducl both towards the elect

and towards the reprobate (ii, 5 16). There is a very

noble application of the word revelation to the con-

summation of all things, or the revelation of Jesus

Christ in liis future glory (1 Cor. i. 7: 1 Pet i, 13).

See Brown. Compendium of Natural and Revealed Re-

Lrchbp. Campbell, On Revelation; Delany, Rev-

elation Examined; Ellis, On Divine Things; Fuller.

Works; Home, Inln><lur/i»i> .• Inland. Necessity of Rev-
. lotion ; 1 7- a- of 1>< istical Writ* rs. See Inspiration

;

Miracles; Prophecy.
REVELATION, Book of. This, the last of the

books of the New Test., according to their usual ar-

rangement, is entitled in the A. V. "The Revelation

(A-i>k-a\v\lsir. Apocalypst |
of

[
St.

|
John the Divine

(row OeoXoyov I," but in ( lodices Alex., Sinait., and Ephr.

Rescrip. it is simply 'AiroicaAv\f/i£ lwavvov ; and in

Cod. Vat. it takes the fuller ami more explicit form of

'ATroh-a\ii\pic 'lutavvov BtoXoyoi' Kai Evayyekurrov,

thus clearly identifying the author with the writer of

the fourth gospel. The true and authoritative title

of the book, however, is that which it hears in its

own commencing words. 'AiroicciXvil/ig Tr/nor Xpiarov
;

which has been restored by Tregelles in his critical

edition of 1844 (The following account is based, in

the main, upon the condensed and judicious article in

Smith's Diet, of the Bible.)

I. Canonical Authority and Authorship.—These two
points are intimately connected with each other. If it

can be proved that a book, claiming so distinctly as

this does the authority of divine inspiration, was actu-

ally written by John, then no doubt will bo entertained

as to its title to a place in the canon of Scripture.

Was, then, John the apostle and evangelist the writer

of the Revelation V This question was first mooted by

Dionysius of Alexandria ( Eusebius, //. E. vii, 25). The
doubt which he modestly suggested has been confident-

ly proclaimed in modern times by Luther ( Vorrede auf
,n, Offenbarung, L522 and loot), and widely diffused

through his influence. Locke {EinleUung, p. 802), the

most learned and diligent of modern critics of tie Re\ -

elation, agrees with a majority of the eminent scholars

of Germany in denying that John was the author.

But the general belief of the mass of Christians in all

ages has been in favor of John's authorship.

1. Evidence in Favor of the ipostolic Authorship.—
'Ibis consists of the assertions of the author and histor-

ical tradition.

(1.) The author's description of himself in the first

and twenty-second chapters is certainly equivalent to

an assertion that he is the apostle, (a) He names him-

self simply John, without prefix or .addition— a name
which at that period, and in Asia, must have been taken

by every Christian as tie- designation, in the first in-

stance, of the great apostle who dwelt .at Ephesus.

Doubtless there were other Johns an g the Christians

at that time, but only arrogance or an intention to de-

ceive could account for Hie assumption of this simple

Btyle by any other writer, lie is also described as (>>)

a servant of ( ihrist, (c) one who had borne testimony as

an eye-witness of the word of God and of the testimony
of Christ term- which were surely designed to identi-

fy him with the writer of the verses John xix,35; i, 14;

and I John 1,2. lie i, (d) in l'atmos for the word of

God and the testimony oi .iesu> ( Ihrisl : it may be easy
to suppose that other Christians of the same name were
banished thither, but the apostle is the only John who
is distinctly named in early history as an exile al l'at-

mos. lie is alsoii }a fellow-sufferer with those whom
In- addresses, and (/) the authorized channel of the
most direct and important communication thai was ever

made to the Beven churches of Asia, of which church-

es John the apostle was at that time tlte spiritual gov-
ernor and teacher. Lastly ( .71. the writer was a fellow-

servant of angels and a brother of prophets — titles

which are far more suitable to one of the chief apostles,

and far more likely to have been assigned to him than
to any other man of less distinction. All these marks
are found united together in the apostle John, and in

him alone of all historical persons. We must go out

of the region of fact into the region of conjecture to

find such another person, A candid reader of the Rev-
elation, if previously acquainted with . I. din's other writ-

ings and life, must inevitably conclude that the writer

intended to be identified with John. Ii i- strange to

see so able a critic as Liicke
|
/•//»/. itung, p. oil. meet tag

this conclusion with the conjecture thai some Asiatic

disciple and namesake of the apostle may have written

the book in the course of some missionary labors or

some time of sacred retirement in l'atmos. Equally

unavailing against this conclusion is the objection

brought by Ewald, Credner, and others, from the fact

that a promise, of the future blessedness of the apostles

is implied in xviii. 20 and xxi, 11: as if it were incon-

sistent with the true modesty and humility of an apos-

tle to record—as Daniel ofold did in much plainer terms

(Dan. xii. 13)—a divine promise of salvation to himself

personally. Lather those passages may be taken as in-

i stances of the writer quietly accepting as his just due

such honorable mention as belongs to all the apostolic

company. Unless we are prepared to give up the ve-

racity and divine origin of the whole book, and .0 treat

the writer's account of himself as a mere fiction of a

poet trying to cover his own insignificance with an
honored name, we must accept that description as a

plain statement of fact, equally credible with the rest

!

of the book, and in harmony with the simple, honest,

truthful character which is stamped on the face of the

whole narrative.

Besides this direct assertion of John's authorship,

there is also an implication of it running through the

book. Generally, the instinct ofsingle-minded, patient.

faithful students has led them to discern a connection

between the Revelation and John's gospel and epistles.

and to recognise, not merely the same Spirit as the

source of this and other books of Holy Scripture, but

also the same peculiarly formed human instrument em-
ployed both in producing this book and the fourth gos-

pel, and in speaking the characteristic words and per-

forming the characteristic .actions recorded of John.

This evidence is set forth at great length and with

much force and eloquence by J. P. Lange in bis essay

on the connection between the individuality of the

apostle John and that id' the Apocalypse, 1838 (Ver-

mischte Schriflen, ii. 17:1 231 1. After investigating the

peculiar features of the apostle's character and position,

and (in reply to Liicke) the personal traits shown by the

writer of the Revelation, he concludes that the book is

a mysterious but genuine effusion of prophecy under the

New Test., imbued with the spirit of the Gospel, the

product of a spiritual gift so peculiar, so great and no-

ble, that it can be ascribed to the apostle John alone.

The Revelation requires for its writer John, just as his

peculiar genius requires lor it ^ utterance a revelation.

This special character of the Apocalypse as an inspired

production under remarkably vivid circumstances is

the true key to its diction, which ecrtainh exhibits

many striking differences as compared with John's oth-

er well-accredited writings. At the same time, there

an- not a few marked coincidences iii the phraseology.

Both of these points have been developed at great

length by the writers above named and by others in

their commentaries and introductions, low hich we must

refer the reader lor details. Arguments of this nature

are always inconclusive as to authorship, and we there-

fore rest the conclusion upon evidence of a more palpa-

ble character. (See i iii below.)

('_'.) The historical testimonies in favor of John's

authorship arc singularly distinct and numerous, and
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there is very little to weigh against them, (o.) Justin

Martyr (cir. A.D. 150) says: "A man among us whose
name was John, one of the apostles of Christ, in a rev-

elation which was made to him, prophesied that the

believers in our Christ shall live a thousand years in

Jerusalem" {Tryph. § 81, p. 179, ed. Ben.), (b.) The au-

thor of the Muratorian Fragment (cir. A.D. 170) speaks

of John as the writer of the Apocalypse, and describes

him as a predecessor of Paul, i. e. as Credner and Liicke

candidly interpret it, his predecessor in the office of

apostle, (e.) Melito of Sardis (cir. A.D. 170) wrote a

treatise on the Revelation ofJohn. Eusebius (//. E. iv,

26) mentions this among the books of Melito which

had come to his knowledge; and as he carefully re-

cords objections against the apostle's authorship, it may
be fairly presumed, notwithstanding the doubts of Klen-

ker and Liicke (Einleitiing, p. 51-1), that Eusebius found

no doubt as to John's authorship in the book of this

ancient Asiatic bishop. (c7.) Theophilus, bishop of An-
tioch (cir. 180), in a controversy with Hermogenes, quotes

passages out of the Revelation of John (Eusebius, H. E.

iv, 24). (e.) Irenajus (cir. 195), apparently never having

heard a suggestion of any other author than the apos-

tle, often quotes the Revelation as the work of John.

In iv, 20, § 11, he describes John the writer of the Rev-
elation as the same who was leaning on Jesus' bosom

at supper, and asked him who should betray him. The
testimony of Irenseus as to the authorship of Revelation

is, perhaps, more important than that of any other writ-

er: it mounts up into the preceding generation, and is

virtually that of a contemporary of the apostle. For

in v, 30, § 1, where he vindicates the true reading (666)

of the number of the Beast, he cites in support of it,

not only the old correct copies of the book, but also the

oral testimony of the very persons who themselves had
seen John face to face. It is obvious that Irenreus's

reference for information on such a point to those con-

temporaries of John implies bis undoubting belief that

they, in common with himself, viewed John as the writ-

er of the book. Liicke (p. 574) suggests that this view
was possibly groundless because it was entertained be-

fore the learned fathers of Alexandria had set the ex-

ample of historical criticism; but his suggestion scarce-

ly weakens the force of the fact that such was the be-

lief of Asia, and it appears a strange suggestion when
we remember that the critical discernment of the Alex-
andrians, to whom he refers, led them to coincide with

Irenasus in his view. (/.) Apollonius (cir. 200) of Eph-
esus (?), in controversy with the Montanists of Phrygia,

quoted passages out of the Revelation of John, and nar-

rated a miracle wrought by John at Ephesus (Euseb.

//. E. v, 18). (g.) Clement ofAlexandria (cir. 200) quotes

the book as the Revelation of John (Stromata, vi, 13,

p. 667), and as the work of an apostle (Peed, ii, 12, p.

207). (k.) Tertullian (A.D. 207), in at least one place,

quotes by name "the apostle John in the Apocalypse"

(.1 ilr. Marcbon. iii, 14). (/.) Hippolytus (cir. 230) is said,

in the inscription on his statue at Rome, to have com-
posed an apology for the Apocalypse and Gosple of St.

John the apostle. He quotes it as the work of John
(De Antiehristo, § 36, p. 756, ed. Migne). (j.) Origen
(cir. 233), in his commentary on John, quoted by Euse-
bius (//. A', vi, 25), says of the apostle, "he wrote also

the Revelation." The testimonies of later writers, in

the 3d and 4th centuries, in favor of John's authorship

of the Revelation are equally distinct and far more nu-
merous. They may be seen quoted at length in Liicke.

p. 628-638, or in dean Alford's Prolegomena (A'. T. vol.

iv, pt. ii). It may suffice here to say that they include

the names of Victorinus, Methodius. Ephrem Syrus, Epi-
phanius, Basil, Hilary, Athanasius, Gregory, Didymus,
Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome.

All the foregoing writers, testifying that the book
came from an apostle, believed that it was a part of

Holy Scripture. But many whose extant works can-

not be quoted for testimony to the authorship of the

book refer to it as possessing canonical authority. Thus

(n) Papias, who is described by Irenaeus as a hearer of

John .and friend of Polycarp, is cited, together with

other writers, by Andreas of Cappadocia, in his com-
mentary on the Revelation, as a guarantee to later

ages of the divine inspiration of the book (Routh, Eel.

Sacr. i, 15 ; Cramer, Catena [Oxford, 1840], p. 176).

The value of this testimony has not been impaired by
the controversy to which it has given rise, in which
Liicke, Bleek, Hengstenberg, and Rettig have taken dif-

ferent parts. (6) In the epistle from the churches of

Lyons and Vienne, A.D. 177, inserted in Eusebius, II. E.

v, 1-3, several passages (e. g. i, 5; xiv, 4; xxii, 11) are

quoted or referred to in the same way as passages of

books whose canonical authority is unquestioned, (c)

Cyprian (Epp. 10, 12, 14, 19, ed. Fell) repeatedly quotes

it as a part of canonical Scripture. Chrysostom makes
no distinct allusion to it in any extant writing; but we
are informed by Suidas that he received it as canonical.

Although omitted (perhaps as not adapted for public

reading in church) from the list of canonical books in

the Council of Laodicea, it was admitted into the list

of the third Council of Carthage, A.D. 397.

2. Evidence against John's A uthorship.—Marcion, who
regarded all the apostles except Paul as corrupters of

the truth, rejected the Apocalypse and all other books
of the New Test, which were not written by Paul. The
Alogi, an obscure sect (cir. A.D. 180), in their zeal against

Montanism, denied the existence of spiritual gifts in the

Church, and rejected the Revelation, saying it was the

work, not of John, but of Cerinthus (Epiphanius, Adv.
Hcer. Ii). The Roman presbyter Caius (cir. A.D. 196),

who also wrote against Montanism, is quoted by Euse-
bius (II. E. iii, 28) as ascribing certain revelations to Ce-
rinthus; but it is doubted (see Routh. Rel. Sacr. ii, 138)

whether the Revelation of John is the book to which
Caius refers. But the testimony which is considered

the most important of all in ancient times against the

Revelation is contained in a fragment of Dionysius of

Alexandria (cir. A.D. 240), the most influential, and
perhaps the ablest, bishop in that age. The passage,

taken from a book On the Pi-omises, written in reply to

Nepos, a learned Judaizing Chiliast, is quoted by Euse-

bius (//. E. vii, 25). The principal points in it are these

:

Dionysius testifies that some writers before him alto-

gether repudiated the Revelation as a forgery of Cerin-

thus ; many brethren, however, prized it very highly,

and Dionysius would not venture to reject it, but re-

ceived it in faith as containing things too deep and too

sublime for his understanding. (In his Epistle to Her-
mammon [Euseb. H. E. vii, 10] he quotes it as he would
quote Holy Scripture.) He accepts as true what is

stated in the book itself, that it was written by John,

but he argues that the way in which that name is men-
tioned, and the general character of the language, are

unlike what we should expect from John the evangelist

and apostle; that there were many Johns in that age.

He would not say that John Mark was the writer, since

it is not known that he was in Asia. He supposes that

it must be the work of some John who lived in Asia;

and he observes that there are said to be two tombs in

Ephesus, each of which bears the name of John. He
then points out at length the superiority of the style of

the Gospel and the First Epistle of John to the style of

the Apocalypse, and says, in conclusion, that whatever
he may think of the language, he does not deny that

the writer of the Apocalypse actually saw what he de-

scribes, and was endowed with the divine gifts of knowl-

edge and prophecy. To this extent, and no further, Di-

onysius is a witness against John's authorship. It is

obvious that he keenly felt the difficulty arising from

the use made of the contents of this book by certain un-

sound Christians under his jurisdiction ; that he was
acquainted with the doubt as to its canonical authority

which some of his predecessors entertained as an infer-

ence from the nature of its contents; that he deliberate-

ly rejected their doubt and accepted the contents of the

book as given by the inspiration of God; that, although
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he did not und< rstand how John could write in the stylo

in which the Revelation is written, be yel knew of no

authority for attributing it, as he desired to attribute it,

to some other of the numerous persons who bore the

name of John.

A weightier difficulty arises from the fact that the

Revelation is i of the books which arc absent from

the ancient Peshito version, and the only trustworthy

evidence in favor of its reception by the ancienl Syrian

Church is a single quotation which is adduced from the

Syriac works (ii, 332 c) ofEphrem Syrus. Eusebius is

remarkably sparing in his quotations from the " Revela-

tion of John," and the uncertainty of his opinion about

ii ig besl shown by his statement in //. E. iii, 39, that

'•ii is likely that the Revelation was seen by the second

John (the Ephesian presbyter), if any one is unwilling

to believe thai it was seen by the apostle." See Joh>
mii Presbyter. Jerome states (Ep.ad Dardanum,

etc) that the Crock churches felt, with respect to the

Revelation, a similar doubt to that of the Latins respect-

ing the Epistle to the Hebrews. Neither he nor his

equally influential contemporary Augustine shared such

doubts. Cyril of Jerusalem, Cbrysostom, Theodore of

ia. ami Theodoret abstained from making use

of the book, sharing, it is possible, the doubts to which

Jerome refers. But they have not gone so far as to ex-

press a distinct opinion against it. The silence of these

writers is the latest evidence of any importance thai has

been adduced against the overwhelming weight of the

testimony in favor of the canonical authority and au-

thorship of thi- hook. See Canon OF SCRIPTCRE.
11. Time and /'fur, of Writing.—The date of the

Revelation is given by the great majority of critics as

A. 1 1. 95 '.'7. The weighty testimony of Irenaeus is al-

most sufficient to prevent any other conclusion. He
says (Adv. //"/-. v. 30, ^ 3), "It [i.e. the Revelation]

was seen no very long time ago. but almost in our own
generation, at the close of Domitian's reign." Stuart's

attempt to interpret this of Nero's reign (Comment, ad

loc.) is evidently forced. Eusebius also records as a tra-

dition which he does not question, that in tin- persecu-

tion under Domitian, John the apostle and evangelist,

being yet alive, was banished to the island of Patmos
for his testimony of the divine word. Allusions in Clem-
ent of Alexandria and Origen point in the same direc-

tion. There is no mention in any writer of the first

three centuries of any other time or plat e. Epiphanius

di. 12), obviously by mistake, says that John prophesied

in the reign of Claudius. Two or three obscure and la-

ter authorities say that John was banished under Nero.

Unsupported by any historical evidence, some com-
mentators have put forth the conjecture that the Reve-

lation was written as early as the time of Nero. This
is simply their inference from the style and contents of

tic 1 k. But it is difficult to see why John's old age
rendered it, as they allege, impossible for him to write

his inspired message with force and vigor, or why his

residence in Ephesus must have removed the Hebraistic

peculiarities of his Greek. It is difficult to see in the

passages i. 7; ii, 9; iii. 9; vi, 12, 16; xi, 1. anything
which would lead necessarily to the conclusion that Je-

rusalem was in a prospi roiis condition, and that the pre-

dictions of iis fall bad not been fulfilled when those

verses were written, \ i « weighty argument in favor

of an early date might be urged from a modern inter-

pretation ofxvii, lit, if that interpretation could be es-

tablished. Galba i- alleged to be tin- sixth king, the
one that -i-." In Nero these interpreters see the beasl

that was wounded (xiii, 3), the beast that was and is

not, the eighth kin- (xvii, 11). for some time after

death the Roman populace believed that he was
not dead, but had lied into the La-t. whence he would
return and regain hi- throne; and these interpreters

venture to suggest that thev riterol theRevelation shared
ami meant to express the absurd popular delusion. Even
the able and learned ReilBS I Thiol. Chrit. i, 143), by way
of supporting this interpretation, advances his untenable

' claim to the first discovery of the name of Nero Caesar

in the number of the beast, 6Ctj. The inconsistency of

this interpretation with prophetic analogy, with thecon-
lext of Revelation, and with the fact that the I k is of

divine origin, is pointed out by Hengstenberg at the end
of his Commentary on eh, xiii, andbj Elliott, Bora Aj>"c.

iv. ol7.

It ha- been inferred from i. 2. '.». L0, that the Revela-

,

tion was written in Ephesus, immediately after the apos-

tle's return from Patmos. But the t> si i- scarcely suf-

ficient to support this conclusion. The style in which
the message- to the seven churches an- deln ered rather

Suggests the notion that the book was written in Pat-

mos. s.e John tin. Apostle.
HI. Language.—The thought first suggested by 11a-

renberg, that the Revelation was written in Aramaic,

ha- met with little or no reception. The silence of all

ancient writers as to any Aramaic original is alone a suf-

ficient answer to the suggestion. Lucke (Einleit.p. Ill)

has collected internal evidence to show that the original

i- l he l .reek of a Jew i-h Christian.

Lucke has also (p. 148 164) examined in minute de-

tail, after the preceding labors of Donker-Curtius, Vogel,

Winer. Ewald, rvoltholf. and Hitzig, the peculiarities of

language which obviously distinguish the Revelation

from every other book of the New Test. In subsequent

sections (p. 680 7 17) he urges with great force the differ-

ence between the I ,'evelal i. hi. on one side, and the fourth

Gospel and first Epistle, on the other, in respect of their

style and composition and the menial character and at-

tainments of the writer of each. Hengstenberg, in a

dissertation appended to his Commentary,maintains that

they are by one writer. Thai the anomalies and pecu-

liarities of the Revelation have been greatly exaggerated

by some critics is sufficiently shown by Hitzig's plausi-

ble and ingenious, though unsuccessful, attempt to prove

the identity of style and diction in the Revelation and

the ( rOSpe] of Mark. It may lie admitted that the Rev-

elation lias many surprising grammatical peculiarities.

But much pf this is accounted for by the fact that it was
probably written down, as it was seen, "in the spirit."

while the ideas, in all their novelty ami vastness, Idled

the apostle's mind, and rendered him less capable of at-

tending to forms of speech. His Gospel and Epistles,

on the other hand, were composed equally under divine

influence, but an influence of a gentler, more ordinary

kind, with much care, after Ion-- deliberation, after fre-

quent recollection and recital of the fads, and deep pon-

dering of the doctrinal truths which they involve.

Gebhardl has recently given the coincidences in lan-

guage between the Gospel and the Lev elation of John in

a most, convincing manner (DoctHm of the Apocalypse,

etc.; transl. from the German, Kdiub. 1S7.S ) : "There
are underlying identities of style which demonstrate

identity of authorship. The subjects, of course, are stu-

pendously different, and so require even of the same

writer a stupendous difference of style. In the Apoc-

alypse the pictorial imagination is perpetually on the

Utmost Stretch; events and objects are crowding upon

each other with intense rapidity. The scenery and pic-

torial material are generally borrowed from the Hebrew

Scriptures, with immense improvements. .More than

all. the mind of the writer, steeped in Hebraism, is in a

preternatural state, lie who was in his youth a sou of

thunder has all the thunder of his youth prelcrnaturally

renewed within him. Lightly, the extraordinary con-

ditions demand an extraordinary change of style, both

in thought and language. Vet, underlying all this

change, the natural Btyle and mind i i-takably dis-

close themselves. He who cannot see this was never

born a critic, and can never be reconstructed into one"

(Meth. Quar. L878, p. 739), See John (Gospel and

Epistles),

IV. Contents. —A full analysis of the book would in-

volve much that is disputed as to its interpretation.

We therefore lure content ourselves with a general

outline, in which the main visions are specified,
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The first three verses contain the title of the book,

the description of the writer, and the blessing pro-

nounced on the readers, which possibly, like the last

two verses of the fourth gospel, may be an addition by

the hand of inspired survivors of the writer. John be-

gins (i. 4) with a salutation of the seven churches of

Asia. This, coming before the announcement that he

was in the spirit, looks like a dedication not merely of

the first vision, but of all the book, to those churches.

In the next five verses (i, 5-9) he touches the key-note

of the whole following book, the great fundamental

ideas on which all our notions of the government of

the world and the Church are built—the person of

Christ; the redemption wrought by him; his second

coming to judge mankind; the painful, hopeful disci-

pline of Christians in the midst of this present world;

thoughts which may well be supposed to have been

uppermost in the mind of the persecuted and exiled

apostle even before the divine inspiration came on him.

a. The first vision (i, 7-iii, 22) shows the Son of Man
with his injunction, or epistles to the seven churches.

While the apostle is pondering those great truths and

the critical condition of his Church which he had left,

a Divine Person resembling those seen by Ezekiel and

Daniel, and identified by name and by description as

Jesus, appears to John, and, with the discriminating au-

thority of a lord and judge, reviews the state of those

churches, pronounces his decision upon their several

characters, and takes occasion from them to speak to

all Christians who may deserve similar encouragement

or similar condemnation. Each of these sentences,

spoken by the Son of Man, is described as said by the

Spirit. Hitherto the apostle has been speaking pri-

marily, though not exclusively, to some of his own con-

temporaries concerning the present events and circum-

stances. Henceforth he ceases to address them par-

ticularly. His words are for the ear of the universal

Church in all ages, and show the significance of things

which are present in hope or fear, in sorrow or in joy,

to Christians everywhere.

b. In the next vision (iv, 1-viii, 1), Patmos and the

Divine Person whom he saw are gone. Only the trump-

et voice is heard again calling him to a change of

place. He is in the highest court of heaven, and sees

God sitting on his throne. The seven-sealed book or

roll is produced, and the slain lamb, the Redeemer, re-

ceives it amid the sound of universal adoration. As
the seals are opened in order, the apostle sees (1) a con-

queror on a white horse
; (2) a red horse, betokening war

;

(3) the black horse of famine; (4) the pale horse of death;

(5) the eager souls of martyrs under the altar
; (6) an

earthquake, with universal commotion and terror. After

this there is a pause, the course of avenging angels is

checked while 144,000, the children of Israel, servants

of God, are sealed, and an innumerable multitude of the

redeemed of all nations are seen worshipping God. Next
(7) the seventh seal is opened, and half an hour's silence

in heaven ensues.

c. Then (viii, 2-xi, 10) seven angels appear with
trumpets, the prayers of saints are offered up, the earth

is struck with fire from the altar, and the seven trump-
ets are sounded. (1) The earth, and (2) the sea, and

(3) the springs of water, and (4) the heavenly bodies

are successively smitten ; (5) a plague of locusts afflicts

the men who are not sealed (the first woe)
; (6) the third

part of men are slain (the second woe), but the rest are

impenitent. Then there is a pause: a mighty angel

with a book appears and cries out ; seven thunders sound,

but their words are not recorded; the approaching com-
pletion of the mystery of God is announced ; the angel

bids the apostle eat the book, and measure the temple
with its worshippers, and the outer court given up to

the Gentiles; the two witnesses of God, their martyr-

dom, resurrection, ascension, are foretold. The approach
of the third woe is announced, and (7) the seventh trump-
et is sounded, the reign of Christ is proclaimed, God
has taken his great power, the time has come for judg-

ment and for the destruction of the destroyers of the
earth.

The three preceding visions are distinct from one an-
other. Each of the last two, like the longer one which
follows, has the appearance of a distinct prophecy, reach-

ing from the prophet's time to the end of the world. The
second half of the Revelation (ch. xii-xxii) comprises

a series of visions which are connected by various links.

It may be described generally as a prophecy of the as-

saults of the devil and his agents (i. e. the dragon, the

ten-horned beast, the two-horned beast or false prophet,

and the harlot) upon the Church, and their final de-

struction. It appears to begin with a reference to events

anterior, not only to those which are predicted in the

preceding chapter, but also to the time in which it was
written. It seems hard to interpret the birth of the

child as a prediction, and not as a retrospective allu-

sion.

d. A woman (ch. xii) clothed with the sun is seen in

heaven, and a great red dragon with seven crowned heads
stands waiting to devour her offspring; her child is

caught up unto God, and the mother flees into the wil-

derness for 1200 days. The persecution of the woman
and her seed on earth by the dragon is described as

the consequence of a war in heaven in which the dragon
was overcome and cast out upon the earth.

The Revelator (ch. xiii), standing on the sea-shore, sees

abeast with seven heads, one wounded, with ten crowned
horns, rising from the water, the representative of the

dragon. All the world wonders at and worships him,

and he attacks the saints and prevails. He is followed

by another two-horned beast rising out of the earth,

who compels men to wear the mark of the beast, whose
number is 0G6.

Next (ch. xiv) the lamb is seen with 144,000 standing

on Mount Zion, learning the song of praise of the heav-
enly host. Three angels fly forth calling men to wor-
ship God, proclaiming the fall of Babylon, denouncing
the worshippers of the beast. A blessing is pronounced
on the faithful dead, and the judgment of the world is

described under the image of a harvest reaped by angels.

John (ch. xv, xvi) sees in heaven the saints who had
overcome the beast, singing the song of Moses and the

Lamb. Then seven angels come out of the heavenly
temple having seven vials of wrath, which they pour

out upon the earth, sea, rivers, sun, the seat of the beast,

Euphrates, and the air, after which there are a great

earthquake and a hail-storm.

One (ch. xvii, xviii) of the last seven angels carries

John into the wilderness and shows him a harlot, Baby-
lon, sitting on a scarlet beast with seven heads and ten

horns. She is explained to be that great city, sitting

upon seven mountains, reigning over the kings of the

earth. Afterwards John sees a vision of the destruc-

tion of Babylon, portrayed as the burning of a great

city amid the lamentations of worldly men and the re-

joicing of saints.

Afterwards (ch. xix) the worshippers in heaven are

heard celebrating Babylon's fall and the approaching

marriage-supper of the lamb. The Word of God is seen

going forth to war at the head of the heavenly armies

;

the beast and his false prophet are taken and cast into

the burning lake, and their worshippers are slain.

An angel (xx-xxii, 5) binds the dragon, i.e. the dev-

il, for one thousand years, while the martyred saints

who had not worshipped the beast reign with Christ.

Then the devil is unloosed, gathers a host against the

camp of the saints, but is overcome by fire from heaven,

and is cast into the burning lake with the beast and
false prophet. John then witnesses the process of

the final judgment, and sees and describes the new
heaven and the new earth, and the new Jerusalem,

with its people and their way of life.

In the last sixteen verses (xxii, 6-21) the angel sol-

emnly asseverates the truthfulness and importance of

the foregoing sayings, pronounces a blessing on those

who keep them exactly, gives warning of his speedy
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i judgment, and of the nearness of the time

when these prophecies shall be fulfilled.

V. Schemes ofInterpretation.—Few, if any, books of

tii,. Bible have been the sport of so greal differences of

view as this, arising largely from prejudice and the pas-

sion of the times. We can give here bul a brii f out-

line of these conflicting opinions, which prevail even to

the present day.

1. Historical Review.—The interval between the ap-

ostolic age and tha( of Constantine has been called the

Chiliastic period of Apocalyptic interpretation. The
visions of John were chiefly regarded as represi nta-

tions of general Christian truths, scarcely yel em-

bodied in actual facts, for the most pari to be exem-

plified or fulfilled in the reign of Antichrist, the com-

ing of < Ihrist, the millennium, and the day ofjudgment.

The fresh hopes of i lie early Christians, and the severe

persecution they endured, taught them to live in those

future events with intense satisfaction and comfort.

They did not entertain the thought of building up a

definite < secutive chronological scheme even of those

symbols which some moderns regard as then already

fulfilled; although from the beginning a connection be-

tween Rome and Antichrist was universally allowed,

and parts of the Revelation were regarded as the filling-

up of the great outline sketched by Daniel and Paul.

The only extant systematic interpretations in this pe-

riod are the interpolated commentary on the Revela-

tion by the martyr Victorinus, dr. A.D. 270
I
Biblio-

tkeca Palrum Maxima, iii. II 1. and Migne, Patrohgia

Latina, v. 318; the two editions should be compared),

and the disputed treatise on Antichrist by Hippolytus

(Migne, Patrohgia Grceca, x, 726). But the prevalent

views of thai age are to be gathered also from a pas-

sage in Justin Martyr (Trypho, 80, 81), from the later

1 ks, especially the fifth, of [renaeus, and from various

scattered passages in Tertullian, Origen, and Methodius.

The general anticipation of the last days of the world

in Lactantius, vii, II 25, has little direct reference to

t he Re\ elation.

Immediately after the triumph of Constantine, the

Christians, emancipated from oppression and persecu-

tion, and dominant and prosperous in their turn, began
to lose their vivid expectation (>f our Lord's speedy ad-

vent and their spiritual conception of his kingdom, and

to look upon the temporal supremacy of Christianity as

a fulfilment of the promised reign of Christ on earth.

The Roman empire, become Christian, was regarded no

longer as the object of prophetic denunciation, but as

the Bee fa millennial development This view, how-

ever, was soon met by the figurative interpretation of

the millennium as the reign of Christ in the hearts of

all true believers. As the barbarous and heretical in-

vaders of the falling empire appeared, they were re-

garded by the suffering Christians as fulfilling the woes

denounced in the Revelation. The beginning of a reg-

ular chronological interpretation is seen in Berengaud

< assigned by some critics to the 9th century), who treated

the Revelation as a history of the Church from the be-

ginning of the world to its end. The original Commen-
tary of the abbot Joachim is remarkable, nol only for a

further development of that method of interpretation.

hni tor die scarcely disguised idei ii iiicai i I Babylon
with papal Rome, and of the second heasl or Antichrist

with some universal pontiff. The chief commentaries

belonging to this period are that which is ascribed to

Tichonius (cir. A.D. 390), printed in the works ofAugus-
tine; Primasius of Adrumetum in Africa i A.M. 550), in

Migne, Patrohgia Latina, Ixviii, 1406; Andreas of

Crete (,ir. A.I i. ('..in. Arethas of ( lappadocia, and QEcu-
menius ofThessaly in the LOth century, whose commen-
tarieswere published togi ther in Cramer's Catena I Oxon.
1840); i he Explanatio I /**. in the works ofBede (A.D.

735) ; the Expositio of Berengaud, printed in the works
ofAmbrose; the Commentary ofHaymo (A.D. 853), first

published at Cologne in 1531; a short treatise on the
seals by Ansehu, bishop of llavilbcrg (A.D. lib", i,

printed in D'Aclury's Spicilegium, i. 101 ; the /

of abbot Joachim of Calabria (A.D. 1200), printed at

Venice in l.V.'T.

In the dawn of the Reformation, the views to which
the reputation of abbot Joachim gave currency were

taken up by the harbingers of the impending change,

as byWycliffe and others; and they became the foun-

dation of that unai historical school of interpretation,

which up to this time seems the most popular of all.

(For the later commentaries, see j- vi. below.)

2. Approximati Classification of Modern Interpreta-

tions.— These are generally placed in three great di-

visions.

(1.) The Praterist expositors, who an- ofopinion that

the Revelation has been almost, or altogether, fulfilled

in tic- lime which has passed since ii was written : that

it refers principally to the triumph of Christianity over

Judaism and paganism, signalized in the downfall ofJe-

rusalem and of Rome. The most eminent expounders

of this view are Alcasar. Grotius, Hammond, Bossuet,

( alinei.Wetlslcin.Kichhorn.Hug, Herder, Kwald.Liicke,

DeWette, Dusterdieck, Stuart, Lee, and Maurice. This

is the favorite interpretation with the critics ol Ger-

many, one id' whom goes so far as to slate that the

writer of the Revelation promised the fulfilment of his

visions within the space of three years and a half from

the time in which he wrote.

Against the Praterist view it is urged that prophecies

fulfilled ought to be rendered so perspicuous to the gen-

eral sense of the Church as to supply an argument
against infidelity; that the destruction of Jerusalem,

having occurred twenty- live years previously, could

not occupy a large space in a prophecy; thai the sup-

posed predictions of the downfall of Jerusalem .and of

Nero appear from the context to refer to one event, bul

are by this scheme separated, and. moreover, placed in

a wrong order: that the measuring of the Temple and

the altar, and the death of the two witnesses (ch. xi),

cannot lie explained consistently with the context.

(2.) The Futurist expositors, whose views show a

strong reaction against some extravagances of the pre-

ceding school. They believe that the whole book, ex-

cepting perhaps the lirst three chapters, refers principal-

ly, if not exclusively, to events which are yel to come.

'Ibis view, which is asserted to be merely a revival

of the primitive interpretation, has been advocated in

recent times by Dr. .1. II. Todd, Dr. S. R. Maitland,

B. Newton, C. -Maitland, I. Williams, De Burgh, and

others.

Against the Futurist it is argued thai ii i- nol consist-

ent with the repeated declarations of a speedy fulfil-

ment at the beginning and end of the book itself (see

i, :>; xxii, 6, 7, 12, 2ii). Christians, to whom it was

originally addressed, would have derived no special

comfort from it had its fulfilment been altogether de-

ferred for so many centuries. The rigidly literal inter-

pretation of Babylon, the Jewish tribes, and other sym-
bols which generally forms a part of Futurist schemes.

presents peculiar difficulties.

(.'..) The Historical or Continuous expositors, in whose
opinion the Revelation is a progressive history of the

fortunes of the Church from the lirst century to the end

of time. The chief supporters of this most interesting

interpretation are Mede. Sir I. Newion. Yiiiinga. Ben-

gel, Woodhouse, Faber, E. B. Elliott,Wordsworth, Heng-

stenberg, Ebrard, and others. The recent Commentary

of dean Alford belongs mainly to this school.

Against the historical scheme it is urged that its

advocates differ very widely among themselves; that

they assume without any authority thai the 1260 days

are so many years: that several of its applications

e.g. of the symbol of the ten-horned beast to the popes,

and the sixth seal to the conversion of Constantine

are inconsistent with the context; thai attempts by

Some ol this School to predict future events b\ the help

..I Revelation have ended in repeated failures.

Two methods have been proposed by which the Stu-
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dent of the Revelation may escape the incongruities and

fallacies of the different interpretations, while he may
derive edification from whatever truth they contain. It

has been suggested that the book may be regarded as a

prophetic poem, dealing in general and inexact descrip-

tions, much of which may be set down as poetic ima-

gery—mere embellishment. But such a view would be

difficult to reconcile with the belief that the book is an

inspired prophecy. A better suggestion is made, or

rather is revived, by Dr. Arnold in his sermons On the

Interpretation ofProphecy : that we should bear in mind

that predictions have a lower historical sense, as well as

a higher spiritual sense ; that there may be one, or more

than one, typical, imperfect, historical fulfilment of a

prophecy, in each of which the higher spiritual fulfil-

ment is shadowed forth more or less distinctly. See

Double Sense.

In choosing among the various schemes of interpre-

tation, we are inclined to adopt that which regards the

first series of prophetical visions proper (ch. iv-xii) as

indicating the collapse (in part at the time already

transpired) of the nearest persecuting power, namely,

Judaism ; the second series (ch. xiii-xix) as denoting

the eventual downfall of the succeeding persecutor, i. e.

Rome (first in its pagan and next in its papal form);

and the third series (xx, 1-10) as briefly outlining the

final overthrow of a last persecutor, some yet future

power or influence (figuratively represented by a name
borrowed from Ezekiel). These three opponents of

Christianity are set forth as successive developments of

Antichrist, and the symbols employed are cumulative

and reiterative rather than historical and consecutive.

For special explanations, see Antichrist; Magog;
Number of the Beast, etc.

VI. Commentaries.—Most of the above questions are

treated in the regular commentaries and introductions,

and in numerous monographs, published separately or

in periodicals. The following are the exegetical helps

solely on the whole book; to the most important we
prefix an asterisk: St. Anthony, Expositio (in Opp.

p. 645); Victorinus, Scholia (in Bill. Max. Patr. iii,

414; Galland. Bibl. Patr. iv, 49; also Par. 1549, 1609,

8vo) ; Berengaud, Expositio (in Ambrosii Opp. ii, 499)

;

Trichonius, Expositio (in Augustini Opp. xvi, 617);

Primasius, Commenfarius (in Bibl. Max. Patr. vol. x)

;

Andreas Caesar, Commentarius (ibid, v, 590) ; Arethas,

Explanations (ibid, ix, 741 ; also in (Ecumenii Opp. vol.

ii) ; Bede, Explanatio (in Opp. v, 701 ; also in Works, i,

189 ; xii, 337) ; Ambrosius Autpert. In Apocal. (in Bibl.

Max. Patr. xiii, 403); Alcuin, Commentarii (in Mai,
Script. Vet. ix, 257); Bruno, in Apocal. (in Opp. vol. i)

;

Hervanis, Enarrationes (in Anselmi Opp. ed. Picard,

1612); Rupert, In Apocal. (in Opp. ii, 450); Anon.
Glossa (Lips. 1481, 4to) ; Albert, Comment. (Basil. 1506,

4to; also in Opp. vol. xi) ; Joann. Yiterb. Glossa (Colon.

1507, 8vo) ;
*Joachim. In Apocal. (Yen. 1519, 1527, 4to)

;

Huss, Commentarius (ed. Luther, Vitemb. 1528, 8vo);
Lambert, Exegesis (Marp. 1 528 ; Basil. 1539, 8vo) ; Aimo,
< 'omm ntarius (Colon. 1529, 1531, 1534; Par. 1540, 8vo)

;

Melch. Hoffmann, A uslegung (Argent. 1530, 8vo) ; Bul-
linger. Condones (Basil. 1535, 1570, and often, fol.; also

in English, Lond. 1573, 4to) ; Thomas of Wales, Exposi-
tio (Flor. 1549, 8vo; also in Aquinas, Comment, l'aris,

1641); Bibliander, Commentarius (Basil. 1549, 8vo)

;

Meyer, Commentarius (Tigur. 1554, 1603, fol.); Fulke,

Prcelectiones (Lond. 1557, 1573, 4to); Conrad, Commen-
tarius (Basil. 1560, 1574, 8vo) ; Borrhaus, Commentarius,
(ibid. 1561; Tigur. 1600, fol.); Serranus, Commentaria
(Complut. 1563, fol.) ; ChytrsBUS, Commentarius (Vitemb.

1563, 1571, 1575, 8vo; Rost. 1581, 4to) ; Artopaeus, Ex-
plicatio (Basil. 1563, 8vo) ; Selnecker, Erklarung (Jen.

1567, 1568, 1608, 4to); Gyfford, Sermons (Lond. 1573,

4to); MarloratuSj.E'.r/jcm'&m (from the Latin, ibid. 1574,

4to); Brocardus, Interpretatio (L. B. 1580, 1590, 8vo;
also in English, Lond. 1583, 4to); De Fermo [Rom.
Cath.], Enarratio (from the Italian, Antw. 1581, 8vo)

;

De Melo [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius (Pint. 1584, fol.)

;

Foxe, Pralectiones (Lond. 1587, fol. ; Geneva, 1596, 1618,

8vo); Bulenger [Rom. Cath.], Ecphrasis (Paris, 1589,

1597, 8vo); Junius, Illustratio (Heidelb. 1591; Basil.

1599, 8vo; and in Opp. vol. i, 1694; also in French,

Basle, 1592, 1598; in English, Lond. 1592, 1596, 4to;

1616, 8vo) ; De Ribera [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius
(Salam. 1591, fol.; Lugd. 1593, 4to; Antw. 1603: Duoc.
1623, 8vo) ; Gallus, Clavis (Antw. 1592, 8vo) ; *Napier,

Interpretation (Edinb. 1593, 1611, 1645. 4to; in French,

Rupp. 1603, 1607; Geneva, 1643, 4to; in Dutch, Magdeb.
1618 ; in German, Leips. 1611 ; Frankf. 1615, 1627, -8vo

;

Ger. 1661, 4to); Funcke, Erkldi-ung (Fr.-a.-M. 1596,4to);

Du Jon, Exposition (from the French, Lond. 1596, 4to)
;

Foorthe, Revelatio (ibid. 1597, 4to) ; Winckelmann, Com-
mentarius (Francf. 16(10, 1609; Lub. 1615, 8vo) ; De la

Pe'rie, Paraphrase (French, Geneva, 1600, 1651, 4to)

;

Eglin, Epilysis (Tigur. 1601, fol.; Hanov. 1611, 4to);

Viegas [Rom. Cath.], Commentarii (Ebor. 1601, fol.;

Lugd. 1002, 1606; Ven. 1602, 1608; Colon. 1603, 1607;

Par. 1606, 1615, 1630, 4to) ; Richter, Die Offenbarung
(Leips. 1602, 4to) ; Dent, Exposition (Lond. 1603, 1607,

4to; 1623, 8vo; 1644, 4to ) ; Pererius, Disputationes

(Lugd. 1606; Ven. 1607, 4to); Brightmann, Scholia

(Francf. 1609, 4 to ; 1618; Heidelb. 1612, 8vo ; also in

English, Amst. 1611, 1615, 4to; Lond. 1616; Leyd. 1644,

8vo; and in Works, Lond. 1644, 4to) ; Taffin, Exposition

(French, Fless. 1609; Middelb. 1614, 8vo) ; Hoe, Com-
mentarii. (Lips. 1609-11, 2 vols.4to; 1671, fol.); Brough-

ton, Revelation (Lond. 1610, 4to; also in Works, p. 408);

Becan, Commentarius (Mogunt. 1612, 12mo); Lucius,

Notce (Hanov. 1613, 8vo); Forbes, Commentary (Lond.

1613, fol.; also in Latin, Amst. 1646, 4to); Cottlere, Ex-
positio (Salm. 1614; Sedan, 1625, 4to) ; Alcassar. [Rom.
Cath.], Investigatio (Antw. 1614; Lugd. 1618, fol.);

also 5 additional Libri (Lugd. 1632, fol.); Graser, Com-
mentarius (Tigur. 1614, 4to) ; Cramer, Erkldrung (Stet.

161S, 4to) ; Pareus, Commentarius (Heidelberg, 1618,

1622, Ito; also in English, Amst. 1641, fol.); Lauten-

sack, Erkldrung (Frankf. 1619, 4to) ; Cowper, Commen-
tary (Lond. 1619, 4to; and in Works, p. 811; also in

Dutch, Amst. 1656, fol.; and in German, Leips. 1671,

8vo); Montacut, Paraphrasis (Lond. 1619, fol.); Clu-

ver, Morgenlicht (Gosl. 1620, 8vo ; in Latin, Lub. 1647,

fol.); Wolter, Auslegung (Rost. 1625, 1629, 4to); De
Dieu, Animadcersiones (L. B. 1627, 4ti>); *Mede, Claris

(Cambr. 1627, 1629, 1649, 4to; also in English, ibid.

1632; Lond. 1643, 1650, 4to; 1831, 12mo ; 1833, 8vo;

both with additional notes in Works, vol. ii) ; Baaz,

Commentary (in Swedish, Calmar, 1629, 8vo) ; Anon.
Exjjlication (French, Leyd. 1633, 4to) ; Le Bux, Para-
phrase (French, Genev. 1641, 4to) ; Gerhard, Adnota-

Hones (Jen. 1643, 1645; Lips. 1712, 4to); Gravius, Ta-
bulae (L. B. 1647, fol.); also Auslegung (Hamb. 1657,

4to); Holland, Exposition (Lond. 1650, 4to); Ilartlib,

Revelation (from the Dutch, ibid. 1651, 8vo); Ferra-

rius [Rom. Cath.], Commentaria (Mecliol. 1654, 3 vols,

fol.); De la Haye [Rom. Cath.], Commentarii (Par.

1654 sq., 2 vols, fol.); Guild, Explanation (Aberdeen,

1656, 12mo) ; Fromond [Rom. Cath.], Commentarius

(Lov. 1657, 4to; also [with other books] Par. 1670, fol.);

Durham, Commentary (Glasg. 1658, fol. ; 1680, 1764,

1788, 4to; Edinb. 1680, 4to; Amst. 1060, 4to; Falkirk,

1799, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Amyrald, Introduction (French, Hag,

1658, 4to); Bordes, Elucidatio (Par. 1658, 2 vols, fol.);

also Explicatio (ibid. 1659,101.1; Kromaver [J.], Commen-
tarius (Lips. 1662, 1674, 4to) ; De Sylveira [Rom. Cath.],

Commentaria (Lugd. 1663, 1669," 1700, 2 vols, fol.);

Diest [A.], Analysis (Arnh. 1663, 4to) ; More, Apocalyp-

sis (Lond. 1666, 1680, 4to) ; and Ratio (ibid. 1666, 4to ; in

English, ibid. 1680, 4to; both in his Opp. ibid. 1675,

fol.); Brenius, Verklaaringe [includ. Job.] (Amst. 1666,

4to); Pegan, Erkldrung (Frankf. 1670, 1676, 12mo);
Schindler, Delineation (German, Brunsen. 1670, 4to);

Grellot, Prodromus (L. B. 1675, 4to) ; Kircher [Rom.

Cath.], Explicatio (Colon. 1676. 4to); Matt. Hoffman,

Chronotaxis (Jen. 1678, 1687, 4to) ; Heuniscb, Synopsis

(ibid. 1678, 4to) ; also Uauptschliissel (Schleus. 1684, 4to

;
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Leips. 1G97, «vo; and in Latin, Rottenb. 1684; Lips.

: Muller, Elucidatio
i Hard. 1684, 2 vols, tto);

Rom. Catb.], Explanatio (Lugd. 1684, tto);

,. Diatrti* (L. B. L687, 2 vols. 4to); Van We-
sel, Verklaarmg (Ench. 1688, tto); Bossuet [Rom.

Cath. |, Explication (French, Par. t689, 8vo); I Iressener,

Explication (L 1.1689, tto); also Demonstration (ibid.

L690, tto); also Paraphrasi (ibid. 1693, tto); Marck,

i r.-a.-i;h. 1689, 1699, tto) ; La Cherlar-

die R n l a b. . Explication (French, Par. 1692, 8vo;

1702, 1708, tto); Petersenias, Anleitung (Leips. 1696,

runsmann, Phosphorus (Hafn. 1696, 1699, 8vo);

Gebhard, Tsagoge (Gryphsw. 1696, 1697, 4to); Durer,

Erklarung < Hanov. 1701, l2mo) ; Biermann, I 'lavis | Fr.-

a.-Ph. 1702, 4to); Vitringa, Anacrisis (Franeck. 1705;

Amst 1719; Wessenf. 1721, tto); Whiston, Essay (Cambr.

L706, 1711. tto); M. Kr ayer, Erklarung
i Leips. 1708,

liweizer, Erklarung (Ulm, 1709, 8vo); Grone-

wegen, Auslegung (from the Dutch, Frankf. 1711, 4to);

Kerckerdere
[
Rom. Cath.], Systema (Lov. 1711. l2mo)

;

Brussken, Schlussel (Offenb. 1713, tto); Maudil [Rom.
Cath.], Analyst (Par. 1714, 8vo); Weple, Paraphrase

(Lond. 171.".. 4to); Boekholt, VerUaaring (Had. 1717.

4to) ; Driessen, Meditationes (Fr.-a.-Rh. 1717, 4to);

Wells, /A/// (Oxf. 1718, 8vo); *Daubuz, Commentary
(Lond. 1720, foL); Abbadie, 0u»erfare (Amst. 1721, 2

vols. L2mo; also in Dutch, by Monbach, ibid. 1726, 2

vols, tto); Bomble, Chronotaxis (ibid. 1721, 4to) ; Rein-

beck, Erbrterung (Berl. 1722, 8vo); Scheuermann, /."/•-

kldrung (Lipstad. 1722, 4to); Andola, Clavis [includ.

other passages] (Leon. 1726, tto); De Dioneus, Essai

(Amstl729, lto);Lange[J.],.Er/WdVBB<7(HaL1730,fol.);

Dimpel, Einleitung (Leips. 1730, 8vo); Lancaster, Com-
mentary (Lond. 1730, 4to) ; Robertson, Exposition (Ed-

inb. 1730, fol.); Lbsecken, Erklarung (Hal. 1731, tto);

sir I. Newton, Observations (Loud. 1733, 4to; also in

Latin, Amst, 1737, tto); Pyle, Paraphrasi (Lond. 1735,

1795, 8vo); Van den Hornet, Dissertations | L. B. 1736,

4to); Lowman, Notes (Lond. 1737, L745, 4to; 1791, 1807,

8vo; and since); *Bengel, Erklarung (Stuttg. 1740,

1746, 8vo; new ed. ibid. 1834, 8vo; in English, Lond.
17,"i7, 8vo); Reinli.'ird, I'lmticitu .//.< (Vinar. 1741, 4to);

Cremer, Commentarius (Zutph. 1757, tto); Harenberg,
Erklarung (Brunsw. 1759, 4to); Fehr, Anleitung (Al-

tenb.1761, tto); Taylor, Essay | Lond. 1763, 8vo) ; Swe-
denborg, Revelatio (Amst.1766, tto; in English, Lond.

1832, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Gill, Exposition (ibid. 1776, tto); Mur-
ray [J. \,Sermons[ ibid.l778,8vo i; Reader, /.'• maris (ibid.

1778, 8vo); Herrnschneider, Tentamen (Argent. I7.si;,

4to); Mrs. Bowdler, Observations | Bath, 1787, I800,8vo);

Pfeiffer, Inleitung (Stuttg. 1788, 8vo); Purves, Obser-

vations (Edinb. 1789 93, 2 vols. 8vo); *Eichhorn, Com-
mentarius 1 1. ..it. L791, 2 vols. 8vo); Johnstone, Com-
mentary (Edinb. 1794, 1807, 2 vols.8vo); Semler, Er-

Leips. L794, 1811, 8vo); Hageu, Anmerk.
I Erl.

: Gilbert, Reflections (French, Guernsey, 1796,

8vo) : Snodgrass, Commentary (Paisley. l799,8vo); Jung,
Erklarung (Nllrnb. 1799, 1822, 8vo); Mitchell, Exposi-

tion
|
Lond. 1800, 8vo); J. Galloway, Commentaries (ibid.

1802, 8vo); VVhitaker, Commentary (ibid. 1802, 8vo)

;

ie, Votes (ibid. 1805, 8vo); also Annotations

(ibid. 1828, 8vo); Thruston, Resi arches (( ioventry, 1812,

•J vols. 8vo); Puller, Discourses (1 1. 1815, 8vo; also

in It'o/ />-. ).. 136); Holmes, Elucidation (ibid. 1815, 8vo);

(ibid. 1819, 8vo); *Heinriche, Amtotatio
(Gott. 1818, 1821,2 vols. 8vo; also in Koppe'sJVca) '/'. >•/. u
Culbertson, Lectures (Edinb. 1818, 8vo); Girdlestone

[C. \,Observa Oxf. I820,8vo); Herder, Commentary
(from the German, Lond. 1821, l2mo); Gauntlett, />-

position (ibid. 1821, and later, 8vo); Laurmann, /'/"-

ming. l822,8vo); Tilloch, Dissertations (Lond.

1823, 8vo); Park, Exposition (ibid. 1823, 8vo); also /•>-

planation (ibid. 1832, l2mo); Murray
| R. |, Introduction

(Dubl. 1826, 8vo); Holzhauser, Erklarung (Leips. 1827,

8vo); Croly, Interpretation (Lond. 1827, 4to ; l838,8vo);
*Ewald, Commentarius (Lips. 1828, 8vo; in German,
Gott. 1862, 8vo); Matthai, £» klarung (Gott. 1828, 8vo);

Scholz, Erlauterung (Frankf. 1828, 8vo); Allwood, A"^
(Lond.1829,2 vols.8vo); 'Lord.i ijwsirion (N.Y. 1831,

8 o : Irving, Lectures (Lond. 1831, I vols. l2mo); Lo-
secke, Erklarung (Hal. 1831, tto); "Lucke, Einleitung

(Bonn. L832, 1852, 8vo); Basset, Explication (French,

Par. 1*3"2 33, 3 vols. Svii|; Cooper, ('oiitincutary i Lond.

1833, 8vo); Anon. Unveiling (ibid. 1833, l2mo); Roe,

. h •/•,;////. »/.///
i DubL 1834, tto); Ashe, Motes (ihid.1834,

8vo); Boost, Erklarung (Darmst. 1835, 8vo) ; Hutchin-
son. Guide (Loud. 1835, 8vo); Pearson, Consideration

(Camb. l835,8vo);J ^Interpreter (Lond. 1836, l2mo);

Vivien, Explication (French, Par. 1837, l2mo); Sander-

son, Essays (Lond. 1838, L2mo); Lovett, Explanation

(ibid. 1838, 8vo); Anon. Studies (ibid. 1838, I2mo);

Franz, Betrachtungen (Quedlinb. 1838 10, 3 vols. 8vo);

Tinius, ErMiiniiit)
i
Leips. 1X3<>, K v <>>; *Tiillig. Erkla-

rung (ibid. 1840, 2 vols. 8vo); Habershon, Exposition

(Lond. l841,8vo; 1842, 1844, 2 vols.) ; Paulus| II. E.G.],

Philosophic (Berl. 1843, 8vo) ; Govett, Revelation (1 d.

1843, L2mo); *Stuart, Commentary (Andoverand I d.

1845, 2 vols. 8vo); Clifford, Exposition (Lond. 1845, 1

vols.8vo); Storey. Notes (ibid- 1845, 12mo); Von Brandt,

Erklarung (Leips, 1845, l847,8vo); I>e Burgh, / <-

Hon (Dubl. 1845, and later. t2mo); Galloway
|

W. B.
|,

Exposition (Lond. 1846, 2 vols. 8vo) ; Newton B. W.
|,

Thoughts (ibid. 1846, 1853, 8vo); Hooper [J.],£iepZa7!a<u>n

(ibid. 1847, 8vo); Girdlestone [H.j. Mote* (ibid. 1847,

8vo); Rogers, Lectures (ibid. 1847, l2mo ; *De Wette,

Erklarung (Leips. 1848, in his Exeg. Handb.)\ Hoare,

Harmony |
Lond. l848,8vo); Tregelles, Translation (ibid.

1818, 12mo); Wordsworth, Lectures (ibid. 1848, 8vo);

also JVotes (ibid. 1849, 12mo) ; also Harmony (ibid. 1851,

4to); KeUy, Interpretation (ibid. 1849 51,2vols. l2mo);

Cumming, Lectures (ibid. 1849 52, 3 vols. l2mo); also

Readings (ibid. 1853, l2mo); Graber, Erklarung (Hei-

delb. 1850, 8vo); Frere, ZVofes (Lond. 1850, 8vo); El-
liott, flora .l^o,'. (English, ibid. 1851, 1 vols. 8vo);

Goodwin, Exposition (ibid. 1851, 8vo); Wickes, Exposi-

tion (ibid. 1851, 8vo); dames. Lectures (ibid. 1851, 12mo) ;

*Hengstenberg, Erlauterung (Berl. 1852, 2 vols. 8vo;

in English, Edinb. and N. Y. 1851 53, 2 vols. 8vo);

*Jenour, Rationale Apoc. (English, Loud. 1852, "-' vols.

8vo); Barnes. ATotes (X. Y. 1852, L2mo); Williams. Notes

(Lond. 1852, 8vo); *Ebrard, Erklarung (Konigsb. 1853,

8vo, in Olshausen's Commentar); Scott, Interpretation

(Lond. 1853, 8vo); *Auberlen, OJfenbarung, etc.
I
Basel,

1854, l857,8vo; in English, Edinb. l856,8vo); Graham,
Readings (Lond. 1854, l2mo); Sutcliffe, Lectures (ibid.

1854. 8vo); Stern [Rom. Cath.], Commentar (Schaffh.

l854.8vo); Wachtler, Predigten (Essen.1854 55,2vol&
8vo); Grieves, Analysis (Lond. 1855, 8vo); Desprez,

Fulfilment (ibid. 1855, 8vo i; Pollok, Lectures (ibid. 1855 -

58, 2 vols. 12mo) ; Godwin, Translation (ibid. 1856, 8vo);

Skeen, Lectures (ibid. 1857, 8vo); C. Paulus, /.//<'.<

(Stuttg. 1857, 1'Juio) ; Winslow, Examination
I
Lond. l's -"'7.

l2mo); Huntingford, Interpretation (ibid. 1858, l2mo;

1871, 1873, 8vp); Porter. Lectures (Edinb. 1858, 8vo I

;

*D'usterdieck, Handbuch (Gott, 1859, 8vo, in .Meyer's

Commentar); Monk, Interpretation (Lond. 1859, L2mo);

Galton, I. * chins (ibid. 1859, 2 vols. l2mo); Brandt, /4n-

A/^/»v (Amst I860, 8vo); Kelly
|
W. |. Lectures (Lond.

1860, l871,8vo) ; Curzon, ffey (ibid. I860, l2mo) ; Benno

|
Pom. Cath. |, Erklarung (Munich, I860,8vo); Maurice.

Lectures (Cambr. 1861, 8vo); Hooper
[
F. B. ]. Exposition

(Lond. 1861, 2 vols. 8vo); Harper. Exposition (ibid.

1861, "J vols. 8vo); Smith. Exposition (ibid. 1861, 8vo);

Luthardt, Erklarung (Leips. 1861, 8vo) ; William-. Votes

(Lond. 1861, 1873, 8vo); *Volkmar, Commentar (ZUr.

1862, 8vo); Sabel, Erklarung (Heidelb. 1862, 8vo);

Tucker. Explanation (Lond. 1862, l2mo) ; Kemmler, /.'/-

lauterung |
lui >. 1863, 8vo); Vaughan, lectures (Lond.

1863, 2 vols. 8vo); Bleek, VorUsungen i Berl. 1863, 8vo;

in English, Lond. 1875, 8vo) ; Jessin, Erklarung (Leipp.

1864, 8vo); Blechj Uebersicht (Kant/.. 1864, 8vo); Pa-

cificus, Erlauterung I Leips. 1864, 8vo) : Laramert, Mu«-
/...'»//// (Stuttg. 1864, 8vo) ; Clay, Exposition (Lond.

1864, 8vo); Richter, Auslegung (Leips. 1864, 8vo);
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Hirschfeld, Erlauterung (Saarb. I860, 8vo) ; Diedrich,

Erlauterung (Neu Rupp. 1865, 8vo) ; W. A. B., Lectures

(Dubl. 1865, 8vo); De Rougemont, Explication (French

Neuchatel, 1866, 8vo) ; Bohmer, Yersuch (Bresl. 1866.

8vo) ; Garrett, Commentary (Lond. 1866, 8vo) ; Harvey.

Exposition (ibid. 1867, 8vo) ; Kiemann, Erlauterung

(Halle, 1868, 8vo); Armstrong, Illustration (Lond. 1868,

8vo); Tomlin, Interpretation (ibid. 1868, 8vo); Snell,

Notes (2d ed. ibid. 1869, 8vo); Seirs, Lectures (ibid.

1869, 8vo) ; Stone, Explanation (ibid. 1869, 12rao)
;

Yanghan, Lectures (3d ed. ibid. 1870, 2 vols. 8vo)

;

Kienlen, Commenfaire (Paris, 1870, 8vo) ; Anon. Com-
mentary (Lond. 1870, 8vo) ; *Cowle's, Notes (N.Y. 1871,

12mo); Anon. Exposition (ibid. 1871, 8vo ) ; Pond,

Opening (Edinb. 1871, 8vo); Glasgow, Exposition (ibid.

1872, 8vd); Gartner, Erklarung (Stuttg. 1872, 8vo);
Harms, Erlauterung (Leips. 1873, 8vo) ; *KHefoth, Er-
hlarung ( ibid. 187-1, 3 vols. 8vo) ; Lincoln, Lectures (Lond.

1874, 12mo) ; Fuller, Erklarung (Nordl. 1874, 8vo); Hen-
ley, Musings (Lond. 1874, 12mo); Robinson, Exposi-

tions (ibid. 1876, 8vo) ; Baylee, Commentary (ibid. 1877,

8vo) ; Wolfe, Exposition (ibid. 1877, 8vo). See New
Testament.
The following are exclusively on the epistles to the

seven churches : Laiirentius, Expositio (Amst. 1649,

4to) ; Ramirez, Commentarius (Lugd. 1652, fol.) ; More,

Exposition (Lond. 1669, 12mo): Smith, Epistola [topo-

graphical] (ibid. 1678, 8vo); Johnson, Laodicean Age
(ibid. 1733, 8vo) ; Allen, Improvement (ibid. 1733, 8vo)

;

Wadsworth, Lectures (Idle, 1825, 12-mo); Theime, Com-
mentt Ho (L. B. 1827, 4to); Wichelhaus, Predigten. (El-

berf. 1827, 8vo) ; *Arundel, Visit [descriptive] (Lond.

1828, 8vo) ; Milner [J.], Sermons (ibid. 1830, 8vo) ; Mil-

ner [T.], History (ibid. 1832, 8vo) ; Withy, Lectures (ibid.

1833, 8vo); Hyatt, Sermons (ibid. 1834, 12mo); Muir,

Sermons (ibid. 1835, 12mo) ; *M'Farlane, Seven Churches

[descriptive, with etchings] (ibid. 1836, 4to) ; Blunt,

Exposition (ibid. 1838, 12mo) ; Carr, Sermons (ibid. 1840,

12mo) ; Wallace, Consideration (ibid. 1842, 8vo) ; West,

Discourses (ibid. 1846, 12mo) ; Thompson, Sermons (ibid.

1848, 8vo) ; Stathan, Lectures (ibid. 1848, 12mo) ; Heub-
ner, Predigten (Berl. 1850, 8vo) ; Tom, Die sieben Send-

schr. (Bayr. 1850, 8vo); Gumming, Lectures (Lond. 1850,

12mo) ; Parker, Interpretation (ibid. 1852, 12mo) ; Cham-
berlain. Seven Ages (ibid. 1856, 8vo) ; Biber, Sermons
(ibid. 1857, 12mo); Trench, Commentary (ibid, and

N.Y. 1861, 12mo); *Svobode, Seven Churches [with 20

photographs, and Notes by Tristram] (Lond. 1869, 4to)

;

*Plumptre, Exposition (ibid. 1877, 12mo) ; Anon. Sym-
bolic Parables ( Edinb. 1877, 12mo). See Asia Minor.
REVELATIONS, Spurious. The Apocalyptic char-

acter, which is occupied in describing the future splen-

dor of the Messianic kingdom and its historical relations,

presents itself for the first time in the book of Daniel,

which is thus characteristically distinguished from the

former prophetical books. In the only prophetical book
of the New Test., the Apocalypse of John, this idea is

full}' developed, and the several apocryphal revelations

are mere imitations, more or less happy, of these two
canonical books, which furnished ideas to a numerous
class of writers in the first ages of the Christian Church.

We here consider those especially which profess to be

of a prophetic character. The principal spurious reve-

lations extant have been published by Fabricius, in his

Cod. Pseudep. V. T., and Cod. Apoc. N. T., and their char-

acter has been still more critically examined in recent

times 1-j- archbishop Laurence (who has added to their

number), by Nitzsch, Bleek, and others, and especially

by Dr. Liicke, in his Einleit. in die Offenbarung Johan.

und die gesammte apocalyp/ische. Literatiir. (See the

preceding article.) Tischendorf, in his A pocalypses Apoc-
rypha (Lips. 1866, 8vo), has published the following:
" Apocalypsis Mosis" (Gr. ed. princeps) ;

" Apocalypsis

Esdrse" (Gr. ed. pr.) ;
" Apocalypsis Pauli" (Gr. ed. pr.)

;

"Apocalypsis Johannis" (Gr. ed. pr.) ; "Johannis Liber

deDominatione Maria;" (Gr.ed.pr.) ; "Translatio Maria;"

(Lat. ed. pr.) ; another " Translatio Maria-" (Lat.) ; " Ad-
|

ditamenta ad Acta Apost. Apocrypha;" "Ad Acta An-
dreas et Matthias, ex codice unciali;" "Ad Acta Philip-

pi, ex codd. Parisiensi et Barocciano ;" " Ad Acta Tho-
mas, e codd. Moncrensi et Podleiano;" "Acta Petri et

Ainlrea-. in fine mutila, e cod. Barocciano." For the ac-

count below we are partly indebted to Kitto's Cyclop.

See Apocrypha.
I. Pseudo-Revelations Purporting to Refer to Hebrew

Characters.—These are principally the following:

1, 2. The. Apocedyjjse of Adam and thai of Abraham
are cited by Epiphanius (Hones, xxxi, 8) as Gnostic
productions. They are now wholly lost.

3. The Book of Enoch is one of the most curious of

the spurious revelations, resembling in its outward form
both the book of Daniel 'and the Apocalypse; but it is

uncertain whether this latter work or the book of Enoch
was first written. See Enoch, Book of.

4. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs is a sim-
ilar apocryphal production. See Testament of the
Twelve Patriarchs.

5. The Apocalypse of Moses, mentioned by Syncellus

(Chronog.) and Cedrenus (Comp. Hist.), fragments of

which have been published by Fabricius (ut sup.), is

conjectured by Grotius to have been a forgery of one of

the ancient Christians.

In addition to this and the above work published by
Tischendorf, there has lately been discovered an "As-
cension" or " Assurrlption CAvaKijipig) of Moses," in the

library at Milan, which has been published by Ceriani

(Monumenta Sacra [Medio]. 1861]); Hilgenfeld (N. T.

extra Canonem [Lips. 1866]) ; Yolkmar (Handb. z. d.

Apohr. [Leips. 1867, vol. iii]); and Merx (Archiv f.
wiss. Erforsch. etc. [ibid. 1867, vol. ii]). It represents

an interview between Moses and Joshua just before the

death of the former, and professes to depict the future

history of Israel. It seems to have been written by a

Jew of the early Christian times (Ewakl, Jahibucher,

1852, 1853). See Moses.
These are different works from the so-called " Little

Genesis." See Jubilees, Book of.

6. The Ascension and }'isi<>n of Isaiah (ArafiaTticbv

/cat "Opaaig 'Haaiov), although for a long time lost to

the world, was a work well known to the ancients, as is

indicated by the allusions of Justin Martyr, Origen,

Tertullian, and Epiphanius. The first of these writers

(Dial. c. Tryph. ed. Paris, p. 349) refers to the account

therein contained of the death of Isaiah, who "was sawn
asunder with a wooden saw—a fact," he adds, "which
was removed by the Jews from the sacred text." Ter-

tullian, also (De Patientia), among other examples from

Scripture, refers to the same event; and in the next
(the 3d) century Origen (Epist. ad African.'), after stat-

ing that the Jews were accustomed to remove many
things from the knowledge of the people which they

nevertheless preserved in apocryphal or secret writings,

adduces as an example the death of Isaiah, "who was
sawn asunder, as stated in a certain apocryphal writing,

which the Jews perhaps corrupted in order to throw dis-

credit on the whole." In his Comm. on Matt, he refers

to the same events, observing that if this apocryphal

work is not of sufficient authority to establish the ac-

count of the prophet's martyrdom, it should be believed

upon the testimony borne to that work by the author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. xi, 37) ; in the same
manner as the account of the death of Zechariah should

be credited upon the testimony borne by our Saviour to

a writing not found in the common and published books

(koivoiq nai £scriptvpsvoig j8(/3X('oic), but probably in

an apocryphal work. Origen cites a passage from the

apocryphal account of the martyrdom of Isaiah in one

of his Homilies (ed. De la Rue, iii, 108). The Apos-
tolical Constitutions also refer to the apocryphal books

of Moses, Enoch, Adam, and Isaiah as writings of some
antiquity.

The first writer, however, who mentions the Ascen-

sion of Isaiah by name is Epiphanius, in the 4th cen-

tury, who observes (Ha-res. xl.) that the apocryphal As-
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cension of Isaiah was adduced by the Archonites in sup-

port of their opinions respecting the sei en heavens and

i in ir archons, or ruling angels, as well as by the Egyp-

tian Hieracas and his followers in confirmation of tlitir

heretical opinions respecting the Holy Spirit; at the

same time citing the passage from the AvafiaTtieov to

which they refer (Ascens. of Isaiah ix, 27, 32 "•;; xi,

32,33). Jerome also (in Esai. Ixiv, 4) expressly names

the- work, asserting it to be an apocryphal production

originating in a passage in the New Test | 1 Cor. ii,9).

St. Ambrose I Opp. i. 1 124 i cites a passage contained in

it, bul only as a traditionary report, "plerique ferunt"

(Ascens. of Isaiah v,4 8); and the author of the Tmpt r-

fect Workon Matthew, a work of the 5th century erro-

neously attributed to St Chrysostom (Chrysost Opp.

li.iin. 1 1, evidently cites a passage from the same work
i Ascens. of Isaiah i. 1. etc.). Alter this period all trace

of the I k is lost until the 11th century, when Euthym-
tus Zigabenus informs us that the Messalian heretics

made use of that "abominable pseudepigraphal work

the Vision ofIsaiah" It was also used (most probably

in a Latin version I by the Cathari in the West (T. Mo-
nt ta, i

'''". Catharos, eii. Rich. p. 218). The Vision of

Isaiah is also named in a catalogue of canonical and

apocryphal hooks in a Paris MS. (No. 1789), after the

Quast et Resp. of Anastasius (Cotelerius, /'/'. Apost. i,

197, 349). Sixtua of Sienna (Bibl. Sand. 1666) states

thai the Vision of Isaiah, as distinot from the A navasis

(as he calls it), had been printed at Venice. Referring

to this last publication, the late archbishop Laurence ob-

serves that he had hoped to find in some bibliographical

work a further notice of it, but that he had searched in

vain; concluding, at the same time, that it must have
been a publication extracted from the Ascension of Isai-

ah or a Latin translation of the Vision, as the title of it

given by Sixtus was " Visio Admirabilis Esaiae Prophetic

in Raptu Mantis, qua? Divinse Trinitatis Arcana et Lap-
si Generis Humani Redemptionem continet." Dr. Lau-
rence observes also that the mode of Isaiah's death is

further in accordance with a Jewish tradition recorded

in the Talmud I Yebammoth, iv); and he supposes that

Mohammed may have founded his own journey through

seven different heavens on this same apocryphal work.

He shows, a i the same time, by an extract from the Ra-
bot/i, that the same idea of the precise number of seven

heavens accorded with the Jewish creed.

There appeared now to lie little hopes of recovering

the lost Ascension of Isaiah, when Dr. Laurence (then

regius professor of Hebrew in the University of < Ixford)

had the good fortune to purchase from a bookseller in

Drury Lane an Ethiopic .MS. containing the identical

book, together with the canonical book of Isaiah and
the fourth Mailed in the Ethiopic the Jirst) book of Es-

dras. It is entitled the Ascension of the Prophet Isai-

ah, the firsl chapters containing the martyrdom, and
the resl (for it is divided in the MS. into chapters and

i he Ascension, or Vision, of Isaiah. At the end
ol the canonical hook are the words, "Here ends the

prophet Isaiah;" after which follows the Ascension,

etc; concluding with the words, "Here ends Isaiah

the prophet with his Ascension." Then follows a post-

script, from which ii appears thai it was transcribed lor

a priest named Aaron, at the cost of a piece of fine cloth

twelve measures long and four broad. The Ascension
of Isaiah was published by Dr. Laurence at Oxford in

1819, with a new Latin ami an English version. Thie
discover} v as firsl applied to the illustration of Script-

ure by i.' "M is (Comnuon rsaiah). S stime after-

wards the indefatigable Dr. Angelo Mai ( Nova Col-

lect. Script, Vet. e Vat. Codd.
|
Rome, 1828 |i published

two Latin fragments as an appendix to bis Sermon.
Ar'n in. Fragment. Antiquiss., which he conjectured to be

portions ofsome ancient apocryphal writings. Niebubr,
however, perceived them to be fragments of the Ascen-

sion and Vision of Isaiah; and Dr. Nitzsch {Nachweis-
er Bruchstucke, etc, in the Theohg. Stud, und

Krttik. 1830) was enabled to compare them with the

two corresponding portions (ii, 14-iii. 12; vii, 1-19) of

the Ethiopic version. Finally, in consequence of the

more complete notice of the Venetian edition of the

Latin version given by Panzer (Annal. Typog. viii, 473),
Dr. Gieseler had a strict search made for it. which was
eventually crowned with success, a copy being discov-

ered in the library at Munich. This work, the date of

whose impression was 1522, contained also the Gospel

of Nicodemus and the Letter ofLentulus to the Raman
Senate. The Latin version contains the Vision only.

corresponding to the last chapters of the Ethiopic ver-

sion.

The subject of the first part is the martyrdom of Isai-

ah, who is here said to have been sawn asunder in con-

sequence of the visions which he related to Hezekiah,

in the twenty-sixth year of the reign of that monarch,
different from those in the canonical book. These
relate principally to the coming of "Jesus Christ the

Lord" from the seventh heaven: his being changed
into the form of a man; the preaching of bis twelve

apostles; his final rejection and suspension on a tree, in

company with the workers of iniquity, on the day before

the Sabbath; the spread of the Christian doctrine; the

last judgment; and his return to the seventh heaven.

Before this, however, the arch-fiend Berial is to

on earth in the form of an impious monarch,?/;' murder-

er of his mother, where, after his image is worshipped

in every city for three years seven months and twenty-

seven days, he and his powers arc to be dragged into

Gehenna.
The second portion of the work gives a prolix account

of the prophet's ascent through seven heavens, each

more resplendent and more glorious than the other. It

contains distinct prophetical allusions to the miraculous

birth of Christ of the Virgin Mary at Bethlehem; his

crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension: and the worship

of" the Father, his beloved Christ, and the Holy Spirit."

The mode of the prophet's own death is also announced
to him. "The whole work." observes its learned trans-

lator, "is singularly characterized by simplicity of nar-

ration, by occasional sublimity of description, and by

richness as well as vigor of imagination." Dr. Laurence

conceives that the writer had no design of imposing
upon the world a spurious production of bis own as that

of the prophet, but rather of composing a work, avow-
edly fictitious, but accommodated to the character and
consistent with the prophecies of him to whom it is as-

cribed.

As to the ai^e of this work. Dr. Laurence supposes,

from the obvious reference to Nero and the period of

three years seven months and twenty-seven days, and
again of three hundred and thirty-two days, after

which Berial was to be dragged to Gehenna, that the

work was written after the death of Nero (which took

place on June 9, A.D. 68 I, bul before the close of the

year 69. Liicke, however ( l-'.inh itiing), looks upon
these numbers as purely arbitrary and apocalyptical,

and maintains that the dogmatical character of the

work, the allusion to the corruptions of the Church, the

absence of all reference to the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, and the Chiliastic view, all point to a later period.

All that can be considered as certain respecting its date

is that the lirst portion was extant before the lime of

I Irigen and the whole before Epiphaniua It has been
doubted whether the work does not consist of two inde-

pendent product inns, which were afterwards united into

one. as in the Ethiopic version; bul ibis i- a question

impossible to decide in the absence of the original. The
Latin fragments discovered by ^' a ' correspond literally

with the Ethiopic; while they not only differ from the

Venetian edition in single phrases, bul the latter con-

tains passages so striking as to induce the supposition

i bat it is derived from a later recension of the original

text

The author was evidently a Jewish Christian, as ap-

pears from the u>e made of the Talmudical legend al-

ready referred to. as well as by his representing the false
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accuser of Isaiah as a Samaritan. The work also abounds
in Gnostic, Valentinian, and Ophitic notions, such as the

account of the seven heavens and the presiding angels

of the first five, the gradual transmutation of Christ un-

til his envelopment in the human form, and finally the

docetic conception of his history on earth. All this has

induced Liicke (ut sup.) to consider the whole to be a

Gnostic production of the 2d or 3d century, of which,

however, the martyrdom was first, written. Dr. Lau-

rence finds so strong a resemblance between the account

of the seven heavens here and in the testament of Levi

{Twelve Patriarchs), that he suspects the latter to " be-

tray a little plagiarism." If this learned divine were

right in his conjecture respecting the early age of this

production, it would doubtless afford an additional testi-

mony, if such were wanting, to the antiquity of the be-

lief in the miraculous conception and the proper deity

of Jesus, who is here called the Beloved, the Lord, the

Lord God, and the Lord Christ. In respect, however, to

another passage, in which the Son and Holy Spirit are

represented as worshipping God, the learned prelate tru-

ly observes that this takes place only in the character

of angels, which they had assumed.

Dr. Liicke observes that the drapery only of the apoc-

alyptic element of this work is Jewish, the internal char-

acter being altogether Christian. But in both form and
substance there is an evident imitation, if not of the

Apocalypse of St. John, at least of the book of Daniel

and of the Sibylline oracles. The use of the canonical

Apocalypse Liicke (op. cit. § 16) considers to be undeni-

able in viii, 45. Comp. Rev. vii, 21-23 ; xix, 10 ; xxii,

8, 9. See Isaiah.

7. The Epistle ofBaruch is given as the " First Book
of Baruch" in the Paris and London Polyglots in Syriac

and Latin, the "Second Book of Baruch" being there

what is commonly known as the. apocryphal book of

Baruch. This letter is also contained in the Syriac

"Apocalypse of Baruch" noticed below.

(I.) The Design of this Epistle is to comfort the nine

tribes and a half who were beyond the river Euphrates.

by assuring them that the sufferings which they have
to endure in their captivity, and which are far less than
they deserve, are but for a season, and are intended to

atone for their sins ; and that God, whose love towards
Israel is unchangeable, will speedily deliver them from

their troubles and requite their oppressors. They are

therefore not to be distracted by the prosperity of their

wicked enemies, which is but momentary, but to ob-

serve the law of Moses, and look forward to the day of

judgment, when all that is now perplexing will be rec-

tified.

(II.) The Method or Plan which the writer adopted
to carry out the design of this epistle will best be seen

from a brief analysis of its contents. Being convinced
of the unchangeable love of God towards his people

(i, 2), and of the close attachment subsisting between
all the tribes (ver. 3), Baruch feels constrained to write

this epistle before he dies (ver. 4) to comfort his cap-
tive brethren under their sufferings (ver. 5), which are

far less than they deserve (ver. 6), and are designed to

atone for (ver. 7, 8), as well as to wean them from, their

sins (ver. 9), so that God might gather them together

again. Baruch then informs them, first of all, that Zion
has been delivered to Nebuchadnezzar because of the

sins of the children of Israel (ver. 11, 12). That the

enemy, however, might not boast that he had destroyed

the sanctuary of the Most High by the strength of his

own arm, God sent angels from heaven to destroy the

forts and walls, and also to hide some of the vessels of

the Temple (ver. 13-16) ; whereupon the enemy carried

the Jews as captives to Babylon, and left only few in

Zion (ver. 17), this being the burden of the epistle (ver.

18, 19). But they are to be comforted (ver. 20), for

while he was mourning over Zion and praying for mer-
cy (ver. 21, 22) the Lord revealed words of consolation

to Baruch that he might comfort his brethren, which is

the cause of his writing this epistle (ver. 23, 24), viz.

that the Most High will punish their enemies, and that
the day of judgment is nigh (ver. 25, 26). The great
prosperity of the world (ver. 27), its splendid govern-
ment (ver. 28), great strength (ver. 29) and glory (ver.

30), luxurious life (ver. 31), barbarous cruelty (ver. 32),
and glorious dominion (ver. 33) which the Gentiles now
enjoy, notwithstanding their wickedness, will speedily
vanish, for the day of judgment is at hand (ver. 34),
when every thought and deed will be examined and
made manifest (ver. 35, 36). The captive Jews are
therefore not to envy any of the present things, but
patiently to look forward to the promises of the latter

days (ver. 37, 38), the fulfilment of which is rapidly ap-
proaching, and for which they are to prepare them-
selves, lest, by neglecting this, they might lose both
this world and the world to come (ver. 39-41). All
that now happens tends to this truth (ii, 1-7). This
Baruch sets forth to lead his brethren to virtue (ver. 8),

and to warn them of God's judgment before he dies

(ver. 9), that they may give heed to the words of Mo-
ses, who, in Deut. iv, 26; xxviii; xxx, 19; xxxi, 28,
foretold what would befall them for leaving the law
(ver. 9-12). Baruch also assures them that after they
have suffered and become obedient they shall receive
the reward laid up for them (ver. 13, 14), charges them
to regard this epistle as a testimony between him and
his brethren that they may be mindful of the law, the
holy land, their brethren, the covenant of their forefa-

thers, the solemn feasts and Sabbaths (ver. 15, 16), to
transmit it, together with the law, to their children (ver.

17), and to be instant in prayer to God that he may
pardon their sins and impute unto them the righteous-
ness of their forefathers (ver. 18, 19), for "unless God
judges us according to the multitude of his mercies,

woe to us all who are born" (ver. 20). He, moreover,
assures them that notwithstanding the fact that they
have now no prophets and holy men in Zion to pray
for them as in former days, yet if they rightly dispose

their hearts they will obtain incorruptible treasures for

their corruptible losses (ver. 21-27), and admonishes
them constantly to remember these things, and prepare

themselves, while in possession of this short life, for the
life that is to come (ver. 28-35), when repentance will

be impossible, as the judgment pronounced upon every
one will be final (ver. 36-39) ; and to read the epistle on
the solemn fast (ver. 40, 41).

(III.) The Unity of the Ejristle.—The foregoing anal-

ysis will show that every part of this epistle contributes

to the development of the main design of the writer,

thus demonstrating the unity of the whole. This is,

moreover, corroborated by the uniformity of diction

which prevails throughout this document. It must,
however, be admitted that hypercriticism may find some
ground for scepticism in the latter part of it, viz. ii, 21-
41. But even if it could be shown that this is a later

addition, it would not interfere with the design of the
whole.

(IV.) The A uthor, Date, and Canonieity of the Epistle.

—With the solitary exception of the learned and eccen-
tric William Whiston (who has translated it in A Col-
lection of Authentic Records [Lond. 1727J), this epistle

has been, and still is, regarded by all scholars as pseu-
depigraphic, and we question whether a critic could be
found in the present day bold enough to defend its Ba-
ruchic authorship. All that we can gather from the
document itself is: 1. That it was written by a Jew, as

is evident (a) from the Hagadic story, mentioned in i,

13-15, about the destruction of the walls and forts by
the angels and the hiding of the holy vessels (comp.
also 2 Mace, ii, 1-4) ; (6) from the solemn admonition
strictly to adhere to the. law of Moses; (c) from the
charge that this epistle be transmitted by the Jews to

their posterity, together with the law of Moses, and be
read in their assemblies at their fasts; and 2. That it was
written most probably about the middle of the 2d cen-
tury B.C., as appears from the admonition to be patient

under the sufferings from the Gentiles, and to wait for
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the day ofjudgment which is close at hand (i, 37-41),

and the frequent reference to a future life. Ewald

(Gesch. Isr. iv, 233) and Fritzsche (Exegef. Handb. zu

.,-. i. 17."d ( emptuously dismiss it in a few

i mosf unjustly regard ii as written "in a pro-

lix and senseless style" by a monk. Besides the Lon-

don and Paris Polyglots, the Syriac is contained in the

beautiful edition of the A] ryphajusl published
I
I fori

\',i,,i< Testamenti Apocryphi Syriace, recogn. Paul.

Anton, de Lagarde, Lond. 1861 >, and the Latin may be

found in Fabricii Cod. Pseudepigr. V. T. ii. 1 17 sq. See

Baruch.
8. The Apocalypse of Baruch was discovered in a

Syrian manuscript, judged by Cureton in belong in the

6th century, and was first published by Cerrain in 1866

in :i close Latin translation | Mon. Sacet Prof. I. ii. 7:;

98), and in 1871 in the original Syriac i ibid. V. ii i.

The last few chapters, however, had Inn-- been known
.I- i he • Kpistle of Baruch" noticed above.

1 1. 1 Contents. The c poser of this work lias, like

the author of the 1 k of Baruch in the ordinary Apoc-

rypha of the Old Test, chosen as the fictitious writer

of his revelations the friend and amanuensis of Jere-

miah. The scene is laid in or near Jerusalem : and the

supposed time is that immediately preceding and fol-

lowing the destruction of the city and the transporta-

tion of the people to Babylon. The author professes

to give the exact year. -the twenty-fifth of Jechoniah
ofJudah." Jechoniah musl here stand for Jehoiakim,
ami the twenty-fifth year ought to be the eleventh.

The work divides itself into seven parts, if we treat the

letter to the nine and a half tribes as a kind of appen-
dix. Baruch is throughoul represented as the speaker,

referring to himself in the lir-t person, except in the

opening of ch. i and lxxviii. which are of the nature of

a title.

The first part (eh. i ix) opens by telling how the
Word of the Lord came to Baruch, and warned him of

the destruction impending over Jerusalem on account
of the wickedness of its inhabitants. The punishment
should last only for a time, and the ruin of the city

should not be accomplished by the hands of its enemies.
The next day the army of the Chaldseans surrounded
Jerusalem; and when the sacred vessels bad been com-
mitted to the safe Custody of the earth, to he kept till

the last time-, angels overthrew the walls, the enemy
were admitted, and the people were led captive to Baby-
Ion. Then Baruch and Jeremiah rent their clothes and
fasted seven days.

In the second part (ch. x-xii) Jeremiah is sent to

Babylon, hut Baruch is told to remain amid the desola-

tion ofZion, that (hid may show him what will come
to pas- at the end of days. So Baruch sits before the
gates of the Temple and utters a lamentation over the

fate of /ion. and prophesies vengeance against the vic-

torious land now so prosperous. Having thus given
vent to his grief, he again fasts lor seven days.

Ill the third part I eh. xiii xx) he slam!- upon Mount
Zion, and is told that he shall ho preserved till the end
ol lime-, thai he may hear testimony against, the na-

I
his people. |l,. answers that

only few shall survive in those days to hear lie' word
of the Lord, and complains that those who have not

walked in vanity like other peoples have derived no ad-
rom their faithfulness. The Lord answers that

the future world was made on account of the just, "for
ihi- world i- a contest and trouble to them 'in much
labor, and therefore thai which i- to come is a crown in

ui'-ai glory." in further conversation Baruch is ad-
vised not i,, estimate the Messing of lit,- by its li ugth,
and io look rather to the end than the beginning, lie
is then desired to sanctify himself and fast for seven

In the fourth pan (ch. \\i xxx") he comes from a
Cave in the valley of (Vdron, whither he had wnh-

to the place where God -poke win, him before.
t, and he begins to deplore the bitti

life, and calls upon ( lod to hasten the promised end. In
reply he is reminded .if hi- ignorance, and told that the
predetermined number of men must he completed, but
"that the end is not far distant." Baruch then says

that he does not know what will happen to the enemies
of his people, or al what time God will visit them.
The signs of the end are accordingly enumerated, the

last time being divided into twelve parts, each with its

distinguishing characteristic. These pans, however,
are to he mixed together and to minister to one an-
other. The specified Signs shall affect the whole earth.

'•and then .Messiah will begin to he revealed." A de-

scription of the Messianic period follows, on which we
need not dwell. With this the conversation terminates,

and though the usual fast i- not, mentioned, the section

evidently comes to a close.

In the fifth part (ch. xxxi-xliii), having consoled the

people by telling them of the future glory of /ion. he
e,-oes and sits upon the ruin- of the Temple. While he
laments he falls asleep, and has a vision of a vine and a
cedar, of which the interpretation is afterwards given
to him. The vision relates to the triumph of the Mes-
siah. Baruch then asks. To whom and to how many
shall these things he. or who shall he worthy to live in

that time? for many of God's people have thrown away
the yoke of the law. hm others have left their vanity
and fled for refuge under Cod'- wings. God answers
him, To those who have believed will he the predicted

blessings, and to those who despise will he the opposite

of this. Baruch is then commanded to go and instruct

the people, and afterwards to fast for seven days, pre-

paratory to further communications.

In the sixth part (ch. xliv-xlvii) he calls together

his first-born son. his friend Gadelii, and seven of the

elders of the people, and tells them that he is going to

his fathers, according to the ways of all the earth. He
exhorts them not to depart from the law. and promises

that they shall see ''the consolation of /ion." He
dwells on the rewards and punishments of the future

world, desires them to advise tie people, and assures

them that, though he must die. "a wise man shall not

he wanting to Israel, nor a son of the law to the race of

Jacob." He then goes to Hebron, and lasts for seven

days.

In the seventh part (ch. xlviii-lxxvi) he prays for

compassion on this people, the people whom God has

chosen, and who are unlike all others. He is told that

the time of tribulation must arise, ami many of its cir-

cumstances are recounted. lie deplores such sad con-

sequences of the sin of Adam, and in answer to an in-

quiry he is informed about the resurrection and its re-

sults. At last he falls asleep and has a vision. As this

vision (ch. liii) and its interpretation (ch. l\i lxxiv),

though they bring us to no definite date throw an in-

teresting light upon the uncertain methods in which
history was parcelled out into periods, we may notice

them at more length than would otherwise he neces-

sary. A cloud ascended from the great sea. and it was
full ofwhite and black waters, and a similitude of light-

ning appeared at iis extremity. It passed quickly on

and covered the whole earth. Afterwards ii began to

discharge its rain; Inn the waters which descended
from it were not all alike, for first there were very black

waters for a time, and afterwards the waters became
bright, but of these there were not many. Black waters

succeeded and again gave place to bright, and so on for

twelve times; but the black waters were always more
than the bright. A I the end of I he cloud il rained black
wmi rs,and these were darker than all thai had been be-

fore, anil lire w as mingled with l hem. and they brought

corruption and ruin. Alter these things the lightning

which he had seen in the extremity ol the cloud lla-hed

so that it ill ii mi i led the w hole earl h, and il healed those

regionswhere the last waters had descended. After this

twelve rivers ascended from the sea and surrounded that

lightning, and were made subject to ii. Ai this point

Baruch awoke through fear. In answer to his prayer
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for the interpretation of the vision, the angel Ramiel

was sent to satisfy his request. The cloud symbolized
•• the length of the age." The first black waters were

the sin of Adam, with its consequences, including the

fall of the angels and the flood. The second—the bright

waters—were Abraham and his descendants, and those

who were like them. The third (black) waters were

the mixture of all the sinners after the death of these

just men, and the iniquity of the land of Egypt. The
fourth (bright) waters were the advent of Moses, Aaron,

Miriam, Joshua, Caleb, and all who were like them, in

whose time "the lamp of the eternal law shone upon all

who were sitting in darkness." The fifth (black) waters

were the works of the Amorites, and the sins of the Is-

raelites in the days of the judges. The sixth (bright)

waters were the time of David and Solomon. The sev-

enth (black) waters were the perversion of Jeroboam,

and the sins of his successors, and the time of the cap-

tivity of the nine and a half tribes. The eighth (bright)

waters were the righteousness of Hezekiah. The ninth

(black) waters were the universal impiety in the days

of Manasseh. The tenth (bright) waters were the

purity of the generations of Josiah. The eleventh

(black) waters were the calamity which had just hap-

pened to Zion. The rest of the interpretation is, of

course, given in the future tense. " As lor the twelfth

(bright) waters which thou hast seen, this is the world.

For the time shall come after these things when thy

people shall fall into calamity, so as to be in danger of

all perishing together. But nevertheless they shall be

saved, and their enemies shall fall before them. And
they shall for some time have much joy. And in that

time, after a little, Zion shall be again built, and its ob-

lations shall be again established, and the priests shall

return to their ministry, and the nations shall again

come to glorify it, but nevertheless not fully, as in the

beginning. But it shall come to pass after these things

that there shall be the ruin of many nations. These
are the bright waters which thou hast seen." The oth-

er waters, which were blacker than all the rest, after the

twelfth, belonged to the whole world, and they repre-

sented times of trouble and conflict, which are described

at some length ; and all who survived these should be

delivered into the hands of the Messiah. These last

black waters are, in the interpretation, succeeded sim-

ply by bright waters, representing the blessedness of

the Messianic time. Baruch, having heard the words
of the angel, expressed his wonder at the goodness of

God. He is informed that, though he must depart from

the earth, he shall not die. But before his removal he
must go and instruct the people.

We are next told (ch. lxxvii) how Baruch went to

the people and admonished them to be faithful, holding

out hopes that their brethren might return from the

captivity. The people promised to remember the good
that God had done to them, and requested him to write

a letter before his departure to their brethren in Baby-
lon. He promised to do so, and send the epistle by the

hands of men, and also to forward a letter to the nine

and a half tribes by means of a bird. Accordingly, he
sat alone under an oak and wrote two letters. One
he sent by three men to Babylon, and the other to

the tribes beyond the Euphrates by an eagle which
he called. He charged the eagle not to pause till he
reached his destination, and, to encourage him, remind-
ed him of Noah's dove, of Elijah's ravens, and how
"Solomon, in the time of his reign, whithersoever lie

wished to send or to seek anything, commanded a bird,

and it obeyed him as he had commanded it." Then the

letter is subjoined (ch. lxxvii-lxxxvi). It consists of a
general exhortation to the captive tribes to be faithful,

in the hope of being soon restored to a happier lot. The
last chapter (lxxxvii) relates how he folded and sealed

the letter, tied it to the eagle's neck, and despatched it.

(II.) Author, Bate, etc—The work, according to its

title in the MS. in which it has been preserved, was
"translated from Greek into Svriac." Notwithstanding

VIII.—fir

the Hebraic coloring of its thought and language, it may
very well have been written originally in Greek. There
can be no doubt that it was written by a non-Christian
Jew. Though it is rich in Messianic passages, no ex-
pression betrays a Christian hand. The book is per-
vaded by the strong and exclusive feeling of a Jew. con-
fident, amid the most terrible humiliation, in the divine
election of his race. It bears a strong resemblance in
general structure, and even in particular thoughts and
expressions, to the fourth book of Ezra. We must, of
course, assign it a similar time and authorship to the
epistle of Baruch above noticed, which Ewald locates in
the reign of Domitian (Gesch. Isr. vii, 84 sq.). This is

confirmed by allusions to the destruction of the Temple
(ch. xxxix), and the references to Daniel's " times" as
if fulfilled. See Drummond, The Jewish Messiah (Lond.
1877), p. 117 sq. See Baruch.

9. The Fourth Book of Ezra (the first according to

the Ethiopie and Arabic) is, from its apocalyptic char-
acter, styled by Nicephorus (Can. iii, 4) the Apocalypse
ofEzra CAiroica\v\}/ic, 'EaSpa). See Esdras, Second
Book of.

10. 11. The Apocalypse of Zephaniah and that of
Zeckariah are referred to by Jerome (Ep. ad Pammach.),
and cited as lost apocryphal books in an ancient MS. of
the Scriptures in the Coislinian Collection (ed. Montfau-
con, p. 194).

11. Pseudo-Revelations Purporting to Refer to Chris-
tian Characters.—Of these the most important are the
following •

1. The Apocalypse of St. Peter is mentioned by Eu-
sebius (Hist. Eccles. iii, 3, 25), and was cited by Clement
of Alexandria, in his A dumbrations, now lost (Euseb. loc.

cit. vi, 14). Some fragments of it have, however, been
preserved by Clement, in his Selections from the Lost
Prophecies of Theodotus the Gnostic, and are published
in Grabe's Spicilegium (i, 74 sq.). From these we can
barely collect that this apocalypse contained some mel-
ancholy prognostications, which seem to be directed

against the Jews, and to refer to the destruction of their

city and nation. This work is cited as extant in the

ancient fragment of the canon published by Muratori, a
document of the 2d or 3d century, with this proviso,

that "some of us are unwilling that it be read in the

Church," as is perhaps the signification of the ambigu-
ous passage, "Apocalypsis Johannis et Petri tantum re-

cipimus; quam quidam ex nostris legi in ecclesia no-

lunt." Eusebius designates it at one time as " spurious,"

and at another as " heretical." From a circumstance

mentioned by Sozomen (Hist. Eccles. vii, 19), viz. that

it was read in some churches in Palestine on all Fridays

in the year down to the 5th century, Liicke infers that

it was a Jewish-Christian production (of the 2d century),

and of the same family with the Preaching of Peter. It

is uncertain whether this work is the same that is read

by the Copts among what they call the apocryphal books

of Peter.

There was also a work under the name of the Apoc-
alypse of Peter by his Disciple Ch merit, an account of

which was transmitted to pope Honorius by Jacob, bish-

op of Acre in the 13th century, written in the Saracenic

language; but this has been conjectured to be a later

work, originating in the time of the Crusades.

In the ancient Latin stichometry in Cotelerius (Apos-
tolic Fath rs~), the Apocalypse of St. Peter is said to con-

tain 2070 stichs, and that of John 1200. It is cited as

an apocryphal book in the Indiculus Scripturarum after

the (iiKest'wm-s of Anastasius of Xica;a, together with the

. [pocalypse of Ezra and that of Paul. There is in the

Bodleian Library a MS. of an Arabic Apocalypse of St.

Pete?; of which Nicoll has furnished an extract in his

catalogue, and which may possibly be a translation of

the Greek apocalypse. See Peter.
2. The Apocalypse of St. Paul is mentioned by Au-

gustine (Tract. 98 in Ev. Joan.), who asserts that it

abounds in fables, and was an invention to which occa-

sion was furnished by 2 Cor. xii. 2-4. This appears from
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Epiphanius (Hares, xxxviii, 2) to have been an anti-

Jewish Gnostic production, and to be identical with the

'Avafiarucop of Paul, used only by the anti-Jewish seel

of Gnostics called Canutes. It is said by Sozomen (Hist.

Eccles. vii. 19) to have been held in great esteem. It

was also known to Theophylact and (EcumeniuB (on 2

Cor. xii, l). and to Nicephorus in the 9th century ( Can.

iii, 4). Whether this is the same work which Dupin

rod ( 'anon I
says is still extant among the < lopts

is rendered more than doubtful by Fabricius (
< 'od. Apoc.

ii. '.i.',
i

i and Grabe (SpicUeg. i. 85). The Revelation of
8t. Paul, contained in an Oxford MS., is shown by Grabe

(loc. cit.) to be a much later work. Theodosius of Al-

exandria ('Epwrfifiara irtpi TrpoaoiSiHv) says that the

Apocalypse of St. Paul is not a work of the apostle, but

of Paul of Samosata, from whom the Paulicians derived

their name. The Revelation of St. Paul is one of the

spurious works condemned by pope Gelasius, together

with the Revelations of St. Thomas and St. Stephen.

3. There was an apocryphal Revelation of St. John
extant in the time of Theodosius the Grammarian, the

only one of the ancients who mentions it, and who rails

it a pseudepigraphal I k. It was not known what had

become of it, until the identical work was recently pub-

lished, from a Vatican as well as a Vienna manuscript,

by Birch, in his Auctarium, under the title of "The
Apocalypse of the Holy Apostle and Evangelist John
the Divine." From the silence of the ancients respect-

ing this work, it could scarcely have been written before

the 3d or 4th century. Liicke has pointed out other in-

ternal marks of a later age, as, for instance, the mention

of incense, which he observes first came into use in the

Christian Church after the 4th century (although here

the author of the spurious book may have taken his idea

from Rev. v, 8; viii, 3) ; also of images and rich crosses,

which were not in use before the "4th and 5th centu-

ries." The name patriarch, applied here to a dignitary

in the Church, belongs to the same age. The time in

which Theodosius himself lived is not certainly known,
but he cannot be placed earlier than the 5th century,

which Liicke conceives to be the most probable age of

the work itself. Regarding the object and occasion of

the work (which is a rather servile imitation of the gen-
nine Apocalypse ), in consequence of the absence ofdates

and of internal characteristics, there are no certain indi-

cations. Kirch's text, as well as his manuscripts, abounds
in errors; but Thilo has collated two Paris manuscripts

for his intended edition (see his Acta Thomce, Proleg. p.

lxxxiii). Assemani ( Bibl. Orient. III. i, 282) states that

there is an Arabic version among the Vatican MSS.
III. Psi ii.l,:-/,; ,-, I, ill, ins />• ariiif/ E.rtracitntntical Xttmrs.

—Of these the following deserve special notice:

1. The Prophecies <>f Hystaspes were in use among
the Christians in the 2d century. This was apparently
a pagan production, but is cited by Justin Martyr, in

his ipology, as agreeing with the Sibylline oracles in

predicting the destruction of the world by lire. Cle-
rnens Alexandrinus (Strom.vi) and Lactantius (Instit.

vii, lot also cite passages from these prophecies, which
bear a decidedly Christian character.

2. I'd' ancienl romantic fiction entitled the Shepfo rd

of II, mi, is is not without its apocalyptic elements.
These, however, are confined to book i. :;, l; but they
are destitute of signification or originality. Set Hi r-

u \-.

:;. The Apocalypse o/Cerinthus is mentioned by Eu-
sebius (Hist. Eccles. hi. 28), and by Theodorel (Fab.
II" i,i. ii.:; ; . Eusebius describes it as a revelation of

an earthly and Bensual kingdom of Christ, according to

the heresy of the Chiliasts. of the Revelations of St
I homas and St Stephen, we know nothing beyond their

condemnation by pop,- Gelasius, except that sixtus of

Sienna observes that, according to Serapion. thej were
held in high repute by the Manichees; but in the works
ol Serapion which we now pos ess there i- no allusion

'" ibis. There is, however, an unpublished MS. of Se-
rapion in the Hamburg Library, which i- supposed to

contain a more complete copy of his work. See Ce-
l;l\ I III S.

4. The Sibylline Oracles is the title of an apochryphal
work, evidently of Christian origin, <>f the early centu-

ries of our sera, written as a sort of parody on the famous
Roman traditionary books of that name. See Sihyl-
i.IM. < IRACLES.

Revenge (F1B(33, >kuki)<tic) means the return of

injury for injury, or the infliction of pain on another in

consequence of an injury received from him further than

the just ends of reparation or punishment require. Re-

venge differs materially from resentment, which rises in

the mind immediately on being injured; but revenge is

a cool and deliberate wickedness, and is often executed

years after the offence is given. By some it is consid-

ered as a perversion of anger. Anger, it is said, is :(

passion given to man for wise and proper purposes, but

revenge is the corruption of anger, is unnatural, and
therefore ought to be suppressed. It is observable that

the proper object of anger is vice; but the object, in

general, of revenge, is man. It transfers the hatred due

to the vice to the man, to whom it is not due. It is for-

bidden by the Scriptures, and is unbecoming the char-

acter and spirit of a peaceful follower of Jesus Christ.

—

Buck, Theol. Diet. s. v. See Asm i:.

Revenues ok the Church. It is clearly taught

in the New Test, that it is the duty of ( Ihristians to give

temporal support to their teachers. The general principle

was laid down by our Lord (Luke x, 7) that the laborer

is worthy of his hire. Paul says, " Even so hath the Lord
ordained that they which preach the Cospel should live

of the Gospel" (1 < !or. xix. 1 1 ). The following passages

tn-at of the relation which subsists between the minis-

ters and the Church in this respect: Acts xviii.3; xxiv,

17; 2 Cor. xi, 7,8; xii, 13; Phil, i v. Hi 18; 1 Tim.vi,5j
Titus i, 11. So we see that the Church is bound to

provide for the maintenance of its pastors ; but, at the

same time, the pastor is to act in a liberal spirit, and not

to make unnecessary demands upon the Church. These
principles were carried out in the apostolic times and sub-

sequently. Fixed stipends were not paid in early times,

because the Church did not possess property, and there-

fore the contributions were voluntary. These voluntary

offerings were of two sorts: I. The weekly or daily ob-

lations that were made at the altar; 2. The monthly ob-

lations that were cast into the treasury of the Church.

And then arose the custom of dividing up the monthly
contribution and paying the clergy their share, accord-

ing to their order. Another sort of revenue was such

as arose annually from the lands and possessions given

to the Church, which were greatly increased in the time

of Constantine, who authorized the bequeathing of prop-

erty to the Church. A third source of revenue was the

granting to the clergy an allowance out of the public

money. Constantino both gave the clergy particular lar-

gesses, as their occasion required, and also settled upon

them a standing allowance out of the exchequer. A
fourth source of revenue was the estates of martyrs and

Confessors dying without heirs, which were settled upon

the Church by Conslanline. Still later rulers (Theodo-

sius the younger and Yalentinian III) settled upon the

Church the estates of clergymen dying without heirs.

Besides these sources of revenue, there were others, such

as the donation of heathen temples and sometimes their

revenues, heretical conventicles and their revenues, the

temporal estates of clergymen or monks who became

seculars again. Great care, however, at first was taken

not to receive estates donated to the Church to the great.

detriment of others. Respecting the ancient way of

managing and distributing these revenues, we may re-

mark thai the revenues of the whole diocese were in the

hands of the bishop, and by his care distributed among
tin' clergy. As a safeguard against mismanagement, he
was obliged to give an account of his administration in

a provincial By 1: after a while this rule ol,tamed in

iii. Western Church. The division was usually into
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three or four parts—one to the bishop, a second to the

rest of the clergy, a third to the poor, and a fourth to

the necessary uses of the Church. Suspension from

participation in the revenues was one method of punish-

ment visited upon the clergy. See Bingham, Christ.

Antiq. bk. v, ch. vi, p. 1-6.

Reverence (usually some form of X"^, 0o/3fo/t«(,

to fear), a respectful, submissive disposition of mind

arising from affection and esteem, from a sense of supe-

riority in the person reverenced. Hence children rev-

erence their fathers even when their fathers correct

them by stripes (Heb. xii, 9) ; hence subjects reverence

their sovereign (2 Sam. ix, 6) ; hence wives reverence

their husbands (Eph. v, 33); and hence all ought to

reverence God. We reverence the name of God, the

house of God, the worship of God, etc. ; we reverence

the attributes of God, the commands, dispensations, etc.,

of God ; and we ought to demonstrate our reverence by

overt acts, such as are suitable and becoming to time,

place, and circumstances. For though a man may rev-

erence God in his heart, yet unless he behave reveren-

tially and give proofs of his reverence by demeanor, con-

duct, and obedience, he will not easily persuade his fel-

low-mortals that his bosom is the residence of this divine

and heavenly disposition; for, in fact, a reverence for

God is not one of those lights which burn under a bush-

el, but one of those whose sprightly lustre illuminates

wherever it is admitted. Reverence is, strictly speak-

ing, perhaps the internal disposition of the mind, 0(i/3oc

(Rom. xiii, 7) ; and honor, ripri, the external expression

of that disposition.—Calmer.

Reverend, a title prefixed by courtesy to the name
of any clergyman, though " clerk" (clei-icus) is the legal

and strictly proper description of clergymen, and is. in

official documents, placed after (as " Reverend" is before)

their names.

In the Church of England and the Protestant Episco-

pal and Roman Catholic churches the title is given to

ecclesiastics of the second and third orders, the bishops

being styled right reverend. In churches where females

are ordained to offices of the Church, abbesses and pri-

oresses are called reverend mothers.

Revivals of Religion, a phrase commonly used

to indicate renewed interest in religious subjects, or a

period of religious awakening. It comes from revive

(Lat. revivo), to live again, and is often improperly ap-

plied to excitements which can hardly be called relig-

ious, because they do not apprehend, or propose to revive,

the real, inner, spiritual life of the soul, which alone

constitutes true religion. Setting out with erroneous

views as to the work to be effected, such excitements

necessarily fall short of its accomplishment.

These words are also used to denote the conversion

of sinners as well as the quickening of believers. This

arises from the fact that the two events are generally

(not always) coincident. Sinners, who withstand God
himself, may resist the Church in her best estate ; and
they are sometimes converted when the Church, as a

body, is spiritually asleep. Yet such is the influence of

spiritual life, and such the usual sanction given by the

Holy Ghost to its loving endeavors to save men, that a

real revival of the Church leads directly to the conver-

sion of others. Therefore "a revival is simply an in-

crease of the best desires, affections, and exertions of

persons who are already pious and benevolent, such an

increase as, by the blessing of Heaven, awakens in the

ungodly an anxiety for their salvation. . . . When these

evidences of increased engagedness in the cause of Christ

are unequivocally manifested anywhere, it is too late

for an impartial observer to doubt that a genuine revi-

val of religion has there commenced." To understand
this subject in its bearings upon the different classes to

be benefited, it is necessary to have just conceptions of

religion itself, the means of its attainment and revival,

and the evidences by which it is distinguished. These

points, with some others necessarily involved, are indi-

cated by the following propositions.

1. That all men unrenewed by the grace of God are

sinners. Paul represents them as dead in trespasses

and in sins, walking according to the course of this

world, according to the prince of the power of the air,

having their conversation in the lusts of the flesh, ful-

filling the desires of the flesh and of the mind, and as

by nature children of wrath.

2. This being their condition— corrupt in heart, and
disobedient in practice—they need two important works
effected in and for them ; namely, the pardon of all their

sins, exempting them from the penalty of the law, and
the reneical of their souls in righteousness, conforming

them to the moral image of God, and thus fitting them
to do his will from the heart here, and enjoy the holi-

ness of heaven hereafter.

3. That the atonement of Christ provided for just

these results, as may be seen by the following announce-
ments :

" If we confesss our sins, he is faithful and just

to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all un-

righteousness
1

''

(1 John i, 9). "But ye are washed, but

ye are sanctified, but ye are justified in the name of the

Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. vi, 11).

And to show the absolute necessity of this double work,

Jesus said to Nicodemus, " Except a man be born again,

he cannot see the kingdom of God" (John iii, 3). Re-
vivals which aim at anything short of this are not revi-

vals of religion in the proper sense of that word. They
may arouse the fears of men and improve their habits,

but they do not save in the Gospel sense, nor will their

results be satisfactory to the depraved and guilty sin-

ner, or to any spiritual Church.

4. Another important fact to be remembered is, that

this is the work of God. He only can forgive sins, or re-

new the heart. The object of a true revival is, there-

fore, not to absolve sinners, but to bring them to God

;

in other words, to persuade them to accept the terms of

reconciliation, that he may save them. Pronouncing

them converted on their avowing a " desire" or " pur-

pose" to seek the Lord is unauthorized, and exceedingly

dangerous. We should instruct and encourage them to

wait in the way of duty till God shall do the work,

when they will need no absolution from man. Many,
it is to be feared, have been misled right at this point,

to their eternal sorrow. They have been taught to be-

lieve that religion is all their own work, a mere change

of opinion or position ; that they are to convert them-

selves. It is sometimes called a growth ; whereas it is

first a new creation, a new life, and adoption into the

family of God by his own sovereign act. Like all other

acts, it must be done at some specific time—in a moment.

One must be born again before he can grow. If back-

slidden, he must repent and be forgiven as at the first,

and have the old "joy of salvation" restored unto him.

5. When this wrork is accomplished, it will be veri-

fied, first, by the Holy Spirit witnessing to the fact as it

witnesses in conviction to the sinner's guilt, condemna-

tion, and danger; and, secondly, by its fruits, "love,

joy, peace, long suffering," etc., and aversion to former

sins and associations. How does an awakened sinner

know that he is a sinner? He feels that he is, and this

is confirmed by the uniform conflict of his life and tem-

per with the Word of God. How does a real convert know
that he is converted ? Because he now feels the same as-

surance in his heart that he is a Christian which he felt

before that he was a sinner, and he knows that he is living

a life of obedience ; whereas, before, he lived in rebellion.

He can say from the heart, with Paul, "Being justified

by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Je-

sus Christ, . . . and rejoice in the hope of the glory of

God" (Rom. v, 1, 2) ; and, with John, " We know that

we have passed from death unto life because we love the

brethren" (1 John iii, 14). Converts who stop short of

a joyous experience of the love of God will go limping

through life, if they do not utterly fall away.

6. The revival of this style of religion is best pro-
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moted by the inculcation of the fundamental truths of

the Gospel, Buch a~ human depravity, natural and ac-

quired; the sinfulness ol men in rebellion against God,

and in refusing to accept of offered mercy; the certainty

of their loss of heaven, and the endurance of eternal

punishment, if they do not repent ; the amplitude of the

atonement for every one who will deny himself, take

up his cross, and follow Christ, according to the light

that is in and around him; the ability of sinners, by

o repent and believe as to be saved; and the

blessedness on earth .and in heaven which God will be-

stow upon all who seek him with their whole heart.

As to the best manner of presenting these truths,

there is mom tor difference of opinion. Under ordi-

nary circumstances, however, where the Word of God is

freely circulated, their earnest, sympathetic, persuasive

proclamation is more effective than any attempt to

prove them. Many give infidelity too much credit, and

spend their time and strength in defending to the un-

derstanding what they ought to preach to the heart.

They controvert and argue whore they should persuade

and entreat. The people in the circumstances supposed

-in. rally believe the Gospel as really as their preach-

ers, but neglect its claims from worldly considerations.

These obstacles need to be neutralized or removed.

This can be more successfully done by showing their

triviality in comparison with the tremendous interests

at stake on the side of religion than by the explosion of

heretical sentiments which their hearers would lie -lad

to have true, but in which they have little confidence.

The most effective suggestion that we can make on

this point is. perhaps, that the preacher aim to promote

the revival of his Church and the conversion of sinners.

Those w ho fail to do so seldom win souls to Christ. Re-

vivals are io.i produced by such indifference. Says the

immortal Richard Baxter to pastors: "If your heart is

not set on the end of your labors, and if you do not long

to see the conversion anil edification of your hearers,

and study and preach in hope, you are not likely to see

much success. It is a sign of a false, self-seeking heart

when a person IS contented to be still doing without

Beeing any fruit of his labor. ... lie never had the

right ends of a preacher in view who is indifferent

whether lie obtains them or not; who is not grieved

when he misses them, and rejoices when he can see the

desired issue."

With this aim, and a proper understanding of human
nature and the Gospel, one will not seriously err in the

selection of subjects. Nor will he preach so much about

the people as to them. Effective efforts have always

been characterized by their directness. Said Nathan to

David, " Thou art, the man;" and Joshua to Israel.

"Choose you this clay whom you will serve.'' When
Peter preached on the day of Pentecost, "Let the house

ol' Israel know assuredly that God hath made that same

Jesus, whom ye Imrc crucified, both Lord and Christ,"

bis hearers were "pricked in their hearts, and said,

.Mi n and brethren, what, shall we do?"
lint revivals must not be left alone to preachers, or

preaching. Every talent of the Church should be en-

listed in all appropriate ways. Testimony as to per-

sonal experience is a powerful agency, and should be

mployed in private, and often in public. The
true of lay instruction, exhortation, and persua-

sion. When these means fail, the object may be gained

by a tract or /«»,/,-. The printed page has won grand

icci ible to living agencies, and where these

have toiled in vain. Prayer is another powerful means
of revivals, which often prevails where everything else

fails. Their history glows with the wonders of its

power. Singing Gospel truths in an impressive manner
is often effective. It attracts and softens many who
•.are little for preaching or prayer. It has always been

prominent in this work, but never more successful than
at the present time.

7. Revivals are necessary from many considerations.

First, because, as a matter of fact, most Christians do

backslide more or less from their first love. The his-

tory of God's ancient people is little more than a con-

secutive account of their backslidings and recoveries.

The apostolic age was clouded by similar defections,

and followed by the "Dark Ages." The slumbers .1

that long night were unbroken until the revival trump-

et of Luther wa- heard from Wittenberg calling for

reform. Even the Puritans of New England declined.

Says Mr. Tracy, in speaking of their condition at the

commencement of the great revival under Edwards,

Whitefield, and others, ••Such had been tie- downward
progress in New England that there wire many in the

churches, and even some in the ministry, who were yet

lingering among the supposed preliminaries to conver-

sion. The difference between the < ihurch and the world

was vanishing away, and yet never, perhaps, had the

expectation of reaching heaven at last been more gen-

eral or confident." That revival changed all this foi

the time, but in less than half a century there was an-

other sad relapse. When tint Wesleys and Whitefield

awoke to the claims of religion in England, the new
birth was a dead letter, and conversions were scarcely

known; while drinking, gambling, cock-lighting, and

every species of popular vice were patronized by the

Church and many of the clergy.

In view of these facts, what would have become of

religion but for revivals? Had Joshua, and David, and

Josiah. and Ezra, and Luther, and Edwards, the WV-
leys, Whitefield, and other revivalists, clung to estab-

lished customs, and opposed innovations, as some did,

and as others do now, the name of God would hardly

have been preserved from oblivion.

The same tendency is observable in individuals and

some churches now. They are in close fellowship with

sin and the world, without God, and without any well-

grounded hope.

Revivals are also necessary because there is no other

cure for the evils to be remedied. Spiritual life can

never spring out, of the dead, worldly policy which es-

chews revivals: reason, common-sense, and history are

all against it. We may lill the Church with man-made
converts, who have been coaxed into a profession of re-

ligion without having the first elements of a Christian

character; but that is not God's work, nor is ii relig-

ious; it is rather an attempt to cover the wolf in sheep's

clothing, to be stripped of his false pretence when it is

too late to repent and be saved. Nearly all the religion

of the ages is attributable to revivals. Every device to

supersede their necessity has failed. It may be added

with special emphasis that revivals are necessary to the

triumph of moral reforms. Experience has taught

many that they cannot reform without the grace of

God. Such were their habits of licentiousness, profan-

ity, intemperance, fraud, sinful amusements, etc., that

all attempts al reform were fruitless until they came to

God tor salvation. Then they found deliverance, not

from the huh it only, but from all disposition to follow it.

This is the only solid basis of reform, when bad appe-

tites, passions, and habits are fully established. God
only can save in these extreme cases.

8. Revival measures require great courage, zeal, and

decision in their leaders to make them most effective.

Because, first, they generally encounter opposition from

without, and often from professors of religion. It may
be silent, but still it is real and hurtful. Sometimes it

takes the form of friendship, as in the case of Nehemiab
and Sanballat. and suggests damaging complications,

which require clear perception and invincible firmness.

At others ii is outspoken and threatening, which is less

hurtful. Hut not unfrequently genuine but misguided

friends of the work have to be restrained to prevent

their hindering what they fain would help. To do this

successfully often requires much decision and tact Hut

it must be done. A lew weak and fanatical people have

sometimes been allowed to neutralize the best efforts.

hut there seems to he little danger from that quarter

at the present time. These measures Buffer more from
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spiritual death than from overaction. And yet with some

there is so much dread of excitement that they hardly

dare to light the fires of revival for fear of an explosion.

These circumstances call for courage to venture. But

many who wish well to the cause have no faith in God
or man. They cannot see how success is to be achieved,

and therefore they hesitate to attempt it. Here is an-

other call for courage. Many of the great revivals of

the ages commenced with one man. He alone believed,

and worked it up; but when it became manifest that

God was with him, others rallied to his support. In the

progress of the work this same unbelief, during every

little reverse, is prompt to predict that it is going to

stop. This calls for more faith in the leader, who will

do well to review the book of Nehemiah. Then churches

sometimes get weary, and want their evenings for rest,

business, or recreation, and propose to suspend the meet-

ings. A proper zeal will suggest some little modifica-

tion of measures, and strike for new achievements. Re-

vivals have been successfully carried on for years under

this policy; not so much by holding meetings every

evening as by making every meeting, whether regular

or extra, to advance the work.

Literature.— Thoughts on the Revival of Religion in

New England [1740] ; to which is prefixed A Narrative

of the Surprising Work of God in Northampton, Mass.

[1735] (N. Y.); Porter, Revivals of Religion, showing

their Theory, Means, Obstructions, Importance, and Per-

versions, with the Duty of Christians in regard to them

(N. Y. and Cincinnati, 1877) ; Finney, Lectures on Re-

vivals of Religion (Oberlin, 0. 1868) ; Fish, Handbook of
Revivals,for the Use of Winners ofSouls (Boston, 1874).

See North Brit. Rev. Nov. 18G0; Mercersb. Rev. Jan.

1872. (J. P.)

Revocatus was a Christian martyr under Severus,

a catechumen of Carthage, and a slave. On the day
appointed for the execution, he was led to the amphi-

theatre, and, having denounced God's judgment upon
his persecutors, was ordered to run the gantlet be-

tween the hunters. He was then destroyed by wild

beasts, A.D. 205.—Fox, Book of Martyrs.

Revolution. The name given to that change in

the civil and ecclesiastical constitution of England
which took place when James II had been expelled

from the throne in the year 1688, and his son-in-law,

William, prince of Orange, was elected by the voice of

the people. The immediate occasion of the Revolution

was a fallacious proclamation issued by James, under

the pretence of extending toleration ; hut the true ob-

ject of which was to place all the offices of trust in the

hands of the papists, whose hopes had been revived by
the death of Charles II. Some Protestant Dissenters

were imposed upon by this specious pretence; but the

sagacity of the bishops justly apprehending the intend-

ed consequences, the)' strenuously contended and pe-

titioned against the proclamation, and alarmed the fears

of Protestants throughout the kingdom.

Revolution Settlement. The settlement of

the Church of Scotland under William and Man7 is so-

called. It was dictated by policy, and did not restore

the platform of 1638, but adopted the ratification of

1592. Its object was to restore peace and order, to put
an end to agitation, and by the appearance of modera-
tion to curb extremes, to take away all pretext for vio-

lence, and induce all classes of the people to exhibit a

loyal spirit to the new occupants of the British throne.

See Scotland, Church of.

Rex Christe, factor omnium, is the beginning of

a hymn ascribed to Gregory the Great (q. v.). Luther
is said to have pronounced this to be the best hymn.
We subjoin the first verse in both Latin and English :

"Rex Christe, factor omnium,
Redemptor et credeutium,
Placate votis supplicum
Te laudibns colentium."

"O Christ, our king, Creator, Lord,
Saviour of all who trust thy Word,

To them who seek thee ever near,
Now to our praises bend thine ear."

Tli is is the translation as given in the Lyra Domestica,

p. 266. Into German it has been translated by Simrock,
in his Lauda Sion Salvatorem, p. 91, "Christ, Konig,
Schcipfer aller Welt;" by Rambach, in his Anthology, i,

113, " Christus, Konig aller Welt;" by Konigsfeld, in

his Hymnen u. Gesdnge, i, 72, "Christ, Konig, Schbpfer
aller Welt," which is also adopted by Biissler, in his

Auswahl altchristlichi r Gesdnge, p. 67. and by Fortlage,

in his Gesdnge christl. Vorzeit, p. 76, " Christus, Herr
der Majestiit." Besides these translations, Koch enu-
merates a number of others (Opp. i, 74). (B. P.)

Rey, Claude, a French prelate, was born at Aix,
Nov. 27, 1773. In 1800 he concluded his theological

studies at the Seminary of St. Sulpice at Paris, and be-

came secretary to the vicar-general. In 1816 he was
titular canon of Aix, and prebend in 1821. In conse-

quence of the stand he took concerning the new heads
of the State, not considering it necessary to omit men-
tioning them in the public prayers of the Church, he
was obliged to defend his position by a pamphlet.
Notwithstanding this controversy, he was made capitu-

lary vicar-general. Nov. 24. 1830. In 1831 he was ap-

pointed bishop of Dijon. This was the first bishop ap-

pointed by Louis Philippe, whose claim to the throne

was held by the high clergy to be illegitimate. The
court of Rome hesitated to confirm the appointment,

but finally Gregory XVI preconized Rey, and author-

ized that he should be consecrated by a single bishop,

assisted by two dignitaries. But such was the feel-

ing against the proceeding that for a long time no one

would consent to consecrate him. At last the ceremony
was performed by the bishop of Carthagena. The epis-

copacy of Bey lasted for six years, and was a constant

contest for the rights of his position. A remonstrance

was at last issued against his exercising his public func-

tions, and he was forced to resign. He left Dijon, June

21, 1838, and retired to Aix as canon of the Church of St.

Denis, where he died, Aug. 17, 1858. His writings are,

Prieres pour la Consecration d'un Eveque (1808):

—

Pre-

cis Historique de Notre Dame d'Aix (Aix, 1816) :

—

Re-
flexions sur les Affaires Ecclesiasliques du Diocese de

Dijon, etc.—Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate, s. v.

Reyes, Nathan Abbot, a minister of the German
Reformed Church, was born at Toilton, N. H., Dec. 26,

1807. He graduated at Dartmouth College with hon-
or in 1835, and afterwards studied theology at Andover
and at Lane seminary. Having been appointed by the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

as a missionary to Syria, he sailed for Beirut in 1840.

Political and other disturbances, together with his im-
paired health, induced him to return, which he did, with
the approbation of the board, in 1844. He now spent

some time in ministerial labor in Charlemont and South
Royalton, Mass.; and in the spring of 1847 was called

to the pastorate of the German Reformed Church in

Lancaster, Pa., in whose service he continued till 1855,

when he resigned and took charge of a church in Prince-

ton, 111., and after one year was called to Griggsville,

HI. Before his removal, however, he was called away
by death, March 31, 1857. He was a man of tine tal-

ents, good education, warm zeal, and excellent life.

Reymond, Henri, a French prelate, was born at

Yienne, Dauphine, Nov. 21, 1737. He studied in the
Jesuit college of his native village, was ordained priest,

and became vicar of St. George's at Yienne. At the time
of the Revolution he embraced the popular ideas, and
in 1792 was elected bishop of Isere. During the Reign
of Terror he was arrested and kept in close confinement

for nearly a year. He took part in the council of 1797,

and was charged with publishing its acts. In 1802 he
signed the formula of retraction required by the pope,

and was consecrated bishop of Dijon. During the em-
pire he advocated the cause of Napoleon, which caused

his removal by Louis XVIII, but he afterwards returned
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to his diocese. Be died al Dijon, Feb. 20, 1820. His

principal writings arc Droits des Cures el des Paroisses,

etc. (Paris, 1776): Droits des Pauvres (ibid. 1781):

Observations su) ' Elementairt di la /''>-

I): tiMemoin JustificatifofhiBown life, print-

ed in the Chroniqm Religieuse.—TloefeT,Nouv.Iiiag.

G> at rnl . >. v.

Reyna, Cassiodoro de, a Spanish Hebraist, was
born al Seville. He embraced the ecclesiastical life,

Inn renounced il upon Leaving his native country. He
established himself in Frankfort and engaged in busi-

ness, which he abandoned to take charge of a French

i mgregation in London. From thence he wenl to Ant-

werp, and again lived in Frankfort, where he openly

avowed his acquiescence in the Confession of Augsburg.

It is supposed be was living al Basle when his version

ol the Scriptures in Spanish was published. In the

preface to this work he makes himself appear a Catholic,

in order to secure a greater sale for the hook. The title

i~ I. a Biblia,que es los Sacros Libros del V.y N. Testa-

mento,trasladada en EspaHol (Basle, 1569, Ito). Reyna
pretended to have translated directly from the Hebrew,

bnl it is said thai he never saw any original except the

Latin version of Pagnini. A new edition was prepared

by Cyprian de Valera (Amst. L596). Another work of

Reyna is Anniiiai'mm .< in I. urn Siluiiura I'.rangelii Jo-

annis > Frankfort, L">7:; I. Reyna died at Frankfort,

March 15, 1594. Sec Antonio, /lib/. Nova Hispana;
Lelong, Jiibl. .Sacra. — Hoefer, Nouv. Biog. Generate,

s. v.

Reynolds, Edward, P.P.. an English prelate, was
horn in Southampton, November, 1599. In 1615 he be-

came postmaster of Merton College, and in 1620 proba-

tioner fellow. He was made preacher at Lincoln's Inn,

and rector of Braynton, in Northamptonshire; but in

the rebellion of 1642 he sided with the Presbyterians.

In lo I.; he was one of the Westminster Assembly
divines," and took the covenant. In 1648 he became
dean of Christ Church and vice-chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Oxford. He refused the Engagement (1G51)

and was ejected from his deanery; was vicar of St.

Lawrence's, Jewry, London ; restored to his deanery in

1659, and in 1660 was made chaplain to Charles II.

In the same year he was elected warden of Merton Col-

lege, and made bishop of Norwich. He died in July
1667. He published Sermons, Theological Treatises,

Meditations, etc.

Reynolds, Joshua OS'//-), considered the founder

of the English school of painting as regards its special

characteristics, was born at Plympton, in Devonshire
(where his father was rector), July 16, 1723. He was
intended for the medical profession, but was induced by

the perusal of Richardson's Essays on Painting, etc., to

take up painting as a profession. A handsome edition

of these essays was in 177;; dedicated to sir Joshua by
Richardson's son, comprising The Theory of Painting,

Essay on the Art <>/' <'riiiri.<m, and Tin Sciena of a
Connoisseur. Reynolds's first master was Hudson, the

portrait-painter, with whom bewas placed in 1741. He
first set up as a portrait-painter at Devonport, but in

1746 settled in London, in St. Martin's Lane. In 1749
he accompanied Commodore Keppel in the Centurion

to the Mediterranean, and remained altogether about
three years in Italy. He commenced bu im

in London in 1752, and soon became the most prom-
inent painter of the capital. In 1768, when the Loyal

Vcademy was established, Reynolds was unanimously
elected president at the first meeting of the members,
Dec. M of that year, ami he was knighted by George
III in consequence. In 1784 he succeeded Mian Lam-
say as principal painter in ordinary to the king; and,

alter an unrivalled career as a portrait-painter, died al

his house in Leicester Square, Feb. 23, L792. lie was
buried with great pomp in St. Paul's Cathedral, where
a fine statue by Flaxman is placed immediately below
the dome, in honor of his memory. His large fortune,

' about £80.000. was inherited by his niece, Miss Palmer,
who became afterwards marchioness of Thomond. His
collection of works of art sold for nearly £17,000. Sir

Joshua Reynolds, notwithstanding his careless and feeble

drawing, was indisputably a great painter: some of his

portraits are anion-- the tir.-t masterpieces of the art.

whether as simple portraits or as fancy pieces; as, for

instance, Lord II< atkfield, in the National Gallery, of the

former class, and Mrs.Siddons as tin Tragic Muse,sX
Dulwich, of the latter. Ilis pictures are necessarily

very numerous. Their chief excellence is their natural

-race, fulness of expression, suhstant ial character, and
frequently a charming richness of color and lighl and
shade. Among the most remarkable are 7'//-_ Cardinal

and Christian Virtues, Nativity, and Holy Family. His

eulogium cannot be better expressed than in the words
of Burke: "He was the tirst Englishman who added
the praise of the elegant arts to the other glories of his

country. . . . The loss of no man of his time can be felt

with more sincere, general, and unmixed sorrow." Sir

Joshua has bequeathed to posterity, besides his paint-

ings, fifteen elegant and valuable Discourses, of which
a magnificent edition, edited by John Burnet, was pub-
lished by James Carpenter in 1842. A later edition

was published (Hudson, O. 1863, L2mo); and his Life
and Discourses

I N. V. 1859, l2mo I. There is a full

Life of Reynolds by Northcotc ( Lond. 1819, 2 vols.

8vo).

Reys, Manoel Dos,a Portuguese Jesuit, was taught

at Coimhra, and preached with great power and suc-

cess. He died at Braga, April 21, 1699. His Sermons
were printed at Evora (1717-24).

Re'zeph (Ileb. Re'tsepk, BSH, a hot stone, as in 1

Kings xix, 0: Sept. 'Vatrtd). 'VaOnr. v. r. 'Paif>i&), one

of the places which Sennacherib mentions, in his taunt-

ing message to Hezekiah, as having been destroyed by
his predecessor (2 Kings xix, 12; Isa. xxxvii. 12). lie

couples it with Haran and other well-known Mesopota-

mian spots. It is supposed to he the same that Ptolemy
mentions under the name <•{' llhesophu (Pnaoxpct) as a

city of Palmyrene (Geog. v, 15); and this, again, is pos-

sibly the same with the Rasapka which Abulfeda places

at nearly a day's journey west of the Euphrates. The
name i> still a common one. Yakut's Lexicon quoting

these two and seven other less important towns so called.

See Sennacherib.

Rezi'a(Heb.Ritsyah', Jr>2"l, delight; Sept/Paria),

the third named of three sons ol Clla. of the tribe of

Asher (1 Chron. vii, 39). B.C. perhaps cir. 1618.

Re'zin | Heb. Retsin', ~~'^~.fnn, perhaps prina i.

the name of two men.

1. (Sept. 'Paoiv, 'Paaaaiiv.") A king of Damascus,
contemporary with Pekah in Israel, and with Jotham
and Aha/, in Judaea. The policy of Rezin seems to have

been to ally himself closely with the kingdom of Israel,

and. thus strengthened, to carry on constant war against

the kings of Judah. He attacked Jotham during the

Latter part ofhis reign (2 Kings xv, 37); bul his chief

war was with Ahaz. whose territories he invaded, in

company with Pekah, soon after Aha/, had mounted the

throne
I
\'>A\ cir. 740). The combined army laid Biege

to Jerusalem, where Aha/, was. bul "could not prevail

against it" (Isa. vii, 1; 2 Kings xvi, 5). Rezin, how-
ever, " recovered Elath to Syria" (ver. 6); thai is, he

< pic red and held possession of the celebrated town

of that name at the head of the Gulf of 'Akabah, which

commanded one of the most important lines of trade in

the East. Soon after this he was attacked by Tiglatb-

pileser II, king of Assyria, to whom \ha/. in his distress

had made application. His armies were defeated by

the Assyrian hosts; his city besieged and taken; his

people carried away cap I i ve into Su-iana ; and he him-
self slain (ver. 9; comp. Tiglath-pileser's own inscrip-

tions, where the defeat ol Rezin and the destruction of

Damascus are distinctly mentioned). This treatment
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was probably owing to his being regarded as a rebel,

since Damascus had been taken and laid under tribute

by the Assyrians some time previously (Rawlinson, He-

rodotus, i, 467).—Smith.

2. The head of one of the families of the Nethinim

who returned from Babylon (Ezra ii, 48 ; Neh. vii, 50).

B.C. ante 536.

Re'zon (Hob. Rezon', "J*IT*^, prince ; Sept. 'Pa^iuv

v. r. 'Eopwn), the son of Eliadah, a Syrian, who, when
David defeated Hadadezer, king of Zobah, put himself

at the head of a band of freebooters and set up a petty

kingdom at Damascus (1 Kings xi. 23). B.C. post 1043.

Whether he was an officer of Hadadezer, who, foreseeing

the destruction which David would inflict, prudently

escaped with some followers, or whether he gathered

his band of the remnant of those who survived the

slaughter, does not appear. The latter is more proba-

ble. The settlement of Bezon at Damascus could not

have been till some time after the disastrous battle in

which the power of Hadadezer was broken, for we are

told that David at the same time defeated the army of

Damascene Syrians who came to the relief of Hadad-
ezer, and put garrisons in Damascus. From his posi-

tion at Damascus he harassed the kingdom of Solomon
during his whole reign. With regard to the statement

of Nicolaus in the 4th book ct' his history, quoted by
Josephus {Ant. vii, 5, 2), there is less difficulty, as there

seems to be no reason for attributing to it any historical

authority. He says that the name of the king of Da-
mascus whom David defeated was Hadad, and that his

descendants and successors took the same name for ten

generations. If this be true, Bezon was a usurper, but

the origin of the story is probably the confused account

of the Sept. In the Vatican MS. of the Sept. the ac-

count of Bezon is inserted in ver. 14 in close connection

with Hadad, and on this Josephus appears to have
founded his story that Hadad, on leaving Egypt, en-
deavored without success to excite Idumea to" revolt,

and then went to Syria, where he joined himself with
Bezon, called by Josephus Raazarus (PaaZapoi;), who,
at the head of a band of robbers, was plundering the
country (.4 nt. viii, 7, 6). It was Hadad, and not Bezon,
according to the account in Josephus, who established

himself king of that part of Syria and made inroads

upon the Israelites. In 1 Kings xv, 18, Benhadad, king
of Damascus in the reign of Asa, is described as the
grandson of Ilezion ; and from the resemblance between
the names Rezon and Ilezion, when written in Hebrew
characters, it has been suggested that the latter is a cor-

rupt reading for the former. For this suggestion, how-
ever, there does not appear to be sufficient ground,
though it was adopted by Sir John Marsham (Chron.
Can. p. 346) and Sir Isaac Newton (Chronol. p. 221), as
well as by some later translators and commentators
(Junius, Kohler, Dathe, Ewald). Against it are, (a)

that the number of generations of the Syrian kings
would then be one less than those of the contemporary
kings of Judah. But then the reign of Abijam was
only three years, and, in fact, Jeroboam outlived both
Behoboam and his son. (6) The statement of Nicolaus
of Damascus (Josephus, Ant. vii, 5, 2) that from the
time of David for ten generations the kings of Syria
were one dynasty, each king taking the name of Hadad,
" as did the Ptolemies in Egypt." But this would ex-
clude not only Hezion and Tabrimon, but Bezon, unless

we may interpret the last sentence to mean that the
official title of Hadad was held in addition to the ordi-

nary name of the king. Bunsen (Bibehcerlc, i, 271)
makes Hezion contemporary with Behoboam, and prob-

ably a grandson of Bezon. The name is Aramaic, and
Ewald compares it with Rezin.—Smith.
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